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UNTIL fairly recently, most time-buyers assumed that everything
else being equal, the "listener-preference" accorded any station
could reasonably be judged by determining that station's "Entertainment Popularity."

ITJT Negotiates
To Buy ABC
Page 29

Today local programs in five other categories usually determine station
preference. News is the largest audience-builder most stations possess.
Sports often rank second, with various local Specific Farm Programs,
Educational and Public Interest features high on the list. Thus these
Five Points of local programming today offer a highly important
criterion of station evaluation. . . .
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During the next few months, these WHO

TELECASTING
gins on Page 53

pages will describe and

prove WHO's outstanding achievements in each of these five programming departments — which, in turn, help explain WHO's foremost position as a public facility and as an advertising medium. We suggest
that you tear out and file these pages. They will offer significant contributions to your time-buying procedures.

WHO
t/or

IOWA

PLUS!

DES MOINES . . . 50.000 WATTS
Col. B. J. Palmer. President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
7.00 Annually
25 cents weekh

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
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Five out of the top eight ... as shown by the
University of Louisville in the most intensive coincidental telephone survey ever conducted here.
Over 13,400 calls were made in one week. Ask
your Petry man about the high-rated local shows
produced especially for participating sponsors.

Basic

CBS

interconnected
WHAS

TV

Affiliate
Serving a market of more than
85,000 television homes
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

VICTOR A. SHOUS. Director

♦

NEIL D. CLINE, Safes Director

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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YANKEE
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gets

29

your

New

story

over

to

the

Markets

England

For reaching the family buyers — the ones
who habitually do the weekly shopping for

You can cover a lot of ground with Yankee's
29 home-town stations. Every station puts

New England families — what can possibly
be better than a popular Yankee hometown station with its established network
audience?

you right in the middle of a good market —
where you can reach all the downtown and
suburban shoppers in the area.

In any sales drive you are bound to get
action with a Yankee home-town station. Its
acceptance with consumers and merchants is

selling everywhere — not from a distance but
right on the spot.
You can think of the six-state New England

a steadily productive force for building regular customers and volume sales.

market as the Yankee market —
be right!

/4cCC^t€UtCC

The

This means you can do hard-hitting local

04 THE YANKEE

Yankee

/

NETWORK'S

and you'll

0?OUKcUtt<Ht

Network,

Inc.

Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKUNE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.

Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.. 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post" Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3. 1879
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THREE AFM-NETWORK contracts— radio,
April 6-8: American Women in Radio and TeleTV and TV film — reportedly ready for early
vision Convention, Hotel Astor, New York.
signature, possibly over weekend. Contracts,
April 15-19: NARTB 29th Annual Convention,
embodying national and local terms substanHotel Stevens, Chicago.
tially agreed to fortnight ago in New York
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 68)
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 19]
were complete in language Friday.

IT ISN'T officially admitted, but Assn. of National Advertisers plans third study of TV
penetration of radio in relation to rates. Emphasis to be shifted, perhaps to video impact
on daytime radio listening.

Bulletins
J. WALTER THOMPSON, New York, for an
unrevealed client, looking for availabilities on
nationwide spot TV program with masculine

ALSO PENDING is proposal to extend study
of TV's impact into newspaper and magazine
reading; apparently heeding complaints radio
was discriminated against in first two TV
analyses. ANA committee members, jittery
over suggestion that radio study might have
anti-trust angles, constantly explaining they're
talking purely as individuals.

appeal.
GEORGE STORER IV, first grandchild of
George Storer, president Fort Industry Co.
Stations, was born to Mr. and Mrs. George
Storer Jr. Friday in Atlanta. Mrs. Storer
was the former Joan Stanton.

CRIME INVESTIGATOR Kefauver, it's
learned, is receiving fabulous offers to appear
on radio and TV. One, rejected last week,
was for $2,000 per week for two-minute stint,
13 weeks on top TV show (that's $1,000 per
minute). What rankles with him, it's understood, is syndication by one company of newsreel clips of crime hearing to TV stations for
local sponsorship.
It's expected he will make
lecture
tour.
NEWS NOTE: Telecasting of Kefauver Crime
Committee proceedings constituted greatest
educational series in TV's brief, but kaleidoscopic history. (Editor's Note: They were carried by commercial TV stations, mainly sustaining, with commercial shows cancelled and
astronomical line charges absorbed.)
MEMBERS of Special Test Survey Committee
to confer with NARTB (NAB) Board group
on plans to induce association to kick off study
of research techniques. Aim is to get project
before mid-April NARTB convention in Chicago.
THERE ARE AT least two members of Congress who could be classified as "Mr. Available
Jones" for NAB presidency-general managership. Harris Ellsworth, Republican of Roseburg, Ore., who holds proprietary interest in
News Review and Station KRNR, has been
mentioned. Another believed to be Lowell Stockman, Republican of Pendleton, Ore., who was
candidate for RTMA presidency.
STATE DEPARTMENT HAS been canvassing number of prominent broadcast executives
about special European assignment in connection with internal broadcast operations in
Balkan countries. No direct connection, however, with Voice of America.
RICHARD P. DOHERTY, employe-employer
relations director of NARTB, may be tapped
for new defense labor board post, as an industry member. Status would not preclude
his continued activity at trade association.
NAB'S fiscal position said to be looking up
(Continued on page 9U)
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FINAL ARGUMENTS
HEARD
IN BALTIMORE CASE
FINAL arguments on application of Public
Service Radio Corp., in which Drew Pearson
and Robert S. Allen, columnists, are principal stockholders, for facilities of WBAL
Baltimore, heard last Friday by FCC sitting
en banc. Only Comr. Robert F. Jones, who
had disqualified himself because of Pearson's
unsuccessful campaign against his confirmation
for FCC nearly four years ago, did not sit.
Marcus Cohn, counsel for Pearson-Allen,
argued that because of "overabundance of commercial programs," Hearst Radio Inc. should
not receive renewal of license to operate 50,000w WBAL. He attacked Commission majority
report (4-2 vote) favoring Hearst renewal,
asserting that if this happened it would be
futile for new parties to seek facilities of
existing stations on gi-ounds that it can do
better job in public interest. Comrs. Walker,
Hyde, and Hennock voted for WBAL renewal.
Chairman Coy and Comr. Webster dissented
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 21, 1950].
Calling attention to upcoming conference
on responsibilities of TV licensees, seen in
some quarters as video sequel to "Blue Book"
proceedings which brought Pearson-Allen quest
for WBAL facilities, Mr. Cohn said that if
FCC renewed Hearst authorization, FCC
"cannot be persuasive at the television conference." He argued that competing applications thereby would be discouraged.
William J. Dempsey, counsel for WBAL,
argued that FCC was duty-bound under law,
to deny Public Service application on several
legal grounds. He contended adversary was
neither legally, technically nor financially
qualified, and that FCC regulations had not
been complied with. He said financial arrangements were wholly inadequate, and that
"sloppy" engineering presentation was made,
which picked up old data filed by WBAL, even
including errors in arithmetical computations.
In rebuttal, Mr. Cohn contended Public
Service application was proper on all counts,
and that full disclosures had been made to
FCC.
FCC expected to render final decision in
few weeks.

Briefly

Central Air
Lines, of Indianapolis, Chicago, Grand Rapids,
T
.
Louisville and Cincinnati, appointed A. L. Perkins & Co., Indianapolis, as advertising agency.
Radio will be used.
UNITED CAMPAIGN # United Airlines
through N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, planning radio spot campaign starting April 16
in Seattle and Vancouver to promote the shorthaul trip between the cities.
MAGAZINE TV SPOTS • Family Circle
magazine, women's magazine distributed
through chain food stores, preparing series
of TV film one-minute announcements to be
used monthly announcing new issues in about
ten markets.
FILM SERIES # Harry T. Campbell Corp.,
Baltimore, (Sakrete, dry ready-mixed concrete),
sponsoring The Family Handyman, 15-minute
TV film series, in 20 markets beginning April
9. Agency, Hoffman Adv., Baltimore.
GROSS

TIME

CHARGES

RADIO and TV networks' gross time charges
for February released today (Monday) as compiled by Publishers Information Bureau, with
cumulative figures for first two months and
comparisons with same 1950 periods. TV figures do not include those for DuMont Television Network. PIB figures:
Network Radio

GROSS TIME CHARGES

ABC
MBS
CumulaCumulaCBS
$2,682,218 $3,167,607
Feb. '50
5,609,636
$5,734,166
$6,705,370
11,741,703
tive, '51
12,972,841
tive, '50
6,116,911
F
e
b
.
'
5
1
1,401,403
NBC
1,426,705
2,969,592
3,080,291
4,731,626
5,204,674
Total
9,947,573 10,938,567
$15,383,320 $31,624,172
$14,957,460
ABC
$32,465,931
Network TV
570,708
$436,860
CBS
$1,254,851
$202,91
1 $2,583,570
1,211,530
NBC
5,201,504
978,243
2,600,339
Total
3,949,360
8,136,582
2,020,396
$7,804,550
$1,751,862 $15,921,656
$3,668,786
TEST RADIO NEWS STATUS
TEST case as to whether legislative body can
legally eject radio newsman from floor debate
will be brought by WTAX Springfield, which
locked horns with Illinois Senate last week.
Newsman Bill Miller and engineer were thrown
out of an anti-Communist hearing after authorization of senators in voice vote. Glen
L. Farrington, WTAX news editor, who assigned Mr. Miller to cover the debate on tape
for a local news roundup, said: "We see no
reason
why aa violation
radio reporter's
microphone
constitute
of senate
privilegewould
any
more than a newspaper reporter with his pencil
CONTRACT
TO WESTINGHOUSE
and pad."
FOUR defense contracts worth $12 million
for production of radio test, transmitting and
other electronic equipment awarded to Westinghouse Television & Radio Division. Westinghouse said contracts would not affect TV
set production unless further restrictions on
critical metals were authorized by National
Production Authority.
BROADCASTING
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DALLAS-FORT

50,000 Watts
KRLD-FM
KRLD-TV
Channel 4

population in KRLD-TV's
a MILLION
MORE thanCoverage
Primary
zone, URBAN
and more than TWO MILLION
within the 100-mile radius.
58 CBS NETWORK
PROGRAMS,
PLUS
5 FULL
AFTERNOONS
OF
WEEK-DAY
PROGRAMING,
INSURE
A PEAK
VIEWER
AUDIENCE
FOR
KRLD-TV . . .

Owned and
Operated by the
DALLAS
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HERALD

. . . Dallas' Greatest
Newspaper

The

Times Herald Station
Channel 4
THE BRANHAM
COMPANY
Exclusive Representative
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Telecasting
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W.

REMBERT,
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How

hide

Can

a

Listener

Get

It's an old bromide that spot radio advertisers
are in the business of buying circulation. The
most for the least.
It's also an old bromide that daytime radio listeners are awful independent gals They listen to what they like, big names and fancy productions tothe contrary notwithstanding.
Here in Milwaukee, for example, they listen
to the independent stations, like us. In fact,
Hooper reports that almost 40% of homes listening to any Milwaukee station on weekday
afternoons are tuned to Milwaukee's good independents.
You can reach so many more people at so much
less cost this way that . . .
. . . what are you waiting for?

?
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SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; Edwin H.
James, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Fred Fitzgerald, Associate Editors; Jo Hailey, Makeup Editor;
Tyler ment
Nourse,
Copy Editor;
DaveChristopher,
Berlyn, AssignEditor. STAFF:
Lawrence
John
H. Kearney, Wilson D. McCarthy, John Osbon, Allen
Riley.
EDITORIAL
Estelle Doris
Dobschultz, Kathryn
Ann ASSISTANTS:
Fisher, Pat Kowalczyk,
Lord, Jean D. Statz, Keith Trantow; Gladys L. Hall,
Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;
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Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens.
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Orme, Judy Martin: B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer;
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Roger K. Baer, Doris J.
Buschling,
Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Motta, Warren
Sheets.
488 Madison
Zone New
PLaza 5-8355;QSQ
EDITORIAL:
Rufus Ave..
Crater,
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Kenneth
Cowan, Advertising Representative; Eleanor
R. Manning.

means
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FORJOE

BfflSESB^ESB 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1.
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
_ Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate. Broadcast Advertising * was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast Reporter in 1933.
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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Pa Neanderthal never heard of animal agriculture. But he would have been all for it.

at industery
. -e me
light on th
j
:
processing around a hundred and fifty pounds

What with a lot of little Neanderthals to feed

of meat for every citizen each
meayear, we also
American
produce more hides for leather than any other

and clothe, Pa was always on the lookout for

country in the world.

nice fresh meat and good tough skins.
Life is a little more complicated now.

In monetary value, hides for leather are one
But

of the most important by-products of the meat

meat animals and their hides are just as imas they were to his

packing industry. Along with other by-products,
such as raw materials for pharmaceuticals, they

primitive ancestors. Today he uses leather to

usually enable the meat packer to sell the meat

run machinery, to ride on, to sit on, to walk

from a steer for less than he pays the farmer
for the animal on the hoof.

portant to civilized man

on— even to keep his pants up.
So it's a good thing for all of us that ours
is a country of meat eaters. In growing and
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AMERICAN
Headquarters, Chicago
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Members throughout the U. S.
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Advertisers

are investing much

more

in CBS

— 15% more

today than on the second-place network — more, in fact, than

has ever been invested on any network
They do this because
which

is to have as many

on CBS

than in any other network

in all radio history.

they get more

of what they want . . .

people as possible hear what they have to say.

On CBS, they go on getting bigger audiences

than on any other network.

■
IT

«f!3

No need to labor the point further: CBS

has won

and kept its lead

by a continuing effort to increase service to audiences
... by ceaselessly applying its unmatched
making

program

and advertisers

skills toward

better, more successful radio.

The network

to put your money

trying— even when

on is the one that stays in there

it's 'way out front.

m

mm
agency

To
with

dinner

a
on

Lady

Time

her

mind

Buyer

For a starter, try Concord grape juice, pressed
and bottled in quantity in Iowa. Or Jonathan
apple juice, a tasty Iowa product.
The main dish may be a meaty young corn-fed
turkey, one of the 3 million Iowa will provide
this year. Or a choice roast chicken; Iowa
raises more than an other state.
If you hanker after beef —
roast, stewed, or char|l coal broiled — chances
are it will be from
Ipjt
Iowa, top state in
4 the cattle-growing,
meat-packing fields.
Flank the platter

M

ATTHEW J. CASEY, vice president Fletcher D. Richards Inc.,
N. Y. elected to board of directors of firm. He is also account
executive for U. S. Tire division of U. S. Rubber.

DAN LAYMAN, account executive, Young & Rubicam Inc., Hollywood,
to Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A., as account executive.
DOROTHY MALLINSON WINN, BBDO, N. Y., to radio and TV copy_
department Compton Adv., N. Y., as supervisor.
ARTHUR D. DUNCAN, advertising manager Capitol Records Inc., L. A.,
to Mayers Co. Inc., L. A., as creative director.
DON ELLIS, copy chief Conti Adv., Ridgewood, N. J., to O. S. Tyson
Inc., N. Y., as account executive.
CHARLES J. HAWKINS, manager L. A. office Barnes Chase Co., to
Lee Ringer Adv., L. A., as account executive.

with fluffy Iowagrown potatoes,
mashed with rich
Iowa butter. Iowa
produces 20% of U. S.
cream and butter. Or glaze
Iowa sweet potatoes with honey,
from Iowa's — and the world's — largest
honey-processing plant. Serve tender Iowagrown asparagus, golden Iowa corn, peas or
limas — fresh-frozen or canned, from one of
Iowa's 45 canneries or 12 frozen food plants.
In the salad bowl put slices of Iowa carrots,
shredded Iowa cabbage, dressing made with
evaporated milk (6 Iowa plants) and vinegar
(3 Iowa plants) . Or take your pick of a dozen
Iowa salad dressings. Add muffins of Iowa
corn, or rolls of Iowa wholewheat. Dessert can
be fresh-frozen Iowa strawberries, or ice cream
packed in dry ice (a by-product of grain alcohol
made from Iowa corn).
This menu, courtesy of the Iowa
Commission, is brought to you
radio station which also serves
over a million throughout 19,100

Development
by a certain
people — well
square miles

of prosperous mid-America. It's a market worth
reaching — and in Eastern Iowa WMT reaches,
as any area Hooper will plainly show.
The Katz Agency will be happy to cook up
additional data.
5000 WATTS,
WMT
CEDAR
RAPIDS
BASIC COLUMBIA
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600 KC
DAY AND NIGHT
NETWORK

on all accounts
aforementioned spice drops; spot
ions
as
job
her
in
distinct
radio shows and AM-TV announcemany
finds
POLOSON
MARY
ments for Milnot, and radio and
timebuyer at Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, Chicago, not the least
TV spot for Ivalon sponge. Ballard & Ballard (biscuits) uses radio
of which are pots of Chuckles spice
and
television
spots, and Skelly Oi
drops on the desks and a bluewhite, hand-painted, polka dot Co. sponsors Alex Dreier's Commentary on NBC and buys A
stairwell.
Mrs. Poloson heads the timeMrs.
Poloson
joined Henri,
buying
the radio-televiHurst
spots. & McDonald as assistant
sion group
department,in which
has already
expanded quarters assigned to it a timebuyer in 1949, and was named
head of the department a year
year ago after the departure from
later.
She went
the building of
there
after
MitchellDancer - FitzgeraldFaust agency, where
Sample. Personnel
she had worked four
in the department
has almost tripled in
years,
merged
wit!
Schwimmer
& Scot
that time, as a result
At Mitchell - Faus
of more and more
she worked on thesi
agency clients using
broadcast accounts :
the broadcast media.
Oscar Mayer
The tailored-suited
and petite timebuyer
(meats), Peter Hand
Brewery (Me i s t e r
(she's five feet tall,
Brau beer), Feature
and husband, NichoFoods, Junket Brand
las, is six feet, two
Foods and Moorman
and one-half inches)
buys for three diviMfg. Co.Most
(feedof sup^'
plies).
her I>i
sions of International
Shoe
Co.
—
TV
experience,
howFriedman - Shelby,
ever, was garnered I
on her present job.
which
sponsors
halfMrs. Poloson, who>\i
hour films
in video
MARY
has lived in East
markets and a live
Chicago, Ind., all her life, wentj
TV show in Dayton, Cincinnati and
Columbus; Roberts, Johnson & into advertising after several
years of secretarial work at the
Rand, which buys a quarter-hour
City Service Oil Co. refinery in her
of Howdy Doody on NBC-TV, and
home town. She was educated
Peters Shoe, which has a half-hour
of ABC-TV's Super Circus on there also, and elected to study
alternate weeks.
mathematics and psychology, as
In addition, Mrs. Poloson buys
well
as business courses, at the U.
films on TV for the Fred W. Amend
(Continued on page 83)
Co., which makes Chuckles and the
BROADCASTING
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beat

hows
ure-fire

EDWARD F. THOMAS, vice president and public relations director,
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., appointed consultant to Army by Dept.
of Defense. He is serving in Washington on three-month leave of absence.
JAMES H. SUSONG Adv. Agency, bearing name of owner, has been
formed in Dallas. Mr. Susong was with Couchman Adv., Dallas, and
previously with Dr. Pepper Co. Address of Susong Agency is 158 Commercial Bldg.

ure-fire
ales

LINCOLN RODEN to Gray & Rogers, Phila. Until recently he operated his own agency, Lincoln Roden Inc.
LOUIS R. FENDRICK, associate editor Cooperative Digest, a Roy Parks
publication, to copy staff Robert Eastman Inc., Ithaca, N. Y.
KAY BROWN

EVERY

LES MITCHEL, director Skippy Hollywood Theatre, to Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli Adv., Hollywood, as agency radio-TV representative.
NEIL AMES, advertising department Hunt Foods, Fullerton, Calif., and
MILTON FIGEN, advertising manager American Wine Co., Beverly
Hills, to Ted H. Ball & Co., L. A. Mr. Ames joins promotion and publicity department; Mr. Figen is account executive.

.

.

.

. /

AFTERNOON
for

ywood

"T

LARRY NIXON appointed head of publicity-public relations department
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., N. Y. He has been operating
his own service as management counsel in public relations for several
years.

SAMUEL CHERR, vice president and merchandising director Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., named to board of governors Israel bond issue.

WEEKDAY

"Holl

to Young & Rubicam, Chicago, as timebuyer.

JIM PATTERSON, radio and TV production department J. Walter
Thompson Co., L. A., recalled to active service in Air Force.

*

he

2-3 PM
>jC WATCHED BY MORE PEOPLE THAN
WATCH THE OTHER 3 STATIONS
COMBINED!
—ARB TV Survey, Jan. 14-21, 1951
M tine
Hollywood a
Matinee bringse"
to the
television screen the top stars in
top shows — full length feature
films that offer suspense, thrilling
love stories, delightful comedy,
and tune-ful musicals. Popular
Baxter Ward introduces the one
minute commercials between "acts."

BAXTER

WARD

Modern

3-3:30 PM

Jfj SHOULD
". . . EVERY
OF LISTENER
FIND TYPE
A TOPIC
OF INRUTH

RADIO has been recognized as a legal advertising means by a law just
passed by the Washington state legislature. The measure became law largely
through efforts of the Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters. It authorizes
officials, state and local, to supplement legal notices with radio spot announcements. The spots must contain only the time, place and nature of the
notice, obviating the necessity for reading the entire legal notice. Gov.
Arthur B. Langlie signs into law the bill. Witnessing the signing are (I to r)
Carl Downing, manager, WAB radio news bureau; Charles Bryant, the governor's radio assistant, and Tom Olsen, KGY Olympia, chairman of the association's legislative committee and owner-manager of KGY, originating station
for the legislative network.
BROADCASTING
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CRANE

— Variety Magazine, Jan. 24, 1951
The Modern Woman on Television brings
housewives more homemaking
TEREST."
helps; more party and etiquette advice; more fashion news; more n
deca "
orating ideas; more food demonstrations; more beautyWand
self-improveom
ment suggestions; more of the exciting personalities in the news; AND
more imagination and more action! Jackson Weaver helps Ruth Crane
make it all more entertaining — the one minute participations can help
any advertiser to sell MORE!
Call

or

WMAL
THE

Wire

ABC

Spot

Sales

WMAL-FM
EVENING STAR STATIONS
WMAL-TV
WASHINGTON, D. C.
April 2, 1951
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1,000,000
PER

WRC

DAY

audience surveys

mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.
Morning,

noon

and

night, Washington

area

people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience

PRINCIPALS in the Maryland Club coffee event were (I to r) Ralph Nimmons, manager of WFAA-TV; Phil McHugh, (seated) radio-TV director,
Tracy-Locke Co.; Dorothy Malone, movie star; H. M. Duncan, president,
Duncan Coffee Co.; L. J. Bland, secretary-treasurer, Duncan Coffee; "Miss
Maryland Club" (Juanita Ransome); C. W. Duncan, vice president, Duncan
Coffee; Mr. Stephenson, and Bill Roberts, commercial manager, KRLD-AM-TV.
WITH
city-wide
netwoi'k
of
five a radio
and Dallas
two television
stations, Maryland Club Coffee
March 24 broke what is to be a
year-long campaign tying in "the
orchid of coffees" with fashion.
Starting with Dallas, Maryland
Club (Duncan Coffee Co., Houston)
plans to move into a series of
Southwest markets with localized
campaigns. Next market probably

A?

for your commercial message.
The entire WRC schedule

requirement.

I MS

Mr. BURK

WEBSTER,
NOAH
to know,
defines who
the ought
word
"ambition" as an "unlifting
desire to achieve or attain."
G. Norman Burk, of G. Norman
•

April 2, 1951

KRLD-TV WFAA-TV and
April.
WFAA KRLD KIXL WRR and
KLIF carried an hour-long simulcast, Maryland Club Fashion
Show,
from the
Baker's
Crystal Ballroom
the Hotel
Saturday
morning
before Easter.
Simultaneously, throughout Dal(Continued on page 90)

strictly business
Burk Inc., Pittsburgh, is a man
with not one but two ambitions,
although one is closely allied with
the other.
He is a happy man and (1)
wants to remain happy, and (2)
he wants to continue to make a
living
"in the hectic business" of
advertising.

represents a range of programming to fit any sales

Page 12

will be opened up sometime in

If, in truth, happiness is a byproduct of success in a chosen field,
Mr. Burk bids fair to realize his
"uplifting desire to achieve or attain." Be assured, he applies the
adjective, "hectic," affectionately to
the business of advertising.
Mr. Burk is a stone which has
rolled quite a bit, and while not
gathering any moss, he certainly
gathered a bundle of know-how
when it comes to successfully putting over his accounts' products.
He was born Jan. 6, 1906, in
Oakland, Calif., and attended grammar school in Los Angeles. When
he was 13, the family moved to
(Continued on page 77)

aeon

'GRA
ND KNIG
HT
Wyoming
Valley's

OF

THE

TURNTABLE"
M'tE
ir
HitStunes
— Top bands — New
stars are all brought to Pennsylvania's 4th largest marketing
area 1st by our own Bob Bacon.
More
listen to
"Bacon people
lor Breakfast"
showBob's
on
WERE than any other disc show
in town.
There's no "Ham" in this Bacon.
He makes sweet music for listeners and Money for Advertisers.
Write or call us for availabilities on
Wyoming Valley's lop disc show . , .
"Bacon jor Breakfast."
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MR.

SPONSOR:

than

SUBS

R 6 SUITS

Like These

. . .

March 9, 1951

Mr. Richard E. Jones
Station WJBK
Masonic Temple
Detroit, Michigan
Dear Mr. Jones:

Three years ago we started advertising on WJBK's Jack the Bellboy
program for our account, Robert Morgan Studio of Dancing. During
these three years of continual advertising on WJBK, the Morgan Studio
has grown into an organization of more than 70 staff people, and it's
still expanding.

V

To be specific, WJBK deserves the lion's share of credit for the
sales and leads obtained for Robert Morgan.
WJBK has consistently
produced far more sales and leads per dollar spent than we have gained
from any other medium.
For instance, at various times over this three
year period we have tried most of the other Detroit stations and
personality programs.
By comparison WJBK and the Bellboy have been
five times more effective.
I thought you'd be interested to know whsut a wonderful selling job
you're doing for Robert Morgan.
Many thanks for producing such
tremendous sales results ... and may I add my vote to the countless
others who believe Jack the Bellboy is one of the greatest salesmen
in radio today.
Kindest

Arthur

personal

regards,

Schurgin

Letters like this, by the score, attest to the consistently high
sales results WJBK

achieves for its sponsors. No matter what product
-AM
or service you want to sell inFM
the booming Detroit market, your best adverrising tising
buy,buy, by tar,
Tour kail
far, is WJBK.
KATZ
-TVYour

NATIONAL

SALES

representative is tne
the man ro
to see.

WJBKi™
DETROIT
The Station with a Million Friends
22, ELDORADO S-2455
YORK
NEW
AVENUE,
MADISON
488
HEADQUARTERS:
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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SPONSORS

"PROMOTION

GET

PIUS"
ON

Spot & -Ogency -Appointment* • • •
GRID-L-REDI Distributing Co. and REDDI-WIP Mfg. Co. Inc., both
L. A.; NORTHERN REDDI-WIP, Berkeley, Calif.; ARIZONA
REDDI-WIP, Phoenix, appoint Mogge-Privett Inc., L. A., to handle
advertising. Grid-L-Redi currently running approximately 10 radio spots
weekly each on KVOE Santa Ana, Calif., and KXLA Pasadena; and 20
TV spots weekly on KECA-TV Los Angeles. Reddi-Wip Mfg Co., currently airing approximately 41 spots and participations weekly, plans
further radio expansion in addition to television.

WDSU

AIR KING PRODUCTS Co., Brooklyn (TV, radio receivers), will spend
$1 million in advertising this year, D. H. COGAN, president, announced
last week. Advertising in key cities will be concentrated in local radio,
TV shows, newspaper and billboard advertising.
BU-TAY PRODUCTS Ltd., L. A. (Rain Drops water conditioner), names
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, L. A., to handle special eight week premium
promotion campaign in San Diego. Television will be used. Glasser-Gailey
Inc., L. A., continues to handle portion of firm's advertising. (Company
has no exclusive agency representative.)
Eye-Catching
Sign Dominates
Business District!

Top

♦

Two solid tors of
your favorite +un«s
plus latest mm
4 to 6 P.M.
I EVERYDAY" MONDAY THRU FMDAY

ORANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago, has begun cooperative TV spot cam- j
paign for 13 weeks on WGN-TV and WBKB Chicago, and plans future
video expansion nationally with announcements paid for by company
and its local bottlers. Agency will be named shortly.
GOFF ASSOC., Wilmington, Del., appointed by Delaware State Development Dept. to plan test promotion campaign, including TV, for State
of Delaware. ALAN GOFF is account executive.
NEIGHBORHOOD CLEANERS & Dyers Institute, L. A., appoints Taylor Host Inc., L. A., to handle advertising. Series of 13 quarter-hour
TV films aimed at teaching garment preservation and related informar
tion now being readied for May or June placement on TV stations in
L. A. and other selected areas.
STATE MUTUAL BUILDING & LOAN
Black Adv., L. A., to handle advertising.
KFAC Los Angeles, may add more radio
NER HOT SPRINGS GUEST RANCH
advertising. Radio and TV may be used.

Assn., L. A., names Robert J.
Firm, currently using spots on
and possibly television. WARalso names agency to handle

UNITED FROZEN FOODS Corp., L. A. (Simple Simon Pies), names
Davis & Co., L. A., to handle advertising. Weekly participations being
used on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles and KPIX (TV) San Francisco. Other
stations in those cities may be added later.

• Every day in New Orleans, thousands of alert shoppers
view this giant, illuminated spectacular overlooking
world-famed Canal Street. One more example of the
continuing "promotion plus" packages offered advertisers byWDSU

NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION

• Write, Wire
or Phone your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

OFFERS THIS PROMOTION "PLUS"

•

April 2, 1951

C. SCHRACK Co., Phila. (paint), appoints Lohmeyer-Aldeman Inc.,
same city, to handle advertising.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Supply Corp., L. A. (G.E. television sets), planning new radio spot campaign to start in next few weeks in Los Angeles,
San Diego and Phoenix. Agency: Ross, Gardner & White Adv., L. A~<;
CONTINENTAL PACKING Corp., Ponce, P. R. (Tango brand fruit
nectars), appoints Publicidad Badillo Inc., San Juan, to handle advertising in Puerto Rico.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO Co., Montreal (Ogden's cigarette tobacco), April
1 started for 13 weeks Smiley Burnette, quarter-hour transcribed show
thrice weekly on 34 Canadian stations. Agency: Cockfield, Brown & Co.,
Montreal.

1

A/etwOtk

»
M5
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FREEMAN CERTI-FRESH FOODS, L. A. (packaged fresh frozen fish),
appoints Dan B. Miner Co., same city, to handle advertising. Media
undetermined.

mm*

AMERICAN TOBACCO Co. (Lucky Strike cigarettes), New York, renews Robert Montgomery Presents, alternate Mon., 9:30-10:30 p.m., o:
(Continued on page 89)
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...FIRST

FIRST

in

IN

HOUSTON

m *

* MORNINGS
* AFTERNOONS
*

EVENINGS

* TOTAL
FIRST

RATED

TIME

PERIODS

in Television, Too!

Operating KPRC-TV Houston's only TV service.

950 KILOCYCLES • 5000 WATTS
NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
Hooper
January-February
Radio Index

JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO

A-l-51
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KCBQ.San Diego • KCBS.San Francisco - KCMJrPalm Springs - KERN, Bakersfield - KFRE, Fresno

Do

you

measure

by the number

of stations? By their locations?
kilowatts?

Or. . . by the size of

the audience

a network

Sales-minded

businessmen

advertising
important
And

By

agencies

delivers?
and their

know

the most

yardstick is audience.

Columbia

Pacific delivers

for its advertisers a greater share of
audience

than any other Coast

network:

43%

B. . . 219%
. . . 76%

greater than

network

greater than network

greater than network

C

D.*

Choose the most practical measurement of all . . . audience . . . and
you'll use the 14 stations delivering
the most on the Coast. . . .
'Pacific Nielsen ratings, Dec, 1950: Regional sponsored programs.

Columbia

Pacific

Represented by RADIO SALES

ma • KIRO, Seattle • KNX, Los Angeles • KOIN, Portland • KOLO, Reno • KROY, Sacramento • KXLY, Spokane • KXOC. Chico

open mike

Radio 'Neglected'
EDITOR:
With all of the hullabaloo about
the television coverage of the Kefauver hearings, I think radio was
neglected. As a case in point, WIP
carried all the hearings direct from
New York and from Washington,
and had them sponsored locally.
The New York hearings were cosponsored by RCA-Victor and the
John B. Stetson Co., and the Washington hearings are being sponsored by the Philco Corp. . . . not
only live hearings from the courtrooms, but also repeat transcribed
broadcasts at night. . . . Furthermore, we piped the radio show to
Atlantic City and Allentown.
I think recognition should be
made of the part radio played.
We're very proud of our coverage
and obviously RCA, Stetson, and
Philco recognized their value. Their
sponsorship bears witness to this
fact.
Benedict Gimbel Jr., Pres.
WIP Philadelphia
[EDITOR'S
and all
other
radio NOTE:
stations To
that WIP
remembered
the dio
limitations
of
TV,
a
low
bow.
Rahas done this kind of job so often
that it has come to be accepted as
routine. For TV. it is still a novelty.]

His

Sponsors

Make

a Sizable

Alone
Audience

Fulton Lewis, Jr. is sponsored locally on more than 340
Mutual stations by 572 advertisers. The roster of businesses represented is too long to detail here, but this brief
summary shows their scope:
93 automotive agencies
19 auto supply and repair companies
6 bakers
51 banks and savings institutions
26 brewers and bottlers
58 building materials firms
29 coal, ice and oil companies
14 dairies
30 department stores
23 drug stores
16 food companies
43 furniture or appliance stores
17 hardware stores
14 jewelers
14 laundries
25 real estate and insurance agencies
94 miscellaneous
His program is the original news co-op. It offers local
advertisers network prestige, a ready-made and faithful
audience, a nationally known commentator — all at local
time cost with pro-rated talent cost. Since there are more
than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago, 11) .
mmmmmmmm
Page 18
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EDITOR:
The Reference Must7
Received our copy of the annual
Yearbook last week and took it
home over the weekend to do it
justice. As usual, you and your
staff have compiled the reference
"must" for anyone and everyone
who has anything to do with radio
and television. Before the next
edition comes out, you can be sure
our copy will be dog-earred from
frequent use.
Ralph Tuchman
Radio arid TV Director
Walter McCreery Inc. Adv.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

'Lonesome
EDITOR:

Gal'

As asomelong
timeanlistener
to LoneGal and
admirer
of a
program, original in concept and
distinguished by a selective choice
of records, I feel that you misinterpreted the approach and appeal of
her program in an article in a
recent issue [March 5 In Review]
of your magazine.
"Lonesome Gal" is distinguished
by a beautiful speaking voice — the
connotation you chose to place upon
its effects dominates only if the
listener's mind and emotions are
closed to the stimuli of friendliness, charity, humor, wisdom in
v:i human relations, and love in the

broad sense of the promotion of
others' welfare.
May cisms
I hope
read fairerincritiin yourto magazine
the
future ?
Mary Swan
Los Angeles
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: No, nor in any
other
magazine.]
Hard On The Eyes
EDITOR:
. . . Let me preface it with the
expression that I very much like
the
recent
"streamlining"
Broadcasting
• Telecastingof
throughout. But, there is one page
that certainly took a beating in the
revamping.
It's "our" page dealing with "promotion" activities.
If you'll turn to the latest issue, *
Marchwhat19, I(page
I'm sure
you'll
j
see
mean! 79) There
must
be j
something you can do besides put i
in all those giant-size dots and the j
line of stars above the cut! After
reading the page, I always have to, »
close my eyes for 15 minutes toil
give them a rest. One day when I
went through three issues in a rowjj
I had to grope my way to the
nearest optician! ....
Dallas Wyant, Prom. Mgr. H
WOAI San Antonio, Tex.

'Such Varied Interest'
EDITOR:
. . . Several times recently If
have taken home your magazine
thinking that I would read it ire
one evening. Invariably, I have
found out that it is more than aj
one evening job. I am amazed
at the number of items of suclfl
varied interest that you pack into
your
publication.
I think
it is a great job of selec-|
tion
and
editing.
see how
anyone interested inI don't
your industry
could keep house without it.
Frank R. Wilson
Information Asst. to Dir.
Bureau of the Census
Washington

'Editorial
Diligence'
EDITOR:
Your staff deserves the prais
of the industry" for their terrifi
job of producing a voluminous^
factual report [on the FCC TV alio
cations] practically overnight . .
an outstanding example of th(
editorial diligence that keeps youij
magazine in first place.
J. Leonard Reinsch
Managing Director
WSB Atlanta
WHIO Dayton
WIOD Miami
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin]
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AUDIO

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. CAMDEN. N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

<vef^^'

STAFF

HOOPER

surveys

the

SEVENTEENTH

STATE

•X- THE SEVENTEENTH STATE |J)jll]
A compact market composed
of a homogeneous group of 53
counties in Eastern New York
and Western New England
. . . so called because its
population exceeds that of
32 states in the U. S.

and

Hooper

Mr. James

discovers

that:

WGY delivers a regular listening audience in all 11
cities of the Seventeenth State.
WGY's average evening audience is larger than the
audiences of the next two stations combined.
WGY's daytime audience is 18% larger than the next
best station's daytime audience.
WGY's share of audience is above 20% in 15 of the 22
cities. Station "B's" share of audience is 20% or over
in only 4.
This tremendous power and coverage advantage is yours
at a lower cost than any combination of stations in the
area needed to reach the same markets. Call NBC Spot
Sales, New York, N. Y., or the WGY Sales Department,
Schenectady, N. Y., today!

50,000 WATTS
8 10 K . C
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
THE ONLY
STATION
COVERING
ALL
22
MARKETS
OF
THE
17TH
STATE
Page 20
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CHANGES

Moves Give Depth On
Executive Level

Mr. Cowan

Mr. Shaw

CHANGES in the executive staff of Broadcasting • Telecasting, plus
related personnel reassignments, were announced last week by Sol
Taishoff, editor and publisher. The moves, he said, are designed to give
depth to the 20-year old trade journal, as part of an over-all expansion
of operations.
*
Two major editorial shifts and
signed from the sales staff of WGH
two new appointments to the ad- Newport News to assume his new
vertising staff were effected for- post. He had spent two years in
mally, as of April 1. Edwin H. sales and promotion with WLAC
James, New York editor for the Nashville, and for a year had been
past five years, becomes senior edi- with KCRG Cedar Rapids. He!
tor, headquartered in Washington,
served four years in the Army Air
and Rufus Crater, associate editor
Force during the last war as aj
in Washington for five years, takes
bomber
pilot and flew 50 missions
in
Europe.
ship. Mr. James' New York editorover
Also announced was promotion
William H. (Bill) Shaw and Ken
of Jane Pinkerton, a member of the
Cowan are the new appointees in Chicago staff for three years, to
the advertising department. Mr.
Chicago news editor. She will conShaw, who has been identified with
tinue to work out of the bureau at
the sales staffs of stations in the
360
N.
Michigan Ave., with Mr.
Shaw.
midwest and south, becomes midwest sales representative, headCoincident with the editorial dequartering in Chicago. He sucpartment changes, Mr. Taishoff anceeds William L. Thompson, who
nounced reassignment of Fred Fitzhas resigned to join the Chicago
gerald, news editor, to associate
staff of Mutual.
editor. Jo Hailey, editorial staff
Mr. Cowan, who has been associated with Henry J. Kaufman & member, was named make-up editor and Tyler Nourse was proAssoc., Washington Advertising
moted from the staff to copy editor.
Agency, for the past two years,
David Berlyn, Congressional spehas been added to the New York
cialist, was named assignment edisales staff, under Sol J. Paul, advertising director. He resigned as duties.tor, in addition to his reportorial
an account executive with Kaufman on Feb. 1 to join Broadcasting • Telecasting. Mr. Cowan,
24, is a graduate of American U.,
'Payment
Only
Just'Tex.,
Washington. He served two years
KSST Sulphur
Springs,
in the Army, half of it in the Eurohad been carrying interviews
and stories about a local
pean Theatre.
water-sewage project as a
Joined34,in joined
'45
public service. Manager W. E.
Mr. James,
Broadcasting • Telecasting in DecemBradford
said, "We when,
have
often
been discouraged
ber 1945, after having separated
from the Army as a major. He
after plugging away at someserved on the public relations staff
thing as a public service, we
of Gen. Douglas MacArthur in the
find that other media have
Pacific Theatre during World War
either ignored it completely
II. Prior to the war Mr. James was
or are holding out for paya Los Angeles newspaper man.
ment." Last fortnight, howMr. Crater, 35, joined the magaever,chasedthe radio
city
purtimecouncil
to be used
zine on Oct. 1, 1945, and throughout his tenure specialized in reguby the mayor in explaining
latory and legislative matters. He
the project. In arranging
was formerly city editor of the
the broadcast, the city counWinston-Salem Journal.
cil explained it realized the
station would have furnished
Mr. Shaw, 30, is the son of the
this time on a public service
late Harry Shaw, former owner of
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The
basis, but since it was neceselder Shaw was a co-founder of
sary to buy such service in
Broadcasting • Telecasting in
other media, they considered
payment only just.
1931, but disposed of his interest
the following year. Bill Shaw reBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KGW
WHICH

THE

GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

in

the

ORB

GO

Hi

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS
KGW's

PROVE
LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

McMinnville, county seat and largest city of Oregon's Yamhill County
lies directly in line with KGW's powerful north-south "beamed broadcasting signal." Dairying, lumbering and agriculture stabilize McMinnville's
economy, making it valuable
to KGW's
advertisers
COMPREHENSIVE
COVERAGE
of this
important because
market. ofA KGW's
recent
KGW Tour-Test conducted with the cooperation of the Oregon State
Motor Association, was witnessed by Glenn Macy, president of McMinnville's Chamber of Commerce, shown above with "Miss KGW". This
Tour-Test effectively proved KGW's COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE of McMinnville ... a premium market delivered completely ONLY
by radio station KGW.

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
367,370
350,820
307,970

KGW
Station
B
Station C
Station D

205,440

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., or from field intensity
surveys,
tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING
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THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGON
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY

&
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WITH

You

get

a

lot

for

a

little

IN BALTIMORE

•MORE LISTENERS-PER-DOLLAR THAN ANY OTHER TV OR RADIO STATION

SEE YOUR HEADLEY-REED MAN
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TODAY

FOR THE WHOLE

W I T H STORY
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Drives
SUMMERTIME
SCHEDULES
SOAR
By RUFUS CRATER
ers, ABC national director of radio
9:30-9:55 p.m., under the Pyramid
Plan, a year-round variation on sales, the network offers advertisBUYERS and sellers of broadcast
ers one-third sponsorship of one or
time are sharpening their pencils
NBC's Operation Tandem and designed to give advertisers flexibility more of three established ABC proand their pitches for summer camgrams: Stop the Music, Sunday,
as well as diversification of propaigns designed to spell summergram format and audience appeal.
8-8:30 p.m. portion; Fat Man, Wedtime this year with a capital $.
Sponsorship of The Sheriff also will
nesday, 8:30-9 p.m., and The SherSeasonal advertisers already are
be
for Ivory soap, through Compiff, Friday, receive
9:30-9:55
p.m.minute
The
signing up summer spot campaigns
advertisers
a full
ton.
at a pace which appears almost
of commercial time for each proP&G also signed for sponsorship
certain to equal and perhaps exceed
gram ordered. Time costs are
of David Amity on ABC, Monday
last year's volume. While the net- through Friday, 11:15-11:30 a.m., figured on the basis of 20% of
work outlook has not fully crysgross hourly rate, one-third of
tallized, both seasonal and regular for Camay, Oxydol, and Dreft, ef- the
the half-hour rate. In addition to
fective today (Monday) in addition
advertisers are beginning to line
to sponsoring two weekly five- frequency discounts, ABC offers
up summer shows, and networks
minute newscasts on the network
a 10c/c full network discount on the
and stations are marshalling plans
gross as an inducement to buy a
starting this week, Wednesday,
to convince advertisers of the value
minimum full network.
8:55-9
p.m.,
and
Thursday
8-8:05
of summer broadcasting generally.
ABC placed the gross time cost
A roundup by Broadcasting • p.m. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample is
Telecasting indicated the outlook the agency for Dreft and Oxydol;
per participation — one time on one
Pedlar & Ryan for Camay.
for both summer radio and summer
program — at $3,591 to reach 75
Under its Pyramid Plan an- markets, $4,600 for a minimum full
TV is healthy — provided a shirtnetwork, and $5,962 for the full
nounced last week by Charles Aysleeve selling job is done.
New spot and network radio accounts already signed by seasonal
and regular advertisers include the
following with the roundup for
ATTACK
TV, now approaching its first big REAR-GUARD
commercial summer, to appear in
By J. FRANK BEATTY
major share of the national adverthe April 9 Broadcasting •Teletising budget.
RADIO ADVERTISING suffered
casting.
The attack came in the form of
a rear-guard attack last week as
Wrigley Purchase
a review of ANA's second study
the Assn. of National Advertisers
of audience trends, titled Radio
William Wrigley Jr. Co. came
scanned its recent report showing
Time
Values, Supplement 1 [Broadthrough last week with the purloss of night listeners in TV areas.
casting • Telecasting, March 19],
chase of 36 evening half-hours on
With nearly 300 leading nationwith no effort to tell radio's side
CBS between July 3 and Aug. 21—
al advertisers present, ANA held
as it did last year — at a gross time
the story
TV's effect
on other
media.or Itshow
was followed
by
its 42d annual spring meeting at of
cost of approximately $656,640.
a conference discussion in which
the
Homestead,
Hot
Springs,
Va.
The contract, involving half-hour
These media buyers represent a several individual advertisers said
programs six evenings a week, was
placed through Arthur Meyerhoff
A.gency, Chicago.
The six programs: Broadivay Is
My Beat, to be heard Sundays;
Romance, Mondays; Pursuit, Tuesdays; Johnny Dollar, Wednesdays,
ind Lineup, Thursdays, all from
')-9:30
p.m., and
Ratep.m.
YourPursuit
Mate
>n Saturdays,
8-8:30
ind Rate Your Mate will substitute
or two current Wrigley programs,
Aje With Luigi and the Gene Aury show.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati,
:ought more than two full hours
•f time weekly on ABC, including
pcnsorship of two shows under
he network's new "Pyramid Plan"
'•"hich got under way yesterday
Sunday) with the initial broadast of Stop the Music with P&G
RADIO-MINDED QUINTET at ANA convention (I to r): Pat Gorman, Philip
s a sponsor (8:15-8:30 p.m. seg- Morris;
Ward Maurer, Wildroot Co.; Walter Lantz, advertising manager of
ment for Ivory soap, through
Bristol-Myers Co. who submitted ANA Radio & TV Steering Committee report
ompton Adv.).
Starting Friday, P&G also as- to convention; Don Kearney, The Katz Agency; Lowell McElroy, ANA vice
president, who conducted survey of 1951 advertiser plans.
umes sponsorship of The Sheriff,
ROADCASTING
Telecastinj

Top

Last

Year

network. On a net 52-time basis
these costs would be $2,872.80,
$3,220, and $4,173.40 respectively,
ABC said.
Program participation costs
were placed at $1,250 net for Stop
the Music, $1,300 net for Fat Man
and $1,000 net for The Sheriff.
Buys Newscasts
Procter & Gamble also signed
last week for a thrice-weekly series
of five-minute newscasts on CBS
starting Tuesday through Compton Adv. The programs, featuring
Newscaster Larry Leseuer, will be
heard Tuesday, 10:25-10:30 p.m.,
Thursday, 10:30-10:35 p.m. and
Saturday, 7:25-7:30 p.m.
General Mills, which bought a
series of summer shows last year
(Continued on page 2U)

West

Defends

ANA

they were readjusting their own
company media buying.
Obviously nettled at suggestions
that ANA is conducting a campaign of psychological warfare
against radio, Paul B. West, ANA
ment.
president, issued a formal stateMr. West flatly denied that the
report "is an attempt on the part
of buyers to knock down radio
rates. It is, on the contrary, a determined and we believe an intelligent effort to help get established
some long-needed basic facts to
enable all of us to better evaluate
the medium."
'Tremendous Values'
Conceding
dous values inthere
radio are
when"tremenrightly
used," Mr. West added: "At the
same time, advertisers are faced
with the inescapable fact that
they can stretch their advertising
dollars only so far. And the substantial increases in costs of radio
as well as in all media, and on top
of that, the extraordinarily larger
budgets that are required in order
to use the new and rapidly growing medium of television means
just one thing. It means that advertisers and the radio medium
owners have the responsibility of
reviewing radio values in the light
(Continued on page 30)
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Summer Schedule
(Continued from page 23)

casting • Telecasting. Last year the
advertiser started its tie-in with
weather reports on several stations
and the promotion proved so successful that effective June 1, Tartan Suntan Lotion will use 35 major cities and to place its combined
weather-spot schedule. The frequency on each station will vary
but it is known that in New York
alone as many as 1,000 spots per
week will saturate the area. The
contracts run through June and
July.

Competition for the Ad Dollar
By WILLIAM B. RYAN, President, BAB

for a whirlwind campaign, has received summer show presentations
from ABC, CBS and NBC, but late
WE HAVE to look no farther than
gramming and copy techniques
last week was reported to be still
which can help in a dramatic way
to the next radio station across
undecided as to whether to emto maintain this old business and
the street, to the television station
ploy network radio at this time. If
to
next door, and to the newspaper
nue.develop these new fields of reveits officials decide affirmatively, it
around the block to confirm what
was estimated they would then
one-quarter of 1951 has clearly inBut possibly because it had beneed about two weeks to apdicated: That the most resourceful
come almost axiomatic to think of
praise the rival presentations.
and intensive efforts of each unit summer in terms of a program
NBC in the meantime unveiled
among competing media are being cycle known as the "summer hiaIce cream accounts are begingeared to and aimed at securing
its plan for "Summer Tandem" to
tus," amodus operandi for summer
ning to plan their summer activ- the
start May 7 and run to Sept. 23 —
largest possible share of the broadcasting somehow evolved
ity. Eskimo Pie (ice cream bars)
25 weeks. With the weekly cost
advertising dollar.
which seemed to countenance less
for participation set at $20,000 in- will plunge into a spot radio camIn
1951
all
the
old
advertising
vigorous selling and less productive
paign starting late in April in apcluding time costs for the full NBC
activity on the part of sales staffs.
accounts are receiving careful servproximately 50 cities. Contracts
network facilities plus all talent
icing and every possible avenue of
vary from four to eight weeks.
Awakened to Danger
and production charges, "Summer
Buchanan & Co., New York, is the new business is marked for immeTandem" offers a full minute of agency.
diate solicitation and development
Fortunately, competition has
commercial time on each of five
Sealtest Spots
awakened all of us to the real dan. . . for summer broadcast schedhour-long evening blocks per week :
ules.
gers in this attitude, which alSealtest Co., which is already
Mondays, Boston Pops Orchestra,
The seasons of the year always
never the
too genei'al,
mili10-11 p.m.; Thursdays, Screen Di- sponsoring- a network television
tatethough
against
earning did
capacity
lend themselves to ingenious proshow Sealtest Big Tom, will use
rectors Playhouse, 10-11 p.m.; Friof
some
individuals
and
stations
spot radio at a local level. N. W.
day, two mysteries, Amazing Mr.
alike.
Malone and Man Called X extendAyer & Son, New York, is the
agency.
South,
and
has
continued
to
move
It is a pleasure to report that the
ing from 9-10 p.m. ; Saturdays, two
broadcasters who never interpreted
comedies, Its Higgins, Sir, with
North following the summer seaSoft drinks, beer, iced coffee and
son, until the advertiser was using
Harry McNaughton, and Magnifithe "summer hiatus" to mean a
iced tea are also planning fair-size
one-minute spots on more than 160
cent Montague with Monty Wooley,
respite from vigorous selling have
summer schedules.
stations
at
the
end
of
March.
Conlong since discovered the lode of
from 8-9 p.m.; and Sundays, Tales
Pepsi-Cola,
through
its
agency,
tract, placed through Bermingham,
of the Texas Rangers and $6U Ques- Biow Co., New York, will double
summer sales. They have rememCastleman & Pierce, New York,
bered the simple constants such as
tion from 9:30-10:30 p.m.
its spot activity by using 60 marwill run through November.
the
percentage
of radio sets in
On Mutual, Joe Lowe Inc., Chikets during June, July and August.
homes, and the even greater perBreakfast Foods
cago, has signed for a 5:55-6 p.m.
In addition, the advertiser plans
centage of people in those same
Monday-Wednesday-Friday sports to double its frequency each week
Increased activity in light cold time.
interview program on behalf of its on each station during the threehomes . . . during the summerbreakfast foods usually occurs durpopsicle, it was reported last week.
month period.
ing the hot season throughout the
The series, starring Mel Allen,
They remembered that while
Champagne Velvet (beer), also country. Kellogg Variety Package
starts June 18. Blaine Thompson,
beer is sold by the carload in sumhandled
through
Biow
Co.,
started
during
June,
July
and
August
will
Chicago and New York, is the
mer, furs are sold by the millions
its campaign April 1 in about 80 take over the spots now used by
agency.
in August. . . . That the same peomarkets. Contracts will run for 30
Kellogg All Bran, in about 70 marReynolds Signs
ple who listen with interest to a
weeks.
kets. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
commercial about ice cream will
York,
is
the
agency.
Standard
Brands
Coffee
(iced)
Mutual's Game of the Day daily
walk down to the coal yard in July
baseball broadcasts, which had 3,- and iced tea, through Compton
Although plans are not definite,
to order the fall supply of Hocking
520 cooperative sponsors last year,
Adv., New York, is currently pre- it is understood the government of Valley lump.
are scheduled to begin April 16
paring its summer spot accounting.
Ontario, federal government and
over 375 MBS stations. R. J. ReyProvince of Quebec are considering
Amongshoe
whiteners,
Griffin
No Criterion
nolds Tobacco Co. has signed again
Shoe Polish started its spot camU.
S. spot radio campaigns to prothis year for sponsorship of the
Yes,
the
summer season is as
mote
summer
touring
in
Canada.
paign in early February in the
ideal a time for sales as any other,
five-minute Camel Scoreboard after each game and Gillette Safety
for the calendar is no more the
criterion for sales than is the clock
Razor Co. is expected to carry five
or the geography.
minutes preceding games. William
Esty & Co. is the agency for ReyIn 1949 a marked resurgence
nolds, and Maxon Inc. for Gillette.
was
noted in radio's summer earnW. K. Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,
ings. The summer of 1950 was
which already sponsors three hours
the best reported in the history of
weekly on Mutual, bought an adcommercial radio. There are goods
ditional 25 minutes for Wild Bill
and services to be sold by your adHickok, effective yesterday (7-7:25
vertisers this year. There are
p.m. Sunday). The show is carried
myriad listeners who want news
on 285 Mutual stations on behalf
and information about them. The
of Kellogg's new "Corn Pops" cebest way to provide that news and
real. Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
information is via radio in the
handled the account.
good old summertime.
In addition, Personna Blades Co.
will sponsor Gabriel Heatter on
MBS starting May 1 (Thursday,
Brown Promoted
7:30-45 p.m.) through J. D. Tardier & Co., New York.
JULIA BROWN, timebuyer at
Among1 seasonal spot advertisers
Compton Adv. Inc., New York, has
— regarded as fruitful field of
been promoted to director of media
business for radio on all levels —
research, a newly created division
suntan lotions are expected to exof the media department. As head
pand their usual summer camof media research, Miss Brown will
paigns extensively this year.
devote her time to overall media
McKesson & Robbins, Tartan
problems
of radio, television and
Suntan Lotion, will expand its raprint. She reports to Frank Kemp,
dio campaign more than 100%, an
assistant media director at the
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
executive at its agency, J. D. Tarcher & Co., New York, told Broad"We used to listen just for fun."
agency.
BROADCASTING
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Movies
APPLICANT
FCC LAST WEEK asserted its
right to consider violations of federal laws other than the Communications Act in determining the eligibility ofapplicants for broadcasting station licenses.
The Commission enunciated a
policy which will clear the way for
its case-by-case consideration of
some 10 or 12 applications which
have been stalled because the applicants or licensees had been found
at some time to have violated fed-

Warned

ELIGIBILITY
eral anti-trust laws.
Expressing particular concern
over anti-trust violations, the Commission report said it was "clear"
that Congress had "conceived as
one of the Commission's major
functions the preservation of competition in the radio field and the
protection of the public against the
private interest."
FCC said it was "important that
only those persons should be li-

censed who can be relied upon to
operate in the public interest, and
not engage in monopolistic pracIn essence, the Commission said
it would consider violations of federal laws not to impose penalties
ontices."
the violators but to aid the Commission in determining the character of applicants.
"Violations of federal laws,
whether deliberate or inadvertent,
raise sufficient question regarding
character to merit further examination," the report said. "While
this question as to character may
be overcome by countervailing circumstances, nevertheless, in every
case, the Commission must view
with concern the unlawful conduct
of any applicant who is seeking
authority to operate radio facilities
as a trustee for the public."
The Commission added that it
was "irrelevant" whether the "finding of violation is in a civil or crim-

Corp.Film Corp., Westinghouse ElecFox
tric Corp. and General Electric
The Commission received briefs
and heard oral arguments from interested parties on the question of
adopting a general policy last
April. The policy issued last week
will be invoked as a guide in making case-by-case determinations of
the pending applications, FCC said.
The Commission made no bones
about its intense concern with the
cases involving motion picture interests.
"Much of the argument in this
proceeding related to the major
motion picture companies who have
violated the anti-trust laws over a
period of years in the motion picture field,"
said. of"Ittheis
obvious
. . .thethatreport
violation
anti-trust laws by the motion picture companies is a matter that the
Commission must consider carefully
in determining the qualifications of
these companies to operate in the

Illegal Transfer Charged
In FCC Action
WBAB
OFF AIR
IN a surprise move last week, WBAB Atlantic City and its FM adjunct,
WBAB-FM went off the air March 28, following failure to resolve its
ownership status to the satisfaction of the FCC.
With the shutdown of the 250 w fulltime AM operation on 1490 kc,
(founded in 1940) CBS was with- ★
noted in the letter (of March 7),
out an affiliate in that immediate
Another
question regarding mopublic
interest."
control of the licensee had already
vie firms
that the Commission will
area. As of Friday, the network
passed,
without
prior
Commission
was studying the problem and
consider is their reported withholdwould not announce further plans. consent and thus illegally, to the
ing of important films from television use and their restriction of
transferee." The FCC went on to
Stations' trouble stemmed from
say:
television
performances by talent
sales negotiations last December
"Ininaleither
case." case," the report said, under contract
to them.
of the Press Union Publishing Co., directed
"In viewrevestment
of your statement
that
the
"it is the conduct of the applicant
will not be made,
licensee as well as publisher of the and the consequent continuation of the and not the type of suit brought
"We express no opinion at this
Atlantic City Press and Atlantic
time as to whether such practices
illegal operation of the station in violation of Sec. 301 of the Communicaare or are not in violation of the
that is important."
City Evening Union. Firm contions Act, you are directed to cease
SCOTUS on Anti-Trust
immediately the operation of WBAB
tracted to sell both its broadcastanti-trust laws," FCC said. "We do
The FCC report, issued last desire, however, to point out that
ing and newspaper properties to and". WBAB-FM.
. . Although the Commission
Bethlehems Globe Publishing Co.
would normally,
cir- Thursday, stemmed from a 194S whether or not these practices are
cumstances,under
issue an the
orderpresent
revoking
Supreme Court decision that held a violation of any law they are
Last week's FCC action did not the license and permit for the stations,
considered by the Commission to
major motion picture companies
affect the newspaper part of the your statements as to the surrender
renders the in- were violating anti-trust laws be- be relevant in determining the
sale, which has already been fully of such authorization
stitution of such proceedings unnecescause of their control over both qualifications of applicants utilizconsumated. It was also conceded
production
and distribution of films.
possible that Bethlehems Globe
Spokesmen for Press-Union and
sary."
practices."
Bethlehems Globe maintained that
Among those whose applications
would file new station application
FCCing such
pointed
out that motion picbefore the FCC have either been
ture companies and telecasters had
actual control of the station had
for the emptied facilities.
a common purpose — to acquire the
never left the licensee, despite the held in abeyance or acted upon
In December, according to spokesbest available motion picture films
men for the purchasing company,
proxies; and that at no time had conditionally pending the Commission's definition of a policy such as and the best available talent and
stockholders in Press-Union ex- representatives or personnel of the
scripts. This constitutes a conflict
that issued last week are Parapressed the desire to have the ne- purchasing company had anything
of interests that the Commission
mount Pictures, Allen B. DuMont
gotiations completed within the to do with operation of the stations.
It was also maintained that in Labs Inc., which the FCC has ten- feared would be resolved in favor
fiscal year, speculating that the
tatively held is controlled by Para- of the motion picture company in
capital gain tax would then be the past it had been the practice of
any instance where that company
lower than at a future date.
mount through a 29% stock ownerthe Commission to be most conship,
Schine
Chain
Theatres,
which
owned a television station, particuSince FCC approval could not be
cerned as to who had "actual con(Continued on page 69)
owns
WPTR
Albany;
20th
Centurytrol"
of
an
outlet.
obtained so instantly, the Bethlehems Globe Publishing Co. entered
into an agreement with PressUnion whereby the latter tendered
P&G Leads on Networks
"irrevocable proxies" to Bethle- JANUARY
BILLINGS
hems Globe while actually retaining
TABLE II
physical control, purchasers said.
JANUARY 1951 saw Procter &
Subsequently, the application
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCTS GROUPS FOR JAN. 1951
Gamble maintain its leadership
was filed with FCC for transfer ap- among all radio network advertisAgriculture & Farming
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Corp
$33,486
proval and the Commission under
Apparel, Footwear & Acces
Frank H. Lee Co
47,568
ers by spending $1,623,300 in gross
Automotive, Automotive Acces. & Equip General Motors
145,769
date of March 7 notified the li- billings to promote its products, ac- Aviation,
Aviation
Acces.
&
Equip
censee that such grant would not
Pabst Sales Corp
132,566
cording to tabulations based on Beer, Wine & Liquor
be considered until there was a Publishers Information Bureau
Bldg. Materials, Equip
Johns-Manville Corp
112,528
Confectionary
&
Soft
Drinks
Mars
Inc
194,674
revestment of the majority of the figures released to Broadcasting
Consumer Services
American Telephone & Telegraph
82,215
stock to the named transferors.
• Telecasting.
Drugs & Remedies
Sterling Drug Co
659,300
Entertainment & Amusements
American
Home
Products
was
This prompted a March 16 reply
Food & Food Products
General Foods
709,493
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
Standard Oil of Indiana
138,943
to the Commission that it was im- the second highest advertiser dur- Horticulture
(Continued on page 93)
possible to surrender the stock
Household Equip. & Supplies
Philco Corp
141,738
Household Furnishings
Armstrong Cork Co
35,488
under the circumstances along with
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel
107,040
a request for special temporary
Insurance
Prudential Life Insurance Co
123,929
TABLE I
authority to assume control of the
Jewelry,
Optical
GoodsSupplies
& Cameras
Longines-Whittnaeur Watch Co
100,792
TOP TEN NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Office Equip.,
Writing
&
station, pending outcome of FCC
FOR JAN. 1951
Stationery
Hall
Bros
70,728
action on the transfer request.
Doubleday & Co
19,773
1. Procter & Gamble
$1,623,300 Publishing & Media
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Phonographs,
Musical
2.
American
Home
Products
Corps
763,569
In its decision last week, the
3. lever Bros
742,742
Instruments & Acces
RCA
164,335
4. General Foods
734,845 Retail Stores & Shops
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
1,056
Commission concluded that grant
Liggett & Myers
464,559
5. Sterling Drug
659,300 Smoking Materials
of the transfer was not in the pubProcter & Gamble
1,077,444
6. General Mills
630,434 Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
7. Miles Labs
585,635 Sporting Goods & Toys
lic interest; that the FCC "inability
Gillette Safety Razor Co
480,427
8. Gillette Safety Razor Corp . . 480,427 Toiletries & Toilet Goods
to reach such a conclusion stemmed
Assn. of American RR
84,575
9. Liggett & Myers
464,559 Transportation, Travel & Resorts
from its determination that, as 10. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. . . 429,667 Miscellaneous
American Federation of Labor
116,499
Telecasting
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President
IMMEDIATE
DESPITE recommendation for the
"immediate" establishment of a
top government communications
policy board within the Office of the
President, indications' are that the
timetable for implementation of
such suggestion, if accepted, would
be rather slow.
Following formal release last
Tuesday of the report — compiled
after more than a year's study by
the President's temporary Communications Policy Board [Broadcasting °Telecasting, March 12]
— White House sources Thursday

POLICY
BOARD
URGED
said that the President has not President to take over civilian telecommunications facilities, both
studied its content and that it probably would be turned over to an wire and radio, for emergency and
administrative aide for analysis.
war purposes. Also, as cited in the
Dr. John R. Steelman, the Asreport, "Sec. 305 of the Act spesistant to the President, has in the
cifically gives the President power
past handled such matters relating
to assign radio frequencies to government stations, and specifically
to establishment of like government units.
exempts government stations from
Further, it is pointed out that the licensing and other regulatory
there is no need for legislation to powers of the Commission, when
set up such a body since it would be
they
operating board
as such."
an extension of the authority
Thearesuggested
would, in
outlined in Sec. 606 of the Comcooperation with the FCC, regulate
munications Act, permitting the the division of spectrum space
among government
and non-government users.

In offering its solution for
To Communications Board's
SENATE
COLD
Policy Recommendations
"remedial steps" in telecommunications, the board report urged
LITTLE enthusiasm was expressed in Congressional quarters last week
prompt
action,
saying, in part:
over the contents of the report of the President's Temporary CommuniWe recommend
the immediate
estabcations Policy Board.
lishment in the Executive
Office of
the
This initial icy reception was indicated by Senate Commerce ComPresident cations
of aadvisory
three-man
telecommuniboard
served
by
a
mittee Chairman Ed C. Johnson
small, highly qualified staff to advise
among government agencies for and
(D-Col.). The radio-minded Senaassist the President in the disallocation of frequencies in the
charge of his responsibilities in the
tor expressed surprise at the aptelecommunications field. Its task would
spectrum.
parent absence of concrete legislainclude
formulating
and recommending
2. That the recommendations tend
broad national policies in this field, and
tive proposals. Whether further
giving
advice
and
assistance in the
toward further executive authority
committee study of the broadformulation of policies and positions
over
the
allocation
of
broadcast
for
international
telecommunications
scoped report will bear less heavily
negotiations.
was a moot question.
spectrum.
* * * Another closely related and
3. That the creation of a threeAnother interested legislator is
important function of the board will
be to establish and maintain effective
man advisory board would not stem
Senate Majority Leader Ernest W.
working relationships with the FCC
McFarland (D-Ariz.). The chair- the waste of the nation's resources
for the informal solution of those joint
of frequencies. Duplication would
man of the Senate Commerce radio
questions of frequency allocations
which will inevitably come up under
subcommittee last December had
still exist and the scrambled situaour system of dual control over the
tion
remain
unremedied,
the
critics
spectrum. . . .
urged the temporary board to recsay.
* * * We recommend that the Inommend the appointment of "an
terdepartmentalcontinue
Radio Advisory
4. That while the report is an
Assistant Secretary of State for
mittee should also
muchCom-as
it
is
now.
.
.
.
IRAC
recommendations
excellent "historical" recap of the should be made to the TelecommuniCommunications" [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 4, 1950]. The
problem it does not attempt a so- tion.
cations Advisory Board for authenticalution.
Majority Leader had initiated in
the 81st Congress a Senate subcommittee study similar to the Presidential board's just prior to the
latter's creation. Sen. McFarland
was unavailable for comment.
JOHNSON
MOVES
Sen. Johnson's position hints of IN A SUDDEN maneuver, Sen. Ed breadth and related concentration
extensive groundwork within his
of powers which the plan would
C. Johnson (D-Col.) last Wednescommittee, or by Sen. McFarland's
day entered a bid in the Senate for vest in the Chairman in compariradio group, with a view toward
son with those of other Commisjurisdiction over legislation which
proposing legislation. The Colosioners.
would
give
the
FCC
Chairman
radan has long guarded the prerogHe has also expressed himself
sweeping administrative powers
ative of Congressional authority
that such a change in administra[Broadcasting ° Telecasting,
over the FCC with zealous fervor.
March 26].
tive and executive functions would
President to Comment
usurp Congressional authority by
Sen. Johnson's objection to the
However, any action contemplacing the FCC more fully under
plated by the Senate group would
bill's apparent intent was reported
the direction of the executive
exclusively
in
the
March
26
issue
be predicated on how the President
branch of the government.
of Broadcasting • Telecasting.
implements the report's recommenOpposition Outlined
The radio-active chairman of the
dations. As written, the report
Senate Commerce Committee has
would seem to envision the creation
A fortnight ago, Sen. Johnson
told Broadcasting * Telecasting
introduced a bill (S 1218) similar
of a permanent advisory board
within the executive office of the in content to legislation (S 1139)
that he would oppose the new legislation. He had declared that if
dropped in the Senate hopper a
President, thus alleviating necesfortnight ago.
sity for Congressional action.
hearings were called by the McClellan committee and if he were
Sen. Johnson was of the opinion
Accompanying this action, it
that the report failed to absolve was understood Sen. Johnson sent a asked to testify, he would strongly
letter to the chairman of the Senate
state his opposition. Sen. Johnson
what he believes to be a fundaExecutive Expenditures Committee
went on to say that if the measure
mental division or "dual" responsiexplaining his opposition to the should reach the Senate floor withbility within the framework of FCC
out committee hearing, he would
reorganization measure. The latter
and the Interdepartmental Radio
join debate and exert whatever
Advisory Commission (IRAC).
is the latest expression of the socalled Hoover Commission.
argument he could muster to defeat
Although final conclusions were
the measure.
Sen. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.)
not yet crystallized in CongressionAffect of the latest maneuver
is chairman of the expenditures
al thinking, critics were traveling
group. He also is sponsor of S would be to place the reorganizaalong this path:
1139.
tion plan in the Senate Commerce
1. That the report failed to recommend legislative action which
Sen. Johnson's chief objection to Committee. Thus, the Commerce
the legislation centers on the group could rule its fate.
would
remedy
the tug-of-war
Page 26
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Studies

* * * we recommend that no changes
be made at this time in the powers
and duties of the FCC. . . . The Commission's efforts to organize itself as
recommended by the Hoover Commission should be pressed. . . .
* * * We do, however, think that
the FCC should have more funds and
a stronger staff to keep up with engineering and economic developments.
The report appends one alternative as "a last possible resort in
the management of our communications resources" — creation by
Congress of a board to assign frequencies to both government and
civilian users. It was further
stated that creation of such a board
"would mean a fundamental change
in the Communications Act" and
would "involve, we believe, serious
conflicts with the proper exercise
of the executive function of the
Single Head Possible
government."
The report, while stating preference for a three-man body, recognized "the possibility of appointing
one man, a telecommunications advisor, to exercise the functions of
as to the makeup of
theSpeculation
proposed board."
a board had already mentioned
such names as FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy as a prospect to head
the group; FCC Comr. E. M.
Webster, an old hand at government allocations; and a third member who might be an active or
retired Army or Navy communications expert.
The name of E. K. Jett, vice
president of the Baltimore Sunpapers and its TV operation
(Continued on page 59)

To

Hold

FCC

Bill

It was Sen. Johnson last year
who introduced a resolution opposing the President's FCC reorganization plan. He was upheld in
a Senate vote thus defeating Mr.
Truman's proposal.
The new measure is more broad
in scope than the Truman plan of
1950. Generally the bill, and its
companion measure in the House
(HR 3307), would:
9 Transfer the executive and
administrative functions of the
FCC to the Chairman.
# Give the Chairman jurisdiction over the appointment and assignment of personnel in the immediate offices of the Commissioners.
© Permit the President to remove any member of the Commission from office for "inefficiency,
neglect of duty, or malfeasance in

® Spell out that at the end of
a Commissioner's term, he could
continue to serve until his suc"qualified."
Undercessor is appointed
the new and
reorganization
office."
plan, it has been pointed out, the
Chairman would have power over
the "execution of FCC policies."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting)

GOVERNMENT

group explained
emergency
operating program to nation's
broadcasters
last Monday.
Left Photo: (I to r) FCC Comr. George S. Sterling; FCC Chairman Wayne

WAR

ROLE

OUTLINED

munications similar to that creFCC last week outlined the alertated during World War II. In
operational phases of radio and
submitting the proposal, the study
television broadcasting in a war
group rejected other operational
emergency under a plan formulated by its own study group but still plans as impractical.
Staff members conceded that,
subject to final approval of the
Commission and the Dept. of De- while they could not speak for toplevel Commission members, they
fense.
The proposal was blueprinted to would attempt to get additional information and data from radio-TV
nearly 1,000 licensees and legal and
licensees. In the meantime an
consulting engineer representatives, who were summoned to "interim" plan has been completed
for possible use pending approval
Washington on relatively short
of the blueprint presented last
notice at the FCC's request.
Monday.
Numerous broadcasters who atCommission authorities placed
tended the "restricted" session,
held last Monday at the Commerce
last week's "emergency" session
entirely "off-the-record" in the
Dept.'s Interdepartmental Audiinterest of security. But it can be
torium, found it difficult to reconcile
reported without breaching security
the implied "urgency" of the highly-classified meeting with the re- that the proposal embodies provisions for taking certain stations
velations detailed to them in a
off the air in the event of imrestricted document and by FCC
minent air attack, and permitting
staff members at the apparent initiative of the Air Force.
Additionally, many licensees in- EMERGENCY station operation plan
dicated they would withhold comwas described last Monday at FCC
ments on the controversial plan mobilization meeting in Washington,
pending a more representative
with some 1,000 broadcasters present.
membership on some advisory comTop photo (I to r in foreground):
mittee which they felt should be
Louis Kleinklaus, WQXR New York;
called in to consult with the ComEdmund Waller, WATR Waterbury,
mission before a plan is ultimately
Conn.; Robert Crager, WWCO Wateradopted.
bury, Conn.; Robert J. Sinnett, WHBFWelcome Suggestions
TV Rock Island, III.; Charles F.
In the face of obvious confusion
Quentin, KRNT Des Moines.
as to the necessity for calling such
Second from top: Larry Mennitt,
a meeting — particularly in view WVCG Coral Gables, Fla.; Lester
of the fact that a similar briefing
Gould, WJNC Jacksonville, N. C;
session will be held at the NAB
convention April 16 — FCC staff M. C. Scott, WIOD Miami; C. F.
Dougherty, WSB Atlanta; Ben Akermembers were quick to welcome
man, WGST Atlanta.
broadcasters' suggestions — either
Third from top: Eliot C. Lovett,
on the plan itself, or on the possibility of forming a new industry
attorney;
Campbell
Arnoux, John
advisory committee (largely techPeffer, WTAR-AM-FM-TV Norfolk,
nical and more nationally repreVa.; Roger Page Jr., Ted Leeper,
sentativ.e )
WAAA Winston-Salem, N. C.
FCC authorities stressed that the
Fourth
from top: Arthur Gates Jr.,
plan is the end product of months
WYVE
Wytheville,
Va.; Ralph D. Epof study by government-industry
person, WPAQ Mount Airy, N. C;
groups — a proposal drawn by its Dr. A. M. Gates, WYVE; Wilfred
engineering study groun which, it
Ky.; Raywas strongly felt, would have the Fisher, WMTC mondVancleve,
F. Guy, NBC.
tacit approval of the full Commission and military authorities.
Bottom: Hoyt Wooten, WREC
FCC officials submitted the plan Memphis; Harry H. Carman, WGBB
Freeport, Long Island; Frank W. Haras a "preview" of actual operating
procedure which they indicated
vey, WMAL Washington; Dwight A.
would later be implemented
Myer, Westinghouse Radio Stations;
Kenneth H. Berkeley, WMAL.
through a Board of War ComTelecasting
BROADCASTING

Coy; Maj. Gen. Francis L. Ankenbrandt, USAF, representing Defense Dept.
Right Photo: FCC Engineering Dept. contingent: (I to r) Ralph J. Renton;
Curtis B. Plummer, chief engineer; Robert Linx.

Broadcasters
others to continue operation providing they elect to participate in
the plan and effect certain technical modifications in equipment.
Aside from welcoming broadcasters' recommendations, FCC

Urge

Advisory

Unit

authorities have urged them to set
up committees in each city as clearinghouses toconsult with FCC field
engineers when the occasion should
rise. Additionally, instructions
(Continued on page 69 )

For
HARTB

POLISHES

Convention

pers during the fifth annual Engineering Conference, to be held concurrently with the association's
29th
conventionMarch
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
26].
Sports will command attention
during radio sessions on Tuesday
(April 17), 2-5 p.m. While the
agenda was incomplete last week,
the whole baseball picture will get
a thorough airing, particularly
with respect to industry-league cooperation in the coming season
through NARTB and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. projects designed to promote actual attendance at games. George Trautman
and Matty Brescia of the National
Assn. of Professional Baseball
Leagues are expected to attend.
Labor Session

AGENDA
Name of Andrew H. Berding,
NARTB (NAB) last week added
tively [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26].
newly appointed public information
more polish and sparkle to its proFurther planning covers panels chief of the Office of Defense Moposed Chicago convention agenda,
bilization, was added last week to
for the mobilization rally, which
accenting mobilization, sports and
the list of speakers. Others will
will precede NARTB convention
television's increasingly prominent
include Clem Randau, executive
activities on Monday morning, and
role in the nation's economy and defense effort.
director,
Civil Defense Administrasports for both radio and TV sestion, and one other CDA represenThe association rounded out a sions.
tative— either Col. William Talbot,
The mobilization phase will kickschedule of topics and speakers
communications
director, or Roboff
at
9:30
a.m.
with
a
militarywhich is certain to appeal to conert Burton, consultant. The AdverFCC roundtable under the chairvention delegates, as well as other
manship of John DeWitt Jr., WSM
tising Council also will be represegments of industry not included
Nashville. Other participants will sented.
in NARTB membership.
The communications specialist is
be Calvin Smith, KFAC Los AnAt the same time it was negotiatexpected to spell Mr. Randau on
geles, and William C. Grove, KFBC
ing for a top-flight government
some of the controversial and trouCheyenne, Wyo., as well as FCC
agency official to address the ThursChief Engineer Curtis Plummer
blesome questions which broadcastday Television Day luncheon, thus
ers are sure to fire at CDA — most
and NARTB Engineering Director
rounding out a slate of key speakof them of a technical nature and
Neal McNaughten. Two other panThe Labor-Management Relaers that already includes Gen. Omar
els (at 10:30 and 11:30 a.m.) will bearing directly on FCC's proposed
tions session is set for Tuesday, 2-5
Bradley, chairman of the Joint
plan
for
emergency
broadcast
operbe devoted to "Manpower and the
Chiefs of Staff, and FCC Chairman
ation (see story page 27). They p.m., with James D. Shouse, CrosEmergency" (covering reservists,
ley Broadcasting Corp., as chairWayne Coy. They will address
man. Sitting in will be Harold
probably
willand
be community
asked CDA'slevels.
role
etc.) and "Mobilization and Broadon
the
state
luncheon sessions Tuesday and
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C,
casting" (touching on station proCommenting on the technical
gramming).
Wednesday, April 17, 18, respecand Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichagenda, Mr. McNaughten stated
ita Falls.
were announcedParticipants
fortnight ago.
that engineering delegates are
NARTB Committee
strongly urged to attend the mobiliScreening
Thursday will be "television day"
zation session, which is designed as
at the convention, with Harold
PRESIDENT
SEARCH
a lollowup to the FCC security
Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth,
WITH TIME fast running out before the 29th annual convention of meet last Monday in Washington.
and Robert Swezey, WDSU New
Of major interest will be a review
Orleans, co-presiding.
NARTB (NAB), the association's Presidential Committee last week
of that meeting and disclosure of
resumed its screening of a heavy list of candidates for the choice postTom Hamilton, athletic director
subsequent developments.
The association officially became
but with little apparent progress.
of
the U. of Pittsburgh and chairNARTB yesterday (Sunday).
't he meeting will be open to all
*
man of the TV Steering Committee
industry representatives and will
While it was known that the Joseph McDonald, ABC vice presof the National Collegiate Athnot
be
confined
to
NARTB
memident;
Frank
Pellegrin,
H-R
Repgroup had pruned down the availletic Assn., is certain to command
resentatives; Robert K. Richards,
bers, it was emphasized.
abilities considerably — the original
the
unflagging
interest of deleNARTB public affairs director;
Radio and television engineers
(Continued on page 60)
list bore some 60 possibilities —
(Continued
on
page
60)
will
offer
numerous
technical
pahopes grew dimmer that it would
hire a president and arrange an
adjusted salary for Justin Miller,
who is slated to assume the board
Abrahams
Lauds
chairmanship, until at least just
prior to the convention, April 15-19
RETAIL
RADIO
SUCCESS
— if indeed then.
fore the Eastern Conference of these successes and adapt them,"
HIGH TRIBUTE to radio as a
Judge Miller is expected to forMr. Abrahams said.
sales medium was paid by Howard
Women's Advertising Clubs in
mally step down at the Chicago
"The trouble with radio is that
Washington.
P.
Abrahams,
manager
of
sales
meeting and turn the reins over to
radio
salesmen originally sold ra"Radio
for
retailers
has
reached
his successor if the Presidential
promotion division, visual merdio to retailers as a supplementary
the stage where there has been
chandising group, National Retail
Committee has come up with a
medium or as an institutional deenough use as a retail medium for
Dry Goods Assn., in an address
choice by that time.
vice instead of a means of selling
prepared for delivery Saturday be- radio people and retailers to study
actual merchandise through the
Two Approached
procedure of giving merchandise
The eight-man group met in
information. But we have seen an
Washington l?st Monday and
awakening. Today we have many
Tuesday, and some members recase histories which indicate sucsumed screening later in the week
by telephone in New York. At least
cessful results." also is scheduled
Mr. Abrahams
two of those mentioned previously
to address the Radio Executives
as Presidential timber were approached and sounded out, though
Club of Boston this Wednesday,
no offer was made, it was underspeaking on "You Have to Help
stood. No further meetings were
Retailers to Sell Them," according
scheduled before the convention
to an announcement by Harold E.
gets underway, although it was
held likely that individual memFellows,dent.WEEI
Boston",
presiHe will speak
at REC
a luncheon
bers may continue to sound out posmeeting at the Hotel Touraine.
sibilities, bytelephone pnd mail.
Addressing himself to the "high
In any event at Least half-dozen
cost ofhams inadvertising,"
Mr. speech
Abratop candidates still were being conhis Washington
sidered at week's end from a reppointed out that a study by the
resentative list of industry and
Production Club of Baltimore had
government fields [Broadcasting
revealed a production cost increase
• Telecasting, March 26, 12].
of 47% over 1946.
Speculation centered chiefly on
TO INTRODUCE Sun-Filled concentrated orange juice. Juice Industries Div.
There are three- measures for
these personalities: Byron Price,
of Clinton Foods, Dunedin, Fla., bought a quarter-hour segment of WTAM
combating it, he suggested:
assistant secretary general, United
Cleveland's Tom Haley morning show on a 26-week basis. Going over last"Increase advertising budgets so
Nations; Eugene Thomas, WOR
minute plans are (I to r) Clem Scerback, WTAM press-promotion manager;
we
can buy more customers. This
New York; Frank White, MBS
Eugene R. Myers, sales manager; Mr. Haley and Michael Beck, sales man(Continued on page 92)
president; William B. Ryan, BAB;
ager. Cottage Creamery Co., which distributes Sun-Filled.
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gangsterism, and what it meant to
FCC
GAMBLING
TRANSMISSION by radio, TV or
press of "basic gambling- information"— bets, odds and prices paid
— about any sporting event would
be made a federal crime according
to FCC's renewed recommendations
last week to the Senate Crime Investigating Committee (see story
page 57).
"Such data is of use only to
those interested in gambling," FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy testified
Monday before the investigatory
group headed by Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn. ).
He asserted, "I believe that a
flat prohibition of its transmission
in interstate commerce is both
justified and necessary to curb
the interstate gambling operations
which this committee has found to
exist."
Reaffirming recommendations he
made a year ago respecting the
control of interstate transmission
of information which aids illegal
gambling, Chairman Coy assured
the Kefauver group the FCC plan
would "permit the transmission of
all information concerning all
sporting events except for bets and
wagers and betting odds and prices

Would

Ban

Transmission

DATA
to assignment of the construction
permit of WMIE from Lincoln Operating Co. as trustee for Sun
Coast Broadcasting Corp. to Sun
Coast itself [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26, 19]. Sun Coast
is chiefly owned by Mr. McBride
and his Cleveland business associate, Daniel Sherby. They also are
part
owners
of WINK Fort Myers,
Fla.
The FCC examiner stated that
on the basis of the Commission's
hearing record he could find no
evidence respecting the reputation
of Mr. McBride or his past ownership and operation of Continental
Press, national racing news service, to disqualify him from being a
stockholder in a radio station.
In fact, Mr. McBride was highly
praised by the 13 Cleveland leaders who testified, the examiner
pointed out.
The examiner also said the record produced no evidence to show
that Continental Press has, or is,
operating in violation of any law.
Second Report
The initial decision noted the
Senate committee's "second interim report" was issued after the
closing of the FCC record and indicated it could not properly be
considered in the decision since it
was "outside" the record.
The second interim report in
part charged Continental Press is
not controlled by Edward McBride,
sole owner of the service and son
of Arthur B., nor by Thomas Kelly,
Continental Press manager and
brother-in-law of Arthur B. Mc-

Chairman Coy testifies before the
crime committee. Photo taken from
WTOP-CBS
Washington telecast.
Bride, "but by the gangsters who
constitute the Capone syndicate."
King's County (N. Y.) Judge
Samuel Leibowitz, testifying before the Kefauver committee Monday afternoon, related efforts of
"underworld agents" to sabotage
the Greater Miami Crime Commission by word-of-mouth smear tactics, printed circulars and other
techniques.
"They also went on the radio,"
commented Sen. Lester C. Hunt
(D-Wyo.).
"Yes, on one station, Senator,
but not the others," Judge Leibowitz replied, explaining "that was
the station controlled by the gang-

pointed out that
theChairman
people of Coy
Miami."
while appearing a year ago before
the Kefauver group primarily to
give "some background material in
connection with the operation of
Continental Press Service," he also
had suggested for the committee's
consideration "two basic approaches to the problem of coping
with the interstate transmission
of The
gambling
information."
first approach,
he indicated,
was his legislative proposal to the
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, then holding
hearings on the Justice Dept. bill
(S 3358) to ban interstate transmission of gambling data [Broadcastinc • Telecasting, May 1, 1950].
This is the proposal he renewed
before the Kefauver group last
week, i.e., to make transmission of
bets, odds or prices paid a crime.
Another Approach
The second approach, Chairman
Coy indicated, was his suggestion
the committee "investigate the
possibility that Continental Press
Service has been violating the fedanti-trust laws"
ingeral
• Telecasting,
June [Broadcast26, 1950].
As to the Kefauver committee's
proposal that FCC license on a
yearly, renewable basis, the interstate distributors of horse and dog
racing news to assue the data
would not aid gambling, Chairman
Coy contended an impossible administrative burden would befall
FCC.

paid."
He thus denied reports the FCC
proposal could soon stifle nearly
all sports broadcasting and reporting.
element." the officials of the
He steradded
Closed Session
He further pointed out FCC cancrime commission "went out and
not by law license organizations
battled
over
the
greatest
of
odds,
Meanwhile, following a closed
and every Saturday night on the which merely lease common carexecutive session with Chairman
rier facilities, although the latter
radio, on a combined radio netCoy late Monday, Committee Chairare
under FCC control. He exwork, with the exception of this
man Kefauver announced: "The
( Continued on page 60)
one
station,
they
told
the
story
of
Committee took cognizance of the
report of the [FCC] examiner in
connection with the renewal of license (sic) [assignment of construction permit] of the radio staay
tion in Miami, Fla. [WMIE],
IT&T Negotiations Underw
P
HI
RS
NE
which is owned by Mr. McBride
OW
ABC
interchange of stock.
cess is given much of the credit
[Arthur B.]. The Committee feels NEGOTIATIONS for acquisition
Mr. Noble, 53% stockholder in for swinging ABC's overall operthat the examiner did not read or of partial or controlling interest in
ations into the profit column in
the network, was said to be indid not take cognizance of the ABC by the International Teleclined to sell only on the basis of 1950 after a net loss in 1949 (see
phone & Telegraph Corp. were in
matters brought out in the hearprogress last week, with the asking
story page 55).
100% of the stock, rather than
ings of the committee in Chicago,
In addition to the five TV stamerely his own interest, in order
Cleveland and in Miami, with ref- price reported in the neighborhood
tions, ABC owns AM and FM outerence to possible connections of of $30 million for outright sale that minority stockholders would
lets in the same markets. WJZ and
benefit on the same terms.
and with no agreement apparently
the ownership of that station, and
in sight.
He is not believed to be pushing
has . . . authorized the chairman
WENR are 1-A clear channel staABC officials refused to comment,
tions operating with 50, WENR
for a sale, but willing to sell if
[Kefauver] to file with the Chairbut an IT&T statement approved
sharing time with WLS Chicago.
equitable terms can be reached.
man of the FCC a protest against
the issuance of the license until by Board Chairman Sosthenes Behn
Mr. Noble more than two years
KGO is a 1-B clear channel operation with 50 kw, and KECA and
the full facts in connection with said "conversations have been held
ago turned down, after protracted
WXYZ are regionals using 5 kw.
the matters brought out in the and are continuing on an exploradiscussions, an offer by 20th Cenhearing in the cities above referred
tury-Fox which was reported to
IT&T's cash position was bolThetory basis."
conversations were being
to have been considered by the full
stered by its recent disposition of
exceed $20 million gross [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 6, its European operating companies,
Commission."
conducted at top level — between
ABC Board Chairman Edward J. 1948]. He was understood to be
including the Spanish telephone
"And the Committee entertains
Noble and Col. Behn — and were unseeking about $25 million at that
serious doubts," Sen. Kefauver
time.
system,
which altogether was understood to have been in progress
derstood to have yielded the comcontinued, "in view of the facts intermittently
Raise
Price
for
several
months.
brought out in the hearings as to
lion. pany a net return of about $80 milIT&T, with an excellent cash powhether the FCC, pursuant to the
The strengthening
ABC'sit was
telmandate given them by Congress,
sition, was reported to have inievision position since ofthen,
addition to the
20thyears
Centui-yFoxIn negotiations
of two
ago,
tiated the discussions with ABC —
will see fit to renew the license. In
felt, would raise Mr. Noble's asking
about which rumors of sale have
any event, we want to make certhere
have
been
recurrent
reports
price today well above the $25 milflown thick in recent years.
tain that they see the full hearing
of other attempts to purchase the
lion figure of 1948. For ABC owns
The
tone
of
the
discussions
thus
report of this Committee."
five TV stations in top markets —
network,
most recent
involvingParamountthePictures.
Prior
to the
The disputed FCC initial deci- far, it was understood, has been on
WJZ-TV New York, WENR-TV
20th
Century-Fox
talks,
tentative
sion is that of Hearing Examiner
the basis of IT&T's acquisition of Chicago, KGO-TV San Francisco,
discussions reportedly were held
KECA-TV Los Angeles and
an interest — minority or controlLeo Resnick, issued a fortnight
with Warner Bros. Pictures.
WXYZ-TV Detroit— and their sucling— either by purchase or by an
ago, which recommended approval
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Rear-Guard Attack
(Continued from page 23)
of the changes brought about by
television."
A special radio-television meeting was held Thursday afternoon
but it was a closed session for ANA
members only. Here the advertisers heard the story of the second
study from Walter Lantz, advertising manager of Bristol-Myers
Co. Discussion of the report by
members had been planned but
time prevented. Three speakers discussed aspects of TV advertising.
One year ago, in this same mountain resort, ANA had turned its
guns on radio. At that time, however, the program included such
radio spokesmen as Niles Trammell, NBC board chairman, and
Frank Stanton, CBS president.
They were not present this year.
A high ANA officials indicated the
networks did not wish to take part
in last week's convention discussion.
Summarizes Report
Mr. Lantz summarized the
ANA's newest report on radio
time values on behalf of the Radio-TV Steering Committee. He
pointed out that "significant and
continued declines in the average
ratings for CBS- and NBC-sponsored evening programs occurred
between the autumn of 1949 and
the same period in 1950, with corresponding increases claimed in
cost per thousand homes reached,"
as shown by the ANA study.
After the radio-TV meeting,
ANA held a conference with newsmen, who were not admitted to the
closed session. At this conference
advertising executives of three major national radio buyers were
questioned on the report.
In each case the advertisers explained they spoke purely as indi-

Hanna
DAYTIME

TV

AN

ENTHUSIASTIC endorsement for daytime television was
made last week by James E. Hanna,
vice president in
charge of N.
radiotelevision,
W.
Ayer fore
& theSon,
A N be-A
spring meeting.
Recalling that
only three years
ago advertising
experts predicted
that women could
not
spare the
Mr. Hanna
time from household chores to sit and look at TV,
Mr. Hanna said:
"Gentlemen, I have news for
you. It appears that the American
housewife has time to do just about
anything
she happened,
wants to Mr.
do." Hanna
What has
explained, is that women have
bought so many labor- and timesaving devices and products that
hours have been cut out of the
former daily household schedules.
viduals and not as members of the
ANA committee.
George Duram, media director
of Lever Bros. Co., and chairman
of the ANA Radio-TV Committee,
said the report "is merely issued
for the information of ANA members. Individual advertisers can use
it as they see fit." He added that
Lever has cancelled three major
network shows.
Lever felt it was not getting
value for the money spent in radio
and spread the sum around the
media field, he said.
A. N. Halverstadt, Procter &
Gamble Co., an ANA board member as well as member of the RadioTV group, pointed out that NBC
Effectiveness Rising,
Kearney Says

FILM SELLING
SALES effectiveness of TV film commercials is increasing as advertisers
and agencies acquire know-how, but costs also are rising, Don L. Kearney,
of The Katz Agency, New York, told the Assn. of National Advertisers
convention at Hot Springs, Va., last Thursday.
Though it is generally felt that *
attractive and
function of a commercial is to sell
good - humored
merchandise."
commercials pay
Broadcasting • Telecasting
off better for the
and several other trade journals
advertiser, Mr.
were cited by Mr. Kearney as ofKearney quoted
fering a valuable contribution to
findings of the
raising the know-how on films.
Daniel Starch orTrend toward shooting of TV
ganization, based
commercials on 35mm rather than
on some 10,000
16mm film is developing, he said,
interviews. He
though 58 of the 63 TV markets
said the Starch
Mr. Kearney
have only 16mm projection equipstudy showed
ment. He declared advertisers and
agencies have found they get better
"entertainment and attention-getting devices per se add little or film quality, especially in sound
nothing to the selling effectiveness
reproduction.
of TV commercials.
Developing and editing can make
or break the commercial, he re"In general the best liked commercials with little or no dislike are
minded. Among economy devices
low on the effectiveness scale. The
mentioned are shooting more than
one film at a time.
best selling commercials usually
have a pattern of above average
Mr. Kearney showed a series of
like, a low neutral and a substantial
typical TV film commercials, coverdislike. They never forget that the
ing a wide range of costs.
Page 30
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Tells ANA

SUCCESS

"And now that we can see so
clearly that women have the time
and the desire to watch weekday
television," Mr. Hanna told the
advertisers, "you can start selling
your newer and better time-saving
products harder than ever — with
a new, effective channel of communication at your disposal."
Mr. Hanna outlined how the daytime TV audience had increased
since 1941, "the prehistoric era of
television," when N. W. Ayer
bought half a dozen football telecasts for Atlantic Refining Co. on
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia. There
were only 700 sets in Philadelphia
then and no statistics on which of
them was operating.
In 1948, the agency accumulated
research on afternoon baseball
telecasts showing that from 20 to
25% of all Philadelphia TV sets
were
in use,
more than
halfand
the "considerably"
audience was
women.
Since the advent of network daytime TV last fall, Mr. Hanna said,
and CBS no longer impose a penalty for a summer hiatus. "ANA
has not put on any pressure," he
said. "Something has happened affecting the field of radio."
Mr. Lantz said Bristol-Myers
has adjusted its use of radio, including shift of Break the Bank
from night to day.
E. L. Deckinger, research director of Biow Co., reviewed the confusion in audience research. He
spoke at the closed meeting.
"Everyone complains about ratings but no one does anything about
them," he said, paraphrasing Mark
Twain's weather comment. He told
about events that led to formation
of the special test survey committee, which issued a report last
month recommending that NAB
take the lead in starting a series
of studies evaluating research
methods, including field projects.
Mr. Deckinger, chairman of the
special survey group, suggested
ANA members write NAB and
urge that association "to start the
ball rolling." He also advised ANA
to communicate officially with NAB
(Continued on page 32)

enough facts have been gathered
"so we know that women can and
will watch television during the
daylight hours if you give them
Forprogramming."
example, he reported, TV
good
sets in use in New York from 4
to 5 p.m. were running about 12 %
before NBC-TV started the Kate
Smith daytime hour.
"By January of this year the
sets in use had risen to more than
and the Kate Smith show was
an unquestioned success in producing Detroit
daytime audience,"
he said.
Case
In Detroit, which has three stations compared with the seven in
the
New
Smith show York
built area,
sets inthe
use "Kate
from
about 13% in September to 24%
in January of this year," Mr.
Hanna said. "The Garry Moore
show on CBS increased sets in use
from 8% in September to 15%
in InJanuary."
Milwaukee, a one-station market, sets in use were running about
9% before the Kate Smith show
began. After the introduction of
the program the sets in use rose
to 24, 29 and 33% respectively for
November, December and January,
he reported.
One indication of impact is
sponsor identification. Mr. Hanna
pointed out that the average radio
program does "fairly well" if 40%
of the audience can correctly identify the sponsor.
In contrast, only four weeks
after an Ayer client, Sealtest Div.
of National Dairies, started sponsorship of the Sealtest Big Top on
CBS-TV, a special survey found
the show had 85 % sponsor identification, with no mis-identification.
Mr. Hanna added that an "interesting gamble" was taken when
the show was moved from Saturday evening, where it had started
as a sustainer and built a "very
large" ofaudience,
the "unproved
time"
Saturday tonoon.
"Already the audience is nearly
as big on Saturday noon as it had
been on Saturday evening," he reported. "And the time cost, of
course, is only half as great."

KEY ANA figures at Hot Springs convention (I to r): B. R. Donaldson, advertising director, Ford Motor Co. and chairman of program committee; Paul B.
West, ANA president, and Albert Brown, vice president of Best Foods, ANA
board chairman.
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seven

selling

salesmen

29,000,000

sixty-two

people

hours

per

week

000
i?
0
0
1 Skitch Henderson
WNBC, New York
6:00-8:30 AM Mon.-Sat.
Station Audience:
9,812,128 people
2 Bill Herson

Here are radio's most
consistent salesmen . . .

WRC,
Washington
6:00-9:30
AM Mon.-Sat.
Station Audience:
1,017,994 people
3 Ed Allen
WMAQ. Chicago
5:45-6:15 AM Mon.-Sat.
Station Audience:
8,817,526 people

early morning entertainers
who spend a total of
sixty -two hours each week
selling scores of products
to millions of people.

4 Jay Miltner
WTAM, Cleveland
6:45-7:55 AM Mon.-Sat.
Station Audience:
3,040,756 people
5 Earle Pudney

If your product needs
a solid sales push in
these major marketing areas,
add these gentlemen
to your sales staff.
Your nearest NBC Spot Sales
office has all the details.

NBC

BROADCASTING

Spot Sales
CHICAGO
NEW YORK

• Telecasting

Albany-Troy
WGY,
Schenectady7:05-9:15 AM Mon.-Fri.
Station Audience:
1,455,744 people
6 Starr Yelland
KOA,
Denver
6:30-7:00
AM Mon.-Fri.
6:30-6:45 AM Sat.
Station Audience:
1,571,514 people
7 Clarence Leisure
KNBC, San Francisco
8:00-8:30 AM Mon.-Fri.
Station Audience:
3,327,342 people

CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO

HOLLYWOOD
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Effective
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WAY
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Coverage:

WASHINGTON,

to buy

D. C.

METROPOLITAN

NETWORK

Rear-Guard Attack
(Continued from page 30)
to this effect. ANA and American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies
would share directions of such a
major study, which the committee
estimated would cost $140,000.
Don Kearney, assistant sales
manager for TV, The Katz Agency,
presented typical techniques and
costs of TV film commercials (see
story page 30).
Samuel G. Barton, president of
Industrial Surveys Co., told the
radio-TV session sales of TV-advertised brands increase in television homes, on the basis of the
company's consumer panel.
American Advertising was urged
to "defrighten" the American people on present war dangers in an
address by William L. Laurence,
science writer of the New York
Times and only newsman who had
access to World War II atomic
bomb developments.
Howard Chase, assistant for
public information policy to C. E.
Wilson, Director of Defense Mobilization, said the nation stands "at
the threshold of a magnificent new
phase of the industrial revolution."
"Barring the absence of all-out
war and using the 1950 dollar as
a measuring stick, by the end of
1952 we shall have a national income of around $325 billion," he
said. "Even after deducting the
total expense of military requirements during that year we should
have a civilian or non-defense
economy of around $275 billion
per year, about the same as in our
year of peak civilian production,
Cites Pending Bills

Met

Net Advantages: 1. Complete daytime coverage of central and suburban areas.
2. Second highest average daytime audience in
Metropolitan Washington. 3. Simplified buying — 5-station coverage with one order, one
transcription, one invoice. 4. Spots may be
bought for the same time on each station, or
staggered. 5. Low rates: ^-min. or time signals, $18.24; 1-min., $22.80; 5-min., $36.48 (26time). Complete card on request.
AM & FM. Arlington, Va.
780 KC, 1000 W.
AM & FM. Bethesda, Md.
1120 KC, 250 W.
Falls Church, Va.
1220 KC, 250 W.
Silver Spring, Md.
1050 KC, 1000 W.
Alexandria, Va.
730 KC, 1000 W.
* For
proof,
complete
or
phone
Jackor Koste,
Indiedetails,
Sales write
Inc.,
national representatives, 60 E. 42nd
St., NYC— MUrray Hill 2-4813; or J.
Douglas
Freeman,
Manager, Munsey
Bldg., Commercial
1329 E St. N.
W.,
Washington, D. C.—STerling 1772.
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George S. McMillan, BristolMyers
Co. vice president and chair1950."
man of the ANA Government Relations Committee, said advertisers
should be concerned over a number
of bills now pending in Congress.
These included: Contract renegotiation law, as affecting admissible
advertising payments before calculating profit; Doyle Bill (HR
2383) to amend Food and Drug Act
and involving labeling or advertising promotion; McFarland Bill
(S 658) and Celer Bill (HR 2948)
amending the criminal code to apply to fraudulent radio advertising;
Sheppard Bill (HR 10) amending
Communications Act in relation
to rebroadcasts of sponsored programs;
FCC-industry
conference onproposed
TV practices
including
triple-spotting, necklines and horror shows.
Other items on the Washington
scene, he said, include a bill being
drafted by Rep. Thomas J. Lane
(D-Mass.) to set up Federal Television Censorship Board; FCC hearings on TV thawing and educational allocations; new Federal Trade
Commission policies to settle advertising disputes without legal
formalities.
Isaac Watlington Digges, attorney, warned that many practices
of business leaders and their advertising agencies are striking at

'51 AD

BUDGET

Up 10%, ANA Survey Shows
ADVERTISING budgets for 1951
will exceed 1950 by 10%, according to a survey of member companies of the Assn. of National
Advertisers.
Addressing the ANA convention
at Hot Springs, Va., last Wednesday, Lowell McElroy, ANA vice
president, said over half the reporting companies (53%) report
larger advertising expenditures
than last yea-r, with 35% holding
1950 levels and only 12% reporting
a cut from last year.
Mr. McElroy said the 207 national advertisers covered by his
survey reported some increase in
budgets was necessary to maintain
1950 advertising activity because
of rising costs.
Five out of six companies indicated the mobilization program had
not affected the size of their advertising budgets.
ANA members are still devoting most of the advertising to
straight selling copy and plan to
continue that policy, for the most
part, according to the survey.
Whereas 62% of companies devoted
all their advertising to selling
copy in 1950, 51% are doing it now
and 42% expect to follow that
theme right through 1951.
Whereas 29% of companies devoted most of their copy to straight
selling in 1950, 30% are doing it
now and 34% expect to follow this
trend through the rest of 1951, the
survey showed.
These results indicate there has
been very little movement toward
institutional copy of the type used
to a heavy extent during World
War II. They show that whereas
5% of advertisers used about half
straight-selling copy in 1950, 10%
are so doing now and 13% expect
to follow this pattern through the
remainder of 1951.
Mr. McElroy said nine companies out of 10 reported an increase
in dollar sales volume in 1950 as
compared with 1949, with an average increase of 17%. One company
out of four expects severe product
shortages this year.
Looking ahead through 1951, he
found over seven of every 10 companies expect 1951 sales volume to
exceed the 1950 level, with two
out of ten expecting volume to
be about the same. Of these two,
product shortages are the main
factor. Average increase in member company sales is expected to be
10% over 1950.
the basic values of advertising itself. He urged "more restraint
and good citizenship, particularly
in respect of the new mediums of
radio and television," suggesting
that the courts are asserting themselves already without waiting for
new legislation. At the same time
he suggested judges should have
a better understanding of the function of advertising and not condemn all advertising because of
those who abuse it. He added the
(Continued on page Sh)
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..COVERAGE,
.there's no substitute for,
The Southwest is a great and growing market. WOAI covers this market
with its 50,000 watt clear-channel voice better, far better, than any
other advertising medium. 8MB shows 395,350 families listen to WOAI
daytime ■ 740,700 families listen evenings - latest Hooper shows WOAI
leading day and night! Daytime, WOAI leads in 34 of 40 rated } nr.
periods! Dollar for dollar, there's not a better advertising buy!
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK ' CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • ST. LOUIS
N8C-TQN
DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT • ATLANTA
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of a survey conducted by Fred B.
Manchee, executive vice president
of BBDO, New York. Retailers
want all the national advertising
support they can get, according to
Mr. Manchee, and generally agree
the nation is still very much in a
buyer's market. Moving merchandise on hand is still the problem
of most retailers, he said.
Carl V. Haecker, merchandising
display manager of RCA Victor,
offered a formula for successful
product selling, including market
analysis, knowledge of product,
planned approach, aggressive advertising, study of radio and TV
impact and several distribution
techniques.
In a discussion of priorities and
other federal regulations in relation to shortages in advertising
material, Seymour Mintz, advertising director of Admiral Corp.,
said the TV manufacturing industry expects to turn out 5% million
sets this year compared to TVs million in 1950.
Lee H. Bristol, president of Bristol-Myers Co., in an inspiring talk
to the advertisers, said the advertising industry is showing the government it is a good citizen with
social consciousness. He paid tribbute to work of the Advertising
Council and reminded advertisers
their role in this project pays off
handsomely in public relations.

EIGHT past chairmen of ANA rook part in the annuo! Myers Co.; Allan T. Preyer, Morse International; Allyn B.
spring meeting last week and were paid t-ibyte its a mock Mclntire, Pepperell Mfg. Co.; Allan Brown, Union Carfuneral ceremony. L to r: Ken R. Dyke, Young &> Rubi- bide & Carbon Corp.; W. B. Potter, Eastman Kodak Co.;
cam; Turner Jones, Coca-Cola; Lee H. Bristol, BristolWilliam A. Hart, dtsPont.
Rear-Guard Attack
(Continued from page 32)
Trade Commission should use restraint in scrutinizing advertising
message, avoiding "over-zealous
censorship" that robs commercials
of the color and appeal needed to
sell
tories.the goods of America's facJ. Cameron Thomson, president
of Northwest Bancorporation and
chairman of the Subcommittee on
Monetary, Fiscal and Credit Policy of the Committee for Economic
Development, said signs are appearing that the rise in prices and

The

wages is flattening out.
Shortages of goods will be less
acute than anticipated some months
ago, according to Arthur C. Fatt,
executive vice president of Grey
Adv. Agency. He felt economic
conditions will cut production in
many lines as much as mandatory
controls.
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co.
will continue its institutional advertising on the same basis as last
year, according to William A. Hart,
advertising director. This advertising consists primarily of the
Cavalcade of America broadcast.
"Through
this
channel we

People

of Charleston,

hope to achieve a broad public
awareness of the business problems which"Aconfront
us today,'"'
he said.
corresponding
improvement is anticipated in the
public's understanding of our company and the entire industrial comduPont's 1951 advertising is
down
munity."7% from last year, mainly
because of product shortages, he
said.
Maintenance of national, cooperative and trade paper advertising was advocated by retailers representing two-thirds of the nation's
buying power, according to results

S. C.

Respond

to Radio
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Sincerely,

March 15, 1951

Radio Station
Station UCSC
WHAM .**
Radio
Radio
Station
WPAL
Radio
Station
Radio Station WTMA
UUSH
Gentlemen:
A notable instance of immediate public response
to an emergency appeal over the radio occurred on
February
15, 1951eas when
operationalto failure
at
our
Charleston
plantan threatened
storage
facilities
before
repairs could exhaust
be made.our
With fifteen minutes to go before exhaustion of
the
remaining
an appeal
the
public
shut gas,
off you
allgaabroadcast
gasconsumption
appliances
until tofurther
notice.to Immediately
dropped
sharply
and
the
holder
at
the
plant
stopped
falling.
It was in
a dramatic illustration of alert public cooperation
an emergency and of the tremendous audience of radio.
Wetion in express
appreciationour foremergency
the fineappeal,
cooperapromptly ourbroadcasting
which culthelped
in preventing
a serious
situationgreatly
- not only
for ourselves,
but and
for diffithe
many thousand of our customers.
Sincerely yours.
OUU^i
E.t L.J.
GodaWilk

This space is paid for by WGSG and WGSG-FM to show advertisers and their agencies that in Charleston,
S. C, radio is the way to reach people. We hope that buyers will use WGSG and WCSG-FM, but in their
own interest, they should buy radio to reach the Charleston, S. C, market.
wer$, Owner
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when

the crowd

goes

home

For one man, the fight just begins
when the last punch is landed at Madison
Square Garden.
His fight, however, is against time.
He rushes the film of that last Friday
bout to the laboratory, and adds it to films
made all week at the famous arena. The
result: an exciting film program called:
"This Week at Madison Square Garden."
And in just a few days, television viewers all over the country are cheering the
thrilling events!

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

With so little time between that last
punch and the TV deadlines, his fight
against time seems hopeless. Yet he wins
it every week — thanks to Air Express!
Air Express speed gives him time to
edit and process his films, and get them
safely and cheaply to stations everywhere.
And the same speed that meets TV
deadlines can help production deadlines,
too! Whether your business is films or factories, here are the unique advantages you
can enjoy with regular use of Air Express!
IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT — One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency, arranges everything.

IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

MfffXPffiS
GETS

THERE

FIRST
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PERON
Dave
Dave Campbell's "Sportsfolio Serenade" on WAPI is the most listened-to sports show in Birmingham
. . . with a 35% share of the audience
in its time period, according to the
most recent Pulse.*

l's
elthan
Campbell's
hadbmore
eleven
Camp
years of all-sports experience behind him, including major league

play-by-play announcing. So it's not
at all surprising he's Birmingham's
top-rated sportscaster.

Leading
Leading off each show with five
minutes of sports headlines, Dave
spins a record or two, gives lastminute scores, interviews local and
visiting sports celebrities in a fastmoving quarter-hour.

the
The show goes on each night, Monday through Saturday, from 10:15
to 10:30 p.m. — one of the choice
evening time periods in Birmingham, following fifteen minutes of
CBS and local news.

League
League -leader Dave Campbell on
WAPI is a hot availability right
now, with baseball in the air again.
If you'd like him to go to bat for
your product, just call the nearest
Radio Sales office or...
'Jan. -Feb. 1951

WAPI
"The Voice of Alabama"
CBS in Birmingham
Represented by Radio Sales
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IAAB Resolution Denounces
Radio-Press Censorship

ARGENTINE Dictator Juan Peron 's "repeated political attacks against
radio and press, culminating with closing the daily La Prensa" were
formally condemned last week by the Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters.
The emphatic resolution passed
by the second general assembly of "suppession of freedom in the comthe association, which concluded
munication of ideas makes it imlast Tuesday in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
possible for this system to survive."
did not mention the Argentine
As protectors and conveyors of
president by name, but there could free information, radio and press
be no doubt that he was the target
have a common interest, the resoluof the resolution.
tion added.
This was the second time the asThe association recommended
sociation had denounced the Argenthat radio call attention to the
tina regime for oppression of free
plight of La Prensa and of free
speech. In 1948 the broadcasters
speech in Argentina by broadcastissued a stern resolution opposing
ing some of the editorials on that
the
elimination
of
private
broadWHEN S. John Senile isn't busy besubject
that La Prensa had pubcasting
in
that
country.
ing vice president in charge of sales
lished.
In its resolution last week, the
for the Rocky Mountain BroadcastMestre Re-elected
ing System, he likes nothing better association pointed out that an
than to emcee a rodeo. Here he is "indestructible relationship" exIn other actions, the assembly reisted between free expression of
shown
'47 thought and maintenance of the
elected Goar Mestre, of Cuba, presiShow in emceeing
Salt Lake the
City, Days
which of
played
dent; Emilio Azcarraga, Mexico,
democratic system and that the
to 70,000 fans in four days.
first vice president, and Raul Fontana, of Uruguay, second vice
No Pay
president. The directive council
Stations Offered
was enlarged from five members
(Cuba, Brazil, Uruguay, Mexico
and the U. S.) to 11 (adding Chile,
Peru, Venezuela, San Salvador,
CONTEST
L
HADAJ.CO
Puerto Rico and Panama).
DUDLEY
LeBLANC,
who has made a fortune out of Hadacol, has
launched a new promotion contest for his product in which he hopes
Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexingthat stations will participate without remuneration except for the elusive
ton, Ky., was re-elected U. S. reppossibility of winning prizes.
resentative on the Inter-American
Assn.
directive council for a fourMr. LeBlanc's latest advertising station that for four Hadacol box
exertion came to light last week
year term. An alternate to Mr.
when several radio stations report- tops you will send the children a Nunn will be appointed by NARTB.
T-shirt
with
his
or
her
name
on
it.
ed to Broadcasting • TelecastThe expanded directive council
ing that they had ignored the in- All you have to do is to ask the
vitation.
child to tell his age and his first will meet annually, although meetings of the general assembly will
Stations have been circularized name and we will send him or her
continue
on a biennial schedule.
with a brochure from the LeBlanc
a Hadacol T-shirt for four HadaThe
association
also asked the
col box tops. Send us the name
Corp. notifying them that the conCanadian Assn. of Broadcasters to
test will run from March 20 to and age of your child and I will
present a resolution to the CaMay 5. According to the brochure, send you free one of these attractive T-shirts. . . .
nadian Parliament calling for the
"$35,000 in prizes will be distrib"In announcing on your station
appointment of an independent rauted among the radio stations putdio licensing and regulatory auting forth more merchandising ef- the T-shirt for four Hadacol box
thority (counterpart to the U. S.
forts to promote the sale of Hada- tops, it might be a good idea if you
had a T-shirt displayed in your
FCC) and the elimination of the
col during the above-mentioned
window with a big sign: 'This is power of the government-sponthe T-shirt we will give for only
sored Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Selling Plans Wanted
period."
four
"
In a covering letter accompanyMr. Hadacol
LeBlanc box
toldtops.'
the stations
he to regulate competition.
ing the brochure, Mr. LeBlanc
Principal addresses at the as"filmly" believed that "the adversembly were delivered by Mr.
states: "What we are mostly after,
tising world will look with great
of course, is some schemes and favor on
what the radio stations
Mestre and by Justin Miller,
stunts that will sell Hadacol."
NARTB (NAB) president.
An excerpt from the brochure can do after this contest is over."
gives suggested types of merchandising efforts for stations to use:
"Contact the drug wholesalers
and grocery jobbers handling drugs.
FOR
SALES
RESULTS
■ •i
Explain to them what you are doing
to promote Hadacol and ask them to
send in an order.
CONTACT OUR NEAREST OFFICE
"Contact retail druggists and grocery stores handling drugs, giving
us the number of calls made each day.
Make an effort for them to order
Hadacol through their local wholesaler or jobber.
Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc.
"We will furnish you 10 short
spots. On your report, tell us how
PIONEER
many times each day these free spots
have been read over your station and
RADIO AM-FM-TV REPRESENTATIVES
how many other times Hadacol has
been mentioned."
Chicago, III. — Los Angeles, Calif. — San Francisco, Calif.
In Mr. LeBlanc's covering letter,
he gave a few hot tips on things
EXECUTIVE OFFICES — 366 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17
stations could do.
MURRAY HILL 2-8755
"Here is a good one," he suggested. "Start announcing on your
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BEGINNING

MARY

MARGARET

available

for

coast-to -coast

The greatest single selling force in history,
Mary Margaret McBride, is available for
LOCAL sponsorship from coast to coast. If
you have a product to sell women, here is your
chance of a lifetime. For Mary Margaret is
more than "The First Lady of Radio". . .she
is "The First SALES Lady of Radio."

*

MONDAY,

Here's how the program is being sold. Mary
Margaret McBride is available — at low, local
Co-op rates — on all ABC Radio Stations
(except New York and Chicago areas). You
may buy the full 30 minutes . . . either of the
15-minute segments ... or individual oneminute spots. There are four one-minute
commercials, two in each quarter hour.
i

APRIL

9

MCBRIDE

sponsorship

Never, never, never underestimate the power,
the persuasion, the impact, the charm of
fekJV \ Mary Margaret McBride. Recently voted
aSP* 1| "The outstanding woman of the year in radio,"
Mary Margaret is believed — and beloved —
as no other woman in advertising. For local
sponsors, the program offers a unique opportunity to build sales, prestige and good will;
Mary Margaret's list of guests is the most
impressive, most exciting in radio.
Important! For an advertiser who buys 100 or more markets,
Mary Margaret will deliver the commercials personally !
Act now! Don't be caught napping. For details of national
or regional sponsorship, call, wire or write ABC Radio
Co-op Sales (New York —Trafalgar 3-7000). For details
on local sponsorship, call your local ABC station.

RADIO CO-OP SALES
7 WEST 66th STREET • NEW YORK 23
ABC
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McFARLAND
BILL
Hearings Open Tomorrow
BROADCASTERS will have their
say on the McFarland Bill (S 658),
which would realign FCC procedures, beginning tomorrow (Tuesday) with the opening of hearings
on the measure by the full House
Interstate & Foreign Comerce Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 29 et seq.].
The hearings are scheduled to
begin at 10 a.m., Room 1334, in the
New House Office Bldg.
Heading the list of radio representatives isJudge Justin Miller,
NAB president. Also filing as a
witness is Ralph W. Hardy, NAB
government relations director.
Judge Miller and Mr. Hardy will
be accompanied by broadcasters as
representatives of individual state
association units. They are Victor
C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa., as
spokesman for the Pennsylvania
Broadcasters Assn.; Leon M. Sipes,
KELT) El Dorado, Ark., speaking
for Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.;
James R. Curtis, KFRO Longview,
Tex., who will file a statement.
NAB probably will testify Wednesday.
It is expected that FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will be the leadoff witness. Others slated to appear are Joseph H. Ream, executive vice president, CBS; Gordon
' P.
Brown, and
WSAY
Rochester,
Y.,
president
general
managerN. and

FCC ACTIONS
GRANT to sale of WSAI-AMFM Cincinnati by Field
Enterprises Inc. for $225,000plus to Fort Industry Co.
among actions by FCC last
week. Initial decisions to approve two new AM stations
also reported. These and
other details are in Actions
of FCC starting on page 84
and FCC Roundup on page 91.
consistent proponent of network licensing; Judge Frank Roberson,
of Spearman & Roberson law firm,
Washington, on behalf of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. ;
Elmore Whitehurst, assistant director, administrative office of the
U. S. Courts, and a spokesman for
the Civil Service Commission.
There was a possibility that
statements may be filed with the
committee by RCA and others.
MILDRED MITCHELL
Buried on Long Island
FUNERAL services for Mrs. Mildred Mitchell, 35, wife of Maurice
B. Mitchell, vice president and general manager of Associated Program Services, was held March 25
in New York, with burial at Long
Island. Mrs. Mitchell died March
23 in Hahnneman Hospital, Philadelphia, after a long illness. Survivors include Mr. Mitchell and one
son, Lee Mitchell, 8.

Annual
CBS
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ABC AFFILIATE

Gathering

MEET

Set April 18, New York
ANNUAL CBS stockholders meeting will be held April 18 at 2 p.m. at
the
week.network offices, 485 Madison Ave., New York, it was announced last
To be included on the agenda, according to a statement to stockholders,
are elections of Class A and Class
B directors; proposed stock options the corporation on reasonable
to benefit the corporato employes, including officers; rati- terms,tion and
through the increased incentive
fication of stock options already
granted to President Frank Stan- and interest in the corporation on
ton and Executive Vice President
the part of such employes. . . ."
Proposals for granting options
Joseph H. Ream; proposed amendwill not become effective unless
ing of certificate of incorporation
to exempt, for purposes of such holders of two-thirds of outstanding Class A and Class B shares apoptions, from preemptive rights
prove the measure, it said, except
150,000 shares of authorized and
unissued Class A stock, $2.50 par in respect to options already
granted Mr. Stanton and Mr. Ream.
value, and 10,000 shares of authorIn the latter case, if amending
ized and unissued Class B stock,
the
certification of incorporation
$2.50 par value; and the election of
independent public accountants to so as to allow such options to employes is not approved, 10,000
serve as auditors for the ensuing
shares of Class B stock from the
Aggregate remuneration of top corporation's treasury will be held
CBS officers as of Dec. 30, 1950, subject to those options.
year.
also was set forth.
TALENT
PACTS
In fees, salaries and commissions
Board Chairman William S. Paley
NBC Signs 2, CBS One
received $100,000.16; Mr. Stanton,
NBC last week signed Margaret
$100,000.16; Mr. Ream, $52,192.38;
Edward Wallerstein, president of Truman and Burr Tillstrom, while
Columbia Records Inc., $60,000, and CBS-TV initiated its projected
television star system with the
Edward R. Murrow, director, news
broadcaster and recording artist, signing of Mary Sinclair, according to announcements by the re$135,086.56. In bonuses and shares
spective networks in New York.
in profits, Mr. Stanton received
Miss Truman, whose exclusive
$51,597.07; Mr. Ream, $17,475.63;
contract calls for both radio and
Mr. Wallerstein, $4,421. In amounts
television
guest appearances, will
paid or set aside under pension and
appear twice during the remaining
insurance plans, Mr. Paley was
1950-51 season, and will make a
credited with $17,613.19; Mr. Stanminimum
of nine appearances durton with $13,274.36; Mr. Ream with
ing the 1951-52 season, it was an$10,320.82; Mr. Wallerstein with
nounced. The agreement includes
$13,867.73, and Mr. Murrow $120.08.
In estimated annual benefits under renewal options for the following
four years. Money arrangements
the pension plan upon retirement,
were not disclosed.
Mr. Paley was listed as entitled to
Details of Mr. Tillstrom's con$30,300; Mr. Stanton as $31,740;
tract, which was described as
Mr. Ream as $19,680; Mr. Waller"long-term," were not released.
stein as $9,720.00, and Mr. Murrow
Mr. Tillstrom is creator of Kukla,
had no listing.
Fran and Ollie.
Purpose of stock options, the
With the signing of Miss Sinstatement went on to say, is to
clair to a "long-term, exclusive
encourage "key employes (includ- contract," CBS-TV announced its
ing officers) of the corporation and
step toward "a star system
its subsidiaries to acquire (or in- first
intended to recognize those talcrease) a proprietary interest in
ents that have matured within our
LUCIAN
KING
Kudner Consultant Dies

KUX. TWIN FAILS, IDAHO
REPRESENTED BY GEORGE

Stockholders

LUCIAN L. KING, 62, media consultant for Kudner Agency, New
York, died last Tuesday in Beth
David Hospital, New York, after
a long illness.
Mr. King entered advertising
with Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
in 1911 and subsequently became
advertising manager.
Following his association there,
he served as account executive
with Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, and in 1932 joined Benton &
Bowles to become treasurer, spacebuyer and account executive.
Mr. King later joined the Arthur E. Kudner Agency, where he
was media chief until ill health
forced him to resign in 1943.
Surviving is his widow, Mrs.
Mary R. King.

own medium. . . ."
KUOA
SILOAM SPRINGS, ARK.

OF ONE
THIS

ADVERTISERS
5000
WATTS
WEEK'S
M.B.S. AFFILIATE
Serving 4-State Area
Mo. Ark. Kan. Okla.
Associated With KGER
Long Beach, Calif.
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Salesmaker

to

the

Central

South

only one WSM program a week, a
paint manufacturer over a three year
period increased dealership in the Central
South by 82%.
RADIO STATIONS EVERYWHERE..
BUT ONLY ONE

NASHVILLE

. . . With a talent staff of 200 top
name entertainers . . . production
facilities that originate 17 network
shows each week ... a loyal audience
of millions that sets its dial at 650
— and leaves it there!
Clear Channel • 50,000 Watts
Irving Waugh, Commercial Manager
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives.

FOR DEALERSHIP
APPLY
ftERE
■

%
\
1
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Reports $45,879,660
For 1950

of its nearest

competitor!

BMB

6

or

7

WOW
Second Station

BMB

6 or

7

DAYS

306,060
. . 202,630

^
EXtra pairs

103,430 >2Lii!!s
NIGHTS
a week:

WOW

Second

a week:

259,420

^RA PAIRS
OF EARS

Station . . 160,570
98,850

For

the

(

shock-proof

Omaha-Plus

Market.*
N

590
200

KILOCYCLES
miles!

- a strong

signal for

BASIC NBC AFFILIATE - listening
27 years in the making/
ALERT,

ACTIVE
tained 27 years

LEADERSHIP
by constant,

sive, promotion and

FRANK P. FOGARTY, General Manager JOHN
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habits

- Mainaggres-

merchandising.

BLAIR

.'

CO., Representatives

ABC'S GROSS
ABC GROSS INCOME, less discounts and rebates, of $45,879,660 in
1950 as compared with $40,267,488 in 1949 has been reported in the
company's annual report to stockholders.
Net income after federal income taxes for the year ended Dec. 31,
1950, was $84,605 [Broadcasting a
• Telecasting, March 26]. This
compared with a 1949 deficit of a single week in October.
"During 1950 the ABC Television
$519,085 after a $327,000 adjustNetwork increased to 63 stations
ment for recovery of federal in- from 52 at the close of 1949. These
come taxes under the carry-back
include five television stations
provisions of the Internal Revenue
wholly owned by your company in
Code, the statement said.
Current assets as of Dec. 31, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los
and San Francisco — five
1950, totalled $9,325,334 and liabil- Angeles
of the first six retail sales markets
ities $5,761,855, with net working
in the United States.
capital of $3,563,479, according to
"As a result, the ABC Television
the summary by Edward J. Noble,
Network covered an area with a
chairman of the board.
population of 72,702,800, and con"With an expansion of advertistaining 10,549,500 television receiving budgets, we anticipate a growing sets at the year's end. Vitapix,
ing volume of business on ABC
the ABC improved method of teleRadio and Television in 1951. Television recording, provides service
vision will continue to require subto an additional population area of
stantial expenditures but our pres15,673,300 which includes an estient estimates indicate satisfactory
mated 1,394,500 video receivers,
and
through the 16 affiliated stations
Mr. profitable
Noble said.operations in 1951,"
located in cities not covered by coABC-TV, which entered 1950
axial cable," the report went on.
with 13 clients, had 41 advertisers
for scheduled network programs at
Expands Studios
the close of the year, the statement
Major improvements of the last
continued. "In June, 1950, ABC-TV
established a sales record when it year, it said, included "four fully
equipped
to ABC
signed 16 new network contracts
owned
and studios"
operated added
TV stations.
in 16 days. This unequalled sales
Two separate divisions, ABC Raperformance bore fruit later in the
dio and ABC Television, were creyear with another new record : Nine
ated during 1950, "in order to give
sponsored television programs preindependence to its radio
miered on ABC-TV in the space of greater
and television activities. This step
already has proven its worth in
creativeness and efficiency."
LIAISON UNIT
Operations cost was listed as
KMPC Civic Board Formed
$35,719,434 for 1950, with $5,448,242 in commissions to advertising
ENDEAVORING to "develop, an
selling, general adeven closer liaison with civic ac- agencies; and ministrative
expenses (including
tivities," KMPC Hollywood has
formed an advisory board of 12 depreciation and amortization of
$70,911) of $4,265,376.
local civic leaders and station personnel. Formation of the board,
Gross profit from operations in
1950 was $446,608; other income
part of an overall program announced for the three G. A. Richwas $19,053. Other deductions
ards-owned stations, KMPC, WJR
apart from the above, including
Detroit and WGAR Cleveland
$276,179 interest on long-term debt
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
and $56,877 miscellaneous, totalled
Feb. 19] was announced by Robert
$333,056.
Provision
for federal in0. Reynolds, KMPC vice president
come taxes
was $48,000.
and general manager.
Earned surplus as of Dec. 31,
Mr. Richards will serve as gen1949, was $3,542,954; and as of
eral chairman of the board. Other
Dec. 31, 1950 (not available for
station representatives include
dividends under terms of loan
Loyd Sigmon, vice president and
agreements) was $3,627,559.
assistant general manager; Mark
L. Haas, vice president in charge
of broadcasts; John Baird, director of public affairs.
Tony Wheeler
Local leaders serving on board
are :
TONY WHEELER, 41, former
engineer and veteran announcer at
Mayor Fletcher Bowron; Mrs. Leiland Atherton Irish, director, Olive
WINR Binghamton, N. Y., died in
Hill Foundation and executive vice
a city hospital March 23 after a
president, Opera Guild of Southern
short illness. Mr. Wheeler had
California; William C. Mullendore,
president, Southern Calif. Edison Co.;
replaced his son, Bill, at WINR
Mrs. Eunice Deane, journalist; Rear
following his induction into the
Admiral Robert Berry, director, Civic
Army a week earlier. He broke
defense, Los Angeles; Dr. William
into the industry as an engineer in
Lindsay Young, vice president, National Conference of Christians and the '30's and later was associated
Jews; Paul S. Armstrong, general manwith stations in Philadelphia, Roager, California Fruit Growers Exchester and Hollywood before joinchange; Dr. Vierling Kersey, president, Valley College.
ing WINR.
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OLD

SLAG

HELP

STEEL

PILES

MAKE

FOR

JETS

New ideas and hard work are pushing
up America's steel production at the
fastest rate in history. Steel mills have
big appetites . . . This page tells some
interesting things about what is being
done to feed them.

1SUPERH0T: This man uses a micrometer to get the blades
of this impeller for a turbo-jet plane just right. It must
stay true in an inferno of blazing gases. Enormous
quantities of the toughest alloy steels are needed for defense.
See picture #2 for new source of scarce alloying metal.
READ THIS PICTURE BACKWARDS: Years ago this
stream of molten waste was poured on a slag pile. Today,
slag is being re-processed to recover the small amounts
of scarce alloying metals that make steel tough enough for
tanks, planes and guns.
2

WET-WASH FOR FUEL: Over 600,000
Americans, working for more than 200
steel companies, are in a competitive race
to produce more steel. That results in new ideas,
new methods. This plant cleans coal so that
furnaces can step up production by hundreds
of tons per day.
3

Inflation comes when goods are scarce.
The zooming steel production of
America's independent steel industry
has left the rest of the world far
behind. Some day this steel
production will lick the armament
problem and make steel for home
and business plentiful again.
Ifyou want more facts on the growth
of American steel production, write
for reprints from Steelways magazine titled, "Metallurgy Bucks A
Heat Wave", "Mn and the Iron
Curtain" ,and" Coal Comes Clean",
American Iron and Steel Institute
350 Fifth Avenue,NewYork l.N.Y.
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NBC

PREVIEW
Sales Presentation Seen
MANAGEMENT of NBC Midwest

KEf

PIN'

MEMPHIS
MARKET

MINDED
with

Sponsored by the Pbiko
dealers of the Mid-South on
Vv'MC-WMCF
tember 1950, since
11:30Sep-to
12:00 Noon, Monday
through Friday,

Featured
as a disc'forjockey
WMC-WMCF
.krrell<>ns
Dry Skim Milk,

ul
To know yourJ
market, it's
necessary to know the
people who make up that
market.

Eddie Hill is a sample of the
type shows that WMC is
constantly programming to
the more than 800,000 radio
homes in the Memphis market area. Today, Eddie Hill
is a triple-threat star, who
has proved his ability to move
merchandise in the Memphis
market area.
and here's what
the sponsor thinks
of Eddie

affiliates previewed the network's
1951 sales presentation at a morning session in Chicago March 23
when John K. Herbert, vice president and general sales manager for
radio, outlined projected sales, promotion and programming plans.
Carleton D. Smith, vice president
in charge of station relations, also
addressed the group, which included the following persons.
S. C. Fantle Jr., KELO Sioux Falls;
John Alexander, KODY North Platte;
Cal Smith and Dave Gentling, KROC
Rochester; E. Manne Russo, WDAF
Kansas City; Tom Barnes, WDAY
Fargo; Fred C. Mueller, WEEK
Peoria; Kenneth F. Schmidt, WIBA
Madison; Howard Dahl, WKBH LaCrosse; Joseph Mackin and William
E. Walker, WMAM Marinette; Frank
P. Fogarty, WOW Omaha; Ben F.
Hovel, WSAU Wausau.
Russell G. Winnie, WTMJ Milwaukee; Ralph Evans, Paul Loyet and
William D. Wagner, WHO DesMoines
and WOC Davenport; Ernest C. Sanders, WOC Davenport; F. E. Fitzsimonds, KFYR Bismarck; Walter C.
Bridges, WEBC Duluth; Harry S.
Hyett, WEAU Eau Claire; Fred Schilpin, KFAM St. Cloud; Wilfred Woods,
WHO Des Moines.
Milton L. Greenbaum, WSAM Saginaw; Dwight Martin and Harry
Smith, WLW Cincinnati; Richard W.
Holloway, WTRC Elkhart; Willard C.
Worcester, WIRE Indianapolis; William F. Rippetoe, WBOW Terre
Haute; Willard Schroeder, WOOD
Grand Rapids; Jon R. McKinley and
Charles Hill, WTAC Flint; Martin L.
Leich,
WGBF
Evansville; Joan

WADE

On Television Stauon
WMCT, Monday through
Friday, from 5:00 to 5; 15
p. m. fer Perel & .I,pv/enstem. "The tiiamond Stpre
of the South",

MEMPHIS

flfl C F

W

MC
National
Representatives,
The Branham
Company
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"We think Eddie Hill is one
of the truly great personalities to be developed on
WMC-WMCF in the past
twenty
years.
see tangible results
of hisWeendorsement
for Philco products in the
form of increased sales. We
(signed)
like
him."

Cy Shobe
Shobe, Inc.
Memphis, Tennessee

NBC-

5000

WATTS

-790

260 KW Simultaneous|y Duplicating AM Schedule
First TV station in MemPhis and the Mid-South
Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
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ADV.

AMON CARTER (center), who helped
organize the Fort Worth Advertising
Club in 1909 and served as its first
secretary-treasurer, has been made an
honorary life member. Former President Jim Edwards (I) presents a life
membership and a gold medallion to
Mr. Carter, who owns WBAP-AM-TV
Fort Worth. First to congratulate Mr.
Carter is A. L. Shuman, the club's
only other honorary life member.
Meagher, KYSM Mankato; Harry
Bannister, Don DeGroot and Wendell
Parmalee, WWJ Detroit.
In Philadelphia, on March 21,
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive
vice president, told a 1951 radio
sales presentation meeting that
"Radio's advantages grow even
larger in the present period of war
Mr. Denny said that no present
mobilization."
medium, including television, gives
the advertiser the mass coverage
and selling motivation at such low
cost as does network radio.

CLOSES

Accounts Assigned
To New Agency

WADE ADV., 42-year-old Chicago agency, went out of business last
week with the retirement of its sole owner, Albert G. Wade, and all
accounts were assigned to Geoffrey Wade Adv., a new agency owned
by Mr. Wade's grandson, Albert G. (Jeff) Wade II.
The elder Mr. Wade organized *
ers of Encyclopaedia Britannica
his own agency in 1909, and is retiring now, at the age of 84, because
and Britannica Jr., and DeMet's
of ill health. He Inc., candy manufacturer and orighas been inactive
of "Turtles."
in his advertising
Jeff inator
Wade,
who has the title of
general
manager,
entered radio in
business for sev1937 as a continuity writer and
eral years. The
at WLS Chicago after atmanagerial re- producer tending
Western Military Academy
sponsibil i t i e s
were taken over
and Beloit College. In 1939 he
by his son, the joined Wade Adv. as a copywriter.
late Walter
Three years later he developed the
Wade, Jeff
package show, Quiz Kids, with the
originator, Louis G. Cowan.
Jeff Wade
Wade's
Since hisfather.
death,
During World War II, Mr. Wade
Jeff Wade has acted as general
worked with the Office of War Inmanager of Wade Adv.
formation as chief of the radio secOffices and personnel of Geoffrey
tion for propaganda in the Balkans
Wade Adv. remain the same as and Middle East, headquartering in
with the former agency. HeadquarCairo, Egypt. When he returned,
ters are in Chicago, with a Pacific
he rejoined Wade agency as assistCoast office in Hollywood.
ant general manager in charge of
The accounts which transferred
radio and television.
from Wade Adv. include Miles
Paul McCluer, who recently reLabs, Elkhart, Ind., which manusigned from NBC as director of
factures Alka-Seltzer, One-a-Day
AM network sales at the Central
vitamins, Tabcin, Bactine and
Nervine; Murphy Products Co., Division, is the agency's assistant
general manager in charge of radio
livestock and poultry feed; Encyand TV.
clopaedia Britannica Inc., publishBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Do late-night KDKA

programs

have an audience? Look at this
proof! On his 11:15 PM Sports Show,
Johnny Boyer recently offered prizes for the
best three letters on "My Favorite Sport."
Mail poured in from all states and towns
listed on this page . . a total of
A's

KDK

318 cities, towns

and com-

munities in28 states
wide-awake

If you're looking for inexpensive
programs with network coverage,
listeners!

look to KDKA
KDKA

late-night shows.

or Free & Peters will be glad to

tell you what's available.

Advertisers
NETWORK

Advertisement

From

6y

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

TIME

$911,289 for 1950
AVERAGE expenditure of radio sponsors for national network time
during 1950 was $911,289, according to the book, National Advertising
Investments in 1950, issued last week by Leading National Advertisers
*
Inc.
Based on records kept by Pub- companies advertised in 1950.
lishers Information Bureau, the
Network radio average of $911,volume lists the expenditures of 289 is nearly four times that of
1,964 individual advertisers who
the average advertiser expenditure
spent $25,000 or more during the of $248,919 for time on network
year for time on radio and TV net- television; is well over four times
works and for space in general
the $221,636 spent by the average
and farm magazines and magazine
magazine advertiser, and nearly
nine times the $103,725 spent by
sections of newspapers. Analysis
shows, medium by medium, the dolthe average advertiser in newslars spent for advertising 5,622
paper magazine supplements. Data
are tabulated as follows:
products and services which the
Number of
Advertisers
585

Sometimes

Intentions

Good

Aren't

"Griffin's farm is a good mile from
town," he said. "And by the time we'd
dodged all the people on the highway
who were going to watch, we hadn't a
minute to waste.
('Then blamed

if those sightseers

hadn't parked cars right in Griffin's
driveway and there was a mob of
people around — just gawking. Joe,
tell folks a fire's no sideshow. Ask
'em to think of the other fellow!"
From where I sit, some of us need
to be reminded occasionally that even
though our intentions are good, we
may be unfairly interfering. Whether
it's blocking the right-of-way of fire
equipment or criticizing a person's
right to enjoy a temperate glass of
beer now and then — the American
Way is to give way, and give the other
fellow his fair "share of the road!"

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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Magazines
Magazine Sections of Newspapers
Network Radio
Network TV
Total for Advertisers Spending $25,000
or More in Four Media

Enough

That fire at the Griffin place didn't
do much damage last week, but Volunteer Chief Murphy was pretty angry
about it. Spoke to some of us over
dinner and a bottle of beer.

Group Shows

PURVIS NAMED
Hill Group Investigator
MELVIN H. PURVIS, president
and general manager of WOLS
Florence, S. C, and former agent
for the Federal Bureau of Investigation, last week was appointed
chief investigator for the Senate
Post Office and Civil Service Committee.
Mr. Purvis was named by Sen.
Olin D. Johnston (D-S. C), chairman of a special Senate Civil Service subcommittee, to lead an investigation of the government's personnel system throughout various
federal agencies. He is expected,
in turn, to appoint other investigators to his staff.
Mr. Purvis figured prominently
in the case of John Dillinger, notorious outlaw, as chief of the FBI
Chicago bureau in 1934, and the
following year resigned to enter
private law. He later became general manager of WOLS and served
as a colonel in the Army in the
last war. He returned to the station
in July 1947, assuming active direction as president and general
manager.
Y&R SURVEY
Defense Dept. Study Made
EVERARD MEADE, vice president in charge of radio and television, Young & Rubicam Inc., New
York, is making a study of radioTV operations in the Office of public
information, Defense Dept. This
was announced last week by
Charles Dillon, chief of the department's Radio-TV Branch.
Mr. Dillon explained that Mr.
Meade was invited to make the
survey by the OPI, and his services
are being donated by Y&R. Such
studies, Mr. Dillon added, will be
made by leading industry experts
periodically to improve department
service to the media.

1,393
201
163

1950
Average
Expenditure
Per Advertiser
Expenditure
$419,556,734
103,725
$221,636
60,679,407
183,169,118
911,289
40,573,801
248,919

1,964

$703,978,700

$358,441

PIONEERS DINNER
Kefauver Address Scheduled
SEN. ESTES KEFAUVER (DTenn.), who has won public acclaim
as chairman of the televisionminded Senate Crime Investigating
Committee, has accepted an invitation to address the Radio Pioneers
of America at its annual dinner in
Chicago April 17.
Announcement of his acceptance
made last Tuesday by William S.
Hedges, NBC vice president, who
is chairman of the Radio Pioneers'
dinner program committee.
The event will be held at the
Stevens Hotel in conjunction with
the NARTB (NAB) convention,
and will be open to all convention
delegates. Reservations will be
accepted
convention
ers in the atStevens
Hotel, headquartaccording
story).
to
C. E. Arney Jr., NARTB secretary-treasurer (also see sepai-ate
Sen. Kefauver, who has become
known to legions of televiewers of
the traveling crime caravan, will
address the radio veterans in the
main ballroom of the hotel, with
the dinner scheduled to get underway at 7:30 p.m. (Tuesday).
The dinner is an annual event
during each NAB convention, drawing broadcasting members who
have been associated with the industry for 20 years or more. Frank
Mullen,
Angeles
TV consult-is
ant and Los
former
NBC executive,
president of the organization.
Two

BMI

Clinics Set

PLANS for a two-day BMI Clinic
June 18-19 in New York and three
additional "BMI Clinics on the
road" at Springfield, 111., on May
15; at Milwaukee on May 16, and
at Indianapolis on May 18, were
announced last week. The latter
clinics are in addition to four already held in the West and four
held in the South.
BROADCASTING
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Eliminate

and

production

programming

problems

with

TAPES OF QUIZ PROGRAMS are easily edited and spliced to assure a smooth, well-paced
show with no awkward breaks or pauses. KDKA's
popular "Cinderella Weekend," emceed by Jim
Westover, is broadcast every weekday morning
from a tape made the previous afternoon.

tape!

Here's the new way to make inexpensive recordings that
reproduce every kind of sound perfectly, with no needle scratch,
crosstalk or back-lashing. Tape recordings can be made anywhere, anytime ... in the studio, on the street, in moving vehicles
. . . and the tape is easy to cut and dub into. You can make revisions and additions without re-assembling the entire cast of
a show; interviews and special programs can be captured on
tape for release at any time you wish. Tape can be erased and
re-used, or played thousands of times with no noticeable loss
of quality and a minimum of mechanical wear.
Want more information about the shortcuts, new twists,
savings you can make with tape? Write to Dept. BT-451, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn-., and we'll arrange
to have a representative give you the whole story.

KDKA'S "ADVENTURES IN RESEARCH"
series is recorded on tape and edited for
transfer onto discs. These are sent to 167
stations throughout the country for rebroadcast.
Tape reproduces every word, every inflection
with matchless fidelity.

IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand
of sound recording tape on the market. Insist
on the "SCOTCH" brand for matchless fidelity,
clarity of reproduction, freedom from mechanical
and physical distortion. Used by all major
networks and recording companies. "

"Underseal"
Made in U. S. A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn., also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-Sensitive Tapes,
International
Division,Rubberized
270 Park Coating,
Avenue, "Scotchlite"
New York Reflective
17, N. Y.
Sheeting, "Safety-Walk" Non-Slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co.,
BROADCASTING
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At

The

By-Word

From Coast to Coast Reports of Hundreds of
Sales Come Pouring In On These Shews:
LYN MURRAY SHOW
and his orchestra
STEAMBOAT
Lanny Ross
HOMEMAKER

with Lyn Murray

JAMBOREE
HARMONIES

outstand

ing daily series for women
FORWARD
Huston

AMERICA

starring Walter

DICK HAYMES SHOW presenting Dick
Haymes and Helen Forrest
Join These WORLD-Affiliate Stations In
Setting New SALES RECORDS!

766
$A0

cONV>
me
sagtiev-es

(AM, top

WORLD
after e,a<e after

the

N.

A.

B.

Conv<

ntion

. . .
«S11
,e

Pr

r9

es

RORCRT MONTGOMERY,
outstanding American, is
one of the most tvcceit
M personalities in the
entertainment world Stot of ovor 4? top
rated movies, he it olio
on* of rodio and TV t
greatest
and torn
mentotoriactors
Director
and
product' of outstanding
merit. Robert Montgomery ** indoed
great
addition
to the OWORLD
parade of stort.

*tXCL»8\Mt'.

re

af

en

t

*
4,

lou
Sou
>fo»

to

Your WORlD-AffWiate station it your best bet for top quality shows locally. Check your WORLD station for the new
Robert Montgomery show, "Steamboat Jamboree," the "Dick
Haymes Show," "Forward America" and the "lyn Murray
Show." WORLD Commercial Jingles, another WBS special
feature, include time and weather attention-getters and all
manner of arresting sponsor-identification for jewelers, furriers, automobile dealers, furniture stores, apparel shops
and many more.

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York

editorial

4'

The Long, Long TV Trail
IT LOOKS like a long, tedious, bitter winter
before the FCC can start its defrosters on the
TV freeze.
The blasts won't come from the 107 authorized stations. They are sitting cozy — and
should be by dint of having taken the gamble.
The blasts will come from those broadcasters
and others in many major markets who are
ready, willing and able, but who find the VHF
allocations aren't there.
Implicit in the FCC "Third Report," is a
two-network VHF system. There are not sufficient assignments for even the basic markets
to accommodate more than a pair of networks.
Whereas the "reservations" for the educators
constitute 10% across the board, actually the
educators get 33y3% of the VHF in many
important areas.
Obviously, the educational cut is a sop to
political expediency. There are few naive
enough to believe that sufficient numbers of
colleges will or can exercise their warrants.
Obviously, the FCC majority felt that broadcasters brought in too little too late to offset
the weight of the educators' record — and they
were not unmindful of Congressional sentiment. Pea shooters were used against the Big
Berthas of the organized educators.
There's another round upcoming in the allocations bout. It's important to get the whole
TV show on the road quickly. It is overdue.
But there are many responsible elements who
contend the plan is fraught with inequities,
and who argue it collides with the intent and
the letter of the law. They must have their
day in court, and their day may be a long one.

Golden Gobbledegook
A LOT of broadcasters went home last week
believing everything they had ever heard of
inefficiency of government, red tape, gobbledegook and waste of time and money.
They had been requested to come to Washington to get a briefing on radio silence in the
event of enemy attack. Nearly 1,000 of them
journeyed from their busy operations. If they
spent $100 each, average, it amounted to
$100,000, exclusive of fees paid their attorneys
and their engineers.
They were read a simple document. They
were told that if they didn't cooperate as
specified, they unceremoniously would be tossed
off the air. And that was about it.
Of course most all stations will cooperate.
But was it necessary to bring them to Washington to read a document that could just as
well have been sent by registered mail? Moreover, isn't the same ground, on a round-table
basis, to be covered at the NARTB convention
in Chicago two weeks hence?
Almost without exception, broadcasters who
attended the session mumbled "fiasco," "frost,"
"disgrace," "turkey," or similar one-word
epithets.
Broadcasters wondered whether the Air Defense Command, having stubbed its legislative
toe in its quest for authority to take over all
control of "electromagnetic radiation," hadn't
cooked up this super-secret clam-bake with the
FCC to get the same result through the clank
and charm of military brass. Or they wondered whether the FCC was trying to get itself
classified as a defense agency.
We wonder too.
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IT'S becoming more and more apparent
that in addition to alcohol, iron and vitamins Hadacol contains a heavy proportion of gall. The Hadacol attempt to entice radio stations into a giant merchandising contest, without pay, is just about
unforgivable. We trust stations will decline to participate in a ruse that could
seriously undermine the whole rate structure of radio.
Summertime
VIEWED in advance, summertime in radio will
not be quite like that in George Gershwin's
famous song. Livin' isn't going to be as easy
as it was for Mr. Gershwin's Porgy and Bess.
The fish are bitin' all right, but not so fast
or hungry that a man can afford to neglect
keeping fresh bait on his hook.
The summer business roundup in this issue
indicates that spot radio volume will be up to
(and perhaps beyond) characteristic levels.
Seasonal splurges are predicted for such products as shoe cleaners, soft drinks, suntan lotions and ice cream.
The network position is somewhat more difficult to appraise. For one thing, one must presume that the Assn. of National Advertisers'
persistent campaign for radio rate reductions
has to some extent succeeded in its intention
to distract the buying urge. For another, the
networks are just getting into the main effort
of summer selling.
It is toward this subject — selling — that our
thesis is directed. Year around, radio has been
undersold, and particularly so in summer. It
is cheering to note that some broadcasters are
recognizing and endeavoring to correct this
unfortunate record.
There is ample statistical proof to support
a vigorous sales argument that audiences do
not necessarily disappear the minute July
shows up on the calendar. People may get
away from home, but not from their radios.
Witness the 19,307,000 auto receivers that the
NAB conservatively estimates are in operation. Or the portables that most people habitually take on their travels. Or hotel radios.
Out-of-home listening measurements, although still less abundant than figures on the
home audience, are adequate to prove that auto
sets and portables are bought for use, not for
ornamentation.
Those broadcasters who assemble the facts
and impress them on advertising prospects will
certainly be the ones whose billings will resist
the summer doldrums.
The fish are as thick in the pond as ever,
maybe
hook. thicker. But they won't bite on a bare
. . . Fall, Winter,

Spring

THE BRIGHT optimism prevailing last week
at the ANA meeting shows how good the fishing can be the year around. Eighty-eight percent of the ANA members responding to a
special pol have reported that their 1951 advertising budgets will be as big as they were in
1950 — and more than half of them said budgets
would be bigger.
The advertisers also felt that production
shortages this year would not be nearly as
severe as originally predicted. The sum of the
ANA report was that there will be lots of
goods to sell, and lots of advertising will be
used to sell them.
This is the kind of news that will stimulate
alert broadcasters to get out their best tackle,
their most meticulously fashioned flies. Knowing as they do that the pond is alive with big
ones, the skillful broadcasters will make sure
that the big ones don't get away.

our respects to:

EASTON

CLAWSON

WOOLLEY

be madeof out
rhyme
nurseryClawson
old Easton
an of
W version
ANEcould
Woolley's radio-TV career. It would
begin, "Doctor, lawyer, radio chief," and a second line might read: "If you don't get what
beef!"
— don'tgraduating
first after
youForwant
five atyears
from high
school, a medical degree was his ambition.
However, for the present executive vice president of KDYL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, it
was not a case of enrolling in a university
and taking the prescribed courses. During his
first year and a half out of high school, he
worked as a clerk in the Salt Lake City branch
of the San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank.
When he felt he had saved enough to enroll
in the U. of Utah, he started a pre-medical
course there, but had to leave after the firstyear in order to earn more money.
Back to the bank he went. Until 1925 he
worked in virtually every department — transit,
collection, coupons, clearings and member bank
bookkeeping. By then his plans had changed.
His work at the bank and an earlier part-time
job with the Deseret News, involving work
with stock quotations, had turned his interest
to commerce. He decided to become a lawyer.
But four more years passed before he began
his pre-law work. A devout Mormon, he accepted a call to do missionary work for The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
in Europe where he labored in France, Switzerland and Belgium until 1929. This work was
carried on at the personal expense of his family
and himself, in accordance with the missionary
system of the church. He was named president of the Belgian District and supervised
construction of two church buildings, one at
Liege and one at Seraing.
Determined to complete his college work,
Mr. Woolley returned to Salt Lake City and
finally graduated from the U. of Utah with an
A.B. degree in 1931 — approximately 10 years
after graduating from high school.
He chose Columbia U. in New York for his
legal school work. In order to supplement his
financial supply and with no fii*m intention of
embarking on a career, the young law student
took on a job with NBC at its old Fifth Ave.
location as assistant to the night chief executive, Juan de Jara Almonte.
The network was only five years old then,
consisting of some sixty-odd stations. But,
like radio and the other networks, it was growing and growing fast — competition was keen,
and the NBC officials began looking with favor
on this fledgling lawyer's growing legal
(Continued on page 78)
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When

we

talk

TELEVIS

TELL

THE

FACTS
o

FIGURES

that show

the perfect

balance

ment of WFAA-TV

!

o

at a glance

and

develop-

in one

year of

operation!

March 17,1951

March 17, 1950

ONE YEAR LATER, WFAA-TV is telecasting . . .

KBTV became WFAA-TV, and was telecasting . . .
24 program hours a week

68 program hours a week . increase 183%
35 sponsored program hours, increase 4567%

3 quarter-hour programs were sponsored

176 commercial spots. . . increase 552%

27 commercial spots were scheduled

"-,1:; 'M

The

Secret

of

this

Knowmanship

GROWTH?

— the ability to create television shows

outstanding audience
more

Serving BEST the MOST
with 27.1 Kilowatts

RAPID

appeal. Shows

customers

that deliver more

that have

audience

and

for the sponsors' product!

?

1

Channel

8

NBC, ABC, DuMont
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
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. . . are an important part of
RCA Victor's business!
^ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONS
of every description— from spot
announcements to full-length
programs — are RECORDED,
PROCESSED, PRESSED
in the country's best-equipped
studios and plants.
Complete transcribed radio production
and script-writing facilities
are also available.

Quality and Service
. . . are always assured at
RCA Victor!
LARGE or SMALL, your transcription order always gets the
same careful attention . . . the same
world-famous engineering. With
this, plus prompt HANDLING &
DELIVER Y, your ET cant miss . . .
at

Contact a Custom Record Studio
today at Dept. 4-B in
Neu> York. Chicago or Hollywood
Custom
Record
Sales

Radio Corporation of America
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At Record High; FM Survey Begu
E
SETS-IN-US
age life of nine years," total of
USE of radio and television re- evaluated, it was revealed. Meanwhile, Mr. Sellers disclosed he will
7,891,000 probably would have been
ceivers in the homes of the Amerirequired to replace worn-out sets.
can listener-viewer reached a rec- ask the National Appliance and
It is believed that about 1,711,000
ord peak as of Jan. 1, 1951, on the Radio Dealers to circulate a similar
became additional home sets, Dr.
survey within its membership.
basis of figures compiled by the ReBaker said, adding that year-end
search Dept. of NARTB (NAB).
The sets-in-use study conducted
inventories jumped by about
The study, conducted under the under Dr. Baker's direction was
300,000 sets.
direction of Dr. Kenneth Baker, broken down into these categories:
NARTB research director, pointed
The 19,307,000 figure for auto® Radio receivers (excluding
mobile sets in operation allows
up the existence of 1.6 receivers
automobile sets) — 72,147,000, with
only 196,500 (or two weeks supply)
(including portables) in each of approximately 5 million in public
for inventories and makes no alplaces and the remaining 67,147,000
the nation's radio-TV homes — an
lowance for discards.
overall total of 101,818,000.
sets in the hands of the public.
Conservative Estimate
At the same time, NARTB in% Television receivers — 10,itiated anationwide survey to de- 364,000, with total of 6.6 million
In all probability, according to
termine the availability and demand
of an estimated 7,463,000 produced
the estimate is a conin 1950 delivered to the public by Dr. Baker, servative
for FM-equipped receivers. The
one well under actual
survey will be conducted under the the end of the year.
figures mates
inasmuch
as current 55%
estidirection of Edward L. Sellers, FM
indicate approximately
& Automobile receivers — 19,director, who last week mailed
307,000.
of the nation's passenger-car registrations are radio - equipped.
out FM
questionnaires
to the nation's
Use RTMA Figures
665
outlets.
NARTB
used
the conservative figThe overall set total was reached
The survey was the outgrowth
ure pending outcome of further
of a meeting last month involving
by utilizing conservative projecsurveys, it was explained.
FM committees of NARTB and
tions based upon production figIn the case of TV receivers, the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and
ures furnished by RTMA in corstudy
took 6.6 million of the
relation with the results of several
an Industry FM group. At that
7,463,000
produced and delivered
independent
surveys
held
last
year.
time the NARTB group promised to
1950 and added it to the 3,764,poll local distributors on FM set Dr. Baker termed the sum figure in
000 in use on Dec. 31, 1949, to reach
demand and report its findings to an "underestimation."
the Jan. 1, 1951, total of 10,364,000.
RTMA [Broadcasting • TeleFigures comparing Januarycasting, March 19].
February 1951 to January-February 1950 — and showing a marked
Stations receiving five-question
increase in the output of AM and
analysis forms are being asked
SUMMER SALES
to check radio distributors in their
AM-FM radio receivers — were published by RTMA last month
areas for data with respect to FM's
KNX Cites Sets-ln-Use
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
potential market for the remainder
March
19].
SETS-IN-USE figures comparing
of 1951. Broadcasters are seeking
In the NARTB Research Dept. the periods of November-December
areas of shortages looking toward
radio-TV sets-in-use study, Dr. with July-August are being stocked
submission of information to manufacturers.
Baker noted that 9,902,000 radio re- by KNX Los Angeles as ammunition for its intensive summer sellceivers were produced in 1950,
While conceding that there have
ing
campaign. The station is preand
that
on
the
basis
of
an
"averbeen some shortages of FM-AM
paring copyinto listenership
show "only aforslight
sets in recent weeks, manufacturdifference"
the
ers generally have been quick to
two seasonal periods — 21.1 for
TOUR
denounce any suggestion they are STUDENTS
mer.
winter compared to 20.2 for sumtrying to thwart FM development
AAM Ad Program Underway
or deliberately declining to pro- TOUR of New York advertising
The CBS 50 kw outlet also is
duce enough sets to meet current
arming
salesmen with figures showdemand.
agencies by 40 visiting college adthat one-quarter
of all retail
vertising seniors, who will be salesing are
fashioned during
June,
Accompanying the NARTB ques- treated to luncheons, demonstrationnaires were letters signed by
July
and
August,
and
that food
tions and speeches as part of the
Ben Strouse, WWDC AM-FM
actually are higher durof Advertising Men's "In- store ingsales
Washington, who is chairman of Assn. side
summer than in winter.
Advertising" program, is Station thealso
notes that 40% of the
the FM Committee, and M. S. No- day).
scheduled to begin today (Mon2Vz million tourists in Southern
vik, New York radio consultant
California last year visited during
and head of the Industry FM
opportunities for young
group. Both urged all stations to menToday's
in business and industry will the summertime.
extend fullest cooperation in the be discussed by D. W. Figgus,
American Can Co. board chairman,
association's project.
In
at the annual banquet Thursday at
Return by April 1
the Hotel Vanderbilt. Final event
Altoona,
Pa.,
Mr. Strouse asked that question- will be a visit to NBC on Friday.
naires be returned to NARTB headOther speakers the students will
quarters not later than April 15
to assure an accurate report on hear include:
ROY F. THOMPSON
set availabilities throughout the
Arthur (Red) Motley, president of
Parade Publications; Fen K. Doscher,
and
country in time for presentation
Sales Executives Club president; Zenn
at the FM session of the NARTB
If'*
Kaufman, Philip Morris & Co. merconvention in Chicago April 18.
chandising director; Elon G. Borton,
"If we sincerely desire to advance
AFA president; Bertram R. Canfield,
the cause of FM broadcasting, we
Alpha Delta Sigma national president,
must be in a position to supply and Charles Green, Advertising Club
manufacturers and distributors
president.
A prize radio combination in
Chairman of the event, which
with full information on set shortthe rich industrial market of
last year attracted students from
ages," Mr. Strouse stated.
as far west as Montana and as far
Central Pennsylvania.
A meeting of the three FM
south as Alabama, will be Vincent
R»pr»$»nt»d by
groups (NARTB, RTMA, industry)
J. Assalone. Participating firms
ROBERT
MEEKER ASSOCIATES
was set for later this month when
hired more than one-third of the
the information gathered will be students attending in 1950.
BROADCASTING
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Requirements Set
By Katz Agency

JOHN T. BURKE, president. Burke
Advertising Assoc. Inc., Boston, went
to Palm Beach, Fla., saw this 8' 3",
65-pound sailfish, and conquered it.
This was considered (by everyone except the fish) one of the prize catches
of the season. Mr. Burke took only
49 minutes to bring his haul to
boatside.
HOLMES
AWARDS
Presentations April 22
FIFTH ANNUAL Frances Holmes
achievement awards of Los Angeles Advertising Women Inc. will
be presented April 22 at the Beverly Hills (Calif.) Hotel.
Aw7ards, in the form of gold
trophies called "Lulus," will be
given in 14 different advertising
categories. In addition a special
overall award, the Frances Holmes
Trophy, will be made to one of the
14 winners wThose entry "best typifies how a woman can achieve outstanding merit in the world of advertising."
Classifications in which awards will
be given include: Radio commercial
campaign: sponsored radio program series: television commercial campaign:
television program series; copy: layout;
mechanical
production;
project: outdoor
or transitresearch
advertising:
direct mail campaign; complete campaign; commercial film: finished art;
publicity or public relations campaign.
Contest, offered with cooperation
of Advertising Assn. of the West,
is open to any woman in the advertising profession or allied fields,
living and working in the area
served by the Advertising Assn. of
the West, which includes Arizona,
California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, Wyoming and
British Columbia. Closing date of
contest is April 5.

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
W D R C - F M

Te.. «He ••"•Sri

^etCfrA Connecticut's
nf IRST Statio
BROADCASTING

addition to the price of the article.
12. Station requires indentifieation
of advertiser by his corporate or trade
name — not merely by such terms as
"Blade Man," "Baby Doll," etc., to
conform with the plain intent of sponsor-identification requirements of the
Communications Act.
13. Final acceptance of any "mail
order" advertising contract and campaign must always rest with the station.
14. Modifications and/or additions
specified by station :
.

MAIL-ORDER
CODE
A CODE of "minimum requirements" to govern the acceptance of mailorder business by radio and TV stations represented by The Katz Agency,
worked out by the company in consultation with the stations, was released by the representative firm last week.
Purpose of the plan, officials said,
4. Advertiser guarantees prompt dewas to develop a reasonable aplivery to customer of product advertised.
proach which would discourage "fly5. Sample of product must be subby-night" operators while not turnmitted to station at the time request
ing away legitimate mail-order
for availabilities is made to enable
business.
station to satisfy itself as to the qualA number of Katz-represented
ity of the merchandise and the claims
PAN AMERICAN
stations in both radio and television
made for it by the advertiser.
reported flatly that they do not
6. Copy and material, together with
Named WIVI Representative
instructions on mailing procedure,
accept mail-order business, but
WIVI St. Croix, Virgin Islands,
must reach station 48 hours before
otherwise the "code" was approved
"Radio American West Indies," has
broadcast or telecast; otherwise, agenin essence by the radio and TV stacy will be charged for broadcast
tions represented by the firm. Some
appointed Pan American Broador telecast despite non-performance.
Co., New
York, internastations inserted modifications mak7. Advertiser and agency both guartionalcasting
station
representative,
as its
ing it even more restrictive.
antee that the sample submitted and sole U. S. representative, it was
the
article
advertised
on
AM
or
TV
announced last week. Commercial
General Policy
is identical with product delivered to broadcasts are scheduled to begin
Text of the statement of "Genpurchasers.
8. All advertising contracts for during the latter part of April with
eral Station Policy on Mail-Order
250 w on 1230 kc fulltime.
"mail order" accounts must include
Advertising" — which, with modifiOwned and operated by Edward
and addresses of the percations by certain stations, is to be the names
sons
to
whom
the
station
should
forM.
Vickers, WIVI will be affiliated
used as part of formal advertising
ward mail.
contracts — is as follows :
9. Telephone answering service is with the BBC, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Caribbean Broadnot included in time charge and will be
1. No "P. I." deals accepted — or subcasting Network and French
mitted.
separately billed to agency by the sta- Broadcasting
System. Although
tion or answering service.
2. The quality of all products must
10. Station will supply reports by broadcasts will be in English,
be guaranteed by advertiser and agency
first-class mail to designated person.
with complete and unconditioned monSpanish programs also will be acWhere telegraph reports are requested,
ey-back guarantee for purchase price
due to the
island's
proxthe
station
is
authorized
to
send
them
and any and all postage and C.O.D.
imity toceptable
Puerto
Rico.
Associated
collect.
charges. The station shall be the judge
Press news service and a leading
11. When offer is made on C.O.D.
of grounds for refunds due to combasis, it must be emphasized and fully U. S. musical library service will
plaints made direct to station. The
advertiser and agency guarantee to explained that C.O.D. charges are in be utilized, it was announced.
reimburse station for any and all such
refunds.
CLEVELAND
3. Advertiser agrees to pay postage
'S C/ui£ STATION • WjW.«lVElAND'S/Z^«rSICNAl- Wjw • CLEVELAND'S ^ S7>^
on merchandise sent to replace goods
damaged in transit or otherwise defective.
HILL

WIRES
Dollar Quotas Set
DOLLAR quota was placed last
week on the annual expenditure by
Senators for telegrams sent at government expense by the Senate
Rules Committee. A three man subcommittee, chairmaned by Sen. Carl
Hayden (D-Ariz.) [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 19], had
been studying the use of the telegraph frank and how to tighten
present regulations.
The dollar limit — fixed at an
overall ceiling of $300,000 for the
96 Senators, or $100,000 less than
last year's total Senate wire
charges — affects future "Government collect" telegrams.
Each Senator is assigned a separate "dollar quota" limit, averaging
about $3,125 per Senator, and varies
in size and wire toll distance from
the national capital to each Senator's state.
This ruling by the Senate committee grew out of complaints of
indiscriminate use of Senate telegraph privileges. It had been reported that Sen. George W. Malone
(R-Nev.) used his telegraph privilege to wire news releases to radio
stations and newspapers throughout the country at the taxpayers'
expense [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26].
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CHIEF SAYS:
Big Chief spells Summer with dollar sign;
Will get more sales in hot months, too.
Has strongest signal . . . promotion fine,
To keep sales growing whole year through.
SOLID
SALES

SUMMER
STORY

Use WJW- Greater Cleveland's most merchandisingminded, promotion -minded station to increase your
summertime
on WJW. sales. Year 'round promotion pays off—

STATION
CLEVELAND'S

5000 W.
V^Jy
WJW BUILDING
^"-^
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY BY

INC.

BASIC ABC
CLEVELAND IS, OHIO
H-R REPRESENTATIVES,
April 2, 1951
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REX PREIS appointed radio sales manager WOAI San Antonio. He will
take charge of local, regional and national radio sales.
Mr. Preis was assistant general and commercial manager KTSA San Antonio.
RAY BARNETT appointed sales manager KSMO San
Mateo, Calif. He was with ABC and KGO San Francisco.

front office

FRANK L. ORTH, administrative assistant to Edwin
W. Buckalew, general sales manager KNX Hollywood
and Columbia Pacific Network, recalled to active duty
with Air Force, as operations officer for 146th Fighter

USTAV BRANDBORG, commercial manager KVOO Tulsa, appointed
assistant general manager.
Mr. Brandborg has been with KVOO
since 1932, and had been commercial manager for past
nine years.
ROBERT L. WILLIAMS, chief engineer and station
manager WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., appointed general manager. JAMES L. HOWE, president Chanticleer
Broadcasting Co., owner of station, called to active
duty as major with Air Force. JAMES M. VOGDES,
sales manager, appointed assistant manager. KENNETH LESLIE named sales manager.
Mr. Brandborg

DANIEL J. FERRIS Jr., Headley-Reed Co., N. Y., to
George P. Hollingbery Co., N. Y., as salesman.

PAUL STILES appointed general manager WOCB
Cape Cod, Mass.

West Yarmouth,

BROOKS READ appointed general manager WNAT
replacing H. J. JENNINGS, resigned.

Natchez, Miss.,

JACK POWELL, chief engineer and acting manager WONW Defiance,
Ohio, to WMTE Manistee, Mich., as manager and chief engineer.
CHARLES F. PAYNE appointed commercial manager KIXL-AM-FM
Dallas. He succeeds T. H. STRAUSS, who resigned as vice president
and commercial manager, to join Modern Packagings, Dallas, in charge
of sales and promotion. Mr. Payne has been with KIXL since 1947.
NATIONAL TIME SALES, N. Y., appointed national representative
for WCFC-AM-FM Beckley, W. Va.

Put

a

Yourself

on

spot!

Reach

L"

3

t,o0o

WINS spots move mountains of everything — from collar
buttons to "Constellations" — fast! Let us give you examples!
WINS spots have a high Pulse but a low rate per
thousand homes. Let us show you!
WINS spots, in other words, sell more, cost less.
Get the straight facts on a WINS spot buy.
Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!
•Source: Pulse of N. Y.— Dec, 1950
. . .

WINS
50KW
New York
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RICHARD E. CHARLTON, WCAR Pontiac, Mich., to sales staff George
P. Hollingbery Co., N. Y. EDWARD A. DALY, Paramount Television
Productions Inc., appointed salesman with firm.
WILLIAM

R. SMITH, general manager KBTA Batesville, Ark., resigns.

EDWARD A. DALY, Paramount Television Productions Inc., appointed
salesman George P. Hollingbery Co., N. Y.
DICK STARK, The Katz Agency, N. Y., called to active duty with Army
as captain. He will be assigned temporary duty as post public information officer at Pine Camp, N. Y., to cover National Guard and Reserve
summer training.
H. N. STOVIN & Co., Toronto, appointed national representative for
CKOM Saskatoon.
PHIL SMITH, new to radio, to commercial staff WBUD

Morrisville, Pa.

NATIONAL BROADCAST SALES, Toronto, opening regional office at
Vancouver, at 804 Hornby St., with ROY CHAPMAN, formerly of
CKNW New Westminster, as manager.

MALCOLM NEILL, general manager CFNB Fredericton, and new
chairman of board of directors Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, will
attend NAB convention at Chicago, as CAB official representative. . . .
HARRY MAIZLISH, president-general manager KFWB Los Angeles,
presented award by American Legion on behalf of his station for
"grateful appreciation" of outstanding contributions made by it to
success of American Legion's 32nd annual convention held in L. A.
Oct. 8-12, 1950. . . . JACK SAMUELS, son of FRANK SAMUELS,
vice president ABC Western Division, and Sharon Endsley, married
March 22. . . . ROLAND KAY, account executive Columbia Pacific Network, Hollywood, father of girl Teresa Louise born March 20. . . .
SPENCE BENTLEY, general manager WHAN Charleston, S. C, and
Mrs. Bentley, visiting Washington and New York. . . . CLINTON D.
CHURCHILL, son of Dr. CLINTON H. CHURCHILL, president and
general manager WKBW Buffalo, appointed chairman of radio and TV
activities from promotion of Northwestern U. Centennial Dance. . . .

omes

Buy WINS
it Sells!

HIL F. BEST, Detroit, appointed national representan^
for WHLL
Wheeling,
W. Va., effective March 1.
eis Wi
Mr.tive Pr
THE WALKER Co., N. Y., appointed exclusive national representative
for WBEL Beloit, Wis.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

EDWARD PHELAN, assistant manager WVIM Vicksburg, Miss., father
of boy, Edward Jr. . . .
New

Canadian

Award

A GOLD KEY is to be presented
annually by the Canadian Radio
Awards Committee to the "most
promising newcomer to broadcasting" in Canada, in memory of
Maurice Rosenfeld, former radio
director of MacLaren Adv. Co.,
Toronto, who did a great deal to
develop talent in Canada. The
award was suggested by two of the
top Canadian radio stars to whom
he first gave a chance, Johnny
Wayne and Frank Shuster. The
Canadian Radio Awards for 1950
will be announced in May.

MINNESOTA RADIO COUNCIL last
week gave two of its annual awards to
WDGY Minneapolis. Ralph Moffatt,
star of Maffatt's Nite Notes, was designated the state's leading disc emcee.
"Uncle" Len Ingebrighten earned the
award for best children's show in
state with Small Fry Stories.

Why

buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job

on "RADIO
EDWARD
^ontact CO
PETRY
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IN THIS ISSUE:

DAYTIME

and

TV

SPELL

/ision Revenue
Triples in 1950
Page 55
They add up to the hardest selling advertising
medium of 1951. The audience of Daytime TV jumps in
size from day to day. So do its advertisers' results.
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Reactions to Allocations

WSB-TV

Atlanta

Call or write for our new

WBAL-TV

comprehensive study of Daytime TV.

WNAC-TV

Boston

WFAA-TV

Dallas

And use Daytime TV. Your Petry TV salesman

KPRC-TV

Houston

can still present some excellent daytime availabilities
on these twelve leading television stations.

WHAS-TV

Baltimore

r

>reme Court Hears
Color Arguments
Page 56

It's advertising's most vital selling force.

But they're going fast.

KFI-TV

Los Angeles

Louisville

K$Tp.TV
M>Ts.st< Pau,
WSM-TV
Nashville

Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 62

WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

WOAI-TV

San Antonio

R EPRESENTED
EDWARD

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS

BY

V
L-T
WGA
Channel
4
LANCASTER,

PENNA.

WGAL-TV is the only television station located in this
thriving market. Its coverage area includes the following
counties: Lancaster, York, Lebanon, Dauphin (Harrisburg),
Berks (Reading), Cumberland and adjacent areas.
WGAL-TV,
HERE'S

for sales results, is getting better all the time.
PROOF

In January, Bulova Watch Co. offered a Jeweler's Polishing
Cloth on its WGAL-TV "Weatherman" program. After
only four announcements, over 2,000 requests were
received! Cost per inquiry — $.09 One of the reasons
why result-minded sponsors choose WGAL-TV1
The WGAL-TV
all the time.

coverage area is becoming more productive

HERE'S PROOF
Retail Sales Receipts increased an average of 198%,
1948 compared with 1940.
Population increased an average of 12%, 1950 compared
with 1940.
(U. S. Census figures)
Show your product, tell your sales story in a BUYING
Let WGAL-TV put climb in your sales curve.

MARKET.

A Steinman Station
NBC
TV-Affiliate
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.

Represented by
ROBERT
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FCC
stations in one-station interconlosses for the year, 26 lost less than
TELEVISION broadcasting reve'50
communities did best of all.
TRIP
NUE$100,000
TV
nue tripled REVE
in 1950, as compared
each; 15 LES
lost between IN nected
with 1949, and half the TV stations
$100,000 and $200,000; five had defi- Twenty of the 29 so situated reported profits last year (see Table
cits of $200,000 to $400,000, and six
in the country ended the year in
2).
the black, according to an FCC re- stations were in the red beyond the
For 29 stations in the one-station
$400,000 mark (see Table 3).
iport issued last week.
Interconnected stations (or those interconnected markets, the averDespite the soaring total reveage income before Federal income
in interconnected markets) genernue, the industry as a whole wound
tax was $90,000. The 15 of these
ally had healthier bank balances
up in the red at the end of 1950,
than non-interconnected. Of the 79 that were on the air and interconshowing a $7.9 million loss. Even
nected for the full year earned more
in interconnected areas, 47 reported
that was a distinct improvement
over 1949 when the aggregate loss profitable operation. Out of the 27 than the average for the whole 29.
non-interconnected stations, only These 15 averaged $174,000 income.
of all telecasters was $25.3 million.
Eleven stations on the air for the
The four networks and their 14 seven were in the black. As a group,
owned and operated stations took
in $55 million revenue in 1950, more
Growth of Television Broadcast Revenues 1946-1950 Revenues
Revenues
All networks and stations
-than half the total for the industry.
($ millions)
But they suffered a loss of $9 mil- ($ millions)
150
lion, a $10.5 million deficit from
15C
■network operations offsetting a $1.5
million net income (before federal
income tax) of their owned and
operated stations.
Remaining Outlet's Income
The 93 other TV stations (nonnetwork owned) in the U.S. had a
net income before taxes of $1.1
million.
Total industry revenue was $105.8
million in 1950 (see Table 1).
Fifty-four stations reported profits before federal income tax in
1950. Eight of these made more
than $400,000 each, and 32 made
more than $100,000 (see Table 3).
Among the 52 stations reporting
TABLE 1
TELEVISION BROADCAST SERVICE
1950 Estimated Revenues,
Expenses
and Income
Total
Broadcast
Revenues
1950
19491 1948[Millions]
4 networks (including
14 owned and operated stations)
S 55.0 $19.3 $4.8
93 television stations 50.8
15.0 3.9
Industry total $105.8 $34.3
Total Broadcast Expenses
$8.7
? networks (including
14 owned and operated stations)
93 television
stations $ 64.0
49.7 $31.4
28.2 $11.2
12.4
Industry total $113.7 $59.6 $23.6
Broadcast Income
(Before Federal Income Tax)
4 networks (including
14 owned and operated stations)
$(9.0) $(12.1) $(6.4)
3 television stations
1.1 (13.2) (8.5)
Industry total $(7.9) $(25.3) $(14.9)
[ ) Denotes loss.
1949 data covers 4 networks including their
14 owned and operated stations and 84
television stations,
f 1948 data covers 4 networks including
their 10 owned and operated stations and
40 television stations.
Telecasting

Report

Shows

full year in one-station markets
but non-interconnected had losses
averaging
$29,000 five
each.
In twostation markets,
stations
on
the air and interconnected a full
year averaged $105,000 profits,
while six stations on the air a year
but not interconnected averaged
$143,000 losses.
Interconnection Profitable
The 79 stations in interconnected
areas reported total profits of $5.7
million. The 27 in non-interconnected markets had an aggregate loss
of $3 million.
Combined TV and AM income of
networks and all their owned and
operated stations increased 50% in
1950 over 1949— $9.6 million (before federal inco'me taxes) last
year as compared with $6.4 million
the year before. Their AM income
was $18.6 million in 1950, about
the same as that in 1949, but their
TV losses were reduced from $12.1
million in 1949 to $9 million in
1950.
The network aggregate AM revenue rose from $105.3 million in
1949 to $106.5 million in 1950, the
FCC said.
Howcastbig
pieceaccounts
of total for
broadrevenuea TV
can
be seen in Table 5. In the 63 television markets, TV revenue accounted for about one-fourth of the
(Continued on 'page 68)

TION
By LARRY
CHRISTOPHER
LOCA
AL
PROSPECTS that color may make
a bonanza out of the UHF after all
— and that an asserted assault may
be made upon the "little-used"
FM band for additional VHF channels— stood forth prominently last
week among the mass of views on
the revised proposals which FCC
hopes to make its final television
allocation to the U. S. for generations to come [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 26].
•Overall, the industry greeted the
Commission's plan engineeringwise with loud cries of "well done"
and "more realistic." But allocationwise, Commission ears must
suffer the range of "assinine,"
"good engineering but little sense,"
to "creditable job considering the
framework in which they had to

"We also must remember," went
work."
• BROADCASTING

Mixed
|ndustry Reqcti°"
VIEWS
grant existing VHF stations subanother, "the boys at the Commisstantial power increases, and (5)
sion are darn proud of this plan
generally
lift UHF freeze in U.S.
...
it took
a long
timehard
. . . and
it's
going
to be
awful
to get
All aspects of the partial freeze
lift are contingent upon nature of
them to change it."
comments FCC receives by May 8,
FCC proposes through its new
deadline for replies to initial views
plan, involving vastly revised engi- due
April 23.
neering standards and allocation
Hearing on city-by-city allocatables, to open up the full UHF
tion proposals begins May 23, may
band. With these 65 or 70 UHF
channels, added to the 12 existing
run two months. All previous comments are set aside and anyone
VHF channels, FCC will provide a
wishing to take part must file
nationwide distribution of nearly
anew by April 23.
2,000 stations in some 1,200 comOverall freeze lift cannot be
munities.
made until after final allocation.
The Commission also proposes
Freeze on new TV construction
to: (1) reserve "indefinitely" about
began Sept. 30, 1948.
10% of both VHF and UHF channels for noncommercial educational
These reactions — many conflicting— came last week following disstations; (2) switch 31 of the 107
tribution of FCC's proposal :
operating VHF stations to new
• At least one well-known conVHF channels; (3) promptly unsulting engineering firm is recomfreeze VHF-UHF channels in U.S.
(Continued on page 58)
territories;
(4) where possible
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SCOPE
REVIEW
QUESTIONS
SCOWS
TWO big questions were posed
against the FCC decision of last on a recent Supreme Court decision,
Universal Camera Corp. v. National
by the U. S. Supreme Court as the fall adopting CBS color [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 12, Labor Relations Board, which refight against adoption of CBS
manded that particular case to an
color standards last week moved
1950], was touched upon in remarks of other Supreme Court
into the highest tribunal of the
appeals court, prompted some observers to speculate that the whole
land:
Justices. Solicitor General Philip
color issue might be sent back
1. What is the scope of the Su- B. Perlman however steadfastly
maintained that the lower court
to the Chicago Court with the sugpreme Court's
2. Was
the review?
District Court in had carried out its originally-angestion that fuller review be made.
nounced intent of affording full
Chicago derelict in its review?
Full Review Necessary
and proper consideration of the
The first question was most forThe Universal Camera decision
issue. The bench had read excibly advanced by Justice Robert
cerpts from the Chicago decision
provided, in part, that when a court
H. Jackson Tuesday when he asked
in which that court dismissed the reviews a case such as that, the
CBS Counsel Samuel I. Rosenman
if the Court was to be called upon
appellants' plea, but continued a entire record of the case should
temporary restraining order
be studied and not merely the
to judge which system was superagainst the start of commercial
conclusions reached by the agency.
ior. "How on earth are we going
color transmission by the CBS
to qualify ourselves on these techOn the other hand, there were
system pending further judgment
nical questions?" he added.
those who discounted the possiWhether the Chicago District
by the Supreme Court.
bility of the case being remanded,
Court had afforded proper review
This, coupled with the observation of Justice William O. Douglas
of RCA and other intervenors' case
saying that the Solicitor General's

Puzzle:

Find the

Television

TAKE a close look at this picture.
It was made during a Washington session
of the Kefauver committee. The picture was
distributed by Acme Newspictures, which
serves newspapers, so it could hardly be argued
that the photographer was going out of his
way -to plan a zhot that would be especially
favorable to television.
Look at the picture.
There are five still cameramen crouched
under the nose of the witness. They are waiting to explode flash bulbs in his face.
There are eight motion picture cameras
ranged against the wall. Notice the bright
Kleig light at top, left of center. If somebody

Cameras

extinguished that light, the eight newsreel
cameras couldn't make a picture that would be
decipherable.
Over in the right top corner is one television
camera. If that Kleig light that is so necessary to the newsreels were to go out, the
operator of the TV camera would make a quick
adjustment of its lenses and continue to transmit a picture of high quality. TV doesn't
need that blinding light at all. It doesn't need
illumination any brighter than that ordinarily
provided in a public meeting room.
This picture does not show all the news
coverage equipment that was in the room at
the tirnei 'I hero were two other i v cameras,

- ^
argument pointed up the fact that
the case had been properly re- I
viewed in District Court.
Throughout the argument, RCA |
counsel maintained that CBS' I
system should not have been adopted exclusively; that in addition
RCA's system should have been
authorized; that the Commission
was
"capricious and arbitrary" in
its decision.
On the first point, Justice Felix
Frankfurter
questioned whether
adopting one system of color TV n
transmission tended towards mo- I
nopoly.
Chief Justice Vinson at the start *
of the second day of oral argument, Tuesday, announced that the
Supreme Court, on motion of RCA,
(Continued on page 66)

.
.
AN
EDITORIAL
and there were also other newsreel cameras
(and other newsreel lights) as well as other
still cameras (fitted out with flash guns), including the one that made this shot.
It shows enough, however, to emphasize the
foolishness of the hullabaloo being raised these
days by critics who claim television defaces
premises to which it is admitted.
We are publishing the picture because we
think it goes a long way toward establishing
just which of the news coverage instruments
causes the more distraction to a witness.
A lot of people are confused on this point.
They associate television with strong lights and
whirring cameras. The gamblers Kleinman
and Rothkopf who refused to answer questions
last Monday night were represented
by an attorney who protested that
TV cameras were "grinding" and
that the bright "TV" lights were
on. He also mentioned the presence
of newsreel and still photographers,
but the emphasis was on TV.
Newspaper reports of the Kefauver committee hearings for the
past two weeks have repeatedly
referred to "television lights," so
repeatedly indeed that bright lights
and TV are by now fixed as inseparable in the minds of many.
To listen to the objections of
bashful gamblers and their shrewd
attorneys and to read the newspapers, it is easy to believe that
there is so much TV equipment in
a hearing chamber that there is
scarcely room for anyone else. This
picture tells a different story.
If contempt proceedings against
the reluctant witnesses, Kleinman
and Rothkopf, are prosecuted, the
legal precedent establishing the
rights of TV will unquestionably be
set. These rights will also be influenced if the Senate agrees to
proceed with a general investigation of the subject.
We suggest that this picture
constitutes an excellent piece of
documentary evidence in such proce dings. It shows that TV is not
the medium that upsets the decorum
of a hearing. Indeed it is the least
obtrusive instrument in the place.

Raises
THE NATIONAL crime storyR
last
AUV
EF
weekK
found
television,
as aE
medium,
implicated in an impending legal
test that is unique in U. S. history.
The judicial ramifications of the
TV camera coverage of the Kefauver Crime Committee may be
ironed out from two different approaches, in Congress, itself, and
in the courts, perhaps eventally
reaching the highest tribunal in
the land.
Sentiment in Congress seemed to
indicate that a study of television
coverage, as proposed by a Republican member of the Senate Crime
Investigating Committee — Sen.
Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin,
may extend to a review of the general conduct of Congressional investigatory groups.
Sen. Wiley introduced a resolution calling upon the Senate Rules
committee to make a "thorough
study" of the intricate problems
posed by "past or proposed, televising or radio broadcasting or
motion picture or other photographing, of proceedings of the
Congress and its respective Houses
and Committees."
The resolution (S. Res. 106)
asked for a report to the Senate
outlining the study made and recommendations.
Contempt Citations Voted
Coincident with this Congressional preview, the Kefauver unit
voted contempt citations against
two Cleveland witnesses who balked
at television. They were Morris
Kleinman and Louis Rothkopf.
The committee's assistant chief
counsel said that regardless of any
testimony these two subpenaed witnesses may give in executive session the contempt citations would
still be sought from the Senate.
He could not give a definite timetable on the citation requests.
Attorney Timothy McMahon,
also of Cleveland, in representing
both reluctant witnesses, declared
for the record:
". . . That to the rear of the witness . . . there appears five highpowered floodlights . . . three of
which are focused behind the committee and in the face or on the
person of the witness . . . that in
the room there are three TV cameras, which are in varying degrees
focused upon the members of the
committee, counsel, and the witness."
Mr. Kleinman said he could
check news articles for his testimony and could demand a retraction but that he had no way of
knowing what happened on TV
and on radio, what parts of the
proceedings were given to the
radio-TV audience, or what comments were made during the time
he appeared.
Specifically, he charged the Kefauver committee procedure with
violation of his Constitutional
Telecasting

' he would not rerights.
He said
QUIZ
spond to interrogation unless apparatus, such as television, radio
and news reels were shut off. When
Bryson Rash of WMAL-TV Washington, in charge of the Washington TV coverage, offered to "shut
off" TV — and it was for a brief
interlude with cameras focused
only on Chairman Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.) — the witness demanded
that "everything be shut off." The
committee denied the request.
The witnesses, both Messrs.
Kleinman and Rothkopf, took the
identical position, further asserted
that they were subject to (1) "glarlights,their
(2) sitting,
observation
on use
the
mannering" of
talking,
of hands, clothes worn, etc. to "unfavorable comment," (3) distortion
of voice, (4) increased nervousness,
(5) showing of newreels on TV
with various commentary by TV
announcers or pickups of spectator
opinions from the audience.
"If the TV industry wants me
to aid in boosting the sale of TV
sets, and the sponsors. ... I am
entitled to be consulted just the
same as any other American
amusement
enterprise,"
the have
witnesses declared.
Both men
been convicted for tax evasions.
After the hearing, Sen. Kefauver
said he thought the refusals by the
two men to answer questions with
TV on the scene would make as
good a legal test as possible.
Sen. Kefauver later commended
radio, television and press coverage
of the public hearings, as they
flickered to a climatic conclusion.
The national TV program, through
the courtesy of the U. S. Senate
and the television networks, had its
future run in doubt.
Billings in the future hinged on
whether the committee's life would

Coverage

Question

be extended. Sen. Kefauver said
he was going to step down regardless and added he favored a national crime commission. Republican members, Sens. Wiley and
Charles W. Tobey (N. H.) looked
to continued hearings.
Judge Samuel Leibowitz, distinguished jurist from Kings
County, N. Y., appearing before
the committee, asserted:
". . . Formerly before you had
television, before the wide use of
radio, a Costello or Erickson was
an abstraction. He was something
out of a story book. Today, the
women of our country have seen
these characters, they have been
brought right into the living rooms,
into the homes and for the first
time, I believe, our women in this
country have been aroused as they
never have been aroused before

SEN. ESTES KEFAUVER (D-Tenn.),
chairman of the Senate Crime Investigating Committee, congratulates G.
Bennett Larson (I), vice president and
general manager of WPIX (TV) New
York, for station's fine job of originating and feeding the crimecasts to
the TV industry. Ted Estabrook (c),
WPIX director, basks in glory.
Judge Blank so much. What have

Sen. Wiley asked the legal expert for comment on the implications of the telecasting of Congressional committee proceedings on
the civil rights of witnesses.
Judge Leibowitz said it was one
thing to have a TV camera at the
(Congressional) hearing but quite
another to set up a TV camera with
Kleig lights in a courtroom.
Plan Group Proposed
He suggested the setting up of
some over-all group to formulate
a "carefully thought out plan how
to handle this new giant, this new
instrument that is just a day old,
so to speak. It may be dynamite.
It may cause untold harm where

Judge Leibowitz said: "You've
destroyed
Judge
Blank." said,
A poswe done?"
sible solution,
the witness
was
granting the right to the accused
to cross-examine the accusing witness.
Sen. Wiley, meanwhile, added a
footnote
suggestingvideo
that could
in..^*
national by
emergency,

good
desired.
Sen. isWiley
asked. .the." magistrate:
"Suppose we get a criminal before
us with 30 or 40 million people
looking in and he says he paid

Over-all total received by committee participants, was believed to
be greater than 25,000 or 30,000
letters and telegrams with about
half asking for hearings to continue. Overwhelming majority of
these letter writers favored continuance of TV.

prove "a vital instrument" by permitting Congressmen to legislate
via the medium.
No matter what the legal processes may be — and the TV case is
sure to be battled through the
courts right up to the Supreme
Court — the public was asking for
more. This was pointed up by a
tremendous mail pull which showered mands
postalfor continuance.
congratulations and de-

Sen. Tobey said he favored televising important Senate debates
and committee hearings and that
TV "can be of a tremendous good"
by showing
ment at work. people their govern-

CITATION for WDSU-TV New Orleon's excellent coverage of the Kefauver
hearings was presented to Robert D. Swezey, executive vice president and
general manager, WDSU Broadcasting Corp. At the presentation were (I to r)
Jimmy Nelson, chairman. Young Men's Business Club, organization which
made the citation; Dr. Lawrence LeBon, first vice president, YMBC; Mr.
Swezey, William Guste Jr., YMBC president; Gay Batson, WDSU chief
announcer, and Ray Rich, WDSU-TV program director.

• BROADCASTING

There was a change from crime
to religion in Washington in the
midst of TV proceedings. During
March 24 coverage of hearings,
WTOP-TV (CBS) did a last minute switch to pick up Baptist
Church Hour at 3 p.m. The station was swamped with telephone
calls protesting. WNBW (TV)
(NBC), meanwhile, had begun its
coverage. However, the committee
called the station and asked it
drop the crimecast so as not to
attract viewers from the church
telecast.
WNBW then switched to a religious film.upThewith
outlet's
was tied
calls switchboard
from irate
televiewers. It resumed coverage
at 3:03 p.m. Sen. Kefauver ex(Continued on page 68)
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Allocation Views
(Continued from page 55)
mending color as the answer to the
UHF problem, particularly in markets where VHF competition will
exist.
• Those VHF operators whose
views were known are highly elated
by FCC's plan. It assures virtually
no competition and practically doubled or trebled immediately the value
of their investment, some said.
• Certain New York sources stated
VHF-UHF intermixture and educational-reservation policies will result
in two-network VHF system.. It was
noted plan provides three or more
VHFs in only 27 markets, with 99
cities getting two each and 193 cities
getting only one commercial VHF
channel.
• Intimation from above CBS and
NBC inevitably would become favored TV networks was. laughed off by
other networks with assurances of
vigorous competition programwise.
• WELI New Haven, Conn., according to Chief Engineer Richard
W. Davis who saw high hopes for
UHF year ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 6, 1950], to seek Channel
59 there; ordered "first" UHF transmitter from GE before Korean war
and has much other equipment on
hand ; site picked. "Connecticut UHF
picture is good," he said.
• Other engineers see bright UHF
future, some charging UHF to date
has been "sold down the river" like
FM was, and "vested interests" have
been "more afraid of UHF than they
ever were of color."
• From VHF standpoint, FCC can't
solve allocation problem in New England or Pennsylvania "as a whole
without cracking New York."
• VHF operators on low end — particularly Channels 2, 3 and 4 — will
eventually hit rough going from
long distance interference (500 to
1,500 miles or more), since FCC plan
provides no protection.
• Others wondered if the 13 or 18
"flexibility" channels at top of UHF
may not be tagged for present VHF
operators since VHF has from start
been called "temporary home" while
UHF
been services
called like
"permanent".
Press has
of other
aviation,
safety-of-life, for VHF noted, plus
FCC "hypothetical" questions on such
switch during hearings.
• Joint Committee on Educational
Television, which pressed reservation
issue during proceedings, is preparing for renewed support of its initial
petition for about 20% of all VHFUHF channels. JCET is setting up
Washington "headquarters" and staff.
• Lehigh Valley (Bethlehem-AlIentown-Easton, Pa.) citizens are up
in arms over earlier deletion of VHF
channel and substitution of three
UHFs, reaffirmed by new plan. Even
educators there are thumping for
commercial VHF facility, according
to reports.
• Many legal spokesmen felt allocation by rule making might be found
unlawful, would upset whole plan.
Educational reservation similarly considered. Inflexibility of allocation
table was attacked in many quarters,
with explanation have-nots may be
completely shut out once plan is
finalized.
Engineeringwise, FCC's plan
looked good to industry representatives in the New York area.
Logically, most engineers there
felt, TV should have been assigned
the remainder of the VHF band
up to 300 mc, which would have
given a spread of frequencies with
Page 58
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the present FM band.
Another attorney, hearing from
one client who is now operating
a VHF outlet, quoted the anonymous licensee as saying the allocation plan immediately boosted
his investment "by 300f/<r. Made
one-and-a-half million bucks just
Apparent inflexibility of prolike that."
cedure to amend, "or even correct"
the allocation table once it's made
final got a good working over in
some quarters. Also strongly attacked was allocation of channels
to cities which obviously because
of their small size could not support a station in the foreseeable
future while depriving a healthy
competitive service to nearby cities
which could support the stations
now.

FOURTEEN-FOOT model of Empire State Bldg. tower and TV antenna, from
which five New York TV stations will begin telecasting this spring, is unveiled at Institute of Radio Engineers' 40th annual convention [Broadcasting
* Telecasting, March 26]. Distinguished guests included (I to r) FCC Comr.
George E. Sterling; Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi, DuMont TV Network director;
FCC Comr. Frieda Hennock; Lt. Gen. Hugh Drum, president of Empire State
Bldg.; Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA chairman of the board; Dr. Frank G.
Kear, Kear & Kennedy, consulting engineers, Washington, D. C; FCC Comr.
E. M. Webster; 'Miss Empire
State Building'
ABC chairman
of the (Kay
board.Burke); Edward J. Noble,
reasonably uniform characteristics.
Insistence of the armed forces that
these frequencies be reserved for
their use, however, made it necessary to locate a part of the video
assignments in the UHF band and
under those circumstances the
Commission probably did about as
well as could be done, it was felt.
The plan of varying effective
radiated power proportionately to
city size drew praise from engineering executives, who agreed
this would help stations to provide
adequate service. Higher power
for stations assigned to channels
7 to 83 was also lauded, particularly by engineers of stations on
Channels 7 to 13, who pointed out
this will make the task of receiver
installation a simpler one and so
help both viewer and telecaster.
Educational Issue
Little endorsement was voiced,
however, for FCC'S action in reserving channels for exclusive use
of educational institutions and for
the plan to locate both VHF and
UHF stations in the same cities.
Almost every industry executive
reached by Broadcasting • Telecasting stressed the disadvantageous competitive position of the
operator of UHF station in a city
which also affords VHF service, as
tests made so far with UHF have
indicated program service in this
area is both more expensive and
less efficient than that in VHF.
Manufacturers of video transmitters reported they have been
thinking about UHF equipment for
some time and are now in the process of weighing the relative merits
of maximum power, reasonable cost
and operating efficiency to arrive at
what will be the most attractive
type of UHF
transmitters for

television station licensees.
Material shortages will not present too much of a problem in the
transmitter field, these companies
said, as their needs are very small
in comparison to those of the
manufacturers of automobiles,
household appliances and radio and
TV receivers. Provided, they all
hastily added, that government
requirements and restrictions are
not increased.
Meanwhile, in Chicago, Zenith
Radio Corp. expressed elation over
provision within existing Zenith
receivers enabling easy conversion
for UHF reception.
Washington attorneys seemed to
agree engineeringwise FCC's new
proposal was a "good job" and
more "realistic" than its predecessor. But a mixture of views, with
some
vigorous
quoteasme"to
objections,
were"don't
reflected
the
cies. allocation provisions and poli-

Although the majority of Washengineers considered
revised ington
technical
standards FCC's
more
realistic, some felt the VHF channel paucity
has resulted
from the
FCC's
failure
to fully
represent
industry during division of frequencies by the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee.
Others considered the new VHF
allocation "wasteful" and better
use could have been made of VHF
through closer spacings and directional antennas. Two additional
channels also could be obtained
from the FM band, it was noted,
leaving enough to provide five FM
stations in most cities.
Public Protects Self
Another view was that FCC has
worried too much about obsolessence because the public has proven
in the past it protects itself when
deciding whether a new service is
worth the cost. One engineer also
felt FCC is strait-jacketing standards too soon, stifling engineering initiative and precluding later
incorporation of engineering advances.

One Washington management
consultant, who supported some
views of the majority of engineers,
indicated applicants should go slow
in pioneering UHF until the equipment and economic pictures are
clarified. He saw UHF in possibly
the same straits as FM.
The Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers,
One prominent attorney said
through
its
president, Andrew D.
FCC is "treading on dangerous
Ring, observed:
ground" legally in its educational
The mentsAFCCE
presentedallocation
certain hearcomreservation plan. If the policy
on the television
The
allocation
released
March
were found unlawful, he said, this does ing.
not make the best use of the VHF22
would "upset" the entire plan.
channels. Idealized engineering principles are observed
too muchof
Another well-known attorney,
consideration
to thewithout
practicalities
equitable
distribution
of
the
facilities
citing AM history, said "there
comparable with the actual population
shouldn't be any educational as- distribution and economic support.
In many cases the separation between
signments. These reservations de- existing
stations has been increased
prive the large cities of competiand in aference
fewwhichcases
there
exists interwill be
eliminated,
but
tive service, and when education
in
many
other
cases
the
increase in
can be worked in with regular proseparation accomplishes a gross waste
of facilities, probably under the theory
UHF channels will supplement the
This attorney also felt it unfair
VHF channels with smaller service
to force applicants to decide
areas.
The new allocation is over-simplified
whether to chance UHF even before
and made quite rigid, making very difgrams."
ficultments,thetheinclusion
of ingenuity
new developVHF
may be available. By not
exercise of
and
chancing UHF, they could lose out other means of improving service to
all around, he Said. In view of the public. The rigidity of the allocation and the requirements such as elimlong-pending wishes for more VHF
ination of directional
antennasuseforcannot
protection
means the maximum
channels, he saw possibly forthbe made of the VHF channels for service to the greatest number of people.
coming a concerted "assault" on
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

Immediate Policy Board
(Continued from page 26)
(WMAR) has frequently arisen in
connection with government allocations. With a background of 30
years in communications in the
Navy, member of the former Radio
Commission, and successively as
assistant chief engineer and chief
engineer of the FCC, Mr. Jett is
regarded as one of the world's foremost allocations experts. A retired
naval officer, he is devoting parttime to a Pentagon assignment on
international allocations.
Throughout the report, special
stress was laid on the important
role privately - owned companies
played in the country's telecommunications system and that "it
should continue to be the policy
of the United States Government
to encourage and promote the
health of these privately-owned
companies as a vital national
asset."
Established Last Year
The Presidents Temporary Communications Policy Board was set
up Feb. 17, 1950, for a one-year
period, to study the present and
potential use of radio and wire
communications facilities by governmental and non-governmental
users. The board was to present
to the President evaluations and
recommendations in the national
interest concerning (a) policies for
the most effective use of radio
frequencies by governmental and
non-governmental users and alternative administrative arrangement
|jin the government for the sound
effectuation of such policies, (b)
policies with respect to international radio and wire communications, (c) the relationship of government communications, and (d)
such related policy matter as the
board may determine.
The temporary board was headed by
Dr. Irvin S. Stewart, former FCC
Commissioner and now president of
U. of West Virginia, and included:
1 Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, president of
i California Institute of Technology;
David H. O'Brien, retired vice president of Graybar Electric Co. and wartime director of distribution for the
Army Signal Corps; William L. Everitt, head of the electrical engineering
department of the U. of Illinois, who
also served on the Condon Committee
on color television; and Dr. James R.
• Killian Jr., president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. . .
Having completed its work, the
board turned its report over to the
White House Feb. 17. Earlier this
month copies were submitted to
members of the FCC with request
for recommendations. It is believed
that the Commission is in sympathy with the broad plan.
In citing specific issues, the report, among other things, states
that by better management of the
spectrum, much more could be done
with the frequencies now available
and refers to "opportunity" for
more effective, intensive and economical use of frequencies.
Assignment of space in the
spectrum among private users (including state and local but not
Telecasting

government agencies) is a responsibility of the FCC. "The total
amount of such space available for
assignment, however, is not determined by the FCC," relates the
report. "In effect, it is determined
by the President, who is responsible for the assignment and management of those frequencies used
by . . . government agencies."
Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC) assigns
frequencies to federal users. Accordingly, the report says:
Thus far, no national policy has existed to clarify this dual control of a
single resource and thus to aid in governing
apportionment
space betweentheprivate
users and ofgovernment
users as groups. No criteria has been
established for use in choosing between
the conflicting needs of a government
and non-government user.
Following these issues, the temporary Communication Board made
recommendations :
1. Pressure on the radio frequency
spectrum is steadily increasing as a
result
of the greater use of radio in
telecommunications.
2. The means on which we have relied in the past for management of the
spectrum are no longer adequate to
resolve in the best national interests
the problems produced by this increasing pressure. in terms of spectrum
3. Measured
space rather than in numbers of discrete frequency channels, the federal
government's
spectrum,
though
not soshare
great ofas the
is commonly
believed, is nevertheless large. While
we do not know that it is out of proto the have
government's
bilportion
ities, itmust
the most responsiadequate
justification and careful management
if the it.greatest benefit is to be obtained
from
4. There is a need for a continuing
determination of the changing requirements of federal government users
both among themselves and in relation
to the requirements of other users.
5. The recent rapid worldwide growth
of telecommunications, combined with
the needs of the current national emergency, makes the resolution of these
problems a matter of great urgency.
6. The resolution of these problems
can be secured only through adequate,
energetic management, which demands
that the government organize itself to
take a comprehensive
com unications field. view of the teleThe report referred to "weak-

FREDERICK B. MANCHEE (at microphone), vice president in charge of
marketing, BBDO, addresses a luncheon meeting of the New York Chapter of the American Marketing Assn.
March 19 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26]. At left is Lewis
Avery, Avery-Knodel; looking on it
right is Robert Hutton, Edward Petry
& Co. Mr. Hutton was chairman of
the luncheon meeting which featured
a panel discussion by members of the
Special Test Survey Committee for
Analysis of Radio and TV Research
Techniques. Messrs. Manchee and
Avery are members of the committee.
nesses" in present organization and
practices, and stressed that due to
"dual" authority of FCC and IRAC
over the same entity, it is "essential" that there be full coordination
between the two. It is further
noted that FCC, as a member of
IRAC, is, on one hand, afforded
an opportunity to comment on assignments to government stations;
on the other hand, when FCC considers it necessary to refer a proposal to IRAC, the latter committee has opportunity to comment.
The report points out that final
action by FCC does not require

NEW ALLOCATION plan for dividing ON
AT&T Sintercity
facil'S;"
Xconnecting
LOCATI
AL
&T
ATities"
program transmission
intoofeffect
yesterday
(Sunday)for television
with the beginning
of the second went
quarter
the year.
While complicated in some of its detailed provisions, the plan in
essence calls for an equal division
casting • Telecasting, Dec. 18,
of the telephone transmission facil- 1950].
ities— coaxial cable and radio relay
New facility allocations will
— among the four TV networks. If
the network to which any time hold through the second quarter,
during which a new division will
period on any link of the interconnective facilities does not want be worked out for the third quarter (July-September) in accordthat time, it is offered to the other
ance with a schedule which calls
three in rotation, but the first netfor
a
tentative four-way division
work can recapture the time on 30
of facilities to be made by April
days notice if it secures station ac- 15, with each network specifying
ceptance for its program.
its needs and receiving tentative
No Disputes
time assignments not later than
May 15. On June 9, each network
Network representatives meeting
with AT&T officials to work out the is supposed to report to the telefinal allocations for the second
phone company on the station acceptances it has secured for the
quarter were agreeably surprised
various time periods and what cirto find the process running smoothcuit assignment it desires. Conly, with practically no disputes
arising. This was in marked con- ference.flicts are then worked out in contrast to the discussions preceding
Little difficulty is anticipated for
adoption of the equal-quarters formula which were both lengthy and the summer quarter allocations,
acrimonious and were not con- but the time division for fall, when
cluded until the FCC had been the new business year is beginning, may be harder.
called in as an arbiter [Broad• BROADCASTING

IRAC approval, but the reverse is
not true.
Along with other spectrum problems, the Stewart board report
makes recognition of congestion
and need for space for television ,
service.
Cites Reallocation
Referring to the proposed reallocation plan, it is stated:
The proposed plan, if adopted, will
reduce the total number of VHF television stations in the United States and
the number allocated to some areas.
It will, however, provide for additional
UHF stations. The proposed plan contemplates the allocation of both VHF
and UHF stations in the same community. There is little possibility that a
UHF can compete successfully with a
VHF station. Within practical power
limits, a UHF station cannot serve as
large an area as can a VHF station.
For a considerable period after the
UHF stations commence operation, particularly in areas where there are VHF
stations, there will probably be few
UHF ited
receivers
audience. and consequently a limThe ships
report
that "relationbetween notes
the Commission
and
the President are always conditioned by the views of Congress —
and in particular of those Senators
and representatives who take a
special interest in broadcasting or
other communications matters — as
to the proper role of the Commission and the degree of independence
from the President it should enjoy."
The report further states:
Many terest Congressmen
takethespecial
inin matters before
Commission which may affect availability of
nationwide outlets for political debate,
or which may affect communications
activities in their home areas. These
interests are largely concentrated in the
field of broadcasting and television. We
take account of this fact here because
its
effect on thetheCommission's
to emphasize
various partsfreedom
of its
total responsibility
underto its
theownCommunications Act according
sense
of their importance or priority.
Some Congressmen regard the FCC
as an ious"arm
Congress" andmaintain
are anx-a
that theof Commission
healthy
independence
from
Presidential
influence and control.
F&P

POSTS
Brooke, Stanton Named
APPOINTMENTS of John W.
Brooke as eastern TV sales manager of Free & Peters and of
George Stanton as midwestern TV
sales manager of the station representative organization were announced Thursday by I. E. Showerman, vice president in charge of
television.
Mr. Brooke, a graduate of Dartmouth College, has more than a
decade of sales experience in the
broadcast field, including three
years with Edward Petry Co., six
years with ABC and for the past
2V2 years with the New York office of Free & Peters, where he
assumes his new duties today
(Monday).
Mr. Stanton entered advertising
with a summer job at J. Walter
Thompson Co. while he was a student at the U. of Illinois. In 1935
he joined Blackett-Sample-Hummert in Chicago, moving in 1940
to McCann-Erickson, where he was
made media director in 1942 and
account executive on Standard Oil
Co. of Indiana in 1946. He assumes
his duties as midwest TV sales
manager in the Chicago office of
Free & Peters April 15.
April 2, 1951
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Gambling Data
(Continued from page 29)
plained this common carrier jurisdiction, however, relates solely to
rates charged and quality of service provided and said FCC cannot
control the "content" of the material conveyed.
Asked why Continental Press is
"not under your jurisdiction now,"
Chairman Coy explained it is not
under FCC control for the same
reason AP or UP is not, "they're
not common carriers."
From the nature of this and further questions to Mr. Coy, observers felt the committee did not fully
understand the principle which
precludes FCC from controlling
message content, as distinguished
from regulation of rates and
service.
Agreeing with the committee
that there is no "easy solution to
the problem," Chairman Coy said,
"but if the control of transmission
of what is essentially gambling information isas critical an element
of interstate crime as you gentlemen appear to believe it is, then
Congress should make it a federal
crime for anyone to transmit by
means of interstate communications facilities the types of gambling information described in the
Commission's proposal which are
useful only for gambling purposes.
"Such a criminal statute would
strip from the transmitters of gambling information the veil of respectability under which they now
operate," Chairman Coy continued. "It would avoid the necessity
for involved and probably interminable administrative and court
proceedings and place in the hands
of properly qualified law enforcement officials the task of eliminating this interstate gambling business."
'Realistic Measure'
He indicated FCC basically is not
opposing Justice Dept. efforts, "but
merely feels the Commission proposal is a more realistic measure,
since it specifically details the data
forbidden transmission while the
Justice Dept. proposal only generally bans transmission of "gambling information."
Background and progress of the
Justice Dept. bill had been outlined
Monday morning in the general
testimony given by U. S. Attorney
General J. Howard McGrath.
Respecting the problem involved
in forbidding transmission of information on bets, odds and prices
paid, Chairman Coy said:
It is naive to assume that such information becomes
news"
merely because
of the"legitimate
primary nature
of the business of the transmitter of the
information. I have yet to hear any
argument or explanation of why the
transmission of lottery information by
newspapers or press associations is any
more illegitimate than the transmission
of bets, betting odds, or prices paid by
newspapers and Dress associations.
Yet. radio stations and newspapers
are at the present time prohibited from
broadcasting or transmitting through
the mails information about lotteries,
even though it is clear that such information toomany
is "legitimate
the
sense that
people whonews"
wouldin not
participate
in
the
illegal
activities
themselves like to hear about those who do.
Congress has recognized however,
Page 60
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that it is
necessary
restrictin transmis ion of news
about tolotteries
order
to prevent the crime itself. I think
the same is true about information
needed for gambling on horse and dog
rapes and other sports events.
I should also like to point out that
the bill proposed by the Commission
would also operate to curb interstate
gambling not only on horse and dog
racing but on all other sporting events.
I believe that making it a crime to
transmit gambling information dealing
with sports other than horse and dog
racing is essential if the problem is to
be met adequately.
It is my understanding, and certainly
this Committee is more aware of the
fact than I am, that there is already a
great deal of nationwide gambling on
such sports as basketball and baseball.
Moreover,
to be expected
thatandif
the
interstateit istransmission
of horse
dog racing informaion is effectively
curbed, that the gambling interests of
the country will concentrate more on
these other sporting events.
President Search
(Continued from page 28)
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford.
Three committee members visiting New York last week were Allan Woodall, WDAK Columbus,
Ga.; Robert Swezey, WDSU New
Orleans; and Harry Spence, KXRO
Aberdeen, Wash.
One of the top candidates was
understood to be Mr. Price, World
War II director of the Office of
Censorship. Mr. Price, who is receiving serious attention, currently
is serving the last year of a five
year contract with UN. He has
been active in newspapers and
moving pictures.
Thomas in Running
Mr. Thomas also is considered a
top candidate for the NARTB presidency, as well as for the association's autonomous TV section chair,
and, perhaps, the BAB presidency,
should Mr. Ryan be chosen and accept the top NARTB post. Mr.
White and Mr. Richards also are
strongly regarded possibilities.
Other members of the scanning
committee are Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington; William B. Quarton,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; William A. Fay, WHAM Rochester;
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis;
and James D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati.
In any event, Judge Miller returned last week to NARTB headquarters from his Latin American
tour on behalf of the U. S. Advisory Commission, providing NARTB
with operating leadership of which
it had been deprived for a fortnight.

NARTB Polishes Agenda
(Continued from page 28)

Attending the opening of CBS
color television demonstrations at
Boston's Jordan Marsh store are
Edward E. Mitton (I), president,
Jordan Marsh Co., and Harold E.
Fellows, manager, WEEI Boston
and head of CBS New England
operations.
MARSH
COLORCAST
Store Orders Equipment
SETTING a precedent in the retail
field, Jordan Marsh Co. of Boston,
New England's largest department
store and the fourth largest in the
country, last week originated,
transmitted, and received within
its own store closed circuit color
TV showing of its merchandise.
It is believed to be the first store
to order color TV equipment for
permanent store-wide use.
The Jordan Marsh demonstrations, in connection with the company's 100th anniversary celebration, gave the general public in
the area its first opportunity to
view CBS color television [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
26]. Over
persons were attracted the 6,000
first day.
Nine 15-minute shows daily were
scheduled, Tuesday through Saturday, with viewers watching the
showings from three receivers in
Centennial Hall on the fifth floor.
Equipment was Remington-Rand.
Richard H. Edwards Jr., vice
president of Jordan's, explained
that the store was holding the
exhibition "because we believe the
Jordan Marsh Co. should always
be first in bringing the unusual
and the new things to New England. Therefore, our company has
ordered color television equipment
which shortly will be a regular
feature within the store."
Automobile

From CBS to NBC
BEGINNING today (Monday),
The Sojnerset Maugham Television
Theatre, which Tintair has sponsored on CBS-TV since Oct. 18, will
move to NBC-TV. This was announced by Martin L. Straus II,
president and board chairman of
Bymart Inc., which manufactures
and distributes the home hair coloring. Mr. Straus said also, that
The Somerset Maugham. Radio
Theatre, broadcast over CBS Saturday at 11:30 a.m. (EST), will
continue on that network.

TV

Set

CHICAGO'S first-known auto
TV receiver was installed in
a Cadillac sedan last week at
a cost of $1,000. William B.
McDonald, president, MidStates Corp., ordered installation of a 12% -inch Zenith
table model. Controls are inside left arm rest, with other
tubes and equipment in the
trunk. The speaker is located behind the rear seat,
and an electric revolving antenna is attached to the
trunk.

gates when he appears as a participant on the sports panel.
General theme of the agenda is
"TV In the Year Ahead," with Eugene Thomas, WOR-TV New York
and TV board chairman, presiding.
Mr. Hamilton will appear along
with other university officials, as
yet un-named, to discuss the general sports outlook, particularly the
football picture.
At 11 a.m. a session will be devoted to "Morning Programming —
Does It Pay?" with executives of
Cincinnati's three TV outlets to
take part. Scheduled to talk are
James D. Shouse, WLWT; Mort
Watters, WCPO-TV, and U. A.
Latham, WKRC-TV. Accent will
be on early hour programming and
how to build audiences in this
comparatively new phase of TV — in
which these stations have specialized.
A session on "What Will Happen to TV atCirculation?"
slated
to follow
11:30, with isspeaker
unscheduled, and one on "Making
Better Use of Film" at 11:45. The
film aspect will be covered by
Charles Brown, director, TV sales,
Bing Crosby Enterprises, and others. The luncheon is scheduled for
the Grand Ballroom at 12:30.
Outler to Speak

Afternoon program will get underway at 2:30 p.m. with a discussion of "Small Budget Operation" and money-saving methods.
John Outler Jr., WSB-TV Atlanta, 1 j
will speak on "Successful Selling"
in the next session. At 3:15 a business program will be open to deleThomas.gates, presided over by Mr.
Possibility of FCC lifting the
TV freeze will be explored during
a panel discussion of "The Big
Thaw." NARTB had not yet set
speakers or participants, but the
agenda calls for top-level industry and FCC officials.
Other sessions set for convention
week were reported in Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 26.
P. R. VIDEO
New Station Considered
EMPIRE COIL CO., New Rochelle,
N. Y., licensee of WXEL (TV) '
Cleveland, is considering the feasibility of starting a TV station in
Puerto Rico, but has made no definite decision, Herbert Mayer, president, said Thursday. A United
Press report from San Juan, P. R.,
had stated that plans for the new
station had been "announced officially"Administration
by the Economic
ment
of theDevelopisland.
Mr. Mayer explained that on a
recent trip to Puerto Rico to investigate the locality as a site for
a factory to make coils and condensers, which he said he is "seriously considering,"
he with
discussed
the telecasting
situation
EDA
officials,
but
he
said
the
announcement that a station will be erected

was premature, at best.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

it's
WBAR^tV
IN TERRELL,
TEXAS,
TOO
RTH AND

TO THE EAST OF FORT

BEYOND

DALLAS

. . . more viewers tune more to WBAP-TV's Chan pel
5. The Terrell family, pictured at right, Mr. and Mrs./J. C.
Patton, Jr., Greg and Carol, of 214 Elm Drive ir), Terrell,
agree "We tune more to WBAP-TV, because of^its clear,
steady picture and excellent programs."
In all directions, east, west, northana1 south, from WBAPTV's transmitter and antennaXbigiTest in the Fort Worthrea, 1 1 38jFeei-a43oVesea level), viewers like the Pattons have become WBAP-TV fans. Sixteen wealthy counties in the prosperous Fort Worth-Dallas area are reached
and covered by WBAP-TV. Your sales story, told on WBAPTV, gets results in the South's No. 1 market, leading Houston and New Orleans in that order.
THE PATTON FAMILY cf Terrell, Texas— representative of viewers throughout the 16-county WBAP-TV market who see more, more often, on Channel 5.
ALMOST

400,000

VIEWERS

with over 110,000

Don't Be
SPOTTY with

TV sets now

Your

of the fabulously rich Fort Worth-Dallas

Use

Spots

Contact

ALL

ALL,

make

the station or any Free &

for WBAP-TV's

ALL

up the television population

complete

coverage

market.

Peters man
story.

The Fabulously Rich
Fort Worth-Dallas
Market
WBAP-TV
16-County
MARKET

Retail Sales

$1,300,208,290

Population
Families
- -

STAR-TELEGRAM STATION
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Telecasting
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Channel

ANALYSIS

•

1,170,065
343,381

FREE & PETERS INC.
Exclusive National
Representatives

AMON CARTER, President GEORGE CRANSTON, Manager
HAROLD HOUGH, Director
ROY BACUS, Commercial Mgr.
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Industrial Surveys Reports
On

telestatus

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 500,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

23
25

(Report 157)

1
ONE in every four U. S. families
owned a TV set in January, and
one in every three families with
children under 12, according to
Sam Barton, president of Industrial Surveys Co., Chicago. The
figures represent the second such
research project conducted by the
firm.
Thirty percent of families with
children under 12 own sets, and
24.2%) of all U. S. families. This
compares with 17.9% of all families which owned receivers in September, when the last report was
made. In number of homes, there
is an increase from 7,214,000 to 10
million.
In an analysis of characteristics
of owners and differences in the
rate of ownership among population groups, Mr. Barton's researchers found the highest rate of ownership in the Northeast region,
where 43 in every 100 families
had TV sets. Next was Pacific,
with 1 in 4; North Central, 23%;
the South, 8%, and Mountain and
Southwest, 7%.
Although the rate among farm
families doubled between September and January, it was still low,
6%.
Rated by economic class quartiles, about 1 in 3 upper income
families are TV owners. Quartiles
were based on total family income,
and include "many larger member
families and skilled labor categories." Families in which the

Set Ownership

head of the family had high school
education showed a 30% level of
ownership, with college families
next highest with 23%.
Craftsmen and foremen (skilled
labor) owned more sets than any
other occupation group — 1 in 3
families. Families headed by professionals and executives had a
30% rating. Larger families own
more receivers, with 30 % of all
4- and 5-member groups owning
sets compared with 16 out of 100
in the 1- and 2-member families.
Families with children under 12
had a 307c ownership, those with
no children, 19%.
Industrial Surveys Co., which
last week bought Market Research
Co. of America, based its figures
on a survey conducted among its
national consumer panel, a group
of 4,500 families distributed according to population concentration.
The company will conduct its
next video census this month, when
Mr. Barton thinks findings may
show "another surge of set buying
as a result of Sen. Kefauver's
stimulus to viewing." Earlier
figures reflected fall scare buying
and Christmas shopping, he said.
Following are the comparisons on
set ownership between September
and January statistics:
Sept.
1950 Jan.
1951
18% 24%
U. S. TOTAL
REGIONS
Northeast
35
South
4
City
43

North Central
Mountain and Southwest
Pacific
CITY SIZE
Farm
Under 10,000
10,000-100.000
100,000-500.000
500.000 and over
ECONOMIC CLASS
A (upper)
D (lower)
EDUCATION
Grade School
High School
College
OCCUPATION
Prof. & Exec
Clerical, Sales & Service
Craftsmen & Foremen..
Laborer
& Operators . .
Farmer
Unclassified:
SIZE OF FAMILES
1-2 members
3 members
4-5 members
6 and over
PRESENCE OF CHILDREN
5 yrs. and under
6-12
13-20
No children

15
3
19

7

3
5
9
17
4018

6
9
13
24

24
19
12

30
26
23
25
5116
21
28
32
25

16
22
2517
19
21
22
38

30
16
33
5
11
23

12
18
22
19

25
30
24

23
22
18
13

19

Beiie Leads

3030
ARB March TV Reports
MILTON BERLE and his Texaco
Star Theatre once more outdistanced all television network
programs both in popularity rating and in total number of homes
reached, tionals
as shown
by ARB
TV-Naresults for
March.
On
March 6, Star Theatre attained a
(Continued on page 67)

elecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary — April 2, i95i TE
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Area Louisville
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
Ames
Memphis
7,400 Miami
WMCT
WOI-TV
Atlanta
50,590
WTVJ
82,858
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Milwaukee
115,000
60,000
79,277
Baltimore
WAAM,
WBAl-TV,
WMAR-TV
284,985
Minn.-St.
Paul
224,721
WTMJ-TV
251,100
Brnghamton
WNBF-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
34,410 Nashville
36,000
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
New Haven
WTTV
WSM-TV
24,781
Bloomington
14,900
143,800
WNHC-TV
Boston
700,510 New Orleans
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Buffalo
WDSU-TV
New
York
WBEN-TV
WABD, WCBS-TV,
190,911 Newark
WBTV
Charlotte
52,150
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
Chicago
WATV
68,633 Norfolk
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBO
888,034
259,000
2,240,000
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
WTAR-TV
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
453,575 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
61,459
Columbus
176,541 Omaha
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
Philadelphia
72,807
79,495
KMTV, WOW-TV
814,000
WCAU-TV,
WFIl-TV,
WPTZ
Phoenix
109,264
Ft. Worth
Pittsburgh
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
37,400
KPHO-TV
WDTV
212,000
Davenport
49,581 Providence
Quad CitiesWOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
190,000 Richmond
105,355
WTVR
WJAR-TV
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Detroit
445,679 Rochester
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
WHAM-TV
50,000
Rock Island
Erie
68,754
Quad Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.,
Ft. Dallas
Worth49,581
77,219
109,264 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
E.
Moline
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
39,000
Antonio
San Diego
Grand
RapidsWLAV-TV
42,854
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
111,929
KFMB-TV
Greensboro
San
Francisco
WFMY-TV
Schenectady
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
57,455
91,000
Houston
Albany-Troy
168,215
K PRC-TV
69,493
WRGB
Huntington41,300
147,000
Charleston
75,800
KING-TV
WSAZ-TV
140,000 Seattle
St. Louis
Indianapolis
268,000
WFBM-TV
KSD-TV
Jacksonville
Tulsa
Toledo
WMBR-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
28,000 Syracuse
107,961
Johnstown
75,100
125,000
WSPD-TV
WJAC-TV
WKTV
KOTV
KalamazooUtica-Rome
GrandCityRapids WKZO-TV
120,269
244,260
Kansas
107,919 Washington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WDAF-TV
71,235
Wilmington
WDEL-TV
84,606
Lancaster
WGAl-TV
Lansing
38,500
46,000
WJIM-TV
59,901
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
Los Angeles
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated
Sets
in
Use
11,590,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Editor's Note:
Totals for
each ofmarket
representareestimated
area. WhereTV coverage
overlap set
countscompanies
may be
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
fromteleviewing
dealers, distributors,
Circulationareas
committees,
electric
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
City

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO

^•TTk. a fort 'mdustry station
/vg^&V 5000 WATTS • NBC
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Nat. So l<» Hq- 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22. ELdorado 5-2455
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Capital of the South's cotton textile
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empire, Gaston County's 160
textile mills make it first in the nation

■

in the consumption of rawcotton . . . produce over 200 million
dollars worth of finished goods

FOR

annually. Gaston County's 110,706
people receive television service
Charlotte.

only from WBTV,
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NCAA PROBE
Morison Wants More Facts
NCAA's TV steering committee,
headed by Chairman Tom Hamilton, is scheduled to appear at the
Dept. of Justice in Washington today for further questioning concerning NCAA's ban on live telecasting of college football, it was
reported last week.
Members of the committee are to
sit down with H. Graham Morison,
head, Justice's anti-trust division,
to
go over material submitted last
Wednesday.

LAST Wednesday the AAAA Committee on Radio and
Television Broadcasting gave a surprise party at the
Ritz-Carlton, New York, honoring Linnea Nelson, chief
timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co. who is retiring
after 24 years of service. Present were, standing (I to r),
Kenneth Godfrey, AAAA; Charles Ayres, ABC; William
★
LINNEA

Dekker, McCann-Erickson; Henry Clochessy, Compton
Adv; George Kern, Benton & Bowles; Gordon Mills,
NBC; Bill Maillefert, Edward Petry & Co.; Alvin Kaplan,
Kaplan & Bruck; George Castleman, Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce; seated, Frederic Gamble, AAAA; Miss
Nelson, Frank Silvernail, BBDO; Beth Black, Joseph Katz.

NELSON FETED
REC Luncheon Honors Retiring Timebuyer

ANNE WRIGHT, Jayne Shannon
and Jim Luce, listed in accordance
with the length of her association
with them, will take over her duties, Linnea Nelson, retiring chief
timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, announced last
Thursday at a Radio Executives
Club luncheon held at the WaldorfAstoria, New York, in her honor.
The luncheon climaxed a series
of luncheons and parties honoring
Miss Nelson upon her retirement
from a post that she has held for
the past 23 years. More than 250
radio executives turned out in full
force to fete Miss Nelson at the
luncheon.
Max Everett, vice president of
NARTSR, kicked off the proceedings by giving Miss Nelson a diploma-like presentation on behalf of
the members of NARTSR for "her
many services."
Kobak Gift
Edgar Kobak, business consultant, station owner and BAB board
chairman, sent Miss Nelson a Betty
Crocker Cook Book which he said
he hoped would help her in her
retirement.
Doris Corwith, NBC, and on behalf of the Assn. of Women Broadcasters, presented the retiring dean
of timebuyers with a salad bowl.
Claude Barrere, talent representative, on behalf of all "unrepresentative representatives" of the
industry, gave Miss Nelson a can
of worms.
Robert Saudek, vice president,
ABC, and president of REC, on behalf of the club, presented Miss
Nelson with a twin set of fishing
rods.
Miss Nelson expressed her gratPage 64 • April 2, 1951

itude and thanks to those present
and concluded with the announcement of the aforementioned successors [Closed Circuit, Feb. 26].
She hoped that they "would have
as much fun" as she did for the
past 23 years.
OH/O MEETING
Video To Command Lead
TELEVISION will command a
leading spot in the opening general
session of the 21st annual Ohio
State Institute for Education by
Radio, according to a preliminary
schedule released last week.
The institute, in Columbus May
3-6, is expected to attract more than
1,200 leaders from educational and
commercial broadcasting. A delegation from the FCC also is expected.
Dr. I. Keith Tyler, institute director, who is arranging the program, said that the opening topic
will be, "How Can the Public Interest Best Be Served Through
Television."
Other general topics announced
by Dr. Tyler are, "Is Broadcasting
an Effective Medium for Developing Understanding Among Nations?" and "The Status of Educational Broadcasting."
Smaller groups will discuss about
40 varied subjects of interest to
both broadcasters and telecasters.
Announcement of awards in the
15th annual American Exhibition
of Educational Radio Programs
will be made May 6, the day of the
annual institute dinner. Preliminary judging of over 400 programs
is underway.

SAG UPHELD
|n Film Dispute With TV A
NLRB in Washington last week
handed down a decision upholding
the Screen Actors Guild position in
the television jurisdiction controversy with Television Authority and
ordered representation elections to
be held within 30 days after March
26 for actors employed by three
producers associations and six independent TV producers.
Associations include Assn. of
Motion Picture Producers, Society
of Independent Motion Picture Producers, Independent Motion Picture
Producers Assn. Independent producers are Bing Crosby Enterprises, Apex Film Corp., Cisco Kid
Pictures, Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Flying A Pictures, and Hal
Roach Studios Inc.
Hearings were held by NLRB in
Los Angeles last fall looking into a
SAG petition seeking NLRB representation election and certification
as exclusive collective bargaining
agent for all actors employed by
these producers for films however
exhibited. TVA intervened in the
case, taking the stand that actors
in televised motion pictures should
be in a different bargaining unit
from actors in other types of motion pictures.
These hearings are not to be confused with current NLRB Hollywood hearings recently transferred
from New York looking into a TVA
petition for certification as bargaining agent for TV performers, in
which rateSAG
story.) intervened. (See sepaIn its decision supporting the
SAG stand, NLRB stated that "the
making of television motion pictures requires no change in the
technical processes either in front
or in back of the motion picture
camera, and the hiring of actors

"We are still in the fact-finding
stage," said Mr. Morison. The Justice Dept. undertook its investigation after receiving a complaint
from an Oklahoma state senator.
The senator, George Miskovsky,
Oklahoma City, had introduced a
bill to direct state-supported colleges to permit live telecasting.
The Big Seven Conference, of
which the state-supported U. of
Oklahoma is a member, countered
with a warning that if the bill was
passed, the Sooners would have all
games canceled. In the face of this
threat, the Oklahoma State Legislature shelved the bill.
Sen. Miskovsky, nevertheless,
said that he would continue to
press for the Justice Dept. investigation. He said: "Their action
clearly shows two things : (1) That
it is a combination in restraint,
and (2) that they are forcing the
U. of Oklahoma to not televise
through fear of reprisals."
Actingplaint,onMr. Morison
Sen. Miskovsky's
comwrote NCAA
and Big Seven representatives asking for information. Last Wednesday, R. C. Duffy, NCAA legal
representative in Philadelphia,
with Sam Clammer, Washington
representative, submitted to Mr.
Morison a detailed answer. It is
this material, plus further questioning, which will form the substance of today's meeting.
NCAA's TV steering committee,
meanwhile, was reported as having several proposals under consideration tomodify the ban, such
as limited telecasts, or telecasts of
onlv sell-out games [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 26].
In Oklahoma's neighboring state,
Texas, Matty Bell, Southern Methodist U. athletic director, told the
Fort Worth Traffic Club on March
19 that "live telecasts of football
can be worked out so that we will
all profit by television.
"Radio has helped develop more
interest in sports than any other
medium. A year ago in the Southwest Conference we televised sellout games and it proved satisfactory," said Mr. Bell.
from the employment pool is the
same for all types of film produc-

Eligible to vote in multiple employer units will be all actors emat least
three days
during ployed
the fornine
months
preceding
tions." 26; among single employers,
March
actors who have worked two days
during the nine-month period.
Telecasting
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For $Tf27 3 J 87
ASCAP
REVENUE
RADIO and television were responsible for the $1,273,187 increase in
the gross revenue of ASCAP during 1950, according to a financial statement presented at the society's annual membership meeting last Tuesday at New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
ASCAP gross income in 1950 *
ING, March 12].
totaled $11,874,321, a gain of 12%
over the 1949 gross of $10,601,184.
Immediate industry reaction that
After deduction of expenses,
the radio-plus-more than 100%
ASCAP had a net income in 1950 formula of the TV per program
of $9,044,842, of which $9,022,391
licenses is outrageous and comwas distributed to its members,
pletely unreasonable — particularly
compared with a distribution of in view of the radio-plus-10% formula
of the blanket licenses for
$8,056,012 in 1949.
Two chief factors in the in- television — has not changed, if the
telecasters to whom Broadcasting
creased revenue during 1950 were
a rise of more than $400,000 from
• Telecasting has talked constitute a fair industry sample.
radio and approximately $925,000
from television, the report stated.
ASCAP declined last week to reLatter figure represents payment
veal how many stations have acfrom the TV networks for their
cepted either of the offered licenses,
network operations and their owned
which
may
be taken as a good inand operated stations which have
dication that the number is small.
blanket ASCAP licenses, and from
Stations Respond
other TV stations under the interim license plan which has been
TV
station
operators have rein effect while negotiations were in
sponded well to the call of Dwight
progress for a per program TV
Martin, chairman of the All Induslicense.
try TV Per Program Committee,
The interim licenses for TV sta- for funds
to carry on the fight for
tions will be terminated shortly. fair license terms, Stuart Sprague,
ASCAP on March 7 mailed its own
committee counsel, said last week.
per program license forms, to- Not a single station has notified
gether with blanket license forms
the committee that it will not pay
as negotiated with an industry the fee, *-e said. Letters accomcommittee, to TV station operators,
panying the initial payments, Mr.
who have 30 days from the receipt
Sprague
reported, did not reflect
of these forms to notify ASCAP
any clear-cut industry opinion as
which, if either of them, will be to the desirability of inaugurating
taken [Broadcating • Telecastcourt action at this time.
At the annual ASCAP membership meeting, results of the election of directors were announced
BASEBALLCASTS
as follows:
Stanley Adams, Fred E. Ahlert, Gene
'51 Season To Be Greatest'
Buck, Paul Cunningham, Oscar HamRADIO and television will bring merstein
2d, Otto A. Harbach (presibaseball to more persons this year
dent), Edgar Leslie, George E. Meyer
than ever before.
and Jack Yellen from writer members
This season, 1,005 radio stations, in popular-production field; John
and 35 TV stations, are expected to Tasker Howard, A. Walter Kramer
reach 20 million fans, according to and Deems Taylor from standard
C. L. Jordan, executive vice presi- writer group; Louis Bernstein, Saul
dent, N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Phila- H. Bourne, Irving Caesar, Max Drefus,
delphia. Last year, said Mr. Jor- Bernard Goodwin, Jack Mills, Abe
dan, 800 radio outlets and 35 TV
Olman, J. J. Robbins and Herman
stations brought diamondcasts to Starr from publisher members of
an estimated 17 million fans.
popular-production group, and Frank
Minor league club owners are H. Connor, Donald Gray and Gustave
complaining that some 645 sta- Schirmer from publisher members in
standard group.
tions will be carrying major league
games to minor league territory.
Election was the first to be made
Meanwhile, Falstaff Brewing Co. under the new system whereby the
will sponsor broadcasts of night entire board is elected every two
games of the Columbus Cardinals
years, instead of electing eight
in the South Atlantic League over members every year for three-year
WGBA-AM-FM Columbus, Ga. terms. Only one director was
Walter M. Windsor, WGBA gen- changed, Jack Yellen succeeding
eral manager, announced the sign- Ray Henderson as one of the diing of the contract with Falstaff
rectors representing writers in the
through Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sam- popular music field. ASCAP membership now totals 2,653 active
ple, agency, and The Branham Co.,
station representative.
members and 141 non-participatAlso announced, by James Leoning members.
Discussion at the annual ASCAP
ard, general manager, WLWC
(TV) Columbus, Ohio, was the membership meeting was confined
signing of a contract for WLWC
almost entirely to the revised
to telecast a portion of the Colummethod of calculating distribution
of funds to members inaugurated
bus Red Bird baseball club's home
games this season, under sponsorlast year. Many members voiced
ship of the Burger Brewing Co. dissatisfaction with the new sysThe same company also will spontem but few constructive suggessor several of the Cincinnati Reds
tions for its improvement were ofgames over WLWC.
fered, it was reported.
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SCOTUS Review
(Continued from page 56)
continued the stay order against
the start of commercial color by
CBS, pending- its decision. The
FCC had assented to the motion
and asked for an early decision
on the color case by the Court.
Deadline of stay, as set by the
Chicago court, was April 1.
John T. Cahill, counsel for RCA
and its subsidiaries, NBC and RCA
Victor Distributing Corp., at the
outset of his argument Monday
charged that final adoption of CBS
standards "outlawed" any other
system of color broadcasting.
He said that use of the incompatible system during the current
Kefauver hearings, for example,
would mean that none of the set
owners now seeing it on black and
white would be able to view it without a converter costing up to $115
overall. This he termed as "imperilling" the interest of "45 million
people." He cited advantages of a
compatible RCA system in contrast.
Mr. Cahill also held that the CBS
color picture was "inferior" with a
degradation "60% backwards" of
existing black and white.
The FCC in reaching its decision
had discounted much industry testimony and advice on the merits of
the respective systems, RCA counsel stated.
Counsel said that the public
wants 16" or larger TV pictures,
whereas the present CBS system
imposes a limit of 12%".
Claims Reports 'Ignored'
Mr. Cahill, who described the
Commission's report as "a rewarding study in semantics," maintained
that the Condon report on color
and the RCA progress report have
been ignored by the FCC in its
color conclusions.
He again stressed the "standard
gauge" argument — that once the
CBS standards are put into force,
the character of television for generations to come is formed.
Justice Frankfurter asked RCA
counsel what stand he would have
taken if the CBS system had been
the only method presented to the
FCC at the time of the decision.
"I would have said 'Let's wait,
the time for color television has
not come,' " Mr. Cahill answered.
Judge Simon R. Rifkind, counsel
for Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., intervenor in the case, followed Mr. Cahill and emphasized
that the findings of the Commission
did not support its decision. Judge
Rifkind, disclaiming to go into the
merits of respective color systems,
declared his argument was focused
on "adequacy of the findings."
He supported the RCA's contention that as "a practical matter"
definitely setting CBS standards
could pose a hardship for the industry iflater developments deemed
it advisable to utilize another system.
He said that Emerson had already sold 700,000 sets and that in
faith to buyers it did not want
these receivers to be obsoleted.
"Findings of the FCC sustain
only one answer — that it [color]
Page 66 • April 2, 1951

COLOR
STUDY
Senate Unit Probe Pauses
SENATE Small Business Committee last Tuesday formally suspended temporarily its study of
color television pending completion
of current litigation challenging
the FCC decision [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 19].
The committee had submitted a
report on color TV last January
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 22], which summarized the
basis of FCC's decision. It was
made as a result of complaints to
Senators from retailers and from
some manufacturers. The summary created a stir in the broadcasting industry. RCA complained
privately to committee members
that the report in effect justified
the FCC decision, although it was
even then a matter of legal contention.
It was pointed out last week by
a committee spokesman that the
suspension of the study did not
necessarily mean the unit would
desist in its color work. He added
that the probe probably would be
resumed if Senators, who originally received the complaints, ask
that such an investigation be conducted.
is not ready," reiterated Emerson
counsel, who had declared that the
Commission, in alternative to a
color decision, should do what the
British Broadcasting Corp. has
done — "say that color hasn't arrived yet."
Judge
Rifkind also argued that
the decision was invalid in that the
FCC sought to regulate radio and
television manufacturers. This, he
said, was an industry over which
the Commission has no authority.
Alfred Kamin, representing the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, next sought to
point out that the Commission's
decision was made on the assumption that present sets could easily
be converted and was based on a
survey of small screen receivers
then in use, a survey which, he
said, was obsolete even before the
hearing was over. He introduced a
cardboard exhibit in an attempt to
show bulky and impractical aspects
of the CBS color disc.
Judge Rosenman, opening the
arguments for the appellees, described aspects of the competing systems and pointed out that
CBS standards meet "almost all
criteria" for satisfactory color.
RCA's system does not, he said,
citing as an example the distortion
that would occur if one of three
pickup tubes in the RCA camera
was the least bit out of adjustment.
He declared that in comparison,
CBS had already successfully field
tested its system under rough conditions.
Judge Rosenman expressed his
belief that the Commission had not
closed the door to other developments in color that might be
brought out.
Judge Rosenman also declared
that during the FCC hearings Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board

chairman, had testified that if the
Commission was going to adopt
RCA's color system, then don't
adopt multiple standards.
At the conclusion of Monday afternoon's argument, Justice Frankfurter posed: "How far can scientific development in a fast-growing
field be foreclosed by a government
commission, which is not composed
When the sessions resumed Tuesof experts?"
day afternoon Justic Jackson
asked CBS counsel to define the
Supreme Court's role in this case,
questioning, in view of the arguments, whether the Court was to
decide which color System was the
better. Judge Rosenman conceded
that the technical decision was not
the Court's, but rather FCC's.
Systems Compared
Judge Rosenman declared that
the Commission had compared the
dot and line sequential systems,
had made an examination and analysis of the known principles, and
accordingly, the Supreme Court
should give weight to that agency's
conclusions. "This court has no
basis for overturning judgment of
that agency," he said.
Judge Rosenman referred to
RCA's petition of last October
which sought what amounted to an
"eight-month delay" in the color
ruling, based on promises of new
developments, and said that the record was full of "broken promises"
General Perlman, in
by Solicitor
RCA.
presenting the case for the government, maintained RCA was trying
to delay final resolution of the
color controversy while more and
more receivers flooded the markets so that "it would be exceedingly difficult to introduce the CBS
system which requires some adaptation of current sets to be receivable even in black and white."
He stressed that all seven members of the Commission had found
the CBS standards meet the "minimum criteria" and that all seven
had agreed RCA's system was
"unsatisfactory" and that there
shouldn't be a delay of another
minute in placing it in effect.
To the Court's question as to
whether the Chicago District Court
had adequately reviewed the case,
Mr. Perlman insisted that the lower
courtduty.
had properly discharged its
full
In the course of his argument,
the Solicitor General maintained
that RCA throughout the proceedings had attempted to conceal the
fact that if the Commission had
adopted RCA color standards, these
transmissions would not have been
receivable in color by "a single receiver now in the United States."
None of these sets could be converted for the RCA system, Mr.
Perlman said, and television makers would have a complete new
market for color sets.
He referred to the previous argument of Judge Rifkind for Emerson
who said that better alternative
was no color at all. Mr. Perlman
declared this "let the cat out of
the bag."

AWRT

ASSEMBLY

Added Speakers Listed
FIB ST convention of the newlyformed American Women in Radio
and Television, April 6-8 in New
York, will feature a number of distinguished national and international speakers, including Mme.
Vijaya
Lakshmi
ambassa-B.
dor of India
to thePandit,
U.S., Frieda
Hennock, FCC Commissioner, and
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
Secretary of State for Public Affairs.
To the daytime schedule previously announced [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 19] has also
been
added
"SalesHart,
Workmanship"
headed
by a Lee
BAB, and
Duncan MacDonald, DuMont Television Network, which will be held
April 6, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Advance
tion lists: agenda for the convenFriday, April 6, 8-10 p.m., chairman Dorothy Lewis (United Nations); Mr. Barrett, who will speak
on "Communications as a Means
of Building International Understanding," and Madame Pandit.
Panel discussion: "How Can we
Make World Affairs Our Listeners'
Affairs" — moderator, Mary Margaret McBride, with Kate Aitken,
Toronto, Canada; Mary Munne,
Havana, Cuba; Marjorie Dunton,
Radiodiffusion Francaise; Kelena
Kuo, asst. women's editor, Voice
of America, and Mme. Sianga Mei
Chang, program officer, UN Transpacific Services.
Saturday, April 7; 8:30-10 p.m.
(chairman, Henriette Harrison,
radio consultant) ; Comr. Hennock, "The Responsibility of Women Broadcasters to Their Stations,
Communities, the Nation and the
World"; Jack Gould, radio and TV
editor,
New Yorkof Times,
"A Critical Evaluation
Radio and
Television Programming"; CI earn
Randau, executive director, Federal Civil Defense Administration,
"The Assistance Broadcasters Can
Render to the Civil Defense Picture"; Open discussion, conducted
by Dorothy Gordon, moderator of
New York Times Youth Forum.
Election of officers for the new
association will be held at the final
session, April 8, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
SALES

SLUMP
Better Selling Needed

TERMING the present TV receiver
sales slump as "challenging," H. G.
Baker, vice president and general
manager of the RCA Victor Home
Instrument Dept., said that the
situation could be met by aggressive, old-fashioned salesmanship.
"We in the television industry
must face the fact that we cannot
expect forever that the customer
will beat a path to the television
dealer's door," Mr. Baker cautioned. "There must be a return
to aggressive, competitive retail

BROADCASTING
operation."
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 62)
rating of 63.6, having been seen
by an estimated 26 million persons
in 7,450,000 homes throughout the
country. The heavyweight championship bout between Ezzard
Charles and the contender, Jersey
Joe Walcott, was seen on Blue
Ribbon Bouts March 7, by a TV
audience estimated at 21 million
people in 6,210,000 homes across
the United States, achieving a
popularity rating of 55.3.
The ARB TV-Nationals for
March were reported as follows :
RANKING BY POPULARITY RATING
Star Theatre
63.6
Blue Ribbon Bouts
55.3
Talent Scouts
52.6
America Applauds
48.5
Fireside Theatre
47.0
Comedy Hour
46.0
Your Show of Shows
45.4
Cavalcade of Sports
44.4
Godfrey and Friends
43.3
Hopalong Cassidy
43.1
RANKING BY HOMES REACHED
(Add 7,450
000)
Star Theatre
S'ue Ribbon Bouts
6,210
Comedy Hour
5,240
Your Show of Shows
5,000
Groucho Marx
5,000
America Applauds
4,750
Godfrey and Friends
4,720
Cavalcade of Sports
4,700
Talent Scouts
4,590
Fireside Theatre
4,590
WTVJ Announces
New National Rates
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., last
week announced a new national
rate card (No. 6), effective June 1.
New one-time film rates are, for
one hour, Class A, $550; Class B,
§413, and Class C, $275. For spots
of one minute or less, Class A, $95 ;
Class B, $72, and Class C, $48.
Class A time was defined as
spanning 6-11 p.m. and all day
Sunday until 11 p.m.; Class B, as
1 4-6 p.m. and 11 p.m.-12 m., and
Class C, all other time.

RTMA HEAD
McDaniel Takes Office Today
PRESIDENTIAL reins at RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. will be
turned over today (Monday) to
Glen McDaniel, 39-year-old former
vice president of RCA, pursuant to
the course charted by the trade
group's board of directors earlier
this year [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 19, Jan. 8].
As the first fulltime, paid president of RTMA with a three-year
contract, Mr. McDaniel assumes
duties heretofore performed by
Robert C. Sprague, whose resignation is effective immediately. Mr.
Sprague continues, however, as
for the top television programs,
covering the two weeks ending
Feb. 10. Following are the top 10
TV shows, listed both in number
and percentage of homes reached:
NIELSEN-TV RATING
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
Rank
Program Homes
(000)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
6,763
2 Philco TV Playhouse
4,874
3 Show of Shows (Crosley) 4,697
4 Show of Shows (Snowcrop) 4,582
5 Jack Benny Show
4,458
6 Colgate Comedy Hour
4,404
7 You Bet Your Life
4,361
8 Show of Shows (Participating) 4,343
9 Fireside Theatre
4,296
10 Big Story
4,143
PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED IN
PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Rank
Program
Homes
61.1
1 Texaco Star Theatre
49.3
(%)
2 Jack Benny Show
49.3
48.6
3 Fireside Theatre
4 Show of Shows (Snowcrop)
5 Philco TV Playhouse
47.4
45.0
67 Hopalong Cassidy
44.6
47.1
Colgate
Comedy
Hour
8 Show of Shows (Crosley)
44.4
9 Show of Shows (Participating)
10 Gillette Cavalcade
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co. 44.1

Videodex Reports On
Atlanta, Chicago, N. Y.
TOP TEN video shows for Atlanta,
Texaco Leads Hooper
Chicago and New York as rated
In March Popularity
by Videodex were released in Chicago last week. Ratings cover the
TEXACO STAR THEATRE with
period March, 1-7.
Milton Berle headed the first 15 TV
3.
Atlanta
programs in March popularity,
%TV Avr.#
according
to the Hooperating
Homes Viewers
55.5
1 Texaco Star Theatre
53.8
Pocketpiece covering the first half
3.4
2. Hopalong Cassidy
47.8
2.7
3. You Bet Your Life
of March. First 15 sponsored net46.6
3.
work programs:
4.
Godfrey's
Friends
45.9
2.8
5. Ken Murray Show
3.3
Texaco Star Theatre — Milton Berle 57.0
6.
Comedy
Hour
(Tony
Martin)
45.2
7. Show of Shows
3.
International
Club —
44.4
Charies vs. Boxing
Walcott
55.4
42.5
2.7
8. Hir Parade
37.9
9. Pulitzer Prize Playhouse
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
44.9
F'redde Theatre
44.0 10. Somerset Maugham Theatre 37.9
2.4
Chicago
Comedy Hour
42.6
2.5
Philco TV Playhouse 3/11 only 37.4
57.4
3.3
1. Texaco Star Theatre
America Applauds: Richard Rodgers
2. International Boxing
3/4 only
35.7
4.3.
49.1
(Charles-Walcott)
International
Boxing
Club
—
46.6
3.
Fusari vs. Bratton
35.1
3.
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
42.6
3.1
Your Show of Shows
34.8
4. Godfrey and Friends
5. Comedy Hour (Tony Martin) 41.6
Calvalcade of Sports —
3.1
Matthews vs. Murphy
34.8
6. Man Against Crime
35.8
7. Show of Shows
3.3
38.5
Cavalcace of Sports —
2.9
Layne vs. Satterfield 34.0
8.
Line?
35.
3.
9. What's
Fireside MyTheatre
35.1
Man Against Crime
33.3
1C. Martin Kane
33.5
2.5
Gcdfrey and Friends
33.1
Mama
31.6
New York
64.2
Ken Murray Show
30.4
2.9
3.4
1. Texaco Star Theatre
2.
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
3.7
48.6
3. Comedy Hour (Tony Martin) 49.
4. America Applauds
Nielsen Ratings
Richard Rogers
3.3
38.9
Show Berle First
2.8
5. International Bcxing C!ub 39.6
38.7
6.
Lights
Out
7. Fireside Theatre
MILTON BERLE on the Texaco
2.7
38.5
2.5
8. The Goldbergs
37.5
2.6
Star Theatre again took first place
36.8
3.2
10.9. Man
Mama Against Crime
36.7
in the National Nielsen Ratings
3.5
Telecasting
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chairman of the board, pending
election of the association's officers
in June. Mr. Sprague is president
of Sprague Electric Co.
Mr. McDaniel resigned as vice
president of RCA to assume the
post. He served as a member of
the staff of Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, and
Frank Folsom, president. He has
been associated with radio and
television since 1946 when he
joined RCA Communications Inc.
as vice president and general
counsel.
In another development last
week, RTMA announced its officers and directors will hold a joint
meeting with the Radio Mfrs. Assn.
of Canada April 12-13. The conference, set for the Seaview Country
Club, Absecon, N. J., will be the
eighth joint session to be held by
the two organizations.
VITAMIN

ADS

Heavy Radio-TV Budget
AMERICAN VITAMIN Assoc.
Inc., Hollywood, in a campaign
promoting AVA products, Tyhavals and Orvita, on radio and television, will spend more than $500,000 in the Chicago area, starting
April 13, according to George S.
Johnston, president.
With a price of $350,000, the biggest single package purchase is
for telecasts of Chicago White Sox
and Cubs' complete baseball schedules on WGN-TV. The firm also
will sponsor the weekly half-hour,
filmed Leo Carrillo's Dude Ranch
Varieties and Public Prosecutor on
the station.
A total of 96 quarter-hour musical programs also are to be used
on WJJD WAAF WCFL. Marth
Hogan, disc emcee, will handle
these shows in addition to color
and commercials on the baseball
telecasts.
AVA currently has an extensive
West Coast radio and TV campaign
underway and in mid-April will
expand its video schedule.
The firm has more than $1 million earmarked for radio and television advertising this year, according to Mr. Johnston. Agency
is The Counselors, Hollywood.
RECEIVER PRICES
Lowering Nor Planned — GE
GENERAL ELECTRIC has "no
intention of reducing its list prices
on radio or television receivers at
this time," Arthur A. Brandt, general sales manager for GE's Syracuse receiver division, has announced.
"Our current line of receivers is
competitively priced, has more
features than previous lines and,
because of demand, is still on allocation to distributors," explained
Mr. Brandt. "These factors, plus
increased costs and material shortages ahead because of defense production requirements, are among
the reasons why GE is not even
considering list price cuts in the
current market."
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The Del Courtney Show, recently voted the Bay Area's
leading matinee in TV Preview's popularity poll, now
holds the longest and most successful record of television
hours in Northern California.
Since his debut on KPIX, over
aknown
year ago,
the former
nationallybandsman
has chalked
up
850 hours
before the TV
hours
which—
cameras
have
provenonlyto
be not
taining for
highlyhighly
enterKPIX
viewers,
but
DEL

COURTNEYseeking spon.
profitable for

sors, as well.
Special features on Courtney's five-day- week program
have included : the weekly talent search; numerous public
interest campaigns, and most
recently "TV Sets for Vets";
and "Salute to the Cities."
KSFO AIRS NEW SHOW
To complement its nighttime
music programming, which has
met with such overwhelming success throughout the years, KSFO
has inaugurated a new two hour
afternoon musical series — "Parade
of Melody"
featuring
a caval-of
cade of the —musical
favorites
yesterday and today.
SEEN AND HEARD
Laura Scudder Food Products are now sponsoring a biweekly film feature on KPIX —
"Bluebird Theatre," seen on
Saturdays at 7:00 P.M. . . .
Baseball season is underway on
KSFO, with Don Klein handling theciscomike
Seals. for the San Fran-
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TV Revenue
(Continued from page 55)
total TV-aural broadcast revenue.
A significant note in this connection is that the 505 aural stations
in the 63 TV markets reported a
6.6% increase in 1950 revenue as
compared with 1949.

BAC

EXPANDS
Four Members Added
IMPLEMENTING its claim as an
industry-wide organization representing all facets of broadcasting
and related groups, the Broadcast
Advisory Council last week announced four new acceptances of
Table 2
membership and was awaiting
Number of Television Stations Reporting Profit others.
or Loss Status in 1950 Segregated by (a)
Acceptances to serve on the
Number of Stations in Community and (b)
Whether or Not Community is Interconnected council came from Ward Quaal, difor Network Operation.
rector, Clear Channel Broadcasting
Inter- Non-Interconnected connected Total Service; Michael Hanna, WHCU[Number of Stations]
AM-FM Ithaca, N. Y. (representOne Station Communities
ing FM); Ben Chatfield, WMAZ
24
4
Profit
16
7
209
Macon, Ga., for the National Assn.
Two Station Communities
of Radio News Directors, and Phil
7
0
7
Profit
6
11
Alampi, WJZ New York, for the
Three Station Communities
National Assn. of Radio Farm
17
2
Profit
Directors.
1
126
Loss
147
Four Station Communities
Invitations also were sent out to
5
5
Profit
•
3
3
other
groups, among them ofSeven Station Communities
ficials of small market stations in
4
1
3
Profit
9
6
the West Coast and Mountain
473
52
7
Total — Profit
areas, The Radio Correspondence
20
32
Loss
54
Assn. of Congress, which had
27
79
Total Stations
tentatively decided to serve on the
*connected).
Data unavailable for one station
council, has not officially tendered
NOTE: In 1949, only four stations (out (interof 97
in operation) reported a profit status for that106* its acceptance to NARTB (NAB)
year.
president Justin Miller.
Now sitting in on the industry
Table 4
advisory group are executives of
Nationwide Networks Including All Owned
and Operated
1950-1949 all the major radio and television
Data for Stations
AM andComparative
TV Operations.
networks, individual stations, Rad(S millions)
io-Television Mfrs. Assn., National
Broadcast
%
Item: 1950 1949 Increase Assn. of Education Broadcasters,
Revenues
AM
$106.5
$105.3 1.1
Table 3
TV
55.0 19.3 185.0
Total
$161.5 $124.6 29.6
Income of TV Broadcast Stations (before federal income tax) by Specified Intervals
Expenses
AM
87.9 86.8 1.3
Interval
Number of Stations in:
TV
64.0 31.4 103.8
Non-interconnected
connected
Total
151.9 118.2 28.5
—
Inter- C ommunities
Com.
Total8
Profit of:
Income*
Over $400,000 .... . 87
AM
18.6 18.5 0.5
1
8
200,000-400,000 .
TV
(9.0) (12.1) —
1
16
100,000-200,000
. . . . 15
1-100,000
.
Total
9.6 6.4 50.0
5
22
. . . 17
* Before Federal Income Tax.
Total Stations . . 47
7
54
( ) Denotes Loss.
Median Profit $143,300 $70,000 $131,200
NOTE: The 4 nationwide AM networks (ABC,
CBS, MBS and NBC) owned and operated a Loss of:
7
26
$1-100,000 . . . . 19
total of 18 AM stations in 1949 and 1950.
.. 7
8
15
The 4 TV networks (ABC, CBS, DuMont. NBC) 100,000-200,000 . ....
33
.
2
owned and operated a total of 14 TV sta- 200,000-400,000
Over
400,000
3
65
tions in 1949 and 1950. Some networks indicate that expense allocations between AM
Total Stations . . 32
20$100,000
52
and TV operations are not complete to the
Median Loss $84,000 $137,500
extent that certain indirect operating expenses
NOTE: Data for one station unavailable.
of TV are included under AM operations.
Table 5
Total Broadcast Revenues (AM, FM and TV)
Showing Percent TV of Total Revenues, and Percent
TV Total1950AM,Revenues
Metropolitan No. of Stations
District
AM & FM 1
FM & TV TV Only
($000)
($000)
3
10
Baltimore
4
$6,088
Wash., D. C. 17
$2,297
6,507
7
New York
2,100
12,970
38,766
3416
3
Philadelphia
10,660
3,968
7
27
Los Angeles
19,440
7,711
4
Chicago
22,747
28
7,003
990
4
3
Columbus
3
12
2,573
Detroit
3,065
11,317
3
9
Cleveland
2,215
3
6,797
7
Cincinnati
8,480
1,516
3
20
San Francisco
1,432
7,187

in Listed Metropolitan Districts
Change in Aural Revenues, 1950-1949
inIncrease
Aural
%Total
TV of % Total
TV of % TV of %Revenues
Total
1948
1950
1950-1949
1949
8.6
20.8
37.7
8.2
7.7
19.7
32.3
7.5
2.4
33.5
16.9
2.3
9.5
19.9
37.2
17.3
4.5
39.7
4.1
4.2
1.8
30.8
12.2
9.5
12.7
38.5
8.8
11.0
3.4
0.0
27.1
9.5
1.7
32.6
9.8
1.6
7.4
1.8
19.9
1.2
17.9
0.1
4.2
8.5

Total— 11 TV
Metropolitan
140,562
43
Districts
184
45,267
32.2
52 Other TV
64
Met. Districts
126,082
24,139
19.1
Total— 63 TV 321 '
26.0
Met. Districts 505
266,644
107
69,406
1 Jointly operated AM-FM stations counted as one station.
2 Includes 10 TV metropolitan districts in 1948.
8 Includes 18 TV metropolitan districts in 1948.
4 Includes 28 TV metropolitan districts in 1948.
c 47 TV metropolitan districts in T949.
6 58 TV metropolitan districts in 1949.
7 Does not include 6 stations for which data were not available.
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4.4

14.5

9.3
5.6 =
10.7
6.5 156

2.0 9
4.4 •

6.6

Television Broadcasters Assn., as
well as NARTB.
A report on BAC activities may
be submitted during the annual
NARTB convention this month. In
addition, BAC members are expected to consult individually with
defense agency officials on clearance of mobilization information
and perhaps offer views on FCC's
proposed emergency broadcast
plan during the convention (see
separate stories).
The council probably will not
meet formally until after the Chicago sessions. Last meeting was
held March 1 when the council,
acting on recommendation of the
NAB board, voted to expand participation among various groups
in government defense efforts. Aim
of the drive, which probably will be
spurred in Chicago, is to assure
a representative cross-section of
all electronics fields, thus dispelling earlier protests along that
vein [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 18, 1950; Jan. 1].

upcomin

g
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April 2-5: Premium Advertising Assn.
of America,
Chicago Premium CenChicago. tennial Exposition, Hotel Stevens,
April 3: McFarland Bill (S 658) Hearings Begin. Open. Room 1334, New
House Office Bldg., 10 a.m., Washington, D. C.
April 3: Seminar for Advertising Agency Executives. Faculty Club, New
York U., New York.
April 5-7: Sixth Annual Georgia Radio
Institute, Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens,
Ga.
April 6-8: AWRT Convention, Hotel
Astor, New York.
April 11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
Commodore, New York.
April 11-13: AIEE Southern District
Meeting, Miami Beach, Fla.
April 14:nicalFifth
Annual
Spring Section
TechConference,
Cincinnati
of IRE, Engineering Society Headquarters, Cincinnati.
April 14-18: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Midyear Meeting, Dallas, Tex.
April 15-19:vention,
NARTB
29th Annual
Hotel Stevens,
Chicago. ConApril
16-18:
USA National
Committee
of the
International
Scientific
Radio
Union and
Professional
Group
tennas and Wave Propagation onof Anthe
IRE, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C.
April 19-21: AAAA 33d Annual Meeting, Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
April 19-21
: Armed
Forces Drake
Communications Assn.
Convention,
Hotel,
Chicago.
April 20-21: ference,
Southwestern
IRE ConSouthern Methodist
U..
Dallas.
April 21: New England Radio EngineerBoston.ing Meeting, Copley Plaza Hotel,
April 24-26:lishers
American
Newspaper
PubAssn., Annual
Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 30-May
4: Society Engineers
of Motion Picture and Television
69th
Semiannual
Convention,
Hotel Statler, New York.
May 2-4: AIEE Northeastern District
Meeting, Syracuse. N. Y.
May 3-4: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters,
Annual Management Meeting, Neil
House, Columbus.
MayAnnual
3-4: Virginia
of Broadcasters
Meeting, Assn.
The Homestead,
Hot
Springs. Va.
May 3-6: cationOhio
State21stInstitute
Eduby Radio
Annual for
Session,
Columbus.

#Kefauver Quiz7
(Continued from page 57)
plained that he did not want the
hearing to interfere with a reliprogram. to WNBW, it was
The gious
order
understood, carried an implied
threat that
"pool"
telecast
to the
the industry's
entire networks
would be cut off if the NBC affiliate did not immediately cease
use of the hearing as competition to
the local religious program. Thus,
one television station apparently
was being ordered to surrender its
audience to another.
Station coverage reports continued to come in to Broadcasting • Telecasting last week.
Among them:
WFDR (FM) New York General
Manager Lou Frankel said his station was asking permission to
broadcast sessions of the U. S.
Congress, New York state legislature and the New York City Council as a result of widespread approval of the broadcasts of crime
committee hearings.
WOL Washington (Liberty),
which carried all of the hearings
"live" via AM, announced a slogan
contest with a prize of $1,000 going to the winner on the theme
"What Can I Do?" It said the idea
was spreading and invited others
to take part.
Tribune's
FMWGNB
outlet, Chicago,
carried thetheWashington
hearings March 26 to its conclusion, claiming it was the only FM
facility in the area to do so.
In Philadelphia, two-thirds of
all TV sets in use in the area March
20 between the hours of 2:30 and
5:30 p.m. were tuned to the hearings, a survey by American Research Burean revealed. Peak audience for the three-hour period
was an estimated 831,600 viewers.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia captured
75% of sets in use by its pickup of
hearings during 3:30-4:30 p.m.
that day. WIP installed special
lines to the nation's capital to
bring the full hearings.
WCPO-TV Cincinnati carried
the proceedings from both New
York and Washington. A station
survey disclosed an estimated more
than half of nearly 300,000 TV
sets in the viewing area being
used, with "more than 90%" of
these receivers tuned to WCPO-TV,
"the only station in the area carrythe hearings." stations carrying
In ingConnecticut,
broadcasts were WSTC-AM-FM
Stamford; WTHT Hartford;
WATR Waterbury; and WTOR
Torrington.
Cunningham & Walsh, New York
agency, conducted
a survey
of "a
representative
sample
of adults
in
Videotown" showing "seven out of
10 Another
saw the Senate
investigation."
New York
agency,
Young & Rubicam, placed full-page
ads in seven major newspapers to
call attention to the fact that "television tubes have paraded the honest and dishonest.
. . Y." & The
responsibility now, said
R, lay
within the citizen's active part in
local, state and national affairs.

Telecasting
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War

Role Outlined

(Continued from page 27)
based on the current plan will be
distributed to licensees.
Last Monday's unprecedented
meeting was shrouded in an atmosphere of urgency, the need of
which was not readily apparent
to most licensees, many of whom
had traveled great distances on
comparatively short notice.
FCC spokesmen observed that
its study group plan is the result
of numerous navigational aid and
ground wave tests conducted on the
!East Coast over a period of months,
iand that FCC had benefit of cooperation with at least 20 industry
figures, as well as military author1ities.
It also can be reported that FCC's
proposal embodies the suggestions
of years of study on the problem
of "radio silence" by top engineering officials of FCC, the National
Security Resources Board, the Defense Dept. and other government
agencies. The study reflects a wide
range of topics previously reported
in Broadcasting • Telecasting
on sub-audible or coded frequenApplicanr Eligibility
(Continued from page 25)

cies, a system of key and relay
networks, and tests held by the
Commission.
Much of the study on these topics
was initially confirmed by key officials as far back as 1948 with the
publication of the famous Hopley
report and in subsequent issues
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov. 21, 1949; Nov. 15, 1948].
Opening remarks at last Monday's meeting were delivered by
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, who
welcomed broadcasters to the session. Brief talks also were given
by Comr. George Sterling and Maj.
Gen. Francis L. Ankenbrandt,
communications director, USAF.
Presiding over the sessions were
Curtis Plummer, FCC chief engineer, and later George Turner,
chief, Field & Monitoring Div.
Sitting in on the Commissional
panel were Ralph Renton and Robert Linx of the Commission Engineering Dept., and Col. Gomer
Lewis, USAF, who participated as
an observer. Other government officials attending were Col. William
Talbot, USAF, newly-named director of the Civil Defense Administration's Warning & Communications Div.; Robert Burton, CDA
communications director, and Clem
Randau, CDA executive director.
Attending for NAB were Neal McNaughten, engineering director,
and Ralph Hardy, government relations chief.
Chairman Coy said there is
every indication that broadcasters
are more than willing to play their
part during these critical times,
and said the Commission expects
their wholehearted cooperation. He
expressed the feeling that, while
he does not wish to see stations
put off the air during a war emergency, he could not assure broadcasters there will be no radio silence.
Shares View
This view also is shared by Gen.
Ankenbrandt, who noted a difference between control over radioTV stations and other electromagnetic radiations and actual seizure.
He cited radio's role in aiding the
civilian population to lessen panic
and said as many stations as possible should remain on the air in
a critical emergency.
Broadcasters were apprised of
the history
of the
Defenseauthority
Dept.'s
efforts
to seek
concrete
over electromagnetic emissions and
also were told the military is hopeful that an executive order will be
forthcoming from President Truman invoking authority over stations contained in Sec. 606 (c) of
the Communications Act [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
26].

larly if the motion picture property
represented a bigger investment
than the TV station.
"In such a case," the Commission
said, "a serious policy question is
presented as to whether the Commission fulfills its obligation to
encourage the largest and most effective utilization of television in
the public interest when it licenses
the station to a person with an
obvious conflict of interest which
can prevent him from utilizing television to its utmost."
A question not treated in the policy report last Thursday but regarded by competent observers as
eventually due to arise is whether
a motion picture producer could
operate a television station without
risking violation of the anti-trust
laws.
The 1948 Supreme Court decision
held that movie producers committed such a violation if they conI trolled the theatres exhibiting their
I films. The question that some observers thought was inevitable was
I]whether a TV station could be considered as an exhibition medium
and hence illegal for a movie producer to own.
FCC emphasized that its report
last Thursday was not a "blanket
policy" but only a statement of
what the Commission believed was
Broadcasters expressed them"the correct approach for properly
selves concerned over a number of
determining on a case-to-case basis
the weight to be given violations of issues, among them:
federal law other than the Com@ Possibility that FCC failed to
munications Act." Hearings of in- consider operations involving use
dividual cases will be held, it was
of mobile equipment outside key
cities.
felt.
The report was not an effort to
@ Recommendation that industry advisory committees be apset up a "trick substitute" for the
pointed to work with FCC, with
'exercise of administrative discregreater representation of smaller,
tion," FCC said.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

TV-SET

CREDIT

Group Asks Trade-In Rule
FEDERAL Reserve Board has been
requested by an industry group organized by the Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. to modify Regulation
W to permit video set trade-ins to
be applied against the 25% down
payment required on radio and TV
receiver purchases.
The Federal Reserve Board staff
took
the industry's
request
under
advisement.
Mort Farr,
president,
National Appliance and Radio Dealers Assn., and Herman N. Stein,
president, Davega Stores of New
York City, were asked to provide
statistical data on the proportion
of sales involving trade-ins and the
customary practice as to allowances
for the trade-ins and their resale
The conference was arranged by
price. D. Secrest, RTMA general
James
manager, at the suggestion of several RTMA set manufacturers who
reported they had received many
complaints about the discrimination from TV set owners and dealers.
In addition to Messrs. Secrest,
Farr and Stein, others representing the industry were, John M.
Otter, Philco Corp.; C. P. Baxter,
RCA Victor, and Walter L. Stickel,
Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc.
non-network stations.
£ beSuggestion
whole
issue
referred tothat
the the
Broadcast
Advisory Council.
With respect to any materials
problem, broadcasters were assured that the Air Force will carry
the ball to government production
authorities. Generally, authorities
expressed doubt that requests for
relief could be obtained under socalled MRO orders, but officials of
the National Production Authority's Electronics Products Division
already have indicated that such
emergency needs will be met on
the basis of requirements to be
submitted to NPA by the Federal
Civil Defense Administration,
which in turn would pass its own
recommendations on to the newlycreated Electronics Production
Board.
The role of the Broadcast Ad-visory Council (see separate story)
had not crystallized last week on
this issue, though FCC officials
plainly noted its importance as
one of the radio groups to which
the subject may be referred. The
council may circularize broadcasters on the problem in an attempt
to gauge sentiment before taking
any action. NAB president Justin
Miller has been fully apprised of
the FCC meeting. BAC thus far
has functioned chiefly in the information strata with respect to
government affairs, but was appraised earlier this year of FCCAir Force emergency broadcast
planning casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJan. 15].
It was felt that a review of the
emergency plan during the Chicago
NAB Convention April 16 would
prove a wholesome development

both to NAB and non-NAB members, many of whom plainly have
misgivings over the FCC proposal.
The Chicago sessions are designated as "informal engineering
Broadcasters already have inforconferences."
mally studied the emergency issue
in relation to local civil defense
planning, and many are understood
to favor a representative group
from each state to sit with FCC in
an advisory capacity or to operate
through BAC.
Among those broadcasters who
have been active in consultative or
test project roles, are:
Raymond Guy, NBC; Kenneth BerFrank Harvey,John
WMAL-AMFM-TVkeley andWashington;
Wilner,
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, Md.; George
Singer, WOR New York; Carl Smith,
WHKK Akron, Ohio. Stations which
have taken part in ground wave tests
include: WNBC WJZ WOR New York;
KYW Philadelphia and WBZ Boston
(owned by Westinghouse) ; WHKK
Akron, Ohio; WBAL Baltimore;
WMAL Washington.
Claude

Reebie

CLAUDE SEYMOUR (Sy) REEBIE, 28, formerly of Leo Burnett
and MacFarland-Aveyard agencies, Chicago, died in Japan March
25 after serving with the 437th
Troop Carrier Command since August. No details of his death have
been received by his family in Winnetka, a Chicago suburb. Surviving are his parents, a brother and
a sister.
MOBIL

TV

UNIT

For Sale; Reasonable
Attention TV Stations:
Here's your chance to
buy an AGF-Brill bus,
completely equipped for
use as a mobil TV unit,
at a reasonable price.
Unit adapted from 1946
32 -passenger, air-conditioned, cross-country
bus. Roof platform
reached by trap door.
Excellent tires and mechanical condition.
Driven less than 25,000
miles since completed in
April,
1948, by
WLWTelevision.
Have
two
other mobil units so this
one is no longer needed.
No technical equipment
included. Gall or write
J. M. McDonald, WLW,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Phone
CHerry 1822.
April 2, 1951
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SMPTE MEETING
Begins April 30, New York
TENTATIVE program for the 69th
semi-annual convention of the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers reveals that
nearly 60 technical reports and
discussions on new developments
have been scheduled. The convention will gather in New York's
Hotel Statler, April 30-May 4.
Because of the large roster of
papers, a total of 14 sessions have
been scheduled. The convention
will devote an entire day to television problems. The Tuesday,
May 1, "TV Day," agenda includes
an afternoon meeting at Bell Telephone Labs in Murray Hill, N. J.,
as well as morning and evening
sessions in the hotel.
Papers on video topics scheduled
for the SMPTE meeting include:
"Film Problems from the Advertising Agency Point of View," by Kendel
Foster of William Esty Co.; "Distribution of Kinescope Films to Maintain
a TV Network," Frank Lapore of
NBC; "Overall Factors in TV Recording Operations," Howard Chinn of
CBS; "Grayscale Control in Video
Systems," Fred G. Albin of ABC;
"Practical Use of Iconoscopes and
Image Orthicons as Film Pickup Devices," K. B. Benson and A. B. Ettlinger of CBS; "Television Recording in
Great Britain," W. D. Kemp of BBC;
"A 16mm Projector for Storage Operation with TV Cameras," E. C. Fritts
of Eastman Kodak Co.; "A New Recording of
Camera,"
Frank Precision
N. GilletteLabs;
and
R. A. White
General
"A New 35mm TV Recording Camera,"
John Kiel, Producers Service Corp;
"Conversion of Electrical Signals into
Visual Information," D. T. Wilbur of
Allen B. DuMont Labs; "Data on Random Noise Requirements for Theatre
TV," Pierre Metz of Bell Telephone
Labs; "Experimental Utilization of TV
Equipment for Navy Training Film
Production," Lt. Comdr. J. S. Leffen,
USN; "Safety Requirements in Projection Rooms
and of
TV Examiners,
Studios," Samuel R. Todd,
Board
City
of Chicago.
PIERCE APPOINTED
To State Dept. Engineer Post
APPOINTMENT of R. Morris
Pierce, president and general manager of WDOK Cleveland, as executive engineer in
charge of the engineering section
of the state
Dept.'s International Broadcasting Division
[Broadcasting
Tele
casting, •
March 26] was
announced last
Mr. Pierce
week by George
Herrick, chief of
facilities of the division.
Mr. Herrick said Mr. Pierce was
expected to report for duty in his
new Voice of America position in
early April — perhaps about April
19. In his new post, Mr. Pierce
will be in charge of erecting the
transmitter facilities to be used in
the Voice's far-reaching expansion
program.
Page 70
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PLANNING for WSB-TV's education series are station officials and educators,
including, seated (I to r), Joyce Miller, Wesleyan College; John M. Outler
Jr., WSB-TV general manager; George Biggers, publisher of Atlanta Journal;
Dr. Blake Van Leer, president of Georgia Tech; standing, J. Leonard Reinsert,
managing director. Cox radio and television operations; J. Whitney Bunting,
Atlanta Div., U. of Georgia; Dean Robert Mizell, Emory U.; Dr. John A.
Dotson, U. of Georgia; Phillip Weltner, Oglethorpe U.; Dean S. G. Stukes,
Agnes Scott College; Robert S. Rogers, Atlanta Art Institute, and WSB-TV
Program Director Marcus Bartlett.
★

★

★

EDUCATIONAL TV OFFERINGS
Universities, WSB-TV, KRON-TV
DESPITE FCC's proposed allocation reservations for non-commercial video stations, educational programs continued to be a growing
segment of television stations'
schedules. Following are two additional educational series reported
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
March 12].
WSB-TV Atlanta this morning
(Monday) launches a daily adult
education series in cooperation
with eight Georgia institutions of
higher learning.
The series is scheduled to run
four weeks, aimed at the 10:30
a. m. predominantly housewife audience.
Subject matter will vary with
the specialities of the participating
schools and the facilities they can
make available to WSB-TV.
Taking part in the unusual presentation are two divisions of the
U. of Georgia (Athens and Atlanta), Georgia Institute of Technology, Emory U., Oglethorpe U.,
Wesleyan College (Macon), Agnes
Scott College and the Atlanta Art
Institute.
Faculty Member Handles
Each of the participating schools
has placed its share of the series
in the hands of a faculty member
who will work closely with the coordinating group to produce the
best-rounded series possible.
KRON-TV San Francisco, on
March 19, began Operation Education, a thrice-weekly, 30-minute
series in cooperation with Stanford
U., the U. of California and the
public school svstems of Alameda
and San Francisco counties.
Programs by the two universities are subtitled, "Let's Exnlore,"
while the public schools will present under the subtitle, "Children
at ASchool."
variety of subjects, both aca-

Launch Series

demic and purely practical, will
form subject matter for the universities' programs. Televiewers
will see and hear dramatized dissertations on "Living Fossils" and
on "Housewife's Battlefront — Soap
andIn Detergents."
the Children At School series,
televiewers will be acquainted with
the school systems, what subjects
are taught and why they are
taught in a prescribed manner.
TV A

PACT
L.A. Stations Sign

WESTERN section of Television
Authority late Wednesday night
reached agreement with five Los
Angeles television stations (KNBH
KECA - TV KLAC - TV KTSL
KTTV) on a contract covering performers on live TV programs, following several weeks of intensive
negotiations.
The contract, similar to that concluded afew weeks ago with KTLA
(TV), becomes effective April 15
to continue to Nov. 30, 1952, with
a provision that it can be reopened
April 15 of that year if the cost of
living rises 10%. KFI-TV, sole
Los Angeles station not reaching
agreement with TVA, faces a strike
by the union.
Final contract contains some 76
additional provisions over the basic
wage scales and working conditions, many of which were agreed
to previously. Important feature of
the contract is carrying through
of the plan of payment according
to length of program based on percentages of single program strip
rates. Contract also calls for restricted use of kinescopes and
prohibites cancellation of program
unless absolutely unavoidable.

TAX BOOSTS
CED Recommends Increase:
COMMITTEE for Economic Devel-f
opment last week called for a boost
in manufacturers' excise taxes on
TV sets to 20% instead of the administration's proposed 25%.
This was part of the over-all tax
recommendations made by CED, a
businessmen's group, at a Washington news meet. Other features:
1. An immediate $10 billion tax increase and a $6 billion cut in proposed spending.
2. New defense profits tax to bring
the combined income tax rates on corporate profits in excess of $25,000 to
50% as compared to the present 47%.
Excess
dition. profits taxes would be in ad3. The flat 20% federal tax on durable consumer goods would include,
in addition to TV sets, such articles
as automobiles, refrigerators, etc.
4. A new excise tax of 5% on other
commodities not now subject to excises.
However, four of the 34 members
of CED's research and policy committee disagreed with the recommended tax increase on durable
goods on grounds that (1) they
would not be effective in holding
down consumption and (2) would
be discriminatory. Instead the dissenters asked for reliance on general excise taxes.
Representatives of the radio-TV
industry appeared March 15 before
the House Ways & Means Committee, objecting to the proposed increases in excises on radio-TV sets
on the premise they would retard
the public enlightenment and informational value of media [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 19].
The CED program, to be submitted to the Ways and Means
group, also called for tighter curbs
on bank credit and a national program encouraging private savings.
AMA

MEETING

Leading Speakers Listed
THOMAS D'ARCY BROPHY,
board chairman of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, will be among
the principal speakers at the "Metropolitan Student Marketing Conference" April 25, sponsored by the
American
Marketing Assn.'s New
York chapter.
Speakers
at the
sion, in addition
to Mr.afternoon
Brophy, seswill
include George Hansen, president,
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.;
George McMillan, vice president,
Bristol-Myers Co.; Alfred Politz,
president, Alfred Politz Research
Inc., and W. W. Wachtel, president,
Calvert Distillers Corp.
A series of informal conferences
will be conducted by:
Dr. Virgil Reed, associate research
director, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
Archibald Crossley, president, Crossley Inc.; Dr. Thomas Coffin, research
director, NBC-TV; John Flanagan,
media director, McCann-Erickson ;
Alvin Dreyer, media director, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Norman Tveter,
vice president, Erwin, Wasey & Co.;
Martin Oeschner, account executive,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, and Robert L.
Foreman, vice president, BBDO.
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FUTURE
VIDEO
Forecast Sees 90% Filmed
MORE THAN 90% of television
programming will be on film within
five years, according to a prediction of Larry Gordon, president of
Vidicam Pictures Corp.
"Commercials went on film early
in the business," he said. "Advertisers learned immediately that it
was safer and more economical to
put their messages on film rather
than do it live."
He said "the same thing is happening with regular programs" and
that "its only a matter of time until the overwhelming majority of
shows follow the trend."
New New York location of Vidicam, successor to Television Features Inc., which Mr. Gordon also
headed, includes over 10,000 square
feet of studio space and has under
one roof every process of motionpicture making except film developing, spokesmen reported. The company uses the Vidicam production
system, which consists of interlocking film and TV cameras and
eliminates much re-shooting of
film, according to Mr. Gordon, who
developed Vidicam.
Associated with Mr. Gordon are
Alfred Justin, executive vice president; Otto Sutter, vice president;
Ben Parker, head of production,
and Sidney Zucker, director of
photography.
NARND TV GROUP
Byron Appointed Chairman
APPOINTMENT of James A.
Byron, WBAP Fort Worth, as
chairman of the National Assn. of
Radio News Directors' television
committee for the second straight
year has been announced by
NARND President Ben Chatfield,
WMAZ Macon, Ga. Mr. Byron and
the WBAP staff won the association's TV award in 1949.
Other television broadcasters on
the 1951 committee, which was enlarged from 3 to 10 members,
are Ed Wallace, WTAM Cleveland, board advisor; Frank McTall, NBC-TV New York; Spencer
fallen, WGN-TV Chicago; Richard
Dberlin, WHAS-TV Louisville;
Tack Knell, WBT-TV Charlotte,
NT. C; Jack Krueger, WTMJ-TV
M'hvaukee;
WTVJ
;KTV)
Miami,Ralph
Fla.;Reniek,
Bob Redeen,
OC-TV Davenport, Iowa. One
)ther member still is to be apDointed.
THEATRE VIDEO
RKO Link Buys Telescreen
KEITH'S Theatre, Washington, D.
link of the RKO chain, last week
announced that it is installing a
arge-screen television system to be
~eady for operation by May 1.
Installation of the system is to
)egin immediately, the theatre reoorted. The equipment will be
3CA's model PT-100. Cost of the
nstallation was set at $25,000.
•Equipment expense was announced
t $15,800.
elecasting

film

Holding
first reelareof Miss
Shootin'Helen
the
Breeze series
Alvarez, KOTV president, and
Harry Clarke,
owner of Clarke's
Clothiers.
★

*

*

'SHOOTIN7 BREEZE'
For Oklahoma Home Folks
WATCHING their boys "breakup
housekeeping" in preparation for
shipment to overseas duty, Tulsa
TV viewers were warmly enthusiastic over KOTV (TV) Tulsa's
Shootin' the Breeze With the U5th,
a new quarter-hour, weekly series
sponsored
that
city. by Clarke's Clothiers of
Action shots of the all-Oklahoma
45th Div. are featured in the new
series, and plans have been made
to follow the division wherever it
goes — to Japan or combat in Korea.
Subjectat to
the will
censor's
shears,
the
folks
home
be with
the men
on the battlefield. Those films already made have been used by the
Army for morale-boosting purposes
in the 45th.
Idea for Shootin' the Breeze is
credited to Mrs. Viola Noble,
publicity director for Clarke's
Clothiers. The store made all arrangements with Army officials at
Camp Polk, La., where the 45th
was stationed and purchased a
special camera to be used by Army
public relations men in filming the
series. The store does not intend
to neglect its radio advertising because of the popularity of its TV
production, Mrs. Noble emphasizes.
Clarke's will continue sponsoring
its 13 year old quarter-hour nightly
newscast on KTUL Tulsa in additions. tion to many spots on other staATS OFFICERS
Nominating Group Named
NOMINATING committee for officers and directors of the American Television Society during 195152 was announced by David Hale
Halpern, president, last week.
Committee members named were:
Halsey V. Barrett, DuMont Television Network, chairman; Will Baltin,
Screen Gems; Norman Livingstone,
WOR-TV New York; George Shupert,
Paramount Film Productions; N.
Charles Rorabaugh, Rorabaugh Reports; N. Warren Caro, Theatre Guild;
Don McClure, McCann-Erickson.
Nominees will be reported for
an election to be held in May.
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U. S. TELEVISION NEWS, new
distribution firm, has been incorporated in California for national
distributionter-hour,
of Clete
news-actionRoberts'
films toquarTV
stations. Firm is headed by Miles
W. Ark, also operating chief of
Barr Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, sponsor of the nightly Roberts' reports
on KLAC-TV Los Angeles. Plans
now call for distribution of films
being shot by Mr. Roberts and
Newsreel Cameraman Russell Day
in Far East. After their present
eight-week tour of that sector, pair
will film news events and interviews in U. S. and Europe for
future distribution . . . During visit
to Philippine Islands, Messrs.
Roberts and Day reportedly scored
an exclusive by being the first
American newsmen to record the
Philippine Army's drive against
the Communist-led Huks.
INS-TELENEWS has been preparing special one-hour sound films
depicting highlights of the highlyviewed-and-listened to Kefauver
committee crime investigation in
New York. Films were scheduled
for WOR-TV New York, KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, WENR-TV Chicago, WXYZ-TV Detroit, KGO-TV
San Francisco and WJBK-TV Detroit.
EASTMAN KODAK Co., Rochester, N. Y., announces the new Eastman 16mm projector Model 25
which is to give "a new standard
of 16mm screen quality and sound
reproduction." Eastman believes
its new projector will insure "topquality screen presentation from
16mm sound film which compares
favorably with the best 35mm projection performance."
ACADEMY FILM PRODUCTIONS, Chicago, has completed TV
films for the following clients:
Kayo Chocolate Drink through
Melamed-Hobbs, Chicago agency;
Velvet Peanut Butter through
Simons-Nichelson, Detroit; Hannah and Hogg Wines, J. N. Draznin,
and Roley Poley Slip Covers
through Gerstel-Loeff Adv., Chicago. Roley Poley commercials
will be used nationally, supplied
free to department stores carrying
product. Kayo plans to advertise
in Minneapolis with local dealer
tie-ins and Velvet will sponsor announcements inCleveland and Detroit.
KEANELEIGH PRODUCTIONS
Inc., Larchmont, N. Y., has produced a film for TV presentation
entitled Father of the Homeless
Child, starring Eddie Dowling.
The film tells the story of the Mission of the Immaculate Virgin,
founded by Father Drumgoole.

report

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp., Los Angeles, has completed
10 film shorts. Five feature Rose
Marie, former "Baby Rose Marie"
of motion pictures. The other five
feature a musical combination —
"Fire House Five Plus Two."
JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS, Los Angeles, has signed
Lyle Talbot, Maris Wrixon, Virginia Christine and Rand Brooks
for roles in The Man With The
Lisp, program in the Front Page
Detective series scheduled for filming this week.
ALEXANDER FILM Co., Colorado Springs, announces several
new TV film commercial series.
Sponsors include Philco Corp.,
through Julian G. Pollock Co., Philadelphia; Union Pacific Railroad,
through The Caples Co., Chicago;
Gas Service Co., Kansas City, Mo.;
Noreen Inc. (Noreen Hair Rinse),
through Bradley-Lane Adv., Denver; Nash Coffee Co., through Er<
win, Wasey & Co.; McQuay-Norris
Mfg. Co.,
D'Arcy Adv.;
Estate
Stovethrough
Co., Hamilton,
Ohio;
Aeroflex Labs Inc.; Merchant's
Biscuit Co. through Allen & Reynolds, Omaha.* * *
WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Inc., Hollywood, is planning production of first 18 in a series of TV
mystery programs. Screenwriter
Robert J. Hill and Director William
Asher will assist in production.
Same firm also has purchased
rights to British feature length
film, "The Fall of the House of
short
Usher,"story.
based on Edgar Allen Poe's
CANADIAN ADMIRAL CORP., Toronto, in 1950 made net profit of
$308,163, increase of 8169,000 over previous year. Sales in 1950 were $4,971,958 as compared to $2,591,030 in 1949.
LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinsurance
Corporation
Insurance
Exchange Bid?.,
Kansas City, Missouri
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CD. OWENS appointed vice presies
All-Scope
dent lywood
producerPictur
He
film. Holof TV Inc.,
was sales promotion manager California Prune and Apricot Growers
Assn., San Jose, where he handled
promotional advertising including TV
advertising films.
WILLIAM E. BEST, L. A. bureau manager United Press, has in addition
taken over executive duties of the
late HAROLD E. SWISHER, who was
Western Division radio manager
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
26]. WILLARD WDL.KS, assistant to
Mr. Swisher, appointed acting radio
news editor.
ALAN FISCHLER, coordinator of daytime operations KNBH-TV Los Angeles, to Snader Telescription Sales
Inc., as West Coast sales representative. He will work out of Beverly
Hills office.
FRANK GUTHRIE appointed field assistant to president of Air King Products Co. Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. Duties
will include administering and coordinating field procurement on all
purchases.
MICHAEL HITZIG, DuMont TV Network, to Robert S. Taplinger & Assoc.,
N. Y.
ALLEN BUCKLEY, in charge daytime
program direction KECA-TV Los Angeles, named director of Oxarart &
Steffner Inc., L. A., package You Asked
For It.
ROBERT C. BROWNELL, Los Anggeles Daily News, to Burns W. Lee
Assoc., L. A. (public relations), as
editorial director.
REGIS TOOMEY signed for featured
part in The Loving Family TV film
series currently being produced by
Green Film Corp., L. A.

DuMont Labs, appointed sales man- II
ager
central states region with 'I
offices for
in Chicago.
"Technical •
allied

arts

FRANK BOWES, formerly with NBC
Spot Sales, to Video Varieties, N. Y.,
as account executive.
JOHN H. BATTISON, author of Movies
for TV, and motion picture photographerfilmandconsultant
lecturer, appointed
executive
to Television
Ventures Inc., N. Y.
REDIFFUSION Inc., Montreal, has
bought eight transcribed programs
from All-Canada Radio Facilities,
Toronto, for use on ZBM Bermuda,
and stations in Jamaica, Trinidad,
British Guiana and Barbados, operated by organization.
ALTON KASTNER appointed to headquarters staff of Crusade for Freedom,
with
responsibility"
radio and TV"special
activities.
Duties will for
include direction of publicity for Radio
Free Europe.
DAN THOMPSON, director of radio
National Safety Council, Chicago,
elected to Radio Pioneers Club.

nt • • •
£<fiuipme
ARTHUR
H. ROGOW elected president, and EVERETT M. PATTERSON,
vice president in charge of engineering
and research, of Super Electric Products Corp., subsidiary of Universal
Labs Inc., both of N. Y. Mr. Rogow
and Mr. Patterson, along with JOHN

KADEL, New York attorney, were
elected to board of directors of Super
Electric Products, which manufactures transformers, electronic and
electric equipment for radio, TV and
heating industries.
JOHN S. BOYERS, chief engineer and
assistant treasurer
Magnecord Inc.,
Chicago, elected
president of com-

Mr. Boyers
King Corp., N.

pany.
L. E. SEPTER,
sales manager of
radio and TV for
Crosley Division of
Avco Corp., appointed general
sales manager Tele

RCA has announced new FCC approved frequency deviation monitor
for use in broadcasting station. Monitor type BW-11A is improved instrument capable of handling wide r-f
input range, and providing greater
sensitivity than earlier models, firm
reports.
ELMER F. PAUL, manager General
Electric Danville plant, appointed manager of manufacturing of company's
specialty transformer and ballast division at Fort Wayne. He succeeds
WILLIAM F. OSWALT, who has been
named to company's control division.
DONALD POLAND, assistant to manager of manufacturing of specialty
transformer and ballast division, will
succeed Mr. Paul.
WILLIAM H. HIGGINS, sales manager U. S. Television Co., N. Y., appointed field manager for Sparton Radio-Television division of SparksWithington Co., Jackson, Mich.
TECHNICAL
APPLIANCE Corp.,
Sherburne, N. Y., announces antenna
designed to minimize co-channel interference. Antenna has front-to-back
radio of 30 db.
H. K. SMITH appointed manager of
marketing service division General
Electric Co.'s electronic department,
Syracuse. He was with commercial
equipment division in similar capacity.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, now supplying all station
type induction and step regulators
with regulator controls that are 99%
accurate regardless of operating
changes in temperature or load, firm
claims.
HENRY H. CARVER appointed to
head new Florida factory distributor
of Allen B. DuMont Labs.

A-C failure can't stop this pickup
The Collins 12Z remote amplifier provides automatic, instantaneous
change-over to battery operation if line power interruption occurs.
This light, handy remote combines four input channels with individual controls, a master control, an a-c power supply, and compact storage for three 45 volt B and five A batteries in one easily
carried unit.
The 12Z is one of a complete Collins line of one, two and four
mike remote amplifiers for reliable, convenient, high fidelity operation on any job. Your nearest Collins office will be glad to give
you full information.

MAURICE L. LEVY, director of special engineering Tele-Tone Radio
Corp., to newly-created position of
director of engineering.
ROBERT FENDER appointed central
northwestern sales representative for
RCA Thesaurus & Syndicated Programs. He will work under WILLIAM
F. REILLY, midwestern manager. Before joining RCA, Mr. Fender was
assistant advertising manager of
World Broadcasting System.

For broadcast quality, it's . . .
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
11 West 42nd Street
2700 West Olive Avenue
NEW YORK 18
BURBANK
1330 North Industrial Blvd.
Dogwood
Road,
Fountain City
DALLAS 2
KNOXVILLE
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ALBERT C. ALLEN, assistant in central states territory for Allen B.

WILLIAM WIGHT and BOYD BENHAM, technicians KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles, to KTSL (TV) Los Angeles.
Other additions to KTSL staff include
WILLIAM SCHERTLE, Pacific Telephone & Telegraph
L. A., as HAYS,
maintenance technician;Co.,
SPENCER
ROBERT NELSON, JOHN McMURRAY, as projectionists. Transferring
from CBS-TV are ROBERT COLVIN,
as assistant supervisor; PAT DIGNAN,
JACK JENNINGS, ROBERT DUNN,
video technicians; from CBS radio
staff, JOHN HOOK, HENRY WHITAKER, VERNE TASCHNER, STAN
THORSEN, audio technicians, RAY
ANGONA, EDWARD CHANEY, assistant technicians. CHARLES CHESTER transfers from KNX Hollywood
FM transmitter, to KTSL transmitter
crew.
H. E. FARRER appointed to electrical
department staff American Standards
Assn., N. Y. He was assistant to
secretary of American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.
STURLE J. PARKS appointed chief
engineer WNAT Natchez, Miss.
VICTOR TAKACH named chief engineer WCTC New Brunswick, N. J.
(see Front Office).
JOHN CRUNTHER, WANT Richmond,
to technical staff WXGI same city.
WHITE & ARNOLD
New Market Research Firm
SALE of Market Research Co. of
America to Industrial Surveys Co.
has been announced by Percival
White, president of Market Research Co. At the same time Mr.
White and Pauline Arnold (Mrs.
White) announced the formation
of a new firm, White & Arnold,
Marketing- Counselors.
Sale of Market Research Co., including its Chronolog Index, to Industrial Surveys assures the continued operation of one of the oldest
marketing research businesses in
the country, the announcement
pointed out. Market Research Co.
was formed in 1934 through the
merger of Arnold Research Service,
which Miss Arnold had organized
in 1926, and Percival White Inc.,
formed in 1925 as White & Parton.
White & Arnold, which will use
the present New York offices of
Market Research Co. at 250 E. 43d
St., will do consultative work in
marketing and market research,
product development and testing,
sales planning, general management, etc., but will not engage in
actual handling of surveys.
KPAS Banning, Calif., joins Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. as 56th
member.
JOE
ADAMS
REACHES ALL
NEGROES
IN LOS ANGELES
WATTS
5000 CHANNEL
f\ 111
[A ANGELES
\J
W - LI
LOSIV
SANTACLEAR
MONICA, CALIF.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)

CDA

PLANS

Communications Realigned;
Talbot Named Head

the Air Force. He has been emby the Chesapeake
& Potomac ployed
Telephone
Co. in Washington.

Mr. Burton, Col. Talbot's predeREALIGNMENT of communications and warning system planning for
cessor, has supervised communications planning since he first went
broadcast, amateur radio and other operations, under the directorship
of Col. William Talbot, USAF (retired), was revealed last Monday by to the old Office of Civil Defense
the Federal Civil Defense Administration.
from the State Dept. In that capacity he has been working actively
*
director
named
was
Col. Talbot
dian Civil Defense Committee also with FCC and military authorities
of a newly-created Warning and
on the emergency broadcast plan,
was set up by the agreement,
Communications Div., succeeding
which
was
reached
Feb.
21
at
a
in which the Civil Defense AdminRobert Burton, who will leave his
istration has a definite stake.
meeting in Ottawa. Conceivably
communications post within 90 the
two countries will coordinate
Prior to his civil defense stint,
days. Mr. Burton will remain in a
Mr. Burton was associated with
planning on radio silence and other
consulting capacity for the present,
the State Dept., acting as U. S.
it was understood. He expects to problems.
delegate to international frequency
Specifically the two countries
participate in the technical ses- will exchange data on (1) research,
conferences. During World War
sions slated to be held during the
II he served with the Office of Civil
development, standardization and
NARTB (NAB) convention in Chi- availability of requirements for Defense, and was instrumental in
cago April 16.
preparing technical booklets for
Col. Talbot has been serving equipment, supplies and facilities;
community distribution. He has
(2) training schools, courses and
since January as chief of the Air
been
marshalling data for the new
publications;
(3)
public
informaAttack Div., which under the retion and education; (4) federal, manual, which will be issued once
organization will be consolidated
agreement is reached by FCC,
with the communications group, it state and local legislation, regulations and working agreements.
CDA and the Defense Dept. on
was explained.
Col. Talbot has enjoyed a varied
rules covering the amateur freThe division is charged with
communications background. Prior
preparation of an outline detailing
quencies.
to World War II he developed mothe utilization of radio and TV
equipment for the Army and
stations by local civil defense of- was bile
assistant signal officer in
ficials, and the role of radio amacharge of wire communications for Guy A. Moffett
teurs and other communications
GUY A. MOFFETT, 50, assistant
the 8th Corps Area. Subsequently
services — plans already blueprinted
he aided in the development and manager of the General Electric
in the President's proposals for installation of radar and communiCo. control division, died March 27
U. S. Civil Defense [Broadcasting
cations for air defense and air raid in Schenectady, N. Y. Mr. Moffett
• Telecasting, Sept. 25, 1950].
had been a GE employe for 27
A technical manual, outlining the warning systems for the U. S. and
years. Native of Wainsville, W.
its possessions.
role of communications in the preIn 1946 he retired from the Army
Va., he was a graduate of the U.
and post-attack phases of civil de- and was recalled in 1949 to help of W. Va. Surviving are his widow,
fense, is currently under preparaEstelle; a daughter, Susan; a son,
develop a ground observer corps
tion by CDA. It has been delayed
and
air
raid
warning
system
for
Guy,
two sisters and his father.
temporarily pending action bv FCC
prescribing rules and regulations
for use of amateur frequencies and
a clarification of the operational
role of broadcast stations, which
FCC outlined last week (see story
While TV is rapidly rising, the this issue). A chapter will be deBurk agency still enjoys a large tion. voted to broadcast station operaWKOW
CANNOT
njivolume of AM radio billing. This
The division is responsible for
billing not only is in Pittsburgh,
the design, installation and operabut in small towns.
BE MATCHED
tion of a nationwide warning sysMr. Burk is a member of the
tem
designed
to
give
timely
warnHarvard-Yale-Princeton Club, the
FOR COVERAGE
ing to local civil defense agencies
Pittsburgh Athletic Assn., the New
and
the
public
of
imminent
or
ac'York Athletic Assn. and is curtual enemy attack, as well as for
rent president of the Pittsburgh
design of control centers and all
IN AMERICA'S
DAIRY
CAPITAL
^Executives Assn. His hobby is types of communications equipWisconsin
cows
do
not
smoke,
but
they
earn a half-billion
•squash.
ment.
3 The former Carolyn Boyer, of
Other Developments
dollars' worth of milk checks every year. Milk is Wisconsin's
biggest industry, and both the farmers and their city cousins get
Harrisburg, said "yes" a few years
ago and she and Mr. Burk live
Reorganization of CDA's communications operations was one of
a share in all this moo-la. To reach the richest part of America's
aappily in a Pittsburgh suburb.
several prime developments last
They were wed Nov. 1, 1936.
Dairyland, you need WKOW's big half-millivolt area, where
week, among them:
Mr. Burk says that his agency
874,000 people spent 875 million dollars in 1949.
# Announcement of a Civil DeIlls contemplating a 100% increase
fense Mutual Aid Agreement bein radio and television billings in
tween the United States and CanHL951. That, indeed, is desire "to
ada, providing for full exchange
OW-CBS
achieve or attain." And a happy
of information on communications
prospect.
MADISON, WISCONSIN
Tell us, would it really make you and other services.
# Senate confirmation of the
unhappy, Mr. Burk, if we told
No station in Wisconsin gives you greater
nomination of James J. Wadsworth
Ireaders that the "G" stands for as deputy administrator of CDA.
coverage than WKOW, blanketing the
Gerald?
capital and 13 prosperous counties, and
He previously headed the Office of
Civil Defense before Congress enattracting daily "write-in" listeners all
acted legislation setting up CDA.
over the state. That's why WKOW-CBS is
Wisconsin's biggest advertising buy.
Millard F. Caldwell Jr., CDA
administrator who announced the
WISCONSIN'S MOST
pact, said that authorities of both
POWERFUL STATION
countries "expect to coordinate
their planning as if no border existed between the U. S. and Can1 07O K. C.
ada." The agreement also provides
\JVJ
Represented by
for communication between the
KOW
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
two agencies on technical civil defense matters. A Joint U. S. -Canalecasting
April 2, 1951
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Portland, Ore. High school education came there and also at Columbia Junior College. Then the U.
of Oregon, then Yale, Western
Reserve U., and finally he ended
up with
a master's degree
business administration
from thein U.
of
Pittsburgh.
He began his business career
with William Randolph Hearst,
selling the Los Angeles Express
n the corners of that city. Today
e is head of the busy agency which
bears his name and whose radio
account business alone runs annually to $160,000. And it's growing.
In 1931, after college, he settled
down to serious business with General Motors Acceptance Corp., in
New York. During 1933 he joined
Ward Baking Co., where he advanced from salesman to superintendent of agencies for New York
and New Jersey. Mr. Burk left
the baking industry in Cleveland
after becoming sales manager of
the General Baking Co.
He started in radio time sales in
Pittsburgh with WCAE in 1943 and
entered the agency business in
1946 as a partner with Russell
Pratt in the firm of Pratt & Burk.
In 1949 Mr. Burk acquired ownership of the agency. The business
has grown from a few accounts
ivith just enough to make ends
meet, to the present day when
there are some 30 accounts with
oetter than a half-million-dollar
;billing.
Large AM Billing

Respects
(Continued from page 4-8 )
knowledge which could be of value
to them in contract negotiations.
So, in 1933, Mr. Woolley was
moved from his night job into a
full daytime position in the station
relations department, and it was
then he decided to make radio his
career.
The law degree still seemed attractive, however, and in spite of a
scholarship offer from Columbia, he
switched to New York U. night
school, graduating in 1935 with the
degree of Juris Doctor, having completed some post-graduate courses
in the extra year necessary to comply with the residence requirements.
NBC offered him a post in the
network's law department, but the
station relations work proved more
attractive. He remained in that
department until the fall of 1935
when he went to Detroit as general
manager of WWJ, the Detroit
Neivs station.
After 14 months in Detroit, NBC
asked him to come back to New
York as manager of the service
division in the station relations department. In 1943, he was named
assistant to Bill Hedges, vice president in charge of stations. When
Mr. Hedges was put in charge of
NBC's planning and development,
he became director of the NBC sta-

Advertising

tion relations and traffic departments.
During the years that Mr. Woolley worked with station relations,
NBC grew from about 70 stations
affiliated with the old Red and Blue
two-network system to 170 affiliated under a single network. When
TV began to demand strong and
immediate attention in 1948, and
NBC realized it must work fast to
form a new network on a good legal
foundation, NBC called on Easton
Woolley to help in the big job of
setting up NBC-TV.
After 18 months of nursing, the
TV network was well established
and it became evident that the
growth of the new medium required
a separate set-up for NBC-TV.
Radio and television activities were
then separated for all departments.
Mr. Woolley remained in charge of
radio station relations.
While at NBC, Mr. Woolley
played an important role in establishing the regional "war-clinic"
meetings between station executives and network officials. These
conferences were held yearly from
1942 to 1946, being replaced by the
annual NBC affiliates convention
inaugurated in 1947.
Mr. Woolley was largely responsible for inaugurating and handling
the regional "workshop" meetings
held between NBC department
heads and station staff members at
the actual operating level.
While he was helping NBC build

to

Advertisers

Why Advertise in a Sellers' Market?
kets . . .
TTOW can you answer advertisers who
cut their radio Analysis of the specific problems
budgets because the product is of advertising, management, sales
oversold?
and agency executives in oversold fields . . .
Many of your advertisers may toAnd its impact has been terrific
day face problems of a sellers' market that can induce them to cut
(literally) ! The issue sold out
in
72 hours. Since then more than
their schedules. But — there are
sound and urgent reasons
10,000 reprints of this report have been purchased
why advertising must be
maintained, even increased,
b y leading advertisers,
in times like these.
agencies and media — and
the orders are still snowThat's why Printers' Ink
bal ing in.
published a special editorial task force report some
Advertiser's Guide to a
months ago, Advertising Guide to a Sellers' Market is one more example of why Printers' Ink gets top
Sellers' Market, that spelled out
the why and how of advertising in attention from the top executives
today's economy. Here is some of who buy advertising — why it stands
alone as the magazine of marketing
the ground it covered:
for advertisers, and for advertising
30 essential jobs for advertising
when the product is oversold . . . to advertisers.
How advertising is a tax deduction
(Incidentally, copies of the Adverin a war period . . .
tiser's Guide to a Sellers' Market
available at 25c1 each.
Case histories of effective adver- are still
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
tising in previous sellers' marWinters' Ink
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FARM

TOUR
WFAA

To Sponsor

WFAA Dallas will sponsor a 16day farm and sight-seeing tour
starting May 9 that will take a
party of Texans and Oklahomans
through eight southern states and
to Havana, Cuba.
Murray Cox, WFAA farm director, will serve as tour leader. A
special train leaving Dallas will
have 12 Pullmans, two diners and
a club car. The Texas state comalong.
missioner of agriculture will be
Study of southern agriculture
and industry, Mr. Cox said, is the
aim of the trip. Cost to those taking the WFAA tour will be around
its TV network, the NBC affiliate
in his old home town, KDYL Salt
Lake City, was launching its own
TV station, pioneering the new
ritory.
medium in the Intermountain terS. S. Fox, invited
presidentMr.of Woolley
KDYLAM-FM-TV,
to return to his boyhood home to
carry out administration of the
corporation's properties. In the fall
of 1950, he left New York and became executive vice president of
Intermountain Broadcasting & Television Corp., licensee of the KDYL
stations. Soon after, he became a
stockholder in the corporation and
a member of its board of directors.
When the word got around
among the affiliates at their annual
meeting in White Sulphur Springs
that Mr. Woolley was returning
to Salt Lake City, the officials presented him with a beautiful French
antique silver tray, appropriately
inscribed, and a new automobile
as a mark of their appreciation for
his services to them and the network for nearly 20 years.
Marries in 1941
In the swirl of business activity,
Mr. Woolley found time to marry
Christine Hamilton Poler of Medina, N. Y., in 1941, a not-So-insignificant feat when one considers
that he traveled more than 350,000
miles during that busy decade.
Born in Los Angeles on Jan. 8,
1904, Mr. Woolley still considers
Salt Lake City his home since his
family moved there a few months
after young Easton was born.
Recreation has been a necessity
too, and Mr. Woolley tried to accomplish as much tennis as he
could
in
the
'40's,ofin traveling
between
thousands ofearly
miles
and continuous negotiations for
the growing network. He says he
played a pretty good game of tennis, which gave way to a "lousy
game of golf." To make up for
golf, he added color photography
to his hobbies and now owns several
thousand 35mm slides.
He is a member of Sigma Chi.
His national business fraternity is
Alpha Kappa Psi and he also belongs to Sigma Kappa Phi, national
honorary fraternity in romance
languages. He is a member of the
bar of the State of New York.

CONSERVATION
Shield Designed For Ads
DR. BURTON BROWNE, president, Burton Browne Adv., Chicago,
has designed a conservation shield
for voluntary insertion in ads.
tHllAVr»T

serve shield
asminderaforisthe
re-to
The

public tomaterials.
conserve
critical
Dr. Browne is
making the emblem available to
all advertisers interested. A number of advertisers reportedly now
are using it, including four Burton
Browne clients. They are, The
Simpson Electric Co., Littlefuse
Inc., Regency Booster and Jensen
Mfg. Co.
CBS REMODELING
Hollywood Offices Needed
COMPLETE remodeling of CBS
Columbia Square premises in
Hollywood, to provide office space
for expanding television and radio
operations there, was announced
Thursday by Austin Joscelyn, ditions. rector of CBS Hollywood operaThe premises now are occupied by Brittingham's Restaurant
and Sidney's Ltd., haberdashery.
Leases on the two properties expire next month and will not be ,
renewed. Remodeling construction
is scheduled to begin June 1 and
be completed sometime near midsummer, Mr. Joscelyn said.
'Code of Ethics7
PROPOSALS to set up an independent commission to study and
recommend a "code of morality and
ethics" as a guidepost in the conduct of "appointed and elected"
government officials have been entered in Congress. Two bills to
set up such a group were introduced in the House. They are HR
3433, dropped in the hopper by
Rep. Thruston B. Morton (R-Ky.),
and HR 3341, sponsored by Rep.
Kenneth B. Keating (R-N. Y.).
The commission would be bi-partisan. The move was an outgrowth
of Senate probing into the conduct
of the Reconstruction Finance
Corp. Sen. J. William Fulbright
(D-Ark.), who has headed the RFC
probe, introduced a similar resolution (S. Con. Res. 21), in the
Senate.
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RCA-5671's — the high-power triodes with thoriated-tungsten filaments.
For

unusual

RCA

economy

thoriated-tungsten

HPhe remarkable performance of RCA-5671's at WGAR
■*- illustrates the reliability of RCA thoriated-tungsten filament construction in power tubes for broadcast and industrial
services.
In addition to providing long life and dependability, the
RCA thoriated-tungsten filament in the 5671 consumes
60 per cent less power than a conventional pure-tungsten
filament . . . making possible savings of $1300 or more a
year in filament power alone in a typical 50-kw AM transmitter!
The RCA- 5671 now employs an improved, lighter- weight
radiator that reduces the weight of the tube by about 100
*AS OF JAN. 1, 1951
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life . . . use

filament

tubes

pounds. The new radiator fits the same air jacket as used
for the former radiator.
RCA-developed thoriated-tungsten filaments are also used
in types 5762, 5770, 5771, 5786, and 5831 for broadcast
and industrial services, resulting in dependable performance
and substantial savings in filament power.
To get all the performance and life you pay for . . . buy
RCA
tubes. orThey're
local information
RCA Tube
Distributor
direct available
from RCA.from
For your
technical
on any of these types, write RCA, Commercial Engineering,
Section 37DP, Harrison, New Jersey.
THE

CORPORA
TUBES
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./. OFFERS

Spring

SPRING is here, bringing with it some innovations in per-inquiry use
of radio by purveyors of tonics and baby chicks, according to station
complaints. A few efforts by business houses to obtain radio time on a
free basis have helped enliven the radio scene.
An interesting reaction to a *
medicinal proposition came out of same to provide confidence to the
radio buyer.
KSEK Pittsburg, Kan. Warren
The letter went on in similar
Stout, KSEK sales manager, received aletter from American Advein, offering to pay 35 cents for
vertising (an enterprise of Aneach $1 bottle of Revive
thony F. Lease) , 416 Shafer Bldg.,
Mr. Stout took the letter and
Seattle 1, Wash.
paraphrased it, paragraph by
The American Advertising let- paragraph, to present the KSEK
ter started out like this :
side of the story. The first three
My client, The Formine Pharmaparagraphs of his reply to Americeutical Co., Seattle, has just created
can Advertising follow:
a new, wonder-working liquid vitaMy employer, the KSEK Broadcastmin and mineral called "REVIVO"
ing Co. Inc., Pittsburg, has developed
and intends to prepare a national
merchandising campaign through the a new, wonder-working radio station
one medium we know will reach the called "KSEK" and intends to keep
this station on an equal basis to the
most people for the greatest length
most advertisers for the longest
of time— RADIO!
length of time.
"REVIVO", a patented Chlorophyll
"KSEK", a licensed radio station,
creation of Dr. Jules Marton, worldrenowned chemist and Doctor of managed by Thad M. Sandstrom, is
not just any ordinary, run-of-the-mill
Chemistry, is not just any ordinary,
station. NO — "KSEK" utilizes the
run of the mill concoction. NO —
very desires of the listening public
"REVIVO" utilizes the very energies
. . . the full power of the best in proof nature — the full power of ChloroNumerous, actual tests
phyll. Numerous, conclusive tests re- reveal that itgramming.
will bring greater sales
veal it will bring relief and suppleto
advertisers
as
a
whole.
mental energy to the people as a
whole.
You will perhaps remember the
You perhaps will remember the Broadcasting • Telecasting article
on "P.I." deals and their effect on the
Readers' Digest article on Chlororadio system. Reference is made to
phyll and what it does for the human
system. References will be made to same to provide you with confidence
in "KSEK".
Thus far Mr. Stout has not indicated the Seattle firm has replied
to his unique response to a P. I.
offer.
The chick business enters its
RTH
peak period with an offer from
LANG-WO
Jane Cox Oliver, owner and manager of Cox Adv., Columbia, S. C,
to pay $1.20 on each order for 100
chicks selling- at $3.95 or the equivalent on any adjusted selling
price.
Client is Black's Poultry
DUCTS!
O
R
P
Co.
D
O
O
F
Hayes Offer

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAiMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
.Xilmvi Calibre Programs at Cecal Station Cost
Page 80
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S. W. Hayes Hatcheries, Bloomington, 111., takes a different approach to the P. I. type of offer.
Mr. Hayes describes the offer as
follows :
Any of our leading breeds such as
Barred and White Rocks, New Hampshire Reds, White Wyandottes and
White Leghorns, we could offer at
$7.90 per 100 customer to pay postage. These are first class chicks,
fresh from the incubator and as
hatched. They would not be sexed
and filled with cockerel chicks as has
been done in some cases. We could
offer you V2<t per chick or 100 chicks
for a half dollar (not per order).
WGBA Columbus, Ga., has just
received what it describes as an
"outlandish proposition," according to Walter M. Windsor, general
manager. Mr. Windsor said a
representative for Durkee Famous
Foods called on the station, proposing to buy eight spot announcements aday, five days a week, or a
total of 40 spots a week. Four
spots a day would promote margarine and four salad products.
The advertiser would supply trans-

Brings

Innovations

criptions, with each spot offering
"a card deal to the first five listeners phoning the station, each of
whom will be mailed a card entitling them to a free sample of
the product advertised. The station is to handle this receiving of
phone calls and mailing of cards,
including
Then Mr.postage."
Windsor describes the
plan of payment
thistheway:
"The
station
is not to inget
national
rate for these spots. Nor is it to
get the local rate. Here, honestly,
is the proposition. The station is
to get 2% on margarine and 5%
on salad products of the amount of
merchandise purchased each month
by Rat-Rid
the local Co.,
wholesaler."
Dallas, through
John F. Harrison, Dallas, distributor for the company, offers to
pay 50 cents net on each dollar
order for the product. A spot
announcement submits dramatic
claims
for the company's rodent
exterminator.
Stations have received letters
from Keegans School of BroadAD SEMINAR
Agency Executives Meet
A SEMINAR for advertising agency executives on "Successful Advertising Agency Management,"
held by New York U.'s general
education division, will begin tomorrow (Tuesday). In all, there
will be six weekly dinner sessions
meeting at the Faculty Club, 22
Washington Square North.
Speaker tomorrow will be A. W.
Lewin, president, Lewin, Williams
& Saylor Inc. Subsequent speakers
listed include Frederic R. Gamble,
president, A AAA; David Miller,
vice president and general counsel,
Young & Rubicam Inc.; Wallace
H. Wulfeck, vice president, William Esty Co. Inc.; J. Lewis Ames,
vice president and secretary, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.; T. Hart Anderson Jr., board chairman, Anderson
& Cairns Inc., and Ira W. Rubel,
Rubel & Fields.

casting, Memphis,
submitting
announcements that solicit
students.
The school points to the shortage
of radio personnel and then procharge.poses stations run the spot free of
Also in the publicity field is a
"news" item describing in glowing
terms the desirability of serving
Taste O'Sea breaded fish fillets.
"All signs point to this product as
important news for your public,"
says Arnold Z. Rosoff of Arnold &
Co., Adv., Boston, in a letter submitting the news release. The
letter offers to provide sample
fillets to the staff.
PROGRAM
RATES
KIRX Announces Reduction
A GENERAL reduction in program rates to national and regional advertisers, effective May 1,
has been announced by KIRX
Kirksville, Mo. Sam A. Burk, general manager, emphasized that the
"reduction in rates has nothing to
do with the ANA attempt at lowering rates in TV cities."
Mr.
Burk doing
explained
that "withof
the agencies
the servicing
the accounts, any increase in rates
to national advertisers is not justified. Consequently, we are lowering our national rates to the same
as to our present local advertisMich. Council, AAAA
FRANK W. TOWNSHEND, vice
president of Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, has been chosen chairman of
the Michigan Council of American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Other incoming officers of the council will be Carl Georgi Jr., vice
president of D. P. Brother & Co.
Inc., as vice chairman, and Elliott
E. Potter, Young & Rubicam vice
president, as secretary-treasurer.
The three officers will serve on the
board of governors. Other governors for the coming year will be
George Richardson, J. Walter
Thompson, vice president, and
Blount Slade, vice president of
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance.
The Michigan Council represents
nearly 25 agencies in the state.

"You don't have to go to Florida to find a dog-gone good
bet. Elliott-Haynes' area study shows I'm TOP DOG in
the Vancouver area"
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TERRIFIC RESPONSE
• #
KLRA Little Rock, Ark., presented
test spot announcement for local
[Purina store. Spot preceded Eddy
\Amcld show at 9:30 p.m. with
I ptore offering 25 chicks to first 100
people coming into store after 7:30
next morning. Immediately following the spot, calls began pouring
into the manager of store. They
ikept coming until almost midnight.
The next morning, before the store
(opened, the local police were called
but to maintain order and break up
a traffic jam. A crowd of over 600
people had formed outside the
store to get their chickens.
TRANSMITTER DEDICATION
KIDO Boise, Ida., March 18 fornally dedicated its new 5 kw RCA
transmitter, with hour long local
program. Show, held at Boise Junior College auditorium with 550
people attending, featured music,
ncluding soloist, 15-piece orchestra and 36-voice chorus. Speeches
vvere delivered by local citizens, including the governor.
NEW FILM SERIES
• • •
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y., presenting series featuring reports
from representatives in Washing:on via film. Rep. Kenneth Keating
(R-N.Y.) and Rep. Harold C. Os:erstag (R-N.Y.) were the first to
appear. Station reports that other
outlets have requested use of film.
FARM SHOW ON TV # # #
WBNS-TV Columbus, Farmtime
With Bill Zipf, sponsored by Co■ umbus Steel Structure Co., David
Javies Inc. (meat packers), and
Dhio Tractor and Implement Co.
(Ford tractor distributor) Sun.
2:45-3 p.m., featuring Bill Zipf,
arm editor of Columbus Dispatch.
5how features weekly farm news
mndup including livestock renew, weather reports, general farm
Tews and calendar of rural events
'or coming week. Mr. Zipf also
)resents outstanding farm personjtlity.
DEFENSE VIA TR
# # #
^CMO-FM Kansas City, Mo., sending brochure to local and national
•rade headed "Transit Radio an;wers the call to colors." Piece in
•ed, white and blue. Inside tells
iow transit radio will be used in
:ase of bombing and has pictures
>f buses equipped for emergency.
immediate

RACK-RACKET

programs

proinotion

TOO MANY CALLS
• • •
KCHI Chillicothe, Mo., to increase
listeners on afternoon music show
feature,
"Mystery
free tickets
to localTune,"
theatreoffering
which
is one of show's sponsors. So many
calls reportedly came in that telephone company suggested station
get additional phones to handle
calls because local switchboard was
jammed. Company said board was
so completely tied up that only one
out of every 10 calls ever reached
station.
* * *
NOBODY HOME
KWK St. Louis went into
action just before Easter to
help the post office dispose of
5,000 baby chicks which had
arrived, were unclaimed and
had to be disposed of in few
hours. Within 15 minutes
after first announcement, all
chicks reportedly were sold,
on their way to happy Easter
homes.
* * *
FORUM ON 'VOICE'
# # #
ENTIRE proceedings of Philadelphia Bulletin Forum are to be recorded by Voice of America for
condensation into documentary
programs to be beamed throughout
world in 24 languages. Three hours
will be nationwide broadcasts over
CBS and MBS, while 20 more
hours will be heard over various
Philadelphia stations. Five hours
of TV coverage also will be provided.
PROGRAM BIRTHDAY CLUB •
WOL Washington, Punch and
Judy, 5:05-5:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.,
has added feature for young listeners by forming "Punch and Judy
Birthday Club." Uncle John, show
emcee, sends membership card with
childs name on it, and from timeto-time will send comic strips and
popular childrens books. Station
reports it has already received
over 500 requests.
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KYW Philadelphia sending timebuyers and advertisers promotion
sheets giving data on coverage by
station. Map on coverage is accompanied bymemo explaining the
map and figures. Other promotion
is small sheet, also with memo
attached. Memo is in simulated
handwriting telling of results station gives with shows. Sheet has
part of letter from satisfied listener who bought product advertised on Musical Clock show. Memo
invites advertisers to get in touch
with station.
GOVERNOR ON TV
# # #
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, From The
Governor's Office, alternate Sat.,
5:30 p.m., featuring Gov. Walter
J. Kohler Jr. who appears with
legislators and discusses current
state issues. Show is handled by
remote crew from Madison. The
Milwaukee Journal, March 19, carried an editorial on program praising station for its work in presenting show.
SUPERMARKET TV
# # #
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, Tex.,
brought opening of H. E. Butt
Grocery
new supermarket
thousandsCo.'s
of viewers
last month.to
Store is one of largest in Southwest and features drug department, fountain service, cosmetics,
appliances, nursery, bakery and
fancy foods, in addition to standard
grocery items.
RADIO JOURNALISM
• $
WAVZ New Haven, Conn., has
made up book telling story of its
service to New Haven area. Station is one of first in country to be
"run like a newspaper" and has
been favorably commented on by
Columnist John Crosby, New York
Herald Tribune, Pathfinder magazine, Changing Times and others.
OPERA WINNERS
# • •
to winners of the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the
Air, over ABC, Thurs., 10-10:30
p.m., were presented on last Thursday's broadcast by Mark Woods,
vice chairman of ABC board.
Maria Leone, 22, Detroit soprano,
received first-place scholarship of
$2,000 under Metropolitan Opera
Assn. supervision, while Paul
Knowles, Cleveland tenor, and Fred
Thomas, Norristown, Pa., baritone,
who tied for second place, received
$1,000 scholarships. Out of 700 applicants for auditions, 32 were
heard on ABC broadcasts and 11
were called for stage auditions.
Six subsequently were selected for
semi-final broadcasts, from which
the three winners were chosen.

•

•

•

WSB-TV Atlanta reports that
youngsters have latched onto a
new "rack-racket" by swiping Canada Dry Ginger Ale point-of-sale
display cards from bottle racks in
stores. Cards feature picture of
Canada Dry-sponsored "Mr. Don
and Woody Willow," ventriloquistpuppet
teamp.m.seen daily on WSB-TV
4:30-5:30
SKI-LIFT MIKE
• • •
CKNW New Westminster, B. C,
boasts an intrepid disc jockey,
Jack Cullen, who took up a radio
columnist's challenge to do his Owl
Prowl program from Grouse Mountain's moving ski lift. Future plans
include broadcast from bottom of
False Creek in diving suit — if challenging Columnist Dick Diespecker
of The Vancouver Daily Province
will accompany him.
SAFETY FIRST
• • •
WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati has
been congratulated by city safety
officials on new series of oneminute spots featuring short interviews with school safety patrol
boys who ask motorists to be careful when driving in school zones.
BUSY CAMPAIGN
• • 0
WQUA Moline, 111., using double
page advertising in local newspaper. Ad features shows presented on CBS and carried by station as Quad Cities CBS outlet.
Station to plug its CBS affiliation has used billboards, window
posters, direct mail and heavy
schedule of spot announcements.
SIGHT SAVERS imprinted
WITH YOUR SALES MESSAGE
Are An IDEAL, LOW COST
Sales Promotion For Radiomen

AWARDS

Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

An Ideal Advertising Medium
Window-back Sight Savers associate
your message with convenience and
efficiency. Useful, unique and popular
(millions fold yearly), these Dow
Corning silicone-treated eye glass tissues have a high quality appeal for
everyone
— and
that's
over
70% wearing
of all yourglasses
clients,
prospects
and customers! Cost is surprisingly
low. Distribution is easy; no special
packaging required. Write today!
I
i
|■ Dept.
DOW AL,
CORNING
CORPORATION
Midland, Mich.
■ Please send free samples and full informa- i
II tion
about "window-back" Sight Savers, j
Name
|
| Company
I Address
j City
State
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manager
ROY WJIGMORRIS,
a, Tenn.,
apTullahomstation
pointed program director WAGC
Chattanooga.

FRED ALLEN
Radio and Television Star
Microphone
of Show

Business

RCA's

ROLLO HUNTER, assistant to program director ABC Western Div. and
program manager KECA Los Angeles,
named Western Div. production manager, succeeding DRESSER DAHLSTEAD, promoted to program director
of Western Div. [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 19]. HARRY
WALSTRUM, radio operations manager KECA, appointed station program manager. CLIFF ANDERSON,
Western Div. business manager, program department, named assistant to
Mr. Dahlstead. JACK MEYERS, program operations manager, named network assistant production manager.
JOHN R. HURLEY, public relations
staff Don Lee Network, Hollywood,
appointed program
manager of network succeeding
CARLTON ADAIR,
resigned. He has
been with the network since 1948,
when he became
assistant to vice
president in charge
of station relations, later transferring for short
time to sales service staff, and subsequently to public relations.
NED SHERIDAN, news director
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, appointed
program director. He replaces FLOYD
M. JACKSON, resigned to accept
position with Detroit Steel Corp.
MARLO LEWIS and DONALD DAVIS
appointed executive producers for CBS
television programs originating in New
York, HUBBELL ROBINSON Jr., vice
president in charge of network programs, announced last week. Mr.
Lewis will be responsible for all
comedy, variety and participation programs, and Mr. Davis for all dramatic

... a ribbon-pressure microphone that
is so slim ... so skillfully styled ... so
unobtrusive . . . you must look twice to
see it.
Despite its slim construction, the
starmaker meets the exacting quality
standards of other RCA professional
Broadcast microphones. Pick-up is nondirectional. Frequency response is substantially uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps. It
is free from wind rumble and air blast
. . . and virtually impervious to mechanical shock.
The starmaker fits any standard
microphone stand . . . can be used in
place of any RCA microphone. No
extra attachments needed.
For delivery information call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer, or write :
Department PA- 19, RCA Engineering
Products, Camden, N. J. (In Canada
write: RCA Victor Limited, Montreal.)

RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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Mr. Lewis

Mr. Davis

productions. Mr. Lewis was co-producer with Ed Sullivan of Toast of
the Town and producer of Frank
Sinatra and Steve Allen shows. Mr.
Davis has produced The Play's the
Thing and Prudential Family Playhouse.
R. MAXWELL-WILLESON appointed
program director WOCB West Yarmouth, Cape Cod, Mass.
JOHN A. PALUMBO, supply clerk
CBS Hollywood, named to newlycreated post of purchasing agent for
network. He continues supervision
of supply department. RICHARD
JOLLIFFE, CBS script department,
replaces him in former capacity.
ED CAPRAL, program director and
announcer WATL Atlanta, Ga., now
serving in Army. He is stationed at
Fort Jackson, S. C.
DON BRINKLEY, assistant program
director and chief continuity writer
WBBM Chicago, resigns to work as
TV writer in Hollywood.

air-casters
RICHARD

T. HICKOX, chief announcer WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.,
appointed acting
program
ARTHUR director.
FLYNN,
announcer, named
acting chief announcer.

JACK PINTO,
nouncer anWHWL
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
to WBUD Morrisville, Pa., replacing
Mr. Hickox
BOB KENT, who
is now assistant producer Voice of
America, N. Y. AL MARTIN, graduate Lehigh U., to announcing staff.
BOB ABERNETHY, graduate Princeton, to announcing staff. PAT
WILKES to handle women's show on
station.
LOIS Van DEMARK, continuity editor
KCOM Sioux City, Iowa, to WLWD
(TV) Dayton, in same capacity.
TOM RUSSELL, announcer WEEI
Boston, to WTOP Washington in
same capacity.
SAMMY ANDERSON, production-assistant and announcer WICU-TV
Erie, Pa., appointed traffic manager.
ANDY McCAFFREY, associated in
past with Shuberts and Eastern Air
Lines, to ABC publicity staff.
CHARLES STROTHER, continuity director WCPO-TV Cincinnati, appointed producer-director.
RAY MOORE appointed to announcing
staff WSB Atlanta, replacing BILL
HALE, now with WSB-TV. Mr. Hale
replaces GEORGE BRYANT, resigned.
JOHN WOODS to WTAG Worcester,
as morning disc jockey, replacing
JOHN WRISLEY, who is now with
WFGM Fitchburg, Mass., in same
capacity.
ROBERT V. BROWN, program director, and JOHN GAUNT, senior
producer-director KNBH (TV) Hollywood, to NBC-TV of which KNBH is
affiliate. Mr. Brown will supervise
production of NBC-U. S. Navy documentary film series now being planned
and is now conferring with network
and Navy officials in N. Y. and WashMr. Gaunt,will
aftergo three
leave of ington.
absence,
to N.months'
Y. for
eight weeks to prepare for fall programming to originate in Hollywood.
During his leave of absence Mr. Gaunt
will complete direction of 65 KNBH
Cyclone Malone films at Consolidated
Films Inc., Hollywood.
WTLLIAM SLATTER appointed program director WNAT Natchez, Miss.
Mrs. B. C. BARKSDALE appointed
office
ELLIS. manager, replacing Mrs. M.
DONN WINTHER, WCAU Philadelphia, to WTEL same ctiy, as disc
jockey replacing BILL GEHLERT.
PHIL PATTON named executive producer Super Circus, on ABC-TV from
Chicago. Was executive producer for
TV at network's Central Division.
FRAN HAMEL appointed program director WREB Holyoke, Mass., succeeding JOHN DeMARCO, called into
Army. GERRY LOUGHMAN, staff
announcer, called into Air Force. SY
LEVY, disc jockey, appointed musical
director. LARRY THERRIEN to
WREB staff.

WILLIAM ELLWELL, manager of proWCBS gram
Newoperations
York,

AruHrB

tion director producWDSU
appointed
New Orleans. He
will be in charge of
all radio production
for
station of
and new
will
creation

r$'

'3e resPonsible for
production techMr. Ellwell programming.
niques in station's
LYMAN CLARDY, staff director
WCBS, appointed manager of operations succeeding Mr. Elwell. Mr.
Clardy, will be replaced by REX COSTON, assistant supervisor in CBS
network operations. Mrs. WILLIAM
ELLWELL, WCBS sales service manager, will be replaced by MICHAEL
CAMPBELL, CBS Co-op Div.
TOM JACOBSON to KFWB Los Angeles as staff announcer.
ETHEL GREY, women's director
WMTW Portland, to WSBA New York.
PEGGY MILTON to traffic department
WMAZ Macon, Ga., replacing JANE
McPHERSON, resigned.
Meuri • • •
BILL WELSH, radio and TV sportscaster, signed by KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles, to year's exclusive contract
for sports and special events in addition to other assignments. Duties
will include announcing wrestling
matches from Hollywood Legion Stadium starting today (Monday); Hollywood Stars baseball games starting
April 4, and as m.c. of several proEDWARD P. MORGAN, veteran forgrams.
eign correspondent and reporter, to
CBS news staff, N. Y.
FRED SHEEHAN, news and special
features department WENR Chicago,
to news staff ABC New York.
CARL RANDALL, news staff KCBS
San Francisco, to CBS Hollywood
news department. He replaces PATRICK O'REILLY, resigned.
GUS MANCUSO, former National
League catcher, signed by KATL
Houston to broadcast baseball games
of Houston Buffaloes.
TOM CARSON, announcer WJW
Cleveland, appointed sports director,
Army.
succeeding JIM GRANER, who has
been recalled to active duty with
WILLIAM TROPEY named news director WOCB West Yarmouth, Cape
Cod, Mass.
BASEBALL
SOUND EFFECT
RECORDS
5 D/F SPEEDY-Q DISCS
PCOVER
ALL REQUIREMENTS
S10.
or S2. toOrder CO J). Today While Supply La*tt
Charles Michelson, Inc.
23 WEST 47th ST., N. Y. 1 9 PL 7-0695
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U. School of Journalism, looks over
one of the 9x12 pages produced every
3 1/3 minutes by the facsimile receiver at the university [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 26]. The Faximile machine is a General Electric
product.

NLRB RULINGS
WCAU-TV, KWIN Affected
i DECISIONS involving WCAU Inc.,
licensee of W C A U-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia, and Rogue Valley
Broadcasting Co. Inc., licensee of
KWIN Ashland, Ore., were handed
down by the National Labor Relations Board late last week.
On the basis of petitions filed by
the American Federation of Radio
Artists (AFL), the board ordered
separate elections to determine the
bargaining representative for two
I units at WCAU-TV — one comprising directors and employes in the
film, script and production depart1 ments, the other composed of announcers and special artists. The
• i station contends certain employes
: should be excluded on the ground
their duties are supervisory or are
centered primarily in radio rather
than television.
Under the NLRB decision, producers, directors and heads of art,
film, photographic and production
facilities would be excluded from
; the first group, while assistant directors and employes of those departments are designated parts of
the unit. All staff and special
program announcers, as well as
special artists (actors, singers, etc.)
who appear before WCAU-TV
cameras, save two director - an• nouncers and a program-director
announcer, were placed within the
' ',second group.
In the case of KWIN, the board
adopted the preliminary findings of
Trial Examiner Frederic B. Parkes
II and ordered the licensee to
:"'cease and desist from discouraging membership" in IBEW Local
. 49. KWIN was requested to re" j instate Ralph Click, described as
r chief engineer, and offer him remuneration for any loss of pay.
: ,KWIN had claimed that Mr. Click

#eorge

JW* Purbacf)

FUNERAL services for George
M. Burbach Jr., 41, widely known
radio and TV executive, were held
last Wednesday at the Lupton Funeral Parlor, St. Louis.
Mr. Burbach died suddenly on
March 24 at the home of his wife's
family in West
Hartford. Death
was attributed to
coronary thrombosis.
Mr. Burbach
was the only son
of George M. Burbach, general
manager of KSDAM-TV St. Louis
and the St. Louis
Mr. Burbach
Post-Dispatch.
He had been assistant to the vice
president in charge of radio and
television, Federal Advertising
Agency, New York, until very recently and previously had served as
business manager of the radio de-

f r. 1951

partment at McCann - Erickson,
New York, for three years. A member of the sales department of NBC
for 10 years, he entered radio as
a member of the staff of KSD.
Planned Defense Work
At the time of his death, he was
serving as guest lecturer for the
Television Workshop, New York,
and Fordham U., while completing
plans to enter radio defense work
with the government.
Mr. Burbach was the first editor
of Broadcasting • Telecasting
Yearbook, when it was inaugurated in 1935.
He was born in St. Louis and
graduated from the U. of Missouri.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Natalie Clemens Burbach, and his
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
George M. Burbach of St. Louis.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
of Indiana extension division.
After an educational but depressing Welfare
period with
the Dept.
of Public
in Lake
County,
Ind.,
she began commuting to Chicago
and Mitchell-Faust as timebuyer
and assistant to the vice president
in charge of radio.
Mrs. Poloson and her husband
have just passed their one-year
hurdle as co-owners of a retail
furniture store in Chicago Heights,
a southwestern Chicago suburb 20
miles from their home. Although
she has no active part in the operation, she pointedly checks the black
and red figure columns each weekend.
Travel devotees, Mr. and Mrs.
Poloson take off in their car about
twice a month, choosing only the
general direction in which they
will drive. In this successfully
haphazard manner, the Polosons
have covered most of the East and
Midwest, and this summer will
concentrate on the West and California.

l" ' was a supervisor and that his discharge had not violated the Na.;, tional Labor Relations Act. Mr.
C( IClick was dismissed Sept. 2, 1949.
. Union's complaint was filed June 6,
- 1950.
Broadcasting
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March 23 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Oral Arguments Scheduled
Scheduled oral arguments for April
27 in following proceedings:
WWST Wooster, Ohio: initial decision
released Nov. 22, 1950.
KSET El Paso, Tex.: initial decision
released Dec. 5, 1950.
Revocation of license of KFTM Fort
Morgan, Col. : initial decision released
Jan. 24.
KFGT Fremont, Neb.: initial decision
released Dec. 27, 1950.
KCLOcisionLeavenworth,
released Jan. 29. Kan.: initial deScheduled oral arguments for May 4
in following proceedings:
WKNX Saginaw, Mich, and WKMH
Jackson, Mich.: initial decision released
Jan. 16.
KGBS
Harlingen,
sion released
Nov. 21,Tex.:
1950. initial deciLakeland Bcstg. Corp. and John R.
Tomek, Wausau, Wis.: initial decision
released Dec. 15, 1950.
March 26 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WGAF Valdosta Bcstg. Co.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
WCAP Lowell, Mass. — Same.
KACE Dallas, Tex.— Same.
WSTK Mt. Jackson, Va.— Mod. CP
new AM station for approval ant, and
change trans, and main studio location
to Fairground Road and State Highway
42, Woodstock, Va.
WTTV Bloomington, Ind.— Mod. CP
new TV station for extension of completion date.
WDSU-FM New Orleans— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
156 kw to 17.5 kw etc.
AM— 1250 kc
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Near Galion,
Ohio — CP new AM station on 1250 kc 1
kw unl. DA-D-N AMENDED to change
to 1250 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N and change
DA.
License for CP
WWBZ Vineland, N. J. — License for
CP to change hours operation and install DA-N.
WKYC Paducah, Ky.— License for CP
for changes in FM station.
WEVC Evansville, Ind. — License for
CP new non-commercial FM station.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KXRX San Jose, Calif.; WHOO
Orlando. Fla.; WBYS Canton, 111.;
WLDS Jacksonville, 111.; WITZ Jasper,
Ind.; KGAR Garden City, Kan.; WGAY
Silver Spring, Md.; WBMS Boston;

A
fCC

actions

MARCH

23 TO MARCH

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
KRMO Monett. Mo.; WKAP Allentown,
Pa.; WBUX Doylestown, Pa.; WMAR
Norristown, Pa.; WHIN Gallatin, Tenn.;
WAUK Waukesha, Wis.; WPKY Princeton, Ky.; WJMR New Orleans; WSID
Essex, Md.; WBET Brocton, Mass.;
WPEP Taunton, Mass.; WPAG Ann
Arbor, Mich.; WLIB New York; WATH
Athens, Ohio; WJMJ Philadelphia, Pa.;
WVSC Somerset, Pa.; WFGN Gaffney,
S. O; KCUL Fort Worth, Tex.; WJMW
Athens, Ala.; WBNL Boonville, Ind.;
WZIP ter,Covington,
Ky.; Cincinnati,
WHAM RochesN. Y.; WCKY
Ohio
(aux.); KBKI Alice, Tex.; WLIP
Kenosha, Wis.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
License for CP
WEVD New York— RETURNED application for license for CP to change
top.
vertical ant. and mount FM ant. on
License Renewal
RETURNED applications of following
stations for renewal of license: KJFJ
Webster City, Iowa; WIBR Baton
Rouge,APPLICATION
La.; WBUT Butler,
Pa.
DISMISSED
WGAF Valdosta, Ga.— DISMISSED
application
for mod.
new AMspecify
station to change
trans, CPlocation,
studio location and change type trans.
March 27 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
FCC General Counsel — Granted peti-

c

i«Rg. Set 8522

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626
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cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

QUINCY,

SERVICE

0

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
IS yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Ma.

tion for extension of time to April 23,
in which to file exceptions to initial
decision released in proceeding upon
applications for transfer of control and
renewal of license of WSNY Schenectady, N. Y.
WOCB West Yarmouth, MassGranted petition requesting dismissal
of "petition for reconsideration and
rehearing,
or 28,
other1949,
appropriate
filed on Jul.
directed relief,"
against
grant of application of Bay State Bcstg.
Co., New Bedford, Mass.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla. — Granted
petition for continuance of hearing upon application, from April 9, to Jun. 25,
in Washington.
Hawthorne Bcstg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
— Granted
petition
requestingtaking
that or-of
der be issued
authorizing
depositions
of
number
of
persons
residing at or near St. Louis, Mo., with
respect to need for programming in
interests of colored population of St.
Louis, type of programs which should
be presented,
and willingness
of wit-of
nesses to cooperate
in presentation
public tionsservice
programs,
said
to be taken in proceedingdeposiupon
Hawthorne application and that of
H i r s c h Communication Engineering
Corp., Sparta, 111.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
FCC General Counsel — Granted petition requesting extension of time from
March 28, to May 14, within which to
file proposed
findingsof ofWHDH
fact inBoston
proceeding re petitions
and KOA plicatDenver,
Col.
and
in
re
apmod. CP. ion of WXKW Albany, N. Y. for
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Marshall
Formby,
Spur,
Tex. —
Granted petition for continuance of
hearing in proceeding upon application
from Mar. 28 to May 31 in Washington.
BY THE SECRETARY
WBSM New Bedford, Mass.— Granted
license for new AM station and specify
studio location (1230 kc 100 w unl.).
Boston, ofMass.
license
forWEEI
installation
new— Granted
trans. Granted
license covering use of old main trans,
at present location of main trans, for
aux. purposes.
KWKH-FM Shreveport, La.— Granted
license for new FM station Ch. 233
(94.5 mc) 13.5 kw ant. 390 ft.
WMMI Meridian, Miss. — Granted license for new noncommercial educational FM station 88.1 mc 10 w.
KEPO
El Paso,
KWFT-AMFM Wichita
Falls, Tex.
Tex. and
— Granted
mod.
license
to
change
name
to
Brown Bcstg. Co. from KWFT RowleyInc.
KOMW Inc., Omak, Wash.— Granted
CPThenewTower
remoteRealty
pickupCo.,KA-8535.
Cumberland,
Md. — Granted CP new remote pickups
KGB-607, KA-8534.
KOCP Walnut Ridge, Ark.— Granted
mod.
CP for
and main
studioapproval
locations.of ant., trans,
WSIX Bcstg. Station. Nashville, Tenn.
—KA-7827.
Granted lie. for new remote pickup
Agriculture Bcstg. Co., Chicago, 111.
and Area, Chicago, Illinois — Granted
CP's and lie. for new remote pickups
KA-8522, KA-8524.
NBC Inc., Chicago — Granted CP for
new
AM STLBcstg.
station
KSC-21.
Aroostook
Corp.,
Presque Isle,
Maine — Granted CP for new remote
pickup
WFPL KA-8526.
Louisville, Kentucky — Granted
mod. CP for commercial
changes
existing
educationalin FM
stationnon-to
make changes in transmission line.

granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown: KEPH Ephraim, Utah to 6-19-51;
KJSK Columbus, Neb. to 5-19-51; cond.;
WDSU-FM New Orleans to 6-28-51;
WAYS-FM Charlotte. N. C. to 6-30-51;
WBCA Schenectady, N. Y. to 6-15-51;
WPRA Mayaguez, P.R. to 4-18-51, cond.
KSDS San Diego, Calif, to 9-15-51;
KGMO Cape Girardeau. Mo. to 6-14-51;
WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va. to 9-2151; KDYL-TV Salt Lake City to 7-1-51;
KWBW Hutchinson. Kan. to 9-1-51;
WRFD
Ohio— Granted
to 10-3-51.lie.
WBOKWorthington,
New Orleans
new AM station; Cond. (800 kc 1 kw
DA).
Detroit, Michigan
— Granted
forWJRinstallation
of old main
trans, lie.
as
an aux. trans, at present location.
Granted lie. for installation of new
main trans.
KMTV Omaha, Neb. — Granted lie.
for new TV station.
WDBO-FM Orlando, Fla.— Granted
lie. new FM station; 92.3 mcs; Ch. 222
(92.3 mc) 34 kw ant. 340 ft.
WMCR Kalamazoo, Mich. — Granted
CP
to replace CP new noncommercial
1-24-51.
educational
FM station which expired
WBAL-TV Baltimore, Md.— Granted
CP to install aux. transmitters at main
trans,
operate
on 1.3
Ch.kw11 aur.
(198204
mc).siteERPto 2.7
kw vis.
WBBZ Ponca City, Okla.— Granted
CP
trans, and main studio
City. to change
locations
outside city limits of Ponca
WSBA York, Pa.— Granted CP to install new trans, at present location of
main trans, on 910 kc 250 w DA for
aux. purposes only.
KRVN Lexington, Neb. — Granted lie.
new AM station and specify main
studio location (1010 kc 25 kw D DA.).
KVAS Astoria, Ore.— Granted lie. for
changetion (1230
in kc
frequency
and hours opera250 w unl.).
American Colonial Bcstg. Corp., San
Juan, P. R. and Arecibo, P. R. — Granted
licenses new remote pickups WWA264,CityWWA-200.
of Dallas, Dallas. Tex. — Granted
licenses new remote pickups KA-8429,
KA-8430, KKE-784.
Granite District Radio Bcstg. Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah — Granted lie. new
remote
pickupLittle
KA-6291.
KVLC-FM
Rock, Ark.— Granted
lie. new FM station Ch. 240 (95.9 mc)
390 w ant. 120 ft.
Aroostook Bcstg. Corp., Presque Isle,
KA-8515.
Me. — Granted CP new remote pickup
General Electric Co. (KE2XHX), Near
Syracuse,
York — Granted
mod.peak
CP
to
install anNewadditional
trans, with
power of 5 kw employing additional
frequencies within 480-890 mc band
and A5 or A3
mencement andemissions;
completion cond.;
dates tocom-be
60 days from date of grant and 180 days
thereafter, respectively.
All Oklahoma Bcstg. Co. (KA-7603),
Tulsa, Okla. — Granted mod. CP to
change frequencies to 26.11, 26.45 mc.
WPRC Lincoln, 111. — Granted mod.
CP to change type trans.; cond.
W S G N - F M Birmingham, Ala. —
Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to 6-15-51; cond.
WMCA Inc. (KA-7278), New York,
N. Y. — Granted mod. CP for extension
of Sarkes
completion
date to
9-21-51.
Tarzian
Inc.,
Van Beuren
Twp., Ind.— Granted lie. new TV intercity relay KSB-79.
Meridian,Ch.Miss.—
Granted
lie.WMOX-FM
new FM station;
253 (98.5
mc)
3.4 kw ant. 150 ft.
KWBB Wichita, Kan.— Granted mod.

PT63-A shown has 3 separate'
;"- Unit
heads—construction
monitors fromthe
permits tape.
port• able or rack mount operation.
Write MAGNECORD, inc.
• 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEERS

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE'
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

GEORGE

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Member AFCCE*

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

C. DAVIS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1723 Wood St.
4742 W. RufFner

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton A Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Of. H. fitter
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingtwood 7631

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

P to change type trans., main studio
ocation etc.; cond.
KWPC-FM Muscatine, Iowa— Granted
nod. CP for extension of completion
ate to 8-1-51.
WNAC-FM Boston, Mass.— Same to
-1-51.
KSRT Beverly Hills, Calif.— Same to
-12-51.

Ohio Broadcasting
corrected
to read : Co., Galion, Ohio; is
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohio
—leave
Granted
petition application
insofar as it sorequests
to amend
as to
reduce power at night from 1 kw to 500
w and to revise DA : dismissed insofar
as it requests that WDOK and WTMA
be severed from this proceeding.

FCC CORRECTIONS
March 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
In March 20 Decisions [FCC Actions,
lar.corrected
26] the item
to KPHO-TV
AM— 1470 kc
to readrelating
:
WLAM
Lewiston,
CP 250
to winstall
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.— Granted
new aux. trans, on Me.—
1470 kc
DA
c. new TV station and to change stu- for
aux. purposes only.
io location. (Previous action inadAM—
1060
kc
ertently showed also a change of
-ansmitter location.)
KAUS Austin, Minn. — CP to change
, In March 20 Decisions [FCC Actions,
from 1480 kc 1 kw DA-D-N to 1090 kc
lar. 26] the item relating to Central
10 kw DA-N etc. AMENDED to change
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

& KENNEDY

GUY

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

1011 New Hampshire Ave.

AR 44721

Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

ARLINGTON, TEXAS
_
WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING

CO.

TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
application for voluntary acquisition of
control
censee. Piedmont Bcstg. Co. Inc., liAPPLICATION DISMISSED
WJMO Cleveland, Ohio— DISMISSED
application for CP to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw, install new trans,
and change trans, location.

from 1090 kc to 1060 kc 1 kw, change
DA etc.
Modification of CP
Following stations request mod. CP
for extension of completion date: KJCF
Festus, Mo.; WENE Endicott, N. Y.;
WPTF Raleigh, N. C; WAFM (FM)
Birmingham, Ala.; WJSW-FM Altoona,
Pa.; WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa.; WGALFM Lancaster, Pa.
Birmingham,
Ala. — Mod.
CPWAFM
new (FM)
FM station
to change
ERP
from 515 kw to 53 kw, change type
trans, and ant. system.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KVLC Little Rock, Ark.; KLOK
San Jose, Calif.; KTLN Denver, Col.;
KDLA DeRidder, La.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WAKE Greenville, S. C— RETURNED

March 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
License for CP
Billings,
CPKOOK
new AM
station.Mont. — License for
WPRA Mayaguez, P. R. — License for
CP increase power, install DA-D-N and
change
ment. trans, location and trans, equipKRLD-TV Dallas, Tex. — License for
CP new TV station.
Modification of CP
WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich. — Mod.
CP new TV station for extension of
completion
date to 10-24-51.N. M. — Same
KOB-TV Albuquerque,
to 7-1-51. License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KLMO Longmont, Col.; WPLA
(Continued on page 91)
April 2, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10$ per word— t$1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Texas ABC station desires aggressive
commercial manager.
Box 158J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced man as manager-salesman,
to assume
fullstation
charge inwestern
vania radio
city ofPennsyl30,000,
Pittsburgh area. Finest and most modern equipment. Excellent opportunity
to qualified person. Box 165J, BROADCA
STING.
Manager wanted for opening in small
northeast market. 1000 day. Send complete history on managerial record.
Sales a major requirement. State past
radio connections. References required.
This job requires full all-round radio
experience. Remuneration worth effort
needed to make successful operation.
Box 199J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced man as manager-salesman,
to assume full charge western Pennsylvania radio station in city of 30.000,
Pittsburgh area. Finest and most modern equipment. Excellent opportunity
to qualified person. Box 275J, BROADCA
STING.
Assistant commercial manager. One of
radio's most
managers
expectssuccessful
to retire commercial
within the
next, few years. He is looking for an
assistant whom he can train to succeed
him. To be considered, you must have
a successful background of at least five
years of radio selling in a competitive
majorest character
market, references,
executive the
ability,
desirehighfor
permanency and the willingness to
work. An outstanding opportunity
awaits an outstanding man. In reply,
give full particulars about your past
experience,
salaries and
all otherwillpertinent information.
All replies
be
held in confidence. Box 285J, BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted: Experienced man
strong in sales and organization to assume full charge of 250 watt Carolina
station in a city of 70,000. Excellent
pay
to r: ght man. Send experience,
reference
and photo with application.
Box 283J, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman wanted — Basic ABC station
in market over one million. Generous
commission. Must be successful radio
salesman.
CASTING. Reply Box 201J, BROADSalesman with commercial management
potential interested locating in Chicago
region. Send information, your accomplishments as preliminary to interview.
Box 229J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman: Excellent opportunity for
the right man or woman with sales experience for oneSalary,
of Newcommission
England's major markets.
and
expense account. Write Box 234J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced radio salesmen
with proven productivity in one call
special feature selling. Capable of
earning ten to fifteen thousand per
year. Box 248J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesman for metropolitan
marketiate inofnortheast
200,000. Fulltime
CBS affilarea. Salary
and
commission. State sales record and
past radio experience, references. OpCASTING. portunity unlimited. Box 274J, BROADSales-promotion. Experienced in all
phases of radio audience building, station promotion, advertising, with ability
to build local programs that can be
sold and will produce for the sponsor.
Advise previous experience, salaries,
references and salary expected and
give your success story in detail. Salary commensurate with ability. 5 kw
network station in metropolitan area.
Box 284 J, BROADCASTING.
New England station wants hard working dependable man. Good proposition
for
right party. Box 292J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesman-announcer, 1000 watt independent. Expenses, good draw and
15%. No sonville,
drifters
Florida. wanted. WIVY, JackNBC outlet
man forrecent
permanent job.wants
Send good
full details,
picture, salary requirements first letter.
Manager,
WTBO, Cumberland, Maryland.
Announcers
1'rogressive
southwestern
has
immediate opening
for kilowatt
combination
man, emphasis on announcing. Good
salary, and opportunity for right man.
Send shotaudition,
and snapto Box 23J.qualifications
BROADCASTING
If you're a good announcer with first
class ticket,
you're
worthup-and-coming
seventy-five
starting
salary
to an
Pennsylvania
independent.
experience, full details and discGive
in first
reply. Box 90J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, central Illinois,
250 watter. Give full details, experience and salary required. Box 135J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer with 1st class license must not be drifter. South network station. Pay $75.00, 44 hours.
Man with auto desired, not necessary
however. Box 163J, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opening on established station
for trained announcer. Large south
central market. Top salary scale for
those who can qualify. Successful
background at good station needed.
Send personal and business references,
photo, announcement and disc jockey
samples. Reply confidential. Box 198J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-morning DJ. Experienced man, strong on record show
and news. Good starting salary, graduated pay scale, talent. Send disc, experience, photo and salary expected to
Box 202 J. BROADCASTING.
Announcer for Gulf Coast area, with
first class license. Send disc, photo, references first letter.. Box 216J, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-first class engineer. Emphasis on announcing. Must
be total abstainer and Christian of
clean habits. Start $62.40, 48 hour week.
AM-FM station in Georgia. Send all
details
first letter. Box 235J, BROADCASTING.
Eastern major market indie wants staff
announcer able to handle personality
disc show. No talent, but top starting
salary and progressive raises. Must
know board and have minimum 3 years
experience. If you are a business man
making a profession out of radio, this
is the opportunity you want! Send
full details, photo, references, audition
disc. Box 250J, BROADCASTING.
Good money to start, unlimited opportunity for advancement is waiting
at central Pennsylvania top network
station for announcer with substantial
staff and play-by-play experience. Only
mature, conscientious, draft exempt
persons need apply. Complete data,
salary desired first letter. Box 254J,
BROADCASTING.
Combination men. New Michigan fulltime station opening May needs two
combos to complete staff. Good pay,
good tails
hours,
young No
staff.
Personal
and photo.
discs,
tapes detill
requested. Box 263J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for good announcer
with first class license. Salary dependent upon ability. KALT, Atlanta, Texas.
Immediatenouncer with
opening.
anfirst class Combination
ticket. 35 hours
a week.tions. $60.00.
Best
working
condiPrefer experienced man. Please
send disc. KBOA, Kennett, Missouri.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer, by livewire
indie. Must have good voice and flexible style. Send letter, picture and
audition to KMAN, Manhattan, Kansas
immediately.
Continued prosperity merits staff enlargement. Want experienced announcer
staff,market
six other
announcers, bestjoinsmall
operation
southwest. Forty hour six day week,
$260 plus monthly. Qualified personable
young man
with canability,
accounts and sell
name service
his salary
increases. Send details and audition
disc, Manager, KTFY, Brownfield,
Texas.
Rush disc, photo and particulars to
KVOC, Casper, Wyoming, if you desire
position as combination announcer and
engineer. Job now open. Will consider
inexperienced
man. Must have first
class
ticket.
Opening for two announcers. Salary
open subject to qualifications. Experience as chief announcer, program director, salesman, or possessor first class
ticket helpful. Established small town
fulltime
Arkansas.network affiliate. KXAR, Hope,
Wanted — Experienced combination man
for early morning. Voice paramount.
Seventy dollars for forty hour week.
ABC station. Send platter, picture,
background. KYJC, Medford, Oregon.
Announcer, single. Send audition disc,
photo, details. WAND, Canton, Ohio.
Progressive independent has opening
for announcer with ticket. Commercial
voice with emphasis on deejay. Excellent hours,chance
pay and forconditions.
Modern station,
advancement.
Sales if desired on commission. Write,
phone WBIP, Booneville, Mississippi.
Announcers, news editor duties about
fifty-fifty for small station developing
news
room. Reasonable salary. Good
N. C.
living
conditions. WBUY, Lexington,
Sports announcer. Adept at play-byplay. Handle regular nightly sponsored
sportscast plus some staff work. Good
base plus talent. Apply in writing
only, giving
background
experience. J. D.fullSwan,
Manager, and
WCAX,
Burlington, Vermont.
Immediate opening for good announcer,
send disc and complete information
first letter. WDBL, Springfield, Tennessee.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Southern 1000 watter wants staff, playby-play references.
man immediately.
disc,
photo,
Berney Send
Burleson,
WETB, Johnson City, Tennessee.
Needed by southwestern New York independent. Experienced announcer
who can do a good morning show.
Send all details first letter, including
disc or tape. No one with less than a
year experience need apply. WFCB,
Dunkirk, N. Y.
Announcers (2) ambitious, energetic,
single agers
men.
becomeStarting
station salary
manin twoCanyears.
$50. Airmail photo and details to
WIAM, Williamston, N. C.
Immediate opening for good announcer
with entfirst
license.
Salary
dependupon class
ability.
WJOC.
Jamestown,
New York.
Announcer-engineer, you can earn
$5.00 to $10.00 per week more with us
if you havenouncing
first
and some
anability.phone
Excellent
working
Alabama.
and
living conditions. WKUL, Cullman,
Immediately
— Combination
man and
for
network
station.
State experience
salary
reauirements
first
letter.
WMLT.
Dublin, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
to John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
Pa.
Announcer-engineer. State qualifications and minimum starting salary first
reply. ABC affiliate. Immediate opening. WRLD, West Point, Ga.
Technical
Experienced
engineer-announcer
with
car for station
near Chicago. Send
disc, personal
record,
salary requirement. Box 228J,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer: Chief with construction experience to install 1000 watter in New
York state. Send complete resume of
age, experience, martial and draft
status, references, salary requirement.
Car
ING. needed. Box 230 J, BROADCASTEastern New York station wants experienced,
nouncer.
Five day,licensed,
40 hourengineer-anweek, excellent salary, for man with right
ING.
qualifications. Box 267J, BROADCASTTechnician
for Virginia
network station.wanted
No announcing
required,
no previous experience necessary. First
ING.
class license. Box 271J, BROADCASTCombination engineer-announcer for
250 watt MBS outlet. Salary dependent on ability. Single vet preferred.
Write KLIZ, Brainerd, Minnesota.
Transmitter engineer familiar with tape
recorders and remote installations. Car
necessary. Contact Ed Cooney, KOPR,
Butte, Montana.
Engineer with announcing capabilities 1
not necessarily experienced, needed
immediately by CBS affiliate. Contact
N.
Jim M. Duncan at KSIL, Silver City, V
Chief engineer and transmitter operator.
salary,either
experience,
referencesState
first letter
job. WASA,
Havre de Grace, Maryland.
Wanted gineerbyor engineer-announcer.
May First. First class
enPrefer
experienced
maintenance
man.
Reasonable salary. Good living conditions.
Reply WBUY, Lexington, N. C.
Two transmitter engineers. Car and
experience not necessary. 250 watt
Mutual
fulltimer. WEKR, Fayetteville,
Tennessee.
Immediate opening for transmitter
operator with first class license. No
experience necessary, contact AJlen B.
Jones, WGNI, Wilmington, N. C.
Immediate opening chief engineerannouncer. $75.00. Apartment available.
WPUV, Pulaski, Virginia.
Transmitter engineer, no announcing.
No experience necessary. Transmitter
within walking distance of town.
WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
Studio sirable
engineer
wanted,Contact
LicenseVictor
debut not essential.
diana. Radio Station WWCA, Gary, InVoss,
Pro ductio n-Programmin g, others
New Pennsylvania independent needs
I
girl
forN
continuity
and air work. State
G
experience and
full.
details first reply.
Good salary. Box 91J, BROADCASTi
Copywriter-women's
Topnotch
NBC
eastern station editor.
in pleasant,
nice
size
community.
Sendvoice
complete
deING^
tails, sample of work,
recording,
availability. Box 138J, BROADCASTWanted: Experienced and aggressive
news director-newscaster for regional
station in northeast. Must organize and
directing and
department
addition
writair work. inTwo
wire to
services
supplied. Straight salary. In writing
BROADCASTING.
give full background. Box 178J,
Help wanted - female continuity writer,
capable of imaginative copywriting
who hasThisa good
women's
shows.
person voice
wants for
to join
staff
of network affiliate well established
in splendid community. Give full
particulars
including
ments and when
availablesalary
in firstrequireletter.
All replies confidential. Box 242J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Must leave south, prefer locate east or
north.gram Experienced
director 1000 wattannouncer-proindependent.
Know news, music, Gates equipment.
Ideas. Married, hard worker. Avail$55.00.BROADCASTING.
All details first letter. able
Boxnow. 262J,
Experienced staff announcer. College
graduate.
RadioDraft
major.exempt.
Veteran. Young.
Operates board.
Capable. Desires position in east. Box
269J, BROADCASTING.
announcer, presently emAnnouncer-writer. Ten years experi- Experienced
ployed, wishes to relocate, experience
ence regional powered stations-netcovers all phases, disc or tape availwork, independent. Available immediable,Box
married,273J,
draft BROADCASTING.
exempt, own autoately to stations within 350 miles of
Chicago for $72.50. Want personal mobile.
Baseball
announcer.
Topflight. Exaudition-interview. Perhaps at NARTB
perienced al sports. Veteran. MarConvention. Age 32. Large family.
ried.
College
grad.
References.
Box
Box 215J, BROADCASTING.
278J, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer hopes 2 years ex- Established sports announcer with experience will land him upper midwest.
tensive background as college football
and professional baseball player,
Strong news, DJ, commercials. Inde- coach
whose voice and commentaries have
pendent
and
network
affiliate
backearned him highest Hooper rating, plus
ground. Box 217J, BROADCASTING.
ready sales.
move for
family's
health.
Best Must
references.
Write
Box
Sports announcer presently employed.
4 years staff, sports experience. Single. 282J. BROADCASTING.
Definitely draft exempt. State salary, Announcer, experienced. Exempt. Start
complete sports setup. Best references.
$60.00.
Tape and
details on request.
Box 236J, BROADCASTING.
CAST
IN
Northeast
area only.
BoxG.
288J, BROADAnnouncer-salesman, some experience.
Announcer,
some
writing
background,
College, journalism major, familiar all
phases radio, strong on DJ, sports IV2. years experience. Six on staff regional network, high commercial earnplay-by-play, control board. Veteran,
ings, interested in solid, steady andraft exempt. Box 240J, BROADCASTING.
preferably
eastern U. S. nouncing
A. opportunity,
Disc, photo,
references,
complete information available. Box
Announcer - 2 years experience, vet, 289
J, BROADCASTING.
all
specialty
and phases,
disc shows,
can onalsoplay-by-play
sell. Box
Sports
play-by-play. Three years ex244 J, BROADCASTING.
perience, now employed. Seeks change.
References, disc, photo. Veteran. Box
Young experienced announcer seeking 293J, BROADCASTING.
permanence with future. Midwest.
Announcer: Employed by 5000 watt
Box 218J. BROADCASTING.
CBS station. Seeking challenging offer
programming-writing.
years and
exAnnouncer,
8
years
commercial,
deperience. Draft exempt, Four
26, family
ferred, married, newsman, special
AM-TV.
Prefer
midevents, DJ. Presently employed at dog. Either/or
west. Employer knows of this ad.
New York station. Desire permanent
south, midwest or west coast location. Box 297J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, 25, veteran,
Reply Box 219J, BROADCASTING.
experienced, all phases. Mature voice,
Morning disc comic. 8 years success strong commercial. Unmarried but
story. Highest Hooper in competitive
planning,
largerreferences,
market. ready
Minimum $60.prefer
Excellent
market. Dependable, combination,
married, exempt, employed. $100. Box to travel. College grad. 1503 N. Penn220J, BROADCASTING.
sylvania St., Apt. #13, Indianapolis,
Indiana. Phone PLaza 7819.
Announcer, capable, conscientious.
Disc jockey, now free-lance NYC, seeks
Familiar all phases control board
established station good market affilioperation with
light
concentrated
exated with capable sales staff. Four
perience. Single, draft deferred and years experience,
proven dependability,
willing to travel. Disc, resume, refer- showsmanship and sellability, married,
ences, available. Box 221J, BROADCASTING^
draft exempt, all replies answered.
New
Address:
J. Conroy,
236 W. 56 St.,
Yorkc/o1
9.
Sportscaster-announcer. Five and onehalf baseball,
years experience
in play-by-play
Stop right
here!operator,
Announcer-salesmanof
football and
basketball,
control
board
flair for DJ,
news and commercials. Married, 35 sports. Can do copy, some experience.
years
of
age,
veteran,
reply
Box
222J,
Draft exempt,
reBROADCASTING.
sident. Prefermarried,
western Montana
states. Bill
Lane, 47-07 39th Street, Long Island
Veteran, willing to learn announcing
bottom up. Salary with/and GI Bill City, N. Y., STillwell 4-0988.
okay. Finest personal references. Disc Four years as combination man (first
and photo. Box 121J, BROADCASTING.
phone). Heavy on announcing. Lots
of programming, production, news. Fit
Experienced announcer desires position in
anye
department.
Medical discharge.
T
with foreign American station. Now
xaKSIJ.
s
.
Tom
Perryman,
Gladewater,
employed, best references. Consider
anywhere. Complete data. Box 247J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey. Play-by-play
all sports. Three years experience metNationally known sports broadcaster
ropolitan radio. Married and wish to
available
immediately.
Married,
vetsettle down permanently. Steady
eran, draft free. Best of references.
worker.
Available
immediately. Top
Personal
interview,
audition at my ex- recommendations. Disc
or tape on repense. Box
251J, BROADCASTING.
quest.
Contact
Ted
Work,
3100 Connecticut
Aveue,
N.
W.,
Washington,
Draft exempt veteran, 26, 4 years experience. Presently employed as chief D. C, Tel: HObart 6565, Ext. 127.
announcer at metropolitan station in
Technical
New York. Desires permanent position
at
progressive
station.
Box
252
J,
Phone
first,
salary,
hours, offer, first
contact. Box 833H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-sportscaster, 5 years, large BROADCASTING.
. and small market, married, all sports. Announcer, employed, young, ambiwithSome
first experience
class phone,
vettious, 4F. Would like to settle with Engineer
eran, sober.
remotes
1 West, southwest. Box 227J, BROADsmall station in southern California.
:e CASTING.
and 10 N
watt xmters-receivers
(portable)
I
G.
Can
do news,
DJ shows, Pleasant
and all-round
jLivewire,
promotion,
general
announcing.
voice can relocate. Box 189 J, BROADCAST\* jming
man, sales,
seeks radio
or TV programcompetiand
good
diction.
Available
almost
Experienced 1st phone engineer: For
:' Hiveestern
market
with opportunities.
Prefer immediately if the right station replies. radio,
states.
Box 255J, BROADbroadcast, experimental, radar,
Disc and very excellent references.
or what have you? N. Y. C. vicinity.
re CASTING.
Box
257J,
BROADCASTING.
Box
239J,
BROADCASTING.
al Salesman. Just graduated from college
Announcer, versatile, heavy on news
'•4 but with 2y2 years experience in radio and
Engineer-operator.
Construction
exsports. Some experience, much
perience. Prefer eastern
or southeaster
'■• time
sellingindependents,
previous to network
college. amiExstates. Box 249J, BROADCASTING.
£3
perienced
ability.
Write
continuity.
Operate
control board, draft exempt.
Box 258J.
's iatessouth
and with
TV. station
Desire position
east BROA
DCASTING.
Chief engineer with twelve years exIt or
or agencyin who
can use and will use productive sales Announcer-emcee. All phases. 10 years.
perience desires
to make employed.
change. Marveteran,
presently
Box
7 ]ideas. Am 28, vet, single, have car. Prefer AM-TV. State salary. Box 256J. ried
BROADCASTING.
2 Box 280J, BROADCASTING.
259J,
BROADCASTING.
Announeera
3 years experience. Avail.«
Announcer-program director 1000 watt Engineer,
able immediately. Box 260J, BROAD2 I Sports wanted year-round. Experi- southern independent desires locate CASTING.
n enced AA baseball, midwest basket - north or east. Available immediately.
; ball, football and all staff. National Experienced news, music. Gates equip- Engineer, married. Fourteen years
agency,
sponsor recommendations.
ment. Married, hard worker. Former
complete studio, transmitter. Full de• Veteran, 3 children, college. Draft instructor speech and radio. $55.00. ING. tails please. Box 266J, BROADCASTexempt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
Box 261J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced program director, progressive middlewest five kw. If you
qualify, pected,
send
exdisc andbackground,
first letter. salary
Box 276J,
!BROADCASTING.
|i ! Program director, able to take complete
charge of program department in a
highly rated regional station. Major
! market experience and ability to compete locally with network ratings, are
"musts." We expect more and pay
accordingly,
please don'tsuccess
reply record
unless
you have an sooutstanding
as program director. If you qualify,
tell us all about yourself in your first
letter. Confidential. Box 283J, BROADCASTING.
j Fulltime newsman for three man news
S department. Emphasis on gathering,
writing and airing news. Send disc,
I educational and professional back■ ground and minimum salary requireI ments. Write WBSM, New Bedford,
I jMass.
( Copywriter, male or female. Desire
I initiative
details including salary person.
to WBUY,SendLexington,
N. C.
Wanted: One experienced copywriter
for 1 kw station. Good pay, nice hours
and pleasant working conditions in city
of 10,000. Send background, copy samI pies and small photo to General ManI ager, WRAY, Princeton, Indiana.
I Experienced news man, rewrite, reporting ability desirable. Top voice
li essential. Submit background, audijI tion,
or disc, photo
letter.
Incometape
commensurate
with first
ability.
All
inquiries confidential. Reply 411 Board
of Trade Building, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
In eighteen months increased gross ten
times with station in 100,000 market.
Ready to pmove
up. radio.
Completely
erienced al phases
Box 67ex-J,
BROADCASTING.
Station sold. Manager available for
west or midwest. 19 years experience.
Can produce profits. Box 88J, BROADC AS TING.
j Manager, ground.
successful
small market
backPresent employer
references.
! Available April 15th. Experienced all
phases with six years managerial.
, Good sales background. Draft exempt
veteran. Excellent personal and business references. Box 224J, BROADCASTING.
Young man, active manager of successful 5 kw fulltime independent, preprofitableviously
local manager-commercial
station, desires manager
position
as manager, midwest or southwest
station, with opportunity to purchase
interest in station. Box 231J, BROADCASTING.
■ Manager,
years selling,
copy. Civic10 minded.
Have announcing,
formula for
getting local and regional advertising.
Box 253 J, BROADCASTING.
Manager, now general manager highly
' successfulwestern
network
southmetropolitanstation
market.in Present
owner selling
station.
Young
and
aggres ive. Can furnish finest references.
. Prefersider
west
or
southwest.
Will
conmidwest. All replies confidential.
Box 272 J, BROADCASTING.
' General or sales manager. Brilliant
j |time
sales have
and management
record.on Inpresent
short
quadrupled billing
AM station located in highest competitive TV market in country. Outstanding record of creative selling. Wide and
intimate agency and client contacts.
Incentive must be big. Box 281J,
i 'BROADCASTING.
Salesmen

I

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Baseball announcer: One of nations
best. Real promoter. Not run of the
mill. Available for radio-TV yearround
ING. work. Box 154J, BROADCASTAnnouncer, 28, experienced, presently
employed, veteran, exempt, interested
television, will travel, prefer west,
southwest, consider all offers, tape,
photograph
available. Box 170 J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
1st phone operator. Combo. Graduate
Radio City school, inexperienced. Mar29 years
old. Southwest preferred.ried, vet,Box
279J, BROADCASTING.
Wi
on
Experienced
engineer,
single.
Walter M. sc
Dahlberg,
502si
N. 27,
21 n.
St.,
Superior,
Engineer,
1st phone,
experience including
4 years10 5years
kw station.
Age 32, draft exempt. $50 minimum.
No car. No announcing. Paul Graves,
73 Court Street, Augusta, Maine.
Production-Programming , others
Announcer-writer. College grad. Strong
on sports play-by-play. Now working
Copy, continuity.
Want publicity.
chance at radio
column
and station
Disc,
references.
Vet,
draft
exempt, married. Box 225J, BROADCASTING.
Radio, newspaper, agency background.
Family,
29, draft exempt, veteran. Box
164J, BROADCASTING.
Farm: Program
director-commentatorconsultant
available
shortly. Preference
dairy mixed farming northeast. Can do
weekly farm page for connected newspaper. Box 167J, BROADCASTING.
News, commercial and staff man available.vision.
FiveLastyears
radio,with
one same
year 5tele3V2 years
kw
station. Looking for some security at
progressive station in large market.
Box 173 J, BROADCASTING.
Professional home economist desires
positiontive,asestablished
women'sstation.
director One
with year
acbehind mike. Excellent home economics and teaching background. ThorING^
ough
of radio.DiscPrefer
midwest. knowledge
Best references.
and photo
on request. Box 204J, BROADCASTNews-sports director. Available at
once for station seeking experienced
man who can stand up to competition,
gathering, writing and announcing
news and sports programs. Six months
TV but back to radio for me. Background includes publicity, newspaper
and wire service. No floater. College,
veteran
(draft exempt). References,
BROADCASTING.
details, disc furnished. Box 233J,
ING^
Writer, imaginative, drama, copy. Top
television shows. Theatrical directing
background. Box 238J, BROADCASTN. Y. radio-television copywriter, employed, desires new position. 4-A
experience,
"blue - chip" accounts.
CASTING.
Radio-TV production background. Midtwenties, veteran. Box 241J, BROADPD available on immediate notice. Experienced all phases broadcasting.
LookingBROADCASTING.
for bigger, better station. Box
243J,
Husband and wife team with fifteen
years experience all phases station
operation from management and sales
to
copy
offering operation.
services for Thoroughly
organizing
or
bolstering
CASTING.
capable
and responsible. Job for wife
not essential. Box 245 J, BROADIn
the lastof fifteen
yearsradio,
I've wthought
orked
all phases
commercial
and taught versities,
radioacquired
in administrative
two first class uniand
executive experience, both Army and
business. Am 35, married, with two
children. Will move from present security to a challenging position with
CASTING^
expanding
radio or TV operation, which
offers a real future. Box 264J, BROADExperienced
farmNowdirector-announcer.
Available soon.
employed, draft
exempt. Good background, references.
Minimum salary $80 weekly. Midwest
only. Box 265J, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer-engineer.
3 years experience with 250 and 1 kw
stations. Sold time, also desire position
with
new station. Hard worker, deING^
pendable. Married, 26, picture, reference, disc. Box 268J, BROADCASTSports director, your baseball play-byyou and
want advertiser
one with proven
recordplay man
of iffan
appeal
whose every sports broadcast was sold
last year. Rich, colorful voice combined
with solid experience broadcasting
baseball, football, basketball, boxing,
CASTING.
wrestling
as sports director at station
"sports built." Box 277J, BROADLeading Chicago radio school graduate.
Experienced on remotes. Veteran. Musician, will travel. Box 290J, BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Salesmen
Account executive, employed, experienced, seasoned salesman, desires positionING •TVTELECASTING.
sales. Box 287J, BROADCASTProduction-Programming , others
Producer-director. Available at once
for
position
talents
be
wasted.
Sixwhere
months
withwon't
leading
eastern TV station. Experienced all
phases TV news, sports and special
events. Background includes TV,
radio, film, publicity, newspapers and
wire services. Willing to grow with
station. Trained best TV school, college graduate, veteran (draft exempt).
References and details furnished. Box
232J,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTFor Sale
Stations
Successful 1 kw daytimer and class B
FM in large eastern metropolitan market. Gross '49 and '50 over $200,000.
Principals
CASTING. only. Box 205J, BROADFor sale:
fulltime,
AM station.1000
Networkwatt,
affiliate,
in industrial
New
England
city.
Box
226J,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and General
Electric
CASTING.monitor. Box 107J, BROADBest offer takes 3 kw Federal FM
transmitter, Andrew 4 bay side mounting antenna with 280 feet l5/8 inch cable,
hangers,
etc. Box 136J, BROADCASTING.
Have new guyed radio towers complete
with #10 bare copper ground wire.
Write Box 162 J, BROADCASTING.
RCA 3 kw FM and GE 3 kw FM transmitters, two GE BM-1A station monitors, 2 bay GE antenna, reasonable.
Box 166J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Equipment, complete set
tower lights (4) and flashing beacon
Hughey-Phillips,
Gates $100.00.
tuning
unit model 21A $200.00.
less meter,
Westinghouse tower flasher unit $40.00.
2-Pickering 16 inch transcription arms
complete with heads, $15.00 each. Brush
tape recorder model BK-401, $65.00
8 ft. rack open end, $12.00. In good
condition. Contact, J. Eric Williams,
Radio Station WGAT, 250 Genesee St.,
Utica, N. Y.
Western Electric 106-B 1 kw transCASTING.mitter. Best offer. Box 291J, BROADRCA 76B2 console. 2 300A W. E. reproducer panels. 2 9A spare heads.
1 GE speech rack with accessory kit
and 24 Jack Panel wired. Make offer,
sell separate or together. Contact
Chief Engineer, KCRC, Enid, Oklahoma.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale: Approximately five hundred
feet brand new 70 ohme coax seveneighth inch copper conduit. 20 foot
lengths. Best offer cash, F.O.B. Radio
Station WHKP, Hendersonville, N. C.
Bargain: 3 year old tower, Winchargersix 300,
198' high;
complete
flashing
unit;
double
guy wires,
in excellent
condition. A real bargain, standing.
WLBE, Leesburg, Fla.
300-ft.,tower,
4-leg,complete
self supporting
BlawKnox
with insulators
and all lighting equipment. Available
about May 1. In excellent condition.
Good price to fast buyer. Call, write
or wire Ken Given, WLBJ, Bowling
Green, Kentucky.
For sale: One kw Western Electric
transmitter, 200 foot Wincharger,
tower and all necessary related equipment for studio and transmitter, including office equipment. Now in daily
operation,
but available
1 because of consolidation.
AlsoApril
one Collins
limiter and one Presto recorder. Inquire WWHG, Hornell, New York.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Experienced manager desires to puror invest
in to inpersonally
age achaseradio
station
midwest manarea.
Write Box 184J, BROADCASTING.
If price ischasingright,
am interested
in purradio station
within 250
mile
radius of fidential.
Chicago.
All replies
conDave Edelson,
Commercial
Broadcasters, 188 W. Randolph St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Equipment etc.
Cash for 451
quick
l-3/s" rigid Prodcoax,
Andrew
or sale.
Communications
ucts 1A-625. Must be perfect shape for
new FM installation. Give price amount
and
condition. Box 108J, BROADCASTING.

ADVERTISING AGENCY
wants man with sound radio background or radio agency experience, as
assistant to radio-television director.
Well known Providence, R. I. agency
handling important radio-television
accounts.PLIES
MailCONFIDENTIAL.
complete details.
REBox 159J,
BROADCASTING.
REAL ABILITY WANTED
Aggressive,
newspaper male
affiliated
network stationgrowing
seeks copywriter,
or female
with ability and experience in producing selling commercial copy and operating efficient department. Also,Nothoroughly
experienced,
tile announcer.
sports, but
everything versaelse.
Real opportunities to the right people with
genuine tails,advancement
potential.
Send
full
photo, references, sample of work de-to
Ridley Bell,
Program Director, WGBA. Columbus, Georgia.

Station

FILM

DIRECTOR

National organization has need
for Film Director with cutter
experience. Must have experience in field of motion pictures
and television. Prefer staff experience with large motion picture company, particularly in
short subject field. Must be willing to travel extensively. Salence. ary commensurate with experi-

Managerial

Situations Wanted

MAIL ORDER
Top mailperience^— own
order business,
man withagency,
six years
exgeneral
manager and program director high mail
pull stations. Interested returning to
business with agency or station. Married,
veteran, draft exempt. Will travel. Available immediately. Box 295J, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Appraisals;
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 360 N. Mich. Ave. 235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Randolph 6-4550 Exbrook 2-5672

1000 Wan Fulltime Independent New York State market
over 300,000 — good successful
propertyto and
wishes
retire.growing — owner
Principals only.

Box 32J, BROADCASTING

Wanted: Approved kilowatt transmitter
in good
condition. Box 1071, Plainview,
Texas.
Will pay cash for good used equipment
for 250 watt installation. Everything
from tower to studio. Gadsden Radio
Company, P. O. Box 937, Gadsden,
Alabama.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Newspaper

SALE

Production-Programming, others

Box 246J, BROADCASTING

and

FOR

$100,000

In a town of more than 300,000 (potential audience
1 1-2 million) this man has been a sales sensation as one of northeastern Ohio's most popular
D.J.'s. Veteran, married, 2 cliildren, 5 years as
disc jockey. Available April 15th. Box 223J,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming , others

Radio

Stations

Television

Wanted in good condition : General Radio 1170-A FM frequency monitor;
Esterline-Angus one milliampere recording meter, preferably with Telechron motor. Box 296J, BROADCASTING.

,<
PROGRAM SALESMAN
> Distinctive radio-TV programs with
> nationally known artists and news
> commentators. Account man with good
* agency and network contacts can earn
$200 weekly minimum commission con\ tinuously. Box 270J, BROADCASTING.

For Sale

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others

PROGRAM

DIRECTOR

12 years radio — refs.
College Ed.— 4F
BOX 237J, BROADCASTING
Television
Salesmen
TV PRODUCER-SALESMAN
with cialexceptional
commerprogramming background
and sales. Willin work
for
TV station or agency offering best opportunities for advancement. Backgroundagency, TVprogram
director, company.
managership
major
film producing
Manyof
years
of
commercial
management
of
50 kw
ING.
AM stations. Box 294J, BROADCAST-

Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
WPIC,
Old Sons of the Pioneers
WANTED—
records or transcriptions
P. O. Box 541, Sharon, Pa.

AD WOMEN'S MEET
Washington Program Set
AN outstanding program was
scheduled Saturday for the Eastern Conference
Women's
Advertising Clubs ofof the
Advertising
Federation of America, at the
Shoreham Hotel, Washington. More
than 200 women ad executives from
13 states were expected to attend.
Among those listed to speak were
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
Secretary of State for Public Affairs; Howard Abrams, manager,
sales and promotion division, National Retail Dry Goods Assn.;
Robert Albright, director educational services, Motion Picture
ing. of America, and Ed Lewis,
Assn.
vice president of Grant AdvertisIBA Elects
DANIEL C. PARK, sales manager,
WIRE Indianapolis, has been
elected president of the Indiana
Broadcasters Assn. Other officers
include Martin Leich, WGBF
Evansville, AM vice president; Edward Ogburn, WCTW New Castle,
FM vice president; Carl Vandergrift, WOWO Fort Wayne, secretary-treasurer; Dee Coe, WWCA
Gary, assistant secretary, and Robert Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis,
assistant treasurer. Members of
the board of directors are Harry
Bitner Jr., WFBM Indianapolis;
Donald Burton, WLBC Muncie; 0.
E. Richardson, WASK Lafayette;
C. Bruce McConnell, WISH Indianapolis, and William F. Rippetoe, WBOW Terre Haute.

New Business
(Continued from page U)
NBC-TV, effective May 7 for 52 weeks, with eight-week hiatus. Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corp., Chicago, March 28 started 52-week
sponsorship of Edward R. Murrow newscasts Mon., Wed., Fri., on 15
Columbia Pacific Network stations, 5-5:15 p.m. (PST). Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago. PLANTER'S NUT & CHOCOLATE Co.,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., sponsors Tues. and Thurs. broadcasts of program.
ACOUSTICON-WYLIE Co., L. A. (hearing aids), April 4 starts sponsorship of Chet Huntley and the News on ABC Pacific Network, Wed.,
5:30-5:45 p.m. (PST). Agency: Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills.
YAMI YOGURT Distributors Inc., Oakland, Calif, (cultured milk), March
26 started sponsorship of newscasts on Don Lee network of Fulton
Lewis jr., Mon., Wed., Fri., 4-4:15 p.m. (PST), and Cecil Brown, Tues.,
Thurs., 8-8:15 a.m. (PST). Both contracts for 52 weeks. Agency: Hal
Stebbins Inc., L. A.
GOEBEL BREWING Co., Oakland, Calif., May 2 starts half -hour weekly
Jerry Colonna Show on KECA-TV Los Angeles and May 14 on KGO-TV
San Francisco by Vitapix recording. Both contracts for 13 weeks. Agency:
Russell, Harris & Wood Inc., S. F. Program also being made available
to other ABC-TV stations on sustaining basis, with Goebel holding option
in several eastern markets. MCA produces package, budgeted at $6,000
weekly.
GENERAL FOODS Ltd., Toronto (Jello), replaces on April 9 to Jan. 14,
with summer hiatus, My Favorite Husband with Father Knows Best on
23 Trans-Canada network stations, Mon. 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Baker
Adv., Toronto.
KVOO

ELECTIONS
Ordered by NLRB
A DECISION to determine whether an engineering employe at
KVOO Tulsa, Okla., shall include
himself within a unit designated
for radio engineers and technicians
was ordered last Thursday by the
National Labor Relations Board.
The station is licensed to Southwestern Sales Corp.
Petition for representation originally was filed by the Omaha
Chapter of the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers & Technicians
(NABET), and drew dissents
from KVOO in the case of five employes whom the union would represent.
NLRB ruled that, inasmuch as it
is forbidden by law to include professional employes in a unit with
non-professionals unless the former group so decides, separate
elections should be held. John

FARM

Bushnell, lone professional employe who reportedly holds a firstclass
license,
will tothus
decide engineer's
whether he
wishes
be
included with the engineers and
technicians, the board ruled. Action was taken, NLRB said, because Mr. Bushnell was hired "primarily for research and not for the
operating staff of the station."
NLRB Run-off at CBS
RUN-OFF election for CBS whitecollar employes in New York will
be held April 18 by NLRB to determine whether Local 3, Newspaper Guild of New York, CIO,
will represent the employes for collective bargaining, or whether
there will be no union. An NLRB
election March 7 was inconclusive
and made a second election necessary [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12].

STATION?

Yes! For almost a quarter-century our
entertainment and services have been
planned for farmers in Kansas and
adjoining states.

in TOPE Kan
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National Nielsen Ratings* Top Radio Programs
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES—
and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
EXTRA-WEEK FEB. 11-17, 1951
Current Rating
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current
Previous
Homes
Rank Rank
Program
%
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
20.1
2
3
Charlie McCarthy (CBS)
16.9
3
2
Jack Benny (CBS)
16.4
4
5
AmosFriend
'n' Andy
16.2
5
4
My
Irma (CBS)
(CBS)
14.8
6
70
Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS)
14.7
7
6
Walter Winchell (ABC)
14.2
8
13
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC)
14.1
9
7
Godfrey's
TalentLifeScouts
(CBS)
14.0
10
9
You
Bet Your
(NBC)
12.9
Number
of homes
is obtained
by applying
the "NIELSEN-RATING" (%) to 41,903,000
—NOTE:
the 1951
estimate
of Total
United States
Radio Homes.
(*)
Homes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
of
the
program, except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.

EQUIPMENT STOLEN
Carolina Stations Hit
A BAND of burglars, who in February stole equipment on night
raids at two North Carolina stations, struck again last week, victimizing two other Carolina stations.
Don Voght, chief engineer,
WLTC Gastonia, N. C, reported
to police that early March 26 burglars made off with $3,000 worth of
equipment. That same night, 31
miles away, WFGN Gaffney, S. C,
was burglarized of considerable radio equipment. Curiously, a safe
was left untouched.
In February, thieves stole equipment from WSAT Salisbury and
WBUY-AM-FM Lexington [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 5].
DOG DAZE
Caused by Weather Casts
A KODY North Platte, Neb., listener who signed herself "Mrs. M.
E. W." has advised the station
that radio is driving her dog insane.
"Dear KODY staff," she wrote,
"I know it is your duty to give us
the weather report. But please, I
have a very nervous and sensitive
dog 'Bettie.' She is scared to
death of thunder and lightning.
And whenever you announce that
we are going to have a thunder
and lightning storm she immediately goes into hiding under the
foot of the bathtub . . . and won't
emerge until we have had a storm
and all is calm again. So could
you please use some other form
or way that she don't understand
or wait just before we have one.
Say anto hour
or so. soSolong
she before
won't
have
be nervous
we have said storm. She is becoming a nervous wreck."
Nellie A. Thomas
MRS. Nellie Albrecht Thomas, 70,
mother of C. L. (Chet) Thomas,
KXOK St. Louis general manager,
has died in that city. A native of
Cincinnati, Mrs. Thomas went to
St. Louis in 1946. In addition to
Mr. Thomas, she is survived by a
daughter, Thelma, and two other
sons, Harlan and Roy.

WWBZ
Now Full Time
FRED M. WOOD, general manager of WWBZ Vineland, N. J., has
announced that the station since
March 15 has been operating full
time, 6 a. m. to midnight. The station operates on 1360 kc with 1
kw, directional at night. With a
new transmitter building and facilities now complete, future plans
include studio remodeling, Mr.
Wood added.
ACADEMY AWARDS presentation of
"Oscars" on stage of Pantages Theatre, Hollywood, will be carried by ABC,
March 29, 11 p.m.-12:30 a.m., and will
be relayed by shortwave facilities of
the Armed Forces Radio service
throughout world.
Miss
Lois Winston
The Bioiv
Company
New York City
Dear Lois :
Here I am awritin' ter you agin,
but I jest couldn't pass up th' opportunity uv
tellin'Thursyuh
'bout
Y'see, Lois,
on W dayC nights
H S.
thet's th'
IN
night
got PEACE
th'yuh've
FBI
AND
WAR
PHILIP
MORRIS
an' t h '
HOUSE on
PLAYny's
West Number
VirginOne Station.
est Hooper
shows th'th latet
Now
even with
five
stations
in
ton, WCHS
th'
audience
hasCharles46.3
uv
Algy
on Thursday
durned near
twict an' a half times nights.
as much as
th' next rankin' station. Ain'tThet's
thet
good
news,
tho't y'ud
like ter
keepLois?
thet inJest
mind!
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,
April 2, 1951

W.

Va.

•
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ZIV SPONSORS
Auto Dealers Stand High
AUTOMOBILE and automotive
dealers stand high among sponsors
of two Frederic W. Ziv Co. transcribed programs — Bold Venture,
co-starring Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall, which made its debut on 427 stations a fortnight ago,
and Steamboat Jamboree, starring
Lanny Ross, released last September— according to an analysis issued last week.
Breakdowns in percentages of
sponsorship for Bold Venture
showed brewers first, with 35%;
stations, 15%, second; and automobile dealers, with 10%, third. Percentages for Steamboat Jamboree
showed automotive dealers first
with 13.3%; appliance dealers, with
12.5%, second; and building supplies and construction firms, with
8.5%, third.
Dan

B. Hosmer

DAN B. HOSMER, 58, active in
midwest radio from 1931 to 1943,
died in a hospital at Wichita, Kans.,
March 19. Mr. Hosmer, a former
police detective, started in radio
at KFBI Wichita in 1931 and
later worked at XER Lanres, N.
M. (1932-1935), WLS Chicago
(1936-1940) and WHO Des Moines
(1941-1943). He is credited with
originating and writing the series,
Pa and Ma Smithers. He is survived by his widow, Neva.

Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Trade Area
Buy

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Head ley- Reed Co.,
National Representatives
Page 90
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VAB ANNUAL

MEET

Set May 3-4, Hot Springs
ANNUAL meeting of the Virginia
Assn. of Broadcasters will be held
May 3-4 at The Homestead, Hot
Springs, Va., John W. Shultz, president, announced last week.
There will be a registration fee
of $5 per person and members are
asked to send their requests for
reservations directly to The Homestead. Members also are invited
to bring their wives.
Feature of Week
(Continued from page 12)
las, housewives by the thousands
were buying Maryland Club ("For
only 24 or 3^ more . . .") and receiving free double-orchid corsages
for Easter wear.
All week long, leading up to
Saturday, some 170 radio and TV
spots were used in a saturation
campaign on the observance of
"Maryland Club Coffee Day" with
its
away.fashion tie-in and orchid giveDallas grocers ran out of the 50,000 Hawaiian orchid corsages
available. To accommodate thousands of disappointed would-be
buyers, Maryland Club extended
the one-day orchid offer to cover
the following week, renewing the
corsage supply.
"It was sensational," said Clay
Stephenson, executive vice president of Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas,
agency on the Maryland Club account.
Making their debut at the Fashion Show simulcast were Maryland
Club's 21 Dallas "First Ladies of
Fashion," local socialites whose
good grooming coincides with a
preference for Maryland Club
Coffee.
During the coming year, a weekly
show on KRLD-TV called Maryland Club Presents will be a blend
of society gossip, fashion talk and
the coffee you'd drink if you owned
all the coffee in the world" (a
Maryland Club slogan for the campaign).
A Dallas beauty, dubbed "Miss
Maryland Club," participated in
the AM and TV buildup for the promotional debut.
The Dallas Fashion Center, an
organization of garment manufacturers, cooperated with Maryland
Club for the fashion presentation.
This is the first big advertising
push by Duncan Coffee for Maryland Club, long known to a limited
clientele as a premium brand, originally sold only to hotels and restaurants.
Duncan Coffee Co.'s highly advertised product is Admiration
Coffee.
Station executives in Dallas said
the radio-TV coverage of the 11
a.m. to noon Maryland Club event
was the heaviest ever given anything other than a Presidental
speech or the like.
Proceeds from the show, to which
tickets were sold at $1.50, went to
a Dallas charity.

EXECUTIVES whose combined years of service total more than a century
discuss future plans with Dan B. Miner (seated), president, Dan B. Miner Co.,
reportedly Los Angeles' oldest advertising agency, which today observes its
40th anniversary. Standing (I to r) are Isabel Moses, v. p., with agency
since 1919; Marie R. Sweeney, sec.-treas., 1928; J. C. Morse, exec. v. p.,
1924, and Edith Grooms, media dir., 1924.

PREMIERE of new CBS Philip Morris Playhouse drama series, Thurs. 10-10:30
p.m., brings together (I to r) Charles P. Tyler, Biow agency v. p.; Charles
Martin, producer, director and host on new show; Patrick H. Gorman, Philip
Morris adv. mgr.; and J. L. Van Volkenburg, v. p. chg. network sales for CBS.
Playhouse is budgeted at about $1 million yearly.

GATHERED at The Caribe Hilton in San Juan, Pi
Muniz, pres., Puerto Rican Assn. of Broadcasters; Charles A. Wall, v. p.. Broadcast Music Inc.; James L. Cox, special representative for BMI, and Harwood
Hull Jr., v.p., PRAB and mgr. of WAPA San Juan.
CAMPAIGN records for American Cancer Society are passed out by Art
Harre (r), station manager, WJJD Chicago to (I to r) Dorothy Miller, educational dir., WBBM Chicago; H. Leslie Atlass Jr., prog, dir., WIND Chicago;
and Francis Dixon, pub. ser. dir., WENR Chicago. Mr. Harre heads Illinois
Div. of the ACS's volunteer radio committee.

)ocket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
Lemoyne College. Memphis, Tenn.
and Ripley Bcstg. Co., Ripley, Tenn. —
nnouneed final decision adopting injial decision released Feb. 1, denying
Ipplications of Lemoyne College and
> iplev Bcstg. Co., each requesting a
eiv AM station on 1400 kc, 250 w, unl mited at their respective locations.
ecision Mar. 22.
WXLT Ely, Minn, and KFMA Davenart, Iowa — Announced final decision
Icpting initial decision released Feb.
J revoking license of WXLT held by
I lv Bcstg. Co. and the construction
ermit
of KFMA
by L.
rews Inc.
Decisionheld
March
28. W. AnFCC issued a report in regard to
latter of establishing a uniform policy
)onsbe infollowed
in licensing
radio staconnection
with violations
by
;n applicant of Federal laws other than
ne Communications Act. Oral argument was held in this proceeding last
ear, Jan. 25 to April 24, 1950. Primary
nnciples are set forth in report which
CC will use in making case-to-case
etermination of such applications.
See story this issue.) Decision March
INITIAL DECISIONS
Gateway Bcstg. Co., Texarkana, Ark.
^-Announced initial decision looking
|3ward grant of application for new
LM station on 790 kc, 1 kw day, 500 w
ight, night directional; with engineering conditions. Decison Mar. 22.
Blanfox Radio Co. Inc.. Cumberland,
iy. — Issued initial decision looking
award granting of application for contraction permit new AM station on
490 kc, 250 w, unlimited, subject to
ondition that applicant take steps to
atisfy all reasonable complaints rising
rom exceptionally strong signal from
:s station. Decision March 29.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa — By memoandum
opinion and order denied
«tition requesting dismissal of KIOA
>es Moines, Iowa application for conduction permit to change transmitting
quipment and operate with a twolement directional array during dayjne; and further ordered KIOA to
le, within 20 days, an appropriate
mendment to said application in order
ji inbring
it upform,
to date
in wThich
proper
application
shallcase,
be
ccepted. Order Mar. 22.
WFBM Indianapolis, Ind. — By memoFCC Actions
pplications Cont.:
(Continued from page 85)
lant City, Fla.; KBOK Waterloo, Iowa;
'ADE Wadesboro,
C; WRIB Tex.;
Pro.dence.
R. I.; KTANN. Sherman,
TAX Falls Church, Va.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
West Alabama Bcstg. Co., Tuscaloosa,
la. — RETURNED application for mod.
P new AM station for approval of
it.
and change trans, and main studio
cations.
KDAN Oroville, Calif. — RETURNED
^plication for assignment of license.
-CC ROUNDUP, Feb. 19.)
Birney
Jr., Kosciusko,
TURNED Imesapplication
for CPMiss.new— M station. (FCC ROUNDUP. Mar. 26.)
Following applications for renewal of
:ense were RETURNED : WRFS Alexjider City. Ala.; KRKL Kirkland.
'ash.; WRFW Eau Claire, Wis.
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SUMMARY TO MARCH 29
HqX, ^COte
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Pending Hearine
In
265
Grants
Appls.
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
127
AM Stations
2,239 2,235 131
11
4
FM Stations
661
516
161
Cond'I
171
397
TV Stations
107
67
42
* On the air.
randum opinion and order denied
petition for rehearing filed by WFBM,
directed against FCC decision granted
application of Morrisville Bcstg. Co.
to change operating assignment of
WBUD Morrisville, Pa. from 1490 kc,
250 w, unlimited to 1260 kc, 1 kw, unlimited, directional, and to move main
studio to Trenton, N. J. and transmitter
location to the vicinity of Trenton,
subject to engineering conditions.
Order Mar. 22.
Non-Docket' Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
KWHK Hutchinson, Kan. — Removed
from hearing and granted application
for switch in facilities from 1190 kc, 1
kw, daytime to 1260 kc, 1 kw, day, 500
w,
night, directional day and night;
28.
engineering conditions. Granted March
FM GRANTS
WVSH
(FM)
Huntington,
Granted modification
of licenseInd.—
for
switch in facilities from Ch. 201 (88.1
mc)
to
Ch.
220
(91.9
mc).
Granted
March 28.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WOV New York — Granted assignment of license to newly formed cororation of same 23.name, Wodaam Corp.
Granted pMarch
KSMA Santa
Maria, Calif.—
GrantedH.
assignment
of license
from John
Poole to John I. Groom and James
Hagerman, sideratiaon of $27,500.
co-partnership, for conWLOK-AM-FM Lima, Ohio— Granted
assignment of license of AM station
and construction permit of FM from
Fort Industry Co. to WLOK Inc., of
which Lloyd A. Pixley is president,
treasurer and director for consideration of 8137,500 plus or minus certain
accounts. Granted March 28.
WJIG Tullahoma, Tenn.— Granted assignment of license from Tri-Cities
Bcstg. Co. to Raymond L. Prescott Jr.
d/b as WJIG, presently 50% owner
WJIG for $19,000. Granted March 28.
WFVG assignment
Fuquay Springs,
N. from
C. —
Granted
of license
Radio Station WFVG to J. M. Stephenson and B. H. Ingle Sr. d/b as Radio
Station WFVG. A consideration of
$16,000 is paid to retiring partner W. J.
Davis. Granted March 28.
WSAI-AM-FM
Cincinnati,
OhioGranted
consent to
transfer control
from Field Enterprises Inc. to Fort
Industry Co. for $225,000 plus or minus
certain ditionadjustments;
conthat transfer subject
not be to
effected

15th year of SERVICE to 69,740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
Telecasting

until Fort Industry Co. disposes of inin WLOK-AM-FM
(See above.)
Granted terestsMarch
28.
KWBE
Beatrice,
Neb.—
Granted
sent to transfer control from Johncon-F.
Thorwald to Merle G. Jones, Thomas
E. Adams
Jr., D.
M. Goldberg
E. Dole, Marion
Morton and Joe
for $54,545.
Granted March 28.
KEVA Shamrock,
Tex. —Albert
Granted
assignment of license from
Cooper
to new partnership of Albert Cooper,
40%, and James Daniel Abbott, 60%,
d/b as Shamrock Texas Bcstg. Co. for
$18,000. Granted March 28.
WOSCment ofFulton,
Y.— Oswego
Granted County
assignlicense N.from
Bcstg. Co. Die. to Harold W. Cassill for
$50,000. Granted March 28.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Phoenix City, Ala. — Community
Bcstg. Service Inc., 1270 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated construction cost $25,000. Applicant is also licensee of WAAA
Winston Salem, N. C. Filed March 26.
FM APPLICATIONS
Wadesboro, N. C. — Robert Phillip
Lyon and Risden A. Lyon d/b as R. P.
Lyon & Son, Ch. 240 (95.9 mc), 285 w,
antenna 444 ft.; estimated construction
cost $3800. Applicant is also licensee
WADE Wadesboro. Filed March 26.
TV APPLICATIONS
Mobile, Ala. — The Mobile Press Register Inc., Ch. 8 (180-186 mc), ERP 27.2 kw
vis., 13.6 kw aur., ant. 293 ft. Estimated
cost $206,000, first year operating cost
$135,000, revenue $135,000. Applicant
is
licensee
March
29. WABB-AM-FM there. Filed
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WFRO-AM-FM Fremont, Ohio— Assignment of license from R3bert F.
Wolfe Co. to Wolfe Bcstg. Corp. for
token price of $1, step taken to separate terests
RobertfromF.hisWolfe's
broadcasting
inoffice supply
interests,
formerly
owned
by
same
company.
Filed March 26.
WMGR Decatur, Ga. — Assignment of
license from Thomas R. Hanssen, John
A. Dowdy and Charles W. Dowdy d/b
as Decatur Bcstg. Co. to Thomas R.
Hanssen, John A. Dowdy, Charles W.
Dowdy and Mrs. Winnie S. Vaughn
d/b as Decatur Bcstg. Co. Mrs. Vaughn,
owner of Vaughn's Grocery, Milan, Ga.
pays
to March
company26. for her 25%
interest.$4,000Filed
WQUA
Moline,
111. —Bcstg.
Assignment
of
license from Moline
Corp. to
Quad-City Bcstg. Corp., having identical stockholders. No money is involved in transfer. But physical properties are to remain under ownership
of Moline Bcstg. Corp., to whom QuadCity Bcstg. Corp. will pay an annual
rental of $6,500. Filed March 26.
WNAW signmentNorth
— Asof license Adams,
from Neal Mass.
W. Welch
to Courtlandt Nicoll for $15,000. Mr.
Nicoll is secretary, director and legal
covnsel for Vendex Corp., New York,
distributors of Snow Crop Orange
Juice; also director, assistant secretary
and counsel for Greene County Printing Corp., Coxsackie,
N. Y.,26. newspaper
publishers.
Filed March
WAZL-AM-FM
Hazleton,
Pa.— As-C.
signment of license from Victor
Diehm, E. H. Witney, Hilda M. Deisroth
and George M. Chisnell d/b as Hazle-

ton Bcstg. Co. to Hazleton Bcstg. Co.
Inc. Assignee is owned by same partners, each holding 25% interest. No
money involved. Transfer is undertaken to give owners benefit of corporate ownership. Filed March 26.
KODY North Platte, Neb.— Voluntary
transfer of percentage of partnership
interest from George B. Dent Jr. and
Townsend E. Dent to John Alexander
in order to equalize partnership inat 33>/j%
formerlyterestheld
41.1%each.
each Transferors
while Mr.
Alexander held 16.6%. Mr. Alexander
isforto hispayincreased
each of his
$5,100
shareco-partners
of partnership.
WIRB
Enterprise,
Ala.
—
Assignment
of license from Franklin H. James,
Robert E. James, and Ralph M. Stanford d/b as The Wireglass Bcstg. Co.
to new partnership of Robert E. James
and Ralph M. Stanford d/b as The
Wireglass Bcstg. Co. Franklin H. James
relinquishes his share of partnership in
consideration for which he is released
ofFiled
$2400March
obligation
for original capital.
28.
KCRV Caruthersville, Mo.— Transfer
of control
Inc., andlicensee, Pemiscot
from William Bcstrs.
R. Smith
Emmett F. Smith to J. E. Taylor, HarryLevin and Robert L. Harrison for $35,000. Mr. Taylor and Mr. Levin are
present stockholders and will each own
45% under new arrangement. Mr.
Harrison is present manager of station
and will own 10%. Filed March 29.
Ala. — Assignment
ofWJRD
licenseTuscaloosa,
from Wilhelmina
Q. Doss,
Administrator of estate of James R.
Ross Jr., deceased to Wilhelmina Q.
Doss. Mrs. Doss is sole owner of entire estate left
by March
Mr. Doss29. under final
settlement.
Filed
Deletions . . .
<
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Jan.
1: AM 8 FM 30 TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
WDAK-FM Columbus, Ga. — Radio
Columbus Inc., construction permit,
March 22. Reason unavailable.
WISTCo.(FM)
N. C—March
The
Bcstg.
of theCharlotte,
South, license,
21. Economic.
KKLAEvangelistic
(FM) Hollywood,
Calif.—March
Echo
Park
Assn., license,
21. Economic.

KSWM
J O P L I N , MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The small map above shows
airline miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assuring
unduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service.
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

weather station
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MO.
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TUBE
OUTPUT
DISCUSSION of measures for m
receiving tubes, pending evaluation
appointments at government level
last week.
Officials of the National Production Authority, meeting with an
industry advisory committee last
Tuesday, revealed that the government plans to reserve an adequate
nickel supply during the AprilJune period "because of the industry's importance to the defense efAt the same time these appointments were either announced or offort." ficially confirmed :
(1) Louis H. Niemann, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., named chief
of the tronics
tube Products
section,
Div. NPA's Elec-
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(2) Luther W. Hill, Carolina
Telephone & Telegraph Co., appointed director of communications
equipment, NPA
It also was learned that Lewis
Allen Weiss, director of NPA's Office of Civilian Requirements and
former Don Lee-MBS executive,
would assume the title of assistant
administrator to the National Production Authority administrator,
while retaining present duties within OCR. Mr. Weiss, who was named
director last month [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 12], will exercise greater responsibility in the
field of civilian needs, conferring
with other agency heads as a fullfledged representative of NPA.
Mr. Niemann is on leave of absence from his post as manager of
sales engineering for the sales department of the radio tube and television picture tube division at
Sylvania. In accepting the NPA
post Mr. Niemann heads a section
similar to one in which he served
during world War II. His duties
were outlined in the March 12
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Other Changes
In other personnel alignments,
it was revealed that Walter W.
Watts, special assistant to Gen.
William Harrison, Defense Production Administrator, would serve
as temporary acting chairman of
the newly - created government
Electronics Production Board. The
group has been set up to supervise
both military and civilian requirements and speed up production
contracts [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26]. Mr. Watts
also heads DPA's Production Executive Committee.
Other board members, set last week,
are: Harry Ehle, International Resistance Co., now consultant to the Army;
Don Mitchell, Sylvania Electric Products Co., Air Force consultant; John
Small, Munitions Board chairman;
John Daley,
director
NPA'sAdmiral
Electronics Products
Div.;of Vice
A. C. Noble, U. S. Navy, and Mr.
Watts, along with an unnamed official
of the Atomic Energy Commission.
With respect to receiving tubes,
NPA authorities explained that an
adequate nickel supply, designed
as an interim measure, would enable the industry to (1) avert loss
of skilled manpower and produc-

Adequate Nickel Supply
Planned by NPA
aintaining the production flow of
of military requirements, and key
highlighted electronic developments
tion and (2) prevent waste of material and deterioration of vital
plant facilities.
The agency stressed that a portion of new production may have
to be sacrified to maintain the
parts replacement program set
forth under the government's ;,,MR0
(maintenance, repair and operating) program. Industry representatives, in turn, reported progress
in conservation efforts and noted
the industry had produced 383 million receiving tubes last year,
reaching a high level this past Janlion. uary with output of nearly 40 milAttending the session were representatives of General Electric
Co., Philco Corp., RCA Mfg. Co.
(Tube Div.), Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Sylvania Electric Products Co. and
other firms.
Retail Radio Success
(Continued from page 28)
is what retailers are planning now.
This is in direct contrast to first
of the year advertising predictions.
This does not necesarily mean that
the advertising percentage will increase. Retailers are anticipating
gains in total sales volume over
last year. Current estimates indicate approximately a 10% increase.
If retailers continue their identical
advertising percentages, we will
see approximately 10% increase in
retail advertising dollars."
Another measure, Mr. Abrahams
continued, is to "promote at the
time people want to buy." A third
measure is to "get more for the
advertising dollar by using the
right
methodsadvertising
are in useattack."
to createProven
more
sales and get more results "through
the process of revealing greater
information
to the customers," he
said.
"At NRDGA, we put much effort
into the study of radio for retailers," Mr. Abrahams went on, because "we had continuous demands
from stores for information about
radio, how to use it, when to use it,
how to evaluate it and other points.
"Why do stores use radio? Why
is the use of radio increasing?
Here tare
the reasons," he coninued :
1. Radio has a personal appeal —
you . . . hear and feel the presence
of an announcer and his entire program cast. ... It creates a personal tie between the advertiser and
the customer.
2. Radio has widespread circulation
— it inghelps
area . to. . increase
included a . store's
. . (is) trad...
a listening audience diversified in income, age and social position.
3. Radio reaches customers in their
homes — these customers need not exert any effort or spend any money to

MONTGOMERY WARD farm store,
Denver, March 17 began sponsorship
of the Saturday afternoon program,
Garden Tips, over KLZ Denver. Planning the programs are (I to r) J. C.
Woodcock, advertising manager,
Montgomery Ward's Denver retail
store; Lowell Watts, KLZ farm director, and Jack Tipton, KLZ account
executive.
hear the advertising messages.
4. Radio has various types of programs to reach specific audiences —
. . . Makes it possible to use the
"beamed program technique" and talk
to particular groups with express interest in selected merchandise.
5.
Radio
is flexible
can and
be1
shifted quickly
to meet and
specific
timely situations.
6. Radio can create quick acceptice. ance of a definite department or serv7. Radio helps to develop store ,
character.

8. Radio creates word - of - mouth
publicity — . . . It is part of parlor
conversation to gag about commercials or tunes on the radio.
9. Radio stimulates employes — . . .1
Gets an added boost from store peo- 1
pie who radio
are often
enthused by their 1
store's
activities.
10. Radio
position with strengthens
its resourcesa —store's
Manufacturers are often impressed with a
store's radio activities.
11. Radio increases the acceptance
of other media — Helps to confirm advertising messages in other media and i] ::
magnify their importance.
12. Radiosales.
builds store traffic and
increases
Case Histories Cited
Citing a half dozen case histories to illustrate his points, Mr.
Abrahams said: "It would be possible to go on and on with case
histories of successful retail radio
results. Our files are full of them.
Properly used to sell merchandise,
by showing benefits which customers can get from the merchandise, radio can be a highly productive advertising medium. Used
properly, it can do a great deal to
shrink the high cost of advertis-

m
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RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology in America, offers its
trained Radio and Television teching."
dustry.
nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
of America
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January Billings
(Continued from page 25)
ig the year's first month with
•33,569 in gross billings, while
ever Bros, ranked third by inting $742,742 in network adrtising. Fourth and fifth were
eneral Foods and Sterling Drug
th gross time purchases of $734,5 and $659,300, respectively.
Largest of the product group adertisers in January were the food
reducers, whose gross billings todied $4,134,288, a slight increase
jrer the January 1950 $4,100,124
4tal. General Foods' expenditure
■f $709,493 topped the individual
ivertisers within this group.
The Toiletries & Toilet Goods
anufacturers
ranked second
.irough their $2,372,164 investment, $480,427 of which was purnased by Gillette Safety Razor
brp., which led this group.
The Drugs & Remedies class,
d by Sterling Drug Co., expended
l.297,641 to place third among the
•oduct groups, while fourth and
■.Eth place fell to the Smoking Ma- rials manufacturers
and the
Daps, Cleansers & Polishes cateory.
The overall total of $16,666,712
network gross billings during
jjjinuary 1951 evidenced an approxaate 2.49c drop from last year's
7,085,040.
BC NAMES FROST
Hollywood Operations Dir.
EWIS S. FROST, assistant to the
:e president in charge, NBC
Western Div., has
been appointed
director of operations for the network, Hollywood.
The announcement was made
Wednesday by
John K. West,
vice president in
charge of the
netwoi'k's Western Div.
Mr. Frost first joined the net•rk in 1930 as manager of the
jgram traffic department, San
ancisco. Two years later he was
med program manager, and in
66 was appointed to his formerly
id post as assistant to the vice
isident.

Wife

M

BMI

TABLE III
COMPARATIVE GROSS NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR JAN. 1951, AND JAN. 1950
Class
Class
Jan. 1950
Jan. 1951
Jan. 1951
Agriculture & Forming
S 130,124
58,761
Industrial Materials
S
93,708
188,325
Apparel, Footwear
& Acces.
109,440 Insurance
Automotive,
Automotive
Acces.
243,242
& Equip.
507,689
719,524 Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Office Equip.,& Writing
70,728
Aviation, Aviation Acces. & Equip.
Publishing
Media Supplies & Equipment 100,792
Beer, Wine & Liquor
342,782
232,894
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
103,516
78,356
Bldg. Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
112,528
Musical
Instruments
630,928 Retail
546,894
Confectionary & Soft Drinks
164,335
Stores
& Shops & Acces.
Consumer Services
245,637
177,050
Materials
Drugs & Remedies
2,297,641
2,188,000 Smoking
1,056
Soaps,
Polishes
1,843,965
Entertainments & Amusements
Sporting Cleansers
Goods && Toys
1,812,689
Food & Food Products
Toiletries
&
Toilet
Goods
4,134,288
574,299
4,100,124
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
452,419 Transportation, Travel & Resorts
2,372,164
Horticulture
128,150
444,571
Miscellaneous
273,687
Household Equip. & Supplies
199,362
Household Furnishings
68,334
38,494
$16,666,712
ABA ELECTIONS
Brooks Named President
W. EMMETT BROOKS, manager,
WEBJ Brewton, Ala., was elected
president of the Alabama Broadcasters Assn. at its annual spring
meeting in Birmingham March 2223. Mr. Brooks, a lawyer and newspaper publisher, succeeds Bert
Bank of WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Chosen to serve with Mr. Brooks
were: Tom Martin, WAPX Montgomery, vice president; Malcolm
Street, WHMA Anniston, secretary-treasurer. Mr. Martin replaces Mr. Brooks as vice president; Mr. Street fills the office formerly held by Graydon Ausmus, U.
of Alabama.
Two members were re-elected to
the board of directors. They were
Lionel Baxter, WAPI Birmingham,
District 2, and Marion Hyatt,
WJHO Opelika, District 3. Hugh
Smith, WCOV Montgomery, was
elected to replace Mr. Martin on
the board of directors for District 4.
More than 50 broadcasters from
Alabama and several guest speakers from New York, Ohio, Georgia and other points were in Birmingham for the meeting at the
Tutwiler Hotel.
Highlighting the Thursday
(March 22) session was a speech
by Carl Haverlin, president, BMI.
Mr. Haverlin chided those who
would believe television is to "kill
AM radio." But to the contrary, it
merely created a better appreciation of music and was a stimulant
to both records and recitals, Mr.
Haverlin reminded.
Television, in his view, "will be
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a boon to radio. Each is an individual art form. Each has its place."
The March 23 session was devoted largely to programming:
A clinic on programs by Glenn Dolberg, director of station relations,
BMI, with Dorsey Owings, field representative of BMI, as chairman;
"Research for Better Programs," by
Dr. Kenneth Harwood, program department of the U. of Alabama; "Your
Product is Programs," by Herbert
Rice, national production manager,
MBS, New York; "Programming From
3 to 5, Small Stations," by Robert
Rounsaville. owner-operator WQXI
Atlanta, WBAC Cleveland and WBEL
Elizabethton, Tenn.; "Disc Jockeying
and Farm Audiences," by Joe Rumore,
WVOK Birmingham, and a discussion
on radio public relations by George
Gingell, program director, WRBL Columbus.
Other speakers were Dave Baylor,
general manager, WJMO Cleveland,
Ohio; Bill McCain, program director,
WBRC Birmingham; Aubrey Williams, radio director for a New Orleans advertising agency and formerly
producer of radio shows Vox Pop and
We, the People, and Leo Martin, head
of the department of radio, U. of
Alabama.
INSTITUTE
Downs, Bridges To Speak
BILL DOWNS, CBS Korean correspondent, and Jones Bridges, news
editor, WSB-TV Atlanta, have been
added to the list of speakers for
the sixth annual Georgia Radio and
Television Institute at the U. of
Georgia, Athens, April 5-7 [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 26].
Others scheduled to speak include
Edgar Kobak, BAB board chairman, and Maurice B. Mitchell, vice
president and general manager,
Associated Program Service.
In addition to lectures the Institute, sponsored by the Henry
Grady School of Journalism and
the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
will feature panel discussions on
special problems of radio. Panel
on women in broadcasting will be
led by Helen Farmer, WMAZ
Macon, Ga., and Mary Anne Martin, WRFC Athens.
Another session will feature
John Derr, CBS associate director
of sports, who conducts the CBS
Sports Roundup. Mr. Derr will
discuss "The Importance of Sports
in Radio and Television Programming," assisted by a panel of
sports experts including Jim
Woods, WAGA Atlanta; George
Theeringer, WRBL Columbus, Ga.;
Thad Horton, WSB-TV, and Jack
Kellv, WGST Atlanta.

Jan. 1950
215,738
283,262
179,127
150,567
176,486
O 86,008
TOO
J., 1 M,J77
1,728
1,663,850
2,439,196
508,566
84,585
517,085,040

Flamingo Promotion Set
LEIGH FOODS INC. will spend
$200,000 promoting its Flamingo
frozen
juiceduring
over the
WCBSAM-TV orange
New York
next
year, it was announced Friday. By
far the largest sum ever spent by
a food producer promoting a single
product over a New York station,
according to WCBS sales officials,
it will be used for 16 one-minute
cartoon announcements over
WCBS-TV each week for 52 weeks,
starting yesterday (Sunday), with
replacement every two months by
16 new cartoons; and a comprehensive schedule of radio spot announcements, featuring the Flamingo Calypso jingle, scheduled to
start a month hence.

GREAT
NEGRO
MARKET
IN NEW
ORLEANS'

GA.

WMRV* GETS

RBSUITS
A large New Orleans
Dr"D
Chain increased
Prescrip
tion business
wst with WMRY. Like
many
other
.
in a acco
one unts
monthit
suits.
•s00%
nowule using
sched
with agoodliberare-l

Programmed for Negroes by Negroes, WMRY is effectively
directing the buying habits of
this vast, faithful audience.
600KC- "THE SEPIA STATION"
WMRY
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Nat'l. Representative
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
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BILL

U. S. TOBACCO (snuff), through its agenc>i
Kudner Adv., New York, looking for quartei
hour hillbilly shows in southern markeb
Starting date is tentatively scheduled mid|

AVERAGE home viewer spends 3 hours and
24 minutes per day watching TV, BBDO said
last week in report on' nationwide survey conducted last November by agency to determine
impact of television on leisure time.
Findings included: Movie attendance appears
hardest hit by TV, with 18% of persons in nonTV homes going to movies on typical day
against 12% for TV families, a one-third decrease. Radio is listened to by 67% of persons
in TV homes, compared to 87% in non-TV
homes, but people with video sets listen to radio
on average of 2 hours and 10 minutes a day.
Newspaper reading declines slightly in TV
homes for daily papers, with Sunday paper
reading about same as for non-video families.
Magazine reading drops from 69% in non-TV
homes to 60% in homes with video, but average
reader in TV homes on typical day devotes
59 minutes to weekly magazine reading.

AT INDIANA LAW BANQUET
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy last Saturday was
to unleash blast at provision of McFarland
Bill (S 658) which prohibits Commissioners
from consulting with Office of Formal Hearing
Assistants and other staff members on adjudicatory matters. In speech, prepared for Indiana Law Journal banquet, Indiana U. School
of Law, Bloomington, last Saturday night,
Chairman brought up matter while outlining
relationships between FCC and lawful procedures and said :
To cut the Commissioners off from all its expsrt
staff by denying them the right to consult with the
staff could result only in uninformed judgments
based on insufficient knowledge of the complex factors which should determine any of the decisions
in this field.
Mr. Coy to testify when hearings on S 658
open Tuesday before House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee (see story, page 38).

April.
SELLING RADIO MAJOR ISSUE
BEFORE BAB MEET APRIL 17
MAJOR issues on agenda for BAB progran
April 17 during NARTB convention in Chi1
cago announced Friday by BAB Presiden
William B. Ryan, who said emphasis would b ,
on selling radio aggressively and constructively
Issues to include: (1) AM rate reductio
question, "including analysis of erroneous o
misleading assumptions on which recent de
mands for rate cuts by the Assn. of Nationa
Advertisers and others have been made;" (2
"fair selling practices ... to guard agains
loss of prestige . . .;" (3) "radio's past fail
ure to provide advertisers with basic, funda
mental market data on the medium," and it
"obligation to conduct sound, believeable re
search ... to prove (radio's) right to ;
larger share of the national and local adver

WESTINGHOUSE

FAIRBANKS

tising COUNCIL
dollar."
AD

BBDO REPORTS AVERAGE
SPENT WATCHING
TV

TIME

PETITION

"LONG RECORD of Westinghouse in the
radio broadcasting field is conclusive proof of
its ability and desire to broadcast in the public interest," Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc. told FCC Friday in petition asking Commission to finalize proposed grant of WRS'
long-pending bid to increase power of WOWO
Fort Wayne, Ind. to 50 kw, directional night.
Petition was first filed after decision of Commission to drop its proposed "uniform policy"
plan and consider applicants on case-by-case
basis where anti-trust or other federal law
violations are involved (see early story page
25). WOWO, now 10 kw on 1190 kc, first
sought 50 kw in 1937.
WISCONSIN LOTTERY POLL
INFORMAL poll of Wisconsin legislators
taken by state broadcasters shows majority
favoring re-interpretation of consideration
clause in state's lottery laws relating to giveaways. (See story this issue.) Proposed
amendment, providing that hearing or watching radio or TV broadcast with prizes does not
constitute consideration, could set national
precedent for revised state legislation. Excise and Tax Committee reportedly will send
favorable report back to assembly for vote.
BANKRUPTCY

PETITION

FILED

DORRANCE-WADDELL, New York adv.
agency, announced it filed voluntary petition
in bankruptcy Friday. Move, decided upon
by board of directors Wednesday, "was made
to protect creditors from sustaining any further losses . . . All clients and present creditors
are being notified," statement said.
FEDDERSON NAMED TO BAC
ADDITION of Donley Fedderson, president of
Northwestern U., to Broadcast Advisory Council, representing University Assn. for Professional Radio Education, announced Friday by
NAB President Justin Miller, BAC chairman.
He was fifth accepting membership this week
(see early story page 68).
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ELECTION of Richard M. Fairbanks, president of WIBC Indianapolis, Ind., to NARTB
board of directors, representing District 8, announced Friday by C. E. Arney Jr., association
secretary-treasurer. Mr. Fairbanks, in balloting which ended Thursday midnight, won close
race in Indiana-Michigan area over Milton L.
Greenebaum, owner-president, WSAM Saginaw. Both were nominated to fill unexpired
term of George J. Higgins, who resigned on
move from District 8 to KMBC Kansas City,
Mo. Mr. Fairbanks assumes post immediately,
serving until close of 1952 NARTB convention.
WMAW
REVOCATION HEARING
WMAW Milwaukee denied alleged intent to
deceive FCC as to ownership and finances at
oral argument Friday before full Commission
on station's petition asking FCC to set aside
final ruling which would deny license to cover
initial construction permit [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 19; Dec. 20, 1950].
WMAW charged FCC in reversing recommendation ofhearing examiner to grant license
failed
to
show
"errors" of examiner's conclusions.
CIVIL DEFENSE SPOTS
ALLOCATION of network radio-television
time for civil defense spots set by Advertising
Council, Charles Jackson, White House assistant, revealed Friday. Network radio and
television weeks start April 9 and April 23,
respectively. Use of "live" or filmed announcements on TV undetermined. Spots designed
to familiarize American public with emergency
alert cards and posters in their areas. Series
also extended to cooperative programs.
HARVEY CASE HELD OVER
GRAND jury now considering case of ABC
Commentator Paul Harvey's unauthorized
entry into atomic lab will be held over through
April, U. S. Dist. Atty. Otto Kerner said Friday. Government seeking indictment of Mr.
Harvey charging violation of national security.

CAMPAIGNS

RECEIVE RADIO-TV AID
PUBLIC service campaigns of Advertising
Council during emergency period receivin;
heavy support from radio and TV but "mucl
of
the print
support" assistant
has waned,director
according
Robert
B. Mathews,
of adti
vertising,- General Foods Corp.
Speaking at closing business session of Assn
of National Advertisers convention at Ho
Springs, Va. (early story page 23), Mi
Mathews called for increasing advertiser sup
port of public service advertising in printei
media. Speaking as council member he sail
advertisers are contributing generously of radii
and TV time.
AUTRY

IN 9 MARKETS

GENE AUTRY'S Flying A Pictures, ne\
half-hour film series shot for TV, which star
Jack Mahoney, was sold in nine markets be
fore
it was has
released.
Sales T"\
productions
spottedCBSit Radio
for Langendor
Bakeries in Seattle, San Diego, San Francisc
and Los Angeles; for Peterson Baking Co. ii
Omaha and for various sponsors in Kansa
City, Milwaukee, Louisville and Pittsburgh.
SUPPORTED, ANA HEARS
HENRY SCHACHTE, national advertisin
manager of Borden Co., elected ANA boar
member succeeding Howard Chapin, recentl
named General Foods director of Birdseye mai
keting and sales. Mr. Chapin resigned froi
board with assumption of new General Fooc;
post. ANA closed convention Friday with of!
record discussion of war situation by Fran
Pace Jr., Secretary of Army.
REPRESENTATIVE NAMED
NATIONAL TIME SALES, New York, ap
pointed eastern representative for Texas Span
ish-language broadcasters group (KTXF
Austin, KCOR San Antonio, KUNO Corpu
Christi, and XEO Matamoras and XEU
Reynosa, Mexico).
BROADCASTING
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Only The KMBC-KFRM
Covers
and

CITY

MARKET

fr? Grc/es/

Team

It Effectively
Economically!
Daytime half-millivolt contours shown in black.

During the past year The KMBC-KFRM Team
has substantially increased an already comfortable lead audience-wise in the great rectangular
Kansas City Primary Trade area. Proof lies in the
result of a late 1950 survey made at the Kansas and
Missouri State Fairs and at the American Royal.
The KMBC-KFRM Team has built effective

and economical coverage of the territory without waste circulation but more important, the
building continues!
Contact KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for full details on why The KMBCKFRM Team is your best buy in the Heart of
America.
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BOSTON
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DETROIT
SAN
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ATLANTA
HOLLYWOOD
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Turn

BRO
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Now

PHII

ling Defends
adio Silence
i Mike, Page 48
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Famous Phil's taking Baltimore by storm! He's on W-l-T-H now
for two full hours (2 to 4 P.M.) Monday through Saturday. He
does the whole show himself. And what a salesman he is! Phil
is big time stuff for this great local show.

For participations,

ask your nearest Headley-Reed man.
)0 Annually
cents weekly
TOM TINSLEY, President

Represented by HEADLEY-REED

let

BAKER

HOW

TO

PLOW

AND

PLANT

IN

RICHMOND

It took a lot of plowing and planting,
tilling and toiling to harvest
the bumper crop of listeners
the Havens & Martin stations deliver in
Virginia's first market.
Pioneers in radio and television both,
WMBG, WTVR and WCOD

are as much a part of

prosperous Richmond as its traditions
and landmarks. They are as close to its
people, their likes and tastes, as you'd
want your national sales message to go.
A Blair representative will be glad to
amplify the facts.

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institutions in Richmond.

WMBG
WTVR

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

WCOD

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company.
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950 KILOCYCLES ■ 5000 WATTS
NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
A-2-51
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WASHINGTON radio-TV lawyers, through
Practice & Procedure Committee of Federal
Communications Bar Assn., will ask FCC for
immediate oral argument on legality of procedure on TV allocations. Group will contend
that FCC can lift freeze at once rather than
hold new authorizations in abeyance until involved city-to-city hearings and other legalistic
processes are completed — perhaps many
months hence.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS in ABC, NBC
and CBS suits to permanently enjoin FCC's
1949 give-away ban not expected until summer
or early fall. Attorneys for both sides are trying to narrow issues.
STAFF REPORT recommendation now before
FCC inveighs against Muzak-type services
by FM stations, on ground that they are in
derogation of Communications Act which requires sponsor identity. Beep services eliminate commercials. On other hand, Transit
Radio type presumably would get blessing as
in keeping with requirements of law on sponsor identification plus fact that service cannot be performed by wire lines.
HI-V (concentrated orange juice), New York,
to launch extensive radio spot campaign
throughout East and Midwest within next
month, probably featuring voice of Arthur
Godfrey (one of company's directors). Franklin Bruck Adv., New York, is agency.
FEELING GROWS on Capitol Hill that educators' lobbying for TV time and/or channels
gaining momentum. Bill already introduced
in House by Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) to
get 25% of TV commercial time (see story,
page 57) may be followed by similar move in
Senate.
THEATRE interests indicate no immediate
counter-action on FCC's planned licensing policy to study alleged anti-trust and restraint of
trade practices of movie applicants (earlier
story, page 58). Rather they'll sit back and
await Commission's next move as well as to
see what comes out of upcoming rash of
spring exhibitor and distributor conventions,
where
cussion.it's expected issue will get thorough disALLIED

States Assn. of Motion Picture Distributors, while suggesting FCC policy ideas
on movie applicant licensing were "planted"
with it, nevertheless refuses to specify or elaborate on point; merely suggests: "Let the
shoe fit where it will."
JUDGING by advance signs some NARTB
board members want to pass buck on proposal
of test survey committee to clear up research
confusion. Instead of adopting committee's
proposal, backed by Assn. of National Advertisers, for NARTB to kick off project, some
directors want to slip it to Broadcast Audience
Measurement.
EYEBROWS SHOT up Friday as result of
extracts of speech by Edgar Kobak, BAB board
chairman, business consultant and station
(Continued on page 82)
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NARTB 29th
AprilAnnual
15-19 Convention
Hotel
Stevens
Chicago
* * *
April 16: Mobilization Conference, Eighth Street
Theatre, Chicago.
April 16-18:
Engineering Conference, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
April 16-19:
Management
Conference, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
* * *
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 79)
Bulletins
WAGE Syracuse, ABC affiilate with 5 kw
on 620 kc, appoints O. L. Taylor Co., New
York, as station representative, effective May
1. William T. Lane is general manager of
station.
NEW approach to radio research, to be initiated
by ABC in near future, will be disclosed Monday at news conference employing two-way
closed-circuit link between ABC New York
and Chicago offices, network announced Friday. ABC announcement promised to reveal
"unprecedented step in the advertising media
SCHAEFFER BEER through BBDO, New
York,
field." preparing radio spot announcement campaign to start April 24 in 13 markets for 13
weeks.
UHF RECEPTION
BY CONVERTERS

SOLVED
SAYS RCA

CONVERTERS will prove best means of enabling VHF sets to receive UHF telecasts,
RCA said Friday. RCA will make simple,
high-quality converters permitting quality
comparable to VHF, it was added.
No receiver now made has provision to convert to UHF without additional cost for equipment and installation, normally including addition of special outdoor antenna, said W. A.
Buck, vice president and general manager, in
letter to distributors.
No large-scale UHF telecasting expected
before late 1952 or early 1953, Mr. Buck said.
Adequate supplies of converters will be made
available by manufacturers, he added.
C. E. WILSON TO SPEAK
CHARLES E. WILSON, director, Office
of Defense Mobilization, scheduled to address NARTB television meeting in Chicago Thursday at luncheon, via closed
circuit TV. Arrangements completed
Friday for DuMont TV Network to pick
up Mr. Wilson in Washington studios.
Extra-large screen DuMont receivers to
be placed all around Stevens ballroom.
His address is surprise attraction of allday TV meeting (see early convention
story, page 19. Plans for unusual feature coordinated by Charles A. Batson,
head of NARTB's television unit.

Business

Brief!

ZIFF-DAVIS TO GREY # Ziff-Davis Pi
lishing Co., to Grey Adv. Agency, New Yo
for advertising, promotion and circulation
Popular Photography,
Radio & Televisi
News, comic group and fiction group.
AGENCY APPOINTED
# W. Lee Wild
producer-director of "Three Steps North,"
leased through United Artists, names Buchf
an & Co., New York, to handle advertisii
Radio will be used.
VITAMIN SPORTS • Rybutol B-Comp
Gelucaps, Vitamin Corp. of America, Newa
effective April 13 to sponsor Chicago C|
games on WBKB (TV) Chicago and a
sponsors last half of Wednesday and Sund
home games played by Hollywood Stars 1
KTTV(TV) Los Angeles (see early spo
story,
page 17). Agency, Harry B. CohNew York.
INSURANCE PROSPECT # Sun Life Insi
ance, Baltimore, considering spot radio ca
paign. No agency.
ROUX EXPANDS # Roux Distributing C
New York (color shampoo), increasing
cently begun radio and TV spot campai.
Advertiser now using 12 radio, eight TV m
kets. Agency, Dundes & Frank, New Yo
NEWS RENEWED # Pure Oil Co. rene
Mon.-Fri. news program with H. V. Kalt
born and Richard Harkness on NBC 7-7
p.m. (EST)
52 weeks, effective April
Agency, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
TWO JOIN BAB PANEL
TWO leading advertiser-agency figures ad<
to Broadcast Advertising Bureau program |
NARTB (NAB) convention in Chicago ( I
story, page 19). Panel to be led by Edgar ll
bak, BAB board chairman, also to incl I
Robert M. Gray, manager of advertising ;1
sales promotion, Esso Standard Oil Co., ;|
J. S. Stolzoff, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chica I
A network representative also is to appear. }

MacDONALD MAY MOVE
JOHN H. MacDONALD, NBC vice presid \
and treasurer, understood to be consider >j
several offers with likelihood he will m l
choice shortly. With network 16 years, I
was one of original four administrative 1 9
presidents. Duties he's been handling will l
taken over by Joseph V. Heffernan, ne 1
elected financial vice president (story page i 1
SIGMA DELTA CHI AWARDS!
SIGMA DELTA CHI 1950 radio-TV awards I
be presented May 24 at Waldorf - Astoria,, M I
to Leo O'Brien and Howard Maschm^j
WPTR Albany, for radio newswriting; W^J
New Haven, for public service in radio jour
E. Krueger, WTMJ-AM-FM
ism; Jack for
Milwaukee,
radio reporting. Special aw
in radio-TV reporting made to Leonard 1
tholomew, WGN-TV Chicago.
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IN THIS BROADCASTING

WHLI

FIRST!

LATEST

"A"

"B"

"C"
"D"
"E"

"F"
"G"

"H"

"\"

SHARE

WHLI
Network
— 50#000 Watts
Independent
—50,000 Watts
Network
—50,000 Watts
Independent
—5,000 Watts
Independent
—50,000 Watts
Network
—50,000 Watts
Independent
—10,000 Watts
Network
—50,000 Watts
Independent
—10,000 Watts

OF AUDIENCE*
Morning
Afternoon Entire Survey
26.2

26.4

23.8

24.7

.9
11.4

24.3
1.0

6.7
1.3

8.8
1.6

1.7

2.2

1.9

14.6

18.5

16.8

2.0

1.6

1.9

2.2
14.8
.6
1.8

Others

1.1

26.3

13.7

14.2

.3
3.5

.4
2.8

* Survey Periods:
Monday through Sunday 8 AM to 5:30 PM
February 1951 — Hempstead, Long Island —
Conlan
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Biow Study Shows Radio Still Dwarfs TV
Profitable TV Summer Seen
Breakdown of JWT Accounts
Radio-TV Ready for Baseball Season
FCC Reorganization Plans Completed
Harold Fellows Named NARTB President
The Man Fellows
Record NARTB Registration Reported
Ad Tax Proposal Jolts Capitol
FCC Streamlining Hearings Open
Kobak Blames Radio for Rate Cut Plan
Kefauver Protests on WMIE Decision
Hennock Hits 'Excesses'
C&W Has New Pitch With Flowers . .
House Group Votes 'Voice' Fund Cut
TELECASTING Starts on Page 55
DEPARTMENTS
New Business
Agency
Beat
Aircasters
508 On All Accounts ...
Allied Arts
72 On Dotted Line
Editorial
44 Open Mike
FCC Actions
74 Our Respects
FCC Roundup 80
Promotions
Premiums
Feature of Week . . . . 10 Programs,
Front Office
46 Strictly Business ...
Upcoming
79

15
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16
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17 i
18
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21
22
23
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32
34
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Veturotk • • •
"FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER Co. has signed 52-week contract for
M
continuation of NBC-AM-TV simulcast of The Voice of Firestone.
i PURE OIL Co., Chicago, renews its quarter-hour five-a-week news
jiow for 52 weeks from April 30 on 34 NBC stations through Leo Burnett
gency, same city. Program, aired Mon. through Fri. from 6 to 6:15 p.m.
T, features H. V. KALTENBORN and RICHARD HARKNESS, net}rk commentators.
^pot • • •
ALLEY'S, Tacoma (pickles and potato chips), sponsoring new song.d-chatter program, Mooney and Mack on KEX Portland, KOMO
•attle, KGA Spokane and KMO Tacoma. Program on 26-week
sis to start. Show is transcribed by John Keating Recording Studio,
?attle. In addition, account is using same talent in transcribed spots
red on more than 20 stations in states of Washington, Oregon and
taho. Agency: Condon Agency, Tacoma. HOWARD SMITH is account
ecutive.
DME BREWERIES, S. F. and L. A., through Foote, Cone & Belding,
F., buys what is reported to be largest block purchase of spot time
Bay Area radio history. New jingle promoting Acme Gold Label Beer
11 be featured over five Bay Area and five Central Valley stations for
.ur months, total of 10,000 spot announcements.

fgency •Qppointmenti • • •
•HIAPARELLI of PARIS newest line of products for men including a
Deful of perfume (Eau de Cologne, shaving cream, after shave lotion,
c and soap), will be promoted through Robert Orr & Assoc., N. Y.
dio and TV may be used.
5LBERT WATCH Co., N. Y., appoints Publicidad Badillo Inc., San
an, P. R., to handle advertising of watches in Puerto Rico and Virgin
ands.
NNISH STATE RAILWAYS, FINNISH AIRLINES (AERO-OY) and
tGANIZING COMMITTEE at 15th Olympic Games at Helsinki in 1952,
mes Victor van der Linde Co., N. Y., to handle its advertising in this
intry. Radio and TV may be used for all three accounts.
djaeople • • •
: jor Gen. JOHN R. DEANE, president Italian Swiss Colony Wine Co.,
ti and S. F., re-elected president of Wine Institute.

ILES followed the premiere March 15 of the CBS Philip Morris Playhouse,
weekly radio drama with a $1 million annual budget. Charles Martin
ond, I) producer, director and host on the program, receives congratulas from J. L. Van Volkenburg (r), vice president in charge of network sales,
he presence of Charles P. Tyler (I), vice president, Biow Co., agency, and
Patrick H. Gorman, Philip Morris advertising manager.
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

D. STEWART, vice president and account executive on Buick a<
count Kudner Agency Inc., N. Y., since 1935, has resigned i \
devote his full time as dealer with Buick franchise in Arlingto:
Va. Mr. Stewart has been closely associated with General Motors fc
R.
agency for past 16 years. There will be no changes within agency, accorc
ing to JAMES H. S. ELLIS, president Kudner Agency. All Gener;
Motors accounts will continue to be handled with executives assigned t
various divisional accounts reporting to president.
JEFF SELDON, copy chief Arnold Cohan Corp., N. Y., appointed directcj
of radio and TV department.
WALTER H. SMITH named vice president in charge of marketing an
research Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y.
FRANK CHIPPERFIELD
son & Mather Inc., N. Y.

named director of media Hewitt, Ogilvy, Bei ;
He was with Roy S. Durstine Inc., N. Y.

F. M. SIMMONDS JR., founder and executive vice president Simmonc
& Simmonds Inc., Chicago, resigns.

on all accounts

ARTH

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule

for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates/ write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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NOONAN MONTGOMERY, vice president in
charge of radio and television, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, is the man, it can now be
revealed, who took the banana out
of the refrigerator and put it on
the Hit Parade.
Mr. Montgomery is the author of
the lyrics to "Chiquita Banana," a
melodic confection which, if it offered no threat to the reputation
of Oscar Hammerstein, did alter
the face
of the
American ice-box, an
accomplis h m e n t
which Mr. Hammerstein has yet to emulate.
And though social
historians may differ, that was really
one of the
significantless
achievements
of the man who has
been in a major way
connected with such
accounts as United
States Steel, duPont,
Armstrong Cork, B.

ney's," a local men's clothing a*
count of the agency, except 1
observe that the total is more tha
you can reasonably shake a pip<
rack at.
His record of success is a lift
clearer on his next job, with Ste:
ling International. There his ser1
ice was conspicuous enough to ear
him, after a year, a post with or :
firm's South America offices, i
Newark where ostensibly he a)
sorbed that intimate knowledge (
the banana that we
later to make him it
poet
laureate.
When
the impem
ing war set up
wall on operation
in South Americ;
Mr. Montgomer;
was already expej
enough to read tr
latin handwritiri
thereon and 1

moved
Sterling quickly
to BBDOfro'i
New York.
There he serve
many
of the a
counts
previous
F. Goodrich,
Contimentioned, as we
nental Can, Schenley
and a great many
as Servel, Schaef?
more, composing
Brewing,Post,
Saturda
MONTGOMERY
Evening
Reaf\ I
sheaves of telling
er's
Digest
and
United
Fruit,
tl
commercials and jingles too humorlatter firm underwriting Mr. Mon
ous to mention.
Mr. Montgomery, a native of gomery's lyrical tribute to the he
Malone, N. Y., and a graduate of baceous queen of the tropic bush.
Columbia U., began his career in
While at BBDO,
Mr. Mon
radio as a copy-writer for the
gomery was selected as one of
Emil Mogul Agency in New York.
team detailed to experiment for
He refuses to speculate as to how
(Continued on page 5U)
• Telecastin
many men he has called to "BarBROADCASTING

m

m

m

beat

R. E. LAWRENCE DECKINGER, research director Biow Co., and
ILSON J. MAIN, research director Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., elected
•esident and secretary-treasurer, respectively, of Copy Research Coun|,[. Other members of the executive committee elected include Dr.
' LLEN B. SIKES, retiring president and service manager of Bureau
f Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers' Assn., and EDWARD
' 4TTEY, research director Compton Adv., N. Y.
DBERT BAILEY, manager of retail advertising Simmons Co., Chicago,
Christiansen Adv. Agency, Chicago, as account executive.
iED OSTLER, LeVally Agency, Chicago, to copy department Needi.m, Louis & Brorby, same city.
STAUNTON MOYLAN, partner Lavenson Bureau of Adv., Phila.,
pointed director of commodity division, Office of Price Stabilization
r Pennsylvania and Delaware.
ENNETH G. ANDERSON, manager Windsor office, Walsh Adv. Co.,
pointed executive vice president. GEORGE E. CROSS, manager Tonto office, appointed vice president; HOWARD SHRIMPTON, account
ecutive Toronto office, named director of agency.
)S ALINE CHARLESTON, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, to Ward WheelIs Adv., same city, in production department.
)YD INNES, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, to Emil Reinhardt Adv.,
kland, as account executive.
5NYON & ECKHARDT
dg., 80 King St.

Cowpoke

Ltd., Toronto, moved to 8th floor, Toronto Star

)BERT HALDEMAN, media department J. Walter Thompson Co.,
F., transfers to agency's Los Angeles office where he will work with
counts. JACK HORAK, research department, will succeed him in San
,ancisco.
E. JEFFERSON, account executive Stewart, Bowman & Macpherson,
nnipeg, to Vancouver office of agency.
! ! MES J. McGUINN
Trtment.

Renegade

to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., in publicity de-

ESCOTT T. LUSTIG, Lee Ringer Adv., L. A., to McCann-Erickson
S. F., as account executive.

Rounds
in

Up

Sales

Buffalo

If you want to lasso a big listening . . . and buying
. . . audience in Buffalo, New York, investigate the
horn-rimmed varmint above. He's Johnny Eisenberger, known to Buffalo audiences as "Old
Saddlebags". And he rides the range on WBEN
five days a week at noon.
No doubt about it, the country is cowboy-conscious
. . . only more so in Buffalo. "Old Saddlebags," a
rip-snortin', rootin' tootin' disc jockey has built up
a tremendous following in The Queen City.
This Singer-Actor with a network background spins
popular Western tunes, gives out with chummy
chatter, and corrals guest stars whenever they're in
town. It's a combination that spells SELL for sponsors.
So if you want to put the spurs to your product in
the Buffalo market, check with Petry for details on
this low-cost, highly popular show. Available two,
three or five times weekly.

/ERTISING contest judges who will select the top five from the more
n 50 papers submitted by od students at Ohio State U. — all members of
Cincinnati Advertisers Club — include, seated (I to r) Ted Brown, presit, Perry-Brown Agency; Richard F. Peck, radio-TV division of Procter &
ible Co.; A. A. Bissmeyer, director of sales and promotion, Albers Supersets Inc. and W. T. Kilduff, sales promotion manager, H. & S. Pogue Co.,
:innati department store. Standing is Joel W. Stovall, sales manager,
WKRC Cincinnati.
OADCASTING

Telecasting

WBEN

NBC

BASIC

—

BUFFALO
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TIMEBUYERS:
You could write that line
over a hundred

times and

it still wouldn't mean as
much as the latest American Research Bureau

Sur-

vey.
Yes,

research

again that WRC

proves

is your best

A SUGGESTION that Ralph
Kiner should play first base for
the Pittsburgh Pirates this year
be only
—may
t hat
of Bobone man's opinion
Prince, celebrated
sportscaster at
WJAS Pittsburgh — but it
starts a barrage
of letters to the
station, ballpark
and Mr. Kiner
himself that may
last for weeks.
Mr. Berardino
This is just one
of the many devices Mr. Prince uses to bait an
enthusiastic audience to his nightly Case of Sports program. It also
is proof positive to his sponsor,
Fort Pitt Brewing Co., that radio
advertising pays off in handsome
dividends. Last February the program started its eighth year at
WJAS.
But it was not always a "Case
of Sports" for the brewing firm.
Back in 1940 Mike Berardino of
Fort Pitt contacted Faris Feland
of BBDO and gave the go-ahead
sign for radio advertising. A musical program was the first offering,
producing favorable results. But
Mr. Berardino wanted to concentrate on sports to sell his beer and

buy, dollar for dollar, pro-

of the meek

ale, a decision he implemented
within a few years.
He turned to Mr. Prince, a rapidfire sportscaster who was rapidly
gaining favor with the WJAS audience, who embarked on a sports
show complete with interviews,
guests, questions and answers and
other material. Additionally, Fort
Pitt added more sports to its broadcasting calendar. Mr. Prince had
been handling a similar program
for a department store, which had
allowed the contract to expire.
12 Years of Radio
That radio advertising has
played a prominent part in the
growth of the company over a 12year period is shown by the fact
that today
it is among
nation's
largest
brewers.
And the
WJAS
and
BBDO have proven to their satisfaction that carefully written commercial copy, selected personalities
and the most suitable time for a
program (6-6:15 p.m.) are invaluable for attaining concrete results
— upping the output of the sponsor's beer from some 84,000 to millions of barrels a year.
Mr. Prince got his start in sports
as an assistant to the famous Rosy
Rowswell on baseball play-by-play
and has since expanded his talents
to football, hockey, basketball, golf
and boxing — and selling beer.

gram for program and audience for audience.
Radio listening in Washington is up — way

strictly

employer, George P. Hollingbery
Co. (radio and TV representatives)
gives every indication of being
convinced that hiring that particular employe was not a waste of
time but a sound move on their
part. In any case the West Coast
"manager of the Hollingbery office
is now Harry Hannon Wise Jr.
This entrance into the radio representative field was preceded by
a decision to enter the radio ad-

WRC's share of this greater
audience is higher than
ever.
. . . So, whether you are
interested in batting averages, or home runs, look at
the WRC

record in ARB's

current report. Your decision can only be WRC!

IRST in WASHINGTON

Watts • 880 U
ented by NBC SPOT SALiS

Mil
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business

up!

,

.

mk \L .
Mr. WISE

d NN
theONradioWIfiel
Jr.Yentere
SEd
HA
HARR
armed with the assurance
from his prospective employer that
hiring him would be complete
waste of time — for at least two
years anyway.
That was in 1945. Today the

RSE
UNIVE
ub
Golf Cl

parting

9 a m'

vertising business via an' advertising agency, and came about during the course of a Mexican honeymoon.
Backed up by radio advertising
courses gathered during his three
years at Northwestern U., and supplemented by actual experience in
the advertising department of the
Chicago Tribune during that time,
11
Mr. Wise approached Ross Metzger, vice president in charge of
\W\UUV llUHUM
Ruthrauff & Ryan's Chicago office,
as to the opportunities available in
the radio end of the agency business. Mr. Metzger told him that
the best and most rapid way to
learn about radio would be in the
(Continued on page 72)
BROADCASTING
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we

do

(he

leg

work

. . . Knitting one- third of the nation s women

. . .

s

hosiery furnishes over 50,000 Carolina
hosiery workers* and their families with a steady
supply of money to tuy the products you
advertise. To do your leg work among
3,000,000 well-heeled Carol inians, draw
WBT, the biggest single advertising medium
in the two states.

in 36S mills producing
693,000,000 pairs
hose annually wilder
sucri nationally known
brand names as:
"ALBA "

■

" CAMEO"
" CANNON"
" FLATTERKNIT"
" HUDSON "
"LARKWOOD"
"J-MOJUD"
" NEBEL"
"TOWNWEAR"
"VISION"
_ "WISTERIA"

CHRR10TTE

colossus

or t Hi crro Lines

JEFFERSOn S I R R D R R 0 B R 0 II 0 C R S 1 I II G C 0 Rl P fl R \
REPRESEI1TED
R fl T I 0 R R I I ¥ BY R R 0 I 0 SALES
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NEAT AND SIMPLE — with everything up
front in easy reach.
^ RCA TYPE BTA-250M. Same size as an audio
rack. See it at the N.A.B. Convention.

EMERGENCY! Type BTA-250M
"on-air" from inside the control
room. See how functional styling
matches audio racks. Unit on left is
the companion audio-and-monitoring unit.

RCA's

All -New

250

-watt

AM

Transmitter

Now YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE
of the surest, swiftest method known for staying on the air — regardless of what happens to
your main transmitter. The answer— a standby
station within the four walls of your control
room, including a complete transmitter and
FCC-required monitoring equipment!

put. Operating expense is next to nothirig.\
Unmodulated, the transmitter takes only lQOO
watts of power to run. Only 10 tubes all told^. V
Only 3 tube types to stock-the RCA-807, 8l3\
and 866A (carefully chosen for their economy, >
reliability, and availability under present-day
conditions).

"Feather-quiet" in operation — with no air
blowers or A-C contactors —Type BTA-250M
is the ideal transmitter for this "security" service. It is a single unit — same size as your audio
cabinets — and can be installed in almost any
control room set up. Installation is easy, too.
It was planned that way!

Here is a 2 50- watt AM transmitter with the
latest electrical and mechanical features. No
trick circuits. Compare its performance specifications with those of other AM transmitters.
The BTA-250M will outperform any other
transmitter in its class!

Operation of the BTA-250M is simple. Just
one control for tuning, and one for power out-

| BROADCAST

Be ready for the long pull ahead — with a
reliable BTA-250M. It's a major advancement
in plant economy for local broadcast stations.

EQUIPMENT

\ RADIO
CORPORATION
n ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT.
\ In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

of AMERICA
CAMDEN. N.J.

(Type

bta-2som)

\Tt\s
\ \~4he
\ ide'ul
X "standby" for master controlrobm>^pp£r'4tl-Qn in the larger AM station!
\ "Ask Vaur\RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer
abotit delivery. Or write Dept. PB-19, RCA
Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

North Carolina Rates More
Firsts In Sales Management
Survey Than Any Other Southern
State.
More North Carolinians Listen to
WPTF

Than to Any Other Station.

AFFILIATE
r for RALEIGH-DURHAM
and Eastern North
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE FREE & PETERS, INC.
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STILL

By PETE DICKERSON
TO NEW YORK advertising people,
who are apt to forget that not all
the nation is as thick with television
sets as is their home city, Hal
Miller, radio and TV research section manager of the Biow Co., last
week issued a reminder that radio
coverage of the U. S. still dwarfs
TV.
In an address before a meeting
of the American Marketing Assn.,
Mr. Miller reported on recent Biow
Co. research on the question, "Has
Television Overtaken Radio?" The
answer, in a word, is no.
Mr. Miller warned that it was
difficult for those living in New
York, "today the Mecca of TV and,
to a large extent, radio," to "conceive that many more homes across
the country are reached by radio
and television than are reached by
television."
Looking at the coverage of the
two media, he said radio homes in
America currently were estimated
to be 42 million, while television
sets installed as of Feb. 1 were
estimated at 11 million. This left
74 r r of the total U. S. homes, virtually all of which have radio,
.vithout television.

DWARFS

G

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Blow
RADIO

N

Study

Shows

How

Much

TV

the TV penetration was less than
Even in speaking of "television
areas,"
he continued, there is a
20%."
tendency to forget that many
homes in them are without TV
sets,
and "thusin these
people never
see television
their homes.
"As long as the number of stations remains the same, and existing power facilities remain the
same, it will be physically impossible, because of the distances involved for 37 % of America's homes
ever
to
see television
at all," Mr.
Miller went
on.
An investigation sometime ago
to estimate the number of TV sets
by markets to be expected by January 1952, he continued, indicated
that in January this year only
seven markets, containing 20% of
the population, had 50% or greater
TV penetration; and that this number of markets was expected to increase to 33 and to account for
29% of the population by January
1952. National penetration by the

beginning of 1952 it was estimated, would be about 36%.
It was noted that even in the 33
most highly-concentrated TV markets, nearly 6 million families still
would be without TV by January
1952, Mr. Miller said.
Estimate Basis
These estimates, he went on,
were predicated upon TV set production continuing its phenomenal
rise through 1951, with installation
of about 16.3 million sets by January 1952. would
"We further
that
the freeze
still not felt
be lifted
and that the number of television
areas would still be the same."
Since then FCC's proposed program, under which TV stations
would increase eventually from the
current 107 to a potential 2,000,
had become known. With such an
increase, he said, "it is expected
that . . . 1,200 communities could
then be serviced."
In view, however, of world conditions and known allocations of

steel and other essentials, "it would
seem that construction of new stations might well be relegated to
the distant future." In fact, he
continued, the 16.3 million sets prediction "now seems a little high
Turning away from coverage,
Mr. Miller looked at comparative
costs.
study based on December 1950
toA us."
Nielsen data for sponsored halfhour evening radio and TV prolowing:
grams, he said, indicated the fol(1) Although the national Nielsen rating for the median halfhour evening radio program was
substantially below the TV rating
(9.6 for radio, and 21.9 for TV),
the two actually were not comparable. Nielsen TV pocket piece
rating reflects only program popularity, whereas the radio rating
is projectible.
(2) Estimated cost of median
half-hour evening radio program
(Continued on page 28 )

Profitable
OPERATION

Use CBS Map
"Operation SumPattern of TV installations had TELEVISION'S
mer 1951" — it's first big summer — ■
Deen studied by preparation of a is almost ready to emerge from the
nap to show the "physical coverage
planning stage, with early indicarf the 62 CBS stations, using the
tions that it will be a profitable one.
TBS 0.1 mv/m line concept, norAt least one top-level network
malized to county lines," he said. sales executive predicts that TV
Then, using NBC's estimates of TV will be sold out during the forthsets installations for Feb. 1, 1951,
coming hot season.
and allocating these data by states
Although advertisers and their
. . ," TV set penetration percent- agencies in large numbers are still
ages were worked out. Estimated
plans, developments thus
• etail sales and buying power of mulling
far indicate many sponsors will
:he TV areas also were computed,
carry their present shows straight
1 le said.
Results, Mr. Miller continued through the summer, without hiatus, while the majority will hold
veere:
their time franchises with less ex"1. Nine states are without telepensive summer replacements, tendvision at all. ('By the way, we
ing toward film rather than live
istimated that these nine states
epresent 5% of the U. S. popula- productions.
Both CBS and NBC have worked
ion — and 45% of U. S. mountain
out
hiatus plans to attract their
?oats.')
"2. The penetration of television regular advertisers to stay on the
n the entire U. S., as of Feb. 1, air. ABC's plans were not disclosed, while DuMont Television
vas estimated to be 26%.
all of its top ad"3. Among the states touched by Network reported
vertisers would continue through
elevision, there is great variation
n the degrees of penetration, rang- the summer.
To convince advertisers of sumng from about 2% in Mississippi,
o almost 58% in Delaware.
mer television's worth as a sales
"4. In 31 states, accounting for medium, NBC-TV also last week
0% of the country's population, unveiled statistics behind its up! ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

for TV

SUMMER
coming "Straw Hat Plan No. 2,"
peggedsion will
on bethethethesis
that summer
"televifavorite
activity
'the fortyto million'."
As an ofincentive
advertisers
to forego the regular eight-week
summer hiatus, CBS-TV is offering
sponsors in Class A time an additional 10% on time charges, aside
from weekly and annual discounts,
plus an allowance of one-third of
program costs, without regard to
whether the show is a CBS package, agency produced, or outside
package. Sponsors taking eight
weeks off must pay for all over
eight.
NBC-TV Offer
NBC-TV, as part of its hiatus
plan [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 19], also is offering
sponsors in Class A time a contribution toward summer program
expenses as an inducement to forego hiatus.
A survey of advertisers, agencies
and networks indicates that already at least four new network
shows are on the horizon for summer TV sales, plus at least five
new spot campaigns.

McKesson & Robbins, New York,
through its agency, J. D. Tarcher
Co., New York, is preparing a TV
network show and is negotiating
with three networks for time and
date. Details are expected to be
completed early this week.
Bohn Aluminum, Detroit, has
signed through Biow Co., New
York, for American Forum of the
Air, on NBC-TV starting April 29,
from 1:30-2 p.m. on Sunday, while
Walter Johnson Candy Co., on Saturday (April 7) started sponsorship
of The Flying Tigers, Saturday
6:30-7 p.m., over 21 stations of the
DuMont TV Network. Johnson
agency is Franklin Bruck, New
York.
Receiver Sales Division of Allen
B. DuMont Labs is sponsoring The
DuMont Royal Playhouse, new film
drama series, over 18 stations of
the DuMont network, beginning
Thursday (April 12) for 26 weeks.
The films are produced by Bing
Crosby Enterprises, Hollywood.
Hood Rubber Co., Watertown,
Mass., through McCann-Erickson,
New York, is plunging into a good
size spot announcement campaign
(Continued on page 62)
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RCA
OUNTS
Ctelevision
N
in A
radioC
and
at J. Walter
MPSofO
ACCOUNT
timebuying
THObreakdown
Thompson, New York, effective with the retirement of Linnea Nelson
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2], was learned by Broadcasting
• Telecasting last week.
t'
Jaffe), Johns-Manville Corp. (Bill
All questions of a general nature
or on accounts not currently active Thomas), Kilmer & Co. (Mario
Kircher), Lever Bros. (Mario
in radio or TV and having no buyer
Kircher), Mentholatum Co. (Mario
specifically assigned are to be di- Kircher), Scott Paper Co. (Bill
rected to Jim Luce.
Thomas), Standard Brands (Jane
In addition Mr. Luce will superJaffe), W. F. Young Inc. (Mario
Kircher) .
vise these accounts (with the assistant or junior timebuyer noted
Anne Wright will supervise the
in parenthesis) : Atlantic Sales
following accounts (also with the
Corp. (Mario Kircher), P. Ballanassistance of those listed in partine & Sons, (Waters Yeager),
entheses) :Church & Dwight Co.
Florida Citrus Commission (Mario
Kircher), Ford Dealer Advertising Assns. (Bill Wren), Ford
Dealer Cooperative (Bill Wren)
and J. B. Williams (Bill Thomas).
Jayne Shannon will supervise
COOKING school
with the assistant or junior buyer
also noted in parenthesis on the
following : Anthracite Institute
(Jane Jaffe), Brillo Mfg. Co. (Jane
Jaffe), Devoe & Reynolds (Jane
Jaffe), General Cigar Co. (Jane

Announce Chqnges
(Bill Thomas and D' Vera Topol),
Eastman Kodak Co. (Mario Kircher) Fanny
,
Farmer Candy Shops
(Bill Thomas and D' Vera Topol),
Irving Trust Co. (Mario Kircher),
NBC (Dorothy Degler), Pacific
Mills (Bill Thomas), Owens-Illinois
Glass Co. (Dorothy Degler), Pan
American-Grace Airways (Dorothy
Degler), Pennick & Ford (Messrs.
Thomas & Topol), Pond's Extract
Co. (Dorothy Degler), Purolater
Products (Bill Thomas), RCA
(Dorothy Degler), Shell Oil Co.
(Bill Thomas) and Ward Baking
Co. (Messrs. Thomas & Topol).

'PYRAMID PLAN'
ABC Signs P&C
SALE of another
of ABC's spon
nev,
"Pyramid
Plan" oflegprogram
sorship to Procter & Gamble, covering two five-minute evening newscasts the
weekly, network.
was announced last1
week by
Procter & Gamble, whose sponsorship of the initial portion of
Stop the Music, The Sheriff, and
David Amity launched the Pyramid
plan the castingprevious
week April
[Broad• Telecasting,
2],
this time added Les Griffith & the
News, effective last Wednesday.
The program will be heard Wednes-i
day,
8-8:05 8:55-9
p.m. p.m., and Thursday

MILITARY SHOWS
Armed Forces Add to Drive
U. S. ARMY and Air Force have
renewed their ABC network radio
show, Let's Go With Ralph Flanagan and have begun scheduling
other AM-TV features in their recruiting campaign. The Army and
Air Force, through Grant Adv.,
Chicago, three months ago bought
the Flanagan show along with The
Shadow on Mutual, Roller Derby
on ABC-TV, part of Operation
Tandem on NBC and sports events
from Madison Square Garden on
DuMont. They also are sponsoring The Lineup on CBS under a
short-term contract.
As it stood last week, The Shadotv was scheduled for cancellation,
along with the Madison Square
Garden Events because of the
"slackoff in interest" in sports during the summer. Money remaining
in the radio-TV budget of this fiscal year, which ends June 30, presumably will be appropriated within the next week.
Grant Adv. is understood to be
working now on new appropriations
which were authorized last month
in Washington [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 12] for radio
and TV to be used during the fiscal
year beginning July 1. Present
plans include a concentration of
spots in the continuing recruiting
drive on 50 kw stations throughout
the country. An estimated $50,000
will be spent during a 3% week
campaign starting in mid-April on
about 50 stations in this category.
A second follow-up spot campaign
also is being considered.
Renewal of the Flanagan show is
effective April 23. The program
is aired Monday, 9-9:30 p.m. CT,
and will originate at various Army
and Air Force bases.
Page 16
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DIVIDEND
Voted by Boar
DIVIDEND of 50 cents per shaif
on RCA common stock was vote,
by the RCA board of directors laa
Thursday,
payable
28 of
to hole1
ers
of record
at theMayclose
bus
ness April 20.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RC.
board chairman, who announce
the dividend, also reported that th
board intends to place commo
stock on a semi-annual dividen
basis with the dividends payabl
in May and November, provide
future earnings justify such actior
The board also declared a dividem
of 87 Vz cents per share on the firs
preferred stock for the period Apri
1-June 30 payable July 2 to hold
ers of record June 11.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Mr. Pilch is on our Show Your Pets program. . . . His trained duck
seems to have disappeared."
REALTOR

BOARDS

Support National Show
SPONTANEOUS pledges already
are being received from local realtor boards indicating the willingness of National Assn. of Real
Estate Board members to support
the board's plan to sponsor a national radio program, according to
Walter S. Dayton, realtor promotion committee, NAREB.
Although the project will not be
started until after the NAREB
board meeting in Chicago May 11,
the national board has established
a financial program whereby each
local board, through fund-raising
campaigns, will be requested to
pledge $20 per member on a voluntary basis. With 45,000 members,
the potential $900,000 could surpass
the necessary $600,000 the board's
agency, Benton & Bowles, New
York, believes necessary to produce
the program for 52 weeks. Local
members who want cut-ins on the
network show will be charged an
additional 25%.
The program will be a live talent
show, with the possibility of TV
being used in video areas and radio
in non-TV areas.

ABC

INTEREST
IT&T Negotiations Lag

DISCUSSIONS looking toward International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp.'s possible acquisition of part
or controlling interest in ABC
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April still2]last were
week. reported at a standSpokesmen for IT&T said Board
Chairman Sosthenes Behn, who had
been conducting the top-level negotiations with ABC's board chairman and principal owner, Edward
J. Noble, over a period of months,
was out of town for the week- —
first in Mexico and later in Washington.
They said, however, that so far
as they knew the interruption was
only temporary. ABC officials
have consistently refused to comment on the subject.
Asking price in the negotiations
reportedly is in the neighborhood
of $30 million for outright sale.
Discussions reportedly have also
included the possibility of IT&T
acquiring a partial interest, either
by purchase or by interchange of
stock.

PiLLSBURY BUYS
B&B Operation Unchanged1
PERSONNEL and policy at Ballard & Ballard, Louisville, a n c
handling of advertising by Henr
& McDonald, Chicago, will remair
the same despite purchase of the!
company by Pillsbury Mills, Minneapolis. Ballard & Ballard, which
manufactures and distributes Ob
elisk flour, Ovenready biscuits and
other flour and feed products, will
continue its radio and television
advertising.
Current schedules at Henri,
Hurst & McDonald provide for spot
radio shows in five markets, AM
participations in about 10 cities and
TV participations in 15. Although
Obelisk flour and the grocery prod
ucts and feeds are distributed primarily in the South and Southeast,
Ovenready biscuits are distributed
nationally by Kraft Foods Co
B&B will retain its own tradej
names, and operate as a separate
part of the Pillsbury organization
KOOK Joins RMBS
KOOK Billings, Mont., new 5 kw
CBS affiliate, has joined the Rocky
Mountain Broadcasting System,
station has announced. The lat
est addition increases to 12 the
number of RMBS stations.
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Radio-TV

Schedule

Set

1PLAY
BALL!
PROFESSIONAL baseball leagues
leagues ]part of the nation, well in excess
out a formula under which broadcasters and telecasters can obtain
itart their annual schedules next of the 1950 coverage. While no
Monday with the heaviest radio and estimate of total amount to be good program fare while team operelevision schedule in the history
ators enjoy profitable gates.
spent by advertisers has been made,
it is known the sum will be well
>f the sport.
Network officials were brought
ahead of any past year.
For the first time broadcasters
into the promotional drive in a
ind telecasters will join forces with
Close watch will be kept on pro- series of conferences held by Robmotional efforts to determine if
be leagues in joint promotional
ert K. Richards, NARTB public
affairs director, and Matt Brescia,
'fforts, designed to stimulate at- they provide the answer to complaints that TV keeps customers
endance at games and to stir new
radio-TV consultant of the Naaway from games in TV areas as
nterest in the sport.
tional Assn. of Professional Basewell as claims that major league
This joint drive is well under
ball Leagues, organization representing minor league clubs.
play-by-play accounts interfere
..•vay, spurred by NARTB (NAB)
with attendance at minor league
md Radio-Television ManufacturHandling Promotion
j]ts Assn. It is built around base- games.
Network executives handling coThe whole matter will be
ball's 75th anniversary and the thrashed
out in detail at the
ordination of the promotion funciOth anniversary of minor league
NARTB convention next week. Two
tions are Sig Mickelson, CBS pub>aseball.
lic affairs director, and George
sports sessions are planned, one at
Well over 1,000 radio stations
Crandall,
CBS public relations dithe
Tuesday
afternoon
Managejind at least 35 TV stations will
rector; Bill Stern, NBC director of
ment Conference and the other dur(£>ring live play-by-play and recresports; Tom Velotta, ABC vice
ing Television Day proceedings,
xted accounts of games to every
president; Paul Jonas, MBS sports
slated Thursday (see convention
director.
story page 19 for details).
Leading sports figures will take
An example of the network promotion will be a scheduled interpart in these discussions, the rePLACE BLAME
view in connection with radio-TV
sult of winter-long efforts to work
Magazine Clears Radio-TV
ii:4INOR leagues have only themselves to blame, and not radio
il r TV, for their present plight, the
TION
ZAinterest
NI
GAOf
)|«iagazine Sporting News will say
OR
REof
UNDER
AN injunction
strictest
even greater
than the
FCC
n an editorial slated for publication
secrecy, the FCC top staff level
organization chart of the new bu< >a its April 11 issue, reaching newslast week completed its plan for
reau is the selection of key persontands today (Monday).
nel. Harry M. Plotkin, assistant
functional reorganization of broad"Minor league club owners blame
cast
operations,
to
be
submitted
to
ganerj.l
counsel in charge of broadadio and television broadcasts of the Commission for action this
casting, frequently has been menThursday.
lajor league games, but this reationed as the likely choice for the
Dn falls flat in the face of the
The plan, which would create a key spot of director. In the view of
ctual facts," according to the edi- quasi-autonomous Broadcast Bumany observers, this position would
Diial (see baseball story this
be second only to that of the FCC
reau, would complete the functional
chairmanship in determination of
realignment of the Commission
age). "Most of the games in the
l lainor leagues are played at night.
policies and procedures (plus acbegun nearly two years ago. PreWorkers in factories, shops, stores,
tual authorizations) in the aural
viously it had created a Common
and video broadcast fields.
Carrier Bureau and a Safety and
j'ho
are
employed
during
the
day. me therefore have every opporSpecial Services Bureau.
Other names, however, also have
[anity to enjoy baseball. The edi^rial continues:
Only one game each day, with the
■iception of the All-Star Game and
'orld'shookup
Series,last
wasyear,
broadcast
on athose
naonal
and since
roadcasts were in the afternoon, the
ients of the minor league parks had
3 chance to hear them, as they were
. work.
They were busy earning
oney and they had the money to atnd games at night.
To blame television is just as much
it of line, if not more so. The televi^Dn networks are still limited and tel;asts of games are on local chains,
jnly the All-Star Game and the
orld's served
Series appear
on allcables.
television
reens
by coaxial
'Itat iscutsnotinto
the minor
television
of
ball
games
league attendance,
•it television itself. . . . Television is
.oving ahead rapidly, improving all
e time. It is baseball's main counter
traction. What is baseball doing to
:ep pace. . . .
Charges 'Parasites'
I "The unvarnished truth is that
lost of the minor league clubs
uve become parasites, feasting on
lajor league clubs." The editorial
lates most minor league clubs
I e not owned by experienced base11 men, and they are not developg as much material for the
WSLS Roanoke, Va., became an NBC affiliate following contract negotiations
ajors.
by (I to r) Horace Fitzpatrick, WSLS assistant and commercial manager;
Urging baseball men to invest
Ieir money in the sport, the edi- James H. Moore, executive vice president and general manager of the station,
and Norman E. Cash, director, AM station relations, NBC. Until June 15 the
rial concludes: "But don't blame
station also will carry programs from ABC, with which it formerly was
dio, and don't blame television,
affiliated.
s a weak alibi."
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

coverage of the Ezzard Charles
championship fight April 11. At
that time Mr. Brescia and Phil
Piton, executive assistant to George
Trautman, president of NAPBL,
will be interviewed on radio and
TV networks.
Spot announcements and programming suggestions are being
distributed to all stations and networks. A special working brochure
will be made available at the
NARTB sports panel, for use by
both stations and club owners.
Official lists of baseball coverage
planned by the National and American Leagues were given to BROADCASTING •Telecasting last week.
Liberty Broadcasting System
and MBS are completing vast hookups to carry daily major league
games. Special hookups have been
arranged by individual sponsors,
such as the East Coast chains assembled by Atlantic Refining Co.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
March
12].
Atlantic announced it was broadcasting Boston Red Sox games on
a hookup in New England and televising their games on three sta(Continued on page 30)

plqns Comp'^d
been mentioned. In some quarters
it was thought that Benedict P.
Cottone, general counsel, might be
elevated to the bureau directorship,
with Mr. Plotkin succeeding him as
general counsel.
The posts of general counsel,
chief engineer and chief accountant
have been severed from actual staff
operations. They serve as the Commission's top level technical advisors.
Each new bureau, under the organization plan, is "responsible to
and subject only to the Commissioners themselves." Hence, each
bureau chief has to answer only to
the Commission for his conduct of
the regulatory affairs in his particular field.
Among other names mentioned
for possible selection for the directorship are W. K. Holl, executive
officer of the Office of Administration, and Parker D. Hancock, chief,
office
ants. of Formal Hearing AssistFour Divisions
It was learned authoritatively
that the Broadcast Bureau plan
contemplates creation of four divisions to function under the director.
These would be the Aural Division
(AM and FM) ; Television Division;
Renewal and Transfer Division (to
be headed by an attorney) and the
Enforcement Division. It was presumed that the Commission proposed to announce simultaneously
its approval of the reorganization
plan along with the appointment of
key personnel. In addition to a
director, there would be a deputy
director, plus law, accounting and
engineering assignments. The post
of director, it's understood, calls
for a salary of $11,200.
April 9, 1951
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NARTB

•

Named

PRESIDENCY

NARTB (NAB) has moved most
of the way through the long reorganization process with selection
of an outstanding broadcaster,
Harold E. Fellows of WEEI Boston, as president (see Fellows
sketch this page). There still remains the job of finding a manager
for the autonomous television wing
of NARTB.
NARTB President Justin Miller
becomes general counsel as well as
board chairman at his own suggestion. The legal post has been
vacant since last December when
Don Petty resigned to devote fulltime to his law practice.
It appeared at the weekend that
a TV manager could not be named
prior to a meeting of the NARTB
Television Board, scheduled Saturday noon at the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
Disclosure last Monday morning
that Mr. Fellows had been unanimously picked for the presidency by
the board's eight-man presidential
committee set the wheels in motion for selection of a TV manager.
A dozen names have been mentioned for the TV post. The selection committee is headed by
George B. Storer, head of the Fort
Industry stations. Telephone lines
were kept hot last week as committee members exchanged ideas.
Mr. Storer's committee will report on progress of the managership project at the Saturday board
meeting, and hopes to be ready
to announce the appointee.
Thomas Mentioned
Several names have been mentioned frequently. Among them is
Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
York, chairman of the NARTB
Television Board. His name also
had been mentioned for the presidency. Another person mentioned
for both posts is Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans. It is
known he had received serious con-,
sideration in the presidential
search, as had Howard Lane, Field
Enterprises, and Byron Price, assistant secretary general of the
United Nations. Mr. Price would
not have been available for a year.
Also mentioned ever since TV
stations threw in their lot with
NARTB has been Wayne Coy, FCC
Chairman. Those advocating his
appointment have emphasized his
intimate knowledge of the Washington scene as well as his wide
official acquaintance, in addition to
his practical broadcasting experience and Commission leadership.
Selection of Mr. Fellows came
after a two-month search that
started right after the board had
adjourned its Belleair, Fla., meeting. All through the eight-man
committee discussions his name had
been among the leaders.
First tender of the presidential
post went to Carl Haverlin, BMI
president, but Mr. Haverlin was
unable to accept the offer.
Caught off balance by this development, the committee resumed
its search, culminating in a series
Page 18

Fellows
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of meetings that started March 26
in the office of a Washington attorney. Negotiations moved to New
York and final approval by the
eighth committee member came
Sunday night.
By Monday morning papers had
been signed by Mr. Fellows and
Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington,
committee secretary.
Salary terms for Mr. Fellows
were not officially announced. It is
known the committee had been assigned a maximum of $75,000 a
year for combined salaries of a
president and Judge Miller, raised
from president to chairman of the
board at his own request during
the Florida board meeting.
The combined salaries are believed to be inside the $75,000 limit.
A two-way escalator salary formula

was devised. Under this plan, it
was speculated, Mr. Fellows might
start his five-year contract at $35,000 the first year, rising to $40,000
the second, $45,000 the third and
$50,000 the fourth and fifth years.
At the same time Judge Miller,
who has a three-year contract,
might receive $35,000 the first year,
$30,000 the second and $25,000 the
third year, it was indicated.
Effective Jan. 4
Both contracts are effective next
June 4. Mr. Fellows will take office
at that time. He will take part
in next week's convention proceedings and will be presented to the
convention Monday afternoon by
Judge Miller.
The original contract held by
Judge Miller ran to March 1, 1954,

NEW PRESIDENT of NARTB (NAB), Harold E. Fellows (center) of WEEI
Boston, is greeted by Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman, and Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington, board member and secretary of special presidential
selection committee.

The

Man

By J. FRANK BEATTY
ABOUT the most exciting thing
that ever happened to New England
radio was the mike debut of Harold
Fellows, 20-odd years ago.
It took a few years before the
Cabots and the Lodges had completely disposed of the frosty front
that delayed staid old Boston's
acceptance of this new medium and
its indefatigable exponent, but in
record time (for Boston) Harold
Fellows and radio were an inherent
part of the historic scenery.
It's this knack of gaining acceptance that has carried him high
in broadcasting and New England
circles.
And it's this knack that equips
him for one of the nation's most
important, and explosive, trade
association posts — NARTB (NAB)
president.
In the waning hours of April
Fool's Day, a relieved and hardworking presidential committee sat

Fellows
back and purred contentedly over
a job well done (see story this

terminable
year's
iij
which
case onhe one
would
havenotice
served
as advisory counsel until the term1
ended at $12,000 a year. It was un-?
derstood he has been receiving $50,000 a year.
Mr. Fellows plans to maintair.
his Swampscott, Mass., residence
when he takes office in June, flying
to his home for weekends. Mrs.
Fellows expects to join him in
Washington next autumn.
Judge Miller will serve as president until Mr. Fellows takes office.
Under the division of duties, in
line with new by-laws revisions,
Judge Miller is relieved of administrative functions, a suggestion he
made at the Florida board meeting.
Mr. Fellows takes over this work,
as well as all of the functions formerly held by William B. Ryan when
he was NAB general manager. Mr.
Ryan is now president of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau.
Judge Miller called a special dinner meeting of the combined
NARTB boards in Chicago for 5
p.m. Saturday. Topics include plans
for the 1952 NARTB convention,
report of the secretary on by-laws
and charter changes; report of the
presidential committee; final negotiation of contract for the chairman
of the board.
The NARTB television directors
will hold a luncheon-afternoon
meeting. Topics include finances
and dues; budget; report of TV
personnel committee; ASCAP negotiations; audience measurement
methods ; TV program contest ; program exchange; proposed film to
aid public in TV reception; standard rate and contract forms; agenmeeting.
da for the April 19 TV business
Commenting on selection of Mr.
Fellows for the NARTB presidency,
Mr. Strouse issued this statement
on behalf of the selection commit e :
Our good fortune in obtaining the
services of Mr. Fellows to direct the
(Continued on page 79 )
variously as Mr. Massachusetts, a
civic and business leader and one
of the most likable citizens in that
region.
When all Fellows' talents and
personal traits are added up, they
form an imposing profile.
But when all his radio experience
is brought into the picture, there
emerges a still youngish, vigorous
and oft-smiling man of 52 — a
natural and perhaps inevitable
presidential selection.
The whole story of Harold Fellows, NARTB president-elect, is
typified in the terse reply he gave
when Broadcasting • Telecasting
asked him what he proposed to do
about his new assignment when he
takes over June 4. He said, simply
and humbly:
"Whatever I've got I'll give to

page).
The two-month search for the
right man
directno NARTB
's oper-at
ations hadtobeen
joke. Now,
last the assignment had been completed. Harold Fellows was the
man, and he had the unanimous
approval of eight NARTB board
committee members representing
the highly competitive facets —
large and small — of a vast and
growing industry.
Who is this Harold Fellows?
Wide Industry Background
Thousands of broadcast executives can answer that one — and
quickly. They know him as an
Don't let his modesty, or his
NAB board member, director of
CBS New England operations, gen- ball-bearing laugh, lull you into the
that he's a pushover in a
controversy.
the job."
eral
managerin ofNAB
CBS'saffairs
WEEI and
Bos-a belief
ton, leader
fast — very fast — man with a story.
There'll be ample chance to test
(Continued on page 70)
West of Cape Cod he's known
BROADCASTING
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Record NARTB
Registration
DANCE
ATTEN
NTION
CONVE
Broadcasting System.
ager, said hotel bookings were far
FOUR-PLY appeal of the 1951
noon opening will be a slide film World
Exhibits
will open Sunday, April
ahead of 1950. Mr. Arney is oper- presentation of the reorganized
-NARTB (NAB) convention — mobil15 and run through Wednesday
ating at the Stevens Hotel, along association, with an explanation
ization, reorganization, TV and
afternoon.
with Arthur C. Stringer, manager
technical — is drawing the heaviest
of the duties of the radio and auBesides meetings listed above, a
tonomous television units.
of the annual equipment and serviadvance registration in years.
series of satellite sessions will be
ice
exposition.
Interest
in
the
annual
equipment
By mid-week the NARTB convenheld. These include:
Final program details for the and service show has been spurred
tion office at the Stevens Hotel,
Saturday — University Assn. of
Chicago, and the headquarters staff management meeting were being by FCC's action in announcing a
Professional Radio Educators, Upworked out last week by Eugene S. proposed TV reallocation, with pro'..jat
well Thomas, WOR-TV New York,
per Tower (continues Sunday) ;
overWashington
a thousand had
paid received
registrations,
vision for a large number of UHF
NARTB
Television Board, 12:30
channels.
,;ifar ahead of last year. Convention
chairman of the board's convention
committee, and Robert K. Richards,
Exhibitors in Exposition Hall, p.m. luncheon meeting, Room PD5;
. sessions run April 16-19.
combined NARTB Boards, 5 p.m.
NARTB public affairs director, in the Stevens lower lobby, will be:
'J With
programming emphasis
dinner meeting, West Ballroom.
.placed on station operation in the who is in charge of programming.
Allen B. DuMont Labs; Andrew
Sunday — BAB Inc. Board, noonNew interest developed last week
Corp.; Armed Forces Information
present emergency as well as workCenter; Broadcast Music Inc., Federal
5 p.m., PD1; Clear Channel Broadshop sessions on commercial oper- in the Tuesday luncheon address
Service, 2:30-5 p.m.; MBS
Telecommunication Labs.; Gates Ra- affiliates casting
ating methods, the reorganized as- of Gen. Omar Bradley, chairman
meeting, 2-4 p.m., Upper
dio Co.; General Electric Co.; Kliegl
sociation will present the heaviest
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, as
Bros. -Universal Electric Stage LightTower; MBS reception, 4-5 p.m.,
and most practical agenda within
danger of a heavy spring offensive
ing Co.; General Precision Lab.;
Lower Tower; BMI Board, 4-6 p.m.,
memory of its officers.
by enemy troops became a major
PDR 20.
NARTB Station Relations Dept.;
Member attendance will be aug- world topic. Gen. Bradley's address
NARTB Television; RCA Engineering
will
be
recorded
and
edited
for
BMI Board Luncheon
mented by a large number of nonProducts Dept.; SESAC Inc.; U. S.
Army-Signal Corps.
;-member station executives who will later re-broadcast. He will discuss
Monday — BMI board luncheon
Fifth floor exhibitors, showing to state association presidents,
.attend an FCC-military-industry
the Korean military situation. In a
mobilization conference Monday
later off-the-record session he will lighter equipment and services, in- PDR2; Petry station luncheon.
clude :
J norning, starting at 9. Admission
answer questions submitted by
The Monday morning mobiliza, spill be via tickets supplied by the broadcasters.
Ampex Electric Corp.; Associated
tion meeting will be held in the
FCC.
Program Service; Audio & Video
Eighth St. Theatre, adjoining the
Coy Speaks Wednesday
Products Corp.; Broadcast AdvertisEmergency Plans
Stevens. The theatre has been used
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will
ing Bureau; Bruce Eells & Assoc.;
This conference will be a followCapitol Records Inc., Broadcast Divi- occasionally for NAB conventions.
make his annual address to broad|ap version of the March 26 emersion; Collins Radio Co.; Federal TeleJohn H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashcasters at the Wednesday luncheon.
gency meeting in Washington to
phone & Radio Corp.; Frederic W.
ville, NAB board member, will
Workshop sessions at the manwhich stations were summoned by
Ziv Co.; General Precision Lab.;
serve as chairman of the first panel
agement meeting will cover such
Harry S. Goodman Productions; Keyhe FCC [Broadcasting • Telediscussion. NARTB board monitors
stone Broadcasting System; Langcasting, April 2, March 26]. Plans topics as Broadcast Advertising
will be Calvin J. Smith, president
Bureau,
FM,
research,
sports
and
Worth
Feature
Programs;
Lucky
Soor coordination of government
of KFAC Los Angeles, District 16
cial
Security
Numbers
Program
labor.
Two
sports
sessions
are
gencies and broadcasters during
director, and William C. Grove,
scheduled during the week, one at (Azrael Adv. Agency); Magnecord
J i he emergency will be reviewed,
Inc.; Musicolor Inc.; Presto RecordKFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., District 14
. long with manpower problems (see the Tuesday afternoon manageing Corp.; RCA Engineering Products
director,
both of whom have engiment
meeting
and
the
other
during
.tory page 25).
Dept.; RCA Recorded Program Servneering background.
Television Day. Key figures from
ices; SESAC Inc.; Standard Radio
By mid-week 657 paid registraParticipating in the opening
Transcription Services; Standard Rate
the sports world will participate.
ions had been received by NARTB
(Continued on page 26)
&
Data
Service;
Wincharger
Corp.;
or the Management Conference,
A feature of the Monday after.•hich starts Monday afternoon and
uns through Wednesday. Engieering Conference programs start
^uesday morning and end Wednesay afternoon. The annual banquet
Posed ™ c°p*°' Hi"
TAX?
/ill be held Wednesday evening,
R1ISING
ADVI
Such a tax, Mr. Patterson added
By
DAVE
BERLYN
additional spending."
"hursday will be Television Day,
Release of the report met im- would probably not increase the
nth morning, luncheon and after- A JOLTING proposal that a fedtotal government income, but would
mediate resistance from the Adoon sessions scheduled.
eral excise tax be placed on adverseriously affect advertising volume.
vertising Federation of America.
Over 140 paid registrations were
tising, particularly the type of ad- Graham Patterson, board chairman,
In presenting a review of adver' sted already for the engineering
vertising that urges "consumers to saw "a surprising ignorance of
ession and 236 for the TV meettising expenditures, the committee
buy consumer goods," has been
ig.
present economic conditions" in staff said spending in 1950 exceeded
offered on Capitol Hill.
1949 by an estimated 10%. ExI C. E. Arney Jr., NARTB secrestaff suggestion "that a heavy
Such a tax could run as high the
sales tax on advertising might
penditures, the staff said, totaled
nry-treasurer and convention manas 20-25%, it was indicated.
be desirable to curb inflation and $5.2 billion in 1949. Current rate
The proposal, however, did not
of expenditures, the report went
consumer buying."
have specific support of any of the reduceCivilian
lolf TournamentGoods Plentiful
on,
"is 1950
considerably
In
Senate and House members of the
October
total was greater."
19% above
ANNUAL NARTB (NAB)
Mr. Patterson pointed to a surJoint Congressional Committee on
convention golf tournament
the same month for the year beplus of goods in many lines with
the Economic Report from which
fore, the writers said.
for the Broadcasting • Teleretailers concerned over the preit emanated. The suggestion was
| casting trophy will be held
contained in a supplementary to
Following is the breakdown present buyer's market. Even with
April 15 (Sunday at the
sented in the report by dollars and
rising defense production, civilian
the committee's annual economic
j Northwestern U. golf course
goods output will remain high, he percentages of the total for 1949:
report
released
last
week.
i in Wilmette, off Lake Ave.
u. s. Advertising in 1949
Section on the proposed tax on said, asserting "these goods must
Play will start around 9 a.m.
Amt. in Millions % of Total
advertising
was
written
by
the
be
Sold
or
our
economy
will
suffer."
Medium
! Broadcasting • Telecasting
Newspapers
committee staff, which labeled the He reminded that a strong civilian
36.6
Radio
will award silver cups to the
12.2
tax "one of the most desirable" economy helps defray defense costs.
633.8
$1,905.0
low gross and low net win9.5
Magazines
Farm
papers
that
the
government
could
levy.
492.5
"Advertising
is
a
low-cost
tool.
.4
ners. A free bus will leave the
20.5
Direct
mailpapers
Pointing
out
that
this
was
not
755.6
Business
If
advertising
were
ham-strung
or
South entrance of the Stevens
247.!
4.8
63.0
the time in the American economy
decreased by a tax, personal sell- Outdoor
14.5
131.0
Hotel at 8:45 a.m. Send ResTelevision
18.3
Misc.
1.2
ing
efforts
would
have
to
be
into
"whip
up
inflation
further
by
ervations to the Washington
creased at higher costs to retailer
stimulating consumer buying" nor
office of Broadcasting •
952.7
2.5
the period for worsening the situ- and manufacturer and finally to TOTAL
Telecasting or to Suite 1206
100.0
ation of short newsprint or woodthe consumer," Mr. Patterson said.
in the Stevens, where this
$5,201.2
The staff saw a number of reThis, the AFA board chairman
pulp,
the staff
said:of"Yet
... an
sults which could materialize from
publication will maintain conincreased
volume
advertising
stated,
would
increase
not
decrease
vention headquarters.
(Continued on page 79 )
continues to spur consumers on to inflation.
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ner rose from an Army captain to
lieutenant colonel. He served in the
London office of the Signal Corps
legal agency, and later as an intelligence officer under Gen. Carl
Spaatz at headquarters of the U. S.
Strategic Air Forces in England,
France, Austria and Germany.
Born in New York, Mr. Werner
was graduated from Yale U. and
Harvard Law School.

FCC MEASURE
I
Johnson to Be Consulted

Zt
";
'?vice
ANGE
ELECTION
of Joseph
V. Heffernan
as S"
financial
president
of r
NBC
CH
C
RCA-NB
and elevation of Robert L. Werner to succeed him as general attorney
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON'S (D-Col.)
Commerce Committee will be conof RCA were announced last Thursday.
sulted on future action taken on
Mr. Heffernan, leaving his present position as RCA vice president
legislation
designed to give the
and general attorney, will be in
FCC Chairman sweeping adminischarge of NBC financial affairs,
trative powers
[Broadcasting
including supervision over legal,
Telecasting,
April
2, March 26].•
financial and accounting operaThis assurance was contained in
tions. His election was announced
correspondence
between Sen. Johnby NBC President Joseph H. McOKLA. TAX
son and Senate Executive ExpendConnell following a meeting of the
itures Committee Chairman John
Broadcasters Fight Bill
NBC board Thursday morning.
L. McClellan (D-Ark.). Letters
Mr. Werner's election as RCA
LEGISLATION proposing to im- were released last week.
general attorney was announced by
pose a privilege tax on Oklahoma
The jurisdictional question arose
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board
stations and a 5% tax on gross re- following introduction of a bill (S
ceipts has stirred broadcasters in 1139) by Sen. McClellan which
chairman of RCA, NBC's parent
company.
the state. Owners and managers of would
Mr. Werner
Mr. Heffernan
reorganize FCC and other
Tulsa stations are up in arms over
Mr. Heffernan has been associregulatory agencies along the lines
U.
S.
District
Attorney
in
New
the legislation (House Bill 458).
ated with RCA operations for 16 York.
of Hoover Commission suggestions.
years. He became assistant general
The privilege tax or license would
When that measure was referred
counsel in 1940, and vice president
During World War II Mr. Werimpose a levy of 10 cents per watt
to the Expenditures unit, Sen.
of rated capacity, or $5,000 for a Johnson in turn offered a similar
and general attorney on April 6,
1945. He also is a member of the
50,000 w station. Of the gross re- bill (S 1218), which was turned
BEN WOLFF
ceipts tax income, 5% would go to over to the Commerce group.
board of directors of RCA Commuthe state tax commission and the
nications Inc. and the RCA InstiWFOX Salesman Dies
Noting that the Expenditures
tutes Inc.
Committee had not yet considered
BEN WOLFF, 83, salesman at rest to general revenue. The commission would get 2Vr of the license
He was a lieutenant with the WFOX Milwaukee, and believed
his own bill, Sen. McClellan indiincome, with the rest to general
cated that hearings may be held.
Navy air force, Atlantic Fleet, dur- to have been the oldest active
revenue.
ing World War II.
But should his committee vote apradio salesman in the country,
The legislation is still in comA native of Washington, Ind., died March 31. He was active up
proval, the Senator said that in his
mittee. W. B. Way, KVOO Tulsa
opinion it would be proper for the
where he was born Dec. 23, 1905, until March 28.
Mr. Heffernan is a graduate of St.
general
manager,
said
the
tax
"is
Senate Commerce group to ask to
Born Aug. 4, 1867, Mr. Wolff
so nearly confiscatory that it is study
Louis U. (1928) and holds a bachthe bill "in order that any
entered
radio
at
WE
MP
Milwaukee
ridiculous
when
you
consider
all
substantive
policy provisions might
elor of laws degree from Indiana
in
1935.
U. He received a fellowship for
the other taxes we must pay."
be given consideration. . . ."
graduate work in law at Columbia
U., where he received his LL.M.
in 1935.
Mr. Werner has been associated
with RCA since February 1947,
Dir.
Hqid ls VP-Managing
ER
when he joined the company as first
NSF
TRA
No School Today were not included
WSAI
Industry. Field Enterprises, which
SIGNING
of
final
papers
to
transassistant attorney in the law defer WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati
among the assets transferred to also operates WJJD Chicago,
partment. He formerly was special from Marshall Field interests to Fort Industry, it was said. They
KOIN Portland, Ore., and KJR
assistant to the U. S. Attorney
Fort Industry Co.
have been owned by Jon Arthur
Seattle, told FCC it "originally
General, and first assistant of the was expected to
Enterprises Inc., all stock of which
acquired WSAI as one step of a
claims division of the Dept. of Jushas been sold by the Marshall
proposed versified
program
to develop
ditice in Washington. From 1936 to take place in Chibusiness interests
in the
Field group to Arthur-Sampson
1941 he served as assistant to the c a g o over the
Inc. in consideration for a proporweekend. Approvarea of Cincinnati," but that these
al to the $225,interests "have not materialized."
tion of the latter firm's profits for
000 transaction
Marshall Field purchased WSAI
an
undisclosed
period.
Mr.
Arthur's
was granted by
contract as a disc jockey and his
in 1944 for $550,000 from Crosley
WEEI MANAGER
other services to WSAI, however,
FCC a fortnight
Corp., which wag required to sell
Struthers Succeeds Fellows
were transferred to Fort Industry,
either WSAI or WLW Cincinnati
ago along with
it was reported.
HARVEY STRUTHERS, assistant
contingent sale
upon adoption by FCC of its
Robert H. Boulware continues
by Fort Industry
general manager of WEEI Boston,
Mr. Haid
duopoly rule.
as WSAI sales manager, it was
WLOK is an NBC outlet on 1240
was appointed last week to succeed
of WLOK-AMkc with 250 w fulltime. WCOL is
Harold E. Fellows as general manFM Lima, Ohio, to Lloyd A. Pix- announced.
Conditions
licensed to The Pixleys and is an
ley, who with his family owns
ager of the CBS-owned Boston
station.
WCOL-AM-FM Columbus, Ohio
The WSAI transfer was muABC outlet. Mr. Pixley is presiMr. Fellows has been named
dent and general manager. He is
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
tually contingent upon Commission
president of the NARTB (see story April 2]. Price was $137,500.
sole owner of WLOK Inc., the new
approval of the WLOK sale in order
that Fort Industry might comply
George B. Storer, Fort Industry
licensee of the WLOK properties.
page 18).
Mr. Haid has been in charge of
J. Kelly Smith, CBS vice presi- Co. president, last week announced
with FCC rules and policy on mulappointment of Allen L. Haid, vice
tiple ownership, limiting AM
dent in charge of station adminWMMN for five years and in radio
istration, announced the promotion
president and general manager of ownership to seven stations and
since 1926. He started at KDKA
of Mr. Struthers, who has held the Fort Industry's WMMN Fairmont,
FM ownership to six stations, as Pittsburgh, later becoming conwell as on duopoly, precluding
sultant to broadcasters in building
W. Va., as vice president and manWEEI assistant general manageraging director of WSAI properties.
ship since January.
dual ownership of stations of the of stations. In the mid-30s Mr.
Mr. Struthers has been with
same class whose primary signals Haid operated his own advertising
Robert M. Sampson, who has
been general manager of WSAI
CBS since 1940, when he joined
substantially overlap in the same
agency and talent bureau in Pittsarea. In addition to WMMN, Fort
under the Marshall Field interests,
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul. Durburgh, joining
Fort Industry
in '37.
becomes officer and part owner of Industry also operates WSPD-AMIn 1941
he became
manager
of
ing his tenure there from 1940-48
WHIZ
Zanesville,
Ohio,
then
owned
he handled a variety of sales as- Arthur-Sampson Inc., new talent
FM-TV Toledo, WWVA-AM-FM
signments, including that of act- management firm established in Wheeling, WAGA-AM-FM-TV At- by Fort Industry and which it sold
ing sales manager. In 1948 he New York. Associated in the firm
lanta, WGBS-AM-FM Miami and in 1946 to Southeastern Ohio BroadWJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit.
with Mr. Sampson is Jon Arthur,
moved to the Chicago office of Radio
casting System upon purchase of
WSAI personality and creator and
WSAI, ABC affiliate on 1360 kc WJBK. Mr. Haid moved to WMMN
Sales, Radio and Television Stations Representative, CBS, and in conductor of ABC's No School To- with 5 kw, directional night, is li- as manager in 1946, becoming Fort
Industry vice president in 1947.
August 1950 transferred to the
day, Saturday morning feature
censed to Buckeye Broadcasting
New York office of CBS Radio
originating at WSAI.
Co. All stock in this firm was sold He was appointed to the board of
directors in 1950.
Talent and program features of by Field Enterprises Inc. to Fort
Sales-TV.
BROADCASTING
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Hearings Open
STREAMLINING
tions Bar Assn.; Elmore Whitehurst,
By FRED FITZGERALD
mit is already on file with the
administrative office of the U.S. Courts;
MALL broadcasters would be Robert Ramspeck, U.S. Civil Service
Commission.
Commission."
Insofar as a hearing is conpared expensive red tape if FCC
cerned, the $2,000 to $15,000 exocedures were streamlined in acMessrs. Miller, Ream and Robpenditure placed on the broadcaster
rdance with the McFarland Bill
erson are in support of S 658; Mr.
represents the difference between
;. 658) [Broadcasting • TeleWhitehurst is to testify on sug- a profit or loss station, Mr. Diehm
:.sting, Jan. 29 et seq]. That was
said.
gested amendments, and Mr. RamId the House Interstate and Forspeck is opponent, in part, to the
Declaring the small broadcaster
bill.
fcn Commerce Committee as hearis
aware of the Commission's "tre.jgs on the bill, postponed from
mendous work load," but that he
At
the
conclusion
of
Thursday's
rlier in the week, finally got sessions and on the suggestion of has "simple
faith that proper re.derway Thursday morning.
organization and more efficient
Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (Rprocedures would greatly speed up
; First witnesses were Victor C. N. J.), Committee Chairman Robert
Crosser (R-Ohio) instructed that the mill and ease his economic
•ehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa., as
the
Dept. of Justice be requested
burden," Mr. Diehm voiced his con•okesman for the Pennsylvania
viction that S 658 will go "a long
;sn. of Broadcasters; Leon M. to have a representative appear at
the hearings. This followed ques- way"
to meet some of these problems.
pes, KELD Eldorado, Ark., reptioning of Mr. Brown, consistent
senting the Arkansas Broadproponent of network licensing,
"Frankly," he added, "the broadsters Assn. and Gordon P. who contended that Sec. 10 of the
casters would feel a great sense of
security in knowing that they could
Lown, WSAY Rochester, N. Y. McFarland Bill allowed the FCC
assrs. Diehm and Sipes attended
to their Congressman or Sen"no way to punish anti-trust -vi- come ator
for authentic information on
proponents of the bill and on
.itation of NARTB.
the progress of their case before
olators."Diehm Leadoff Witness
V the licensing agency of their GovHearings resumed Friday mornMr. Diehm, as leadoff witness,
y with Chairman Wayne Coy of
The next witness, Mr. Sipes, echernment."
; FCC as first witness (see late outlined the situation confronting
a typical small broadcaster whose
Dry At Deadline), and it was
operating revenue was not sufficient
ped that the full hearings would
to justify retention of legal counsel
NAMED
completed today (Monday) and
to watch all Commission actions THOMPSON
norrow. Other witnesses:
that might affect him. He referred
Taylor V.P.; Oldham to Perry
<ARTB Pres. Justin Miller; Joseph to "volumes of reports, photostats
JAMES L. THOMPSON, with the
Ream, executive vice president,
and additional information" that is Edward Petry Co., Chicago sales
S; Judge Frank Roberson, of the required in renewal applications
staff since 1937, has been named
shington law firm of Spearman &
berson, as chairman of the legislative every three years, "particularly
vice president of the O. L. Taylor
when much that he is asked to subnmittee of the Federal CommunicaCo., in charge of
its Chicago office
and midwest sales
Relaxation of Requirements
operation, effecSeen in FCC Action
IPERATORS
tive today (Monday), O. L. (Ted)
"RTHER
steps
towards
easing
the
problems
of
those
stations
hit
by
st class operator shortages have been taken by the FCC. In an action,
Taylor, president
of the station resentative
rep-firm,
nounced last Thursday, the Commission as of April 16 will delegate
ishority to its 23 field offices of the Field Engineering and Monitoring
announced last
zision to grant permission
permission for *
should
be
submitted
to
the
FCC
week.
Tom Petaxation of operator requirements
terson, Chicago
Mr. Thompson
in Washington by May 4.
temporary periods of 30 days,
manager since
to the field offices
is is upon adequate showing that forApplications
the temporary use of lesser
September 1944, has announced
ilified personnel cannot be se- class operators, the FCC stressed,
his resignation.
ed.
At the same time, the Petry Co.
should be signed by the individual,
ieretofore, the Commission had
announced that Will H. Oldham,
partner, or officer of the corporamitted its Secretary, subject
account executive in the Chicago
tion, according to the type of licenapproval of Chief Engineer and
see. Also, prior to filing, the ap- office of the Crosley stations for
•ieral Counsel, to take such templicant must have made every ef- five years, has joined its Chicago
fort to obtain a radiotelephone
office, effective today, as a sales■ary action.
The FCC said that it had received
man. Edward E. Voynow, Petry
first class operator from usual
.number of individual reports
sources within a reasonable dis- executive vice president, said in
tance.
m stations in certain small
Chicago Mr. Oldham will handle
In another two-ply action, the "a select list of agencies, and will
rkets professing inability to seCommission also amended its rules
e raidotelephone first class opdevelop new business in accordtors for AM and FM. However,
ance with a sales plan developinsofar as requirements for renewal of commercial radio operator
Commission pointed out that it
ed by the Chicago office to meet
not believe the shortage so licenses; and established on a temtheThe
competition
television."
naming ofof Mr.
Thompson is
te as to merit a general order
porary basis a new class of operh as was issued in World War
ator license — Temporary Limited
part of the general expansion propermitting holders of restricted
gram of the Taylor Co., Mr. Taylor
Radiotelegraph Second-Class Opnses, under certain conditions,
erator License (TLT) — for use
said. Simultaneously, the transoperate aural stations,
fer of Robert Feihel, account
with
only. certain equipment on ships executive in the New York office
additionally, the Commission last
Under this first amendment on to Chicago was revealed. Prior
;k proposed rule making to add
lew section to its Rules and
to his affiliation with the Petry
renewals, the normal requirements,
pilations which, if adopted, will that an operator must show two
firm Mr. Thompson was with
KMBC Kansas City.
ify and describe in detail the years satisfactory service under
the license being renewed or take
1 1 cedure by which AM and FM
Mr. Peterson, who announced
an examination, are waived for his resignation from the Taylor
nsees may obtain the permission
Co. effective this week, has made
utilize operators of lesser the duration of the present emerdes.
gency or until such date as the no plans for the immediate future,
omments on the proposed rule FCC may order.
he said. He opened the Chicago
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oed much of Mr. Diehm's sentiments, specifically pointing to Sec.
5, subsec. (d) as "a safeguard
against the problem of unduly prolonged hearings and consideration
bill provides
thatdate
"(1)of within
of The
applications."
three
months
from the
filing
in all original applications, renewals
and transfer cases and (2) within six
months from the final date of the
hearing in all cases, the Commission
shall promptly report to the Congress
each such case which has been pending before it more than such threeor six-month period respectively, stating the reasons therefor."
This procedure he cited as conducive to understanding by Congress of major deliberations by the
FCC as well as to furnish an "index" to the applicant as to the
status of his application.
Example Offered
Mr. Sipes offered as an example
of lengthy proceedings, the case of
KELD applying for changes in facilities, dating from Jan. 23, 1947,
to Oct. 21, 1949, date of the final
decision. He said his 250 w station
expended $17,882.32 "to engage in
this crusade for more satisfactory
service to its listening area." In
view of the necessity of another
$75,000 to make the authorized installation, Mr. Sipes said it was
"imperative" that KELD request
the Commission to relieve it of its
obligation to change.
He pointed out that if the Commission under accelerated procedure did inadvertently make a
grant that was not to the best
interests, the 30-day protest period
can serve
to modify an "undesirable" decision.
Mr. Sipes introduced a statement
from James R. Curtis, KFRO Longview, Tex., in favor of the bill.
Among other things, Mr. Curtis approved of provisions that could expedite renewing of station licenses
without the "constant threat" that
licenses might be taken away upon
the "naked promises" of some other
person who could run a station,
even (Continued
though thatonperson
page "has
69) not
office when the company was
known as Taylor-Howe-Snowden,
and was there also when it was
called Taylor-Borroff.
Mr. Oldham, before working for
Crosley in Chicago, was employed

Mr. Oldham

Mr. Peterson

by the company as advertising, research and sales promotion manager and as grocery trade relations
director. He also was advertising
promotion
dise Martdirector
divisionat the
of MerchanMarshall,
Field & Co., Chicago. Before that
he was associated with the Carroll
Dean Murphy Agency, same city.
April 9, 1951
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Columbus; Jack Telly, WGST Atlanta,
J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV, an
James Bailey, WAGA-TV Atlanta.
Saturday — Miss Helen Farmer
WMAZ; Miss Mary Anne Martir'
WRFC Athens; Miss Eileen Stulbj
WBBQ Augusta; Miss Alice Wasder
WTOC Savannah; Miss Sara Wil
liams, Liller, Neal and Battle, Atlan
ta; Mrs. C. C. Fuller, Tucker Wayn \
& Assoc., Atlanta; Miss Virgini
Pairo, Pairo Adv. Co., Atlanta; L. E

qk
Rqdios ¥auh- Sqys Kob
MOVE
-CUT
TE
RA
RADIO can blame itself for the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters and out of date for some time.
Radio, he said, must develop
the Henry W. Grady School of
Assn. of National Advertisers' controversial radio rate studies and Journalism.
more facts, engage in better selling, and make a rate adjustment
Mr. Kobak, business consultant,
campaign to bring down eveningto meet current situations, and get
radio rates in TV markets [Broadboard chairman of BAB and owner
casting •Telecasting, March 19], of WTWA Thomson, Ga., said the off the defensive quickly.
Edgar Kobak told the sixth annual
ANA radio rate studies are not as
Mr. Kobak also called for separaChristian,
and Voice
Alfredof H.Amei
Pu '<
han,
programWRFC;
director,
Radio Institute at the U. of sound as they seem to be, but said
tion of radio and television operaica,
State
Dept.,
New
York.
Georgia, Athens, last Friday.
broadcasters have themselves to
tions. They are separate and comblame because they held rates down
Selling techniques were outlined
petitive media, and if not separated one or the other will suffer,
by Maurice B. Mitchell, vice presi- when they should have been raised, he declared.
and because broadcasters have
WFCI SALE
dent and general manager of AssoPractical and result-producing
ciated Program Service. The insti- failed to make a basic study of
Providence 'Journal' Buy I
tute was sponsored April 5-7 by the the rate structure, which has been techniques of selling radio advertising at the local and national spot
SALE of "WFCI Pawtucket, R. I.
levels were outlined to the insti- to
the Providence Journal by th> I
tute by Mr. Mitchell.
estate of the late Frank Crook, an< I
Outlined by Abrahams
Among the points of value he Howard
W. Thornley, was an
stressed were that a knowledge
At Boston REC
nounced last week. Consideration
SELLING
RULES
was not disclosed pending prepara
of prospective sponsors' business
operations
and
problems
was
adtioii of the FCC application.
that "you have to help retailers to sell them on radio,"
STRESSING
vantageous to both the advertiser
The Providence Journal Co. if I
Howard
P. Abrahams, sales promotion manager of the National Retail
and the time salesman.
owner
of WPJB (FM) there, Clas:]
Dry Goods Assn., laid down rules for a successful pattern at the Boston
The session opened Thursday
Radio Executives Club Wednesday at the Hotel Touraine.
B outlet in operation since 1948
under the gavel of Frank Crowther,
Prior to his address, REC presiWFCI, founded in 1941, is an ABC
WMAZ Macon, institute chairman.
retailer as an institutional medium
dent Harold E. Fellows, general
affiliate, operating on 1420 kc witl *
Those
slated
to
participate
in
manager of WEEI Boston and di- instead of showing how it can get sessions included:
5 kw, directional.
rector of CBS operations in New
money in the cash register tomorU. S. Attorney General J. Howarc i
Thursday—
Fred
Kea,
WBGR
JesEngland, who last week was named
row," Mr. Abrahams described nuMcGrath, executor of the Crook}
up;
George
Patton,
WIBB
Macon;
merous cases of outstanding im- Dean Covington, WROM Rome; W.
president of NARTB (see story
estate, told Broadcasting • Tele-1
mediate sales results from radio.
page 18), was presented with a
casting details of the transactiorl
Ray Ringson, WRDW Augusta; LambRadio produces best, he declared, din
gold horseshoe amidst a standing
Kay, former director, WSB At- were being worked out and woulog
ovation by the membership.
when the following points are follanta; Wilton Cobb, WMAZ, and for- be disclosed shortly.
mer Governor E. D. Rivers, WGOV
lowed: (1) Strong lines featured;
A resolution by Program ChairValdosta.
FCC in early February approved!
(2) beamed program technique
man Stacy Holmes, public relations
transfer of control of Pawtuckejf
used; (3) sufficient repetition used;
Friday — Bill Downs, CBS Korean
director, Filene's of Boston, that
Broadcasting Co., WFCI licenses
(4) it reflects character of store;
correspondent; Jimmy Bridges, WSB"the membership of the REC of
Holder, WRFC Athto
Mr. McGi-ath as executor pend
Boston exults in the elevation of (5) there is continuous use; (6) TV; H.ens;Randolph
Ed Thilenius, WGAU Athens;
when written for ear not eye; (7)
ing settlement of the Crook estate
Harold E. Fellows to the presiBen
Chatfield,
WMAZ,
president
NaAll of the stock in the station, in]
when promoting radio campaign
tional Assn. of Radio-News Directors;
dency of the NARTB" was unanieluding that of Mr. Thornley, re
with other sales promotion devices;
Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus,
mously passed.
(8) when used as a consumerGa.; John Derr, associate director of portedly will be sold to the Journal
Mr. Abrahams advised broadMessrs. Crook and Thornley hav<
sports, CBS New York; Thad Horton,
vendor tool; (9) when other procasters to study NRDGA records
motion is weak.
been sole station stockholders.
WSB-TV; George Theeringer, WRBL
on sales promotion and to study a
store before approaching it in
order to know how best to help it.
Basic Data
To analyze a store, he continued,
a station should get the following
basic information: (1) Type of
business — promotional or not; volume— a store with big volume
spending more than a small one.
(2) Location — a store on Main
Street not needing to spend as
R
much money as one off the beaten
KE
track. (3) Competition — if heavy,
BA
it forces the store into line. (4)
Type of merchandise. (5) Type of
customers. (6) Price lines of merchandise. (7) Location of customers. (8) Shopping habits — knowledge of flow of traffic at certain
times, keying programs to peak of
traffic. (9) Store goals and plans.
(10) Strong and weak departments
— featuring the strong.
After studying the store as the
store does itself, said Mr. Abrahams, the station should then become familiar with successful case
histories of retail use of radio, of
which there are plenty. At this
point, he counseled, the store should
be approached and there should be
a frank interchange of knowledge,
adapting the knowledge to an origFETING Phil Baker, star of NBC's The $64 Question, at those present were (I to r) Maurice Azrael, of Azrael Adv
inal approach for the particular
a luncheon at the Park Plaza Hotel in Baltimore April 3 Joseph Katz, of Joseph Katz Co.; Stanley Probst, pres
store.
were radio and ad executives. Mr. Baker on April 2 ident of Rem & Rel; Mr. Baker, Morton Levenstein, AW
debut on WITH Baltimore with the Phil Baker
Agency; R. C. Embry, WITH vice president, and Thoma
Stating that "the big trouble
with radio is it sells itself to the Show [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26]. Among
Tinsley, WITH president.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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WMIE

Case

PROTEST

By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
ENATE CRIME Investigating
ommittee Chairman Estes KeJauver (D-Tenn.) has written FCC
hairman Wayne Coy to protest the
Jiitial decision of the Commission
j-hich would approve Arthur B.
IcBride as part owner of WMIE
liami, Fla., it was learned last
reek.
The letter confirms earlier verbal
idication by Sen. Kefauver that
3 objected to the failure of the
|CC initial decision to consider
'iridence compiled by the Senate
'time group respecting Mr. Mcride and Continental Press Serv!(:e, national racing wire service
»«vned by his son, Edward J. Mcf|ride, and managed by his brotheri-law, Thomas Kelly [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2, March
p, 19]. The Senate committee's
isecond interim report" charged
Continental Press actually is conolled by the "gangsters who conitute the Capone syndicate."
The initial decision of FCC Hearj»g Examiner Leo Resnick, issued
J

RUMAN
TALK
Slated on Radio, TV
ADIO and television coverage of
resident Truman's major Jefferjm- Jackson Day dinner address in
Washington April 14 (Saturday)
ias anounced last week by the
iiemocratic National Committee,
lans for other dinners throughout
le country also were shaping up
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
arch 26].
The Chief Executive's speech at
»e National Guard Armory will
; carried coast to coast, 10:30. p.m. EST, by ABC, MBS and
BC. NBC-TV will telecast , the
•ogram.
A new note was injected into netork coverage last week, though
itails had not been finalized,
iberty Broadcasting System was
iderstood to be negotiating for
.dio coverage. LBS also was re>rted to be mapping plans for
oadcast of an address by Sen.
aul Douglas (D-Ill.) in St. Paul
pril 14.
Other commitments include,
mathan Daniels, Democratic naonal committeeman from North
arolina, San Francisco", today
'Monday), ABC West Coast pickup
delayed) 10:30-11 p.m. PST; and
n. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.),
rtland, Ore., April 12, (network
|J)d time undetermined).
I! The President's address will be
B:ard by several Jefferson-Jackson
^nner gatherings being held simulyneously throughout the nation,
reel scaffolds are being coniructed at the armory about 40
| et from the dias to accommodate
I levision and newsreel cameras,
itcording to Ken Fry, radio-TV
rector, Democratic National Comittee.
ROADCASTING

in mid-March, concluded there was
no evidence in the Commission record to disqualify Mr. McBride from
being a radio station stockholder
and proposed to grant WMIE assignment of construction permit
from Lincoln Operating Co. as
trustee for Sun Coast Broadcasting
Corp. to Sun Coast itself. Sun
Coast is chiefly owned by Mr. McBride and his Cleveland business
associate, Daniel S h e r b y. Mr.
Sherby, along with Continental
Press, were also given a clean bill
of health by the initial decision.
The examiner noted the Senate
group had issued its second report
after the closing of the FCC hearing, however, but said he could not
consider the Senate document because it was "outside" the FCC
record.
McBride Praised
The examiner's decision found
no evidence to show Mr. McBride
or Continental Press have violated
or are violating any laws. It
further noted 13 top civic, political,
business and religious leaders from
Cleveland testified high acclaim for
Mr. McBride's reputation and integrity.
Sen. Kefauver's letter to Chairman Coy stated in part:
As previously indicated to you, the
Senate Crime Investigating Committee
does not feel that Arthur B. McBride
is properly entitled to receive a permit
from the FCC for the operation of
station WMIE Miami, Fla.
Under date of March 13, 1951, there
was riled with the Commission an initial decision by Leo Resnick, hearing
examiner, that
in which
reached and
the
conclusion
Arthur heB. McBride
Daniel Sherby are legally, financially
and otherwise
qualified
to be station
stockholders in a radio
broadcast
and that a grant of the application for
assignment of the construction permit
would be in the public interest.
The Senate Crime Investigating Committee desires to be recorded as differ-

ing sharply with the conclusion of the
hearing examiner that said Arthur B.
McBride
is testimony
"otherwise concerning
qualified" hisin
view of the
background and his association with
Continental Press Service which is
contained in testimony taken by this
committee
at hearings in Miami, Cleveland and Chicago.
I am forwarding with this letter
transcripts of the testimony dealing
with Arthur
McBrideandandthetheSenate
Continental PressB. Service
Crime Investigating Committee respectfully requestsuntil
that there
no permit
be granted
to McBride
is a full
review
of this testimony.
It is our considered opinion that a
completewillanalysis
the committee's
record
have a ofsubstantial
bearing
upon the situation and that the Commission can in the light of such evidence
in a subsequent
cisionbe thatjustified
any award
of a permit de-to
McBride is definitely not in the public
interest.
On Friday morning the Commission granted the motion of its general counsel for extension until
May 1 of the deadline for filing
of exceptions to the hearing examiner's initial decision. According to FCC's rules (Sec. 1.853) the
parties, including FCC's general
counsel, may take exception to an
initial decision if filed within 20
days. FCC itself then has another
20 days in which on its own initiative itmay, among other things,
reopen the record and remand the
case to the examiner for further
testimony.
WMIE's counsel, Paul M. Segal,
last week petitioned FCC in opposition to any additional extension
of the deadline for exceptions, citing the hardship imposed upon the
station. He contended:
The been
applicant's
station
and affairs
have
the subject
of extensive
antagonistic publicity originating from
its business competitors and there is
good ground to believe that the applicant's lack of formal authorization
and proper clearance by the FCC has
been used to produce adverse economic
effects upon the affairs of WMIE and
has been the subject of substantial
propaganda against the applicant, this
to While
the applicant's
loss and
injury.
it is only great
fair that
counsel
for

the Commission should have adequate
time to consider the possibility of filing
exceptions, it is true that the Bureau
of Law
has had thisfor entire
under consideration
some matter
years and
is
thoroughly
familiar
with
all
aspects
of the case and with all details of the
hearing record.
WALE
CLEARED
In Initial Ruling by FCC
OWNERSHIP and program representations made by WALE Fall
River, Mass., to FCC in its original
applications have been carried out
in good faith, Hearing Examiner
Elizabeth C. Smith concluded in an
initial decision recommending grant
of license renewal to WALE, reported last week by the FCC.
WALE, operating on 1400 kc
with 250 w fulltime, is licensed to
Narragansett Broadcasting Co.
The license renewal bid had been
requested by FCC and set for hearing in comparative proceeding with
the application of Bay State Broadcasting Co. for WALE's facilities
and the application of WICH Noring. wich, Conn., to change its site. The
WICH bid later was severed from
the case and granted without hear"The good faith of Bay State
... in filing its application," the
initial decision said, "was specificially challenged" by WALE during the hearing. Petition by WALE
to dismiss the Bay State bid "with
prejudice" was later granted by
FCC, it said.
The examiner stated the evidence
"clearly supports the conclusion
that the representations made with
respect to the ownership and operation of [WALE] were made in
good faith." She also found "substantial compliance with the program representations" made in
WALE's original applications and
said "the licensee is rendering a
commendable public service to the
community which it is obliged to

serve."
Hennock Hifs
ON
TI
LA
GU
REB.
SELF
abhorrent to the American way of not merely be 'cleaned up,' " but
FCC
COMR. Frieda
Hennock
instead that "new blood and new
told the organizing convention of life. Regulation of program conlife must be poured into radio and
the American Women in Radio and
tent is not my job as a Commissioner; it is specifically forbidden
Television, in an address prepared
Mr. Randau, in a speech also
by the Communications Act; nor
for delivery Saturday night, that
would I want or accept that job at television."
prepared for delivery Saturday
broadcasters must be careful, else
night, stressed that "civil defense
"justified wrath at their excesses
Approximately 220 persons were
is everybody's business — not just
may unfortunately lead to presany
price." for the first AWRT conregistered
sures for an unjustified censorgovernment's."
vention, held Friday to Sunday at theHefederal
said "there
is entirely too
the Hotel Astor in New York.
much apathy toward civil defense
Stressing the power of both radio
Other speakers on the agenda in- in certain sections of the country."
ship."
and
TV in shaping "the educational
In view of the present world situacluded Mme. Pandit, India's ambasand
cultural
lives
of
our
citizens,"
sador to the U. S.; Edward W. BarMiss Hennock said:
tion, he warned, "we would be
rett, Assistant Secretary of State
short-sighted, indeed, if we did not
"We already know what a few
hours before any receiver can tell for Public Affairs, and Clem J. set ourselves to the task of making
Randau, executive director of the our country as impregnable as posus; that programs often go beyond
Federal Civil Defense Administrasible, our citizens informed on the
reasonable bounds; that they too
tion.
best defense tactics.
often emphasize crime and violence
'Common Sense' Solution
on one hand, and stereotyped and
"Here, then," he told the AWRT,
Miss Hennock said broadcasters
"is where we need your help. We
hollow productions on the other.
must make certain that everyone is
"The broadcasting industry
need not walk "a tight-rope of realert to the dangers that face him
should be self regulating and selfstraint" in guarding against "exdisciplining as to its morals and
cesses." She said, "the problem is and alert to his individual responsibilities. ... I urge each of you
mores. Censorship of any kind, im- not difficult; strong applications of
posed from above by the will of any
to be a mouthpiece for civil decommon sense can solve it . . ."
group, government or otherwise, is
She felt that "programs must
fense in your community."
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DOWN the contract alley go (I to r) Chester A.
Co.; Fred Willen, Willen Refrigerator Service;
sportscaster; Ted Reineke, Reineke Wallpaper
bowling show which Mr. Laux is handling.
leagues in Greater St.

RADIO symphony in ink penned by
(I to r) Robert Lawrence, dir., Phoenix
Symphony Orchestra; Lew Lowry,
KOOL Phoenix prog, dir.; Charles
Garland, KOOL gen. mgr. Orchestra
will perform on Sunday 1 Vi hour
program.

Shafer, American Soda Water
France Laux, KXOK St. Louis
& Pairst Co. Signed is a new
The trio have bowling team
Louis.

GOV. EARL WARREN (seated) affixes signature to proclamation
making March 26-31 Advertising
Recognition Week in California. With
governor is Jack Brasheor, Brashear
Adv. Agency, Sacramesifo, rand v. p..
Adv. Assn. of West.
. , ,, . .

BASEBALL contract is signed by
Richard E. Jones (I), WJBK Detroit
v. p. and gen. mgr. Agreement assures station's radio coverage of DeTigers' season
schedule.
Standingtroit
is Harry
Hsilmann,
sportscaster.
Edwin J. Anderson (r), pres., Goebel
Brewing Co., adds okay for sponsor
of the series.

SETTING 52-week pact for Bold
Venture to be aired Wednesday,
10:30-11 p.m., WSYR Syracuse are
(I to r): Seated, Earl Rogers, Rogers
& Porter, Rochester agency; Robert
Wehle, Genesee Brewing Co., sponsor; standing, Fred I. Geiger, WSYR
salesman; R. C. Danahy, Frederic W.
Ziv Co., packager.

RETAIL appliance store $9,600 local program contract put in motion for
balance of 1951 on WCMI Ashland, Ky., by (I to r) M. E. Slagel, WCMI
coml. dept.; Don Pullman, ad mgr., Darwins; Darwin Sturgill, owner and
gen. mgr., Darwins, sponsor; Charles C. Warren, W^*^< —n-

Banquet

Highlight

Two-Day Session
VA. AP MEET
AN AWARDS banquet and a luncheon session with Congression;
delegates highlighted a two-day, semi-annual meeting of the Virgini
Associated Press Broadcasters in Washington last week.
The state's AP radiomen were treated to a round of events, amon
them a luncheon at the Capitol *
with Virginia Congressional lead- manager of AP; W. L. Beal an
ers and key AP executives; a Max Fullerton, chiefs of the Was!
dinner banquet at the National
ington and Baltimore bureaus c
Press Club (both Thursday), and AP.
a tour of Washington radio staOfficers of the Virginia AP grou
tions the following day. A special
business session also was scheduled
pending
elections pres:
wei
John
Eure,Friday's
WDBJ Roanoke,
Friday when new officers were to dent, and Fred Hart, WLPM SuJ
be elected.
folk.
Representatives of between 22
and 25 Virginia stations attended
the scheduled events, which culminated formally Thursday with
BLOCK TAX
the banquet. Washington station
managers and news editors were
On Radio-TV Fight Right j
invited to attend. Top speakers
CALIFORNIA radio and TV rep
were Morgan Beatty, NBC comresentatives last week succeeded ii I
mentator, and Dr. Douglas Southall Freeman, WRNL Richmond
blocking, temporarily at least, :T
commentator and former editor of state bill taxing payments for ra
dio and TV rights to boxing am
the Richmond News-Leader.
wrestling matches.
Awards were made in nine categories, and represented the choices
The bill, which also would placi
of a three-man radio committee
control on broadcasting and tele
from 39 entries submitted for the casting rights to such matches ii
contest, first of its kind held by the hands of the state athletic com
the Virginia group. The awards
mission, was held in committee by
were divided into three classificaa vote of 4 to 3. At least 5 votes
tions, all based on the latest BMB
were needed to report it out witlj
circulation survey of radio fama "do pass" recommendation.
ilies: (1) 50,000 and over; (2)
Leading the radio-TV figh
25,000 to 50,000, and (3) less than
against the bill at a legislativi
25,000.
hearing last Thursday were Wil
Winning Entries
liam Smullin, president of the Cali
Winning entries by class:
fornia Radio & Television Broad,casters Assn., and Philip Lasky
Commentary— (Class 1) WRNL
general manager, KPIX (TV) an
Richmond, Dr. Douglas Southall Freeman; (Class 2) no entries; (Class 3) KSFO San Francisco.
WWOD Lynchburg, Calvin Robinson.
Comprehensive News Broadcast —
Mr. Smullin declared the bi'
(1) WRNL, Howard Hamrick; (2) "discriminatory against the broad
WXGI Richmond, Harry Curran; (3) casting and television industry
WRAD Radford, Dick Morgan.
and questioned the amount of rev
enue that would be realized froi
Local and State News— (1) WDBJ
Roanoke, John Eure; (2) WXGI, Joe
such a tax.
Guidi; (3) WWOD, Rod Lea.
He said radio and TV are beinj
General Farm News— (1) WRNL,
blamed for certain ills in boxinj
Cullen Johnson; (2) WSLS Roanoke,
Harry
Howell; (3) WLPM Suffolk,
and wrestling. He was referring t<
L. E. Pettyjohn.
arguments by supporters of th
bill that radio and TV had causec
Spot News— (3) WWOD, Rod Lea.
General Sports Broadcast — (1) a drop in attendance at boxing anc
WGH Newport News, Bill Diehl; (2—
wrestling matches, with a subse
Culley.WSLS, Harry Wiseman and Jug
tie)
quent drop in the state's tax take
Spot Sports
Broadcast—
WLEE
Local Tax Levied
Richmond,
Joe Mason;
(2) no(1)entries;
(3) WWOD, Norman Simpson.
A
5fA
tax on gate receipts at
Women's News — (1) WGH, Mildred
Alexander; (2) none; (3) WWOD,
the fights is now levied by the
state. The athletic commission
Lyn Roberts.
Special award for the best protecdraws its expenses from the ta>
tion to AP on news — WCHV Charand the surplus is used to supporfip
lottesville, Jean Lindsay.
a state veteran's home at Yount
Judges in the contest were John
Alderson, WFBR; Al Stevens, ville, Calif. The currently debatet
bill would extend the tax to r
WWIN, and Galen Fromme, Balticeipts from the sale of radio am
more, all news editors.
TV rights also.
Luncheon Guests
Mr. Lasky, in answering argu
Guests at the luncheon on Capments
that the fight promoter
itol Hill were members of the
Virginia Congressional delegation ; would have to pay the tax, not ra
members of the board of the dio or TV, argued that any sucl
tax would undoubtedly be passec
Associated Press; Ben McKelway, Washington Evening Star back to the television industry bj
(WMAL- AM-FM-TV) ; Harry
the promoters. He also denied tha
Byrd, Winchester (Va.) Star; Oli- radio and TV had adversely ai
ver Grambling, assistant general
fected fight gate receipts.
Telecastin
BROADCASTING

EMERGENCY
PLAN
Set for NAB Airing
FCC will attempt to resolve misunderstanding and confusion on
its proposed emergency broadcast
1 plan when its engineering authorities meet
industrymobilization
represenV tatives
at with
a special
session in Chicago April 16.
This was indicated last week
as principals in the controversial
radio silence issue marked time
:bn all fronts — at the Commission,
the Dept. of Defense and on Cap• tol Hill.
The special mobilization session
pas been scheduled as part of the
XARTB Chicago convention, to
which all industry representatives
will be invited.
I( FCC authorities indicated last
week that the Commission will
! not attempt to rehash its proposed
- plan whereby certain stations would
be permitted to remain on the
- air in the event of imminent or
: actual attack.
Instead, FCC exoects to take up the highlights of
the alert-operational project for
radio and television stations, and
answer any question broadcast! csrs may wish to submit.
3 j It was felt that broadcasters who
;:*ere unable to attend last month's
: i Washington
security session
^Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
;|, April 2] will have had an opporf :unity to review and digest the
:ontents of the proposed plan in
i Ethe booklet prepared by FCC and
'"^ent to all licensees.
Suggestions Filed
j , Meanwhile, Commission staff
: nembers said at least specific recjmmendations growing out of the
March 26 meeting have been submitted to Chief Engineer Curtis
Summer for his consideration. The
;uggestions were filed by Frank
Fletcher, co-owner of WARL Aldington, Va., and attorney, and
2arl Collum, consulting radio engineer.
; While the contents were not divulged, itwas understood that they
lealt chiefly with the possibility
•f seting up industry advisory
committees to consult with Commission staff members on the efficacy of the operational plan. No
;uggestions had been submitted
'rom licensees
on the actual plan
,tself,
it was said.

Present at the Advertising Club
of Baltimore meeting were (I to r)
John E. Surrick, vice president
and general manager of WFBR
Baltimore, who served as "Chairman For The Day", Mr. Barnett,
and George Gettman, club presi± dent, and account executive for
^
Joseph Katz Co.
FORMER DIRECTORS
NAB Seeks Home Addresses

MASS

APPEAL
Barnett Lauds Radio
WELLS H. BARNETT Jr., sales
development manager and assistant
to the president, John Blair & Co.,
station representative, has praised
radio as a mover of mass-appeal
items in a talk before the Advertising Club of Baltimore.
Mr. Barnett pointed out that because display is not necessarily a
vital element in moving massappeal goods, radio's low-priced
advertising serves that purpose better than newspapers or magazines.
He emphasized also the "multiple" listening in the home and
radio's ability to reach the housewife roving from room to room.
Pointing to the Kefauver investigation's TV success, Mr. Barnett
said that radio must face the fact
that television already is a competitor in daytime hours.
Mr. Barnett expressed the view
that in the broad picture of advertising, video is just another method,
offering certain advantages to the
advertiser that he has never had
before. He added, however, that
he does not believe that these advantages serve to eliminate any
other medium.

WHEREABOUTS of two dozen former directors of NAB is one of the
smaller problems confronting that
trade association.
To complete current records,
Broadcasting • Telecasting
would appreciate any information
on present homes of the following
former directors, who have served
since start of NAB in 1923:
L. S. Baker
H. J. Bligh
W. W. Butler
C. L. Carper
R. W. DeMott
Walter S. Greevy
R. B. Hale
C. H. Henderson
G. Brown Hill
A. H. House
E. H. Jewett
R. M. Johnson
W. W. Kideney
L. E. Knobel
George Kuhns
J. W. Laughlin
George Lewis
George Morris
Robert Nevins
Harold J. Power
Henry A. Rumsey
H.
S. Scott
Earle
Terry
Bowden Washington
W. E. Woods
Harold J. Wrape
McCormick, Azine
Join CDA

RADIO-TV
POSTS
APPOINTMENT
S of Steve
McCormick, former MBS Presidential announcer, and Harold Azine, TV producer-director, to head up the radio
and television branches, respectively, of its Audio- Visual Division were
revealed last week by the Civil Defense Administration.
The sections, which will map ra- *
dio-TV plans for implementation
of national and local station levels,
are under the general supervision
of Jesse Butcher, chief of the
Audio-Visual Division and former
network-agency executive.
At the same time CDA announced
completion of arrangements with
the motion picture industry for
Revocations Final
production of films to be utilized
by TV stations, civic groups and
Mr. McCormick
Mr. Azine
: l-?INAL decision revoking the li- other organizations. Film clips
• c ense of WXLT Ely, Minn., and were prepared by United World
til 1946 he was Presidential an: j(he permit of KFMA Davenport,
nouncer for MBS. Last year he
Films and Teletran Inc., New York,
joined the National Sesquicenten: |owa, has been issued by FCC fol- and will be made available during
: owing failure of the stations to April and May. Still pending are nial Committee as assistant public
ake exception to an earlier initial plans for distribution of the films relations director and, later, special
events director.
to TV stations. The motion pic; iecision upholding original ComMr. Azine has served in proture
section
is
headed
by
Howard
J mission revocation orders [Broadducer-director capacities with a
Johnson.
1 bating • Telecasting, April 2,
Mr. McCormick served as chief number of stations. From 1947 to
: Llarch 12]. FCC charged Charles
1948 he was associated with WTOP
programming operation for WOL
. IV. Ingersoll had unlawfully transWashington last year. Previously,
Washington.
He was producererred control and abandoned
over a 15-year period, he was chief writer for KLAC Los Angeles from
; VXLT and contended L. W. An1949 to 1950 and then joined KTTV
announcer, production manager,
: rews, KFMA owner, had been in- public relations director, news edi(TV) Los Angeles as a TV director.
olved in the WXLT case.
tor and special events chief. UnROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ASNE SESSION
Covers Radio-TV Inroads
A FORUM discussion pointing up
the inroads of radio and television
on newspapers will command top
priority as a feature of the American Society atof the
Newspaper
Editors'in
convention
Hotel Statler
Washington April 20.
John S. Hayes, vice president of
WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington,
has accepted an invitation to carry
the banner for the broadcasting
industry. He is expected to talk
on the radio-TV challenge to newspapers in point of the advertising
dollar and aural-visual impact.
Other panel members slated to
speak are Ed Hoyt, managing
editor Cedar Rapids Gazette
(KCRG KCRK (FM)); Ralph McGill, Atlanta Constitution (WSBAM-FM-TV) ; John Crosby, syndicated columnist. Supervising arrangements for the session is
Laurence L. Winship, Boston
Globe.
Mr. Hoyt will discuss the position of the newspaper in radio
operation, contending that they
should be separate functions and
compete freely. He reportedly will
support the premise that neither
should argue for free space or
airtime.
Mutual Cooperation
The case for intimate radio-TVnewspaper cooperation will be presented by Mr. McGill, on the
grounds that broadcasting arts are
part of the whole communications
picture and both sound and printed media can cooperate for their
mutual benefit.
Mr. Crosby has not prepared
any specific subject for discussion,
and probably will give an informal talk along lines expressed in
his radio-TV column.
The impact of Kefauver Senate
crime investigating hearings in
New York, Washington and elsewhere also may be injected as an
example of the coldness of the
printed word when compared to the
registration of emotion and truthfulness on the television screen.
The session is slated to be held
at 3:30 p.m. and will be one of a
number of topics to be explored
during the ASNE meet. Each
speaker will be limited to a 15-minute talk, to be followed by questions
from the floor. General theme of
the session will be "The Challenge

of Radio-TV."
Coy Testifies
CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy last
Thursday testified before a Senate
Appropriations subcommittee on
FCC's fiscal 1952 budget request
of $6,850,000 to carry on its operations. His testimony was delivered
in executive session. Chairman
Coy made a similar appearance before a House Appropriations subcommittee Feb. 23.
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Convention Attendance
(Continued from page 19)
panel will be Robert Burton and
Col. William Talbot, Federal Civil
Defense Administration ; Curtis
Plummer, FCC chief engineer; Robert Linx, Ralph Renton, Ernest
Thelemann and Prose Walker,
FCC; Col. James H. Weiner, Air
Defense Command. Neal McNaughten, director of the NARTB
Engineering Dept., will be NARTB
staff representative.
This panel will include a discussion of plans to coordinate government and broadcaster activities
during the emergency; station operation in wartime and related information.
Manpower Panel
Second panel will deal with manpower in the emergency and
government needs for technical assistance. Thad Holt, WAPI Birmingham, NARTB District 5
director-elect, will be chairman.
Board monitors will be Leonard
Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh, District 3 director-elect, and H. W.
Linder, KWLM Willmar, Minn.,
District 11 director-elect.
Panel participants will be Robert
C. Goodwin, executive director,
U. S. Defense Manpower Commission, Dept. of Labor; Lee W.
Jacobs, KBKR Baker, Ore., and
Dwight W. Martin, WLW Cincinnati. Richard P. Doherty, employeemployer relations director, will be
NARTB staff representative.
Third panel will cover mobilization broadcasting. It will go into
ways stations can aid the government. William A. Fay, WHAM
Rochester, District 2 director, will
preside. Board monitors will be H
Quenton Cox, KGW Portland, Ore.,
District 17 director-elect, and Jack
Todd, KAKE Wichita, District 12
director.
Participants will be Ralph Coghlan, information specialist, Office
of Defense Mobilization; George
P. Ludlam, vice president, Advertising Council; Clem Randau, executive director, Office of Civil
Defense. NARTB staff director
will be Ralph W. Hardy, director
of government relations.
No formal luncheon is scheduled

HOWARD LALLY (I), appointed to
the newly-created position of director
of food broker contacts for WCBS
New York, is welcomed to the station
by Don Miller (c), sales manager,
and Manager G. Richard Swift.
Page 26
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Monday. The convention will be
formally opened in the Stevens
Grand Ballroom at 2:30 p.m., with
Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
York, presiding as chairman of the
NARTB Board Convention Committee. Mr. Thomas will give a
slide film presentation showing
"The New NARTB."
President and board chairmanelect, Justin Miller, will give the
principal address of the afternoon.
He will introduce Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston, presidentelect (see story page 18). Mr.
Fellows is scheduled to address the
convention. He will not assume
his duties until June 4.
Adjournment is scheduled after
Judge Miller presents FCC Commissioners Frieda Hennock, Rosel
Hyde and Paul A. Walker.
Proposal of several broadcasters
to present Dudley J. Le Blanc,
Hadacol proprietor, to the convention Monday afternoon has been
sidetracked but he is expected to
greet delegates (see box this page).
At 5 Monday afternoon a reception will be held in Exposition Hall.
BAB Session
Tuesday morning sessions will be
programmed by Broadcast Advertising Bureau, with Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Thomson, Ga., presiding
as BAB board chairman. He will
introduce William B. Ryan, BAB
president. Program will be built
around the theme "Radio's Responsibilities," with emphasis on the
industry's responsibility to sell radio aggressively and constructively
in the months ahead.
Following Mr. Ryan's address a
forum discussion is planned. Taking
part will be the NAB and BAB
executives who have directed radio's sales promotion activities in
the last decade. They are Maurice
B. Mitchell, president and general
manager of Associated Program
Service; Frank E. Pellegrin, vice
president of H-R Representatives
Inc., and Lewis Avery, president of
Avery-Knodel Inc. Mr. Kobak will
preside.
Judge Miller will preside at the
Tuesday luncheon. Principal address will be delivered by Gen.
Omar N. Bradley, chairman, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Dept. of Defense.
He will speak on the topic, "Korea
Today." The talk will be illustrated with a gigantic map which
will be shipped to the hotel in sections. Gen. Bradley will answerquestions off-the-record. His formal
talk will be transcribed for delayed
broadcast.
One of the four Voice of Democracy winners, Robert Burnett, St.
Louis, will give his winning radio
script.
Parallel sports and labor sessions will feature the Tuesday
afternoon program. Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111., District 8
director-elect, will preside at the
sports meeting. Board monitors
will be Patt McDonald, WHHM
Memphis, small stations director,
and Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland,
District 15 director. Scheduled to
take part in a panel discussion will
be Matt Brescia, radio-TV co-

ordinator, National Assn. of Professional Baseball Leagues; C. L.
Jordan, executive vice president
of N. W. Ayer & Son; George
Trautman, president, National
Assn. of Professional Baseball
Leagues; Barton R. McLendon,
chairman of the board, Liberty
Broadcasting System; L. C. McEvoy, in charge of broadcasting,
American League; Mr. Richards, as
NARTB staff representative.
The labor meeting will be directed by Harold Essex, WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C, NARTB
District 4 director. Board monitors
will be Kenyon Brown, KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex., District 13
director-elect, and Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans, District
6 director.
Panel participants include Phil
Lasky, KSFO San Francisco; Ernest de la Ossa, NBC director of
personnel; A. Frank Reel, AFRA
executive secretary, and Lawson
Wimberly, assistant to the international president, IBEW. Richard
P. Doherty, NARTB employeemployer relations director, will be
staff representative.
Annual Radio Pioneers dinner
will be held Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Speakers will be Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) and Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, RCA chairman of
the board. H. V. Kaltenborn, founder of Radio Pioneers, will preside.
The organization will honor the
memory of Guglielmo Marconi, radio inventor, by naming him to the
Radio Hall of Fame.
Chairman of the dinner is William S. Hedges, NBC vice president.
Frank E. Mullen, chairman of the
board, Jerry Fairbanks Inc., and
consultant, is president of the
Pioneers.
'How to Sell FM'
The Wednesday morning session
will be devoted to FM. Mr. Lindsay will be chairman of a panel,
"How to Sell FM." Taking part
will be Raymond Green, WFLN
(FM) Philadelphia, on the value
of research in FM selling; Josh
Home, WFMA (FM) Rocky
Mount, N. C, on selling FM to
networks; Michael R. Hanna,
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., on FM networking; Robert J. Dean, KOTA
Rapid City. S. D., on building and
selling FM.
Mr. Pellegrin will be chairman
of a panel on "FM's Specialized
Services." Taking part will be
Stanley Joseloff, president, Storecast Corp. of America, for storecasting; Howard Lane, director of
broadcasting, Field Enterprises,
for functional music; Hulbert Taft
Jr., president, Radio Cincinnati
Inc., for transit radio.
Chairman of a panel titled "Progress Report on FM and Its Prosthe Future"
Everett pectsL.for Dillard,
WASH will
(FM)be
Washington. Taking part will be
Leonard Marks, attorney; M. S.
Novik, consultant; Henry W. Slavick, WMCF Memphis and a representative ofRadio-Television Mfrs.
Assn.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will
deliver his annual address to the

Surprise, Surprise
HIS NAME will not appear
on the agenda, but Sen. Dudley J. LeBlanc,
confessed
ventor of Hadacol,
is set into
perform atventionthe
NARTB conthe afternoon
of
April
The 16.Senator's appearance
will be in the nature of a
strenuously-rehearsed ad lib.
Efforts of a committee of
southern broadcasters to install him respectably on the
agenda (and of a larger
representation of other
broadcasters to keep him off)
resulted in a compromise.
At the conclusion of the
convention's opening day
business schedule, it is proposed to introduce the Senator from the floor. The Senator will take it from there.
industry at the Wednesday luncheon. Judge Miller will preside.
Two parallel programs are slated
Wednesday afternoon, dealing with
radio research and legislation.
Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD Dallas, retiring District 13 director,
will preside at the research session.
Board monitors will be Robert T.
Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio, District 7 director-elect, and Craig
Lawrence, WCOP Boston, District
1 director-elect.
Participants Listed
Participants will be Henry P.
Johnston, WSGN Birmingham,
president
of Inc.;
Broadcast
Measurement
C. E. Audience'
Hooper,
of C. E. Hooper Inc.; A. C. Nielsen,
of A. C. Nielsen Co.; Sidney Roslow, The Pulse Inc.; James W.
Seiler, American Research Bureau.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NARTB
research director, will be staff
representative.
Legislative panel chairman will
be Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford. Board monitors will be William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar
Rapids, District 10 director, and
Frank U. Fletcher, WARL Arlington, Va., FM director-at-large. The
list of participants includes Frank
M. Russell, NBC Washington vice
president; Carl George, WGAR
Cleveland, and F. C. Sowell, WLAC
Nashville. Mr. Hardy, will be
NARTB staff representative.
A business session for NARTB
active members is scheduled at
4:30 p.m.
The annual banquet will be held
Wednesday night in the grand ballroom.
The theme for Thursday, Television Day, is "The Year Ahead."
Mr. Thomas will preside as chairman of the NARTB Television
Board.
Harold Hough, WBAP-AM-TV
Fort Worth, will be chairman of
a session on building and keeping
audience. Mr. Hough was chairman of the Jan. 19 meeting in
Chicago at which TV stations decided to organize under the NARTB roof.
Participants in a panel on sports
(Continued on page 28 )
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SYSTEM

IOWA,

PREFERRED

OF PROGRAMMING

WHO
NEWS

EVALUATION

IS

—

THE

STATION

In every Iowa Radio Audience Survey from 1938 to 1950,
inclusive, the vast majority of all Iowa men and women have
ranked NEWS at the top of their "most-liked programs"
list. In 1949, when the study below was tabulated, News
was first choice for 72.6% of all women, 79.0% of all men
surveyed. In 1950, the preference went up to 76.1% for
women, 82.9% for men.
STATIONS PREFERRED FOR NEWSCASTS
Morning
(Percentages based on number who usually listen to news during the Late
period
named)*
Evening
Listen to Station:
47.3%
News
News
50.6%
47.6%
44.5%
News
News
WHO "Gv
— r, .... —
4:8
11.0
"A"
12.1
11.5
11.3
4.0
3.2
3.9
1.3
3.2
2.9
"B"
"C"
2.7
2.7
2.8
2.6
4^0
"D"
9.7
4.9
6.0
3.9
"E"
"F"
3.9
3.4
2.9
2.9
"i"
0.2
1.5
1.6
1.7
"H"
1.8
2.6
1.7
1.1
2.4
1.7
2.4
1.3
1.3
0.8
1.9
1.5
2.4
"j"
2.5
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.0
"K"
0.7
0.5
1.8
"M"
"L"
- 1.2
1.0
0.1
1.2
0.9
1.2
2.0
1.8
"N"
c 0.7
0.3
**
"0"
"P"
9.0
0.8
1.2
0.7
11.2
5.9
9.7
All others
1.1
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

WIHI®
+ /or Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

♦Figures have been weighted for correct proportions of men and women living in urban, village and
farm homes.
**Less than one-tenth of one per cent of all stations named.
In Iowa, more people like News than like any other type
of radio program — and more people prefer WHO News to
that of any other station.
This is Point One in the Five-Point System of Programming
Evaluation, which helps explain WHO's outstanding position
as a public facility and as an advertising medium, in
Iowa Plus. We suggest your consideration of this and the
other four points as vital factors in time-buying.

Radio Dwarfs

no allowances were made for differences which may exist between
the viewers-per-set on TV and the
listeners-per-set on radio. Yardstick used in current calculations
(3.2 viewers per TV program and
2.3 listeners per radio program)
lessened the difference between radio and TV home contacts, but
radio would still reach more people
than television, he asserted.
Viewers Decline
Studies in audience composition
indicated the average number of
TV viewers per set has been on the
decline, he said. Probably this was
to be expected, he noted, since as
the number of TV sets expands and
novelty wears off, there would tend
to be less visiting of neighbors and
relatives.
Turning to the impact value of
radio and TV commercials, the "$64
question,"
he went
was tohow
much
additional
valueon,was
be
given the impact of sight and
sound via TV, as compared to sound
only over radio.
One theory weighted the value
on a 2-1 basis, assuming that human senses are of equal value.
"I won't say that this theory is
right or wrong. I do know, however, that one of the biggest advertisers in the country, who uses
both radio and television to advertise its products, accepts a 2:1
ratio,
but
continued. a 3:1 relationship," he
Under the 3:1 weighting, he
pointed out, despite the previously-

TV

(Continued from page 15)
was substantially more than that
for TV: $19,400 for radio, $16,450
for TV, including time and talent.
This cost difference primarily was
due to the unavailability of full
network coverage for most TV programs, which covered time costs.
(3) Median radio program
reached 128% more homes than
median TV program when Nielsen
ratings for median radio and TV
programs were applied to actual
coverage.
(4) Thus, combining total costs
with the homes reached by each of
these media, this study revealed
that the median half-hour evening
radio program was 93r/<- more efficient, in terms of homes reached
per dollar expended, than its TV
counterpart. Projection of these
same ratings and costs to the February 1951 radio and TV base,
showed that radio still is 75%
more efficient.
Radio Median
"This investigation . . . further
revealed . . . that in December
1950 there was only one program
in all of television (Milton Berle)
which reached more homes than
the 3.9 million that were reached
by the median half-hour evening
radio program," Mr. Miller continued.
In computing tha number of
homes reached by radio and TV,
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Named CD Chairman
HUDSON C. MILLAR Jr., owner
and general manager of WKUL
Cullman, A 1 a.,
has been named
by
officialsof
as civic
chairman
civilian defense
for that
city. Prior to buying
WKUL two years

Mr. Millar

ago, with
Mr. Kraft
Millar
was
Foods Co., the
Fred M. Reast

and Kenyon & Eckhardt. agency
In accepting
his
appointment as CD chairman, Mr.
Millar pointed out that although
Cullman is a small city, it may be
necessary to assist nearby Birmingham, which has been listed as a
probable target in the event of an
atomic attack.
noted 93% greater dollar efficiency
of radio over TV, the latter (so
weighted) would be more efficient.
Under a 2:1 ratio, efficiency of each
medium would be virtually the
same.
Warning - that his remarks applied to the national aspects of the
two media, and that different situations would exist in particular
localities, Mr. Miller said that
"there are many more aspects regarding radio and television which
need examination, and even re-

Jett, WMAR-TV Baltimore as
chairman. FCC representatives
will take part, along with Dr. T. T.
Goldsmith, research director, Allen
B. DuMont Labs.; Raymond F.
Guy, manager of radio and allocations engineering, NBC, and Glen
McDaniel, president, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. This panel will
wind up the week's activities.
Engineering Conference delegates have been urged to attend the
Defense Mobilization Roundtable
Monday morning. Actual conference proceedings open Tuesday
morning, lasting until Wednesday evening. Engineering delegates will be eligible to attend
the Tuesday Radio Pioneers Dinner
and the Wednesday banquet.
Orrin W. Towner, WHAS Louisville, will preside at the Tuesday
morning technical session. These
papers will be read: "MaximumEconomy Television Broadcasting,"
by Carl Lee, WKZO Kalamazoo,
Mich., and Martin Silver, Federal
Telecommunication
Labs; "A 5
kw UHF Television Transmitter,"
by Howard M. Crosby, General
Electric Co.; "Video Switching for
Television
Stations,"
by John
Brush, DuMont
Labs; "A Discussion on the FCC Television Allocation Priorities," by Bernard C.
O'Brien, WHEC Rochester.
E. M. Johnson, MBS vice president and chief engineer, will preside at the afternoon meeting,
Papers
Maintenanceinclude:
in an "Transmitter
Emergency

examination."
Period," by an RCA Service Co.
Convention Attendance
representative;
"Remote Opera(Continued from page 26)
tion of Broadcast Transmitters,"
and TV will be Rear Adm. T. J. by George Chandler, CJOR VanHamilton, director of athletics, U.
couver, B. C; "Trends in Audio
of Pittsburgh, and chairman of the Equipment," by W. Earl Stewart,
Television Committee, National
RCA; "Groundwave Field Strength
Variations With Temperature," by
Collegiate Athletic Assn.; DavidStuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey;
son Taylor, NBC general produc"Recording
Co-Channel Skywave
tion executive, and a representaInterference," by Mai P. Mobley,
tive from professional baseball.
KMPC Hollywood.
Chris J. Witting, DuMont TV
Network general manager, will be
Ebel to Preside
chairman of a session on morning
A.
James
Ebel, WMBD Peoria,
programming. Taking part will
be R. E. Dunville, WLWT (TV)
111., will preside Wednesday mornCincinnati; U. A. Latham, WKRCing. Program includes: "Improved
Single System Photography for
TV Cincinnati, and M. C. Watters,
WKRC-TV Cincinnati.
Television," by John Battison,
George T. Shupert, vice presi- Tele-Tech; '"Results of the RCAdent of Paramount Television
NBC Ultra High-Frequency Projects in the Bridgeport, Conn.,
Productions, will be chairman of
a panel on use of film, supported
Area," by Raymond F. Guy, NBC;
by Charles R. Brown, director of "Television and Television NetTV sales, Bing Crosby Enterprises.
works," by Dr. M. E. Strieby,
One of the luncheon features
AT&T; "New Equipment Designs
will be presentation of awards to for
RCA.AM Stations," by Jack Young,
stations winning the NARTB
John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nash
"profitable program" contest. Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
ville and NARTB director-at-large
Orleans, NARTB-TV director, will for large stations, will preside
Wednesday afternoon. The agenda:
preside at the luncheon.
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL"A New High Gain UHF TeleTV Lancaster, Pa., will conduct
vision Antenna," by Lloyd O.
an afternoon panel on operating
Krause,
General Electric Co.; "Flycosts. Flanking him will be Lee
ing Spot-Scanner Signal-to-Noise
B. Wailes, operating vice presi- Ratio," by A. J. Baracket, Federal
dent of Fort Industry Co., and
Telecommunications Labs; "Basic
Labor Relations Problems for
Sarkes Tarzian, WTTS and WTTV
(TV) Bloomington, Ind. .
Engineers," by Richard P. DoherJohn M. Outler Jr., WSfi-TV
ty; NARTB employe-employer re
Atlanta, will speak on "Successlations director. "Ancillary Serv
ful Selling." An NARTB-TV busi- ices of FM," by John V. L. Hogan,
ness session will be conducted by Hogan Labs; "A Modern 35 kw
Mr. Thomas.
Shortwave Broadcast Transmit
Final TV feature will be a panel Co.
ter," by J. L. Hollis, Collins Radio
titled "The Big Thaw" with E. K.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Play Ball!
(Continued from page 17)
tions. It is carrying New York
Yankee games on radio via a ninestation network. Philadelphia Phillies and Athletics games will be
carried on Pennsylvania hookups,
with TV versions spread among
three stations. Baltimore Orioles
games will be carried on one Baltimore radio outlet and one TV station. The Pittsburgh Pirates schedule will be broadcast on a score
of stations.
Besides these, Atlantic will cosponsor games of the new Salisbury, Md., minor league team in
the Inter-State League, using
WBOC Salisbury, and WCEM
Cambridge, Md.
Washington Senators' games,
already taken by Heurich Brewing
Co., Washington, on WTTG (TV)
and WWDC Washington [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22]
will also be carried by WOOK-FM
Silver Spring, Md., which plans to
feed all games to an AM network
that includes WSID Essex, WARK
Hagerstown, WHVR Hanover and
WDYK Cumberland, all Maryland;
WANT Richmond, Va.; and WEPM
Martinsburg, W. Va.
Many stations have been giving
intense coverage to spring training
activities of the major league clubs.
Sportscasters have recorded interviews and comments, with TV stations carrying film stories of the
pre-season games.

Many novel promotional tricks
are being used by broadcast and
television stations. These will be
catalogued during the season with
the thought that an expanded promotion program can be developed
for the 1952 season.
For example, WXRA Buffalo, introduces major league baseball to
Western New York on a regular
basis with a gigantic parade.
WXRA sponsors are Atlantic Refining Co. and Ballantine beer. New
York Yankee games will be broadcast, with other clubs when the
Yanks are idle or playing at night.
WAAM (TV) Baltimore is carrying a six-week series of major
league films, running into late
April. Films were made available
by the Baltimore Orioles, local International League club.
Similar promotion stunts are being staged all over the nation.
At the NARTB's Tuesday afternoon meeting a number of leading
sports figures will join a panel discussion on the broadcast-telecast
problem. Among those taking part
will be Mr. Brescia and Mr. Trautman, representing the minor
leagues; L. C. McEvoy, in charge
of broadcasting and television for
the American League and Barton
R. McLendon, Liberty's board
chairman. C. L. Jordan, executive
vice president of N. W. Ayer &
Son, has been invited to take part.
Representing broadcasters will
be Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111., NARTB District 9 direc-

tor-elect, serving as panel chairman; Patt McDonald, WHHM
Memphis, small stations director,
and Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland,
District 15 director. Mr. Richards
will participate
as NARTB's baseball promotion coordinator.
A representative of professional
baseball is slated to take part in the
Thursday TV convention session,
with the topic "Sports & Television
— Their Future Relationships."
Davidson Taylor, NBC general
production executive, and Rear
Adm. T. J. Hamilton, U. of Pittsburgh athletic director and chairman of the Television Committee,
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.,
will take part.
National League
Summary of the National
League's baseball activities follows:
New York Giants (radio)— WMCA
and 20 stations of Giants Baseball
Network, full schedule of 154 games
sponsored
by Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co. for
Chesterfield.
New York Giants (television) ■—
WPIX-TV and WABD (TV), DuMont
Network, all home games, sponsored
by Liggett & Myers for Chesterfield.
Pittsburgh Pirates (radio) — Sponsored by Atlantic Refining Co. and
Sealtest on alternate days on WWSW
Pittsburgh and regional network, 154
St. Louis Cardinals (radio) — All
games.
games on WIL St. Louis. Sponsored
last year by Griesedieck Brewing Co.
Philadelphia Phillies (radio) — Atlantic Baseball Network of 24 stations
from WPEN, sponsored by Atlantic,
Ballantine's beer and Supplee-Sealtest, all games; Ballantine, one day;
Atlantic and Supplee-Sealtest sponsor
4% innings each for two days.
Philadelphia Phillies (television) —
WPTZ (TV), 11 Saturday games;
WCAU-TV, all Sunday games; WFILTV, all weekday games and remaining Saturday games; also reported
but not definitely ordered are WDELTV Wilmington, Del., and WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa., for Saturday games.
Sponsorship — Ballantine and Atlantic
Refining, all day but no night games,
though Phillies may be willing to
talk about night telecasts.
Boston Braves (radio) — WNAC and
30 stations of Yankee Network plus
WIRY Plattsburg, N. Y., all 154 games
sponsored by Ballantine.
Boston Braves (television) — WNACTV and WBZ-TV, 45 day games, 14
night games.
Brooklyn Dodgers (radio) — WMGM
New
York,
Brewing
Co. sponsored by Schaefer
Brooklyn Dodgers (television) —
WOR-TV New York, sponsored by
Schaefer Brewing Co.
(Other stations in outer market
will
used but list is indefinite at
this be
time.)
Chicago Cubs (radio) — WIND Chicago, sponsorship of all 154 games by
Liggett
Myers
Midwest Baseball &Network
of 40plusstations.
Chicago Cubs (television) — WGNTV. Last year all home games were
sponsored by Peter Hamm Brewing
Co. and Atlas.
Cincinnati Reds — No report has
reached NBL headquarters. Last year
Burger Brewing Co. sponsored all
games on WCPO.
American League plans follow:
Chicago White Sox (radio)— WJJD
carrying all daytime games under
sponsorship of Goebel Brewing Co.,
WCFL all night games, home and
road, sponsored by Sinclair Refining
Co.
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HARVEY

CASE

Grand Jury Fails to Indie,
CHICAGO'S Federal Grand Jur
Wednesday failed to indict AB ,
Commentator Paul Harvey, who r< i
portedlyLabentered
ArgonneFeb.Ne'
tional
atomic the
workshop
without
official authorizatio
[Broadcasting
• Telecastin< I
April 2, March 26]. The govern
ment, through U. S. Attorney Ott
Kerner Jr., asked an indictmen
after Mr. Harvey's arrest on th
Argonne
grounds. The govern
ment's case was presented in tes 1
timony of several witnesses befor I
the Grand Jury last week and th I
week before.
Mr. Harvey, who broadcasts lo I
cally for WENR-AM-TV, ABC sta I
tions, and on the ABC network I
reportedly entered the securit; I
area to expose "lax conditions" ii I
plant guarding procedures to hi; 1
radio and television audiences. H< I
said, after the favorable opinion o: 1
the jury, "it's still the land of thi I
free.
extremely
grateful."
PanelI am
members,
instructed
not t(
discuss the case with newsmen
wei-e understood to have given t
favorable
was "not
close,'
although vote
a fewthathours
before
the
decision was announced Mr. Kernel
said "I wouldn't bet which way the
case would go."
Chicago White Sox (television) —
WGN-TV, daytime home games, sponsored by American Vitamin Assn.
St. Louis Browns (radio) — Falstaff
Brewing Co. sponsoring on KWK.
St. Louis Browns (television) — Falstaff sponsoring limited number of
games on KSD-TV.
Detroit Tigers (radio) — WJBK carrying all home
Brewing
Co. and road games, Goebel
Detroit Tigers (television) — WWJTV
ship. carrying certain weekday afternoon games under Goebel sponsorCleveland Indians (radio)— WERE
carrying home games under sponsorship of Standard Brewing Co.
Cleveland Indians (television) —
WXEL (TV) carrying home games
under Leisy Brewing Co. sponsorship.
Washington Senators (radio) —
WWDC and WOOK-FM, home and
road games, jointly sponsored by
Heurichfining Brewing
Co. and Sinclair ReCo.
Washington Senators (television) —
WTTG-TV, 21 home games, same
sponsorship; others in negotiation.
Philadelphia Athletics (radio) —
WIBG and network, home and road
games, sponsored by Atlantic Refin- .
ing Co., Ballantine and Supplee-Sealtest.
Philadelphia Athletics (television)
— Split about evenly among WCAUTV, WFIL-TV and WPTZ (TV), sponlantine.sored by Atlantic Refining and BalNew York Yankees (radio) — WINS
and network, sponsored by Atlantic
Refining, Ballantine and General CiNew York Yankees (television) —
WABD (TV), daytime home games,
and WPIX (TV), day and night games,
both by Ballantine.
Red Sox (radio)— WHDH
gar.Boston
and
network, home and road, sponsored
by
Atlantic
and Narragansett
Brewing Co.

Red Sox (television)
— WBZTVBoston
and WNAC-TV,
alternating,
with ,
feed to WJAR-TV Providence, same
sponsorship.
BROADCASTING
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TOO

BIG?

SHOULD

IT BE

Of course these are silly questions.
One of the best things about the United States is that
it is big — big enough to supply the needs of 151,000,000
Americans, and of many other millions the world over
who are semi-dependent on American production.
And yet some men in this big country are critical of
bigness.
,lBig Business" is their special target. They have
urged that some of America's leading business organizations be split up, on the grounds that these companies
are "too big" to serve the public interest.

The United States is not the biggest country
in the world, but it is one of the biggest. It
has the highest standard of living for the greatest
number, because Americans have always been free
to produce for themselves and for each other. God
gave us a rich land; competitive effort has made it
richer. The United States has grown because its
people have always believed in bigness, not as an
end in itself but as a natural result and reward of
worthy effort.

• Telecasting

SPLIT

UP?

They forget that it was the public's freedom of choice
that made these businesses big. They forget that the
ability of business to handle big jobs is what helps
America in war and serves America in peace.
Companies stay big because millions of customers
keep them big. The same people who helped make any
business big can make it small again, if they find more
satisfaction in buying the products and services of its
competitors.
In this country, a company's bigness is one of the
best proofs of its usefulness.

The petroleum industry is not the biggest
industry in America, but it is one of the biggest. It contains many thousands of separate
companies, large and small, competing with each
other to serve you by steadily making petroleum
more useful. The petroleum industry has grown big
because itMilitary
helps satisfy
desireAmerican
to live
better.
leaders Americans'
say that the
petroleum industry's size and vigor have twice
proved indispensable in war.
STANDARD

f ROADCASTING

„d

OIL

COMPANY

Our company is not the biggest company in
the petroleum industry, but it is one of the
biggest. From small beginnings, we and our subsidiary companies have grown into an integrated
organization of more than 46,000 employees, working together to serve you. We have over 96,000
owners. We have millions of customers, all of them
free to buy from our competitors. It is they who
make us big — and we can stay big only as long as
we serve them well.
(Indiana)
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Now
PITCH
C&W
NEW
AMERICA'S gardens, through the cent price of a dozen top-grade
magic of radio and the exciting- mixed gladiolus bulbs at a typical
salesmanship of Messrs. Harold
garden supply store.
Cowan and Ralph Whitmore, of
Early last week most of the staLos Angeles, can be toansformed
tions in North Carolina received
into a veritable blaze of glory for a pitch from the Los Angeles
the modest sum of $1.
agency, operating under the firm
These entrepreneurs, who have name Cowan & Whitmore Adv.
been rendezvousing with a Federal Agency. Some of the offers proposed to pay the stations from $36
Grand Jury as a result of eai'lywinter mail-order projects, now
to $45 a day for two weeks and
propose to utilize radio's sales ap- then continue on a "till forbid"
peal to flood the nation with basis. In return the station would
gladiolus bulbs.
provide a half-hour a day, seven
Prior to the Christmas holidays
days a week. The half -hour would
the Los Angeles promoters are be split into three 10-minute periods, at the half-hour rate.
credited with having sold $1 ornament kits to an estimated 250,000
Pays Postage
buyers. When customer reaction
to the kits threatened to unseat
The agency asked that offers be
Santa Claus from his arctic throne,
air-mailed each day, offering to pay
postal officials and the grand jury postage. A night letter would be
became interested.
sent collect each Friday indicating
Newest C&W offer promises lis- the total number of orders received for the week.
teners 100 gladiolus bulbs and 100
bulblets for $1, with money back
The 10-minute periods would be
guarantee and postage paid. This spread among day disc-jockey promodest price compares with the 75- grams.
KVVC
KGLW
KRLN
KOKO
KUBC
KVRH
KGEK
KCRT
WDHL
WTAN
WCNU
WINK
WJVB
WKWF
WLBE
WNER
WTMC
WDLP
WPLA
WTRR
WTNT
WGAU
WMGR
WMOG
WLBB
WBHF
WGAA
WMJM
WMOC
WBU
WMLT
WTJH
WSGC
WGGA
WKEU
WBGR
WMVG
WLAQ

WCTA
WJLD
WEBJ
WKLF
WKUL
WMSL
WXAL
WOOF
WULA
WMFT
WGWD
WBHP
WWWB
WJHO
WFEB
WHTB
WTBF
WTBC
KCLS
KTYL
KVRC
KAMD
KGRH
KXJK
KHOZ
KFFA
KXAR
KWFC
KBTM
KDRS
KOTN
KXRJ
KWAK
KCVR
KM B Y
KRRL
KVEC
KSMA
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WWNS
WLET
WTWA
WVOP
WAYX
WRLD
KGEM
KBIO
KIFI
KRPL
KEIO
KPST
KSPT
KLIX
KWAL
KWEI
WMRO
WBYS
WEBQ
WROY
WJPF
WKAI
WTOM
WTRC
WTCJ
KSIB
KARE
KGNO
KTSW
KTUL
KAYS
KWHK
KIND
WLBJ
WCTT
WZIP
WHIR
WHLN

WHOP
WOMI
WIKC
WIHL
KWCJ
KSLO
WAGM

WMIS
WHOC
WELO

WASA
WOCB
WATZ
WGRO
WATT
WHDF

KCHI
KREI
KWOS
KMMO
KNEM
KWOC
KTTR
KSGM
KDRO
KWPM
KBMY
KXLO
KPRK
KRJF
KIYI
KGCX
KJSK
KHAS

WTVB
WDBC
WMRP
WIKB
WJMS
WKLA
WMBN
WHLS
WTCM
KBZV
CKFI
WSHB
WGCM
WROX
WCJU
WCBI
WCMA
WJPR
WGRM
WNAG
WFOR
WKOZ
WAML
WAPF
WMOX

Say

It With

Flowers

Bulbs would be supplied by
Paradise Gardens, Grants Pass,
Ore., according to the offer.
North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters received many complaints
from stations, many of which are
still smarting from stings of the
Christmas tree ornament campaign.
The stations said the offers were
made by Harold Cowan, representing Cowan & Whitmore Adv.
Agency, 1213 N. Highland Ave.,
Los Angeles 38, Calif.
One large station representative
firm notified its clients it was not
quoting its clients to the West
Coast agency.
This firm added that it was not
quoting its clients in connection
with offers from Mt. Ranier Bulb
Co., Northwest Radio Advertising
Co., Canterbury Gardens, Gladiolus
Gardens and The Tulip Man, in the
Seattle, Wash., area.
Last week Messrs Cowan and
Whitmore, partners in the mailorder agency, filed motion with
Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwich

to dismiss 17 counts of mail fraud.
Earlier they had entered not guilty
pleas to the counts, following indictment by a grand jury [Broad• Telecasting, April 2,
March 26,casting12].
The motion was presented by the
defendants through their attorney,
Charles H. Carr. It also asks for
a bill of particulars. Judge Yankwich took the motion under advisement and gave the U. S. attorney
10 days to file an answer.
Indicted Last Month
Messrs. Cowan and Whitmore
were indicted March 2 by a Federal Grand Jury in Los Angeles for
the Christmas tree ornament deal.
Postal inspectors and U. S. Attorney Ernest A. Tolen started an
investigation when large numbers
of stations were swamped with
complaints that the ornaments were
merely printed pieces of cardboard.
Furthermore, many persons told
stations they had received nothing
for their money.
The two partners are now free
on $2,500 bail each.
ENTIRE WBEL Beloit, Wis., staff
volunteered as blood donors during
visit of Red Cross Bloodmobile.

WQBC
WROB
WAZF
KDMO

KGFW
KBRL
KODY
KRAM
KATO
WMOU
WLNH
WSNJ
KSVP
KWEW
KCHS
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MAKE
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THEY
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BUY
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POWER OF KEYSTONE'S
SMALL TOWN
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KGFL
KTNM
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Hits Medicinal

Preparation

Firms and Agencies
FTC WARNING
! MANUFACTURERS and distributors of medicinal preparations and
their advertising agencies last week were advised to "rid the house"
i of those firms which misrepresent their products on the air and in
advertisements. *
published
This warning was voiced in a
tising practices, Comr. Carson asstatement issued by Comr. John
serted :
Carson of the Federal Trade ComThe commission is not opposed to
mission, who also served notice that
"advertising."
Nor is any commisi"hereafter advertising agencies will
sioner or employe of the commission
■be cited in every case when the
opposed to "advertising." No rational
facts warrant such action."
man is opposed to "advertising" or to
any other legitimate form of merOrder to Carter
chandis ng. . . Nor is the commission opposed to "self-medication,"
Comr. Carson's statement, auwas
contended.
Nor is it opposed asto
thorized bythe full commission, acthe manufacture and sale of laxative
companied acease-and-desist order
compounds when the consumer is
directed at Carter Products Inc., warned
and assured of protection
New York. It called on the firm to against fraud or against any condistop dissemination of broadcast
tion or practice which would be inimical to his health or which would
and published ads containing the
result in the pilfering of his pocketword "liver" in the trade name of book
. . .
its product. FTC held that Carter's
The
complaint against Carter
Little Liver Pills "have no therapeutic value in the treatment of Products originally was filed in
1943. The firm has used several
any condition, disorder, or disease
spot
announcement campaigns on
of the liver."
as many as 450 radio stations. Also
Repudiating claims of certain
cited was the advertising agency,
firms which are cited by the commission for allegedly false adverStreet & Finney, which was "equal-

4

sumac

HIT!

ly culpable of the unlawful pracCarson.tices involved," according to Comr.
Under terms of last week's order,
the company no longer will be permitted to (1) use the
in advertisements,
(2) word
claim"liver"
these
pills affect the liver, (3) tell the
consumer the pills are unqualifiedly
safe, and (4) influence the customer
to believe that taking the product
will gain him relief other than that
temporarily afforded by laxation.
"The commission has included advertising agencies in orders on
some occasions," Comr. Carson
noted, "and on others it has not
done so. The commission will be
asked to instruct its staff that hereafter . . . agencies will be cited
in every case when the facts warrant such action."
Injunctive Procedure
Comr. Carson also reaffirmed
FTC's declared plan to use more
extensive injunctive procedures in
certain instances, such as in the
recent Imdrin case [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 26, 5], on
grounds that "the day of judgment
and penalty must be brought nearer
to the day of commission of fraud."
WMBO
WWSC
WHUC
WJOC
WICY
WALL
WSLB
WHDL
WNBZ
WABZ
WBBB
WEGO
WCKB
WCNC
WBBO

Leading National, blue chip advertisers are discovering every
day that KEYSTONE'S affiliated stations produce results when
you want to reach the high purchasing power of the small town
and rural markets! And, according to BMB studies, these small
home town stations produce the highest listener-loyalty.
The Keystone Broadcasting System has more than 400 Stations
ready to take you into this tremendous market . . . RIGHT NOW!
And there's not a single KBS station located in a TV-station city
. . . KBS is beyond effective TV!
Write today for information on the only established
and growing Transcription Network . . . where one
order only buys an attractive and productive package!

^ifth Ave., New York, N. Y. • 134 N. LaSalle St., Chicago

WFVG
WGNC
WHNC
WHKP
WHPE
WLOE
WJRI
WBUY
WTSB
WMAP
WFRC
WCBT
WCEC
WSTS
KDLR
KDIX
KNOX
KOVC
WMOA
WJEL
KADA
KWHW
KVSO

KWCO
KSEO
KASA
KTAT
KTJS
KTMC
KHBG
KVLH

HIT BMB
La. Assn. Cite Inaccuracies
A RESOLUTION striking at
Broadcast Measurement Bureau
survey was passed by the Louisiana
Assn. of Broadcasters meeting in
Lafayette, La., March 31.
Directed to advertisers and agencies, the resolution read:
Whereas, many stations in Louisiana
feeling that because of the change in
facilities during the time and since the
time the last BMB survey was made
And whereas, because of these facility changes the stations feel that the
results of the survey do not necessarily reflect the true picture of listening in various
Louisiana
today,markets in the state of
And whereas, many advertising
agencies and advertisers base the placing of their schedules on the BMB
surveyture ofwhich
is not habits
an accurate
the listening
today, picNow, therefore, be it resolved that
the Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters
at Lafayette, La., March 30-31, 1951,
go on record
as callingof these
inaccuracies to the attention
advertisers
and advertising agencies, and requesting that they include authentic information furnished by individual station
rather than the BMB in determining
the placement of their schedules.

WMRA

KPET

WKDK
WRHI
KDSJ

KHIT
KFRO

KGFX
KWAT
WLAR

WBBZ
KWIN
KAST

WJZM
WKBM
WHUB
WDSG

KBKR
KBND
KWRO
KRUL

WHBT
WIRL
WDXI

KASH
KLBM
KGAL
KMCM
KOCO
KODL
KTIL
WISR
WCDL
WLXW
WESA
WHUN
WDAD
WMCK
WKRZ
WMAJ
WRJM
WERI
WACA
WGCD
WOLS
WFGN
WLBG

WGAP
W1BK
WMMT
WNAH
WTPR
WJIG
WENK
KVLF
KRUN
KIOX
KRCT
KNEL
KSTB
KWHI
KBWD
KAND
KDNT
KELP
KGAF
KLUF
KGVL
KSAM
KEBE
KOCA

KRBA
KMHT
KJBC
KORC
KVKM
KOSF
KRIG
KNET
KIUN
KVOP
KTAN
KDWT
KSST
KXOX
KTEM
KTFS
KTLW
KVOU
KVWC
KVIC
KVNU
KOPP
KOAL
KJAM
WSYB
WTWN
WKEY
WSVS
WCVA
WFVA
WBOB
WVEC
WREL
WMVA

WPUV
WHLF
WLPM
WAYB
WINC
KXRO
KELA
KCLK
KWLK
KGY
KSEM
KONP
KWWB
WCFC
WHAR
WDNE
WLOG
WAJR
WLOH
WRON
WRRW
WHAW
WATW
WLDY
WDLB
WIGM
W1BU
WRJN
WOBT
WTTN
KSPR
KOVE
KPOW
KRAL
KVRS
KWYO
KWOR

WNVA
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Hill Group Votes Huge Fund Cut
SLASH
'VOICE'
PRESIDENT
TRUMAN's request Voice operation, which (1) cited the supplemental budget submitted to
for a near $100 million outlay to progress of the overseas radio Congress for various government
finance "the final links in a ring campaign, and (2) proposed that agencies and departments. Still
of radio transmitters" — looking to- the Voice remain within the juris- pending before the House group is
ward a worldwide network on
diction of the State Dept.
the 1952 regular budget, calling for
an estimated $25 million for Voice
behalf of the Voice of America —
© State Dept. officials revealed
encountered stiff opposition on that the "Campaign of Truth"
radio
operationMarch
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
12].
Capitol Hill last week.
would be carried to the sea, with
An economy-minded House Ap- plans for operating ship-borne
The Advisory Commission repropriations subcommittee, headed transmitters at strategic locations.
port was initially "revealed by Edby Rep. John J. Rooney (D-N.Y.),
ward W. Barrett, Assistant Secre® Sen. William Benton (Dserved notice that it would re- Conn.), strong radio shortwave
tary of State for Public Affairs,
commend a wholesale slash — pos- advocate and Congressional guard- on NBC-TV's American Forum of
ian of the Voice, warned that a the Air April 1. It was confirmed
sibly as high as 90$ — in supplemental Voice funds for the con- slash in Voice funds "would be during the week by close associates of Secretary Barrett.
struction project. The recommendations were to be submitted to extremely unwise."
©
Harold
Stassen,
former
govAdvisory Suggestions
the full committee last Friday.
ernor of Minnesota and now presiThe subcommittee was underdent of the U. of Pennsylvania, lent
The group, comprising NARTB
stood to have approved a sum of his support to the position that the President Justin Miller and four
$9.5 million out of the $97.5 million Voice should be divorced from the other prominent individuals, made
originally proposed by the Chief State Dept. and vested in an inde- its recommendations to Secretary
Executive for 13 transmitter staBarrett. While they had not been
pendent agency.
tions— in the U. S. and overseas
officially released late last week, it
House
Appropriations
subcom— to complete the worldwide netmittee members declined to be was learned that the suggestions
work deemed "essential to the quoted by name as to their reasons
urge retention of the Voice within
security" of America. The total for urging a cut in the Voice the State Dept. and implementavoted by the group would cover
tion of plans for a worldwide netindicated some dissatisadditional costs of construction funds, but
work as urged by Brig. Gen. David
faction with current operation of
already authorized by Congress.
the U. S. radio arm and feeling Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, and
At the same time there were that Voice funds offered the most other notable personalities [Broadcasting » Telecasting, July 10,
these other developments:
1950].
feasible target for axing the federal budget.
@ The Advisory Commission
The $97.5 million requested by
on Information was preparing a
The report is the outgrowth of
inspection tours made by James
new report on the efficacy of the President was part of a third

CENTRAL

LIKE

TO

D. Shouse, Crosley Broadcasting 1
Corp. ; Judge Miller, and others, to t
Europe, Latin America and other I
Use of transmitters at sea was
disclosed to the House subcommitpoints.
tee last month during closed hearings on the President's supplemental fund request. It was officially released last week for the
first time. Members of the group,
in addition to Chairman Rooney,
are Reps. Daniel Flood (D-Pa.),
Prince Preston
(D-Ga.), Fred
Marshall (D-Minn.), Karl Stefan
Ohio).
(R-Neb.) and Cliff Clavenger (RThe plan was outlined by Foy D.
Kohler, chief, International Broadcasting Division, who revealed that
transmitters would be "housed in a
seagoing craft and can be operated
in connection with shore antenna
installations." He revealed that one
project is ready for testing sometime in July following completion
of arrangements with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. Operation would
run about $200,000 a year, he estimated. Under current plans, four
or five projects might be so operated, Mr. Kohler predicted, as a
precaution if overseas bases should
become unavailable.
As presented to the subcommittee, State Dept. plans call for an
estimated $9,533,939 "to cover cost
increases" and $88,966,061 to complete additional phases of the con(Continued on page 73)

OHIO

DRESS

FOLKS

UP

It's always an Easter Parade for Central Ohioans.
They spend $56,242,000 annually on everything
from shorts to shoes, hose to homburgs.
And the newest Hooperatings show WBNS
more of these Central Ohio listeners than any
station. In Columbus, WBNS has the highest
centage oflisteners every night. Ask your John
man or write us for information. Dress up your
charts, too, with WBNS.

CENTRAL

♦Source: Latest SRDS Cons. Mkts.
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AUDIENCE
INCREASE

1 09,500

RATE
HOHB

INCREASE

Latest BMB study reveals that WDAF (Kansas
City) has gained 109,500 radio families daytime
and 93,770 radio families night time since the
first survey was made. There has been no rate
increase.
DAY

NIGHT
1949—743,420 Radio Families
1946 — 649,650 Radio Families
93,770 INCREASE

1949—738,810 Radio Families
1946—629.310 Radio Families
109,500 INCREASE

LEADERSHIPBMB reveals further that WDAF leads the next
highest Kansas City station by more than 283,000
radio families.
For choice availabilities wire WDAF
nearest Petry man.
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FCC
WBAB

DEMISE

dered the stations to cease operation.
Last week's petitions argued that
Sec. 310 (b) of the Communications
Act, which covers such transfers,
was not violated and that the section does not include the word
"ownership." It was held that
with respect to corporate licenses,
FCC consent is required only when
there is "transfer of control" and
that the "mere fact that rights to
stock dividends passed to Bethlehems Globe did not result in a
transfer of control." Petitioner
pointed to past FCC rulings to back
its contention that it can find "no
case in which the Commission has
held that mere ownership of stock
necessarily vests control in the
holder." It was pointed out that
if the Commission adopted this
"archaic" concept, parties would
not have to worry in the future as.
to how they would contract their
rights away as long as title and
ownership remained with the peo-

Asked to Reconsider;
Petitioned for Relief

FCC has been asked to reconsider its action in putting WBAB Atlantic
City off the air [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2]. Station, along
with WBAB-FM, ceased operation March 28, after failure to resolve
certain difficulties with the FCC relative to transfer of control from
Press-Union Publishing Co. to The *
Bethlehems Globe Publishing Co.
licensee of WGPA-AM-FM there.
In petition for relief filed last Price of $920,000 was set with sellweek, the Commission was asked,
ers wishing to consummate the deal
in the alternative:
within 1950, feeling that the cur(1) To designate the transfer
rent capital gains tax of 25% might
be increased in 1951.
application for hearing and authorize Press-Union to operate WBAB
Since FCC approval on station
pending hearing and final decision, transfers usually is not so instantly
or
obtained, Press-Union tendered
(2) To consider the transfer ap- "irrevocable proxies" to the buyers.
plication as one for the license of Actual physical control was not
WBAB and grant same.
transferred, however, purchasers
Press-Union, publisher of At- said.
lantic City Press and Evening
FCC in early March informed
Union, contracted in December 1950
Press-Union that revestment of
control was necessary before the
to sell its papers and radio holdings
to Bethlehems Globe, publisher of application would be considered.
Bethlehem, Pa., Globe-Times and
Told it was impractical, FCC or-

SOUTH HAVEN
KALAMAZOO

= <= «=«« =< MICHIGAN
IA PORTE |
SOUTH SEND
MISHAWAKA
I

Oj

f
4—
I

v

FT. WATNE

i

/

N

o
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INDIANAPOLIS

WSBT

SELLS
A
MARKET
The South Bend-Mishawaka trading area, always a rich and responsive market, is UP. This is the heart of the primary area that
WSBT saturates — with listener ratings above network averages.
The primary area is up in population from 1,577,900 to 1,798,000.
Up in retail sales from $1,435,547,000 to $1,597,850,000 ... In
this important sales area, WSBT is the best loved voice — and the
ONLY voice that covers the entire market. For bonus coverage,
bonus listenership, bonus sales, it's WSBT — the bonus buy!
PAUL H. RAY M E R COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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Seeks STA
Petition declared that issuance
of special temporary authority to
Press Union, pending hearing and
final decision, would be consistent
with FCC actions in other cases. It
was reiterated that this course was
particularly appropriate since the
violation, if any, is "purely technical" and had not adversely affected public interest.
Finally, petition argued that the
application for transfer may be
treated as an application for license. Pointing out that FCC rules
do not contemplate such a situation
as this, petitioner expressed the
belief that there is no bar against
consideration of the transfer application as a license request.
The alleged violation was not
such as to disqualify Bethlehems
Globe as a licensee, it was maintained, and "it is not necessary
for the Commission to insist that
the public be seriously injured
pending the filing and processing
of an application to construct something that has been legally constructed and the subsequent issuance of a license therefor."
PEGGY

Z|

tCOKOMO

pie with the original FCC license.
Next, the petition argued that if
there was a violation of the Act, it
was not such as to support a finding that public interest will not be
served by continued operation of
WBAB by Press Union. Cited
again were past FCC decisions
wherein the Commission had held
that such transactions had resulted
in no hardship to the public, there
was no injury to private rights and
that there was no intent to violate
the law.

X
o

THAT'S
SOOq

LP

ROBERTSON
Editor's Wife Dies
MRS. MARGARET M. (Peggy)
ROBERTSON, 45, of New York,
wife of Bruce Robertson, senior
associate editor of BROADCASTING •
Telecasting, died March 31 in The
New York Hospital after an emergency operation for brain tumor.
Funeral services were conducted
last Tuesday at Broadway Tabernacle Church in New York, with
interment Friday at Fulton, Wis.
Mrs. Robertson was a daughter
of the late James Mullenbach and
Annie Towns Mullenbach. In addition to Mr. Robertson, survivors
include three sisters, Mrs. William
A. Moore, of Buchanan, Mich.; Mrs.
Towns Chandler of Hollywood, and
Mrs. Roy Miller of Chicago; and
one brother, Philip Mullenbach of
Washington.
WBA Convention
WISCONSIN Broadcasters Assn.
will convene in Milwaukee tomorrow (Tuesday) for an all-day special session called by President Ben
Laird, WDUZ Green Bay. Members
will discuss pending state legislation concerning radio and television
giveaways (see story this issue).
Meeting will begin at 10:30 a.m. in
the Plankington Hotel.
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Women

Council

in Lincoln, Omaha

Bluffs

USE

the
By

SAME

RAYMOND
PRESIDENT

and

Umbrella

BAUER

HOUSE OF BAUER
Lincoln, Nebraska
Originators
"Candy that is capturing America by the bite"
Rain or shine — day or night, women living in Omaha, Council Bluffs, and
Lincoln use the same umbrella — the great 50,000 watt umbrella of KFAB.
That goes for ALL the women in the great Midwest Empire.
Listening habits determine buying habits. What the women in Omaha, Council Bluffs buy, is also bought by
the women in Lincoln because they listen to KFAB. That is why advertisers who demand a low selling cost
in ONE big market use KFAB.
KFAB

is the only station which can deliver these 3 markets as ONE

big market ! Advertisers know that the

3 markets are ONE big market because many of the wholesalers serve all 3 cities with daily contacts to retail outlets. Specialty and missionary sales work is equally as easily handled. Shipping facilities are among
the best! Thus, in using KFAB, where the women
at a low cost and marketing facilities are right.

"all use the SAME

umbrellas," buying habits are formed

This all adds up to reduced selling expenditures !
If you want to reach, with less effort and fewer dollars, the majority of women
be "umbrella-wise" and buy KFAB,

in the Midwest Empire,

the Midwest Empire Station.

:1 w
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HADACOL
AAAA MEETING
Additional Speakers Set
ADDITIONAL speakers for the annual meeting of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies, scheduled
April 19-21 at the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
were announced last week.
The announcement covered
agency men who will address open
sessions April 20-21 (April 19 sessions will be closed). Lawrence L.
Shenfield of Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield will preside at the open
meeting April 20, and Robert D.
Holbrook of Compton Adv. at the
April 21 meeting.
Agency Speakers
Agency speakers for the two
days will be William R. Baker Jr.,
Benton & Bowles, on "The New
Role of the Advertising Council";
Sydney H. Giellerup, Marschalk &
Pratt, on "Case Histories and Success Stories in the AAAA Examinations for Advertising"; Walter
K. Nield, Young & Rubicam, on
"Art Directing Grows Up"; George
Reeves, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
on "New Development and Progress
in Our Interchange on Objectionable Advertising"; Louis N. Brockway, Young & Rubicam, on "The
Use of Starch Reports in Solicita-

WELCOME MAT is laid out for Jim Deline (r), emcee, who brings his original
Musical Clock gang to WSYR Syracuse, N. Y. April 16. Signing of Mr. Deline
was a move to strengthen WSYR programming and represents an investment
of over $40,000 annually, according to E. R. Vadeboncoeur, vice president
and general manager of Central New York Broadcasting Corp. (WSYR).
Welcoming Mr. Deline are (I to r, foreground) Ed Murphy, who airs the
Timekeeper program; Mr. Vadeboncoeur; and Bill Rothrum, WSYR program
director. In background of group are Leighton Tiffault and Herb Feltrinelli,
two of the eight members of the Musical Clock group, which had been heard
continuously on WFBL Syracuse since 1938.
tions." Fairfax M. Cone, of Foote,
Cone & Belding, who is chairman
of the AAAA board, will address
the concluding luncheon April 21.
Governors of the AAAA's six
sectional councils and 14 local chapters will hold an all-day meeting
at the Greenbrier April 18, preceding the annual meeting.

'ACTION'

Burnett Cites Radio-TV
LEO BURNETT, president of the
Chicago agency of the same name,
described radio and television as
"obviously the best media for getting action," while outlining objectives of the Cook County Hoover Report Committee to members
of the Chicago Radio Management
Club March 28. Mr. Burnett, radio and television committee chairman for the group, sought cooperation from radio executives in promoting to the public the objectives
of the report on economy in government.
He explained a radio and a TV
kit will be mailed starting this
month. Each will contain public
service program ideas, commercials
and a copy of the free booklet,
"Will We Be Ready?"
John Stuart, president of Quaker Oats, will send a personal letter
to about 30 "important" local radio and TV advertisers, Mr. Burnett said. Agencies and stations
will be asked to cooperate also.
Mr. Burnett's committee includes
Art Harre, general manager of WJJD
Chicago and president of the Radio
Management Club; Fred Kilian, ABCTV Chicago program manager and
president of the Television Council;
George Hartman of the agency of the
same name, and Bill White, advertising director of Wideboldt Dept.
Stores.
MBS

BISMARCK,
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MEDIA

$375,000 Set for Radio-TV
MILLION-dollar Hadacol advertising budget for 31 states this month,
with $375,000 allotted to radio and
television, was reported last week
by Louisiana State Sen. Dudley LeBlanc, president of LeBlanc Corp.,
which makes Hadacol [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2, March
5].
Speaking before the sales promotion and merchandising group of
the American Marketing Assn. in
New York, Mr. LeBlanc said that
$275,000 will go to radio and $100,000 to television, with the remainder distributed among a variety of
other media.
Hadacol will reach the New York
market sometime late in the summer, Mr. LeBlanc told newsmen
following the meeting. He said the
company was $3.5 million behind in
orders at the present time.
FOOTBALL SHOWS
Miller Co. Signs Pact
MILLER Brewing Co. of Milwaukee has signed a five-year contract with the New York Giants,
professional football team, for
broadcast sponsorship of Giant contests, Frederick C. Miller, brewery
president, announced Friday. The
brewery also will sponsor a weekly
half-hour television show.
The upcoming season's games
will be aired over a special network covering metropolitan and
upstate New York, New Jersey and
all New England states. Key station will be WMGM New York.
The TV show, The Giants Quarterback Club, will include films of the
highlights from the previous game.
Coaches and stars will be on hand
to discuss past games and future
outlook.
Other games broadcasts by Miller are those of the Green Bay
Packers, over a network covering
Wisconsin and upper Michigan;
Milkaukee Brewers baseball club,
aired over WEMP Milwaukee, and
both the Marquette U. football and
basketball teams, in the Milwaukee
area only. Agency is Mathisson &
Assoc. Inc., Milwaukee.

Folio

AN MBS folio dividing network
li^^^^^
Will be
stationswillinto
an baseball
"A network,"
which
receive
game
Registered at STEVENS HOTEL
broadcasts beginning April 16; and
Throughout NAB Convention
a "B network," which will not reor Wire, Phone, Write:
ceive game broadcasts, was released
HENRY J. GEIST W. B. TAYLOR.
last week in New York. "C net60 E. 42nd St. Signal Mountain
work" stations of past years have
New York 17, N. Y. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Murray Hill 7-1550 Phone: 88-2487
been absorbed into this year's "B
network," it was announced.
BROADCASTING
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FTL-82A DUAL SCANNER
Smooth handling of spot commercials
and station breaks.
Use as a scanner with montage effects.
Lap dissolves between stills or between
live pickup and stills.
Use to insert sponsor's message in a
live pickup.
Can be operated as two separate
scanners with manual or automatic
switching.
FTL-35A SINGLE SCANNER

FTL-82A DUAL SCANNER

FTL-35A SINGLE SCANNER

Low operating cost; add-a-unit auxiliary makes it a dual scanner.
Console mounted for smooth operation.
Handles from one to thirty-six 2" x 2"
slides in or out of sequence.
Write for FTL Flying Spot Scanner brochure.
Federal

Telecommunication
500 Washington Avenue
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Nutley 10, New Jersey
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RADIO-TV POSTS
Defense Dept. Adds
SEVERAL new additions to the
Radio-Television Branch of the
Defense Dept.'s Office of Public
Information — all from various
segments of the broadcasting industry— have been announced by
Charles Dillon, radio-TV chief.
The appointments comprise
titled and staff assignments within
the Office of Public Information
and represent further expansion
of the radio-TV staff to handle
its increased activities in program
and special features.
Heading the list is Maj. Clarke
Thornton (Army), formerly announcer and special events man
at WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, who was named assistant
chief of the News & Special Events
Section. Appointed chief and assistant chief of Field Liaison &
Promotion, respectively, were 1st
Lt. Tom Paro (Army), formerly
at MBS Central Division, and Sgt.
Ed Case (Army), previously program director-announcer at WPAX
Falls Church, Va.
Others named were Capt. Hal
Keith (Army), former director
of NBC Show of Shows, television
producer; Lt. Frank Junell
(Navy), commercial manager,
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, radio
producer- writer; Sgt. Michael
Marlow (Air Force), formerly
with WWSW Pittsburgh, special
assistant to the TV chief; and 1st
Lt. Alfred Lurie (Army), WBAPTV Fort Worth, TV producerwriter.
Radio-TV staff operations include the Armed Forces Hour, DuMont TV Network; Time For Defense, ABC; and Air Force Hour,
MBS, as well as numerous special
assignments.

measures will help offset these demands.
"As the defense program moves
into a period requiring tighter regulation," Mr. Wilson continued,
"more direct control of the flow
of certain metals will prove necessary. For that reason, a form of
controlled materials plan . . . will
be placed into effect later in the
year." The plan will cover electronics, communications and other
vital
[Closed Circuit,
March industries
19].

RADIO'S Cisco Kid and Pancho (Jack Mather, I; Harry Lang, second I) look
over award given Cisco Kid program as the best radio children's program in
the Los Angeles area. Holding the citation is Fred Levings, co-producerdirector of program with Hilly Sanders (r), vice president in charge of radio
and television, Dan B. Miner Co. agency for Interstate Bakeries (Weber's
Bread) which sponsors the program on Don Lee network.
Wilson
DEFENSE

STATUS

On

Issues Report
Production

Under a so-called CMP, industry
may be assured adequate raw materials for equipment which would
be earmarked for (1) new TV stations in the event the freeze is
lifted, and (2) civil defense emergency purposes. Provision for
"maintenance, repair and operation" of communications equipment
— specifically, radio - TV station
transmitters — also has been made
by the government.
Defense Requirement
Contending that the defense program at its height will not require
"more than 20% of the gross national product," Mr. Wilson also
made these points:
Few goods will disappear completely from the market, as some did in
World War II.
Longer hours of overtime will be
required in many industries.
Policies have been revised to expedite proceurement for the defense

ALTHOUGH electronics firms currently are producing at "near capacity"
levels, heavy military demand for equipment "has scarcely yet been
felt" and hangs in the balance pending mass production of the weapons
for war.
j.
During the interim, civilian pro- duction during the same period of
duction of radio and television receivers will remain "substantial"
Mr. Wilson warned, however,
this year and compare favorably
The U. S. should attain an approxiprogram.
that
scarce materials for non-dewith the output of recent years.
mate 15% increase in national output
These evaluations and estimates
in the next three years — adding $45
1950." fense output "will be increasingly
are pointed up by Defense Mobilizer restricted" during the remainder
billion to the total — to meet military
and civilian demands.
Charles E. Wilson in a quarterly of this year, with curtailments
reaching
their
peak
"late
in
1951
summation of America's production
Employers should embark on trainand manpower might, released last and early in 1952."
ing programs looking toward fulfilling
week.
Alluding to the entire industry,
long range needs for the skilled trades
On the dictions
basis
Mr. Wilson's
pre- the nation's mobilization chief esti- and for "scientific, technical and profor theof civilian
economy:
mated current production at appursuits."make more efficient
proximately $4.5 billion and exIndustry fessional
should
0 Radio production will adhere
pressed hope the industry may be tivity.
close to the 1950 level of an estimated
NBC Theatre
use
of
manpower
to increase produc14 million sets.
"able to expand capacity further
NBC has taken a 15 year lease on
6 Television output will drop
The U. S. must distribute manEl Capitan Theatre at 1735 N. slightly — from an estimated 7 million
power between the military services
this
Theyear."
"full impact" of the military
Vine St., Hollywood, and will util- to roughly 6^4 million receivers.
and civilian economy to achieve the
equipment program will emerge,
ize the 1,147 seat playhouse for TV
"Up to now, the consuming pub- he said, "when the heavy end prod- best results.
as well as radio. Rented for the
lic has scarcely felt the impact of
ucts of war — tanks, planes, autopast several months to both NBC
Mr. Wilson noted "critical occugovernment controls over producmatically controlled weapon s—
and CBS for various radio shows,
pations" and "essential activities"
tion and distribution," Mr. Wilson reach the mass production stage." listings released
by the Depts. of
the playhouse will be entirely re- stated. "Production of most conLabor and Commerce, respectively,
Cites Production Board
furnished and remodelled to acsumer items during the first quarcommodate both media.
to deferment from militer of 1951 actually exceeded proLooking toward that end, the De- as guides
tary service. (Electrical and other
fense Mobilization director cited
engineers were classed as skilled;
creation of the top-level Electronradio and TV broadcasting were
ics Production Board to coordinate
termed "essential.")
production and avert "electronic
With respect to the estimated
bottlenecks" [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 2, March 26]. $4.5 billion electronics rate of outSuch a board, he maintained, will
put at present, authorities have
insure that required equipment be predicted the figure will rise by
1952 to $5 billion— double that of
available when needed for incorporation into the manufacture of 1950— with perhaps $3.5 billion of
combat weapons.
that sum allocated to the military.
By 1955 the total should reach
One of the problems connected
with the manufacture of such around $12.5 billion, with up to $12
equipment, Mr. Wilson observed, billion set aside for government —
is the increased cost and use of assuming the cold war continues.
electronics items, "built to preciThe $5 billion estimate for 1951sion standards." And greatly ex- 52 allows for a possible 50% cut
panded requirements, he pointed in civilian radio-TV set production,
out, also necessitate increased
and presumably might exceed that
TheVoifwKansas
amounts of such raw materials as sum if cutbacks in materials fail
cobalt, cadmium, zinc, lead and to materialize to the extent outWIBW
in TOPE
K A
lined by Mr. Wilson.
copper.
Study of conservation
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NEWS

MUNITIONS

BOARD

PICKS

COAL

AND

VIEWS

AS PRIMARY

OF

COAL

FUEL.

The federal Munitions Board, in a statement of policy, has recommended that coal should
be given first consideration and used wherever possible in preference to other fuels for
all military establishments. Coal was chosen because it is dependable, economical, and in
plentiful supply. For these reasons coal is also industry's first choice, both for immediate
needs and long-range planning. There is no question that the highly productive American
coal industry will continue to mine and prepare all the coal the nation may need.
COAL

LOADER,

TWO

FEET HIGH,

HANDLES

EIGHT TONS

A MINUTE.

High-speed equipment has been adapted to mine thin-seam bituminous coal, difficult
and costly to mine with hand labor. Mechanical loaders, only 24 inches high, working
with low-slung cutting machines can produce eight tons a minute. This will more than
double the former rate of production of this coal so important for steel— further increasing the productivity of the world's most efficient coal industry.
MODERN

POWER

PLANTS

RELY

ON

COAL.

The Tennessee Valley Authority is building the world's second largest steam electric
plant at Johnsonville, Tennessee. The plant will burn 300 tons of coal an hour when operating atcapacity to supplement T.V.A. water power— that's a lot of coal! Private utilities
are also building a station near Joppa, Illinois, to serve a new atomic plant. It will also
burn coal— up to 7,500 tons a day. By far the majority of modern power plants like these
rely on coal because coal has proven itself to be the nation's most dependable, efficient,
and economical source of power.
AND

NOW

A PIPE LINE FOR COAL!
Coal may soon invade, experimentally at least, the pipe line domain long sacred to oil and
gas. Near Cadiz, Ohio, a 17,000-foot demonstration line of 12-inch pipe is being planned
to carry crushed, granular coal mixed with water. Piping coal from mine to market is one
example of the imaginative thinking of America's coal producers.
BITUMINOUS

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
If you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us will receive prompt reply.
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Summer

is

only

colossal!

Take a long look at Southern California
in the Summertime.
In this land of superlatives nearly 34 of all retail
sales (24.4%) are made
Summer

in June, July, August.

food store sales of $1,473,577,000 are

higher than they are during the Winter.
Vacation

figures? Colossal, too. More

2,500,000 tourists visited Southern

than

California

last year. . . and 40% during the Summertime.
One more
Southern

colossal fact. Winter

and Summer

California radios attract the same big

audience. Sets-in-use reveal only a slight differc3

ence. 21.1 in Nov. -Dec. and 20.2 in July- Aug.
And, of course, 50,000 watt KNX

commands

largest share of this audience in Summer

the

just

as it does every other season.
To make

your Summer

sales colossal just ask

Radio Sales about the most-listened-to station
in Southern

California ....
KNX

Los

Angeles

Source material on request.

editorial

The Un-American Way
AMONG the most addled notions to be hatched
recently in Washington, that vast incubator
of misfit fowl, is the proposal of the staff of
the Joint Congressional Committee on the Economic Report to levy a 20-25% excise tax on
advertising expenditures.
The plain intention of the proposal is to
make advertising so expensive that no one can
afford it, at least not in quantities that would
have any noticeable effect. Discourage advertising and you eliminate much of the stimulus
to make people buy consumer goods, the argument runs. That would defeat inflation.
The defeat of inflation, however, is not the
whole objective that the staff of the committee
has in mind, unless it can be assumed that its
members are truly as foolish as they seem on
the surface. A more telling defeat is suggested here — defeat of our economic system.
A sharp curtailment of consumer buying
would mean, first, a sudden and disastrous increase in inventory and, second, a consequent
decrease in production. Manufacturing facilities would lie idle, the consumer market vanishing without anything to take its place in
absorbing goods.
The advertising tax proposal would make no
sense even if we were engaged in a full-scale
war, with every production effort strained to
arm us. In a semi-defense economy, the proposal is idiotic, even vicious.

It's BAB's Ball
ACTION, not aimless talk, is needed on the
all-embracing subject of rates. The place to do
that essential job is at the NARTB convention
in Chicago next week.
It's time for realism. Television can't be repealed. TV has an effect on listening. Adjustments are in order. But should they be up or
down ? Should they be confined to TV markets ?
Does radio really know what it has to sell
and how much it should cost?
The Assn. of National Advertisers wants
rates reduced. Reduced from what base ? Do
advertisers really know what they're getting
for their radio dollar? They think they know
the "cost per thousand" on newspapers and
magazines, and they feel that since TV's spectacular emergence something else has to go
down.
Paul West, ANA president, protests statements that ANA is conducting psychological
warfare against radio. He says ANA is simply
seeking "long-needed facts to enable all of us
to better evaluate the medium."
We agree that facts are needed. Radio has
done a hit and miss sales promotion job from
Genesis. There has been a superabundance of
specialized, self-serving, disjointed projects.
But radio does not have today, and has never
had a fundamental standard of cost. The
printed media simply prove circulation, not
readership. Radio has its snow-storm of competitive audience measurements, using Rube
Goldbergian "techniques" which bewilder even
broadcasters, let alone their customers.
This is not a network battle with advertisers. Stations cannot stand by and allow the
network structures to deteriorate, through ratedeals, talent kick-backs and possible split networks, excluding TV markets. When the top
programs leave radio, the top spot adjacencies
Page 44
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go too. What will happen to the good sustainers, if the revenue drops?
Network rates were established originally by
individual trading and negotiation. They bore
some arbitrary resemblance to the size of the
market, what newspapers charged, and what
some folks in New York thought the traffic
might bear. Hence, advertisers feel that with
the incursion of TV, they're buying radio pigin-poke fashion.
So radio
mustsupply
have facts
a yardstick
form. It must
on the that's
impactuniof
TV on radio. And on magazines and newspapers
too. It must be sound, believable research,
backed up by case studies and statistics.
Until radio gets that basic sales tool it is
going to have trouble. We all know that radio
is the most powerful, comprehensive, all-inclusive medium in existence. The advertisers may
know it too. It's up to radio to prove it.
The Broadcast Advertising Bureau has the
mission to sell radio. What better start can it
make than the assignment to establish radio's
rate yardstick? To continue to thrive, radio
must make an investment. BAB can't sell
unless it has that rate yardstick.
The ANA wants it. The AAAA wants it.
Broadcasters must have it.

NewTHELife
Begins
'51
FOR
National
Assn. of in
Radio(at)
& Television Broadcasters (NARTB) and its new president, Harold Fellows, new life begins in and
at 51.
It's little short of a stroke of genius that
brings the veteran New England broadcaster
to the helm of the newly unified trade association. His career and his personality have
written the specifications for the position —
actually a new one with new responsibilities.
NARTB, by virtue of the separation of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, no longer will
be an all-front association. The businessgetting function reposes in the BAB, capably
headed by William B. Ryan as president, and
with the inspirational leadership that will
stem from its chairman, Edgar Kobak.
Thus NARTB becomes essentially a public
relations and government relations organization. President Justin Miller moves into the
board chairmanship, removed from the day-today rigors of operations and policies. His
status becomes that of elder statesman, though
both mentally and physically, he is much
younger than his 62 years.
Harold Fellows, just beginning his 52d year,
was tapped for the trade association task as
one of the few men, in or out of radio, upon
whom the selection committee could agree. He
was tapped, moreover, because he has worked
diligently in association affairs during his
stewardship of two dozen years in and around
radio. His associates learned during his four
years on the NAB board, which wound up
last year, that he's no pushover.
The NARTB presidency is no sinecure. The
28-year history of its predecessor NAB is honeycombed with friction, internecine strife and
personnel house-cleanings. In the past, it has
been a case of trying to be all things to all
people identified with the broadcast arts. Today, there is the big step toward fusion epitomized by the entry of TV into the fold. Relations with the other great segment of the
broadcast arts — the manufacturers — have never been better.
The walls have crumbled on the predecessors
of Harold Fellows. It does not necessarily
follow that they inevitably will cave in on him.
The order is new. The multi-billion dollar radio-TV arts had need for the functional realignment that has been ordered.
The new order deserves support. It should
be appraised as one appraises his insurance.

£

our respects to:

e II
Bannist
TION
ERSA
CONVisn't
secon<
for his
days,Harry
these with
easy
floor corner office is invaded by th>
hammering roar of riveting guns a few fee
But each interruptioi
outside his window.
brings a smile to Mr. Bannister's face, for i
Detroit one rive I[
brings WWJ-AM-FM-TV
closer to the completion of the new TV stu I
dios. This two-story, million-dollar additioi {
will give Detroit one of the most modern, com J
plete radio and television centers in the coun ]
try, and may even permit General Manage |
Bannister to briefly relax his constant drivi I
to make the station bigger and better.
New York City had the first claim to Harrj I
Ray Bannister. He was born on the uppe: I
West Side on April 30, 1894. Having a dislike
for personal publicity (he refers to it as "tha I
stuff"), his four-paragraph autobiograph;
hides his early years in the vague sentence
"After being tossed out by at least one o
every species of educational and correctiv<
institutions extant, and after being fired by i
host of admiring employers, I joined the Regu
lar Army at the outbreak of World War I.'
Following a 17-month overseas chore, he re
turned to the U.S. and a successful selling
career. But it took him 14 years to gravitatt
to his natural field, radio. Before he took hi:
first radio job with the old WMBC Detroit, h< ;
spent four years with E. I. duPont de Nemours
two years with Brewer & Co.; five years witl
American Druggists' Syndicate, and two witl
Park & Tilford, all in a sales or sales super
visory capacity. His roster of products in
eluded women's dresses, drugs, candy, popcori
machines (then a natural interlude selling
motion pictures!), auto accessories, and paints
After two years at WMBC and WJR De
troit, where he worked under Leo Fitzpatrick
he went to The Detroit News station, and since
1933, WWJ and Bannister have meant one anc
the same thing. An extroverted salesman
with a booming laugh and a genuine liking foi
people, Mr. Bannister took just 28 months tc
move up into the sales managership of th( r
operation. In November 1941 he became gen
eral manager, and since that date, has been h
charge of all radio and TV activities.
His salesmanship once resulted in the salvation of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, anc
one of the most unique commercial program?
ever presented. When the orchestra was faced \
with folding for lack of funds, Mr. Bannistei
persuaded Sam's Department Store to sponsoi
a full hour weekly broadcast of the symphony
with the only commercials being appeals ml
(Continued on page 51)
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there's

nothing
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....there are

3,263,000

U.S. radio homes

within the WJR

daytime

V2MV/M

primary area....
Team

WJR

up

for Leadership

and

Listenership

►WJR

THE
GOODWILL
FISHER

STATION
BUILDING

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN
CBS 50,000 WATTS
Represented nationally by
Edward Petry & Company
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ROBERT

A. KLEIN, assistant manager WDAS Philadelphia, appointecj
general manager. He succeeds LAMBERT B. BEEUW
KES, resigned [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26]
SAM ALOYTZ appointed sales manager WFPG Atlantic :
City, N. J. LYDIA HAWKSLEY appointed sales representative for station.

front office
CHARLES BRUGHA, noted newscaster, appointed general manager
KWBE Beatrice Neb. GORDON C. (Bud) PENTZ appointed assistant general manager in charge of sales and special events.
WILTON GUNZENDORFER, recently commercial manager KYA San
Francisco, named general manager KGB San Diego.
He succeeds FRAN D. IDE resigned. In radio since
1937. Mr. Gunzendorfer was general manager of
KROW Oakland for five years before joining KYA.
Prior to that for five years he was general manager
of KSRO Santa Rosa, Calif.
LOREN S. SORENSEN, timebuyer Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis, to Upper Midwest Broadcasting System,
same city, which is group of 42 home-town stations in
Minnesota, North Dakota and Wisconsin.
Mr. GunzendorfeiLEONARD MAGRUDER, sales manager WBCU Union,
S. C, appointed general manager WEAB Greer, S. C.
JAMES A. WETHINGTON, veteran radio station salesman and sales
manager, to New York office William G. Rambeau Co., radio station
representative.
RALPH ERICKSON named account executive on sales staff KOMO Seattle. He has been active in Pacific Northwest newspaper advertising
work for 23 years.
SHELDON ENGEL, salesman KRIZ Phoenix, appointed commercial manager. HERB JEPKO to commercial department.
W. P. HEFFERNAN, general manager WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C, to
KPRO Riverside, Calif., as station manager.
EDWIN T. JAMESON, senior account executive in N. Y. office WLW
Cincinnati, and JOHN B. FRANCIS, account executive in New York
office Look Magaziyie, to radio sales staff in New York office Free &
Peters, radio representative.
fti:s&:txsxx}zxxxxsxxisx.
111 I t \ \ / I s, C f <•/,,(.] t , f

LEE F. O'CONNELL Co., L. A. and S.
has taker,
over representation of Western Radio F.,
Sales list of]
stations.
Mr. Klein

H-R REPRESENTATIVES Inc., N. Y., appointed ex
elusive national representative for KBOL Boulder, Col

ROD GIBSON, assistant timebuyer Philbin, Brandon & Sargent Inc.
N. Y., to station time division All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto.
ROBERT W. MAZUR, sales staff WGNR New Rochelle, N. Y., to WMCA
New York as account executive.
THE ROLLING Co. Inc., N. Y. appointed national representative for
WIOD Miami, Fla. and WHIO Dayton.
WALTER NEIMAN, station manager WDEM Providence, R. I., resigns.
Duties assumed by LOUIS A. R. PIERI, WDEM president, 1111 North
Main St., Providence.
ART KNORR

to sales staff WAGE

Syracuse, N. Y.

BOWLES & Co., Kansas City, Mo., appointed national representative
for KJBC Midland, Tex.
ROSENMAN, GOLDMARK, COLIN & KAYE, N. Y. law firm, moves to
new offices at 575 Madison Ave. Telephone Murray Hill 8-7800.
WILLIAM P. BERNTON appointed member of Miller, Sher & Oppen
heimer, Washington law firm.
ROBERT E. V. JOHNSON, account executive Thomas F. Conroy Inc.
San Antonio, to commercial department KEYL(TV) San Antonio.
WILLIAM F. MILLER, salesman KMOX St. Louis, appointed easten
sales representative for station. He will make his offices in New York.
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES Ltd., Toronto, appointed national sales
representative in Canada for CKRM Regina, Sask.
ALLAN J. HUGHES, NBC sales staff, to CBS, as manager of sales
presentations for radio in New York office of Radio Sales, Radio & Television Stations Representatives, CBS.
JOHN HANSEL JR., N. W. Ayer & Son's plans-merchandising department in Philadelphia, to the eastern TV sales staff ABC, as account
executive.
ROSS MERRITT, sales service manager WBBM Chicago, returns to]
active duty with Air Force as public relations officer.
ftellonati • • •

£

KUX, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO • F. C. MclNTYRE, VICE PRES. & GEN. MGR.
REPRESENTED BY GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
• ABC AFFILIATE
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L. A. BLUST Jr., general sales manager KTUL Tulsa, and KFPW Fort
Smith, Ark., elected president Tulsa Advertising Federation. . . .ROBERT L. PRATT, manager KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., elected president
Coffeyville Community Chest. . . . BERT BANKS, manager and partner WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala., appointed member of Civil Defense
FOLLOW THE LEADERS
Council of Alabama. . . . ARMAND
GRANT, assistant general manager
in charge of sales WAAM (TV)
H DMART
Baltimore, visiting Bermuda on
brief vacation J. R. POPPELE,
vice president in charge of engineerSELL THE LONG BEACHing WOR-AM-TV New York, wrote
LOS ANGELES MARKET WITH
guest editorial "The Tide of Television," in March issue Proceedings
KGER
of the IRE, official paper of Institute of Radio Engineers. . . .
5000 WATTS
MARK WOODS, board vice chairLEADING INDEPENDENT
man ABC, made principal speech
before inaugural meeting of United
IN SO. CALIFORNIA
FOR 25 YEARS
Negro College Fund, in New York
last Tuesday. Speaking to presiFor
Availabilities,
Contact:
dents and trustees of 32 colleges
GALEN
O.
GILBERT
and universities aided by fund,
KGER, LONG BEACH
which launched its 1951 appeal, Mr.
The Station of the American Home
Woods emphasized the importance
of educational freedom.
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recommends

GrayBaR

Whether you use disc or tape recorders, Graybar is ready
to serve you — with Presto recording discs or Scotch
sound recording tapes.
Presto Green Label discs meet the "top-quality" requirements ofbroadcast stations, recording studios, and
transcription manufacturers. Use these discs and you're
sure of low surface noise, adequate chip throw, and
maximum number of playbacks with minimum wear.
Extremely careful inspection assures uniformly high

RECORDING

quality.
Also available are other grades and types of Presto
discs for recording jobs not requiring discs of such high
quality: testing, air checks, rehearsals, recordings of short
duration. Your nearby Graybar office also can supply
cutting stylii and playing needles.
Because of the increasing use by broadcasters of tape
recording, Graybar nationally distributes Scotch sound
recording tape. Scotch No. Ill (A or B) brings you
better frequency response at slow recording speeds; low
noise level; even, constant tracking. Scotch tape erases

DISCS

clean with low power, without a special erase head. It's
easily edited, doesn't snarl, backlash, or kink. The tape
is supplied on NAB hubs.
In addition to Presto discs and Scotch recording tapes,
Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting for your entire station and grounds!
Whatever your requirements — to get the most suitable
items most quickly, call your nearest Graybar Broadcast
Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company,
Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Bldg., New York 1 7, N. Y.
149-14
OUND

RECORDING

TAPE

■
Distributor of Western Electric products
EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

iybar Brings
iplifiers
(1,23) You Broadcasting's Best . . .
tenna Equipment (23)
enuators (8)
binets (15)
nsoles (23)
jdspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
rrophones, Stands, and Accessories
(1,13,14,16,23,25)
• nitors (12)
corders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
eech Input Equipment (23)
;t Equipment (1,8,12,24)
■wers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
•ver Lighting Equipment (7,11)
^nsmission Line and Accessories (5)
ansmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
bes (11,16,23)
-ntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,23)
ring Supplies and Devices (4,10,11, 13,18,21,25)
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TO

KEEP

Manufactured By . . .
(1) Altec Lansing
(2) Ampex
(3) Blaw-Knox
(4)
(5) Bryant
Communication Products
(6) Continental Electronics
(7) Crouse-Hinds
(8)
(9) Daven
Fairchild Cable
(10)
General
(11) General Electric
(12) General Radio
(13) Hugh
HubbellLyons
(14)
(15) Karp Metal
(16) Machlett
(17) National
Meletron Electric
(18)
Products
(19)
(20) Presto
Standard Electronics
(21) Triangle
(22) Webster Electric
(23) Western Electric
(24) Weston
(25) Whitney Blake

Graybar's network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
principal cities throughout the nation assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representatives are located in the following key cities:
ATLANTA
DETROIT
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J.
P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree,
CINCINNATI
Jacksonville 6-7611
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CLEVELAND
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283

MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Watkins 4-3000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstecd 4700
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Born Again
EDITOR:
I thought you would like to see
Linnea Nelson shaking hands with
a stork at the party some of us
advertising guys and gals gave
her at the Stork Club [Broadcasting •Telecasting, April 2]

open mike

Some Unquiet Remarks on Radio Silence
EDITOR:
to calling the meeting in WashingI am amazed at the blanket of
ton at the time were two-fold — one,
unfairness that surrounds your edi- the element of time and importance
of having a plan at the earliest
torial entitled "Golden Gobblededate possible. Another motivating
gook," as it appears in the April factor concerned the presence in
2, 1951, issue of Broadcasting •
the East of many broadcasting enTelecasting. As Commissionergineers from all over the country,
Coordinator with the staff conattending the national convention
cerned with the project of the control of radio stations in an air raid of the Institute of Radio Engineers
in New York the previous week.
emergency, it was my recommendaAs indicated in our release of
tion that led to the decision to have
the meeting on Monday of last March 18, 1951, this was a meeting
week. It was not at the instigation
which was to discuss "the proposed
of the Air Defense Command, as technical operation and the methods
some broadcasters speculated. Gen. by which stations may be alerted
Ankenbrandt was extended an in- during air raid emergencies."
vitation by the Commission to parMessrs. Arney, Richards and Mcticipate in this meeting in order to Naughten of the NARTB met with
me for the purpose of discussing
express the views of the National
Defense Establishment, as it conthe possibility of having the origicerns the technical aspects of the
nal meeting in Chicago at the time
of their convention, during the week
plan relating to air navigation.
of April 15. After it was revealed
Neither did this meeting have
to them that time was of the esanything to do with the Commission endeavoring to have itself
sence, in the light of certain information known to the Commisclassified as a defense agency.
Miss Nelson and stork.
sion, they stated emphatically that
The motivating factors which led
they wanted no part in delaying the
meeting and that they would be
glad to have a repeat performance
through the medium of a panel
discussion at the time of their conSERVICE-ADS MAKE
vention in Chicago.
SPOT TIME BUYING
There are some of us, Mr.
Taishoff, who believe in preparedt EASIER
ness now and who hold no brief
for those, who for selfish purposes
subscribe to the creed of "too little
and too late." I can well imagine
"Suppose I go into a new
the scorn that you and others
market," says a well-known Time Buyer. "I
turn first to SRDS to size up the stations in
would heap upon the Commission
that market, their affiliations, their power,
should you survive an air raid and
their rates. Then I want to know their covthe evidence pointed to the fact
erage. Itry to determine which would give
that the enemy utilized radio stame the most for our money."
tions in this vicinity to advantage
in reaching their target because of
Many stations are running Service-Ads alongside their listings in Radio Advertising Rates
the non-existence of a plan to deceive them.
& Data* and near their market listings in
Consumer Markets to make that Time BuyIf the subject material is of so
er's job easier. These Service-Ads give him
little importance, why did NARTB
additional useful facts when he's comparing
request a repeat performance in
advertising opportunities — facts about coverage, audience, programs, service. The
Chicago? The burden of your ediWGAR Service-Ad shown here is an example.
torial seems to contain the bleatings of a "few little lambs" who
When you're checking RARD* and Consumer
lost their way, or was it — did
Markets for station and market information,
not have their way?
check the Service-Ads as well as the listings.
Comr. George E. Sterling
FCC
^Formerly known as the Radio Section of
SRDS
Washington, D. C.

I don't have any suggestions to
make as to the significance of
Linnea's pose with this slightly
enceinte bird, except that perhaps
she feels that her retirement from
the radio business constitutes a
sort of spiritual rebirth.
Reggie Schuebel
Wyatt & Schuebel
New York
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No-Confidence Vote
EDITOR:
It has been announced by the]
Selection Committee that Mr. Harold Fellows has been named presi-'
dent of the NARTB. This month we;
resigned from the NARTB for
economic reasons and for which 1 !
am not ashamed. In my letter tc
Mr. C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytreasurer of the NARTB, I dic;
state that I have always been al
staunch supporter of the NAB, and
I regretted making this move.
However, in view of the appointment of Mr. Harold Fellows, I cannot continue to feel the same way
about the NARTB. Mr. Fellows in
an address before the Advertising
Club in Springfield, Mass., recently
made the statement that in a few
years 75% of the broadcasters
would not be in business and that
we would revert back to a two-network operation, as was the case in
the late '20s and early '30s. For
the record, this is not the first
time that Mr. Fellows has uttered
such remarks.
If this is the way Mr. Fellows
apparently views the situation, then
it is high time the small broadcaster let the networks and the
pompous broadcasters support the
NARTB. The networks and the big
broadcasters are anxious to kill off
competition. They have selected the
right man to do the job.
John Deme
Pres.-Gen. Mgr.
WICH Norwich, Conn.
[EDITOR'S
In defense
of the
new
NARTB NOTE:
president,
it should
bej
pointed out that he was the unanimous
choice of a committee of eight, at least
four of whom can be classified as small
independent broadcasters. Many will
agree with Mr. Fellows that there may
eventually be only two major aural
networks The(although
not among
them).
majoritywe're
of broadcasters,
we feel,
will
disagree
that
the
tion mortality will be as greatAMas staMr.
Fellows is quoted as having predicted.
At all events, Mr. Fellows was selected
for his new high post as a leader among
broadcasters. To be a leader, one must
have
views. Mr.
in presenting
his Deme
own.] is quite forceful
KXOK St. Louis has received award
of merit from St. Louis Junior Chamber of Commerce in commemoration of
600th consecutive broadcast of safety
education
To You. program, So It Can't Happen

WDRG
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT

S

W

D R C - F M

[EDITOR'Sof NOTE:
This of
journal
unaware
possibility
enemyis not
air
attack. When the first shot was fired
in Korea, we sounded warnings. In our
issue immediately preceding the sucall for 48,
the March
"Radio 26,
Silence"
conference per-secret
(page
1951)
we
urged
cooperation
to
the
hilt.
The
fault was with the manner in which
the "conference" was conducted. We
think a foot slipped somewhere when
new V Itscasters.
broadcasters
were "requested"
to attend what amounted
to an emergency
session, at which a simple document
was read. We agree with Comr. Sterling on the importance of preparedness. We disagree on the modus opermerCrld Connecticut s
as wasteful, cumbersome and
badly andi
executed.]
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IN BEHALF

OF THE

I9SI CANCER

Transcriptions: music, drama, human

CRUSADE

inter-

est, western; fifteen and five minutes; one
minute appeals and twenty second station
breaks. Scripts; long and short tailor-made
copy for twenty different program categories.

+
HOPPER
LILY

PONS

SAMUEL
FRAN
ROY

*

JIMMY
*

DURANTE

ETHEL

GOLDWYN
WARREN

ROGERS

GROUCHO

★

LUCILLE

TEX

and

GLORIA

WATERS

★
★

*

MARX

*

BENEKE

QUENTIN

*
*

GARY

SWANSON

PHIL

BALL

★

COOPER

*

RIZZUTO

HEDDA

KATHERINE

CORNELL

*

RALPH

BUNCHE

BILLY

ECKSTINE

VIC

DAMONE

JO STAFFORD
JUDY

*

GARLAND

*
*

REYNOLDS

16mm, hlack and white trailers, 2x2 35mm
slides, 8x10 stills, 18x24

easel hoards

FAYE
REX

HARRISON

AMERICAN
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EMERSON

*
*

"TONY"

CANCER
STREET

•

LILI PALMER

NEW

*

ANIMATION

SOCIETY,
YORK

4,

NEW
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YORK
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r-disc jockey
STAN DALE, announce
WSRS Cleveland, appointed chief
announcer and production manager.
WILLIAM B. HINES, sales promotion
manager WKRC-AF-FM-TV Cincinnati, appointed director of promotion
and public relations. LOLTIS A. GALLOP, head of promotion, advertising-

Mr. Gallop

Mr. Hines

publicity WCPO Cincinnati, named
director of publicity at WKRC.
JACK W. BRAND named executive
TV producer ABC Chicago, replacing
G. PHILLIP PATTON who takes over
as executive producer on ABC-TV's
Super Circus. Mr. Brand was former
president of his own TV production
firm in Chicago.
ETHEL GREY, womens director
WMTW Portland, to WSBA York,
Pa., as director of womens programs.
MILTON MOST, cameraman and stage
manager WFIL-TV Philadelphia, appointed TV director.
JAY RUSSELL appointed public relalations representative WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh. He has worked in AM-TV
in metropolitan and up state New
York.
DOROTHY ANTON appointed head
of continuity acceptance in traffic
department WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
BOB FROST, announcer-disc jockey
KPRO Riverside, Calif., to KMVI
Wailuku, Maui, T. H.
VERNON R. BROOKS, operations director, WGN-TV Chicago, resigns.
He has been with station 16 years.
L Y E L L BREMSER, sports director-n ewscaster
KFAB Omaha, appointed program
director, succeeding L. A. MILLER,
resigned. GEORGE
HASKELL appointed assistant program manager and
public service diMr. Bremser
rector.
HELEN CLAIRE WILLS, WKNE
Keene, N. H., to WMTR Morristown,
N. J., as copy writing chief.

JOPLIN, M
MO.
KSW

Cityt
Kansas
T _£t. LouiSS
KSWM
Joplinj

1

air-casters
MICKEY ELSE, WWPA Williamsport,
Pa., to WKBW Buffalo, N. Y., as disc
jockey.
BOB TABLE, disc jockey, to WAYS
Charlotte, N. C, where he will
handle his own disc jockey show
each night from 10 to 12, Mon.-Sat.
BILL SANDEFUR, sales representative
WFRC Reidsville, N. C, to announcing staff WDVA Danville, Va.
DEFOREST FISHER, director, KPIX
(TV) San Francisco, appointed production manager replacing FORRESTER MASHBIR, now with KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, as director of
remote telecasts.
ELIZABETH RINGSTRAND, continuity writer WKAN Kankakee, 111., resigns to accept secretarial position in
Chicago.
W. EDDIE WADE appointed program
director WGIG Brunswick, Ga. MARVIN MASSEY, WPDQ Jacksonville,
Fla., to WGIG announcing staff.
GLENN ROWELL, personality m.c.
WTIC Hartford, to WLW Cincinnati
in same capacity.
WILLIAM J. EUBANKS, sports publicity staff U. of Oklahoma, to promotion department W K Y - A M - T V
Oklahoma City.
Mrs. HARRY LOHMAN appointed office manager WCTC New Brunswick,
N. J.
FRANK YANKOVIC, noted polka recording artist, will have his own disc
jockey show on WDOK Cleveland,
Mon.
a.m. -Fri., 4:30-5 p.m. and Sat. 10-11
EUGENE ORMANDY, conductor
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra,
started disc show on WDAS Philadelphia April 8.
JERRY WHITE, WHLI Hempstead,
N. Y. to WNYC New York.
Mrs. JEANNETTE ELLIOTT appointed home economics director WFBMTV Indianapolis.
ERNEST HALL, announcing staff
WOAI San Antonio, named to production staff WOAI-TV. In addition to producing duties, he will act
as assistant floor manager. HAL
SAVERY, guest relations NBC Hollyood, to WOAI, as announcer.

0*
PERSONS SWHO446,60
SPEND...
REACHE
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assuring unduplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLIN,
MO.
, Nationally Represented by WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO.
Page 50
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LLOYD WALSH, commercial manager
WWHG Hornell, N. Y., appointed promotion and merchandising manager
WAGE Syracuse, N. Y.
HUGH WANK, Baltimore disc jockey,
to WCAO Baltimore in same capacity.
TOM BAXTER, engineer, ABC Hollywood, named network staff radio producer.
DR. JOE ZIMMERMANN, director of
Temple U. Television Workshop and
producer of WFIL-TV University of
the Air series, named production supervisor WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
RANDY LARSON, WBNS Columbus,
Ohio, to KRON-TV San Francisco,
handling production and direction
duties.
ALAN YOUNG, CBS-TV Alan Young
Show, signed by Howard Hughes to
multiple picture contract. First film
assignment, in "Androcles and the
Lion," gets underway at RKO in May.
Mr. Young signed earlier for role in
Paramount Productions "Aaron Slick
of Punkin
Creek," going into production this month.
EUGENE DODSON, promotion manWKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City,
father ager
of boy.
DICK STOKKE, disc jockey-announcer
and night supervisor KIMA Yakima,
to announcing staff KOMO Seattle.
WOODY HATTIC, public address announcer Wrigley Field, to KALI Pasadena, as sports director.
DEAN MURDOCK, staff organist
KTOK Oklahoma City, father of boy.
WILLIAM BENNINGTON, producer
KNBH (TV) Hollywood, named director of field programs.- JIM JORDAN Jr., producer, put in charge of
new program ideas for station.

A/euri • • •
JACK PAYNE, sportcaster KNOR
Sorman, Okla., appointed sports director WOW - AMTV Omaha.
DICK CAMPBELL,
general manager
KOME Tulsa, appointed special
Wk
ggM * fJKk KTUL
e v » 1 Tulsa.
s director
DONALD
G.
SHIELDS, WLOR
Mr. Payne
Torrington, Conn.,
to K C B S San
Francisco, as news writer and overseas producer for CBS news.
DON BELL, appointed director of news
and special events KOME Tulsa. He
was news editor at MBS.
GRIFFING BANCROFT, newscaster
on CBS Capitol Cloakroom, Netvs of
America, arid News of Washington,
assigned to KNX Hollywood and
Columbia Pacific Network six weekly
quarter-hour The World Today news
series. He replaces CHARLES COLLINGWOOD, returning to assignment
as White House correspondent for
CBS.

JOHN HENDRY, newscaster KOAM
Pittsburg, Kan., named news editor
KSEK same city.
EDDIE FISHER to sports staff WWBZ
Vineland, N. J. He has been with
several stations in the Midwest.
LOWELL THOMAS Jr., son of noted
commentator and traveler, has article
appearing in April issue of Omnibook,
about their trip to Tibet.
JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE, NBC-TV
commentator, who recently became
first TV commentator to win an
Alfred I. duPont memorial award
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, March
12], returned to radio April 1 with
weekly quarter-hour news and features program Sun., 3:45-4 p.m., NBC.
He will continue his Camel News Caravan assignment on NBC-TV (Mon.
through Fri., 7:45-8 p.m.).
CEDRIC FOSTER will broadcast his
news commentary over WOR New
York, beginning today (Monday),
2:15-2:30 p.m., five days weekly. Mr.
Foster, who began his broadcasts over
MBS in 1940, is heard over more than
350 network stations.
WALTER WEISBECK and ALLAN
DREYFUSS appointed ABC staff correspondents in Rome and Frankfurt,
respectively, and DONALD KNODE
in Munich and DAVID SHEFRIN in
Oslo appointed
ents, THOMAS "stringer"
VELOTTA, correspondnews and
special events vice president, announced in New York last week. CHET
HUNTLEY, Pacific coast commentator,
named to ABC news staff. Transfers
of NICK ALLEN and FRED SHEEnounced.
HAN to New York, also were anEWING CANADAY, newscaster WKY
Oklahoma City, re-elected to Midwest
City school
homa
City. board, suburb of OklaHAL BUMPUS appointed news and
farm
director
K V O R Colorado
Springs,
Col., succeeding RALPH
CONNER,
with
KMYRresigned.
Denver Mr.
and Bumpus
Denver was
Bureau United Press.
WALTER CRONKITE and ERNEST
K. LINDLEY, CBS correspondents,
started new roundup news show on
WTOP-TV Washington, April 1.
MICHAEL HINN, commentator, and
MURRAY
BOGGS, newscaster, assigned to thrice daily, Mon. through
Fri., news-commentary
series sponsored on KFAC Los Angeles by Pontiac Dealers Club, L. A.
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C H N S
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
A CAPITAL Station
In A CAPITAL City gets
You CAPITAL Results!
JOS. WEED
Ask & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
P.S. We now have our 5000 Wati
Transmitter in operation!
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Respects

| (Continued from page UU)
buy War Bonds. In spite of the
lack of selling appeals, the store
jrated the program as one of the
best good-will builders it had ever
.had.
Though he's best known for his
ousiness exploits, Harry Bannister
is a man of varied sidelights, and
lis colorful interests have furnished
;-opy for many Detroit newspapermen's columns. Like a well-known
Hollywood producer, he has developed lawn croquet into a game of
skill just short of a "body contact"
jame. With several other weather-defying cronies, he plays the
game winter and summer. (They've
|even been observed playing in the
mow!)
He very unmodestly admits to
Deing the best gin-rummy player
n radio (and the worst crapsshooter), his favorite opponent beng MischaHeKottler,
WWJ's
musical
hrector.
also has
an awesome
skill at poker which he does not
Drag about, preferring to retain
t as an independent source of income from the unsuspecting.
But games and sociability are
mly a part of the Bannister story.
He has built the WWJ successes
m the firm foundation of fine programming, with the result that the
station has won every major
award for which it was eligible.
Numerous Awards
In 1945, a series on Alcoholics
A.nonymous, The Glass Crutch, won
:he City College of New York
award; 1948 brought the Distinguished Service Award of the
American Cancer Society; 1949 was
;he "jackpot" year with a Freedoms
Foundation recognition, the Alfred duPont Award, the George
Foster Peabody Award, the Na;ional
Public This
In;erest. Safety
Award Council's
and others.
/ear has already brought a gold
nedal from the Freedoms Founda;ion for the presentation of a simuated Communist invasion of Mosilee, Wis., and an award from the
\nti-Def amation League.
The recent institution of the TV
;eries with the U. of Michigan
lighlighted WWJ's interest in makng the new medium an instrument
n education, but only comple-

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM
AND WEEK
URBAN FEBRUARY
HOMES— and
REGULAR
18-24,including
1951 TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)Ratings
Current
Current
Ratings
Homes
Current Previous
Homes
Current Previous
Programs
%
Rank
Rank
Programs
%
Rank Rank
5
6
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS) . . . 9.2
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
(8.0)
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
9.1
6
5
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
20.6
7
7
Big Sister (CBS)
9.1
2
2
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
19.4
Arthur
Godfrey
(Pillsbury)
(CBS)
8.7
8
10
3
7
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
16.4
9
8
Aunt
Jenny
(CBS)
8.5
4
43
Amos
Andy (CBS)
16.3
5
Charlie'n'McCarthy
Show (CBS)
16.2
Pepper
Young's
Family
(NBC)
8.4
10
12
All Programs)
(3.0)
6
6
Walter Winchell (ABC)
14.4 DAY,1SUNDAY1(AverageTrueForDetective
Mysteries (MBS)
9.8
7
5
My Friend Irma (CBS)
14.2
2
2
The
Shadow
(MBS)
9.2
8
10
Red Skelton (CBS)
13.2
3
3
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
7.0
9
9
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
13.2
(5.6)
10
13
Mr. Keen (CBS)
12.7 DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
1
2
Grand Central Station (CBS)
10.4
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
(5.2)
2
3
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
10.3
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
11.3
3
1
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
9.2
2
2
Tide Show (CBS)
8.4
3
4
Lowell Thomas (CBS)
7.7 NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSENWEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.9) RATING" (%) to 41,903,000— the 1951 estimate of Total United
1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS) . . 10.3 States Radio Homes.
2
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
9.7 (*) Homes reached during all or any part of the program, except
3
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
9.5 for homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
4
4
Ma Perkins (CBS)
9.3
mented Mr. Bannister's theory that
"first you have to give the people
what they want to see and hear,
then you can slip in items that will
educate and uplift them. Remember, you can't educate anyone if
he's not listening to you in the first
With WWJ dating back to Aug.
20, 1920, the station, and Mr. Banplace."nister as manager, have felt an obligation to stay in the forefront of
every new development, and to always deserve their boast of "Detroit's First Station." In 1936,
they pioneered in the new ultra
high frequency broadcasts with
W8XWJ, which became WWJ-FM
in May 1941. March 5, 1948, saw
the first telecasts of WWJ-TV go
out to the eager Detroit audience.
But the WWJ foresight is indicated
by the fact that the station paid
rent for 10 years for the Penobscot
Bldg. tower, knowing that someday
they would want it for TV.
Mr. Bannister is a man of strong
opinions and even stronger actions,
putting those opinions into deeds.
At the height of the popularity of
singing commercials and other
"gimmicks," WWJ banned all such
commercials with trick, attentiongetting devices in 1944, and received country-wide acclaim for its
bravery. Friends like to describe
the sheer joy on the bristlingbrowed Bannister face at hearing
the unctuous voice of one of WWJ's
staff announcers intoning, "PepsiCola hits the spot, 12 full ounces,
that's a lot," rather than a quar-

BORDEN

STARLAC

EXCLUSIVE!

To introduce a fine new product,
Borden chose KJR and the Ann
Sterling program for their only
radio in Western Washington.
L REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEl, INC. %.
\ New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
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tette complete with sound effects.
Oddly WWJ
enough,
few weeks'
drop,
spotafter
sales a zoomed!
Mr. Bannister also has long been
a foe of "ratings" and in 1948 said:
"It's high time we stopped the
ridiculous emphasis on program
ratings which bounce up and down
like a see-saw. Programs are
bought and cancelled, entertainers
are hired and fired, stations are
classified relatively on the basis
of ratings which are regarded as
definitive measurements, something
they are not and never can be."
His lovely blonde wife, the former Barbara Ann Lawrence, is the
inspiration for his classic two word
essay on the subject of "Women."
It reads: "Prefer Blondes." Married in 1943, the Bannisters live in
suburban Birmingham, Mich., and
admit that bosses of the household
are their three cats. Mr. Bannister has two grown daughters, Mary
Ellen and Patricia, the former a
wartime Wave yeoman.
To list all the Bannister interests
would be impossible, but he is addicted to reading history, biography, poetry and philosophy. He is
also a fine radio writer, and many
WWJ scripts have borne his touch.
His sports stories and especially,
sports poetry, have appeared often
in the News. He likes (his words)
whiskey, poker, cats, heavyweight
fights and billiards. And last, but
very important, his skill on the
dance floor has surprised many a
partner who misjudged his burly
figure.
His TV Code
In the light of today's controversy over the taste of some TV
shows and the constant threat of
censorship by private and public
bodies, Mr. Bannister's 1947, selfimposed code at WWJ-TV tells the
full stature of the man. No prude
himself, he laid down this pattern
for his station:
"I feel that our TV programming
should at all times be so meticucorrect,bethat,
like suspicion.
Caesar's
wife, itlouslywill
above
There must be no use of 'blue material' or anything even remotely
susceptible to double entendre.
"There must be nothing in our
schedule which will cause the lifting of an eyebrow by even the most
strait-laced in our audience. Ap-

pearance, language, intonation or
gesture must all be beyond reproach. Racial comedy types must
be avoided. References to God
and religion must always be reverent. Crime and drunkenness,
when used, must be condemned.
"I cite just a few taboos. There
will be many others. In all cases,
good taste, propriety, and the
avoidance of offense must be the
ultimate criteria."
He is a member of Detroit's Adcraft Club, and of NBC's Stations
Planning and Advisory Committee. He was a director of NAB
until his resignation in 1949. He
also has represented the industry
in appearances before Senate and
House legislative committees.

'^)n. "to<ori asict county
CBS
. . . radio listeners eagerly await such
programs as Jack Benny - Lux Theater Arthur Godfrey - Edgar Bergen - Amos
€f Andy - Bing Crosby and scores of
other big-name CBS Productions . . .
This is a potent reason why KROD is
your best radio buy in the El Paso
Southwest.

5000 WATTS
Southwest Network
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice President & Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
THE O. L. TAYLOR CO.
Reach This Rich Market
Through Your Southwestern Salesman
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FCC
COMMENTS

ON

POSSIBILITY that FCC may postpone the deadlines for comments
upon its further revised TV allocation proposal appeared last week
as industry representatives indicated they will need every minute
to prepare the extensive data required.
Such postponement also would
mean delay of the city-by-city allocation hearing now set for
May 23.
Thus far "Part III" of FCC's
exhaustive TV allocation docket
hasn't been augmented by a single
comment pertaining to the Commission's vastly revised plan,
termed its "third report" on TV
[Broadcasting 9 Telecasting,
April 2, March 26]. But informal
intra-industry comment has been
considerable, and signs point to
many petitions for additional time
in which to prepare comment and
opposition to new allocation proposals.
Three week extensions were
granted by the Commission in the
case of the mid-1949 revision of the
allocation plan (first revision was
mid-1948). An FCC spokesman
last week said the Commission may
not be disposed to grant any lastminute extension this time, but
perhaps would favorably consider
valid extension bids if filed early.
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In brief, FCC's new plan would
allocate all of the UHF, which
with present VHF would permit
2,000 stations in more than 1,200
communities throughout the U. S.
The plan would reassign 31 of the
107 operating VHF stations to new
VHF channels.
It also proposes to promptly unfreeze VHF-UHF in U. S. territories, unfreeze UHF in the U. S.
generally, or in areas where possible, and to unfreeze power boosts
for existing VHF stations where
allocation policy permits. However, considerable skepticism has
developed in the industry whether
any such "partial thaw" will be
practical once the deluge of comments is in hand.
At best, some industry observers
see no overall lifting of the TV
freeze on new station construction
possible until next year. The top
optimists still cling to late this
year, however. The freeze was
imposed Sept. 30, 1948.
"Where does TV go from here?"
will continue to be the chief enigma of the industry for some time
to come, attended by the equally
unknown factors of defense mobilization and color litigation, both of
which are important to the overall
picture.
Broadly speaking, industry seems
generally satisfied with the engineering job done by FCC in its
new plan, although speculation on
utility of the UHF ranges from
grave doubt to great faith. As to
allocation policy and proposals
FCC has not won the same general
favor by any means.
FCBA Stand
The Federal Communications Bar
Assn., through its president, Washington radio attorney William A.
Porter, last week told Broadcasting • Telecasting it would stand
firm on its earlier contention FCC's
policy of fixed allocation and rulemaking procedure are unlawful.
The Commission is expected to
schedule oral argument on the
FCBA petition before making a
final ruling.
The Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers fortnight ago told Broadcasting • Telecasting it considered FCC's engineering based on too ideal
principles without due regard to
the practical aspects of allocation.
AFCCE thought the allocation plan
too rigid and over-simplified.
Other legal and engineering comments not previously reported in
detail include the following from
the Washington scene.
Among the attorneys were these
comments:
William A. Roberts of Roberts
& Mclnnis, DuMont counsel, noted
FCC's engineering revisions substantially followed many of the
DuMont recommendations. Although supporting FCC's first
priority to supply a TV service
to all of the U. S., he indicated

disagreement with the second priority (provide each community
with at least one station) and
would substitute provision for a
multiple-network competitive system nationally. This would require
three or four network stations in
each major market, he indicated.
Competitive situation in VHF
in large markets has been hurt by
the educational reservation, Col.
Roberts felt, with intermixture the
effect and not a cause. Agreement
was indicated, however, with UHF
educational reservation.
Cites Legal Issues
Arthur W. Scharfeld expressed
concern over legal aspects of the
allocation theory. He said:
Admittedly, the task of providing
adequate television service for the entire U. S. is a most difficult and complicated one, but it seems to me the
third proposed allocation plan does not
comply with the legal requirements of
Sec 307 (b) of the Communications Act
calling able
fordistribution
a fair, efficient
and service
equitof radio
among the several states and communities thereof, and requiiing applications for licenses to be granted
"when and insofar as there is demand
forThethe plan
same."itself seems to be based
almost entirely
considerations whileupon
other engineering
primary factors
affecting fair, efficient and equitable
distribution of television facilities have
been largely neglected.
Even more important, perhaps, is
the fact the Commission has postponed
until the conclusion of the entire reallocation proceeding the question raised
in this proceeding of whether any allocation plancontemplated
can constitute
the "demand"
by the Act.
It may well be the entire allocation
plan, irrespective of substantive merit
or fault, is contrary to law; certainly,
therefore, the Commission should immediately take steps to determine the
legality of adopting an allocation plan
before conducting further hearings on
the
specific
proposed assignments
channels
to individual
communities. of
Arthur H. Schroeder of Miller &
Schroeder felt although FCC on
whole did "commendable job," the
educational reservations and intermixture policy may prove "unrealistic" and raise more problems
"than we had before."
Paul M. Segal of Segal, Smith
& Hennessey, who said just about
all of his clients are already in TV,
predicted in view of the limited
competition VHF operators will
face under FCC's plan in most major markets that a "million dol-

lar a year profit" for such an operator "will be peanuts from now
Every operation "monopoly" has
been "strengthened," he stated, as
a result of the Commission's mixing UHF channels in large cities
rather than adding the needed
VHF channels. The competitive
situation has been further weakened, he indicated, as a result of
the educational reservations.
Marcus Cohn of Cohn & Marks
thought the new plan "a break
on."
for felt
presently
existing
but
newcomers
will stations"
find the
problem more difficult. He saw
unknown complications possibly
evolving from VHF-UHF intermixture, as well as the unknown circumstances ofoperation and equipment for UHF itself.
Ben S. Fisher of Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd considered the "inflexible" nature of
the allocation "conglomeration"
may lead to more hearings and conflicts than previously supposed. He
felt closer attention should be given
to allocation of channels where
need for such facilities might more
practically be met.
Jameson View
Guilford S. Jameson thought
FCC "has acted in the public interest in providing a plan of allocation of the limited channels available so as to insure the maximum
use thereof to the greatest number
of "A
communities."
major defect in the plan,"
Mr.
Jameson
observed,
"is door
the
failure to provide
an open
for any applicant from a cornunity not provided for in the plan
to secure a hearing as of right to
test the validity of such allocations
as would appear to obstruct an
assignment
that of
community."
Maurice R.toBarnes
Barnes &
Neilson noted the new proposal
"corrects many of the defects of
the old plan and makes possible
the operation of additional television stations." He felt the "few
in equities and oversights . . .
canJohn
easily
corrected."
F. be
Clagett
of Clagett &

KOKOMO
market

is rich!

Distribution of Listening Homes
among stations . . .
WIOU . . . 67.0%
Latest Conlan Figures . . .
FOOD SALES
RETAIL SALE. SALES
ft 181,967, OOO #46,980000
NO- FOOD STORES

DRUG SALES

591
Ne. ORUfe 8TMUS $6,539,000
FARM ft
$65,071,000^
77

WIOU
KOKOMO, INDIANA
Columbia Broadcasting System
Nationa! Rep: Weed & Co.
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Schilz observed the RCA-CBS color
TV battle in the U. S. Supreme
J (Court "strikingly presented a ques'. :ion involved in the Commission's
allocation of TV channels."
"That question," he said, "is
' whether,
in the
colorchannel
standards on the
one case
hand,of and
allocation on the other, both in; volving a dynamic, revolutionary,
2ver changing, ever growing art
and science, you can lay down a
static allocation plan any better
] than you can a crystalized, fulljlown color system."
■ 'I Edward K. Wheeler of Wheeler
& Wheeler, counsel for RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn., indicated
le was "more optimistic than many
persons respecting the quality of
service that UHF
stations will
; render."
'Sound Recognition'
He said the FCC proposal "gives
sound recognition to the basic en■ ^ineering principles underlying a
sound allocation plan. Its proposals
■ Dn oscillator radiation, intermodu. lation, image interference and I.F.
I neat accord with the testimony of
RTMA witnesses."
Philip M. Baker of Baker &
Thompson reflected that because of
"tremendous costs" involved in TV,
; | and unknown costs in UHF, he felt
: FCC might consider allowing several small licensees in an area to
pool their resources to provide a
TV service.
Norman E. Jorgensen of Krieger
& Jorgensen stated "the $64 ques' tion is UHF."
"Is there anyone who will say
: UHF stands today where VHF
: stood in 1946?" he asked. "Or, to
. put it another way, setting aside
the defense program and its restrictions, can UHF achieve the
r Success of VHF by 1956-57, if licensing were to begin during
E 1951?
D. F. Prince of Prince, Clineburg & Nunn considered the new
„ plan in some respects "quite puzzeling" and "not adequate to the
' situation." Generally, he indicated
he does not approve of reservation
■ of channels.
• Carl L. Shipley considered the
'tail-wagging-dog
allotment" of
r 110% of the channels to educational
interests "is an unwise and unfair
capitulation to the clamor set off"
£ oy Comr. Frieda B. Hennock. He

BROADCASTING

STAFFERS at KDKA Pittsburgh receive service pins after Johnny Boyer, sportscaster; Ward London, technical decompletion of at least 10 years of service. Walter Benoit partment; Don Caldwell, accounting department, and
(I), vice president, Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., and John Scigliano, technical department. All except Mr.
Joseph E. Baudino (r), KDKA general manager, make the London, who received his 30-year pin, have completed
presentations to (I to r) Ed King, program department; 10 years' service with Westinghouse.
feared TV reallocation might too & Ray felt the plan a good job for be left for further experimentation
easily grind into a protracted state the country as a whole. His part- in the 13 or 18 "flexibility" channels
of permanent indecision like the
ner, Homer A. Ray Jr., saw no at the top end of the UHF allocaclear channel problem.
tion, said "FCC's . . . proposal comreasons why UHF will not "just
prises a vast amount of data for
blossom
out"
since
receiver
probAmong
the
consulting
engineers'
accurate calculation and the whole
comments were these:
lems shouldn't be difficult and UHF
John Creutz felt the allocation
converters are cheap and will structure of the proposal is based
on the accuracy of these data,
"come on the market immediately."
proposals have finally been "shaken
arbitrarily but suitably weighted
down to form they'll stick" even
E. C. Page indicated there's not to make the UHF band appear
though there are not enough fre- sufficient
time by April 23, commore palatable than it really is
quencies provided in the VHF. The
ment deadline set by FCC, "to compared with the VHF band.
engineering standards are more
fully analyze and evaluate the efdoes not appear," he said,
"realistic," he said.
fects of a plan which took So long "is"What
that almost all this data is
Everett L. Dillard, general manto conceive." He continued:
guess work. The fact is
ager of Commercial Radio EquipI believe any allocation plan tied into largely
the amount of experimental data
ment Co., said:
"rule making
procedure"
to
be
unnecessarily inflexible and detrimental to available as a basis for the UHF
Without commenting upon VHF-UHF
assignments to any given community, public interest. We have sufficient speccalculation is negligible. The retrum
national
it
the Commission's
TV
visionspace
system,forthea blame
for VHF
which telelies
planis clear
establishes
the fact that latest
to attain
port of 'Ad Hoc' committee apdirectly
with
the
Commission,
in
that
a nationwide competitive TV service for
pears to be the basis of substantichannels
for TV wereRadio
oball classes of communities, extensive inadequate
tained
in
the
Interdepartmental
ally all curves and figures of the
use of the UHF assignments will be
Advisory
Committee
division
of
fremade. UHF TV is going to be with us.
which committee FCC is proposed rules, but this report
85% of all available channels are UHF, supposed toquencies, inrepresent
industry.
(Continued on page 5U )
only 15% of the total are VHF. IndusTherefore directional antennas must
try should adjust itself to this end.
addiIt's obvious no UHF construction can be usedtionaltoVHF provide
channelsallinpossible
areas where
be completed until the Commission set- allocations
are now inequitable.
tles whether the band of 470-500 mc is
Two more VHF TV channels can be
to be used for commercial TV or public taken
from the present 88-108 mc FM
carrier. Exact frequencies, not mere
band
still services
leave sufficient
chanchannel numbers, must be known.
nelsandfor five
in most FMmarkets.
I believe the TV plan will be finally
Educators
have
never
fully
utilized
adopted with minor modification. . . . noncommercial radio in the past, except
There's no question but the demand for in a few outstanding instances. The
VHF channels greatly exceeds the sup- present large reservation ... is unrealistic and will retard the growth
ply.William L. Foss of William L. of TV service to millions of viewers.
Educators
can compete for commercial
Foss Inc., whose plan for re- facilities under
proposed rules and, if
successful, can operate with the benefit
assigning eight Michigan and Ohio
of
additional
commercial
income which
stations on a voluntary basis formcan betional
usedprogramming.
to improve their educaed the nucleus of FCC's broader
A UHF assignment is not equivalent
proposal to switch 31 existing VHF
assignment.
. . . Any which
allostations to different channels to to a VHF
cation scheme,
however deficient,
can
be
put
into
effect
at
present,
solve interference conflicts, was
better than none at this late date. is
"very happy" with the whole proPublic Protection
posal. "It looks like a sensible
answer," he said, adding new
Lynne C. Smeby stated FCC
spacings and standards "are far worries too much about protecting
more realistic than the old ones." the public from set obsolescence
George E. Gautney of Gautney
when the public really protects itself in practice, judging whether
or not before buying the cost vs.
corries the weight
expected service. He noted in the
case of FM, the new aural service
didn't seem that much better than
in the Oregon Market
AM for the general public to pay
the extra amount.
DAY. or NIGHT
He felt the whole FM band
shouldn't be taken just for the
"few who like good music."
CBS colorwhy"good,"
Mr.Considering
Smeby questioned
FCC
TAL BMB
TOJT
DA
,MrvELI
didn't
make
the
UHF channels
350.
ey
0*0
Su
FAMI 49 ES
wider than 6 mc to make the best
BMB
FromB 19. 295,470
Station
use of CBS color now and to allow
Station C • • ,92 630
LANG-W0R1H
future possible development or
NIGHTTIME 7Q
"three-dimensional" color.
FKATl'RE PROGRAMS, Inc.
PORTLAND, OREGON *GW
Station •„■
J07
•. 350,820
DB •''
Station
Raymond M. Wilmotte, whose
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
on the efficient 620 frequency
proposals for "polycasting" (low
power satellite plan) would not
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
,\\-tuvrt Calibre Programs at £ocal Station Cost
'
I*
Station
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
be adopted by FCC now but would
Station D
• Telecasting
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WPEN
LABOR
NLRB Reverses Examiner
A MAJORITY of the National
Labor Relations Board last Thursday reversed a trial examiner's
preliminary findings that the William Penn Broadcasting Co.
(WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia)
had "illegally interfered" with employes' right to bargain freely by
renewing a contract with the
American Communications Assn.
At the same time the board, by
a 4-1 vote, ruled that filing of a
representation petition by a rival
union — in this case, the IBEW
(AFL) — does not automatically require the employer to cease dealing
with the incumbent union.
The decision made plain, however, that an employer who elects
to bargain with the incumbent in
the face of a rival petition may
still be subject to unfair labor
charges if there is a question
later of representation.
The electrical workers' union
had sought to carve out a unit of
13 broadcast technicians and engineers, who had been included in
an overall unit represented by
ACA for 12 years. IBEW filed
charges against William Penn
when it renewed the contract with
ACA granting increases. The
board dismissed the complaint
for lack of proof that the unit
sought by IBEW was actually appropriate for collective bargaining.
Dissent was filed by Board MemOn All Accounts
(Continued from page 8)
year in the incubators of television.
The experimentation was carried
on principally at the GE station in
Schenectady. Many members of
that pre-war team became the "experts" and "veterans" who are today still setting a measurable part
of the TV pattern in New York.
After four years — or a period
roughly long enough for an alert
functionary like Mr. Montgomery
to memorize the tripping names
behind the company's initials — he
left BBDO to accept an offer at
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New
York. There he serviced Squibb's
Academy Award Theatre and the
David Rose Show for Nash-Kelvinator.
His next move, after a year, was
to his present agency, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, as supervisor on the
Borden commercials. His manifest
imaginativeness in that spot soon
recommended him for the job as
producer on the Ford Theatre; and
shortly his talents were being requisitioned for use on many of the
other properties within the agency.
In February his substantial though
somewhat unofficial influence was
formally recognized with his appointment as vice president in
charge of radio and television.
The Montgomerys — she is the
former Margaret Matthews, an exLt. Senior Grade in the Waves —
live in Hartsdale, N. Y. They have
one son, Garth Noonan (Mike)
Montgomery Jr., 9 weeks old.

ber John M. Houston, who claimed
the employer should be required
to remain "neutral" pending
board study of the issue, and that
William Penn violated the labor
law by interfering with employes'
right to select their own representative.
The majority opinion said the
ruling would help to assure employes "the benefit of an uninterrupted bargaining relationship
whenever a clearly unsupportable
or specious rival union claim is
made
uponMembers
an employer."
Board
James J. Reynolds Jr. and Abe Murdock, in a
separate concurring opinion, joined Chairman Paul M. Herzog and
Member Paul L. Styles in dismissing the complaint but added they
would prefer to remand the case to
take further evidence on IBEW's
petition.
WCPO ELECTION
Ordered for Technical Unit
ELECTION to determine whether
certain technical employes at
WCPO-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati shall
be represented as a combined unit
by the International Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians of IBEW Local 1224 was
ordered last Tuesday by the National Labor Relations Board.
In directing the election, the
board ruled out IBEW's claim that
it has an existing agreement with
the employes; that the contract
serves as a bar to present IABETWCPO negotiations; and that separate units for AM-FM-TV operations are appropriate. A contract
between IBEW and WCPO was not
"automatically renewed" on Aug.
21, 1950, and an oral agreement,
claimed by IBEW, cannot be used
to rule out elections, the board
added.
NLRB found that all technicians
and engineers employed at WCPOAM-FM-TV, excluding three supervisors and executive or administrative personnel, should be considered asingle unit. The election
will be held within 30 days.

Comments on
Allocations
(Continued from page 53)
specifically stated it covered only
the VHF band and even that coverage involved expanding a hovel
of experiments into a palace of
deductions." Mr. Wilmotte continued:
To this criticism may be answered
that there was no other data available.
That is true but has the Commission
attempted to obtain data? The amount
of experimental work carried out since
1945
says istheshamefully
FCC. That small.
is also"Notrue,money,"
but if
the Commissioners were as interested
in engineering progress as they are in
legal amenities, someone would have
found a way of obtaining additional
and reliable engineering data.
The broadcast industry is large,
healthy, and much of it wealthy. It
has on duced
previous
occasions really
valuable information,
but prohow
can it bementalexpected
to
carry
out
experiwork without some leadership
from theneeringbody
fate? that decides its engiFCC acts
thoughwithit which
regardsit engine ring as a asdisease
must
unfortunately
live.
A
healthier
attitude would be to embrace engineering
and see to it the way is made clear
for it to develop in directions which
will benefit the public and not to partially cripple it with uncontrolled doses
of legal medicine. It is not likely,
therefore, the rules will reflect the
breadth of vision and possibilities which
are
the hallmark of modern American
engineering.
For example, it seems incredible but
it is true, that the proposed rules do
not indicate even an attempt at developing a wayservice
of providing
economic
television
to large anrural
areas.
With its psychological block against
engineering the Commission can only
judge things as they are today. What
engineering can make tomorrow is none
of its concern,
the Commission has effectively decided.
Hence, the decision on color TV,
which might have been sensible some
five
ago, when
is likely
to prove
date years
at a time
so many
new out
ideasof
(not
only
RCA's
system)
are
showing
themselves.
In the proposed rules on UHF the
Commission is playing fast and loose
with a vital national, and rapidly decreasing, raw material — the radio frequency spectrum. the growing shortage
It is noteworthy
of this natural resource is the main
theme
of the report
by the
President's
Communications
Policy
Board.
. . . Surely with a wide and still
unused band (UHF) in an era when
in a relatively short time there can be
expected to come forth much improved
definition, color, freedom from noise,
as well as narrow band TV, it cannot
be in the public interest to standardize
on a system which is already showing
signs ofall being
archaic and
to time,
close
almost
of it, probably
for all
to these coming achievements.
The Commission in so doing is effectively slamming the door in the face
of these developments.
In August 1949, hearings were open
on these rules; the FCC presented at
that time
proposal.
Now, of
overpages
2*4
years
later,a after
thousands
of testimony obtained at terrific cost
to all, practically the same rules are
presented. Is not the inference that
the industry has made no appreciable
technological progress? If that is so,
then
it is unique among American industries.
There can only be two conclusions;
either the FCC has been blind to the
technical potentialities presented to it,
or its policies are such that they discourage and suppress
the free evolution of allocation
engineering.

IBEW ELECTIONS
Certifications at 3 Outlets
CERTIFICATIONS for local
unions of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers at
three stations — WTOP- AM-FMTV Washington; WWBZ Vineland,
N. J., and WMGW Meadwille, Pa.
— have been handed down by the
National Labor Relations Board.
Elections at WTOP-TV were won
by IBEW over the rival NABET,
which had served as union representative for WOIC (TV), now
merged with WTOP since February
1950. IBEW Local 1215 already
held an agreement with WTOPWhy buy 2 or more...
AM-FM technical employes. NLRB
do 1 big sales job
certified the results, 35-13, last
Monday. At WWBZ, IBEW Local
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
1241 was chosen to bargain for all
technical employes. WMGW techniEfcDo WBAL
cians and engineers selected IBEW
Local 504.
BROADCASTING
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Celler Measure Proposes 25%
BILL
The Celler Bill, referred to the
ties furnished for educational use.
FIRST attempt to legislate a fixed percentage of commercial TV staHouse Interstate & Foreign Com"To argue that such a plan (Celtion
time
for
educators'
programs
was
marked
on
Capitol
Hill
last
merce Committee, would make
Thursday.
ler Bill) would be too costly and
uneconomic is absurd. Surely, the
"each commercial television station
It came in the form of a bill (HR 3543), introduced in the House
license renewed or issued by the cost or freight could be added to
by Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.
n his words, the measure would
Commission" after the date the the cost of the remaining hours,"
channels for non-commercial educational organizations, Rep. Celler measure is enacted, "subject to the the Congressman asserted.
provide "that at least 257c of the
condition that at least 25 per
television operating schedule of said that he believed that the proWhile this was the first specific
centum of the time covered by the request for educational TV legislaeach commercial television station
posal to set aside a fixed percentbe devoted to non-commercial eduregular program operating schedtion, both Sen. John W. Bricker
age of stations for educational proule of the station shall be devoted
cational programs."
(R-Ohio) and Rep. James I. Dolgramming would be "unworkable
to noncommericial educational proliver (R-Iowa) have introduced
Congressman Celler said: "This
and untenable."
resolutions in their respective
idea is partly in line with the
Rather, he asserted, each TV stagrams." •
Houses asking for FCC study and
recommendations of the distinIn complying with this condition "should yield one quarter of
its time for sustaining cultural,
tion, the licensee would not be per- a reporting to Congress on the alguished Federal Communications
location of TV channels for use by
spiritual, industrial advancement
Commissioner, Miss Frieda B. Henmitted to "demand or receive any
money, services, or other valuable
— in short for educational pureducational institutions [Broadnock."
casting • Telecasting, Feb. 12].
consideration" for time and faciliThe bill states that the FCC
could prescribe regulations "as
may be necessary" to carry out
poses."
er in January
provisions of the amendment to
Sec. 307 of the Communications
Act "to insure that . . . non-comT°p Network spend
TV
nercial educational programs will
ADS
LE
G
P&
tures
totalling
$906,682. Colgatewere the $832,987 invested by the
PROCTER & GAMBLE, radio's
oe carried at such times during
automobile manufacturers and the
top network advertiser, took first- Palmolive-Peet ranked first among
Di-oadcast days as will reasonably
the latter group by investing $152,- $631,615
of the Household Equipplace
honors
for
January
in
TV
ment group.
serve the public interest."
451. Fourth and fifth, respectively,
network gross billings, according
Specifies Hours
to figures released by Publishers
But, in a statement accompanyInformation Bureau to Broadcasting the bill, Rep. Celler goes furLEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR JANUARY 1951
ing • Telecasting. The soap comther. He opined that "hours should
pany, with purchases of $348,835
Apparel, Footwear & Acces
International Shoe Corp
$ 63,253
oe set aside in the evenings durAutomotive Supplies & Equip. ..Ford Motor Co
243,385
during January, nosed out R. J. Automotive,
ing the week, and in the afternoons
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Pabst Sales Corp
115,055
Confectionary & Soft Drinks
Mars Inc
58,675
3n Saturdays, Sundays and holi- Reynolds Tobacco Co., whose exConsumer
Services
Household
Finance
17,100
penditures totalled $330,745.
days, so that these programs would
Drugs & Remedies
Miles labs
36,240
Food
&
Food
Products
General
Foods
248,160
Anchor-Hocking spent $259,710
■iot be buried in graveyard hours."
Gasoline, Oil & Other Fuels
Texas Co
127,500
in gross billings to rank third,
In referring to FCC hearings
Household Equip
General Electric
121,220
while General Foods Corp. placed
Household Furnishings
Mohawk Carpet Co
128,660
neld on the reservation of TV
Industrial Materials
Anchor-Hocking
259,710
fourth with $248,160 total billings.
Insurance
Prudential Life Insurance Co
28,350
Fifth position was taken by Ford
Jewelrv,Equipment,
Optical Goods
& Cameras
Speidel Co
63,000
Office
Stationery
&
Motor Co., which invested $243,385
Writing Supplies
Minnesota Mining & Mfg Co
15,260
Publishing
& Media
during the month.
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
The food group led all product
Musical Instruments & Acces
RCA
126,360
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
Kroger Co
categories, with a total of $1,699,17]340
Smoking Materials
R. J. Reynolds
330745
005 in network gross billings.
Scaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Procter & Gamble
316,285
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Within this group, General Foods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
152,451
Quaker Oats
44,100
ranked first with purchases of MisceManeous
$248,160.
The tobacco manufacturers, led
TV NETWORK GROSS BILLINGS FOR JANUARY 1951 BY PRODUCT GROUPS
by R. J. Reynolds, spent $1,151,627
PRODUCT GROUP
JANUARY 1951
to place second among the product
Apparel, Footwear & Access
$ 194 943
groups while third position was
Automotive, Automotive Supplies & Equip
832 987
Beer, Wine & Liquor
taken by the Toiletries & Toilet
370,848
Confectionary
&
Soft
Drin
ks
171,609
Goods manufacturers with expendiConsumer Services
27 690
Drugs & Remedies
81,900
Food & Food Products
1,699,005
Gasoline, Oil & Other Fuels
203,460
ELEBRATING the 100th performTOP TEN TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Household Equip
631,615
ance on Easter of Philco Television
Household Furnishings
348,785
IN JANUARY 1951
Industrial
Materials
310
110
Playhouse on NBC-TV, the network
Insurance
41 910
1. Procter & Gamble
$348,835
resented Philco with a cake bearing
Goods & Cameras
158,050
2. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Corp.
330,745 Jewelry,
PublishingOptical
& Me
dia
100 candles. James H. Carmine (I),
3. Anchor-Hocking Glass Co.
259,710 Office Equipment, Stationery & Writing Supplies
15,260
xecutive vice president of Philco
4. General Foods Corp.
248,160 Radios,
TV Sets,
Phonographs, Musical
441,150
Instruments
&
Acc
ess
Dorp., is shown accepting the cake
5. Ford Motor Co.
243,385 Retail Stores & Direct Mail
17,340
rom two NBC pages who went from
6. Liggett & Myers
242,055 Smoking Materials
]
*4ew York to Philco executive offices
7.9. P. Lorillard
Soaps,
Cleaners
&
Polishes
215,311
,151,627
422,615
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
906,682
199,400 Misce
n Philadelphia to make the presentaNational Dairy Assn.
101,910
llaneous
Philco Corp.
175,005
ion. The program is telecast over
8.
10. Quaker Oats
173,265
he entire NBC-TV network Sundays.
TOTAL
,
$8,129,856
April 9, 1951
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tempting to blackjack the motion
picture industry into committing

Movie Groups Hit Bqck
'BLACKJACK'
FCC
Picture Exhibitors, representing in- ranging from 25% to 40% of gross
FCC "wields a blackjack," chorused
movie picture interests last week.
dependent exhibitors, claimed that receipts.
If the same ratio of payment was
Cry was the aftermath of the Comthe report "did not even hint that
the Commission wished to be en- asked of TV people, bristled the exmission's March 28 announcement
of policy in licensing station cases
lightened as to its authority to adhibitor group, "they (television)
vise applicants ... as to the use will run snivelling to the Commisin connection with violation by an
sion and claim that the movie comapplicant of laws other than the they should make of properties
which are not subject to the Companies are flouting the CommisCommunications Act [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2]
mission's regulatory powers."
sion's
policy."
The group conjectured further
Additionally, ASAMPE mainOne question that the FCC protained
jeopardizing movies for the
poses to consider under this policy that the FCC "to make good" on
sake of television was threatening
is reported withholding from tele- its primary principles in making
case-to-case determination of ap- $300 million in admission federal
vision by movie firms of important
films, and restriction of television
plications, "must exercise strict taxes; that the FCC report "hurled
control over the motion picture a rock at the film companies; but
performances by talent under contract to them.
companies, even to the extent of fix- it struck the exhibitors."
Aside from the clamor of Allied
ITOA Charge
ing prices forexpressed
their products."
ASAMPE
belief that
States Assn. of Motion Picture ExThe Independent Theatres Ownhibitors and other movie groups,
TV would not pay film rentals approximating those derived from
ers Assn., representing most of inSen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.)
dependent houses in New York
directed a letter to the Commission
theatres and cited that patron admissions usually are 50<^ or more
metropolitan area, likewise deexpressing his belief that the FCC
to movies with film rental charges
scribed the FCC action as "at"stepped out of bounds" in its action.
Sen. Wiley, former chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Committee
which was responsible for the adoption of the Administrative Procedure Act, asserted that "one of the
cardinal features of that Act was
that no individual or company
could become subject to adverse
ruling by a Federal Government
Commission until the individual or
company had had a fair opportunity for a thorough hearing in
which it could present its side of
the case."
FCC Out of Bounds
He said that the Commission had
overstepped itself, as a quasi-judicial body, when it "in effect indicted" the motion picture industry
without giving that industry opportunity to participate in public hearings on the question.
"An indictment without hearings
amounts to . . . intimidation," he
declared and asked how the Commission can justify, "if at all, its
very unusual and to my way of
thinking, extra-legal approach to
thisAllied
question."
States Assn. of Motion

Would Give FCC Power
To Censor TV Shows

LANE
BILL
FCC would have the power to censor television programs under a bill
(HR 3482) introduced in the House last Tuesday by Rep. Thomas J.
Lane (D-Mass.).
Thus, Congressman Lane has put into legislative form what he has
already expounded on the floor of
serted the television industry has
the House [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5].
"thrown all standards to the winds"
In his House speech of late Feb- and is "running wild."
ruary, Rep. Lane had suggested to
Rep. Lane's bill would amend
Sec. 326 of the Communications
Congress that it set up a censorAct
(see text in editorial below).
ship board within the FCC to pass
The
measure was referred to the
on "every telecast in advance . . .
to cut out all words and actions
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
that arouse the passions, or that
hold up any individual, race, creed,
The Congressman had chastised
group, or belief to mockery and television programming coincident
with criticism voiced in his home
derision."
state by churchmen. In his House
At that time, Rep. Lane warned,
speech, Rep. Lane cited statements
during an interview with Broadcasting • Telecasting, that he of Archbishop Richard J. Cushing
would introduce a bill to establish
of Boston and Bishop John J.
a censorship board if there was no Wright of Worcester, Mass. Bishop
initiative in either the Congress or Wright had attacked a wedding
in the FCC.
ceremony telecast as without taste;
The New Englander said his bill the Archbishop had warned that
industry seemed deswould clean up "lewd and repul- the television
tined for censorship.
sive" television programs. He as-

of Censorship
which shall interfere with the right of free
THERE is a one-sentence section of the Comspeech by means of radio communication; but
munications Act that more than once has
the Commission shall have authority to probeen the only obstacle preventing authorimulgateinclusion
regulationsin fortelevision
the purpose
of preventing
broadcasting
tarian-minded members of the FCC from
programs of any language, sound, sign, image,
usurping control over radio and television
picture, or other matter or thing which is
obscene,
lewd, decency.
lascivious, or otherwise offenprogramming.
sive to public
Section 326 expressly forbids the CommisWithout more than mentioning the obvious
sion from censoring broadcasts and from interfact that the second half of the amendment
fering with the broadcasters' rights of free
speech.
directly contradicts the first and the inconA Massachusetts Congressman who several
sistency of proposing that television would
weeks ago delivered a tirade in the House on
be regulated but not radio, we wish to point
what he described as the low morals of teleout that the Lane amendment is unworthy
of serious considerations for two reasons.
vision (a few days after Archbishop Cushing
of Boston made a similar attack) now seeks
The first is that laws prohibiting the broadcasting of filth already exist, reposing where
to remove this single barrier to FCC censorship.
they belong in the U. S. Criminal Code which
The amended Section 326 proposed by Rep.
makes the broadcasting of obscenities a crime
Lane is worth quoting in full:
punishable by as severe penalties as $10,000
fine and two years imprisonment.
Sec. 326. No regulation or condition shall
Second, and far more important, is that
be promulgated or fixed by the Commission
The
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"If the success of television dehari-kari."
pends upon the acquisition of better films, they can have them if
they pay the price," ITOA said.
Unofficial reports from Hollywood film companies were to the
effect that the FCC had overreached itself ; and that they should
not be forced to let a major competitor give away free what the
companies had to sell.
The April 3 New York Times
comments editorially that the FCC
"ignores completely" the economic
realities which today separate
Hollywood and television. The
"least expensive" film requires a
gross of $1 million, while the "most
expensive" show on TV, including
talent and time, runs to $85,000,
the editorial offers as comparison.
NCAA
TV BAN
Definite Plan Being Set
TV COMMITTEE of the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. is to meet
this week to forge a definite plan
concerning the telecasting of member football games during the upcoming season. This plan is then
to be submitted to the Dept. of
Justice
casting. which currently is investigating NCAA's ban on live teleThe meeting reportedly will be
either in New York or Chicago
about Wednesday. At that time the
TV steering committee is slated to
crystallize into one formula several
possibilities
which it now has under consideration.
On April 2, members of the committee, led by Chairman Tom Hamilton, director of athletics at the
U. of Pittsburgh, advanced their
views in a meeting with Asst. Atty.
Gen. H. Graham Morison, head of
Justice's anti-trust division [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2].
The department reported that it
was "mutually agreed" that NCAA
would provide additional information. Meanwhile, a meeting of the
TV committee, scheduled for April
6-7, was postponed until this week.
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editorial

Rep. Lane's amendment would firmly establish
the FCC as a board of censors.
Such support as Rep. Lane can muster for
his proposal will doubtlessly invoke the argument that the measure empowers the Commission only to review programs on the question of whether or not they are lewd and
hence does not constitute censorship in the
sense of a broader inspection of programs.
The argument is wrong. Censorship either
exists or it doesn't. You get the works or
nothing at all.
In rewriting a one-sentence section of the
Communications Act, Rep. Lane would make
a profound change in the whole concept of
free speech that has evolved from the First
Amendment of the U. S. Constitution.
The measure, if passed, would revoke the
rights that are among the most necessary
ingredients of democracy.
Telecasting
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ONE

OF A SERIES

FEATURING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

TELEVISION

SERVICE

Four years, University of Michigan,
Michigan State College (A.B.)
Three years, U. S. A. A. F.
One year, United Stove Company
One year, Foley Buick Sales Co.
Free & Peters (Chicago Office)
since June, 1950

Like

father,

like son!-

V
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES

William

B.

Yessir. Bill's got advertising in his blood
— his father is William B. Wiemers, Sr.,
a 25-year man with Farm Journal. Bill's
background also includes Bombers,
Buicks, and a B.A. The only "second
generation media salesman" in our shop,
Bill has proved himself in his own
right, and is now one of F&P's real
contributions to the TV industry.
Bill Wiemers is another example of our
basic F&P philosophy that good men
are the most important thing we have to

Free

&

Wiemers,

Jr.!

FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

offer you. Not just good salesmen or

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)

analysts or research men, but good "allaround" men who work night and day
at the job of figuring how TV can
work most effectively for you. That's
why we're genuinely interested in any
problem you give us, and then see it
through, down to the last detail. . . .

ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)

And that's the reason we know you
agencies and advertisers value our services, here in this pioneer group of radio
and television station representatives.

Peters,

DAVENPORT
WOC-TV*
(CentralWHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co.—

SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)
'Primary NBC Affiliates

inc

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since 1932
nEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

followed separation of the radio
and TV staff. At that time, he
said, a large staff was no longer
required to serve the radio station,
whereas directors-announcers were
needed for the TV station, positions
which the three discharged men
were not equipped to fill.
KFI-TV will continue to operate approximately six hours daily
Monday through Friday with a
revised schedule of filmed and live
programs. TVA successfully concluded contracts with the six other
local TV stations covering performers on live TV programs two
weeks agocasting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleApril 2].

* "™»
KFI-TV
AT
STRIKES
TVA
Wednesday afternoon, Mr. Anthony
TELEVISION Authority pickets
with refusal to recognize it; to bargain with it in good faith; and
last week outlined studios of KFIstated that he has "good reason to
believe" that TVA did not represent
TV Los Angeles as that station suf"discriminatory discharge" of three
union members a few weeks ago
the majority at the station and
fered the unhappy honor of being
the first TV station to be struck
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
hence KFI-TV declined to particiMarch 19]. Approximately 12
pate in negotiations with them.
by the one-year old union. Strike
artists are affected by the strike.
Until the union can prove that it
was called Wednesday following
Members of five groups making up does represent the majority and
inability of the union and station
shows proof of its authority to
to reach an agreement.
TVA (AFRA, AGVA, AGMA, ActAfter formal TVA demand to the
negotiate, the station, he said,
ors Equity, Chorus Equity) have
station that it be given equal air been instructed by the union not to would refuse to recognize it. Mr.
time with the station to present its work on TV for the station and to Anthony further stated that release of three AM announcers
aid the strike in any way possible.
side of the dispute to the public,
In a statement
issued late charged by TVA as discriminatory,
according to FCC regulations,
George Whitney, KFI general
manager, notified the union that,
although the station was under
no obligation to do so, it would give
FCC Asks Engineering Data
TVA 15 minutes of Class A time
WARN
EDUCATORS
any day the union chose.
Anthony Statements
EDUCATORS were cautioned by of the VHF-UHF channels for eduof
Denslow that
said ideally
"while
cational use.
no Le
oneRoywill& dispute
The station has gone on the air FCC Thursday they too will have
television
should
be
utilized
to the
Deadline
for
initial
comments
several times since beginning of to submit engineering statements
fullest extent for such purposes, I
favoring or opposing aspects of the
to support contentions a reserved
the strike with statements by Ownhave serious doubts that any
channel should be retained in any
allocation proposal is set April 23
er Earle C. Anthony.
AFM Local 47 has ordered its given city rather than moved else- while replies thereto must be filed
scheme of preemption is practical."
where as a commercial facility.
members not to cross the picket
Management Consultant Howard
by May 8. - Hearing on city-by-city
line. The decision was reached
Similarly, the Commission emallocation proposals is set to comS. Frazier felt FCC's reservation
phasized, all applicants proposing
mence May 23, but FCC has apwhen AFM's legal staff found such
plan "is probably good public relato retain or move any channel in
tions. However, unless educators
peared disposed to postpone these
a move in keeping with the Tafttoday
are vastly different from
any specific city must submit engi- dates in view of industry's workHartley Law. Los Angeles Chapthose two decades ago, they can be
load in responding to the plan.
neering support of their requests.
ter of NABET, which has a conFCC told JCET in parti
tract with the station, at press
It also was pointed out an arguexpected to do little more with teletime had not asked its members not
ment favoring or opposing just the
Paragraph
12
of
said
"Third
Notice"
vision thanaspects
they did
withproposal,
radio."
does
not
require
that
a
comment
filed
to cross the line, but said it will
"reservation" of a channel for nonOn other
of the
commercial educational use need
in support of the Commission's pro- Mr. Frazier felt FCC erred in not
protect any member who refuses
posal to reserve
a channel
nonto do so. AFM does not have a not be supported by engineering
commercial educational
use beforaccomgiving full consideration to the use
panied by a supporting engineering
statement.
contract with KFI-TV.
of directional antennas, by means
statement. Further, such an engineering
statement
is
not
required
to
support
The union charges the station
Assumes Risk
of which more VHF stations could
a
request
that
a
given
channel
not
However, it was explained, any
now reserved
edu-a be allocated instead of substituting
cational use beforso noncommercial
reserved, or that
person "who files a comment solely
given
channel
now
reserved
be
not UHF. He also saw parallels to
reserved.
with respect to a proposal to reHowever, it should be pointed out FM history for the UHF, indicatserve or not to reserve a specific
COUNCILCASTS
that a comment filed with respect to
ing applicants should go slow and
channel for noncommercial educaconsider all factors involved besupport for or opposition to a reservaNYC Ban Is Hit
tional use assumes the risk that
tion of a particular channel, unless acfore undertaking UHF.
companied by an engineering statement,
from an engineering viewpoint that
does not carry with it support for or
REFUSAL
of
New
York's
City
Council to allow TV cameras and
opposition to the assignment of the
channel may be deleted from the munity.
microphones into a public sales tax
community where it is proposed to specific channel to the specific comIn short, a comment which seeks to ABC CHANGES
hearing scheduled Friday last week
support
Commission's
be FCC's
assigned."
stirred a wave of indignant comassign a the
specific
channel toproposal
a specificto
interpretation of procecommunity and which also seeks to Laws Heads Western TV Sales
plaints, and prompted WOR-AMdural policy contained in its "third
siiprjort the Commission's
reservation
ROBERT F. LAWS, general TV
TV New York to an "all-out saturafor noncommercial
edureport" on further revised TV al- of that channel
cational
purposes
must
be
accompanied
location
proposals
(see
earlier
story
sales manager, ABC Western Dition
campaign"
against
the
deciby
an
engineering
statement.
sion.
page 52) was contained in a letter
vision, has been named sales manIn a talk before the Television
to Brig. Gen. Telford Taylor, coun"Every
available
opening"
on
ager
of
the network's Los Angeles
both stations would be devoted to
sel for the Joint Committee on
Assn. of Philadelphia last week,
television affiliate, KECA-TV, as
urging listeners to telephone the educational Television. J C E T, Dr. Roy K. Marshall, lecturer,
ABC continued further reorganization of its TV sales department
and TV educator, concouncil, Theodore C. Streibert, preswhich pressed education's cause for astronomer
tended commercial stations would
ident of the stations, announced
following its recent separation of
20% reservation of channels durradio and television operations.
be better able to do the educational
Wednesday. City Hall the following the Commission's hearing on
general
allocation
issues,
had
reing day reportedly was "deluged"
programwise
felt children's
Tom Sarnoff,
assistant joins
production'
quested explanation of the policy job
with phone calls and messages.
manager
of KECA-TV,
sales
educational
showsandshould
be sponsored.
that comments must be supported
Meanwhile, the council, which
staff as supervisor of sales operations and assistant to Mr. Laws.
stood 6 to 4 against admitting radio
by engineering data.
"Better programs could be proand TV to the hearing, rocked
FCC's plan would reserve 10%
Put
in charge of TV national
duced if they were financed," he
glumly in a growing swell of public
spot sales from Los Angeles is
said,
indicating
milk
dealers
assolighten the public, but to enlighten
ciations might be good sponsors.
opinion. Broadcasters were reinL. D. (Bill) Larimer, who will
forced by the Anti-Sales Tax Comthe committee (of the council)."
He also thought education could
represent
the ABC-TV network
mittee, whose chairman Bonwit
better spend its money by buying
In an editorial titled "The
and stations WJZ-TV New York;
time
on
commercial
stations,
thus
Teller, and president, Walter HovFrightened
New
WENR-TV Chicago; WXYZ-TV
York Times Councilmen,"
recalled thatThecouncil
ing, demanded that Mayor Impellitacquiring expert facilities and ex- Detroit; WMAL-TV Washington.
sessions
were
once
broadcast
over
teri over-rule the council's decision
Bill McDaniel, assistant to Mr.
perience.
WNYC, New York's municipal staComplete early April issue of the Laws as sales manager, KECAand charged the mayor's office with
tion, and provided "a rare mixture
"trying to hide the council hearHigher
TV, becomes fulltime account exEducationSecurity
discussesAgency's
the educational
of education and entertainment . . ." Federal
ing . . . under a bushel."
ecutive for that station and Los
The
editorial continued:
Majority members of the council
TV
issue
and
the
recent
hearings.
The finance committee fears that it
Another Washington attorney,
Angeles
representative
KGOgave varying reasons for its deciTV
San Francisco.
Marvinfor Briggs,
might again look foolish, and furtherand a management consultant, last
sion, running from "the public in
more, that the sales tax on television
might stir a new and incalculable lot week also took issue with the FCC's
general wouldn't understand the
Rudy Rudolph, and Bob Hill, aceducational reservation proposal.
count executives, will also sell for
of resentment. After Kefauver, the
figures" to the view that the purL. Alton Denslow of the law firm
councilmen are a frightened lot.
KECA-TV and represent KGO-TV.
pose of the hearing was "not to enPage 60
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'Operation
(Continued fromSummer'
page 15)
starting the end of April for 10
weeks in about 31 markets to promote its summer canvas and rubber
footwear.
Best Foods, New York, also is
planning a fair size spot and participation TV schedule starting
late in April in about 30 markets.
Contracts through Benton & Bowles, New York, will run through
until the fall.
Philip Morris (cigarettes) ,
through Biow Co., is using TV
spots in Chicago before the baseball games and a 10-minute program in New York before and
after the games on WPIX (TV)
and WABD (TV) for a special
summer campaign.
J. B. Williams Co. (Skol),
through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, is considering a test
television campaign, and Hires
Root Beer, through N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, also is considering
some TV spot activity.
Plan to Continue
Network advertisers already
planning to continue throughout
the summer without hiatus are:
U. S. Tobacco, sponsoring Martin
Kane, Private Eye on NBC-TV;
Pepsi-Cola, sponsoring Faye Emerson on ABC-TV; Philip Morris'
Horace Heidt show on CBS-TV;
Bymart Inc.'s Somerset Maugham
show on NBC-TV; American
Safety Razor's Robert Q. Lewis
show on CBS-TV and Firestone
Rubber Co., Voice of Firestone on
NBC-TV.
DuMont network listed more
than a dozen advertisers who will
continue through the summer, including Premier Foods' Johnny
Olseii's Rumpus Room; Sterling
Drug's OK Mother; Emerson
Drug's Rocky King, Detective; General Foods' Capt. Video; Drug
Store Television Productions' Cavalcade of Bands; Gerber's Baby
Foods' Most Important People; National Distillers' Famous Jury
Trials; Consolidated Cigar Corp.'s
Plainclothesman; Kaiser-Frazer's
Ellery Queen; Skippy Peanut Butter's You Asked For It; Doeskin
Products' Eloise Salutes the Stars;
Bond Clothing Stores' Hands of
Mystery, and Cavalcade of Stars,

came a summer idyl"; as "virtually
all piled up more TV homes during
the summer months than they had
during the April, May and June
This
year's 14-million audience
just
preceding."
not only will double last year's but
provide "almost three times greater
an audience than that of the largest
magazines," the brochure continues.
To explode myths which question
whether TV's sales impact is as
forceful in summer as in winter,
NBC-TV cites statistics to show
that:

CLAIMING a scoop on radio and news wires in San Diego, KFMB-TV San
Diego telecasts climax of negotiations April 2 ending a 23-day transit system
bus strike in the Southern California city. Setting final okay before TV
cameras are (seated I to r) R. F. McNally, vice president, San Diego transit
system and Merlin Gerkin, business agent of Bus Drivers Union Local 1309.
In background are other negotiators for the company and union and federal
conciliators.
sponsored by Druggists of America
in association with Drug Store
Television Productions.
On other networks sponsors who
will continue to advertise through
the summer but will use less expensive shows for replacements
are:
Schlitz beer will replace Pulitzer
Prize Playhouse with a film show
yet to be decided upon on ABC-TV;
General Foods-Sanka looking for a
hot weather replacement for The
Goldbergs on CBS-TV, through
Young & Rubicam; Kellogg Co.,
plans to replace the Victor Borge
show on NBC-TV during the summer through Kenyon & Eckhardt;
General Electric, through Y&R
is looking for a summer replacement for Fred Waring on CBS-TV,
and American Tobacco is preparing one through BBDO for This
is Show Business also on CBS-TV.
In addition, two NBC-TV daytime five-times-a-week strips will
have summer substitutes: The
Bert Parks show sponsored by General Foods through Y&R, and Kate
Smith, sponsored on various days,
by Procter & Gamble, Corn Products, Chesborough Mfg. Co., Hunt
Foods, Andrew Jergens Co., AmerBishop.ican Home Products and Hazel
Westinghouse
will replace its

Represented Dy
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York
Los Angeles
San Francisco Chicago
Clair R. McCollough, Pres. A STEINMAN STATION
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Studio One on CBS-TV effective
June 18 with Westinghouse Summer Theatre. Lipton's Tea, through
Y&R, is looking for a summer replacement, for Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts on CBS-TV. Philip
Morris, through Biow Co., also is
looking for a summer replacement
for Truth or Consequences on
CBS-TV.
Among the shows definitely taking summer hiatus are Bigelow
Sanford Carpet's Bigelow Theatre
on CBS-TV; Texaco's Milton Berle
on NBC-TV, and Kukla, Fran &
Ollie, sponsored on NBC-TV by
Life magazine, RCA Victor and
P&G. In addition, Your Show of
Shows, Saturday on NBC-TV sponsored by Bymart Inc., SOS, Benrus,
Crosley, and R. J. Reynolds, takes
off during hot weather. Ben Blue
will be offered as replacement for
the 9-10 p.m. segment and Doodles
Weaver
for the 10-10:30 p.m. period.
'40 Million Customers'
While advertisers were drawing
their chure
plans,
NBC-TV's
newTVbropromoted
summertime
as

(1) Viewers spent almost as many
hours per week at their sets last summer as in the previous quarter (April,
May, June) . . .
(2) Set usage between 7 and 11
p.m. last summer declined only 14%
from .the. . average in April, May, and
June
(3) Three out of four TV set owners chose television as their "most
frequent" summer evening activity . . .
(4) NBC-TV advertisers actually
reached more homes on the average
last summer than they had in the
previous months — even though their
ratings dropped off slightly during
the summer season.
This year's increase in TV assures a substantial increase in TV
effectiveness as an advertising medium this summer, the brochure
emphasizes.
NBC-TV's Straw Hat Plan No. 2,
the 1951 equivalent of last summer's Straw Hat Plan No. 1, prospective sponsors are told, will give
advertisers "a wide selection of fine
summer programs — audience participation . . . little shows . . .
movies, drama . . . revues."
Retail Sales
DROP IN RETAIL TV SALES
was considered responsible for layoff of some 10,000 radio-TV manufacturing plant workers in Chicago
a fortnight ago. Industry and labor leaders estimate this number
has been laid off temporarily, representing one out of every three or
four workers in the entire industry.
Another reason — temporary shortage of basic metal parts because
of defense requirements. Admiral
Corp. is understood to have laid off
1,100 of 3,200 persons at main
plant. Hallicrafters reportedly cut
its force from 2,200 to 1,800.

the key to "40 million customers."
"They will watch television during the coming summer months
just about as much as in other
seasons. They will buy just about
as much retail goods then as during the fall, winter and spring seasons," the brochure declares, carefully documenting its claims with
figures from the U. S. Dept. of
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
Commerce, the Dept. of Internal
Revenue, A. C. Nielsen Co., and
Elmo Roper,
as well as NBC's own
ESTABLISHED 1913
research
department.
By next August, NBC points out,
TV homes will number 14 million —
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
compared to 7 million last summer. From this 14 million figure
for TV homes NBC derived its estiTELEVISION COMMERCIALS
mate of "40 million customers" for
TV summer advertisers.
"Double 1950's total to see . . .
of
to hear ... to remember your com1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
mercials," NBC-TV tells its prospective sponsors.
Oak Park, Illinois
For advertisers staying on the
CHICAGO:
AUSTIN 7-BSZO
NBC-TV air last summer, the brochure reports "an idle summer beTelecasting
• BROADCASTING
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for film projection: The Eastman 16mm.
Television Projector, Model 250. The
first heavy-duty 16mm. projection instrument designed for TV film requirements, it is specifically engineered to
obtain the best possible flat-field image
plus theater-quality sound reproducT
tion from 16mm. sound film for broad-h*ga
cast on TV audio and video circuits.

***• C

Whisper-quiet mechanical operation
— plus sound reproduction free from
high-frequency distortion — it is simple
to operate. It will deliver continuousduty performance on a full air-time
schedule. Capable of instant start-stop
operation, it gives your programming
staff a tool for intercutting film and live
action instantaneously.

***** th

**** C;>ots;>

for film recording: The Eastman Television Recording Camera. Whether network or local, live or film, recording of
every broadcast program is your only
permanent program record. It can pay
for itself — and earn a profit, too — by
giving your air-time schedule more flexibility, your advertisers wider market

Motion Picture Film Department
Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N. Y.
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coverage, and your program department more sales potential.
This equipment is available for immediate delivery and installation. For
detailed information concerning prices,
specifications, and installation data,
write directly to Rochester or any
branch office.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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at the convention* Standard
SBLL

WITH

will preview new

talent, new

and

better cataloguing devices, and new
sales records for stations.
TRANSCRIPTION

SERVICES,

INC.

140 N. La Brea, Hollywood • 360 N. Michigan, Chicago • 665 Fifth Ave., New York
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UNITED
TELEVISION
PROGRAMS
The largest distributor of quality TV film programs

at the convention* United
will audition its outstanding film programs,
including "Royal

Playhouse," "Professor

Lightskull," and other offerings.

STANDARD
*

and UNITED

will both be iooking for you in Suite 504A-507A

Hotel in Chicago during the NAB

Convention.

Come

on up and see what's new. You'll agree
• • • it's a
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Commercial Preference*
Checked in Chicago
telestatus
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TELEVISION
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FT- WORTH
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DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES ...
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CHICAGOANS prefer animated
cartoon video commercials, but
singing or dancing skits with the
sales message in the song rank
as a close second. This was revealed last week in a survey conducted among 500 Chicago-area
TV families by John Meek Industries, television manufacturer.
Questionnaires were returned by
136 families, or 27.2% of the
original number queried.
The animated cartoon was preferred by 24.88%, with 23% citing
as their favorite the singing or
dancing skit with a sales message
in the song and without a product
demonstration. The commercial
written into the script brought
favorable response from 21.12%
of the viewers, while 11.26% preferred the name of the product
on a standing fixture of the set,
such as a curtain or desk, and telecast in camera range.
Product demonstration was approved by 9.39%; the announcer,
demonstrating the product and describing its features, 5.63%, and a
dramatic scene depicting what the
product is supposed to do for the
customer, 1.88%. The two types
of commercials ranking lowest —
preferred by only 1.41% of the
respondents — were the stationbreak spot and the pitch-man or
barker personality.

(Report 158)

New Rates SetBy WMAR
Baltimore
RATE CARD No. 7 has been announced by WMAR (TV) Baltimore, effective May 1 but protecting current advertisers to Nov. 1.
New Class A time is established
for 7:30-10:30 p.m. period with
one-time hour rate of $700. Former Class A rate of $550 becomes
Class B rate, for 5:30-7:30 p.m.
and 10:30-11:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, 1-7 :30 p.m. and
10:30-11:30 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. Class C hour rate becomes $350, Class D $280. The
Sun/papers station, on Channel 2
(54-60Agency.
mc), is represented by The
Katz
Legislation Seeks to Ban
Sets in Vehicles
COMMENTS touching on twin
proposals — one designed to prohibit
installation of television receivers
in trucks, busses and other vehicles,
and the other seeking specific authority for household movers to
haul TV sets in interstate commerce— were being analyzed by the
Interstate Commerce Commission
last week.
A decision on the first recommendation isexpected sometime in
May, officials said last week. A
re-study of the second suggestion,
which would reverse an ICC deci-

sion of 1949, also is underway.
Objection is based on the premise
that TV sets are "too delicate" to
be moved across state lines, although certain carriers already
have such authority.
Measures seeking to ban location
of TV receivers in motor vehicles
have been introduced and, in some
cases, passed by various state legislatures in some form this year.
Bills along this line have been
passed ernorand
approved; approved
by the Govof Nebraska
by
Senate and House in South Dakota;
and introduced in other states including California, Delaware, Iowa,
New J ersey, Ohio and Tennessee.
TV-equipped automobiles will
be illegal in New York State after
July 1. Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
last week signed into law a bill
barring automobiles equipped with
television receivers from the public
highways. The ban does not extend to mobile transmitting units
used by TV stations and networks,
Nielsen Ratings
Show Berle Tops
TEXACO STAR THEATRE, starring Milton Berle, maintained its
hold on first place in the National
Nielsen Ratings for the top 10 TV
programs in the two weeks ending
Feb. 24. Mr. Berle, with a tally of
62.6 in the percent of TV homes
(Continued on page 68)
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Weekly Television SummaryOulets On Air
City
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area City
Sets in Area
82,858
WMCT
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Albuquerque KOB-TV
7,400 Louisville
WTVJ
Ames
WOI-TV
50,590 Memphis
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
115,000 Miami
WTMJ-TV
60,000
224,721
83,018
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
284,985 Milwaukee
251,100
Binghamton WNBF-TV
36,230 Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV,WTCN-TV
149,700
Birmingham WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
36,000 Nashville
24,781
WSM-TV
WNHC-TV
Bloomington WTTV
I4.90G New Haven
Boston WBZ-TV, WN AC-TV
700,510 New Orleans WDSU-TV
WABD,
Buffalo WBEN-TV
190,911 New York
WOR-TV,WCBS-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
62,150
Charlotte WBTV
68,633
WATV
2,250,000
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, KGN-TV, WNBQ
888,034 Newark
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
275,000 Norfolk
W TAR-TV
65,377
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
453,575 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Dallas,
Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
176,541
834,000
73,930
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
79,495
KPHO-TV
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
109,264 Phoenix
37,400
Pittsburgh WDTV
260,000
Davenport WOC-TV
49,581
Providence WJAR-TV
105,355
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline190,000 Richmond
WTVR
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Detroit
68,754
WHAM-TV
445,679 Rochester
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Erie
WICU
Rock
Island
WHBF-TV
77,219
50,000
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
Ft.Dallas
Worth109,264 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
49,581
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
Grand
Rapids WLAV-TV
42,600
San Antonio KEYL- WOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
San
Diego
KFMB-TV
111,929
43,259
Greensboro
91,000
Schenectady
San
Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
WFMY-TV
168,215
Houston
63,949
69,493
K PRC-TV
147,000
Albany-Troy WRGB
Huntington75,800
Charleston
Seattle KING-TV
WSAZ-TV
41,300
268,000
Indianapolis
140,000
St. Louis KSD-TV
WFBM-TV
Jascksonville
WMBR-TV
125,000
Syracuse WSPD-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
107,961
Johnstown
28,000 Toledo
75,100
WJAC-TV
Tulsa
KOTV
Kalamazoo
120,269 Utica-Rome WKTV
71,235
40,700
253,760
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
107,919 Washington
WTOP-TV, WTTG
Kansas
City
WDAF-TV
Wilmington WMAL-TV,WNBW,
W DEL-TV
Lancaster WGAL-TV
59,901
84,606
Lansing WJIM-TV
46,000
Los Angeles
KECA-TV,
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated Sets in Use 11,720,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Where coverage areas overlap, set counts may be
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
television
area
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
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The King's whole array feared the sword of Goliath,
When up spoke young David, "The bum or I dieth!"

He passed up a sword for his favorite appliance.
"Stones, schmones," cried the men.
"Now with stones we fight giants?'

To

THE

Get

in Dayton*
Ahead
Saleswise

SHOW

MUST

GO

ON

WHIO-TV
*What a market to get ahead in! 720,000 head
of viewers, complete with normal wants and
extra buying power — concentrated on 180,000
TV receivers as of today! And those receivers,
you should remember, are nicely tuned to
Channel 13 — late morning, afternoon and
night.* That's us! Get data and information
today from National Representative George P.
Hollingbery Company.
But were their faces red? Like the old story said,
Goliath lost out because Dave used his head.

CHANNEL

13
* Pulse February report
shows that 8 out of 10
top televised shows were
aired via WHIO-TV.

MORAL: Knock over your Dayton sales
with the sales tool built ior
the Dayton market— WHIO-TV.
first and still champion!

)o-tv
DAYTON,
OHIO
elecasting
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 66)
reached in program station areas,
led by 8.5 % the runner-up, Fireside Theatre, which piled up a rating of 54.1%. Following are the
top 10 TV shows, listed both in
number and percentage of homes
reached:
NIELSEN-TV-RATING
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
RANK
PROGRAM
HOMES
(000)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
6,910
2 Fireside Theatre
4,933
3 Colgate Comedy Hour
4,898
4 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts
4,756
5 You Bet Your Life
4,565
6 Philco TV Playhouse
4,354
7 Martin Kane
4,347
8 Big Story
4,093
9 Your Show of Shows (Snowcrop)
3,997
10 Studio One
3,981
PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED IN
PROGRAM STATION AREA
RANK
PROGRAM
HOMES
(%)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
62.6
54.1
2 Fireside Theatre
3 Colgate Comedy Hour
45.9
45.2
4 Hopalong Cassidy
44.6
5 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts
6 Gillette Cavalcade
44.2
7 Your Show of Shows (Snowcrop) 43.3
8 You Bet Your Life
42.7
9 Philco TV Playhouse
42.4
10. Big Story
41.5
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Private Rights Issue
Awaits Settlement

sions to school board gatherings.
A resolution called upon Congress
to "build,
and operate
nationwide radioown
broadcast
and television

CRIMECASTS
SOFTER ECHOES followed in the wake of the concluded telecast of networks, possibly with provision
for contracting with local radio and
the Kefauver Crime Committee hearings more than a week ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2].
TV stations" for radio and TV covAs TV program fare returned to normal, it was up to Congress
erage of all House and Senate sessions in addition to hearings.
and the courts to settle the issues *
Time magazine, sponsor over
news conferences in a speech before
of (1) how far committees could
the National Paper Trade Assn. at ABC of the Kefauver committee
go in exploiting the medium's im- New York's Waldorf-Astoria last telecasts, traced the history of how
pact and (2) whether the televising
Wednesday. He also called for a Congressional hearings had opened
of Congressional hearings invaded
code of procedure to protect indi- to the press, to the public, to radio
a witness' right of privacy.
and now finally to TV, as partPreliminary test of Congressional
viduals' civil rights at Congresanswer to the question of whether
sional committee hearings.
sentiment may come when the SenColumnist Walter Lippmann sug- video is an invasion of privacy of
ate takes up a motion of Sen.
witnesses.
gested that broadcasts and teleHarry Cain (R-Wash.) asking that
casts
of
investigatory
hearings
of
"We are proud to have taken part
the Senate reconsider contempt ciin the use of television to increase
Congress be prohibited for the time
tations requested by Senate Crime
public interest in a news event
being
Investigating Committee Chairman
lated. until a policy can be formuEstes Kefauver of TV-reluctant
so important
country's
fare. And we toarethegrateful
for welthe
The Washington Post editorially
witnesses, Morris Kleinman and
requested
that
the
Congress
adopt
opportunity
it
has
given
us
to
learn
Louis Rothkopf.
more about this new medium of
a policy of its own on TV regardless
There was no doubt, however,
of how the courts treat the issue. mass communication," the magathat the Senate would eventually
zine concluded.
CIO United Auto Workers at its
vote the citations. Next step in
convention
in
Cleveland
proposed
the contempt machinery would be
government-sponsored telecasts and
forwarding of all committee recTV AUTHORITY
broadcasts of all public meetings,
ords on the hearings in question
to U. S. District Attorney George
ranging from Congressional sesSkips NLRB Ballot
Morris Fay (District of Columbia),
TELEVISION AUTHORITY last
who will try to get an indictment
week withdrew its name from the
WSB-TV WBTV (TV)
and prosecute the cases.
ballot for a forthcoming NLRB
Sen. Cain said he wanted the
Announce New Rates
QUAKER OATS
union representative election in
record
that
would
go
before
the
NBC Dispute Settled
RATE CARD No. 4, effective
Hollywood insofar as actors emcourts to show that the upper
suit filed in Chicago
March 1, was announced last week
chamber is not unanimous in the INJUNCTION
by three producer
Federal District Court by Quaker
tions ployed
are concerned,
but will associaremain
by WSB-TV Atlanta. Class A matter of testifying before TV camon
the
ballot
for
those
employed by
Oats
Co.,
same
city,
against
NBC
rate (6-11 p.m.) has been increased
eras. However, Sen. Kefauver said
six unaffiliated production companies.
from previous $325 for one hour,
Tuesday
was Thursday.
settled "amicably"
he would oppose the move partly
out
of court
James M.
one time, to $500. Class B rate
because he thought the cases would
The elections are to decide
(all other times) becomes $250 an
bring about a court ruling on the Best, general counsel for Quaker
hour. One minute Class A anOats, planned to ask dismissal of whether TVA or Screen Actors
the suit Friday morning, day of Guild will represent the actors in
nouncement is $80. Operated by issue "as to just what the powers
continuance set by Judge William
Atlanta Newspapers Inc., a James
of InCongress
are."
films made for television [Broadother developments:
casting • Telecasting, April 2].
J. Campbell.
M. Cox interest, WSB is assigned
New
York
Judge
Samuel
S.
LeibThe decision was announced late
Quaker
Oats
brought
the
injuncChannel 8 (180-186 mc) and is repTuesday by David Ziskind, TVA
resented by Edward Petry & Co. owitz, who had testified before the
tion suit against the network Tuesattorney at a conference between
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, committee, urged the legal proday, charging NBC "breached an representatives of the employers,
fession to act in order that "tele- agreement"
last week announced Rate Card
concerning
telecasting
vision hearings do not get out of of two network shows sponsored by the two unions involved and NLRB
No. 5, effective July 1.
hand." He commended the crime
Examiner George Yeager on deNew rates for one hour, one time
Quaker Oats on KNBH-TV Los
probe on showing the good TV can
tails of the pending elections.
are, Class A, $400; Class B, $300;
Angeles, the NBC station. The proIn announcing the decision, TVA
grams involved were the Gabby
and Class C, $200, all film only. give "in informing and moulding
public opinion" but warned that a Hayes Show and Zoo Parade, aired
pointed out it never sought jurisSpot announcements of one-minute
diction over actors in motion picor less, one time, Class A, $65 ; time might come "when some in- from 6 to 7 p.m. Pacific time.
quiring body will go off into a
ture films but felt it should repreClass B, $50; and Class C, $35,
NBC allegedly pre-empted the
all slide or film only.
sent actors in TV films, maintainsmear campaign."
time for another sponsor after givRep. Jacob K. Javits (R-Libing Quaker Oats sufficient notice
ing
production of films for TV differs from production of motion
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp., L. A., re- N. Y.), sponsor of a resolution to of cancellation. Quaker Oats
permit
radio-TV
coverage
of
imports that its consolidated sales in
charged that its 13-week contract
picture films for theatrical exhibiportant House sessions, extended
for each show ran until July 15, tion.
1950 amounted to $29,580,510, compared with $11,987,000 in 1949.
and that it was notified only nine
his suggestion to the President's
days before April 1 that that was
the final date for the programs.
Quaker Oats alleged that such cancellation required a 30-day notice.
SPOT
SALES
SPECIALISTS
Settlement was arranged by Mr.
SRT-TV
INTENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
Best and Tom Compere, Chicago
COURSES
attorney representing NBC. Case
was heard Wednesday and continin TELEVISION
ued to Friday.
BROADCASTING
Quaker
Oats
President
Donald
Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc.
Instruction
by top-ranking
B. Lourie said, "We are pleased, of
als under actual
broadcast professionconditions
course, that our disagreement has
Complete TV Station Equipment
been settled in a friendly fashion.
PIONEER
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
The shows will continue to be seen
Approved
for Veterans
Send
for free
prospedus
and heard Sundays from 6 to 7
"Careers in Television"
RADIO AM-FM-TV REPRESENTATIVES
The Gabby Hayes Show, from
New York, is sponsored by the
(SchoolSRT
ol Radio Technique!
Chicago — Los Angeles — San Francisco
oatmeal, Aunt Jemima products
TELEVISION
STUDIOS
and, occasionally, Puffed Wheat
America's Oldest Broadcasting School
and Puffed Rice. Zoo Parade is
EXECUTIVE OFFICES— 366 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17
316 Wed 57 Street, New York It, N.Y.
sponsored by the Kennel products,
including dog food.
p.m."
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Urge FCC Streamlining
(Continued from page 21)
stood the test of time and local
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public
Mr. acceptance."
Curtis also believed that S
658 prevents such policy making as
the Avco rule (since rescinded),
and that the portion dealing with
revocation of licenses was more acceptable than the present law.
As final witness, Mr. Brown took
the stand to speak extemporaneously— a move that several Committee members questioned, particularly Rep. Wolverton. The
ranking minority member pointed
to the procedure that required prepared statements to be submitted
in advance to allow the Committee
and its staff to fully analyze same.
Mr. Brown held that Sec. 10 of
the McFarland Bill, which would
amend Sec. 311 of the Communications Act (which allows the FCC
to refuse a license or permit to
those whose license has been revoked by a court under Sec. 311)
is not comprehensive enough. He
said that elimination of portions
in the Act's original text left the
Commission with no way "to punish" anti-trust violators.
Close to "Borderline"
Mr. Brown has long maintained
that a station, whether independent
or network affiliated, should be allowed to pick up a network program
of an advertiser, if that sponsor is
agreeable. Accordingly, he told
the committee that networks have
been close to the "borderline of
anti-trust and restraint of trade."
The witness brought into the
committee record an April 4 speech
of Rep. Harry R. Sheppard (DCalif.) on the House floor in which
the Congressman flayed alleged
monopolistic and restraint of trade
practices by the four major networks.copies
Rep. of
Sheppard's
included
a WSAY attack
complaint
to the FCC, following failure of
that Rochester station, an independent, to get ABC permission
to pick up audio portions of the
ABC telecasts from the Kefauver
crime hearings last month.
Rep. Sheppard has a bill in the
current Congress which would
have networks licensed by the FCC
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Jan.
8].
Mr. Brown told the Committee
Thursday that the sponsor, who
pays for talent, time and other
expenses, should have a prerogative as to the stations carrying
the program, but that networks
limited this choice.
Rep. James I. Dolliver (R-Iowa)
said that this appeared to be within
the limitations of a contract between advertiser and network. Rep.
F. Ertel Carlyle (D-N. C.) also
offered that a sponsor, desiring to
program on a particular station,
could contract with a separate outlet.
Also introduced into the hearing
record were communications supporting the McFarland Bill from
the Colorado Broadcasters Assn.
and MBS.
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7i/m
ANIMATION

JQepott
HOUSE, New York,

is employing a "highly different"
cartoon style in two series of 20second and one minute commercials
now in production for The Buffalo
Savings Bank through John Muir
& Co. Cartoons will be drawn with
a thin, clean ultra -simple line. Edwin Rehberg, president of the production firm, declares that "this
style will make for added interest,
plus enhanced sponsor identificaFRANK WISBAR PRODUCTIONS
Inc., Los Angeles, is moving to new
tion." and offices at Eagle-Lion
studios
Studios, 7324 Santa Monica Blvd.
This week, firm begins producing
first six of new Fireside Theatre
film series for Procter & Gamble.
President Frank Wisbar is production director.
ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS
Inc. has sold a group of 13 independently-produced British feature
movies to KECA-TV Los Angeles
for first U. S. telecasts on Chevrolet Triple Feature Theatre.
JOHN

SUTHERLAND PRODUCTIONS, Los Angeles, has completed five one-minute TV commercials for DeSoto, combining
animation and live action, through
BBDO, New York.

Full Coverage of
SOUTH

FLORIDA

Includes
S. Palm Beach County
Ft. Lauderdale
Hollywood

MET'S TV PLAN
Sponsorship Prospects Seen
AT LEAST four offers of sponsorship reportedly were received last
week within 36 hours after the
Metropolitan Opera, New York, announced creation of a television
department to prepare special productions for TV.
Rudolf Bing, general manager of
the Metropolitan, said details of the
TV department remain to be
worked out, but that he hoped it
would be in operation next season.
The productions will be designed
for studio performance and will be
offered for sponsorship, he said,
with the William Morris office handling the sales.
Identities of the four prospective
sponsors were not disclosed.
Mr. Bing said the Met's entrance
into TV was not for the possible
revenue alone, but also to get in
on the ground floor of the visual
medium and perhaps take a leading position in the field. The Met
recognizes, he said, that television
as a new mass medium "has come

Herbert Graf, formerly with
to
NBCstay."
but for several years a stage
director at the Metropolitan, was
appointed one of the heads of the
new TV department, along with
Reginald Allen and John Gutman,
Bing.
administrative
assistants to Mr.

and Greater Miami
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BY A
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TIME
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The Man Fellows
(Continued from page 18)
that talent in the big fourth-floor
office he will occupy at NARTB
headquarters.
The new president would rather
laugh than fight — much rather. He
probably spends more time chuckling and smiling than anyone you
can think of offhand. But he's
human, too, and can get royally
irked when things go wrong.
Those who have been around Mr.
Fellows can supply legends by the
dozen. He can take an after-dinner
story or two, or three or more, and
keep a roomful of cronies or an
auditorium full of strangers laughing and half-strangling for hours.
He can form a barbershop quartet out of partially tone-deaf buddies and emerge with harmonies
than lend new charm to the soothing strains of Sweet Adeline.
Secret is Leadership
Call it charm or call it personality. Call it anything, but put it
under the microscope and the secret
is revealed as leadership.
The first time he went on the
radio, back in 1928, he wasn't
quite sure what he was supposed to
do on behalf of a WEEI paint sponsor. What did he do? He just
talked, and a very ordinary amateur
show became a somewhat extraordinary production. Before he could
decide just what had happened he
found himself serving the Harry

Advertisers frequently
considerE31i?l

advertising in
•

Printers' Ink

strengthens your
"consumer franchise'
with the leading

so keeps them
sold on you.
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M. Frost agency as Boston's first
radio director.
That knack of keeping a crowd
entertained didn't just accumulate.
Instead it was acquired through
years of barnstorming around New
England's cities — and villages, too.
After quitting New York U. because he wearied of working on
the Tribune all day, attending
classes all evening and studying
half the night, he had returned to
his native Haverhill, Mass., to go
into the beef-selling business.
Three decades later Harold Fellows still can come up with the
biggest, tenderest and juiciest
steaks in Boston. Generally these
culinary treats will be unveiled
in a back-street eatery known only
to the local gourmets.
Having deserted New York for
familiar Yankee territory, he not
only got a job — he mustered the
courage of his 20 years and married
Janet Edgerly, his Haverhill sweetheart. The Fellows now have two
daughters and five grandchildren.
After a day of beef selling, Harold generally took a vocal trio on
jobs all over Massachusetts, and
later all over New England. On
one of these assignments he discovered that people liked to hear
him talk.
So he gave up the trio and
started talking every evening at
banquets and meetings — for pay.
He was such a hit that he had to
give up beef selling because there
were few chances to get more than
a few brief hours of sleep. Besides,
talking and monologues paid better.
That, roughly, is the type of
man WEEI picked in 1932 to be
assistant general manager and
commercial manager. In a year
the station had nearly doubled its
billings. At the same time WEEI
had become civic and education
minded, a policy that still is enforced.
Fellows Named
When CBS leased the station
from Boston Edison Co. in 1936,
Mr. Fellows was appointed general
manager. The station continued to
increase its place in the community's life as Mr. Fellows tried
new program and operating ideas.
He has served his industry many
times, including a 1947-50 term on
the NAB board. As a director he
served on the board's Finance Committee, learning the details of
NAB's operations and finances.
He served, too, on NAB's Public
Relations Committee and helped
develop and promote the Standards of Practice.
Here is a list of his civic and
business connections: president,
Radio Executives Club of Boston;
chairman, Massachusetts State
Broadcasters Committee; member,
Executive Committee, National
Conference of Christians & Jews;
past president, Boston Ad Club;
director, Boston Better Business
Bureau; vice president, Boston C.
of C; member, Advertising Committee, U. S. C. of C; member,
American Red Cross and Community Chest publicity committees;
member Advisory Board, Simmons

n(fi
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flft JSennett

ANDREW W. BENNETT, 58, veteran radio attorney and identified
with original litigation resulting in
the ASCAP anti-trust decrees, died
last Tuesday at
Stuart Fla., following along
illness.
Funeral
services were to
be held in Washington Saturday
with interment at
Ft. Lincoln Cemetery there.
Until about a
Bennett
year ago active in
his own private
radio practice in Washington, Mr.
Bennett in 1939-40 had been special
College; member, executive committee, Boston Civic Progress Committee; member, New England
Committee of National Planning
Assn. ; member, publicity committee, New England Council; member, Boston and Massachusetts
Civil Defense committees.
How did he become so active,
and so prominent? Once he summarized it this way, well over a
decade ago:
Potato fields . . . small town shoe
stores . . . three colleges . . . one
newspaper . . . show business and
three advertising agencies constitute
the only plausible background I have
to justify my being in radio.
The potato fields taught me that
there's a lot of dirt in this world;
the small town shoe stores that people expect a lot for their money; the
three colleges (well, let's skip it);
the newspaper, to sit up nights; show
business, to fight for a spot on the
bill; and the agencies that you can't
buy
ises. yachts with blue sky and promThat's the Harold Fellows background. He's tackled some rough
tasks in his time. Next June 4
he'll hit the roughest of them all.
He knows what's coming, and
he'll be ready. Actually, he's ready
right now. He has a formula — yes,
the same one: "Whatever I've got
I'll give to the job." That goes
too, for his fishing, his story-telling
and all his other activities.
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copyright counsel to NAB. For s
time in 1945-46 he was associatec
in practice
with John F. Claggett
radio
attorney.
Mr. Bennett was born Feb. 17.
1893, at Washington. He studied
law at Georgetown U., being given
degrees of Master of Laws and
Master of Patent Laws in 1916.
From 1916-18 he engaged in special
war work for the British Embassy,
later becoming attorney for Office
of U. S. Alien Property Custodian.
In 1920 he began practice before
government departments, part of
which included five months in Bulgaria and southeastern Europe on
claims cases.
From 1926-31 Mr. Bennett was
assistant attorney for United Fruit
Co., advising on legal matters including radio communication and
phases of anti-trust laws. From
1931-34 he was attorney for Reconstruction Finance Corp., in the
latter year joining the Dept. of
Justice as special assistant to attorney general in anti-trust matters.
It was at this time that his work
in the music copyright field began.
Some of his anti-trust work also
related to the movie field.

On Mr.
leaving
Justice
1939
Bennett
for Dept.
a time about'
was
special assistant to the attorney
general of Florida in defense off :
state "anti-ASCAP" legislation,
supported by local broadcasters
Mr. Bennett is survived by his 1
wife, Lucy, and two daughters, Mrs.
Bruce Langdon of Ordeal, N. J.,
and Mrs. Richard A. Powell of
Joliet, 111.
Guy A. Moffett
GUY A. MOFFETT, 50, assistant
manager of engineering, General
Electric's Control Div., Schenectady, N. Y., died March 27 after
a short illness. He had been with
GE for nearly 27 years. Mr. Moffett was a member of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers
and the Assn. of Iron and Steel
Engineers.

in popu
ranks 68th in family spendable income. One sure way to
reach these prosperous families
is through WJDX ... the Voice
of Mississippi."

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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Leather contest
IKHBC
Canton, Ohio, Mercury
fiagic, started April 2, Mon.
\irough Fri. 8:50 a.m., sponsored
j Acme Dairy, Agency: Decker
dv., Canton. Listeners try to
redict temperature before weath•man, with prize being awarded
in dairy to winners. Contestants
re given cards to fill out with their
redictions for Monday through
riday, they also send in their ". . .
gt gripe . . ." Awards consist of
airy products from sponsor.
STANDOUT PROMOTION
^CCO Minneapolis sending trade
lf\id advertisers sky blue brochure
ith picture of photographer focus,g camera, which is headed "Take
second look!"
Small note atxhed from general manager of
ation reports ". . . WCCO shows
} against television (and against
H s radio competition)." Inside has
• an taking picture of large group,
ipjlt only one person is seen through
nund glass. It is headed: "Most
them are out of the picture."
^acts on coverage and listening
> adience also are given.
Iasketball winners
i'SOY
111.,97 had
three
ampionsDecatur,
during the
basketball
imes broadcast this year. Station carried games of Decatur
- igh School, which tied for its conrence championship, James Million U., which won a conference
ampionship and played in the
AIB tournament, and U. of Illivis, which won its conference
ampionship and played in the
CAA tournament.
}IME SHOW
PIX (TV) New York Exclusive
*ime Clues, started April 2, Mon.
" "30-9 p.m., weekly interview prolam featuring Harry Brundidge,
teran crime reporter and Keuver New York hearings comfentator. Show will "bring lead'% figures in police and crime news
the television screen." The
pening format" will be roundDie on Kefauver hearings, with
jiphasis
ance. on their nationwide signi-

programs

promo|j0fl

premiums

NBC POPULATION COVERAGE
MAP and market data on NBC-TV
network being distributed to advertisers and agencies show 61% of
the country's population, 149,105,500 persons (42,843,800 families)
within range of NBC's video programs. Dual map shows NBC-TV
coverage story on geographical
basis of l/10th millivolt signal intensity contour line for stations and
proportion of families in each state
within
rangeis of
NBC's TV
affiliates.service
All data
calculated
on
network basis, with overlap coverage credited only once, to station
with stronger signal.
*— * — *
HOSPITAL MUSIC SHOW
WMCA New York, Mental
Hospital Guild Show, musical
series, started April 1, Sun.,
8:30-9 p.m., direct from
Brooklyn State Hospital,
which treats over 3,500 veterans and civilians. Performers include patients as well as
students of Julliard School of
Music. Emcee is Gerald Kearney, board chairman of the
Mental Hospital Guild, charitable organization providing
a variety of rehabilitation
services, which sponsors the
series.
KEEPING THE BOYS HAPPY
HAPPY exchange has been worked
out by KNUJ New Ulm, Minn., and
WOOF Dotham, Ala. When the 47th
Viking division of the National
Guard left New Ulm area for Camp
Rucker, near Dotham, KNUJ's program director, W i p Robinson,
planned musical request and dedication show which would follow
division to camp. Listeners to
Rucker Request on KNUJ send in
dedications and song requests,
which are forwarded to WOOF,
where they are played locally for
soldiers. KNUJ officials think idea
can be worked out by many stations wishing to "follow the boys."

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company
MEMBER N. A. B.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
'PAUL W. McCOLLISTER,
A O A DC A STING

General
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Manager

LONG DISTANCE

BASKETBALL

WIRL Peoria has laid claim "to
one of the longest direct remote
broadcasts, in terms of miles, ever
undertaken by an individual station;" by broadcasting Bradley U.'s
basketball game from Hawaii. Station used 2,000 miles of cable from
Peoria to San Francisco and 2,400
miles of short wave transmission
from San Francisco to Honolulu.
Four local firms sponsored series.
School was participating in tournament March 13-15.
JAPANESE VISITORS
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., Community Reporter, 12 noon, March
26, interviewed for what is reported the first time in this country
six officials from Japan visiting the
U.S. The officials are here to study
municipal government. Following
broadcast they visited Rockville,
Md., where they spent afternoon
with city officials.
AGENCY PROMOTION
EARLE LUDGIN Agency, Chicago, in second of series of fullpage advertisements in Chicago
Tribune last Tuesday, outlined its
television activity. Three shows
stressed in copy were Penthouse
Party, sponsored by Shinola and
Rit on 34 ABC-TV stations; What's
My Line, sponsored by Stopette deoderant on CBS-TV and Stud's
Place,
Manor sponsored
House coffeeby onMcLaughlin's
WENR-TV
Chicago and aired on the ABC-TV
network. Agency, which started
series of self-promotion advertisewith onetheheaded
Tired ofmentsBeing
Agency"We're
Only

AUDIENCE BROCHURE
WGAR Cleveland sending trade
and advertisers red and white
brochure on "How many families
does your advertising dollar actually buy?" Inside has large
chart giving data on homes reached
during day by station, based on
recent survey. Back gives information on families reached for the
cheapest price by WGAR.
•— •— •
■
MIAMI SPREAD
WTVJ (TV) Miami scheduled 15
page supplement in Miami Daily
News March 27. Titled "Television
the Way,"
sectionduring
covered Shows
development
of WTVJ
past year, showing how station has
increased programming 100% to
weekly average of 100 hours. Station talent plugged supplement on
all shows to insure wide distribution. WTVJ also had race named
after it at Gulfstream Park March
28. "WTVJ Handicap" was ancelebration week.
of WTVJ's secondother
anniversary
HOOP STARS
WCSC Charleston, S. C, won
basketball tournament held by five
Charleston stations for benefit >f
Red Cross Drive. Final score in
tight game with WTMA was 48-43.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

SIGHT SAVERS IMPRINTED
WITH YOUR SALES MESSAGE
Are An IDEAL, LOW COST
Sales Promotion For Radiomen

Agency Men Know About," expects
to establish its name among prospective clients and to attract
clients who are changing agencies.
•— •
WINDOW PLUG
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., using
point of sales displays in local drug
and grocery stores throughout
area. Displays, measuring 4x2x3
feet, are built with wide platform
for arrangement of packaged merchandise. Photo frame with glass
is open at top so picture of radio
personality can be dropped into
place. Cards describe radio star
and time program can be heard.
— •—
a
:—
TRANSIT PROMOTION
WLAW Lawrence, Mass., using car
cards on buses of Massachusetts
Northeastern Transportation Co.
which serves communters in two
states. Cards feature eight of station's top stars. They are headed
"Variety is the spice of . . . WLAW
program."
is aimed
thousands of newPiece
listeners
that atwill
be

| DOW CORNING CORPORATION
■| Please
send Midland,
free samples
Dept. AL,
Mich. and full informaj tion about "window-back" Sight Savers.
|| Name
Company
I Address

in New England during summer
months on vacations.

■ City

An Ideal Advertising Medium
Window-back Sight Savers associate
your message with convenience and
efficiency. Useful, unique and popular
(millions sold yearly), these Dow
Corning silicone-treated eye glass tissues have a high quality appeal for
everyone
— and
that's
over 70% wearing
of all yourglasses
clients,
prospects
and customers ! Cost is surprisingly
low. Distribution is easy; no special
packaging required. Write today!
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LN. ANDERSON, vice president
# The Commercial ntCable Co., elected vice preside All America
Cables & Radio Inc., N. Y. He will
handle personnel departments of The
Commercial Cable Co., All America
Cable & Radio Inc. and American
Cable & Radio Corp.
WALLACE STONE, manager KILO
Grand Forks, N. D., to Standard Radio
Transcription Services Inc., Hollywood, as field representative in
southeast. Mr.
Stone's previous
background includes several years
as radio consultant
and manager and
sales manager of
several middlewestern radio stations.
Mr. Stone FRED J. SCHAEFFER appointed executive secretary
Films of the Nations Distributors Inc.,
N. Y.
GEORGE SCHWARTZ, branch manager Universal Pictures, opening his
own independent film exchange. He
will handle foreign language and art
cinema in Philadelphia.
MILES HEBERER resigns as director
of New York State Radio Bureau, effective April 15. He has announced
no future plans. He formerly was in
NBC public service department.
REYNOLDS PRODUCTIONS, Beverly
Hills, Calif, (program packager), acquires exclusive radio national sales
rights to Adventures of Robin Hood.
MORT PINE and DAVE FRIEDKIN
are program writers.
RICHARD GEDNEY appointed western sales representative for United
Artists, N. Y. He will handle TV
sales program.
WLBH
MATTOON CHARLESTON
(20,000 pop.) (10,000 pop.)
500,000 POPULATION
in V2 millivolt primary

allied

arts

FANCHON & MARCO Television
Productions formed in L. A. by Fanchon & Marco, theatre chain operator,
for production and packaging of TV
programs for national distribution.
JEFFREY LAZARUS named manager.
New office has approximately 40 story
ideas under consideration, first of
which has tentative title, Join Fanchon
& Marco — and See the World. William Morris Agency Inc. named to represent firm.
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y.,
transcription firm, moves to new and
larger offices at 15 W. 47th St.
ANDY WISWELL, vice president in
charge of recording Muzak, N. Y., and
LES BIEBL, Associated Program Service, N. Y., are co-writers of "Recipe
for Happiness," theme for new APS
woman's program, Recipe for Happiness, released April 5. Hollis Music
Inc., N. Y., is publisher.
FUERST, STRADLEY PRODUCTIONS
announces opening of new offices at
618 Lexington Ave., N. Y., telephone
Plaza 3-7772. Firm produces radio
and TV programs and film, along with
motion picture short subjects.
ABC and NBC have signed agreements with A. C. NIELSEN CO. for
National Nielsen Radio Index service
at substantially higher rate schedule
already in effect with CBS and MBS
under agreements concluded with
those networks. NBC contract, last
one signed, is for shorter term than
those set with other networks, which
run for more than two years.
LOU RONDER, assistant program director and production manager WCFL
Chicago, resigned to devote more time
to his company, Boulevard Production
Services. He will work also with
Musician BILL WALKER and Announcer BILL HAMILTON in a new
package concern, Avenue Productions.

W. A. WEISS appointed manager new
radio receiving tube plant Sylvania
Electric Products, Burlington, Iowa.
He was manager of Sylvania receiving tube plant in Emporium, Pa.
BENJAMIN ABRAMS, president Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,
N. Y., named chairman of Greater New
York Committee for State of Israel
Bond Issue.

WLBH FILLS THE GAP
between your metropolitan
station coverage
WLBH
WLBH-FM
1170 KC 250 W. 96.9 mc 23,000 W,
J. R. Livesay, Pres. & Mgr.
HAL HOLMAN,
Page 72
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GATES RADIO Co., Quincy, 111., announces new company transmitter accessories and parts catalog, now available to those writing company. Book
covers open wire transmission line
equipment, meter switches, relays and
many other parts.
JACK PEGLER and F. G. BACK, officers Television Zoomar Corp., N. Y.,
have returned to this country after
attending Inter- American Assn. of
Broadcasters convention in Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
CROSLEY Division of Avco Mfg. Corp.
announces sales operations of Phila.
regional office will be transferred to
N. Y.
GENERAL ELECTRIC announces new
professional tone arm FA-21-A. Transcription arm is made for lateral tran-

scriptions and recordings. It has been
reduced to ultimate point through
functional design and use of magnesium alloy for moving parts, firm reW. B. WHALLEY, engineering specialports.
ist Sylvania Electric Products, N. Y.,
appointed adjunct professor of electrical engineering for Institute of
Brooklyn "In recognition of his professional standing and . . . distinguished experience in the electrical
and electronic fields." Mr. Whalley,
former assistant professor of engineering physics at Cornell U., earlier was
associated with the Radio Valve Co.
of Toronto, RCA Mfg. Co., and RCA
Labs.

"Technical • • •
RONALD PANTON, KDON Salinas;
FREDERICK C. JOHNSTONE, KLOK
San Jose; and ORRIS ADIN, Mountain
States Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
all to KCBS San Francisco engineering staff.
EDMUND J. SMITH, chief studio engineer, and LOUISE MOSIMANN, bookkeeper WTMA Charleston, S. C, announce their marriage.
ROBERT HIBBARD, assistant operations director WGN - TV Chicago,
named acting director of operations
replacing VERNON R. BROOKS, resigned.
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 10)
representative field. Mr. Wise took
this advice, visited all the radio
representatives and decided that of
all of them he would like to work
for Hollingbery. Mr. Hollingbery
felt differently about the prospect.
While pondering this unfortunate situation and considering a
return to the Tribune, Mr. Wise
and Grace Picton decided to get
married and went to Mexico City
for their honeymoon. During that
time he wrote Mr. Hollingbery, told
him he agreed with him and that it
would not be fair to inflict himself

upon his organization. In the nexl
mail a reply came from the heac
of that firm telling him to repori
to work as soon as possible.
The arrangement seems to hav<
worked out well for both parties
concerned. Harry Wise joined the
firm's Chicago office at that time
A year and one-half later he was
sent to Los Angeles to open the
company's first office there. The
following year he opened the Sar
Francisco office. Since the opening
of the first West Coast branch the
number of stations the firm repre
sents in that area has been increased from one to 12.
Born in Chicago in 1919, Harrj
was one of a family of three children. Following elementary schools
in that city, he graduated froir
high school in 1937. From there
he went to Northwestern. He received his applied advertising experience working summers anc
during his senior year after classes
from six to midnight at the Tribune. In 1941, during his last yeai
there, he left to join the Air Corps
The next four years were spent as
a pilot flying bombers in the Soutr
Pacific. Out with the rank of captain in 1945, he decided to stay ir
the air on the ground and went
into radio.
I
Pasadena Home
The Wises make their home ir
Pasadena.
Important but noisj
supplements to the duet are Harrj ;
Hannon Wise, III, called Hannon
3y2; and Sally, 2%.
When his spare time isn't taker
up caring for the lawn and his pel
rosebushes, Harry Wise plays golf
One night a week he puts in time at
the Pasadena Filter Center, the
local Aircraft Warning Service.
Clubwise, he's a member of the;
Big 10 Assn., University Club and
National Assn. of Radio Station
Representatives, of which he is Los
Angeles chairman for the coming!.,
■
CBS Leases
:
year.
CBS has taken a five-year lease or ■ ! ■
the 964-seat Guild Theatre, 612C
Hollywood Blvd., from Fox West
Coast theatres. The lease pro-'
vides
cancel
three"
years CBS
on acan"buy
out"after
payment
penalty.

Langendorf

OLD

FRIEND

Consistently renewing its
schedules year after year, this
fine Western bakery proves its
loyalty to KJR's efficient coverage of Western Washington.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL, IN
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta
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ment. ... To slash the Voice program
'Voice' Slash
at just the time when its many friends
feel it is on the way to getting the
'^j (Continued from page 3U)
of its throat would be exetruction progTam.
Projects em- frog out tremely
unwise. ... I have found it
" " Drace "four double very high powan increasingly skillful and militant
dered shortwave stations" in the operation. . . .
U- S. and "nine overseas medium
Mr. Stassen's comments were is* wave relay stations."
sued during an exchange with SecSecretary Barrett testified that
retary Barrett. He cited testi^Hhe plan has been approved by the
mony
by notable military authoriNational Security Council and reties and others, advocating estab^ Sects the study of numerous scia separate agency for
uitists. [Broadcasting
• Tele- the Voice.lishment ofMr.
Stassen expressed
*s casting, March 26].
belief that the Voice could obtain
*n Mr. Kohler cited the mission un- fivefold its requested sum if it were
lertaken by Mr. Shouse to relay to function as a separate departbases, and stated that as a result
ment, and also be freed of the com»f this cooperation, "we envisage
plications arising from State Dept.
he establisment of a programming
foreign policy.
- .peration at the relay base in MuSecretary Barrett, in turn, said
triich during the coming year which
eaurill supplement and fit it with our the Advisory Commission had recommended that "on balance" the
-lirect programming out of our stu- function would
best remain within
c-:Iios in New York." The commerthe department. He noted that the
aa ial radio industry has cooperated
State Dept. has the always cur5c- ully on development
of Voice
rent advice of U. S. embassy ofii ilans, he added.
ficials abroad and felt the radio
Curtain Antennas
arm is an integral part of American foreign policy. He corrected
i George Herrick, chief of the
tjj BD facilities branch, testified that Mr. Stassen at one point claiming
j_(jO curtain antennas will be con- that, while top military authorities
structed and installed by this Sep- had urged the program be expanded, they had not necessarily pror ember, with engineering tests
posed removal of the Voice from
•cheduled to start about July 1.
the
department.
As to Soviet jamming. Mr. Kohvj.er declared that "if the Soviet UnJpn went all out they could pracLESTER LOUCKS
tically destroy telecommunication
jLn the world," not alone broadWeil-Known Musician, Dies
, asting, and "we must recognize
LESTER K. LOUCKS. 63, York,
_ , h e fact that we are engaged in an
Pa., brother of Philip G. Loucks,
I^lectromagnetic war."
He also former
NAB managing director
vlited U. S. protests in the United
and
radio
attorney, died April 1.
"■"Nations against Russian jamming
rfianeuver, as well as before the Mr. Loucks suffered a heart attack
while in church. He also is the
r.ternational Telecommunications
Tnion in 1947 and in recent years. brother of Myles Loucks, one-time
of FM BroadSen. Benton's warding against managingcastersdirector
Inc., which was absorbed
und-cutting of the Voice came last
"uesday. He reminded that, while into NAB in the middle '40's.
Mr. Loucks was director of the
ja<e had proposed an exploration of
Methods for more efficient Voice
Spring Garden Band, of York,
peration (including removal from
which recorded an album of march
r.e department to a separate
tunes for RCA-Victor last year.
geney > , he never suggested par- WSBA York broadcast a special
ig its funds. He stated:
memorial program April 1 to Mr.
I have been critical chiefly of the Loucks, playing some of the recordact that their sights still are not
ings he made. Burial services
igh enough, which may be due to their were held in York Thursdav.
.jj>:ation within the (State) depart -

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 St
IHRT GREENFIELD, Mg. Dirtctar HY.19
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W. E. BEAKES
Radio Pioneer, Dies ar 70
WILLIAM E. BEAKES, 70, former president of the Tropical Radio Telegraph Co., and a radio pioneer, died in Miami. Fla., March
30. In 1941, he received the Marconi Wireless Pioneer Medal of the
Veteran Wireless Operators Assn.
for outstanding pioneering in radio
in the North Atlantic and tropical
zones.
Born in Newburgh, N. Y., Mr.
Beakes, shortly after 1900 took part
in the first transmission of radio
telegraph signals across the North
Atlantic.
Mr. Beakes served on a communications advisory committee to
the Defense Communications
Board. He is survived by his widow, Mrs. Mary H. Beakes.
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THE

FIRST

CHOICE

OF

RADIO

ENGINEERS

FLEXIBILITY
In rack or console, or in its really portable cases, the Mognecorder will suit
every purpose. PT6 Series shown is the
most widely used professional tape recorder inthe world, and is available with
3 speeds (33 j'', 75 2". 15") if preferred.
FIDELITY
Lifelike tone quality, low distortion meet
N.A.B. standards ■— and at a moderate
price! PT63 Series shown in rack mount
also offers three heads to erase, record,
and ploy back to monitor from the tape
while recording.

FEATURES
PT7 accommodates
and
offers
3 heads, positive 10';"
timing reels
and pushbutton control. PT7 Series shown in complete console model is also available for
portable or rack mount. For outstanding
recording equipment, see the complete
Magnecord line — PT6, PT63 and PT7.
WRITE FOR NEW

CATALOG

Magnecord,
Inc.,Ave.,
Dept.Chicago
B-4 1, III.
360
N. Michigan
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord
Equipment.

360 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

Zone
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March 29 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearings Consolidated
Capital Radio Enterprises, Sacramento, Calif. — Consolidated for hearing
application of Capitol Radio Enterprises
for CP for new AM station on 1380 kc
1 kw D DA with that of Radio California, seeking Sacramento station on
1380 kc 500 w D, on which hearing is
scheduled for May 2 at Washington.
Petition Denied
Charles H. Chamberlain, Bellefontaine, Ohio — By order, denied petition
requesting
reconsideration, and leave
grant toof amend,
application
for CP
new AM station on 1390 kc 500 w D, and
scheduled hearing at Washington on
May 25.
March 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1420 kc
KGPH Flagstaff, Ariz.— CP to change
from 1230 kc 1 kw-D 250 w-N to 1420
kc 1. kw-D 500 w-N and install new
trans.
AM— 1090 kc
KGRH
Fayetteville, Ark.— CP to
change from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to 1090
kc 50 kw unl. DA-N and change trans,
location.
Modification of License
WFYC Alma, Mich. — Mod. license to
change name of licensee from Alma
Bcstg. Co. Inc. to WFYC Inc.
License for CP
KNEB Scottsbluff, Neb.— License for
CP to change frequency, power, hours
operation and install DA-D-N.
KNPT Newport, Ore. — License for CP
to change frequency, increase power,
install new trans, and DA-N.
KWIE Kennewick, Wash. — License for
CP to change frequency, power, install
new trans, and DA-N etc.
forWARL-FM
CP new FMArlington,
station. Va. — License
WMCR (FM) Kalamazoo, Mich.— License FMfor station.
CP non-commercial educational
Modification of CP
WJBY-FM Gadsden, Ala.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WLOK-FM Lima, Ohio— Same.
WIUC Urbana, 111.— Mod. CP for
changes
in non-commercial
FM
station
for extension of educational
completion
date.
WFPL Louisville, Ky.— Same.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KWEM West Memphis, Ark. — RETURNED application for mod. license

m
fCC

actions
MARCH

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Avo., Wash. 5, D. C.
STorling 3626
Page 74
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cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
to change hours of operation from
daytime to specified hours, 5:30 a.m.
to 7:15 p.m.
March 30 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension of Authority
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn. — Granted extension of temporary
to operate WIBK
until June authority
29, and provided
that WIBK may make application for
further extension of temporary authorization upon a showing that it is proceeding diligently in the prosecution
of
its appeal
decision
of Aug.from11, the
1949,Commission's
denying license to operate AM station WIBK and
construction permit for a new Class B
FM station.
March 30 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 960 kc
KIMP Mt. Pleasant, Tex.— CP to
change
fromon 1 960
kw kc.D to 1 kw-D 500
w-N DA-N
Modification of CP
WHP
Harrisburg,
Pa.— Mod. CP
change frequency,
power,
tension of completion
date.etc. for exto KPFA
change (FM)
class Berkely,
of stationCalif.—
from Mod.
A to CPB,
change frequency, trans, site, studio
location, ERP etc.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KTIM San Rafael, Calif.; KSCO

*tst« J

SERVICE

9

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for over phone
18 gear*"
For immediate
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

Santa Cruz, Calif.; WDWD Dawson,
Ga.; KNCM
Mo.; WWOL N.Buffalo, N. Y.; Moberly.
WABZ Albermarle,
C;
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C: WCMW
Canton, Ohio; WPTW Piqua, Ohio;
WWSO Springfield,
Ohio; WIBG
delphia; WEN A Bayamon,
P. R.; PhilaKLIF
Oak Cliff, Tex.; KIWW San Antonio,
Tex.; KTER Terrell, Tex.
License for CP
WDAE-FM
Tampa, Fla. — License for
CP new FM station.
WLEE-FM Richmond, Va.— License
for CP new FM station.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WACR Columbus, Miss. — RETURNED
application for renewal of license.
K P U G TURNED
Bellingham,
— RE-of
application for Wash.
renewal
license.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Clarksdale Bcstg. Co., Clarksdale,
Miss.— DISMISSED application for CP
new AM station on 1230 kc 250 w unl.
April 2 Decisions
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension of License
KQ2XBB
Detroit, Mich.— Granted
temporary extension
perimental TV station ofto license
June 1.of exModification of CP
WJPR CP toGreenville,
— Granted
mod.
change trans,Miss.
location,
ant.
system and type of trans.
BY THE SECRETARY
CPWWWR
to installRussellville,
new trans. Ala.— Granted
WGAL
Lancaster,
to install new trans.; Pa.—
cond.Granted CP
WFYC to Alma,
license
change Mich.
name— Granted
of licenseemod.to
WFYC Inc.; cond.
Following were granted extension of
completion dates as follows: KOB-TV
Albuquerque to 7-1-51; WENE Endicott,
N. Y. to 5-12-51; cond.; WAPO Chattano ga to 7-4-51; WPTF Raleigh, N. C.
to 11-1-51; WTTV Bloomington, Ind.
to 7-1-51; KACE Dallas, Tex. to 12-3051; KJCF Festus, Mo. to 4-25-51; WHP
Harrisburg, Pa. to 6-2-51; WCAP
Lowell, Mass. to 6-1-51; WJSW-FM
Altoona. Pa. to 6-9-51; WLAN-FM Lancaster. Pa. to 10-13-51; WJBY-FM Gadsden, Ala. to 10-15-51; WAFM Birmingham, Ala. to 6-15-51; WGAL-FM Lancaster, Pa. to WFPL
11-1-51;Louisville,
WIUC Urbana,
111. to 8-15-51;
Ky. to
6-18-51; WCUM-FM Cumberland, Md. to
6-13-51, cond.; WEGG Moorefield, W.
Va. to 1-1-52; WGBS-FM Miami, Fla.
to 7-12-51.
WCHV forCharlottesville,
Va.—trans,
Grantedto
license
move of aux.
present
location
of
main
trans.
250 w for aux. purposes only. 1240 kc
Nampa,newIda.trans,
— Granted
license
forKFXD
installation
and changes
in trans, equipment.
Fort Bend Bcstg. Co., Rosenberg, Tex.
—KA-7826.
Granted license new remote pickup
Northeast Iowa Radio Corp., Oelwein,
Iowa— Same KA-7319.
Donald C. Treloar, Kalispell, Mont. —
Same KA-8341.
CP
to KSON
install San
new Diego,
verticalCalif.—
ant. Granted
and ground

Granted
1 kw D. license new AM station 980 kj
WEVC Evansville, Ind.— Granted IjI
cense new noncommercial educatiom J
FM station; 91.5 mc. 1.9 kw 106 ft. am]
WKYC Paducah, Ky. — Granted licens
for change in existing FM statio
93.3 mc 31 kw 380 ft. ant.
Hildreth & Rogers Co., Lawrenci
Mass.— Granted CP for new FM ST:,
station
KCB-44.Lexington, Ky.— Grante
WLAP-FM
license
new FM station Ch. 233 (94.
mc) 3.5 kw ant. 320 ft.
WJBC-FM Bloomington, 111. — Grante
license new FM station Ch. 268 (101.
mc) 15.5 kw ant. 425 ft.
KFCAnewPhoenix,
Ariz. — Granted
cense
noncommercial
educationali
FM station Ch. 203 (88.5 mc) 10 w.
WBEJ Elizabethton, Tenn.— Grante
liicense
change Bcstrs.
in trans,
Mount for
Mitchell
Inc.,locatior
Cling
man's Peak, N. C— Granted CP's fo
new remote pickups KID-444, KID-44E
Crosley Bcstg.
—KA-4721.
Granted
mod. Corp.,
license Cincinnati,
to change Ohi<
fre
quencies to 1606, 2074, 2102, 2758 kc fo
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
WJVA South Bend, Ind. — On Com
mission's
own motion,
con
tinued in proceeding
uponhearing
applicatioi
of WJVA from April 12 to May 1 a
South Bend.
Sky Way Bcstg. Corp., Columbus
Ohio — Granted petition for extension o
time to April 9 in which to file replj
brief to decision
general counsel's
initial
issued inexceptions
proceedingtc
uponKovalan,
application
and that
H.
Wellston,
Ohio. of Stepher
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohi<
— Dismissed as moot petitions of Jan
16, 23, and March 6, 1950 for leave tc
amendder application
since inadequate
materials un-a:
consideration were
filed; petition to amend so as to reduce
power at night from 1 kw to 500 w war
accepted on 3/16/51, thereby rendering
the material under consideration at
moot.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
Circle Bcstg. Corp., Hollywood, Fla.—
Granted petition for continuance oi
hearing from April 3 to May 23 in
Washington in proceeding upon application.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WISE
N. C— application
Granted mo-tc
tion for Asheville,
leave to amend
change from 1230 kc 250 w unl. to
1310 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N in lieu of 680
kc 1 kw unl. as originally requested.
Application,
amended, was removed
from hearing asdocket.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WINS New York — It appearing that
it would be to mutual advantage of apsion plicant,
counselhearing
to examiner
continue and
the Commishearing
upon application of WINS for extension
of completion
ing be continueddate,
fromordered
April 16thatto hearApril
30. 1951 in Washington.
KLOK
San
Jose,
Calif.
—
Granted
petition for advancement of hearing from
April ton,30in proceeding
to April 23,upon
1951,itsinapplication
Washingfor CP and that of KCBQ San Diego,
Calif., for mod. license.
Hawthorn Bcstg. Co., St. Louis, Mo. —
Dismissed as moot petition for continuance of hearing, presently scheduled to commence on April 3, in proceeding
upon application and
that of
Hirsch Communication
Engineering
Corp., Sparta, 111.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
WCOC Meridian, Miss. — Granted pe-

PT6-JA portable
r
recorder
and
amplifier shown
system.
WHJC Matewan, W. Va.— Granted
mod.
CP for
approval of ant. trans, • offer unmatched
fidelity and
and studio
location.
William N. Greer, St. Thomas, V. I.— I flexibility at moderate price.
Granted CP's and licenses new remote
Write MAGNECORD, Inc.
pickups KA-8565, KA-8566.
360 N. Michigan Ave,, Chicago 1, Illinois
KBIS censeBakersfield,
Calif.—
Granted
linew AM station 970 kc 1 kw
DA-2 unl.; cond.
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEERS
WAAA
Winston
Salem, N. C—
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
m
7 MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE *

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1723 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *

--

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton t Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3683
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

- "Registered Professional Engineer"
20 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
ceeding be extended from April 2 to
April 16.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
KFAB Bcstg. Co., Omaha, Neb. —
Granted petition for extension of time
to April
16 in which
to file anPasadena,
opposition to motion
of KXLA
Calif., for leave to amend and hold
record open in proceeding upon application of KXLA for mod. license and
in re order to show cause directed
against KXLA.

on requesting acceptance by Comssion of its untimely-filed appearance
proceeding upon application of April 2 Applications . . .
.CN Blytheville, Ark.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
Modification of License
Jrairie Bcstg. Co., Inc., Beaver Dam,
s. — Granted petition for continuance
KCSJ Pueblo, Calif.— Mod. license to
hearing from April 2 to May 3 in kc.
change from DA-N to DA-DN on 590
shington in proceeding upon its apation.
License Renewal
By the Secretary
Following stations request renewal of
n the matter of a new policy on license: KVSM San Mateo, Calif.;
Torrington, Conn.; WCNU Crestnsing of relay stations in the In- WLCR
view, Fla. (resubmitted); WJVB Jack;trial and Land Transportation Radio
sonville Beach, Fla.; WJJD Chicago
vices, Rules Parts 11 and 16, respec(auxj; WPEO Peoria, 111.; WIBC In2ly. Ordered that time for filing
dianapolis, Ind.; KSWI Council Bluffs,
Iowa;
KIND
Independence, Kan.;
ly comments or briefs in this proOADCASTING
• Telecasting

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

WMRP Flint, Mich. (resubmitted);
WXRA Kenmore, N. Y.; WMAP Monroe, N. C; WJMO Cleveland, Ohio;
WBUT Butler, Pa. (resubmitted);
KHBR
Hillsboro, Tex.; KING Seattle,
Wash. (aux.).

to a "to be determined" basis, to coretc. rect an error in its original application

APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WMUS Muskegon, Mich. — RETURNED application for renewal of license.
WSHB Stillwater, Minn.— Same.
WRIB Providence, R. I. (aux. only)—
Same.
KCTX Childress, Tex.— Same.
April 4 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
KFFA Helena, Ark. — Granted petition for indefinite continuance of hearing, scheduled for April 6, in proceeding re application for CP to increase
daytime power, install new trans., etc.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Hawthorn Bcstg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.—
Granted petition for leave to amend
application to reflect plans of financing
the proposed station more adequately,
to change the site from a definite site

1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

April 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 630 kc
Aurora Bcstrs. Inc., Juneau, Alaska
—CP for new AM station on 630 kc 1
kw unl. AMENDED to change from
1 kw unl. to 1 kw-D 500 w-N.
Modification of License
KPAS Banning. Calif.— Mod. license
to change name of licensee from ByronWood
to Byron-Wood
Motors
d/b as Motors
Pass Bcstg.
Co.
Extension of SSA
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Extension
of Special Service Authorization to
operate on 770 kc 50 kw-D 25 kw-N,
using trans, authorized under CP. for
period ending 3 a.m. June 1.
Modification of CP
WAYS Charlotte, N. C— Mod. CP to
increase power, install new DA and
change trans, location AMENDED to
(Continued on page 80)
April 9, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10tf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 204 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 254 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Texas ABC station desires aggressive
commercial manager.
Box 158J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced man as manager-salesman,
to assume full charge western Pennsylvania radio station in city of 30,000,
Pittsburgh area. Finest and most modern equipment. Excellent opportunity
to qualified person. Box 165J, BROADCASTING.
Assistant commercial manager. One of
radio's most
successful
managers
expects
to retire commercial
within the
next few years. He is looking for an
assistant whom he can train to succeed
him. To be considered, you must have
a successful background of at least five
years of radio selling in a competitive
majorest character
market, references,
executive the
ability,
desirehighfor
permanency and the willingness to
work. An outstanding opportunity
awaits an outstanding man. In reply,
give full particulars about your past
experience,
salaries and
all otherwillpertinent information.
All replies
be
held in confidence. Box 285J, BROADCASTING^
Manager
wanted
for one market.
kilowatt$10,000
daytime station
in southern
investment will buy half interest. Box
355J. BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman: Excellent opportunity for
the right man or woman with sales experience for oneSalary,
of Newcommission
England's major markets.
and
expense account. Write Box 234J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced radio salesmen
with proven productivity in one call
special feature selling. Capable of
earning ten to fifteen thousand per
year. Box 248J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Salesman for metropolitan
market of 200,000. Fulltime CBS affiliate in northeast area. Salary and
commission. State sales record and
past radio experience, references. Opportunitv unlimited. Box 274J, BROADCASTING.
Sales-promotion. Experienced in all
phases of radio audience building, station promotion, advertising, with ability
to build local programs that can be
soM and will produce for the sponsor.
Advise previous experience, salaries,
references and salary expected and
give ary
yourcommensurate
success story
detail. 5 Salwith inability.
kw
network station in metropolitan area.
Box 284J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman with technical training, especiallyexperienced
equipped for selling
recorders also
with tape
transmitters
to cover
southwest
broadcast stations,
recordingcontacting
studios, colleges,
armed services. Box 330J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Top mail pull station in need
of experienced mail pull salesman. Excellent proposition for right man. Write
Box 342 J, BROADCASTING.
Established network station excellent
southern market needs man who can
sell. Commission basis. Good income
to start. No floaters. Desire family
man with car who will enjoy living in
communitv 50,000. Send photo and full
details to Box 352J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer, Maryland network affiliate. Personable experienced
man to assume sales responsibilities.
Excellent
opportunity,
have ability to extend
success must
of established
station to a new community. Start
immediately. Write all information,
references, first letter. Reply Box 354J,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman for west coast metropolitan
market. Major network. Good salary.
Liberal commission. Strong producer
can earn in five figure bracket. Give
experience record, references, complete
data. Our manager in east now for
interviews. Get application in by wire
to Box 372J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesman, independent. Fulltime leading station in city of 2500. good market.
Must have experience, car. $300 per
month basic and commission. WOHI,
East Liverpool, Ohio.
Announcers
If you're a good announcer with first
class ticket,
you're
worthup-and-coming
seventy-five
starting
salary
to an
Pennsylvania
independent.
experience, full details and discGive
in first
reply. Box 90 J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, central Illinois,
250 watter.
Give required.
full details,Boxexperience and salary
135J,
BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted immediately, combination engineer
on man
announcing.with
Immediateemphasis
opening for
with good attitude.
Have
all
correspondence addressed to Box 186J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer for Gulf Coast area, with
first class license. Send disc, photo, references first letter. Box 216J, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-first class engineer. Emphasis on announcing. Must
be total abstainer and Christian of
clean habits. Start $62.40, 48 hour week.
AM-FM station in Georgia. Send all
details
first letter. Box 235J, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch
announcers
(2). No "has
beens" beor good.
"almost
theres."
must
News
and These
DJ on men
hot
eastern
indie.
Box
338J,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for good announcer
with first class license. Salary dependent upon ability. KALT, Atlanta, Texas.
Experienced announcer with ticket.
Capable, versatile announcing ability
required. Salary $250. Phone or wire
J. B. McNutt, KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Announcer, single. Send audition disc,
photo, details. WAND, Canton, Ohio.
Announcers, news editor duties about
fifty-fifty for small station developing
news room. Reasonable salary. Good
living
N.
C. conditions. WBUY, Lexington,
Sports announcer. Adept at play-byplay. Handle regular nightly sponsored
sportscast plus some staff work. Good
base plus talent. Apply in writing
only, giving
background
experience. J.D.fullSwan,
Manager, and
WCAX,
Burlington, Vermont.
Fully experienced all - r o u n d announcers, including sports. Good salary
and permanent job to qualified men.
Phone for personal interview and audition. Manager, WDBC, Escanaba. Michigan.
Immediate opening for good announcer,
send disc and complete information
first
nessee.letter. WDBL, Springfield, TenWanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Announcer-engineer, you can earn
$5.00 to $10.00 per week more with us
if you have first phone and some announcing ability. Excellent working
and living conditions. WKUL, Cullman,
Alabama.
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
to John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
Pa.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Radio station WSTA located in St.
Thomas, Virgin
Islands, needs,
immediately, two announcers
with
1st
phones. Announcing ability primarily
important. Ideal climate, beaches.
$50.00
week to start. Disc, full details
first letter.
Announcer-engineer, emphasis on announcing. Network affiliate. $65.00
weekly starting, raise according to ability. 36 hour week. Ideal working
conditions, excellent community. Send
background, disc, photo to Lee S.
Bullis, WULA, Eufaula, Alabama.
Technical
Engineer: perienChief
exce to installwith
1000construction
watter in New
York state. Send complete resume of
age, experience, martial and draft
status, references, salary requirement.
Car needed. Box 230J, BROADCASTING.
Eastern New York station wants experienced, licensed, engineer-announcer.salary,
Five day,
hour with
week, right
excellent
for 40man
qualifications. Box 267J, BROADCASTING.
Technician
for Virginia
network station.wanted
No announcing
required,
no previous experience necessary. First
class license. Box 271J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: binatEngineer.
comion to work in a Preferably
small community
station in Mississippi. Salary depends
upon ability
of chief Box
engineer open.with
Giveposition
full details.
334J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — engineer, prefer combination
engineer-announcer.
Experience
not
essential. 250 watt middle
east network
affiliate. Box 348J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: nouncerCombination
engineer-anand salesman. Future
for hard
workers. Box 351J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, will stand only 2
watcheswork affiliate,
per week
at transmitter.
located
in Virginia. NetBox
362J, BROADCASTING.
South Carolina town, 20.000, wants married man with first phone for night
shift, fifty hours.
announcer-programCombination
director, trial 60 days,
$300.00 month, thereafter $400.00. Two
weeks vacation with pay and hospital
benefits. Reply Box 363J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer by May 1. Prefer man
with announcing experience interested
permanent, good pay position. Outside
maintenance police, cab radio. Rush
complete background, photo, references
to Manager, KSIB, Creston, Iowa.
Engineer with announcing capabilities
not necessarily experienced, needed
immediately by CBS affiliate. Contact
JimM. Duncan at KSIL, Silver City,
N.
Wanted:neer.First
phonenottransmitter
Experience
necessary.engiNo
announcing. Chief Engineer, WHAN,
Charleston, S. C.
Wanted at once, transmitter operator.
$45.00 for forty (40) hours. Write Lew
Frye, c/o WLOG, Logan, West Virginia.
WMTE, Manistee, Michigan now accepting applications all departments.
New station, good pay, good hours.
Letter and photo, no discs or tapes.
Engineer, network station. Announcing
experience helpful, not necessary.
WSOY, Decatur, Illinois.
Production-Programming, others
New Pennsylvania independent needs
girl for continuity and air work. State
experience and full details first reply.
ING.
Good salary. Box 91J, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Help wanted - female continuity write |
capable of imaginative copywritir
who has a good voice for women
shows. This person wants to join sta
of network affiliate well establishe
in splendid community. Give fuj
particulars including salary require
ments
and when available in first lette
BROADCASTING.
All
replies confidential. Box 242.

Program director, able to take complel
charge of program department in
highly rated regional station. Majc
marketlocally
experience
and ability
to con-ar
pete
with network
ratings,
"musts." We expect more and pa
accordingly,
please don'tsuccess
reply recor
unles
you have an sooutstanding
as
program director. If you qualif:
CASTING.
letter.
Box 283J,
BROAD
tell us Confidential.
all about yourself
in your
fir';
Wanted: Female continuity writer 500
watt midwestern network station. Ex
cellent opportunity, good salary. Sen;
complete information and salary ex
pected in first letter to Box 315J
BROADCASTING.
Continuity: 1000 watt independent nea
Chicago wants experienced advertisin
copywriter. Personal interview re
quired. Box 369J, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, male or female. Desir
initiative person. Send details includ
ing salary to WBUY, Lexington, N. C
College educated girl to run copy de
partment
of seashore,
on-the-ballMarine
250 Mutue
station near
Corp
base. Must write original, result get
ting copy. Airmail copy samples, avail
ability,WHIT,
salary New
requirements,
tails.
Bern, N. C.full de
WOWO, Fort Wayne, needs two gooc
men, newsman who rewrites and a staf
man. Talent possibilities. Rush dis
or come for audition. Mail vital statis i'J<
tics, stations worked, education back
Experienced news man, rewrite, re
ground.
porting ability
desirable.
Top audi
void
essential.
Submit
background,
tion,
tape
or
disc,
photo
first
letter
Income commensurate with ability. Al
inquiries confidential. Reply 411 Boart
of Trade Building, Indianapolis, In
diana.
Situations Wanted

Managerial
In eighteen months increased gross tei
times with station in 100,000 market
Ready to move up. Completely ex _
perienced
all phases radio. Box 67J
BROADCASTING.
Manager, now general manager highly :
successful metropolitan
network station
south 1
western
market.in Presen
owner selling station. Young and ag
gressive. Can furnish finest references ifr
Prefersiderwest
southwest.
Will conmidwest.or All
replies confidential
Box 272J, BROADCASTING.
Available Mav 1st. Eieht years sue
cessful experience station and salef
management. Prefer established onf,
station market in midwest with invest-, i
ment possibilities. Draft exempt familv
man. Full info from Box 337J, BROAD- x
CASTING.
I
Manager, 26 years actively in field. En^ ~
gineering, programming, sales and ad-, I*
ministration.
station*1
consultant, but Presently
now desireradio
permanent
association. Full details on request
Contact 5-3286
me during
at Walbrook
Chicagoconvention
or through
Box
343 J, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager, now emp'oyed
Will produce more sales and profits ir
competitive market. Would like city
in south
or southwest
three oiif «—
more
salesmen.
Have needing
the knowhow
you
have
anything
to
offer.
Box
347J
BROADCASTING.
Manager or sales manaser.
Highly: f
successful record major and secondary .
market
station
operation.
Actual
ex-™
periencements,
several
years each
departsales, programming,
production
public and employee relations, both
new and going stations. Presently employed.
held strict confidence. YourBox interest
360J, BROADCASTING.
General manager, 12 years experience:
mature, sober, highly successful sales
background. Assume full responsibility.
Desire midwest or eastern location.
BROA
DCAS
Salary nlus
nercentage.
Box. 364J,
TING
Manager interested in change. Presently
diumgeneral
market.manager
6 yearsindependent
experience meall
phases radio, specialize in selling, pro-j
gramming,
etc. For
Prefercomplete
south. Guar-|
antee results.
story
write Box 366J, BROADCASTING.

1
Situations Wanted

Salesmen
:ai
: alesman-sportscaster, 5 years, large
;ttt;;nd small market, married, all sports,
southwest. Box 227J, BROAD;-"-"-i./est,
A STING.
J ivewire, sales, promotion, programman, seeks
or TV competi; ling
ve market
with radio
opportunities.
Prefer
estern states. Box 255J. BROADiaj A STING.
, oinmercial salesman now working rap;gko,
for better
. earslooking
old. married,
non opportunity.
drinker, college40
>aduate, reliable. Address replies to
ox 317J. BROADCASTING.
- xperienced salesman with plenty of
"Programming
background
wishesbe tough
■Hfiling jobpensated
when
ability Need
will
comaccordingly.
drawing
- ;count through orientation period.
hereafter commission only. Single,
• raft
(World
War II veteran)
*e 29.exempt
Box 328J,
BROADCASTING.
; easoned salesman, college degree, successful producer,
de\ res change,
stationnowrepsemployed,
or TV sales,
ox 345J. BROADCASTING.
Announcers
imports wanted year-round. Experi' -V; all,
iced football
AA baseball,
basketand allmidwest
staff. National
. jency, sponsor recommendations.
V. eteran, 3 children, college. Draft
;.. <crt-.pt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
-4-aseball announcer: One of nations
;st. Real promoter. Not run of the
'-Will. Available for radio-TV year>und work. Box 154J, BROADCASTIG.
ports announcer presently employed.
3jV efinitely
years staff,
sports
experience.
draft
exempt.
State Single.
salary,
Complete sports setup. Best references,
r-ox 236 J, BROADCASTING.
Jfnnouncer - 2 years experience, vet,
[jL id
1 phases,
specialty
disc shows,
can onalsoplay-by-play
sell. Box
4J, BROADCASTING.
1
— ith
xperienced
position
foreign announcer
American desires
station.
Now
— rnployed, best references. Consider
,l,iywhere.
Complete
data.
Box
247J,
ROADCASTING.
''ationally
known sportsMarried,
broadcaster
'ailable
vet1 an,
draftimmediately.
free. Best of references,
personal interview, audition at my exentiBnse. Box 251J, BROADCASTING.
ag.;_
raft, exempt veteran, 26, 4 years ex•n-i?rience. Presently employed as chief
;i] [itiouncer at metropolitan station in
| ew York. Desires permanent position
progressive
station. Box 252J,
ROADCASTING.
'xperienced staff announcer. College
RadioDraft
major.exempt.
Veteran. Young,
Operi ■aduate.
es board.
apable. Desires position in east. Box
9J, BROADCASTING.
Jaseball announcer.
Topflight. Exj:rienced all sports. Veteran. Mar'ed.
College grad. References. Box
8J, BROADCASTING.
'lid 5 years experience special events,
-°fl?ws,
staff. Within
milessports
New play-by-play,
York City. Immediately
■ailable personal audition. Call New
Tk Wadsworth 8-1607 or Box 305J,
ROADCASTING.
>ortscaster, deejay. 13 years radio;
/ exoerience. Past five years with
ie of New York City's top indies.
,.jj-esently free lancing in New York
'1;p'th own shows. If you want a thor' 3io
ghly background
schooled man including
with a complete
major
igue
play-by-plav
baseball,
I'm your
y. Excellent top level references.
^Jeteran,
married,plusfamily,
:empt. age
S150 33,
minimum
fees. draft
Box
6J, BROADCASTING.
?ar round play-by-play announcer.
-ust have
fed.
Draft organized
exempt. baseball.
Veteran. MarBox
wj, BROADCASTING.
:perienced announcer-writer. Sixty
inimum.
Specialty
new New
s-classics.
avel hundred
mile area
York
ty. Available after Anril Twentieth,
fcx 309J, BROADCASTING.
inouncer. Vet, college, seeks first
sition. FM experience. Travel, east,
sx 310J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sport announcer, experienced play-byplay, sport shows. Veteran, married,
presently employed, wish to advance.
Top salesman with car. Live discs
available. Excellent references. Write
own shows. Available two weeks notice. Box 311J. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, continuity writer, vet, 24,
father, college graduate, available June.
Year experience excellent small market station. Emphasis announcing, authoritative news, personable DJ. Familiar all phases control board operation.
Prefer Rocky Mountain, southwest. Box
312J, BROADCASTING.
Combo, three years experience. Now
chief engineer 250 watter. 28, draft
exempt. Prefer west coast. What have
you? Box 313J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 1st phone, 6 years experience including play-by-play. Prefer
northwest.
Minimum $80. Box 314J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, three years experience.
Married, veteran, no floater, knows
consoles,west. best
prefers midBox 316J,references,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, DJ and special events man.
7 years in northeastern radio. Family
man. Work board and news. Starting
base
$75. Write Box 319J, BROADCASTING.
Comedy DJ combination, 8 years success. Dependable, married, exempt, em"The voice that sells." $100.
Box 321J, ployed.
BROADCASTING.
Staff man, 4 years experience. Prefers
position in mercials.
northeast.
StrongBox
on comDisc available.
322J,
BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt announcer, vet, now employed,perience,
desiresconsole,
change,
years
exnews,twodisc
shows,
baseball play-by-play and live talent
shows. Pleasant voice, family man, age
26, steady, progressive. Prefer west or
midwest, will answer all correspondence. Tape on request. Box 326J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone, draft exempt,
family man, disc jockey on southern
station wants change. Local newspaper
write-ups, variety show, plus news and
sports reporting. Prefer north. Box
331J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer 10 full years well
rounded radio experience. Available
two weeks notice. Presently chief engineer kilowatt directional. $100 minimum. 40 hours. Box 333J, BROADCASTING.
Now employed 50 kw AM-TV outlet.
Seven years radio. Four years TV experience announcing, disc jockeying,
singing, writing. Desire to settle permanently with combined operation organization, or disc jockey opportunity
with major
AM station.
seaboard preferred
but not Eastern
necessarily.
Age 32, married. Disc, picture, resume,
references on request. Box 335J,
BROADCASTING.
Two draft exempt family men. Each
employed four years at one of nations
leading stations. Combined 13 years
of thorough
experience.
tions good but
wish to Present
affiliate posiwith
progressive
station
that
offers
oppor-to
tunity to specialize and build shows
make
All replies acknowledged. youBoxmoney.
336J, BROADCASTING.
All this and draft exempt too. Staff
announcer, newscaster, news writer,
continuity writer, console operator and
DJ available. Four years metropolitan
newspaper
experience.
inated localand
newsradio
broadcasts
in an Origarea
of 225 thousand listeners. It sells.
Box 339J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
experienced
phases,plans
desires permanent
positionallwhere
for the future are possible, can operate
console, married, draft exempt. Box
340J, BROADCASTING.
Morning man, 6 years, deep voice,
draft free,
west. dependable.
Available now. Prefer
Box south341J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
gram directorDJ,withmusic
three librarian,
years big procity
broadcasting
experience
desiresquality
position in Chicago area. Intimate
plus sock SA in voice in presentation
of patter and continuity has built terrific Chicago audience. Change in station programming reason for seeking
new spot. Can produce results. Single,
conscientious, reliable worker. Best of
references available, plus audience
availability proof. Write Box 344J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Four years experience offered to CaliOregon, who
Washington
or other
western fornia,
stations
wants a solid
disc
jockey
and/or
announcer-newsman,
ING^
program director. Presently employedor
west coast. Box 346J, BROADCASTExperienced in tape recorded remotes.
Graduate leading Chicago radio school.
Guitar player. 24, veteran. Will travel.
Box 349J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman, limited experience. College, draft exempt. All phases
radio. Control board. Box 350J,
BROADCASTING.
No frills but facts. Reliable, competent, four years experience, draft exempt staff man available for northeast
market. Box 367J, BROADCASTING.
Baseball man. Desire year round work.
Married, veteran. College. Employed.
Box
368 J, BROADCASTING.
ING^
Announcing-newscasting, disc jockey
shows, control board operation. Sales,
writer. Married, negro, veteran. Audition available. Box 370J, BROADCASTAnnouncer-newscaster, graduate Radio
City course. Previously newspaperman,
platform lecturer. Married, veteran.
Prefer New York commuting. Disc
available. Box 371J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, married, draft
exempt.
Disc available. Write c/o Apt.
59, N.
2-H, 935Y.
East 163rd Street, New York
Look
tired
ads.
some

here fellows,
spending
good, I'm
hardgetting
cash onmighty
these
After listening to my radio I know
of you need new, more experienced
I'm offers
not des-in
perate,deejay-announcers.
turned down 4 job
last three weeks, just looking for a
station in which I can be permanently
happy. Five years experience in two
stations, 29 years old, married. Sincere,
homey, friendly approach that sells.
Good natured, but not cute. Top
deejay-commercial announcer, special
events, listenable news. I won't list
all my
abilities,
you wouldn't
me
anyway.
Full details,
recent believe
photos,
"unrehearsed"
audition
tape
available.
Call Division 4 6264 any day
til 3.
Tommy Edwards,
1708 West Walnut,
Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Announcer-salesman, 39, family, some
experience, professionally trained, write
copy, public speaking instructor. Sober,
reliable, cooperative, draft exempt. Now
in sales. Charles Freeman, phone 25847, 3412 Bolivar, Alton, Illinois.
Made out great in east. This dope had
to come to Hollywood and starve like
the rest of them. Anyway here goes
again. Young vet., 3 years experience
deejay. Appreciate southern California
offer. Lambert,
SomebodyP. please!
I'm hungry.
Eddie
O. Box 16551,
Hollywood
38, California.
Draft exempt top newscaster and commercial man. Slight British accent.
Address Henry Thieme, 12B, Hospital
Hill, Kansas City, Missouri, Victor 8215.
Technical
Chief engineer, twenty years experience
including construction three stations.
Box 332 J, BROADCASTING.
Phone
first, permanent. Salary, hours
ING.
first contact. Box 361J, BROADCASTEngineer, 3 years transmitter, remotes,
tape
recorders. Box 375J, BROADCASTING.
Single veteran, 27, desires employment
Arizona or New Mexico. Preferably
transmitter. Available Mav 1. All
replies considered.
Howard Smith, 3617
Farnam,
Omaha, Nebraska.
Available, radiotelephone first and second class operators 250 watt. FM exdesire positions in Indiana or
midwest. perience,
Write details, salary, etc.,
Indianapolis Electronic School, 312 E.
ana.
Washington Street, Indianapolis, Indi-

Production-Programming, others
Farm director: Desires change to larger
market. Good voice, draft exempt.
Usual notice. Box 323J, BROADCASTING.
Professional home economist desires
positiontive,asestablished
women'sstation.
director One
with year
acbehind mike. Excellent home economics and teaching background. Thorough knowledge of radio. Prefer midwest. Best references. Disc and photo
on request. Box 204J, BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

NO SHORTAGES

HERE!

The complete inventory of new broadcast
speech, antenna, and transmitter units and
components from Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Waltham, Massachusetts, has been purchased by ELECTRONIC SERVICE CORPORATION of
Louisville, Kentucky.
Immediate delivery is offered on these
standard Raytheon finished products, all
brand new, in original pack, and FOB
Louisville.
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
QUANTITY
PRICE EACH
6 RR-30 three channel remote
amplifiers
$350.00
24 RR-10 single channel remote
amplifiers
121.00
32 plifier
RZ-10 assembly
four-channel pre-am- 365.00
15

RM-10 10 -watt monitoring
amplifier
47 RP-1'0 program amplifiers
10 RPL-10 line amplifiers
21 RFP-10 switch and fuse
panel assembly
ANTENNA
21
15
12
42

190.00
190.00
210.00
50.00

EQUIPMENT

RT-1000 1 kw antenna tuning units 310.50
RLC-10H housed tower
lighting chokes
145.00
RLC-10 tower lighting
chokes, unhoused 60.00
RCM-10 vacuum tube current meter kit, less meter 27.00

Components and complete units for the
Raytheon 250-1 kw-5 kw-10 kw AM-FM
transmitters and phasing equipment will
be available in limited numbers after removal from Raytheon warehouse to
ELECTRONIC SERVICE CORPORATION shops at Lincoln, Nebraska. Other
Raytheon, RCA, Western Electric, Collins,
Gates material on hand.
ELECTRONIC SERVICE CORPORATION, owned by Steve Cisler (WKYW)
and Howard SHUMAN (KLMS) specializes in new and used broadcasting
equipment of all makes.
Stations consolidating operations, changing power, deleting equipment will find
this firm interested in bidding on all
material on cash or trade basis.

ELECTRONIC

SERVICE

CORPORATION
Steve Cisler Howard Shuman
431 W. Jefferson St. 130 N.. 16th St.
Louisville, Kentucky Lincoln, Nebraska
Clay 4811
2-7579

I

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Program - news director, announcer:
Twelve years background all phases:
Excellent musical background, good
commercial voice. Family man, $80.00
minimum.
references available. BoxDisc,
308J, photo,
BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Best offer takes 3 kw Federal FM
transmitter, Andrew 4 bay side mounting antenna with 280 feet l5/8 inch cable,
hangers,
etc. Box 136J, BROADCASTING.

RCA 3 kw FM and GE 3 kw FM transPD. Successful experience record. Can
mitters, twoGEGE antenna.
BM-1A station
supervise all production departments.
tors, 2 bay
Make monioffer.
Personal interview in NY region. Box Box 166J, BROADCASTING.
318J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Model 6N Presto instantaneProgram director with two years ex- : ous recorder with microscope. Like
new. $500.00. Box 327J, BROADCASTperience available
weeks'
notice. ING.
27, university,
vet, two
family.
Interested?
Box 320J, BROADCASTING.
RCA MI-11900 recording attachment
Program director: Desires change. Draft complete,
microscope.
Both items also
in newMI-4928
condition.
Contact
exempt. ence.NetTop morning
and independent
experiman, hillbilly, General Manager, WEOL, Elyria, Ohio.
sports.tice.Versatile,
producer. Usual no- Two RCA Universal pickup kits MIBox 324J. BROADCASTING.
4875-G, two filters, switches, arms,
heads and mounting plates. Plus one
News writer, 6 years experience news,
sports, continuity, some announcing,
spare head.
All are infirst
excellent
tion. Cost $350.00.
$200.00 conditakes
presently employed, college, veteran.
them. WHYN, Holyoke, Mass.
Write 325J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Equipment, complete set
Draft exempt veteran, age 29, is look- tower
lights (4) and flashing beacon
ing for program director job in local or
regional station. Background includes Hughey-Phillips,
Gates $100.00.
tuning
unit model 21A $200.00.
less meter,
6 years network production, announcing
and programming, independent free Westinghouse tower flasher unit $40.00.
2-Pickering 16 inch transcription arms
lance ence
production.
Also selling
experiwith local station.
Looking
for complete with heads, $15.00 each. Brush
tape recorder model BK-401, $65.00
permanent job. No floater nor boozer.
8 ft. rack open end, $12.00. In good
Box 329J, BROADCASTING.
condition. Contact J. Eric Williams,
Radio Station WGAT, 250 Genesse St.,
Programming,
production,
public
relaUtica,
N. Y.
tions, experienced all phases station
operation, including selling. Prefer inWanted to Buy
dependent station or affiliate emphasizing strong local programming. Now
program director at 1000 watt indeStations
pendent in large metropolitan market
but want change. Can be available by
Experienced manager desires to purMay 1st. Box 374J, BROADCASTING.
chaseradio
or invest
in to inpersonally
station
midwest manarea.
Good commercials, topnotch continuity, Writeage aBox
184J,
BROADCASTING.
veteran, married, 25. experienced college 5 kw station, editor college magazine, trained announcing techniques,
Equipment etc.
wants radio or TV writing job with
chance to work into production, availWanted
in
good condition: General Raable after June graduation, Alvin C.
dio 1170-A FM frequency monitor;
Croft. 917 Sunset Lane, East Lansing,
Esterline-Angus
one milliampere reMichigan.
cording meter, preferably with Telechron
motor.
Box
296J, BROADCASTING.
Television
Will pay cash for good used equipment
Salesman
for 250 watt installation. Everything
from tower to studio. Gadsden Radio
Company, P. O. Box 937, Gadsden,
Syracuse University graduate, experienced, seasoned salesman, desires posi- Alabama.
tion TV sales. Box 359J, BROADMiscellaneous
CASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
$300,000 purchase money by successful
metropolitan S-A-L-E-S radio executive. Principals: Box 365J, BROADStations
CASTING.
Successful 1 kw daytimer and class B
FM in large eastern metropolitan marHelp Wanted
ket. Grossonly.
'49 andBox'50 205J,
over BROAD$200,000.
Principals
Announcers
CASTING^
For sale: 1000 watt, fulltime, AM station. Network affiliate, in industrial
Major network station
New
England city. Box 226J, BROADCASTING.
needs topflight morning
Equipment etc.
man. Excellent base plus
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
talent. Send audition and
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
complete background to
Have new guyed radio towers complete
with #10 bare copper ground wire.
Write Box 162J, BROADCASTING.
Box
358J, BROADCASTING.

COMMERCIAL MANAGER
We have a good sales staff making
money for themselves and us. We
are seeking more sales under direction
of a proven, capable sales manager.
Experienced and happy staff successoperating 1000market
watt offulltime
tionfully
in Midwest
135,000.staYou need a proven successful sales or
sales manager background. Personal
meeting with general manager-owner
at N.A.B. Convention important.

Three

mm

Box 356J, BROADCASTING,
360 N. Michigan, Chicago —
Situations Wanted
NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
531 5. W. 12th PORTLAND, OREGON

Production-Programming, others
GENERAL ADVERTISING MANAGER
Versatile ad man with five years experience
... as art director, layout man, copywriter,
production manager, time buyer ... in retail
creditdio chain,
advertising
and TV general
mail order
agency agency,
... ra-on
printed, outdoor and broadcasting media. Employed. Ready for immediate move up the
ladder. Box 353J, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR-ANNOUNCER
31 months in present station in
programming and sales. Play-byplay,cellent
news, references
special from
events.
Exgeneral
manager of this local in N. Y.
area. Desire move back to program director in regional
or inB.F.A.
program-announcing capacity.
Married. Good draft status. Willing to relocate anywhere if opportunity isgood. Box 373J, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment etc.
Available — for immediate shipmentnewers— will
and used
guyedsupply
towsellWincharger
erected — can
ground wire.
Contact
one
of
the
following. Look us up at the NAB:
Warren Cozzens. 720 Main St., Evanston,
Illinois. Phone: Davis 8-4800.
Henry Geist, 60 East 42nd St., New York
17. Phone: Murray Hill 7-1550.
W. E. Taylor. Signal Mountain
Chattanooga. Tenn.
Phone: 88-2428
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
WANTED—
Old Sons of the Pioneers
WPIC,
records or transcriptions
P. O. Box 541, Sharon, Pa.

Our

Schools

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesmen

W.

O. PLAYER

JR.

State Dept. Official Die
FUNERAL services were hel
April 1 for William O. Player Jr.
44, special aide to Edward W. Bar
rett, Assistant Secretary of Stat*
for Public Affairs, who died of ;
heart ailment March 30 while con
ferring with his deputy assistant
Joseph M. Sitrick.
Mr. Player, a former newspaper
man, handled many important as
signments
for the program
department's
for j
j
eign
information
and was
particularly active in recent month; <
in connection with the U. S. "Cam j
paign
Truth" activities.
and expanding
Voice ofof America
A native of Greensboro, N. C.
Mr. Player was associated in reportorial capacities with the Columbia
to
(S. C.) Record, Birmingham Post
Baltimore Sun and New York Post.
He served as Washington correspondent for the latter newspapei
from 1942 to 1949, when he was
appointed foreign affairs specialist
for the State Dept. He is survived;
by his widow, Nell; a son, William:
Player III, and a sister,
: Ann.
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH
Corp.'s board of directors has declared
a quarterly dividend of 25 cents per
share on 1,935,187 common stock shares
outstanding,
payable
holders of record
AprilApril
5. 16 to stock-

Office*

Will Be Represented

At The

NARTB

Convention -Chicago
Suite 1300-1301-1301A Hotel Stevens will be headquarters for our
three offices during the NARTB Convention in Chicago April 15-19.
There is increased activity at this time so be sure and see us next
week if you are interested in expanding or selling your radio interests.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
235 Montgomery St.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bide.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550

AM

STATION

WANTED

Partners and friends of long standing wish to purchase a fulltime
network affiliate now in the black, outside of a primary market and
in a pleasant community in which to live.
Cash available to $20,000. Balance to be financed. We have
another going business (established 1Q36) with excellent bank and
commercial references.
Will consider anything from Denver east meeting above conditions. Please furnish such information as you feel will be of interest
so personal contact may be arranged. We will deal direct or
through your broker.
BOX 357J, BROADCASTING

i

Advertising Tax?
(Continued from page 19)

advertising expendidip Theyinincluded:
l^a. heavy tures.
1. Discontinuance of advertising
jif some types of products for what
t calls "the duration."
2. Reduction in the quantity of
advertising by others.
3. Shift to direct advertising by
;nail or handbill "in case the tax
);ould not be made to apply to these
of advertising."
:ypes
According
to these tax experts,
'f the "heavy tax had no effect on
he volume of advertising or the
nices charged, the yield from a 20
o 25% tax would be well over $1
lillion."
On the other hand, the writers
■f the recommendation opined, if
he taxation succeeded in reducing
.dvertising volume, probably the
ollowing factors would occur:
1. Lowering of the estimated
ax revenue.
2. Reduction in demand for goods
.nd materials going into advertisJ"pg3.. Cut in stimulus by advertising
i o cause people to buy.
':. It continued: "To the extent ad. -ertising media reduced their rates
itii nd absorbed part of the excise
1 3 ax, their net income would also be
educed and hence the revenue
IB iom the income tax would be reuced."
Staff Reasoning
The staff further conjectured
!|hat a reduction of advertisers'
*f Profits and of income tax revenue
*ould follow a cut in sales resulting from the reduction of adverising volume. Thus, the staff enisions a subsequent cutback in
nflationary
pressures
and an
ncrease in consumer saving.
In an afterthought assault on
dvertiser budgeting, the commit■ee researchers asserted:
It is even conceivable that the
pot ield from other taxes might also be
i ncreased, especially if the tax on
iisji dvertising resulted in reduced exenditures for 'good will' advertising more or less deliberately
ngaged in to avoid excess profits
nd corporation income taxes."
<M Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney
sfjD-Wyo.) is chairman of the joint
ommittee. In a preface to the
•'Report, he said he wanted it clearly
'nderstood that neither the comlittee nor any individual member
jj; "in any way committed" to the
taff's views.
Questioned about the staff memers who wrote the supplemental
n the ad tax, John W. Lehman,
immittee clerk, said no specific

lie Nation's Richest Farm Market
jrvey average of 50.8% tuned
ery hour to good listening.
WATERTOWN,
M
%U|
^ W #TT
■ I n WISCONSIN
|!Jl ROADCASTING

individual compiled the information, but that it had been a joint
project under the direction of Dr.
Theodore J. Kreps, staff director.
The full committee staff is listed
as: Dr. Kreps, Mr. Lehman, Associate Staff Director Grover W.
Ensley; Fred E. Berquist, economist for the minority; James W.
Knowles and William H. Moore,
economists; Elizabeth Magill, research assistant; Marian T. Tracy,
assistant clerk.
Fro m Sen. William Benton
(D-Conn.), meanwhile, came a call
for a "national crusade against
inflation" via "every medium of
communication," including television, radio, and other media. Sen.
Benton would have the media set
up a national committee to dramatize the "critical nature of our current financial situation."
Coincident with these developments, Treasury Secretary John W.
Snyder told the House Ways &
Means Committee that the administration would not seek the $6.5
billion revenue as an addition
to the $10 billion it currently wants
from Congress. Thus, as the tax
proposals now stand, the administration's recommended boost in
radio-TV set excises on the manufacturer level apparently still stick.

RADIO USAGE
Trendex Studies TV Homes
INDICATIONS that radio already
has suffered the most serious effects of TV competition and is back
on the road to a new normalcy of
set usage come from results of a
study, "Survey
X," released by
Trendex
Inc.
The survey revealed that evening
radio use is 20% higher in homes
which have had TV for two years
or more than for homes in which
the video receiver is less than a
year old. Also, the study showed
that TV set use is 11% lower in
homes which have had TV for two
years or more than in TV homes of
a year or less standing.
"In the television home," Trendex
noted, "a higher percentage of radio listening was found during the
morning hours than in the radio
only homes; this would seem to
lend substance to the theory, held
by many, that it was the radio
enthusiast who purchased the first
television sets."
Considering the use of various
sets in multi-set homes, the survey
reported that in TV homes with
both television and radio sets operating, 32.1% of the radios in use
were in the kitchen during the
6-10 p.m. period, while in radioonly homes for the same period,
53.8% of the radio sets in use were
in the living room and only 17.4%
in the kitchen. Multiple set usage
was found to be highest in the
evening hours and not in the late
afternoon when juvenile programs
predominate, as had been assumed.
The survey utilized the telephone
coincidental interview method and
was based on some 5,000 contacts.

• Telecasting

NARTB Presidency
(Continued from page 18)

April 15-19:vention,
NARTB
29th Chicago.
Annual ConHotel Stevens,
April 16: Mobilization Conference,
Eighth Street Theatre, Chicago.
April
Engineering
Hotel16-18:
Stevens,
Chicago. Conference,
April
Management
Hotel16-19:
Stevens,
Chicago. Conference,
April 9: McFarland Bill (S 658) hearings resume. Room 1334, New House
Office
D.
C. Bldg., 10 a.m., Washington,
April 10: House Un-American Activities
Committee Entertainment Probe, Old
House Office Bldg., Washington, D. C.
April 11: Brand Names Day 1951. Hotel
Commodore, New York.
April
11-13:Miami
AIEEBeach,
Southern
Meeting,
Fla. District
April 14:
Annual
Spring Section
TechnicalFifth
Conference,
Cincinnati
of IRE, Engineering Society Headquarters, Cincinnati.
April 14-18: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Midyear Meeting, Dallas, Tex.
April
USA National
Committee
of the16-18:
International
Scientific
Radio
Union and Professional Group on Antennas and Wave Propagation of the
IRE, NationalD.Bureau
of Standards,
Washington,
C.
April 19-21: AAAA 33d Annual Meeting, Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va,
April 19-21
: Armed
Forces Drake
Communications Assn.
Convention,
Hotel,
Chicago.
April 20: American Society of Newspaper Editors Radio-TV Forum. ASNE
Convention, 3:30
Washington,
D. C.p.m., Hotel Statler,
ADS

IMPORTANT

Brophy Tells Hill Group
IMPORTANCE of advertising in
a defense economy was stressed
by Thomas D'A. Brophy, chairman
of the board, Kenyon & Eckhardt
Inc., on behalf of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, on
Capitol Hill last week.
Mr. Brophy emphasized that advertising has the chief role of
moving goods and making possible
an expanded economy, since "advertising isthe counterpart in distribution ofthe machine in production." His statements were contained in testimony delivered before the House Post Office Committee in opposition to a bill (HR
2982) to readjust postal rates.

,■: :■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .

association's affairs will be evident
immediately to hundreds of broadcasters throughout the nation, most
of whom know him personally and all
of whom are familiar with his great
contributions to American radio. An
outstanding leader in his own community, and nationally in the profession to which he has devoted 24 years,
Mr. Fellows assumes the NARTB post
thoroughly experienced in all phases
of broadcasting.
Speaking of the appointment,
Judge Miller said:
I have worked with Harold Fellows
over the years and am well acquainted with his great capacities for leadership and his thorough knowledge of
the broadcasting profession. I have
seen the high regard in which he is
held not only by his fellow broadcasters, but by leading citizens of
Massachusetts, where he has given
unstintingly to civic projects. It is
not difficult therefore to predict that
he will contribute much to the nation's broadcasters as NARTB's president. Ilook forward to a pleasant
and productive association with him.
Selection Group
Members of the presidential section group, selected at the February board meeting, were in addition
to Mr. Strouse: James D. Shouse,
WLW Cincinnati; William A. Fay,
WHAM Rochester; Robert D.
Swezey, WDSU New Orleans;
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis;
Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.; William B. Quarton,
WMT Cedar Rapids, la.; Harry
R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen, Wash.
Members of the TV manager selection committee, besides Mr. Storer, are Harry Bannister, WWJ-TV
Detroit; Paul Raibourn, KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
Mr. Fellows will be the 16th
president of the association and
fourth to fill the post on a fulltime,
paid basis. Preceding Judge Miller in the presidency in recent
years were J. Harold Ryan, Fort
Industry Co., a 1944-45 interim
president who was drafted for the
post while a permanent appointee
was sought, and Neville Miller, now
a Washington attorney, 1938-44.
Judge Miller became president Oct.
1, 1945, coming from the Federal
bench.

'.■ ■ " '■
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 75)
Applications Cont.:
change power from 5 kw unl. to 5 kwD 1 kw-N, change trans, location and
DA system.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KVMA Magnolia, Ark. — RETURNED
application for CP to change from 1 kw
to 5 kw and install new trans, etc.
WSPT Stevens Point, Wis. — RETURNED application for renewal of
license.
April 5 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
WHBS Huntsville, Ala.— Designated
for hearing at Washington on May 28
re application for CP to change from
1490 kc 10 kw-LS 250w-N to 1550 kc
10 kw-LS 500 w-N DA.
April 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 550 kc
WHIM
Providence, R. I.— CP to
change from 1110 kc to 550 kc and
change trans, and main studio locations.
CP to Replace CP
WWGP-FM Sanford, N. C— CP to replace expired CP for new FM station.
Tyler,
Tex.— CP to replace
CPKGKB-FM
for new FM
station.
Modification of CP
KAKC-FM
Tulsa, Okla.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
ERP Increase
WQAN-FM
Scranton,
Pa.— CP to
make changes in existing FM station
to increase ERP to 3.16 kw.
License for CP
WGH-FM
Newport News, Va.— License for CP authorizing changes in
existing FM station.
Renewal of License
WOSU-FM
Columbus,
Ohio— Noncommercial educational FM station requests renewal of license.
License for CP
KYUM Yuma, Ariz. — License for CP
to change frequency, power etc.
Modification of CP
Following stations request mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates:
KLX Oakland. Calif.; KIKI Honolulu,
Hawaii; KUTE (FM) Glendale, Calif.;
KSTA-FM San Antonio, Tex.
AM— 1390 kc
WWODcreaseLynchburg,
daytime power Va.—
from CP
1 kwto toin-5
kw
and
change
from
DA-D-N
to DA-N
and install new trans.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: WRFS Alexander City, Ala.;
WEDR Birmingham, Ala.; KJFJ Webster City, Iowa; WBET Brockton, Mass.;
WREV Reidsville, N. C; WLIO East
Liverpool, Ohio; WPRA Mayaguez,
P. R.; KCTX Childress. Tex.; WLOEFM Leaksville, N. C; WBUY-FM Lex-

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Application*

SUMMARY TO APRIL 5
^COt&
QX
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Cond'l
Appls. In
Grants Pending Hearing
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
133
265
130
AM Stations
2,239 2,232
FM Stations
656
518
15542
*1
11 1714
396
TV Stations
107
67
* On the air.
Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
KELT Electra, Tex.— Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond issued initial decisiontionslooking
denialJr.of and
applicaby C. toward
C. Elkins
Bill
Frank Lindsay, a partnership d/b as Oil
City Bcstg. Co., permitee, for license
and for consent to assign construction
permit from that partnership to Oil
City Bcstg. Co., a corporation composed
of Mr. Elkins, Mr. Lindsay and nine
others. Decision Apr. 3.
WALE Fall
River,C. Mass.
— Hearing
Examiner
Elizabeth
Smith
issued
initial decision looking toward grant of
application by Narragansett Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, for license renewal. Decision
Apr. 4.MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER
Commission adopted a notice of proposed rule making which would amend
FM allocation plan by shifting Ch. 229
from Idaho Falls, Ida. to Rexburg, Ida.
and Ch. 225 from Jacksonville, N. C.
to Dillon, S. C, purpose being to provide Class B channels for pending applications in Rexburg and Dillon as
there are no applicants from Idaho
Falls and Jacksonville.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Alturas, Calif. — Conr Inc. Granted
1 kw daytime on 570 kc. Estimated
construction cost $36,197. Principals
include 25% Owners as follows: President Chester J. Stuart, former director, stockholder and chief engineer
KRCO Prineville, Ore.; Vice President
Philip
Good, B.engineer-announcer;
SecretaryN. Phyllis
Stuart; Treasurer
Margaret
A.
farm. Granted Good,
Apr. 5.co-owner berry
Malvern, Ark. — David M. Segal.
Granted 1 kw daytime on 1420 kc.
Estimated
cost include
$12,500. 100%
Mr. Segal's
radio interests
ownership
KTKS Texarkana, KDKD Clinton, Mo.
and KDMS El Dorado, and 51% interest
ington,
burg, Pa.N. C; WCHA-FM ChambersAPPLICATION RETURNED
TV— Ch. 6
Jacksonville Bcstg. Corp., Jacksonville, Fla.— RETURNED application for
CP new TV station on Ch. 6 (82-88 mc)
ERP 19.4 kw vis. 10 kw aur., ant. 335 ft.
because of wrong form in application.

IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
Write, call, or wire
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantel!, Sales Manager

(YlIllinois
aiwnaL
Jncdwi
Peoria,
Phone
6-4607
ndu
We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
that members of our Organizafion have received while working
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
Pa?e 80
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in WGVM Greenville, Miss. Granted
Apr.
Las 5.Vegas, Nev. — Vegas Valley Bcstg.
Co. Granted 250 w, unlimited, on 1340
kc, subject
to applicant
satisfying
certain legitimate
complaints
of blanket
interference occurring within 250 mv/m
contour and eliminating possibility of
cross-modulation
effects andKENO
re-radiation problems between
Las
Vegas and proposed station due to
proximity of transmitter sites. Estimated construction cost $15,800. Applicant is licensee KOLO Reno, Nev.
Granted Apr. 5.
Alton, Mo. — Robert Neathery. Granted
1 kw daytime on 1290 kc. Estimated
cost $17,600. Applicant is 100% owner
KWPM West Plains, Mo. Granted
Apr.
5.
Augusta,
Ga. — Garden City Bcstg.
Co. Granted 250 w daytime on 1050 kc.
Estimated
cost $23,400.
Principals
include President
and 50% Owner
Melvin
Purvis, part owner WOLS Florence,
S. C; Vice President and 25% Owner
George C. Nicholson, attorney; Chester
H. Jones, owner controlling interest in
Family
Mar. 29. Laundry, Augusta. Granted
TRANSFER GRANTS
WEEK
Peoria,assignment
111.— Granted
consentto
to involuntary
of license
Robert S. Kerr et al., Callie B. Fentem
and the Liberty National Bank & Trust
Co., co-executors of estate of T. W.
Fentem, deceased, Dean Terrill, Grayce
B. Kerr and Geraldine H. Kerr, a partnership d/b as West Central Bcstg. Co.
Procedural step involving no money.
Mr. Fentem, deceased, owned 6.944%
of stock. Granted Mar. 30.
WJEJ-AM-FM Hagerstown, Md.—
Grantedtown acquisition
of control
Bcstg. Co., licensee,
by HagersGrover
C.
Crilley
and
Bernice
Crilley
grove through purchase of 268 sh. Paulsstock
by Mr. Crilley from Bertha M. Blessing
for $6,700. Mr. Crilley and his daughter
will now control 68.85%. Granted Mar.
26.

51%,
Roland forMcClamroch
rep-,
resentative
Specialties Jr.,
Corp.;field7AYz%\
Roy E. Fullen, chief engineer WTIK
Durham, N. C, and 24%%, L. T. Darks
Jr.,
attorney
and partner
of Dixon
& Dark,
Siler City,in N.lawC. firm
Albany, Ga. — James S. Rivers tr/as
The Southwestern Bcstg. System, 1050
kc, 250 tion
w, costdaytime;
construc$24,467.estimated
Applicant
owns
WMJM
Cordele,
Ga.
and
90%
of WTJH
East Point, Ga.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WAKE
S. C. —Co.,
Acquisition
of control Greenville,
Piedmont Bcstg.
licensee,
by
Vardry
Ramseur
and
John
A. Ramseur, father and son, through purchase
of 50% interest from Joe H. Britt and
Charles B. Britt for $17,500. Each of
the applicants
tion. Filed Mar.now30. owns 25% in staKTXL
Angelo,Bcstg.
Tex. —Co.,
Acquisition
of controlSanWestex
licensee,
by B. P. Bludworth and Armistead D.
Rust through purchase of 20% interest
from J. Edward Johnson for $12,000.
Mr. Bludworth and Mr. Rust each own
40% interest at present. Filed Apr. 2.
KOSA from
Odessa,
Tex. — Assignment
license
Southwestern
Bcstg. Corp.of
to Odessa
Co. for Cecil
$73,200.
Principals areBcstg.
80% Owner
L. Trigg,
managerSouthwestern
of KOSA Bcstg.
and present
10%
owner
Corp.; 10%
Owners Wilbur B. Stowe and Brooks
L. Harman, partners in law firm of
Stowe & Harman. Filed Apr. 5.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Jan.
1: AM 10 FM 33 TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
KFMAdrews Inc.,
Davepnort,
— L. W.Apr.An-2.
constructionIowapermit,
Revoked missed
by application
Commission
which
also dis-of
for modification
construction permit for extension of
completion date.
WWHG onHornell,
N. deleted.
Y. — Station
WWHG
1590 kc
New
WWHG chaseonof WLEA
1320 kc,Hornell
resultingbyfrom
purWWHG,
remains.
HornellFeb.now1. allocated 1320(WWHG
kc). Effective
WSM-FM Nashville, Tenn.— WSM
Inc., license,
Mar. 28. heavy
Material
shortage, small audience,
operating
expenses.
KTOK-FM Oklahoma City, Okla.—
KTOK Inc.. construction permit, Mar.
28. Continued operation unwarranted.
WJBW-FM New Orleans — Louise C.
Carlson, construction permit. Mar. 26.
Unable to complete construction.

1
j
1
I
J

A?
KELT CASE
FCC Would Deny License
INITIAL decision to deny a license to KELT Electra, Tex., and
to deny
proposed totransfer
trol— tantamount
deletion ofof conthe
outlet — was reported last week by
FCC. The ruling charged illegal a
transfer and ownership-financial 8
misrepresentation.
Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond s
concluded the public interest would
not be served by granting a li- !
cense for the 250 w daytime outlet
on 1050 kc to Oil City Broadcasting Co., a partnership of C. C.
Elkins Jr. and Bill Frank Lindsay,
nor to approve transfer of the permit to a corporation of the same
name and composed of Messrs.
Elkins and Lindsay, Allen Melton,
their Dallas attorney, and others.
The examiner contended that the
station actually had been constructed bythe corporation, that information being concealed from
FCC.

New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Kaneohe, Oahu, T. H. — Windward
Bcstg. ited;
Co.estimated
Ltd., construction
1250 kc, 1 kw,costunlim$2500
(all equipment
on
include J. Robert hand).
JensenPrincipals
and Sakae
Kimata, KGU Honolulu employes, and
Shigehara
Morita,andformer
KPOAforHonolulu employe,
23 others,
the
most
Mar. part
28. Hawaiian businessmen. Filed
Freeport, Tex. — King Howard Robinson and Wayne E. Marcy d/b as Brazoria Bcstg. Co., 1460 kc, 500 w, day, estimated cost $13,590. Mr. Robinson is
vice president and general manager
and 10% owner of KATL Houston. Mr.
Marcy is vice president and sales manager and 8% owner Houston Radio
Supply Co.; he also holds one share
of
preferred
stock 28.in KTRM Beaumont,
Tex. Filed Mar.
Puyallup,
Jerome
Whisler
and Wash.
Lloyd —C. Dr.
Hannah
d/b H.as
Puyallup Valley Bcstrs., 1490 kc, 250 w,
unlimited; estimated cost $10,725. Dr.
Whisler is % partner, a dentist and real
estate
Mr. Hannah, 1'3
is an owner.
engineer-announcer
forpartner,
KELA
Centralia-ChehaHs, Wash. Filed Mar.
BASEBALL
SOUND EFFECT
— Cary Lee Graham and
30.Mobile,H. Ala.
Edwin
Estes tr/as The Gadsden RaRECORDS
dio Co., 1340
kc,
250
w,
unlimited;
estimated cost $11,525. Applicant also
owns WETO Gadsden, Ala. Filed Apr.
5 D/F SPEEDY-Q DISCS
(COVER ALL REQUIREMENTS
San Antonio, Tex. — Manuel D. Leal,
990
kc, Dr.
1 kw,
estimated
#10. or$2.eo.
813.66.
Leal,day;present
ownercostof $20.40%
2.interest in KIWW San Antonio, pledges
Order CO.D. Today While Supply Last*
to disposeginningofconstruction.
that interest
before
beCharles Michelson, Inc.
Filed Apr. 2.
Chapel Hill N. C— Village Bcstg. Co.,
23 WEST 47th ST.. N. Y. 19 PI 7-0695
1360 kc, 1 kw,
struction costdaytime;
$16,275. estimated
Partners conare
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BMB

-FM DELETED
KFI-FM to Suspend
^IRST LICENSE for a comraerI dial FM station in the U. S. — that
?cr WSM-FM Nashville — was deeted by FCC last week at the
. equest of the station because of
r1 nsufficient audience and impending
'1 naterials shortage caused by de: ■< nse mobilization.
Meanwhile, Earle C. Anthony
uthorized
re, operator of KFI-AM-FM-TV
%os Angeles, last week announced
t was discontinuing FM broadasting after almost four years
because it feels the public has not
,-et accepted FM. KFI said it is
willing to re-enter FM "if and
>hen a larger segment of the pubic can be served by FM broadcasting."
FCC last week also deleted nerQits of KTOK-FM Oklahoma City
nd WJBW-FM New Orleans at
.pplicants' requests. KTOK Inc.
: old the Commission continued FM
• peration was found to be "unwarranted."
WSM President John H. DeWitt
r. wrote FCC that "conditions
'oday and our experience in the
. ast 12 years have led us to the
ecision to discontinue the operaion of our FM service." He noted
jIVSM entered the high frequency
J jkM field in 1939 with experimental
tation W4XA, operating with 1
jw on 26.15 mc. It functioned two
ears on a noncommercial basis,
iring good music programs.
Mr. DeWitt stated when FCC
ecided upon FM for hia;h freuency broadcasting, WSM went
n the air "with W47NV as the
rst commercial FM licensee in the
Inited States. We have continued
or 10 years to operate this FM
tation broadcasting a separate
rogram service from that of
i'SM. We have continued this
peration in spite of the fact that
ie audience buildup was very disppointing and that the station
perated at a complete loss during
ie entire period. This loss has
mounted to nearly one quarter of
million dollars to date."

Matck

HoX

SUIT

Court
sed by
filed Dismis
against
Broadcast

ScOtQ SUIT

Measurement Bureau, asking $300,000 damages, has been dismissed
by the U. S. District Court for the

STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of March 31 follows:
am
fm
TV

67 Plaintiff was Clair Heyer, publisher
518
2234
on air)
(All permits
Licensed
Construction
129
155
42 of Radio Market Guide Inc.
Conditional grants
1*
Total applications pending
1087 196 460
Mr. Heyer had filed the suit last
Total applications in hearing
282
8
180 Sentember
naming- as defendants
ueienuanib
naming
oeptemuer,
396
11
265
new stations
for requests
Requests
Tota
New
station
in
hearing
130
4
171
BMB
and
its
acting president, Kenl
on
Requeststheto change existing facilities
250
28
26
nptVi TT Rnli-or- nnH A sen nf XTa
Deletion
of construction
licensed stations
2
6
. , Advertisers,
. ,
. ' and, its OIpresiDeletion
of
permitsin March
1
8
tional
Tot
al
2239
* on the air
dent, Paul West. He had charged
564 1
2363 667
10
079 r,,Sou
mmmm.mmm^««»m^mmm«m««m«wmm»^«,«mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm«.,^m«mm
BMB
OfSuit
trade
theantitrust
rnwithDisrestraint
trilaws.
•
the
wasUnder
disct
„, . „of New York.
, ,. , when
union acted within its Proper jur- missed on motion of counsel
inrilf HA Or
UfDT
appear in
to
failed
Pontiff
the
handthe
circulating
in
isdiction
I.A\r
rW
WKI-ln
II VI
IVL.II
UflUL
bills and whether the station is New York in response to a court
NLRB Hears Oral Argument guilty of having dismissed the em- order for pre-trial examination.
Louisiana Assn of Broadcasters
^7™"
^T™1,
°*
ORAL argument on the labor dis- P10^
a resolution
B} ad°Pted and
0,\.March
WBJ f1'6^ has demfd
Stand- f£oundspute between the Jefferson
agencies
advertisers
notifying
the that
S0"Sh* to.inundermine
J* authority
that
g Co. (WBT-AMBroadcastin
ard
pm
umTv
/Tin
m
n
\
unions
the
case,
and
BMB
s
data
do
not
r ivi Woi v (IV; unariotte, in. o.) , .
., , , , ,
, ,. . '
„ ,
.
. ,neces- .
true picture of
lthad take,n retaliatory ac- sarily reflect the various
and the International Brotherhood <;!aimsagainst
markets
endeavor- broadcasting in
employes
of Electrical Workers was held
association
The
Louisiana."
in
and
hamper
last Wednesday by the National ^ jn various ways to
noted many agencies and adverbusiness"
destr°y • °™Telecasting,
■Labor
.
[Broadcasting
tisers have bought time on the basis
Relations Board in Wash%? \
■
.
Aug. 28, 1950].
of
the
BMB survey which it said is
The hearing was the outgrowth
J
of recommendations filed last sum- Representing the Jefferson
"not an accurate picture of listenmer by an NLRB trial examiner. Standard Broadcasting Co. were
The station was asked to reinstate s- H- Blakeney and F. T. Miller,
ing habits
today."
LAB
asked
agencies and advernine of 10 technicians which it dis- The union attorney was Louis
tisers
to
consider
authentic inforthe
charged in September 1949 in the Sherman. A final decision by
mation furnished by individual staheat of its dispute with the union. board is not expected before midtions instead of BMB data.
Attorneys for the station subse- May.
quently filed exceptions to the re-

port.
At last week's argument, attorneys for the licensee contended that
the technicians had circulated defamatory and libelous handbills,
which contained adverse comments
on the operation of WBTV, including a statement that dealers were
unable to move TV receivers because of complaints over WBTV
programming by the "general pub-

WBT Claims
WBT contended that (1) the
handbills
were defamatory; (2)
lic."
station time sales had dropped below normal following distribution
of the leaflets; (3) the handbills
were untrue and litigable and had
no connection with the labor dispute; and (4) that it, the licensee,
was not motivated to destroy the
union as charged.
. E. STALEY Mfg. Co., Decatur,
General Counsel David Sachs,
\,i which uses broadcast media, has
for NLRB, held that, while the
eported a net profit of $4,705,230 for handbills were not "necessarily un)50, equal to $5.34 per share of corntrue" and the language was someon. stock after preferred dividends.
what exaggerated, there was a direct connection between the dispute and the circulation of the
leaflets. The union's purpose, he
,THE E
claimed, was to strengthen its barLITTL
gaining position with the station.
Counsel for the unions claimed
that the handbills were part of
&TAttW^&fe"
WITH THE
the union's "economic strategy,"
designed to settle current negotiations with the station. He asserted that WBT never reprimanded the technicians for distributing the handbills; corrected the
contents, or attempted to stop their
WALLOP.' WM
AM
REP. BY MEEKER ■ distribution.
Crux of the case, as seen by
ARINETTE, WISCONSIN.
NLRB authorities, is whether the
Telecasting
RO ADCASTING
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

...at

'VOICE' SPLIT OPPOSED;
APPROPRIATION SLASHED
OPPOSITION to separation of Voice of
America operation from policy-making State
Dept. structure and recommendation that program evaluation techniques be strengthened
with aid of private industry rating services
registered by U. S. Advisory Commission on
Information in fourth semi-annual report to
Congress released Sunday. Commission also
praised
"truth
campaign"
guided by
Edward W.
Barrett,
Assistantas Secretary
of
State for Public Affairs. NARTB President
Justin Miller is commission member.
Slash of 90% in Voice of America's requested
funds approved Friday by House Appropriations Committee. Group backed subcommittee
recommendations calling for reduction from
$97.5 million to $9,533,000 (early story, page
34). Committee also pared Civil Defense Administration outlay from $403 million to
$186.75 million, with perhaps less than $60
million for communications and other equipment.
ATLANTA GROUP SEEKS
TO PURCHASE WCON-TV
PURCHASE of WCON-TV Atlanta for $525,000 from Atlanta Newspapers Inc., operating
WSB-TV there, proposed by group of prominent Atlanta citizens, it was learned Friday.
Bid to be filed for FCC approval this week.
Taking initiative to seek Commission consent, group has organized million-dollar firm
under name of Broadcasting Inc. and would
encompass wide ownership representation
among long-time Atlanta civic and business
leaders.
Walter C. Sturdivant, owner MontPrincipals:
gomery Knitting Mills, president; John O. Chiles,
large real estate operator, vice president; James C.
Robinson Jr., president of Trust Co. of Georgia
Assoc., which is owner Trust Co. of Georgia and
several other major banks in Southeast, treasurer;
Robert B. Troutman Jr., member of law firm of
& Kelly,
Troutman
Sibly, senior
Spalding,
& Co., oneCle-of
Evans secretary;
partner
ment A. Evans,
houses, dibanking
investment
largest
Southeast's
rector.
Transfer is conditioned upon FCC approval of sale,
plus licensing of WSB-TV (now on Channel 8) upon
WCON-TV's
present Channel
2, which Broadcasting
facilities are
under construction.
Upon approval.
Inc. group would acquire present WSB-TV technical
facilities and transmitter site as WCON-TV, but
would lease present WSB-TV transmitter building.
Atlanta Newspapers would take over new WCON-TV
plant,
renaming Inc.,
it WSB-TV.
Broadcasting
which proposed acquisition to
Atlanta
Newspaper
ex-Gov.conditions
James M.in
Cox of Ohio, to ask interest
FCC to ofmodify
Commission
year'sandmerger
of Atlanta Journalapproval
(original ofCoxlastpaper)
Constitution
(WCON
group).
FCC
approved
merger
with
stipulation Atlanta Newspapers surrender Channel 8 license
upon licensing of Channel 2 outlet, forbidding any
dual operation. WCON-TV has been conducting
VHF propagation tests, however.
Also mentincluded
sale isAtlanta
former Newspapers,
WSB-FM equipfor Channelin 283.
upon
WCON-FM's
to
WSB-FM
moved
approval,
merger
Channel 253 assignment. Both are Class B facilities.
Paul D. P. Spearman is counsel for Broadcasting
Inc. with resenting
PaulAtlantaA.Newspapers.
O'Bryan and William Sims repCBS COLOR SHOWING
PLANS for April 13 demonstration of CBS
color TV in Washington, D. C, for 1,000 TV
servicemen and technicians within 200-mile
radius of Washington announced by CBS Friday. Site is U. S. Chamber of Commerce auditorium.
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COY VOICES OPPOSITION
TO McFARLAND
BILL
FCC Comr. Robert F. Jones asked Friday by
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee to testify on McFarland Bill portion
that he and Comr. Rosel Hyde favored, but
which Commission majority opposes. Request
made during testimony of Commission Chairman Wayne Coy as hearings on S 658 started
second day (earlier story, page 21).
Present bill, with four "minor" exceptions,
likened by Mr. Coy to S 1973 which passed
Senate during 81st Congress, which he also
opposed. Friday testimony on four changes:
(1) FCC does not favor stipulation that Commissioners' assistants receive not in excess of
$10,000. Mr. Coy said FCC proposed striking from
bill all references to specific salaries for any position.
(2) Commission is not favorable to provision
that secretary of FCC, chief engineer and assistants, chief accountant and assistants, general
counsel and assistants, chief of each integrated
division and assistant, and legal assistants to Commissioners would be enjoined from practicing before FCC within one-year period after cessation
of employment. Mr. Coy remarked that Walter
Bill (HR 405) provided "fairer and more logical
approach"
to post-government employment problem.
(3) FCC agreed to provision clarifying that
Commissioners may present minority or supplementary views in legislative reports.
(4) Likewise, Commission held desirable portion
providing licenses can be issued, in absence of
written application therefor, during national
emergencies.
Most objectionable portion of bill, he said, was
that which would establish "protest" procedure
under which existing station "could demand and
secure a hearing on any application for new or
improved facilities, grant of which might cause
economic injury to it." He said this would give
existing station "club" over establishment of competitive stations.
NARTB-TV

SEEKS

DELAY

NARTB's TV Board petitioned FCC for 10day delays in deadlines for filing initial comments and replies, and commencement of
hearings on FCC proposed allocation plan
[earlier story, page 52]. Dates now April 23,
May 8 and May 23, respectively. It was also
learned Friday that Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers would not participate in hearings as association, but that
individual members would.
HOUSE UNIT FILLS VACANCIES
REP. HARLEY O. STAGGERS (D-W. Va.)
named Friday to House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee becoming second Representative to join group in week. Other addition was Rep. Morgan M. Moulder (D-Mo.).
They replace Thomas R. Underwood (D-Ky.),
now U. S. Senator, and John B. Sullivan (DMo.), who died early in session.
WILLIAMSBURG OUTLET
WILLIAMSBURG RADIO Co., Williamsburg,
Va., Friday granted new daytime only station,
740 kc, 500 w, with provision that applicant
prevent second harmonic interference to
share-time stations WBBL and WLEE Richmond.

owner (see story, page 22). Eyebrow-lifte
was second-page phrase in extract which sai
radio must, among other things, "make a rat J
adjustment to meet the current situations.
Extracts were circulated via BAB.
FIVE OF FCC's seven members will atten
NARTB Convention in Chicago next weel I
Chairman Coy and Comrs. Walker, Hyde, Jone j
and Hennock are slated for trip, with Comrs
Sterling and Webster probably remaining be
hind because of previous commitments. It's ex i
pected Commissioners will witness Phonevisioi
demonstration at invitation of Commander E
F. McDonald, of Zenith, on Tuesday, April 17
ARMED FORCES Information Center (Army!
Navy, Air Force, Marines) will be on han<
at NARTB Convention to answer questions oi
personnel as well as programming matters
Setup will be adjacent to registration desk a
Stevens Hotel.
UNDERSTOOD TO BE in preliminary plan
ning stage is new book, with working tith;
There's Something in the Air, covering firs
quarter-century of American radio-TV in docu
mentary and anecdotal fashion. Collaborator:
would be Col. E. M. Kirby, Army radio-TA
chief, and Robert K. Richards, NAB public af
fairs director.
IT'S touch and go whether Congress will re
solve question of telecasting committee healings and various debates.
Sen. Alexander
Wiley's (R-Wis.) call upon Senate Rules Committee to work out Congressional TV code isl
finding little enthusiasm.
House Rules Committee has not yet got around to consideratior
of Rep. J. K. Javits' (R-Lib-N.Y.) request foil
radio-TV coverage of important House sessions
BOTH NBC-TV and CBS-TV negotiating foil
exclusive TV rights for Red Skelton through!
William Morris office, New York.
AS FULL locationsimpact
of FCC's
proposed
TV foi
alisfelt, more
and more
proposals
switched assignments and even station swaps
are being dreamed up. These projects would
permit stations to utilize maximum antenna
heights and power and still circumvent overlapping coverage.
PROPONENTS of autonomous TV wing of
NARTB (NAB) already have over half of 107
licensed video stations in fold, adding up to
more than $100,000 income. Membership drive
planned at Chicago convention, with number of
high-income stations expected to swell operating budget.
ALL OWNED-AND-OPERATED stations of
CBS (non-member of NAB) and NBC (NAB
member) are now in BAB membership fold,
with ABC decision expected shortly. (Mutual
has no owned stations.)
FRED HART ELECTED
FRED HART, president and general manager
of WLPM Suffolk, Va., elected president of
Virginia AP Broadcasters Friday at final
session of two-day meeting. Other officers
are Maynard Dillaber, WMVA Martinsville,
vice president, and Irving Abeloff, WLEE
Richmond, treasurer. Frank Fuller, chief,
Richmond AP bureau, continues as secretary.
Three new directors also named : John Eure,
WDBJ Roanoke; John L. Cole Jr., WHLF
South Boston; Charles Blackley, WTON Staunton owner and general manager (early story,
page
24).
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THE

RIGHT

COMBINATION

TO

MICH.

WLW-C
COLUMBUS^

WLW-D
DAYTON
•
WLW-T
CINCINNATI
WLW-

W.
KENTUCKY

.
With a population of 13,658,505 and 3,611,767
radio families — nearly 1 10th of the
U. S. total — the 330 counties of the
WLW Merchandise-able Area present a
worth-while market for any advertiser.
Using class "A" time, WLW obtains
advertising impressions in this market at
an average cost per thousand of only SI. 18.
And this does not take into account the
large bonus audience beyond this area
accredited to WLW by BMB.

140 W. Ninth St.
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
CHerry 1822

630 Fifth Ave.
New York 20, N. Y.
Circle 6-1616

3165 Olentangy River Rd.
Columbus 2, Ohio
JEfferson 5441

VA.

VA.

IV IlW" Television ^

Within this great area, WLW-Television
provides concerted sales impact in three
important metropolitan areas — Cincinnati,
Dayton and Columbus — with a total population
of 2,978,400 and 831,800 families,
half of which are TV set owners. In
this second largest TV market of the Midwest, more local and national spot advertisers
buy more time on WLW-Television to
sell more products to more people than
on any competing stations.

360 N. Michigan
Chicago 1, III.
STate 2-0366

6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOIIywood 9-5408

4595 S. Dixie Highway
Dayton
Ohio
WAInut 9,2101

sets

now

in

the

WWJ-TV

multi-billion

dollar

MARKET

They're multiplying rapidly . . . and so are the sales of advertisers who use the visual selling power of WWJ-TV to push their
products in Detroit.
When you're on WWJ-TV, you're on Detroit's NBC station . . .
the station that TV's Detroit Tigers' ballgames, Red Wings' hockey
games, big-time boxing . . . the station that's 2 years ahead of the
others in age, in programming know-how, in production experience
. . . the station that commands the prestige that naturally goes
with leadership in public service.

c

It's as clear to advertisers as WWJ-TV's picture is to Detroiters,
that WWJ-TV is the Number One buy in a market that is headed
for its twelfth consecutive year of capacity production.

FIRST IN MICHIGAN *
Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Repretentatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

NBC Television Network
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v. . . and
let me

so, my friends, as we conclude

NEW

program,

repeat—

WOR-TV'S
fwsBpe

this WOR-tv

SHARE

YORK'S

OF

AUDIENCE

LEADING

MAKES

INDEPENDENT

IT
TV

STATION*"

It
write, wire or phone WOR-tv, in New York
for remarkable proof of the statement that appears above.
*according to Telepulse for March, 1951
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THIS

IS

TELEVISION

IN

THE

WHAS

TRADITION

k
0

FOR

LOCAL

Louisville's

LIVE

choice

TOP-RATED
CATEGORIES
LOCAL

PROGRAMS

is WHAS

-TV

WHAS-TV

STATION B'

NEWS

* SPORTS
* KITCHEN
AUDIENCE

PARTICIPATION

VARIETY
* CHILDREN
MUSICAL
* TEEN

AGE

WESTERN

VARIETY
MUSIC

* PARTICIPATIONS

AVAIL ABLE — SEE PETRY

Louisville's favorite local programs are seen on WHAS-TV ... as shown
by the University of Louisville in the most intensive coincidental
telephone survey ever conducted here. Over 13,400 calls were
made in one week. Ask your Petry man about the high-rated local
shows produced especially for participating sponsors.

Basic

CBS

interconnected
Affiliate

Serving a market of more than
85,000 television homes
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

WHASTV

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
•

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Safes Director

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER- JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

i

In

1

Albany —

WTRY

WTRY's

NEWS

than
on

WTRY's

Troy —

PROGRAMS

local daytime

news

any daytime

any other

local news
all other

DESERVE

BILLBOARDS

have

higher

ratings

station.

news

average

higher

ratings

than

programs,

included.

Morning,

afternoon,

and

evening,

WTRY

has

ratings

the lowest

S\ .
OaL

*

program

programs

average

j

Schenectady

programs

networks'

the highest

r~

cost

per thousand

_ .
jn
I
M&adk^- (RqmL

homes.

Fall -Winter Hooperatings

0cL 1950 thru Jan< 1951

jblished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C,
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3. 1879
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Upcoming
» A
^
NARTB 29th
AprilAnnual
15-19 Convention
Hotel Stevens, Chicago
* * *
April 16: Mobilization Conference, Eighth Street
Theatre, Chicago.
April 16-18:
Engineering
Conference, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
April 16-19: Management
Conference, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
(See page 206 for complete NARTB Convention

r:P-„:*
\^IlWUIi

WHY DIDN'T CBS await action by BAB on
basic rate study before exploding with its 10%
across-the-board cut? One highly placed CBS
executive said CBS couldn't wait, because BAB
appears to be engaged only in holding conferences, and hasn't gotten off ground.
PLANS of Broadcast Advertising Bureau tc
blast ANA's second rate study at NARTB convention this week, were subjected to sharp
revision over last week-end, as consequence
of CBS' earth-shaking announcement of radio
rate reduction. BAB President William B.
Ryan was all set to pop some "basic research"
proving radio's rate case at Tuesday session.
BROADCASTERS, FCC personnel and gods
will have to wait at least until May 1 to learn
what Commission will do on reorganization
of its Broadcast Bureau [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 9]. Originally scheduled
for consideration last Thursday, FCC postponed action at request of several members
(Hyde, Webster, Sterling). Skids appeared
greased for appointment of Harry M. Plotkin,
assistant general counsel, to all-important post
of Broadcast Bureau chief, although there are
other candidates.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Ivory
soap), placing spot radio campaign to promote
its personal bar size in about 50 markets day
and night starting mid-April. Compton Adv.,
New York, is agency.
STILL IN THROES of FCC final consideration is what to do about subsidiary FM services.
FCC has ruled out "beep" services (see story
page 54). It appears to favor facsimile multiplexing. As to Transit Radio, however, some
members contend there is no "balanced programming." Proponents of Transit Radio
argue general public as well as Transit public
get and like service.
SOME

ADVERTISERS and agencies reportedly set to demand that CBS revise its new
radio network rate cut plan (story page 39) so
that reduced rates start at 12 noon, instead
of 1 p.m.
PROPOSAL of National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. to restrict telecasting of football games
upcoming season on experimental basis, understood entirely unacceptable to Anti-Trust Division, Department of Justice. While proposal
not yet formally submitted, it's learned that
based on news reports, highly placed attorneys
tentatively ruled plan would run counter to
law.
IT'S MOSTLY UNDERCOVER but talk persists that some NARTB stations will resign if
Hadacol's promotional proprietor, Sen. Dudley
J. LeBlanc, carries out plan to become star
sideshow attraction at convention.
WHICHEVER WAY Supreme Court wind
blows on color-TV, RCA Lab. will keep plugging away at improvement of its compatible
system. If SCOTUS remands case to Chicago
court, entailing delay of many months, RCA
nevertheless will keep going, under instructions from top.
Page 4
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agenda)
April 19-21: AAAA 33d Annual Meeting, Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 20: American Society of Newspaper Editors
Radio-TV Forum, ASNE Convention, Hotel
Statler, Washington.
April 24-26: American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. Convention, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 148)
Bulletins
ABC officials notified their salesmen and others
that ABC would reduce radio network rates
between 1 and 10:30 p.m. not less than reductions announced by CBS (story page 39),
it was reported Friday afternoon. In some
quarters there was speculation ABC reductions might range up to 15 or 20%.
FRANK WHITE, MBS president, commenting
on the CBS rate cut, said:
"We are reserving comment pending completion of the analyses which we are making
in connection with the CBS reductions."
IMPLICATIONS of CBS radio network rate
cuts were expected to provide major subject
on agenda of ABC's stations planning and
advisory committee meeting scheduled in Chicago yesterday (Sunday) in advance of NARTB
convention.
WWJ Detroit (NBC) late Friday announced
reduction of Class A rate (6-11 p.m.), 20%
from $800 base. Reduction retroactive to April
1. Other rates unchanged, according to Harry
Bannister, general manager, WWJ-AM-FMTV. Action followed inquiries from advertisers
and agencies on heels of CBS announcement.
TRICO Co., Buffalo (wind shields), through
Baldwin, Bowers and Strachan, Buffalo, buying 20-second TV spots in about dozen markets
starting May 2 for 52 weeks.
FLEA

CIRCUS

SCRATCH

THIRD ANNUAL "Scratch" of NAB
"Flea Circus," comprising former NAB
executives and representatives of organizations and groups which regularly
made the district meeting circuit during
the tenure of Neville Miller as NAB
president, has been called for April 18
in Chicago during the NARTB sessions.
Mr. Miller, who served from 1938 until
1944, describes himself as "self-appointed" president of the National Assn. of
the Alumni of NAB Flea Circus. Meeting will be held Wednesday, April 18, at
5 p.m., Room 4, Stevens Hotel.

my

deadline

*

my

«
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Briefly
Business
Ch
GROVE CAMPAIGN
#* Grove Labs' Chi
Tonic, through Harry B. Cohen, New York, pr
paring spot announcement radio campaign f(
15 weeks starting June 4.
LOOK FOR SPOT
# Aerosol Bridgepo:!
Brass (moth killer) through Hazard Agenc I
New York, looking for spot radio availabilitii j
in select markets.
TETLEY EXPANDS # Tetley Tea, throug
Duane Jones & Co., New York, expanding i
spot radio campaign (currently in 13 markets
to
five additional markets, effective last wee)
in April.
CARTER
SPONSORS
# Carter Produclj
Inc., New York, effective April 29, will sponscDrew Pearson, Sunday, 6-6:15 p.m. on ABC
"Pyramid Plan" leaving program open for tw
other advertisers yet to be sold. Ted Bate
New York, is agency.
P&G SPONSORSHIP $ Procter & Gambl
Cincinnati, today starts sponsorship of Die
Haymes, on ABC, five times weekly, 11:55 a.ri
to 12 noon.
Compton Adv., New York,
agency.
PROVIDENCE JOURNAL FILES
FOR WFCI; OTHER ACTIONS
SALE of WFCI Providence for $175,000 t
Providence Journal filed with FCC Frida
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9]. U. i
Attorney General J. Howard McGrath execute
of estate of late Frank F. Crook (91 sh) an
agent for Howard W. Thornley (21 sh
Journal is licensee WPJB (FM) there.
NEW TV BID filed at FCC Friday for La
Vegas, Nev., by Desert Television Co., ider
tified with ownership KRAM there. Reques
Channel 13 (210-216 mc) with ERP 3 k'
visual, 1.5 kw aural. Construction cost abov,
$150,000; estimated first year operating cos
$60,000; revenue $100,000.
NEW AM station at Avalon, Calif. (Catalin
Island) on 740 kc with 10 kw day, recon
mended by hearing examiner, finalized b
FCC Friday to John H. Poole tr/as El Di
Broadcasting Co. [Broadcasting • Telecast
ing, March 12, 19]. Mr. Poole, UHF TV ex
perimenter, to give up KALI Pasadena. De
nials issued on competitive bids of Angele
Broadcasting Co., Temple City, and Newpor
Harbor Broadcasting Co., Newport Bead
Calif.
INITIAL decision issued by FCC Friday t
grant KPET Lamesa, Tex., switch from da
to fulltime operation, on 690 kc, 250 w.
TV COMMENT
DEADLINE
ON prompt joint petition of NARTB an
others to FCC's mere partial delay of deac
lines
for filing
initial story
comments
newComT1
allocation
plan (early
page on137),
mission Friday also postponed from April 2
to May 7 deadline for filing comment on ap
pendices A and B, containing general proposal
on allocation policy and procedure, and techni
cal standards, respectively. Industry contende
appendices A and B are "most importan
BROADCASTING
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ARE

LISTENING

TO

WORK
YORK,

PENNSYLVANIA

NOW
5,000
WATTS
— This recent power
increase gives advertisers — at no extra cost — wider
coverage, more listeners. Morning, afternoon and night—
Conlan ratings and BMB show WORK as the Number One
Station in this ever-increasing, progressive buying market.
Ten year population increase York Metropolitan trading
area 13.7% (1950 Census of Population). Let WORK sell
for you in this important mid-Pennsylvania section. Complete market growth information available on reguest.
Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER
San Francisco

ASSOCIATES
New York

Los Angeles

5000 Watts — Day
WORK
1000 Watts — Night
York, Penna.
Est: 1932
A ST E I N M A N
STATION
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022

MELODY

BALLROOM

4:00 to 6:00 P.M., Monday through
Friday has just about TRIPLED
its October ARB Rating in the
December- January
Another WFBR

ARB

Report.

home-grown show is bursting into

bloom! "Melody Ballroom," featuring the young,
amazingly glib and quietly mad disc jockey, Bob
Landers — is well on its way in the tradition of WFBRbuilt sensations like "Club 1300," "Morning in
Maryland," "It's Fun to Cook," "Nelson Baker
Show" and others.
"Melody Ballroom" is getting to be the late afternoon show of Baltimore, using the classic pattern of
music for housewives and teenagers.
This show is ripe for plucking by sponsors who are
looking for a profitable participation show.
If you twist the arm of the nearest John Blair man,
he'll tell you all about availabilities.

WFBR

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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"What

cut

would

madam

prefer?"

and restaurants. In order to give you that
choice sirloin or rib roast you want, around
This young lady isn't actually having dinner,
just a nightmare. (Probably went to bed
hungry.)
But the situation is not as incongruous as it
seems. Every time you pick your favorite cut
of beef, there's a lot of "leftovers" in the
background— the rest of the steer that has to
be sold.
That's not for you to worry about, of course.
But it is a problem for meat packers, retailers,
AMERICAN

forty other retail cuts from the same animal
must be sold — and sold fresh.
A glance at almost any restaurant menu

or

dealer's showcase will show you how it's done.
Buying inducements in the form of price
differentials give the less-wanted cuts an even
break with those most in demand. This keeps
the flow of the various cuts in balance, prevents waste, and gives every meat buyer an
equal measure of value.

MEAT

INSTITUTE

Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.
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WFIL

and

First broadcasting

WFIL-TV

organization

two awards
ALFRED

I. duPONT

from

the

AWARDS

We are deeply grateful to be the first broadcasting organization twice selected for the coveted
public service award of the Alfred I. duPont
Awards Foundation.
A unique adult education series, WFIL-TV's
"University of the Air," won the 1950 duPont
Television Award — first regular television prize
given by the foundation "... for loyal, devoted service to the nation and to the communities served."
A similar honor was conferred upon WFIL in 1947.
Here in America's Third Market, people know and
respect The Philadelphia Inquirer stations. For
WFIL (AM, FM and TV) has received more major
public service and promotion awards than any
other Philadelphia station.
It takes extra effort, extra ingenuity in programming to win awards. This same effort and ingenuity
in aggressive merchandising promotion win extra
sales for advertisers on WFIL and WFIL-TV.
And in this highly competitive market, advertisers
appreciate plus factors that add selling power to
pulling power.

to receive

FOUNDATION

or WFIL-TV . . . every resource to influence millions of loyal listeners . . . resources that have made
it possible for the Inquirer stations to win some of
the most cherished honors in the industry.

Awards to the WFIL Organization
1 930: Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation • Freedoms Foundation •Philadelphia Highway Traffic Board • National
Foundation
Community for
ChestInfantile Paralysis • Loyal Order of Moose •
T 949-30: Billboard
1 949: Alfred P. Sloan Radio Awards • National Safety Council
• Boy Scouts of America • Veterans of Foreign Wars • Ohio
State Institute for Education by Television • Ohio State
Institute
for EducationFellowship
by Radio Commission
• Philadelphia• Art
Club • Philadelphia
AlliedDirectors'
Jewish
Appeal • Beth Sholom Congregation • Temple Sinai • TV
Digest • Radio and Television Best • National Association
of Radio News Directors • Reading Fair • New Jersey State
Fair
• American
• National
Guard Legion • Veterans Administration
1 948: Billboard • Philadelphia Fellowship Commission •
12rh American Exhibition of Educational Radio Programs
• Philadelphia Junior Chamber of Commerce • Philadelphia
Club of Printing House Craftsmen
1 947: National Headliners Club • Alfred I. duPont Awards
Foundation • Billboard • American Broadcasting Company
• U. S. Navy Citation
1 946: National Conferenceof Christians and Jews • American
Broadcasting Company • Billboard • City College of New
York • United States Marine Corps
1943: City Business Club of Philadelphia
1944: City Business Club • Canada Dry Promotion Awatd
• Blue Network Award • Billboard
1943: Billboard
1938: United Businessmen's Association

That's what you get when you advertise on WFIL

Wbt
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How

*WKUL

The

Won

$2000.00

HADACOL

Contest!

City of 10,000 (Cullman,

Alabama)

Wins

Over Cities of 1,000,000.
1. Every retailer, druggist and grocer, received a letter from WKUL.
2. Point of Sale Material was placed in
all retail outlets.
3. Cooperation of Schools was obtained and
a talent contest was run with movie.
4. Cooperation of other Merchants was obtained. Many gave prizes.
5. Key Window
tion plus prizes.
6. WKUL
to retailers.

Displays Featured Promo-

sold 312 Co-op Hadacol spots

7. WKUL's Announcers
make Christmas Party a success.

went all out to

8. WKUL's Advertising and Promotion sold
more and more Hadacol.

*250-W-1340
WKUL

Fulltime-Liberty

Features Point of Sale and
Consumer

Promotion

"Surveys

Show

Audience

Listens

man Station"
Is

No.

Network

1

In

97%
To

And
The

Of

The

A

Cull-

"WKUL
Cullman

Market."
A few National Advertisers using WKUL:
Calumet' Baking Powder 15 Min. Mon-Fri.
Gold Medal Flour 15 Min. Mon-Fri.
Murine
B. C. Headache
Feen-A-Mint
Hillcresr Coffee

Spots
Borden's Products
Dolcin
Ex-Lax
Hadacol
Bayer Aspirin

Blue Seal Flour
Wildroor Products
Martha White Flour
Hercules Powder

WKUL

1340— LBS

WKUL
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MANAGEMENT
Adams, Irwin S., KGON Oregon City.
Adams, Thos. E. Jr., KWBE Beatrice,
Neb.
Aldridge, Mahlon R., KFRU Columbia, Mo.
Neb.
Alexander,
John, KODY North Platte,
Alford, William R. Jr., WSYR and
WSYR-TV Syracuse.
Allen, John S., WTVJ Miami.
Allman,
burg,
Va. Frederick L., WSVA HarrisArnoux, Campbell, WTAR Norfolk,
Va.
Anderson, Elwood C, WEST Easton,
Pa.
Atkinson, John R., WHBU Anderson, Ind.
Bailey, James E., WAGA Atlanta.
Banks, Bert, WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Barnes, Maurice R., Barnes & Neilson, Washington 4.
Barnett. Wells H. Jr., John Blair &
Co., N. Y.
Barnhart, Charles E., WMBD Peoria.
Neb.
Bastian, George T., KFOR Lincoln,
Baxter, E. V., KOAM Pittsburgh.
Beaman, Clarence, WKGN Knoxville,
Pa.
J. Frank, BROADCASTING
o Beatty,
TELECASTING.
Beatty,
R.
V„ WOHI East Liverpool,
Ohio.
C. A., WINR Binghamton,
N. Bengston,
Y.
Bennett,
burg,
Pa. David J. Jr., WKBO HarrisBernard, Noe, KOMA Oklahoma City.
Bill, Howard G., WDZ Decatur, 111.
Blackburn, James W., BlackburnHamilton Co., Washington.
Blackman, E. G., WLAC Nashville.
Blair, John P., John Blair Co., Chicago.
Blink, Milton M., Standard Radio
Transc. Services, Chicago.
kee.Boice. Hugh K. Jr., WEMP MilwauBoler, John W., KCJB Minot, N. D.
Bondurant, Hale, KFBI Wichita, Kan.
Booth, John S., WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.
Booth,
Robert W., WTAG. Worcester,
TVTass
Borel, Richard A., WBNS Columbus.
Bowden. J. L., WKBN Youngstown, O.
Boyd. Gerald, WHBC Canton, O.
Bradbury. Bob. KPET Lamesa, Tex.
Breen,
Dodge, la. Edward, KVFD-KFMY Fort
Bridges, Loren F., KTIS Minneapolis.
Brokaw. F. C, Paul H. Raymer Co.,
Chicago.
Brown, Kenyon, KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex.
Brown, R. M., KPOJ Portland, Ore.
Brugha, C. H., KWBE Beatrice, Neb.
Buford, Lucille, KGKB Tyler, Tex.
Bullitt, Mrs. A. Scott, KING Seattle.
Burbach. George M., KSD St. Louis.
Harry, KFAB. Omaha, Neb.
111.Burke,
Burow, Robert J., WDAN Danville,
Burrell, M. W., Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids. Ia.
Cagle, Gene L., KFJZ, Fort Worth.
Caldwell, Louis G., Kirkland, Fleming. Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington.
Caldwell.
Ltd.,
Toronto.Spence W., S. W. Caldwell,
Caley, Charles C, WMBD, Peoria, 111.
Camobell.
ville, S. C. A. Hartwell, WGTC GreenCamnbell. Mrs. Marianne B., WJEH
Gallipolis,
O.
City.
Carman, Frank C, KUTA Salt Lake
Carr, E. C, WHBC. Canton, O.
Carson, Robert M., • KSMN Mason
City, Ia.
Chatterton, C. O., KWLK Longview,
Wash.
Christianson. David, Bruce Eells &
Associates. Hollywood.
W. H., KFSB Joplin, Mo.
La.Clark,
Clay. Henry B., KWKH Shreveport,
Cleghorn, John H„ WHBQ Memphis.
Cobb, Grover C, KVGB Great Bend,
Kans.
Coe, Dee O., WWCA Gary, Ind.
Cohn, Marcus, Cohn and Marks,
Washington.
Coleman,
George D., WGBI Scranton,
Pa.
Ala.Coley, Lem, WRFS Alexander City,
Conwell, Frank, KCIL Houma, La.
Cook, Chas. R., WJPF Herrin, 111.
Cook, George R., WLS Chicago.
Cook, Louis, KNOW Austin.

CONFERENCE
Virginia N., WJLS Beckle;
W.Cooper,
Va.
Cosgrove,
John, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Cox, H Quenton, KGW Portland, Or
Cozad, Sam, WDYK Cumberland, Mc
Craddock,
ville,
N. C. Douglas L., WLOE Leak?
Crane, Dick, KNEA Jonesboro, Arl
Pa.
Mo.Creitz, K. Richard, WEEU Readini
Cribb, Wayne W., KHMO Hanniba
Crouch, Dee B., KDZA Pueblo, Cole
P. H., KHMO Hanm
bal.Cunningham,
Mo.
Curtis, James R., KFRO Longview
Tex.
La.Dabadie, Roy, WJBO Baton Roug!
Dahl, Howard, WKBH, LaCrosse, Wi;
Danforth, Harold P., WDBO an
WDBO-FM Orlando, Fla.
Dean, Robert J., KOTA-KOZY Rapi
City,
S. D.Bob, KRNT Des Moines, Ia.
Dillon,
Dirks, Dietrich, KCOM Sioux City, Is :
Dorrell, W. Ward, C. E. Hooper, Inc
New York.
Drake, Dale, WRR Dallas, Tex.
Drewery, R. H., KSWO Lawton, Okls
Duncan, Walter, Paul H. Raymer Co
Inc., New York.
Duvall. Charles F., Fisher, Wayland
Duvall & Southmayd, Washington, D. C
Duvall, T. W., KGBX Springfield, Mc
Eagan, R. Russell, Kirkland, Fleming
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington
D. C.
Eells. Bruce. Bruce Eells & Assoc.
Inc., Hollywood.
Elias, Don S., WWNC Asheville, N. C
Elliott, Tim, WCUE Akron.
Elliott, Paul, KRNT Des Moines, Ia
Elliott, Wendell, KGNO Dodge City
Kan.
Enoch, Robert D., WXLW Indian
Esau, John, KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
apolis.
KFPW
Fort Smith, Ark.
N. Essex,
C.
Harold, WSJS Winston-Salem
Evans,
C. N., O.Transcription Sales
City.
Inc.,
Springfield,
Evans, C. Richard, KSL Salt Lak<
Evans, T. L., KOMO Kansas City, Mo
Fairbanks, R. M., WIBC Indianapolis
William,N.WHAM
and WHAMTVFay,
Rochester,
Y.
Ferguson, Bellaire,
Robert O.W., WTRF anc
WRTD-FM
Fee,anceWilliam
T., Employers ReinsurCorp., Chicago.
Fehlman, Robert C, WHBC Canton, O
Feltis, Hugh, KING Seattle, Wash.
Fetzer, John E., WKZO, WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo,
Grand Rapids,Mich.,
Mich. WJEF, WJEF-FM
Filion,
New
York.Ed, Robert Meeker Assoc. Inc.
D. Fisher,
C.
Ben S., Atty., Washington
Fitzgerald, Harold, Sesac, Inc., New
York.
Va.Fitzpatrick, Horace, WSLS Roanoke
Fitzsimmons, Edwin C, Weed & Co.,
New York.
Fitzsimonds, F. E., KFYR Bismarck
N. D.
Va.Fletcher, Frank U., WARL Arlington
TVFogarty,
Omaha. Frank P., WOW & WOWMo.Foster, Ralph D., KWTO Springfield,
Frechette, George T., WHFR &
WHRA-FM Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Friedheim, Robert. World Broadcasting System,
New W.,
York.
Fulton,
Harold
WHO Des Moines.
Garber. Milton B., KCRC Enid, Okla.
Pa.Gaul, Raymond A., WRAW Reading,
Gelder,
ton, W. Va.John T. Jr., WCHS CharlesGeorge,
Carl, WGAR
Giaimo, Martin,
WJEF Cleveland.
Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Gluck, E. J., WCOS Charlotte, N. C.
Kenneth,
of Godfrey,
Advertising
Agencies,American
New York.Assn.
Godwin, Charles, MBS. New York.
Simon, WJTN Jamestown.
N. Goldman,
Y.
Goode, Paul, KSWO Lawton, Okla.
(Continued on page 14)
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To

with

a

Lady

dinner

Jj^OR a starter, try Concord grape juice, pressed and
bottled in quantity in Iowa. Or Jonathan apple juice,

Time

on

Buyer

her

mind

Iowa cabbage, dressing made with evaporated milk
(6 Iowa plants) and vinegar (3 Iowa plants). Or
take your pick of a dozen Iowa salad dressings. Add

a tasy Iowa product.

muffins of Iowa corn, or rolls
The main dish may be a meaty young corn-fed turkey,

of Iowa

one of the 3 million Iowa will provide this year. Or

wholewheat.

Dessert can be fresh-

a choice roast chicken; Iowa raises more than any
other state.

pjg' frozen Iowa strawberries, or ice cream packed

If you hanker after beef — roast, stewed,

or charcoal broiled — chances are it will be from

in dry ice (a by-product

Iowa, top state in the cattle-growing, meat-

of grain alcohol made

packing fields. Flank the platter with

from Iowa corn).

fluffy Iowa-grown potatoes, mashed with
rich Iowa butter.

This menu, courtesy of the Iowa

Iowa produces 20% of

U. S. cream and butter.

Development Commission, is brought to you by a

Or glaze Iowa

certain radio station which also serves people — -well

sweet potatoes with honey, from Iowa's — and the

over a million throughout 19,100 square miles of

world's — largest honey-processing plant.

prosperous mid-America. It's a market worth reach-

Serve ten-

der Iowa-grown asparagus, golden Iowa corn, peas
or limas — fresh-frozen or canned, from one of Iowa's

ing— and in Eastern Iowa WMT

reaches, as any area

Hooper will plainly show.

45 canneries or 12 frozen food plants.
The Katz Agency will be happy to cook up additional
In the salad bowl put slices of Iowa carrots, shredded

data.
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1

TTie Most Amazing Success Ever to Hit the Industry !
KVOL (NBC) Lafayette, la. bought
WOW (NBC) Omaha, Neb. bought
BOLD VENTURE ... and then sold BOLD VENTURE ... and then sold
it to a Crosley Dealer.
it to Trappey Beverage Co.
WDSU (ABC) New Orleans, Louisi- WBCK (MBS) Battle Creek, Michiona bought BOLD VENTURE . . . gan bought BOLD VENTURE . . .
and then sold it to McKenzie Bokand then sold it to Pfeiffer's Beer.
ing Co.
(NBC) Erie, Pa. bought BOLD
WSJS (NBC) Winston-Salem, N, C. WERC
VENTURE . . . and then sold it fo
bought BOLD VENTURE ... and Mintglo Products.
then sold it to 4 Savings and Loan
WAFB (MBS) Boton Rouge, La.
Assn.
WFCI (ABC) Providence, R. I. bought BOLD VENTURE . . . and
bought BOLD VENTURE ... and then sold it to Regal Beer.
then sold it to James Hanley BrewWJHL (ABC) Johnson City, Tennesing Co.
see bought BOLD VENTURE . . . and
KTBS (NBC) Shreveport, Lo. bought
BOLD VENTURE ... and then sold then sold it to City Oil Company.
it to Jordan and Booth Men's Store.
WRHI (MBS) Rock Hill, S. C. bought
BOLD VENTURE ... and then sold
it to a Westinghouse Dealer.

L

Join this
list of VENTURE
fine stations growing
who find SOLD
the "easiesf-fo-se//"
show in the
trade
today.

STEVENS

Telecasting
April 16, 1951
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Management Conf. Cont.:
Goodman,
Harry New
S., Harry
man Productions,
York. S. GoodGreen,
Raymond
S.,
WFLN Philadelphia.
Greenebaum,
Milton
L.,
WSAM Saginaw, Mich.
Greep, Malcolm,
WVJS, WVJS-FM,
Owensboro,
Ky.
Griffin, John, KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
Gulick, J. Robert, WGAL and WGALTV, Lancaster, Pa.
H
Hagan, James A., WWNC Asheville,
N. C.
Haid, Allen L., WSAI Cincinnati
Haley, Andrew G., Haley. McKenna
& Wilkinson, Washington, D. C.
Hall. Gladys, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Hamilton.
V., Blackburn-Hamilton Co., San Ray
Francisco.
Hanssen,
John F., KWCR Cedar Rapids. Ia.
Hanna, R. B., WGY Schenectady, N.Y.
Hannon, William A., Employers Reinsurance Corp., Kansas City, Mo.
Harker, Tom, The Fort Industry Co.,
New York.
Harre, Arthur, WJJD Chicago.
Harris, Paul, WLBH Mattoon, HI.
Harris, Wiley P., WJDX Jackson,
Miss.
Harrison, Gerald, WMAS Springfield,
Mass.
Hart, John P., WBIR Knoxville, Tenn.

Jones, Merle G., KWBE Beatrice. N=
Jones, Richard E., WJBK, WJBK-T
Detroit.
Jordan,
Charles B., KABC San A
tonio.

Ad vance NARTB
Registration
(Continued from page 10)
Huffman, Harry E., KLZ Denver.
Hussman, Walter E., KCMC Texarkana,
Hutt,Tex.Wm. V., KLRA Little Rock, Ark.
Hydrick,
land, Md. Dan Jr., WDYK CumberHyle, John F., Transcription Sales
Inc., Springfield, O.

Hartenbower, E. K., KCMO Kansas
City,
Mo. George, KFAB Omaha.
Haskell,
Haverlin, Carl, Broadcast Music Inc.,
New York.
Hawkins, Lloyd, KLTI Longview,
Texas.
Ky.Hayden, Leola C, WVJS Owensboro,
Hayes, H. D., Chicago.
Heinecke, Alice J., Sesac Inc., New
York.
Heiser, Albert E., WLEC Sandusky, O.
Henkin, Morton, KSOO Sioux Falls,
S. Herndon,
D.
Ray, KTRH Houston.
Heslop, Stanley N., Binghamton, N. Y.
Hicks, James W., WCOS Columbia,
S C.
Hollister, R. H., Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Ia.
Holt, Thad, WAPI Birmingham, Ala.
Holznecht, Glen R., WJPG Green
Bay,
Wis.H. B„ KGLO Mason City, Ia.
Hook,
Hooper, C. E., C. E. Hooper Inc.,
New York.
Cecil B., WWNC Asheville,
N. Hoskins,
C.
Hough, Harold, WBAP Fort Worth.
Howell,
tion, Col. Rex G., KFXJ Grand JuncHuber, E. J.. KTRI Sioux City, Ia.

Jackson, A. H., Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh.
Jacobs, Lee W., KBRB Baker, Ore.
Jadassohn, Kurt A., SESAC Inc., New
York.
James,
Ed. BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Jarman, J. Frank, WDNC Durham,
N. C.
Jayne,Mich.
Dan E., WELL-AM-FM Battle
Creek,
Ind.Jeffrey, John Carl, WIOU Kokomo,
Jensen, Ray V., KSAL Salina, Kan.
Johnson, B. Ed, WRBL Columbus, Ga.
Johnson, Earl, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.
Johnson, Howard A., WIBA Madison.
Johnson,
Rock
Island, Les,
111. WHBF- AM -FM-TV
Johnson, Walter C, WTIC Hartford,
Conn.
Jones, E. Lloyd, Bruce Eells & Assoc.,
Inc., Hollywood.

1 3 1 6-R-2
—

ONE

OF YOUR

BEST CUSTOMERS
Sure it's a country line, but
check this Kansas farmer's calls
last month. 1 -Kansas City (to buy
a carload of cattle). 2-Lawrence
(to talk to daughter at University). 3-Chicago (to sell 10,000
bushels of wheat). 4-Omaha (to
get hotel reservation for convenchicks).tion). 5-Wichita (to order baby

AND a call to WIBW in Topeka to get
speaker and entertainers for a regional
4-H Club meeting. He called WIBW because he knew that farm families all over

Kansas listen more to WIBW than any
other station* . . . and because he knew
WIBW would help.

For sales RESULTS — choose the station
* Kansas Radio Audience 1950

that's the first choice of listeners.

WIBW
Serving and Selling
THE

MAGIC

CIRCLE

Rep.: Capper Publications, Inc. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW • KCKN
Page 14
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Kahle, Douglas D., KCSJ Pueblo, C<
Kaiser, R. E..WOHI East Liverpool, i
Kapner, Leonard, WCAE Pittsburg
Karns,
Adna,Chicago.
Transcription Salt
Katz Agency,
Keller,
Bob,
Robert
S. Keller, Ne
York.
Tex.
Kelley, Boyd, KRTN Wichita Fai:
Kelley, F. J., WTSP St. Petersburg
Kelly, Frank W., WBEN Buffalo, N. '
TVKennedy,
Rochester.Jack, WHAM and WHA"\
Kennon,
field,
Mo. Leslie L., KWTO Sprin
Kerns, J. Robert, WLOK Lima, O.
Kettler, Stanton P., WGBS Miami
King, Art, BROADCASTING • TEL]
CASTING.
King,
WEBRStandard
Buffalo Radio Trai
King, Cy,
Gerald,
scription Service, Los Angeles.
Kline, Willard L., KEPO El Paso.
Kobak, Edgar, WTWA Thomson. G
Koehler, Frank E., WROV Roanok
Koerner, M. L., WSAM Saginaw.
Koteen,
Washington. Bernard, Cohn & Mark
Kramer, Worth, WJR Detroit.
Krause, Elmer M., WGAR Clevelam
Kritzer, Tom, KGNC Amarillo.
Ky.
Lackey, F. E., WHOP Hopkinsvih
Laird, Ben A., WDUZ Green Ba'
Wis.
Lambe, Robert, WTAR Norfolk.
Lancaster, W. Hanes Jr., WJHL Johr
son City, Tenn.
Land, 111.Thomas S., WROY-AM-FI
Carmi,
Landis, Dewitt, KICA Clovis. N. IV
Lane, C. Howard, WJJD Chicago.
Lanford, T. B„ KRMD Shreveport, L:
Langois, Inc.,
C. O.,NewLang-Worth
Featur
Programs
York.
cisco.
Lasky, Philip G., KSFO San Fran
Kan.
Laubengayer, R. J., KSAL Salin;
Lawrence, Craig, WCOP Boston.
Layman, Mike, WSFC Somerset, Kj
Leake,
James C, KTUL Tulsa, Okh
Ind.Leich, Martin
L., WGBF Evansville
Le Masurier, Dalton A., KDAL Du
luth, Minn.
Levi. Win, BROADCASTING • TELE
CASTING.
Lewin. Richman, KTRE Lufkin, Tex
Linder, Harry W., KWLM Willmai
Minn.
Lindow, Lester W., WFDF Flint, Mich
Lindsay, Merrill, WSOY Decatur, 111
Livesay,
Ray, WLBH
Mattoon,
Lohnes, Horace
L.. Dow,
Lohnes111. <S
Albertson, Washington.
London, Howard J.. National Founda
tion for Infantile Paralysis. New York
Long.
Maury. BROADCASTING «
TELECASTING.
W.Long,
Va. Walker, WSAZ Huntington
Lord. Newman, WAVE Louisville.
Loyet. Paul A., WHO Des Moines
Lyons, J. C,R. Weed
& Co..Clovis,
New N.
YorkM
McAlister,
B., KICA
McClung, Mrs. Hugh, KYOS Merced
Calif.
McCollough.
Lancaster,
Pa. Clair R.. WGAL-AM-Tv
McCollister, Paul W., Howard J. McCollister Co., Atherton, Calif.
McConnell, C. Bruce, WISH Indianapolis.
McConnell, Robert B., WISH IndianMcCoy, John E., Fort Industry Co.,
apolis.
Birmingham,
Mich.
McCurnin, L. L. KAUS Austin, Minn.
McDonald.
Pat,
WHHM
Memphis.
McDonnell, W. J.,
Chicago.
McGovern, S. H., KSO Des Moines.
Mcintosh, Bob, WOMI Owensboro, Ky.
Mclntyre, Frank C, KLIX Twin Falls,
Idaho.
McKay, Robert Martin Jr., WKRM
Columbia. Tenn.
McKenna,
James A.Washington.
Jr., Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson,
McNally, W. J., WTCN Minneapolis.
M
Mallory, Charles F., WSCJ San Jose
Calif.
Manship, Douglas L.. WJBO Baton
Rouge, La.
Marget,
M. M., WVOX Moorhead.
Minn.
Marks, Leonard H., Cohn & Marks.
Washington.
Marquardt,
Maynard, World Broadcasting, Los Angeles.
Martin, Joseph, WDSC Dillon, S. C.
Pa.Martin. Kingsley H., KSO Des Moines.
Martin, Thomas W., WEEU Reading,
(Continued on page 16)
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WTIC's 50,000 Watts represented nationally by Weed"& Co.

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

.

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres.— Gen. Mgr., Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr.— Sales Mgr.

April 16, 1951
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Advance NARTB
Registration
(Continued from page H)
Management Conf. Cont.:
Mastin,
ton, N. Y. Cecil D., WNBF BinghamMathiot, J. E., WGAL-AM-TV LanPa.Malta, William G., WLOA Braddock,
Mayes, Wendell, KNOW Austin, Tex.
Meeker, Robert, Robert Meeker &
Assoc., New York.
ton.Megargee, Mrs. Frank, WGBI Scranton.Megargee, Miss Madge, WGBI ScranMeyer, A. G., KMYR Denver.
Miller,caster, Pa.Harold E., WGAL-TV LanMiller, Neville, Miller & Schroeder,
Washington.
Miller, Paul J., WWVA Wheeling.
Mitchell, L. S., WDAE Tampa.
Mitchell, Maurice B., Associated Program Service, New York.
Monaghan, Frank, WGBI Scranton.
Moore, James H., WSLS Roanoke.
NewMoore,
York.Louise, Robert Meeker Assoc.,
Morency, Paul W., WTIC Hartford.
Morton, J. Archie, KJR Seattle.
Mosby, A. J. KOVO Missoula, Mont.
Murphy, Harold R., BlackburnHamilton,
Pa.Murray, Chicago.
Louis H., WPAM Pottsville,

THE GREENSBORO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE WILL SOON
COMPLETE ITS FIRST YEAR OF SPONSORING A PROGRAM,
"AMERICANS, SPEAK UP!", ON WBIG.

WHAT
AND

GROUP IS BETTER QUALIFIED TO SELECT AN EFFECTIVE LOCAL ADVERTISING MEDIUM THAN THE BUSINESS

PROFESSIONAL MEN WHO
BER OF COMMERCE?

CONSTITUTE THE CHAM-

WBIG

Gilbert M. Hutchison,

CBS

Affiliate

EST.

represented

Page 16
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President

5000

1926

by Hollingbery

watts

Reynolds, Donald W., KFSA F:
Smith, Ark.
Rhys, Noel, Keystone Broadcasts
System, New York.
Rice, Norman W., KSMN Mason Cil
Iowa.
Richards, G. P., WBBL Sheboyga
Wis.
Richards, Ronald
Youngstown,
Ohio. W.( WFMJ-AM-F
Riesen, John Easley, KVSO Ardmoi
Okla.
Rine, William E., WWVA Wheelir
W.Rines,
Va. William H., Maine Broadca;
ing System, Portland.
Riple, William A., WTRY Troy, N.
Rippetoe,
Haute,
Ind. William F., WBOW Ter
Roberson, Howard, KLYN Amaril
Tex.
La.Robertson, B. G., KWRH Shrevepo
Robischon, Franz J., KBMY Billinj
Mont.
L. H., WSAZ Huntingtc
W.Rogers,
Va.
N. Rogers,
Y.
L. L., WNBF Binghamtc
Rogers, Naylor, Keystone Broadca;
ing System, Chicago.
Rogers, Thomas A., WCLT Newai
Ohio.
Rollo, Reed T., Kirkland, Flemir
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington.
Rosene, Marshall,
Huntington,
W. Va. WSAZ - AM - D
Rosner, Bennett S., RCA Record
Program Services, New York.
Ross, Anthony, WBBW Youngstow
Ohio.
Roth, Eugene J., KONO San Antoni
Rothschild, Walter J., WTAD Quinc
111.
Rowan, B. J., General Electric C
nectady.
WGY-WGFM (FM)-WRGB (TV) Sen
Runnerstrom, R. O., WCOL Columbi
Ohio.
Russell, Frank M., NBC stations, WI
and WNBW (TV) Washington.
Russell, James D., KVOR Colora<
Springs.
Russell, Percy H., Jr., Kirklan
Fleming,
ington. Green, Martin & Ellis, Was
boro,
Ky. John T., WVJS Ower
Rutledge,

Myers, Frank
Texarkana,
Tex. O., KCMC - AM-FM
N
Nasmam Leonard
Youngstown,
Ohio. E., WFMJ-AM-FM
Neely, Hal G., Allied Record Mfgr.
Co., Hollywood.
Neill,
Malcolm, CFNB Frederickton,
New D.Brunswick.
Newens, William J., KOIL Omaha.
S. Nord,
D. Evans A., KELO Sioux Falls,
Newcomb, Harold J., WRJN Racine,
Wis.
Nolte, Vernon A., WHIZ Zanesville,
Ohio.
O
O'Hara, J. M., WMAN Mansfield,
Ohio.
Ohrt, Herbert R., KGLO Mason City,
Iowa.
Olin, Bruff W. Jr., WWAB Worcester,
]VIclSS
Ruwitch, Lee, WTVJ (TV) Miami.
Oliphant, Paul, WLAO Nashville.
Ryan, J. Harold, The Fort Indust
Outler, John M. Jr., WSB Atlanta.
Co., Toledo.
P
Ryder, J. Maxim, WBYR Waterbui
Conn.
.
Page, Allan, KSWO Lawton. Okla.
S
Palmer, Fred A., WRFD WorthingSanders, Gerald H., KLVT Levellan
ton, Ohio.
Tex.
Parham, Carter M., WDEF Chattanooga.
Saumenig, J. Dudley, WIS Columbi
S. C.
Paris, Herman, WWDC Washington.
Scala,
Parker, Jack, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.
ton. N. Y.Edward M., WNBF Binghar
Parker, Kenneth, SESAC Inc., New
Scherer, J. P., WHFB Benton Harbc
York.
Mich.
Patt, John F., WGAR Cleveland.
Schroeder,
Frank C. Jr., WDZ D
catur.
111.
111.Patterson, W. Kenneth, WSIV Pekin,
Scneder, Richard E., U. S. Civil Ser
Paul. Sol, CASTING,
BROADCASTING
• TELEice Commission, Washington
New York.
Peabody, Patrick H., KSJO San Jose, Springs
Seavey, Cecil, KVOR Colorai
Calif.
Pearse, Bernard P., Weed & Co., De- Va.Seebeck, Charles E., WTON Staunto
troit.
Sepaugh, L. M..WSLI Jackson, Mi;
Peck, Harry D., WDGY Minneapolis.
Shaffer,
Peters,
burg,
S. C. Roger A., WSPA Sparta
New
York. H. Preston, Free & Peters,
Peterson, C. B., The Branham Co., S. Shafto,
G. Richard, WIS Columbi
Chicago.
C.
Sharp,
Thomas
E., KFSD San Dieg
Peterson,
R., Keystone BroadcastingEdwin
System, Chicago.
Shaw,
Bill, BROADCASTING
Philley, Ben, Frederic W. Ziv Co., TELECASTING, Chicago
Cincinnati.
Shaw, Glenn,
KLX WLDY
Oakland,Ladysmit
Calif. ■
Shields,
A. T.,
Phillips, Charles F., WFBL Syracuse,
Wis.
N.Pinkerton,
Y.
Jane, BROADCASTING •
Shouse, James D., WLW Cincinns
TELECASTING, Chicago.
and WINS New York
Pittman, Charlie, WMBL Macon, Ga.
Siebert, William G., WJR Detroit
Pontius, Don, Robert Meeker Assoc.,
Siegel, A. Boyd, WJPA Washingto
Chicago.
Pa.
Sillerman, Michael, World Broai
Potter,
Rock
Island,Ben111. H., WHBF-AM-FM-TV
casting System, New York
Ky.
Potter, Hugh O., WOMI Owensboro,
Simonds, Lincoln P., Weed & C<
Hollywood
Va.Prendergast, Frank J., WGBF Evansville, Ind.
Siverson, N. Charles,
WHAM-AM-1
Rochester,
Y.
Pryor, Emerson J., WDVA Danville,
Slavick, H. W., WMC-WMCF (FJ
Memphis
Q
Smiley, David E., WDAE Tampa
Smith, Calvin J., KFAC Los Angel
Quaal, casting
WardService,
L., Washington.
Clear Channel BroadSmith, Earl H., WLCS Baton Roug
Quick, Rodney A.,R KDAL Duluth.
Smith, George X., KFOR Lincol
Neb.
Ramsland, Odin S., KDAL Duluth.
Smith, Hugh M., WCOV Montgomei
Ala.
Randau,
Clem J., Federal
Civil Defense Administration,
Washington.
Smith, Joe L. Jr., WJLS Beckley ai
Rasmussen, Lee Gordon, KSWIWKNA Charleston, W. Va.
KFMX (FM) Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Smith, Robert H., WCYB Bristol, V
Raymer, Paul H., Paul H. Raymer
Snyder, Glenn, WLS Chicago
Co., New York.
Sonis,
Berton, WTIP Charleston, V
Reed, Dr. R. Alton, KYBS Dallas.
Va.
Reinsch, J. Leonard, WSB Atlanta.
(Continued
on page 18)
Rembert, Clyde W., KRLD Dallas.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Quite

...and

still

a

family

growing!

In the WGAR primary county
area, population has increased
as much as 50.7% and radio
homes 53.4%. The average
increase in the entire primary
area is 15.4% in population
and 27.7% more radio homes.
MORE people in MORE
radio homes means a GREATER
audience potential to advertisers using WGAR... Northern
Ohio's most listened to station
serving over jour million friends!
POPULATION and RADIO HOMES GROWTH
BY COUNTY in WGAR's PRIMARY AREA
COUNTY
POPULATION
RADIO HOMES
27.5%+
13.5% +
CUYAHOGA
13.2% +
23.5% +
Ashtabula
19.6%+
8.9%+
Carroll
25.0%+
9.2% +
Columbiana
31.5% +
20.7% +
Erie
17.8%+
36.5%
+
Geauga
24.6%+
Harrison
53.4% +
4.8% +
Holmes
6.6% 12.1%+
12.7%+
Huron
15.5% +
Jefferson
33.7% +
50.7% +
Lake
28.5%+
2.2%30.4% +
Lorain
17.3% +
6.9%
+
Mahoning
267%+
21.9% +
Medina
36.6%+
36.4% +
Portage
36.7%+
20.1%
+
Stark
34.4% +
20.2% +
35.2%+
Summit
28.3% +
Trumbull
6.3% +
1.8% +
Tuscarawas
29.3%+
15.9% +
Wayne
1 940 Censu«,
Prelim. Census
WGAR
Cleveland
50,000 WATTS . . . CBS

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Represented Nationally by
Edward Petty & Company

April 16, 1951

•

Page 15

I

I

Advance NARTB Registration
(Continued from page 16)

at

50,000

gives

Management Conf. Cont.:
Soule. Frank C, WFBL Syracuse
Sowell, F. C. WLAC Nashville
Spence, Edwin M., Miami Beach, Fla.
Ind.Spencer. Lester G., WKBV Richmond,
Spokes. A. E.. WJOY Burlington, Vt.
Staley. Max F.. WIJV Huron, S. D.
Staubitz.
J., Blaw-Knox Div.,
Tower
Dept.. E.Pittsburgh
Stewart. Elliott, WIBX Utica, N. Y.
Stoddard. Robert L., KATO Reno,
Nev.
Storer, George B., Fort Industry Co.,
Birmingham, Mich.
Stovin. Horace N., Horace N. Stovin
& Co., Toronto
Streibert. Theodore C, WOR New
York
Strine, Leroy J.. WORK York, Pa.
Strouse, Ben, WWDC-AM-FM Washington
NewSwezey,
OrleansRobert D., WDSU-AM-TV

watts

advertisers

the

GREATEST

COVERAGE

at

the

LOWEST

TE

_RA

of

any

Major

Station

in

the

DETROIT

AREA

This powerful radio voice is hitting a 17,000,000 population area in 5 important states and is open to advertisers at the lowest rate of any major station in this
region. A tremendous huy for action and sales that is
establishing new records daily. Get the facts now.

50,000
Guardian

WATTS
Bldg.

at 800

Detroit, Mich.
J. E. Campeau
President

Adam J. Young, Jr. Inc.
National Rep.
MUTUAL

Page 18
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KC

Taishofr. Sol, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING, Washington
Taylor, Dale, WENY Elmira, N. Y.
Teich. Walter J., KROS Clinton,
Iowa
Terry, Hugh B., KLZ Denver
Thomas, C. L., KXOK St. Louis
Thomas. Cliff, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.
Thomas, Eugene S„ WOR-TV New
York
tanooga
Thomas, Norman A., WDOD ChatThomas,
Hill.
W. Va. Robert R. Jr., WOAY Oak
Tibbett, Gene. WLOX Biloxi, Miss.
Tideman, Warner C, WIBC Bloomington. 111.
Timlin, J. F., Branham Co., New
York
Robert R.. WNAX Yankton,
S. Tincher.
D.
Todd. Jack, KAKE Wichita, Kans.
Torge,
George WBBW
R. WBEN-TV
BuffaloO.
Trace, Gene,
Youngstown,
Trace. Robert E.. WMGW Meadville,
Pa.
Troman, Robert A., Blaw-Knox Co.,
Pittsburgh
Tuhy, Stephen Jr., attorney, Washington
U
Ulmer, James G., KCUL Fort Worth,
Tex.
Unger, Alvin E., Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
New
York Owen F., WQAM Miami
Uridge,
Vadeboncoeur, E. R., WSYR Syracuse
Van Konynenburg, F., WTCN-TV
Minneapolis
Vaughan, Guy, WSPA Spartanburg,
S. Vickers.
C.
Marjorie R., KPAC Port
Arthur. Tex.
Volger,
George
J., KWPC Muscatine,
Iowa
W
Wailes, Lee B., Fort Industry Co.,
Birmingham, Mich.
Walsh, J. Del.
Gorman, WDEL-AM-TV
Wilmington,
Walter,
John
M., WJPG Green Bay,
Wis.
Walter, Marv M., WJPG Green Bay,
Wis.
Walters. Granville, WAML Laurel,
Miss.
Ward. G. Pearson, KTTS Springfield,
Mo.
Ward. J. T., WLAC Nashville
Wardell,
field, Mo. J. Gordon, KGBX SpringWare, William E., KSTL St. Louis
Wayland,
V., Fisher,
Wayland.
Duvall Charles
& Southmayd,
Washington
Webb, Frank V., KFH Wichita
Weed, C. C, Weed & Co.. Chicago
Weed, Joseph H., Weed & Co., New
York
Wehrmann. H. F., WTPS New Orleans
Weil,
William Lee. WTTH Port Huron. Mich.
Weldon, Jack, WWOD Lynchburg, Va.
Mo.Wells, Keith G., KGBX Springfield,
Welpott.
W., WGY-WGFM
WRGB
(TV)R. Schenectady,
N. Y. (FM)Wheelahan, Harold M., WSMB New
Orleans
Wheeler.
ter, N. Y. C. Lemoine, WHEC RochesWhiting. Lee L., KEYD Minneapolis
Wiig, Gunnar O., WHEC Rochester,
N. Wilkins,
Y.
J. P., KFBB Great Falls,
Mont.
Wilkinson.
Vernon Washington
L., Haley, McKenna
& Wilkinson,

Willard, Arthur D. Jr., WGAC
Augusta, Ga.
Williams, J. P., Transcription Sale;
Springfield, Ohio
Williamson.
stown,
Ohio W. P. Jr., WKBN Young
Willis, J. E.. WLAP Lexington, Ky.
Winger, Earl W., WDOD Chattanoog
Winther, Harold A., KEYD Minnea
Wismer, John F., WHLS Port HuroiMich.
Wolfson. Mitchell, WTVJ (TV) Miam
Wood, H.NewH., York
RCA Recorded Program
Services,
polis
Woodall. Allen M., WDAK Columbus
Ga.
Woodruff. Jim Jr., WRBL Columbus
Woods, W. W., WHO Des Moines
Ga.Worley. David R., KTFY Brownfielc
Tex.
TELEVISION

CONFERENCE

Adams, Irwin S.. KGON Oregon City
Allen, John S., WTVJ Miami
Alvarez,
Okla. Maria Helen, KOTV TuIse
Arnoux,
Campbell, WTAR-TV Norfoll
Va.
B
Bates, Walter, Associated Prograr
Service, New York
Binns, F. D., WLAC Nashville
Blackman, E. G., WLAC Nashville
Booth,
Pa. John S., WCHA Chambersburg
Mass.
Booth,
Robert W. WTAG Worcestei
Boundy. Glenn G., The Fort Industr
Co., Birmingham,
Bowden,
J. L., WKBNMich.Youngstown
Breen,
Edward.
KVFD-KYMY, For
Dodge, la.
Brown. R. M., KPOJ Portland. Ore.
Buford, Lucille, KGKB Tyler, Tex.
Bullitt, Mrs. A. Scott, KING Seattle
Burbach, George M., KSD-TV St. Loui
Caldwell,
Louis G., Kirkland, Fleming
City
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington
Caldwell. Spence W., S. W. Caldwe
Ltd., Toronto
Caley, Charles C, WMBD Peoria, 111.
Carman, Frank C, KUTA Salt Lak
Carpenter, R. W., Mutual, New York
Carter, Kenneth L., WAAM Baltimor
Chatterton,
C. O., KWLK Longview
Wash.
Clarke, W. H. H., KFSB Joplin. Mo
Coe, Dee O., WWCA Gary, Ind.
Cohn, Marcus, Cohn & Marks, Wash
ington
Coleman,
George D., WGBI Scrantor
Pa.
Coley,
Lem,
WRFS
City.Pa.Ak
Cooke. K. R..
WGBIAlexander
Scranton,
Cox, H Quenton, KGW Portland
Danforth.
P.. WDBO-AM-FJ
Orlando, Harold
Fla.
Kalamazoo,
Mich. W. Jr.. WKZO-T1
Desmith,
Donald
Dorrell,
W. Ward, C. E. Hooper Inc
New York
Duvall, T. M., KGBX Springfield, Mc
Eagan. R. Russell, Kirkland, Fleming
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington
Elliot. Tim, WCUE Akron, O.
Enoch, Robert D., WXLW Indianapoli
N. C. Harold, WSJS Winston-Salen
Essex.
Evans, C. Richard, KSL Salt Lake Cit
Evans, T. L., KCMO Kansas City, Mo.
Fantle, S. Jr., KELO Sioux Falls, S. E
Fee,
William
T., Employers Reinsuranc
Corp.,
Chicago
Feltis, Hugh, KING Seattle
Filion,
Ed.. Robert Meeker Assoc. Inc
New York
Fogarty,
P., WOW-AM-T1
OmahaE. C.Frank
Frase,
Jr., WMCT Memphis
Gelder. John T. Jr., WCHS Charleston
W. Va.
Minn. G. David, KROC Rochestei
Gentling,
Gluck, E. J., WSOC Charlotte. N. C.
Greenland, Clifford E.. Associated Pro
gram Service, New
H York.
Hamrick, William H., WWNC Ashevilk
N. C.
(Continued on page 20)
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Reports

Agency

for North

Savings

&

Association. —

Loan

American

^
1 CHEW ^^9^^
March 12, 1951

Your advertising dollar ... or even 75 cents
...buys a thousand Transit Radio listeners

fClO-FN
.
Ur. Robert G. Tannehill
Missouri
City,
KansasKr. Tannehill:
Dear

Transit Adver-

in Kansas City! You get a guaranteed audience in this rich market at the lowest cost
of any mass medium. Include Transit Radio

about them
^ sa,e„-adollarAs compared to newsdmail
^r and directresult'
f our t „ That U.
*
^rc^lativ
is pulling at ».r,~? ° t four new accounts JOT !he jams period.
£ ad«rtisUvg during the sa« taducing
by direct
mail and ^
newspap
U produ=^8
Kadio
Transit
Kor our client's «eds gfigSi
n
Sincerely,
« ad-rtisln,
Sincerely,
^^enTo ^ffct^' — i-, H a T T.
H. c. Standart

on your budget, and get coverage of
Greater Kansas City . . . without waste.
Transit Radio is a proved medium — offering new economy for limited budgets...
new flexibility for special promotions . . .
new opportunity for test campaigns. For
detailed information on rates and time,
contact KCMO-FM

or our representative.

Broadcasting

Kansas
THE

BROADCASTING

City 6, Missouri 9 94.9 Megacycles
Contact: H-R Representatives, Inc., Neiv York, Chicago, San Francisco
ONLY
FM
STATION
NOW
OPERATING
IN
GREATER
KANSAS

• Telecasting

CITY

April 16, 1951
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Television Conf. Cont.:
Hanna, R. B. WGY-WGFM-WRGB
Schenectady, N. Y.
Hannon, William A., Employers Reinsurance Corp., Kansas City, Mo.
Hart, John P., WBIR Knoxville, Tenn.
Hartenbower, E. K., KCMO Kansas City
Hayes,
cago H. D., U. S. Court House, ChiHeslop,
hamton,Stanley
N. Y. N., WNBF-TV BingHill, John B., KOTV Tulsa, Okla.
Hochhauser, Ed., Associated Program
Serv., New York
Holt,
Ala Thad, WAFM-TV Birmingham,
Hooper, C. E., C. E. Hooper Inc., New
York
Hoskins,
N. C. Cecil B., WWNC Asheville,
Hough, Harold, WBAP-TV Fort Worth
Huffman, Harry E., KLZ Denver
Hunt, William A., WHIZ Zanesville, O.
Hutt, Wm. V., KLRA Little Rock, Ark.
J
Jacobs,
Lee
W.,
KBKR-KLXM-KSRV
Baker, Ore.
James, Peter B., New York
Jett, E. K., WMAR-TV Baltimore
Johnson,
Les, WHBF-TV Rock Island,
111.
K
Kal, Norman C, WAAM Baltimore
Kennedy, John A. WSAZ Huntington,
W. Va.
Koehler, Frank E., WROV Roanoke, Va.
L
Lambe, Robert, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.
Lasky, Philip G., KPIX San Francisco
Lawrence, Craig, WCOP Boston
Leydorf, C. F., WJR Detroit
Lond,
W. Va.Walker, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
Lord, Nathan, WAVE-TV Louisville
Lown, Bett, Associated Program Service, New York
M
McClung, Mrs. Hugh, KYOS Merced,
Calif.
McCloymonds,
Clyde, The
try Co., Birmingham,
Mich.Fort IndusMcCoy, John E., The Fort Industry
Co., Birmingham, Mich.
McDonnell, W. J., U. S. Court House,
Chicago
McKay, Robert Martin Jr., WKRM
Columbia, Tenn.

Advance NARTB
Registration
(Continued from page 18)
McNally, W. J., WTCN-TV Minneapolis
Manship, Douglas L., WJBO Baton
Rouge, La.
Mastin,
ton, N.Cecil
Y. D., WNBF-TV BinghamMeeker, Robert, Robert Meeker Assoc.
Inc., New York
Megargee, Mrs. Frank, and
Megargee,
ton, Pa. Miss Madge, WGBI ScranMerino, John C, KFSD San Diego
Miller,
Neville, Miller & Schroeder,
Washington
Monaghan, Frank, WGBI Scranton, Pa.
Moore,
Louis, Robert Meeker Assoc.,
New York
Morris, Truman A., WBEX-WJEH Gallipolis
Mosby, A. J., KGVO Missoula, Mont.
N
Nasman, Leonard E., WFMJ-AM-FM
Youngstown
Neill,
N. B.D. Malcolm, CFNB Fredericton,
Newcomb, Harold J., WRJN Racine,
Wise.
Nolte, Vernon A., WHIZ Zanesville
O
O'Brien,
Bernard
C,
WHEC Rochester,
N. Y.
Oliphant. Paul, WLAC Nashville
Outler,
Ga. John M. Jr., WSB-TV Atlanta,
P
Parham, Carter M., WDEF Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Paul, Howard M., Strauchen & McKim
Adv. Agency, Cincinnati
Peterson,
Chicago C. B., The Branham Co.,
Phillips, Charles F., WFBL Syracuse,
N. Y.
Pontius, Don, Robert Meeker Assoc.
Inc., Chicago
Purcell,
W. J., N.WGY-WGFM-WRGB
Schenectady,
Y.
R
Rembert, Clyde W.. KRLD Dallas
Reinsch, J. Leonard, WSB-TV Atlanta,
Ga.

Richards,
Ronald W., WFMJ-AM-FM
Youngstown
Rider, Gene, WQAM Miami
Rines, William H., Maine Broadcasting
System, Portland
Rogers, L. H., WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va.
N. Y. L. L., WNBF-TV Binghamton,
Rogers,
Rogers,
tonio W. D. Jr., KEYL-TV San AnRollo, Reed T., Kirkland, Fleming,
Green. Martin & Ellis, Washington
Rosene, Marshall, WSAZ-TV Hunting111. ton, W. Va.Walter J., WTAD Quincy,
Rothschild,
Rowan,
B. J., N.WGY-WGFM-WRGB
Schenectady,
Y.
Rowe, Thomas L., WLS Chicago
Russell, Frank M., NBC, Washington
Russell, Percy H. Jr., Kirkland, Flemton ing, Green, Martin & Ellis, WashingRuwitch. Lee, WTVJ Miami
Ryder, J. Maxim, WBRY Waterbury,
Conn.
S
S C
Saumenig,
J. Dudley, WIS Columbia,
Scala, Edward
hamton, N. Y. M., WNBF-TV BingShaffer,
Roger
A., WSPA Spartanburg,
S. C.
Shay, John A., WTVJ Miami
Sheeny, Thomas V., Lehigh Structural
Steel Co., Allentown, Pa.
Shouse, James D., WLWT Cincinnati
Slavick,
H. W.. WMCT Memphis
Ala Hugh
Smith,
M., WCOV Montgomery,
Snow! Robert R., WSrV Pekin, 111.
Sowell, F. C, WLAC Nashville
Spence, Edwin M., Miami Beach, Fla.
Stark,
Howard E., Howard E. Stark,
New York
Stewart, Donald A. WDTV Pittsburgh
Stewart, Elliott, WIBX Utica, N. Y.
Swezey, Robert D., WDSU-AM-TV New
Orleans
T
Teich, Walter J., KROS Clinton, la.
Terry, Hugh B., KLZ Denver
Thomas, Eugene S., WOR-TV New York

you

Thomas, Norman A., WDOD Ch,T
tanooga, Tenn.
Thomas,
Robert D. WBNS-TV Cohrr
bus, Ohio
Timlin,
J.
F., The Branham Co., No'
York
Todd, Jack, KAKE Wichita, Kan.
Torge, George
R., WBEN-TV Buffalo
Tuhy,
ingtonStephen, Jr., Attorney, Wasl ,
U
Udry, George C, WSIV Pekin, 111.
Uridge, Owen F., WQAM Miami, Fla.
V
Vadeboncoeur, E. R., WSYR Syracus
N. Y.
Van Konynenburg, F. WTCN-TV Mi.
neapolis, Minn.
Vaughan, Guy, Jr., WSPA Spartanbur
Mo. G. Pearson, KTTS Springfiel
Ward,
Ward,
Mo. J. T., WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
Wardell, J. Gordon, KGBX Springfiel'
Ware, William E. KSTL St. Louis, M.
Webb, Frank V. KFH Wichita, Kans.
Weed. Joseph J., Weed & Co., Ne
York
Wehrman,
Harvey E., KLZ Denve
La.
Colo.
Wehrmann,
H. F., WTPS New Orlean
Wells, Keith G., KGBX Springfield, M(
Welpott,
R. W.,N. wgy-wgbm-wrg:
Schenectady,
Y.
Wheeler, Lemoine C, WHEC Rocheste
N. Y.
Wiig, Gunner O., WHEC Rochester
Wilkins, J. P., KFBB Great Falls, Mon
Willard, Arthur D. Jr., WGAC August;
Ga.
Williamson,
town, Ohio W. P. Jr., WKBN Youngs
Winger,
Tenn. Earl W., WDOD ChattanoogE
Wolf son, Mitchell, WTVJ Miami.
• * *
ENGINEERING

want

where response is quick. Take

That's what we mean by quick response! That's the
kind of job we do for all our advertisers. We can do
it for you. Ask our nat'l rep. for premium availabilities
that produce quick response!
National Representatives
Radio Representatives, Inc.
New Yorlc • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Chicago
«

April 16, 1951

'
j
]
I

A
Aderhood,
Harvey
J., WIBC Indianap '
olis
(Continued on page 28)

this advertiser's* case for example:
*Melford Jewelers in Little Rock (after pulling between six and seven thousand inquiries over a five
month period) ran 4 spots on KVLC calling for mail
from adult listeners. Though the test was run on
Saturday ... on "off-day" for radio . . . KVLC
produced 225 replies in Monday morning's mail.

Page 20
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CONFERENCE

Response
In Arkansas, buy KVLC

I
|
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

-more

to any

It's a fact ! In all the rich, fast growing markets of
Northern California, more people listen — more
often— to KNBC. Week after week, KNBC reaches
50% or more of the radio families in every county
but one in Northern California.
And now, a lot more people — a lot more potential
customers — live in Northern California. The San
Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market, for example, is now the seventh largest market and the
fastest-growing major market in America. In this
big market, the biggest and most loyal audience
belongs to KNBC!
In addition, KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional
transmitter makes KNBC the only station that can
deliver important plus-markets like Sacramento,
Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa CruzMonterey, the San Joaquin Valley, San Jose-Santa
Clara, Eureka-Humboldt County — all in one big
economical package!

often-

other

PLUS-Market

radio

to

KNBC

station

Case History
San Joaquin Valley

•Population: — 327,300, an increase of 56.5%
from 1940-1950
• Effective Buying Income: — $479,821,000, an increase of176.4%
• Retail Sales: — $357,807,000, up 221.7%
• KNBC Audience: — Week after week, over 4/5
of the radio families listen regularly to KNBC!
What's more KNBC gives you more for less. KNBC
not only gives you the biggest audience in Northern
California. At the same time, KNBC actually costs
you less per person reached. KNBC sales reps will
gladly show you
KNBC delivers
age!)—at LESS
other advertising

how —
MORE PEOPLE (in one packCOST per thousand — than any
medium in Northern California.

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
San Francisco
50,000 Watts -680 K.C.
Represented by NBC Spot Sales

BROADCASTING
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EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

SHEP FIELDS
Rippling Rhythm in a
Tiffany setting — o glorification of dance music.

TITO GUIZAR
Colorful interpretations
of his native songs from
South of the Border.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH
ill

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORT i

CARLOS RAMIREZ
Internationally popular
baritone — MG M, La
Scala, radio, television.

"TheFRANKIE
Go/denCARLE
Touch
deftly applied to pop dan
tunes and piano solo

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTF

EVALYN TYNER
"The first Lady of the
Piano." Classics in
jaxi and jazz classics.

JACK LAWRENCE
One of America's leading songwriters
in an
informal
vocal recital.

RAY ANTHONY
Dancing America hails
new star — full-throated
melody and a solid beat.

PATTI PAGE
"That Singing Rage, Miss
Patti Page" — song stylist in the modern mode.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

RED NICHOLS
Authentic Dixie inter'
preted by "Red Nichols
and His Five Pennies.'

TONY PASTOR
Tony, with Rosemary
Clooney and a solid band
— music that satisfies.

EUGENIE BAIRD
Paul Whiteman's protege
presented in popular
song hits with D'Artega.

THE AIRLANE TRIO
Hammond, accordion,
guitar — memory tunes,
novelties, standard pops.

RUSS CASE
Conductor: The Russ Case
Orchestra. Pop standards in concert dance.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

LENNY HERMAN
"The Mightiest Little Band
in the Land" — homespuns, novelties, pops.

DICK BROWN
Good looks and a way
with a song — romantic
portraits in melody.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

HENRY JEROME
Sparkling instrumentals
and vocals tailored for
pleasant listening.

TEDDY POWELL
New sound and conception— the current vogue
in dancing-listening music.

HENRY BUSSE
The OV Master of muted
horn and shuffle rhythm
leads his greatest band.

BLUE BARRON
Buoyant, rhythmic presentations of"Music of
Yesterday and Today."

CHUCKin the
FOSTER
"Music
Foster
Fashion" is synonymous
with rhythm that pleases.

CONNIE HAINES
Songs in the inimitable
Haines' manner. Backed
by Russ Case Orchestra.

THE RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
foy Willing and his singing Riders occupy
the top rung of Western popularity ladder
— motion pictures, radio and television.

JACK SHAINDLIN
Director, The Silver
Strings — March of Time
and motion pictures.
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D'ARTEGA
ALLAN JONES
International singing star
of Broadway, Hollywood
and Concert Stage.

THE EMILE COTE GLEE CLUB
Radio's leading male singing group — 300
songs. Smile Cote also directs The Cavaltade
Chorus, Chapel Choir and L-W Choristers.

VAUGHN MONROE
America's No. I dance
band — starred in pictures, radio, television.

Conductor: "Cavalcade ol
Music" and Lang-Worth's
Symphony Orchestra.
EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH
mm
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THANKS
Thanks for spinning our Lon
g-Worth transcriptions.
We try to make them sound like
live broadcasts because we
believe you want them that
way. We consider radio
the world's most potent exploita
tion medium and we want
you to use our Lang-Worth tran
scriptions more and
more and more - that's goo
d for you and good for us!

Sorry, we can't come to the
Convention . . . gofta make
thaf
buck! We asked Lang- Worth to do
the honors for us.
So drop in at their suite and rece
ive our appreciation
for your cooperation in spinning our
Lang-Worth platters.
W

THE LANG-WORTH ARTISTS
SUITE 512A-513A

ALAN DALE
America's
favorite
heartthrob among
this
season's singing stars.

TONI ARDEN
From cradle to stardom,
"our Toni," a Lang-Worth
exclusive all the way.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

THE GAY BLAZERS
Close-harmony "bathos ballads" and Gay
Nineties novelties — songs, from Yesterday's Hit
Parade, sung with tears or boisterous gusto.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

JOHNNY THOMPSON
Romantic baritone — unusual stylings of pop ballads and standard songs.

ELTON BRITT
Top favorite with hillbilly fans — motion pictures, radio, television.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

THE SUNSHINE BOYS
World's leading exponents of revival hymns and
rhythm spirituals. Known throughout America via
motion pictures, radio and personal appearances.

DEAN HUDSON
Down South they say
"Dean's music is refresh*
'in' as a mint julep I"

AL TRACE
Toe-tapping rhythm,
rib-tickling melody and
corn — in one package.

HOTEL STEVENS, CHICAGO, ILL.

LANG-WO
R
FEATURE PROGRA T]
MS, I„c
"3 WEST 57,h STREET, NEW YORK
,9, N.
Network Calibre Program at Coca
l Stat/o,

KCLUSIVEIY

COUNT BASIE
s "One O'clock Jump"
>n with Thelma Carpenter
\d all the Basie boys.

JUANITA HALL
"Bloody Mary of South
Pacific"— dynamic per»
sonality projected in song.

Effective

NEW

WAY

Daytime

Radio

Coverage:

WASHINGTON,

to buy
new

business

f^l

D. C.

METROPOLITAN

• •
Spot • FROZEN
PURE
LEMON JUICE Corp. of America, Chicago (Nilcar) J
plans expansion of radio-TV spots scheduled to Philadelphia, Balti J
more, New York and Indianapolis from four midwest cities nov I
used. New agency: Newby & Peron, Chicago. E. J. Lewinski is accoum
executive.

PONTIAC DEALERS CLUB, Los Angeles, using heavy spot announce
ment schedule on 25 Southern California stations, starts two quarter houi
newscasts and 15 minute commentary daily on KFAC, plus two com
mentaries and newscast daily on KLAC. Group also sponsors weeklj
75 minute Pontiac Movie Theatre on KTLA (TV) Hollywood and has live
spot schedules on KTLA, KLAC-TV KECA-TV, KNBH (TV). Agency
Taggart & Young Adv., L. A.

!
j;
\
|

OLYMPIC DISTRIBUTORS, L. A. ("Nids" chlorophyll tablets), April 2CA
starts TV spot campaign using approximately two spots daily, seven days I
weekly on KFMB-TV San Diego. Campaign to be expanded to 11 westerr
states as distribution opens up in those areas. Agency: Vick Knighl j
Adv., L. A.
CHEMICALS Inc., Oakland (Vano powdered bleach), launches new cam- I
paign in Seattle and Arizona markets. Radio will be used in botr. I
markets and TV in Seattle. Agency: Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F.
RED HEAD PETROLEUMS Ltd., Calgary, starts weekly half-hour va- i
riety show on a number of Alberta stations. Program is recorded foi
rebroadcasting to Canadian troops in Korea. Agency : James Lovicli j
& Co., Calgary.
GOEBEL BREWING Co., Oakland, to sponsor Jerry Colonna Show on]
KGO-TV San Francisco and KECA-TV Los Angeles beginning May 14. !
Program, to be Vitapix recorded in Hollywood for S. F. release, represents $6,000 weekly time and talent package. Program marks entry oi <
Goebel Beer in L. A. market, though campaign well established in S. F.
Agency: Russell, Harris & Wood, S. F.
UNITED FROZEN FOODS Corp., L. A. (Simple Simon Pies), appoints
Davis & Co., L. A., to handle advertising. TV in Los Angeles and San
Francisco is being used.
HENRY K. WAMPOLE & Co. Ltd., Perth, Ont. (cod liver oil), starts
spot campaign on 28 Canadian stations. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co.
Ltd., Toronto.
Met

Net Advantages: 1. Complete daytime coverage of central and suburban areas.
2. Second highest average daytime audience in
Metropolitan Washington. 3. Simplified buying — 5-station coverage with one order, one
transcription, one invoice. 4. Spots may be
bought for the same time on each station, or
staggered. 5. Low rates: %-min. or time signals, $18.24; 1-min., $22.80; 5-min., $36.48 (26time) . Complete card on request.
HI A pi AM & FM. Arlington, Va.
VVMnL 780 kc, iooo w.
U/PPP
AM
FM. 250
Bethesda,
Md.
llDUu
1120 & KC,
W.
Uir » V Falls Church, Va.
HlHA
1220 KC, 250 W.

Spring,
UfCAY
nun I Silver
1050 kc,
iooo Md.
w.
Alexandria, Va.
UfQ||/
730 KC, 1000 W.
"NIX
fw(f\
fjrjT
*°r For
proof,
complete
w3HJ /^5\
phone
Jackor Koste,
Indiedetails,
Sales write
Inc.,
^fSs/Li '"V
national representatives, 60 E. 42nd
VMwamr
YS^C
st
>
NYC—
MUrray
Hill
2-4813;
or
J.
Douglas
Freeman,
Manager, Munsey
Bldg., Commercial
1329 E St. N.
W.,
Washington, D. C.—STerling 1772.
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■fluency appointment* • • •
BACHMAN PRETZELS Co., Phila., and MONTCO COFFEE, Phila., have
appointed Aitken-Kynett Co., same city to handle advertising. Television
will be used on both accounts.
TEMPTIN' PRODUCTS Inc., N. Y. (hair make up), appoints Jay Gabriel
Bumberg, N. Y., to handle advertising. Radio and TV spots will be used
in Greater New York area with media expansion following increase in
product's distribution. Firm eventually plans network TV show and
possibly network radio program.
GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Corp., and PHILADELPHIA WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS, both Phila., appoint Adrian Bauer Agency
Phila., to handle advertising. TV will be used on both accounts.
JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES, Plymouth, Ind., and SCOTT RADIO LABS.
Chicago, have appointed Fensholt Co., Chicago, to handle all advertising
Accounts were formerly with LeVally Inc., same city.
NEWWEILER BEER and LIBERTY BELL INSURANCE Co., boti
Philadelphia, appoint The Feigenbaum Agency, same city, to handle advertising. TV will be used.
BUTEN'S PAINT STORES and GEORGE GORSON Inc. (automobiles)
both Phila., have appointed Philip Klein Agency, same city, to handl
advertising. Television will be used on both accounts.

A/tturOtk m • •
NEHI Corp. (Royal Crown Cola), Columbus, Ga., to sponsor R. C
(Continued on page 120)
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in Milwaukee

Genie*

and

Wisconsin's

Richest

o£

Market

860
KC
Center of the Dial

Charles J. ld(\ph*4$ President and General Manager
739 North Broadway, Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin
Telephone: Broadway 2-1272
RA — TEL National Representatives
Contours measured, 1951, by Edward W. Jacker,
Consulting Radio Engineer
★ ★ *
RATE WISE
WFOX offers regional
advertising at local rates.

COVERAGE

WISE
WFOX blankets
over one-third of all Wisconsin radio
homes,
PLUS
bonus listeners in
Illinois, Indiana and Michigan.

RESULT WISE WFOX can produce
success story after success story for
local, regional and national advertisers who consistently RENEW WFOX
contracts.

PROGRAM WISE WFOX offers spec
ialized Milwaukee programming by
experienced personnel, trained in this
unusual market.
PROMOTION

WISE

WFOX

has won
National Billboard Awards every year
since 1946 for overall, audience and
audience sales promotions.
VALUE WISE WFOX on 860KC invites
comparison with any other advertising
medium. Dollar for dollar, WFOX will
produce more dividends in one of
America's most profitable, but
"hardest to sell" markets.

fWA IL Mail offers always pull
heavy response. Tone indicates counties
from which mail is received daily.
Metropolitan
Milwaukee
Michigan City

LA PORTE
City over 25,000 Population

AUDIENCE, 1951
Population
In Communities
On Farms
Households
In Communities
On Farms
Radio Homes
In Communities
On Farms
FARM MARKET, 1950
.Number of Farms
Automotive Vehicles
Cost ol Feed Purchased $000
Value of Products $000

1952

Metropolitan
Milwaukee

Within
2.0Contour
MV/M

681,000
874,890
6,110
260,200
258,670
1,530
257,300
255,830
1,470

1,115,000
1,076,350
38,650
326,470
336,000
9,530
331,500
322,360
9,140

1,480
4,950
1,020
9,960

28,900
8,810
12,900
70,100

Within
0.5 MV/M Daily Mail
Contour 1 Counties
1,755,000
1,638,100
116,900
532,000
502,800
29,200
526,000
28,000
498,000
26,400
82,300
229,000
36,900

7,955,000
7,612,000
2,1,06,000
343,000
2,319,300
86,700
2,366,000
2,282,700
83,300
225,000
79,800
612,000
92,000

DATi
Metropolitan
Milwaukee

Within
2.0Contour
MV/M

City or City
Village5,000
2,500to to10,000
5,000
COUNTY
0.5Within
MV/M
Daily
Mail
Contour
Counties

RETAIL MARKET* 1950
Food Stores
267,300
211,000
General Merchandise Stores
222,000
164,000
88,300
179,700
407,000
Home
ApparelFurnishings
Stores Stores
113,500
Automotive Outlets
66,600
211,700
263,000
Filling Stations
89,100
75,200
Building Mtl. -Hardware
81,400
53,200
Eating.Drinking Places
394,000
156,200
Drug
Stores
72,200
26,520
155,500
45,900
All Other Stores
105,000
34,780
83,600
39,670
116,600
167,600
89,360
TOTAL RETAIL SALES*by store clc
32,600
1,833,900
.
thousands
of
dol
ars
$000
sses, 989,030
expressed 1
47,600
Sources: Censv, s ol 19S0 (Populalit n) 1,237,200
(Agriculture).
1949 (Business)
estimates
BMB
SHDS byConsume r Markets
coordination945lo 1950
1951 on
has,! Radio
ol Fede.aFamil.es.
WALTER P. BURN, Middlebury. Vermon'

1,309,600
1,490,000
676,000
441,000
1,648,000
325,000
722,000
515,000
249,000
819,000
8,694,600

feature

of the meek

STED
ERE'RE
IF YOU
INT
IN EARS...

I
fars, Like
Are Attached

Eyes,
to Peo-

ple. In Spring, Most
fijoini of Sab? . . .
In addition to regular
coverage of agencies and
time buyers, may we remind you that WRC Sales
Manager Mai Glascock has
a busy telephone these
days. Clients know that
WRC can produce.
An inquiry regarding
WRC availabilities is as
convenient as your telephone. Call either National

Kicking off the blood drive, Edward McNesby (r), driver for Yellow
Cab Co., receives a voucher from Winifred Williams (seated), receptionist at Irwin Memorial Blood Bank. Looking on are (I to r) : Bob Barr,
assistant purchasing agent for Yellow Cab Co,; W. L. Rothschild, purchasing agent for the cab company; Mr. Wooley, and Katherine Kerry,
KYA home economist.
CHIPPING in to help the urgent
need for blood donations for the
Armed Forces, KYA San Francisco
.in cooperation with the local Yellow Cab Co., is broadcasting some
28 spot announcements daily. Beamed to potential blood donors, the
announcements offer free transportation to and from the blood
banks for all donors.
Working hand in hand with the
local chapter of the Red Cross and
the Irwin Memorial Blood Bank,
the station and the cab company
have assumed the responsibility

for recruiting donors, handling publicity and providing volunteer workers to help out in the banks. Since
the announcements started last
month, hundreds of persons have
donated blood, Red Cross officials
report.
Planning for the operation was
worked out by Harrison Wooley,
KYA publicity director, and officials of the cab company. Following completion of the plans, Mr.
Wooley informed the blood bank
that the station and the cab com(Continued on page 126)
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business

Mr. SEARS

western manager of Curtis Publishing Co., left him a heritage of
advertiser-agency contacts, and
it would have been easy for the
son to pick up the thread where the
father dropped it — in printed
media.
But Burton Hale Sears, president of Sears & Ayer Inc., station
representative, chose to accept the
challenge of radio. Today, some 40
stations in the midwest, south, and
west rely on him in Chicago, and
his associates in New York, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Los Angeles,
and San Francisco, to handle their
national spot business. About 30
stations on his list have been with
him for more than 10 years. WCVS
Springfield, 111.; WMBH Joplin,
Mo.; and WPAD Paducah, Ky.,
have been represented by the company since it was founded 16 years

SEAR
T
BURthe
rtisning-to
le"S ofwas
adve"bor
er,
the late
sales. purpHis fath
Augustus T. Sears, for many years

ago.Mr. Sears was never one to look
for the easy way out. Back in the
(Continued on page 122)

FIRST in WASHINGTON
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in
WISN
Your

Milwaukee
Is Always
BEST

RADIO

BUY, Because WISN
Gives You MORE
EARS

for

LESS

than

Any

i

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
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Other Station!

country . . . you'll find
WRC's results are a telling
reason in these years of
hard selling.

JQO Watts • §80 U
SPOT

Can
i
i

ber, ONLY RADIO
Go with Them!

MONEY

Spot Sales or WRC, wherever you are.
Washington enjoys excellent position in the first
ten major markets in the

People Are on the
E.
Move. And Remem-

ou'll Like Doing
i
BusinessWithWISN.
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Gimme

the

WITH

R, egardless of what consumer

one

THE

.9

LENS

index you

uge, you know that our Red River Valley hayseeds are one of the most prosperous "markets" in America.
And WD AY covers them like a tent.
(1) For the period Dec. '49 — Apr. '50,
WDAY got a Share of Audience more
than three times as great as Station B,
Mornings, Afternoons and Evenings —
actually got the highest Hoopers among
all NBC stations in the nation for the
second year running!
(2) BMB

Report No. 2 credits WDAY

with

a Daytime Audience of 201,550 families. 77.7% are average daily listeners!
(3) According to a recent 22-county survey
by students of North Dakota Agricultural College, WDAY leaves all competition far behind — gets a 78.6% family
preference against a mere 4.4% for the
next best station!
Complete,
& Peters!

fabulous facts, from

us or Free

FARGO,
NBC

N. D.

970 KILOCYCLES

© 5000 WATTS

FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

Engineering Conf. Cont.:
Adler, Ben, Adler Engineering Co.,
New Rochelle, N. Y.
Albertson, Fred W., Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson, Washington
Allen, C. Dale, KTSW Emporia, Kan.
Allen, W.andria, La.H., KALB-AM-FM AlexB
Beerbower,
R.
Glenn,
WBEN-TV Buffalo
Beville, Ross H., WWDC-AM-FM Washington
Bills, Bob, WLBH Mattoon, 111.
Binns, F. D., WLAC Nashville
Boundy, Glenn G., The Fort Industry
Co., Birmingham, Mich.
Brugnoni, Rene, New York
Butcher, Jesse, Federal Civil Defense
Administration, Washington
c
Caudle, L. L. Jr., WSOC Charlotte,
N. C.
Chismark, Albert, WTRY Troy, N. Y.
Cooke, K. R., WGBI Scranton, Pa.
Cowen,
laire George, WTRF-AM-FM, BelCross, Robert, KROC Rochester, Minn.
D
Davis, George, George C. Davis Co.,
Washington
Dettman, Robert A., KDAL Duluth

©

Advance NARTB
Registration
(Continued from page 20 )
Dieringer,
FrankO. A., WFMJ-AM-FM
Youngstown,
Dowdell, John T., WIBX Utica, N. Y.
E
Ebel, A. James, WMBD Peoria, 111.
Eidson, Herbert C. Jr., WIS Columbia,
S. C.
F
Findley, L. K., Collins Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids, la.
Flynn, Roy M., KRLD Dallas
Fox, Robert A., WGAR Cleveland
Frase, E. C. Jr., WMC-WMCF (FM)
Memphis
Frye, A. P., WMBI Chicago
G
Garland, O. K., WJHL Johnson City,
Tenn.
Griffiths, A. E. KOTA-KOZY Rapid
City, S. D.
Guy, Raymond F., NBC
H
Haigh, Joseph B., KABC San Antonio

CHICAGO©

SAN FRANCISCO

Hamrick,
N. C. William H. WWNC Asheville,
Harrison, C. J., Federal Telephone &
Radio
N. J-.
Hedrick.
Phil F.,Clifton,
WSJS Winston-Salem,
N.
C. Corp.,
Hinshaw, Virgil G., KFH Wichita, Kan.
Hunt, William A., Zanesville, O.
J
Johnson, Earl M., Mutual, New York
E
Kinsgley, Ralph J., WBEN Buffalo
Kotera,
Neb. Wm. J., WOW-AM-TV Omaha,
L
Lee, Carl E., WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
Wis. Alvin, WKBH Inc., La Crosse,
Leeman,
Leydorf, G. F., WJR Detroit
M
McClymonds, Clyde, The Fort Industry Co., Birmingham, Mich.

DETROIT

NEW YORK

ST. LOUIS o
MEMPHIS

O LOS ANGELES

CHARLOTTE
Q

ATLANTA
O
DALLAS

Bronham offices representing Radio and Television Stations

McCollister,
Don, WGAR Cleveland
111.
Magin, Theodore C, WDAN Danvil
N. C.
Moore, Robert L., WMFR High Poii
Mullan, Lester A., KTRH Houston
Myers, Walter F., WJJD Chicago
Myhre,
Mont. Wilbur L., KFBB Great Fal
N
Nafzger, Lester H., WBNS Columbus,
Nelson, Ivar, KFYR Bismarck, N. ]
Newby, Harold, KAKE Wichita, Kan.
o
N. Y. Bernard C, WHEC Rocheste
O'Brien,
P
Parker, Gerald A., KROS Clinton, low
Paske, Rolland, WEMP Milwaukee
Prandoni, Emil L., WSIV Pekin, 111.
Purcell,
W. J., WGY-AM-FM-WRG
(TV) Schenectady,
N. Y.
Pyle, K. W., KFBI Wichita, Kan.
Quentine,
Charles, KRNY Des Moine:
Iowa
R
Rector, C. V., WIOU Kokomo, Ind.
Reed, Elmo, WJPG Green Bay, Wis.
Rekart, Arthur F., KXOK St. Louis
Riddle, Lindsey G., WDSU-AM-TV Ne^
Orleans
Rider,
Gene, WQAM Miami
Ridgeway, Frank, WEBR Buffalo
Rissler, Harold D., WHO Des Moines \
Robinson,
Munson, WHFB Benton Har I
burgh
bor, Mich.
Roscoe, W. S., Blaw-Knox Co., Pitts I
Rowe, Thomas L. WLS Chicago
Roy, Welton M., WHBQ Memphis
Ind.
Sawyer, Roger, KGLO Mason City, la I
Schoeny, Erwin P., WGBF Evansville
Shay, John A., WTVJ Miami
Sheehy, Thomas V., Lehigh Structura
Steel Co., Allentown, Pa.
Sinclair,
Dodge, la.David, KVFD-KFMY Fori
Sinnett,
Robt. 111.
J., WHBF-AM-FM-TV
Rock Island,
Snedeker, M. L., WERE Cleveland
Snider, Robert E., KTUL Tulsa, Okla.
Stafford, Leo, KOAM Pittsburg, Kan.
Stauffer, Ray E., WHO Des Moines
Stone,
Creek,Earl
Mich.Jr., WELL-AM-FM Battle
Strieby, Maurice E., Amer. Telephone
& Telegraph Co., New York
Stuckwish, Milburn H., WSOY Decatur,
111.
T
Talbott, Edward P., KROD El Paso,
Tex.
Thomas, Morris, KOMA Oklahoma City
Torrey,
Tex. William H. KGNC Amarillo,
Troutman, Elmer, WIRC Hickory, N. C.
Tucker, Durward J., WRR Dallas
V
Voss, Victor, WWCA Gary, Ind.
w
Wehrman, Harvey E., KLZ Denver
Whitman, Urlin, WTAD Quincy, HI.
Winkler, Charles, KFOR Lincoln, Neb.
Workman, Walter, WJR Detroit
Wynne,
W. Avera.
Rocky Mount,
N. C. WEED-AM-FM
Y
Yandell, Ryburn, WJPF Herrin, 111.

U.S. -Canada

Pact

TREATY between U. S. and Caof ama-in
teurnadaand respecting
certain operation
mobile stations
the border area has been submitted
by President Truman to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
for ultimate ratification by the
Senate. Just made public, the
treaty would permit stations of one
country to be operated in the other
country also, with provisions of
registration in the other country
THE
BRANHAM
COMPANY
specified. FCC aided the State
Dept. in preparation of the agreement.
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Solve
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NOW
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OPEN-END

budget
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PROGRAMS

problem!

REGIONAL

THE NEW

ADVERTISERS

OPEN-END

SHOW
With the Whippoorwills — Gay Rancheros — Joe Slattery — Sue Thompson
— Georgia Brown — and Guest Stars**
U

♦»» -*_** *

Smart
$3uw
+Smiley,"
%u per
Available 2 or 3—quarter
hours
week.

EXTRA!

:::]!# : -^1%^:

**GUEST STARS — Including such names as: Tex Ritter,
Sug Fisher, of the Sons of the Pioneers, Slim Wilson,
Deacon Moore, Johnny Bond. Porky Freeman. Johnny
Ukulele. Day O'Dell. and more too —

SMILEY

HAS

WRITTEN

. . . over 350 songs, including many hits. Been voted by "FAME" as
one of Hollywood's Top 10 Western Stars. Makes more personal appearances than any other Hollywood Star. Made 160 motion pictures —
COLUMBIA

flow! FREE
Order an -Audition
for 2 weeks, or $1.50 keeps it. Also available Transcribed: Saddle Rockin'
Rhythm — 156 programs. Jordanaires Quartet — 200 numbers. Carter Sisters
and Chet Atkins.

PICTURES

•

CAPITOL

RECORDS

merchandising aids available
•Sweaters • Hats •Buttons • Window Streamers
• Posters • Viewers • Personal Appearances.

RADlfiWZARK

606

St. Louis Street
Telecasting

ENTERPRISES

Springfield,

Missouri
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Alphabet
EDITOR:

Soup

We
goodit?ol' Nab.
Now always
what called
do we itcall
N art-bee"! iVar-ta-ba? Na-rii-ba?
Of course, the boys in the East,
even those born in Kansas, will
feel obliged to drop the nasty
"r". It'll come out Naht-ba . . .
How about Nart Broads? In the
East, Not Broads . . .
Anson Vann
KATE Albert Lea, Minn.
Strip Tease
EDITOR:
Zenith's full-page newspaper ad
calling attention to the FCC's new
plans for additional TV stations
in the UHF band and claiming
"built-in provision to receive these
new stations" is one of the most
flagrant examples of poor advertising Ihave ever seen and a disindustry.credit to the TV manufacturingIt is obviously designed and
worded to make the public believe
that Zenith receivers will receive
the new stations and others will
not.
The headline
says, these
"Built-in
PROVISION
to receive
new

R40

lo

630

500

38X

Mil*

The Radio Voice of
THE SCRANTON TIMES
BOLLING
CO.
Representatives
480 Lexington Ave.
New York
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stations," but the small print in
the guarantee certificate qualifies
it a little further by saying, "Builtin provision TO ACCOMMODATE
NEW TUNING STRIPS TO RECEIVE. . . ." What are tuning
strips? Probably slabs of bakelite
upon which the new tuning coils
are mounted. What is the provision to receive tuning strips? Mere
space for mounting? Why would
any other receiver require outside
adapters or converters any more
than Zenith?
This type of advertising is a
disgrace to the advertising profession and the agency that places
it. Let's treat television with the
respect due to a mighty new entertainment and advertising medium
and not like a patent medicine.
John P. Heverly
Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner Advertising
Seattle
[EDITOR'Sbewilderment
NOTE: We confess
own
technical
on this our
subject,
but a Zenith spokesman says that
Zenith is manufacturing tuner strips,
on which are mounted circuit components which tune to a specific channel.
These strips for UHF channels can be
inserted at the back of the chassis, can
be intermingled with VHF strips up to
a total of 13 channels. The spokesman
said a UHF antenna would be needed
by many VHF sets, although some VHF
sets have received UHF on VHF antennas. Although tuner strips are being manufactured, none is on the
market, he said. We hope this explanation is as clear as it is concise.]
* * *
Facts, Figures, Faith
EDITOR:
. . . There is no more need to
justify radio as an advertising
medium than there is to justify
the simplest mathematical conclusion. There is a great need
for every member of the radio
family to tell radio's story — and

open

mike

tell it and tell it and tell it!
It's a little sickening to hear
radio people speak of "holding on
to their faith in radio." The era
for taking our medium on "faith"
disappeared early in its 30-year
history!
The work of your fine publication in gathering and printing the
FACTS and FIGURES that conclusively prove radio's unmatched
stature as the lowest-cost, masscoverage advertising medium, cannot help but call back into the
"shop" many of those industry
people who would answer the siren
call of the circus parade going by
outside! . . .
Kenneth M. Curto
Local Sales Manager
WPRO Providence, R. I.
New Testament
EDITOR:
Congratulations to you and your
entire staff on your magnificent
reportorial job in your March 26
issue covering FCC's release of
the TV re-allocation plan. Little
wonder that your magazine is
"Broadcasters' Bible."
Your many stories covering this
event-are so complete that we want
to buy and have shipped to us Air
Express six additional copies so
that we may send them to our
stockholders and bring them right
up to the minute on our TV application.
Frank V. Webb
General Manager
KFH Wichita, Kan.
Wrong Pew
EDITOR:
I would like to call your attention to an error in the article on
page 85 of the March 26 issue of
Broadcasting • Telecasting. The
article is titled, "Oral Argument."
The Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Saints is
in no way connected with the
Mormon church as stated in the
second paragraph.
Th° reorganized church is a reorganization ofthe original Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints after the original church
became disorganized because of
Brigham Young and polygamy.
It is easy to see how such an
error could occur because the Utah
church is much better known.
Vinton Wight
Lincoln, Neb.

not have failed to be thrilled.
Here, respectively, were stations
from South Carolina and North
Carolina sitting down together in
earnest consideration of our weaknesses and how to correct them;
analyzing our strengths and how
to make them stronger. They were
real grass-roots meetings, construetive and open-minded. . . .
The two state associations and
the management of BMI deserve
fullest thanks for having sensed
the need for such down to earth
business meetings.
Alex Sherwood
Standard Radio
Transcription Services Inc.
* * *
Change
EDITOR:

Names?

It has always seemed unfortunate that the radio trade got to using
the terms "sponsored" and "sustaining." It leads folks to feel
that "sustaining" programs are
those which the listener gets free,
while he has to "pay" for the
"sponsored" programs by listening
to those awful commercials.
It would have been better if the
radio industry had started everybody along the right track by talking about programs which are
"advertiser-sponsored" as compared to those which are "stationNow that the new TV allocations plan has been issued, I notice
sponsored."
avs.tendency
to refer tostations.
"commercial"
"educational"
Right
now, before this thing grows any
bigger than it already is, wouldn't
we
be wise to change the nomenclature?
How about the terms "educational stations" and "entertainment stations!" I like "entertainment stations" much better than
"commercial stations."
Murray Carpenter
Co-owner & General
Manager
WABI Bangor, Me.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Carpenter may
be on hethehasright
track,
but we don't
think
reached
a completely
satisfactory
destination.
Commercial
stations do more than entertain. They
inform;
they educate. Anyone
else haveindeed
suggestions?]

Lost Voice
EDITOR:
Do you think some good program
director or kind station manager
could explain what happens to the
audition records sent to them in
answer to their advertisements or
requests? Turn to the latest issue
Grass-Roots Thrills
of Broadcasting • Telecasting
EDITOR:
and you'll see an ad for help
Anyone who attended the two wanted — send full details, referBMI clinics last week in Columbia,
ence, photo and late record, which
S. C, and Charlotte, N. C, could
(Continued on page 128)
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FACILITIES

TO

BE

We

specialize

design

to

specific

in

custom

solve

problems

Our NEW, modern plant, vastly
expanded facilities and trained
personnel are ready to go to
work for you at a moment's notice. Skilled engineers are at
your disposal to analyze specific problems. Expert draftsmen are on the job to design
Look
5/10

at these features
of the new
KW

AM

Transmitter*

• For the first time in any commercial transmitter. Continental's improved high -efficiency
amplifier incorporates equipment for matching the transmitter output to sharply tuned
loads encountered in directional arrays.
• Exclusive of the automatic voltage regulator,
the transmitter is completely self-contained,
thus simplifying installation.
• Full, unobstructed view of all functional
equipment is possible through the new
"Transview" cabinet design and handsome
vertical chassis construction. All components
are forced-air ventilated.
• MAXIMUM STABILITY of tuning assured by
vacuum-type capacitors in output stage.
• HUM-FREE OPERATION of control system
through DC-operated relays.

equipment geared to your particular needs in smooth, dependable broadcasting operations. Long years of experience
— in both domestic and foreign
markets — stand behind Continental Service. The Continental reputation for uniform high
quality, superior workmanship
and technical ability is your assurance of lasting satisfaction.
Upper right, the
Continental 5 Tower 5 KW visionPower
Diand Phase
Control Unit. Lower right, typical
Continental components— radio frequency inductors
grouped about a
larger
ductor. isolation in-

*Being sold through GRAYBAR ELECTRIC COMPANY

HOME OF CONTINENTAL
TKONICS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
producers of
-)( Complete transmitters

4212

S. BUCKNER BLVD.

ROADCASTING

DALLAS

10, TEXAS

Telecasting

PHONE

EVERGREEN 1137

Power division and

ir Radio frequency inductors Phase «>nUo\ units
■Jf Isolation inductors
Rectifiers — Amplifiers
Aluminum coupling cabinets FM-AM Isolation units
Antenna coupling units
Arc-back indicators
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ON

THE

SPOT

IMPORTANT

ON

NETWORK

SELLING
PACIFIC

RADIO,

IS

COAST

TOO!

'on lee is the only radio network on the
Pacific Coast that can release your sales message on-the-spot . . . where the people live and spend their
money ($21, 154,281,000 of it ).
The Pacific Coast is big, sprawling and virtually covered with very high mountain ranges. Add low
ground conductivity and you have a situation that demands many stations, each broadcasting within the
markets for good consistent reception, the kind that really makes complete coverage. Don Lee has 45 stations in 45 important Pacific Coast markets — Don Lee has the only network station in 24 of those markets.
Does this on-the-spot local coverage really work? You bet it does. Don Lee regularly broadcasts more
regional programs on the Pacific Coast for both regional and national advertisers than any other network.
Complete on-the-spot coverage when you want it. Extreme flexibility when you need it. Buy what you
willet h. brown, President ■ ward D. ingrim, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
I 313 NORTH VINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

>!.,,

Of 45 Major Pacific Coast
ONLY 10
8
3
have Don Lee
have stations
have Don Lee
and 1 other
of all 4
and 2 other
networks
network station
network stations

Cities24
have Don Lee
and NO other
network station

1 1f
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want to fit your distribution— no waste. An exclusive Don Lee feature and at a lower cost per sales impression than any other advertising media.
Point-of -purchase selling is mighty powerful selling. Put your sales message on Don Lee and sell
them where they live and BUY.
Don Lee Stations on Parade: K AST- ASTORIA, OREGON
Astoria, Oregon is the hub of the thriving lower Columbia River area. During 1950 some 112,000 people who
comprise the population of this compact 5-county market, had an effective buying income of $108,441,000, of
which $82,115,000 were spent in retail sales within the market. KAST is the only network station that serves this
market— on the spot— where the people live. You get the 1000 watt LOCAL influence of KAST when your advertising ison DON LEE!

The

Nation's

Greatest

Regional

Network

Represented Nationally by JOHN blair & company

OADCASTING

• Telecasting
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agency

Oklahoma
Only

50,000

City's

1 Watt

Station

OBERT E. BLACKBURN to MacFarland-Aveyard, Chicago,
vice president on creative staff, from LeVally Inc., same ci
R where he was vice president in charge of copy.
STEWART PIERCE BROWN elected vice president Neff-Rog'
Inc., N. Y.
GRAHAM MASON, vice president Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia,
head TV and radio department.
JOHN I. EDWARDS & Assoc., new Los Angeles advertising agency, 1
been organized by JOHN I. (Bud) EDWARDS, recently resigned A
western division program director, with offices to be established ah
May 1. His associates include several former ABC Hollywood executrv
JACK O'MARA, recently resigned West Coast manager C. E. Hoo]
Inc., and one time advertising and promotion manager ABC westi
division, appointed head of research and promotion for agency. JAM
VANDIVEER, ABC-TV western division executive producer of spo
and
special
events, ABC
resigned
to become
radiomanager,
and TV appoin
direct,
ROLLO
HUNTER,
western
divisionagency's
production
writer-producer for agency. Among accounts are Maier Brewing (
L. A. (beer) with a billing of $750,000 per year.

lives his
whongton
E the
LIK
h Welli
PalJosepactor
role,
tor Macmer, radio direc
Gruder-Bakewell-Kosta Inc., Denver, lives up to his middle name.
He plots his radio account campaign with the logistic strategy
that made the famous British duke
the nemesis of Napoleon.
Standing six feet two, Mr. Palmer has a strong countenance to
match. He's the type of man who,
when buying to help his client, and
not the agency, can
say "no" to programs more often
than
says "yes,"
even he
though
the
client may be sold
on a certain show.
William K o s t a,
executive vice president of the Denver
advertising firm, describes Mr. Palmer
in "Mr.
this manner:
Palmer is

REPRESENTED
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INC.

The choice was made by Mr. P
mer when he catapulted from op
ations below ground to operatic
on the air waves. That is, he g£

man
engineering tofield
of radio
aw
up
engineering
follow
If'1
advertising
after taking
atheser|
of aptitude tests which lit up jj
arrow pointing in the latter dir
tion.
Mr. Palmer was born in Missoi
31 years ago. He was raised
Tulsa, Okla., and got his engine "
ing
S. from
U. ofB.Tulsa
in 19 1
Following his be
learning, he took
- II
engineering for .
year.
ca
the
war Then
and Jose
Wellington Palm
squeezing
his fra:/
into an Army
Force major's
form,
spent fcu
years
the servi
two ofin them
ov

utterly sold on radio
seas.
as an advertising
Mr.Upon
Palmerdischar,
took 1
medium, while recognizing the importwound
up by tes
sif
aptitude
ance of other
media.
When he does recing for
two quart<
of
intensive
ra
ommend ashow, his
Mr. PALMER
work
at
Northw
opinion counts heavily. The client knows he has an- tern U., including the NBC-Nor ' 1
alyzed the situation thoroughly
western Summer Radio Institu
:
and has all the answers. I don't WJIM Lansing, Mich., offered h
a
writing
job,
and
before
two
yes
think
he'din behishappy
he couldn't
still get
copy if
writing
licks, passed, Mr. Palmer was continu
r
and why not? His copy ranks with
director.
But the Michigan climate clast
What better tribute to a man's
with (Continued
the southwesterner's.
on page 126)Thi
the
work,best."
his chosen profession?
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Obviously
beat

f

f

t
OUTSTANDING

LTER H. SMITH, Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford Inc., N. Y.,
rted vice president in charge of marketing and research.

WORLD'S

LARGEST

.

.

.

DISTILLERY. .. in PEORIA!

SEWARD SPENCER, radio-television director Foote, Cone & Belding,
lywood, to Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., in same
acity. He succeeds RALPH G. TUCHMAN, resigned. Mr. Spencer
with FC&B seven years.
LTER ALLEN LAWRENCE, Bacon & Lawrence, S. F., to J. Walter
mpson, N. Y., as account executive for RCA divisional account.
URICE G. SHOLLE, art director Sterling Adv., N. Y., to J. G.
cter Co., N. Y., in same capacity.
'RON H. BROWN and ELLSWORTH ROSS, operators of their own
Angeles agencies, are organizing National Federation of Advertising
ancies, a non-profit California corporation. Plan is to form network
[.nemher agencies in some 30 cities. Only one in each trading area will
admitted. Membership is open to "small and moderate-size agencies
:se principals can demonstrate their competence, ethics, financial
^Lity and desire to cooperate."
GENE COOPER, account executive Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F.,
igns to return to his hometown of Chicago.

WMBD
Rich

RRY HILL, promotion and public relations staff Walter McCreery
Beverly Hills, Calif., to The Counselors, Hollywood, as account
cutive.

Dominates
Peoriarea

and 10,000,000 gallons of water, the
plant produces 110,000 gallons of
whisky, gin and spirits DAILY! Walker's
covers 33 acres on Peoria's waterfront
. . . employs approximately 3000 people.
The distillery also produces many by-

YID McCULLOUGH, Raymond L. Sines Adv. Agency, S. F., to Oppenm, Van Slyck & Klaus Inc., same city.
1

|ange of address: KNOX REEVES Adv. Inc., S. F., moves to new offices
11th floor of Shell Bldg., 100 Bush St. Telephone YUkon 6-0678.
>RRY E. FOSTER Adv. Ltd., moves to new quarters in Foster Bldg.,
enue Road and Alcorn Ave., Toronto. Building includes an auditorium
\ seat 75 people. Telephone Princess 4681.
I
>N LAWTON, advertising manager Golden State Co., San Francisco,
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore., as associate account
pcutive on Jantzen Knitting Mills account.
)RMAN A. CHURCH, account executive and copy writer Hal Niemann
jlv. Agency, Denver, to Lee Ringer Adv., L. A., as account executive.

Market

Even in these days of astronomical figures, the statistics of the world's
largest distillery in Peoria are astounding. Using 22,000 bushels of grain

!E MORTON, NBC-TV Chicago, to Young & Rubicam, same city, work! on films in radio-TV department.

3HARD C. FRANCIS, vice president in charge Pacific Coast operaqs Campbell-Ewald Co., L. A., named chairman, Southern California
ipter, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Also elected were
IjHN A. PRIVETT, Mogge-Privett Inc., L. A., vice chairman; CARL M.
]INTZ, Heintz & Co., L. A., secretary-treasurer. Officers selected from
vly-elected five-man board of directors, other two members of which
A. W. NEALLY, vice president and manager, L. A. office BBDO Inc.,
i LEE RINGER, Lee Ringer Adv., L. A.
;
;.UL SCHLESINGER, timebuyer Tatham-Laird, Chicago, father of
h, Paul Jeffrey, born April 3. Mrs. Schlesinger is former LORRAINE
OLZER, J. Walter Thompson, same city.

the

products for industry and agriculture
... is set for quick conversion to the
making of industrial alcohol for defense.
WMBD is as outstanding in Peoria radio
as Walker's is in the industrial field.
EMIL "FARMER" BILL a
17 year veteran at WMBD, is
vastly popular with the hearty
prosperous rounding
farm
Peoria.audience
Raised onsur-a
farm, he later trouped 28
years in vaudeville circuits,
thus has an unusual knack of
bringing showmanship to the
farm. Witty, personable and
down-to-earth — no wonder
ite!
he's such a consistent favor-

Fifty full time people working in programming, sales, engineering, and promotion work as a team to make WMBD
the No. 1 buy in the Midwest's No. 1
Test Market. The dominance of WMBD
is due in a large measure to its ability,
experience and knowledge of the radio
preferences of Peoriarea listeners.

CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice President and General Manager
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales

JTLER-EMMETT Adv., Portland, Ore., having dissolved partnership,
MES BUTLER opens own agency at 207 Concord Bldg., same city.

See Free & Peters

NNETH McKENZIE, copy chief Neale Adv. Assoc., L. A., to plans
d copy staff Martin R. Klitten Co., same city.
ESLEY A. GILMAN, Lewis & Gilman, Phila., made several broadcasts
behalf of Philadelphia Society for Crippled Children and Adults durl Easter Seal campaign. He is chairman of executive board.
*OADCASTING
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FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
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This advertisement appeared

last November.

To broadcasters all over the country, it outlined Associated's new policy
of sales service ... of giving station operators what they want to help them realize
maximum

profits from their APS libraries. In it we promised many

innovations planned expressly to aid APS subscribers in building more business.
Those promises, one by one, came true. Six months have now gone by.
Let's check off the results and see what APS is today doing to give broadcasters
WHAT THEY WANT!

| TRANSCRIBED SALES MEETINGS
These 30-minute, informal sales
meetings on discs (three of them
already in use) have been prepared
for presentation direct to the station's
sales staff. Each is conducted by
Maurice B. Mitchell, APS vice president and general
manager. The series also features well-known guest
speakers discussing various phases of more productive
radio selling.
2 IN-PERSON SALES AND PROGRAM

CLINICS

Regional conferences, held throughout the country for APS subscribers,
now provide on-the-spot aid and
counsel on programming and selling.
The first successful session has already been staged
(at Greensboro, N. C), and others are scheduled soon
for every region. Besides this, APS representatives
regularly visit subscriber stations and often accompany
station salesmen on their local selling calls.

3 "THE NEEDLE"

This timely newsletter goes to APS
subscribers each month, bringing
them up-to-the-minute information
and suggestions which station managers, programming and sales
personnel can use productively in
building more business. Written by a sales expert, it
offers a wealth of ideas and facts unobtainable
elsewhere.
' w3
4 SHOW PROMOTION KITS
These complete kits, prepared exIs., pressly for APS subscribers, contain
Wt a wide variety of material essential
to proper promotion and merchandising of Associated's pre-produced shows. This is an
extra plus for both station and the advertisers who
sponsor such programs. New kits are being issued regularly and (like all APS extra service) are supplied
without additional charge.

iated
Program
151 West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

we re going to give th
em
Only a few days ago, Associated Program Service sent the following
announcement to all of its subscribers throughout the radio industry.
Normally, this would have been a confidential memo intended for them alone
— yet what it reports is of such importance that we think the facts
should be shared with everyone in the whole field of broadcasting.
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MAURICE
B. MITCHELL
General Manager,
Associated Program Service
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5 "HOW-TO"

MANUALS

To help make the Associated library
as useful and profitable as possible,
a new series of "how-to" manuals
have been issued and two of them
are already in circulation. These
manuals cover all significant facts
on the care and use of APS transcriptions, and outline
policies and special services in effect.
6 MERCHANDISING

CALENDAR

a fast start in

supplying the valuable, needed and practical
sales service that was predicted last
November. Already APS subscribers are
benefiting widely from it. And remember, all
this coordinated sales service is yours
without extra cost when you're an APS subscriber.

■'£>»*"""-■ This handy, month-by-month merchandising calendar lists all important dates and special weeks that
have
programming or merchandising
III o, »11 «» a« «»2I•«
possibilities. Also included is a helpful cross-reference arrangement
which allows APS subscribers to determine contract
expiration dates in 13-week cycles at a glance.
7 BIGGER SERVICE STAFF
jfl
■
V

YES ... Associated has made

Associated Program Service has increased its staff of field representa-

^^^■^^^N fives and their activities. This means
greater personalized, on-the-scene service with more
effective help to subscribers' sales staffs in selling
APS shows.

And — this is important — even though you may
already have another library, there is a
precedent-breaking plan that makes it possible
for you to use the APS EXTRA SERVICES right
away! Write for details!

Maurice B. Mitchell, General Manager
Associated Program Service
151 West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
I'm interested in knowing more about Associated Program Service for
my station. Will you send the facts right away?
Name
Title
Station.
Street—
City_

Service
ft

"the library that pays for itself

„Zone_

_State_

VISIT THE APS DISPLAY AT THE NAB CONVENTION
ROOM 532-533-534A, STEVENS HOTEL

•
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SHREVEPORT HOOPERATINGS
*12.2 1950 thru January, 1951
November,
* 9.9
0.0
i«0"
V SKI If M
'TV'
"A"
D
A
U
i 1 IT l C
* 7.2
0.8
5.3
2.1
3.9
* 7.0
8K30 a.m.
0.8
5.3
4.0
3.5
2.3
8:15
1.7
5.0
V.2.2
0.3
8:30
3.9
1.4
0.3
8:45
1.3
1.6
5.3
9:00
9:15
10.5
5.1
0.6
0.3
3.1
0.3
0.9
0.9
0.6
9:30
8.3
0.0
1.8
3.6
10.1
9:45
10:00
0.3
1.8
9.2
3.7
2.3
0.0
0.8
7.1
10:15
7.0
1.5
0.9
1.2
3.1
1.4
2.2
10:30
2.1
10:45
0.5
0.6
~1 10.6
6.1
0.6
:30
0.0
2~3
10.0
6.0
11 -.00
4.3
1.1
1.7
1.6
1.4
8.9
*1
0.6
1.8 •
3.2
11:15
11:30
1.8
10.3

easy,

WHEN
KNOW

YOU

11:45
12:00 noon
12:15 p.m.
12:30 7
12:45
1:00

HOW!

12.6
*13.1
7.7
7.6
6.0
6.7
9.2
8.0
7.4

1:15

KWKH

is the overwhelming favorite in Shreveport. Hoopers show that KWKH is first in 37 out of the
44 quarter hours between 8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. In the
morning (8:00 a.m. — 12 noon), KWKH gets a 51.6%
Share of Audience — or 6.6% more listeners than all other
stations combined. In the afternoon and early evening
(12:00 noon— 7:00 p.m.), KWKH gets a 48.5% rating
— or only 3.0% less listeners than all other stations combined.

KWKH's "outside" audience is vastly more important,
however. BMB Study No. 2 credits KWKH with a Daytime Audience of 303,230 families in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties. But look at the quality of this
KWKH audience: 194,340 families— 64.1 % of the total
— listen "6 or 7 days weekly"!
Yes, Know-How pays! Let us or The Branham Company
show you how much!

1:45
2:00
2:15

4.5
5.6
4.4
4.3

2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3;30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:45
5:00

* 3.9
8.9
**10.
6.2
8
4.1
**11 2.
2.6
2
*12.2
* 6.9

5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
*A KWKH

~
4~:30~

1.0
2.2
3.5
0.3
4.1
1.8
1.4
2.9
2.8
2.9
0.2
1.8
1.3
1.0
0.8 _^ _
1.6
0.9
0.3
K5
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.3

14.6
9.3

4.1

20.0
17.1
16.3

3.7

16.2

Local Program.
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3.7
3.5
2.8

~ 1
.4

0.5
1.6
0.3
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0.8
1.3
0.3
0.5

3.2
4.5
5.7
6.3
5.7

1.2

4.8

2.7
4.7
3.2
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6.4
6.3
2.8

4.0
0.8
3.0
4.4

4.4

1.8
J. 4
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2.7

0.5
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.5
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1.9
1.9
0.8
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5.0
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3.4

2.3
5.2

. 6.0
5.0

3.4
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70 to 15%
IBS

CUTS

DOWN-THE-LINE cut in
iio network rates loomed
iday after CBS in a surise move announced reduces in its own radio time
arges ranging from 10 to
[%, effective July 1.
Within 12 hours of the CBS
nouncement, ABC issued a
*se statement that "we shall
•et the competition," a phrase
it could be interpreted no other
y than that ABC intended to
sh its own rates at least as much
CBS.
•Sy Friday noon NBC's position
9 not been denned. Top NBC
icutives were in constant conence on the subject.
Reports that there had been a
it understanding among the netrks regarding the rate question
re vehemently denied at CBS.
["he announcement of the CBS
e reduction was made Thursday
ht by Frank Stanton, CBS presiit, after he and other network
?cutives emerged from a conence with the Columbia Affilis Advisory Board,

N

G

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Reductions

Set July 1

RAD
would help to stabilize the industryHighlights of the plan as announced by Mr. Stanton Thursday
are these:
® Radio network rates for the
1-8 p.m. period will be cut 10%.
• For the 8-10:30 p.m. period
they will be cut 15%.
6 For the 10 :30-ll p.m. period,
10%.
$ For Sunday afternoon time,
it was understood, the cut will be
25%.
Q Morning rates remain unchanged.
To compensate for the reductions in the network's advertising
rates, CBS affiliated stations were
asked to take a flat 10% reduction in their revenue from the netthe day.work, pertaining to all periods of
About 160 of the 190 CBS affiliates have in their contracts clauses

CRISIS

C0NVENWN

By J. FRANK BEATTY
A COMPLETELY reorganized
trade association — National Assn.
of Radio & Television Broadcasters
— meets this week at the Stevens
Hotel, Chicago, to take up problems affecting the very foundations of station management and
technical operation during a critical period in the nation's history.
Total registration for the three
separate segments of the convention — Management, Engineering
and Television — had passed the
1,000 mark 10 days ago and at the
weekend promised to threaten the
records of the years just after
world War II. Over 1,100 rooms
had been assigned Wednesday.
Added to the association's heavy
registration are hundreds of nonmember station executives who also
will take part in the Monday morning Mobilization Roundtable at
which FCC and military representatives will discuss operation of
stations in case of air attack.
The mobilization meeting is classified, with admission only by
passes issued each licensee by the
FCC. It follows a similar classified meeting held March 26 in
Washington, when 1,000 licensees
answered a Commission call to the
capital city [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 2].

"he board, which was not asked
vote its formal approval of the
e cut, was reportedly told by Mr.
.nton that the hard decision was
de necessary by the threats of
jor advertisers to reduce or
hdraw their substantial sched£ on CBS.
Accounts at Stake
A.t stake, he was understood to
i'e told the affiliates board, were
h accounts as Lever Bros.
hose media director, George Durlin, is and was chairman of the
"sn. of National Advertisers comptee that recommended huge rarate mark-downs), Procter &
mble, Sterling Drug Inc., Miles
Doratories, and Colgate-Palm/e-Peet.
dr. Stanton was said to have
ied that the loss of such im•tant sponsors and their toped shows would result in addinal losses to affiliates of prime
acencies for national and local
iit sales.
lie was said further to have
.cribed the "horrible deals" being
de by other networks, in offercut-rates on talent or time in
|ier to keep current business and
ract new. It was his belief that
itting back on a rate card"
} OADCASTING • Telecasting

that permit the network either to
increase or decrease rates without
consultation with the station. In
the cases of the some 30 other affiliates, without such contractual provisions, the network cannot change
the payment without specific agreement from the stations. Observers
believed it was the CBS plan to
let advertisers eliminate those stations that did not agree to the
10% cut in revenue.
Gross Revenue
CBS gross network revenue has
been running at about $70 million
annually. It was estimated that the
rate reductions might result in as
much as a $10 million-a-year decrease in network income.
Although advertiser and agency
reaction to the CBS announcement
had not begun to crystallize at the
time this story went to press, it
was learned that executives of one

NARTB convenes with a new
structure, and with a new executive
alignment. President Justin Miller
will become chairman of the board
June 4, as well as general counsel.
Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston
and CBS New England manager,
becomes NARTB president June 4,
with a five-year contract [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9].
Consider General Manager
Pre-convention interests was focused on selection of an opposite
number for the presidency — a general manager to head the autonomous TV operation under the
NARTB banner. A committee
headed by George B. Storer, Fort
Industry Co., is believed to be
scanning a list of eligible names
that might include such persons as
Wayne Coy, FCC Chairman, and
Comr. Robert F. Jones; Eugene S.
Thomas, WOR-TV New York,
chairman of the NARTB television
board, and Byron Price, assistant
secretary general of the United
Nations.
Despite published reports to the
contrary, it was learned that no
candidates for the TV post have yet
been considered by the Storer Committee.
Mr. Thomas will preside as chair-

leading advertising agency already
were in conference deciding how to
reallocate the savings that would
accure from the network rate reduction.
This agency was understood to
be giving strong consideration
to spending the windfall money in
spot radio or in television.
Other agency executives, commenting anonymously on the rate
question,workspredicted
other netwould have that
to follow
the
CBS lead. They expected the rate
reduction to become general.
The CBS announcement of its
rate cut came only a day after it
announced its acquisition of Hytron
Radio & Electronics Corp. (see
story page 41), a $20 million deal
that will put CBS into the manufacturing industry.
President Stantion in announc(Continued on page U0)

Draws

Big Crowd

man of the NARTB board convention committee when formal sessions open Monday at 2 p.m. With
him on the program will be Judge
Miller and Mr. Fellows. Mr.
Thomas will present a slide film
showing the new structure of
NARTB. FCC Commissioners
Frieda Hennock, Rosel Hyde and
Paul A. Walker are to be presented to the convention.
Tuesday morning belongs to
Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson,
Ga., will preside as BAB board
chairman. William B. Ryan, BAB
president, will address the session
along with other speakers.
Formal luncheon Tuesday will be
addressed by Gen. Omar N. Bradley, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, to be followed by parallel
panels in the afternoon — one dealing with sports broadcasting and
the other with labor management
relations.
Concluding
event is the Radio
PioneersTuesday's
Dinner.
Wednesday Sessions
Wednesday morning will be devoted to FM broadcasting. Chairman Coy will address the Wednesday luncheon. Parallel radio research and legislative panels will
be held in the afternoon, followed
by an NARTB business meeting at
(Continued on page 49)
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CBS

Cuts

Rates

(Continued from page 39)
ing the rate adjustment, said the
changes "increase still further the
values of CBS network radio —
which today stands as the country's
single most comprehensive and efficient advertising medium."
The CBS move differed from
NBC's abortive rate-reduction effort of late December in several
respects. For one, it applies to radio network rates in all markets,
whereas the NBC proposal related
to a total of 53 radio affiliates in
TV markets. For another, NBC's
plan was made known weeks in advance, whiletheColumbia's
secret until
last momentremained
and in
fact was accomplished and announced before reports of it had
attained any substantial degree of
circulation.
Affiliates' Reaction
The true tenor of CBS affiliates'
reaction, it appeared, could not be
fully appraised until they had received complete details and had an
opportunity to digest them.
CBS affiliates that have contracts
permitting the network to adjust
rates received the following typical
telegram Thursday night from Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS vice president in charge of station relations:
"Effective July 1, 1951, we are
reducing network rates for all time
periods by 10%. At the same time,
we are making Sunday afternoon
rates uniform with other days. All

Rate

Race

.

rate adjustments will be made to
the nearest dollar. Payments to you
will be adjusted as provided in your
affiliation agreement. The reasons
for the action have been fully explained tothe CBS Advisory Board
at a special meeting today."
In the case of the NBC move
late last year, the affiliates involved
put up such a cry that the network
shelved its plan [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Jan. 8, Dec. 25, 1950].
Some objectors carried their protests to the office of Chairman Ed
C. Johnson (D-Col.) of the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
committee, urging him to intercede
on grounds that the NBC move, if
Comments

George B. Storer, president of
Fort Industry Co., said last Friday:
"I'm shocked because we have
experienced no difficulty in selling
radio time in the seven markets in
which we operate, but we have had
to sell harder and promote more.
In fact, our business is ahead of
the same period last year in every
month.
"The unit of sale in network time
is larger and the number of advertisers extremely small, so that
the network clients' bargaining
power is very great, thus forcing
reductions not actually warranted
by economic necessity."
William B. Quarton, general manager, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa:
"WMT has the best ratings in its

•
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Rate

Reductions

history, and the spot rate is going up along with operating cost.
We feel we are giving plus value
and we can not willingly agree to
an overall network rate reduction.
I'm a great admirer of CBS leadership, but in this instance I question
the advisability of a reduction in
* * *
ourCarl
case."
George, general manager of
WGAR Cleveland: "Our studies indicate that we are delivering 1,000
homes at night at a cost 23% less
than 10 years ago."
John Akerman, general manager
of KMOX St. Louis, said he suspected the decision was prompted
by "pressure" from the small affiliates, as he knew of none from
(Continued on page 67)

.

AN ILLUSTRATION in a recent CBS advertisement featured the classic race of the tortoise and the hare (won by the cautious
tortoise when the hare pooped himself out by
a dazzling but imprudent burst of speed at the
start).
Apparently CBS does not read its own ads,
or if it does, it pays very little heed to them.
It seems to us that the parable of the tortoise
and the hare is a perfect argument against the
peremptory action of CBS last week in cutting
its radio rates.
In this instance CBS seems to have jumped
off to what may be a fast lead at the start (like
the hare in its advertisement). If there are
any intelligent tortoises entered in this race,
they stand a good chance of breaking the tape
while the hare (tired and limping like the one
in the ad) is blowing on the backstretch.
It is pretty obvious that the tactical plan of
CBS is to announce an imminent rate cut in
the hopes of quickly landing a large volume of
business from some of the advertisers who,
prodded by the two reports of the Assn. of
National Advertisers, have hinted that they
would buy some more radio if the price were
right.
Maybe CBS has even received assurances of
this eventuality.
If that is the case, the hare will indeed have
got off to a speedy start. Everybody knows
that the race for network business has slowed
to a walk in recent weeks. There's been a
buyers' strike.
But the questions that we think CBS ought
Page 40

on

successful, would jeopardize the
entire industry rate structure.
NBC's earlier attempt to reduce
rates in TV markets showed its belief that advertisers resistance to
radio rates in TV areas must ultimately result in reductions.
ABC has itself been accused of
cutting rates — in its bid for the
NBC afternoon accounts of five
leading advertisers [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 26, 19].
ABC officials, however, have insistently denied that rate-cutting is
involved in this offer.
Evening radio rates in TV markets have long been a target of the
ANA. Its move to force reductions

to have considered more fully are: (1) what
will be the long-term effect of a July 1, 1951,
CBS rate cut on CBS business, and (2) what
will be its effect on radio in general?
We address ourselves first to No. 1 (an eager
hare probably would leap at No. 2 or possibly
a distant No. 3). To begin with, CBS acted
hastily and at a moment when the time seemed
ripe for a general, industry-wide study of radio
rates — not with the limited objective of deciding whether they ought to be slashed because
of television's inroads on the audience, but
with the broader purpose of establishing a
sound relationship between radio prices and
those of all other media.
It doesn't seem to us that CBS took sound
research into serious consideration (unless it
has very little faith in the soundness of its
own research department) because only a
month ago that network released some figures
asserting that CBS radio reached 591 people
per dollar, magazines reached 365 people per
dollar, and newspapers, for the same amount,
reached only 249.
In the face of those figures, it is difficult to
understand why CBS, in its action of last week,
endeavors to make its already wide margin of
advantage over other media even wider.
We doubt that a network which can prove by
apparently honest mathematics that it is
cheaper than any other national medium will
enhance its stature with its customers by
cheapening what already is a bargain. It
classifies its whole inventory (or at least all

last summer
was successful!.,
staved off, but the advertiser organ
ization came back in mid-Marql
with a second study of rates iff
TV areas.
Employing the same controvert
sial formula used for gauging TV 1
effect in the first study, the seconl
report
that "for
the ind
vidual concluded
stations affected
by TV
con I[
petition, radio time values sho J
declines . . . that run as high eI
60%
[Broadcasting
• Telecas' 1
ing, March
19].
Cites 19% -plus Inroad
In the ease of CBS and NBC- (
the only networks covered in tlf
study — the ANA report estimate I
that on a full-network basis (iijf
eluding stations in non-TV cities i
"the reduction in time values a t
tributable to the inroads of T j
amounts to 19.2% in the case (It
NBC, and 19.4% in the case <i
Long before the ANA study a] I
peared, CBS was compiling data 11
show that radio reaches more pe< i
pie per dollar than any other m<|
dium. In one recent study CB I
found that the number of peop
reached
CBS." by radio is 591 per dolla |
whereas the same expenditure >*
magazines reaches only 365 peop |
and in newspapers 249 [Broadcast
ing • Telecasting, March 12]. d
In a continuation of this stud;}
CBS subsequently pointed out the*
in fact "national advertisers aii
actually getting better values toda j
than they were in 1944" — "consul
erably better" on CBS — and that i \
(Continued on page 67) ■ 'I K
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AN EDIT0RIA
of it save that on sale in the morning) as dis;
tress merchandise.
As to question No. 2, the effect of the CB f
action on the industry, nothing but the mo;
gloomy conclusion can be drawn. Radio J
a sensitive business, balanced precariously o ; :
emotion as well as on fact. Let some elemei
as substantial as CBS shift its weight, and th :
teeter begins tottering.
The CBS rate adjustment is an open invitf1
tion to advertisers to begin harassing rival nel works with demands for price cuts. This kin
of pressure could build up to a very disagree
jim
able condition. Indeed, ABC already has ar|:«
nounced it will go CBS one better. NBC an »
Mutual are pondering their moves. But th
results are obvious — they must follow suit t t
remain competitive.
The most disappointing aspect of the CB il
decision, it seems to us, is that it was mad !
with unnecessary haste, before the industr »t
could evolve a unified and sensible approac
to the subject. The chance for the beginnin
of such an approach comes this week at th ti
NARTB
is not a member
NARTB. convention.
It will be onCBS
the side-lines.
And thc ji *
CBS action knocks the agenda for a loop.
As this journal has advocated, that kind 9
job appears to be excellently suited to BAB, i
group perfectly designed for research to relat i
radio rates to those of competing media.
The hare has jumped the gun and ma;
already be zipping down the track. But tor
toises still have a classic chance to win, i
they pace themselves intelligently.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj j>

To
CBS

BUYS

BS ENTRY into radio and telesion manufacturing field on a
■ajor scale jelled last week as the
>twork completed the first steps
■ward acquiring Hytron Radio &
lectronics Corp., and its subsi.aries, including Air King Prodtts Co., in what would amount to
jproximately a $20 million deal.
Approved
by the CBS and
ytron boards, but still subject to
ttion by the respective stockholdirs, the purchase would put Colum»; :;a in position to manufacture its
frn CBS-type color TV receivers—
the Supreme
Court upholds
CC's approval of CBS color — reirdless of the course taken by
her manufacturers, who thus far
ive generally opposed the CBS
stem.
With action by the respective
ockholders reportedly slated by
sfcjout mid-May, closing date for
3 ! e transfer has been set for June
«.
1 1 William S. Paley, CBS board
| uairman, and Lloyd H. Coffin,
ytron chairman, announced their
bards' approval of the transaction
;"ednesday.
The acquisition
to
; handled through
an exchangeis of
ock, with Hytron stockholders
jtting 31 shares of CBS stock for
j-ery 100 shares of Hytron stock
ey hold. CBS stock currently is
i lling at about $30 and Hytron
about $10. Hytron had 2,004,892
iares outstanding as of Dec. 31.
CBS Comment Declined
Although CBS officials declined
comment on plans pending stockelders' approval of the project, the
ansaction was believed to be denned to a large extent to gear
BS for color set manufacture,
bservers felt it might also put
BS into position as a horizontal
mpetitor with RCA in all fields
:cept transoceanic communicaons.
It was presumed that CBS
timately would have three divions — the present Columbia rec•ds, plus Columbia tubes and
jlumbia receivers — aside from the
M and TV networks.
Hytron, with headquarters at
ilem, Mass., and other plants at
ewburyport, Mass., is one of the
dest radio and TV tube manu.cturers in the country and ranks
the top half-dozen in tube outit. It originated the rectangular
V picture tube, and has been re>onsible for development of many
her tubes. Air King is Hytron's
idio and TV set manufacturing
vision.
The Paley-Coffin announcement
)inted out that Hytron, with its
lbsidiaries,
"is other
more units
fully ininterated than most
the

Make

Own

Color

Sets

HYTRON
$15 million loan from Prudential Insurance Co. of America ($10 million) and Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. ($5 million), for 20 years
at 3y2%.
During the past year Hytron
enjoyed "by far the most profitable" operations in its history, and
sales volume during the first two
months of 1951 was approximately
100% ahead of the same period
last year.
Hytron President Bruce A. Coffin
pointed out in the report that consolidated sales for all the companies in 1950 reached $40,542,134,

sidiaries accounted for 36% of the
gross assets of all Hytron companies, and for 21% of net assets
and 19% of net income.
"Air King has currently developed a complete new line of television sets embodying the latest
engineering advances, with painstaking consideration for the scarcity
of
materials,"
according to the
annual report.
"At present, scarce materials
have either been eliminated or reduced to a minimum. An expansion of the Air King engineering
department has given the company

STATEMENT BY JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER
NARTB PRESIDENT
THE 1951 Convention marks the dawn of a new era for our association.
After an illustrious 29 years as the NAB, we have a new name — the
National Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters. This change brings
new and greater responsibilities since it recognizes and emphasizes that
the association is truly representative of the entire broadcasting industry and profession. To television
broadcasters who have long been
members, as well as to those who
are here for the first time, we extend a sincere welcome, and pledge
to them the full utilization of the
association's resources toward a constantly advancing and improving
broadcasting stature.
But a new name is not our only
addition this year. We also have a
new president-elect in Harold Fellows whom it will be my pleasure
to introduce at the convention's
opening ceremonies. Mr. Fellows will
take office in June when I become
chairman of the board. Most of you
JUDGE MILLER
know him personally, or are acquainted with his capabilities as a broadcaster. In your behalf as well
as my own I bid him welcome, and pledge him our fullest cooperation
during his tenure.
This convention has been scheduled as a series of workshop sessions
because the membership has indicated this is what it wants. Busy as
we all are with our many activities in the public and private interest
and in view of present world conditions, we cannot afford to have any
other type of meeting this year.
In planning the program of this convention, the committee has made
every reasonable effort to provide answers for the questions, new and
old, which arise daily, by bringing to us some of the best qualified men
in government and industry.
The titles listed for the various discussion panels indicate the wide
range of possibilities available to those in attendance at the convention:
Operations in the Emergency . . . Taxation . . . Manpower . . . Legislation .. . Sales . . . Research . . . Broadcasting and Sports . . . LaborManagement Problems . . . Engineering.
As is always true of broadcasting, it faces today a critical period of
growth and adjustment. The National Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters will continue its efforts, in the future as in the past —
and with all its resources — to maintain a free, aggressive, prosperous
system of broadcasting in America.

a gain of 150% over 1949. Consolidated net earnings after federal
income and excess profits taxes
were $3,348,870 in 1950, as against
$565,170 the preceding year. During the last six months of 1950 consolidated sales totaled $25,939,807
for
a
78%o
gain over the first six
dustry," since it manufactures
3th tubes and sets and has facil- months.
ies for cabinet manufacture and
Air King radio and TV sales
increased approximately 102% in
r stamping and plating chassis.
1950, with TV accounting for 92%
Announcement of the Hytron
jrchase plan followed the dis- of all Air King sales. It was estiosure that CBS had negotiated a
mated that Air King and its subROADCASTING
• Telecasting

an outstanding position in the development of both black-and-white
and color television."
Referring to Hytron's development of the rectangular picture
tube in 1950, the report continued:
"Air King is at present taking the
same leading position in 1951 with
Hytron's new 20-inch rectangular
tube. The response forecasts excellent future results."
The report said Air King is continuing an expansion and modernization program which, launched in

Mr. Paley
Lloyd Coffin
late 1950, "is resulting in both
manufacturing economies and
added production capacity."
The company also is engaged in
military equipment work for the
government.
Foreseeing a continuing heavy
and increasing demand for receiving tubes, Hytron has laid plans
for erection of a new plant, near
Salem, which will employ up to
2,500 persons and is slated to be in
operation "early in 1952."
The report envisioned a steady
increase in government orders during this year, with a decrease in
civilian
business
but expected
total sales
volume
for 1951 "that
will
exceed sales for 1950."
As of Dec. 31, 1950, the report
(Continued on page 62)
NARTB Convention
In a Nutshell
(See complete agenda page 206)
MONDAY
9 a.m.— MOBILIZATION, 8th St.
Theatre
2 p.m. — FORMAL OPENING,
Grand Ballroom
5 p.m. — RECEPTION, Exposition
Hall
TUESDAY
9:30 a.m.— BAB SESSION, North
Ballroom
12:30 p.m. — LUNCHEON, Grand
Ballroom
3 - 5 p.m. — SPORTS SESSION,
North Ballroom
3-5 p.m. — LABOR SESSION, PD2
7 p.m. — RADIO PIONEERS DINNER, Grand Ballroom
WEDNESDAY
10 a.m. — FM SESSION, North
Ballroom
12:30 p.m.— LUNCHEON, Grand
Ballroom
2:30 p.m. — RESEARCH SESSION,
North Ballroom
2:30 p.m. — LEGISLATIVE SESSION, PD2
4:30 p.m. — BUSINESS MEETING,
North Ballroom
7:30 p.m. — BANQUET, Grand
Ballroom
THURSDAY
10 a.m.— TV SESSION, North
Ballroom
12:30 p.m. — TV LUNCHEON,
Grand Ballroom
2:30 p.m. — TV SESSION, North
Ballroom
Engineering Conference
TUESDAY
9:30 a.m. -5 p.m. — South Ballroom
WEDNESDAY
9 a.m. -5 p.m. — South Ballroom
April 16, 1951
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Summaries
PRACTICAL operating- information
for broadcast and television station
engineers will feature the NARTB
Fifth Annual Engineering Conference, opening tomorrow morning
(Tuesday) in the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
Two days of engineering meetings will be held, but engineers will
take part in the Monday morningFCC Mobilization Conference at
which plans for station operation
during periods of imminent air
attack will be discussed. This mobilization session is open to all
American broadcasters, regardless
of NARTB affiliation.
Pi-ogramming of the TuesdayWednesday technical conference
was arranged by Neal McNaughten,
NARTB engineering director, and
a committee with Jessie Daniel, Mr.
McNaughten's assistant, coordinating the arrangements.
Presiding at the sessions will be
Orrin W. Towner, WHAS Louisville; E. M. Johnson, MBS; A.
James Ebel, WMBD Peoria; John
H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville,
NARTB board member.
Engineering delegates will meet
at luncheon with other NARTB
delegates.
They are eligible to attend the
annual banquet Wednesday evening
and the Radio Pioneers Dinner
Tuesday evening. Many engineers
plan to take in the Thursday television meetings.
Summaries of papers to be read
at the Tuesday- Wednesday technical meetings follow:
TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Tuesday, April 17
9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Hotel Stevens, South Ball Room
Orrin W. Towner, WHAS,
Presiding
MAXIMUM-ECONOMY TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
by Carl Lee, assistant to the president and chief engineer, WKZO,
Fetzer Broadcasting Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., and Martin Silver,
department head in charge of
television transmitters, Federal
Telecommunication Labs, Nutley,
N. J.
Factors contributing to lowest
first, maintenance and operatingcosts in television broadcasting are
considered. A complement of equipment is chosen to maintain the
broadest possible geographic and

Mr. Silver
Page 42
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Mr. Lee
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of technical Papers to Be Delivered
,At The NARTB Engineering Conference.
population coverage at the lowest
tubes to UHF operation, and disinitial plant investment consistent
cusses the reasons for selecting a
with minimum manpower for op- radically new type of high power
eration and maintenance. Program
tube for this transmitter. The
sources are chosen for minimum
stage-by-stage functioning of a
cost of material and production.
successful 5 kw UHF TV transmitter is described. A system for
Simplification of plant and low-cost
maintenance components such as controlling- both visual and aural
tubes are shown to produce lowest
carriers from a single crystal, as
operating cost. The broadcaster
used in this transmitter, will be
can considerably influence his ulti- outlined. By means of this transMr. Chandler
mate operating cost by working
mitter and a newly developed highMr. O'Brien
closely with the designers and mangain antenna,
g-oal ofat100
efufacturers of the equipment. An
fective radiateda power
UHFkw has
f ects are set forth. A nine-chan I
been reached.
nel switch unit and accompanyinj
example of such cooperation and
the results obtained is described.
line amplifier are described, show
VIDEO SWITCHING FOR TELEVIing means by which some of th
A FIVE KW
UHF TELEVISION
SION STATIONS
desirable features were achieved.
TRANSMITTER
by John M. Brush, transmitter
A DISCUSSION ON THE FCC TELE 1
by Howard M. Crosby, development
product engineering department.
VISION
ALLOCATION PRIOR]
engineer, electronics dept., GenAllen B. DuMont Labs Inc., PasTIES
eral Electric Co., Syracuse.
saic, N. J.
This paper discusses desirable
The need for high power transby Bernard C. O'Brien, chief engi j
mitters for the proposed UHF TV
neer, WHEC Rochester, N. Y.
features in a video switching sysband has been indicated. The
tem. A comparison is given of
This paper discusses the effect o
author points out the extreme dif- methods of video switching. Mix- the allocation priorities upon tele
ficulty in applying conventional
ing video signals for special ef- vision allocations. Comparisons wilf
be made between the 1948 VHIJ
plan, based on 150 mile co-channe
STATEMENT BY GLEN McDANIEL,
station spacing, the 220 mile VHF
RTMA PRESIDENT
UHF plan of July 1949, and th IS
new
180 mile VHF-UHF plan re
BROADCASTERS and radio-TV manufacturers have mutual interests
and should work together for the welfare of both the public and the cently announced. These prioritie
form the basic policy of the new al
industry. Perhaps this is a trite observation, but it needs repeating
locations plan, and are a major fac ,
now and then.
tor in determining number of T^
As president of RTMA I look forward to working closely with broadstations for each city, co-channe
casters and the NARTB. We are all part of one industry.
spacing and coverage range.
I know that the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and the National Assn.
of Radio & Television Broadcasters have cooperated well in recent years.
TUESDAY LUNCHEON— 12:30 p.m.
Frequently they have joined forces,
2:30 p.m.— GRAND BALLROOJ
and
as in the current excise tax hearfeaturing
The Voice of Democrac
ings, to oppose harmful legislation
or governmental regulations. In the
Address: KOREA TODAY by Gerf
Voice of Democracy contest RTMA
Omar N. Bradley, chairman, Join
Chiefs of Staff, Dept. of Defens<
and NARTB have cooperated in pro(Following his formal address
moting an annual event of incalGen.
Bradley will answer quesj;
culable benefit to our way of life
tions from the floor. This par
and to millions of high school stuof the program will be off th
dents.
record;
an- ;
Now we have a national rearmadelegatesnews
are representatives
asked to respec
this stipulation.)
ment program, and our manufacturers are becoming increasingly inTECHNICAL SESSIONS
volved in it. Production of civilian
electronic products is bound to be Tuesday, April 17
restricted. This means there will be 2:30 p.m. -5:30 p.m.
fewer radio and television receivers
Hotel Stevens, South Ball Room
and less transmitting equipment for
expanding markets than there would
E. M. Johnson, MBS, Presiding.
be if we were not in a rearmament
REMOTE OPERATION OF BROAE
CAST TRANSMITTERS
However,
radio-television
manuperiod.
Mr. McDaniel
facturers are unusually ingenious in
by George C. Chandler, manage)
CJOR Ltd., Vancouver, B. C.
a nation of industrial ingenuity, and they already have made progress in
the redesign of equipment and components to offset in part at least the
The paper outlines Canadiai
government specification for re
growing shortages of critical materials.
motely operated broadcast trans
The RTMA Engineering Dept. has undertaken a long-range program
mitters. The specification outline
to effect substantial material conservation in the national interest, and
three methods of collating infor
many manufacturers have made striking progress on their own initiative.
mation regarding operating per
It should be emphasized that this redesign of equipment will not result
formance of transmitting- equip
in any deterioration in quality or performance but may well lead to ment. Four companies in Canad;
improvements, greater efficiency, and lower production costs.
are offering semi-packaged unit
There is no reason to believe that the broadcasting industry will be for performing the informator
and operational requirements o
crippled during this period by its inability to obtain replacement parts
this specification. The package
and equipment or even some equipment for expansion. Likewise, the
units offered are designed aroun
industry will see to it that there is an adequate supply of replacement
only two of these three methods
parts for receivers. Thus broadcasters can be assured that their service
will not suffer from equipment shortages.
The paper analyzes the minimur
(Continued on page 15U)
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The Stevens'
jh po
Ex sition Hall

CONVimiON

EXHIBITS

Displays Located
On Fifth Floor

PROGRAM, transcription and related services are featuring their new!10GRESS in heavy equipment lines are shown NARTB Convention
est offerings at the NARTB Convention display on the fifth floor of
(legates in a series of exhibits on display in Exposition Hall, located
the Hotel Stevens, Chicago. Lighter forms of equipment also are shown
i the lower lobby of the Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
on this floor.
'The heaviest types of broadcast and television equipment can be
floor
■[ought right into the Stevens
of the fifth
some giving
As usual are
< ^m
exhibitors
souvenirs
i>sement on trucks. This permits
and
novelties
to
visitors,
along
with
OFFICIAL EXHIBITORS
ihibitors to feature newest depromotion material.
lopments in transmitters, includ(Stevens Hotel unless otherwise indicated)
Along with service companies,
:£■ high-power equipment.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau Inc.
EXPOSITION HALL
Increased stress is placed on TV
has a fifth floor suite. SESAC
4ms in the 1951 exhibits, with
Andrew Corp.
has quarters there, in addition to
lphasis on UHF now that the Armed Forces Information Center Kliegl Bros.-Universial Electric
Stage Lighting Co.
its Exposition Hall both, as do
pC is preparing to open the Broadcast Music Inc.
NARTB Station Relations Dept.
some of the equipment and service
eh band.
Allen B. DuMont Labs
firms.
NARTB Television
In addition to equipment exhibFederal Telecommunication Labs
RCA Engineering Products Dept.
Increased attention is devoted to
i, the Exposition Hall displays
Gates Radio Co.
SESAC Inc.
services
for television stations, inelude the booths of Broadcast
General Electric Co.
U. S. Army-Signal Corps
cluding films and equipment items.
tusic Inc., NARTB Station RelaGeneral Precision Lab
Many types of playback equipment
ons Dept. and NARTB Television
are shown, along with tape reFIFTH FLOOR
pt., Armed Forces Information
corders, ultra-high tubes and micronter and U. S. Army-Signal
wave devices. One firm will show
Ampex Electric Corp. 550A
Lang-Worth Feature Programs
|>rps, and SESAC.
Associated Program Service
512A, 513A
a 250 w transmitter on this floor.
[ The two military exhibits include
532A, 533A, 534A
Magnecord Inc. 539A
Some of the exhibitors have deectronic gear used by the Signal
Audio & Video Products Corp. 548A Musicolor Inc. 509
veloped new types of sales aids to
prps along with programs and Azrael Advertising Agency 553A
Presto Recording Corp. 516
aid
stations
in utilizing their servrvices provided troops by the in- Broadcast Advertising Bureau
RCA Engineering Products Dept.
ices to full advantage.
rmation center.
560, 561
504, 505, 507
The combined fifth floor and ExBroadcast Music Inc. 542A
BMI will introduce its new AutoRCA Recorded Program Services
position Hall displays were araph Series, in which facsimiles
Capitol Records (Best. Div.)
512, 513
ranged under direction of Arthur
SESAC Inc. 556, 557
original manuscripts are in537A, 536A, 535A
uded.
C. Stringer, retained as show manCollins Radio Co. 519A, 520A
Snader Telescription Sales 561A
ager by NARTB. Mr. Stringer has
Bruce
Eells
&
Assoc.
551A
Standard
Radio
Transcription
Heavy Products
been arranging major industrial
Services 504A, 505A, 507A
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
shows
for two decades.
The heavy equipment includes
Standard Rate & Data Service
534
Wers, transmitter lines, many
Descriptions
of exhibits reported
General Precision Lab 502
530A, 528A
to
Broadcasting
• Telecasting
■pes of radiators, camera chains
Wincharger
Corp.
509A
Harry
S.
Goodman
Productions
follow :
id transmitters. Entire lines of
World Broadcasting System 500,
556A, 557A
udio TV equipment are on dis- Keystone Broadcasting System
501, 501A
Audio & Video Products Corp.
mayFrederic W. Ziv Co. 500, 501, 501A
515A, 517A
and
Considerable emphasis has been
Ampex Electric Corp.
RECEPTION ROOMS
laced on efficiency in equipment
DEMONSTRATIONS of Ampex Tape
letups, with emphasis on low-cost
Associated Press, Chinese Room, The Katz Agency 2000
Recorders, Telefex and Telejector
(Deration.
Blackstone
C. P. MacGregor 822A
equipment for TV production, and all
John
Blair
&
Co.
2320
Robert
Meeker
Assoc.
2319
Following are brief descriptions
associated Audio & Video products such
The Branham Co. 1900
Mutual Broadcasting System 2325
as loudspeakers, microphones, ampli? transmitters, studio items and
fiers, Minnesota Mining & Manufac;her material on display in ExpoBroadcasting
•
Telecasting
National
Broadcasting
Co.
2306
tion Hall :
turing Magnetic Tape are being feat1205A
Paul H. Raymer Co., Blackstone
ured
at
Audio & Video's exhibit.
Free
&
Peters
1705
Weed
&
Co.
1005A
Andrew Corp.
In attendance at the convention
George P. Hollingbery Co. 1305
exhibit are Russell O. Hudson and
sNDREW CORP.'s display includes
William
Hazlett. Room 548A will
te Andrew Multi-V FM transmitting
house theH. display.
itenna, tower lighting equipment,
together for exhibition purposes in firm says that "from transmitter to
ansmission line accessories, broadDuMont offers a plan whereby
one group. The firm declares, "It is astudio,
lst phase monitor, microwave radiabroadcaster can make a limited inAssociated Program Service
BMI's intention to focus attention
rs, ultra-low loss Teflon insulated
upon the wealth of tradition that
vestment to 'get on the air now' and
V transmission line samples, and
BESIDES
its full library of more than
surrounds the music contributions of then, as operations expand, he is asF inductors. In addition, literature
sured of being able to expand his 5,000 selections, with high-fidelity
American
songwriters.
It
is
generally
n all current Andrew products is
turntable and speaker for auditioning,
facilities by merely adding extra
and erroneously believed that Amer.ailable at the exhibition.
Associated features exhibits of sales
ican composers have not created a
On hand at the booth for Andrew
Equipment on display includes the and program techniques developed
distinct and wholly American repersince Maurice B. Mitchell, APS genre Dr. V. J. Andrew, chairman of
air-cooled 5 kw Oak Transmitter,
toire
of
people's
music.
BMI's
exeral manager, joined Associated last
on high or low band; the
ie board; C. Russell Cox, vice preshibition reflects the truly rich re- available
October. These include:
units."
lent; J. S. Brown, chief engineer;
servoir of American songs and demonnew
Du-mitter demonstrating a new
strates the fact that our musical
. W. Scheldorf, director of research;
Transcribed sales meetings demethod for distributing audio and
Dhn A. Estelle, assistant sales mantradition is being enlarged daily by video signals for studio display pursigned to aid salesmen in solving
ner, and Karl Sterne, district manradio
problems.
Each half-hour meetcontemporary
writers
and
composers."
poses; a new Master Control Switchner.
ing is conducted by Mr. Mitchell.
The BMI "Autograph Series" will
It
includes
a
complete
agenda.
ing
Unit
and
Mixer-Line
Amplifier
be introduced at this meet. Printed
which all visitors are invited to operin
attractive
format
as
regular
sheet
Giant
exhibit
of
the
Needle,
newsBroadcast Music Inc.
ate; the new Model TA-124-E DuMont
letter sent APS subscribers every
music copies, the series includes
Image Orthicon Camera Chain, and
month with tips on getting business.
MERICA'S rich musical tradition is songs like "America" and "Listen to many other products.
Merchandising calendar listing all
ne subject of BMI's exhibit at the the Mocking Bird." Each song copy
Attending the convention for Duimportant merchandising events in
351 convention. The music licensing
contains a facsimile of the original
Mont are H. E. Taylor Jr., division
the nation along with historical data
nd publishing firm has brought to- manuscript, signed by the author, and
ether a rare collection of musical
and 13-week cycle chart.
manager;
R.
E.
Kessler,
assistant
dimericana, a miniature museum of suitable for framing. First of the
vision manager; J. B. Tharpe, sales
Display of how-to-do-it manuals
lusic containing an assortment of series are being distributed to broadcovering care and use of discs, filing
manager; L. E. Pett, district mancasters
at
the
convention.
riginal manuscripts, holographs, and
and cataloging systems, policies and
ager; H. Bloomberg, district manare documents. From BMI's archives
special services.
ager;
L.
C.
Radford
Jr.,
district
mansme many of the rare items, includSales program clinics in which Mr. i
ager; C. E. Spicer, sales engineering
ig the original manuscript of "Dixie"
Mitchell and field representatives dis-j
Allen
B.
DuMont
Labs
Inc.
manager;
R.
J.
Myers,
B.
J.
Klindnd other Stephen Foster originals.
cuss Associated's subscriber confer-;
This convention marks the first "START Small — Grow Bigger" is the worth, T. W. Kirksey, J. P. Gallagher
(Continued on page 12U)
(Continued on page 120)
me these rarities have been gathered
keynote of DuMont's exhibit. The
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KINTNER

Gets 7-Year ABC Pact,
Starts at $775,000
SIGNS

ABC President Robert E. Kintner has signed a seven-year contract
with the network for his exclusive services, giving ABC an option on
three additional years, at a salary ranging from $75,000 a year initially
to $125,000 annually for each of the last three years if the option for
that period is picked up.
The contract, effective as of Jan. network. He received no bonuses.
In 1949 and 1948, during a part
1 this year, also
of which time he was executive
provides that
after the first vice president, he received $49,two years of the 999.92 salary each year.
The new contract does not specicontract Mr.
fy what position Mr. Kintner shall
Kintner additionally will receive
up to $25,000 a
year on a graduated scale based
on — and conditioned on — the
Mr. Kintner
amount (if any)
by which
consolidated income
before ABC's
taxes
exceeds $1 million a year in those
years.
During 1950 Mr. Kintner received $58,333.28 salary from the

NO ABC SALE
Noble Tells Stockholders
PROSPECTS of International Telephone & Telegraph Co. acquiring
ABC [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2] appeared to have been
doused last week when Edward J.
Noble, ABC board chairman and
chief owner, told a stockholders
meeting Wednesday afternoon that
the network "is not for sale."
Mr. Noble said it was interested
in building a bigger and better
network and that therefore, in the
interests of that objective and of
all the stockholders, it was necessary for him to listen to offers of
purchase. He has not offered to
sell his approximately 53% interest, he asserted.
He did not say specifically that
the discussions with IT&T have
been terminated. Spokesmen said
the question did not arise. A
spokesman for IT&T, which confirmed a few weeks ago that exploratory talks were under way,
said they had "nothing new" to
report following disclosure of Mr.
Noble's statement.
Mr. Noble said he had received
several offers to buy ABC and described the interest shown by
IT&T and others as "very comThe boardplimentary tous."
chairman predicted
ABC's 1951 profits will be very
satisfactory. Television business
alone, he estimated, probably will
total $18 million to $20 million,
compared with approximately $7
million in 1950.
The network's 10 retiring directors were re-elected at the stockholders meeting.
Re-elected were Mr. Noble, board
chairman; Mark Woods, board vice
chairman; Robert E. Kintner,
president; Earl E. Anderson, Robert H. Hinckley and C. Nicholas
Priaulx, vice presidents, and Alger
B. Chapman, Franklin S. Wood,
Owen D. Young and William Zeckendorf.
Page 44
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hold during its term, but calls only
for his exclusive servcies to be devoted to the corporation through
1957, with ABC holding the option
to extend this employment through
1960.
The contract was reported in
an ABC proxy statement.
CBS Wage Increase
ALL CBS employes last week were
notified that they will receive a
10% cost of living wage increase,
retroactive to April 1.

SHOWS
ADDED
Pequot Expands Sponsorshi
PEQUOT Mills (pillow slips an
sheets), New York, through il
agency, Jackson & Co., New Yorl
is finding radio so effective ths
starting in May it is adding tw
more programs to its four Iocj
and one regional network shows I
various markets.
The sheet firm will sponso
Pequot News, 12:55-1 p.m. fiv
times weekly on WJW Clevelanc
Initial contract is for 26 week:
By special arrangement commer
cials will be handled by Jan
Stevens,on who
Women'
Page
the conducts
station. the
Pequot
als
has signed for 26 weeks participa
tion on Home Forum with Rutl
Welles thrice weekly on KYV
Philadelphia. Both contracts star
May 19.
The company is continuing spon I
sorship of a half hour of the Ban I
Dance on WLS Chicago, Saturday i|
10:30-11 p.m., as well as a rotatinj
participation twice a week on this
Jack Kirkwood Show on the ful
Don Lee Network. Both of these)
began last December on a 52-weel i
basis. The firm also is continuing
for the second year its Sundail
Afternoon News on WHO De; I
Moines, and three participation; j

ai f2O N The GR
OOM
d
an
E
ID
BR

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
■V.-ff'They want to know, can their appearance be moved up to this week?"

per
weekProtective
on Galen League,
Drake's Housewives
WCBS ]I
New York, and the same numbei,
on Jean Colbert's Radio Bazaar!
on WTIC Hartford. The latter,!
three have been sponsored by^
Pequot Mills since late in 1949.
RW&C

WARWICK

&LEGLER

Expands Office
In Los Angeles

PLANS to set up a complete advertising agency in Los Angeles were
announced last week by Warwick & Legler, New York agency, which
said the West Coast office will be headed by C. E. Staudinger, vice
president and a director, in charge of business contact, and Don Gibbs,
vice president in charge of creative
contact.
assistant. Earl Ebi, for seven
years a radio director and producer
The Los Angeles staff was tentatively scheduled to begin moving,
for J. Walter Thompson Co., will
have charge of radio and television
over the past weekend, into quaractivities on behalf of the Los
ters occupying half of a new building covering 8,200 square feet at Angeles Brewing Co.
8th St., and Park View.
Donald Arvold, with BBDO in
Mr. Staudinger, with Warwick & Minneapolis, Chicago and Los AnLegler in New York for the last
geles since 1938, will have charge
of research and media, while the
five years, has been account executive on the Pabst Brewing Co. and
art department will be under the
Hoffman Beverage Co. accounts.
direction of Vernon R. Wosnak, for
For 14 years he was vice president
the last 15 years art director of
and group account executive with
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff. James
Sherman K. Ellis & Co. Mr. Gibbs
Cobb, for the last four years with
has been with the agency for six Dana Jones Co., will be production
years, and formerly was with the manager, assisted by Penny Kay.
Buchanan Agency and Kudner
Dorothy McCormick, formerly
Agency.
with the Jaffe Agency's literary
department, will be assistant and
Underwood Post
secretary to Mr. Gibbs. Joy MalliThe announcement said Cecil
coat, recently with LockwoodUnderwood, for the last five years
Shackelford Adv., is radio and television time and outdoor space
in charge of all Warwick & Legler
radio and TV activities on the buyer, and office management will
Pacific Coast, will continue in that be under Evelyn R. Young, formerly with Frank W. Vincent
capacity for national accounts, with
Mabel Francis continuing as his agency.

ACCOUNTS

Deepfreeze, Kitchen ArV
ROCHE, WILLIAMS & CLEARY.

TV accounts
week,twodickered
Chicago
agency,lastadded
radio- 1
for a third and lost one. Those
annexed were Deepfreeze appliance division of Motor Products
Corp., North Chicago, and Kitchen
Art Foods Inc., Chicago (Pyomy

mixes).
Both were handled by!fn
LeVally agency, same city, which
closes
this
month because of ilj4
Vally.
ness of President Norman
Le- i
The third account which may
be added is Hamilton Mfg. Co.,
Two
Rivers,
(electric
clothes'
dryers).
It Wis.
has been
handled
by
LeVally also.
The Agency lost Nesco Inc., Chicago and Milwaukee (housewares,
stoves and roasters) to Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
Rhoades V. Newbell, who left
LeVally as vice president to work
in same capacity at Roche, Williams & Cleary, is account executive on Deepfreeze and Pyomy.
Deepfreeze, which has used radio
and TV spots cooperatively, is to
expand its advertising budget and
broadcast media will be considered.
Pyomy has used radio-TV spot
in the past, but now is using only
video announcements in Chicago.
Nesco has used radio and TV
announcements cooperatively.
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RAUD

BILL

3C told a House Judiciary sub, nmittee last week that it wants
radio fraud law.
Witness Justin Miller, NARTB
esident, agreed in part but rested
case on the premise that the
oposed legislation (HR 2948)
mid discriminate against broadsters.
Others testifying: The Justice
apt. and the Post Office Dept.
'•sition of the first was nonmmittal and hesitant, that of
'je latter, that the legislation was
.necessary since postal authori2s already have jurisdiction in the
aud field.
While Subcommittee No. 3's one;ly hearing was on radio fraud,
pics came up which extended the
ope to other matters of vital
•oadcast interest such as horse
cing, lottery, political broadcasts,
•ogramming, the McFarland Bill
658) (see story page 47). The
scussion filled 72 pages of tran; ript.
The hearing also pointed up ap^rent fundamental differences in
nnking between the FCC, on one
'and, and certain broadcasters, on
:ie other.
Bill Revision
Judge Miller had asked the bill
recast in order that it would
iminate any possibility of uncon;itutionality, and also remove the
imposition of liability upon broadasters. To this FCC had dissented.
Additional legal precedence and
igument was presented later in
ie week to the subcommittee by
.:>th parties.
Judge Miller had suggested that
ording of the bill points up transnssion by means of interstate ra'io communication
only, rather
jian the proposed all-inclusive
.hrase. He indicated that to imply
Jitrastate transmission as well
ould be unconstitutional since the

Miller

Questions

mission suggested wording of the
bill to that effect.
Judge Miller, FCC said, had also
asked deletion of the clause covering station operators since they
would be held criminally liable for
aiding and abetting a crime or conspiring to commit a crime under
existing sections of the code.
But, the Commission continued,
while this possibly is so, retention
of the broadcaster liability phrase
would relieve the situation because :
(1) It would impress upon station operators the importance of
not accepting "patently fraudulent
advertising," and
(2) Existing broadcast lottery
statute constitutes direct precedent
for including a reference in the
provision to station operators.
Would Reduce Penalties
Another suggestion had been
made during committee hearings,
that of reducing the $10,000 or five
years imprisonment, or both, to
penalty upon conviction of $1,000
or five years imprisonment, or both.
To this, FCC said it had no objection. Judge Miller indicated
strong belief that such a reduction
in penalty would be welcome, particularly wherein the broadcaster
was concerned because "applied to
a broadcaster, dragged in by the
use of the word 'knowingly,' it is
an absurdity. . . ."
Judge Miller, however, was even
more forceful in his objection to
FCC's position on broadcaster liability as a principle. He said he
believed the purpose of FCC's support of the provision "is merely to
give the Commission
an added

Radio's

Liability

whip for the disciplining of the
broadcasters."
The Judge in his letter reconstructed a situation whereby a
small town broadcaster "gets
caught in the trap provided by the
clause as now written" when a
fraudulent advertisement is aired
over his station. He then comes up
for renewal of his license. FCC
says: "'Ha, ha! You broadcast a
fraudulent
Commission advertisement!'"
says it must holdThea
hearing and keep the broadcaster
on temporary license for awhile.
Judge Miller said:
About that time the broadcaster becomes so frightened! that he is willing
to abandon his economic, political and
social convictions, and broadcast any
ideology that the FCC investigator requires him to do. This we call government by intimidation.
General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone halfpresented
briefCoyon who
beof ChairmanFCC's
Wayne
at that moment was testifying
before another House group on the
McFarland Bill.
Content of Bill
The bill under consideration —
introduced by House Judiciary
Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.)
at FCC's request— would: (1) Add
a section to the U. S. Criminal
Code making it a crime for any
person, who has devised a scheme
to defraud or for obtaining money
or property under false pretenses,
to transmit or cause to be transmitted by means of radio or interstate wire, any communication for
the purpose of executing such a
scheme. (2) Make it a crime for
any operator of any radio station
to "knowingly" permit any such

MISTER PLUS (I), Mutual's trademark, and Frank White, MBS president, were caught by the camera just
prior to their departure from New
York for the NARTB convention in
Chicago. Mr. Plus was scheduled to
address (by electrical transcription)
(Mutual affiliates meeting in the
Upper Tower of the Stevens Hotel
yesterday (Sunday). This was to have
been his first "in the flesh" appearance before the network's station
representatives.
communication to be transmitted.
The measure is so written as to
include television as well as radio.
The proposal is the same as Sec. 19
of the Senate-passed McFarland
Bill with the title, "Fraud by RaMr. Cottone said mail fraud laws
are not always adequate to protect
the public from fraudulent advertising schemes.
Citing radio as a foremost media
of modern mass communication
with influence and impact "ever increasing," the FCC counsel said:
"Because
dio." of radio's reach into millions of homes it has become one of
the principal advertising and direct
selling media in the country. This
(Continued on page 66)

Benton
EDUCATION

EDUCATORS' cudgels were taken
juridical
up in the halls of Congress last
e crossed.line of states' rights would
week with the scheduled introducFCC replied in its communication Friday of a Senate resolution
ton to the House group that the by Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
ourts had consistently held all
[Closed Circuit, April 9].
;adio broadcasting as "interstate
Sen. Benton's resolution follows
character and the Supreme
swiftly the bill (HR 3543) thrown
in the House hopper by Rep. Eman'ourt has specifically recognized
rhat fact."
uel Celler (D-N. Y.) [BroadcastIf the provision was limited to
ing • Telecasting, April 9]. Connterstate only, FCC went on, it
gressman Celler's measure would
fix at least 25% of commercial TV
may serve to cast doubt on FCC's
icensing authority over all radio
station time for educators' proommunications." The Commission
grams.
The Benton resolution, which
Iso pointed out that the statute
naking it a crime to broadcast lot- needs only Senate approval, was to
ery information did not limit the call for a "quick review" and investigation, including hearings by
iability to interstate transmission
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
•nly.
Commerce Committee of the educaReferring to broadcaster liability,
tional TV channel situation.
he FCC said if the committee
Sen.
Benton's proposal would
vants to amend the provision to
make it "the sense of the Senate
ipply the law to the station operathat no major assignment or confirmation of TV channels shall be
or only, if he has "actual knowldge of the fraudulent nature" of made by the FCC for a minimum of
he scheme aired, then the Com90 days or until the Senate has reBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Asks

Review

CHANNELS
ceived the report of the committee
[Commerce Committee] and has
had a reasonable opportunity to act
However, regardless of whether
such
a resolution is passed by the
thereon."
Senate, it was pointed out by Capitol observers that "sense of the
Senate" only puts that chamber on
record in favor of such action and
is not mandatory.
Committee Powers
Wide latitude would be given the
Senate committee. It could recommend "not later than 90 days after
approval
the resolution"
more
study, a of
setting
up of a special
Senate group for further investigation, or call for new legislation.
The Senate group, chairmanned by
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) , would
be given $10,000 to hire additional
technical, clerical or other assistants needed for the proposed probe.
Sen. Benton asserted he had
"hope" from talks with Sen. Johnson and Senate Majority Leader

Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
that
hearings would not "too long"
be delayed.
The resolution would open the
door to a study of "programming
trends both commercial and noncommercial with reference particularly to the proportion and adequacy of time allowed for public
service and educational programs
and to the criteria by which these
Other points of study underlined
are the
judged."
in
proposal follow:
0 Criteria used by FCC for assignment of both UHF and VHF channels, again with educational program
needs in mind.
0 Types of control over programming "now being exercised by commercial sponsors, or likely to be
exercised, and the effect of such control on the future development of
high-quality public service programs."
0 Prospect of financing of public
service and eduactional TV programming from local, state and federal
governmental sources via educational
(Continued on page 68)
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T | iHE Boldest Venture of all, it might seem to some, was that
taken by -the 423 stations (and local sponsors) who already
have signed for and are carrying this weekly half-hour
transcribed adventure series starring tough-talking Humphrey
Bogart and his easily compatible ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
mate, Lauren Bacall.
PROGRAM FACTS
Actually, Bold Venture is the
"Bold
Venture" — transcribed
turbulent and somewhat improbhalf-hour weekly on 423 stations.
able sort of thriller that conSponsors: Local.
sistently has spelled money for the
Produced
by: Fredmovies — and also for Mr. Bogart
eric W. and
Ziv released
Co.
and Miss Bacall, who incidentally
Production
hour show.cost: $12,000 per halfare not doing poorly here, either.
Cast:
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren
It's doing the same for radio. To
Bacall, Jester Hairston, and
others.
judge by a single episode in the
Director: Henry Hayward.
52-week series, which was released
Writers:
March 26, it is a slightly underFine. Dave Friedkin and Mort
charged "Casablanca," the motion
Music: Directed by David Rose.
picture which gave Mr. Bogart an
added degree of prominence, or
"Key Largo,"
in which they shared
honors
and amour.
business of apprehending the vilThe scene in the radio series is
lain— who by this time has added
Havana, or thereabouts. Mr. Bogart
another victim to his list and given
is heard in the role of Slate ShanMr. Bogart and Miss Bacall some
non, who, in the best Bogart tradivery rough times. In the end they
discover the fatal idol has been on
tion, defies death, danger and
strange women and, like virtue,
the premises throughout. The exusually manages to triumph over
planation, ifnot wholly plausible,
all. Death and danger usually
will be acceptable to most mystery
fans.
have the better odds, however.
The marital status of Mr. Bogart
In the meantime, a strange coland Miss Bacall is more nebulous
lection of characters wander
in Bold Venture than in their real
through the precincts. To this
life. As "Sailor Duval," or "lady
reviewer, the number was at times
distracting.
sailor," she parlays the lover's
virtue of being distractingly attenKing Moses, a sort of cafe musitive with the wifely virtue of being
cian, played by Jester Hairston, is
handy.
a regular on the series. Supporting
The Plot
players vary. From time to time
they include Junius Matthews, Joe
In the episode under review, Mr.
Duval, Eve McVeagh, Shirley
Bogart, alias Shannon, has hired
Mitchell, Stan Waxman, Tony
himself out to smuggle a Chinese
Barett, and Jay Novella. The
girl into Havana. He almost has
music, well done, is under the disucceeded, too, but Such a trifling
rection of David Rose.
denouement is averted in the
Overall,
it seems the pace of
opening minutes when a gentleman
named Jeffrey Zender, with the aid Bold Venture might be speeded
somewhat, in spots. But its draof a mute who gibbers, puts Mr.
matic— and melodramatic — content
Bogart out temporarily and the
is high, which should satisfy the
girl out permanently.
Turns out she was supposed to adventure fan, as well as the other
be bringing in a Chinese idol worth
fans of Bogart & Bacall. Dollarwise, it's another in the series of
$250,000. Only she wasn't. Besyndicated successes by Ziv, piofore it's over, you suffer varying
tensions of duress with Mr. Bogart
neer in the field of high-cost proand Miss Bacall, both singly and
duction available for local sponin concert, as they go about the sorship.
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FORD FOUNDATION
Sets Radio-TV Projects
THE
FORD
Foundation,
world's
largest philanthropic
agency,
on
Tuesday appropriated more than $1
million for establishment of half a
dozen "experimental" radio and
television projects.
Although the foundation, which
headquarters in Pasadena, Calif.,
never releases publicity on its
action, sparse details of the new
projects were revealed by George
Probst, radio and television director
at the U. of Chicago, head of a committee comprised of some of the
top radio and TV men in American
education who made recommendations to the foundation. Mr. Probst
said each project will receive a
portion of the $1 million, to be used
as a starter in the first year of a
five-year plan. Money during subsequent years will not necessarily
equal the 1951 allotment.
The largest chunk— $300,000—
went to the Lowell Cooperative
Broadcasting Institute in Boston,
which will act as trustee in a development program for an educational radio network. Details will

STATEMENT

BY PAUL

be released by the institute shortl
The Joint Committee on Educ;:
tional Television will receive $90]
000 to be used
to mainta]
Washington, D. C, committee heai
quarters and help carry on its wor ;
A figure "in excess of $25,00(
was allocated for television mon
toring studies similar to those coi
ducted in New York last fall r]
JCET. A few selected cities wi
be analyzed as to the character <
the video shows, and findings wi|j
be systematized and catalogued.
Five-Year Grants
All projects will operate und< I
grants for five years. Each projec :
recommended by Mr. Probst's con '
mittee was approved by For'!
Foundation trustees. In researcl I
ing, workers on the various efforl 1
air.
will
attempt to evaluate the effect 1
of educational radio and televisio
shows after putting them on th!
Members of the recommendation 1
committee working with Mr. Prob;
were Harold McCarty, radio directo
U. of Wisconsin; Richard Hull, radi
and television director, Iowa State Col
lege; Robert Hudson, director of broad
casting, U. of Illinois, and Parke
Wheatley, radio and television directoi
Lowell
stitute. Cooperative Broadcasting In

B. WEST,

ANA

PRESIDENT

ONE OF THE MOST gratifying and spectacular developments in recen
years has been the growth of the broadcasting industry. Purely fron
an advertising point of view, the power and effectiveness of radio am
television have contributed greatly in the efficient distribution of ou
expanded production of goods and
services — an expansion which will
continue in years ahead if the dislocations and inflationary threats of
our rearmament economy are to be
overcome.
Simultaneously, however, as the
impact of advertising and entertainment media grows, the responsibilities which are inherent in our
right to use and develop a medium
freely, are also increased.
These responsibilities are two-fold.
They involve relations with the users
or customers of a medium. They also,
and perhaps more importantly, involve the attitudes and reactions of
the
public
advertising. towards broadcasting and
On the first score — responsibility
to customers — full and reliable information on the medium is the first
requisite. Unfortunately, in radio
and television as in some other
media, this necessary information
Mr. WEST
has not been available on a basis to
satisfy the needs of advertisers in justifying appropriations and in)
making the most effective sales use of the medium. As rising costs
make justification of advertising expenditures increasingly difficult, it
seems imperative somehow that the industry provide a uniform basic
standard of measurement the validity of which can be accepted with
full confidence by advertisers and agencies.
On the second score — responsibility to the public — it seems apparent
that many people and many segments of our American public are becoming increasingly critical of advertising and of the vehicles which
carry it.
In part this is undoubtedly caused by a failure of some people to
understand the methods and function of advertising. In part, however,
it is also caused by the great impact of television which makes our1
faults more apparent and thereby magnifies them.
If we are to continue in our right to the free use of broadcasting
and television I believe that a greater concern for the reactions and
sensibilities of the public is necessary.
BROADCASTING
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Views
10NES,

HYDE

>OMR. Robert F. Jones warned
iat FCC Commissioners someimes are subject to "stereotype
linking" of staff members. He
(Doke last Monday in support of
he McFarland Bill (S. 658) proision that would cut off Commisjoners from staff members, other
fian professional or legal assistpts, in handling adjudicatory proiedings.
The House Interstate & Foreign
ommerce Committee during th.e
pril 6 sessions on the McFarland
ill had extended invitation to the
prmer Ohio Congressman to
bstify on those aspects of the
ill on which he differed with the
CC majority opinion [Broadasting • Telecasting, April 9].
Comr. Jones was joined by Comr.
osel Hyde in offering testimony
n separate views. Chairman
jv'ayne Coy also returned for
boss-examination after presenting
is statement April 6. Hearings
ere cut off promptly at noon
londay with the committee anouncement that they would relme at 10 a.m. April 24 with
irther Commission cross-examinaon.
Comr. Jones emphasized that
:aff members remaining in posions through the years develop
?rtain ideas and philosophies
hereas the Commissioners "come
rid go."
"You intended," he told the comlittee, "that when a new Comlissioner comes in his new opinion
lould be felt."
Further, he contended that there
nothing in the bill that precludes
le staff from "sitting in" and
arguing with us" on rule-making
nd quasi-judical cases.
Not Politics
The Commissioner, a Republican,
jintedly emphasized that his paral disagreement with the ComJssion majority was not based in
ny way on difference of political
lief. He lauded the "loyal" and
efficient" work of his own legal
ssistant, Paul Dobin, a Democrat,
5 an example of how facts could
2 objectively gathered for a Comissioner's impersonal conclusions.
Commission's proposed revision
> renewal provisions of the bill
|as opposed by Comr. Jones. Sec.
of the bill would amend 307 (d)
! the Communications Act to allow
iie Commission to grant renewals

on

FCC

Bil

EXPLAIN

bers, Mr. Coy firmly declared that
in selecting Commissioners, "the
President picks the right people"
of the calibre that are not "influ"We do not want units, we want

STATEMENT BY FREDERIC R. GAMBLE
AAAA PRESIDENT
AGENCY PEOPLE send hearty good wishes to the new National Assn.
of Radio and Television Broadcasters, now and for the future, on the
occasion of the first NARTB annual convention.
Radio and television have many common concerns on which the single
organization should serve them
well. One of those common features is their dependence on advertising for support. The basic relationships among broadcasters,
agencies and sponsors are usually
the same for radio and TV. So are
some of the research problems— for
which a common solution should
soon be found.
Our association will be ready as
always, then, to work with NARTB
toward the development of fair and
constructive practices and standards.
Much has already been done in
the completion of standard ratecard formats for radio and for
television and a standard contract
form for radio. (One for television is now in development.) We
need their wider adoption, by many
more stations, for greater efficiency
all around.
Mr. GAMBLE
We are also watching with interest the development of Broadcast Advertising Bureau in its new independent role. Radio facilities
have grown so much in the last five years that the need for a strong
BAB is apparent. There are many projects, of benefit to broadcasting
and advertising generally, to which it can direct its efforts.
There is great need for a strong move to put station dealings with
agencies on a sounder basis. Too many stations are losing money on
bogus "agency" offers and on bad debts — more money, probably, than
has been lost by any other medium.
We hope radio and television will set up national machinery (as all
other media have done) to investigate and recommend agencies, and to
supply stations with all available information as an aid to their individual decisions on which agencies they will recognize, who is entitled to
credit and how much. They should give wide support (as other media
do) to a payment stimulus and credit safeguard, the 2% cash discount.
Such moves may be fostered by BAB, NARTB or both, as well as by
individual broadcasters.
We wish all success to the industry, including our broadcaster friends
throughout the country.

"if the Commission finds the public
interest, convenience and necessity
would be served thereby." The FCC
proposal would have renewal applications "governed by the same
considerations and practice which
affect the granting of original ap-

Comr. Jones pointed to the inplications."
vestment required for facilities,
stressing that in television there
is an outlay of a quarter-million
dollars, and expressed belief that
a
company is going to "look hard
rter'
So
and long" before undertaking such
FCC Qua
Comr. Robert F. Jones
an expenditure; particularly when
drew chuckles from the
it is considered that a. station's
House Interstate & Foreign
proven record might be weighed
Commerce Committee when
equally with "new applicant promthe one-time Ohio Republican
Congressman reminded his
Next Comr. Hyde testified on his
former colleagues of his 1947
non-concurrence
with the FCC mafarewell in which he said that
ises."
jority on this same renewal proin exactly such circumstances
vision. He held that the proposed
as this he would "expect no
deletion and substitution in S 658
quarter."
would result in a situation "subROADCASTING
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people
to "There
speak their
he
continued.
is no minds,"
smothering
enced."
of Rep.
any John
one's A.views."
McGuire (D-Conn.)
referred to March 5 testimony of
Gordon Brown, WSAY Rochester,
N.
Y., crime
on pickups
fromand the
Kefauver
hearings
Sought
Mr. Coy's views as to whether a
sponsored pickup of such proceedings as that and the UN sessions
should be allowed.
Cites 'Taste' Factor
There is no objection, Mr. Coy
answered, but if the committee involved thinks it is in "bad taste,"
then they should stop it. While not
saying that the networks should
feed pickups to all stations, the
try.
Chairman said it should be "available" to every station in the coun-

RECRUITING
Army, Air Force Plan Spots
SPOT campaign on behalf of the
U. S. Army and Air Force spring
recruiting drive was in preparation
by Grant Advertising Inc. and is
expected to get underway shortly,
possibly this week.
Earlier estimates tabbing the appropriation atroughly $50,000 were
revised upward to the $100,000
mark for a 3% -week announcement
campaign on at least 50 stations.
Plans for a followup drive still were
under study.
At the same time officials of the
U. S. Army and Air Force recruiting publicity bureau emphasized
that the spots would be aired on
small independent, non-affiliated
stations, and not on 50 kw outlets
as previously reported. The drive
will enable those stations which
do not carry Army-Air Force network programs to participate in
recruiting activities, officials
stantially" similar to that presently
pointed out.
existing under the construction
Stations Not Set
given the Communications Act.
Schedule
of stations carrying the
In addition to the public interest,
supplemental spots was not set last
convenience and necessity, the proweek, according to the Washington
posed change makes it "clear that
past service will be an element to office of Grant Advertising, but it
was revealed that the agency hopes
be considered," he said.
line up some stations which are
Under cross-examination and at to
slated to air baseball broadcasts
the request of Rep. Lindley Beckthis season. When 'the schedule
worth (D-Tex.), Mr. Coy summed
materializes, smaller stations in
up the principal
points
of
the
Mccities with teams in the American
Farland Bill that most concerned
and National leagues, International
the Commission:
League and other circuits would
(1) Separation
of Commissioners
staff
in adjudicatory
proceedings;from
(2) carry the announcements, probably
renewal provisions; (3) provision that before and/or after games.
would permit station protests on
grounds of economic injury; (4) proviCurrently under Army-Air Force
sionssionson oftransfers;
anti-trust
provisponsorship are such shows as
Act which(5) the
Commission
majority held should not he cut; (6) Let's Go With Ralph Flanagan on
need for delegating authority to the ABC, The Shadow on MBS, The
FCC, further than the cease and desist./ Lineup on CBS (on short term
powers proposed.
contract), Roller Derby on ABCIn answer to the allegation that TV and part of Operation Tandem
a Commissioner might be unduly
on NBC, as well as sports events
on DuMont.
subjected to ideas of staff memApril 16, 1951
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MacARTHUR
GEN. MacARTHUR's summary,
early-morning dismissal by President Truman found the nation's
radio-TV broadcasting stations
particularly poised to report probably the greatest news story since
the death of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt.
The historic announcement was
initially flashed at 1:05 a.m. when
most of the U. S. citizenry had
retired to their homes and long
before newspaper bulletins could
hit the streets. The story fell into
the laps of millions of listeners and
televiewers, who first heard the
sensational flash at set-side.
Alert Coverage
Once again news and features
staffs of radio-TV networks and
stations demonstrated composite
qualities of alertness, cooperation,
and tenacity, not only in covering
the original news breaks but also
in rounding up authoritative opinion and interpreting the story behind the story.
The historic news event embraced
claims of clean beat coverage by
NBC, local stations and commentators who had hinted at such a
development, and by special events
batteries who patrolled streets and
public places to canvass reactions
from the man-on-the-street.
There were two other significant
sidelights to radio-TV participation: (1) The Chief Executive,
mindful of the controversy the dismissal stirred, pre-empted prime
major network time to explain our
Korean policy; and (2) there were
reports that Gen. MacArthur first
heard of his dismissal through the
Armed Forces Radio Network.
While the latter report lacked
any official confirmation, authorities generally agreed that both radio and press at least had the anSide Meetings
(See also Convention Agenda,
page 206)
Saturday— N ART B TV Board, 12
noon, PD5.
NARTB Combined Radio and
TV Boards 5 p.m., West Ballroom.
Sunday — N A B Golf Tournament
for Broadcasting • Telecasting
Trophy, Northwestern U. Golf
Course, Free buses leave Stevens
Hotel (South entrance), 8:45 a.m.
BAB Inc. Board, 12 noon, PD1.
MBS Affiliates Meeting, 2-4 p.m.,
Upper Tower.
MBS Reception, 4 p.m., Lower
Tower.
ABC Stations Planning & Advistory Committee Meeting, Ambassador East Hotel.
BMI board, 4-6 p.m., PD20.
Monday — BMI board luncheon to
state association presidents, PD2.
Petry station luncheon, PD1.
Wednesday — FM promotion breakfast, 8:30 a.m.
Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service, 9:30 a.m., PD12.
Page 48
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STORY

Another

nouncement about the time the
General reportedly had received it.
CBS alerted its listeners at 12:20
a.m. with a bulletin telling of the
post-midnight White House conference, and repeated it at 12:45
a.m. Shortly after the news broke,
and following the newscast then in
progress, CBS correspondents
Charles Collingwood and Bill Shadel went on the air with a firsthand account of the scene at the
White House. The network remained on the air 35 minutes past
its customary sign-off time of 1:05
a.m.
During the night, circuits to
Korea, Japan and Europe were
arranged for the following morning's World News Roundup at 8
a.m. At that time, and on News of
America at 9 a.m., CBS pickups
were made at Taegu, Korea, Lt.
Gen. Matthew Ridgeway's headquarters; at Tokyo, Gen. MacArthur's headquarters; in London,
with British policial reaction re-

Radio-TV

Beat

ported by Howard K. Smith; and
in Paris, with French reaction by
David Schoenbrun.
NBC broadcast President Truman's announcement directly from
the White House Tuesday night.
Network went on the air at 1:06
a.m. with Frank Bourgholtzer reading the official release from there.
An earlier bulletin of an impending Presidential statement was
given at 1 a.m., with commentary
by Morgan Beatty. The network
continued 15 minutes beyond its
regular broadcast day.
At 5:30 a.m. NBC broadcast a
"wrap-up" of the story and followed with further news at 6 a.m.
on the World News Roundup. At 8
a.m. there were reactions from four
Senators, from men-on-the-street,
and from officials in Tokyo, London
and Paris. Gen. MacArthur's secretary, Gen Whitney, was interviewed in Tokyo by NBC Correspondent George T. Folster.
ABC broadcast a news alert of
Nine Members Retire;
Ten Take Office

NARTB
BOARD
NINE members of the NARTB (NAB) board retire from service during
the annual convention, with 10 new directors taking office for two-year
terms.
Members of the NARTB television board, organized last winter, continue in service.
*
Most of the new radio board
tur, 111., District 9; Henry W. Linmembers were elected during the der, KWLM Willmar, Minn., District 11; Kenyon Brown, KWFT
winter by mail ballot. One new diWichita Falls, Tex., District 13;
rector—H Quenton Cox, KGW
Portland, Ore. — was elected at the Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, reelected District 15 director; Mr.
District 17 meeting last summer.
Retiring from the board with the Cox, District 17; Hugh Terry, KLZ
Denver, medium stations.
convention are Paul W. Morency,
Members of the radio board conWTIC Hartford, District 1; George
tinuing in service are William A.
D. Coleman, WGBI Scranton, Pa.,
District 3; Allen M. Woodall,
Fay, WHAM Rochester, District
WDAK Columbus, Ga., District 5; 2; Harold Essex, WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C, District 4; Harold
Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky., District 7; Charles C. Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans,
District 6; William B. Quarton,
Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111., District
WMT Cedar Rapids, District 10;
9; John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn., District 11; Clyde W. Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita, District 12; William C. Grove, KFBC
Rembert, KRLD Dallas, District
13; Harry R. Spence, KXRO
Cheyenne, Wyo., District 14; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Angeles,
Aberdeen, Wash., District 17 ; John
District 16; James D. Shouse,
Esau,
KTUL
Tulsa,
medium
stations.
WLW Cincinnati, and John H.
DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville, large
Two TV Directors
stations; A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC
George J. Higgins, formerly of Augusta, Ga., medium stations;
WISH Indianapolis and District 8 Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis,
director, retired from the board and Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomlast winter when he moved to
son, Ga., small stations; Frank U.
KMBC Kansas City. The two TV
Fletcher, WARL-FM Arlington,
directors — Robert D. Swezey,
Va., and Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM
WDSU-TV New Orleans, and
Washington, D. C, FM stations.
Members of the separate TV
Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
York — became members of the board are Mr. Thomas, chairman;
separate TV board when the video Mr. Swezey; Harry Bannister,
classification was eliminated.
WWJ-TV Detroit; Paul Raibourn,
New members who take office KTLA-TV Los Angreles; Campbell
during the convention are Craig Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.;
Lawrence, WCOP Boston, District
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV
1; Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pitts- Lancaster, Pa.; George B. Storer,
burgh, District 3; Thad Holt, Fort Industry Co.; Frank M. RusWAPI Birmingham, District 5;
sell, NBC; Chris J. Witting, DuMont TV Network; Harold Hough,
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth; W. D.
Ohio, District 7; Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis, District
Rogers Jr., KEYL-TV San Antonio.
8; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Deca-

RAY MORGAN (holding microphone]
special events director, WWDC Washington, D. C, interviews Edward
O'Connor, Fairfax County, Va., during a 15-minute man-in-the-street
program centering around President
Truman's firing of Gen. MacArthur.
The program was aired at 12:45 p.m.
over WWDC and at 2:45 p.m. ove
the Mutual network April 11, the

I
1
(
I
I
t

day of Gen. MacArthur's
dismissal.
* * *
the pending Presidential conference
at 12:30 a.m. and flashed news of
Gen. MacArthur's dismissal at 1:05
a.m., with additional details at !
1:19 a.m. An eye-witness account f
of the White House conference was }
reported by ABC Correspondents
Bryson Rash and John Edwards,
who attended it. Recorded GI comment and public reaction in Tokyo
by William Herbert was carried at
1:45 a.m. ABC news programs the
following morning reported reaction abroad in London, Paris and
Frankfort.

MBS Schedule
MBS, which had gone off the air
when the story broke, scheduled 12
special broadcasts the following J,V.
day, beginning with a report by
Robert Hurleigh, plus a recorded |L.
insert by Dick Kallsen, MBS Far .
East correspondent, at 9-9:15 a.m.
Cecil Brown, with another insert by,lT,
Mr. Kallsen describing Gen. Mac-iy
Arthur's plans to return to the
United States, reported at 10 a.m.
Other programs: War Front £^
Home Front (special edition with
William Hillman, Everett Holles,4_
Walter Simmons, Gordon Walker, foi
lis
Mr. Kallsen, and Frank Sighiser *i
at 10:30 a.m.; Bab-O-News, with
a recorded insert by Gen. Whitney
from Tokyo, at 11:25 a.m.; Cedric
Foster, with Tokyo civilian reaction, at 1 p.m.; roundup on Washington reaction at 2:30 p.m. and IC
again at 2:45 p.m.; MBS N ewsreet\'f;
at 7:45 p.m.; members of Congress'
views at 8 p.m.; editorial and manon-street reaction from nine cities

at 8:30 at
p.m.;
President
Truman's
speech
10:30
p.m. and
MBS Jr.
commentators' roundtable at 11:30
Sen. Kenneth Wherry (R-Neb.) n
also gave "an answer to President
Truman." At 9:30, Reporters
Roundup, with Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), who recently
p.m.
lunched
with Gen. MacArthur, was
scheduled.
WOR
New York,
which 60)assem(Continued
on page
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Crisis Convention
(Continued from page 39)
|30 p.m. Annual banquet will be
pd at 7 p.m.
Engineering Conference sessions
11 be held Tuesday and Wednesy. Engineering delegates were
pected to attend the Monday
obilization meeting, with many
so registering for the Thursday
levision programs.
Television Day, Thursday, inldes clinics and panel discussions
sports, film, programming and
dience building. Charles E. Willi, director, Office of Defense
obilization speaks by closed cirjit TV at the luncheon. The
"* ternoon will be devoted to panels
\d talks on operating costs, sellg and the FCC unfreezing of TV.
Four Major Sessions
elf This crowded agenda actually
11 t,mprises four major meetings plus
.■ t[io evening banquets.
The four
:p meetings — Management, Engirt Bering and Television, plus the
obilization Roundtable — will draw
1 unusually large number of deletes. Non-NARTB members are
igible to attend the roundtable.
jjThe somber threat of another
a ^ar is hinted at in the "classified"
nj jIks of government officials as they
the possible use of broad,)intesttoand telecast
signals for homing
hostile aircraft and guided mis;Ies. Preventive steps discussed
] the private Washington meeting
arch 26 will be reviewed, along
ith steps taken since that time as
ell as manpower and material
-oblems.
In line with the defense theme,
ARTB's convention will present
ajor addresses by Gen. Bradley,
hairman Coy and Mr. Wilson,
these three topjpplementing
1 \>ght figures will be two other
eakers of national stature. Sen.
fstes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), chairfan of the Senate Crime Investiating Committee, will address the
inual Radio Pioneers' dinner. He
ill be flanked by a distinguished
lidio pioneer, Brig. Gen. David
arnoff, RCA chairman
of the
)ard.
Interest
in Gen. Bradley's
ribute
to 'Johnny'
DELEGATES
to the NARTB
convention in Chicago will
pay tribute to John J.
(Johnny) Gillin Jr., late
president of WOW Omaha
who died last July, by wearing rosebuds in their lapels.
Flowers Unlimited, Omaha
florist association, helped arrange the tribute in memory
of "Johnny's" custom of
wearing a rosebud. The
flowers are being sent air
express from Omaha. Plans
will be made for industrywide participation in establishment of a John J. Gillin
Jr. memorial, probably in the
form of a scholarship or research project at Creighton
U., his alma mater. Mr. Gillin served NAB as a director
for 14 years.
ROADCASTING

THESE GEORGIANS got together at
the opening dinner meeting of the
sixth annual Georgia Radio and Television Institute held at the U. of
Georgia, April 5-7. Present were
(I to r) Gov. Herman Talmadge,
guest speaker; Dr. O. C. Aderhold,
president, U. of Georgia, and John
E. Drewry, dean, Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism at the university.
speech was replacement
whetted by last
dramatic
of week's
Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, with its impact on the military and diplomatic
situation.
The Pioneers dinner becomes a
major feature of convention week
proceedings. It was arranged by
William S. Hedges, NBC, with
Frank E. Mullen, chairman of the
board, Jerry Fairbanks Inc., president of the Pioneers.
All through the week's proceedings the workshop and information
motif will dominate proceedings.
This contrasts with the high-level,
policy theme of the 1950 convention.
Reaction after last year's meeting
led NARTB to revert to the workshop type of meeting.
Addition of Mr. Wilson to the
Thursday television program added
major interest to the final day's
proceedings. The defense mobilizer
will speak from studios of WTTG
(TV) Washington, DuMont station,
with picture and sound carried by
closed circuit to the Stevens ballroom. It was believed Mr. Wilson
would answer questions from the
floor, via the closed circuit, at the
conclusion of his prepared talk.
The sports problem is getting
double attention this year, in line
with growing concern over the effect of play-by-play broadcasts and
telecasts on gate receipts. Sports
panels are scheduled Tuesday afternoon at the management session
and at the Thursday morning TV
meeting. Arch Ward, leading sports
figure and sports editor of the
Chicago Tribune, will participate in
the Thursday discussion. Football
and baseball will get close attention. Stations and networks are
joining in current promotion of
baseball's 75th anniversary.
With Monday afternoon's opening ceremonies devoted to Judge
Miller's annual report and related
business, the workshop sessions get
under way Tuesday morning when
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
tackles the radio sales problem.
Mr. Kobak and BAB President William B. Ryan will direct the morning's meeting.
Mr.
Ryan
announced last

• Telecasting

Wednesday that the BAB session
will be open to "everyone in the
radio industry — members and nonmembers of NARTB alike — who
stand to benefit by a strong and
effective BAB." Stating that
guests of BAB will pay no registration or other fees, he revealed that
invitations had been sent to all
stations not NARTB members.
The Assn. of National Advertisers' second report on the impact
of TV on radio listening will come
up during the BAB discussions.
A. C. Nielsen, of A. C. Nielsen Co.,
will speak on the topic, "Don't
Short Change Radio." He will offer
new tabulations that bring radio's
salable assets into clear perspective. Mr. Ryan will speak on "Radio's Responsibilities and Opportunities." Special BAB Panel
A special panel will discuss and
answer questions relating to BAB's
emergence as the authoritative
sales promotion voice in radio.
Panel members include Maurice B.
Mitchell, vice president, Associated
Program Service; Frank E. Pellegrin, vice president, H-R Representatives; Lewis Avery, president,
Avery-Knodel; Robert M. Gray, advertising and sales promotion manager, Esso Standard Oil Co.; Jerry
N. Stolzoff, Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, plus a network representative.
The Voice of Democracy contest,
which has developed into one of
the nation's major public service
projects, will have a place at the
Tuesday luncheon. Robert Burnett,
St. Louis, one of the four national
winners,
will deliver his radio
essay.
Equipment Showing
Again the equipment booths in
Exposition Hall and the exhibits in
fifth floor sample rooms will be a
major feature of the convention.
Exhibits were scheduled to open
Sunday, with formal ceremonies
scheduled Monday at 5 p.m. in Exposition Hall, located in the lower
lobby (see exhibit stories page 43).
Featured in the equipment and
services are many UHF television
items, a low-cost tape recorder
using disc turntables, film programs
for TV and other features. The
usual novelties are to be distributed by exhibitors.
Pre-convention interest was running high in the Saturday afternoon meetings of the TV board and
the combined radio-TV boards. The
TV group was scheduled to meet at
12 noon, with the combined boards
holding a dinner meeting starting
at 5 p.m.
This joint session marked the
first time the main NARTB board
and the separate TV board had met
to work out common problems. The
dual NARTB structure was set up
by the NARTB board last February. At that time a majority of the
107 TV stations already had voted
to organize within the NAB fold,
having met Jan. 19 in Chicago. A
TV board was created in Chicago
with Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
New York, as chairman. Mr.
Thomas and Robert D. Swezey,

NARTB ROLLS
Membership Report Given
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP
of
NARTB as of March 1 totaled
1,446 compared to 1,726 a year
ago, according to the report of
Secretary-Treasurer C. E. Arney
Jr., submitted
to the annual convention in Chicago.
Membership comprises 9 5 9
(41%) of the 2,353 AM stations
compared to 1,139 (51%) last
year;
(55%) of the 683 FM
stations374compared
to 476 (62%)
last year; 43 (39%) of the 107 TV
stations compared to 37 (34%) last
year; 70 associates compared to 74
a year ago.
Actual station membership totals
1,376 (44%) compared to 1,652
(52%) a year ago.
NARTB membership is strongest in the network affiliate category, 710 (49%) belonging to the
association
compared to 708
(62%) a year ago. LBS network
stations were added in the current
report,steadmaking
of four. five networks inOnly 249, or 28% of non-affiliates, are NARTB members. Last
year 431, or 39% of non-affiliates,
belonged to the association.
Network Affiliations
By network affiliation 62% of
CBS and NBC stations are members; 54% of ABC stations; 44%
of MBS stations; 38% of Liberty
Broadcasting System stations.
Sharpest
decline was shown among
ABC
affiliates.
District 4 (Va., D. C, N. C,
S. C, Md. in part) continues to
have the largest number of members, 143, despite the fact that
West Virginia was moved to District 3. Second largest is District
6 (Ark., La., Miss., Tenn.) with
117 members. Smallest is District
16 (Ariz., So. Calif., Nev.) with 34
members.
In a statement of income and expenses for the period from Dec. 31,
1949, to Feb. 28, 1951, Mr. Arney
reported income totaling $847,052
for the 14 months. This consisted
of $792,928, membership dues;
$4,386, engineering handbooks ;
$29,211, pamphlets; $60, subscriptions to NAB member service;
$19,754, rent from former headquarters building; $13.50, Joske
Report; $697, miscellaneous.
Expenses of $871,044 consisted
of salaries, $459,792; general and
office expense, $209,582 ; committee
expense, $12,236; travel expense,
$105,528; other expense, $50,461;
contingent expense, $33,442. This
left an excess expense of $23,991
over income.
The balance sheet includes a
$3,353 advance to BAB and
$106,249 advance to BMB. The
headquarters building is valued at
$286,617 less $16,783 for depreciation reserve. An accounts receivable item (net) totals $29,434.
WDSU-TV New Orleans, the two
NAB TV directors-at-large, moved
to the TV board when the association's by-laws were rewritten to
set up the dual organization.
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New plant of North Side Chevrolet, of Indianapolis, ablaze wit
The agenc
opening night lights..
has been a constant user of WIRi'
Indianapolis since 1936.

WANT

Dealers

TO

Find

RADIO advertising can
THAT
sell trucks or automobiles as
effectively as it sells soap
flakes is attested by the success of
three automobile dealers in Indiana, Massachusetts and Missouri
who spend the biggest part of their
advertising money on the air.
In each case, radio has been a
big factor in the growth of the
sponsors' business.
The three dealers are Fred F.
Cain Inc., of Wilmington, Mass.;
Stephen Burns, of Maplewood
(near St. Louis), Mo., and North
Side and East Side Chevrolet, in
Indianapolis.
The Cain company, which sells
Chrysler and Plymouth cars and
International Harvester trucks,
was started by Fred F. Cain, general manager, and his wife, Ann,
who is president, in 1935. It started
in a two-car garage. Today the
Cain company has a big, modern
plant and a 200-unit inventory of
cars, trucks, buses and trailers.
The inventory turns over fast,
mostly due to radio.
Five years ago Mr. Cain began
concentrating his advertising on
WLAW
Lawrence, with a daily

SELL

Radio

A

is

spot
campaign featuring
the day's
big bargains.
At the outset
he
spent $1,500 a year. His radio appropriation now runs more than
$5,000 annually and constitutes by
far the major advertising expenditure.
The radio campaign has brought
customers to Mr. Cain from far
beyond his immediate neighborhood. He likes to tell about an
Army colonel who was driving on
Cape Cod, some three hours of
travel from Wilmington, when he
heard a Cain radio spot advertising a special bargain on a beach
wagon, a type of vehicle that is
called a station wagon in other
sections of the country.
The colonel turned around, drove
all the way to Wilmington and
bought the beach wagon.
Buses Sold
On another occasion Mr. Cain
found himself burdened with five
new school buses he had bought
with the expectation of selling
them to the school district of a
nearby community. The deal fell
through. Mr. Cain resorted to a
spot campaign on WLAW which
resulted in sales of two of the buses

Fred F. Cain, general manager, Fred F. Cain Inc. Wilmington, Mass.,
and some of his cars ivhich, by the time this is published, will have been
sold by radio.

the

CAR?

Answer

to Andover, Mass., and the others
to Pike, N. H., Warwick, Conn.,
and Dracut, Mass.
Mr. Cain says he lets radio do
his selling for him. He keeps only
three salesmen in his shop, including himself. He has learned
that customers are sold before
they arrive.
Stephen Burns, St. Louis County
Lincoln-Mercury dealer, was first
persuaded to try radio early in
1947, soon after KXLW St. Louis
went on the air. Mr. Burns donated a car to be used as a prize
in an audience participation contest. In return the station gave
him a series of 15-minute participations in Roy Queen's hillbilly
program, 6-8 a.m.
At that time he was advertising
farm implements, and he found
that the radio advertising brought
so many customers that he undertook a regular schedule. In 1948
he bought 436 spots to advertise
Lincolns and Mercuries.
In the same year the Burns
agency sponsored play-by-play
broadcasts of 12 high school football games, the first time Suburban
League football had been aired in

the St. Louis area. Satisfied ths
radio was building up his sales, h
expand.ed to five other St. Loui
stations
In 1950 Mr. Burns used 250 spot
on KXOK St. Louis and 40 spot,
on KXOK-FM. In the past thrt'
he has from time to time als 1
years
used spots on KWK, KSTL an
KMOX, all St. Louis. He also entered television with four 15-mir
ute programs on KSD-TV St. Loui:
Last year Mr. Burns bought 1
football games and 1,872 time sig
nals over KXLW.
Sparked by the radio campaigi
Mr. Burns' business has expande
rapidly. His sales of new and use
cars and increased volume of part
and servicing enabled him to buil
ss s «
implem
up
esentits busine
thathisit farm
now occupi
own builc J
<>
recentl
and heequipm
ood,
r farm
er j
acquir
anothe
ing atedMaplew
agencyaway.
at Union, Mo., about 6|
miles
The Indianapolis Chevrolt
is Bii
agency, whose president
Kuhn, has been using WIRE Ir
dianapolis consistently since 193*
At the time he began on WIRE
Mr. Kuhn owned only the Nort
Side agency. Within two years, h
East Side Chevrolet an
acquired
Central Chevrolet in Marion, Inc
Gross sales of these three ager
cies were $10.5 million in 1950. I
the same year they spent $8,60
for advertising on WIRE.
'Dawn Patrol' Used
The company is now using a six
time-a-week, half -hour, 6:30-7 a.n
program, Dawn Patrol, featurim
Wally Nehrling.
Last August Mr. Kuhn opened
new $500,000 plant for North Sid
Chevrolet. WIRE'S Nehrling wa
featured at the opening day cele
bration, attended by 50,000 visi
tors. Mr. Nehrling originated hi.
regular morning show from th
new building and Tommy Bartletf
star of NBC's Welcome Travelers*
who was brought to Indianapoli
by Mr. Kuhn, presided over a se
ries of shows at the ceremonies.
The Kuhn agencies are the larg

Their
rise to that
position
is in m -'
in Indiana
dealers
est Chevrolet
small measure due to their stead;
use of radio.

Art Sloan (I), general manager, KXLW St. Louis, and Stephen T
Burns, president of Stephen T. Burns Inc., conclude arrangements foi
':30A.
M
KXLW broadcasts of next fall's high school league football
games.

NIGHTS

BRAND NAMES
White Elected Treasurer
IRANK K. WHITE, MBS presi*nt, was elected treasurer of
ijrand Names Foundation, at its
ixth annual Brand Names Day in
1 jjew York Wednesday. Along with
rilliam O'Neil, president of Genii fal Tire & Rubber Co., which owns
Don Lee and Yankee Networks,
q |r. White was re-elected a direcd r to serve until April 1, 1952.
ai-' Frank M. Folsom, RCA president, became an honorary director
a -v virtue of his service as chairman
4.* the board.
; ; Re-elected to the board for three% I^ar periods were James Hill Jr.,
esident of Sterling1 Drug Inc.;
Brewster Jennings, president of
4 -ocony-Vacuum Oil Co. Inc., and
G. Werner,
relations
as i'illiam
rector of
Procter &public
Gamble
Co.
2 i Other board members elected inuded George S. McMillan, BristolI vers Co., vice president, for a two• »ar term; J. Davis Danforth, BBDO
■ -ce president; Robert M. Ganger, P.
Mirillard Co., executive vice presi■nt, and Palmer Hoyt, Publisher of
e Denver Post, to serve until April
1952. Among those named to rep; sent trade associations on the board
- as Paul West, Assn. of National
5 <dvertisers president.
» - John W. Hubbell, Simmons Co. vice
r:-esident, was elected board chairman
: i succeed Donald B. Douglas, Quaker
^ats Co. vice president.
Henry E.
pt was re-elected foundation presijfcnt for the coming year. Maj. Gen.
jilius Ochs Adler, vice president of
e "New York Times", which owns
QXR-AM-FM New York, was elected
>ard vice chairman.
Gimbel Speech
: Bernard F. Gimbel, whose store
3ceived a plaque as the "Departent Store Brand Name Retailer
the Year," in a speech at a
undation dinner Wednesday eve]ng, pointed to America's stand'•dized market as the reason for
is greatness.
: "'Many people are puzzled as to
!hat really makes America great
|id gives it world leadership. The
kct of the matter is that we have
.e largest standardized market in
1 e world. This came about through
?wspaper and national magazine
ilvertising followed by radio and
'any other advertising media be, use this created unified, stand■dized wants throughout the naDn which, in turn, necessitated
ass production which gives us
wer costs and higher wages. This
the basis of our prosperity and
e one thing where we differ from
1 other nations in the world,"
r. Gimbel said.
Pointing out that ". . . adverting is the fuel behind the Ameran customer system — it is the
.anifestation of that competition
hich keeps our system dynamic,"
(r. Gimbel said that "advertising
the educational and persuasive
rce that keeps the American peoe reaching for an ever-expanding
andard of living."
Sen. James H. Duff (R-Pa.)
•oke on foreign affairs, following
r. Gimbel.
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'FATHER

OF WIRELESS'
Pioneers Cite Marconi for Hall of Fame

IN REVERENTIAL remembrance
of his record of achievement, Guglielmo Marconi, inventor of wireless, tomorrow night will become
the second entrant to the Radio
Pioneer's Hall of Fame.
The Italian genius, who died in
Rome in July 1937, will follow in
the footsteps of Thomas Alva Edison, who last year became the first
entrant.
A citation to the late Mr. Marconi will be read by Edgar Kobak,
BAB board chairman, at the annual
dinner-meeting of the Radio Pioneers in the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Response to the citation will be
given by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman and an honorary president of the Radio Pioneers, and close personal friend of
the wireless inventor.
Scroll Presentation
A scroll will be presented honoring Mr. Marconi, "whose inventive
genius in the field of radio transmission laid the foundations for
scientific techniques in radio broadcasting."
Mr. Marconi first got his "fantastic" idea in the summer of 1894
while vacationing in the Italian
Alps. Cutting short his vacation,
he rushed back to his father's estate
near Bologna and began work on
his dream.
Building his materials into send-

w rumor litre
ing and receiving stations, he sent
cricketlike sounds three-quarters of
a mile in 1895. That was the birth
of wireless.

^uglielraolftkrcoui
in tk> fieli of

Climax
Signor
career
came ofin 1901
when Marconi's
his first
message
was
flashed
across
the
Atlantic.

raoio transmission
laid the foundations for
scientific techniques in

'Possible Anywhere'
After this achievement, the inventor commented, "Wireless telegraphy is possible anywhere, and
it will, I think, soon be a reality
in The
manycitation
places."which will be read
tomorrow night was written by
Orren E. Dunlap Jr., well-known
author in the field of electronics
and RCA vice president in charge
of advertising and publicity. Text
of the citation follows:
Marconi's immortal achievements
in electric communications won
him an historic place in the Hall of
Fame as the inventor of wireless
telegraphy.
We meet here today as radio pioneers in recognition of his genius
and to express our everlasting appreciation of the signposts which
he erected for us. He needs no
glorification by us, for his fame is
written in history as the first man
ever to use electromagnetic waves
for signaling; no man before his
time harnessed electric waves for
communications. He was the one
who found the touch that released
the invisible waves and sent them
with the swiftness of lightning
sound around the globe as a new
system ofneeredcommunications.
piothe shortwaves andHe drew

In Chicago
NARTB conventioneers will find the major networks"'
well
represented
'0'""at
""
'the list
"
S
E
T
the Stevens Hotel in Chicago
this
week.
Here
is
of
officials and
A
G
DELE
K
representatives
attending
as reported to Broadcasting • Telecasting:
NETWOR
ABC, whose Stations Planning and Advisory Committee was scheduled to meet Sunday at the Ambas- ★
sador East, will have the following
public relations; E. M. Johnson,
executives :
vice president in charge of engiRobert Kintner, president; Josneering and stations relations;
eph McDonald, vice president and
Elisha Goldfarb, MBS counsel;
general attorney; Ernest Lee JahnCarpenter, Eastern Divicke, vice president in charge of Robert
sion manager of station relations;
radio; James H. Connolly, vice Charles Godwin, director of station
president of radio stations relarelations; Roy Daniels, Western
tions; William Wylie, manager of Division manager of station reABC's radio stations department;
lations; Frank Zuzulo, assistant
John H. Norton, vice president in director of public relations.
charge of the Central Division.
CBS' headquarters is being
Affiliate Members
staffed by Herbert Akerberg, CBS
On the affiliates committee are:
vice president in charge of station
relations; William A. Schudt Jr.,
Roger W. Clipp, WFIL Philadeldirector of station relations; E. E.
phia; J. P. Williams, WING DayHall, Eastern Division manager,
ton; E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO
station relations; Thomas Maguire,
Kansas City, Mo.; T. B. Lanford,
sales Service manager; Robert
KRMD Shreveport; Harold Hough,
Wood, station relations staff.
WBAP Fort Worth; Frank CarNBC's Staff
man, KVTA Salt Lake City; Arch
Morton, KJR Seattle; James W.
NBC headquarters is set up on
Hicks, WCOS Columbia, S. C.
the 23rd floor of the hotel in the
MBS planned its affiliates meetRoyal Skyway Suite. Expected to
ing Sunday in the Upper Tower
of the hotel at which some 400 be on hand are: Brig. Gen. David
representatives were expected to Sarnoff, RCA board chairman;
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC presiattend. MBS officials follow:
dent; George H. Frey, vice presiFrank White, president; Robert
dent and director of TV network
Schmidt, vice president in charge
of advertising,
promotion and sales; William S. Hedges, vice

• Telecasting

Eill Janie

The Marconi citation
remote and distant places into the
orbit of civilization.
Great have been the advances of
radio since Marconi's lambent
sparks
set the television,
"ether" in radar,
vibration.
Broadcasting,
and
the many miracles of electronic
science have been woven through
the fabric of progress that began
with the first thin threads which
he spun on the loom of the wireless.
To mankind he left the legacy of
wireless which now criss-crosses
the hemisphere every hour of the
day and night. Unimpeded by geobarriersis or
boundaries,graphic
radio
the man-made
essence of
freedom, giving wing to messages
that
bid
man
seek
international
understanding and peace.
The light
of his lifeshines
as a benefactor of mankind
as a
beacon that inspires and points the
way forways. Hisyouth
to blaze
pathinfluence
upon new
the world
is endless magnetic
andwaveswherever
electrogo, so goes the
vibrant spirit of Marconi. His work
lives on; it is immortal!
president in charge of Integrated
Services; Frank Russell, vice president, NBC Washington; Carleton
D. Smith, vice president in charge
of station relations; Sheldon B.
Hickox Jr., director of TV station
relations; Davidson Taylor, director of TV public affairs, news,
special events and sports; Raymond F. Guy, manager of radio
and allocations engineering; Ernest
de la Ossa, director of personnel;
H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC commentator; Elmore B. Lyford and Raymond O'Connell, contact representatives for TV station relations;
Donald J. Mercer and Paul Hancok, contact representatives for
radio station relations.
DuMont Lineup
DuMont Television Network
will occupy Suite 2306 at the Hotel
Stevens, numbering among its
representatives these executives:
Chris J. Witting, general manager;
Norman Dreschner, director; Donald Stewart, manager, WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh; Walter Compton, manager WTTG (TV) Washington; Robert Jamieson, Roy
Sharp and Edward Kohler, all
of the DuMont TV network's traffic department.
Liberty Broadcasting System
will be represented in Chicago by
Joe Seiferth, manager of the network's Chicago regional office, and
Fred Palmer, LBS' sales consultant. They will hold forth at Liberty's office, 75 E. Wacker Dr.
April 16, 1951
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FUND

Voice,

THE

ADMINISTRATION'S request for additional funds to
finance a proposed worldwide
Voice of America radio network
and to tide the Civil Defense Administration over the coming
months suffered a severe setback
on Capitol Hill last Tuesday.
The House backed up recommendations of its economy-minded
Appropriations Committee and approved cuts in Voice and civil defense moneys of 90% and 50%,
respectively. The Voice was allotted $9,533,939 to complete present facilities.
Little Opposition
Administration supporters made
no concerted attempt to block
wholesale slashes on the floor before passing the omnibus supplemental appropriations measure but
served notice that they expect the
Senate to restore some of the cuts
when it takes up the issue.
The 90% slash in Voice funds
will not affect current shortwave
radio operations, but did serve to
dampen State Dept. hopes for extension of transmitter facilities to
strategic points throughout the
world [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9]. In addition, plans
for sea-going transmitter projects
were seriously threatened for lack
of funds. Congress is expected to
take up the regular 1952 Voice
budget in June or July.
Less affected by the House action
was CDA's request for sums to
purchase broadcast transmitters

NEWLY-ELECTED officers and board
members of Southern California
Chapter, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies are, standing (I to r)
Lee Ringer, Lee Ringer Adv., Los Angeles, and Andrew W. Neally, vice
president and manager, Los Angeles
office, BBDO Inc., both new members
of the board, and seated, Richard C.
Francis, vice president in charge,
Pacific Coast operations, CampbellEwald Co., Los Angeles, chairman;
John A. Privett, Mogge-Privett Inc.,
Los Angeles, vice chairman. Not
shown is the new secretary-treasurer,
Carl Heintz, Heintz & Co., Los
Angeles
Page 52
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and receivers, two-way radios and
other equipment for national communications, described as "the
nerve system" of civil defense.
In a critical report on the Voice
supplemental, the House Appropriations Committee laid the necessity for additional funds considerably to State Dept. testimony indicating "lack of proper planning,
poor management and avoidable
delays in the execution of plans
and contracts." The $9,533,939 approved was tabbed for cost increases to complete facilities for
seven radio transmitter projects
already authorized.
The idea of having ship-borne
transmitters . beam broadcasts to
Iron Curtain countries is not a
new one, though it was first revealed to the committee during
hearings last March. Purpose of
such facilities — which now face
curtailment because of House action— would be to speed up completion of the proposed U. S.
worldwide network, impart greater
flexibility and mobility to the
Voice, eliminate some difficulties
encountered in attempts to obtain
land sites in certain foreign countries and minimize the possibility
of U. S. radio facilities being overrun during a war emergency.
The critical nature of the committee report contrasted sharply
to findings published on the same
day (April 6) by the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information
and signed by four members, including Erwin D. Canham, commission chairman, and Justin Miller of NARTB [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 9]. The group
had contended that, among other
things, "the program is being efficiently administered" and "effectively carried forward."
Included in the advisory group's

latest study was a report on the
effectiveness of the Voice and other
information activities in Mexico
and Brazil, filed by Justin Miller
of NARTB. His report was based
on visits to these countries and
consultation with broadcasters attending the second general assembly of the Inter-American
Assn. of Broadcasters in Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
Judge Miller Reports
Judge Miller reported that the
Voice
is "relatively
un-important"
in Latin
America because
of its
"friendly attitude" on American
programs, lack of shortwave receivers and availability of other

BASEBALL

U. S. information operations.
The House Appropriations Con J
mittee had recommended approve
of
or less
thanby 50"
of $186,750,000—
the $403 million
sought
tli
President for civil defense actrv
ties until July 1, 1952. But tH
proposed communications syste
withstood the more severe slash* I
imposed by the committee, recor I
mending that the budget be par*
from $5,660,000 to $5,110,000.
The group approved substantia j
ly the amount requested for twjj
way radios, large type broadca !
transmitters and receivers, ar
sirens. It advised, however, thij
"a more effective and less expei
sive program can be developed I
a greater utilization of existir j
alerting equipment and by a r
tardation in the purchase of oth< j
communication equipment until tl
time that skilled personnel
available to handle it."

Major League Opener Today
Radio-TV Coverage Heavy

WHEN President Truman throws out the first ball today in Washing
ton's Griffith Stadium, the most heavily scheduled radio and TV bas<
ball season will be underway.
Already many stations have carried accounts of pre-season games, bi
the major league season officially
games of the Indianapolis Indian;
opens this afternoon (Monday).
Most contracts were reported in American Assn., during the 195
season have been completed. Thi
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
was made known in a joint ar
April 9. Here, however, are several
nouncement by L. J. Noonan, vie
more pacts reported last week:
president and director of sales an
WPTR Albany will broadcast all advertising for Stokely-Van Cam
games this season of the SchenecInc., and C. Bruce McConnell, presi
tady baseball club.
dent of WISH Indianapoli:
KTHT Houston broadcast pre- Stokely-Van Camp has signed a
season games of the ofHouston
Buff's exclusive contract with WISH t
under sponsorship
the Houston
play-by-play description
Building Trades Council and five present
of both at-home and away-game;
AFL union locals. These sponsors
Frank McKinney, Indianapoli
also will present the MBS Game
baseball club vice president, sai
of the Day over KTHT.
that club directors had conclude
Regular season games of the that "It is not economically prac
Buffs will be sponsored over KTHT
tical to both broadcast and telecas
by
the Ford Dealers of Southeast
Texas.
the games." He added, howevei
"After analysis of the area it wa
Arrangements
to broadcast
decided to broadcast the games be
cause it was found that practical!
every home had a radio set, where
Industry Committee Gets
as, approximately only a third o
Strong Backing
the homes had television sets."
ASCAP
RATES
WTVJ (TV) Miami will cove
the Saturday night games of th
A "MAJORITY" of television stations which were not previously comFlorida International League fo
mitted to ASCAP's blanket license contracts already have joined the All
Industry Television per Program Committee's stand against the per- the next 21 weeks, John S. Allen
business and sales manager of th
program license proposal advanced by ASCAP, Committee Counsel
Stuart Sprague reported late last
station, announced last week
week.
Deadline for stations to reply Domestic Refrigeration Co. o
The stations already committed
Miami will sponsor half of eacl
to ASCAP's offer, he said, varies
to the blanket license contract, Mr. with the different stations, dependgame
for also
Frigidaire.
Souther'
ing upon when they received the Beverages
Sprague pointed out, are network
has signed
a 21
offer.
In
most
cases
it
will
have
week contract for two spots durinj
owned
others. stations and "two or three" been reached within the next few
each contest. McDonald Electri
days.
Co. Inc. has contracted to sponso
The
funds
being
sought
by
the
Stations Support
the
pre-game Fan In The Stand
committee are to be used to "meet
Arvin Television.
Of the remainder, he said with- the contingencies which have arisen forWBAL-TV
Baltimore announce^
out specifying the number, a maas a result of the present stale- last week that negotiations ha<
mate"
between
ASCAP
and
the
jority have sent checks for the combeen completed with the Americai
mittee's campaign to raise funds committee, Committee Chairman
Brewery Inc., to telecast nim
for employment of special counsel, Dwight W. Martin, WLWT (TV)
Washington Senator games fron
or have submitted copies of regist- Cincinnati, explained in launching
Griffith Stadium, Washington. Ne
ered letters rejecting the per pro- the fund appeal a few weeks ago.
At the same time the retention
gotiations were handled throug]
gram rates announced by ASCAP
Elmer D. Free ad agency.
following failure to negotiate rates of former Judge Simon H. Rifkind
which the committee felt it could as special counsel for the commitCFRA Ottawa, Canada, wil
broadcast all games of the Ottawi
tee was announced by Mr. Martin
recommend to the industry [BroadGiants under sponsorship of Peo
casting • Telecasting, March
and Mr. mendedSprague,
19].
this step. who had recompie Credit Jewelers.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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THE

FIVE POINT

SYSTEM

IOWA,
PREFERRED

OF PROGRAMMING

WHO
NEWS

EVALUATION

IS

—

THE

STATION

In every Iowa Radio Audience Survey from 1938 to 1950,
inclusive, the vast majority of all Iowa men and women have
ranked NEWS at the top of their "most-liked programs"
list. In 1949, when the study below was tabulated, News
was first choice for 72.6% of all women, 79.0% of all men
surveyed. In 1950, the preference went up to 76.1% for
women, 82.9% for men.
STATIONS PREFERRED FOR NEWSCASTS
(Percentages based on number who usually listen to news during the Late
period
named)*
Evening
Noon-time
News
News
News
47.6%
50.6%
Supper-time
11.3
11.5
3.2
4.0
19
01.70
1 .0
2.8
07.17
o.u
1.0
2.7
3.9
/.2.6
n
1L
nt
U.Z
3.4
1.8
1.1
2.4
0.8
2.5
1.2
1.3
1.0
0.7
0.1
U.7
1.8
2.0
no
U.Ji
n**
0.8
9.0
1.1
100.0
100.0

WIHI®
+/or
Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

♦Figures have been weighted for correct proportions of men and women living in urban, village and
farm homes.
**Less than one-tenth of one per cent of all stations named.
In Iowa, more people like News than like any other type
of radio program — and more people prefer WHO News to
that of any other station.
This is Point One in the Five-Point System of Programming
Evaluation, which helps explain WHO's outstanding position
as a public facility and as an advertising medium, in
Iowa Plus. We suggest your consideration of this and the
other four points as vital factors in time-buying.

Ta-Ra-Ra-Hadacol
FCC
FUNCTIONAL

Opposes

SERVICES

identification announcements, to the
FUNCTIONAL MUSIC broadcasting to stores and restaurants — wherematerial transmitted to the general
by a supersonic signal is used to eliminate vocal material at the receiving public,
eliminating themwhile
from simultaneously
reception by subscribers,
point and the station is paid for the service — was declared by FCC
is violative of the express terms of the
relevant provisions of the Act and of
to violate the Communications Act and the Commission's
last week
the Commission's
Rules and
rules
and regulations.
tions: The requirements
thereRegulastated
therefor
by the such
in- are plainly of general application and
FCC Thursday so informed the payments dividual
subscribersmade
concerned,
contemplate
that
the
categories
of
insubijribers are the sponsors of such
four FM stations it had publicly
formation there defined will be transprograms within the meaning of Sec.
mitted
to
the
station's
entire
audience;
317
of
the
Communications
Act.
queried in late January respectadmit of no discretion on the
your failure to announce and they
ing their functional music pro- to Hence
part of the licensees to introduce exlog
this
material
as
sponsored
and
ceptions thereto for the benefit of subgramming. The stations — WRLD
to make other required announcements
scribers to "special services" or other
is in plain contravention of Sec. 317 of selected listeners.
(FM) Miami, WACE-FM Chico- the
Communications
Act
and
of
Sees.
pee, Mass., WFMF (FM) Chicago
Your contention that radio operators
3.289, 3.284, 3.287 and 3.288 of the
and KDFC (FM) Sausalito, 3.281.
enjoy
with nonCommission's
Rules
and
Regulations.
licensees equal
under privileges
the Act, to employ
meFurther, the Commission considers
Calif. — ■ had replied functional
cundesired
hanical or electronic
devices
to elimthat
your
practice,
concededly
integral
inate
broadcast
material
from
music is legal in all respects and to your "beep" operations under the
reception, at the request of members
agreements, of confining your
actually has been a blessing to instant
audiences,of the
is clearly
broadcasts of the various categories of of theirsible.
public inadmisare free
economically hard-pressed FM out- intelligence required by the Rules and to tune in Members
or
tune
out
material
the Statute to be carried by radio li- they desire. Licensees areanyrequired
lets [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
censees, such as sponsorship and station operate their stations in accordanceto
March 12, Feb. 5].
with the requirements of the ComFCC asked the four stations to
munications Act and the Commission's
Rules and Regulations.
let it know by April 30 what
NIELSEN RATINGS
One of these requirements is that
certain announcements be made to the
they plan to do about the "violaCut Off Non-Subscribers
audience. Obviously this obligation is
tions" before "further proceedings
not
out when you broadcast a
NO MORE program ratings for signalcarried
are instituted by the Commission."
the very purpose of which is to
The new policy was enunciated
non-subscribers is the new policy of prevent a portion of the audience from
by Comrs. Wayne Coy, Paul A. A. C. Nielsen Co., research organhearing those announcements. You
cannotence prevent
memberstuning
of the
Walker, Rosel H. Hyde and E. M.
from voluntarily
out audisuch
ization publishing the network
Webster, with Comrs. Robert F. Nielsen-Ratings regularly carried
announcements. This does not, however,
permit
you
to
broadcast
a
tone
Jones and George E. Sterling dis- in Broadcasting • Telecasting.
which prevents a portion of the ausenting. Comr. Frieda B. Hen- In order for a program to be listed
ments. dience from hearing the announcenock did not participate.
FCC indicated it will later issue in the ratings, the sponsor or the
The Commission's
conclusions
with
regard
to the remaining
questions
advertising agency must subscribe
its conclusions respecting all types to
raised
in
its
letter
of
Jan.
29,
1951,
the radio ratings report.
since they pertain not only to the
of "supersonic" operation, includmusic" activities of the "beep"
The research firm says that ap- "planned
ing question whether they are
stations but to all types of "superproximately 85% of all sponsored
sonic"
— including
the quespoint-to-point or broadcast.
tion as tooperations
whether
such operations
network programs are sponsored
Text of Letter
constitute
point-to-point
communication not authorized by the broadcast
by subscribing advertisers or placed
rules — will be issued when its study of
The Commission's second open by subscribing agencies. Therethe
problems
to all these speletter to each of the stations statcial services iscommon
completed.
fore the new ruling will only affect
ed:
In view of the foregoing, the ComWe have your letter of . . . 1951, about 15% of previously rated proof thein view
that yourwith
operationsmiares ion is not
accordance
the
informing us of your comments congrams.
Giving
the
company's
reacerning the questions raised in our
requirements
of
the
Communications
sons
for
the
step,
President
A.
C.
communication to you of Jan. 29, 1951, Nielsen said:
Act
and the Commission's
with regard to the consistency of the
Regulations.
This is being Rules
called andto
your attention pursuant to Section
"beep"
operations
in
which
your
FM
"It
is
time
to
halt
the
economically
facility is engaged, with the obliga- unsound practice of publishing ratings 9(b) of the Administrative Procedure
tions of licensees of broadcast stations, on programs for which neither the Act so that you may have an opporas enunciated in the Communications
tunity, before further proceedings are
sponsor nor the agency has sought this
Act
and inthe
To whatever extent presinstituted by the Commission, to subpolicies
the Commission's
public interest.Rules and information.
non-subscribers may decide to have
mit a statement showing how you
It may be remarked at the outset theirentprograms
rated, the number of intend to achieve compliance with all
that the Commission has devoted con- published ratings will approach 100%
lawful requirements. The statement
hoped eventually
to residerable effort
to analysis
problems, and
is fully
cognizantof ofFM's
the again. It
instate is
the ratings
for virtually
all should be submitted on or before April
character of the financial difficulties
30, 1951.
sponsored network programs."
which such licensees have encountered
in the past several years; it accordingly
views with sympathy attempts on the
part of pioneers in this meritorious,
and, as yet, in the main unprofitable,
field of broadcasting, to ensure the
solvency of their operations.
However, we are constrained to conclude from our study of your replies to
our
inquiries,
"beep" engaged,
services
in which
you that
are the
presently
are inconsistent with basic statutory
and administrative duties incumbent
upon licensees of broadcast facilities.
In the first place, contrary to the
interpretation
urgedthatin the
your contractual
letter, we
ire
of the view
arrangements governing your transmis ion of this "special service" affirmativelysubscribers
commit your with
FM station
to provide
predominantly
'planned music" during the stipulated
periods.
It of course follows from this conduction, that in the light of the proracted — or indefinite — future periods
luring which you are bound under the
|: ;pecific
-elevant type
agreements,
to provideduring
this
of programming
I :uch a substantial portion of the broadI! :ast
day to subscribers
irrangements
must be thereto,
consideredtheseto
1 institute an invalid abdication of
j four duty as a licensee to retain dis:retion, responsibility and control, and
■i oheremain
free needs
to alterof your
changing
the service
public asin
i 'our area may require,
the first Hollywood Editor program off to a good start on Liberty
i Similarly, the Commission is of the GETTING
Broadcasting System from Hollywood are (I to r) Jim McCulla, LBS Hollywood
jI eceived
pinion that
since
the
remuneration
by you for transmission of the news editor; Carl Schroeder, m.c. of new program; Benton Paschall, West
j! hese
plannedagreements
music" is
in based
question
Coast vice president, LBS.
uponunder
the
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SEN. Dudley J. LeBlanc was
scheduled to fly to Chicago
yesterday (Sunday) aboard
a special airliner painted
with Hadacol trademarks and
bearing an entourage consisting of a Dixieland jazz band,
a number of friendly broadcasters, not to mention a contingent of busy members of
the press.
After landing, the Senator
and his party were to parade
through the lobby of the
Stevens Hotel, headquarters
of the NARTB convention.
The jazz band has been rehearsed to play "When the
Saints
Come
Marching In" as
the parade music.
The airborne Senator, although without an official invitation to the convention, is
reportedlytroducedprepared
to at
be the
infrom the floor
close of the business session
this afternoon (Monday).

RAINIER

BUDGET

More Than 20%

to Radio-TV

WITH the theme "Old Friends Are
Best — It's Rainier in the West,"
Sick's Seattle Brewing & Malting
Co. (Rainier Beer) has launched
one of the biggest single advertisingwestcampaigns
ever run
a northbrewer. Radio
andbytelevision
occupy a major portion — better
than 20% — of the advertising appropriation, with the bulk of the
radio coverage concentrated in a
six-week period.
Included in the radio-video schedule, as announced by Western
Agency, Seattle (Tom Jones Parry,
account executive), are:
Rainier Roundup,
a weekly
halfhour0 Western
show launched
on KIRO
Seattle and extended, by direct wire,
to KPQ Wenatchee and KIMA Yakima,
effective April 6. Plans call for rebroadcast by transcription in nine additional Washington state markets.
The show features Texas Jim Lewis.
0 Rainier Ranch, using the same
talent, aired Tuesday evenings on
KING-TV Seattle.
9 A 15-minute record show, six
days a week, on KOL Seattle and
KBKW Aberdeen.
0 A weekly half -hour record show,
also called Rainier Roundup, on KENI
Anchorage and KFAR Fairbanks. The
disc show will eventually be replaced
with transcriptions of Texas Jim
Lewis' Roundup now on KIRO.
0 A six-week (March 19-April 30)
intensive spot campaign over 12 stations in seven Washington cities, utilizing the same talent. Total spots
scheduled during this period run in
excess of 820.

All radio and TV coverage, except for the spots, is scheduled to
run for the entire year. The campaign, which includes other major
media as well, has been planned to
accentuate the buying season for
beer. This normally peaks early in
July, according to the agency.
BROADCASTING
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Standing

Room

Only;

Three

great shows

on w-i-t-h

in Baltimore

are completely sold out with a waiting list of eager

advertisers! That's the way it's going around here.
BUDDY (Love that man!) DEANE—
Dixieland 's Darling — 3 hours every
morning . . . SOLD OUT!
EDDIE GALLAHER— the man who replaced
Godfrey in Washington.
SOLD OUT!
FAMOUS PHIL BAKER— before he went
on W-I-T-H on April 2, his 2 hour afternoon show was SOLD OUT!
So you have to take them up fast. There are good
availabilities that are not sold out — write for them.
W-I-T-H delivers! It moves merchandise! It sells services. It gives the advertiser more — far more — listenersper-dollar than any other TV or radio station in Baltimore.
Let a Headley-Reed man bring you up to date on the
whole radio -TV situation in Baltimore. You ought to
know about W-I-T-H's powerful position in this 6th
largest market of America.
TOM

OADCASTING

TINSLEY,

PRESIDENT

• Telecasting

•

REPRESENTED

BY HEAD
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New

Home

in Kansas

City

On 30th Anniversary
KMBC
UNVEILS
ARTHUR B. CHURCH, who founded KMBC Kansas City, Mo., and put
it on the air April 21, 1921, last week designated next Saturday, April
21, as starting date for a unique 30-day official dedication and grand
opening of the new home of KMBC in the former Shrine Auditorium
and American Red Cross building
time outlet on 550 kc with 5 kw,
at 11th and Central Sts. in downdirectional.
town Kansas
Mr. Church announced the theme
City.
April 21 also
of the dedication will be "30 Years
and 30 Days," each day beginning
is Mr. Church's
30th broadcastApril 21 to "represent one year in
the remarkable history and growth
ing anniversary.
of KMBC, with special features
Termed one of
broadcast daily, covering the highthe show places
of the Midwest,
lights of the corresponding year."
the new KMBC
Public Tours Planned
home also will be
On May 19, climax of the series,
headquarters for
Church
the new headquarters will be
KFRM Concoropened to the public, it was stated.
dia, Kan., "the Kansas Farm sta- Plans are underway for public
tion" owned by KMBC and pro- tours and entertainment for exgrammed from Kansas City. Full
pected thousands of guests. The
provisions for television also are evening of May 19 will see the
included.
return of the studio audience verCBS affiliate for over 24 years,
sion of Brush Creek Follies, KMBC
KMBC is assigned 5 kw full-time
feature, which will be staged in the
on 980 kc, directional night. new 2,610-seat KMBC Studio
KFRM, founded in 1947, is a day- Playhouse, said to be one of the
largest such studios in the U. S.
The four-story marble building
RTMA
BOARD
was purchased from the Red Cross
Discusses Materials
in early 1947 for approximately
$200,000. An undisclosed sum,
NATIONAL defense developments,
with accent on raw material shorttermed "substantial," has been invested in complete renovation of
ages and industry conservation pro- the property to make it a virtual
grams, highlighted a board meetmidwest "radio city." More than
ing of the Radio-Television Mfrs.
100,000 sq. ft. of floor space is provided.
Assn. in Absecon, N. J., last week.
The meeting was part of the
third international conference
among officers and directors of
RTMA and the Radio Mfrs. Assn.
of Canada, which closed Friday on
a high note of good will with a
luncheon at the Seaview Country
Club. Approximately 100 persons
participated in the two-day sessions, which opened with a reception and luncheon Thursday.
The RTMA board met Friday
morning under Chairman Robert
C. Sprague, with Canadians invited
to attend as guests. RTMA President Glen McDaniel, Mr. Sprague
and other RTMA officers and directors served as hosts to the Canadians at two luncheons and a
dinner. The Canadian RMA board
convened Thursday, with President
Ralph A. Hackbusch presiding and
the American group as guests.
A large share of the RTMA board
session was devoted to mobilization
developments, including conservation activities of the radio-television
industry as coordinated by its engineering department, and progress
reports on other developments. Activities of the Policy Committee
under Mr. McDaniel and the Joint
Electronics Industry Committee
under Co-Chairman Robert C. Tait
also were reviewed.
Out of the meeting came specific
authorization for the Policy Committee to take industry's objections
on government steel and iron orders
to the National Production Authority. Critical shortages of nickel
and its impact on receiving tube
output were aired.
Page 56
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Previously, KMBC has been occupying the 11th and most of the
10th floor
wick Hotel. of Kansas City's PickMr. Church's personal history
might lead one to think he really
entered "commercial" radio in
1915 instead of 30 years ago. It
was as a radio amateur in Iowa
in 1915 that Arthur Church, then
18, "worked" his way through college. He used the station to promote the sale of wireless apparatus
to other amateurs and to schools.
Before World War I he had become a commercial radio operator

and organized classes of his own
for teaching the profession. During that war he was a Signal
Corps instructor. After the Armistice, he returned to Kansas City
to found the Central Radio School
of Kansas City.
His first regular broadcast license was granted by the Dept. of
Commerce in April 1922, with the
call of WPE. This was the original KMBC. In 1923 the call was
changed to KFIX and the station
was acquired by the Latter Day
Saint Church, which moved it for
the time to Independence, Mo. It
was in 1927 that Midland Broadcasting Co., the present licensee,
took over the operation and assigned Mr. Church to the task of
building an organization that
would keep pace with broadcasting
developments. He is now president
and 38.46% owner of Midland
Broadcasting.
Long active in local civic affairs,
Mr. Church also has been a pioneer
in industry affairs, being a member of the board of NAB as early
as 1925.

GOVT. OUTLETS
Proposed for Hill Coverage
A PROPOSAL that would set up
Congressional owned-and-operated
short-wave stations was introduced
in the House last Wednesday by
Rep. Arthur G. Klein (D-N. Y.).
They would broadcast proceedings
of the Senate or the House as well
as committees.
The bill (HR 3656), referred to
the House Rules Committee, would
authorize the Capitol Architect to
set up two outlets, one east, the
other west of the Mississippi River.
Rep. Klein's measure also would
permit radio and TV networks to
cover the proceedings but would
not require them to do so.
Still another provision directs the
Architect to arrange for continuous
recording of chamber proceedings,
copies of which would be made
available at cost to radio or television stations and networks.

MARKING the ninth birthday on WWL New Orleans of Road to Yesterday,
sponsored by the American Brewing Co. of New Orleans (Regal beer) were
six of the men who make the dramatic show possible. On a special anniversary broadcast were (I to r) Mel Washburn, show producer; Michael W.
O'Brien, brewing company ad manager; Howard Summerville, WWL general
manager; John S. Arthur, account executive. Walker Saussy Adv.; Walter A.
Franz, chairman of the board, brewing company, and Stephen A. Schmedtje,
company president.

WBAB

CASE

S

FCC Denies Hearing PI
FCC has denied the request :
reconsideration of its action
putting WBAB, CBS affiliate
Atlantic
City, off the air [Brc
2].
casting • Telecasting, Apirl
In its announcement last Thu
day the Commission refused
April 4 petition to designate :
hearing an application to trans
the properties from Press-Un
Publishing Co. to The Bethlehei
Globe Publishing Co. and to all
Press-Union to operate WBAB
the meantime. Also denied ^
an alternate request that the tra:
fer request of Bethlehems' be c<
sidered as an application for 1
WBAB license with grant there
Press-Union, publisher of the i
lantic City Press and Evening Uni
contracted in December 1950 to sell
paper and radio properties (which a
included WBAB-FM) to Bethlehen
publisher of Bethlehem (Pa.) Glo
there.
Times and licensee of WGPA-AM-)
For tax reasons the deal was m<
within year of 1950 and, since F
approval could not be instantly i
tained, Press-Union tendered "irre1
cable proxies" to the buyers, wh
retaining physical control, according
the purchasers.
Application for transfer approval v
then filed with FCC, which in ea
March informed Press-Union it woi
not consider same until revestment
control was made. Told to do so v
"impractical," FCC ordered the stati<
to cease operation. March 28 both 1
AM and FM stations stopped.
Discusses Sec. 310(b)
Commission's memorandum opi
ion and order of last week se
that the "nub" of the petitione:
position appeared to be its int<
pretation of Sec 310(b) of t
Communications Act judging frc
its argument that this secti
"does not prohibit the sale of t
majority stock interest in a licens
corporation unless it causes
transfer
of control."
The word
"control," FCC hei
embraced "every form of contr*
actual or legal, direct or indirei
negative or affirmative" and th
passage of de facto as well as
jure control required the prior co
sent of the Commission.
The Commission conceded it do
not confine itself to a "narrc
legalistic
approach"
but rath .
looks beyond
stock ownership,
some cases, to determine whe:
actual working control reside
However, FCC emphasized:
This does not mean that we do n
attach prime importance to the owne
ship of majority stock for the reasi
that such ownership, far from bei)
divorced from the realities of actu
control, as petitioner would have
believe, is the very genesis of contn
It is the owner of legal control w)
has the legal right to exercise a)
delegate actual control.
Commission said it did not fe
that the irrevocable proxy "n
gates in Bethlehems' any leg
right to the stock or with respe
to the license which that sto<

WBAB established in 194
operated fulltime on 1490 kc wil
controls."
250 w.
BROADCASTING
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RESEARCH

DATA

ABC, Nielsen Sign Pact
AN AGREEMENT between ABC
and A. C. Nielsen Co., designed to
"meet the problems presented by
the growth
of television"
by "bring-to
ing vital marketing
information
bear ... on radio advertising," was
announced jointly in New York last
week by Robert Saudek, ABC vice
president, and A. C. Nielsen, Nielsen Co. president, who spoke to
newsmen from Chicago over an
ABC closed circuit.

SENATOR

DUDLEY

J. LeBLANC

LeBlanc has raised
^ENATOR
the prize total, in his big radio
station

promotion

$35,000

to $44,000!

contest,

from

ed thye end
nd
s esex
hant
t te
om
e co
5th
Ma
fr
of —thhe
Jjj^ND
to June
wants

GET

THE

1 st so that every station that
to may

ON

compete.

THE

LeBLANC

BALL

CORPORATION

Lafayette
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WITH

Louisiana

Described as a "cooperative experiment," for the first time coordinating "marketing research
with radio research to provide the
network with integrated and detailed studies relating to programming, stations and coverage," the
new Nielsen marketing service will
be available to "all four major
radio networks," it was announced.
Mr. Saudek said that ABC looked
forward to possessing greatly expanded information concerning
such marketing factors as :
1. Seasonal product fluctuation.
2. Program marketability as measured in rural and urban areas by
product sales.
3. Relation of program appeal to
purchasing power, buying habits, listener density at specific hours and
preferences of different classes of
audience.
4. Comparison of consumer buying
habits with factory and jobber figures
of certain products to aid the advertiser in ascertaining program effectiveness.
ABC felt the experiment to be
such an important departure in
advertising that it would orient its
sales plans around the project, Mr.
Saudek said.
"The market studies of the A. C.
Nielsen Co. also will be applied
by ABC
radio to its broadcast
'RED-HEAD' SET

schedules in a constructive effo
to tailor its programming for ma 1
imum efficiency and relate it
audience appeal and consumer bu
ing habits across the country
the announcement said.
The new agreement is entire
separate from the recently-a,
nounced 2V2-year contract of AB
for the National Nielsen Rad
Index Service, it was pointed oil

Mr. Harsch
LBS

Mr. Shirer

ADDITIONS

Harsch, Shirer J oh,
LIBERTY BROADCASTING Sysl
tern, which now claims to be Ameri'
ca's second largest network in num
ber of affiliates, adds two com
mentators to its roster of newsmei
this week. Joseph C. Harsch anc
William L. Shirer join the networl
in a Sunday through Friday series
5:45 p.m. with a repeat at 7:11
Mr. Harsch, acting chief of the
Washington news bureau of Thi
Christian Science Monitor, starts
the programs today (Monday), and
also will be heard Wednesday and
p.m.
Friday. On Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday Mr. Schirer, author,
lecturer and former MBS commentator, will be presented.
In 1929 Mr. Harsch joined The
Christian Science Monitor and has
written for the paper ever since.
From 1943 until the spring of
1949 he was a commentator for
writing.
CBS, in addition to his Monitor

Mr. Shirer, author of Berlin
For Long-Distance Reception
Diary and End of a Berlin Diary,
was chief of the Berlin bureau of
A TV set which the manufacturer
Universal News Service during
claims will enable television stathe years leading up to World War
tions to double their reception
II, and during that time broadcast
range was introduced in Chicago
Wednesday by John S. Meek, presi- for CBS. He will originate his
dent of John Meek Industries. The
programs from New York while
receiver, called the Red-Head, be- Mr. Harsch 's commentaries will be
cause components are painted red fed to LBS from the network's
for identification purposes, will in- Washington outlet, WOL.
crease the national video audience
potential by 25% and triple areas
KDKA RECORDINGS
now served effectively by stations,
Mr. Meek said.
Unit Expands, Head Named
GEORGE TONS, sales manager,
The model, put into production
on a test basis in February, is at KDKA Pittsburgh, announced last
about the 50% production level week the expansion of KDKA Renow after a series of successful
cordings, and the assignment of
field tests in 40 areas throughout
a
member
of the
the service.
station's sales
force to handle
the country, Mr. Meek said.
The new model can receive picThomas J. O'Connor, with
ture transmissions from as far KDKA
sales since 1949, has been
away as 150 miles in an airplane,
named to handle the KDKA Recordings, which the station reports
but Meek engineers have set 100
offers the facilities of the largest
miles as the "practical" limit for
recording studio between New
ground reception.
When used with a long-range
York and Chicago. William J. Conantenna, the model eliminates the
nelly Jr., a new salesman, has
need for expensive booster equipbeen nor's
added
to inhandle
Mr. O'Conaccounts
time sales.
ment, the company claims.
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act production
S electronics
REPRESENTATIVES
ofTE
key RI
facetsAL
of the
indusMA
CE
SC
tryAR
are being summoned to a special meeting called by government
allocation authorities for tomorrow (Tuesday) to discuss the raw material situation, particularly with respect to the nickel shortage, it was
learned last week.
.
Members of industry advisory
these
metals for non-consumer
groups representing end products,
durable goods will be required to
component parts and radio-TV re- file requirements for radio-TV
ceiving tubes will air their views
equipment (transmitters, tubes)
before officials of the government's
designed for commercial or militwo allocation agencies — Defense
Production Administration and
tary use, excepting
type"
receivers,
which are"home
specifically
the National Production Authority
exempt. All manufacturers would
— on problems relating to nickel —
be affected, authorities said.
cobalt shortages, defense orders
and radio-TV set prospects.
Other Developments
Meanwhile, NPA last Fi-iday isIn
other
significant developments
sued its much-awaited Controlled
NPA also:
Materials Plan for steel, copper
0 Issued an amended order
and aluminum, to be allotted to
which will give manufacturers
producers effective July 1. CMP
is designed to control needs for "flexibility of production" by enabling them to vary the output
defense output and minimize industrial dislocations. Forms listing within a single product classificaneeds will be sent out in May.
tion. In effect, it means that producers can expend steel and iron
Manufacturers of products using

out
3

of every

Flint

families

purchased
Car

Sell

up to 80% of the first six months
of 1950 on:
(1) Radio receivers, home, portable,
and broadcast band automobile receivers; (2) radio-phonograph combinations; (3) television receivers;
(4) radio-TV, TV-phonograph, and
radio-TV phonograph combinations;
(5) phonographs and record-players.
A manufacturer would not be permitted, however, to siphon materials
from, say, radios or TV sets to
refrigerators, or viea versa.
0 Studied increased export demand for radio receiving tubes and
suggestion of an advisory group
that priority ratings be set up for
exports to friendly nations. Delay
in filling orders for replacement
parts could hamper our defense
effort, they stressed.
Meanwhile, raw materials in
short supply and delay in getting
defense contracts placed with firms
— many have been obligated but
few have been let — have posed a
serious problem to some manufacturers.

last

the

money

is .

.

Special Hooperating on the Pres
ident's address, taken in New Yorl
TV homes, showed a 51.8 rating
and a 98.5% share of audience
TV sets in use were 52.6, C. E
Hooper Inc., reported.
WRC and WNBW (TV) Washington, which originated NBC coverage from the Capital, claimed a
clean local beat with a simulcast
flash shortly after the White
House's 1 a.m. announcement.
Unique aspect to WRC-WNBW
coverage was the fact that Earl
Godwin had prophetically warned
listeners four days earlier to
"watch for a blast . . . MacArthur
had better watch out and decide

.

FLINT!
With wages 32% above the national aver910

age, with $25,000,000

KC

changing

hands

every month, Flint folks will buy YOUR
product, too . . . but not unless they know
about it! Tell your sales story in the Flint
market where it's SURE to be heard . . .

FLINT
MICH
j j j AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
REPRESENTED
THE

KATZ
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over Flint's FIRST station . . . WFDF!*

BY

AGENCY

Associated with: WOOD

bled an emergency staff under Da .
Driscoll, head of news and sped;
features, and Edythe J. Meserani
his assistant, described itself as tr.
story. New York network static
only
giving all-night coverage to tr
DuMont Television Network c
11:30 a.m. Wednesday sent Maj
gine Johnson, Television Shoppy
star, with a camera to conduct whs
it called the first man-in-stre<
telecast in New York's metropo
itan area.
Following President Truman
speech, Chris J. Witting, DuMor
general manager, announced ths
the network would offer its facil
ties to Gen. MacArthur when h
returned for an explanation of hi
Far Eastern policy.
WPIX (TV) New York cancelle
its regular Wednesday afternoo.
news periods to telecast a runnin; |
MacArthur Forum for five minute
every hour from a downtown stree
corner.
Televiews of the News, spon
sored by Socony-Vacuum Oil Co
over WPIX (TV) at 7 p.m., fea
tured a discussion presided over b;
John K. M. McCaffery.
WTTM Trenton, N. J., sent ou
its sound truck for man-on-stree
interviews Wednesday
at 12:lli
All major networks, both radid
and television, carried Presiden
Truman's speech Wednesday night
as well as many independent sta
p.m.
tions in the New York area, includ
ing
WPIXWMGM,
(TV). WMCA, WNEW anc

a New

where

MacArthur Story
(Continued from page A8)

Grand Rapids — WFBM

* See your latest Hooper
Indianapolis — WEOA

Evansville

which
he's wearing."
WOL hat
Washington,
which services
LBS, immediately dispatched newsmen to the Capitol to record interviews with four Senators. Liberty's
Washington coverage enjoyed the
benefit of analysis by its star commentator, Raymond Swing, who
threw
spotlight on the
the "sudden
storm"thesurrounding
General
before his dismissal.

of-'
was, the
program
Special
V ming
fered
by WMAR-T
Baltimore
Sunpapers station, on the day the
dramatic news broke. Titled The
MacArthur Dismissal, the program
comprised sound-on-film street interviews and a roundup of national
and international opinion, as well
as guests. WMAR-TV camera
crews had gone into action on the
morning of the announcement.
BROADCASTING
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IO
YOUNGSTOWN

WKBN

BMB

REPORT

224,180 Radio Families Daytime
214,450 Radio Families Nighttime
40% Increase over 1946
84% listen from 3-7 times per week
Source: BMB Station Audience Report
Study No. 1, Spring 1949

5000 WATTS

•

YOUNGSTOWN,
Columbia

ROADCASTING

finest
nation
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is one
AM

of

buys

compared
or
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in the
to

other

stations!

570 kc.
OHIO

Broadcasting

REPRESENTED
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System
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SUMMER

good

looking

figures
in a good-looking market

WLAC
NASHVILLE

• TENNESSEE

n:
Dec-Ja29.5%
OPE.R,.,
HOMorning^
*
Showing
Night*WLAC at the top.
*Mo"?ay £ K£
**Sunday thtu

BMB:
p. 37 counties . ••
73.56 counties.
N-25 counties. •
Xsl-49 counties.
322 counties.

50 plus%
.25 plus%
.50 plus%
.25 plus%
.10 plus%

MAIL:
IT month report:
Term24,995467
.199
KV/
•
'
.
33,217
W- Va
74 968
VaV
91,627
N C
41,539
S- C
83,422
Ga
24,904
Fla48,978
A,a41,759
Miss.
33,421
La
24,924
Ark
24,839
Tex84,472
Misc

Total

*32'973

These smart ligures . . . lor smart
buyers . . . plus great CBS programs, and our own fine array of
live talent shows . . . will make
Our

25th

BIGGER...

Year

still BETTER!

WLAC
50,000 WATTS • NASHVILLE
Represented by — Paul H. Raymer Co.
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PROMOTION
Drives Bait Advertisers With Statistics

DOLLARS, not doldrums, is what
WCAU Philadelphia and KNX
Hollywood, who reported their
summer plans to Broadcasting •
Telecasting, are offering advertisers for the hot season.
An extensive summer selling
campaign has been launched by
WCAU following conferences
with CBS Radio Sales officials.
The campaign will employ banners on some 150 billboards, tie-ins
with 13 resort centers in the
WCAU area, and special "get-acship.
quainted" packages for sponsorAll this, under the slogan, "At
home or away, they never leave
WCAUSA." Promotion will emphasize that 90% of WCAU's listeners never leave the station's
coverage area, vacationing in
nearby resorts.
KNX, taking its cue from the
fact that Southern California radio
audiences are as large during the
summer months as during other
seasons, on May 1 is kicking-off a
campaign with the theme: "Are
you walking out on your audience
in Southern California?"
Sets-in-use figures for the JulyAugust period are less than 1%
lower than those for the NovemberDecember period, it is pointed out.
Retail sales figures show that sumAM

GRANTS
Power Boosts, Also
THREE NEW standard stations
and improved assignments for
three existing AM outlets were
granted by FCC last Thursday.
New AM grants are for Mount
Airy, N. C. ; Two Rivers, Wis.,
and Yuma, Ariz.
WINR Binghamton, N. Y., was
granted change from 250 w on
1490 kc to 1 kw day, 500 w night,
on 680 kc directional.
KLFY Lafayette, La., received
approval to switch from 500 w day
on 1390 kc to 1 kw day, 500 w night
directional, on 1420 kc fulltime.
KMMO Marshall, Mo., was granted
power boost from 500 w to 1 kw,
operating daytime on 1300 kc.
Comrs. Wayne Coy, Paul A.
Walker and George E. Sterling dissented in the WINR action.
New AM grants were :
MountInc.,
Airy,
— Mount
Airy
Bcstrs.
1240 N.kc, C.250
w fulltime.
One-third owner is K. E. Epperson, 50%
owner WYVE Wytheville, Va.
Two Rivers, Wis. — Two Rivers Bcstg.
Co., 1590 kc, 500 w day. Principals
include Wm. F. Johns Jr., identified
with WOSH Oshkosh, Wis., and WSHB
Stillwater and KOBK Owatonna, Minn.
Yuma, Ariz. — Southwestern Bcstg.
Co., 1240 kc, 250 w fulltime; conditions.
Partners: R. H. Armstrong, Phoenix
attorney, 87% owner, and H. C. Dar20%. win, manager KCLF Clifton, Ariz.,
WSKB McComb, Miss., was
given authority to remain silent
for an additional 30 days from
April 6 pending financial reorganization. KDAN Oreville, Calif.,
was permitted to remain silent
pending application for assignment
of license.

mer sales account for 24.3% of
the annual retail sales figure.
Out-of-home audience will be
reached at the rate of more than
a million persons a month through
a special promotion conducted with
Pacific Drive-In Theatre chain, Los
Angeles.
Station will supply each theatre
in the 19-theatre chain with special
intermission recording featuring
KNX personalities and promotional
messages for their programs, to be
piped through
system. Theatre theatre's
marquees sound
will also
announce station's intermission
programming.
KNX stressed that more than a
million vacationists who visit
Southern California during the
July-August period spend nearly
$147 million for food, drug and
automotive products alone.
Bolstering these figures is the
statement that 60% of native families do not leave their homes during vacation time.
THREE TRANSFERS
Approved in FCC Action.
SALE of KWRN Reno, Nev., by
Newspapers Inc. for $27,500 to
Kenyon Brown, general manager
and 20% owner KWFT Wichita
Falls, Tex., was approved by FCC
last week along with transfers involving KALT Atlanta, Tex., and
WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
WAAM was granted permission to
substitute Herman Cohen for Samuel
Carliner (and his alternate, Morton L.
Silberman) as one of three voting
trustees
involved. for 64% interest. No money
In the KALT transfer, Robert S.
Bieloh becomes a new partner, acquirfrom Herman H. Wornmacking 24%Jr.interest
for $4,600.
Storecast Sponsors
EIGHT new sponsors and 19 renewals in the five areas of Storecast operation throughout the
United States were reported for
the month of March. Among the
new advertisers are the Beech-Nut
Packing Co., Industrial Tape Corp.,
Hoyt Brothers, Economics Labs, J.
Colonna Brothers, Van Wagenene
& Schickhaus Co., Miracloth Corp.

ONE

EFFECTIVE

VALUE

CBS Buys Hytron
(Continued from page Ul )
showed consolidated assets totalir
$13,726,961 for Hytron and sujl
sidiaries.
Current assets we:
placed at $11,950,137.
Propert |
plant and equipment (at cost) fij .
ure was $1,561,051, after deduetk j
of reserves for depreciation ar
amortization.
Current liabiliti:
totaled $5,418,111, including $31
103,200 for federal, state and oth<
taxes, and $1,680,704 in accoun
There were 2,004,892 shares <
payable.
stock ($1 par value) issued ar
outstanding out of 3 million shart
authorized.
CBS and its domestic subsidiarii
during 1950 reported consolidate
income of $9,555,329, a gain of a
most $2 million over the precedin
year
[Broadcasting
• Telecas'n< j
ing, March
26]. Consolidated
income after taxes was $4,105,32'
Total assets were placed at $53
833,265.
No Management Change
The joint announcement h
Messrs. Paley and Coffin said it wa
expected that when the CB5
Hytron transaction is complete'
the management and direction c
Hytron and Air King will continu
in the hands of the present officer:
Hytron Chairman Lloyd Coffin an
President Bruce Coffin and Ai
King President David H. Coga
are expected to be among the fou
Hytron representatives who wi
become members of the CBS boarc
the announcement said.
The statement continued :
Hytron is one of the oldest main
faeturers in the country of radio an
television tubes. It was started i
1921 at the beginning of the commei
cial development of the radio an
electronics business. With Air Kin
and its subsidiary, Royal Wood Prod
ucts Mfg. Co., Hytron is more full;
integrated than most other units 0
the industry. It is one of the fe^
companies which, within itself am
its subsidiaries, manufactures televi
sion picture tubes, receiving tubes
television and radio sets, and ha:
facilities for the manufacture 0:
cabinets and the stamping and plat
ing of radio and television chassis.

MEASURE

IS THE CONSTANCY
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iClear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
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Each fish on this string represents half a month in
1950 (day or night) when Mutual landed a larger share
of the total U.S. radio audience than it had in 1949.
Nielsen credits our Mister Izaak W. PLUS with 23 out
of a possible 24— far more than anybody else brought
home— but one did get away.+
As for total gains in actual listening during 1950, our
creel is full to the brim. Day and night, all year round,
Mutual alone has built larger audiences, '50 over '49.
In fact, this gain amounts to 397,485,000 more familyhours of listening to Mutual in 1950 than in 1949.
And 1950 was the year of television's greatest growth.
Care to use our tackle?

TMSCAToRiA

L

Pin- up

Out of 24 possible
gains
in share
audience
duringof 1950
(by each
day and
by ),night
for
month
Mutual landed 23;
Network X: 16;
Y:4; Z: o.

+he difference
^Daytime, October, is the one that
got away. Tune-in to the World
Series, MBS exclusive, was less for
the 4-day Yankee-Phils in '50 than
for the yday Yankee-Dodgers in '49

5y$Te

m

is —

Fraud Bill
(Continued from page 45)
has also meant, however, that radio
has become one of the most effective means of perpetrating frauds
on the public."
FCC, he said, has been directed
to numerous instances of advertisers attempting fraud via radio
although usually the perpetrators
are other than station licensees
over whom FCC has sanction.
Provision of the bill regarding
the broadcaster, Mr. Cottone said,
would make him subject to penalties wherein he "knowingly permitted facilities to be used," but
would not make him "guarantor
with respect to the products or
services advertised over his station."
This was the viewpoint challenged by Judge Miller in his
testimony.
"There is no more reason to hold
them [broadcasters] responsible
for the contents of 'writing, signs,
signals, pictures or sounds' than
to hold responsible telephone, telegraph and other such communication services, as well as newspapers, magazines and other media,"
Judge Miller declared.
He called the phraseology of the
word "knowingly" a "trap for
unwary and innocent broadcasters."
Judge Miller brought up interpretation, saying some courts would
hold that all the prosecutor would
have to show was that the broad-

SO

YOU

WANT

caster "knew that a particular
program was being or had been
broadcast." Other interpretations,
he said, would hold him liable if he
knew a program was being broadcast "and had any information
which put him on notice as to the
possibility that a fraud was inHolding possible unconstitutiontended."
ality, Judge Miller pointed out that
the language would cover a wide
area that in part is reserved
to the states. Power sought by the
bill derives from the Interstate
Commerce Clause the Judge went
on, concerned with the power to
regulate and not involving government instrumentality. Any attempt
to draw analogy to the mail fraud
statute is improper, he said, since
the latter bans the use of a government instrumentality for fraudulent purposes, coming clearly within
the Post Office Clause of the Constitution.
Cottone Sees Advantages
Earlier, Mr. Cottone said the bill
would have the net results of (1)
increasing vigilance by station licensees to assure against accepting
fraudulent advertising and (2)
serving as a deterrent to radio advertising fraudulent schemes.
In many cases, he said, mails also
are used and in these, FCC can
refer alleged frauds to the Post
Office but in others, the mails are
not used but radio is. As examples:
© Where the radio announcement urges listener to receive the

TO

TALK

. . .

Sure you do and . . .
You want to talk to people with SPENDABLE INCOME!
You con do that when you talk to them in the Tulsa Market Area
and over KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station which blankets this
richest Oklahoma market plus bonus counties in Kansas, Missouri,
and Arkansas.
When you count homes with phones you count homes with spendable income. Here are official figures:
Per Cent
of Families
Enjoying
Telephone Service*
Tulsa
86
Oklahoma City
81
Wichita
74
Kansas City, Mo
79
Little Rock
68
Dallas
79
Fort Worth
71
Houston
74
Shreveport
66
Reports for cities by Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.. Tulsa.
Markets Are People With Spendable Income ... In Oklahoma, The
No. 1 Market Is Blanketed By KVOO With Rich Bonus County
Coverage In Kansas, Missouri, And Arkansas.
Call, wire or write KVOO today, or contact your nearest
Edward Petry & Company Office tor latest KVOO availabilities.
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questionable
cal merchants.merchandise from lo0 Where orders are placed by
telephone and the product delivered
COD.
® Winners are promised prizes
which are never delivered.
£ "Bait advertising" is used.
That is, a rebuilt sewing machine
or vacuum cleaner may be offered
but when the salesman comes to the
home a more expensive model is
urged.
© Offers to service TV receivers
for a year on a stipulated fee basis.
Company then fails to live up to
the agreement.
Subject of horse racing was
brought up by a member of the
House group. Mr. Cottone said the
Senate Commerce Committee had
considered a bill in the past which
was designed to prohibit transmittal of gambling information by
radio and that it also had been
studied by the Attorney General's
office and by the Conference on
Organized Crime.
FCC recognizes that this subject
must be dealt with, Mr. Cottone
went on, and the "Commission has
dealt with it in one case involving
a station in Delaware" (WTUX
Wilmington). He said the renewal
request of WTUX was denied by
the Commission when it found the
transmission of information "clearly designed to facilitate gambling."
Mr. Cottone said he didn't mean
to leave the impression that further inquiries may be required from
stations in other parts of the country. "We do get cases of stations
broadcasting these results fairly
close to the end of the races but
as far as we presently know, there
is no extensive practice of doing
'Dandruff to Fallen Arches'
The subject of Hadacol was sudthat." denly injected into the stream of
discussion, giving a somewhat
amusing tonic to the hearing. Here
is a part of the by-play:
Chairman Joseph R. Bryson (DS. C. ):"... . This bill if enacted
into law would have some effect on
Mr. Cottone: "I am not familiar
Hadacol."
with what claims are made for that
Rep.
"I am
surprised."
Rep. Bryson:
Robert L.
Ramsay
(D-W.
product."
Va.): "It will cure everything — ."
Another Congressman interposed: "From dandruff to fallen
Chairman Bryson said he had
noticed
arches." also that "they had deleted
Carter's Little Liver Pills. In my
country that has been the family
remedy relied upon for generations.
Carter's Little Liver Pills would

dictment rendered against Hai I
Cowan and Ralph Whitmore, of Ij
Angeles.
Congressmen
questioned wl
standard or yardstick the bro;i
caster could apply to the type
advertising, that is, whether frs
dulent or reputable.
At this point, an article entitl
"P. I. Offers Mount," printed 1;
January
in BROADCASTING
casting was
introduced in •theTe1
ord.
Judge Miller entered the brc
field of political broadcasts
showing FCC as asserting bro;
casters must carry controvert
discussions, although, he said, 1
Communications Act contains
provision setting out this requi
ment.
Can't Censor or Change
But, the Judge said, FCC asse
broadcasters can't censor or char
or prevent the broadcasting of t
If the
broadcasters are requh
type
program.
to obey FCC in these matters al
at the same time, are forced to <I
cide whether they will censor I
change or interfere with propo; I
statements to be made over thl
stations, Judge Miller expound I
"they are in a dilemma.
"I have advised them
ahead and pay attention
state libel laws as more to 1
catch them than to FCC regu
j
a
tions as to statements over ptth I
radios," he told the Congressm j
This FCC attitude, he said, sho 1
"a keen desire for power to punij
and discipline broadcasters e\ ]
beyond the punishment or discipl;
In its position on the McFarla
Bill, used."
he said, FCC wants power j
now
# Assess fines, in addition
power
orders. to issue cease and des

# "Determine guilt of bro£
casters for violation of anti-tri
laws by use of administrative tec j;
niques of prosecution and cc
viction so far unknown to our S}
tern of law, and in violation
most of the Constitutional guara
tees of fair trial and due proces^f1
These requests Judge Mil
branded as devices "to whittle do1
freedom of speech."
Justice Urges Caution
Ellis J. Arenson, criminal di
sion, Justice Dept., said his agen
found the proposed legislation "u
objectionable."
cautious approach.He indicated t
However, Michael L. Keefe, i
rector, division of mail fraud i
vestigation, Chief Inspector's BJ {
reau, Post Office Dept., found litl
enthusiasm for the law.
Mr. Keefe warned if the bill t,
comes law it would create witl
the FCC "an investigative hoc.
which, to a substantial degi(
would overlap functions and jur
diction of the Postal Inspect:

cure every ailment."
Mr. Cottone said that FCC's experience has been that radio stations have been careful in types of
advertising it has received in medicine and drugs. Greatest problem
is in other fields, he continued.
Mr. Cottone produced samples of
It would be more practicable f
Christmas tree ornaments, the the FCC to refer all complaints
mail-order deals which have created
Service."
the
Service, he said.
such a rumpus in broadcast circles
The committee adjourned a
and which figure in the federal in- took the bill under advisement.
BROADCASTING
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CBS Cuts Rates
(Continued from page UO)

Comments
(Continued from page UO)
key 0 & O outlets. The netA-k does have a responsibility to
affiliates, he said, "but I think
fallacy to believe that adverng will increase if rates are
■ered. I am very pleased with
work ratings and what our
,al shows are doing. Locally,
IIOX is billing more than ever
fore, and the station is carrying
minutes more of network time
• day this year than last. Local
'ings are all up. We, however,
fi't happen to be caught by a
:ion-wide rating service, and are
ng all right in our area."
3ne station manager of a lead" ; CBS affiliate said the network
ad no guts" in making its decin to cut radio rates. "This is no
.lie to go running into the bushes,
dio is still a great mass medium
" -ing dollar for dollar value."
:: jjLes Atlass, CBS Central Divin vice president and manager of
BBM Chicago, said the move "is
line with overall conditions,"
'erring to television.
3ene Wilkey, general manager,
CCO Minneapolis: "I don't know
> circumstances of the decision,
d the company apparently has
reasons and own methods.
CCO, however, has never deliv3d a greater audience in the hisy of the station, for local as well
network shows."
R. H. Swintz, general manager,
SBT South Bend, Ind.: "The
ws which I received Friday
>rning was an unwelcome surise and not at all expected. I
ve had no chance to think it over
|t, and will wait for a full report
)m the affiliates board."
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decaf, 111. : "The larger stations, most
which are in TV markets, sufr most. It looks like the network
attempting to get the right an•er for agencies by a blanket rection rather than specific cuts."
ew Emerson Program
AMOTION by Emerson Radio
id Phonograph Corp. of a new
aler participation radio show,
>bbins' Nest, an open-end, tranribed program for five days a
?ek, was announced in New York
ft Gerald Light, sales promotion
anager. Distributors have been
rnished with sample audition
anscriptions of a complete proam, courtesy announcement copy
id publicity tie-in newspaper
ats, as part of the promotion, he
id.
ROADCASTING

terms of "constant-value dollars"
CBS is now "32% cheaper than in
The full Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board was on hand for the
Thursday meeting. It consists of
I. R. Lounsberry, WGR Buffalo;
C. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond;
Glenn
1944."Marshall Jr., WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.; Howard Summerville, WWL New Orleans; Richard
Boiel, WBNS Columbus, 0.; William Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids;
Clyde Rembert, KRLD Dallas, and
Clyde Coombs, KROX Sacramento.
Newly elected MBA officers are (se ated, I to r) Mr. Jones, C. J. Wright
Jr., Mr. Evans, and Mr. Hinman; standing, Mr. Bahakel, Mr. Tibbett,
and Mr. Walters.
MBA
ELECTIONS
Hinman Named President
P. B. HINMAN Jr., manager of
WROX Clarksdale, Miss., was
elected president of the Mississippi
Broadcasters Assn. at its annual
meeting in West Point, Miss. Others elected at the March 17-18
meeting include L. M. Sepaugh,
WSLI Jackson, vice president, and
Bob Evans, manager, WELO Tupelo, secretary-treasurer.
Members of the executive committee named were Granville Walters, WAML Laurel, retiring president; Gene Tibbett, WLOX Biloxi;
C. J. Wright Jr., WFOR HattiesAD

ALLOWANCES
OPS Defines Regulations
RETAILERS failing to resist any
manufacturer's withdrawal of advertising allowance subsequent to
Dec. 19, 1950, may themselves become liable for penalities under
price regulations, according to the
April issue of Promotion Exchange,
released by the National Retail
Dry Goods Assn. last week.
Retailers, it said, are forbidden
to purchase at prices which exceed
the manufacturer's authorized ceiling. Section 9 of GCPR, applicable
to most manufacturers and wholesalers, provides that their ceiling
prices "shall reflect customary price
differentials, including discounts,
allowances, premiums and extras,
based upon differences in classes or
location of purchases, or in terms
and conditions of sale or delivery."
Inquiry of OPS by NRDGA resulted in the following interpretation from its enforcement arm:
"If a manufacturer customarily
offered allowances for advertising
and if these allowances had not
been withdrawn prior to Dec. 19,
1950, withdrawal of the allowances
subsequent to Dec. 19, 1950, constitutes aviolation of pricing reguRetailers buying merchandise at
lations."
a price unadjusted to Such a withdrawal of advertising allowance
would, accordingly, be buying at a
price in excess of that authorized,
it said.

• Telecasting

burg; Hugh Jones, WGCM Gulfport; Cy N. Bahakel, WABG
Greenwood and WKOZ Kosciusko,
and Bob Wright, WTOK Meridian.
The broadcasters also discussed
the handling of details for statewide hookups for upcoming elections, state-wide broadcasting of
football for the '51 season, radio's
part in national defense, employment and local problems of radio.
NEW OFFICERS
AP Group Elects Slate
EDWARD DARLINGTON,
WCNR Bloomsburg, has been elected president of the PennsylvaniaDelaware Associated Press Radio
Assn., succeeding J. E. Baudino,
KDKA Pittsburgh.
Other officers elected at the
groups annual meeting held April
7 in Gettysburg, were: John Poster, WJAC Johnstown, and William
Banks, WHAT Philadelphia, vice
presidents; and Joseph Snyder, Associated Press chief of bureau in
Philadelphia, secretary. J. M.
Cleary, WE SB Brandford, headed
the nominating committee.
Speakers at the meeting included
Jack Weldon, WWID Lynchburg,
Va.; Oliver Gramling, AP assistant general manager for radio;
Theodore A. Koop, director of news
and public affairs, CBS Washington; William F. Achatz, AP photos.

WU, AT&T SHIFT
FCC Approves Changes
SALE of certain telephone and
program transmission circuits of
Western Union to American Telephone & Telegraph Co. for $2.4
million, and relinquishment by
two Bell System firms of certain
telegraph service in the West to
WU, were approved by FCC last
Monday. Both groups have been
operating the supplemental services at a loss, FCC found, and the
exchange would result in better
service to the public.
The program transmission circuits, part of the services taken
over by WU in its merger with
Postal Telegraph about a decade
ago, include the intrastate circuits
between Westinghouse stations
WBZ Boston and WBZA Springfield, Mass., and an interstate circuit between Little Rock, Ark., and
Memphis, Tenn. The Westinghouse monthly charge is $345.75
and the Little Rock-Memphis
charge $45.04. Both are "substantially lower" than will be fixed by
AT&T, FCC said, but the Bell System lines will be of better quality
"wherein the musical notes are
more faithfully reproduced."
SPECIAL recognition has been given
WSTC-AM-FM Stamford, Conn., by
the 58th State Conference of the Connecticut Daughters of the American
Revolution. A resolution was adopted
expressing thanks and appreciation to
the stations for cooperation on the air
during the past year.
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PORTLAND, OREGON
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AM

Spot

(Accounts, with number of stations used each month, based on the Ra
baugh Report on Spot Radio Advertising which includes only tht
agencies cooperating in the analysis.
12

in 1950

A S O N D
AGRICULTURE
J F M A M
Armour Fertilizer 8 8
5
11
11 11 10
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Com
3 14 14 14 4
..1115
Hybrid Seed Corn
Pilot Brand Oyster Shells
40 40 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 54 54
Swift's Hatcheries
20 SO 30
AUTOMOTIVE
8 58 58 58 59 59 59 86 86 57
Atlantic Gat & Oil
1
Austin Motor Cars
6 6 6
Bay Area Pontiac Dealers
36
Chevrolet
Dealers
—
Philadelphia
8
6
4
3
26
28 32 32 21 16
Chrysler Dealers
i 2 67 67 67 67 65
Conoco Gas & Oil
21 21 21 21 21 21
Deep Rock Oil Corp
500 500
1
Cars
1 088
MurphDodge
54 54
Edison,
Thomas A., Inc
y
42 42 42 42 43 42 42 42 51 51 51 21
Esso Gas & Oil
236 80 84 154 180 123 87 92 115 188 969
Ford Dealers
262 4
10 10
"Henry
J"
Kaiser
Car
2 .. .. 9 10
97799999999
Kaiser-Frazer Sales Corp
519
9 9
Keystone
Auto
Club
22 22
Lee Tires
66666555555
Mobiloil & Mobilsas
247
3 2
Nash Motor Div
.. .. 16
No-Nox Gasoline
177 180 158 151 155 159 158 155 156 170 170 169
Oldsmobile Motor Cars
267 266
Packard Motor Cars
14 14 766666666
Philgas
22 22 ..
Phillips 66 Gas & Oil
1 1 20 18 18 20 21 22 24 24 24
Phillips 66 Products
11
114 114 ..1153
Pontiac Cars

F
1
9
44
28
20

M
J J A S
i
1 141 131 111 O1 N1
9
11 13
48
49 51 53 53 52 52
28
28 28 28 27 27
. . 17
. . 17
39 45 58
20 17 17 17 17
17 17

AUTOMOTIVE— Continued
Pure Gas & Oil
Rootes Motors
Shell Gas & Oil
Standard Gas & Oil (Indiana)
Super
Anti Freeze
Texas Pyro
Co

J
1
9
44
28
11

BEVERAGES— ALCOHOLIC
Beverwyck Beer & Ale
Brewing
of America
BudweiserCorp.
Beer
Carlings Black Label Beer
Cartings
Cap Ale
Colombo Red
Wine
Dare, Virginia, Wine
Dawson's Ale & Beer
Gluek's
Beer
Hyde Park
Beer
Krueger Beer & Ale
Lanson Champagne
Old English Brand Ale
Pickwick Beer & Ale
Prior Beer
R & H Beer
Rainier Beer
Rams Head Ale
Schmidt Brewing Co
Stag
Beer
Sunshine
Beer
Trommer's
Utica Club Beer
Beer
Valley Forge Beer

20 20 14 1128
19 19
....169
1 4 11 11 13 13
42 4 3 3 2 11
..2 1062 1062 92 92
10 10 12 12
12 10
121 121 121 121 1
16 151 281 281 41 62
..1 171
1
21 22 22 31 29 27
16 161 164 174 173 135
2
4 3
16 17 17 13
16 16
64 64 72
8 102 47
28 28 28
13 26
13 14
2
13 27 28 28 14 14
28 2725
31 17
29
13
2128 22
16 22
16 17
16 on page 152)

11
111
14
2

11
142
14
2

11
202
17
10 192 79
2 326 326
2 2
8 8
67 66 66 48 34
22 21 18
17 16 16
72
29
14
25
22

72
28
14
25
21

64
33
10 8 10T
25 33 33
18 20
25 22..

( Continued

f
ourie.

The Listeners
The

(in this super-charged

Sponsors

(Fourteen

Send your message home

Four

on NORTHERN

PROGRAM

first big WOMAN'S
with LOUISE

in

income

POWERS

area) love her

months)

NEW

love

JERSEY'S

"Listen

to Louise"

10 30 to 11 00 a m.
ON

Newark's 5,000 watt station
serving 3,500,000 people
in wealthy Northern New Jersey
For rates and information, write, wire or phone
WM.
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G.

RAM

BEAU

WNJR
RADIO STATION OF NEWARK NEWS
• New York
• Chicago
• Los Angeles

her

Education Channels
(Continued from page U5) ,
institutions and other non-profit t
ganizations.
0 "Character of legislation nece
sary to insure maximum developme
of the educational and public servi
potentialities
television."
This is theof first
time that Se
Benton, who has been active in go
ernment and world-wide radio i
contained in the Voice of Amerii
coverage, has spread his interes
to domestic communications.
In a speech slated for delivei
Friday, Sen. Benton recalled h
years in the advertising businesjHe said that the advertising firt
he founded (Benton & Bowles*]
"became the largest customer (■ '«
NBC
Whenand hesubsequently
retired fromCBS."
the bus
ness in 1936, Sen. Benton went o
he "switched to educational broar 7
casting
Chicago through
Round The
TableUniversity
and oth<c .1
university programs, for which
took responsibility for nine years;
"... I know something of tr.
power
radio,"asheAssistant
said, recallin
also hisofservice
Seen
tary of State during which time li
organized Voice of America. "But
the Senator continued, "I confes
I am staggered by the promisesome call it a threat — of telev
FCC's "Third Notice of Furthc
Proposed allocations
Rule Making,"
tentative
of TV fmakin
requei
cies when once confirmed, he sai<
will give rise to the "licensees poui
ingsion."
out capital investments."
He challenged FCC's propose
reservation of 10% of TV channel
to educators. "The Congress wi
recall that in the middle of th
30's a bill almost passed the Senat
allocating 25% of radio to educa
tion. Television offers far greate
promise. I do not believe Congres
should now let such an urgen
question of public policy be decide

by its own default . . ."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

IEAKDOWN

and analysis of the product groups will be found on the following pages:

" iriculture & Farming ....
itomotive
j iation
r *r, Wine & Liquor
! Hiding Materials, Etc. . . .
rfectionary, Soft Drinks

50

70
70
71
71
71
73
74

Consumer Services
Drugs & Remedies
Entertainment & Amusements
Food & Food Products
Gas. Lubricants, etc
Horticulture
Household Equip. & Supplies .

78
80
84
84
90
94
94

Video breakdown starts on page 159.

Household Furnishings
96
Industrial Materials
98
Insurance
98
Jewelry, etc
99
Miscellaneous
116
Office Equip. & Stationery ... 100
Publishing & Media
102

Radios, TV Sets, Phonos, etc. 102
Retailers
103
Smoking Materials
108
Soap and Cleansers
110
Sporting Goods
112
Toiletries
112
Travel & Resorts
115

RADIO

en in '51
Risethe Se
; that
pected
year would pass
Record High
E
M
SPOT
RADIO
REVENUE
BY
PRODUCT
GROUPS
U
L
O
V
without strains in some quarters.
AD
% 1950
Total
%
Total
Product Groups
1950
1949
1949
The same organization that re3.9
2.3
Agriculture & Farming
ported such general optimism
S
2,764,263
2.8
2.9
$
4,368,000
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories
3,504,634
among its members was in the
6.6
3,136,000
Automotive, Auto Accessories
7,392,000
8,292,789
120,185
midst of a vigorous campaign that
Aviation, Aviation Accessories
3.3
5.1
6.9
Beer, Wine & Liquor
6,013,901
might
conceivably lead to altera1.0
448,000
3,696,000
\"ot every segment of the broadBuilding Materials, Equipment & Fixtures
0.1
1,201,853
tions of radio rate structures, and
2.7
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
2 .ting industry is assured of Consumer
3,245,004
2,800,000
2.2
Services
intaining or surpassing 1950
0.4
1 ,344,000
2,644,077
some of those companies that re10.8
9.6
Drugs & Remedies
12,096,000
11,557,052
■els. Network volume, which has
2.1
1.7
Entertainment & Amusements
ported budget increases at the
1.2
2,352,000
2,043,151
Food & Food Products
23,632,000
same time were reducing their ex19,849,841
5.0
5.7
16.5
Gasoline, Lubricants & Fuels
" ";n declining over the past two
2.5
21.1
5,600,000
224,000
6,850,565
0.2
0.2
Horticulture
. »rs, is still slightly on the downpenditures in network radio.
240,371
3.2
4.0
Household Equipment, Appliances & Supplies
4,826,673
- On this page are shown tables of
ade, according to the latest sta1.1
3,584,000
1.3
Household
Furnishings
112,000
1,232,000
tics. But spot advertising, rising
1,562,410
0.1
0.2
Industrial Materials
spot radio revenue by product
240,371
1.2
2.6
Insurance & Banks
adily in recent years, appears
3,124,819
1,344,000
4.1
2.8
group
and comparative expendJewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
4,592,000
be healthy.
itures in spot and network by the
0.3
Office
Equipment, Stationery & Writing Supplies 3,365,190
360,556
Political
same product groups.
1.7
k Spot net time sales reached an
2,062,410
2.8
1.8
0.9
Publishing & Media
1,081,668
2,016,000
* >-time high of $120 million in Radios,
TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
PIB Network Figures
560,000
Instruments & Acces.
3,365,190
T '50, nearly $12 million more than
3.7
3.0
Retail Stores & Shops
3,605,560
4,144,000
year before.
The
spot figures were assembled
3.0
3.6
Smoking Materials
0.5
3,360,000
;, .
4,326,673
9.1
by
the
research department of
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
10,956,125
9,520,000
Network Time Off
0.3
0.3
Sporting Goods & Toys
Broadcasting • Telecasting
336,000
360,556
5.0
4.1
Toiletries
8.5
Network net time sales for 1950
4,927,599
which obtained data from all
1.4
3,920,000
Transportation, Travel, Resorts
1,682,595
1,680,000
Ml
Others
classes of stations within the U. S.
6,009,267
3.5
7,168,000
l tjre $121.6 million, more than $7 Figures here represent net time sales,
are
allowances,
and
1.5
after discounts
i llion below the level of 1949.
based on a BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
survey. and
Product figures for network ex6.4
Total net time sales for network,
penditures are based on informa; fit and local radio advertising in
GROSS RADIO NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUPS
tion mation
supplied
Bureau.by Publishers Infor1949
Product
Group
1950
j(50 added up to a whopping $453.6
Agriculture
&
Farming
5 llion, a $28 million gain over
S 1,160,172
Leading product advertisers in
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories
$ 1,508,237
972,781
Automotive, Automotive Accessories ft Equipment
1,292,367
spot
radio are Food & Food Prod6,718,766
5,009,076
Aviation, Aviation Equipment & Accessories
ucts, Drugs & Remedies, Soaps,
\ At the beginning of 1951 some
Beer,
Wine
&
Liquor
recasters expressed doubt that
2,774,866
1,344,746 Cleansers & Polishes, Beer, Wine
Building Material, Equipment & Fixtures
1,322,279
1,281,775
Confectionary & Soft Drinks
?se high levels would obtain
6,253,333 & Liquor (actually beer and wine
Consumer Services
6,147,725
1,896,271
1,938,031 only), and Automotive, Auto Acj .oughout a year they thought
Drugs & Remedies
24,433,274
21,054,786
cessories & Equipment.
& Amusements
I ,-uld be beset with problems in- Entertainment
Food & Food Products
44,861,425
Among
these the beer and wine
. :ced by the transition to a semi45,312,432
9,246
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
5,619
5,508,767
5,641,227 accounts contributed the biggest
Horticulture
1 ir economy. By last week many
105,696
97,642
Household Equipment & Supplies
3,085,968
in expenditures in 1950
6,118,005
■ 1 these forecasts had been revised.
Household Furnishings
903,648 increase
600,557
over 1949. Brewers and vintners
Industrial Materials
i (The rapid increase of defense
2,146,246
Insurance
2,174,673
2,852,728
a eduction has not exerted the prospent some $3.6 million in spot ra3,737,682
2.789,721
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
1,167,309
jnd effect on the economy that
Office Equipment, Writing Supplies & Stationery
dio in 1949 and better than $6 mil1,282,246
1,413,696
281,513
lion in 1950.
;ts feared originally. A survey of Political
Publishing
&
Media
663,147
911,814
56,574
7 national advertisers showed
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical Instruments & Accessories 1,232,294
749,257
The biggest product spender reRetail Stores
mained Food & Food Products, al'it seven out of every 10 now
46,136
40,632
23,667,403
Smoking Materials
22,488,587
lieve 1951 sales volumes will exthough
the total contribution from
Soaps,
Polishes
&
Cleaners
19,334,813
20,700,173
106,623 this category
;d the volumes of 1950, and two
Sporting Goods & Toys
of $19.8 million in
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
29,614
25,783,015
29,370,134
:ers out of every 10 believe they
1950 was considerably less than its
870,332
Transportation,
Travel
&
Resorts
1,075,169
111 equal them.
Miscellaneous
5,293,156
3,245,962 total of $23.6 million in 1949.
Half of the same advertisers said
TOTALS
Product groups that increased
$183,069,037
sir 1951 advertising budgets
Figures here are compiled by Publishers Information Bureau and $187,800,329
represent
their
spot billings in 1950 over 1949
gross
billings,
before
deductions
for
frequency
discounts
and
allowances.
>uld be bigger than those of 1950.
were Automotive, Auto Accessories
;iirty-five percent said their
COMPARATIVE EXPENDITURES IN RADIO BY PRODUCT GROUPS
& Equipment; Beer, Wine & LiqIdgets would remain about the
Net) Network
uor; Confectionary & Soft Drinks;
Spot
me, and only 12% reported they
(% Network
(%
Spot Gross)
Consumer Services; Gasoline, LubNet) Gross)
Vuld spend less for advertising
1.2
16.
Industrial
Materials
2.3
0.5
Agriculture & Farming
ricants & Fuel; Household Equip1.6
17. Insurance & Banks
2.6
0.8
2.1. Apparel,
j^s year than they did last.
Footwear
& Acces 2.9
18. Jewelry, Optical
3.4. Automotive,
Auto
Acces.
0.2
ment
& Supplies; Household Fur0.6
;These soundings of leading ad2.8
2.7
Goods & Cameras
(%
& Equip.
nishings; Insurance & Banks;
19.
(%
Office
Equip.,
Stationery
•rtisers, as reported at the Assn.
5. Aviation Acces. &
5.1
6.9
0.7
& Writing Supplies
0.1
National Advertisers convention
Smoking
Materials;
Soaps, CleansPolitical
Equip.
0.2
20.
1.5
ers & Polishes; Toiletries; and
Beer, Wine & Liquor
21. Publishing & Media
0.9
jree weeks ago [Broadcasting •
Building Materials &
0.3
22. Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,1.7
1.0
Transportation, Travel & Resorts.
Fixtures
recasting, April 2] indicated
2.8
Musical Inst. & Acces.
3.4
7.6. Confectionery & Soft Drink s 2.7
Those that spent less in spot in
0.4
0.7
at 1951 augured well for radio,
23. Retail Stores & Shops
3.0
1.0
2.2
8. Consumer Services
13.3
9. Drugs ft Remedies
Smoking
Materials
12.3
1950
than in 1949 were Agriculmedium that has figured import0.7
25.
10.
1.7
11. Entertainment ft Amusements 9.6
Cleansers ft Polishes 0.3
24.
ture & Farming; Apparel, Foot26. Soaps,
Sporting
Goods
&
Toys
itly in ANA members' budgets
Food
&
Food
Products
3.6
11.3
24.5
4.1
3.0
27. Toiletries
5.7
12. Gas, Lubricant; & Fuels
16.5
wear & Accessories; Drugs & Remtough the years.
5.0
9.1
28. Transportation, Travel,
0.2
13. Horticulture
14.1
The general outlook for radio
edies; Entertainment & Amuse0.5
1.7
4.0
14. Household Equipment
Resorts
0.1
(Continued on page 70)
29. All Others
1.3
is bright, but it could not be ex15. Household Furnishings
1.4
0.3
• Telecasting
2.9
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_DIO advertising volume reached
record high in 1950 and seems
1 tined at least to hold its own
• 1 perhaps to rise a little in 1951,
business foregeneral
irlging
ts of by
recent
weeks.

Class

1

THE job of pin-pointing sponsors
who cater to the farm market is a
difficult one. This prosperous market attracts all types of advertisers
appealing to the farm dollar, but
Class 1 covers only radio advertising of seeds, livestock, machinery
and other products sold to keep
farms operating.
A slight drop was noted last year
in the amount of money spent for
network advertising in this category, but it is believed the total
network-local-spot radio fund did
not fall off during the year.
Some 75 national and regional
advertisers buy radio time to reach
the rural audience, according to
Kenneth H. Gapen, who heads the
radio-TV service of the Dept. of
Agriculture's Office of Information.
In many cases these advertisers
buy special audiences conforming
to market conditions and the potential demand for their products.
Rural America is a good market,
according to Mr. Gapen. The
farmer is still relatively prosperous though the cost of things the
farmer buys has been rising faster
than the prices he gets for his
products.
Over half of the special farm
programs broadcast around the nation are sponsored, Mr. Gapen said,
some being of a participation nature and others by time segments.
Many commodity groups sell to
farmers but come within other
product categories. One steel company, for example, sells quonset
huts to the rural market.
A potential source of listeners
for city stations is believed to exist
among farm dwellers. Cited as an
example is Kansas City, where programming is said to be directed
mainly at the urban audience
though half the listeners are described as rural and they may
comprise over half the buying
power of the area.
#50 Ad Volume
(Continued from page 69)
ments; Food & Food Products;
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras;
Publishing & Media; and Retail
Stores & Shops.
Three product groups that did
not spend enough in 1949 to be
listed in Broadcasting • Telecasting's summary of April 17, 1950,
invested substantially in the medi-

um in 1950. They were Building
Materials, Equipment & Fixtures;
Political; and Radios, TV Sets,
Phonographs, Musical Instruments
& Accessories.
To some extent the proportions
of expenditures by products are
similar in spot and network radio.
Food & Food Products, the biggest spender in spot, is also far
and away the biggest advertising
category in network radio. Drugs
& Remedies buys heavily in both.
So does Soaps, Cleaners & Polishes.
Page 70
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Agriculture
1950

CLASS 1. AGRICULTURE & FARMING
LEADING NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
ALUS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.
"National
Farm Adv.
& Home Hour"
Bert S. Gittins
RALSTON-PURINA CO.
"Checkerboard
Jamboree"
Brown
Radio Productions
QUAKER OATS CO.
"Man on &theMarquette
Farm"
Sherman
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Ck

NETWORK
(Gross)
Product

Farm Equipment
Chow Products
Full-O-Pep Feeds

1950
$ 972,781
1949 1,160,172
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-1 66-V2

SPOT
(Net)
1950
$ 432,200

1949
1949

MBS-2C9-V4
(Jan. -Sep!.)

S 276,292

$ 439,264
S 360,568

MBS-422-V2

$ 264,289

$ 136,999

♦BROADCASTING

$2,764,26.
4,368,001

1941
$ 319,0
$ 11,9

• TELECASTING estimc

ss

APPAREL and shoe companies are
lagging in their use of the broadcast medium to promote the sale
of their products. In the shoe field
radio has been described as "the
forgotten medium" though such
major units as Brown, General and
International Shoe have enjoyed
notable success on the air.
Several large city chains have
been smart buyers of time yet
many local shoe retailers think of
newspapers and direct mail before
they think of radio. Out-of-season
radio advertising, for example,
could help overcome the annoying
seasonal fluctuations in the industry.
National Shoe Institute supplies
independent retailers with promotion and publicity material which
could be effectively tied into radio
time. Nettleton, Acrobat and all
International Shoe divisions support dealer cooperative advertising.

Women's programs are an effective
means of selling shoes to women.
Some independent shoe chains find
news programs an excellent medium for reaching a cross-section
of the public.
Menswear Field
In the menswear field, use of
broadcasting has fallen off since
1948 while newspaper expenditures
have increased, according to Broadcast Advertising Bureau. Curiously,
success stories abound on use of
radio by men's apparel stores, according to BAB. Cited are such
chains as Robert Hall, Crawford
Clothes and Bond's. All put a large
share of their budget into radio
with outstanding success.
BAB says Hart, Schaffner &
Marx, large clothing manufacturer,
has started recommending radio for
its dealer promotions following discussions with BAB. Hat Research
Foundation recommended radio

APPAREL, FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

commercials for National Hat We«
yet
made this
"Rad
advertising
is notstatement,
usually a favor<
medium for retail promotion <
Largestevents."
network time user in tl
special
apparel field was Adam Hat Stors
with its Drew Pearson commentai
on the ABC network. This accoui
totaled $440,927 last year. Anotht
hat manufacturer, Frank H. L(
Co., spent nearly as much on |
ABC Robert Montgomery Speal
ingTrimount
series. Clothing was the lar.
est men's clothing account on th
networks, sponsoring Stop th
Music on ABC over a split seve
month period.
Consumer demand is expecte
to increase in the apparel fiel
with shortages predicted in moi
expensive lines. Higher wages ai
being reflected in retail pric
boosts.

CLASS 2.

Advertiser, program and agency
ADAM HAT STORES INC.
"Drew
William Pearson"
H. Weintraub Co.
FRANK H. LEE CO.
"Robert Montgomery Speaking"
Grey Adv. Inc.
BROWN SHOE CO.
"Smilin' Ed McConnell &
Buster Co.Brown Gang"
LeoHisBurnett
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING CO. INC.
"Stop
WilliamtheH.Music"
Weintraub & Co.
| t « - :!
j *£Bfeg..>-BOTANY MILLS INC.
"The Botany
Song Shop"
Alfred
J. Silberstein,
Bert Goldsmith Inc.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Adam Hats
Men's Hats

1950 $1,508,237
1949 1,292,367
1940 558,613
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
ABC-277-V4
ABC-153-V4

SPOT

1950 $3,504,634
1949 3,136,000

1950
1949
1940
$ 440,927 $ 140,685
$ 217,77!
(Sept.-Dec.)
$ 412,504 S 428,324

(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.
-Dec.)
Buster Brown Shoes

NBC-1-May;
62-Vz
(Jan.
Aug. -Dec.)

$ 320,203

437,680
$ 442,198

Men's Clothing

ABC-204-V4
(Mar.-Jun.;
Sept.-Nov.)
ABC-65-V4

$ 265,912

$ 179,099

Suits 500
and Men's
Ties
Botany

(Sept.-Dec.)

$ 68,691
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimal
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♦
OMOTIVE advertisers conid to be good customers for rain 1950, but not nearly good
rh in the opinion of network
! tation executives,
roduction of new models late
3 year brought a boost in time
aases. The trend continued in
as some firms delayed intro'on of new models. Oldsmobile,
xample, did not complete inction of its 1951 line until
viarch.
pduction held up well in late
1 despite shortages. Fear of
it mobilization spurred public
nd for cars. Production stayed
record levels in the first quarf this year though manufacs were starting to use sub;es in rising amounts.
Other Network Users
.ny automotive concerns in adn to those in the adjoining
have been using network rafhese include Champion Spark
Co., Champion Roll Call on
($265,860) ; Fruehauf Trailer
Detroit, This Changing World
<BC, Jan., Feb., ($24,606);
year Tire & Rubber Co., Greattory Ever Told on ABC ($245,; Perfect Circle Co. (piston
I, Indianapolis Speedway race
MBS ($14,765); Studebaker
., Sam Hayes on NBC ($70,nsiderable regional and local
was bought, of course, by auto■e advertisers. Newest trend
e industry's use of radio time
the "bullet campaign," with
manufacturers buying several
ork shows for a two-week pecoinciding with introduction
w models. The auto sponsors
: the method — among them
sler, Pontiac and Plymouth —
dered it an economical tech■ though its cost approached
000 in each case. Ford and
ral Motors had tried the buliechnique a year before.
pally intensive was the use of
in connection with introducpf new models. Then, too, there
special events under automojsponsorship, such as Georgia
ss 4: Aviation

♦ Automotive

AUTOMOTIVE & ACCESSORIES

LEADING NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
CHRYSLER CORP
"You Bet Your Life" &
(Erf. July) "It Pays to be Ignorant"
BBDO
"You Bet Your Life"
ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE CO.
"Sucpense"
Cecil & Presbrey Inc.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO.
"The Voice& James
of Firestone"
Sweeney
Co.
FCRD MOTOR CO.
"Annual Philip
SportsMarlowe,
Award Dinner,
'N'
Abner,
Pursuit, Lum
A Date
Wi
h
Judy,
Blondle,
The
Big
Show,
Duffy's
Tavern, Man Called X, NBC Symphony,
Screen Directors Playhouse, Dangerous
Assignment,
Paul Presents,
Neighbor'sYoung
Orchestra, StanEscape,
Dougherty
Love, Adventures of '.he Falcon, Can You
Top This, Crime Fighters, Guy Lombardo,
Hawaii Calls, I Love a Mystery, Mutual Newsreel, Mysterious Traveler, Official Detective,
PeterCo.Salem, The Saint"
J. Walter
Thompson
GEMERAL MOTORS CORP.
"Mid-Cen'ury"
Campbeil-Ewald Co.
"Soap Box Derby"
Campbell-Ewald Co.
"World in Transition"
Caxpbell-Ewald Co.
"Kenry
Taylor"Inc.
Kudner J.Agency
"Fi;her
Body
Guild"
Kudner AgencyCraftsman's
Inc.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.
"Harvest of Stars"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Ford dealer sponsorship of a football game on 34 Georgia stations.
Total automotive advertising on
networks in 1950 was somewhat
under the 1949 figure but this was
accounted for in part by a tripling
of the money spent in network television.
One of the outstanding spot campaigns was that of Chevrolet, General Motors division, which carried
a total of about 1,500 three-minute
spots on nearly 300 stations. This
autumn series featured top singers
and was based on the theme, "See

NETWORK ADVERTISING in
the Beer, Wine & Liquor classification more than doubled in 1950.
At the same time spot radio was
used to an increasing extent.
In a statement, made for Broadcasting • Telecasting by the
United States Brewers Foundation,
it is predicted radio advertising by
the industry will reach a new peak
in 1951. It was estimated that
these firms spent more than $10
million in 1950.
"Based on beer sales for the first
month of the year," the statement
• Telecasting

|here were no network adj;rtisers in this classification
. 1950 or 1949. Spot used
las estimated by Broadcast• Telecasting
$120,35. ing The
percentageat was
so
|nall in 1949 that no esti, ate was made. In 1948 the
stiinate was $109,000. Most
: the airlines used radio,
igures on their programs
re included in the Translation and Travel cate,ory.
DADCASTING

CLASS 3.

♦

1950
5,009,076
1949
6,718,766
1940
2,983,978
Network
No.
of
Stations
Product
Hours per Week
CBS-1 73-1/2
DeSoto & Plymouih Cars (Jan.
-Sept.)
NBC-169-V2
Automobiles
(Oct. -Dec.)
CBS-1 77-1/2
Auto Accessories
Aug.
-Dec.)
(Jan.-Jun.;
NETWORK
(Gross)

NBC-141-1/2

Tires & Tubes

Short Term
Contracts Promoting
Ford Cars, Trucks
&1950Servicing
the
Ford on& NBC,
ABC, MBS and CBS.

Chevrolet Cars
Chevrolet Cars
Chevrolet Cars
Institutional
Institutional
Trucks & Farm
Machinery

CBS-1 70-3/4
(One 72-1/4
Time)
CBS-1
(One Time)
CBS-1
(One 87-1
Time)
ABC-283-1/4
ABC-43-1/4
(One Time)
NBC-1 67-1/2

SPOT 1950
(Net) 1949
1950
$ 904,908
685,404

$986,049

219,504
$837,612

$814,365

$792,540 $791,700 $492,842
$712,742

$1,251,459 $944,638

$660,888
15,600

$635,664

7,700
16,800
616,510

7,850
603,292

4,278
$478,591

4,022
$223,341

'BROADCASTING

the U. S. A. in Your Chevrolet."
Approach of winter brought a
considerable amount of spot and
local advertising of antifreeze
products for automobiles. U. S.
Industrial Chemicals Inc. featured
aabout
"talking
automobileIn horn"
on
100 stations.
the cold
northwestern region, Five Star
Mfg. Co. used about 20 stations to
promote its Freeman headbolt engine heaters. In some areas local
tire re-capping firms used radio
and other local firms promoted tires
with winter treads.

1949
S 898,326

£8,292,789*
1940
7,392,000*

• TELECASTING estimate

A version of the bullet or saturation technique was used by Buick
division of General Motors in introducing its 1951 models. The company spent about $150,000 in a
short-term ABC series supplements. mented by daytime spot announceOldsmobile used diversified radio
and TV schedules to introduce its
new 98 series in January, and then
intensively promoted the Super 88
models introduced in late March.

line

said, "which were 297,542 barrels,
or 5.3% higher than for the same
month in 1950, brewing industry
observers see encouraging signs for
1951 if nothing interferes with the
normal processes of marketing.
"The big 'if presently is represented by a double-barrelled government program — to increase the
federal excise tax on beer, now at
$8 per barrel, and to reduce substantially the quantity of cans
available for packaging malt beverages. With canned beer gaining in
popularity and bottles also being

in limited supply, any substantial
reduction in the availability of cans
could have an adverse effect on the
industry's 1951 sales prospects. . . .
"While no accurate figures are
available, brewer expenditures for
radio and television are likely to
reach a new peak in 1951. In 1950,
it was estimated, they exceeded
$10 million. . . .
"While becoming more involved
than ever in television, brewers
have not forsaken radio. It is a
(Continued on page 72)
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Beer & Wine
(Continued from page 71 )
fair guess that at least half of the
nation's 400 breweries use radio as
an important advertising medium."
Beside the six leading users,
listed in the accompanying table,
the following firms used network
radio during 1950:
Lucky Lager Brewing Co. sponsored several important races on
15 CBS stations at a cost of $4,813.
Petri Wine Co. sponsored Adventures ofSherlock Holmes, ABC,
January through June, 63 stations,
8:30-8:55 p.m., Wednesday, $161,191.
Regal Amber Show
Regal Amber Brewing Co. sponsored Regal Amber Spoi-ts Show,
ABC, for Regal beer on 12 stations,
January through June, 5 min. betwe n 7:30 and 8 p.m., Friday, for
$7,744. Beginning in June the firm
sponsored Take It Easy Time, CBS,
on nine stations, 2:15-2:30 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri., for $38,220. Total spent
by the firm was $45,964.
As pointed out in the statement
above, there were a great many
sponsors of spot radio, especially
in connection with sports events.
Nearly every major brewer was
included in this list.
Notable among these sponsors
was the Christian Heurich Brewing
Co., Washington (Old Georgetown
beer), which sponsored the Wash-

CLASS 5.

BEER, WINE & LIQUOR

LEADING NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
PABST BREWING CO.
"I. B.C. Boxing
Warwick
& LeglerBouts"
"Joe
Louis
Ezzard Charles"
Warwick & vs.
Legler
"The
Life
of
Riley"
Warwick & Legler
JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING CO.
"Halls
Ivy'.' Inc.
Young &of Rubicam
SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES INC.
"Duffffy's
Tavern"Chesley &
Kaston,
CliffordFarrell,
Inc.
MILLER BREWING CO.
"High Life &Revue"
Mathisson
Assoc. Inc.
"The Lawrence Welk Show"
PETRI WINE CO.
"Adventures
of Sherlock
Young
& Rubicam
Inc. Holmes"
THEODORE HAMM BREWING CO.
"Edward R. Murrow"
Campbell-Mithun Inc.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
ington Senators over WWDC Washington and on Jan. 20, 1951, signed
a contract with the baseball club
covering broadcast and telecast
rights for a two-year term.
Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore,
Md., bought radio rights to the
Washington Caps and Baltimore
Bullets professional basketball
games. Agency is Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York. Atlas Prager
Brewing Co., Chicago, sponsored
the complete Chicago Cardinals,
professional basketball team sched-

How to eat your cake
and have it, too!

Combine
and

The Imperial Valley

25th

Birthday

Serving America's fastest growing farm community, population 74,500 ... a controllable, profitable test market!

Yes, the nation's richest farmers . . . $25,250 yearly
income per family . . . are covered like a blanket
with KXO, with its 71.2% Crossley share of audience, (El Centro), leading other network stations
by wide margins. Influence of given newspapers
are sectional only.
YES, YOU EAT YOUR CAKE AND HAVE IT,
TOO ... BY COVERING THE RICH IMPERIAL
VALLEY WITH JUST ONE STATION . . .
KXO
El Centro, California
Page 72
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Paul H. Raymer Co., Nat'l Rep.

1950
1940
1949

SPOT
(Net)

$ 2,774,866
1,344,746
26,275

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-1 62-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-1
87-V2
(One
NBC-1 Time)
6O-V2

164,679
$ 885,765
17,983
703,103

Beer

NBC-171-1/2

$ 701,367

Blatz Beer

NBC-1
59-1/2
(Jan.-Sept.)

$ 596,934

Product
Blue Ribbon Beer

Miller High Life Beer ABC-183-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
Miller High Life Beer ABC-36-V2
(Jan.-May)
Petri Wine
ABC-61-25 min.
(Jan.-Jun.)
CBS-33-1V4
Hamm's Beer
(Sept. -Dec.)
ule on WCFL Chicago.
Stroh Brewing Co., Detroit, sponsored hockey broadcasts of Detroit
Red Wings over a number of Michigan stations. Agency was ZimmerKeller, Detroit. Acme Breweries,
San Francisco, used an intensive
campaign to introduce a new beer
through Foote, Cone & Belding,
San Francisco. Manischewitz Wine,
New York, used radio in a spot
campaign through Donahue & Coe
New York.
Falstaff Beer, St. Louis, spon-

Class

KXO

Our

NETWORK
(Gross)

6

1950

$ 261,543
162,480

1950 $ 6,013
1949 3,696
194C
1949
$ 766,092

$ 221,124
$ 137,931

99,063 137,931
$ 156,191 $ 101,943
$ 122,289
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING e
sored baseball schedules thi
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample,
York. West End Brewing
Utica, appointed Harry B. (
as advertising agency to plac
dio spots for 1951.
Brewers were
heavy for
user'r
transcribed
programs
Frederic W. Ziv Co. reported 1
sales of Bold Venture, feati
Lauren Bacall and Humphrey
gart, for 1951. Other leading
scribers reported brewers as ai
their top sponsors.

Build

in

during the last war and espec
WITH the preservation and conservation lessons of World War II during the depression of the 3(
still fresh in the minds of home and
"1950 saw all industries i
building owners, it would appear
new highs in sales. Paints,
that advertisers in Building Manishes and lacquers exceeded
terial category are finding radio
billion dollars of sales for
increasingly effective. That the fourth consecutive year. Ac
1950 spot and network gross in this tising and promotion played ar
classification ascended to the twoportant part in this. There sr
million dollar peak tends to bear
be no reduction on advertising
this out.
penditures. The cooperative ac
Johns-Manville, with a network
tising campaign of this indust:
gross of $1,238,573 during last continuing
at the same pac<
year, accounted for more than half
the total and continued its No. 1 during 1949 and 1950.
ranking in this category. Firm,
Trend to Radio
through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
"The marked trend toward l
placed Bill Henry, Neivs on 435
and television is indicated by
Mutual stations.
creasing
budgets for these m
The necessity for manufacturers,
to reach users of products. IV
distributors and retailers to conproducts that were taken ou
tinue aggressive selling is undersight and hearing due to curt;
scored by Joseph F. Battley, presadvertising budgets during W
ident of the National Paint, VarWar II have never regained 1
nish and Lacquer Assn., who stated
competitive advantages. That n
to Broadcasting • Telecasting:
ory should still be fresh and I
"There is a growing realization
sure
that progressive business
of the importance of product adverecutives will not make the s
tising in the present emergency.
The paint and other industries that
In the home building field, ci
have a continuous upward trend in
and
materials control are expe
sales figures must hold their marmistake."
to hold down unit production kets. The true saying 'it is better
to be oversold than to risk losing less than the 1950 record of
(Continued on page 7 A)
valuable ground' was well proven
BROADCASTING
• Telecast

pins

sales

more

... on your distribution map — gives you
coverage and penetration where coverage
and penetration count most — in one of the
nation's richest agricultural regions.

KFYR,

BISMARCK,

N. P.

In 1950, gross income for the average North Dakota
farm family was $9,000 new wealth to add to the tremendous buying power of a state which already shows
the nation's second highest retail sales increase for a ten
year period.

NORTH DAKOTA -- First
in flax production -- first in
spring wheat production -second in total wheatoutput.
NORTH DAKOTA -- Total gross farm income in
1950 -- $609,840,000.00.
Here's wealth that's responsive -- wealth that's being
spent daily to buy KFYR
advertised products.
NORTH DAKOTA - Everyone works . . . everyone
buys. More than 99% of
the state's employable population isworking.

KFYR is o radio "pioneer". More than 25 years of programming for our particular audience has built a seasoned
listener loyalty that pays off in increased sales for KFYR
advertisers. KFYR listeners believe what they hear — and
buy what they believe in. And remember -- where coverage
counts -- KFYR is heard in a larger area than any other
station in the nation.

NORTH
KFYR,
550

KC

5000

NBC

AFFILIATE

REP.
STING

• Telecasting

DAKOTA

BISMARCK

JOHN

WATTS

BLAIR
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Building from
FIXTURES
&
EQUIPMENT
MATERIALS,
BUILDING
6CLASS
page
(Continued
1950 $1,20, 85:
1950 $ 1 322,279 SPOT
NETWORK
»imon new ho.es and ap—.
Frank W. Cortright, executive vice
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
1940
240,632
president of the National Assn. of
Network
Home Builders, states that this reNo. of stations
duction Will have a direct influence Advertiser, pro9ram and agency
Product
Hours per Week
1950
1949
1940
nn advertising
ndvprtisinp- hnrifrets
of home
JOHNS-MANVILLE
CORP.
$ 1,238,573 $1,211,695
on
DuagetS OI
nome „Bin
Henry> News„
Building & Industrial MBS-435-25 min.
building firms.
While conceding J. Walter Thompson Co.
Products
that "we are definitely in a sellers
i i_ £ v.
■ _ i! m /~\
„,!,+.
market for housing," Mr. Cortright
nevertheless points out that the
more Stringent payment requirements of Regulation X may narrow the field of prospective home
buyers. This situation may prompt
according
for advertising,
a need
to
the NAHB
official.

benjamin moore & co.
"Your Home Beautiful"
Paints & Varnishes MBS-396-1/4
Sf.
Georges
&
Keyes
Inc
.
(Mar.-May)
a. o. smith corp.
Hot Water Heaters MB^-508-V2
"Christmas Carol"
Reynolds metals co.
"Futurity Trotting Race"
Building Materials ABC-62-1/4
(One Time)
Buchanan & Co. Inc.
SoUrce: Publishe« Information Bureau

Emphasis on Publicity
Mr. Cortright declared that the
home building industry is placing
more emphasis than ever on the
value of publicity, promotion and
advertising, adding:
"For example, the public relations department of the NAHB is

launching a transcribed radio program for use by local builders on
local radio stations. The format
will be of the news commentary
type and subject matter will consist
mainly of "Fifteen Minutes of the
Latest News About Housing." The
record will be open on both ends so

Class

Pepsi-Cola's 1951 totals will be
swelled by its new Phil Regan
show, 7-7:25 p.m. (EST), which
got underway last month on NBC
for 39 weeks.
At the end of 1950 Mars Inc. had
initiated its campaign to stress AM
by buying what is estimated as a
$1.5 million package of shows on
ABC. These include the Sunday
8:30-8:45 p.m. (EST) segment of
Stop The Music; Inner Sanctum,
Monday, 8-8:30 p.m. (EST); Can
(Continued on page 78)
Page 74
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68,243

$

10,919

$

$ 70,080 $35,280

4,544
• TELECASTING estim,

'BROADCASTING

that the local sponsor can provide
his own message locally. Tentative
plans call for the record to be cut
at the studios of NBC in Washington once a week, with copies to be
air mailed to participating sponsors.
The Fred Eldean Organization,

New York, will originate publicr
materialheadquarters
which the NAHB's
Was'
ington
will distribu
through national channels and tl
166 affiliated local home builde.
associations which maintain tl
National Assn. of Home Builder

ection

arj

7

CONFECTIONARY & Soft Drinks
during 1950 maintained its $6 million gross billings for network time
with a total of $6,147,725, less than
one percent under 1949. Leading
advertiser was William Wrigley Jr.
Co., which expended $2.2 million
for six CBS network shows, while
the $1.7 million gross of Coca-Cola
Co. ranked second.
Varied dramatic shows were
used by Wrigley, while Coca-Cola's
shows were in the musical and variety category. Pepsi-Cola Co. and
General Candy Corp., the two next
highest sponsors, put their budgets
into detective mystery programming. Peter Paul Inc. concentrated its budget on network news
shows.
Purchases Not Listed
Not listed in the accompanying
table are purchases of Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. Ltd., Toronto, sponsoring the transcribed half-hour
Cisco Kid on 30 Canadian stations,
and the placement of Life With
Luigi on an additional 23 TransCanada Network stations.

$

CLASS 7.

CONFECTIONARY & SOFT DRINKS

LEADING NETWORK

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
WILLIAM WRIGLEY JR. CO.
"Gene
Show"lnc.&
RuthrauffAutry
& Ryan
(Eff. Jul.Meyerhoff
1-22) "Pursuit"
Arthur
& Co.
"Life With Luigi"&
(Eff. Jun.Meyerhoff
20- Aug. &15)Co."Romance"
Arthur
"Broadway is My Beat"
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.
"Cloud Nine"
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.
"Adventures
of Philip
Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co.Marlowe"
"Yours
Truly,
Johnny
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.Dollar"
COCA-COLA CO.
"Charlie McCarthy Program" &
(Eff. June.-Sept.) "Pause That
Refreshes
the Inc.
Air"
D'Arcy Adv.on Co.
"Refreshment
Time
D'Arcy Adv. Co. Inc.with Morton Downey"
"Songs
by Morton
D'Arcy Adv.
Co. Inc.Downey"
PEPSI-COLA CO.
"David
The BiowHarding
Co. — Counterspy"
GENERAL CANDY CORP.
(Williamson Candy Co. of III.)
"True
Aubrey,Detective
Moore &Mysteries"
Wallace Inc.
MARS INC.
"Curtain
Grant Adv.Time"
Inc.
"Stop the Music"
"FalstafF's Fables"
Leo Burnett Inc.
PETER PAUL INC.
"EdwardInc.R. Murrow, News"
Maxon
"Bob Garred,
Maxon
Inc. News"
"Bob
Garred,
News"& Staff Inc.
Brisacher, Wheeler
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Chewing Gum

Spearmint Chewing
Gum

Coca-Cola

1950

1950
1949
1940

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-1 72-1/2
CBS-1 74-1/2
CBS-1 69-V2
(July Only)
CBS-1 68-V2
(July Only)
CBS-1 69-V2
(Jun. -Aug.)
CBS-1
69-1/2
(Jun.-Aug.)

SPOT
(Net)

1949

1950

1949
903,333
903,333

925,605
$ 2,248,122

2,800,00C
$ 3,245,00^
1940
$1,368,2:

901,806
82,270
52,497
140,952
139,992

CBS-1 89/CBC-V2

CBS-1 8O-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
NBC- 147-3/4
(Jan.-Jul.)
Pepsi-Cola & Everess ABC-283-1
(Jan. -Jun.)

251,667
1,549,542

1,055,969
$ 1,738,042

$ 44,5

115,367
566,706

762,598

$ 928,164

$ 1,438,870

$ 550,484

$ 402,016

NBC-144-1/2
ABC-1 72-1/4
(One Time) min.
ABC-221-25

$ 205,311
389,560

813,501
$ 1,541,411

CBS-17-3/4
ABC-I8-IV4
(Aug.-Dec.)
(Feb.-Aug.)
CBS-1 2-1 1/4
(Jan.-Feb.)

31,878
$ 109,196

Candy
Oh Henry Candy Bars MBS-51 2-1/2

Milky Way Candy
Candy
Bars

6,147,725
6,253,333
2,910,415

$ 165,2

$ 544,7

5,509
178,740

63,898
13,420
♦BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

$ 114,256
$ 42,5
TELECASTING estime
• Telecastin;

AT

HOME

OR

AWAY,

THEY

NEVER

LEAVE

. . .

Ninety per cent of the people who make their homes there,
never leave WCAU's coverage area when they go on summer
vacation. Why? Because all of the convenient seashore, lake
and mountain resorts are located within the 53 counties which
comprise WCAUSA*. Naturally, when they go on vacation,
people take WCAU along with them.
If there's any doubt, take a look at WCAU daytime ratings. They're just as high during the summer as they are
throughout the rest of the year. And this summer you can look
to WCAU for even bigger audiences, because a full-scale, 13week summer promotion with the 13 big resort areas within
WCAUSA will make your vacation listeners more WCAU
conscious than ever.

WCAU

It's not good business to lose contact with your customers
— right when they're in that summer buying mood. Experienced advertisers join them on their vacation — via WCAU.
This summer, you can do it, too, because . . .
"AT HOME

OR AWAY,

THEY

NEVER

LEAVE

The Philadelphia Bulletin Stations
CBS affiliate
Represented by Radio Sales

WCAUSA'

■'10-100% B31B Coverage. Other supporting facts available on request.

IOADCASTING

• Telecasting
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ANOTHER

SMASHING
o
o
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o
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mmM

WDSU
KOLN
WCVS
KOH
WTOC
KBRO
WFBR

o
o
,OAT JAMBOREE"
o
Starring Cap'n Lanny Ross
o
New Orleans, La. L. Read, Com'l. Mgr.
Lincoln, Neb. J. R. Joynt, Gen. Mgr.
o
Springfield, III. C. W. Neeld, Mgr.
o
Reno, Nev. Hewitt Kees, Mgr.
G
Savannah, Ga. D. J. Bruce, Prog. Dir.
Bremerton, Wash. Bob Gleason, Prog. Dir.
o
Baltimore, Md. W. Dothard, Loc. Sales Dir.
o
and many more WORLD- Affiliates I o
CO
• ooooooe
0

KCRA
KENM
KMYR
WAZF

HAYMES

SHOW"

Sacramento,
John Dupell,
I
Portales, N. M.Cat.James
Deveny, Com'l.
Mgr.
Denver, Colo. Gene Amole, Prog. Dir.
Yazoo City, Miss. Guy Corley, Mgr.

WBML
Ga. Walter
Com'l.Prog.
M§
WCHV Macon,
Charlottesville,
Va. R.Graham,
Sketchley,
WCAX Burlington, Vt. John D. Swan, Mgr.
. . . and many more WORLD-Affiliatt
o o o o o o O O O 9 O O

brings

ORLD

hUK

"DICK

you

an

W

WORLD-Affiliates!

T

Starring m «
w
brilliant ne

TIME
KBKR
KIXL
KOTA
WAGF
WBUD

SIGNAL

JINGLES

Baker, Ore. Kenneth Holden, Prog. Dir.
Dallas, Tex. Charles Payne, Prog. Dir.
Rapid Gty, S. D. Robert J. Dean, Pres.
Dothan,
Ala.Pa.Fred
C. Moseley,
Morrisville,
Frederick
Walker,Com'l.
Prod.Mgr.
Dir.

oments for treea

^

^

^

r,ves

the j
n
i
houts
s
rougs
Bu
m the
eedo
fr
r
ROBERT
MONTGOMERY,
outsra
<o
r
Ou
literat
is u,e
one ofand
the mostseesue
and throughout .he «J- o • ;nmen(,American,
m
personal
i
ties
in
the
enterta
inment
esse
exprStar
of dover 42 top-rated movies,
also
radio and TV's
actors one
and ofcommentators.
Di rectog
ot 9
producer of outstanding merit,
of great men
Montgomery is indeed o great at
to the WORLD parade of stars

GIFT OCCASION
JINGLES
Burlington, N. C. John C. Hanner, Gen. Mgr.
New Port, Ore. Joe Kortman, Com'l. Mgr.
New Brunswick, N. J. Robert Bell, Com'l. Mgr.
FM Aurora, III. Robert Oilier, Gen. Mgr.
Oshkosh, Wise. George Greeley, Mgr.
Hagerstown, Md. W. H. Paulsgrove, Sta. Mgr.
Columbia, Miss. C. Newman, Jr., Ass't. Mgr.
and many more WORLD- Affiliates!

is

m

"Freedo

WCOM Porkersburg, W. Va. R. Cotterman, Gen. Mgr.
WCTW New Castle, Ind. Edwin Ogborne, Sta. Mgr.
. . . and many more WORLD- Affiliates!

JS
KNPT
WCTC
WBNU
WOSH
WJEJ
WCJU

series

KRRV Sherman, Tex. Tom E. Spellman, Prog. Dir.

O
O

WTIK Durham, N. C. Tom Mitchel, Com'l. Mgr.
KPRK Livingston, Mont. P. B. McAdam, Gen. Mgr.
WVJS Owensboro, Ky. J. Rutledge, Ass t. Gen. Mgr.
KYAK Yakima, Wash. Gordon Allen, Com'l. Mgr.
WTXL W. Springfield, Mass. L. A. Reilly, Gen. Mgr.
WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind. Calo Mahlock, Prog. Dir.
. . . and many more WORLD- Affiliates I

TIME-BUYERS! ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES!
Your WORLD-Affiliate station is your
best bet for top quality shows locally.
Check your WORLD station for the new
Robert Montgomery show, "Steamboat
Jamboree,"
the "Dick
Haymes
Show,"
"Forward America"
and the
"Lyn Murray
Show." WORLD Commercial Jingles, another WBS special feature, include time
and weather attention-getters and all manner of arresting sponsor-identifications fol
jewelers,niturefurriers,
automobile
furstores, apparel
shops dealers,
and many
more.
WORLD STATIONS HAVE THE SHOWS,
THE RATINGS, THE KNOW-HOW!

$010!
FORWARD AMERICA"
Starring Walter Houston
Springfield, Mo. G. Pearson Ward, Mgr.
Roanoke, Va. John Harkrader, Com'l. Mgr.
; Miami, Fla. Harry Camp, Prom. Dir.
Kingsport, Tenn. Paul L. Overbay, Prog. Dir.
i Albany, N. Y. Leo Rosen, Com'l. Mgr.
Billings, Mont. Edward Yocum, Com'l. Mgr.
Oklahoma City, Okla. Rex Lester, Gen. Mgr.

O
o

"LYN

MURRAY

SHOW

HOMEMAKER

o
KEIO
KGLU
WIRE
KFBI
KRMD
WSIC
WCSS

WJBF Augusta, Ga. Steve Manderson, Com'l. Mgr.
KODI Cody, Wyo. Mary Jean LeClere, Com'l. Mgr.
WWON Woonsocket, R. I. Gene Rousseau, Prod. Dir.
WZIP Covington, Ky. Lloyd Baldwin, Sta. Mgr.
WMBR Jacksonville, Fla. R. Van Duzer, Prog. Dir.
WBBC Flint, Mich. W. Eldon Garner, Gen. Mgr.
KUTA Salt Lake City, Ut. John Schile, Com'l. Mgr.
. . . and many more WORLD- Affiliates!

Pocatello,Ariz.
Id. J.Lester
H. Schoonover,
Com'l.Dir.Mgr.
Safford,
McBride, Prog.
Indianapolis,
C. Park, Com'l.
Wichita,
Kan. Ind.
HaleD.Bondurant,
Gen. Mgr.
Mgr.
Shreveport, La. Glenn Wilson, Mgr.
Statesville, N. C. C. D. Melton, Com'l. Mgr.
Amsterdam, N. Y. Ray Cheney, Prog. Dir.

HARMONIES"

o

o

una* many more WQRl"

ooooo^

t

a
gre

new

- ~>oo

*

star..

COMMERCIAL
WOCB
KABC
WASK
WREN
FM
KP
BB
WA

eased!
You'll bebeplpr
oud!
You'll
rin
ra
be
You'll

JINGLES

W. Yarmouth, Mass. D. J. Shurtleff, Sta.
San Antonio, Tex. Bill Michaels, Sta. Mgr.
Lafayette, Ind. A. E. Morehouse, Prod. Dir.
Topeka, Kans. Max Falkenstein, Prog. Mgr.
Utica,
N. Y.Ore.N. S.W.M.Cook,
Portland,
Goard,Com'l.
Pres. Mgr.
Mobile, Ala. Dewey H. Long, Gen. Mgr.
and many more WORLD-AffiliaH

Q
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* music
* drmm

FEATURE PROGRAM
SIGNATURES

mini
c.ion show
oncalthisdi.egreat
Auditi
Musi
at the N. IA.D B.ROConven
St tion
AV
Room D501, Hotel Stevens!

TV Chicago, III. H. Dennewick, Com'l. Mgr.
Pittsburgh, Pa. John Leban, Prod. Dir.
Nashua, N. H. Paul Keefe, Prog. Dir.
Charleston, S. C. Roland Weeks, Com'l. Mgr.
Montgomery, Ala. F. Monteleone, Prog. Dir.
Olympia, Wash. E. J. Holmberg, Prog. Dir.
Frederick, Okla. J. D. Jones, Jr., Com'l. Mgr.

SERVICE
PROGRAM
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York
O

BX

I
1W

Confectionary
(Continued from page 7U)
You Top This?, Tuesday, 8-8:30
p.m. (EST), and Bob Barkley,
American Agent, Wednesday, 88:30 p.m. (EST).
Spot plans for 1951 are being set
by several firms including Duke
Chewing Gum, Bradford, Pa.,
which through Gregory & House,
Cleveland, plans an introductory
radio spot schedule; and Foremost
Dairies, Jacksonville, Fla., which
March 12 started a spot announcement campaign in about 30 markets through Fletcher D. Richards,
New York.
Grapette Budget
Though type of placement has
not been specified Grapette Co.,
Camden, Ark., this past winter
named Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
Chicago, to handle advertising for
its soft drink during 1951, with
an estimated yearly budget of $1.5
million.
In addition to the leading advertisers in the accompanying table,
PIB lists other network expenditures as follows:
Brock Candy Co., Chattanooga,
$43,875 (CBS); Green Spot Inc.,
Los Angeles, $103,226 (ABC);
M&M Ltd., Newark, $23,900 (CBS),
and Planters Nut & Chocolate Co.,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., $13,156 (CBS).

Cla ss

CLASS 8.

Con

CONSUMER

sumer

oervice

SERVICES

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
"TheW. Telephone
N.
Ayer & SonHour"
ELECTRIC COMPANIES ADVERTISING
PROGRAM
"Meet Corliss Archer"
N. W. Ayer & Son
U. S. GOVERNMENT
"Game of the Week"
Grant Adv. Inc.
"Mindy
Carson
Sings"
Grant Adv.
Inc.
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.
"Chet Huntley,
LeVally
Inc. News"
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO.
"Bekins
Hollywood
Brooks Adv.
Agency Music Hall"
NATIONAL ASSN. of MANUFACTURERS
"Industry
Mobilizes"
Benton & Bowles
Inc.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
INSOFAR as network gross billings in the consumer services category were concerned, 1950 saw the
American Tel. & Tel. Co., sponsor
of The Telephone Hour on 155
NBC stations, repeat its 1949 leadership with expenditure of $851,-

Product

1950 $1,896,271
1949 1,938,031
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

Institutional

NBC-155-1/2

NETWORK
(Gross)

Institutional

SPOT
(Net)
1950
$ 851,466

$ 845,556

$ 765,225

$ 734,538

$ 113,583
15,375
98,208

67,021
$ 194,121

CBS-1 67-V2

Army)
U.
S. Air Force
ROTC Training
Course
(Dept. of

ABC-72-var. times
(Sept.-Nov.)
NBC-161-%
(Aug.-Sept.)

loans

CBS-1 2-3/4

1950 $2,644.0!
1949
1,344,01 1
1940
1949

$ 69,744

All Products
Institutional

CBS-1 3-1/2
ABC-280-V2
(One Time)

466. Again holding second place
with a total of $765,225 during last
year was Electric Companies Advertising program, which presented
Meet Corliss Archer on 167 CBS
outlets.
Third ranking 1950 advertiser in

67,800

$ 66,324
$ 66,750

17,850

$ 17,482

* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estin
this classification, the U. S. G< {
ernment, can well be expected tovl
least hold its position judging fr<l|[
the recruiting, bond and like ra< j
programs that have been on the :
during the first quarter of tl|

year.
Class

9

DRUGS and remedies radio to all
appearances took some of its vitamin announcements to heart during
1950. For this category, which
suffered a $1.5 million relapse in
network gross billings during 1949
as compared to 1948, not only made
up the lost ground in 1950 but
jumped
$3.4of million
to a new record gross
$24,433,274.

* NATIONAL

ACCOUNTS

CURRENTLY

USING

Johnstown's Best Radio Buy
THE JOE CAVANAUGH
SHOW
Weekday Mornings Seven - 'til - nine

WARDlWVAM
JOHNSTOWN
Represented by Weed
Page 78
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and Company

N A

D
Mutual outlets ($89,729). Bo
Pyridium shows were between Ja ;
uary and April. Rhodes Pharm
cal Co., Cleveland, sponsored G
briel Heatter, News on 33 Mutu;
stations in the Sunday 9:30 p.i
slot ($69,172), and Mr. Heatt
again on Tuesday night, 7 :30 p.i
on 222 Mutual outlets ($463,92£
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie, in ear
1950 used a quarter-hour of ABC
Stop The Music on 194 static

Dominating the drug and remedies category was Miles Labs Inc.
with a $7,892,701 expenditure for
($111,768).
Additionally,
Mr. Heattei
ra
nine network shows, and Sterling
MBS quarter-hour
Drug Co. which hiked its figure to Thursday
7:30 p.m. last month was sold •
$7,591,040 for 11 shows.
Vitamin Corp. of America for R
butol.
Network Shows
Other network users in this
Spot activity of the past wint
and spring has been highlighted 1
group not shown in the accomBlock Drug Co., New York, whic
panying table include:
used one-minute spots in 13 ma
Dolcin Corp., New York, spon(Continued on page SO)
sored The Human Side of the
News on 87 ABC stations ($84,957). Luden's Inc., Reading, Pa.,
BASEBAU
bought a quarter-hour of the
SOUND EFFECT!
Frank Sinatra Show on 149 CBS
RECORDS
stations ($42,888), as well as quarter-hour participations in the CBS
5 D/F SPEEDY-Q DISC
(COVER ALL REQUIREMEN
Sing It Again on 140 outlets ($167,used
Newark,
Co.,
Mennen
448).
*10«or$2.ea.
Order C.OJ>. Today While Supply las
Bob Garred, News on 16 CBS stations ($73,476). Pyridium Corp.,
Charles Michelson, In
N. Y., bought The Falcon
Yonkers,
on 322 Mutual stations ($123,058),
23 WEST 47th ST., N. Y. 1 9 PI 7-0695
along with True or False on 361
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

OU

MIGHT

83

A

TROUT

FLY

FEET

UT.

.

.

OU

NEED

HE

FETZER

0

CAST

STATIONS

LAND

ALAMAZOO-GRAND
Whether

RAPSDS!

you use radio or television — or both —

here's proof that the Fetzer stations are Western
Michigan's best advertising value.

WKZO-TV

WKZO-WJEF are a topnotch CBS combination.
Month after month, each gets top Hoopers in its

for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. The WKZO-TV
picture comes in bright and clear on more than
100,000 receivers within the .1 MV line. This

home

city, and BMB

figures prove outstanding

coverage of adjacent rural areas. (WKZO-WJEF' s
unduplicated BMB Audience is up 46.7% over
1946 in the daytime — up 52.8% at night!) Yet
WKZO-WJEF cost 20% less than the next-best
two-station choice in Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids!

is Channel 3, official Basic CBS Outlet

multiple-market area includes five Western Michigan and Northern Indiana cities, representing a
buying income
lion dollars!

of more

than one and a half bil-

Write direct or ask Avery-Knodel,
the facts today!

Inc., for all

* Dick Miller of Huntington Beach, California, holds this world's record.

WKZO-TV
ww
iv aw■ w
IM WESTERN MICHIGAN

WJEF
in GRAND RAPIDS

AND

WKZO
IN KALAMAZOO
GREATER
and
AND NORTHERN INDIANA
kent COUNTY
WESTERN MICHIGAN
1
(CBS*
■
■
(CBS)
ALL
THREE
OWNED
AND
OPERATED
BY
FETZER

AVERY-KNODEL,

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

(Continued from page 78)
kets; Chattanooga Medicine Co.,
Chattanooga, announcements in selected markets; Grove Labs, St.
Louis, "blanketing the nation" during the cold season with commercials for Four-Way cold tablets;
Pharmaco Inc., Newark, use of a
32-week spot drive; Bristol-Myers,
New York, scattered spots for Resistab; The SSS Co. Inc., Atlanta,
expanded spot coverage in 50 markets in the South for SSS Tonic;
Lydia Pinkham, Lynn, Mass., early
spring placements; Norwich Pharmacal Co., for Pepto-Bismol, startparticipations in women's show
in 45ingmarkets.
Hadacol Uses Radio
LeBlanc Corp., Lafayette, La.
(Hadacol), currently is writing one
of the more fabulous success stories in radio with placements of an
estimated $200,000 monthly on 900
stations in 24 states, mostly in
spots. The company hopes to be
using 2,100 stations eventually
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 5].
Other sizeable business not
shown is the placement of Rhodes
Pharmacal Co. (see network gross
above) of the transcribed Story of
of Dr. Kildare on 150 stations, commencing last fall, at an estimated
cost of $1 million; and purchase by
Peoples Drug Stores, Washington,
D. C, and surrounding states, of 24
daily newscasts, Monday through
Saturday, and five broadcasts Sunday on WWDC Washington.

DENVER'S ROLE
Radio Joins Civil Defense
RADIO

NEWS editors and engineers are cooperating fully with
civil defense officials in Denver, to
chart radio's role in the event of
emergency, working through two
groups comprising membership of
the city's six commercial stations.
Heading the editors' and engineers' groups are Dick Leonard,
KMYR, and Harvey E. Wehrman,
KLZ, respectively, who are mapping plans along with George B.
Berger, civil defense director, and
Charles J. McCallister, communications chief. Representatives of
these and other stations — KFEL
KTLN KOA and KVOD— met last
month to discuss radio emergency
operation.
Mr. Berger told station representatives that the industry's main
role will be to disseminate public
information now, maintain a warning and information service prior
to any bombing attack, and air
emergency information in the event
of air attack. Engineers will survey present emergency equipment
and draw up specific recommendations for its use in connection with
the air raid warning system.
Page 80
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CLASS 9.

DRUGS & REMEDIES

LEADING NETWORK

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

Product

Advertiser, program and agency
MILES LABS INC.
"HilltopAdv.
House"
Wade
Agency
"Queen
for
a Day"
Wade Adv. Agency
"Curt
Massey
Time"
Wade Adv. Agency
"Fred
Beck"
Wade Adv. Agency
"Quiz
Kids" Agency
Wade Adv.
"News
of theAgency
World"
Wade Adv.

Alka-Seltzer,
Tabcin
Alka-Seltzer
Alka-Seltzer
& OneA-Day Vitamins
Alka-Seltzer & OneA-Day Vitamins

"Edwin Adv.
C. Hill"
Wade
Agency
"Ladies
Fair"Agency
Wade Adv.
"One
Man's
Family"
Wade Adv. Agency

Alka-Seltzer, One-ADay Vitamins,
Antihistamine Products
Tabcin, Others
Tabcin,
Others Alka-Seltzer,

STERLING DRUG CO.
"Mr. Chameleon"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"American Album of Familiar Music"
Dancer-Fitzgera Id-Sample
"Young
Widder Brown"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"American
Album of Familiar Music"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Bride & Groom"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"My True Story"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Backstage Wife"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Sing
it Again"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"John B. Kennedy"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Mystery
Theatre"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Stella Dallas"
Dancer-Fitzgera Id-Sample
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP.
(Whitehall Pharmacal Co.)
"Just Plain Bill"
John F. Murray Adv.
"The Big Show"
John F. Murray Adv.
"Duffy's Tavern"
John F. Murray Adv.
"Man Called X"
John F. Murray Adv.
"NBC Symphony"
John F. Murray Adv.
"Screen
DirectorsAdv.Playhouse"
John F. Murray
"Our Gal Sunday"
Earl Bothwell Inc. & John F. Murray Adv.
"Hollywood
Star Theatre"
Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles Inc.
"Mr.
Keen,
Tracer
Persons"
John F. Murray Adv.of &LostDuane
Jones Co. Inc.
"Harry
BabbittCo.Show"
Duane Jones
Inc.
SERUTAN CO.
"Victor H. Lindlahr" & (Eff. Jul.-Sept.)
"John B. Kennedy"
Roy S. Durstine Inc.
"Edwin C. Hill"
Roy S. Durstine Inc.
"John B. Kennedy"
Roy S. Durstine Inc.
EMERSON DRUG CO.
"Inner
BBDO Sanctum"
LEWIS-HOWE CO.
"Fanny Brice-Baby Snooks" & (Eff.
May-Oct.) "Starlight Concert"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
v Includes Toilet Goods

Bayer Aspirin,
Phillips Milk of
Magnesia
Bayer Aspirin
Bayer Aspirin,
Phillips Milk of
Magnesia
Bayer Aspirin,
Phillips Milk of
Toothpowder.Dr. Lyon's
Magnesia,
Drug Products
Haley's M-O, Energine,
Dr.
Lyon'sOthers
Toothpowder,
Ironized
Yeast,
Double Danderine,
Others
Molle Shave Cream
Phillips Milk of
Magnesia, Bayer
Aspirin
Phillips Milk of
Magnesia Yeast,
& Tablets,
Ironized
Astring-O-Sol,
Others
Anacin

Anacin, Kolynos,
Anacin, Kolynos,
Kriptin
All Products
Serutan, Nutrex,
Others

1950 $24,433,274
1949 21,054,786
1940 26,368,8781
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

SPOT
(Net)

12,096,000
$11,557,05::
1940

1950

CBS-137-1V4

$ 1,018,620
7,892,701
874,331

MBS-438-1 1/4
CBS-141-1V4
(Jan.-Oct.)
CBS-12-1V4
/Jan.-Jun.)
NBC-I6I-V2
NBC-149-1V2
(Jan.-Jun.)
NBC-143-1
(Jan.-Jun.)
NBC-1
52-1 1/4
(Jul. -Dec.)
ABC-71-3/4
(Jan.-Jun.)

1,096,925
53,880
413,580
776,927
488,383
1,018,090
312,385

1949
970,279
$ 6,540,431

$ 1,393,3?

1,315,709
1,103,251
113,644
497,792
1,555,032
984,724
497,792

476,253

MBS-442-3/4
(Feb.-Sept.)
NBC-1
49-1 1/4
(Feb.-Dec.)

1,363,327

CBS-1 53-1/2
NBC-154-1/2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug. -Nov.)
NBC-1 47-1 1/4
ABC-21 3-V2
(Nov. -Dec.)
ABC-230-2 hrs. 5 min.
(Jan.-Jun.)
ABC-213-2 hrs. 5 min.
NBC-147-1V4

713,249
$ 7,591,040

7,117,035
669,979

644,757
924,529

732,677
868,884

94,692
820,364

2,050,382
242,528

1,336,199
924,529

CBS-1 41 -1/2
Oct.-Dec.)
(Mar.-Jul.;
ABC-21 2-25 min.
(Sept. -Dec!
CBS-1
52/CBC-V2

362,821

NBC-1 47-1 1/4

924,529

872,226

$ 3,197,388
846,319
41,686

$ 2,267,857
776,270

NBC-II8-IV4
NBC-1 66-V2
(Nov.-Dec.)
NBC-1
66- V2
(Nov.-Dec.)
NBC-1 66-V2
(Nov.-Dec.)
NBC-1 66-1/2
(Nov.
NBC-1 Dec.)
66-V2
(Nov.-Dec.)
CBS-1 60-1 1/4
NBC-1 29-1/2
(Jan. -Apr.)
CBS-1 57-1/2

$ 5,875,82

67,475
777,896

764,945

$ 2,821,7;

37,054
37,054
37,054
37,054
1,081,855
200,733
864,231

CBS-IO-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)

856,480
616,509

14,348
$ 1,018,001
733,059

ABC-1 48-1 1/4
ABC-153-25 min.

71,139
213,803

Bromo-Seltzer

(Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-1
58-1 1/4
(Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-1 6O-V2

$ 883,584

S 873,033

Turns

NBC-1 67/CBC-V2

$ 839,025

$ 810,600

$$ 957.S!
104,'
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WHDH!
There's no summer hiatus oa
WHDH ... no summer
slump in selling power.
Because WHDH gives you a
big corner on the freespending, Boston out-of-home
audience. Don't let your
summer market melt away . . .
put it on ice . . . with WHDH

BOSTON

Out-of-Home LISTENING
JULY - AUGUST 1950
MONDAY
WHDH 1st
thru FRIDAY
(or tied for first)
1stN
WHDH 79
of all rated
Vi hours

WHDH

1st
73%

of all rated
Vi hours
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of all rated
Vi hours

WHDH 1st
83%
(or tied for first)
of all rated
Vi hours

you
Reach
602,496
more
per day
prospects
in them/vWHDH
0.5
contour area
during the
July-August
period than
during the
other ten
months of
the year.

, the

Boston

ne^tes%

for Summer
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BOSTON • 50,000 WATTS
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company
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Proof of WLS ability to consistently sell can be found in the impressive
list of 1951 WLS advertisers, listed here, who have used the station for
at least five years. Below are listed some of these important accounts who have
uncovered the secret of thorough Midwest market penetration. Their loyalty to WLS,
like the station's listener loyalty, is based on belief, acceptance and confidence in the station
its programs, personnel and power.

890 KILOCYCLES. 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK
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A station's effectiveness can be judged by its ability to create desire and
prompt action for the products of advertisers using its facilities. The listings
below typify advertiser confidence in WLS. There are other signs, too ... a million
letters every year for 2 1 years ... an account who has received nearly a million and a half
box tops through WLS advertising . . . talent who, through association with WLS, played in
personal appearances before over a million people in 1950! So, when thinking of the Midwest Market
. . . remember WLS with its proven ability to turn listeners into customers

CLEAR

CHANNEL

Home

of the NATIONAL

Barn

Dane

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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Class

CLASS

* Entertainment

& AMUSEMENTS
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
If you want to win
the ear of Box-Top-Betty

Or the ear
of glamour-buyin' Susie Q

10.

10;

ENTERTAINMENT

Advertiser, program and agency
SHIPSTAD AND JOHNSON
"Ice Follies of 1951"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

DUE to the nature of the potential advertisers within the Entertainment & Amusements category,
national network gross billings
have been negligible. Ice shows,
carnivals, circuses and other traveling attractions have always confined their use of radio to local,
short-term placements in the towns
and areas wherein they are scheduled to appear.

Class
For ears both young and old . .
In a market good as gold

Tell Katz to
put WOOD to work for you!
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
most ears are WOODpecked
• WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audience
• Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market largGives you lowest cost
per thousand
• Gives you best local
programming and promotion
• Is Greater Grand Rapstationids' only 5000 watt
For the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
5000 WATTS •• NBC AFFILIATE
Also WFDF — Flint, Mich., WEOA — Evansville,
Ind. WFBM — Indianapolis, Ind.
National Representatives
Katz Agency, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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Network
No. of per
Stations
Hours
Week
MBS-47-V2
(One Time)

SPOT 1950 $2,043,15
(Net)
1949 2,352,00(
$5,619
9,246
1950

❖
General Foods, Campbell Soup Co.
and Swift & Co. Their increased
spending in 1950, except for Swift,
over the previous year helped push
total billings in the year to $44,861,425.
Of the leading foursome, two advertisers, General Mills and General
Foods,
each placed
in radio's
till over $7 million.
General
Mills
expended $7,820,752 as compared
to $6,742,004 of the previous year;
General Foods, $7,277,960 as compared to $7,213,336.
Also running high in the first six

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
Product
GENERAL MILLS INC.
All Products
"All
Star Football
Knox-Reeves
Inc. Game"
"Today's
Children"
Bisquick, Crustquick
Knox-Reeves
Inc.
Bisquick, Crustquick,
"Live
Like
a
Millionaire"
Wheaties
Knox-Reeves Inc.
Gold
Medal Flour
"Cal
Tinney's On"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Others Flour, Cake
Cereals,
"Breakfast
Club"
Mixes
Tatham-Laird Inc
Cheerios, Kix,
"Lone Ranger"
Others
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Flours & Cereals
"Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air"
& (Eff. Mar., Fri. Only) "Meet Your
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample
General Mills
Neighbor"
"Live
Like a Millionaire"
Products
Knox-Reeves
Inc.
Gold
Medal Flour,
Kix
"Light
of
the
World"
Others
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Today in Hollywood"
Red Band Flour
"Cal Tinney"
Knox-Reeves Inc.
Waffle
Flour, &
Sperry Pancake
"Sam
Hayes" Inc.
Knox-Reeves
Wheathearts
Sperry Pancake
Waffle
Flour, &
"Sam Hayes"
Wheaties

1950 $44,861,425
1949 45,312,432
1940 $25,716,566
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
MBS-460-var. time
(One Time)
NBC-74-1V4
$
(Jan.-Jun.)
NBC-78-2V2
ABC-41-1V4
(Jul.-Dec.)
ABC-258-1V4
(Sept. -Dec.)
ABC-139-1V2
ABC-201-1
40 min.
NBC-74-2V2
(June Only)
NBC-74-1V4
(Jan.-Jun.) min.
ABC-23-25
NBC-U-IV4
(Jun.-Dec.)
NBC-8-IV4
(Sept.-Dec.)
(Jan.-Feb.)
NBC-8-1

1940

business has been placed by motic I
picture producers to herald comin !
attractions. Among those reports
are Columbia Pictures Corp., Sar
Goldwyn Productions, Loews Inc.
Paramount Pictures Corp., RK
Radio Pictures Inc., Republic Pit j
tures Corp., Twentieth Centur;
Fox Film Corp.,; United Artisl
Corp., Warner Bros. Pictures In !
All are New York.
V

❖

❖

Food

network placements, as shown i
the accompanying table, wer
Pillsbury Mills Inc. and Quake
Oats Co.
Pillsbury Mills, which had begu
its expansion of radio use in 194$
hit high gear in 1950, continuin
sponsorship of Fun To Be Younf,
half-hour broadcast J a n u a r
through May at a $11,676 cost o:
12 CBS stations; placing Gran
Central Station (Pillsbury Best) oi
154 CBS stations ($423,735); 15
minutes daily of Arthur Godfre;
(Continued on page 88)

FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS
NETWORK
(Gross)

1949

$* BROADCASTING
5,619
S •5,340
TELECASTING estimc

Shipstad & Johnston, producer
of "Ice Follies of 1951," is the lone
network user as in past years.
However, in addition to network,
this producer has worked out
an interesting cooperative formula
with local arenas and local sponsors for radio and television participations on local scale [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26].
Limited amounts of local spot

11

FOOD is the greatest item in the
average family budget. It is also
the biggest item in radio budgets,
wherein the advertiser pays the
least to get his sales message across
to the most homes.
In the joust for first place in the
network food classification, General
Foods Corp., which had top spot the
year before, traded places with
General Mills Inc., which had been
second.
The Big Four food advertisers,
topping above all other sponsors in
the category, were General Mills,
CLASS 11.

Product
Institutional

1950
1949

SPOT 1950 $19,849,841
(Net) 1949 23,632,000
1950

1949
1940

29,614
7,820,752
308,268
753,030
30,431
1,060,986
1,791,734
1,252,285
113,460
308,268
20,781
17,700
60,630
28,560

$6,742,004
246,056

$ 3,139,65:

1,036,808
1,790,586
1,197,989
724,206

11,872

(Continued on page 88)
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Yes,

indeed,

5
Right, that is, if you predicted, as so many radio, TV,
you

and advertising people in New York did predict, that TV
would not affect the growth of wqxr.

certainly

You were right because you know that nothing takes
the place of good music.
That's why, in 1950, wqxr ratings went up:
Daytime

were

Nighttime

(7 AM to 6 PM) 18%
(6 PM to midnight) 12%

Good music sells New York. Good music to New Yorkers
means wqxr. That's why, in 1950, wqxr's business grew with
its audience to reach an all-time peak. Right now,
the smartest thing you can do to boost your business in
New York is to buy wqxr.

WQXR
AM and FM
The Radio Stations of The New York Times
229 West 43rd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

Here's proof that "nothing takes the place of good music'
In 1950, WQXR's consistent programming of "the best in
music" brought it more listeners than it had ever had.
Look at this record. We took the 68 quarter-hours between
7 AM and midnight and compared their 1950 average
ratings Monday through Friday with their 1949 ratings.
Of these 68 quarter-hour periods:*
16 periods went up 25% to 100%
21 periods went up 15% to 24%
26 periods went up 8% to 14%
5 periods were unchanged
No periods went down.
*Source: Pulse, Monday through Friday averages, 12 months, 1950 and 1949.

I

AP

sells..

"We were the first station to apply for AP
membership, and proudly
acknowledge the importance of AP service in the
preparing of KSD newsGeorge M. Burbach
Gen'/Louis,
Mg'rMo.KSD
costs."St.

/APsells^.

"AP newscasts bring conRoger
tinuing incomeW.to Clipp
WFIl."
Gen'l Mg'r WFIL
Philadelphia, Pa.

AP

"Associated Press newscasts not only are easy to
sell; they sell for our adCurtis Mg'r
O. LilesWMLS
Gen'/
Sylocauga,
Ala.
vertisers."

"AP news has meant
extra business for us. It is
the finest news service I
hove ever known."
Galen O. Gilbert
Gen7 Mg'r KGER
Long Beach, Calif.

"Associated Press news
gives us easy-to-sell program ing —programming
that helps listener-wise
and dollar-wise."
Marshall Rosene
Gen'/ Mg'r WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va.

"With a high
sociated PressHooper,
newt isAs-a
major factor in our advertising and selling proGen* L. Cagle
gram. Pmident KFJ1
Fort Worth, Text*

"AP news meant listeners.
Our 10 o'clock AP news
has a Share-of-Audienc*
(Hooper report) of 68%
. . . others 45% or greater ... in a city with five
radioBrook*
stations."
Watson
News Director WMBD
Peoria, III.

"AP gives us everything,
including 14 periods of
regional news daily."
Gen'/
WGCM
Hugh Mg'r
O. Jonc*
Gulfport, Miss.

"The sale of AP newscasts
has been consistently succes ful forStrouse
WWDC."
Ben
Gen'l Mg'r WWDC
Washington, D. C.

"Twenty-eight out of 30
daytime newscasts are
sold . . . spot adjacencies
all sold . . . due to the
immediate
of
Paul saleabiliry
R. Fry
Gen'f Mg'r KBON
Omaha, Neb.
AP news."

"Our AP reports are an
indispensable part of our
Daniel W. Kop*
operation."
Vic* President WAVl
New Haven, Conn.

"AP news provides steady
income for KOCY. The
Associated Press means
the best possible service."
Matt Bonebrake
Gen'/ Mg'r KOCY
Oklahoma City, Oklo.

lis...

APsells.\AP

"Associated Press service
keeps contracts coming
Granville Walters
Gen'/ Mg'r WAML
Laurel, Miss.
in."

"AP news is accurate,
fast and completely unGilbert M. Hutchison
President WB/G
Greensboro, N. C.
biased."

"Associated Press news
programsFrankare S.theHoyeasiest
Gen'/ Mg'r WLAM
to sell." lewiston. Me.

"Many WDAK newscasts
have had the same sponsors for years— proof that
AP is popular with listeners, profitable for sponAllen M. Woodall
President WDAK
Columbus, Ga.

"AP membership has
greatly
our
service toimproved
listeners and

"We carry 26 sponsored
15-minute AP programs
weekly.
Our with
oldestus sponsor has been
since

Todd Storz
Gen'/ Mg'r KOWM
Omaha, Neb.
sponsors."'

John P. Foster
1939." Manager WJAC
Johnstown, Pa.

sells

\

sors."

AP

sells..!

"Our AP service has alwaysFrank
been a gold
mine!"
C. Mclntyre
Gen'/ Mg'r KUX
Twin Falls, Idaho

AP

sells

"KCMO's most saleable

"For sure-fire sales, you
have la hand it to AP
George E. Joy
Gen'/ Mg'r WRAK
Williomsport, Pa.
news."

RADIO
THE

E. K.isHartenbower
property
AP newsl"
Gen'/
KCMO
Kansas Mg'r
City, Mo.

DIVISIO

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

EMBER

OF

THE

ASSOCIATED
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Food
(Continued from page 8U)
(Best Flour and others) on 175
CBS stations ($629,079); and its
House Party on 152 CBS stations
($1,550,351).
Other top network advertisers in
the food classification were:
American Bakeries Co. (Merita
Bread, other products), Lone Ranger, ABC, ($202,098); Armour &
Co. (canned meats), Stars Over
Hollyivood, CBS ($385,284); Borden Co., County Fair, CBS, ($110,129) ; Bowey's Inc. (Dari-Rich,
other products), Radie Harris, MBS
($39,147); California Packing
Corp. (Del Monte), Rocky Jordan,
CBS ($65,658); Carnation Co. (Albers Flapjack Mix & Peacock Mix),
Aunt Mary, NBC ($160,490), (all
products) The Carnation Family
Party, CBS ($213,340), (evaporated milk) Contented Hour, CBS,
($981,330), total— $1,355,160.
Continental Baking Co. (Wonder
Bread, Hostess Cake), Grand Slam,
CBS ($771,534); Cream of Wheat
Corp., Let's Pretend, CBS ($362,516); Dennison Food Co., Bob
Garred News, CBS ($5,752) and
ABC, ($31,947); Fisher Flouring
Mills Co., Fisher 7 O'Clock News,
beginning December, NBC ($6,272); Green Giant Co. (canned
vegetables), The Fred Waring
Show, NBC ($217,526) ; J. H. Heinz
Co. (all products), Adventures of
[ Ozzie & Harriet and The Thin Man
(June 23 to Sept. 8), ABC ($947,1178). Hormel Network Shows
George A. Hormel & Co. (canned
meats and Dairy Brand meats).
Music With the Hormel Girls, ABC
($543,550) and (all products), CBS
($221,055), and (Hormel meat
products), NBC ($23,490), total—
$779,095; Kellogg Co. (all products),
Mark Trail, MBS ($438,363); Langendorf United Bakeries Inc., Zeke
Manners, ABC ($23,760); Lever
Bros. Co. (Lipton's tea, soup
mixes), Arthur Godfrey's Talent
Scouts, CBS ($680,007), Arthur
Godfrey for Spry, CBS ($173,280),
Aunt Jenny for Spry, CBS ($1,195,636), total— $2,048,923.
Libby, McNeill & Libby (all
products), My True Story, ABC
($283,449) ;iNational Biscuit Co. (all
products), Arthur Godfrey ($1,529,442), NABISCO shredded wheat,
Straight Arrow, MBS ($63,090)
and ($502,915), total— $2,095,447;
Minute Maid Corp. (all products),
This Is Bing Crosby (March-Sept.),
CBS ($42,300).
National Dairy Products (Kraft
Foods- — cheese), The Falcon (Oct.Dec), NBC ($113,635), for Sealtest
Inc. (dairy products), Dorothy Dix
At Home (Jan.-March), NBC
($169,325), Kraft's Miracle Whip
(June-Sept.), The Falcon, NBC
($211,503), for Parkay, Kraft Mustard (Mar. -June) and Parkay
(Continued on page 90)
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Class 11. Food & Food Products
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
"This
Woman'sInc.Secret"
Knox-Reeves
"Jack Armstrong" & (Eff. Sept.)
"Armstrong
Knox-Reeves ofInc.the SBI"
"Welcome BackInc.Baseball"
Knox-Reeves
"Welcome BackInc. Baseball"
Knox-Reeves
"Dangerous
Knox-Reeves Assignment"
Inc.
"Dimension
Knox-Reeves X"Inc.
"Night Beat" Inc.
Knox-Reeves
"Sara's Private Caper"
"Tales
of the Inc.
Texas Rangers"
Knox-Reeves
"Penny Singleton Story"
GENERAL FOODS CORP.
"When A Girl Marries"
Benton & Bowles & Young & Rubicam
"The
Mrs. Burton"
Young Second
& Rubicam
"Frank
Goss,
News"
Benton & Bowles
"My Favorite
Husband"
Young
& Rubicam
"Gangbusters"
Young & Rubicam
"Hopalong
Cassidy"
Young & Rubicam
"Second Mrs. Burton"
Young & Rubicam
"My Favorite
Husband"
Young
& Rubicam
"The
Family"
Young Aldrich
& Rubicam
"Portia
Benton &Faces
BowlesLife"& (Eff. July)
Young & Rubicam
"Wendy & Warren
Benton
Bowles and the News"
"Father
Knows
Benton & BowlesBest"
"Brooklyn& Rubicam
Dodgers Game"
"Young
"Hopalong
Cassidy"
Young & Rubicam
"Portia
Benton &Faces
BowlesLife"&
Young & Rubicam
"The
Young Goldbergs"
& Rubicam
"Second Mrs. Burton"
Young & Rubicam
"My
Husband"
YoungFavorite
& Rubicam
CAMPBELL SOUP CO.
"Double
or Nothing"
Ward Wheelock
Co.
"Double
or Nothing"
Ward Wheelock
Co.
"Edward R. Murrow"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Club IS"
Ward Wheelock Co.
SWIFT & CO.
Club" Co.
J."Breakfast
Walter Thompson
"Red Foley"
J. Walter Thompson Co.
"Sky
King" Louis & Brorby
Needham,
"Sky King"
PILLSBURY MILLS INC.
"Fun
To Be Young"
Leo Burnett
Co. Inc.
"Grand
Central
Station"
Leo Burnett
Co. Inc.
"Arthur
Godfrey"
Leo Burnett Co. Inc.
"House Party"
Leo Burnett Co. Inc.
QUAKER OATS CO.
"Lou
Childre"
Needham,
Louis & Brorby
"Quick
a Flash"
C. J. La asRoche
& Co.
"Man on the Farm"
Sherman & Marquette Inc.
"Roy
Rogers
Show"
Sherman
& Marquette
"Challenge
of the Yukon"
Sherman & Marquette
"Challenge
of the Yukon"
Sherman & Marquette
"Grady
& The
Johnson Family"
Needham,ColeLouis
& Brorby
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

(Continued / rom page 8U )

Product
W heath earts,
Drifted Snow Flour
Wheaties, Cheerios,
Kix
Wheaties
....
w neaties
....
w neaties
Wheaties
....
Wheaties
w neaties
Wheaties
....
Wheaties
DOker s Rice,
coconut.
Minute
Sure-Jell
Calumet,
bwonsdown
lerto

Ne! work
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
MDV,ADf 1| JJCC 1|
(Jan.-Jun*;
Cant'
3epi.-L/ec.
f*nc
17" i/«'/2)1
LD3-I/3(One Time)
IVID3-3UO- ,/2
(One Time)
unr
(Mnu.'sAnl
V (vi u y ~1 j9/trfj i/_i . 1)
fMDv1 JO- '/21
( In) Aura
NBC-l
36-V2
NdC-I36-!/2
(May-Jul.)
AID/"
1-*Z 1/
(Jun.-Aug.)
NBC-l
HI(Jul.
D if— -Aug.)
1 oo-Vz
1 / 1/
fNot1 > > 1 A1 OO-Vz\
/ ft ft A \
(May-Aug.)
indu-o
1 / tov«I Jul. -sept.
; | </4

I'i DV»-0 1 /LO^i- 1 */4
Oct.
-Dec.)
(Jan.-Jun.;
rnc £,o i/_
CD3-oo-'/2
(May-Aug.)
ceo1 j-zii mm.
Lerto, Sure-Jell
(May— Aug . )
dings
vDJ*
*/2
worn otarcri r u o~
( Inn 1 Dh/
li>n \.o%=VJan.-jun.
)1
rnc
ici
i
/_
Grapenuts
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.
-Dec.)
MD.C
/ICS ft l/«
vrapenuts,
urapenuts
Flakes
(Jan.-Sept.)
Instant Swansdown, CBS-68-1V4
(Jan. -May)
Jell-O, La France
CBS-154/CBC-V2
All Products
(Jan.-Jun.;
g II ft, T
Sept.-Dec.)
Je M* wf l a p ioca,
aid/**
icn/ror i /_
/'.Bti-I 74
Corn
Starch
(Jan.-Jun.;
Pu ddincjs
Aug .-Dec.
) 1 1 /.
Mrj/o /rnr
Pudding, Tapioca
(Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-150-1V4
M
II Mouse
u
jvioxweii
MDi* lift 1/—
Coffee
NdL* 1 60- '/2
(Jan. -Jul.;
/Sept.-Dec.)
A — - 77Cam*Ol/. 1
roc
rost Cereal
CbS-//-2,/2
CBS-151-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
Post's 40% Bran
It
A..— \
NBC-W/CBC-l'A
(Jan. -Aug.)
Flakes, Instant
Postum,Coffee,
Jell-O
Sanka
f/ |__D C I OOA ....1 /_1
CB5-139-'/2
{Jan.-Aug. J
Instant Sanka
roc i 0 11/.'/4
Swansdown Cake
Cob-oo-l
Mixes
roc
lU/fRf" 1A
C CO— l_ 1 -Dec.)
Tapioca
\,/(Aug.
34A / U DC-KA_..\'/2
(Feb.; Apr. -may)
NBC-l 32-2V2
Canned Soups and
Pork & Beans
IMDt- O O-X V2
A
LBrnc
j" 1 30co 1 T/m>/4
Franco- American
(t Apr,-Uec.
Inn Inn 1)
Products,
Soups Soups
roc ice /rnr ii/.
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug. -Dec, 1
ADf ooo/ror
Abv-2ox/
k. dw-2n/_V2
All
A It Products
n _»
Nbt,-4o1
'/4
Jewel Shortening,
hi D C AO II/.
salad Uil, (Jthers
(Nov.-uec.j
Anr om 11 /«
Peter
Pan
Peanut
Butter, Derby
l( Jan
Inn Jun
Inn . \)
MBS-5I7-S0
min.
Canned Meats
(Sept.-Dec.)
CB5-1
2-'/2
(Jan.
-May)
All
/I
K. \
A ll nProducts
•
CBS-154-V2
Pillsbury Best
CBS-1 75-1 1/4
Flour,Flour,
Sno-Sheen
Best
Others
CBS-1
52-2V2
(Apr.
-Dec.)
(Jan. -May;
Aug.-Dec.)
...
_
Aunt
Jemima Corn
Meal & Or its
Aunt
Pancake Jemima
Flour, Cereals,
Others
Mother
... s Premium
Oats
Oatmeal
Puffed
ProductsGrain
Quaker Puffed
Wheat, Puffed Rice
Sparkies Corn Meal
Quaker
& Grits

CBS-18-V2
An/- OTO
Abw 1 O- 1 '/2
(Jan.-Jun.)
(Jan.—-Dec.)
Apr.;
Oct.
MBS-514/CBC-V2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.-Dec.)
MBS-386-1V2
ABC-221-1V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
(Jan.-Jun.)
CBS-35-34

1950
120,640
767,060
17,350
18,510
300,105
1 26,360
221,130
157,950
126,360
1 89,540

29,000

>

234,749
$ 7,277,960
503,903

$ 7,213,336
834,080

67,886
12,448

710,204

91,989
666,492

1940

1 949
120,640
651,113

S 5,887,349

623,268
468,255

390,664
271,544
502,383
643,528
QIC A. A A

626,263
OOZ,74U

1 ,21o,060
601,177
75,800

1,186,854

591,803
231,042
CAi ant

862,940

o24,JoJ
59 210
<C C TOO OIQ
J J . / 00,0 1 7
1,860,659
37o, 1 OU
CQQ
11 ,ujj,y
ftOO OlI OftiuA
0 *iAi ion
O 007 Oi7
$ 2,959,653
1,41/ , lot
07030,550
OIO
0/7,7 Ix
221,924
C O Al<1 Q/11
11,676
423,735
629,079

% 1 A71 S4ft
■4> 3,0/ 1 ,3*IO
1,975,525
11 ,037,43A
Cli iteo
C71
QCO
1 ,000,3/ 1
O AH AAA
3,021,444
1,161, b?/

$2,541,111
41 2,875
453,736

60,080
$ 2,273,660
480,209

$ 2,453,523
CA QC4

154,340

$

4,788

OOO, 1 70

1,550,351

04 1 cc
48,762
258,995
477,119

$ 4,044,389

$ 230,424

S 955,756
770,856
3U,73*I
813,275
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Food
(Continued from page 88)
Cheese beginning September, The
^Great Gildersleeve, NBC ($563,,391), and for Velveeta Cheese, January and February ($138,288),
Marriage for Two (Jan.-Mar.),
tNTBC, ($291,590), total— $1,487,732.
Pan American Coffee Bureau,
jTVie Human Side of the News
£(June-Dec), ABC ($310,834); Pet
(Milk Co., The Bob Crosby Show
pending September), NBC ($594,c150), Mary Lee Taylor, NBC
1( $416,327), Fibber McGee & Molly,
obeginning in September, NBC
(($238,383), total— $1,248,860; Pict(sweet Foods (canned vegetables
(and frozen foods), Bob Garred
\News (Feb.- August), ABC ($31,,947); Procter & Gamble Co.
j(Crisco), Young Dr. Malone, CBS
i( $776,108), and Road of Life, NBC
j( $957,349), total— $1,733,457; Ral(ston-Purina Co., Tom Mix, MBS,
Jan.-June ($512,442); Reddi-Wip
line, Godfrey Digest, beginning
(October, CBS ($162,218); P. J.
(Ritter Co. (varied food products),
Setty Clark Sings (January), ABC
(($2,403) ; Roman Meal Co. (all
products), Night Editor (Jan.jJune), CBS ($23,533); Rosefield
jPacking Co. (Skippy peanut but<ter), Skippy Hollywood Theatre,
pending in September, CBS ($345,441).
- S. & W. Fine Foods (canned
CLEVELAND'S ^

Gasoline

Cla
MOTOR FUEL is literally the
product that oils the wheels of the
American economy. And radio,
the medium which reaches nearly
every user of the product, is still
being used extensively by the advertiser on both network and local
levels.
Production of motor vehicles
reached new highs in 1950. Some 8
million units came off the assembly
lines, surpassing by more than 25%
the previous year's output. Passenger cars alone were estimated
to be 30% past the 1949 peak. At
the year's end, defense cutbacks
had not yet reached production
lines.
In 1950, the big gasoline-oil firms
foods and coffee), Harry Babbitt
Show, beginning August, CBS
($27,422); Safeway Stores (milk
and all products), Boston Blackie
and starting Sept. 10, Memo from
Molly, CBS ($37,220); Scudder
Food Products, Bob Garred News
(Sept.-Nov.), ABC ($15,130); TexO-Kan Flour Mills (Light Crust
flour) , Light Crust Doughboys,
MBS ($118,875) ; Washington Cooperative Farmers Assn. (Lynden
Chicken), for December, Chet
Huntley, News ($1,688).
An example of traditional ball

STATION • wjw • CUVtlAHO'S/j&w^SICHAL- wjw • CLEVELAND'S Ofty S/^

CHIEF SAYS:
Chief spells Summer with dollar sign,Will get more sales in hot months, too.
Has strongest signal . . . promotion fine,
To keep sales growing whole year through.'
SOLID
SALES

SUMMER
STORY

Use WJW- Greater Cleveland's most merchandisingminded, promotion -minded station to increase your
summertime sales. Year 'round promotion pays off—
on WJW.

CLEVELAND'S

STATION

5 000 W/ QJ/
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILDING
1 5, OHIO
OH
WJW
CLEVELAND 15.
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES,
Page 90
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Inc. 5

were deep in network scheduling
with individual billings equalling or
exceeding placements of the preceding year.
For the most part, the leading
petroleum advertisers followed a
three-way pattern of news, classical music or sports sponsorship.
Sun Oil Show
On the network side of the
ledger, Sun Oil Co.'s news program
series, Sunoco Three Star Extra,
on 34 NBC stations, rolled up an
expenditure of $1,043,736, to lead
other fuel films in the field. Another news sponsor, Standard Oil
of Indiana, payed $709,831 for its
quarter-hour, five-day-weekly, news
passing, food advertiser to radio
to consumer, with the odds favoring
a touchdown, was National Bakers'
spot campaign to promote Hollywood Bread. For this campaign,
150 AM stations were used along
with 17 video outlets [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 25, 1950].
Charles Byron McDaniel, vice
president and director of advertising of the Chicago firm, told Broadcasting • Telecasting that "we
are increasing our spot schedules
all the time." National Bakers
Service buys all advertising, using
agencies when the local bakery has
one. It owns the formula for the
low-calorie bread and issues franchises to leading bakeries in each
market. Formula-owner gets a
specific price for each loaf baked
and of this sum, 50% is returned
to the area for local advertising.
In the citrus belt, the notches
were unloosened for radio spots last
year. The Florida Citrus Commission was going ahead at a pace that
foreshadowed a tripling of its radio TV placements. Its 1950-51 advertising budget stood at $1.5 million. Spot radio got approximately
$235,000; television announcements
came in for New York, Chicago and
Baltimore, with an expenditure
pegged at about half the radio
spending.
Transcribed radio packages were
used extensively by food advertisers
in major markets and in the smaller
market as well. Playbacks of programs already aired also were
placed.
Starting in December, a "milk
education" drive in Washington,
D. C, by Maryland & Virginia Milk
Producers Assn. placed radio spots
to clarify its position to the public
in the D. C. area over a hotly-contested local issue.
From coast-to-coast the spot
lineup in the food category poured
additional income into radio. This
category, as it has since radio
made its bow in the electronic age,
had no difficulty. Whether inflation
or deflation, defense or peace economy, food, an essential in everybody's sustenance and enjoyment,
is here to stay in radio billings.

commentary on CBS stations de
livered by Edward R. Murrow am
Larry Lesuer, who pinch-hitte* i
while Mr. Murrow covered the Kc
rean War.
In the news category, Pure Oi
Co. aired Kalterborn Edits tfa\
News and Harkness of Washington
on 35 NBC stations at a cost o:!
$610,096. Richfield Oil Corp. on 2: J
NBC stations, paid $181,582 fo:j
Richfield Reporter. The progran
also was placed on 19 ABC sta j
tions for a $150,061 outlay, a tota
expenditure for both networks o:

Standard Oil of Indiana alscl
$331,643.
chalked up a $197,335 expenditure
for Carnegie Hall, weekly half
hour broadcast (for Amoco) or |
114 ABC stations from January!
through June. In the good music
class, another fuel firm, Cities
Service Co., spent $640,026 for lifcsjj
half-hour weekly Band of America i
on 92 NBC stations. Displaying its
faith in radio, Cities Service re- j
newed the program for its 25tli
year last January.
Standard Oil of Indiana, Chi- 1
cago, which distributes gasoline
and petroleum products and accessories from Michigan to the Rockies i\
and from Missouri to Canada, has i
used radio many years to build
customer relations, dealer satisfaction, good will, to establish its I
name and — in recognizing radio's
great
crease appeal
sales. to the public — to in- j.
Added TV in 1950
This is the company that in 1950
had achieved a singular success
with the addition of television to
TV).use of mass media (see gasolineits
One of radio's most popular programs, We, the People, that was
carried for a half-hour weekly on
116 NBC stations at a cost of $611,556, had Gulf Oil Corp. for the
sponsor on behalf of the firm's
varied products: Gasoline, oil, lubricants, tires and insecticides.
Other ranking network advertisers in this classification included:
Delaware & Hudson Co., New York,
with an expenditure of $50,266;
Glen Alden Coal Co. (blue coal),$44,192; Pacific Western Oil Corp.
(Skelly Oil Co.) $193,032; Phillips
Petroleum, $302,682; Quaker State
Oil Refining Co., $13,156 (summer
sponsor of Edward R. Murrow and
the News on CBS) ; Sinclair Oil
Corp., $158,819; Standard Oil of
California, $278,676; Texas Co.,
$293,771 (Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts on ABC, January, Febcembr). March, November and Deruary,
Extensive use of radio was in
the sports world where once again
such companies as Atlantic Refining, Tidewater-Associated Oil,
Standard Oil of Indiana, Esso
Standard Oil, Sun Oil and others
were leading sponsors of mainly
(Continued on page 92)
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i

in

our

year

of

service

^4

0

he old know-how

still is the final factor of suc-

cess in this era of tight competition. After almost
30 years of broadcasting, there's plenty of savvy
around Station WMAQ on what makes radio succeed as an entertainment and sales medium.
1943

If you

want to get your product before one-tenth of the
nation's population, earning and spending onetenth of the nation's wealth, WMAQ
your advertising plans.

belongs in

WM

AQ

CHICAGO
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Gasoline
(Continued from page 90)
football and baseball broadcasts.
Many of the firms — Atlantic was
an outstanding example — increased
radio budgets to cover more markets and thus more auto owners.
These varied sponsorships dovetailed into regional and local sports
coverage. Atlantic again sponsored
broadcasts of all 12 games played
by the Pittsburgh Steelers, National League professional football
team. A network of stations in
Western Pennsylvania was used for
this coverage. It sponsored broadcasts of Easton High School in
Pennsylvania over a local station.
Complete home schedules of a
number of Ivy League teams and
other well-known football powers
in the North and Southeast were
sponsored by Atlantic. A staff of
about 50 announcers handled the
firm's expanded schedule. Atlantic
also made its debut in the sports
TV big-time in 1950 (see gasolineTV).
In baseball, Atlantic Refining
Co. co-sponsored broadcast coverage of Philadelphia big league contests and played a dual role in
Boston major league play.
Another football sponsor, American Oil Co., picked up the tab on
purely local coverage taking 48
gridiron games over WORD and
WDXY (FM) Spartanburg, S. C.
Fletcher Oil Co., Boise (Veltex

1950
NETWORK
1950 $ 5,508,767
SPOT
1949 $ 6,850,565
(Gross) 1949
5,641,227
(Net)
1940
4,948,876
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Network
No. of Stations
1949
1940
Hours per week
Advertiser, program and agency
Product
1950
NBC-34-1V4
SUN OIL CO.
5,641,227*'
Oil,
"Sunoco Ogilvy,
Three Star
Extra"& Mather
SunocoFuelGasOil &
Hewitt,
Benson
S 1,043,736
S 676,712
$$ 1,049,984
(American Oil Co.)
STANDARD OIL CO. OF INDIANA
393,686
ABC-114-1/2
Amoco Gas & Oil
$ 907,166
"Carnegie Hall"
(Jan.-Jun.)
197,335
Joseph Katz Co.
CBS-77-11/4
657,691
"Edward R. Murrow" &
(Jul. -Dec.)
(Eff. Jul.Katz
Aug.)Co."Larry Lesuer"
CBS-15-1V4
Joseph
52,140
Lubricants
"Edward R. Murrow"
(Oct.-Dec.)
CITIES SERVICE CO.
NBC-92-Vi
$ 613,410
Gas & Oil
"Band
Ellingtonof &America"
Co. Inc.
$ 640,026
$ 626,104
GULF OIL CORP.
Gasoline, Oil,
NBC-II6-V2
$ 646,806
"We,
the
People"
Lubricants,
Tires
Young & Rubicam
$ 611,556
Insecticides
$ 459,113
PURE OIL CO.
NBC-35-11/4
Petroleum Products
$ 609,832
"Kaltenborn Edits the News" &
$ 610,096
"Harkness
Leo Burnett ofCo.Washington"
$ 357,703
NBC-21-1V2
$
RICHFIELD OIL CORP.
Gasoline,
Motor
Oil,
324,724
"Richfield
Reporter"Inc.
$ 331,643
ABC-19-1V2
Automotive Products (Jun.-Dec.)
$ 398,525
Hixson-Jorgenson
150,061
181,582
Petroleum Products
"Richfield Reporter"
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

CLASS 12.

GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & FUELS

service stations), started a sevenweek Football Game of the Week
sponsorship on five ABC stations
on Sept. 30. Esso Standard Oil Co.
was using special commercials on
Red Barber's football telecasts and
on its Esso Reporter newscasts.
Various other advertisers were
clocked on the local-regional run.
They included:
Flinco Inc., Salt Lake City
(motor oils, gasoline and tires),
appointed Ross Jurney & Assoc.
last October to direct its adver-

mm

9fob $am
No Need to Buy Costly Additional Arms and Equalizers

Operates through your present 9-A Switch & Filter
Replace Diamond or Sapphire Points yourself in a few minutes
Better Fidelity— Less Needle Scratch— Higher Output
This G. E. RELUCTANCE HEAD and
ADAPTER is interchangeable with any
standard 9-A, which
can continue to be
used for Vertical or
Lateral transcriptions.
Impedances are
matched. Available
also in MICROauf
75
y $
GROOVE type if de2
9
sired.

add'l
—Sapphire
Diamond point
also $2.10
available
BROADCAST

SERVICE

494 Arcade Bldg.
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CO

St. Louis, Mc

tising which took in purchases of
quarter-hour trips on Intermountain Network stations.
Standard Oil Co. of California,
San Francisco, renewed for 52
weeks its Let George Do It on the
full Don Lee network of 48 outlets
and 10 MBS Intermountain Network stations.
Sinclair Refining Co. (Super
Power Sinclair gasoline), which
started a radio program buy in 17
markets with 3,575 spot announcements in 19 cities last fall as a
supplement for its fall campaign,
had plans for future expansion in
radio. This blueprint materialized
only recently with a campaign to
promote
"Anti-Rust"
gasoline
which wasitsintroduced
in 1950.
This campaign calls for expenditures covering newscasts of varied
lengths over local stations in 25
cities, for sports programs on the

Tobacco Network and in Philadelphia and Cleveland as well as
co-sponsoring baseball games. Major theme of this campaign is built
about a new chemical, RD-119, a
rust inhibitor added to gasoline.
Further signposts of wide coverage for 1951 in the motor fuel category, thus ensuring fatter budgets
despite more fuel consumption
slated for the defense effort, are:
Bardahl Oil Co., St. Louis, pur- ■
chaser of Bold Venture, new halfhour Ziv production for Chicago,
Decatur, 111.; Anderson, Ind.;
Springfield and Moberly, Mo., with 1
additions of other markets exBar-dol Products Corp. of Monpected. (lubricants) which March 15
ti-eal
started a spot announcement camtions. paign on 26 eastern Canadian sta-

ON SHIFTS
Market Study Compiled by J. Walter Thompson
AN ANALYSIS of population
shifts during the past 10 years as
they apply to the 162 major U.S.
markets has been prepared by the
market research department of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
under the title "The Cream of
Your
The Market."
study is part of a complete
compilation of marketing facts,
based on 1950 census findings,
which is now under way within
the agency and slated for publication this fall, after final figures
become available from the Census
Bureau. The complete book will be
the seventh edition of Population
and Its Distribution, a 400-page
encyclopedia covering all U.S. markets.

increased in population, it is
pointed out, others have fallen off
— with the result that "your market
may have moved, too."
The study reports that "in less
than Ac/c of America's 3,075 counties are the 43 markets where almost half the nation's sales are
made — and two-thirds of all sales
are made in 162 markets."
The 162 markets are broken down
into four
groups:
The more
"A" markets, or those
having
than
2 million population; "B" markets,
with population between 450,000
and 2 million; "C" markets, with
150,000 to 450,000 population, and
"D" markets, with 50,000 to 150,000

For each market the report
population.
shows the counties included, total
The report finds U.S. population
population, percent of change since
during thedergone1940-50
decade
the greatest
shifthasof "unany
1940, total dwelling units, total retail establishments, and total retail
decade in the past half-century."
sales.
While many markets have greatly
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

1

Excerpts from
13-COUNTY
COINCIDENTAL
TELEPHONE
made by
SURVEY
Edward G. Doody & Company
Fort Way in the
ne trading area
Monday through Friday
(5-day average)

Still another
WOWO
in this

rich

survey
IS

shows

YOUR

Midwestern
The

In this brand-new listenership survey
made by Edward G. Doody & Company
in a 13-county area surrounding Fort
Wayne, WOWO ratings led a field of 20
stations by a wide margin! Out of 36 time
segments tested . . 28 on weekdays and 8
on Sundays . . WOWO programs took
first place in 31, leaving only 5 for all
other stations combined.

BEST

BET

market
odds

are

31

to

5

What's more, this survey covers only 13
of WOWO's 49 BMB counties! And
previous
that WOWO's
leadership surveys
is just prove
as pronounced
at the
edges of its widespread circle as at the
center. For economical, extensive coverage
of this huge market-area, tell your story
on WOWO. Get fullest details from
WOWO or Free & Peters!

WOWO
FORT
NBC

WAYNE
AFFILIATE

- 7:15
7:00 - 7:30 AM
7:15 - 7:45
AM
7:30 - 8:00
AM
7:45 - 8:15 AM
8:00 - 8:30
AM
- 8:45 AM
8:15
8:30 - 9:00
AM
- 9:15 AM
8:45 - 9:30
9:00
AM
9:15 - 9:45 AM
9-45
9:30
- 10:00 AM
- 12:00 AM
M
1 1 .45 - 12:15
1 2:00 - 12:30 PM
- 12:45 PM
12-15 - 1:00
PM
- 5:45
PM
12:45 - 6:00
5:30
PM
- 6:15 PM
5:45
- 6:30 PM
6:00
- 10:15 PM
6:15 - 10:30 PM —
10:00
PM
10:15
Sundays
- 12:15
12:00 - 12:30
12:15 - 12:45
- 1:00
12:30
12:45 - 1:15
- 1:30
1:00 - 1:45
1:15
- 2:00
1:30
1:45

WOWO
10.6
9.9
11.3
7.0
13.1
9.8
7.8
8.2
7.8
7.8
7.7
7.8
13.1
14.0
10.8
15.8
16.6
10.2
12.6
18.8
17.5
9.6
9.3

PM
PM
PM

11.4
13.7
17.0

PM
PM
PM
PM

17.0
22.0
12.4
15.1

PM

6.9

• Telecasting

2.5
1.9
2.6
2.9
<* A
5.2
A7
6.7
0.0
R7
A0.0A
^A
0.4
4./
o.u
2.8
A7
4.5
5.3
6.1
5.8
3.2
4.9

5.7
4.3
3.4
5.4
6.3
4.3
4.9

5.4

rrrrro WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • WBZ-TV
' National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

ROADCASTING
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Next
Best
2.7
2.4
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I

Dinner at Eight and Philadelphia
Story.
Class

13

Horticulture

CLASS 13. HORTICULTURE
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Product
Seeds

1 Advertiser, program and agency
1 FERRY MORSE SEED CO.
"Garden Gate"
MacManus,
John & Adams
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
( RADIO sales appeal to the gardener remained soft and light in
1950 tabulations of national net, work advertisers.
( Lone niche on the table was prei served by Ferry Morse Seed Co.,
i which resumed its Garden Gate on
; CBS for 18 weeks, the segment
1 starting Jan. 21.
Most activity in the flowers,

iClass

14:

4

.

NETWORK
1950 $105,696
SPOT
(Net) 1950 $240,371*
(Gross)
1949 97,642
1949 224,000*
Network
No. of Stations
1940
1949
1950
Hours per Week
CBS-172-V4
(Jan-May)
$ 105,696
97,642
BROADCASTING • $TELECASTING
estimate

seeds and plants category was
spurred on the local level. Michigan Bulb Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich., launched in November a
spot campaign on 45 Canadian
stations. Its agency was O'Neil,
Larson & McMahon, Toronto.
Other local business placed
pointed to 1951. Armand S. Weill
Co. of Buffalo transacted for two
to three quarter-hour farm pro-

. Household

jAN APPLIANCE industry, torn
^betwixt its peace-time and defense
^production for 1950, reflected its
uncertainty in declined radio neti work billing. Total gross expenditure for advertisers in the Household field was nearly halved from
the 1949 outlay.
Although the industry set new
all-time peaks for civilian production during the year, George B.
Cumming, general secretary of the
National Electric Mfrs. Assn., acknowledged that its 1950 theme —
"Back to Selling" — had to be converted to "Back to Mobilization."
Defense Program
In 1950, the full effect of the defense program had not yet struck.
Sales of electric appliances were
over the 1949 mark by one-third.
Electrical products going into
building construction were on the
upswing. Illuminating equipment
sales climbed. Insulated wire and
cable had a sharp rise in sales
(30%).
Only sales drop reported by Mr.
Cumming
was and
in thedistribution
"generation,
transmission
equipment"
field where the drop
was
10%.
For the future, the outlook is
dim, Mr. Cumming says. Nub of
the appliance problem is the defense buildup. He warns of an expected slump in output as high as
30-40% in 1950.
In the heavy equipment field,
where the drop was great in 1950,
a reversal of the trend can be expected because of increased demands of the war economy. Thus,
Mr. Cumming notes the strength
in the great productive capacity
(that is coupled with the versatility
lPage 94 • April 16, 1951

grams in seven radio markets for
its fertilizer product, with starting
date set for January 1951.
In Baltimore, the 27th National
Flower & Garden Show, which was
to display its natural wonders
March 31 to April 7 this year, appointed Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick,
Washington, D. C, to direct its
advertising that includes radio
and TV spot.

Equipment

of
the electrical manufacturing industry.
Increased radio budget, however,
was marked by the leading advertiser in the classification. Philco
Corp., sponsor of Breakfast Club,
15-minute segment Mon.-Fri., over
287 ABC stations, had a $1,618,266
radio allocation, on behalf of its
1950 line of refrigerators, freezers
and air-conditioning units.
Seeman Bros. Inc. (Air-Wick)
paid $537,801 to place Monday
Morning Headlines on 264 ABC
stations and $147,787 for Allan
Jackson and the News, carried by
171 CBS stations.
Another of the top six, Gulf Oil
Corp. (Gulf Spray and other prod-

ucts) put out $402,704 for its May
through September billing of the
Lanny Ross Shoiv on 384 MBS stations. Westinghouse Electric Corp.
dropped $152,895 in the radio till
by sponsoring Ted Malone over 228
ABC outlets (January and February) for its Laundromats, refrigerators, ranges and irons.
'Club Time' on ABC
Club Aluminum Products Co.
(aluminum household utensils) expended $118,587 for Club Time on
20 ABC stations. Perennial sponsor General Electric Co. chalked up
$39,650 for two of its programs
fed twice on 177 CBS stations,

CLASS 14.

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
PHILCO CORP.
"Breakfast
Hutchins Adv.Club"
Co.
SEEMAN BROTHERS INC.
"Monday H.Morning
Headlines"
William
Weintraub
& Co.
"Allan
and the& News"
William Jackson
H. Weintraub
Co.
GULF OIL CORP.
"Lanny
Show"Inc.
Young &Ross
Rubicam
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
"Ted Malone"
McCann-Erickson
CLUB ALUMINUM PRODUCTS CO.
"Club
Time" Co. Inc.
Leo Burnett
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
"Dinner at Eight" &
"Philadelphia Story"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
t Includes Household Equipment

Product

The latter company reported last'l
February that it would have to J
cut
refrigerator
tion back
at itsitsErie,
Pa., plantproducsome 1
4,500 units weekly by April 1 and i
7,500 by May 1. Robert C. Reed, !
assistant works manager of the i
Erie plant, said growing shortages
of essential materials would probably force the reductions. GE is
generally
as the
bellweather of regarded
the appliance
industry.
Local Spot Activity
Local and spot activity was marked by such companies as Blackstone
Washing Machine Corp. which renewed its Blackstone, Magic De- 1
tective, quarter-hour, transcribed
program,
produced
Charles Michelson Inc.
Rexalby Products
of j
Canada
(Speedix cellulose tape)
began five-minute programs on a !
number of Canadian major market
stations last November.
Crossland Mfg. Co. (moth-proofing products)
named
Dorrance- ;
Waddell
to handle
its advertising
drive for a new mothproof product
to be introduced in 1951. The campaign envisioned spot radio.
Spelling out continued spot activity for radio were these plans
reported in 1951 :
Igoe Bros. Inc., Newark (appliance distributor), appointed in
February United Advertising, same i
city, to handle its placement which ,
includes radio.
Another naming I
that month was W. W. Garrison &
Chicago by Automatic Washer Co.!
of Newton, Iowa, to handle its radio and other advertising.
Norge Div. of Borg-Warner
Corp. started a concentrated radio
spot campaign in 47 non-TV markets Jan. 15. Its initial 21-week
drive called for about 150 spots
weekly, with the schedule to be
dropped during the summer and
resumed in September. Benjamin
Moore Co. of Toronto kicked off a
February campaign by sponsoring
Betty Moore Decoration Talks on
11 Dominion network stations.

1950

$3,085,968
6,118,005
1949
1940
l,039,919f
Network
1950
No.
Stations
Hoursof per
Week

Refrigerators,
Air-ConditioningFreezers,
Units ABC-287-1V4
ABC-264-V4
Air-Wick
Air-Wick

CBS-171-5 min.

Gulf
Spray & Other
Products

MBS-284 1V4
(May-Sept.)

SPOT
(Net)

$ 1,618,266
685,588
537,801
147,787

1950
1949

1949

$4,826,673*
000*
3,584,1940
S15,000

$ 1,592,875
$ 675,195
$ 523,472
$ 138,035
3459,113

5 402,704

Laundromats, Refrig- ABC-228-25 min.
erators, Ranges, Irons (Jan. -Feb.)
Alumnium Household ABC-20-V4
Utensils

$ 152,895

Any or All Products

$ 118,587
39,650
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING $525,796
estimate

CBS-177-1
(Two Times)

BROADCASTING

$ 903,997

$503,592

• Telecasting

THEMES
SUPREME

SHOW

Sweet

MUSIC
a la
Louis Busch

Dance
a la
Jan Garber

POP
CONCERT
a la

Bridges
au delidkt

WESTERN
a la

a la
Rex Maupin

Frank DeVol

JINGLES
d'occasion

Andy Parker

your

choice

•••in

mush

too!

That's right. From Capitol's sparkling catalog of over 5,000 selections
you choose approximately 2,000 tunes as your basic Capitol Custom
Library. Then, starting with the first month your Custom Library expands
and rotates with new and exchange transcriptions, selected also by you.
Whether your need is for specified types of music, musical shows featuring
name artists (with voice tracks and all the trimmings), short tunes,
instrumental tunes, or general utility program aid material . . .
a Capitol Custom Library is readily adaptable to your requirements.
And, more good news. This new modern Capitol Custom Library plan
saves your programming dollars. You pay only $75.00 per month the first
year and just $50.00 per month thereafter.
We'll gladly furnish complete details and a Capitol Transcription catalog
at no obligation. Investigate the Capitol Custom Library today.

It's the library you want at the price you want to pay

Sunset at Vine • Hollywood
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Class

1

Household

IETWORK advertisers in the
[ousehold Furnishings category
tarted off 1951 by greeting the
ear with a nearly double expeniture for January in comparison
nth the same month in 1950.
They spent $68,334 for the
aonth, in comparison with the toal for the previous January, $38,•94.
This advance in 1951, if continled, may dispel the decline noiced in last year's radio revenue
or the furnishings' category. Toal for 1950 was $600,557, some
;300,000 below the 1949 level.
; Leading the first six network advertisers in 1950, as shown in the
.ccompanying table, was Armtrong Cork Co., which spent $458,16 for Theatre of Today over 177
jBS stations.
- Also in the top six was Sealy
nc. (mattresses) with a $43,992
expenditure for a CBS news pro-ram over eight stations. Mailing
louse sponsorship of varied network programs on short-term bases
iccounted for another $42,254. Burton-Dixie Corp. (mattresses, pillows, comforters, etc.) entered
^36 ,394 in the network column for
STAY

CLASS 15.

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

LEADING NETWORK

The

ON

first station

in

California's

first city

The ONLY 5000 watt Day and Night
Station in San Diego . . . Dial 600
Represented Nationally by PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
BOSTON • CHICAGO • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • NEW YORK • SAN FRANCISCO
NBC

•

CBS-8-%

Christmas Tree Decorations &
Balloons & Smoking Pipes

MBS-64-V2
(Nov.-Dec.)
MBS-46-1/2
(Two Times)
MBS-131 Short term
contracts in Dec.
for
various MBS
stations.

Christmas
& Smoking Tree
PipesOrnaments
Mattresses, Pillows
Comforters, Others

ABC-11
9-'/4
(Dec. Only)

Glowing Christmas Tree
Ornaments

CBS-74-1/4
(Nov.-Dec.)
CBS-25-1/4
(Two Times)
MBS-59-V4
(One Time)
MBS-59-V2
(One Time)

Christmas Tree Ornaments
Christmas Tree Ornaments &
Wild West Novelties

SPOT
(Net)
1950

1949

$ 458,416

$ 455,638

$ 43,992
42,254

$ 25,602

0*
$1,562,410*
1,232,00
1940

$ 14,118
21,559
6,577

$ 36,394
$ 13,422
7,884
5,538
$ 4,146
6,079
1,933
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

ornaments) added $13,422 for
short-term sponsorships of news
broadcasts and Meet Frank Sinatra, over 74 and 25 CBS stations,
respectively. Another Yuletide ornament order house, Whitehouse
Co., chalked up $6,079 for one-time
broadcasts on 59 MBS outlets.
Mohawk Carpets Inc. was an
example of a firm using extensive

spot radio. It started a spring
campaign by buying three quarter-hours per week on radio stations in 26 non-television markets.
Other companies, such as Thor
Corp., O. A. Sutton Corp. (air circulators and heaters), Thayer Inc.,
Gardner, Mass. (baby furniture),
based their plans on the use of both
radio and TV spot.

KFSD

San Diego, California
Chart is based on share of
udience -- total rated time
periods -- from Hooper Reports

IPage 96

Mattresses

Product

a one-month news show on 119
ABC outlets.
Statco Corp. (Christmas tree

TOP
With

All Products

1950 $ 600,557
1949 903,648
1940 l,039,919f
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-1 77-V2

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
ARMSTRONG CORK CO.
"Theatre
BBDO of Today"
SEALY INC.
"Chet Wilder
Huntley, News"
Alvin
SAVE-BY MAIL
"Under Arrest"
"True or False"
"Bill Lang, Inside News,
Bill Lang & Arthur Van
Horn, Queen for a Day,
Sidney Walton, Inside News"
BURTON-DIXIE CORP.
"Paul Harvey, News"
STATCO CORP.
"World
News Roundup"
Arthur Rosenberg
Co.
"Meet
Frank
Sinatra"
Arthur Rosenberg
Co.
WHITEHOUSE CO.
"Sidney Walton, News"
"Bobby Benson" &
"Sidney Walton"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
f Includes Household Equipment

NETWORK
(Gross)

Furnishings
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CAB

CODE

Rules Regarding Practices
CIVIL Aeronautics Board has
adopted a set of "principles of
practice"lations
designed
to prohibit
rebetween a member
of the
board and CAB's staff by a private
industry
party in
where
"influence"
is being sought
connection
with
a pending case.
CAB is a regulatory agency with
quasi-judicial powers similar to
those of the FCC. The code adopted
by CAB follows the pattern being
proposed for all regulatory agencies by Sen. Paul Douglas (D-Ill.).
He is currently working out such
a canon.

CALIF. INSTITUTE
Sold to Wood, Bishop
CALIFORNIA Institute of Radio
and Television, Hollywood, has
been purchased by Lee Wood-Jim
Bishop Enterprises Inc., Los Angeles, from Chloe Owings effective April 1. The school, founded
in
1943, is located at 5910 Sunset
Blvd.
Mr. Wood, a radio writer and
actor currently is featured on
CBS Lee Wood Reports and KTSL
(TV) Hollywood Lee's Lair, and
writes Don Lee Frank Hemingway Show. Mr. Bishop is president of Bishop & Assoc. Inc., Los
Angeles advertising and public
relations firm.

Various proposals for a "code of
ethics" for government agencies
have been forwarded by CongressFaculty members, made up exclusively of working professionals
men as an aftermath of the sensanow
employed
in either radio or
tional disclosures of Congress'
probe of the Reconstruction Fi- television, include Rollo Hunter,
ABC Western Division Program
nance Corporation [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, April 2]. CAB, it- Manager, Reed Browning, announcer, ABC Welcome to Hollyself, has been alleged with coming
wood; Dick Cutting, CBS Hollyunder "influence" from outside
wood announcer and newscaster;
sources. These charges are underLee
Wood.
School currently has 21
stood to be under surveillance by
students enrolled.
Senate probers.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ONLY

A

COMBINATION

\

THE

GEORGIA

PURCHASE

OF STATIONS
CAN

COVER

MAJOR
GEORGIA'S
MARKETS

MACON

WTOC

WMAZ

WAGA

MACON

ATLANTA

SAVANNAH
SAVANNAH

5,000w

•

590kc

10,OOOw

•

5.000w

940kc

•

l,290kc

(ALL CBS AFFILIATES)

OFFERS
THE^^v
AT
ONE
LOW
COST:

ADVERTISERS

• Concentrated coverage
• Merchandising assistance
• Listener loyalty built by local programming
• Dealer loyalties
- in three major markets.

Represented individually and as a group by
NEW YORK

ROADCASTING

•

CHICAGO

•

• Telecasting

DETROIT

♦

ATLANTA

THE
•

KATZ
DALLAS

•

AGENCY,
KANSAS CITY

•

LOS ANGELES

INC.
*

SAN FRANCISCO
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Class

TELEVISION

CLASS 16.

ENGINEERS-

HOW

BUY

III

TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE
KITS
EVERYTHING NEEDED
for ANY Tower
150 to 900 Feet
Exposed or Conduit Wired
Don't let lack of some
critical fitting hold-up
completion of
YOUR JOB!
H & P Lighting equipment,
consistently specified by
outstanding electronic
engineers,
is furnished as standard
equipment by most
leading tower manufacturers.
COMPLETE
LIGHTING KITS
SAVE...
Purchasing Time!
Erection Time!
Completion

portest point.
at lowSINGLE and DOUBLE
OBSTRUCTION LIGHTS
Designed
ft fs si for standard
f f signal
A-21 lamps.
traffic
Prismatic globes
/ cifications.
meet CAA speV|- MERCURY
Offf CODE FLASHER
. |apt;
No contact points
to wear out. 14-52 Jj}
flashes per minute. ''"~%m'
PECA" SERIES
PHOTO-ELECTRIC
CONTROL
Lights automatically, if
any part fails.
PROMPT SERVICE and DELIVERY
Order through your jobber or Tower Manufacturer. We will send his name on request.
Send for FREE Catalog
Gives complete bill of material for each of our
7 kits, with itemized costs.
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS
TOWER LIGHTING DIVISION
4075 BEVERLY BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES 4, CALIFORNIA
P Page 98
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-♦■ ; Industrial

INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

NETWORK
(Gross)

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
U. S. STEEL CORP.
"Theatre Guild on the Air" &
(Eff. Jun.-Sept.) "NBC Summer
BBDO
E. Symphony"
I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. INC.
"Cavalcade of America"
BBDO

INSTITUTIONAL campaigns by
U. S. Steel Corp. and duPont again
proved to hold a virtual monopoly
on radio advertising in the Industrial Materials category. U. S.
Steel maintained a one-hour show
during the entire year and duPont's Cavalcade of America was
off the air for only one month.

CLASS 17.

Product

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

Institutional

NBC-168-1

Institutional

NBC- 152-V2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.
-Dec.)

1950
1949
$ 1,437,085 $ 1,452,089
709,161

U. S. Steel was widely commended for its presentation (in conjunction with RCA Victor) of an
hour-and-a-half production of Hamlet on March 4 of this year.
Among those firms signing up
for spot radio time in 1950: Canadian Industrial Alcohol Co. Ltd.,

710,820

S 370,55

Mystic Adhesive Products Ltd
Abitibi Power & Paper Co., A. Cj
Smith Co. and Chemicals Inc.
Outlook for 1951 is steady, wit|
no sharp changes anticipated, sine ;
the big two — U. S. Steel and du
Pont — will be continuing their ir.
stitutional programs on NBC. 4

Insurance

INSURANCE AND BANKS

NETWORK
(Gross)

LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

THE important and sizeable contribution of banks and like financial institutions is shown in the
accompanying chart for this category.
According to the American
Bankers Assn., the 14,000 commercial banks in the United States
can be expected to spend approximately $43 million for advertising
during 1951 — and radio will get a
sizeable share along with other
media.
Further elaboration on bank advertising during this year is offered by the American Bankers
Assn., which points out that its
messages probably will put heaviest emphasis on deposit services.

1950 $ 240,371!
1949 112,000
1940

'BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

17

Advertiser, program and agency
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA
"Jack
Show"
Benton Berch
& Bowles
Inc.
"Prudential
Family
Benton & Bowles Inc.Hour of Stars"
EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE U. S.
"This
F.B.I."
WarwickIs Your
& Legler
Inc.
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
"Eric
News"
"Dave Severeid,
Voile" (West
Coast)
(Eff.
April)
"Alan
Jackson,
News"
Young & Rubicam Inc.
MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH & ACCIDENT ASSN.
"Mutual Calling"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Materials

1950 $ 2,146,246 SPOT
1949
2,174,673
(Net)

Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Class

Patented
ventilator
dome circulates
the air, assures
cooler operation,
longer lamp
life. Concave
base with
drainage

16:.

Product
Insurance

Insurance
Institutional
Insurance

4
iii
1950 $ 2,852,728 SPOT 1950 $ 3,124,819 02
:ai
1949 3,737,682 (Net) 1949 1,344,000
f 724,65j|Ni
a
1940 1,004,378
si
Network
lie
No. of Stations
1950
1949
Hours per Week
NBC-139-1V4
1,479,862
1,956,359
1,379,989
1940 -..
1,378,695
577,664
CBS-149-V2
(Jan. -Feb i
99,873
929,460
909,193
ABC-284-V2
CBS-22-1V4

MBS-504-t
(One
Time)

The ABA states that no special
survey was made of bank use of
radio, but, judging from previous
analyses, "several thousand banks
will make regular use of radio,
employing particularly spot announcements."
In its national survey conducted
last January, to which more than
one-third of the banks responded,
the association found that checking
accounts would receive most stress
in advertising, followed in order
by savings accounts, auto loans,
farm production loans, personal
loans, mortgage loans, bank by
mail and business loans.
The banking association reports
(Continued on page 99)

429,894

$ 478,140

13,512

$ 373,394

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

KIKV
KIRKSVILIE, MO.
JUST
$36 a Week
Buys
A 15-Miniite Daily Strip
Gets . . . 108,000 North Missourians |
CALL COLLECT, DIRECT-5-3781
NORTH MISSOURI'S OWN STATION

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

1 ia

Insurance
I (Continued from page 98)
s media appraisal:
the trend is more and more to bank
„ . vices that appeal to the masses.
1 reach prospects in substantial
limbers it becomes increasingly nec, pry for banks to turn to mass
jdia, of which radio and television
r. outstanding examples. It is a log1 and inevitable conclusion that
dks in the future will rely more
.; 1! more heavily on these two ave?s of communication to tell their
jry to the public.
\nother favorable indicator is
fact that in 1950 the nation's
15 !tual
savings
exded $20
billion banks'
for the deposit
first time.
rther, the banks expect an even
■ater expansion as the mobilizan program advances.
' A record year for life insurance,
">0 saw purchase of $29.5 billion,
■ ')sting total life insurance in
"tee to $228 billion. In spite of
s success, radio network purijjfises by insurance companies deli Hied by about 25% from 1949 to
I f otal of $2,852,728 for 1950.
Prudential Insurance
Prudential Insurance Co.'s Jack
rch Show accounted for nearly
-\f of the network total. Equite's This Is Your FBI and Metroitan's
st
of thenews
rest.programs made up
farmers Insurance Group, Los
geles, signed a 52-week contract
September 1950 for a half-hour
ekly show on the full Don Lee
. :work of 45 stations through
;hop & Assoc. Adv., Los Angeles.
I ptate
Farm
Insurance Co.,
■■ j)omington, 111., began sponsorT a weekly five-minute news comntary program on MBS in Febary this year, through Needham,
uis & Brorby, Chicago.
1 The Institute of Life Insurance
' New York expects 1951 to be a
sar of continued progress and
mansion" for insurance comnies. It feels there will be more
nand than ever for personal life
urance as well as group em\<ye benefit plans and pension
)grams. Expansion of all busies and industry will mean greater
pd for capital funds, assuring
iong demand for life insurance
iancial reserves.

Class

1

Jewelry
CLASS 18.

JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
rtC 1 W \J K rv
(Gross)
KiFTWORK"
s

Advertiser, program and sponsor
LONG1NES-WITTNAUER WATCH CO. INC.
"Longines
Symphonerte"
Victor
A. Bennett
Co. Inc.
"Choraliers" &
(Eff. Oct.)
"Symphonerte"
Victor
A. Bennett
Co. Inc.
"Symphonerte" &
(Eff. Oct.)
"Choraliers"
Victor
A. Bennett
Co. Inc.
BRUNER-RfTTER INC.
"Chance of a Lifetime"
Raymond Specter Co. Inc.
SPEIDEL CO.
"Stop &thePresbrey
Music"
Cecil
REVERE CAMERA CO.
"A Date With Judy"
Roche, Williams & Geary Inc.
WALTHAM WATCH CO.
"Share
the Wealth"Inc.
Hershon-Garfield
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
ALTHOUGH the network expenditures of jewelry firms fell off in
1950, the industry as a whole,
especially watch manufacturers,
continued to spend liberally in radio. Most of radio's revenue in
this category comes from spot announcements atstation-break time
signals. Watchmakers such as
Benrus, Hamilton, Helbros, Bulova,
Gruen etc. do not show up on the
network roster, but they are
among radio's most enthusiastic
supporters.
Benrus Watch Co. used $20,000
worth of radio-TV spots before and
after the World Series games. The
RABIO CANADA BLDE.
CBC Sets May 18 Opening
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Corp. plans to officially open its
new Radio Canada Bldg., at Montreal, May 18. A special events radio
program and leading personalities
in Canadian and United States
broadcasting will be featured. The
building is the former 12-story
Ford Hotel on Dorchester St. in
the heart of downtown Montreal.
It was bought by CBC for the
Canadian government at over $2
million in July 1948, and has been
refitted as the center of CBC
French-language programs; CBC
International Service done for the
Canadian Dept. of External Affairs in 14 languages, and all programming for Quebec. It also
houses the CBC engineering division, Quebec commercial operations
and has a board room for the CBC
board of governors meetings. Control room in Radio Canada Bldg.
can handle up to 50 programs
simultaneously, and with shortwave
foreign language broadcasts included, is estimated to originate
more programs than Radio City,
New York.

FGN ROBBED
Stolen Equipment Listed
<jRTON
E. GREEN, general
nager, WFGN Gaffney, S. C,
Is furnished details of the burtry which occurred at the stain March 24 [Broadcasting •
LECASTING, April 2]. Of necesV, Mr. Green reported, WFGN
j3 off the air March 25 but with
! assistance of WGCD Chester,
C, returned to the air March 26.
A.mong the items reported as
■len are, a console, Raytheon,
•del RC-11, serial No. 336; two
esto 62-A turntables and motors,
•ials 4605, 4609; two reproducer
21s, GE-FA21A with cartridges
PX-046) ; a Sylvania Tube Test1 Model 140, and two RCA Jr.
locity (74-B) microphones.
iOADCASTING
• Telecasting

Product,
...
Watches
iLongines Watches
Wittnauer Watches
Bretton Watch Bands,
Bracelets, Others
Wristwatch Bands and
other products
Movie Cameras, Projecto
Accessories
Waltham Watches

11 aqn
41
5flO
7JU
p 1, U7
1 0/,JU7
1949 2,789,721
1940 305,513
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
ABC-140-1 H 40 mm.
CB5-149-V2
DC 1 A it 1 /
(Apr.-Jun.;
Sept.
-Dec.)
CBS-151-V2
(Apr.-Jun.;
Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-205-V2
(Jan. -May)
ABC-204-1/4
(Jan. -Jul.)
rs ABC-77-V2
(Jan. -Feb.)
ABC-22-25 min.
(Two Times)

firm's total radio budget for 1950
totaled approximately $1 million.
A whopping $4 million was appropriated byBulova for radio-TV
in
1949.1950, $500,000 more than in
Helbros Watch Co., a network
sponsor in 1949, was considering
both network and spot campaigns

CsrU
D/^X1
(Net)
1950
893,354
$ 228,807
267,899

1949
1940
4,592,000*

1 949
S 480,247
985,248
490,276

396,648
$ 347,382
s
$

S 266,760

317,328
50,370

S 519,469
$ 355,238

$
8,875 » TELECASTING estimate
* BROADCASTING
for 1951.
Leading network advertiser,
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., accounted for more than three-fourths
of the total network expenditures.
That firm's Longines Symphonette
was the only year-round network
program in the jewelry category
for 1950.

KLIX, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
• f. C. MclNTYRE, VICE PRES. & GEN. MGR.
REPRESENTED BY GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
• ABC AFFILIATE
April 16, 1951
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I
Class

19

Office

EquipaneJil!

CLASS 19.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT, STATIONERY & WRITING
SUPPLIES
1950
NETWORK
1949 $1,282,246
(Gross)
1,413,696
1940
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Network
No. of Stations
Product
Hours per Week
Advertiser, program and agency
HALL BROTHERS INC.
Greeting Cards
CBS-1 76-1/2
"Hallmark
Foote, Cone Playhouse"
& Belding
(Jan.-Jun.;
Sept.-Dec.)
EVERSHARP INC.
Pencils, Razors NBC-1 65-1/2
"Take
Biow Co.It or Leave It"
&Pens,
Blades
(Jan.-Sept.)
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

HOWARD

LOAN

LONG

CO. EXEC.

INCREASES
BUDGET

RADIO

BY 40%

Standard Loan Company Chester, Penna., is one of 12 branch offices. Howard Long, manager of
this office, upped his budget on
WPWA by a cool 40% because we
produced new applications at $4.25
each, whereas his newspaper space
required $7.50 per new application.
Mr. Long's branch office was in
seventh position when the commercials were first aired on WPWA.
His branch is now in the number
two slot.
"Success stories" such as this are
fairly common among users of time
on WPWA. What more can we tell
you to persuade your clients that
the Delaware County, Penna. audience cannot be effectively reached
without WPWA? We invite your
consideration of our up-and-coming
1,000 watter. Check up on us
TODAY.

DELAWARE COUNTY'S
FIRST STATION
1590 on the dial, FIRST
. in the hearts of listeners
CHESTER,

PENNA.

Represented By
NATIONAL TIME SALES
17 E. 42nd Street, New York City
Page 100
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FOR THE third year, network
time sales in the Office Equipment,
Stationery and Writing Supplies
classification have declined. From
a 1947 high of $4,230,989, they fell
to $2,317,072 in 1948, to $1,413,696
in 1949, and slightly over the $1
million mark in 1950. Only two
network advertisers were reported
in this category, and neither of
those had year-round schedules.
The two advertisers, Hall Brothers Inc. and Eversharp Inc., reversed their order in total expenditures in 1950 as compared with
1949. Eversharp, which led Hall
Brothers in 1949, dropped Take it
or Leave It in September, 1950,
while Hallmark Playhouse continues into this year.
Added to Roster
In 1951, Dictograph Corp., San
Francisco, was added to the network advertising roster, purchasing a 14 program series on MBS,
including True or False, Major
George Fielding Eliot, Lanny Ross
and Mutual Newsreel.
Spot radio accounts in this category included All-Steel Equipment
Inc., Aurora, 111. (A-S-E steel office equipment) ; Evans Pen Corp.,
Hollywood, Calif. (Evans and Evanette ball point pens) ; Fieldston
Ball Pen Co., New York; Norma
Pencil Corp., New York (Norma
multicolor pencils) ; Remington
Rand Inc., New York; Scripto Inc.,
Atlanta, Ga.; W. A. Sheaffer Pen
Co., Madison, Iowa; Silhouette
Corp., St. Louis, Mo. (Personality
Girl stationery) ; Stratford Pen
Corp., New York; Ward Paper Co.,
Merrill, Wis. (Lustre Duster);
Western Stationery Co., Topeka,
Kan.
J. H. Mackey
JOSEPH H. MACKEY, 52, division manager, public relations department, WRVA Richmond, Va.,
died suddenly April 3 at his
home. A native of Richmond, and
a World War I veteran, Mr. Mackey had been associated with WRVA
since its beginning in 1925. He
was an announcer and did a blackface skit on the old Corn Cob Pipe
Club when it was on NBC originating from Richmond.

SUMMER

SPOT
(Net)
1950
$682,954

1950 $360,55(3
1949 Less tha
0.1 % of tot
1949
$649,530

1940
$ 63,3

$231,4
$764,166
$599,292
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimc

RADIO-TV INSTITUTE
NBC-Northwestern U. Project Starts June 2

TENTH

ANNUAL NBC-Northwestern U. Summer Radio and
Television Institute will open in
Chicago June 25 for specialized
students of the broadcast fields.
The six-week session will offer 13
advanced courses in programming,
production, writing, sales, management, public service, news and
announcing. A special series outlining the "Chicago school" of TV
production will be offered this year
for the first time.

limited to persons with experient
in broadcasting or related fields, it
eluding agencies, educational <
religious institutions and "talentt
newcomers," Miss Waller sai
Classes will be conducted at NB
Chicago studios and at the N. T
campus in Evanston. Addition;
information can be obtained fro ,
Evanston.
the
director of the institute, N. L'

The new series, available to "a
limited group of students with unusual talents and promise," includes Television Directing for Local Stations, with Arthur Jacobson, NBC Chicago TV program
manager; Creative Television Production, with Ted Mills, NBC Chicago executive TV producer, and
Ben Park, TV producer-director;
and Television Station Operations,
with George Heinemann, NBC Chicago TV operations manager.
Other institute courses and instructors :

PROGRAM
POLICY
WCOP Plans More Musi
WCOP Boston, which becomes a
independent outlet June 15, te:
minating its ABC affiliation, wi
devote an "important part" of i1
evening schedule to serious musi
Craig Lawrence, general manage
has informed more than 700 agei
cies and advertiers in a letter ou
liningcommercial
the station's
future prograi
and
policy.

"Our basic program structui
will be built upon music for ever]
one, plus news, special events, an
public service keyed to the Great*
Boston area," Mr. Lawrence wrot
"News will be broadcast every hot;
on the hour," he continued, wit
the news staff concentrating upc
local news and special events i
addition to wire service stories.
WCOP, a 5 kw Cowles static
on 1150 kc, will terminate its ne
work connection at the same tin
that two other Cowles outlet
WNAX Sioux City-Yankton, ar
KRNT Des Moines, switch fro:
ABC to CBS. WLAW Lawrenc
Mass., 50 kw ABC affiliate on 6i
kc, will become ABC's exclush
outlet for the Boston area [Broai
casting • Telecasting, March 12
Commercial policies, Mr. La^
rence stated, would continue as s
present, both as to standards <
practice and rates, with the on
basic rate change probably in Cla:
A time.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Radio and Television Announcing,
Louis Roen, NBC Chicago announcer;
Music for Radio and Television, Don
Marcotte, director of the NBC Chicago Music Dept.; Sales and Management, Donley E. Fedderson, chairman
of the department of radio and television at the School of Speech, Northwestern U. and co-director of the institute; Howard B. Meyers, WMAQ
(NBC) Chicago sales manager, and
guest lecturers; Dramatic Writing,
Martin Maloney, assistant professor
of radio, N. U.; Continuity Writing,
Lyle D. Barnhart, assistant professor
of radio, N. U.
Program Planning and Building,
Charles Hunter, assistant professor
of radio, N. U.; Radio Directing Techniques, Ralph Knowles, NBC Chicago
radio production-director; Radio Production Procedures, Homer Heck, NBC
Chicago radio program - production
manager; News and Special Events
Broadcasting, Baskett Mosse, assistant professor of radio, N. U. Journalism School, and Public Service Broadcasting, Judith Waller, NBC Chicago
director of public affairs and education and co-director of the institute.
Enrollment, as in the past, is

1

Med

Publ

Cla ss
300K publishers bought most of
he network radio time in this category, but only in parts — most of
he contracts running for three or
'our months. The Christian Science Publishing Society's quarterlour news program on ABC was
igain the only year-round network
irogram in this class.
Competing media, such as magazines and newspapers, have never
ieen inclined to buy heavily into
letwork time. In the spot field,
lowever, Ladies Home Journal and
Saturday Evening Post, among
ithers, have sponsored fairly largecale campaigns. Other radio spot
luyers in this category include
bantam Books, Book House for
Children, Capper Publications, Chicago Daily Neivs, Chicago Tribune,
les Moines Register and Tribune,
Detroit News, Esquire, Fiction
Sook Club, Book of Knowledge,
loughton Mifflin Co., Alfred A.
Cnopf, Liveright Pub. Co., Macradden Publications, McGraw-Hill
3ook Co., Milwaukee Journal Co.,
Vlihvaukee Sentinel, Nelson-Hall
]o., Thomas Nelson & Sons, New
r ork Herald Tribune, New York
'ournal American, New York
"imes, New Yorker, Oregon Jourlal, Philadelphia Daily News, Philadelphia Inquirer, Popular Science
donthly, Prentice-Hall Inc. and
he Readers Digest.

CLASS 20.

PUBLISHING AND MEDIA
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
DOOBLEDA Y & CO.
"Jacques Fray"
Huber Hoge & Sons
"Galen Hoge
Drake"& Sons
& (Eff. Mar.) "Bill Lang"
Huber
"Ted Steele Show" & "Jack Sterling
Show" Hoge
& "Bill& Sons
Lang" & "Jacques Fray"
Huber
"SidneyHoge
Walton"
Huber
& Sons& "Ooubleday Quiz Club"
"Sidney Walton" & "Doubleday Quiz"
&Huber
"GalenHogeDrake"
& Sons
"Edwin C. Hill"
Huber Hoge & Sons
WILLIAM H. WISE & CO. INC.
"Get More& Altman
Out of Inc.
Life"
Thwing

Product
Books

1950 $663,147
1949 911,814
ly'JU 575,871J
lOAfi
E7C OT1 +
Network
No.
Stations
Hoursof per
Wsslc
(Jan.-Mar.)
CBS-56-V4
ABC60(Jan.-Mar.)
CBS-57-Vij
(Jan . -A/la r.)
MBS-59-V2
(Jan. -Feb.)
MBS-6O-IV2
(Jan. -Feb.)
NBC-42-1/2
(Jan.-Apr.)
CBS-48-V2
(Jan.-Apr.)
(Jan.-May)
CBS-48-1/2

SPOT 1950 $1,081,668*
(Net) 1949 2,016,000*
1 VDU
$ 261,685
30,783
30,872
31,356
28,116
56,669

$ 246,437
64,496
77,796

Magazines

217,924
4,085

$ 256,947

3,359
24,900
11,654

$
Christian Science
Monitor

1940

83,889

CBS-53-1/4
(Sept. Only)
MBS-23-1/4
(Sept.-Dec.)
MBS-49-V4
Sept.)
(Jan. -Feb .;
ABC-6I-V4
(Jan.-May)
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST
(CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING
SOCIETY)
"Christian Science Monitor Views the
H. B. Humphrey Co.
OMNIBOOK INC.
"Robert
St. John"
News"Hoge
Huber
& Sons Inc.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
$ Includes Stationery.

1949

64,232
151,088

$ 324,448

ABC-1 7-V4
ABC-65-V4
(One Time)

i:
3,937

K

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate
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RADIOS, PHONOGRAPHS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
Va
NETWORK
1950 $
SPOT
1950
$3,365,190*
t
rti
1,232,294
1949
749,257
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
1940
(Net) 1949 560,000*
1940
68,227
Network
No. of Stations
Hours Per Week
Product
1949
1950
Advertiser, program and agency
277,209
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA
NBC-I66-V2
716,253
Radio & TV Sets
"Screen Directors Playhouse" & (Eff. Sept.)
$ 906,155
(Jan.-Jun.;
$64 Question"
Sept.-Dec.)
J."TheWalter
Thompson Co.
41,686
Radios, TV Sets,
NBC-1 66-1/2
Big Show"
(Nov.-Dec.)
J."TheWalter
Thompson Co.
Phonographs, Records NBC-I66-V2
!137,054
(Nov.-Dec.)
J."Duffy's
Walter Tavern"
Thompson Co.
NBC-I66-V2
"Man Called X"
(Nov.-Dec.)
J. Walter Thompson Co.
NBC-I66-V2
37,054
Symphony"
37,054
(Nov.-Dec.)
J."NBC
Walter
Thompson Co.
NBC-1 66-1/2
"Screen
Directors
Playhouse"
(Nov.-Dec.)
J. Walter Thompson Co.
37,054
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM INC.
Long Playing Records CBS-58-1/2
"Columbia Long Playing
$32,995
$ 136,619
(Feb.-Jun.)
McCann-Erickson
Inc. Record Parade"
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
ABC-94-var.
Sylvania
"Game of the Week"
$ 109,563
Receivers TV & Radio time
Kenyon & Eckhardt
(Sept.-Nov.)
ADMIRAL CORP.
Radios,
TV Sets,Electric
Radio- ABC-229-21/2
"National Professional Championship Game"
Phonographs,
(One Time)
$ 34,347
Ranges, Appliances
MUNTZ-TV INC.
Television Sets
MBS-42-1/4
"Rebuttal"
$ 25,586
Michael Shore Adv.
(Jan.-Feb.)
HALLICRAFTERS CO.
Television
Sets
MBS-57-1/4
"Hollywood
(Jan.-Mar.)
Sorensen & Co.Quiz"
$20,024
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate
(Continued on page 103)
CLASS 21.

'
Convents *
Jm ^°LUCkV
p.!
^
V,ers"
s
^umber
. two kith

,

Jll

P.S. YOU MIGHT FIND ME IN
ROOM 553-A AT THE STEVENS!
Page 102
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udios, Phonographs
^'Continued from page 102)
)DUCTION spurts in both raand television sets in 1950 over
I were reflected in heavy adlising increases for those inments. There is reason to be■ that, barring severe influence
■l the defense program, both
duction and advertising in the
o-television category will hold
n 1951.
l a statement to Broadcasting
elecasting, James D. Secrest,
*ral manager, Radio-Television
s. Assn., said:
the radio set business, whose
[h at the hands of television
confidently predicted by many
jons in and out of the industry
aw years ago, seems to have
e a remarkable recovery from
nek bed.
^adio receiver production which
jped to 11,400,000 units in 1949
iced back to 14,600,000 in 1950
during the early part of 1951
still going strong. In fact, the
iction of radio receiver output
anuary was only 9% under the
quarter average in 1950,
reas TV set production was
n 21%. Television receiver
.ut in 1950 totalled 7,463,800
|s, more than double that of
Materials Scarcity
t's too early to predict with
accuracy how many radio sets
be made in 1951.
There is
e likelihood that, as materials
me more scarce, manufacturers
channel a larger proportion of
b into TV sets rather than rabecause of the wide difference
ales price. However, there is
ndication that radios will dis;ar from the market short of
ill-out war.
Set manufacturers during the
few years have greatly insed their use of both television
radio in advertising, and it is
•cted this trend will continue
year. Despite prospects for a
ining production of both TV
radio sets in 1951, most manuurers at present plan to cone their intensive advertising
.rams, and some have indicated
'rtising expenditures will be
er in 1951 than in 1950."
mong manufacturers of radiosets using network radio in
but not the year before was
co Corp., which sponsors
ikfast Club on ABC, Mon.9:45-10 a.m. and Admiral
!>. sponsored MBS broadcasts
- the Golden
Gloves boxing
imes March 9 and 29.
number of set makers engaged
pot radio campaigns, some of
i in cooperation with dealers
distributors. Among those buyspot radio in 1950 were CrosDiv. of Avco Mfg. Corp., Allen
JuMont Labs., Emerson Radio
lonograph Corp., General ElecCo., Motorola Inc., Olympic
.0 & Television Inc., Pilot RaCorp., RCA-Victor, Raytheon
| Co., Starrett Television Corp.,
'art-Warner Corp. and Zenith
o Corp.
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CLASS 22. RETAIL STORES & DIRECT MAIL
NETWORK
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS (Gross)
Advertiser, program and agency
SAVE-BY-MAIL INC.
"Modern Romances"
DR. HISS SHOES INC.
"Flying
Feet" Co.
Honig-Cooper
GIFTS BY MAIL INC.
"Modern Romances"
Huber Hoge & Sons
RADIO OFFER CO.
"B-Bar-B Riders"
Huber Hoge & Sons
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Mail Offer of Bulbs &
Plant Seedlings

IOC/I
c;
AAltA
1 73U
-p 40,
1 JO
1949 40,632
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
ABC-59-V2
(Nov. -Dec.)
ABC-4-V2
(Jan. -Nov.)
ABC-57-V2
(April Only)

Novelty Gifts

MBS-56-1/2
(One
Time)

Product
Mail Order — Toy Circus,
Christmas Tree Ornaments
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores

CURRENT trend to put more
"sell" in all advertising will continue, in the opinion of Howard P.
Abrahams, manager of the Sales
Promotion Division and Visual
Merchandising Group, National Retail Dry Goods Assn., in a statement to Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Should space rationing return,
radio stations are likely to get a
larger share of the retail dollar.
Biggest piece of this dollar goes to
newspapers. Mr. Abrahams said
that in 1938, 64 cents of the department stores' publicity dollar went
to newspapers. In 1946 it was down
to 50 cents but in 1949 it came back
slightly to 54 cents.
This gives radio "a tremendous
opportunity" to anchor the medium
as "a big-league department in the
retailers' promotion program," according to Mr. Abrahams, if stations direct their energies toward
retail sales-producing programs.
He added they should use retailtrained people who know the problems of stores.
"Retailers are traditional optomists," Mr. Abrahams said. "They
regularly plan their business to
exceed the volume of the previous
year. Increasing retail business in
the period ahead does not appear
to be a problem. Almost every retail authority agrees that this is
easily possible. The amount of increase for any store appears to be
a matter of degree depending upon
the type of store, the location and
merchandise available. Of course,
in these uncertain times, anything
can happen to upset all thinking.
Retail Promotion Problem
"The retail promotion problem,
instead, is centered upon the items
to promote and the cost to promote.
"The soaring market, defense
production and increased tempo of
selling has eliminated much merchandise from the promotion scene.
Some merchandise is unavailable
or stores feel that it doesn't need
promotion. This identical situation
will be upon retailers for a considerable time ahead.
"Promotion costs are and will be
a serious problem for all sales
promotion executives. Media,

• Telecasting

generally, has reached new cost
heights and coupled with advertising and production costs, the
expense to produce each line of
newspaper advertising, each radio
and TV program has jumped skyward.
"Greater results which pay-off
in retail advertising will be achieved through such methods as :
"1 — More careful examination of
items to be promoted and the elimination of 'weak sister' merchandise.
"2— Economizing on the amount
of air time taken for each promotion. Using just the amount required to accomplish a specific objective and no more.
"3 — Careful timing of advertising to peaks of demand.
"4 — More efficient use of radio,
TV, window and interior displays
to compensate possible rationing
and reduce newspaper space.
Additional Demand
"Immediately ahead there will be
an additional demand upon retailers' promotion budgets. Government activities will require institutional advertising and window displays. This will eat into stores'
budgets but they will accept this
problem as in the past and gladly
cooperate with government defense
requests.
"Total promotion expenditures
by retailers are bound to climb
this year. While this means more
dollars it does not necessarily mean
a greater percentage of the store's
business because the same percentage of the increased volume of business means more advertising dolThis summary of the retail advertising situation by an executive
who knows it from all angles points
tolars."
a major opportunity for radio to
strengthen one of its weakest spots.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau is
taking the lead in attacking the
problem.
Some of the nation's largest
department stores have had outstanding success with radio. Others
have bought little time. Traditionally department and specialty

jrU 1
(Net)
1950

1949 4,144,000*
1949
1940

15,930
$S 16,048
$ 2,160
$ 11,196
$ 2,962
BROADCASTING
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stores use newspapers as their
basic medium. Gradually radio is
cutting into this historic habit
and the retailer is becoming a
major air advertiser.
In tabulating network advertising by retail stores and direct
mail, Publishers Information Bureau lists Dr. Hiss Shoes Inc.
under retail but Adam Hats under
the Apparel category. Thus, the
figures show only a trifle of the
amount retailers spend on network,
regional and local radio. The local
radio advertising bill, mostly retail, totals over $205 million alone.
ENJOY LIVING, heard over KSTP
Minneapolis-St.
Paul, was- program
voted ". .in.
best health education
state." Poll was conducted by Minnesota Radio Council.

In the big Montreal area — one of
the best markets in Canada — CFCF
gives you maximum coverage and
the friendly listenership of increasing numbers who prefer "the Station of the Stars."
Many distinguished advertisers
agree "It's easier to sell through
U.S. Representative : Weed& Co.
CFCF."
^

MONTREAL
J
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sets

Both country-wide

new

of

and regional surveys for years have been showing

listened-to kind of program
Last year newscasts

ceilings

that news

is the most

in radio. It consistently has held the top spot in popularity.

set higher marks than ever.

United Press recently canvassed

more than 1250 client stations. It found that for every hundred

minutes

a year ago, they now

hundred

of news they broadcast
news

programs

broadcast

they put on the air a year ago, they now

128 minutes

. . . that for every

put on 136.

Figured either way, it's a striking gain. News— long the strongest draw in radio— is today from
a quarter to a third stronger than it was 12 months ago.

Well-written

and well-reported news— by United Press— is the best buy in radio programming.

nited

Press

In FCC
editorial

nil

Exit: NAB; Enter: NARTB
THE NEW all-inclusive radio-television trade
association formally debuts with the NARTB
convention in Chicago this week. It represents
the welding- of TV and aural radio under one
banner — a confederation of the entities that
live under radio by the American plan.
A new association, but mainly old faces. It
was created in the crucible of conflict that has
animated the broadcast arts almost from the
that it's all sunshine and
say would
beginning.
flowers evenTonow
be unrealistic. Two
major networks are still outside the NARTB
fold. Many important stations, which seceded
because of lack of confidence in NAB's leadership, remain on the side-lines. They will be
enticed back only when they are satisfied that
this isn't the same old commodity, wrapped up
in a new, rakish package.
There's an elaborate agenda for the NARTB
sessions. Whether your dish is AM, TV or
FM, commercial or technical, manpower or
economics, you'll find it on the schedule.
A year ago, the question was whether there
would be an NAB at all. There emerged from
that convention a new format. President Justin
Miller was to have a general manager, and rid
himself of day-to-day operating burdens. William B. Ryan was selected. Before his first
year was out, he was inveigled into the presidency of the Bi'oadcast Advertising Bureau,
the new business-getting branch of NAB.
The order changed swiftly. The NAB board,
at a meeting last January in Clearwater, created the NARTB — a stem-to-stern reorganization— embracing an autonomous and separate
TV unit, replete with its own board of directors.
President Miller, at his own behest, was to
move into the newly created post of chairman
of the board.
On the eve of the new convention, the NAB
selection committee announced the appointment
of Harold Fellows as the new NARTB president— a choice generally applauded. The TV
group shortly will select its general manager
as Harold Fellows' opposite number. The
NARTB organization, then will be complete.
NARTB has one— and only one — broad objective. That is preservation of the American
Plan of broadcasting. Everything else is collateral. Ifthere were no American Plan, there
would be no rate issue. There would be no
"radio silence" problem, because the government would be running everything.
So commendable progress has been made
toward fusion of all those who live by the
American Plan. The set manufacturers, at
the other end of the line, have emerged from
years of indolence and disregard of their obligations. Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. has acquired new and, what we believe will be, highly
effective leadership in the person of President
Glen McDaniel, an able, affable and resolute
young man who knows the Washington whirligig, law, manufacturing and the arts.
Some day, we predict, there will be complete
fusion — a merging of all those identified with
the broadcast arts and industries.
Today, the situation is vastly better than it
was a year ago or two years ago. NARTB
knows that its task, at top level, is one of
public relations, embracing the legislative and
regulatory, and the correlation of that activity
with the segments in its fold.
Indeed, like government itself, a trade association is as strong as its leadership.
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Anti-Trust

IN THE FURORE raised by the FCC's shrewish upbraiding of the movie industry for withholding films and talent from television, the
major points of the Commission's recent policy statement have been overlooked.
All the criticism has been directed toward a
single passage in a report that comprehensively
describes the Commission's intention to consider violations of federal laws, notably antitrust, in determining the eligibility of applicants for broadcasting stations.
The disputed passage implies that the FCC,
intemperately and perhaps illegally, will be
reluctant to grant a station license to any
movie producer who has not released his best
pictures and players to TV. As such, it deserves all the criticism it gets. The spectacle
of an FCC holding up the movie business at
the point of a gun is frightening.
It is unfortunate that this declaration
sneaked in to mar what seems to us is an
otherwise sound policy. We think the Commission has a right, indeed an obligation, to
scrutinize an applicant's history of law violations in deciding whether his character justifies the issuance of a license.
In the case of motion pictures companies,
which have been held by the Supreme Court
to have violated anti-trust laws by controlling
both production and exhibition facilities, the
FCC is obliged to decide whether such a concern would not be in violation of the same laws
if it operated a TV station. As an exhibition
medium, a TV station is worth a thousand
neighborhood movie houses, in terms of the
total audience reached.
The FCC was wise in stating that its attitudes on these questions had not been fixed
into a blanket policy against motion picture
producers as a class and that its report was
designed only as a guide in approaching caseby-case review of applications.
It was extremely unwise, however, to include in its report a warning aimed at forcing
movie producers to release their properties to
TV. The warning was irrelevant and indefensible— and perhaps academic too, in view of
the fact that TV is expanding its own film
production, independent of the movies.
It Could

Happen

Again

AT THE NARTB Convention in Chicago
this week, delegates will see the most extensive
exhibit of broadcast and TV equipment and
services ever displayed — a multi-million dollar
showing of the latest and the best.
As broadcasters and their engineers view
these exhibits and make their plans to buy,
they should also be mindful that another exhibit may not be possible next year. Their
memories should hark back to World War II,
when equipment and tubes couldn't be purchased and when transmitters were kept perking only through voluntary pooling.
Well-timed is the RCA Victor campaign enlisting employes in a drive to conserve critical
materials. It is a campaign that could well
be emulated by all broadcasters and manufacturers. It's common sense in unpredictable
times to nurse equipment and materials. A
minor shortage today could become a severe
one overnight.
As Frank Folsom, RCA president, points out:
Only by doing everything possible to help
itself can industry feel morally justified in
asking the help of government agencies in
supplying sufficient critical materials to
permit continued production of peacetime
products.
So when you browse and buy, keep uppermost that by avoiding waste now you may
avert a breakdown tomorrow.

jf- our respects to:

GEORGE

BUTLER STORER

B. Storer
got the leading
feel of electroi
LIKEGeorge
many
of radio's
figure;
ics
by
way
of
a
homemade
"ham"
. Though only 51 years of age, he is aoutfi
taw
radio veteran — 24 years in broadcasting an (
operator of the largest independent statio <
business in the radio-TV field.
That tinkering with a primitive bread-boai
transmitter at his Toledo home back in 191
didn't interrupt his public school career. H
college course, however, came to an abrupt en
when his father died. In a brief period tl
youth made the transition from Cornell's cair^
pus to the presidency of Standard Steel Tul
Co., Toledo, as successor to the elder Store
In 1926 the tube company was merged hall]
Elyria Iron & Steel Co., which in turn hi
came the Steel & Tube Division of RepubK
Steel Corp., Cleveland, with Mr. Storer ;
vice president in charge of the division.
After six months in Cleveland he decided
go back to Toledo where he, and others in tl
family, had started Fort Industry Oil Co. Thf
business had grown out of a well-nurs(
dream. From his Standard Steel Tube offn
in Toledo he often had watched trucks unloai'i
ing gasoline at a service station just acroi/
the railroad tracks.
How easy, he figured, to run a short sidiri
into the station, unload directly and save tl
customer money. That's how Fort Industry 0
Co. was conceived in July 1927. The origin1
station sold gas at 3 cents off regular price;
later two cents. Motorists liked the idea. Th<
liked it so well that within a few months the:
were six Toledo stations selling Speedenethat's the name he picked — and seven moi
in Cleveland, all with their own sidings.
.|
Looking around for ways to keep the bus
ness growing, Mr. Storer started to wondr
about the relatively new broadcast mediui
He started negotiating for some spots (.
WTAL Toledo and wound up by buying tP|
50-watter. Call letters, were changed to WSPHp'
symbolic
of Speedene.
was
putting
out 250 w By
and March
became 1928
the WSP
eighlK '
member of the young CBS network. Studii \^
were moved to the Commodore Perry Hotel.
That pioneer in CBS development, Maj.
Andrew White, inspired the transfer of WGH
Detroit to Fort Industry and American Broa<
casting Corp. of Ohio was formed, leasing tl
station for $200 a month. That year M
Storer moved to Detroit. He found himse
in the oil business; the steel business (havir
bought American Metal Products, Detroi
which became Tubeweld and finally Standai
(Continued on page 128)
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Class

23:

TOBACCO sponsors, always one
of the top buyers of radio time,
continued to use the medium heavily as consumer demand mounted
at the end of 1951.
Fall placements in 1950 again
set a record high level, keyed by
the statement of William S. Cutchins, vice president and advertising director of Brown & Williamson. Mr. Cutchins said radio was
"still the best buy in the advertising media field." He said that his
company would "spend every dollar— with one or two minor exceptions— of our 1950-51 advertising
budget for Raleigh cigarettes in
AM radio.
Believe in Radio

■
Ij
:

!

"You know there is a great deal
of talk nowadays about TV pushing AM radio right off the front
porch," Mr. Cutchins continued.
"Well I want each and every one
of you to know that we at Brown
& Williamson do not subscribe to
that theory. We have the greatest
admiration for TV and consider it
a strong and important new medium but it doesn't take a Prof.
Einstein or a comptometer operator
to figure out that AM radio is still
the best buy in the advertising
media field."
At the same time Dept. of Agriculture officials in Washington
have estimated that Americans
will use more tobacco in 1951 than
ever before. "Cigarette consumption in the United States in 1951
will probably exceed the record
number estimated for 1950," a
spokesman for the department
said.
The leading network users in
this classification, in addition to
the six top money spenders listed
in the accompanying table, include :
Leading Network Users
Bloch Brothers Tobacco Co., for
Kentucky Club smoking tobacco,
Fishing and Hunting Club of the
Air, MBS, 140 stations January to
March, 72 stations April to June,
8:30-8:55 p.m., Thursday, $125,181.
Ronson Art Metal Works, for
Ronson lighters and accessories,
Johnny Desmond, ABC January
through March, 271 stations, 9:259:30 p.m. Wednesday, $59,112. The
same firm, for its lighters and accessories, used the Johnny Desmond Show once on Mutual, 434
stations, for $5,068. Ronson sponsored Twenty Questions, MBS, on
an average of 475 stations, 8-8:30
p.m. Saturday, $841,895. Total
spent for network radio by the
Page 108
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. Smoking

Ronson firm was $906,075.
U. S. Tobacco Co., for its products, used Martin Kane, Private
Eye, MBS, on an average of 400
stations 4:30-5 p.m. Sunday, $554,208. The same manufacturer used

CLASS 23.

The Man Next Door, MBS, on an
average of 125 stations, 8:30-9
p.m. Saturday, $89,601. Total expenditures for network radio were
$643,809.
In addition

SMOKING MATERIALS

LEADING NETWORK

"Camel Scoreboard" & (Eff. Oct.) "Camel
Football Scoreboard"
Cotton
Game"
Wm. EstyBowl
Co. Football
Inc.
"Jimmy
Durante
Show"
Wm. Esty Co. Inc.
"Screen Guild Players" & (Eff. Ma..)
"Screen Guild Theatre"
Wm. Esty Co. Inc.
"The Esty
Fat Man"
Wm.
Co. Inc.
"Grand Ole Opry"
Wm. Esty Co. Inc.
P. LORILLARD & CO.
"Dr. I. Q."
Geyer, Newell & Ganger Inc.
"Original
Amateur Hour"
Lennen & Mitchell
"Stop
the
Music"
Lennen & Mitchell
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP.
"People Are Funny" & (Eff. Jun.-Sept.) "A
Life in M.YourSeeds
Hands"
Russel
Co.
"People Are Funny" & (Eff. Jun.) "A Life
in Your Hands"
"People
Are Funny"
Russel M.Seeds
Co.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

to network place-

ments, tobacco manufacturers wer
heavy users of spot. Five of th
six leaders used more spot radi
than ever before. A number o
smaller manufacturers relied a)
most entirely on spot radio.

NETWORK
(Gross)

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
"Arthur Godfrey"
Cunningham & Walsh
"Bing
Program" & (Eff. Jun.-Oct.)
"ABC's Crosby
of Music"
Cunningham & Walsh
"The
Godfrey &Digest"
Cunningham
Walsh
"Bob
Hope Show"
Cunningham
& Walsh
"Chesterfield &Supper
Cunningham
Walsh Club"
"The
Big
Show"
Cunningham & Walsh
"Duffy's Tavern"
Cunningham
& Walsh
"Man
Called X"
Cunningham
& Walsh
"Screen
Directors
Playhouse"
Cunningham
& Walsh
"Dragnet"
Cunningham & Walsh
PHILIP MORRIS & CO. LTD. INC.
"CrimeCo.Photographer"
Biow
"Horace
Biow Co. Heidt Show"
"This
Is Your Life"
Biow Co.
"This
Is Your Life"
Biow Co.
"Ladies
Be Seated"Inc.
Cecil & Presbrey
"One
Man's
Opinion"
Cecil & Presbrey
Inc.
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
"Jack Benny Program" & (Eff. Jun.-Sept.)
BBDO
"Guy Lombardo Orchestra"
"Light Up Time"
BBDO
"Your
BBDO Hit Parade"
"The Big Stauffer,
Story" Colwell & Bayles
Sullivan
"Leave
It
Joan"
Lawrence ToC. Gumbinner
Adv.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
"Bob Esty
HawkCo.Show"
Wm.
Inc.
"Frank Goss, News"
Wm. Esty Co. Inc.
"Vaughn
Wm.
Esty Monroe
Co. Inc. Show"
"Camel
Football
Wm. Esty Co. Inc.Roundup"

Materials

Product
Chesterfields

Fatimas
Philip
arettes Morris Cig-

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

Pall Mall Cigarettes
Roi-Tan Cigars
Camel Cigarettes

1950 $22, 488,587 SPOT
1949 23 ,667,403 (Net)
1940 14
,703,521
Network
No. of per
Stations
Hours
Week
1950

CBS-1 92-21/2
CBS-1 92-1/2

$5,217,562
2,466,229
925,162

CBS-1 68-1/2
(Jan.-Jul.)
NBC-1
69-1/2
(Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-1 64-1/2
(Jan. -Jun.)
(Dec.
Only)
NBC-166-1
(Dec.
Only)
NBC-166-1
(Dec.
Only)
NBC-166-1
(Dec.
Only)
NBC-166-1
NBC-1 66-V2

Old Gold Cigarettes

18,521
27,782
766,734

$5,228,772
2,356,349
269,094

$3,356,71

932,526
552,683
285,174
1,812,540
352,048

169,618
362,064
$4,225,934
297,684
822,804

$1,608,21

340,851
66,574
960,080
$4,318,658

$2,192,31

932,150

CBS-1 74-1/2
(Jan. -Mar.)
CBS-1 66-V2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.
-Dec.)
CBS-1 4-V2
CBS-1
66-V2
! Sept-Dec.)
time
CBS-1 30-var.

NBC-1 7-1/2
(Jan.-Jul.)
NBC-72-1/2
(Sept.-Dec.)

694,134
$4,629,105

$4,091,789
992,897

CBS-1 88-1/2
NBC-164-1V4
(Jan.-Jun.)
NBC-1 67-1/2
NBC-1 73- V2

Raleigh Cigarettes NBC-I68-V2

1949

305,976
27,782
27,282

CBS-150-V2
(Jan.-Oct.)
CBS-1 75-1/2
CBS-1 50-1/2
(May-Dec.)
NBC-1
46-V2
(Jan. -May)
ABC-232-2H 5 min.
ABC-219-25 min.

ABC-56-1/2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug. -Nov.)
ABC-230-3/4
ABC-1 95-1/4

$ 4,326,673
3,360,000
1940

432,471
219,123

(Oct.-Nov.) min.
MBS-263-10
NBC-1
60-3 H
(May-Nov.)
(One Time)
NBC-1 63V2
62-1/2
NBC-1
(Jan.-Jun.)
(Jan.-Jun.)
Camels, Prince Albert ABC-250-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
Prince Albert Tobacco NBC-1
6O-V2
Embassy Cigarettes

1950
1949

1,196,334
868,428
875,046
159,084

880,065
862,290

743,796
$3,872,050

747,372
$3,777,544

16,065
898,203
215,000

818,124

88,702
39,428
430,170

32,860

430,458
212,780

628,476

797,448

842,541

$1,945,390
294,447

$2,122,871

1,121,006
529,937

1,203,476
899,121

869,130
$1,057,626

$ 899,910

64,476
124,020

299,850
$2,127,6(

$ 545,73

$2,972,75
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1 THERE are more than 200 companies in
the steel industry. Steel production is
increasing faster than new ore boats
can be built. Several companies are slicing
old boats in two, adding long center sections
to be ready to haul more ore down the Great
Lakes this summer.

RICH iron ore reserves in the U.S. need to be supplemented. Some
steel companies are developing mines in Labrador, another is
rushing a railroad to reach ore in Liberia, others have found and
are developing mines in Venezuela.

THE

STEEL INDUSTRY wants to help Americans stay free and independent. That's why more
than 200 steel companies and more than 600,000

3 MANY steel companies are finding new
ways to get more steel per day out of
existing furnaces, many are building
new mills, too. Result: 3.7 million added
tons of steel capacity since the first shot was
fired in Korea, 13.3 million more tons by
year by that time, more than
'52.
million pertons.
117 Total

OADCASTING
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men and women who work in "steel" are eager to
do their share in the defense program by pushing
up steel production. To know more about the struggle for more steel, write for reprint from Steelways
magazine "Steel Rolls up its Sleeves." This gives
interesting, factual information on the greatest
industrial effort in history. American Iron and Steel
Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1 , New York.
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INCREASE in use of network radio during 1950 was reported for
the Soaps, Cleansers and Polishes
classification of advertisers.
Beside the six major advertisers
reported in the accompanying- table, the following firms used network radio to promote their products :
Armour & Co., for its Chiffon
Flakes, used Stars Over Hollywood, CBS, for two weeks during
April on 168 stations, 1-1:30 p.m.
Saturday, $17,448.
Bu-Tay Show
Bu-Tay Products Ltd., for its
Raindrops water softener, used
CBS News Room-Sunday Desk
from September through December, 12 stations, 5:30-6 p.m., Sunday, $11,370.
Chemicals Inc., for all products,
used Frank Goss, News, CBS,
April through December, over 12
stations, 5-5:10 p.m. Mon., Wed.,
Fri., $37,730.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, for Vel
& Colgate Dental Cream, backed
TAPE LIBRARY
Undertaken by N. Y. Firm
MASS duplication of taped programs to form a complete tape
library has been undertaken for a
new and as yet unidentified library
service, Russell O. Hudson, vice
president in charge of sales for
Audio & Video Products Corp.,
New York, has announced.
A "complete library of prerecorded magnetic tapes — for the
home and commercial broadcast
markets" is planned, Mr. Hudson
said, with single and dual-track
reels at 7.5 and 3.75 inches per
second available.
A tentive sign-on, sign-off show,
4% minutes open-end, called
Thought for the Day, will be demonstrated at the NARTB convention in Chicago this week, he said.
PETRY SEPARATES
S. F. AM, TV Operations
SEPARATION of AM and TV
operations of the San Francisco
office of Edward Petry & Co., station representative firm, was completed last week with appointment
of Edward L. Smith as a television
sales executive in that office. Mr.
Smith, who has been with the KJBS
San Francisco sales staff, is a Californian and a former Air Force
major.
Mr. Petry, head of the representative organization, noted that the
San Francisco office now has an allSmith staff, with E. H. Smith concentrating on radio and the new
appointee, E. L. Smith, concentrating on TV. Mr. Petry suggested
their middle initials might be used
to limit the confusion, with "L"
standing for "Looking" Smith and
"H" for "Hearing" Smith.
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Strike It Rich, CBS, in November
and December, on 38 stations, 44:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri., $149,124.
Faultless Starch Co., for its
starch, used Faultless Starch
Time, NBC, on about 50 stations.
11-11:15 a.m. Sunday, $70,735.
General Foods Corp., for its La
France, used The Second Mrs. Burton, CBS, May through August,
over 68 stations, 2-2:15 p.m., Mon.,
Wed., Fri., $101,829.
S. C. Johnson & Son, for its wax
and allied products, sponsored
Fibber McGee and Molly on NBC,
January through May, over 165
U. S. stations plus CBC, 9:30-10
p.m. Tuesday, $371,322.
Beside the wide use of network
radio, advertisers in this classification were heavy spot users.
Procter & Gamble used an extensive spot campaign in connection with establishing its deter-

gent, Joy, through its agency,
Biow Co., New York. The same
firm also used spot radio in advertising Tide. Agency for this account was Benton & Bowles, New
York. Biow handled still another
campaign for the manufacturer on
the product Spic & Span.
Lever Used Spot
Lever Bros, used spot extensively to promote Silver Dust, Surf
and other products through its
agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bales, New York. Their
Canadian affiliate used an audience Argument,
participation on
show,
Let's
Start An
a number
of Canadian stations. Agency was
J. Walter Thompson, Toronto.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet used a
spot announcement campaign for
its Octagon granulated soap
through its agency, Ted Bates, New
York. A daytime spot campaign

CLASS 24. SOAPS, CLEANSERS & POLISHES
NETWORK
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
(Gross)
Advertiser, program and agency
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.
"Beulah"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Lorenzo Jones"
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample
"The Guiding Light"
Compton Adv.
"Truth or Consequences"
Compton Adv.
"Brighter Day"
Compton
Adv.
"Rosemary"
Benton & Bowles
"Jack Smith Show" & (Eff. Apr.) "Oxydol
Dancer-Fitzgera Id-Sample
"Ma Perkins"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Welcome
" Travelers"
ShowCo.
Biow
"Welcome
Biow Co. Travelers"
"Welcome
Biow Co. Travelers"
"Perry Mason"
Benton
& Bowles
"Red Skelton" & (Eff. Aug. Oct.) "Dave
Benton S Bowles
Rose
Show"R. Murrow"
"Edward
Benton & Bowles
"F.B.I, in Peace and War"
Biow Co.
"Life
Be Beautiful"
BentonCan& Bowles
B. T. BABBITT INC.
"David Harum" & (Eff. Jan. 9) "Nona
From Nowhere"
Duane
Jones Co.
"Lora Lawton" & (Eff. Jan. 9) "David
Duane Jones Co.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP.
Harum" of Helen Trent"
"Romance
John F. Murray Adv. & Duane Jones Co.
"Front
John F. Page
MurrayFarrell"
Adv.
GOLD SEAL CO.
"Arthur Godfrey"
Campbell-Minthun
LEVER BROTHERS CO.
"Amos V Andy" & (Eff. May-Sept.)
"Hit
the Jackpot"
Ruthrauff
& Ryan
"Arthur
Ruthrauff Godfrey"
& Ryan
"Bob
BBDO Hope"
CUDAHY PACKING CO.
"Nick
Grant Carter"
Adv. Co.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Cleansers

Product
Dreft
Duz
Ivory Flakes
Ivory Snow, Prell
Oxydol
Spic & Span
Tide, Lava, Spic &
Spic & Span, Crisco,
Lava, Tide, Prell
Span
Tide
Tide

Bab-O

was used by the same company
for its Cashmere Bouquet soap
through Sherman & Marquette
New York.
Other users of spot included:
Zippy Products Co. for its liquid
starch, wall cleaner and detergent
agency W. B. Geissinger & Co. ,
Los Angeles; Dif Corp., for its
household and hand cleaner, agencj
Castleman & Pierce Inc., New
York ; Manhattan Soap Co. for its
products through Duane Jones
Inc., New York; O'Cedar Corp.
for its new polish, Dri-Glo, agencj
Young & Rubicam, New York
Canada Packers Ltd.. for its By<
soap, agency Grant Adv. of Can
ada, Toronto; SOS Magic Scour i
ing pads, agency McCann-Erick !
son, San Francisco; Re-Clean Co.
Detroit, used transcribed shows it
some 70 markets, mostly bough
direct.

173
1950 $20,700, 813
SPOT 1950
1949 19,334, 456
(Net) 1949 $10,956,125
1940 11,214,
Network
1940
1949
No. of Stations
1950
9,520,000'
Hours per Week
$12,088,291
CBS-110/CBC-1V4
1,471,747
511,042,947
S 5,469,20
(Jan.-Jun.;
1,327,492
Aug -Dec. 1
NBC-144-1V4
871,844
50,213
798,107
CBS-1 44-1 1/4
616,355
NBC-143-V2
714,015
393,975
(Jan.-Jun.)
742,231
CBS-1 07-1 1/4
460,839
CBS-1 35-1 V4
794,306
555,164
CBS-1 06/CBC-l 1/4
1,497,122
(Jan.-Jun.;
1,459,588
Aug.
-Dec.)
CBS-1 45/CBC-l 1/4
928,014
1,185,338
NBC-143-2V2
(Jan. Only)
146,482
942,637
NBC-1 43-2V2
418,871
(Feb. -Apr.)
NBC- 143-21/2
1,164,358
CBS-147-1V4
(May-Dec.)
850,313
725,588
CBS-1 52-V2
765,788
(Jan.-Jun.;
230,735
Aug.
-Dec.)
CBS-30-1V4
232,240
CBS-1
54-V2 )
(Aug. -Dec.
65,904
(Oct.-Nov.)
NBC-153/CBC-1V4
946,989
CBS-1 44-1 1/4
NBC-58-1V4

$ 2,306,473
1,352,760
953,713

CBS-1 66-1 V4
Aerowax, Kolynos,,
Wizard Wick, Kriptin,
Others
NBC-1 17-1 1/4

$ 1,953,496
1,114,457
839,039

Gold Seal Glass Wax CBS-178-1V4
& Wood Cream (Jan.-Nov.)

$ 1,324,854

Rinso

S 1,166,415
783,104

CBS-1 73/CBC-V2
(Jan.-Jul.;
Oct.
-Dec.)
CBS-1 71 /CBC-1 1/4
(Nov.-Dec.)
NBC-1 53/CBC-V2
(Apr.-Jun.)
Old Dutch Cleanser MBS-332-V2

194,749
188,562

874,781
$ 2,224,022
1,349,241

$ 618,96'

768,990
$ 185,15
$ 768,990
$ 1,506,436
1,521,304
$ 859,380

$ 3,048,20

$ 618,116
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING$ estimct
95,74 I
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ass

titackle), Cleary, Chicago.
SINCE FEW sporting goods and agency Bennett, Petesch & O'ConSt.SPetersburg
por(fishing
toy manufacturers use network, nor, Chicago; Dot Line Co., Maragency Griffith Adv., St. Peters- Among toy manufacturers usin:,j
\ advertising money spent in this ion- Mass. (fishing line), agency
burg; Hollywood
Film Studios, spot radio are: Ideal Novelty A
(photo enlargements), Toy Co., New York (toys) , agenc;
Hollywood
classification goes almost entirely Hoag & Provandie, Boston; EastYork;
Co., NewCo.,
Adv.Products
Atlantic
& coma
Schwartz
Harold S.Revere
(photo-J. agency
Co., Rochester
man Kodakequipment),
C into soot radio
graphic
agency
Assoc., Chicago;
Camera
Metal
TacomTa
i borne of the sporting goods man- Walter Thompson Co., New York;
Co., Chicago (photographic equip- (toy ranges), agency Condon Co
I utacturers which fall into this Florida Fishing Tackle Mfg. Co., ment),
agency Roche, Williams & Tacoma.
1 category are: Aladdin Industries
i (lamps), agency William Hart Ad: ler, Chicago;
Brunswick-Balke- CLASS 25. SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
Collender Co., Chicago (billiard &
NETWORK
1950 $ 29,614
SPOT
1950 $ 360,556
bowling equipment),
agency Al
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS
(Gross)
1949
106,623 (Net) 1949 336,000
. Paul Lefton Co., Chicago; Max
1940
I Cook Sporting Goods Co Denver
Networ
k
1950
m,
^
(sporting goods) , agency Ted Levy,
No. of stations
Hours per Week
Product
agency
and
program
Advertiser,
RochCo
Arms
ClOSman
Denveri/envei , ^lu&iucin Ainib ^o., xvolh W)LSON & co ,NC
$ 29,614
$ 62,774
90,581
ester (air rifles) , agency Scrivener, "All-Star Football Game"
Sporting Goods
MBS-460-var. time
|
■1 Lewis
&
Co.,
Rochester;
Cycloid
Eweil-Thurber
Assoc.
;
;
^
a
.
™._-«_1ML estimol
.
„
„, . ' ,
,. '
j \ Source: Publishers Information Bureau
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
. Corp., Chicago (sporting goods), *wm»m^mm^mmmmmmWm»m»»mm,mmmm»mmmm»*mm»mmm^mmmmmm4«»m«mm»mmmM».mm»mm»mmmm^»yL
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TREND TOWARD greater use of
spot radio and decline in network
time sales continued in the Toiletries & Toilet Goods classification
of advertisers during 1950.
In 1948 this group of manufacturers spent $32,145,225 on network
radio. By 1949 the total had
dropped to $29,370,134 while 1950's
total was further reduced to $25,783,015.
Sales volume of toiletries during
1950 set a new record, according to
a statement by S. L. Mayham,
executive vice president of the Toilet Goods Assn., who estimated
that gross sales for the year would
run over $800 million.
Mr. Mayham's statement follows :
"The perfume, cosmetic and other
toilet preparations business during
1950, from preliminary reports,
again broke all records for volume.
It is expected it will run well over
$800 million at retail. The principal problem of the industry during
1951 will not be selling goods but
securing sufficient supplies of raw
materials and packaging materials
to place an adequate volume on the
market. This would seem to indicate that advertising schedules
might be curtailed somewhat but
there are other factors which are
likely to work directly to the contrary— notably the excess profits
tax and possible increase in rates
of other taxes.
"Radio has continued to be a
medium of somewhat lesser importance than magazines and newspapers and magazine copy has
been curtailed in favor of cooperative advertising placed locally in
conjunction with retail outlets.
The new medium of television is
being experimented with by many
large houses. If a proper formula
can be developed this medium
(Continued on page 11U)
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Toiletries
CLASS 26. TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
PROCTER & GAMBLE
"Pepper
Pedlar & Young's
Ryan Inc.Family"
"Lowell
Thomas"
Compton Adv. Inc.
"Right to Happiness"
Compton Adv.
"Right to Adv.
Happiness"
Compton
"Big
Sister"
Compton Adv.
"F.B.I,Co.in Peace and War"
Biow
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO.
"Sports
Events"
(baseball,Inc.
racing, football games etc.)
Maxon
"Friday Inc.
Night Fights"
Maxon
Toni Division:
"Carol
Douglas"
Foote, Cone
& Belding
"Chance
Foote, Coneof a& Lifetime"
Belding
"Modern
Foote, ConeRomances"
& Belding
"Quick
as a &Flash"
Foote, Cone
Belding
"Arthur
Godfrey"
Foote, Cone
& Belding
"Give
Take"& Belding
Foote, &Cone
"This
is
Nora
Foote, Cone & Drake"
Belding
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET CO.
"StrikeEstyit Rich"
Wm.
Co.
"A Day
Ted
Batesin &theCo.Life of Dennis Day"
"A Day
Ted
Batesin &theCo.Life of Dennis Day"
"Sports
of the Air"
Sherman Newsreel
& Marquette
"Your
Stand
In"
Sherman & Marquette
"The Bates
Judy &Canova
Ted
Co. Show"
"Mr.
S Mrs.
North"
Sherman
& Marquette
"Our Miss Brooks" & "Steve Allen Show"
(Eff. Jun.-Aug.)
LEVER BROTHERS CO.
"Big
Town"Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
Sullivan,
"Lux
RadioThompson
Theatre" Co.
J. Walter
"Bob Hope"

NETWORK
(Gross)

Product
Camay Soap
Ivory Soap

Ivory Soap, Duz
Ivory Soap
Soap, Spic & Span, Crisco
Lava
Razors, Blades,
Shaving Cream
Safety Razors,
Blades, Shaving Cream
Toni Home Permanent,
Shampoo, Creme Rinse

Home Permanent Wave,
Cream Shampoo
All Products
Colgate
Soap Dental Cream
Halo Shampoo, Colgate
Dental Cream, Palmolive
Colgate Shave Cream
Halo Shampoo
Halo
Shave Shampoo,
Cream Palmolive
Lustre Cream Shampoo,
Colgate Dental Cream
Lifebuoy Soap
Lux Toilet Soap, Flakes
Swan, (Eff. Feb.) Lux

1950
$25,783,015
1949
29,370,134
1940 26,368,8781
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-156/CBC-1V4
CBS-1 03-1 1/4
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.
-Dec. )
NBC-153/CBC-1V4
(May-Sept.)
NBC-153/CBC-1V4
(Jon -Apr.;
Oct. -Dec.)
CBS-1
41 /CBC-1V4
CBS-1 49-V2
(Jan.-Jun.; Aug. -Dec.)
MBS, CBS, ABC,
NBC
ABC-242/CBC-var.
time
(Jan-May;
Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-1
68-25 min.
(Mar.-Sept.)
ABC-1 57-1 1/4
(May-Sept.)
ABC-1 32-%
(May-Jun.)
ABC-1
63-1 1/4
(May-Sept.)
CBS-1
78-1
(Jon.
-Apr.; 1/4
Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-1 50-V2
CBS-158-1V4
CBS-38-2V2
(Apr.-Oct.)
NBC-145/CBC-V2
Oct.-Dec.)
(Jun.-Jul.;
NBC-144-V2
(Jan. -May)
NBC-76-1/4
CBS-8-11/4
(Jan.-Apr.)
NBC-145/CBC-V2
Oct.-Dec.)
(May-Jul.;
CBS-1 52-V2
CBS-1 52/CBC-V2

SPOT 1950
(Net) 1949
1950
? 4,3958,854
Jo, 1 61
1,102,723
402,338
545,682

867,614
658,950
382,772
$ 3,982,570
634,245
231,233
260,077
16,626
246,476

$4,927,599
3,920,000

1949
> J,/29,369
945,884

1940
$4,345,07

1,073,635
940,684
705,776
720,228
435,722
$ 3,858,294
652,735

$ 427,87

4

153,900

348,435
433,420

439,518

1,429,286
511,716
$ 3,776,634
260,516

1,478,893
$ 3,499,560
520,702

$1,927,42

273,368
489,492
21,150
297,419

548,184
57,810
599,167

881,579

873,297

820,096
831,392
821,196
NBC-1 34-1/2
833,808
$3,610,811
$ 4,580,221
$1,051,64
CBS-1 76/CBC-l
1,408,960
1,348,679
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug. -Dec.)
222,846
NBC-1 53/CBC-V2
667,251
(Continued on page 11
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KAA-284,
Owatonna,
sota, Northern
NaturalMinneGas
Co. Truscon Self -Supporting
Tower, 260 feet high.

WOW, Omaha, Nebr.
, Truscon
Self-Supporting
500 feet high Radio
overall.Tower,

WXEL-TV Cleveland,
Ohio.
TrusconTower,
SelfSupporting
437 feet high.
truscon

has

the

Towers

:
P

5

j

1

:
x

k
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s
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WHDH, Boston,
Mass. Three
Truscon
Guyed Towers;
565
feet, 606 feet, and 645 feet high.

WTCH, Shawano,
Wisconsin. Truscon SelfSupporting
Tower,
240 feet high.

WSAM AM-FM, Saginaw,
Mich. Truscon Self-Supporting
Tower, 386 feet high.

WMRI-FM, Marion,
Indiana.
TrusconTower,
SelfSupporting
336 feet high.

WEMP-FM, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Truscon
Self
-Supporting
466 feet high.Tower,

it takes
...for

better

broadcasting

No matter where you are located in the United States, there are Truscon Steel
Radio Towers near to prove their strength and operating efficiency under your
particular topographical and meteorological conditions.
Truscon engineering has a world-wide reputation for the breadth of its experience . . .
for its ability to analyze individual problems . . . and for its precise tower design,
manufacture and erection abilities. The world's tallest radio towers have been
produced by Truscon.
Truscon can supply many different tower types: guyed or self-supporting
. . . tapered or uniform in cross-section . . . for AM, FM, TV and
microwave applications.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient Truscon district office,
or to our home office in Youngstown, will bring you immediate,
capable engineering assistance. Call or write today.
TRUSCON®
STEEL
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
IOADCASTING
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Toiletries
(Continued from page 112)
should be of great value to the
manufacturers of cosmetics since
it permits definite demonstration
of the product in use to a steadily
increasing audience."
Network advertisers, in addition
to the first six listed in the table,
included: Armour & Co. (Dial
soap) Stars over Hollywood, CBS,
1-1:30 p.m. Saturday, 181 stations,
April through Sept.; from Sept.
through Dec. Armour sponsored
Dave Garaway for Dial soap on
NBC, 12:15-12:30 p.m. Mon-Pri.,
$438,631.
Beltone Hearing Aid Co. (hearing aids) sponsored Gabriel Heater,
MBS, 7:30-7:45 p.m. Wednesday,
Sept. through Dec, $86,932.
Block Drug Co. Inc. (Amm-i-dent
toothpaste) sponsored Burns and
Allen, CBS, 179 stations, 10-10:30
p.m. Wednesday, $359,265. From
Sept. through Dec. Block sponsored
Quick as a Flash, ABC, 159 stations, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Tues.
and Thurs., $182,000.
Bymart Inc. (Tintair) bought the
Frank Sinatra show, CBS, 5-5:15
p.m. Sunday, $61,708.
Campana Corp. sponsored Solitair Time for all products, NBC,
11:45-12 noon Sunday on 20 stations from March through Dec. at

Class 26. Toiletries & Toilet Goods
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS (Continued)

(Continued from page 112)

Product

Advertiser, program and agency
BBDO
"My
Foote,Friend
Cone Irma"
& Belding
J."Junior
WalterMiss"
Thompson Co.
BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
"Mr.
Attorney"
YoungDistrict
& Rubicam
Inc.
"Break
the
Bank"
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield
"Break
Bank" & Shenfield
Doherty, theClifford
WILDROOT CO. INC.
"Arthur Godfrey"
BBDO
"Adventures
of Sam Spade"
BBDO

Pepsodent Tooth-Powder
& Toothpaste
Rayve Home Permanent

NBC-1 67-V2

Ipana, Sal Hepatica,
Vitalis
Ipana, Trushay,
Sal
Hepatica
Vitalis,
Trushay, Mum

WDt- 1 CO- 1 '/2
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-1 66-V2
(Jan.-Sept.)

Liquid Cream Shampoo,
All
ProductsCream Oil
Wildroot
Hair Tonic, Liquid Cream
Shampoo
Wildroot Cream Oil
Hair Tonic

"Charlie
BBDO Wild, Private Detective"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
t Includes Drugs

a gross cost of $89,408. Firm also
sponsored the same show at the
same time for Solitair Makeup
during Jan. and Feb. at a cost of
$18,288.
Carter Products sponsored Sing
it Again for Arrid and Rise Shave
Cream, CBS, 10:30-10:45 p.m. Saturday, $491,110; the Jimmie Fidler
Show for Carter's Little Liver Pills
and Arrid, Jan. through May, ABC,
10-10:45 p.m. Sunday, $134,484.
Gross total spent by Carter for network shows was $625,594.
Chamberlain Labs, for Chamberlain lotion, sponsored John B. Ken-

1940

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
(Jan. -Mar.)
tbb1 /O/ LBC-'/^
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.-Dec.)
CBS-1 73-1/2

CBS-1 77-1 1/4
NBC-1 66-V2
(Jan.-Sept.)
NBC-1 66-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)

1950
696,627

1949
665,482

461,182

268,297

761,379
$ 1,620,110
348,317
510,414

707,982
$2,023,458
607,494

$1,077,17

738,749
$ 1,466,827
619,355
108,723
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimal

nedy and the News, MBS, 7:55-8
p.m. Saturday on 485 stations and
the same show Sept. through Dec.
on 496 stations. Total $126,764.
Chesebrough Mfg. Co. sponsored
Dr. Ch?-istia?i for its Vaseline products, CBS, 8:30-9 p.m., Wednesday,
157 stations, $887,994.
Grove Labs sponsored The Shadow for Fitch hair tonic and
shampoo and 4-Way Cold Tablets,
MBS, about 450 stations, 5-5:30
p.m. Sunday, $443,700.
Andrew Jergens Co. sponsored
The J ergens-W oodbury Journal for
Jergens lotion, toilet soaps, per-

fumes etc., ABC, about 275 sta
tions, 9 :15-9 :30 p.m. Sunday,
108.
Los Angeles Soap Co. sponsore*:
Elmer Peterson for its soap prod f
ucts Jan. through Sept., NBC, if
stations, 5:45-6 p.m., Saturdaj
Manhattan Soap Co. sponsore
$18,770.
Frank
Goss and the News fo
Sweetheart
March 7:30-7:4,
throug',
Dec.
on CBS, Soap,
15 stations,
a.m., Tues., Thurs. and Sat., $60.
759. Firm also sponsored We Lov
and Learn for the same produc

^vvwivvvwvvvy^^--^^

essons

In

For twenty
synonymous

with

Leadership

years, the Reeves

Soundcraft

name

has been

leadership in sound recording media. Such

leadership, while

it carries great prestige and satisfaction,

also imposes obligations and responsibilities.
The

REEVES

lessons in leadership we

have learned are these:

CORP.

/VWl/\A/VVl/\A/VVt\A/VV»AM^
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y. Export— Reeves Equipment Corp., 10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
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about 160 stations, NBC, 6:45-7
fa., Mon.-Fri., $1,402,059.
Murine Co. sponsored Gabriel
pater for Murine Eye Wash,
BS, about 495 stations, 7:30-8
-n., Friday, Sept. through Nov.,
137,139.
Norwich Pharmacal
Co. spon:)red The Fat Man for Peptosmol, Unguentine, on about 225
BC stations, 8-8:30 p.m. Friday,
n. through Aug., $499,320. Benning in Aug. the firm switched
Modern Romances, ABC, 11:30 a.m., Tues. and Thurs., $346,4. Total billings were $846,247.
Noxzema Chemical Co. sponsored
=»briel Heatter, MBS, on about
stations 7:30-7:45 p.m. Monday,
71,516.
Pal Blades on MBS
> Pal Blade Co. sponsored Rod and
un Club of the Air for its razor
ades, MBS, Sept. through Nov.
[I about 135 stations, 8:30-8 :5fi
m., Thursday, $40,560.
R. B. Semler Inc., for Kreml and
reml Kreme hair tonic and shamo, sponsored Gabriel Heatter on
•out 228 stations, MBS, Jan.
rough
June,
7:30-7:45 p.m.,
ednesday, $197,704.
Shulton Inc. sponsored High Adpiture for Old Spice men's after
I ave lotion, brushless and lather
■ aving cream and Shulton sham).o, NBC, 4:30-5 p.m., Sunday,
m. through June, $68,310.
Wm. R. Warner & Co. sponsored
alter Winchell, ABC, for home
t

Trave.

CI ass
CLASS 27.

TRANSPORTATION, TRAVEL & RESORTS
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
"The
BentonRailroad
& BowlesHour"
GREYHOUND CORP.
"Romance &of Hohman
the Highways"
Beaumont
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Institutional

1950
$870,332
1949
1,075,169
341,401
1940
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC- 170-V2
ABC-1 1-V4
(Jan. -Apr.)

Bus Transportation

permanent and shampoo on about
275 stations, 4:15-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.,
$628,624.
Wildroot Co. sponsored Arthur
Godfrey for Liquid Cream Shampoo
and all other products on about 175
stations, CBS, 10:15-10:30 a.m.,
Sunday, $738,749. Same firm sponsored Adventures of Sam Spade for
Wildroot Cream Oil hair tonic
and other products on 166 stations,
NBC, 8-8:30 p.m. Sunday, Jan.
through Sept., $619,355. Beginning in Sept. for the same products
Wildroot switched to Charlie Wild,
Private Detective, NBC, 5:30-6
p.m., $108,723.
Among the major users of spot
are: American Safety Razor Co.
for its Silver Star Blades, Blue

SPOT
(Net)

1949

1950
$ 863,804
6,528

BROADCASTING

Star Blades and Treet, agency
Ruthrauff & Ryan; Joan Nyola
Inc., for its Nailfilm nail coloring,
agency Dorrance-W addell, New
York; J. W. Williams Co., in
Canada, spot announcement campaign for its shave cream, agency
J. Walter Thompson, Montreal.
Parx Products successfully
tested radio for its vinyl plastic
finger-nail cover and is expanding
to major markets. Agency is Henry
J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington.
Personal Products advertised its
Yes tissues with radio campaign in
many markets. Agency is Compton Adv., New York. Lee Pharmacal bought radio for its Shadow
Wave through McCann-Erickson,
New York.

1950 $1,682,595*
1949 1,680,000*

$ 990,961
S 21,160

1940

S 168,028

O TELECASTING estimate

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES became the first major company in
its field to sponsor a coast-to-coast
network radio show when broadcast
of Mr. and Mrs. Blandings, with
Cary Grant and his wife, Betsy
Drake, began Jan. 21, 1951, over
NBC.
The show, budgeted at $500,000,
is scheduled each Sunday at 5:30
p.m. Agency is BBDO, New York.
TWA decision to sponsor a network program was a continuation
of interest in radio advertising
which has characterized this company and been evident among other
airlines for years. Until this year
many have used spot radio.
Network users in the Transpor(Continued on page 116)
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Soundcraft products know
us^nSwe R-eeve
smenbest,
(^VJsl7itV
they cra^t
are the
can sgive them nothing less. The
leader cannot compromise on quality.

Reeves Soundcraft has pioneered in the develIn

Development

opment of many

new

devices and methods

applicable in the sound recording field. Our laboratories are years ahead of our
production facilities — and always will be so long as we choose to lead.

In

Reeves Soundcraft recognises it cannot command

Pricing

a pre-

mium in price for its products merely because it is an

acknowledged leader. We endeavor to produce custom-type products at mass
production prices.

REEVES— TWENTY
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Transportation
(Continued from page 115)
] tation, Travel and Resorts classii fication in 1950 included the Assn.
i of American Railroads, which spent
i $834,804 for The Railroad Hour
over 170 stations ' on NBC and
1 Greyhound Corp., which used Ro■ ; mance of the Highways over 11
: ABC
stations from January to
i April at a cost of $6,528.
Use of spot radio showed a
marked increase during 1950 among
airlines. TWA continued to use
spots throughout the year at about
the same Tate as in 1949 when it
spent approximately $250,000 on
radio and television. The airline
used over 30 stations in 17 major
markets from coast to coast.
Other airlines using spot included: Capital Airlines, Washington, D. C, agency Lewis Edwin
Ryan, Washington; Northeast Airlines, Boston, agency Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone Inc., New York
and Washington; All American
Airways Inc., agency Buchanan &
Co., New York; Eastern Air Lines,
New York, agency Fletcher D.
j Richards Inc., New York; National
Airlines, Miami, agency Grant
Adv., Miami; Nationwide Airlines,
Detroit, agency Mullane Adv., Detroit; Pan American-Grace Airways, New York, agency J. Walter
Thompson, New York; Southwest
Airways, San Francisco, placed direct; Trans-Canada Air Lines,
Quebec, agency Cockfield Brown &
Co., Montreal; Transcontinental
i and Western Air, Kansas City,
agency BBDO, New York; United
Airlines, Chicago, agency N. W.
j Ayer & Son, Chicago; Western Air
Lines, Los Angeles, agency Buchanan & Co., Beverly Hills.
Railroads Using Spot
Railroads using spot included:
Wabash Railroad, St. Louis, agency
Gardner Adv., St. Louis; Union
Pacific, Omaha, agency Caples Co.,
Omaha; Southern Pacific, San
Francisco, agency Foote, Cone &
Belding, San Francisco; St. LouisSan Francisco Railway Co., St.
Louis, agency Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis; Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia, agency Al Paul Lefton,
Philadelphia; Norfolk & Western,
Roanoke, agency Houck & Co., Roanoke; New York Central, New
York, agency Foote, Cone & Belding, New York; Missouri-KansasTexas Lines, St. Louis, agency
Winius-Brandon Co., St. Louis;
Louisville & Nashville Railroad,
Louisville, agency Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland; Denver & Rio
Grande Western Railroad, Denver,
agency Axelson Adv., Denver; Chicago & Northwestern Railway, Chicago, agency Caples Co., Chicago;
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Cleveland, agency Robert Conahay &
Assoc., New York.
Travel agencies in nearly every
major market used some radio spot
in the vacation season. American
Railway Express used radio to promote its travelers cheques and
Page 116
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Miscellaneous

ass

CLASS 28. MISCELLANEOUS
LEADING NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
"Frank
Furman, Edwards,
Feiner & News"
Co.
LUTHERAN CHURCH-MISSOURI SYNOD
"The
GothamLutheran
Adv. Hour"
"The
Lutheran
Gotham Adv. Hour"
GOSPEL BROADCASTING ASSN.
"Old
R. H. Fashioned
Alber Co. Revival Hour"
GENERAL CONFERENCE OF
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS
"The
Prophecy"
WesternVoice
Adv.of Agency
"The
Voice
of
Prophecy"
Western Adv. Agency
RADIO BIBLE CLASS
"Radio
Class"
Stanley Bible
G. Boynton
Co.
CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH
"Back to God Hour"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
ADVERTISERS who are not included in the other 27 categories
are lumped in the miscellaneous
section, including religious organizations, pet foods, labor unions
and other organizations.
Besides the six principal accounts
shown in the table, the miscellaneous department included these
1950 network advertisers: American Bird Products (bird food),
American Radio Warblers, on MBS
Jan.-April, Oct.-Dec. ($25,416);
American Federation of Labor's
League for Political Education,
travel services through its agencies, Benton & Bowles and KellyNason in New York. Several
steamship lines used spring and
summer spots.
Resorts using radio included:
City of Atlantic City, agency A. A.
Dorland, Atlantic City; Colorado
State Adv. & Publicity Committee,
Denver, agency Galen E. Broyles
Co., Denver; Dept. of Commerce,
Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, agency
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia; Dept.
of Trade & Commerce, Ottawa,
Canada, agency Walsh Adv., Toronto; Florida State Adv. Commission, Tallahassee, agency August
Dorr, Miami; Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Honolulu, agency Hoist &
Cummings, Honolulu; Louisiana
Dept. of Commerce & Industry,
Baton Rouge, agency Bauerlein,
New Orleans; Massachusetts Development & Industrial Commission, Boston, agency Bernard F.
Ostreicher Adv., Boston; Minnesota
Div. of Publicity, Dept. of Business
Research & Development, St. Paul,
agency David Inc., St. Paul; Michigan Tourist Council, Lansing,
agency Beaumont & Hohman, Detroit; New York State Dept. of
Commerce, Albany, agency BBDO,
New York.
Many individual hotels also used
spot regionally.

Product
Institutional

NETWORK 1950 $5,293,156
1949
(Gross)
1940
3,245,962
3,014,779
Network
No. of Stations
1950
Hours per week
MBS-181-1V4
$1,346,774

SPOT 1950 $6,009,267
(Net) 1949 7,168,000
1949
105,692
$534,074
428,382

Institutional
Religious Talks

ABC-173-1/2
MBS-390-1/2

$880,020
439,922
440,098

Institutional

ABC-250-1

$800,084

$344,384

Institutional
Religious Talk*

ABC-1 09-1/2
MBS-319-V2

250,826
$564,631
313,805

125,389
$424,454
299,065

Religious Talks

MBS-3O6-V2

$343,343

$322,441

Religion

MBS-297-1/2

November rally urging voters to
go to the polls, on MBS, $6,680;
American Medical Assn. speech
and inaugural ceremonies ($15,576) ; Animal Foundation, Sherbourne, N. Y., Allan Jackson and
Bill Shadel news programs, on
CBS, Jan.-March and Sept.-Dec.
as well as Confidential Closeups
on NBC Jan.-June (total of $90,984) ; Carnation Go. (Albers Bros.
Milling Co., Friskies dog food),
Elmer Peterson on NBC, Jan.-Dec.
($78,936); Congress of Industrial
Organization, speeches on ABC
($20,846); Dawn Bible Students
Assn., Frank & Ernest on ABC
($183,460), on MBS $57,388; First
Church of Christ, Scientist, Boston,
on MBS ($48,912).
General Foods
General Foods (Gaines dog food),
Juvenile Jury on MBS, except
summer, ($216,427); Dr. Billy
Graham, on ABC in December,
($63,130); Institute of Religious
Science, This Thing Called Life
on ABC ($26,912); John Morrell
& Co., Lassie on NBC Jan.-May
($116,067); National Council of
the Protestant Episcopal Church,
One World in Christ, on MBS in
March ($2,053); Shriners EastWest Football Committee, annual
December game on MBS ($31,863) ;
Southern Baptist Convention, The
Baptist Hour on ABC, Jan.-June
($98,816); United Electrical, Radio
& Machine Workers of America,
990).
Arthur Gaeth on ABC, Jan. ($13,-

194C

$402,2:

$260,136
$255,197
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estima
advertising finds religious organ:
zations increasing their use of th
broadcast medium
though the
were at the same time starting t
use television time.
Time placements by politics
candidates on a spot and regions
basis were heavy during the Cor
gressional campaign year. Heat 0
the campaigns induced many Iocs
party organizations to use radio a
a means of acquainting voters wit
the issues involved and person
alities of the candidates themselves

AD

COUNCIL

May Campaigns Announce
TENTATIVE radio and TV alio
cations of public interest cam
paigns for emphasis during Ma;
were released by the Radio Div. 0
The Advertising Council last weel
in New York.
For the week of April 30, on net
work radio, Better Schools am
Civil Defense; regional spot, Pre
vention Forest Fires; and on net
work
co-operatives. Student Nurs>
Recruiting.

For the week of May 7, on net
work radio, Student Nurse Recruit
ing and Fight Inflation; regiona
spot, U. S. Defense Bonds; networl
co-ops, Better Schools. For thi
week of May 14, on television
Armed Forces Volunteers; net
work radio, Armed Forces Volun
teers and Defense Bonds; on re
gional
spot, Armed Forces Volun
American Medical Assn. con; network co-ops, Home Safetj
ducted an intensive two-week spot teers
and American Economic System.
drive in October on the theme,
For the week of May 21; net
"The voluntary way is the Ameriwork radio, Home Safety anc
American Economic System; re
can way." This was in addition
to the speech-inaugural network
gional spot, Civil Defense; net
programs. AMA used around
work co-ops, Fight Inflation. F01
1,600 stations in its spot series as the
week of May 28; on network
state medical societies recommendradio,
"Prevent Forest Fires" anc
ed cast
wide medium.
employment of the broad"Fight Inflation"; on regiona!
spot, Home Safety; and on network
The analysis of miscellaneous
co-ops, Civil Defense.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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L
embers
George P. Adair
George
P. Adair
Stuart
L. Bailey
Jansky & Bailey

Lot

ENGINEERING

e

EDERAL

INTEGRITY

^4$$ociatiovi

0\

COMMUNICATIONS

Clyde H. Bond
Clyde H. Bond
Lester H. Carr
V/ el don & Carr
T. A. M. Craven
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
John Creutz
John Creutz
Ronald H. Culver
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
George C. Davis
George C. Davis
Everett L. Dillard
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Millard M. Garrison
Chambers & Garrison
Glenn D. Gillett
Glenn D. Gillett & Assoc.
Paul F. Godley
Paul Godley Co.
C. M. Jansky, Jr.
Jansky & Bailey
Frank G. Kear
Kear & Kennedy
Robert E. L. Kennedy
Kear & Kennedy
Worthington C. Lent
Worthington C. Lent
George M. Lohnes
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
Frank H. Mcintosh
Mcintosh & Inglis
James C. McNary
McNary
& Wrathall
Russell
P. May
Russell P. May
E. C. Page
E. C. Page
William E. Plummer
A. Glenn
D. RingD. Gillett & Assoc.
A. D. Ring & Co.
James 0. Weldon
We/don & Carr
Raymond M. Wilmotte
Raymond M. Wilmotte
Grant R. Wrathall
McNary & Wrathall
t65ocia te / V {embers
William S. Duttera
National Broadcasting Company
J. B. Edderson
Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc.
Raymond F. Guy
National Broadcasting Company
Earl M. Johnson
Mutual Broadcasting System
L. E. Littlejohn
Triangle Publishing Co.
William B. Lodge
Columbia Broadcasting System
Frank L. Marx
American Broadcasting Company
John G. Preston
American Broadcasting Company
Philip F. Siling
Radio Corporation of America
Carl E. Smith
United Broadcasting Company
Jay W. Wright
Columbia Broadcasting System

THE BIGGEST NEWS OF ALL IS THIS: THESAURUS is your key to time
charges plus talent fees! You will profit from this library service innovation,
newly developed by the "new era" in THESAURUS.
SELL TO SPONSORS with
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. YOUR
. YOUR
. YOUR
. YOUR

SELL FOR

big-name show
hard-hitting, sponsor-selling brochure
complete audience-building promotion kit
convincing sales-clinching audition disc
SPONSORS

. . . YOUR SPONSOR gets product identification at beginning and end of every
program: voice tracks open and close each show and introduce featured artists.
. . . YOUR SPONSOR'S three full-length commercials are more effective because
featured artists introduce the local announcer on each broadcast.
. . . YOUR SPONSOR'S show and product are promoted with pre-broadcast and
"on-the-air" station breaks by the stars of The Hour of Charm.
recorded

ram

services

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA victor division
630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. JUdson 2-5011
Chicago
Hollywood
Atlanta Dallas
BROADCASTING
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SPITALNY'S
PHIL
All -Girl Orchestra
and Choir
featuring

&ve/tjn

and

her

magic

violin

A time-tested half-hour prestige show!

See you in Room 512!

That's right . . . one of America's top-notch
radio shows is now available for immediate

C'mon up and hear The Hour of Charm,
and get your charter membership card for

sponsorship. Another big-name feature of

the "THESAURUS 512 Key Club' -anl
maybe you'll leave with a complete set of
matched golf clubs! You'll certainly go
home with the answer to increased sales
for vou . . . and your sponsor.
Use your key! It really fits!

the audience -building, money -making "new
era" in THESAURUS. The Hour of
Charm is an all-time musical favorite, because its brand of entertainment appeals to
every member of the family. You and your

q

sponsors can each cash in on this salesproducing program today!
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New Business
(Continued from page 2U)
Advertisement

From
6u

where
Joe

Jamboree, from Nashville, over MBS, 9-9:30 p.m., Sat., beginning May
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
CARNATION Co. Ltd., Toronto (milk products), April 3 renewed to en
of 1951, quarter-hour transcribed show Riders of the Purple Sage on
CBC Newfondland stations. Agency: Baker Adv. Agency Ltd., Toront

I sit

Marsh

L. F. DESMOND, sales supervisor Dodge Div. Chrysler Corp., Detroi
appointed director of advertising and merchandising for division.
JULIAN J. NUGENT appointed advertising manager Baltimore & Ohi
Railroad. He succeeds R. CHARLES MacLELLAN, resigned.
LOUIS V. ARONSON 2nd, Ronson Art Metal Works, Newark, electe
vice president in charge of material procurement.
CHARLES F. BENNETT, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to Lever Bros. Co
N. Y., as assistant merchandising manager. He will handle merchandisin,
activities on Rinso and Spry.

You've
Hand

Got

It To

HARRY B. WASSERMAN, director of New England division sales Tint
air, Bymart Corp., appointed New York division sales manager fo
Tintair.

To

Sandy

Sandy Johnson's wife "Tiny" suddenly asks him at breakfast the other
morning "Why don't you build me
some bluebird houses?"
"What

for?" asks Sandy. "Why

miss 'em."
Well, I know how busy Sandy's
been lately and the thought of taking
time out to build birdhouses could
have made a lot of men blow their top.
But not Sandy. He says, "No, Tiny.
It doesn't sound silly. I think it's a
wonderful idea — we're going to have
bluebirds — and I'm starting on some
birdhouses tonight."
From where I sit, we could do with
more understanding people like Sandy
— and Tiny, too. He respects her likings, and she respects his. He likes a
temperate glass of beer now and then
— and although Tiny sticks to coffee,
whatever Sandy likes is O.K. with her.
They live and let live — and that's
why they live so happily.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation

•
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and W. C. O'Brien, sales engineers;
and F. Newman, advertising and promotion.

for

bluebirds, of course," says Tiny. "We
always had 'em at home when I was a
girl. May sound silly— but I sorta

Page 120

Exhibits — Exposition Hall
(Continued from page U3)

Federal Telecommunications Laboratories Inc.
FIVE Federal Telecommunications
products of interest to television
broadcasters are on display at the
convention. The Federal Television
Flying Spot Scanners, FTL-35A
(Single) and FTL-82A (Dual), are described as a new method to convert
slide information to a video signal
suitable for TV broadcasting. They
produce
"composite
picture signals
accordance
with RTMA
standardsin
from subject material on 2" by 2"
The Federal Television Picture
Monitor, FTL-84A, is designed to perslides."
mit a TV station "to monitor video
signals with full assurance that the
monitor is not 'cutting into' the picture
signal resolution." This convention is
the FTL-84A's first public unveiling.
A synchronizing generator, FTL-63A,
is onally display,
"basicnew design incorporating
features contributing
to exceedingly stable operation and
providing valuable aids to station
operation
maintenance."
Also on
view
are and
sound
channel equipment,
FTL-38A, and a TV UHF radio relay
link, FTL-27A, eliminating need for
leased high-quality telephone circuits.
AttendingareFederal's
boothin at
the
convention
T. H. Clark,
charge
of engineering services; M. Silver
and S. Metzger, department heads;
A. J. Baracket and N. Gottfried, project engineers, and J. H. Hickerson,
public relations chief.
Gates Radio Co.
MAIN exhibit of Gates Radio Co. this
year is the BC-10B standard AM 10
kw broadcast transmitter, complete
with heavy duty external power and
modulation components featuring "a
new type nounced
ofat the
sealed
An1950construction."
convention, this
transmitter has since been purchased
by several stations and adopted as
standard by some foreign governments, including South Africa, El

Salvador, Siam and others, accordinj
to the firm.
A matching cabinet of phasing \
equipment, built as an integral par
of the equipment, is also on exhibit
Gates claims its transmitter is "o:i
high effiicency construction and fea
tures both highest technical perform
ance and minimum tube and power
Manning the Gates exhibit art
Francis W. Wentura, chief engineer;
Owen J. McReynolds, manager oi
Washington, D. C, office; Kenneth
Neubrecht,
sales engineer for Ohiocosts."
Michigan
area; Stanley Whitman
sales engineer for Iowa-Nebraska
area; Robert M. Ware, sales engineei
for mid-southern area; and, on certain days, President P. S. Gates and
Vice President Fred 0. Grimwood
will attend.
General Electric Co.
THE commercial equipment division
of GE's Electronics Dept. is displaying an operating 5 kw television
transmitter and associated control
equipment. The display will include
a studio television camera channel,
a new monoscope, stabilizing amplifier, synchronizing generator incorporating binary scalers, sync-lock
unit and special-effects devices.
GE is announcing
its'
program
to provide full
highdetails
powerof for
UHF television. The display includes
a large photographic panel of the 5
kw UHF TV transmitter and actual
display of one bay of the new fourbay GE helical antenna providing an
effective power gain of 20-to-l for
UHF. Reprints of papers to be given
at the technical sessions on the UHF
transmitter and UHF antenna will be
distributed.
Representatives at the booth include G. F. Metcalf, manager, commercial equipment division; W. J.
Morlock, assistant manager; P. L.,
Chamberlain, manager of sales; F. P.
Barnes, sales manager of broadcast
equipment section; R. S. Yeandle, and
W. C. Jaeger, of this section; and
these district sales representatives:
A. F. Wild, C. J. Simon, J. W. I. Cody,
J. M. Comer Jr., T. F. Bost, John Wall,
(Continued from page 122)
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PRIVATE

WIRE"^

For uninterrupted operation in all kinds of weather, WHAS-TV
and WSM-TV

at Louisville

in Nashville linked themselves together with an inexpensive

but efficient microwave relay that enables them to telecast each other's
programs. For positive targeting between screen and parabolic reflector,
Blaw-Knox

was called in to design, fabricate and erect all towers for this

temporary video hookup . . . Should your plans call for a similar project
avail yourself of Blaw-Knox

experience.

BLAW-KNOX
DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING • PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

ANTENNA
BLAW-KNOX
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opments providing increased fle:
bility of lighting control, and pictur
of the newest network studios a
their complete facilities for observ
tion and discussion.
George Gill will be in attendan
at Kliegl's exhibit. He has help
plan
lighting facilities for all siz
of studios.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 26)
early '20s when he attended the U.
of Illinois, he got a reputation for
being a campus wheelhorse. He
probably held down more "thankless" committee jobs during his
four years at Champaign than any
other member of his Class of '24.
He helped run the sophomore and
junior
"mixers,"
the Illinois
Union senior
dances."smoker,"
He was
a member of the five-man Illinois
Union cabinet, served on the Senior
Memorial Committee, was secretary of his fraternity, Alpha Chi
- Rho.
His most rewarding campus job
was as a member of the Stadium
Drive Committee — that valiant
band of students in the era of the
Ulini's alltime All-American "Red"
Grange — who first beat the drums,
and passed the hat, for the university's great Memorial Stadium.
To top off all of this intra-mural
activity, Burt Sears found time to
indulge in student opera, and was
elected to Pierrot, the school's dramatic fraternity. He recalls one
opera in particular, "Tea Time in
Tibet."
His early habit of taking incidental chores in stride with major
duties has conditioned Mr. Sears
for one of the best personal performances in the Chicago representative field. His servicing of
agencies leaves little to be desired,
often resulting in more national
business for his stations than competing operations can capture, due
to more frequent contacts with
timebuyers.
Wide Coverage
Mr. Sears represents stations in
11 states. In five states, he has
five or more stations. In these
states he finds he can sell statewide coverage because the outlets
are spread out geographically. He
aims to add more stations to his
list in the six states where he has
"only a foothold." With 11 Illinois stations, he feels he can cover
his home state for an advertiser
"more completely and more ecosentative. nomically" than any other repreBorn in Chicago 47 years ago,
Burt Sears graduated from suburban Oak Park High School in 1920.
At the U. of Illinois, he took Liberal Arts & Sciences, but majored
in economics. Each summer during his college days he sold classified advertising for the Chicago
Herald & Examiner, and made
some additional "pin money" during school-time selling advertising
for
students'
"king-sized"
desk
blotters.
He dabbled
in Illinois
politics briefly during his senior
year, delivering several campaign
speeches and lining up student
votes for a gubernatorial candidate.
Mr. Sears worked for the Herald
& Examiner advertising depart~ ment aation
short
time after
gradufrom Illinois
in his
1924.
He
later was a freelance newspaper
and magazine representative. In
1935 he formed his first firm, the
_ Sears Co. A year later, Sears &
I Page 122
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allied

arts

, account
MATHER
HARRY tive
KSON San
Diego, execuCalif.,
appointed field representative
for Nationwide Features Syndicate,
L. A.
WALLACE STONE, manager KILO
Grand Porks, N. D., appointed field
representative Standard Radio Transcription Co. He will cover southeastern section making his headquarters in Atlanta.
V. I. P. SERVICES Inc., N. Y. announces that endorsements and testimonial tie-in of "very important
clients" are currently available to
agencies and companies. RICHARD
POERTER will head new department
to handle such requests.
JOHN G. GARAMONI appointed
special sales representative United
Broadcasting Co., Chicago. He was
with Jim Ameche Productions & Recording Studios.
ARTHUR B. HOGAN, board chairman
Universal Recorders, Hollywood, and
Helen Sandra Wallace were to be
married in Beverly Hills April 14.
ant e © •
^^uipm
JOHN
KUNEAU, director of public
relations and member of management operations committee Philco
Corp., dentPhila.,
appointed
on executive
staff. vice presiR. V. BONTECOU, staff assistant to
J. M. LANG, manager of tube division
General Electric, Syracuse, appointed
to new position of product manager
of tube division.
C. J. WARD, Cincinnati regional
manager Crosley Div., Avco Manufacturing Corp., appointed regional manager of New York region. F. D.
O'SULLIVAN, regional manager of
Atlanta region will succeed Mr. Ward.
L. R. WALKER, business management representative in Atlanta region,
succeeds Mr. O'Sullivan.
WILLIAM F. OSWALT, manager of
manufacturing for specialty transformer and ballast division, and
FRANK T. GAMEC, assistant production manager for fractional horsepower motor division General Electric, appointed assistant manager of
manufacturing and production manrespectively,
General Electric's
controlager,
division,
Schenectady,
N. Y.
AMPLIFIER Corp of AMERICA, N. Y.
releasing new 12-page catalog, featuring series of long-playing reference
tape recording-playback instruments,
designed for government and commercial use in telephone monitoring,
training programs, investigations, etc.
CREST TRANSFORMER Corp., Chicago, has issued its new 1951 "Crestran" catalog. Complete data on entire

Ayer was organized when a New
Yorker, Hibbard Ayer, bought into
the company. Mr. Ayer sold his interest to the founder three years
later.
Mr. Sears, his wife, Virginia,
and their daughter, Barbara Ann,
15, live in a pretty, eight-room
home in Oak Park, on the western
outskirts of Chicago.

company line of radio, TV and electronic transformers can be found in
16 page illustrated booklet.

"fecknlcal • • •
P. C. SCHAFER, manager WGRY
Gary, Ind., appointed to AM engineering staff NBC Hollywood.
EDWARD MILLER, RICHARD
SCHLIEFFER, LEO PIOTROWSKI
and WILLIAM LEE to engineering
staff NBC Chicago.
THOMAS GHIDIU, engineer WJMO
Cleveland, appointed acting chief
engineer, succeeding LARRY SHIPLEY, resigned.
Exhibits — Exposition
(Continued from page 120)
L. H. Na'um, J. H. Douglas, H. W.
Granberry, C. T. Haist and F. R.
Walker.
General Precision Lab
NEW type of television camera equipment, with flexibility meeting studio
and field requirements, is on display.
Outstanding features are described by
General Precision Lab as: Remote
control of iris (lens change, focus,
pan and tilt also available); smallest,
lightest camera (80 pounds); finest
mechanical design for maintenance
accessibility.
Other characteristics of the camera
equipment include: Chain in just
three pieces; completely coordinated
family of lenses from 2 to 24 inches;
new functional controls; brighter,
sharper and higher resolution view
finder; 8V2-inch monitor tube.
Field type synchronizing generator
is complete in one portable package,
yet mounted in standard relay rack
panels for permanent installation if
desired. Binary counting circuit and
pulse width set by delay lines are
provided. Video switcher has complete
flexibility of modern studio switching
featuring independent monitor switching, previewing of effects, feeding "on
the
air" while maintaining rehearsal
facilities.
Personnel at the Exposition Hall:
H. Barnett, R. L. Garman, Blair
Foulds, E. A. Hungerford Jr., F. S.
Dellenbaugh, T. P. Dewhirst, L. Garbowitz, F. N. Gillette, A. C. Haemer
Jr., E. H. Lombardi, N. M. Marshall,
A. Mayer, L. L. Pourciau, J. M. Sims,
H. A. Stearns.
Kliegl Bros. — Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co.
FEATURING a complete TV lighting
unit, the Kliegl exhibit enables TV
engineers to inspect various types
of flood and spotlights, accessories,
wiring systems and a dimmer control
board. A complete TV camera chain
will provide a means for visitors to
check various lighting arrangements.
The Kliegl Bros, exhibit will be a
part
of General
Literature
availableElectric's
includes exhibit.
Kliegl
Bulletin TV-5, Television Lighting,
frequently used as a guide in TV
schools; data sheets on recent devel-

RCA Engineering Products Dept.
STRONG accent on AM and TV tran
mitters marks the RCA exhibit, wi
a complete line of new equipment d
signed to meet the needs of a mol:
lization economy. The exhibit co
centrates on new transmitters f
economy operation, improved consol
and studio audio equipment, and nc
type of transmission line. Models
studio and transmitter room layou
are included.
An entirely new line of AM tran
mitters is presented. It includes 5 V
transmitter and console; 250 w A!
transmitter and rack of measurii
and monitoring equipment; Empi
State antenna model; STL equipmer
including transmitter, receiver ai
able).
two dishes; transmission line ai
antennas; 20 kw amplifier (if avai
TV display includes special effee
and flying spot and genlock equi;
ment; new utility monitor displ;
(rack mounted and cabinet); TC ]
program monitor with utility mon 1
tors; video relay switching display ■
TV map; TV station layouts (models
and new modified FG-400 project©
Audio display includes RT-lla tai
recorder; new BC-2B consolette; ne
BCS-11A master switching consoh
first showing of BA-6A limiting an
plifier in rack; four 70-D turntable:
LCI A speakers; microphones, inclui
ing Starmaker; new NBC custom ai
dio studio console; new AM frequent
and modulation monitors.
Tube display will be similar to thi
shown at the IRE convention.
Here is the list of personnel at tt
exhibit:
SALES DEPT: T. A. Smith, assis
ant general manager; A. R. Hopkin
general sales manager; B. Kreuze
general product manager; H. C. Elwe
manager of field sales coordinatic
section; M. A. Keller, manager <
sales administration section; J. 1
Taylor, manager of advertising ar
sales promotion section; C. M. Lewi
sales manager of broadcast and con
munications sales section; E. C. Trac
manager of broadcast sales group; J
L. Gaskill and W. O. Hadlock, of ai
vertising staff; L. W. Haessler, J. ]
Hill, A. Josephsen, J. F. Palmquis
W. D. Wenger, W. B. Varnum, J. 1
Nichols, F. D. Meadows, E. Frost, J. 1
Keachie, D. S. Newborg, P. G. Walter
J. W. Hillegas, all broadcast fie!
sales representatives, and E. T. Gri
fith, manager of commercial servic<
group.
PRODUCT DEPT.: M. A. Traine
product manager of broadcast produi
section; D. Bain, manager of audi
product group; H. Duszak, managi
of video product group; R. J. Nev
man, manager of transmitter produi
group; J. P. McGrenra, G. W. Tunnel
H. J. Lavery, H. W. Rhoades, I
Luddy, E. S. Clammer, and A. H. Si
per, all of broadcast product sectioi
ENGINEERING: V. E. Trouant, V
E. Stewart, J. E. Young, H. E. Gihrir.i
W. J. Poch, J. H. Roe, W. J. Newmai
and H. L. Hobson.

SESAC Inc.
(See article on fifth floor exhibits,
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THE

NEW

TURNER

MODEL
FOR

50D
TV

Recording
Public

The

DYNAMIC

- AM

- FM

• Broadcast
Address

crown jewel of dynamic microphones.

See it, handle it — use it on highest quality recording, public address or broadcast work.
New beauty, new styling, new utility and new
performance make the Turner Aristocrat the
finest of the fine. Use it anywhere, indoors or
out — in hand, on stand, suspended, or concealed in stage settings. The Aristocrat is
quickly and easily detached from ball swivel
coupler for hand use. Non-directional polar
pattern picks up sound from any direction.
Equally effective for individual or group pickups with wide range, high fidelity reproduction of voice or music. Its high output dynamic
generator requires no closely associated
auxiliary equipment for outstanding results.
Built of finest materials with flawless workmanship, each unit is laboratory calibrated to
insure specification standards. . . . Write for
complete details.
THE

TURNER

SPECIFICATIONS:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 to 15,000 c.p.s. flat within ± 2'/4db.
OUTPUT LEVEL: 56 db below 1 volt/dyne/sq. cm.
IMPEDANCE:
1 5, 200, 500 ohms or high impedance.
POLAR PATTERN: Essentially non -directional in any position.
MOUNTING: Ball and swivel type, tilts in any direction. Standard
s/s" — 27 thread.
CABLE: 20 ft., high quality rubber covered, two conductor shielded
cable with Cannon quick-disconnect plug.
COMPANY

936 17th Street N. E.
•
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
IN CANADA: Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, P. Q., and Branches
EXPORT:
Ad. Auriema, Inc., 89 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
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Exhibits— 5th Floor
(Continued from page 43 )
ence plan. Clinics have been started,
and will be conducted all over the
nation this year.
Regular pre-produced program
service and promotion kits are shown
in detail. Representatives at the convention are Mr. Mitchell; Bert Lown,
vice president, station relations; Walter Bates, Clifford Greenland and Edward Hochhauser, field representatives.
* * *
Azrael Advertising Agency
NEW type of show, described as unique and designed for sponsorship, is
shown by the Baltimore agency along
with the Lucky Social Security Numbers and Block Party.
Display material indicates that the
social security feature is being broadcast from Maine to California in large
cities and small communities. Evidence
of mail pull will be shown.
The Azrael agency also features display material on Block Party, now
being telecast and broadcast on the
Eastern Seaboard. It is now being
made available to all sections.
At the exhibit are Maurice Azrael,
president; Altie Azrael, vice president; Alton Whitehouse, assistant to
the president; Albert Bank, sales
manager; Marvin Ellin, TV director.
Broadcast Music Inc.
(See Exposition Hall article)
* # *
Capitol Records Inc.
WINE, Women and Song from California is the theme of Capitol Records'
display this year. In line with this
theme, each visitor to the Capitol suite
will be given a miniature bottle of
California wine with a souvenir tag.
The new Capitol Custom Library
service will be featured at the exhibit.
This plan is an arrangement allowing
a subscriber to the service to select
a comparatively smaller basic library,
consisting only of what he wants, from
the entire Capitol Transcription Catalog. Then the subscriber is allowed
additional disc selections and replacements which build and rotate his
library. Capitol believes that this
new service will fit the requirements
of any AM, FM or TV stations, helping to reduce costs proportionately
by eliminating material the station
will not use.
* * *
Collins Radio Co.
THE NEW Collins Model 300J 250 w
AM transmitter is being unveiled at
the Collins exhibit. It incorporates
many of the latest design features of
the larger Model 20V 1 kw transmitter introduced at last year's convention. Simplified circuits, high gain
tetrode tubes, new crystal and oscillator design, ready accessibility to all
components, and low initial and maintenance costs are some of the features
available in the 300J.
In addition, Collins is displaying its
latest models of studio consoles,
speech amplifiers, remote equipment
and broadcasting accessories.
Collins representatives from the
Cedar Rapids headquarters and the
field offices include M. W. Burrell,
general sales manager; R. H. Hollister, broadcast sales manager; H. 0.
Olson, broadcast sales; J. L. Singleton, broadcast sales; L. K. Findley,
James Hollis, and Verne Mattison,
broadcast engineering; John F. Stanbery, broadcast sales, Knoxville,
Tenn.; Harold L. Arment, Burbank,
Calif.; T. W. Sharpe, Dallas, Tex.
Page 124
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Bruce Eells & Assoc.
THE transcribed library exhibit, with
its 4,000 quarter-hours of dramatic
programs, features the fifth floor display. This library grew out of a cooperative project in which nearly 300
broadcasters participated.
A wall panel framed in red Chinese
lacquer is devoted to each of 40-odd
program series now made available
on a pressing-cost-plus basis. Theme
will be the plan to equip stations
with a semi-permanent dramatic program library. Audition discs will be
available.
Results of a poll of broadcasters
are revealed by Mr. Eells. The poll
asks station views on proposal to resume the Broadcaster Program Syndicate cooperative project. Under this
plan stations would contribute to a
fund, with each receiving about 10
hours per week.
With Mr. Eells at the exhibit are
David A. Christianson, director of
sales, and E. Lloyd Jones, vice president and business manager.
* * *
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
(See also Exposition Hall)
* * #
General Precision Lab.
(See Exposition Hall article)
Harry S. Goodman Productions
NEW spot library is being displayed
at the Harry S. Goodman Productions
exhibit. Including 2,500 spot announcements that will "fit practically
any line of business" to be sold exclusively to one station in each city
on a yearly lease basis.
The spot library includes "Weather
Forecast Jingles," "Helpful Harry
Spots," "Whats In A Name Spots,"
"Safety Spots," "Musical Time Signals" and others. Television spot
announcements which have been
specially prepared for banks, breweries,
fur storage and fur sales firms are
being shown. Two new surprise packages featuring two "big name personalities" are promised for the exhibit.
Novelties are to be distributed by
several shapely gals.
Representatives of the firm attending the convention are President
Harry S. Goodman, Everett F. Goodman, William Whitlock, Irving Kempner, Hal Willis, and Jack Slatter of
Canada.
* * *
Keystone Broadcasting System
SPECIAL coverage afforded by Keystone's transcription network is the
BAB

SUITE
Convention Site Set Up

HEADQUARTERS for Broadcast
Advertising Bureau Inc., radio
sales promotion agency now operated outside NARTB, will be in
Suite 560-561, among fifth floor
exhibit rooms.
Heading the BAB delegation will
be William B. Ryan, president.
With him will be Hugh M. P. Higgins, director; Lee Hart and Meg
Zahrt, assistant directors, and
William Dignam, assistant to the
president.
The BAB headquarters will include displays of all BAB sales
promotion pieces produced during
the last two years. All of the
staff will be available for consultation. BAB will program the Tuesday
vention. morning session of the con-

theme ofhibit. Athis
year's
conventionmaps
exseries
of coverage
emphasizes the "importance of Keystone coverage in those areas which
have no service from TV stations."
The network is developing a new
concept of using Keystone as a supplement to TV in rural areas. Keystone contends that_TV is and will be
confined to metropolitan areas
throughout 1951 and urges time buyers and advertising managers to reach
the rural audience through its 395
affiliates.
Keystone representatives at the
convention include Sidney J. Wolf,
president; Naylor Rogers, executive
vice president; Joseph Bayer, vice
president; Noel Rhys, vice president;
Arthur Wolf, secretary-treasurer; Edwin R. Peterson, special representative; Emma Rogers, station relations
director; Ethel Harris, accountant;
Jim Yergin, research director, and
Wyn Spangenberg.
Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc.
THEME of Lang-Worth's exhibit in
Suite 512A-513A is "increased revenue
for local stations." Since completion
of the 8-inch library program service
Lang-Worth has developed hew selling
helps, program-building aids and new
talent to assure increased commercial
income. Several new production programs are available for audition.
New features include thrice-weekly
15-minute with Patti Page and Ray
Anthony orchestra; Allan Jones Show,
weekly half-hour with Sidney Torch
40-piece concert orchestra and 60-voice
Luton Girls Choir; An American
Rhapsody, 30-minute weekly program
of favorite songs; Sunshine Boys,
five-weekly quarter-hour of gospel
songs.
Representing Lang-Worth are C.
O. Langlois Sr., president; John D.
Langlois, secretary; C. O. Langlois
Jr., treasurer; Pierre Weis, vice president in charge of sales; W. O'Keefe,
vice president, artists and repertoire;
Walter B. Davison, manager of West
Coast operations; William E. Young,
station relations; Hugh Allen, development engineer.
s£

& sje

Magnecord Inc.
COMPLETE line of professional highfidelity tape recorders comprises
Magnecord's exhibit. Three series of
recording equipment — PT6, PT63 and
PT7 — make up the Magnecord line.
According to the firm, the PT6
series provides light-weight portable
equipment which can be easily installed for semi-permanent studio
operation. The PT63 series varies
from the PT6 in that it incorporates
three separate heads (erase-recordplayback) so that the tape output can
be monitored as the recording is being made. The new PT7 series offers
unit construction and flexibility
found in other models and also features a "revolutionary positive timing device" which eliminates any
program timing errors, the three-head
tape monitoring set-up, push-button
control for remote operation, and a
two-speed motor for either 7%" or
15" tape per second.
Attending the convention for Magnecord are John S. Boyers, president
and chief engineer; C. G. Barker;
vice president in charge of sales; Del
Hornbogen, sales service manager;
R. L. Landon, director of production;
P. J. McCauley, electronic engineer,
and R. S. McQueen, advertising manager.

NARTB
SHOWING
Full Delegation SlaU
NARTB headquarters has full rej
resentation at the Stevens HotJ
during the NARTB conventioa
headed by President Justin Mille!
Harold
E. Fellows, NARtI
president-elect who takes offn
June 4, will participate in conveil
tion events on an unofficial basil
At the Monday afternoon form. J
opening he will be introduced l|
the delegates by Judge Mille il
When Mr. Fellows becomes presl
dent, Judge Miller will move to h I
new post as chairman of the boai ||
and general counsel.
Others at the convention f c I
NARTB include:
C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-trea t
urer, and Ella Nelson, his assis
ant; Arthur C. Stringer, expos
tion consultant; William Walke |
auditor; Robert K. Richards, d|
rector of public affairs, and Oscs1!
Elder, assistant director; Clea
Kathas, editorial assistant; D I
Kenneth H. Baker, research direil
tor; Frederica Clough, research a:I
sistant; Richard P. Doherty, en I
ploye-employer relations directoi f
Ralph W. Hardy, government r<
lations director; Edward A. Se
lers, FM director; Thad Browi
TV counsel; Vincent Wasilewskfl
attorney;
Helen Fruth,
to
Judge Miller;
Charles secretar™
A. Balf
son, head of TV unit; Bette Do<
little, TV department;
John I
Hardesty and William K. Treynor
director and assistant director of
station
relations, respectively
Neal McNaughten, engineering d
rector, and Jessie Daniel, assistan
Musicolor Inc.
NEW models of "The Light Tha
Dances" are shown in Room 509 of th
Stevens,
Wonderland.
Full
colortitled
and "Electric
monochrome
units ar
included.
Musicolor creates mobile light ab
stractions, synchronized with music
speech or any sound. A self-containe
projector,
framingcana 20xl6-inch
lucent screen,
be placed trans
on
table or floor mounted on a pedesta
The TV camera is focused on th
screen and sound is supplied by
standard microphone connector.
In some of the new units the spon
sor's name, trade mark, product o
signature can be integrated into th
rhythmic
program participation
patterns on th>
screen, permitting
pe
riods, fringe time novelties, statioi
breaks, etc. An exhibit will sho\
rear projection use of Musicolor il
TV studios as well as many other ap
plications of decorative lighting.
In the exhibit room are Maurici
Wetzel, consultant; Edwin S. Pierce
IATSE; Fred Lichtgarn, engineer
Charles E. Singletary, promotion, an(
Walter F. Schwank, film.
* * *
Presto Recording Corp.
PROMINENT feature of the Prestc
exhibit on the fifth floor is the nen
TL-10 tape transport playback me
chanism which is attached to anc
operated from any standard 16-incl
transcription turntable.
The unit is quickly installed oi
removed from the turntable so norma!
(Continued from page 126)
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ANTENNAS

. In all kinds of weather —
in all variations of terrain
— in the normal and most
unusual Radio, FM, TV
and Short Wave situations
Wincharger Towers have
proven their worth from
coast to coast for almost 15
Now
years.— even stronger, sturdier and more efficient designing assure each Wincharger installation to be
the very best tower available for that particular
Engineering

Service

Just consult with our tower

job!

engineers. You'll get expert
advice on every phase of design, requirements, installation and maintenance. Experience, training and skill make
Wincharger Tower Engineers
a most dependable source of
information. Write for free
booklet describing every new
type of Wincharger Towers in
detail. It's yours for the asking.

WRITE
WIRE
PHONE
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Exhibits— 5th Floor
(Continued from page 12U)
use is not interfered with, the company explains. TL-10 is described as
J relatively inexpensive and able to
provide economically tape reproducing equipment for broadcast stations.
Thus they can increase tape reproducing facilities without the need of procuring complete tape recorders or
tying up for playback the tape recorders they now have.
Presto officials slated to be at the
display are Thomas B. Aldrich, John
Strampfer, Austin Sholes and Irvin
Rosenblatt.
RCA Engineering Products Dept.
(See Exposition Hall article)

RCA's

... a ribbon-pressure microphone that
is so slim ... so skillfully styled ... so
unobtrusive . . . you must look twice to
see it.
Despite its slim construction, the
starmaker meets the exacting quality
standards of other RCA professional
Broadcast microphones. Pick-up is nondirectional. Frequency response is substantially uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps. It
is free from wind rumble and air blast
. . . and virtually impervious to mechanical shock.
The starmaker fits any standard
microphone stand . . . can be used in
place of any RCA microphone. No
extra attachments needed.
For delivery information call your
i RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer, or write :
Department PC- 19, RCA Engineering
■Products, Camden, N. J. (In Canada
write: RCA Victor Limited, Montreal.)

RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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RCA Recorded Program Services
THE two RCA services — Thesaurus
and Syndicated Sales — will feature
the fifth floor exhibit, which carries
this theme, "Thesaurus . . . your key
to Exhibit
time charges
plus new
talent
fees."
will feature
commercial
program, The Hour of Charm, with
Phil Spitalny's All-Girl Orchestra and
Choir, and the Thesaurus "512" key
club. Hour of Charm heads the catalog of program series in Thesaurus
library. Details and addition discs on
Thesaurus programs will be available.
The "512 Key Club" is an extension
of the gimmick Thesaurus used at the
1950 convention — personal keys have
been
mailedchance
out, ofandwinning
"membership"
cards (plus
matched
gold clubs) will be waiting in room
512.
Attending on behalf of Thesaurus
and RCA custom record sales: Al
Sambrook, manager of Recorded Program Services sales; Jim Davis, manager of RCA Victor custom record
sales division and head of Thesaurus
operation; Bert Wood, program manager; Ben Rosner, advertising and
promotion manager; Bill Reilly, midwestern sales manager; Bill Gartland,
western sales manager; Al Hindle,
Chicago manager of custom record
sales; Henry Gillespie, Bill Davies,
George Field and Bob Fender, Thesaurus sales representatives.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 3k)
years ago, he sought out what he
calls "the world's finest climate"
by accepting a job as trainee at
the MacGruder - Bakewell - Kosta
agency. Since then he has worked
up to radio director.
Mr. Palmer handles six figure
radio billings for the Adolph Coors
Co. (brewer and porcelain maker),
Empire Savings Bldg. & Loan
Assn. and the First National Bank.
He is executive on three other accounts, though not radio.
Catering to the practical approach, Mr. Palmer will suggest
sports programming more often
than any other type of radio program. In this way, he keeps in step
with Denver's reputation as the
basketball capital of the world and
also a city that keeps the attendance records at a peak in minor
league baseball play.
His familiarity with sports programming will be to the good when
television comes to Denver. Mr.
Palmer, in the Wellington manner,
is avidly reading every bit he can
find on the visual medium, ready
for new strategy, new campaigns.

SESAC Inc.
DISPLAY exhibit of SESAC is. located
in Exposition Hall, with main quarters in Suite 557 on the fifth floor.
SESAC will show its enlarged transcribed library, now totaling 4,000
selections. Theme of the exhibit is,
"Hearing is believing; listen and
judge
New
great
SESAC

for
yourself."
series
of jazz classics by "the
Maltby" is being unveiled.
also features such library supplements as continuity script service.
The transcribed program service includes 1,200 bridges, moods and
themes, representing over 200 categories. The program guide will be
shown. It includes program notes
along with classified and alphabetical
indexes. Mister Muggins Rabbit, a
hit at the 1950 convention, will be
an encore.
Representing SESAC are Alice J.
Heinecke, Kurt A. Jadassohn, Robert
Stone, Louis E. Tappe, John W. Casey,
Ralph M. Baruch, Kenneth Parker,
Harold Fitzgerald and David R. Milsten, western counsel.

Snader Telescriptions
THIS year's Snader exhibit features
the
TV film
producer's
scription
releases.
Amonglatest
thoseteleon
display are Burl Ives, The Pied
Pipers, Hoosier Hot Shots, and Allan
Jones.
Two pilot reels produced in Chicago
show how to make a production of the
films with live studio shots. Single
units will be demonstrated.
Snader representatives are E. Jonny
Graff, Lou Snader, Reuben R. Kaufman and Monroe Mendelsohn.
Standard Radio Transcription Services
DUAL purpose exhibit is shown convention delegates
Standard's
threeroom suites
on thein fifth
floor of
the
Stevens. The exhibit is designed to
acquaint delegates with new features
in the Standard Program Library, including new talent and a new timesaving cataloguing system.
Secondly, Standard is announcing
its entry into the television program
field as exclusive local representative
of the newly formed United Television Programs Inc.
For the TV exhibit, Standard has
a fully equipped projection room in
which United's film programs are
shown. These include "Royal Playhouse," feature films and other products now available. In addition there
are prevues of upcoming products
such as a musical shorts library,
Christmas series for department
stores, and several projected western,
novelty and children's packages.
Following its custom, Standard has
a surprise
"gimmick" souvenir to
amuse
delegates.
The enlarged staff at the convention
includes Jerry King and Milt Blink,
owners of Standard; Alex Sherwood,
eastern vice president; Gus Hagenah,
midwestern vice president; Lewis TeeGarden, western officer; John Devine,
Dave Williams, and two recent additions, Wally Stone and Frank Evans.
In the suite are executive of film
producing companies, including Charles Brown, TV director of Bing
Crosby Enterprises, and Ed Gray, of
Mutual Television.

Official TV Inc.
OFFICIAL TELEVISION In
New York television film progrs
package firm, will be located at t
Congress Hotel and will have re
resentative samples of its music
variety films, cartoon, news, spoi |
and feature films for showing. Re
resentative will be Thomas Keli
her, eastern sales representath 1
Network Radio and Television Sen, I
and Consumer Markets. Sales hel
include Spot Radio Promotion Han
book, A Survey of Spot Radio Buyi
Practices, CM Analyst, and resear
bulletins on "How Spot Radio Tii
Wall posters and samples of t
Is Bought." as well as examples
publications,
use of market data from Consuw.
Markets, highlight the display. SRI!
will distribute large open-end env i
lopes
ature. to conventioneers for their lite
Personnel at the convention inclu
C. L. Botthof, W. E. Botthof, R. I
Trenkmann, H. A. Harkaway, W.
Parrington, E. F. Pierce, L. M. Forbfl
H. E. Rogers and J. G. Williams.

Wincharger Corp.
A RADIO tower exhibit made up |
photographs of various Wincharg
radio tower installations, a mod !
Wincharger tower, and tower lightii j:
equipment, is the manufacture) I
presentation at this convention.
Wincharger representatives atten i
ing the convention are D. L. Molir ,
manager of radio tower departmen [
V. V. Holmes, assistant sales manag |
of radio tower department; Henry
Geist, William B. Taylor, and Warrc j
Cozzens.
World Broadcasting System Inc.
MAIN feature of World's conventii
exhibit is a display piece announci)
the new Robert Montgomery sho
Freedom Is Our Business, "a progra
of words and music designed to remii
us all that freedom is everybod>
business." Promotion kits, present
tions, flash sheets, mailing pieces ai
other advertising material are ava:
able.
Displays
oth> i
shows
are concerning
banked on World's
each side
the main display, accompanied 1
proofs of sponsorship showing a<
vertisers which have bought the:
shows from World-affiliated station
A heavy preconvention campaign i
trade journal advertising and dire
mail pieces has prepared most del
gates for the Robert Montgomei
exhibit.
Representatives
World's exhib
include
John Sinn, atpresident;
Robe
(Continued on page 129)
Feature of Week
(Continued from page 26)
pany were interested in helping th
city of San Francisco reach it

The whole set-up swings int
action when a KYA listener call
quota.blood bank to offer blood. Th
the
operator on duty at the bank take
down the information (name an
address) and determines if the per
Standard Rate & Data Service
son is qualified to give a donatior
RADIO-TV publications and sales
The information is then passe
helps for stations comprise the SRDS
on to a cab company represer
exhibit. Publications include Radio
tative who notifies the dispatche
Advertising Rates and Data, Television
Advertising Rates and Data, National
to send a taxi to the caller's home
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Major

markets

featured

in

If your market is one of the top 168 metropolitan
areas recently established by the Bureau of the
Census, then the spotlight will be on it in the May 25
issue of Printers' Ink!
That's the issue in which we will publish our "Major
American Markets" feature. This will give — for the
first time anywhere — the official Census information for every one of the 168 major markets.
Nothing like this feature will be available anywhere
else!
In one issue of Printers' Ink, advertisers and their
agencies will get the official Census figures for every
important business category in your market — complete data on retail, wholesale and manufacturing
activity in 39 different categories, as well as population, sale and income per capita for your market.
To get the same information independently would
mean buying — and analyzing — 144 separate Census
Bureau publications. Printers' Ink invested more
than $20,000 to research, assemble and bring this
vital marketing information to you and your customers and prospects.
The "Major American Markets" feature points directly tothe heart of the national market. It will help
advertisers and agencies match markets and media —
give them the basic information they need to make
effective use of your market.

to

Printers'

be

Ink!

When these official Census figures come out, marketing executives will scrutinize their entire advertising
program carefully.
Your market will get favorable consideration because
it has been identified as one of the major 168.
This gives you an excellent opportunity to tell your
best customers and prospects — our readers — how
you cover your market and how you can help them
sell in your market.
1. ) If you're now a Printers' Ink advertiser, you can
relate these new market facts to your current campaign . .
2. ) If you're not yet a Printers' Ink advertiser, this
is the place to begin a campaign to make sure that all
of your customers and prospects know your entire
story. Spearhead your promotion program with advertising inthe May 25 Printers' Ink . . .
3. ) In either case, plan definitely to be in this big
issue in a big way!
Your advertising in the May 25 issue of Printers' Ink
will reach the largest audience of advertisers and
agencies — more than 23,000 — at a time when they
are specifically thinking about selecting markets and
media.
Closing date is May 15, so reserve your space now.
(Note: Much of the data for your market is now
ready. This information will be available to each
advertiser before closing date.)

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE OF ADVERTISING, MANAGEMENT AND SALES
MURRAY HILL 3-6500
205 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N . Y.
CHICAGO 4,
208 So. La Salle
Gove Compton,
Phone: Andover

i<OADCASTING

ILL.
Street
Mgr.
3-1750

BOSTON 16, MASS.
Statler Office Bldg.
E. P. Meade
Phone: Liberty 2-9677

Telecasting

ATLANTA 3, GA.
1722 Rhodes-Haverty Bldg.
H. F. CogUl
Phone: Walnut 8113

PASADENA 6, CALIF.
1175 Woodbury Road
Jos. W. Conrow
Phone: Sycamore 7-5365
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1947; WAGA Atlanta in 19
WGBS Miami in 1944; WJBK l|
troit in 1947.
Application to buy WSAI C
cinnati from the Marshall Fi
interests was approved March
WLOK was sold to the Pixley
terests in Columbus to make ro
for WSAI under the multiple o->
ership rules of the FCC.
The Storer TV block indue
WJBK-TV, WSPD-TV and WAG
TV Atlanta. The last-named out
is operated by his son, George
TV applications are on file 1
Miami, Wheeling and Minneapo!
A fourth TV application was
herited from WSAI.
The Stoi
group includes six FM outlets a
a newspaper property, the Flork
Sun, at Miami Beach.
This quick recap of high spo
in
George
Storer's light
business
sheds
considerable
on thecarem

Open Mike
(Continued from page 30)
the prospective announcer, actor,
singer does, and what happens?
Two weeks pass, a nice letter is
received, thanking you for your
interest, but regretting another
applicant was better qualified for
the position.
Sometimes the photo is enclosed,
but never the record . . . It's
simple logic that one record could
be used again, perhaps profitably,
if the artist had it to use . . .
Couldn't the station men . . .
return such records?
E. J. J.
Chicago
* * *
Who's Got The Ball?
EDITOR:
.... KGLO is probably the first
radio station in America that ever
tried to cover three basketball
games at the same time — a situation from which we hardly had any
escape because of the great public
interest in all three games.
Compliments by phone, letter and
postcard have been pouring in ever
since. . . .
. . . Of course, you would have
to appreciate what a hot bed of
basketball this part of the country
is during basketball tournament
time in order to get the full impact
of such a coverage attempt. . . .
H. B. (Hank) Hook
Manager
KGLO Mason City, Iowa

WHBQ

Announcers Ken Kew, Chuck Hilton and Sports Director Bud Suter
(standing, I to r) and Engineers Lynn Cole, Glenn Wright and Carl
Olson (kneeling) handled three-game broadcast of basketball tourna<
ment for KGLO Mason City, Iowa.
We're Hanging
EDITOR:
Broadcasting • Telecasting
may not be exactly a journal of
highbrow art, but an ad that appeared in Broadcasting is hanging
in the famous Corcoran Gallery of
Art in Washington, D. C, this
month.
It is a WTOP two-color page, designed by George Wilt of the
Washington
Post promotion de-

IN THE SOUTH'S

GREATEST

REPRESENTED .... by WEED
L
L
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partment, and the only radio station ad in the 2d Annual Advertising Club of Washington Advertising Art and Photography
Exhibit at the famous gallery.
Cody Pfanstiehl
Director of Promotion
and Press Information
WTOP-AM-FM-TV
Respects
(Continued from page 106)
Tube Co.), and the radio business.
Mr. Storer ran the tube business.
His brother-in-law, J. Harold Ryan,
now senior vice president of Fort
Industry, ran WSPD, a 1 kw station by that time, and brother
Douglas Storer operated WGPH.
The competitive niceties of the
gas business left a bad taste with
George Storer, especially when Mr.
Ryan, keeper of the records, took
a trip to California. Confronted
with a stack of federal, state and
sundry other record blanks, he
threw up his hands and announced,
"I'm out of the oil business. You
go
Harold had
withbeen
it." sold
By
1931andthebother
oil business
to Standard Oil Co. of Ohio and
"oil" dropped out of the name.
In 1930, on doctor's advice, he
sold WGHP to the Kunsky-Trendle
theatre interests. It later became
WXYZ.
A group of Canadians asked Fort
Industry to build a station in adjacent Windsor, Ontario. The station was built, using the call letters CKLW, and then sold later
to Canadian interests. Meantime,
Fort Industry had bought WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.
Lessees of WMCA New York
called on Mr. Storer to take over
management of the station in 1933.
He operated WMCA a year-and-ahalf, developing an East Coast network called American Broadcasting
System. The network finally became a victim of the deepening
depression. WMMN Fairmont, W.
Va., was bought in 1935; WLOK
Lima, Ohio, in 1938; WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, in 1939, and sold in

himself. Obviously he is — and ;
ways has been — a commerc
dynamo. Things have happent
constantly, wherever he has focus
his attention. Most of his ente
prises have prospered. If the od
were too tough, he quickly conced
it was time to do something ai
very quickly something was dori
George Storer loves his propel
ties, and keeps on intimate terrr
with their operating details. HI
station managers are all vice pre ,
idents and directors of Fort I 1
dustry, and they have autonomy f
their operations.
Industry Service
Many times the broadcasting jil
dustry has called him to servieff
In 1941 he was named assistai t
chairman of the Broadcasters Vi

tory
Council,
which drew
up tl"|
policies
for station
operation
cl ]
behalf of the war effort. He joine m
the Navy in 1943 as a lieutenai it
commander, going to Chicago &
a businessman in uniform to handi
material and metallurgy. Late
he was sent to the West Coast, the
back to Washington, and returne
to inactive duty status in 1945.
Right now he is active in deve
oping NARTB's new TV deparf
ment and was named chairman c"
the committee that will pick a vide
head for the association. He wa
asked totogive
helpTVredraft
NAB's
laws
a strong
place byi
the structure. Some of the prepar !(.!
atory work was done aboard hi
yacht Verlane, harbored near hi
Miami Beach home.
Mr. Storer maintains a perma
nent residence at Bloomfield Hills
Detroit suburb. Clubs include De,
troit Athletic Club, Bloomfieh
pre
Hills Country Club and Indiai
Creek Country Club, Miami. Th<
Storers have four sons and a grand
son born a fortnight ago.

A pet hobby of this largest inde
pendent
broadcaster
is Camt|i
Storer, a YMCA recreation center
That's the Storer story, in head
line style. (Merely to list his corpo-|r
rate connections would require several more paragraphs.) It's the
has used imaga manenergywho
story of ination,
and daring ability
to build up a business empire in
the best American tradition.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

BEN F. CONWAY, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., to New York sales
staff of Robert Meeker Assoc., radio-TV station representative.
JAMES A. WETHINGTON, WICC Bridgeport, Conn., to William G.
Rambeau Co., N. Y., on sales staff.
front of
fice

j|gf

i AM H. BENNETT, vice president in charge of sales Midland Broad} casting Co., Kansas City, Mo., named director of sales Rowley-Brown
Broadcasting Co. (KWFT Wichita Falls, Texas, and
KEPO El Paso), and the Western Network. He will
handle sales operation of KBYE Oklahoma City, KLYN
Amarillo, and KGLC Miami, Okla. He will make his
headquarters in Wichita Falls.

: Jr. Bennett

WESTERN RADIO SALES, S. F., and TRACEYMOORE & ASSOC., L. A., appointed Pacific Coast
sales representatives for KIKI Honolulu. Western
Radio Sales will handle accounts in San Francisco
area. Tracey-Moore & Assoc. will handle accounts in
Southern California market.

JSS LAMB, general manager KXOL Fort Worth, resigns to open new
id brokerage and manufacturing representative service to be known
Russ Lamb Co., with headquarters in Texas City. He will retain his
■ck holdings in station but will not be active in KXOL operations.
SEPH WEED & Co., N. Y., named national representative for WLAW
wrence, Mass., effective May 1.
IOMAS KNODE, television station relations department NBC, to
STA St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, as commercial manager.

Ij

„MES CARLSON, chief engineer KWEI Weiser, Ida., appointed sta•••n manager, WALTER LAKE appointed assistant and commercial
inager.
IE WALKER Co., N. Y., appointed exclusive national representative
r WTXL Springfield, Mass.

PeUonali

• • •

J. LEONARD REINSCH, managing director Cox Radio & Television
operations (WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, WIOD-AM-FM Miami, WHIOAM-FM-TV Dayton), addressed the Religious Workshop, Emory U.,
Atlanta, Ga. . . . W. ELDON GARNER, general manager WBBC
Flint, Mich., re-elected for six-year term on Flint Board of Education.
. . . DANIEL T. O'SHEA, vice president and general executive, CBS
Hollywood, in New York for month's conferences. . . . ARTHUR McCRACKEN, station manager WGPA Bethlehem, Pa., received award
from Northampton County Medical Society for his work in raising funds
last summer during polio outbreak. . . . HUGH B. TERRY, vice president and general manager KLZ Denver, elected president of Denver
Gyro Club.
Exhibits — 5th Floor
(Continued from page 126)
Friedheim, sales manager; Michael
Sillerman, assistant sales manager;
Maynard Marquardt, West Coast office manager; Hugh Gravel, Sam Carter, Dick Lawrence and Seymour Kaplan.
Frederic W. Ziv Productions
SPECIAL theme of "Stop! Look! and
Listen!" runs through all exhibits displayed by the Frederic W. Ziv Productions. Material on such Ziv programs as Bold Venture, Cisco Kid,
Boston Blackie, Guy Lombardo and
Meet the Menjous is highlighted by
white panels, set off by black and

white diagonal stripes, carrying that
familiar railroad crossing message in
red.
All Ziv representatives are wearing
special
Look!areandto Listen!"
neckties,"Stop!
and there
be 100
extra ties for the first 100 delegates
requesting them. Brochures, mailing
pieces and promotion kits for all Ziv
productions are available at the exhibit. Trade journal advertising and
direct mail invitations to all radio
personnel have featured the same
motif.
In attendance at the Ziv exhibit are
Alvin E. Unger, vice president in
charge of sales; W. B. Philley, sales
promotion manager, and William
Mertz, Chicago district account executive.

ij ILLIAM J. VERSCHOOR, B. Franklin Dills & Assoc., Chicago sales
■ sunsellor, to ABC Chicago, as network radio account executive.
CORPORATION of Independent Metropolitan Sales Radio Station
?presentatives, New York, under a new name, INDIE SALES Inc., was
i i nounced last week by JACK KOSTE, president-treasurer. Stations
presented by the firm remain the same, except for recently announced
dition of WTAO Cambridge, Mass., effective April 1, he said.

:»SEPH McSHANE, advertising executive KTSA San Antonio, recalled
active duty with Air Force, as colonel. He will
mmand the XXIst Air Material Area headquartered
Kelly Air Force Base.
j
,>HN F. SCREEN appointed to sales staff WDSU New
leans. He was with WABB Mobile, Ala., and WAFB
jiton Rouge, La.
DN MOTTER has purchased the John Keating Reanal Radio Station Representative firm for Oregon,
ashington and Idaho. Mr. Motter will manage the
,.rtland office. JAMES A. McLOUGHLIN will remain
Col. McShane
•inager of Seattle office. JOHN D. KEATING, former
.-ner, will devote full time to KPOA Honolulu and KYA San Francisco,
aich he owns in partnership with J. ELROY McCAW, president KELA
jmtralia, Wash.
]ILLIAM RICH, Muzak, N. Y., to 0. L. Taylor Co., N. Y., as member
New York Sales Staff, succeeding ROBERT FEIHEL, transferred to
licago sales staff. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9.]
ORT BRANDES, advertising staff Philadelphia Daily News, to sales
aff WDAS Philadelphia.
I
AYNE PARKINSON, U. of California graduate, to KPIX San Fran;co in sales department.
EN McCLURE, sales staff WINN Louisville, to WAYS
i sales staff.

Charlotte, N. C,

jLLAN GILMAN, KCBS San Francisco, to KGO-TV San Francisco
les department replacing JACK GREGORY, who has returned to duty
ith Air Corps.
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

When you listen to the incomparable music
in the SESAC Transcribed Library you'll
know that you've found THE BEST (dollar
for dollar— disc for disc) BUY IN BROADCASTING!
\

A COMPLETE TRANSCRIPTION PRO^GRAM SERVICE FOR AS LITTLE AS $40
A MONTH! (based on your advertising rate
card) — 4000 Sponsor-Selling Selections so far
with many more to come!
self!
Just lend an ear and then decide for your-

to
WELCOME.'

2CH

*SESAC*
HEADQUARTERS
NAB CONVENTION
Suite — 557
and
Exposition Hall
The Stevens
Chicago Hotel
April 15-19th
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^THE KLYSTRON TUBE— Designed and built to G-E
specifications, this tube features low operating cost and high
power gain. Effective power amplification of 75 for television operation is used with no evidence of instability. Consequently asimplified low power television driver may be
employed to obtain high power output. Illustration at left
shows the klystron mounted for operating test.

^ WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL UHF TELEVISION
TRANSMITTER. For the proposed UHF band this 5 lew transmitter offers a unique frequency control system. One crystal
oscillator is used to control both the visual and aural carriers,
locking these two carriers together with a fixed separation
of 4.5 megacycles. Slot-type diplexer permits feeding the
antenna with a single transmission line. Front panel view of
unit shows clean-cut design and control simplicity.

EFFECTIVE

RADIATED

POWER

.

.

.

on

General
new

Electric

transmitter

announces
and

Here is the world's most powerful
ultra-high-frequency television transmitter. Born in the General Electric laboratories atElectronics Park and tested in
actual operation, it delivers the highest
effective TV power ever radiated in the
UHF band. The transmitter's radically
new helical antenna provides more than
20 to 1 effective power gain.

revolutionary

antenna

development

Because so much

of the circuitry is in-

corporated inthe tube itself, the transmitter is simple in construction, extremely
easy to service.
Every television station owner, manager,
and engineer is invited to inspect this de-

The secret of this system is the klystron

velopment at Electronics Park* and to
place orders on a contingent basis. Before you purchase or commit yourself to
any television transmitter be sure you get

tube, developed especially for G. E. and
built for long life at low per hour cost.

the full story from General Electric.
'Subject to the usual plant security clearances

420 TO 1 POWER GAIN! A fundamentally new development of General Electric engineering, this helical antenna is
a 4 bay radiator of side fire design (one
bay shown). The tubular mast forms the
outer conductor of the incoming coaxial
line. Only 4 feed points are required
along the mast, one for each complete
radiating bay. Simplified de-icing system
is provided. Over-all size of antenna decreases for higher frequencies.

GENERAL

COMPLETE INFORMATION HERE— Two new
brochures tell the story
of this UHF transmitter
and its high gain antenna. Wire or write
for your copies today:
General Electric Company, Section 24I-I6,
Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

ELECTRIC

KID COWBOY QUIZ
WTIC Hartford, Juvenile Ranch,
12-12:30 p.m., started April 8,
sponsored by Bernard Kofsky, local
show dealer. Show features George
Bowe acting as emcee on quiz using
cowboy format. Short stories from
American legends are told, six boys
and girls will participate weekly
for prizes and a special prize going
weekly to champion "cowboy or
cowgirl of the week." During the
summer months show will be broadcast from children's camps throughout the state.
STAR STUDDED FOLDER
RADIO SALES, Radio and Television Stations Representative, CBS
New York distributing to trade an
accordion - pleated folder with
phone-booth pictures of 26 film
stars featured on its transcribed
program, Hollywood Calling. Introductory copy explains, "If your TV
sales problem has been locating
high-quality, low-cost programming, this folder will show you
where it can be found . . . ready
made.".
• • •
THE FISHIN' SHOW
WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., Let's Go
Fishin', Fri. 7 p.m., sponsored by
Dowdy Motor Co. Emcee "Dutch"
Lackey gives information on condition of water, what fish are biting, who caught fish and other data
supplied by boat docks at Kentucky
Lake, 35 miles from Hopkinsville.
Program also gives data on weather

programs

promo|j0(1

and prediction on fishing. Noted
fisherman is interviewed on the
pi-ogram weekly.
HIGHWAY POSTERS
KVOO Tulsa using 24-sheet billboard posters on highway 66 leading into Tulsa. Posters are printed
in "cold fire," which can be seen
brightly at night. Billboards have
large number "one" next to station's call letters. Under this it
reads "Oklahoma's greatest station." Miniature reproductions of
posters are being displayed by
many local merchants, tying in
with their merchandise.
INDUSTRY SERIES
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, in cooperation with Chamber of Commerce, The Pittsburgh Story, Sunday, 1-1:30 p.m., eight weeks,
started April 15. Public service
program
to city'swith
leading
industries devoted
is informative
key
industrial figures featured. It fits
in with Pittsburgh's elaborate Welcome Week, ending June 3, date
when riesWDTV's
final program
sewill be telecast
and also of
when
Ed Sullivan's Toast of the Town
will emanate from Syria Mosque.

premiums
THE COME ON GIMMICK
KGVL Greenville, Texas, drummed
up unique way to get advertisers
to inspect station's new building.
General Manager Leo Hackney
sent invitations to 250 local, regional and national advertisers and
enclosed top half of mechanical
pencil. This half of pencil contained ladies legs and three garters floating in clear fluid. The object was to put the garters on the
legs. The only way to get other
part
of pencil was
to visit
KGVL's
new building.
Station
reports
that
the response was great.
THE WINNING TICKET
WINN Louisville has equipped all
sales representatives with their
new business
cards. The cards
are similar to a
pari-mutuel ticket
issued at race
tracks. They
were designed
by Charles A.
Schacht Jr.,
mercial commanager
of station. In the
city where the
"Sport of Kings" is the main subject this seems to be an appropriate type of calling card. The ticket
frenumber carries the station's
quency and the number of the horse
is represented by station's telephone number.
MATINEE MUSICAL
KFMB-TV San Diego, The Show
Called X, Mon. through Fri., 1 :30
p.m., musical revue featuring Virginia Weidler, film actress, as
vocalist. Show also uses films featuring noted musical artists including the King Cole Trio, Mel Torme
and Dennis Clark. Station reports
this is first live musical show in

Hal G. Neely

Let him show
dependable, complete
service will flawlessly
tions — and on time.
At the convention
the Stevens Hotel.

you how Allied's faster,
processing and pressing
reproduce your transcriplook for Mr Neely at

Allied
e c o r d
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
18 years of record service
Hollywood, California New York City, New York
1041 N. las Palmas
619 West 54th Street
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DAILY PRAYER
WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations
(WBZ Boston, WBZA Springfield,
KYW Philadelphia, KDKA Pittsburgh, WOWO Ft. Wayne and
KEX Portland) are now using
"Credo and Prayer for Americans"
daily. The prayer was transcribed
by Edward Arnold, noted radio
and film star for WRS. Printed
copies are being offered to listeners
on request. Musical background
"To Thee, Oh Country" is played
as Mr. Arnold reads the prayer.

sity conducts show. Program pr
sented as public interest show. |
•— •— •
TIP-TOP AD
KPIX (TV) San Francisco us<
reproduction of full-page ad i
Broadcasting • Telecasting i
direct mail promotion piece j
trade. Note attached to ad pa£
informs
receiver
"Wecontent
know ofyou'
be interested
in the
on
most recent ad." Text states: "I
San Francisco 1 station received
out of 12 station awards from th I
Academy of Television Arts an
Sciences."
plugs five wii 1
ning
shows Layout
and commercials.
LOCAL RADIO CONTEST
KGAR Garden City, Kan., hel
local contest inviting listeners tl
enter by finishing sentence in 10
words or less, "I like to trade wit
my hometown merchant becaus
..." Station reports that entrie
were received from 24 counties ii
state and three neighboring states
Winner was awarded deluxe mode
portable radio.
WOULD-BE PRODUCERS
WAAM (TV) Baltimore, You'i\
The Producer, Fri. 7-7:30 p.m., in
vites viewers to try their hand a t
producing a TV show. Progran
operated as variety show wit!
viewers submitting format, script
and cast suggestions for each pro
duction number during program
FROM DOWN UNDER
KOA Denver, C.F.& I. Mile High
Farmer, participated in transoceanic broadcast to Australia. Special
lines running in both directions
from San Francisco were used. Program arranged by Australian
Broadcasting Commission so young
farmers of down under could discuss farming and ranching problems and compare notes with local
4-H champion. This was all part of
the current Sidney Livestock Show.
PRIZE DISTRIBUTOR
WAMS Wilmington, Del., is proud
of fact that Carling's Red Cap Ale
and Black Label Beer distributor
in Wilmington — Reeves Parvin &
Co. — topped 12 other distributors
on East Coast for first prize in exceeding-monthly-quota contest held
in connection with MBS broadcasting of weekly feature race from
Hialeah and Gulfstream Tracks in
Florida.
LIVING LIKE A KING
KGO-AM-TV San Francisco, Live
Like A King, Tues. 6:30 p.m., Raycraft Co., Oakland (Air King TV
distributor),
San Francisco's
first
commercial issimulcast.
Features
Stage Star Dan O'Brien as emcee
of variety and audience participation show on which contestants vie
for chance to live like a king for
weekend at popular western resorts.

EDUCATION AT HOME
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, U.C. at
Home, 12:30-1 p.m., started April Further ideas or samples of the
8, show consists of course offered promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
at U. of Cincinnati. First show
the individual companies.
HerDr.
501."
called "Psychology
bert Weaver, professor at univer• Telecasting
BROADCASTING
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AMERICA

OUTSTANDING

SUCCESSES

/ Sftecert/ GOODNIGHT

IRENE

Published by Spencer Music, Inc.
Recorded by Gordon Jenkins & The Weavers (Decca)
BMI LICENSED
SONG

HITS

0$s<lt &c>&

Sftecej't/ CHATTANOOGIE

SHOE SHINE BOY

made a
Published by Acuff-Rose Publications
Recorded by Red Foley (Decca)
in the
1950
TRADE

W/ tyvet/ewi *j/lecej<{/ BONAPARTE'S

PAPER

RETREAT

Published by Acuff-Rose Publications
Recorded by Pee Wee King (RCA Victor)

POLLS

3$e<lJflizz a*tc/ 0$/tte± 0teco#€f 1 ALMOST

LOST MY MIND

Published by Hill & Range Songs, Inc.
Recorded by Ivory Joe Hunter (MGM)

BMI takes pride in the
SPECIAL AWARD

Remember to Visit
the BMI DISPLAY
at the
NARTB CONVENTION
EXHIBITION HALL
THE STEVENS

for
OUTSTANDING

SERVICE

and
PROGRESSIVE MUSIC
ACHIEVEMENT
During 1950
presented by
THE CASH BOX

BROADCAST

MUSIC,

INC

580 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.
CHICAGO
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RED BLANDCHARD to KCBS Sai
Francisco, as announcer. He wa:
with KPRO Riverside, Calif.
JACKIE
in NBC
AM-TV TheKELK,
Aldrich"Homer"
Family, appointee
junior chairman of National Safetj
Council, for which he will direct safetj
campaign aimed at American teen

air-casters

tor,
r-direc
JACK
ion manNBC, KUNEY
appoint,ed produce
product
ager WNEW New York, succeeding JOHN GROG AN, who is leaving
for Europe. Other WNEW staff
changes include promotion of STEVE
KRANTZ to continuity director and
appointment of LEN WEINLES, publicity director WSTC Stamford, to
writing staff.
NEAL VAN ELLS, production manager WLWD Dayton, appointed program director, succeeding A. DONAVAN FAUST,
who
is now with WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh.

here's
you've

watt*

been

looking

for

wax

has it!

Watts

of Selling

POWER
in Wilkes-Barre
PENNSYLVANIA'S THIRD
RICHEST MARKET
In WILKES-BARRE

. . . It's

AM-FM
ABC AFFILIATE
5000W (d)
1000W (n)
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
★
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Nat'l Rep.
. 608 Fifth Ave., New York 20,N.Y.
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JACK LARKIN,
chief announcer
and tor
program
direcWLIN Merrill,
Wis., named studio
Mr. Van Ells
manager. BUCK
LEVERTON,
WBAY Green Bay, Wis., appointed
chief announcer. STEVE MARKSTROM appointed staff announcer
and remote engineer.
He was with
WHA and WPOW Madison. ,
HENRY M. NORTON, freelance
writer, to KGW Portland, Ore., as
continuity writer.
HOWIE LEONARD, chief announcer
WALE Fall River, Mass., to announcing staff WLAW Lawrence, Mass.
ROLLAND REICHERT, assistant to
radio program-production manager
NBC Chicago, elected president of
employee's social and athletic organization.
SAM PARNAS, publicity director and
merchandising manager KMOX St.
Louis, to WBBM Chicago, as special
writer.
ROLAND TWIGG, graduate Columbia
Institute, Phila., to WTUX Wilmington, Del., as staff man. BILL KEIFFER, graduate Columbia, to WCNR
Bloomsburg, Pa.
LEO ELLSWORTH, continuity director KWEI Weiser, Ida., assums additional duties of program director.
LEONARD BROWN, KCID Caldwell,
Ida., to KWEI as announcer-engineer.
GINNY SIMMS, singer, emcee new
hour weekly Front and Center on
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Entertainment program to originate as remote
telecast on rotating schedule from
four service bases in Southern California area, Terminal Island, Fort
McArthur, Camp Pendleton, March
Field.
LOIS
women's Ohio,
directorto
WOHIFREDERICK,
East Liverpool,
WONE Dayton.
PIERCE GRANT, photographer CBS
Hollywood, named junior director
KTSL (TV) same city. J. WINSTON
PENNOCK succeeds him as CBS
photographer.
CLIVE BASSETT named assistant
film editor KTSL (TV) Hollywood.
LOUISE MORGAN, director of
women's programs Yankee Network,
named "leading broadcasting personality" in New England area by
Who's Who in Radio and TV.

CAROL DOOSE to traffic department
WIND Chicago, replacing DONNA
REANEY, resigned. department,
JEAN' KUEHN,to
promotion-publicity
continuity department. LaVERNE
HOLIFIELD to promotion-publicity
department, replacing Mrs. Kuehn.
ELAINE BRADT appointed secretary
to station account executives.
LURENE TUTTLE, Hollywood radio
actress, having completed featured
parts in film Goodbye, My Fancy and
Tomorrow Is Another Day, signed to
term contract by Warner Bros.
HERB CLARK, former sports editor
AVLOE Leaksville, N. C, now in U. S.
Navy, featured on nightly disc jockey
show on WCAV Norfolk, Va.
ARTHUR GILMORE, freelance Hollywood announcer, assigned by Warner
Bros, to narrate Technicolor film short
"Winter Wonders."
WILLARD WATERMAN, star of NBC
The Greatfrom
' Gildersle-eve,
has received
citation
executive committee
for
Invest in America Week for contribution to "public understanding of the
role of the individual in building
America at the community level."
JIM HAWTHORNE, comedian-disc
emcee, released from KLAC-TV Hollywood exclusive contract, has started
twice weekly midnight record-chatter
program on KNX same city. New
half hour program is being built
around comedian by DON FEDDERSON, general manager KLAC-TV, for
syndicated film release on TV stations.
LAWRENCE E. SPIVAK, publisher
and permanent panel member of Meet
The Press on NBC-TV, was presented Youth United Award at organization's annual Inspirational Dinner,
April 1, at Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
MARVIN SLAY, continuity writer
KOIN Portland, Ore., father of boy,
Marvin Slay Jr.

JEANNE
GRAY
has started fiv,
agers.
weekly, half-hour The Jeanne Gra\
Show on KTSL (TV) Los Angeles
April 2 Show, to be produced, writterj
and emceed by Miss Gray, will featurf|J
her singing, interviews and discussiorjj
of various subjects.

CHARLES HAMILTON, public service director KFI-AM-TV Los Angeles,
named broadcast chairman of World
Trade Week publicity committee.
JACK CALDWELL, Educational Pictures, N. Y., to KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, as staff director. Prior to his
film affiliation he was NBC producerdirector. DAVID HARVEY, station
cameraman, named associate director.
NORWOOD SMITH, vocalist on
American Rhapsody KNX Hollywood,
father of girl, Sandra Bernice, born

partment.
KEN BOYDEN, Massachusetts Ex-I
tension Service, appointed farm direc-p
tor WTAG Worcester, succeedingH
SID VAUGHAN, resigned to head Ex-I
tension Service agents.
TOM HARMON, former Michigan All-||
American, starts twice weekly quar-i;
ter-hour sports program The Tom Har-m
mon Show on KTSL (TV) Los An-jl
geles. Also featured on program
are
RUBEcolumnist,
SAMUELSEN,
sports
and syndicated."]
VICKIj
DRAVES, low board diving champion. '
CARL RANDALL, newswriter KCBS I
San Francisco, to KNX Los Angeles j
in same capacity.

April 2.
CLARENCE
CASSELL, announcer,
KCBS San Francisco, to KNX Hollywood, in same capacity.
JOHN HARLAN, KECA-AM-TV, and
LYLE BOND, KFI-TV, both Los Angeles, to KTSL (TV) Hollywood, on
announcing staff.
SYBIL CHISM (Mrs. Harold J. Bock),
named organist on weekly NBC One
Labs.
Man's Family, sponsored by Miles

HALE SPARKS, CBS (Pacific Net-|
work) The University Explorer, start;;}
15 minute, weekly Science Editor onij
ABC West Coast and Mountain sta-l
tions, Sat., 10:15-10:30 p.m. (PST)J
Program, presented in cooperation witr ||
U. of California, offers comprehensive jij
digest of week's science news.
MADELYN PUGH and BOB CAR- |j
ROLL Jr., co-writers CBS My FavoritM
Husband, left New York April 4 foJj
two month vacation in Europe.

RON MILLER, staff announcer WSA2j
Huntington, W. Va., appointed newsl
editor WSAZ-AM-TV.
ARTHUR J. BURKS appointed farrJ
editor WLAN Lancaster, Pa.
JOHN TILLMA, chief announcer an<fi
news reporter WPIX (TV) New York!
will be guest of honor and principal ?
speaker,
April of27,the
at Feagin
the 1951School
gradua-off;
tion
exercises
Drama & Radio, New York. Mr. TillJ
man will discuss "TV — The Land offl
JOHN
BARRY, WJOY Burlington!
Opportunity."
Vt.,
to
WTTM
Trenton, N. J., as an-|
nouncer.
JAMES HAYDEN, KLO Ogden, Utah.j
appointed sports director KWElij
Weiser, Ida. He will also manage ii
Payette studios.
GEORGE
E. HOOVER, announcer
WBUD
Morrisville, Pa., appointed \\
head of newly formed local news de-

Talent

Directory

ADVICE from Arthur Godfrey and
a friendly warning from Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) as well
as the photographs and addresses
of 125 Washington, D. C, area
radio-TV entertainers are listed in
the 1951 Washington Radio and
Television Directory published last
week. The directory was put out
for the Washington AFRA local
by Mclver Publications, 3109 Circle
Hill Road, Alexandria, Va.

ARTHUR J. FREEMAN, trade paper
columnist, named publicity director
KLAC-AM-TV Hollywood, effective
April 30. He succeeds A. DOFF, resigned to devote entire time to independent clients.
BROADCASTING
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Through the magic medium of film, Associated Artists
brings to TELEVISION millions of dollars of top Hollywood
talent and production.
The aims and objectives of Associated are to supply the best in television
films thereby creating audience loyalty, phenomenally high ratings,
highly productive time periods, and more revenue for the advertiser.
ASSOCIATED is THE EXPERT IN FILM PROGRAMMING. To television
films, Associated has brought STABILITY, QUALITY and SERVICE.
If you have a film problem, let's talk about it. If you have a time period
that you would like to make more productive, let Associated tell you
how it has done the job in other cities.
It's a simple formula,
easily put to work for you.
ASSOCIATED ARTISTS means GOOD FILM.
GOOD FILM means MORE
AUDIENCE.
MORE AUDIENCE means MORE ADVERTISERS and
MORE ADVERTISERS mean MORE REVENUE.
Let's reel off our story for you.
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444 MADISON AVENUE <r

jPrcctuctie?? and Distribution e^Mction^icti

NEW YORK 22, N.'Y.

telephone murray hill 8-4754

daytime

TV

is
in

Houston

MATINEE with dick cottlieb
and paice Thompson This highly
entertaining afternoon show is a
favorite witli Houston's big
Daytime TV audience!

T-l-51
TTexas is BIG . . . Houston is BIG . . .
and the BIGGEST thing in HOUSTON is
KPRC-TVs afternoon program schedule!
TOP
•
•
•

LOCAL STARS
DICK GOTTLIEB
JANE CHRISTOPHER
JANE GREY

• PAIGE THOMPSON
• BOB DUNDAS, JR.
• MARY BETH MCDONALD

PLUS . . . TOP NETWORK

FEATURES

KATE SMITH •
GARY MOORE
FIRST HUNDRED YEARS
PLUS . . . TOP NEWS

Tele*
9.ep(
FIRST
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All Add Up to BIG-TIME DAY-TIME TV in Houston

COToo!

FIRST

in everything

that

Telecasting

counts!
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iLLOCATION
y LARRY CHRISTOPHER
COGNIZING the mammoth job
ng industry engineers and at,ieys to prepare comments upon
?'s newly revised TV allocai plan, the Commission last
rinesday postponed until June
Its final hearing on city-by-city
cation proposals and also de-d for two weeks the deadlines
filing of initial comments, and
lies thereto, respecting the city:ity proposals [Broadcasting •
.ecasting, April 9, 2; March 26].
lay 7 is new deadline for initial
■ ment supporting or objecting
provisions of FCC's new pro?d table of city-by-city channel
gnments in the U. S. and the
itative" table of such assignits for the border areas of
>.ada and Mexico, termed Apdices C and D, respectively, of
Commission's "third notice"
TV allocations issued March 22.
revised plan originally had set
;il 23 as deadline for initial
iment.
.pril 23, however, still is deadfor comment on that part of
new proposal dealing with
eral allocation principles and
cedures, as well as that part
renting engineering specificais, termed Appendices A and B,
oectively, FCC said,
'omments regarding such gen[ issues as the proposed policy
eserve about 10% of the VHFF channels for noncommercial,
cational stations must be filed
April 23, it was explained, but
roval or opposition to the eduonal reservation of a specific
i nnel in a specific city must be
:1 by May 7.
>eadline for replies and counterposals to the initial comments
; postponed from May 8 to May
I These delays in turn required
Scheduling of the hearing on
j city-by-city
proposals
June
11 in lieuchannel
of the previously
ignated date of May 23.
leanwhile, quandary of VHF vs.
F developed desire in some
rters last week that FCC clarify
>t indications VHF is only ternary TV home while UHF is
manent. Question they want
wered: "How temporary?"
'CC's action in slowing down
final phase of its nearly threer-old reallocation proceeding to
alking pace stemmed from the
lecasting

BROADCASTING • Telecasting
$7 annually, 25c weekly

DELAY

petition filed a fortnight ago by
the TV board of NARTB, which
asked postponement of all dates
for 10 days.
The current NARTB Convention
in Chicago, which demands the attention of key industry people, in
part was indicated as reason for
granting the additional time.
Further, it was pointed out, FCC
itself has been revising its TV allocation and engineering thinking
for several years, including the
hearings. By its delay order, the
Commission has shown it couldn't
expect industry to whip together
in comparatively less time the
equally well-considered comments
(and full engineering support)
which FCC has requested and also
indicated it will demand.
The problem is magnified by the
fact FCC's new plan nullified the
hundreds of comments and appearances previously filed respecting
specific city allocation proposals,
and provided that any party which

Hearing

June

11; Deadlines

wishes to have a voice in the final
hearing must file anew before the
comment deadline. The doors are
thrown wide open, in effect, to
potentially hundreds more new interests not previously on record.
FCC's "third report" involves
vastly revised engineering standards and allocation tables. The
plan proposes to open up the full
UHF band. With these 65 or 70
UHF channels added to the 12
existing VHF channels the Commission would provide for a nationwide distribution of nearly
2,000 stations in some 1,200 communities.
Further Proposals
Further, FCC's plan proposes to:
(1) reserve "indefinitely" about
107c of both VHF and UHF channels for educational stations; (2)
switch 31 of the 107 operating VHF
stations to new VHF channels;
(3) promptly
VHF-UHF
channels
in U.unfreeze
S. territories;
(4)

TUNER
LEY tunerUH
UHF satellite station, which picks
ACR
UHF 0S
TELEVISION
to F
enable existing TV sets to receive
up broadcasts from NBC's WNBT
both the present VHF and all UHF
(TV) New York.
transmissions was disclosed last
Receivers set up on the 10th
week by the Crosley Division of floor, 3.8 miles from the UHF
Avco Mfg. Co., maker of Crosley
transmitter, brought in clear, distelevision sets.
tinct pictures. Observers noted
The new tuner can be attached
little difference between the picture on the set relying upon an
simplyman didbyit the
set owners
— a atnewsin three
minutes
the antenna built into the tuner, and
initial demonstration — to any set that on the set with an outside
antenna.
which employs continuous tuning.
John W. Craig, vice president of
Mr. Craig estimated the tuners
Avco and general manager of the
would
sell for "less than $50." He
Crosley Division, estimated these also disclosed
that Cx^osley has a
number from 2 to 2% million of combination VHF-UHF
set "far
the 12 million sets now in use.
along" in development but not
ready for demonstration yet. He
With varying degrees of modification (ranging up to very difficult)
predicted it would retail at about
the non-continuous, or "click" tun- $20 to $30 more than comparable
ing sets also may utilize the device, VHF-only receivers.
spokesmen said.
Ready for Production
Companies making continuoustuning sets, in addition to Crosley,
Estimating that volume telecasting in UHF would not arrive beinclude DuMont and StrombergCarlson.
fore late 1952 or early 1953, Mr.
The tuner — about the size of a Craig said Crosley is revealing its
small table-model radio and called converter now in order to reassure the public that UHF service
the Crosley Ultratuner — was un- will be
available when the time
veiled Wednesday at a special
comes. Crosley is ready to go into
showing for newsmen at the Barproduction on the tuner whenever
num Hotel, Bridgeport, Conn.
the need arises, he asserted.
Transmissions were from RCAMr. Craig's estimates on the efNBC's
Bridgeport experimental
• BROADCASTING

Altered

where possible grant existing VHF
stations substantial power increases, and (5) generally lift the
UHF freeze in the U. S.
All aspects of the partial freeze
lift are contingent upon the nature
of comments FCC receives from the
industry. None have been received
to date on this issue. Thus to date
FCC stands ready to carry out this
partial lifting — unless it changes
its own mind.
The city-by-city allocation proposal hearing is expected to take
about two months to complete, according to present optimistic
guesses. Thereafter, no one will
speculate how long FCC will require to digest the record and all
comments
location. and produce a final alThe overall freeze lift on new
station construction cannot take
place until this final ruling. How
defense mobilization could affect
the situation then is presently un(Continiied on page 146)

Shown at Bridgeport
fects of materials shortages upon
the production of converters coincided generally with those which
have been expressed by other manufacturers— that is, that the necessary parts and materials will have
to come out of the manufacturing
industry's overall allotment.
The Avco-Crosley executive said
FCC's recent VHF-UHF channel
allocations proposal is "reasonably
fair," and that he felt FCC had
done a good job. But, he said,
there have been "misleading advertisements" and "half-statements" about adaptation of present sets for UHF reception.
Crosley engineers explained that
in one type of "turret tuner" employed in non-continuous tuning
receivers there is a "strip" which
may be used for one UHF channel, but that the VHF range would
have to be robbed of one VHF
channel for each additional UHF
channel put into set. In the other
type, they said, there is no provision for adding even one UHF channel without taking away a VHF
channel.
In the case of the Crosley tuner,
they continued, tuning is possible
(Continued on page 147)
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BRIDGEPORT
By RICHARD W. DAVIS
GENERAL MANAGER
WELI NEW HAVEN, CONN
, we at WELI
AGO
YEwAR Hav
A Ne
en expressed our
confidence in ultra high frequency television [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 6, 1950], giving an on-the-spot and on-thescreen opinion of the band from
io broadcaster's
cti.calThirad
praint
a wpo
s month,
we feel
vie
that the FCC's proposed allocations, spreading the UHF band
over the nation, have shown that
our confidence was justified.
We believe other radio broadcasters in markets the size of New
Haven, and smaller, will accept
UHF television as a good investment especially if they, like ourselves, are already sufficiently well
staffed with competent, qualified
personnel which can be counted
upon to plan, construct, direct, and
with only a few new people added,
operate such stations in addition
to their radio duties; at least until
sufficient audiences for UHF programs have been built up to warrant separate operating personnel.
Doubts About UHF
One year ago, the comments and
inquiries on our article showed us
that most broadcasters had doubts
and reservations about UHF. For
broadcasters unable to investigate
UHF on the scene, such doubts
were natural. The fact that we
have been the only station to publicly urge and promote UHF television has, we feel, been due solely
to our proximity to the RCA-NBC
experimental UHF station KC2XAK in Bridgepoi't, Conn., and
our opportunity to inspect and test
its operation.
Those inspections and tests have
been carried on since Jan. 4, 1950,
when KC2XAK opened. Since then,
many man-hours have been spent
by this station's personnel in evaluating how WELI could make
UHF work in New Haven. Our
14 monitoring locations in and
around Bridgeport have been under
constant survey during the past
year.
Research engineers have worked
at WELFs monitoring points for
development of UHF receivers and
converters. Among these have
been representatives of Crosley,
Philco, RCA, Zenith and General
Electric.
We also have demonstrated comRICHARD W. DAVIS, general
manager of WELI New Haven,
Conn., is a veteran of 19 years in
radio. He relates here reassurance of faith in practicability of
the UHF, first expressed through
this journal a year ago. Mr. Davis
joined WMAS Springfield, Mass.,
in 1932 as program director. In
1935 he was named general manager of WONS Hartford, becoming
general manager of WELI in 1944.
Page 138
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UHF

TV

Pr°gress

Rep°rt

LOOKING, listening and learning about UHF at the RCA-NBC experimental
UHF station KC2XAK Bridgeport, are (I to r) WELI General Manager Richard
W. Davis, Directors John B. Grant and George Willis; NBC Engineer William
McAllister and Directors William J. Falsey and Lewis D. Kennedy.

part of our publicity. Dealers hfc.been
to tell customers
UHF glad
adaptability:
Goodwill abo-ar
VHF sales have increased as
result. We have stressed the sir
long.
plicity of UHF receiving ante
nas, with dipoles less than one fo
All this has been done becau
we believe in UHF television, b
lieve in it enough not only to ha>
embarked over a year ago on plaijj
for a station in a supposedly "u;u
known" band, but also to plan f< j
it in a market that has, and wi J
continue to have, one local VH«
station in operation and is a Ne \i
York City "fringe" area.
Our faith in UHF is based ci
investigation and experience, arj[
we are glad to share our conclil
sions with other prospective UH J
applicants.success
In thewillfuture,
we': J
confident
be anothi;
thing to share.

VHF
parative pictures of UHF vs. VHF
in the Bridgeport area to a number
of radio broadcasters within the
state of Connecticut and from other
states as well.
Our engineers like the new limitations on UHF assignments and
station spacing considering image
interference, IF beat, intermodulation and oscillator radiation.
They think that these limitations
coupled with the fact that UHF
reception is practically free from
diathermy, ignition noise and other
man-made disturbances will ultimately prove UHF to be the most
desirable portion of the spectrum
for TV. Of course, stations will
have to be built and operated for
a while before these advantages
will pay off for UHF. Careful
planning and know-how will be the
watchwords in all such operations,
especially when competing with
VHF stations. It will be a hard,
and probably long, road in any
case.
Wide Coverage
As for coverage, even the higher
UHF channels will give a larger
market than expected. We know
all UHF can cover an average
metropolitan market, and cover it
with a strong, clear, service-carrying signal.
Your reaction may well be:
That's fine to talk about it, and
to make a few measurements, but
after all, we have large investments to worry about. So have we,
some of which have already been
made. We haven't been simply
talking UHF, we've been preparing, and paying for it as we have
watched it and planned for it.
Prior to the start of the Korean
war, WELI contracted with the
General Electric Co. for all necessary transmitting equipment for
the operation of a UHF television
station. Much of this equipment
was placed on a firm basis and deliveries of such scarce materials
as coaxial line have already been
made.
For the past year, negotiations
have been carried on for the pur-

chase of a transmitting site, negotiations climaxed several months
ago by the acquisition of what our
Washington engineers call, "the
best possible
antenna
Informal approval
for location."
the site has
been given by the CAA in opinions
issued in May 1950. All of this
preparedness program, mind you,
was carried on with only UHF in
prospect for us. We have known
for some time that we had no
chance for any additional VHF
channels in New Haven.
Since the FCC release on March
22 of its proposed new allocations,
we have let the public in on some
of our plans for UHF, telling
them, through on-the-air publicity
and by means of the local and
state-wide press, of the developments that have taken place. Contrary to some expectations of local
TV set dealers we haven't hurt the
market for present-day television
set sales in our area by pushing
UHF. Rather, we have helped to
increase it. A majority of TV set
manufacturers have plans for
UHF adapters or converters, some
now issuing sets easily changed to
UHF reception by means of tuner
strips. That information has been

BID

KOOL Applies For Channtf'
PLANS of KOOL Phoenix to a]
ply for VHF Channel 7 (174-isf
mc) as the key outlet for a pr>
posed Arizona network of satellii "|f
stations,
and of KOTV
to
seek increased
power (TV)
have Tub
be? "
announced. The KOOL outlet als.iL
would include "color transmittal jiI

Gene Autry, cowboy radio ar i
screen star and president of Mar ^
equipment."
copa
Broadcasters, KOOL license
announced the station already hs;;;
tentatively ordered $400,000 wort
of equipment for the proposed T]fe
outlet. Additional space would t
leased in Hotel Adams, KOOL[«;
headquarters, with new construi
tion and remodeling of the presei
plant includes
to top $600,000,
it was
This
the color
TV statei
equi] kr
jnr
ment.
jL
Network plans, it was said, prd:
vide for a series of booster stf
tions fanning out from Phoenbi
First of these would be at Tucsoii
location of KOPO, a member c|
KOOL's Arizona Network. Othe
sites planned include Wickenburj ,
Douglas, Bisbee, Flagstaff, Yum
Prescott, Globe-Miami, Coolidgt:,,],
Casa Grande and Clifton-Morenc
Only TV outlet now operating i
Arizona is KPHO-TV Phoenix, o
Top Reception
Channel 5 (76-82 mc).
GOOD TV reception begins
KOTV, Tulsa's sole TV outle
right at home — at the headoperating
mc'
quarters of WCAU-TV Philand
owned onbyChannel
George 6E.(82-88
Camero
adelphia, which has installed
Jr., is to file an application wit
a Jerrold Mul-TV System to
FCC for boost in effective radiate
insure picture quality on a
power from 16.5 kw to 100 kw, fui
number of sets in its buildamount proposed by FCC in it
ing. The single-antenna sysnew allocation plan. Cost of th
tem also is being used to
technical expansion is estimated a
bring in signals from other
$150,000 and expansion of offic
Philadelphia TV stations, enand studio facilities is to begin im
abling WCAU-TV executives
mediately, it was stated.
to keep an eye on their comFCC's new allocation proposa
petition. Pictures and sound
on all receivers is reported
among other things would permi
by the Jerrold .Electronics
prompt increases of power to op
erating
VHF stations where over .;
Corp.basis
to of
be comments
"excellent"from
on
the
all allocation policy would not b
station officials.
affected [Broadcasting • Tele
casting, March 26 et seq.]
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

House
IILL

Group

Bans

TV,

Radio

COVERAGE

LEVISION's right to cover pubCongressional hearings on a
lparable basis with all other
ts gathering media emerged in
rper focus last week as the
use Un - American Activities
nmittee resumed its entertainht probe — amid exploding flashes but without radio, television
riewsreel equipment,
"■he issue arose when Chairman
n Wood (D-Ga.) restated a flat
i against television, radio and
don picture coverage "pending
ther study" and limited physical
erage to still photographers and
ps reporters.
"'he action drew fire from Kenih H. Berkeley, vice president
i general manager of WMAL."-FM-TV Washington (The Eveg Star stations), which had
ght permission to install two
cameras in the hearing room,
vas learned.
i/Tr. Berkeley labeled the policy
"discriminatory" and urged the
imittee to "take up the question
whether any medium of comnicating information . . . [on]

. . . proceedings direct from the
committee room should be allowed"
or whether such meetings shall be
held in closed session. His statements were contained in a letter
sent to Rep. Wood last Wednesday,
and cited a series of conversations
with committee members, including
the chairman.
'Unanimous' Opinion
Earlier, Chairman Wood told
Broadcasting • Telecasting that
the action represented the "unanimous" opinion of the committee at
this time and that "pending further study," all cameras and microphones would be barred from current hearings. Only still photographers and news reporters would
be permitted entrance with their
equipment, he added.
"As for tape recordings, you can
put your own interpretation on
that," he asserted. "I don't know
until the question actually arises.
This is not my action, but was decided by the committee."
The freshly-announced ban came
as individual members of Congress

continued to mull the whole question of Congressional committee
conduct of public hearings, particularly in the light of the sensational Kefauver crime committee
telecasts and amid new legislation
by Eep. Arthur Klein (D-N. Y.)
to permit TV coverage of SenateHouse floor and committee proceedings (see story this issue).
Permission extended to still photographers raised the question
among authorities of whether the
House Un - American Activities
Committee had not overstepped its
bounds, in view of ill-founded complaints that television cameras
function with blinding lights and
other distractions to which some
witnesses have objected [Broadcasting •Telecasting, April 2].
The committee's action also was
being weighed against unofficial reports that a majority of committee
members had no objections to telecasts of proceedings and that the
committee itself had been deluged
with requests for TV coverage.
The issue broke out anew last
Tuesday when Chairman Wood con-

sulted with members in executive
session and set a policy whereby
16mm newsreel cameras would be
permitted to cover the hearings.
Cameramen for Telenews, an INS
subsidiary, and NBC-TV were allowed to "record" them. Chairman
Wood announced that a motion to
telecast the sessions had been
tabled on the premise "by some
members" that coverage would
turn the proceedings into a "threeOn circus."
Wednesday, newsreel camring
eramen for both Telenews and NBCTV were barred from the committee
room. This action reportedly
stemmed from complaints that
35mm cameras should enjoy similar privileges. Chairman Wood
then
at theprohibited
hearing. all movie cameras
Referring to Tuesday's sessions,
Chairman Wood explained that
"we admitted all cameras that
could be carried in the hands of
theNBC-TV's
newsreel people."
newsreel coverage
comprises both 16mm and 35mm
cameras, both silent and sound.
Portions of Tuesday's hearings,
were used that evening on the
Camel News Caravan. Telenews
(Continued on page 152)

AN
he

Congress

and

E ROAR of congressional and editorial
anient aroused by the telecasts of the
fauver committee hearings has, thank
nvens, diminished.
Ve take advantage of what may be only a
lporary calm to make a few comments of
■ ■ own. Such considered opinions, carefully
Pressed, as were projected in recent weeks
^te, we fear, drowned out by the greater din
those who joined in an argument that was
hout articulation and pretty much without
ught.
^he general hubbub over the Kefauver telef'ts did not add up to an enlightening record,
i many people rushed to print or rostrum
(;h a frantic contribution, lest the popularity
the question expire before their names and
^)tes were noticed, that the main issues were
Jerly deserted. A man anxious to get into
act as big as the Kefauver critical chorus
apt to cast about for a unique angle not
retofore covered by the others. This sort
thing, multiplied by a majority of all those
•the act, does not guarantee coherent dission.
jooking back over the main currents of the
jrument, one cannot avoid concluding that
debate did not rage over television at all.
i thing that was really worrying most of the
:uers— although they may not have recoged it themselves — was the conduct of Con?3S.
udge Samuel S. Leibowitz, the noted New
rk jurist, told Yale law students that TV
|(.ld become a "sinister weapon of slander
[ri »»if safeguards are not set up to control its
5en. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.) introduced
■esolution calling for a senatorial study of
intricate problems raised by telecasts of
gressional proceedings.
Valter Lippmann strayed from global conunims long enough to recommend that telets of congressional hearings be prohibited
lecasting

• BROADCASTING

TV

.

.

EDITORIAL

.

until a policy on the Subject can be defined.
What worried all three of these distinguished
commentators was that somehow the dignity
of congressional procedures and the rights of
witnesses were jeopardized by television.
That is rather fuzzy thinking, coming from
such usually sensible minds.
Visualize a telecast session of a congressional committee at which an intemperate
interrogator makes an accusatory and unanswerable statement against a witness. It is
true that this would be an offense against the
dignity of the proceedings and the witness'
rights. But we wish to point out that television would only report the offense. It would
not commit it.
Indeed TV would report the incident more
accurately than any other news instrument or
agent in the room.
The newspaper reporter writes his version
of the offense. His story is edited by a copy
reader and may be further altered by an editor
operating under a policy that either favors or
opposes the parties involved. A headline is
written, intended not only to summarize the
story but also to do its bit in avoiding a decline
in the newspaper's sales.
The chances for error, exaggeration or distortion in the newspaper system of covering
news are appalling and constitute an omnipresent problem for the conscientious newspaperman.
What similar chances are run by television ?
None.
Television is essentially an electronic transmission of a news event as it happens. The
system is virtually incapable of error or distortion.
Now what Judge Leibowitz and Sen. Wiley
and Mr. Lippmann are really talking about, it
seems to us, is that they fear a danger in exposing congressional proceedings to public
observation. That is to say, exposing them
just as they happen, without editing, without

interpretation or — more to the point — protection of any kind.
In one way or another all three of them have
participated in, and certainly observed, many
congressional sessions. It may be that because of their first-hand experience in these
matters their fears are not without ground.
It is conceivable that the political fortunes
of some members of the Congress would not
be enhanced if their behavior were projected,
undisguised and unvarnished, directly to the
citizens. Indeed it is quite possible that the
regular and comprehensive telecasting of proceedings would exert a profound change in the
personnel and deportment of the Congress.
Such a change would be forced because television, being totally unbiased, shows up a man
exactly as he is, whether a phony, a bumbler
or a sensible statesman.
Since Messrs. Leibowitz, Wiley and Lippmann
are learned men and conspicuous champions
of democratic government, it is difficult to
understand how all of them have fallen into
inconsistency in commenting on the subject of
congressional television. If any one of them
were individually refused admission to a public
hearing of Congress or any of its committees,
we are sure his protests would be heard from
coast to coast.
How possibly, then, can they object to the
admission of a larger audience? What the
Congress can do in the presence of Messrs.
Leibowitz, Wiley and Lippmann it should not
hide from the other citizens of the U. S.
The question of television's place in the
family of newsgathering media is destined to
be argued in the courts and in the Congress.
We fervently hope that its place will be defined
for what it is — the most impeccable reporter
ever to witness and report a news story — and
that it will be given free access to all those occasions that the electorate is guaranteed a
right to scrutinize under our parliamentary
democracy.
April 16, 1951
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NCAA
FIVE-POINT
PLAN
^
impracticality
of
the
one
game per
TV NETWORK representatives
"From a sponsor's viewpoint, he
will have more advertising benefits city-per Saturday proposal. He
late last week were still pondering
than last year, since there would be pointed out that with only 28 inthe five points proposed Wednesterconnected TV markets available
day by the TV Steering Committee
only one game per city," Mr. Hamilton said, pointing out that the for universities and colleges, and
of the National Collegiate Athletic
with four networks, each team
Assn. looking toward limited tele- element of advertising competition
within one market would be elimi- would be limited to one home game
casting of college football next
fall.
telecast and one away from home.
nated for each Saturday a game
The networks remained firm in
was sponsored.
Proposals as outlined to Broadcasting • Telecasting by Tom
"We will have to receive pro- their belief that NCAA's right to
Hamilton, TV Steering Committee
represent the colleges as a bargainposals and we're open to all netchairman and head coach of the U.
ing agent is dubious and might be
works and sponsors who wish to
considered in restraint of trade.
of Pittsburgh were:
give
us
their
ideas,"
he
said.
An advertiser of one of last
1. There will be one game in each
One network representative howarea, each Saturday, with provisions,
ever,
lamented
the
mathematical
year's
network football schedules,
however, for some individual area or
when queried by Broadcasting •
regional blackout during that time,
Telecasting reminded all conto measure the effect of TV.
cerned that football sponsors are
RCA VICTOR ADS
2. The test period will "extend from
Sept. 22 to Nov. 24, with post season
Continue Through April not always "growing on trees" and
warned that football schedule packgames and games of public interest
ages will have to be extremely
RCA VICTOR'S intensive factory
excluded"
(i.e.
the
Army-Navy
game).
attractive.
3. There will be increased use of television advertising campaign,
The TV Steering Committee has
"theatre television, Phonevision, Ski- begun March 5, will continue during April, it was announced last scheduled a series of meetings,
atron
and
post
game
films."
4. Provision for the use of color
week in New York. Some 22 comApril 17, 18, and 19 in Washington.
television where practical and posmercials on five radio network prosible.
grams, plus Kukla, Fran and Ollie
5. Sponsors will have rights to se- TV program
announcements, are
AT&T STOCK
lect the game or games to be telecast.
scheduled
along
with major newsDebentures Offered
Mr. Hamilton said: "There's one
paper and consumer magazine advertising.
thing I want to make clear. We're
OFFERING of $7,515,700 unsubtrying to provide football. We're
J. M. Williams, advertising and
scribed portion of AT & T 12-year,
not trying to ban it.
sales promotion manager of RCA
%% convertible debentures, due
Victor Home Instrument Dept.,
March 19, 1963, for public sale will
ROSS REPORT
said continuation of the campaign
be made on or after April 12, it
Fourth Issued Last Week
was based on its success to date.
was announced last week.
Commercials spotlighting merThe debentures, which represent
SEVENTY-SEVEN TV film prochandise are scheduled for April
ducers and 450 TV film advertisers,
the remainder of an original $415,broadcast on The Big Show, Boston
as compared with 55 producers and
414,000 offering to stockholders,
324 advertisers in June 1950, were
will be sold through member firms
Pops Orchestra, Screen Director's
listed in the fourth Ross Report on
of
stock exchanges across the
Playh Called
ouse, Duffy's
T avern, and The
country.
TV film commercials released last Man
X, he said.
week in New York.
Based on a study of 3,250 representative film commercials, and
FCC Licensing Report
featuring itemized check lists by
In Talk With TOA
COY
CLARIFIES
product, agency and producer, the
report includes listings of producIN an informal conference last Wednesday with representatives of
tion facilities, shooting stages,
Theatre Owners of America, FCC further clarified its recently-anrecording studios, and other innounced plan for licensing procedure which, in part, was concerned with
formation pertaining to the New
status of applications by movie interests [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
York area.
April 9, 2].
Following this, TOA revealed that
cally for theatres.
"Analysis of commercials prothey had been advised by Commission
In connection with the latter,
duced since September 1950 for naChairman Wayne Coy:
tional advertisers reveals that one
TOA Executive Secretary Gael
1. The FCC Report was not intendminute live action commercial
Sullivan pointed out that these
ed
to,
and
did
not
in
any
way,
have
(demonstration or sequence using
any connection whatsoever with distinct film requirements have
actors) is preferred by 45% of the theatre television and the hearings to prompted TOA to frequently urge
total. Other popular lengths are
be held on allocation of a portion of producers interested in TV to make
the 20 second (30%), the 8 second
the spectrum for theatre TV.
special television films, while production of fine feature films be
spot, the 55 second, the 30 second,
2. Practices of motion picture commaintained
for theatre exhibition.
panies
referred
to
in
paragraph
20
of
90 second and 10 second lengths.
Second most popular type is the the Report were not intended to, and
The
Commission
29 had
did not in fact, have any reference to said it would considerMarch
combined live action with animaviolations
of
practices of exhibitors. Also, that
tion (20%), followed by straight
law other than those concerned
Paragraph
20
has
no
relationship
to
animation (15% ) and combinations
with the Communications Act in
TV applications pending or which
with stop motion, opticals, etc., in may be filed by exhibitors.
considering station applications,
3. That the Commission, as stated
smaller number," it was announced.
and where applicants with movie
on several occasions, will judge on a interests were concerned it would
case-to-case basis, the qualifications
look into alleged withholding of
National TV Awards
of applicants for TV who have been
films from TV and restriction of
ACADEMY of Television Arts & involved in violation of anti-trust
television performances by talent
laws or practices which tend toward
Sciences, Los Angeles, will become
under contract to them.
violation of such laws.
national this year with its annual
Mr. Sullivan also said that TOA
TOA also said that Mr. Coy exawards to be presented on a napressed hope producers would make
had taken no position on the Comtional level, it was decided by a
mission's action.
vote taken by the membership at more films specially for television,
and that he (Mr. Coy) recognized
At the Wednesday conference, in
its last meeting. Organization, now
addition to Mr. Sullivan, were
going into its fourth year, also has that TV film requirements were
Marcus Cohn and Nathan Halpern,
a chapter in San Francisco. Mike for a special film product to fit advertising time segments rather
general counsel and TV consultant,
Stokey, new president, presided at
the meeting.
than film features designed specifi- respectively, of TOA.
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Radio-TV Director Walsh demo
strates TV growth at the Van Sar,
Dugdale & Co. panel discussio

AGENCY

PANEL

'Advertising At Work' Them
A SERIES of panel discussions I
"Advertising At Work" was pv
sented to a group of business exe.
utives last week by Van Sant, Du; I
dale & Co. Inc., Baltimore, Md. j
Robert V. Walsh, radio-TV dire
tor for the agency, said that til
growing stature achieved by tell!
vision through public service prl|
grams like the Kefauver Committiij
hearings is increasing its value ii:
an advertising medium. He sa |
that TV's acceptance as a matu i|
medium of communication is beir
hastened by the telecasting of pu
lie hearings and meetings.
The framework of acceptanc
trust and popularity thus esta(
lished, Mr. Walsh maintained, iij
creases its value to the advertise
He compared this with the growi
of older media such as magazim
and newspapers, whose advertisir
columns are valuable only when tl
editorial columns have won tl
readers' trust.
In another address to the grou
Wilbur Van Sant, president of tli
agency,
pr
ductivitydeclared
rather that
than"greater
austeritj
should be American business' prlj
gram
a warm-war
economy.
Mr. inVan
Sant pointed
out thi '
by
"greaterourproductivity
we pa
ca
strengthen
defense, we can
for the military, we can check seci
lar inflation and avoid the need f(
further restrictive legislation."
Head ley- Reed Addition
ADDITION of Richard P. Hogx
to the sales staff of Headley-Ree
Co., radio and TV station repn
sentative, was announced la,'
week by Sterling Beeson, vie
president in charge of sales,
graduate of Georgetown U., M
Hogue has spent 12 years in radi
His experiences includes that of a
announcer and a manager, as we
as a salesman. It also was ai
nounced that Marilyn Doxsee hi:
been added as a research assistan
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago, reporte
higher first quarter sales and earning
last Thursday. The 13 weeks endin
Jan. 27 found net earnings of ove
$7,668,512 sales were up 36.43%.
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BMI

Ch

i

ei/if'/feY Mianff Jerry* fj <i*uY #Y/tt>i>
wit(Jf'ca/> j'trij'rYc'eJ ^'cm

r'Yi tij'c/ff'ved.

anc/ #//ie4>- ^t-meeeJ ee/YecYe'tmJ
BMI has brought to this year's NARTB Convention a rare collection of
American Musicana. It is the first time these valuable original manuscripts,
holographs, rare documents and antique American-built musical instruments have been gathered together to be shown in a group.
Many of the manuscript rarities, including an original of "Dixie," are from
the archives of BMI. Others such as "Home Sweet Home," "Ben Bolt," and
Stephen Foster originals have been loaned to BMI for this exhibit by noted
collectors and libraries.

An important outgrowth of BMI's American Musicana is the
publication of a new series of limited editions. Known as the
BMI "Autograph Series of Our Country's Favorite Songs," each
printing will contain a facsimile of an original manuscript, signed
by the author, suitable for framing.
First of the "Autograph Series," which will be introduced at the
Convention, is a special printing of "America" containing a facsimile of the autograph poem written by the author, Samuel
F. Smith.

&l/j/Y BMI's

"S^mcreWen

en /Ae

BROADCAST
•

MUSIC,
CHICAGO

INC. . 580
• HOLLYWOOD

,s$ttMe€ina

(d?le ve<n6
t/tr'/rYe'r-Ji

If you are not attending the
NARTB Convention write to BMI
for your souvenir copy.

FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW
• TORONTO
• MONTREAL

YORK

BROADCASTING

19, N. Y.
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a complete

motion

picture

the filming of packaged
CONSOLIDATED

TELEVISION

Hollywood, entertainment center of the world, is the home
of Consolidated's six-acre studio. Here are four complete
sound stages, comprising 37,200 square feet, six editing
rooms, five cutting rooms, wardrobe and makeup departments, acomplete mill and carpenter shop, scenery docks,
dressing rooms, film laboratories and recording studios . . .
all comparable to a major motion picture studio.
This large plant is staffed with directors, producers, writers
and cameramen with the latest technical equipment at their
command. The result is a continuous flow of film, outstanding
entertainment for television showing, as well as sales-building
commercials and industrial films.

TELEPHONE HOLLYWOOD 9-6369
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III

studio... devoted

to

TV Entertainment!

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Consolidated Television Productions, Inc. will be important to advertiser, agency and station, for it will offer a full
variety of programs priced for local or national sponsorship, efficient and economical filming of spot announcements, and full facilities for non-television films. For example,
check the list of top shows on the next page, available now
from CTP. In addition to this, Consolidated has a full national
sales and distribution organization for both its own product
and that of other independent producers.
For full details phone or wire Consolidated Television
Productions, Inc., Hollywood, California, or consult your local
CTP representative listed on the adjoining page.

CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS, INC.
SUNSET BOULEVARD AT VAN NESS • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
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TV buying
Programs:
THE BUSTER KEATON SHOW
One of the world's few really great
comedians starring in a new comedy show.
CYCLONE MALONE
The famous cowboy marionette
who is a super-salesman. A quarterhour strip show.
JUMP-JUMP
A combination puppet, marionette
and live character program with
story-line complete within each
episode. A quarter-hour strip show.
COMMERCIALS
CTP

THE WHITE AVENGERS
Legendary tales of the Old West,
featuring two magnificent white
German Shepherd dogs and a pair
of white stallions.
GEORGE
FISHER'S
HOLLYWOOD
CLOSE-UPS
Exciting behind-the-scenes closeups of favorite screen personalities
interviewed by the popular motion
picture commentator.
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!
Screenyoung,
testingprofessional
the movie dramatic
Capitol's
finest
talent. A search for the star of
tomorrow.

V INDUSTRIAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Los Angeles • San Diego • Phoenix
SCOTT- DUMONT-LOWMAN
Robert Scott, President
Earle J. Dumont, Jr., Vice Pres.
8255 Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles 48, California
WYoming 5283
John D. Noble, Vice President
3842 North 11th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona
Phoenix 62200
San Francisco
SCOTT- DUMONT-LOWMAN
James Lowman, Vice President
429 Russ Building
San Francisco, California
Douglas 28587
Florida
FLORADIO, Florida Television &
Radio Representatives
Headquarters :
P.O. Box 5476
Jacksonville 7, Florida
Phone: 98-1521
V. J. Obenauer, Jr.
Clark Bloom
Miami Branch :
402 Chamber of Commerce Building
Miami 32, Florida
Phone: 33174

with one

FILMsV

organization

PILOTS' CLUB
Dramatizes the story of flight,
through model planes, flight films
and interviews with famous air
personalities.
HAWAIIAN PARADISE
The songs and romance of the
Islands authentically photographed
in Hawaii.
MOVIE DISCS
Television's own disc jockey
format. Film vignettes tailored to
popular records.

NON-TELEVISION

FILMsV

<r
Birmingham • Atlanta
HARRY J. CANNON,
Publisher's Representatives
Harry J. Cannon
905 William-Oliver Building
Atlanta 3, Georgia
Walnut 4932
Boston • Providence
MASTER MOTION PICTURE SALES
Maurice Master
50 Piedmont Street
Boston 16, Massachusetts
Phone: Hancock 6-3592
Pennsylvania
WOODRUFF TELEVISION SALES
R. C. Woodruff
1022 Forbes Street
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania
Express 1-1846
Salt Lake City • Albuquerque
COOPER & CROWE, Television Sales
Gordon Crowe, President
260 East 1st Street, South
Salt Lake City, Utah
Phone: 42668
Oklahoma • Texas • Louisiana
CLYDE MELVILLE COMPANY
Clyde
Melville
402 Melba
Building
Dallas, Texas
Sterling 1558

Seattle
KING TV SALES DEPARTMENT
2111 Smith Tower
Seattle
Washington
Mutual 4,1090
New York State and East Coast
THE SCHEPP-REINER COMPANY
S.16 Jay
EastReiner
43rd Street
New York 17, New York
Murray Hill 2-8540
Mid -West
ENGLEHART & ASSOCIATES
Cleveland Office :
Playhouse Square Building
1720 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Cherry 14450
William I. Englehart
Burdette Phillips
G. C. McKelvey
Chicago Office :
612 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Michigan. 25231
Stuart Dawson
Lowell Jackson
Detroit Office :
1323 Penobscot Building
Detroit 26, Michigan
Woodward 23080
Chas. J. Sheppard

•
lecasting
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Katz
YESTERDAY

Spot Advantages

telestatus
and

in
Indiana

WFBM-TV
"J>Vi&L in. QndumcL"

Yesterday

• • • •

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today

• • • •

there

are

140,000

ADVANTAGES of spot TV as an
advertising medium are vigorously
set forth in a brochure, "Straight
Thinking on Television Costs," issued by The Katz Agency, national
sales
tions. representative of 15 TV staNoting that of the 63 markets
with TV service today, four have
four stations, seven have three stations, 12 have two stations and 40
have one station only, the booklet
declares: "As a result, many stations, particularly in one- and twostation markets, have no exclusive
network affiliation. They carry the
programs of several netwoi-ks on a
first-come, first-served basis; or on
whatever basis they choose to operThe Katz Agency also issued a
TV spot advertising cost summary
which will be found at the end of
ate."story.
this
Time clearance problems, the
Katz argument runs, limit the
simultaneous "live" network telecast to a handful of stations, frequently less than half the number
used. "To cover the remaining interconnected stations as well as
the non-interconnected stations, the
advertiser is forced to use kinescope recordings on delayed broadcasts in these markets." Long delays, plus "the fact that the quality of kinescope recordings is generally unsatisfactory," influence
the advertiser to put his show on
film.

"It's at this point," the brochure
states, "that the advertiser, reviewing his television activity, suddenly comes to the great realization that he is buying, through the
network, a spot campaign . . .
[and] he appreciates . . . that
spot advertising is not a program
type; it's not a time segment. Spot
advertising is a distinct advertising medium with many important
and exclusive advantages.
'Unmatched Versatility'
"It's a medium of unmatched
versatility. Certainly minute announcements are spot. So are 20second station breaks and eightsecond 'identifications.' But spot
is also station-produced studio programs, sports broadcasts and special events. And spot is film-packages and specially-produced films.
"And spot is still more. Spot is
the medium which gives you complete freedom of selection among
107 television stations, regardless
of network affiliation ; which permits free market choice without
restrictive 'group' requirements.
Spot makes possible the utmost
flexibility in adapting your TV
campaign to time zone variations,
seasonal variations — to all the specal requirements of your own product and merchandising plans, including localized commercials within the program format. And spot
is a medium which delivers other
advantages, too."

Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV

Channel
6
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High among
"other tina
vantages"
Katz those
lists lower
costs. "For the same time, on tl
same stations, you pay up to 1»
less when you buy the period <
spot than when you buy it on
network," the brochure avers. 1
support that statement, a table i
comparative station costs, spot ve
sus network, shows that for NBC
35-station interconnected group tl ;!
spot advertiser
savestelecast,
$2,500 for
one-time,
half-hour
$5f '
956 for
26 half-hours
$108,2",tl
for
52 such
programs. andUsing
CBS basic interconnected group < :
20 stations, the half-hour teleca;
sponsor buying them on a spi
basis would save $1,639 for oi
program, $41,389 for 26 and $56
293 for 52. Comparable tabulii
tions for quarter-hour progranj
show similar savings there for tl
spot advertiser over the netwoij
sponsor.
Furthermore, the booklet state
that because the station owner d<
rives more income from a spot pr< •
gram than from a network sho\
"he clears choice time periods moi
readily for spot. He does more pn
motion and merchandising fc
that today's
of Admitting
time clearances
is only problei
tempt
rary, resulting from the freeze o
new station construction and th
present lack of adequate conned j
(Continued on page H9)
spot."
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Weekly Television Summary—
Outlets On Air
Sets in Ar«
Sets in Area City
City
Outlets On Air
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
82,8!
WMCT
83,01
7,400 Memphis
Louisville
Albuquerque KOB-TV
50,590
WTVJ
60,(K
Ames
WOI-TV
115,000 Miami
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
WTMJ-TV
224,7!
Baltimore WAAM. WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
251,1(
284,985 Milwaukee
26,71
36,230 Nashville
Minn.-St. Paul WSM-TV
Binghamtom WNBF-TV
36,000 New Haven
WNHC-TV
149,7(
Birmingham WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
14,900
WDSU-TV
62,i:
Bloomington WTTV
700,510 New
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
New Orleans
York
WOR-TV,
WPIX
2
250
0C
WATV
Buffalo WBEN-TV
197,592
Charlotte WBTV
WTAR-TV
68,633 Newark
65(3;
888,034
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, KGN-TV, WNBQ
275,000 Norfolk
794«
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
453,575 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
KMTV, WOW-TV
7495
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Columbus WBNS-TV, WIWC, WTVN
176,541
Omaha
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
834'oC
109,264 Phoenix
KPHO-TV
374(
Dallas.
WDTV
260,00
49,581 Pittsburgh
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WJAR-TV
105,35
Davenport
Providence
Quad CitiesWOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
WTVR
68,75
190,000 Richmond
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
445,679
Rochester
WHAM-TV
79,21
Dayton
WHBF-TV
49,58
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Detroit
50,000
Rock
Island
WICU
Erie
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
42,60
Ft. Dallas
Worth109,264 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
San Diego
Antonio
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
WLAV-TV
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
111,929 San
KFMB-TV
43,87
Kalamazoo
63,949 San Francisco
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
91,00
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
73,710
Schenectady
Houston
K PRC-TV
Albany-Troy WRGB
168,21
41,300 Seattle
147,00
HuntingtonCharleston
WSAZ-TV
140,000 St. Louis
KING-TV
282,00
75,80
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
30,000 Toledo
Syracuse
KSD-TV
75,100
WMBR-TV
Jacksonville
WHEN,
KOTV
Tulsa
125,00
WSPD-TVWSYR-TV
Johnstown
113,79
WJAC-TV
WKTV
Kalamazoo120,269
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
114,600 Utica-Rome
Washington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
71,23
88,347
Wilmington
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
Lansing
WDEL-TV
46,000
40,70
WJIM-TV
253,76
59,90
KECA-TV,
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH,
Los Angeles
KTLA, markets
KTSl, KTTV
877,421
Total
on air 63
Stations on Air
107
Estimated Sets in Use 11, 760,00*
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area Where coverage areas overlap, set counts may bi
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies an«
manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is necet
sarily approximate.
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batter

r.

up!

WMAR-TV

takes great pride in presenting for the fourth successive

season the Thursday night and Sunday afternoon at-home games of the
Orioles. This is only one of the many fine sports shows that are always to
be found on Channel two. Tuesday nights bring wrestling from the Coliseum and on Wednesday, it's top-flight boxing bouts from all over the
country via CBS. April and May mean the racing season and expert television coverage of Laurel and Pimlico. On the docket for summer viewing
are such diversified sporting events as yachting regattas on the Chesapeake
and sandlot baseball in the Baltimore parks.
Our two big remote units (over 1,000 remotes successfully completed
to date) are an integral part of the Maryland sporting scene. Small wonder
WMAR-TV
Baltimore.

and "your Sports Station" have come to be synonymous in

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL 2 ★ BALTIMORE, MD.

Represented

by THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES

lecasting

BROADCASTING

INC.
*

new york

•

Detroit

• Kansas city

• san francisco
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Ride
Ride the TV trail with WAFM-TV's
"Western Theatre," and you'll have
one of the best-known brands in
Birmingham. Because "Western
Theatre" is the most-watched children's daytime TV show in town."'

high
High ratings are as certain as the
triumph of the hero over the bad
guy on "Western Theatre." Ratings
quarter-hour by quarter-hour have
been running consistently better
than 10... as high as 12.1.*

with

the

With the best cowboy movies available on TV— and with one of the
best juvenile viewing hours to boot
(Mon.-Fri., 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.)"Western Theatre" is headed for an
even bigger rating roundup.

small
Small wonder more national advertisers than ever before are setting
their sights on Birmingham : industry is booming here, and workers
are bringing home record paychecks, ringing up record sales.

fr

y

Fry from four to fourteen who
watch "Western Theatre" (and the
tall fry, too) are hot prospects for
any product the younger set uses.
For rates and availabilities, call the
nearest Radio Sales office or...
*Telepulse of Birmingham, March 1951.

WAFM-TV
"TELEVISION ALABAMA"
CBS in Birmingham • Channel 13
Represented by Radio Sales
Page 146
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Allocation Delay
(Continued from page 137)
known.
The freeze was imposed
Sept. 30, 1948.
Other proposals contained in
FCC's new plan include:
(1) ity"
Designation
of 13of orUHF18 "flexibilchannels at top
for such
future use as experimentation in Stratovision or Polycasting, neither of which
would be accepted now.
(2) Intermixture of VHF and UHF
channels in the same area.
(3) Reduction of station classes from
previously proposed three (metropolitan, duction
community
and rural)
to one;from
reof grades
of service
previous three (A, B and C) to two
(A and B); minimum and maximum
powers to depend on population of principal city and interference.
(4) tionMinimum
50 kw orfor more
staserving city ERP
with of1 million
persons, 10 kw for city of 250,000 to 1
million population, 2 kw for city 50,000250,000, 1 kw for cities under 50,000.
(5) Maximum power on Channels 2
to 6 would be 100 kw, Channels 7 to 83,
200 kw.
(6) Minimum
co-channel
station
separations of 180 miles
for VHF,
165 miles
for UHF, with minimum transmitter
separations of 170 miles VHF and 155
miles
(former proposed
stationUHF
separations
were 220 co-channel
miles VHF
and 200rationmiles
UHF;
is 150 miles). present VHF sepa(7) Reduction of previously proposed
adjacent channel separation of 110 miles
in VHF and 100 miles in UHF to 70 and
65 miles, respectively.
(8) All stations to employ offset carriertionstype
operation,
to beof offset
from with
each UHF
other staby
plus or minus 10 kc (1 kc tolerance),
but specific UHF values to be set later.
(9) Technical limitations on UHF assignments and station spacing because
of oscillator radiation, intermodulation,
image interference and intermediate
frequency (IF) beat.
(10) Directional
may may
be employed to improve antennas
service but
not
be used to reduce minimum station
separation.
(11) Prediction of service areas and
interference to be based on lower atpropagation
only.longNo distance
protection to be mosphere
provided
from
skywave interference (sporadic E and
F2 layers)
may occur
larly on VHFwhich
Channels
2 to 6.particuFavorable Comments
Majority of comment on FCC's
plan has been favorable engineering-wise although considerable differences have been expressed as to
the practicality and even legality
of the allocation provisions. Some
engineers feel the technical proposals do not allow fullest use of the
VHF (through directional antennas, closer spacing etc.). Many observers consider the allocation by
rule-making too rigid and inflexible.
Many Washington attorneys and
engineers have been hard-pressed
how to advise clients on the UHF
question particularly. Is UHF another FM debacle, some query? Or
will bright hopes envisioned in
many engineering quarters for
UHF, because of certain technical
advantages considered far superior
to VHF, actually become reality?
WE LI New Haven's General
Manager Richard W. Davis has
UHF plans already underway
(story page 138).
Set manufacturers more and
more are unwrapping plans for
UHF converters and other equipment (story this page).
Color television, considered in
some quarters as making UHF a
sure thing even in competition with
local VHF, could be taken out of
its litigation stalemate any moment
by action of the U. S. Supreme
Court on RCA's appeal of the FCC
ruling favoring the CBS system.

CBS, meanwhile, has bought a
plant to make color sets (story
page
39). problems concerning the
These
fate of the UHF— and the fate of
those who may risk millions of dollars in UHF — are being balanced
off in some industry minds by the
possibly darkhorse question: "Just
how long will we have the VHF
Thus, some
thought is that proschannels
?"
pective UHF operators may be
better off in the long run. This
thinking also notes the longdistance interference problem of
the lower VHF channels.
According to informed quarters,
the Commission itself is split on
the subject of VHF's life prospects.
The majority view, indicated in
the 1945 general reallocation report and other policy statements, is
that VHF is the "temporary" home
of TV and
UHFseems
is theto"permanent"
home.
There
be no disagreement that only the UHF will
provide a truly national, competitive system.
Then there are the 13 or 18
"flexibility" channels reserved at
the top of the UHF band. Are they
held for VHF operators when moving day comes, some ask?
Further, the increasing swell in
public safety and special services
radio may create demand for new
channels for these services, and it
is pointed out that about the only
place they can go is to splash over
into adjoining TV channels in the
VHF.
Yet increased equipment efficiency for these special services,
permitting more channels in the
same space, may well relieve what
pressure might develop. These services in the 150 mc band now get
about only 5 kc of intelligence in a
60 kc channel, or less than 10%
efficiency. TV channel efficiency
by contrast is 75%.
Some Washington attorneys indicated last week they would like
to have the VHF "life" issue openly
commented upon by industry and
FCC alike during the coming discussion on the new FCC TV plan.
They want a policy statement to
clear the air.
There appear to be few doubts
that FCC would allow fullest amortization ofpresent VHF investment
if and when it possibly decided to
move
stations
"upstairs."
Public existing
policy could
hardly
permit
exploitation of the pioneers whose
millions have made TV possible
at all, most say.
Hypotheticalhave
"transitions"
and
amortization
been discussed
during past hearings in Commission questioning. Chairman Wayne
Coy, innessesqueries
industry
witin more to
recent
hearings,

CONVERTERS
For UHF Underv

THE PROBLEM
adapting
VB.'
television
sets forofUHF
receptio
in line with FCC proposed alloc
tions, continues to receive top a
tention of set manufacturers wl
are eager to reassure the pub]
that present sets will not becor:
obsolete.
Crosley Division of Avco Mf
Co. last Wednesday unveiled
tuner for the reception of UB
transmission (see story page 137
RCA also has stated its belief th
converters will prove to be the be
solution to the problem [Broa
casting • Telecasting, April S
Admiral Corp. last week announc*
its views on the controversy wi
a statement from Joe Marty M
television manager.
Commenting
on his concerr
"pioneering" in the development
the turret-top tuner, Mr. Mar jj
said TV sets with such tuners c;|
receive UHF telecasts.
In a bulletin to 30,000 distrijj
utors and dealers, he stated jtul
tuner provides adaptation to UBl
transmission by use of "easily ri
placed
inserts" wit|j
out thesnap-in
use coil
of converters
adapters.
The tuner consists of a fou
inch oblong drum divided into
segments, each wider than a le;
pencil, which correspond to nui
bers on the tuning dial. Each se
ment contains four tuned co:
which adjust automatically to
specific channel, Mr. Marty sail-.
For UHF reception, a VHF se
ment held by a spring clip is r
moved with a screwdriver and
UHF segment snapped into plac
Zenith Radio Corp., which clair
its sets have built-in provisions f
adaption to UHF reception, h iicei
spotted full-page advertisements
81 newspapers plugging the pr =: iSt
ire :
vision. The ads asserted: "Zeni'lfe
— and Zenith alone — guarantenpuna-:
that every TV set it has ever buijr
provision
receive
these
st\ (01
and sold toto the
public
has new
built-:'
tions without the use of any co:

verter or adapter."
(He
tainable in either place, it w: its
pointed out, TV would have j
match its merits with those |
other services.
FCC has indicated it will d
mand full compliance with pr
cedures specified for filing of coi
ments on its new plan. This meai
comments filed without adequa
engineering support would be r
jected, and replies filed merely ; 7 In
support
initial cor
ment
alsosomone
would beelse's
rejected.

posed dates as early as 1956 or
Approval or opposition to specil
educational reservations need n
1960 in hypothetical cases.
Industry pressure has arisen in be accompanied by engineerii
some instances for expansion of data, however, but FCC stated th
present VHF TV channels into would be at the risk of later poss
unused portions of the FM band
bly not finding a channel there
reserve or not reserve.
or into blocks of channels reserved
FCC also emphasized any oppos
for unknown government use. FM
is a first love of FCC, some ex- tion to general proposals in A;
plain, and to get these channels
pendices A and B must specifical
would be a hard row to hoe.
cite exhibits and transcript pag<
Again, should channels be ob- showing where FCC has erre
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Crosley UHF Tuner
(Continued from page 137)
t-oughout all of the VHF band
:jd all of the UHF.
[The 122-132 mc range is used to
•ik the UHF tuner to the VHF
;. Spokesmen said this has been
even by research to be best
itted to the purpose. They said
h tuner can be used easily with
iitinuous-tuning sets which do
I "skip" the band between chanls 6 and 7 (which includes the
2-132 mc range).
Mr. Craig hailed the use of
3F as "an important and necesry development," and said "it is
vious that provision for at least
iOO stations is necessary to care
rthetheU. ultimate
growth" of TV
S.
He said he was confident the TV
dustry "is in full accord" with
ZC's objectives of providing at
ist one TV station in every telesting area and at least two in all
irts of the country. He coniued:
While we are anxious to move toird these goals with all possible
eed, the public must not be misled
believe that UHF telecasting is
st around the corner. Rather, of
ime importance now is reassurance
the public that UHF, as it develops,
II not obsolete the millions of reivers in American homes; that, in
ct, UHF will enlarge the service of
ese receivers wherever UHF sta>ns go on the air. This is Crosley's
imary purpose in presenting this
monstration at this time.
The industry and the FCC are males' steady progress toward solution
the major problems. The FCC hopes
clear away the problems of chan1 allocation, which have been severe,
th hearings on its allocation prosal which begin in Washington May
(see story on postponement page
V).
The peculiar difficulties of UHF
ansmission also are approaching
lution. There are currently eight exrimental UHF stations operating.
. Five additional construction perits for experimental stations have
en issued.
UHF reception is well in hand, at
ast as far as our own company is
ncerned. . . .

SNADER

S
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CRIP
S
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I
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. now franchisee! to these leading TV stations

on

EXCLUSIVE,

respective

Atlanta

- USE

WA HBR-TV
WT
CM -TV
BL-TV
WF »TV

Boston
Chicago

WBZ-TV
WGN-TV
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UNLIMITED

WCPO-TV

Cincinnati

WE

WEWS-TV

Cleveland

WBNS-TV

Columbus

WW

Detroit

Win SAM -TV
fL
KE1
KFI &B-TV

WBAP-TV

Fort Worth

KRON-TV

KNBH

Hollywood
Houston

WSYR-TV
1BW
W*

J -TV

K PRC -TV

Also

programmed
WKZO

WDSU-TV

New

WFBM-TV

Orleans

TELESCRIPTIONS
TELESCRIPTIONS

CHARLIE
others !

SNADER

BARNET'S

York

TRIO,

and dozens of

TELESCRIPTIONS
Reub

New

KING COLE

ORCHESTRA

—

Chicago

Rochester
San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco

Syracuse
Washington,

D. C.

Indianapolis

CONVENTION

offer a complete

expressly for TV, and featuring such top stars as
PEGGY LEE, MEL TORME, KING SISTERS, LANNY
MORISON,

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

in action at the NARTB

program library of 400 musical-variety acts, filmed

ROSS, PATRICIA

Jacksonville
Minneapolis

Kalamazoo

Milwaukee

SNADER

in their

over:

WTMJ-TV

See SNADER

basis

markets:

WSB-TV

Previous Preparation
Mr. Craig pointed out that Cros,y began three years ago to preire for the addition of UHF, both
irough construction of continuousining VHF sets and through
welopmental work in the con:rter field. He said Crosley is
Confident that an orderly and
able establishment of UHF telei sting will take place, and we will
mtinue to take a pioneering role
this program."
Crosley officials on hand for the
^monstration, in addition to Mr.
raig, included:
V. C. Havens, assistant general sales
anager; Harry T. McCullough, radio
id television manager; Don Nason,
lief engineer; Paul Hoist, television
•oject engineer, and W. S. Brussard,
lief experimental engineer in charge
electronic research, who has been
orking on the UHF tuner for seval years.
ielecasting
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Kaufman,

April 15 to 19
ROOM

561-A

Stevens Hotel
Chicago

SALES,

INC.

President

59 E. Van

Buren

—

Beverly Hills

Snader Telescriptions are produced in Hollywood by Snader Telescriptions Corp.,
LOUIS

D. SNADER,

president
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MEET

Edythe Meserand Is Elected
First Head of Group

EDYTHE J. MESERAND, assistant director of news and special features,
WOR-AM-TV New York, was elected first president of the American
Women in Radio and Television at the initial convention in New York
April 8 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9].
■
*
elected,
were regions,
Four vicetopresidents
according
geographical
as follows: East, Doris Corwith,
NBC; Central, Edythe Fern Melrose, WXYZ Detroit; West, Izetta
Jewel, KCB San Diego; South,
Marjorie Christopher, WQAM Miami. Dorothy Fuller, WBET
Brockton, Mass., is secretarytreasurer.
The convention at the Astor
Hotel was attended by more than
250 radio and TV women.
Following a trip to the United
Nations on Friday, April 6, the NEWLY elected officers of AWRT
women broadcasters attended a
ore (I to r): Edythe Meserand, presisales workshop headed by Lee Hart,
dent; Doris Corwith, eastern vice
BAB, and Duncan MacDonald, Dupresident, and Edythe Fern Melrose
Mont network, where the problem,
central vice president.
* * *
"How Do You Plan Result Getting
Commercials?" was pondered by meeting devoted to discussion of
four well-known women broadinternational affairs, with speakcasters.
ers, Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
Stressing the need to register an Secretary
of State for Public Afadvertising impression, Helen
fairs; Madame Vijaya Lakshmi
Wirt, WIBX Utica, N. Y., de- Pandit, Indian Ambassador to the
scribed her method of linking all U. S., and a panel moderated by
commercials with subject matter
Mary WeMargaret
McBride,
on "How
of her commentary. Louise Wilson,
Can
Make World
Affairs
Our
WHAM Rochester, director of one
ReferringAffairs?"
to action by the House
of radio's oldest retail store pro- Listeners'
grams, cited her two objectives in Appropriations Committee cutting
planning commercials for the proposed Voice of America funds
store's programs as "creating store 90%, Secretary Barrett said he was
good will and selling merchandise."
"sorry to see this, but it is undeSusan Adams, DuMont network
niably Congress'afternoon
right to do
so."
and WABD (TV) New York,
A Saturday
fashion
show; two buffet suppers and a
praised TV as a commercial medium, pointing out that as food Sunday morning breakfast also
editor of a national magazine
were part of the convention
(MeCalPs) she had two pages a schedule.
month with which to display wares,
Final passage of the constitution,
but that television presents a daily by-laws and code of ethics took
30 minutes of sales opportunity.
place Sunday morning, at which
Illustrating the values of "seeing time the elections were held.
is believing,"
Dalton Answer
"You've gotta love your product"
was the answer Jane Dalton, WSPA
Spartanburg, gave to the problem,
and "you've got to look forward to
your commercials." She listed her
sponsors and told her listeners that
she felt a vital interest in all of
her products, and really enjoyed
describing their assets to her audience.
The Saturday evening session
was devoted to a panel composed
of Frieda Hennock, FCC Commissioner; Clem Randau, executive director, Federal Office of Civil Defense [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9] ; Ralph Hardy,
director of government relations,
NARTB, and Jack Gould, radio and
TV editor of the New York Times.
Following the four speeches, a
spirited discussion from the floor
revolved around the subject of
management cooperation with its
broadcasters, during which broadcasters described their varied programming difficulties.
Other activities during the convention included: Friday evening

Full Coverage of
SOUTH
Includes
S. Palm Beach County
Ft. Lauderdale
Hollywood
and Greater Miami

CHANNEL af MIAMI
BY A
FULL

April 15-19:vention,
NARTB
29th Chicago.
Annual ConHotel Stevens,
April 16: Mobilization Conference,
Eighth Street Theatre, Chicago.
April
Engineering
Hotel16-18:
Stevens,
Chicago. Conference,
April
16-19:
Management
Hotel Stevens, Chicago. Conference,
(Complete
NARTB Convention agenda
on page 206)
April 14-18: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Midyear Meeting, Dallas, Tex.
April
USA National
Committee
of the16-18:
International
Scientific
Radio
Union and Professional Group on Antennas and Wave Propagation of the
IRE, NationalD.Bureau
of Standards,
Washington,
C.
April 19-21: AAAA 33d Annual Meeting, Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
April 19-21
: Armed
Forces Drake
Communications Assn.
Convention,
Hotel,
Chicago.
April 20: American Society of Newspaper Editors Radio-TV Forum, ASNE
Convention, 3:30
Washington,
D. C.p.m., Hotel Statler,

FLORIDA

TIME

TELEVISION

STATION
9 A.M. 'TIL 1A.M.
CHANNEL 4 MIAMI

REPRESENTED
FREE

BY

& PETERS

April 20-21: Southwestern IRE Conference, Southern Methodist U.
Dallas.
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Telestatus
(Continued ft om page lib)
want, gets them better time periods
j facilities, the booklet comand stronger station cooperation.
mits that "when a 'temporary'
No other form of television adveredition has persisted for years
d may last one or two or three
tising gives them as much. It's
tors more — advertisers have to not practical to settle for less."
The TV cost summary, reprovelop immediate, practical soluduced below, gives the one-time
ins.
rate based on Class A time for
various time periods as of last
'Many advertisers," the brochure
Feb. 1. The basic film rate is used,
n eludes, "are finding a morean-temporary solution in spot and on those stations requiring
Levision. For their experience minimum rehearsal charge for
'th this medium has earned spot films, this charge has been incorhigh and assured place in their
porated in the rate shown. The
evision thinking. In spot, they Katz agency pointed out that some
ve a medium which costs them
stations may have changed rates
is, gives them the markets they since compilation of this schedule.
First Ten Markets
TV SETS STATION
1 MINUTE 5 MINUTES 15 MINUTES 30 MINUTES
S500.00
2,000,000 WABD
S 930.00
Shown
675.00 Not $600.00
WCBS-TV
SI2,025.00
,382.50
650.00
WJZ-TV
111,337.50
,240.00
930.00
1,860.00
500.00
WNBT
687 50
062 50
1,562.50
900.00
300.00 Not Shown
WOR-TV
600.00
WPIX
225.00
360.00
540.00
270.00
370.00
530.00
Newark
WATV
165.00
290.00
450.00
187.50
135.00
900,000 KFI-TV
Angeles
300.00
125.00
200.00
125.00
K LAC- TV
300.00
KNBH
165.00
662.50
462.50
312.50
190.00
450.00
175.00
300.00
KTLA
150.00
240.00
360.00
KTSL
120.00
280.00
400.00
KTTV
200.00
600.00
540.00
240.00
150.00
KECA-TV
360.00
188.00
160.00
450.00
300.00
830,000 WBKB
icago
650.00
450.00
300.00
200.00
WENR-TV
450.00
187.50
300.00
150.00
WGN-TV
662.50
312.50
WNBQ
462.50
200.00
540.00
225.00
360.00
150.00
750,000 WCAU-TV
ladelphia
400.00
250.00
600.00
200.00
WFIL-TV
400.00
250.00
WPTZ
600.00
200.00
240.00
125.00
150.00
360.00
(ton
650,000 WBZ-TV
450.00
300.00
150.00
175.00
WNAC-TV
400.00
250.00
600.00
190.00
405,000 WJBK-TV
rroit
440.00
200.00
275.00
660.00
WWJ-TV
710.00
490.00
200.00
325.00
WXYZ-TV
382.50
170.00
1
40.00
255.00
veland
396,000 WEWS
345.00
233.00
150.00
495.00
WNBK
160.00
240.00
360.00
125.00
WXEL
220.00
110.00
Itimore
265,000 WAAM
95.00
125.00
330.00
220.00
100.00
WBAL-TV
130.00
330.00
100.00
220.00
WMAR-TV
270.00
405.00
183.00
130.00
Louis
239,000 KSD-TV
420.00
100.00
280.00
■ cinnati
234,000 WLWT
280.00
420.00
WKRC-TV
130.00 f 175.00
420.00
280.00
110.00
210.00
WCPO-TV
8,821
.50#
□ 1 Cost 39 Stations
15,315.00
7,390.00
22,787.50
>al Cost for 1st 10 Markets iased on One Station in E ach Market
3,061
.00#
Jsing Highest Cost Station: Total Cost
306.1 0# 4,567.50
2,135.00
6,760.00
456.68
213.50
676.00
Average Cost Per Market
RKET
w York

VERY
An

Average

DAY

of 150

Is Added

WOW-TV

to

FAMILIES
the

AUDIENCE

Based only on stations that show five-minute rate.
formal one-minute rate for Class A Time. Certain premium announcements in this time
sification take higher rate.

7i/m

JQepott

ESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
>rp., Electric Appliance Div.,
ansfield, Ohio, is urging all disibutors and retail dealers in TV
eas to make use of its free film
mmercials. One-minute spots al<v 10 seconds for dealer identifica;n and 20-second films permit five
conds. The film spot series inades six commercials for reigerators, six on laundry equipent, four on electric ranges, four
roasters, 10 on vacuum cleaners
id four on electric fans. The films
ature Betty Furness of Westing>use's national TV show, Studio
•e, demonstrating the various
:>pliances.

programs, available to agencies,
sponsors and stations. New releases include Cyclone Malone and
Jump Jump of Holiday House, two
established children's shows now being filmed at CTP. Others are the
Buster Keaton Show, George Fishers Hollywood Close-Ups, The
White Avengers, Lights, Camera,
Action!, Pilot's Club, Hawaiian
Paradise, and Movie Discs. Programs are available on national,
regional or local basis, Sales Manager John R. Markey announced.

MARCH OF TIME, New York, is
preparing a series of ballet films in
France especially for television.
Musical scoring and choreography
are now under way and Producer
Jean Benoit-Levy plans to produce
26 films altogether, 13 to be ready
in August and 13 in December.
Each program is to be divided into
two eleven-minute dance episodes,
JNSOLIDATED TELEVISION
with narrator's introduction and
oductions Inc., Los Angeles, an- explanation at beginning and durunces release of nine TV film
ing intermission.
lecasting
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FOR AVAILABILITIES CALL ANY BLAIR-TV OFFICE OR WEBSTER 3400
OMAHA,

NEBRASKA
Page
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OIIMDNT

NOW

AVAILABLE...

5

KW

OAK

TRANSMITTER

Backed by five years of thorough
field experience in air-cooled
transmitters, serving both high or
low band broadcast operation at
maximum operating efficiency.

Illustrated is a model of the 5 KW Oak
Transmitter for high band operation in
commercial use over eighteen months.
THERE HAS BEEN NO FINAL AMPLIFIER TUBE REPLACEMENT EXPENSE
DURING THIS PERIOD.

START
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SMALL

. . . GROW

BIGGER
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INITIAL

COST

LOW

INSTALLATION

LOW

COST

LOW

OPERATING

TUBE

COST

COMPLEMENTS
COSTS

Built-in Band-Pass

JFir/t a reasonable
financial investment you can now
get on the air and retain the option

Indicator.
Built-in Wobbulator.

of increasing power at any time
in the future without sacrificing

Air-Cooled throughout.

your original investment.

No external side-band
systems required.

For efficiency as well as economy, and backed by five years of proven field use,
DU MONT has available the 5 KW Oak Transmitter. Representing an achievement
in the field of transmitter design and quality manufacturing, the Oak Series has
been engineered to produce the finest transmitting operation at the lowest overall
cost. It is completely air-cooled and designed for high or low band operation. The
units comprising the series have been especially packaged to adequately equip the
majority of television stations across the nation.

For further information on the 5 KW OAK TRANSMITTER contact your DU MONT representative or write to;

With a limited investment you can get your start on the
air NOW ! You will have full assurance of being able to
increase your power in the future, as desired, by the addition of power amplifiers. 5 KW amplifiers are presently
available. High power amplifiers to be made available
upon the adoption of FCC rules allowing for their use.
Many new stations are currently investing in the
DU MONT ACORN TRANSMITTER. Containing the
most advanced thinking in television transmitters, the
ACORN is geared to equip you at the very start of your
television career. It is designed to grow with you ! It can
readily be expanded to 5 kilowatts comprising the OAK
SERIES, or to maximum power required at a later date.

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATO&sfS, INC.
TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DiVfSSON
Clifton • New

A wise buyer
Telecasting
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knows

when

to act

Jersey

the informed buyer knows where to buy
^HHIilHBI^HHHHHili^flHl
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Hill Coverage
(Continued from page 139)
services television station clients
throughout the country.
Reporting on the sessions,
United Press observed: "The committee's small, smoke-filled hearing
room was minus the big television
and newsreel lights that have
marked other recent Congressional
hearings." Gamblers appearing
before the Kefauver crime committee also had protested bright
"TV" lights and "grinding cam-

In 1925 the first motion picture film ivas successfully
transmitted by a television
signal.
*
Blair-TV Inc. was the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations' real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

INC.

BLAIR
I
REPRESENTING
Birmingham
Columbus
Hollywood
New Orleans
Omaha
Richmond
Salf Lake City
Seattle
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WBRC-TV
WBNS-TV
KTTV
WDSU-TV
WOW-TV
WTVR
KDYl-TV
KING-TV
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In his letter to Chairman Wood,
Mr.
Berkeley explained that "teleeras."
vision does not require objectionable lighting nor is the equipment
noisy in any respect." He held that
if proceedings are to be reported
directly through any medium, TV
should be included "to serve all
television stations in the nation
wishing to carry your proceedings."
With respect to committee sentiment, Mr. Berkeley told Broadcasting •Telecasting that he had
informally polled the membership
and found no strong objections to
telecasts of the hearings. He said
he felt that members do not oppose television coverage "as such,"
but the atmosphere which is posed
largely by newsreel cameras. The
committee may find itself faced
with a greater issue on the ban
than over criticism of the "circus"
atmosphere attributed to such hearings, he declared.
In any event, members of the
House Un-American Activities
Committee were impressed with
the public service rendered by the
television industry during the
Kefauver hearings and some of
them reportedly feel the public is
entitled to hear and watch this
probe. Additionally, a Hollywood
witness reportedly said he would
"cooperate" with the committee if
TV were allowed.
Vail's View
A former committee member,
Rep. Richard B. Vail (R-Ill.), who
sat in on the 1947 hearings, looking into Communist influences in
Hollywood, told Broadcasting •
Telecasting that television "vindicated" the committee's proceedings in the public eye amid a
popular conception that members
had "badgered" witnesses.
Rules against TV and radio
broadcasting were adopted by the
committee over two years ago to
forestall criticism that its members were seeking publicity and
on grounds that cameras interfered
with the committee's work. The
ban was retained at the opening
of hearings last month although
it was agreed that tape recordings
or use of a sound track under a pool
arrangement would be permitted.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
March
26].
Committee Counsel Frank Tavenner had indicated earlier that the
committee may lift the ban under
"special circumstances." At week's
end there still was speculation that
TV coverage may be allowed sometime before the hearings end
around May 1.

AM
BEVERAGES— NON-ALCOHOLIC
A & P Iced Tea
Bireley's
Fruit Flavor Drink
Bliss
Coffee
Canada Dry Beverage (All Products). ■
Cliquot Club Co
Coca-Cola Export Corp
Hires, Charles E., Co
Kroger Maxwell
Hot-DatedCoffee
Coffee
Instant
Maxwell House Coffee
Medaglia D'Oro Coffee
Miller-Becker
Sank a & Instant Sank a Coffee
Savarin Coffee
"26" Coffee
White
Beverages
Yuban Rock
Coffee
CIGARETTES & TOBACCO
Dutch Master Cigars
Embassy Cigarettes.
Old Gold Cigarettes

rom
Spot in #50
J F M A M
i
1
3
39
1
1
1
28
2
3
4
2
1
4
SO
1
2
20

1
1
4
1
1
28
392
5
4
4
1
4
20
1
2
1

18 18

ipage
1 1
5 5
39 39
1 1
1 1
28
2 2
4 10
4 4
2813 13
4 4
14
3 7
14
1
1
18 17

i 1
1 1
6 16
39 39
1 1
1 1
28
2 2
12 7
4 4
3 3
281 1
4 4
14 9
6 6

J
84
1
1
17
39
1
1
28
2
4
1
3
2

A

S O

N

D

1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
17 15 8 14 14
1 1
39 39 39
1 1 1 1 1Z
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
3926 2 100 o2 3?2
4
1 3 i
2813 13 3 3
4
2

2

7

7

3

1 1 1 1
17 17 17 17 27 27 27 27

CONFECTIONS
Brock Candy Bars
Fanny Farmer Candies
16 16 16 16 16
Hollywood Candy Co
26 26 26 26 18
Loft Candies
1
1
Nestle's
Semi-Sweet
Chocolates
6
Peter Paul Candies
DRUGS
Anahist
Bell-Ans
Black Draught & Syrup of Black Draught. . ■ .
Curity Surgical Dressings
3
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets
1
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
5
Fletcher's Castoria
10
Lane Drug Co.
97
Lydia
E. Pinkham Vegetable Compound.. .. 871
Medrex
48
57
1
R. D. X
Serutan
691

J

. . 160 160 160 160
1 19 18 17 17 |i
80 86 86 84

10 10 15 15 15 17 17 17
.. 48 48 48 48 48 39 40
1 1 9
9213 13 13 2 2
5 5 5 5 5
10 10 10 10 10
18 45 46 1 i i
96
12
50 51 51
1 1 1 1 j 1 1 1
69
45
11387 113 100
79
1 1 161 i i i i 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
44
7 7 7 8 8 13 12 42
12
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 9 11 11
11
11
4 4 4 4 4
6 5 182 1 1 182 2 2
35
7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8
1 1 40 40 111
1118 18
18 18
18 18
19 15 20 19

17 40
17 197
17..
40
12 4 1
1
51 451 45..
1 1 1
63 100
97 97
97 1 1
1
1 1 1

FOODS
42
7
A-1 Sauce & A-1 Mustard.
12 12 7
1
1 1 1
Abbotts DeLuxe
"A"
Milk.
9
11 11 11
Ice Cream
Albers Milling Co
4 4 4
13
Atlantic Commission Co
7
7 457 7
Aunt Hannah's
2
10 10 10
Baker's
ChocolateBread
Products.
19
18 20 20
Best Foods Bread & Butter Pickles
45 45
45 45
Best Food Mayonnaise
45 MS!
Best Foods French Dressing
45 45
Best Foods Sandwich Spread
1
1
Betsy Ross Bread & Cakes
1 1
8 50 ill it
Birds Eye Frozen Foods
101 101 101 101 19
5 5
Bisquick and/or Wheaties
49 49 16 7
13 13 t
6 6
Blue Label Ketchup & Chili
7 7
Bordens Cheese
1 1
1 1
\i>\:
1 1
1 1 1
Bordens Dog Foods
ilif
7 8 8 11 13 13
Bordens Evaporated Milk
5 5 5
75 75 74 75 75 104
Bordens Products
3 3 3
5
4
20
19
10
18
5
5
Bordens Starlac
20
2 1 1 1 18 18
Breakstone Dairy
2 2 2
Br'er Rabbit Molasses
21 21 21 21 21 21 211 213
Breyer's
Cream
2
9 9 ill
5 5 5 5
BroadcastIceCorned
Beef Hash
. 9. 649 64
21 64
21 X
Brown n Serve Rolls
Calumet Baking Powder
19 19 19 19
Capital
& Cake
1'
7 7 9 9 9 9 7 74 74 74
CarnationBread
Evaporated
Milk
9 9
Carnation
Fresh
Dairy
Products
16 19 1 1 1 1 17 17 17104 17105f"
Certified Bread
Certo
Chin & Lee Co. Inc
i i
1 1 1
Converted Rice, Inc
1 1
Crosse & Blackwell
2
2 2 2 15 15
Crustquick
Dean Milk Co
12 1 1
Diamond Crystal Shaker Salt
1
Diplomat Products, Inc
1 1 1
1111
Dug an Bros. Bakery Products
.. 16 38 49
Dulaney Frozen Foods
40 102 182 182 28
3 3 3 3
Durr's Pork Products
2 6 6 6 6
6
Forty Fathom Clam Chowder
6
1
1
1
Freihofer's Perfect Bread
111..
French's Instant Potato
5 10 102 10.. 9 9 9 9 9 9
Friskies (Canned)
Friskies (Cubes & Meal)
144 144 134 134 134 134 134 4
Gemma Cooking Oil
1
13
14
1 1 1
Good
Margarine
1 1 1
GrennenLuckCakes
1 1 1 21 21
3 3 3
H-O Cream Farina
2
11
11
11
H-O Oats
1
19 19 20 20 2 22 92 20
20 13
Happy
BakingCo
Powder
20
1 1 1 1 201 201 201 251 701
HawaiianFamily
Pineapple
Heinz, H. J. Co
311 311 1 1 36 34 33 9 8 12
Hellmann's
Mayonnaise
49 60 1 1 1 1 1 1
Herb-Ox Bouillion
Cubes
4 4 4 4 4 4
Holsum Bread & Doughnuts
1 1 1 1
Horlick's Corp
64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64
Hostess Cakes
64
Hunt Club Dog Meal
9 11 11 11 li 11 11 59 64 11
Jane
Logan Deluxe Ice Cream
11 11
1 1
Jell-O
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 14
Jell-O Rice Pudding
5 5
King Midas Feeds
5 11 1164
64
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P ids cont.:
Ilrg Midas Flour
leunty Kisl Peas
i ger Bread
.jay, H. W. * Co
kmtl
: luce Leaf Salad Oil
by Precooked Frosted Foods
.lilac
ueller's
Macaroni
Sugar
Honey Graham Crackers. . . .
BCjbisco
Bread
BC Sweet Goods
BC Vanilla Wafers
BC Various Products
k
ne
ri
i
ac
rg
'sau
Q
oa leM
ne
Sejcst
i
r
a
g
r
id
j-Mas Ma egetables
HipburySoupls,& V nc
Ils Mil I
cst's Cereal Products
.-rniumCakeCrackers
;*sto
Flour
I urasnow
-jsto CakeFlour
& Frosting Mix
urity Oats
«d Band Flour
ed Star Flour
itx Crackers
c Chester Dairy Evaporated Milk
onzoni Spaghetti Products
e attest
•effield Milk
ilvercup
Bread
mith Split Peas
nider's Condiments
[now Crop Frozen Foods
perry Drifted Home-Perfected Flour
perry
"La Pina"& Flour
perry Pancake
Waffle Mix
perry Wheat Hearts
perry Products
ugar Glen Syrup
upplee-Wills-Jones
Milk Co
unrise
Meats
. re-Jell
wansdown Cake Flour
wansdown Devil Food Mix
wansdown Instant Cake Mix
wansdown Instant Mix & Devil's Food Mix.
.wel
wift * Co
wift's
Ice Cream
able
Syrup
avol
i enderay
eddy's TheBeef
House of Sea Food
ip-Top Bread & Cakes
'an Camp's New England Style Beans
'ermont MaidBrandSyrup
Westchester
Deviled Chicken
Western Maryland Dairy Products
Weston Biscuit Co
heaties and, or Bisquick
Wonder Bread
AUNDRY SOAPS & CLEANERS
ab-O Cleaner
'if Hand Cleanser
)isho
Jrano
(Slamur
ohnson's Car Plate
3akite
'reen Floor Wax
i ag Soap
Verx Soap
;Vindex
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1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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1 1 1
1
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18 18 18 18
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18
.. .. 8 ..
1 1 .. .. ..
19 12 12 12 12
121 26122 27 22
19 19 19 19
26 26 26
14 14
192 2 2
2 2 2 2
3 2
45 79 17
3 592 35
10 11 15 16 50 50 50 24 20 22 8 8
71 71 71 71 71 76 76 74 74 74 82 83
10 10 11 11
10 13 13 13 13 9 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1
24224 24 28 28 28 28 28
114 113 112 111 104 104 102 103 100 102 105 106
13 13 13 12
12
1 1
13 13 12 12
12 13 13 8 8 8
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
49 49 16 7
5 5 5 2 2 1 1
17
117
117 117 117 117
117 117 117 117 117
J
13
1
81
1
6
S
17
1
8
2
1
6
44
25

1 1
6 6

2 2
96
54 54 54
98
4 4 4 54A
3 3 2
15
54 54
54 54

6

4 3 18
.. 20
.. 193
6 6 66 66 66
6 6

MISCELLANEOUS
Mr France
Alexander, W. A. Co
1
Vmerican Airlines, Inc
American TV Dealers & Manufacturers
altimore & Ohio Railroad
Rell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania 95
est Foods Shoe Polishes
1
luminous Coal Institute
1
jurrows
g- A -Boo
6
Bros. Co
an ad i an Furs
4
apehart-Farnsworth Corp
rjclwicse
Corp.
of
America
28
entral Linen Co
antral National Bank & Trust
3
heney Corp
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone
17
ixon Ticonderoga Pencils
3
>. L. & W. Blue Coal
>ow Chemical Co
If.
squire Boot Polish
1
lair Magazine
lorid a Citrus Commission
ort Sumter Sheets
2
sem an, The
: len Burn Coal
10
Boodyear Rubber Shoe Prod
76
Hudson Paper Napkins
37
-lutton,
E. F.,Telephone
& Co
inois Bell
Co
17
ndiana Bell Telephone Co
20
wa Retail Hardware Assoc
1
telvinator Appliances
1
La France
1
tarcalus Mfg. Co
Marshall-Wells Paints & Appliance
artin Rosenberger Wallpaper10
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co
30
•Michigan
Bell
Telephone
Co
17
Milk Bone
13
Milk Foundation, Inc
1
Missouri Pacific Lines
Modern Industrial Bank
1
Motorola Radio Receivers
(Continued
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F
13
1
21
1
1
7
i
1
8
2
1
6
29
24
32
1
16
11
4

2
2
6
6

SELL

Not two, not three, but
only one TV station in
Memphis. You know what
this means. The audience
is completely undivided,
completely collected for
your selling by sight and
sound.
It's a big plus, this undivided audience on WMCT.

TELEVISION SETS NOW IN THE MEMPHIS AREA
ACCORDING TO DISTRIBUTORS' FIGURES
WMCT gets live cable
shows direct from New
York, Chicago, and other
metropolitan
the cream of thecenters
network—
crop. NBC, CBS, ABC and
Dumont's top shows. In
addition, local features
like the "Homemakers
Show", participating
kitchen demonstrations,
and other film and live
schedule
one of
finest
shows, make
WMCT's
quality.
TELEVISION SETS NOW IN THE MEMPHIS AREA
ACCORDING TO DISTRIBUTORS' FIGURES

1
20

The findings of an independent market research
firm reveal that approximately one-half of the
more sionthan
televisets in 82,000
the Memphis
area are tuned in daytime. 3840 interviews were
conducted between 12:00

261 261
95
95 95 95 953 97.. 97 97 97 97 97
1
1
6
6
28 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29
4 3
3 3 3 2 *2 2 3 3 3 3 3
11
3
3 11 11 11 11
9 12 18 18 ..
27 27
10
76
362
20
171
1
1

10
76
37
2
17
20
1
41

10 10
77 77
39 39
2 2
18 "l17
20 20
1 1
1
79 79

21
30
17
131

22
33
18
191

22
33
18
191

10
77
39
2
i
20
1
1
79

10
68
39
2
20
1
1
79

11
33
18
19
1
1

11
33
18
19
1

118
22 18 ..5 26
26
.. .. 1 .. ..
10 10 10 10 10
68 68 68 68 68
39 39 39 39 40
..2 202 212 212 202
20 20 20 20 20
1114
1
79 105 105 105 114
11111
1111..
11 10 9 9 9
33 33 39 39 39
18 18 18 18 18
40 40 40 41 41
11111

MEMPHIS

noonassured
and 6: 00audience
p.m. Here's
an
of
tremendous proportion.

National Representatives
The Branham Company
Owned and operated by
The Commercial Appeal
CHANNEL 4 • MEMPHIS
AFFILIATED
WITH NBC
Also affiliated with
CBS, ABC and DUMONT

Memphis
ONLY
TV Station
WMC

WMCF

WMCT

65 65 65
on page 15 h)
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BETWEEN

(

COMMERCIALS
BY
KAY
MU LVIHILL

Marjorie Trumbull's Celebrity Sessions from the Top of
the Mark, aired on KSFO Mondays at 1:00 PM, continue to
attract the top-flight personalities-about-town for informative and entertaining interviews.

Ref>resenf«dby The Kan Aye^y, Inc.
kc V

^

RECORDING
CO-CHANNEL SKYWAVE INTERFERENCE
by Mai P. Mobley Jr., field supervisor, KMPC Los Angeles.
Interference between standard
broadcast stations using the same
channel can be only approximately
determined by calculation. Even
after all pertinent parameters
such as power, distance separation
and antenna characteristics are
taken into account, the predicted
interference may differ considerably from that actually experienced. Hence measurements are
necessary if actual interference is
to be determined. As the number
of standard broadcast stations has
grown, both nationally and international y, ithas become desirable
in many cases to measure an interfering signal in the presence of
several other signals on the same
channel. A method similar to that
developed by Glenn D. Gillett (Patent #2,079,205 granted to Mr. Gillett May 4, 1937) was described in
aSystem
paper for
by R.
A. Fox entitled
"A
Continuous
Recording
Co-Channel Interference" which
was presented at the NAB convention in Los Angeles in 1948. Field
experience with the equipment then
described has shown the need for a
different approach to the problem.
This paper describes a system utilizing the new method and gives
some of the field results expected.
GROUNDWAVE FIELD STRENGTH
VARIATIONS WITH TEMPERATURE
by Stuart L. Bailey, partner, Jansky
& Bailey, Washington.
The field strength of the groundwave both close to and at a large
distance from broadcast stations

RADIO PIONEERS
ANNUAL DINNER
Tuesday Evening, 7 p.m., Granc
Ballroom featuring as speakers
Sen. Estes Kefauver of Ten'
nessee, and Brig. Gen. DavirJ:
Sarnoff, RCA board chairman
TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Wednesday, April 18
9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Hotel Stevens, South Ball Room
A. James
Ebel, WMBD Peoria.
Presiding.
NEW

EQUIPMENT
AM STATIONS

DESIGNS FOB

by J. E. Young, manager, Broadcast

\^ee u5 at

N. A. B.
HEADQUARTERS

STEVENS

HOTEL

APRIL 14-19

•

•

•

Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc.
PIONEER
RADIO AND TELEVISION

1

(Continued
from in
page#50153)
AM Spot
MISCELLANEOUS CONT.:
if
M A M J J A S O N D
.. 15
15 ... ..224 224 224
Motorola TV Receivers
Murray, Arthur, School of Dancing
1
1
National Board of Fire Underwriters
13
'l 'l
National Shoes
7 8 11 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 9
New York Central Railroad
13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
9 10 11 11
Northeast Airlines
11 11 11 11 12 12
38 114 49 17
12
Outlaw, The (R. K. O.)
Pan American Grace Airways
Prudential Insurance Co. of America.
RCA Victor Division
R. K. O. Radio Pictures
7
18 65 197
Regal Shoes Co
1 1 1
5
Rigo'Chemical
Co
1
Reading Anthracite
9 9
1
Sage Air Refresher
1 1
2
Santa Fe Railway
1
1
Satina
1 1
3
Savings Bank of State of New York
4 2
11
Stevens Patricia Model School
10 10 11 11
170
Stromboli (R. K. O.) .
2-in-1 Shoe Polish ,
1 1
True Story
,
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp
8 11
United Airlines
4 41
5 12
United Florists Trade Assoc.. World Publishing Co
Yellow Cab Co
RETAIL
12
Great Atlantic & Pacific Co.
4 11
2 2
Schrafft's
5
Sears Roebuck & Co
1 1
White Tower Restaurants
TOILET REQUISITES
1 1
Atkinsons
Colognes
1 1
Barbasol
32
Blue Star Blades
104.. 104
32 32
Chap Stick
28 15 18 14 14
14
14 14 14
Doeskin Products
16
1
1
1
1
1
1
Durham-Enders Razors
1 1 1
26 14
Gillette Safety Razor Co
1
14
Odo-Ro-No
i 1
Pears Soap
1
2
Rolls Razor
79
Silver Star Duridium Blades
7
Snow Creme Shampoo
Tree! Blades
Trol Hair Tonic
1
1 1
Woodbury Facial Soap
13
3
Zemo
29 29

has been found to vary consider;*
bly with weather. Attempts to cor
relate the variations with precipitation, humidity, barometric pres
sure, or the state of vegetatior
have proved fruitless. A defmit<
correlation has been found to exist
however, with the temperature oil
the air above the earth's surface I
and is present not only when com- 1
paring long term running averages
but in the fine grain variations as
well. An example, based upon fivr
years of measurements, shows win
ter field strengths 30% to 40%
greater than summer values at distances of two to five miles. Controlled measurements at highei
frequencies indicate that both the
ground conductivity
and dielectric'
constant
may be affected.

'l

William
Winter,news
KPIX's
world
renowned
analyst
and recent TV Academy Award
winner, left San Francisco last
week for a two month tour of
Europe.
Equipped with film cameras
and sound apparatus, Winter will
film, for KPIX screening, living
conditions in
European
countries, with
special emphasis on the economic, social
and political
phases.
news KPIX's
commentator has
also scheduled
inter views
with heads of
WILLIAM
the various
WINTER
European
governments.
AH films will be flown back
to KPIX for use on Winter's
news programs, which will be
handled, in his absence, by
Lee Giroux.
KSFO AIRINGS
"Dude Ranch Breakfast" marks
its fifth year on KSFO this Sunday at 9:30 AM, when Wally
King and his gal Friday inaugurthe season's
fromate the
terracefirst
of broadcast
the Old
Hearst Ranch. Each week, Wally
and his assistant, who don their
Dude costumes for the show, interview members of the audience, exchanging conversation
and gags, that make for an entertaining half hour.

Summary of Papers
(Continued from page A2)
information the writer believes
necessary and proposes methods
for obtaining same. The paper suggests a practical application of remote controlled operation affording a high degree of uninterrupted
performance.
TRANSMITTER MAINTENANCE IN
AN EMERGENCY PERIOD
by Turner Griffin, manager, communications service section, RCA
Service Co.
This discussion will cover the
maintenance problems involved in
providing efficient and economical
operation of equipment used in the
three major fields of broadcasting
—AM, FM and TV. The factors
will be covered as they apply to
transmitters, audio studio equipment, video studio equipment and
antennas. Special attention will
be given to new problems associated with equipment used in television only due to its recent entry
into the broadcasting scene.
TRENDS
IN AUDIO EQUIPMENT
by W. Earl Stewart, manager,
broadcast audio engineering, RCA
Victor, Camden.
The trends in audio equipment
for the broadcast studio are discussed. This includes the standardization of components, plug-in amplifiers and use of miniature tubes.
The effect of TV is noted in microphones, in studio controls and in
master control switching. The
addition of magnetic recording to
the broadcast operation is also
discussed.

Represented by Win. G. Ro.-nbeau -Co
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Mr. Young
Mr. Bailey
Transmitter Engineering Section,
RCA Victor, Camden,
i New AM transmitting and monioring equipment, including 250K-, 1 kw, and 5/10 kw transmitters, frequency and modulation
nonitors, and other accessory
equipment for AM transmitter in•.tallations, will be described. Erajhasis will be placed on the trend
We design in the AM transmitter
rield with special attention to ease
if installation and economy of operation.
IMPROVED SINGLE SYSTEM PHOTOGRAPHY FOR TELEVISION
by John H. Battison, associate editor, Tele-Tech Magazine, New
York
This paper deals with a method
if economical movie photography
In which the advantages of continuous action production are retained
,vhile using single-system sound
recording. Two electrically con;rolled cameras are used, one of
vvhich records sound and action
throughout the filming session,
while the other is used for closeups, angle shots and during lens
changes on the master sound picture camera. By operating in this
manner film costs are kept down to
those of sequence shooting, while
retaining the ease of double sound
?ystem recording. This type of operation is envisioned as being especially advantageous for the small
producer, or small TV station operator who has a number of filmed
remote pickups, etc., to cover with
minimum editing and cost.
RESULTS OF THE RCA-NBC ULTRA
HIGH FREQUENCY PROJECTS
IN THE BRIDGEPORT, CONN.,
AREA
by Raymond F. Guy, manager, Radio & Allocations Engineering,
NBC, New York
At the 1950 NAB broadcast engineering conference, Mr. Guy described the Bridgeport UHF station
and outlined the program of measurements about to be undertaken.
The data obtained and analyzed
subsequently will be described. The
paper covers the studies of all
phases of UHF performance in the
Bridgeport area including a comparison of reception of UHF and
Channel 4 transmissions from the
Bridgeport station. Comparisons
will be shown of the Bridgeport results and other UHF studies made
I independently in other areas.
TELEVISION AND TELEVISION
NETWORKS
by Dr. M. E. Strieby, staff executive,
Long Lines Dept., AT&T, New
York
How television works will be
demonstrated, by means of a model
patterned after the first known
Telecasting

television patent, and explained in
popular terms. Why coaxial cable
and radio relay are used for intercity networks, and how microwaves behave, will be discussed.
There will be a demonstration of
transmission by light waves and
microwaves on the stage, and lantern slides will be used to illustrate
facilities and networks in use today. Plans for the future will be
outlined.
WEDNESDAY LUNCHEON—
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM
Address:
Wayne Coy, Chairman,
FCC
TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Wednesday, April 18
2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. Hotel Stevens,
South Ball Room
John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville, Presiding
A NEW HIGH GAIN UHF-TV ANTENNA
by Lloyd O. Krause, broadcast
engineering section, Commercial
Equipment Div., GE, Syracuse.
A 4-bay antenna having a power
gain of 20 is described. The high
gain required per bay is achieved
by using a radiation-attenuated,
travelling-wave helical current.
The helical conductor is supported
by a coaxial metallic mast. The
vertical aperture is about 20 wavelengths; each turn of the helix is
two wavelengths in circumference.
The helix sidefires, producing a
beam of narrow angle in the vertical plane, horizontally polarized
and of uniform azimuth pattern.
The outstanding advantages are
simplicity of construction and
feed. There are only four feed
points, one for each bay. Before
describing the antenna, the article
considers some of the factors of
importance in operation of the helix.
FLYING -SPOT -SCANNER SIGNALTO-NOISE RATIO
by A. J. Baracket, project engineer,
FTL; Nutley, N. J.
Noise in a flying-spot-scanner
television signal arises from shot
effect in the photocathode current
or electron multiplier, from thermal emission in the phototube, and
from thermal agitation and shot effect in the video-frequency amplifier. It is shown that only shot
noise in the high lights and shot
noise as well as thermal emission
in the low lights are important in
the photomultiplier type of pickup.
Taking into consideration the spectral characteristics of the light
source and the spectral response of
the phototube, relations between
the luminance at the flying-spot
light source and the necessary optical efficiency are derived for a
certain minimum standard signalto-noise ratio. The optical efficiency is a function of the transmission factor, the effective aperture,
and the magnification. Evidence
based on subjective tests points to
(Continued on page 158)
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WXEL
BASEBALL
in

is

the

TV

STATION

CLEVELAND!

Get set for another season of top entertainment .. . and top ratings ... on
WXEL, the TV baseball station in Cleveland. While the Indians are delivering
the home runs, WXEL delivers the audience . . . assures you of "the best buy
in town". It's another Pennant Winner
in getting the most for your television
advertising dollar.

All Cleveland Indians Home Games are Televised over

WXEL
CHANNEL

9
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Ten

million?

. . . Forty million?

Take your cue from the advertisers who cleaned up last summer
with an average rating of 24.5 on NBC

summer

television.

This year the opportunity is even greater :
40,000,000
summer

individual viewers —

and their predominant

pastime will be television (research proves it) ...

a record fourteen million TV sets —

double last summer's

total —

and almost three times the circulation of the nation's
largest magazine
lusty ratings —

. , .
in television, sets in use

stay just about as high during summer
(Straw hat advertisers on NBC-TV
in the summer
'his

summer

*

months

as in other seasons.

reached seven households

for every six they had

reached in the previous quarter of 1950).
Where

else in advertising can you find a mass medium

that delivers more in summer?

And for less money.

These are facts. Just off the press is an NBC

presentation

which shows in a dozen different ways why you stand to
clean up with an NBC

straw hat program. Send for it today —

start

covering two-thirds of the national market by the Fourth of July!

NBC

SUMMER

SALE

Here's just a sample of the wonderful summer buys from which
you can take your pick — shows that
will be second to none in audience
and dollar-for-dollar economy:

Telecasting
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Summer

Television

Ben Blue's Barn Theatre
The Doodles Weaver Show
The Clock
Cameo Theatre
Dorothy Kilgallen and Dick Kollmar
John Cameron Swayze's Scrapbook
Bill Stern's Sport Show
Vacation Wonderlands
NBC Summer Theatre

Stadium Concerts
The Ernie Kovacs Show
An NBC

Television salesman will

give you a complete list, with program descriptions, prices and details of the brand new Straw Hat
Incentive Plan. Call NBC-TV sales
offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit and Hollywood.
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Summary of Papers
(Continued from page 155)
a minimum standard S/N of 40 decibels in the high lights. It is
shown that for a P-15 phosphor
and a photo multiplier having an
S-4 response, the effective aperture
of the optical system need be no
better than f :11. Substantiating
data are presented from measurements taken on the Federal 35A
flying-spot-scanner.
BASIC LABOR RELATIONS PROBLEMS FOR ENGINEERS

In 1927 television by radio
was demonstrated — both
image and sound on the
same frequency band by a
single transmitter.
★
Blair-TV Inc. was the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations' real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

driver, and point out the circuit
features which assure a distortion
figure of 1% or less.
ANNUAL BANQUET
WEDNESDAY, 7:00 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM

SDX AWARDS
i
Radio-TV Reporters Cite
PERSONNEL at four radio an
TV stations have been cited b
Sigma Delta Chi, national jouraa
ism fraternity, for distinguish^
service in American journalisi
during
1950.April
[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
9].

"1

FCC DENIES
Experimental TV Requests
They are Leo O'Brien and Hoy
APPLICATIONS by broadcasting
ard Maschmeier of WPTR Aj
interests for experimental TV sta- bany, N. Y., for radio newswriting
tions in the VHF band at AllenWAVZ New Haven, Conn., fc
town-Easton, Pa., and the Pacific public service in radio journalism
by Richard P. Doherty, NARTB di- Northwest have been denied by
rector of employe-employer re- FCC because of its policy to limit
lations
VHF tests to equipment makers
and research labs.
The "X" quantity in the formula
Easton Pub. Co., operator of
for high engineering standards in
WEEX (FM) Easton, Pa., and
every radio and TV station is good
labor relations among the engi- Lehigh Valley Television Inc.,
neering staff. What are some of Channel 8 applicant at Allentown,
the basic principles of sound emPa., were the unsuccessful applicants for share-time experimental
ployer-employe relations ? How
outlets on Channel 8 in that area.
can we improve the efficiency of enNo programs were to be aired,
gineering manpower, reduce turnMr. Maschmeier
Mr. O'Brien
FCC was told, with emphasis to be
over and settle grievances? Can
placed on testing the feasibility of
management — and should managedirectional antenna transmission in
ment— discuss issues with unionized
Jack E. Krueger,
WTMJ-AM-T1
Milwaukee,
for radio
reporting
such a locality.
employes? What concepts motivate union demands? What is the
The Commission pointed out its Leonard Bartholomew, WGN-TA
Chicago, earned a special awari
secret of union-management har- newly revised TV allocation proin radio-television reporting. Th
mony? The management effectiveposal [Broadcasting • Telecastthree distinguished service award
ing, March 26 et seq.] rejected use
ness of chief engineers and engineering supervisors depends, in of directional arrays as part of its will be presented May 24 at a ban,
allocation principles, hence render- toria.
large measure, upon their underquet in New York's Waldorf As.j
standing and applying the answers
ing moot the purpose of the exto these personnel questions.
The most distinguished radio
perimentation.
Northwest Television Broadcasttelevision reporting of 1950 wa,
ANCILLARY SERVICES OF FM
ing Co., Portland, Ore., headed by voted unanimously to Mr. Kreuge
J. Elroy McCaw and John Keating,
at WTMJ-AM-TV for coverage o:
by John V. L. Hogan, president,
owners of KYA San Fi-ancisco and a Lake Michigan airplane disastei Hogan Labs Inc., New York
KPOA Honolulu, was denied its
The author will explain how the bid for an experimental station to in June. The judging committee
including radio-TV Executives, citinfluence of an FM station may be
be operated in the area of Souththe news
show of onMr.WPTR
O'Brieia;
increased by rendering additional
west Washington and Northeast
and ed Mr.
Maschmeier
broadcast services to supplement
Oregon on VHF channels 3, 6 and "an outstanding example of an inits regular aural programs. Among
10, to study wave propagation in
these extra services he will discuss the
terpretative report of the day's
mountain area. Programs of
simplex and multiplex store cast- KING-TV Seattle were to be re- news, in qualities of fairness anc
ing, transit casting, network relay- broadcast.
balance, clarity of style, soundness '
ing of FM sound programs, direct
FCC said this proposal would be of reasoning, accuracy and mainand network facsimile, and special "contrary to the express purposes"
of interest."
services to aid in national defense.
WAVZ tenancewas
chosen for its public
of its TV freeze "and the Commisservice in radio journalism, "illus-.,!r
sion's policy of not authorizing,
directly or indirectly, even on a trating that a relatively small, in
dependent station operating in arj
temporary or experimental basis,
atmosphere of direct competition
the construction of new television
broadcast facilities in the VHF
can perform an outstanding service to its community of listeners
band." FCC continued:
through establishment of a local
In addition, your proposed research
program would result in bringing VHF
news staff. WAVZ has shown
television service on a temporary basis
and for a limited period to areas in courage in exercising its right to
which such television service is not
editorialize on the air, and in this
presently available and where VHF
fashion, too, has contributed to a
service might not be received under the
Mr. Hobbs
Mr. Hogan
Commission's proposed
new may
Tablewellof better informed public. . . . Mr. •
Assignments.
Such an effect
be misleading and confusing to the Bartholomew,
a cameraman for "'
public chase
which
might be receivers
induced tounder
pur- WGN-TV,
A MODERN 55 KW SHORTWAVE
earned the radio-TV
VHF television
reporting citation for his exclusive
BROADCAST TRANSMITTER
the mistaken
that VHF
television service impression
had commenced
or would
filming of a Chicago streetcar ac- ^
soon
commence
in
these
areas.
cident in which 33 persons died.
by James L. Hollis, project engineer, Collins Radio Co., Cedar
The Radio Committee which r
Rapids, Iowa
judged the 1950 radio-TV entries
included: Robert K. Richards,
This paper will describe a re- Sylvania Promotion
INTENSIVE
promotional
activities
NARTB director of public affairs,
cently developed 35 kw AM transmitter for operation in the inter- at the local level are being launched
chairman; Theodore Koop, director
national broadcast channels be- by the radio and television division
of news and public affairs, CBS
tween 4 and 26 mc. It features
of Sylvania Electric Products (television
sets)
for
the
month
of
continuously variable servo posiWashington office; William R. McApril. Television and radio spot Andrew, general manager, WRCtioned tuning, parallel medium power tubes, and complete air cooling. announcements and minute movies
AM-FM-WNBW(TV)-NBC Washare being supplied to dealers in a
This talk will emphasize the moduington ;Howard Kany, Associated i
lator, a new design utilizing low promotional kit which also includes
Press radio, and Al Harrison,
mu triodes and a direct coupled black-and-white advertising assists.
United Press radio.

INC.

BLAIR

REPRESENTING
Birmingham
WBRC-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV
Hollywood
KTTV
New Orleans . ...WDSU-TV
Omaha
WOW-TV
Richmond
WTVR
Salt Lake City
...KDYL-TV
Seattle
KING-TV
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BREAKDOWN and analysis of the television product groups will be found on the following pages:
Consumer Services
168 Household Furnishings
Agriculture & Farming
160
173
173
168 Industrial Materials
■Lpparel
161 Drugs & Remedies
utomotive
161 Entertainment & Amusements 168 Insurance
173
168 Jewelry, etc
Lviation
164 Food & Food Products
174
180
170 Miscellaneous
Iseer, Wine & Liquor
164 Gas, Lubricants, etc
172 Office Equip. & Stationery ... 174
iuilding Materials, Etc
166 Horticulture
confectionary, Soft Drinks . . 166 Household Equip. & Supplies . . 172 Publishing & Media
174

'49; Still Going Up in '51
' 0.
risen to 880 8a year later.
>sT 1950 the television industry
SPOT TELEVISION REVENUE BY PRODUCT GROUPS
With increasing numbers of
prouted 10 new stations (attainsponsors
endeavoring to buy
fcg the maximum of 107 assigned
% 1950
Total
% Total
sfore the FCC freeze) and tripled
1949
greater
quantities
of time, televi1. Agriculture & Farming
$ 1950
25,800
4.5
s total times sales.
sion in 1950 was obliged to open
2. Apparel, Footwear & Acces.
108,654
$
1949
387,000
6.8
3. Automotive, Auto Acces. & Equip.
14.0
1,204,000
0.3
In 1951 the sales curve is still
1,231,412
4. Aviation Acces. & Equip.
daytime schedules, which were al0.6
4.6
4.0
9.0
most anovelty in 1949.
19.0
5. Beer, Wine & Liquor
774,000
.sing but not at the spectacular
3,440,710
0.4
0.1
6. Building Materials & Fixtures
Indeed the increase in daytime
34,400
18,109
ate of 1950. What has happened
724,360
395,600
7. Confectionery & Soft Drinks
2.9 TV advertising outstripped the vol8. Consumer Services
, that many a station has its de249,400
0.7
2.5
9. Drugs & Remedies
1.0 whole.ume increase of the medium as a.
72,436
60,200
452,725
rable time sold out. The next big
0.4
10. Entertainment & Amusements
0.4
34,400
11.
Food
&
Food
Products
amp in sales volume awaits the
2,263,625
8.0
1,066,400
12. Gas, Lubricants & Fuels
1.0
12.4
12.5
1,448,720
Daytime spot users increased
0.2
fting of the freeze and the in13. Horticulture
86,000
17,200
5.5
2.4
from 128 in an average week in
flation of more stations.
14. Household Equipment
18,109
473,000
434,616
3.1
15. Household Furnishings
561,379
0.1
0.5 January 1950, to 589 during the
16. Industrial Materials
An FCC report of three weeks
43,000
86,000
0.4 average week of December, accord17.
Insurance
&
Banks
34,400
Hgo [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
15.3
10.6
18. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
90,545
ing to Rorabaugh figures.
1,315,800
0.5
Lpril 2] placed total television rev19. Office Equip., Stationery & Writing Supplies 1,919,554
*
20.
Political
[nue, including sale of time, talent,
Daytime Increase
162,981
Publishing & Media
68,800
rograms and studio rentals, at 21.
22. Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
2.9
232,200
0.9
Inst. & Acces.
1.0
105.8 million for 1950, three times
Network
daytime schedules de525,161
5.1
438,600
23. Retail Stores & Shops
veloped
rapidly
too.
10.9
le $34.3 million of 1949.
24. Smoking Materials
937,400
72,436
2.7
11.9
2,154,971
0.4
25.
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
1,448,720
Ten
of
the
72
(13.9%) TV netOf these total revenues, Broad26. Sporting Goods & Toys
86,000
34,400
2.0
2.8
pork advertisers in January 1950
8.0
27. Toiletries
asting • Telecasting's research
0.4
90,545
68,800
507,052
0.5
28.
Travel & Resorts
34,400
0.4
412,800
epartment estimates that net time
4.8
periods or partici29. Transportation,
All Others
362,180
0.8 bought daytime
pations. In December the total
5ales for television networks con* Less than 0.1% of total.
number of network clients had inFigureson here
represent net time
sales, after discounts
Hbuted $35,908,000 and net spot
based
a BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING
survey. and allowances, and are
creased to 165, and 39 of them
me sales, $18,109,000. Local adertising is estimated at $29,755,(23.6%) were using daytime schedGROSS TV NETWORK TIME SALES BY PRODUCTS GROUPS
D0. Total net time sales for 1950 :
ules.
33,772,000.
1949
The rapid increase in the quan1. Agriculture
tity of daytime television advertis2. Apparel, Footwear & Access.
900,925
284,801
9,908
Queries Stations
3. Automotive, Automotive Access. & Equip.
5,325,447
ing was in contradiction of fore4,275
4. Aviation, Aviation Equip. & Access.
1,546,287
casts of several years ago, when
5. Beer, Wine & Liquor
To determine the types of prod291,429 it was believed that housewives
1,600,960
6. Building Materials
cts placing spot business, Broad91,290
7. Confectionery & Soft Drinks
1,838,838
8. Consumer Services
1950*
188,309 could not spare the time from
asting • Telecasting queried TV
248,735
9.
& Remedies
242,718
391,815
Rations. The survey disclosed that
66,890 household chores to watch televi10. Drugs
Entertainment
& Amusements
sion. How wrong that prediction
11. Food & Food Products
ae biggest spot advertisers on TV
6,602,029
12. Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
1,515,666
1,331,987
was
received
emphatic acknowlf 1950 were, in order of the size
13. Horticulture
670,544
edgement byJames E. Hanna, vice
457,218
f their expenditures: Beer & 14. Household Equipment
1,140
2,652,697
15. Household Furnishings
627,848 president in charge of radio-televi2,090,020
16. Industrial Materials
J\rine; Food & Food Products;
sion, N. W. Ayer & Son, speaking
1,248,810
17.
Insurance
79,450
'moking Materials; Jewelry, Opti18. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
before
the spring meeting of the
11,643
105,057
492,689
pl Goods & Cameras; Soaps,
19. Office Equipment, Stationery & Writing Supplies
62,825
Assn. of National Advertisers
20. Publishing & Media
21,700
jleansers & Polishes; Gasoline, Lu131,063
152,401
21. Retail
Radios, Stores
TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical Instruments & Acces.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
ricants & Fuel; and Automotive,
22.
1,254,977 April
3,357,714
2].
23.
Smoking
Materials
19,575
J.uto Accessories & Equipment —
6,250,180
2,290,408
83,575
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
"Gentlemen, I have news for
11 of which spent more than $1 24.
863,395
107,310
25.
Sporting
Goods
&
Toys
108,340
lillion each.
26. Toiletries & Toilet Goods
you," said Mr. Hanna. "It appears
4,183,194
27. Transportation, Travel & Resorts
914,750
88,535 that
the American housewife has
28. Miscellaneous
j According to Publishers Infor435,217
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
mation Bureau figures, the biggest
40,851 time to do just about anything she
*ABC, CBS,here
NBC are
only, compiled
DuMont notbyreporting.
pending product groups in netFigures
Publishers Information Bureau and represent
gross billings, before deductions for frequency discounts and allowances.
J'ork television for 1950 were:
wants
to do."
So far,
1951 has shown a continuation of the trends of 1950,
Net)
ij'ood & Food Products; Smoking
COMPARATIVE EXPENDITURES IN TV BY PRODUCTS GROUPS
Taterials; Automotive, Auto AcGross) including the increase in daytime
Net) Network
operations. Generally, this year
cessories & Equipment; Toiletries
Spot
Gross)
Spot
(% Network
(%
: Toilet Goods; and Radios, TV
promises to be good.
*
0.5
17. Insurance & Banks
ets, Phonographs, Musical Instru1. Agriculture & Farming
Despite earlier fears that TV set
2.2 18. Jewelry, Optical Goods
lents & Accessories.
s. 0.6
2.
Apparel,
Footwear
&
Acces
(%
1.2 production — the most important
&
Cameras
3. Automotive, Auto Access
10.6
0.3
6.8
19. Office Equip., Stationery
& Equip.
One measurement of the growth
0.9
*
factor in the present stage of ex& Writing Supplies
4. Aviation Access. & Equip (%
13.1
f TV in 1950 can be taken from
3.9 20. Political
19.0
5. Beer, Wine & Liquor
panding television service — would
0.4
21.
Publishing
&
Media
comparison between the total
6. Building Materials &
0.2 be severely arrested by the conver0.1
22. Radios, TV Sets, Phonograph
Fixtures
umber of spot advertisers at the
2.9
4.5
Musical
Inst.
&
Acces.
s
4.0
sion of plant facilities to military
1.0
7. Confectionery & Soft Drinl
0.2
0.2 work, the volume of sets rolling off
0.6
nd of 1950 and the end of the
23. Retail Stores & Shops
8. Consumer Services
24.
Smoking
Materials
9.
Drugs
&
Remedies
11.9
*
0.4
revious year.
2.1 the lines remains high.
8.0
10. Entertainment & Amusemer 2.5
3.7 25. Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes 0.5
0.4
15.4
12.5
16.3 26.
Sporting Goods & Toys
11. Food & Food Products
As of last week there were nearly
According to an analysis of the
10.3
2.8
27.
Toiletries
8.0
1.1
12. Gas, Lubricants & Fuels
8.3
*
0.1
12
million television sets in opera5.1
13.
Horticulture
28.
Transportation,
Travel
&
0.3
'orabaugh Reports on Teleivsion
6.5
2.4
tion. Estimates of the total that
14. Household Equipment
advertising, there were 427 users
2.0
29. AllResorts
Others
15. Household Furnishings
will
be
distributed by the end of
3.1
f spot TV in a sample week of 16. Industrial Materials
* Less than 0.1% of total.
3.1
(Continued
on page 160)
December 1949. The number had
ts *
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50

TV

TIME

SALES

Triple

Radios, TV Sets, Phonos, etc. 176
Retailers
176
Smoking Materials
177
Soap and Cleansers
178
Sporting Goods
178
Toiletries
179
Travel & Resorts
179

Class

1

❖

TELEVISION has not yet become
a major factor in reaching the
prosperous rural market. Only network advertiser listed is AllisChalmers Mfg. Co., for a special
farm show.
Spread of TV to all 48 states
when the FCC video freeze is ended will bring renewed interest in
this neglected field. Relatively few
farmers have TV sets in a large
number of states. On the other
hand there are some states where
a primary or marginal signal is
available to most of the farm population.
Beamed Shows
Some video stations have experimented with programs beamed at
the farm audience. While a numStar-Studded
For Your

TV

CLASS 1.

LEADING TV NETWORK

Cole
Trio

Hampton^

Advertiser, program and agency
ALUS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.
"National
FarmAdv.& Home Hour"
Bert S. Gittins
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
ber of advertisers featuring products bought by farmers have been
using TV, they do not come under
the Class 1 category. Question
arises whether TV will occupy as
prominent a place as radio in the
daily life of the farmer, who is
accustomed to listening while he
works in the barn or other location.
TV is expected to exert its greatest

Mel
Torme

Peggy
Lee

'Tex

Hitter

WBNS-TV
Participation program

Columbus
6:00 to 6:30 p. m.

Here's top show talent ... a variety half-hour of
big name acts from the Snader Telescription Library. Patricia Morison, Peggy Lee, King Cole
Trio, Lionel Hampton and dozens of other stars
are featured in 3 Va minute movies of singing,
dancing, musical novelty acts for TV production.
Put the spotlight on your sales message with
this outstanding WBNS-TV participation program.
Or, let us custom build your own show from the
Snader Telescription Library of top-quality acts
offered exclusively in Columbus over WBNS-TV.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Channel 10
WBNS-TV
CBS-TV Network-Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
and WBNS-AM
Sales Office: 33 North High Street
Page 160
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Apiculture
1950

Product
Farm Machinery

NBC-43-1
(One Time)

1949

25,800
1949

1950

■ 4,2/ 1

•BROADCASTING$ 9,908
• TELECASTING estimol

influence on the farmer at night,
whereas radio will fight to maintain
its dominance in the daytime.
Soon to appear will be results

TV

SPOT
(Net)

NETWORK 1950
(Gross) 1949
Network
$ 9,908
No. of Stations 4,275
Hours per Week

ADVERTISERS

Spot
Lionel

❖

AGRICULTURE & FARMING

Setting

ting

❖

IMPACT

Cited by Press Firm
RECOMMENDING television and
Sunday comic strips as the strongest team for reaching the greatest
audience, Metropolitan Sunday
Newspaper Inc., which services 43
newspapers throughout the country, ran full-page ads in the New
York Times and the New York
Herald Tribune. The advertisement said:
To advertisers, in a time of changing
values, television and Sunday comics
make the soundest investment combination. Each, in its way, not only
reaches
but
capturesthethetwo,customer's
mind. And between
you get
the broadest possible coverage of
America's markets.
Citing the "bombardment" of the
public through increasing advertising media, and that "the human
mind" could not absorb "every
TV Time Sales
(Continued from page 159)
the year run to better than 16
million.
Network and station time
charges naturally increased with
the growth of the TV audience in
1950. The majority of stations
hiked their rates, some by large
margins.
Television costs, although rising,
still were economical in terms of
advertising pay-off, a fact to which
the growing number of advertisers
using the medium attests.
Such grumbling as there was
over television cost was directed
more at the high costs of talent
and production than at the price
of time.
No Quick Thawing
Although the FCC has taken the
first steps to lift the freeze on TV
station building, the probability is
that the process of thawing cannot
be completed soon enough to add
any stations this year to the 107
now on the air.
Judging by the record of 1950,
and the indications to date of 1951,
this year ought to be a good one
for most, if not all, the 107 stations
and the networks which serve most
of them.

of a federal survey showing tha
TV is an exceedingly efficien
means of instructing rural peopl*
in new ways to do things.
course of this intellectual feast,
it went on to say that "with thi
glut of media, advertising value
have begun to change." Magazines
it said, are "read more swiftly"
radio "is listened to with a pro
gressively
deafened values
ear." are no
"But advertising
necessarily declining. Out of aii |
not so thin as we had imagined ha;
come the remarkable, new mediun
of Television
television,"andit comics,
said. the adver
tisement concluded, "make Ameri I
ca's strongest advertising team.'?
Although Fred Reinhart, com I
pany promotion director, declinecf
to say in how many newspaper;!
the ad would be run, he said ir|
would "certainly reach the atten I
tion of everyone throughout th<|
country even remotely connectecj
with placing advertising."
KEYL

ADDITIONS

New Studio, Office Spaa
ADDITIONAL space for offices
and studios has been acquired by

KEYL Jr.,
(TV)viceSanpresident
Antonio,andW.gen-D,™
Rogers
eral manager, has announced. New
offices are located in the mezzanine
floor
the Transit
Bldg.1
directlyof above
the firstTower
floor offices,
which, in addition to the 28th
floor, have housed the station.
The 3,250 ft. of new space was
planned and decorated by Dixie
Shelton O'Leary, KEYL staff ar
tist and interior decorator. Design
is modern and coordinated in the.
style of the original station.
Located in the new area are departmental offices for program, film I
and engineering with separate
space for heads of these departments as well as traffic, continuity,
art and publicity. Also included
are a studio, dressing rooms for
performers, photo lab and duplicating workroom. New studio is located above and facing into the
original studio and will be used for
rehearsal and for smaller productions.
The facilities were needed because of the increase in personnel
and programming time, according
to Mr. Rogers, who added that the
space will greatly expedite and
simplify KEYL's operation.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

If LASS 2. APPAREL, FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES
NETWORK
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
(Gross)

advertiser, program and agency
INTERNATIONAL SHOE CO.
Doody"
'{Howdy
enn, nursi
& mcuonaia
J nrkv Pud"
•oag & Provandie Inc.
Circus"& McDonald
Super Hurst
Knri,
1ST FOODS INC.
Penthouse
<orle
Ludgin Party"
& Co.
NOMARK MFG. CO.
■Blind
Date"Co.
mil Mogul
IENERAL SHOE CORP.
Acrobat
uthrauff Ranch"
& Ryan
TIFFIN MFG. CO. INC.
foul
WhitemanCastleman
TV Teen & Club"
ermingham,
- Pierce Inc.
SOWN SHOE CO. INC.
McConnell"
eoSmilin'
BurnettEd Co.
Inc.
ource: Publishers Information Bureau

PrAfliirt
r iuuuii
Shoes
Weather-Bird Shoes
Shinola Shoe Polish,
Rit Tints & Dyes
Esquire Boot Polish
Shoes
Shoe Polish
Shoes

1950 $900,925
1949 284,801
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-49-V4
(Jan.-May;
Aug.
-Dec. )
CBS-8-V2

SPOT
(Net)

ABC-35-V2
(Aug.
Apr.-Jun
-Dec.).;
ABC-28-V2
(Sept. -Dec. )
ABC-27-V2
(Mar.-Jun.)
ABC-36-V2
(Aoej -Dec )
ABC-11-V2
(Mar.-Jun.)
NBC-13-V2
(Aug. -Dec.)

1 950
1949
1950
165,728
S 381,205

19490*
46,440
38S7,00
46.440

1 10,260
105,217
5 112,020
$ 97,737
c qa non
$ 77,280

BROADCASTING

$ 59,850
• TELECASTING estimate

CI ass
7AST expansion of TV time purhases in this category kept pace
nth other commodity groups that
urned to the visual medium in
950.
Though material shortages and
military purchases posed a problem for these items, their TV time
mi-chases continued heavy this
ear and continued the rate of exansion that characterized 1950.
Not all the TV buyers in the
ategory are shown in the above
able, which simply represents the
ix leading network video adverisers. One of the major shoe commnies, Florsheim Shoe Co., sponored quarter-hour football predicions during the autumn on the
U3C network, its bill for time toaling $25,160.
Gotham Hosiery Co. sponsored a
■ne-timer, the Easter Parade on
LBC, with a time charge of $3,100.
jriffin Mfg. Co. carried the Paul
yhiteman TV Teen Club on ABC
[{►larch through June, spending
7.7,280. Maiden Form Brassiere

Co., another feminine apparel advertiser, sponsored Vanity Fair on
CBS January through July at a
cost of $16,800.
Celanese Corp., maker of rayon
fabrics, sponsored autumn TV spots
on 25 stations in 14 markets for a
13-week period. The film spots allowed time and space for local insertions by a retail store in each
city. Cluett, Peabody & Co. became
interested in TV spots for its
Arrow menswear. Canadian Fur
Corp. sponsored TV films and participations in the New York area.
Production Increase
The $3 billion-a-year shoe business was active in television as
well as radio. A sharp upturn was
indicated in shoe production early
this year though fears of rationing
were heard from time to time. Traditionally the shoe industry uses
newspapers as the leading medium
but TV is catching on rapidly.
Growth of TV as a home entei-tainment medium has helped the sale
of slippers and casual shoes.

CI ass

Automotive

STYLE-CONSCIOUS auto manufacturers turned to television in a
rig way last year to augment
poken appeal with pictorial power.
Considerable stress was placed late
jn the year on style aspects of new
inodels, which had been designed
>efore danger of shortages in maerials developed. This, naturally,
•nhanced the desirability of TV.
Ford Tops
Ford completely dominated the
ield of TV network advertisers in
his classification with its $2,037,)57 expenditure on a half-dozen or
io different programs. Even Ford
rucks came in for TV promotion.
Automotive firms also bought TV
Telecasting

In the menswear field TV presents a rather spotty situation.
Retailer interest bordered on curiosity in some cases. On the
other hand TV was widely used
during National Hat Week, and a
major New York retailer decided
after a survey that "television is
tremendous."
Larger stores are using TV more
than smaller ones for promotion of
women's apparel and accessories,
with about half the major department stores (over $50 million sales)
buying telecasts. Every area with
a TV signal is teeming with retailers who are using the medium,
planning to use it, or wishing they
were on the visual air. TV is the
hottest advertising article in the
women's apparel field. Its possibilities have been realized to a
relatively small degree in view of
the combined voice-eye appeal. Interest in daytime telecasting has
been increasing in the last few
months and it is deemed a natural
for department stores.

spots in large quantities. Most
intensive use of TV coincided with
introduction of new models late
in the year, visual and radio campaigns being combined in many
cases to produce the greatest possible impact on the entire population.
In addition to the six top TV advertisers in the automotive field,
the list of network video sponsors
included Electric Auto-Lite Co.,
Suspense on ABC ($264,666) ;
Hudson Motor Car Co., Billy Rose
Show on ABC in the autumn
($153,465) ; Nash-Kelvinator Corp.,
Nash Airflyte Theatre on CBS in
the autumn ($188,250).

• BROADCASTING

Network TV schedule of the
automotive group totaled $5,325,447
during the year compared to $1,546,287 in 1949. A similar increase in use of spot television
probably brought the total use of
video by auto firms close to the
$10 million mark.
Shortage Factor
As was the case in the radio field,
shortage of materials and price
problems led to postponement or
cancellation of some campaigns.
Early fear that production would
be cut to a fraction of expectation
was not realized and production
lines were running at unexpectedly
(Continued on page 16 A)

In 1884 Paul Nipkow invented the television scanning disc and thus began
the history of television.
★
Blair-TV Inc. ivas the first
exclusive representative of
television stations. The first
company to recognize and
act on the television stations' real need for hard
hitting, single minded, exclusive representation.

BLAIR

INC.

REPRESENTING
Birmingham
Columbus
Hollywood
New Orleans
Omaha
Richmond
Salt Lake City
Seattle
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WBRC-TV
WBNS-TV
KTTV
WDSU-TV
WOW-TV
WTVR
KDYL-TV
KING-TV
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YOU

DO

CAN

IT^dtef

GPL

DO

WITH

TELEVISION

EQUIPMENT

Introduced only last year, this GPL equipment has
already received wide industry acceptance for its
flexibility, convenience and advanced design features.
Developed for easy, attention-free operation, built with
watchmaker's precision, the GPL line will do more, do it
better, for years of dependable service. Write now for full
details . . . act now for early deliveries.
the

Complete

NEW

LINE
for

Studio
that
TV

and

Field

Increases
Efficiency

Compact Camera Chain Gives
Improved Picture Control
Camera, control unit,
power unit make up
world's smallest, lightest
broadcast chain. Improved
picturemote control
quality
reiris, with
uniform
focus adjustment for all
lenses. Remote lens change,
focus, pan and tilt also
available. Simplified adjustments. Better accessibility. 8V2" monitor tube.

Q 0

TV CAMERA CHAINS-TV FILM CHAINS
TV FIELD AND STUDIO EQUIPMENT
THEATRE TV EQUIPMENT

Page 162
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Single-Unit Sync Generator
Requires No Adjustment

Video Recordings of
live-Program Quality

Film Permanently Processed
in 40 Seconds

This unit, complete with power
supply, is packaged for field use,
may be removed from case for
rack mounting. With binary
counting circuits and pulse width
controlled by delay lines, it provides circuit reliability better than
present studio equipment and
eliminates operator adjustments.

Precision electronic shutter provides steady interlace and eliminates shutter bar. High-fidelity
sound recorded on the film simultaneously. New vacuum gate
camera runs continuously without emulsion pile-up. Telecast
recording looks and sounds like
a live show.

The GPL Rapid Processor develops, rinses, fixes, washes, dries
and waxes 16-mm film synchronously as it comes from the Recorder, or its own feed magazine.
This facilitates rebroadcasts to
other time zones. Operation is
fully automatic, gives uniform,
highest quality results.

First Professional Sync
Projector for 1 6-mm Film
Designed for TV studio use.
Has the reliability of professional 35-mm equipment.
Sharper, steadier pictures, finer
sound. Uniform illumination, ample light, with 100
foot-candles delivered to camera tube. May be used
with any full-storage type film pick-up. Fully enclosed,
4,000 foot film magazine provides for 110 minutes of
continuous operation — an entire feature.

Projector Works with
An
Neyw Im"3ag-2e " Orthicon Camera
A portable unit of tremendous utility. Used with standard
studio or field cameras without special phasing, it makes
transmission of motion pictures as simple as stills. Handles
film features with results comparable to specialized iconoscope chains. Projects rear-screen effects. Projects commercials to cameras in the field, eliminating expensive studio
stand-by facilities. For preview work, its synchronous
motor simplifies sound scoring.
WRITE,

General

Precision

PLEASANTVILLE

elecasting
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Laboratory
NEW

WIRE
OR PHONE
FOR DETAILS

YORK
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F
Automotive
(Continued from page 161)
high levels during early 1951.
Regional dealer groups in the
auto field bought considerable time.
This included such independents as
Kaiser-Frazer dealers.
CLASS 4. AVIATION, AVIATION
ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT
There were no TV network or spol
advertisers in this class in 1950.

Low-Rent Units
PUBLIC housing tenants
who would buy TV sets
found a sturdy champion
last week in John Ihlder.
executive director. National
Capital Housing Authority.
He noted: "Only a few years
ago there was an outcry
against wage-earners owning automobiles. Later it was
radios. Now it is television."
Mr. Ihlder said a survey by
his staff indicated that "not
a very large number" of
NCHA occupants owned TV
sets. Study was launched
after the Washington Home
Builders Assn. had complained over - the extent of
television in low-rent units,
he added.

i
AMERICA'S
/
LOWEST
COST
TV

FILM

Yes FTLMACX can meet
your budget demand?!
produce quality spot*
attouchprice?
I nobo-ch eU-e can
We
GrveService
America's
fastest
Too!
We can deliver in 36 hour-,
if need be.
Through 32 years of sp-e~
c ialized m ovi e>makin,g w e
_1 SPOTS
M1NUTP:-J have learned to deliver
/rom
I j high quality inexpensively
and to pai? the Mwiajg on
to yon.
2
I-1with$1Audio
JJ
50.
Write today for the FILstory that tells yon
SLIDES I MACK
ho>". %*hy and what we can
WITH
deliver faster and for far
Eesa money.
JB LETTERING
I $5.

9f 8 SECOND pj
SPOTS
$from
50V
With Auaioj
20 SECOND _
SPOTS
from L:
M
I $80 I
With

FILMACK
13 31 S. Wabash
CHICAGO
Pagt 164
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CLASS 3.

AUTOMOTIVE, AUTOMOTIVE

LEADING TV NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

MQv&rrissr, p r o 9 ro m ond oQsncy
FORD MOTOR CO.
Toast of the Town
Kenyon Theatre
& Eckhardt
"Ford
Kenyon & Eckhardt
& OHie'Co.
J."Kukla,
WalterFran
Thompson

r ro du ct

EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES
NETWORK 1950 S 5,325,447
(Gross) 1949
1,546,287
N e fw 0 rk
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

Automobi'es
Autos & Trucks

Class

Automobi'es
Chevrolet Motor Cars & Trucks
Chevrolet Cars
Automobiles
Pontiac Cars

CBS -40-1
'Jan.-Jun.;
CBS-25-1
NBC-46-12
Feb. -Jun.;
Sept.-Dec.,

783,330

CBS -14-V2
Two times
One time2
CB5-9-1
Two times2
ABC-15-1
CBS-30-V2
Jan .-Ma r time
ABC-l-var

1
1
1
1

47,07 1

9,840
11,040
3,950
cope36,690
eni

48,60
5664,51
24,81 .

22,313
210,708
488,830
129,960

1 82,70

5495,532
1 1 6 883

1 7ft *i 0

204,810
11,600
162,239
C 1 ? ft *i AS

Passenger Car Tires, Lifeguard ABC-41-1
Jan. -Jul.; 2
Tubes, Vinyfilm Products,
Oct. -Dec.
Others

Tires & Tubes

1 949
S 443.7C
167,1:
47,77

370,577

NBC-42^1 2
Jan.-Jun.
CBS-ll-m
weekly Jan. -Aug.
ABC-38-1 2
Sept.-Dec.
Automobiles
ABC-36-1 2
Sept.-Dec.2
NBC-60-1
Oct. -Dec.
'Oct.
-Dec.
Jun.
Only time
Dodge Passenger Cars & Trucks ABC-7-var.
ABC-44-1/2

Tires, Tubes, Other Rubber
Tires
Products

1950 51,231,412 ]
1949 1,204,000

1 950
52,037.057
638,810
1 69.500

Aug.
-Dec.
NBC-48-1

' Kay Kyser's College of Musical Knowledge" & Eff. Jul. -Sept.
Ford Star
J. V/ alter Thompson Co.
Studio"
J.Actor
Walter
Thompson Co.
vue" 5Page
ReFront
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Super Circus"
GENERAL
MOTORS COR?.
Inside U.S.A." Co.
Campbe!l-Ewald
Roller
D er by " Co.
Campbell-Ewald
Chevrolet Television
Theatre
Campbell-Ewald Co.
D.CBSP. Brother
Inc.
News" Co.
All American
of theInc.Week '
McManus,
John Game
& Adams
CHRYSLER CORP.
Treasury Men in Action
McCann-Erickson
"You Bet Your Life '
BBDO
1Roller Derby
World Series"
Ruthrauff
& Ryan
"Showtime
U.S.A."
Ruthrauff & Ryan
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO. INC.
Paul W& htteman
Young
Rubicam Goodyear Revue'
B. F. GOODRICH CO
"B.
BBDOF. Goodrich Celebrity Time '
BEDO
Ce'ebrity Time"
John
BEDO Daly, News
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO.
"Voice of Firestone
Sweeney & James Co.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

(Net)
SPOT

S339.262

Jan. -Mar.2
ABC-25-1
CBS -45-1/2
Apr.-Dec.
-Jun.;
Oct.

67,377
246,285

CBS-27-I4
Aug. -Sept.
NBC-34-Vi

25,600
5327,615
'BROADCASTING
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S56 85
5132,59
132,59 A
SI 44,841
estimat

5;

TELEVISION advertising in the Beet,
in the availability^Wine
of cans for the
among the many users of
beverage.
Beer. Wine & Liquor category will
to promote their products:
Gunther Brewing Co.. Baltimore.;
pot TVSl
In addition to the users of telelikely reach a "new peak in 1951"
according to a statement issued to
vision, listed in the attached net- Md., sponsored basketball in itsi
(Continued on page 166) j
Broadcasting • Telecasting by
work table, the following' were
the United States Brewers Foundation.
In 1950 it is estimated expenditures for radio and television totalled more than 810 million. A
year-end count of known television
users in 1949, including spot announcements, totalled 99 brewer
sponsors. By the end of 1950 the
list had grown to 160. Breweries
during 1950 were among prime television sponsors of sports telecasts,
with emphasis on baseball and boxing.
Cite Restrictions
Breweries were naturally concerned with government restrictions due to the defense effort and
made their prediction of increased
business with the provision that
interference with the normal processes of marketing not be too
great. They watched with concern
both the increase in federal excise
tax on beer and proposed reduction

DINNER in Miami Beach launching the Florida branch of the DuMont distribution organization was held at the Shelburne Hotel March 27. Amonc
those attending were (I to r) Dilton M. Chapman, Shelburne managing
director; Col. Mitchell Wolfson, president, WTVJ (TV) Miami; Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, head of Allen B. DuMont Labs; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ president, and
Mayor William Wolfarth of Miami.
Telecasting
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TELEVISION

SPOT

ADVERTISERS

IN

1950

(Compiled from Rorabaugh Reports on Television Advertising)

■

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
233333333342
-bbotts Dairy
Ice Cream
jme Brewing Beer
111122242
I Co. Toys
1 1 2 1
Lotion
.dler,
Men's
Shoes
—
1— —
Herbert M.
61113443233
—
admiral Corp. Radios,
TV
Sets
1
1
1
1
3
3
.dolph's
Food Meat
Products
Tenderizer
1
eolain- Ameri- Pianos
can Corp.
1
.ero Aluminum
Products
1
±r Aids
TV Album
11111111
-ir France Transportation
1 1 1 1 1
ar Maid Hosi- Hosiery
11
I ery Mills
_ir Way Sales Irving Bread __
1
-iax Tidewater Co.
1—1
iabama Power
Co.
—
34
-Ibers
Milling Carnation
Co.
Friskies
-Ibert Inc.
Deena Slips
11 —
General
1
1
1
M'dise
-den's Inc.
JJden Wonderall Co.
11111111111
-lies & Fisher Cigars
Tenna-Rotor 42 45 52 55 58 55 46 41 39 43 42 27
-Hiance
Mfg.
Co.
Jlied Chem. & Airex
1 1 1
Dye Corp.
Jsco Inc. Windows
1 2 2 1 2
Doors

Agency
Foley
Richard A.
Foote.
BeldingCone &
Huber Hoge

-Ives,
4
Inc. John M. Xmas Cards
1
344444443
Ites
Brewing
Beer
Co.
111 12444354
—
.iuminum Wearever
Cooking
sil Co. Uten- Aluminum
Beer
mbrosia
2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1
Brewing Co.
Candy
2 4 5 5 5 3 4
mend,
Fred
W.
Co.
Bread
i.merican
1 1 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
Bakeries Co.
Macaroni
.merican
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1
Beauty
Macaroni Co.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
merican Bis1 cuit & Crack[ er Co.
merican
Beer & Ale
3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 1
Brewery
Beer
merican
2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 2
rewing Co.
Beer
merican
1 1 1 1 1 1
Brewing Co.
of Rochester
2 2 3 3 3 3 2 5 5 14 11 8
merican
Gum
Chicle Co.
Pall Mall
-merican
30 29 32 32 31 31 31 30 31 30 32 10
Cigarette &
Cigar Co.
merican Cone Pretzels
1 1 1
& Pretzel Co.
1 17 2 2
merican
amid Co.Cyan- Superset
Foods
11
lerican
Fruit Growers
nerican
Burnett
1 1 1 2 3 3 2
Pudding
Home Foods
Chef
1 1 1 2 112 2
Dee Boy-ArFoods
Clapps
1 2 2
Food Baby
G. Coffee
Washington
1 1 1 1 3 2
Duffs
1 1 1
Mix Cake
merican
Wizard
Glass
1
1
1
Wax
Home Products Corp.
nerican China
2 2 4 2 1 2 2 1—
Limoges
merican Maize Desserts
1— 3 4 4 2 3
Products
merican Oil Gas, Oil
11
1 3 2 2
Co.
1 1 1 1 1 1
-Tierican Pack- Meat
ing Co.
elecasting
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Bresnick &
Solomont
Erickson
McCannFuller & Smith
& Ross

Advertiser

Product

Clinton
FrederickKudner
Mayers
Hutchins
Huber Hoge
Don Heinrich
J. M. Mathes
Simonds &
Simonds
Adv. Inc.
Sparrow
Erwin Wasey
Edward
Grossfeld
George
Koehnke
L. B. Hawes
Foster &
Davies
Cunningham
& Walsh
Dublin

MalcolmHoward
Henri, Hurst
& McDonald
Tucker Wayne
Dan B. Miner
Strang &
Prosser
Elmer D. Free
Walker Saussy
Hutchins
Badger
Hersey & &
Browning
SSC&B
Al Paul Lefton
RoyDurstine
S.
Mogge-Privett
W. Earl
Bothwell
Young
&
Rubicam
Young &
TedRubicam
Bates
Ted Bates
W. Earl
Bothwell
Scheck
Kenyon
Eckhardt&
Joseph Katz
Brandon.
Winius-

Advertiser

Product

Photocopy
American
Equipment Co.
Ball Corp. of
American "Q"
American
Pa.
Radio
cations PubliAmerican
Schools
American
Specialty Co.
American Steel
Wool Mfg. Co.
Americanbacco Co.ToAmerican
Trust Co.
American
Wine Co.
Amurol ductsProCo.
Anchor Post
Products
Little Co.
AndersonAntell, Charles
Anthracite
dustries InApex Electrical
Mfg. Co. K,
Arakelian,
Inc.
Ar-Ex Cosmetics Inc.
las
Corp.
Argyle-DougArizona BrewCorp. ing Co.Steel
Armco
Armour & Co.

Armstrong
Cork Co.
Arnold
Inc. Bakers

Number of Stations Used
During EachJASOND
Month
JFMAMJ
1

Amusement

—

Books

— 21121111321

Correspondence Course
Magic
Wand
Washers

2 2 1 1 1

1

2 4
2 2 1 1

Soap Pads
2 2 2 2
Lucky
BankingStrike 40 43 47 48 49 48 48 49 50 49 50 31
1 1 __
Wine
1
1 1 1
Dentifrice
4 4 10 17 22 8 4 2 1 2 __ 1
'.
1
Fences,
Oil
Burner
Men's Wear
1 1 1 1— 2 2 2 1
43
Hair Tonic
1 15 17 16 10
Coal

Agency
Arthur
Meyerhoff
Thompson
BlaineDirect
Reincke, Ellis
Needham &
Grohmanh
BBDO
Erickson
FC&B
McCannJones Frankel
Van Sant,

BoDugdale
Bernstein
Western
J. Thompson
Walter
1 — Meldrum &
Appliances
Fewsmith
Wine
1 2 3 Young &
Rubicam
Cosmetics
1 1 1
Industrial
Assoc. Adv.
1 1 1 1
H. L. Mihic
Sales
tion PromoBeer
__ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-1
ors of Ariz.
Adv. Counsel— 1 1
Steel Soap
Direct
Dial
Meats
3 4 3
1 1
FC&B Hilton
Cloverbloom
1 1 1 1 __ 1 1 __ Peter
Peter Hilton
Margarine
Turkeys
Cloverbloom
7 1
FC&B

Bread
42
1111121 Benton &
Bowles
Lee-Murray
Protocel
Wax
2
2
3 3 2 1 3 3
Amy
Co. Chemical
1111111
Arrow Petroleum Co. £ Oil
tead &
Gasler. sHempHamford
Artbeck
Kitchenwear —
— 2
Moss Assoc.
Products
Art Instruction Home Study
3
Knox
Reeves
Inc.
Godley
Courses
Artisan Novelty Dolls
2 1
Delehanty
12 1 SternfieldArtistic
tions Founda- Foundations
Associated Bulb
Flagler
Growers
American
Associated Towels
—
7
5
2
1
Enterprises
1 1 2
Associated
Brokers Food
Moeller
5 6 7 7 8 6 5 4 4 1 Weartstler
Astatic Corp.
TV Booster
- 10 11 4 1
Leo Burnett
Atchison,
Tope- Railroad
ka & Santa
Fe RR
W. E. Long
Atlanta Baking Betsy Ross
Co.
Bread
llllliiillii
Atlantic Brew- Beer
W. B. Doner
ing Co.
Donahue &
111222222222
Atlantic Co. Beer
Atlantic ReGas, Oil
fining Co.
Atlantic Syrup Chocolate,
Refining Co. Syrup
Atlantis
Corp. Sales Foods
Atlas
Co. Brewing
Atlas Canning
Co. Fence Co.
Atlas
Atwood Coffee
Co.
Aunt
Ellen's
Pi-Do

Beer
Pet Foods
Fencing
Coffee
PieMixCrust

111 — 4445421
— N.CoeW. Ayer
225345434431
J. Mendte
Robert
— 3 3 4 9 11 12 12 11 12 12 9 J. Walter
Thompson
11111111 Olian
Adair &
1 1 1
Director
2 2 2
Ecoff & James
Mithun
1111

8 8 8 4 3 1 2
(Continued on page 180)
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CLASS 5.

BEER, WINE & LIQUOR

LEADING TV NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
PABST BREWING CO.
"Bowling Championships"
"International Boxing Club" &
(Eff. Sept.)& "Blue
Warwick
Legler Ribbon Bouts"
"Life
of
Riley"
Warwick & Legler
ANHEUSER BUSCH INC.
"Ken Murray Show"
D'Arcy Adv.
SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES INC.
"Roller
Derby" Chesley
Kastor, Farrell,
& Clifford
"Delia & Andy Russell"
"Party
Time at
Club Roma"
Foote, Cone
& Belding
JOSEPH E. SCHLITZ BREWING CO.
"Pulitzer Prize Playhouse"
P. BALLANTINE & SONS
"International
BoxingCo.Club"
J. Walter Thompson
"Believe
It
or
Not"
J. Walter Thompson Co.
WINE CORP. OF AMERICA
"Can You Top This"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Class

NETWORK
(Gross)

WLBH
MATTOON CHARLESTON
(20,000 pop.) (10,000 pop.)
500,000 POPULATION
in V2 millivolt primary

1949

$484,486
5,770
385,176

5,871
$ 96,951

93,540

91,080

CBS-47-1
(Jan.-Jun.;
Oct.-Dec.)

$337,025

Blatz Beer

ABC-12-var. time

$249,954
194,810

Cook's Champagne,
DuBonnet Wines

ABC-3-25 min.
NBC-17-V2
(Ocf.-Dec.)

Pabst Beer
Budweiser Beer

Schlitz Beer
Beer & Ale

$229,237

CBS-11-1
(Jan.-Feb.)
NBC-1 9-V2
(Jan.-Sept.)

$215,538
45,600
169,938

Wine

ABC-21-1/2

Class

J. R. Livesay, Pres. & Mgr.
HAL HOLMAN, Nat'l Rep.
Page 166 • April 16, 1951

iner

Spots Popular
Mr. Cortright said that one minute spots on TV seemed to be the
cess."
most popular method. "Cost, however," he declared "when compared
with newspaper rates and results,
have not been too favorable. Reaction has ranged from very good
to very bad in the radio-television
field, when used for home sales.
All of us, however, are keeping an
NAHBfield."
official went on to
eyeThe
on this

ADVERTISERS

NETWORK
(Gross)

Product
Storm
WindowsDoors &

Beer, Wine & Liquor
(Continued from page 16U)
area through Ruthrauff & Ryan
Baltimore; Stroh Brewing Co., Detroit, sponsored hockey games ir1
its home market through ZimmerKeller, Detroit; Roma Wine Co.
San Francisco, has signed for a
half-hour TV variety prograrr
which is being filmed and distributed through NBC-TV. Agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding.
Sponsors Senators
Christian Heurich Brewing Co.
Washington, has signed an exclusive contract with the Washington
Senators baseball team for television as well as radio for a two-year
period through Henry J. Kaufman
& Assoc., Washington.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco
is using television to introduce anc
promote a new beer through Foote
Cone & Belding, San Francisco
Manischewitz Wine, New York, is
using spots through its agency
Donahue & Coe, New York.

r

zance of television's
use
for NAHB
member possible
associations.
Encouraging is his report that a
few builders over the nation have
used television with "limited suc-

BUILDING MATERIALS

Advertiser, program and agency
ALSCO INC.
"WendyAdv.Barrie Show"
Dubin
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

$152,878
74,100

•BROADCASTING$ 84,720
• TELECASTING estimate

Build
Alsco Inc., manufacturer of storm
doors and windows, started the ball
rolling with a quarter hour Wendy
Barrie Show on NBC during late
summer and fall of 1950 at a billing of $91,290.
With television's expansion into
fuller afternoon and morning program ing, it appears that advertisers in this class will turn in
greater force to participations in
those network and local shows
aimed at the housewife.
Frank W. Cortright, executive
vice president of the National Assn.
of Home Builders, in an exclusive
statement to Broadcasting • Telecasting (see Class 6 in product
breakdown for radio) took cogni-

34,770
$ 34,770

8 906
46,238

ABC-41-1
(Oct.-Dec.)

LEADING TV NETWORK

WLBH FILLS THE GAP
between your metropolitan
station coverage
WLBH
WLBII-FM
1170 KC 250 W. 96.9 mc 23,000 W.

1950 $ 3,440,710*
1949
774,000*
1950

Product
Beer
Beer & Ale

CLASS 6.

/ MATTOON
iShalbyv>»«

SPOT
(Net)

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
ABC-20-1/2
(Two Times) time
CBS-50-var.
(Mar.-May;
Sept-Dec.)
NBC-41-V2
(Jan. -Mar.)

6

COMPARED to other product
classifications, the Building Materials category's entrance into television has been slow. National spot
in 1949 netted an estimated $34,400
while there was no network gross
figure for that year. However,

1950 $ 1,600,960
1949
291,429

say that "we think it (TV) show:
promise." But he admonished thai
"radio and television rates and re
suits must be competitive witt
newspapers if they are to win £
place in the builders' 1951 advertising and trade
publicity
budgets."in this
Another
association
category, the National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Assn., underscored the need for aggressive
selling and promotion by its mern-P
bership to maintain the pace of its
cooperative campaign during the
past two years. Joseph F. Battley,
president of the association, took;
note of a "marked trend toward!
radio and television" as indicated -3;
by
increased budgets for these: [ ;pj
media.
: A<

1950
1950
1949
SPOT
1949
$91,290
(Net)
00 sti
34,41949
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
1950
NBC-32-1/4
$91,290
$ 18,109*
(Aug.-Nov.)
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate
rai

7

THOSE loyal legions of entranced
youngsters before the television set
have been readily recognized by the
confectionery and soft drink manufacturers which unhesitatingly
swelled the networks' gross billing
by nearly $2 million last wear. The
1950 total of $1,838,838 in this
classification proved to be nearly
a 1,000% increase over 1949's
$188,309.
Among the leaders' programs

only Pepsi Cola's Faye Emerson
Shoiv, CBS, was not slanted for the
small fry. Largest single network
expenditure in this category was
the perennial favorite Howdy
Doody, NBC, under sponsorship of
Mars Inc.
In addition to the six leaders in
this product classification, CocaCola expended $7,620 for Edgar
Bergen & Charlie McCarthy's onetime appearance on 60 CBS stations

last Thanksgiving Day, as well as)
$20,288 for an hour-long Christmas
Day program on 61 CBS stations.
Joe Lowe Inc., New York (Popsicles), spent $77,060 for a weekly
quarter hour show on 58 CBS stations in a May- August drive; and
Mason Au & Magenheimer Confectionery Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, expended atotal of $57,700 for Kuda
Bux on CBS, March through June,
and Chester The Pup, ABC series

Telecasting

• BROADCASTING

■IV — Ji^^^k
iASS 7. CONFECTIONERY & SOFT DRINKS
■ADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Jvertiser, program and agency
ARS INC.
liowdy
: it Adv.Doody"
& Leo Burnett Inc.
iAD A DRY GINGER ALE INC.
:.uper
Circus" Inc.
M. Mothes
P5I-COIA CO.
•aye
Emerson
3w Co.
Inc. Show"
ITER PAUL INC.
:k Rogers"
i. .on
Inc.
lie
i onHank
Inc. McCune Show"
& M LTD.
Circus"
m.i perEsty
Co.
I.LIAM WRIGLEY JR. CO.
iene
thrauffAutry"
& Ryan Inc.
urce: Publishers Information Bureau
hich commenced in October.
Three other candy firms buying
etwork TV time during 1950 were:
uaker City Chocolate & Confeconary Co., Philadelphia, $79,210
.IBS); Stephen Whitman & Son
he, Philadelphia, $54,830 (NBC);
7ilbur-Suchard Chocolate Co. Inc.,
Ititz, Pa., $44,985 (CBS).
More expansive use of TV durfg 1951 by advertisers in this
itegory is indicated by such contacts as Hollywood Candy Co.,
entralia, 111., through Ruthrauff
S Ryan, St. Louis, which Jan. 27
Parted Hollywood Midway on CBS!V as a half -hour weekly show;
- aul F. Beich Co., Bloomington, 111.

1950 $1,838,838
SPOT
$ 724,360*
1949 188,309
(Net) 1950
1949 395,600*
Network
No. of Stations
1949
1950
Product
Hours per Week
Candy
NBC-49-V4
$ 431,183
(3/ainfrom
$ 37,350
Vi
Dec.) Jun.-Nov.;
Ginger Ale,
$ 86 082
$ 323,542
Sparkling
Water,
(Jan. -Jul.
Sept.-Dec.)
Flavor Beverages
CBS-41-'/2
Pepsi-Cola
(Sept.-Dec.)
Candy
S 243 945
ABC-33-Vi
108,090
(Apr.-Jul).
Peter Paul Candy
135,855
NBC-34-1/2
(Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-33-V2
MChocolates
& M's Candy Co
$ 115,515
(Apr.-Dec.)
CBS-8-V2
Chewing Gum
$ 95,010
(Jul.-Dec.)* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

(Whiz candy bar), testing TV
spots in 17 markets, through the
Biddle Co., Bloomington, and Bunte

FV COSTS
Cresswell Discusses
:ELE VISION costs and related
roblems were discussed by NBC
V Controller Charles J. Cresswell with members of the Advertislg Agency Financial Management
roup at a round-table luncheon
inference in New York a fortight ago.
Financial executives of some 34
.?encies sat down with Mr. Cressell to discuss mutual problems
nd practices regarding rate
rructures, billing methods, and
le like.
Admitting that the television in.istry is growing so fast that much
sst method and procedure retains to be ironed out, Mr. Cressell told the group that NBC is
Ashing every step to adopt upi-the minute financial practices.
Problems considered included TV
tetwork relations with affiliates, par|cularly in one- and two-station marpts; network spot announcement billig practices; basis for determining
stwork program interruption credits;
itwork facilities for storing and proacting TV props; network TV proaction cost billing basis; preempted
rogram credits; commission policy for
jstwork - produced - and - sold package
rograms; efforts to reduce number
: network rate increases per year;
lling time costs for live versus kinetoped programs.
Barron Proctor, of Lennen &
[itchell, treasurer, and Manage?nt Group president, presided.
elecasting

NETWORK
(Gross)

• BROADCASTING

Bros., Chicago, through Huber &
Green, Chicago, placing pre-holiday
spots in selected markets.

A. E. (Shorty) EVANS, chief engineer
of KGO-TV San Francisco, and Movie
Starlet Elaine Doyle test a new elevator installed in KGO-TV's tower
atop Mt. Sutro. The elevator will be
used to carry workmen repairing the
antenna and to lift the microwave
disc to first-tower level during remote
programs.

MINITAPE . . . credited by Mr. Lowell Thomas and Mr. Lowe
Thomas, Jr., as the instrument that made possible the recording
of their fabulous journey to TIBET.
MINITAPE . . . the first commercially available complete magnetic
tape recorder operating solely from self-contained batteries. The
size of a shoe box with a total weight of less than 15 pounds
Write for Brochure

During December and January of
this"OUT
year OFtheTHIS
"BESTWORLD
SELLER" ACROSS THE HIMALAYAS TO
by LowellFORBIDDEN
Thomas, Jr.,TIBET"
outsold everyfield . . . non-fiction and
novels thinasg in itswell.

CHAN
ST
1016
NORTH
HIGHLAND
AVENUE

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
April 16, 1951
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CI ass
CLASS 8.

C

CONSUMER SERVICES

LEADING TV NETWORK

NETWORK
(Gross)
ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.
'Peoples'Inc.Platform"
LeVally
ARTHUR MURRAY SCHOOL OF DANCING
"The
Huber Arthur
Hoge Murray
& Sons Show"
"Arthur
Murray
Show"
Huber Hoge & Sons
GEORGE S. MAY CO.
Championship
M."World
M. Fisher
Assoc. of Golf"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Class

9

Product
Institutional
Arthur Murray
Dance Studios
Dancing Lessons
Institutional

1950
1949

onsiimer

$248,735
66,890

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-9-V2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-1 5-1/2
(Jul.-Sept.)
CBS-1
9-V4
(Aug. -Sept.)

1950 $ 72,436J
1949 249,400*
1950

$ 168,855

1949
$ 61,375

$ 53,730
66,780
13,050
$ 13,100
13,100
5,515
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING $estimate

ABC-29-1

Drags

SPOT
(Net)

Services

&

Remedies

KEEPING pace with the must
rooming growth in television 0
all business categories, Consume
Services during 1950 quadruple
its network gross over 1949.
In the breakdown of consume
services in TV, Household Financ
Corp., sponsor
CBS People'
Platform,
lead ofthethe network
user
with a $168,855 gross.
Interesting newcomer is Arthu
Murraytelevision
School of
Dancing,
whie'
found
uniquely
adaptabl
to promoting their type of service
Further evidence of this is the faca
that local studios have since turnei
to the medium. One outstandinj
example is the Baltimore am
Washington studios of Arthu:
Murray which banded together tc
present a Sunday night progran
on two stations in those cities.

NETWORK
gross billings for
sponsors in the Drug and Remedies CLASS 9. DRUGS & REMEDIES
classification during 1950 showed
NETWORK
1950
$391,815
SPOT
1950 $452,725*
better than a 50% increase over
(Gross)
1949 242,718
(Net) 1949
249 400'
the previous year.
Miles Labs LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Inc., with its Quiz Kids on 30 NBCNetwork
TV stations for top billing of $261- Advertiser, pr09ram ontl a9ency
Product
B^MrS
1950
1949
165 made a clean sweep of the AM ^ ^ |N£
and television leaderships for this »Quiz Kids»
Alka-Seltzer &
NBC-30-V2
type of Sponsor.
Wade Adv.
Vitamins,
Bactine, Tabcin
s
13
er
us
network
two
other
The
u
D4 ,■
n
t t j , STERLING DRUG INC.
$ 78,390 $ 6,748
shown, ' Sterling
Drug
and
Luden
s
„c.
,,»".„
A1,
„
.
.
...
,,
„
*
*
o,/«
. , 6 . „ -, , i . ,
"Sing It Again"
All Products CBS-1 2Inc., on the basis OI their televi- Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
(Oct.-Dec.)
sion participation in CBS' Sing It luden'S inc.
$ 52,260
Again during the first quarter of "Sing It Again"
All Products CBS-12-1A
(Oct.-Dec.)
this year, appear well on the way J- M- Ma,hes lncBS
to exceeding their last year's total Source: Publishers Information Bureau
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate
during 1951. AlSO, Sterling is CUr- ^m^m^^^^^^m.mmm^mm^^^^mm.mmm.^^m.m^mm^m.mm^m^mm.^m.^m^m.^^^m.^m.^^mm.^m^^mm^m.^mm'm.m^^m.m.m.rently sponsoring Dennis James'
Okay Mother on the eastern leg of tration on television by drug and start Jan. 11 of Sunday News
rison Product Co., San Francisco,
the DuMont Television Network. remedies sponsors is the Norwich Special with Don Hollenbeck on
consideration of television for new
Indicative of increased concen- Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y., CBS-TV, 11-11:15 a.m.; and HarShut-Eye product.

Class
USE

Bntertainment

10

of television by Entertainment and Amusement promoters
continues at a rather slow pace,
exactly the same situation that prevails for radio.
But, while not too much is expected, it is felt that television's
pictorial qualities will lend itself
for selling in this category. Already, several of the motion picture
firms have ventured cautiously into
the spot field to herald forthcoming attractions.
There also are scattered reports
of ice shows, rodeos, race tracks
and amusement parks trying the
media.
One example is Shipstad & Johnston, producers of "Ice Follies for
1951," as well as previous years,
who announced they planned fur-

ther expansion into television to
augment the success already attained with radio network and
spot [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26].

Class

It should be noted that the TV
money is not taken from the radio
budget of Shipstad & Johnston.
Another example, that could be
an eye-opener for the enterprising

TV saleman, is the experience of
Riverview Park, Chicago. Riverview with a series of film spots increased its amusement park attendance by 33% with a TV spot
budget of $15,000, along with reg4*
ular use of radio announcementsE ac>
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 4, 1950].

Food

11

FOOD dispensers were established
advertisers on television in 1950.
That was the significant network
factor in television billings.
An habitual leader in radio network placements, Food and Food
Products advertisers made a bid
for video during the year, recognizing that the surest way to follow
up a brand familiarity (via radio)

was to show the product itself on
the living room screen.
Figures told the story. Nearly
five times more spending was
chalked up during the year. Total
for 1950 by network advertisers
was $6,602,029, compared to $1,331,987 for the year before. And
1951 can be expected to overshadow
this high-mark.

Running in front was National iilv
Dairy Products Corp., the sponsor
of Kukla, Fran & Ollie on 37 NBC
TV stations, January through June
and August through December, at
a cost of $691,002; of Kraft Television Theatre (Kraft cheese), on
41 NBC stations, January through
May and September through December, at a $459,950 billing, and
the same program for Kraft Mayonnaise, June through September,
on 37 NBC stations, at $205,700.
Gross TV expenditure by this advertiser was $1,356,652, a sum topping the combined expenditures of

Total Spending
m«mThis boost
CLASS 10. ENTERTAINMENT & AMUSEMENTS
in TV billings was
accomplished by food advertisers
There were no TV network advertisers in this category during 1950
even though their total 1950 spend"""irtota?" '%
1950 Spot (Net)
as high
radio
• TELECASTING estimate inS
$34,400*al * BROADCASTING ^^
1949
food-radio).
(seequite
1949 not
in was
as itinwas
^^^^^^^^^^
Page 168 • April 16, 1951
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ii .
poking in at Rich's TV studio, Dwight Horton (I), store employe, is
showing tilting a box of chocolates toward the camera.

TORE

VIDEO

* * *■
STUDIO

Rich's Believes TV Is Here to Stay
ICH'S Department Store of AtLnta has announced completion of
specially-built television studio
iside the store.
The firm reportedly had such,
insistently good results with the
^aily, hour-long Rich's In Your
'ome over WSB-TV Atlanta that
pore officials decided it would be
orth while having their own per*anent studio.
Designed with the aid of WSBV engineers and Elmo Ellis, staon show producer, the new studio
3ntains all necessary features,
hese include the production space,

control room, dressing room and
customers viewing window.
Sound-proof wall were built for
the 24%x45%-foot studio, and
WSB-TV remote equipment was installed in the control room.
Rich's officials, who pushed video
shopping from the start, consider
their television program as the
"feature page" of their ad schedule.
More than 300 employes have thus
far appeared on the program,
Rich's In Your Home, usually
handling articles they sell. Professional actors and actresses take
the part of customers.

l1 food advertisers in 1949.
In second place was General
:oods Corp., with a gross $1,128,•06 tab, more than three times its
M9 spending. On NBC, General
'oods placed The Bert Parks
'how ($93,165); Hopalong Casdy ($266,850) ; The Aldrich Fam.y ($255,720); on CBS, Mama
1280,635) and The Goldbergs
[P232.236).
General Mills Third
General Mills Inc. climbed into
le third notch, from its 1949 fifth
53 exeshowin
I^.ac
re. g,
On
shows:
networak $520,8
Its with
enditu

September, and Saturday Night
Revue (later titled Shoiv of Shows),
April through May and September
through December, 54 NBC outlets,
$252,660.
Among many of the fall buys by
food advertisers, signaling a prosperous 1951 :
Arnold Bakers began Life Begins
at 80 on ABC Oct. 4. Kroger Co.
(grocery and meat products) started Alan Young Show on CBS in
September. Quaker Oats Co. purchased Zoo Parade on 34 NBC outlets in October, and a 15-minute
segment of Gabby Hayes Show for
41 NBC stations, starting in December. Hunt Foods Inc. and
Procter & Gamble announced in
December plans to sponsor segments of the hour-long Kate Smith
Show on 49 NBC stations, beginning the first of the year. The program later was sold out with a total
of 12 sponsors. Swift & Co. bought
participation in the Jack Carter
Show on NBC.

BS, Betty Crocker ($28,622);
Ave Like a Millionaire, December
,dy, ($6,960); on ABC, Golden
loves Finals, one-time, ($15,510);
he Lone Ranger ($332,437); The
lu Irwin Show ($137,324).
Kellogg Co. spent $490,625, some
iree times its 1949 expenditure,
■r three network programs: Tom
orbett-Space Cadet, CBS ($123,)0); Howdy Doody, NBC ($236,!1) ; Irene Wicker — The Singing
-xdy ($131,304). Another of the
:st six, Stokely-Van Camp Inc.
/an Camp's Pork & Beans) spent
!78,820 for its sponsorship of
'he Little Show over 58 NBC-TV
ations June through December,
'inton Foods Inc. (frozen foods,
Ifee, orange juice) spent a total
;35,000. Breakdown was $82,340
r The Faye Emerson Show on 37
BC-TV stations, June through
■el e casting

'Tremendous Job'
Early in 1951, Snow Crop Marketers, division of Clinton Foods
Inc., which had introduced itself
to television during 1950, took stock
of its accomplishments in a statement to Broadcasting • Telecasting. H. T. (Tom) Hamilton, advertising manager of the frozen food
products firm, labeled TV as doing
a tremendous job.
In only a few months of late
(Continued on page 170
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Foods
(Continued from page 169)
1950, he said, the trend in sales on
frozen coffee alone, introduced solely through TV, rose steadily. A
marketable factor caused the firm
to cancel out its Your Show of

COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the "
'Nation's Leading TV Stations .
Offers the Following
V FILM

>r

CLASS 11.

PACKAGES

MAJOR

,f

COMPANY
PROGRAMS
AT
withE such stars as
. UR
Jimmy
STEWART

NS
"

TER
Y WES
TOP
^
. featuring
HE RANGE
KERMIT

BUSTERS

MAYNARD

SMITH

BALLEW

MUSICAL
VARIETIES
/; min each • featuring
MOREY
AMSTERDAM 4

as
life
or further Inform•tlen and complete ||
Hit, write to i£
LommonujERLTH
M.I Seventh Avenue, New York 19. N.Y.
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Dairy Products
Cheese
Mayonnaise
Crisp
General
Products Foods
Grapenut
FlakesSugar
Post Toasties,
Jell-O, Cornstarch
Puddings, Tapioca
Maxwell House Coffee
Sanka Coffee
All Products
All Products
Bisquick & Cheerios
Cereals
Wheaties & Others
Wheaties, Gold Medal
Kitchen-Tested Flour
All Products
Kellogg's
Cereals,
Rice
Krispies
Shredded
Corn
Soya Wheat &

"The Stu Irwin Show"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
KELLOGG CO.
"Tom
— Space Cadet"
KenyonCorbett
& Eckhardt
"Howdy Doody"
Kenyon & Eckhardt & Leo Burnett Co.
"Irene Wicker
— The Singing Lady"
Kenyon
& Eckhardt
STOKELY— VAN CAMP INC.
"The
Show" Carlock, McClinton
CalkinsLittle
& Holden,
& Smith Inc.
CLINTON FOODS INC.
"The Faye Emerson Show"
"Saturday Night Revue" & (Eff. Sept.)
"Show of Shows"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

LUBRICATED budgets of advertisers in the gasoline and petroleum
classification sparked a sensational
rise of television network expenditures.
The budgets shot up more than
100% in 1950 over the preceding
year. Total expenditure for 1950
was $1,515,666 in comparsion to
the $670,544 gross in 1949.
Underscoring this increase in
television spending was the factor
of a continued swelled radio budget,
nearly comparable in size in 1950
to that of the previous year (see
gasoline-Radio) .
Leading the field was Texas Co.,
the sponsor of Texaco Star Theatre (Milton Berle) on NBC, and
the one-time television pickup of
the Metropolitan Opera's opening
night, Nov. 6, on ABC. Total
expenditure was $576,875, nearly

SPOT 1950 $2,263,625*
(Net) 1949 1,066,400*

1949 $6,602,029
1,331,987
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

Product

"Golden Gloves Finals"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"The Lone Ranger"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"The Lone Ranger"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Live Like A Millionaire"

1

In the spot field, the lid was off
for advertisers in this wide category. Some buying of announcements fitted into combined radioTV purchases, others were ventures into TV pointing to continued or stepped up spot budgets.

1950

NETWORK
(Gross)
ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS CORP.
"Kukla,
Fran& &SonOllie Show"
N. W. Ayer
"Kraft Television Theatre"
J. Walter Thompson Co.
"Kraft Television Theatre"
J. Walter Thompson Co.
GENERAL FOODS CORP.
"The
Parks Show"
Young Bert& Rubicam
Inc.
"Hopalong
Cassidy"Inc.
Young & Rubicam
"The Aldrich Family"
Young & Rubicam Inc.
"Mama"
Benton & Bowles
"The Goldbergs"
Young & Rubicam Inc.
GENERAL MILLS INC.
"Betty
BBDO Crocker"

Class

SOUHO
MSI
CftRTOO

program.

FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS

LEADING TV NETWORK

0

STANWYCK
Robert
jimmy
DURANTE
Claudett*
COLBERT
ikssik

Shows NBC placement and purchase a film, dramatic, half-hour
show twice a week on afternoon
station option time in 30 or 40 markets at about a $30,000 weekly cost,
equalling the rate of spending by
Snow Crop in the Show of Shows

Van Camp's Pork
& Beans
Frozen Foods, Coffee,
Orange Juice

1950
691,002
$ 1,356,652
459,950

NBC-37-1 ;
(Jan.-Jun.
Aug.-Dec.)
(Jan. -May;
NBC-41-1
Sept-Dec.)
(Jun.-Sept.)
NBC-37-1

1949
168,990
$ 453,990
285,000

205,700

NBC-35-1
(Nov.-Dec.)
NBC-28-1
(Apr-Dec.)
NBC-27-Vz
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.
-Dec. i
CBS-22-V2
(Jan.-Jun.
CBS-20-V2
(Aug. -Dec.);
(Nov.-Dec.)
CBS-1 9-1/2
(Jan.-Jun.
Sept
.-Dec.)
ABC-31-var.
time
(One Time)
ABC-30-V2
(Jun.-Sept.)
ABC-36-V2
CBS-17-V2
(alt. wks.)
(Dec.
only)
ABC-53-1/2
(Oct. -Dec.)

S 1,128,606
93,165
266,850

$ 365,696

255,720

51,480

280,635
232,236

84,690

95,286
75,027 j
75,027

28,622
$ 520,853
15,510
32,833
299,604
6,960
137,324
123,000
$ 490,625
236,321
131,304

(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-8-34
NBC-40-1/2
(Jun.-Dec.)
ABC-13-V2
(Jan.-Aug.)
NBC-58-V2
(Jun.-Dec.)

no

$ 128,712
$ 128,712

$ 378,820

NBC-37-1/4
(Jun.-Sept.)
NBC-54-V2
(Apr. -May;
Sept.-Dec.)

82,340
$ 335,000
252,660
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

❖

❖

❖

Gasoline,

double its outlay of the previous
Running in second place was
Gulf Oil Corp., which expended
year.
$365,580 for its television version
of We, the People, carried on 34
NBC-TV stations.
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey
(Esso) combined football with the
Alan Young Show to hit the cash
register for a total $236,970. The
latter program was placed April
through June on 23 CBS-TV stations at a cost of $114,570. Football was billed on 12 CBS stations
September through November with
a $92,400 tab.
Duplicates Success
Duplicating its radio success on
television was Standard Oil of
Indiana in its sponsorship of The
Wayne King Show on 10 NBC sta-

Oil

tions at an expenditure of $84,360.
This show, started two years ago,,
reached a "selling" peak in 1950
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 18, 1950].
For this program, Standard added three stations to its string last
fall. Approval of a renewal contract was granted by the firm
despite an estimated 50% increase
in the show's budget.
The show earned two first place
awards as a musical TV program
in the spring of 1950, one in the
Chicago Federated Advertising
Club's annual awards competition
and the other from a local video
fan magazine.
Last September, in a feature on
The Wayne King Show, BROADCASTING • Telecasting quoted Standard Oil Advertising Manager

Telecasting

• BROADCASTING

L.
esley I. Nunn as calling TV
['captivating and dynamic." He
cund once you get in it there's no
japacity at all. . . . We all need to
>ratch out for abuse of it as an
ntertainment medium, though, and
ine of the greatest abuses is to
ill with too many or too long
ommercials. That's why ours are
arief and integrated."
As the company put it, Standard
fells its name and service first,
fend then its products — gas, oil,
ubrication and heating oil, tires,
Datteries and other accessories.
Other companies placing in the
irst six as network advertisers
n-ought football contests to America's living rooms. They included
nun Oil Co., which expended a
rotal $199,416 for National Football League coverage on 19 ABCTV stations and professional footlets. ball "highlights" on 12 ABC outAtlantic Refining Co. spent $45,325 to give football fans a glimpse
jf their favorite collegiate pigskin
landlers. These games were placed
:>n 13 NBC stations (see gasolineRadio for Atlantic's boost in AM
football coverage).
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey's
football billings are listed above.
A rash of activity in TV by
motor fuel companies fell on the
spot or regional level. Among
these was a Sinclair Refining Co.'s
(Super-Power Sinclair gasoline)
supplementary spot campaign last
fall in Washington, Philadelphia,
Chicago and Detroit. Another was
Esso Standard Oil Co. which used
special commercials on Red Barber's football telecasts.
Pointing up future local activity,
Sinclair Refining Co. is expanding
an already fattened 1950 spot budget. Its 1951 plans, to boost its
"Anti-Rust" gasoline introduced in
1950, include programs in four
markets and a spot announcement
campaign in Columbus and Dayton.

CLASS 12.

GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & OTHER FUELS
METWDDI/ inert
(Gross) 1949
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
TEXAS CO.
"Metropolitan Opera Opening Night'
Kudner Agency
"Texaco Agency
Star Theatre"
Kudner
GULF OIL CORP.
"We,
People"
Young the& Rubicam
STANDARD OIL CO. OF
NEW JERSEY (ESSO)
"Alan
Young& Pratt
Show"Co.
Marschalk
"Football
Games"
McCann-Erickson
SUN OIL CO.
"NationalOgilvy,
Football
League
Hewitt,
Benson
& Games"
Mather Inc.
"Professional
Hewitt, Ogilvy,Football
Benson Highlights"
&
Mather Inc.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF INDIANA
"The Wayne King Show"
McCann-Erickson
ATLANTIC REFINING CO.
"College
N. W. AyerFootball"
& Son
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

They do everything

Telecasting

Texaco Gas, Oil, Grease
Gasoline, Oil, Lubricants,
Tires, Insecticides
Gasoline, Oil

Gasoline, Oil, Services,
Accessories

Gasoline, Oil
Gasoline, Oil

you want!

c 1 AAR 790*
(Net) 1949

(One Time)
NBC-61-1
(Jan.-Jun.;
Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-34-V2
(Jan. -Dec.)

$ 297,640
7,490
86,000*
290,150
146,460
$ 214,770

558,975
S 365,580
144,570
S 236,970

CBS-23-1/2
(Apr.-Jun.;
Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-1 2-approx.2
(Sept.-Nov.)
ABC-19-var. time
(Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-12-V2

$ 39,016

92,400
S 131
199,416
J66

72^958
$ 72,958

68,250

(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-IO-V2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.-Dec.)
NBC-13-1
(Sept.-Nov.)

1949

1950
17^900
S 576,875

S 84,360

20,910
$ 42,585

$ 45,025
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

They make

tough jobs easy!

m/tn
DYNAMICS

MILITARY AIDS
Communications System
TELEVISION and film equipment,
awhich can be used to telecast or to
record and project actual military
actions on theatre screens, has been
demonstrated in Washington by
^General Precision Labs Inc. before military and other government
^officials.
The equipment, comprising a
Jvideo recorder, rapid film processor
|and professional 16mm projector
(compared to the standard 35mm
'size
used as
for atheatre
television), aidis
designed
communications
between military authorities in field
.activities and for use as a recreational medium on military posts
and in veterans' hospitals. It also
could be used for plane-to-ground
communication, it was explained.
Government officials indicated interest in the system, which claims
high-speed, top-quality film reproduction. Certain parts of the firm's
system
already
are being used com- \ '%
rnercially by networks.

Product
Institutional

<t3> 11 , CK
AAA
j 1 3,000
670,544
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
ABC-9-var. time

For wide range high fidelity response
For fixed position or man-in-motion
For ruggedness and versatility
For exclusive Acoustalloy diaphragm
For pop-proof pick-up indoors and out
You see . . . and hear . . . the E-V Slim-Trim
on network and local telecasts and broadcasts. You find it in the studios and on re-

"654"
Response 50-14,000
c.p.s., substantially
flat. Power rating
-55. Swivel head.
List $90

• BROADCASTING

mote hook-ups. And you know it's there
because it has met the most exacting tests
. . . because it serves so superbly in every
way for voice and music. First in dynamic,
it has features only Electro-Voice can provide. Get full facts now!

"655"
Response 40-15,000
c.p.s., + 2.5 db.
Power ratingswivel,
-53.
Removable
list $200

402 CARROLL ST. . BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Export: 13 E. 40th St., N.Y. 16, U.S.A. CoWes: Arlab
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Class

13

FLOWERING of at least one network advertiser in the usual placid
horticultural category was evidenced in 1950 listings.
J&P Show
Jackson & Perkins Co. placed
a quarter-hour program, Paul De
Fur, on two ABC stations, April
15, offering rose bushes through
Ithe mail. The firm also sponsored
jthe program May 3 on five NBC
outlets, offering roses, fruit trees
1 and perennials.
Never large users of radio time,

Horticulture
CLASS 13. HORTICULTURE
NETWORK
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS (Gross)
Advertiser, program and agency
JACKSON & PERKINS CO.
"Paul De Fur"
"Paul De Fur"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Mail
BushesOffer of Rose
Roses, Fruit Trees,
Perennials

1950
18,109
1950 $ 1,140
1949
17,200
SPOT
1949
(Net)
Network
1949
1950
No. of Stations
520
Hours per Week
ABC-2-V4
NBC-5-V4
(One Time)
620
$ 1,140
(One Time)
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

this group apparently has been Spot activity, which filled all in mid-summer and into early
leaving a similar vacancy in its use of the category in 1949, again fall, while spring schedules were
of television.
appeared. Flurries were reported heaviest.

Class
14: ♦ ♦
SWING to television was unfolded
in 1950 by household equipment advertisers. The appliance industry
found a haven in the attractive
demonstrations
of products it
1 could show the potential buyer on
•his living room screen.
I As if to lay emphasis to this general conclusion, the category compiled atotal expenditure of $2,652,697, some five times the sum
expended by the appliance advertisers of the previous year.
Leading this five-score increase
was General Electric Co., itself
' spending more than three times as
much. Its compilation in 1950 was
$694,933 as against $192,928 in
,1949.
GE sponsored The Fred Waring
1Sho^v, except for hiatus months,

♦ Household
Equipment
Bendix Home Appliances Inc.
on 48 CBS stations at an expense
change at $174,225 on 18 CBS staof $588,535. It spent $100,100 for
tions and spent $200,985 in spon- for its various home products ex-j
sorship of Star of the Family, with
Homemakers Exchange in a threepended $165,143 in a September
month period (Oct.-Dec.) on 25 Morton Downey, on 54 CBS sta- through December billing of Chance
of a Lifetime over 42 ABC stations.
CBS-TV stations. For a single
tions, September through DecemIn other network billing, Norge,
program, Chicago Daily News
ber, to advertise its kitchen apDiv. of Borg Warner Corp., signed
Relays, it spent $2,900 on two ABC
pliances.
outlets. Another one-timer was
as a third sponsor of Four Star
Philco Budget
Hotpoint Choral Group, placed on
Revue over NBC.
Other adverPhilco Corp. laid out $223,173 tisers were Motorola and Pet Milk.
17 CBS stations at a $3,398 cost.
for Don McNeil TV Club, placed
S. C. Johnson & Son last January
Another electric appliance manuon 37 ABC outlets for its refrigera- introduced Pride, a new furniture '
facturer, Westinghouse Electric
tors, freezers and air-conditioning
Corp., scored second-place with a units.
General Motors Corp. wax, by planning sponsorship of '
$673,920 expenditure for sponsorCBS' billings.
Starlight Theatre to add to'
(Frigidaire)
spent a total of $174,- radio
ship of Studio One on 50 CBS sta823 for two network programs,
tions.
Spot activity following the patStar Spangled Revue ($76,523),
tern set by the sister AM medium
Buys on CBS
carried three times on 61 NBC-TV
was reported for TV. Pointing up
Nash-Kelvinator Corp., for its stations, and The Comedy Hour
continued placement for the future
refrigerators and electric ranges,
($98,300), placed on the same net- were such items as:
work October through December.
also joined in Homemakers ExKitchen Drive
Silex Co. after testing TV locally
in several markets set plans last
CLASS 14. HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
1950
February for an extensive TV spot
1950
NETWORK
SPOT
campaign
for its kitchen products;
1949
$2,652,697
457,218
1949
(Net)
(Gross)
during same month, Cooledge Paint
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Stores named Freitag Agency of
16*
Network
$434,61949
Atlanta
to handle merchandising
No. of Stations
473,000'
Product
1950
and
advertising that included use,
of
TV.
Hours per Week
Advertiser, program and agency
192,928
694,933
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
$ 588,535
177,350
All GE Products
"The
Fred
Waring
Show"
CBS-48-1
(Jan.-Jun.;
Young & Rubicam
Sept.-Dec.)
100,100
CBS-25-2V2
NEW VIDEO TUBE
j
"Homemakers
Exchange"
Maxon Inc.
(Oct.-Dec.)
ABC-2-var.
time
Hotpoint
Electric
Unit
Designed
for
Color
"Chicago Daily News Relays"
2,900
Ranges, Refrigerators,
(One Time)
Dishwashers, Ironers,
OUTPUT of a powerful new TVWashing Machines
transmitting tube designed espeCBS-1 7-1/2
"Hotpoint Choral Group"
cially for colorcasting has been dis(One Time)
3,398
closed by Varian Assoc., San
$ 673,920
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
All
Products
$
181,390
"Studio One"
Carlos, Calif., a firm headed by
CBS-50-1
McCann-Erickson
(Jan.-Jun.;
brother scientists, i
Aug.
-Dec.)
$ 375,210
NASH-KELVINATOR CORP.
The new tube, which weighs 200
32,400
Refrigerators,
CBS-18-2'/2
, "Homemakers
174,225
tric
Ranges Elec$ 32,400 pounds or more, makes it possible
Geyer, Newell Exchange"
& Ganger Inc.
(Jan.-Jun. ;
to operate with adequate power in
Aug.-Oct.)
Kelvinator Kitchen
CBS-54-V2
the UHF range with non-directional
"Star of the Family with
200,985
Appliances
MortonNewell
Downey"
telecasting, said Dr. Sigurd Varian.
(Sept.-Dec.)
Geyer,
& Ganger Inc.
$ 223,173
one of the partners. Production of
PHILCO CORP.
Refrigerators, Freezers,
the tubes on a commercial basis
"Don
McNeil
TV
Club"
ABC-37-1
Air-Conditioning Units
Hutchins Adv.
is underway for General Electric.
$ 174,823
GENERAL MOTORS CORP. (FRIGIDAIRE)
Rated at least five times more
NBC-6I-IV2
Refrigerators
"Star
Spangled
Revue"
(Three Times)
Foote, Cone & Belding
76,523
powerful than conventional trans"The
NBC-57-1
98,300
mitting tubes now operating in
Foote,Comedy
Cone &Hour"
Belding
(Oct.-Dec.)
$ 165,143
BENDIX HOME APPLIANCES INC.
the frequency range for which the
Bendix
Automatic
Washers,
ABC-42-1/2
"Chance of a Inc.
Lifetime"
new tube was designed, the tube
Clothes Dryers, Ranges,
Tatham-Laird
(Sept.-Dec.)
Refrigerators
will be produced in greater numbers later for the industry gener'BROADCASTING • 1
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
ally, the firm added.
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Household

FURNITURE retailers turned to
television with gusto in 1950 to
soar total network billings in this
category to $2,090,020, thus multiplying the 1949 figure some three
times over.
Mohawk Carpet Mills Inc., as
laader in the field, paved the way
by more than doubling its own
budget, from $307,770, to $760,208.
Its program was Mohawk Showroom on behalf of its rugs and carpets over 50 NBC-TV stations.
Garroway's Sponsor
Congoleum-Nairn Inc. (linoleum
products) sponsored Garroway at
Large on 55 NBC stations at a cost
of $357,510. Close to this figure
was the $346,095 outlay of Bonafide Mills Inc. (linoleum) for 35
NBC station coverage of Bonny
Maid Versatile Varieties. Another
floor covering firm, Armstrong
Cork Co., chalked up $248,730 for
Armstrong Circle Theatre on 43
NBC-TV outlets. The latter program started in June. Rug and
carpet products of C. H. Masland
& Sons were displayed during its
At Home Party ($149,150), seen
on 32 CBS stations.
Traditional International Sterling 1847 Rogers Bros. Silverware
adorned the January through June
telecasts of Silver Theatre, sponsored by the maker, International

Class

CLASS 16.
i
i
:

NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS

1950 $ 2,090,020
1949
627,848

SPOT
(Net)

1950
$760,208

Linoleum Products

NBC-55-1/2
(Feb.-Jun.;
Aug.-Dec.)

$357,510

Linoleum

NBC-35-1/2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-43-V2
(Jun.-Dec.)
CBS-32-V4
(Jan.-Jun. ;
Sept.-Dec.)

$346,095

CBS-1 4-1/2
(Jan.-Jun.)

$115,560

Rugs & Carpets

Floor Coverings
Rugs & Carpets
International Sterling
1847 Rogers Bros. Silverware

ing techniques are able to demonstrate style and design in a matter of seconds.
In the local field, such advertisers as Kalamazoo Stove & Furnace Co., on behalf of its electric
and gas ranges, released TV spots
to dealers and distributors for coop sponsorship on a national scale.

19499*
$ 561,37
$307,770
000*
86,

$191,850

$248,730
$149,150

* BROADCASTING

Silver Co., at a cost of $115,560, a
nearly double expenditure over
1949 for its product.
Sales effectiveness of television
for the interior furnishing company is great because of the value
of quickly displaying its wares for
televiewers' inspection. Many firms
by use of clever camera and stag-

1949

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-50-%
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.-Dec.)

Product

Advertiser, program and agency
MOHAWK CARPET MILLS INC.
"Mohawk Showroom"
George R. Nelson Inc.
CONGOLEUM-NAIRN INC.
"Garroway
at Large"
McCann-Erickson
BONAFIDE MILLS INC.
"Bonny
GibraltarMaid
Adv. Versatile Varieties"
ARMSTRONG CORK CO.
"Armstrong
Circle Theatre"
BBDO
C. H. MASLAND & SONS
"At
Home Davis
Party" & Platte Inc.
Anderson,
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
"Silver Theatre"
Young & Rubicam
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

$46,320

$80,647
• TELECASTING estimate

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co. last
December began a half-hour TV
series, entitled Bigeloiv Theatre, a
Jerry Fairbanks film show, on 27
stations.
Still other firms began adding
television to radio campaigns on
the local, spot level (see Household
Furnishings — Radio) .

Industrial

INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Class

1950

CLASS 15. HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

16

Advertiser, program and agency
ANCHOR-HOCKING GLASS CORP.
'Broadway
Open House"
William
H. Weintraub
& Co.
REVERE COPPER & BRASS INC.
'Meet the Press"
St. Georges & Keyes
EX-CELL-O CORP.
'Homemakers
M. RandallExchange"
Co.
ii Fred
ALLEGHANY LUDLUM STEEL CORP.
'The Fifth Freedom"
Walker & Downing
■
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Furnishings

NETWORK
(Gross)

Product
Beer Bottles
Copper,
Products Brass & Steel
Pure-Pak Containers
Institutional

1950
1949

$ 1,248,810 SPOT
11,643
(Net)

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-44-5
(May-Dec.)
NBC-41-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-23-V2
(Aug.-Dec.)
ABC-26-V2
(One Time)

17

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSN.
"The most recent study of bank
predicted to Broadcasting • Teleuse of television made by the Amercasting that, in this year alone,
ican Bankers Assn. in 1950 revealed that there were then 61
14,000 commercial banks in the
United States can be expected to sponsors of television programs.
It is known, however, that quite a
spend about $43 million for advertising, with a sizable share of this few more banks have joined the
ranks of television users in the past
money earmarked for television.
"Banks have been one of the pio- several months."
Bank services are more and
neers in television," reports ABA.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

1950
$
$
$

Less than 0. 1
1949
1950

of total'
1949
$ 43,000*

1,057,913
157,635
25,867

$
7,395
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
estimate

In
more being aimed at the masses,
sayssubstantial
ABA, and numbers
"to reach itprospects
in
becomes
increasingly necessary for banks
to turn to mass media," of which
radio and television are the "outstanding examples."
Rely on Radio-TV
The association declares it is

FORMERLY considered a not-toolikely market for TV exploitation,
the industrial materials category
increased its network total more
than 10 times in 1950 over 1949,
rising to $1,248,810.
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. accounted for more than $1 million
alone with its Broadway Open
House on NBC-TV Revere Copper
& Brass Inc. accounted for most
of the rest with its Meet the Press,
also on NBC-TV.
Spot advertisers in this category
included Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Co.,
Chicago and National Paint &
Varnish Co., Los Angeles. The
Felt & Tarrant TV spots were
placed in several cities where the
company's
calculat-'
ing-machine comptometer
schools were - located.

surance
"logical and inevitable" that in the
future banks will rely on TV and
radio to tell their story to the public.
Network TV was invaded by one
insurance company last year,
Prudential, which bought alternate
weeks on CBS-TV for its hour
long Prudential Family Playhouse,
(Continued on page 17 U)
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Insurance
(Continued from page 173)
starting in October.
More companies seem inclined to
take the step this year. Mutual
Benefit Health & Accident Assn.,
Omaha, started a TV version of
its radio show, On the Line With
Bob Coyisidine, Jan. 20 through
Bozell & Jacobs Inc., Omaha.
National Board of Fire Underwriters produced three TV spot
announcements to be used by insurance agents on a local basis.
Spot TV was well over the 1949

CLASS 17. INSURANCE AND BANKS
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA
"Prudential
Family Carlock,
Playhouse"
Calkins & Holden,
McClinton
& Smith Inc.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
total, estimated at $3,124,819 in
the insurance and banks category.

1950
1949

NETWORK
(Gross)

Product
Insurance

$ 79,450

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-12-1 (alt. weeks)
(Oct.-Dec.)

Bank of America, San Francisco,
purchased
Royal Playhouse on

19

CLASS 18.

JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
NETWORK
(Gross)
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
SPEIDEL CORP.
"The
Speidel
Show"Colwell & Bayles
Sullivan,
Stauffer,
"Saturday
Night
Sullivan, Stauffer, Revue"
Colwell & Bayles
GRUEN WATCH CO.
"Blind Date"
Stockton-West-Burkhart
BULOVA WATCH CO.
"FrankBiowSinatra
The
Co. Show"
BENRUS WATCH CO. INC.
of Shows"
J."Show
D. Tarcher
Co. Inc.
LONGINES-WITTNAUER WATCH CO. INC.
"Christmas Day Festival";
"Election Returns" &
"Thanksgiving
Victor A. BennettDayCo.Festival"
BELL & HOWELL CO.
"ActionHurst
Autographs"
Henri,
& McDonald
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
indicated their enthusiasm for Spot
TV on a local basis. Higher income brackets of many TV viewers
may be reason.

❖

❖

Product
Watch Bands

Wrist & Pocket Watches
Watches
Watches
Watches
Motion Picture Cameras
Projectors & Equipment

1949

KECA-TV Los Angeles, starting
February this year.

MAKER

of Scotch Tape, the Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. was
the only TV network sponsor in
1950 in this category, buying participating time on NBC's Show of
Shows (now Saturday Night Revue) in September. This firm is
not new to television, having purchased some TV spots in 1949. A
newcomer to network TV this year
is Hudson Pulp & Paper Co., signed
for a quarter-hour segment weekly
on CBS-TV's Bride & Groom.
Spot Advertisers
Spot TV advertisers included
such firms as Royal Typewriter
Co., New York; Parker Pen Co.,
Janesville, Wis.; Norma Pencil
Corp., New York; Master Rule
Mfg. Co., White Plains, N. Y.;
Holt Pen Co., Compton, R.L; B. B.
Pen Co., Hollywood. In addition,
Merit Greeting Card Co., Newark,
N. J., used TV spots in several
markets.
April 16, 1951

1950

1950
$492,689
105,057

1949

(Net)
SPOT

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week

ABC-5-1/4
(Two Times)

1949

1950
$ 210,685
170,085

NBC-45-V-2
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-18-1
(May-Jun.)
ABC-24-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-55-V2
(Nov. -Dec.)
NBC-41-1/2
(Sept.-Dec.)
One Time Shows of
var. lengths on CBS

All signs point to a bigger TV
total in 1951. Among others, International Silver Co., maker of
1847 Rogers Brothers, has signed

40,600
s 116,925
$

$1,919,554*
1949
1,315,800*
$ 68,380

70,260

s
$

62,385
29,738
$ 6,925

$

2,696
$ 29,752estimate
'BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
up for a natregular
TV show. Success
Interional isnow sponsoring
Story
twice weekly on WJZ-TV
New York.

❖
Office

•

1950
S 79,450

ew
J

AS IN radio, most of the jewelry
firms put more money into spot
TV than network TV. Even so, the
network figure for 1950 jumped to
more than four times the 1949
total— a healthy $492,689.
Nearly half of the network advertising was purchased by Speidel
on NBC-TV to promote sale of its
wrist watch bracelets.
Benrus Watch Co. spent approximately $500,000 on spot TV in 1950,
more than all network jewelry advertising combined.
Using five-minute films on the
same theme as its famous "To
Peggy" and "To Jim" magazine
ads, Hamilton Watch Co. is planning to increase its TV budget
considerably. The Christmas campaign, starting last November,
covered approximately 53 markets.
B-R Plans
Bruner-Ritter Co. is planning
TV appropriations for the current
year.
Longines-Wittnauer, a heavy
radio advertiser, invaded network
TV three times last year to sponsor special events on CBS-TV.
Independent jewelry stores have

Page 174

1950 $ 90,545*
1949 34,400*

* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

CI ass

Class

SPOT
(Net)

EqiuLipmeiit

CLASS 19.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT, STATIONERY & WRITING SUPPLIES
1950
NETWORK
1949
(Gross)
21,700
$62,825
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Network
No. of per
Stations
Hours
Week
Advertiser, program and agency
Product
MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO.
NBC-41-V2
"Show
Scotch Tape
BBDO of Shows"
(Sept.-Dec.)
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

CI ass
A SLIGHT rise in TV network
billings was noted in this category
for 1950, but no year-round sponsor has yet appeared. Doubleday &
Co. heads the list with its You Are
An Artist series and Warren Hull

SPOT 1950
(Net) 1940
1950

LESS 0.1%*
LESS 0.1%*
1949

BROADCASTING$ 62,825
• TELECASTING estimate

Publ
Show. Last year's lone sponsor in
this category, Time Inc., accounted
for the whole 1949 total of $131,063. Although not appearing on the
1950 TV roster, Time Inc. returned
last month with a weekly one-half

hour of Kukla, Fran & Ollie on
NBC-TV. Publishers are still likely
prospects for TV promotions — to
boost sales of new books, special
issues and the like, which demand

Telecasting

• BROADCASTING

!TV Cuts Delinquency
'
i

class 20. publishing & media

TELEVISION is keeping
NETWORK
1950
$152,401
SPOT
1950 $162,981*
(Net) 1949 68,800*
131,063
(Gross) 1949
youngsters off the street at
^
S
TISER
ADVER
NETWORK
LEADING TV
night and thus reduced juvenile delinquency by 50% durNo. of'stations
ing 1950. Inspector Robert Advertiser, program and agency
Product
Hours per Week
1950
1949
$145,083
.
INC
CO.
&
DOUBLEDAY
Ansreles
Los
the
of
Bowlineuownng oi tne i^os Angeies „Yoo Are An Artist»
Books
ABC-4-V
2
1,920
Police Dept. has so informed
(One Time)

. ,
,
a County Youth Committee.
"You Are An Ar,is»"
The 50%
figure IS based "You Are An Artist" &
Sh°W" &
[|£ ^.y^lxi^r^
vio- Huber
of curfew
lation
Said.
Hoge & Sons
number he
on the arrests,
"Warren Hull Show" &
(EfF. Mar.)
Grauer Show"
Huber
Hoge "Ben
& Sons
immediate mass media campaigns. 'Your Home Repair Man" &
TTUsers Of„ spot, rrwT
" l j Curtis
si j." Huber
(EfF. Aug.)
TV include
Hoge "Howdy
& Sons Doody"
■Publishing
for Ladies
Home
, Saturday
,
.
Journal , and Co.
Evening
Post and several Other magazines
£nd newspapers.

(One Time) ,
f«BC'^-/2
CBS-17-1/4
(Feb-,°'-)
NBC-20-V4
(Jan.-Jun.)
NBC-31-V4
(Two Times)

"°,MEC,?AFTS
.*'.._,„
.
Wrestling
from Ringside" „Book
ABC-12-5
Huber
Hoge Interviews
& Sons
(May-Jun.; min.
Aug.)
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
»mm».»«.''»mmmm»mm*m»»-»mmmm.m

3'420
71,165
61,835
6,743

? 7,318
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

see

the

finest

in TAPE

Ampex
STANDARD

OF THE

GREAT

RADIO

at

the

April

15,16,17,18-

SNOWS

RECORDING

MODEL 302
to 40,000 cps at 30 jk
ips tape speed

Chicago

MODEL 400
to 15,000 cps,
half-track, at
7V2 ips tape speed

AMPEX

NAB

• BOOTH

ELECTRIC

San Carlos, California

convention
Hotel

Stevens,

550-A

CORPORATION

♦Award for
Product
Development,
Design and
Engineering

3ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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CI ass

Radio

RADIO-TV set manufacturers
demonstrated faith in their own
medium's advertising value last
year, spending nearly three times
as much for network TV as in 1949.
The total for network TV was
$3,357,714. Spot TV in this category more than doubled between
| 1949
and
RCA led1950.
the network list with a
I total of $912,152, most of that sum
II being spent for a pioneer children's
jiprogram, Kukla, Fran & Ollie.
i Philco Corp. continued its draj| matic mainstay, Philco Television
1 Playhouse, on an 11-month basis
for $788,255. Admiral Corp. was
third in the network list, spending
| a total of $759,533, nearly half of
that going for Stop the Music, a
year round program.
Motorola 'Review'
1 Motorola's Four Star Review,
; started in October, cost $286,350.
\ Avco Corp. (Crosley Div.) spent
I $270,795 for Show of Shows, begun
I in September, and This Is Show
' Business, discontinued in March
1950.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. started a new alternateweek series in April, The Clock,
for a total of $130,944 in 1950.
Other network advertisers in

KSWM
JOPLIN,
MO.

&

3" \J 1
CLASS 21. RADIOS, TV SETS, PHONOGRAPHS, MUSICAL 1950
INSTRUMENTS
$
& ACCESSORIES
^POT
NETWORK
3,357,714
(Gross)
1949
1,254,977
(Net)
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Network
No. of Stations
Product
Advertiser, program and agency
Hours per Week
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA
$
NBC-1 8-V2
45
RPM
Record
Player
"Saturday
Night Revue"
(Mar.-May)
J.
Walter Thompson
Co.
Various RCA Products,
& Ollie" Co.
Radios, TV Sets
J."Kukla,
WalterFranThompson
NBC-S6-1
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug. -Dec.)
PHILCO CORP.
$
Radios,
TV
Sets,
"Philco Television
(Jan.
-Jul.;
Hutchins
Adv. Co. Playhouse"
Refrigerators
NBC-S8-1
Sept.-Dec.)
ADMIRAL CORP.
S
ABC-34-Vi
Radios, Radio-Phonographs,
"Stop theAgency
Music"
Kudner
TV
Sets,
Refrigerators,
Electric Ranges
ABC-39-var. tim e
"NationalAgency
Pro Football Championship Game"
Kudner
(One Time)
"Lights Agency
Out"
Kudner
NBC-45-1/2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug. -Dec.)
MOTOROLA INC.
$
TV and Radio Sets
"Four
RuthrauffStar& Review"
Ryan
(Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-50-1
weeks)
$
AVCO MFG. CORP. (CROSLEY DIV.)
CBS-52-V2
(alt.
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Home
"This
Benton Is& Show
BowlesBusiness"
Appliances
NBC-57-V2
(Jan. -Mar. )
"Show
Shows"
Benton of
& Bowles
Weeks)
(Sept.-Dec.)
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CORP.
$
NBC-20-V2
(alt.
Radios, TV Sets
"The Clock"
Foote, Cone & Belding Inc.
1 Apr-Dec.)
Source: Publishers information Bureau
'BROADCASTING
this category were Columbia Records Inc., The Show Goes On, $85,335; and Magnavox Co., Saturday
Night Revue, $124,350.
Admiral Spots
Among spot advertisers in 1950
were Admiral Corp. and its Southern California distributor, Herbert

H. Horn Inc., Los Angeles, which
telecast eight Los Angeles Rams
professional football games on
KNBH (TV) Hollywood.
Receiver Sales Div. of Allen B.
DuMont Labs, Clifton, N. J., sent
sample TV spot announcements to
dealers
sorship. for local cooperative spon-

TV

1 Q^n
1949
1950
912,152
21,210
890,942
788,255
759,533
353,413

$ 525,161 1

1 QAQ
V4t 1i
232,200'
S
900,401
327,151
$ 900,40.'
$

471 ,81 <

36,862
369,258

123,16<
48.51C J

286,350

1
58,465 |
1
44,00C
$ 259,731

270,795
54,450
216,345
130,944
130,944

S

• TELECASTING estimate

By all indications, 1951 will be J
an
evenfrom
biggertheyear
for TV re- 1
venue
manufacturers.:!
With possibility of the freeze's ]
lifting,
makers
will thewant
to*
keep
theirsetnames
before
public
even if the emergency precludes
heavy
production
of TV sets for'
the immediate
future.

REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The small map above shows
airline miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assuring
unduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C B S
JOPLIN,

M

in
O,

Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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CI ass
TELEVISION is the most exciting
medium that has hit the vast distribution industry, combining the
power of the spoken word with
simultaneous pictures. Already
there are hundreds of success
stories centering around use of the
new visual medium by retailers.
In the early stages, TV is attracting larger units in the retailing field. While its cost is high
in many cases, results per dollar
spent are impressive.
Howard P. Abrahams, manager,
Sales
Promotion
Division and

Visual Merchandising Group, National Retail Dry Goods Assn.,
warns that TV, like radio, must
produce more results per program
as costs increase.
Television stations, like their fellow radio outlets, have a fine
chance to attract retail stores to
their facilities, he said, but cautioned that programs must have
the
benefit of persons trained in
retailing.
The retail category (Class 22)
used by Publishers Information
Bureau, includes the Bond Stores

CLASS 22. RETAIL STORES & SHOPS
NETWORK
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS (Gross)
Advertiser, program and agency
KROGER CO.
"Alan
Ralph H.Young
JonesShow"
Co.
RADIO OFFER CO.
"Wrestling
Scene
Huber Hoge & SonsInterviews"
C & W ENTERPRISES
"The
Roller Network
Derby Scene"
Mail Order
BOND STORES INC.
"Sport Highlights
of the Week"
Cayton
Inc.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Chain Stores, Groceries
Wally Frank Pipes
Instant Foto Mail Offer
Wearing Apparel

and Kroger chains but a true pic-p
ture of retailer use of TV would
show large sums that appear in1
other categories such as apparel
Many
appliance
and specialty"
stores are
heavy buyers
of TV
time.
Walt H. Dennis, radio-television
director of Allied Stores, contends
TV won't work many miracles but
will provide excellent results if-,
proper preparation goes into the
project. Even so, he argues, it
probably
than
otherwon't
mediaproduce
where any
the better
same

1950
SPOT
1949
(Net)
19,575
$
83,575
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-I8-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-11-5 min.
(Oct.-Nov.)
ABC-5-V4
(Aug.-Sept.)
NBC-1 6-5 min.
(One Time)
BROADCASTING •
BROADCASTING

1950
1949
1950
$ 72,240

1949
0**
$4372
0036
8,,4

$ 5,184
$ 4,520
SI 9,575
estimate
$TELECASTING
1,631

• Telecasting

(attention is devoted to the campaign. He says TV results, as in
radio, should be assessed on a longterm basis.

CI ass

mok

Price Problem
Some signs that TV is pricing itelf out of the range of smaller
[stores are noted already but the
new medium is developing techiques to attract smaller adversers. Moreover, telecasts point
o excellent results per dollar
I .spent.
LASS 23.

USE OP television by smoking materials manufacturers increased
sharply during 1950 with the total
spent in the network classification
nearly tripled that of 1949.
Leading network users of television, their products and programs are listed in the accompanying table. Others include:

SMOKING MATERIALS

LEADING TV NETWORK

ADVERTISERS
Product

■-Advertiser, program and agency
9. J. REYNOLDS TOEACCO CO.
'Ed
Wynn Monroe
Show" Show"
& (Eff. Oct. 10)
'Vaughn
i"m. Esty Co.
'Man Esty
Against
Wm.
Co. Crime"
'CamelEstyNews
■Vrn,
Co. Caravan"
P. LORILLARD CO.
L 'The Web"
| "3eyer, Newell & Ganger
™c .ennen
'Stop the& Mitchell
Music"
'Original& Mitchell
Amateur Hour"
.ennen
flGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
'Arthur Godfrey
& His Friends"
Cunningham
& Walsh
'Perry Como" & Walsh
Cunningham
'Chesterfield &Supper
Cunningham
Walsh Club"
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
'Roller Derby"
1BDO
'Jack Benny"
I'Arcy Adv.
'This Is Show Business"
Jbdo

Camel Cigarettes

Embassy Cigarettes
Old Gold Cigarettes
Chesterfield Cigarettes

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

'Hit Parade"
SBDO
'Robert Montgomery Presents Your Lucky
-itrike
IBDO Theatre"
'The Big Story"
ullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
Your
BDO Hit Parade"
HILIP MORRIS & CO. LTD.
Candid Camera" & (Eff. Oct.) "Horace
leidt"
iow Co.
Herb Co.Shriner"
-iow
Sports& Presbrey
Interview"
■ec\\
Truth
or
iow Co. Consequences"
I. S. TOBACCO CO.
Martin
Kane, Private Eye"
udner Agency
a -ource: Publishers Information Bureau

ONE

EFFECTIVE

VALUE

NETWORK
(Gross)

MEASURE

IS THE CONSTANCY

Pall Mall Cigarettes
Tobacco Products
Cigarettes
Philip
arettes Morris CigModel, Old Briar,
Dill's Best, Tweed
Tobacco
Cigarettes

1950
1949

$ 6,250,180
2,290,408

Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-33-V2
(Jan.-Dec.)
-Jul. ;
Oct.
CBS-36-V2
Jan.-Jun.;
Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-37-1V4
CBS-21-V2
(Jul.-Dec.)
ABC-54-V2
NBC-55-1
CBS-49-V2
(Jan.-Jul.,
Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-41-3/4
(Oct -Dec!
NBC-44-V2
(Jan.-Jun.)
ABC-5-var.
time
(Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-49-1/4
(One Time)
CBS-51-V2
(Apr.-Jun.;
Aug.
-Dec.)
NBC17-V2
(Jul.-Aug.)
NBC-30-1
Aug.
-Dec.)
(Jan.-Jun.
NBC-35-1/2
(alt. weeks)
NBC-26-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-36-V2
CBS-9-25 min.
(Jan. -Feb.)
CBS-30-V4
(Sept.-Oct.)
CBS-25-V2
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-6O-V2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.
-Dec.)

OF A STATION'S

SALES

SEE

CHICAGO

7

Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

SPOT 1950 $2,154,971
(Net) 1949 154,971
1950

1949
726,400

$1,642,425
286,845
228,270

43,095
558,580

1,127,310
$1,458,125
1.82,595
466,090
809,440
611,511
$1,074,141
282,960

$ 397,781
114,941
282,840
$ 594,440
473,650
120,790

179,670
37,080
$ 951,715

$ 271,260

eember, nine stations, 7-7:30 Sunday, $76,980.
Ronson
Art Metal Works, Ronson lighters, Twenty Questions,
ABC, March through June, September through December,
11'stal
Il$109,725.
tions, 8-8:30 p.m. Friday,
Most of the important sponsors
in this division were experimenting
with television spot and nearly all
of the smaller manufacturers tried
test campaigns by this method.
Some of these spot users include:
Philip Morris through Biow Co.,
New York; Zippo Lighters through
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New
York; Wiscon Products Inc., for
Chicago.
its
pipes, through Hamilton Adv.,
B&H Spots
Benson & Hedges, through Kudner Agency, New York; Brown &
Williamson, through Russel M.
Seeds, Chicago; Wally Frank Ltd.,
through Huber Hoge & Sons, New
York; Larus & Brother through
Warwick & Legler, New York;
Pipes by Lee, through Donahue &
Coe, New York; Regina Cigar Co.,
through Gresh & Kramer, Philadelphia; United States Tobacco
Co., through Kudner, New York.

18,828
353,838
25,095
211,750
216,798

47,880

88,326
322,725
$ 537,328

$ 241,127
97,500

Mr. Leo Rosenberg
Foote, Cone, and Belding
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Leo:
Folks here in Charleston,
WestI
'bout T ON
Virginny, air ahearin' so much
on WCHS
there
w uz
thet fergot
they's
plumb
ever a time
whin
cudn't women
git a

33,938
151,155
29,510 ,
$ 394,875

$

TON I wave!
Now with
ALIAS
JANE DOE

96,960

on West Virthings
ber Onetion,
Staginny's
Numter'n
ever
ferI
th'even
TONbetis

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

OF ITS ADVERTISERS.

^
DOUBLE PAGE
SPREAD, this issue

National Assn. of Tobacco Distributors, for cigars, wrestling interviews from ringside, ABC, August and September, 5 minutes following wrestling matches, four
stations, $4,866.
Riggio Tobacco Corp., for Regent cigarettes, Leave It to the
Girls, NBC, August through De-

Tube Sales Increase
FEBRUARY SALES of receiving
tubes were 36,821,794, 48% bigger
volume than in the same month
last year, ' Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. has reported. Breakdown
showed 24,578,991 tubes sold for
new radio and TV sets, 2,355,356
for non-radio or TV equipment,
8,237,372 for replacements, 1,429,783 for export and 220,292 for government agencies.
NEW YORK Journal of Commerce
publishing a new weekly "Controls
Service," indexing and digesting the
welter of new price, production and
distribution regulations.

people.know
Leo,
didya
thet even
with dio
fivestations
raton, WCHS
i n Charleshas U3.U perth'
total rated
audience
in
cent uv th'
Algy
time periods?
Thet record
is hard ter beat, an' I bet them
TONI folks is glad ter be on
WCHS so much! Keep thet in mind
fer th' future, too.
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston, W.

Va.
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INCREASING interest in network
television among soap, polish and
cleanser manufacturers indicated
that this will become one of the
major sources of TV revenue. The
top six advertisers in this classification are listed in the accompanying table.
Manufacturers not yet interested in network shows were experimenting in spot to a considerable
extent as 1950 ended.
Among the users of spot television in this classification were:
Procter & Gamble, through its
agency Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New York, tested spot and found it
effective for its product, Oxydol.
It also tested television in several
markets during a 1950 campaign
for Tide. Agency for this product was Benton & Bowles, New
York.
New Polish
O'Cedar Corp. used television
spots in its campaign to introduce a new furniture polish, DriGlo, in a large number of markets.
Young & Rubicam, Chicago, was
the agency.
J. A. Wright, Keene, N. H., used
television spots for its silver cream.
The agency is Lambert & Feasley,
New York.

CLASS 24.

SOAPS, POLISHES & CLEANSERS

LEADING TV NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.
"First
Years"
Benton 100& Bowles
"Musical
Comedy
Pedlar & Ryan Time"
"Beolah"
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
"Fireside Theatre"
Compton Adv.
"Saturday Night Revue"
S. O. S. CO.
"Homemakers Exchange"
McCann-Erickson
"Show
of Shows"
McCann-Erickson
LEVER BROTHERS CO.
"Big Town"& Ryan
Ruthrauff
S. C. JOHNSON & SON INC.
"Starlight
Needham, Theatre"
Louis & Brorby
"Jack
Carter
Show"
Needham, Louis
& Brorby
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP.
"KateEarlSmith
Show"
W.
Bothwell
RENUZIT HOME PRODUCTS CO.
"Homemakers
Exchange"
McKee
& Albright

NETWORK
(Gross)

1950
1949

863,395
107,310

SPOT
(Net)

Net wo rk
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
CBS-43-114

Product
All Products
Camay & Tide
Dreft & Oxydol

1950

Spic & Span

271,170
82,165

Rinso
Johnson's Wax
Wax and Allied Products
Products
Others
Aerowax, Duff's Mixes,
Renuzit Cleaner

S 107.3K

1 07,31 (

17,760

CBS-24-V2

Scouring Pads
S.O.S. Cleaner

1949

85,300
113 900
$ 570,295

(alt.
weeks)
NBC-31-1
(Oct. -Dec.)
ABC-26-1/2
(Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-28-V2
(Jan.-Jun.;
Aug.-Dec.)
NBC! m p r .-10-V2
/vi □ y i

Ivory, Crisco, Duz

1950 $ 1,448,720
1949
86,000

NBC-41-1/2
(Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-24-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
CBS-3O-V2
(alt. weeks)
(Nov. -Dec.) min.
NBC-31-10
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-52-V4
(Sept.-Dec.)
CBS-25-V2
(Mar.-Jun.;
Sept.-Nov.)

Source: Publishers Information Bureau

$ 126,450
64,065
62,385
$ 105,885
40,860
$ 82,250
41,390
$ 59,470
$ 32,945
* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimate

CI ass
CLASS 25.

SPORTING GOODS & TOYS

LEADING TV NETWORK

ADVERTISERS

Advertiser, program and agency
LIONEL CORP.
"Joe DiMaggio
Buchanan
& Co. Show"
BRUNSWICK-BALK E-COLLENDER CO.
"Bowling
Championships"
Al
Paul Lefton
Co.
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

NETWORK
(Gross)

Product
Trains
Bowling Equipment

1950
$ 108,340
1949
88,535
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
NBC-39-V4
(Sept.-Dec.)
ABC-20-V2
(Dec. Only)

ti
or
SPOT
1950
$ n<
>p
(Net) 1949
1950
$ 102,570
S 5,770
'BROADCASTING

BBC-TV
L.CD
MIDCONTINENT
BROADCASTING
CO., INC.
SIOUX
FALLS,
SOUTH DAKOTA

USEMERCHANDISE
THE 1-3-2* YOUR
SALES PRODUCT
PUNCH
TO
IN ONE
OF THE
RICHEST
FARM
AREAS
IN THE
NATION.
BE

SURE

WITH

KELO!

1320 on the dial
5000
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REPRESENTATIVE
PEARSON CO.

1949
90,545*
00*
34,41,560
S

5,870

• TELECASTING estimate

Dieting

A DIETING program on
BBC-TV has drawn 50,000
requests for the slenderizing
formula, but British medical
men are vigorously protesting that indiscriminate dieting is dangerous. BBC agrees
with the doctors and now has
denied the requests. To combat future medical criticism,
BBC has had Lord Horder,
King George's physician, appear to warn that sylph-like
figure is not as important as
one's health.

TELEVISION promises to be a nil
more interesting field for sporting
goods and toy manufacturers than
radio has been in the past. Already td
a number of manufacturers are
experimenting with the medium oni|*
limited advertising budgets.
In addition to the network adver-j^1
tising, shown in the accompanying^
table, spot was used by manufac-J]^
turers in this category in a number I
of cases. The A. C. Gilbert Co.f
made a bid for the Christmas trade
for its toy trains by sponsoring a
series of educational TV films The
American
Flyer by Boys
Railroad'Clubs, produced
Transfilm
Inc.,,,
New York. The films were shown ;
on 60 stations. Agency was Charles
W. Hoyt Co., New York.
Other Advertisers
Other sporting goods manufacturers using television during the
year included: Cycloid Corp., Chicago (sporting goods), agency
Bennett,cago;Petesch
ChiFederal Mfg.& O'Connor,
& Engineering
Corp., Brooklyn (cameras & proA. W.
Lewin Co.,
Newark; jectors),
IdealagencyFilm
& Supply
Co.,
New York (film), agency Richard
& Gunther Inc., New York, and
Revere Camera Co., Chicago (photographic equipment) , agency
Roche, Williams & Cleary, Chicago.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Cla

Toiletries

GOODS manufacturers promise to
become leading television advertisers, just as they have always
been principal radio advertisers.
S. L. Mayham, executive vice
president of the Toilet Goods Assn.,
predicts that when all reports are
in they will show a record volume
for the industry in 1950 and says
that "television is being experimented with by many large
houses."
The accompanying table of network television leaders bears out
this statement. Besides the six
leading advertisers, listed in the
table, the following firms used
CLASS 26.

network television during 1950:
American Safety Razor Corp.
sponsored The College Bowl for its
razor blades and lighters over ABC.
The program was carried from
Oct. through Dec. on two stations,
9-9:30 p.m. alternate weeks at a
cost of $37,695. The same firm
sponsored The Show Goes On,
CBS, one station in Sept., four in
Oct., five in Nov. and four in Dec,
8:30-9 p.m. Thursday, $144,990.
Total expenditures for American
Safety Razor in network TV were
$182,685.
Block Drug Co. sponsored
Danger, CBS, over two stations in

Sept., five Oct., four Nov. and
four Dec, 10-10:30 p.m. Tuesday,
$118,050.
Campana Corp. sponsored First
Nighter for Italian Balm, Solitair
Cake Make-Up, Ayds and other
products over ABC, two stations
in Oct., five Nov., four Dec, 8-9
p.m. Wednesday, $99,000.
Carter Products backed Sing It
Again for Arrid, CBS, over four
stations, 10-10:15 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. through Dec, $52,260.
Distillers Corp.-Seagrams Ltd.
sponsored The College Bowl for
Heed deodorant, ABC, two stations, 9-9:30 p.m. Monday, Oct.

TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS

NETWORK
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS (Gross)

Advertiser, program and agency
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO.
"Final Playoff Basketball Games";
"NCAA Tournament Finals";
"Kentucky Derby"; "Preakness Race";
"World Series";
"Army-Navy Football Game";
"Belmont Stakes" & "Gillette
All-Star
Maxon
Inc. Baseball Game"
"Boxing Inc.Bouts — Cavalcade of Sports"
Maxon
"Arthur
Godfrey
& His Friends"
Foote, Cone
& Belding
"Toni Twin Time"
{ Foote, Cone & Belding
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET CO.
'f Ted
"Howdy
Bates Doody"
& Co.
- Sherman
"Howdy Doody"
& Marquette
"The
Colgate
Comedy Hour"
Sherman
& Marquette
r William
"The Colgate
Theatre"
Esty Co.
BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
J'Lucky
Doherty, Pup"
Clifford & Shenfield
"Break
Bank" & Shenfield
Doherty, theClifford
LEVER BROTHERS CO.
"The Clock"
J. Walter Thompson Co.
"Glamour Go-Round with Ilka Chase"
Federal Adv. Agency
"Lux Video Theatre"
J. Walter Thompson Co.
MANHATTAN SOAP CO.
"One Man's
Duane
Jones Family"
Co.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
"Roller Derby"
McCann-Erickson
"Greatest
Cayton Inc.Fights of the Century"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau

Product
Gillette Safety Razors,
Blades, Shaving Cream

1950 $4,183,194
914,750
1949
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
Short-term
contracts on ABC,
CBS & NBC for
various lengths
of time.

(Net)
SPOT

NBC-39-V2
CBS-46-1/2 (alt. weeks)
(Sept -Dec.) (alt. weeks)
CBS-37-1/2
(Apr.-Sept.)
NBC-43-V2

Toni Home Permanent
Wave
Colgate Dental Cream

NBC-43-1/4
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-56-1
(Sept.-Dec.)
NBC-22-V2
(Jan.-Jun.)
CBS-1 0-1/4
NBC-49-V2

Halo
Palmolive
Shave Shampoo,
Cream, Ajax,
Colgate Dental Cream
Vel & Lustre Creme
Ipana Tooth Paste
Vitalis, Mum, Others

NBC-49-V2
(Jan.-Mar.)
CBS-2O-V4
(Feb.-Aug.)
CBS-25-1/2
(Oct.-Dec.)
NBC-59-V2
(Jul.-Dec.)
ABC-IO-V2
(Jan.-May)
NBC-3O-V4
(Jan.-Jun.;
Sept.-Dec.)

All Lever Products
Cosmetics
Lux Soap & Flakes
Sweetheart Soap,
Blue-White Flakes
Vaseline Products

1950
1949
1950
886,364
279,291

1949
$507,052*
$ 174,990
800*
68,43,530

402,015
98,360
106,698

131,460

$ 355,379
847,674
69,425
294,725

125,435
$ 289.535

128,145

164,100

131,645
$ 534,875
403,230

58,730
$ 170^46
112,216

$ 326,180
102,960
113,750
109,470

groups.
Wildroot Co. sponsored the Sam
Levenson Show for its hair tonic,
CBS, 8:45-9 p.m. Oct. 28, one sta-.
tion, $8,580; the Jack Carter show
for Cream Oil hair tonic, NBC, four
stations, 10 min. between 8:30 and
9 p.m., Sept. through Dec, $54,650;
Charlie Wild, Private Detective,
CBS for hair tonic and shampoo,
one station alternate weeks in Dec,
9-9:30 p.m. Friday, $8,970. The
sponsor spent $72,200 for network
television during 1950.
Heavy Spot Users
Many spot television campaigns
were underway, or being planned,
by manufacturers in this category.
As 1951 got underway Parx Products Corp., New York, had started
a test campaign in several markets
through Henry J. Kaufman, Washington.
Other spot users in this category
included Ritepoint Co. (lighters),
through Olian Adv., St. Louis; Personal Products,
tissues,
through'
Compton
Adv.,YesNew
York;
Lee
Pharmacal, Shadow wave, through.
McCann-Erickson, New York; Richard Hudnut, hair color product,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

ADDITIONAL
HOURS
Additional
Listeners

$ 96,810

$ 303,195
$ 252,617
64,467
188,150

* BROADCASTING

through Dec, $52,845.
Procter & Gamble sponsored Musical Comedy Time for Camay and
Tide over NBC, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
alternate weeks, Oct. through Dec,
$113,900. It also sponsored television programs in other product

$ 33,297
93,165
59,868
• TELECASTING estimate

ATTRACTED AND HELD BY THE
SAME PROGRAM POLICY
"MORE REASONS TO

LISTE
NER"
WHICH N,
MADE OFTE
THIS STATION
AN IDEAL MEDIUM
IN THIS
IDEAL

Q

ass

MARKET

Travel.

AIR LINES, railroads, steamship
lines and resorts dabbled in television advertising during 1950 but
l.here were no major appropriations for the medium in this prodact classification.
Trans-World Airlines continued

an experiment started in 1949 by
using TV in major markets from
coast to coast. Other air lines
using some television included: Air
America, Burbank; British Commonwealth Pacific Airlines, New
York, agency Cecil & Presbrey,

! ZLASS 27. TRANSPORTATION, TRAVEL & RESORTS
There were no TV network advertisers in this class during 1950
1950 SPOT (NET)
1949 SPOT (Net)
* BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

TEST

• Telecasting

Less than 0.1%*
$34,400*
• TELECASTING estimate

New York; Capital Airlines, Washington, agency Lewis Edwin Ryan,
Washington; Delta Air Lines, Atlanta, agency Burke Dowling
Adams, Montclair, N. J.; and Eastern Air Lines, New York, agency
Fletcher D. Richards, New York.
Railroads and steamship lines
using television included: Atcheson,
Topeka & Santa Pe Railway, Chicago, agency Leo Burnett Co., Chicago; Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul
& Pacific Railroad, Chicago, agency
Roche, Williams & Cleary, Chicago;
Isbrandtsen & Sons, New York,
agency Cowan & Dengler, New
(Continued on page 180)

SOON

TO BE DAY
NIGHT

AND

Listeners stay tuned to the
Press - Gazette Station because we stay tuned to
them.
KET. WE KNOW THIS MARASK DEVNEY
Our rep. New York
about choice availabilities
April 16, 1951
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Class

Miscellaneous

TENFOLD expansion occurred last
year in miscellaneous network advertisers using the new visual medium. The classification includes advertisers not specifically covered
by the 27 main categories. Religious, labor and pet foods dominate the miscellaneous group.
Interest Grows
Interest in television has grown
steadily among religious advertisers. Largest buyer of TV time
is Young People's Church of the
Air, on ABC. This sponsor started
out with a $31,271 schedule in
1949. It proved so successful that
the organization expanded its
schedule six-fold in 1950, buying
Travel
(Continued from page 179)
York; New York Central, New
York, agency Foote, Cone & Belding, New York; and Union Pacific
Railroad, Omaha, agency Caples
Co., Omaha.
Resorts using television: City of
Atlantic City, Atlantic City, agency
A. A. Dorland, Atlantic City;
Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Honolulu,
agency Hoist & Cummings, Honolulu; New York State Dept. of
Commerce, Albany, agency BBDO,
New York.

HOOPER
LOCAL

RATINGS
PROGRAMS

NATIONAL

PROGRAMS

NEWSCASTS
iSPORTSCASTS

OP STATION

NATfONAL
WEED
Page 180
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$190,444 in ABC time and continuing into 1951. The series is telecast Sunday night.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn. turned to TV last year, supplementing
its $800,000 radio schedule with an
expenditure of $70,747 on the visual
medium. Another large religious
timebuyer, General Conference of
Seventh-Day Adventists, carried a
series of religious talks on ABC
last December for an expenditure
of $11,212.
The denomination's

radio budget exceeded a half-million dollars last year.
Missouri Synod of the Lutheran
Church carried Thanksgiving and
Christmas telecasts on ABC, spending $10,249Hour
for time.
The and
Church's
Lutheran
on ABC
MBS
totaled nearly $900,000 in radio
time last year. Special telecasts
were
arranged
New 1951.
Year's
Day and
Easter for
Sunday,
This religious use of television
was starting to attract other de-

1950

CLASS 28. MISCELLANEOUS
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Advertiser, program and agency
Product
YOUNG PEOPLES CHURCH OF THE AIR
Institutional
on the March"
J."Youth
M. Camp
QUAKER OATS CO.
"Zoo
Parade"
RuthraufF
& Ryan
GOSPEL BROADCASTING ASSN.
"The
Meeting"
R. H. Old
AlberFashioned
Co.
GENERAL CONFERENCE OF
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS
"Faith for Today"
LUTHERAN CHURCH— MISSOURI SYNOD
"Thanksgiving Day Program" &
"Christmas Program"
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
PORTER
NAMED
To Mobilization Board
PAUL A. PORTER, Washington
practicing attorney and former
FCC Chairman, has been named to
serve on President Truman's new
four-ply Mobilization Policy Advisory Board under the chairmanship of Defense Mobilizer Charles
E. Wilson.
Mr. Porter is one of 16 members selected to represent four different fields in the mobilization program— management, labor, public
and agriculture, serving on the
public panel. The board was established to help resolve differences
which prompted labor to boycott
the mobilization program.
A member of the law firm of
Arnold, Fortas & Porter, Washington, Mr. Porter served as chairman
of the FCC from December 1944
to February 1946. He also was formerly Federal Price Administrator.
AFRA Payments
WITH Larry Finley, president of
the suspended Progressive Broadcasting System, having given assurance that satisfactory payment will
be made to AFRA members if he
is given sufficient time and opportunity, the union is taking no action at this time to collect. A total
of $29,390.52 is due AFRA members, according to the union. Of
this amount, $16,950.42 is for programs actually broadcast by PBS.
The remaining $12,449 is for programs recorded, but not broadcast,
it was said.

nominations to the medium.
Lay j
Church Group, under Methodist j
Church guidance, started an ABCTV dramatic series for 13 weeks.
A number of special events were
telecast during the year by other
sponsors. Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., !
for example, broadcast a special
version of the International Livestock Exposition over NBC last
Nov. 28. Eversharp Inc. used TV
spots before Christmas for its gift
items.

NETWORK
(Gross)

Ken-L Ration Dog Food
Religion
Religious Talks
Religion

1950 $435,217
1949 40,851
Network
No. of Stations
Hours per Week
ABC-21-V2
Oct.-Dec.)
(Jan.-JulyNBC-37-1/2
(Oct.-Dec.)
ABC-14-V2
(Oct.-Dec.)
ABC-9-V2
(Dec. Only)
ABC-40-V2
(Nov.-Dec.)

SPOT
(Net)

1949

$

1950
$190,444
$152,565

1949
412,800"
$31,271
$ 4,000

$70,747
$11,212
$10,249
* BROADCASTING • TELECAST ING estimate T

Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 165)
Advertiser
Aunt Mid Co.
Austin,
Nichols Co.
Automatic
dio Mfg. RaCo.
Awful Fresh
B-lMacFarlane
Beverage
Co. Remedy
B-C
Co.
B-Slim Labs.

Number of Stations Used
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
Mixed
23
Vegetables
Moquin
Radios, Wine 1 1 1 1 1 1
Candy
Phonographs . 1 1 1 1
Soft Drink
Remedy
Headache

10 7 3 3 1 1 1

Agency
Schwimmer
Alfred
Lilly
& Scott
Hare Adv.
Dan B. Miner
Wesley
Nash K.
Hoyt W.
Charles

. e:
:

1
2 3 3 1
Reducing Aid
1
Barton A.
Clothing
B.V.D. Corp.
Stebbins
1111
Doyle
Dane
B.W.B. Food
Bernback
Beans
Fellows
45442443
B.C.L. Popcorn
1
Co.
Ross
Bachman
Pretzels
Aiken-Kynett
Bakeries
1—
Skittles
Baconette
2 11—1111 Jordan Co.
ucts Co. ProdBallentine, P.,
Beer
2 3 3 9 11 12 12 12 6 3 1 J. Walter
Thompson
& Sons&
Ballard
Biscuits
Henri. Hurst
1111121—1132
Ballard Co.
Banking
& McDonald I
Bank of
1
1 3 1
America
Charles Stuart1
.
1 2 1 Gardner
Banquet ning CanCanned
Co.
Beer
Chicken
1 1 1
Barbey's Oil
Inc
Gray & Rogers
Oil
Bardahl
1133333545
Harold Kirsch
Co.
Barnes. A. S., Books
1
John Shrager
& Co.
Barteldes Seed
Potts,
Calkins
& Holden
Beer
Ralph
H.
Co.
Jones
Bavarian Brew22 7111
8 3 Neal D. Ivey
ing Co.
Bayuk
Allied
Inc. Cigars
Cigars
Hosiery
11
Floor Wax
Beacon Co.
Bear Brand
Tatham -Laird
3 5
Hose Co.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
—

Advertiser
oestnce i? oo&s
Co.
Beauty
selors CounjCoUL) OdiCb
Co.
3eck, A. S.
Shoe Co.
3eck, Magnus,
Brewing Co.
3ecyn
.jCCLIIII LI l> i dLJi"
ing Co.
DclL-i. rdu! X .)
Co.
.ocll DI diiu
Foods
_3tri.Hl.UIlL XVdUlU
Corp.
Beltone Hearing Aid Co.
Bendix Corp.
6 en diks en ,
E. H., Co.
Dell XiLLl riU"
ducts Inc.
Ppnardn <at+Inc. "R i nV. Benrus ^Vatch
Co.
Rpncnn fir
Hedges
Bentzen's,
Cookies Mrs.,
rscigiioii dicw"
ing Co.
Berke Bros.
Dist.
Berks-Lehigh
Corp.
Best Foods Inc.

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JAS ON D
111112222221
1
1 1 3 5 4
111133211111
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
2 8 12 14 22 23 26 39 46 45 45 36
1 1
10 11 5

Product
Dairy Jrrou.
Beauty
Products
nUUottWdl C3
Shoes
Beer
LtU.111, X DULL
can ay
"Potato Chin^
± V OcLs

Agency
FC&B
Ewald
CampbellBarton A.
Stebbins
Moss Assoc.
Dorland
Moss-Chase
Direct.
Kenyon &
Eckhardt
Biddle Co.
1

—

1 2 2 3 5— 1 1
1221211213
Hearing Aids
1 1
1
Appliances
1 1
2 3
1 1 1 1
L/Ug J UUU
1— 1L> uico
1 1— 1 „ 1
Watches
40 38 39 40 46 47 48 58 51 53 50 41
1 1 2344444331
Parliaments
1 1 1 1
Cookies
Beer
1 2 2 3 3 2 2 2
"Wine
Fruit Growers

Various
pRit
Foods

Better Home
For Living
Ice Cream
Better Ice
Syrup,
Cream Co.
Powder
Beer
& Ale
Beverwyck
Breweries Inc.
Bigelow-Sanford Carpet
Co.
Bilt-Rite Baby
Carriage Co.
Rugs
Bird & Son
Bisceglia Bros. Wine
Wine Corp.
Bishop & Co.
Candy Bars
Inc.
Bishop, Hazel, Lipstick
Inc.
Washers
Blackstone
Corp.
Cake Mix
Blair Milling
Cremo
Blanton Co.
Margarine
Blatz Brewing Beer
Co.
Blue Anchor
Ginger Ale
Beverage Co.
Potatoes
Blue Boy
Dairies
Blue Dew Corp. Blueing
Candy
Blumenthal
Candy Co.
Bohemian Dist. Beer
Co.
Bolta Co.
Material
Clothes
Bond Stores
Inc.
Bonne Bell Inc. Cosmetics
Exercises
Bonomo Culture Institute
Wallpaper
Bon Ton Wallpaper Co.
Bonvil Packing Olive Oil
Corp.
Booth Bottling Soft Drinks
Co.
Bakery
Products
Dairy
3orden Co.
Products
Fresh Milk
Products
Instant Coffee
Instant Hot
Chocolate
BROADCASTING

Erickson
McCannBeaumont &
Hohman
R&R
Tatham-Laird
BC&G
Mogge-Privett
Garfield
HirshonJ. D. Tar cher
Kudner

Elliott-Daly
Schnitzer &
George
Hartman
2 1 1 1 1 1 1
Reingold
2 1 St. Georges
& Keyes
1 2 — Erie Ludgin
144334443311
Benton
Bowles &
Direct
Newhoff
344232122111
— 1111

Erickson
McCann12 Young &
Rubicam
Posner-Zabin

1 1 1 1
H.phrey
B. Hum111114
3 2 St.Keys
Georges &
1—1 1 — 1111111
Franklin
Bruck
21
Raymond
Spector
Warman
1 1— 1 1 1
2 2 2 3 Jerome Galvin
Wesley
Nash K.
11111111111
KFC&C
222111113321
1 1 1 1
Clements
1
Hart-Conway
Bowman &
1 1 1
Block
— 1 2 2 2
2 3 4 Lavenson Bur.
of Adv.
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1 FC&B
2
H.phrey
B. HumCayton
7 1
Direct
4 4 5 5 5
Scheck
r.
Ralph A. Hart
Peter Hilton
ii i
1111111
i
Harry
baum FeigenYoung
&
Rubicam
42 45 47 49 51 54 50 54 52 57 55 38 Young &
Rubicam
1 T. F. Conroy
4
1 2 Kenyon &
Eckhardt
2 4 Duane Jones

• Telecasting

Agency
Number of Stations Used
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
Young &
Pacific Cheese 447777777772
Div.
Rubicam
Reid's
1 2 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 DC&S
Bosco Co.
CreamIce
__ 1 1 3 5 4 4 4 Robert W. Orr
Boston Stove & Syrup
Foundry Co. Ranges
3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 Miller
Perfume
Bourjois Inc.
FC&B
Bovril Co. of Bouillon
America
Victor Bennett
Bowers Battery
Cubes
1111
&PlugSpark
Heller &
Co.
Beaumont
Sperling
Bowey's Inc.
Dari-Rich
Sorenson
&
Co.
Bowman
Dairy
Co.
Products
Dairy
3 1 3 2 1 1
Bowman Gum
J. Thompson
Walter
Chewing Gum 443333463321
Co.
Frank
Bruck
Inc.
Boyle-Midway
Wizard-Wick
— 1 2 3 2 2 10 25 1 9 2 „ W. Earl
Aerowax
Syrup
Bothwell
Boy-O-Boy
Market
1 1 1 1 1
Chocolate
Researchers
Syrup Co.
Boysen,
Walter, Paints
Co.
- 1
2
Candy
hardt
Brach, E. J.,
EmilWalter
Rein3 3 4 2 2 1
13 12 10 J.
& Sons
Thompson
1
Bradley, Milton Games
phrey
Co.
Braver, Arthur Kitchen Aids
3 2 1 2 2 H. Howard
B. HumOlmsted
Brecht &
MalcolmBeverages
1
Richter Co.
1 1 1 Charles
Breck, John H. Hair
Sheldon
Preparations
Bresnick
Breck, Jos. & Car Wash
-1
Ellis
Son, Corp.
Bredenberg
Labatt's
Ale
1
1
1
l
l
l
Dist. Co.
Brewing Corp. Carlings Ale
1 1 2 2 6 6 7 Benton &
of America
Carlings Beer
n 3 4 6 8 Bowles
& Stashower
Lang,
Fisher
McKee
&
Ice Cream 12 12 12 14 14 13 14 14 14 14 14 9 Albright
Breyer
Ice
Cream Co.
Wm. Esty Co.
Aer-A-Sol
1
Bridgeport
Brass Co.
Drops
H-B Cough
1 Chambers &
Briggs,
Wiswell
Co. C. A. &
(Continued on page 182)
Advertiser

IRE

CONFERENCE
Southwestern Agenda Set
A REVISED agenda for the 1951
Southwestern Conference of the
Institute of Radio Engineers,
slated to be held on the campus of
Southern Methodist U. in Dallas,
April 20-21, was announced last
Monday by John A. Green, publicity committee chairman. The
meeting is sponsored by the Dallas-Fort Worth section of IRE.
Opening day sessions (Friday)
will be keynoted with an address
by Donald G. Fink, Electronics
Magazine, on "New Frontiers in
Electronics." Topics include antenna radiation, instrumentation
of radiation, the "time domain concept of communication," trends in
design of navigational systems and
electronic miniaturization technique. FCC Comr. George E. Sterling is slated to address the banquet session that evening.
Saturday Subjects
Following day subjects will comprise seismometer design, radio
astronomy, microwave refractometer and its applications, and a
correlation computer and its applications to radio propagation.
Scheduled speakers are Dr. C. R.
Burrows, School of Engineering,
Cornell U., and C. Crain, Dr. F.
E. Brooks and H. W. Smith, U. of
Texas. Inspection trips to radio
and electronic installations will
round out the two-day activities.

Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
Buy
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-on FM
50,000 Watts
105,1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
April 16, 1951
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Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 181)
Number of Stations Used
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
1 1 1 1
Brill, H. C, Co. Canned Foods
Vitalis
2 2 7 9 17 17 13
Bristol-Myers
Co.
1 9 34 50 56 48
Ipana
5
British-AmeriGas, Oil
can Oil Co.
China
111
British Ceramics &
Crystal
Candy
2 3 3 1 1
4 10 4 1
Brock
Co. Candy
— 333
3 13
Bromley Sales Curtains
Inc.
5 5 3 4 6 2 2
Scarfanet
Brooke Co.
11—1111111
Brown, Arthur, Art Supplies
& Bros.
Kools
Brown &
49 48 50 50 57 59 58 62 64 64 61 48
Williamson
Viceroys
3 3 4 6 5 4 7 14 17 19 39 26
Brown Shoe Co. Shoes
1 14 18 19 5
1 1 —
Brownell &
Coffee
1 1 1—
Field
Cleanser
Bruce, E. L.,
134554156887
Co.
Bryant Heater Water Heaters
1 1 1 1 1
Co.
1 1 1 1 1 .
Buckeye Brew- Beer
ing Co.
Foods
33 3 3 4 3 2 2
Budget Pack
Inc.
1111.. 11111
Macaroni
Buitoni Products Inc.
60 63 66 65 67 64 65 70 74 72 78 56
Bulova Watch Watches
Co.
Candy
11113 21
Bunte Bros.
1
1
1
1 3 1 —
Beer
Burger
ing Co.BrewDairy
2
Burger, C. F..
Creamery
Prods.
Sausage
111111111
Buring Natl.
Packing Co.
1112 4 4
Burleson, T. W., Honey
& Son
Beer
11
[Burlington
Brewing
1 1 1 ._ 1
Burpee Can
Fryer
Sealer Co.
Burry Biscuit Cookies
1122222111
Corp.
Mattresses
Burton-Dixie
3 3 1
2 2 —
Corp.
Rain
Drops
1
1
1
2
1
Bu Tay uctsProdLtd.
Tintair
._ 1
Bymart Inc.
Various
C & W Enter1 1
Products
prises
1
1
1
2
Cabany ducts
ProInc.
Chocolate
2 2 1
Cadbury-Fry
America
Cain, John Co. Mayonnaise
17774444
2 1
Calavo Growers Avacados
of Calif.
Formula 40
1
Caleb Corp.
Metal
17 7 1
Calif. Dairy Industry
visoryAd- Board
Advertiser

PROTECT

Agency
Tracy, Kent
DC&S
DC&S
James Lonick
F. hurst
H. HayLN&B
John Cairns
Stodel
Huber Hoge
Ted Bates
Ted Bates
Leo Burnett
Horton-Noyes
Christiansen
Fuller & Smith
& Ross
Livingston,
Porter &
Hicks
Direct
Harold I.
Siesel
Biow Co.
Presba, Fellers
& Presba
Midland
Casler, Hempstead &
Hanford
Rosengarten &
Steinke
Rogers &
Smith
Goodkind,
Joice
Morgan&
J. erson
H. HickClements
Turner
Glasser-Gailey
Cecil
&
Presbrey
Harold Kaye
Mogge-Privett
Ellington
Chambers &
Wiswell
Pevvett & Co.
J. Freiburg
Brisacher,
Wheeler
&
Staff

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
Page 182
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Kansas City, Mo.

Advertiser
Calif. Fruit
change
Growers ExCalif.
Co. Packing
Calif. Prune &
ers Assn.GrowApricot
Calif. Sea
Food Co.
Chemical
Calif.
Spray- Co.
Calo Dog Food
Co. Inc.
i^aiso water
Cambridge
Inc. Curtains
Cameo
Camneid M±g.
Co
Campana Sales
Co

Number of Stations Used
Product
During Each Month
Agency
J F MAMJ JASOND
Sunkist Fruits 1311
11111
FC&B
Foods
i^Ci
.VI* 111 1 t'
O 1UIlsW
1 V» ~ \ ' CCl
f. £ j i
Prunes
Cat Food
Calspray
JJUg JC UUU
Cigars
Curtains
Toasters
Ayds
Makeup
Solitair
Malt-O-Meal

Campbell
real Co. CeCampbell,
Corp.i y ± ouiio Concrete
ndi
Campbell Soup
Co.
VPanada
Cxi l CLKACL ±JTItv
Ly
Ginger Ale
Canadian Ace
Brewing Co.
Canadian
Breweries
Ltd.
Canandaigua
dustries Co.InCanepa, John
B., Co.Mills
Cannon
^ >A I 1 (Oil IT I UV1
sion Co.
Farnsworth
Corp.
CapehartCapital Airlines
Capital City
Bakers
Capital
Products Co.
Cargill Inc.
Carnation Co.
Carolene
Prods.
Morton Co.
CarpenterCarr-Consolidated Biscuit
Co.
Carrier Corp.

233344433344
2 1 1 2 2223227

McCannErickson
Long Adv.

1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
222211112222

Weinberg
Cosby
Cooper&
Frank Wright

2 3 3 2 Honig-Cooper
2 3 1 1
Kelly & Lamb
15 20 22 25 15 4 4 3 5 13 13 2 Philbin,
Brandon &
Sargent
1 1
Maxon
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 H. W. Kastor
2 1 1
Clements
115

Mithun
1 1 CampbellHoffman

4 11

Franco—
American Prods.
uUll
!
'
I
1
1 1 r\
Beer

1
111111111123

D-F-S
J. M. Mathes

Beer

333333322331
1

Louis WeitzMcKim
man

Wine
Macaroni
Sheets
Produce
Radios,
TV Sets
Air Travel
Dixie
Margarine
Feeds
Milk
Compound
Milk
Paints
Crackers

Ed Wolff
3 J. E. Long

.. 22222111

1 1 1

15 Young &
Rubicam
1 1 1 Direct
J. M. Mathes
1 1

Lewis E. Ryan
2 2 Gray & Rogers
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
R, W. Knopf
222233445532
Bruce
BrewerB.
1 3 3 2 5 12 14 13 Erwin, Wasey
1 4 7 7 7 Direct
7 7 7 1 — 1 1 1 — John C. Dowd
2 3 3 2

Lynn-Fieldhouse
2 2 1
N. W. Ayer
ditioners
3 4 4 „ 10 13 12 15 16 7 4 1 SSC&B
Carter Products Syrup
Air ConArrid
2 2 3 3 Hays
Cary Maple
Sugar Co.
Waters D.
._
2 Norman
Casco Products
Appliances
Cassite Corp.
Lubricants
7 10 Keeling & Co.
1
D. S. Hillman
Catalina Co.
Swim Suits
Cat's Paw
Heels & Soles .. 3 8 14 18 24 21 25 29 32 33 33 S. A. Levyne
Rubber Co. Fabrics
15 17 16 5
3 19 19 13 Ellington &
Celanese
Corp.
r»f Amprira
< .-• '.ui/im co.
Building
8 3 1 MacFarland
Aveyard
Material
2
2
1
1
1 1 Thatcher
Cemi-Curl
Foods
3 __ Ralph G. Cahn
> V III ( ill '. :l l< '
Artichoke
Growers
1
Beaumont
Hohman &
Bus Travel
Central
hound GreyLines
-11 Pettinella
Ceribelli,
1111
Brioschi
& Co. G.,
1
Direct
Chadburn
iery MillsHosInc. Gas Ranges
._ — — —
1 A. W. Lewin
Chambers
Distr. Co.
1
Huber Hoge
Champion pImlement Co.
Outdoor
._
1
Dean Simmons
Charkook
Cooker
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Number of Stations Used
Agency
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
3 1 John Freiberg
Charles, John C. Metal Polish
Candy
1111 1 1 Scheck
Charms Co.
Chase Candy Co. Candy
1 1 3 2 D-F-S
Garfield &
1 1 1 1
Chemicals Inc. Cleanser
Guild
Chesapeake &
3 3 1 N. W. Ayer
3 1
Potomac Tel.
Co.
Vaseline
Chesebrough
445454117664
Cayton
Prod.
Mfg. Co.
1
1
1
1
1
Chicago &
David
Northwestern Transportation
RK
Wilhelm,
2
Chicago &
Laughlin
Wilson &
Southern
Airlines.
LeVally
12 1
Chicago Electric Washers
Mfg. Co.
11111
Chicago, Rock TransCaples
Island & Paportation
cific Lines
Chicago Show Mystic Tape
1 8 11 10 __ Hartman
Printing Co.
224358987761
Pinafore
Phil Gordon
j Chicago
WestChickens
em Corp.
1
Childs Dist. Co. Razor Blades
1 1
Lake-SpiroShurman
1 1 1 Hobbs
Chocolate Prod- Stillicious
ucts
Drink
MelamedR & R
Chrysler Corp. Dodge Div.
52 6 3 2 2 2 1 1
DeSoto Div.
10
1 2 2 3 4 5 3 BBDO
Chrysler Div. 2 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 Erickson
N. W. Ayer
1 McCannPlymouth Div. . 1 1
1 10 Brooke. Smith,
Christmas Club
A Corp.
French
& Dorrance
Foods
Chun King
Mithun
Sales
CampbellWasser, Kay
1 1
Churchill
Steaks
Wafer Steaks
& Phillips
1
1 4 5 6 4 5 4 Edward J.
Cinch Products Cake Mix
Robinson
1 1 1 1
Cities Service
Gas, Oil
Ellington
Corp.
1
Eastburn
City Sewing
Siegel &
Center
Al
Paul Lefton
—
1
1
1
3
3
1
Claridge Food Hamburgers
Co.
Clark Bros.
4 9 10 12 10
Gum
Erickson
Chewing Gum
McCannCo.
2 1
Dental
Clark-CleveHanley-Hicks
Cleanser
land
gomery
& MontCandy
14 15 21 22 28 27 27 28 32 41 12 28 BBDO
Clark, D. L..
Co.
Petroleum
1211122211 Arthur MeyerClark's
Products
Gas Co.Super
hoff
Chambers
&
2 1 3 1
Clayton, S. C. Zavex
Wiswell
Co.
4 2 1
Clean Products Wallpaper
Co.
Cleanser
man & BowByer
Cleaning Cloth Sana-Cloth
1
Howard
Co.
MalcolmWalter L.
Cleveland &
Cruises
1 1 1
Rubens
Buffalo
Steamship Co.
Beer
Cleveland111111111221
Carpenter
Sandusky
Brewing Co.
N. W. Ayer
1 3 3 3 2
Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
Co.
Climalene Co. Cleansers — 11112222222
W. S. Hill Co.
L. W. Ramsey
Clinton Foods
Orange
Juice
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
Co.
(Continued on page 18U)
Advertiser

QUINCY,

852.
_■
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FM

OUTLET BID
Filed by Lowell Institute
APPLICATION of Lowell Institute
for a new high power noncommercial, educational FM station
at Boston has been accepted for
filing by FCC. Facilities sought are
Channel 209 (89.7 mc) with effective radiated power of 14.72 kw.
The transmitter is to be donated
by Prof. Edwin H. Armstrong of
Columbia U., inventor of FM.
The Boston Symphony Orchestra
will join with the six greater Boston colleges and universities now
members of the Lowell Institute
Cooperative Broadcasting Council
to inaugurate the new station, it
was announced by Ralph Lowell,
trustee of the institute. These colleges are Boston College, Boston
U., Harvard U., Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, Noi'theastern
U. and Tufts College.
Besides the full symphony programs, the station plans extensive
live "adult education" features.
Some BBC shows also are scheduled.
"Ourtive andplans
to add an unique
coopera-to
noncommercial
FM station
Boston's listening opportunities," Mr.
Lowell said, "have grown out of the
encouraging response which the members of the Council have received duringtiontheof adult
past four
years to programs
the presentaeducational
over
Boston's
AM,
FM
and
TV
stations."
He
complimented the commercial
stations
for this "generous cooperation."
Boston U. plans to continue its
noncommercial FM station, WBUR.
Studios of the new FM outlet
are to be located in Symphony
Hall with transmitter site atop
Great Blue Hill, Milton, Mass.
Station is to be managed by Parker
Wheatley, director of the Cooperative Broadcasting Council and during World War II chief of radio
programs section of Armed Forces
Radio Service.
The Pulse Inc. for January reported more than 102,000 families in the five eastern Massachusetts counties have FM receivers, a more than 50% increase
over a year ago. Nearly 5 million
persons were reported living in the
proposed
station's
service
Construction
plans
were area.
made in
consultation with Prof. E. L. Chaffee, Harvard, and Prof. W. H. Radford, MIT, who will supervise construction. Annual operating cost
is estimated at $60,000.
OAB MEETING
Gathering Slated May 2-3
OHIO Assn. of Broadcasters will
hold its annual meeting in ColumHotel.bus May 2-3 at the Deshler-Wallcik
Speakers scheduled include William Ryan, BAB president; Oliver
Gramling, assistant general manager of Associated Press; Ralph
Hardy, government relations director, NARTB ; Carlton Dargusch,
former state tax commissioner, and
Fred Smith, vice president of the
William Powell Co.
At a banquet May 2 the entire
membership of both the State
House and the State Senate will be
present as guests.

WIND

TOPS

O'
AG
IC
ME
0S
-H
0F
T0UCH

AUDIENCE*
1ST MONDAY-FRIDAY
6 A.M.-6 P.M.
WITH 21.7% OF
TOTAL AUDIENCE

1ST SATURDAY
6 A.M.-6 P.M.
WITH 20.6% OF
TOTAL AUDIENCE

1ST SUNDAY
6 A.M.-6 P.M.
WITH 18.2% OF
TOTAL AUDIENCE

*Pulse of Chicago,
Out-of-Home Study,
January-February, 1951.
"The Most Homes Per
560 Kc
• 5000
Station"Watts
Dollar
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
24 HOURS A DAY
KATZ AGENCY, Representative

April 16, 1951
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Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 183)
Number of Stations Used
Agency
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
1 1 1 1 1 Western
Gas, Oil
Soft Drinks
Richard Foley
111111111111

Advertiser

Clipper Oil Co.
Cloverdale
Spring Co.
Club Razor &
1 1 1
Blade Mfg. Co
Fresh Frozen
1
Coastal LemLemonade
onade
Ajax
3 4 1
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Shave Cream
2 16 32 39
Baking
111221111
Colonial Baking
Products
Co.
Candy
1 1 3 1
Colonial Candy
Corp.
Colonial Dames Cosmetics
1
Inc.
3 3 3 3 __
Colonial Stores Markets
15
Columbia Baking Co.
Beer
Columbia
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Breweries
Columbia River Canned Fish
1 2 2 2 2
Packers Assn.
Comal Hosiery
Hosiery _. 4 5 5 4 2
Mills
Comet Rice
Rice
1 2
Mills
La Palina
122333444554
Congress
Cigar
Co.
Cigars
!
1 7 6
Conmar ProdZippers
ucts Co.
Consolidated
Institutional 1
Edison Co.
Consolidated
Buck
16
ToysRogers
Industries
Consolidated
Krank's
Cream Shave 111111133232
Royalcal Co. ChemiBread,
Continental
667777656586
Cakes
Baking Co.
Continental
2 13 15 15 15 14 16 18 18 17 16
Gas, Oil
Oil Co.
Continental
Kyron Tablets 1
Pharmaceutical
14 6 2
Converted Rice
Inc.
Uncle
Rice Ben's
1 2 1 1 1
Cook Chemical Cook-Kill
Co.
Insecticide
1 1 6 11 7 1 1 1
Coolerator Co. Refrigerators _
Canned Corn
1 1 1 1
Cope, Martin
H., Co.
Mop
Corcoran Co.
Presto -Dri
l 1 1 1
Corn Products Niagra Starch
3 1 1
Refining Co.
1 12 17 19
Corning Glass Pyrex Ware
Works
-111
Cortley Frosted
Foods
Class
3 3 3 1 1 -115
i Cory Corp.
MakerCoffee
Cossman Co.
Plastic Toys — — — — — _ — __ __ 1
Cott Beverages
Soft Drinks 223333233332
Inc.
2 1
Coughlan, G. N., Pantastic
Co.

Raymond
R. Smith
Sherman &
Marquette&
Sherman
Marquette
Kremer
MerrillSusman
Adler &
David
S.
Hillman
Liller, Neal &
Freitag
Battle
H. J. Ryan
Botsford,
stantine Con&
Gardner
T. F. Conroy
Leche & Leche
Schwimmer
& Scott
Weintraub
BBDO
Herbert
Laufman
R&R
Ted Bates
Geyer,
Newell
& Ganger
Arthur
Meyerhoff
Leo Burnett
Gardner
Mithun
CampbellDirect
Rutledge &
Schideler
C. L. Miller
Young &
Rubicam
H. W. Fairfax
D-F-S
Hunter
John C. Dowd
A. W. Lewin

, t-

DON'T SAY WE
DIDN'T TELL YOU!
(about this NAB Convention Special)

Get It For Your Market!
S. GOODMAN
PRODUCTIONS
Suite 556A-557A
HOTEL
STEVENS
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Brylcreem
Look

Cudahy ing PackCo.
Culligan
Zeolite Co.

OldCleanser
Dutch
Soft Water
Service

Curtice
Brothers
Curtis Pub. Co.
Curtiss Candy
Co.
D.M.S.
Co.
Dad's Root
Beer

Ketchup
Blue
Label
Candy
Magazines

League Coop.
Assn.
Dairymen's
Dale, Barbara
D'Arrigo
Bros.
Davis,
Co. H. B.,
Co.
Davis, R. B.,
Co.
Davisoncal Corp.
ChemiDawson Brewing Co.
Day & Night
Mfg.
Co. Co.
Dean Milk
Dearborn Stove
Co.
Deepfreeze plianceApCo.
Delby's Foods
Delta Airlines

^

Crazy Water
Crystals
Cereal
Noodle
Products
Gas Ranges

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
1 1 1
1 3 4 1

Deran Confectionery Co.
Derby
Foods
Inc.

Agency
Atherton &
Currier
McCannErickson
Rutledge
David
BBDO

_ Martin
Williams
Erickson
71 McCannBozell
Jacobs&
Con
1 1 Botsford,
stantine &
Gardner
13
_ B. D. Iola
44466552
Grant
.. 2 2 2 1 1 2 Frederic,
Franz &
McCowan
1 Chambers
Wiswell &
1 7 1 8 6 4 2 1 BBDO
1 1 1 __
C. L. Miller

11155666667

Watches

37

Knives
Root Beer

2 6 2 4 8 5 2 1 Huber Hoge
133343233223
MalcolmHoward
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 A. A. Barlow

Celery
Hats
Brocoli &

-11111111
. 1 1 1
3 3

Paints
Cocomalt &
Swel

Peter
Pan
Peanut
Washing
Butter
Compound
Paint
Washing
Machines
Toys
Beer

H. Chirurg
J. Weil
James Thomai
Buddemeier

2 2 2 3 5 6 Samuel Croot
1
Emery

- 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2
Beer
Water Heaters 11 9 10 9 9 8 8 7 7 6 5 5
3 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 111
Chocolate
Drink
Coolers
3 3 2 1
Home Freezers
1
Canned Cream
1 111 1 „
2222224146
Air Travel
6 5
Co. Packing
Delta
1 4 1 3 1—
Relish
Demonstration
111
Service Corp.
De Mert &
Antifreeze
Appliances
45
Dougherty Co.
Dennison Food
5 7 9 11 11 11 11 9 9
Foods
6
Co.
De Nobili
1 1
Italian Cigars
Denver & Rio
1 1
Grande
ern RR WestDe Pree Corp. Nullo
Deodor16
20
Candy
1
ant Tablets

Bresnick
Solomont&
Hixon &
LeoJorgensen
Burnett
Rogers
Smith &
LeVally
Copley
Burke. DawlLee-Murray
ing & Adams
Howard
R&R
MalcolmBrisacher,
Wheeler
Staff
Viola
Atelson

Casler,
sted & Hemp'
Hanford
1 1 1
Arnold
Brorby
1 29 29 7 — Needham,
Louis &
1 1 1 —

Mum, Mullay
.- 2 2 __
J.Thompson
Walter
.-111 1
WestonBurnett
McLain__
1
1
1 1
Dorville
Dundes & 1
Brooke,
Frank Smith
French
&
Dorrance
Corp.
Dictaphone
Dictaphone
1 l l 1
Young &
Rubicam
Dictograph
Maxwell
1 1
Hearing Aids
Sackheim
Products
Diet Foods Inc. Jelly & Salad
1 2 1 Brisacher,
Dressing
Wheeler St
Staff
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Devoe
nolds &Co.RayDexter Co.
Brewery State
Diamond
Diavalo Inc.
Dick, J. R.

Available on an exclusive basis to one station in each town.

Product

County Perfumery Ltd.
Cowles Pub.
Co.
Crazy Water
Co. of Wheat
Cream
Corp.
Creamette Co.
Cresta Blanca
Wine &
Cribben
Sexton Co.
Crispie Potato
Chip Co.
Co. Watch
Croton

Inc.
Detergents

For the first time! A Spot Library Service
consisting of tested and proven transcribed
announcements.

HARRY

Advertiser

Advertiser
DJ Corp.
Dior, Christian,
Perfumes
Corp.
Diplomat
Products
Dishm aster
Corp.
Dixie Brewing
Co.
Dobler Brewing Co.
Doeskin Products Co.
Dolcin Corp.
Domestic Sewing Machine
Co.
Donnelly, Reuben H., Co.
Donnelly, R. R.,
& Sons
Dormeyer
Corp.
Doubleday &
Co.
Douglasscraft Co.AirDoyle Packing
Co.
Drackett Co.
Drenk's
Mgrs. Foods,
Inc.
Dress-of-the
Month Club
Drewrys, The,
Ltd.
Duart Mfg. Co.
DuingBoiss
Co. BrewDudenhoefar,
Joseph Co.
Duffy-Mott
Corp.
Dulane, Inc.
Dulanv, John
H., & Son
DuMont,
Allen B.
Duncan Coffee
Co.
Du Pont, E. I.
Nemours &
Co.
Duquesne
Brewing Co.
Durkee Famous
Foods Div. of
Glidden Co.
Durkee-Mower
Co.
Durr, C. A.
Packing Co.
Dwarfies Corp.
Dutchess May
E. & B. Brewing Co.
Eagle-Pitcher
Co.
Eastern Airlines
Eastern
Steak Chip

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND

Product
Cleanser

Norman Mack
Albert
Woodley

Soup

1 1 1 1 1—
1 1 1
111111111111
1
1 1 1
111111111553

Dishwasher
Beer
Beer
Tissues
Proprietary
Sewing
Machines

1 1 1 2 2
12 17 17 9 2
4 3 3 3

Electro Tool
Co.

Tracy, Kent
Don Wagnitz
Fitzgerald
Woodard
& Fris
Federal
Victor Van
Der Linde
Fuller & Smith
& Ross
N. W. Ayer
& Son
Fulton,
Morrissey
John W. Shaw
Huber Hoge

Redbook
Advertising
Electric
Mixers
Book Club

3 3 3 1
1 1 1 1—
1 1 1
1
3 5 3 3 4 1 1 1

Dog Food
Windex
Food
Products

3 J. Walter
Thompson
1 1 1 1 1 1
Fairbanks
1 3 3 2 Young &
Rubicam
111111111111
O'Halloran
Stone1 1 1
Kaufman
1 1 1 1 1 1 Maxon

Beer, Ale

Hair Rinse
1 1
Beer & Ale _ _
_
111
Wine
1 1 1 1 1 1

Honig-Cooper
Direct
Dayton,
Johnson &
Hacker
14 26 30 31 29 31 33 35 38 39 37 21 Young &
Apple
Products
Rubicam
^
1 Lavensen
Appliances
Solomon &
Frozen Foods
1 2 2 F, C & B
10 7 9
9 9 9 8 7 5 3
TV Sets
Ewald
CampbellCoffee
1
Meradco
BBDO
4 4 2
11
Paints
Beer
Food

53333335566
2 2 2 4 6 6 10 9 10 12 17

Walker
&
Downing
Meldrum &
Fewsmith

Marshmallow 122211112456
Harry Frost
Fluff
1 __ 1 1 1 2 2 Moser & Cotins
Pork Products.
1
Food
Thomas
BuchananDirect
323326544332
Beer
W. B. Doner
Storm
1
Flint
Windows
F. D. Richards
Airtation
Transpor- 111111111111
Meat
1
Doner

Eastern Wine
Chateau Wine
Co.
2 3 3
Easy Washing Washers
Machine
Corp.
Eaton, Chas. A. Shoes
Eckrich,
& Sons Peter
Eclipse Food
Products
Economics
Laboratory
Edison. Thomas
A., Inc.
Edlund Co.
Edwards Coffee
Ehlers,
Inc. Albert
Ekco Prod. Co.
Elan Mills

Agency

Frankfurters
Coffee Syrup
Soilax
Batteries

1 H. C. Morris
2 2 BBDO

Fort. Nichols
& Todd
111111122334
Westheimer
1122123333 Joseph
Maxfield
Cunningham &
1 1 1 1
Walsh
1 1 1 1 Gray & Rogers

Can Openers
1 1
Coffee
1 1 1 1 1 1
Coffee
1 1 1_

Hays Adv.
T. W. Schwam
Weiss
Geller &
Cutlery 11
4212111
Al Paul Lefton
A.
Sheets
2 1 1 Charles
Silver
Electric Razors
1 1 Western

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Number of Stations Used
Product
During EachJASOND
Month
JFMAMJ
Elgin
Compacts
Div. American
of 111.
Watch Case
Co.
12 15 50 43
Elgin
Watches
WatchNat'l
Co.
111
1 2 3 4 2
Elmer Candy Candy
Co.
14 15 19 23 25 25 25 27 28 27 29 19
Emerson
Drug BromoCo.
Seltzer
Embree Mfg. Plastic
11
Co.
Finish
Enamel Prod- Korak
1111112 11
ucts Co.
Table Top
1 1 1 1
Encyclopedia
Britannica
Inc.
2 4 3 3 3 3 ._
Eno Scott &
Brylcreem
Beer
Bowne
..
1 1 1
Enterprise
Brewing Co
111111111111
Erie Brewing
Beer
Co.
(Continued on page 186)
Advertiser

MANPOWER
GUIDE
Lists Essential Services
COMMUNICATION equipment
production and services are among
"essential activities" listed April 8
by Secretary of Commerce Charles
W. Sawyer as a guide for the Dept.
of Defense in obtaining manpower
for the military branches.
The compilation is a revision of
standard industrial classifications,
issued last summer, which labeled
radio and television broadcasting,
including AM-FM-TV and facsimile, as "essential" along with manufacturers of communications-electronics equipment [BROADCASTING •
Telecasting, Aug. 7]. It placed the
industry on the same footing as
during World War II.
The new listing, which is not designed for use in connection with
allocations, priorities and other
similar purposes, is divided into 25
main categories, among them "Production of Communication Equipment" and "Communication ServEssential Products
Products falling under essential
equipment include "military radios,
ices." and related electronic equipradar
ment and component
parts,"telegraph
as well
as switchboard,
printing
and coaxial cable equipment. Services apply to telephone, telegraph,
radio-telephone and radio-telegraph; cable (land or submarine)
and protective signal systems.
At the same time Secretary
Sawyer revealed that a Joint Commerce-Labor Dept. committee is
preparing a revision of a list of
"Critical Occupations" designed as
a guide "for considering requests
for delay in call to active duty of
reservists and the National Guard."
It was stressed that persons in
essential activities or occupations
will not thereby necessarily be
granted deferments.
Determining criteria in the activities listings, according to Secretary Sawyer, are that products
or services "be essential to the defense program or to the minimum
civilian health, safety or interests"
and "be inadequate to meet defense

Agency
John W. Shaw
Saussy
J. Thompson
Walter
BBDO
O'Neill
WalkerO'Brien
Metropolitan
Williams
Gibbons- J.
Atherton &
A. Currier
J. Kearns
Yount Co.

and minimum civilian requirements,
or for which a seriously short supUnder
the listing issued by the
ply is indicated."
Labor Dept. last August, electrical
engineers were adjudged to be in
"critical occupations" if they "plan
and supervise construction and instal ation of . . . wire communications; design and develop radio,
television, electronic and allied
equipment. . . ."
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia, has purchased three new manufacturing plants
in Bedford, Ind., about 65 miles southwest of Balderson
Indianapolis,
President William
has announced.

WSRS
CLEVELAND
. . . ."The Family Station"
serving Clevelanders and
all the local nationalities
in the 3rd most densely
populated metropolitan
district in the U. S. A. . . .
covering 336 sq. miles.
. .

. Ask Forjoe for the

power-packed selling
facts about the effective
WSRS domination and
local impact. Hooper
rating up . WSRS cost
per thousand lowest in
town, thus the best buy in
CLEVELAND

WSRS
April 16, 1951
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Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 185)
Advertiser
Erlanger, Otto
Co.
Eskimo Pie
Corp.
Esquire Beer
Esquire Inc.

Product
Beer
Ice Cream

Number of Stations Used
During EachJASOND
Month
Agency
JFMAMJ
111111111111
E. L. Brown
1 1 __ 2 2
Buchanan

Coronet
1 2 1 1
Magazine
Beer
&
Ale
— 1
1 1 1 __ 1 1 __
Esslinger's Inc.
Oil & Gas
1 22 3
Esso Standard
Oil Co.
Estate Stove Co.
— — — — — — —
1 1
Oil Heaters
Eureka-Wil1 1 1
1 __
liams Corp.
Evans Case Co. Lighters
— 1 1 __ 1 3 4
1
2 2 2 3 6 8 12 13 15 17 18 11
Eversharp Inc. Razors
Excelsior Quick Steaks
1 1 1
Frozen Meat
Products
Laxative
1112 2
Ex-Lax Inc.
1 1 1 1
Fairmont Can- Saladette
ning Co.
Fairmont Foods Frozen Food
1 1 1 l
Falls City
Beer
333322222333
Brewing Co.
Beer
3
2 2 8 7 8 7 10 13 13 15 12
Falstaff Brewing Corp.
Jacks
— 1 1 1
Fancy Food
Products
Gum
Fan Tan Gum
1 2 2 2 1 1 2
Corp.
Flour
1 1232222
—1
Fant Milling
Co.
Farberware
1 1 1 __
Farber, S. W.,
Inc.
1 3 2 2
2 2 1
Fashion Frocks Dresses
Inc.
1
1
Fastner Corp. Zippers
1
s
John'Co.
ercine
Fath
Medi
2
Fauntleroy
Starch
1 4 5 1
Aidtioning
CondiFedders-Quigan
Corp.
3 4 4 6 7
Feemster, W.R., Vegetable
Slicer
! Co.
3 3 2
Fehr Baking Co. Bread
Beer
333344444442
Fehr, Frank,
Brewing Co.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Felber Biscuit Crackers
Co.
__ 1 1
Felin, John H. Meat Products
& Co.
Book
1
Fell, Frederick
Inc.
Fels
1 1 1
Fels & Co.
SoapNaptha
_
1
1
1
1
1
3
6 __
Felt & Tarrant Comptometer
School
Felton-Sibley
Paints 11. 11 1-111111 —
& Co.
Beer
Fesenmeier
11111—111111
Brewing Co.
Filbert,
J. H., Margarine
11
Inc.
Candy
Fine Products
1 1 2 1
Corp.

Lennen &
Mitchell
J. Cunningham
Cox
Marschalk
&
Pratt
Don Kemper
Casler,
Hempstead
McCleery
McNeill
&
Biow
Tracy, Kent
Joseph Katz
Patton,
Haggerty
Thomas
BuchananGeorge
Prater L.
DancerSample
FitzgeraldMacDonald
Cook &
Walker
Downing
Couchman
Victor Van
Der Linde
Franklin
Bruck
Michael
MannionA..
John Queen
Erickson
McCannBBDO
O'Neil. Larson
& McMahon
Pitluk
LeVally
H. M. Miller
Lewis &
Gilman
Klores &
Carter
S. E. Roberts
Fitzmorris
&
Miller
Aitken-Kynett
Direct
SSC&B
Massengale
Harvey-

VISITING WNBH-WFMR (FM) New Bedford, Mass., are Boston agency timebuyers and New York representatives. The stations have just moved into a
new home called Radio Center. Present were (I to r) Ruth Simonds, Doremus
& Co.; Jan Gilbert, Harold Cabot Agency; Gertrude Saxe, WNBH-WFMR
Boston representative; Paul J. Perreault, WNBH manager; Carol Connell,
Hoag & Provandie agency; Otis Rawalt, WNBH-WFMR New York representative (Walker Co.); Bertha Bannan, WNBH-WFMR Boston representative, and
David Shurtleff, WNBH sales director.
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Number of Stations Used
During EachJASOND
Month
Agency
Candy
JFMAMJ
Product
Honey
Hollingsworth
1 1 Harrison
2 2 2 2 Flack
Finger Lakes
Honey Baking
Prod. Bread, Cakes 11111111
Fischer
1111 Scheck
Co.
Flour,
Cereals
1
1
1
Fisher Flouring
1111 Pacific
National
Mills F. W.,
Hair Tonic
Fitch,
56666742
.. Harry
CohenB.
Beer
&
Ale
11111111
Co.
1111 Hevenor
Fitzgerald
laney
Brewing Bros.
Co.
Kitchen
Fitzpatrick
4 5 6 Russell Seeds
Klenzer
Bros.
Pet Food
Flag Pet Dog
1 1 1
Warren, JackFood Corp.
son & De1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Weiss & Gelle
Flagstaff
Foods Foods
Flavour Candy
2
2
2
1
1
Phil
Gordon
Mints
Co.
Corp.
Lewis
&
Fleer, Frank H. Chewing Gum 655666666631
Gilman
Fleetwood
1 ._ 1 Liller,
BattleNeal &
Coffee Co.
Fletcher Oil
1
Farquhar
&
Co.
Bair L.
Flex-Let Corp. Watch Bands 4 1 6 10 9 16 .. 2 12 18 23 22 Edwin
Frankensteir
Florida Citrus Fruits
Thompson
Comm.
4
3
J.
Walter
Inc. Fashions
Florida
Dresses
1
1
Harold
Siesel J.
Florshiem
Shoe
Co.
1 Gordon Best
Flying Irishman Air Travel
2
2
1
1 Direct
Ford Motor Co.
11 14 5 4 5 6 7 9 11 16 21 34 J. Walter
Ford
Dealers
Thompson
Foremost
Dairy Prod.
Dairies
4 5 4 4 3 2 .. 1 Fletcher
RichardsD.
Forman, L. C,
Piccalilli
Sons
1 1 1 1 1 __ C. W. Muencr
Forst Packing Jewelry
Foods
-1111111
Kaplan &
Co.
Bruck
Corp. Chain
Forstner
13 13 13 1 2
A. W. Lewin
Fort Pitt
6 6 6 6 5 5 5
Brewing Co. Beer
5 5 5 5 BBDO
4 Seasons, Inc.
Salad Dressing
1 2 Robert
Smith
McCleery
42 Products,
Hair Oil 1 — 6789744874
McNeil &
Ltd.
Cafeteria 4
R. J. Potts,
Forum teCaferias of
Finney
Calkins &
Holden
America
Doan's
Pills
2 2 2 2 Street &
Foster-Milburn
Co.
3 2 1
Maxwell
Foster Products
Sackheim
Grill
1
1
1
1
1
..
Ralph Sharp
Fox Brewing
Beer
Co.
Fox Head
Beer
1 1 1 1 Weiss
&
Murphy
Brewing Co.
Geller
Beer
1112 11 Carroll Dean
Fox, Peter
Brewing Co.
Paints
Foy Paint Co.
1
1
S. C. Baer
Frank Tea &
1 Ruthrauff &
Foods
Spice Wally,
Co.
Frank,
Pipes
12 1
12 1 Huber Hoge
Ltd.
Ryan
222445554
Ruthrauff
&
Frankenmuth
Beer
Brewing Co.
1111111111
Byer &
Beer
Franklin
Bowman
Ryan
ing Co. Brew2
A. S. Weil
Correspondence Courses
Franklin
stitute InFoods
Foley
Freeman
CertiFresh Foods
1
The Bogert's
French, R. T., Silver Polish
1
.
2 2 1 Richard A.
Co.
French Sardine Tuna
2 5 14 13 14 10 11 16 25 26 27 19 Rhoades &
Davis
Friend
Co. Bros.
Beans
Miniter
111122321121
Ingalls1 1 1 F, C & B
Frigidaire Div. Refrigerators
of GM
311122111111
Rothman
Freezer Corp. Frozen
Frigidinner
Gibbons &
Foods
Frito Co.
2 2 2 1 6 8 9 13 15 17 17 10 Glenn Agency
Fritos
Cassidy
Hopalong
Frontiering PostTrad2 1
E. H. Brown
Outfits
Frosty Creame
Products
2
Thatcher
Fruit IndusWines
tries
1 5 4 Merchandising
Factors
Co. Bunny
Funny
Baloons
1
Dick Donald
Funsten, R. E., Pecans
2 4 4
Oakleigh
French R.
& Co.
Advertiser

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Advertiser
G

Pr: iuc:

H. P. Cigar

iGalev
Inc. & Lo'-d
IGaHo E. & J.,

Photo
— -SuonLies
■— - =
"IT-• '^ Bw

Ob.
Garaeld-WflI liamson Inc.
Gistonia Co.

Solution
Sfri? i:
Slicer

'Gaylord ProdGem - aCa_ng

Notions

3-M l=c:r=-

C-ereral
Cigar
Co.
General Controls Co.
General Zlectric
C-er.eral 7::~s

Cigar;

1 1 1
1
22111111
11111111
22222 1
1 l l

Agency
Aitken-Kynett
Geo. Hartman

Garneld
Hirshon12 2 Carlo Vinti
Kay E. Coller
VanDiver
Crowe &
3 Ayer & Gillett
1 1 „ Direct

1 1 _ Dorland
3 1 Emil Mogul
2 3 2
Biow Co.
6 8 11 11 4 3 1 1 212 18 13 BBDO
1 i
Earle Ludgin
1 2 2 2 2 2 Federal

Advertiser
Glenwood
Range Co.
Glidden Co.
Globe Brewing
Co.
Pillsoury
Globe
Mills of
Gluek 3rewing
Co.
Godchaux
Sugars Inc.
Goebel Brewing
Co.
Goenner
ing Co. BrewGoetz,
M. K.,Co.
Brewing
Gold Medal
Candy Co.
Gold Seal Co.
Golden State
Co.
Goidenberg. D..
Inc.
Good Humor
Co.
Goodman,
A.. 8c
Son

Product
Ranges
Paints
Beer
Flour
Beer
Beer
Beer
Beer
Candy
Dairy
Products
Candv
Ice Cream
Noodles

Number of Stations Used
During EachJASOND
Month
JFMAMJ
4 3 3 —
4 2 1 _ 2 8 2 2
444444445442
1 1 1
1 1 1 1
8 8 8 3 6
255665884
1 1
13 13
— — — 2
8 2 2 1 — —
1 1 2 3 3 3
- 2 2 1
— — 1 — 1 3 43 27
5 6 3
2
1
g 3
— — —
1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1 3 6
2
3 7 1
11
2 1

O

OlTPil— —
. .easing 13-—-:
.3 — .3T3 ,- c n ^.~
General 3and- Ga'-iz"es

Xurr.'cer
Used
During ::_$:
Each= t:or.=
Month
JFMAMJ
JASOXD

Agency
Alley
8c
Richards
Meldrum &
Fewsmith
Joseph Katz
Leo Burnett
Vance Pidgeon
Fitzgerald
Brooke, Smith,
French
Dorr
an ce8c
Direct
Turnbull
Donahue 8c
Coe
PottsMithun
BBDO
CampbellClements

1'

LockwoodAl Shackelford
Paul Lefton
7 11 10 9 11 11 11 4 9 15 15 15 HixsonBBDO
J orser.sen
Appliances
111111
Young Sz
Tires
8c
Tubes
Rubicarr
3irdseye
1Q 21 22 22 23 24 24 23 23 23 24 S Young &
ro=rec
Goodrin
Bros.
Rubicarr.
Sportswear
F: : is
Walker 8c
McClure
1 1 2 1 _ 1 1 4 5 3 3 2 Yo-ung 6c
Conner12
17
JacksonCompton
elev'sDrinks
Rubicam
BirSoft
1 1 5 5 6 12 s i
IE
Neolite
9
Goodvear
lire
4
2
3
1
Cereals
Young &
N. W. Ayer
5 5
& Rubber Co.
Rubicam
1 3 4 4 4 i
4 5 6 3
Gordon Bakim Bread
1 Young
Minute Hire
Co.
Hilton
& Son&
8c
Kobar Soap
Rubicam
Riggio
2 Kirkland,
Lus::g
Gordoncal Co. Chemi_ 1 16 18 5 2 2 2 3 3 Benton &
?:=:'=
Sugar
White
Bowles
Crisps
Gordon Foods Potato Chips
1 2 4 5 5 3
_ 1 3 3 3 3 f
Benton
&
?.:uaev.-av Tea
Blouses
1
_ 1 Bowles
baum
Gottfried Co.
McKee
&
C-er.eral Zzi
Dairy ?r:d
1
Harry Feigen1 1 1 1
Albright
Cigars
Grabowskv
3ros.
Cream Corp.
l
2 2 3 4 5 5 8
General Mills
Cherios &
Brewing
Grace
Bros.
G-B Beer
.
6 5 5 2 D-F-S
Inc.
Bisquick
1 1 1
Wheatie;
(Continued on page 188)
Knox-Reeves
•1 .
General Motors In=titu:::r.al
Chevrolet
26 _
Cue—let Div.
9 54
Cars
Ewald
Camrjbell- 29 30 29 22 4 1
54-. 19
Buick Cars
Buick Div.
Kudner
MEXICO CHANGES
Oldsmobile
31
38
36
_
D. P. Brother
Ills— :';u=
?:r.:;ac
Div. Div. Pontiac Cars
5 _ 1 1_
325 73 74 22 c2 MacManus,
John &
Are Reported to FCC
Adams
CHANGES
in assignments and
^r-r:;:_
Petrc-of
Marquis
leum Corp.
new stations in Mexico have been
Cal.
WestSUCCESSFUL
13 12 Ruthrauff &
reported by FCC following notificaC-er.er=l
Sltte
Acn'ca: 5u:es
Co.
tion
from
Mexico
under
provisions
Transcribed
_ 8
I_.Ryan
W. Roush
Flagg Bros
of the 1941 North American ReJarmars Shoes
11 Jfoble-Dury
D'
Ar
cy
3 5 4 5
8 18 8 BBDO
gional Broadcasting Agreement.
General Time Clocks
Shows
In strurT- e r. t
New 1950 NAEBA, to which Mexico
Corp.
Transcribed and ready to broadcast:
is not a party, is awaiting Senate
General Tire & Tires i Tubes 1 1 l 1
111 1 l 1 1
RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
Rubber Co.
connrmation. Changes reported
156 15 minute top western musical pro2
1
O'G
rad
Genesee Brew- Beer & Ale
y,
Rogers
Porter 8c
ing Co.
by
Mexico
(probable
commence1 1 i 1 1
DANGER, DOCTOR DANFD2LD
(Geneva Modem Cabinets
ment date in parentheses) are:
26 half-hour
exciting mysteries
K:::uer_5
Anderson
grams
XEFH
Cordoba,
Veracruz,
new
Class
11
1 1 Direct
I-e:rg:e ?;:rr:s F;:r
JOHN
CHARLES
THOMAS
H station, 1 kw day on 680 kc (Aug. 15).
6 6 10
9 & 10 14 24 33 27
Gerber.
R„ & Foods
Newby 8c
136 Men
15-minute
shows
with
XEAG
Cordoba
changes
from
500
w
to
Co.
singing
hymns
of
all the
faithsKing's
Peron
1
kw.
on
1280
kc
fuUtime.
Class
DT-B
12
sters
1
1
MOON DREAMS
(July 1).
1
3-er::y-:.:;cruDis'r,
Clark
Sz
1_
gan Corp.
158 15-minute romantic musical programs
Rickerd
XETX Nuevo Casas Grandes, Chihua1 1 1 1
111 1 l 1 1 Hoffman 8c
Gettle—
an,
A
,
Beer
BARNYARD JAMBOREE
hua, changes from 1400 kc to 1010 kc,
Brewing Co.
York
52 half-hours of good hill billy music
_ 1 1 2 111 1 l
250 w night. 1 kw day. Class H ( Aug.
Ch:c:la:e
Hixson &
'■:Co.idelli D.,
STRANGE ADVENTURE
15). XEBN Agua Priesta. Sonora, deventure
Jorgensen
leted from latter assignment.
- : : ij
Gibbs 8c Co.
260 5-minute
stories of interesting ad331
VanDuedale
S=u:
XEDF Nuevo Laredo. Tamaulipas, inTHE
FRANK
PARKER SHOW
creases
day
power
from
1
kw
to
5
kw,
Gilcert. A. C. Tovs
Charles Hoyt
Co.
! operating 790 kc. 500 w night. Class
132 delightful 15-minute musical programs with the Modemaires, Bea
rn-B (May 1). XEMG Gomez Palacio,
2 441 Ferguson
!GilL James G. Coffee 8c Te
Wain,
Kay Baruch
Lorraine.
Dolores Gray,
Mason
Durango, 250 w on 1310 kc, deleted.
2
1 2
Gillette Safetv Razors
l
and
Andre
as M.C.
XEE Durango changes from 1280 kc to
Razor Co.
4 1 2 2 2 1 1 l 1 3 Storm Adv.
1260 kc. increasing day power from 250
OR
1
Gioia
Co. Macaroni Macaroni
w to(April
1 kw. 1).
operating 250 w night, Class
IV
Custom-Built
1
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
Girard's French
Dressing
LockwoodShackelford
XEMJ Piecras Negras. Coahuila, inTranscribed Shows
creases day power from 500 w to 1 kw,
1 H. M. Gardner
Given Mfg. Co. Pulverators
operating 250 w night on 920 kc. Class
2 1 1 Ad-Craftsmen
Glade
For Free Auditions and Prices Write
Co. Candy Candv
TV (June 1). XEMR Monterrey, Nuevo
Leon,
increases
day
power
from
500
w
_ 6 5 5 5 6 5 5 6
1 Barton A.
jlarr.fur
to 5 kw, operating 500 w night on 1370
ducts Co.?r:- Reducing A:rls -Stebbins
kc. Class m-B (June 1). XETC Tam1 1 1 1 T.irdseyjlasatv.3re~Beer
pico,
Tamaulipas, 1 kw on 1460 kc,
Richmond
ing Co.
8949 SUNSET BLVD.,
changes call to XES. XES Tampico,
2 2
3ass Container Bottles
FCiB
250 w on 1240 kc, changes call to XECA.
HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.
Mfg.
XECA Tampico changes call to XETU
Sterling
n g
CRestview 67238
and increases day power from 1 kw
1
Glenwear Inc. S do reswear
O"ilTONS
WAYS PR
LE
BRadshaw
21447
1
I
I
TE
to
5
kw.
operating
1
kw
night
on
980
--ler.v.
:
;
1
jieer
Beer
Co.
kc.
Class
m-3
(June
1).
11
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Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 187)
X 1 UUUll
' /"*■\jTdJL,
Y*»i-P jonn
r ,-. Vi >-» t_o.
C r\
Grand Union
Co.
Granny Goose
Foods Co.
Grass, I. J.,
Noodle Co.
Graveymaster
Co., Inc.
Graybar Electric
Co.
! Great
A. & P.
Tea Co.
1 Greater
N. Y.of
Conference
1; 7th
Tlav AU*
AHt III ±Jay
ventists
; Green
Inc. Spot
Greenway's
Inc.
:. o-reiz,
wm.
Brewing
Griesedieck
i Bros. Brewery

Groceries
Soup
Food
TV Sets
Foods

Number of Stations Used
During EachJASOND
Month
JFMAMJ
111111111111
1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1„
1 1 19 20 16
3 4 4 2
1 3 2
3
1 1
17 20 32 29
1 1 1 2 2 3 __

■ Agency
Al Herr
French &
Preston
Russell, Harris
& Wood
Charles Silver
Samuel Croot
G. M. Basford
Direct
Western

1 1
1 1 2 2
221211111111
111112111111
112222223333

P. J. Meany
Direct
Seberhagen
Ruthrauff
& Ryan
Maxon

Orangeade
Beer
lieer
Beer

,'. Western
i Brewery
1 Griggs,
& Co. Cooper

Foods
■ 1 m 1 1■

Inc.
Grove Lab. Inc. J_ > 1 Ul 1 IKJ
1
Quinine
Tablets
Grove Lab. Inc. Cold
Tissues
Groveton Paper Co.
|.Grow-Rite
Dog
Food
Watches
Gruen Watch
Co1Guardian
Cigars,
Tobacco Co.
Cigarettes
Guild Wineries Wine
Stout
:i Guinness,
thur & ArSon

111—11111121
MelamedHobbs
1
Thwing
Altman &
1 6 8 Gardner
2 2 2
10 16 9 Harry
Cohen B.
1233233333
John C. Dowd
&
1 1
Brown, erts RobBangert
5 10 17 19 18 18 14 14 Grey
3 1
Global Adv.
l 1
1 1— 1 1

S4US/

UimRV

SELLS

DEW ORLEAIIS' GREAT
F1EGR0 MARKET

ed programming'* to
With specializ
more
than V2 million Colored people throughout Southern Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama and Northwest Florida, WMRY is effectively directing the buying habits
of this vast, faithful audience.
*100% Negro Programming Personnel

600KC "THE SEPIA STATION"
WMRY
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO
Nat'l. Representative
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
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HoenigCooper
Hewitt, OgilBenson
&vy,Mather

GIBBS NEWS SERIES
Advertisers Negotiating
SEVERAL advertisers are negotiating with the John E. Gibbs Co.,
New York (package firm), for a
new half-hour, weekly news feature television series to be produced,
filmed and directed by Alfred
Wagg, veteran news photographer,
author and director-producer.
The program will consist in the
main of interviews with prominent
personalities in the news from
overseas, supplemented with onthe-spot film background material
to be shot in the field and delivered
to New York within 72 hours after
recording. The Gibbs office is in
discussion with a number of advertisers for sponsorship.
ESA Aide Resigns
JOSEPH MILLER, assistant director for public information, Economic Stabilization Agency, has
resigned his post to re-enter private business. He will be succeeded by Max Hall, Washington correspondent for AP. Mr.
Miller, formerly labor relations director for NAB before World War
II, will reopen an office in the
Standard Oil Bldg., Washington,
as labor and public relations consultant.

Advertiser
Guitare Co.
Gulf Brewing
Co.
Gunther Brewing Co.
Guthrie Biscuit
Co. Baruch
Haas,
oc 1^0.
Haas Brothers
Haberle
Congress Brewing
Habitant Soup
Co.
Hackers BrewHaffenreffer &
Hairvac Sales
Co.
Hall, Robert,
Clothes Inc.
Hall, Martin L..
Co.
Halliburton Co.
Hamilton St.
Div.
Hamilton Watch
Co.
Hamm, Theodore,ing Co.BrewHammerman,
J. M., Co.
Hancock Oil
Co. Knit
Hand
Brewing
Hand,
Peter
Hallux
Kitchenv^xiei
Slicer
Hanley,
James
Co.
Happiness
Tours
Harbert Co.
Harris, Lee, Co.
Harrison, A. S.
Harrison Prod.
Hal
lilll, nuu"
TTartman
T?r\H_
ertl [ 1 K.

Product
Lipstick
Beer
Beer
Crackers
Foods
Foods
Soup
Beer
Beer
Ale
Clothes
Coffee
Luggage
United
Aircraft
Watches
Beer
Nylon Hose
Gas, Oil
Beer

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
Agency
JFMAMJ
JASOND
2 2 3 2 Bogerts
0 EO E 4
Wilson
W LaughlinUllcllll— &
4 5 5 2 Ruthrauff
6 6 6 6 5
Ruthrauff &
2 1
Ryan
1
22 112
2
4 6 6 3 Robert
Ryan Smith
Mayers
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 Sheldon,
12332211
McElroy
Coe
Louis M.
Quick &
1 1 1 1 1 1
FrankC.
Alley
222222222
Richards
1 Brandell
Powell &
2 1 Sawdon
334433344442
John C. Dowd
McCleery
1 1 1
McNeill &

111222211112

1 Ruthrauff &
Scott
11
Ryan
122122232322
BBDO
— —

Fruit
Knife
Ale

CampbellHarvey
Mithun
_ Wm. W.

1 1 1 1 1 1

Beer
Travel
Service
Socks
Style Set
Floor
Wax

1 1 Platt-Forbes
45 BBDO

.- 1111211116

— 1

1

.233333321
1 1
3
—
11

Direct
Julian Gross

Engel Adv.
Scheck
6 1 Ohio
2 2 3 3 J. M. Mathes
1 1
Garfield &
Feiner
Guild
5 4 4 1 Furman,
1 1 1 1 John C. Dowd

I 1 1ing
i II Id W Co.
ay
12333332222
Bresnick
I >l! i\y 1 let.
Solomont&
Hathaway Mfg.
2
4
2
—
Abbott
Fabrics
Kimball
Co
1 1
N. W. Ayer
Pineapple
Hawaiian
& Son
Pineapple Co.
Inc.
1
Lawrence
Health-More
Storm
Windows
Bicycles
Union Co.
1 3 3 1
O'Leary
Hedstrom1
—
Meermans
Heeman
Mfg.
Lawn Builders
Co.
111111122222
Kelly, Nason
Heide,
Henry,
Inc.
Candies
Foods
1 1 1 1 1 1
Maxon
Heinz, H. J.,
1
Gardner
Heiss
Co. Hotels
Hotels
Helbros Watch
3 5 Ray-Hirsch
Co.
Helmco-Lacy,
1
1
Strout Assoc.
Coffee-Maker
Inc.
French
Dressing
Henri's
Food
Prod.
1 2 Cramer
Krasselt
Hensler,
1 1 CD. Reach
BrewingJoseph
Co.
Herbold
Lab.
Cosmetics
Agency
Inc.
1 General
Herrschner,
Catalog
Needlecraft
2 11 Phil Gordon
Fred
Heublein,
1 1 1 Gumbinner
& Bros. G. F. Wine
1 — — H. Kaufman
Heurich, Chris. Beer
11111111111
Hill Shoe Co. Shoes
1 Ernest
Greenfield
1
Hickok Co.
rell, Chesley
Belts
1 Kastor, Far223332 — 1111 1 Biow
Foods
Hills Brothers
Telecasting
Co.
ROADCASTING
•

Number of Stations Used
Agency
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
11111111 Franklin
Orange Juice
i-V Corp.
Bruck
1 2 Grant
oben Candy
[ Co.
Alfred Black
Overalls
Hoffman
Co.
Warwick &
Beverages
112223454331
'Hoffman
Beverage Co.
Sauces
Timmons
1 — R. Legler
iHoffman Ent.
Walter
TV Sets
456788978976
McCreery
■Hoffman
Radio
Corp.
Beer
2 2 2 2 2
Martin
Hohenadel
Brewery1 1 Hartman
Holiday Hop
Corn
2 2 2
Potts, Calkins
Holiday Mfg.
Sportswear
Co.
& Holden
1111545431 Leech
Grey
Furnace
Holland
Furnace Co. Cleaning
11
Hollander, A. & Hollanderizing
Son
1 Cary-HiU
Hollywood
Bread Co.
7 11 17 23 24 29 21 Ruthrauff &
Hollywood
Candy Bars
Candy Co.
Foods
111111111 Klau-Van
Holsum ProdDunlap
Pieterson
ucts Co.,
Ryan
Div. of Jewett
& Sherman
Direct
111111111
Home Brewing Beer
Co.
8 6 7 Guild. Bascom
Home Contain- Fresherator
& Bonfigli
er Corp.
Fauntleroy
3 1
11 : Home Needs
Erickson
Co.
Starch
Foods
Solis Cantor
5 4 3 McCannHome Style
Frozen Foods
Knives
Home Test
8 6 4 Huber Hoge
Corp.
&
Books
Homecrafts
1
1 Klores
Carter
Gray
&
Hood Chemical Cleaner
3
5
1
Co.
RogersCabot
3 3 2 Harold
Hood, H. P. & Milk
Sons
Footwear
Hood Rubber
._ 4 7 36 35 5 2
Erickson
Co.
McCannCold Tablets
Hopkins &
Lee Ransdell
Hopkins
Pharmaceutical Co.
Beer
2..1111111
Clements
Hornung
Brewing Co.
Hosid
Rug Cleaner
H. Hartucts Prod—1 22 L. man
Perfume
Houbigant
J. M. Mathes
Sales Corp.
1213231
__ 2
House of Myers Cutlery
Franklin-Bertin-Tragerman
Huber
Hoge
Various
Products
1
1111111 __1
House of Old Wine
Garfield
Molineaux
HirshonLeVally
Household Fi- Loan Service 112265445343
nance Corp.
Household
Knife Set
1 — Huber Hoge
Guild
1 15442133
Howard Clothes Clothes
Peck
3 3 3 3 1
Hubinger Co. Starch
Grant
Stockton,
2332222222
..
Hudepohl Beer
Brewing Co.
hart
West, BurkHudson Coal Coal
2 2 2 2 Clements
Co.
Hudson
Motor
Hudson
Cars
3
43
5344721111
Brooke,
French Smith,
&
Car Co.
Dorrance
Beer
Hull
11111111111
1 Direct
Co. Brewing
Humble Oil &
1 _ Wilkinson, etc.
Refining Co.
111111111 1 Simon &
Humko Co. Shortening
Gwynn&
Hunt Foods Foods
111111111
_ Young
Co.
Rubicam
1111111111
1 Jim Baker
Hunter
Packing Meats
Co.
Direct
IHygienic Tele- Phone
1 1
Harry
phone Service Cleaning
Hygrade Foods
1
_.
1
Bakery Co.
Feigenbaum
112345211112
Hygrade
Food Soap
Doyle
Dane
roducts
Bernbach
'
Pro
Botsford,
Potatoes
Idaho Adv.
11
Comm.
Constantine
I.D.E.A. Co.
1334111111 Burton
Signal
Booster
Browne
Toni Dolls
6 10 9 Atlantic
Ideal Novelty
& Toy Co.
Illinois Bell
1 2 — 1 1 1 1 _. N. W. Ayer
Telephone
& Son
Illinois Meat
Canned Meats
1 1 1 Arthur
Meyerhoff
Inclinator Co. Home Elev.
1
1
1
1
Wessinger
of America
FoltzBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
Advertiser

Product

Advertiser
Independent
Brewery
Milwaukee
Inkograph Co.
Erator
Mfg.
In-SinkCo.
Int'l Harvester
Co.
Int'l Milling
Co. Minerals
Int'l
Chemical
Corp.
Int'l Shoe Co.

Product
Beer
Pens
Disposal
Unit

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
Agency
JFMAMJ
JASOND
122223111111
Rieselbach
1112

2 1

Machines

1 1
1111

Flour
Accent

13 3 2
2 2 2 2 1 1 2

Conformal
Poll
Parrot
Shoes

11
8 10 10 10 7 4 1 2 5 6 6

Rand Shoes

1 1 2 3 3 3
11111333

Red Goose
Shoes
Sundial Shoes
Weatherbird
Shoes

1 1 1
111

221

Interstate
Bakeries
Inter-State
Brewery
Iowa Soap Co.

Bread
8 9 9 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 10
Beer
1 1 1
Soap Powder
7 8 10 7 1

Ireland's Chile
IrisCo. Foods
Ironrite Ironer
Co.
Brewery
Iroquois
Irwin-Willert
Moller Co.
Isbrandtsen-

Foods
Ironers
Beer

56432221
11111111111
- 1
2 1

Coffee

S. Brand
R. Leon&
2 Cummings,
1 Aubrey,
McPherson
Moore &
Wallace
2 H. W. Kastor
1 J. Thompson
Walter
Guilford
Henri, Hurst
ald
Henri,
& Mc Hurst
Donald
& Mc Hurst
DonHenri,
ald
Hoag &
& Mc DonProvandie
Henri, Hurst
ald
& Mc Calkins
DonPotts,
& Holden
Direct
—
2
—

Barnett
WestonGrant-Dall
Brooke,
Robert
Smith, Smith
French &
Dorrance
BBDO
C. M. Said
Cowan &
Dengler

(Continued on page 190)

WORLD SHOW
Features Robert Montgomery

STOP

NEW transcribed series, Freedom
Is Our Business, featuring Robert
Montgomery in recitations from
writings of historic ^statesmen,
poets and philosophers, is under
production by World Broadcasting
System, New York transcription
firm, John L. Sinn, president, has
announced.
Mr. Montgomery, with whom
World has signed a two-year exclusive contract for library transcription programs, will follow the
series basic theme of man's struggle through the ages for freedom.
The program will be released soon.

watches

Yours
NEW WKY STUDIOS
Station Gains More Space
PROMPTED by a need for larger
facilities, WKY Oklahoma City has
moved to new studios at its transmitter site in the north outskirts of
that city. P. A. Sugg, manager,
WKY-AM-TV, said that only AM
facilities have been moved thus far
but
that TV operations will follow
shortly.
The transfer was made between
sign-off at midnight, March 25, and
sign-on at 5 a.m., March 26. Former address was the Skirvin Tower
Hotel. New location is 1300 E.
Britton Ave. Mail should be sent
to Box 8668, Britton Station, Oklahoma City 14, Mr. Sugg said.

free3

New 1951 catalog of internationally
famous Clebar stop watches. Most complete line of stop watches in America
. . . for every timing purpose.
In use by the foremost industrial firms,
laboratories, colleges and athletic comdebar Stop Watches
petitions.
meet and exceed the
MAIL COUPON rigid
specifications
the National
Bureauof
of Standards!
CLETODAY.'
BAR Watch Agency
i Dept. B.551 Fifth Ave. . N. Y. 17,N. Y.
Please rush me a FREE copy of the
new 1951 catalog of the internationally
known debar Stop Watches.
Name
L
Address..
1| City
April 16, 1951

State
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Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 189)
Advertiser

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
Agency
JFMAMJ
JASOND
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Samuel Croot
111111111111
Ellis

Product

Island Specialty
Co.
Italian &
French Wine
Co.
Ivanhoe Foods
Inc.
Jackson Brewing Co.
Jack's
Snack Tasty
Jackson
kins & PerJantzen Knitting Mills
Jarrell Dry
Milk
Jayhawkcorn Co.PopJefferson Standard LifesuranceInCo.
Jekyll Island
Packing Co.
Jelke, John F.,
Co.
Jelsert Co.

Tapioca
Wines

Jenny Mfg. Co.
Jersey Farms
Jiffy Rice Co.
Johnson &
Johnson
Johnson, S. C.
& Son

Gas & Oil
Burners
Butter
Rice

Johnson, Walter
H. Candy Co.
Josely Co.
Juice Industries
Kaier'sing Co.BrewKaiser Aluminum & Chem.
Kaiser-Frazer
Co.
Kalamazoo
Stove nace&Co. FurKalart Co.
Kalmus,
talie NaKarseal Corp.
Kasco Mills
Keeleying Co.BrewKellogg Co.
Kellogg Co.
Kendall
Foods
Inc.

Potato Salad
Beer
Corn Crisps
Rose Plants
Swim Suits

2 3 3 3 3 3
16455877
2 1111
1
7 16 4

Samuel Croot
Fitzgerald
Wasser, Kay
& Phillips
Huber Hoge

Botsford,
stantine Con&
Gardner
3 2 South
1 J. G. Galvin
1 Freitag

Shrimp

..11

Margarine
Flavor-Aid

1 2 1 Lewis Edwin
1 8 6 BBDO
Ryan
11112 11 1 Goodkind,
Joice &
Morgan
l
GriwoldEshleman
Downing&
111111111
Walker

1 1 1 1 1 Smalley,
Levitt & Smith
1 1 1 1 1 1
Young &
Rubicam
1 2 1 1 1 1 2 23 24 23 15 7 Needham,
Brorby
Louis &

Surgical
Dressings
Cleaner,
Polish
Glo-Coat

4 7 Needham,
Brorby
Louis &
1 1 1

Candy

Franklin
Bruck
Huber
Hoge
1
L. W. Ramsey
— 11111111
Ted Black
Young &
Rubicam
5 2 2
1 2 __. — Wm. H. Weintraub
1 Fulton,
Morrissey
Hoyt
7 1 1
Charles W.
__
3
1
3

Fruit Juices
Beer
Foil
Cars
Camera
TVEquip.
Polish
Dog Food
Beer

—

Corn Pops
Various Prod.
Dog Food

immediate

revenue

1 Edward
field Scof5 3
Mogge Privett
1 6 6 5 Clark
&
Rickerd
3 3
C. R. Miller
1112 3 Leo Burnett
—
__ 2
Kenyon
Eckhardt&
11111112
Dan B. Miner

produced

iwith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL
Page 190

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

W. McCOLLISTER,
April 16, 1951

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
Genera/

Manager

Advertiser
Kendall Mfg.
Co.
Kenny Div. of
Corp.
Cons. cersGroKiami, James,
Co.
Kidde, Walter
Co.
Kidder,
body &PeaCo.
King
Candy Co.
Kingsbury
Breweries
Co.
Kingsley Furs
Beverages
Kitchen
Art
Kirsch's
Foods
Kleen Tongs

Product
Soapine
Coffee

Number of Stations Used
During EachJASOND
Month
Agency
JFMAMJ
432222222221
Bennett,
ther & WalMenadier
1 1
H. J. Patz
2 2 1 1 Product
Services
1 1
Cunningham
& Walsh
Harry
M.

Polish
tinguishers
Fire
ExInvestments
Beer
Furs
Soft Drinks
Foods
Venetian
Blinds
Candy

1 1
1 1 1

1 Tracy-Locke
Frost
AgencyAdv.
1 1 1 __ Barnes

—
1 1 1 1 Jones Frankel
1
H. C. Morris \
2 2 2 2 1
12 2 Earle Ludgin
1
111111111111

O'Neill, Larson*
& McMahan
Direct

Klein Chocolate Co.
Potato Chips
1
Sales
Aid
Klein's, Mrs.
Service
Klever
Kook
Shackelford
Flour
LockwoodFood Co.
Klix Chemical Liquid Soap
1 R. L. Sines
Co.
5 5 1111 Gardner Adv.
Cleaner
arch Co.
Knapp-MonCooker
Knoke,
A. C, E-ZFoods
1 Direct
Co.
Co.
Knomark Mfg. Shoe Polish
1111—111—
Emil Mogul
Co.
Knot Mfg. Co. Disinfectant
1 1
Cox & Tanz
Mendaco
Knox Co.
15772 __ 11211 Allen
Smith
Hoyt C.
Knox Gelatine Dessert
1 1 1 — Charles W.
Co.
Kolar Labs.
1 — Direct
Awnings
Kool-Vent
2 2
Knight Adv.
Metal
ing Co. Awnof
America
Kordite Corp.
Mopking,
2 111
Lefler &
Feldman
Clotheslines
L.
W. Ramsey
Kosto Co.
Desserts
1
Foods
Kraft Foods
1 1 16 18 22 9
J. Thompson
Walter
Co.
333333331
Direct
Krantzing Co.Brew- Beer
Gleason
Kretschmer
Corp.
Wheat Germ
11
Foods
Ruthrauff &
1 3 3
Krey
Co. Packing
21121322233
Kroger Co.
Ralph
Foods
Ryan H.
Jones
Krueger, G.,
Beer
11134212222
Brewing Co.
Charleslas Reach
DalKwik-Thread
— 1
Needle Kit
H.S.G. Adv.
Co.
Reducing
Arthur
Hurley
111111111
Tablets
Kyron tionFoundaInc.
Rislone
Meyerhoff
Presbrey
Lamont, Corliss
& Co.
8
6
6
2
3
3
2
8
10
10
10
Cecil &
Cocoa
Lally's Clara
Friendship
Lane,
Wm.
Warren
Tierney
Club
Landers, Frary
Goold &
11
—
Iron
& Clark
7 6 7 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 4 Biow Co.
Bread
Langendorf
United
Bakeries
Soap
1 1 1 Moses
Foods
Langrall, J.
&
Bro.
Lan-O-Sheen,
2 1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
3
Cleaner &
Inc.
Hobbs
1
LaPlascomold
Pointe
Direct
MelamedCorp.
Pedlar
&
La Primadora
1
Clear Havana Cigars
Cigars, Ltd.
1 2 3 3
Larsen Co.
Food
Ryan
Mithun
2 4 5 5 5 6 4 1
Tobacco
CampbellWarwick
&
Larus
&
Brother Co.
Legler
1
LaTouranie
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
Coffee Co.
Coffee
Miniter
1 1 Wiltman &
1 1
Callahan
Latrobe
ing Co. Brew- Beer
St. Georges
1 1 Ingalls1
Laurence Labs. Shampoo
& Keyes
Syrup
2 2 2
H. M. Frost
erick Syrup
Lawrence,
FredCo.
BROADCASTING
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• Telecasting 1*

Number of Stations Used
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
Dressing
1112223
— 3
^awry's
ProdDressing
1
1
1
2
ucts Inc. 2 2 3 — 3 —
ay, H. W., & Potato Chips
666776777987
Co.
fj&zarus, F & R Plastic Covers
1
B. LaboraHair
1114
3 11
tories
Preparations
VChayim Kos- Wine
1 l
her Wine Co.
ueavitt, John Peanut Butter
1
W.
„ebanon
1111111111
BrewingValley
Co. Beer
Be Blanc Corp. Hadacol
1 1 1
Lee & Cady Coffee
- 2 5 5 3
-2311
-ee Hat Co. Hats
.
12 2
1 2 2 2 —
^ee, W. W., Co. Cold Remedy
..eggett, Fran- Foods
1111
13 11 1 1 1. __
cis H., & Co.
jehn & Fink Lysol
3 2 — —
— —
Prod. Corp.
jeisy Brewing Beer
1
132444442
Co.
-ePage, S., Inc. Glue
- 2 2 2 2 2 1
; .ever Bros.
Lipton Tea
1
14 19
Pears Soap
!
Surf
7 10 12 13 13
.ewis Food Co. Dog Food
10 10 4
^ewis, I., Cigar Cigars
1 1
Mfg. Co.
.ewis-Howe Turns
7 8 7
, Co.
Vacuum
.ewyt Corp.
1
Cleaners
..ibby Appli1
A-Way
Sliceance Co.
jbby, McNeil
6 2
& Libby
Beer
^iebmann
2
Breweries
^ife Shampoo
1
Advertiser

.iggett &
Myers
1 -illenfield
Bros.
-incoln-Mercury Dealers
-incoln Metal
Prod.
^incoln Oil Co.
.ipton, Thomas
,ite Co.
kittle Crow
Milling Co.
.o-Calory
Foods Co.

Chesterfields
Cigars
Autos
Kitchen
Equip,
Calso
Tea
Soap
Cocoa Wheats

65566667

Agency
California
Adv.
Liller, Neal
& Battle
Direct
GlasserGailey
Foote, Cone
& Belding
Chambers &
Wiswell
Adrian Bauer
Hendrich
Towner &
Direct
Grey Adv.
George
Nelson R.
Peck Adv.
Lennen
Mitchell&
McCannErickson
Harry
Frost M.
Rubicam
Young
&
Cowen
Dengler&
N. W. Ayer
Lauritzen
RockettLewis Adv.
D-F-S
Hicks & Greist
Irving Rocklin
J. Thompsoa
Walter

FC&B
Abbott
Kimball
Cunningham
1 1
& Walsh
2 2 2
Bradford
Gunther8 6 3 Kenyon
Eckhardt&
1 1
Ray-Hirsch
Bresnick Sc
2
Solomont
\oung
&
2 1
Rubicam
L. W. Ramsey
1
1 3 4 Rogers
Smith &

1 1 1 Direct
Reducing Pill;
Paint Sprayer
1
O'Neil,
Larson
& McMahon
Beer
111333233332
Thomas
Conroy F.
Watches
1 1 1
2 — Victor
A.
Bennett

.ondon Specialties Co.
.one Star
Brewing Co.
,ongine-Wittnauer
Watch Co.
.orenze Broom
2 2
& Mop Co.
21 1 1 1 1 138 45 48
.orrillard,
P., & Old Golds
Co.
Muriel Cigars
5 10 27 31
os Angeles
Beer
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Brewing Co.
White
os Angeles
Soap King .
Soap
Broilers
.ouve Ray
1 1
Corp.
3
Salad
Dressing
.
owry's
ucts Prod1 2 1
.ucien
Inc. LeLong Deodorant
Hair Tonic
7 15 21 19 11
ucky Tiger
Mfg. Co.
udens Inc.
2 2
Cough
Candy Drops, 1 1
ustrous Prod.
Inc.
1 1
I-Co.& N. Cigar Cigars
t & R Mfg. Co. Cleaner
[ JJ3. Co. Coffee
lacLevy Slenderizing
Salons

ROADCASTING

Elwood
J.
Robinson
28 Lennen &
Mitchell&
18 Lennen
Mitchell
1 LockwoodShackelford
1 Raymond
Morgan
J. O'Leary
2 Calif. Adv.
Robert F.
Branch
9 Grant Adv.
J. M. Mathes
2 Direct
Ohio Adv.

1 1 1 1 1 1 Clark &
Rickerd
444445555441
BBDO
1111113
1 Murray
Director

• Telecasting

Advertiser
Madera
Bonded Wine
& Liquor Co.
neering Corp.
Magna EngiMagnavox Co.
Maier ingBrewCo.
Mall Tool Co.
Maillard Corp.
Maltex Co.
Manchester
Hosiery Mills
Mangels,
Herold Co.
Manhattan
Soap Co.
Manischewitz,
B., Co.
Manufacturers
Trust Banking Co.
Marcalus Mfg.
Co.
Margo Wine
Co.
Marlboro
Beverage Co.

Product
Wine

Number of Stations Used
During EachJASON
Month
JFMAMJ
221111111111

Tools
TV Sets
Beer

Joseph Katz

1 1 N. W. Ayer
Maxon
1
2 2 3 5 3 Biow Co.
2 1 Geo. Hartman
1 1
ard Pound
2 1 Byrde
S. CrootRich2 1 Dorland Co.
4 2 T-T W "Rurlrlfimeier
4 3 Duane Jones
I 1 n. Ct . LdllUdU
Erickson

Tools
Confections
Hosiery
Cereals
Soap
Syrup
Matzo Prod.
Banking
1 2
Paper Napkins
11111
Wine
Vival Cola

Marlin Firearms Co.
Marshall
ning Co. CanCorp.
Martin-Parry

Agency

Foods
Vacuum
Cleaner
Paints

Calkins &
1 McCannHolden
1
J. M. Korn
1 Erickson
Duane Jones
1
McCannL.
W. Ramsey
1 1
Direct

McFarland,
Martin-Senour
Avery & Co.
1 1
Co.
Marvel
Lens
Philip
Klein
TV Lens
4 3 3 6 2
Inc.
Maryland Coop. Candy
1 1
Milk Prod.
Mithun
1 CampbellHamm &
1 Moore
Mason, Au &
1111111111
mer
Magen-NeiCorp. Tile
S. R. Leon
Mastic
Tile
3 6 8
Mattlage, C. F.,
Victor
Van
Salad Dressing— __
— — 1 1 1
Der Linde
Sales
(Continued on page 192)
Y & R TOUR
WRVA Fetes Timebuyers
THE

SOUTHLAND was "invaded" a fortnight ago by nine
timebuyers from Young & Rubicam,
WRVA
Richmond. according
The stationto feted
the group
so they could see the station first
hand, the market it serves and the
people who operate it.
The Y & R represenattives attended a two-hour cooking school,
30-minutes of which is broadcast
under participating sponsorship.
Later, they had lunch, meeting the
production staff of the program
and other station personnel. In
the afternoon, the visitors toured
Richmond, had dinner at the Commonwealth Club and wound up
with a look at WRVA's Old Dominion Barn Dance, presented
twice Saturday night at the WRVA
Theatre. Attending were: Russell
Young, Tom Lynch, Bill Dollard,
Lorraine Ruggiero, Adelaide Hatton, Ester Petterson, William MacWalker, Marie Mooney, Frank
Coulter Jr., all Y & R, and Emmett Heerdt, Radio Sales.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS,
N. Y., preparing to build new factory
in Burlington, Iowa. Plant will cost
$1.5 million and employ more than 800
workers. This will be second plant
company has built west of the MissisOkla. sippi, other being located in Shawnee,

SIGHT SAVERS imprinted
WITH YOUR SALES MESSAGE
Are An IDEAL, LOW COST
Sales Promotion For Radiomen

An Ideal Advertising Medium
Window-back Sight Savers associate
your message with convenience and
efficiency. Useful, unique and popular
(millions sold yearly), these Dow
Corning silicone-treated eye glass tissues have a high quality appeal for
everyone
— and
that's
over 70% wearing
of all yourglasses
clients,
prospects
and customers! Cost is surprisingly
low. Distribution is easy; no special
packaging required. Write today!
|—
1
DOW CORNING CORPORATION
Dept. AL, Midland, Mich.
Please send free samples and full information about "window-back" Sight Savers.
Name . . .
Company
Address
City
April 16, 1951

State
•
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Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 191)
Advertiser
Maxilume Co.
Mayer, Oscar,
& Co.
McCann, Thom
McCorrmick &
Co.
McGough
Bakeries
McKesson &
Robbins Inc.
McLaughlin,
W. F., & Co.
Mechhling Bros.
Chemical Co.
Megowancator Food
EduCo.
Meletic Sea
Food Co.
Mellinger Co.
Melville
Shoe
Co.

Product
Lights
Meats
Shoes
Tea, Spices

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
1
13323321

Tartan
Albolene
Coffee
Insecticides

2 2
1111133555
1 1 1—2

7 2 2 1 1
1 1
11112787
1
2 2
2 3 3

Crax Crackers .
Dressing

Agency
Paul Grant
Sherman
Marquette&
Neff-Rogow
SSC&B
1 W. E. Long
1 J. D. Tarcher
1 Ellington
Earle Ludgin
Atherton
Currier &
3 John C. Dowd

Oakleigh R.
French
World Trade
2 1 Paul Jones
Course
Shoes
1 1 1 1 Neff-Rogow
Samuel Croot
Foods
1 1 1
Menner Packing Co.
Mentholatum
Shave Cream
1 Comstock
Duffes
Co.
Allen &
Wafers
1
—
—
—
Merchants
cuit Co. BisReynolds
TV Sets
1 1 1 1 1
Byron
H.
Mercury visionTeleBrowne
Inc.
Direct
Cards
3
3
Merit Greeting
Cards
Herbert S.
1
Merit Mfg. Co. Belt Buckles
Laufman
Gotham Adv.
Metal Textile
Metal Knitted
1 1
Prod.
Corp.
&
Movies
1
2 Donahue
Metro-GoldCoe
wyn-Mayer
1 1 1 — J. sonM. HickerMeyercord Co. Fabricals
—
1
5
5
5
1
2 2 Ralph H.
Margarine
Miami MarJones
garine Co.
1__ 1111111111
Michigan Beet Sugar
Keller
ZimmerSugar Assn.
N. W. Ayer
323333333332
Telephone
Michigan
Service
Tel. Co. Bell
O'Neil,
Larson
1
Michigan Bulb Shrubs
McMahon
Co.
Foods
11111111 L. W. Ramsey
Michigan roomMushCo.
1 1 1 Potts,
Calkins
Mid-Continen& Holden
tal Petroleum
Corp.
Anderson,
Tobacco
2 1 1
Middleton,
Davis &
John, Inc.
Piatt
1 1 Gregory
Mighton,
S. E., Dog Food
House &
Co.
Ankeney
Mikesell, D. W., Potato Chips
Inc.
Salad Oil
Milani,
12 13 14 15 17 19 18 21 21 20 21 11 Marketers
Foods Louis,
Alka-Seltzer
Miles Labs.
Wade
Sampson
Miller & Hollis Candy
1 1 1 1
Beverages
Miller &
212222222221
Lang, Fisher
Becker Co.
& Stashower
Mathiesson
Beer
Miller
Brewing
122221122443
Co.
Shoes
Direct
Miller, I. &
1
Sons
1 1 1
Miller, Russell, Cake Mix
Mithun
Milling Co.
CampbellCleaner
Milrose Prod.
1
4
1
Clinton
FrederickCo.
Milwaukee File File
1 2 1 1 Loise Marks
Co.
BBDO
Beer
11111331111
Minneapolis
Brewing Col.

SERVICE

111

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626
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COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
IS yeart"
For immediate
terviee
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

Advertiser
MinneapolisHoneywell
Corp.
Regulator
Minnesota
solidated ConCanneries
Minnesota
Mining & Mfg.
Co.
Minnesota Valley Canning
Minute
Corp. Maid

Number of Stations Used
During EachJASOND
Month
JFMAMJ
2 2 1 2 2 1—

Product
Thermostat
Corn

Agency
Lewis, Addi
son & Asso

1 1 2 2 4 4 2 CampbellMithun

Scotch Tape

11 12 13 13 11 17 18 19 12 5 4 2 BBDO
Doherty,
Food
1 1 1 Leo Burnett
Clifford &
Orange Juice -1—111112121
Shenfield
Mops
232211 — 11122 H. S. Laufms
Minute Mop
Co.
1 1 2 2 1
1 ._
Minwax Co.
Cleaning
nell
Mithun
1
2
2
R, T. O'ConMiracloth
Corp.
Wax
Fletcher
D.
Cloth
Richards
2 3 1 1 1 CampbellShoes
Mishawaka
RubMfg. ber & Woolen
Orange
Mission Bottling Mission
1 „ Hal Stebbins
Co.
6 1 BBDO
Mission Pak
Fruits
FC&B
Dentifrice
Stewart
Co.
MitchellModern Sales Various
Feiner
Products
Co.
Moeller
Mfg.
Furman— 3 3 3 1 1
Stoppers
Krasselt
Weiss
&
Co.
Mogen,
David,
CramerWine Co.
Geller
Monarch Liquor Wine
Barlow Adv.
Co.
Wine
Monarch Wine
Donahue &
Wine
15 2 Coe
Co.
Ewell
&
Monroe Auto
1 1
Thurber
Equipment
Equip. Co.
Anti-Freeze
Monsanto
1 2 Gardner
Chem. Co.
li
Montag
2 .. Liller, Neal
School
Inc. Bros.
Hubbell
Supplies
Montana Mills Flour
Earle Ludgin ~Montenier,
Deodorant
11
Jules Inc.
Ludgin
— „3 1
Stopette
N. D. Ivey : mitoski
Montco Coffee
1
Montgomery,
Drug
Hoyt
Wm.
Drugs
1
1
1 Charles W.
Momticello
Fellows
2 1 1 1
Moore &
Ale
Towels
1 1 1 1 1 1 Van Der Lind< . }- Morgan-Jones
N. W. Ayer |jwVic
Inc.
1 4 4 3 1
Quinn John
Dog Food
Morrell,
I EH
& Son
& Sons
17 17 19 22 25 34 34 41 40 39 47 37 Biow Co. ame
Morris, Philip
Cigarettes
HaSoa
& Co.
Mackenzie
Inc.
Morton Dog
1
»_
Dog Food
Hamilton Adv
Food Co.
1
Cabinets
ewsBa
Morton Mfg.
Jewell
1 1 1 1
Co.
Mother's
Cake
& Cookies
Radios,
11112211
GourfainCo.
TV Sets
Motorola, Inc.
Cobb
11112
1
George Felt sv;
Mouli Mfg. Co. Kitchen
AidsDrinks
Moxie Co.
2 2 1 1
Bresnick
Soft
Solomont& TO
Mueller, C. F., Macaroni
— 2 6 8 10 10 Duane Jones
Co.
Clothing
Munsingwear
Inc.
Mithun
1111
Murine Co.
CampbellEye Drops
— 3 4 4
BBDO
Murphy Labs
Oil
1 1 1 — Direct
Murphy &
Air Condition- __ 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
Arthur
Miller Inc.
ing Equip.
Meyerhoff
Murray,
Arthur
Dance
Studios
12
6
6
6
Dorland Inc.
Inc.
Musselman,
Jellies
1 1 1 3 4 3 Clements Co,
C. M., Co.
Musterole Co. Medication
1 1 1 Erwin, Wasey
Insurance
House &
Mutual of
1
Gregory
Omaha
Tape
1
B.E.C. Inc.
MyBook
SketchKit
9 Hartman
Mystick hesive
Ad-Prod. Cleaner
Carpenter
1
1
Corp.
Adv.
Mystic Foam
Ale & Beer
444444444442
Standish
Inc.
Narragansett
Brewing Co.
_.
11111111111
Erwin,
Wasey
Nash
Coffee
Co. Coffee
BROADCASTING
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Advertiser

Product

Number of Stations Used
Agency
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
2 2 1 3 4 2 1 Geyer, Newell
& Ganger
" 11 ~3 15 55 13 8 4 1 16 12 8 Dorland
Inc.
1
1—
1 4 5 6 4 3 2 J. M. Korn
2 2
Erickson
McCann6 5 6 8 10 12 11 12 13 13 13 9 Owen &
Chappell
Esty
11 13 13 13 13 13 „ 1 3 — 1 25 William
Co.
40 44 27 William Esty
Co.
1 1 1 1 1 Petesch,
O'Connor&
Hecht

Elect. Appl.
Cars
Watches
Bread
Crackers
Beer
Batteries
Anti -Freeze
•Rational Chem- Wax
; ical & Mfg.
1 1 1
Cranberries
'ational berryCranAssn.
Tational
Dairy Sealtest
Prod.
Cream Ice
21
Iitional Distil- Wine
111
lers Products
Corp.
Tational Enam- Roasters
eling & Stamp
Food
112111111
rational Food
Stores
2 23
rational Fruit Apple Prod.
rational Latex Balloons
111
Paint
rational Lead
Co.
Towels
111
Iat'1
Prod.Paper
1
Cereals
Iat'1 Oats Co.
Pie Mix
:_
2
2
3
2
rational
Selected Products
Foods
I ational Tea
222222111111
Co.
Starch
1 1 1
rational Textile &Labs.
Chemical
Windows
lational Window Co.
1 1
2
Tatone Co.
Lip Life
596659753
Vitamix
fatural Foods
Institute
3
Tatural Health Juicer
1 4 1
Tatural Rubber Institutional
I Bureau
1112
Foods
Tedick's
3376797996
Cola
Jehi Corp.
Modernfold
leo Sales
1
Doors
Corp.
Tesbitt Fruit
Fruit Juice
2 4 4 4 3 2 1 __
Products Co.
Electric
— 1 2
Tesco, Inc.
Roasters
Meats
1
2
2
3
1
__ 1
Teuhoffing Co.PackSweetop
1
idjtleustadtl,
Victor
Wafers
Tew England
Confectionary
Shampoo
33 3 3 3 1
fewellGutradt Co.
Cake
— 4 5 2 2 2 2 2
^ewlyweds
Baking Co.
Soap
3 3 1 __ 1
rewport
Soap Co.
2 1 1 1 1 1
fewsweek
Magazine
Travel
4 4 4 4 2 1 1 1
lew York
Central RR
9 2 111111
few York State Vacations
Dept.
merce of Com4 10 11 10 10 10 11 11 12 6
ew York Telephone Co.
Potato Chips
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 ..
ficolay-Dancey
Inc.
to. Calif. Elec. Appliances
1
Wonderland
Travel
1
1
'orth American Airlines
:: , orth Am.
Cleanser
1 1
Dye
Nuralco
2 2
orth American Philips
Co.
Icing
orth Amer1111111
ican Sweet
Corp.
ortheast
Travel
111111
Airlines
.1112 2
Bus Travel
orthland houndGreyLines
lorthwestern
2 2 2 „
Phone Service
Bell Tel. Co.
; rash-Kelvinator Corp.
Nassau Co.
Rational
Bakeries Service
i ;lational
Biscuit
Co.
" KiTational
F ing Co. Brewrational Carbon Co.
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H. M. Frost
N. W. Ayer
Platt-Forbes
Roche,
Williams
& Cleary
Schwimmer
& Scott
J..
RyanGapstur
Marschalk
& Pratt
Wortman
& Wilcox
L. W. Ramsey
Marston
GeareNelson-Willis
W. L. Rubens
Mark,
Mautner
David S.
Hillman
Allied Adv.
Houck
George G.
Felt
Weiss
Geller&
BBDO
Fred Bock
M. H. Kelso
Roche.
Williams
Doyne Adv.
Paris & Peart
LaRoche
Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli
Goodkind,
Joice &
Morgan
Brisacher,
Wheeler
& Staff
Lennen &
Mitchell
FC&B
BBDO
BBDO
Schwimmer &
Scott
J. elton
S. FrickBerman,
Betten, Bender
& Taylor
Atherton &
Currier
Erwin, Wasey
H. B. LeQuatte
Pedlar & Ryan
Beaumont &
Hohman
BBDO

Agency
Number of Stations Used
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND Fellows
Knitting
Norwich
Clothing
1
Benton
Bowles&
Norwich
PharPepto
Bismol
4
5
8
10
7
3 Furman,
macal Co.
Huber Hoge
Novel Mfg. Co.
Dry
Novelty Mfg.
Toys
2
Co.
Feiner
Wonder Comb
1
Direct
Nu-Age ucts ProdCo.
112
4 4
Rug Kleen
Nu-Enamel
Corp.
Schwimmer &
Paint
Scott
Towels
NunBetter
Gordon Allison
Textile Prod.
Shoes
Calkins &
Nunn-Bush
Holden
Shoe Co.
Carlock, etc.
1 5
Nu Trishus
Meatballs
1 3 2 3 3 5 4 H. Holden,
S. Hall
Products Inc.
Cleanser
Calkins
&
1
1
3
3
3
1
111
Oakite uctsProdInc.
Carlock,
Mops
Young & etc.
O'Cedar Corp.
4 9 38 40 40 41 46 72 79 79 76 56
Rubicam
O'Celo Inc.
Cellulose
2 5 3 5 9 17 13 2 Comstock
Duffes
Products
meyer
Beer
222233333332
Oertel Brewing Co.
M. B. Kop3
Ohio Bell Tele- Phone
Services
Erickson
phone Co.
Knife Sets
3 2 Marcus
O.K. EnterMcCannO'Keefe's Inc.
Armand S.
5 5 5 3
Beer
prises
Lowe
WeillRunkle
Oklahoma
Pub. Co.
_. r
1 1 1 Peck
Old Dutch
Old Judge
Coffee
Coffee
Gardner Adv.
Coffee Co.
1 4 24 24 Arnold & Co.
Old Monastery
Wine
133311
22
Wine Co.
Beer
OldBrewery
Reading
11111112
Aitken-Kynett
Olney &
Potato
Fuller & Smith
11113 4 3
Sticks
Carpenter
Rugs
& Ross
1
Olson
Rug Co.
Presba,
Fellers
& Presba
2
—
Beer
1
Olympia
Brewing
stantine Con&
Botsford,
Gardner
Fitzmorris &
1
2
Bakeries
1
1
22
Omar Inc.
Miller
Huber Hoge
1
3
5
Omnibook
Publication
Moss-Chase
.. 112221111
Magazine
Ontario
Biscuit
Cookies
Co.
Beverage
2222211221
Ewald
Orange-Crush
Co. of Chicago Foods
Campbell11
Oriental
Foods
Jones
Inc.
5 4 Seigel
Eastburn
Orkin Exter-minating Co.
Coleman - &
1111121111
Samuel
Beer
1 1 Taubman
Ortlieb Brew1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 Ivan Hill
ing
Co.
Oster, John,
Appliances
R. C. Comer
1 1 2
Mfg. Co.
2 1
Otoe Food
Beef
Products
Overbrook Egg
Joseph Katz
3 3 Fuller & Smith
Nog Corp.
14
14
16
9
6
9
21
19
Curtains
Owens-Corning
13 1 & Ross
Corp.
Fiberglas
Hutchins Adv.
3 3 1
Games
Inc.
Owens-Krass
Platt-Forbes
Beef Cubes
Oxo, Ltd.
P. & S. Labs
W. C. Jeffries
112
Aspirin (Continued on page 19U)
Advertiser

WAER BOOST
Power Increased to 1 kw
MILESTONE for WAER - FM,
Syracuse U.'s station, was passed
last week as it went on the air
with 1 kw in contrast to more than
three years operation limited to
campus coverage and 2% w.
Edward Jones, faculty manager
of the student-operated outlet,
said the increased power will greatexpand
the station's
coverage
arealy to
include
the city of
Syracuse and Onondaga County, with
primary area extended to nearly
40 miles. FCC granted WAER's
CP for increased power last September. Station will be on a test
basis until the Commission officially licenses it, probably in 30 days,
Mr. Jones said.

MAKING it official, Irving E. Rogers
(1), president of WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., sets a contract with Joe Weed,
president of Weed & Co., station representative firm, which will represent
WLAW starting May 1 (See Front
Office page 129. WLAW last month
signed as Boston outlet for ABC, effective June 15.
April 16, 1951
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Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from "page 193)
Number of Stations Used
During EachJASON
Month
j FMAMJ
1 3 3 9 22 30 14 8 5
3 1 1 1
8
— 1
2 2 2 2 1 1 2
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1„
1 5 6

Advertiser
Pabst Brewing
Co.
Pacific Citrus
Products Co.
Pacific Greyhound Lines
Packard-Bell
Co.
Padre Vineyard
Co.
Pan American
World Airways
Pan American
Petroleum
i Corp.
Panther Panco
Rubber Co.
Parker Pen Co.
Parkway
Baking Co.
1 illrn"UlH i \^igctio
"Pa
Piffav?
Parsons
Ammonia Co.

Product
Beer

Paulk-Hugh
Clay
Paxton &
Gallagher
Payne Furnace
Co.
Penick & Ford
Ltd.
1 Pennsylvania
Gas Co.
Pennsylvania
Refining Co.
Pennsylvania
Sugar Co.
Pennzoil Co.
1 Penrod Co.
Peper, tian,
ChrisTobacco
Co.
Pepperell
Mfg.
Co.
Pepsi-Cola Co.
Pequot Mills
Inc.
Perfection
Stove Co.
Perfex Mfg. Co.
Perk Foods Co.
Permutit Co.
Personal
Finance Corp.
Personal Products Corp.

Dress Ezy
Hair Vac
Coffee

1 1

Desserts

1 2

Pet Milk Sales
Corp.
Peter Paul Inc.
Petri Wine Co.

Punch
Bus Travel
Radios,
TV Sets
Wines
Travel
Petroleum
Products
Rubber Heels
Pens
Bread

1 2 1

Ranges
Gas, Oil
Quaker Sugar
Gas, Oil
Fishing Rods

134 5
—
1—
—

Tissues
1 2
Co-Ets Cotton
Canned Milk
20
Candy
20
Wine
7 14

SPRINGS,

ARK.

5000
WATTS
M.B.S. AFFILIATE
Serving 4-State Area
Mo.
Ark.
Kan. Okla.
Associated With KGER
Long Beach, Calif.
•

Beaumont
Hohman &
Elwood J.
Robinson
itt & Smith
Smalley-Lev— J. Walter
Thompson
Fitzgerald
Adv.

1 4 4

Garfield
HirshonJ. Walter
Thompson
1
J. M. Korn
1 2 2 2 2 Pet tin ell a
4 -'- Brisacher,
1 2 2
Wheeler
&
Staff
1
Phillips, Reick
& Fardon
5 6 6
2 3 7 7 6
Thomas Buchanan
2 2
1 1 1 1 2 2 Hixson &
Jorgenson
BBDO
5
4
1 4 16 19
7 8 8
1 1 1 1
15 Beaumont
Heller
1 1 1
Walker
&
Downing
1 1 1 Fletcher D.
Richards
2 3 3 3 4 3 3
Mayers
Co.
1 1 1 1 1
Philip Ritter
2
Oakleigh R.
French
2 6 1 1 1
Benton &
Bowles
4 5 8 172 203 24 23 18 12 12 Biow Co.
— i
3 1 1 1
J. D. Tarcher
1 1
Erickson
5_ D 4 McCannThomas
Buchanan5 6 6 7 6 5
1 2 2 O'Neil, Larson
& McMahon
1 1 Cunningham
& Walsh
Bermingham
5 5 7 4 1 4
& Castleman
& Pierce
N.
W. Ayer
2 2 2 2
Young
&
5 1 Rubicam
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Gardner Adv.
20 8
Maxon
16 16 11 9 9 9 15 16 20 9 Young &
Rubicam
CANCER PROGRAMS
Three Network Shows Set
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^^/arwick Sz
Legler
Atherton Adv.

3 4 1

KUOA
SILOAM

D
g
1
—
1

3 2

Cigars
Ammonia

Sheets
Soft Drinks
Sheets
Kitchen
Ranges
Dexol
Cleaner
Dog Foods
Water
Softener
Loans

Agency
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FIRST of three network shows to
be aired by American Cancer Society, during its April cancer fund
drive, was launched last Wednesday on NBC, 10:30-11 p.m. Program featured Jimmy Durante,
Garry Moore, Judy Holliday, and
Mindy Carson in a half-hour guest
variety program.
On April 19 the society will present a modified documentary program in tribute to the tremendous
strides made by cancer research
scientists, 10:35-11 p.m. on CBS.
The society also has planned a 30minute forum including three laymen and three cancer specialists
over MBS, April 23, 10:30-11 p.m.

Advertiser
Pfeiffer Food
Prod.
Pfeiffer Brewing Co.
Pharmaco, Inc.
Phenix
ett Co.PabstPhiladelphia
Chewing Gum
Philadelphia
Co.
Dairy uctsProdPhiladelphia &
Reading Coal
& IronCorp.
Philco
Phillips
Packing Co.
Phoenixing Corp.
BrewPictsweet
Foods
Piedmont
Airlines
Piel's Bros.
Brewing Co.
Piknik
Corp. Sales
Pilot Life Ins.
Co,
Pilsener BrewPincus,ing Co.B. S.,
Co.
Pioneer
Rubber
Co.
Corp.
Pioneertific ScienInc. By Mail,
Pipes
Pittsburgh
Brewing Co.
Plankinton
Packing Co.
Plantabbs Corp.
Plantation
Chocolate Co.
Planters Nut &
Chocolate Co.
Plaracot Corp,
Pleasant
Valley
Wine Co.
Polaroid Corp.
Pomatex

Agency
Number of Stations Used
Product
During EachJASOND
Month
JFMAMJ
Salad Dressing
1 Roizen
Beer
1112—1
Maxon
BrorbyJones
Duane
Needham,
Gum
1 12 13 11
Cheese
Louis &
Vinlaw
Gum
11111111
Adrian Baue;
Coal & Iron
Radios,
TV Sets
Foods

&
16 McKee
Albright
1 23 3 3 2 —

1 3 —

Hutchins Ad^
Aitkin-Kynel
Beer
1 1 1 1 1 1
Ellis Adv.
Brisacher,
Foods
1 12 3 1 2 6 5
Wheeler &
Staff
A.
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Hugh
Travel
Wm.Deadwyler
Esty
Beer
333343333331
Potato Chips
1 Brisacher, dftcf
Wheeler
Staff J. Kle& 4,..,
Walter
,.
Insurance
— 222221
1 — 222
Gregory &
111123422332
House
Beer
Feigenbaum
Meat Prod.
122222222111
Carr-Liggett \f.
Gloves
Polaroid
TV Lens
Pipes
Beer
Meats
Tablets

1 1— ,
21 3 1 2 3 1
1

Cayton Inc.
Donahue & C

233333443333
111111111111
11

12 2

2 111111
Towels
Wine

113

3 2

Cameras — 1 2 2 21 19 17 19 22 21 19 20
Hair Dressing
2 2
Olive
Oil
1112222211
—1
Oil Corp. Olive
Pompeian
Rings
Pond, A. H., Co. Diamond
3 2 1
Pond's Extract Toiletries
6 9 9 9 2 1
1
Pony Boy
.
1
Pistol Sets
Co. •
Posner,
1111
1111
Shoes Dr. A., Shoes
Potter Drug & Julep
Cuticura
122334688776
Chemical
1 1 1 2
Poust,
Co. Jack &
11
United
Clothing
Pratt & WhitAircraft
ney Div,
Prentis Clothes
1
1 1 1 1 1 1
Price
Flavoring
Extract Co.
111111121111
Prince Macaroni
Spaghetti
Mfg. Co.
1 2 2
Princeton Farms Popcorn
1
1
2
1
2
2
2 2
Procter &
Family Soap
American
Gamble
Camay
Flakes
1 9 8 7 7 3
13 4 5
Cheer
Crisco, Duz
1 1—
Drene
1 5 9 8 11 15 18 20 9
Ivory Flakes
1 1 10 7
Joy Detergent
11 15
Oxydol 134445451652

& Jenkins
Cramer
&
Krasselt
Smith, Tayloi'
Jos. Katz
: k,
Martin Agenc Eds:
Goodkind.
Joice
Morgan&
Issa
Direct
Charles L. ssidi
Rumrill
efl !
BBDO
Moore &
! BIG
Hamm
Sale
ifcipe
Ere,
Joseph
Flack Katz $rofi
J. Walter
Thompson > fa
Wortman
SPSS
Wilcox
Posner-Zabiei5 deT
Atherton
Currier &
M. H. Hackett to]
Platt-Forbes Co

Garfield
Price,
Robin .
son & Frank
HirshonH. C. Rossi It
Russel M.
Seeds
Kastor,
Far
rell, Chesley
& Clifford
Pedlar && Ryar
Young
Rubicam
Compton Adv
Compton Adv.
Compton Adv
Dancer,
Biow
Fitzgerald,
Sample
&
Tide
3 3 4 13 16 18 18 29 34 38 53 50 Benton
Bowles
Ivory Snow
2 8 11 12 17 9 Benton &
Bowles
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting i

Advertiser
oiucers
C-eamery Co.
■ogress
ing Co. Brew-

Number of Stations Used
Agency
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
1 1 1 1 Russell Comer
Milk
Beer
111222222222
George Knox

111
ogresso Brand Foods
1
»-ospeets
Special Co.
Protector
-otex Prod.
111
Co.
—
11
Insurance
-evident Life
[ft Accident
tins. Co.
1 1 13 14 14 6 4 8 9 6
Gas & Oil
ore Oil Co.
Containers
1 1 2 —
::e-Pak
Council
1 2 3 3 2 1 1
iritan Co. of Lemon Juice
America
2 2 4 7 13 13 17 19 20 18 14
jrity Baking Bread
Co.
Cookies
1
jrity Biscuit
Co.
Popcorn
2 2 3
: jrity Mills
Oil Filters
1 2 2 1
jrolator
Products
1 1 1
Exy-rene Mfg. Co. Fire
tinguishers
1 8 10 9
jaker Oats Co. Aunt Jemima 1
Mixers
455411144543
Cereals
uaker City
Chocolate &
Confectionery
uaker State
Oil Refining
uality Bakers
of America
uinn, K. J.,
Co.
'CA

Ken-L Ration
Candy
4 7 1

Bread
Shoe Polish
Radio,
TV Sets,
Records &
Players
Toys
&F Co. Inc.
Jacks
. & S Tasty
• Foods Co.
adio Offer Co. Towels
adio Station
Station
CHUM
Toronto
Towels
adio & TV
Sales
ainier Brewing Beer
Co.
alston Purina Cereals
Co.
Cereals
anger Joe,
Inc.
ayCo Mfg. Co. Seat Covers
eaders Digest Publication
Assn.
eal Gold Citrus Orange Juice
Products
Chili Sauce
ecipe Foods
Dry
e-Clean Corp. Home
Cleaner
.eddi Whip
Whipped
Cream
Mfg. Co.
Star
:ed Star Fer- RedProd.
tilizer Co.
Beer
ed Top
ing Co. Brew.efrigeration
Norge Distr.
Sales Corp.
Beer
egal Amber
Brewing Co.
egina Cigar
Cigars
Co.
eid Murdoch
Foods
Realite
eliable Packing Co.
enner & Co.
Storm
Windows
Electric
:emingtonRand
Shavers
ienuzit Home
Cleaning
Fluid
Prod. Corp.
Movies
lepublic
Pictures
:esearch Mod. Drugs
Corp.
Chocolate
"eves
Marketeers
Drink
lexall Drug Co. Various
Products
*exor Corp.
SipStraws
'n See
teymer & Bros.

Vinti
Rosenberg
Geo. Kahn
Irving Rahn
Leo Burnett
Fred M.
Randall
Schwimmer &
Scott
Young &
Rubicam
Gilham
Direct
J. Walter
Thompson
Gray & Rogers

Price, sonRobin& Frank
Sherman &
Marquette
6 7 7 5 1 RuthraufT &
Ryan Bauer
Adrian
1

&
Eckhardt
1 — Kenyon
Direct
5 5 6 9 5
1 1 1 1 1
Miniter
J.IngallsWalter
— 22353211222
Thompson
113

2 —

111
7

Marfree
Direct
1 — Huber Hoge

1—
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 Buchanan &
Co.
1 — 1 1 4 5 5 5 4 3 Gardner
Adv.
2 2 9 12 16 15 17 17 16 17 18 15 Neal D. Ivey
12 20 13 7 5 Lawrence
Kossman
BBDO
2 1 1 1
J. Walter
11121111
Thompson
1—
1 14 15 — 5 S. A. Levyne
Cayton
RuthraufT &
R. Ryan
L. Randall
1 — Joseph Adv.
1 —
8 3 Abbott
5566456578
Kimball
1 1 Gresh &
-1—1111111
Kramer
3 3 Weiss & Geller
1 1 Sidney Clayton
Malcolm
1 1
Howard
— 2 Leeford
&
1 1 3 12 15 14 15 16 19 24 24 14 McKee
Albright
1
Stodel
Adv. Co.
Ralph
1
Timmons
Direct
1
BBDO
1
11112111
4333221111

1 — 1
Reynolds,
Tob. Co. R. J. Camel Cig
Cavalier Cig.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

5 3 Franklin
Bruck
Ketchum,
3 4
MacLeod &
Grove
3 9 18 18 20 Wm. Esty
16 57 72 54 Wm. Esty

Advertiser
Rhodes
Pharmacal Co.
Rice,
R. B.Co.
Sausage
Corp.Products
Rich
Richfield
Corp. Oil

Product
Imdrin
Ice Cream
Oil
Prod.
Drugs

Richter F., Ad.,
Co.
Lotion ficr
Ridd Labs.
"R^crpnt
"RicfcHr* Tnhflprn nebcin v.ig.
Co.
Riis,
Jacob Co.
Bottling
Ripley Clothes
Ritepoint Co.
Ritter, P. J.
& Co.
Rival Mfg. Co.
Rival Packing
Co.
River Brand
Rice Mills
Co.
Roberts
Dairy
Robertson
Factories

Beverages
Apparel
Lighters
Chili Sauce
Pie Mix
Irons
Dog Food
Dairy
Rice
Products
Curtains

Rochester
Beer
Brewing Co.
Rockmore Co.
Kid Lids
Textolite
Roddis
Corp. Plywood
Roerig, J. B.
& Co.
Rolfs, Inc.
Rolscreen Co.
Roma Wine Co.
Roman Meal Co.
Ronson Art
Metal Wks.
Ronzoni MacaRootes
Inc. Motors
roni Co'.
Rosefield
ing Co. PackRosenberger
Wallpaper Co.
Roszell, J. D.
Co.
Rothmund,
Eugene & Co.
Roto
Co. Rooter
Rowe Tool Co.
Rubberset Co.
Rubsam &
Horrman
Brewing
Rudiger-Lang
Co.

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
Agency
JFMAMJ
JASOND
1 6 14 18 14 15 17 25 29 270'Neil, Larson
2 2 & McMahon
Potts-Turnbull
1 2 2 2 Comstock
Duffes
1 1 Hixon &
Jorgensen
— 11 2 2 Chas.
W. Hoyt
111111
2 2
Brooke,
selors
1 4 4 3 2 2 3 4 4 4 Adv.
CounSmith
French
&
Dorrance
Wasey
1 1 Erwin
2 2 2 2 2 2 __ -12 2 1 Bobley Co.
2 13 2 1 1 1 7
Olian Adv. Co.
Clements Co.
2 2 Lamb & Keen
12 2 1 321 Potts-CalkinsHolden
18 21 22 21 21 25 29 36 40 43 42 34 Charles Silver
1
— Donahue &
Coe
1 1
Stuart Potter
Hershey
2 1
1
Badger,
Browning &
11111 Ed Wolff
field
Dunlap
1 —
—
— Hirshon-GarPieterson
1 3 2 4 1
Klau-Van
1 1

Dentifrice
Billfolds
Screens
Wine
Meal

—

Lighters
Minx Cars
Butter
Skippy nutPeaIce Cream
Sausages
Plumbing
Tools
Edgers
Paint Roller
Beer

1 —

1 1
1 1

1 1

Dana Jones
4 40 Cramer Krasselt
L. W. Ramsey
3 1 Biow
& Bonfigli
1 2 2 2 2 2 Guild,
Bascom

37 41 39 30 28 26 25 26 26 31 35 28 Grey Adv.
Emil Mogul
1 2 11
Anderson,
Davis &
Platte
& Bonfigli
5 7 7 15 16 9 Guild,
Bascom
2 2 6 8 4
1 1 1 1 Ralph H. Jones
Arbingast,
..111111111
Becht &
Assoc.
111111111111
J. C. Dowd
1 1
111111

1 1
-111

Screens

1—
—

Sorg & Assoc.
D, C & S
1 Paris
Cole's & Peart
zer. Pettier
Conley.
Balt& Steward

(Continued on page 196)

SHOW COSTS
Hollywood-Video Compared
WORTHINGTON C. MINER, New
York television producer, April 4
told the Detroit Television Council
that Hollywood movie-makers now
have "more to learn from TV than
TV has to learn from the movies."
Mr. Miner pointed to low-cost TV
productions.
Among guests of honor at the
monthly meeting were Joseph
Spadea, manager, Detroit office,
CBS; Richard E. Jones, vice president and managing director of
WJBK-TV Detroit, and Professor
Garnet Garrison, head, radio-TV
department, U. of Michigan.

STILL
AVAILABLE
HARD-TO-GFT III
BROADCAST^
IT £ MS
!?e STUDIO ^JTLeNTS ,
■IOBES
Will be
Registered at STEVENS HOTEL
Throughout NAB Convention
or Wire, Phone, Write:
HENRY J. GEIST W. B. TAYLOR.
60 E. 42nd St. Signal Mountain
New York 17, N. Y. Chattanooga, Tenn.
MUrray Hill 7-1550 Phone: 88-2487
April 16, 1951
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Actions

1

<
1
I
I
;

I
I

■

of FCC

April 6 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
WAPX Montgomery, Ala. — Designated for hearing at Washington on
June 4 re application for CP to increase
power on 1600 kc from 1 kw unl. DA-N
to 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
KROY Sacramento, Calif. — Designated for hearing at Washington on
June 7 re application for CP to install
new vertical ant. and change type of
trans.; made KWG Stockton, Calif,
party to proceeding.
Modification of CP
WAWZ
Zarephath, N. J.— Granted
mod. CP .to change DA; engineering
cond.
Designated for Hearing
WVOW Logan, W. Va. and WIKC Bogalusa, La. and KJEF Jennings, La. —
Designated for consolidated hearing at
Washington on June 4 re applications
of WIKC to change from 1490 kc to
1290 kc, increase power etc. and KJEF
to change hours operation on 1290 kc
from D to unl., using DA-N, with that
of WVOW to increase night power on
1290 kc from 1 kw to 5 kw, etc.; made
KOIL Omaha, Neb. and KTRN Wichita
Falls, Tex., parties to proceeding with
respect to WVOW and WIKC; further
ordered WKNE Keene, N. H., WNBF
Binghamton. N. Y., KRGV Weslaco,
Tex., and WHIO Dayton, parties with
respect to WVOW only.
KIRO Seattle, Wash, and Western
Bcstg. Associates, Modesto, Calif, and
West Side Radio, Tracy, Calif. — On petition of KIRO, removed application of
Western from pending file, and designated it for consolidated hearing with
that of West Side at Modesto and Tracy
on May 14 and 16, respectively; made
KIRO party to proceeding with reference to Western Bcstg. Assoc. only; etc.
Western and West Side are mutually
exclusive
applicants
for new AM stations on 710
kc.
Leonard R. Lyon, El Reno, okla. —
Designated for hearing at Washington
on June 8, re application for new AM
station on 1490 kc 100 w D; made KBIG
Guthrie, Okla., party to proceeding.
Authority Granted
Church of Universal Triumph The
Dominion of God, Inc., Detroit, Mich. —
Granted application for authority to
transmit religious programs by wire
from church in Detroit to CKLW Windsor, Ont.
Petition Denied
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohio
— Denied
requesting
al grant ofpetition
application
for CP conditionnew AM
station
on
1250
kc
1
kw-LS,
500 w-N
DA-2.
Request Denied
WTTT Coral Gables, Fla.— Denied request for authority to remain silent for
60 days.
Petition Denied
Gulf Beaches Bcstg. Co., Inc., St.
Petersburg Beach, Fla. — Denied petition
requesting reconsideration and grant
without hearing of application for new
AM station on 1300 kc 1 kw D; scheduled hearing at Washington on June 8;
amended order of March 13, 1950 desig-

PT63-A shown has 3 separate
I- heads —monitors from the tape.
t Unit construction permits portr able or rack mount operation.
'!: Write
M AG Ave.,
N ECO
R D,1, Illinois
Inc.
360 N. Michigan
Chicago
FIRST CHOICE OF ENGINEERS
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nating same for hearing, to delete that
part making WSMF Dade City, Fla.,
party to proceeding.
Designated for Hearing
WGBA Columbus, Ga. — Upon petition of WRBL Columbus, Ga., designated for hearing in Columbus on June
12 re application of WGBA to increase
power from 1 kw unl. to 5 kw-D, 1
kw-N on 1460 kc and change from DA
to
DA-N; made WRBL party to proceeding.
April 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WPAZ Pottstown, Pa.— Mod. CP new
AM station for approval ant. and trans,
location, specify main studio location,
change type trans.
KSOX Harlingen, Tex. — Mod. CP new
AM station, to change type trans.
License for CP
KSCJ-FM
Siouxstation.
City, Iowa — License
for CP new FM
Renewal of License
Following stations request renewal
of license: WIMS-FM Michigan City,
Ind.; WTNC-FM Thomasville, N. C;
WISR-FM Butler, Pa.- WOUI (FM)
Athens, Ohio; WMUB (FM) Oxford,
Ohio.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Authority to Transmit
Maryland Bcstg.
Co., Baltimore,
Md. —
RETURNED
application
for authority
to transmit programs to CFRA Ottawa,
Can. from 7 E. Lexington St., Baltimore.
License Renewal
WWWF
Fayette, Ala.— RETURNED
application for renewal of license.
(Continued on page 204)

Advertiser
Rum & Maple
Tobacco Corp.
Ruppert,
BrewingJacob,
Co.
Rushmore
Paper Mills
Rutherford
Food Corp.
Ryan Candy Co.
Ryser Bros.
S.O.S. Co.
S & S Industrial Prod.
S & W Fine
Foods Inc.
Safe-T Smokers
Safety ards
Standfor Sun
Glasses Inc.
Safeway Stores
Sage
toriesLaboraSagner's,
A.,
Son
St. Louis Independent Co.
Packing
Salem Potato
Chip Co.
Sales Builders
Sales Research
Co.
San Antonio
Brewing Assn.
Sanford Prod.
SanBrewing
Francisco
Corp.
Santa Clara
Packing Co.
Sanson
Mills Hosiery
Santa Fe
Vintage Co.
Sapolin Paint
& Color Co.
Sapolio uctsProdCo.

ffie roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications wa

SUMMARY TO APRIL 11
jScOtQ
&GX
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Cond'l
Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Heart n
AM Stations
2,239 2,233 133
263
133 .
FM Stations
658
519 154
*1
12
4
TV Stations
107
67
42 •
397
171 ,
* On the air.
*
*
auto dealer; Vice President S. A. Cisle
Docket Actions . . .
Jr., 33^j%, owner Y2 interest in WWSl
Springfield, Ohio, y3 in WKYO Louis
FINAL DECISIONS
ville, y± WXGI Richmond and \>.\
KTMS nouncedSanta
Barbara,
Calif.
—
AnWXLW
L. Cheatwood,Secretary-Treas
33^5%, presi
final decision denying applica- urer Lee Indianapolis;
tion of News-Press Publishing Co., dent Seventh Street Garage Corp
licensee, for construction permit to Granted Apr. 5.
JL.
changecisionKTMS
KUSD Vermillion, S. D. — U. of Soutl
Apr. 6. transmitter site. DeDakota.
Granted
switch
in
facilitie:-from 920 kc, 500 w, day, sharing tim. i
Non-Docket Actions . . .
with KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa, to 69i
kc,
kw, day, directional,
changj
AM GRANTS
in 1transmitter
location; with
engineering
Williamsburg, Va. — Williamsburg Ra- conditions. Granted Apr. 5.
dio Co. Inc. Granted 500 w, day, on 740
WSFA Montgomery, Ala. — Mont
kc; engineering conditions including
gomery Bcstg. Co. Inc. Granted switel
provision that applicant prevent second
in
facilities
on directional
1440 kc from
kw, day
unlimited, night
to 51 kw,
harmonicWBBL
interference
share-time
stations
Richmondto and
WLEE
1
kw,
night,
night
directional,
with
inRichmond. Estimated construction cost
stal ation of new transmitter. Grantee*—
Apr. 5.
$14,990. Principals include President
W. R. Richardson, 33^%, salesman for
Springfield, FMMass.GRANTS
— School Committe< 4of Springfield, Mass. Granted construction
permit
for
new
educational FM station non-commercia
on Ch. 201 (88.]
Television Spot Advertisers
mc), 10 w. Estimated construction cosi i
(Continued from page 195)
$3,000.
Part
of
former
WBZA-FM,by
Springfield transmitter donated
Westinghouse.
Granted
Apr.
9.
Agency
Number of Stations Used
TV GRANT
During Each Month
Product
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee, Wis. — Th«J F M A M J J A S O N D
Journal Co. Granted construction per1 1 2 Gelles
mit for switch in facilities from ar-i
ERP of 16 kw visual, 10 kw aural tc
15 6 6 6 7 3 2 2 1 1 1 Biow Co.
.925 kw visual, .578 kw aural witl j
Beer
changes ment.in Granted
antenna
Apr. and
6. other equip2 2 2 1 Paris & Peart
Paper Prod.
TRANSFER GRANTS
1112 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 Frank E.
Food
KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif. — Granted Jm
Candy
1 11 8 3 2 1 1 1 1 Whalen
transfer
of control
Springs
Bcstg.1'
Co., licensee,
from Palm
Richard
W. Joy
et
al. to Joseph E. and Theodore R. Gamfield, Red& John
Dowd,
ble
through
purchase
of
51%
and
stone
49%
interest
Cheese
Direct
1 1 1 1
Granted
Apr. 6.respectively for $61,500.
2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 7 9 27
Cleanser
WIBV Belleville, 111. — Granted assignErickson
ment of license from Belleville Bcstg. >
Slicer
Co. to Belleville Bcstg. Co. Inc. for
5 5 Roy
S. DurMcCannstine
$3,250. Granted Apr. 6.
Belding
Coffee
111 1 1 Foote, Cone &
WLBK
DeKalb, HI.— Granted relinquishment
control
Theodore
Lanes
through ofsale
of 40 byshares
to sevenA. ,i(
1 Ruthrauff &
other stockholders for $3,000. Mr. LanesMO
retains
minority
interest.
Granted
Apr.
1 1
T. Ryan
B. Marsh
KSNY
Snyder, Tex. and KSTV
Stephenville,
Tex. —John
Granted
Food
211124331222
Ruthrauff &
of
licenses from
Blakeassignmentto John —
Blake,
Individually
and
as
adminis-trator of estate of Pauline Buckneri.
Lucerne Milk
1 — 2 4 1 J. Thompson
Walter
5.
Blake,
deceased. Granted Apr. 4.
Ryan
KLVC Leadville, Col. — Granted as- „
Air Refresher
1 1 1 1 1
Paris & Peart
signment of license from Vir N. James "
to Leadville's
of the Nation
StaSuits
1 3 3 2
I. A. Goldman
tion Inc., a new Top
corporation.
No money
involved. Granted Apr. 2.
, L,
Meat
111111111111
Gardner Adv.
KCOH Houston, Tex.— Granted trans- I
fer of control Call of Houston Inc., licensee, from W. A. Smith, E. C. Hughes
1 Jessop
and E. F. Hoffman to W. A. Smith
berg
through Mr.
sale Smith
of 33.2%
of stock
$21,900.
is present
owner fori
of I—
Cosmetics
1 18 8 T. H. Factor
32.8% interest. Granted Apr. 2.
Cameras
La Salle,
trans-M,,
2 5 2 2 Arthur RosenferWLPO
of control
from HI.—
RuthGranted
E. Miller
to Iqm
11—111
1 Pitluk Adv.
Beer
Peter
Miller
pursuant
to
divorce
de- fjfcree. Granted Apr. 6.
Co.
1 Irving Weiss
Lighters
Beer
hardtReinNew Applications
2 3 3 5 2 Emil
Cincinnati,
— New York
Technical Institute ofOhio
Cincinnati
Inc., 1480
kc,
1
Glasser-Gailey
Tomato Juice
1
1 kw, day; estimated construction cost
$65,947.30.
Applicant
is
technical
school
Dorland
giving instruction in fields of radio,
Hosiery
1
television,
refrigeration,
air conditionWines
ing and tailoring.
Principals
include
1 1 1
LockwoodPresident Cedric Adams Jr.; Secretary
Shackelford
(Mrs.)
Agnes
P.
Dougherty,
owner
record and trustee for 100% stock,of
1 1 1 R. T. O'Connell
beneficially owned by her son, William
Dougherty; Vice President Raleigh G.
Cleanser
1 1 Colonial
Dougherty,
Filed Apr. 10.husband of Mrs. Dougherty.
(Continued on page 198)
Oneonta, Ala. — Pat M. Courington,
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Exacutiva Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLOG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
320 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
Mcintosh & Inglis

ENGINEERS

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

THE WES TURNER GO.
11 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
9918 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
170 kc, 250 w, day; estimated construemated construction cost $3,675. Filed
Apr. 5.
on cost $17,600. Applicant also owns
'CRI Scottsboro, Ala. and 51% of
Boston, Mass.
— Lowell
Institute,
'AVU-AM-FM
Albertville,
Ala.
Filed
commercial
educational FM
stationnonon
pr. 10.
Ch.
209
(89.7
mc),
EBP
14.72
kw,
antenna
142
ft.
Estimated
construction
FM APPLICATIONS
cost $29,652. Filed Apr. 6.
j Orlando, Fla.— Central Florida Bcstg.
TV APPLICATION
Bl|o., Ch. 262 (100.3 mc), EBP 18.7 kw,
-ntenna 300 ft.; estimated construction
Lawton,
Okla. — Oklahoma Quality
jst $7,270.
Applicant is licensee
Television, a co-partnership composed
OBZ Orlando. Filed Apr. 5.
of B. H. Drewry, T. B. Warkentin, J.
New Castle, Ind.— New Castle-Henry
B. Montgomery, B. P. Scott and G. G.
Downing; Ch. 11 (198-204 mc), EBP
■wp. Schools, non-commercial educakw visual, .85 kw aural, antenna
' Ionalw FMmaximum
station onpower.
Ch. 207 Estimated
(J9.3 mc), 2.97
285 feet. Estimated costruction cost
instruction cost $3,095. Filed Apr. 5. $150,000; first year operating cost $42,Seattle, Wash. — Board of Begents,
000; first year revenue $45,000. Applicant also owns KSWO Lawton and
of Washington, non-commercial
rucational FM station on Ch. 215 90% of KBHD Duncan, Okla. Filed
Apr. 10.
si. 9 mc), 1 kw power output. EstiROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Member AFCCE*

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

CREUTZ

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

JOHN

GEORGE

AR 44721

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

TBANSFEB BEQUESTS
WGOV-AM-FM Valdosta, Ga.— Assignment of construction permit from
E. D. Bivers Sr. to WGOV Inc. for
$125,000. Principals in WGOV Inc. are
President E. D. Bivers Jr., 99.98%, licensee WEAS Decatur, Ga. and WJIV
Savannah, Ga.; Vice President W. C.
Banks Jr., .01%, attorney; and Secretary-Treasurer H. E. TJlmer, .01%,
Certified Public Accountant. Filed Apr.
10.
KDAN application
Oroville, for
Calif.assignment
— BESUB-of
MITTED
license from Oroville Mercury Co. to
J. Stevenson tr/as Oroville Bcstrs., assignee agreeing to lease for six months
after grant,
with for
option
to buy technical equipment
$10,202.18.
(See
FCC ROUNDUP,
Feb.
19.) Resubmitted Apr. 4.
WHSY Hattiesburg, Miss.— Transfer
of control Hub City Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee, from Vernon J. Cheek, Thomas
B. Donovan and Dewey H. Lane to
Charles W. Holt, Mrs. Connie Holt and
D. A. Matison
Jr. through
of % for
interest to Mrs. Holt
and Mr. sale
Matison
$30,000. Mrs. Holt, 16%%, is wife of
Ya owner Charles Holt and an employe
of WHSY. Mr. Matison, 50%, is 25%
owner WAML Laurel, Miss, and 25%
partner in Azalea Bcstg. Co., applicant

for
Filednew
Apr. AM4. station in Mobile, Ala.
WGNC-AM-FM Gastonia, N. C— tovoluntary assignment of license from
F. C. Todd, deceased, to Citizens NaBank, Apr.
executor
estate. tional
Filed
4. of Mr. Todd's
KCSU
Provo,
Utah
license from Frank A.— Assignment
Van Wagenenof
and Harold E. Van Wagenen, a partnership d/b as Central Utah Bcstg.
Co. to Central Utah Bcstg. Co. toe, a
new
corporation
same shares
of interest: F. A.retaining
Van Wagenen,
60%
and H. E. Van Wagenen, 40%. Filed

1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1610

WSVS-AM-FM
Crewe, Va.— Transfer
Apr.
5.
of control Southern Virginia Bcstg.
Corp. from Maxey E. Stone, W. W.
Borum, J. B. Wall and W. J. Sydnor
through sale of 51% interest to other
stockholders in corporation for $20,440.
Filed Apr. 5.
KMLW Marlin, Tex. — BESUBMITTED
application
assignment
construction permitforfrom
W. L. ofPennington
and Virgil H. Gage, a partnership d/b
as Falls County Public Service to W.
L. Pennington d/b as Falls County
Public Service through purchase of
Mr. Gage's interest by Mr. Pennington
for $650. Besumbitted Apr. 5.
April 16, 1951
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Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 196)
Advertiser
Saratoga Vichy
Spring Co.
Sarnay
ucts ProdSave-by-Mail
Sawyer Biscuit
Co.
Schaefer, F. &
M. Brewing
Co.
Schalkcal Co.ChemiScheidt, Adam
Brewing
Schenley
Industries
Schindler
Peanut Prod.
Schlitz Brewing
Co.
Schlorer's,
Mrs., Inc.
Schluderberg,
Wm.-T. J.
Kurde Co.
Schmidt
Brewing Co.
Schmidt, Jacob
Brewing Co.
Schoenhofen
Edelweiss
Brewing Co.
Schoenling
Brewing Co.
Schonbrunn,
S. A. & Co.

Product
Water, Soda
Korium
Various
products
Crackers
Beer
Patch Paste
Beer
Wine

Page 198 •

2 2 1
5 4 2

Lee-Murray
Huber Hoge

1 ._ Geo. H. Hartman
2 2 3 5 5 3 BBDO

Beer
Beer
Beer

2 2 2 Hal Stebbins
1444442332 Lawrence
Everling
3 F, C & B
555555555552
C. D. Ferguson
11111111111—
Young
&
Rubicam
111111111111
Cox & Tanz
322212221
Van Sant &
Dugdale
1122222221
Al Paul Lefton
Foley
222221111
—1
1 Olmstead &
1 1
Olian Adv. Co.

Beer

1 1

Peanut Butter
Beer
Mayonaise
Meats

Coffee
Madaglia
D'Oro
Beer
Schreiber
Brewery Co.
Schuler Foods, Potato Chips
Inc.
Schulz & Burch Cookies
Biscuit Co.
Schutter Candy
Co.
Schwartz Bros. Cigars
Cigar Corp.
Schwinn, Arnold Bicycles
& Co.
Scott & Fetzer Vacuum
Co.
Foods
Scudder Food
Products
Lotion
Sea Breeze
Labs.
Seaboard
Finance Co.
Seabrook Farms Frozen Foods
Co.
Sealtest Div. of
Nat'l Dairy
Mattresses
Sealy, Inc.
Seamprufe, Inc. Ladies Wear
Various
Sears,
Products
Co. Roebuck
Second Army
Pertussin
Seeck & Kade
Seeman Bros.
Tea
Air- Wick
Seeman Bros.
Tires
Seiberling
Rubber
Watches
Semca Watch
Clocks
Corp.
Laxative
Serutan Co.
Sedagel
Soft Drink
Seven-Up Co.
Foods
Shedd-Bartush
Foods
Sheffield Farms Dairy
Products
Corp.
Shell Oil Co.
Gas & Oil
Paint
Sherwin-Williams Co.
Foods
Shirriff's Ltd.
Shontex Co.
Shop-By-Mail
Shop-byTelevision
Shop-O-Vision
Shriver, B. F.,
Co.

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
Agency
JFMAMJ
JASOND
-. 11122211111
Barlow Adv.

Shampoo
Stockings
Merchandise
Food
April 16, 1951

Ritt

21111431
1 2 1
11111
4
4 4
4 4
-1—11
1 1
1 1
._ 2 31 6 2 37
1 1
1 2 2 1 1
1 _. 1
— 1 2 3 3 3 3
112211122221
1 1
1 1—
1
1 21 24 25 18 22 28 32 37 38
2 1
1 2 2 2
1 2 2 2 1
3 7 9 8 3 1 1
1 2 1
1 1 1 1
111122211211
1 1 1
1
1—1121111121
111111111111

Lawrence
C.
Gumbinner
Emil Mogul
Kelly
&
Mengle
Co.
Hutchins
Adv.
Gordon Best
Westheimer &
Block
Moser&Cotins
J. Thompson
Walter
Liggett
Davis & Co.
BBDO
Smith & Bull
Peter Hilton
N. W. Ayer
Olian
Bobley
Mayers Co.
Direct
Erwin, Wasey
J. D. Tarcher
Wm. H. Weintraub
Meldrum &
Fewsmith
Moss Assoc.
Direct
Direct
French &
Assoc.
Ralph Sharp
N. W. Ayer

1 1 2 2 J. Thompson
Walter
1
Fuller
Smith & &
Ross
1—
— —
Armand S.
Weill
1— — —
—
— — — Associated
32
Scheck Adv.
2 4 1
Scheck Adv.
2 2 __

2

1 2 1-

Rockmore Co.
VanSant,
Dugdale

Advertiser
Sick's
Seattle
Brewing
&
Malting Co.
Sierra Candy
Co.
Corp. Prod.
Sigma
Signal Oil Co.
Silex Co.

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
Agency
1 1 1 1 1 Western Adv
Young

Product
Candy
Lator
Breath-OGasoline

—

1111111
1 2 1 1

Appliances
Paints
Siller's Paint
& Varnish Co.
Sill's Products Dressing
French

223443322
1 1
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 3 —

Simmons Co.
Mattresses
Simon &
Yearbook
Schuster
BreweryWilliam, Beer
Simon,
Sinclair
ing Co. RefinSinger Sewing
Machine
Sioux
Honey
Assn.
Sitroux Inc.
Skillerns Drug
Co.
Skinner
Pelton &
Skinner Mfg.
Co.
Slumberland
Products Co.
Smith,
Corp. A. O.,
Smith
Agricultural
Chemicals
ander & Sons,
Smith, AlexCarpet Co.
Smith, Gilman
B., Co.
Smith, Sam, &
Co.
Smith. Seymour,
& Son
Snedaker
Snow Crop& Co.
Marketers
Soil-Off Co.
Solarine Corp.
So-Lo Marx
Rubber
Sonotone Corp.

Barton A.
Stebbins
Alley &
Richards
McCleery
McNeill &
J. O'Leary
Beatty
Young
&
Rubicam

2 1 Schwab &
Baldwin,
Bowers &
Strachan
233454334543
Morey, Humi
& Johnston
1 1 Young &
Rubicam
— 1 1 Erwin,
Wasej
Franklin
Bruck
1 Grant Adv.

111111
1111111111

Drug Chain
Ear Phones
Foods

12
2 2 2 Bozell
Cobb &
GourfainJacobs
1 1 1 1 HirshonGarfield
1
CramerKrasselt
Mullay &
Mumm,
Nichols
Davis &
Anderson,
Platte
J. Twiss
Hayden

Mattresses
sion Unit
Gas ConverGarden Prod.

2 2

Carpets

2 1

Binding
Iron -on
Shoes

-

Pruning Tools
Kitchens
Frozen Foods
Cleaner
Wax
Totes Rubbers

South
Mills Carolina
South Kaukauna Cheese
Dairy Co.
Southern
Airways
Air Travel
Southern
Cookies
Biscuit Co.
Southern
Calif. Tuna
Fish Corp.
Milk
Southern
Dairies
Southern
Tel. Co. N. E. Telephone
Service
Southern Pacific RR Travel
Co.
Southern Spring Bedding
Bed Co.
Southwest
Airways Co.
Telephone
Southwestern
Service
Bell Tel. Co.
Bus Travel
Southwestern
Greyhound
Lines
Golden Mix
SoyDrinking
Food Mills Beverages
Sparklettes
Water Corp.
Corp.
Spark-O-Liner
soriesAccesAuto
Co.
Potato Chips
Special Foods
Speedway
Gas & Oil
Corp.
Petroleum

Robert B.
Buchanan

1 1

Gas & Oil
Vacuum
Honey
Cleaner
Sioux Bee
Tissues

Hearing Aids
Fabrics

1111
1 1

1 1

1 1 2 1 __ DancerFitzgerald
Sample
1
Wilson, Haigh itrii
1 1 1
Gray & Roger:
11111 — 111232
Maxon

Erickson
1 3 5 2 McCannBe
11222211111
— C. D. Fergusor
field &
3
Dowd, RedJohnstone
ham Cheste;
1 1
Lloyd,
1 Huber Hoge
Hugh
Krasselt
& Dilling- '
CramerDeadwyler i
2 4 4 4 Lindsey & Co
1 — Hixson &
Jorgensen
1 1
Tucker Wayn<;
1 1 1 1 BBDO
3 1
FC&B
5 1 Tucker Wayne:
Walter
i i 3 1 J. Thompson
3 4 Gardner Adv. t
&
6 6 Beaumont
Hohman

222233321
1 1

-ii

i i
i i

11-

6 5

J. B. Pershall
Hugh
DennisC.
Erwin, Wasey

1111
1 1 1 Kaufman
Assoc. &
212222222222
W. B. Doner
BROADCASTING
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S perry Candy
Co.
Spiegel & Co.
Sportswear
Hosiery
Spratts Patent,
Ltd.
Squeeze
Deodorant
Squires, J. P.,
Co.
Squirt Bottling
Corp.
Stahl-Meyer,
Inc.
Stalev. A. E..
Mfg. Co.
Stalev
Co. Milling
Standard
Brands

Number of Stations Used
During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
1

Product
Candy
Mail Orders
Socks
Dog Food

._ 1 1 8 3
1 1 1 1 1

Meats
Beverages

Meat
Spreads
Starch
Foods
Blue Bonnet
Margarine
Chase
Sanborn &Coffee
Instant Coffee
Tenderleaf
Tea
Instant Tea
Beer
.^Ji Standard
Brewing Co.
Standardtrial Prod.
Indus- Paints
Flour
iai( Standard
Milling Co.
Standard Oil of Gas, Oil
Ohio
Stark & Wetzel Meat
Co.
State of Maine
Publicity
Tissues
Statler Tissue
Co.
Beer
Stegmaier
Brewing Co.
Stein, A., & Co. Foundations
Beer
Stein, George
F., Brewery
Foods
Stelle D'Oro
Beer
Sterling
Brewers
Hats
Stetson, John
B„ Co.
Stevens, Patricia Modeling
School
Stewart's, Inc.
Lamps
- Stiffel
Co. Lamp
Frozen Foods
Stokely-Van
Camp
Stoppers, Inc. Deodorant
Tablet
Strauss, S. & L Beer
Beverage Co.
Strietmann
Crackers
Biscuit Co.
Beer
Stroh Brewery
Co.
Olive Oil
j Strohmeyer
Arpe Co. &
Radio, TV
StrombergCarlson Co.
Sets
Automobiles
Studebaker
Corp.
Dishwasher
Suds-n-Rinse
Sullivan, R. G., Cigars
Inc.
Summers
Lima Beans
Packing Co.
Sun Oil Co.
Gas, Oil
SunCo. Photo Mfg. Magic Photo
Sunbeam Corp. Appliances
Sundial Shoe Shoes
Co.

Keck-Franke
Schwimmer
Harry
& Scott

Feigenbaum
Paris & Peart
Kaufman &
1 1 __ 1
Assoc.
1 1 1 1 1 1 Goulston Co.
1 2 2 2 2 2 2
Richardson
Harrington- 1211115
4 41
field &RedDowd,
Johnstone
1 4 4 5 1 Ruthrauff &
Ryan &
1 1 1
1
2 1 1 1 Bozell
Jacobs
1 1 1 Bates
16 16
2 5 9
15 15 16 9 Compton Adv.
11 2 2 3 154 4 6 3 Compton Adv.
1 9 12 13 14 14 11 6 Compton Adv.
1 2 4 5 5 2 1 Compton Adv.
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 Gerst Adv.
1 Malcolm
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 John W. Shaw
2 4 1 1 5 5 4 2 4 2
Erickson
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 McCannJim Baker
Alley &
Richards
4 4
J. Leonard
Michelson
1 1
Crolly Adv.
1
Walter Rubens
222211111111
1 1
H. J. Weil
1 1
Landi
4 4
Smith, Benson
& McClure
3 3 2 2
Kenyon
Eckhardt&
2 6 3 Arthur
Meyerhoff
111121111111
Rosengarten &
Steinke
1 3 5 1— 4 6 9 2
Howard
Malcolm-Norman
446628789
13 15 16 Kelso

'1

11 —

Walter Weir
Direct

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
Harry
Miller M.
2 2 1 1
1 1
ZimmerKeller
1 1 1 1 1 Charles
Hoyt W.
1 1 1 1
.
Direct
2 3 3 3 Roche,
Cleary
Williams &
1
Grey Adv.
2 2 2 1 J.
P. Cox
6 6 Kal, Ehrlich &
Merrick
Hewitt, Oglivy,
1 6 2 1 2
1 1
Benson &
Mather
American
2 2 2 1 2 1 1
Adv.
1 22 35 40 30 Perrin-Paus
Hoag &
2—2311
Provandie
CAPITOL

Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on ' RADIO BALTIMORE"
Etc.

Agency

IVBAL

NET

Income Gain Explained
GLENN E. WALLICHS, president, Capitol Records Inc., explaining Capitol's increased net profits,
said that "public sentiment has
crystallized with respect to the
merits
records. of the 45 rpm and 33 Vs rpm
"All major record manufacturers were making both of the new-

3ROADCASTING
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Number of Stations Used
Agency
SoupProduct During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
Sunlight
Dodge
Starch
1 1 1 Frank E.
Chemical Co.
3
Sunnyvale
3
5
1
—
2
3
3
1
Packing Co.
Long Adv.
Fruits
Russell Harris
Sunset Line &
Brisacher,
111112
& Wood &
Twine Co.
Wheeler
Staff
Saltines
2 3 3 10 13 5 Cunningham
Sunshine
cuit Inc.Bis& Walsh
Snowsuits
7 9
Supak
Friend-Sloane
Catsup
Mfg. &Co. Sons
1 1
Suppiger, G. E. Brooks
Olian
N. W. Ayer
Ice Cream —11111111111
Jones Milk Co.
Supplee-WillsCo.
Supreme
Wine Wine
..11111121111
Harry Frost
Susquehanna
Rugs
1
McMann, John
Mills
& Adams
Serviset 1 1 1 1
Sutherland
G. R. Stoker
Dairy
Paper
Co.
Swaner Farms
Ruthrauff &
1
Swanson, C. A. Poultry 1 5 8 8 24 23 23 19 5 3 1 1
Processers
Ryan
Tatham-Laird
& Sons
Swift & Co.
Table Ready
1 1
J.
Walter
Meats
Thompson
Peanut Butter 11111233221
J. Thompson
Walter
Canned Meats
1 1 1 1 2 3 4 4 2 1
Erickson
All-Sweet
1 1 1
2 J.
Walter
McCannThompson
Needham,
Brorby
Margarine
1
1
1
Cleanser
Louis &
Pard Dog
1 19 21 21 9 J.
Walter
Food
Direct
Thompson
Vigoro
1111
Sylmar Packing Sylmar Sauce
2 3 3 Privett
Milk
-11111111111
Al Paul Lefton
Sylvan
Seal
Milk Co.
MoggePresbrey
Cecil
&
Lamps
1 1 1
1 28 Ramsey
Sylvania
Electric Co.
Corp. Saw
Electric Tools
__
— n
Syncro
Publication
__ 43233531332
TV Forecast
Wright
Assoc. &
Plan
Vinlaw
TV Premium
Auctions
2 2 2 2
Advertiser

i*

Advertiser

Table Products
Co.
Tara Inc.
Tasty
Paste Tooth
Tavlor Bedding
Mfg. Co.
Corp.
Taylor-Reed
Tea Garden
Products
Technical
Corp.
Appliance
Antenna
Corp. Radio
Teletone
Televisor
Magazine
Telex Inc.
Ten-B-Low Co.
Tennessee
Brewing Co.
Terre Haute
Brewing Co.

Foods

1

FC&B
Philbin,
Brandon
Victor
Van
21
Der Linde
Mattresses
—
— 2 2 4 4 4 3 Rogers &
Smith
Cocoa Marsh
1 1 2 3 3 3 4 5 2 Tracy, Kent
BBDO
Tea, Coffee
1 2 2 2 2 2 1
Sherburne
Antenna __ 1 1 1 1 1
Cans

TV Sets

1

12

Moore &
Hamm

2 1
1 1

Hearing Aids —
1
Ice Cream Mix
1 8
Beer
11111111

1

Beer
11111111
(Continued on page 203)

type records, as well as the conventional 78 rpm's by the end of
In his annual report to stockholders April 4, Mr. Wallichs disclosed that net profit for 1950
amounted
to $201,060, equal (after
1950."
payment of dividends on the convertible preferred stock) to 26.
cents a share on the 476,230 shares
of common stock outstanding. This
compares with net earnings of
$60,477 reported for 1949.
Sales for 1950 totaled $12,316,319, as against those of $11,496,399 in 1949.

THE

Direct
Direct
Jones H.
- Ralph

Kremer
1 1 1 Merrill4 5 2 Pollyea Inc.

LITTLE

STATION
WITH.

REP.
BY MEEKER

THE
bigwallop!
MARINETTE.
WISCONSIN

April 16, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 204 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 254 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk, Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Manager. In 90 days, an independent
in a two
station
midwest market
will 100.000
need apopulation
manager. Must
have sales experience and knowledge
of independent operation. Salary and
override. State salary requirements
and send full details in confidence, to
Box 422J. BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Radio library salesmen or transcription
salesmen. Materially increase your
weekly income! Sell the radio program
that
is a "must"
for secondary
as well
as primary
markets.
No competition
to your present
job.
Excellent
remuneration. Write in confidence to Box
183J. BROADCASTING.
Salesman: Excellent opportunity for
the right man or woman with sales experience for oneSalary,
of Newcommission
England's major markets.
and
expense account. Write Box 234J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced radio salesmen
with proven productivity in one call
special feature selling. Capable of
earning ten to fifteen thousand per
year. Box 248J. BROADCASTING.
Salesman with technical training, especiallyexperienced
equipped for selling
recorders also
with tape
transmitters
to cover
southwest
contacting
broadcast stations, recording studios, colleges,
armed services. Box 330J, BROADCASTING^
Established network station excellent
southern market needs man who can
sell. Commission basis. Good income
to start. No floaters. Desire family
man with car who will enjoy living in
community 50,000. Send photo and full
details to Box 352J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for west coast metropolitan
market. Major network. Good salary.
Liberal commission. Strong producer
can earn in five figure bracket. Give
experience record, references, complete
data. Our manager in east now for
interviews. Get application in by wire
to Box 372J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman, as assistant to
commercial
network station.manager,
ExcellentConnecticut
market. Write
stating complete background, present
status and compensation preferred. Box
410J, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Topnotch announcers (2). No "has
beens"
"almostNews
theres."
Theseon men
must beor good.
and DJ
hot
eastern indie. Box 338J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, some experience, pleasant
voice, willing, able to sell over air. No
hot-shots or floaters. Graduating wage
scale, excellent opportunity for right
man. Disc, photo to Box 385J, BROADCASTING.
Combination, 2nd class ticket OK, 250
watter near N. Y. Box 391J, BROADCASTING.
Southwestern Mutual affiliate has immediate opening for combo man. Ideal
all year climate. Offer variety announcing with young, congenial staff.
Prefer young, married man who will be
permanent. Address disc, photo and
details to Box 411J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening, staff and sports,
send audition. Army status, vital statistics. Will accept good man fresh from
school. S50.00 start. Box 429J, BROADCASTING^
Wanted: Announcer-engineer for early
morning shift, who can really put
across early morning programs. Hours
of work will average around 44 hours
weekly. This is an excellent opportunity for the right man. Salary is
dependent entirely upon ability. Radio
Station
Nebraska. KBRL, Box 342, McCook,
Combination man for network station.
$60 weekly. KCFH, Cuero, Texas.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Fully experienced
all - r oGood
u n dsalary
announcers, including sports.
and permanent job to qualified men.
Phone for personal interview and audition. Manager, WDBC, Escanaba, Michigan.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Experienced
announcer
as
well as report
news. who
Goodcanjob"sell"
for
the
"right" man. WEAU, Eau Claire,
Wisconsin.
Announcer-engineer, you can earn
$5.00 to $10.00 per week more with us
if you havenouncing
first
and some
anability.phone
Excellent
working
and
living
conditions.
WKUL,
Cullman,
Alabama.
Wanted, announcer, news men, sportscasters and salesman, immediately.
Must be experienced. Growing station,
good market,
hour week, Send
salaryphoto,
depending upon 40experience.
letter and audition disc. WOHI, East
Liverpool, Ohio.
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
to
Pa. John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
Announcer-engineer for fulltime independent.WRCO,
Send audition,
photo,Center,
complete data.
Richland
Wisconsin.
Announcer-engineer, emphasis on announcing. Network affiliate. S65.00
weekly starting, raise according to ability. 36 hour week. Ideal working
conditions, excellent community. Send
background, disc, photo to Lee S.
Bullis, WULA, Eufaula, Alabama.
Technical
Wanted — Engineer, prefer combination
engineer-announcer.
Experience
not
essential.
250 watt middle
east network
affiliate. Box 348J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: nouncerCombination
engineer-anand salesman. Future
for hard
workers. Box 351J. BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
starting salary.
Reasonable living$55conditions.
No announcing
or experience necessary. Box 396J,
BROADCASTING.
We have immediate opening for engineer-announcer. Opportunity to develop
technique.
Southwesternannouncing
network affiliate
in city 300,000.
Must be young, married man for perCAST. manent job. Reply Box 412J, BROADChief engineer for 250 watter near New
York, immediate opening. Box 413J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced combo man, 1st class license. $270 month, 48 hours. Send disc
KANA, Anaconda, Montana.
Transmitter engineer, 45 hours, $50.00.
Write Colorado.
Chief Engineer, KLMO Longmont,
Progressive 250 watt station, waiting
for 5000 watt
P. needshelpful
a qualified
gineer.C.Experience
but ennot
necessary. Write Chief Engineer,
KNOX, Grand Forks, No. Dak.
Transmitter engineer familiar with tape
recorders and remote installations. Car
necessary. Contact Ed Cooney, KOPR,
Butte, Montana.
KREI, Farmington, Missouri needs engine r-an ouncer. Also permanent jobs
open at two affiliated stations. Good
hours and working conditions in growing organization. Willing to train inexperiencedManager.
men. Contact Cecil W. Roberts, General

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening. Engineer. First
phone.
Experience
not wishing
necessary.
Prefer combination
or man
to learn
announcing. Five day week. WBOB,
Galax, Virginia.
Engineer-announcer for evening work,
start SI. 25 hourly. Contact Manager,
WIEL, Elizabethtown, Ky.
Transmitter engineer with 1st class license. State salary, experience. Needed
immediately. WLBK, De Kalb, Illinois.
Radio control operator urgently needed
by station WMBI. owned and operated
by Moody for
Bible
Institute toofhave
Chicago.
Desirable
candidates
first
class radio telephone license and some
experience.
Position open now for operator with
first class radiotelephone license. Permanent employment for right man. References required. Forty hour salary
basis. WPAY, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Engineer, network station. Announcing
experience helpful, not necessary.
WSOY, Decatur, Illinois.
Production-Programming , others
Continuity: 1000 watt independent near
Chicago wants experienced advertising
copywriter. Personal interview required. Box 369J, BROADCASTING.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, needs two good
men; newsman who rewrites and a staff
man. Talent possibilities. Rush disc
or come for audition. Mail vital statistics, stations worked, education background.
Experienced news man, rewrite, reporting ability desirable. Top voice
essential. Submit background, audition, tape or disc, photo first letter.
Income commensurate with ability. All
inquiries confidential. Reply 411 Board
of
diana.Trade Building, Indianapolis, InExperienced woman radio script writer
to help write the new successful "Continuous Script
for National
Research
Bureau,Shows"
Inc., Chicago,
Illinois.
You will work in the NRB Production
Building in Burlington, Iowa, on-theMississippi. Congenial associates; opunity to grow;
40 hour
week. Address Mrs.portG.
B. Smith,
Continuity
and
Scripts Director,
NRB
Building,
Burlington, Iowa.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
In eighteen months increased gross ten
times with station in 100,000 market.
Ready to move up. Completely experienced al phases radio. Box 67J,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, 26 years actively in field. Engineering,
programming,
administration.
Presently sales
radio and
station
consultant, but now desire permanent
association. Full details on request.
Contact 5-3286
me during
at Walbrook
Chicagoconvention
or through
Box
343J, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager, now employed.
Will produce more sales and profits in
competitive market. Would like city
in south
or southwest
three orif
more
salesmen.
Have needing
the knowhow
you have anything to offer. Box 347J,
BROADCASTING.
Manager or sales manager. Highly
successful record major and secondary
market station operation. Actual exseveral years each
departments, perience
sales, programming,
production,
public and employee relations, both
new and going stations. Presently emheld strict confidence. ployed.
BoxYour interest
360J, BROADCASTING.
General manager, 12 years experience:
mature, sober, highly successful sales
background. Assume full responsibility.
Desire midwest or eastern location.
Salary plus percentage. Box 364J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Twelve years experience announcing
programming,
A qualifiedmanex- \
ecutive. Seeksselling.
job as commercial
ager
or
salesman-announcer,
with
small
midwest or southwest station. Best of ,\
references. 38 years old, married, non
drinker. Box 392J, BROADCASTING.
Manager and/or chief engineer. Presently employed chief engineer-assistant
manager, regional. Experienced station operation,
planning,FCCdesign,
construction, maintenance,
procedure.
Excellent references including present
employer.
Want TV,
permanent
station planning
decent position
salary,
chance to advance. Family man, draft
exempt. Prefer midwest. Box 393J,
BROADCASTING.
?Ylanager: Many profit making ideas
developed. Do or supervise all talent,
copy andducer.
formats,
selling. Actor,by proKnowhow implemented
reporting and editing, freelance ad work
(including transcriptions). Amateur
musician; speech. English major. Not
redraftable. Recently PD of network
250. Box 427J, BROADCASTING.
Generalencedmanager,
young inman.
successful, alert,
twelthexperiyear
of broadcasting, draft exempt, disposing of interest
in present
placepostof with
employment. Desires
managerial
station in progressive market, could be
available
references,immediately.
including present Excellent
station owners.
Phone,son,wire,
or write Wallace
RobinWFKY, Frankfort,
Kentucky.
Salesmen
Salesman-sportscaster, 5 years, large
and small market, married, all sports.
West, southwest. Box 227J, BROADCASTING.
Commercial salesman now working radio, looking for better opportunity. 40
years old, married, non drinker, college
graduate, reliable. Address replies to
Box 317J. BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer. Recent graduate
nationally known radio school. Extensive successful
sales
experience.
ferences. Prefer
western
states, Rebut
will go anywhere. Box 395J. BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports wanted year-round. Experienced AA baseball, midwest basketball, football and all staff. National
agency,
Veteran, sponsor
3 children,recommendations.
college. Draft
exempt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
Nationally known sports broadcaster
available
immediately.
Married,
veteran, draft
free. Best of
references.
Personal interview, audition at my expense. Box 251J, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, deejay. 13 years radio:
TV experience. Past five years with
one
of New
City's
Presently
freeYork
lancing
in top
New indies.
York
with ownoughlyshows.
If
you
want
a thorschooled
man
with
a
complete
radio background including major
league
play-by-play
I'm your
guy. Excellent
top baseball.
level references.
Veteran, age 33, married, family, draft
exempt.
S150 minimum plus fees. Box
306J.
BROADCASTING.
Combo, three years experience. Now
chief engineer 250 watter. 28, draft
exempt. Prefer west coast. What have
you? Box 313J. BROADCASTING.
Four years experience offered to CaliOregon, who
Washington
or other
western fornia,
stations
wants a solid
disc
ING^
jockey
and/or
announcer-newsman,
program director. Presently employedor
west coast. Box 346J. BROADCASTAnnouncer-salesman, limited experience. College,
draft exempt. All phases
BROA
DCAS
radio.
Control
board.
Box. 350J,
TING
Announcing-newscasting, disc jockey
IN
shows,
controlG
board.
operation. Sales,
writer. Married, negro, veteran. Audition available. Box 370J, BROADCASTAnnouncer-newscaster, graduate Radio
City course. Previously newspaperman,
platform lecturer. Married, veteran.
Prefer New York commuting. Disc
available. Box 371J, BROADCASTING.
Veteran (non reserve) with family
wants combination
westschool
or southwest. Will graduatejobradio
May
BROADCASTING.
1. All replies considered. Box 386J,
Announcer seeks experience. Draft exempt, college
grad. Travel north-east.
Box 389J
BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Shot in the arm, comic DJ, 8 success|. :ul
vears
in major market.
Audience
setter,
combination,
married, employed,
exempt.
S100.
Box
398J,
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious sportscaster with first phone.
Experienced play-by-play, authorative
news. empt.
Married,
veteran,
26, draft
exPrefer location
in sports
minded
college town in Rocky Mountain area.
Photo and disc on request. Box 400 J,
BROADCASTING.
Radio school graduate. Experienced.
Will go anywhere.
Good references. Box 402J, Single.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer available, limited experience. Experienced remote shows and
copywrite. Play guitar. 24, veteran.
Will travel. Box 404J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer presently employed, ambitious, desires permanent
position with possibilities for the future experience covers all phases, married, draft exempt. Box 414 J, BROAD CASTING.
Experienced staff announcer-control
operator available, veteran. . Non draft,
not reserve, not National Guard, sober,
reliable. Handle sports, remotes, disc
jockey, news. Box 418J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
seekingYoung,
position with a announcer
paying station.
ambitious,
2 yearsFavorable
news, DJ,draft.
commercial announcing.
Box
419J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer desiring good location,
brand new sports program free with
services. Box 424 J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer and/or program director.
Six years experience all phases including play-by-play baseball and news
editing and newscasting. Married. Must
be
permanent.
Member
Kiwanis Inter national. Box 426J,
BROADCASTING.
Topflight baseball announcer. Four
years experience. Year-round play-byVeteran. Draft exempt. play.
Box Married.
432 J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, age 24, veteran, married,
one child. Nine years experience, capable of anyDesire
position
in yourin announcing staff.
to settle
midwest.
Box 433J. BROADCASTING.
S60.00 for experienced announcer all
phases. Young, favorable draft. Box
420J, BROADCASTING.
You're
a progressive,
jockey
minded station
in or near disc
metropolitan
area, and need a mikeman with ideas
who considers radio more than a job.
Emphasis
on producing
audience
ting, entertaining
afternoon
and getnite
personality platter shows, plus original
kidish program. Presently employed.
Draft exempt.
College. Box 434J,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster,
threeAlso
yearsnews,
baseball,
ball, basketball.
staff, footdisc
shows, special events. Single, veteran,
with car. Will travel. Box 435J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, good voice. Can write copy.
Limited experience. B. S. Degree in
Speech. 26, vet, draft exempt, control
board. Steven Gray, c/o Graff, 725
F. D. R. Drive, New York 9, N. Y.
| Ace announcer-DJ.
promotional reputation,Exceptional
good followings.
Seven years experience, A.B. radio,
veteran, exempt. Seek larger market.
Al Laguire, WDBC, Escanaba, Mich.,
. Phone 3190.
Announcer, first phone ticket, experienced, vet, 29, would like position
northeast U. S. Bob Peters, 8 Upland
Road, Brookline 46, Mass., Bea 21855.
Announcer-professional
personable voice. Strong on quality,
commercials.
Knowledge of control board operation.
, Some experience.
Age 29, married,
I draft exempt. Rai Tasco, 103-06 29th
] Avenue, East Elmhurst, L. I., New
York, ILlinois 7-9819.
Technical
Chief engineer, twenty years experience
including construction three stations.
Box 332 J, BROADCASTING.
Phone first, permanent. Salary, hours
i first contact. Box 361J, BROADCASTING^
First phone, three years experience
transmitter operation, maintenance.
Studio controls, remotes, tapes. Car.
Box 388 J. BROADCASTING.
Graduate electrical engineer with five
vears experience at 5 kw stations is
seeking a responsible job. 25 years old,
single, 4-F. Box 394J, BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted (Cont'd)
Sale (Cont'd)
Chief engineer: Over twelve years in For sale —For
Thoroughly established 500 w
broadcasting. New construction and lots midwest daytime independent covering
of directionalferences.
experience.
re- 600,000 people. Exclusive market. ComDraft exempt.Excellent
Available
bined operation. Owned modern buildnow. Box 397J, BROADCASTING.
ing andcome.land
inPriced showing
for quick substantial
cash sale due
ING.
Engineer, first phone, experienced, some
to ill health. Box 415J, BROADCASTannouncing,
veteran, east preferred. Box single,
401J, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Chief engineer, experienced all phases.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 409J. BROADCASTING.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
1st phone operator. Announcing school
and GE 3 kw FM transgrad. No experience, married, vet, 30 RCA 3 kwmitters,FM
GE antenna.
BM-1A station
monivears old. Would like to settle in west.
tors, 2 bay twoGE
Reasonable.
Car. Box 423J. BROADCASTING.
Box 166J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Model 6N Presto instantane1st phone, telegraph, amateur licenses.
ous recorder with microscope. Like
ING.
Eightingyears
maritime,
airways,
servicexperience. Age 24. Radar and new. $500.00. Box 327J, BROADCASTloran training.
Desire
studio
or
transmitter. Box 425J, BROADCASTING.
Recently replaced water-cooled 5 kw
Electric transmitters, one modEngineer. 3 years transmitter, remotes, . Western
ified completely for AC rectifiers, 1st
class
condition
$10,000.00. Other partly
tape
recordings.
Box
436J,
BROADCASTING.
modified for AC rectifiers some meters
lost
$6,000.00.
KGVO,
Missoula, MonSingle veteran, 27, desires employment
tana.
Arizona or New Mexico. Preferably
transmitter. Available May 1. All
Wanted to Buy
replies considered. Howard Smith, 3617
Farnam, Omaha, Nebraska.
Stations
Technical troubles? Chief engineer.
Any equipment. Directional arrays.
manager desires to purSome sireannouncing.
Family
man. De-or Experienced
chaseradio
or invest
in to inpersonally
position as chief
of regional
age
a
station
midwest manarea.
local. Presently employed. Nicholas
Write
Box
184J,
BROADCASTING.
Yalowey, 119 East Norwegian Street, Will buy a radio station within a 250
Pottsville, Penna.
mile radius of Chicago if it is priced
right. Allfidential.replies
be kept conProduction-Programming, others
Box 403J, will
BROADCASTING.
Save this frustrated news editor from
neurosis! Desperately need chance to
Equipment etc.
advance. Idea man thoroughly experiWanted in good condition: General Raenced getting and writing local news
dio 1170-A FM frequency monitor;
show. Want chance at mike or large
Esterline-Angus one milliampere restation. Draft exempt vet. Write Box
387J, BROADCASTING.
cording meter, preferably with TeleING^
chron motor. Box 296J. BROADCASTW7anted, program director position.
Wanted to buy. One 500 watt AM
Have background
in all
phases of broadcasting. Pleasing
personality,
ideas, transmitter and dual channel console,
advise make, condition and price. Box
hard worker,
presently
employed
assistant. PD-announcer. Married, vet, 407J. BROADCASTING.
29, exempt. Box 390J, BROADCASTING.
Used recording equipment, tape and
CASTING^
disc
ready for using. Send specifications and price. Box 408J, BROADNew station captured 30^ audience in
six months. First in local sales, too.
Same PD can help your station by Tape recorder — Magnecorder, Presto.
supervising any or all broadcasting
Concertone or other professional type.
operations. For information or inter- State model, number, condition, age,
ING.
price. Box 421J, BROADCASTING.
view, write Box 405J, BROADCASTsingle studio conGirl copywriter, single, university Wanted: andGood16" used
turntable.
StateAthens,
type,
graduate, two years experience, desires solette
condition, and price.
WRFC,
Georgia.
position with southeastern station.
Write Box 406J, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Producer-director available June. Solid
legit,
musical,
radio,
theatre
background. Box 416J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Stations interested in quality
order deals that do not backfire.
Four men, key personnel, in top level mail
Quality
guarantees
repeat business.
TV station are in accord in definite Box
887H.
BROADCASTING.
desire for a change. In these four are
creative talents that have placed them
on top in strongly competitive market.
Help Wanted
They
includein full
two scope
director-producers
experienced
of TV and film
Managerial
production and programming. One
sportscaster who has done play-byplay all sports on TV and AM plus top
sports program. One writer-newscaster,
WANTED
rated
topsdocumentary.
in his field. All
BothhaveAM-TV.
Excellent
more
small market
than threeperience at same
years station
commercial
TV explus extensive
AM experience. All draft exempt. Box
station manager
417J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced woman wants copy chief
Must have sales backor programming position in west or
northwest station. Background includes
Contact
music, ming,
traffic,
news, programground.
radio andwomen's
retail writing,
director
retail radio. Present position advertising
manager
retail.
Box
428J,
Mr. Allen Embury
BROADCASTING.
Sherman Hotel
Female continuity writer, six years radio experience writing punchy, imcopy. Experienced
program-in
during the NARTB Convention
ming and aginative
continuity.
Seek position
Texas station. Box 430J, BROADCASTING^
Announcers
News director, 50 kw major market independent, seeks challenging opportunity requiring creative vision, sound
planning, top grade executive ability. Major network station
Sales minded, promotion wise. Box needs topflight morning
431J, BROADCASTING.
man. Excellent base plus
For Sale
talent. Send audition and
Stations
complete background to
For sale:
fulltime,
AM sta- Box
358J, BROADCASTING.
tion.1000
Networkwatt,
affiliate,
in industrial
New
England city. Box 226J, BROAD(Continued on next page)
CASTING.

NO SHORTAGES

HERE!

The complete inventory of new
broadcast speech, antenna, and
transmitter units and components
from Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Waltham, Massachusetts, has
been purchased by ELECTRONIC
SERVICE CORPORATION of Louisville, Kentucky.
Immediate delivery is offered on
these standard Raytheon finished
products, all brand new, in original pack, and FOB Louisville.
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
QUANTITY
PRICE EACH
6 RR-30 three channel remote S350.00
amplifiers
24 RR-10 single channel remote 121.00
amplifiers
pre-am365.00
32 RZ-10
plifier four-channel
assembly
10 RM-10 10-wott monitoring
amplifiers
190.00
47 RP-10 program amplifiers
190.00
RPL-10
line
amplifiers
15
210.00
21 RFP-10 switch and fuse
panel assembly
50.00
21
ANTENNA

EQUIPMENT

RT-1000 1 kw antenna tuning units housed tower
RLC-10H
lighting chokes
RLC-10 tower lighting
chokes, unhoused
vacuum tube cur4215 RCM-10
rentmeter kit, less meter
12

310.50
145.00
60.00

27.00
•
Components and complete units for
the Raytheon 250-1 kw-5 kw-10 kw
AM-FM transmitters and phasing
equipment will be available in
limited numbers after removal from
Raytheon warehouse to ELECTRONIC SERVICE CORPORATION
shops at Lincoln, Nebraska. Other
Raytheon, RCA, Western Electric,
Collins, Gates material on hand.
ELECTRONIC SERVICE CORPORATION, owned by Steve Cisler
(WKYW) and Howard Shuman
(KLMS) specializes in new and used
broadcasting equipment of all
makes.
Stations consolidating operations,
changing power, deleting equipment will find this firm interested
in bidding on all material on cash
or trade basis.
ELECTRONIC

SERVICE

CORPORATION
Steve Cisler
431 W. Jefferson St.
Louisville, Kentucky
Clay 4811
Howard2-7579Shuman
130 N. 16th St.
Lincoln, Nebraska

General Tire
Files Bid

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW

AVAILABLE

NORMAN NATHAN: Radio and TV
Announcer -NewsFilm N a r caster-Disc
r a t Jockeyor.
Thorougnly experienced console operation and TV Camera. Formerly
Armeddio Forces
RaService and
WMGY. Strong on:
Newscasting.
JEREMIAH McGRUDDY: Commenta oAnnounc
rer - Newscaster.
Strong on:
International Affairs and
Travel — Book and
Entertainment — ■
Reviews — Pers o n a 1
Commentaries —
Music and Dramatic Shows — Continuity and Script and
Board Work.
JOHN STEWART:
Announcer -Newscaster- Sportscaster. Creator
of:
Backstage with the
Stars — Our Guide to
Freedom (religious
program). Strong
on: D.J.— All Sports
— News — Promotion
and Sales and
Board Work . . .
B.S. in Business
Administration.
J. REGINALD
THOMPSON: AnnouncerNewscast
er-Sportscaster.
Strong on: Farm
news features —
Public Discussion
Forum s — Religious
Programm
g—
Time
Salesin and
Board Work.
JAMES LEONARD
O'NEILL: Announcer-Newscaster
-Continuity Writer.
Strong on : Special
Events-Baseball
play-by-play and
all sports — Man in
the Street — Public
Discussion Forums
— Station Promotion
and Publicity —
Time Sales — D.J.
and Board Work.
ELI SHABOTT: Announcer-Newscaster
- Time Salesman Continuity Writer.
Creator of: Sentimental Swing Time
— Latin American
Matinee — Local
Sports. Strong on:
D.J. —Board
SportsWork.
— Sales
and

MERGER of Yankee Network Inc. into Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc.,
with transfer of Yankee-owned stations to the latter, was submitted to
FCC last week for approval. Both firms are wholly owned by General
Tire and Rubber Co., which acquired certain Don Lee properties in late
December 1950 [Broadcasting • +
Telecasting, Jan. 1].
Angeles and KDB Santa Barbara
Merger would simplify adminisalso were involved in the $12,320,tration of the multiple radio and
000 transaction settling the Lee
TV properties and effect operating
estate, but these outlets were imeconomies, FCC
mediately re-sold to CBS and Linwas told. Thomas
coln Dellar respectively.
S. Lee EnterAlso included in the merger proprises, to be composal filed with FCC last week were
posed of a Yankee
Division and a
Don Lee Division,
will continue as
the operating firm
with Yankee NetRTMA Shows Feb. Increase
work Inc. to be
dissolved, it was
PRODUCTION of radio and TV
Wm. O'Neil
indicated.
receivers increased in February
over January as well as February
William O'Neil, president and
treasurer of Yankee, becomes presi- 1950, despite increasing shortages
dent and treasurer of Lee Enterof strategic materials, according
prises and the Yankee Division.
to the monthly statistical report
Willet H. Brown, president of Lee
of Radio - Television Mfrs. Assn.
Enterprises, becomes president of Figures cover the entire manufacthe Don Lee Division and continues
turing industry.
his supervision of the Don Lee NetOutput of radio sets in February
work and O&O outlets, it was re- total 1,313,015 receivers, compared
ported. Linus Travels, executive
to 1,202,503 in January and 1,059,vice president of Yankee, becomes
200 in February 1950. This mainexecutive vice president and gentains a two-year upward trend in
sion. eral manager of the Yankee Diviproduction of radio sets.
TV set production in February
Yankee Network stations to be
totaled
679,319 compared to 645,716
transferred include WNAC-AMin January and 479,900 in FebruFM-TV Boston, WICC Bridgeport,
ary 1950.
WONS Hartford, WEAN ProviFM reception facilities were condence and WGTR (FM) Paxton,
tained in 143,645 radio sets and
Mass. General Tire acquired KHJ66,108
TV
sets, a total of 209,753
AM-FM Hollywood, KFRC San
FM circuits turned out during the
Francisco and KGB San Diego unmonth.
der the Thomas S. Lee estate purAnalyzing TV output, RTMA
chase. Don Lee's KTSL (TV) Los
found that 641,086 or 94% of TV
production represented picture
screens of 16 inches in size or
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
larger. A total of 2,499 sets had
screens of 22 inches or larger.
Will pay up to $100.00 weekly
Table showing radio-TV output
for good early morning man.
for first two months of 1951
follows:
Personal interview only.
Television Home Radios
WAIM
January
645,716
780,410
795,377
February
679,319
Anderson, South Carolina
Portables
Auto Sets
346,799
January
75,294
437,779
February
79,859
For Sale
Equipment etc.
Available — for immediate shipment —
new and used Wincharger guyed towers— will sell erected — can supply
ground wire. Contact one of the following. Look us up at the NAB :
Warren Cozzens, 720 Main St.. Evanston,
Illinois. Phone: Davis 8-4800.
Henry Geist. 60 East 42nd St.. New York
IT. Phone: Murray Hill 7-1550.
W. B. Taylor, Signal Mountain
Chattanooga. Tenn. Phone: 88-2487
Wanted to Buy

Write or Wire

Equipment etc.

SRT
SCHOOL OF RADIO TECHNIQUE
R.K.O. Bldg. Radio City, N. Y. 20, N.Y.
' ■ C/rc/e 7-0193

WANTED—
Old Sons of the iPioneers
records or transcriptions
WPIC,

SRT men and women are employed in broadcasting stations all over the United States.
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P. O. Box 541, Sharon, Pa.

Our

Three

Mr. Brown

Yankee's applications for new TV
stations at Bridgeport and Springfield, Mass., and Don Lee's TV bid
at San Francisco, plus certain asfacilities.
reservationsociatedofrelayChannel
2 atFCC's
San
Francisco for Don Lee, which it
had ordered pending decision in the
former Don Lee renewal case, was
opposed
Edwin W.
Pauley's
Television byCalifornia,
another
San
Francisco TV applicant. In granting the Don Lee sale to General
Tire, FCC denied the Pauley petition for return of the channel to
the long-pending San Francisco
competitive hearing on grounds it
was premature.
Changes in officers of Lee Enterprises were disclosed last week in
an ownership report filed with the
Commission following a stockholders' meeting in Hollywood March
29. Besides the new posts for
Messrs. O'Neil, Brown and Travers,
the following changes also were
given. Most in effect constitute
only changes in title upon the
merger.
O'Neil, Steffy Posts
Thomas F. O'Neil and George W.
Steffy, Yankee vice presidents, become vice presidents and directors
of Lee Enterprises. F. W. Knowlton, Yankee secretary, becomes
secretary and director of Lee Enterprises and Yankee Division
secretary. A. M. Quinn, secretarytreasurer of Lee Enterprises, assumes those posts for the Don Lee
Division. M. G. O'Neil becomes Lee
Enterprises director.
Don Lee headquarters are at
1313 N. Vine St., Hollywood;
Yankee headquarters, 21 Brookline
Ave., Boston.
Offices

Will Be Represented
NARTB

Mr. Travers

At The

Convention-

Chicago

Suite 1300-1301-1301A Hotel Stevens will be headquarters for our
three offices during the NARTB Convention in Chicago April 15-19.
There is increased activity at this time so be sure and see us next
week if you are interested in expanding or selling your radio interests.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C. Harold
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Exbrook
2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 199)
Advertiser
Textize
Chemicals
Thayer,
Henry W.
Thor Corp.
Thornsen
mer Corp.RayThree Little
Kittens
Tilbest Foods
Time, Inc.
Timerson
Canning Co.
Timken Detroit
Axle Co.
Timmons
Sheehan
Brokerage Co.
Toastmaster
Prod. Div. of
McGraw
Electric Co.
Tobin Packing
i Co.
Tobin, R. R.
Tobacco
Tomat-O-Pep
Co.
Toni Co.. Div.
of Gillette
Topps Chewing
Gum
Towne Talk Co.
Tradewind, Inc.
Trans American
Airlines
Transconti-nental &
Western Air
Transvision,
Inc.
Trico Products
Corp.
Trippe Mfg. Co.
Tri-Zol
Tru-Ade, Inc.
Tube Top
Tupman.
low SalesThurCo.
Turino Brand
Foods
Tuvache, Inc.
Tyler's
Syrup Coffee
U. AirS. Army
Force &
U. S. Envelope
Co.
U. S. School of
I Music
IT. S. Tobacco
! Co.
U. S. Treasury
•Ulmann,
nard BerUnion Oil Co.
|Union
of Calif.
Pacific
Railroad
Jnited Air
Lines
United Artists
United Fruit
United Shirt
Distrib.

Number of Stations Used
Agency
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
Cleaner
1 1 —
—
Jim Henderson
Airtone
1 Ingalls-Minter
Washers &
1
—
Earle Ludgin
Ironers
Ladies Wear
2
Turner, Leach
Cat Food
2 2 2 Harry Frost
Cake Mix
1 1 2 2 3 2 1 Kecke-Franke
Life Magazine
2 6 12 22 9 Young &
Rubicam
Dog Food
1 1 1 1
Flack Adv.'
Axles
1 McManusJ onn 6z
Adams
Cake Mix
— 1111111
__ Scott Inc.
Appliances
Meats
Tobacco
Juice
Home
Permanent
Dessert

177721111
1

Milton Seager
2 3 1 Ohio Adv.
2 2 2 1 1 Long Adv.
Service
FC&B
2
1 — Cecil
&
Presbrey

1 3 3 3 3
Frozen Shrimp
Airlines
Air Travel
7647 10 10 444
TV Sets
Windshield
Wipers
Headlights
Lubricant
Beverages
Sweaters
Meat
Perfume
Recruiting
Self-Sealing
Envelopes
Pipe Tobacco
Bonds
Yarns

Erwin. Wasey

-

Privett
Mogge3 1 Liller, Neal
& Battle
Direct
1 __
BBDO
1

1
H. J. Gold
1 5 24 28 30 30 28 29 32 33 35 36 Baldwin,
Bowers &
Strachan
1
Roger*
Smith &
1 1
Adv. Assoc.
Beaumont &
Hohman
Product
Services
3 3 1 ._
Charles
Hoyt W.
1
Carl Vinti
11
Jonnstone
Redfield._
1 1 1 1 Advertisers
Service
38 5 5 — 1 Grant Adv.
1 10 10
3 5 __ S. R. Leon
1 1 Ruthrauff
& Ryan
Kudner
4 1
Agency
Grey
1 1
-12 1

5 6 6 12 14 13 9 7
Oil
F.C&B
444333332433
Caples Co.
Travel
N. W. Ayer
Transportation 467543466864
1
C. L. Miller
BBDO
Movies
1 21 27
9 9 9 10 3 1
Bananas
Shirts
Botsford,
stantine Con&
Gardner
NEW FACSIMILE
Army Reveals Development

BROADCASTING

ARMY Signal Corps announced
from Fort Monmouth, N. J., that
it is developing new facsimile
equipment designed to provide
newspaper-quality
pictures anyTelecasting

Advertiser
United
States
Brewing
Co.
United
States
Rubber Co.
Universal Mills
Utica
Co. Brewing
Utica Knitting
Co.
Vaisey
Bristol
Shoe Co.
Valley Forge
Distr. Co.
Valley, Ind.
Value Fashions
VanFoodCamp
Co. Sea
Vandegrifts
Van Hoesen &
Co.
Van Holten,
J. G.
Velvet Peanut
Products
Venice Maid Co.

Product
Beer
Rubber
Products
Beer
Pajamas
Shoes
Beer
Deodorant
Coats
Tuna
Kites
Paints
Pickles

Agency
Number of Stations Used
During
Each
Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
Benson
3 3 3 3 1 Smith,
etc.
Fletcher D.
5 33 36 33 4 1
Richards &
Simmonds
1 1 1 11
Simmonds
111111111211
Bair
Farquhar
&
1 5 6 1
Garfield
Hirshon5 5 5 4 Storm
111111111111
Alvin Epstein
1 1 1
lers-Presba
Presba-Fel1
Flint
Brisacher&Wheeler
Staff
Ross
Sawyer
Adam
Eby
1 1 2 2

22222222222
Peanut Butter _ - 133332111
Foods
— 1233345654

Vess
Co. Beverage
Soft Drinks —. 1—1111111
16 7
Medication
Vick Chemical
.
1 7
Co.
Victory
Packing Dog Food
Co.
5555456566
41 21
Vienna Sausage
Vimco
1—
Co. Macaroni
Visking
Corp.
Frankfurters
Visual Sales
Various
Products
1 1
Vita Food Prod.
Vitamin
AmericaCorp of
Viviano, V., &
11111121
Macaroni
Bros, Mfg. Co. Hosiery
Vo-Jul Textiles
1
Volker, Wm.,
5 5 —1 6
Window
& Co.
Blinds Brush _
Voit Rubber Co. Rubber Prod. .
1 4 4 4 2
Von Schrader
Cleaner
9 9
Mfg. Co.
Beer
2222322222
Wagner,
BreweriesAugust
__ 2 2 __
Waldes
Zippers
Kohinoor
Tamales
12 2 1
Walker's
Chili Co.Austex
Ovaltine
Wander Co.
7
10
10
9
1 2 1 1
Bread
13 15 16 16 15 18 16 17 18 18 17 12
Ward Baking
Co.
Co. Products
— 2 4 3 1 1
Antennas
Ward
1 9 5 1
plating
Warner Electric
2
2
1
—
1
1
Wall
Paper
ElectroCo.
Warner
Co.

Jim Baker
Michelson
Schoenfeld,
Huber &
SimonsGreen
Oakleigh R.
French
national
McNeill
&
McCleery
Morse
InterDirect
J. A. Stewart
Weiss & Geller
F. J. Low
Ben Sackheim
Direct
Maurice
Hirsch
Direct
Bruce B.
Brewer
Hixson &
Reincke,
Jorgensen
Grey
Meyer &
Kircher,
Finn
Helton &
Collett
Wilson Crook
Grant
J. Thompson
Walter
Burton
Browne
Paul Grant
Jackson
& Co.

Flex-O -Glass
1 1 Presba
Warp Bros.
Presba-FellersJ. O'Leary
Warren Soap
Soap
1 1 1 1 1
Mfg.
Co.
J. O'Leary
Washburn,
Candy
334444232233
F. B., Candy
Corp..
1111111111
Washington
Direct
Beer
Breweries
1111 Pacific
Washington
Chicken
National
Coop. Farmers
(Continued on page 204)
where in the world within five
minutes after the photograph is
taken.
Both graphic material and text
also may be reproduced automatical y on a mimeograph stencil,
making hundreds of copies available in a matter of moments, the
announcement said.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology in America, offers its
trained
Radio
Television techdustry. nicians to theandBroadcasting
InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
April 16, 1951

Page 203

Television Spot Advertisers
(Continued from page 203)
Number of Stations Used
Agency
Product During Each Month
JFMAMJ
JASOND
Washington
J. Walter
Apples 3 4 4 2
'
Thompson
State Apple
Commission
Hair Curlers
1
1 Erwin, Wasey
Weaver
Products Co.
1 1 N. W. Ayer
Webster
Tobacco
Foods
1 1 1
Chambers
Webster- Co.
Thomas
& Wiswell
—
1
1
Coffee
Weil & Co.
Gordon Best
Xmas
Tree
1 Direct
Weingartner
Stands
Mfg. Co.
Bennett,
Candy
-111
Welch. James
Walther
O., Co.
Wortman &
Kolestral
1 1 ^_
Wella Corp.
Wilcox
Cream
Ties
— 111
John. A.
Wembly Inc.
Cairns
Hoffman &
House Ware
West Bend
1
Aluminum Co.
York
Tuna
West Coast
111111112221
Jones
Packing Co.
Soap
ColemanAd Fried
West
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Co. Coast Soap
Beer
West End
1 3 4 3 5 4 5 7 6 Moser &
Cotins
Brewing Co.
1
Westchester
Warren,
Jackson
Acquarium
Supply Co.
3 4 1 2 2 3 1 Buchanan
Western
Lines AirBBDO
1
l
Electric
Western Auto
Washers
Supply Co.
B.
1 2 6 5 2 1 1 —2 Bruce
Western Auto
Brewer
Supply of Mo.
2 3 2 2 1 1 1 1
Agency Assoc.
Western Stove Gas Ranges
Co.
1 — 2 2 2 2 2 8 9 11 13 12 Barnes-Chase
Tuna
Westgate-Sun
Harbor Co.
2 2 2 1 1 2 5 1 Fuller & Smith
Electric
Westinghouse
& Ross
Products
Electric Corp.
&
— 16 15
112
112 2 Calkins
Weston Biscuit Cookies
Holden
Co.
Soap
1
R.T.O'Connell
Westport
Laboratories
Brisacher,
16
11
Cereals
Wheatena Corp.
Wheeler
&
Staff
H. M. Frost
Mincemeat
Whipple Co.
._1 11 American
Perfume
White Ermine
Whitehall
Hoppers White-—
1
Lynn Baker
Pharmacal
Clay Pack
Murray
Co.
Heet Liniment —
1 D'Arcy
Beer
6654444
11 4422 Strauchen &
Wiedemann,
Geo., Brewing
McKim
Co.
White Motor Co. Trucks
KeEckhardt
nyon &
Soft Drinks
White Rock
Corp.
Dundon
&
Beer
2 2 3 3 3 3
Wiessner
Rosenbush
Brewery
89
WilburFoltz-Wessinger
Suchard
Chocolate Co
Hair
Wildroot Co.
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 11 31 37 29 BBDO
Preparations
Wilkening Mfg. Piston Ring
l i Gray & Rogers
Curtains __
Wilkes-Barre
Wortman,
Wilcox
Lace Mfg. Co.
455544442 L. E. Ryan
Coffee
Wilkins, John
H., Co.
1
Lewis
Flour
Wilkins-Rogers
Milling Co.
_
1
Furniture
— —
Willett, ConEshleman
Griswoldsider H, Inc.
Aubrey, Moore
1
Williamson
Oh Henry
Candy Co.
Albert Evans
Work Clothes — 1
Williamson
Dickie Mfg.
J.
Walter
Shave Cream 111142211111
Williams,
Thompson
J. B., Co.
1 1 1
Williams, R. C. Foods
ards & RichAlley
& Co.
Davis & Co.
Food
111111111231
Wilson & Co.
Products
1 6 1 Ewell & ThurMeat Prod.
Wilson & Co.
ber
Ideal Dog
21 26 Ewell & ThurFood
ber
11
J. Mandte
Robert
Steamships
Wilson Line
Keeling
1
Wilson Milk Evap. Milk
Gregory &
Wilson Plastics, Wall Tiles
House
Inc.
2 2 J. W. ThompWine Advisory Wines
Board
son & Geller
__ 3 3 Weiss
Wine Corp. of Mogen David
America
Wine Growers
Wine
1114465339
12 6 Honig-Cooper
Guild
April 16, 1951
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Advertiser

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 196)
April 9 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
KPQ censeWenatchee,
Granted
for increase Wash.—
in power,
changesliDA-N and install new trans.
WDEL-FM
Wilmington,
Granted
license
new FM
station onDel.—
Ch. 229
(93.7
mc) 20 kw, ant. 460 ft.
KPAS Banning, Calif.— Granted mod.
license to change name of licensee to
Byron-Wood Motors d/b as Pass Bcstg.
Co.
WKLJ Sparta, Wis.— Granted mod.
CP
approval
of ant.,
trans, type
and
main forstudio
locations
and change
of trans.
Following of
were completion
granted mod.dates
CP's foras
extension
shown
:
WGAF Valdosta, Ga. to 7-1-51;
WLCS-FM Baton Rouge, La. to 6-19-51,
cond.; KUTE Glendale, Calif. to
11-1-51; KTSA-FM San Antonio, Tex.
to 11-1-51.
WSAZ, Inc., Near Mt. Joy, Ohio and
Macon, Ohio — Granted licenses for
new television inter-city relay stations
KQB-81.
KQB-82,
84.
WCBS-TV
New KQB-83,
York— Granted
mod.
CP
for
extension
of
completion
date to
10-10-51.
KG2XAZ Easton, Pa.— Granted mod.
CP
for extension of completion date to
10-2-51.
KAGHcense for Crossett,
Ark. — Granted
linew AM station
on 1240 kc
100 w unl.
WJKOcense Springfield,
Grantedcond.licovering changesMass.
in —trans.;
KFRB
Fairbanks,
Alaska
— Granted
CP to install old main trans,
as aux.
trans, at present location of main trans,
on 1290 kc with 1 kw, for aux. puronlv.
WSM poses Nashville,
Tenn.— Granted CP
to change
trans, trans,
locationandto install
present locationaux.
of main
new trans.
San new
Antonio,
Granted
CPKONO
to install
trans,Tex.as — alternate
main trans, for night operation only at
present location of main trans, on 860
kc, 1 kw DA; cond.
KBOX Modesto, Calif .—Granted mod.
CP to tion
change
type only)
trans., and
trans,specify
loca(coordinates
main studio location; cond.
KIKI Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted
mod CP for extension of completion
date to 7-2-51; cond.
KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif.— Granted
license covering changes in existing FM
station.
KAKC-FM Tulsa, Okla. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 10-1-51.
Advertiser
Winslow Chip
Co.
Wiscon
Products &
Wisconsin
Michigan
Chip
Steamship
Wise Potato
Women's World
Wooster Rubber
Wrestling Scene
Wrisley, Allen
B., Co.
Wynn Oil Co.
Xlnt Spanish
Foods Co.
Yardley Created
Products
York Broadcasters Ltd.
Youngstown
Mullins Mfg.
KitchensCo.
Zausner
Cheese
Co.
Zenith Radio
Ziegler, Geo.,
Co.
Zion Industries
Zippo Mfg. Co.
Zippy
Co. Products
ucts Corp.
Zonite Prod-

WLOK-FM Lima, Ohio — Grantedlf)
mod. CP for extension of completion I
date to ACTION
10-18-51. ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
Madison Bcstg. Co., Inc., Richmond, J
Ky. — Granted petition for dismissal]
without
of application.
KJ AY prejudice
Topeka, Kan.—
Granted ~ petition for continuance
hearingApr.in 7,pro-to
ceeding re applicationof from
May 17 in Washington.
FCC General Counsel — Granted petition requesting extension of time to
May 1 to file exceptions to initial decision
proceeding
ment ofissued
CP ofin WMIE
Miami,forFla.assignWQXI Atlanta, Ga.— Granted petition
requesting Commission to accept late
appearance in proceeding upon application.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
Commonwealth Bcstg. Corp., Norfolk,
Va. — Granted petition for continuance
of hearing in proceeding re application
for mod. license to change main studio
location from Apr. 12 to June 11.
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohio
— Denied petition for continuance of
hearing, previously scheduled for Apr. |
9, in proceeding re application and that ,
of The Court
Court House,
House Bcstg.
ington
Ohio. Co., Wash- i!
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith 1
Radio California,
Sacramento,
Calif. — J,
Granted
petition requesting
acceptance
by Commission of untimely filed writ- j
ten appearance attached to said peti- I
tion in proceeding re application and:|
that of Capitol Radio Enterprises, Sac- j
ramento,
Calif.; issaid
appearance of".|
Radio
California
accepted.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Lawton-Ft. Sill Bcstg. Co., Lawton,
Okla. — Granted petition for additional A
ten days within which to file proposed
findings and
of fact
re appli-:cation
that inofproceeding
Caddo Bcstg.
Co.,
Anadarko,
Okla.;
said
findings
shall
be ^
filed on or before April 12.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Greater New Castle Bcstg. Corp., New
Castle, Pa. — Granted in part petition
for sixty-day continuance of hearing,
now scheduled on Apr. 11 in proceedapplication
and that
Sanford ingA.uponSchafitz,
Farrell,
Pa.; of
hearing
continued until Apr. 25 in Washington. i: jp

April 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
TV— Ch. 7
South Central Bcstg. Corp., Evans- j,
ville, Ind. — CP for new TV station
AMENDED
operate
on Ch.
(174-180
432
ft.ERP 23.2to kw
mc)
vis. 11.6
kw 7aur.,
ant. : let

: k:
Number of Stations Used
Agency
During EachJASOND
Month
Product
JFMAMJ
Chips
Potato
1 1 1
1 1 Harry M.
Frost
Pipes
.. 1 1
12 15 7 Hamilton
Adv.
Steamships
1 2 1
Arthur
hoff Meyer; jlr
house Hoge
Huber
Pastry Cloth
1 3 21 2 Lynn-Fieldsc
2 1
Rubbermaid
Soup
Prod.
Leod
Ketchum.
Klores & McBook
CarterLudgin
Earle
Lubricants
2 2 9 13 14 14 14 15 16 16 17 15 BBDO
11
Honig-Cooper
Plastic Prod.
T. R. Bauerle C J"
Direct
Vacation
Folders
Brooke,
French Smith,
&
Dorrance
1233422111
Brisacher,
Cheese
Products
Wheeler &
Staff
111 MacFarland,
Candy &
Radios
Aveyard
TV Sets
1 1 — Hoffman &
York
■
BBDO
Fig Bar
Lighters
1 10 12
& Ganger
Geyer,
Martin
&Newell
Starch
Andrews
44432223233
Erwin, Wasey
Larvex
11
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

INDEX
EQUIPMENT
132
175
121
92

Allied Record Mfg. Co
Ampex Electric Corporation
aw-Knox Co
-oadcast Service Co
ebar Watch Agency
ontinental Electronics Mfg. Co.
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc
lectro-Voice
ilectronic Service Corp
Crates Radio Company
general Electric

150-151
171
201
183
130-131

General Precision Laboratory, Inc
Hughey & Phillips
v\agnecord, Inc
iadio Corporation of America
!CA Engineering Products
CA Tubes

162-163
98
196
Back Cover
126
169

peeves Soundcraft Corp
iitancil-HofFman Corp.
^'ruscon Steel Co. . .
urner Co
Vincharger Corp. . . .

189
31

114-115
167
113
123
125

GENERAL
\merican Iron & Steel Institute
imerican Meat Institute
»ssociated Artists Productions, Ltd
PCCE
kssociated Press
.ssociated Program Service
!ackburn-Hamilton Co

109
7
135
117
86-87
36-37
202

lair-TV, Inc.
152,
ranham Co. . .
roadcast Music, Inc
apitol Records, Inc
lassified Advertisements
ommonwealth Film & Television, Inc

161, 158
28
133, 141
95
200-202
170

onsolidated TV Productions, Inc
onsulting Radio Engineers
ow Corning Corp. .
r
nployers Reinsurance Corp
Imack

142-143
197
191
182
164

eist-Taylor
arry S. Goodman Productions
adacol
eadley-Reed Co
ring-Worth Feature Programs, Inc
jcky S. S. Numbers . . . .
tnry J. McCollister Co. .
jseph Hershey McGillvra
farles Michelson, Inc. . .
- nters Ink
ROADCASTING

195
184
58
71A-71B
22-23
102
190
154
78
127

• Telecasting

TO

ADVERTISERS

General — Contd.
RCA Institutes, Inc
203
RCA Thesaurus
118-119
Radiozark Enterprises
29
The School of Radio Technique
202
Service Directory
192
SESAC, Inc
129
Snader Teiescriptions Corp
147
Teleways Radio Productions, Inc
187
United Press
59, 104-105
United States Brewers Foundation
120
Weed & Co
63
World Program Service
76-77
Frederic W. Ziv Co
12-13
NETWORKS AND GROUPS
Don Lee Broadcasting System
Georgia Trio
Metropolitan Network
Mutual Broadcasting System
NBC Television

32-33
97
24
64-65
156-157

STATIONS
CFCF, Montreal
CKLW, Detroit

103
18

KCMO-FM, Kansas City, Mo
'
KELO, Sioux Falls
KFSD, San Diego
KFYR, Bismarck
KGW, Portland, Ore
KIRX, Kirksville, Mo
KLIX, Twin Falls
KNBC, San Francisco
KOMA, Oklahoma City
KPIX-KSFO, San Francisco
K PRC-TV, Houston
KSD, St. Louis
KSWM, Joplin
KTUL, Tulsa
KUOA, Siloam Springs
KVLC, Little Rock
KVOO, Tulsa
KWKH, Shreveport
KXO, El Centro

19
178
96
73
67
98
99
21
34
154
136
57
176
Ill
194
20
66
38
72

WAFM-TV, Birmingham
WARD, Johnstown
WARL, Arlington, Va
WBAL, Baltimore
WBCC, Bethesda, Md
WBIG, Greensboro

146
78
24
199
24
16

WBNS-TV, Columbus
WCAU, Philadelphia
WCHS, Charleston
WDAY, Fargo
WERC, Erie

160
75
177
27
180

Stations — Contd.
WFAX, Falls Church, Va
24
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis
144
WFBR, Baltimore
6
WFDF, Flint
60
WFIL, Philadelphia
8-9
WFMJ, Youngstown
]81
WFOX, Milwaukee
25
WGAR, Cleveland .
17
WGAY, Silver Spring, Md
24
WHAS-TV, Louisville
Inside Front Cover
WHBQ, Memphis
128
WHDH, Boston
81
WHO, Des Moines
53
WIBW, Topeka
14
WILK, Wilkes-Barre
134
WIND, Chicago
183
WISN, Milwaukee
26
WITH, Baltimore
55
WJPG, Green Bay
179
WJW, Cleveland
90
WKBN, Youngstown
61
WKUL, Cullman
]0
WKZO, Kalamazoo
79
WLAC, Nashville
62
WLBH, Mattoon
166
WLS, Chicago
62, 82-83, 177
WLW, Cincinnati
Inside Back Cover
WMAM, Marinette
199
WMAQ, Chicago
WMAR-TV, Baltimore
WMBD, Peoria

91
145
35

WMCT, Memphis
WMRY, New Orleans
WMT, Cedar Rapids
WNJR, Newark
WOOD, Grand Rapids
WOR-TV, New York
WORK, York

153
188
11
68
84
Front Cover
5

WOW-TV, Omaha
WOWO, Fort Wayne
WPIK, Alexandria, Va
WPWA, Chester
WQAN, Scranton
WQXR, New York
WRC, Washington, D. C
WSRS, Cleveland

149
93
24
100
30
85
26
185

WSYR,
WTIC,
WTOP,
WTRY,
WTTN,
WTVJ,

Syracuse
Hartford
Washington, D. C.
Troy
Watertown
Miami

89
15
107
3
203
148

WWJ, Detroit
"
WXEL, Cleveland

101
155
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Official
NARTB
Convention
Agenda
NARTB
Board
Monitors
—
Robert
T. Participants — Sarkes Tarzian, president.
MONDAY MORNING, April 16, in the Panel
—
What
BAB
Means
to
the
Broadcaster.
WTTS and WTTV Bloomington, Did.:
8th St. Theater.
Mason, president, WMRN Marion.
Lee B. Wailes, vice president in
DEFENSE MOBILIZATION — (NonParticipants
—
Maurice
B.
Mitchell,
AsOhio;
Craig
Lawrence,
general
manMembers of the association will be
charge of operations, Fort Industry
sociated Program Service; Frank Pelager, WCOP
Boston P. Johnston, diCo. Talk:
stations.
admitted to this session).
legrin, H-R Representatives Inc.; Participants
—
Henry
3:00—
rector,
WSGN
Birmingham,
Ala.;
Section 1 — 9 a.m. FCC -MILITARY
LewisGray,
Avery,EssoAvery-Knodel;
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION.
president, BAM Dae; C. E. Hooper,
M.
Standard OilRobert
Co.;
SELLING
C. E. Hooper Inc.; A. C. Nielsen, A. SUCCESSFUL
Jerry Stolzoff, Foote, Cone & Belding;
Plans for coordination between governJohn
M. Outler Atlanta.
Jr., general manager.
representative from networks.
C. Nielsen Co.; Sydney Roslow, The
WSB-AM-TV
ment agencies and broadcasters durPulsecanInc.;
James
W. Seiler, Amerip.m. LUNCHEON, Grand Balling emergency; station operation in 12:30
3:15 — Business Session
room.
Research
Bureau
wartime; vital information to all
Chairman— Eugene S. Thomas, chair1:30 p.m. THE VOICE OF DEMOCbroadcasters.
NARTB nethStaff
Representative—
Kenman. Television Board, NARTB.
H. Baker,
director of Dr.
research.
RACY — featuring one of the four
Chairman— John H. DeWitt Jr., presi4:15
— Panel Discussion: The Big Thaw
2:30
p.m.
LEGISLATION,
Private
DR
1950-51
winners:
Robert
Burnett,
St.
dent, WSM Nashville, Tenn.
No. 2.
Facts,
opinions,
and predictions
Louis,
Mo.
NARTB Board Monitors — Calvin J.
the future of television
once the about
FCC
Chairman — Paul W. Morency, vice
1:45
p.m.
Address
—
"Korea
Today"
—
Smith, president. KFAC Los Angeles;
freeze
is
lifted
with
special
attenGen. Omar N. Bradley, chairman,
president-general
manager,
WTIC
William C. Grove, general manager,
Hartford, Conn.
tion to UHF vs. VHF comparisons.
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dept. of De- NARTB
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.
fense.
Board Monitors— William B. Chairman — E. K. Jett, vice president
Participants — Robert Burton, Federal
and
director, WMAR-TV, Baltimore
Quarton,
general
manager.
WMT
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, April 17.
Civil Defense Administration; Robert
Sunpapers, Baltimore, Md.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Frank U. Fletch- Participants—
"Shoptalk" Panels, North Ballroom.
Linx, FCC; Curtis Plummer, chief
Dr. T. T. Goldsmith, reer, co-owner, WARL Arlington, Va.
engineer, FCC; Ralph Renton, FCC;
3-5 p.m.— SPORTS BROADCASTING.
search director, Allen B. DuMont
— Frank Russell, vice presCol. William Talbot, Federal Civil DeChairman — Merrill Lindsay, general Participants
ident,
NBC
Washington;
Carl
George,
Labs;
Raymond
F. Guy, manager, rafense Administration; Ernest Thelemanager, WSOY Decatur, 111.
dio and allocations engineering. NBC:
general manager, WGAR Cleveland;
mann, FCC; Prose Walker, FCC; Col. NARTB Board Monitors — Patt McDonGlen McDaniel.
president, RadioF. C. Sowell, general manager, WLAC
Television
Mfrs. Assn.
James H. Weiner, Air Defense Comald,phis,
general
WHHM general
MemNashville. Tenn.; Victor C. Diehm,
mand.
Tenn.;manager,
Glenn Shaw,
WAZL
Hazleton,
Pa.;
Leon
Sipes.
Hardy
5
:00—
AD
JOURNMENT
manager, KLX Oakland.
NARTB Staff Representative — Neal McKELD Eldorado, Ark.
Naughten, director of engineering.
Matt Brescia,
Section 11—10:30 a.m. MANPOWER IN Participants
vision— coordinator.
Nationalradio-teleAssn. of NARTB Staff Representative — Mr.
Engineering Conference
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With a population of 13,658,505 and 3,61 1,767
radio families — nearly 1/ lOth of the
U. S. total — the 330 counties of the
WLW Merchandise-able Area present a
worth-while market for any advertiser.
Using class "A" time, WLW obtains
advertising impressions in this market at
an average cost per thousand of only SI. 18.
And this does not take into account the
large bonus audience beyond this area
accredited to WLW by BMB.

140 W. Ninth St.
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
CHerry 1822

630 Fifth Ave.
New York 20, N.
Circle 6-1616

3165 Olentangy River Rd.
Columbus 2, Ohio
JEfferson 5441

WLW-T,
Within this great area, WLW-Television
provides concerted sales impact in three
important metropolitan areas — Cincinnati,
Dayton and Columbus — with a total population
of 2,978,400 and 831,800 families,
half of which are TV set owners. In
this second largest TV market of the Midwest, more local and national spot advertisers
buy more time on WLW-Television to
sell more products to more people than
on any competing stations.

360 N. Michigan
Chicago 1, III.
STate 2-0366

6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOIIywood 9-5408
4595 S. Dixie Highway
Dayton 9, Ohio
WAInut 2101

Music's immortals play again, sing again, in RCA Victor's "Treasury of Immortal Performances

?4 Treasury
Now artists whose names are musical legend
live again for the modern listener. You can
hear them, at their finest, in RCA Victor's
"Treasury of Immortal Performances."
In re-creating these performances on both 33
and 45 rpm, acoustical engineers drew on a vault
of master records guarded for posterity by RCA
Victor. But new electronic techniques, developed
through RCA research, give the new records a
richness and quality of sound far surpassing that
of the originals.

or^Afe/s/ck

/mmorfa/s

Because RCA Victor could draw on so vast a storehouse, there is something in the "Treasury of Iir rtal
Performances" for every listener. Caruso sings light
and serious music — as do Schumann-Heink, Mary
Garden, and others . . . Paderewski is here . . . and, if
your taste is for popular music, such greats as Berigan, Armstrong, Waller, in rare early records.
*
*
*
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronics atRCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St., N. Y.
Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Building, Radio City, New York 20.

of RCA Victor's
systei
—Jheas magic
an independent
unit, or"45"
combine
with radio or television — has led 55 re
ord-makers to adopt it.
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More listeners . . . thousands of them in our new larger coverage
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in,
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area! Better signal in Richmond proper! That's what WLEE's
great new power means to advertisers. It means MORE value
for every dollar you spend on WLEE.
And how the merchants in Richmond do know this for a fact!
Last January one of the largest appliance dealers in town
signed up for a 13-week schedule. So dramatic, so profitable
were results that the dealer has now DOUBLED his schedule,
and signed up FOR A WHOLE YEAR!
You too can get results like this on WLEE.

IAnnually
cents weekly

Just ask your

Forjoe man for all the latest facts — it's quite a story.
TOM TINSLEY, President

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

FORJOE & C O., Representatives
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The Midwest's favorite WLS stars shine at morning-time! Daily from
5 :00 to 8 :00 A.M. the successful WLS formula of block programming with live
talent shows attracts listeners from every corner of the WLS-Midwest coverage
area. Featuring stars of the NATIONAL BARN DANCE, these morning
programs have consistently maintained a degree of leadership as reflected
in A. C. Nielsen's 1950 Station Area Reports, which place WLS first or
second in audience during each 15-minute period!
This leadership again demonstrates the degree of acceptance enjoyed
by WLS . . . the listener-loyalty Midwesterners have toward the
station, its programs and personalities.

6:45 & 7:45 A.M.
NEWS
WLS Newscaster Bob
Lyle presents complete
round-ups of the news at 6:45
and 7:45 A.M. All news gathered
from the extensive wire services leased
by WLS. Both News periods have enjoyed a
wide and loyal following based on accuracy,
impartiality and completeness of presentation.

... In Terms Of Results

7:00 A.M.
BUCCANEERS
National Barn Dance
favorites, Captain Stubby
and the Buccaneers, offer music,
comedy and sparkling songs as part
of the breakfast menu. This group last
year appeared before nearly 200,000 people
in personal appearances.
7:15 A.M.
BOB ATCHER
The Midwest's favorite cowboy, Bob Atcher,
Hand ofof the
weaves"Top
a pattern
songsCowhands''
long enjoyed by Midwest listeners. Popular with
listeners through years of radio association,
Bob is also one of TV's bright stars, having won a
special plaque in a recent popularity poll.

Using these WLS morning time periods : brought
nearly a million and a half box tops from WLS listeners
to a cereal company over a period of 16 years ... resulted in over 5,000 proof-of-purchase requests for
an ironing board cover offered by a starch manufacturer last summer in a six week period. Ar
offer of a Dolph Hewitt record for prize jokes
brought over 3,000 letters in three weeks! A
mail order account sold $13,959 worth of
its product in just five weeks!
It's a "must" that you consider WLS
morning-time in your plans for complete Midwest coverage. Participations are still available in limited
numbers. Your John Blair man has
complete details.

7:30 A.M.
00LPH HEWITT
RCA Victor Recording star, Dolph Hewitt,
offers a unique style of singing enthusiastically accepted by Midwest listeners. Backed by the WLS Sage
Riders, Dolph rounds out the 15-minute show
with smooth singing and melodious renditions of all
time favorites.
The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
CLEAR CHANNEL

Home of the NATIONAL

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE.

Barn Dance

CHICAGO
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR >\ AND COMPANY.
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WHETHER all networks will accept Affiliates
Committee's invitation for rate discussion sessions this week (see story page 15) is doubtful.
One network felt requested meetings posed serious legal question as to possible anti-trust violation and also that its own responsibility to
deal with its own affiliates through their advisory board must be considered.
CBS Friday understood to be determined to
stick by its radio rate cuts, despite protests
from its own affiliates and request for moratorium from Affiliates Committee, and to believe that CBS affiliates have no choice but to
accept cuts or breach their contracts with
network.
EXPLOSIVE report, denied on all sides last
week, had CBS acquiring ABC network (5 TV
stations in first 6 markets, plus 5 AM stations) for upwards of $30 million. CBS owns
only 2 TV stations plus 45% interest in WTOPAM-TV-FM Washington.
TV SELECTION committee for NARTB, which
last week designated Thad Brown Jr., attorney,
as acting head, does not plan to make definite
pitch for new top executive until its membership and revenue reaches minimum estimated
overhead. Present income is at rate of less
than $100,000 annually. It needs minimum
of $150,000, according to budgetary estimates.
NBC HIGHLY elated over results of program
audience study made first week in February by
American Research Bureau under joint sponsorship of four radio networks. In contrast to
Nielsen report crediting CBS with eight of
top ten shows to NBC's one, ARB gives NBC
four to five for CBS; in top 20, ARB shows
NBC with 12, CBS with six, appreciably varying fromforNielsen's
ranking of 14 for CBS
and five
NBC.
SENATE Crime Investigating Committee may
ask Congress in April 30 report to spell out
by law what jurisdiction FCC has over such
services as Continental Press, national race
news wire. In this way, Kefauver group hopes
to place law enforcement of proposed ban on
interstate transmission of gambling information in lap of Commission. Chairman Wayne
Coy maintains Continental cannot be considered
"common carrier" under present Communication Act and even if it could, administration of
such enforcement would be unwieldy.
IN WAKE of CBS announced 10% rate cut,
substantial number of stations in top markets
disclosed plans to increase daytime spot rates
as means of offsetting possible network reductions. Station representatives generally
were encouraging moves.
SEVERAL ADVERTISING agencies submitting presentations to Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati (radio and television advertiser) in
attempt to get account, recently resigned by
Stockton, West, Burkhart Inc.
NOW THAT NARBA question has been tossed
into open by last week's NARTB Convention
(Continued on page 110)
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Briefly

ipcomintj
April 24: McFarland
Bill (S 658) hearings resume.
New House Office GWg., Washington.
April 24-26: American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. Convention, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
May 3-6: Ohio State Institute for Education by
Radio-Television, Deshler-Wallick Hotel, Columbus.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 88)

BORDEN STARTS # Borden Co., New Yo;
(instant coffee, milk products) April 27 star
for 26 weeks The Breakfast Gang on full Dr
Lee Network, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-7:45 p.rf
Young & Rubicam, New York, handles coffe<
Doherty, Clifford & Schenfield, New Yor
evaporated milk products.

Bulletins
GRANT of FCC General Counsel petition for
extension of period for filing proposed findings
from April 20 to May 7 in proceedings on renewal of G. A. Richards' stations announced last
Friday. Stations include KMPC Los Angeles,
WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 26].

KRUEGER SPOTS • G. Krueger Brewin
Co., Newark, through Charles Dallas Reac
Co., New York, preparing spot announcemei
TV campaign in four markets in addition 1
Laraine Day show on WPIX (TV) New Yorlj

UNITED, WEC BUY
MacARTHUR COVERAGE
UNITED FRUIT Co., New York, sponsored New
York Gen. MacArthur parade on four-station
ABC-TV Friday, 11:45 a.m., 1:30 p.m., through
BBDO, New York. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh, sponsored New York welcome to
Gen. MacArthur Friday, 12:30-1:45 p.m. on
full ABC radio network. Agency, Fuller &
Smith & Ross, New York.
It was announced Friday that the general's
speech to Congress Thursday was viewed in
48.7% of TV homes, according to 12-city TV
Hooperating survey. Address had 100% of
TV audience as it was carried by all stations.
New York's official greeting to the general,
parade and ceremonies at city hall, had
Hooperating in New York TV homes of 43.6
— and 99.1 share of the TV audience (early
story page 76).
FISHER JOINS GARDNER
W. D. FISHER, associate radio-television director to Phil Bowman at Young & Rubicam,
Chicago, resigns May 9 to join Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis, as radio-television director. With
Y & R three years, he also worked in radioTV department of Swift & Co.. Chicago. He
is being replaced by Bill Wilson, ABC radio
network salesman in Chicago.
HOB&M NAMES TWO VP'S
HEWITT, OGILVY, BENSON & MATHER,
New York, names Rollin C. Smith Jr. and Mrs.
Lucille Goold vice presidents. Mr. Smith recently appointed head of art department and
Mrs. Goold will supervise creative activities
on soft-goods accounts.

ABOUT 3,000 AT CONVENTION
TOTAL paid registration at NARTB
convention in Chicago last week was
1,554, exceeded only by 1946 post-war
meeting, according to William Walker,
NARTB auditor. Another 1,500, plus
NARTB's staff not officially registered,
believed to have taken part in various
side activities. Radio registration was
906, engineering 271, and TV 377.

BREWERY BUYS • Falstaff Brewing C(|
St. Louis, sponsoring Great Merlini, Unite
Artist TV mystery, in five markets, throug
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.

BENNY REPLACEMENT # American T.
bacco Co., New York (Lucky Strikes), June 1
replaces Jack Benny with Guy Lombardo for 1 i
weeks, CBS, Sun., 7-7:30 p.m. Agency: BBD
New York.
AAAA DELEGATES HOLD
INFORMAL TALKS ON RATES
NETWORK radio rates, conspicuously abser
from American Assn. of Advertising Agencie
convention agenda (earlier story pages 17
got primary attention in corridor converse
tions
influx of
radio and
officialswith
at Friday's
White Sulphur
Springs,
W. VaT'
convention site. Agency representative
broached on this subject appeared to feel tht
"savings" resulting from CBS' 10-15% rat
reduction will be reinvested in radio or T^
One top agency official said that though situ£
tions differ, he will generally recommend t
clients that "savings" be kept in radio — t
improve present shows or expand coverageor perhaps be put into television.
Radio-TV figures attending or slated to ai
tend
Friday-Saturday
session
includedtheNBC
Board ChairmanAAAA's
Niles Tramme
and President Joseph H. McConnell; CBS Pre;
ident Frank Stanton; Ernest Lee Jahncke Ji
ABC; John R. Overall, Mutual; Thomas £
Gallery, DuMont TV Network; Edgar Kobal
BAB board chairman; William B. Ryan, BA
president; John K. Herbert, NBC, and Ralp
W. Hardy, NARTB, who was slated to ac
dress convention Saturday.
NBC-TV kinescope of General MacArthur'
Congressional address was shown at con
vention Friday. At concluding luncheon Sat
urday, memorial scrolls were to be presentei
in memory of late Clarence B. Goshorn, for
mer chairman of AAAA's advisory council.
NLRB ISSUES WMBR ORDER
TECHNICAL employes who operate equipmen
over 50% of time at WMBR-AM-FM-TV Jack
sonville, Fla., directed Saturday by Nationa
Labor Relations Board to vote on IBEW Loca
177 as bargaining representative. Floridi
Broadcasting Co., licensee, had sought two sep
arate units to include radio-announcer-contro
operators, TV announcer control operators am
others split into TV-FM and AM groups.
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Standard metropolitan Wilmington, Delaware
area showed following increases in the ten years,
1940 to 1950.
INCREASE
Population
20%
Dollar volume retail sales
178%
Dollar volume wholesale sales
209%
Dollar volume service trades
154%
In
the
nine
year
period,
1939
to
1948,
employment
rose 34%%.
Data from 1950 Census of Population and 1948 Census of Business, figures released
December 1950.

WDEL-TV is the only television station located in this market which is
first in the nation — and growing all the time.
A Steinman Station
NBC
TV-Affiliate
V
>

WDEL-TV effectively reaches this richest market with NBC and
Du Mont network shows, many popular local daytime and evening
programs.
WDEL-TV — the TV must on your schedule.

Represented by
ROBERT
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Network Affiliates Unite on Rates
INDEX TO CONVENTION COVERAGE
CBS Gross Up 27.6%
High Advertising Level Seen at AAAA Meet ....
FCC Reports 1950 Peak Year in AM, FM Income ..
SCOTUS Declines Political Censorship Review ....

West Virginians, (with
a half-billion dollars to
spend annually) can hear your
sales story when you put this

TELECASTING

you. And WKNA and
WJLS are yours at a
combination rate that is
about the same as you
would pay for any single
comparable station in
either locality. Make us
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Keith Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer;
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS'
COSGROVE, Manager;
Roger SERVICE:
K. Baer, JOHN
Doris P.J.
Buschling,
Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Motta, Warren
Sheets.

prove it!

WKNA
WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON
950 KC— ABC
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT

WJLS
WJLS-FM
BECKLEY
560 KC— CBS
1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT

I

Joe L Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by WEED
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NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative ; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775;
James
Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
Broadcast
Advertising
and Broadcast
Reporter
in 1933.* was acquired in 1932
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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THERE'S
TALL

MORE

CORN

TO

AND

IOWA
DES

THAN

MOINES

Summary

of Conlan's Newest Comprehensive Study of Listening Habits — a
total of 34,684 phone calls were used.

FIRST — in morning listening.
FIRST — in afternoon listening.
FIRST — in evening listening.
..In this 22-county area which surrounds (Waterloo) Iowa's greatest industrial
enter — KXEL is an amazing favorite. This 13,099 square mile area is part of the
vXEL Rural City, which has a population equal to the combined populations of
t. Louis - Omaha - Minneapolis - St. Paul - Baltimore - Dallas - and that's not all!
Waterloo is the greatest industrial center between Kansas City - St. Louis - Minnepolis - Chicago. Has an annual industrial income of nearly $50 million dollars.
fes
Timebuyers — THERE'S MORE TO IOWA THAN TALL CORN AND
)ES —MOINES.

But here's the most significant part — KXEL gets you these listeners for less cost!
COMPARE.
Conlan Study.)Take 7:00-8:00 A. M. period, for example. (Figures taken from 1951
KXEL
_has 30.3% of the listeners — costs $44.00 for VA hour during that time.
Cedar Rapids— CBS outlet— 5,000 watts
has only 19.0% of the listeners — yet costs $52.00 for 14 hour during this time.
Des Moines— NBC outlet— 50,000 watts
has a minimum of 13.9% of the listeners — and costs $120.00 for 14 hour of time.
This means — if you want to sell IOWA'S MAJOR MARKET and sell it completely
—AT LESS COST PER LISTENER— there is only one answer . . . KXEL.

>ee your Avery-Knodel man today, or write KXEL for your copy of Conlan's newest, comprehensive "Study of Listening Habits"

KXEL

ROADCASTING

50,000

WATTS

• Telecasting

ABC

JOSH HIGGINS BROADCASTING COMPANY
• WATERLOO, IOWA
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc. • ABC OUTLET FOR CEDAR RAPIDS AND WATERLOO, Iowa
April 23, 1951
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SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR
WFAA

RADIO
Baltimore
Boston

WJR
KARM
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI

...How impressions get lodged so firmly
in the consciousness of the pachyderm,
we just don't know — but we do know
about people. And we know that the

WHAS
WTMJ
KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR

voice of radio reaches people in such a

KOIL

compelling

WIP
KPHO
KGW
WEAN

way

that the advertising

they hear is better remembered

than

the advertising they see.
If you are a national advertiser, you
might check spot radio — to reach people
at times and places of your choosing
with programs of your choosing — especially the great stations listed here.

WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WWVA
KFH

488

NEW

BROADCASTING

MADISON

AVE.

22
CITY
YORK
MU 8-0200

• Telecasting

MBS
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC

Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
(Dallas )
(Ft. Worth /

KSO

Memory

LIST
NBC
NBC

Atlanta

Chicago

CBS
CBS

Des Moines
Detroit
Fresno

ABC
NBC
NBC

Houston
Kansas City

ABC
NBC

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee

NBC
CBS

Mpls.-St; Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport
Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Tulsa
Wheeling
Wichita

• los

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
. NBC
MBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

angeles

Detroit • st. louis • Dallas
SAN FRANCISCO

April 23, 1951
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agency

AX TENDRICH, Weiss & Geller, N. Y., named director of medis
radio and TV, succeeding LESTER J. MALLETS, resigned.

M
JIMMY FRITZ, vice president and account executive Ted H. Factoi
Agency, L. A., to Abbott Kimball Co. of California, same city, to worl<
on new business, merchandising, sales promotion and account service |
HERBERT D. SCOTT, director of publication media Carl S. Brown Co.
N. Y., appointed director of all media. CHRISTINE M. PETRINC
continues as radio timebuyer for agency.
The

plus

in

DONALD QUINN, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., to Pedlar & Ryan, same
city, as head timebuyer.
WALLACE
Inc., S. F.

St.

Louis

is

X. ARON

elected vice president Richard N. Meltzer Adv.

Radio

th
on all accounts

"St.

Loui

s

^a/I

room

is St. Louis'
KXOK
promotion
station. KXOK
builds extra audience for the
's*^*
"St. Louis Ballroom," through allmedia promotion . . . billboards, exterior
bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper display ads, promotion announcements on KXOK, special mail
promotions and personal appearances of outstanding KXOK
■

personalities. It's a plus that pays off for advertisers...
makes KXOK a bigger buy for effective selling in
the St. Louis market. Ask now about availabilities. See the John Blair man or KXOK today.

St. Louis' ABC Station, 12th & Delmar, CHesfnut 3700
630 KC • 5000 Watts • Full Time
Owned and operated by the St. Louis Star-Times
Represented by John Blair & Co.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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ired
acqu
creative
urge
AUSTIN
YOUNG
S the
NCE
FRA
y in
earl
life and as a young
high school student she expressed
the urge by writing pieces for
her school publications, eventually
becoming editor of the yearbook
at San Francisco's Polytechnic
High School. As editor of the
yearbook she was introduced to
the importance of advertising and
at the same time became aware
that here was a field offering the
widest possible range
to a creative talent.
She was an advertising woman
from that moment
on. Although she did
not, of course, step
immediately into her
present position as
radio and TV timebuyer for J. Walter
Thompson in San
Francisco. Several

for radio and personal appearances. Next she moved into sales
and for nine years sold everything
NBC had to sell — spot, network,
local. Then she was ready for the
advertising agency and in November 1945 joined J. Walter Thompson as radio timebuyer in San
Francisco. TV timebuying was
added to her duties when the medium came to Northern California.
Advertising to her is exciting and
stimulating. A good campaign, she

I
I
|
I
j
I
I
I
t
I

says, is a successful
campaign and it
doesn't matter what
the product is or
how large the budget. The small budget account is as imto her larger
as the
account portantwith
sums to spend.
The wide range of
campaigns
she deals
with is inidcated
by

years of apprenticeship intervened.
From Polytechnic
High School she
went to San Mateo
Junior College and
then returned to her
home state to attend

the variety
accounts usingofradio
and /or TV in the J,
Walter Thompson I
San Francisco office.
These include the
Mrs. AUSTIN
Richmond
& Northwest District
Ford
Dealer Associations,
Oregon State ColKraft Cottage Cheese, Leo J. Me;
lege. (She was born in Portland,
berg (RCA distributor), the S
moving to San Francisco, via Seattle, at the age of 13.) In college
Francisco Chronicle, Pan Amer
can World Airways, Southwe:
she prepared herself for her future
advertising career by acquiring a Airways, Safeway Store product
bachelor of science degree in comShell Oil, Washngton State Apples,
merce.
Holly Sugar and the advisory
boards of the olive, raisin and wine ,
Upon graduation from Oregon
State, her actual professional ap- industries in California.
prenticeship began — she took a job
And the list is growing steadily
with
NBC
in
network'stheArtists
Service. Shethelearned
radio in both variety and number, particularly in the last few months
talent business during the followActivity has been increasing no
ing four years, booking concert
(Continued on page 69)
artists and all types of entertainers
BROADCASTING
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How

many

beat
Strawberry

RICHARD GARRETT IVES, Television Broadcasters Assn., to Campbell-Ewald, N. Y., as director of research.

Plants

W. L. BUNNAGAR, vice president-manager Philadelphia office Van
, Diver & Crowe, to contract department Gray & Rogers, Phila.

should

ESTHER M. MULLIGAN
Inc., New Haven.
)

a

appointed comptroller Lindsay Adv. Agency

H. M. BECKELMAN has opened new Liberty Adv. Agency in Ft. Worth,
Tex. The firm is located at 401 Bewley Bldg.

good

Ad

sell?

HARLEY M. LEETE, Avery & Bruguiere, S. F., to Hoefer, Dieterich &
Brown Inc., S. F., as account executive.
THOMAS B. RHODES, advertising manager Billups Petroleum Corp.,
New Orleans, to Herbert S. Benjamin Assoc. Inc., Baton Rouge, as ac" count executive.
ROD MacDONALD, Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F., to Guild, Bascom &
Bonfigli, S. F., as media director. CLIFF SPOONER, freelance artist, to
agency as associate art director. EVE DURYEA, Beaumont & Hohman,
iS. F., named administrative assistant of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F.
WALTER SELOVER, Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F., to Russell, Harris &
Wood, S. F., as account executive.
HAZEL THOMPSON, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to C. J. LaRoche & Co.,
sIN. Y., as copywriter and stylist.
WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB, president William H. Weintraub & Co.,
N. Y., will be among principal speakers at Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting in Columbus, May 2-3 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16].
His topic will be television.
LESTER A. WEINROTT, in freelance advertising business, serving such
accounts as Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, to Ted Bates, N. Y., in
s executive capacity.
jPHILIP BASSEL, Saks Fifth Ave., N. Y., to Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y.,
in radio-TV department.
DAVIS N. LOTT, owner Lott Adv. Agency, Santa Monica, Calif., recalled
, to active duty as deputy commanding officer, Armed Forces Radio Service, L. A., with rank of commander. Agency continues operation under
management of FRANK SCHROEDER.

One answer may well be —
It depends on the medium used. If several kinds
of advertising are used concurrently — with the
same type of copy offering the same products at
the same prices — then results should be a good
measure of media effectiveness.
Here's a Case in point:
"The Berry Patch" is a Honeoye Falls, N. Y., nursery
establishment specializing in strawberry plants.
Last spring the company divided its advertising expenditure among several media and kept accurate
records of returns. With their kind permission, we
print the results:
Results, in
% of total
Plant Sales
New York newspaper
Rochester newspaper
Local newspapers
Personal contacts
Station
WHAM
*Unknown

Ad Cost per
SI 00.00 of
Sales

1.1%

3.36
3.70
$4.40
2.58
2.53

3.2
4.6
8.4
32.3
14.2

2.16

The balance of 100% was sold by a pre-arranged contract with one
buyer and without advertising.
This isn't the first advertiser who has learned that WHAM can sell
more at less cost. . . . Have you a product to sell in Western New
York? Turn the job over to WHAM — Western New York's most
powerful salesman!

ROCHESTER,

WHAM
ENJOYING a private joke at an open house held by Dan B. Miner Co. in
honor of the advertising agency's 40th anniversary are these five radio and
agency executives (I to r): George Whitney, general manager, KFI Los
Angeles; A. E. Joscelyn, CBS Hollywood director of operations; Hilly Sanders,
vice president in charge, radio and television, Dan B. Miner; Ross Lockman,
account executive, KNX Hollywood; Wilbur S. Edwards, general manager,
KNX and Columbia Pacific Network. More than 300 people attended the
gathering honoring the city's oldest ad agency.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

N.Y.

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts — clear channel— 1180 kc
ADVERTISER'S COMMENT: "Undoubtedly greatly influenced by radio
advertising."

April 23, 1951
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Lang-Worth announces four NEW radio shows . . . loaded
with stars, showmanship and commercial appeal . . . available for sponsorship over all Lang-Worth affiliated stations.

CO-STARRING Patti Page and Ray Anthony
in Rhythm Rendezvous — 15 minutes, 3 times
Meekly, combining the exceptional talents and audience appeal of the Nation's Number One female
vocalist and top-rated Name Dance Band.
ALLAN JONES in a glamourous half-hour show,
once weekly, featuring songs by Allan Jones with
the 40-piece Sidney Torch Orchestra and gueststarring the 60- voice Luton Girls Choir.
THE SUNSHINE ROYS: Leading exponents of
the rhythmic form of religious singing in a program of Gospel Songs — — terrific audience impact.
15 minutes, 5 days per week.
AN AMERICAN RHAPSODY: Half-hour program of American songs . . . Cole Porterj Stephen
Foster, Jerome Kern, George M. Cohan, Irving
Berlin, George Gershwin, Charles Cadman and
countless others. Orchestra, chorus and soloists.
new

Lang-Worth subscribers hold the top cards of
the talent deck — that's why they win consistently
in audience ratings and sales. Stellar shows like
The Cavalcade of Music, Keynotes by Carle,
Cote Glee Club, Remember When and Through
the Listening Glass make Lang-Worth the most
valuable sales asset in the transcription field.

shows.

Page 12
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WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, N. Y. (hair preparations), April 23 starts
The World Today on 17 Columbia Pacific Network stations, Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PST). Agency: BBDO, N. Y.

new

business

JUNKET BRAND FOODS, N. Y., will sponsor a quarter-hour segment
of Garry Moore Show, Thurs., 1 :30-45 p.m., on CBS-TV, starting June 7.
Show is on five times weekly. Agency: McCann-Erickson, N. Y.

f^I

Qgtncy -0p point ma nti &
D RANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago, names Erwin, Wasey & Co., same
city, to handle it sadvertising. Radio and TV spots are bought cooperatively on national basis with Orange Crush bottlers. New
ampaign will be started May 1.
JLUEBIRD PRODUCTS, L. A. (metal polish), names Vick Knight Inc.,
A., to handle advertising. Radio spots now being used on KWIK
Jurbank with plans to expand spot schedule to other local stations.
.CIENTIFIC NUTRITION Corp., L. A. (Foodex vitamin), also appoints
gency. Radio and TV planned.
lLLIED MOLASSES Co., Perth Amboy, N. J., appoints John H. Rioran Co., L. A., to handle advertising. Radio will be used.

eoja/e • • •
M. J. PHILLIPS, assistant advertising manager Inco Nickel Alloys Dept.
of International Nickel, N. Y., elected president Industrial Advertising
Assoc.
C. JAMES PROUD, national field representative Advertising Federation
of America, appointed assistant to president ELON G. BORTON.
ROBERT C. HILL appointed general manager Pictsweet Foods Inc., Mt.
Vernon, Wash.
JOHN A. DEMOREST, assistant general sales manager Hiram Walker
Inc., S. F., to California Wine Assn., S. F., as general sales manager.

LOUIS BEZARD, vice president Schiaparelli Inc., has resigned. He will
IOLSUM BREAD, division of LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIES,
1 F., appoints Russell, Harris & Wood, S. F., to handle advertising.
temporarily
maintain
Robert W. Orr
& Assoc.an office at the company's advertising agency,
Joyce Russell is account executive. Radio and TV will be used.
VARNER-HUDNUT Co., N. Y.,
ames Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
I Y., to handle advertising for new
!nd as yet unrevealed cosmetic
roduct. Advertising plans now beg developed.
WOL Corp., L. A. (Electrictic Zig-Zag sewing machine),
points Vick Knight Inc., L. A.,
handle national advertising. TV
anned.
WHAT'S
UP?
. FREIRIA Scrs. (distributor for
Prices, taxes — practically everything
ipton products in Puerto Rico),
ppoints Publicidad Badillo Inc.,
an Juan, to handle advertising.
EXCEPT WGN's rates.
i U-TAY PRODUCTS Ltd., L. A.
I Rain Drops water softener), apoints Dan B. Miner Co., L. A. to
candle national advertising. Media
In 1946, there were 3,761,000 radio homes
flans being formulated. Hassel
mith is account executive.
ED TOP BREWING Co., Cincinlati, sponsoring transcribed The
t reat Merlini, produced by United
.rtists, in Cincinnati, Dayton, Coimbus and Indianapolis. Agency:
; uthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

in WGN's

In 1951, there are 5,042,000 radio homes . .
an increase of 1,281,000 homes.*

Vtturotk . . .

AND, at the same

IGELOW-SANFORD Carpet Co.
irough its agency, Young & Rubiim Inc., has renewed half -hour
igelow Theatre on 22 television
•rations effective in September for
3 weeks. Present cycle expires
line 4. Firm plans to have 12
lore programs filmed for new
;ries and intersperse showing of
iem with those run on previous
rograms for new cycle. Jerry Fairanks Productions, Hollywood, has
roduced films for program, and is
ated to do new ones. Films budeted at approximately $6,5007,000. Frank Woodruff directs for
&R.
ORTHAM WARREN CORP.,
tamford, Conn., on behalf of
utex manicure specialities and
eggy Sage products, will sponsor
rst 15-minute segment of The
araine Day Show, 1-1:30 p.m.,
aturdays over ABC-TV starting
ay 5. Agency: J. M. Mathes, N.Y.
ROADCASTING

coverage area.*

rates.

If you are going to buy . . . better buy
and make

your best buy WGN.

* NIELSEN RADIO INDEX

Chicago 11
Illinois
A

• Telecasting

Clear Channel
Serving

Station . . .

the Middle
MBS

50,000 Watts
720
West
On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St.. San Francisco 4 • 638 So. Van Ness Ave., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
April 23, 1951
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Morency

AFFILIATES

G

UNITE
ON
RATES
accounts.
events that began with the CBS
decision were allowed to take their
The reluctance of national advertisers to invest in network rahelter-skelter course, without the
dio, at prevailing prices, had
levelling action of a sober and
painstaking re-examination of ra- reached the proportions of a boycott, he said. He saw no assurance
dio's prices, the essential structhat the boycott would be broken
ture of the broadcasting industry
by a 10 or 15% rate reduction.
was destined to change.
A reduction of that order, he
One high official of a leading
network told Broadcasting • said, might be enough to entice
Telecasting candidly that net- present accounts to remain on the
air, but he doubted that it would
works were facing an unprecedented economic crisis.
bring in an appreciable number of
He pointed out that not a single new ones.
In the view of this executive,
show had been sold by any major
are approaching a time
netwoi'k in the past six months on networks
a clean, above-board basis and at when drastic revisions of their
basic nature may be demanded.
card rates. The network business,
he said, had degenerated into a Revenues from network operations
dog-eat-dog scramble among the have been steadily declining, he
pointed out, and such corporate
networks to capture one another's

By ED JAMES
HUNDREDS of radio network affiliates united last week in a desperate effort to shore up rate
structures already cracked wide
open by the sudden CBS price reductions and threatened with a
complete cave-in.
At a spontaneous meeting in
Chicago last Wednesday an estimated 700 affiliates of all four networks elected Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford, Conn, (an NBC
affiliate), chairman of a committee which has the short-term mission of urging ABC, NBC and
MBS to withhold rate reductions
and CBS to rescind its announcement of rate cuts effective July 1
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 16].
The longer-range plan is to
undertake a sweeping re-evaluation of network rates, a basic study
that it is hoped will stabilize a NARTB
CONVENTION
reeling industry.
On Thursday the Affiliates ComBy J. FRANK BEATTY
post-war meeting of 1946, and left
mittee telegraphed invitations to
Chicago late in the week with the
the four network presidents to at- RADIO and television broadcasters
hope that effective machinery is
met new and unexpected problems
tend meetings with the committee
available to protect their business
at their first joint convention last
in New York April 24 and 25.
End
program properties.
week,
convening
in
Chicago
for
the
The committee's wires pointed
first time as NARTB.
Not within memory of most
out there was a need for "prompt
broadcasters has so staggering a
met these problems head-on
action" in beginning a study of in They
the largest convention since the
problem been faced with such sud"the whole problem of radio rate
structure and all of its implications."
CBS Rates Chief Topic
The CBS rate reductions and
their portents were the principal
topic on the floor and in the corridors at the NARTB convention,
meeting under more critical cirI cumstances than broadcasters
have ever faced before.
Justin Miller, NARTB chairman,
I in his address opening the association's convention, inveighed against
the advertiser pressure that led to
i;the CBS action, describing it as a
"boycott by a combination of ad|vertisers."
Mr. Miller, a lawyer by profession and former federal judge, said
flatly there were indications of
anti-trust violation in the "conspiracy" down
among national
advertisers to force
radio rates.
Out of all the discussion, which
ranged from outraged opposition
fto resigned acceptance, the majority opinion seemed to be that a job
of fundamental industry-wide research was needed to determine
whether indeed radio rates were
out of date, whether they ought to
be raised, lowered or left alone.
JUSTIN MILLER (I), retiring president of the NARTB, greets Harold Fellows,
The feeling prevailed that if president-elect, as they appeared at the opening convention session Monday.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

;
To

Lead

Fight

profits as have been made have
come from owned and operated
stations or other activities.
Other New Devices
If rate reductions do not accomplish their intended purpose of
keeping network business volume
at levels that insure at least moderate profit, the networks will have
to resort to new devices of obtaining revenue.
This network executive pointed
out that the amounts spent by advertisers in network radio have
been declining while expenditures
in national spot and local business
have steadily risen. Taking their
cue from such statistics, networks
may finally come to providing a
(Continued on page 90)

Since '46
denessBig
as ges
the t
CBS-propelled ratecutting move. Some of these broadcasters arrived at the Stevens
Hotel in a state of commercial
shock. Others were mystified, or
resentful.
There ensued five days of unscheduled conferences and rump
meetings and corridor gatherings.
Why had CBS taken this devastating step? What could be done
about it? Would it start a ratecutting deluge ?
The answers — partial answers, at
least — began to emerge as the week
progressed,
culminating
in forma-to
tion of an Affiliates
Committee
meet this week with network presidents and to see what can be done
about holding the line on rates and
perhaps recapturing prestige and
commercial power on behalf of the
station licensee.
Main Job Is Done
While this rash of confused conferring was dominating the
thoughts and words of broadcasters, network officials, representatives and related groups, there
still remained the main job of conducting an annual convention.
This job was done. It took the
form of four separate conventions
— a Monday defense mobilization
meeting, open to members and nonmembers; a three-day management
convention; a two-day engineering
convention; one-day TV meet.
That was the all-time record for
(Continued on page 92)
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Quaker Gross Up 27.6%;
DCDnDTF/rsf
PDC
Net Income Drops 2.1%
IlLrUli I
UDO
GROSS INCOME of CBS and its subsidiaries during the first quarter of
1951 was $39,323,391, up 27.6% from the $30,809,064 gross for the like
period of 1950, Samuel R. Dean, CBS treasurer, reported in a statement
released
Wednesday
the York.
company's annual stockholders meeting in
the CBS board
room inatNew
stock at a price to be set by the
CBS net, however, showed a 2.1%
board but not less than 85% of a
decrease for the quarter, amounting to $1,276,054 or 74 cents a fair market value. An incentive
share for the first 13 weeks of 1951, measure, the plan calls for 15,000
compared with $1,304,050 or 76 shares of Class A stock to be opcents for the same period of 1950.
tioned to employes each year.
Stockholders also ratified the
CBS President Frank Stanton
presided at the meeting, which
board's earlier action in optioning
7,000 shares of Class B stock to
William S. Paley, board chairman,
was unable to attend as he was re- Mr. Stanton and 3,000 shares of
Class B stock to Mr. Ream, the
quired to be in Washington, where
he is serving as chairman of the network's executive vice president.
CBS acquisition of Hytron Radio
President's
Materials Policy Commission.
& Electronics Corp., approved a
week earlier by the CBS board
Directors Elected
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Stockholders re-elected Ralph F. April 16], was mentioned by Mr.
Colin, Isaac D. Levy, Leon Levy,
Stanton who, in answer to a stockEdward R. Murrow, Mr. Paley and
holder's question, said that to the
Mr. Stanton as Class B directors;
best of his knowledge Hytron is
Prescott S. Bush, J. A. W. Iglehart,
not carrying an embarrassingly
Samuel Paley, Joseph H. Ream and
large inventory of TV sets such as
Dorsey Richardson as Class A di- has been reported for other set
rectors. The sixth Class A direcmanufacturers. An arrangement,
torship, left vacant by the resignacalling for an exchange of 31
tion Feb. 1 of Edward Wallerstein,
shares of CBS stock for each 100
former president of Columbia Recshares of Hytron stock, will not
ords, was not filled, no candidate
become effective until ratified by
being proposed by the board.
The meeting ratified the board
proposal for making 150,000 shares
of authorized but unissued Class A
stock and 10,000 shares of Class
B stock available for purchase during the coming 10 years by CBS
employes selected by the board to
be given options to acquire the

'52 CONVENTION
Board Picks New York
NEW YORK was picked as the
site for the 1952 NARTB convention by the board of directors, with
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel as headquarters. Meetings will be held
April 26-May 2.
The New York site is subject to
contract negotiations, with the
chance it will be moved if a favorable deal cannot be made.
Four of the six postwar conventions have been held in Chicago —
the last three at the Stevens. The
1948 convention was held at Los
Angeles, 1947 at Atlantic City, and
1946 at the Palmer House, Chicago.
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the stockholders of both companies,
but no action was taken at the
CBS meeting as about a month
will be needed to assemble the necessary information, it was reported.
When that has been done, a special
CBS stockholders meeting will be
called, probably in mid-May.
Loyalty Question
A question about the loyalty
statement required of all employes
by CBS was answered by Mr.
Ream, who said that the questionnaire used by CBS was the same
as that required of all applicants
for Civil Service positions and had
been instituted by the network
following the President's declaration of a national state of emergency because of the unique position of a network at a time of
emergency. Asked specifically concerning the dropping of Louis B.
Untermeyer
from the CBS-TV
Paul Harvey Sponsors
ON APRIL 2, 63 cooperative advertisers assumed joint sponsorshipalysis
of Paul
Harvey's
anprogram,
Monday news
through
Friday, 1-1:15 p.m., on ABC. The
co-op sponsorship consists of furniture stores, automobile dealers,
household appliances, department
stores, etc.

show What's My Line?, Mr. Reai
pointed out that Mr. Untermeyt
was not a CBS employe but a
actor on one program, adding the
he was "not going to go into her
the reason for changing talent o

programs."
CONTRACT
NEWS
Baseball Pacts Continu
NEWS of signed baseball contract
continued to trickle in last weel;
Other signings have been listed
previously [Broadcasting • Teli
casting, April 16, 9]. Those re*j
ported last week follow:
Liberty Broadcasting Systei
baseball broadcasts this year ar
sponsored by Falstaff Brewin
Corp., St. Louis, through Dancei
Fitzgerald-Sample,
Yorl'
over approximately New
150 outlets
with remainder of 360-odd LB!
stations on a co-op basis, the net
work announced last week.
For the fourth consecutive yeai
two Baltimore Oriole home game
weekly will be telecast ove
WMAR-TV Baltimore. Gunther'
Beer and the Atlantic Refining Cc
will halve the sponsorship.
Agencies are Ruthrauff & Ryai
for Gunther's and N. W. Ayer <!
Son for Atlantic.
Also in Baltimore, WAAM (TV
announced that it will carry It
Washington Senator games unde:
the sponsorship of the Americai
Brewery Inc., which, in addition
is sponsoring nine Senator game;
over WBAL-TV Baltimore. Elme:
D. Free is the agency.
Meanwhile, WWDC Washingtoi
announced a "home run" sell-out o;
sponsorships of all broadcasts o
Senator games, plus all progran
and spot announcement adjacen
cies. Sponsoring the play-by-pla;
broadcasts are the Christian Hen
rich Brewing Co. (Old Georgetowr
beer) and Sinclair Refining Co.
KTUL

Renews

JOHN ESAU, vice president-geral manager of the Tulsa Broai
casting Co., operator of KT
Tulsa, announced April 13 the
tion had renewed its contract 8
an affiliate of CBS. Mr. Esau sal
he had signed a two-year contrac
with Herbert V. Akerberg, vie
president in charge of station rela
tions for CBS. KTUL has bee)
an affiliate of CBS since 1934.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"And now an unsolicited testimonial . . ."
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ADVERTISING
HIGH
By RUFUS CRATER
nately, he said, "no members of campaign for a return to true
American ideals and said, with
FORECASTS for continuing high- the Congressional committee have
volume advertising levels bright- indicated their intention to sup- respect to radio and TV:
ened the 33d annual meeting of
port the tax proposed by the staff."
"We must be certain that our
the American Assn. of AdvertisHe also noted that "serious
radio and television programs are
ing Agencies, held last Thursday
shortages of paper for publica- always in good taste, that they do
tion use and of inks and chemicals
through Saturday at the Greennot glorify or condone crime or
brier, White Sulphur Springs, W. — "possibly affecting advertising
criminals or do not set up wrong
Va.
reproduction" — may be in the off- standards of conduct for others to
These heartening predictions
ing, along with a manpower
imitate in the mistaken belief that
shortage.
shared the three-day agenda with
Membership High
they are socially desirable or acsober calls upon the advertiser and
ceptable. The radio or television
agency field to turn its talents
Mr. Gamble noted that AAAA
program that presents distorted
more fully to promotion of moralmembership is at an all-time high pictures
of American life or that
ity and American ideals and prin- of 253 and that members' financial
makes heroes of thugs, gangsters,
ciples; to do more to sell the pub- position "appears to be good."
or dissolute perlic and its lawmakers on the. value
"But," he said, "television still crookedsons politicians
tends only to elevate in the
of advertising itself as well as presents a serious financial probminds of millions the actions of
products, and to continue and exlem to many agencies. On the mepand its program of self-reguladia side of the business, in fact, these characters, and to place the
tions.
approval upon a subverby far the most problems are aris- stamp sionof
of the ideals and principles
Starting with the election of
ing in television. Coming into the
Young & Rubicam's Louis N. home as it does, with both sound
we are fighting for."
Brockway as the new AAAA board
Improved business for advertisand pictures, it has raised new
chairman (story this page), the
ing was forseen by Richard Glenn
problems of taste and censorship." Gettell,
approximately 400 members and
chief economist of Time
In a similar vein, at the same
guests also:
executive meeting, Mr. Brockway
Inc., in Friday's opening session.
He considered the current mobili% Heard a review of the spe- in accepting election to the chairzation program, in so far as it is
manship emphasized advertising
cial Test Survey Committee's report and recommendations on
now planned, no cause for worry
leadership's
responsibility
in
the
radio-TV audience measurement
methods and were called upon to
Brockway Is Elected
give the report serious study as a
possible approach to solution of
AAAA Chairman
NEW
OFFICERS
the ratings problem.
LOUIS
N.
BROCKWAY,
executive
vice
president
of Young & Rubicam,
# Heard Ralph W. Hardy,
New York, was elected chairman of the board of the American Assn.
NARTB director of government
of Advertising Agencies last Thursday as the AAAA opened its 33d
relations, outline Congressional
annual meeting at the Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. (see
criticisms of advertising and sug—
gest remedies.
★
page).
story
He this
succeeds
Fairfax M. Cone,
bers & Wiswell, Boston, New England
# Were told that radio and
Council; Wesley M. Ecoff, president,
chairman of the board of Foote,
television must be especially careEcoff & James, Philadelphia, Atlantic
Cone & Belding.
ful with their powerful influence
Council (re-elected); F. W. TownJohn P. Cunningham, executive
on development of public ideals
vice president, Campbellvice president of Cunningham & shend,
and principles.
Ewald, Detroit, Michigan Council;
Walsh,
New
York,
was
elected
vice
# Heard television described
Rolland Taylor, vice president, Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago, Central
as the biggest contributor of prob- chairman, and Wilbur VanSant,
president of VanSant, Dugdale & Council; L. C. Cole, partner, L. C.
lems to the media side of adverCole Co. Adv., San Francisco, Pacific
tising.
Co., Baltimore, was named secreCouncil.
tary-treasurer.
Ad Volume High
President Frederic R. Gamble
The following directors-at-large
In an executive session opening
continues
in office for another year. continue in office:
the convention, built around the
Directors elected at the ThursRobert D. Holbrook. president,
theme of "Advertising in a MoCompton Adv., New York; Winthrop
day sessions:
bilized Economy," AAAA PresiDirectors-at-Large, for terms ex- Hoyt, board chairman, Charles W.
dent Frederic R. Gamble pointed
piring in 1954 — William R. Baker Jr., Hoyt Co., New York, and Lawrence
out that although many defense
L. Henfield, president, Doherty, Clifpresident, Benton & Bowles, New
and wartime problems may recur,
ford & Shenfield, New York, all of
York; B. C. Duffy, president, BBDO,
whose terms expire in 1952; Gordon
"advertising volume is still high"
New York, and E. E. Sylvestre, presand general business activity alE. Hyde, president, Federal Adv., New
ident, Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
York; Earl Ludgin, president, Earle
ready has reached a $300 billion
Directors representing 4A's sectional councils, for terms expiring in Ludgin & Co., Chicago, and Henry M.
rate and "promises to go considerStevens, vice president, J. Walter
1952 — Fletcher D. Richards, president,
ably higher."
Thompson Co., New York, whose
Fletcher D. Richards Inc., New York,
"On that volume," he continued,
terms expire in 1953.
representing the New York Council;
"the normal advertising percentMessrs. Duffy, Ludgin and SteGeorge C. Wiswell, treasurer, Chamage of 3% would result in total
advertising volume of over $9 billion compared with the present
rate of between $5 and $6 billion.
"Even if we were to fall as low
in percentages as the 1%% we
reached during World War II, we
could apparently still expect advertising volume not to fall below
$4% billion — and it seems likely
that, with the continued expansion
of production, advertising might
continue well above this figure."
On the darker side, Mr. Gamble
noted the proposed 20-25% tax
which the staff of the Congressional Joint Committee on the Economic Report recommended to be
Mr. Brockway Mr. Cunningham Mr. VanSant
placed
on advertising. Fortu-
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to the advertising industry.
Using World War II experience
as a guide, he said that "at the
worst, this would mean a 3% reduction in advertising during the
first year of mobilization. Thereafter— substantial growth."
Whereas 45% of national output was for military purposes at
the peak of World War II, he
said, announced plans now contemplate only 15% by the end of
1951 and a maximum of 20% next
He noted that all principal national advertising media's reveyear. nues showed a 3% decrease in
1942 as compared to 1941, but an
83% increase in 1946 as compared
to 1941.
"Projected from 1950 levels of
$1,560
billion,"
"this
would give
a declinehe to said,
$1.5 billion
in this year but an increase to
$2,850 billion five years hence.
Higher Spending Seen
"Consumers are going to have
more money to spend this year
than last year," he continued.
"And, in all probability, more
money next year than this year.
And in as much as the volume of
advertising demonstrably increases
along with the volume of consumers spending, our prospects for
this year and next, the way we
areMr.going
now,saidarein bright.
" preHardy
a speech
pared for delivery Saturday that
he had found that Congressmen
"frequently reflect a shocking lack
of understanding of the functions,
purposes, and worth of advertising in our economic and social
institutions." He grouped Congressional criticisms as follows:
1. That advertising is an unnecessary luxury, an economic waste, and
that it should certainly go by the
boards
during any critical national
situations.
2. That there is something phony
in advertising.
3. That because of flagrant violations of good taste and propriety (not
at all well-identified as to specifics
in the minds of critics) there has
been a general breakdown in the pub(Continued on page 107)
vens were named to serve with the
association's four officers on the
Operations
Committee, which convenes monthly.
Mr. Brockway, new board chairman, entered advertising in 1919
when he became advertising manager of Scribner's magazine, and
has been with Young & Rubicam
since 1930. He joined Y&R as an
account executive; became vice
president and account supervisor in
1939, and was named executive vice
president in 1943. He was vice
chairman of the 4A's the past year;
has been a director since 1948, and
is a director and chairman of the
Advertising
Council's Executive
Committee.
Mr. Cunningham, new vice chairman, joined Newell-Emmett Co. in
1919 and rose to the post of executive vice president when the firm
was incorporated as Cunningham &
Walsh in 1950. Mr. VanSant, new
secretary - treasurer, established
VanSant, Douglas & Co. in 1914.
April 23, 1951
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0n Rate CutS/ Netw°rk spQt p^ch
WARNS
PETRY
to this orderly change by selling
during
1951
and may reduce your
By EDWARD PETRY*
PRESIDENT, EDWARD PETRY & CO. national spot radio in the not too radio on its special advantages and
selling television on its advantages.
THERE are two important topics distant future to something apThe new, and in our opinion,
proaching
the
vanishing
point.
The
which are the reason for this meetmuch more serious, threat to naproblem that we want to outline
ing today.
tional spot radio is this new fact
and discuss then is, in its simplest
One of them concerns the highly form, how can we maintain the that all networks are using their
publicized report which the ANA
chains to carry spot broadcasting
possible level of national
has recently issued on the subject highest
and spot announcements. Already
spot
business.
of radio time values.
Anyone who is not emulating the the country's largest user of radio
The ANA report is an effort to ostrich will agree that increased
and one of the smartest radio adjustify general reductions in radio budgets for TV, both spot and netvertisers— P&G — has bought and
broadcasting rates. They are
work, will eventually result in some
is now running spot announcements on the ABC network. CBS
making the attack, at the start, lowering of budgets available for
on network time rates, assuming
spot radio. As a matter of fact, has not so far sold outright onethat spot and local rates will fol- this situation already pertains in minute spots in existing network
low in line. Apparently, they have certain highly developed TV marsustaining programs. However,
they have accomplished practically
at least partially convinced CBS
kets. As is true when any new
the same thing by dropping fiveand ABC, because they have an- medium is available to the advernounced a general rate reduction
tiser, it eventually falls into its minute newscasts into existing
CBS sustainers, and the P&G Ivory
for network advertising effective proper place, and this is usually
July 1.
accomplished in a fairly orderly
Bar one-minute copy is then carried in those five-minute shows.
I don't know how they are going manner. We think that television
Either way it is done, the threat
and radio will reach their respective
to justify those reduced payments
levels based on their separate abil- to a large proportion of your
to their affiliates — particularly
ities to serve the advertiser. In income remains the same. Our
in non-television markets — but preinformation is to the effect that
sumably they are just going to the meantime, we can all contribute
implement it, with or without justification. As everybody in this room
Petry Answers ANA,
knows, I personally and everybody
Points Out Fallacies
in the Petry Co., has always been
in favor of high rates. We have
always felt that radio has been A PERSUASIVE answer to the Assn. of National Advertisers' report
on radio time values (and a timely contradiction to the argument that
sold too cheaply. We feel the same
way today. While it may be true radio costs are no longer economical) was presented to client stations
last week by Edward Petry Co., station representative firm.
that radio is not giving as much
The Petry company
selected ★
value, in some television markets,
three radio stations, in markets of justify this station's making a 5%
as it formerly did — it is nevertheless true that dollar for dollar it various sizes and degrees of tele- increase in its rates.
One of the principal flaws in the
vision penetration, to use in illusis still a great advertising medium.
ANA study, according to the Petry
trating fallacies in the ANA reCites ANA Report
company, is that it overlooked the
port. The ANA report recommendfact that in most communities the
ed that evening rates on Station
The ANA report, while not complicated in itself, is something we
present number of radio homes is
A be reduced 5%, on Station B 25%
have had to analyze at considerable
and on Station C 50%.
greater today than it was when the
length, and with the use of a lot
rate that ANA proposes to cut was
What actually makes more sense,
established.
of figures and statistics. For that according to the Petry analysis,
reason I thought it better to have
The number of radio homes today
is that Station A should raise its
our thoughts about it put down on rates 84%; Station B should raise
is "greater even after you lop off
its 33%, and Station C should
paper so that you could read them
all the television homes," the Petry
and study the figures better than lower its rates 34%. In the case of report said.
To look at radio in terms of the
you could by just hearing them.
Station C, the Petry study points
The other main topic concerns
out, a further adjustment of the growth of TV alone as a means of
the situation which has come up as figuring to recognize the decrease
assessing radio's value is economic
nonsense. The changes in actual
in real value of the dollar, would
a result of the network's invasion
of the spot broadcasting field by
selling spot over their chains.
The new move the networks have
made into the national spot field,
in the matter of using their network
facilities as vehicles for spot advertising, isa subject of even more
immediate and far-reaching importance.
Many stations here today had
their biggest national spot year of
all time during 1950. Every station here today, with the exception
of three, carried more national spot
during 1950 than it did the previous
year.
The entry of the networks into
the national spot field, by using
their chains to carry national spot
business, is a development which
we feel will drastically reduce all
of your income from national spot
DISCUSSING the rate situation after the Petry luncheon last Monday in
* Address delivered April 16 before Chicago (I to r): Frosty Blair, Petry, Chicago; Ed S. Whitlock, WRNL Richclosed meeting of Petry-represented
mond; Benedict Gimbel Jr., president and general manager, WIP Philadelphia,
stations, Stevens Hotel, Chicago. About
and Miller Robertson, vice president in charge of sales, KSTP Minneapolis.
50 station executives were present.
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THE MAN who established na-J
tional spot radio on the successful'
economic and ethical basis it enj
joys today — Edward Petry, founder
and president oi
the exclusive sta
tion representa
tive firm bearing
his name — hen
comes to the de
fense of spot ra
dio from what h(
charges are in
roads by the na
tional networks
Mr. Petry
Here, too, he de
fends the valu<
of radio time itself, holding radk
continues to be the best buy of al
media, TV or no TV. Entering
radio in 1925 as manager of forme)
WGL New York, Mr. Petry speak;
as an industry veteran. His firm
Edward Petry & Co., was foundec
in early 1932.
other large current users of nation
al spot are now seriously consider
ing
lead.
<>ur following
consideredP&G's
opinion
that,It asi;
more and more money is divertec
from national spot to networl
spot, the network will see to it;
that more and more programs are
made available for this type oi
service. Here, precisely, is whal
happened in the case of P&G:
P&G had allocated approximate!? I

$345,000
for a of13-week
national'!I
spot
campaign,
which $107,091
was headed for your markets. The |
budget per
called
market
week.for 10 Spots pei'l
Before the actual buying was I
completed, we were informed that I
the campaign had been called ofl
(Continued on page 96)

costs of reaching people through
various advertising media need ti
be investigated.
To show a comparison in the
changes in actual value for radio,
newspapers and magazines, the'
Petry company used the same three i
stations, the largest evening newspapers in each community, and
Life and Saturday Evening Post,
Averaging figures for each of the
three media, the Petry study
showed that since 1942 newspaper
rates had risen 54%, magazines i
were
89%, and radio had in- j
creasedup 7%.
In the same period the cost-perthousand circulation for newspapers
has risen from $7.72 to $10.32; for
magazines, from $2.27 to $3.02, and
the cost-per-thousand families for
radio has declined from $1.30 to
The percentage of increase in
cost-per-thousand
is 34% for news!
$1.23.
papers and 33% for magazines^
The cost of radio in the same in
terval has dropped 5%.
Summing up, the Petry compan
said: "In newspapers you no'
pay $1.34 for every dollar you spen
10 years ago. In magazines i
costs you $1.33 to get your old
time dollar's worth. But in radio
today you get for 95 cents the ad
vertising that used to cost you
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STATISTICAL side of radio held interest of BAB duo and alumnus as A. C.
Nielsen addressed the BAB meeting at Chicago. L to r: William B. Ryan,
BAB president; Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga., BAB board chairman,
and Maurice B. Mitchell, Associated Program Service, former BAB director.

PANEL DISCUSSION at BAB meeting in Chicago included (I to r): A. C. Nielsen, head of A. C. Nielsen Co.; Frank E. Pellegrin, H-R Representatives,
Lewis Avery, Avery-Knodel; Robert Gray, Esso Standard Oil Co.; Jerry Stolzoff,
Foote, Cone & Belding.

BAB Begins Its Industrywide Crusade
DEBACLE
should be developed to new heights
and research, he said. At the same
BROADCAST Advertising Bureau
the industry's current problem and
time he blamed broadcasters be- what should be done about it. He
opened its industrywide fight to and effectiveness.
noted that the organized, unified
This first organized attempt to
cause they had failed to raise rates
pull radio out of its current rate
attack of the Assn. of National
meet the CBS-projected rate crisis in recent years. "Treat all adverdebacle at a Tuesday morning
Advertisers had met some meashead-on
was
conducted
in
a
quiet,
clinic held during the NARTB
ure of success but claimed radio is
tisers alike and cut out deals," he
orderly atmosphere. Determinasaid.
Chicago convention.
tion rather than high-pressure
vulnerable
fend its ownbecause
rates. it doesn't dePresident William B. Ryan and talks marked the 2% -hour meeting
"My own opinion is that CBS
as BAB made its first bid to the took a drastic move. Columbia
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson,
Wasted Energies
hated to do this and is catching
membership for financial support.
Ga., BAB board chairman and
lots
of
squawks.
The
next
two
"Radio dissipates its energies
NARTB board member, started the
Kobak Keynotes Charge
weeks you will hear from all net- fighting itself," he said. Through
campaign to sell radio by an agworks. You might as well take it radio has produced more statistics
Mr. Kobak sounded the keynote
gressive sales promotion camthan any other medium it has
paign. They were supported by by charging that radio is short- — you're going to get it. Then take
never measured the size of its auchanging itself and the listening the offensive." He urged manageadvertiser, agency and related
dience aside from the data in the
ment separation of radio and telespokesmen who agreed the medium
public by watching TV develop intwo
BMB
studies, he said. Rather
vision, adding that TV will evenstead of fighting for better protually set up its own promotion
it has produced highly competitive
gramming and better selling. He
bureau.
research for individual stations
claimed radio is punch-drunk from
and
networks.
boos
of
advertisers
who
are
getting
'SALES CREDO'
Mr. Ryan, making his first conMr.
Ryan reminded that the
better
results
from
radio
while
devention appearance as BAB presiBAB Reads Kesten Message
public (Continued
bought 13 on
million
manding lower rates. BAB will
dent, quietly and earnestly called
page radio
9k) sets
for support of BAB as he outlined
supply the promotion leadership
IN A critical hour, broadcasting
received an inspirational sales
credo from one of its illustrious
pioneers. Paul W. Kesten, former
CBS executive
FCC Reports '50 a Peak Year
vice president and AM.
FM
INCOME
now consultant to
SHARPLY reversing the trend of
tive revenue figures showing that
year (see Table II). This table,
the network, sent
a message to aural broadcast income — which had aural stations located in TV marconfined to stations in operation
kets suffered no aggregate loss, but
Broadcast Adverbeen steadily declining since 1944 —
over the two years, also discloses
tising Bureau, to the FCC last Thursday revealed
rather they experienced a 6.8% in(Continued on page 98)
crease
in
1950
over
the
previous
which he is conthat total income for 1950 for AM
sultant. The let- and FM, before federal taxes, rose
ter was read at 34.5% over 1949.
TABLE I
the BAB clinic
Mr. Kesten
The Commission's figures on
held Tuesday
BROADCAST SERVICE
AURAL
aural services were indicated by
morning during
Estimated 1950 Revenues, Expenses, and Income
preliminary estimates filed by netthe NARTB Chicago convention.
Increase
works and stations with that
Here is the credo, contained in
1950
1949
1950
agency. Similar analysis of tele(Millions of dollars) in (%)
two types of effort he felt BAB
vision networks and stations had
should carry on:
Broadcast Revenues
been released late last month by 4 Nationwide networks and
First a continuing, constructive,
3
regional
networks
FCC
[Broadcastnig
•
Telecastuntroubled flow of material selling
(includ:ng owned and operated
1.5
ing, April 2].
radio as the broadest, simplest, low338.0
Otherstations)
AM and1 FM Stations est-cost mass advertising medium on
In reaching its peak income year,
10.1
7.8
447.7
Total
aural revenue from time sales and
record — commanding the most open,
307.
1
$109.7
$108.1
415.2
easy, eager channel that God ever
other sources amounted to $447.7
Broadcast Expenses
invented to reach the human mind
4 Nationwide networks and
million (see Table I). This, coupled
3 regional networks
. . . the human ear. That's basic
with television's 1950 figure of (including owned and1 operated
about radio, it always will be basic,
0.7
91.2
$105.8 million, pushed the overall
5.0
it can't be overplayed.
Other
AM
and
FM
Stations
2
stations)
1
271.9
broadcasting industry total past
90.6
Second, a hard boiled, highly com285.
6
Total
half-billion dollar mark for
petitive opportunistic barrage of plug- the
5.7
376.8 (before 362.5
the first time.
Broadcast Income
Federal Income Tax)
| ugly comparisons with other media- —
4 Nationwide networks and
3.9
magazines, newspapers and by no
These figures also indicate that
3 regional networks
means excluding television. Case his- network business during 1949-50
(including
owned
and
operated
1 The
tories . . . deadly parallels . . . costremained virtually constant with
48.9
52.4
Other
AM and1 FM Stations 2
per-sale stuff gleaned from bargain
18.5
17.5
35.2
the rise in aural revenue primarily
2 Inclustations)
7C.9
Total
basements and from lofty campaigns
attributable to increased business
from the local level to the national
of stations.
was 27 and in 1950, 28.34.5
level and back again ... no holds
number of network owned and operated stations in 19491949
and 2,173 in 1950.
in
stations
FM
barred.
independent
or
uding 2,098 AM, AM-FM
Of interest is FCC's comparaTelecasting
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Board
NARTB

IC

SERIES of NARTB joint board
and TV board meetings during the
NARTB Chicago convention, first
in the history of the newly aligned
association, worked out basic problems of aural and video operation
under one trade association.
TV and joint board meetings
were held Saturday, April 14.
They were followed by a number
of special and committee sessions
at which key issues were discussed.
The autonomous TV organization failed to come up with a general manager, or operating head.
The board adopted a series of resolutions which were ratified Thursday by the TV membership (see
TV defense-business story page
75).
Resolution supporting passage
of the McFarland Bill (S 658) was
unanimously approved by the joint
board. Frank U. Fletcher, WARL
Arlington, Va., FM director-atlarge, introduced the resolution.
The McFarland Bill would streamline FCC procedure. NARTB
President Justin Miller is to appear before the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee
when hearings are resumed April
24. He will testify in support of
the bill.
The board voted appointment of
a membership committee to screen
applicants for associate membership.

the board to take part in the sixth
plenary assembly of the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR), starting next June in
Geneva. Mr. McNaughten is international chairman of Study
Group No. 10 which deals with
broadcasting, having been named
by the State Dept. He will sail
May 26. Last CCIR meeting was
held at Stockholm in 1948.
•C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer since 1939, was re-elected
for another year.
Accepted into associate membership were Audio & Video Products
Corp., Azrael Adv. Agency, Bruce
Eells & Assoc., Kliegl Bros, and
Snader Telescriptions Sales.
The separate TV board held a
pre-board meeting prior to the joint
board session April 14 with Eugene
S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York,
presiding.
Thad H. Brown Jr., NARTB's
TV counsel, was named to direct
activity of the autonomous TV
organization until a chief executive
has been selected, possibly in June.
The special committee in charge of
selection of a general manager
will meet June 2 at Williamsburg,
Va., prior to the June 4 joint board
meeting in Washington.

Kobak's Research Motion
On motion of Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Thomson, Ga., small station director, the board voted to
name a special board committee to
look into the report by the Special
Test Survey Committee. This test
committee, headed by Dr. Kenneth
H. Baker, NARTB research director, submitted a report last winter
urging NARTB to take the lead
in promoting a comprehensive
study of audience measurement
techniques in an effort to remove
confusion in the research field.
The whole matter of research
confusion came to a head last
summer when KJBS San Francisco
asked for a showdown on value of
various techniques. The project
was launched in an advertisement
in Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Dr. Baker's committee made an extensive preliminary study of the
problem and suggested a thorough
analysis of research techniques
could be made for about $140,000.
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, reported on behalf
of the Presidential Selection Committee, which had signed Harold
E. Fellows, WEEI Boston and CBS
New England manager, to a fiveyear contract as NARTB president,
effective June 4. Judge Miller becomes chairman of the board. The
selection of Mr. Fellows was
ratified. He was introduced to the
board by the committee.
Neal McNaughten, NARTB engineering director, was directed by
Page 20
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PROBLEMS

EUGENE THOMAS, director of television operations, WOR-TV New York,
and chairman of the 1951 Convention
Committee, opened the first business
session in Chicago last week.
Mr. Thomas made this comment
on selection of Mr. Brown: "This
action is taken pending the choice
of a man who will serve in the post
permanently. Mr. Brown will report directly to the Television

Board." Charles A. Batson has
been directing operations of the
TV organization.
George B. Storer, Fort Industry
stations, reported to the TV board
on behalf of the selection commit- I
tee. Other members are Campbeb I
Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk; Clair I
R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lan- I
caster, Pa.; Paul Raibourn, KTLA |
(TV) Los Angeles; Harry Ban- |
nister, WWJ-TV Detroit.
Dues Schedule Set
Monthly dues for the TV organization were adopted — the fiveminute advertising rate, or half the
15-minute rate, whichever is lowest. This rate is effective May 1.
It was approved on recommendation of the finance committee, of
which Mr. Storer is head. The
question of special rates for joint
AM-TV memberships was left to
the NARTB board.
A special type of membership
was proposed for TV station applicants so they can receive data
on FCC actions and other allocations information. This was deferred to the Tuesday meeting.
Mr. Thomas reported 58 of the
107 operating TV stations now
belong to NARTB, first time a majority of TV outlets have belonged
to any single trade association.
Mr. Brown reviewed legislative and
regulatory matters affecting the
TV industry.

Opening Session
Counsels isat
little time or energy left for such
ER
L
L
I
M
IN
JUSTIN
MILLER,
NAB
president
JUST
arrangement to the judge's satis- activities as those of trade assofaction.
for the past six years, said last
ciations. That explains, perhaps,
"The board has appointed me to
week that his assumption of the
why
the
percentage
of membership
a position in which I can do the
chairmanship of the new NARTB
sort of job with which the 1945 runs close to 50% of the total numdid not constitute a "swan song" committee on selection lured me,
ber of broadcasting stations."
and that his new position would perThose who are members, he addmit him at last to do the sort of from a lifetime tenure on the federal bench, to the uncertainties of
ed, do not all participate wholejob that was promised him when
heartedly in association affairs.
the NAB "lured" him to leave a a short-term trade association
"And remember, Mr. Presidentlifetime federal judgeship.
elect," Judge Miller said, "they will
Judge Miller devoted most of his
He delivered the principal adgripe to you. . . . You may have
to
giving
"advice
to
my
dress of the opening session of the address
a board meeting next Monday, for
tenure."
29th annual convention of the
which
you have to prepare an anAdvice to Fellows
successor."
broadcasters' trade association
nual budget; you may be in the
Monday afternoon.
The first thing he advised Mr. midst of a congressional hearing
on a bill which threatens the very
Judge Miller said that the NAB
Fellows to beware of was the trade
selection committee, in seeking his press, although he did not identify existence of commercial broadcastacceptance of the NAB presidency
ing; but when such a letter comes
by name.
in 1945, promised that he would not anyHe journals
remarked that a man may be in from a broadcaster, you must
be "burdened with management and a "D-English major one day, a cub drop everything and explain to him
administrative duties — instead, my
why the board adopted a cer-.
most important function was to be reporter the next, and an expert on just
tain policy and why you carried it
everything a year or two later. out
— or at least that is what he
that of diagnosis and prescription
This fact is one which the dictators always capitalize, in the use thinks you should do."
of remedies."
Judge Miller pointed out that
Persuasive Factor
of the 'big lie' technique. No better within the association there were
proof
can
be
found
of
the
fantastic
He said that he regarded that as
"irreconcilable differences." He said
"the most attractive feature of the gullibility of many people."
there were "those who are in the
Having warned Mr. Fellows
association to grind their private
committee's offer and the one which
finally persuaded me to leave the against taking the trade press seri- axes; who will try to convince youi
ously, Judge Miller advised him
ways, both blunt and subtle, that
that on a trip (the Judge recently in
Contrary to promises, he said, returned
they are entitled to have NARTB
from
South
America)
he
bench." obliged him to "plunge at
serve their special interests and
events
had learned that the three dominant
once into the work of management
give them special advantages over
and administration, and ... I motivations of the people in one
"Don't
kid yourself, Mr. Presicountry were love, money and lazi- other
members."
got out of it." of NAB into ness.
rarely
The reorganization
dent-elect," said Judge Miller, "tha
NARTB and the election of Harold
"I suspect," he said, "that these vou can reconcile all differences an<
Fellows, former general manager of three are high up on the list in
can't."
You another
everyone
WEEI Boston, as president, has most countries. You may be sure
keep
Judge
Miller happy.
saidpage
that
(Continued
on
107)
resulted, Judge Miller said, in an that where they are dominant, there
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Come
Summer

.••

where
the
go

money

goes
This summer, check in at 5 0,000- watt KSL. Discover for yourself
the four-state summer wonderland KSL puts at your feet.
There's money everywhere. It's in the billion-dollar
Intermountain industrial empire that's booming all year long . . .
in Wasatch National Forest (most- visited in the U. S.),
the Rockies and all the natural wonders that attract
Intermountain America's horde of free-spending
summer vacationists.
And every year is bigger than the last.
In 1950, far more visitors than in '49 spent 12% more
dollars June through August — helped ring up a soaring
$254,553,000 in retail sales!
At KSL, you're in for a wonderful time. Because KSL last
summer registered 4 1 % more listeners than the second station
during the day ... 38% more at night! And because KSL
this summer will be out for an even greater share of audience
with an unprecedented promotion campaign. (Tie-in displays,
billboards, stunts, newspapers and on-the-air ads — the works!)
Make your reservations now. Call KSL or Radio Sales today!

KSL
50,000 WATTS
CBS IN SALT LAKE CITY
Represented by Radio Sales
All sources on request
BROADCASTING
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WORLD Broadcasting plugged its
Robert Montgomery show, Freedom
Is Our Business, with these convention representatives on hand (I to r):
Rear, Sy Kaplan, Hugh Grauel, Mike
Sillerman and Bob Friedheim; seated,
Sam Carter, Dick Lawrence and Maynard Marquardt.

ONE OF Frederic W. Ziv Co.'s most
popular transcribed shows, Boston
Blackie, was a wall-board background
for this group of salesmen. L to r:
Bennett Philley, William M. Mertz Jr.,
Albert Unger and Stuart E. Halliday.

BLONDE Thesaurus Queen attracted
all
RCA's
L toeyesr: at
Rear,
Bertrecording
Woods, exhibit.
George
Field, Model Jane Casey, H. Gillespie
and Bob Fender; seated, Geoff Bennett and Jim Davis, all Thesaurus
M representatives headquartered
^
in Room 512, "the Key Club."

GATES
RADIO
Co.'s large
broadcast
transmitter
is explained
by Francis
W.
Wentura (I), as two other Gates representatives (Ito r) Stan Whitman
and O. J. McReynolds, and a station
man, L. W. Lenwell, KBRL
McCook, Neb., look on.

ALLENstation
B. DuMONT
and
men checkLabs'
TV delegates
monitors
during the convention. They are (I
to r): Jerry W. Keefe, WHBF-TV Rock
Island, III.; C. E. Spicer, DuMont;
R. J. Sinett, WHBF-TV; Jim B.
Tharpe, DuMont.
FEDERAL Telecommunications Labs
sent two spokesmen to the NARTB
meeting. Checking equipment at the
last minute are A. J. Baracket
(I) and J. H. Hickerson. ~^J^

FOUR new programs were introduced by LangFeatureJr.,Programs.
Posted
in the
firm's
suite
(I to r): Worth
Cy Langlois
Hugh Allen,
Pierre
Weis,
William
Young, John Langlois, Walt Davison and Cy Langlois Sr.

■■■■

mm

SESAC representatives, outlining features of its new
library, include (I to r): Bob Stort?, Ralph Barren, David
R. Milsten, Kurt A. Jadassohn, Gsorgs W. Johnston, Louis Tappe, John Casey, Alice J. Heinecke.

inals owned by BMI and borrowed
from collectors. In the group were
"Dixie's Land," subsequently known
as "Dixie," "America," Stephen C.
Foster's "Sadly to Mine Heart Appealing" and "Home Sweet Home."
Manuscripts
were mounted on maroon flannel and surrounded by
letters in the authors' handwritplus pictures.
Theing, Conn
Band Instrument Co.,
Elkhart, Ind., loaned BMI a group
of ancient musical instruments.
Displayed in a fourth case, they included Egyptian pipes of Pan, reportedly 5,000 years old; The Hebrew shofar, made of a ram's horn;
boxwood clarinets; a Chinese trumpet; a soprano Zinke in D, a 16th
Century German device; the Serpent, a snake-s
instrume
(Continued haped
on page 10U) nt,

RCA Biggest Exhibitor
HEAVY
DISPLAYS
the-air video monitor.
EC A EQUIPMENT swallowed up U. S. to indicate TV stations using
RCA field, studio, transmission
I the largest portion of the ExhibiBroadcast Music Inc., to introtion Hall at the NARTB convenand antenna equipment. Next to
duce its new "Autograph Series"
tion again this year, but Broadcast
the map was a model of a new
of sheet music, displayed original
I Music Inc. attracted the most at- portable film projector which coumusic manuscripts and letters of
tention from visitors. Twelve comples onto a remote camera and
the composers in three glass-enclosed tables. A fourth was filled
panies allied with the radio and
permits film inserts and slides to
with archaic musical instruments.
television industry leased space in be telecast from a remote site. One
the Stevens Hotel lower-level Exof the most expensive items on dis- The autograph series is expected to
^ hibition Hall, which occupies 30,000
include 12 compositions in the BMI
play was a custom-built television
square feet.
library,
and with each sheet music
audio console, originally designed
Nine had displayed their new
copy
the
company will include a
for
use
at
NBC
New
York.
It
has
equipment previously — The Andrew
replica of the original manuscript
12 microphone channels, a dialogue
Corp., Allen B. DuMont Labs,
suitable for framing.
Gates Radio Co., General Electric
equalizer, an element which presets
Co., Radio Corp. of America,
The exhibit, heavily guarded besound effects (switching is autoSESAC Inc., General Precision
matic with the camera) and an oncause of its value, included origLab, Federal Telephone and Radio
j. | Corp. and Broadcast Music Inc.
* Three new exhibitors added this
22 Show Products
f : year were the U. S. Army Signal
* ; Corps, the Armed
Forces and
'LIGHT'
EXHIBITORS
* ' Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric
room 512 for an "Hour of
of miniature golf clubs attached to visit
TWENTY-TWO
"light" exhibitors
Charm," RCA's new Phil Spitalny
* ; Stage Lighting Co. Two exhibitors
a
duplicate
of
the
key
to
Room
512,
displayed their radio and televishow which is being directed sales■ ' — Collins Radio Co. and Raytheon
sion wares on the fifth floor of the its headquarters. Numbers corresMfg. — dropped their heavy exhibits
wise
to
sponsor rather than the
Stevens Hotel throughout the
ponding to those on cards passed station. the
for the 1951 convention. Collins
Presentations were made
NARTB convention in Chicago last out during the day were mixed for also on the Wayne
set up headquarters on the fifth week.
King Serenade,
a drawing each afternoon, with the introduced two months
f oor, where all light displays were
ago. Also
winner
receiving
a
set
of
matched
This year, as in the past, scantilyshown, and Raytheon did not exdisplayed
were
musical
jingles
and
golf clubs. When the keys ran out commercials.
hibit because it no longer manufacclad models distributed "come-on"
gimmicks, suites were flooded with on the first day of the convention.
tures transmitters.
The suite of STANDARD RADIO
RCA showed an extensive line of wall-board promotion pieces and RCA sent in matches — labeled
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES was
"Thesaurus is setting the trade on divided between
brochures and broadcasters auditransmitters, radio and video conits radio discs and
tioned dozens of new transcribed
fire" — as a substitute. Mexican valsoles, transmission lines, monitor
films
of
United
Television Proeras,
a
wooden
device
tossed
onto
radio
and
television
programs.
racks, and cabinets and tubes.
grams. Delegates were outlined
a peg, were distributed again this
RCA THESAURUS issued memEquipment was departmentalized
features of Standard's program
around a replica of the Empire
bership cards in its exclusive "Key
Models invited conventioneers to library, which includes new talent
Club" after distributing hundreds
State Bldg., atop which a 222-foot
and a new cataloguing system remultiple TV and FM antenna is
year.
quiring less handling time. Visitors
being erected. The installation was
received
three-dimensional viewing
Bradley
Praises
Korean
designed and constructed by RCA.
devices with colored slides.
The model was designed of glass
RADIO
LAUDED
Newscasts' Accuracy
UNITED TELEVISION PROand wood, and was supplied by the
GRAMS previewed three of its film
GEN.
OMAR
N.
BRADLEY
said
last
week
that commercial radio news
Empire State Bldg.
shows,
most
popular of which was
TV Amplifier
reports from the Korean war are "so accurate" that he includes them
The Chimps, starring the late
in the daily briefings that he gives the President and Secretary of Defense.
. Interest of conventioneers eenGen. Bradley, chairman of the U. S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, addressed a Bonzo. Showings continued
; tered on the company's 20 kw tele- luncheon meeting of the NARTB
*
■ throughout the day. The eompany
; vision amplifier, which, used with
will release two new film series in
Voice
of
Democracy
contest
read
Tuesday. He explained that a tel- excerpts of their speeches. Three
a 12-gain antenna, will increase a conference
between Washington
the fall, Cry of the City, a halfhour dramatic suspense show, and
of them, Ricardo Romulo, Norita
• station's coverage area "four times
and Tokyo is held daily between
over," one spokesman said. The
Newbrough and Marcia Anne HarCowboy G-Men, a new western.
6 and 8:15 a.m. to inform the Demodel attracted much comment
mon were heard by rscording. The
as
Each is going into production now,
fense Dept. of the latest progress
fourth, Robert A. Burnett, appeared
(Continued on page 105)
of Korean operations. A summary
j.to
a result
of the
declared plan
increase
theFCC's
power of TV staof the situation is prepared for in person.
tions now on the air. The model
him.
l^iU be available when petitions
Frequently, hcwever, Gen. Bradfor increased power are authorized.
ley's aides pick up information
Another piece of equipment talked
from 8 a.m. radio newscasts that
about, although, it was not shown,
was not included in the official rewas the new air-cooled 10 kw transport, he said.
Imitter.
"These broadcasts," said the
A new 5 kw slant line 10 kw AM
general, "are so accurate that I do
transmitter was shown with a 250
not hesitate to give them to the
w transmitter, with a rack, which
occupies no more floor space than
President."
Praises Coverage
the former RCA 250 w transmitter
alone. The single unit piece inGen. Bradley complimented radio
cludes new monitoring equipment,
and television for their "particula frequency monitor, modulation
outstanding" coverage of the
and limiting amplifier. RCA offiKoreanarly war.
cials also introduced a program
The major part of his address
console, with expanding mixing
devoted to an address on "Kowas
facilities for TV with eight microrea Today," an analysis of the miliphone imputs, shown with a master
tary concept of that action and
5witch consolette which is capable
its relation to the whole movement
yf switching 10 input channels into
of resistance against communism.
:hree outgoing circuits.
Gen. Bradley (r) exchanges table talk with Joseph H. McConneU (I),
At the same luncheon, over which
Flashing vari-colored lights were
NBC president, and Harold Felioics, XARTB president-elect, before
Justin Miller, NARTB chairman,
making his address at the Tuesday luncheon.
jsed on a large wall map of the
presided, the four finalists of the
April 23, 1951
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Right now
32%

ACTIVE

JftPitituzii

Market

Here you find big-scale employment

Wichita retail sales are

ahead of the 1950 level! They

of a population that's 98% nativeborn whites. And, don't overlook

have led the five-state area* time
after time. People in the Wichita
they will continue to spend it because

Wichita's normally high income from
regular production at the basic
sources, i. e., Agriculture, Cattle, and

Wichita industry alone has far more

Oil. Yes, sir! We

than a BILLION-dollar backlog.
* Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri.

books and full dinner pails in Wichita.

market

have money

to spend and

have full pocket

You can tap this rich market most easily, most economically, with RADIO.
The average ownership is a little over three sets per family in the area.
Every test and every measurement proves the listening audience.
■
mi
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

KFH
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Represented Nationally by Radio Representatives, Inc

KAKE
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The

Hat

Spat

ai

the

Natian

Wichita's new sixty-million-dollar Jet Bomber Base and
ten-million-dollar Municipal Airport are now a fact !
Homes
New
other

are being built by the thousands.
super highways,
colossal

flood control and

expansion

is extending

Wichita's city limits almost weekly. It
takes very little imagination to convert
this boom
find

way

into

cash

busy

people. You

can

one million five hundred
with

above-average

influence

about

thousand

people

income

within

listening area of these four Wichita

the
net-

soon

work stations. You can reach more people

registers.

for your advertising dollar . . . with radio.

into payroll dollars which

their

Radio is the one vital influence on these

Represented Nationally by 0. L. Taylor Co.

KANS

ed
Coverage Benefits Stress
N
IO
SS
SE
TS
OR
SP
including advertisers, agencies,
mendations of a major-minor
BROADCASTERS joined organleague committee, submitted at a stations and baseball clubs. Then
ized baseball last week in planning
along came bad weather, normal
a campaign of promotion this joint baseball meeting in December. These were that majors
season but let major and minor
leveling out after the postwar exshould not try to enlarge the scope
pansion, and other factors to cut
league officials understand they
of radio coverage; should analyze
have been getting pushed around
attendance 11 million in 1950 — ■
sponsorship of broadcasts, and "nearly back to the 1946 figure."
in seeking radio rights to games.
Winter-long efforts to work out should confine TV to the home ter- Number of radio and TV stations
ritory of clubs being telecast.
carrying games rose to 800 in 1950
a promotion drive in which nethe said, with a daily audience of
works, stations, manufacturers
Mr.
Trautman
praised
radio's
17 million listeners.
cooperation with the minors and
and set-selling outlets will participate came to a focus at the NARTB
was optimistic about the contribuCites Winter Meet
tion radio will make. He said many
sports session, held Tuesday afterminors
claim
saturation
of
major
noon during the Chicago convenMr. Jordan recalled last winter's
tion.
meetings in which all interests
league broadcasts hurts attendance.
Out of two hours of plain talk,
sought a solution to the baseball
and a few traces of emotion, came
C. L. Jordan, executive vice radio-TV problem. Over 1,000
the informal understanding that
president of N. W. Ayer & Son, radio and TV outlets will carry
games this year, he said, reaching
the sports operators and electronic
recalled baseball's
rocketed to over attendance
64 millionskyin about 20 million persons. "Nobody
industries could cooperate to their
mutual benefit.
could ask for a better chance to
1949, with sportscasting growing
show that radio and television can
George Trautman, president of from 250 stations in 1940 to 600
the National Assn. of Professional
radio and TV outlets in 1949.
sell baseball to more people," he
Baseball Leagues, suggested sta"Everybody was happy," he said, said. "The job we have to do is to
tions channel their requests for
game rights, as well as their complaints, through NARTB. After
hearing both major and minor
leagues criticized for their hanIndustry
FENSE
RALLY
dling of game rights, he said "we
are on the doorstep of a fine relaPLANS for operation of broadcastrestrictedwasportion
of the morning's
session
a streamlined
version
ing stations during an air alert
tionship."
will
be
sent
out
in
the
near
future
of the day-long emergency meeting
Lindsay Presides
by FCC, NARTB convention dele- held in Washington March 26 unMerrill Lindsay, WSOY Decader FCC-military auspices [Broadgates and non-member executives
tur, 111., newly elected NARTB di- were told
at a defense mobilization
casting • Telecasting, April 2].
rector from District 5, presided at
meeting
last
Monday
morning.
John
H.
DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashthe sports meeting. He reviewed
ville, NARTB director who served
A morning-long meeting held in
briefly the history of baseball
as panel chairman, explained the
broadcasts and noted that base- the Eighth St. Theatre, Chicago,
went into station procedure during
problem of preventing the enemy
ball's
rule
protecting
major
league
from using stations for homing
clubs within 50 miles of their ball an alert as well as general operating problems in the mobilization
purposes. Sitting on the platform
parks has hurt broadcasting.
Mr. Trautman said attendance
period. The discussion of alert with him as board observers were
of the minors was down 20% last procedure was confined to persons
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC Los Anholding credentials from the FCC.
geles, and William C. Grove, KFBC
year. He blamed this on a number
Cheyenne, Wyo.
As the first major convention
of factors, including radio, televiCurtis Plummer, FCC chief ension, weather and economic condi- meeting, the defense roundtable
drew some 1,200 broadcasters. The
tions. He recalled the three recomgineer, explained that the problem

SIXTH ANNUAL reunion of the U. S. Radio Mission to
European Theatre of Operations was held in Chicago
April 15 in conjunction with the annual convention of
NARTB. Present were, seated (I to r) Joseph H. Ream,
executive vice president, CBS; J. Leonard Reinsch, managing director. Cox Radio and TV stations, and last year's
winner of VIP-ers Award for meritorious service to radio;
NARTB Board Chairman Justin Miller; Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher. Broadcasting • Telecasting; Col. E. M.
Kirby, Army radio-television director and escorting officer
Page 26
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ON LOCATION interview is con
ducted by WMAQ Chicago Announce
Hugli Downs (r) with Werner Wie
boldt (center), son of the founder o
Wieboldt Stores Inc., which has jus
marked its 68th anniversary. Wie
boldt's show. Your Neighbor, origi
natedstore
at the
site anniversary
of the company':
first
for the
broad
cast. At left is Howdee Meyers
WMAQ sales manager.
prove that this ti-emendous powei
can work for the good of basebal
as well as the advertising indus
try," he said. "I think we can. Cer
tainly, we have some sound piloi I
(Continued on page 106)

Hears 'Alert' Plans
is to prevent the enemy from horn- 1
ing on stations while at the same 1
time conveying vital messages tc
the public. Taking part in the
discussion were Robert Burton and
Col. William Talbot, Federal Civil
Defense Administration; Robert
Linx, Prose Walker and Ralph
Renton, FCC Engineering Dept.;
Col. James H. Weiner, Air Defense
Command. Neal McNaughten,
NARTB engineering director, was
staff representative.
Broadcasters were told the enemy is depending in great part on
commercial broadcast stations for
homing aids. Their cooperation
was asked on a voluntary basis.
The plan to be submitted for alert
procedure has been approved all
along the line, after careful study,
with only White House action on
Sec. 606 of the Communications Act
needed to put it into operation.
Series of tests in which antihoming techniques were used received detailed explanation. These
tests, along with study of what
other countries did during the war,
led to approval of a plan under
which a large number of stations
on common frequencies will operate
on a pseudo-synchronization and
pulsating formula.
Laud Coverage
Civil defense officials said they
know of no other medium that can
reach so large a percentage of the
public instantaneously. Radio is
the best means of getting essential
information to the public, it was
added, with the medium playing a
tremendously important role in reuniting families as well as telling
people where to go and what areas
to avoid.
Stations in a city will be tied
together by wire and radio, under
the plan, using simultaneous programming. Keyonstations
(Continued
page 62)will be

of 1945 Mission. Standing: Col. Harry Wilder, WSYR
Syracuse; Joseph Csida, editor. The Billboard; Morris
Novik, radio consultant; William S. Hedges, NBC vice
president; John E. Fetzer, WKZO Kalamazoo; Robert D.
Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; Martin B. Campbell, WFAA
Dallas; Clair R. McCullough, Steinman Stations, mission
historian and chairman of Last Man's Club. Not present
were Mark Woods, vice chairman, ABC; Abel Green,
Variety, and Jack Alicoate, publisher. Radio Daily.
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how

long

is

20

seconds?

long enough to sell millions of dollars of merchandise for such advertisers as Bulova Watch
Co., Procter & Gamble, Oldsmobile Division -General Motors Corp., American Tobacco Co. . . .
long enough to reach the largest audiences in radio through station breaks adjacent to
major network programs.
long enough to sell any product, your product. In 20 seconds you can use a surprising
amount of selling copy.
For example:

AMERICAN

RADIO SPOT

SAFETY RAZOR CORPORATION

SILVER STAR BLADES

ANCCR:

20 SECONDS
(MIMEO 3/23/51)

It's two for free — so you can see.. with the Silver Star
Special ! With every 10-blade Silver Star Dispenser,
only 49 cents, you now get two additional blades free!
Use those two free blades ! If they don't prove to
you Silver Star gives you the best shave ever, you get
your money back ! Try the razor blade your face
can't feel — Silver Star Double-Edge
*'

Razor Blades!

(A typical transcribed 20-second station break. "Live" station' breaks are limited to 40 words of copy.)

American Safety Razor Corp., like hundreds of successful advertisers, finds 20-second station
breaks to be one of radio's most effective advertising devices. For mass audiences, long selling
copy and low cost, start planning a station break schedule for your client today. The best place
to begin is on one or more of the nation's major stations represented by NBC SPOT SALES,

NBC
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

BROADCASTING
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Spot
Sales
CLEVELAND
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

WMAQ
WNBC

New
York
Chicago

WTAM
WRC

Cleveland
Washington

WGY

Schenectady—
Albany—
Troy

KOA
KNBC

Denver
San Francisco
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Defends
COY

HITS

FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy last
week excoriated critics of the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement, now awaiting Senate
ratification, and issued a stout defense of the Commission's proposed
opening of UHF television channels
and its embattled decision on color
television.
Mr. Coy was the principal speaker
at a Wednesday luncheon session
of the NARTB convention.
Describing NARBA as an agreement that would insure more and
better radio service to "millions of
American radio listeners," Mr. Coy
said it was also to the broadcasters'
interests that the treaty be ratified.
A Senate refusal to ratify the
pact, he said, would "bring down
upon our heads a situation of uncertainty, chaos and confusion in
the standard broadcasting band
that I dread to envision."
"I say this to you," he said, "with
all sincerity and with full knowledge that many of you have been
the objects of an aggressive, subtle
and self-serving campaign that
would have you believe that such
an agreement should not and will
not be ratified."
Mr. Coy said this "self-serving"
campaign had been one of "misleading generalities" which could
not hold up under an open hearing
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee or "under the pitiless white light of publicity."
"I propose to turn on that light
now," he said. "And in that light
you can see for yourselves the basic
facts which have been glossed over
by these misleading generalities."
Mr. Coy said that reception in
rural areas had been "progressively
degraded" since the expiration of
the interim agreement among North
American countries in March 1949.
The reason is that Cuba has occupied 15 of the 25 1-A channels in
the absence of an effective treaty.
"That, and
gentlemen,
whyareas
the
farmers
others in isrural
who depend on those 15 clear channel stations are getting more and
more static instead of service," Mr.
Coy said.
Cuba Channel Gains
The new NARBA provides that
Cuba will take stations off nine of
the 15 channels, "thus effectively
eliminating the interference," he
said. On six frequencies "Cuba will
either employ directional antennas
or limit power so that the United
States clear channel stations will
be freed from any appreciable interference" — Cuban stations on
U. S. frequencies being prevented
from "laying down a signal in the
United States in excess of 25 microvolts anywhere within a circle of
800 miles in radius centered on the
United States station," he said.
Except for the Cuban stations
that operate on U. S. frequencies,
he said, the NARBA would protect
Page 28
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NARBA

FCC

Actions

on

TV

CRITICS
proved, we will have an unregulate
use of radio in the North Amei
ican countries," said Mr. Coy. "I
view of the demonstrable benefit
to the American broadcasters an<
the American public provided for ii
this treaty, there is a mystery a
to what this opposition is all aboui
It must be some very importan
matter which can lead these peopl
now opposing this treaty to th
conclusion that chaos in America]
broadcasting is better than the re §
suit that will be brought about b;
theMr.
treaty."
Coy asked: "Whom woulc
theHischaos
benefit?"
answer
was that it was thos«
who feared eventual FCC break
down of clear channels.

THIS CHEERFUL conversation occurred at a cocktail party to honor members
of the ABC Stations Advisory Committee before its meeting April 15 in the
Ambassador East Hotel, Chicago. L to r: James Connolly, ABC vice president in charge of radio stations; Robert H. Hinckley, vice president in charge
of ABC's Washington office, and E. K. Hartenbower, general manager of
KCMO Kansas City and member of the committee.
all clear channel assignments "at
the border of the United States."
As to classes of stations other
than I-A, Mr. Coy explained that
"none of our Class I-B stations will
be required to change their operation"; that Class II stations, which
had no protection under past agree-

ments, would receive "a measure
of protection" in the new NARBA;
that, Class
exceptIIIforanda "very
few cases"
the
IV regional
and
local stations "maintain their status
"It seems perfectly clear to me
. . . that if this treaty is not ap-

Notes Protection
Under the new NARBA, he explained, "For the first time it is j
provided clearly and unequivocally
that whatever we do with our 1-A
channels domestically — except th«
six to be used by Cuba — we will be
protected from interference except
such interference as we get from a
25 microvolt signal at the borders
of the United States."
he said,
of Although,
this provision
to the
the "benefit
United
States is an obvious one," those who
oppose the treaty apparently fear
that it opens the way to future I
breakdown of the clears.
"What those who are opposing I
this (Continued
treaty apparently
want,"
on page
84) said

Almost Split on NARBA
ION
SS
SE
quo."
SS
NE
BUSI
THREAT
of a wide open industry
morning session of the CCBS group
Richards, NARTB public affairs director, who coordinated the program
split which might have led to sepaat which funds were voted to suparrangements,
and C. E. Arney Jr.,
ration of a number of clear chanport a continuation of the CCBS
nel stations from NARTB was
battle against NARBA ratification secretary-treasurer, convention manin the Senate.
averted last Wednesday at the ConLauded Signal Corps display of elecvention business session in Chicago.
The Wednesday business meeting
ager. tronic equipment.
What started out as an apathetic
opened with a sparse crowd and litThanked Gen. Omar Bradley for his
tle enthusiasm. Eight resolutions ership.
and routine resolution-passing process turned into a parliamentary
were adopted in bulk, with the address and paid tribute to his leadhassle after Victor A. Sholis, chairman of the resolutions comPraised Stevens Hotel for convenWHAS Louisville, speaking for
mittee—G. Richard Shafto, WIS
tion arrangements.
Clear Channel Broadcasting ServColumbia, S. C. — in the chair.
Endorsed Voice of Democracy conThese resolutions:
ice, rose to protest adoption of a
test for bringing honor and distincCalled on the NARTB board to
tion to the industry, termed it source
resolution dealing with ratification
of the proposed NARBA treaty.
continuation
of conparticipate in FCC proceedings in- of pride;
test, and urged
commended
Mr. Richards
The NARBA matter stole much
volving special FM services which
and participating organizations who
cannot be rendered by regular broadof the spotlight Wednesday as FCC
cast stations, on the theory they handled project.
Chairman Wayne Coy stoutly de- should be encouraged on behalf of
Extended industry's affection and
fended the compact and just as overall industry growth.
appreciation
of JudgeforMiller's
leaderstoutly criticized those opposed to
Thanked FCC Chairman Wayne
ship as spokesman
broadcasters;
urged board to arrange his continued
its ratification — particularly the Coy, along with other Commissioners
CCBS group.
who were convention guests, for their availability to industry.
Asked deletion of criminal liability
participation.
Sees Great Injury
clause from legislation (HR-2948)
Voiced "deep satisfaction" over
imposing penalty
for transmission of
Harold Fellows' election as NARTB
The Chairman's noon declarafraudulent
information.
tions quickly drew from Ward L. president and commended the board;
Requested FCC to take expeditious
pledged support to his regime startQuaal, CCBS director, a statement
action
in processing 400 TV applicaing
June
4.
in which it was stated that concestions, and others soon to be filed, to
Commended Board Program Comavoid further delay in normal growth
mittee, including Eugene S. Thomas,
sions to Cuba will cause "great inof TV.
WOR New York, as chairman, and
jury" to the listening public, particularly the rural areas and small
Regretted suppression of La Prensa,
Harold
Wheelahan,
WSMB
New
Ortowns.
Argentine
newspaper,
and pointed
to
leans, for program arrangements,
(Continued
on page
84)
That mid-day battle followed a with special praise for Robert K.
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The fabulously wealthy Detroit market is easy to sell. Just include WW J in your media buying to give your sales story the
backing of a familiar voice that has been welcomed into Detroiters'
mes for 30 years.
How effectively does WWJ

sell? Just ask The J. L. Hudson Com-

pany . . . they've sponsored an hour-long morning program for 16
consecutive years. Ask Bond Clothes . . . they've sponsored the
11 o'clock news for 12 years. Ask Bulbva Watches . . . WWJ
was the first radio station to carry the now-famous Bulova time
signals, and they've continued to do so for 24 unbroken years. Or
ask the more than 200 other advertisers who, in 1950, spotted
their sales messages on WWJ

. , .. with marked success.

You foo can participate in the popularity of WWJ and give YOUR product
story its maximum selling power.

FIRST IN DETROIT Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV

AM — 950 KUOtYClES-SOOO WATTS
FM — CHANNEL 2«— 97.V MEGACYCIF.S
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AT
LEGISL
INCREASED
STUDY
of IO
legisla-N
tive proceeding's involving radio
and television bills, and acquaintanceship with local and national
legislators, were advocated to
broadcasters by members of the
legislation panel speaking Wednesday afternoon at the NARTB convention.
A group of radio leaders, under
the chairmanship of Paul W.
Morency, vice president and general manager of WTIC Hartford,
outlined their methods for informal
and formal lobbying, acquainting
legislators with the problems of
the industry and understanding
upcoming legislative debates involving radio and television.
Quarton, Fletcher Speak
Speakers were William B. Quarton, general manager, WMT Cedar
Rapids, and Frank U. Fletcher coowner, W A R L Arlington, Va.,
NARTB board monitors; F. M.
(Scoop) Russell, NBC vice president in Washington and a paid
lobbyist; Carl George, general manager, WGAR Cleveland; F. C.
Sowell, general manager, WLAC
Nashville, Tenn.; Victor C. Diehm,
president and general manager,
WAZL Hazelton, Pa., and Leon
Sipes, vice president and general
manager, KELD Eldorado, Ark.
Mr. Russell charged that broadcasters are not enough aware of
their "need and right to participate
in legislative matters," before outlining procedures on introduction,
study and passage of bills in the
House and Senate. Noting that
the Policy Committee has most
power over legislation in the Senate
and the Rules Committee in the
House, he suggested that broadcasters exert their "influence and
pressure" after the legislative committee has been named. "This is
perfectly legal and is the broadcaster's right. He should find out
who his congressman is, get
acquainted, and tell him the problem and how he stands."
Mr. Fletcher, in interpreting
FCC procedures, traced the development ofcurrent radio regulaNARTB SIGNS
Twenty Members at Meet
TWENTY radio stations were admitted to NARTB during the annual convention in Chicago last
week. They were signed at the
Exposition Hall booth of the
NARTB Station Relations Dept.,
with John F. Hardesty, director,
and William K. Treynor, assistant
director. In addition the two
signed six member stations en
route to the convention.
Admitted to membership at the
convention were :
WBAT Marion, Ind.: WKJG-AM-FM
Fort Wayne, Ind.; WKLA Ludington,
Mich.; WMAY Springfield, 111.; WROLAM-FM Knoxville, Tenn.; WSAN-AMFM Allentown, Pa.; WPCF Panama
City,
WVAM KGER
Altoona, Long
Pa.; KFELAM-FMFla.;Denver:
Beach,
Calif.; KOKX-AM-FM, Keokuk, Iowa;
KRTZ Phoenix, Ariz.; KSIB Creston,
Iowa; KRVN Lexington, Neb.; KDAN
Oroville, Calif.
Page 30
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Urges lncregsed study
ANEL
P
tions from the Commerce and Comhave with the public," Mr. Quarton
munications Acts. The FCC is consaid. "Politicians recognize this
and respect us, and we are foolish
stantly changing radio rules and
holds hearings continuously, he if we continue to await the other
said. He suggested that broadaction."
A public
relations job should be
casters in disagreement with an fellow's
done with candidates before they
FCC interpretation take their case
are elected, Mr. Sowells advised.
to court or to Congress.
Hearings on the McFarland Bill He said he gives free time to candidates; helps them in preparation of
(S 658), to realign FCC procedures,
resume tomorrow before the House
speeches and show production, and
Commerce Committee.
encourages electioneering to build
Two general approaches to the "staunch friends." Many broadcasters continue to hike rates for
legislative picture are used by most
political speeches and slot them
broadcasters, Mr. Quarton said.
time periods which cannot be
First, station men "volunteer for into
sold and which command small
duty when the fire breaks out and
then try to save the barn. Far too audiences. Such stations "are inmuch of industry philosophy is like
juring the politicians, themselves
and the industry," he charged. The
this," he charged. The second,
which makes the "difference be- time will come when political
tween the defensive and the of- groups will not buy time if they
"continue to get the unwanted
fensive," is to examine carefully
and analyze the problem, prepare
guest
treatment."
legislation, get it into friendly
Politicians
should have "free use
of the medium within bounds of
hands and organize national supreason" when national and local
officials want to report to the peo"There is no other industry that
port.
has the potential voice that we
ple on upcoming and current legisFour Specialists
Address NARTB
RESEARCH
BOUT
FOUR MAJOR research specialists operating four nationwide audience
measurement projects met in the same ring last Wednesday at the
NARTB Chicago convention. They made formal pitches on behalf of
their particular techniques, with the audience free to decide who, if
anybody, won.
house, using aided recall technique.
Pitted against each other were
The listener isn't forewarned, he
James W. Seiler, American Re- said,
nor is he interrupted. The
search Bureau; Sydney Roslow,
The Pulse Inc.; A. C. Nielsen, A. out-of-home audience ranges from
10% upward, to be added to home
C. Nielsen Co., and C. E. Hooper,
he said. Multiple
C. E. Hooper Inc. Chairman of the measurements,
set listening also is important, he
meeting was Clyde W. Rembert,
KRLD Dallas, retiring District 13 said. He cited figures showing TV
owners continue to purchase radirector. NARTB board monitors
dios and to use radio sets.
were Robert T. Mason, president
Mr. Hooper recalled that his
of WMRN Marion, Ohio, District
rating system had won out over the
7 director-elect, and Craig Lawrence, WCOP Boston, District 1 old CAB reports in a 1946 showdirector-elect. Dr. Kenneth H.
down. He urged a similar showdown at this time. He advocated
Baker, NARTB research director,
a single standard of broadcast audiwas staff representative.
ence measurement. To attain this
Supports Diary Method
end he urged that existing servMr. Seiler said measurements
ices be closely studied; that the inshould be made at the time listendustry form a new trade association to furnish audience data to its
ing and viewing are done. He said
meters are costly, use a small
station, network, advertiser and
sample and are difficult to change,
agency members by taking over
with no information on audience
existing radio and TV size of audicomposition. Coincidental data, he
ence measurements on a gradual
said, don't cover rural areas, or basis; that instantaneous-automatic
early or late hours. His System is reports be substituted for telephone
based on diaries kept by listenerscoincidental in an orderly progresviewers.
sion, starting in areas around
Mr. Nielsen said his audimeter
principal cities. This would involve an operating contract with
gives accurate, reliable and imthe Hooper firm.
partial data; is applicable to both
radio and TV, and has maximum
In a booklet given convention
usefulness, reaching all homes.
delegates, Mr. Hooper described
The service will be enlarged to an electronic device, Hooperecorder,
show total listening for the week
sending out "pulses from a central
and month. He explained product
point which select automatically a
buying data are disclosed, along
home and then, in succession, each
with measurement of national spot, received in the home exactly as a
resulting
in a minute-by-minute
telephone operator selects a telerecord.
phoneofin aallhome
it."
Homes
typesbyaredialing
sampled.
Mr. Roslow spoke on behalf of
Tariff scales have been worked out
the personal interview, house-to-

lation. It's not worth a gamble to !
take a short-sighted view of politicians," he concluded.
Ohio broadcasters have retained
an attorney for representation
counsel. Mr. George said a ma- '
jor problem they face on a local
level is taxation. Because of increasing overhead costs and the
possibility of declining revenues
"there must be a meeting of the
minds" with legislators. A use tax
levied for the past 10 years was
cancelled and debated after work
of the attorney in clarifying the
law, thereby saving the broadcasting group about $50,000, Mr.
George said. The group is now
trying to have removed a 3%
sales tax on new equipment such
as towers and transmitters, inasmuch as newspapers are exempt.
Hit Ohio Tax
Ohio radio men believe they are
being discriminated against in
personal property taxes also, as
they pay on a 70% tabulation of
the property and some companies
pay on only 50% of the worth. The
attorney is also representing the
broadcasters in opposition to bills
which would limit privilege of radio newsmen and which would put
a taxingonmedia
display
shouldsigns.
work "Advertistogether,
and in the long run what hurts
carcards and posters now would
hurt us," Mr. George said.
A full understanding of legislation is needed by every broadcaster, Mr. Sipes said. He suggested they take more time reading
details of legal action in the trade
press. "Preparation is all-important," he believes, in presentation of facts and data substantiating a radio man's viewpoint, backed
by a concise explanation on a layman's level when before a congressional committee or the FCC.
Ralph W. Hardy, director of
government relations for NARTB,
organized the session.
with the telephone companies in
New York and Los Angeles.
Albert E. Sindlinger, research
specialist, joined the discussion.
Answering his questions about
objective appraisal of research, Dr.
Baker said broadcasters tend to be
interested in big numbers, using
research to compete with each
other.
Mr. Rembert read a report on
Broadcast Audience Measuremer
Inc. on behalf of its presider.
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN Birm
ingham. The report described th.
purpose of BAM as evaluation o*
research for broadcasters, advei *
tisers and agencies and outline..*
progress that had been made.
Main job, the report said, is to
serve in an advisory capacity.
BAM was said to favor NARTB
action on behalf of the Special
Test Survey Committee report
This report urged NARTB to take
the lead in working out an evalua
tion of measurement techniques
Right now BAM stands ready to gc
to work on short notice, he said
A continuing survey of accurat
TV set ownership data was advocated by the BAM board.
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WTAL
WJAX

TOGEIHW

State Capitol in thriving Tallahassee

W«

BUW

WFLA

WDB0

K u WTAL
WQAM

WFLA
Modern Transmitter House

FREQUENCY • POWER • AFFILIATION

STATION
WJAX-Jacksonville

930

5000
NBC

WJAX delivers greater coverage than any other Jacksonville station (215,230 radio
homes, daytime, B.M.B. March 1949), and has substantially augmented its rural
coverage by recently increasing its antenna height. Owned by the City of Jacksonville,
WJAX blankets the distribution key to the State — a location so strategic that its
buying power has quadrupled in the last ten years.

560 • 5000-1000 • ABC
WQAM-

Miami

WQAM is first in coverage in the Miami radio picture (208,010 radio homes, daytime,
B.M.B. March 1949) with 91% penetration in Dade County and full power coverage
throughout South Florida. The oldest station in Miami, it is associated in ownership
with the Miami Herald. The responsiveness of its audience can be traced in part to its
excellent facilities for national and foreign news service, and to its close attention
to local programming. (This stress on local personalities has created a most resultful
identification for advertisers.) Miami's phenomenal growth has made it one of
America's major markets, with 27 incorporated communities within Greater Miami
and a 77% increase in population over 1940.

970
NBC
5000
St. Petersburg
Taropa
A WFI Owned
by the Tampa Tribune, WFLA includes 135,317 radio homes in its coverage
area (V2 mv. measurement). This important NBC affiliate is located in the heart of

" ■ Ln

City Owned Headquarters

WJAX

Florida's most heavily populated trade area, in the biggest city on the West Coast of
Florida. Neighboring St. Petersburg is equally vital to advertisers, having just scored
its biggest year with new construction and bank deposits at all time highs.

WDB0

- Orlando

580

5000

CBS

Established in 1 924, WDBO is Orlando's oldest station and foremost network station.
It leads in coverage (141,000 radio homes, daytime, B.M.B. March 1949), and in
Orlando proper has 46.5% of the listeners — the three other stations sharing the
remaining 53.5% (Hooper, Fall 1949). The influence of this market stems from its
position as the distribution gateway to all Central Florida, encompassing the wealthy
citrus area where population has soared 75% since 1940.

1270

WTAL-

Studio and Executive Offices

WDB0

Tallahassee

5000 • CBS-MBS

With coverage of 52,510 radio homes (daytime, B.M.B. March 1949), WTAL is the
leading network station and the oldest station in Tallahassee. It is the primary
source of CBS service for the entire Tallahassee area which, as a major entrance to
Florida, has become an increasingly important industrial center for a diversity of
industries. The population of the city has almost doubled in ten years, and retail
sales have quadrupled. These increases are doubly significant in a State Capital which
traditionally enjoys a highly stable economy.

These

are

JOHN T. HOPKINS, III, Manager, WJAX
Jacksonville. One of Florida's best known
broadcasters; "Jack" Hopkins built WJAX
26 years ago, has since that time managed
the broadcasting affairs of the City of
Jacksonville, and recently directed substantial improvements in the facilities of
this station.

the

men

who

produce

OWEN F. URIDGE, General Manager,
WQAM Miami. His advent in radio with
WAFD Detroit in 1926, and his subsequent association with WJR Detroit for
more than twenty years, brings Mr. Uridge
to his twenty-fifth anniversary in radio.
He has been General Manager of WQAM
since 1948.

W. G. McBRIDE, Director of Sales, WDBO
Orlando. A veteran in the Florida broadcasting picture, Mr. McBride started his
career as an announcer at WDBO in 1930.
He was made Program Director and National Sales Manager in 1940, and director
of all sales as of January 1951. He is also
a past Secretary and President of the
Florida Association of Broadcasters.

. . . in Florida,

one

the

results

CHARLES G. BASKERVILLE, General
Manager, WFLA Tampa. Mr. Baskerville
is a veteran of twenty-three years in newspaper and radio advertising. Since 1936
he has been with the Tampa Tribune Company, owners and operators of WFLA.
During World War II, he was a Lieutenant Commander in the United States Navy.

L. H. GRAVES, General Manager WTAL,
Tallahassee. After serving as a bomber
pilot in the European theatre in World
War II, Mr. Graves was associated with
the DuPont Industries. In 1947 he joined
the John H. Phipps Radio Stations in the
post of General Manager.

of America's

fastest

growing

markets

No market in all America offers a greater sales potential to advertisers
than the State of Florida. Every statistic establishes Florida as a year-round
sales target of steadily expanding proportions. Its population has increased more than 33% in the past ten years, and its buying power, estimated at close to three billion dollars, jumped 191 million dollars in '49
over '48. Florida topped the entire nation in farm income in '49 with a
gain of 19% . . . and in the same year ranked seventh in the incorporation of new businesses. This amazing industrial and agricultural growth
has, of course, produced a permanent as well as an unusually prosperous
population. These are the people that Blair's five Florida stations reach
and sell ... at surprisingly low cost.

John Blair & Company
specializes in radio
representation exclusively.
Since we are entirely
removed

from any other

operation or function, we
are able to give the stations
we represent our full time
and our full efforts . . .
as specialists in selling
via spot radio.

CHICAGO
NEW

YORK

ST. LOUIS
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
DALLAS

520 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1 1, Illinois
Superior 7-8659
22 East 40th Street, New York 16, New York
Murray Hill 9-6084
1148 Paul Brown Building, St. Louis 1, Missouri
Chestnut 5688
1114 Book Building, Detroit 26, Michigan
Woodward 5-3230
608 Russ Building, San Francisco 4, California
Douglas 2-3188
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, California
Granite 6103
Rio Grande National Building
Randolph 7955

Developments Unveiled in Chicago
TRENDS
ENGINEERING
These developments will have was described. Mr. Chandler told
Highlights of some of the papers
SIGNIFICANT trends affecting
engineers Tuesday that humans are
iboth radio and television were re- the effect of bringing additional
presented
Carl Lee, follow:
assistant to the president
pealed at the NARTB Fifth An- millions of viewers into range with practically unnecessary for transand
chief engineer, WKZO, Fetzer
consequent
lowering
of
cost
per
mitter operation and maintenance.
nual Engineering Conference Tues- viewer.
Broadcasting Co., Kalamazoo, and
day and Wednesday at the Stevens
Engineers queried by BroadMartin Silver, department head in
casting
•
Telecasting
agreed
Hotel, Chicago. The engineers held
DuMont spokesmen told the conFederal Telethis is the trend of the present and charge of television,
ference about a compact, low-cost
separate sessions from the mancommunications Labs, advised the
agement section of NARTB, dis- video transmitter, which, in the future, but many factors connected
small broadcaster who wishes to enwith station personnel would have
cussing technical questions per- opinion of a company official, would
ter TV broadcasting not to be disto be ironed out before automatic
taining to station operation and enable a station to begin operation
couraged by cash outlays made by
control
could
be
a
practical
reality
•maintenance.
larger companies.
for under $100,000— a low figure in the United States.
heretofore considered unattainAs an example, Mr. Lee pointed to
Programming was arranged by able.
An important development af- the one year experience of Fetzer
Neal McNaughten, NARTB engifecting the color TV controversy
Broadcasting Co. where cooperation
neering director, his assistant,
Some of the new spirit in the en- was the disclosure that CBS, even between
manufacturing and broadJessie Deniel, and an engineering
gineers meeting was evident from
engineers resulted in lowered
though it has gained FCC ap- easting
committee.
initial
investment
and operating
the papers presented, but much inproval for its form of mechanical
Orrin W. Towner, WHAS Louisformation came from off-the-cuff
costs. Automatic devices, designed
color
telecasting,
has
perfected
a
ville; E. M. Johnson, MBS; A. talks with optimistic engineering
color television tube and expects to for easy maintenance, were emJames Ebel, WMBD Peoria, and
officials.
put it into general use before the
Col. W. A. Beasly made a short
John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashphasized.
Engineers
Face
Problem
address and invited the audience to
end
of this year. "This means
ville, NARTB board member, pieabandonment of its hard-won case the Army exhibits downstairs. Solsided at the two-day sessions.
Veteran engineers admitted the
diers on duty explained the operation
for
color," this source,
Delegates met at luncheon with
problem facing engineering per- closemechanical
to the development of the of a new 135 pound teletype so simple
management delegates.
sonnel is grave because of the de- new CBS tube, stated.
to install and so rugged in operation
New equipment which will bring
that it could be used at company
velopment of equipment which reProof
that
winter
AM
broadlevel.
duces the number of operations
video and AM broadcasting into
casting at distances of two to five
For reasons not revealed by the
lower operating cost brackets was
men necessary for actual broadmiles is 30 to 40% more efficient Army,
its messages cannot be tapped
announced by several companies,
of the are
"human"
summer was offered by Stu- by induction devices applied to the
element, casting.
manyBecause
stations
today than artinL. Bailey,
including RCA, General Electric
of Jansky & Bailey, line between instruments. If the enand DuMont Labs. UHF televi- carrying extra costs in the form
Washington engineering firm. The
emy should attempt to intercept sigsion equipment already has the of engineering employes when they findings are the result of more
nals by cutting into the line, it would
added power necessary for effec- could be replaced by automatic
than 10 years research.
be immediately apparent to the opertive transmission in that band; in- operating equipment, it was stated.
ator. The teletype can be hooked up
A
station
going
on
the
air
today
May
Affect
Rates
cluding a new 5 kw transmitter defor several miles of radio transmission through so small a transmitter
veloped by GE. Coupled with a reportedly could operate with subOpinion was expressed that this
stantially fewer employes, with
high gain antenna, the radiated
as the infantry's handy-talkie outfit.
research
may
possibly
have
a
diconsequent lower costs, than can a
power totals 100 kw.
An outstanding improvement in
rect bearing on rates. It has long
RCA described a 20 kw ampli- station already on the air — since been known that summer broad- Army radio has been the change to
common frequency for all combat
fier which can be used with exist- union rules and the "human" faccasting isnot as efficient as in the aequipment.
It is no longer necessary
tor enter into already established
ing video transmitters in the VHF
winter,
but
this
is
the
first
time
for a pinned down combat group to
band to boost effective power to stations.
such knowledge has been collated call through several intermediate
200 kw.
Indicative of the trend toward
curacy.
with
any degree of technical ac- transmitters to get the correct freautomatic operation was a paper
quency for artillery or tank support.
Everybody uses the same wave length,
presented by George C. Chandler,
This
year
activities
of
the
engiTALENT
SHOW
manager, CJOR Vancouver, B. C,
neers centered solely around tech- and if the distance is too great, the
nical discussions with no business message can be relayed through unNARTB Banquet Feature
in which an almost completely au(Continued on page 80)
tonomous engineering operation sessions.
RADIO and television stars headlined the annual NARTB banquet
Wednesday evening in the Grand
Ballroom of the Stevens Hotel,
with an estimated 1,000 attending.
To Seek Congress Probe
Conventioneers witnessed a onePLAN
FM
PETITION
hour variety show with a hillbillyfolk tune theme arranged by Art
sets have not been made available
FM BROADCASTERS will peti- Specialized Services," and Everett
Jacobson of NBC Chicago, Harold
tion Congress to find out why the L. Dillard of WASH (FM) Washby manufacturers. Unable to anSafford of WLS Chicago and Jack
swer why, they described the manmedium is "being stifled by manuStapp, WSM Nashville.
ington led discussion on "A Progufacturer's stand as "apathetic
ress Report on FM and its Prosfacturers" ifthey do not get "asTalent included Arnold Stang,
surances" at the next meeting with
and neglectful." Mr. Dillard, disNew York radio actor, in a disc
pects
for
the
Future."
Panelists
cussing the future of the medium,
set-makers that FM set production
jockey take-off on Lonesome Gal; will be increased to meet public included in the first group, Rayasserted there has been a "serious
.the Beaver Valley Sweethearts,
mond
Green,
WFLN
(FM)
Philashortage" for four years, and not
singers from WLS; Roy Acuff and demand. This was resolved withdelphia; Josh Home, WFMA (FM)
just since the Korean conflict as
out a dissenting vote by FM stahis Smoky Mountain Boys, who
manufacturers claim.
Rocky
Mount,
N.
C;
D.
K.
de
Neuf,
tion operators attending a freoroadcast on Grand Ole Opry from
Rural Radio Network, and Robert
quency
modulation
session
Wed"The set manufacturing indusWSM; the Dinning Sisters; Art
nesday afternoon at the NARTB
J. Dean, KOTA Rapid City, S. D.;
try controls the destiny of the FM
Smith Cracker jacks, WBT Charconvention in Chicago.
second, Stanley Joseloff, Storecast
lotte, N. C; Fran Warren, NBC
broadcaster;
he doesn't.theManufacturers are ignoring
normal
A secondary portion of the reso- Corp. of America; Howard Lane,
Istar; Capt. Stubby and the Buclution,
introduced
by
Ed
Wheeler
:aneers of the WLS National Barn
economic law of supply and deField Enterprises, and Hulbert
of WE AW (FM) Evanston, 111., Taft Jr., Radio Cincinnati and
iDance; Fran Allison, Aunt Fanny
mand, and we are tired and disgusted withItgetting
step-child
suggested that broadcasters "be Transit Radio; third group, Leon- treatment.
Jon ABC's Breakfast Club and star urged
is time the
broadcasters
to advise the public that a
|of Kukla, Fran and Ollie on NBCard Marks, Washington attorney;
[•V; Red Foley of WSM, and Pee radio or TV set without FM is M. S. Novik, New York "consultant, unite and take steps to put the
[Wee King and Redd Stewart, with obsolete" unless the public is "given and
case
of FM
before the public," Mr.
H. W. Slavick, WMCF(FM)
Dillard
charged.
■the Dickens Sisters, from WAVE
Memphis.
the
opportunity
to
buy
FM
sets."
[Louisville. Lew Diamond and his
Mr. Novik, reporting on a quesMerrill Lindsay, WSOY DecaStress FM Superiority
[orchestra accompanied the pertionnaire sent by the NARTB to
tur,
111.,
was
chairman
of
a
panel
[formers, who were introduced by
set manufacturers about their FM
|Mr. Safford.
which discussed "How To Sell
Speakers stressed the superior- production last year, said only
ity of FM in tone and coverage, but
Show arrangements were made
FM"; Frank E. Pellegrin of H-R
seven of 72 answered, and those
Representatives, New York, led agreed that distribution and cover|through the courtesy of Mutual,
(Continued on page 95)
[NBC and BMI.
age has been stymied because FM
an exchange of ideas on "FM's
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CENSORSHIP—^
POLITICAL
than broadcasting. The precedent,
BROADCASTERS were again left remarks made by non-candidates
and therefore they must censor if they say, is that a person and his
out on a limb last week respecting
authorized agent are legally one.
they wish to prevent damage suits,
libel liability and political broadaccording to informed observers.
casting as the U. S. Supreme Court
The SCOTUS action would apon Monday refused to review a
pear to further complicate certain
They say it also means many
stations may well prefer to give up
lower court ruling that the Comaspects of FCC's Port Huron rulthe substantial revenue involved
munications Act does not prohibit
ing, according to some. The Port
stations from censoring talks by and not air political talks by nonHuron decision declared if a stapersons who are not candidates.
candidates in order to preclude the
tion accepted the talk of one candidate, reviewed the script and
The Supreme Court's ruling, in ever-pending risk of greater loss
cleared it, the station could not
which Justice Hugo L. Black dis- through damage suits arising from
refuse time to another candidate
sented, was made upon petition for their failure to exercise close surreview of a decision of the U. S.
for the same office and could not
veillance over such broadcasts.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the
The crux of the problem lies in censor the latter's talk even though
it contained defamatory material.
Third Circuit affecting KYW,
interpretation of "political candiFCC assumed that in view of its
WCAU and WFIL Philadelphia
dates" in Sec. 315 of the Commuruling,
no station would be found
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
nications Act. The Court of Apliable by the courts in suits which
Dec. 25, 1950].
peals indicated Congress means
might result from the defamation
only the candidate personally.
Court of Appeals View
of the second candidate's talk.
The Court of Appeals held the Others, taking what they consider
Philadelphia History
a
more
realistic
and
practical
view
Communications Act does not proof
our
political
machinery,
hold
The Port Huron ruling also inhibit censorship of non-candidates.
Congress means all authorized to
dicated this policy would apply to
It reversed the finding of a lower
speak in behalf of the office-seeker
court which earlier had dismissed
those
who
spoke in behalf of canas well as the candidate himself.
didates as well as the candidates
$50,000 libel suits against the three
individually.
Legal observers also contend the
Philadelphia stations on grounds
they were not allowed to censor by SCOTUS action upsets precedent
The Philadelphia case was initiated in November 1949 by David
the federal law and hence could
in
the
field
of
"agency"
and
could
create
confusion
in
areas
other
H.
Felix,
an attorney.
He sued
not be held liable [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 20, 1950].
The action of SCOTUS leaves
broadcasters with a host of problems on political broadcasting. It CHALLENGE
TO
PRESS
means stations will be liable for

ANPA TALK
Expected on Rate Cutting
CBS rate reduction is expected to
evoke almost as much lobby discussion at the 65th annual convention of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn., meeting
Tuesday through Thursday at
New York's Waldorf-Astoria, as it
did at last week's NARTB sessions
in Chicago. Publishers, like
broadcasters, are under pressure
from advertisers who have started
sponsoring TV campaigns without
increasing their overall advertising appropriations, and fears have
already been informally expressed
that if radio rates are pushed
down, newspaper and magazine
rates will almost inevitably be
forced to follow suit.
Broadcast media as such, however, have no formal place on the
newspaper publishers' convention
agenda, which will commence tomorrow with the meetings of publishers of papers of less than 50,000 circulation and go into general sessions Wednesday. The Bureau of Advertising of ANPA will
hold its annual business meeting
Wednesday afternoon, followed by
a semi-dramatic presentation, "A
Newspaper 'Discovers' the Bureau
of Advertising."
Charles E. Wilson, director of
defense mobilization, will be the
major speaker at the annual banquet Thursday.
Lewis W. Douglas, former ambassador to Great Britain, will address the annual AP luncheon
Monday.
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NEWSPAPERS must carefully consider what they can do "better than
radio or television" and stress that operation or else find themselves
"in a losing battle for time" and loss of public interest.
Additionally, they must be prepared to fight along with broadcastingmedia "when our freedom is chal- ★
day before the American Society
lenged" if they would honestly
meet the radio-TV challenge.
of
Newspaper
28th annual
These words of advice were
convention in Editors'
Washington.
Mr.
Hayes was one of four scheduled
sounded by John S. Hayes, vice
speakers on a panel devoted to
president of WTOP Inc. (WTOPAM-FM-TV Washington), in a key
sound broadcasting's challenge to
address prepared for delivery Fri- the press.

FIRST March of Dimes radio award to a national advertiser is presented to
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co. during nationwide broadcast over CBS, 10:301 1 p.m. April 8. Taking part are (I to r) Frank Knight, announcer, Choraliers
program, sponsored by firm; Alan R. Cartoun, Longines' director of advertising; Eugene Lowell, director, Choraliers; Basil O'Connor, president. National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, who did the award honors.

Triangle Publications Inc.
(WFIL), Westinghouse Radio Sta-$
tions Inc. (KYW) and WCAU Inc. [
(WCAU),
charging defamation
and asking $50,000 damages from !
each.
The suits were based upon two
radio speeches by William F.
Meade, then chairman of the Philadelphia Republican City Committee, on October 24 and 25, 1949.
Mr. Felix alleged Mr. Meade, in
an attack upon Americans for I
Democratic Action, accused him
(Felix) of being a former Socialist
Party secretary and said the Socialist and Communist parties were
"peddling the same bill of goods."
In their defense, the radio sta- |
tions contended they were forbid- 1
den by the Communications Act |
from censoring political talks. J
Agreeing with this interpretation 1
of the Communications Act, U. S. |
District Judge William H. Kirk- 1
Patrick in March 1950 dismissed the 1
damage suits. The appeals court I
reversed this ruling, however, de- i
claring stations are allowed to cen- I
sor non-candidates under the Act. m
The stations then asked the Su- I
preme
reviewto the
which itCourt
has to
declined
do. case,
No 'I1
reason was given.
ASNE

Hears

Hayes

Referring to "the three major
forms of journalism," Mr. Hayes
stated that radio, television and
newspapers "will have to work out
their own salvation in living together; in successfully competing
with each other, and yet with each
preserving those certain fundamental advantages which each
might
enjoy over that
another."
He suggested
the basic challenge is whether the newspaper i
press can successfully compete for
an equitable share of overall time
given to reading, listening and
watching. Failing this, printed
media will become a secondary medium of information, he added,
noting that the nation's 500 million
hours of daily "free time" offer
plenty of room for each field.
Press Will Get Share
"I am not too concerned about
temporary advertising dollars diverted from newspapers," Mr.
Hayes said. "All advertising eventually offers some return to all
media. The more advertising, the
more sale of products . . . the more
profits to the advertiser . . . the
more advertising to the media . . ."
Newspapers, he noted, will receive
their proper
share
"in ofdirect
proportion to how
much
the free
time of the public" they can capture.
Alluding to freedom of the press
and closing of La Prensa, Mr.
Hayes pointed out that radio and
television as licensed media "represent the most vulnerable front"
and told editors "you cannot stand
aside and watch this struggle. . . .
Yet, I do not recall that any flags
(Continued on page 93)
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A

word

with

the

Time

Yes!

Buyers:

we

cooked

or

how

have

bananas!

K. T. Hager

sold

a

Dthiner sells
testimonial. Here's
Nothing
sells like
like aa testimonial.
Here's K.
K. T.
T
Hager, of Hager's Wholesale Fruits & Produce,
Cumberland:
"On Saturday morning, June 18, I had on my hands
almost a full trailer load of bananas that came to me
in a heated or 'cooked' condition. I displayed signs
advertising them for $1.00 a bunch. However, by
noon I was convinced that more people must know of
this sale if the bananas were to be moved.
"Within fifteen minutes after calling you, the customers began to swarm the place. About 2% hours
later we had sold out the load completely."
That's the kind of sudden results WCUM

There's

gold

no

trailer

load

in

2|

hours

nrndnrinp — for both local merchants and national
nat
to producing
accounts.
Cumberland's mountain-locked geographical location makes it a uniquely rich spot for radio selling.
There's gold, plenty of it, in these hills. And WCUM
blankets the market — produces phenomenal sales
again and again and again.
If you're not getting your share of this lush market
— investigate. You'll be surprised what WCUM has
story.
to offer. See your Meeker man for the whole WCUM

is used

in these

hills

CUMBERLAND

1490

ON

YOUR

DIAL

FM 102.9 NIC

A KARL F. STEINMANN ENTERPRISE, TOWER REALTY COMPANY (Owners and operators of WCUM)
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© The Joseph Katz Co., Advertising: 1 951
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IFCC
W
IllVlf
IliV
Committee
House 1
C
AAftAZ/F
AN EXPANDED economy coupled
a rise in non-defense operations
of the FCC.
with rapid electronics development
Electronic and communication
have boosted FCC's workload and
mushrooming within the economy
problems, according to Chairman
Wayne Coy.
could be traced to "the phenomenal
His statement was presented be- expansion in television and in safefore the House Appropriations Subty and special uses of radio," to cite
committee on Independent Offices
only a few, according to the FCC.
"As a result of reductions in
Feb, 23 by the then Acting Chairman Paul A. Walker.
staff over the last few years,"
The subcommittee last week re- Chairman Coy said, "the Commission has not been able to discharge
leased testimony that it had gathits functions in an effective manered in closed session during hearings on President Truman's fiscal
1952 budget request. The Chief
Other Points Stressed
Executive had asked Congress for
Points underscored by Chairman
$6,850,000 for FCC, some 3.4%
Coy
ner."also included the following:
over the preceding year's allocation.
Q The reorganization program
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 22].
now nearing
produce a more completion
effective and"will
efficient
This increase, Chairman Coy
organization." But, he said, results
stated, was in line with the governwill not be significant "until well
ment's "policy of strict economy
1952." He said the task of
in nondefense activities," despite into
devising detailed procedures for
handling work would get underPHILIP FRANK
way when the functional bureau is
set up.
Nielsen PR Director Dies
Total number of applications
PHILIP F. FRANK 44, director was# expected
to increase in 1951
of public relations of the A. C. over 1950 and to go up still further
Nielsen Co., died suddenly April in 1952, although the number of
17 at a Norwalk, Conn., hospital.
applications for new facilities probMr. Frank was born in New York
City and educated in New Rochelle, vision.ably would decline, except in teleN. Y., public schools, and was
# While the backlog of appligraduated from Williams College
cations is still high, it should be
in 1927. His advertising career
included service as copy chief with lower at the end of 1952 in comparison to 1951 and 1950. Backthe F. W. Prelle Co. of Hartford,
log of applications at the end of
Conn., director of public relations
1952 will consist of hearing cases.
for Associated Transport Inc.;
sales promotion for ABC; executive
9 Number of authorized stations on the air is climbing steadily
secretary of Broadcast measurement Bureau, and director of re- and is expected to continue to do
search and sales promotion for so in 1952, increasing the regulatory load and making application
WSGN Birmingham, Ala., before
processes more difficult.
joining A. C. Nielsen.
The author of many articles on
% Increase in TV applications
advertising, radio and allied sub- is expected after lifting of the
jects, Mr. Frank contributed to "freeze," which Chairman Coy
several books and co-authored This placed at that time as "in early
Thing Called Broadcasting.
1952." This estimate was made
Surviving are Mr. Frank's widow, more than a month before FCC's
Verma; a daughter, Valerie, 18, "third report" on proposed TV reallocation which suggested partial
both of New Canaan; his parents,
and two brothers.
freeze lift in certain respects

HEAD TABLE at the Broadcast Music Inc. luncheon at the convention for
presidents of state broadcasting associations (story page 48) found these
industry men (I to r): Kenyon Brown, president, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.;
Paul W. Morency, vice president and general manager, WTIC Hartford, Conn.;
Herb Hollister, president, KBOL Boulder, Col.; Wayne Coy, FCC Chairman;
BMI President Carl Haverlin; Sydney M. Kaye, vice president and general
counsel, BMI; John Elmer, president and commercial manager, WCBM Baltimore, and Judge Justin Miller, retiring president of NARTB, who becomes
chairman.
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Testimony
Releases1
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
March
26].
Also cited was the need for more
monitoring services, a point that
has been stressed with added emphasis this year because of the
defense situation.
In discussing application processing, general
Harry Plotkin,
assistant
counsel, FCC's
estimated
that "it is taking us about seven
or eight months before it [the
application] gets up to the Commission for first action."
Mr. Plotkin added that seven or
eight months before, the waiting
period was about four months.
The hearing ended with a parting reference to television programming. Rep. Sidney R. Yates
(D-IU.) asked Comr. Walker what
standards the FCC employs "with
respect to the improvement" of TV
programs.
Acknowledging that the Congressman was getting into a
"pretty delicate subject," Comr.
Walker said FCC never prescribed
any allocation. "I do not know that
we have the authority to do it. We
have tried to encourage it in AM
broadcasting." He said that broadcasters as a rule take it upon themselves to arrive at standards in
view of the time when they would

THE Circus'
THIRD annual
Meets(scratch
'F,ea
THE THIRD annual
of the
"Flea Circus"
was
heldNAB
Wednesday,
April
18, at the Stevens Hotel,
Chicago. ofTheNARTB
"Flea and
Circus"
consists
industry executives who attended NAB regional meetings during the years 193844. The following members
attended : Frank Pellegrin,
H-R Representatives ; Edward M. Kirby, Dept. of Defense, Radio-TV Branch,
U.S. Army; Carl Haverlin,
BMI; Sydney M. Kaye,
BMI; Neville Miller, attorney ; Ralph Wentworth,
BMI; Robert Keller, Robert
Keller Assoc.; Hugh Feltis,
KING Seattle; Sheldon B.
Hickox Jr., NBC; Roy Harlow, BMI; WAC Capt. Pat
Griffith, formerly with NAB ;
William Massing, FCC; Edwin M. Spence.
file for renewal of license.
Chairman of the House group
is Rep. Albert Thomas (D-Tex.).
Other Congressmen are Reps.
Albert Gore (D-Tenn.), George W.
Andrews (D-Ala.), John Phillips
(R-Calif.), Frederic R. Coudert Jr.
N.
H.). Y.), and Norris Cotton (R(R-N.
The appropriations unit has not
yet acted on the budget request.
Miller Victor In
First Round

FRAUD
BILL CHANGE
PROJECTED radio fraud legislation (HR 2948) was watered considerably last week to lessen broadcaster liability. Thus, an initial victory
could be claimed for NARTB [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 19].
A reworded bill was tentatively approved by a House Judiciary subcommittee last Tuesday, a week
rewritten to apply to any person
after it had held a one-day hearing.
who transmitted or caused to be
Changes conform to suggestions
that had been forwarded to the transmitted "by means of intersubcommittee by Judge Justin
state wire or radio communication"
Miller, NARTB president who in any fraudulent scheme. This
June becomes chairman of the
change in effect upholds Judge
board and general counsel.
Miller's contention that the bill
Judge Miller had testified on the should affect interstate radio combill and also had submitted legal
munication only. He had questionaddenda to the Capitol Hill group.
ed the constitutionality of the
As originally written and intro- initial bill.
duced by Rep. Emanuel Celler
The language referring to any
(D-N. Y.), chairman of the full
radio station operator "knowingly"
Judiciary Committee which now
permitting such a communication
must approve the measure for re- was taken out. Penalty provision
porting to the House, a section to was reduced to $1,000 and five years
the U. S. Criminal Code would
imprisonment, or both. Both of
have been added to make it a crime
these actions fall in line with Judge
for any person to do the following:
Miller's thinking.
"... transmit or cause to be
The Senate-passed McFarland
transmitted by means of radio comBill (S 658), which would realign
munication or interstate wire communication, any writings, signs,
FCC functions, also contains a section on x-adio fraud. The Senate
signals, pictures, or sounds for the
bill is being heard by the House
purposeulentofadvertising
executing"
any
fraudInterstate & Foreign Commerce
scheme.
Committee.
Proposed Penalty
It also would have held it a crime
FCC had requested passage of a
radio fraud measure by Congress.
for any radio station operator who
While the House is acting on the
"knowingly" permitted the communication tobe transmitted. The
agency's
request,hasthestood
Senate
bill had carried a proposed penalty
ary Committee
pat,Judiciafter
for violators of $10,000 and five its chairman, Sen. Pat McCarran
years imprisonment, or both.
(D-Nev.) reminded FCC that the
In accordance with argument set Senate already had passed a bill
forth by Judge Miller, the bill was
which contains the section.
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COVERAGE

FROM

HERE

TO

GONE*
HELEN
AT JUST

55
PER

BUCKS
SHOT!

Yes, for just $55.00 per spot (52
or more Class "B" announcements)
you can cover this entire area of
over 400,000 radio homes spending nearly 2 billion dollars for
retail goods.
*HEIEN GONE - THE LITTLE GIRL
WHO CHECKS OUR OUTPOST SIGNALS

NEVADA
ARIZONA
IAS VEGAS • KIAS-CBS

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

BROADCASTING
SALT

LAKE

SYSTEM
CITY

REPRESENTED BY
Shaded area around Salt Lake represents
market now covered by television— COMPARE!
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Studies
SPARTANBURG
(county)
1950
U. S. Census

POPULATION
147,888
ithin the last ten years
Spartanburg has enjoyed a
healthy growth. The population of Spartanburg County
has increased to 147,888 — a
gain of 16 per cent.
Over 100,000 of the people
of Spartanburg County live
within a 10-mile circle of the
City of Spartanburg.
J^.etail sales in Spartanburg
now exceed $100,000,000.
Spartanburg is the HUB CITY
of this highly industrialized
and thickly populated Piedmont section.
D ollars go farther on WORD
—Spartanburg's
DIO BUY!

BEST

RA-

WORD

serving

the heart

of the Piedmont
ABC
WDXY-FM • DUPLICATION
Walter J. Brown, President
SPARTANBURG
South
SEE
Page 42
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AFM PEACE
Networks-Union Sign Pact
FOUR network-AFM contracts for
radio and television, reflecting the
settlement reached by the networks
and AFM President James C.
Petrillo in New York a month ago
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 19], were signed March 30,
it was announced last week.
The agreements are those for national radio, national television,
television film labor, and a trust
agreement. Text will appear in the
April 30 issue.

CONCLAVE
Propagation
A SUPER scientific conclave on matters relating to radio propagation
was held last week in Washington at the National Bureau of Standards.
The session held April 16-18, was a joint meeting of the United States
National Committee of the International Scientific Radio Union with
the Institute of Radio Engineers'
Professional Group on Antennas
Associated Uniand Propagation. NBS was host. succeeds L.versitiesV.Inc.,Berkner,
New York; vice chairman— Dr. Newbern Smith, NBS, forNumerous papers on highly techmerly secretary-treasurer; secretarynical studies in radio propagation
— Dr. A. H, Waynick, Penn
and measurements were delivered at treasurer
State, formerly committee member.
Mr.
Berkner
becomes
the meeting, one of two held yearly.
man, succeeding
Dr. junior
J. H. past-chairDellinger,
Some related to VHF and UHF
now committee member. Other new
committee members are R. A. Hellibroadcasting.
well, Stanford U., and Dr. J. A. Morton.
At an administrative meeting on Bell
Telephone Labs.
Re-elected committee members: Maj.
Monday, the National Committee
Gen.
B. Akin, Army Signal Corps:
elected the following officers and E. W. S.Allen
Jr., FCC; Maj. Gen. F. L. CBS SALES POST
committee members for 1951, who
Ankenbrandt, Air Force; Stuart L.
Horton To West Coast
Bailey,neer; Dr.Washington
engiare to take office in June:
T. J. Carroll.consulting
NBS; Frederic
KINGSLEY F. HORTON, CBS asDickson, Signal Corps: Dr. R. C. Gibbs,
Chairman — Dr. C. R. Burrows. CorNational Research Council: John E.
nell U.. formerly vice chairman, who
sistant general sales
New manager
York, hasin
Keto, Air Force (Wright Field): Dr.
F. B. Llewellyn, Bell Labs.; Dr. D. H.
Menzel, Harvard U.; Dr. R. M. Page,
been appointed
Naval Research Lab,; Dr. J. A.
radio and televiPierce,
Harvard;
Haraden
Pratt,
AmerCIVIL ECONOMY
ican Radio and Cable Corp., IT&T; Dr.
sion network
Simon Ramo, Hughes Aircraft Corp.;
sales
manager
for
Rear
Admiral
J.
R.
Redman,
Navy;
Can Stay Robust — Spraguc
the West Coast,
J. C. Schelling, Bell Labs.; Dr. J. A.
Stratton, MIT; H. W. Wells. Carnegie
AMERICA can maintain a "healthy
Institute: Dr. H. A. Zahl, Signal Corps
a newly - created
Engineering Labs.
and robust" civilian economy and
post,
CBS J.ViceL.
Retiring from committee: Dr. J. F.
President
"well prepared" military machine if Koehler,
Philco; Dr. C. G. Suits. Westdefense orders are channeled
Van
Volkenburg
inghouse: Dr. F. E. Terman, Stanford
throughout industry and sufficient U.; Dr. L. C. Van Atta, Hughes Airannounced last
materials are made available to craft.
week.
Mr.
Horton
The National Committee also
manufacturers for civilian use,
Mr. Horton
named new chairmen to its permaRobert C. Sprague, board chairjoined
a
CBS
affiliate,
WFBL Syraman of Radio-Television Mfrs.
nent study commissions which corcuse, N. Y., in 1931, and went to
Assn., declared last week.
respond to the commissions of the
CBS Radio Sales, New York, in
International Scientific Radio
1936. From 1938 to 1948, he was
Mr. Sprague addressed the anUnion, which headquarters in
nual convention of the Armed
with
WEEI Boston, network-owned
Forces Communications Assn. at Brussels. Named were:
station, and in 1948, he transferred
the Drake Hotel in Chicago Friday.
Commission 1 (Radio measurement
to CBS-TV New York sales staff.
methods and standards). F. J. Gaffney.
"A disturbing aspect of the presPolytechnic Research and Development
ent rearmament program is that
Corp., Brooklyn,
who succeeds
Dr. Dellinger.
Commission
2 (Tropospheric
the military load is not . . . evenly
radio propagation), Dr. A. W. Straiton, CHURCH
PROGRAMS
U. of Texas, succeeding Dr. Charles R.
distributed throughout the indusBurrows. Commission 3 (Ionospheric Sterling Lauds WCSH, Others
try," Mr. Sprague asserted.
radio propagation), Dr. H. G. Booker,
U.. succeeding Dr. Newbern
"... Many manufacturers are in Cornell
Smith. Commission 4 (Terrestrial radio "I AM glad to say the Commission
danger of being caught in a squeeze
noise),
Harold
E. Dinger.
Re- has always looked with favor upon
between material shortages . . .
search Lab., succeeding
J. C. Naval
Schelleng.
religious broadcasting. We have
Commission
5
(Extraterrestrial
radio
and insufficient or no military ord- noise), Allen H. Shapley, NBS, suc- recognized that radio has added a
ers .. . Already some of the smaller
ceeding Dr. Menzel. Commission 6 new dimension to the ministry. . . .
(Radio waves and circuits, including
manufacturers are in this diffi- general
theory and antennas), Dr. Radio has brought the church to
Samuel Silver, U. of Calif., succeeding
Dr. Van Atla. Commission 7 (Elec- the whole community."
The RTMA board chairman
including properties of matter),
Thus FCC Comr. George E. Stercontinuestronics,
inactive.
culty." that because of electronics'
warned
ling spoke in part April 15 on the
importance to national defense, it
Dr. Dellinger is U. S. vice presi- 25th anniversary broadcast over
dent of the International Union,
would be "dangerous" for a numWCSH Portland, Me., of the First
ber of manufacturers of end equipRadio Parish Church of America.
which holds a general assembly
He also said he believed American
ment and components "to fall by every two or three years. Last
radio "can claim much of the
the wayside." The problem is comsuch meeting was held in Zurich,
plicated, he noted, by adjustment
Switzerland, in September 1950. credit" for the current "religious
to partial mobilization and growth
awakening" in the U. S.
Next
general assembly is scheduled
of military requirements, despite
for 1952 in Australia.
Noting it was the work of forexpansion of the industry.
mer Sen. Wallace H. White (RMr. Sprague also urged easing of
Me.) that stations are legally oblicredit and spending restrictions to
gated to operate in the "public
encourage sale of radio-TV re- Graham Starr
interest," Comr. Sterling complimented WCSH and Pastor Howard
FUNERAL services for Graham
ceivers
because
of
their
"recognized value as the most effective
O. Hough for their pioneer work in
Starr, 61, retired Air Force lieu- the
field of public service religious
tenant colonel and former New
media" for transmission of government information and for civil
broadcasting. He added FCC files
York advertising executive, were
defense. Additionally, curtailment
show stations "are devoting more
held April 13 in New Hope, Pa. and
more broadcast time to the
of expansion of production would
Burial was in Arlington National
result in the loss of skilled engi- Cemetery. Col. Starr, a native of various religious faiths and deneers and technicians, he stated.
nominations" and observed "one
Washington, died of a heart attack
recent network broadcast on reli"It appears that one of the prin- April 11 at his home in Lumbergion evoked a tremendous response
cipal expansions needed in our ville, Pa. He began his advertising
industry will be for the increased
from
listeners praising the procareer with N. W. Ayer & Son in
production of basic components
1921
and
later
was
an
executive
"It is clear that American radio
which will be required by the armed
services in vast quantities in the with Young & Rubicam and with
is doing its part to give real meangram.
event of a full-scale war," he as- Ei-win, Wasey & Co. in New York.
ing to the
motto, concluded.
'In God we trust',"
Comr.
Sterling
serted.
Surviving is his widow, Helen.
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Milwaukee

here's
High

buy—

why:

Hoopers* — Now 4th Highest Hooperated Independent inthe Nation between 6:00 and 10:00 P.M.

In Milwaukee consistently No. 3 Morning and Evening,
now No. 2 in the afternoon ! No. 1 on individual program ratings competitive to National Network

Lower

Costs — No other station in Milwaukee

audience at a lower cost per 1000.

Shows.

delivers

At the 250 time fre-

quency, $9.75 buys a Nighttime minute — -$7.80 a daytime
minute.

Top Programming — 24 Hours of Music, News and Sports.
Continuous popular, familiar music native to Milwaukee,
'

interrupted only by clear, concise 5 min. newscast and
leading play-by-play Sports broadcasts.

Personnel — Highest Paid Program Staff with exception
one Network

Station.

Air Salesmen — not announcers.

Full time local news staff.
* Based on 1950 May-September Hooperatings and 1950 November-December Index

WEMP

24 Hours

of Music, News

and Sports

Head ley Reed, before you buy
let them

Hugh

Telecasting

tell you why!

Boice, Gen'l Mgr.
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One

of the reasons we do not envy you agencies and advertisers is your

necessity of keeping abreast of several hundred markets in this nation.
To help you in that big job, F&P

offers you an extra radio department of ac-

knowledged specialists who know all the markets at the right as you know your
own

hometown.

Their knowledge

can obviously help you find opportunties

your competition is missing, avoid pitfalls of inadequate "intelligence", and get
more value for your radio dollars. That's the basis on which we first earned our
place in this industry, and the basis on which we will continue to grow with you.

Free

&

Peters,

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

BEAUMONT.

EAST.

.

. or

COLUMBIA?

SOUTHEAST
WBZ-WBZA

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo

NBC
CBS

New York

IND.

Philadelphia

NBC

50,000

Pittsburgh

NBC

50,000

Syracuse

CBS

5,000

WCSC

Charleston, S. C.

WIS

CBS

5,000

Columbia, S. C.
Norfolk

NBC

5,000

ABC

5,000

WGR
WMCA
KYW
KDKA
WFBL

WGH
WPTF
WDBJ

50,000
5,000
5,000

Raleigh

NBC

Roanoke

CBS

WHO

Des Moines

NBC

WOC

50,000

Davenport

NBC

5,000

Duluth-Superior
Farg°

ABC
NBC

5,000
5,000

Fort Wayne

NBC

Kansas City
Louisville

CBS

5,000

NBC

5,000

Minneapolis-St. Paul
0maha

ABC
CBS

5,000
50,000

Peoria

CBS

5,000

St. Louis

NBC

5,000

Beaumont

ABC

5,000

Corpus Christi

NBC

1,000

Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston

NBC-ABC
ABC

50,000
5,000

San Antonio

CBS

5,000

Albuquerque

NBC

50,000

Boise

KVOD

CBS

5,000

Denver

ABC

KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

5,000

Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.

CBS
ABC

5,000
50,000

Seattle

CBS

50,000

MIDWEST,

50,000

5,000

SOUTHWEST

WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN
KFAB
WMBD
KSD
KFDM
KRIS
WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA

MOUNTAIN

AND

KOB
KDSH

10,000

WEST

1

MEDIA
WAGES
'Unions Will Not Permit Cut'
An overflow crowd of broadcastEVEN if radio rates are cut and with Phil Lasky, vice president of
ers heard the management and
KSFO
San
Francisco,
and
Ernest
a station's income goes down belabor sides of these questions:
de la Ossa, director of personnel
cause of television competition,
unions will not permit a wage cut for NBC. Harold Essex, vice What factors and conditions contribute to harmonious manageat this point because the national
president, WSJS Winston-Salem,
ment relations?; what are some
N. C, was chairman. NARTB
economy as a whole is inflated
of the legitimate methods which
rather than deflated. This was the board members serving as monitors were Kenyon Brown, presi- management may use when a union
prediction of A. Frank Reel, exdent, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., attempts to organize employes at
ecutive secretary of the American
a station?; legitimate methods for
Federation of Radio Artists, who
and George D. Coleman, WGBI
a
union to use?; what should be
Scranton,
Pa.
was a key speaker at the Laborthe yardstick on which equitable
Management Relations Panel at
Floor Discussion
compensation is made?
the NARTB convention Tuesday
afternoon.
The most enthusiastic discusThe groups agreed that harsion and questioning from the floor
If the economic shrinkage were
monious negotiations can be carconcerned
possible
solution
to
what
ried out if these elements are presgeneral, as during the depression
ent: Mutual acceptance of the
years, the situation would be dif- was termed by all speakers as the
ferent and labor would more read- "inevitable" position of many ra- existence of the other side, a posidio stations which will suffer rate
tive attitude of discussion for muily take wage cuts, Mr. Reel said.
reductions and decline in revenue
tual benefit, confidence and reWith inflation "typical of almost
and still have contracts providing
spect, acceptance of responsibility,
every industry except one," how- for sustained wages for union
patience, omission of third party
ever— radio and television — such a
move would not be practical, he workers. The labor leaders agreed
interventionists as much as posthat specific solutions could be
added. He warned station men
sible, and frankness and sincerity.
Mr. Reel said he seeks from manthey would lose personnel if wages
found
only station
in discussions
with' with
each
individual
confronted
agement an understanding that
were cut, even with union permissuch problems. They said also that even a small portion of a large
sion, because with the manpower
combination jobs, with announcers
union represents an organized
shortage and flush job opportunities workers could easily get jobs doubling as newswriters or engi- thing called the "American labor
neers doing some announcing,
elsewhere. He attributed deflation
movement," and that business "decould be worked out in necessary
pends on the ability of the public
of radio to technical operations.
instances.
They
recommended,
to buy the products you adverMr. Reel, with Lawson Wimberly, assistant to the president however, that such combination
employes be given wage increases
of the International Brotherhood
"Regardless of your personal
because of their heavier work
views and prejudices about labor,
of Electrical Workers, represented
load.
nothing has so contributed to the
labor. They appeared in the forum
LATEST

HOOPER

REPORT

U. S. ARMY and Air Force
northis week
iH"! ."<>
R"™
Recruiting
Services
gave a special citation to
NARTB for "its splendid coand assistance"
rendered to operation
recruiting
drives.
Award was made to Judge
Justin Miller, NARTB president, at opening session of the
NARTB convention in Chicamass buying power as the labor
movement," Mr. Reel asserted.
Mr. Lasky reminded the labor
representatives that labor relations
"are not a one year thing, when
the go.contract comes up for discussion," but should be a 12-month a
Management
can legitimately
year
job.
give employes the facts of business
life of the station when a union
attempts to organize the shop, and
can also refer the matter to the
National Labor Relations Board.
The speakers were in accord that
agreements should be made with
organizing unions so there is no
disruption of business. Mr. Lasky
suggested that stations retain a
capable labor attorney on the local
level.
AFRA, according to Mr. Reel,
has been "forced" to call strikes
for recognition for the first time
in its history. It prefers to use
(Continued on page 64)

tise."

SHOWS:
WBNS,
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and we're gaining there, too.
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WBNS

J

Mon. thru Fri.
8 A.M. to 12 Noon
The Fall-Winter report
shows more Central Ohioans listening to WBNS
than any other station.
Here's twenty good reasons why: WBNS carries
the 10 top-rated daytime
shows as well as the 10
top-rated night-time
shows! What an opportunity for spots and participation! Call your John Blair
man or write us.

Mon. thru Fri.
12 Noon — 6 P.M.

CENTRAL

April 23, 1951

OHIO'S

ONLY

Sun. thru Sat. Eve.
6 P.M. — 10:30 P.M.

CBS

OUTLET
PLUS
AskWELD-FM
John Blair

POWER
Page 46

Sun. 12 Noon — 6 P.M.
Previous report
showed WBNS with 17%

WBNS

5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS,
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For twenty-eight years KFH has covered the big Wichita market. Its superior
leadership (better than 2-to-l ) is substantiated by every measuring device.
Extensive local programming combined with the nation's best in CBS assures
every advertiser of more people per dollar. KFH is Wichita's best radio buy
by more than 2-to-l!
C

Represented by
EDWARD RETRY & COMPANY

B
AM

FM

KANSAS'
5000
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GREATEST
RADIO
WICHITA, KANSAS

WATTS

ALL

STATION

THE

TIME
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(BMI photo page 38)
BROADCAST MUSIC Inc. pitched
its plan for annual program clinics
and diversified program schedules
to presidents of 29 state broadcasting associations at the first luncheon of its kind last Monday in
Chicago. BMI President Carl
Haverlin, welcoming the group of
broadcasters who were attending
the NARTB convention, asked for
further cooperation in BMI's sponsorship of program clinics throughout the country.
Broadcasters elected Emmett
Brooks of WEBJ Brewton, Ala.,
permanent chairman of a four-man
steering committee to study the
problem of future clinics and where
they will be conducted. Working
with Mr. Brooks are Mahlon R.
Aldridge, KFRV Columbia, Mo.;
William J. Newens, KOIL Omaha,
and Earl J. Gluck, WSOC Charlotte,
N. C.
Reviews Clinics
Mr. Haverlin traced development
of the program clinics, which
started as discussions for librarians
in 1948 and attracted only seven
persons at the first meeting. At
the time of the last series in January, by which time emphasis had
been switched from libraries to
wider aspects of programming and
sales, there were 107 persons from
M

Covers

SESSION

I L WO

KY'S

POWER

Programming,

26 states and Canada, 65 of whom
were station owners or general
managers. Field clinics in one four
week period reportedly attracted
620 persons, including 184 managers, 365 program managers and
73 librarians.
Four concluding clinics will be
sponsored this spring in Illinois,
Wisconsin, Michigan and Indiana
from May 15-21. Mr. Haverlin,
after explaining purposes of the
clinic, sought support from state
broadcasting associations in helping to organize geographical areas
of three or four states for future
clinics and in aiding development
of additional state associations.
He said broadcasters in 13 states
have no state group.
Projected BMI broadcasting aids
would help the broadcaster "start
program concepts in the front office, rather than in that of the program manager," Mr. Haverlin said.
"Good programming requires more
thought, not more dollars. Imagination, the most valuable element
in programming, can be dispensed
with less easily than intelligence
or Overall,
techniques."
the radio industry is
"woefully weak in imagination,"
he charged, defining the major
problem as a . lack
of "program
diversification.
. . Most
of us are
pretty well slotted in our thinking,

MOST

POWERFUL

Clinics

and I'm not sure we know what the
To encourage
public
wants." youthful composers
of serious music, Mr. Haverlin outlined a tentative proposal of BMI
which would be carried out with
cooperation of state broadcasting
groups nationally. Winners of
area contests would have their
music published by BMI and perhaps recorded by a major company.
Broadcasters would conduct local
and area competitions.
Offers Exhibit
Mr. Haverlin offered to send an
exhibit of original compositions
and data concerning classic authors
shown at the convention, to each
broadcasters' clinic. Station promotion of the exhibit would help
to attract non-radio civic leaders to
the clinics, such as parent-teacher
association and club officials.
Special guests at the luncheon
were FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
NARTB Retiring President Justin
Miller, J. Leonard Reinsch of the
James M. Cox stations; Leonard
Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh; Herb
Hollister, KBOL Boulder, Col.;
William Hedges, NBC vice president; J. Harold Ryan, vice president and treasurer, Fort Industry
Co.; Paul Morency, WTIC Hartford; Joseph McDonald, vice president of ABC, and Malcolm Neill,

FULLTIME

chairman of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.
State broadcasting association
presidents attending were:
Mr. Brooks, Alabama; Julian Haas,
KARK Little Rock; E. C. Kelly,
KCRA Sacramento, Calif; Rex Howell,
KFXJ Grand Junction, Col.; Spencer
Mitchell, WDAE Tampa; W. Ray
Ringson, WRDW Augusta, Ga.; Ray
Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111.; Daniel
C. Park, WIRE Indianapolis; Charles
Warren, WCMI Ashland, Ky.; Tom
Gibbens, WAFB Baton Rouge; Frank
S. Hay, WLAM Lewiston, Me.; Stanley R. Pratt, WSOO Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich.; Dave Gentling, KROC Rochester, Minn.; Granville Walters, WAML
Laurel, Miss.; Mr. Aldridge, Missouri;
Franz Robischon, KBMY Billings,
Mont.; Mr. Newens, Nebraska; Robert
Stoddard, KATO Reno; Mr. Gluck,
North Carolina; Robert Fehlman,
WHBC Canton; L. F. Bellatti, KSPI
Stillwater, Okla.; Lee Jacobs, KBKR
Baker, Ore.; Victor C. Diehm, WAZL
Hazleton, Pa.; Robert J. Dean, KOTA
Rapid
S. D.; California;
Robert J. McAndrews, City,
Southern
Hoyt
Wooten, WREC Memphis; Arch Morton, KJR Seattle; Joe L. Smith Jr.,
WJLS Beckley, W. Va., and Ben Laird,
WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.
Sets New York Meet
All 14 members of the BMI board
attended a private dinner at the
Stevens Sunday night, and scheduled the next regular board meeting for June 13 in New York. The
company was host group at an annual dinner for past and present
officers and board members of BMI
and NAB (NARTB) Monday evening at the Ambassador East Hotel.

INDEPENDENT

More than 1,500,000 listeners come within the WOKY power
saturation area. 1000 watts on 920 blankets Wisconsin's
richest markets.

1

w
Milwaukee's biggest advertisers are moving to WOKY
with programs . . . Miller Beer, Boston Store, RoundyPeckham & Dexter, National Food Stores, The Borden
PRESTIGE

Company, Schuster's, North Western-Hanna, The Speed
Queen Corporation . . . the largest volume of local business.
Milwoky

personalities have captivated the audience . . .

o

slow-speaking, heart-warming Josh Adams, The Women's
Home Companion . . . and Lucky Logan — one of Milwaukee's
top salesmen — spinning records with solid, persuasive salesmanship. And Big John Reddy . . . ace sportscaster . . .
PERSONALITIES

for America's largest advertisers . . . can sell your products.

K

Successful programs that do a selling job for advertisers . . .
Boston Blackie . . . Meet the Menjou's . . . Alan Ladd in
Box 13 . . . Jerry Bartell's PlayTime for Children ... to
mention a few of the many prestige programs.
PROGRAMS

Represented by WEED

. and
Page 48
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920
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February

1951 Baltimore

Business

Barometer

(Corresponding Month of Preceding Year=100)

New Passenger Car Sales, Baltimore City and County
Building Contracts, Baltimore City and County (Dollars)
Industrial Employment (Maryland)
Department Store Sales (Dollars)
Freight Car Loadings
...........
Total Sales of Gas (Cu. Ft.)

111.1
149.3
115.T
115.3
131.1
147.0

*Released April, 1951 by the Baltimore Association of Commerce

Sales

SOAR

when
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Since

The

On

Voice

April

15, 1921,

1921

of

Toledo

WTAL

(soon

to be

WSPD)
began broadcasting- with 50 watts to
the Toledo market. The Jbaseball games broadcast that year were described by announcers
who

wore tuxedos in an effort to give this newfangled miracle a touch of class, and folks at

home

took turns listening on the headphones.

This

month, with 5,000 watts, we are celebrating 30 consecutive years of constructive,

progressive

AM

be celebrating

broadcasting.
3 years

In July we will

of telecasting

from

WSPD-TV,
Toledo's only television station.
Both stations have earned their place in the
hearts of the people of Northern Ohio by ceaselessly working and broadcasting in the public
interest.

Thank

You.we

sincerely thank

our

large and loyal family of listeners and the
multitude of national and local advertisers who
have made

THE

this 30th birthday

FORT

WSPD, Toledo, O.
WWVA, Wheeling,
WSPD-TV, Toledo,
National Sales

possible.

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

• WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich,
W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
•
WSAI, Cincinnati, O
O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
•
WAGA-TV, Atlanta.
Headquarters: 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2-iob

Low Blood Pressure
EDITOR:
Why all the furore about P.I.
deals? . . . P.I. deals are like sin.
Everyone disapproves, but enough
indulge to keep it a going business.
The fellows who pitch the P.I.
deals at us know that some stations will accept and many more
will not. ... So a few stations always fall for the gag, and a lot
more waste a great deal of time
thinking up letters of refusal that
are real masterpieces — letters that
run the gamut from soul-satisfying sarcasm to profound treatises
on radio's merits as an advertising
medium. In the aggregate, this
amounts to quite a lot of time.
. . . And when I think of all the
time I used to waste answering
those pitches, I do a slow burn at
my own stupidity.
Here's a way that P.I. inquiries
might be put to good use. Suppose

open mike

every station manager who ordinarily replies to them with a rate
card and the old "radio is a medium that can stand on its own
feet" routine should keep on his
desk a list of legitimate national
advertisers who are logical prospects for his own station. . . .
Then when we get a letter from a
P.I. genius, instead of spending
good time and thought composing
a reply that is a literary gem, how
about putting the same time and
thought into a hell of a good personal sales letter to one of the
people
list? on the "legitimate prospect"
We're not going to sell the P.I.

Has

of Radio

Share

kw

d Time

" 0
"B.
.3
STA2

WTAG
™

stations
combined
.
s more
WTAG ha
112%

General Manager
KIDO Boise, Ida.
Needs Attention
EDITOR:
"Voice or Babel?" in the Feb.

Corner

in Worcester

Hoopers

Hiqh

on

a

artist on a legitimate basis, and
we're not going to put an end to
his efforts by waving our arms and
getting red in the face. If we put
the same effort into additional selling to honest advertisers who
should be using more radio, we
shall advance radio some small distance further toward its rightful
place inWalter
the sun.
E. Wagstaff

\. 1950

thru Feb. 1951

"C"
sia.
10.7
0.2
110.

r
rceste
D'
than all other Wo
audi
_ ence (
STA. "
A
atation.
place station.
nee than the second

Ratings Breakdown
Oct. -50 -Feb. -51 Worcester City
Evenings, Sunday thru Saturday, (6 to 10:30 p.m.) In Half Hour Periods
Ratings of more than 10
Ratings of 5 to 10
Ratings of Less than 5

WTAG
42
19
2

STA. "B"
0
13
50

STA. "C"
1
12
50

Daytime, Monday
Ratings
Ratings
Ratings
Ratings
Ratings
Ratings

of
of
of
of
of
of

10
9
8
7
6
5

STA. "D"
0
6
57

thru Friday, (8 a.m. to 6 p.m.) In Quarter Hour Periods
WTAG
0
0
14
0
or more
0
0
1
0
STA.1 "B"
0
0
2
"
C
"
STA.
3
0
8
STA.0 "D"
0
1
5
400
14
40
31
or less

25 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting is indeed interesting. A
subject, that in our opinion, should
be given careful attention by all
who are interested in the perpetuation of our free radio systems. Not
the system advocated by professional bureaucrats. . . .
K. C. Titus
Advertising Manager
The Perfex Mfg. Co.
Shenandoah, Iowa
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Editorial referred
to was in support of Sen. William
Benton's
investigate(D-Conn.)
whether or not proposal
Voice of toAmerica
and
like
propaganda
efforts
were
being
efficiently implemented.]

'An
Unpleasant Fact'
EDITOR:
It seems to be an unpleasant
fact that the only persons left
who realize that radio is still the
best buy in advertising are the
broadcasters themselves.
Sponsor after sponsor is being
bombarded with a rather dubious
array a of
and figures"
on
both
local"facts
and national
level by
a multitude of organizations whose
irrational statements usually precede a cooperative pitch on TV.
The following excerpt from a
letter sent to New York State savings banks from their state association serves to illustrate the point:
. . .Radio
suffered
progressively in thehasface
of television
competition during the course of
the afternoon and practically approaches elimination during the
evening hours. A study made by
one research organization indicates
that the situation is gradually
reaching a point where radio will
have only a marginal audience — the
people
cars, etc.
the .housewives
in
theirdriving
kitchens,
. .
This letter was accompanied by
a questionnaire concerning the association's continued use or cancelling of their radio program.
It is hard for even the happiest
of radio sponsors to stand up under
such barrages as these when they
come from their own associates.
It amounts to this: About everyone
is ready to carry the banner for
the neophyte, but no one for its
big brother, except broadcasters
themselves.
It's about time to start waving!
Keith W. Horton
Commercial Manager
WKRT Cortland, N. Y.
JF * *
EDITOR:
ZIMMER KELLER NOT BIOW
IS AGENCY FOR BOHN ALUMINUM AND THEIR AMERICAN FORUM TELEVISION
SHOW. PLEASE CORRECT
STATEMENT PAGE 15 THIS
WEEK'S [April 9] ISSUE.
CLYDE D. VORTMAN
ZIMMER KELLER INC.
DETROIT
*

WORCESTER,
Industrial Capital
W*G7$ BASIC CBS • 580 KC of New England

*

*

Early Kefauver
EDITOR:
We have followed your fine editorial and news articles on radioTV's coverage of the Kefauver
Senate crime probes with much
(Continued on page 69)
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KGW
WHICH

THE

GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

m

,,.*/#

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT
SURVEYS

PROVE
KGW's
LEADERSHIP
No other Portland radio station, regardless of power,
reaches as many radio families or provides a greater
coverage area. KGW's efficient 620 frequency is beamed
to cover Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington. BMB surveys prove KGW is doing
just that!
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME
350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

Albany, in the heart of the rich Willamette Valley, is one of the
important markets delivered to KGW advertisers by KGW's COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE. On a recent Tour Test to Albany,
conducted in cooperation with the Oregon State Motor Association,
Albert M. Epperley, Secretary-Salesmanager of R. Veal & Son, shows
Miss KGW how birch, Oregon alder and maple are made into fine Early
American and Modern furniture by his firm. A large zirconium plant is
a recent addition to Albany's fast-growing industry.

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station
Station BC

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

Station D

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington. D.C., or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
AGE of the fastest-growing market in the nation.

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGON
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY
April 23, 1951
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GOLF TOURNAMENT winners were (I to r) William Ware, KSTL St. Louis;
Lew Green, Green Assoc., Chicago, and Robert Stoddard, KATO Reno. Mr.
Green's low gross was 78. Messrs.
with 70Ware
each.and Stoddard tied for low net
Green
GOLF

TOURNEY

Wins

Stoddard,

Low
Ware

Gross,
Tie

Broadcasting -NARTB
Chicago Golf ScoresGross
Chicago
Wade
Agency
Chicago
Louis Timothy
Nelson
100
Tim
Chicago
106
Avery-Knodel
112
Avery-Knodel
BAB
Chicago
113
Roger
O'Sullivan
John
Alexander
WBKB
Bill Ryan
New
ChicagoYork
WBKB
Ken Ponte
Chicago
105
Bruce Roberts
WBKB
101
WBBM
Chicago
106
Jim Brown
10193
WBBM
Chuck
Wiley
MBS
Chicago
111
Bill Thompson
Kaufman Agency
78
E. JonnyVelthuys
Graff
121
91
Frances
Price,
Did not
FrankRobinson &
Chicago
96
Chicago
Chicago
Did not
EvelynCarey
Vanderploeg
Schwimmer & Scott
WIND
John
Chicago
94
Green Assoc.
Lew Green
Wade
Agency
Chicago
ABC
Jeff Wade
Chicago
NBC
Jim
StirtonFrey
George
New York
Ton! Co.
Fred
Klein
WSOY
WWDC
Merrill Lindsay
Decatur, III.
11083
Washington
Ben Strouse
WARL
117
Arlington, Va.
Frank Fletcher
100
Indianapolis
Dan Meadows
RCA
104
Sioux Falls, S. D.
S.David
FantleGentling
Jr.
KROC
81
KELO
96
KDZA
Rochester,
Minn.
95
Pueblo, Col.
Dee B. Crooch
KATO
Chicago
Reno,
Bob
P5
ChicagoNev.
96
Did not
Alan Stoddard
Schroeder
CBS
WIND
Chicago
Did
not
H. Leslie Atlass, Jr.
Everett-McKinny
Did
not
Carl Jewett
KSTL
Chicago
Bill Ware
St. Louis
95
M. E. McMurray
KING
KHQ
CBS-TV
90
97
Hugh
Feltis
Seattle
WSB
Dick Dunning
Atlanta
114
Chicago
Johnny Outler
WTAR
100
Spokane
Norfolk, Va.
Chicago
Bob Lambe
84
Chicago
Rollie Fishburn
102
Petry
Petry-TV
Bruce Bryant
Petry
Chicago
Did not
Petry-TV
Chuck Reeves
WIND
Did not
CBS-TV
Chicago
Walter Rubins
WLOL
Minneapolis
Did not
not
C. T. Hagman
Chicago
Did
92
Did not
FrostyHadding
Blair
Don
KOIL
Did not
Bill Newens
Omaha
New York
Harrington, Righter
Jim Parsons
85
WOR
& Parsons
Chicago
Chicago
(New
York)
Chicago
Lou
Kraft Foods
Bob Smith
Davis
Did not
83
Chrisman Nurseries
Tom Chrisman
New York
M. Chandler
CBS
98
J. E. Nilson
CBS
New York
81
119

AN INTREPID band of 56 convention golfers defied the 36 degree
weather April 15 and shot remarkably good scores in the 17th annual
Broadcasting • Telecasting NARTB tournament with Lew Green of
Green Assoc., Chicago, winning low gross with 78. Tied for low net
honors
were
Robert
Stoddard, ★
KATO Reno, and William Ware,
partment
with and
71's.scores are shown
KSTL St. Louis. Each had a score
The players
in the table below.
of 70.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
awarded silver trophies to the winners and was host to the golfers at
the Northwestern U. Golf Club,
Wilmette, where the golf sessions
TUBE
OUTPUT
were held.
Ladies' Winner
Miss Evelyn Vanderploeg,
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, won
low gross honors among the ladies.
Louis Smith, WOR New York's
Chicago office, former winner, and
George Frey, NBC Television, New
York, tied for low gross runnerup
honors with 81's. Hugh Feltis,
KING Seattle, Robert Lambe,
WTAR Norfolk, Maurice McMurray, CBS-TV Chicago, and Dee
Crooch of KDZA Pueblo, all shared
second place in the low net de-

'Reasonable

THE ENTIRE electronics industry will suffer serious hardships if sufficient receiving tubes are not manufactured to support a "reasonable
level" of radio-TV set production, government officials were told last week.
This warning was sounded by industry representatives in a conference
with officials of the National Pro- *
duction Authority in Washington
electronic component, end equipment and receiving tube fields, told
last Tuesday. The discussions
were called by NPA to weigh methH. B. McCoy, NPA assistant administrator, and other authorities
ods of meeting defense needs with
that cutbacks below minimum reminimum disruption to civilian
output [Broadcasting • Telecastquirements for nickel would "jeoing, April 16].
pardize" the industry and weaken
Members of three industry ad- its ability to meet defense orders.
The group suggested a sliding scale
visory committees representing
to provide 250,000 pounds in May,
225,000 pounds in June and 200,000
pounds in July.
I
These points were underscored,
in turn by NPA officials:
FOR THE LATEST
® The supply of nickel (used
in permanent magnet loudspeakers
WCKY
SUCCESS STORY
and gun assembly of cathode ray
tubes) probably will fall below the
See Centerspread This Issue
minimum 200,000 pounds recommended by the committees.
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
© There should be some "safeguards" to assure the flow of new
tubes into replacement parts rather
than new sets.
WCKY
CINCINNATI
50,000
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Level'

H
22
31
21
29
31
31
29
26
31
31
finish 31
finish
8
14
8
22
2122
31
3124
27
10
27
24
finish 26
finish
finish
14
14
26
24
21
27
13
finish 31
finish
finish
finish
finish
finish
11
6
finish 8
24
31

Held

76
Net
75
72
81
72
75
80
75
90
82
73
70
72
73
74
73
86
77
77
73
73
7170
70
79
71
71
81
76
71
75
77

75
75
74
8874

Vital

praised for its conservation program for cobalt and other raw
materials, and asked to "stretch
available supplies." The program
had been launched on the initiative
of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Set manufacturers were urged by
NPA to make some copper available for use by speaker makers.
The committees also reported
estimates on 1951 set production,
predicting output of between 5 and
6 million TV units and between
10 and 15 million radio sets. The
estimates are hedged with the provision that critical materials are
made available.
Files Objection
While government allocation officials reported on nickel, cobalt
and tungsten (also critically short),
RTMA President Glen McDaniel
was preparing to file an industry
objection to NPA steel and iron
orders, which manufacturers feel
will seriously limit radio-TV receiver production.
The RTMA board of directors
authorized Mr. McDaniel to submit
objections to NPA Administrator
Manly Fleischmann when it met
with Radio Mfrs. of Canada less
than aing •fortnight
ago [BroadcastTelecasting,
April 16].

® tailIndustry
must (also
further
use of cobalt
usedcur-in
magnet speakers) in the future,
although 30,000 pounds of the
metal was made available in April
and the present rate may continue
Basis of the protest is the claim
through May and June.
(Continued on page 57)
© The electronic industry was
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

PULLING A 1 6-FOOT HARROW with his multi-purpose, diesel oil-burning of beanland for planting. This would have taken over a week with hirse-drawn
tractor, William Gisler of Carmarillo, California prepares, in one day, 40 acres
equipment. On America's farms today, 4 men do the work 14 used to do.

Oil Puts

Record
To Work

178

Million

Horsepower

On U. S. Farms

The American farmer's all-out
food production drive this year is
sparked bv the world's greatest power
plant— 178 million horsepower* in
mechanical energy — twice that of
1940.
This enormous energy, powered by
oil, is more than that used in all
America's factories combined. It is
the big reason why the U. S., with far
fewer farm workers, now produces
40% more food than ten years ago.
Meeting
theforfarmer's
increased needs
fuels and sharplv
lubricants
is just part of the oilman's service to
the farmer. Chemical magic, born of
constant petroleum research, pro-

vides insecticides, weed killers, fertilizers, tires and rust preventives to
further boost the yield per acre.
The oil industry's contribution on
the food front is typical of its service
to the nation.
In peace or war, America's thousands of privately-managed oil companies provide the public with the
finest oil products in the world at the
world's lowest prices.
This has come about because free
men, competing vigorously over the
years, have out-distanced the world
in their race to out-distance each
other. The benefits of this competition go to you and the nation.
^Latest estimates of V. S. Department of Agriculture.

Oil Industrv Information Committee,
American Petroleum Institute, 50 West 50th St., New York 20, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

TANK TRUCK DRIVER brings fuels and lubricants
right to the farm. Oilmen have constantly improved
the quality of the petroleum products America uses.
For example, 2 gallons of gasoline now do the work 3
did in 1925 — although gasoline today is priced about
the same.

LETTUCE FARMER blasts leaf worms with new insecticides. Today the average farmer raises enough
food to feed 15 people — against 9 in 1920. Also, with
oil-powered machinery, he no longer has to use a large
part of his land to feed work animals.
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TIMEBUYERS:
You could write that line
over a hundred

times and

it still wouldn't mean as
much as the latest American Research Bureau

NEARLY 90% of the product
classifications promoted throughout the Carolinas are manufactured by firms which are consistent radio advertisers.
That was the No. 1 conclusion
drawn by the Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Co. (WBT-AM-FM
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.) following completion of its Carolina
Brands Preference Survey. The
study, begun last November and
compiled in February was conducted by mail and represented 852
returned questionnaires. It covered
50 counties in North and South
Carolina showing relative popularity of about 2,400 brand products
in 89 categories.
So significant are the findings,
according to the station, that WBT
salesmen — both national and local
— are making intensive use of the
survey to increase schedules and
obtain new billings.
Some of radio's most noteworthy

of the meek

gains were reflected in these categories: Toilet soap and soap for
dishes; hot roll mixes; rice; soda
crackers; salt; general tonic; headache remedy; gasoline.
Take soap, for instance. The top
eight brands, headed by Lux, accumulated 90.8% of all mentions.
All are consistent radio timebuyers, especially Lux whose 33% reflects the benefits reaped from continual radio programming through
the years. (Others were Palmolive, Ivory, Camay, Sweetheart,
Dial, Cashmere Bouquet, Lifebuoy.) Other findings:
Tide Success

WSJS

dishes — Tide's
amazing
riseSoapto for
leadership
(it topped
the
Carolina brands survey with
24.5%) was aided by "immediate
and
saturating
use observes.
of radio," The
the
Charlotte
station
next six leaders — Ivory, Rinso,
(Continued on page 71 )
A 15-CQUNTY MARKET
With

Sur-

$3,090* Average Family

vey.
Yes, research
again that WRC

strictly

proves

is your best

buy, dollar for dollar, program for program and audience for audience.
Radio listening in Washington is up — way

up!

WRC's share of this greater
audience is higher than
ever.
. . . So, whether you are
interested in batting averages, or home runs, look at
the WRC

record in ARB's

current report. Your decision can only be WRC!

IRST in WASHINGTON

i,000 Watts • 980 KG
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ '
**j»re*e«terf by NBC SPOT SALES
Pag2 56

•

Buying
Income 1950
* Sales
Management
Survey of Buying Power
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Mr. TOOTHILL
IN UNDERSTANDING of the
Uk^ distribution and merchandising problems of district and
division sales managers from when
he represented newspapers still
paves the way to successful radio
sales for John Alexander Toothill,
a radio representative for 14 years.
Mr. Toothill is principal owner
of the Burn-Smith Co., which headquarters in Chicago. There are
also branch offices in New York and
Los Angeles. He took over the
major controlling interest in 1938,
when Burn- Smith was formed to
handle the radio business acquired
from the Devine-Tenney Corp.,
newspaper representative. One of

the company's first stations,
WMFD Wilmington, N. C, is still
on its list. Addition of several TV
stations is planned.
John Toothill had scheduled a
newspaper career for himself during his early schooling in Brooklyn,
where he was born, and in Hackensack, where he attended high
school. His first newspaper and
advertising job was combined in
work as a retail display salesman
for the Brooklyn Weekly News,
20,000 circulation. Sold on selling,
he turned his back on reportorial
ambitions and concentrated on
salesmanship.
He was the first advertising man
in the family, and broke Toothill
tradition to become one. His
father, a white sheet metal worker
in Brooklyn, learned the craft from
his father, an Englishman who designed and molded silver plate
and ware.
The wayward salesman took basic
training in newspaper representation at Devine-Tenney in New
York, and was subsequently transferred to Chicago. When the firm
acquired a lineup of seven dailies
in Iowa, he was sent to Des Moines
to develop additional new business.
There he was grounded by personal
contact with district and division
sales managers in the ways and
means of merchandising the advertising campaign to distributors
and retailers.
Principles established in these
(Continued on page 65)

MORE

VALUE

FOR

YOUR

ADVERTISING
DOLLAR

AM-FM
WINSTON-SALEM
Represented by:
HEADLEY-REED CO.
NBC Affiliate

BROADCASTING
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Tube Output
(Continued from page 5U)
that a 20% cutback regulation
would discourage steel conservation by radio-TV manufacturers.
Instead RTMA proposed that the
80 9c limitation be applied to steeliron tonnage rather than on a unit
basis.
As a result of the continuing
metals scarcity problem, NPA also
announced last Tuesday that action
on allocation of critical materials
is now under study. NPA's controlled materials plan, issued April
13, touches only partly on consumer needs and is designed to
evaluate and control military requirements for products utilizing
steel, copper and aluminum. Civilian use of these materials, plus
nickel and cobalt, already has been
substantially curtailed.
Among firms represented at TuesmeetingInternational
were: Indiana
Steel
Productsday'sCo.;
Resistance
Co.; The Muter Co.; Sarke Tarzian
Inc.; Sprague Electric Co.; Standard
Transformer Corp.; Sylvania Electric
Products; Allen B. DuMont Labs; General Electric Co.; Hytron Radio & Electronic Corp.; Philco Corp.; National
Union Radio Corp.; RCA Mfg. Co.;
Raytheon Mfg. Co.; Admiral Radio
Corp.; Crosley Div.-Avco Mfg. Co.;
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.; Hallicrafters Co.; Olympic Radio & Television; Tele-King Corp.; RCA Camden;
Wells-Gardner Co.; Western Electric
Co.
The shortage of critical materials and civilian cutbacks has
been reflected, directly or indirectly, all down the line in industry,
with the result that several TV
set-makers have cut production
from 15 to 50%, according to some
dealers. They claim that manufacturers are decreasing output
to avoid further price reductions.
Cite Layoffs
Manufacturers claim they have
been forced to lay off personnel because of consumer cutbacks (metal
shortages and credit restrictions)
and the fact that defense orders
have flowed at a mere trickle,
despite obligation of contracts.
RCA Victor Div., RCA, reportedly
laid off 1,300 employes in one plant
to shift to war production. Philco
Corp. let go 2,000 because of "production adjustments." Others were
contemplating similar action. Fulltime defense production is not expected before fall.
Earlier, recommendations aimed
at assuring fulfilment of defense
needs and keeping a maximum
number of radio, television and
other electronic devices operating
with a minimum demand upon
critical materials were filed with
NPA officials.
An Electronics Parts Distributors Industry Advisory Committee
urged :
(1) Thorough study of a program
for salvaging obsolete radio sets; (2)
component parts producers manufac, ture and offer for sale to recognized
| distributors at least 150% of the
number of units sold for replacement
purposes; (3) extension of the base
period for certain metal limitation
orders to a full year (1950) because
of the "phenomenal" increase in civilian production; (4) priority grant
for wholesale component distributors;
BROADCASTING

(5) all manufacturers of parts-equipment to make available to customers
products in excess of defense-rated
orders; t6) simplification of every
line used in maintenance and repair
of electronics equipment.
TV Expansion
The advisory group pointed out
the base period may be "too low
because the vast expansion of the
television field has made it difficult to establish a realstic base
period." Additionally, industry
members noted, standard radio,
FM radio and related production
remained high last year despite
metal cutbacks. The group also
recommended special consideration
of cases involving amateur radio
operators, test equipment and problems of the TV set installer.
KRON-FM San Francisco, off the air
for past month while new transmitter
was installed alongside KRON-TV
facilities atop San Bruno Mountain,
returned to air April 2.
GET

FACTS
4755
31%

NOW

UNITED PRESS group at NARTB
son, Chicago; Bert Masterson,
Boiverman, San Francisco; back
Washington; Ed Brant,

ON

THE

WFLN

included (I to r):
Chicago; LeRoy
row, Jerry Rock,
Minneapolis; Dave

AUDIENCE

Front row, Mims ThomaKeller, New YorV; •Sen
Pittsburgh; Al Harrison,
Johns, Detroit.

PROFILE

SURVEY

survey families earn $5,000 to $10,000
suroey families earn more than $10,000

FACTS

in

52%

graduates
in survey families are college

90%

home owners.
of survey house dwellers are

17

PROVE

WFLN

j

YOUR
QUALITY

AUDIENCE

Pinpoint your select market advertising in Philadelphia
to the power-packed audience covered by Philadelphia's
FIRST station for fine music and news. WFLN audience
now estimated at 130,000. Program Guide subscriptions
reflect a 66% audience increase since July 1950. Survey
respondents report 22.5 hrs. average weekly listening time.
Survey audience facts now available on Banking, Insurance, Automotive, Vacation, Travel, Retail Buying, etc.
95.7 MEGACYCLES— FM

• Telecasting

FOR

TIME

A ND

RATES

WRITE

PHILADELPHIA 28
SEND FOR
YOUR WFLN
AUDIENCE
PROFILE
STUDY NOW!
Complete facts on 46.6% return from
3776 mailed 71 -question questionnaire.

20,000 WATTS
DE P T.
Dept. T,
WFLN, Philadelphia 28
□ Please send me a copy of your audience profile study
based on 46.6% return from 3776 mailed 71 -question
□ questionnaires.
Please send me your rate card.
NAME
TITLE
ADDRESS
ZONE
STATE. BT
CITY
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This

letter

from

Marfree

Advertising

Corp.

tells

I
THE

LATEST

WCKY

STORY

I 12 EAST WALTON

CHICAGO II. ILLINOIS
PHONE: WHITEHALL 4-2651

s if $ an

Mr. Charles

Topmiller

Radio Station
Cincinnati,
I

1

ST.

WCKY

Ohio

Dear Top:
As per your letter

of February

in the Farm & Ranch,

6, 1951, regarding

D-Con insertion

I would like to pass the following

information

on to you.

This 100-line
initially

ad was inserted

on November

19, 1950.

$675.00 for the insertion.
for this December

in the Farm and Ranch Magazine,
The cost was $6.75 per line, or

Our first order was recived

issue, and we received,

a total of 1093 orders

from November

November

19

from this one insertion,

19 thru February

2, at a cost

51c per order.

!
j
j

During

this same period,

a total volme

WCKY pulled a total of 8,381 orders,

sales of $26,143,000

as compared

in the same period for Farm and Ranch
indicates

that a participation

on WCKY

to a volume

for

of sales

of $3279 — which in effect
is worth 8 100-line

ads in

Farm and Ranch.

INVEST

YOUR

AD

DOLLAR

WCKYS-LY

m
j

Perhaps
almost

you would also be interested

in knowing

every top CBS, NBC and ABC station

every 50,000 watt independent.
stations

stations

pulling

of interest
including

listeners

has been on over 475

of these to make one WCKY — and it would also be

to know that although

such stations

for almost

I would certainly

right now we are on over 275 stations,

as WLW, WBBM, WLS, KMOX, WPTF, WRVA, KOAM,
etc., yet WCKY alone continually

15% of our total volume,

and honestly

confirm

week in and week out.

your claim that WCKY has more

than any of the 22 top radio stations

but believe

States plus

It would take the four best mail

KSL, WCCO, WBT, WOR, WGN, WOW, WOWO,
accounts

in the United

Our campaign

at one time or another.

that D-Con has used

in the United

States,

you should add the word "combined".
Sincerely

yours,

Alvin Eicoff
Vice President

Call Collect: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St.,
New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
or
WCKY

C. H. "Top" Topmiller
WCKY Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

FIFTY

THOUSAND

CINCINNATI

WATTS

OF

SELLING

POWER

editorial

4

Radio's Toughest Task
THE TOUGHEST JOB in radio, to stem the
tide of all-out rate war, was handed last week
to a valiant warrior in the radio cause.
Paul W. (Fritz) Morency, WTIC Hartford,
was drafted unanimously by an embattled
group of several hundred network affiliated
stations to head an Affiliates Committee. Its
first effort will be to convince CBS that it
should declare a moratorium on its scheduled
10% across-the.-board rate cut, now set for
July 1. And its next task is to get from other
the commitment that they won't move
networks
until the committee counsels with them on a
project yet to be evolved to get back on the
rate card and sell radio for all that it's worth.
The committee move developed spontaneof CBS' stunning anously— in thenouncement.wake
The leadership that always seems
to be there when the integrity and stability of
radio is threatened, worked swiftly.
It was recognized that no network wants
to cut rates. But the affiliates deplored the
fact that circumstances had forced networks
into deals on time and talent and entry into
spot selling on network optioned time. They
questioned whether the CBS rate cut would
eliminate such practices and restore stability.
Many felt that the CBS cut, if effected, would
result in appeasement which eventually could
spell a radio Munich.
There were no recriminations, no tirades
against this network or that. CBS was paid
high tribute as a smart organization with able
and effective management. The affiliates of all
networks were almost of one mind — that CBS
should not have moved so fast and that, despite contractual prerogative to adjust rates
without the consent of a majority of its affiliates, it first should have consulted them.
It is fervently to be hoped that CBS will
agree
delay. This
isn'tthat
easy.the cut is now
The to
contention
is made
a fait accompli. Affiliates, however, feel that
the sheer force of logic of their position will
convince not only the networks, but recalcitrant
accounts and agencies that the line should be
held pending a sane, prudent solution.
The Morency committee may well find that
radio has reached the transitory stage and that
full-scale revamping of affiliate-network contracts is involved. Certainly it will collide
with arguments that radio network operations
no longer are profitable. It may be contended
that the networks must be sold like magazines
at a blanket rate for the "circulation," and
with no fixed rate per affiliate.
For 31 years radio has never taken a backward step. The CBS suggestion, as one broadcaster aptly put it, is to take one step backward, stabilize, then try two steps forward.
The advertisers have been attacking at the
soft under-belly. They insist they're getting
less for their radio dollar because of TV penetration. In some instances they have resorted
to "sealed bids" from the networks — a device
that would destroy any semblance of rate stability— and eventually would even make advertisers suspicious, lest their competitors get a
better "deal."
If radio is a result-getting medium, advertisers will buy it.
The man who pays the bill isn't going to
ignore a medium that sells at the lowest cost
simply because of spleen or emotion. He may
lay off a while to strike a better bargain. But
he'll come back when sales droop.
There are two jobs to be done. Fritz Morency
Page 60
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recognizes that his committee must act "quickly, vigorously and intelligently." His radio
record of a quarter-century gives assurance
that he can do it, if it can be done.
The second job belongs to Broadcast Advertising Bureau. It must, with greatest possible
dispatch, and
provehard,
radio's
research
lean case
and with
hungrybelievable
selling.

jf* our respects to:

Inspired people built and sold radio in the
20's. Inspired people — many of them still on
the firing line — can sell it again.
Strange Interlude
AT A convention which was otherwise preoccupied with the critical problem of saving
radio from economic collapse, the appearance
of Sen. LeBlanc was no more appropriate than
the intrusion of a Minsky comedian, equipped
with rubber bladder and sagging pants, in a
cast
In performing
29 years of "Hamlet."
radio conventions, we cannot
recall another appearance of any radio customer making a direct appeal for acceptance
of his product. The question of whether the
Senator's Hadacol is a good or bad advertising
account is one that individual broadcasters
must settle for themselves. Their decisions
cannot have been made any easier by the
unique presentation to the Senator of a platform for his special pleading
Last week was among the most fateful in
radio's history. In arranging an audience for
Sen. LeBlanc, the NARTB not only squandered
precious time on a sideshow but also entrapped
itself in a particularly untimely association.
More orthodox advertisers than Sen. LeBlanc
must be wondering if radio has been driven to
embrace him as a last resort. Else why should
he have been singled out for an appearance.
Benton Bumbles On
ONE OF THE enigmas of this age is William
B. Benton, U. S. Senator from Connecticut,
former embattled Assistant Secretary of State,
erstwhile vice president of the liberal U. of
Chicago, and a tycoon who got his start selling
everything from snake oil to steamships.
With his former partner, Chester Bowles,
he made his first million before he was 40,
and — again with Mr. Bowles — turned to public
service and politics. Benton & Bowles is still
a top agency, but under different ownership.
Bill Benton now picks up the cudgels in defense of education by TV. He wants a big investigation of television programming, to ascertain how much time is being devoted to
pure, undefiled education.
Actually, Sen. Benton has fallen for the
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock campaign to allocate
fixed percentages of TV facilities for educational institutions. Miss Hennock is stalling
for time. Sen. Benton's proposal for a Congressional investigation would do just that.
The TV freeze has been on since 1948. The
urgent need is to get more stations on the air,
so that more people may be served as required
by the statute. We do not think that such
seasoned campaigners as Chairman Ed Johnson
of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee,
or Majority Leader Ernest W. McFarland, will
be taken in on these hinder and delay tactics.
For better or worse, the Congress created
the FCC as an expert body to handle allocations and licensing, because Congress itself did
not have the know-how, nor the time. Now,
Mr. Benton wants to usurp that authority in
the field of TV allocations.
If Congress isn't satisfied with the present
Commission it can always abolish it and start
another. But this is no time — at the threshold of the thaw of the great freeze — for Congress to intrude. We doubt whether it will.

ALFRED

HENRY

KIRCHHOFER

SPEEDING
to the scene
of aAlfred
big story
their comfortable
taxis,
Henryin
Kirchhofer's journalistic competitors must
have been amused by the plodding, disconsolate
young reporter they passed on the way. A
storm had struck the Niagara River and torn
loose a boat in the night. Reporters from all
Buffalo papers were rushing to the docks.
Young Kirchhofer was picked by his city editor
to cover the story. "Here's carfare," the editor
told him, forgetting that the carlines ended
some miles from the river.
By the time he arrived at the river, his rivals
had obtained their stories and departed. He
got the information and prepared to head back
with his late story. Then a shout went up
from the docks: The boat was loose again —
with the crew aboard! He got his story and
a scoop, giving his paper the only full presentation ofthe accident.
And today, still in Buffalo, Mr. Kirchhofer
is well equipped to give a full presentation of
any news event anywhere. He is vice president
and director of WBEN Inc., licensee of WBENAM-FM-TV (the latter two being the only FM
and TV stations in the city). He is also managing editor and director of the Buffalo Evening News, under the same ownership as WBEN
Inc. and the largest daily in New York outside
Manhattan.
Born in Buffalo on May 25, 1892, his interest
in all phases of journalism — audible, visual
and typographical — stems from his early days
in Buffalo's School 31 and Central High when
he was fired with the desire to be a reporter.
After graduation, he worked by day as a messenger for the old Bank of Buffalo, attending
the YMCA Institute at night, preparing himself for a journalistic career.
His big chance came in 1910 when he landed
a cub reporter's niche on Buffalo's most
aristocratic paper — the old Buffalo Commercial.
Reason for the Commercial's blue blood standing: It sold for two cents while all the others
cost a penny. The eighteen-year-old Kirchhofer soon acquired a reputation for night and
day production of voluminous copy and in 1911
moved
in 1939).over to the Buffalo Times (discontinued
In 1913, he took two years off from the
Buffalo paper and fulfilled a dream common
to all newspapermen — edited and published a
paper of his own in Lancaster, N. Y., about
six miles from Buffalo. The Western New
York Post billed itself as "The Finest Paper in
America." The weekly got a friendly reception from readers but failed to arouse the in(Continued on page 67)
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HITCH

YOUR

PRODUCT

TO A

K-NUZ

RADIO

RANCH

STAR

Tommy Cutrer
"K-NUZ Corral," 11:00 am
to 1:00 pm
NATIONAL AND
REGIONAL COMPANY
YOU KEEP ON
K-NUZ CORRAL:
Alaga Syrup
Arrow Drugs
B. C. Headache Powder
Blue Ribbon Rice
Dentyne
Griffin Shoe Polish
Ipana
Ivory Snow
Kam Dog Food
Kools
Ladies Home Journal
Life Magazine
Nabisco
0. J. Beauty Lotion
Pepsi-Cola
Pepto-Bismol
Robert Hall Clothes
Shampoo-Curl
Plus a choice list of local advertisers
For information call
FORJOE
National Representative
or DAVE MORRIS
General Manager
at KEystone 2581 *
"RADIO RANCH"
P. O. Box 2135
TWX HO 414
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SIGNAL

CONTROL

Budget Bureau Studies
Executive Order

mittee headed by William C. Grove,
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., District 14
director. He said every broadcaster presenting a legitimate case
for waiver of the operator requirement has received it from the FCC,
with next step likely to be area
waivers.

AN EXECUTIVE order giving the President authority to invoke
Sec. 606 (c) of the Federal Communications Act — to authorize "the
use or control of any such station"S. byBureau
any government
agency
he
of the Budget,
it was
chooses — currently is before the U.
leai-ned last week.
Dwight W. Martin, WLW Cincinnati, said larger stations are
The order, if approved by the
Defense Rally
bureau and put into action, would
losing
general
types of help to de(Continued from page 26)
fense industries. He told how
serve notice that the Chief ExecuWLW is cooperating with colleges
tive is empowered to invoke au- tied into control centers. Suggesthority over stations under his
by utilizing students on a parttime
tion was made that stations have
basis. This aids in developing a
national emergency proclamation
auxiliary power supplies.
of last December.
pool
of people to be called on if the
In a question-answer session it situation
becomes acute, he added.
The directive has been in the was explained broadcasters desirTalent
is
plentiful but WLW is
White House-Pentagon mill since
ing to take part in the alert sysfeeling
the
pinch on engineers, he
last month when a Defense Dept.
tem instead of remaining silent said.
official first acknowledged its ex- will pay for equipment and items
Summing up, Mr. Doherty urged
istence at FCC's emergency broad- necessary to change frequency. The
cast session in Washington
government pays for alerting lines stations to study their personnel
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
and tolls. Details of operation for situation and develop integrated
April 2, March 26].
stations in remote areas, FM and
work; cultivate the local labor marExistence of the order within TV outlets are not yet complete.
ket, including high schools and colthe Budget Bureau was disclosed
leges; use their own stations to
A plan of illumination control duradvertise for help, and tell other
ing an alert is being developed.
last week by a highly-qualified milOne broadcaster asked if it would
nearby stations of available help
itary authority, who simultanein the area.
ously scotched reports that the
be illegal to put on a commercial
Defense Dept. is seeking excessive during alerting periods if no comcontrol over broadcast stations and
Fay Presides
mercial material is on the air at
other devices capable of serving as the moment, drawing a laugh from
Final Monday morning session
navigational aids.
panel and audience alike. All sta- on mobilization broadcasting was
The source also disclosed that
tions in the alerting setups will led by William A. Fay, WHAM
the department has completed its operate non-directional.
Rochester, District 2 director.
comments on proposed amendments
The second portion of the MonBoard participant was H Quenton
to the Communications Act by the
day morning program dealt with
Cox, KGW Portland, Ore., newly
Senate Interstate Commerce Comelected from District 17. Mr. Cox
manpower during the the emermittee as part of its consideration
said broadcasters should take the
gency.
Thad
Holt,
WAPI
Birof the radiations control bill.
mingham, new NARTB District 5 initiative in preparing to meet
director, presided.
Defense Stand
every contingency, with each staRichard P. Doherty, NARTB
tion having its own mobilization
The Defense Dept., acting for employe-employer relations direcdirector. Stations should assemble
the Air Force and other military
tor, said an acute manpower shortand disseminate public service inage is expected by autumn. The
branches on proposed legislation
formation, he said, reminding this
industry,
with
42,000
people
emnow pending on Capitol Hill, actuwill help solve the problem of exally will go on record favoring less
cessive local demands by persons
ployed, islosing people to the military and to other industries, he and groups claiming to have public
authority than that suggested by
Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
Said, but predicted few reserve of- service aspect.
ficers will be called during the rest
of the Senate Commerce CommitJesse Butcher, head of motion
of
the
year unless the military
tee,
according
to
the
military
authority.
situation changes.
pictures, television and radio, Federal Civil Defense Administration,
Serving on the panel as board
During hearings eailier this year
said
the
public must be alerted to
observers were Leonard Kapner,
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
the
dangers
of lethal warfare. RaWCAE
Pittsburgh,
District
3
diFeb. 26] on the military-backed
dio is playing a dominant role in
rector, and H. W. Linder, KWLM
legislation to control all radiation
this educational campaign, he said,
Willmar Minn., District 11, both
devices, the committee proposed
adding: "It's heartening to us the
amending the Communications Act newly elected. Robert C. Goodwin,
way you are voluntarily helping us.
to include devices other than broad- executive director, U. S. Manpower
cast stations. It asked NARTB,
Commission, Dept. of Labor, pre- You have offered your facilities
dicted the labor market will get freely to local civil defense authorRadio-Television Mfrs. Assn., FCC
ities, cancelling many commercial
and others to file comments.
tighter during the change from
programs. You are meeting your
The Defense Dept. authority said civilian to defense production
though a temporary easing will be responsibilities. We salute you for
last week that military comments,
noted before intensive military
not yet received by the committee,
Mr. Butcher said his office is
will favor (1) only those devices production gets under way.
sending
out radio and TV material
Unemployment
is
running
about
capable of serving as homing medi2,100,000 in a labor force of 63 for civil defense programs.
ums and (2) those instruments
George P. Ludlam, Advertising
which radiate in excess of five million, he said, and estimated 7
Council vice president, explained
million will be added to defense
miles. Actually, the committee
the council is sending a monthly
staff has entertained such a plan to employment in the next two years.
information guide to all stations.
be incorporated in the suggested
Effort will be made to keep civilian
amendment on the basis of recomproduction as high as possible.
He recalled OWI priority procedure during the war and explained
mendations byRTMA.
Lee W. Jacobs, KBKR Baker,
how the council is now operating.
Thus, the department actually is Ore., speaking for small stations,
in accord with the proposals as an said some tightening is occurring
Ralph W.
NARTB governmentHardy,
relations director,
said
"alternative" to new legislation, in
the labor
supply
but itshould
isn't
critical.
He
said
stations
the spokesman pointed out. He
recent talks with government offimake employment attractive and
said the military feels, however,
cials indicate no super information
the problem goes far beyond the proposed enlargement of the comis contemplated
it." at this time by the
bination job idea.
communications question and
government. He said this heightshould be removed from FCC jurisens the obligation of the medium
He referred to the FCC's first
diction. Action on the bill (S 537)
steps to ease licensed operator re- to keep constant check on governquirements. Mr. Doherty referred
mental sources for vital informahas been stymied pending the detion for the public.
to
the
study
being
made by a compartment's reply.
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32% for Raw Materials
1. In 1950 Union Oil Company took in $217%
million from the sale of its products. $68%
million went right back out in payment for
raw materials.

16% for Wages and Salaries
2* $35 H million went to our 7,826 employees
in wages, salaries and benefits.
(Salaries of company officers constituted about
1%% of this.)

17% for Supplies; 8% for Transportation
3» $37 million went for supplies, rent, tools,
utility bills and other costs of doing business. $17 million went for transportation.

12% for Depletion and Depreciation
A» $27 million went for depletion and depreciation—to find new oil to replace the
crude used during the year and to replace
worn-out and obsolete equipment.

6% for Taxes; 1% for Interest
5* Federal, state and municipal taxes took
$12J^2 million.* (This does not include gasoline taxes.) Interest on borrowed money
amounted to %2H million.
*These taxes amount to 11% more than all dividends paid to our stockholders and equal more
than } 3 of our total payroll.

5%% for Dividends
6. This left a net profit of $17% million
(8%). $11} 2 million of this profit was paid
out in dividends to our 38,095 preferred and
common stockholders. Payments averaged
$292 per common stockholder.
BROADCASTING
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2%% for Expansion
7» The remaining $5% million of profit was
set aside to replace and expand our oil fields
and facilities in 1951.
But here's the rub: In order to meet the
requirements of the present national emergency, we estimate that we should spend
$25 million drilling during 1951. We should
spend $20 million on new refining facilities.
We need $5 million for a new tanker. And
we need about $3 million for pipe lines, storage facilities, etc. This totals $53 million.
Our estimated 1951 reserve for depletion
and depreciation will amount to $30 million.
This, plus our $5% million plowed back from
1950 profits, totals only $35% million. Therefore, we're going to have to earn and retain
about $17% million more this year than we
did in 1950— assuming there is no increase
in dividend requirements. That's why tax
policies that don't permit corporations to
retain earnings earmarked for needed expansion can have such far-reaching effects
on the productivity and economic growth
of the nation.

Manufacturers

of Royal

UNION

©IE
COMPMY
OF CALIFORNIA

INCORPORATED
IN CALIFORNIA,
OCTOBER
17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company,
is dedicated to a discussion of how a nd why American business functions. We hope you'll feel free to send hi any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The President,
Union Oil Company, Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 17, Calif.
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Media Wages
(Continued from page A6)
two methods of organization, getting voluntary recognition from
station management or having a
seci-et election under NLRB auspices. He charged broadcasters,
however, with practicing various
"delaying actions" in attempting
to block union organization.
Spokesmen on both sides concurred in the point that the way
in which most wages are determined is "what the traffic will
bear." Mr. Lasky said rates should
be based on this factor, as well as
wattage, frequency, power, affiliation and an equal-work-for-equalpay formula. Mr. de la Ossa attempted to isolate the worth of the
job itself.
Mr. Wimberly, when asked what
labor is doing about pending jurisdictional disputes in radio and
television, answered that there
"weren't many." "Radio is singularly free of this problem, and

television only has a slight overlap." He anticipates an increase in
jurisdictional disputes, however,
with the entry of the CIO into the
broadcast field for the first time.
(NABET, an independent engineering union, became a CIO affiliate three weeks ago.) Problems can be "ironed out promptly"
if only AFL unions are involved,
he said. Mr. Reel said television
problems had been simplified with
establishment of the Television
Authority.

NBC

Spot Sales Party

NBC's annual Spot Sales party
was given by the network Monday
evening in the Crystal Ballroom
of the Blackstone Hotel in conjunction with NARTB convention activities. James V. McConnell, director of national Spot Sales, was
host to more than 100 clients,
agency men, station executives and
spot sales personnel.

TO BE RADIO'SHadacol's
BIGGEST
CUSTOMER
Sen. LeBlanc
Tells Broadcasters
THE SIDESHOW of the NARTB
convention was provided by Sen.
Dudley J. LeBlanc, proprietor of
Hadacol.
The Senator arrived Sunday
afternoon at the Stevens Hotel, accompanied by a New Orleans jazz
band, two tap dancers and some 30
broadcasters — a party that he had
flown to Chicago in a special plane.
After a parade through the lobby,
to the music of "When the Saints
Come Marching In" played by the
band, the Hadacol troupe retired
to a 25th floor suite where an open
house was held. It was during this
interval that the Senator announced
he had offered General MacArthur
a job as executive vice president of
Hadacol at a salary of $150,000 a
year. At the time this story went
to press, the general's reaction was

THE

not reported.
After the Monday afternoon
opening session of the convention,
Eugene Thomas, 1951 convention
committee chairman who was presiding, said that the chair had been
asked by a committee of broadcasters to recognize James E. Gordon, president and general manager
of WNOE New Orleans. Mr. Gordon
said he was about to introduce a
"gentleman who discovered a magic
formula ... a statesman with a
great political future . . . who is
now bidding for even greater fame:
My friend and your friend, Mr.
Hadacol, the Hon. Sen. Dudley J.

BIGGEST
OF

ON

ALL

BUFFALO'S
DIALS

WGR's 550 channel gives WGR
the biggest pattern, the strongest
audience coverage
in western New York.
With top-rated Columbia and
local programs, WGR delivers
a big PLUS — a bigger dollar's
worth than any other station
in upstate New York.

Corpj&ratum,
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representative, Free & Peters, Inc.
COLUMBIA
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NETWORK

Leo J. ("?itz") Yitzpatrkk
I. R. ("Ike" ) Lounsberry

Sen. LeBlanc was caught drinking
water during his speech at the
NARTB. When the photographer
shot this picture, the Senator
quipped: "Ah brought this glass
along so it'd look in the pictures
like I was drinking Hadacol."

The honorable Senator, an orator
Le
Blanc."
of persuasive
talent, began by saying that if it had not been for radio, Hadacol would not have attained its present success, and he
closed by saying: "Let's you and I
In between he told his life story
get together."
from
birth ("I was bo'n of poor
and
events
that humble
led to hisparents")
discoveryto oftheHadacol,
a remedy that he developed after
he had been cured by Vitamin B-l
injection of a discomforting illness
("Mah big toe hurt so one mawnin'
I couldn't get out of the bed").
He also advised broadcasters that
they ought to intensify merchandising efforts to supplement the
impact of on-the-air commercials.
"You got to go out and promote
the item," he said. "You can't get
broadcasters
wheel."
spinnin'tolda the
justSenator
by The
that he was now spending a "quarter of a million
a month"to
on radio
and thatdollars
he intended
spend
"I'll more.
give you about six million
this year, if you don't
he
about it,"
Inewspapers
ain't the biggest
radio
in the country, I'm sure

BROADCASTING
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Cites Radio-TV
KEFAUVER

LAUDS

In Arousing

Role

Public

Television presents the most nearly
perfect facsimile of an actual event
yet developed. This unseen means
of discipline cannot help but improve our efficiency. The public to
some extent correct improper conduct of hearings. We get calls and
telegrams quickly."

THERE IS NO iron curtain thick enough to separate the people of
America so long as 107 television and 2,800 radio stations operate in
free enterprise, Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), famed senatorial crime
investigator, told the 10th annual dinner of Radio Pioneers. The dinner
was held Tuesday at the Stevens
Hotel, Chicago, during the NARTB
convention.
When the people know the full
facts through radio and TV, Sen.
Kefauver said, "America will truly
lead the way" to world peace. Sen.
Kefauver is chairman of the special
committee investigating crime. The
radio-TV pickups of hearings
brought the proceedings to the
eyes and ears of Americans everywhere.
The Pioneers elected a new slate
of officers, with Carl Haverlin, BMI,
as president. Jack R. Poppele, WOR
New York, was elected first vice
president. Other vice presidents:
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; Arthur B. Church, KMBC
Kansas City; Raymond Guy, NBC;
0. H. Caldwell, Tele-Tech. Sydney
Kayne, BMI vice president and
general counsel, was elected secreASSOCIATED PRESS executives present at a cocktail party for NARTB contary and Herbert Akerberg, CBS,
vention guests included (I to r): Front row, Al Stine, Kansas City; Oliver
treasurer.
Gramling, assistant general manager for radio; Tom Cunningham, Boston;
A citation honoring the memory
back row, Jerry Swisher, Columbus; Red Mason, Montgomery; Bob Shipley,
of Guglielmo Marconi, named to New Orleans; Wayne Oliver, New York, and Paul Breining, Harrisburg, Pa.
the Pioneers' Radio Hall of Fame,
broadcast around the circuit, with
was presented to Orrin Dunlap,
He suggested "the television inlocal stations cancelling commercial
RCA vice president, who recalled
dustry needs a code" in its coverage
of hearings. Conceding radio and
programs. These broadcasts showthe early days of Mr. Marconi's
TV "had ripped the artificial c!oak
experiments. Brig. Gen. David
ed the "sordidness of some local
Sarnoff, RCA chairman, was unable
situations" and interest of the pub- of respectability" from a notorious
gambler, he said it is important
lic increased, he said.
to accept the citation because of
illness.
Seeing a need for a highly the public know the whole story.
Public hearings are the alteraroused public, Sen. Kefauver said
Coy Speaks
native to Star-Chamber procedures,
he wrote a series of magazines ar- he declared.
The Pioneers' program included
ticles. "I overlooked television as
greetings from FCC Chairman
He suggested sponsorship of
Wayne Coy and Chicago Mayor
a medium for doing the job," he de- hearings should consist of instituclared. "Television bridged the
Martin Kennelly. H. V. Kaltenborn,
tional advertising. "Government
commentator, founder of the Pio- critical gap. America saw and
proceedings are not a fit subject
heard for herself. Then — America
neers, was toastmaster with Frank
to aid the sale of a commercial proE. Mullen, consultant, presiding at responded.
duct," he advised. "I urge upon
"For three weeks you took us you careful attention in deciding
the dinner. William S. Hedges
into the living rooms of 30 million
was chairman of arrangements.
what sponsorship you allow in this
In recalling the hearings of his Americans. They were, first, incommittee, Sen. Kefauver said,
terested; then, startled; next, in- type of hearing."
dignant; and finally — determined
"never before had people been given
Strictly Business
such an intimate sense of particito do something about it."
(Continued from page 56)
Sen. Kefauver warned Congress
pation in the affairs of their govactivities served as a blueprint for
it must correct its own procedures.
ernment."
his work in radio, which he then
Sen. Kefauver said national in- "If more functions of government
terest in the committee hearings
are subjected to television, we shall considered (and still does) to be
began to develop as testimony was
greatest competitor.
enjoy better government," he said. newspaper's
He returned to the Chicago office
as manager in 1934, and a year
later married Kathryn Hartman.
They have two children, Harriet,
THE LATEST
9, and Jack, 7.
The Toothills live in west suburban Glen Ellyn, where he is a
SUCCESS STORY
charter member and secretary of
the Lutheran Church.
Centerspread This Issue
In addition to a list of Chicago
agencies, he handles all selling for
the company in Detroit, MinneEVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
apolis, Cincinnati and St. Louis.
Sales problems he solved years
ago as a newspaper representative
"are battles still being fought in
radio today. We don't represent
WCKY
the most powerful or leading network stations in most of our marCINCINNATI
kets, but we represent stations that
can't be beat when it comes to getSELLING POWER
ting low cost results for the money

want to win
the earIf you
of Box-Top-Betty

Or the ear
of glamour-buyin' Susie Q

For ears both young and old . .
In a market good as gold

Tell Katz to
put WOOD to work for you!
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . fhe
most ears are WOODpecked
# WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audience
♦ Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market larg• Gives you lowest cost
per thousand
• Gives
you best local
programming
and promotion
♦ Is Greater Grand Rapids' only 5000 watt
station
For fhe best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids
W7

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
5000 WATTS •9 NBC AFFILIATE
Also WFDFInd.— WFBM
Flint, —Mich.,
WEOA — Ind.Evansville,
Indianapolis,
National Representatives
Kotz Agency, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

spent," Mr. Toothill claims.
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front off
ice

PAUL R. PORTER, deputy administrator of ECA, and MARY ANDERSON, retired director of Children's Bureau of the Dept. of Labor, elected
secretary and second vice president respectively of the Cooperative
Broadcasting Assn. (WCFM (FM) Washington). Re-elected to board
of directors for one-year terms were: WALLACE J. CAMPBELL, president; C. EDWARD BEHRE, vice president, and SIMON M. NEWMAN,'
treasurer.
jgt

KENNETH W. CHURCH, general manager WIBC Indianapolis, will
become sales manager of WKRC AM-FM-TV Cincinnati July
1 according to HULBERT TAFT, vice president of Cincinnati
stations. Mr. Church was with WKRC as national sales
manager in 1941 and when Mr. Taft joined the Air
Corps in 1942 became general manager of station. In
1945 he went to WCKY Cincinnati and later joined
WIBC.
WILLIAM DOUGHERTY, account executive WNAO
Raleigh, N. C, to WWDC-AM-FM Washington in same
capacity.
SHAUN F. MURPHY, WOL Washington, appointed
general manager WATS Sayre, Pa.

Mr. Church

THOMAS M. BLOCH elected president Tri-City Broadcasting Co.
(WTRF-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio), succeeding his father, JESSE A.
BLOCH. Other officers elected were: A. V. DIX, vice president; GORDON C. DIX, secretary-treasurer; ROBERT W. FERGUSON, executive
vice president and general manager of WTRF-AM-FM.
HUGH K. TOLLISON appointed vice president and general manager
WGIG Brunswick, Ga. JOHN F. LENZ, WBBQ Augusta, Ga., named
commercial manager WGIG.
HOYT ANDRES, administrative assistant WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City,
appointed assistant station manager. EUGENE B. DODSON, promotion
manager, will succeed Mr. Andres as administrative assistant.
MORRIS T. LONGO, sales manager WXGI Richmond, Va., appointed
station manager. ED MULLEN, WINA Charlottesville, Va., to sales
staff WXGI.

VIRGINIA'S PiOSt&€/L RADIO STATION

K
[
>

CLAY MORGAN, former assistant to president NBC, named director
of public relations on executive staff Henri J. Lesieur, general manager
of North American & Caribbean Div. Air France. Mr. Morgan was
assistant to NBC president for more than 13 years beginning in 1936.
LEE F. O'CONNELL Co., L. A. and S. F., has taken over station representation list of Western Radio Sales of Los Angeles.
BOB THOMAS, assistant commercial manager WGAI Elizabeth City,
N. C, appointed commercial manager.
ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. Inc., appointed national representatives for KWFC .
Hot Springs, Ark., WHAY New Britain, Conn., Rediffusion Ltd., Hong J
Kong, China, Singapore, F. M. S., KUALA Lumpur, Malaya, Bermuda
Broadcasting Co., Hamilton, Bermuda, and Broadcast Relay Service
Ltd., Balletta, Malta G. C.
HIL F. BEST, Detroit, appointed national representative for KSCB I
Liberal, Kan.
EINAR O. PETERSEN Jr., space sales New York Daily Mirror, to WORTV New York as account executive. Earlier, Mr. Petersen was with |
Young & Rubicam and Kelly Nason Inc., both N. Y.
NATIONAL TIMES SALES, N. Y., appointed national representative
for WPCF Panama City, Fla.
JOHN PAUL JONES Jr., Admasters Advertising Inc., Washington, to
KGO San Francisco in sales department.
CARL BAKER, LBS, to sales staff WCFL Chicago.
WISH Indianapolis.

He also worked at

JOHN SHELTON, EDWARD F. McHALE and J. STEADMAN MILLER
appointed account executives WTVJ(TV) Miami. Mr. Miller and Mr.
McHale will handle Ft. Lauderdale accounts and Mr. Shelton will i
service Miami.
HOWARD

SOUTHWEST

\

DROZDA, new to radio, to sales staff KXOK

St. Louis.

MALCOLM KENNEDY announces opening of The Kennedy Co., station j
representative, with offices located in the Packard Bldg., Phila. Com- j
pany will represent Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland and Delaware
stations as well as Philadelphia area. He was with WIP and WDAS
Philadelphia in sales capacity.
E. D. JOHNSTON and MORTON R. GALANE join Washington radio
law firm of Roberts & Mclnnis, following resignation of THAD H.
BROWN Jr. to become general counsel of TV branch of NARTB [Broadcasting •Telecasting, March 5] Mr. Johnston, who has specialized in
practice before FCC, formerly was with Kirkland, Fleming, Green,
Martin & Ellis and Dow, Lohnes & Albertson. Mr. Galane has been member of examining corps of U. S. Patent Office, specializing in electronic
and TV arts.
GEORGE
F. FIRESTONE,
officeexecutive.
NBC Chicago, to WOR
York
in sales
department as sales
account
LEE CAVANAGH, staff announcer KMOX
sales department of station.

New '

St. Louis, appointed to local

G. EMERSON MARKHAM, former manager of WGY Schenectady and
later head of NAB television activities, now proprietor of Hibiscus Room
at Eola Plaza Hotel, Orlando, Fla.
X^ationaLi • • •
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Get the entire story from FREE & PETERS
BllnM

I CBS • 5000
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ROGER CLIPP, general manager WFIL-TV Philadelphia, awarded citation by Philadelphia City Business Club in recognition of station's coverage of Kefauver committee hearings. . . . BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, chairman of board RCA, received annual award of Men's Club
of Keneseth Israel, in Philadelphia, as year's outstanding citizen of
Jewish faith. Gen. Sarnoff was cited for his chairmanship of 1951 Red
Cross fund drive and "his many efforts in behalf of humanity."
J. LEONARD REINSCH, managing director Cox radio and television
operations (WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, WIOD-AM-FM Miami, WHIOAM-FM-TV Dayton), addressed annual convention of Fourth District,
Advertising Federation of America April 13 in Orlando, Fla. His subject was "Television — America's New Horizon." . . .
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Respects
(Continued from page 60)
terest of advertisers.
Before giving up his paper, however, Mr. Kirchhofer managed to
make a big change in its masthead.
Beneath his name as editor and
vice president there appeared the
name of Miss Emma M. Schugardt,
secretary. Before they left the
paper, on Jan. 27, 1914, to be exact,
the secretary had become Mrs.
Alfred Kirchhofer.
Returning to Buffalo, he worked
a while for the Buffalo Courier as
telegraph editor where, one of his
co-workers recalls, "He didn't fool
like the rest of us did." It was
with the Courier that he scored his
notable double-accident scoop.
Joining the Buffalo Evening
Neivs in 1915, Mr. Kirchhofer's
first job at the paper he now edits
was church reporter. He later
graduated to city and county hall
coverage, and was chosen for publicity duties in the important war
bond drives of World War I. In
regard to his work for the fund
raising campaigns, the local Liberty Loan publicity chief said,
''No one had a better understanding
of the public mind than Alfred
Kirchhofer."
An insatiable desire to learn
was another characteristic his
early newspaper associates recall.
They cast quizzical glances at his
eagerness to cover Advertising
Club luncheons. But he gives
credit to these luncheon lectures
for teaching him advertising fundamentals. He also surprised his
fellow word-merchants by often
volunteering to give up his evenings after a 12 hour working day
to review a legitimate play or new
vaudeville act. This grounding in
the entertainment field has proved
of value in his radio-TV work.
When the News' Albany correspondent was appointed secretary
to a mayor-elect, Mr. Kirchhofer
was picked to take his place in
January 1916. His outstanding
coverage from the state capital,
together with his successful work
as publicity director for Buffalo

U.'s $5 million endowment fund
campaign in 1920, made him a
natural choice for Washington correspondent when the News opened
an office there in 1921.
A familiar figure at President
Harding's press conferences, Mr.
Kirchhofer's associations with Calvin Coolidge and Herbert Hoover
led to his selection as associate
publicity chief for the Hoover campaign and publicity director for
the Landon campaign in 1936. A
member of Washington's Gridiron
Club, he was a leader in bringing
about construction of the $10 million National Press Bldg. He was
president of the National Press
Club in 1927. And in that year,
he also became managing editor of
the Buffalo Evening News.
The new managing editor was
interested in radio from the beginning and soon had a regular series
of newscasts on the air. In his
paper he printed radio program
logs and radio news of interest to
listenei's. One feature of his newscasts was that they were prepared
by men specially assigned to do a
radio job — not by newspaper reporters in their spare time.
WBEN went on the air Sept. 8,
1930, affiliating with the NBC Red
Network on Nov. 15 that year.
Since the press associations
prohibited use of their news for
broadcasting in the early 30s, Mr.
Kirchhofer organized a bureau
which gathered the news for radio
listeners. With Edward H. Butler,
editor and publisher of the News'
and president of WBEN, he believed that radio news would not
hurt newspapers and that, in any
case, the public was entitled to the
best, most rapid news service available.
WBEN Expansion

His faith in all phases of broadcasting persists. WBEN-FM is
now constructing a new 100 kw
transmitter with a 1,000 foot tower
near East Aurora, 15 miles from
Buffalo. And when WBEN-TV
ventured into a market where several other applicants had withdrawn at the last minute, it found
itself the only TV station in Buffalo
and was rewarded by a continually
growing demand for receivers, now
FOLLOW THE LEADERS
totalling approximately 200,000.
A basic NBC-TV outlet, WBENTV takes what it calls "the cream
of the four networks." Mr. Kirchhofer's views on television were
Summarized in a critique of the
new medium in the News:
Television has made great strides,
SELL THE LONG BEACHbut it still has much to learn. Some
LOS ANGELES MARKET WITH
of the conditions . . . are a result of
overly-rapid development. The time
is coming when the industry must do
KGER
something about shows that hurt TV
more than help it.
5000 WATTS
If broadcasters don't get rid of
LEADING INDEPENDENT
the burlesque-theatre antics of some
comedy and other TV shows, the peoIN SO. CALIFORNIA
ple of the nation who do not frequent
FOR 25 YEARS
the New York night-club circuit will
For Availabilities, Contact:
do so in ways they won't like.
GALEN O. GILBERT
Mr. Kirchhofer feels WBEN's
KGER, LONG BEACH
standing with the Buffalo public
in all three media — AM, FM and
The Station of the American Home
TV — is due to the splendid teamBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

cracy tend to become self-serving.
It is our duty to warn against such
self-aggrandizements. To do this
requires a high degree of competence, intelligence and experience
in Mr.
our editors
and reporters."
Kirchhofer
has worked for

MILWAUKEE BROADCASTERS at the
convention included, seated (I to r),
Charles Lanphier, WFOX Milwaukee,
and Hugh Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee, plus Charles LaForce, Broadcasters Inc., Milwaukee.
work of the station management
and organization.
He has always fought for selfpolicing of all media. His views
on radio-TV censorship coincide
with those on newspaper censorship given in a fighting speech before the American Society of NewsEditors when he was presidentpaper
in 1938.
"The black plague of newspaper
censorship," he said, "is spreading
to the American continent. ... It
is the duty of this country's free
press to defend and interpret free
institutions. Self government is
on trial — an independent press can
hold it. History shows that even
the best of the politicians, job
seekers and office-holding bureau-

many years to help journalism students succeed in their field. He believes there must be an easier way
for beginners than the hard one he
and so many others of his generation have taken to get to the top.
He was a member of the first accrediting committee when the journalism accreditation program was
started. In 1950 he was elected
president of the American Council
on Education for Journalism which
conducts the accreditation. And as
managing editor of the News, he
long ago instituted and maintained
an organized program of education for beginners in editorial work
and staff members.
Club Memberships
He is a member of Sigma Delta
Chi, national journalism fraternity.
He is on the Advisory Board of the
American Press Institute of Columbia U. He belongs to the Buffalo
Club and Buffalo Country Club.
As a longtime member and secretary of the Board of Visitors for
Roswell Park Memorial Institute
and as a director of the Millard
Fillmore Hospital, he has worked
to focus public attention on progress in medical research.
Mr. Kirchhofer and his wife have
one son, Robert Alfred Kirchhofer.
They make their home in Buffalo.

KLIX, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
• F. C. MclNTYRE, VICE PRES. & GEN. MGR.
REPRESENTED BY GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
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Congress Cold Towards
20-25% Excise

[business is great,
thank

you,

at*.,

RADIO
WOW

WOW is embarking on
one of the heaviest
commercial schedules
in its 28 years in
business — BUT —
WOW is like a great
hotel — room can always be found for a
good client who has
a selling job to be
done in WOW-Land.
WOW

can always add a
cot (with a fine innerspring mattress, too!) in
the bridal suite.

Why the great rush of
clients to WOW, when
other stations are
scrapping for business?
Because WOW has 100,000
more listening families
every day and every night
than its nearest competitor. Because WOW delivers
this audience at a lower
cost per thousand.
wow
Insurance Bidg., Omaha
Telephone WEbster 3400
Frank P. Fogarty, Gen'l. Mgr.
Lyie DeMoss, Ass't. Gen'l. Mgr.
or
ANY JOHN BLAIR OFFICE
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FOR the first time in the history of
the Long Beach Advertising and Sales
Club, Long Beach, Calif., a radio
man has been elected president. Exchanging congratulations are (I to r)
C. C. Harrod, retiring president and
the city's largest local radio advertiser; Dick Walsh, account executive
and sportscaster, KGER Long Beach,
who was elected president, and Perry
Griffith, publicity man, who was
runner-up in the election.
DEFENSE LIST
Radio-TV Omission Scored
OMISSION of radi o-television
broadcasting from a revised list of
"essential activities," published by
the Dept. of Commerce a fortnight
ago, will draw strong protest from
the industry, NARTB members
have been informed through their
newsletter service.
Richard Doherty, director,
NARTB employe-employer relations, has indicated that he will
request a special hearing before
the Commerce Dept. for the purpose of seeking to restore broadcasting to the essential list.
The revised classifications lists
communications equipment production and services but omits the
broadcasting, motion picture and
newspaper industries which originally had been included in that
category [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 7, 1950; April 16].
Facsimile and AM-FM-TV segments were spelled out.
Mr. Doherty, who told NARTB
members at the Chicago convention
that an acute manpower shortage
is expected this fall (see story
page 26), is expected to present
evidence tending to disprove the
Commerce Dept.'s position that radio-TV are not at present "inadequate to meet defense and minimum
civilian requirements," and to point
out that a manpower shortage is
strongly indicated, if not actually
current now.
At present, broadcasting personnel may apply for occupational
deferment by showing his local
draft board, which will be guided
by the new listing, that his work
is "essential" to the national or
local interest.
Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
selective service director, has informed local boards that the new
list is a general guide and that
"there may be occupations in your
area which are most necessary, and
warrant deferments not on the

PROPOSAL to levy a 20-25% excise tax on advertising expenditures is
getting scant attention on Capitol Hill.
Some Congressmen on the House Ways & Means Committee, the taxwriting unit in the lower chamber, were not even familiar with the recommendation ofthe staff of the Joint *
Congressional Committee on the approve of many of the conclusions
Economic
Report
[Broadcasting
• reached by the committee staff.
Telecasting,
April
9].
Sen. O'Mahoney had said the comHowever, Rep. Daniel A. Reed
mittee members were in no way
(R-N. Y.), ranking minority mem"committed" to the staff's views.
ber on the committee, was rankled.
There was a report that Sen.
He said it was his position that the
government did not need more than
O'Mahoney would possibly tighten
$6 billion in additional taxes. And, the committee's procedure on the
he reflected that administration
release of the staff's economic
proposals for new taxes — such as views. The staff had also recommended that a federal excise tax
levys on "household utensils" —
were merely attempts to gain rev- be placed on meat, which was called
enue to finance its "socialistic and
food," in order to deNew
Deal
said that a "luxury
crease consumption and to gain
in order toprograms."
finance itsHe programs,
revenue.
the administration would "tax anyEchoing his sentiment was anthing."other minority member of the committee, Rep. Noah M. Mason
(R-Ill.), who said flatly that he
was against all proposals to increase present taxes or enact new
taxes. He said, "I will vote that
wayThein Ways
committee."
& Means group is
mired in current consideration of
President Truman's request for $10
billion. A fortnight ago the President scaled down his long-range
program for an additional $6.5 billion, but is standing pat on his
original demand for $10 billion.
Over in the Senate opinion was
more expressive. Sen. Joseph C.
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), chairman of
the joint committee, said any such
idea as the advertising tax would
be subject to careful scrutiny by
"the
appropriate
committee."
viewpoint
was shared
by Rep. This
Jere
Cooper (D-Tenn.), second ranking
majority member of the House tax
group. Promotes Production
Sen. O'Mahoney was quoted as
saying: "Advertising is an instrument for promoting production and
this is a time when we need production. Ican see that such a tax
would involve great danger."
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.),
former advertising executive (Benton & Bowles, New York), thought
the idea "very unsound." In his
appraisal, the tax would require
producers to shift from "taxed advertising to samples and demonstrations." Sen. Benton is a member of the joint committee.
Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio>
was quoted: "If we were to start
taxing advertising, the first thing
you know someone would be proposing thatOhioan
we tax news
items." of
Another
and member
the joint House-Senate committee
that released the report, Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio), entered a
dissent in the report, itself. It was
contained in that section presenting the staff conclusions, one of
which was the advertising tax.
Sen. Taft said that he did not

SUMMER
DRIVE
KSL Announces Plans
AN intensive sales and audience
promotion campaign, based on retail business and a large tourist
trade in "Intermountain America,"
is being initiated by KSL Salt Lake
City, latest station to announce its
summer plans.
The station points out that the
tourist trade in Utah is "the fifth
largest industry in the state," contributing $73 million last year. Additionally, retail sales for JuneAugust 1950 totaled about 29% of
the year's total sales for the region.
KSL claims that last summer it
registered 41% more listeners than
the second station during the daytime hours — 38% more at night.
It will launch its summer drive
with heavy promotion in new programming, spot advertising, movie
trailers, billboards, mailing pieces
and other displays. The drive will
be directed at thousands of home
listeners as well as visitors and
tourists in the area.

i: ?■

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 St
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director N.Y.I9
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jB" TNITED TELEVISION PROMJ GRAMS, Chicago, opens new offices at 360 N. Michigan Ave., on
May 1. Space was shared previously
pith Standard Radio Transcription
^ervice in same building. MILTON
M. BLINK, Standard vice president,
.v ill divide time between the two ac: vities. LTnited also has leased office
;jace in Beverly Hills, Calif, at 220
V Canyon Dr. Salesmen there are
JERRY KING and DICK DORSO.
CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, appoints
pchepp-Reiner Co., N. Y. as New York
State and Eastern representative.
?ehepp-Reiner will service agencies,
sponsors and stations for all CTP
services and packages.
JAMES PAGE PAGLIARO announces
opening of Mannon Sound Stages Inc.,
v.-ith studios located at 112 West 89th
St., N. Y. Firm will produce film for
'TV, theatre and non-theatre groups.
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., N. Y., appointed sales promotion representative for WJER Dover, Ohio; WDNE
Elkins, W. Va., and WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
ticeably for the last year, she says,
but "I have never seen such a
period of activity in radio and
television use as in the last six
months." She says old accounts
are increasing their use and new
accounts never before in the field
are now buying the media.
Despite the great fascination advertising holds for her, her outside
interests do not suffer.
| She is greatly interested in music and plays the piano herself.
She is a regular attendant at concerts and the theatre; she likes to
travel and manages to take at least
■one trip, short or long, each year.
She also likes to, and finds time to,
sew, knit, cook and read extensively.
Since last July, when she married Frank G. Austin Jr. and took
on the duties of housewife, her
home life holds top interest over
her professional life. And she finds
her husband's work almost as fascinating as her own: He is a Justice Dept. classification and parole
officer at the federal government's
prison on Alcatraz Island in San
Francisco Bay.

C H N S
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
THE
SIGNBOARD
OF
SELLING POWER
IN THE
MARITIME

PROVINCES
ASK
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
He Has the Reasons Why!
5000 WATTS-NOW!
BROADCASTING
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CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y.,
announces new transcribed series
Horatio Alger's Stories. Series written and directed by Ruth and Gilbert
Braun. Interview at end of each story
with outstanding personality will be
featured.
VINCENT L. HERMAN, appointed
vice president in charge of TV operations Jam Handy Organization, Detroit. Mr. Herman's executive staff
will include WILLIAM USKALI, production executive, and FRANK SEAVER, account executive. VICTOR
RADCLIFFE, Detroit sales and contract staff, transferred to N. Y. office
of firm.
WINCHESTER RECORDS Div.,
SOUND-CHICAGO, Chicago, releases
recording of Cliffton Fadiman, noted
radio personality, reading Declaration of Independence. Recordings are
available to radio stations.

£(fiui]Q/nent • • •
ALFRED C. HAEMER Jr., member of
National Research
and Development
Board, will head
General Precision
Lab's field engineering department. Department
which Mr. Haemer
will supervise includes both mechanical and electronic engineers
who install GPL
Mr. Haemer
equipment and
maintain its technical servicing.
JOSEPH H, GILLIES named vice
president of operations newly created
government and industrial division of
Philco Corp., Phila. He will continue
as vice president of operations of
company's
television
and radio
division. WILLIAM
P. PELTZ,
member
of Philco executive staff in charge of
tube production, appointed manager
of operations of new division. ROBERT F. HERR, vice president Philco,
named to president's staff to direct
all government ard industrial sales
and contract negotiations. JAMES D.
McLEAN appointed general sales manager cf government and industrial
division.
HARRY L. NIEDERAUER, assistant
advertising manager Lamp Div. Westinghouse Electric, Phila., appointed
advertising and sales promotion manager for division. He succeeds HERBERT E. PLISHKER, now manager
of division.

MAURICE A. OWENS, sales promotion and advertising department Westinghouse Electric Corp.'s electric appliance division, named sales promotion manager for consumer products
branch offices in Philadelphia and
Wilmington.
CANNON ELECTRIC Co., L. A., has
opened new plant in East Haven district of New Haven, Conn. E. C.
QUACKENBUSH, electrical engineer,
will head engineering department of
newly created Eastern Div.

• Telecasting

JOHN J. FARRELL, engineer in
charge of commercial products in
Electronic Div., General Electric,
Syracuse, appointed assistant man-

J
Mr. Farrell

A
Mr. Junken

ager of engineering for division.
L. H. JUNKEN, designing engineer
Commercial Equipment Div., named
engineer of engineering services for
division.
LOUIS C. KUNZ, section engineer on
cathode ray tubes General Electric,
Schenectady, named product manager
for cathode ray ribes.
GENERAL RADIO Co., Cambridge,
Mass., announces new type 1612-AL
R-F capacitance meter that measures
capacitances from few hundredths
of micromicrofarad to 100 micromicrofarads. Instrument has self contained one megacycle oscillator and
resonance indicator.

ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs, Clifton,
N. J., opens newly-created government department for liaison with
government officials. LEONARD F.
CRAMER, vice president, will act as
director of new department. T. G.
ROGERS will be Mr. Cramer's assistant. Other appointments included:
ERNEST A. MARX, receiver sales division general manager, to government contract department; H. B.
GRAHAM to government negotiations
and bid department; Z. SOUCEK to
Washington; B. V. K. FRENCH to
Dayton; EDGAR H. FELIX and WILL
C. LUPFER named as government
contract administrators with headquarters in East Paterson, N. J.
WEBSTER ELECTRIC Co., Racine,
Wis., announces new replacement
cartridge model AX for two-needle,
three-speed record changers and players. Cartridge is expected to be available around June 15.
RADCLIFFE L. ROMEYN, vice president Philco International Corp., will
address Export Advertising Assn.
luncheon in New York, April 25. His
subject will be "Television in Latin
"Technical •
America."
GENE LYONS, transmitter operator
WKY Oklahoma City, appointed assistant chief engineer for WKY. ROBERT HAYWARD, engineer, named
assistant chief engineer for WKY-TV.
KEN BROOKS, graduate Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.,
to KWEI Weiser, Ida., as announceroperator. FRANK TYRER graduate
of Northwest, to KAPA Raymond,
Wash., as announcer-operator. ROBERT McQUEEN, graduate of Northwest, to KVAS Astoria, Ore., as announcer-operator.

EDDIE CANTOR, "COLGATE COMEDY HOUR," NBC
—without

hiding

the

actor

RCA's "SWQl/MkfR'
and virtually impervious to mechanical
... a ribbon-pressure microphone
that is so slim ... so skillfully styled . . . shock.
The starmaker fits any standard
so unobtrusive . . . you must look twice
microphone stand . . . can be used in
to see it.
place of any RCA microphone. No
Despite its slim construction, the
extra attachments needed.
starmaker meets the exacting quality
For delivery information call your
standards of other RCA professional
RCA
Broadcast Sales Engineer, or write :
Broadcast microphones. Pick-up is nondirectional. Frequency response is subDept. ucts,
PD-19,
ProdCamden, RCA
N. J. Engineering
(In Canada write:
stantially uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps. It is
RCA
VICTOR
Limited,
Montreal.)
free from wind rumble and air blast . . .
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LIBERTY

st

in

POPULATION
4.051.740s

RETAIL

SALES

$2,294,535,000**

NET

INCOME

$3,487,827,000**

FARM

APRIL 1 marked completion of 1 5 years of continuous news broadcasting
by Elmer Curtis over the same station (WIBW Topeko, Kan.) at the same
time (noon) for the same sponsor (Lee Foods, Kansas City, Mo.). Both WIBW
and Lee Foods honored Mr. Curtis with a half-hour program entitled His First
Nine Million. The program described highlights during his years of delivering
an estimated nine million spoken words on his regular newscast, Lee Noon
News, six days weekly. Working out last minute details are (I to r) E. V.
McGrath, general sales manager, Dealer Div., Lee Foods; Arthur Holbrook and
Hilton Hodges of WIBW, Mr. Curtis, William Brewer, radio and TV director
of R. J. Potts-Calkins & Holden Adv. agency, Kansas City, Mo., and Ben
Ludy, WIBW general manager.

Un-American

INCOME
RADIO

$809,026,000 :

MANUFACTURING
SALES
$4,497,300,000***

. . . among
the 12 states in
the rich, growing
Southeastern
Market

*1950 U. S. Census
**1949 Sales Management
***1949 Manufacturers
Record

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
AND DEVELOPMENT, RALEIGH
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SIGNS

General Mills Series '
GENERAL MILLS will sponsor!
a five-minute, post - game sports \
resume on Liberty netwoi-k during *
the baseball season, Liberty chair-;}
man, Barton McLendon, announced ij
Wednesday at Chicago during the j
NARTB convention. About 170 \
stations are connected for National
and American League Liberty
Game of the Day, covering all sec- I
tions but the northeast.
General Mills roundups will f ol- I
low live play-by-play pickups byl
Gordon McLendon, Liberty presi- jl
dent. Falstaff Brewing Co. spon- 1
sors play-by-play in 20 states, with ]
local sponsorship elsewhere. Chair- I
man McLendon said Liberty is. J
now the second largest network, |
and is heading toward first place J
in number of stations.
"Liberty has not cut rates and i
has no intention of doing so," he
said. "Our growth is fantastic. I
Liberty seems to meet a respon- |
sive chord among independent I
radio operators. Our plan of op- j
eration, they feel, enables them to 1
make more money than was pos- J
sible
any Jim
otherAmeche
affiliation."
He under
announced
and II

Danny O'Neill will start a live
Queries Writer
breakfast show, 9:30-10 a.m. across
AN ATTEMPT to obtain information on possible Communist infiltrathe board. Three new affiliates
tion of the radio industry, particularly in the writing field, proved
were announced — WCHI Chicago
abortive last Tuesday as the House Un-American Activities Committee
Heights; WLDY Ladysmith, Wis.;
WBIS Bristol, Conn.
resumed hearings on Capitol Hill. *
The committee, which is congroup, which was sponsored
ducting a probe of subversive in- by thetionScreen
Directors Guild. Mr.
fluences in Hollywood and other Moore also declined
HOOPER BRANCH
to discuss
entertainment capitals, heard testi- whether RWG contributed to that
Firm Closes L. A. Office
mony from Sam Moore, a former
organization, or expressed interest
president of the Radio Writers
C.
E.
HOOPER Inc. is closing its
in disseminating atomic data to
Guild.
Los Angeles branch office and subthe
public.
Screen
Writer
Richard
At the conclusion of hearings,
stituting West Coast coverage
Collins had testified earlier that
which were recessed to today (Monfrom New York headquarters. C.
Communists
had
attempted
to
use
day), the committee charged nine the mobilization group to spread
E. Hooper, research firm president, announced the move last
Hollywood witnesses with "delib"fear information" through radio week, following his return from a
erately avoiding the service" of
Pacific Coast trip.
committee subpenas, and served
Mr. Moore did tell the committee
notice it may ask the House to programs.
Mr. Hooper also announced that
that he started writing for radio
issue warrants for their arrest.
Los Angeles TV reports now will
Mr. Moore, who now resides in 20 years ago and in 1934 moved
be issued monthly covering one
to Hollywood where he worked
New York, refused to tell commitmonth each, not a two-month movmost
of
the
time
until
last
summer.
tee members, headed by Rep. John
ing average as heretofore. He
Prior to 1947, he wrote the net- reported dollar volume of Hooper
S. Wood (D-Ga.), whether he had
been a Communist in 1945 or is at sleeve. work program, The Great Gilder- audience reports to Coast stations
present, and also declined to anat
an all-time
"excellent"
The witness said he had served
swer other questions on grounds
reception
to high
new and
Hooper
brand
ratings.
as
RWG
national
president
for
of possible self-incrimination.
Among the queries he refused to 1945-46. He was named West Coast
answer was whether he had at- regional vice president for one year
tempted to obtain FCC approval
in
the mid-'40's
Mr.November
Moore also1948.
was Inactive
on both
for construction of a radio station
the
eastern
and
western
regional
for the Hollywood Community
councils, and later was elected
Radio Group in 1946. Mr. Moore
WDRG
chairman of the Council of Radio
based his refusal on the premise
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
Arts and Crafts. He said he rethat this organization had been
turned to New York from the West
cited as subversive.
The organization applied for Coast briefly in 1947 and again in
separate AM and FM grants in 1949, helping to write the play,
"Texas L'l Darling."
1946 for the Los Angeles area. FCC
Among the nine listed by the
dismissed the AM petition "without prejudice" on Dec. 10, 1948. committee as unreachable was
The group at that time also filed Georgia Backus Alexander, Van
a petition to dismiss its request
Nuys, Calif., described as a radio
for FM facilities. The grants had writer. Chairman Wood said his
been strongly opposed by the Ex- committee would take up the question of warrants at a closed
ecutive Committee of California
meeting.
Dept. of the American Legion on
the Communist issue.
Among future witnesses slated
Most of the questioning last to appear before the House group
ality.
is
Abe Burrows, radio-TV personTuesday revolved around the wartime Hollywood Writers' MobilizaBROADCASTING
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Feature of Week
(Continued from page 56)
Duz, Dreft, Super Suds, Lux — also
are heavy and frequent radio
users. Together they accounted for
83.1%.
Hot roll mix — Two leaders, both
radio advertisers, have a total of
Kl.99£ of mentions. Duff's position
jias a close second to Pillsbury
(38% compared to 43.9%) indicates power of local spot radio,
since the firm places two programs
■ .on WBT featuring the station's
popular personality, Grady Cole.
Rice — Comet brand walked off
with brand preference, notching
72.5% of total. Firm has advertised on radio in the Carolinas
consistently for over 10 years.
Soda crackers — Three leaders
have 87.5% of mentions, using 15minute programs in the Carolinas.
: National Biscuit Co. is buttressed
,by
CBS' Arthur
Godfrey, biscuit
while
Streitmann
and Southern

air-casters

BOB COURTLEIGH, WPTZ Philadelphia, named commentator on Miss
Susan network show originating there.
DON HINKLEY, KECC Pittsburg,
Calif., to KCBS San Francisco as
writer on Bill Weaver Show.

KAY MARTIN, news editor and re- GORDON SHAW, news staff WQAMions
S, progr
JACK
er, ABC
porter WTMA Charleston, S. C, ap- AM-FM Miami, appointed news editor,
managMEYER
Westeamrn operat
Division,
pointed director of newly-created
appointed production manager,
replacing JOHN T. BILLS who is now
real estate editor for Miami Herald.
promotion
and merchandising departsucceeding JAMES VANDIVEER, who
ment.
DICK WRIGHT, announcing staff,
resigned to join John I. Edwards &
Assoc. [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
transferred to news department, hanBOB WEST, staff announcer and conApril 16]. DOROTHY ROE, spot
tinuity director WWGP Sanford,
dling early morning newscasts.
sales supervisor KECA Hollywood,
N. C, to WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C, ED SAUDER, ABC correspondent in
in
same
capacity.
replaces Mr. Meyers.
China, to KGO San Francisco news
JOHN FITZPATRICK, studio manaHERBERT R. LAFFERTY Jr. ap- room. He replaces RENWICK SMEDger WENR-TV Chicago, named direcpointed program director WQUA Mo- BURG who has returned to active
tor. LYLE J. WHITE appointed stu- line, 111. He was with WTOL Toledo. duty with Air Force.
dio manager replacing Mr. FitzpatBILL BRITTAIN, WATL Atlanta, Ga., FRANK (Red Cross) CROWTHER,
rick.
manager WMAZ Macon;
to announcing staff WSB-TV Atlanta. commercial
RAY SCALES, promotion department
HELEN FARMER POPEJOY, personWKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City, appoint- DALE BETHKE, Chamber, of Comality WMAZ; BEN CHATFIELD, news
ed public relations manager. ROBmerce, Tulsa, appointed publicity di- director, WMAZ, and president of
ERT OLSON, TV program supervisor,
NARND; GEORGE THEERINGER,
rector KRMG Tulsa, replacing MARnamed program manager. ROBERT
GARET TEAGUE, resigned.
news and sports director WRBL CoSWYSGOOD, WKY-TV director, aplumbus, Ga., and JAMES BRIDGES,
OMAR WILLIAMS, sports director
pointed assistant program manager.
companies utilize local personalidirector
of news WSB-TV Atlanta,
WBOW
Terre
Haute,
Ind.,
to
WLWD
ROBERT DOTY, WKY-TV director,
have been initiated into Di Gamma
ties on WBT.
(TV)
Dayton
as
announcer.
named production supervisor.
Morton Leader
Kappa, honorary radio fraternity at
DON STOTTER, floor operations staff GABOR RONA, Gene Lester, L. A. U. of Georgia. Mr. Crowther served
(photography
firm),
to
CBS
HollyWHIO-TV Dayton, named produceras general chairman of latest Georgia
Salt — Though far and away the
director.
Radio Institute.
wood, as darkroom man and photoleader in Carolina brand prefergrapher, replacing J. WINSTON PENEDWARD W. WOOD Jr., general
ences with 93.7%, Morton conLOUIS J. TSCHUDI, sports director
NOCK, appointed photographer.
sales manager Housewives Protective
tinues with intensive radio adverWING Dayton, called to active duty
League,
CBS,
named
general
manager
GORDON
ALDERMAN,
program
diwith
Air Force.
tising.
rector WAGE Syracuse, presented
of organization.
General Tonic — Hadacol caphonorary associated membership in JIM RANDALL, KVOO Tulsa, apROBERT ENGLE, disc jockey KVOE
pointed news director KFSB Joplin,
tured 59.1 r'r of all mentions. RaSigma Tau Rho, Syracuse speech-arts,
Santa Ana, Calif., to KGER Long
Mo. DON WAKEFIELD will handle
dio spots and programs have, of Beach, replacing ROGER CARROLL,
for excellence in field of speech, theanight news desk at KFSB.
course, played a primary role in who joins ABC Hollywood as antre, radio and TV.
its advertising.
nouncer.
STUART NOVINS, director of public
TOM O'HEARN, United Press, to
DIRK COURTENAY released from
WXYZ Detroit as news director.
affairs Columbia Pacific Network,
Headache remedy — Regular raCBS, named director of division of CHUCK WILEY, public relations
dio advertising is used by the five active duty as Air Force officer hanand TV programs in New
discussion for CBS, effective May 1. WBBM Chicago, named director of
top runners, Bayer Aspirin, B-C, York. dlingHeradio has
returned to Chicago,
Mr. Novins' new position was held in spot coverage and special events.
Anacin, Stanback and St. Joseph's,
where he will handle radio-TV an1949 by LYMAN
BRYSON, CBS eduwhich garnered 83.4%.
cational consultant.
nouncing and acting.
RENWICK SMEDBERG, news and
Gasoline — Esso, which has sponELINORE
DOLNICK,
ABC
Los
AnRODGER
GUSTAFSON,
sales
staff
special
department
sored the Esso Reporter in the
TV
San events
Francisco,
called KGO-AMto active
geles, to KCBS San Francisco in WXRA Kenmore, N. Y., to WKBW
Carolinas for 15 years and else- script department.
duty as captain in Air Force.
Buffalo as disc jockey.
where for varying periods of time,
CREATION of new film department
BILL DOWNS, CBS war correspondcommands the top bracket with
RANDY LARSON, WBNS-TV Columwithin
WCBS-TV New York program
ent, named writer and newscaster on
42.6%.
bus,
Ohio,
to
KRON-TV
San
FranCBS Columbia Pacific Network The
department to handle feature picture
cisco as TV director.
Products in the survey were
programming has been announced by
World Today, 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PST)
CLARENCE CASSELL, announcer
broken down into home appliances,
RICHARD DOAN, program director.
May
5. He replaces GRIFFING BANKCBS San Francisco, to CBS HollyDAVID SAVAGE, assisted by SIDNEY
automotive products, food, soap
CROFT. Program features on rotatwood as Pacific Network announcer.
CHATTEN, CHARLES HINDS and
and cleaning products, medical
ing basis outstanding CBS news analysts, each to take over program
supplies, cosmetics and toilet ar- ADELE SABIN, will head new de- RICHARD BLANCHARD, KLAS Las
partment, responsible for procuring
Vegas, replaces Mr. Cassell at KCBS.
from approximately six to eight
ticles, tobacco, beer and soft drinks
and editing of all films.
weeks. Future programs will include
GEORGE RUGGE, disc jockey KYA
and miscellaneous categories, and
SY LEVY, music director, disc jockey
such analysts as ERIC SEVAREID,
San Francisco, appointed program
then sub-divided by products.
and staff announcer WREB Holyoke,
director. DAVID GILMORE, disc LARRY LeSUEUR, WINSTON BURCopies of the survey will be furMass., called to active duty with Air jockey, Seattle, replaces Mr. Rugge
DETT, WALTER CRONKITE, WILnished readers on request, WBT
Force. FRAN SHEA named to an- on early morning record program
LIAM SHADEL, DOUGLAS EDreported.
over KYA.
nouncing staff of station.
WARDS, DON HOLLENBECK.
ALBERT W. HELLENTHAL, coordinator American Telecasting Corp., L. A.
named show manager KTSL (TV) Los
In 5 clinical surveys,
OUR IDEA OF SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMMING
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
Angeles. Other staff additions inIS TO TUNE IN THE LISTENERS!
clude
three
new
floor
managers:
newspaper advertising
3 to 1 in dollar volume,
HERB BROWAR, KLAC-TV Los Aninstead of wondering if they're tuning us in
actual sales. Ask us for
geles; HAL BARKER, CBS HollyWE KNOW THIS MARKET!
details. KFMJ, the Fred
wood; ALLEN BUCKHANTZ, 20thJones Station, Tulsa,
Century-Fox.
Okla. One of America's
KEN THOMAS, staff announcer KJCK
top independents. LawJunction City, Kan., to Kansas State
son Taylor, Mgr. RepCollege as graduate assistant instruc^Ss;GAZET
resented byJack Koste,
tor in Dept. of Speech. JAMES WYIndependent MetropoliMORE, student at Kansas State Coltan Sales.
lege, to KJCK as staff announcer.
TOM GLEBA, progra m director
WLWC (TV) Columbus, to staff of
WBNS-AM-TV same city.
BAY. "WIS.
GREEN
CAROLINE STUCKEY appointed traffic manager WGIG Brunswick, Ga.
LISTENERS HAVE TO TUNE "PG" SOMETIME EVERY DAY
BILL BURNS, WMAL-TV WashingADDITIONAL NIGHT HOURS
SOON!
ton, and JOHN ENGEL, WIOD Miami,
AL
ADDITION
AVAILABILITIES. ASK DEVNEY, N. Y.
Fla., appointed to announcing staff
Or
wire
us
for
information about *The Ideal Test Market"
WQAM-AM-FM Miami.
BROADCASTING
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POWER
makes a big difference
in penetration and

WILK
offers advertisers

5000

Watts

of Selling

POWER
in the Wilkes-Barre
Market — Pennsylvania's
Third Largest!

AM-FM
ABC AFFILIATE
5000W (d)
1000W (n)
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
*
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Nat'l Rep.
608 Fifth Ave., New York 20,N.Y.
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CARRIERS

Coy Defines for Ketauver
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy, in
a letter to Senate Crime Investigating Committee Chairman Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.), last week
reaffirmed the Commission's position that Continental Press, national race news service, cannot be considered a "common carrier" under
the provisions of the Communications Act. It therefore does not
come under FCC authority, he indicated.
Chairman Coy had pressed this
view in his testimony before the
Kefauver group in late March,
the Senate committee indicating
it felt FCC should be the enforcement agency for a proposed ban
on interstate transmission of
[Broadcastinformation April
gambling
ing • Telecasting,
2].
During this testimony, in which
he explained Continental Press is
a news agency the same as United
Press or Associated Press, Chairman Coy presented an alternate
proposal to curb transmission of
gambling data which would be similar to the lottery laws. He would
make it a federal crime to transmit in interstate commerce by
radio, TV or press "basic gambling
information" — bets, odds and prices
paid — about any sporting event.
The FCC Chairman called to
Sen. Kefauver's attention "certain parts of the legislative history
of the Communications Act of 1934,
I believe indicate Congress'
which
intent that organizations such as
Continental Press would not be
considered as common carriers."
He quoted portions of preliminary reports which showed it was
Congress' intent that news services
be excluded from any definition
respecting common carriers in the
communications fields of wire and
radio.

ORAL ARGUMENT
Cases Set April 27
ORAL ARGUMENT was scheduled
by FCC last week for April 27 in
the following hearing cases in
which initial actions already have
been repoi'ted :
First Argument— W W S T Wooster,
Ohio. Initial decision to grant boost
from 500 w to 1 kw, operating daytime
on 960 kc [BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING, Dec. 4, 1950].
Second Argument— KSET El Paso,
Tex. Initial decision to grant license
renewal and assignment of license
[BROADCASTING • TELECASTING,
Dec. 11, 1950].
Third Argument — KFTM Fort Morgan, Col. Initial decision to rescind
order INGrevoking
license [BROADCAST• TELECASTING,
Jan. 29].
Fourth
Argument
Neb. Initial decision— KFGT
to denyFremont,
change
from 100 w to 250 w, operating fulltime
on 1340 kc [BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING, Jan. 1].
Fifth worth,
Argument
C L O toLeavenKan. Initial— Kdecision
grant
boost from 500 w to 1 kw, operating
daytime on 1410 kc r BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING, Feb. 5].
Sixth Argument — In matter of proposed amendment of Sees. 1.320(a),
3.220(a) and 3.620(a) of FCC rules relating to time of filing license renewal
applications, and Sec. 3.34(a), 3.218(a)
and 3.618(a) of rules relating to license
periods of AM, FM and TV stations
[BROADCASTING • TELECASTING,
Dec. 25, 1950].

FORCE

Gains 13%

FOR "impressive and enlightened"
coverage of the Kefauver hearings,
WMGM New York was presented a
citation from the Kings County Council of Jewish War Veterans. Taking
part were (I to r) George Hamilton
Combs, WMGM commentator; Raymond Katz, WMGM program director,
and Ted Brooks, Council commander.
WMGM cleared its commercial schedule from March 12 to March 21 to
carry the eight days and one night
of the New York proceedings.
STRIKE ENDED
WINS, Union Settle Issue
SETTLEMENT of a year-old
strike by WINS New York and
Local 802 of American Federation
of Musicians, with the rehiring of
eight staff musicians dismissed
March 31, 1950, when the strike
began, was announced jointly by
the station and the union last
week.
The new agreement, signed -by
Wilmot H. Losee, WINS manager,
and Charles R. Iucci, secretary,
and Joseph Lindwurm, executive
board member, of AFM, runs until March 31, 1953. It includes a
3% pay increase for the musicians
which will be turned over to a
welfare fund the local is establishing with independent radio stations in New York.
The station has been picketed
continuously since it declined to
renew the AFM contract a year
ago, dismissed the musicians and
sively. to recorded music excluturned

AGENCY EXPANDS
Firm Opens N. Y. Office
LILLER, Neal & Battle, Atlanta
advertising agency, has opened a
New York office "to be in close
touch with studios, producers, network headquarters and talent genReggie Schuebel and Jack Wyatt,
of
Wyatt & Schuebel agency, will
erally."
be in charge of the new office at
40 E. 51st St. The Atlanta firm
said that the opening of the New
York office resulted from the steady
growth of television.

j

in Decade

THE U. S. labor force jumped i
from 52,789,499 in 1940 to an estimated 59,592,000 in 1950— an increase of 13% — with the most
substantial boosts taking place in
the western segment of the country.
At the same time, the number
of professional, technical and kindred workers in the U. S. recorded
an increase from 3,554,016 to 4,944,000 over the past decade. The
totals include both men and women
workers.
These are a few of the figures
reported by the Bureau of the Census, Dept. of Commerce, and based
on a preliminary sample of 1950
census returns. The report, announced April 11 by Roy V. Peel,
census mentdirector,
and Incomecovers
in the"EmployUnited
States
By Regions."
The report
notes that the labor
force in the West increased by
almost 40% — a rate more than
three times that recorded in any
of the other regions of the country.
Changes in the Northeast, North
Central states and the South — the
three
populous
sections
— were
more most
moderate,
ranging
from
6%
in the Northeast to about 12%
for the other regions.
Industry Increases
Significant increases in employment for manufacturing industries
and the wholesale and retail trades
also were recorded. Over a 10year period, employment rose from
10.6 million to 14.1 million, with
more than half of the increase in
durable goods manufacturing (radio-TV sets, refrigerators, etc). Additionally, regional distribution of
manufacturing showed "some shift
away from the established centers
of production," according to the
Census Bureau. Employment rose
in the North Central states and
fell in the Northeast.
The bureau also noted that in
occupational
trends,by"the
last decade was marked
particularly
large increases in the numbers of
employed clerical workers, skilled
craftsmen, and semi-skilled operatives." This is significant inasmuch as these skills are essential
for defense production, the report
pointed out.
The Census Bureau, on the basis
of early sampling, also reported a
median income of $3,068 for the
country as a whole, with figures for
the Northeast ($3,362), West
($3,435) and North Central (3,257) regions topping the South
($2,248) by about 50%.
Generally high employment was
reflected in family income figures,
which compared the $3,068 for
1950 to $2,599 during 1949. Approximately 16% of the total received incomes of $5,000 or more,
whereas 39% had incomes under

STEWART-WARNER Corp., Chicago,
has reported a 1950 net profit of $3.55
per share on $5 par value common
stock. Sales for year ending- Dec. 31
were $80,482,372, with net profit
$4,584,936.
BROADCASTING
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Boston
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area is now T
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the top
five in the nation . . and WBZ-TV's success
stories are the biggest thing in Boston television! Both local and network sponsors are
getting terrific results. Take Community
Opticians, for example. According to the
agency, one Sunday afternoon program in
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Construction
EXPANSION of the TV industry,
should FCC's freeze permit new
station construction, faces little
chance of getting material priorities from defense authorities,
Charles E. Wilson, director, Office
of Defense Mobilization, told the
NARTB TV convention at Chicago Thursday.
In effect, this gloomy prediction
was interpreted as a sign that TV
receivers have a better chance of
getting materials than the transmitters and materials needed for
station construction.
Mr. Wilson addressed the Thursday luncheon meeting by closed
circuit television, with delegates
watching him and hearing his
words by means of a dozen DuMont 19-inch console receivers
scattered around the Stevens Hotel
Ballroom.
The Thursday morning TV business meeting took a number of
important steps as the video segment of the association went into
formal action for the first time.
These included:
# Agreement on a TV program
standards conference to be held
in May or June.
# Stand against the Benton
resolution calling for a Senate TV
investigation.
# Review of tax and ASCAP
negotiations.
# Awards to several stations
for low-cost salable TV programs.
# Demand that college football telecasting be subject to freedom of negotiation.
© Pledge of cooperation to FCC
in working out thawing of TV
freeze.
No TV Priority
Mr. Wilson's prediction came at
the very end of his address as he
answered three prepared questions. Asked about priority for
materials needed for expansion of
the TV industry, he said he did
not believe defense authorities
could give priority to such requirements. TV stations must take
their place with other civilian activities despite the obvious desirability of an expanded television industry, he said.
Looking into the future, Mr.
Wilson said defense officials did
not expect the impact of the mobilization to be felt seriously for
a year, with the chance removal of
controls could start within two
years. He said defense officials
are trying to superimpose military
production on the bulging civilian
Telecasting

economy, with civilian goods cut
as little as possible. He hoped
high production of TV sets could
be maintained. He devoted most
of the talk to dangers of inflation
and emphasized the important
place of broadcasting and telecasting in informing the public about
the need for cooperation in the
mobilization.
The problem of working out TV
program standards was explained
to the morning meeting by Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman of a special committee studying the subject. The
committee plans to start its study
of programming before it gets out
of hand, he said, recalling the
wrangling over broadcast codes.
FCC last January issued a warning that it would take up a program inquiry after the TV unfreezing process is over, Mr.
Swezey said. The committee plans
to hold a May or June industry
conference on the subject, analyzing the problem "before someone does it for us." After referring to the Benton resolution, he
said the industry itself can do an

SUMMER

• BROADCASTING
V

affirmative job on program standards and avoid criticism such as
"TV neckline" and similar references.
Members of the committee are
George B. Storer, Fort Industry
Co. stations; Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Chris
Witting, DuMont network; Frank
M. Russell, NBC.
Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
New York, TV board chairman,
presided at the meeting. John A.
Kennedy, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va., reviewed background of
the TV tax problem. He heads a
committee on the subject. The
committee is trying to work out a
formula with tax officials so TV is
not penalized because it operated
at a loss during the tax base
ASCAP Review
period.
Dwight Martin, WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, spoke for the industry
ASCAP Per Program Committee.
He described last-ditch efforts to
avoid a long court battle with
ASCAP, whose blanket and per
piece formulas he described as en-

TV

EMPHASIZING the effectiveness
and potential of summer TV sponsorship, NBC-TV last week unveiled its "Straw Hat Plan No. 2"
and predicted at least 75% of its
sponsors in Class A time will stay
on during the summer, with chances
good that the remaining 25% of the
time will be sold.
A comparably optimistic forecast was issued by ABC-TV officials
as that network announced that
filmed TV programs "of proved
educational value," plus public
health telecasts, will be an integral
part of ABC-TV summer program
plans, now being developed.
CBS also has indicated it expects
most of its Class A time sponsors
to remain while DuMont TV Network has reported all its top advertisers will continue through the
summer [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9].
NBC-TV's Straw Hat Plan No.
2 emphasizes that "television will
be the favorite summer activity of
'the 40 million,' " and that they
"will watch television during the
coming summer months just about

Materials

NBC

Doubtful—Wilson

tirely unacceptable and violative
of the consent decree. He said a
fund of $88,000 had been committed
by stations to support litigation.
He reported a majority of the
committee feels ASCAP will soften
and stay out of court.
Mr. Storer, speaking for the TV
Board Finance Committee, said as
of April 12, 44 stations had paid
their April dues, a total of $6,162;
10 more had written they intended
to join, indicating another $2,104,
and four others are expected to
come in, a total of 58 members of
107 stations, with indicated income of $9,804 per month.
TV directors started a membership drive at the meeting. Dues
are half the highest quarter-hour
or the five-minute rate, whichever
is higher.
W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV)
San Antonio, presided over the
resolutions session as chairman of
the committee in charge. Other
members were B. J. Rowan, General Electric Co., and Mr. Russell.
A series of resolutions adopted by
(Continued on page 87)

Sets

'Straw

Hat

Plan'

as much as in other seasons" and
"will buy just about as much retail
goods then as during the fall, winter and spring seasons."
Reviewing the statistics behind
these arguments and outlining summer program plans, Edward D.
Madden, NBC vice president in
charge of sales and operations,
said present sponsors are definitely
committed to some 12 hours of
Class A time this summer, as
against only two hours known
definitely to be given up. The two
hours being vacated, he said, are
Texas Co.'s Texaco Star Theatre,
on Tuesday from 8-9 p.m.; Procter
& Gamble's Fireside Theatre, on
Tuesday from 9-9:30 p.m., and
Spiedel's What's My Name, on
Monday 8-8:30 p.m.

& Rubber Co., Tintair, P. Lorillard Co., Kraft Foods, BristolMyers, Armour, De Soto, Borden
Co., Ford Dealers, Miles Labs,
Gulf Oil, American Tobacco Co.,
Gillette, and Chesebrough.
Mr. Madden also reported that
Lever Bros., which sponsors the
Monday - Wednesday - Friday portions of Hawkins Falls (5-5:15
p.m.), is now adding a fourth day.
The new Straw Hat Plan has
scheduled Dorothy Kilgallen and
Dick Kollmar in a variety-type
program as summer replacement
for the Kate Smith Shoiv Monday
through Friday, 4-5 p.m. The cost
is $1,375 per 15-minute segment,
but the network said that for the
present
it will accept only tentative orders.

Sponsors Continue
Among advertisers in the 7:3010:30 Class A time period who
either are continuing their present
shows or will sponsor summer replacements, Mr. Madden said, are
Hollywood Candy, General Foods,
Regent Cigarettes, Firestone Tire

Nor are firm orders being accepted yet on the scheduled replacements for 8-10:30 Saturday
Night Remie. These are Freddy
Martin's Band of Tomorrow, 8-9
p.m., being offered at a net cost of
$8,800;
Ben Blue's
Theatre,
(Continued
on Barn
page 87)
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Fast- Action
WHEN Jack Patterson, salesman for WPIX (TV) New
RqdioTV Field Dg*
MING
O
C
E
M
O
H
S
C
A
York,
delivered an order for
M
THE EYES and ears of Americans
midnight closing time to report coverage by geographic areas:
American Express sponsorwere attuned to their receivers last the arrival in Washington. Earlier,
West Coast
ship of MacArthur receptions
week as Gen. Douglas MacArthur
ABC
carried
a
shortwave
eye
witin Washington and New York
came home.
West Coast television went "allto the station at 11:02 a.m.
ness account of his Tokyo deparout" in an unprecedented cooperaAnd millions of listeners and
ture and Honolulu landing.
Thursday, the station went
viewers — perhaps an all-time recDuMont TV Network claims a arrival
tive and
coveragestay
of Gen.
into immediate action and had
in SanMacArthur's
Francisco,
ord total — paid homage as the first on telecasting pictures of Gen.
the first commercial on the
as
all
11
California
television
stabroadcasting industry bridged the
air at 11:25 a.m. — before Tom
MacArthur's
arrival
in
San
Frantions
pooled
their
resources
to
telegeographical gap from coast to
cisco to viewers in the East and
McDermott and William Valcast complete on-the-spot arrival
coast and, in many cities brought
lee of Benton & Bowles
departure proceedings.
him into the living rooms of an en- Midwest, crediting WGN-TV Chi- to Richfield
reached
WPIX with copy for
Oil Co. sponsored the
cago with a sensationally fast prothusiastic public. TV's impact and
the
remaining
commercials of
complete telecast shown on all
cessing and editing job to make the
radio's thoroughness combined to
California
stations,
paying
$35,000
the
two-day
contract.
Leaving San Frankeep America informed on a play- beat possible.
cisco on the last commercial plane for the package. Agency was Hixby-play of the General's tour.
son & Jorgensen Inc., Los Angeles.
in Los Angeles over the previous
Televiewers to the four-day fes- Tuesday night, the unprocessed
week-end (April 14, 15).
negatives reached WGN-TV at 8 Richfield used no commercials, as
tivities were estimated at roughly
such,
on
the
telecast
but
inserted
Following announcement of Gen.
44 million. It is probable that Wednesday morning and were de- its identification from time to time
MacArthur's return to the United
veloped, processed edited and ready
every radio set owner caught at
during the proceedings.
broadcast at 11 a.m. Within
States, expected at first to be Monleast one of the many pickups af- for
five minutes DuMont had cleared a
day or Tuesday, the three network
Master control for the producforded by stations.
stations
— KNBH (NBC) KTSL
network of five stations — WNHCtion was located at ABC's San
Congressional Speech
TV New Haven, WABD(TV) New
Francisco TV Center, with its (CBS) KECA-TV (ABC)— bought
Highlight of the MacArthur cerKGO-TV transmitter sending the up portions of time on the microYork, WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
wave relay for those days, giving
emonies, aside from his arrivals in WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh and WGNtelecast to the micro-wave link.
those
stations exclusive control
San Francisco, Washington and
TV — with some of them revising
What resulted in one of televiover the relay for those periods.
New York, was the General's dra- their schedules in a matter of
sion's finest cooperative enterLate Friday it was learned that
matic address before Congress
seconds. Films were retelecast by
prises on behalf of public service
Thursday.
DuMont at 11:38 a.m. on a special
to date was preceded by a bitter the General would not arrive until
at a time that would fall
The festivities also afforded de- news program.
two-day controversy between the Tuesday
(Continued on page 79)
sirable vehicles for sponsorship to
network
and
independent
stations
Following is a play-by-play of
national advertisers — all except his
joint Congressional speech. Heavy
schedules befoi-e and after the address also were reported by local
radio-TV outlets.
'Money Rather Than Audiences Sought'
TV
PERIL
Motorola-TV sponsored the
Washington proceedings over NBC"Morning Programming, Does It
TV from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. TELEVISION is in jeopardy be- plored the "bland assumption that
Pay?," and "The National Collegi(except the address to Congress),
cause station men are "rushing the public will stand hitched for
ate Athletic Assn. Position on
anything
in
the
way
of
programs,
headlong"
to
make
money;
because
and also presented a 15-minute
newsreel over the same network on they are selling frequencies, chan- the same ignorance or indifference
nels and call letters rather than which radio had." His recommenSuccessful salesmanship was deWednesday, showing the General's
fined by Mr. Outler.
dation to stations: Tie-in with a Football."
arrival in San Francisco. The con- audiences, and because they are
Clair McCollough, president,
tract was placed through Ruthrauff
"too willing" to let someone else local audience with live local shows
WGAL-AM-TV Lancaster, and
"because the interest of your audi& Ryan. American Oil Co. aired evolve their "heritage and economic
ence in network shows is an im- vice president, WDEL-AM-TV
the New York ceremonies through
welfare." This was the opinion of
Wilmington, Del., was chairman of
John M. Outler Jr., general manJoseph Katz, Baltimore.
ager
of
WSB-AM-TV
Atlanta,
a
the
operating costs panel, featurpersonal
matter."
Session
Agenda
Longines-Wittnauer Buy
ing Bob Lemon, program director,
key speaker at the television sesLongines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
sion Thursday afternoon at the
The television meeting, conductsponsored the CBS-TV coverage of NARTB convention in Chicago.
and Lee B. Wailes, vice president
ed by Robert D. Swezey, executive
the ceremony Thursday; the arrival
in
charge of operations, Fort Invice
president
and
general
manMr.
Outler,
speaking
as
"a
freshin New York that evening, and the
dustry Co. stations.
ager, WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans,
man in TV doing post-graduate
New York parade and reception on
The NCAA stand on television
included
discussion
on
"Holding
the
work
in
radio,"
ripped
station
manFriday. Other MacArthur activiwas outlined by Walter Byers, exagers for making the same misOperation Costs," "Sucties were slated for sponsorship by
ecutive assistant in the Chicago
takes they did in radio, which is its Line oncessful
Selling," "The Big Thaw,"
Longines. Newsweek magazine pre- own "greatest fear" today. He deoffice,
who
was introduced by Har"Making
Better Use of Film,"
sented aspecial film of Gen. Macold
Hough,
director, WBAP-AMTV Fort Worth.
Arthur's speech to Congress in a
CBS-TV program Thursday night.
FCC Discussion Panel
Victor Bennett is the agency for
Longines-Wittnauer ; L e n n e n &
The
upcoming FCC television
Mitchell for Newsweek.
thaw was discussed by panelists
Mutual's coverage included onthe-scene descriptions of the General's take-off from Tokyo, arrival
in Honolulu, landing in San Francisco, in addition to his reception
in Washington, speech to Congress
and ceremonies at the Washington
Monument. WOR, Mutual's New
York key, also covered Gen. MacArthur's arrival in New York and
the official reception and tour on
Friday. WMGM, New York independent, carried the General's
speech to Congress.
ABC covered the San Francisco
proceedings Tuesday night and
Wednesday, and kept its network
open in the East past the usual
Page 76
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introduced by E. K. Jett, vice president ami director of WMAR-TV
Baltimore. Speakers were Dr. T. T.
Goldsmith, research director, Allen B. DuMont Labs; Raymond F.
Guy, tions
manager,
engineering,radio
NBC,andandallocaGlen
McDaniel,
president,
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Better use of film was outlined
by George Shupert, vice president,
Paramount Television Productions,
chairman, and Charles B. Brown,
director of TV sales, Bing Crosby
GENERAL ELECTRIC salesmen demonstrated video equipment at the NARTB
Enterprises; John H. Mitchell, diconvention. In the group are (I to r): G. H. Stratton, C. J. Simon, John Wall,
rector of television, United Artists
F. R. Walkerm, J. M. Comer Jr., F. J. Wiggin, all of GE, and J. A. Shay,
Corp.,(Continued
and Sy Weintraub,
WTVJ (TV) Miami.
on page 86)execuTelecasting
BROADCASTING

INSERTING three editoried'
Wcl1
als from stat
Broadcasting
•
Study Appears Shelved SoTelecasting,
March 26,
By DAVE BERLYN
# There is no inclination in your committee procedure does not
April 2, and April 16, in the
CONGRESS is in no hurry to clasp the Senate to bring up Sen. Harry
permit the appearance of witnesses
Congressional Record last
other
than
members
of
Congress
television to its legislative bosom.
Wednesday, on the subject of
motion to re- and the greatest support . . . lies
This was indicated last week in Cain's (R-Wash.)
consider two contempt citations
televising
hearings of Conwith the public and with the . . .
voted by the upper chamber against
gressional committees, Sen.
the following "inactions" :
radio
and
television
industry
.
.
.
0 Senate Rules Committee ap- Morris Kleinman and Louis RothEd C. Johnson (D-Col.) said:
I particularly need time in which
"I do not altogether agree
parently is letting die Sen. Alexkopf, who used TV as one of their
with the conclusions reached
excuses for refusing testimony to to find a means to present . . . the
ander Wiley's (R-Wis.) resolution
views of those outside Congress or
to create a study of the telecast
the Kefauver Crime Committee.
in the editorials, but the arquestion pending before it [Closed
Citations are expected to be de- to gain . . . consent for the appearguments made in them are
Circuit, April 9].
so well stated that I feel
ance of private spokesmen." The
livered to the courts for prosecu0 House Rules Committee listion once they clear the office of Rules Committee does not permit
strongly they should be made
outsiders to testify in favor of
available to the readers of
tened to Rep. Jacob Javits (R-Lib- the Senate Secretary.
a
bill's
clearance.
N.Y.) talk in favor of his resoluthe Record." Titles of the
Enthusiasm Reduced
tion that would permit radio and
editorials, in order of their
Rep. Klein, nevertheless, called
Recall of Gen. Douglas MacArtelevision coverage of important
for a public campaign to whip up
dates, are "Faultless ReHouse debates, but showed itself thur from Tokyo and his subseinterest in the media coverage.
porter," "Puzzle: Find the
quent
visit
to
the
U.
S.
has
riveted
It
was
understood
that
words
"unfriendly," according to the
Television
Cameras," and
attention of legislators on the GenCongressman.
(Continued on page 88)
"The Congress and TV."
eral and thus reduced enthusiasm
• Rep. Arthur G. Klein (Din Congress for settling how far
N.Y.) theorized the Rules Comcommittees could go in exploring
mittee also was inclined to bottle
Justice Dept. Studies
TV's impact.
his measure (HR 3656) that would
Nature and Scope
HILL TELECASTS
Both Reps. Klein and Javits inpermit radio-TV coverage proceeddicated that their battle to get TV
ings and authorize setting up of
SPECULATION that the Dept. of Justice may assert itself in an adcameras into Congress chambers
visory capacity on the nature and scope of Congressional telecasts was
Congressional owned - operated
on the same footing as the press
held out last week.
short-wave stations [Broadcasting
would now have to be carried on
This conjecture was raised amid confirmation of a report that the
• Telecasting, April 16]. He went
along with Rep. Javits, saying the the floor. For the present, the department's Criminal Division has *
New
Yorkers
have
surrendered
the
rules group is not receptive to
prepared an advisory memorandum
(3) The constitutional question
first round to the Rules Committee.
proposals on TV.
touching on:
evolving around the question of
Rep.
Klein
asserted
the
Rules
# Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
(1) The right of Congressional
"due process of law."
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
Committee had given "strong inti- committees to adopt their own code
Text of the memorandum was not
that perhaps it was best for each
mation" that his bill "would be covering telecasts of public heardisclosed but it was learned that
committee chairman to decide
tabled regardless of the nature of ings.
the opinion will be used as a basis
(2) Contempt citations stemming
whether his committee's public the presentation on the grounds
hearings should be telecast. He
by the Justice Dept. in the Conthat no space is available for [ra- from refusal of certain witnesses
gressional TV issue, should it be
is chairman of the radio-TV imto answer committee questions bedio-TV] facilities."
called
upon
to render advisory comHe asked the committee to reportant Senate Commerce Comments.
mittee.
eras. cause of the presence of TV camschedule hearing of his bill "since
The memorandum was understood to reflect these initial and
informal legal beliefs:
0 The question of Congressional
ced
committees adopting their own codes
Production Syndicate Announ
QP
m
QQ
Q
J^
\D
]/
for TV coverage is habitually a legislative policy matter, and one on which
FORMATION of television's first cooperatively-owned production syndi- such as Denver and Portland,
the
cate— a million dollar venture to be known as Consolidated Television
membership will be reserved until and courts
hesitancy.would act with caution
Broadcasters Inc., was announced in Chicago last Friday, coincident
such time as stations take the air.
9 Witnesses who refuse to offer
with the NARTB convention. *
Primary purpose of the new cor- testimony on TV grounds possibly
George B. Storer, president of His Fireside Theatre has won acporation is to finance the produc- may have little legal precedent to
claim as the outstanding tailorThe Fort Indussupport their charges, other than postion
of
high-quality
film programs,
made
film
TV
series.
try Co., licensee
tailored
for
television,
which
will
sibly recourse to "due process of law."
of three TV staMr. Storer, it was learned, be9 Television only makes public
be
owned
by
the
corporation
and
hearings
more public.
tions, is the
gan his explorations for a cooperawill be built into a library of film
prime mover,
It
also
was reported last week
tive TV syndicate more than two
with Richard E.
productions for the TV industry.
that the Justice Dept. is prepared
years ago. Mr. Dunham, manager
Jones, managing
Initial plans contemplate producto prosecute current contempt citadirector of of KTTV for two years, had detion of a schedule of two-and-onetions, which the Senate already has
v
e
l
o
p
e
d
a
syndication
project
while
half hours of film per week over a
WJBK-TV, Fort
26-week
span.
approved, involving Morris KleinIndustry station with the Los Angeles Times staLouis Rothkopf. The Sention which contemplated primarily
Production will be financed out man ateand
in Detroit, as
Crime Investigating Committee
of the million dollar revolving fund
president of the the membership of newspaperhad voted the citations.
Mr. Storer
owned TV stations.
new corporation.
The memorandum would be used
established by the stations, with
Harrison Dunhatn, former manMember stations, it was stated, each member station having first chiefly to guide local attorneys on
ager of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
refusal in its market for each pro- local questions arising out of telehave been selected in substantially
gram series. The pricing of the
is vice president and general manvised hearings, it was understood,
all major markets where television
ager, and will headquarter th stations are located. Where no sta- programs will be at a rate not to and would not be offered to ConHollywood.
gress unless specifically requested
exceed
station's
tions have yet been authorized,
rate card50%for ofthetherunning
timelocal
of
The cooperative contemplates a
by
a
member
or Congressional commaximum of 50 stations in as
the particular film. This will permittee. The Senate Crime Investimit
the
station
to
earn
its
full
many markets. Mr. Dunham angating Committee, focal point of
time rate, plus customary profit on the controversial issue, had not
nounced that to date 40 stations
the
sale
of
the
program.
have been signed, with negotiasought such an opinion, it was
found.
Mr. Storer said the complete
tions in progress with the balance.
list of stations, together with the
At week's end a Broadcasting •
Frank Wisbar, until recently in
board of seven directors and of- Telecasting spot check revealed
charge of production of Bing
ficers will be announced shortly.
that none had been requested, but
Crosby Enterprises, has been reThe new Delaware corporation re- that at least one Congressional
tained as production supervisor of
ceived its charter on March 28. quarter felt such an advisoi-y opinCTBI and will promptly begin a
Mr. Dunham, an attorney, drew
ion would be helpful to guide ConMr. Jones
Mr. Dunham
up the corporation papers.
series of 26 one-hour productions.
CONGRESS
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Submitted to
PLAN
NQAA
NCAA Television Committee last week submitted to the Dept. of Justice a three-point plan for telecasting college grid games this fall.
Justice would issue only the formalized comment that it has taken
the
week.plan "under advisement." Some action, however, is expected this.

Under the proposed plan:
® Only one game would be telecast in any one area on any given
Saturday.
9 No team would be seen more
than twice, once at home and once
when it plays away from home.
# On at least one Saturday a
blackout may be imposed and no

VIDEO PROBE
Senate Panel to Weigh
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.)
has assigned the Benton resolution on educational TV (S Res 127)
to a special Senate Commerce subcommittee (see editorial, page 60.)
The resolution, introduced by
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
and co-sponsored by Sen. Lester
C. Hunt (D-Wyo.), a member of
the special group, calls for the
committee to make broad investigation of the educational TV channel status [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16].
Members of the special group
in addition to Sens. Johnson and
Hunt are Senate Majority Leader
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
Sens. Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.)
and Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.).
Comments Sought
It is understood that this group
has asked for comments from governmental agencies which it believes are interested in the Benton
resolution. Foremost among them
is the FCC, which, of course, would
be directly affected by the legislation. Among other agencies are
the Justice Dept. and the Federal
Security Agency (which embraces
theReaction
U. 'S. Office
Education).
to theof Benton
resolution is beginning to crystallize in
the industry. Observers have
pointed out, the resolution, if it
passes the Senate, could upset the
FCC TV allocation timetable and
place the Senate group in a position of going over a subject which
has expended years of study by
technical experts. In addition, extensive hearings have been held by
FCC on TV allocations.

ABC-TV Expands Space
PURCHASE of a four-story and
penthouse showroom building at
Broadway and 70th St., New York,
to meet the needs of ABC's expanding television department, was
confirmed by the network last
week. The new purchase, which is
not far from the present ABC
Television Center at 7 W. 66th St.,
contains more than 50,000 square
feet of space and was used until
recently as an automobile sales
and showroom. Originally it was
built for the Studebaker Corp.
Page 78
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games may
ticular area. be telecast in a parHeading the 12-man committee
which met in Washington last
Wednesday and Thursday was Tom
Hamilton, athletic director of the
U. of Pittsburgh.
No Live TV Ban
Mr. Hamilton reiterated NCAA's
position that it is not banning live
telecasts, it has merely imposed a
moratorium by which it will be
possible to measure video's impact
on gate receipts. This moratorium,
or experimental period, would end
Nov. 24.
If the submitted plan is approved
by the anti-trust division of the
Justice Dept., NCAA would serve
as a sort of a clearing house. Member-colleges' schedules would be
offered to the highest bidder, then
the sponsor would determine which
games would be telecast.
The plan — which limits only live

ATLANTA
FORMAL

SALE

Justice Department
telecasts — is expected to greatly
increase use of theatre television,
Phonevision, Skiatron and post
game
Mr. films.
Hamilton pointed out that
"some 72% of college athletic programs, including intra-murals, depends
receipts."
He
added thaton football
if athletics
are of any
value they must be in all colleges
and "not restricted to the eight or

MODERN SCHOOL
Creighton Lists Facilities
CREIGHTON U., Omaha, with
complete television production
equipment on the campus, reports
it now is offering up-to-the-minute
courses in TV, radio, advertising
and press communications. In addition, a campus radio station,
KOCU, is operated by Creighton
students.
Listed among many opportunities offered by the university is
the annual WOW-TV Omaha training scholarships for outstanding
students in the fields of radio and
television.

WSB-TV's Ch. 8 Plant
Gets $525,000

application was filed with FCC last week for consent to assignment of license of WSB-TV Atlanta's Channel 8 facilities from
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. to Broadcasting Inc. composed of prominent
Atlanta citizens, for a total consideration of $525,000 [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 9].
*
The transaction is subject to FCC
er Clement A. Evans & Co., Atlanta
approval of the assignment of li- investment banking firm, director
cense for Channel 8 as well as to
6%%; James D. Robinson Jr., presissuance by the Commission of a liident Trust Co. of Georgia Assocense to WSB-TV for operation on
ciates, treasurer 4%% (plus minor
Channel 2, now under construction
interests for family trusts).
permit to WCON-TV there, also
A 66%% interest is held by
owned by Atlanta Newspapers.
Clement A. Evans & Co. for sale
Broadcasting Inc. proposes to use
the call WYES on Channel 8. to other local Atlanta residents.
When these interests are acquired,
When WSB-TV moves to Channel
2, WCON-TV would be deleted.
amendments to the transfer application will be filed, FCC was told.
In FCC's consent a year ago to
merger of the Atlanta Journal
Reasons Given
(WSB) and Atlanta Constitution
(WCON), the Commission specified
Broadcasting Inc. gave in part
that the new firm, Atlanta Newsthe following reasons to FCC for
papers Inc., would have to give up
making its offer to Atlanta Newseither WSB-TV or WCON-TV.
papers for the purchase of the
Ex-Gov. James M. Cox of Ohio,
Channel 8 facilities:
who previously owned the Journal
Since the two television stations
interests, continues as chief owner
(WSB-TV on Channel 8 and WAGA-TV
of Atlanta Newspapers Inc., includon Channel
5) now operating
Atlanta are controlled
by personsin who
ing the WSB properties.
are non-residents of Georgia, a group
of
local
Atlanta
citizens
formed
a
Principals in Broadcasting Inc.,
Georgia corporation under the name of
newly organized million-dollar cor- Broadcasting Inc. This corporation is
owned and operated by residents of
poration, are: Walter C. SturdiGeorgia,
most of
of
the Atlanta
area.whom are residents
vant, president and majority owner
These
persons
desire to operate the
of Montgomery Knitting Mills, television facilities
which will be reSummerville, Ga., president and
leased bytheyAtlanta
Newspapers
because
feel that
a locallyInc.
owned
5% owner; John O. Chiles, vice and locally operated television station
will perform
and of
worthpresident and over 25% owner
while
servicea constructive
to the people
the
area.
Adams-Cates Co., Atlanta real es- Atlanta
At
the
present
time
the
only
two
tate agency, vice president 6%%;
large daily newspapers in Atlanta are
persons The
who major
are notradio
reRobert B. Troutman Jr., partner in controlledsidents ofby
Georgia.
Atlanta law firm of Spalding, Sib- and television stations of Atlanta are
controlled by non-residents.
ley, Troutman & Kelley, vice presi- also
Assignee
that community
it is very de-to
sirable forbelieves
the Atlanta
dent-secretary 6%%; Clement A. have this
communication medium,
owned and operated by local people,
Evans, president and majority own-

ten colleges" which could sell games
to TV sponsors.
Hugh Willett, of Southern California, NCAA president, told news-]
men: "We approach this problem \
from the conviction that our athletic program is worth preserving.
We believe there is a solution. We
believe we can live with television."
Hennock Talk
VALUE of TV as an educational
tool, and need for reservation of
TV channels for noncommercial
educational stations, were re-emphasized last Wednesday by FCC
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock in an
address before the Federation of
Jewish Women's Organizations Inc.
in New York. She noted 56 colleges and universities, four medical schools, 19 local public school
systems and two public libraries
already have presented educational
programs via TV. Stating the
risk of neglecting education is too
great, Comr. Hennock quoted
Charles A. Siepman, "a leading
figure in the broadcasting field," as
saying, " 'In a democracy, universal education is not a luxury but a
in order toforbe the
citizens
of this
com- 1:]
munity
a larger
and more
" given
necessity.'voice
important
in
affairs
which
vitally
9
affect community life.
In proposing to Atlanta Newspapers the purchase of the Channel 8 facilities, Broadcasting Inc.
stated its investigation of the matter "leads us to believe that such
acquisition is feasible and that the
FCC should have no objection to
the transfer from you to us of the
license
to operate
on Channel
8."
Atlanta
Newspapers,
in its reply
accepting the purchase offer, said
it had hoped Atlanta would not be
deprived of the additional TV service because of the merger and indicated the proposed transfer would
assure preservation of this added
service. The letter also affirmed
Atlanta Newspapers' intention to
switch WSB-TV from Channel 8
to Channel 2, subject to FCC apThe purchase agreement, valid
proval.
until Jan. 1, 1952, also sells to
Broadcasting Inc. the FM transmitter for Channel 283 formerly
used by WSB-FM, as well as the
land at the present WSB-TV transmitter site. The present WSB-TV
transmitter building, however, will
be leased to Broadcasting Inc. Following the newspapers' merger,
WSB-FM switched to WCON-FM's
Channel 253, WCON-FM being deleted. WCON-AM also ceased operation.
FCC's newest revision of its proposed TVChannel
allocation
plan would
move
8 to Athens,
Ga., reas
a noncommercial, educational facility. Channel 11 would be substituted at Atlanta for Channel 8.
In addition to the WSB properties, the Cox radio interests also
include WIOD-AM-FM Miami, Fla.,
and
Ohio. WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton,
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Mac's Homecoming
(Continued from page 76)

slot.
timeKTLA
y into KNBH's
ijxclusivel
In the meantime
KTTV and
liiad registered objection with the
[weal FCC office at the exclusivity
: the telecast. No FCC action
was taken, however, according to
oseph Brenner, regional FCC attorney.
On Saturday, however, the storm
fvas dissolved when the three
tetwork stations met and KNBH
Jecided to relinquish its time and
>pen up the relay to a seventation pool.
KWKW, 1 kw independent Pasidena, Calif., station, turned up
frith its own exclusive the night of
he MacArthur firing announcement. Following the first news of
he event, William J. Beaton, genial manager of the station, made
;ry after try unsuccessfully to get
hrough by phone to Gen. MacArthur or other ranking officers in
"okyo for a statement. Finally
giving up the attempt after mid.ight, Mr. Beaton decided to give
is faithful listeners an exclusive,
nyway. He did ... an exclusive
titerview with the Tokyo telephone
perator.
Another local station, KLAC'V, also used its ingenuity in tryng to get through to Tokyo, but
;ith not as much success. A staion newsman, attempting to put
call through to Clete Roberts,
nother KLAC newsman, currently
i Tokyo, was told by the operator
here that only military calls were
eing respected. Undaunted, the
;ealous newsman in Los Angeles
iformed the operator that the call
ras being made by General Klac.
He was put through to Tokyo.
Infortunately, however, he was
nable to reach Mr. Roberts.
Washington Area
The General's brief stay in the
ation's capital also received thoragh coverage, with telecasts on a
Doled basis as elsewhere. Particiating were WNBW (TV)-NBC,
<TMAL-TV-ABC, WTTG (TV)uMont and WTOP-TV-CBS. All
ve radio networks — ABC, CBS,
BC, MBS and LBS— and indeendent stations picked up the varies ceremonies.
i WOL, Liberty outlet in Washigton, fed the joint session ad.ress to the network as well as
;her programs during the Macrthur visit.
The TV pool comprised 13 cam~as and crews, five mobile units
tid a staff of 100 technicians and
; many program personnel. Techical details were handled by
rNBW and the program was codinated by ABC and NBC. Acvities were monitored at the
7NBW studios in the Wardman
ark Hotel.
TV ran afoul of the law when it
:tempted to cover Gen. Macrthur in the Statler Hotel lobby.
BC had arranged with the mancement to place its cameras there,
rdy to be thwarted by the police,
aaded by Police Chief Robert Bar3tt, who ordered them removed.
elecasting

EXPANSION

UHF Can Extend Service
MAJOR expansion of telecasting
is possible and practical at UHF,
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, executive vice
president in charge of RCA Labs,
told engineering students at
Princeton U. last week.
"Our engineers have determined
that practical UHF television receivers can be built and that present television sets can be readily
adapted for use at ultra high frequencies," he disclosed.
"This means," explained Dr.
Jolliffe, "that sets now in use and
those being manufactured will not
be made obsolete by the new development." Receiverswhen
and adapters will be available
UHF

TESTING future audience of a United Television Programs film, The Chimps,
in audition for Arhur Meyerhoff agency are (standing Bruce Bryant and
Mrs. Carol Perei Colby, agency's timebuyer, who prepare to note youngsters' (ages six to 10 years) reaction. Film, produced by Bing Crosby Enterprises, features chimpanzees in western and whodunit dramas. Thirteen 15minute reels have been filmed. This showing was set up by Milton M. Blink,
vice president. Standard Radio Transcription Services, who supervises Midwest
operations for United.

Protest by the network to the Commission's office, hinting at a possible suit against the District government, brought reverse of the
orders. NBC Commentator Earl
Godwin later told listeners of the
"Gestapo-thinking" action, and
pointed out "radio and television
. . . are exactly as much in the
public interest as police arrangements." He noted that private
property was involved.
WBAL-TV Baltimore claims it
flashed MacArthur's San Francisco landing on its screen first,
beating the network announcement
by some five minutes. Station presented a news film prepared by
its special events department, and
reported film coverage of landing
on an early news program. In
Washington WBAL recorded a special tape interview at National
Airport with the plane's radio
operator. Later he appeared in
WBAL-TV's studios for a live TV
interview.
New York
The Friday TV pool started at
11:45 a.m., picking up the general
at the Battery, where a parade of
an estimated 10,000 veterans, servicemen, police and firemen got under way. The cameras followed the
parade to City Hall for a 45-minute
ceremony there before it continued
on to Police Headquarters and
thence to the Washington Arch.
Coordination of the Friday pool
telecasts was handled by DuMont
from the Empire State Bldg., under
the supervision of Harry Coyle,
DuMont director of remote operations.
In New York the NBC-TV cameras accompanied the General from
the Waldorf-Astoria along the
Broadway tickertape parade route
to City Hall and thence up Fifth
Ave. from noon to 2:30 p.m. Amer• BROADCASTING

ican Oil Co., Baltimore, sponsored
this 2V2 hour NBC telecast,
through Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Reports continued to pour into
Broadcasting • Telecasting on
coverage of the MacArthur dismissal. Among those received:
An informal public opinion poll
was presented by WGH Newport
News, Va. Station Manager Bill
Van Buren and Announcer Ambert
Dail recorded downtown interviews
while Promotion Director Bob McBride and Producer Bill Phyne
checked reactions of passersby.
Comments on the story, which
found 48% of Hampton Roads citizens opposed and 13% favoring the
firing of the General, were broadcast at 12:45 p.m. and at 6:45 p.m.
Newsroom of WCOP, Boston's
ABC outlet, gave the MacArthur
dismissal the "works" in radio
coverage. Swinging into action
early Wednesday morning, Program Manager Gene King and
News Editor Jack Chase cleared
the entire evening schedule from
9 to 11 even before it was known
the President would pre-empt the
10:30-11 p.m. segment.
Panel of Experts
By mid-morning WCOP had
lined up a panel of experts for a
live forum at 9 p.m. Program was
followed by People's Reaction, a
half-hour of recorded telephone
conversations with Mr. Chase and
Hub listeners were invited to call
in and give their opinions. Although only 20 calls were used,
approximately 500 were received
during the day, station reported.
WTIC Hartford claimed to be
first in the Connecticut area with
the startling news. Station stayed
on the air with NBC reports at
1:15 a.m., the newsroom following

television transmissions are authorized, he said.
The electronics scientist pointed
out, too, that "if ultra high frequencies are used, many communities can have satisfactory television
that could not have had any television service without this expansion in UHF, and existing service
at very high frequencies also can
Jolliffe said that this inforbe Dr.
extended."
mation was gleaned from more
than a year of RCA-NBC tests at
the experimental station, KC2XAK
Bridgeport, Conn.
Aids Newspapers
TELEVISION is a "stimulating
interest" in newspapers by sharpening the public appetite for interpretive reporting, Basil L. Walters, executive editor, John S.
Knight newspapers, told the Hoosier State Press Assn. April 6.
Video will become a boom to newspapers and not dampen interest in
reading, he stated at the HSPA
17th annual meet. Knight newspapers own WQAM-AM-FM
Miami, and hold part interest in
WTND
Chicago and WAKR-AMFM Akron.
up with man-on-the-street excerpts
early in the morning. Announcer
Bob Steele, equipped with a minitape recorder, canvassed public reaction. WTIC received its initial
tip from the wire services.
WCCC Hartford, a daytime independent, aired later bulletins
when it took the air and also urged
listeners to write or wire their
Congressman "today" about where
they
issue. stood on the controversial
KOA Denver reported eliciting
not only the views of the man-onthe-street but also top editorial
comments from leading newspapers
and local-national spokesmen. Comments were used on station's Dateline Denver at 6:15 p.m. April 11.
KECA-TV Los Angeles, reporting on the dismissal, remained on
the air from the first bulletin at
10:08 p.m. (1:08 a.m. EST) until
3:30 a.m. Public reaction was so
phenomenal it not only jammed
trunklines but put one exchange
out of action. A repair foreman
was hustled to ABC Television
Center.
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Engineering Trends
(Continued from page 35)
tended vehicle borne transmitters.
John W. Brush, DuMont Labs, described avideo switching system. He
explained, among many other important points, that although tube controls avoid the problem of clean
contacts found in direct switches, the
power requirements were high.
In addition to the advantages of a
single crystal for both video and
audio transmission, Howard M. Crosby, General Electric developments
engineer, told of the amazingly long
life and easy rehabilitation of his
company's 5 kw klystron tube. To a
question asked him concerning its
"shelf life," he jokingly replied,
"Every evidence indicates that the
tube gains in efficiency during storMore seriously, he explained that a
age."
broadcaster could send his kystron
back to the factory for replacement
of the "gun" as* the only repairs it
would need. During the repair interval the station could take its spare
out of storage. It would not be necessary to purchase more than two.
Last speaker of the Tuesday morning session was Bernard C. O'Brien,
chief engineer, WHEC Rochester,
N. Y., who explained that the FCC
1948 UHF-TV frequency allocations
were spaced at 150 miles because
trophospheric reflections were not
taken into consideration. Five basic
priorities are designed to provide TV
for all areas regardless of population
density.
'Welcome' Broadcasters
Mr. O'Brien has a cheering word
for broadcasters weary of the long
freeze. From his own experience he
finds it best to go along with the
FCC because of the "courtesy and
real interest" expressed by the Commissioners for comparative newcomers to their proceedings. They
will welcome broadcasters to their
policy-making meetings, he said.
Turner Griffin, manager of communications section of RCA Service
Co., gave a number of valuable pointers on the maintenance of transmitters during an emergency period.
Lost air time will be held to a minimum by
'
an adequate supply of
replacement parts and skilled personnel, but parts are sometimes placed
on an allocation basis and engineering
talent is increasingly hard to get, he
said. Specific recommendations can
not be made to cover all cases, but
more and better inspection is usually
advisable.
W. Earl Stewart, manager of broadcast audio engineering, RCA Victor,
said that his old photographs of early
control rooms show all the apparatus
painted black. Later whole transmitter chassis and louvers were chrome
plated. Color now replaces chrome.
Darkened rooms and dull surfaces
are necessary for TV. The modern
control room is a show place of compactness and unobtrusive efficiency.
Master control systems reduce costs
and encourage alertness by more
completely utilizing employe time and
placing responsibility for error. The
present trend is to design a single
control to handle both audio and
video.
Magnetic tape recording is constantly expanding its field of uses,
but discs are still big business. Fine
groove recordings are gaining slowly.
George C. Chandler, manager, CJOR
Vancouver, B. C, told of large, thinly
populated areas in Canada where
there would be no daytime radio if
Page 80
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RADIO, VIDEO POLL
WGAR, WEWS (TV) Win 'Cleveland Press' Contest
TOP honors in the sixth annual
Cleveland Press local radio and
television popularity poll went to
WGAR and WEWS (TV) Cleveland.
On a point system, the tallies at
counting time stood like this:
WGAR, 38y3; WEWS, 33; WHK,
15%; WTAM and WXEL (TV), 13;
WERE, 11%; WNBK (TV), 8;
WJW, 3%, and WDOK, 1.
Highest individual laurels went
to WGAR's Esther Mullin (9), and
WHK's Bill Gordon (8).
Ad agencies credited for the best
commercials were Ohio Adv., McCann-Erickson; D'Arcy, and Gerst,
Sylvester & Walsh.
Chosen as the best commercials
were those of the Old Dutch Beer
the stations in some small towns
transmitted at less than 1 to 5 kw.
They have to practice every possible
economy to operate a 5 kw station
on a Vi kw budget.
Co-channel sky wave recording was
discussed by KMPC Field Supervisor
Nal Mobley Jr. In Los Angeles in 1948
a general engineering group from
KMPC, WGAR Cleveland and WJR
Detroit developed the narrow band
recorder, a crystal controlled 13.5
cycle intermediate frequency superhetrodyne receiver. With it a Brush
high speed oscillograph recorded sky
wave measurements to determine interference between KMPC and other
co-channel stations. Results here and
at 25 other stations showed poor correlation with calculated and ground
wave measurements. It is suggested
that future station allocation decisions be assisted by direct measurement of interfering signals.
Improved single system photography for television was the subject
selected for Wednesday morning by
John H. Battison, associate editor,
Tele-Tech magazine. Because TV does
not have available the funds which permit Hollywood to use multiple cameras
for recording pictures and sound, it
may well follow the example of Mr.
Battison in film production at New
York U.
Suggests Combinations
If a camera can run continuously
and shoot the whole play without
stopping for special effects, the savings are obvious, but in TV closeups
are essential. Mr. Battison suggests
using "master" and "slave" camera
combinations. The "master" continuously records both sound and pictures
at one level of scene illumination.
The "slave" in intermittent operation
picks up angle shots, close-ups, etc.
A marker light in both cameras indicates exactly the relationship of the
film for ease of editing. If the "slave"
shot is spoiled, there remains the
"master" film. Within less than three
hours after shooting completely edited
and sound synchronized films are
available.
The manager of radio and allocations engineering, NBC, Raymond F.
Guy, presented analyzed data as proposed at the 1950 broadcast engineering conference. The program of
measurements covered all phases of
UHF operation in the Bridgeport

(Ohio); Forest City Lumber
(Ohio), Watkins Furniture (Gerst).
The poll is conducted by Stan
Anderson, Cleveland Press columnist. It covers 15 categories in radio; nine in television.
area. Comparisons were drawn with
other UHF studies.
The inner mysteries of TV were
explained by Dr. M. E. Strieby, staff
executive, Long Lines Dept., AT&T,
New York. He also described the
necessity of coaxial cable and relays
for transmission inside a large city.
Microwaves and light respond much
the same in means of transmission,
conduction and concentration.
A four-bay antenna having a power
gain of 20 was the subject of Lloyd
0. Krause, of GE commercial equipment division. Most of the experimental work was done on models with
vertically stacked bays, the length of
the bay being five wave lengths. The
mast serves as the outer conductor of
the coaxial -intrabay feed system. A
traveling-wave on a helical antenna
of simple construction produces excitation by single feed.
Albert J. Baracket, project engineer
of Federal Telecommunication Labs,
told the conference audience that it
is not necessary to use a high priced
orthocon or iconoscope camera for
transmission of slides when a cheaper
flying spot scanner will serve just as
well and with lower operating cost.
Because it is possible to obtain an
excellent signal-to-noise ratio with
a flying spot scanner it gives an excellent TV picture as long as the
action is slow. The future possibilities for motion picture transmission
are uncertain.
Much of the lack of appreciation
of FM by prospective customers is
due to the average listener's inability
to properly tune a set. John V. L.
Hogan, project engineer, Hogan Labs,
RECORD

SALES

Westinghouse Doubles '50
NEW orders received in the first
quarter of 1951 were the highest
in Westinghouse history, the electric corporation reported last week
from Bloomfield, N. J.
Gwilym A. Price, president, said
that the orders were twice as great
as in the first quarter of 1950, a
year in which for the first time
Westinghouse was able to exceed
a billion dollars of net sales billed.
Addressing the annual meeting
of stockholders, Mr. Price said also
that net sales billed in the first
quarter of 1951 reached a new
high, totaling $290,407,895. This
compares with net sales billed of
$223,933,898 in the first three
months of 1950.
He told stockholders that for
1951 the corporation is aiming even
higher than the $1,019,923,051 of
net sales billed for 1950. Mr. Price
pointed out that post-war expansion and improvements had increased Westinghouse productive
capacity by about 50%.

said that FM set owners tune their
sets to the spot of the lowdest noise
as he had always done with his AM
radio; not knowing that the best
way.
signal on FM cannot be found that
Special services bring the FM
broadcaster additional income. They
include music with advertising slants
aimed at shoppers in stores, riders
on public transportation,, and "background" music for factories, offices,
restaurants, etc. FM will be a valuable supplementary communications
system for national defense, Mr.
Hogan said.
James L. Hollis, project engineer,
Collins Radio Co., spoke on a modern
35 kw shortwave broadcast transmitter, covering subjects of their design
and maintenance. He showed slides
on the construction of a general purpose transmitter which delivers 50
kw for cw operation or 35 kw amplitude modulated and covers a range
of 4 to 26 mc.
N. E. ENGINEERS
Meet in Boston
NEW ENGLAND radio engineers
were scheduled to gather Saturday
at the Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston. The meeting was sponsored
by the North Atlantic Region of
the Institute of Radio Engineers
and attendance was expected to be
high, judging from early reports.
The following authorities were
scheduled to address the gathering
on their specialized subjects:
Radio Frequency Problems in the
Design of a Linear Accelerator, H. L.
Schultz and W. G. Wadey, Yale U.;
Considerations in the Design of a
Line of Inexpensive Test Equipment,
by Donald B. Sinclair, chief engineer,
General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.;
Spectrum Utilization in Color Television, Robert B. Dome, Electronics
Dept., General Electric Co., Syracuse;
welcoming remarks at the luncheon,
I. S. Coggeshall, president, IRE;
Physiological Effects of Radiation,
William A. Meissner, New England
Deaconess Hospital and New England
Baptist Hospital, Boston; Civilian
Defense Against Atomic Attack, John
W. M. Bunker, dean, graduate school,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Instrumentation in the Mass.,
Field and
of Radioactivity, William A. Higinbotham, Electronics Div., Brookhaven National
Lab, Upton, Long Island, N. Y.
Lee Estate Taxes
CHECK FOR $1,047,559.55 has
been turned over to the Collector
of Internal Revenue by Ben H.
Brown, Los Angeles County public
administrator, for payment of
1950 income taxes due from the
estate left by Thomas S. Lee, heir
to the late Don Lee's radio and
auto distributor fortune. Although
other taxes are to be cleared yet
on the $14 million estate, Mr.
Brown saw no litigation in spite
of differences in evaluation between experts for the estate and
government. Young Lee died Jan.
13, 1950,
in a fall
a Losis Angeles
building.
Hisfrom
estate
being •
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THE FORT WORTH-DALLAS
AREA
IN AFTERNOON
AUDIENCE!

KATE SMITH SHOW is one of top-rated network features
for daytime viewing— another reason why WBAP-TV ranks
first. (3:00-4:00 p. m. Monday thru Friday.)

ON THE RECORD stars zany Bobby Peters, the people's
choice— is typical of high-caliber local production on WBAPTV. (12:00-12:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday.)

DALLAS

SEE-SAW ZOO with Dean Raymond is more proof of WBAPTV's ability to score high with local studio programming—
puppets with Texas personality. (5:45-6:00 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.)

GABBY HAYES SHOW helps keep Fort Worth-Dallas kids
tuned to Channel 5, where the kids' favorites appear every
afternoon. (4:15-4:30 p.m. Mon., Wed. and Fri.)

PLAYTIME WITH MARY PARKER rates tops with the young
set and their parents— another WBAP-TV-originated
show
A thru'Wr
with high Hooper ability. (5:00-5:30 p. m. Mon.
Fri.)

To paraphrase an old saying, "The proof of the programming is in the
rating." One look at Mr. Hooper's latest analysis of afternoon TV in
the Fort Worth-Dallas market shows why WBAP-TV and Channel 5
are first choice with local and national TV advertisers:
Monday thru Friday
WBAP-TV
Sta.B
Sta.C
12 noon— 6:00 PM
66.2
18.4
15.4*
(Weekdays — on the air 12 noon to midnight)
Better, stronger programming-local and network-like the shows featured
on this page-are the reason for WBAP-TV's almost 3-to-l dominance of
this great market-first market of the South.
Want the full story . . . now? It's yours from us or from your Free & Peters man.
*Dallas-Fort Worth Television
Audience Index, Jan. Feb., 1951
WBAP-TV
MARGRET McDONALD talks the home-maker's language— and shows the way to better
meal-planning and kitchen management. Another "first" for WBAP-TV, now moving into
the third full year of afternoon programming
on
Channel 5. (1:00-1:45 p.m. Monday thru
Friday.)

STAR-TELEGRAM STATION
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
lecasting
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FREE & PETERS INC.
Exclusive National
Representatives

Channel

AMON CARTER, President
HAROLD HOUGH, Director

GEORGE CRANSTON, Manager
ROY BACUS, Commercial Mgr.
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ADVERTEST Research, New
Brunswick, N. J., made television
mystery programs the subject of
its March report on "The Television
Audience of Today."
The investigative organization
cast its trained eye on the New
York City area only where it reported that as of March 1, 20 different mystery programs were being presented.
During the period March 6-13,
Advertest interviewers contacted
759 TV homes in the metropolitan
area.
Results show that two programs
presented over WNBT (TV),
Lights Out (Admiral) and Martin
Kane (U. S. Tobacco), were most
viewed. Placing third, fourth, and
fifth were three shows telecast over
WCBS-TV: Suspense (Auto-lite),
The Web (Embassy) and Big Town
(Lever Bros.).
In order of sponsor identification,
the top five were Martin Kane,
42.3%; Danger (Amm - i - dent) ,
21.8%; Big Story (Pall Mall),
20.3%; Black Cat (Ford), 20.2%,
and
Man Against Crime (Camels),
19.9%.

10, Texaco Star Theatre reached
a greater number and a greater
percentage of TV homes than any
other TV show, according to National Nielsen Ratings of the top
10 programs. Following is a tabulation of the nation's leading 10
teleshows, as reported in a Nielsen
report published last week:
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U
HOMES
(000)
RANK
PROGRAM
1 Texaco Star Theatre
2 Philco TV Playhouse
5,498
S. 7,154
3 Fireside Theatre
45 Colgate
Comedy
Hour
5,142
Your Show of Shows (Crosley)
4,952
6 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts
4,709
7 You Bet Your Life
4,692
8 Your Show of Shows (Snowcrop)
4,550
9 Richard Rodgers
4,631
4,442
10 Martin Kane, Private Eye
FERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED 4,373
IN PROGRAM STATION AREA
HOMES
61.3
RANK
PROGRAM
54.6
1 Texaco Star Theatre
(%)
2 Fireside Theatre
50.7
3 Philco TV Playhouse
4 Richard Rodgers
46.8
47.7
5 Colgate Comedy Hour (Snowcrop)
46.6
48.5
6 Your Show of Shows
7 Gillette Cavalcade
44.5
8 Kraft Television Theatre
44.3
9 Your Show of Shows (Crosley)
43.1
10 Your Show of Shows (Swift)
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Favorites, chosen on a point system, were listed in order as Suspense, Martin Kane, Lights' Out,
Man Against Crime and The Web.

Video Therapy

'Star Theatre' Heads
Nielsen Ratings
DURING two weeks ending March

Aids

Veterans' Recovery
TELEVISION affords therapy as
well as entertainment to veterans
at the Great Lakes Naval Hospital
near Chicago. Sixteen sets are
spotted throughout
the wards,

which house 1,700 patients. Dr
F. H. Ocko, chief of neuropsychi- 1
atric services, said television entertainment "very definitely has
therapeutic value, especially in
the closed section of the psychiat"Here, where it is important fc
ric wards."
patients
not to have too much tim
on their hands, the baseball an
the football games, and the ligLu
entertainment
of the varietv
shows, help supplement the regular recreational program. From
the psychiatric standpoint, the mer
derive a tremendous amount of
benefit
from men
it." pass recuperating
TV helps
time, especially in the orthopedic
and surgical wards, the doctor
said.
* * *
Movies Top S. F. Fare
In Tele-Que Survey
FEATURE movies were the most
popular television fare in San
Francisco last month, according to
a survey by Tele-Que, West Coast
research firm.
Three movie programs placed in
the top 15 programs. Groucho
Marx's You Bet Your Life led the
variety shows, with the national
favorite, Milton Berle's Texaco
Star Theatre, placing only ninth
in the San Francisco survey.
Only two local programs made
the (Continued
top 15— KGO-TV's
Armand
on page 88)

City

AM-FM-TV
(Channel

4

id your be&t Lay
l he
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Weekly Television Summary — april 23> 1951 telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Area
City
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
K OB-TV
Ames
83,018
WMCT
WOI-TV
50,590
60,000
Miami
WTVJ
7,400 Memphis
Atlanta
233,230
115,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
86,711
Baltimore
251,100
Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
292,095 Minn.-St.
Paul
KSTP-TV,WTCN-TV
149,700
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
36,230
Birmingham
Nashville WSM-TV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
26,712
36,000
14,900 New Haven WNHC-TV
Bloomington
WTTV
Boston
New
Orleans
WDSU-TV
62,150
WBTZ-TV, WNAC-TV
721,325 New York WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Buffalo
WOR-TV, WPIX
WBEN-TV
197,592 Newark WATV
Charlotte
2,250,000
WBTV
Chicago
72,145
988,034
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WTAR-TV
Cincinnati
65,377
275,000 Norfolk
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cleveland
City WKY-TV
453,575 Oklahoma
75,727
79,495
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Columbus
Omaha
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Dallas,
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
176,541
834,000
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
260,000
KPHO-TV
37,400
Ff. Worth
109,264 Phoenix
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Pittsburgh WDTV
Davenport
WOC-TV
105,355
Providence
WJAR-TV
53,855
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
WTVR
Dayton WHIO-TV, WLWD
190,000 Richmond
Rochester WHAM-TV
445,679
Detroit WJBK-TV WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
79,210
Rock Island WHBF-TV
68,754
Erie
WICU
52,255
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 53,855
Ft.Dallas
WorthSalt
lake
City
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
109,264 San Diego
Antonio
42,600
Grand Rapids K BAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
111,929
Kalamazoo
WLAV-TV
KFMB-TV
44,127
Schenectady
Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
91,000
Greensboro
63,949 SanAlbany-Troy
WFMY-TV
WRGB
168,215
Houston
73,710
KPRC-TV
147,000
41,300 Seattle
Huntington*
Charleston WSAZ-TV
KING-TV
St. Louis
140,000 Toledo
282,000
80,900
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
KSD-TV
30,000 Tulsa
Jacksonville WMBR-TV
113,792
Syracuse
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Johnstown WJAC-TV
KOTV
WSPD-TV
125,000
75,100 Utica-Rome
KalamazooWKTV
71,235
40,700
120,269 Washington
Grand City
Rapids WDAF-TV
WKZO-TV
Kansas
114,600 Wilmington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
253,760
Lancaster
Lansing
WDEL-TV
WGAL-TV
59,901
46,000
88,347
WJIM-TV
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
KTTV
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated Sets in Use 11,818,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
partically duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data fror dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may re main unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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Through the facilities of WSB-TV universities and colleges of Georgia now are conducting an experiment in culture.
Half -hour programs on subjects of adult
interest are televised daily, Monday through
Frid iy. In the current series each institution
is conducting eight programs.
Educators of this region have welcomed
this opportunity to learn more of television
and how best to develop its educational possibilities.
The unique series, becomes another bond
between the people of the Atlanta market
and WSB-TV — the only station which gives
them a complete television service. WSB-TV
is represented by Ediv. Petry & Co., Inc.

i

i

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution
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Coy Hits NARBA Critics
(Continued from page 28)
Mr. Coy, "is a situation where, if
we were to consider breaking the
clear channels down, we would be
faced with a severe loss of service
in the United States — as under the
old treaty — rather than a higher
degree of protection — as under the
new treaty.
"They are afraid that this provision protecting the interest of
the United States makes their
coveted clear channels more vulnerable to a new national policy."
Mr. Coy said it would be "glib"
to suggest that the answer to these
problems "is to engage in a power
war."
"I think it can be stated as a fact
which cannot be contradicted," he
said, "that in the present state of
the world, the United States government isnot going to tolerate its
broadcasters engaging in such a
war with other countries in the
North American region."
Turning to the Commission's
proposal to lift the television
freeze, Mr. Coy said that principal
criticism of the plan seems to be
directed toward the opening of
UHF frequencies.
"Those who would like to see only
VHF channels in use look down
their noses at UHF and belittle its
potential as a competitor to VHF,"
he said.
It was true, he added, that there
were problems with UHF, such as

EIE3-

TELEVISION

LEADS

in LEADING

daytime

TV

cities

During the day, sets in use in the three
cities served by WLW-Television — Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus — are among
the highest in the nation —
Average
CINCINNATI
DAYTON
COLUMBUS

Sets In Use*
13.9%
12.2%
1 1.1 %

In each of these cities, the WLW-Television
station has a much larger share of the daytime audience than the leading competitor.
Average Share of Audience*
WLW-TV leading
Station Competitor

WLW-T
Cincinnati. . 47.5%
WLW-D
Dayton
63.1 %
WLW-C
Columbus. . 57.7%

37.4%
26.2%
24.3%

Here's proof positive that WLW-Television
delivers the greatest daytime audience in
the midwest's second largest TV market.

WLW
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WLW-T WLW-D WLW-C
■ CINCINNATI
DAYTON COLUMBUS
->*Videodex, December, 1 950, 6:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m.
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power limitations and the possible
effect of rough terrain of UHF
coverage, but "I feel quite- sure
that UHF stations in the future
will be able to cover almost any
metropolitan area and a very large
part of the rural areas with adequate television service."
Mr. Coy said that "to me the
strong probability of early assignments in the UHF looks a bit more
attractive than the prolonged and
costly litigation in various cities
of this country for the few VHF
channels available."
' He predicted that by the time
UHF stations can be put on the
air "there will be a substantial
flow of receivers equipped to receive both UHF and VHF signals
ready to go on the market." He
thought also that most manufacturers will have converters available to adapt present sets to receive both VHF and UHF.
On the subject of color television,
Mr. Coy said he was "confident that
the decision of the Supreme Court
will be to sustain the decision of
the three-judge statutory court
[which ruled for the FCC in Chicago in the suit brought by RCA]
and that when they so do, there
will be an end to the litigation in
this field."Looks for Color
He said he was "looking forward
to the beginning of color telecasts
. . . the most exciting and most effective communications medium
ever
"I devised."
think it can be of greater
service to the American public than
any other broadcast system," he
said. "And other than that, it can
become the most profitable medium
to those broadcasters who will
serve the
recalledpublic
criticisms interests."
made of theHeFCC
color decision last year. "I particularly refer to those who cried
that the Commission's decision was
academic because there wouldn't
be materials to build color sets
anyhow," he said.
"These same prophets of gloom
predicted that there would be such
a terrific cutback of the television
receiving set business that it would
prevent manufacturers from retooling their plants to build sets
that would receive both color and
black and white in both the UHF
andMr.VHF."
Coy then cited figures showing that first-quarter 1951 TV set
production was bigger than that of
the first quarter of 1950—2,200,000
sets this year to 1,600,000 last — and
that total production for 1951
seems destined to equal that of
1950.
"It is my view," he said, "that so
long as television sets can be made,
color in television need not be
denied the American people. Likewise, Ithink it important that all
television receivers should have
provisions for receiving both a
UHF and VHF television signal.
"I think it would be most unfortunate ifthe American people
were sold something less than they
were entitled to have."
Mr. Coy closed his address with

a reference to the national defense
emergency which he said broadistically. casters were facing up to real"In this hour of danger you are
once again readjusting your normal
peacetime operations and adding
to your normal vexations the study
of such knotty problems as security
measures during air raids with
perhaps the dropping of atomic
bombs, the protection of your
property to forestall anyone who
might seek to use it to aid the
enemy, materials shortages, manpower shortages and other disruptions," he said.

VIDEO SALES
Admiral Eyes Bank Loans
BANK LOANS to finance large inventories of TV sets which have
backlogged at distribution and factory branches may be sought by
the Admiral Corp., Chicago, President Ross D. Siragusa told stockholders at the annual meeting. He
said the slump in sale of video sets
is primarily attributable to federal
credit restrictions provided for in
Regulation W.
"Regulation W has killed television sales above the $250 level,
and we're attempting to get Washington to relax the regulation. If
it is, we'll be selling sets again to
the average wage earner," Mr.
Siragusa said. He reported the
drop in TV sales may affect the
company's overall 1951 profit.
Contributing to the drop in TV
sales, in the president's opinion,
were the controversy over color
television, the 10% excise tax on
receivers and shortages of materials. He reported that Admiral
can sell all the low-priced table
model units it can produce, but is
limited in its production by a shortage of plastic from which the cabinet is made. The supply of steel
and critical materials used in TV
sets and appliances has dropped
25%, he said.
He charged the government has
given most of the electronic contracts for the defense program to
"non-electronic and old electronic
manufacturers. People like ourselves have very small amounts of
government business, compared
with our civilian business. We
can't expect defense work to take
up the slack caused by loss of television sales until the end of this
Admiral's 1950 net earnings
were $18,767,554, or $9.73 per common share. Company reported net
income in the first three months of
1951 dropped to $2,403,344, or
year."
$1.25
per share from $4,158,449, or
$2.16 a share, the year before.
Earnings before taxes were $8,490,463 in the three months this
year, compared with $6,751,892 a
year ago. Sales went from $46,291,409 in 1950 to $70,321,548 this
year. Mr. Siragusa said the company set aside reserves for taxes
this year amounting to $3.16 per
share, compared with $1.35 for the
same quarter last year.

Business Session
(Continued from page 28)
hazard of similar restriction of free
speech in this country.
Suggested FM stations and set
manufacturers join in promotion campaign based on broadcast of transcriptions in which leading personalities endorse FM.
Reading of a proposed NARBA
resolution set off the fireworks at
the business meeting. All preceding
imously.
resolutions
had been adopted unanMr. Sholis took the rostrum to
protest. He said the record should
show the meeting was sparsely attended, and asked that a ballot be
taken
by
individual
want an actual
record stations.
vote noted"I
so Isaid.
can Reviewing
say that tohisthefriendship
Senate,"
he
with Chairman Coy, he said the
Chairman had made reference to
an "aggressive, subtle, self-serving
campaign
against NARBA."
That morning,
he explained,
CCBS members had voted funds for
activity against ratification of the
NARBA treaty. "There's nothing
subtle about our position," he
claimed. "We've been honest and
straightforward. Clear channels exist today
you've got
them.
If because
rural listeners
knewto have
how
they had been raped during AMS
growth, we would still have 40
clears, we
rapetoAmerican
listeners andcan't
sell out
Cuba.
"WHAS has long been a member
of NAB. We believe in a trade association. We pay AM and TV dues.
We believe this resolution is loaded. You're talking about a treaty
that doesn't exist. This pact won't
preserve orderly broadcasting. The
State Dept. gave five Mexican clear
channels
to Cuba.
I protest.What
There's
a Cuban on
our channel.
will
Mexico say to us when this resolution gives the impression NAB
wants
NARBA should
ratified?
I don't
think NARBA
be injected
into this trade association.
"If you adopt this resolution I
have no choice. I will have to ask
Barry Bingham and Mark Ethridge
if we should pay $7,000 or $8,000
a year to NARTB. ... If you
force us out of the association it
willMr.be Sholis
a sad day
for the
the motion
industry."
moved
be
tabled, on a quorum call only 121
were counted, with 130 needed. The
meeting was adjourned.
nelText
resolution,
as submitted
the '
of the proposed
Clear byChanresolutions committee follows:
Whereas the development and use of
the radio spectrum has enlarged to the
pointice can
thatresult
serious
of servfromdegradation
the uncoordinated
assignment of frequencies among the
several nations
continent;
and of the North American
Whereas
many afforded
months anof international conferences
opportunity
for all segments of the broadcasting
industry to record their engineering
conclusionsnational
toward
an interagreement;effecting
and
Whereas
it
is
highly
desirable
that
an
effective and
consummated;
and equitable treaty be
Whereas the proposed NARBA is now
before the United States Senate for
treaty ratification;
Now, therefore, be it resolved that
all radio broadcasters are urged to acquaint themselvesandwith
the provisions
of the NARBA,
promptly
express
their individual views to the members
of the United States Senate.
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You sit anywhere in the room . . . blissfully relaxed . . . with Zenith's
wonderful "Lazy Bones" Remote Control in your palm. You press lightly
with your thumb, and change programs one after another ! No jumping
up, not one knob to touch or re-tune ! This operation of the tuner by
remote control is possible because Zenith's Turret Tuner is truly a miracle
of automatic precision and stability !
Yes, all the necessary adjustments are made for you automatically, all
at one time . . . and this tuner is so heavy — so sturdy — that even years of
constant use will not cause its contacts to lose their precision and let the
picture drift and fade!
And that's not all . . . this tuner is so much more sensitive that even in
far outlying locations, it takes signals too weak for other sets to handle,
and turns them into beautifully clear, steady pictures !
What's more, there is no other tuner in television so easily, quickly,
inexpensively adapted in your home to receive the proposed new ultrahigh frequencies on present standards, without an external converter!
Please remember — ONLY ZENITH HAS THIS TURRET TUNER. So regardless of what you read or hear, before you invest in television be
sure to see for yourself that Zenith is different from all others ... indeed, the Royalty of Television. Your Zenith dealer invites you to prove
this in your own home, before you-buy.
•
• •
Above, New Zenith® "Aldrieh," Console TV. New 165 sq. in. 2-in-l Screen gives
instant choice of circular or rectangular type pictures. Period cabinet, Mahogany veneers and hardwoods. $369.95. Includes Federal excise tax. Prices
subject to change without notice.
Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago 39, Illinois • Over 30 Years of "Know-How" in Radionics® Exclusively • Also Makers of Fine Hearing Aids
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TV

Peril

(Continued from page 76)
tive vice
president, Flamingo
Films.
Charging that this is the time
to take steps to avoid radio's mistakes, Mr. Outler said video station operators should "take out insurance now by protecting what we
have for sale — programs produced
by and under control of the station
and which tie into a local audi-

ence."
Because of TV's rapid growth,
a "mighty few of us have had to
go out and peddle TV advertising
on a basis of merit. Stations and
programs have yet to face the problem of navigating between the
rocks and shoals of the audience's
to pick and choose."
privilege
Telecasters should now build a
foundation for future security, to
tie the audience to a present frequency, add local impetus to set
sales and increase circulation
"which will justify the ever-increasing costs of program production," Mr. Outler said.
He charged too many stations
are "content to be reporter stations for networks," and are therefore in "for rough sledding when
some lean, keen competitor starts
whittling away on the audience and
the business." Although he is not
against networking, and sees a
need for "a backlog of network
shows and some top-rated programs
for window-dressing, it is program
loyalty
which
carries
show" and
live
local
shows
build a this.
"TV is its own best sales agent.
Tomorrow we may not have the
wish or the power to alter the
thralldom and TV can become just
another advertising medium rather
than the tremendous force we know
it to be," he concluded.
Five Basics Given
Mr. Wailes recommended five
basics for new TV station men:
(1) Resist temptation to overextend your original investment in
studios and equipment; (2) keep
the staff low in number, high in
versatility, energy and enthusiasm;
(3) make a continuous study of
programming costs and substitutions without cutting quality or income of shows; (4) establish a fair
and aggressive rate policy, and (5)
avoid impulsive or ill-considered
expansion of operating hours.
He noted prices have gone up
25% on coaxial cable, 15% on studio equipment and 20% on erection
of towers, recommending that station managers operate within their
means. The staff "should have a
high degree of flexibility, and if
you're in doubt about the need for
another person, don't hire him."
One or two-man shows are practical because of no rehearsal and
low budgets. The speaker suggested hiring a well-qualified, experienced person to buy films, which
are "tremendously important."
UHF transmitters will not be
delivered by manufacturers for bePage 86 • April 23, 1951

tween 12 and 24 months, Mr. McDaniel reported. He said a 1 kw
transmitter will cost from $70$75,000, with another estimated
$20,000 for an antenna. Larger
transmitters of 5 and 10 kw are
expected to cost between $130$160,000, with later delivery because "we've still not licked the
problem."
tube
Manufacturers are "delighted"
about the prospect of a TV thaw,
and almost all have pi'ovided for
UHF in sets in some way, he said.
He estimated cost of conversion
and installation from VHF at from
$50 to $75. He predicted most manufacturers will have UHF sets or
convertible ones in the stores "long
before UHF stations go on the air."
Mr. Byers of NCAA, commenting
on the group's official plan of experimental live telecasting which
was announced Wednesday (see
story page 78), was introduced by
Mr. Hough, who said the public will
make the final decision as to which
sports it wants on TV. Mr. Byers
charged the stand of the NCAA in
its ban against live, simultaneous
telecasting, has been "grossly misunderstood and misinterpreted." He
explained that surveys have shown
"conclusively" that live TV hurts
gate receipts, and thus lowers operating revenue for college athletic
departments.
"No one in collegiate athletics
opposes television as such, and
broadcasters have rendered us a
magnificent
Mr. colleges
Byers
said. He feelsservice,"
that TV and
"will and must adjust to each
Jett Viewpoint
other."
Mr. Jett, chairman of the discussion on "The Big
Thaw,"
is "not
too concerned
about
the relative
value of UHF and VHF, as
there is no other way to expand
television on a national, competitive
basis. The sooner we use UHF,
the better it will be for television."
Speaking on the same subject, Mr.
Guy of NBC said the FCC's new
proposals
"show
the weighed
Commission
has listened
to and
the
evidence carefully, and the time has
come to support it." He termed it
"inconceivable that the Commission
could cover that much ground and
still
satisfywere
everyone."
the rules
sensible He
and said
the
planning sound. Although he would
like to see changes made, "they are
not of sufficient importance to discuss further in the light of getting
on Mr.
with the
job."
Goldsmith
submitted
sketches of a counter plan which
will be recommended by DuMont.
It provides for 31 of the first 50
markets (rather than seven) having
more than four stations; for closer
and "more efficient" spotting of stations; for an upset of 19 rather
than 31 stations into other VHF
channels, and permission for educational stations to accept commercial sponsors. He sees "serious
policy errors in the Commission's
thinking."
Mr. Latham of WKRC-TV Cincinnati and Mr. Murphy of Crosley
and WLWT-TV
Cincinnati con-

WAAM
BOARD
Local Advisers Named
COMMUNITY leaders will have
a say in the future activities of
WAAM (TV) Baltimore. This was
announced last Wednesday by General Manager Ben Carter with
formation of a Program Advisory
Board, made up of prominent members of religious, educational, civic
and cultural groups.
Mr. Carter said the board will
counsel the station on its activities
"in the public interest, convenand necessity."
tionience,individually
or as Ita will
group.funcDr. Detlev W. Bronk, president
of Johns Hopkins U., is chairman.
A meeting of the board members
will be held at an early date, it was
announced. Members of the board,
in addition to Dr. Bronk, are as
follows:
EDUCATIONAL: Milson C. Raver,
executive secretary, Maryland State
Teachers Assn.; Rev. Dr. Leo J. McCormick, superintendent, Bureau of
Catholic Education, Archdiocese of
trasted activity in that town. Mr.
Latham pointed out that competition has been "rough," but said it
has made money for all, created
audiences, sold sets and forced good
programming.
Mr. Murphy described the
WLWT operation, which takes the
air six days weekly at 7:30 a.m.
and at 10:30 on Sunday. Morning
programming, in his experience,
"definitely pays."
Mr. Lemon's station, WTTV
(TV) Bloomington, was discussed
as a small city operation. He recommended that NARTB compile
case histories of smaller stations
in booklet form for the use of new
or planned stations, as "the vast
majority of video stations will be
in Another
relativelysuggestion
small communities."
was made to
the NARTB by Mr. Brown of Bing
Crosby Enterprises who would like
to see a standard of TV film practices set. He said producers frequently complained of reels being
returned weeks after they are run,
film cut and the cut portion not
returned, wrong reels are sent
back, film is clipped mid-scene for
insertion of a commercial. He also
cited a need for a glossary of terms
"so we can all understand each
other." Mr. Shupert, who introduced the speakers, spoke of the
increasing value of film on TV, but
commended networking also. He
noted that Gen. MacArthur's speech
before Congress Thursday was telecast in movie houses in Chicago,
New York, Detroit and MinneaMr. Weintraub suggested that
stations
buy films, and that film
polis.
producers bypass agencies and
clients. In this way, stations can
control their programming. Mr.
Mitchell, representing United Artists Corp., told of "fantastically
high
production
prices"
have film
to be
geared to
the which
rising
time costs. He predicts national
advertisers will stay with live network shows, but films will be used
more and more by national spot,
regional and local clients.

Baltimore (also in religious category); Dr. Franklin Dunham, chief of
radio-TV, Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
CIVIC: George L. Radcliffe, president, Maryland Historical Society
(former U. S. Senator); Gerald S.
Wise, Baltimore, general manager,
Sears Roebuck & Co., and member,
Baltimore Park Board; Henry P. Irr,
president, Baltimore Federal Savings
&Committee
Loan Assn.,
for themember,
Study ofGovernor's
the Reorganization of the State Government;
William G. Ewald, executive vice
president, Retail Merchants Credit
Bureau; John J. Dickman, director,
Middle Atlantic Region, The National
Conference of Christians and Jews
Inc. (also religious).
CULTURAL: Wilbur H. Hunter Jr.,
director, Peale Museum; Dr. Reginald
Stewart, director,
Peabody
Institute,
conductor,
Baltimore
Symphony
Orchestra.

I
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j
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'
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RELIGIOUS: Dr. Leon Sachs, executive director, Baltimore Jewish
Council; Rev. Willis R. Ford, executive secretary. The Council of
Churches and Christian Education of
Maryland-Delaware Inc.
TV MICROWAVE
Ohio Link Set For May 14
MICROWAVE TV link between
Cincinnati and Dayton is being installed by the American Telephone
& Telegraph Co., according to
Philco Corp.'s William Balderston,
president. The Philco relay will
supplement existing TV channels
in the section with starting date
for the new channel set at May 14.
Similar short-haul links reportedly have been supplied to AT&T
by Philco for TV network service
between Cherry Valley and Binghamton, N. Y., and between Richmond and Norfolk, Va. The New
York system has been carrying TV
broadcasts since March; the Virginia system for more than a year,
Mr. Balderston said.
Philco also announced that a II
voice system, for which it will furnish equipment to AT&T, is scheduled for installation between San
Antonio and Austin Tex., within
the next few months.

si
WLWT
Names
SEEKING to enter
network picture with
inations from the

MCA
the national
several origQueen City,

WLWT

(TV) Cincinnati has announced the appointment of Music
Corp. of America as its representative. John T. Murphy, director of
television operations for Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., said the move
is designed to put WLWT in the
same position as that enjoyed by
WLW in the early days of radio,
and that four of its telecasts are
being considered by MCA and the
station for sale as network originations. WLWT is a member of
the Crosley three-station Ohio Network which also includes WLWD
(TV) Dayton and WLWC (TV)
Columbus.
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Video Priorities
(Continued from page 75)
the TV board was ratified by the
membership.
Summary of the resolutions follows:
Freedom of contract negotiation
demanded in college football telecasts, with NCAA ban on live telecasts
(viewed as having questionable legality; favored legislation (HR 3224)
providing telecast of West Point and
Annapolis games, since they are taxsupported institutions.
Cooperation voted with government
air-raid alert procedure, with committee to be named to attain least
possible interruption during alerts.
Five-point resolution on FCC allocation plan: FCC commended for action toward thaw, with cooperation
offered; principles of pre-determined
allocation endorsed; board authorized
to name engineering committee to
make recommendations to board; endorsed case-by-case method of license
granting and opposed plan of reserving channels for educational purposes; endorsed portions of freezelifting statement.
Thanked Mr. Wilson for closed■ircuit address to convention.
Urged cooperation with armed
forces in reporting world events.
Award Winners
Seven co-equal winners of TV
program awards were announced
Thursday during the TV luncheon
held at the Stevens Hotel. They
were selected from a field of 74
entries from 30 stations. Awards
were presented by Mr. Swezey, TV
board member, who presided at the
luncheon.
The contest was originated by
NARTB to encourage development
j of low-budget local shows with advertiser appeal.
Judges were Elon G. Borton,
president, Advertising Federation
of America; Lynn Poole, Johns
Hopkins U. public relations director; William Brooks Smith, advertising director, Thomas J. Lipton
Inc.
Winners were: KRLD-TV Dallas, Opportunity Knocks; WCPOTV Cincinnati, Paul Dixon Music
Shop; WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
University of the Air; WSB-TV
Atlanta, Rich's in Your Home;
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Gran'pa
Graf Cartoon Club; WTVJ (TV)
Miami, Quick on the Draw;
WXYZ-TV Detroit, Charm TimeCharm Kitchen.
PTA's and
Radio-TV
RADIO
television forPanel
the first
time will be represented at an annual convention of the Oregon
Parent-Teachers Assn., when that
group meets at Seaside, April 24.
Alan Courtney, NBC Hollywood
station relations contact, is to be
one of the principal speakers and
will discuss the educational aspects
of television. William H. Sener,
manager, KUSC (FM) Los Angeles, isto relate how USC utilizes
facilities of that station for educational purposes. Jennings Pierce,
general manager, KMED Medford,
Ore., and former NBC Western
Division station relations manager,
is PTA radio chairman.
Telecasting

CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION
Productions, Sunset Blvd. and Van
Ness Ave., Hollywood announces
that its release of Jump Jump of
Holiday House to national markets
has been coupled with a complete
accessory and premium package
which is designed to make it possible for any sponsor to build community interest in the show and
encourage point-of -purchase interest. . . . CTP also announces that
Cyclone Malone is available to
agencies, sponsors and stations for
presentation at local costs. Accordfirm, been
both approved
of the children's
seriesing tohave
by PTA
and other child-interest organizations.
NATIONAL ASSN. of Manufacturers has lined up TV stations in
53 markets to carry its weekly
Industry on Parade, now in its
third 13-week cycle of production,
according to G. W. Johnstone, radio-TV director. The series was
launched six months ago in 43
markets.
:fc ❖ #
SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp., Beverly Hills, has completed
20 TV film shorts — five featuring
Theresa Brewer, singer; five with
Ada Leonard and All Girl Orchestra; five with Burl Ives and five
with Les Brown and orchestra.
UNITED TELEVISION Programs
will handle sales distribution of
Cowboy G-Men, 30 minute TV adventure film series being produced
by Telemount Pictures Inc.
TV A

STRIKE

May Agree With KFI
EARLY settlement of the TVA
strike against KFI-TV Los Angeles [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9] became a possibility
last week when Earle C. Anthony,
station owner, announced he would
recognize the union as bargaining
agent for the majority of the station'stermsperformers
and union.
discuss contract
with the
Reversal of Mr. Anthony's stand
— he had previously refused to
recognize the union on grounds it
did not represent a majority of
performers — came as result of a
quarter-hour telecast put on KFITV by TVA April 14 in which
more than a majority of KFI-TV
performers announced affiliation
with the union. This evidence Mr.
Anthony accepted as satisfactory.
He had earlier insisted upon certification by NLRB election.
Union and station representatives met last week to study contracts. TVA insists the station accept the same contract terms as
those recently signed for by six
other local stations. In the meantime, pickets still remained in
front of KFI-TV studios, and will
continue their march until a contract agreement is reached, according to a TVA spokesman.
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Summer TV
(Continued from page 75)
9-10 p. m. at $17,000, and Doodles
W'eaver Show, 10-10:30 p.m. at

SMPTE MEET
Codes to Be Studied

General summer shows lined up
$6,800.
by
NBC "for modest budgets and
warm - weather viewing" include :
Vacation Wonderlands, a half-hour
travel show being offered at $1,025
net; Country Store, $1,500 net for one
half-hour or $3,500 for five quarter
hours, plus cable costs of about $400
a week for one half-hour or $1,200
a week for five quarter hours;
Women Are Curious, a daily show at
$2,125 net for one half-hour; Bill
Stern's Sport Show, $2,525 per halfhour; Puzzle the Panel, with Clark
Kinnaird of King Features Syndicate
as master of ceremonies, offered at
$2,800 per half -hour; What Happens
Now, a series of live dramatic sketches,
at $3,400 per half -hour; Cameo Thea$5,925 It,
per $6,625
half-hour;
Name
and tre,
Claim
per 'half
-hour;It
Quick as a Flash, $7,000 per half -hour;
NBC Summer Theatre, $7,750 per halfhour; Midwest Ha y ride, $7,500 per
hour, plus about $500 a week cable
costs; Stadium. Concerts, featuring the
Lewisohn Stadium Orchestra, at $8,875
for one hour or $11,300 for two; The
Clock, half-hour at $9,025 in Hudson
Theatre or $8,300 in Studio 3-B; Stars
And Starters, talent show at $5,375;
Watch the World, with John Cameron
Swayze, at $5,975 per half-hour; Major
League Magic, baseball feature at $3,575 per half-hour; Flashback, featuring John Daly in "interviews" with
great personalities of history, at $4,950.
Meanwhile, ABC-TV outlined
some of the filmed programs which
will be among its summer features.
Many of them are being produced
by some ofdustries.the
nation's the
major
inIn addition
public
health telecasts will be produced
by such organizations as the Amerout. ican Cancer Society, it was pointed

Fourteen additional papers devoted to television production, recording and reproduction were
scheduled for May 1 presentation.
"Random Noise Requirements for
Theatre Television" by Pierre
Mertz of Bell Telephone Lab will
evaluate permissible random noise
and suggest a limit "comparable
to graininees effects in motion pictures, but slightly more severe than
published performance on TV
camera tubes," it was announced.
Safety measures for theatre TV
installation and operation will be
outlined by Samuel R. Todd, of the
board of examiners of the City of
Chicago. Projection room and
studio safety requirements also
will be covered.
W. D. Kemp of the British Broadcasting Co. will report on TV
recording in England, and
SMPTE's Committee on TV Films
and the joint RTMA-SMPTE Committee on TV Film Equipment also
will make reports.

Industries for America, a 13week series of half-hour films, will
touch on virtually all principal
facets of American industries in
depicting the wartime and peacetime potentials of such industries
as railroads, shipping, public utilities, commercial fishing, etc., the
network said.
Natural Beauty
Another 13-week series, America in View, will stress the natural
wealth and beauty of various
states and regions, while Democracy's Might, also a 13-week series, will employ films offered by
the armed services to explain how
the U. S. is prepared to face any
threat.
ABC-TV also is planning a film
series on Aynerica's Health, with
the cooperation of the Cancer Society, the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, and similar
groups.
Scouting in Action, also to run
for 13 weeks, will show the work
and program of the Boy Scouts.
Other public service presentations will include films obtained
from the major airlines, three universities, the Columbian Fathers,
Maryknoll
Father, the
S. Chamber of Commerce,
andU. the
U. S.
Weather Bureau, ABC said. A
new Marshall Plan in Action series also is scheduled.

ESTABLISHING performance and
safety regulation standards for
large-screen theatre television will
be among the topics of technical
papers presented at the society of
Motion Picture and Television En69th semi-annual convenYork. tion,gineers'
April 30-May 4, in New

NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY
16th year
SUMMER
RADIO -TELEVISION
WORKSHOP
TV Studios: Station WPIX
Radio
Studios: Square
University Studios
at
Washington
Professional radio and TV training
in the world communications capital.
6 weeks— July 3 to Aug. 10, 1951
ROBERT J. LANDRY, Director
FACULTY: John McClay, Director of
Station Operation, WPIX: Everett
Gammon,
The Firstformerly
Hundred Years;Director,
Cledge Roberts,
producer-director, CBS-TV; Kirby
Ayers, dios;Associate
StuJoel Tall, Director,
CBS TapeCBSEditor;
Wallace House, free-lance radio and
television
actor; John
Battison,Ventures.
Executive Producer,
Television
Inc.; Frederic Met hot. Executive
Producer, Kennedy Associates.
Guest
speakers
television
world. from the radio and
Full-time program with or without
University credit. Veterans who wish
to continue next Fall must be enrolled
before Julv
25, $150.
1951. Registration
limited.
Tuition:
For full information, send for
Bulletin CT.
Division of General Education
NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY
One Washington Square
New York 3, N. Y.
SPring 7-2000, Ext. 788
• • • •
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 82)
Girard Show
and KRON-TV's
Alvino Rey Ford Time Show placing 11th and 15th, respectively.
The top 15 were:
1. Star Time Theatre
2. You Bet Your Life
3. Life With Linkletter
4. The Lone Ranger
Twenty Questions
5. Par-T-Pak Theatre
6. You Asked For It
7. Martin Kane, Private Eye
8. Trupak Movie Time
9. Texaco Star Theatre
10. Gene Autry
11. The Armand Girard Show
12. Ford Star Revue
13. The Cisco Kid
14. Stars Over Hollywood
15. Ford Time — Alvino Rey
Berle Show

Leads

Videodex Report
TEXACO
Star Theatre led the
"Top Tens" in the Videodex National Report for March 1-7, with
60.3% of TV homes in 61 cities.
The full report is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

%
TOP TENS"
TV Homes
60.3
Texaco Star Theatre (61 cities)
47.7
Talent Scouts (23 cities)
Comedy Hour — Tony Martin
45.0
(57 cities)
International Boxing — Charles vs.
Walcott (52 cities)
44.5
Arthur Godfrey and Friends
40.6
(49 cities)
America Applauds Richard Rodgers
(47 cities)
40.5
40.3
Fireside Theatre (44 cities)
Your Show of Shows (56 cities)
37.9
36.6
Mama (30 cities)
36.3
Boxing — Gillette (34 cities)
Homes
Texaco Star Theatre (61 cities)#TV (000's)
6,680
Comedy Hour — Tony Martin
(57 cities)
International Boxing — Charles vs. 4,773
Walcott (52 cities)
4,662
Arthur Godfrey and Friends
(49 cities)
4,107
Your Show of Shows (56 cities)
Talent Scouts (23 cities)
3,977
3,972
Fireside Theatre (44 cities)
America Applauds Richard Rodgers 3,887
(47 cities)
3,849
You Bet Your Life (61 cities)
3,661
Studio One (51 cities)
3,475

Boxing Is Champ
March Mulripulse Reports
BOXING headed the top 10 types
of TV programs for March 1-7,
Multipulse Program Trends reported last week. Quiz-audience
participation and women's interest
programs increased most during

March as a whole, while less time
was devoted to basketball, talent
programs and musical variety, it
was reported.
TOP TEN PROGRAM TYPES, MARCH 1951
Type
Rating
Boxing
32.3
Talent
19.3
Westerns
19.2
Drama & Mysteries
17.6
Comedy-Variety
15.9
Musical Variety
15.5
Comedy Situation
15.2
News
1 1 .8
Kid Shows
11.6
'Star Theatre' Tops
Trendex April 1-7 Report
TEXACO STAR THEATRE headed
the top 10 Trendex Ratings for
sponsored network television shows
the week of April 1-7.
Ratings, based on single live
telecasts during the week:
53.0
1. Star Theatre — Gleason
47.8
2. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
44.1
Fireside Theatre
3. Jack
Benny
4.
41.4
5. Your Show of Shows
37.5
6. Philco TV Playhouse
36.5
34.7
Martin Kane, Private Eye
33.7
Godfrey
'n'
Friends
9. Cavalcade of Sports
10.7.8. Man Against Crime
33.3
WCAU-TV Rates
WCAU-TV Philadelphia rates were
listed incorrectly in Broadcasting
• Telecasting, April 16. The figures listed were included in a tabulation supplied by The Katz Agency, national sales representative
of 15 TV stations. At the time it
supplied the table, the Katz Agency pointed out that some stations
may have changed rates since compilation of the table. The correct
rates are one minute, $220; five
minutes, $300; 15 minutes,
30 minutes, $720.
Studies Texas Market
COMPLETION of an analysis of
the Spanish- American market in
Texas, indicating the buying habits,
general economic level, language
preferences and areas of concentration of the Spanish-American population of the state, was announced
last week. The study also provides
listenership and readership comparisons for Spanish language
stations and newspapers. Copies
of the survey are available through
National Time Sales, 17 E. 42nd
St., New York 17.

IF YOUR AM-FM-TV STATION, OR NEWSPAPER NEEDS
promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $500 per week,
Write, call, or wire
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
•fa We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
that members of our Organization have received while working
for over 300 AM, FM, & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to
coast, than any similar company.
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Congress and TV
(Continued from page 77)

April 24: McFarland Bill (S 658) hearings resume. Room 1334, New House
Office
D.
C. Bldg., 10 a.m., Washington,
April 24-26: American Newspaper Publishers Assn., Annual Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
April 30-May
4: Society Engineers
of Motion Picture and Television
69th
Semiannual Convention, Hotel Statler, New York.
May 2-3: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
Annual
Management
ler-Wallick,
Columbus. Meeting, DeshMav 2-4: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers
36th Annual Meeting, Royal York
Hotel. Toronto.
May 2-4: AIEE Northeastern District
Meeting, Syracuse, N. Y.
MayAnnual
3-4; Virginia
of Broadcasters
Meeting, Assn.
The Homestead,
Hot
Springs, Va.
May 3-6: Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio-Television 21st Annual Session, Deshler-Wallick Hotel,
Columbus.
May 15: BMI Clinic, Springfield, 111.
May 16: BMI Clinic, Milwaukee. Wis.
May 17-19: AIEE Great Lakes District
Meeting, Madison, Wis.
May 18: BMI Clinic, Indianapolis.
May 31 -June
2: National
Sales Executives Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
June 10-13: Advertising Federation of
America,
Exhibit, Annual
Hotels ChaseConvention
and ParkandPlaza,
St. Louis.
June
10-13: AFAClubs
Council
on Women's
Advertising
Convention
(will
choose Advertising Woman of the
Year), St. Louis.
FILM

INDUSTRY

Applicants
FCC
emphasized'Not
to SenPrejudiced'
Alexander
Wiley (R-Wis.) that its March 28
report setting up a uniform procedure in considering certain applications did not mean the agency
was "prejudging" applicants. The
point was stressed in an April 13
answer to the Wisconsin Congressman who previously had directed a
letter to the FCC saying the Commission "in effect indicted" the
motion picture industry [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9].
The FCC noted that the report
was
to set forth
"basic principles"
in handling
applications
involving
violations of law other than the
Communications Act, and declared :
As fulyou
note, towe make
were very
in thewillreport
clear carethat
we were not prejudging any application and most assuredly there was no
intention to indict any party involved
in the proceeding. We were careful to
state . . . that each case must be determined on its individual merits and as
we pointed out in Paragraph 9, we do
not believe that the outcome of such
a determination should be prejudged
by the adoption of a general rule forbidding any grant in all cases where
unlawful conduct of any kind or degrees can be shown.
The Commission also said it
thought it "only fair" to apprize
motion picture interests of these
reports and the questions which
have been raised.
FCC denied any violation of the
Administrate Procedures Act and
pointed to rights it had under the
Attorney General Manual on the
Act. Further, the Commission advised that required publication was
given in the Federal Register.

were passed between key members
of the Rules Committee when Rep.
Javits made his appearance to the
effect that "they are trying to make
a circus out of Congress."
In an impassioned approach, Sen.
Johnson's opinion sums up what
is perhaps the general feeling
among key lawmakers. He compared the question of telecasting
hearings to the Gallup Poll which
samples opinion. He believed that
to sample
"outline"
the legislative or
processes
by highlighting
the colorful or more stimulating
hearings while dimming the average, perhaps dull, hearings, would
possibly give a disservice to the
public. Greatest danger, he
thought, was in selectivity of hearings. In other words, which of four
or five hearings might one network or station decide to pick up ?
Thus,tive isthe
lost. desired over-all perspecIn the case of the Kefauver committee telecasts, Sen. Johnson
commended them in exposing crime
and corruption while pointing up
theSen.
existence
of "crooked
Johnson
said he politics."
realized
there are two sides to the question,
that there is an issue wherein radio
and the press are not barred as a
rule from public hearings.
Questions Procedure Code
He doubted the wisdom of setting up any
of "code byof procedure," sort
as requested
Sen.
Wiley. He said it was improbable
that the televiewer's interest could
be sustained over any period of
time in instances where the ordinarly committee proceedings actually display the mechanics of
government inquiry.

Meanwhile, the Senate Crime In- ;tt
vestigating Committee, due to expire April 30, may get a new
lease on life. Sen. Wiley has intro- 1 1:
duced a resolution (S Res 129) to
extend the committee into January
of next year. Sen. Estes Kefauver 3
(D-Tenn.), it is understood, may
ask Congress this week to establish a standing group or "commission" as a substitute. This joint
Congressional committee would
act as a watchdog on crime according tothe Senator's thinking.
WDOR

CONSTRUCTION
Ground Breaking Held
GROUND-BREAKING ceremonies
for WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,
were held April 7. The new daytime
station, which will operate on 910
kc with 500 w, was granted a construction permit by FCC March 7.
Permittee is Door County Broadcasting Co. Inc.
Edward Allen Jr. is president
of Door County Broadcasting. Vice
president is Frank H. Kellner and
W. L. Thenell is secretary. A nummony.ber of civic and business leaders
of Sturgeon Bay attended the cere-

Telecasting
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OP THE RECORD
BOW Terre Haute, Ind., distribting 6^2 -inch records aimed at
hildren listeners to promote show
ponsored by Johnny Hays Ford
orner. Recorded voice tells children to listen to station and urge
Klom and Pop to listen also; to i-e, member safety rules in crossing
Greets, etc.; and to obey parents,
ind of each recorded side tells
thild to "turn the record over."
Reverse side of record presents
ringing commercial
for Johnny
Hays Ford Corner (Ford dealer).
•— •— • — ■
SCHOOL QUIZ SHOW
KTTV(TV) Los Angeles, Alert
for News 10:15-10:45 p.m. Sponsored by Thrifty-Mart, Fitzsimmons & Roberts, L.A. Agency: McElroy Adv., L.A. News quiz program featuring Newscaster Knox
Manning as moderator of panel
Df four students chosen from Los
Angeles high schools. Students,
picked on basis of scholastic records and participation in extracurricular activities, will be quizzed
n current news of day. Points
will be given according to success
of answers offered, with students
gaining most points being awarded
war bonds. Raleigh Langley produces program. Jack Caldwell directs.
TEACHERS TOUR
WNHC-TV New Haven was host
to 36 Connecticut teachers desiring
:lose-up of TV station operation
on April 12, "Business-IndustryEducation Day" in Connecticut.
Jim Milne, manager, and Garo
Ray, vice president and engineer,
led group in tour of station facilities and played host at luncheon.
Patrick J. Goode, station president,
and Aldo DeDominicis, secretarytreasurer, continued tour in afternoon.
•— •— •
SHOW BOOKLET
ASSN. of American Railroads,
Washington, distributing booklet
about its Railroad Hour on NBC.
Piece has pictures and background
on singers that appear, directors,
conductor, writers, announcers and
others who put show on the air.
Also included is list of musical
shows presented on program since
1948, and list of stations carrying
program.

programs

promo|joil
premiums

DRINK, DRINK, DRINK
WLYN Lynn, Mass.'s, Breakfast
Show emcee, Dave Mann, is running a successful contest among
listeners who are asked to count
the number of times the word,
"drink," appears in Mitch Miller's
Columbia recording of "Cider
Night." During the first three
days more than three bags of mail
were received. (Incidentally, drink
is mentioned 35 times.)
SPRING FESTIVAL
KWK St. Louis, in conjunction with the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat, is sponsoring a
musical "Spring Festival"
May 6 at the Kiel Auditorium Opera House. More than
1,000 talented teen-agers representing 27 St. Louis area
high schools are expected to
participate. "Spring Festival" is the culmination of a
series of weekly high school
broadcasts known as the
High School Revue, aired
over KWK.
★— *— ★
HOME SHOW
WMAY Springfield, 111., claims it
had the largest exhibit at the
Home, Sports and Travel Show,
held there April 1-8, which it covered on the air for listeners. Station's staff supplied entertainment
throughout show, including several
on-the-spot interviews. In addition to local live programs, WMAY
also broadcast election returns of
Chicago mayoralty and other contests.
•— •— •
INFORMATION SERIES
WCKB Dunn, N. C, has begun a
series of information programs
entitled, Freedom Is Everybody's
Business. For the opening session,
April 5, a State Dept. representative, Richard Friedman, information specialist of the Div. of Public
Liaison, flew from Washington to

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

BROADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General
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Manage,

speak.
Civic officials and local
newspapers have singled out Jim
McMillen, WCKB
news director,
for the lion's share
of credit.
•— •— •
SPECIAL RADIO SECTION
KMCO Conroe, Tex., was feature
of four full-page special radio section of Conroe Courier April 12.
Section reported service station
renders to community. It also contained pictures of station personnel and featured full week schedule
of programs heard on station.
'WHAT'S COOKIN'
WBT Charlotte, N. C, sending
brochure to trade and advertisers
headed "What's Cookin' in the
Carolinas?" Piece features Master
of Ceremonies Kurt Webster, with
pictorial review of different functions he has presided over along
with pictures and testimonials
from listeners. Front has drawing
of Mr. Webster wearing chef's hat
and stirring boiling pot with microphone, standing on outline of
state.
THE BIG SWITCH
WCOL Columbus, Ohio, has
switched the 01' Doc Lemon show
and Kimball's Korners show starring Emerson Kimball. Shakeup
was due to agreement that both
would like to change times. Mr.
Lemon had always been early
morning man until he came to
WCOL, and now he will be heard
Mon.-Fri., 6:15 to 9 a.m. and at
4 to 6 p.m. He also handles late
show at night, five days weekly.
Kimball's Korners will switch
from early morning time to 1:302:30 p.m. segment.
■
•— •— •
■— •
FULL OF FACTS
KFYO Lubbock, Tex., sending
trade loose leaf notebook full of
facts on station advertisers and
coverage. Piece has pictures,
charts, drawings and letters from
advertisers. Cover is done in
maroon
and gray.with call letters in black
INDUCTION ON TV
WNBK(TV) Cleveland telecast
induction of 50 young men into
armed forces. Program was
shown to bring attention to city's
"Ciggies for Sammy" campaign.
Program urged cigarette buyers to
purchase two packs, one for themselves and one for inductees, to be
dropped into special boxes.
SINGING CONTEST
KGO-TV San Francisco, Hoffman
Hayride, Wed. 8 p.m., Hoffman
Radio Corp. Cowboy Star Dude
Martin starts "Sing-Down" contest to select new singer for Hoffman Hayride band. Two contestants will appear on each weekly

TV show, winner to be selected at
end of nine weeks.
•— •— •
LOTS OF PROMOTION
KDKA Pittsburgh using new
"P o i n t-of-Purchase" promotion
campaign with three-sheet billboard ads, transit ads tying in
with newspaper ads, direct mail
and radio announcements. Billboard and transit ads are concentrated in residential area, aimed
at women shoppers, and men coming home from work. Network as
well and local shows are beingpushed.
CIVIL DEFENSE
TWO aluminum producing plants
of Reynolds Metals Co. have become heavy users of radio in Pacific Northwest. Longview, Wash.,
and Troutdale, Ore., plants are
jointly sponsoring Northwest
Alert, civil defense documentary
on 10 stations of Viking Network.
Half-hour series was created by
Viking Network specifically for
Reynolds. Viking affiliates carrying program are KWJJ and KPFM
Portland, KOCO Salem, KRUL
Corvallis, KASH Eugene, KTIL
Tillamook, KNPT Newport,
KMCM McMinnville, KRCO Prineville, and KELS Kelso.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

SIGHT SAVERS imprinted
WITH YOUR SALES MESSAGE
Are An IDEAL, LOW COST
Sales Promotion For Radiomen

An Ideal Advertising Medium
Window-back Sight Savers associate
your message with convenience and
efficiency. Useful, unique and popular
uvhi'aj.s -old yearly), these Dow
Corning silicone-treated eye glass tissues have a high quality appeal for
over 70% wearing
of all yourglasses
clients,
prospects
everyone
— and
that's
and customers! Cost- is surprisingly
low. Distribution is easy; no special
packaging required. Write today!
'"dow corning corporation
Dept. AL, Midland, Mich.
Please send free samples and full information about "window-back" Sight Savers,
Name
Company
Address
City
April 23, 1951
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Paul

Morency:

A

ONE OF the youngest executives
in the broadcasting field 'way back
in 1929, when the nation plunged
over an economic precipice, finds
himself vested today with the unenviable task of seeking to stabilize an economically troubled industry.
Election of Paul W. (Fritz)
Morency, retiring NARTB District
1 director, as chairman of the new
Affiliates Committee means this
chore will not fall on inexperienced
shoulders.
Mr. Morency, who now is a radio
veteran of long-standing battles
on many fronts, is heading up a
committee whose urgent purpose
is to convince CBS of the wisdom
of effecting a moratorium on its
proposed rate cuts and to urge
ABC, NBC and MBS to withhold
reductions. His group will attempt to re-evaluate the whole
network rate structure.
In his long association with
WTIC Hartford, Conn., which began in December 1929 as general
manager and bridges the present
as vice-president and general manager, Mr. Morency has grappled
with a complex variety of problems.
Early NAB Worker
Through the years he has participated in discussions involving
industry-AFM labor relations, programming, the revitalized NARTB
(NAB) Code of Standards of
Practice and a host of other problems.
Observers might well speculate
that anyone who has attempted to
deal face-to-face with AFM President James C. Petrillo, as Mr.
Morency did in 1946 and later,
should take his latest assignment
in stride. It's another crisis, to be
sure, but he has been through
them before.
His many friends are confident
that, if a quarter-century experience on the firing line is any barometer, radio will not be sold short.
The WTIC executive's service to
the industry included several terms
on the NAB board and chairmanship of the NBC Stations Planning
and Advisory Committee and NAB

FOR
WCKY
See

Radio

Veteran

During World War I, he served
with the famous Rainbow Division,
spending 18 irfonths overseas. He
was graduated from the U. of Chicago with a Ph. D. in 1923. Before
going into radio he was associated
with the Chicago Evening American's advertising department where
he was placed in charge of educational advertising for the paper.
Affiliates Unite on Rates
(Continued from page 15)
Mr. MORENCY
Radio Committee — chairmanships
he held^ within the last five years.
Mr.
Morency
was innamed
' heada
the NBC
group
1948 to
after
year's service.
Mr. Morency also has compiled
an enviable record while at WTIC,
originating the Farm Youth Program and other noteworthy features which have captured the
popular local interest.
A recent fitting tribute to his
service in the radio industry is also
attested by the fact that Mr.
Morency was one of the key choices
of the NARTB selection committee
for presidency of the group.
Mr. M'orency's wealth of experience dates back to the early days
of both broadcasting and NAB itself. When he became general manager of WTIC in 1929, he was
only 30 and at that time, one of
the youngest executives in any
major broadcasting station.
In the first three years of his
managership, WTIC developed into
an outstanding New England radio
institution, and was a frequent
originating point for NBC network
programs. Mr. Morency was a
prime arm
moverin the
in organizing
NBC's
radio
region.
He served as director, and in
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1931-32 as vice president of NAB.
Mr. Morency was chairman of its
copyright committee which engaged in negotiations with ASCAP.
As far back as 1927, after arranging a broadcast series relating to
educational subjects for KYW
Chicago, Mr. Morency was invited
by L. S. Baker, then managing director of NAB, to become its traveling representative as field service
manager.

SELLING

POWER

program service in which they will
sell schedules of spot commercials.
Network adventures in spot
broadcasting, already undertaken
on a limited scale, were bitterly
protested last week by Edward
Petry, president of Edward Petry
& Co., station representative firm
(see story page 18).
Broadcasting
Telecasting's
informant
stated• he
could not
guess what shape future network
patterns would take, but he emphasized that one thing was sure:
Networks will not let themselves
fall into an economic situation in
which they suffer substantial losses
on their network operations. They
will go out of the network business
before that day comes, he said.
One element in the under-thetable, cut-rate deals that networks
have been offering advertisers in
the madcap struggle for business
is the not uncommon practice of
selling programs at less than the
actual talent cost. This subject
was not treated specifically by the
network executive, but it received
considerable attention at the
Wednesday meeting of the affiliates.
The vice president of an NBC
affiliate pointed out that in some
cases networks absorb as much as
half the talent cost in order to
sell the show to an advertiser.
In the case of a show with a
talent budget of $10,000 a week,
that means the network has cut
the cost to the advertiser by $5,000.
It seemed wishful thinking to this
station executive that a cut in
time charges of the magnitude of
CBS' would be a swaying inducement to an advertiser already accustomed to be given 50% reductions in talent prices.
High Priced Talent
Another leading broadcaster (an
NBC affiliate) put his finger on
one of the most obvious sources of
economic distress confronting the
networks. He said networks have
made commitments to high-priced
talent that no longer can command
on the open market anything like
the salaries the networks have obligated themselves to pay.
He reported that the situation

had deteriorated so badly that in
some cases big advertisers were!
asking competing networks to sub-j
mit sealed bids, with the account!
to go to the lowest bidder.
(Broadcasting • Telecasting
learned that such a sealed bid request recently came to the networks from Lever Bros., whose
media director, George Duram,
was chairman of the Assn. of National Advertisers Radio-TV Committee that a month ago renewed
the proposal for drastic radio rate
reductions in TV markets.)
This broadcaster introduced a
resolution putting the meeting on
record "memorializing all networksthat now is not the time for rate
cuts of the most powerful medium
in the country; that radio still is;
delivering more audience per dollar than any other medium, and
that no rate cut should be contemplated now or in the foreseeable future." The resolution was
unanimously passed.
The meeting of the affiliates
brought expressions of opinions
from some of the most distinguished veterans of broadcasting, some of whom occasionally
have been conspicuous dissenters
in industry policies. All, however,
rallied to protest summary rate
cuts and call for a research study
into radio prices.
Among them, in addition to Mr.
Morency, were Arthur B. Church,
president of KMBC Kansas City
(CBS affiliate); Stanley E. Hubbard, president and general manager, KSTP-AM-FM-TV St. Paul
(NBC); Walter J. Damm, vice
president and general manager,
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee (NBC),
and George B. Storer, president of
Fort
Industry Co. stations (CBS
and NBC).
Other Speakers
Others who spoke at the meeting
included Jack Harris, general manager of KPRC-AM-FM-TV Houston
(NBC); Edgar Kobak, president,
WTWA Thomson, Ga. (MBS), and
chairman of the board of BAB; Frank
Webb, general manager, KFH Wichita, Kan. (CBS); Hulbert Taft Jr.,
vice president, WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati (CBS); William B. Quarton,
general manager, WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa (and member of the CBS Affiliates Advisory Board); Glenn Marshall Jr., seeretary-treausrer, WMBR
Jacksonville, Fla. (and member of the
CBS Affiliates Advisory Board); J.
Leonard Reinsch, managing director
of radio and television, The Cox Stations (CBS and NBC); Ben Ludy,
general manager, WIBW Topeka, Kan.
(CBS); Harold Essex, vice president
and managing director, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C. (NBC); G. Richard
Shafto, vice president and general
manager, WIS Columbia, S. C. (NBC),
and of WSPA Spartanburg, S. C.
(CBS); Kenyon Brown, president,
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex. (CBS);
Wiley P. Harris, general manager,
WJDX Jackson, Miss. (NBC); J. B.
Fuqua, ager,
president
and general
manWJBF Augusta,
Ga. (NBC);
Don S.N.Elias,
president, WWNC
ville,
C. (CBS).

Ashe-

The Affiliates Committee appointed by Chairman Morency is
composed of 13 broadcasters includBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

hg himself.
They are Kenyon
jirown, Walter Damm, R. M. Fairbanks, president of WIBC IndianJ.polis; Leonard Kapner, general
EdPittsburgh;
ipanager,
it v Kobak;WCAEClair
McCollough,
eneral

manager, Steinman stations; John Patt, president of
'K'GAR Cleveland; Robert Swezey,
Ice president of WDSU-AM-TV
lew Orleans; George B. Storer;
feii Strouse, general manager of
•V'WDC Washington; G. Richard
,iafto; Hugh B. Terry, general
manager, KLZ Denver.
At the time this story went to
ress the answers from network
residents to the committee's initation to New York meetings had
ot had time to arrive.
Network executives in Chicago,
kowever, unofficially expressed
he belief that the meeting would
e held.
i Mr. Morency reported that Josph H. McConnell, NBC president,
vho was in Chicago last week but
:eft before the Affiliates Commitee's wires were dispatched, had
sSured him that NBC would be
elighted to meet with the commitee and explore the serious prob;m confronting the industry.
The Affiliates Committee will
old its first meeting at BAB headuarters in New York beginning
t 10 a.m. Tuesday. It is planned
D meet with the network presidents
ndividually at the outset.
Several broadcasters deplored the
act that the advertiser-agency
ressure for rate reductions contituted a situation where "the cusomer is telling us what we should
,harge."
To knuckle
to such
ressure would
be to under
abdicate
the
management of radio, they said.
"If we go along with these delands," one said, "we will be showng a lack of confidence in our own
ledium. Advertisers are not
•oing to ignore radio if we can
eliver audiences at a lower cost
han other media can."
One broadcaster said rate cuts
aade in response to advertisergency demands amounted to apeasement.
Moratorium Support
Plainly recognizing that demorlization of the industry was in eviable unless the line was held pending a thorough investigation of the
ate question, several affiliates said
hat, without a moratorium on
urther reductions and the launching of an aggressive study, other
etworks would be obliged to folow the pattern set by CBS, and
perhaps exceed it. Some said they
aw in this eventuality a similar
ffect on national and local non-netA-ork rates.
"If this cut-rate network comtetitive situation continues," said
ne, "it may be the doom of the
letworks as we know them now."
The
resolution
electing Mr.
»!orency chairman of the Affiliates
ommittee, did not specify the as'ignment to be carried out beyond
mpowering the committee to press
pon the networks the need for
efraining from further rate cuts
j.nd rescinding those already anounced, and to attempt to organize
ROADCASTING

Analysis Will Precede Action,
White Tells Affiliates

MBS RATE
MUTUAL Broadcasting System will not rush precipitatedly into any
dramatic action on rates but will wait until all the facts can be collected and analyzed, President Frank White told some 250 MBS affiliates at a Sunday afternoon meeting during the NARTB convention
in Chicago.
June
The ^network has a much better
uted. it will be generally distribstory to tell advertisers than it had
Robert S. Schmid, MBS vice presa year ago, Mr. White told the afident in charge of advertising, profiliates. He cited five points to
motion and research, opened the
bear out this claim: (1) Ratings
are up; (2) share of audience is network's presentation to affiliates
by conducting a mock interview
up; (3) billings are up; (4) hours
with the new network promotion
are up; (5) values (cost per thoudevice, Mr. Plus, used in current
sand listeners) are up.
sales promotion.
The main problem, he explained,
Mr. Plus was created when Presiis to determine during this transident White was searching for a
tion period how the aetwork can
method of telling the MBS sales
act for the benefit of advertisers,
story. The device consists of a body
affiliates and the network itself.
shaped like a plus sign, with microWon't Sell Short
phone head. Now MBS can. use him
Mr. White said MBS has been
most, Mr. Schmid said, in citing
weaving with the punches and will the recent CBS network rate cut
and a 17% increase in network
get the facts before acting. He explained how a network rate cut sales during March. Mr. Plus caraffects every network as well as
ries the legend, "The difference is
all network affiliates and non-affiliates.
Among MBS executives introduced to the meeting were Adolph
Mutual will not be pioneers in
Mutual."
N. Hult, vice president in charge of
selling radio short, he said.
sales; James E. Wallen, treasurer;
The MBS affiliates meeting opened
with a showing of the Queen for Elisha Goldfarb, counsel; Carroll
Marts, midwestern sales manager;
a Day promotion movie, which had
its premiere a few days ago at E. M. Johnson, vice president in
Waycross, Ga. The Queen program
charge of station relations and
is on tour and the film will follow
engineering, and Charles Godwin,
it around the country. Starting in director of station relations.
or stimulate the fundamental research task of reevaluating the entire rate structure.
Upon his election, Mr. Morency
pointed out that the assignment
promised to be a "long, tough
He said . the committee would
need funds at once to begin operations. He suggested, without opjob." position, that each of the affiliated
stations contribute its highest onetime, quarter-hour rate at the outset. Mr. Storer was appointed
treasurer, and Mr. Morency asked
that affiliates make out their checks
to Mr. Storer as treasurer of the
Affiliates Committee.
The Affiliates Committee will set
up a headquarters at the BAB offices, 270 Park Ave., New York,
and contributions should be sent
to the committee at that address,
Mr. Morency said.
The possibility was seen that
the Affiliates Committee rate reevaluation project might be undertaken in conjunction with BAB,
whose officers had discussed research plans somewhat along the
same lines at an NARTB session
the day before (see story page 19).
An illustration of the reasoning
that prompted the suggestion for
an industry-wide study of rates was
given to Broadcasting • Telecasting by Harry Bannister, general
manager of WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, who a fortnight ago announced an immediate reduction of
his prime evening time rates by
20% [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16].
Mr. Bannister, who did not speak
at the affiliates meeting, told this

• Telecasting

publication that before the cut, his
evening rate had been $800. He
pointed out that in Philadelphia, a
bigger market than his, rates for
comparable periods on leading stations ran to about $400.
Whether Detroit's rates had been
too
high or Philadelphia's too low,
the
said. inconsistency was obvious, he
The Wednesday meeting of the
affiliated stations occurred outside
the aegis of the NARTB.
Some members of the NARTB
board, the day before, had urged
that the rate question be considered by the trade association,
but the majority decision was to
refrain from bringing the question
under the NARTB wing.
Acting without formal organization, a group of broadcasters ar-

930 KC, 1,000 Watts CBS
OUINCY,
ILLINOIS
A Lee Station

ranged ameeting place and spread
the word that the assembly would
ing.
be held at 9 a.m. Wednesday. The
meeting lasted through the mornAt the time the Affiliates Committee was formed to forestall
further rate cuts, CBS was still
the only network that had announced such plans.
ABC, which a week before had
said it would "meet the competition" of the CBS reduction — an announcement interpreted to mean
that ABC would pare its rates too
— had the matter under reconsideration.
Like ABC, Mutual and NBC were
withholding
action
until the of
situation clarified.
Executives
all
networks were in almost constant
conference with affiliates throughout the convention, sounding out
the stations on their views.
Although two of them, ABC and
CBS, are not NARTB members,
officials of both were on hand, conferring with their numerous affiliates who are NARTB members
and were attending the convention.
Speculation as to why CBS chose
this particular time to announce its
rate reduction and why the network
chose to apply its cuts nationally
rather than in TV markets only
was a prime conversational subject among broadcasters at Chicago.
Timing Considered
The majority view as to the timing of the announcement went
along with the official CBS explanation— that the network felt
the cut necessary to keep in the
shop a number of accounts that
were up for renewal. Others felt,
however, that the network may
have timed its announcement immediately before the NARTB convention as a means of obtaining a
quick reaction from the industry,
a majority ©f whose leaders were
alj in one place.
As to the reasons for the nationthe reduction
—
with wide
all application
stationsof equally
sharing
an across-the-board 10% cut in network revenue — opinion was more
varied.
One broadcaster pointed out that
(Continued on page 92)
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Affiliates Unite on Rates
(Continued from page 91)
such a move served two major purposes. On the one hand, it enabled
CBS to invoke an immediate reduction in recognition of its affiliation
contracts which provide (with about
30 exceptions) that the network
can raise or lower rates for a majority of its stations without consulting them. On the other, this
broadcaster guessed, it gave a certain measure of protection to the
CBS owned and operated radio stations.
Its six 0 & O outlets are situated in markets with heavy TV
concentrations, this broadcasters
pointed out, and the evening rate
cuts demanded for those stations
by the ANA ranged from 25 to
60 %. In the ANA report, reductions for those stations were as
follows: WCBS New York, 50%;
WEEI Boston, 60%; WCCO Minneapolis, 25%-; KMOX St. Louis, 30%;
WBBM Chicago, 35%, and KNX
Los Angeles, 55%.
By spreading the reduction
throughout the country and keeping it to 10%, in the view of this
broadcaster, CBS insured itself
against appreciable losses of revenue on its O & O stations.
Advertisers and advertising
agencies last week were still uncertain as to the specific reallocation of the money that would be
returned to them from the CBS
radio rate reduction, but there was

mm

Sells ALL the Norfolk Metropolitan Sales Area for You!
WTAR delivers more listeners-per-dollar
than any other local station in Norfolk,
Portsmouth, and Newport News, Virginia.
Hooper and BMB prove it. Sell your
product more profitably with WTAR.

CBS executives visit offices of Radio
Programs de Mexico in Mexico City.
(L to r) Clemente Serna Martinez,
RPM president and general manager;
Fletcher Wiley, representative of the
Housewives Protective League, A CBS
division with headquarters in Hollywood, and Edmund Chester, CBS news
director in New York.
no uncertainty as to the fact that
all concerned were very pleased
with the rate cut.
In most cases advertisers did
acknowledge that the money reacci-uing would be put back into
radio and television. Coca-Cola Co.,
New York, for example, it was reported, will definitely replant the
funds into radio and TV.
One advertising agency executive
explained that his agency was deciding to recommend television to
those accounts that were now using
only radio and to the client that
was currently using both radio and
television, magazines were being
recommended. In other words, each
client's advertising plans were being realigned.
Smith Lauds CBS Cut
W. B. Smith, director of advertising for Lipton Tea Co., New
York, and chairman of the ANA
Radio and Television Committee,
last July when the committee first
came out with its recommendation
for a radio reduction, told Broadcasting •Telecasting upon hearing the CBS rate reduction announcement, "I think it's a smart
thing. The network should be complimented for its foresightedness.
It will ultimately be a wise thing
for the good of CBS and its stations, the advertisers and the industry as aH. whole."
Patrick
Gorman, advertising
manager of Philip Morris & Co.,
New York, said, "I was glad to

NARTB Convention
(Continued from page 15)
multiple broadcast convention arranging. The programming of
these meetings drew universal
praise from delegates, aside from
a few disappointing intervals. The
fact that the meetings were so
well attended was deemed a tribute
to convention planners in view of
the rate holocaust that descended
on the proceedings two days before
they got under way.
Glittering persons of world stature dotted the agenda, sandwiched
between workshop sessions designed to help broadcasters run
their business. Such names as Sen.
Estes Kefauver, Senate crime investigator, and Gen. Omar Bradley
appeared in person. Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson appeared
by closed circuit television. And
finally the Thursday TV agenda
was juggled to bring Gen. Douglas
MacArthur's address to Congress
right into the convention rooms
via 16-foot TV screen and numerous
direct-view sets.
Other Developments
Number of important steps looking toward the protection and development of radio and TV under
the American plan were taken durbership:
ing the week. The NARTB mem# Took a firm stand to guard
the right to contract for professional and collegiate sports events.
0 Launched Broadcast Advertising Bureau's expansion program.
# Attacked TV program criticism by naming a committee to
study standards.
0 Welcomed Harold E. Fellows,
president-elect, to the association.
@ Heard Judge Justin Miller
proclaim he was not singing a
swan song as he entered a new role
as board chairman and general
counsel.
# Watched the autonomous TV
unit swing into action under temporary direction of Thad H. Brown
Jr.Much of the convention procedure was quiet and orderly despite
the fears of disgruntled network
affiliates and irritated independents.

A threat of rebellion developed
Wednesday afternoon when a group
of clear channel stations dropped
hints they might secede if what
was generally considered a mild
NARBA resolution were adopted.
The squabble developed into a
quorum call and the usually perfunctory process of adopting resolutions came to a sudden end when
10% of the membership was not
present. This sour note in the proceedings was quickly forgotten
however, by most delegates.
NARBA Hot Issue
The NARBA question was a hot
one Wednesday. FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy started off the fireworks during his luncheon speech,
calling for ratification of the
NARBA treaty and chanting de-,
risively about insidious interests
that oppose the newest effort to regulate the North American spectrum.
That drew a fast reply from
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, which contends it got roughed
up a bit in the treaty-drafting
process. And then it inspired the
fireworks when the NARBA resolution was submitted to a sparsely
filled auditorium.
The festive side of convention
week took a new tack when Radio
Pioneers held its tenth annual dinner Tuesday night under NARTB
auspices, with Sen. Kefauver as
star attraction. Despite the pio- i I
neer's more dramatic programming . m
the dinner failed to cut into attendance at the annual banquet and
it may become an annual feature.
BAB's pitch for members and i:
money surprised delegates who had
anticipated a high-pressure appeal.
Instead they heard a calm appraisal of the radio rate and sales
problem. Agency-advertiser mem- i is
bers of the BAB panel had little
iil
chance to perform but they sup- \9
plied some of the inspirational
shot-in-the-arm that had been ex- • ii
i ici
pected from BAB itself.
One of the more resultful sessions of the week took place Tuesday afternoon when spokesmen for
organized baseball joined with
broadcasters in seeking a solution I
of their problems. At points the
club representatives used what 6

hear it."

NBC AFFILIATE
5,000 Watts, Day & Nig

norfolk
Nat'l. Rep.: Edw. Petry & Co.
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HISTORY STUDY
Planned on Operator Rules
ANALYSIS of regulatory history
leading up to present FCC rules
requiring that a first-clas operator be on duty at broadcast stations will be undertaken by NARTB.
A special board committee appointed Cohn & Marks, Washington attorneys, to handle the study,
undentattorney.direction of Bernie Koteen,
Committee members are William
C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.,
chairman; Harold Essex, WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C, and Marshall Pengra, WATO Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
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e« >me resentful broadcasters deemed
mailed-fist approach, but in the
id considerable goodwill had deeloped.
Station executives reminded the
jaseball interests they were being
iresented with what will amount
> many millions of dollars in free
jfcomotion during the season. A
few scabs were knocked off during
spe discussion but both sides agreed
J" ley needed each other and should
•we every opportunity to dissolve
Ifferences.
Highest praise from highest
!laces came to radio and television
or their public service perform(pces: From Gen. Bradley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
ir "particularly outstanding" covrage of the Korean War; from
en. Kefauver, who said radio and
|Y "will truly lead the way to
orld peace"; from Defense Moilizer Wilson, for leadership in
allying the public behind the defense program, and from military
'tid civil defense officials for unilfish and effective education of
le public on problems the nation
aces and steps to solve them.
LeBlanc's Appearance
Then, too, the convention had its
'arnival aspect when Sen. Dudley
'•' % LeBlanc, Hadacol's inspired pur!eyor, broke the dignity of the
londay inaugural ceremonies with
n enthusiastic autobiography and
' line of poolroom stories adapted
\ the therapeutic claims for his
roduct.
1, Topping off this change of pace
ras a Hadacol jazz band that stole
he equipment show from the helpiss exhibitors during the Expoition Hall reception. Some disruntled delegates started calling
| the "Hadacol convention."
That Monday inaugural preented Judge Miller with his chin
ut as he proclaimed, "I'm not singig a swan song." Instead he can
ow undertake the top-level job he
/as hired to do in 1945, he said,
iellowing considerably, he precribed for his NARTB presidential
uccessor, Harold Fellows, a formula designed to insulate him
gainst the rigors of trade assoiation tenure.
An ovation greeted Mr. Fellows
s he was presented to the associa-

tion by Judge Miller. In responding the president-elect reminded
that he had lived at the operating
level for two decades.
When the whole package was
wrapped up and the convention
achievements reviewed, there still
remained a dominant issue — rates.
Some delegates were delighted that
progress was made in attacking
the problem without loosing any
form of civil war. They were glad
to see a unified trade association
tackle
ing. its problems without blanchOutspoken Comments
Of course the corridors trembled
at times with such epithets as
"staggering blow at radio's rate
structure" ; "sold down the river by
the networks"; "we're getting the
old double cross"; "we can make
more money by going independent" ;
"let's turn industry control back to
the licensees, who are responsible
to the FCC and the nation"; "what
happened to that network's reHere and there a voice was raised
search?"
in defense of rate-cutting, but most
of the comments were bitter. Judge
Miller touched the problem in his
Monday afternoon speech with a
shot at "the rate-cutting boycott
recently engineered by a combination of national advertisers."
That's the sort of convention it
was, Sunday through Thursday.
Some of those who sat through the
four-day assembly and took part
in the conferences and huddles acquired a new appreciation of the
value of broadcasting conventions.
Television delegates too, appeared
satisfied with their one-day convention.
What a week.
BAC

Adds

Two

TWO NEW members — Harry
Maizlish, president-general manager of KFWB Hollywood, and A.
J. Mosby, who holds the same position at KGVO Missoula, Mont.—
have been appointed to the industry-wide Broadcast Advisory Council, Chairman Justin Miller has
announced. The two appointees
bring the council's total membership to 28.
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Challenge To Press
(Continued from page 36 )
atop newspaper buildings in the
United States flew at half mast
when free radio perished in the
Argentine . . ." He warned:
"Let us not be so blinded by competition for time and dollar that
we forget that among information
media, when the bell tolls for one,
it will soon toll for all."
Other points raised by Mr.
Hayes:
% No new form of press "completely replaces any existing form."
0 At any given moment in the
U. S., approximately 5 million radios
are out of order. "No other medium
could throw away that much daily
circulation and still be so effective."
£ Television is "an intense new
competition"
public's
time,
one not for
to bethetaken
lightlyfree
by
either radio or newspapers.
% Newspapers should put as much
emphasis on background and analysis
as on cold reporting, giving more
attention to minor events which are
not telecast and capitalizing on its
mobility and other advantages.
The Senate crime hearings demonstrated that "no longer can we
have a reporter's impression, with
himself as the sole authority."
Other Panel Members
Also slated to appear on the
radio-TV panel with Mr. Hayes
were Ed Hoyt, Cedar Rapids Gazette (KCRG KCRK (FM) Cedar
Rapids, Iowa); Ralph McGill, Atlanta Constitution (WSB-AM-FMTV Atlanta) ; John Crosby, syndicated columnist for the New York
Herald Tribune, and Lawrence L.
Winship, Boston Globe, who presided as chairman.
Messrs. Hoyt and McGill were
slated to take opposing sides on
the question of broadcasting-newspaper relationships where both
operate under common ownership.
Mr. Hoyt was prepared to advocate
separation of their functions and
free competition, while Mr. McGill
was slated to present the case for
intimate cooperation on the ground
that radio, TV and newspapers are
all part of the broad communications picture.
The two-day ASNE convention
took on added significance in that
editors were treated to a brief
visit from Gen. Douglas MacArthur before he left for New
York. President Truman's scheduled address over MBS was cancelled. Editors also watched the
General's Congressional address on
a large-size television screen at the
Statler Hotel, convention headquarters.
Approximately 400 newspaper
editors attended sessions Thursday
and Friday, presided over by
ASNE President Dwight E. Young,
Dayton Journal-Herald. Other
speakers and panelists were to include Defense Mobilizer Charles E.
Wilson, Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.), Sen. Robert Taft (R-Ohio),
Sen. Paul Douglas (D-Ill.) and
columnists Drew Pearson and
Ernest K. Lindley.

CIVIL NEEDS
Dual Demand Can Be Met
AMERICAN industry, with a 60%
greater production capacity than
in 1940, can supply both civilian
and military needs, Frank M. Folsom, RCA president, told a legal
forum of the U. of Virginia last
week.
Mr. Folsom cautioned, that the
dual goal of ample defense and
civilian production could be reached only
if left
America's
tries were
free togreat
do theindusjob.
He warned that attacks on big
business, either from government
or private sources, would play
into the hands of the Communists.
"Regardless of your attitude on
big business,
you can't
fact:
Communism
wants hide
to the
see
big business destroyed. Communists are delighted by our attacks
on our great corporate enter
Voices Warning
The RCA executive warned also
that while building up a safeguard
against totalitarian aggression,
prises." must guard against adopAmerica
tion of totalitarian methods.
"It would certainly be ironical
if, in our efforts to defend ourselves we adopted the very system
that the enemies of our way of life
would
like todeclared.
force us to adopt,"
Mr. Folsom

National Represenioiive: John Blair & Co.
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Rate

Debacle

(Continued from, page 19)
last year. He called on the industry to divest agencies and advertisers of the idea that radio and
TV are related media.
Entering his plea for membership support of BAB, he recalled
that less than two decades ago
newspapers and magazines were
a similar predicament as radio's
in
growth started. They recovered by
setting up promotional agencies
that grew into million-dollar projects.
BAB's plans for the future, approved at an April 15 board meeting, were outlined by Mr. Ryan.
After explaining that money has
not been available for many, he
said upcoming projects include a
national sales promotion division
in New York, adequately manned
to promote to national advertisers
and agencies. A competent organization is planned for local advertising, selling radio rather than
network or spot. A retail organization is planned as well as a
research library.
Field representatives are to
operate in the East, Mid-West,
Far- West and South, if funds are
available. They will present radio's
case wherever buyers gather; work
with broadcasters, and contact advertisers and agencies.
Plans Pilot Study
A pilot study on research is con'said, ifisa available.
$500,000
or $600,000templated, hebudget
BAB will fight aggressively and
competitively, he said.
He promised BAB will set up
for the first time an accurate and
complete source of information on
radio values, feeding information
broadcasters need and want in presenting the medium to agencies
and advertisers. "Advertisers will
know what radio has and broadcasters will know what they have
to sell," he said.
Paul W. Kesten, consultant to
CBS and the BAB board, sent a
letter suggesting the job BAB now
faces "can't be done for peanuts."
He urged broadcasters to give BAB
at least six months to get started.
"Don't expect to beat this crisis
quickly," he said.
Mr. Kobak explained the BAB

sion, in addition to those men-|
tioned, were Frank E. Pellegrini
H-R Representatives Inc., and(
Lewis Avery, president of Avery- j
Knodel. Mr. Pellegrin said every!
station should examine its own I
market and its own rate structure
carefully in commenting on the!
CBS likerate
cut. of"Radio
shouldn't
act
a flock
sheep following
a ram," he said. The network has
an obligation to its affiliates. The
industry has been hit in the face
— cold. It was drastic action. Affiliates should make decisions of
this sort. They should not be
forced on the industry until general agreement has been reached
after careful study. No imposed
rate reduction should be accepted
by Answe
broadcasters
J.
ring a without
question abyfight."
Bobf
Dean, KOTA Rapid City, S. D.,i
Mr. Kobak said BAB is getting )
Mr. Mitchell's services "free," re-f
ferring to the former BAB direcif
tor's cooperative role in the proj- 1
ect. Earl H. Smith, WLCS Baton!
Rouge, La., asked continued serv- f
ice from BAB on the local level.
Mr. Gray, responding to a query '\
by Chet Thomas, KXOK St. Louis, i
said Esso works closely with its 1
53 stations. "We are anxious to |
see evidence of promotion and co-|
operation by stations," he said. ^
"The president of the company I
sees much of that material." >l

MEETING in the Duquesne Club, Pittsburgh, were members of the Pittsburgh
Pirates Baseball Club and officials of Atlantic Refining Co., Sealtest, N. W.
Ayer & Son and Ketchum MacLeod & Grove. Discussing baseballcasts throughout northwest Pennsylvania over WLEU Erie, Pa., were (I to r) V. Hamilton
Weir, WLEU general manager; B. M. Boor, regional director, Atlantic Refining Co.; Branch Rickey, general manager, Pittsburgh Pirates, and P. S.
Patterson, advertising manager, Ecoma Sealtest.
will be some cancellations to
board has set one-half the high set there
TV but radio stations should not
hourly rate as monthly station dues be on the defensive in holding the
for non-NARTB members. He
line against TV.
added there are 1,200 non-NARTB
"I'm very optimistic about where
member prospects to be solicited.
NARTB members have 30% of you are headed. The most important thing you can do is sell the
their dues allocated to BAB, with
hell
out
radio. Agencies and
the privilege of obtaining a dis- advertisersof who
AUSTIN TALK
use your medium
counttional
if they
do this and believe in the medium.
agency. don't join the promoAt Sales Executive Meet
Robert Gray, director of adverI hope broadcasters believe in it." WARREN
R. AUSTIN, chief U. S.
Maurice B. Mitchell, president of
tising and promotion, Esso Standard Oil Co., prodded by Mr. Kobak,
Associated Program Services, said delegate to the U. N., will speak on
stations should have all possible "A Sales Executive Approach
gently chided broadcasters because
to
they had made little effort to re- information to help them sell at Permanent Peace" at the 16th ancover Esso Reporter business in the local level.
nual convention of National Sales
cases where the spot placement
Executives slated May 31-June 2
Mitchell Rate Comment
was dropped in areas of highest
in New York. Mr. Austin will speak
Referring to the rate situation, June 2 at the evening banque
TV impact. "By and large we did
t.
not get a proper, intelligent solici- he suggested slyly: "Maybe radio
Attendance of approximately
tation from stations to keep the rates aren't really cut. Maybe sta2,000 delegates is expected, Charles
tions will now sell at card rates."
account on the air."
"We must learn more about our T. Lipscomb Jr., Lever Brothers
What Agencies Want
product, how our advertising Pepsodent Div. president and attendance committee chairman, anJerry N. Stolzoff of Foote, Cone
works," he said, adding, "This is
nounced. More than 16,000 sales
& Belding, Chicago, provided the
main inspirational talk of the no Arthur
C. Nielsen, head of A. executives belong to the nationfuneral."
morning in answering a question
wide organization.
C. Nielson Co., listed favorable
about what agencies want most
facts about radio. These included:
Fifty exhibitors, occupying 72from BAB. "We would like to get
in average hours of listening booths, will display the "latest
a sound, positive attitude on the is Decline
offset to considerable extent by con- tools and services that the modern
increase in number of radio
part of stations and networks," be homes. tinuing
Home-hours per day listening sales executive needs in his job."
said. "We want radio to show us are currently
169 million compared to
how to use the medium. Of course
189 million in 1950. 198 million in 1949
and 129 million in 1943.
CBA OFFICERS
Network radio audiences still exceed
network TV audiences by 85%, based
on January Nielsen Radio-TV Index.
Col. Group Elects Howell
Radio reaches more homes per dollar,
REX HOWELL, KFXJ Grand Juncaverage network radio program reachJ O P L I N , MO.
PERSONS WHO446,600*
SPEND...
KSWM
REACHES
ing 199 homes per dollar compared
tion and KGLN Glenwood Springs,
with 119 for "average network TV pro- has been elected president of the
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
Radio is unique in ability to reach
Colorado Broadcasters Assn. ApIN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
small-town and rural markets — 59%
gram.
proximately 100 broadcasters voted
of Radio
population.
is still making great records
at the two-day CBA annual conas
a
producer
of
sales.
vention in Colorado Springs.
* This map shows airline
1
Mr. Nielsen listed a 10-point promiles to nearest metropoliBob Ellis, KGHF Pueblo, was
gram
he
termed
research
keys
to
tan centers, assuring undurenamed vice president. Al Meyer,
radio success. It included: Count
plk-ated CBS service to the
KMYR Denver, was returned to
KSWM audience.
all listening; measure all hours;
office as secretary-treasurer. The
count all listeners; measure entire
Now in its fifth year of service.
convention adopted resolutions
area; sell audiences, not percentKSWM is an integral part of all
calling for Senate ratification of
ages;
talk
homes
per
dollar;
take
community affaire and activities.
the international agreement recredit for market coverage, including cumulative listening data ;
garding frequency allocations; recKSWM
Austin A. Harrison, President
make more extensive use of data;
ommended passage of the McFarland Bill, and established commituse analytical research ; emphasize
marketing.
C BS
in JO
PLI
N,
MO.
tees to work with the state office
of civilian defense.
L Nationally Represented by WILLIAM G. EAMBEAU CO. ,
Taking part in the BAB discusTelecasting
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that a change in approach will
change the sales figures. He suggested that non-AM men be hired
(Continued from page 35)
as FM salesmen, that mention of
FM be eliminated from the sales
tters "were the best double-talk
ve ever read."
Describing the discussion and that the FM station
ck of sets as an "organized con- sell its real product, listeners.
With these sales techniques, plus
iracy," the speaker suggested
merchandising
and promotion,
fnat (1) the concept of building
M sets in Germany is not far- WFLN tripled sales in six months.
fetched, and (2) concrete action
Two of the medium's most serious problems are (1) the inability
lie taken, with broadcasters setto get a national representation
ting aside an "FM Promotion
Month" and to "stop kidding our- because "reps won't fool with a
specialized audience," and (2) the
|elves and ask for an FCC or Congressional investigation unless we
lack of education at major ageniret a fair shake."
cies, "which employ slide-rule
time-buyers." He suggested FM
Mr. Lane, director of broadcastng for Field Enterprises, dis- men "fight for greater coverage
ussed reaction to the FCC opinion
through more sets, sell the audience you already have and get out
if a fortnight ago which threatens
ontinued broadcasting of FM sta- of the FM business and into radio."
ions which sell a music service
Mr. Horne, whose FM outlet has
.rith commercials and station iden- a CBS affiliation, traced the success of his operation. A former
ification beeped-out.
Mr. Lane,
vhose company owns WFMF(FM)
newspaperman and farmer, he said
Thicago and Functional Music
"the results I've obtained most
easily were in radio. I never get
nc, said "we will attempt to meet
-equirements of the FCC as well tired cf developing FM, and too
is possible." He has "some feeling many of you fellows had it too
easy with AM. You just latched
if frustration," however, inasmuch
onto a station and a network and
|s the FCC is "attempting to fit
ATM into the AM mold, which hamwatched the money roll in."
oers the individual development
"Develop FM, which gives people
the best in aural broadcasting, or
if FM."
Functional music in Chicago is get out and let someone else have
saking no business from the wired
a chance. Let's stop fighting in
ausic services, because most of its our own ranks and sell radio,
:ustomers are from the segment
it's AM, FM or TV," Mr.
Horne advised.
Much found wired music service whether
^oo expensive because of line
The Rural Radio Network programs farm service shows in the
,'harges. Functional
Music15 Inc.'s
Customers
are more than
miles daytime and music at night, Mr.
:away in most cases, he explained.
de Neuf said. He reported a set
saturation of 30%, with a 70%
Awaits SCOTUS Ruling
potential audience. "The success
Transit Radio is not being of
putting shows on FM is limited
! 'pushed" at the moment, Mr. Taft
only
by serted,
youraddingimagination,"
as;said, because of a case pending beit is necessaryhe and
fore the U. S. Supreme Court as to easy to program shows of a service
ithe legality of commercial FM in nature which people need and want
public transportation vehicles. The to hear.
decision is expected in three
KOTA is owned by 42 of the
.weeks, he said. Mr. Taft, tracing leading businessmen in the Black
aistory of the system in Cincinnati,
Mr. Dean explained, "beit-eported business has grown to Hills, cause
believed there'd be a
.$150,000 yearly in that city alone, better job we done
if sponsors owned
|and is expected to reach the halfthe business." The station pracjmillion point "shortly" on a natices "followcasting," selling AM
tional basis. It hits the "biggest
sponsors on buying the same show
point in the field which AM radio for FM but at another time of
Wouldn't touch — the downtown re- broadcast. The station grossed
$9,000 the first year and $19,000
jtail outlets." In addition, Transit
Radio is almost completely TVin
1950. Through KOTA's promoproof," he asserted. Within the
tion efforts, FM sets in the area
next few years, TR will be "a very total 22,000 contrasted with 33,000
acceptable method of advertising,
AM sets. Programs include sports,
Avith a lot of money in it."
CBS
sustainers
Mr. Dean
said. and "good music,"
Mr. Joseloff, before outlining
iStorecast objectives, commended
FM broadcasters also passed a
vhe techniques of functional music
and Transit Radio and cited the resolution thanking Ed Sellers,
head of the FM department of
need for specialized FM services.
NARTB, for his work in their beStorecast, "as the grandpop of all half.
FM specialties," can expand radio
jand itself. He termed it a "workTime
able medium with palatable announcements inhundreds of superlual NBC and CBS offered their
BOTH
markets throughout seven states."
facilities April 13 to Rep. Joseph
From the sales angle, Mr. Green
•said too many salesmen pitch their W. Martin Jr. (R-Mass.) to speak
arguments on the defensive to be- on the MacArthur question and the
conduct of U. S. foreign and miligin with. "The very phase, 'How
tary policy. Rep. Martin accepted
to sell FM,' is an epitaph on the
equal time, 10:30-11 p.m., to reply
tombstone." He charged that FM
cannot be sold today, "because the to the President's April 11 address
jards are stacked against it," but on Far Eastern policy.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
Plan FM

Petition

Five Stations, Movie Firm
Covered in Decisions
NLRB
ORDERS
RADIO and television broadcasting stations and a Hollywood TV
film producer figured prominently in final and preliminary decisions
and direction of elections handed down by the National Labor Relations
Board in the past fortnight.
In separate actions the board:
(1) Dismissed a petition by Broadcast Technicians Local 1215
Screen Directors Guild of America
of IBEW was upheld in intermediate findings issued by a NLRB
that television directors at KE CATV Los Angeles be included in a trial examiner.
bargaining unit on grounds the emWEAM admitted certain allegaployes are supervisors.
tions of the complaint last December, but denied it had violated the
(2) Ruled that WLEX LexingLabor Management Relations Act
ton, Ky., had violated the LaborManagement Relations Act by in- and held its refusal to bargain was
terrogating certain IBEW em- justified, according to NLRB. A
ployes on their union activities and hearing was held Jan. 15-17 with
discharging four others.
all parties waiving oral argument.
(3) Announced initial findings
In directing the election at
charging that WEAM Arlington,
WFAS, the board sustained the
union contention that the unit
Va., had refused to bargain with
IBEW Local 1215 and requesting
should include special program emthat the station reinstate an engiployes as well as staff announcers.
neering employe.
The unit is extended to those "who
(4) Ordered elections among
announce, write continuity, do proprogram department employes at
gram preparation, solicit guests
WFAS White Plains, N. Y„ and at for broadcasting appearances, or
Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hol- do other related work preliminary
to the broadcast," excluding superlywood.
(5) Upheld initial findings which, visors.
on Dec. 28, 1950, charged KDRO
Acting upon a petition introSedalia, Mo., with unfair labor
duced by Moving Picture Painters
and Scenic Artists, Local 644, Los
practices in its dispute with AFRA
(AFL). Board ordered Milton J. Angeles, affiliated with the Conference of Studio Unions, NLRB
Hinlein, operator of KDRO, to bargain with the union, cease inter- ordered an election among emrogation of union members on their
ployes of ductions,
Jerry Hollywood
Fairbanks
(TV Proand
activities and reinstate two discharged employes.
theatrical film producer) , to vote
In the KECA-TV case, NLRB held for a union to represent the studio's
that TV directors direct employes
painters and set decorators.
and exercise authority for hiring
In the complaint filed against
others and, as supervisors, are in- KDRO, Mr. Hinlein was charged
appropriate for a special unit. The with refusing to bargain with
ruling sustained the position taken
AFRA after May 20, 1950, and
by KECA-TV (ABC Inc.).
with "discriminating" against two
With respect to WLEX, the employes. He denied commission
board held that "unlawful con- of unfair practices and said he disduct" of the station licensee, Cenmissed one employe for "disrupttral Kentucky Broadcasting Co.
ing" employe-management relationInc., disclosed a "fixed purpose to
ships and the other because of
defeat self-organization and its "economic pressure and threatenobjectives." The examiner had
ing manpower shortage" which rerecommended a limited cease-andquired him to substitute combinadesist order on grounds that the
tion personnel. NLRB agreed the
manpower problem was logical but
licensee had acted "naively."
A union complaint filed last Noheld it was not the "motivating"
vember against WEAM by Radio
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Perry Warning
(Continued from page 18)
and that there would be no spot.
ABC had offered P&G one-minute
participations in Stop The Music
on Sunday and in the 25-minute
show, The Sheriff, on Friday and in
certain evening- five-minute news
periods
in sustainingshows. These
Procter & network
Gamble
bought.
To this, you can add one further
move on the part of ABC, which
only happened last Friday, and
which also involved P&G. The
ABC network offered to Ivory Bar a
five-minute show, from 11:55 to 12
noon, Monday through Friday — and
scheduled to start today, April 16.
These P&G bought.
Dick Haymes Show
The program features Dick
Haymes. Our understanding is
that Haymes reminisces about some
singer and this is recorded on tape.
Then a phonograph record of that
singer's voice is also taped. The
P&G one-minute announcement is
integrated into the program. This
show is very inexpensive, probably costing no more, and maybe
less, than a live news show. It
also gets away from the objections
which many stations have about
accepting five-minute news broadcasts wherever there is available
network time and for indefinite
short runs.
CBS did not put themselves in
the outright position of sellingspot announcements on the network. However, they set up a
series of five-minute newscasts —
all of which lopped five minutes

WWDC

the difference is MUTUAL! j

now

MUTUAL

in Washington
All the best of Mutual PLUS all
of WWDC's famous, effective
local shows. THE best buy in the
Nation's Capital. Just ask your
Forjoe man for the details.
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off existing sustainers — to serve
as vehicles for minute announcements. These Procter & Gamble
also bought. The result, in simplest terms, was $345,000 lost to
national spot, and over $107,000
lost to the markets represented
here in this room.
And, though certain ABC and
CBS stations stood to salvage some
of this money, they could only
hope to get back a small fraction
of what they would have had with
the spot campaign P&G had set
up before the networks entered
the picture.
The P&G story is based on nighttime programming. But I think
you can count on it that the spread
to daytime will not be long in
coming.
Now here's a footnote to the
P&G story. Some stations turned
down the plan. As a result, P&G
has bought spot to fill out what
the network couldn't deliver. The
schedule and the market list are
both drastically reduced from
what they would have been. But,
the important thing is that once
some of the stations turned the
network proposition down, this
P&G money was returned to national spot.
Logical Outgrowth
It seems rather obvious that this
new departure on the part of ABC
and CBS is a logical outgrowth
of a precedent, or a partial precedent, established by NBC's socalled "Tandem Plan." The Tandem Plan inched into spot in a
more or less limited way. The
ABC and CBS plans let down the
bars a little further, though their
present method disguises the true
facts. The next logical step, which
we believe will happen very rapidly, is that they will be frankly
peddling undisguised one-minute
spots over their respective networks. They'll do it whenever and
wherever they can put them.
I don't suppose for one minute
that anyone in this room fails to
see how serious a matter this is.
It goes right to the pocketbook
of each individual station. And
stations are not going to get any
help from advertisers and agencies.
The advertiser will find it to his
liking and his advantage to cancel
existing national spot and place
it on the networks, where he will
be able to buy more stations for
less money than if he buys them
individually.
This is obviously true because
most stations have network rates
as low or lower than national
spot rates, and network discounts
run over 40%. Most agencies, as
well, will be delighted at this development, because it greatly reduces the cost and effort of handling national spot campaigns. They
will not have to maintain large
staffs of radio buyers, checkers
and clerks. They will not be involved in all the affidavit checking
and correspondence attendant on
any sizeable spot campaign. An
agency knows that it takes about
10 times as many man hours to
maintain a spot campaign on in-

ber of expensive surveys to sho^ I
BEAVER RESIGNS
how that kind of programming
builds audience. And those surj
Leaves KTBS, Joins WHHM
veys made a lot of sense.
RESIGNATION of Cecil K. Beaver
Now, you can't program goo !
as general manager of KTBS
half-hour
— an' ';
string them evening
together segments
into a stron;
Shreveport, to become general manblock
—
when
you
are
chopping
of
ager of WHHM
M e m p h is , in five minutes of every availabl
which he holds
half-hour in order to create a ve
an interest, was
hicle
for a one-minute announce
ment.
announced last
What the networks are doing
Friday by Newton
it seems to us, is tearing down th>
Wray, KTBS
president. Mr. carefully planned audience struc
ture just for the sake of an ide;
Wray will assume
to win new network revenue at th<
the eral
KTBS
genmanagership. expense of their affiliated stations
Mr. Beaver will So once again you stand to lose
Mr. Beaver
succeed Patt Mc- Bad programming affects audi
Donald, who has ences, injures the public servict
headed WHHM since its founding
you render, and can easily lesser
in 1946. Mr. McDonald, a directorthe stature you have built throughat-large of NARTB, shortly will
out your territories.
announce his plans. Mr. Wray
It is true that five-minute news
recently acquired controlling in- strips have been used before. Bu1
terest in KTBS, regional outlet and most of us remember how CBS
an NBC affiliate [Broadcasting • during the war, carried such si
Telecasting, Jan. 22]. WHHM is strip as a wartime emergency feaa 250 w independent.
ture. They dropped it right aftei I
dividual stations as it does to the war. And gave their reason^
as being that such a strip mixed
maintain a network schedule.
in with half-hour programs was
We've got to realize, then, that bad radio. Now how does it lookJ
the advertisers and their agencies
when the five-minute plan comes
will be swayed toward network
back into every available half -hour.
And — what is worse — comes back
spot. They will have the advantages of controlling what is broadon a short-term basis. That is,
cast from a central and easily it may only last from 2 to 13
checkable point . . . All of this at weeks. Moreover, it can be moved
the cost of the radio stations. Only
around in the schedule and perhaps
the radio station's interests are
too near to your local news. Thus
any public service value it may
jeopardized by the networks carrying spot broadcasting. Only the have is likely to be offset by the
radio station can stop it.
irritation that such moves may
arouse in listeners.
zi
Let's look first at the economics
Mutual Interests
of this from the radio station point
ltd
of view. Broadly speaking, the
We are fully cognizant of a station's and a network's mutual area H
difference — difference to your own
pocketbook — is this: For every
of interests
and and
the station's
desires to foster
protect the
advertising dollar spent for your
( k»]
benefits
derived
from
its
network
station, you receive from 30 to
affiliation. However, if and when
50% from the network spot and
approximately 72% from regular
some action by the network threat- k
national spot. To most stations,
ens the station's economic health,
we believe that there can be little set
this may be the difference between
profit and no profit.
doubt of the station's right to act
in its own self interest. The answer sr
Below Danger Point
must come from you.
In other words, if the greater
I think we must clearly recognize
I
part of national spot advertisers
the fact that — no matter how close
go along with the network idea —
the inter-dependence between radio
and they have plenty of inducestations and national networks —
ment to do So — your spot revenue
each one has its own distinct dollar
will drop below the danger point.
problems. Failure on either part
Everybody here can figure for to solve these problems gets right
himself just how his own station
down to a question of survival.
will be affected. But, speaking
Progressively, over the past few
generally, the average dollar you
years, the networks have shown a
now receive from national spot tendency to ease off on their old
would be cut about in half.
broadcasting standards in favor of
One half as much return to the easier selling on their parts. There
station from spot business under
was a time, for instance, when a
the network plan — that is the
transcribed program or a depiladollars and cents picture. Thus,
tory advertiser was taboo. You
your spot revenue of $200,000 is
cut to $100,000; your $100,000
shrinks to $50,000.
Now consider for a moment what
can happen to affect your station
audiences:
For several years now, the netThe Nation's Richest Farm Market
works have made a great point
Survey average of 50.8% tuned
every hour to good listening.
about what's usually called "mood
sequence," or block programming.
They have come up with any numBROADCASTING

Hi an tick off similar changes in your
>wn minds.
The new network move we are
Biscussing is only the latest of
these steps. The point is that this
:ime, it's a move that works dijd. f-ectly against the interest of each
c+ ndividual radio station.
Radio has developed along a line
v^which has made the networks a
te orime source of big-name talent
and programming which has helped
lo give the stations larger audii: snces. The stations have gone
it along with this development by
■iej giving the networks free hours of
i| :ime, by making large blocks of
3j;time available to the networks on
se^a guaranteed basis, and by aci :epting a relatively small fraction
t.f the advertiser's dollar. One
J other important way in which they
;h- have helped in the sale of network
programming is by maintaining
v. their own spot rates as high or
Jr.even higher than the same time
5S :unit on the network.
Steered From Spot
On the other hand, the networks

POWER
WWNR

If the networks are going to get
heavily into the business of selling
national spot over their chains,
that points up still further the
immediate need for very careful
thinking and very decisive action
on your part. If the old relation
between station and network is
broken — by the networks — you are
certainly no longer bound to the
policies and concessions you have
made in the past.
I can't believe that any network
or any radio station has the slightest desire to get tangled up in
a mutually destructive battle. Yet,
the present network plan could

WLS

fo 1 kw Fulltime

WWNR Beckley W. Va., has
dedicated new facilities which
shifts the station from 1450 kc
with 250 w to 620 kc with 1 kw fulltime. Officiating at the ceremonies
was N. Joe Rahal, president.
The voice of Sen. Harley M. Kilgore (D-W. Va.) was heard in the
principal address. Sen. Kilgore
could not attend the dedication because of a previous commitment
but sent a recorded congratulatory
message to Beckley for the event.
The U. S. Senator pointed to the
function of radio in bringing the
government close to the people and
added: "The better job radio does,
the healthier and stronger will we

'^fhave
untilspot
recently
refrained
goffering
facilities
on a from
net:- work basis. They have kept their
2;': hands off the spot revenue which
ii
lis
so important
to the station's
economic
life.
Now, however, the networks have
:- broken down the long-established
relationship which is the past has
had mutual advantages for both
: station and network. They have
come over into your $125 millionff pasture to graze. The networks are
jeopardizing some 50% of your
national spot volume for their own
purposes. They are robbing Peter
to
Paulis.— You're Peter. Guess
whopayPaul

Wcdcue&t

INCREASE

be as a nation."
Mr. Rahall previously had announced that in late April another
Rahall station, WKAP Allentown,
Pa., would shift from 1580 kc with
1 kw daytime to 1320 kc with 1 kw
fulltime. Third Rahall station is
WNAR Morristown, Pa. WWNR
is an MBS affiliate.
easily lead to that. If you, as
heads of stations, are willing to
settle for a scant half of your
former national spot dollar, you
may easily be losing the profit
margin which has enabled you to
do such outstanding local programming, which has built your public
service to your communities, which
has given you the expert personnel
and fine facilities you now enjoy.
Without those things, your value
to the network declines. And so,
of course, does the network's own
strength and value. Thus, while
it seems that opposition to the
network plan for using their chains
to carry national spot is against
the interest of the networks, in
reality it is helping network interest by maintaining the strength
of each and every individual station. And certainly it is strong
radio stations, whether linked by
wire lines or operating individually,
which have made radio So attractive to advertisers all these years.
I realize that any decisions you
come to will be arrived at individually not here collectively. However, we feel it is our duty to advise you of any situation which,

^itfe*t&

fo

*)fo
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(see inside front cover)

CHICAGO
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[Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Bance]
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in our opinion, endangers your
LANG-WORTH
business. It is my further thought
that a general discussion of the
Asks Court Stay Order
problem, here, may help you in PETITION for permanent stay
arriving at your own solutions.
And so now I would like to throw
of arbitration of an AFRA-LangWorth Feature Program dispute
this meeting open for such discussion.
over singers' fees on The Fred
*
* *
Waring Show on NBC, May-July
1949, was filed by Lang-Worth
Station men attending the
in New York Federal Court April
luncheon were:
the American ArbitraWorth Kramer, vice president and 9 against
tion Assn. Knox Manning and
general manager, WJR Detroit; John
Baumhover as AFRA presiP. Patt, president of the G. A. Rich- Janet dent
and treasurer respectively,
ards stations; Carl E. George, gen- ually.
eral manager, WGAR Cleveland; Vic- and twenty-four singers individtor A. Sholis, vice president and
director, and Neil D. Cline, sales diDemand for arbitration was
rector, WHAS Louisville; Irving made in August 1949 by AFRA,
Waugh, commercial manager, and
which alleged that the singers,
Jack Stapp, program director, WSM
whose performances were used by
Nashville; Stanley E. Hubbard, prestranscription almost entirely, were
ident and general manager, and Miller C. Robertson, vice president in entitled to "live" rates under procharge of sales, KSTP Minneapolis.
visions of the 1946-48 transcription code. First hearing had been
Walter J. Damm, vice president and
general manager, WTMJ Milwaukee;
set for April 10 by the American
Campbell Arnoux, president and gen- Arbitration Assn.
eral manager, and Bob Lambe, WTAR
Code Violation Charged
Norfolk; John M. Outler Jr., general manager, WSB Atlanta; George
In its petition, Lang-Worth
A. Whitney, general manager, KFI
the 1946-48 code vioLos Angeles; H Quenton Cox, gen- chargedlatedthat
anti-trust statutes and hence
eral manager, KGW Portland, Ore.;
Martin B. Campbell, general manager,
was illegal and unenforceable. It
WFAA Dallas; Jack Harris, general
also alleged that no arbitrable
manager, KPRC Houston; Hugh A. L. controversy existed, because the
Halff, president and treasurer, and
performers in question had been
Arden X. Pangborn, general manager,
WOAI San Antonio.
employed
by Fred Waring EnterGustav K. Brandborg, commercial
prises after it had contracted with
manager, KVOO Tulsa; Frank V. Lang-Worth to provide the proWebb, general manager, KFH Wichgram, and hence were not Langita; Tom Brooks, vice president of
Hearst Radio; John C. Mullins, presi- Worth employes.
general manager,
KPHOmanager,
Phoenix;dent,
H. Wheelahan,
general
WSMB New Orleans; S. H. McGovern,
general and commercial manager,
IN BIG AGGIE LAND
KSO Des Moines; Dean R. Upson,
national sales manager, and Newton
tv MEANS
Wray, KTBS Shreveport; Benedict
'tain't visible!
Gimbel Jr., president and general
manager, and Gordon Gray, vice president WIP Philadelphia; J. Leonard
Reinsch, Cox Radio & TV operations;
Frank W. Kelly, sales manager, WBEN
This 267 BMB county area — with
Buffalo; Tom Harker; Fort Industry
$2.9-billion In retail sales — can
Co.; Bill Rine, vice president and
be sold by WNAX alone.
managing director, WWVA Wheeling,
W. Va.
Petry representatives included, in
addition to Mr. Petry, Edward E.
Voynow, Chicago manager; Bill Cartwright, Detroit manager; Seth Dennis, promotion manager; Hanque
Ringgold, New York manager, and
John
fice. Ashenhurst of the Chicago ofKIWW REALIGNS
Leal Resigns Top Post
REORGANIZATION of officer and
director personnel at KIWW San
Antonio, Tex., has been announced
by the Good Neighbor Broadcasting Co. following the resignation
of Manuel D. Leal as vice president and general manager.
The realignment hinges on FCC
approval of a purchase of Mr.
Leal's stock by Joe Olivares and
L. E. Richards, who seek control
of the corporation. Mr. Olivares
would serve as president and general manager, succeeding Mr. Leal,
while Mr. Richards would become
station manager, secretary and
treasurer in addition to his present
duties as chief engineer.

WMAX
570 - 5KW
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YANKTON • SIOUX CITY
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AM, FM Income
(Continued from page 19)
aural services in non-TV markets
registered a 10.1% gain.
Other highpoints of the Commission's preliminary analysis:
@ Prewar stations continued to
account for the bulk of station
revenue and income — 798 such stations, which is 38% of the total
aural stations, aggregated 69.4%
(before expenses and federal taxes)
of station revenues and 86.4% of
the station incomes (before federal
taxes) .
6 About 20% of the over 2,100
AM and AM-FM stations reported
losses from 1950 operations. This
was the smallest proportion of
losers since 1946. Of the 432 losing
stations in 1950, 131 were in operation two years or more.
% Of the 1,714 stations in operation two years or more, 769
(44.9%) reported profits in 1950.
Of these 283 reported increases of
100% or more in income before
federal taxes.
® As in past years, almost all
of the FM-only stations reported
unprofitable operations (see Table
Til).
APPROXIMATELY 33% of farmers in
New York State who are listeners to
Rural Radio Network own FM sets.
Figure came out of spot check taken
throughout state. Of total of 486 persons covered, 100% owned AM sets;
29.4% (143) have FM, and 21% (101)
have TV.
=s-e=
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S
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TOP QUALITY POPS
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TABLE II

CBS

Comparative Revenue Data for AM and AM-FM
Broadcast Stations in TV and Non-TV Communities
(Including stations in operation during 1949 and 1950)
1950
1949

Percent
Increase
in 1950
(Millions ofBroadcast
dollars) Revenues (%)
$170.3 $159.4 6.8
160.8 146.1 10.1
8.3
$305.6
$331.1

421 AM and AM-FM Stations
located in TV markets
1,351 AM and AM-FM Stations
located in Non-TV markets
1,772 Total Stations
TABLE III

Estimated 1950 FM Broadcast Revenues, Expenses and Income
1950
1949
Number of
Number of
Item
Stations
Amount Stations Amount
(Millions of
(Millions of
dollars) dollars)
FM Stations Operated by:
FM Broadcast Revenues
AM Licensees
Reporting No FM Revenues (See Note 1) ...
351
... 452
Reporting FM Revenues
193 $1.7
167 $1.2
Non-AM Licensees
80
1-4
104
1.4
Total FM Stations
624
3.1 723
2.6
FM Stations Operated by:
FM Broadcast Expenses
Non-AM licensees
80
3.5 104
5.0
Industry Total
See Note 1
See Note 1
Total FM Broadcast Income (Before Federal Income Tax)
FM Stations Operated by:
Non-AM licensees
80
(2.1) 104 (3.6)
Industry Total
See Note 1
See Note 1
( ) Denotes loss.
NOTE 1: In view of the difficulty in a joint AM-FM operation in allocating FM station operation
expense separately from AM station operation expense, licenses of such stations
were not required to report FM station expense separately. As a result, FM industry
totals for expense and income are not available. AM-FM licensees, however, were
requested to report separately the revenues, if any, attributable to FM station operation
if such data were readily available- In only a few instances did AM-FM licensees
state they were unable to segregate the FM revenues.
WEAW

PROTESTS
Telephone Co. Policy
WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111., has
filed a complaint with FCC against
the interconnection policy of the
Illinois Bell Telephone System on
relaying of U. of Wisconsin basketball games from stations in Wisconsin. FCC has requested details from Illinois Bell on the
matter.
WEAW told FCC it was required to buy a line to WHA Madison for a game early in 1950 when
it wanted to buy a line only to
WHAD Delafield, Wis., WHAD
obtaining off-air pickup of WHA.
Not being able to afford the line
to Madison for a season, WEAW
explained that for the current season it picked up WHAD off-theEastern
Regional

air at the home of WEAW President Edward A. Wheeler in Wilmette and bought a phone line
from his home to the station. But
the line was later removed, WEAW
said, when Illinois Bell learned
of
its use in "violation" of regulations.
Maynard Named
APPOINTMENT of 2d Lt. Gordon
Maynard (USMC), formerly motion picture director with Warner
Bros., as television director and
film editor in the Defense Dept.'s
Radio-TV Branch, was announced
last Tuesday by Charles Dillon,
branch chief. Lt. Maynard worked
on Technicolor and other assignments while with the Hollywood
motion picture producing firm.

W

e * t e o* iQ
Local

$8.7*000.00

$239000.00
This very attractive single
Profitable, fulltime regional located in one of the best
station market situation offers an ideal opportunity to
eastern major markets. Exone or two good operators
cellent TV possibilities. Financing available.
for profits and fine living.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 360 N. Mich. Ave. 235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Randolph 6-4550 Exbrook 2-5672

ELECTION
Guild Loses Close Vote

CBS WHITE-COLLAR employe:
in New York, in an NLRB electioi
April 18, voted 308 to 290 againsi.
being represented by Local 3, News
paper Guild of New York, CIO
for bargaining purposes. In the
absence of a majority vote for tht
guild, the employes will go unrepresented.
The election followed an earliei
one held March 7 which was inconclusive, the two highest votes
being against having any union
and
for the guild
[BROADCASTING
•
Telecasting,
March
12].
With known,
the result
of last
week's
election
Thomas
J. Murphy,
guild executive vice president, announced charges of unfair labor
practices and intimidation would
be filed against CBS by the guild
with NLRB. Charges would have
been filed before the election, he*
said, but the effect would have
been to postpone holding it indefinitely. The union will press
for a new election soon, he said.
Citing a 10% cost-of-living wage
increased announced by CBS before
the election as a "most flagrant
practice," he would
said thebe network's
management
charged
with violating NLRB rules by
electioneering during the election
as well.
CUTBACK LAYOFFS
RCA, Philco Adjust Output

SOME 6,300 radio and television
workers of RCA and Philco reportedly are to be laid off temporarily lit
before the end of April in Camden CP
and Philadelphia.
Harry Block, IUE vice president, its
said some Philadelphia Philco ) a
plants would be shut down for two
weeks beginning April 23, resulting U
in a layoff of about 5,000 workers.
Anthony P. Perry, president,
Union's Local 103, said that 1,300 Stl
employes of RCA in Camden would
be laid off April 13.
I
C. M. Odorizzi, operating vice
president of RCA-Victor Div., explained its layoffs were necessitated
by conversion to defense production plus seasonal factors and material restrictions. A Philco spokesman stated that the cutback was
due to an "adjustment of production schedules in line with the requirements of government regulations and the spring sales demand."
WCKY Cincinnati awarded bronze
plaque from Hamilton County Community Chest for best program during
1951 Community Chest Drive.

Why buy 2 or mor&...
do 1 big sales job

on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
Contact
PETRY CO.
EDWARDWBAL
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NATIONAL
NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REGULAR WEEK MARCH 4-10, 1951
Ratings
Current
Ratings
Current
Previous
Homes
Homes Current
| Current Previous
Rank Rank
Programs
%
Rank
Programs
%
Rank
2
2
Romance
of
Helen
Trent
(CBS)
9.9
EVENING ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
(8.3)
1
3
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
9.6
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
19.4
4
8
Big
Sister
(CBS)
8.9
88
Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS)
17.8
5
4
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS)
8.9
3
5
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
17.1
6
6
Ma Perkins (CBS)
8.7
4
2
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
17.0
5
3
Amos V Andy (CBS)
15.5
7
11
Pepper
Young's
Family
(NBC)
8.7
8
12
Right
to
Happiness
(NBC)
8.3
6
8
Red Skelton (CBS)
14.7
9
5
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
8.2
7
4
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
14.5
10
13
Guiding Light (CBS)
8.1
8
6
My Friend Irma (CBS)
14.2 DAY,
SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
(3.1)
9
22
Horace Heidt Show (CBS)
14.1
1
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
9.4
10
7
Walter Winchell (ABC)
12.9
2
The Shadow (MBS)
9.2
sVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
(5.2) DAY,23
3
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
7.2
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
10.8
SATURDAY
(Average
For
All
Programs)
(5.3)
2
2
Tide Show (CBS)
9.4
1
Stars over Hollywood (CBS)
9.7
3
4
Club 15 (CBS)
8.9
2
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
8.8
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.7)
3
Give and Take (CBS)
8.4
1
1
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS) . . 10.0

Current Previous
Rank Rank

EXTRA-WEEK FEBRUARY 25— MARCH 3, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Rating
Current
Homes Current Previous
Program
%
Rank Rank
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
18.8 6
14
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
16.2 7
3
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
16.0 8
8
Amos V Andy (CBS)
15.5 9
6
My Friend Irma (CBS)
13.9 10
12

Rating
Program
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
Red Skelton (CBS)
Walter Winchell (ABC)
Life with Luigi (CBS)

EXTRA-WEEK MARCH 11-17, 1951
EVENING,
Rating ONCE-A-WEEK
Current

Current
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Program
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) .
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
Amos V Andy (CBS)
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)

WAAF Drops Permit
WAAF Chicago, 1 kw daytimer on
950 kc, has been granted cancellation of its construction permit for
change in operation to fulltime
with 5 kw power, directional.
Founded in 1922, WAAF told FCC
it was reluctantly giving up the
CP because it was unable to obtain
title to, and zoning approval of,
its proposed new antenna site.
WAAF also said it has spent considerable money in new studios in
the LaSalle-Wacker Bldg., as well
as in construction of WAAF-FM,
Class B outlet.

Current
Homes
%
13.3
13.0
12.8
12.6
12.1
Rating

Current
Homes
14.6
Current
%
Rank
Program
6
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
7
Red Skelton (CBS)
14.2
8
Mystery Theatre (CBS)
9
My Friend Irma (CBS
10
Mr. District Attorney (NBC)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSENRATING"
to 41,903,000— the 1951 estimate of Total United
States Radio(%)Homes.
(*) homes
Homes listening
reached only
during1 toall 5orminutes.
any part of the program, except
for
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
Homes
%
18.1
17.6
16.1
15.6
15.3

WNLK

OFFICERS

Named by New Owners
NEW officers and directors for
WNLK Norwalk, Conn., have been
elected. David W. Jefferies is
president and general manager,
succeeding Dr. Benjamin Ginzburg,
who secured FCC approval for sale
of his interests last month.
Two new directors were elected
— Currier Lang, president, Norwalk Hospital Assoc., and Marshall
Gans, president, Norwalk Realty
Co. Other officers are Miles Penny-

backer and John H. Woodward,
vice presidents; Joseph V. Lentini,
secretary; Charles Hilton, assistant secretary; Michael J. Cuneen
Jr., treasurer, and Russell Frost
III, assistant treasurer.
Dr. Ginzburg is severing all connection with the station he founded.
Together with his brother and sister and Solomon Petchers of New
York, Dr. Ginzburg sold 450 shares
of stock, majority interest, to Mr.
Jefferies, Mr. Cuneen and Mr. Lentini for $20,000.
Dr. Ginzburg received a great
deal of publicity several years ago
when he cut Henry Wallace off the
air while the latter was speaking
during a church program regularly
scheduled on WNLK.
Mr. Jefferies was, until recently,
chief engineer at WESB Bradford,
Pa. Mr. Cuneen was once promotion manager for WESB and Mr.
Lentini was program dh-ector.
Harry P. Francis

(Continued
page 52)
Open from
Mike
interest. However, we are disappointed
Broadcasting
castingthatin all
its columns •of Teletype
devoted to this subject has completely ignored the excellent job
WNOE did in its coverage of the
Kefauver hearings in New Orleans. . . .
When the Kefauver committee
opened hearings in New Orleans
on Thursday, Jan. 25, 1951 (well
in advance of the New York hearings), WNOE was the only radio
or TV station to cover the hearings
in their entirety live and direct.
WNOE cancelled the bulk of its
commercial commitments at a cost
in excess of $3,000 to present the
hearings to the public. . . .
James E. Gordon
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WNOE New Orleans
[EDITOR'S NOTE: From BROADCASTTELECASTING,
Feb. 5:
". .of.
WNOE ING •New
Orleans cancelled
much
its commercial schedules to air proceedings of the Senate Crime Inves." But forto
WNOE, a tigating
secondCommittee
round. of. applause
its thorough
coverage
before
fauver committee reached its the
peak Ke-of
popularity.]
RCA VICTOR STUDIOS, Royal York
Hotel, Toronto, has increased telephone
facilities to its studios and offices.
New phone number is EMpire 3-3443.
a WHALE
n Market !

HOME

OF

. . .

233,012* People
Rock Island Arsenal
Over 300 Industrial Firms
* 1950 U. S. Census Preliminary Report
Quad-Cities'
giant manufacturing
concerns are turning
out a vast array
of materials for national defense . . .
as well as the vital products for peacetime civilian life. Industrial employment numbers over 50,000. The population trend is UP . . . manufacturing payrolls are UP . . . consumer
buying is UP. WHBF is the station
with the coverage and impact to deliver sales at a profit in this big, unilower
costListeners
. . ,
Delivering
More
at a
fied market.

HARRY P. FRANCIS, 61, treasurer of Atherton & Currier, New
York, died April 15 in Mount Vernon Hospital, N. Y. Mr. Francis
had been treasurer of Atherton &
Currier for 24 years. Prior to that
he was with the Morse International Agency. Surviving are his
widow, Mrs. Florence Boden Francis, and a son, Warren T. Francis.
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April 10 Applications . . .
Modification of CP
KJCF Festus, Mo. — Mod. CP new AM
station to change type trans.
WWNR Beckley, W. Va.— Mod. CP
authorizing change in frequency,
power, etc. to change type of trans.
Lake City,
Utah— Mod.of
CPKSL-TV
new TVSaltstation
for extension
completion date to 5-15-51.
Authority to Transmit
Following request authority to transmit programs to CFRA Ottawa, Can.:
Syracuse Bcstg. Corp.. Syracuse, N. Y.
and
N. Y.Monroe Bcstg. Co. Inc., Rochester,
AM— 1230 kc
KSEY Seymour, Tex. — Mod. license
to increase power from 100 w to 250 w.
FM — 105.9 mc
WFOW (FM) Madison, Wis. — CP to
change from class A to class B, frequency from Ch. 285 (104.9 mc) to Ch.
290 (105.9 mc), ERP from .93 kw to 8.01
kw and antenna from 100 ft. to 84.5 ft.
License for CP
KSDB-FM Manhattan, Kan. — License
for
tion. CP new non-commercial FM staWLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio — License
for CP new TV station indicating studio
and trans, location.
forWHMA-FM
CP new FMAnniston,
station. Ala. — License
License Renewal
Following stations requested renewal
of license: WCRI Scottsboro, Ala.;
KRVN Lexington, Neb.; WRIO Rio
Piedros, P.R.; KTAN Sherman, Tex.;
WHWB Rutland, Vt.; WSPT Stevens
Point,
N. C. Wis.: WEED-FM Rocky Mount,
Modification of CP
Following stations request mod. CP
for extension of completion date:
KFAC-FM
Rome, Ga. Los Angeles; WRGA-FM
CP to Replace CP
WGNR-FM
New Rochelle, N. Y. —
CP to replace expired CP new FM station.
April 11 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1300 kc
WJXN Jackson, Miss. — CP to change

FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require— at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE— EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one cose —
Amplifier in the other. Eosy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment,
CONSOLE OR CONSOIETTE
Operationbining units
gyatlctoie
comin rich byMagnecorder cabm«ts. *

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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April 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
License FOR
for CPFILING
KOKX
Keokuk, Iowa — License for
CP authorizing increase in power, „
change hours of operation, install new ijp
trans, and DA-DN etc.
N. C— License -I'
forWBT-FM
CP new Charlotte,
FM station.
AM—
1390 kc

actions
APRIL 10 TO APRIL 19

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to 1300 kc 5
kw-D 1 kw-N, install new trans, and
change trans, location.
AM— 1310 kc
WISE
Asheville,
from 1230 kc 250 w N.unl.C—toCP680tokcchange
1 kw
unl. DA-DN AMENDED to change from
680 kc to 1310 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N
DA-N,
location. change type trans, and trans,
License for CP
newWELP
AM Easley,
station. S. C— License for CP
WISC-FM Madison, Wis.— License for
CP new FM station.
WBUR (FM) Boston, Mass. — License
for CP authorizing
changes
in noncommercial educational
FM station.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: WTNC-FM Thomasville,
N. C; WNUR (FM) Evanston, 111.;
WVSH Huntington, Ind.; WNAS New
Albany, Ind.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Amended Application
WSIC Statesville, N. C— RETURNED
application for CP to change from 1400
kc 250 w unl. to 1190 kc 1 kw unl.
AMENDED to change from 1190 kc to
550 kc 1 kw unl. etc.
Assignment of License
WIRE Enterprise, Ala.— RETURNED
application for assignment of license
to Robert E. James and Ralph M. Stanford d/b as The Wiregrass Bcstg. Co.
AM— 1380 kc
KPRS Olathe, Kan. — RETURNED application for CP to change from 1590
kc to 1380 kc.
April 12 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
The Johns-Embury Co., Portage, Wis.
and Portage Bcstg. Co., Portage, Wis.
— Designated for hearing in consolidated proceeding with application of
Prairie Bcstg. Co., Beaver Dam, Wis.,
application of Johns-Embury for a new
station on 1350 kc 500 w D, and application of Portage Bcstg. Co. for same
frequency with 1 kw D; made WEMP
Milwaukee and WBAY Green Bay, Wis.
parties to proceeding with respect to
Beaver Dam application only. Hearing
already
May 3. scheduled in Washington on
Uvalde Broadcasters, Laredo, Tex.
and Norman B. Lassetter, Laredo, Tex.
— Designated for consolidated hearing
in Washington on June 14 re applications of Uvalde and Lassetter, both
new stations on 1490 kc 250
wrequesting
unl.
Scranton Radio Corp., Scranton, Pa.
— Designated
Washington on June 11forre hearing
appliactionin for
a new
station on 1400 kc 250 w unl.; made
WEST Easton, Pa. party to proceeding.
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— Designated for
hearing in Washington on June 1 re
application to change facilities from
1450 kc 250 w unl. to 970 kc 1 kw D.
Authority Granted
WSKB McComb, Miss.— Granted authority to remain silent for an additional 30 days from April 6 pending
financial reorganization.
Granted authority to stations WHYN
Holyoke, Mass.; WRNY Rochester,
N. Y.; WNDR Syracuse, N. Y.; WITH
Baltimore, Md.; and WKBW Buffalo,
N. Y., to transmit programs by Bell
System wire line circuits from main
studios of respective five stations to

CFRA Ottawa, Can., for one year, in
order to
Ottawa provide
Valley areaprogramming
of Canada,to and
American baseball games which cannot
be heard in any other way.
Renewal of Licenses
Following
stations for
wereperiod
granted
renewal of licenses
ending
May 1, 1954:
KAMQ Mo.;
Amarillo,
KCHI Farmington,
KDSXTex.;Denison,
Tex.;
KENT Shreveport, La.; KFBK & Aux.
Sacramento,
Calif.; KFVD
Los Angeles; KGA Spokane;
KHMO Hannibal,
Mo.; KIBE Seattle; KJAN Columbus,
Nebr.; KLOU Lake Charles, La.; KNEX
McPherson, Kans.; KOCS Ontario,
Calif.; KPMC Bakersfield, Calif.;
KREW Spokane; KRLD Dallas; KSTA
Coleman, Tex.; KTOK Oklahoma City;
KVOO Tulsa; KWCO Chickasha, Okla.;
KWKH Shreveport, La.; KWSO Wasco,
Calif.; WATH Athens, Ohio; WAUX
Waukesha, Wis.; WBUX Quakertown,
Pa.; WCAZ
111.; WCLI Mass.;
Corning, N. Y.; Carthage,
WFGM Fitchburg,
WFGN Gaffney, S. C; WFRL Freeport,
111.; WHIN Gallatin, Tenn.; WHOO
Orlando, Fla.; WITZ Jasper, Ind.;
WJJJ Montgomery,
Ala.; WJMJ
Philadelphia; WKAM Warsaw,
Ind.; WKBS
Oyster Mass.;
Bay, N.WKRS
Y.; WKOX
Framingham,
Waukegan,
111.;
WKTM Mayfield, Ky.; WBUT & Aux.
Brockton, Mass.; WMEV Marion, Va.;
WNAR Norristown, Pa.; WOAP Owosso,
Mich.; WPGH Pittsburgh, Pa.; WQXR
& Aux. New York, N. Y.; WVCG Coral
Gables, Fla.; WVSC Somerset, Pa.;
WSMI Litchfield, 111.; V/SCR Scranton;
KBKI Alice, Tex.; KSCO Santa Cruz,
Calif.; KFMJ Tulsa; KIVY Crockett,
Tex.; KLKC Parson. Kans.; KOMO &
Aux. ter,Seattle;
WHAM Gallipolis,
& Aux. RochesN. Y.; WJEH
Ohio;
WJMO Cleveland: WJVB Jacksonville
Beach, Fla.; WLIP Kenosha, Wis.;
WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich.; WPEP Taunton, Mass.; WBUT Butler, Pa.; WFUR
Grand Rapids, Mich.; KXEL Waterloo,
Iowa; WCIL Carbondale, 111.; WCKY
Cincinnati; WCNT Centralia, 111.;
KGYN homaGuymon,
Okla.; KOMA
OklaCity; KSIB Creston,
Iowa; KWHK
Hutchinson, Kans.; KSOO Sioux Falls,
S. Dak.; WAPF McComb, Miss.; WAPI
Birmingham, Ala.; WCAR Pontiac,
Mich.; WCAU Philadelphia; WCFL
Chicago; WCNB Connersville, Ind.;
WCSI Franklin, Ind.; WDZ Decatur,
111.; WGNY Newburgh. N. Y.; WHBO
Tampa, Fla.; WHFB Benton Harbor,
Mich.; WHLI Hempstead, N. Y.; WHO
Davenport, Iowa; WHOW Clinton, 111.;
WHPE High
Point, N. Buffalo;
C; WKAIWKXY
Macomb, 111.; WKBW
Sarasota, Fla.; WLBB Carrollton, Ga.;
WLEW Bad Axe, Mich.; WLPO La
111.
Salle, 111.; WMBI Chicago; WSIV Pekin,
Request Granted
KDAN Oroville, Mercury Co., Oroville, Calif. — Granted request to remain
silent pending Commission action on
pending
license. application for assignment of

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
Sterling 3626

WWODcrease power
Lynchburg,
infrom 1 kw Va.—
unl. CP
to 5 tokw-D
1 kw-N DA-N and install new trans.
AMENDED to change type trans.
Modification of CP
KFUO-FM
Clayton, Mo.— Mod. CP
new FM date.
station for extension of comDletion
April 13 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
Condado Bcstg. Co., San Juan, P. R.
and Jose Ramon Quinones, Mayaguez,
P. R. — Designated for consolidated
hearing in Washington on June 13 re
applications,
requesting
tions on 1190 each
kc 250
w unl. new staApril 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FIXING
Modification of CP
KCNA Tucson,
Mod. CPpower,
authorizing change inAriz.—
frequency,
install new trans, and DA-N and
change trans, location for extension
of completion date.
WSUN St. Petersburg, Fla.— Mod. CP
authorizing installation of new trans.,
change DA
and trans, date.
location for extension of completion
WJFR Caguas, P. R. — Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
WKVM Arecibo, P. R. — Mod. CP authorizing change in frequency, increase
power, install new trans, and DA-DN
etc. for extension of completion date.
KNAL Victoria, Tex.— Mod. CP authorizing change in hours operation
and install DA-N for extension of completion
WIOD-FM date. Miami, Fla.— Mod. CP new
FM station to change ERP from 53 kw
to 15.6 kw, ant. from 315 ft. to 285 ft.
and change ant. system.
WORX Madison, Ind.— Mod. CP new
FM station for extension of completion
date.
KUGN-FM Eugene, Ore.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WFMY (FM) Greensboro, N. C— Mod.
CP authorizing changes in FM station
to change ERP from 52 kw to 34 kw.
License for CP
KOEL Oelwein, Iowa — License for CP
to change studio location etc.
KREW Sunnyside, Wash. — License for
CP to change frequency and hours
operation. License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KOLS Pryor, Okla.; WMUS
Muskegon, Mich.; WLIB New York;
WWWW Rio Piedras, P. R.; WDHN
(FM) New Brunswick, N. J.
APPLICATION AMENDED
TV— Ch. 7
Radio Roanoke Inc., Roanoke, Va. —
Application for new TV station
AMENDED
from kwCh. aur.
5 (7682 mc) 13.1 tokwchange
vis. 6.55
to
Ch.
7
(174-180
mc)
19.2
kw
vis.
9.6
kw
aur. and change type ant.
April 16 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
KCBQ San Diego, Calif. — Granted petition requesting dismissal without prejudice of application for mod. license.
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company
— Granted
for extension of time
to May motion
9 for filing
reply
brief to exceptions and request for
oral argument in matter of Western

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
It fear*"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Bex 7037
Kansas City, Me.
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
t ffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner

Member AFCCE*
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

'Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

THE WES TURNER GO.
11 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
9918 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
nion Telegraph Co. and American
application of WINS for extension of
bli and Tel. Co. et al. with respect
completion date from Apr. 30 to Jul.
j intercity video transmission service.
30 in Washington.
1 By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohio
WLAC
Bcstg. Service, Nashville,
Granted petition insofar as it reTenn.
— Granted motion for continuance
vests leave to amend application to of hearing
in proceeding
upon applilecify maximum expected operating
cation of Radio
Reading, Reading,
Pa.
ilues of radiation of proposed station
from
April
16
to
May
2,
in
Washington.
certain directions during nighttime
By
Examiner
Elizabeth
C.
Smith
iurs, and with reference to day and
ght power output requested; denied
KREI Farmington, Mo. — Granted moi all other respects.
tion for indefinite continuance of hearupon application;
City Broadcasting Corp., Nashua,
24. ing in proceeding
hearing
presently scheduled for April
. H. — Granted motion for continuance
t hearing in proceeding upon applicaon and that of WHOB Gardner, Mass.
om Apr. 20 to May 29 in Washington.
April 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
By Examiner Leo Resnick
AM— 600 kc
FCC General Counsel and WINS New
ork — Granted joint petition for conKFQD
Anchorage,
Alas. and
— Mod.
CP
nuance of hearing in proceeding upon
authorizing change in ant.
ground
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM,

JR.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast, Communication
and Television Systems
One LeFevre Lone, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

system to change from 790 kc to 600 kc
and install new trans.
License for CP
WVET
Rochester,
Y. — License
CP to install aux. N.trans,
at site forof
main trans.
SSA
KTW Seattle— Application for SSA
to operate simultaneously with KWSC
Pullman, Wash, from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. DST on Thurs. evenings during
summer months.
Modification of CP
WJPG Green Bay, Wis.— Mod. CP
authorizing change in frequency, hours
operation
tion date. etc. for extension of compleLicense Renewal
KPUG ofBellingham,
Wash. — Requests
renewal
license.
WISR-FM Butler, Pa.— Same.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WSHB Stillwater, Minn.— RETURNED
application for renewal of license.
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— RETURNED
application for CP authorizing change
in frequency, increase in power, install new trans, and DA-DN etc. April 17 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension Granted
WINZ Hollywood, Fla.— Granted fur-

ther extension of temporary authority
for 60 days from April 18 to operate
with reduced power of 500 w at night
using temporary DA.
BY THE SECRETARY
WOR-TV New York — Granted license
for new TV station and for move of
studio location.
WWJ-TV
Detroit,
Mich.— and
Granted
cense for new
TV station
changelidesignation
of studio location. Ant.
658
ft.
WWNR Beckley, W. Va.— Granted
ditions.CP to change type of trans.; conmod.
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 6-1-51.
WWJ-FM Detroit, Mich. — Granted license covering changes in existing FM
station (97.1 me 48 kw 660 ft.)
WXHR for Cambridge,
Mass.— Granted
license
new FM station;
96.9 mc
5 kw; 444.5 ft.
WBEV
Beaver change
Dam, Wis.
— Granted
mod.
CP covering
in type
trans,
and ground system and specify main
studio location.
WRGA-FM Rome, Ga. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 7-15-51.
WSM Inc., Area, Nashville, Tenn.—
(Continued on page 108)
April 23, 1951
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance. Checks and- money orders only.
Situations Wanted, lOtf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25c1 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All transcriptions,
photos, etc.,forsent
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any
liability or responsibility
theirto custody
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Manager. In 90 days, an independent
in a two
station
midwest market
will 100,000
need apopulation
manager. Must
have sales experience and knowledge
of independent operation. Salary and
override. State salary requirements
and send full details in confidence, to
Box 422J, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Radio library salesmen or transcription
salesmen. Materially increase your
weekly income ! Sell the radio program
that
is a "must"
for secondary
as well
as primary
markets.
No competition
to your present
job.
Excellent
neration. Write in confidence toremuBox
183J, BROADCASTING.
Two salesmen needed for a going 250
watter. Operation demands salesmen
who can do the selling, servicing and
copy writing. Will pay 20 percent and
guarantee $300 per month minimum
and if you
you'reshould
fast on
work,
go service
beyond and
$500 copy
per
month within a few months. No youngsters and no beginners. You must have
a solid and successful radio sales background. It's easy to sell behind good
programming
an
opportunityandforoperation
two menandto there's
make
$600 per month each. Box 494J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-disc jockey to
learn sales. New 1 kw daytimer. East.
Box 500J, BROADCASTING.
Transcribed news feature desires salesmen throughout country. Commission
basis. Box 508J, BROADCASTING.
West Texas station needs salesman.
Good conditions.
Salary and commissions. Box 513J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman: Former announcer-disc jockey who wants to do both. New 1 kw
daytimer. Box 501J, BROADCASTING.
Immediately: Sales manager, or salesannouncer, desiring to settle in small
community and build his future, along
with ours, utilizing his own ability and
initiative. Florida residents preferred
but not mandatory. WIPC, Lake Wales,
Florida.
Announcers
Topnotch announcers (2). No "has
beens"
"almostNews
theres."
Theseon men
must beor good.
and DJ
hot
eastern
indie.
Box
338J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, some experience, pleasant
voice, willing, able to sell over air. No
hot-shots
or floaters.
Graduating
scale, excellent
opportunity
for wage
right
man.
Disc,
photo
to
Box
385J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, announcer-n e w s m a n.
Deep, authoritative voice. New 1 kw
daytimer.
CASTING. East. Box 502J, BROADMinnesota station needs combination
announcer-engineer. Top pay for a
top man. Box 479J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman with exclusive in
branch studio, well established network
station. Fine chance for advancement.
Box 496 J, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey: Clever, mature voice. New
1 kw daytimer. East. Box 503J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer wanted for Alabama station. $75.00 per week. Box
507J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
West Texas station needs good combination man. Good salary and excelING. lent hours. Box 512J, BROADCASTCopywriter-announcer.
only.daily.
Announcing limited to onlyMale
2 hours
Kw
daytimer. East. Box 504J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately, announcer with
first phone license, must be heavy on
announcing,portunitygood
and excellent
opfor rightpayman.
Send photo,
disc and qualifications to Chick CarterFlorida.ton, Manager, WMMB, Melbourne,
Permanent opening for intelligent, experienced
Harrisonburg,
Va. announcer-writer. Box 789,
Announcer with first class telephone license for permanent staff assignment.
P. O. Box 1479, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer for early
morning shift, who can really put
across early morning programs. Hours
of work will average around 44 hours
weekly.tunity This
an excellent
oppor-is
for the isright
man. Salary
dependent
entirely
upon
ability.
Radio
Station KBRL, Box 342, McCook,
Nebraska.
Immediate opening, announcer with
first phone, $225 month start, 40 hour
week. Experience desirable but not
necessary. Chief engineer spot opening soon. Phone or wire collect if
interested. McCosh, KCID, Caldwell,
Idaho.
Announcer-newsman. Gather local
news. Good salary for good man.
KSNY, Snyder, Texas.
Above average announcer wanted for
above average small market operation.
Is $300 monthly satisfactory? Send disc
and details KTFY, Brownfield, Texas.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Experienced announcer with
voice that can sell. Must have knowledge of both pop and legit and have
ability ation,
to take
controlJobboard
which is over
a must.
pays opersixty
dollars for forty hours. Send photo,
disc and qualifications immediately to
Chick Catterton, General Manager,
WMMB, Melbourne, Florida.
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
to John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
Pa.
Immediate opening for announcer with
first or second class license. Not a
replacement. Addition to present staff.
WRCS, Ahoskie, N. C.
Announcer-engineer for fulltime independent. Send audition, photo, complete data. WRCO, Richland Center,
Wisconsin.
Technical
Engineer,
starting salary.
Reasonable living$55conditions.
No announcing
or
experience
necessary.
Box
396J,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening first phone engineer. Top wages for man who can
do control room work and operate
ING.
transmitter. Box 451J, BROADCASTEngineer, experienced in maintenance
of directional array and transmitter for
5 kw midwest station. With statement
of experience and education please enclose a snapshot. Box 460J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for directional station
in upper midwest. Must be good at
maintenance. Good pay. Box 480J,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
combination
engineerannouncer. and
V4 kw.
Vicinity New
York.
Box 492 J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combo man, 1st class license. $270 month, 48 hours. Send disc
KANA, Anaconda, Montana.
Announcer with first phone, experience
not important, willing, energetic. Daytime LBS affiliate. KCHI, Chillicothe,
Missouri.

Combination announcer-salesman-copywriter with car. Send snapshot and
disc with letter of application ABC
affiliate, KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Announcer, single. Send audition disc,
photo, details. WAND, Canton, Ohio.
Wanted immediately: Announcer-engineer with emphasis on announcing.
Must have right attitude. Write or call
Dick Sutter, Manager, Radio Station
Progressive 250 watt station, waiting
WCRA, Effingham, Illinois.
for 5000 watt C. P. needs a qualified engineer. Experience helpful but not
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
necessary. Write Chief Engineer,
on announcing. Experience desired KNOX.
Grand
Forks, No. Dak.
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars
in
1st
letter.
WDEC,
Americus, Georgia.
First class operator. No experience required. WCFV, Clifton Forge, Virginia.
Wanted: Smooth, staff announcer with
experience for permanent position with Wanted, phone first, console, transmitter. 38V2 hours,
expanding 250 watt ABC station. Play- Amsterdam,
N. Y. $45.00 start. WCSS,
by-play eration
man
given additional
considon essentially
a staff job.
No
radio school grads without at least a Wanted: Two transmitter operators at
year's plete
experience,
please. toSend
once, car essential. Contact W. H.
details and audition
Bob comNel- Malone,
Chief Engineer, WGTM, Wilson, WDUZ, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
son, North Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer. EmControl operator with 1st class ticket.
phasis announcing, night shift, progresdon't need
a car.notExperience
sive network affiliate. Attractive salary. . You
unnecessary.
Announcing
required,
Send disc and qualifications, WFLB,
but
acceptable.
Starting
pay, $52.00
Fayetteville, N. C.
for 48 hour work week. Vacations and
sick leave. If interested send photo
Announcer-engineer, emphasis an- and advise date you can report. If
nouncing. Refer to identical ad under you have worked will want references.
salesmen. WIPC, Lake Wales, Florida. If married, how much room will you
need for family. Address replies to
Kentucky.
F.
E. Lackey, WHOP, Hopkinsville,
Wanted: Combination announcer-engineer. Send audition and full particulars first letter. WLET, Toccoa, Georgia.
Help wanted: First class operator,
WICY, Malone, New York.
Wanted — Announcer-engineer and
straight announcer, both with radio
schooling or 6 months experience. Send
Engineer-announcer for evening work,
disc and full particulars first letter. start $1.25 hourly. Contact Manager,
WIEL, Elizabethtown, Ky.
WMLT, Dublin, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted engineer. Experience not nec
essary. Needed immediately. Pleas
state salary expected in reply to Chie
Engineer. WMFT, Florence, AJabanu
Combination transmitter-control opei
ator, first class license, for Statio
WMSA, Massena, New York. No an
nouncing. Contact Mr. McHugh.
Wanted: Transmitter operator, Is,
phone license, daytime station, experi
ence not necessary. Contact G. I
O'Grady,
Chief
North
Adams,
Mass.Engineer, WNA'W
Offer first phone beginner $50.00, 5
hours, two weeks vacation with paj
hospital benefits, WRNO, Orangeburg
S. C.
Engineer, network station. Announcin:
experience helpful, not necessary
WSOY, Decatur, Illinois.
Immediate opening: First class engi
neer. Some announcing. Prefer sonn
experience.
StartFM $200-$225.
Iowa. Bo:25 i
watt.
AM and
transmitters.
447J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer:
First ticket and one an
N.
C.
nouncer,
at once. WWGP, Sanford
Production-Programming, others
Program director to take completer
charge
program
of i-rJ;
five
kw ofMutual
sports,department
music market;
andmidwest.
news station
city ofexperience
over 100,00(*";
in
Mustin have
a:
program director, pay accordingly. Bo> ,
448J, BROADCASTING.
Male copywriter
with ideas.
an-1
nouncing.
Send samples
work.SomeTexas
Box 462 J, BROADCASTING.
Program director, able to take complete .....
charge of program department in Min-,t
nesota station. Must be aggressive +man
the streets,
Sendshows-!.1'
disc 4
amateur
MC for etc.
be good
Must on
details
and
expected
salary
to
Box ■
476J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Program, production manager
able to handle inside. Previous exING.
e in small
central. Excellentperiencfuture.
Box station
495J, BROADCAST-

Have opening
for tocommercial
writer. Necessary
expand our copystaff.
Prefer man who can handle mike as
need be. Address: Lee Gordon, Manager, KSWI, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
A
Continuity writer needed immediately
Contact Bill McKibben, WACB, Kittanning, Penna.
Wanted at once, woman continuity,
writer. Some experience desired. Op- 4-^
portunity for some air time. Contact
Manager,
Radio Station WCRA, Effingham, Illinois.
Wanted: Reporter to gather and write
local news. Send complete details and
salary town,
requirements
to WJTN, JamesNew York.
Wanted by a large exclusive furniture; :;r
store, a fulltime home decorator whoifc
has the ability of handling one 15 ;:
minute radio program per day which i
would include giving decorator hints, s
etc. The women to work fulltime for!p.
the furniture store. Excellent salary
and other advantages. Please write at
once todusky,
Mr. A. E.Ohio.
Heiser, General
Manager, Radio Station WLEC, San- a
Television
Production-Programming, others I at

Immediate opening in Ohio for tele- I
vision
6 months Send
to year
experiencedirector,
studio shows.
complete
resume, salary desired. Box 464J,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Station manager, eleven years overall
radio experience. Presently employed
midwest station, desires to relocate in
east. Highly successful sales, sales
promotion, business administration and
public relations.
tunity to prove Desires
ability. only
Box oppor497J,
BROADCASTING.
In eighteen months increased gross ten
times with station in 100,000 market.
Ready to pmove
up. radio.
Completely
erienced al phases
Box 67ex-J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
neral manager, 12 years experience;
• ature, sober, highly successful sales
kground. Assume full responsibility,
esire midwest or eastern location.
;alary plus percentage. Box 364J,
IfiOADC ASTING.
•lanager. Nationally recognized for
- e motional and sales record. Mature,
■sponsible businessman whose past
i:_ >c-aks for itself in profits and community respect. Box 468J, BROADCAST-

"-e.

rFfanager-sales manager, available May
pawilrst. Strong on sales and promotional
jiAles. Prefer competitive, medium or
:}rge market, in south or southwest.
to objection to station now operating
red. Box 484J, BROADCASTING.
xperienced general manager, more
»an 11 years metropolitan and small
;irket radio, including management,
-ganization, sales, promotion, produc,-!-on, having come from announcer- ;tor ranks. Successful. Best refernces. Desires to settle permanently
jij.t progressive small market. Box
I6J, BROADCASTING.
i years experience in management,
;lling, programming and announcing,
ober, intelligent and a "right" man
ir the "right" job. Not a cheap man.
ox 515J, BROADCASTING.
Coney making trouble in your station?
lanager of 5000 watt net station will
ike over your station and guarantee
profit for profit sharing plan. Can
jarantee nucleus
of competent,
exerienced
staff. Write
Box 516J,
RO ADC ASTING .
Salesmen
— alesman-engineer, 4 years. South or
Southeast, $75.00 minimum start. Box
:->57J,
BROADCASTING.
ye, ; j
j ttention radio station owners ! Will
jjjljall on advertising agencies in N. Y.
f fee is $10 per hour. Twenty-five
J ears
radioBROADCASTING.
broadcasting experience.
ox 498J,
<8ttf
Announcers
aM[
*fiports wanted year-round. Experiiced football
AA baseball,
basket_!•' all,
and allmidwest
staff. National
-.i"?ency,
recommendations.
itran. 3sponsor
children,
college. Draft Vetex;-npt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
eteran (non reserve) with family
'ants combination job west or south- - est.All Will
graduate
radio school
May
replies
considered.
Box 386J,
RO ADC ASTING.
nnouncer
desiring good location,
.rand new sports program free with
r-J!> i
'srvices. Box 424J, BROADCASTING.
;c nnouncer, age 24, veteran, married,
ne child. Nine years experience, caable of any position in your announc_ _ag staff. Desire to settle in midwest.
-.. ;OX 433J, BROADCASTING.
ffl ' ou're a progressive, disc jockey
Sfiinded
near metropolitan
rea, andstation
need ina or
mikeman
with ideas
- -'ho considers radio more than a job.
s mg,
Emphasis
on producing
audience
entertaining
afternoon
and getnite
ersonality platter shows, plus original
idish program. Presently employed,
iraft exempt. College. Box 434 J,
RO ADC ASTING.
ports man. Limited experience. Wants
roader knowledge. Can do all playy-play and color. Draft exempt. Will
-avel. Box 445 J, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer. Fully experienced all
bases. Wishes to make permanent
ome. Finest references. Box 449J,
■RO ADC ASTING.
.nnouncer-disc jockey, sober, reliable,
Tarried, minimum $75.00. Ten years
11 phases radio. Southern California,
'ew
York area. Box 453J, BROADASTING.
leed a Hooper-upper? Proven radio
ersonality
can doctor
station's
Q. Successful
record ofyour
establishing
stener following that pays off. Built
lOrning spot from 1.4 to 5.7 in thirteen
'eeks
evening
eriod in
frommajor
2. tocity.
5.5 inRaised
two months,
von press-radio poll as "Most popular
^dividual
performer
of allAddress
stations,"Boxin
ity
of over
million.
56J, BROADCASTING.
ombination announcer - engineer. 8
ears experience in all departments,
('refer
location
mid-Atlantic
outheastern.
$75.00in minimum.
Familyor
. ian, best references, steady. Box 458J,
BROADCASTING.
years successful comedy DJ, 400 letters weekly. Top Hooper. Combina"i .ion.
Married,
exempt. Employed.
100. Box
466J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced sportscaster, three years
all majortions,sports,
including
wire recreacommercial
announcing.
Now
employed at station de-emphasizing
sports. Married veteran with excellent
references. Please include salary.
Available on two weeks notice. Box
461J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class ticket desires permanent position with future.
Draft exempt, married, car, primary
interest in announcing, presently employed. Box 469J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, married, draft
exempt, employed, desires position
with future possibilities. Now handling programming, traffic, service, and
some
sales, will relocate. Box 471J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. 21 months experience. Emphasis on announcing.
Good morning man, wants to specialize
in news. Box 475J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 25, presently employed,
topnotch on commercials. 5 years in
expericommercial
3V2Strongyears
radio. ence.
on news.
1 year in farm
service. Mail pull and DJ, worked
live talent. No drifter. Looking for
Married, vet,
opportunity to progress. qualifications.
photo,
exempt.481J, Disc,
Box
BROADCASTING.
-engineer-salesed ofannouncer
Experienc
managing small station,
man capable
married, car, family, salary $375 month.
Box 485 J, BROADCASTING.
er desires posiExperienced sportscast
westand civic minded
tion with sports
d includes proBackgroun
ern station.
Box
emcee.
and
programming
duction,
483J, BROADCASTING.
ExtenSportscaster, all major sports. particion statistics, sports
sive background
pants. Write continuity for own
programs. Some experience. Draft
exempt. Box 488J, BROADCASTING.
Sales backgrad.Draft
collegecopy.
Announcerground,, can write
exempt.
Box 489J,
Disc.
experience.
Limited
BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer, six
months experience with independent,
draft tion
exempt,
man, desire
southwest family
Pennsylvania.
Box posi491J,
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, experience professional.
High type show with wide appeal.
backexcellent
College grad,
ground and versatile,
experience.
Willing to
work
and
reliable.
Box
522J,
BROADC ASTING.
.
One of nation's outstanding disc jockey
personalities seeking change of locale.
Strongartists
points:
Knowledge
records
and
second
to none,ofexcellent
sponsor results, top ad-lib job in
friendly voice, telegenic, 30, married,
draft exempt, 7 years experience. $100
weekly plus talent opportunities. All
major
markets considered. Box 506J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first class license, experienced. 31. Wish emphasize announcing, sales, programming.
East. Box
509 J, BROADCASTING.
Look! Announcer, twenty-six, draft
exempt, single, four years experience,
lVz as PD. Good commercial man,
strong on news and disc shows. Prefer
east or midwest. Programming and
production Box
important.
All replies appreciated.
511J. BROADCASTING.
Excellent background for the past four
years in all phases including sales and
program director post. Ready for move
to larger station
with chance Married,
for advancement in programming.
college. Box 519J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, DJ, good at news, board
work, graduate prominent radio school.
30 years old. Married, conscientious.
Disc upon request. Prefer middle west
or west. Bud Brooks, 6731 V2 Tujunga
Ave., North Hollywood, California.
Announcer, young, draft exempt,
single. Am no hot shot, looking for a
good
Will except
go anywhere.
Allround start.
announcer,
sports. Have
car. 8 years prior radio experience
before Army as juvenile actor. Wally
Douglas, 1555 Unionport Road, Bronx
62, New York, TAlmadge 9-6374.
College tion.trained
man desires
posiAll sportssports
experience,
including
national professional league and big
ten basketball. Also hillbilly deejay.
Will send disc or tape. Married vet.
Age 25. Minimum salary $60. Ward
Goodrich, 441/2 West 26th Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Announcer, continuity writer. Vet, 21,
single, draft exempt. Strong DJ and
commercials. Ready to leave. Johnny
Hunt, 3067 49th Street, Long Island
City, New York, AStoria 4-9038.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Versatile announcer, ambitious. Strong
on commercials, news, sportscasting_.
Some sales. Write continuity. Operate
console. Some experience. Married,
draft
exempt.NewKen York
Sanford,
ton Avenue,
53, N.2035Y. CresAnnouncer:
Attended
"D.M.S.R.A.,"
Hollywood. Board
experienced,
single.
Recording
available.
Leeds Scofield,
Y
o
r
k
.
3340 81st Street, Jackson
Heights, New
Sports-staff announcer looking for playby-play ployedbaseball.
emin Logan, W.AmVa.,presently
where there
is no baseball during season. Contact
Mike Wynn, Box 696, Logan, W. Va.
Technical
Phone
first,
permanent.
Salary, hours
ING^
first contact. Box 361J, BROADCASTGraduate electrical engineer with five
years experience at 5 kw stations is
seeking
a responsible job. 25 years old,
ING^
single,
4-F. Box 394J, BROADCASTChief engineer for nine years, with
considerable installation and development
experience,
desires
positionlaboratory
with medium
or large
market
stationable forhaving
personaltelevision
interviewplans.
or byAvailyour
Washington DCAS
consultant.
Box . 446 J,
BROA
TING
Combination
first class
phoneYork,
license, desiresman,
location
in New
Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Maryland, Virginia. Some technical and
announcing experience. 32 years old,
married and a veteran. Dependable,
conscientious, willing. Available July
1st. Box 463J. BROADCASTING.
Combo man, first phone, presently employed, limited experience, desires
position with future. Married, draft
exempt,
own automobile.
Box 470J.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer:empt. Experienced,
draft Car.
exPrefer New York24,state.
Box 477J, BROADCASTING.
Southwest,
Daughters'
health
makes dry
moveclimates:
desirable.
Sixteen
years broadcast. AM-FM installation,
operation, maintenance. Executive exPermanentJune.
family.
Permanent job?perience.
Available
Box 493J,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, veteran, experienced, first
phone, transmitter, control, remotes,
recording,
some announcing. Box 510J,
BROADCASTING.
Vet with 1st phone. No experience,
but ingplenty
of ambition.
Married, willtravel.
Hank Kusunoki,
96th toStreet,
New
York 25, 67N.West
Y.,
Monument 6-3735.
Production-Programming, others
Female continuity writer, six years radio experience writing punchy, imcopy. Experienced programImingN
and aginative
continuity.
G Seek position in
Texas station. Box .
430J, BROADCASTExperienced, steadily employed program director desires another advancement. Good background in programming, announcing,
and music.
Draftproduction,
exempt. writing
Dollar
proof upon request. Would consider
managerial
position. How's the fishing?
Box 454J, BROADCASTING.
Save this frustrated news editor from
neurosis! Desperately need chance to
advance. Idea man thoroughly experigettingchance
and writing
news
show. enced
Want
at mikelocal
or large
station.
Draft
exempt
vet.
Write
455J, BROADCASTING. Box
Attention: Station reps, Philly or N. Y.
Experienced
hustler available. Box
472J, BROADCASTING.
PD specializing
in commercial
tivenes of programming,
traffic, effeccopy,
announcing,
plus
experienced
supervision of all production departments.
Success record. Excellent references.
CASTING.
Immediate availCollegeability graduate.
or interview. Box 482J, BROAD-

anr, women's
G.
copywrite
IN
Experiencednouncer.
al experiTraffic, secretari
ence. College graduate. New England
preferred. Box 487 J, BROADCASTProgram director-manager of two radio
stations. Experienced in all phases of
broadcasting. Writer, director and
Pronetworks.
for major
promotion
announcer,
manager,
gram director,
Writer-direcwriter for local stations.
Never fired. Prestor for television.
ent employer will recommend highly.
of substanWishtialprogram
exempt.
future. Draft
station with directorship
Box 505J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Program directorship. Not
wanted: Clerical position. Six years
experience. 26 years old. Married.
Draft exempt. Currently announcing
at
exchange
how,ninety
long per.
hours,Willproven
abilityknowand
announcing
strength for good market.
CGood
ASTING.
station, pleasant climate and
warranted salary. Box 517J, BROADProduction-program director or assistant. Desire move to larger station
after successful background in programming, announcing and sales at top
Clocal
ASTING.
in N. J. Married, B. F. A., excellent references. Box 518J, BROADTelevision
Salesmen
University
graduate, successful, but
CASTING.
miserable! Job in TV sales? Ahhh!
Box 467J, BROADCASTING • TELEProduction-Programming, others
TV director. Program or technical, still
and motion
picture'N. background,
lighting experience,
Y. TV training.
Looking for position new midwest station.
Box
452J,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Television playwright, free lancing to
networks, seeks New York position.
Start bottom. Experience includes 53
appearances as a TV actor. Box 465J,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Producer, interested in assuming producer-director duties in a station operation. Agency and other experience
covers three years of activities in television. Best references, married, draft
exempt, resume on request. Box 473J,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Invitation to bid covering moving station WNEL from San Juan to Dorado,
P. R., including engineering, buildings,
directive antenna and proof of performance. For detailed specifications
write Box 499J, BROADCASTING.
Stations
Regional network midwest metropolitan
market. 1950 profit $11,000. Much
greater potential. All or part for sale.
Reason,
CASTING. health. Box 459J, BROADEquipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Presto PT-900 tape recorder used approximately 5hours. Full price $700.
Box 450J, BROADCASTING.
Collins modernized 300F AM 250 watt
transmitter, one 26C limiting amplifier,
three 7S line amplifiers, one 7-foot
speech cabinet, two WE double jack
strips, one Collins 40DA rack mounting
BROADCASTING.
frequency control unit. Box 474J,
Fairchild turntable diamond stylus and
network. New condition cost $485.
BROADC
ING
Bargain
$250. AST
In trunk.
Box. 514J,
Two RCA 73B professional recorders,
suction pump, chip collectors. 300
hours use. KFGO, Fargo, North Dakota.
Recently replaced water-cooled 5 kw
WesternifiedElectric
one modcompletely transmitters,
for AC rectifiers,
1st
class condition $10,000.00. Other partly
modified for AC rectifiers some meters
tana.
lost $6,000.00. KGVO, Missoula, MonUsed RCA 250-A BTF transmitter modified to 1950 specifications with comof spare
in first
class
shape.plete setMake
us tubes
an offer.
WDAR,
Savannah, Georgia.
Very scarce, munications
brandProductsnew
2700 ft.#91-501
ComCompany
7/8
72
ohm
Seal
-O
-Flange
transmission
line. Will
sell at S. cost.
F. O. B.,
WESC.
Greenville,
C.
For sale — Raytheon 1 kw transmitter,
three years old. Will be available in
near future. For details, write Manager, WKBZ. Muskegon, Michigan.
For sale,
Crouse-Hinds.
30C m/m
beacon. Never
used. Make
an offer.
WONN, Lakeland, Florida.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Experienced manager desires to purchase or invest in to personally manage a radio station. Write Box 184J,
BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Equipment etc.
Wanted in good condition: General Radio 1170- A FM frequency monitor;
Esterline-Angus one milliampere recording meter, preferably with Telechron motor. Box 296J, BROADCASTING.
Will buy 5 kw, 1 kw and 250 watt transmitter. Same must withstand engineering inspection. Give all in first
letter. Box 478 J, BROADCASTING.
1 or 2 Magnecorder
recorder's
complete,
or mechanismtapeonly.
State
condition and price. Box 490J, BROADCASTING.
Will buy good console for 250 watt
Collins transmitter. KWBW, Hutchinson, Kansas.
Wanted — 5 kw AM transmitter. Send
description and price to Manager,
WKBZ, Muskegon, Michigan.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
REVIVE YOUR ORGANIZATION!
Experienced radio consultant can increase your sales, cut down your
overhead efficiently and put new
enthusiasm in your staff. Past relations have been very successful. This
consultant experienced sales, sales
promotion, business administration
and public relations. Write successful
consultants.
Box 520J, BROADCASTING
28-year-old,
veteran,
completing
fourth year asmarried
assistant
generalnowmanager
and
program director of small market, independent
AM-FM
station.
Previous
experience
includes
some network announcing and special events,
plus continuity, production, news, special events,
in metropolitan market stations. Completely
familiar with all phases of station manageengineering
and sales,
virtuement,
of tenincluding
years
experience.
READYbyPRICE
TO
MANAGE
YOUR
STATION
AT YOUR
—INCREASES.
WITH RESULTSAvailable
TO DETERMINE
LATER
two weeks notice.
Box 521.1. BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment etc.
Available — for immediate shipment— '
and used Wincharger guyed towI newers— will
sell erected — can supply
ground
lowing. wire. Contact one of the folWarren
Main8-4800.
St.. Evanston,
Illinois. Cozzens.
Phone: 720Davis
Henry Geist, 60 East 42nd St.. New York
17. Phone: Murray Hill 7-1550.
W. E. Taylor. Signal Mountain
\Chattanooga,
Tenn. Phone: 88-2428,

*"eome
Annou"ce - °'e"
writing'"•«'.»«■
.
>'08ToT * p,o<Juc».o«<.
A anno-"""?'.
c
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Heavy Displays
(Continued from page 23)
and a bone flute, carved from the
shin bone of a deer.
The entire display was fronted
by pillar decorations of blonde oak,
in which were planted live white
gladioli.
Federal Telecommunications
Labs introduced a new television
transmitter console, incorporating
the innovation of a simultaneous
switch for audio and video. It provides for four different audio inputs so that a microphone, turntables and remote unit can be used
in combination.
Other products of interest to
telecasters were the flying spot
scanners, designed to convert slide
information to a video signal suitable for broadcasting. They reportedly produce "composite picture signals in accordance with
RTMA standards from subject material on 2 by 2-inch slides." Also
shown were a television picture
monitor, a synchronizing generator
and sound channel equipment and
a TV UHF radio relay link.
General Electric
General Electric Co. showed a
5 kw low-channel, air-cooled television transmitter, displayed under
operating conditions on the convention floor, which channeled
power into a dummy load which
was not radiated. A 5 kw ultrahigh frequency transmitter, offering more than 100 kw effective
radiated power, was a portion of
the new transmission and antenna
developments of the company. Its
helical antenna provides more than
a 20-to-l effective power gain,
company spokesmen said. The
Klyston tube, used with this assembly, was displayed with a helical antenna, a four-bay unit.
General Electric has re-designed
its studio camera, incorporating a
new lens chain, which will fit on
any standard camera dolly. Special effects can be achieved in a
new montage amplifier, which does
vertical, horizontal and wedge
wipes or montages on the TV
screen. GE also introduced a new
monoscope camera unit, which fixes
the test signal pattern. The model
was re-designed from the former
unit.
Kleigl Bros., Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., demonstrated
a complete TV lighting unit, which
enabled engineers to study various
types of flood and spotlights, accessories, wiring systems and a
dimmer control board. Lighting
arrangements were checked by
means of a complete camera chain.
The main feature of the Gates
Radio Co. display was a single
large model, No. BC-5B, described
as "the world's outstanding 5 kw
transmitter." The standard AM 10
kw broadcast transmitter was
shown, featuring heavy duty external power and modulation components with "a new type of sealed
construction." Also exhibited was
a matching cabinet of phasing

equipment. The company circulated color brochures on remote
amplifier equipment, speech input
equipment, broadcast transmitters,
accessories and parts and communications radio transmitters.
SESAC,
with the
theme
ing is believing;
listen
and "Hearjudge
for yourself," explained details of
its enlarged library, which totals
4,000 transcribed selections. Jazz
classics by "The Great Maltby"
were introduced, and SESAC representatives outlined the company's
program service, which includes
1,200 bridges, moods and themes in
more than 200 classifications. The
program guide included program
notes and classified and alphabetical indexes.
SESAC reported that 13 publishers have been added to the
firm's roster during the first three
months of 1951. The company's
library includes American folk
music, barbershop quartets, band
selections, concert pieces, Hawaiian
melodies, novelty tunes, religious
recordings and South American
rhythms. Scripts are provided with
continuity schedules for variety
shows, religious series, special day
programs, concerts, novelties and
children's shows.
Studio and field TV camera
equipment was shown by General
Precision Lab, and included these
features: Remote control of the
iris, with lens change, focus, pan
and tilt also available; a small,
light camera weighing 80 pounds,
and mechanical design permitting
maintenance accessibility. A field
type synchronizing generator was
complete in a single, portable unit,
mounted in a standard relay rack
for permanent installation if
wanted. Brochures were distributed on the utility television projector, 16mm telecast projectors
and the rapid film processor. In
the processor, film is passed at a
synchronous speed of 36 feet per
minute, with a processing time of
45 seconds from entrance to the
developer to exit from the waxer.
Developer, fix and wash water are
neutralized automatically and can
be discharged into any sewer connection, company representatives
report.
Literature on the entire Andrew
Corp. line was distributed to conventioneers, with pamphlets on accessories for TV cable, specifications for antennas and antenna
parts, cable accessories, specifications on the four-bay multi-V FM
antenna, the % inch diameter
coaxial cable and the phase monitor. Spokesmen also answered
questions about tower lighting
equipment, microwave radiators
and RF inductors.
Allen B. DuMont Labs centered

extra facilities units."
Equipment displayed included a:!
air-cooled 5 kw transmitter, hig '
and low band; a master contrc:
switching
and mixer-line
am'
plifier and unit
an image
orthicon cam
era chain. Products plugged b
the
companytransmitter,
were the the
5 kwacor:
oa'
air-cooled
air-cooled transmitter, the mobil
mount dolly, universal console
linearity bar generator, studio syn
chronizing signal generator, re
ceiver-monitor and power contro
New Walkie-Talkies
Walkie-talkies developed by RCi
panel.
were featured on a wall-board a
the exhibit of the Signal Corps
which showed the entire assembl;
as well as the various parts. Th«
equipment, all newly-made and ei
route to Korea, included radio re
lay and facsimile devices. Vacuun
tubes were shown in a thermionic:
section by Army men on duty'f
Military personnel from the Army
Navy and Air Force were on hanc
at a booth to answer questions regarding radio and television programs and methods. They also
discussed personnel matters regarding enlistment or the draftingof industry workers.
SCBA ELECTIONS
Joscelyn Renamed Pres.
AUSTIN E. JOSCELYN, CBS

Hollywood director of operations, "
has been re-elected president of It
the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., commencing June 1.
Gene W. Lee, general manager,
KFXM San Bernardino, is the new .
vice president, replacing Ernest L. I
Spencer, president and general W
manager,
KVOE
who ~\
retires after
four Santa
years Ana,
in office.
Cliff Gill, general manager, KFMV , .
(FM) Hollywood and the Pacific:;Regional Network was re-elected. >
SCBA secretary-treasurer.
Harry Maizlish, president andsfa
general manager, KFWB Holly- :
wood, replaces William J. Beaton,
vice president and general man- r
ager, KWKW Pasadena, who re- si]:
tires after four years on the SCBA
board of directors. Re-elected to.
the board were Robert O. Reynolds,
vice president and general man- it
ager, KMPC Hollywood; Calvin J. p
Smith, president and general man
ager, KFAC Los Angeles, and Haan !SO]
J. Tyler, manager, KFI-TV Los fej
Angeles.
.
Is.

Richards-Kirby Book
FORTHCOMING book by Bob
Richards, NARTB public affairs
its exhibit on the theme, "Start
director, and Col. Ed Kirby, Army
Small — Grow Bigger." It claims
Radio-TV Chief, will be entitled
"from transmitter to studio, DuMont offers a plan in which the There's Something in the Air.
The book will trace in anecdotal
broadcaster can make a limited
form, the romance of radio and
investment to take the air now and
television — the Fifth Estate. Book
as operations expand be able to will be slanted for popular conexpand his operation by adding
sumption as well as the trade.
BROADCASTING
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promotion was a gift to each visitor, a small bottle of wine with a
'Light7 Exhibitors
(Continued from page 23)
tag introducing "wine, women and
song from California." Capitol's
:t.,pnd will be available for local re- major
display was a series of cards
ease Oct. 1.
tracing organization of its custom
Films were projected on a large library. Under the plan, a broadscreen in one of the three rooms.
caster selects 220 discs when he
k dark blue backdrop was high- subscribes, receives 30 more discs
lighted by sparkling letters spell- each year and can exchange 30
u ing "The future of television pro- yearly, and gets a transcription
cabinet, catalog service, numbered
^.pramming is on film." United's
^fioyal Playhouse, the new name for jackets, new release information,
Fireside Theatre, has been sold in promotion and publicity. These
34 markets since sales rights were
classifications have been set-up in
acquired from Bing Crosby Enterthe listings: Alphabetical, music,
prises.
program and artist. Moods, themes,
EC4 ASSOCIATED PROGRAM
bridges and voice tracks are ini SERVICE visitors were able to see cluded.
iipsalthe complete library of 5,100 selecMUSICOLOR representatives ex^;7tions, in addition to all of the comhibited "the light that dances" on
-Tpany's merchandising
and show five screens and sets. Color filters,
"'materials, program
scripts and electrically operated, flash above a
: sales bulletins. Maurice B. Mitchell, series of irregularly-shaped mir:Hvice president and general manrors, the moving pattern of which
-3-ager, presents late news of sales is reflected on a screen. The de;nd program developments in a
vice, used currently as ballroom
^monthly newsletter, The Needle, backdrops, can be used in black--..and transcribes a sales session for and-white or in color television for
. subscribers each month. His re- station breaks, disc jockey shows,
corded "sales meetings" with sta- commercials or short musical intion managers are outlines of sales
terludes. A slide with a sponsor's
::" fundamentals, facts about retail signature or trade mark can be
; f.elds and selling techniques.
superimposed on the "dancing
'■^ FREDERIC
repre- light." Musicolor has developed a
sentatives W.
centered ZIV
their Co.
promotion
chemically-treated vinyl screen
on Bold Venture, the new Humwhich it reports permits 40% more
phrey Bogart — Lauren Bacall series of the light to pass through than
which was spotted on 400 stations any other screen.
in three months. Other top shows
PRESTO RECORDING CORP.,
in the Ziv lineup are The Menjous,
exhibiting
of equipment,
, Guy
Lombardo
Show, Boston introduced aa variety
tape drive, mounted
,s?Blackie and the Cisco Kid, all of on a table, with an auxiliary type
which are on more than 300 stalathe used on 16-inch turntables
tions. Wall placards showed disfor
A new 10 %-inch
tribution of sponsor types on the reel playback.
recorder and console has a
:. i various Ziv shows. Shows are sponmounting, with the consored by 108 dairies in 146 markets, different
sole replacing the rack type. A
89 brewers on 463 stations, 214 dei partment stores in 247 markets and recorder, model RC20-24, plays
tape at the rate of one inch per
.238 bakeries on 427 stations.
second, and is used for communicaWORLD BROADCASTING SYStion purposes. It has a fidelity of
-f:TEM mounted a large replica of the from 300 to 3000 mg with telephone
liberty bell for its floor display,
quality. A three-motor drive portbearing the inscription "World
able recorder has two torque motors, one more than is used in most,
ijRings the Bell Again." One-inch
-metal bells, which could be pinned in addition to a capstan motor.
to lapels, were distributed to con- With this piece goes an amplifier,
ventioneers. Both were promotions
also new, which has a single mike
for the main World feature, Free- input and a 10 w audio output.
dom Is Our Business starring RobLANG-WORTH FEATURE
jrLert Montgomery. Each of the four
:4-walls in the room was covered with PROGRAMS introduced four new
promotional displays, including shows, Rhythm Rendezvous with
lists of stations which carry each Ray Anthony and Patti Page, a
is of the World releases. Among these half-hour three-a-week show; The
,are gift occasion jingles, weather, Allan Jones Show, aired half an
hour once weekly; the Sidney Torch
.time and commercial jingles.
Open house was held in a two- 40-piece concert orchestra and 60voice girls' choir, half hour oncem troom suite by KEYSTONE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM during a-week, and the Sunshine Boys, a
quartet of gospel singers, quarterithe entire convention. Prominently
hour across-the board feature.
displayed maps of the U.S. showed
new Lang-Worth recorded
distribution of Keystone's 431 affili- Other
stars are Connie Haines, Juanita
ates. Superimpositions of green
cellophane strips, denoting tele- Hall, Alan Dale, Eugeneie Baird
vision areas, and red for the net- and Russ Case.
work stations illustrated graphiAZRAEL ADVERTISING
cally how the chain supplements
AGENCY told station men about
video coverage.
its Lucky Social Security Number
CAPITOL RECORDS suggested
and Vets' Bonus shows, both of
that broadcasters "add zest to your which offer $100 every hour to per'programming and sales with
sons whose social security numbers
Sparkling Capitol transcribed
and dog tag numbers, respectively,
music," available in the custom
(Continued on page 106)
library service. Pointing up the
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KEYSTONE Broadcasting System personnel on hand to outline activities of
the network included (I to r): Standing, Naylor Rogers, Joe Bayer, E. R.
Peterson and Noel Rhys; seated, Wyn Spangenberg, Sidney Wolf and Mrs.
Naylor Rogers.
CAPITOL RECORDS salesmen are pleased about their new custom library.
L to r: Jack Barton, Clifford Ogden, Al King and Wallace Cochran.

GUESTS at the General Precision Labs exhibit are greeted by (I to r)
L. Garbowitz, E. A. Hungerford, Blair Foulds and N. M. Marshall.

TAPE RECORDER which passes tape
one inch per second was shown in the
suite of Presto Recording Corp., as
demonstrated by John Stramptfer (I)
and Tom Aldrich.
LAYOUT of Snader Telescriptions
stars was organized by company salesmen, including (I to r) Ray Wellpot,
Robert Hanna and Reuben Kaufman.

COLUMBIA TRANSCRIPTIONS Salesmen Gerard Ellis (I) of Chicago and
Robert Clarkson of New York compare business notes during a breather
at the convention.
AMPEX ELECTRIC Corp. representatives at the NARTB display included
(I to r) E. G. Swanson, Russ Hudson
and Bill Hazlett.

'Light7 Exhibitors
(Continued from page 105)
are broadcast. Broadcasters were
issued a bonus card with a three
series figure on it. If the number
corresponded with that posted in
the Azrael headquarters at any
hour of the day, the card holder
won $100 cash.
SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
offered visiting conventioneers a
free picture with Songstress Peggy
Lee, one of the company's TV film
stars. Guests posed with a lifesize cardboard cut-out of Miss Lee.
Films produced by Snader were
auditioned on a large screen. The
company will shoot all films in color
starting next fall, but will continue
circulating black-and-white prints
until there is a demand for color
prints. At that time, company
spokesmen say they will be able
to deliver color prints within 48
hours of the order.
Photographs of WINCH ARGER
tower installations were incorpointo the company's
radio ratedtowers.
Pictures display
includedof
shots of a model tower manufactured by the company and tower
lighting equipment.
COLLINS RADIO Co. debuted
its 250 w AM transmitter, Model
300J, which has simplified circuits,
high-gain tetrode tubes, new crystal and oscillator design and low
initial and maintenance costs, company reports. It also showed studio
consoles, speech amplifiers, remote
equipment and accessories.
Displays of BROADCAST ADVERTISING BUREAU sales promotion pieces were seen by visitors
to the BAB suite. Staff members
consulted with station men on sales
and merchandising problems.
BRUCE EELLS & ASSOC. outlined features of its library of
4,000 quarter-hour shows. A wallpanel framed in red publicized each
of more than 40 program series
available on a pressing-plus-cost
basis. Purpose of the exhibit was
to sell stations the idea of a semipermanent dramatic program library.
MAGNECORD Inc. showed an
extensive line of high-fidelity tape
recorders. Three series were featured— PT 6, light-weight portable
equipment; PT63, which adds three

WLS

separate heads so that tape output
can be monitored as it is made,
and PT7, offering "unit construction and flexibility" as well as a
timing device designed to eliminate
program timing errors.
More than 2,500 spot announcements were part of the HARRY S.
GOODMAN PRODUCTIONS display. Its new spot library will be
sold exclusively to one station in
each city on a yearly lease. The
library includes weather, safety
and musical announcements, as well
as special items. Television spots
for specialized firms, such as
banks, breweries and fur sales concerns, were auditioned.
AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTS Corp. and AMPEX ELECTRIC Co. demonstrated Ampex
tape recorders, Telefex and Telejector equipment for television
production and associated Audio
and Video products. Among these
were loud-speakers, microphones,
amplifiers.
Other fifth floor exhibitors were
Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.
and SESAC (see heavy exhibit
story), and Standard Rate and
Data.
Sports Session
(Continued from page 26)
testing that shows what has been
Referring to a test study conducted for Atlantic Refining Co.
hedone."
said it was found that localized
spots promoting local minor league
teams and players can make spot
commercials 10% to 15% more effective in helping attendance.
Figures compiled by his son,
Jerry Jordan, who has done extensive research work in the sports
field, were quoted by Mr. Jordan to
show that baseball games will be
available to more than 9071 of the
population this year; average daytime ratings run between 10 and
15, about half the afternoon audience; some 5,000 local and national
advertisers use the medium to
help sell their products, with more
than
used year;
Mutual's
Game 3,000
of thehaving
Day last
for
advertisers and agencies it is one
of the most productive ready-made
programs in the industry; for organized baseball it can mean added
security and stability and if the

St*M

(see inside front cover)
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job is done well the clubs can be
helped in building up gate receipts
in the 50th anniversary year of
minor league baseball.
The goal this year is for every
local club to draw an attendance
equal to the total population in its
area, he declared.
Barton R. McLendon, chairman
of the board, Liberty Broadcasting
System, told the clinic the network
has been bringing baseball to the
nation
years.
"We'vetoo had
difficult three
struggle,
without
mucha
assistance from broadcasters themselves," he said. "Baseball, the
American game, belongs to the
people. They're entitled to hear
C. McEvoy, radio-TV directheL.games."
tor of the American League, recalled some of the clubs were violently opposed to broadcasts at
one time but found they were mistaken. The same reaction has developed toward TV, he said, but
predicted this opposition may be
dispelled. "Radio is an immense
help to baseball when properly
conducted," he added.
Frank Slocum of the National
League, claiming the box office is
the league's thermometer, hoped
radio would help baseball fill the
parks. He slipped in a tart reference to an unstate New York situation where one station carries
home games of the local club and
another carries major league
games with the latter encouraging
listeners to stay home. "These
promotion plans are wonderful"
he said. "We will know the answer in the. fall."
Helping Baseball
Dan Halpin of RCA, representing
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., claimed manufacturers are helping baseball and themselves, as well as
easing the football situation, by
cooperating. He said 54 million
radios have been sold to the American public in the last five years.
"Radio still has a big kick in it,"
he said.
Mr. Halpin offered an exhibit
in which the 30-point RTMA plan
to aid baseball this season was illustrated. He disagreed with a statement by Mr. Slocum that the groups
are competitors.
competitors, Wesaying,
not
offer a "We're
photostat of the original. We supplement baseball rather than compete

NARND MEET
Convention Set Nov. 12-14
THE NATIONAL Assn. of Radio
News Directors will hold its next
convention in Chicago Nov. 12-14,
at the Sherman Hotel, it was announced last Monday by the board
of directors at the conclusion of
a two-day meeting.
Among other actions of the board
was approval of a committee on
Freedom of Information and another committee on Newspaper Affiliates. Orrin Melton, KSOO Sioux
Falls, was appointed to the board
in place of Bill Warrick, formerly
with WJOB Hammond, Ind., and
now with WCCO Minneapolis. Bill
Ray, NBC Chicago, was named
to the board to replace Ron Cochran, formerly with WCOP Boston,
now with CBS in Washington.
Jim Bormann, WMT Cedar
Rapids, NARND first vice president, was named program chairman for the convention. The convention agenda is expected to include a discussion of standards
for radio news men, of the present
crisis on world freedom of information and of the growth of television news coverage.
New members of committees appointed included Jim Bridges,
WSB-TV Atlanta, to the television
committee, and Jack Shelly WHO
Des Moines, named chairman of
the committee on resolutions.
Chairman of the Newspaper Affiliates committee is John Eure,
news director at WDBJ Roanoke,
Va., owned by the Roanoke Times
World Corp. Liaison man between
the committee and the NARND
board of directors is Bruce Barrington of KXOK St. Louis, owned
by the St. Louis Star Times.
said.
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis, small station director, pointed
out that no speaker had said "anything about cooperating with radio." Baseball can use a few more
DiMaggios to help the gate, he
suggested.
If any station broadcasts a game,
all should have the right, according
to Mr. Lindsay.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public affairs director and baseball coordinator, reviewed cooperative
steps taken by radio and baseball
during a series of winter meetings,
hoping fewer and fewer restrictions will develop. "We voiced the
hope that charges for rights will

Matt Brescia, radio-TV coordinator of NAPBL, said radio and TV
with it."
have responded enthusiastically
with network and station salutes
and a wide variety of promotional
material built around National
a question-answer session debe Inreduced."
Baseball Week. He urged stations
tailed radio - baseball situations
to go back home and promote minor
were discussed. Frank U. Fletcher,
league games.
WARL Arlington, Va. NARTB FM
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland,
director, questioned the right of
NARTB District 15 director, said clubs to have rate differentials for
broadcast of games in major league
charges for broadcast rights sometimes climb to unprecedented
towns. Mr. McEvoy said each club
heights. This campaign will give makes its own deals. Bill Clark,
radio a chance to show its real im- KFSG Joplin, Mo; Fred Palmer,
petus, he contended, adding that raand other broaddio can follow newspapers in the WOL Washington,
casters joined the discussion. Mr.
editorial support given to the Palmer said he hoped it would not
sport. "I hope we can show that ra- be necessary for the government
dio advertising also can help," he to step in.
BROADCASTING
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Justin Miller

High Advertising Level
(Continued from page 17)

(Continued from page 20)
interesting
of NAETB
acvities comesphase"
in our
interrelated
(bntacts with other trade groups
r.d associations. And in this conSection he advised Mr. Fellows to
rjrk with them as he should with
iembers of XARTB. "Work in
lose harmony as far as you can,
nd at arm's length otherwise," he
kid.
|lgAsfrom
an aexample
of "quick
shiftharmonious
relationship
b a conflicting one," Judge Miller
r.ed the tripartite organization of
roadcast Measurement Bureau.
The NAB, the American Assn. of
-dvertising Agencies and the Assn.
t National Advertisers worked coperatively in organizing BMB (al-_ough only the broadcasters footd the bills). Now, however, an
end of the former entente" has
:>me.
Among the former partners of
ae broadcasters there has grown a
conspiratorial combination to ef?et, by means of a boycott, an
ldustry-wide reduction in radio adertising rates, based upon the fanastic assumption that TV has relaced radio as an advertising meium." (For more of Judge Mill's remarks on radio rate cutting,
=e story, page 15).
Look for Sock in Jaw
"Well, Mr. President - elect,"
udge Miller said to Mr. Fellows,
here is an example of the fact
aat you must wear — one day — the
at of an amiable, highly cooperave friend and fellow-worker; and
he next, be prepared to have your
at knocked off by a vicious right
ab to your trade association jaw."
The difficulties that Judge Miller
redicted Mr. Fellows would enounter in his new job were, he
aid, really "minor irritants, like
ives or athlete's foot." Actually,
aid Judge Miller, the NARTB is
strong" and "healthy."
Within it are "plenty of members
?ho never rush to the press with
opes of creating conflict, but intead write encouragingly to comlend you for work done and to
ffer wise counsel and help."
In his first appearance as presient of NAETB, Mr. Fellows exLained that he was not scheduled
o take office until June 4 and that
advance of that he felt it imroper to make a long speech conaining "premature promises."
He said he felt he was taking of-

lie's confidence and acceptance of advertising.
4. That there is something sinister
tising.
and improper in institutional adver-

CBS AFFILIATES thought of asking
Vice President Herbert Akerberg (I),
for a $500 rebate on the $5,000
worth of bonds they gave him as a
wedding present after the announcement of the network AM rate cut was
made. Mr. Akerberg, who heads station relations, received the bonds
from Kenyon Brown, president of
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., during the
NARTB convention in Chicago last
week. He married the former Dorothy
Doyle of New Orleans on March 3.
Each donation by a CBS affiliate was
accompanied by a personal letter.

fice under "favorable circumstances." To begin with, he pointed out that he had two decades of
experience "at the operating level"
of broadcasting and hence came to
his new position "without illusions."
Further, he said, he had made no
"pre-election promises" before accepting the job.
He said he was gratified by
"spontaneous expressions of confidence" he had received from many
NARTB members.
Mr. Fellows said that he was convinced of the soundness of the new
NARTB structure, in bringing the
two broadcast media into one association.
The opening session of the convention was under the chairmanship of Eugene Thomas, director of
television operations, WOR-TV
New York, and chairman of the
1951 NARTB convention committee.
Mr. Thomas also introduced a
slide film presentation, "The New
NARTB," which describes the organization and purposes of the
association.
Representing the FCC at the
opening session was FCC Vice
Chairman Paul A. Walker, who, in
brief remarks, said that "you broadcasters have a much greater responsibility than ours."
"The law gives it to us to license
broadcasts, but it leaves it to you
as to how broadcasting should be
:
-with
on
Stati
E.
The LITTL
done," he said.
A U.S. Army and Air Force ReWALLOP.'! !
ae fciG
"
Trr
cruiting Service citation, honoring
broadcasters for their assistance in
the voluntary enlistment program,
was presented to the NARTB by Lt.
Col. Donald J. Wilkins of Chicago,
director of recruiting advertising
and publicity.
Col. Wilkins was acting on behalf
of Maj. Gen. T. J. Handy Jr., chief
of the military personnel procurement service division of the Adjutant General's Office.
ROADCASTING
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5. That advertising people generally have failed to get their own professional messages across to vital
policy makers.
Mr. Hardy said he had found
that Congressional criticism of advertising as a "luxury" and "economic waste" stems largely from
legislators with un-business backgrounds. Further, he said, the
drafting of Congressional reports
and bills is done to a great extent
by staff members "who are rarely,
if ever, exposed to practical operations and still more infrequently
to the point of view of you people
who are active in advertising manCiting the Joint Committee on
agement."
the Economic Report's recommendation for a 20 to 25% tax on advertising as an example, he noted
that no member of the committee
issued a dissent. "It looks like we
need to reappraise our Congressional ramparts," Mr. Hardy said.
Must Take Initiative
He also recommended that advertising spokesmen take the initiative
functions in explaining
and strongadvertising's
points to
legislators who want to know.
Further, he said, "a simple follow-through on public service
projects and skilled selling campaigns to make sure that the meaning of these projects and campaigns is fully understood by
policymakers would pay rich diviFred B. Manchee, BBDO executive vice president, outlined the
dends."
various TV rating services at
Thursday's closed session. He also
presented the recommendations of
the Special Test Survey Committee, of which he was a member, and
said that in polling 12 leading
agencies he had found 8 in favor
of the recommendations, 3 opposed, and 1 not in a position to
answer.
He said he did not consider the
report a panacea, but he regarded
the recommendations as a means
of adding "immeasurably to our
enlightenment," and urged the
AAAA membership to consider it
with that in mind.
Mr. Manchee said that after consulting lawyers he feared that if
advertisers, agencies, and the owners of media should agree to use
just one audience rating service,
they or the service they selected
might
of-tradebecome
action.involved in res-traintIn a Friday speech, William R.
Baker Jr., of Benton & Bowles,
reviewed the activities of the Advertising Council and the campaigns it is conducting viar radio,
TV, and other media on behalf of
government and private agencies.
Fifty national advertisers have

joined the Television Allocation
Plan since it was set up four
months ago on the pattern of the
radio plan, he reported, "and more
are joining voluntarily every
Dr. Ernest Dichter, psychological consultant, emphasized in a
Friday speech that customers want
to be treated as individuals rather
than
as a mass market, while Sydweek."
ney H. Giellerup, of Marschalk &
Pratt, New York, presented success stories in the AAAA examinations for prospective advertising
agency
scheduledpersonnel
Saturday. in an address
George C. Reeves, of "Interchange on Objectionable Advertising," in another speech slated
for Saturday, pointing out that
203 complaints
about advertisements had been received
since last
June and that these were sifted
down to 79 cases which have been
taken upcerned.with
the agencies
Mr. Reeves
said 187 conout
of 478 AAAA member offices are
participating in the interchange,
in
fices.addition to 127 non-member ofIn the convention windup speech,
scheduled for delivery at the Saturday luncheon, retiring chairman,
Fairfax M. Cone, emphasized the
advertising agencies' role in guiding public opinion "Cynicism is
epidemic
in the
he must
said,
"and
we who
are land,"
articulate
help
stamp H.
it out."
Sen.to Paul
Douglas (D-Ill.)
delivered an off-the-record address
at the annual dinner Friday night.

helps business
manufacture more
customers at low cost.
Your advertising in
Printers' Ink tells
the leadingUJ^jJof

advertising how

MjjllMM'liI can
help them manufacture more customers
inpfflllTffliEWat low cost.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 101)
Decisions Cont.:
Granted license for new TV pickup
KA-7611; cond.
ABC Inc., New York — Granted extension of authority to transmit programs to CFCF and CBL and Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation for period
beginning
June 2 and ending June 2,
1952.
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.— Granted
license for new TV station; ERP 18.7
kw vis. 9.3 kw aur.; ant. 308 ft.
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C. — Granted license for new TV station and
request to change studio location; ERP
1.67 kw vis. 0.835 kw aur.; ant. 470 ft.
Philco Corp.. Area, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Granted license for new experimental
TV station KG2XCW.
Me. — Granted
CP
toWLAM
install Lewiston,
a new trans,
as an aux.
trans, at present location of main trans,
on 1470 kc 250 w employing DA-1 for
aux. purposes only.
Sweetwater,
Tex. — Granted
CPKXOX
to install
a new trans.
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, UtahGranted mod. CP for extension of completion date to 5-15-51.
W K Z O - T V Kalamazoo, Mich. —
Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date toSt. 10-24-51.
WMIN-FM
Paul, Minn.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 6-18-51; cond.
April 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WCTT Corbin, Ky.— Mod. CP authorizingtensionchange
in frequency
of completion
date.etc. for exAM— 1430 kc
Oak Ridge,
CPAirfor Mart
new Corp.,
AM station
on 1450 Tenn.
kc 250—
w unl. AMENDED to change from 1450
kc
to 1430 kc 1 kw D and change type
trans.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license; WWWF
submitted); WWOLFayette,
Buffalo,Ala.N. (reY.
(aux.); KTAT Frederick, Okla.; WRFW
Eau Claire, Wis. (resubmitted).
Cancellation of CP
WAAF C h i c a g o — CP authorizing
change
CELLED. in hours operation etc., CANApril 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP to Replace CP
WNDI Montevallo, Ala.— CP to replace CP new AM station on 730 kc
250 w D.
License for CP
KIDO Boise, Idaho— License for CP
to change frequency, power etc.
KUBC Montrose, Col. — License for
CP to change frequency, power etc.
(FM)FM Fresno,
forKRFM
CP new
station. Calif.— License
Application Amended
Wilmington Bcstg. Service, Wilmingnew AMENDED
AM station onto
1400 ton,kcN. C—250CP wforunl.
change name of applicant to Jack Siegal, Robert E. Wasdon, Joseph B. Matthews and William Manrov d/b as
Wilmington Bcstg. Service.
AM— 1540 kc
KCUL Ft. Worth, Tex.— Mod. license

FOR
WCKY
See
ON

r

SUMMARY TO APRIL 19
S^COtff
J?OX
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
136
266
137
2,233
2,240
AM Stations
FM Stations
658
520
153
*1
13
4
TV Stations
107
71
38
398
171
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KSJV Sanger, Calif, changed from KSGN (Radio Sanger
Co., 900 kc, 1 kw, day) effective Mar. 25; KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo. (Great West
Co., 1370 kc, 1 kw, day); WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis. (Doer County Bcstg. Co.
Inc., 910 kc. 500 w, day); WFUL Fulton, Ky. (Ken-Tenn Best?. Corp., 1270 kc,
1 kw, day); WALK Patchogue, N. Y. (Suffolk Bcstg. Corp., 1370 kc, 500 w, day);
WPAZ Pottstown, Pa. (Pottstown Bcstg. Co., 1370 kc, 1 kw, day); WEKI Henderson, N. C. (Nathan Frank, 1450 kc, 250 w, unlimited); KWTN Crystal City, Tex.
(Winter Garden Bcstg. Co., 1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited); WFMC Goldsboro, N. C.
(Southern Radio & Television Corp., 730 kc, 1 kw, day); KWPM-FM West Plains,
Mo. (Robert F. Neathery, 97.3 mc, 1.15 kw, antenna 130 ft.).
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
KPET Lamesa, Tex. — Announced final
decision adopting initial decision of
Mar. 12, granting application of Lamesa
Bcstg. Co. for modification of license
of KPET to change operation from day
only to unlimited on 690 kc, 250 w.
Decision Apr. 12.
Avalon,
Announced offinal
decision Calif.
granting —application
El Dia
Bcstg. Co. for new AM station at Avalon on 740
kw, day, with
conditions. kc,
Denied10application
of Angeles
Bcstg. Co. for new AM station at
Temple City, Calif, on 760 kc, 250 w,
day. Denied application of Newport
Harbor Bcstg. Co. for new AM station
at Newport Beach, Calif, on 740 kc, 1
kw, day, directional. Decision Apr. 12.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Clovis, N. M. — Initial decision by
Hearing Examiner Jack P. Blume looking toward grant of application of
New-Tex Bcstg. for new AM station at
Clovis on 1240 kc, 100 w, unlimited,
with conditions. Denied application of
North Plains Bcstg. Corp. to change
to increase night power from 1 kw to
5 kw on 1540 kc.
Modification of CP
WIVI St. Croix, V. I.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
KIRO-FM Seattle— Mod. CP new FM
station
for extension of completion
date.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WKID Urbana, 111.; KRKL
Kirkland, Wash. (Resubmitted).
APPLICATION RETURNED
License for CP
KILA Hilo, T. H.— RETURNED apAM station.plication for license to cover CP new
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facilities of KDDD Dumas, Tex. from
800 kc, 250 w, day, to 1240 kc, 250 w,
unlimited. Decision Apr. 17.
WJBK Detroit, Mich. — Initial decision
by Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
looking toward grant of application for
switch in facilities from 1490 kc, 250
w, unlimited, to 1500 kc, 10 kw day,
19.
5 kw night and install new equipment;
engineering conditions. Decision Apr.
WABJ Adrian, Mich. — Initial decision
by Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
looking
grantfromof application
switch intoward
facilities
1500 kc, 250 for
w,
day, to 1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited and
changesuedtransmitter
isinitial decisionlocation.
looking Also
toward
grant of application of WMRN Marion,
Ohio to mount FM antenna on AM
tower and install new ground system;
engineering
conditions. Decisions Apr.
19.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Third Report on TV Allocation — FCC
on petition of NARTB and others exdeadlines forA. filing
of comments tended
to Appendices
B, C and
D of
third report from April 23 to May 7.
Deadline for filing replies and counterproposals to initial comments extended
from May 8 to May 22. Hearing on
Appendices C and D postponed from
May 13.23 to June 11. Orders April 11
and
KLOK
San Jose,
Calif. designating
— Amended order of Mar.
28, 1950
for
hearing application by deleting all
issues therein and substituting therefor
new issues, with KVOO Tulsa, Okla. a
party to the
proceeding.
(KLOK's
application
requests
change from
5 kw,
day only, to 5 kw local sunset, 1 kw
night, on 1170 kc. Order Apr. 16.
KFNF Shenandoah,
— By denied
memorandum opinion andIowaorder
petition seeking to set aside action of
Jan. 10 which enlarged issues, in proupon KFNF
application
et al.
to move ceedings
station
to Lincoln,
Neb.,
to
determineandoah andcomparative
needs
of
ShenLincoln. (Comrs. Hyde and
Jones dissented.) Order Apr. 12.
WBAB Atlantic
J.— By denied
memorandum opinionCity,
and N.order,
petition for hearing on application to
transfer control of Press-Union Pub.
Co. Inc.,
to or
Thein Bethlehems'
Globe
Pub.licensee,
Co. Inc.,
alternative
to treat that application as an application for license and grant same. Order
Apr. 12.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Yuma, Ariz. — Southwestern Bcstg.
Co. Granted 1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited
with sion
engineering
conditions
that operations
will not and
be provibegun
on 1240 kc until KYUM Yuma begins
operating struction
oncost $7,640.
560 kc.Principals
Estimatedinclude
conRobert Henry Armstrong, 80%, partner
in law firm of Armstrong & Spector;
Henry Chester Darwin, 20%, manager
of KCLF Clifton, Ariz. Granted Apr. 11.
Two Rivers, Wis. — Two Rivers Bcstg.
Co. Granted 1590 kc, 500 w, daytime.
Estimated cost $25,000. Principals include William F. Johns Jr., 20%, owner
of 53% interest in WOSH Oshkosh and
general manager of WSHB Stillwater,
Minn.; Jack A. Embs, 60%; and Allen

H.
stationApr.manage
WOSHEmbury,
Oshkosh. 20%,Granted
11.
Mount Airy Bcstrs. Inc., Mount Air^i
N. C— Mt. Airy Bcstrs. Die, 1240 kc
250 w, unlimited. Estimated construe
tion cost $13,100. Principals includ
V3 Owners
Ennis Epperson,
owner
WYVERobert
Wytheville,
Va.; Russe]i
E.
Hiatt,
owner
Hiatt's
Radio
an
Erastus F. Poore, salesman forShop;
Colonia
Granite Co. Granted Apr. 12.
— Camellia
Bcstg
Co.KLFY
Inc.Lafayette,
Granted La.
switch
in facilitie
from 1390 kc, 500 w, day, to 1420 kc,
kw local sunset, 500 w night, direc
tional
Granted night;
Apr. 12.engineering conditions
KMMO Marshall, Mo.— William Court
ney Evans. Granted switch in facili
ties from 500 w to 1 kw on 1300 kc
day only. Granted Apr. 11.
WINR Binghamton, N. Y. — Southeri
Tier Radio Service Inc. Upon petitior
for reconsideration, removed f r o n
docket and granted application foi
switch in facilities from 1490 kc, 250 w
unlimited, to 680 kc, 1 kw local sunset, 500 w nisrht, unlimited, direc
tional. (Comrs. Coy, Walker and Sterling dissented.) Granted Apr. 11.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KWRN Reno, Nev. — Granted assignment of tolicense
RenoforNewspapers Inc.
KenyonfromBrown
$27,500 I.i
Mr. Brown is vice president, genera li
manager and 20% owner KWFT Wich-j
ita Falls, Tex., V3 owner KBYE Oklahoma City andTex.J4 owner
atre, Dallas,
GrantedArcadia
Apr. 12.The- 1
KALT
Atlanta,
Tex.—
Granted
assignment of license from H. H. Wommack
Jr.
and
David
Wommack
d/b
as
Ark- 1
La-Tex Best?. Co. to H. H. Wommack
Jr., David Wommack, and Robert S.{
Bieloh d/b as Ark-La-Tex Bcstg. Co.
Mr. Bieloh, a former employe, pays i
12.
$4,600
for 24% interest. Granted Apr.'|
KXRN Renton, Wash.— Granted ac-1
quisition of negative control Interlake
Bcstg. Corp. by Velva Dickinson FullerJ
through Granted
purchase Apr.
of 1 share
Pattee.
12. from Cecil 1
WQUAment of Moline,
111.—
license from Granted
Moline assignBcstg.
Corp. ingto identical
Quad-City
Bcstg.
Corp.,
havstockholders.
Granted
Apr. 11.
WCOP-AM-FM Boston— Granted assignment of license from Massachusetts
Bcstg. Corp. to parent stockholder.
Cowles Bcstg. Co. for purposes of administrative efficiency and economy.
No money involved. Granted Apr. 11.
WAZL-AM-FM Hazleton, Pa.— Granted assignment of license from Victor
C. Diehm, E. H. Witney, Hilda M. Deisroth,
and Bcstg.
GeorgeCo. M.to Chisnell
as '
Hazleton
Hazleton d/b
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.
Assignee
is
owned
by
same
partners, each owning 25% interest. No money involved. Granted Apr. 11.
KOY
Phoenix and KYMA Yuma,
Ariz.
— Granted
assignment of licenses
from Salt River Valley Bcstg.
Co. to
KOY Bcstg. Co., new firm under same
ownership. Reorganization separates
radio
Grantedfrom
Apr. other
11. business interests.

KODY North Platte, Neb.— Granted 1^
assignment
of licenseE. Dent
to George
Dent
Jr., Townsend
and JohnB. 1 1
Alexander d/b as Radio Station KODY
under new
partnership agreement
equalizing interests at 33^% each. Mr.
nership.
Alexander
paysincreased
each of his
co-partners
$5,100
for his
share
of part- -

WAAM (TV) Baltimore — Granted
consent
to Carliner
substitute andHerman
Cohen j* )(
for
Samuel
his alternate,
Morton L. Silberman, as one of the |
trustees. No money involved. Granted
Apr. 12.
FCC CORRECTION
Springfield.
Mass.— Under
in FCC ROUNDUP,
Apr. FM
16, Grants
School 1 !
Committee of Springfield, Mass. should
have been assigned Ch. 219 (91.7 mc),
BASEBALL
SOUND EFFECT
RECORDS
5 D/F SPEEDY-Q DISCS
ICOVER ALL REQUIREMENTS
*10.or»2.ea.
Order C.OJt. Today While Supply Last*
Charles Michelson, Inc.
15 WEST 47 ST., N.Y. 19 PL 7-0695
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for its non-commercial educajjnal FM station.
NEW-TEX BID
ew Applications . . .
Granted in Initial Decision
AM APPLICATIONS
INITIAL decision to grant a new
Bristol, Pa. — Penn Jersey Bcstg. Co., AM station at Clovis, N. M., and
se}?|90 kc, 250 w, unlimited; estimated
m instruction cost $15,230.15. Contingent
Ia n WBUD Morrisville, Pa. change in to deny bid of KDDD Dumas, Tex.,
i cilities and location. Principals are to improve its facilities was issued
iti
- sident
Mortimer
.. ' >vner
of 3%
in WKDNHendrickson,
Camden, N.91%,J. last Tuesday by FCC. The Clovis
!, :pich will be relinquished if applica- grant would go to New-Tex Broadtion is granted; Vice President Vivian
casting for 100 w fulltime on 1240
njU! Hendrickson, 8%; and Secretary G. kc.
Patton. 1%, attorney and owner of
ln.iutdocr Adv. Inc. Filed Apr. 12.
KDDD's application to change
* iLatrobe, Pa. — Latrobe Bcstrs., 1480 from
250 w daytime on 800 kc to
ktSb, 500 w, day; estimated cost $17,917.
fventy per cent partners are Kenneth
250 w fulltime on 1240 kc was pro,J| Kennekamp. part owner WKRZ Oil
posed to be denied by Hearing Exyjlty, Pa., y2 owner WKBI St. Marys,
Tk. and part owner Radio Corp. of
aminer Jack P. Blume on engineer. )ledo, applicant for AM station in
ing grounds. KDDD was found
)ledo, Ohio; L. Kenneth Harkins,
; )unty Court Judge, Allegheny, Pa.; otherwise qualified and its program
service satisfactory.
' JUis
and assistant
licitorRosenberg,
for City attorney
of Pittsburgh,
Pa.;
New-Tex is a co-partnership of
*ul W. Mahady, attorney and assistit secretary of Newcomer Products
Wallace Simpson and H. S. Boles.
lc, Latrobe; and Henry J. Mahady,
Mr. Boles is general manager of
torney. Filed Apr. 16.
a- Blackwell, Ok!a.— Star Bcstg. Co., KPAN Hereford, Tex. Mr. Simpson
m." "80
250 w, day;
estimated A.costC. is in the tent and awning business
14,870.kc, Principals
are President
wteid. 93%%, contractor; Vice President in Clovis.
inindall L. McCarroll, 3%%, general
anager KMMO
Marshall, Mo.; and
?eretary-treasurer
W. J. Britton,
Mr. Keyes
licensee's obligations
-:!%, Filed
Arkansas
Polytechnic College by
11. them
to
totallingof $37,019.51.
Filed Apr.
aff.
Apr. 16.
JttklEugene, Ore. — Willamette Bcstg.
WMIK
Middlesboro,
Ky.
—
Assignrtjprp., 1400 kc, 250 w, unlimited; estilicense from Tri-State Bcstg.
mated cost $10,350.
Principals are Co. toment ofCumberland
Gap
Bcstg.
Co.
sfiresident Hugh B. Terry, 50%, vice through exchange of stock. The five
r0 resident and general manager of owners
of
Tri-State
are
majority
owniitZ-AM-FM Denver. Col.; and Secers of Cumberland. Transferee assumes
. nner
iary-treasurer
J. ElroyandMcCaw,
50%, all of Tri-State's obligations to five
KRSC Seattle
i-i owner
owners. Filed Apr. 11.
POA Honolulu, KILA Hilo^ T. H.,
KSWS Roswell,
Transfer
interest N.in M.—
McEvoy
Bcstg.of
''YA
San
Francisco,
KELA
Centralia,
, ! ash. and part owner of other
sta- controlling
Co., licensee, through purchase of MauSBftns. Filed Apr. 16.
rice F. McEvoy's 8V> shares for $8,500
"^Opp,
Ala.—
Opp Bcstg.
Co., 860Prinkc, by the licensee corporation which will
kw, day;
estimated
cost $24,250.
hold
shares as treasury stock. Filed
pals are President H. N. Lee, chamber
11.
commerce president; Vice President Apr.
WIRE Enterprise,
Ala.assignment
— RESUB-of
. W. Waters, 1%%, physician; SecreMITTED application for
license. (See FCC ROUNDUP, Apr. 2.)
!<pry
H. E. Donaldson,
owner Director
Cotton
in; Treasurer
H. D. Danley;
KSBW Salinas
Salinas,
Calif Corp.,
.—Transfer
B. Paulk owner Paulk Grocery Co. control
Bcstg.
licensee,of
led Apr. 18.
from Dr. Harry Morgan and W. M.
jK,Monterey,
Calif.— S. A.
Cisler, cost
1490 Oates to John C. Cohan, A. M. Cohen
250 w, unlimited;
estimated
and Albert Seligman through purchase
0,000. Mr. Cisler is % owner WKYW
of 66%%
interest for
$55,000.
Mr.
Coluisville, Ky., y3 owner Williamsburg
hanhenis ais owner
salesman
forAlco
KSBW.
Mr. Coidio Co., Williamsburg, Va. (appliof
Fireworks
&
nt for construction permit new AM
Speciality Co. Mr. Seligman is 1/6
ation), 1/4 owner WXGI Richmond,
owner
and
general
manager
of
Seligis*, a. and WXIW Indianapolis, Ind. Filed man's Dept. Store, Dinuba, Calif. Filed
a spr. 18.
13.
Canton, Miss. — J. Dige Bishop, Mrs. Apr.
WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga. — Acquisition
£ jnnie Dee Davis and James T. Ownby
of control Ben Hill Bcstg. Corp., licensee, through purchase of 350 shares
'b 500
as Madison
Bcstg.
1370
w, day; County
estimated
cost Co.,
$12,397.
Arthur Carpenter Jr. by Otto
r. Bishop and Mr. Ownby, 40% each, from
Griner
for
$50,000. Mr. Griner is presi*e joint owners of % interest in
dent, general manager and part owner
H< CTA-AM-FM
Andalusia, Ala. and of Ocilla Oil and Fertilizer Co., and
« 1 VIM Vicksburg, Miss, and WJXN
¥•> owner G. & M. Speciality Co. Filed
stckson, Miss,
interest
Apr. 13.
^afaula,
Ala. and
Filedy5 Apr.
18. in WULA
WFCI Providence, R. I. — Transfer of
control Pawtucket Bcstg. Co., licensee,
FM APPLICATIONS
from
J. Howard McGrath, executor of
Chapel Hill, N. C.—V. of North Caroestate of Frank F. Crook, deceased, and
la, non-commercial educational FM
as
agent
Howard W. Thornley to
ation on 91.5 mc, 250 w; estimated ProvidenceforJournal
Co. through pur-st $3,486. Filed Apr. 12.
of 70 21
shares
Mr. Crook's
estate chaseand
from(49Mr.fromThornley)
for
TV APPLICATIONS
$175,000 plus or minus changes in net
;Las Vegas, Nev. — Desert Television worth.
Applicant is licensee of WPJB
13 (210-216
3 kw
visual, (FM) Providence
and ofproposes
to in5).,kwCh.aural,
antenna mc),
197 ft.
Estimated
terchange programs
two stations
nstruction cost $152,614.88; first year when transfer
is effected. (See story
>erating cost $60,000; first year rev- this
issue.) Filed Apr. 13.
lue $100,000. Same stockholders own
KIWW San Antonio. Tex.— Transfer
■•plicant
and
Boulder
City
Bcstg.
Co.,
of
control
Good Neighbor Bcstg. Co.,
^ensee of KRAM Las Vegas. Filed licensee, from
Manuel D. Leal to other
pr. 13.
stockholders, Joe Olivares and L. E.
Richards, through sale of 40% interest
TRANSFER REQUESTS
Mr. 40%.
OliAtlanta—8 facilities
Assignment
li- for $30,000.
vares will own After
60%, transfer,
Mr. Richards,
I WSB-TV
nse for Channel
fromof AtFiled Apr. 13.
nta Newspapers Inc. to Broadcasting
WPUV Pulaski, Va.— Transfer of conc. for $525,000. WSB-TV to switch
trol
Bcstg. Mrs.
rorp..Eleanor
licensee,T.
Channel 2, WCON-TV assignment,
from
H. Southwest
R. Imboden,
ider same ownership. WCON-TV to Imboden
and Miss Eleanor T. Imboden
• deleted
See story this to Mason C. Deaver Jr. and Maruma
sue.
Filedafter
Aprilchange.
18.
R. Deaver for $64,746. Mr. Imboden
Yankee Network Inc. — Assignment of retains 1% interest and will be a memlenses of WICC Bridgeport, Conn.,
ber of the board of directors. Mason
ONS Hartford, Conn., WNAC Boston, Deaver is an employe of WPUV. Filed
ass.; WGTR Paxton, Mass., WEAN
Apr.
18.
rovidence, R. I. from The Yankee
etwork Inc. to Thomas S. Lee Enterises Inc. No money involved. Both
inkee Network and Thomas S. Lee WWRL Woodside, N. Y., entered an
iterprises are owned by General Tire agreement effective April 1 with the
Rubber Co. [BROADCASTING • New York Amsterdam News, largest
CLECASTING, Apr. 16].
WMBM Miami Beach, Fla. — Acqui- Negro newspaper in New York metrotion of control Biscayne Bcstg. Co.
politan area, to promote WWRL's
c, licensee, by K. S. Keyes, present
schedule aimed at Neockholder, through purchase of all heavygro program
market.
Provided for are exchange
ock outstanding from nine other
of time for space.
ockholders for $425 plus assumption
RO ADC ASTING
Telecasting

WJBK

CONGRATULATING Steve Wilhelm
(I), Houston advertising executive,
after his broadcast over KXYZ Houston saluting the 1951 Cancer Drive,
are Col. C. P. Simpson (center), head,
Harris County Cancer Society, and
Bob Nolan, writer-producer. My Best
to You, KXYZ public service program, Mon.-Fri., 1 1 :30-l 1 :45 p.m.
Mr. Wilhelm told of how he had to
learn to speak again after his voice
was cancer-ridden. Program later
was rebroadcast over 20 Texas stations.
KIKI DEBUTS
As Honolulu's Sixth Outlet
KIKI, Honolulu's sixth station,
went on the air last Friday, 6 p.m.,
with six hours of salutes from 74
American and foreign stations as
well as from national and local
dignitaries that included Secretary
of Interior Oscar Chapman.
Station operates on 860 kc with
250 w full time. Royal V. (Doc)
Howard, onetime director of engine ring at NAB, is president and
general manager. Program director
is Clair Weidenaar, formerly of
ABC Hollywood.
IT&T

Income

CONSOLIDATED net income of
International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. and subsidiaries for
1950 was $15,557,339, compared
with $4,685,877 for 1949, according
to the organization's annual report.
Sales for 1950 totaled $216,947,177,
compared with a 1949 sales volume
of $201,005,225 and orders on hand
Dec. 31, 1950, were $278 million,
against $202.4 million on the same
date of the previous year.

GRANT
Power Increase Seen
WJBK Detroit, independent outlet licensed to The Fort Industry
Co., would increase from its present 250 w fulltime operation on
1490 kc to 5 kw night and 10 kw
day on 1500 kc under a proposed
decision announced last Thursday
by Simultaneously,
FCC.
the same initial
decision proposed shifting WABJ
Adrian, Mich., from its 250 w daytime only operation on 1500 kc to
250 w fulltime on 1490 kc; and
authorized WMRN Marion, Ohio,
to put in a new vertical antenna,
mount its FM antenna on its AM
tower and install a new ground
system, subject to engineering condition, so as to allow WMRN to
provide a greater service in its
area. No change is made in
WMRN's present 1490 kc, 250 w
unlimited time assignment.
FCC noted that contours
at present
interference-free
do WJBK's
not include 90% of the population of Demetropolitan
area as
required
by the troit's
Standards
of Good
Engineering
Practice; nor docs station provide a
minimum field intensity of from 5
mv/m to 10 mv/m over the most distant residential sections of the city.
Proposedstantial
grantimprovement
wouldin provide
subservice. aAction
was subject to engineering condition.
WJBK
is to from
surveya transmission
possible reradiation effects
line
in the vicinity of the proposed transmitter.
Likewise it was noted that the
WABJ proposed grant would provide Adrian with its first local
nighttime transmission service as
well as give a third primary reception to adjacent rural areas,
at present receiving night primary
service from only WJR Detroit
and WLW Cincinnati.
Similarly, it was pointed out
that WMRN would substantially
increase its service, though increasing bya relatively minor percentage interference to three existing AM stations.
Sterling Talk
ROLE of communications in the
petroleum industry and the part
FCC is playing in its fulfillment
was described last Thursday afternoon by FCC Comr. George E.
Sterling. He spoke at the annual
conference of The Petroleum Industry Electrical Assn., meeting at
the Hotel Adolphus in Dallas, Tex.

Another BM1 'Pin l/p" Hit— Published by Duchess
GOTTA

FIND SOMEBODY
TO LOVE

; Ans: Marian Maye-Coral ^60437
C'
Rec
Ondrew
Sisters-Dec. 27569; Mindy ^
* ord
.
5616
Mer.
20-4119; Roberta Quinlan—
Dick Jurgens-Associated.
On Transcription:
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hassle on proposed resolution to support pa<i
...at

deadline

SR. AND HUDSON
NPA CONSULTANTS
SR., radio station operBITNER
M.
HARRY
ator, and Buell W. Hudson, Woonsocket, R. I.
Call (WWON-AM-FM), Friday named consultants to newspaper section of National Production Authority's Printing & Publishing Division. Mr. Bitner, retired newspaper publisher, operates WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis,
Ind., WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., WEOA
Evansville, Ind.; WFDF Flint, Mich.
Mr. Bitner before retirement in 1945 had been
active in newspaper field for 40 years and in
cause of educational radio for last 15 years.
He was with War Production Board's Printing
& Publishing Div. in last war. Mr. Hudson
has been active in associated radio, and realty
fields, and served as vice president of AP.

PARTS REPLACEMENT PLAN
SUBMITTED BY RTMA AND BBB
RECOMMENDATIONS designed to ease local
replacement parts shortages, to be submitted
to set-makers, distributors, dealers and service
contractors, announced yesterday (Sunday),
by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and Better
Business Bureaus, New York and Washington.
Program approved by RTMA board of directors and bureaus after conference of RTMA
Service Committee and representatives. Both
groups also urged campaign to familiarize
public with set purchasing and servicing factors, and that National Production Authority
provide adequate materials for parts production and replacement and repair of tubes.

BERLE TOPS
TV HOOPER

SOUTHERN broadcasters flew under jinx returning from NARTB Convention. Jack
Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N. C, reluctant to take plane home Friday morning, made
railway reservations when four colleagues outbid him. They all left on American Airlines
Friday morning. Thirty minutes out of Chicago
plane lost one right wing engine; three minutes later they lost second engine on same
wing; returned to Chicago; and group took
Friday afternoon train. Other broadcasters
were Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem;
Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham; Dick Mason,
WPTF Raleigh; Phil Hedrick, WSJS. Thursday evening Capitol flight, carrying broadcasters to Norfolk via Washington and Newport
News, ran off runway and turned on nose while
landing at Newport News. No one injured, but
among those shaken up was Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR Norfolk.

BITNER
NAMED

LATEST

FIRST 15 TV programs, ranked according to
audience in TV Homes only, for first two weeks
of April, released Friday by C. E. Hooper Inc.,
were :
Texaco Star Theatre (Berle) (NBC)
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
Comedy Hour (Bob Hope) (NBC)
Fireside Theatre (NBC)
Jack Benny (CBS)
Philco TV Playhouse (NBC)
Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
Comedy Hour (Eddie Cantor) (NBC)
Your Show of Shows (NBC)
Man Against Crime (CBS)
Cactus Jim (NBC)
Martin Kane (NBC)
Mama (CBS)
Intl. Boxing Club (Williams-Pruden) (CBS)
Lights Out (NBC)
STERLING

SPEAKS

54-3
51.1
49.7
44.1
42.8
39.9
361
36.0
35.0
35.0
34.7
34.6
33.6
33.2
32.6

IN DALLAS

FCC Comr. George E. Sterling spoke on electronics industry Friday at convention of Southwestern Institute of Radio Engineers, in
Dallas. Comr. Sterling told engineers: "If
we could devise a mechanism for taking a long
range view of the radio spectrum . . ., in an
atmosphere which gave weight to the fact that
a most intensive use of radio as it exists today
in 1951 is based on only a half century of
piecemeal development, I frankly feel confident
that we could render a real service to those
who will follow us in the next 100 years."
GF

PROMOTIONS

H. N. STEVENS, sales and advertising manager for General Foods' 40-Fathom brand of
seafoods, to product manager of all seafoods
marketed by Birds Eye Division, and Harold
Luther, 40-Fathom advertising manager, to advertising and promotion director for Birds Eye
and 40-Fathom brands.
ETHRIDGE

REJECTS

POST

MARK ETHRIDGE, publisher of CourierJournal and Louisville Times (WHAS-AM-FMTV), last week turned down Presidential invitation to head up Psychological Strategy
Board of State Dept. Mr. Ethridge formerly served on U. S. Advisory Commission on
Information, resigning last year.
Page 110
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RETURNING

DELEGATES

HEXED

SPECIAL TV A MEETING
SPECIAL session to discuss establishment of
television codes in midwest areas not now organized called by George Heller, national executive secretary of Television Authority. Meeting will take place April 26-27 in Chicago at
Sheraton Hotel. It will be headed by Ray Jones,
who will act as host to group of 25 regional
delegates from cities east of Cleveland, north
and south from Gulf to Canada and west to
Denver.
WWDC
SET DRIVE
CAMPAIGN to sell portable radios to be
launched by WWDC-AM-FM Washington May
30 and continue through July 4, Ben Strouse,
general manager, is informing radio wholesalers and retailers. Drive to comprise spots
on AM and FM (transit radio) at station
breaks and during programs.
STANGE LEAVES WPIX (TV)
FREDRIC STANGE, WPIX (TV) New York,
joins television section of Office of Naval Research, Special Devices Center, Port Washington, N. Y. He will co-produce and direct Navy's
educational program, Drill Call, on WOR-TV
New York, Tuesday, 8-8:30 p.m.

(seereplaced
stories, by
pagedefinite
28), general
disinterest
be
desire for
healthy ma'
e:
animation. Hearings before Senate Foreig
Relations Committee, however, still stymied b!
prolonged discussion of wheat to India issn i
and it's expected more state associations wi
take definite stands before NARBA sessioi
do get underway.
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON (D-Conn.) resohj
tion (story, page 78) may not receive wan
embrace from Senate Foreign & Interstal
Commerce Committee he would desire. Unde
stood Sen. Benton at first drafted resolutic
that would have called for Congressional con \
mission to look at TV channels in light of edi i
cators' demands.
Radio-wise legislators coil
vinced him otherwise.
WILLIAM CHALMERS, former vice pres |
dent in charge of radio and television, Kenyo
& Eckhardt, New York, to Grey Adv., Ne1!
York, in similar capacity.
NEW Democratic-Republican lineup if Demc I
crat is appointed to Senate vacancy caused b
death of Sen. Arthur Vandenberg (R-Mich.
may cause realignment of committee ratio: I
Such reshuffle possibly would mean loss of Sei
Joseph R. McCarthy's (R-Wis.) place on Ser
ate Appropriations Committee where he ha J
had opportunity to- keep watch on funds tj
such State Dept. arms as Voice of Americ£ |
Senate Commerce Committee's ratio in las j
Congress was 8-5, changed this year to 7-6 tj
give GOP more voice, may revert back t j
former.
HERE'S ANSWER to oft-asked NARTB conj
vention question: What resolutions perishei
when parliamentary mix-up halted meeting ii
mid-air ? Resolutions Committee planned t<
propose financial relief from defense authori
ties for small stations if they are expectei
to install expensive equipment for air-raii
alert transmission.
THERE'S 50-50 chance 1952 NARTB conven
tion will be back in Chicago's Stevens Hotel
Board suggested New York but it's considere<
doubtful if any hotel, including Waldorf
Astoria, can hold equipment show. Conven
tion planners fear show would be flop if heh
at separate site.
INDIANA MEETING
GEORGE C. JOHNSON, director of educa
tional radio programs, Indiana U., announce;
annual Conference on Radio in Education wil
be held Aug. 2-3 on university campus ir
Bloomington. This year conference is designee
as workshop and clinic for planning, writing
and producing of radio programs for educational stations and school broadcasts for commercial stations.
GEDALECIA RESIGNS ABC
RESIGNATION of Ben Gedalecia as researcl
manager of ABC, effective May 15, to joir
Dept. of State's overseas information program
announced Friday. Former OWI policy office
chief, Mr. Gedalecia asked to return to government service, Edward Barrett, assistant Secretary of State, said.
TV ANTENNA
SITE
i
CITY of Montreal understood to be selling
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. piece of land or.
Mount Royal for CBC television station al
Montreal. Quebec provincial government recently sanctioned CBC using Mount Royal foi
its TV antenna and transmitter station.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Tradition matures slowly in Virginia.
But ask a Virginian about WTVR, THE SOUTH S
FIRST TELEVISiON STATION and he'll quickly convince
you that tradition needn't be 100 years old.
WTVR, by its third birthday,
has captured the hearts and eyes of Virginians.
In the Old Dominion State
they look to Havens & Martin stations to make history.
The WMBG log is studded with "firsts."
WCOD was Richmond's pioneer FM outlet.
Now after three years of operation, WTVR has over
70,000 set owners and the number continues
to grow . . . over 140 individual accounts are
currently using its facilities.

Tradition:

Three

km

Old

Linked to the whole World by NBC and NBC-TV,
these are your First Stations of Virginia.

WMBG™
WTVR"
WCOD'"

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company

fARKET
..and this POWER is applied
where it counts — in
America's third market — where
Food Store Sales total more

LOWATTS
50,000 watts daytime -10,000
watts nighttime-blanketing
197 Southern California
communities and reaching more

than $1,575,000,000 annually —
rug Store Sales more than
$635,000,000 annually-Total
Retail Sales more than

people — far more people —
than any other independent
radio station in the West.

$5,725,000,000 annually.

IJBLIC SERVICE
..winning audience acceptance
through public service far
beyond the call of duty — official
station for leading civic
groups of Los Angeles — winner
of more honor citations for
Americanism than any other
station in the nation — earning
public confidence in its
commercial messages through
strict adherence to a high
standard advertising code.

0ST
one station covering Southern
California like a networkdoing the work of a combination
of many independent stations
AT A COST OF A SINGLE STATION.
See H-R Representatives, Inc.
(San Francisco, Chicago or
New York), or write direct for
rates and availabilities TODAY.

POTENTIAL DAYTIME AUDIENCE*
5,472,4]]** (50,000 watts)
POTENTIAL NIGHTTIME AUDIENCE*
4,632,710** [10,000 watts)
*Half millivolt area **I950 Census

7IOkc
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H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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TIIEVISIOM

IN

THE

WHAS

TRADITION

Daytime, nighttime, anytime . . . Louisville's favorite
local programs are seen on WHAS-TV.

This

has been proved by the University of Louisville in the most intensive coincidental telephone survey ever conducted here. Over
13,400 calls were made in one week.

Ask your Petry man about
the high-rated local shows
produced especially for
participating sponsors.
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Serving a market of
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SPECIAL Affiliate Committee's report on its
rate talks with networks (story page 23) inspires serious question as to tack which organized promotion of radio may take in future,
and part which networks will play in it. Networks' apparent coolness to further research
causing speculation that overall promotion may
center primarily on local and spot radio. As
yet there has been no agreement with either
networks or station representative firms as to
contributions they will make to joint promotion
of all radio through BAB.
ON STRENGTH of initial launching of Affiliates Committee drive to block radio rate cuts
(story page 23), Committee late last week had
received checks from upwards of hundred stations, with signatures of CBS affiliates reportedly outnumbering those of any other networks.
NBC NOW expected to set up meeting with its
Stations Planning & Advisory Committee,
probably this week, before making statement
on radio rate cuts. When its own rate-reduction plan blew up late last year, NBC promised
to confer with affiliates group before re-instituting it.
WHETHER FCC will thaw promptly UHF portion of TV freeze will depend upon nature of
comments received May 7 on its Third Repox*t
on TV. It's regarded as likely that FCC will
move toward UHF allocations, possibly before
end of year. In VHF area, however, it's
thought competition of applicants for limited
assignments, as well as protests against proposed allocations, will preclude thawing except
in isolated geographical areas where no
trouble exists.
COMPOSITE story on what radio is doing even
in TV markets when measured at point of sale
under methods initiated by Advertising Research Bureau Inc., shortly may be told. One
story, yet unpublicized, involves four TV station market and largest department store in
city. Newspaper ad pulled 23 customers; radio,
55, with same amount of money spent on each.
Only 25.2% of newspaper prospects bought,
while 43.7% of radio prospects made purchases.
DESPITE STRONG support of Chairman
Wayne Coy, doubt exists about promotion of
Assistant General Counsel Harry Plotkin to
coveted post of director of Broadcast Bureau,
soon to be created under FCC's functional realignment. Substantial opposition has developed, it's learned, with prospect another
selection may be made. Name heard frequently
is James E. Barr, veteran engineer, now chief
of Aural Broadcast Section. Post pays in
$11,000-12,000 area — same as general counsel
or chief engineer.
TOP-LEVEL memorial dinner discussed in
NARTB circles Friday, to raise funds for
John J. (Johnny) Gillin Jr. Memorial Fund.
Affair would be held during June board meeting in connection with formal installation of
Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston, as NARTB
president and Judge Justin Miller as board
chairman.
NETWORK affiliates reportedly up in arms
(Continued on page 94.)
Page 4
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Upcoming
April 30: McFarland Bill (S 658) hearings resume.
New House Office Bldg., Washington.
April 30-May 4: Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers 69th Semiannual Convention, Hotel Statler, New York.
May 2-3: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters Annual
Management Meeting, Deshler-Wallick, Columbus.
May 3-4: Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters Annual
Meeting, The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
May 3-6: Ohio State Institute for Education by
Radio-Television, Deshler-Wallick Hotel, Columbus.
(Complete list of Upcomings on page 38)

CANNON MILLS, through N. W. Ayer & Son,
after accepting bids from all networks, signed
with NBC for radio participation on five shows
under Tandem Plan. Shows are Break the
Bank, on May 1, 3, 8, 15; The Big Show April
29, May 26; Sixty-Four Dollar Question, May
13 and 20; Screen Directors' Playhouse, May
3, 10 17, 24 and The Man Called "X", May 11,
18, 25.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co. buying
Sports Reel this summer on NBC-TV.
RADIO SET OUTPUT HIGH
AS TV DROPS AGAIN
PRODUCTION of radio receivers stayed at
high level during third week of April, 349,767
sets coming off production lines, according to
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. (see early story
page 29). Week's total consisted of 158,504
home,
ceivers. 43,676 portable and 147,587 auto reTV output sagged to lowest point since New
Year's holiday week, amounting to 122,489
sets compared to 1951 peak of 190,291 sets in
early March.
Factory sales of radio receiving tubes in
March reached new all-time high of 44,413,146.
Factory shipments of TV receivers to dealers
totaled 1,219,725 in first two months of 1951,
according to county-by-county report issued
Friday (see January shipments page 76).
SAUER PURCHASING
SAUER PRODUCTS (mayonnaise), Richmond, Va., understood to be buying two halfhour WMGM New York radio program packages for placement on 75 southern stations
starting early in May.
CHURCHILL CIRCUIT
ALTHOUGH Winston Churchill can't be present in person to address U. of Pennsylvania
assembly May 8 in Philadelphia, as had been
planned, he still may make that speech by
transoceanic remote control, thanks to the
generosity of MBS. When the leader of the
loyal opposition cancelled his trip, because of
internal conditions, MBS offered to President
Harold Stassen of university four transoceanic
circuits it had tied up between 9 and 10 p.m.
May 8 to enable Mr. Churchill to address the
assembly by radio. The facilities cost $12
per minute.

Business

Briefly

RADIO, TV SPOTS
• Quality Importer:
Inc., New York (Welch's wine), starting spc
radio and TV campaign on varied dates fror.
May 1 to June 1 in major cities in nine state; i
Agency, Al Paul Lefton, New York.
VITAMIN EXTENSION
# Rybutal Vital
mins, Newark, to expand TV schedule now o
WBKB
(TV) Chicago (Cubs baseball) an
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles (Stars). Agencyj
Harry B. Cohen Inc., Chicago.
ADMIRAL RENEWS ® Admiral Corp., Ch
cage- renews sponsorship of Thurs., 8-8:30 p.n j
segment of Stop the Music on ABC-TV, effec i
tive May 3, for 52 weeks. Agency, Erwiij
Wasey & Co., Chicago.
WINE TELECAST # Wine Corp. of Amei
ica, Chicago (Mogen David wine), has bougr I
half -hour period on CBS-TV starting nexj
fall. Non-variety show being selected, to stai j
Sept. 7 or 14, Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. (CT). Agencj
Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
RALEIGH DRIVE ® Brown & Williamso I
Tobacco Co., Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes)
starts national TV spot campaign in Julj
Firm plans to use minimum of 25 markets o
schedule which will continue indefinitely
Agency, Russel M. Seeds, Chicago.
ELGIN SPECIAL © Elgin American Divf
sion, Illinois Watch Case Co., Elgin, 111., will
use heavy one-week concentration of pre'
Mother's Day TV spots in Chicago, New Yorl
and Los Angeles for its entire line of com)
pacts, jewelry and cigarette cases, startin;
Friday. Agency, Russel M. Seeds, Chicago.
GENERAL MILLS, LBS PLANS
GENERAL MILLS ready to buy three mor
shows on Liberty, and looking seriously aN
Liberty Jamboree, morning hour-long featur'
originating in Dallas; Breakfast With Dann\
(O'Neill) and Jim (Ameche) originating ii
Oak Park, Chicago suburb, from WOPA
Liberty affiliate, and new Mickey Roone;
Around the Sports World from Hollywood
quarter-hour on Saturday nights. Firm als<
looking at news commentary by Joseph C
Harsch and William L. Shirer and Liberti
Minstrels, morning strip.
WCBM
NAMES TAYLOR
APPOINTMENT of the O. L. Taylor Co. a!
exclusive national representative was an
nounced Friday by John Elmer, president am
commercial manager of WCBM Baltimore
Station, founded in 1924, operates on 680 k<
with 10 kw day and 5 kw night, and i;
affiliated with MBS.
FREEDLEY JOINS NBC
VINTON FREEDLEY Jr., account executive
of BBDO, New York, to NBC as account ex
ecutive in sales department on following ac
counts: United States Steel, DuPont, DeSoto
Lucky Strike and Pall Mall Cigarettes, Trans
World Airlines and Hormel. Appointment k
effective May 1.
IRONTON, OHIO, GRANT
INITIAL decision by FCC to grant AM sta.
tion at Ironton, Ohio, on 1230 kc, 250 w un
limited to Glacus G. Merrill.
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
Affiliates Urge Unity on Rates
Senate Gets Political Broadcast Bill
On Reason and Emotion — An Editorial
NARTB Units Start New Projects
P&G Top Network Buyer
Peabody Winners
Hill Group Studies FCC Staff Role
Bill Would Give FCC Power on Govt. Frequencies..
Nic-L-Silver's Radio-TV Results
Newspaper Cross Near $500 Million in 1950
Radio Set Demand Soaring
MacArthur Coverage in Chicago, Milwaukee .
TELECASTING

ADDIENCE

(the second

largest in the area)

as

at

a

unit

cost

listener

This is the effective new
Daytime

Radio

way

to buy

Coverage.

WASHINGTON,

D. 0.

METROPOLITAN

NETWORK
nHi\L 780 KC jooo w.

120 KC, 250 W.
BefhesW.da' Md'
FM' 1000
"Uttl
AM' &KC,
1050
CC
WB
1220 KC. 250 Va~
W.
' MdsPring
s,,ver
Y
WPfl
WFAX Fa"s church'
Alexandria, Va.
WPIK 730 KC, 1000 W.
For details, write or phone Jack Koste, Indie Sales,
Inc., national reps., 60 E. 42nd St., NYC — MUrray
Hill 2-4813; or J. Douglas Freeman, commercial
manager, Munsey Bldg., 1329 E St. N.W., Washington, D. C.—STerling 1772.
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TA1SHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Fred Fitzgerald, Associate Editors; Jo Hailey, Makeup Editor;
Tyler ment
Nourse,
Copy Editor;
DaveChristopher,
Berlyn, AssignEditor. STAFF:
Lawrence
John
H. Kearney, Wilson D. McCarthy, John Osbon, Allen
Riley. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Kathryn Ann
Fisher, Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Jean D. Statz,
Keith Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;
Manager;George
Winfield R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer;
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Roger K. Baer, Doris J.
Buschling, Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Motta, Warren
Sheets.
NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertismg Representative ; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building. Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
8181; David Giickman, Vine.
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775;
James
Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
Broadcast
Advertising
and Broadcast
Reporter
in 1933.* was acquired in 1932
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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Common

and

the

sense...

nice

of

Meat

In addition to general inflation all along the

of man-made

line, one reason why meat prices have advanced,

the law of supply and demand.

like others, is that supplies have not increased

has been able successfully to repeal that law
in a free country.

as fast or as much

as the amount

of money

millions of wage earners now have to spend.
They all want more meat . . . much

more.

regulations designed to set aside

Government

price and rationing controls,

no matter how well meant

The common-sense remedy for prices is
stabilized consumer income and an expanded

Nobody ever

or how efficiently

administered, are no guarantee for the future

production of meat, which already is on the

in the fight against inflation. In fact, Washington
stabilization officials have said controls must

way. People should have all the meat they

be temporary; that we should be rid of them

want at prices as low as production costs permit. But to get more meat, livestock production

as quickly as possible. Every control leads to

must be encouraged. This is not an overnight

is the chaos of black markets run by chiselers
and hoodlums. That means less and less meat

job. Nature requires time to grow meat animals to marketable size.
Then, too, farmers and ranchers say livestock
production will be discouraged by continuance
AMERICAN
Headquarters, Chicago

BROADCASTING

•

Telecasting

more.

experience proves that the result

in legitimate channels of trade at a time when
we may need it most for our armed forces and
civilians as well.

MEAT
•

OPA

INSTITUTE

Members throughout the U. S.
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Just to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more than marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRC's
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.
WRC listening is up — way up.
Some very choice availabilities

feature

of the meek

Format for Your Social Reporter is worked out by (I to r) : Announcers
Ruthe Mensing and Bob Southard, Mr. Mackin and Mr. Baker.
By RICHARD M. BAKER
PUBLIC RELATIONS, ANSUL
CHEMICAL CO., MARINETTE, WIS.
FOR YEARS, Joseph D. Mackin,
general manager of WMAM, local
NBC affiliate in Marinette, Wis.,
has been trying to sign up our company as a regular local sponsor.
We had always turned him down
because we couldn't see how a local
radio program would help us. We
were not trying to sell products to
the local community, and we didn't
see what good a radio program
would do.
Six months ago, Mr. Mackin
brought us a novel idea. How about

an institutional program, he asked,
that would perform a public service and also build good will? Specifically, it would be a "social calendar" show — five minutes every day
during the noon hour, the prime listening time in a small town rural
community. The subject matter
would consist entirely of meeting
announcements. Mr. Mackin pointed out it should be daily, for continuity's sake; it should be short
and breezy, or else the subject matter would go flat; and it should
have tight writing and friendly,
(Continued on page 83)

aeon

"GRAND KNIGHT
Wyoming Valley's

OF

THE

TURNTABLE"
l'tE
ir
HitStunes
— Top bands — New
stars are all brought to Pennsylvania's 4th largest marketing
area 1st by our own Bob Bacon.

in spots and programs are keyed
to the listening tastes of the capistrictly

tal city. You see, we know this

business

market, and we know what we
can accomplish for a product.
We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.
The latest American Research
Bureau

report

tells the story.

We'll stand on that!

in WftSHII 161 ON

FIRST

Mr. LINDLEY

£ $.008 Watts • 91
Page 8
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EXPLO
IDLY
bilities ofRING
radio forthea possicoffee
account, Harold Lindley, Southern California manager, HeadleyReed Co. (radio & TV representa-

tive), then account executive with
Buchanan -Thomas Adv. Co.,
Omaha, found himself piloting an
outstanding radio success that
spilled the coffee — then distributed
in three states — over into seven
mid-western states within four

More
listen to
"Bacon people
for Breakfast"
showBob's
on
WERE than any other disc show
in town.

Now in radio (and television)
years.
with both feet, the affable, softspoken account executive-turnedrepresentative reports that within
that time the already healthy advertising budget of Butter Nut
Coffee had almost tripled. The radio appropriation alone was more
than the previous total budget.
From a six weekly schedule of
programs and spot announcements
on six stations in Nebraska, Iowa
and South Dakota, the schedule had
increased to 28 stations in Kansas,
North Dakota, Montana, Minnesota, Wisconsin, parts of Missouri
and Illinois, with accompanying
distribution there. Since those exploratory days, theon firm
(Continued
pagestill80)main-

He makes sweet music for listeners and Money for Advertisers.

There's no "Ham" in this Bacon.

Write or call us for availabilities on
Wyoming Valley's top disc show . . .
"Bacon for Breakjast."

BROADCASTING

It's im

...as

impossible
Bonanza

as

covering

Beeline

California's
with

Are you making a good impression in the Beeline? You should,
because it's a 3 - billion - dollar
market — California's great central valleys plus nearby Reno —
with more people than Los Angeles .. . higher retail sales than
Philadelphia.*
But don't expect to do the job
on outside stations — either Los
Angeles or San Francisco stations. Because Beeliners are independent inlanders who prefer
their own on-the-spot stations.
Make sure, then, that you're

outside

radio

on the five BEELINE stations.
As a combination, they blanket
the entire market. And individually, each covers a major Beeline
trading area. For instance . . .
KWG STOCKTON
Serves 69,000 radio families in
its 2-county radius. Has a BMB
home-city total weekly audience
of 69% daytime, 67% at night.
( And Stockton, according to
Sales Management's recent survey, is the nation's #1 test city
in its population class ! )
'Sales Management's 1950 Copyrighted Survey

AtfClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA
• PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KFBK
KOH
KERN
KWG
Reno (NBC)
Sacramento (ABC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Stockton (ABC)
Fresno (NBC)
50.000 watts 1530 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
250 watts 1230 kc.
5000 watts, day; 1000 watts, night
5000 watts 580 Yc,
630 kc.

?. OADCASTING
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give

"You
said

the

me

a paean*,"

account

executive

(for an a.e. he had a big vocabulary)

"This copy isn't first enough," the a.e. said
"Make it claimier. You know — highest
Hooperated CBS station in the nation — highest income in the you know what — all kinds
of dough in the area — loyalest audience —
you know . . ."
"The hell with that," said the copywriter.
For once a copywriter won an argument.
The ad ran this way:
To a Madison Avenue Time Buyer
With Other Things on His Mind
975 miles west of you on U.S. 30 lies Iowa. Have
you ever seen Iowa corn fields in late June? A New
Englander, enjoying the experience for the first time,
said they looked like "green corduroy." We, with a
radio station to grind, prefer to think of them a short
time later, when the green has turned into golden
buying
all
states.power. Iowa's corn yield is the highest of
Have you ever heard the cry "sue-ee-e" bring ham-onthe-hoof to feeding troughs? In Iowa hog-calling is
a fine art, and its practitioners hang their masterpieces in ever-growing bank accounts. Iowa produces
more pork than any other state.
Another sound that breaks the good clean air of Iowa
is "here chick, chick, here chick." It means spending
money to most Iowa housewives. Poultry sums aren't
chicken feed, either. Iowa is the highest egg-producing
state in the Union; the value of its poultry exceeds
that of any other state.
But you haven't time for more rural symphonies.
Besides, agricultural Iowa is only half the story.
Industrial Iowa accounts for almost half of the state's
$4 billion annual income of individuals. It's a market
worth reaching — and in Eastern Iowa WMT reaches.
Please ask the Katz man for additional data.

5000 WATTS
WMT
CEDAR
RAPIDS
BASIC

600 KC
DAY AND NIGHT

COLUMBIA

NETWORK

'What A.E.'s give me is spelled differently," says the copywriter.
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ROBERT GILLHAM, vice president in charge of television ar
commercial film, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., to Cunningham
Walsh Inc., N. Y., in executive capacity on agency
Liggett & Myers tobacco account and on general bus
ness activities.
WILLIAM K. ZIEGFELD vice president of Foote, Cor
& Belding, Chicago, to Leo Burnett Co., same city, i
vice president and member of plans board. He we
vice president and copy director of Young & Eubicar
Chicago.

Mr. Gillham

H. ROSS POTTER, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. YJ
to William Esty Co., N. Y., as account executive.

WILLIAM
A. CHALMER,
president
charge of radio
and TV, to Kenyon
Grey Adv.& Eckhardt,
Agency, N.N.Y.,Y.,in vice
similar
capacityj'j
[Closed Circuit, April 23].
STUART H. RAE, vice president Le Vally Inc., Chicago, to Price, Roll
inson & Frank, Chicago, as creative director.

is
on all accounts

isingg
handandin
knowledge of mercoutst
O'S
ing
s for start
ED and SHA
idea
hisPIR
new programs are in part responsible for his success in the advertising field.
In September 1946 he opened
the Ed Shapiro Adv. Agency Inc.
in Philadelphia. His office, barely
large enough to accommodate two
people, consisted of himself and
Lee Cohann, who is now production manager. The agency now
has expanded to a
staff of 14, with a
beautiful suite of ofin the Weightman fices
Bldg.
Mr. Shapiro was
born in Baltimore
42 years ago. He
graduatedtimore from
BalCity College
and studied advertising and journalism at Maryland Institute.

spective customers to keep the sil
ver, or buy the entire set.
Mr. Shapiro then became advej
tising and merchandising manage
for Leibman Furniture Co. ii
Philadelphia. When he starte<
with Leibman the firm had on
store. Six years later when Mi 21.
Shapiro left to join the Phila
delphia Record advertising departl;
ment, the Liebman Co. had a chah
of eight stores.

He left the Record to open hi ~
first
that Th>|-:'
hi
own year
agency.
was in business hi,
started The Bi{
bru
Ten. This is a grou]; 8
composed of 10 o:
the largest televi
sion and householc -.
appliance dealer;
serving the Phila 41
delphia area. The?
are all located id
different parts ol SCIij)
the city. Mr. Sha-ijri(
piro directs then
entire advertising

The first real opportunity he had to
prove his ability
came as assistant
program which is or
a cooperative basis
advertising director
under the title of
for Reliable Storage
The Big Ten. The
success of this group
Corp., one of the
SHAPIRO
is due in no small
largest furniture
chains in the country. He promotpart to Mr. Shapiro's interest p
ed a number of new ideas for in- helping them work out their merchandising problems. They all meet
creasing sales. He claims to be the
with him once a week to discuss
first to start newspaper contests
new methods of increasing sales,
for furniture stores in Philadelphia and originated the idea of service problems etc., as well as
advertising. On the 24th of Mayj:;
sending a piece of silverware
(Continued on page 56)
through the mail — inviting proBROADCASTING
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j

f

f

Participating

shows

beat
that

produce

sales

. . .

......
- OIES W. STAPLES, account executive W. Earl Bothwell Inc., Hollywood, named manager Hollywood office Beaumont &
Hohman Inc. He replaces CAMPBELL BEAUMONT,
transferred to Seattle office in same capacity.
FRANK BARTON, FRANK HERMES and WILLIAM
RECH named to board of directors Federal Adv., N. Y.
Mr. Barton was with N. W. Ayer and CBS, before joining Federal Adv. in September 1946. He was elected
director of radio in September 1949. Mr. Hermes
joined Federal in October 1946 and was formerly with
sales staff of Newsweek. He was elected vice president
in charge of media in December 1948. Mr. Rech joined
Chemical Co., as Copy
fromin Vitamin
Mr Staples Federal
Supervisor
1943. HeDiv.,wasVickelected vice president in
»arge of copy in January 1951.

JIM

GIBBONS'
Town

Clock

Monday thru Saturday
6

to

9

A.M.

Jim Gibbons is consistently
voted Washington's most popular local personality!*
Over the years hundreds of
sponsors have reaped the harvest of PROFITS from the program that spends close to
75 hours every month SELLING
Washingtonians! The selling
punch of The Town Clock is the
direct result of the wide popularity of Jim Gibbons — the top
name in Washington radio
and the top name in Washington SALES.
Jim Gibbons knows how to
sell! If you'd like to see some
spontaneous testimonials from
his sponsors, call ABC Spot
Sales.

EORGE ALLISON, media department Young & Rubicam Inc., Hollyood, appointed director of all media for firm's Hollywood office. JULIE
ERRELL, general staff, named Hollywood timebuyer succeeding HAZEL
^PfURUSATHER who transferred to New York traffic department.
OBERT WELTY, general media staff, named media statistician. ROBRT B. OWENS Jr., account executive, transferred from New York to
jency's Hollywood staff.
DNA HOEY, media director Carter Products Inc., N. Y., to media
2partment Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Irs. LAURA K. OMAN, secretary-treasurer J. R. Pershall Co., Chicago,
ected president of Women's Advertising Club of Chicago. Other new
iicers for 1951-52 are JEAN SIMPSON, Leo Burnett, first vice present; JANE FINEGAN, J. R. Pershall Co., treasurer; MARILOU
ONES, Dallas Jones Productions, program chairman; BETTY MORSE,
rice, Robinson & Frank, publicity chairman, and ANNE GASPARD,
. Walter Thompson, vocational chairman.

*Teleguide Magazine Poll winner for past three years!

Rudy

:£ENT GOODMAN, account executive KGIL San Fernando, Calif., has
Mr stablished Kent Goodman Adv. at 1350 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood.
elephone is Hollywood 9-7992. MEL CURTIS, freelance writer, is account executive. Among accounts are Modern Sales Product Co., L. A.
Aquashield — shower deflector) , using filmed spots on three local TV
•J cations; Television Craftsman Corp., L. A. (TV custom built receiver
* ets, parts warranty), sponsoring live TV spots on three local TV stations
m'■r' nd participations in programs on two radio stations.
D. GRAHAM having resigned partnership to form his own agency,
nlirm of Dozier-Graham-Eastman Adv., L. A., now operating as Dozier,
XI clastman & Co.

Gloria

Vallee

Swanson

Monday thru Friday
1:15 to 2 P.M.
One of radio's all-time
favorites, Vallee was
never better than in this
delightful new series of
programs with music,
reminiscences and famous guests. His time
is
your time — for sales
results!

Monday thru Friday
5 to 5:30 P.M.
The most talked about
woman in show business
today tbrings
WMALabout
liseners a program
fabulous places and people— yet a program of
simple charm and allure.
It's another WMAL sales

f^ULIEN FIELD, William Esty & Co., N. Y., to Grey Adv., N. Y., as
^ice president and creative director.
RED L. RYNER, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., named manager
research department.
'LORENCE SMITH, H. B. Humphrey Co., N. Y., to Hewitt, Ogilvy,
ienson & Mather Inc., N. Y., as radio and TV timebuyer.
RICHARD GUERSEY, manager Baltimore office McManus, John
: Adams, to VanSant, Dugdale & Co. Inc., Baltimore, as account executive.
'OM MAGSINO, LeVally Agency, Chicago, to copy staff at McCanna|Si'rickson, Chicago.
pARLE LUDGIN, president of Chicago agency bearing his name, will
jiscuss "Trends in Distribution" at second distribution and advertising
prum sponsored by Chicago Tribune May 7-9 at WGN Chicago studios.
)ther speakers will include HENRY G. LITTLE, executive vice president
lampbell-Ewald; A. E. AVE YARD, executive vice president MacFarlandVveyard; MARION HARPER Jr., president McCann-Erickson; RICHARD
l. GRAVER, vice president Admiral Corp., and A. L. SCAIFE, merhandising manager, traffic appliances General Electric Co.
\ HARLES O. PUFFER, BBDO, Chicago, to Casler, Hempstead & Hanord, Chicago, as vice president in charge of creative department.
Change of address: MARFREE Adv. Corp., N. Y., moves to new offices
t 33 W. 46th St. Marfree Chicago offices to move to Palmolive Bldg.
iter May 1. LARRY PENDLETON & Assoc., L. A., moves to 7046
lollywood Blvd., Hollywood.
Telephone HUdson 2-3205.
• Telecasting
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Call

or Wire

ABC

Spot

Sales

WMAL
WMAL-FM
THE

EVENING

STAR

STATIONS

WASHINGTON, T
D. C.
WMALApril 30, 1951
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SPONSORS

GET
new

"PROMOTION
ON

business

PC&S"'
fancy -Appointments & Spot . . .
JENE SALES Corp., Chicago and New York, for its shampoo perrm
nent wave, buying spots in 41 TV cities as part of mid-May launcl .
ing of $1 million campaign. Radio will be used to supplement vide|
markets, and schedules are expected to be expanded next fall. Agencj
Sherwin Robert Rodgers & Assoc., Chicago. Clark Davis is account e?
ecutive.

WDSU

VAN CAMP SEA FOOD Inc., Terminal Island, Calif. (White Star ,
Chicken of the Sea tuna fish), using one-minute filmed commercials ij
30 metropolitan areas. Agency: Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F.

* Announcements
On

JOHN T. shave
STANLEY
N. Y.
(Stanley's Adv.,
Castilesame
lather
an ]j
brushless
cream),Co.,
names
Posner-Zabin
city,shave
to direc
extensive TV spot advertising, with radio to be used in areas where ther j
is no TV coverage. Twenty-second animated film cartoon used during a
seasonal major sports events on year-round basis. Campaign start
May 13. Present 15 markets to be expanded to 85.
LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIES, S. F. (bread), sponsoring half
hour film, Range Rider, weekly on three more West Coast stations, an
April 26 started film on KNBH(TV) Hollywood. Contract for 52 weeks
Other stations telecasting program are KING-TV Seattle; KFMB-T1
San Diego; KPIX (TV) San Francisco. Agency: Biow Co. Inc., S. F
SEALY MATTRESS Co., N. Y., appoints Getschal & Richards Inc
N. Y., to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.

Scheduled

A Regular Basis To

Promote

Your Program

WHITE ROCK BOTTLING Co., S. F., appoints Russell, Harris & Wood
S. F. Radio and television will be used. Walter Selover is accoun
executive.
BARDAHL OIL Co., St. Louis, has purchased 15-minute segment p:
Cordic & Co. on WWSW Pittsburgh. Company also using spot campaigi
over WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh. Agency: Harold Kirsch Co., St. Louis.
HARRIS, UPHAM & Co., N. Y., through Lewin, Williams & Saylor Inc.
N. Y., will launch TV campaign with one-minute film on KRLD-T\
Dallas May 6. Other markets will be used in near future.
THE SHELL Co. Ltd. (gasoline, lubricants and household products)
Puerto Rico, appoints Publicidad Badillo Inc., San Juan, to handle ad
vertising in Puerto Rico.
FRANK FEHR BREWING Co., Louisville, names McCann-Erickson
Chicago, to handle advertising. Radio and television have been used
Walter C. Krause, vice president, is account executive.
SIXTH ARMY RECRUITING,
intensive campaign early in
U. S. Air Force. The Dink
and approximately 150 other
A/etwotlc • • •

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camel cigarettes), signs new three-year non-exclusive contract with BOB HAWK
star of Mon. night Bob Hawk Shotv on CBS. Mr. Hawk had previous
10-year exclusive contract with Camels.

During every broadcast day, WDSU schedules promotion announcements to increase the audience of its
sponsored programs. Many spots fall within the hours
when WDSU's listening audience is greatest. Another
powerful Promotion "Plus" for our sponsors!

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL'S Green Cross Song Festival on NBC
has been extended four more weeks, through June 16. Thirteen-weel;
series has been broadcast Sun., 2-2:15 p.m. CST, originating in high
schools throughout country.

NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION OFFERS
SO MUCH PROMOTION "PLUS" TO SPONSORS!

• Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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through West-Marquis Inc., S. F., launches
May for enlistments in U. S. Army anc
Templeton show on 45 Don Lee stations
stations will be used.

■Qdjaeople • • •
ROBERT A. GILRUTH, account executive and copywriter LeVally Inc..
Chicago, to Deepfreeze Appliance Div., Motor Products
Corp., Chicago, as advertising and sales promotion
manager.

1
i

EDMUND F. FITZMAURICE appointed manager, and
FRED R. JONES, JOSEPH G. NAGRO and H. DOUG
LAS FLOWERS named associates, of newly-created
Development Planning Dept., General Foods Sales Div..
PAUL E. McGOWAN, general manager, announced
last week. New department will perform research,
analysis and planning for sales management - and
Mr. Gilruth operation.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

-more

to any

It's a fact! In all the rich, fast growing markets of
Northern California, MORE PEOPLE LISTEN — more
often — to KNBC. Week after week, KNBC reaches
50% or more of the radio families in every county
but one in Northern California.
And now, a lot more people — a lot more potential
customers — live in Northern California. The San
Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market, for example, is now the seventh largest market and the
fastest-growing major market in America. In this
big market, the biggest and most loyal audience
belongs to KNBC!
In addition,
KNBC's
transmitter
makes
KNBC50,000
the watt
only Non-Directional
station that can
deliver important plus-markets like Sacramento,
Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa CruzMonterey, the San Joaquin \alley, San Jose-Santa
Clara, Eureka-Humboldt County — all in one big
economical package!

often

other

radio

-to

KNBC

station

PLUS -Market Case History
Napa-Santa Rosa
• Population — 149,147, an increase of 52.9%
from
108.9%1940-1950
• Effective Buying Income — 8186,552.000, up
• Retail Sales —$170,519,000, up 191.6%
• KNBC Audience — Week after week, over 4/5
of the radio families listen regularly to KNBC
What's more KNBC gives you more for less. KNBC
not only gives you the biggest audience in Northern
California. At the same time, KNBC actually costs
you less per person reached. KNBC sales reps will
gladly show you
KNBC delivers
age!)—at LESS
other advertising

how- —
MORE PEOPLE (in one packCOST per thousand — than any
medium in Northern California.

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
San Francisco
50,000 Watts -680 K.C.
Represented by NBC Spot Sales

BROADCASTING
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Two Misses . . .
EDITOR:
. . . Your recent news releases
concerning sponsorship of the Boston Red Sox broadcasts and telecasts in 1951 have been rather
misleading. Actually, the Narragansett Brewing Co., major
league radio sponsor since 1947,
will be sole sponsor of broadcasts
of the Boston Red Sox home and
away games in the states of Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont over
a network of 15 stations, while Atlantic Refining Co. will only share
the broadcasts as co-sponsor in
Rhode Island, Massachusetts and
Connecticut over a hook-up of 13
stations. In addition, Narragansett holds the rights for threequarters of the Red Sox home game
telecasts to be carried by WBZ-TV
and WNAC-TV Boston on an
alternating basis, and WJAR-TV
Providence will carry 59 Red Sox
telecasts for Narragansett and 19
for Atlantic. . . .
John W. Haley
Advertising Manager
Narragansett Brewing Co.
Providence, R. I.

open mike

The Danowitz Advertising
Agency handled all production
(live and film) and placed the
spots. . .
Dan Rubin
Director of Television
Jack Danowitz Adv. Inc.
New York
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:refers
Spot
which
Mr. Rubin
werefigures
suppliedto
to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
by Rorabaugh
Reports. This
tion regrets compounding
the publicaerror.]
. . . And Two Hits
EDITOR:
Bless you for your editorial
(April 16 issue, Page 139), entitled,
"The Congress and TV." Your
statement that "television would
only report the offense — it would
not commit it," is priceless.
I think you have rendered the industry, and perhaps the nation, a
real service.
C. Robert Thompson
General Manager
WBEN-A M-FM- T V Buffalo

EDITOR:
I would like to call your attention
to page 186, Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16, concerning television spot advertisers.
Harold J. Siesel Advertising
Agency is not the agency handling
the Florida Fashions account . . .
on TV.

FIRST

in

EDITOR:
I am sure you will be happy to
know that Broadcasting • Tele-

Georgia's

in

. . .

FIRST
Hooper-Wise
According to the latest Hooper Survey (Dec.
'50-Jan. '51), WRDW is First in the morning with 34.9%; First in the afternoon with
36.5%; First at night with 37.3%. WSDW
has a 35.5% in total rated periods.
Page 14
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I personally feel that if the full
membership were polled, not only
would our innocuous little resolution be passed, but it would be a tit
simple matter to get passage of a

market...

(power)

5000

W

WRDWs powerful 5kw signal dominates the Augusta
market, day and night. We
have figures to prove it.
Or ask Headley-Reed for
complete informaiioni

AUGUSTA

selling

power

More On NARBA
Editor:
In the closing moments of the
NARTB Convention last week, all
resolutions submitted by the Resolutions Committee were passed
except for one [see story, Broadcasting •Telecasting, April 23].
This resolution failed of passage
for lack of a quorum (a point that
was not raised with respect to the
other resolutions). This occurred
after a violent and wholly unprovoked attack upon the resolution
by Mr. Sholis of WHAS Louisville,
who spoke as a representative of
the Clear Channel Group of stations. Since there was pending a
motion to table when roll call revealed the lack of a quorum, the
Resolutions Committee had no op-

FIRST

Georgia's 3rd market is a
buying market. 1950 retail
sales exceeded $110 million.
1951 will be greater because
of the new $600 million A EC
Hydrogen Bomb Facilities
Plant, the Clark's Hill Dam
and Camp Gordon operating
at full capacity.

FIRST

third

casting isstill tops with us. There
are so many items we could comment favorably upon, but time and
space do not permit at this time.
In the April 9 edition the article
"Radio Still Dwarfs TV" has been
of inestimable value to us. . . .
H. E. Fast
Manager
WKRC Cincinnati
* * *

portunity to offer any discussiori
neither
Sholis. did anyone else except Mi1
I would appreciate the use o
your column to say some of th<
things
I had no opportunity to voic<
at the meeting
THE PROPOSED RESOLUTION
TAKES COGNIZANCE OF THE FACT
THAT NARBA IS BEFORE TH1
SENATE FOR RATIFICATION SOOK
THE RESOLUTION MERELY
URGES EACH INDIVIDUAL BROAD
CASTER TO MAKE KNOWN HI
VIEWS TO HIS SENATORIAL REP
RESENTATIVE.
THE RESOLUTION DID NOI
CONTAIN ANY RECOMMENDA
TIONS EITHER FOR OR AGAINST
NARBA RATIFICATION.
The resolution was purposeful!}
phrased in language that kept ifl
non-controversial in an effort tc
placate the clear channel members
(They were shown a copy before
the meeting, which probably accounts for the well prepared parliamentary maneuver !)
Mr. Sholis termed the resolutior
as "loaded" and renewed the usual
threat that WHAS would walk out
of the association if the resolutior
were passed. (The threat of a
clear channel walkout seems to be
the bargaining tool upon which this
group relies to keep the association
NARBA.)taking any stand on
from

FIRST

in

the

market

.j p.

(oldest station)

CBS

for Augusta,

BROADCASTING

Ga.
•

Telecasting

t

■solution URGING SENATE
ATIFICATION OF NARBA! A
;eat majority of the broadcasters
o|,-f America favor a TREATY as
jainst NO TREATY. NARBA is
perfect, but it's better
ir from
ian
reverting to the law of the
ingle for radio allocations in the
itljorth American continent.
Ill Think NARTB's insistence upon
•en avoiding discussion of the
L?j[ARBA issue is becoming somewhat academic. Particularly since
state associations have
Numerous
Pbne on record as favoring passage
^•,E the treaty. The emphasis given
Diiie subject by [FCC] Chairman
j] oy in his luncheon speech to the
pnvention left no doubt of its importance. Whatever differences we
lay hold on other matters, it is
uite evident the majority of broadasters are wholly sympathetic
.-ith Mr. Coy's views on NARBA.
That the Clear Channel Group
insiders us incapable of making
ecisions for ourselves is evidenced
y their seeming desire to keep us
rom even considering this imJlortant subject. I hope NARTB
1011 rill not acquiesce in that view !
Rex Howell
President KFXJ
Grand Junction, Col. and
Colorado Broadcasters Assn.
il
uifwilight's
Last Gleaming
:DITOR:
We wonder if we stand alone?
Ve faded the final applause folDwing the MacArthur speech beore the joint [meeting of Congress] and played the "Star
Ipangled Banner." It seemed the
nly fitting thing to do.
We wonder if others did likevise, since words that could have
een said would have meant so
iittle in comparison.
Lee Hollingsworth
President
WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.
How To Worm Tapes
EDITOR:
, Amen to E.J.J, of Chicago for
| Lis comments regarding the loss of
j Ludition discs to advertising stations [Open Mike, April 16]. But
3 Le has not gone far enough. What
II.bout tapes? With materials be]'inning to come in short supply,
| he matter of tapes and their dis(Lppearance is even more import(IInt. They can be used again;
|Limply erase them and use them
j| ver. Nice way for a station
needing" an announcer to stock
np on tapes if they don't feel like
■uying them. . . .
CCA.
Keokuk, Iowa

"G. I. Bonus" — Lucky Army Serial
Numbers. Then another company
circularizes every station that it
has the ORIGINAL Army Serial
Number program, and the other
fellow is an imposter. Now the
mail brings the "Lucky Dollar
Man," of
and,thiswhybefore,
didn't the
somebody
think
Lucky
Number can be found in the number on a DOLLAR BILL.
It seems to us that radio is 'way
above this sort of thing. You don't
have to entertain your listeners
any more — just offer more dollars
per day for the lucky numbers.
Really, now, is this the way for
radio to guard its priceless heritage of free enterprise broadcasting? . . .
Radio ought to put a stop to this
whole thing of its own accord before it goes too far.
Walter M. Windsor
General Manager
WGBA-AM-FM
Columbus, Ga.
Bonus Army
EDITOR:

Marches

On

Wouldn't it be amazing if all
the bonus affiliates in the country
kicked up the fuss that the rate stations are making over the recent
rate slash?
Since we have no rate worries
with the nets we just go about the
business of SELLING radio and
most of us are doing pretty good.
T. Doug Youngblood
General Manager
WF1F Sumter, S. C.
ChairmoM Bonus Affiliates
in South Carolina
[EDITOR'S NOTE: In case anyone
doesn'tworkknow,
stationsno take
netprograms bonus
but receive
network
revenue, make their money selling
spots adjacent to the network shows.
ABC has 49 bonus stations; CBS, 22;
MBS, 160; NBC, none.]
BENTON GIFT
UNC Gets Associated
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON CDConn. ) has been warmly commended for his gift to the U. of North
Carolina of a complete Associated Program Service library.
A letter, taking note of Sen.
Benton's "generosity, which will,
I think, mean a great deal to
broadcasting in the state, as well
as to the U. of North Carolina,"
has been re-printed in the Congressional Record. The letter was
sent to Earle Gluck, president and
general manager, WSOC Charlotte, N. C, by Gordon Gray,
president of UNC and president
of WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
Mr. Gluck is head of the North
Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters.
Mr. Gray, former Secretary of
the Army and consultant to the
President,casters ofsaid,
"I know
the state
willthat
be broadaware
of the great value of this gift and,
along with the university, would
want me to express their collective
gratitude
Sen. Benton."
The
letter
was toinserted
in the Record

Numbers Racket
CDITOR:
Numbers, numbers, numbers —
vho's got the number? Is that
vhat radio is coming to?
I First it's Lucky Social Security
lumbers. Then somebody has to
ompete with that, so we have the by Sen. Willis Smith (D-N. C).
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

/t's

,

I

"It's Cherry," heard on WMPS
more than 3500 times in one month 111
as part of one of the greatest JfckFrc;^^^^^
teaser campaigns ever prepared
for a single personality, made
"It's Cherry" the favorite flavor of
Mid-South radio listeners.
"It's Cherry" who is one of the nation's
outstanding folk disc jockeys, according to
Billboard Magazine. And no wonder, for Hugh
Cherry got his folk music education in that
capital of folk music, Nashville.
"It's Cherry" who has a long-standing association
with recording artists and features them as guests on his
program. "It's Cherry at 2 With Music For You" appeals
to all the family, young and old, with children's favorites, beloved hymns, as well as the most popular folk
recordings of the day.
"/t's Cherry" for you, if you ivant to
reach and influence Mid-South listeners.
FOR PARTICIPATION DETA LS (fatfact
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In

The

Public
Interest

Schools Threatened
KOSE Osceola, Ark., reported that
area schools in Mississippi County
found themselves without sufficient
funds to complete the current term.
Calling in parents and public officials, KOSE conducted a roundtable based on listeners' questions.
It was necessary to allot an extra
30 minutes of air time, so great
was the number of queries. Following the broadcast, school board officials began house-to-house solicitations and KOSE has been credited with a large measure of the
success which the board members
met.
Red Tape Unwound
KFRO Longview, Tex., in cooperation with the local Chamber of
Commerce, has aided merchants to
see clearly through the labyrinth
of new government price, commodity and merchandising regulations.
A question-and-answer program
gave most of the essential information to Longview merchants and
brought KFRO much favorable
comment.
* * *

He Has the Magic Touch
which

Turns

Listeners

into Customers

And he has plenty of listeners. His vast and loyal national
audience gets "the top of the news from Washington" and
his co-op advertisers get results.
As Mr. Glenn R. Whittle, distributor of Atlantic Beer &
Ale, wrote to WIRA, both of Fort Pierce, Florida:
"This entire letter can be summed up to say that 'Fulton
Lewis, Jr. can sell BEER.' Since we started sponsoring
this fine program, (Dec. 1949) the response, saleswise,
has been most gratifying. When people of this area
think of Fulton Lewis they automatically think of
Atlantic Beer. His topflight news comments command
a large radio audience, and we know that the welldelivered commercials, coupled with the Lewis audience,
are responsible for our sales gain.
"We are proud of the Lewis sponsorship, and are
entirely convinced that the program lends prestige to
the product."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored
on 342 stations, offers local advertisers a ready-made
audience at local time cost. Since there are more than
500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department. Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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To Serve the Public
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia offered free air time to leading civic
organizations as a means of providing complete information on the
proposed city charter which was
put to a vote April 17. WFIL declined offers of interested groups
to buy time and donated use of
its facilities to all participating
organizations.
Strange Sights, Strange Sounds
CJOR Vancouver, B. C, was host
Easter weekend to 14 schoolchildren of tiny Whaletown, Cortez
Island, B. C. Whaletown has only
162 inhabitants and only one of
the children had ever seen a train
before. The children, aged 9 to
15, were interviewed each evening
while in Vancouver to reassure
parents listening-in at home that
they were enjoying themselves.
Blood Appeal

hospitals, civilians and stockpil<
emergencies for civil defense. It i:
believed to be the most intensiv*
far-reaching appeal yet under
taken in any region under such ai
arrangement, the brewery said
Listenership covers six New Eng
land states and borders New Yorl
State.
Wandering Boy
RALPH WILLEY, disc jockey
KWCR Cedar Rapids, asked listen ;|
ers to help him locate a lost three
year-old boy. Less than two min
utes after the announcement, £
woman phoned to say that the chile
had been playing in her front yard
Police Turn To Radio
THE police department of Darien
Conn.,
gave credit
WSTC-AMFM Stamford
for to
averting
what
might have been serious trouble.
When some 500 dynamite caps and
six sticks of the explosive wer€
stolen from a local construction job,
city officials asked the station to
broadcast a warning. Within a few
minutes after the announcement a
"tip-off" was received by police that
led to recovery of the missing dynamite and the arrest of two teenagers.

Adopt Boy

FINANCIAL "adoption" by WOR
New York, under the Foster Parents' Plan for War Children, of
an 8-year-old Italian boy, Bruno
Doria, has been announced. Since
its organization 14 years ago, the
plan has cared for more than 60,000 children of 14 nationalities,
regardless of race or creed. "Foster parents" agree to pay $15
monthly for a year toward support
of a particular child.
How

To Win

Friends

NEW way to use radio and
win friends has been demonstrated by John K. Colwell,
candidate for city attorney
of Santa Ana, Calif. He
bought an hour on KVOE
that city, then donated two
minutes to each of 20 candidates for any office on the
ballot, including his opponents. Besides word-of -mouth
praise from voters and a
laudatory local newspaper
editorial for his generosity,
Mr. Colwell was elected by a
large margin.

FACILITIES of a 31-station New
England radio network and Boston-Providence TV outlets have
been placed at the disposal of certain organizations by the Narragansett Brewing Co., Cranston,
R. I., for the public blood donor
drive. The appeals will be carried
almost daily throughout the 1951
baseball season in the New England ar-ea, and are designed to
stress the great need for blood and
plasma for soldiers overseas, VA
BROADCASTING
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This is probably the commonest

remark made

in America. Millions of people say it every day.
You yourself are always saying it without thinking.
You heard it on the radio, so you act on it.
Actually the radio says no such thing. It simply
reports what the Weather Man says.
"The

it's

to

radio

going

rain"

says

We wish people would think more carefully about
radio. But the fact is nobody really does. Any
W
more than he thinks about which foot to put
in front of the other, or how to blow his nose.
You can quote all the statistics you want about
radio's amazing penetration and sales impact to
ife*.

prove what a great medium

it is, how much

better than any other medium. The
statistics are true and available. But
somehow

they seem relatively pointless

beside the essential fact that people
believe what "the radio says."
This is the real secret of radio's power.
This is why it is listened to more than
•*

any other voice in the land. This is why it

is such an accepted* voice . . . such a useful** voice
. . . such a friendly and familiar voice.

Radio doesn't know whether it's going to rain.

Most accepted : the voice
of CBS, reaching 23%
more people than that of
any other network.
'Most used, too, by U. S.
advertisers who invest 15?
more on CBS than on any
other network.

Radio is only a voice. It can be anyone's voice.
It could even be yours.

Columbia
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Boston Sym
Dress Rehearsal
S

1:45
2:1
2:15

Miscellaneous
Program
S

Mind
Your
Manners

Helen Hall

Pel Milk
Mary Lee Taylor

Harrison Prods.
Cecil Brown
Adventures
Andrewsof
B. Moore & Co. .Archie
(151)
Your Home
S
Beautiful
Serenade
U.S. Marine
TBA
Band
Soldier's

Armstrongof Today
Cork
Theatre
(154)*
(151)

Man on
Quaker
the FarmOals

Pillsbury Mills
Grand. Cen.Sta.
Armour
Stars Over
Hollywood (182)

Barriaull
News
Washington

2:30
2:45

3:15
3:30

Hour of
Decision
Jr. Billy Grahr- -

3:45
4:(

Old-Fashioned
Gospel
Bcstg.Co :
revival Hr.(25r

4:15
4:30

Public SAffairs

4:45

Georgia
Crackers

US
Marine Band

5:1

Leslie
Nichols
JerryNews& Sky

Allis-Chalmers
NatlHourFarm(167)& H

S

5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

OR
FRIDAY

(22)
Metro
Life Ins
Not in Service Allan Jackson
and
theYouWorld
S
NoP&GNetwork
Ivory

Miles Labs
Beltooe
of World
r il Header News (1M)
Miles Labs
Mutual
One(151)
Man'sHRFam
Sewsreel
i! Hidden
Sohlitz
Halls of ivy
Truth
(170)
*4" < =r national
_TJ_ Airport

Whitehall
Mr. Keen
H57) R

Kraft
Gildersleeve
('S3)

:,000 Plus
s

DeSoto
Dealers Plym'th
(171)
YouBetYourLife

Family
Theatre
S

Bristol Myers
Dist Attorney
069)

ti i-I F ofL
ink Edwards
H- (1M)
I Love A
I Mystery
Dance
Orchestra
-f S

Dinner Date
General Mills Campbell Soup VCA Labs Inc
Club IS
Armstrong
of the
GabrielCo-opHeader
S.B.I. (162)
55) R
Am 0Oil-Hamm
Mutual
Ed Murrow
Newsreel
California
Gen Mills
Screen Guild PSG (101)
Players
FBI
Caravan
S
S
(149) R

Am Cig & Cig
The Big Story
(173)
Short Story
S

Old Gold Orig.
Amateur Hour
232

ElectricSuspense
179AutoLite,

Equitable
This
Your Life
FBI
286 R

Music

True
Falseor

L&M Fatima
Dragnet
167 R

Heinz
Ozzie & Harriet

AirHour
Force
S

Roundup

Philip Morris
B'way (140)on
Playhouse

Reporter's
A F ofL
Frank Edwards
(22) A
I Love
Mystery

Sterling Drug
J. B. Kennedy
(107)
Dream Harbor
S

Dance
Orchestra

UnaTrioRenner
May
Roger
S
Carlisle
S
Harry SWismer

Lowell Thomas
Oil Co.
P&G(103)
DreflR
Beulah
Fulton(291)
Lewis Jr Pure (33)
Co-op
Headline
Kaltenborn
PSG
123) R
Edition
Playboys
Tide Show
Dinner Date
Co-op*
Elmer Davis
(146) RSoup
Co-op
General
Mills Campbell
Miles(154)
Labs
Pearson
Milesof Labs.
Lone Ranger
Pharm
Co
News of World
Club 15
News
(154)World
Gabriel
Heatter
(145)
(101) R
Miles Labs.
Miles Labs!
AmEd(1551
Oil-Hamm
Mutual
Murrow
One Man's Fam
Songs
One Man's Fam.
Newsreel
(151)
H
R
*1
(151) HR
General Family
Foods Rynlds.Tbc.Co.
for Sale
Aldrich
R.Detective
Diamond (251:
Pvt.
TBA
Magazine
Theatre
(152)
General Foods
Father
Best Knows
(162 1

Hall Bros
Hallmark
Playhouse (17B

NBC
News
Lionel Ricau
S
Parade ol Sports
6:15-6:20
Music
S
6:20-6:45
S
OilExtra
Co
3Sun-Star(29)

Management
$
Co-op
Management
S
LaborBert Andrews
LaborSpace SPatrol

Pure Oil Co
Harkness
Playboys
(29)

Pal Blades
Rod & Gun Club
m

Co-op
Lee Hats
R. Montgomery
(276)
Newstand
Theatre of the
Air S

Kid Strips
Repeat of

ABC

•OT
Counterspy
Gulf
Refining
(117)
Screenors Playhouse
Direct-

OT

Hear It Now

P&G

Bandstand
USA

The Sheriff
Petro
Gillette Fights Phillips
Rex Allen
Show* 1 66)
(334)
American
SportsS Page

Dance
Orchestra

FEdwards
of L
FrankA (133)
IMystery
Love A
Dance
Orchestra

ShootPartythe
Moon
S
Dancing

MAY

SATURDAY
Harmony
News
CBS
MBS
Rangers
Joe Wershba
S
Peace
Saturday
Price ol
Roundup
Co-op
S
(35)
Sports
LRichfield
Leseuer
Yours Truly
Johnny Dollar
R J.Wrigley
Reynolds
Vaughn(166)Monroe
R
GeneAutry
(174)

Organ Music

1951
NBC
News
Bob Warren

NBCWashington
Symphony
Earl Godwin's
Spring SConcerts

Brown & Wmsn
People are
Solo for
FunnyOrchestra
'72; Spl*
S
Dangerous
Assignment
OT

General
HopalongFoods

The Man

TheMontague
Magnificent
OT

General Foods
Gangbusters
(150) R
Broadway

Duffy's Tavern

Amer Tob Co
Your (168)
Hit Parade
R
C-P-PCo
DennisCalledDay"X"

Is MyS Beat

S
U.S.A.

Show
C-P-P f 1Co47 ;

Carter Prod.
Sing (134)
It Again

of theTheatre
Air
Chicago
S

(145)
Judy Canova

TBA
S

*OT

Take a Number
8:30-9
Cassidy (150) R &SplUSNet Tobacco
Man Next Door
Hawaii Calls
Lombardo

Pabst
Life of Riley
(162)
Col -Palm -Peel
Sports (76)
Newsreel
Pro &S Con

Saturday of
Shamrock
S
Dixieland
Jam-Bake
S
The Three
Suns
S

Sterling
Drug
Sing
It Again
(140)
Sing It Again

6:15
6:30
'OT

6:45
7:1

Al Heifer
Twin Views
Comedy
Errors of
7:30-7:55
7:55-8(501)Stale
Farm Auto Ins
CoRonson
, C Brown
Metal
20 Questions

6:00 PM

7:15
7:30
7:45
8:(
8:15
8:30
:45

Grand
Ole Opry
R J Reynolds
(161)

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:1
11:151

SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
Lutheran
Invitation
Hour
lo Music
(Lutheran)

NBC
Amer Trucking
Assn., Am Frm
ofthe Air 166 R

ABC
Gems
ThoughtFor
Not in Service
Co-op

gines-WitljuerSym_ ..006116(149)
1BillShadel
erring Drug
(154)
Music
For You
Dollar a
Minute
Rate Your
Mate
Meet
rank Sinatra
S

El. Morgan

The Hour
Catholic
Mr Mystery
Co-op
BillCunningham (News 3 min
Mutual Benefit
Tunes
Ins, Bob
withTop Trendler
Considine (163)
The Girl
From Paris
Hormel, Music
Challenge of with
the Hormel
the Yukon
Girls
(45)

M. M. McBridi

Frances Scully
S
BennyShowRubin
S

MONDAY - FRIDAY
CBS MBS
P&G Crisco
Luncheon
Dr. Malone
with
Lopez
P&G(145)Duz
Sings
Harvey Harding
Guiding
(147)Light
GF-Swansdown
Mrs Burton (7 5) Tony &Co
Fontaine
Quaker (35i
P&G(149)
Tide
Perry Mason
Toni Co.
It
Nora Drake
withSayMusic
(157)
Co-op
P&G
BrighterIvoryDayFl.
(108)
Miles Labs.
Bob Poole
Hilltop(141)House
Show
Col.-Palm.-Peet
Kings
Pillsbury
(46)Row
House Party

NBC
Co-op News
GeorgeS Hicks
The Woman
In My House
RepeatSoup
Campbell
Double or
Nothing (134)
General Mills
Live Like (75)
A
Millionaire

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
Dance
AliasToniJaneCo.Doe
Orchestra
051)

RadioNBCCity

With
Lopez
Luncheon

Hormel & Co.
Music
Girls with
(115)H.

Musicana

Canadian

The
Chicagoans

ABC
Baron
Elliott
Octette

P&G
Life-Beautiful Pan American
Union
(154)
P&G
Road ol Life
(154)
P&G
Am
Dairy
Assn.
Family
Circle
David
Lawrence
Pepper
Exhibit A
Bobby Benson
S
(158)Young
(159)
P&G
John Cameron
Talk Back
nessto (155)
Right
HappiSwayze
S
Sterling
Drug
Melody
Dean
Cameron
Kraft
Co
•Palm.-Peet
Miscellaneous
Under Arrest
)'
The Falcon
Strike(138;(1It57RRich
Backstage
Wife Horse Racing
S
Programs
Promenade S
(147)Drug
Sterling
News
Stella(147)Dallas
Treasury
U S Tobacco
P&G
B&D
The Saint
Concert of
Co-op,
Welcome Bandstand
Martin Kane
Chucklewagon Lorenzo(144)Jones American
Jazz
S
To
Hollywood
Private Investgr
Sterling
Drug
Kellogg
Y Widder
Brown
(147)
4:55-5 News
Tea&
General
Foods
M
Co
Big
Jon
&
The Shadow PhilPepsi-Cola
When
Girl
Marries
(83)
Mark
Trail
Regan
Show
MusicYouKnow
Crumpets
S
Sparkie
S
M-W-F
T-W
(146)
Foods
Robt 5-5:25
Trout
The Chicagoans National Biscuit General
Portia
Life Faces
(92)
Norwich Pharm
Derby
Tu-Th
(343)
St. Louis Mat. S Arrow
5:25-5:30 (160;
Th-F
Williamson
AirM-FTune
True Detective Trans lines,W Mr&Mrs
JustWhitehall
Plain Bill
TopTime
(118)
Mysteries (472) Branding; (61)
Tu-Th
5:30-6
MilesMassey
Labs.
ClubClubAluminum
Front
Page
Whitehall
Curt
Sky King*
5:30-5:55
Beatty
Time
5:55-1
VM-W-F
Barge Farrell(1l9)
Time (143) R Kellogg

TBA
Adv. in
Science
Report
From
Overseas
Farm
News
Horse Racing
Dance
Orchestra
Cross-Section
USA

Discson
Dunn

USA

Slim Bryant
&
His Wildcats
Caribbean
Crossroads
Bands
Bondsfor

Sports SParade
Jack Ross
BobbyClub
Campus

Green
Cross
(thru 5/19)
US

Army Band
Horse Races
TBA
Big City
Serenade
TBA

Radio
Treasury
Scratchpad

Benson

Saturday
Bandstand
Reporter's
At The
Chase

Challenge of
the Yukon

Living 1951

lions: b sustaining;
k reoroaacasi west
Coast; TBA to be ABC
announced. Time EST.
8:50-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Philip Morris,
Man's Opinion. 200 stations.
5:30-6 PM Tues., Thur., Superman.
5:30-6 PM Wed., Black Hawk
7- 7:05 PM Mon.-Fri., Edwin C. Hill.
7:30-8 PM M-W-F, American Bakeries
Co., Lone Ranger,
CBS 62 stations.
8:30-9:15 AM Sun., General Foods,
Sunday AM
Morning
stas.
8:30-8:45
M-F,Gatherin',
General 107Foods,
Renfro Valley Country Store, 59
11-11:05 AM Sat., Campana Sales Co.
Bill Shadel News, 178 stations.
11:30-35 AM Sun., Animal Foundation
Inc., Bill Shadel News, 59 stations.
3.55-4 PM M-F., also Sat. 12:55-1 PM
Pillsbury, Cedric Adams, 157 stas.
7:25-7:30 PM Sat., P&G, Cubberly, 135.
10:25-10:30 PM Tues.,
MBS P&G, Leseuer, 141.
10:30-10:35 PM Th., P&G, Leseuer, 126.
NOTE: Split network (4/16-9/30) from
approx.work A,2-4
PM Mon.-Sun.;
Netregular
shows; Network
B.
baseball,
related
shows
by
co-op
and Gillette and Camels.
8:55-9 PM Mon.-Fri., Bill Henry &
the News, Johns-Manville, 374 stas.
10:25-10:30. 11:25-11:30 AM Mon.-Fri.,
12:25-12:30, 2:25-2:30, 3:25-3:30, 4:254:30 PM Mon.-Fri., Bab-O Reporter,
B. T. Babbit Inc.
11:30-12 noon Tues., Thur., Kraft Foods
Co., co-sponsors Queen for a Day.
5:55-6 PM Tues., Thur., Bobby Benson, Kraft Foods
NBC Co.
*OT — Operation Tandem, Whitehall,
RCA and Liggett & Myers.
8- 8:15 AM Mon.-Fri. Alex Drier,
Skelly Oil Co. 26 stations.
8-8:15 AM, Sat. This Farming Business, Skelly Oil Oil Co. 26 stations.
10:30-10:45 AM. Mon.-Fri. Cal Tinney,
General Mills, 11 stations.
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we

do

the

leg

work

. . . Knitting one-third of the nation's
women's hosiery furnishes over 50,000
Carolina hosiery workers* and their
families with a steady supply of money

•\\W

to buy the products you advertise.
To do your leg work among 3,000,000
well-heeled Carolinians, draw on WBT,
the biggest single advertising medium
in the two states.

in 368 mills producing
693,000,000 pairs of
hose annually under
such nationally known
brand names as:

CHARLOTTE

mm

"ALBA"
"CAMEO"
"CANNON"
"FLATTERKNIT"
"HUDSON"
"LARKWOOD"
"MOJUD"
"NEBEL"
"TOWNWEAR"
"VISION"
"WISTERIA"

COLOSSUS OF THE CAR 0 LI NAS

JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO SALES

Advertisement

From

6y

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

i
attending ceremonies observing the 25th anniversary of First Radio
^arish Church of America, were (I to r) FCC Comr. Sterling, the Rev.
Hough and Dr. Sills.
►Federal, state and local tribute,
rom both laymen and clergy, was
•aid to the First Radio Parish
?hurch of America and its miniser, the Rev. Howard 0. Hough, on
he April 15 observance of the pro:ram's 25th anniversary. Originating station is WCSH Portland,
Je. Among those attending the
eremonies were FCC Comr.
George E. Sterling, William H.
lines, WCSH managing director;
I. S. Sen. Owen Brewster (R-Me.),
5ov. Frederick G. Payne and Dr.
■Cenneth C. M. Sills, president,
3owdoin College. The program is
■eportedly the oldest continuous
•adio program in Maine and, as
ar as WCSH knows, the oldest
' continuous religious radio service
n the nation.
•-To honor Kate Smith's 20th
)roadcasting anniversary on May
the City of Paris, celebrating
ts 2,000th anniversary, is sending
ler a special citation. Signed by
he Mayor of Paris, the citation
vill stress Franco-American unity
md cite Miss Smith's services to
he American Red Cross at home
md overseas, as well as her prestation of many French artists
!>n the Kate Smith Hour, curently over NBC-TV, Monday-Friiay, 4 p.m.
••►KDYL-TV Salt Lake City presented an anniversary cake when
ts weekly program, Better Living
Electrically, went before the TV
cameras for the 100th consecutive
:ime. The program is sponsored by
the Utah Power & Light Co.
»• Bradley Kincaid, radio old;imer, was featured guest on the
IVLS National Barn Dance over
WLS Chicago on the 27th anniversary program April 14. Mr.
Kincaid helped popularize folk music as far back as 1926 over WLS.
'He is now president and partDwner of WWSO Springfield, Ohio.
WTTM Trenton, N. J., celebrated its ninth birthday April
2 with station breaks by a ninevear old girl saying "Hello everyoody, this is Miss WTTM. What
BROADCASTING

do you know, I'm nine years old
today!" Station and youngster,
Joanne Searantino, also had a
birthday party which was broadcast from a Trenton hotel.
► NBC's One Man's Family today
(April 30) celebrates its 19th consecutive year on the air. Six of
the original cast members are still
with the show.
►WHYN Holyoke, Mass., received
a congratulatory message from
Gov. Paul A. Dever in honor of the
station's 10th anniversary March
23.
► WAGE Syracuse, ABC affiliate,
planned to celebrate its 10th anniversary April 21 with a "family
party" of present and former staff
members at the Hotel Syracuse.
► One of the oldest religious programs on the air marked its 29th
anniversary April 15 when the
St. Paul's Cathedral Hour was
broadcast by WWJ Detroit. This
has been a continuous weekly feature of the station since April 16,
1922.
►Elmer Peterson, news analyst
on the NBC western network
and KNBH (TV) Hollywood, this
month celebrates his 20th year as
a news analyst.
► ABC This Is Your FBI has
celebrated its sixth year on the
air. Presented as public seiwice,
program has been sponsored since
inception by Equitable Life Assurance Society of United States.
Jerry Devine produces and directs
the program which bases its
stories on official records of the
FBI and is produced with its
cooperation and approval.
► Philco Corp. has marked the
100th presentation of Philco Television Playhouse over NBC-TV
network.

One

For

The

Book

Miss Reynolds, our town librarian,
really put one of those smart-aleck
motorists in his place last week —
happened right in center of town,
corner of Main and Walnut.
Her car stalled, tying up traffic.
Most

drivers just waited quietly —

realizing she couldn't help it — but one
fellow kept blaring away on his horn.
So Miss Reynolds gets out of her
car, walks over and says sweetly, "I'm
afraid I can't start my engine. If
you'd like to try I'll be glad to stay
here and lean on that horn for you."
That stopped him!
From

where I sit, a lot of us are

sometimes a little overeager to "sound
off" before we really understand what
things are all about. Let's try to see
the other fellow's side in whatever he
does — how he votes, what he thinks,
whether his preference is for a glass of
beer or buttermilk — rather than simply blast out anyone who "gets in the
way" of our ideas in these matters.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation

►Harvey Olson, program manager, WDRC Hartford, this month
marks his 16th anniversary with
the station.
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Affiliates

Group

Urges

Unity
RADIO
DEBACLE!
executives of one network last spot programs were more valuable
statement, which took the form of
By RUFUS CRATER
week. Network executives were un- than network programs, that they a report to each station affiliated
iEBUFFED in its attempts to
derstood to have urged him and could be placed to avoid over-laps with a national network.
tave off network radio rate cuts, other affiliates to hold the present
In what was taken as another
in station coverage that occur in
he special Affiliates Committee
line on spot rates. They reportedly
casting.
many markets in network broad- counter-punch at the networks, the
ate last week called upon all sta- pointed out that the situation concommittee
concluded
"a study
ions affiliated with networks to
should be made
of thethat
contractural
In its report of its New York
fronting networks was far different
relations
between
networks
and
roin a common effort to "prevent a from the position of spot.
meetings, the Affiliates Committee
The network executives were
ebacle in the radio industry."
made it plain that it expected little their affiliated stations to determine in what respect, if any, those
While no network had yet for- said to have told the affiliates that, help from networks in future atmally announced it would follow
relationships no longer realistictempts
to
reinforce
the
rate
strucfor
one
thing,
the
buyers'
strike
behe lead taken by CBS two weeks
ture of the industry.
setting network radio had not
ally conform to present-day condiigo in reducing network radio materialized in any appreciable
"We believe further that if any
This
was construed to be aimed,
ates [Broadcasting • Telecastreal effort is going to be made to
degree with regard to spot.
kg, April 16], the committee after
at
the
least,
at affiliation contract
One network representative, at prevent a debacle in the radio inprovisions which for the most part
l2 days of exploratory confer- this meeting, was reported to have
d
u
s
t
r
y
,
i
t
must
be
made
by
the
af(Continued on page Sh)
ences and studies entertained "no stated frankly that in some cases
filiates," the group said in its
tions."
loubt" that reductions would be
rapidly forthcoming."
"We feel that the radio industry
.nd particularly the affiliates in
Johnson Proposes New Bill
t are faced with the greatest deciDILEMMA
ion in the history of their opera- mil
ions," the 13-man committee delared after reporting that it had
By DAVE BERLYN
ing responsible for the libelous
created by the Felix vs. Westinghouse case which in the respect of
matter which a supporter of a paround "the situation is even more
WILL
CONGRESS
plunge
into
ticular candidate utters on the air. persons speaking on behalf of a
erious than it appeared before
the political broadcast dilemma?
In FCC's Port Huron ruling, it candidate
ive had these consultations."
contradicts FCC's Port
ruling.
question was pertinent for was indicated that the policy of Huron
The seriousness of radio's eco- theThebroadcaster
last week as Sen.
The latter ruling, among other
lomic position was further emequal time and "no power of cenphasized on another front last Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) introduced
things, reaffirmed the Act which
sorship"
would
apply
as
well
to
a bill (S 1379) Tuesday designed
eek.
those who spoke on behalf of the calls for equal opportunity for
candidates.
broadcast time afforded a candidate
to clarify Sec. 315 of the CommurAs the Affiliates Committee
nications Act which deals with the
when his opponent has aired a
Not
only
does
the
Johnson
pro'ocused its attention on network
facilities by canposal ask for this definition but it statement.
•ate cuts in New York, an attack use of broadcast
didates for public office.
explicitly requests that the FCC
m spot radio rates was opened by
But going further, the FCC said
Significant change asked by Sen. "shall make rules and regulations
that the broadcaster must govern
Vlarschalk & Pratt, advertising Johnson
would be the inclusion in
such broadcasts in order to give
igency handling the valuable Esso
to carry this provision into effect."
Reporter.
the Act of "any person authorized"
The
bill
also
states:
"No
obligawhat it called a "fair and balthe candidate to speak for and
tion is hereby imposed upon any
anced" presentation of a political
In a letter sent to stations carry- by
on his behalf.
licensee to allow the use of its sta- issue in the public interest.
ng the program, Marschalk &
The
proposed
amendment
was
an
tion by any such candidate, or
Pratt announced its approval of outgrowth of the U. S. Supreme
As the situation now stands, bepersons authorized by him to speak
cause of the Supreme Court refusal
she CBS networ-k rate cut and its Court's refusal to review a lower
for and on behalf of such candito review the Felix case, it is beiope that other networks would
lieved stations will be liatfe for
court ruling (in the Felix vs. West'ollow suit. Then the letter added:
inghouse case) that the Act does
Waited Court Action
remarks
made by non-candidates
"We feel very strongly too that
stations from censorand therefore they must censor if
n addition to network rates, spot not prohibit
It
was
understood
that
Sen.
ing talks by persons who are not
they wish to prevent damage suits.
■ ates should be reduced also."
while apprised of the sit• Tele- Johnson,
In view of this, proponents of
date." uation confronting the broadcastThe agency asked stations to candidatescasting,[Broadcasting
April 23].
the Johnson Bill feel that the
lotify it as to their plans for rate
er, had awaited tne court result
It was learned that the Senator,
measure, if enacted, would at least
before introducing his measure.
adjustments
"so
that
we
may
have
chairman
of
the
radio-powerful
clear in this problem.
some idea of our costs for the Esso
His
bill,
which
was
introduced
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Reporter for the balance of this Committee in the upper chamber,
Another question that arises, acby request, conformed in the most
cording to informed quarters, is
part to a suggestion made by Ed
ji'ear and how it will affect our had received numerous requests
what
the
FCC approach will be if
Craney,
of
the
XL
Stations,
it
was
from
broadcasters
that
Congress
hinking
1952be budget."
made known.
So far for
as the
could
learned last
supporters of candidates complain
do something to solve the broadFriday, none of the stations canEarly indications point to hear- to the Commission that the station
caster's political dilemma that naris invoking censorship of their
ings on the bill only if interest
vassed by Marschalk & Pratt had
rows down to this:
scripts.
indicated an intention to reduce
among broadcasters is great
If he carries a speech of one
This would perhaps require a
spot rates. Indeed some reported candidate he must offer equal time
enough to warrant the committee's
they had recently raised daytime to the opposing candidate. But he opening the wide field of political new review of the entire situation
broadcasts.
by the Commission itself, jDossibly
rates and others said they were
can not bluepencil either speech
This was seen in the position of calling for a new decision of the
contemplating further spot rate in- for libelous content. But under
creases.
Sen. Johnson that he was not tak- Port Huron flavor, observers say.
some state laws on libel he could
With national elections ahead
One member of the Affiliates be held accountable.
ing a stand on the bill at this time.
It was generally held at the next year, these and other quesCommittee was reported to have
Court "inacthe Supreme
Under
tions are sure to arise from time
brought up the Marschalk & Pratt
tion" in the
past fortnight, he is Capitol that such an amendment
letter during the discussion with now faced with the position of be- would take care of the situation to time, it is stated.
PREVENT
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On

Reason

and

Emotion

NOW that CBS has elected to stand by its
rate cut, it is probably only a matter of time
until competing networks will have to fall
back at least to the line where CBS is now
doing business.
The peril in this procedure lies in the
the chance that one or more of them may withdraw farther than CBS and that what now has
the somewhat orderly appearance of a strategic retreat would become a disorganized
rout. This danger exists, it seems to us, because the entire rate issue has been fought on
mostly an emotional basis.
To begin with, the advertisers' attacks on
radio rates have been motivated more by psychology than by arithmetic. In their personal
lives, New York advertisers and agencymen
(who place the bulk of network advertising)
have become more and more attentive to television and less and less interested in radio.
The same can be said of their wives, families and friends. It takes a lot of arithmetic
to overcome the belief that if the little lady
says she saw it on television, everybody else
everywhere must have seen it too.
Another charm of television, to these advertisers and agencies, is that it is hard to get.
The TV system having been frozen at 107 stations in 63 markets, the clamor for prime time
exceeds supply. What is hardest to get is
always in greatest demand.
As is common with emotional spasms of this
kind, the victims have sought to justify their
conditions by pretending that the trouble is
not with them but with someone else. In this
instance, the justification was attempted in the
two rate studies of the ANA. Neither of them
made very good sense to the untroubled thinker, but to the advertisers and agencies the
studies were proof enough that they (and the
little lady) were right and everybody who disagreed was wrong.
Now emotional behavior is contagious. (It
takes a very patient parent to hold his temper
during a prolonged tantrum of a child.) For
a long time the radio networks tried hard to

Y&R
PROMOTES
Dyke Is Asst. to President
KEN R. DYKE, Young & Rubicam
vice president since 1949, has been
promoted by President Sigurd S.
Larmon to the post of assistant to
the president. He
in
js*£"J35&<5i. T has
charge been
of public
s
tion
rela
and
publicity and last
year was made a
member of the
agency's
execu
tee,tive commit
retaining these
functions in his
new post.
Mr. Dyke
Mr. Dyke is a
former NBC vice president and
prior to his network service had
been advertising director of Colgate-Palmolive Peet Co. During
the war he served in the Office of
Facts & Figures, and the Army attaining the rank of brigadier general while serving on Gen. Douglas
MacArthur's staff. He also served
in World War I. He is a past board
chairman of Assn. of National Advertisers.
Mr. Larmon announced promoPage 24 • April 30, 1951

reason with the advertisers and agencies. They
repeatedly pointed out that no matter how
you figured it, radio was still cheaper and bigger than any other medium, a point that nobody has successfully countered to date, but
finally, in frustration, they gave up.
We say they gave up too soon, but we also
recognize how discouraged they must have
become in arguing sense and receiving nonsense in rebuttal. They succumbed in emotional exhaustion, although we cannot help but
believe that if they had persisted patiently,
they would eventually have brought their customers down to earth.
For practical purposes, retreat to the line
established by CBS must be regarded as virtually accomplished. But there is no reason
whatever to prevent an indefinite holding of
this line. One has only to look at what has
been happening in other media to realize that
the advantages of broadcasting were great before the rate cut and are, by any sane standards
of judgment, overwhelming now.
In recent years one of radio's principal competitors, the newspaper, has jacked up advertising rates repeatedly, in many instances doing so without increasing circulation guarantees and merely with the explanation that production costs had risen. Only last week the
American Newspaper Publishers Assn. pointed
out that costs were still rising. Although the
ANPA did not say so, the next development is
obvious. More increases in newspaper advertising rates.
During this same period, network radio rates
did not budge an inch — until a fortnight ago
when they suddenly dropped — although radio
costs, like those of every industry, rose steadily.
If there has been any serious advertiser objection over the rise in newspaper rates, we
have not heard it. Being businessmen, they
seem to have a businessman's understanding
that papers cost more to publish now than before.
We wonder what happens to their businessman's acumen when they think of radio costs.

tion of Harry Harding, vice president, to the executive committee
with direction of the contact department. Robert P. Mountain has

an

editorial

It apparently disappears. One of them wafif
recently quoted as saying that he fully under- >
stood why newspapers should cost more novi
than formerly, but as for radio, why, th<||
"air is free."
That kind of remark is emotional, indeec
is irresponsible. But it seems to be a fail
illustration of the state of mind that exist;
somewhat generally among big advertisers anc
some of their agencies.
This state of mind, we wish to emphasize
cannot be changed except by the most painstaking, energetic and persistent reasoning. 11
is just such reasoning that we fervently hopt
will emerge from the work of the Morencj
Committee of network affiliates.
This committee may have been defeated ir
its effort to obtain a moratorium on the CBS
rate cut and to prevent other networks frorr.
reducing rates, but its major mission is stiD
very much in evidence. That is to evolve a
basic research study of such scope and integrity as to convince advertisers of the true
dimensions of radio.
Such a research job is necessary to prevent
the utter collapse of radio's economy. That a
collapse can occur was evident last week in the
effort of Marschalk & Pratt to force down spot
radio rates. Spot bears little similarity tc
network, but that fact did not deter the Esse
agency from urging that spot rates ought tc
be driven down in ratio with network prices.
Sober reasoning shows that spot levels can
be maintained and in some cases increased, if
broadcasters keep their heads. The networks
cut prices to move distress merchandise. Spot,
however, has been in growing demand.
Main Street, U. S. A., 150 million strong,
lives differently from the cliff dwellers of Manhattan or the commuters to Westchester and
Connecticut. Main Street still uses, indeed depends upon, its radios. It is a story that must
be fully told if the hope is to be entertained
that fact will replace emotion in the buying of
radio time.

been elected a vice president and
appointed contact supervisor.
George H. Gribbin has been elected
a vice president and appointed as-

sistant manager of the copy deMr. Harding joined Young &
partment
Rubicam in 1943 and became a
vice president in 1946. Mr. Mountain has been with the agency since
1938, in charge of outdoor division
until 1943 when he joined the con-'
tact department. Mr. Gribbin
joined Y&R in 1935 as a copywriter
and was made a copy supervisor in
1942.
HOPE'S CONTRACT
Renewed by Chesterfield
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co.
(Chesterfield cigarettes) has renewed the Bob Hope radio program
for another year and taken an
option for the same period on his
television services, NBC announced
last week.
CBS, at the same time, announced the signing of an exclusive,
long-term contract with Maria
Riva, actress-daughter of Marlene
Dietrich.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Okay, Louis, you're on.

But this is a high class station — button
your shirt!"

Mr. Hope's radio program will
continue in the present time period,
Tuesday,
9 p.m., through the next
season.
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Units
IARTB

SERVICE

Start

New

Projects

sent his plan to 135 station operators. He said in his letter that he
was not advocating an autonomous
FM association but rather to advance FM broadcasting.

Fort Industry Co., and Mr. Brown
By J. FRANK BEATTY
However, he added, "it is bebe in action, will study air-raid
coming more evident every day"
mentioned, it is underComposed of tech- have been
HREE
separate segments of alert problems.
that
an autonomous FM associastood. Chairman of the selection
nicians, this committee is to study
■JARTB last week embarked on means of avoiding a TV shutdown
tion "may be what we will need.
committee is George B. Storer, Fort
, i xpanded service projects and at in case of an alert. Other projects
I am going to try to do what an
Industry president.
he same time started competing
A new NARTB television in- FM association could do with 'The
before the TV organization deal
. ipr trade association dollars.
formation service is to be started
FM Story.' It is a big job and I
FCC's proposed reallocaJ NARTB Radio, under board and with tionthe
am familiar with the early failure
of the VHF band and opening
this week under Mr. Brown's di- of the old FMA, but after all that
nembership mandates, is operatof the UHF band.
rection. A bi-weekly member letng normally during the interim
ter, along the general lines of the was a long time ago in comparison
Judging by present signs, the
the story we have to tell now,
'' period pending June 4 assumption
top-level NARTB - Television job, NARTB management letter, will with
that was not available then due to
: if the presidency by Harold E. Fel- general manager or director, will be published. It will be supplied
not be filled until the selection
' ows, WEEI Boston. Two station
all TV members as well as appli- FM being in its infancy."
elations staff members are on the committee holds its June 2 meeting
FM Promotion Project
cants and others who are affiliated
• -cad signing up members.
at Williamsburg, Va., just prior to via the special service membership.
The NARTB FM Dept. has been
NARTB Television, awaiting ap- the NARTB June 4 meeting in
collecting material for some time
Proposal to collect FM promopointment of a top executive who
tion material and success stories
Washington. Such names as
and is in the middle of a promotion
project based on data supplied by
Wayne Coy, FCC Chairman; Eu- for a general FM promotion camSpb expected to be Mr. Fellows' opFM
outlets.
i josite number, has 60 TV stagene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
paign was made last week by Robert E. Williams, WFML (FM)
- . ions signed or promised. Board
York; Lee B. Wailes, vice presiMr. Williams, in pointing to
nembers will personally solicit the
Ind. Mr. Williams
dent in charge of operations of Washington,
convention activity on behalf of
17 stations not yet in the fold.
FM by Josh Horne, WFMA (FM)
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
RockythatMount,
N. C, observed:
"To
nc. is going after non-NARTB
say
he affiliated
his successful
nembers, who can enjoy BAB
FM
station
with
CBS
clearly
indiervices by paying a special rate.
cates his initiative in the FM field.
>JARTB members contribute 30%
His
desires
to see FM advance
kf their dues to BAB unless they
were evident through his effort to
lecide not to take the service. In
bring FM broadcasters together.
hat case their NARTB dues are
Even some of us who had dropped
jut 30%.
our
NAB memberships were inSymptoms of unrest among
roubled FM stations have been
Judge Miller last week named a
developing in recent weeks, apboard committee to study the relarently based -on the belief that
port of the Special Test Survey
•IARTB should expand its FM deCommittee,
which has recommendpartment. This feeling was apvited."
ed that NARTB take the lead in
arent at the Chicago convention
underwriting an industry evalua'or
ut did
crystallize organization
into demand
tion of audience measurement techan notautonomous
imilar
to
NARTB
Television.
niques [Broadcasting • Tele1
casting, March 5]. Chairman of
Action On TV
the test group was Dr. Kenneth H.
» The TV organization moved into
Baker, NARTB research director.
n otion last Monday under direction
Named to the board group by
(f its temporary general manager,
Judge Miller were Mr. Fellows;
^had H. Brown Jr., TV general
IN TRIBUTE to the late John Gillin Jr., president of WOW Omaha, these Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson,
ounsel, on a series of projects
Ga. ; Leonard Kapner, WCAE
radio-TV leaders wore a rose bud, known as "the Gillin Boutonniere," at the Pittsburgh;
pecified by the TV board and
H Quenton Cox, KGW
NARTB Convention in Chicago. L to r: Harold E. Fellows, NARTB presidentmembership.
elect and WEEI Boston general manager; Joseph H. McConnell, NBC presi- Portland, Ore.; Calvin J. Smith,
' It became apparent at the
KFAC Los Angeles; Chris Witdent; Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, and Cleo Kathas, NARTB, shown pinning
JARTB Chicago convention that
the rose on Mr. Coy.
ting, DuMont network.
he TV membership is dead serious
TO demanding autonomy within
'--JARTB.
While TV activities are conlitmeted under the NARTB roof, the
;irideo staff is working independentT°p Feb- Rqdio B^
GAMBLE
&
TERCo. again
PROC
zpf in most cases. Mr. Brown is di- PROCTER
TABLE II
& GAMBLE
ecting an examination
of the in February was top purchaser of
Leading Network Advertisers by Product Groups for Feb. 1951
aotball telecasting problem to de- national radio network time,
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Agriculture & Farming
47,184
Frank H. Lee Co.
3rmine if National Collegiate
Footwear
&
Acces.
spending $1,481,138 before dis- Apparel,
Automotive,
counts, according to figures on
and Equip. Automotive Acces.
athletic Assn.'s steering commit$
33,486
Electric Auto-Lite Co.
?e was within its rights in draw76,596
Aviation, Aviation Acces. & Equip.
II ig up a skeleton coverage plan radio network advertising comBeer, Wine & Liquor
Pabst Brewing Co121,715
Johns-Manville
Corp.
piled
by
Publishers
Information
Building
Materials,
Equip.
Mars Inc.
or the autumn and if the plan is
97,699
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Bureau. P&G total time purchases
158,655
United States Government
Consumer Services
egal. Dept. of Justice is reviewwere
more
than
twice
those
of
(Army & Air Force Recruiting Serv.)
170,108
ig the plan.
597,638
Sterling Drug, Inc.
Drugs
& Remedies
General Foods, ranked second for
Entertainment
& Amusements
j The TV organization followed
Food & Food Products
the month with a total of $689,183
General Foods Corp.
663,831
Iflip convention protest against the
Gasoline,
121,312
Oil Co. of Indiana
Horticulture Lubricants & Other Fuels Standard
lenton resolution, calling for a
(Continued on page 36 )
Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
123,229
12,042
Household
Equip&
Supplies
Philco Corp.
enate TV investigation, by officiHousehold Furnishings
Armstrong
Cork
Co.
107,040
35,488
lly notifying Capitol Hill and
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel Corp.
TABLE I
Insurance
ther official sources of the memPrudential Life Insurance Co.
107,756
Top Ten Network Advertisers
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
Cameras
for February 1951
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
100,792
ership's opposition.
Stationery
Office
Equip., Writing Supplies &
1. Procter & Gamble
$1,481,138
Preliminary work has started on
Hall Brothers
Publishing & Media
1. General Foods
689,183
70,728
Prentice-Hall Inc.
le plan to draw up TV program
17,976
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Phonographs,
Musical
3.
Sterling
Drug
638,536
Instruments & Acces.
159,703
tandards, with likelihood that a
RCA
Inc.
4. General Mills
593,013
Retail
Stores
&
Shops
5.
Lever
Brothers
544,422
iimmer conference will be called.
475,609
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
6. American Home Products .... 486,407 Smoking Materials
976,727
- special program standards comLiggett && Gamble
Myers Tobacco
Co.
7. Liggett & Myers
475,609 Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Procter
Co.
1,056
8. Campbell Soups
442,318 Sporting Goods & Toys
mittee is headed by Robert D.
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
9. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. . . 407,991
Procter
&
Gamble
wezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans.
366,354
10. Miles Labs
359,962 Miscellaneous
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
67,660
Assn. of American Railroads
Another TV committee, soon to
American Federation of Labor
93,252
Telecasting
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Perry Wolff, Writer —
"The Quiet Answer"

Elmer Davis, ABC
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Coleman,
Commentator
"Halls of Ivy"

PEABODY

WINNERS

HONORS for the best in radio and
television during 1950 were announced last Thursday at the 11th
annual presentation of the George
Foster Peabody Awards. List included, among others, five stations
and programs of all four networks.
Awards were made by Edward
Weeks, editor of the Atlantic
Monthly and chairman of the Peabody advisory board, at the Radio
Executives Club of New York
luncheon in the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.
Robert Saudek, ABC vice president and assistant to the president, presided, and Dean John E.
Drewry, Henry W. Grady School of
Jounralism, U. of Georgia, made
the introductions. Several hundred
leading radio and TV figures attended along with mayors of New
York and Louisville.
Radio, TV Coverage
The award presentation was
broadcast and telecast on ABC
and ABC-TV.
Annual awards are to perpetuate
the memory of the late George
Foster Peabody, native Georgian
and successful New York banker.
By legislative act, he became a life
trustee of the U. of Georgia.
WBBM (CBS) Chicago was selected in the regional radio public
service category for The Quiet Answer, which went into the "critical
local problem" of tensions in race
relations in Chicago. WBBM
sought cooperation of 16 agencies
and a panel of authorities for the
Edward R. Murrow,
"Hear It Now"
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Five

Bob

Hope, Commentator —
Robert E. Long, Dir. —
"Quick and The Dead"
Radio Free Europe

Stations,

Network

Winners of George Foster Peabody Awards
Radio
# Public Service by a Regional Station — WBBM (CBS) Chicago, The
Quiet Answer.
# Public Service by a Local Station — WFPL (FM) Louisville Free Public
Library.
$ Reporting and Interpretation of News — Elmer Davis, ABC. Citation
to Hear It Now, CBS.
0 Entertainment (Drama) — Halls of Ivy, NBC.
Q Entertainment (Music) — Metropolitan Opera, ABC. Citation to Ira
Hirschmann, WABF (FM) New York.
£ Education — The Quick and the Dead, NBC.
O Contribution to International Understanding — "Radio Free Europe."
Citations to WNYC New York for UN coverage and Pursuit of Peace, MBS
and UN Radio.
Te/evi"s/on
£ Entertainment — Jimmy Durante, NBC.
0 Education — Citation to The Johns Hopkins Science Review, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore-DuMont Television Network.
9 Zoo,
Children's
at the
ABC. Program — Double award to Zoo Parade, NBC, and Saturday
Special Awards
To ABC, its president, Robert L. Kintner, and his associates, Robert Saudek
and Joseph McDonald, for their courageous stand in resisting organized pressures and their reaffirmation of basic American principles.
To Providence Journal, its editor and publisher, Sevellon Brown, and its
reporter, Ben Bagdikian, for its series of articles analyzing the broadcasters
of top commentators, etc.
interview-d rama-music series
which was scheduled at the season
"usually characterized by racial
violence." High public acceptance
and resultant improved local legislations were noted in the citation
along with the series' "careful preparation, the intensive publicity,
the skilled presentation and the
Siegel, WNYC
New
York

follow-through [that] may serve
as a model for local public service."
WFPL (FM) Louisville, noncommercial educational FM station
of the Free Public Library, Louisville, was cited for programming
since its inception Feb. 18, 1950,
in which cultural resources of the
*

Wm. M. Fineshriber Jr., MBS
Norman
VP. Chg. Programs

Programs

Citec

library were extended to schoo
and home alike.
In the reporting and interpreta
tion of the news category, Elme:
Davis of ABC was selected. Cita
tion was given CBS' Hear It Now
Mr. Davis, winner of a Peabod;
award for the third time, wa
lauded for his "reassuring am
edifying" presentation of news dur
ing a year of "anxiety" in a manne
that encompassed "sanity, hors
sense
HearandIt that
Now dry
was Hoosier
describedwit."
as :
"brilliant" application of tape
recording to the purposes of th
news summary, by which "the lis
tener is privileged to hear the new
from the very individuals wh<
made it." Accolade was given net
work stations, CBS staff member
and tape engineers for their effor
toward the show's success.
Drama Awards
The radio entertainment (drama
award was conferred on Halls o
Ivy, NBC program, which wa
praised as a mixture of wit ant
charm "with liberal and enlight
ened
Mr. am
Mrs. social
Ronaldphilosophy."
Coleman, principa
actors, and Writers Don Quinn am
Walter Brown Newman demon
strated that radio comedy can b^
successful "even at the risk of be
ingRadio
intelligent,"
it was stated.
entertainment
(music
honor went to Metropolitan Oper;
(ABC) sponsored by The Texa
Co. The award not only praiset
the regular offerings of the oper;
(Continued on page 6 If)
* *

Corwin, Dir. Special
Prog. UN
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Ira Hirschmann, WABF
(FM) New York
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Hill Group
FCC

Studies

Staff

WELCOME

Role

TO

PROCEDURES

By FRED FITZGERALD
EP. Charles A. Wolverton (R. J.) and several members of the
llonse Interstate & Foreign ComInerce Committee last week levelled
e at the sultation
FCC'sbetweenpractice
of conCommissioners
ind staff members. As hearings on
he McFarland Bill (S 658) reumed, Rep. Wolverton tenaciously
■ :i:errogated Commission Chairman Wayne Coy as to the extent
*f these consultations.
One result was a warm exchange Wednesday when the Chairjjinan denied, in contrast to Rep.
^«Yolverton's claim, that he (Mr.
Joy) had previously said "testinony and evidence" was injected
ly experts outside the record of
adjudicatory proceedings.
M Mr. Coy, speaking from the floor
3ii recognition of the committee
chairman, maintained that he did
n >t make "such characterizations"
twn his testimony. "Nor did I use
-: rhose words," he continued. "I
talked about testimony in the rec:: :Did and not any new testimony."
£51 "At one time," persisted Rep.
Wolverton, "you said 'evidence';
another time you spoke of 'testii mony.' "
The Congressman conceded that
:rthe expressions might have been
- made "inadvertently" but declared
?fthat he was just as positive as
•xthe Chairman as to whether or
t*iot it had been said.
The Tuesday through Thursday
^portion of the hearings was devoted
to cross-examination of Mr. Coy,
Comrs. Robert F. Jones and Rosel
, Hyde. Messrs. Jones and Hyde are
. not in agreement with the FCC
;majority on certain portions of the
., bill which would amend the Com... munications Act. Industry testimony was scheduled for last Fri" day (seeOpposes
At Deadline).
Separation

judgment," retorted the Chairman
adding that Commissioners do their
own thinking.
Rep. Wolverton pointedly observed that the courts of the land
hear cases, consider evidence and
render judgments without relying
on "some third party."
The Chairman bluntly declared
he could not accept that parallel,
that regulatory agencies have "different problems."
Rep. Percy Priest (D-Tenn.)
interjected in "clarification" of the
Chairman's views that the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee operated in just that
manner with procedure that allows
consultation with staff members
after holding open or closed hearings on proposed legislation.
Rep. Wolverton persisted that
there is an "obligation" to let all
pertinent facts be known to all
parties in an FCC proceeding. He
told Mr. Coy:
"There is nothing, in my judgment, in the law that contemplates
the procedure you have indicated!"
This line of questioning was
taken up by several other committee members, particularly Reps.
Leonard Hall (R-N. Y.), John W.
Heselton (R-Mass.), James I. Dolliver (R-Iowa) and Joseph P.
O'Hara (R-Minn.).
Rep. Hall said "We have in our
courts terrifically important cases
— yet Congress has not seen fit to
assign
[there]."at
Comr.special
Jones assistants
took the stand
the conclusion of Monday's hear-

ings to offer proposed changes
in the McFarland Bill's Sec. 5,
covering reorganization of the
Commission, and Sec. 17, which
sets up procedure in rehearing before the Commission.
Wednesday morning Comr. Jones
again testified on his proposals,
which alter the last 10 lines of Sec.
5 The
(b) to
read:
Commission
shall establish a
staff, directly responsible to it, and to
no other employe, officer or officers
thereof, which staff shall include such
legal, engineering
and accounting
personnel as the Commission
deems necessary, whose duty shall be to prepare
such drafts of Commission decisions,
orders and other memoranda as the
Commission, in the exercise of its
quasi-judicial
mav from
to time direct:duties,
PROVIDED,
thattime
no
member of such staff shall participate
in a hearing before the Commission, a
Commissioner, a Board thereof or one
or more examiners provided for in Sec.
11 of the Act of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat.
244), designated by the Commission,
directly or indirectly, in a prosecutory or investigatory function, proceeding, or any litigation arising under the
Communications Act of 1934, as
amended.
Comr. Jones proposed revising
Sec. 17 of the bill which would
amend the Communications Act's
Sec. 409 (c) to read as follows:
Notwithstanding
the ofprovisions
of "(c)
section
5 (c) of the Act
June 11,
1946 (60 Stat. 239), save to the extent
required for the disposition of EX
PARTE matters as authorized by law,
no officer who presides at the reception
of evidence pursuant to (a) and (b)
hereof shall consult any person or party
on any fact or question of law in issue,
unless upon notice and opportunity
for all parties to participate; nor shall
such officer be responsible to or subject
to the supervision or direction of any
other anceperson
engaged inprosecutory
the perform-or
of investigatory,

STAFFERS of both Standard Radio
Transcription Services and United
Television
were on hand
I
ft '* Programs
at the Stevens Hotel during the
NARTB convention. L to r: Jack
Voglin, television film producer
represented by UT; Gus Hagenah,
vice president of Standard who makes
his headquarters in Chicago, and an
unidentified station man.
other functions for the Commission or
any officer,
other agency
Government.
No
employeof ortheagent
engaged
in the performance of investigatory
or prosecutory
functions
mis ion, a Board
thereof,for ortheinComany
litigation before a court pursuant to
the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended,
shaU advise,
wise participate
in theconsult
takingor ofotherany
action required by (a) and (b) hereof,
and no initial decision required herein
shall be reviewed for the Commission,
either before or after its publication,
by any
person other
than Members
the
Commission
or personnel
employedof
regularly
and
full
time
in
the
immediate office of any Member of
the
Commission. The foregoing provisions
shall not operate to prevent a member
or members of the Review Staff provided by subsection 5(b) from preparing,(Continued
without recommendation,
on page 93)a sum-

Would
GOVERNMENT

Give

FCC

Power

BANDS

FCC would be given authority to assign frequencies for governmental
station use under a measure (S 13 78) introduced last Tuesday by Sen.
Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.).
Such a move on Capitol Hill had been indicated at the time President
..: Chairman
Coy, Tuesday sum.. marized his previous testimony
Truman's Temporary Communica★
tions Policy Board released its re.... [Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
FCC would have the initial responApril 16, 9]. He laid particular
port on a study of a national comsibility of assigning space in the
munications policy [Broadcasting
stress on the FCC majority opposiradio
spectrum
but (2) in the in. t:on to the proposed separation of • Telecasting, April 2]. This
stance where the military seeks
Commissioners
from staff memstudy took in the problem of specprotection, the requested assigntrum space.
.j.bers, other than special or legal
ment could be worked out privately
assistants, in adjudicatory matAccording
to
the
Johnson
probetween the Commission and the
ters.
military.
posal, the procedure of allocating
Rep. Wolverton launched a series frequencies to government stations
Both Sen. Johnson and the Presiof questions to determine the "rel- would follow this pattern:
dent's board recognize the dual conative importance" which Commistrol which seems to exist between
0 Continuance of the present
f[ sioners attach to "staff consultaprovision within the Act which
the Interdepartment Radio Advitions" in handling such cases.
sory Committee (IRAC) and the
does not make the government staThe
Chairman emphatically
tion
subject
to
Sees.
301
and
303
Commission,
according to those
stated that such discussions dealt which deal with FCC licensing
close to the problem.
icnly with Commission rules and
Varied Approach
regulations, procedures of law, powers.
# Assignment of frequencies by
precedents in other cases, and that
But, they state, although there is
at no time was new evidence in- FCC to each government station or
class of stations, subject to Presiagreement
the "ills,"
Sen. Johnjected. Mr. Coy firmly declared
son and theon board
apparently
are
dential approval.
(that the Commissioners ruled on
approaching
a
solution
differently.
#
Public
hearings
by
FCC,
I- the basis of the ease record alone.
along with public announcement of
The exchanges between ChairThe policy board's report recommended "immediate" establishment
the assignment except where the
■ man Coy and the New Jersey conI gressman became tart when the interest of national security is in- of a top government communicavolved.
tions policy unit within the Office
ft latter sought to pose a hypothetical
of the President.
It was understood that the think1 instance of possible "influence."
However, Sen. Johnson wants the
ing underlying the bill is (1) the
"We
exercise our individual
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

initial study of all assignment requests to rest with the FCC, a practice which he believes would do
away with dual control.
By enacting a law giving FCC
this prerogative, Congress would
continue to exercise legislative authority over communications, acview. that
The
Coloradancording to Sen.
had Johnson's
voiced concern
the executive branch of government
would usurp this control.
This was seen when, in the wake
of the report's release last March,
Sen. Johnson expressed surprise
at what he felt was the apparent
absence of concrete legislative proSince the report by the tempoposals. rary policy board envisioned the
creation of a permanent advisory
board within the executive office,
there would be no necessity for
Congressional action.
There is speculation that if Congress passed legislation as proposed
by Sen. Johnson, the President
would probably delegate an advisor
or consultant to work with the FCC
on government frequency requests.
Sen. Johnson's bill was referred
to the Senate Commerce Committee, of which he is chairman.
April 30, 1951
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Sales

chart

tells

Nic-L

the

story

In that period, Nic-L-Silver increased production from 350 batteries aday to a peak of 4,700 per
day, work charts show. During
the months of December and January advertising-created demands
were such that the plant was running nearly 40,000 orders behind.
Neither the product nor the
campaign were new, but success of

. . .

-Silver's

Radio-TV

ASTUTE use of radio and television, combined with alert
merchandising of its advertising gains, has catapulted Nic-LSilver Battery Co. of Santa Ana,
Calif., into a key position in the
highly competitive West Coast
automotive accessory field.
This is attested to by George
Lippincott, president and owner,
who credits both media for the
phonemenal success story of his
firm. For from the day that he
first decided to test radio in the
West's highly competitive market
of San Diego sales have skyrocketed.
"Our use of radio and television
in the Pacific Coast market area
has increased sales by nearly 300%
in the four months we have relied
on
these media," Mr. Lippincott
stated.

of

Results

both looms as a tribute to an upand-coming western business.
Since the day when Robert F.
Anderson, account executive of
Anderson-McConnell Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, walked into Mr. Lippincott's office with an idea, on
Oct. 4, 1950, the pair has made
history in one of industry's most
competitive fields.
Coming to the office with a presentation for the firm's account,
Mr. Anderson was abruptly waved
to silence by Mr. Lippincott. He
had just one question to ask :
"Have you ever sold batteries?"
Mr. Anderson said he hadn't. Mr.
Lippincott told him to sell some
and then come back.
"Sell batteries," is exactly what
Mr. Anderson did. When he came
back to Mr. Lippincott's office a
few days later, the agency account
executive slapped a loaded order
book down on the desk and said,
"now about this presentation?"
Impressed
by Mr. Anderson's
attack on the problem,
he was willing
to look and listen. Mr. Lippincott
engaged Anderson-McConnell Adv.
Agency to handle Nic-L-Silver Battery advertising.
Mr. Anderson proposed to test

Mr. Lippincott (I) shows Mr. Anderson how battery sales have jumped
since the firm started its radio-television advertising.
in San Diego, and
dered a four-week
ment campaign on
KFSD KGB KSDO

accordingly orspot announceKCBQ KFMB
there.

Campaign Keynoted
By Token, Slogan
Keynote of the campaign was a
Nic-L-Silver token, good for a dollar toward purchase of the new
battery. The slogan used was
"when you buy a Nic-L-Silver batyou drive was
a good
bargain."
Santery,Diego
chosen
for the
test because local radio stations
have to compete with powerful stations located just across the border
in Tiajuana, Mexico. To succeed
in a market as difficult on mail
pull as San Diego practically guaranteed that the campaign would
work.
It succeeded so well that on Nov.
12 Nic-L-Silver began to sponsor
participations in Tom Harmon
Show on KNX Hollywood. After
six weeks with Mr. Harmon on a
local basis, the firm introduced that

sports figure to network audiences
by sponsoring a 15-minute Sunday
series, Silver Sports Review on 16
Columbia Pacific Network stations.
Using the token giveaway to
stimulate consumer reaction, NicL-Silver soon had 300 distributors
and more than 3,000 dealers on the
West Coast and also in Texas. (Direct mail advertising only is used
in Texas.) Nic-L-Silver is still
adding dealers at the rate of nearly
100 per week. A goal of 5,000 is
set as the top figure.
At present, in addition to Silver
Sports Review and Sports Review
ivith Harmon on KNX (which was
also KTTV
sponsored
about six weeks'
on
(TV)forHollywood),
NicL-Silver utilizes newscasts on
KMPC and KFI Los Angeles,
KFSD San Diego, KFRE Fresno,
KOY Phoenix; transcribed Bold
Venture on KTAR Phoenix; disc
programs on KSDO San Diego and
KLAC Hollywood; farm news on
KUBA Yuba City, Calif.
Most Sponsorship
On Participating Basis
With the exception of Mr. Harmon's regional network program
and Bold Venture, all Nic-L-Silver
sponsorship is on a participation
basis. Additionally, the company
uses spot announcements following
key sports events on KLAC-TV
(Continued on page 38)

While former All-American football star Tom Harmon writes- copy
for his Silver Sports Review on 16
Columbia Pacific Netivork outlets,
Meredith Pratt (I), network account executive, and Robert AnderJm son, agency account executive,
offer their approval.
BROADCASTING
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PAPE
NEWS
NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS
spent
$499,019,000 for newspaper space
during 1950, largest amount ever
spent by this group in any single
advertising medium, Irwin Maier,
publisher of the Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ-AM-TV) and board
chairman of the Bureau of Adverj tising, American Newspaper Publyllishers Assn., announced WednesIj day afternoon at the bureau's sesKjision of the 65th annual ANPA conIj vention, held Tuesday through
Thursday at the Waldorf-Astoria,
H! New York.
Mounting costs of publishing and
I ways to meet them without losing
I leadership and advertising in the
face of increased competition from
the radio and television broadcasters were the chief topics of discussion during the three-day meeting. Noting that newspaper
wages are among the highest paid

ANPA

ELECTION

McCahill New President
CHARLES F. McCAHILL, general
manager, Cleveland News (WHKAM-FM), was elected president of
ANPA at the annual business session Thursday noon. His election
was anticipated as he had served
' the previous two years as vice
president, which is the normal preparation for the top ANPA office.
More stress was given the election of George C. Biggers, presi- dent, Atlanta Newspapers (WSBAM-FM-TV), as vice president, as
this makes him the logical candin' date for president two years hence.
J. L. Stackhouse, Easton Express
■'' CWEEX (FM)) was re-elected
T secretary and William L. Fanning,

GROSS
today and that materials needed to
produce newspapers are becoming
more expensive and in some cases
hard to get at any price because
of the defense program, ANPA
President Edwin S. Friendly, New
York World-Telegram and Sun,
told the small newspapers meeting
Tuesday that "television has become another medium competing
for the advertising dollar — and we
must apply ourselves more than
ever to continuing to get an everincreasing portion of these dolNewspaper circulations in the
United
lars." States and Canada hit a
new high daily average of 57,000,600 copies for the six months ending Sept. 30, 1950, a gain of more
than a million copies a day, Mr.
Friendly said at the opening of the
general sessions Wednesday morning. At the same meeting, R. M.
Fowler, president. Newsprint Assn.
of Canada, relieved fears of a
newsprint shortage this year by
predicting that the 1951 supply
will run "very close to 6 million
tons," about 85,000 more tons than
publishers received last year. Mr.
Fowler qualified his statement by
saying it would be true only if allout war does not develop and if
emergency conditions do not curtail the supply of essential materials and manpower.
No Adverse Effect
No adverse effects of television
on newspaper circulation were reported and there seemed to be a
feeling that video coverage of
major news was actually whetting
the appetite of viewers for the
printed accounts in their news-

■ a
$M mi°°
paper. Richard Jackson, New
Haven Register, an evening newspaper in a community with its own
TV station and within the fringe
area for New York TV stations,
said that if TV did begin to cut in,
he would go to larger type and a
generally easier-to-read dress to
make his paper more inviting. He
also said that he might publish at
an earlier hour, so that people
could read their papers before
settling down for their evening
televiewing.
ANPA's Federal Laws Committee recommended that the McFarland Bill (S 658) to amend the
Communications Act should include
a provision to prohibit discrimination against newspaper applicants
for radio or television station licenses. "While the opinion has
been expressed that this is not
necessary because the Commission has stated that it cannot under
the law refuse a license to a
newspaper simply on the ground
that it is a newspaper, the fact
remains that on a comparative
basis as between two applicants
for stations, the Commission has
been known to be biased against
the
newspaper
applicant,"
committee
reported,
adding the
its
opinion "that Commission bias
should be prohibited in the law itANPA membership now totals
774 newspapers, of which 419 have
circulations between 10,000 and
50,000
and 144 have cirself." (54%)
culations of less than 10,000
(18%), it was reported.
Bureau of Advertising has a
membership of 975, including all

but 28 papers of more than 50,000
circulation, and an annual budget
of about $1.25 million to spend in
promoting newspapers as an advertising medium, Mr. Friendly
stated at the opening of the Wednesday afternoon meeting.
Mr. Maier, in reporting the 1950
national advertising volume in
newspapers of mark,
just under
the halfbillion-dollar
pointed
out
that other media are conscious of
newspapers'
top position and
that
Broadcast Advertising
Bureau,
for one, is getting ready to challenge this lead, with other media
not far behind.
Ad Expenditures
Whatever the competitive effect
of broadcast media on newspaper
advertising may be, during 1950
the manufacturers of radio and
TV sets spent $16,507,000 for
newspaper
at
the
national space
level— and
only that's
and does
not include local advertising of
radio and TV dealers — representing a gain of 98.9% over their
1949 expenditures for newspaper
space, ANPA reported.
Broadcast stations spent $6,097,000 for newspaper space in
1950, a gain of 39.4% over 1949.
Miscellaneous radio and television
advertising in newspapers during
1950 totaled $156,000, up 88%
from the year before. This all
adds up to national newspaper
revenue of $22,760,000 from the
radio and television industry last
year, a gain of 78.4% over 1949.
Figures are compiled by the bureau's research department, headed
by William G. Bell.
Main portion of the bureau program was a semi-dramatic presentation, with David Ogilvy, vice
president, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson
(Continued on page 72)

Receiver Market Soaring
ND
A
M
~r Westchester County Newspapers,
E
D
O
DI
RA
tion has ranged between 325,000
PUBLIC demand for radio receivand temporary over-production. A
:;<; White Plains, N. Y. (WFAS-AMdecline in demand for automobiles
and 360,000 units since the Jan. 1
ers is running at the highest point
ij'j
FM), waswere
re-elected
All since the immediate postwar years,
! officers
elected treasurer.
for one-year
holiday week, according to RTMA
has paralleled the TV trend.
• terms. All officers for the coming
At the same time output of rafigures. Highest output was that of
judging by production figures comdios in the first three months of the week ended March 2, with 367,J : year
from newspapers with
piled by Radio-Television Mfrs.
radio come
affiliations.
322 radio sets turned out. Aside
Assn.
1951 totaled 4,348,218 sets comnf
Directors elected for two-year
pared to 3,343,600 in the same pe- from the holiday week, production
Two-year upward trend in manriod last year.
has remained well over 300,000
ufacture of sets has continued
terms are: Elbert M. Antrim, ChiManufacturers
produced
2,194,through
April,
not
affected
by
the
weekly right into mid-April.
a I cago Tribune (WGN-AM-FM-TV) ;
Radio output for the week ended
000 TV sets during the first quarter
falling off in demand for TV reWilliam G. Chandler, Scrippsceivers.
of 1951 compared to 1,605,200 in April 13 was 351,652 sets, consistHoward Radio)
Newspapers
the same period last year.
Including late April production,
ing of 158,206 home, 155,374 auto
\'. . Howard
; Edwin(ScrippsS. FriendTV output started to taper off and 38,072 portable receivers.
83,444,000 radio sets have been
ly, New York World-Telegram &
the first week in March as the set
produced since the end of World
This heavy radio production not
, Sun; J S Gray, Monroe (Mich.)
War II.
industry felt the same slackened
only exceeds that of 1950 but is far
, Evening News; W. J. Blackburn,
demand that hit many hard goods
This unprecedented radio deahead of 1949. Weekly radio pro| London (Ont.) Free Press (CFPL).
duction rate in 1949 ran between
mand, far outstripping anything in lines. This slackening did not hit
J ( Mr. Friendly automatically became
the history of the appliance field, the radio receiver field, however.
200,000 and 250,000 during the first
a board member as retiring presiVideo set production dropped
has occurred while the production
quarter compared to the 334,000
dent. Messrs. Antrim, Chandler
from 190,291 sets produced the first rate in 1951.
of
TV receivers has been skyrockand Gray were re-elected. William
eting.
1950 Set Output
week in March to 133,570 for the
Swight, Holyoke (Mass.) TranOne million more radio receivers
second week in April.
In
1950
there were 14,589,900 rascript-Telegram (WHYN-AM-FM) , were manufactured in the first
This slow demand has forced
dio sets manufactured compared to
. was elected for one year, to fill out
three months of 1951 than were
dealers to cut TV prices and offer
11,400,000 in 1949, 16,500,000 in
' the unexpired portion of Mr. Big- produced in the same 1950 period,
1948
and 20,000,000 in 1947.
everything
from
free
record
playgers' terms as director.
according to RTMA figures.
ers to table lamps with each video
The total production of 83,444,.
Registration at the three-day
Production of TV sets has been
set purchase. Manufacturers be- 000 radio sets since the war does
, convention hit a new high of 1,245,
falling off in recent weeks because
not include AM and AM-FM tuners
lieve the slowdown is only temin TV sets, according to RTMA
just topping last year's record of of credit restrictions, the FCC
porary,
however.
data.
1,215.
video freeze, material shortages
Weekly rate of radio set producj I BROADCASTING
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Given

SOME OF those present at the 33d annual AAAA meeting [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 23] were: TOP PHOTO: (I to r) J. C. Cornelius Jr., BBDO;
Niles Trammell, NBC; Thayer Cumings, BBDO, and Fred B. Manchee, BBDO.
CENTER PHOTO: Albert W. Sherer, McCann-Erickson; Fairfax M. Cone,
Foote, Cone & Belding; Laurence L. Shenfield, Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield;
Dr. Ernest Dichter, meeting speaker and Frederic R. Gamble, president, AAAA.
BOTTOM PHOTO: Seated, Wilbur VanSant, VanSant, Dugdale & Co.; Louis
N. Brockway, Young & Rubicam, and John P. Cunningham, Cunningham &
Walsh, standing. Earl Ludgin, Earl Ludgin & Co.; Frederic Gamble, AAAA, and
George Link Jr., AAAA legal counsel.
DPA

HEAD
Harrison Resigns Post
WILLIAM H. HARRISON last
week resigned as Defense Production Administrator to return to his
post as president of the International Telephone & Telegraph Co.
His resignation, accepted Thursday by President Truman, is effective tomorrow (Tuesday).
Gen. Harrison was named last
September to head up the National
Production Authority and later,
in December, transferred to the
Defense Production Administration, which supervises all allocation and procurement activities.
In resigning he expressed belief
that "the rearmament program and
related activities in the field of
material supply and allocations
are making sound progress, in the
public
interest." had been announced
No successor
Page 30
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late Thursday, although a number
of candidates, among them John
Small, Munitions Board chairman,
had been mentioned for the top
allocation post. Gen. Harrison was
understood, however, to have recommended his own successor.
President Truman praised Gen.
Harrison's contribution to the mobilization effort, particularly "in
getting construction started on new
facilities to expand productive capacity in many industries, and in
establishing workable methods for
channeling the flow of scarce materials to their most important
The IT&T official said his resigaccordance with aruses." nation was inrangements
he had made eight
months ago when he came to
Washington. In 1940 he had headed the construction division of the
National Defense Advisory Committee and later the Office of Production Management.

5 kw on 1460 kc,

WHGB
Switch Denied
WCMB
GRANT
PROGRAM ISSUES were cited by FCC Hearing Examiner Hugh B.
Hutchison last Tuesday as the principal factor in his conclusions to recommend that WCMB Lemoyne, Pa., be granted switch from 1 kw daytime on 960 kc to 5 kw fulltime on 1460 kc, directional.
The examiner's initial decision *
would deny the competitive bid of has "actively promoted the developWHGB Harrisburg, Pa., to change
live talent"
throughfrom 250 w fulltime on 1400 kc to
outmenttheof local
metropolitan
district,
has
the 1460 kc assignment. The proaired numerous school and city
posed grant to WCMB is limited by
farm shows and forengineering conditions and provi- sportsums onevents,
local controversial issues.
sion that a construction permit will
The examiner noted that while
not be issued until WHP Harrisburg is licensed to operate on 580 WCMB planned to affiliate with a
national network if such affiliation
kc with 5 kw fulltime. WHP, now
licensed on 1460 kc with 5 kw day were offered, the station proposes
and 1 kw night, holds a CP for 580 to continue airing important local
kc and is preparing to opei'ate on
programs during the day and would
that
channel under program test reserve
an average of two hours
authority.
daily for such programs during the
6-11 p.m. period.
Equitable Distribution Issue
Since both Lemoyne and HarrisWCMB is licensed to Rossmoyne
burg are part of the same metroCorp. WHGB, ABC affiliate, is
politan district and a regional fre- licensed to Herbert Kendrick and
quency is involved, the examiner
G. L. Hash d/b as Harrisburg
concluded that Sec. 307 (b) of the Broadcasting Co.
Communications Act is not applicable and the comparison between
the two applicant stations would
CALL CHANGE
have to be made upon past and proposed program performance. Sec.
WBMS Becomes WHEE!
307(b) requires that broadcast fa- WBMS Boston yesterday (Sunday)
cilities be equally and fairly distributed. But FCC policy directs changed its call letters to WHEE !
Lambert B.
that Sec. 307(b) will apply to muBeeuwkes, vice
tual applicants in different cities of
the same metropolitan area only
general
manager,
president
and
when a local channel is involved,
announced at the
the decision explained.
same time that
The hearing examiner concluded
the station will
that in the past WCMB has preoffer segmented
sented
a
program
service
"which
music
shows,jazz,
featuring
has been far more effectively geared
to fulfill the diversified local needs
Dixieland, and
floor show music
. . . than has Station WHGB. MoreBeeuwkes
intermittent! y
over, acomparison of the program
throughout
the
day.
services proposed by these applicants indicates that the WCMB
The station, 1 kw on 1090 kc, is
proposals are designed to serve the a member of the Friendly Group.
various local needs and interests
Mr. Beeuwkes formerly was with
of this entire metropolitan area on WDAS Philadelphia, KYW Philadelphia and WXYZ Detroit.
a much more comprehensive basis
than those of its competitor."
Citing data from the composite
week of 1949, the examiner said
DAMAGE SUIT
WCMB devoted 26% of its total
time to local live programs while
Filed Against WAGA
WHGB devoted only 5.64%. Ac- SECOND suit asking $300,000 damcording to future proposals, WCMB
ages has been filed against Fort Inwould devote 36% of its time to
dustry Co. and James E. Bailey, as
such shows while WHGB would demanaging director of WAGA-AMvote 6.01%, he said.
FM-TV Atlanta, in connection with
The examiner also noted WCMB
a strike of NABET technicians.
This suit was filed by Jim C. BranKXGI SALE
non, technician. It is similar to
Walker, Mackin To Buy a suit filed by Clifford Rogers
19].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
CARSON RADIO Inc., licensee of March
KXGI Fort Madison, Iowa, has
Mr. Brannon charged WAGA
sold the station to Col. William E.
Walker and Joseph D. Mackin of filed a $10,000 damage suit against
WMAM Marinette, Wis., subject him, as well as two other technito FCC approval. Sale price was
for the purpose
of "defaming,cians,slandering
and libeling
him by
$41,000
plusCarson
"some isadjustments."
A. Orrie
president of false, malicious charges and the
KXGI, a 500 w daytimer on 1360
giving of prominence and publicakc which took the air three years
tion to said charges." In its suit
WAGA had charged the technicians
ago. Col. Walker is president and
Mr. Mackin general manager of with sabotaging WAGA-TV equipWMAM. Sale was made during
ment [Broadcasting • Telecastthe NARTB convention in Chicago
ing,
29, 22]. charges.
Mr. Brannon denied Jan.
the WAGA
by Blackburn-Hamilton.
BROADCASTING
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MOODY
SERIES
enator To Continue Program
sEWLY-APPOINTED U. S. Sentor Blair Moody (D-Mich.) plans
o continue his transcribed radio
how Meet Your Congress, Broadasting • Telecasting learned last
Thursday. Sen. Moody also was
Vashington correspondent for the
petroit News.
His weekly program, which is
arried by a contracted network of
tations in the country, will be
noderated by Sen. Moody except
vhen it is deemed not "seemly,"
iccording to a spokesman. When
hat occurs, Charles T. Lucey, chief
political writer of Scripps-Howard
t vill preside.
Sen. Moody, a Democrat, was appointed to the seat last Monday to
ill the vacancy caused by the death
)1 Republican Sen. Arthur H. Van:ienberg.
His radio shows, recorded in
Washington, are carried regularly
>n a weekly basis by WWJ Detroit
'Detroit News); WINX Washingon; WHAT Philadelphia; WINS
NTew York; WBZ Boston; WIRE
.'ndianapolis; WKRC Cincinnati;
^YTHT Hartford; WHK Cleveand, and KGW Portland, Ore. In
addition, some 20 stations in the
West carry his show periodically.
En 1949, Meet Your Congress was
networked by NBC-TV.
Top News
Sen. Moody's latest radio show,
;aired a day before he became a
Rational lawmaker, was pepped up
iquite suddenly and became top
news when three Senators (now
his colleagues) got into a free:i Iswinging scuffle following their
. broadcast debate on foreign policy.
." Participants were Sens. Homer E.
Capehart (R-Ind.), Hubert Humis phrey (D-Minn.) and Herbert H.
■ Lehman (D-N. Y.). A Senatorial
i eye-witness called the scuffle a
■"cream-puff brawl."
Sen. Robert
A. Taft (R-Ohio), who also took
1 part in the forum, had no part in
the melee except to help separate
! the Senators.
Appointment of Sen. Moody now
4 /aligns the Senate as 50 to 46, compared to the 49 to 47 Democratic
majority that has been in existence
3 , since the start of the session.

APPEALS COURT
Hears WJZ, WIBK Protests

Mr. O'Neil

Mr. Antrim

Mr. Wallen

O'Neil
MBS

OFFICERS

Board Chairman;
White Re-elected

THOMAS F. O'NEIL, vice president and director of the Don Lee and
Yankee Networks, was elected chairman of the board of directors of
Mutual at a board meeting in New York last Thursday.
He succeeds Theodore C. Streibert, president of WOR New York.
Mr. Streibert remains on the Mutual board.
Schreiber, WGN; Linus Travers,
Yankee Network.
E. M. Antrim, secretary of WGN
Officers re-elected in addition to
Chicago and business manager and
President
White were Vice Presia director of WGN's parent Chidents William H. Fineshriber Jr.,
cago Tribune Co., was elected MBS
in charge of programs; Adolf N.
vice chairman, and James E. WalHult, sales; Earl M. Johnson, stalen, Mutual treasurer and contion relations and engineering; and
troller, was named secretary and
Robert A. Schmid, advertising,
treasurer.
relations, and research.
George Ruppel, formerly assist- public
All board members were present
ant to Mr. Wallen, was named
controller, and Elisha Goldfarb, of for the meeting'.
Mutual Counsel, was named assistant secretary.
FELDMAN
GRANT
White Re-elected
Proposed by FCC
President Frank White and other
MBS officers were re-elected, as ARTHUR S. FELDMAN, MBS director of special events, and his
well as all board members.
brother, Robert, have been issued
Mr. O'Neil, who has been serva proposed grant local fulltime outing as vice chairman of the netlet in Little Falls, N. Y. Comwork, is vice president and a
mission in the same initial decision
director of General Tire & Rubber
April 23 also would deny, for deCo., which controls the two regional
fault, the competitive application
networks in which he holds similar
of Robert Harvard Dye in nearby
offices.
Herkimer, N. Y. Both applications
Mr. Antrim, elected vice chairsought 100 w fulltime on 1230 kc.
man, has been serving as secretary.
Commission had designated the
Board members re-elected in adcompetitive
applications for heardition to Messrs. O'Neil, White,
ing Nov. 13, 1950. Mr. Dye in a
Streibert, Antrim and Wallen were
Willet H. Brown, of Don Lee; H. K. telegram Nov. 9 had requested a
30-day continuance. He was adCarpenter, WHK Cleveland; Benevised that continuance request was
dict Gimbel Jr., WIP Philadelphia;
made
with notice to or consent of
J. R. Poppele, WOR; Frank P.
other parties concerned and was not
supported by good cause. According to FCC, neither Mr. Dye or a
ROBERT HUDSON
representative
appeared at the
hearing.
Killed in Korea
Robert Feldman with his father
is in the furniture merchandising
1ST
LT.
ROBERT
W.
HUDSON,
Philip Morris Realigns
formerly of FCC, on March 23 died business in Little Falls. In partnerPHILIP MORRIS Co., through its in action in Korea while assisting
ship with his brother, as Rock City
agency, Biow Co., New York, cura wounded comrade, it was learned
Broadcasters, he would contribute
rently is realigning its radio and
last week. Commission April 25 substantial personal direction to
television programs. Firm is unthe station. In application, Arthur
adopted a resolution expressing
derstood to be buying a half-hour
Feldman said he would continue
its
sorrow
on
Lt.
Hudson's
death.
television show featuring Desi
Joining
the
FCC
in
1943
as
asin his present MBS position. ProArnaz and his wife, Lucille Ball,
sistant tothe late Comr. Ray Wakeposed grant was subject to certain
to start next fall as a replacement
field, he was one of ten hearing
engineering conditions.
for the Horace Heidt Shoiv on
examiners named in the June 11,
FCC last week announced adopCBS-TV. Advertiser also bought
tion of its initial decision of March
1947 realignment of that division.
The Bickersons, featuring Frances
In October 1947 he resigned that 23 granting new AM station at TexLangford as a summer replaceposition to become an attorney ad- arkana, Ark. to Gateway Broadment for Truth or Consequences
visor in the Commission. A veteran
casting Co. [Broadcasting • Teleon NBC in radio. TV version sumof World War II from August 1944
casting, April 2]. Station will
mer replacement has not been de- to October 1946, he returned to the have 500 w might with directional
antenna and 1 kw day on 790 kc.
Army in December 1948.
cided upon.
BROADCASTING
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WJZ New York's protest against
the 10-year "temporary" tenure of
KOB Albuquerque on its 770 kc
clear channel, and the fight for
survival of WIBK Knoxville, Tenn.
— both long-pending FCC disputes
— were heard in oral argument last
Thursday before the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of
Columbia.
WJZ told the court FCC has
unreasonably extended the special
service authorizations, which it
claimed are illegal, for KOB's operation on WJZ's Class I-A frequency.
WJC, contending it has suffered loss
of secondary coverage to some 23,000,000 persons, asked the court
to require FCC to complete its
1945 hearing on KOB's bid for
regular license on 770 kc and settle
the dispute. WJZ noted KOB is
regularly licensed on 1030 kc and
could return to that facility.
FCC explained it realized the
difficulty of the situation but
pointed out the delays caused by
World War II, the clear channel
case and negotiations of NARBA.
KOB had been removed from its
regular 1180 kc operation as a result of the original 1941 NARBA,
but did not stay on its reassigned
1030 kc channel due to an interference problem with WBZ Boston.
KOB told the court it wasn't
happy about the situation either,
and wanted it understood it was
suffering from reduced coverage
as well as WJZ. KOB charged
WJZ has been the "chief architects
of delay" in the case. KOB said
termination of the SSAs would put
it off the air completely. Solution,
KOB said, is for FCC to rule on its
bid for regular license on 770 kc.
WIBK told the court FCC improperly denied the station a license to cover its construction permit because it considered Rev. J.
Harold Smith, principal stockholder, to be unqualified as a broadcast licensee. WIBK argued FCC
made a dozen findings respecting
Rev. Smith and charged many are
wrong and illegal.
Since FCC made its ruling on
the basis of all the findings considered collectively, WIBK told the
court it must point out what findings are improper and remand the
case to FCC for a new policy consideration on remaining findings.
FCC contended the findings —
dealing with alleged misrepresentation of ownership, financial and
other business interests as well as
character qualifications — were
properly arrived at and correct, and
no free-speech issue is involved.
Radio-TV Guild Dinner
ANNUAL dinner of the American
U. Radio & Television Guild will
be held May 8 at the National
Press Club, Washington. Speakers
will be Frieda Hennock, FCC Commissioner, discussing "Television's
Future," and Ted Koop, CBS Washington, "Radio News Comes of
April 30, 1951
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Mdt ARTHUR
CHICAGO and Milwaukee greeted
Gen. Douglas MacArthur Thursday
and Friday with a barrage of people, planes, confetti and microphones and cameras. Midwestern
enthusiasm for the returning hero
evoked a new high in special event
coverage, and radio and TV stations alike amassed their staffs for
comprehensive coverage. In some
instances, shows were left unsold,
offered as public service features.
Five Chicago radio and four TV
stations gave detailed reports on
the welcome. The only network feed
went from WGN Chicago to Mutual, with a recap of the arrival
cut-in from Chicago on Mutual
Newsreel Thursday night. A portion of the downtown parade was
fed to the network, along with the
entire speech given by the General
Thursday night in jam-packed Soldier Field.
Cameras and mikes picked up
activity starting with the airport
arrival at noon, following the General through the parade and later
to Soldier Field where official welcoming ceremonies took place. Clifton Utley, NBC radio-TV commentator, gave the introduction before
the
General's
were concluded speech.
on the Ceremonies
return to
the Stevens Hotel at 9:30 p.m.
Television coverage was pooled
by the four stations ■— WNBQ
(NBC), WENR-TV (ABC) , WGNTV (DuMont) and WBKB (CBS).
Buckingham Gunn of Foote, Cone
& Belding supervised broadcast acSURVEY

CHECKS

Report Mac's TV Ratings
A TOTAL of 18.6 million persons
and 6 million homes in the interconnected TV network area watched
Gen. MacArthur's dramatic address
to Congress April 19, according to
estimates released by the American
Research Bureau Inc., which conducted a special telephone coincidental survey.
At the same time a total of 4.1
million Californians viewed the
I telecast of the General's arrival,
programmed by 11 West Coast stations April 17, according to TeleQue, Los Angeles research firm.
The ARB survey showed 60% of
all TV homes in Washington, 52%
in Chicago and 44% in New York
tuned to a TV channel, with an
average number of 2.7 viewers-perset. A special check of clubs, restaurants and other public places
indicated an extra 15%, with an
average of 67 persons per receiver.
This level was applied to the entire
interconnected TV network area.
According to Tele-Que, highest
percentage peak of viewing, April
17, 8:30-9 p.m., totaled 90.5% in
Los Angeles and San Francisco
alone. On April 18 an estimated
1.5 million watched ceremonies
(peak, 11:30-12 noon) on a reported 42.8% sets in use at that
time. Tele-Que made spot checks
in some 5,000 homes in those areas.
Page 32
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Chicago, Milwaukee Lionize Hero
tivities under appointment by the
casts. Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago, for its pineapple juice, bought
mayor. George Heinemann, facilities manager at NBC-TV Chicago,
WMAQ's coverage from the airproduced the entire TV operation,
port to the afternoon conclusion
with Howard Luttgens, NBC Chithrough Foote, Cone & Belding,
cago chief engineer, as engineering
same city. WENR carried no live
coordinator. WNBQ master control
show, but tape recorded a portion
and switching equipment was used
of the event for rebroadcast Thursby all stations.
day evening.
WENR-TV handled the airport
WIND, an independent, classed
the welcome as a public service
landing, while WGN-TV picked up
the Michigan Ave. parade and
feature and did not try to sell it.
WBKB concentrated on State St. Announcers were posted at the staBridge ceremonies. WNBQ telecast
tion site on Michigan Ave. for color
the State St. parade, which attractand commentary as the parade
ed the largest curbstone throngs.
passed. WBBM (CBS) reporters
WGN-TV cameras were spotted in gave accounts from the airport and
Soldier Field that evening.
the field, with the news and special
WNBQ Sponsorship
events departments cooperating in
Florsheim Shoe Co., Chicago,
presenting the public service susthrough Gordon Best Agency, same
tainer.
WNMP Evanston and WLOA La
city, sponsored the WNBQ telecast,
using only institutional commerPorte, Ind., carried broadcasts origcials. The Sampson Co., Chicago
inating with WMAQ, by permission of NBC.
Norge distributor, through BurnetKuhn, bought full afternoon coverHeavy Milwaukee Coverage
age on WBKB. Commercials included eight 10-second live action
Wisconsin's only video station,
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, spotted
film spots which were made Tuesseven cameras throughout the
day, immediately after the time
was bought.
county and city to greet MilGeorge Tressel of George Tressel
waukee's favorite son. The GenStudio worked all night shooting
eral, who has maintained his official residence in Milwaukee since
and editing commercials with radio1898, lived there in 1908 and 1909
TV Director Bill Coop of the
as a first lieutenant.
agency. United Airlines sponsored
WTMJ-AM-TV carried a simulthe Soldier Field speech on WBKB
Thursday night, and spots also
cast of the entire public proceedwere sold to other clients.
ings from the time the General
entered Milwaukee County Friday
WENR-TV carried all afternoon
morning until he left Mitchell Field
activity under sponsorship of Cribairport that afternoon, a total of
ben & Sexton, Chicago, for Univerabout five hours. First Wisconsin
sal gas ranges, through Christiansen Adv. WGN-TV spotted camNational Bank of Milwaukee sponeras along the parade route and at
sored the entire simulcast as a pubthe field. Its entire telecast, day
lic service program without commercials. Mentions of the bank
and night, was bought by the Chiwere made only during the opening
cago Motor Club through Agency
Service Corp.
and close and on station breaks.
Cameras and mikes went into
Radio-wise, the Chicago Motor
action at 11 a.m. when the motorClub bought all of WGN's broad-

MORE THAN 1,000 visitors to the NARTB Chicago convention watched Gen.
Douglas MacArthur's Congressional address on an RCA Victor 16-foot television screen in the Normandy Lounge of the Hotel Stevens. Over four tons
of theatre TV equipment was trucked from RCA Victor Camden headquarters and special TV engineers flew in to install the equipment overnight. First
picture was flashed on the giant screen at 6 a.m. April 19, day of the
address. Signs and banners were placed on every floor and in the lobby of
the hotel. Company's efforts were
rewarded by a full-house attendance
(see above).

cade from Chicago crossed the)
county line. They followed the]
group to the Plankinton House Ho-!
tel in
the
restMilwaukee
of the day.and throughout'
A shortwave
transmitter
followed
the caravan,
and six truck'
mike I
positions were used in addition to I
field microphones spotted at camera I
sites. AM and TV control head- J
quarters were set up at the Plank- I
inton, with James Robertson, TV I
program director, in charge.
The AM portion was fed to the J
Milwaukee Journal's other station, I
WSAU Wausau. A radio feed also I
was scheduled for Morgan Beatty's I
News of the World Friday night on j
NBC. Staffers planned to edit tape j
(Continued on page 70)

D.C. POLICE
Hit on MacArthur Handling
RADIO Correspondents Assn. of
Congress will take up the cudgels
for sound broadcasting in its protests against police obstruction
during media coverage of Gen.
visit.
Douglas MacArthur's Washington

|
j
I
j
I
1

The correspondents' group, I
headed by Bill Shadel, CBS Wash- J
ington, appointed a three-man sub- 1
committee to prepare statements I
and file formal recommendations J
with a Citizens Committee, which 1
will hold hearings on the incident I
this Friday. The group was formed I
following an executive committee I
session
of the correspondents last t
Wednesday.
Hollis Seavey, MBS, heads the
subcommittee, which also comprises
William McAndrew, NBC Washington operations, and John Edwards, ABC commentator.
The hearing and subsequent action by the Radio Correspondents
Assn. stemmed from complaints
that police had interferred with
TV cameras and press coverage of
Gen. MacArthur's appearance in
the Hotel Statler lobby, and had
otherwise blocked newsmen at other
pointsApril
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
23].
The correspondents are prepared
to recommend that a joint committee be set up comprising radio, TV,
newsreel and newspaper
repr&sentatives. This group, serving as
an unofficial unit, would work with
District commissioners
to avert
similar charges on future occasions. committee
The correspondents'
executive
still must approve
the subcommittee proposal.
The radio group is expected to
file formal statements by personnel of NBC-TV, which coordinated
the coverage, who protested police
sought to bar them from private
property of the Statler after the
network had completed arrangements with the hotel management,
Statements will be offered by Eugene Juster and Ralph Burgin, program
directors of WRC
and
WNBW (TV), respectively; Frank
Bourgholtzer, NBC White House
correspondent; Sherman Hildreth,
technical director; Joe Browne,
WNBW director.
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Uncertainties

A SHUTDOWN of television and some radio receiver production, entailing layoffs of thousands of electronic workers, and mounting set inventories, swept across the industry last week in the wake of government
restrictions on steel and other critical raw materials.
While most of the layoffs were
believed to be only temporary, the tions and, to a lesser degree, public
shutdowns seemed to bear out confusion over FCC's UHF allocations plan which proposes to add
earlier industry fears that the comnew
TV
markets, as well as the
paratively slow trickle of military
color
TV
issue.
orders and materials cutbacks
One official attributed the shutwould threaten to disrupt industry
downs and bulging inventories to
schedules.
seasonal selling waves. Perhaps
Adding to the concern of manufacturers, dealers and distributors, the best explanation was offered
by a manufacturer who said the
was the fact that consumer demand
industry is caught in "a squeeze
for TV sets has dropped off mateon by semi-mobilization."
rially in recent weeks. This is at- brought
tributed in part to credit restric- Until industry is able to swing into
full-scale defense production — not
expected before fall when military
orders are expected to reach their
KFMB
CHANGES
peak — each manufacturer will be
forced to make his own adjustChernoff Named Manager
ments in schedule, he reasoned.
APPOINTMENT of Howard
Layoffs
during the past four
Chernoff, former managing direc- weeks ranged
between 15,000 and
tor of the West Virginia Network,
16,000
in
Chicago
TV and supplias general manager of KFMB-AMers' plants alone, according to
TV San Diego, was announced last
Frank Darling, president of an
Thursday by Capt. John A. KenIBEW local. Figures for the whole
nedy, coincident with FCC's ap- industry were not available.
proval of transfer of the property
Among .the reports received by
to the Kennedy Broadcasting Co.
Broadcasting
• Telecasting last
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
week were these:
Nov. 20, 1950].
RCA Victor Division April 23
Meanwhile, FCC last week also
approved $342,000-sale of WBBZ
Ponca City, Okla., to Ponca City 'VOICE1
FUNDS
Pub. Co. and $95,000-sale of KLUFAM-FM Galveston, Tex., to Orrin
Million In '52 Asked
Tucker, oil operator. For details, THE $40
STATE DEPT. has requested
see FCC Roundup, page 92.
$25,164,655 for program operations
Capt. Kennedy, chairman of the and an additional $15,763,680 for
board of the new corporation, si- establishment of new radio facilimultaneously announced all executies on behalf of the Voice of
tives and staff members of the America for the coming fiscal year.
stations have been invited to reThese figures were released last
main. The transfer at a figure of week
by a House Appropriations
8925,879 plus certain adjustments,
subcommittee, which has concluded
was from the Jack Gross Broadhearings on the department's
casting Co. to the Kennedy Broad1951-52 budget. The subcommittee
casting Co. Mr. Gross remains
had
not yet submitted its recomwith the company in an advisory
mendations to the full committee.
capacity. He shortly is expected
Both the committee and the full
to make a trip to Europe.
House previously had pared Voice
Mr. Chernoff has been identified
supplemental funds almost 90%
with the Kennedy organization for
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
more than a decade, both in West
April 16]. The Senate has not
Virginia and in San Diego. He
acted on that measure, which alformerly was general manager of
lowed the Voice only $9,533,939
the San Diego Journal, Kennedy
out of a $90 million-plus request
property recently sold to the Copley
to construct radio transmitters alPress. Mrs. Chernoff holds a
ready begun.
minor interest in the Kennedy
Chairman John J. Rooney
Broadcasting. Co. Capt. and Mrs.
(D-N. Y.) jaf the House group once
Kennedy also are owners of 48%
again raked Edward Barrett, Asof WSAZ Inc., Huntington, W. Va.,
sistant Secretary of State for Pubwhich combines AM and TV operlic Affairs, and Voice officials over
ations.
the coals.
Denying that his committee has
ever cut "one nickel" of funds requested for radio broadcasting,
Rep. Rooney sharply criticized
State Dept. use of counterpart
funds dealing with small radio
receivers and also expressed amazement that not one of six radio
transmitter projects had been completed out of a $10 million-plus
Mr. Chernoff
Capt. Kennedy
appropriation for 1950.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Hit Industry

announced a complete shutdown of
all TV receiver and some radio
production for one week, but recalled 90% of its workers by
Friday. About 5,837 employes
were affected, covering television
receiver plants at Camden, N. J.,
and Bloomington, Ind., and a Home
Instrument Dept. plant at Indianapolis. Production of radio-phonograph combinations and recordchangers, as well as TV receivers,
was also involved.
RCA Victor attributed the shutdowns to an order invoked by the
National Production Authority on
non-defense uses of steel (see separate story). NPA later notified
the firm it had granted its application for a readjustment, which enabled RCA Victor to resume manufacturing infive plants. Shutdowns
at Cannonsburg, Pa. (radios) and
Indianapolis (record changers)
continued, pending new action.
GE Layoff
General Electric Co. laid off 450
employes at its TV-radio manufacturing facilities for two days,
with half slated to be recalled last
Thursday and the balance Friday.
The company laid the shutdowns
(layoffs and decreased output) to
"a normal manufacturing delay."
Stromberg Carlson Co. attributed layoffs of 200 employes to a
"slowdown in sales throughout the
country." Some workers in TV sections were shifted to other sound
equipment departments, according
to President Robert C. Tait.
Motorola Inc. cut its employes
rolls a few hundred since midMarch, with TV production suffering a cut ranging from 30% to
35%, although some employes were
transferred to other jobs, Robert
Galvin, vice president, reported.
Zenith Radio Corp. attributed a
layoff of 3,000 last week to "inventory-taking" but expected to
recall some employes early this
week. Overall working force is
over 4,000.
Sylvania Electric Products announced a 25% drop in TV receiver output because of the materials shortage and falling off
of public demand.
Looking at their mounting inventories, retailers and distributors
last week were turning their attention to promotional campaigns
Artists' Agreement
AGREEMENT between Affiliated
Artists Representatives, New York,
and the Helen Ainsworth Corp.,
Los Angeles, to represent one another's clients and properties in
their respective localities, and for
an exchange of talent and package
program ideas, was announced last
week. Affiliated Artists Representatives also announced its move
to new quarters at 20 E. 53d St.,
New York, telephone Plaza 3-1862.

and possible price reductions as a
means of spurring sales. Manufacturers were prone, however, to
advise against price cuts and advised their dealers to "get back to
good old fashioned aggressive, inselling."
Bendix telligent
Aviation
Corp.'s Radio
Division told dealers not to be
"panicked into price-cutting" and
stated that "the radio industry,
stampeded by every seasonal
change in the selling pace, threw
away untold millions of dollars by
unnecessary dumping."
Elsewhere, Admiral Corp. in Chicago offered special inducements
to some 25,000 dealers to stock up
on sets. Another manufacturer
was offering portable radio sets
to consumers free with any purchase of a TV receiver combination. Price cuts were reported by
other set-makers.
In the wake of the vast industry
readjustment to material cutbacks
and other factors, the U. S. Dept.
of Commerce reported that radioTV-phonograph set stocks held by
retailers and wholesales last January were 203% greater than a
year ago.
DAVIS HONORED
Wins Headliner Award
ELMER DAVIS, ABC commentator, last Saturday was announced
as winner of the 17th annual National Headliner Club award for
"consistently outstanding news
broadcasting" during 1950.
Tom Paprocki, Associated Press
sports cartoonist and chairman of
the board of judges, also revealed
that for the first time in Headliner's history a television newsreel
was named a winner. The honor
went to WFIL-TV Philadelphia for
its "consistently outstanding newsreel for its seven-day-a-week proThe WFIL-TV series took national and local news and problems
and projected their effect on the
people in the Philadelphia area.
For Mr. Davis, it was the second
such honor within three days. Mr.
Davis
Thursday was named for a
gram."
George Foster Peabody award (see
story page 26).
Eighteen Awards Given
The National Headliner Club
made a total of 18 awards in radio,
TV, newspaper reporting, feature
writing, cartoons, editorial and
sports cartoons and newsreels.
Judges also voted a special Medal
of Valor for Korean war correspondents killed in the line of duty.
Awards will be presented June 1-2
by the Press Club of Atlantic City.
Judges for this year were Mr. Paprocki, Fred W. Stein, Binghamton
(N. Y.) Press; Eli Collins, Jersey
Journal; James J. Farrell, Atlantic
City Press-Union; James Crayhon,
Standard Oil Co. of N. J.; Charles
Burroughs, Telenews; W. P. Montague,
MGM Newsreel; Ed Hannigan, U. S.
Camera; Fred Fitzgerald, Broadcasting • Telecasting.
April 30, 1951
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Ayem
Ayem is big-listening time in Birmingham, especially when Ray Bartlett's "Time to Rise" is on WAPI
(7:15-8 a.m.). This program wins a
bigger average audience than any
other disc show in town/'

audiences
Audiences agree with Mayor W.
Cooper Green, who said " 'Time to
Rise' is more than just a program . . .
it's a Birmingham institution." Its
pop music, news, weather reports attract more than 30% of the listeners.

choose
Choose any major category of local
programming, and you'll find WAPI
on top. "Time to Rise" leads all
diskie shows, and WAPI also has the
top-rated news, sports, farm, musical, serial and women's programs.

Ra

y

Ray Bartlett is top man among disc
jockeys in bustling Birmingham,
described by Variety as "a disc
jockey's paradise." (It's also an
advertiser's paradise, with business
and industry hitting new peaks.)

Bartlett
Bartlett is just the man to spin new
sales records for your product. And
"Time to Rise," broadcast on WAPI
for more than eleven straight years,
is just the show. For rates and availabilities, call Radio Sales or . . .
'Pulse, Jan. -Feb. 1951: Mon.-Sul.

WAPI
"The Voice of Alabama"
CBS in Birmingham
Represented by Radio Sales
Page 34
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Prevent Radio Debacle
(Continued from page 23)
give the affiliate no control over
network decisions to change rates.
The committee recommended —
but left the decision up to the
affiliates — that "there should be
an organization representing the
viewpoint of the affiliates which
can affirmatively and aggressively
pursue the policies which will into their general
betterment."
The sure affiliates
were asked
to give
their views by about mid-May,
when the returns will be counted.
If the endorsers represent a "substantial and adequate support" to
the project it "will procarry ceedout
in accordance with your instructions," affiliates were told.
Otherwise the committee will disband.
Endorsers were asked to contribute to a war chest to finance
the project by sending checks
equivalent to one quarter-hour at
their respective stations' highest
rate. Checks already received — and
they were described only as "a
great many" — and those which arrive pending the final decision will
be held in escrow. If the decision
is to disband, they will be refunded
and the committee will pay the
expenses it has incurred.
Stations were asked to send their
views to the Affiliates Committee,
care of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, 270 Park Ave., New York.
Set up in a spontaneous meeting
of some 700 broadcasters during
the NARTB's Chicago convention,
and headed by Paul W. (Fritz)
Morency of WTIC Hartford, the
committee concluded after conferring with network officials that
there was nothing it could have
done to halt rate reductions.
It said it was "convinced that it
was confronted with a fait accompli and that no move taken since
the time the committee was formed
would have been effective to forestall what is presently in' progress."
More Cuts Seen
Gloomily it concluded that further rate cuts may be in store.
"The committee is of the belief
that the present situation is initially a network problem and is
centered in New York City," the
report declared. "The committee
has found nothing in the situation
which indicates that the move
taken by CBS and quite apparently
contemplated by the other three
networks will prevent a furtherdepreciation
of radio insisted,
values." any
But, the committee
network reduction should be viewed
as no more than one network's
"opinion of the appropriate price
of
"shouldas
not a benetwork
regardedpackage."
in any It
respect
an indication of the overall value
of radio," nor as an indication of
the market-by-market value of radio, and affiliates should judge the
value of their own local service
independently and "have no hesitancy whatsoever in increasing
rates" where increases are warranted, the report said.
The committee reported itself

DAYLIGHT

TIME

Networks Complete Plans
NETWORKS last week completed
plans for operating on Daylight
Saving Time, which went into effect yesterday (Sunday) and extends to Sept. 29.
Network TV stations remaining
on Standard Time mostly will carry
network telecasts, whether live or
kinescoped, an hour earlier locally,
although there were some exceptions. DuMont network announced
that the time shift would involve
no changes in its programs — it will
be telecast on DST rather than
EST.
Radio stations remaining on
Standard Time, with some exceptions, will adjust to the delay with
tape-recordings and transcriptions.
NBC and CBS put into operation
their similar plans, adopted by each
network several years ago, for
special lines feeding from Chicago
by transcription. ABC's plan involves Standard Time stations taping and playing-back programs
broadcast earlier.
MBS has divided its stations
among "A" and "B" networks, with
the "A" network stations scheduled
to receive live broadcasts and the
"B" network stations, on Standard
Time, to receive the "A" service by
tape delayed
onealso
hour.
network stations
will"B"receive
baseball broadcasts seven afternoons and one night per week, because they lie outside major league
market restrictions. A few Standard Time stations in restricted
markets have required special arrangements.
"convinced that there are facets
of research which have not been
sufficiently explored," and said that
"in these areas there may very
well be material which can yield
positive and valuable results for

ation of radio and its potentials.
The committee's first move in
its Tuesday through mid-Thursday
sessions, held in New York, was to
set up safeguards against possible
anti-trust and other legal hazards
by retaining White & Case, New
York law firm, as counsel.
For fear of anti-trust implications, the networks rejected the
committee's invitation to meet with
the full group. Instead, the sessions
in each case involved the network
officials and the committeemen who
represented affiliates of that network.
First conference, a two-hour session Tuesday afternoon, was with
CBS President Frank Stanton,
other top CBS officials and committeemen who represent CBS affiliates. The affiliates, it was understood, pressed the network officials
for the reasoning behind Columbia's decision to reduce rates, and
then canvassed the possibilities of
a new approach to the question.
CBS held firm, however, and was
reported to have described its move
as a re-formation of rate lines to
put an end to special deals of the
sort which, one official said, have
grown prevalent throughout the
industry. Without rate reductions,
the affiliates were told, many topnotch shows would leave network
radio.
Stanton Statement
President Stanton was said to
have reported that CBS had reduced its rates by only about 10%
in hopes that greater reductions
would not be ordained by other
networks.
It was noted that most network
advertisers are in New York, that
they watch TV, and that they listen to radio less avidly than in the
past. Further, it was noted, the
limited number of TV outlets
makes TV costs considerably less —
and therefore more attractive in
relation to network radio — than
would be the case if TV networks
more nearly
size up.
of AM networks could bethelined

"Moreover," the report continued, "the mass of radio research
The affiliates committee's report
presently
radio." available should be inte- pointed out that CBS had made
grated and applied to the advanceclear that "(1) CBS had carefully
ment of the radio industry rather
considered and appraised all facets
than be applied to obtaining comof the situation before arriving at
petitive advantage against others
its decision, and (2) that adverin the same industry."
tisers had been advised of the proPresumably the committee would
posed reduced rates and that
call upon BAB to assist in any
viewed from every angle it was
fact-finding project to be underimpossible to rescind the action
taken. The subject of research re- which has been announced, or even
portedly was broached to the net- to defer its effective date."
works but for the most part was
Next followed separate meetings
understood to have been given a of the respective affiliates with
cool reception.
presidents Joseph H. McConnell of
Without network participation,
NBC, Robert E. Kintner of ABC
and Frank White of Mutual, along
observers pointed out, an affiliates'
request for BAB help on research
with other top officials of each network. The tone of those meetings
would present the bureau with a
was understood to have followed
difficult decision, since networks as
well as affiliates are members of that of the CBS session. Said the
committee :
BAB and represented on its board.
There is no doubt in our minds
Meanwhile it was inevitable that
the intention of the netBAB's own research plans, now in that itworksis
to adjust station compensation
progress, would be clearly affected
downward to meet a competitive
by the extent to which the affiliates
situation and that those adjustments
decide to undertake additional fact(Continued on page 36)
finding for a clearer overall evaluBROADCASTING
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now, almost everyone agrees that Summertime
radio provides as many (if not more) listeners
than any other season.
By

This fact has been proven by many surveys and just
plain common sense. Less than 7 percent of the
nation's people are on vacation at any one time. And
when they go, today's vacationers take their radios
with them. Iowa Radio Audience Surveys show that
even during the past two years there has been a
tremendous increase in sets used during the summer.
Families owning portable sets has increased by 66,019
— families owning radio-equipped autos has increased
145,462 since 1948.
In Summer, radios flock to the beaches, mountains
and lakes ; on family picnics ; they take weekend trips
and week-night drives, they're practically "standard
equipment" in automobiles and summer cottages.
(The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey found that
80.5% of the men and 63% of the women listened to

their auto radios when traveling more than 100 miles. )
Radios are as much

a part of the summertime

American scene as bathing suits, picnics and "twoweeks-with-pay". Actually, people are more dependent on radio when vacationing than when at home.
If you want further facts, ask us or Free & Peters!

WIKI®
*for
Iowa
PLUS
*
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

Procter & Gamble
(Continued from page 25)
spent for netwoi'k time.
Sterling Drug ranked third
among advertisers on the nationwide radio networks, General Mills
fourth and Lever Brothers fifth.
See Table I for top ten network
clients and their gross time purchases. Leading advertiser for
each type of product advertised on
the networks is shown in Table II.
Food advertising accounted for
the largest time purchases of any
class of network-advertised product during February, totaling $3,742,164, more than a quarter of
the aggregate time purchases of all
network advertisers. Toiletries advertising ranked second for the
month, Drugs & Remedies third,
Smoking Materials fourth and
Soaps & Cleaners fifth. See Table
III for product breakdowns for
February and January-February,
1950 and 1951.
Prevent Radio Debacle
(Continued from page Bk)
will be rapidly forthcoming.
Just how great those anticipated
reductions would be remained a
matter of speculation early Friday. The networks all maintained
tight silence about their conferences with the affiliates and about
their respective plans.
It was generally expected, however— although no network would
concede it planned a reduction —

Effective

Comparative Gross Nework
FebruaryTime
1951
Agriculture &
Farming $ 59,354
Apparel,
Footwear & 121,521
Acces.
Automotive, Automotive
Acces. & Equip. 321,239
Aviation, Aviation
Acces. & Equip.
Beer, Wine & Liquor 303,582
Bidg- Materials, Equip.
& Fixtures 97,699
Confectionery &
Soft Drinks 490,429
Consumer Services 318,814
Drugs & Remedies 2,013,318
Entertainment &
Amusements .....
Food & Food Products 3,742,164
Gasoline Lubricants &
Other Fuels 519,632
Horticulture 12,042
Household Equip.
& Supplies 171,753

May

1, 1951
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646,364

232,796

210,227
1,037,323
564,451
4,310,959

95,742
581,760
143,616
2,052,841

7,876,452
1,093,931
12,042
371,115

3,744,676
409,530
23,488
244,135

that the cuts would be at least
equivalent to those announced by
CBS. The latter, effective July 1,
involves reductions of 10% in the
1-8 p.m. period; 15% between 810:30 p.m.; 10% between 10:30
and 11 p.m., and 25% for Sunday
afternoon time.
NBC was expected to issue a
statement almost momentarily.
ABC, which at the outset had
said it would "meet the competition" with reductions no less than
Columbia's, but which subsequently
indicated it was re-considering,
was appraising the situation closely as the weekend neared.
The rate problem was deemed
sure to have received the attention

th. BOLLING

New

Sales by Product
Groups
February
Jan-Feb.
1950
1951
> 118,115
$ 101,392
91,427
251,645
828,928
498,040

OHIO

TABLE III
for Feb. 1951, Jan-Feb. 1951, Feb-February
1950 and Jan-Feb. 1950 February
1950
Jan-Feb.
Jan-Feb.
Jan-Feb.
1951
1950
1950
1951
Household Furnishings 68,112
38,408
172,830
360,393
136,446
76,902
388,568
Industrial Materials 172,068
259,353
Insurance
239,181
$ 185,135
542,615
482,423
210,832 Jewelry, Optical Goods
& Cameras 100,792
293,345
114,218
201,584
1,217,564
Office Equip., Stationery
& Writing Supplies 70,728
141,456
133,920
284,487
175,046
351,532
119,479
465,690 Publishing & Media 41,123
Radios, TV Sets, PhonoMusical Instru-159,703
324,038
mentsgraphs,
& Acces
116,722
202,730
199,258
Retail Stores & Shops 1,056
Smoking
Materials
1,697,603
3,541,568
1,998,342
1,217,448
3,456
320,666 Soaps, Cleansers
1,728 4,162,741
& Polishes 1,625,400
3,438,089
2,112 1,551,340 3,215,190
4,240,714
Sporting
Goods
&
Toys
Toiletries & Toilet
Goods
2,068,325
4,465,186
2,118,517 4,557,713
7,844,500 Transportation
Travel 121,324
927,696
&
Resorts
249,474
152,445
67,860
861,949 Miscellaneous 420,813
865,384
419,130
35,232
517,822
$14,957,775 $31,649,184 $15,388,233 $32,477,606

of the Mutual board, meeting
Thursday afternoon (see story
page 31). President White, however, would only reiterate his earlier statement that MBS . will reserve comment pending completion
of analyses now under way. They
are still in progress, he said.
In connection with its retention
of special counsel, the Affiliates
Committee said the action was designed "to insure that all of its
discussions and procedures were
conducted with complete propriety," but that "there is, of course,
no intent on the part of this committee, or any member of it, to
transgress any of the laws of the
land, and we are certain that our
activities have not done so."
The committee meetings were
held both at BAB headquarters
and in hotel rooms of the committeemen, frequently with evening
as well as luncheon-table sessions.
Even before they opened on
Tuesday, BAB President William
B. Ryan — whose organization provided distribution of the committee report — called upon all segments of the industry, including
both affiliates and networks, to
unite behind BAB in support of
"the welfare and future prosperity
of their medium."
Urges Full Support
He said the networks-affiliates
split was
"a superbof but
nate illustration
howunfortubadly
radio needs a strong and effective
BAB," and asserted that the decisions reached in the affiliates-networks sessions — whatever they
might be — "should have the full
support of both sides in this con"Otherwise," he said, "there is
troversy."
grave danger that we shall prolong indefinitely a situation that
can only hurt radio sales by creating confused impressions about
radio among advertisers. Some
fact-finding or re-examination of
the medium may be needed to help
resolve the present confusion.
Given the proper support, and the
wholehearted cooperation of all
concerned, BAB stands ready to

the hilt, financially and morally,
and then to make full and proper
useTheof its
facilities."
Affiliates
Committee, under
Chairman Morency, is composed of
George B. Storer of Fort Industry
Co., who has been named treasurer
of the group; Kenyon Brown, KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex.; Walter Damm,
WTMJ Milwaukee; R. M. Fairbanks,
WIBC Indianapolis; Leonard Kapner,
WCAE Pittsburgh; Edgar Kobak,
WTWA Thomson, Ga., and also BAB
board chairman but not participating
in committee activities in that capacity; Clair McCollough of the Steinman Stations; John Patt, WGAR
Cleveland and WJR Detroit; Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C,
and Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver. All
were present last week, except Mr.
Damn, who was reported ill.
KERNS

TO

WMMN

Named Managing Director
J. ROBERT
KERNS,
for four
years managing director of WLOK
Lima, Ohio, has been appointed to
the same position
at WMMN
mont, W. Va. FairThe
nounced by Lee
appointment,
anB. Wailes, vice
president in
chargetions ofoftheoperaFort
Industry Co., is
effective May 1.
Allen Haid, who
succeeds
He to
hasMr.been
transferred
WSAI
Kerns
Cincinnati as managing director,
a property acquired earlier this
month by Fort Industry Co.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 9] coincident with the sale
of WLOK to the Pixley interests.
Mr. Kerns, a veteran of 12 years
with the Fort Industry Co., began
his radio career as a salesman at
WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio. In 1942,
he was made commercial manager
of WHIZ and managing director
in 1946.
When WHIZ was sold in order
that the Fort Industry Co. might
acquire WJBK Detroit, Mr. Kerns
was transferred to WLOK Lima,
in January 1949, and was elected
vice president of the parent com-

BAB, it."
he said, can provide "the
provide
ideal
solution to the present crisis,"
and that "all that remains is for
the industry to back the BAB to
pany.
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tive grasp on motorists in their
cars, has concentrated on spot announcements near sports events
which would attract a predominantly male audience.
Nic-L-Silver avoids "pitch" copy
in its advertising. Whenever possible the firm buys personality
shows, such as Mr. Harmon's, for
the added effect gained from personal endorsement.
The effectiveness of the firm's
radio use surprised even Messrs.
Lippincott and Anderson as returns rolled in. In Chico, Calif.,
the harassed Nic-L-Silver distributor, Acme Auto Parts, telephoned
the morning following Mr. Harmon's first network broadcast, calling for help to meet orders which
had depleted his stock during the
first two hours of business.
Because of the fiercely competitive battery market, Mr. Lippincott
declined to reveal even in "round
figures" the advertising budget of
his firm. He did point out however, that the Nic-L-Silver radio
and TV appropriation is now more
than seven times as great as when
the firm first started sponsoring
Tom Harmon Sports Review on
KNX. The two media absorbs
more than 70% of the firm's advertising budget.
"We are particularly interested
in radio," said Mr. Lippincott, "because nearly 60% of our business
is in rural areas which cannot be
reached effectively by newspapers
or publications." He added that
direct mail, which had supported

Nic-L-Silver
(Continued from page 28)
Los Angeles. The firm contemplates adding to its television activities during the spring and summer. Plans are in the formative
stage.
Mr. Lippincott, most of whose
business career has been spent in
the West, reports he has no desire
to move his Nic-L-Silver line into
national distribution.
However, the campaign, aimed
at saturating the West Coast battery market, which shares in an
annual retail figure of more than
23,132,000 batteries, has already
acquired one-sixth of the battery
replacement market on the Pacific
Coast, according to latest sales
charts. It attained that figure from
less than one one-lOOth of the
market in October 1950.
Because batteries are not "emergency" items, but generally are
purchased after due deliberation
on the part of the consumer, Nic-LSilver's radio and television is designed for the early morning and
late afternoon hours.
Messrs. Lippincott and Anderson
both point to the fact that these
are the hours when potential battery buyers are driving their cars
to and from work. They conclude
that the Nic-L-Silver sales message has a greater impact when
the potential customer is already
thinking in terms of automobiles.
In television time buys, the firm,
not being able to parallel its effec-
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thinking
that point." plans will
Future onadvertising
continue along the successful pattern established by Mr. Anderson
and the advertising agency he represents, the battery manufacturer
said. In formative stage are new
cooperative radio campaigns with
Nic-L-Silver dealers in Chico, Sacramento and Ventura. Soon as
they get under way, similar campaigns will be worked out in other
West Coast communities.

NEW OUTLET
Radio Free Europe To Open
RADIO FREE Europe will open
its second radio station in the
American Zone of Western Germany May 1, it was announced in
New York last week. Located in
the village of Holzkirchen, 15 miles
southeast of Munich, the station
has been built with funds raised in
the 1950 Freedom Crusade.
It will broadcast exclusively to
Czechoslovakia, described as "presently a particularly vulnerable
spot
in theevery
Soviet
11% hours
day. sphere," for
A signal power of 135 kw, almost three times stronger than
the largest U. S. stations, is further magnified by an unusual directional system, which requires
four made-to-order, 340-foot antennas. The station thus attains
an actual power of 700 kw, making it the most powerful mediumwave station in the world.
Because of its power, and because all Czech radios can receive
medium-wave broadcasts, RFE
programs are expected to "saturate
every city, town, village and farm
area throughout Czechoslovakia in
direct competition to the Communist-controlled Radio Prague and
Radio
Bratislava."
RFE began broadcasting operations July 4, 1950, with a single
station in Western Germany's
Frankfort area scheduling programs for Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria.

WREN
TOPEKA

WEED

Nic-L-Silver's predecessor, the Sun
Battery, could not do the whole job
for the new battery.
"The key to our business, as it
is to any, is volume," he explained,
"and radio is the cheapest, most
effective and most rapid method of
developing that volume. I think
our sales figures for the four
months during which we have used
a concentrated campaign prove our

REPRESENTATIVES

William Procter Dies
DR. WILLIAM PROCTER, 78, scientist and a director of Procter &
Gamble Co., died at his winter
home in West Palm Beach, Fla.,
April 19. Retiring from Procter &
Gamble except for his board membership in 1920, after helping in
1902 to organize Procter & Borden,
Dr. Procter established a laboratory on Mount Desert Island, Me.,
and became an authority on marine
and insect life of that region. He
is survived by his brother, Rodney
Procter.

April
4: Society Engineers
of Motion Picture 30-May
and Television
69th
Semiannual Convention, Hotel Statler, New York.
May
2-3: Management
Ohio Assn. ofMeeting,
Broadcasters
Annual
Deshler-Wallick,
Columbus.
May36th2-4:Annual
Assn. ofMeeting,
Canadian Royal
Advertisers
York
Hotel, Toronto,
May
2-4: AIEE
Northeastern
Distrid
Meeting,
Syracuse,
N. Y.
MayAnnual
3-4; Virginia
of Broadcasters
Meeting, Assn.
The Homestead,
Ho1
Springs, Va.
May 3-6: Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio-Television 21st Annual
Session, Deshler-Wallick Hotel
Columbus.
May 15: BMI Clinic, Springfield, HI.
May 16: BMI Clinic, Milwaukee, Wis.
May 17-19: CBC Board of Governor;
Meeting, Radio Canada Bldg., Montreal.
May
17-19: Madison,
AIEE Great
Meeting,
Wis.Lakes District
May 18: BMI Clinic, Indianapolis.
May
21 : Ga.
Second
Subscriber
lanta,
ference,
AtlantaAPS
Biltmore
Hotel, ConAt-

I
I
Jj
)i
|
i2
I
J

r
jj
I
'I

May
21-23: Parts Distributors Confer- I
Chicago.
ence and Show, Hotel Stevens j
May
25: Third
APS F.Subscriber
Conference,
Stephen
Austin Hotel
Austin,
Texas.
May 31-June 2: National Sales Executives York.
Convention, Waldorf-Astoria
New

II
1
i

June
8-9:Hotel,
RTMAChicago.
Annual Meeting '
Stevens
June 10-13: Advertising Federation oi I
America, Annual Convention and Exhibit, Hotels Chase and Park Plaza, j
St. Louis.
June
10-13: AFAClubs
Council
on Women's
Advertising
Convention
(will i
choose
Advertising
Woman
of
the 1
Year), St. Louis.
June 12-16: National Assn. of Radio
Farm Directors Spring membership
Ark.
meeting, St. Louis and Fayetteville,
Radio Executives Club
NOMINEES for the offices of the
Radio Executives Club for next
year were announced last Thurs- j
meeting.
day at its semi-monthly luncheon

They include: Norman Boggs, i
executive vice president of WMCA j
New York, for president; C. H. 1

Cottington,
executive
director for
in 1;'
charge
of radio
and television
Erwin Wasey & Co., for vice presi- i
dent; Claude Barrere, talent repre- I
sentative for secretary, and Samuel ;
R. Dean, treasurer of CBS, for j]
treasurer. Nomination is usually
tantamount to election.
ASCAP

Elections

OTTO

A. HARBACH was reelected president of ASCAP for the
coming year at a board meeting
Thursday, first meeting of directors
since the annual ASCAP membership meeting
27. Paul
CunninghamMarch
was elected
secretary,
succeeding George W. Meyer, only
change inelected,the
society'stoofficers.
Rein addition
President
Harbach, were: Saul H. Bourne,
vice president; Oscar Hammerstein
II, vice president; Louis Bernstein,
treasurer; Walter Kramer, assistant secretary; Frank H. Connor,
assistant treasurer.
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Q A I PQ Both Rad,
Abrahams Says
OMLlO

DESCRIBING radio and television as "two impressive retail sales promoting tools" which will "continue to live side by side," Howard P.
Abrahams, sales promotion division and Visual Merchandising Group
manager for National Retail Dry Goods Assn., opening a radio-TV
series at the Tobe Coburn School
for Fashion Careers, said "both class were 1:33; in the $2-5 million
media, it appears, will grow in class, 1:51; in the $5-10 million
class, 2:26; in the $10-20 million
retail use."
"Only a short year ago," Mr. class, 2:08; in the $20-50 million
class, 2:11; in the over $50 million,
Abrahams continued, "we heard
3:10; and specialty stores over $1
many retailers insist that radio
will be as dead as a door nail in million, 2:10, Mr. Abrahams said.
Television hours per week used
a short time. They said that about
the musical instrument business
by the average store in the $5-10
when the phonograph was born million class were 0:22, in the $10but we saw renewed interest in 20 million, 0:17; in the $20-50 million, 1:12; and the over $50 million,
pianos, violins and other instru1:29, he said.
ments. They said that about phonographs and records when radio was
Gives Breakdown
born but we've never seen so many
records sold.
Breakdown of the retail promotion dollar for stores doing over
"Each tool, radio and TV has
its own special use which the ad- $1 million in sales volume, according to NRDGA controller's convertiser can discover," he went on.
gress figures, Mr. Abrahams said,
"Both media, it appears, will grow
showed $.54 going to newspaper
in retail use. New York City, unspace in 1949 as compared with
fortunately, isa very poor area
in which to observe present radio $.66 in 1943. On the other hand,
use and to examine its future in radio's percentage which in 1943
retailing. High station costs, high was so small as to be unidentifitalent costs, huge circulation, comable and listed under "miscellanpetition with the best network
eous," in 1949 had reached $.03,
shows in the world give retailers he pointed out.
extra problems in this area versus
"Of course, these figures are
averages. They lump together all
the rest of the country."
Radio hours per week used by the kinds of stores. They include large
average store in the $1-2 million and small, profitable and unprof-

itable, chains and independents.
They include stores with tough
competition, good and bad locations, and so on. A store has specific ways to determine how much
it must spend on promotion and
where. Many stores use na radio
at all. On the other hand, I know
of many who spend as high as 20%
to
of their budget in radio,"
he 30%
continued.
"While this drop in newspaper
advertising has been going on,
radio has stayed around the 3cents figure. It appears that the
increased use of radio in dollars
is largely the result of these 3-cent
pieces multiplied by the tremendous
increase in volume of retail sales.
For example," he said, "retail
sales in 1950 were $140.2 billion
as against $45.4 billion 10 years
before."
HOUSE

BILL

Is Companion to S 1139
HOUSE bill (HR 3678) patterned
after the Hoover Commission's
suggested reorganization of the
FCC to give the Chairman broader
111.)
powers has been introduced by
House Expenditures Committee
Chairman William L. Dawson (DIt is a companion measure to
Senate legislation (S 1139), sponsored by Senate Expenditures
Committee Chairman John L. McClellan (D-Ark.), designed to vest
in the FCC Chairman sweeping
administrative powers [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9,
2, March 26].
The House measure was referred
to Rep. Dawson's committee. In
the Senate, Sen. Ed C. Johnson
(D-Col.) has been assured that the
Senate Commerce Committee he
heads will be consulted on any
future action. In connection with
this, the Commerce group chairman had offered a similar bill (S
1218), which was turned over to
his committee.
RADIO

SALUTE

By Mid-Century Convocation

BISMARCK,
Page 40
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N. DAK.

SALUTE to radio will be given
May 11-12 at the Mid-Century Convocation to be conducted on the
campus of Ithaca College, Ithaca,
N. Y. The convocation will take
the theme "Reaching the minds and
hearts of men throughout the world
to promote international understanding and world peace."
Radio will be saluted as the
communications medium best fitted
to pierce the barriers of illiteracy
and . communism. Among those
chosen to speak are NARTB President Justin Miller; Dr. Benjamin
Cohen, UN assistant secretary general; James A. Farley, former
Postmaster General; Mark Woods,
ABC board vice chairman; George
V. Denny Jr., president, The Town
Hall; Gustave Haenschen, orchestra director; Gene Tunney, former
heavyweight boxing champion.

FRAUD

BILL
House Vote Nears
WAY was open last Tuesday for ;
the House to vote on legislation ,|
(HR 2948) that would make it a
criminal offense to use interstate |
radio to effect a fraud.
The bill may come up for a vote
next week on the House consent
calendar, it was understood.
There is a possibility that if the
House passes the bill, its Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, which is holding hearings
on the Senate-approved McFarland
Bill (S 658) (see story this issue),
would take notice of the changes.
The MacFarland Bill contains a
provision on radio fraud.
The House Judiciary Committee,
which had received approval from
its subcommittee No. 3, reported
the bill as amended. The subcommittee had rewritten the measure
to conform with suggestions rendered by Judge Justin Miller,
NARTB president [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, April 23, 16].
As reported by the judiciary
group, the bill would apply to any
person who transmitted or caused
to be transmitted "by means of
interstate wire or radio communication" any fraudulent scheme. It
includes TV transmission. Maximum penalty upon conviction would
be a $1,000 fine, five years imprisonment, or both.
FCC had requested passage of
this measure by Congress and upon
its recommendation, the bill was
introduced earlier in the session
by Judiciary Committee Chairman
Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.).
F. H. Jones Jr.
FUNERAL services for Frederick
H. Jones Jr., 50, account executive
at the Biddle Adv. Agency, Bloomington, 111., were conducted in that
city Friday morning. A life-long
advertising man, Mr. Jones died
Wednesday morning after a heart
attack. He had been ill six months
and hospitalized three days. He
worked on several radio and television accounts at Biddle, where
he had been employed 18 months.
Before that, he was an account executive for Glen Miller Agency,
Chicago. He was a graduate of
Cornell U. Surviving are his
widow and son, Ricky, 13.
WINX Owner Robbed
BURGLARS ransacked the
fashionable apartment of
Miss Dolly Ruth Banks, coowner of WINX Washington,
D. C, and made off with a
$5,000 mink determined
stoleamountand
an unof clothes
and jewelry last week. Miss
Banks serves as assistant
general manager and
women's director of WINX.
Her brother, William A.
Banks, president, general and
commercial
manager, is coowner.
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HIGHLIGHTS of the new network
contracts with American Federation of Musicians for national
radio, national television and national TV film labor, with a trust
agreement beneficial to unemployed
musicians [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 23], include the
following:
NATIONAL RADIO AGREEMENT
(Effective Feb. 1, 1951, to Feb. 1, 1954)
Among the provisions:
1. FM — Interchangeability of Musicians: Musicians employed for
simultaneous AM and FM broadcasting may be assigned to independent
AM or FM programming.
2. Cooperative programs (network
programs sponsored simultaneously
by advertisers in various localities)
— Pay scale same as for single sponsor.
3. Participating Programs (two-ormore-sponsors for network program
no portion of which is allocated to
particular sponsor) — Single-engagement musicians to receive singleengagement rate plus $5 for each half
hour or less.
4. Segmented Programs (network
program a specific portion of which
is assigned to a sponsor) — Each segment to be treated as a separate
engagement.
5. Composite Programs (segments
allocated to one sponsor, or unsponsored and ". . . one or more periods
of time in the course of which adver-

Networks-Union
tising credits are accorded to more
than one sponsor without allocation
of any specific portion ... to any
particular
sponsor.")
— Single-engagement musicians
to receive
as follows:
(1) Segments allocated to a sponsor
or to be unsponsored — single-engagement rate, (2) periods of time with
more than one sponsor but unallocated— single-engagement rate plus
$5 per half hour or less.
6. Electrical Transcriptions: No
change from old contract.
NATIONAL TV AGREEMENT
(Effective Feb. 1, 1951, to Feb. 1, 1954)
Among the provisions:
1. "Local" and "Network" TV Programs: "Local" program is one broadcast, whatever means used, over only
one2. station;
all others
are "network."
Under Local
Jurisdiction:
Live
local telecasts and live auditions for
proposed
broadcast. programs which are not
3. Live Network Telecast Scales;
Basic minimum for single and weekly
engagements same as applicable radio
scales.
4. Audition Films: Musicians permitted in films made only to solicit
live-show sponsors, providing (1)
scale established by the local is paid,
(2) films are exhibited privately and
for purpose made only, and (3) ownership and control of all prints and
other reproductions, which are to be
labeled with contract provisions in
this regard, is retained by networks.
5. Kinescopes: Kinescopes of live

ON THE BALL . . .
Detroit Tiger broadcasts always win afternoon audiences in Michigan.
In Grand Rapids, it's WLAV and WLAV-FM.
DOUBLE HEADER . . .
WLAV and WLAV-FM are combined to give intense AM local coverage
plus widespread bonus of 50,000 FM sets.
A HOME RUN . . .
Your advertising message reaches more homes, more business places, more
auto listeners, more of everybody you want to sell on WLAV and WLAV-FM.
GET ON BASE . . .
Any position between 1:00 PM and 6:00 PM is a strong
selling position every day on these baseball and planned
music afternoon;. No other baseball on radio or television in Grand Rapids.
Note: WXAV-TV will not carry baseball nor will any
other radio station in Grand Rapids carry baseball.
WLAV <« eel us i vc ly for the Tigers
(wil
For availabilities call JOHN PEARSON
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Sign

Radio-TV

i

Pact

telecasts using musicians subject to
(1) being
produced
only show
"at aistime
when
the live
television
being regularly broadcast by an owned
or affiliated station," (2) subsequent
telecast only by stations affiliated at
time of live telecast with network
from whose station the live telecast
originated, (3) subsequent telecast
only one time within 60 days of live
telecast, (4) ownership and control of
all reproductions, etc., to be retained
by network, and (5) kinescopes not
to be otherwise used or extracted
from.
6. Remotes: Rates for remotes of
any kind to be exclusively within
jurisdiction of Federation, and not
locals.
7. Simulcasts: In addition to radio
payment,
get for
"applicable radiomusicians
live repeatto fee
each
such commercial simulcast and $10
for each such sustaining simulcast."
8. Makeup and/or costuming: Musicians to receive $12 per service and
not to be called earlier than 1 hour
before the performance or rehearsal.
9. Coopei'ative
radio
contract. Programs: Same as
10. Participating Programs: Same
as radio contract.
11. Segmented Programs: Same as
radio contract.
12. Composite Programs: Same as
radio contract.
NATIONAL TV FILM LABOR
AGREEMENT
(Effective June 1, 1951— Jan. 31, 1954)
Among the provisions:
1. Appoints Samuel R. Rosenbaum
to be trustee.
2. Concerns TV stations producing
and exploiting motion picture films
and/or sound tracks.
3. Not applicable to film made under "audition" and "kinescope" proviment. sions or National Television Agree4. Networks not to ask or influence
any AFM to perform except within
terms of agreement.
5. Pay scales open to individual
arrangement providing agreed rates
do not fall below Federation scale.
6. Without AFM permission, film
not to be used or leased for any purpose except where
"exhibition
on televisionis
broadcasts
no admission
charged for the privilege of attending
such exhibition either before, during, or after transmission over tele7. AFM to receive monthly report
of films and sound tracks produced.
8. Written AFM permission revision."
quired to make, or permit facilities to
be used to make, films embodying
pictures of musicians or instrumental
music for "any other person engaged
in the production or exploitation of
motion picture films and/or sound
9. Failure to live up to this contract, or upon its provisions becomtracks."
ing illegal, gives AFM option to
ignore contract until such time as it
becomes legal, or is lived up to.
10. AFM has right to audit records
and accounts "concerning all transactions, the gross revenues from
which are subject to percentage payments pursuant to said trust agreeExhibit "A," attached to the agreement, provides among other things:
A. Side Line Musicians — Basic Scales:
ment."
1. Minimum pay for any call except
as otherwise specified: $28.13.
2. Consecutive work hours between

WHAT to do when you have 50 eontest winners and only three prizes?
That was the problem of WMT Cedar
Rapids. Tait Cummins (center), WMT
sports director, ran a prediction contest on the Iowa boys state basketball tourney.
In 10 days, 49,423
entries poured in. Prizes were allexpense vacation trips to Minnesota.
Bill Quarton (I), WMT general manager, seems to be saying, "You've got
to
us more
Jerry
Darrow give
(r), who
owns prizes."
the resort
winners
will visit, appears to be replying,
"Can't do a thing for you."
Mr.
Cummins seems willing to let them
settle the prize issue. Final decision
was determined by earliest postmark.

i
I
I
I
I
I
j
I
1

6 a.m. and 6 p.m. to be paid at the I
rate of straight time — per hour or I
fraction thereof: $3.51.
3. Consecutive work hours after 6 I
p.m. — time and a half — -per hour or J
fraction of hour: $5.28.
4. When minimum of $28.13 is J
earned, excess is to be paid as fol- I
lows: Before 6 p.m. — per hour or |
fraction of hour: $3.51.
5. Overtime after 6 p.m. up to 10
minutes — per hour or fraction there- |
of: $2.64.
6. Overtime after 6 p.m. in excess j
of 10 minutes — per hour or fraction
thereof: $5.28.
7. All work hours must be consecu- I
tive (except that a one-hour meal
period, deductible from work time,
will be allowed in nine hours).
B. Motion Picture Recording Musicians— rates and conditions:
1. Single-session of three or less
hours, in which (a) only five pictures
of 30 minutes or less is made, (b)
only five pictures of 3% minutes or
less is made, (c) only nine spot announcements of one or less minutes
is made, per man: $50.
2. Two sessions (completed within
12 hours of time called) may be
divided into two periods at convenience of producer, with at least one
hour between sessions.
3. Work between midnight and 8
a.m. to be paid time and a half.
4. Leader or contractor, double re- ,
cording
musician's
5. Overtime
beforerate.midnight, per
man per 15 or less minutes: $4.16.
6. Overtime after midnight, per
man per 15 or less minutes: $6.24.
7. Overtime must immediately follow a regular session. All hours not
continuous will be charged as additional sessions.
C. Single Musician (non-recording) —
Daily Schedule:
1. Single sessions (three or less
hours): $24.94.
2. Two sessions (six hours) completed within 12 hours of time called
and ending before midnight: $41.56.
3. Engagement of two sessions
(completed within 12 hours of time
called) may be divided into two peproducer's
convenience,
with
at leastriods at an
hour between
sessions.
(Continued on page 85)
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KOIN is Portland's No. 1 station. Hooper City
zone station-audience index for the 5-month
period... October 1950 through February 1951,
gives KOIN undisputed leadership!

For the TOP Job of Selling in the Portland Market, Use Portland's TOP Station!
RADIO
SETS
IN USE

KOIN
(CBS)

B
(NET)

Monday thru Friday
8:00 A.M.- 12:00 Noon

19.5

32.2

12.5

Monday thru Friday
12:00 Noon-6:00 P.M.

23.1

Sunday thru Saturday Evening
6:00 P.M.- 10:00 P.M.

35.9

35.6

28.3

16.5

1 1.9

Total Rated Time Periods

27.2

33.2

23.1

17.2

12.0

TIME

AVERY-KNODEL,
BROADCASTING

31.4

20.9

C
(NET)
20.0
17.7

E

12.4

11.3

F

G

5.8

1.4

H

1
1.6

HOMES
CALLED

AMOTHER
& FM
1.6

1.4
1.7

10.5
7.4

Inc., National
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D
(NET)

6.9
3.8

6,353

1.4

2.2
1.8

2.0
2.4

9,446
18,238

1.8
8.5

Representatives

5.2

1.9

1.4

37 975

2.1

A MatskaU
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OHIO

High

INSTITUTE

SOME 800 delegates are expected to attend the radio-TV conference
of the Ohio State U.-sponsored Institute for Education by Radio-Television at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel in Columbus May 3-6.
Included among the delegates will be representatives from colleges
and universities, broadcasters, civic *
scheduled are Robert Saudek, ABC
leaders and interested persons from
allied fields.
vice president, and Morris Novik,
Affiliated organizations meeting New York consultant.
at the same time will include the
A partial agenda follows:
National Assn. of Educational
May 3 — Opening General Session:
Broadcasters, the Assn. for Educa"How Can the Public Interest Best
tion by Radio, Intercollegiate
Be Served Through Television?"
Broadcasting System, Alpha EpMay 4 — General Session: "Is Broadsilon Rho and Junior Town Meeteasting an Effective Medium for Deing League.
veloping Understanding Among NaFor the first time in its 21-year
A luncheon of the National Assn.
history, the institute is incorporattions ?"
of Educational
Broadcasters.
ing in its title the word, television.
The afternoon session will be deThis gesture is' an indication of
voted to special interest groups such
the whole theme to which the inas: "How to Tell the UN Story," disstitute is keyed. This year, more
cussion led by Dorothy Lewis, coordithan ever before, accent is to be
nator of U. S. stations relations for
placed on TV [Broadcasting • United Nations Radio. Among those
taking part in this discussion, and
Telecasting, April 2].
Dr. L Keith Tyler, head of radio who will concentrate on technques of
UN material in classrooms,
education at Ohio State, is director presenting
are Dorothy Gordon, moderator, New
of the institute. Kenneth Bartlett,
York Times Youth Forum; Kathleen
director of the radio and television
N. Lardie, manager, WDTR Detroit;
center at Syracuse U., again will James P. MacAndrew, director of
serve as discussion leader at all broadcasting, New York City Board of
Education; Olive McHugh, Toledo rageneral sessions.
dio consultant, and Burton Paulu, diTV allocations will be discussed
rector of radio, U. of Minnesota.
by Brig. Gen. Telford Taylor,
Discussion of effective promotional,
attorney who represented the Joint publicity
and production techniques
Committee on Educational Televifor educational and public service
sion at the Washington hearings.
programs will have Richard Pack,
Among other principal speakers WNEW New York, as chairman, and

THE

PERFECT

COMBINATION!
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a speakers panel including Hal Davis,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York; Leon
Goldstein, WMGM New York; Robert
Rodgers, WGMS Washington, and
Keith Nighbert, KUSD U. of South
Dakota.
Thomas D. Rishworth, director, Radio House at U. of Texas, and national chairman of committee on
radio and TV for National Congress
of Parents & Teachers, will lead a
discussion of children's radio and TV
programs. Other speakers include:
Dallas Smythe, U. of Illinois; Warren
C. Seyfert, U. of Chicago; John H.
Sitting, Ohio Congress of Parents &
Teachers; Philip Lewis, Chicago South
Shore High School; Judith C. Waller,
NBC; Gertrude G. Broderick, U. S.
Office of Education; Gale R. Adkins,
Radio House, U. of Texas; Betty T.
Girling, Minnesota School of the Air.
Other afternoon topics: "Radio
Problems of Teacher Training Institutions"; "Radio Writing and Production"; "Clinic for Educational StaWorkshop Discussion
Paul Bogen, director of radio, U. of
tions."
Nebraska, will speak on "High School
Radio and Television Workshops," and
Charles F. Church, director of education and research, KMBC Kansas City,
will lead a panel on "Educational
Broadcasting Through Commercial
Stations." Other presentations will
be given by Arnold L. Wilkes, WBALTV Baltimore; Wayne Richards, KSLTV Salt Lake City; Madeline S. Long,
Minneapolis Public Schools.
In addition, there will be a demonstration of a school telecast, and a
general session on "The Status of
Educational Broadcasting."
May 5 — The morning session will
take up work-study groups: Paul Reed,
consultant for visual and radio education, Rochester, N. Y., will talk on
"School Broadcasting." Clinic for 10-w
stations; clinic for campus stations;
"Youth Discussions on Television";
"Broadcasting Training in Colleges
and Universities"; "Religious Broadcasting"; "Agricultural Broadcasting,"
and "Training for Broadcasting by
Professional
Luncheon ofSchools."
the Assn. for Education by Radio.
The afternoon session will be devoted to special interests groups.
Ted
producer
GarrowayMills,
at Large,
will ofbe NBC-TV's
chairman
of a meeting on television writing and
production with speakers to include Worthington Miner, CBS-TV
producer, and Fred Coe, NBC-TV
producer; Ruth Foltz, elementary
program coordinator, "Writing School
Broadcasts";
Seymour Siegel,
of
radio communications
for Newdirector
York
City, "Educational Broadcasting in the
National Emergency," and Richard B.
Hull, director, WOI Ames, Iowa, "Next
Steps
Television
for Educators."
Otherin special
interest
groups slated
are: "Organized Listener Groups,"
"Communications Research," "Equipment for Educational Uses," "Radio
and Television Criticism," and "Broadand Politics."dinner. There will
AnnualcastingInstitute
be an outstanding speaker and the Institute Awards will be announced.
May 6 — Work-study groups will take
over the morning session. Franklin
Dunham, chief of radio in the U. S.
Office of Education, will direct a panel
cies.broadcasting and government agenon

dio and Television" will include the
following participants: Lynn Poole,
Johns Hopkins U.; William Hodapp,
Teleprograms Inc.; Richard H. Bell,
coordinator of Ohio State U. science
shows on WLWC (TV) Columbus;
Garnet R. Garrison, U. of Michigan;
Edward P. Wegener, WOI-TV Ames,
Iowa; Paul Richard, Detroit U.
In a session devoted to "Agricultural Broadcasting," Kenneth Gapen,
assistant director of information for
radio and TV, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, will speak on "Where Have We
Been and Where Are We Going?"
Others to take part in this discussion are Jerry Seaman, of Bert S. Gittens Adv., "Program Promotion"; F. P.
Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio, county
agent, "How County Agents Use Radio"; L. Davis, consumer education,
Dept. of Agriculture, "We're Waking
Up
Our Consumer
and
Phil toAlampi,
WJZ NewAudience,"
York, president of the National Assn. of Radio
Farm Directors, "Working Together
More
OtherEffectively."
work-study groups are to be
on "Radio and Television News,"
"Health Education by Radio and Television"; "Broadcasting by National
Organizations," and "Religious BroadAt a special luncheon, Ned Brooks,
of NBC's Three Star Extra, will be a
casting."
panel
speaker in a session
on "Freedom
and Responsibility
in Handling
the

APPOINT
MORRIS
News."
Gets Top Electronics Post
APPOINTMENT of Edmund T.
Morris Jr., associated with Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore,
since 1928, as chairman of the government's topElectronics
Pro*
level
"super"
duction Board
was
announced
last Monday.

The inter-agency board was set
month
to assure
up
by DPA
last
that sufficient
Mr. Morris
quantities of
equipment
be
channeled on schedule
to civilian
and military streams [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26].
Mr. Morris, assistant to Walter
Evans, vice president of Westinghouse,
is manager
the firm'sa
Electronics
and X-Rayof Division,
post he assumed in September
1948. He also has been serving as
manager of Westinghouse Stratovision, borne
a TVprojected
nationwidejointly
airsystem developed
with Glenn L. Martin Co.
The following appointments to
the DPA electronics board were
also announced:
Harry A. Ehle, vice president, International Resistance Corp., representing the U. S. Army; Don G.
Mitchell, Sylvania Electric Products
Corp., U. S. Air Force; John G. Daley,
chief of the Electronics Product Division, National Production Authority;
Capt. F. R. Furth, director of Naval
Research Labs; M. W. Boyer, general
manager, Atomic Energy Commission;
C. W. Middleton, vice chairman for
Panel on "Adult Education by Ra- production, Munitions Board.
BROADCASTING
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*A1I things important to radio engineering — call letters,
location, power, operating hours, directional patterns — for
every AM broadcasting allocation on any given frequency.

THINGS

STANDARD BROADCAST ALLOCATION MAP BOOK— 1951 EDITION is now
IN

off the press. Shown above is a tiny excerpt from one of its 107 pages.

THE

Each page, measuring 17"x22", reveals the basic facts about all
the allocations on each channel from 540 kc to 1600 kc.
Originated in 1946 as a unique service to the industry, this atlas has
MIDDLE

WEST

now been thoroughly revised and expanded to cover all North American
allocations — and, besides, NARBA-revised structures for the
Bahamas, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti and Jamaica. This new
edition thus makes clear the effect on the U. S. of all realigned facilities.

AT

1420

KC
Pre-publication demand for the allocation map book is already
setting new records. To assure yourself the copies you will need in
your business, simply fill in the order form below. Also available,
as in the past, is the special monthly supplement service which readily
keeps your atlas data up to date.
SIGN HERE ... for matchless service benefits . . . MAIL TODAY
ED W. DAVIS, Chief Allocations Engineer,
MBS, 1440 Broadway, N.Y. 18, N.Y.

Engineering

Department,

□ Send me _

.copies of '51 ALLOCATION MAP BOOK @ $50.00

_COpies of '51 ALLOCATION MAP BOOK — plus
Q Send me
monthly supplement service to March, '52 @ $65.00
MUTUAL

Check encl. [~J
NAME-

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

FIRM.
ADDRESS-

Bill me [~J

it is "dangerous and unwise to let
information . . . leak out in any un-

JOHN H. QUARLES
WRGA President, Dies
JOHN H. (Happy) QUARLES,
president of WRGA Rome, Ga.,
died April 7 as a result of a heart
condition from which he had suffered for some time. He had assumed the presidency of WRGA
following- the death of his father,
John W. Quarles, last Dec. 4.
WRGA had been controlled by
the Quarles family since 1933. The
younger Quarles was widely known
in the industry and had been active in Georgia civic and public
affairs.
VAB Agenda
AGENDA for the annual meeting
of the Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters, to be held at the Homestead, Hot Springs, Va. Thursday
and Friday, has been sent to VAB
members by President John W.
Shultz, WMVA Martinsville, Va.
Featured speakers will include
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, who will discuss TV operation
in Virginia; Fred Dabney, timebuyer at Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Richmond, and Don Whitehead, AP foreign correspondent
just returned from Korea. Other
sessions will be devoted to appointment of committees, reports on resolutions, election of officers and
directors. A luncheon, dinner and
cocktail party also are scheduled.

SIGNING a $100,000 lease for new studios and office space in the Bankers
Bldg., in downtown Milwaukee, is C. J. Lanphier, (seated), president, WFOX
Milwaukee. Witnessing the process are (I to r) Charles A. LaForce, WFOX
director of TV planning; Stanley Nastal, secretary, Wisconsin Broadcasting
System Inc.; Arthur Binger, vice president. Bankers Bldg., and Jack Lippert,
president, Bankers Bldg. WFOX expects to be in the new quarters soon.
ASNE
CENSORSHIP

Committee

Voluntary

Urges

Control

IN THE event of full-scale war, censorship operations should be administered on a voluntary basis under the direction of a qualified civilian
from public media fields, the American Society of Newspaper Editors
was told April 21 at the close of its 28th annual convention in Washington. A
The recommendation was devised
of the news" at both federal
by an ASNE committee, which also sion
and local levels and attacked the
warned against "arrogant suppresArgentine government for seizing
the independent newspaper, La
Prensa. It was offered by Jack
Lockhart, Scripps-Howard newsThree main facets are embodied
in the report on censorship, which
paper.
reportedly coincided in substance
with current planning by the National Security Resources Board.
They reflect proposals put into effect during World War II when
Byron
Price headed the Office of
Censorship.

KLIX, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO
• F. C. MclNTYRE, VICE PRES. & GEN. MGR.
REPRESENTED BY GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY
• ABC AFFILIATE
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The committee
processed form."specifically cited the
Depts. of Defense and Commerce,
Federal Security Agency, Internal
Revenue Bureau and the RFC. Local y, it lashed out at the District of
Columbia commissioners whose meetings behind closed doors are an "inspiring example
of news though
control." not
Another
instance,
specifically mentioned by the committee, lay in the explosive protests generated by the District of
Columbia police department's action
in attempting to remove television
cameras from private property during Gen. Douglas MacArthur's
Washington visit [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 23]. The incident drew the fire of radio, television and newspapers alike (see
separate story).
Elsewhere access to information
is "being blocked off now by more
camouflage, more barbed wire and
red tape entanglements than any
freedom ever encountered in the
trenches . . . Clever screens are
being raised between the public
and
information . . ." the group
asserted.
Looking at the seizure of La
Prensa, the committee resolved that
the Peron government's action
"erects another barrier between
Argentina
and the
United States."
Radio stations
commemorated
the
death of La Prensa throughout the
nation with spot announcements
mourning its death, while many U.
S. newspapers had flown their flags
at half mast.
KWIK

OFF

AIR
Closed by FCC

UNDER an FCC decision handed
down 90 days ago, KWIK Burbank,
Calif., 250 w independent on 1490
kc, permanently ceased operation
at 8 p.m. (PST) last Tuesday.
Under this plan, the new office Ruling followed a hearing in which
would serve as an independent
FCC maintained the station's former owner, Burbank Broadcasters
government agency, responsible
Inc., had made a stock transfer
directly to the President; would be without
notifying the commission.
headed by a civilian from radio,
Station went into bankruptcy
television, newspaper or wire serv- more than two years ago and
ice groups; and would administer
since then had been operated by
censorship on a voluntary rather
Leslie
S. Bowden, trustee in bankthan compulsory basis.
ruptcy, with International Ladies
Some Approve
Garment Workers Union guaranteeing the estate against loss.
A number of government departKWIK was bought by the union
ments reportedly have approved
two years ago at public sale for
the blueprint for censorship, among
$40,000 contingent on FCC apthem FCC, Dept. of Defense, State
proval. Commission's ruling that
Dept. and Justice Dept. It was
the former owners gave no notifistressed, however, that present
cation of the stock transfer and
agreement does not constitute a decision to permanently discontinue
"final commitment by the governoperation, voided the sale.
Floyd J. Jolley, former mayor of
ASNE's Freedom of Information
Burbank and now a city councilCommittee suggested a national
man, in association with Councildrive against government secrecy
man Walter Mansfield and others,
ment."
on information, charging that pub- has petitioned FCC for the stalic officials at national, state and
tion's frequency. They are also
community levels are damming up negotiating
with the trustee in
vital information and issuing "con- bankruptcy for purchase of the
temptuous challenges" to public station's facilities. Station transmitter is located on Burbank city
media. A new credo in Washington, the group added, dictates that park property.
BROADCASTING
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That's whatH
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you can buy! And in Worcester, Mass., in-

dependent WNEB has them!
IN

LOCAL

FROM

PROGRAMMING

8 A.M.

TO

6 P.M.

in time periods that are available to you. . .

WNEB LEADS
COMPETITION
NETWORK

IN ALL QUARTER-HOURS
EXCEPT
WITH THE LOCAL PROGRAMS OF

3, IN
FOUR

STATIONS!*

What about the general picture? For the past year and more, from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M., competing with both local and NETWORK
programs, the average ratings have shown that
INDEPENDENT
THREE

OF

WNEB

THESE

HAS

NETWORK

MORE

LISTENERS

STATIONS

WNEB's consistently high ratings, together with WNEB's
ently a better buy!

COMB

THAN
IN ED !t

low rates, makes

WNEB

consist-

* Hooper Report Oct. 1950-Feb. 1951
t Hooper Report Oct. 1949-Feb. 1951

WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
NEW ENGLAND'S LEADING INDEPENDENT IN NEW ENGLAND'S THIRD LARGEST MARKET
Represented by: The Boiling Company, Inc. and Kettell-Carter, Inc.
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Perils

SEN. ED JOHNSON, at the request of a broadcaster, has introduced an amendment to the
Communications Act that would do something,
but not nearly enough, to simplify the hopelessly complex problem of political broadcasts.
The Johnson amendment, suggested by Ed
Craney, western stations owner, would make
Sec. 315 of the Act applicable not only to political candidates themselves but also to their
authorized spokesmen.
The section now reads: "If any licensee shall
permit any person who is a legally qualified
candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office
in the use of such broadcasting station. . . ."
The amendment would include, in addition
to the candidates, such persons as are authorized to speak for them.
As now composed, the section also prohibits stations from censoring any material
broadcast under provisions of the sections —
a prohibition that would be extended, under
the amendment, to apply to non-candidates.
To this extent, the amendment would settle
one question that has been fought as high
as the U. S. Supreme Court.
A year ago the U. S. District Court in
Philadelphia dismissed a libel suit against
KYW, WCAU and WFIL, all Philadelphia, on
the grounds that Sec. 315 forbade them to
censor political broadcasts and that accordingly they were not responsible for any libel
that crept into political speeches on their air.
Last December the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit reversed the lower court,
pointing out that the broadcasts in question
were not made by a candidate. The Court of
Appeals said that Congress had made it "perfectly clear" that Sec. 315 applied only to
speeches by candidates and did not prohibit
censorship of non-candidates.
Only a few days before the introduction
of Sen. Johnson's amendment, the U. S. Supreme Court refused to review the Circuit
Court ruling — which means that the whole
question has been reopened for further litigation. Such intricacies as this would be eliminated if the amendment were passed.
But other intricacies would remain, and,
added up, they make an awful snarl.
Here is one dilemma: Sec. 315 specifically
prohibits the broadcaster from censoring political broadcasts, but nowhere gives him any
protection against local libel laws. If he
obeys Sec. 315 explicitly, he cannot stop a
candidate from delivering a libelous speech.
Here is another: The section specifies that
the broadcaster is under no obligation to
permit any candidate to broadcast. In view
of the welter of inconveniences he faces if he
lets the first political aspirant use his station,
a broadcaster might be tempted to keep away
from politics altogether — except that the FCC,
which administers the Communications Act, has
made it plain that broadcasters who refuse
to carry political talks are not living up to
their public service responsibilities.
These are dilemmas which have burdened
the broadcaster long enough.
With the Johnson amendment as a starter,
the Congress would do well to explore the whole,
perplexing subject of politics on the air. Next
year will bring another national political campaign. We trust that by then broadcasters
will be able to operate under more sensible
regulation.
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Political

Grab

UNDER THE very noses of the nation's business and social leadership is being perpetrated
an attempt at one of the biggest political
grabs in history. Not much has been done
about it because of the reluctance to attack
a project that has taken on, mischievously, we
think, the aura of education.
We refer to the bite of organized educators
into the TV allocations. Already victor to
the extent of snatching 10% of the tight supply
of assignments, the now well-financed educators' lobby is whooping it up for 25%.
In unvarnished words, this is a crusade for
socialized TV. In this case education should
be recognized for what it is. It is government,
local, state and federal. Government is political. Thus, the issue is not whether a TV
system should be devoted to education, but
whether there should be a government-owned
and controlled system alongside our private
system.
David L. Lawrence, the Democratic boss of
Pittsburgh, and chairman of the National
Conference of Mayors, is plumping hard for
the "educators' cut". He's, urging his fellow
mayors to move in. Why?
You can round up all of the trite talk about
education, uplift, sweetness and light, and
you collide with the inevitable: Mayors are
elected politically and school boards are elected
or appointed politically.
These channel grabbers are not educational
leaders. Educators in the highest tradition do
not compete with private enterprise. The earmarked allocations are not specified for colleges and universities, as appears to be commonly accepted. They cover all education.
The half-billion dollar Ford Foundation has
been tapped for $90,000 by the Joint Committee
on Educational Television. It is significant
that the prime mover of JCET is Dr. Robert
M. Hutchins, who resigned from the University of Chicago to become a trustee of the Ford
Foundation.
Already, numerous local school boards have
gone to the Ford Foundation for funds to
build TV stations, presumably through the
good offices of Dr. Hutchins, first the orand now
at the paying teller's
window ganizerofof JCET
the Ford
Foundation.
Aside from these sinister aspects, there are
practical reasons why the FCC should not
have capitulated. Limiting the use made of
assignments, in turn limits the opportunity for
competitive services and deprives the public
of the program choice to which it is entitled.
The quest of the JCET lobby is a revival
of the 1934 AM lobby for a fixed percentage of aural facilities. The U. S. Office
of Education worked with Joy Elmer Morgan,
of the National Education Assn. in that campaign. Money was procured from the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations and the Payne
Fund. The Wagner-Hatfield Bill, instructing
the FCC to study the issue, was approved. The
FCC reported that no case had been made.
Our school systems are in dire financial
need. Teachers are under-paid. New construction isneeded. The entire program lags.
Then how can prudent government, whether
local, state or Federal, espouse TV stations
involving an initial investment of half a
million per entity plus annual operating overheads (deficits) to match?
There must be a reason. It is the lust for
power — political power and perpetuation of
politicians in office. It is a move toward socialization of the latest and greatest instrumentality for winning the hearts and minds of men.

£

our respects to:

JOHN McLAUGHLIN

and sales
advertising
IN, of
promotion
manager
Kraft Foods
Co.,
McLAUGHL
JOHN
Chicago, remembers
his initial sales
venture as having all the essentials of a TV
comedy routine.
As a door-to-door salesman for a vacuum
cleaner concern 23 years ago, he made his first
pitch to a housewife in Evanston, a Chicago
suburb. For his convincing demonstration, he
carried a large bag of feathers which were to
be scattered on the rug. The demonstration
would, naturally, show how competently the
cleaner inhaled the feathers.
After a series of closed-door rebuffs, he
maneuvered himself into a house and moved
smoothly toward the climax of his salesmanship — the feather flying.
Clicking on the
switch, Mr. McLaughlin heard a great whirr
and a puff, and found himself — along with the
disgruntled housewife — enveloped in a fog of
feathers. He hadn't attached the bag to the
machine properly. For the next two hours, he
proved the merits of the cleaner — to himself.
The housewife wasn't convinced.
Although Mr. McLaughlin has passed sales
tests more successfully since then, he has
nevertheless been called upon to study and
cherish the housewife's point-of-view. Several
years later, as editor and publisher of a fourcolor, eight-page tabloid publication, Your
Friendly Neighbor, he worked as Mary Mack,
needle-work expert; Phoebe Dane, cooking
authority, and Tom Andre, Hollywood gossip
columnist, all at the same time. The paper
was distributed by neighborhood Pure Oil Co.
stations to customers in their service area.
He worked in Chicago for the Pure Oil Co.
and its subsidiaries for 13 years. During that
time, he trained station managers in selling
accessories and planned campaigns for tires,
batteries and other accessories as assistant
advertising manager. In this work, he helped
develop the system of selling accessories
through service stations by coordinating sales
with service. He nurtured this through the
experimental stage to a point where it made
a profit for the company and increased customer satisfaction. It was then, he reports, he
learned to "appreciate the dependency of the
retail merchant on the higher echelon of ad-
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I
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Before joining Pure Oil, Mr. McLaughlin
vertising."
spent a year as a student-worker in all departments ofthe Public Service Co. of Northern Illinois. On completion of his training, !
he was transferred to a subsidiary of the !
Insull Corp., where he was advertising man(Continued on page 86)
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"The Bob Stanford Show" with
Bob, Easy Marvin and Agnes,
The Frito Company, Sponsor

Jlirst on radio . . . now
WFAA

produced

a loyal and
audience

shows

on TV, these
are attracting

receptive

audience ... an

with buying power

"Webster Webfoot," the talking duck,
Sanger Bros. Dept. Store, Sponsor

to ring up

sales for the sponsor's products. Each
of these experienced and familiar
artists is seen on television throughout
the Dallas-Fort

Worth

area. An

lished local following
immediate

commercial

estab-

resulted

sponsorship

in
for

these WFAA

favorites. If you have

a

sales problem

take it to the station with

28 years' experience in writing, creating
and producing shows . . . first on radio
. . . now on TV.

"The Norvell Slater Show,"
Mohr Chevrolet Co., Sponsor

CHANNEL
EIGHT
27.1 KILOWATTS DALLAS
NBC,

ABC,

DuMONT

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD

PETRY

&

CO., INC.

Martin B. Campbell, General Manager
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Howard Bogarte lends Julie Benell
a hand with her cooking show.
Participations available.
April 30, 1951 •
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CARL E. LEE, director of engineering Fetzer Broadcasting Co. (WJEF
Grand Rapids, and WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo), appointed assistant to President JOHN E. FETZER. Under
supervision of president, Mr. Lee will be charged with
execution of all company policies and will continue as
director of engineering for stations.

front office

A. (Abe) SCHECHTER, since Nov. 1 on executive staff of CrowellCollier Publishing Co. (Colliers, American, Woman's Home Com* panion), last week was elected vice president in charge of public
relations, which embraces publicity, advertising and
promotion. He joined publishing firm after having
been vice president of Mutual since 1945. Prior to war,
in which he served as lieutenant colonel, he had directed
NBC news and special events for a decade.

A

TOM PETERSON, who resigned two weeks ago as
Chicago manager of 0. L. Taylor Co. [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 9], to John E. Pearson, station
representative firm, as account executive in Chicago
office. He is on vacation now and will report for work
May 7. GEORGE W. CLARK, midwest sales manager,
said addition of Mr. Peterson increases number of
salesmen in Chicago to four.

PAUL H. RAYMER Co. Inc., N. Y. now mailing weekly
newsletter reporting national spot activity to all radio
and TV stations it represents. Weekly releases include latest information on proposed campaigns, products distribution, markets to be used, agency and advertising personnel realignment and changes, with
occasional warning when questionable account appears
in trade.

Mr. Lee

W. L. HURLEY and STEVE DOUGHERTY to sales staff WDGY Minneapolis. Mr. Hurley was with KSO DesMoines, and Mr. Dougherty
worked at WMIN St. Paul.
O. L. TAYLOR Co., N. Y., appointed national sales representative for
WCBM Baltimore, Md.

Mr. Schechter

NATIONAL TIME SALES, N. Y., radio station representative, appointed
exclusive representative for WGMS Washington.
M. LEONARD MATT, program director and news commentator WDAS
Philadelphia, appointed assistant manager.

IVAN W. WHITTET to Toronto office National Broadcast Sales, station representative firm, and ERNIE TOWNDROW from Toronto office
to Montreal office.
ALAN COURTNEY, station relations contact NBC Hollywood, named
broadcast
industry liaison on promotion committee L. A. Zoological
Society.

Oakland, appointed

FRED PEMBERTON, British Broadcasting Corp., London, appointed
manager CKSF Cornwall. He succeeds HARRY FLINT, appointed
general manager WOSC Fulton, N. Y.

ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. Inc., N. Y., appointed national representative
of KWFC Hot Springs, Ark.

GODFREY TUDOR, South African Broadcasting Corp., to sales staff
H. N. Stovin & Co., Toronto, station representative.

DOC POURNELLE, former manager WHBQ Memphis, has acquired
an interest in WWSO Springfield, Ohio. His associate is BRADLEY
KINCAID, WWSO president, and veteran radio performer.

R. J. GRASLEY

JACK GRANT, national sales representative KROW
sales and service manager.

appointed manager CJRW Summerside, P.E.I.

ftetlonali • • •
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, vice president and director WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, presented 1951 medal of American Cancer Society, as layman contributing most to cancer control program in America. . . .
A. HARRY BECKER, chief of administration branch, Litigation
and Administration Div., FCC Law Bureau, father of daughter, Susan
Joette, born April 20 . . . MARK WOODS, vice chairman of board of
directors ABC, will be one of principal speakers at Mid-Century
Convocation of Ithaca College, May 11 and 12. Mr. Woods will discuss
role of radio in "Reaching the Minds and Hearts of Men Throughout
the World to Promote International Understanding and World Peace."
HOWARD
STANLEY,
general manager
and commercial manager
WEAM Arlington, Va., father of boy, Jeff JOSEPH L. TINNEY, vice
president WCAU Philadelphia, promoted from lieutenant commander to
captain in Naval Reserve. . . . WALTER H. GOAN, general manager
WAYS Charlotte, N. C, appointed publicity director for annual city
Police-Firemen's Baseball game.
HARRY D. GOODWIN, general manager WNJR Newark, father of
daughter, Claire Louise. . . . FRANK E. SHAFFER, general manager
WEIR Steubenville, Ohio, awarded Navy Unit Citation for service during World War II. . . . ROBERT J. McANDREWS, managing director
Southern California Broadcasters Assn., named commercial broadcasting
representative on Communication Division, L. A. County and Cities
Civil Defense Planning Board.
WAYNE MULLER, account executive KIEV Glendale, Calif., father of
boy, Jonathan, April 11. . . . DICK WALSH, account executive KGER
Long Beach, Calif., elected president Long Beach Advertising & Sales
Club. . . . CHARLES MALCOLM DACUS, salesman WTVJ (TV) Miami,
and NANCY JANE KULP, former writer-actress at station, married
April 1. . . . GEORGE MOSCOVICS, manager television department,
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles, May 1 speaks on TV before Seattle (Wash.)
Advertising Club. He will also conduct "clinic" on TV commercials.
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ROBERT A. SCHMID, MBS vice president for advertising promotions
and public relations, to speak today (Monday) before New York U. Advertising and Marketing Club in New York, on "Care and Feeding of
Trade Marks." . . . EDWARD C. CANNON, general manager KIEV
Glendale, Calif., elected to local board of education. . . . KEN COOPER,
account executive WDRC Hartford, father of daughter. Deborah.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Railroad

Freight

...

Charges

. . .

the Smallest

Part

of rising

140%
prices

Let's start back in 1939 —
at the beginning of World
War II — with wholesale prices
and the average revenue h
railroads get for hauling a
ton of freight one mile*
. . . standing even

And now look — in June,
1946, nearly a year after V-J
Day — commodity prices had
already gone up ... to here
But railroad average tonmile revenue was still right
back where it had been
before the war
. . . like this

By July 1949, prices
had moved way ahead
. . . like this
While railroad revenue per
ton per mile had gone up only
. . . to here

Since then, prices have
kept on going . . . and now
they are way out there
But railroad ton-mile revenue
has stayed about the same
. . . like this

*Prices are as reported in the
Index Numbers of Wholesale
Prices issued by the U. S.
D epartment of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Ton-mile revenue, while not
an exact measure of freight
rates, measures what railroads get, on the average,
for hauling a ton of freight
one mile.

BROADCASTING
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W^r
that railroad freight charges — which even
before the war were but a small fraction of the cost of most
articles you buy — are a still smaller fraction of today's prices.

Transportation Building • Washington 6, D. C.
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RTMA
STEEL
REQUEST
A REQUEST by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. that the government
modify its iron-steel restriction order which the industry claims would
now tend to prevent it from fulfilling consumer demand for smaller
radio-TV sets was pending before the National Production Authority
last week.
available to the public as possible
The protest, filed by RTMA President Glen McDaniel with NPA
within a tonnage limitation by reAdministrator Manly Fleischmann,
ducing the amount of the controlled
was understood to have been re- material in any single unit." The
order divided the radio-TV indusferred to NPA's general counsel
for reply.
try into five production categories,
Mr. McDaniel told the production
and prohibits the shifting of steel
agency that present language of allotments from one category to
another.
the order — specifically sections
which now place a ceiling on unit
The sections of Order M-47 to
production — is "directly contrary"
which RTMA takes exception proto NPA's materials conservation
vide that firms assembling parts
policy, which calls for redesign of made of steel and iron shall be
equipment and substitution of limited to 50% of the total units
metals in greater supply.
assembled during last year's base
The regulation, Mr. McDaniel
period. Cites Five Points
asserted, "would have the undesirable result of freezing our industry
These points were raised by Mr.
production to its pattern of 1950
McDaniel :
when an unusually large number
1. The result . . . can only be to
of expensive combination receivers
lessen
the effectiveness of our conwas manufactured." In effect, it
servation effort so far as steel is conwould serve to impose a unit cutcerned. This blow comes at a time
back on set manufacturers and
when our industry-wide program ineliminates flexibility in production
volving the free dissemination of
of various types of receivers.
information on conservation developments to all companies within the
'Efficient Job'
industry is gaining momentum. . . .
Mr. McDaniel said it is indus2. The radio-television industry is
try's understanding that a "resourceful and efficient job" of con- still in a period of growth and deserving materials would enable it
velopment. Its products continue to
to "make as many of its products change and improve rapidly and are
FOR
better
coverage
in the
GREAT LAKES AREA

there's

nothing

like
WJR

not stabilized as those, for example,
in the automobile industry. The provisions cited tend to halt this development. They retard the process of
evolving better products for less
money. They discourage technological progress.
3. The radio-television manufacturing industry is highly competitive and
is well known for the rapid, even
spectacular growth of its small and
new companies. The provisions of
Sections 5 and 6 tend to freeze competitive positions at the status existing a year ago. This will mean a halt
to the growth of some smaller and
newer companies who have made enormous progress in the past year. It
will enhance the advantages of the
larger and wealthier companies who
had the resources to pioneer in television's development and will penalize
the smaller companies who have less
financial strength.
4. To keep our industry in a healthy
condition, we must constantly alter
the nature of our products to meet
changing public demands. Part of
this change in public demand results
from the imposition of a 10% excise
tax on TV sets last November, the
tightened credit restrictions of Regulation W, and increased labor and
materials cost. These factors require
that we make stringent effort to reduce the cost of television and radio
sets so that persons in low and moderate income groups can afford to pay
for them. At present the demand for
smaller table model radio and television sets is stronger than the demand
for large combination sets.
The provisions . . . tend to prevent
the industry from meeting this public
demand. The result can only be the
waste of steel by the manufacture of
a greater proportion of sets which
consume a relatively larger quantity
of steel.
5. If the provisions referred to are
based in part on the idea that manufacturers should be prevented from
shifting production to more profitable
units, we believe this consideration
is inapplicable to the radio-television
manufacturing industry. Precise figures are not obtainable, but it is
certainly
clearmore
thatsetsthein industry's
desire to make
the lower
price categories is not a search for
higher profit margins. It is a desire
to meet the popular market where
profits can be expected only from the
economies made possible by quantity
production technique. We must add
that we do not believe the purpose of
M-47 is to control profits under the
guise of limiting the use of steel.

OHIO MEETING
► WJR,„E
GOODWILL STATION
FISHER BUILDING
DETR0IT2, MICHIGAN
CBS 50,000 WATTS
Representedby
nationally
Edward Petry
& Company
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Sessions Begin Tomorrow
PANELS on station expenses,
operations and labor relations will
highlight the annual spring meeting of the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters at the Hotel DeshlerWallick, Columbus. Sessions are
scheduled for tomorrow and
Wednesday.
Speakers on the agenda include
William Weintraub, Weintraub Advertising Agency, New York;
Oliver Gramling, assistant general
manager for radio, Associated
Press; Harold Rice, Ohio Civilian
Defense Director, and Ralph
Hardy, NARTB director of government relations. Registration is
tomorrow, 10 a.m. to noon.

NPA SURVEY
To Check Electronic Mfrs.
CROSS-SECTION survey of electronic manufacturers will be undertaken by the government shortly to ascertain whether they are
complying with various regulations
set forth by the National Production Authority.
The compliance spot check will
be far-reaching in scope, embracing
such facets as inventories, use of
scarce raw materials, conservation
techniques and compliance with defense-rated orders. When deliberate violations are found, the cases
will be referred to the Justice Dept.
for "prompt and vigorous prosecution," NPA Administrator Manly
Fleischmann asserted.
The survey will extend to all industry groups, covering about 25
business concerns in each field and
including large, medium and small
enterprises on a geographical
basis. Aside from electronic manufacturers of end products and
component parts, aluminum fabricators and producers of copper
and copper base alloy products also
will be included.
One such survey, covering more
than 300 members of the aluminum
industry, already has been completed by the Federal Trade Commission, which conducted similar
studies for the War Production
Board during World War II. Compliance examiners will endeavor to
help firms avoid violations and to
correct them when they occur, NPA
stressed.
POPULATION
153,490,000 as of March 1
TOTAL population of the United
States was estimated at 153,490,000
as of March 1, including armed
forces overseas, according to Roy
V. Peel, Census Bureau director.
This represents an increase of 2,357,000 or 1.6% over April 1, 1950.
The bureau is issuing countyby-county agricultural reports for
each of the nation's 3,000 counties.
Based on 1950 census data, the reports show number of farms, acreage, average size, average value,
irrigation, operator, electrical facilities (but not including radio or
TV sets), ventory,
along
livestockcrops
insales ofwith
principal
and animals, and grain production.
These farm figures are compared
with data from the 1945 agricultural census. Radio stations may
request these reports for counties
in their coverage areas if they
will specify the counties. The reports may be obtained from Frank
R. Wilson, information assistant to
the director of the Census Bureau.

The Nation's Richest Farm Market
Survey average of 50.8% tuned
every hour to good listening.
WW I 111 WISCONSIN
WAIERTOWN,
UfTTII
BROADCASTING
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Magic

carpet

for

summer

sales

in

H| Three and a half million of your best customers live within the
pattern of this carpet.
They are the inhabitants of WCAUSA — every
one within reach of your message through the magic of WCAU radio.
And during the summer, 90% of them never leave WCAU's coverage
when they go on vacation.
They simply move from one WCAU county
into another.
The only difference is they buy more goods and
services in WCAUSA during the summer.
Within the 8-county, greater
Philadelphia area alone, people spent $986 , 644, 000 during June,
July and August in 1950 — more than during any other season of the
year.
And these are only 8 out of WCAU's total 53 BMB counties.
Small wonder 50 of the biggest national spot and local
advertisers stayed with WCAU all year round in 1950.
They know that
the customers who make retail sales go up with the thermometer
in WCAUSA are the same ones who keep WCAU daytime ratings just as
high in the summer as during all the rest of the year.
And that's
"AT HOME

why it's true — with advertisers

OR AWAY,

THEY NEVER

as WELL as audiences—

LEAVE WCAUSA"

WCAJU
The Philadelphia Bulletin Stations
CBS affiliate
Represented by Radio Sales
*10-100% BMB coverage.
Other supporting facts available on request
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SAFETY AWARDS
Networks, Stations Cited
THREE NETWORKS, 63 radio
stations and 7 video outlets have
received 1950 National Safety
Council public interest awards for
"exceptional service to safety."
Winners of the non-competitive
awards were announced Monday
in Chicago.
Networks cited were NBC, Mutual and Don Lee, along with these
video stations: KPIX (TV) San
Francisco WAAM (TV) Baltimore
WFIL-TV Philadelphia WJZ-TV
New York WMAR-TV Baltimore
WNBW (TV) Washington and
WWJ-TV Detroit.
Radio stations earning commendations were:
CHUM Toronto; CJBC Toronto;
CKOC Hamilton, Ont.; KCMO Kansas
City; KCVN Stockton, Calif.; KELO
Sioux Falls, S. D.; KFEL Denver;
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.; KLRA
Little Rock, Ark.; KLZ Denver; KOIL
Omaha; KOIN Portland; KOMO Seattle; KRKD Los Angeles; KRNT Des
Moines; KTFI Twin Falls, Ida.; KVI
Seattle; KWG Stockton, Calif.;
KWHK Hutchinson, Kan.
KXLR North Little Rock, Ark.;
WABJ Adrian, Mich.; WAND Canton,
Ohio; WBCK Battle Creek, Mich.;
WBET Brockton, Mass.; WCAE Pittsburgh; WCCC Hartford; WCCO Minneapolis; WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.;
WDEL Wilmington; WDLB Marshfield, Wis.; WDSR Lake City, Fla.;
WDZ Decatur, 111.; WFBC Greenville,
S. C; WFIL Philadelphia; WFLO
Farmville, Va.; WGAR Cleveland;

WGH Norfolk; WGKV Charleston,
W. Va.; WGY Schenectady; WHFB
St. Joseph, Mich.; WHIM Providence;
WHOM New York.
WINN Louisville; WISC Madison:;
WISN Milwaukee; WJDX Jackson,
Miss.; WJLB Detroit; WJR Detroit;
WMAZ Macon, Ga.; WMOH Hamilton,
Ohio; WNAR Norristown, Pa.; WNAX
Yankton; WOPI Bristol, Tenn.;
WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind.; WPRO Providence; WRVA Richmond; WSB Atlanta; WTAR Norfolk; WTIC Hartford; WUOT-FM Knoxville; WWDC
Washington; WWJ Detroit; WWNR
Beckley, W. Va.
Among the judges were Arthur
F. Harre, general manager, WJJD
Chicago; Wesley I. Nunn, advertising manager, Standard Oil of
Indiana; Robert K. Richards, director of public affairs, NARTB;
Arthur Stringer, NARTB; Judith
Waller, director of public affairs
and education, NBC Chicago.

Off!7 exclusively the
They'r
CBS
will ebroadcast
Kentucky Derby from Churchill
Downs, May 5, 5:15-5:45 p.m., and
a 15-minute film of the race will
be telecast over CBS-TV later the
same day, it was announced last
week. Gillette Safety Razor Co.
will sponsor coverage in both
media. TV films of the race will be
processed at WHAS-TV, CBS affiliate in Louisville, and then edited
while in flight to Dayotn, Ohio, to
be telecast over another affiliate
there, WHIO-TV, to the CBS-TV
interconnected network.

AFA

Mr. Carpenter

Mr. Pengra

WATO
SHIFT
Carpenter Named Manager
MARSHALL H. PENGRA, president and general manager of
WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn., has announced appointment of David H.
Carpenter as vice president and
general manager.
Mr. Carpenter was formerly
with WCON-AM-FM-TV Atlanta.
He has been in Oak Ridge since
February and assumed management of the station April 15.
In making the announcement,
Mr. Pengra said he was considering several possibilities in the radio field but that he had made no
final commitments as yet. He will
retain his one-third interest in
WATO.
Mr. Pengra formerly was director of radio for the Southern Oregon Publishing Co. and general
manager of its KRNR Roseburg,
Ore. He resigned that post to join
Frank Pellegrin and Carlin S.
French, vice presidents of H-R
Representatives Inc., in the construction of WATO in 1948. Currently, he is serving on the NARTB
radio operator's committee.
Mr. Carpenter has been in radio
since 1939, with stations in the
south, in New England, and in
New York. Just prior to joining
WATO he was with MCA Artists
Ltd., New York.
PROGRAM RATINGS
ARB Surveys Feb. Week
NBC walked off with 12 of the top
20 radio network program ratings
for the first week of February, according to a survey of program
audiences completed by the American Research Bureau [Closed Circuit, April 23]. CBS edged NBC
in the top 10, however, by a 5-4
margin.

'TAe Yanks are coming" over WINS right now — every day,
at home and away.
That puts this station in the spotlight as the best spot buy — or
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can sell more at lower cost!
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Buy
[

WINS,..

Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!

it Sells!

CROSLEY BROADCASTING
WINS
50KW
New York
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CORPORATION

SPEAKERS

Sec. Sawyer Heads List
AN IMPOSING list of speakers
has been announced for the 47th ' I
annual convention of the Ad- J
vertising Federation of America.!
June 10-13, at the Chase Hotel in I
St. Louis. The announcement came I
from Eugene S. Thomas, general I
manager, WOR-TV New York, pro- I
gram chairman.
Among those slated to speak are I
Secretary of Commerce
Charles I
Sawyer; Fairfax M. Cone, AFA I
director, board chairman, Foote, I
Cone & Belding, and newly elected
board chairman of the Advertising
Council; Samuel C. Gale, vice president, General Mills; Arthur C.
Fatt, executive vice president, Grey
Adv. Agency Inc., New York; Ralph
Hardy, government relations director, NARTB, and Ralph Smith, ]
executive vice president and gen- j
eral manager, Duane Jones Co. 1
Inc., New York.

Federation Meetings Urged |

PROPOSED N'S
federation of state j
STATE ASS associations moved 1
broadcasting
forward last week as Ben Laird of 1
WDUZ Green Bay, president ofi
the Wisconsin group, mailed let- I
ters suggesting regional meetings I
at which the move will be con- I
sidered. National organization of I
the 28 state broadcasting associa- j
tions was suggested during the j
NARTB convention in Chicago, I
where it received "wholehearted I
endorsement," Mr. Laird said.
He suggested to state presidents
that they consider federation and
possible ways in which to organize
state groups in areas now without
them. Regional meetings may be
planned for initial discussion, with
a midwest session taking place in
Chicago next month. The national
group would supplement work of
the NARTB, and one activity
would be an interchange of legislation information, Mr. Laird said.
Sister Mary Antonine
SISTER Mary Antonine, 85, Roman Catholic nun credited with
conducting the first successful noncommercial radio experiment in
the Western Hemisphere, died

nun, a13 science
who The"
had
April
in Southteacher
Bend, Ind.
served in the Holy Cross Order 54
Top ings
20 were:
programs
and
their
ratJack Benny (CBS),
years until her retirement in 1941,
20.8; Groucho Marx (NBC), 17.4; built an induction coil on which
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS), 17.2; wireless telegraph signals were
Walter Winchell (ABC), 17.1;
received at St. Mary's College,
Amos V Andy (CBS), 16.0;
South Bend, in 1899.
Charlie McCarthy (CBS), 15.4;
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC),
15.1; Bob Hope (NBC), 13.8; My
Friend Irma (CBS), 13.5; People
Are Funny (NBC), 12.9; Hit PaEFFECT:
r£y J/r^fV._ SOUND
rade (NBC), 12.8; Bing Crosby
fC^ff- BASEBALL
(CBS), 12.7; Mr. District AttorRECORDS
'^\|PM|5ifc
C «l©.or*2.ea.
ney (NBC), 12.4; Judy Canova
DISC
5 D/FALLSPEEDY-Q
#=«0VER
REQUIREMENTS
\%Wl\
(NBC), 12.1; Dennis Day (NBC),
12.1; Arthur Godfrey (CBS), 12.1;
Order CO J>, Today WMIe Supply Latt$
Aldrich Family (NBC), 11.7;
Charles Michelson, Inc.
Great Gildersleeve (NBC), 11.6;
Dragnet (NBC), 11.6; Big Town
15 WEST 47 ST., N.Y. 19 PL 7-0695
(NBC), 11.4.
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HOW

MANY

ARMS

should

your

If you're talking about arms in sleeves,
we'll concede that the usual pair is ample
— if, however, you're talking about those
on turntables, well, that's a different story!
Station managers are finding it good
business, indeed, to own more than the
usual two turntables. There are many
reasons, among them the increasing trend
toward more and more transcribed commercials that must go in split second sequence
without aEngineers
"hitch" — often
often find
duringit
station breaks.
impossible for
to "set
the minimum two
turntables
best up"
results.
With an extra turntable or two, station
breaks and spots are aired with precision
— studio
dramatic
with
well timed
sound productions
effects. Extra "live"
turn-

engineer

have?

tables mean extra flexibility — smoother
station operation.
Then, too, your salesmen will tell you
it's profitable to have a turntable available
for client audition, without having to make
the customer wait 'til the show is "off
Actually, from the standpoint of investment, the cost of an extra turntable or two
the air"!
is small when proper consideration is given
the many advantages they offer in better
employee and customer relations, in
smoother
"on-the-air"productions
insurance! and in dependable
The unquestioned quality of Gates
transcription equipment will make it your
first choice in bringing your station up to
modern standards.

Write today for your copy of GATES complete Transcription Turntable Catalog.

mm

GATES

BROADCASTING

RADIO COMPANY
•
2700 Polk Avenue, Houston, Texas

• Telecasting

GATES CB-10, MASTER TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLE . . .
Provides complete trans?
cription facilities independent of control room equipment. Incorporates Gates
CB-11 Chassis for all
speeds with built-in threestage pre-amplifier, power
supply and pick-up of
your choice. Mixing control, broadcast-cue switch
and filter control conveniently located on sloping
front panel. Attractive twotone gray cabinet.

GATES CB-14 TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Probably the most popular
transcription turntable in
use today. Transcription
chassis is Gates CB-11,
providing operation at all
speeds. Variable filter is on
the chassis proper and a
mercury starting switch is
conveniently located on
the side. Available with or
without self-contained preamplifiers. Al Gates Transcription Turntables are
available with the pick-up
of your choice.

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
• QUINCY, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.
Warner Building, Washington, D. C. • International Division, 1 3 E. 40th St., New York City
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Quebec
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SET

SHIPMENTS

RTMA Reports 600,603
During January

SHIPMENT of TV receivers to dealers in 41 states and the District of
Columbia totaled 600,603 sets in January, compared with 691,000 recorded for December 1950, a quarterly report by Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. shows. The report covers approximately 1,000 counties.
RTMA estimates of TV sets are *
lations on a quarterly basis. Prebased on shipments to all counties where the average purchase
viously, reports were limited to
exceeds 300 receivers per year, or fewer than 200 counties.
Tabulation of sales to dealers
25 per month. The report is the
second in a series of county tabuby counties follows:

BUDDY ROGERS,
gft
"The Buddy Rogers Show," WOR, New York

Outsort
-yet

unobtrusive
RCA's

... a ribbon-pressure microphone that
is so slim ... so skillfully styled ... so
unobtrusive . . . you must look twice to
see it.
Despite its slim construction, the
starmaker meets the exacting quality
standards of other RCA professional
Broadcast microphones. Pick-up is nondirectional. Frequency response is substantially uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps. It
is free from wind rumble and air blast
. . . and virtually impervious to mechanical shock.
The starmaker fits any standard
microphone stand . . . can be used in
place of any RCA microphone. No
extra attachments needed.
For delivery information call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer, or write :
Department PE-19, RCA Engineering
Products, Camden, N. J. (In Canada
write: RCA Victor Limited, Montreal.)

RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Page 56
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State and
Sets Sold
County in January
ALABAMA
Bibb
26
Blount
42
Calhoun
119
Cul'man
53
Etowah
163
Jefferson
2,686
Marshall
49
Talladega
79
Tuscaloosa ..... 159
Walker
227
ARIZONA
Maricopa
1,143
ARKANSAS
Craighead
130
Crittenden
59
Cross
29
Greene
31
Lawrence
56
Lee
28
Mississippi
223
Phillips
42
Poinsett
95
Pulaski
26
CALIFORNIA
Alameda
2,924
Butte
38
Contra Costa .... 531
Eldorado
27
Kern
119
Los Angeles 30,906
Marin
238
Monterey
38
Napa
123
Orange
1,016
Placer
37
Plumas
39
Riverside
529
Sacramento
253
San Bernardino. . . 910
San Diego
3,656
San Francisco .... 3,819
San Joaquin
597
San Mateo
775
Santa Barbara . . . 222
Santa Clara
1,056
Solano
359
Sonoma
179
Stanislaus
64
Ventura
315
CONNECTICUT
Fairfield
3,508
Hartford
4,174
Litchfield
311
Middlesex
247
New Haven
3,984
New London .... 348
Tolland
132
Windham
394
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
4,791
DELAWARE
Kent
154
New Castle
1,055
Sussex
103
FLORIDA
Alachua
44
Bradford
31
Broward
353
Dade
2,660
Duval
1,122
Hillsborough 377
Nassau
44
Putnam
44
Seminole
26
GEORGIA
Barrow
58
Bartow
79
Bibb
62
Bulloch
33
Butts
33
Carroll
84
Charlton
26
Chatham
38
Cherokee
114
Clarke
"2
Cobb
93
Coweta
44
De Kalb
229
Fayette
899
Floyd
26
Forsyth
Fulton
2,71277
Glynn
82
Gwinnett
40
Hall
132

State and
Sets Sold
County in January
Haralson
33
Henry
29
Meriwether
33
Newton
40
Richmond
33
Spalding
117
Troup
79
Upson
31
Walton
82
ILLINOIS
Bond
64
Bureau
139
Calhoun
40
Carroll
148
Christian
59
Clinton
150
Cook
33,044
Crawford
31
DeKalb
130
DuPage
. . 414
Edgar
28
Fayette
53
Franklin
119
Fulton
141
Greene
70
Grundy
44
Henry
377
Iroquois
31
Jackson
55
Jefferson
33
Jersey
31
Jo Daviess
53
Kane
665
Kankakee
201
Kendall
40
Knox
348
Lake
712
LaSalle
95
Lee
95
Livingston
53
Logan
26
McDonough
68
McHenry
262
McLean
48
Macon
147
Macoupin
212
Madison
881
Marion
139
Mercer
103
Monroe
82
Montgomery
170
Ogle
42
Peoria
388
Perry
101
Randolph
147
Rock Island
1,146
Saint Clair
776
Sangamon ...... 70
Stark
48
Stevenson
49
Tazewell
29
Vermillion
26
Warren
114
Washington
48
Whiteside
461
Will
767
Williamson
86
Winnebago ..... 159
Woodford
38
INDIANA
Allen
57
Bartholomew .... 86
Boone
185
Carroll
27
Cass
125
Clark
53
Clay
68
Clinton
390
Dearborn
192
Decatur
62
DeKalb
60
Delaware
500
Elkhart
271
Fayette
99
Floyd
27782
Fulton
Grant
106
Greene
26
Hamilton ...... 244
Hancock
201
Harrison
81
Hendricks
128
Henry
190
Howard
461
Jackson
28
Jay
33

State and
Sets Sold
County in January
Jefferson
110
Johnson
157
Knox
35
Kosciusko
37
Lagrange
Lake
2,11142
LaPorte
185
Lawrence
71
Madison
1,020
Marion
5,196
Marshall
28
Monroe
75
Montgomery
119
Morgan
194
Noble
48
Parke
44
Porter
81
Pulaski
27
Putnam
26
Randolph
115
Ripley
11253
Rush
Saint
Joseph
793
Scott
77
Shelby
88
Starke
28
Steuben
82
Sullivan
57
Switzerland
33
Tippecanoe
99
Tipton ...
90
Vanderburg
53
Vigo
108
Washington
37
Wayne
262
IOWA
Adair
44
Aububon
69
Black Hawk
121
Boone
86
Calhoun
53
Carroll
73
Cass
91
Cedar
71
Clinton
414
Crawford
29
Dallas
95
DesMoines
240
Dubuque
10148
Fremont
Greene
110
Hamilton
88
Hardin
146
Harrison
119
Humboldt
33
Jackson
104
Jasper
15260
Johnson
Jones
57
Lee
37
Linn
168
Louisa
64
Madison
31
Mahaska
29
Marion
103
Marshall
185
Mills
31
Montgomery
Muscatine
218S3
Page
Polk
1,44388
Pottawattmaie . . 361
Poweshaiek
29
Scott
1,465
Shelby
104
Story
200
Tama
37
Warren
79
Washington
29
Webster
205
Minneshiek
68
Wright
64
KANSAS
Atchison
86
Bourbon
38
Brown
38
Domiphon
27
Douglas
129
Franklin
35
Jackson
133
Jewel
35
Johnson
26
Leavenworth
38
Miami
28

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
The Big Ten will celebrate their
fourth anniversary.
One of Mr. Shapiro's outstanding
accounts is Mort Farr, who started
advertising with him when he first
opened his agency, and who has
the distinction of having the oldest
half -hour TV show in Philadelphia.
Mort Farr is now president of the
National Appliance Dealers of
America, and has just received
a citation from Brand Names
Foundation as one of the three
most outstanding appliance dealers
in the country.
Other accounts of the Ed Shapiro
Ad. Agency Inc. include Bruce Mfg.
Co., Clover Lamp Co., Cordey Lamp
Co., Singer Mfg. Co., Flexton
Mfg. Co., Stewart F. Louchheim,
Distributors of Television and Appliances.
Mr. Shapiro's originality and
imagination helped start a number
of new TV programs in Philadelphia. He was the first to start a
sponsored disc jockey show. He
also started the first TV quiz show,
with George Cahan, who is now in
Hollywood. He had the first 5minute sponsored sport show on
TV with Don Kellett, who is now
television director of WFIL-TV
Philadelphia.
Retail Accounts
Mr. Shapiro stated that his
agency will never give up its retail
accounts because "advertising that
is written in white ivory towers
overlooks the real point at which
actual selling is done — at consumers level. Consumers level is
the laboratory for testing consumers acceptance and sales poMr. Shapiro is married and has
tentially."
two daughters, Elaine and Miriam.
His brother, Hy, has just returned
from writing assignments in
Hollywood and is now associated
with him in the agency.
His hobbies include golf and
reading, and a shepherd collie dog.
He is a member of the Poor Richard Club, and the Television Assn.
of Philadelphia.
CBC

Governors

Meeting

NEXT MEETING of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. board of governors is to be held at Radio
Canada Bldg., Montreal, May 1719. No agenda has been announced
as yet, but it is expected the Royal
Commission Report on Radio and
Television will be issued about that
time, and the Radio Canada Bldg.
will be officially opened May i8.

buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
Contact
PFTRY CO
EDWARD
Why

(Continued on
page 76)
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OCTOBER^

1950 WNAC-TV

More than twice the number of viewers, more than twice the
size market... and still growing fast. Buy Daytime TV
on these twelve outstanding stations for your product
before their Daytime is sold out.

Boston

WFAA-TV
Dallas
KPRC-TV
Houston
KFI-TV
Los Angeles
WHAS-TV

Louisville

KSTP-TV . ...M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 66

WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

WOAI-TV

San Antonio

REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS

BY

PHILLIES
and
ATHLETICS
Games

on

Wilmington,

Del.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Penna.

Play Ball means that all Saturday home games of both
Phillies and Athletics are telecast over WGAL-TV
and WDEL-TV. This splendid baseball feature is important
on two counts. First, because it has definite appeal in
these two markets. Second, because it is only one of a great
many special features which are the result of effective,
long-range programming. These two stations are increasing
their number of viewers constantly. They're keeping
these growing audiences loyal and responsive through
programs which are worthwhile and diversified. They offer
TV advertisers an unusually fine opportunity for
profitable business. Investigate.
WDEL-TV — Wilmington, Delaware
Only television station located in this market —
which is first in retail store purchasing; has
the highest per capita expenditure of any state.
WGAL-TV — Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Only TV station in this large, prosperous area
of Pennsylvania.
Presents the top shows of
four networks:
NBC, CBS, ABC and DuMont.
Producing outstanding sales results.

steinman stations
Clair R. McCollough,
General Manager

TV • Affiliates
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER Associates • CHICAGO
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$7 annually, 25c weekly

Educational
ALLOCATION
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
ALTHOUGH FCC's television
docket to date is filling up mostly
with comments supporting the reservation of noncommercial, educational channels proposed by the
Commission in its revised TV allocation plan, two educational leaders of Kansas City have urged that
reservation of VHF Channel 9
there be removed in order to allow
commercial use of the facility.
They contend local educational
institutions won't be able to afford
TV at the present time and are
getting plenty of free time now
from cooperative local commercial
stations.
Meanwhile, FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy, in a letter made public
last week, has indicated that channel assignments to specific communities made in the allocations
table are not forever permanent,
but are subject to reassignment
elsewhere if not used within a
reasonable time.
Revised Allocation Plan
FCC's revised TV allocation
plan, which would provide for nearly 2,000 VHF and UHF stations
in more than 1,200 communities
throughout the U. S., proposes to
reserve about 10% of the channels
for educational use [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 26 et seq.].
Although observers agree it's
far too early to interpret a trend
of national thinking about the TV
plan from the few comments received so far, the educational reservation appears destined to be
a very popular issue. Considerable
general comment on the subject
is flowing in from all sources —
most direct to the Commission,
many via home-town Congressmen,
and even to the White House.
Only a trickle of comment has
been received from commercial
broadcasters — on the educational
issue or any issue in the complex
proceeding.
Deadline for initial comments
is May 7, with replies thereto and
counter-proposals due May 22.
Hearing on the city-by-city allocation proposals is to commence
June 11.

Reservations

Popular

COMMENTS
appointment in Denver's status
from Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (DCol.), chairman of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee, which originates communication legislation.
Sen. Johnson asked if it wouldn't
be practical to put a two-year limit
on specific city allocations, after
which time, if not used, such channels could be employed elsewhere.
His query specifically dealt with
getting more channels for Denver.
Chairman Coy replied in part:
Implicit in the Assignment Table
[Appendix C of revised TV plan] is
the fact that channels which are assigned to a particular community and
which remain unclaimed for a protracted period are subject to reassignment toi other communities. What
is an unduly "protracted period" will
undoubtedly vary from case to case.
The Commission's procedure specifically provides a method for raising
this question since a specific provision is made for the consideration of
changes in the Table from time to
time after the expiration of one year
from the date when the Table is
finally adopted.
FCC last week also released a
clarification of that proposal in its

P&G
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., perennial leader among radio network
advertisers, has with 1951 assumed
the same leadership in the TV network sponsors list. Figures compiled by Publishers Information
Bureau of February 1951 expenditures of advertisers for time on
three video networks — ABC, CBS
and NBC, with DuMont not reporting— show P&G in first place with
gross time purchases of $430,000.
It is well ahead of second-place R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., whose
gross TV network time expendiTABLE I
TOP TEN TV
NETWORK 1951
'ADVERTISERS
IN FEBRUARY
1. Procter & Gamble Co
$430,000
2. R J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
294,390
3. General Foods Corp
242,438
4. Ford Motor Co
233,390
5. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. . . . 220,860
6. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. ... 205,116
7. National Dairy Products Corp. . . 181,150
8. Quaker Oats Co
176,830
9. P. Lorillard Co
168,550
10- American Tobacco Co
160,321
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
'Figures cover time on ABC, CBS and NBC TV
networks only, DuMont figures not available.

Chairman Coy's explanation that
all channel allocations — educational and commercial — will not be
permanent in any city if left idle
for a long period, was contained
in his reply to an expression of disTelecasting
• BROADCASTING

plan whereby a channel assigned
to a community listed in the table
of assignments "shall be made
available, without the necessity of
rule making proceedings, to any
other community located within
15 miles of the assigned community," ditions
provided
certain technical conare maintained.
FCC explained the purpose of
this proposal was to permit
"unassigned communities to apply
for channels in assigned communities situated within 15 miles
thereof without the necessity of
first instituting a rule making proceeding."Alternate Proposal
Among the relatively few comments received thus far from commercial broadcasters is an alternate VHF plan for part of Maine,
submitted by Robert W. Hodgkins,
chief engineer of Guy Gannett
Broadcasting Service, licensee of
WGUY Bangor and WGAN Portland.
He suggested,
of FCC's
proposal
to assigninstead
Channels
2 and
5 at Bangor and Channel 7 at
Calais, that Channel 2 be substituted at Calais so Bangor could
Now

Leads

Video

have Channels 3, 5 and 7.
Los Angeles Times' KTTV
(TV), operating on Channel 11
from atop Mt. Wilson, pointed out
an
apparenttechnical
inconsistency
in FCC's
proposed
standards.
With its antenna height of 2,345ft., KTTV pointed out that if FCC
applied a median field strength
ratio of zero db rather than minus
6 db to adjacent channel stations,
it could neither employ a maximum
effective radiated power equivalent to 23 db (200 kw) at 500 ft. nor
provide the median field intensity
of 77 db required over the entire
city of Los Angeles with its population of more than 1,900,000
KTTV suggested
FCC's anrulesadjacent
specifically provide that
channel ratio of minus 6 db of
median desired and undesired field
strength be permitted.
Charles Barham Jr., owner of
WCHV Charlottesville, Va., has indicated he will oppose assignment
of VHF Channel 8 to Petersburg
and will seek the facility for his
city, now assigned only UHF Channel 45, reserved for educational
use presumably by the U. of Vir(Continued on page 7U)

Network

Advertisers

tures for the month were $294,390.
shorter span. Reynolds, for example, spent $330,745 for TV netThe
soap
company's
February
total shows an increase from the
work time in January [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9].
$348,835 worth of TV network time
General Foods Corp. ranked
it bought in January, unlike most
third among
TV network time
companies whose February time
(Continued on page 73)
purchases reflected that month's
TABLE II
LEADING TV NETWORK* ADVERTISERS IN EACH PRODUCT GROUP FOR FEBRUARY 1951
International Shoe Corp
S 57,415
Apparel, Footwear & Access
Automotive, Automotive Supplies & Access. .. Ford Motor Co
233,390
Anheuser Busch Inc
80,860
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Mars Inc
46,940
Consumer Services
United States Government
21,720
Drugs & Remedies
Miles Labs
36,240
Food & Food Products
General Foods Corp
242,438
Gasoline, Oil & Other Fuels
Texas Co102,000
Household Equipment
General
Electric
Co
116,260
Household Furnishings
Mohawk
Carpet
Mills
110,640
Industrial Materials
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp
220,860
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras ....
Speidel Corp.
50,400
Office Equipment, Stationery & Writing
Supplies
Minnesota
Mining
&
Mfg.
Co
15,330
Publishing & Media
Time Inc
46,035
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Phonographs
&
Musical
Instruments
RCA
112,320
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
Kroger Co
17,340
Smoking Materials
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
294,390
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishers
Procter
&
Gamble
Co
397,500
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Colgate-Pa
Co
141,345
Miscellaneous
Quaker OatsImolive-Peet
Co
44,100
Source: Publishers Information Bureau
*ABC, CBS and NBC TV networks; DuMont not reporting.
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TV

STATUS

KNOTTY problems attending television coverage of top-interest Congressional sessions, currently a
source of Capitol confusion, were
further projected on at least three
committee fronts last week.
The question was posed with renewed vigor as a Senate investigating Committee debated whether to
open hearings on Gen. Douglas
MacArthur's scheduled testimony
this Thursday — and if so, whether
to permit TV cameras in the hearing room.
The issue of sponsorship of public interest proceedings also came
to the fore as Congress generally
marked time on specific proposals
to review media coverage of Senate
and House debates as well as committee sessions [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 23]. The Radio
Correspondents Assn. also was
planning to study its approach to
the controversy.
Involved
in last week's highlights
were
:
9 The Senate Armed Services
Committee which, together with the
Foreign Relations Committee, will
hear Gen. MacArthur testify on his
dismissal as Far Eastern commander.
# The House Agriculture Committee, which had asked for video
coverage of hearings involving Agriculture Secretary Charles Brannan, but balked when the question
of sponsorship arose.
# The House Un-American Activities Committee, whose members
voted to retain the ban on TV
cameras and newsreels.
At week's end composition of the
committee probing the MacArthur
removal had not been definitely set,
nor had the issue of media coverage been resolved. It appeared,
however, that most or all of the
hearings would be held behind
closed doors in executive session.
Wants Closed Hearings
In an issue split along party
lines, Sen. Richard B. Russell (DGa.), chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee who will
spearhead the probe, served notice
that he prefers closed hearings for
security reasons.
Sen. Robert Taft (R-Ohio),
chairman of the GOP Policy Committee, felt that "demands for public hearings will be so loud that
there won't be any question we will
get them." He suggested that testimony involving security be taken
in executive session. Later Sen.
Taft denied that either he or his
committee advocated TV or radio
broadcasts.
Sen. Russell hedged his position
with the reservation that he would
go along with public hearings and
TV if committee members and Gen.
MacArthur specifically request
them. But he decried the possibility
of sessions being permeated with a
"circus atmosphere." He added:
I think the American people much
prefer facts to entertainment over
the radio and television, however dePage 60 • April 30, 1951

Future

Hill

lectable. It is inconceivable to me
that there can be questioning in public without getting into matters of
security.
In New York, Maj. Gen. Courtney Whitney said Gen. MacArthur
would have no objection to being
telecast or to open hearings. But
Sen. Russell made plain that the
General would have to file a formal
request and assure the committee
he would not broach security.
The committee is expected to hold
an executive session Tuesday or
Wednesday when it will resolve the
v/hole question, including radio and
television coverage. CBS, ABC and
Telenews last week sought a decision as to whether TV cameras and
newsreels would be permitted.
The incident involving the House
Agriculture Committee posed not
only the issue of sponsorship but
of the jurisdiction and unwritten
power held by the Speaker of the
House over committee sessions.
Committee Chairman Harold D.

Coverage

Weighed

Cooley (D-N. C.) expressed interest
in TV coverage Tuesday of Secretary Brannan's testimony which he
communicated directly to ABC-TV's
special events director, Bryson
Rash, who in turn posed the question of sponsorship. NBC-TV also
had expressed a desire to film part
of the hearing.
Rep. Cooley backtracked, however, on that possibility, indicating
he would have to obtain the consent
of Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.).
ABC-TV let the matter drop. It
developed that Rep. Rayburn earlier had issued an order prohibiting
use of the House Caucus Room for
television on the grounds that it
would not accommodate TV and
other equipment.
The room was not used and the
issue did not specifically proceed
beyond discussions between Rep.
Cooley and ABC-TV, although the
committee was prepared to permit
TV, film, wire recording and newsreel coverage of the session if it

TV Expenditures Do Not
Reduce Other Monies
VIDEO
BUDGETS
TELEVISION money, by and large, is new money, appropriated by
advertisers specially for this new medium and not taken out of funds
formerly earmarked for other media.
That conclusion, which directly contradicts a rather widespread belief that much of television's adthe magazine investment of nonvertising income is being raised
TV advertisers.
at the expense of other media,
0 Increased their purchase of
comes not from the television innetwork radio time by $0.4 million,
dustry but from Magazine Advertising Bureau, certainly no apol- or 0.6%, compared to a decline in
the use of network radio by non-TV
ogist for TV.
advertisers
of $0.7 million, or
3.3%.
Using Publishers Information
Bureau figures of advertisers' ex£ Increased their Sunday suppenditures for time on network
plement advertising expenditures
radio and television and for space
by $2.8 million, or 20.1%, compared
in magazines and Sunday newsto a decline of 9.1% in the Sunpaper supplements, MAB found
day supplement advertising of nonthat most TV sponsors also use
TV clients. (Figures on run-ofother media. Even more pertinent,
newspaper advertising will not be
MAB found
"these their
TV use
ad- stated.)
available for several months, MAB
vertisers havethat
increased
of other media at a faster rate
Adding a few more details about
than have advertisers not using
the 126 users of network TV during the July-December 1950 period,
In the last half of last year,
MAB reported: Nearly seven out
MAB reported, 126 advertisers
of eight— 108 of the 126— also used
spent $25,000 or more for network
magazines, compared with 106 in
TV."
TV for a total of $26.1 million.
the last half of 1949. Nearly half
This was an increase of $19.3 mil- of the network TV advertisers —
lion over their TV expenditures of 62 of the 126 — also used network
$6.75 million in the last half of radio in the last six months of
1949. While their use of TV was
1950, against 67 who used network
radio in the final half of 1949.
going up by 286.5%, however, these
TV advertisers :
Slightly more than half — 69 of the
£ Increased their magazine ad- 126 — alsods) used newspaper supplevertising $7.7 million, or 11.8%,
ments, against 62 using them in
compared to a 10.3% increase in the last six months of 1949.
USE OF 4 MEDIA BY TV & NON-TV ADVERTISERS
Last 6 Months
Last 6 Months
of 1950
Medium
of 1949
(In
Thousar
TV Advertisers:
Network TV
$ 26,088
73,184
65,472
Magazines
$ 64,963
6,749
Network Radio
65,345
Sunday Newspaper Supplements
16,964
14,121
Total
$181,581
$151,305
Non-TV Advertisers:
Magazines
$158,405
$143,550
Network Radio
21,998
21,266
SundayTotal Newspaper Supplements
16,036
14,579
$181,584
$194,250

Change
% of
+286.5%
—— 9.1
3.3
+ 11.8
+ 20.0%
0.6
++ 20.1
10.3%

could have obtained the larger
quarters and made arrangements
with ABC-TV.
Authorities reviewing the controversy said they knew of no specific
House rules dealing with broadcast
coverage of debates or committee
sessions, but indicated that while
individual chairmen have jurisdiction on the question, they are not
disposed to contravene the known
wishes of the House Speaker. The
Speaker has exclusive control over
installment of facilities.
The Un - American Activities
Committee once again beat down a
motion that its hearings be thrown
open to the public and television —
by a narrow margin of 4-3 — despite corrective proposals offered
by Kenneth Berkeley, vice president and general manager
of
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington.
Mr. Berkeley had suggested that
newsreels pool their facilities to
minimize glare from lighting, frequently attributed to TV operation
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
April 16]. The suggestion was received favorably by committee
members, but the motion still was
tabled. Reportedly voting against
TV-newsreel coverage — the hearings were open to the public generally, as well as still photographers — were Chairman
John S.
(Continued on page 70)

LIPPERT PACT
Producer Signs With AFM
LIPPERT PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, independent motion picture
producer, last week signed contracts with James C. Petrillo, president, AFM, allowing release of
motion pictures for television showing as well as production of films
for TV exhibition, thus opening
the way for similar arrangements
by other film producers.
The Lippert contract calls for
complete re-scoring of sound-tracks
of old films to be released for television— using a full orchestra at
regular rates — and payment of 5%
of the gross revenue realized from
TV sale of each film for the AFM
recording fund. The basic scale
for orchestra members performing
for a sound-track is $39.90 per halfhour, with a minimum session of
three hours.
Immediate plans of the firm call
for TV release of some 26 films
produced between 1946-1948. Pictures will be cut down to 54 minutes, for one hour programming,
The firm does not plan to go into
production of films expressly for
television at this time, according
to a Lippert spokesman.
Negotiations for a similar deal
with AFM currently are underway
by Hollywood Television Service
Inc., Hollywood distribution firm.
Corporation principals, Earl R.
former westand Republic
president
Collins,
ern
district
manager,
Pictures, and Morton Scott, vice president, Republic executive, are negotiating with Republic Pictures
and other producers for release of
feature films for television showing.
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ic Now available to all TV Stations, agencies and sponsors —
a centralized booking office for your film programs.
^

Hie vast film libraries of many companies are now unified

Z

for booking exclusively thru Unity.

*

Whatever

your need for films — whether a serial for kid

appeal or action dramas for adult audiences, you may be
sure to book it at Unity.
if Write, phone or wire today for the unified booking plan
of Unity.
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President
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SID WEINER
TV Booker

WTAR-TV

IN PEACEmenand in war, Norfolk
enjoy the patronbusiness
age of countrymen whose buying income is far above average.
The metropolitan area is the 25th
market of the U. S., according to
population figures. It is one of the
South's largest.
In 1950, its estimated retail sales
stood at $449,957,000. A good
amount of this business is assured
because of government activity.
For example, Virginia's Hampton
Roads is Navy-minded, fore and
aft. The grand total of money in
circulation from Navy payrolls
alone comes to over $20 million.
This is the Newport News-Norfolk-Portsmouth zone that speaks
out as 33d in the country for effecincome.And
That's
area tive
for buying
television.
it is fertile
where
WTAR-TV makes its home.
The station, which saluted its
first birthday April 2, serves a Virginia-North Carolina population
area that is estimated at nearly
one million.
When WTAR-TV started its trail
blazing in the Cavalier State it had
an oversized promotion task on its
hands. But on the chosen day, television arrived in a blaze of pageantry. Star of the show was
WTAR-TV, newest addition to the
AM and FM operations of WTAR
Radio Corp., owned by Norfolk
Newspapers Inc.
In cooperation with its newspaper brethren, the Virginia-Pilot
and the Ledger-Dispatch, one of
the largest TV shows ever held in
the South was staged for three days
at the City Arena, Norfolk's new
and modern civic center.
Large booths set up on the arena
floor displayed some 23 different
makes of receivers. On the stage,
a large TV studio was put up, with

Mr. Lambe
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Its

First

Year

Marks

complete production equipment.
During the three days, four 15minute shows in the afternoon and
six at night were produced on the
stage. Talent was supplied by 125
local entertainers. People could
watch the shows in production on
stage or else could watch them on
TV receivers provided in booths on
the arena floor.
Spokesmen from TV dealers and
distributors in the Tidewater region
were on hand to explain different
makes and models. A 56-page TV
section of the Sunday VirginianPilot and the Monday Ledger heralded the event.
Station Starts With
19 Local Shows
WTAR-TV was a modest enterprise in its beginning. With 600
sets in the area, the station started
operations with 19 local shows or
5% hours local programming a
week. Average air-time was nine
hours per day. Live network shows
were selected from all four TV networks.
Now, there are some 65,000 TV
sets. This increase took place in a
market of 192,200 radio homes, according to the station's figures.

Mr. Hope

Mr. Lindell

WTAR-TV concludes this set boost
for one year to be one of the largest
on record for any first-year TV
outlet.
Local programming has jumped
to 30 shows, or 10 hours per week.
Station, as of April 1, was carrying
41 out of 69 top TV programs of
all four networks. Staff personnel
increased from 40 to 100. The station reached the 5,000-hour mark
in airtime.
As at the onset of TV in the
Tidewater area, the Norfolk Newspapers cooperated by recording the
station's first celebration with a
quantity of publicity.
During Anniversary Week, 30page TV sections were printed by
both newspapers, dedicating them
to WTAR-TV and the distributordealer set in the Tidewater area.
Fifty dealers, aligning with distributors, inaugurated the anniversary with special attractions in citywide showrooms, giving away 11
receivers.
In the past year, WTAR-TV
estimates it spent over $10,000 and
bought 5,000 column inches of space
in nine Tidewater and northeastern
North Carolina newspapers as a
continuing advertising campaign.
WTAR-TV was preceded in the
Norfolk area by two older members
of its family by quite a few years.
WTAR, the AM operation, made
its debut Sept. 21, 1923. It continually increased power from its
original 15 w and by 1941 had become a 5 kw operation. In 1947,
a 50 kw FM station was added.
Campbell Arnoux is president of
WTAR Radio Corp. and has been
director of its operations for the
past 17 years. When he joined the
station in 1934, Mr. Arnoux had
been manager of KTHS Hot
Springs, Ark. His title became
general manager of WTAR, and
since that time he has been at the

station's helm, directing the growth
of operations.
Among the managing, producing
and directing echelon are TV Operations Manager John C. Peffer,
TV Production Manager Winston
Hope, and Chief Engineer Richard
Lindell. A staff of 24 engineers
man the visual and audio technics.
Early last year WTAR Radio
Corp. moved into its new milliondollar radio - television center at
720 Boush St. It was dedicated
Sept. 20. The modern building contains business offices and studios.
WTAR-TV operates on Channel
4 (66-72 mc) with an effective
radiated power of 24.2 kw visual
and 12.1 kw aural. Its 400-ft.
tower is located behind the WTAR
center.
Slover Heads Board
Of Executives
Chief executives of the AM-FMTV facility are Col. S. L. Slover,
chairman of the board; Mr. Arnoux,
president; Henry S. Lewis, vice
president and treasurer; C. Ralph
Beamon, secretary; Robert Lambe,
sales manager, and Frederick N.
Lowe, promotion manager.
Its TV Rate Card #3 (Jan. 1,
1951) lists rates at $400 per hour
Class A; $300 per hour Class B,
and $200 per hour Class C.
WTAR-TV lays claim to success
in TV operation in quickly adapting
itself to local likes. One of its
popular local shows is Telenews,
most of which is produced by the
station. Regional coverage adds to
(Continued on page 70)

President Arnoux directs operations from the "front office."
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TELEVISION share of the annual George Foster Peabody Awards (see complete
story, page 26) went to:
TOP LEFT — Jimmy Durante, NBC, in the entertainment category.
LOWER LEFT TO RIGHT — Zoo Parade, NBC, and Saturday at the Zoo,
ABC, a double award in the children's program classification. R. Marlin
Perkins (I), director, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, and NBC Commentator
Jim Hurlbut are shown with the orangutan and chimpanzee. Also shown
is the ABC-TV camera in the reptile house at New York's Central Park Zoo.
TOP RIGHT — Johns Hopkins Science Review. Lynn Poole, moderator,
demonstrates how atoms form molecules during the series which originates
from WAAM (TV) Baltimore for the DuMont Television Network and which
received a citation in the education classification.

Peabody Winners
(Continued from page 26)
company, but also lauded satellite
programs such as Auditions of the
Air and Opera Album. A special
word of praise was given the
"sumptuous" telecast by ABC of
the Met's opening performance of
Verdi's "Don Carlo."
Also in radio music entertainment, a citation was given Ira L.
Hirschmann, WABF (FM) New
York, for intergrity in musical presentation "during a year when
many lovers of music felt that
radio had forgotten their needs."
Educational Citation
NBC's The
Quickradio
and the
Dead,
selected
in the
education
classification, was named in recognition of the series' success in
simplifying and dramatizing a difficult technical subject and "in
dwelling on the good as well as the
evil that lies in the conquest of
nuclear energy." A special word
of praise was given William Lawrence, The New York Times, who
brought to the program a wide
knowledge and long experience in
popularizing science; for Bob Hope
and the players in their dramatic
interpretation; and for William F.
Brooks and Fred Friendly of NBC
for "behind-the-scenes planning."
Award for contribution to interPage 64

•

national understanding went to
"Radio Free Europe," a private
organization, "unhampered by public or state policies" which did a
"magnificent" job penetrating the
Iron Curtain with the message of
democracy [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 1950].
In the same category, citations
went to WNYC New York for its
United Nations news and feature
coverage which included the official
proceedings of UN on a daily
basis; to MBS and UN Radio for
the series of hour-long documentaries, The Pursuit of Peace, which
delineated to listeners the worldwide scope of the international undertakings, and for the premiere
program, "Document A/777," which
dramatized the background and implications of the UN declaration
on human rights.
In the television entertainment
category, the veteran Jimmy Durante was named the best during
1950 "by the sheer impact of his
irresistible personality" which scattered to the winds "the stale formulas and dreary routines that
were threatening to put television
into the same straitjacket that has
restricted so-called comedy proin radio." stated
The Peabody
Awards grams
Committee
he had

A citation in the television education category was given The
Johns Hopkins Science Review,
which originates at WAAM (TV)
Baltimore for the DuMont Television Network. The Science Review
was praised as interesting and attractive, and offered as "convincing proof that learning need not be
dull." The citation described the
weekly program as a demonstration
of teamwork among an educational
institution, a commercial station
and a network that makes possible
"a wide dissemination of significant scholarship." The pioneer
university network series should
stimulate a steady advance in the
art of educational TV, added the
citation.
Double TV Award
In the third television category
— children's programs — a double
award was made to Zoo Parade,
NBC-TV, and Saturday at the Zoo,
ABC-TV. The award lauded the
"two similar programs, each consistently informative and remarkably entertaining . . . for the opportunity they have given children
(and their parents) to become acquainted with the personalities and
characteristics of the zoo's large,
varied and international population." Shows' "excellent background material and astute comments" were also recognized.
Aside from these radio and tele-

done more to raise the spirits of
television audiences "than any single program in [its] memory."
April 30, 1951

vision honors, two special awards
were made :
To ABC, its president, Robert L.
Kintner, and his associates, Robert
Saudek and Joseph McDonald, for
"their courageous standing in resisting organized pressures . and their
reaffirmation of basic American principles"; and
To the Providence (R.I.) Journal, its
editor and publisher, Sevellon Brown,
and Reporter Ben Bagdikian, for a
series analyzing broadcasts of top
commentators.
The special award to ABC
praised the network and its officials
for a firm stand at a time when
stations and networks were firing
or refusing to hire writers and
actors on the basis of "unsupported innuendoes" in the publication, Red Channels. Mr. Kintner
publicly stated his faith in Gypsy
Rose Lee, an entertainer mentioned
in Red Chamiels, and kept her on
the air "despite an attempt by the
American Legion to have her banned," the award stated. "The network, under Mr. Saudek, continued
to air documentary programs on
controversial subjects, specifically
Clear and Present Danger, a study
of thetherloyalty
probe," it was furpointed out.
The special award to the Providence Journal was prompted by
its series analyzing broadcasts of
(Continued on page 68)
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Rorabaugh
telestatus

Report
(Report 161)
20

it

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 500,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

TOTAL firms using TV advertising went up to 4,740 in February,
according to the March Rorabaugh
Report on Television Advertising.
The total had declined to 4,466 in
January from an all-time high of
4,928 in December 1950.
TV networks reported 165 advertisers sponsoring 215 programs,
a gain of one advertiser and one
program over January. National
and regional spot schedules totaled
1,053, placed by 964 firms. Localretail spot schedules totaled 3,611,
placed by 3,611 advertisers.
In the product classification
breakdown, foods and food chain
stores again showed the greatest
number of products advertised — 39
network and 331 spot for a total
of 370 in February (see table).
Beer and wine accounted for 134
products advertised, seven network
and 127 spot.
The top ten cities by number of
spot advertisers were shown as
follows:
Total Spot
City
Advertisers
1. New York
225
2. Chicago
205
3. Los Angeles
205
4. Philadelphia
153
5. Cleveland
133
6. Boston
134
7. Baltimore
132
8. Detroit
125
9. San Francisco
123
10. Washington
102
NBC held its lead in the total
number of network schedules, with
82 out of 215. CBS was second with

NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Network
Agricultural & Pet Foods
1
Automotive (cars, tires, accessories)
14
Beer & Wine
7
Beverages (non-alcoholic)
9
Clothing & fec
Accessories
11
Con
tions
8
Dairy & Margerine Products
7
Drugs
8
Financial
3
Foods & Food Chain Stores
11
39
Gasoline & Oils
4
Household (appliances, furnishings, supplies)
20
Jewelry & Accessories, Cameras, etc
9
16
Laundry
Soaps,
Cleaners,
Polishers
20
Miscellaneous
Publications
1
Public Utilities
ii
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs & Accessories
Tobacco, Cigarettes & Accessories
Toilet Requisites
Transportation
*NOTE: From March "Rorabaugh Report," based on information supplied by
stations.
70. ABC totaled 44 and DuMont,
19.
Top three accounts on each network by number of stations used
are given below:NBC
No. of
Program Stations
You Bet Your
Life
61
2. Texas Co. Texaco Star
Theatre 61
3. U.S. Tobacco ABCMartin Kane 60
Sponsor
1. DeSoto

1. Lutheran Lay- Bringing Christ
men's League
to the Nation 62
2. B. T. Babbitt
Two Girls
Named Smith 60
3. Maiden Form Faith Baldwin
Brassiere Co.
Theatre 58
1. Nash-Kelvinator

February

CBSMorton Downey 54
City

25
2. Philip Morris
3. Pabst Sales

58
15
127
36
44
60
33129
19
39
68
1613
29
11
57
5
6
56
15
99 of

Total40
2143
29
52
13414
67
47
88
370
68
23
25
76
Spot*
6
6
24
49
15
the 107 TV

Horace Heidt
IBCBouts
Boxing

DuMont
1. Food Store
Star Time
Programs
2. Drug Store
Cavalcade of
TV Products Bands
3. W. H. Johnson Captain Video

There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
5000 WATTS • NBC
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Nut Sulr-i Hq 488 Madison Avenue,
N, w York 72, ELdorado 5-2455
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38
18
21

'Star Theatre' Leads
ARB April Video Report
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, Washington, in its April
report shows Texaco Star Theatre
maintaining its lead among the top
10 network television programs.
ARB testing was done during the
week that Jackie Gleason substituted for vacationing Milton Berle
(Continued on page 70)

City

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.

8152
52

Weskly Television Summary — april 30 i95i> telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
Louisville
KOB-TV
Ames
WTVJ
7,400
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
WOI-TV
86,782
WMCT
Memphis
Atlanta
83,018
50,590 Miami
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
115,000
Baltimore
Milwaukee
65,000
233,230
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
292,095 Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
251,100
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Birmingham
Nashville
36,230
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WSM-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
36,000
New Haven
26,712
149,700
Boston
14,900 New Orleans
WNHC-TV
721,325
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
Buffalo
New
York
WBEN-TV
197,592
62,150
WBTV
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte
WABD,
Chicago
WOR-TV,
WPIX
Newark
WATV
72,145
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
888,034
Cincinnati
2,250,000
275,000 Norfolk
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cleveland
65,377
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
453,575 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
Columbus
Dallas,
Omaha
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WKY-TV
176,541
Philadelphia
79,495
KMTV,
WOW-TV
834,000
76,498
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Ft. Worth
Phoenix
109,264 Pittsburgh
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Davenport
260,000
37,400.
KPHO-TV
Providence
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport,
WDTV
1 53,855
90,000 Richmond
105,353
WHIO-TV,
WLWD Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
WJAR-TV
Dayton
Detroit
445,679 Rochester
WTVR
Erie
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
73,992
79,210
Island Cities WHAM-TV
52,255 Rock Quad
Ft. WorthInclude Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline53,855
WHBF-TV
Dallas
109,264 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV,
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
42,600
KSL-TV
San Diego
Antonio
Grand
Rapids114,557
Kalamazoo
W
LAV-TV
44,323
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Greensboro
KFMB-TV
San Francisco
63,949
WFMY-TV
91,000
Houston
73,710 Schenectady
168,215
KPIX, KRON-TV
K PRC-TV
Albany-Troy KGO-TV,
WRGB
Huntington151,600
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
140,000
41,300 Seattle
282,000
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
KING-TV
80,900
St. Louis
Jacksonville
KSD-TV
30,000
WMBR-TV
125,000
Toledo
82,200
Johnstown
113,792
WJAC-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Syracuse
KOTV
Tulsa
WSPD-TV
KalamazooWKTV
120,269 Utica-Rome
114,600
GrandCityRapids WKZO-TV
71,235
Washington
40,700
Kansas
253,760
WDAF-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
WGAL-TV
Lansing
88,347
WDEL-TV
WJIM-TV
Lancaster*
46,000
62,005
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, K LAC-TV, KNBH,
Los Angeles
877,421
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Estimated sets in Use 11,841,000
overlap set counts may be
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areascommittees,
electric companies
from dealers, distributors, TV circulation
set estimates are based on dataremain
partially duplicated . Sources of are
Total sets in all areas is
summaries.
successive
in
unchanged
may
some
monthly,
compiled
many
Since
manufacturers.
and
approximate.
necessarily
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ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
Birthplace of Thomas Wolfe,
nationally famous mountain resort,
metropolis of western North Carolina,
Asheville's tourist income is dwarfed
by its annual industrial payroll of
$11,000,000 and county farm income of
$9,000,000. Buncombe County's 122,300
people receive regular television service
only from WBTV, Charlotte.
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FCC
THEATRE

Frank Stanton (I), president, CBS, chats with Mr.
Storer at the CBS color' television demonstration at
for visiting newspaper publishers and radio station
is president of the Fort Industry

Peabody Winners
(Continued from page 64.)
Walter Winchell, Drew Pearson
and Fulton Lewis jr. "Radio has
a constant need of good critics,"
the awards committee noted.
Members of the Peabody Advisory
Board in addition to Mr. Weeks, the
chairman, and Dean Drewry, ex-omcio,
are Mrs. Elizabeth Ames, executive
director, Yaddo, Saratoga Springs,
N. Y. ; John H. Benson, chairman, Committee on Consumer Relations in Advertising Inc., New York; Bennett A.
Cerf, president, Random House, New
York; John Crosby, radio columnist,
New York Herald Tribune; Mark
Ethridge, publisher, Louisville (Ky.)
Courier-Journal and Times; Earl J.
Glade, mayor, Salt Lake City, Utah;
Philip Hamburger, television writer,
The New Yorker;
Joseph Henry Jackson, literary editor, San Francisco (Calif.) Chronicle;
Waldemar Kaempffert, science editor,
New York Times; Mrs. Dorothy Lewis,
coordinator, U. S. station relations,
United Nations; Ralph McGill, editor,
Atlanta Constitution; Paul Porter, past
chairman, FCC, now practicing law in
Washington; Dr. I. Keith Tyler, director of radio education, Ohio State U. ;
and Harmon W. Caldwell, chancellor,
University System of Georgia, ex-officio.

ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:
Page 68
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and Mrs. George B.
the Waldorf-Astoria
owners. Mr. StoreyCo.

COLOR SHOWING
Viewed at AN PA Convention
FOUR CBS color demonstrations
last week for more than 250 editors
and publishers attending the
ANPA convention in New York
(see story page 29) brought a
"highly enthusiastic" response, the
network announced.
Reactions, as reported by CBS,
included :
6 Tom C. Gooch, Dallas, Tex.,
Times-Herald publisher and board
chairman of KRLD-AM-TV Dallas
— "wonderful."
9 Guy P. Gannett, president of
the Guy Gannett Publishing Co.,
which publishes the Portland, Me.,
Press-Herald and Express, and
president of WGUY Bangor and
WGAN Portland— "beautiful."
9 Mark Ethridge, Louisville,
Ky., Courier- Journal and Louisville
Times publisher and owner of
W H A S-AM-TV Louisville— "remarkably good."
$ George
F. Booth, editor and
publisher of Worcester, Mass.,
Telegram- and Gazette, and president of WTAG Worcester — "Very
good. I'd like to start broadcasting
in color when we start our television station."
Among the other newspaper executives who saw the demonstrations (the CBS affiliates owned by
papers are shown in parentheses) :
Marcellus M. Murdock, Wichita,
Kans., Eagle (KFH); William Armistead and Shields Johnson, Roanoke,
Va., Times and World News (WDBJ);
Ben H. Potter, Rock Island, 111., Argus
(WHBF-TV); Carl C. Council, Durham, N. C, Herald-Sun (WDNC);
Frank G. Huntress and Frank Huntress Jr., San Antonio, Tex., Express
(KTSA); Jack R. Howard, Knoxville,
Tenn., News-Sentinel (WNOX).
William J. Pape, Waterbury, Conn.,
American-Republican (WBRY) ; Robert McLean, Philadelphia Bulletin
(WCAU-AM-TV) ; Lee P. Loomis, Mason City, Iowa, Globe-Gazette
(KGLO); Josh Home, Rocky Mount,
N. C, Telegram (WFMA); George R.
Lamade,
Williamsport,
Pa., Grit

Hearings

Start

VIDEO

Sept.
FCC last Wednesday announced hearings on theatre
TV 17
would commence Sept. 17. Action is in conformity with the Commission notice
of Jan. 11, 1950, following petitions at that time from motion picture
interests which propose establishment of a nationwide service [Broad1950].
casting • Telecasting, Jan. 6,
for the service, and commercial feasibility of the service.
The Commission last week noted
(g) To cerning
obtain or
full proposals
informationlooking
conthat 50 parties have already filed toward the plans
establishment of theatre
notices of appearances. Those who
television oncommercialabasis. commercial or nonwish to participate in hearing are
(h) To determine whether persons
instructed to file statements on or engaged
in furnishing
televi-as
sion services
would betheatre
engaged
before Aug. 15, listing witnesses
common carriers for hire in interstate
and subjects to be discussed.
communications by wire or radio, within the meaning of Section 3(h) of the
Communications Act of 1934, as
Principal Issue
amended.
(i) To quencies
determine
whether, for
if freOne of the principal issues will
are to be allocated
the
be whether needs of theatre TV
purpose
of
providing
a
theatre
television service, such service should be
can be satisfied by common carrier
established on a common carrier oi
wire facilities or by common car- non-common carrier basis, and if on
a non-common carrier basis, the conrier fixed station facilities operated
ditions under which such service would
in frequencies now allocated to be made available.
such stations.
(j) Inducedtheunderlight
the evidence
the of
foregoing
issues, ad-to
Also sought is information on determine whether or not the public
interest suancewould
be served
by the is-of
plans for theatre TV on a comof a proposal
for allocation
mercial or non-commercial basis.
frequencies to a theatre television
The FCC listed 10 principal points service and by the promulgation of
proposed
rules and
which it will study, ranging from
ards governing
suchengineering
a service. standtechnical data to whether or not
there is a public need and desire for
the service. The facts sought in- SALES CLINIC
clude :
Slated by F&P in New York
(a) To determine whether the existing andmentsproposed
for theatretransmission
television requirecan be FREE & PETERS, station represatisfied by existing and proposed comsentative firm, will hold a national
mon carrier wire facilities or by existing and proposed common carrier fixed television sales clinic at the Wal
station facilities operated in bands of dorf-Astoria Hotel in New York
frequencies
now allocated to such stations.
May 1-4, 1. E. Showerman, National
(b) To determine the orders of fre- week.
TV sales manager, announced last
quencies and the spectrum space reqquency
uired, if any,
at eachbe order
of fre-to
which would
necessary
"In the past year, Free & Peters'
establish a theatre television service.
television department has tripled in
(c) To cerning
obtain
full
information
conexisting or proposed methods
size, and television specialists have
or systems for exhibiting television been
added in F&P offices all over
programs on large screens in motion
picture theatres or elsewhere.
the
country,"
Mr. Showerman said.
(d) To cerning
obtain
information
con"The tremendous growth of the
existing full
or proposed
methods
or systems for transmitting or relaying television industry responsible for
television programs from the point of F&P's personnel expansion propickup to the exhibiting theatre, by
use of radio frequencies, coaxial cable,
gram has likewise increased the
wire, or other means, including intracity and inter-city transmission.
complexity of TV sales problems,'
"This clinic will be
(e) To cerningobtain
full information
any technical
data obtainedcon-in he continued.
intensive three-day session in
experimental operations conducted in an
the theatre
television field, or other- all phases of TV selling today for
wise available.
F&P television
personnel."
(f) To obtain full information con- allIncluded
on the sales
agenda
will be
cerning any non-technical data obtained in experimental operations condiscussions
of
TV
research
techducted in the theatre television field,
niques by C. E. Hooper of C. E.
or otherwise available, including public
need or demand for the proposed serv- Hooper Inc., Dr. Sidney Roslow of
ice, public need or desires in theatre
The Pulse Inc., and Allan Jay of
television programs, approximate uses Videodex.
Fundamentals of TV
(WWPA); J. Hale Steinman, Lancaster, Pa., New Era and IntelligencerJournal (WGAL-TV).
Luther L. Hill and Kenneth MacDonald, Des Moines, Iowa, Register
and Tribune (KRNT); M. M. Oppegard, Grand Forks, N. D., Herald
(KILO ) ; Paul Miller, Rochester, N. Y.,
Democrat and Chronicle, Times-Union
(WHEC); Frank E. Tripp, Elmira,
N. Y., Coming-Leader (WHEC); Kenneth K. Burke, Danville, 111., Commercial News (WDAN); John Runyon
and Allen Merriam, Dallas, Tex.,
Times-Herald (KRLD); Enoch Brown,
Memphis, Tenn., Commercial Appeal
(WMCT).
Hulbert Taft, Cincinnati Times-Star
(WKRC); Edward K. Gaylord, Oklahoma City, Oklahoman and Times
(WKY-TV); Carl P. Slane. Peoria,
111., Journal-Transcript (WMBD);
Oveta Gulp Hobby, Houston Chronicle
(KPRC-TV); Eleanor McClatchy, McClatchy
(KERN).Newspapers, Bakersfield, Calif.

engineering, such as VHF versus
UHF, new channel allocations, significance of antenna height and
power and frequency, will be discussed by Raymond Guy, NBC radio and allocations engineer.
In addition to the F&P New York
staff, the clinic will be attended by
Joseph W. Evans, Fort Worth; William J. Tynan, William B. Wiemers
Jr. and George F. Stanton, Chicago;
Keith T. McKenney, Detroit; John
A. Serrao, Hollywood; and Lon King
San Francisco.
TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND T , .„ , p '
20-Second and I Minute
ACTION
823
BLDG. •TV
WASH., SPOTS
D. C
LIVEVICTOR
Sterling 4650
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Will

you

love

me

in July*,

.as

you

did

in cold
WNBT
WNBQ
KNBH
WPTZ
WBZ-TV
WNBK
WNBW
WRGB

You loved spot television in December . . . April, March and November
(You have spent over three times as many dollars on
NBC Spot Sales' stations since December as you did Last year)
. . . but did you know that spot television is going to be even more lovable
this Summer?
(17.3% more families will view television in July than in last December.*)
Now, in the spring, is the time for media buyers to turn their fancies to thoughts
of summer spot television. You'll reach more people", find better availabilities*
and sell more merchandise* . . .
(Television is the favorite summer activity in the 7,273,300 TV homes
in these
Study, August 1950.*)
(And remember, retail
salesstations'
are 26% areas,
higheraccording
in summerto Elmo
than inRoper
January-through-March.)
It's the best proposal you'll have*Your
all NBC
spring.
You only
have
Spot Salesman
has the
proof.to name the date.

■G Telecasting
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i

December

?

New York
Chicago
Hollywood
Philadelphia
Boston
Cleveland
Washington
Schenectady-Albany-Troy

NBC Spot Sales
NEW YORK
CHICAGO CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 66)
I in live cities although Mr. Berle
I was starred in kinescope cities.
The Texaco Star Theatre on
April 3 obtained a rating of 59.8
j and was seen by an estimated 24
| million persons in 7,210,000 homes.
Most notable climb was made by
the Groucho Marx program, You
Bet Your Life, which rose to second place in the number of homes
reached.
This show was viewed
by an estimated 17 million persons
in 5,500,000 homes.
ARB
TV-Nationals
for April
were reported as follows:
RANKING BY POPULARITY RATING
59.6
1. Star Theatre
56.0
2. Talent Scouts
3. Fireside Theatre
45.9
4. Godfrey and Friends
48- 1
45.4
5. Your Show of Shows
45.0
Groucho Marx
6. Jack
Benny
45.0
7.9.8. Philco TV Playhouse
42.1
41.1
Som. Maugham Theatre
40.9
10. Ken Murray Show
RANKING BY HOMES REACHED
(Add 000)
1. Star Theatre
2. Groucho Marx
7,210
3. Your Show of Shows
5,500
5,400
Godfrey
and
Friends
5,250
5.4. Jack Benny
5,150
6. Talent Scouts
5,100
7. Fireside Theatre
8. Philco TV Playhouse
4,995
4,740
9.
Murray Show
4,550
10. Ken
Comedy Hour (Cantor)
4,500
Hooper Reports March
Combined Audiences High
AVERAGE combined radio-television evening audiences in 32 television cities were higher for March
than for any month previously
reported in 16 years, according
to the April Hooperatings Pocketpiece released last week.
Thirty-three cities were reported
on, the C. E. Hooper firm said,
and the 33d city missed averaging
such an audience by only 0.1% of
a point.
In 27 of the cities, 40% or more
of the homes called were using TV
and/or radio in the evening; and
in six cities (Buffalo, Cleveland,
Dayton, Milwaukee, MinneapolisSt. Paul and Syracuse) the average
evening audiences totalled 50% or
more.
First 10 cities reported with the
highest percent of evening set-use
were :
1. Buffalo
52.2%
2. Milwaukee
52.1%
3. Syracuse
52.1%
4. Minneapolis-St. Paul
50.9%
5. Dayton
50.3%
6. Cleveland
50.2%
7. Cincinnati
49.6%
8. Baltimore
48.4%
9. Chicago
48.4%
10. Columbus
48.1%

Tube

Output

Shifted

CORNING GLASS Works' plant at
Albion, Mich., has been ordered
by its officials to shift production
from television tubes because of
the decline in demand. Equipment
is being converted to the manufacture of sealed beam auto headlights and glass bulbs for electronic pieces and incandescent
lights.
Page 70
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SIGURD and Russell Varian check
over their new klystron tube at their
San Carlos, Calif., laboratory. The
tube, developed by the brothers in
cruder form before the last war, was
perfected for General Electric Co. and
displayed publicly in New York a
fortnight ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16]. The tube has made
possible a GE transmitter which reportedly will add some 70 UHF channels to the present TV facilities.
Telefile
(Continued from page 62)
national and international news.
This operation is directed by News
Chief Emileigh Maxwell. It is teleweekly.cast 15-minutes daily, five days
INS, News Photos and local
film shots by Norfolk newspaper
photographers are shown on the
program. Two photo men of the
Ledger-Dispatch have contributed
many area shots for Telenews as
well as for NBC's Camel News
Caravan. Their first assignment
was a hot one — the USS Missouri's
(Mighty
ton Roads.Mo) grounding off HampLocal Success
Another local success show is
Chrysler Amateur Hour telecast
6-7 p. m. Wednesday and presenting 12 to 15 amateur contestants,
selected on the basis of auditions
held weekly. Week's winner gets
a $50 War Bond; grand prize
winner receives an all expensespaid trip to New York for auditions on Ted Mack's Original Hour.
WTAR-TV puts the mail count
for this program to more than
43,000 letters and postcards over
a four-month period.
In the fashion world, Alice
Brewer White, fashion and
women's director for WTAR since
1946, adds a 15-minute TV show
to her regular radio duties. The
video
portion is shown twice weekly.
Another local highlight is
Animal Fair, which WTAR-TV
feels is unique. Produced by Mary
Frances Morrisette, the Fair has
as its theme the stray, homeless
pup. This program, which, of
course, helps owners to recover
their pets, and which adds a dash
of human interest from animal
life, has earned favorable mention
in the Humane Review.
The expansive house of WTAR
operations has both modernistic
and luxurious beauty.
Its wide

auditorium studio, complete with
stage, dressing rooms and lighting
controls, is suitable for a variety
of radio and TV productions and
has an added advantage of space
for studio audiences.
In the main television studio,
automobiles may be driven in by
a rear door directly off the street
for telecasting. To its rear is the
prop room where scenery and stage
properties are stored. A viewing
room on the mezzanine is for
visitors. Overhead lights are designed to rotate vertically or horizontally. They can be operated
by one man from a steel catwalk
hanging from overhead cables. All
cameras are mounted on rubber
wheeled dollies.
Equipment includes a Projectol
device for complete duties that include film, slides, opaques and
scroll titles. WTAR also has two
studio camera video controls, one
film camera control, one off-air
monitor or "switcher," a preview
monitor, audio controls, two turntables for sound effects records, a
projection room with two 16mm
projectors, two slide projectors and
two film cameras. A separate
master control room is for radio
broadcasting.
Two large radio studios flank
the AM master controls with announcer's booth, and rooms for
various radio equipment are used.
All control rooms and studios
are separated from corridors by
sound locks. Mobile equipment
and various control rooms for the
studios complete the picture.
A unique advantage that WTARTV enjoys is the low elevation of
the immediate area. Since it is
on sea level, video waves travel in
straight lines to the elevated country and thus seem to reach farther,
the station claims.
The other "advantage" WTARTV enjoys is the progressive approach it takes to coverage, programming and local highlighting.
Thus far, it has paid off with added
coverage, better and more varied
programming and additional local
programs. The future looks unlimited for WTAR-TV, which has
had only one year's existence.
TV Status
(Continued from page 60)
Wood (D-Ga.) and Rep. Francis
Walter (D-Pa.), ranking majority
member.
The Senate Crime Investigating
Committee, extended four months
and headed now by Sen. Herbert
O'Conor (D-Md.), meets early this
week. Whether further hearings
would be held and whether television pickups would be permitted
were not known last week.
Some observers noted that Sen.
O'Conor has publicly advocated TV
coverage and that if sessions resume in other cities, video cameras
would be allowed. Other committee
members have been lavish in their
praise of TV as a means of arousing public interest, particularly
former Chairman Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.)casting,[Broadcasting
• TeleApril 23].

MacArthur
(Continued from page 32)
for broadcast
on NBC's Voices and
Events
yesterday.
An NBC cameraman covered the
event for film clips to be used on
the Camel News Caravan, NBC-TV.
Five Milwaukee AM stations ■—
WISN WEMP WFOX WMAW
WMIL — collaborated on a "MacArthur Network," which carried
complete coverage as a noncommercial, public service event.
Remotes were set up at 13 points
throughout the city and county, following the parade route. Thirtyfive announcers and 25 engineers
were on duty. Coordinating took
place in a control center at WISN
studios, across from the Plankinton
House headquarters. The entire
coverage was supervised by George
DeGrace, manager of WISN.
Reports on earlier MacArthur
coverage continued to pour into
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
week :
Columbia Records Inc. announced it will issue speech recordingsgressional
of the address.
General's
WOR ConNew
York will market recordings in
the New York metropolitan area
in two groups — long-playing and
12 inch standard sizes. Official
Films has released a 15-minute
TV series, Parade of Events, highlighting MacArthur feats.
KRVN Coverage
KRVN Lexington, Neb., reported favorable comment on its
special events coverage of the
General's return to the U. S. and
its public opinion poll on his dismissal. KEYL (TV) San Antonio
conducted a similar poll. WOWTV Omaha reported that NBC-TV
kinescoped the Washington ceremonies in its studios and sent it
to Hollywood for airing on the
West Coast network — six hours
later.
KSD St. Louis claims it received
a first-hand report from Rome on
European reaction to the dismissal. Frank Eschen, special events
director, telephoned Anne Harrington, KSD news staff member,
and transcribed her report from
there.
MorrisonKQV
routedPittsburgh's
Sens. JamesHerb
H.
Duff and Ed Martin (R-Pa.) out
of bed at 7 a.m. to get telephonerecorded comment for early listeners.
WDSU-TV New Orleans aired
two special public service programs excerpting the MacArthur
Washington speech, cancelling several commercial shows. WTAC
Flint, Mich., delved into the records for the song, "Old Soldiers
Never
Die," and aired
on Smilin'
Max Henderson
and itHis
Gang.
KYA San Francisco sent coverage
of the MacArthur West Coast arrival to 327 LBS stations.
WTAG Worcester, Mass., got
clearance from CBS to preempt
Godfrey's Talent Scouts and pick
up a speech by Rep. Joseph Martin (R-Mass.) April 23.
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EASTMAN

TELEVISION

MODEL

16mm.

PROJECTOR,

250

NEVER before have so many revolutionary new ideas been combined so successfully in one 16mm. projector.
Designed for continuous trouble-free performance . . . used for
more than a year in leading key network studios . . . the Eastman
16mm. Model 250 is giving an amazing account of itself . . .
• Precise sprocket-type geneva pulldown assures exceptional film steadiness . . .
• Exclusive feature makes possible "still-frame" operation
— permits commentary from "frozen" frame . . .
• Simple, convenient control system includes remote control,
gives maximum over-all operating efficiency . . .
•Advanced optical and electronic engineering makes possible unparalleled sound reproduction . . .
•improved tungsten illumination — plus "Lumenized" Kodak
Projection Ektar Lenses — provide unusual mosaic screen
image brilliance.
Write today for detailed information on specifications, prices, and
delivery.

Available upon request: "Theater Quality 16mm.
Projection." This 16-page book describes features
of Eastman Projector, gives much valuable projection information. Write for your copy today.
Motion Picture Film Department
East Coast Division
Eastman Kodak Company
342 Madison Avenue
Rochester 4, N. Y.
New York 17, New York
Midwest Division
West Coast Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Chicago 2, Illinois
Hollywood 38, California

Record -'"'^fi';«OROB«C«!»
EASTMAN TELEVISION ""«^^_ggasgaS

Newspaper Gross
(Continued from page 29)
& Mather; Edward E. Guttenberg,
advertising director, Calvert Distillers Corp.; Louis E. Heindel,
president, Newspaper Advertising
Executives Assn.; Lee Ward, president, American Assn. of Newspaper Representatives, and bureau
executives and staff members participating in a skit showing how
the bureau serves its member
papers with sales ideas and material, and how it cooperates with
advertisers, agencies and representatives in developing more and
more productive newspaper advertising.
The bureau presentation concluded with a brief talk by Harold
S. Barnes, director of the bureau.
The entire report was described by
one radio observer as an effective
demonstration of how a well-supported and adequately financed in-

dustry promotion organization can
actually increase industry revenue.
If newspaper publishers who are
also station operators are encouraged to give similar support
to BAB, he continued, the radio
industry
will oweat ANPA's
of
Advertising
least a Bureau
hearty
vote of thanks.
Nine directors were elected to
the bureau's board of 28 members
for three-year terms: Maj. Gen.
Julius Ochs Adler, New York
Times (WQXR-AM-FM) ; E. Bartlett Barnes, Bristol (Conn.) Press;
D. Tennant Bryan, Richmond
Times Dispatch and News Leader
(WRNL-AM-FM) ; J. Evans
Campbell, Owosso (Mich.) ArgusPress (WOAP-AM-FM) ; Sidney
P. Harris, Ottawa (Kan.) Herald;
George Hartford, Chicago Daily
Neivs; Irwin Maier, Milwaukee
Journal (WTMJ - AM - TV) ; Eugene Pulliam, Indianapolis Star &
News (WIRE); Franklin D.
Schurz, South Bend Tribune.

Adds 50 Stations, 90 Papers,
In Past Twelve Months

INS GROWTH
INTERNATIONAL News Service has added a grand total of 90 newspapers, 50 radio stations, 32 special service clients and two schools of
journalism to its client list during the past 12 months, Seymour Berkson, INS vice president and general manager, told news and business
executives of the news agency *
Thursday at their annual business
for television."
meeting in connection with the
Mr. gramsBerkson
praised Herbert
ANPA convention at the WaldorfScheftel, Telenews president, for
Astoria, New York.
"his remarkable courage and viAccompanying its enlarged client
sion in pioneering the adaptation
list, INS is expanding and improv- of modern newsreel techniques to
ing its wire circuits and news-gathtelevision." Telenews has established a new department in its
ering facilities, Mr. Berkson said.
Washington bureau for processing
He cited as one important improvement in the domestic wire setup the and shipping film directly to clients.
installation of a new system of 24Among newsreel beats and exhour coordinated wire circuits, clusives supplied to TV stations by
Telenews during the past year,
made on the basis of a detailed
Mr. Berkson listed: Exclusive film
survey made in cooperation with
AT&T. This new system, he said interview with Syngman Rhee,
president of South Korea, warn"enables us to lay down our coming of the dangers of invasion by
plete report in the most flexible,
the North Koreans; first films of
easy to handle, streamlined form
of any major press association. In- North Korean troops crossing the
ternational y, he cited INS' inau- 38th parallel; exclusive films of
guration, on Feb. 2, 1951, of the the earthquake in Assan ; exclusive film coverage of the events
first direct news service by radioteleprinter from North America to leading up to Puerto Rico's recent
abortive revolution; exclusive film
newspapers in South America.
interview with Gen. Ridgway in
Great TV Growth
Korea just prior to his taking over
In television, INS' growth has Gen. MacArthur's command.
been "as phenomenal as the medium itself," Mr. Berkson said, re- WESTERN UNION
porting that "80% of the nation's
operating TV markets carry one
Subsidiary Services Sets
or more of our television news ele- WESTERN UNION SERVICES,
ments. These TV news packages,
subsidiary of Western Union Teleproduced in collaboration with
graph Co., has been formed to inTelenews Productions Inc., our
stall and service video receivers,
newsreel affiliate, and International
according to an announcement by
News Photos, our picture affiliate, Thomas F. McMains, vice presihave reached a new high in solid,
dent and assistant to the president
industry-wide acceptance and have
of the telegraph company.
further established our leadership
Mr. McMains also revealed that
as the distributor of the greatest
arrangements have been made with
variety of top quality news prothe Allen B. DuMont Labs for WU
Services to install and service DuMont sets in three New Jersey
RKO PATHE, INC.
counties. He said that the experience gained during the initial
624 MADISON AVE.
test period, when operations will be
limited to DuMont sets in the three
NEW YORK, N. Y.
counties, will be the basis for planPLAZA 9-3600
ning expansion to new areas.
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Board
TV

HELPS

AP

of Directors

Membership

Tells

Meeting

"THE GROWTH of television has had a rapid and striking effect upon
public interest in news events and on Associated Press news coverage,"
the AP board of directors stated Monday in its report to the news association's annual membership meeting at New York's Waldorf-Astoria.
"Millions now see important pub- tal income. Station memberships
lic events as they happen," the re- increased by 20 during 1950, which
port said. "As has proven true of ended with domestic AP memberfootball and baseball, what people
ships including 1,068 stations and
have seen they want to read about.
AP has been alert to the intei-est 1,720 newspapers, while AP served
which television helps build and nearly 1,200 stations and newspahas tried to provide members with
overseas. elected four new diAP pers
members
news and picture coverage to take
rectors and re-elected three who
full
advantage
The board
added ofthatthat
AP interest."
has been were already serving on the board.
New board members are: James M.
criticized for "carrying too much
news attributed to television, radio Cox Jr., Dayton Daily News
and magazine sources" and also for (WHIO-AM-FM-TV) ; Mark Ethridge, Courier-Journal and Louisnot carrying enough of such maville Times (WHAS-AM-FM-TV) ;
terial.
Noting a steady increase, both Dolph Simons, Lawrence (Kan.)
quantatively and qualitatively, in Journal-World; Raymond L.
news furnished AP by radio sta- Spangler, Redwood City (Calif.)
tions, the board pointed out that Tribune. Those re-elected are: Roy
the question of admitting radio A. Roberts, Kansas City Star
stations to regular membership in (WDAF-AM-TV) ; Palmer Hoyt,
Denver Post; John S. Knight, ChiAP is one that must be answered
sooner or later. The board noted
cago DailyMcLean,
News. Philadelphia
Robert
that while its members "have devoted considerable time and thought Evening Bulletin (WCAU-AMto the subject, exploring various FM-TV), was re-elected AP president Tuesday at the first meeting
approaches to a solution, the board
has not reached a satisfactory con- of the new board. Harold A. Fitzgerald, Pontiac Daily Press, was
clusion and is not yet prepared to
elected first vice president and W.
make a recommendation."
Since the resolution permitting H. Cowles, Spokane Spokesmanradio stations to become associate Review, was elected second vice
members of AP was adopted in president. Lloyd Straton was reelected secretary and Robert
1946, the report stated, more than
1,100 stations have been elected Booth, treasurer.
and their assessments now consti* ^ >. '
tute a substantial part of AP's toUP

REPORTS
75 New Station Clients
ACME TELEPHOTO news picture
UNITED PRESS clients have service
has been acquired by
reached a new high total of 3,469
radio stations and newspapers,
WAAM (TV) Baltimore. The station expects to use the service on
Jack Bisco, vice president and gen46 weekly newscasts and aneral business manager, reported
nounced that permission had been
last week during the annual meet- obtained from The New York
ing of UP executives, held Monday
Times for use of its maps.
through Thursday in New York.
The number does not include such
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions,
special UP clients as radio comHollywood,
is filming six onementators and magazines, Mr.
minute TV commercials for BlackBisco said. He reported that UP
stone Cigar Co. Mobile crew memhas had a net gain of 75 domestic
bers will shoot scenes in New
radio stations and of five domestic
Haven, Providence and Boston for
newspapers, plus 24 foreign cli- the series. Film commercials also
ents, during the past year.
in
production
for Carling's
Expansion of UP leased wire are
Ivory
Snow, through
BentonAle&
systems in Europe during the past and
Bowles Inc., and National Biscuit
year, including extension of the
Co., through McCann-Erickson.
circuit to Oslo, Helsinki and Bonn,
now gives UP a European network
CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION
reaching 61 cities in 13 countries,
Productions, Hollywood, is releasHarry R. Flory, foreign news man- • ing two additional half-hour proager and director of communicagrams, The White Avengers and
Hawaiian Paradise. Also available
tions, reported. The trans-Atlantic
traffic has mounted steadily, he are three-minute Movie Discs in
said, with UP currently sending
disc jockey format.
65,000 words a day across the Atlantic to Britain and receiving
TELEFILM, INC.
50,000 words a day from there.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
Continued growth domestically
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
was reported by Carl B. Molander,
All
Production
Steps
assistant business manager, who
In One Organization
said that during the past decade
domestic leased wire mileage had
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
expanded at the rate of about
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
10,000 miles a year.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205
Telecasting
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P & G
(Continued from page 59)
jtisers in February, PIB reported,
f ith Ford Motor Co. fourth and
\nchor-Hocking Glass Corp. fifth.
Table I shows TV network time expenditures of the top 10 advei-:isers during February. Table II
3 iows the leading advertiser in
?ach product group.
Food advertising led the field
ipf TV network sponsors from a
:ime pm-chase standpoint in February, with gross expenditures of
$1,724,793, more than half again
as much as was spent for advertisig by Smoking Materials, ranking second for the month with
iross time purchases of $1,026,377.
Toilet Goods advertising ranked
:hird with $838,091 ; Automotive &
Automotive Supplies fourth with
8806,967; Household Equipment
ifth with $553,307.
In February 1950, the five leadng classes of TV network adver:ised products were: Smoking Ma:erials, Automotive, Foods, Radios
t- TV Sets, Toiletries. Full breakTown of product group time expenditures on TV networks for
Fanuary-February, both this year
and last, is given in Table III.

Apparel,
& Access.Footwear
Automotive, Auto& Equip.
Beer, Wine &
Liquor
Confectionery
&
Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Drugs & Remedies
Foods & Food
Products
Gasoline, Lubricants
& Other Fuels
Household Equip.
& Supplies
Household
Furnishings

TABLE III
February
GROSS
TV
NETWORK
SALES
BY
PRODUCT
GROUPS FOR FEB. AND JAN. -FEB. 1950 AND 1951'
February
Jan.1950
-Feb.
Jan. -Feb.
1950
Industrial
Materials
1951
271,260
1951
581,370
Insurance
47,340
Jewelry,
Optical
89,250
S 205,985
$ 400,928
$ 43,660
GoodsEquip.
& Cameras 154,725
312,775
$ 23,090
Office
Stationery &
580,809
273,146
806,967
2,696
1,639,954
15,330
54,543
Supplies, Writing
25,188
226,253
317,677
110,074
32,970
Publishing
&
Media
688,525
30,590
16,930
Radios, TV sets.
46,035
46,035
25,188
Phonographs,
Musical391,130
54,543
159,619
331,228
421,224
Instruments & Acces.
832,640
197,673
Retail Stores &
39,000
13,500
27,000
66,690
Direct
by
Mail
157,570
16,920
33,840
75,670
17,340
34,680
Smoking Materials 1,026,377
323,576
2,178,004
684,214
473,090
Soaps,
Cleansers
1,724,793
228,455
3,411,048
516,605
1,631
& Polishes
939,220
Toiletries
&
21,720
46,906
163,770
72,820
384,360
180,900
148,138
Toilet Goods 838,091
293,311
Miscellaneous 115,399
217,309
1,744,773
Total
$7,804,550
264,325
553,307
122,920
Bureau
31,570
$15,921,656
14,151
1,184,922
SI, 730,259 $3,620,898
Source: Publisher Information
not
reporting.
*ABC,
CBS
and
NBC
TV
New
649,785
301,000
239,087
orks; DuMont
121,958

TELESET

TAX

Product Groups

Phila. Impost Considered
POSSIBILITY of a city tax on
television sets in Philadelphia has
been raised by City Controller Joseph S. Clark Jr. Speaking in Dal-

las before the Municipal Finance
Officers Assn., Mr. Clark said the
TV tax would be "relatively fair/'
Approximately 454,000 sets are
now in use in Philadelphia, he
pointed out, representing about
$130,752,000 in taxable property.

for all TV

^AdioJ.
BALANCED"

UHF VIDEO
GE Tests New Transmitter
A. NEW low-cost UHF TV transmitter, specially designed for small:own operation, has been under
development by General Electric
Co. for the past two years, is about
ready to undergo tests and is expected to be ready for delivery
:o licensees in about 18 months,
jarring all-out mobilization, Paul
L. Chamberlain, manager of sales
'or the GE commercial equipment
livision, said Wednesday .
It is too early for a firm price
,o be set, but the unit and its
issociated equipment will probably
pe priced in the $75,000 to $100,000
■ange, Mr. Chamberlain said. A
special antenna developed by GE
mgineers for use with this transnitter will give it an effective radiited power of about 2 kw, he said.
Mr. Chamberlain's statement was
n-ompted by queries from BroadComplete 360° pan without ragged or
casting • Telecasting following
jerky movement is accomplished with efhe Tuesday morning ANPA confortless control. It is impossible to get
'ention meeting of newspapers, of
anything
but perfectly smooth pan and
inder 10,000 circulation. Chairman
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
<f the meeting, Robert M. White,
Mexico (Mo.) Ledger, said he had
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
leard of this new, low-cost TV
into position desired by operator with no
oackage from Frank P. Barnes, GE
"play"
between pan handle and tripod
ales manager of broadcast equiphead. Tripod head mechanism is rustnent. Mr. Barnes, Mr. White re)orted, had said that these stations
proof, completely enclosed, never requires
vould have an effective service
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
•ange of about 10 miles.
handle.
Explaining the new TV unit, Mr.
Jhamberlain said: "We believe that
Write for further particulars
my town that supports a small
laily newspaper, or a large weekly,
FRANK C. ZUCKER
hould be able to support a small
[I7 station which would use this
omparatively low-cost transmiter."
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

He said a tax could be collected
at first through the sales outlets.
Tax collectors could use television
aerials as evidence, if the levy
were to be continued on an annual
basis, he noted.

TV

Cameras

(Pat. Pending)
TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action, dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.
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States Municipal News, official
organ of USCM.
(Continued from page 59)
The Ford Foundation on Monday
announced
establishment of the
ginia there. He contended PetersFund
for
Adult
Education, an inburg will get service from both
dependent agency to develop methEichmond and Norfolk.
ods and opportunities in adult eduEdward Breen, president of
cation. An interim budget of $3
KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa, has pro- million has been designated by the
tested allocation of UHF Channel
trustees of the parent foundation
and it is believed that part of this
21 there and requested a VHF
money will be suballocated as the
channel instead.
B. R. Maloney, chief engineer of $1 million reported earlier to be
slated for several radio and TV reWJPD Ishpeming, Mich., protested
search projects [Broadcasting
failure to allocate any channel
Telecasting, April 16].
there and requested a local channel.
The $1 million would be used
Similarly, C. H. Fisher, presi- as a starter in the first year of
dent of KUGN Eugene, Ore., has a five year-plan, it was reported,
written to Sen. Wayne Morse (R- with $300,000 going to the Lowell
Cooperative Broadcasting Institute
Ore.) protesting failure of FCC
in Boston for development of an
to allocate any commercial VHF
channel there. VHF Channel 9 educational radio network and
going to the Joint Commithas been assigned, but reserved for $90,000
tee on Educational Television to
educational use. UHF Channels
maintain Washington headquarters.
20 and 26 are assigned commerJCET Reorganization
cially.
Joe M. Leonard Jr., manager of
JCET, which pushed education's
plea before the Commission for
KGAF Gainesville, Tex., expressed
reservation
of TV channels curapproval of local allocation of
UHF Channel 49 and indicated
rently isundergoing reorganization
KGAF would be ready to file for to effect a more permanent status.
it when FCC gives the green light.
The request that Kansas City's
education-reserved VHF Channel
■"Gainesville has been without
nighttime AM service, but we are 9 be released for commercial utilization came from Clarence R.
looking forward to a fulltime teleDecker, president of the U. of
vision permit." he said.
Kansas City and Roscoe V. Shores,
Louisiana Outlets Seen
acting superintendent of schools
Robert Blum, New Orleans at- there. Both lauded the excellent
torney who inquired about FCC
cooperation of local commercial
policy and procedure, indicated he stations in the presentation of eduplanned to file a TV application at
cational features and indicated they
Lake Charles, La., for Frank W. did not believe Kansas City educaBennett, otherwise not identified.
tional institutions could afford to
Mr. Blum said it was also planned
operate their own noncommercial
to file for stations in Lafayette,
station for some time to come.
New Iberia, Jeanerette, Morgan
Mr. Shores pointed out it had
City, Baton Rouge, Houma and even been decided to turn down a
Thibodaux.
gift of an FM station from the
On the education front last Junior League of Kansas City beweek, Mayor David L. Lawrence of
cause of operating- costs that would
Pittsburgh, president of the U. S. be entailed.
Conference of Mayors, announced
Mr. Decker indicated that if in
the organization will insist that the future funds did become availFCC set aside an adequate numable for a station, the UHF by that
ber of TV channels for educational
time would have been proven and
outlets. He said the demand will sufficient set circulation would have
be presented to FCC on behalf of been established.
200 major cities represented by
FCC proposes to allocate VHF
USCM. Mayor Lawrence made a Channels 4 (WDAF-TV now operatfull report of the TV situation in
ing), 5 and 9 (reserved for educathe April 15 issue of The United
tion) and UHF Channels 19 and
25 to Kansas City. .
Cincinnati's Mayor Albert D.
Cash wired FCC for TV details,
LIBEL
and
reporting local educators are very
SLANDER
interested in subject.
Invasion of Privacy
St. Louis' Mayor Joseph M. Darst
has organized a special committee
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
of local educational leaders to preFor the wise Broadcaster
vent possible loss of the educational reservation attached to ChanOUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
nel 9 there. George M. Burbach,
Surprisingly inexpensive
KSD-TV general manager, advised
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
the group at its first meeting on
For details & quotations
TV construction and operatingwrite
costs.
Employers
R. B. House, chancellor of the U.
Reinsurance
of North Carolina, last week advised FCC plans are underway for
Corporation
educational TV there as portion
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
of school's Communication Center
Kansas City, Missouri
founded in 1945.
U. of Kansas at Lawrence wrote
Allocation
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TRANSLATOR
Unit For UHF Reception
GENERAL ELECTRIC announced
last week from Syracuse that it
has developed a small television
"translator" which will tune in
UHF telecasts when attached to
any GE TV receiver.
Arthur A. Brandt, general sales
manager for the receiver division,
said that GE will supply the new
translator to its distributors for
demonstration purposes when the
company introduces its new fall
line of TV receivers.
The translator looks like a small
table radio. It reportedly will renels. ceive all the proposed UHF chanFCC it plans to utilize VHF Channel 11 reserved there, stating that
"for several months we have been
proceeding with an engineering
survey and the preparation of an
application" which it hoped to file
in the "near future."
The San Diego school groups
reported they are "planning concretely" to use VHF Channel 3 reserved there. They now operate
noncommercial KSDS (FM) San
Diego.
Texas College of Technology,
San Antonio, by L. D. Beitel, executive director, expressed desire to
operate an educational station and
asked for application forms.
Miami U., Oxford, Ohio, indicated
intent to use UHF Channel 14 there
and said it would file its application when funds are approved
by the state legislature. The school,
by President Ernest H. Hahne, indicated this would take a minimum
of two years.
LeMoyne College Plans
LeMoyne College, Syracuse, N.Y.,
according to its president, Very
Rev. William J. Schlaerth, S.J.,
regrets no VHF channel is available
but plans to use UHF as soon as
it proves itself.
Clemson (S.C.) Agricultural College, by President R. F. Poole,
protested to FCC that no educational channel was provided for
there. He said the school has used
radio effectively and plans to use
TV "as rapidly and as fully as
funds become available."
U. of Chattanooga, while definitely interested in prospects for its
own station, cited fine cooperation
with WDOD there and noted WDOD
plans to build a TV plant just four
blocks away. The university said
it was troubled by the high costs
involved in operating an outlet.
U. of Denver, by Albert C.
Jacobs, chancellor, withheld comment on its plans pending the
further FCC hearing. He stated
"our past history of radio broadcasting in cooperation with commercial stations in our area has
shown that commercial license
holders have given us ample opportunity to carry
the University's
message to
the public
which we
seek to serve." He didn't know if
the case would be the same for TV,
now under study.
John S. Herron, New Jersey
superintendent of schools, wired

Rep. Peter W. Rodino Jr. (D-N.J.)
to urge reservation of at least one
channel for education in that state.
He protested that New Jersey was
the only state not to receive such
a reservation.
Malcolm A. Love, president of
the U. of Nevada, told FCC "as
soon as practicable the university
proposes a serious move toward
the establishment of an educational
television station in the state of
Nevada." He regretted no VHF
channel had been reserved at Reno,
rather than UHF Channel 21, because of coverage factor. He indicated, however, that the school
was in no position at the present
time to initiate or carry on a complete TV station operation.
Similarly, the U. of Arizona,
through President J. Byron McCormick, stated that although no
immediate plans exist for a TV
station, the university "will evenwish to utilize"
channel tually
reserved
there. the local
Protest Action
Bay City (Mich.) Junior College,
by
Eric to
J. Bradner,
failure
reserve aprotested
channel FCC's
there.
The school has no plans for immediate use even if one existed,
he said.
The public schools of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, indicated no immediate plans for TV but said
study is underway respecting a cooperative venture.
Among those also expressing
general
support
of FCC's were
proposed
educational
reservations
the
following:
Very Rev. James T. Hussey, S.J.,
president, Loyola U., New Orleans
(WWL), towho
Chairman
Coy that
"to
convey
you wrote
my deep
conviction
the reservation of an adequate number
of television channels for noncommercial broadcasting is the only possible
safeguard for television's tremendous
educational
Edward
L. potential."
Bernays,
Newchairman
York pub-of
lic relations
consultant,
Public Interest Committee, National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, who
wrote FCC of support by Harold E.
Stassen, U. of Pennsylvania president,
William Green, AFL president, Walter Reuther, UAW-CIO president, Robert G.ident,Sproul,
and others.U. of California presGertrude
G. Broderick,
radio education specialist,
Assn. for Education
by
Radio;
Pittsburgh
Council
of ParentTeacher Assns.; Boylston Green,
vice
chancellor, U. of the South, Sewanee,
Tenn.; L. E. Roberts, president, Middle
Georgia College; Mt. Lebanon (Pa.)
Council of Seminary,
Parent-Teacher
Assns.;
Theological
Dubuque
U.,
Dubuque, Iowa; Gordon G. Singleton,
president, Mary Hardin Baylor College, Belton, Texas; Board of Education, School District 12, RidgewayShelby,
Orleans,Roswell,
N. Y.; N.First
terian Church,
M. Presby-,
Seymour N. Siegel, director of
communication, New York City
Municipal Broadcasting System,
operating
WNYC-AMFM, asked the
FCC city's
to revise
its noncommercial educational rules so as
to make municipalities eligible.

One of the leading and
schoolsUTES,
of Radio
INC.
RCA INSTIT
v oldest
/gj
Technology in America, offers its
trained
Radio
and
Television
techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14. N. Y.
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any other store in the U. S.
After new Paris creations arrive in
Theybrought

to the oil fields
A wonderful new fashion show was
held in Paris . . .
One week later, the same show was
staged — in Texas!
The place was Neiman-Marcus of Dallas, one of the most remarkable stores in
the world. Though hundreds of miles
from the "fashion capitals," they sell more
exclusives from more top designers than

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

New York, it's only a matter of hours before they're displayed in the N-M salons!
Want to know their secret?
When Neiman-Marcus want a fashion
scoop, they bring their high-fashions in
at high altitudes. They use Air Express!
You don't have to be a Texan to want
the fastest service in the world. Your
business doesn't have to be fashions to
profit from regular use of Air Express.
Here are its unique advantages:
IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT — One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.

IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

>M 'fXP
tifS

S
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State and
Sets Sold
County in January
Montgomery
119
Shawnee
106
Wyandotte
685
KENTUCKY
Boone
38
Boyd
260
Bracken
35
Campbell
280
Carroll
33
Fayette
117
Grant
55
Greenup
31
Hardin
93
Harrison
59
Jefferson
3,442
Kenton
645
Meade
44
Nelson
57
Oldham
33
Owen
26
Pendleton
27
Scott
44
Shelby
44
Spencer
40
Warren
44
Washington
74
LOUISIANA
Ascension .
29
Assumption
26
East Baton Rouge 92
Jefferson
84
La Fourche
104
Orleans
1,884
St. Tammany
33
Tangiapahoa
78
Terrebonne
48
Washington
29
MAINE
Cumberland
70
York
357
MARYLAND
Anne Arundel .... 119
Baltimore
2,571
Baltimore City . . 5,785
Caroline
66
Carroll
93
Cecil
114
Charles
29
Dorchester
77
Frederick
216
Garrett
55
Harford
115
Howard
26
Kent
59

Set Shipments
(Continued from page 56)
State and
Sets Sold
County in January
Montgomery
496
Prince Georges . . 141
Queen Annes .... 51
Saint Marys .... 35
Talbot
37
Washington
189
Wicomico
70
MASSACHUSETTS
Barnstable
31
Berkshire
747
Bristol
2,120
Essex
4,092
Franklin
26
Hampden
1,891
Hampshire
26
Middlesex
6,743
Norfolk
2,186
Plymouth
957
Suffolk
13,389
Worcester
3,275
MICHIGAN
Allegan
189
Barry
57
Bay
101
Berrien
544
Branch
141
Calhoun
877
Cass
68
Claire
26
Eaton
62
Genesee
1,242
Gratiot
38
Hillsdale
40
Ingham
795
Ionia
143
Isabella
46
Jackson
388
Kalamazoo
1,056
Kent
1,796
Lapeer
Lenawee
38890
Livingston
114
Macomb
893
Monroe
414
Montcalm
53
Muskegon
454
Oakland
1,774
Oceana
27
Ottawa
210
Saginaw
370
Saint Claire .... 419
Saint
Joseph
....
26075
Sanilac
Shiawassee
156

Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
Page 76
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State and
Sets Sold
County in January
Tuscola
26
Van Buren
207
Washtenaw
672
Wayne
20,962
MINNESOTA
Anoka
49
Biue Earth
113
Brown
37
Carver
75
Chisago
31
Dekota
119
Faribolt
26
Goodhue
112
Hennepin
4,720
Isanti
37
Le Sueur
73
McLeod
95
Meeker
86
Mille Lacs
29
Nichollet
33
Olmsteed
86
Pine
28
Ramsey
1,931
Rice
73
Sherberne
40
Stearns
97
Waseca
40
Washington
97
Wright
114
MISSISSIPPI
Alcorn
28
Coahoma
42
Harrison
73
Lafayette
32
Tunica
26
MISSOURI
Andrew
29
Atchison
29
Audrain
48
Buchanan
308
Carroll
40
Cass
57
Clay
170
Dunklin
26
Franklin
134
Henry
Jackson
3,20744
Jasper
51
Jefferson
112
Lafayette
101
Lincoln
51
Livingston
51
Nodaway
Pettis
4226

AD EXAMINATION
FTC Tabs 4,230 for Study
A TOTAL of 4,230 radio and periodical advertisements were set
aside for further study during
March by the Federal Trade Commission's Division of Investigation,
a report indicated last week. The
disposition of continuities did not
break them down by media.
The commission also noted it
will hold a trade practice conference at a future date to establish
rules for the industry. New regulations would cover radio-TV sets,
including combinations, and supplant rules set in 1939. Chairman
James Mead will supervise proceedings, which were requested by
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and
other groups.
Red Cross Symbol
UNQUALIFIED use of the Red
Cross name and symbol in broadcast and published advertisements
for products of the Southern
Spring Bed Co., Atlanta, is expressly prohibited in an order issued by the Federal Trade Commission. The firm, which manufactures bed springs and mattresses,
was requested to add the disclaimer
that tion
the whatsoever
products with
havethe"noAmerican
connecNational Red Cross." All commissioners concurred on the order after
reviewing
decision. a trial examiner's initial

State and
Sets Sold
County in January
Pike
33
Ray
Saint Charles
15748
Saint Genevieve . . 38
Saint Francois .... 183
Saint Louis
4,129
Saint Louis City . 7,166
Saline
42
Warren
35
NEBRASKA
Burt
48
Butler
29
Cass
40
Dodge
124
Dogulass
Lancaster 2,981
422
Otoe
42
Pierce
29
Platte
48
Sarpy
59
Saunders
174
Scotts Bluff
62
Washington
77
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Belknap
44
Chesshire
97
Hillsborough
584
Merrimack
31
Rockingham
220
Strafford
179
NEW JERSEY
Atlantic
897
Bergen
3,338
Burlington
665
Camden
1,646
Cape
May
110
Cumberland
630
Essex
7,152
Gloucester
368
Hudson
4,515
Hunterdon
328
Mercer
1,904
Middlesex
1,977
Monmouth
1,075
Morris
875
Ocean
439
Passaic
2,399
Salem
421
Sumerset
406
Sussex
1 74
Union
2,880
Warren
247
NEW MEXICO
Bernalillo
276
NEW YORK
Albany
1,657
Bronx
4,348
Broome
1,366
Cattaraugus
284
Cayuga
430
Chautauqua
77881
Chemung
Chenango
106
Columbia
205
Cortland
223
Delaware
37
Dutchess
375
Erie
9,660
Essex
53
Fulton
407
Genesee
306
Greene
71
Herkimer
309
Jefferson
125
Kings
19,60471
Lewis
Livingston
81
Madison
179
Montgomery
344
Monroe
6,712'
Nassau
5,943
New York
28,844
Niagara
1,516
Oneida
1,604
Onondaga
4,204
Ontario
205
Orange
621
Orleans
163
Oswego
439
Otsego
42

State and
Sets Sold
County in January
Putnam
103
Queens
9,400
Rensselaer
749
Richmond
1,097
Rockland
465
Saratoga
238
Schenectady
1,146
Schoharie
176
Seneca
108
Steuben
38
Suffolk
1,315
Sullivan
73
Tioga
46
Ulster
124
Warren
233
Washington
203
Wayne
313
Westchester
4,174
Wyoming
21897
Yates
NORTH CAROLINA
Alamance
275
Anson
62
Beaufort
29
Buncombe
31
Burke
132
Cabarrus
189
Caldwell
86
Caswell
37
Catawba
229
Chatham
42
Cleveland
79
Davidson
209
Durham
183
Edgecombe
46
Forsyth
406
Gaston
269
Guilford
732
Halifax
64
Henderson
62
Hertford
25
Iredell
82
Lincoln
40
Mecklenburg
903
Nash
49
Northampton .... 44
Pasquotank
31
Randolph
10135
Richmond
Rockingham
157
Rowan
242
Rutherford
60
Stanley
104
Surry
62
Union
92
Wake
29
Wilkes
150
OHIO
Adams
40
Allen
128
Ashland
154
Ashtabula
434
Athens
29
Auglaize
143
Belmont
201
Butler
983
Champaign
132
Clark
860
Clermont
211
Clinton
102
Columbiana
406
Crawford
227
Cuyahoga
16,971
Darke
295
Defiance
97
Delaware
79
Erie
262
Fairfield
399
Fayette
101
Franklin
4,323
Fulton
137
Gallia
31
Geauga
99
Greene
231
Guernsey
26
Hamilton
7,511
Hancock
21859
Hardin
Harrison
71
Henry
91

IT'S

A

State and
Sets Sole
County in January
Highland
15C69
Hocking
Huron
181
Jackson
33
Jefferson
370
Knox
214
Lake
293
Lawrence
168
Licking
348
Logan
152
Lorain
817
Lucas
4,491
Madison
128
Mahoning
1,320
Marion
447
Medina
326
Meigs
23359
Mercer
Miami
414
Montgomery .... 3,664
Morrow
79
Muskingum
262
Ottawa
216
Paulding
35
Perry
81
Pickaway
73
Portage
222
Preble
157
Putnam
82
Richland
225
Ross
222
Sandusky
295
Scioto
276
Seneca
282
Shelby
157
Stark
1,864
Summit
3,675
Trumbull
782
Tuscarawas
392
Union
81
Warren
185
Wayne
368
Williams
97
Wood
514
Wyandot
59
OKLAHOMA
Blaine
55
Caddo
49
Cleveland
37
Creek
99
Garfield
102
Garvin
40
Grady
38
Kingfisher
37
Lincoln
35
Logan
49
Muskogee
12126
Noble
Oklahoma
1,336
Osage
48
Payne .... 77
82
Pottawatomie
Stephans
Tulsa
1,25829
Washington
48
PENNSYLVANIA
Adams
225
Allegheny
10,764
Armstrong
31 1
Beaver
1,139
Bedford
141
Berks
1,807
Blair
478
Bucks
628
Butler
597
Cambria
1,228
Carbon
267
Chester
767
Clarion
196
Clearfield
115
Crawford
134
Cumberland .... 304
Dauphin
1,262
Delaware
2,258
Erie
1,386
Fayette
762
(Continued on page 80)

HABIT!

For 24 years, farmers in Kansas and
nearby states have turned to WIBW
for dependable service and preferred
entertainment.

WIBW'^^OPeTa
BROADCASTING
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ROGER V. WISE, undergraduate
Ohio State U., appointed promotion manager WRFD Worthington, Ohio. He was with WLOK Lima,
Ohio; WLEE Sandusky, Ohio, and
WPOB (FM) Fostoria, Ohio.
NORMAN GITTLESON, formerly with
WFMY-TV Greensboro, to WJAR-TV
Providence, as program director.
RICHARD E. NASON appointed operations manager WJIM-AM-TV Lansing.
LEN SALVO Jr., sales representative
WKRS Waukegan, 111., to NBC-TV as
coordinator for Chicago TV programs.
LOW KAPLAN, Donn Bennett Productions, Phila., to WFIL-TV Philadelphia as assistant director.
RUTH ANN BALL, music librarian
KXLW Clayton, Mo., to continuity
staff KWK St. Louis.
KAY RUNYON, former commentator
on Three Corner Club on WOOD
Grand Rapids, returns to station as
assistant traffic manager. GRETCHEN
LEE, home economist, to handle duties
on Three Corner Club.
JAY DURHAM named to production
staff KMTV (TV) Omaha. Was with
WFPA Ft. Payne, Ala.
DAVE HUBBARD, announcer KFXM
San Bernardino, Calif., to announcing
staff WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio.
JEAN SHEPHERD, WSAI Cincinnati,
to KYW Philadelphia as disc jockey.
CARL YOKUM to announcing staff
KXOC Chico, Calif., replacing
GEORGE POSEY, called to active
duty with Air Force.
HARRY BURGARD, graduate Columbia Institute, Phila., to announcing
staff WJMB Brookhaven, Miss.

KSWM
JOPL.IN,
M O.

PERSONS
WHO SPEND0*
...'
REACHES 446,60
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The small map above shows
airline miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assuring
unduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

CBS

in

JOPLIN,
MO,
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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air-casters
GENE RAGLE, assistant general manager,
directorprogram
and news
chief WCLT-AMFM Newark, Ohio,
to WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati as producer. Mr. Ragle
also resigns as
vice president of
Ohio Assn. of Radio News Directors.
BOB COLE starts
Mr. Ragle
children'son
interview program, weekly
Young America,
KECA Los Angeles. Suburban Chevrolet, L. A., sponsors.
JEANNE MILETTE appointed TV
traffic director WNBW (TV) Washington, replacing PAT KOEPFLE, resigned for Army Dept. assignment.
HAZEL MARKEL, program director
WTOP Washington, has been signed
by MBS to air coast-to-coast radio
commentary. Mrs. Markel, who has
been prominent in Washington
broadcasting circles, will interview
Washington notables and feature inside stories on happenings in city
over full network on Sun. at 1 p.m.,
starting May 20.
HAROLD HAINES, publicity director
WCKY Cincinnati, called to active
duty with Army. WH/LIAM J.
REILLY replaces him. JACK
SCHROEDER, writer WCKY, called
to active duty with Army. DeLOSS
JORDAN, new to radio, replaces Mr.
Schroeder.
JACK BEAN, new to radio, to editing
department CBS Hollywood. NATALIE BEST, United Press writer,
named production assistant for network.
OLIVER T. DRESBACH, office manager WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, elected
president of local Rotary Club.
MARVIN BECK, producer ABC Hollywood, assigned to Welcome to Hollywood, replacing RALPH HUNTER,
resigned to freelance as writer.
DONALD (Dusty) McLEAN, music
director KFYR Bismarck, N. D., will
report to Great Lakes, 111., May 16
for active duty with Navy.
CHRISTY WALSH Jr., press department NBC Hollywood, and Peggy
Cobb, announce their engagement.
CARL WARREN, announcer WOR
New York, promoted to commander
in U.S. Naval Reserve, with Electronics Battalion 3-18, Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn.
DON HITTON and ANNETTE SPENCER to announcing staff CJRW Summerside, P.E.I.
RICHARD BENNETT, continuity editor NBC Hollywood, and CHARLEEN
HAWKES, radio and TV singer NBC,
married in L. A. April 21.
ALINE DALEY, sales department
KWK St. Louis, named secretary to
V. E. CARMICHAEL, vice president
and commercial manager KWK. She
replaces DORIS BRESNAHAN, resigned.
GLORIA WOOD, singer on CBS Bing
Crosby Show, and Edward M. Birdman
married April 11.
CHARLIE JOHNSON, WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh, father of boy.

FRED BENNETT, announcer, to staff
of WPTZ Philadelphia.
JOHN MARTIN, WLIZ Bridgeport,
Conn., to WXYZ Detroit, as announcer.
IVAN JONES, staff announcer and
personality KEX Portland, recovering
from injuries suffered when he was
struck by hit and run driver.
ALAN YOUNG, comedy star CBS-TV,
chosen "Favorite TV Comedian" in
fourth annual poll conducted by
Radio Television Mirror.
FRANK BLAIR, morning man WOL
Washington, father of boy, Paul, born
April
22. ROUNTREE, producer of
MARTHA
Meet the Press and Leave It to the
Girls, honored as "outstanding woman
of the year in television" by New
York Alumni Chapter of Pheta Sigma
Phi, national journalistic sorority
for
at chapter's dinner in New
Yorkwomen,
last Thursday.
FRAN ALLISON, of Kukla, Fran and
Ollie and The Breakfast Club, was
first woman quizmaster on Quiz Kids.
She substituted for Joe Kelly April 27.
WILLIAM LEYDEN, disc jockey
KFWB Hollywood, father of boy.
ROGER BASS, pianist WTVJ (TV)
Miami, and Orca Seeley, married.
RAY HUBBARD, teacher of art and
scenic design at Standford U., Palo
Alto, to KPIX (TV) San Francisco
as art director.
BOB JONES, announcer-disc jockey
WEAM Arlington, Va., to announcing
staff WKRC Cincinnati.
'euri • • •
BOB CASEY to WDGY Minneapolis
Mesports editor. He is also public
as
relations man for Minneapolis Lakers, professional basketball squad.
BILL GARDNER, program director
WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C, to
WWPA Williamsport, Pa., as sports
director and staff announcer.
GEORGE FLAX appointed assistant
to JIM GIBBONS, sports director
and
morning man WMAL-AM-FM-TV
Washington.
ART STERN, Temple U. radio graduate, to newsroom WCAU Philadel-

DON HINKLEY, KECC Pittsburg,
aClif., to KCBS San Francisco news
staff.
JOSEPH DEMBO, staff announcer
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., appointed news chief.
ALAN GANS, sportscaster KYW
Philadelphia, has written feature
article entitled "The Man Who Follows Mack," appearing in baseball
issue of Sports Review.
ERIC SEVAREID, CBS news commentator, will lead discussion on international problems at 34th annual
meeting of American Council on Education in Washington, May 4-5.
CARROLL HANSEN, sports director
KCBS San Francisco, received American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s
Telco Athletic Assn. award as "All
American
for announcing FresnoBroadcaster,"
Bowling tournament.
ALLAN LAND, news editor WHIZ
Zanesville, Ohio, father of boy.
KEN BARTON, newscaster KMPC Los
Angeles, resigns to devote more time
as advertising director for Thyavals
& Orvita (vitamin products). ED
REIMERS, radio-TV personality, replaces Mr. Barton.
CHRIS CONDON, WBMD Baltimore,
to morning news staff WTAG Worcester.
ROBERT MILLER, farm director
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, selected
as outstanding farm radio director
for
1950 by Ohio Farmers Home Administration.
GEORGE FABER, night newsroom supervisor and writer WBBM Chicago,
father of boy, born April 16.
CEDRIC FOSTER, MBS commentator,
will inaugurate three-week series of
Near East and Mediterranean shortwave broadcasts with report May 7,
1-1:15 p.m., from Tel-Aviv, Israel.
JIM RUBENSTONE, special events
director WFIL Philadelphia, father
of girl, Cathy. Mrs. Rubenstone is
former HELEN CHAIKA, who was!
member of WFIL promotion department.
LOUIS L. KAUFMAN, news commentator WCAE Pittsburgh, named city's
most popular news commentator in
poll conducted by Guide Post.
BILL NIETFELD, news director KCBS
San Francisco, father of boy, Bill
Parke.
JULES RIND, sports director WPEN
Philadelphia, father of girl.
HENRY A. WEAVER Jr., newscaster
ABC Hollywood, and Marisha Brukowicz married in L. A. April 21.
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Advertising Manager
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The Standard Advertising Register gives the most complete
information ever compiled about the Companies who spend
95<t out of every national advertising dollar. That's the reason
you need the new 1951 Standard Advertising Register if you're
concerned with formulating advertising and sales policies.
The "Red Book" is the key to new business — gives you a
real appreciation of what your prospects are doing. Think
of it — in one book listed and cross-indexed for ready reference — ■ 13,000 Companies with their 50,000 Executives
listed by title, the Advertising Agency handling the account,
all subdivided into 47 classifications, 12,500 Brand Names.
And best of all — the new 1951 Standard Advertising
Register is bigger — better — more factual than ever before.
So don't delay — order your copy today. Just drop us a line
on your Company's letterhead and we'll do the rest.
NATIONAL REGISTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.
130 WEST 42nd STREET 333 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
CHICAGO 1, ILL.
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Mr. Jack Bradfute
W. Earl Bothzuell Agency
New York City
Dear Jack:
I shore tin
Wizard Wick and Aerowax is gonn 'nks
a be pleased WCHS
with th' cards
wuz
a se n din' out
fTrent
er aHelen
coupla
weeks ago.
Yessir, Jack,
West Virginny's N umber
One Station
has really told
t'round
h' merchant'
Char-s
leston all
'bout Helen
Trent Week
and how it
helped them
sell th' sponsor's products.
Incident'ly,
when
Helen
Trent isWCHS
on th'
air,
has 43% uv
th' lisseners
in Charleston,
an' they's five
radio stations
in town! An'
thet don't
include th' big,
bonus,
outside
area served
'most 'sclusively by WCHS!
Keep
thet
Algy in
mind, Yrs.
Jack!

WCHS
Charleston,

UJmRV

W.

Va.

REACHES

nEW ORLEfMS' GREAT
nEGRO fllARKET
With specialized programming'* to
more than V2 million Colored people throughout Southern Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama and Northwest Florida, WMRY is effectively directing the buying habits
of this vast, faithful audience.
*100% Negro Programming Personnel

600KC- "THE SEPIA STATION"
WMRY
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO
Nat'l. Representative
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 8)
tains a substantial radio allotment.
Born George Harold Lindley (the
George, he says, is silent) in
Omaha, 1900, Mr. Lindley graduated from Omaha Central High
School in 1918. He received his first
advertising experience that summer
working in the classified advertising department of the Omaha Bee.
In the fall he entered the U. of
Nebraska, studying business administration. His education was
temporarily interrupted to attend
to the business of war (World War
I) when he was sent to Officer's
Training School, Field Artillery
Branch.
Before he could receive his first
salute, however, the war was over,
and he returned to complete his
course at the university. His education proved to have a lasting
effect in more than one way. In
addition to collecting his B.A. in
1923, he also collected classmate
Gertrude Patterson who became
Mrs. Lindley in 1925.
Following graduation Mr. Lindley decided to try the advertising
agency field and joined BuchananThomas Adv. Co. as its first employe. Twenty years later he
decided he had had enough of advertising for a while and took a

State and
Sets Sold
County in January
Franklin
194
Greene
84
Indiana
353
Jefferson
103
Lackawanna
.... 395
Lancaster
1,554
Lawrence
516
Lebanon
568
Lehigh
1,185
Luzerne
564
Mercer
456
Monroe
505
Montgomery
2,593
Northampton .... 1,232
Perry
231
Philadelphia
22,217
Schuylkill
844
Somerset
361
Susquehanna .... 90
Venango
145
Washington .... 1,186
Westmoreland . . . 2,283
York
1,752
RHODE ISLAND
Bristol
79
Kent
207
Newport
150
Providence
5,178
Washington
71
SOUTH CAROLINA
Anderson
49
Cherokee
77
Chester
40
Chesterfield
39
Greenville
205
Greenwood
28
Laurens
31
Pickens
33
Richland
152
Spartanburg
249
Union
35
York
166
TENNESSEE
Davidson
580
Dickson
33
Dyer
48
Gibson
44
Hamilton
126
Haywood
33
Lauderdale
29
Madison
86
Maury
48
Montgomery
55
Rutherford
62
Shelby
2,493
Tipton
27
TEXAS
Atascosa
51
Bexar
1,038
Brazoria
73

year off from it. During his time
with Buchanan he handled other
accounts. In addition to Butter
Nut, he was space and timebuyer,
and in general took care of most
everything
else that required attention.
After one year's rest from advertising he was back again, this
time with Beaumont & Hohman,
San Francisco, as account executive. In 1945, a year later, he
accepted the invitation of HeadleyReed Co. to open its Los Angeles
office.
Representing both radio and
television Mr. Lindley is a member
of the "there's room for both"
school. Neither medium, he maintains, presents a threat to the
other. The advent of television he
feels, has brought and will bring
further readjustment of advertising budgets, with television being
added to a regular schedule rather
than replacing radio.
He is a member of the Los Angeles and Hollywood Advertising
Clubs. In his spare time he woi-ks
on his orchard and gardens at the
Lindley's San Fernando Valley
home. So far he reports only
"meager crops" from his worthy
toil, but he is a patient man.
The Lindleys have a son, Jack
21, now a senior in electrical enBerkeley. gineering at the U. of California,

KIKI DEBUT
New Independent Opens
DEBUT of KIKI Honolulu earlier
this month had an international
flavor. The station bowed onto the
air with a six-hour constant microphone parade
of more than 300
radio and movie
stars, and political, military and
business leaders.
With the specially produced
program, the new
Hawaiian independent outlet beon
860 gan
kc broadcasts
with 250

Mr. Howard
w unlimited.
Altogether, 74 radio stations and
organizations brought talent to
Hawaii from Hollywood, New
York, Vancouver and as far away
as the BBC in London.
The entire show, which honored
KIKI and its president, Royal V.
Howard, former director of engineering for NAB, was under the
direction of Clair Weidenaar, KIKI
program director, and a former
ABC writer-producer.
Addresses were limited to a minute in keeping with KIKI's commercial policy of limiting commercials to that length. The policy
upholds the KIKI slogan, "The No
Yakity
Station."
AmongYakthose
who participated
in the dedicatory program were
Secretary of the Interior Oscar
Chapman, Admiral Arthur W. Radford, USN, commander-in-chief
of the U. S. Pacific Fleet, and GovE. Long.
ernor-designate of Hawaii, Oren

Set Shipments
(Continued from page 9076)
County
State
and
Sold
State and
Sets Sold
inSets
January
58
County in January
Burnet
Richmond
66
Collin
Southampton
....
29
Colorado
Cooke
26
Spotsylvania
....
101
60
Warren
31
Dallas
3,222
Warwick
628
Denton
48
WASHINGTON
Ellis
117
Clallam
28
Erath
29
Fort Bend
77
King
3,070
Galveston
327
Kitsap
205 BBC's Budget Reduced
Guadalupe
46
Pierce
749
Snohomish
209 BBC's foreign program output will
Harris
3,622
Thurston
75 not be substantially reduced next
Hill
42
Hunt
61
WEST VIRGINIA
Jefferson
163
year despite a cut in the radio
Johnson
150
Berkeley
29 budget, the British Parliament has
Brooke
26
Kaufman
53
Cabell
557 been assured by Foreign Secretary
Liberty
86
Hancock
147 Herbert Morrison. The corporaNavarro
27
Jefferson
26
Palo Pinto
29
tion's proposed budget was reduced
Kanawha
304
Parker
33
Lincoln
29 roughly from $14,924,000 to $13,Tarrant
1,747
Marion
27
Travis
31
inviting
Mason
42 020,000, grams
Walker
29
would be reports
dropped. some proWharton
29
Monongalie
64
Ohio
178
Wayne
31
UTAH
Davis
37
WISCONSIN
Salt lake
2,127
Barron
29
Tooele
46
Brown
33
Utah
150
Columbia
40
Weber
48
KUOA
Dane
38
VERMONT
SILOAM
SPRINGS, ARK.
Dodge
134
Addison
57
Dun
27
Rutland
145
Eau Claire
35
Fond du Lac .... 117
580
VIRGINIA
Jefferson
141
Kenosha
612
Arlington
39
OF ONE
THIS
Manitowoc
82
Augusta
42
Chesterfield . .
Milwaukee
4,649
Clarke
46
Outagamie
40
205
Dinwiddie . . .
Ozaukee
172
Elizabeth City
126
Pierce
110
Fairfax ....
53
Polk
121
ADVERTISERS
Fluvanna . . . .
Racine
624
92
Franklin
Rock
58
Henrico
1,185
Saint Croix
108
5000
WATTS
35
Henry
88
Sheboygan
45882
M.B.S. AFFILIATE
Isle of Wight
28
Walworth
WEEK'S
Loudoun
49
Washington
172
Mathews
26
Waukesha
350
Nansemond
128
Serving
4-State
Area
Winnebago
35
Mo. Ark. Kan. Okla.
Norfolk
1,639
WYOMING
Northampton .... 49
Sweetwater
38
Nottoway
29
Associated With KGER
Pittsylvania
156
TOTAL
593,243
Prince George .... 90
Unlisted Areas
7,360
Princess Anne ... 38
Long Beach, Calif.
Prince William ... 37
TOTAL
600,603
BROADCASTING
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RADIO'S

'ADVANTAGES' IN DAKOTA
WNAX's Tincher Answers Kremer's Questions

kADIO stations have "an overwhelming story on the advantages
if radio over competing media"
Jnd should promote these advantages, according to Robert R.
tincher, vice president and general
manager of WNAX Yankton, S. D.,
*i submitting answers to a series
f questions posed by Ray H.
Bremer, radio director of Lambert
i Feasley, New York [Broadcastng • Telecasting, Feb. 12].
While Mr. Kremer's questions
Lre designed to provide a formula
>y which stations can put up a
iefense against television in their
istening area, Mr. Tincher shows
tow the formula can be used to
iring out radio's competitive adantages over non-electronic media.
In submitting his formula Mr.
[remer had noted that "any staion that can answer the questions
o the satisfaction of clients' agenies should not only keep present
ponsors happy but attract a lot
»f new ones."
Outlines Response
The response to the Kremer
ormula, from the standpoint of a
tation in an area entirely lacking
TV service, takes up the questions
•ne by one and provides categorcal answers.
First, WNAX lists the radio
tomes it reaches, as measured by
3MB Study No. 2. Comparing its
irculation with leading news>apers, it lists seven newspapers
vith their circulation. Cost-perhousand figures are shown in
vhich the station using its Class D
mlf-hour one-time rate as a base,
hows a figure of 20.7 cents compared to ?7.31 for a newspaper.
The number of families reached
; iy the station is claimed to be more
' han twice the total number reached
f iy the seven newspapers. Its cost5 )er-thousand rate of 20.7 cents is
| rompared with an aggregate of
!10.30 for the seven newspapers.
Following the Kremer formula
liiestion by question, circulation
igures are compared with leading
j 'arm
publications
the area; Life,
with
ife magazine
; within combined

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT

BROADCASTING

Look, Colliers and Post circulation;
with combined McCalls, Good
Housekeeping, Ladies Home Journal and Woman's Home Companion
circulation.
Questions covering number of
stations competing for the audience
and share of audience are answered
by means of statistical material
based
Study. on the 1950 Listener Diary
Six questions covering television's impact, which of course is
non-existant in the area, are answered with the statement that "In
Big Aggie Land, TV means 'taint
visible.' In Big Aggie Land, radio
is basic. . . ."
NABET-NBC
PACT
S. F. Dispute Settled
THREE-WEEK dispute between
NABET engineers and KNBC San
Francisco management was settled
last week with compromise by both
sides. The settlement, which included all major points in the dispute, was reached by NBC Vice
President James Gaines and
NABET negotiators headed by
Cliff Rothery, chairman of the San
Francisco chapter of NABET.
Dispute revolved around program curtailments ordered by
KNBC General Manager Lloyd
Yoder. Five local programs were
abolished by Mr. Yoder and further
plans called for cutting the station's FM operation to six-hours
daily and abandoning the sound
effects and recording department.
Mr. Yoder said the curtailment was
necessary because the affected programs and departments were losing
money for the station.
NABET Protest
NABET protested loss of the
local shows, claimed the affected
departments were not losing money
and charged Mr. Yoder was instituting aspeedup in the engineering department. Three engineers
resigned and were not replaced.
Mr. Yoder accused the engineers
of featherbedding and said there
was no need to replace the three
resigned engineers.
After settlement of the dispute,
which was accepted by the NABET
membership April 20 and announced last week, Mr. Yoder refused to discuss details of the
compromise.
Dick Parks, NABET spokesman
and negotiator, said the settlement
covered these points:
Sound effects and recording department will remain in operation as is,
with no cut in staff or duties.
There will be no further cuts in
studio staff or duties.
The five abandoned local programs
will not be replaced, nor will the three
resigned engineers.
The FM operation will be discussed
further. No change will be made in
operation
until final settlement of the
issue.
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WEEK-END TRIPS
WOW Omaha, WOW Wonderful
Week-ends, starts May 15, new program and promotion project sponsored by Greyhound Bus Lines,
Chicago. Every other week station
will promote week-end bus tour.
One station personality will be
"Host" on each tour. Greyhound
spends $300 per tour in spots over
station. Listeners can take tours
for $20.00 to such places as the
Tulip Festival in Pella, Iowa,
Kansas City, Excelsior Springs,
Mo., and several other trips. The
series is projected for 13 times, to
end with week long tour in Colorado.
'A HEEL' PROMOTION
WCSC Charleston has distributed
rubber Cat's Paw Heels to local
shoe repair shops promoting National Shoe Repair Month in cooperation with Cat's Paw Rubber
Co. which purchased spot campaign
schedule with station for purpose
of promoting shoe repair month.
Station used novel idea of attaching copy to rubber heel and having
staff member deliver them to cobblers. Copy requests dealer to display product so customers ". . .
can see and ask for them!" It also
asks dealer to inform people about
National Shoe Repair Month.
ATOMIC BOOKLET
CBS has prepared booklet entitled
Homemaker's Manual of Atomic
Attack written by Margaret Arlen,
CBS-AM-TV
star. Information

ORTH
LANG W

SOFT

'.

DRINKS

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
,\ctwork Calibre Programs at Cecal Station Cost
Page 82
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pr0fl10tj0ll

was compiled by Miss Arlen for
her recent series Self Preservation
on WCBS-TV New York. State
and municipal Civil Defense officials have praised Miss Arlen for
the public interest series. Booklet gives full information on steps
to take in case of atomic attack.
It covers all phases including provisions for food and water, first aid
kits, pets and many other regulations that should be followed.
*— ★ — *

premiums

%

group of National Retail Dry Goods
Assn., with pointers on selling radio
to local department stores.
WBUD Trenton, N. J., sent gift of
baseball equipment to boys of
* in Trenton
*Home
Union
GIFT*
WBUD Industrial
as part of its program to promote
its daily coverage of Philadelphia
Phillies and Athletics games. Bus
Saidt, WBUD sports director, presented the gift and gave lessons on
handling equipment. Other promotion includes bus posters, ads
and articles in local papers, magazines and reminders on theatre
programs.
INSIDE DOPE

A PAIR of extra hands were just what
Lee Morris needed to help choose a
winner in the WSB Atlanta cookie
contest. Mr. Morris, m.c. on the early
morning Dixie Farm and Home Hour,
invited southern belles to send in six
samples of their favorite cookies for
three big prizes offered by the station. WSB reports it received over
300 entries, some from as far away
as Indiana and Oklahoma. Judging
the entries are (I to r) Mr. Morris;
Kathryn Lanier, home economist,
Georgia Agricultural Extension Service; Dr. Maude Pye Hood, professor
of home economics, U. of Georgia,
and Susan Mathews, nutritionist. Agricultural Extension.
BASEBALL COVERAGE
WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth distributing brochure on Baseball
Broadcasting by station dating
back to 1922 season. Edited by
Bud Sherman, the "preliminary report" traces coverage of both AM
and TV stations up to present season, including editorial comment
on play-by-play coverage. Brochure gives color and lineups for
different seasons, and notes that
WBAP-TV is again covering games
of Fort Worth Cats in Texas
League. Report will be expanded
as information develops.
NEW APS MEETING
ASSOCIATED Program Service's
"Transcribed Sales Meeting No.
3," dealing with "the department
store and radio advertising," is
currently being circulated to APS
members. The 30-minute disc presents Maurice B. Mitchell, APS
vice president and general manager, and Howard P. Abrahams,
manager of sales promotion division and visual merchandising

WDTV
(TV)
Burt
Harris got
tiredPittsburgh's
of just writing,
directing and producing Studio
Control, Mon.-Fri., 12:10-1 p.m.
He demanded an interview on his
own show from Bill Brant, the
star. He got it and proceeded to
give the TV audience inside dope
on how director runs show from
behind the scenes. Mr. Brant said,
"I'm beginning to feel like Jimmy
Durante — everybody wants to get
into the act!"
BOWLING AWARDS
WNAX Yankton-Sioux City sponsored five - state bowling tournament in which winners were
crowned April 15. District champions were selected by eight elimination tourneys in Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Nebraska
and Iowa. Awards totaled over
$17,000 in cash and $2,500 in merchandise, plus 36 trophies. Over
6,500 bowlers competed in district
tournaments. WNAX claims competition is second in size only to
the American Bowling Congress
and largest sports promotion ever
tion.
conducted by American radio staCONSECRATION CEREMONY
RCA VICTOR used closed circuit
in televising the consecration of
new bishop at Sacred Heart Cathe-

dral in Raleigh, N. C. TV receivers
were installed in assembly hall and
classrooms of nearby parish school.
Cameras were placed on platform
in front of church and outside
church to follow procession. Camera that followed procession was
later set up on the balcony in the i|
rear of the cathedral. About 2,500 1
feet of coaxial cable was required I
to connect camera, control room I
and receivers. The TV crew in- 1
eluded five engineers, two camera- J
men and a director. NBC used a J
film crew to cover the ceremony.
•— • — •
DISC PROMOTION
WATS Sayre, Pa., using old dis-i|
carded records as inexpensive pro- I
motion of local quiz show. The |
transcriptions carry the name of I
show letters
W atta-Y
, withtime
station"!
call
in a-Know
center and
and I

frequency on separate sides at hot- |
torn. The novel promotions are lo- j
cated in places such as restaurants,
hardware stores and others.
•— • — •
PLENTY OF LETTERS
WCOP-AM-FM Boston sent ap-;
proximately 700 individual letters
to leading national and local advertisers announcing its new independent operation. The two page
letter signed by Craig Lawrence,
general manager of WCOP, gives
new program policy that will be
followed by WCOP along with the] ,
new commercial policy.
•— • — •
SOUTHERN TOUR
WDAY Fargo, N. D., reports the
first WDAY-Mike Notes Winter
Vacation Tour was huge success.
The 14-day tour in which 35 persons participated visited many
towns including Chicago, New Orleans, Biloxi, Houston, Dallas, Gal- it
veston and Kansas City. Ken
Kennedy, WDAY program director, acted as tour conductor.
•— • — •
GOOD ADVERTISING
WJMO
Cleveland, Breakfast in
Bedlam, sponsored by the Sunset
Bottling
Co., using
three-foot square signs mounted on sides of
its trucks in the city to promote 1
show.
Further ideas or samples cf the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to ;
the individual companies.

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

experienced sales
personnel will sell community

W. McCOLLISTER,

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General
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NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U- S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES — and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REGULAR WEEK MARCH 18-24, 1951
Current
Ratings
Ratings
Current
■ irrent
Homes
Current
Homes
%
Rank
Programs
°'o
53nk
5
Big Sister (CBS)
'VENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK Prog
(Average For Allrams
Programs)
(7.7)
6
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS)
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
19.1
Guiding Light (CBS)
8.6
2
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
15.7
Rosemary (CBS)
1078
9.1
S 34
Godfrey'
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
15.3
9
9.1
-Jack Benny Show (CBS)
15 2
Pepper Godfrey
Young's (Nabisco)
Family (NBC)
8.4
Arthur
(CBS)
8.2
Amos
Andy (CBS)
14.6
8.5
(3.1)
I 5
6
Walter 'n'Winchell
(ABC)
14.3 DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
85
7
My Friend Irma (CBS)
13.7
2
The Shadow (MBS)
8.2
8
Red Skelton (CBS)
13.5
3
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
6.5
9
Mr. District Attorney (NBC)
11.9
(4.5)
10
Hollywood Star Playhouse (CBS)
11.4 DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
1
Grand Central Station (CBS)
8.8
VENING,
For All Programs)
(5.1)
2
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
8.5
1 MULTI-WEEKLY
Beulah(Average
(CBS)
10.6
3
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
8.0
2
Lone Ranger (ABC)
9.0
3
Jack Smith Show (CBS)
8.2 NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSENto 41,903,000— the 1951 estimate of Total United
; VEEKDAY
Programs)
(5.7)
1 (Average ForOurAll Gal,
Sunday (CBS)
10.1 RATING"
States Radio(%)Homes.
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
9.9 (*) Homes reached during all or any part of the program, except
3
Ma Perkins (CBS)
9.4 homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
4
Arthur Godfrey (Liggett & Myers) (CBS) 9-3
Feature of Week
(Continued from page 8)
amily-type announcers.
WMAM, Mr. Mackin concluded,
ould give us these things plus sub. tantial help in compiling the daily
.ocial events.
We liked the idea and tried it out
n an experimental basis (subject
o cancellation at the end of 13
Veeks). Our company advertised
he new radio program in the local
apers. WJtfAM gave it a strong
Ivance buildup over the air. Together we listed all the organizaions in our community (more than
00) to whom we offered our free
, ervice.
. The response has been excellent,
-lore than 100 announcements are
iven each week — in only 30 min~es air time. Dozens of religious,
ivic,
groups
ave fraternal
written inandtowomen's
thank us
and
OIAM for our unusual program.
Ve picked up the option.
Our conclusion after four months
if sponsorship is that the program
as definitely obtained good will f or
■>ur company — valuable good will of
.-:ur friends and neighbors in our
rjcal community.
5 What
about radio station
-jVMAM?
It's reasons.
sold on the
-So, for two
One,program
it has
regular sponsor, for five minutes
sif prime broadcasting time. Two,
■ U has developed a logical and entertaining outlet for the many anouncements that once crowded reg-

ular news programs. This leaves
more time for national, state and
local news.
Both our management and
WMAM agree that this type of program is an excellent way for an
industrial corporation to participate in community life — to be a
good neighbor.
For any medium-sized or small
town radio station, this program is
a "natural."
FREE

SPOTS
Insurance Board Offers

RADIO STATIONS desiring 20second and 50-second spot announcements, prepared and offered
free upon request by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, for
selling time to insurance agents
and brokers locally, may secure
them from that organization at 85
John St., New York 38, it was
announced last week.
The spot announcements stress
under-insurance of property, which
is one of the current themes of the
capital stock fire insurance companies supporting the board, a
non-profit, educational and engineering organization, George G.
Traver, its public relations manager, said in making the offer.
"Based on the amount of time
purchased by insurance agents in
the past," Mr. Traver continued,
"the insurance fraternity seems to
be responsive to this medium."

SEATTLE AWARDS
KOMO, Pacific Top Winners
THIRTEEN radio advertising and
public relations campaigns received awards in the fourth annual
competition sponsored by the Advertising and Sales Club of Seattle.
Receiving the largest number of
citations were KOMO Seattle
and Pacific National Advertising
Agency.
Awards were presented for excellence in six categories of radio
coverage, including programs and
announcements, live and transcribed. The winners were as follows:
For "best live announcement copy
broadcast and designed to sell merchandise and/orMills,
service"and— First
place,
Fisher Flouring
its agency,
Pacific National. Honorable mention,
Sears Roebuck & Co., and KOMO.
For "best transcribed announcements
designed to sell merchandise and/or
service"
Ivers Acres
of Clams,
and
Pacific —National.
Honorable
mention,
Washington
State
Dairy
Commission,
and Western Agency.
For "best program designed to sell
merchandise
— Davtime.
first
place, Tisketor service"
A Tasket
(Tradewell
Stores, and Strang & Prosser). Nighttime, first place, Scandia Barn Dance
(Taskett Agency and KOMO). Honorable mention, Can This Be You (Preferred Casualty Insurance and KVI),
and Rod & Reel (Les Davis Fishing &
Tackle Company and KIRO).
For "best live announcement copy
promoting public relations and/or community service campaigns"
— Salvation
Army Christmas
Toy Campaign
and
KOMO.
For "best program or programs promotingthepublicNorthwest
relations" —(Seattle-First
First place,
Voices
Nationalof Bank
and Pacific National
Advertising Agency). Honorable mention,
(Seattle Post-Intelligencer andQuizdown
KOMO).
For "best program or programs promoting community
campaigns"
— First place,
Start service
the Music,
24-hour
marathon promotion for Seattle Symphony (KRSC, and Hal Davis & Norm
Bobrow). Honorable mention, March
of Dimes campaign (Carroll Foster,
KIRO;
Charles Herring, KJR; George
Dean, KOMO).
THREE-WEEK contest among 1,500
of nation's radio disc jockeys to select
musical numbers for Universal-International's "Meet Danny Wilson,"
scheduled to go into production June
11. Disc jockey participants will be
asked to send title of their favorite
Columbia Sinatra record plus an estimate of number of votes it will receive from other participants. Prize
of §500 is offered, with May 26 final
date for entries.
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Mr. Station Manager —
We Can Give You
$125 -$450 Additional
Weekly

Billing —

Yet you don't Lift a
Finger or invest a Cent!
You owe it to yourself to get the
details of the "HOLD THE PHONE"
sales promotion plan, the jackpot show
which is breaking all records in audience, in revenue, and in sponsor satisfaction, al over the East. Now on the
air in 60 markets of every size and description. Al you do is supply the time
(Vi hour strip daily). We do the rest.
We Supply the Prizes
Real jackpot prizes, not junk, are part
of the secret of the success of "HOLD
THE PHONE." We supply everything —
daily jackpot prizes, consolation prizes,
everything
that's needed to build
audience.
Supply
the with
Showa complete
We We
furnish
stations
operating manual, sample scripts,
transcriptions of "Melody X." Everything you need to air the best jackpot
quiz show in your market.
• We Supply the Promos!
Top notch visual materials, window
streamers, posters, registration blanks,
all
these are
part of
"HOLD THEis
PHONE"
service.
Allouradvertising
imprinted with your call letters and
frequency.
• We Supply the Sponsors!
Sale of sponsorship in each market is
handled by our own especially trained
men who call on only the accounts
YOU CAN'T SELL! Regular station accounts or "hot" prospects are not
contacted. Then, once the show is fully
sold under six months' contract we turn
these accounts over to your salesmen
to service
lem here. and renew. No staff probWrite, Wire or Phone
for full details

"HOLD

THe'pHONE"
PLAN

J. W
MILLER
SOUND SALES PROMOTION
Since 7938
76 Broad St. Guilford, Conn.
Phone: Guilford 920
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ASSOCIATED PROGRAM SERVICE
/\ has released to its subscriber
stations new program called Recipe for Happiness, quarter hour, five
times weekly. Show will feature
stories of interest to women and will
include how-to-do-it hints, as well as
cooking and housekeeping's newest
methods. Special theme, titled "Recipe for Happiness," has been especially recorded for the show. It was written by ANDY WISWELL, vice president and recording director, and LES
BIEBL, program director of APS.
DR. MERVIN J. KELLY, executive
vice president Bell
Telephone Laboratories, elected
president succeeding DR. OLIVER
E. BUCKLEY,
chairman of newlyorganized Science
Advisory -Committee of Office of Defense Mobilization.
Bell Telephone
Labs is subsidiary
Dr. Kelly
of American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
EDWARD A. DA VIES appointed district sales manager of middle Atlantic
area for Princeton Film Center,
Princeton, N. J. He was vice president and general sales director Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co. (WIP
Philadelphia).
THOMAS J. McNEIL, Baldwin & Mermey, N. Y. public relations counsel,
appointed assistant public affairs officer in U. S. Information Service of
Dept. of State and assigned to service
in Philippine Islands for two years.

superpositions. Type TV-35-B, and it }
control panel type TC-34-A, alloi
two-signal self keyed or three signt.i
keyed
insertions material.
of sponsors' product!
or advertising
allied

arts

STEPHEN L. WELLS PRODUCTIONS, L. A., packager of live and
filmed TV programs, has been formed
with offices at 617 S. Olive St. Beatrice Kay, account executive The
Wells Agency, public relations firm,
also headed by Mr. Wells, is director
of package firm. Glenn V. Armstrong
is account executive. Firm will package new version
of children's
Shirley
& Bedelia
Shoiv, formerly
released
live
on WENR-TV Chicago and KGO-TV
San Francisco.
JOHN LANDRETH, U. of Nebraska,
to statistical staff Tele-Que, S. F.
research firm.
R. IAN LAIDLAW, CFRB Toronto,
and RUSSELL
T. KELLEY Ltd.,
Hamilton, to account executive of
S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, to handle programs and services to broadcasting stations and advertising agencies.
W. WARD DORRELL, vice president
in charge of station relations C. E.
Hooper Inc., taking 90-day period of
complete
rest under
doctor's
orders
after treatment
for attack
of pleurisy
revealed incipient lobar tuberculosis.
LEWIS C. TEEGARDEN, West Coast
manager Standard Radio Transcription Services, Hollywood, transferred
to Chicago to direct sales in Midwest and to work on sales efforts of
United Television Programs in that

area, according to Gerald King, president of both firms.
PAUL S. ELLISON appointed consultant to Advertising Div. of U.S. Defense Bond program. He was with
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
WILLIAM QUINN, managing director
Electric League of Los Angeles,
named radio-TV representative Earl
Carroll Theatre, Hollywood, making
theatre-restaurant available to agencies and sponsors for daytime proARDEN B. CRAWFORD appointed
grams.
vice president Industrial Surveys Co.,
N. Y. He was with A. C. Nielsen Co.,
Chicago, as vice president.
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc., Hollywood,
in May issues 45 rpm records with
new "Optional Center" that will permit playing on three-speed phonographs without use of adapters. New
record equipped with small center
hole that allows playing on small
spindle, with completely removable
center for use on regular 45 machines.
WILL VOELLER, president Universal Recorders, Hollywood, in New
York and Washington for three weeks
contacting clients and advertising
agencies on future business.
EDWIN G. WEBER to Chicago staff
of Philip Lesly Co., public relations
counsel. He was radio-television
writer for Retailing Daily, and also
worked at D'Arcy Advertising, St.
Louis.
BRITISH UNITED PRESS has added
16 Canadian radio news clients so
far this year in Quebec: CKSM
Shawinigan Falls, CKCH Hull, CKRS
Jonquieres, CHLP Montreal, CJFP
Riviere-Du-Loup, CHRL Roberval,
CJSO Sorel, CFDA Victoriaville,
CKVM Ville Marie, CHEF Granby;
Alberta: CKUA Edmonton, CJOC
Lethbridge, Saskatchewan: CKOM
Saskatoon; British Columbia: CKNW
New Westminster, CJAV Port Alberni; unnamed new station at Timmins, Ontario.

A-C failure can't stop this pickup
The Collins 12Z remote amplifier provides automatic, instantaneous
change-over to battery operation if line power interruption occurs.
This light, handy remote combines four input channels with individual controls, a master control, an a-c power supply, and compact storage for three 45 volt B and five A batteries in one easily
carried unit.
The 12Z is one of a complete Collins line of one, two and four
mike remote amplifiers for reliable, convenient, high fidelity operation on any job. Your nearest Collins office will be glad to give
you full information.
For broadcast quality, it's . . .
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
1 1 West 42nd Street
2700 West Olive Avenue
NEW YORK 18
BURBANK
1330 NorthDALLAS
Industrial
Blvd.
Dogwood KNOXVILLE
Road, Fountain City
2
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• • • appointed
ment
ROBERT
BURROWS
£(jjU.ipE.
general sales manager Thomas Electronic Inc., Passaic, N. J. He was
with General
tric SupplyElecCo.
and Westinghouse
Electric Supply Co.

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABS Inc., Cliff
ton, N. J., announces two new rectar
gular Teletron tubes, types 17FP4 an J
20GP4, employing electrostatic-f ocu. |
Focusing voltage required for both i
approximately 23% of anode voltage I
JENSEN Mfg. Co., Chicago, announce!]
new set of brackets for its Vikinn
line of loud speaker models from 3*;
inches to 6 inches in size. Viking
CTM Universal Bracket Set has illusl
trated instruction sheet to help servl
icemen install unit easier.
COMPANHIA AUTO-LUX IMPORTAjJI
DORA, of Rio de Janeiro and Saill
Paulo, Brazil, appointed exelusivji
distributor in that country for Dull
Mont television receivers.
E. R. GLAUBER named general man jl
ager
Admiral
branch
organi '
zations.
He wasCorp.'s
manager
of easterill
region and New York branch.
PARRY CABOT, account executive!
Dickie-Raymond Inc., Boston, ap*
pointed director of advertising Gra: I
Mfg. Co., Hartford (electronic record |
ing devices). HARRY W. STEWART J
sales promotion department, appoint I
ed commercial manager.
HARRY ADELMAN named advertisi
ing manager Milo Radio & Eleeffl
tronics Corp., N. Y., wholesale dis 1
tributor of radio, TV, sound]
broadcasting
"Teckniccland industrial electronii*T
equipment.

WILLIAM G. MARGRAF Jr., WHGI
Harrisburg, Pa., to engineering staf
WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I.
JOHN HOSKINS, engineer KCBS Sai
Francisco, father of boy, Robert Mac
Rae.
LAWRENCE ROBBINS, transmittal
engineer KTRI Sioux City, Iowa
elected councilman in Dakota City
Neb., where station transmitter iaj fa
located.
JOSEPH DAGON to NBC Chicago a:
radio maintenance engineer.
JAMES WEHRHEIM, supervisor oil
building maintenance NBC Chicago J -:
father of boy, James Craig.
EDWIN DAVISON, transmitter su:
pervisor
WMAY
Springfield, 111
father of boy, born April 18.
EARL SORENSON, KNBC San FranJ
cisco, to U. of California at Berkeley
radiation laboratory as coordinating
engineer under contract with Atomic
Energy Commission.
BOB WOOD, KNBC San Francisco^
to KGO-TV San Francisco engineer
ing staff.
a

EDWARD A. PECARA, sales propromotion
Zenith Radiomanager
Corp.,
Chicago, appointed
Mr. Burrows
sales promotion
manager Motorola Inc., Chicago.
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., presented award from Economic Cooperation Administration "for furnishing
technical assistance to the people of
the Marshall Plan countries to aid
them in maintaining individual liberty, free institutions and peace."
GENERAL ELECTRIC commercial
equipment division, Syracuse, announces new television montage amplifier which permits vertical, horizontal and wedge wipes, and pre-set
BROADCASTING

KIRX
KIRKSVILLE, MO.
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■ DUISIANA State Sen. Dudley J. LeBlanc (I), president, LeBlanc Corp., monu□cturer of Hadacol, spoke April 2 before a luncheon meeting of the New
fork Chapter of the American Marketing Assn. at Hotel Shelton. Also prsslt at the head table were (I to r) Winifred Kearney (partly hidden), Lever
■ 3ros., luncheon chairman; Harry White, executive secretary, Sales Executives
Club; Ed Russell, Bureau of Advertising, ANPA, and Don Coster, Bureau of
Advertising, ANPA.
AAA

ADVERTISING
ABC
ABC's of Radio, TV Promotion Explained

AMERICAN Automobile Assn., in
i brochure just published, spelledmt the A-B-C's of radio and television advertising to its club members in a manner highly compliif nentary to both media.
Newspaper advertising was compared unfavorably with that of
•adio and video. The Special Relort points out that the electronic
;iiedia are non-selective in their
r^tpproach to the public whereas,
5Ja newspaper has a limited emulation defined by a subscriber
jst. . . ."
4' Aimed at intelligent use of radio
md TV advertising, the brochure
vas prepared by Edgar Parsons,
n nead, radio and television activities
ff the AAA Dept. of Public Rela:ions.
l\l It was designed (1) to describe
echniques already in use by AAA
■lubs; (2) to serve as a reminder
:(o those now using radio that there
sfjire additional means through
vhich greater, more effective use
.an be made of these media; and
'13) to serve as a guide to those
'::1vision.
lubs not now using radio or tele"The use of radio broadcasting
THE
LITTLE
STATION
WITH

THE

BIG
|WALLOP.' W
M MEEKER
AM !
REP. BY

represents a powerful approach to
the problem of getting the motor
club across to the general public,"
the report told club members.
"And now, with the advent of television in many localities, we have
a new, even more effective medium,
combining the warmth and emotional impact of the human voice
with another of the senses — sight."
In an accompanying letter to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, Mr.
Parsons said that "Many of the
750 AAA-affiliated motor clubs
throughout the nation use substantial amounts of commercial time.
"At least two, in Michigan and
Illinois, owe the phenomenal
growth of their clubs to advertising
in which radio and TV have played
a part," Mr. Parsons stated.
"On the other hand," he added,
"we feel that the motor clubs of
the country have a definite something to offer radio and TV stations. . . ." The "public interest"
value of AAA information was emphasized throughout the report.
CALL TO ARMS
37 NBCers Report May 1
THIRTY-SEVEN NBC employes
belonging to a network-sponsored
psychological warfare unit of the
U. S. Army Reserve will report
for active duty May 1.
The unit, organized in November 1948 through the Army's Industrial Affiliation Program, is
commanded by Col. Ellsworth H.
Gruber of the New York Daily
News. Capt. William Buschgen, of
the NBC Spot Sales Dept., commands the NBC unit, and First
Lieut. Theodore M. Thompson, network personnel manager, is executive officer.

{MARINETTE, WISCONSIN.
Telecasting
iROADCASTING

AFM Peace
(Continued from page 4.2)
4. Overtime before midnight, per
15 or less minutes: $2.08.
5. Overtime after midnight until
8 a.m., per 15 or less minutes: $3.13.
TRUST AGREEMENT
Among the provisions:
1. Each network to pay trustee
estimated 50% of amount expected
due on Feb. 15, 1952, at time agreement executed.
2. Each network to pay 5% of gross
revenues from "use, exploitation, or
other dealing . . ." with film or sound
track to trustee.
3. When a film, previously telecast
commercially,
is "later
simultaneously broadcast
in anyor city
on a
sustaining basis, even though said
sustaining broadcast be the first . . .
in the particular city involved," 50%
of film's production cost to be paid
to trustee by network. In return,
film or
track may
be once
"broad-in
cast onsound
a sustaining
basis
each city, providing done within year
from first commercial broadcast of
4. Trust Purpose: Expenditure of
90% of total received annually for
"arranging and organizing the presperformances by
film." entation of personal
instrumental
musicians in areas
throughout the United States and its
possessions and dependencies, and
the Dominion of Canada ... on such
occasions and at such times and
places as in the judgment of the
trustee will contribute to the public
knowledge and appreciation of muThree of the contracts — National

Radio, National Television and
Television Film Labor — contain the
following provision:
In the event that governmental approval is required as a prerequisite
of paying any part of the wages or
other benefits at the rates provided
for herein, or in the aforesaid agreements between us and locals of the
Federation, and such approval is
finally granted only in part, or is
denied, then such unapproved rates
or other benefits, or such unapproved
portion
becomethateffective whenthereof,
and to shall
the extent
the
applicable statutes, regulations or
orders are altered or repealed permitting such effectiveness.
In the event that complete approval
is not granted
governmental
authorities within by
thirty
(30) days after
the date hereof, the Federation may,
at its option, void this agreement
and/or tweenany
agreement and
executed
us (networks)
locals beof
the Federation entered into from and
after the date hereof.
Joint Request
It is understood that approval
will be requested of the government
jointly by the networks and union
as soon as present changes in the
stabilization organization are completed and the proper procedure is
indicated.
Canadian

Excises

EXCISE TAXES on radio-TV sets,
and tubes have been increased from
15% to 25% at factory level in
Canada.

CLEVELAND'S Cty STATION • wjw • CLEVELAND'S/jfo*^ SIGNAL, wjw • CLEVELAND'S SAty $T4^
sic."

CHIEF SAYS:
Big Chief spells Summer with dollar sign;
Will get more sales in hot months, too.
Has strongest signal . . . promotion fine,
To keep sales growing whole year through."
SOLID

SUMMER

SALES

STORY

Use WJW- Greater Cleveland's most merchandising*
minded, promotion -minded station to increase your
summertime
on WJW. sales. Year 'round promotion pays off—

CLEVELAND'S

5000 W.
WJW BUIIDINO
NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED

BY

BASIC ABC
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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Respects
(Continued from page 48)
ager. When the company failed, he
joined Phoenix Mutual Insurance
Co. as a salesman.
Entering the Navy in 1942, he
went to sea as a captain of a
submarine chaser, protecting tanker routes in the Caribbean. Later,
as a lieutenant commander, Mr.
McLaughlin was cited officially for
meritorious service as commanding officer of a destroyer escort in
North Atlantic convoy operations
prior to the Normandy invasion.
After three and one-half years
of Naval duty, Mr. McLaughlin
returned to the Pure Oil Co., where
he remained a year. Moving to
Confections Inc. as sales promotion and advertising manager, he
increased merchanding through
grocery outlets by advancing his
former theory that the relationship
between the retail merchant and
the advertiser should be a close
one.

560 kc.
®f)e $f)ilabelpf)ta
Snquirer

Station

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

NEED

Moving to Battle Creek, Mich.,
and General Foods, he directed advertising and promotion for many
of the oldest trade brands of the
Post Cereal Div. In October 1949
he was hired by Kraft Foods as
advertising and sales promotion
manager.
A realistic advertising man, Mr.
McLaughlin comments: "I feel,
frankly, that we in the advertising
business get so involved with techniques, trade patter and gimmicks
that we get clear off the funda-

NEER?

AN

mental base of the sale. The hardest thing we have to do is constantly remember fundamentals.
Too often we tend to forget that
the commercial copy and the layout
of the ad are the final sum of our
activities.
"Every ad should pass the test:
What does it offer the consumer
in exchange for the time he spends
reading or listening to it? Does
it have the emotional appeal that
will make him buy? Does it instruct him in simple language, or
does it confuse him with gimmicks
and too-clever patter? Does he
know when he has read it what it's
all about? Does he have an understanding of the merchandise?
'Simple Language'
"On this subject, I believe in the
simple language of advertising;
words, phrases and ideas that can
be understood by everyone. On
the same basis, I object to 'munchycrunchy' type of copy, which may
be rhythmic, but what does it
actually say? Let's have simple
statements of fact — language
understood by everyone."
He advocates simple, direct
commercials for radio and television. After extensive TV research, Mr. McLaughlin found the
formula: "See it big and keep it
Radiofollowed
commercials
for "too
have
a pattern
thatlong"
the
simple."
public no longer finds interesting
or informative, Mr. McLaughlin
charges. Trite phrases, ideas and
situations have all tended, in his
opinion, to wear down the public
"into a nodding stupor." The conDANCE

STEPPING

By Network Execs for Red Cross

need

an engineer

looking for a job
equipment
want

for sale

to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations wanted,
10$ per word ($1.00
minimum)
Help wanted, 20$ per word ($2.00 minimum)
All other classifications 25$ per word ($4.00
minimum)
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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A DANCE ROUTINE by five network presidents and a chorus composed of network vice presidents
will be among the features of an
all-star show scheduled for May
29 in New York as part of the
campaign for blood donations to
the Red Cross.
The audience will be limited to
members of the entertainment field
— radio, television, stage and screen
representatives including advertising agency personnel and members
of the musicians, craft and technical unions — who have donated a
pint of blood.
Co-chairmen of the campaign
are five radio and TV network
presidents: Robert E. Kintner,
ABC; Frank Stanton, CBS; Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, DuMont Television Network; Frank White, Mutual, and Joseph H. McConnell,
NBC, with Emanuel Sacks, RCA
vice president, as executive chairman. Mr. Sacks said the immediate goal is a minimum of 3,000
blood donors before May 29.
Mario Lewis, executive producer
for CBS TV programs, will produce the all-star show, which will
be held at the Center Theatre,
Rockefeller Center. Plans are
under way for simulcasting portions.

sumer attitude becomes one oflj
"I've heard all that before." How- I
ever, new ideas combined with \
simple statements of fact can re- I
vive public attention.
Born in Aurora, 111., Oct. 20,^1
1906, John McLaughlin was the son jj
of a well-known surgeon there. |
He attended the U. of Illinois,
where he was a varsity cheer leader
and a member of Alpha Chi Rho
and Sigma Phi Delta fraternities.
He was graduated with a B.A.
degree.
Married to the former Marian
Bemis of Aurora, he and his wife
have three children, Mark, 3;
Richard, 10, and John 17. Although
they now live in River Forest,
where Mr. McLaughlin is an elder
of First Presbyterian Church, the
family will move shortly to a
North Shore home in Winnetka
along the lake. Mr. McLaughlin
is a member of the Lake Shore
Athletic Club, the River Forest
Tennis Club, the Chicago Advertisers Club and the Chicago Television Council, of which he is vice
president.

i
WOMEN'S CLINIC
Fellows Is Top Speaker
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, NARTB
president-elect, was listed as featured speaker at a luncheon session of the Women's Commentators' Radio Clinic held at the Hotel
Sheraton in Rochester, N. Y., last
Saturday. About 300 prominent
women leaders were to attend the
all-day session, sponsored by
WARC, WHAM and WHEC Roch- ester. Mr. Fellows was to be introduced by William Fay, WHAM J
general manager.
Morning session scheduled talks :
by Pauline Gaffney (WHEC), Ceil
Harrison and "Roberta" Scott Lit
(WARC) and Ann Rogers and
Louise Wilson (WHAM) on "How
to Make Your Organizational Affairs Our
Listeners'wereAffairs."4:
Afternoon
discussions
slated
on "Radio As a Business" and use
of broadcast
facilities
by women's
groups.
Gunnar
Wiig,
general
manager of WHEC, presided over

[
I Is
FOUR NBC executives will instruct at-f»
Barnard College-NBC Summer Institute Radio and TV, June 25-August 3
in New York. They are Doris Corwith, Patrick Kelly, Melvin P. Wam-Hl
boldt, and Wade Arnold.

Our Production Service is also available to pro- 1
duce SUNOCO,
YOUR Jingle.CLARK
Relieve CANDY.
yourself PEPSODENT.
of ALL detail. :
Ask
BLATZ
BEER. Write today!
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LULU' AWARDS
Helen Hall Wins Trophy
HELEN MURRAY HALL, adverising and promotion manager, NBC
Western Div., received the Los
\ngeles Advertising Woman "Lulu"
flward for the "best research project" April 22 at the group's fifth
annual Frances Holmes Achievement Awards presentations at the
Beverly Hills Hotel.
Receiving the gold trophy in
other categories were: Shirley
Thomas, vice president, Commodore
: Productions for the best sponsored
radio program series; honorable
4riuention, Marjorie Bright Sharpe,
-£ITO San Bernardino; Doria Balli,
president, TV Ads Inc., best television commercial campaign; Betty
Clears, writer - producer, KTLA
X(TV) Los Angeles.
Best television program series.
■ No award was given in the radio
-;ommercial campaign classification.
' Margot
Mallary, advertising
manager, Cole of Calif., received
the
highest
Frances Holmes
Achievement Award, as "outstanding woman in advertising in 11
western states and Canada." She
'also won "Lulus" in four other categories. The contest was presented in cooperation with advertising
or allied fields.
i
CRIME PROBERS

Panel Set For 'Forum'
^FULL COMMITTEE of Senate
Crime Investigators was scheduled to appear as a panel on
Theodore Granik's American Forum of the Air to discuss "The
i JTask Ahead for the Crime Committee," in an NBC simulcast, Sunday,
1:30 p.m., the day before publicai :;ion of its report to the nation.
Rudolph Halley, chief counsel for
;he committee, was to appear on
NBC-TV's Meet the Press, also
Sunday, 4 p.m.
Committee members include Senators Herbert O'Conor (D-Md.),
.lew chairman; Estes Kefauver (DTenn.); Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.) ;
Dharles W. Tobey (R-N.H.) and
Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.).
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THE 300-lb shark just wouldn't stop bothering a school of dolphin the fishermen were trying to land, so George Boiling, Boiling Co. Inc., New York,
station representative, brought it aboard also. Despite interference, the
anglers were able to land some 21 dolphin. Those who spent such a rewarding day fishing in the Gulf Stream were Frank (Salty) Mallants (peering
between dolphins on left), WIOD Miami boating and fishing editor, and
(I to r in foreground) Robert Fidlar, WIOD sales manager, and Mr. Boiling, who was in Florida to acquaint himself with the operation of WIOD,
which his company will represent in the national field beginning May 1.
Two men in back are onlookers.

RADIO'S
More Homes VALUE
Per $ — Nelson
RADIO delivers more homes per
dollar than television, and has a
potential three to four times as
great. This was reported to the
Chicago Radio Management Club
Wednesday afternoon by Everett
Nelson of the A. C. Nielsen Co.,
Chicago market research firm, who
outlined the whys and hows of the
company's research methods.
Mr. Nelson said a January survey on one program netted 119
viewers per dollar and 199 listeners, a 67% favor for radio. Nationally, 27% of the population
own TV sets, 96% radio. A television network reaches about 27%
of the people, while network radio
gets to between 75 and 80%, depending on the individual network,
Mr. Nelson said. In Chicago, 28%

ALLIED!

RCA-5820
IMAGE ORTHICON
We have the RCA-5820 in stock for immediate
shipment. Our conditions of sales are identical to
those of the manufacturer. Our adjustment policies
have saved stations time and money. Look to
allied for prompt delivery of the 5820 as well as
all other RCA Broadcast-type tubes.
Refer to your ALLIED 2 1 2-page Buying Guide for
your station equipment and supplies. Get exactly what you want when you want it! Ask to be
placed on our "Broadcast Bulletin" mailing list.
ALLIED RADIO
BroacScasf Division
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7
Call: HAymarket 1-6800
BROADCASTING
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of the homes are equipped with
TV, 97% with radio.
Mr. Nelson predicted that 17%
of the TV homes in the Chicago
area could be reached with use of
one video station, and between 75
and 85% of the homes by one AM
station. Chicago area radio is a
better buy than national radio because total listenership is "relatively
higher," he said.
Radio delivers
a substantially
larger audience than television,
with 63% more listeners than
viewers in the daytime and 89%
more at night.
Pointing up need for research
in outlying areas covered by a station, the speaker said more than
half of all listeners live in peripheral districts rather than a metropolitan section. Television's
growth has emphasized the need
for research in outer listening
areas, Mr. Nelson said.
He was introduced by Art
Harre, general manager of WJJD
and Radio Management Club president, who also presented a visiting
guest, E. C. Kelly, general manager, KCRA Sacramento, Calif.
DPA

Certificates

CERTIFICATES which will permit companies expanding their defense facilities to depreciate cost
at a 20% rate over a five-year
period have been issued by the
Defense Production Administration. Firms receiving new certificates of necessity include Sylvania
Electric Products, Chatham Electronic Corp., Electrons Inc., Lansdale Tube Co. and General Electric
Co. Certificates for expansion
cover electronic and radar tubes
and parts for aircraft jet engines.
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In the big Montreal area — one of
the best markets in Canada — CFCF
gives you maximum coverage and
the friendly listenership of increasing numbers who prefer "the Station of the Stars."
Many distinguished advertisers
agree "Ifs easier to sell through
U.S. Representative : Weed& Co.
CFCF."
MONTREAL
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April 20 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Examiner J. D. Cunningham
FCC General Counsel — Granted petition requesting extension of period for
filing proposed findings from April 20
to May 7 in proceeding upon applications of KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland for renewal of andlicenses.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
FCC Chief, Common Carrier Bureau
— Granted motion requesting correction
in various respects to transcript of
proceedings
upon and
applications
Telanserphone. Inc.
Robert C. ofCrabb,
Los ticAngeles,
Calif.,
for
CP's
in
domespublic land mobile radio service at
Los Angeles.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
KTJLP El Campo, Tex.— Granted pethat Commission
accept itstition
laterequesting
appearance,
which was due
on August 11, 1950, in proceeding upon
its application; appearance filed with
the Commission on November 8, 1950
is hereby accepted.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
WQXI Atlanta, Ga. — Granted petition for continuance of hearing from
April 18 to April 26 in Washington,
D.
C.
tion. in proceeding upon his applicaBy Examiner Leo Resnick
WOOK Silver Spring, Md.— Granted
petition for continuance of hearing
from April 18 to July 18 in Washingcation.ton. D. C. in proceeding upon its appliApril 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1230 kc
WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Mod.
CP to change from 1370 kc 500 w D to
1230 kc 100 w unl. and change type
trans.
AM— 1380 kc
KPRS Olathe, Kan.— CP to change
from 1590 kc to 1380 kc and change
ant. system.
Modification of CP
WEWO-FM Laurinburg, N. C— Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP
FOR FINEST JAPE RECORDING

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS?
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder i rt one case — 1
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact'
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CON$OlETTE
Operation avoidable by combining units in i'i<h Mogne-
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fCC

actions
APRIL 20 TO APRIL 26

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
from 8.8 kw to 9.2 kw, ant. height
from 430 ft. to 216 ft. etc.
Following stations request mod. CP
for extension of completion date:
WIOD-FM Miami, Fla.; WHP-FM Harrisburg,
W. Va. Pa.; WKNA-FM Charleston,
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WOKZ Alton, 111.; KOEN (FM)
Oceanside, Calif.
APPLICATION RETURNED
AM— 1440 kc
Cherokee Bcstg. Co., Cherokee, Iowa
—AMRETURNED
station on application
1440 kc 500 for
w D.CP new

result from the proceedings in Docket
6651: KA-5807 (The Daily Report Co.),
area Ontario, Calif.; KA-8645 (formerly
KSCR) (McClatchy Bcstg. Co.), area
Sacramento, Calif.; KA-8646 (formerly
KQAW) (Radio Santa Cruz), Santa
Cruz,
Calif.; KA-8647
(International
Bcstg. (formerly
Corp.), KILB)
area
Shreveport, La.; KA-8648 (formerly
WJEN), K A -8649 (formerly WJEP)
(Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.
Co.), area Rochester. N. Y.; KA-8650
(formerly KIEL), KA-8651 (formerly
KTUH)Seattle,
(Fisher's
area
Wash.Blend Station, Inc.),
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.— Granted
license for commercial operation of TV
station.
KUGN-FM Eugene, Ore. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 10-18-51.
WORX Madison, Ind.— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 10-31-51.
KIDO Boise, Ida. — Granted license
for change in frequency, increase in
power, installation of new trans, and
DA-DN, change trans, location and
ground system; cond.: 630 kc 5 kw unl.
KLX Oakland, Calif.— Granted mod.
CP
for extension
of completion date to
11-13-51;
cond.
WKNE Keene, N. H.— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to Kinston
11-14-51. Bcstg. Company, Kinston,
N. C. — Granted license for remote pickup KA-7526.Bcstg. Company, Corpus
Nueces
Christi,
Tex.— Same
KKE-488.
Poughkeepsie
Newspapers,
Inc.,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Same KA-7164.
Stanislaus County Broadcasters, Inc.,
Modesto, Calif. — Granted CP for new
remote
pickup
KA-8652.Corp., Sherman,
Sherman
Broadcast
Tex.— Same KA-8653.
Rafael Fuster, Guayama, P. R. — Same
KA-8654.
KONO-FM
Antonio, ofTex.—
Granted mod. CP forSanextension
completion
date to 6-28-51; cond.

gram ing of WELS as operated in past
and as proposed to operate full time;
denied insofar as it requested taking of
depositions
tors of WELS.of stockholders and direcKTXC Big Spring, Tex. — Granted
petition for continuance of hearing to
July
license.16 in proceeding re renewal of
WGIL
petition for Galesburg,
continuance HI.—
of Granted
hearing from
May 4 to July 5 in Washington in prore application of KCOG Centerville, ceeding
Iowa.
Oregonian Publishing Co., Portland,
Ore. — Granted petition for leave to
amend application to change name of
applicant to Pioneer Bcstrs. Inc., to
show new officers, directors and stockholders, together with new financial
data.
Don Lee Bcstg. System, San Francisco, Calif.without
— Granted petition for disfor FM missal
CP. prejudice of application
Radio Pittston FM and Television Co.,
Pittston, Pa. — Granted petition for distion formissal
CP. without prejudice of applicaThe
S
& G Co.,
Fort Scott,
Kan.—
Granted request
to dismiss
application.
KDAC Fort Bragg, Calif. — Granted
petition for indefinite continuance of
hearing, presently scheduled for May 7
in Fort cationBragg
proceeding
of KDACin for
license re
to applicover
CP; also granted petition requesting
ance.
Commission to accept its late appearCharles L. Cain, Grand Prairie, Tex.
— Granted petition requesting dismissal >
without prejudice of application.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn.— Granted petition for continuance of hearing from
April 26 to June 25 in Washington,
D. C, in proceeding re its application
and that of R. W. Towery, Iuka, Miss.
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Granted petition for leave to amend application to
conform engineering portions of application herein to proof offered during
course of hearing herein; the record
in proceeding is reopened for limited
purposehibit 28 of
receivingof inan evidence
Ex(consisting
official map
of
the
City
of
Pasadena),
and
the
record closed.
By Examiner Elizabeth Smith
Capitol Calif.
Radio— Granted
Enterprises,
Sacramento,
petition
for 4continuance of hearing from May 2 to jj_
July 9 in Washington, in proceeding re
its application
and that
fornia. Sacramento,
Calif.of Radio CaliFrancis J. Matrangola, Wildwood,
N. J. — Granted motion for indefinite
continuance of hearing presently scheduled for April 24 in proceeding re his j
application.
By Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Lawrence County Bcstg. Co., Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Granted petition for
leave to amend application to request
100 w unl., instead of 250 w, as presently specified,
and for removal
of application, as amended,
from hearing
docket.
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
WRIA
Caguas, P.ofR.time
— Granted
peti- ,
tion for extension
from April
s|
23
to
April
30,
in
which
to
file
proposed
findings of fact and conclusions in pro- '
ceeding upon revocation
of license of 3A!
WRIA Caguas,
P. R.
By Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
FCC General Counsel — Granted peti- J
tion requesting that Commission accept
late filing of notice of intention to
appear and participate in oral argument
in proceeding upon application of KFGT
Fremont, Neb.

April 23 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Request Denied
WENE Endicott, N. Y. — Denied request for temporary authority to operate on 1430 kc with DA adjusted in
accordance with application for license
and engineering report filed Apr. 6.
BY THE SECRETARY
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.— Grantlicense for commercial operation of
TV edstation.
KTSW Emporia, Kan.— Granted license for installation of new trans, and
change of main studio location.
KOEL Oelwein, Iowa — Granted license for change of studio location and
hours operation and install new trans,
and DA-D-N; cond.
KTEC Oretech, Ore.— Granted license
for noncommercial
tion; 88.1 mc, 10 w.educational FM staWFOX Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted
CP to change
locations;
cond. trans, and main studio
KCNA Tucson, Ariz. — Granted mod.
CP
for extension
of completion date to
11-13-51;
cond.
Following
were
granted
mod.as CP's
extension of completion dates
shownfor:
WKVM Arecibo, P. R., to 7-15-51, cond.;
KNAL Victoria, Tex., to 5-17-51, cond.;
WCTT Corbin, Ky., to 8-17-51, cond.;
WJPG Green Bay, Wis., to 7-6-51,
cond.; WSUN St. Petersburg, Fla. to April 23 Applications . . .
11-15-51, cond.;
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
10-18-51,
cond. WJFR Caguas, P. R., to
The Tower Realty Co., Baltimore, Md.
WGN
Chicago — CP to install an aux.
—KGB-607.
Granted license for remote pickup ant. for emergency purposes only.
APPLICATION RETURNED
The Same
TowerKA-8534.
Realty Co., Cumberland,
Md.—
KMLW Marlin, Tex. — RETURNED
application for assignment of CP from
Southwestern
Bcstg. Corp., Odessa, W.
L. Pennington and Virgil H. Gage,
Tex.—
Same KA-8397.
WAER Syracuse, N. Y. — Granted li- a partnership d/b as Falls County Pubcense for changes in noncommercial
licson:
Service
to W. L. Pennington. ReaIncomplete.
April 25 Decisions . . .
educational
ant. 24 ft. FM station; 88.1 mc, 730 w.
BY THE COMMISSION
WBJC Baltimore, Md.— Granted li- April 24 Decisions . . .
cense for noncommercial educational
Designated for Hearing
FM
station
on
88.1
mc,
125
w.
ant.
ACTIONS
ON
MOTIONS
145 ft.
Brazosport
Bcstg. Co. and Brazoria
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
Bcstg.
Co., Freeport,
Designated
Caribbean Bcstg. Corp., Arecibo, P. R.
for
consolidated
hearingTex.in— Washington
WELS Kinston, N. C— Granted re—Granted mod. CP to change power
on
June
18
re
application
of
Brazosport
quest
to
take
depositions
insofar
as
of KA-7627in from
changes
trans. 60 w to 25 w and make
concerned with public service pro- for new AM station on 1490 kc 250 w
KIRO-FM Seattle, Wash. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 6-13-51.
Granted following renewal of licenses on a regular
to May 1, 1954SERVICE
DIRECTORY
KA-3283,
KA-3287 basis
(Voice of Alabama,
Inc.), Birmingham, Ala.; KA-8138 (Peninsular Bcstg. Corp.), area Coral
Gables, Fla.; KA-5275 (The Macomb
Bcstg. Co.), area Macomb, 111.; KA3497, KA-2045 (News-Examiner Co.),
COMMERCIAL RADIO
area Connersville, Ind.; KSA-397 (NewsCustom-Built Equipment
Examiner Co.), Connersville, Ind.; KAMONITORING
COMPANY
7964 (Sioux Falls Broadcast Assoc.,
U. S. RECORDING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Inc.), area Sioux Falls, S. D.; KA-5509,
KA-5510, 5511 (KRLD Radio Corp.),
"A reliable
service for
oyer phone
18 vear»"
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
For immediate
service
area Dallas Tex., KKD-697 Dallas, Tex.
Granted following renewal of licenses
STerling 3626
JACKSON
5302
on regular basis to May 1, 1954, subP. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
ject to change in frequency which may
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Cffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washirngton, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
JTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
». O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 4.3-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
120 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

THE WES TURNER CO.
11 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
9918 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
i-., and application of Brazoria for
-,v AM station on 1460 kc 500 w D.
Order Amended
Radio Reading, Reading, Pa. — Pursuit to a study by Air Space Subcomiittee, order of Sept. 6, 1950, as amend. , designating application for hearing,
as further amended to delete thereIssue 4: "Toanddetermine
e;m installation
operation whether
of the
oposed station would constitute a
zard
to
air
navigation."
Hearing
esently scheduled to start May 2.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted retwal of licenses for period ending
ay 1, 1954: KDLA DeRidder, La.;
5AF Gainesville, Tex.; KECC Pittsirg, Calif.; KGDM Stockton, Calif.;
SRI Henderson, Tex.; KIXL Dallas,
'.:<.;
Tex.;Angeles;
KLMO KOFO
Longont, KLIF
Colo.; Dallas,
KNX Los
ROADCASTING

Ottawa, Kan.; KSL Salt Lake City;
KTIM San Rafael, Calif.; KWJJ Portland, Ore.; WBYS Canton, 111.; WENA
Bayamon, P. R.; WFAX Falls Church,
Va.; KIP A Hilo, T. H.; KSDO San Diego; WADE Wadesboro, N. C; WCMW
Canton, Ohio; WDGY Minneapolis;
WEDR Birmingham, Ala.; WIBC & Aux.
Indianapolis; WKNX Saginaw, Mich.;
WSFT Thomaston, Ga.; WTOP Washington, D. C; KAYL Storm Lake, Iowa;
KCBQ San Diego; KFDX Wichita Falls,
Tex.; KGYW Vallejo, Calif.; KNCM
Moberly, Mo.; KORC Mineral Wells,
Tex.; WBNL Boonville, Ind.; WMRP
Flint, Mich.; WRFS Alexander City,
Ala.; WWOL & Aux. Buffalo, N. Y.;
WXRA Ala.;
Kenmore,
Y.; WCRI
ville,
KCVR N.Lodi,
Calif.; AlbertKFGR
Forest Grove, Ore.; KRVN Lexington,
Neb.; WREV Reidsville, N. C; WRFW
Eau Claire, Wis.; WRYO Rochester, Pa.;
KTFY Brownfield, Tex.; WTIC Hart• Telecasting

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

ford, Conn.; WTNS Cohocton, Ohio;
WTTN Watertown. Wis.; WWWF Jasper, Ala.; KFBI Wichita, Kan.; KCTX
Childress, Tex.; KFAB & Aux. Omaha,
Neb.; KLOK San Jose, Calif.; KRMO
Carthage, Mo.; KSMN Mason City,
Iowa; KSTP & Aux. St. Paul; KSTV
Stephenville, Tex.; KTAT Frederick,
Okla.; WABZ Albemarle, N. C; WATM
Atmore, Ala.; WCNU Crestview, Fla.;
WEAS Decatur, Ga.; WGAY Silver
Spring, Md.; WHIM Bethlehem, Pa.;
WNEW & Aux. New York. N. Y.; WOAI
& Aux. San Antonio; WPEO Peoria;
WPKY Princeton, Ky.; WOKZ Alton,
111.; WALTbourne, Tampa,
WMMB N.MelFla.; WBT Fla.;
Charlotte,
C;
KFVA son,Shamrock,
Tex.;
WKOW
MadiWis.; KING & Aux. Seattle;
KIWW San Antonio; KMOX St. Louis;
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif.; WVJP
Caguas, P. R.; WWSO Springfield, Ohio;
WKAP Allentown, Pa.; WJMR New Orleans; WLBH Mattoon, HI.; KVLC Little Rock; KSMO San Mateo, Calif.;
WABJ Adrian, Mich.; WIBR Baton
Rouge, La.; WIVY Jacksonville, Fla.;
WNOE New Orleans; WLRP New Albany, Ind.; WSID Essex, Md.; WSPT
Stevens
WLDSN. C;Jacksonville, 111.;Point,
WWGP Wis.;
Sanford,
WZIP
Covington,
Ky.; KCHA Charles City,
la.
Following
stationsforwere
granted
renewal of licenses
regular
period:
KCLE Cleburne, Tex.; KGBC & Aux.

Galveston, Tex.; WLAC Nashville,
Tenn.; WNOX Knoxville, Tenn.; WRVA
Richmond. Va.; WWVA Wheeling, W.
Va.; WLIB & Aux. New York City.
Following
stationsof were
temporary extensions
licensesgranted
for period
ending Sept. 1, 1951:
KHBRhoma City;
Hillsboro,
Tex.; Ohio;
KLPR WJMW
OklaWPTW Piqua,
Athens, Ala.; KBOK Waterloo, Iowa;
KTRM Beaumont, Tex.; WBCC Bethesda, Md.; WFEC Miami, Fla.; WLIO
East Liverpool, Ohio; WLOI LaPorte,
Ind.; KTAN Sherman, Tex.; WINS &
Aux. Cincinnati; WKLO Louisville, Ky.;
KTER Terrell, Tex.; KWED Seguin,
Tex.; WHWB Rutland, Vt.; WMAP
Monroe, N. C; WTOD Toledo; WPLA
Plant City, Fla.; KOLS Pryor, Okla.;
WWWW N. Rio
WELS Tex.;
Kinston,
C; Piedras,
KCUL P.Ft.R.;Worth,
KGAR Garden City, Kan.; KIND Independence, Kan.; KPUG Bellingham.
Wash.; WCRA Effingham, 111.; WBMS
Boston; WEEB Southern Pines, N. C;
WLCR
Torrington,
Conn.;
WPRA Mayaguez, P.
R.; WRJIvl
Newport,
R. I.;
WREX Duluth, Minn.: WIBG & Aux.
Philadelphia; KSTT Davenport. Iowa;
KXLA Pasadena, Calif.; KJFJ Webster
City Iowa; WBRD Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.;
WDWDras, P. Dawson,
Ga.; WRIO Rio Mich.;
PiedR.; WMUS
KSWI Council
Bluffs, Muskegon.
Iowa; KTHS Hot
(Continued on page 92)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10tf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 254 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager for 1000 w midwest affiliate. If you are salesman and can
prove readiness to move up or now
CM,
here's
place to settle
with
good money, that
fine community.
Personal
integrity, sales record, vigor factors
considered. Box 534J, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Radio library salesmen or transcription
salesmen. Materially increase your
weekly income! Sell the radio program
thatprimary
is a "must"
for secondary
as well
as
markets.
No competition
to your present
job.
Excellent
neration. Write in confidence toremuBox
183J, BROADCASTING.
Two salesmen needed for a going 250
watter. Operation demands salesmen
who can do the selling, servicing and
copywriting. Will pay 20 percent and
guarantee $300 per month minimum
and if you
you'reshould
fast on
work,
go service
beyond and
$500 copy
per
month within a few months. No youngsters and no beginners. You must have
a solid and successful radio sales background. It's easy to sell behind good
programming
an
opportunityandforoperation
two menandto there's
make
$600
per
month
BROADCASTING. each. Box 494J,
Experienced time salesman. Can step
up to commercial manager. 1000 watt
south Florida independent. Permanent
position.sired.Clean
living
man de-to
Send photo
and family
background
Box 549J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman needed by 1000 watt network
affiliate in market of approximately
100,000 population. Considered one of
the best towns in the entire southeast
in which to establish a home. Will pay
$50 persion.week
salary
plus 100
7% prospects
commisAssignment
of over
for exclusive solicitation plus enough
active business to give a starting income
of about $70 per week. Personal interview necessary. We are only interested in people who are interested in
the future. Write or wire. Box 573J,
BROADCASTING.
Two salesmen seeking real money opportunity. Air mail direct Box 1479,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Radio salesman wanted in city of 20,000.
Good drawing account, good commission basis. No floaters. Write, giving
experience, references and photo, if
available. Start May 1st. Write L. F.
Bellatti,
Oklahoma.Radio Station KSPI, Stillwater,
Announcers
Announcer, some experience, pleasant
voice, willing, able to sell over air. No
hot-shots or floaters. Graduating wage
scale, excellent opportunity for right
man. Disc, photo to Box 385J, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs combination
announcer-engineer. Top pay for a
top man. Box 479 J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer wanted for Alabama station. $75.00 per week. Box
507 J, BROADCASTING.
Competent
man. 1000
We'll
pay
right.
Handlecombo
light shift.
w midwest affiliate. Pleasant location, conditions. Opportunities aplenty. Box 533J,
BROADCASTING.
Combination man, first phone. New
daytime station Norwich, N. Y. CP
soon. Box 554J, BROADCASTING.
Mutual affiliate in southwest. Immediate opening. Combo man. Ideal
all-round
Congenialmanyoung
staff. Preferclimate.
young married
who
would be permanent. Address disc,
photo
and details to Box 556J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Clever morning jockey, salary, pertop station,
air mail
full details Boxcentage,
1479,
Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer for early
morning shift, who can really put
across early morning programs. Hours
of work will average around 44 hours
weekly.tunity This
an excellent
oppor-is
for the isright
man. Salary
dependent entirely upon ability. Radio
Station
Nebraska. KBRL, Box 342, McCook,
Combination announcer- technician
wanted for Reno, Nevada, station.
Musting be
experienced
in both
announcand technical
phases
and have
first
class license. Salary $86.50 for 40 hour,
5 day week if experience is 9 months
or more. Send disc and record of
experience. Personal interview will be
required before hiring. Apply Station
Manager, KOH, Reno, Nevada.
Experienced announcer- continuity
writer, cials.strong
on news and
commerSend representative
transcription
with commercial
scripts,
photo,
reference names and experience record.
KTFI, 5000 watt NBC affiliate, Twin
Falls, Idaho.
Above average announcer wanted for
above average small market operation.
Is $300 monthly satisfactory? Send disc
and details KTFY, Brownfield, Texas.
Wanted announcer-salesman capable of
play-by-play
baseball
and mid-morning disc show.
No phone
calls or
audition discs. Write or wire minimum
starting salary and references. Ted
Nelson,
KVER, Box 1388, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Combination announcer-salesman-copywriter with car. Send snapshot and
disc with letter of application ABC
affiliate, KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Wanted: Smooth, staff announcer with
experience for permanent position with
expanding 250 watt ABC station. Playby-play eration
man
given additional
considon essentially
a staff job.
No
radio school grads without at least a
year's plete
experience,
please. toSend
details and audition
Bob comNelson, WDUZ, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Need good announcer 1000 watt daytime. WETO, Gadsden, Alabama.
Combination announcer-engineer. Emshift, progressivephasis
networkannouncing,
affiliate.night
Attractive
salary.
Send disc and qualifications, WFLB,
Fayette ville, N. C.
Immediate opening for announcer with
experience.
Send in
audition
and com-R.
plete information
first letter.
Fowler, WGAT, Utica, N. Y.
Wanted: Combination announcer-engiSend audition
full Georgia.
particulars firstneer.letter.
WLET, and
Toccoa,
Wanted — Announcer -engineer and
straight announcer, both with radio
schooling or 6 months experience. Send
disc and full particulars first letter.
WMLT, Dublin, Georgia.
Announcer-engineer, immediate opening. Rush disc, photo, detailed letter.
WONN, Lakeland, Florida.
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
to John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
Pa.
Announcers, here is a chance to expand
your talents at a fulltime independent
station. WRCO, Richland Center, Wisconsin.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening for announcer with
ticket, also for a chief engineer who
can do some announcing. Send audition disc or tape, references, give experience, salary expected and date
available. Manager, WPLA, Plant City,
Florida.
Immediate opening for announcer with
first or second class license. Not a
replacement. Addition to present staff.
WRCS, Ahoskie, N. C.
Technical
Immediate opening first phone engineer. Top wages for man who can
do control room work and operate
transmitter.
Box 451J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced in maintenance
of directional array and transmitter for
5 kw midwest station. With statement
of experience and education please enclose a snapshot. Box 460J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for directional station
in upper midwest. Must be good at
maintenance. Good pay. Box 480J,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer and
combination
engineerannouncer.
Yt kw.
Vicinity New
York.
Box 492J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: nouncer.
Combo-chief
engineer-anStrong on announcing.
$75.00
CASTING^
fifty-six
hours. West Texas area. Send
details and disc. Box 537J, BROADEngineer, first phone, construction, experience,Norwich,
some announcing,
daytime station
N. Y. new
CP soon.
Box 553J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for engineer with
first phone license. Starting salary
$50 for 40 hour week. Periodic raises.
No announcing.
Good working
conditions. 250 watt station
near Chicago.
Box 578J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, immediate opening. Experience not necessary. Give complete details first letter. WASA, Havre de
Grace, Maryland.
Engineer, perience
1st class,
exempt.
Expreferred.draft
Apply
in person
only. WATG, Ashland, Ohio.
Immediate opening, combination engineer-announcer, Mutual station 40 miles
from Atlanta. WBHF, Cartersville, Ga.
First class operator. No experience required. WCFV, Clifton Forge, Virginia.
Engineer for one kw AM and three
kw FM, $221 per month for 40 hour,
five day week, raise in six months.
Opportunity
Call
Dwight
North, for
Chiefadvancement.
Engineer, WCNT,
Centralia, Illinois.
Wanted: Engineer for transmitter and
remote sary.
work.
not neces1000 wattExperience
ABC affiliate
with
application for television. Contact
Henry Sullivan, Manager, WCOG,
Greensboro, N. C.
Transmitter engineer, 5 day, forty hour
week. Best working conditions. Write
Chief Engineer, WCUM, Cumberland,
Maryland.
Transmitter engineer, opportunity to
learn all phases of operation. Five day
week. $50.00 to start. Write or phone
WENT, Gloversville, N. Y. 4-7175.
Three months vacation relief employment for engineer, first class ticket,
possibility of permanent job. Good
pay, excellent working conditions.
Contact Bill Atkinson, Chief Engineer,
WGBA, Columbus, Georgia.
Wanted: Two transmitter operators at
once, car essential. Contact W. H.
Malone,
ChiefCarolina.
Engineer, WGTM, Wilson,
North

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination transmitter-control oper
ator, first class license, for Statior
WMSA, Massena, New York. No an
nouncing. Contact Mr. McHugh.
First class operator. No experience o J
announcing
required.
Two weeks paic*
vacation
sick leave.
hour workplusweek.
WTON, Forty-sevei
Stauntor 1
Virginia.
Immediate opening for 1st phone oper
ator. Not a combination station, bu i
will consider combination man. WVLN
N. C.
Olney,
Illinois.
Engineer: First ticket and one an j
nouncer, at once. WWGP, Sanford
First class engineer for immediate em
ployment.
WEAM,Wire
Arlington,
Virginiare jj
Car necessary.
your salary
quirements and date available.
Production-Programming, others
Male copywriter with ideas. Some an
nouncing. Send samples work. Texas
Box 462J, BROADCASTING.
Farm director wanted by single marke !
midwest independent station program I
ming
Want principally
experienced for
farmrural
man audience
capabl 1I
presenting topnotch farm service am
good newsman. Top salary for righ
man interested in future and desire t<
accept responsibility. Rush complet
details on background, audition, phot
and references to Box 558J, BROAD
CASTING.
Girl who can sing to fit into live talen
expansion of station, perform othe
duties in clerical work or copywriting
Write to Box 568J, BROADCASTING
Woman to write continuity and wh;
also has the ability to do air work
Must have good voice. Be well edu
cated and have what it takes to inter
view others on the air. She will hav!
to walk into this station and take ove
Monday through Saturday air show o
long standing. We want a girl wh can MC and produce style shows. Rep
resent
If yo>
can do usall inthis,women's
are goodclubs.
looking
ancan
wear
clothes,
drop
us
a
line.
Giv^ffull particulars in first letter. Sen
tape and disc, sample copy J. A. Mur
phy, KIT, Yakima, Washington.
Continuity writer needed immediatelj
Contact Bill McKibben, WACB, Kittan
ning, Penna.
Help Wanted: Copywriter, primaril
commercial spots. Aggressive statior
Experience and creative ability wante
and will be well compensated. Contac
Ridley
Bell,Georgia,
Program atDirector,
Columbus,
once.WGBA
Wanted by a large exclusive furnitur
store, a fulltime home decorator wh
has the ability of handling one 1
minute radio program per day whic
would
decorator
etc. Theinclude
womengiving
to work
fulltimehint:fc
the furniture store. Excellent salar
and other advantages. Please write £
once to Mr. A. E. Heiser, Generf 1
Manager, Radio Station WLEC, Sah
dusky, Ohio.
Situations Wanted

Managerial
Manager-sales manager, available Ma
First. Strong on sales and promotion!
sales. Prefer competitive, medium c
large market, in south or southwes:
No objection to station now operatin
in red. Box 484J, BROADCASTING.
Over 17 years experience in sales, pre
gramming and management. Planne
and developed
one of the nation'sAvail
ou1
standing
able July post-war
1st. Box independents.
539J, BROADCAST
ING.
What station can use good, sober, re
liable, intelligent manager who ca
sell, produce shows and knows pre
gramming. 15 years experience, goo
record. Box 540J, BROADCASTING.
I'll put your
station manager
in the black
months.
Presently
of in50C
watt full net affiliate, in the blacl
Profit
sharing competent,
desired. I'llexperience
guarante
a talented,
ING.
staff. Write Box 541J, BROADCAS"
The key to profitable managership
in the lock. You can turn it. Dra
exempt, married, experienced statio
manager desires advancement an
Wanted:
Engineer notfornecessary.
daytime killomore money. Will travel. Can buil
watt,
announcing
Wire
from CP or take established statioi
or
phone
if
interested.
WMPM,
Smithfield, N. C.
: j References. Must be permanent. Bo
551J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
years experience as general manfer in markets up to 40,000. Have
pit two Have
stations
excellent
%5ts.
hiredfrommy CPownto successor
present station although owners
'Shed
me to orremain.
Prefer
Cali•inia, Oregon
midwest.
Complete
3 jerences from all former employers.
J -re Box 559J, BROADCASTING.
pven years radio, six years manager.rmercial manager. Have put two
: -itions on air in black. Available
immediately for south-southwest small
rket manager job. Will travel for
, jerview. Seeking permanent location
"fitown
less.or Best
Pliable. 50.000
Call or
1084-J
wire references
310 South
W<\
St.,
Hugo,
Oklahoma.
Minimum
i fery-commission must exceed
$100
jlekly.
Announcers
" orts wanted year-round. Experii 'led AA baseball, midwest basket- -ency,
-jl, football
and allrecommendations,
staff. National
sponsor
^teran, 3 children, college. Draft
;mpt. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
^xiouncer, age 24, veteran, married,
jjfe child. Nine years experience, caDlestaff.
of anyDesire
position
in yourin announcto settle
midwest.
JrlJC 433J, BROADCASTING.
arts man. Limited experience. Wants
ader knowledge. Can do all play^'-olay and color. Draft exempt. Will
JEk-el. Box 445J, BROADCASTING.
"i nouncer-disc
jockey,
sober,Tenreliable,
-^rried,
minimum
$75.00.
years
± Dhases radio. Southern California,
afciw York area. Box 453J, BROAD%: STING.
of nation's outstanding disc jockey
>j--sonalities
change ofof records
locale,
i&ong
points:seeking
Knowledge
3a artists second to none, excellent
JSnsor results, top ad-lib job in
-^jendly voice, telegenic, 30, married,
jjujft exempt, 7 years experience. $100
Jekly
plus talent
opportunities.
Sm
or markets
considered.
Box 506AllJ,
1 OADCASTING.
J:oroughly experienced all phases an:,,incing including play-by-play base'X'l,
football,
basketball.Some
AlsoTVboard
;t;ration,
copywriting.
an"! jncing.
Some selling.
Now desire
PD,
istant manager
250 watter,
"tinge.
Prefer southwest. Box 538J,
jj OADCASTING.
•ear successful, dependable, steady,
.'{_ rning comic. Combination, exempt,
employed. $100. Box 548J,
5,"„ rried,
OADCASTING.
.'en
comprehensive
experience
w years
net affiliate.
Top local
Hooper
jj*t three years with own show, Would
'"Je
morewestaggresive
in bigger
'■f*e.rket
or BROADCASTING.
New station
England.
Draft
Box 555J.
:,+Tift
nouncer,
phone. $60.
Programming,
exempt,1st making
Complete
ffier. Box 565J, BROADCASTING.
j^perienced announcer available, good
pillow voice, excellent on commer1s. news, disc jockey, no slouch, can
_.;rate
Doesn't
oke orconsole
drink. but24 no
yearsticket.
old. veteran.
. married, no children. Car. Box
ILL BROADCASTING.
r,nouncer, three years solid commer,1*1 experience. Strong on news and
.sic, plus. Draft exempt. Presently
rking, but want permanent location
Boston station or in major Con:ticut or Massachusetts market. Box
J. BROADCASTING.
"-: perienced
announcer-writer.
j board.
Northeast
area only. Work
Box
J,
BROADCASTING.
;3rtscaster, 5 years experience, mard, family, draft exempt. Employed
»rts director midwest 5 kw currently
:>pping sports programming. Air
jf^jck Box
tapes 577J.
baseball,
football. basketBROADCASTING.
mbination man, single, 21, veteran,
experience.
Will go anywhere,
liable June 1, 1951. W. M. Dickini. 516 West 5th, Mitchell, S. Dak.
Kf nouncer-good newscaster-salesman,
~\Dd education,
age 45.Desire
single, start
graduate
sfnouncer
school.
on
3\ all station. Available now. John
wis, 100 E. 34th, Kansas City, Mo.
one Westport 8407.
W ouncer-newscaster, console experie. Graduate nationally known raI school. Married. Draft exempt,
vifsc upon request. Will go anywhere,
ja'rnie
6504 Selma Avenue,
BollywoodLarson,
28. California.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Play-by-play staff announcer looking
for baseball broadcasting. At present
doing sports-staff work in Logan, W.
Va. Contact Mike Wynn, Station
WLOG, Logan, W. Va.
Technical
Phone first, permanent. Salary, hours
first contact. Box 361J, BROADCASTING^
Employed chief engineer desires
change.
years experience.
2 years
chief and 3combo.
Minimum $75.
Box
531 J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer. Presently
employed.
Experienced. NewBest
Car. references.
Veteran. Draft
exempt,
capable,
don't
drink.
Leaving
present position due weird pay system.
Box 532J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, twenty years technical
experience including construction three
stations. Handle all your technical
problems to your complete satisfaction.
Family. Box 546J, BROADCASTING.
1st class combo man, announcer-engineer. Experience in sports, special
events, DJ and straight announcing
work. Draft exempt. Single. Prefer
work in western states. Box 547J,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer now operating own
communications business desires to return broadcasting. 8 years broadcasting, 4 as chief. Strong on administrative, buying, construction. Can save
you money.
42, married,
2 children. StrictlyAgesober.
Go anywhere.
Give full details and best salary offer
first letter. Box 557J, BROADCASTING.
Vet with 1st phone. No experience,
but ingplenty
of ambition.
Married,67 West
willto travel.
Hank Kusunoki,
96th Street, New York 25, N. Y„
MOnument 6-3735.
Production-Programming, others
Program director-manager of two radio
stations. Experienced in all phases of
broadcasting. Writer, director and
promotion
for major
networks.
Program director,
manager,
announcer,
writer for local stations. Writer-director for television. Never fired. Present employer will recommend highly.
Wishtialprogram
of substanstation with directorship
future. Draft
exempt.
Box 505J, BROADCASTING.
Director available. Directed countless
productions
of films
drama,
musicals, operas,
and comedy,
TV, worked
with top stars stage and screen. Thorknowledge casting
productions,
adapta-go
tionough
of scripts,
etc., will
anywhere
U.
S.
A.
Write
Box
BROADCASTING. 530J,
Program director, emphasis on commercial announcing and a proven following, seven and a half years radio
broadcasting experience, wishes to
locate with progressive station with an
eye toward TV. Midwest preferred.
Salary requirement commensurate with
experience. Will appear in person for
interview provided a position is open.
Box 535J, BROADCASTING.
Programcessful
director.
Experienced.
Sucrecord. Desires
change, prefers
metropolitan area. $75 minimum. Top
newsman, writer, producer. Excellent
voice, excellent musical background.
Really knows radio. Draft exempt.
Available one month's notice. Box
536J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:bility.Copy
with all
PD phases.
possiTwo yearsposition
experience
Vet, 25, exempt. Out of radio past
year. East. Box 543J, BROADCASTING.
Completely experienced, presently employed program director desires change
(bona fide reasons), to announcersalesman and/or announcer-program
director of small station where plans
for future may be formulated. Draft
exempt, married, disc or tape, photo,
request. Box 544J, BROADCASTING.
New England only, announcer, copywriter, traffic manager. 30, single, veteran. Now employed network affiliate.
Box 552J. BROADCASTING.
Program director, producer, writer,
newscaster. Mature authority, exceptional experience all phases radio, some
TV. Draft exempt. Prefer southwest
or Gulf Coast. Salary $75.00 with opportunity. Box 564J, BROADCASTING^
Publicity writer, 5 years writing experience, employed by theatrical agency in Chicago. Seek similar job on
station staff. Salary secondary. College
educated, vet. Box 567J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Veteran, married, age 27, wants chance
at progressive station to do all-round
staff work.
Experienced.
Disc available. Box 575J,
BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesmen
Radio time salesman, experienced, successful, desires change to TV sales.
Box
571J, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Producer, interested in assuming producer-director duties in a station operation. Agency and other experience
covers three years of activities in television. Best references, married, draft
exempt, resume on request. Box 473J,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV program production, well trained,
qualified. Experienced newspaperman.
College, efficient, flair for organization.
Box
550J, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Husbandneer andandtraffic
wife, director,
film director,
engicontinuity
director tions.
respectively,
desire
new
Available June 1. Box posi566J,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
For sale: Only radio station in county
seat, town in Nashville trade area.
Profitable operation. Cash talks, investigate. Box 545 J, BROADCASTING.
For sale, network station in highly
desirable southwestern city. Annual
gross in excess of $150,000. Owner
developing new, larger property. $125,000. $75,000, cash; balance in long
term
notes. Reply Box 563J, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Presto and Fairchild turntables; WE
pre-amplifiers, 25B console, speakers,
ten kw FM transmitter, etc. Practically
new at fraction of cost. Write for list.
Box 562J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Complete equipment for 1 kw
FM station including REL transmitter,
monitor, console. Write for complete
inventory. WJJW, Wyandotte, Mich.
For sale — Raytheon 1 kw transmitter,
three years old. Will be available in
near future. For details, write Manager, WKBZ, Muskegon, Michigan.
One self-supporting B-K AM or FM
180 foot tower. Insulators No. 9963 and
9984. Tower Al shape. Bundled and
sorted for shipping. Blueprints and
hardware. Reasonable. Western Steel
Erection Co., 2105 E. 71 St., Chicago.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Experienced manager desires to purchase or invest in to personally manage a radio station in midwest area.
Write Box 184J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced general manager, 15 years
fully rounded radio in markets up to
50.000 wishes to purchase all or part
interest in single or two station market.
Prefer west coast or midwest. Complete references, proven record of profits. 40, family, seeking pleasant perCASTING.manent location. Write 560J, BROADEquipment etc.
Will buy 5 kw, 1 kw and 250 watt transmitter. Same must withstand engineering inspection. Give all in first
letter. Box 478 J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — 5 kw AM transmitter. Send
description and price to Manager,
WKBZ, Muskegon, Michigan.
I want a good used 1000 watt transmitter. Also monitoring equipment,
etc. C. L. Graham, Gadsden. Alabama.
Miscellaneous
Note: New or replacement broadcast
crystals for Western Electric. RCA,
Bliley and other holders; fastest service. Also monitor and frequency measuring service. Eidson Electronic Co.,
Temple, Texas, phone 3901,
(Continued on next page)

IS YOUR
AUDIO
SLIPPING?
Make it sound RIGHT with NEW
RAYTHEON speech equipment,
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY at 1949
list prices from Steve Cisler at
<§>
ELECTRONIC SERVICE
CORPORATION of Louisville, Kentucky.
RR-30 3 channel remote amRR-10 1 channel remote amRZ-10 4 channel pre-amp as-

plifiers $350.00
plifier 121.00

sembly 365.00
RM-10 10 watt monitor amplifier
• 190.00
RPL-10 line amplifiers 210.00
RP-10 program amplifiers 190.00
RFP-10 switch and fuse panel
assembly
50.00
PJ-141 double (48) jack panel,
w/mat
55.00
PJ-143 single (24) jack panel,
w/mat
34.00
RRC-10 rack cabinets, 77 inch
panel space
125.00
Blank rack panels, various sizes
Jensen speaker baffles for 8 and 12 inch
WE accessories for 639 microphones
WE 109AA vertical-lateral pickup assemblies
ELECTRONIC SERVICE CORPORATION also buys and sells used
standard make audio and transstations.mitter equipment for FM-AM-TV
Write us what you have to sell —
want to buy — will trade — and get
our offer.
Need microphones, frequency monitors (FM and AM), turntables,
consoles, and towers.
Available now from our own stock
Gates 250-C transmitter with tubes
Gates 2 channel console
Gates 28-CO limiter amplifier
Gates CB-10 turntables with pre-amps
RCA 76C4 console
RCA rack cabinets
«§>
RCA program amplifiers
Four (4) brand new General
Radio
modulation
monitors now
'
FLASH.
available at $475.00 each.
Electric
YDA1 Eight
brand (8)
new General
noise and
distortion
analyzers at $300.00 each.
One 345 foot Truscon self supported tower, dismantled.
Seven (7) brand new Raytheon
250-A transmitters just coming
<§> line at $3,000
off the production
each.

Electronic

Service

121 South 7th Street
Louisville, Kentucky
Clay 4811
Steve Cisler (WKYW)

Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, others
"More tliau ever before Radio
needs experienced men at the helm
of its Program Departments . . ."
PROGRAM DIRECTOR:
Ten years experience in programming-production direction, local and
network origination.
Experienced in programming, writing, producing and announcing with
250 to 50,000 watt stations. Also
background in sales, program-sales
promotion.
If interested in hiring such a man,
please outline proposition in first
letter. By return mail will forward
complete personal and employment
resume, including references.
Personal interview can be arranged.
This ad has been inserted by a
reliable, experienced program man
who is looking for a reliable position
with an aggressive station.
BOX 542J, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Stations
RADIOMEN! INVESTORS!
250 watt radio station, established five years, good money
maker, for sale. Reasonable.
In Colorado City of 15,000
population. Write Box 56IJ,
BROADCASTING for full information and low price. Hurry.

FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 89 )
Decisions Cont.:
Springs, Ark.; KTLN Denver; KVSM
San Mateo, Calif.; KXRN Renton,
Wash.; KXRX San Jose, Calif.; WKID
Champaign, 111.; WMGM & Aux. New
York City; WLOA Braddock, Pa.;
WTAM Cleveland; KRKL Kirkland,
Wash.; WIBV Belleville, 111.; WACR
Columbus, Miss.; WSHB Stillwater,
Minn.; KLRA Little Rock, Ark.; KJBS
San Francisco; WANN Annapolis, Md.;
WGPA Bethlehem, Pa.; WJJD & Aux.
Chicago; WMEX Boston; WRIB & Aux.
Providence, R. I.; KDKA Pittsburgh;
KEX Portland, Ore.; KYW Philadelphia; WBZ Boston; WBZA Springfield,
Mass.; WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.
CP to Replace CP
KEDO (FM) Ontario, Calif.— Granted
CP to replace expired CP to increase
power and ant. height, with expiration
date of six months from date.
WRBI
Blueexpired
Island, CP
111.—forGranted CP to(FM)
replace
new
class A station, with expiration date
of six months from date.
April 25 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1460 kc
forCecil
new W.AM Roberts,
station Chanute,
on 1600 kcKan.—
1 kw CPD
AMENDED to change to 1460 kc etc.
Filed Apr. 25.
AM— 1540 kc
WRJM Newport, R. I.— CP to change
trans, location from Charity Farm,
Middletown, R. I., to On South Side of
Reservoir Rd., 2 miles east of center
of Newport, Middletown, R. I. Filed
Apr. 25.
AM— 980 kc
WOBT Town of Pelican, Wis. — CP
to change from 1240 kc 250 w unl. to
980 kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN and install
new trans. Filed Apr. 25.

April 26 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Action Set Aside
Equipment etc.
Leonard R. Lyon, El Reno, Okla. and
KTXC Big Spring, Tex.— Ordered that
Available — for immediate shipment —
Commission action of April 5 designatnew and used Wineharger guyed towhearingon Lyon's
a newing forstation
1490 kcapplication
100 w, D, for
be
ers— will sell erected — can supply «
ground wire. Contact one of the fol- \\ set aside, and designated for hearing
lowing.
in consolidated
proceeding
with
application of KTXC for renewal of license;
Warren Cozzens, 720 Main St., Evanston,
hearing to begin May 14 at Big Spring;
Illinois. Phone: Davis 8-4800.
made
KBIG
Guthrie, Okla.. a party to
Henrv Geist. 60 East 42nd St.. New York
proceedingplicationwith
reference to Lyon ap17. Plione: Murray Hill 7-1550.
only.
W. E. Tavlor. Signal Mountain
Extension of Authority
rtutttthftoaa. Term. Phone: 88-2428
KAST Astoria, Ore. — Granted extension of authority for period of 30 days
Employment Service
from April 25 to operate with 1 kw
D 250 w-N employing northwest tower
for nondirectional operation pending
restoration of licensed DA.
BERT ARNOLD,
RADIO PERSONNEL
Kcene Road,
BY THE SECRETARY
Wanted: Capable, exTwentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.,
Clearwater, Florida
periencedprogram
staff anArea, New York, N. Y. — Granted exdi- I am placing better
tension of STA to operate experimental
rectornouncers,
disc jockey,
TV station KE2XKA in connection with
men with better
MC-TV, newscaster,
development
of theatre television for
combination engineer- stations everywhere
period Apr. 28 to Oct. 27, subject to
announcerwriters.and
copy- every day.
Jobs waiting.
same conditions as original grant.
Paramount
Television Productions
im m B H 0 I"B » i » » S ITinr B » !, 1
Midwest
Eastern
Network
An exclusive small market station that offers a
sound opportunity to a resident owner who will further
develop this property.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE

Independent
$50,000.00
An attractive independent
operation located in an excellent midwest city with a
population in excess of 75,000 and having only one
other station.
EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

BLACKBURN- HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
235RayMontgomery
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Randolph
6-4550
Sterling 4341-2
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

H&X jScOte
SUMMARY TO APRIL 2 1
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearln
AM Stations
2,241
2,232
141
262
137
FM Stations
658
520
150
*1
12
4
TV Stations
107
73
36
398
171
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WTRB Two Rivers, Wis. (Two Rivers Bcstg. Co., 15!
kc, 500 w. day); WMFS Chattanooga, Tenn. (Lookout Bcstg. Co., 1260 kc, 1 kv,
day); WAVA Ava, 111. (Ava Bcstg. Co., 1580 kc, 250 w, day); WIST Charlotti
N. C. Changed from WCHN (Surety Bcstg. Co., 930 kc, 5 kw, local sunset, 1 kv
night); WRSW Warsaw, Ind. Changed from WRSA (Reub Williams & Sons Inc
1480 kc, 500 w, unlimited); WFAK Memphis, Tenn. (Frank J. Keegan, 1480 k<
1 kw, day); WLOP Lancaster, S. C. (Royal Bcstg. Co., 1360 kc, 1 kw, day); KCN
Alturas, Calif. (CONR Inc., 570 kc, 1 kw, day); WCOS-FM Columbia, S. C
(Radio Columbia, 97.9 mc, 1.5 kw, antenna 260 ft.); WOMC-FM Royal Oak. Micl
Changed from WEXL-FM (Royal Oak Bcstg. Co., 104.3 mc, 18 kw); WRSW-FI
Warsaw, Ind. Changed from WRSW (Reub Williams & Sons Inc., 107.3 mc, 34 kw
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
Texarkana,
— Issued
sion adopting Ark.
initial
decisionfinal
of deciMar.
23, as amended, granting application of
Gateway Bcstg. Co. for new AM station
on 790 kc, 1 kw, day, 500 w, night,
night directional;
conditions. Decision Apr.engineering
25.
INITIAL DECISIONS
WIKY aminerEvansville,
Ind. — Hearing
ExJ. D. Bond issued
initial decision looking toward denial of application of South
Centralin Bcstg.
licensee, for switch
WIKY Corp.,
facilities
from 820 kc, 250 w, day to 680 kc, 250
w, unlimited, directional. Decision
Apr.
20. Lemoyne, Pa. — Hearing ExWCMB
aminer Hugh looking
B. Hutchison
tial decision
towardissued
grant ini-of
application to change from 960 kc, 1 kw,
day to 1460 kc, 5 kw, unlimited, directional; engineering
conditions, including proviso
that construction
permit
not beance ofissued
to
WCMB
prior to issulicense to WHP Harrisburg,
Pa.
authorizing operation on 580 kc and
denial burgofto switch
application
of
WHGB
Harrisfrom 1400 kc, 250 w,
unlimited, to 1460 kc, 5 kw, unlimited,
directional. Decision Apr. 24.
Little Falls, N. Y. — Examiner J. D.
Bond ward
issued
decisionof looking
togrant ofinitial
application
Rock City
Bcstrs. for new AM station on 1230 kc,
100 w,of unlimited,
in defavtlt
applicationandby denial
Robert asHarvard
Dye for same facilities at Herkimer,
N. Y. Decision Apr. 26.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
WTUX
Wilmington,
IssuedFrere
order granting
authorityDel.—
to Port
Bcstg. Co. Inc. to continue temporary
operation of WTUX until midnight,
July 2, pending action on petition diInc, Metropolitan Area of New York,
N. Y.— Same as above for KE2XJX.
KE2XJY, KE2XJZ.

rected against FCC decision release;;
Oct 12, 1950 denying renewal of licensf
Order Apr. 25.

Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Engelwood, Col.— Grady Maples an
R. B. McAlister d/b as The McM
Agency.
1220 kc,cost1 kw,$16,40?!
daj! :
Estimated Granted
construction
Grantee is licensee KTNM Tucumcar' "
N.owner
M. KICA
Mr. McAlister
33'/sc P
Clovis, N. also
M. isGranted
Apr. 25.
Searcy, Ark.— White County Bcstf t
Co. Granted 1300 kc, 1 kw, day. Esti
mated cost $15,600. William R. Smitl
individual applicant, is general mar
ager KBTA Batesville, Ark. Grante
Apr. 25.
Aberdeen,
S. D. — Aberdeen Bcs
Service; Granted 1220 kc, 250 w, das!
Estimated cost $11,655. Sole Ownei
Delbert
T. Hunt isGranted
owner Del's
Driv
Inn
(restaurant).
Apr. 25.
KIDO
Boise,
Idaho—
Granted
switc
in facilities from 1380 kc, 2.5 kw, loc;
sunset, 1 kw.Granted
night to
unlimited.
Apr.63017.kc, 5 kv

WGBR Goldsboro, N. C— Grante
switch in facilities from 1400 kc, 250 W f
unlimited to 1150 kc, 1 kw, unlimited (Is
directional, install new transmitter an
directional system for night and da
use; engineering conditions. Grante
Apr. 25.
FM GRANTS
KFUO-FM
Clayton,
Mo.—ofGrante
switch in facilities
from ERP
5.8
to 6.7 kw subject to measurements c
KFUO power by indirect method dui
ing
construction
Granted
Apr. 25. of FM antenna
WJWL-FM Georgetown, Del.— Grant
ed switch in facilities from ERP of 2
kw to 8.2 kw on condition that antenn
tower not be used by any AM statior,
Grant not to be construed as approv;
of AM application on file. Grante
Apr. 25.
W S V Aswitch
- F M in Harrisonburg,
Granted
facilities from Va.-!;
ER m-r
of 36 kw to 7.2 kw and antenna heig)
from
1840 Granted
ft. to 350Apr.ft.;25. engineerin
condition.

April 26 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WBAT Marion, Ind. — License for CP
WLEU-FM Erie, Pa.— Granted switcL
authorizing change in frequency,
in facilities
power, hours operation etc.
minus
70 ft. tofrom
minusantenna
245 ft.height
Grante tl
WIBR Baton Rouge, La. — License for
CP authorizing change in frequency,
Apr. 25.
power, hours operation etc.
WGBS-FM Miami, Fla. — G ranted
KFLD Southwest of Floydada, Tex.
switch in facilities from ERP of 27 k)lM
to
1.55 kw and antenna height of 3im
— License for CP new AM station.
ft. to 80 ft. Granted Apr. 25.
WLWD
(TV)
Dayton,
Ohio—
License
TRANSFER GRANTS
for CP new TV station and designate
studio location at 4595 S. Dixie HighKFMB-AM-TV San Diego, Calif. way, Dayton. AM— 1370 kc
Granted assignment of license of KFM
and CP of KFMB-TV from Jack Gro.l
Bcstg. Co. to Kennedy Bcstg. Co. Jac
WDEF night
Chattanooga,
Tenn.—
sells his 100% interest for $925
increase
power from
1 kwCPto to5 Gross
879 to John A. Kennedy group. Sej
kw and changeTV—
DA-N.
Ch. 7
story this issue. Granted April 25.
WBBZ Ponca
City,from
Okla.—
Grante
Josh Higgins Bcstg., Waterloo, Iowa
of license
Ponca
Cit
— Application for CP new TV station assignment
Pub.
Co.
Inc.
to
Ponca
City
Publishin
AMENDED
to
change
from
Ch.
3
(60-66
mc) with ERP 43.5 kw vis. 21.7 kw aur. Co., a partnership, through purcha;
% stock interest held by Adelir
to Ch. 7 (174-180 mc) with ERP 25.34 of
kw vis. 12.67 kw aur. and change trans, Trust for $342,500 by two former stoct
and ant. system. Ant. to be 468.25 ft. holders, Clyde E. Muchmore, now 50<
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

»ner and senior partner, and Gareth
liuehmore, 25%, junior partner; and
Irmer business manager, Allan Muchtore,25.25%, junior partner. Granted
pr.
(KLTJF - Atransfer
M - F M ofGalveston,
lir.inted
control Tex.—
KLUF
ibstg. Co., licensee, from G. R. Clough,
Blen D. Clough, L. D. Clough and
i| E. Clough to Orrin Tucker for
'|5.000. within
subject 60to days,
condition
liVnsee,
complythatwith
i,quirements of Section 3.254 of FCC
Ules and Regulations with respect to
LUF-FM. Mr. Tucker owns gas and
1 production facilities in several states
dd,owns
Calif. apartment
Granted project
Apr. 25.in OakOJM
Havre,
Mont.—
Granted Bcstg.
transof control North Montana
->.,
licensee,
from
Dr.
F.
W.
Aubin
id three others to James G. Holland
td 12 other new stockholders all local
isinessmen, through issuance of 555
Iditional shares of stock at $100 par
■ ,..lue or $55,000. Granted Apr. 25.
i WIMA-AM-FM Lima, Ohio— Granted
~r ansfer of control Northwestern Ohio
Z 'cstg. Corp., licensee, from Ruth S.
51 rkman.
sole beneficiary
will
W. L. Rickman,
deceased, under
to George
Hamilton, a present stockholder,
rough stock transaction. Granted

6j::1VLAU Laurel, Miss.— Granted trans■'*!r
of control
':ensee,
from C.Southland
H. LeggettBcstg.
and J.Co.,
V.
illson to Norma H. Leggett and C. T.
tCallum through purchase of Mr.
^fillson's \'-> interest by Mr. McCallum
'^r interest
$32,500 and
to histransfer
wife as ofa Mr.
gift. Leggett's
Granted
pr. 25.
KOLS
assignent of Pryor.
license Okla.
from— Granted
L. L. Gaffaney
Id J. B. Smith, a partnership d/b as
j ^kes Area
L. GafjXmey
tr/as Bcstg.
Lakes Co.
Areato L.
Bcstg.
Co.
yl, rough
purchase
of
Mr.
Smith's
V-> inest by Mr. Gaffaney for $6,500.
ijiianted Apr. 25.
il'WGLS quisiDecatur,
Ga. — Granted
action of control, DeKalb
Bcstg. Co.,
jl'censee,
by
Guy
W.
Rutland
■ough purchase of stock from H. Sr.
W.
i ittman and 11 others for $1.00. Trans■ii\ree Rutland will write off indebtedness of $20,580. Granted Apr. 25.
liM WHAT New Britain, Conn.— Granted
xcansfer of control Central Connecticut
Apcstg.
Co., licensee,
from Enterprises
17 present
i ockholders
to Continental
Jic. for $40,000. Principals in Conare Board
Chairman
Patrick
Goode, tinental
10%,
part-owner
WNHC-AMAI-TV New Haven; President Michael
^ Goode, 5%, WNHC salesman; Sec'tary-Treasurer Aldo DeDominicis,
%, part-owner WNHC; David K. Har;s, 10%, part-owner WNHC; J. Vincent
illanan, 5%, WNHC salesman; and
ice President Vincent DeLaurentis,
3c, WNHC chief engineer. Granted
-pr. 25.
iWIST Charlotte,
N. C— permit
Granted from
asdpgnment
of construction
tt irety Bcstg. Co. to the Broadcasting
it*D. of the South, a legal formality in
ansfer of radio interests of Surety
cstg. Co. which also included WSPAM-FM Spartanburg, S. C. and WIST£ :W Charlotte, previously approved by
v,CC. No money involved. Granted
l Pr. 16.
ink KTXL San Angelo, Tex. — Granted
inquisition
Westex Bcstg.
o., licensee,ofbycontrol
B. P. Bludworth
and
rmistead D. Rust through purchase of
M% interest from J. Edward Johnson
1 jr $12,000. Mr. Bludworth and Mr.
1 ^ust each own 40% at present. Granted
w 'pr. 16.
■■■ ■

FCC Procedures
(Continued from page 27)
mary of the evidence presented at a
hearing before the Commission, or
after an initial decision but prior to
oral argument
pilation of the from
factspreparing
material atocomthe
exceptions and replies thereto filed by
all parties to the proceeding, and after
oral argument from preparing, without
recommendation, such final decision as
the Commission shall direct."
Under questioning, Comr. Jones
said he did not believe that there
was anything in the McFarland
Bill which would preclude examiners from calling in "experts" to
give testimony during the course
of an FCC hearing.
On the proposed Sec. 6, which
would permit license renewals on
the basis of record of public interest having been shown, he reiterated his, as well as Comr.
Hyde's, accord with that provision.
"Considering the investment [originally made by a licensee], I do
not think they should be considered on the same basis as a new
station
applicant."
He expressed
his belief that such
a policy would not affect the broadNew Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Ponce, P. R. — South Puerto Rico
Bcstg. Corp., 1260 kc, 1 kw, unlimited;
estimated construction cost $26,009.25.
Principals include President Jose R.
Freyre Montero, 46.77%, real estate
owner;tero,Secretary
Luis E. Freyre
Mon16%, radio technician;
Treasurer
Manuel Colon Medina, 16%, dairyman
and farmer; Juan Colon Medina, 16%,
coffee and fruit farmer; and Andres
Grillasca,
of City
Ponce
and 5.23%,
coffee Mayor
and fruit
farmer.of
Filed Apr. 18.
Piedmont, Ala. — Ruby Jo Clotfelter,
Cary L. Graham and Mac M. Thomas
d/b as Piedmont Radio Station, 1280
kc, 1 kw, day; estimated construction
cost $11,140. Miss Clotfelter, 55.55%, is
assistant
manager Ala.;
of Graham's
Drug
Store, Gadsden,
Cary Graham,
25.93%,
is
owner
of
Graham's
Drug
Store and Vz owner WETO Gadsden,
Ala.; Mr. Thomas, 18.52%, is % owner
WETO. Filed Apr. 25.
Estherville, Iowa — Estherville Bcstg.
Corp., 1340 kc, 100 w, unlimited; estimated cost $15,062. Principals are President William E. Schons, 24.9%, outdoor
Vice owner
Presidentadvertising
Theodore L. salesman;
Cook, 25%,
James David Co. Inc., St. Paul, Minn.;
Secretary Dr. Edward Schons, 25%,
physician; Treasurer Charles S. Harris,
25%, part owner B. W. Harris Co.. St.
Paul; Walter C. Sehm, .01%, attorney.
Filed Apr. 25.
Eldon, Mo.— Robert M. Smith, 1150
kc, 1 kw, day; estimated cost $17,800.
Mr. Smith is a radio parts distributor
and owner of Radiolab, Kansas City,
Mo. Filed Apr. 25.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KGST Fresno, Calif. — Assignment of

BMI
if

Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by BMI

BECAUSE

OF

YOU

;
On Records: Johnny Desmond— MGM 10947
Mer.
r—
Barbe
Bob Crosby— Coral 60440; Ray
r— Cap. 1493; Percy Faith-Tony
Baxte
Les Col.
5625; tt—
39362.
Benne
Mindy Carson — AssociOn Transcriptions:
ated; Cocoanut Grove Orch.— Standard.
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terest. casters' attitude toward public inRep. F. Ertel Carlyle (D-N. C.)
questioned the time "lag" between
original application and its final
disposition. Comr. Jones cited engineering and procedural complications that arise plus the "workload
at staff level." The Congressman
persisted that "six months," as
could be the time for some cases,
was an "unreasonable length of
time to take for a hearing to be
initiated.
Rep. Wolverton returned the
questioning to the relationship of
Commissioners and staff members
in adjudicatory matters and again
scored "consultations" with the
opinion that "experts" should be
called upon to put their testimony
in the record.
"All testimony should be above
board and available to all," he said.
Thursday
abbreviatedto
session
was morning's
devoted entirely
questioning of Comr. Hyde.
He stressed there was "no justification for fear" that simplified
license from S. A. Mandel, Morris
Mindel and Milton Gerloff d/b as Delle
Bcstg. Co. to Morris Mindel, Milton
Gerloff and Jeanne Bacher d/b as Delle
Bcstg. Co., each partner holding ys
interest. Miss Barcher pays $12,000 for
her V3 interest. Filed Apr. 20.
WCTW New Castle, Ind.— Involuntary
transfer of control Courier-Times Inc.,
licensee, from Walter S. Chambers (deceased) and Adaline B. Chambers to
Adaline B. Chambers. No monetary
consideration involved. Filed Apr. 20.
WJRM-WRCM (FM) New Orleans,
La. — Acquisition of control Supreme
Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee, by Chester F.
Owensest through
purchase
of 88% Ramon
interfrom William
Cortada,
Cortada, George A. Mayoral and Leon
Sarpy for $53,000. Mr. Owens is an
attorney in New Orleans. Filed Apr. 20.
WEAS from
Decatur,
Ga. — Assignment
license
E. D. Rivers
Jr. to WEASof
Inc., a new corporation in which Mr.
Rivers
owns Apr.
99.98%
000. Filed
25. interest, for $250,WJIV from
Savannah,
— Assignment
license
E. D. Ga.
Rivers
Jr. to WJIVof
Inc., a new corporation in which Mr.
Rivers
holdsApr.
99.98%
000. Filed
25. interest, for $125,KPLC Lake Charles, La. — Involuntary assignment of license from T. B.
Lanford, R. M. Dean and L. M. Sepaugh d/b as Calcasieu Bcstg. Co. to
T. B. Lanford, L. M. Sepaugh, R. M.
Dean and the Viola Lipe Dean Trust
through its trustees d/b as Calcassieu
Bcstg. Co. Action required by death
of
Mr. Dean's
wife, in accordance
with
Louisiana
community
property laws.
No money involved. Filed Apr. 25.
KBZY quiGrand
sition of controlRapids,
Itasca Minn.
Bcstg.— AcCo.,
licensee, by General Manager Robert
D. Kennedy, present owner of 120 out
of 334 shares, through purchase of 127
shares from L. L. Huntley, W. G. King,
Harry A. Erickson and W. W. Kurtz
for $17,018. Mr. Kennedy will own
247 out of 334 shares after transfer.
Filed Apr. 25.
WPTW
Piqua,
Ohio—
Transfer
trol Miami
County
Bcstg.
Co., ofInc.con-to
Richard E. Hunt, formerly 44% owner,
through retirement of Byron F. London's 25% interest to treasury stock.
Mr. Hunt, after reorganization, holds
58.7%. Filed Apr. 25.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL withdrawals to date since Jan.
1: AM 11 FM 36 TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
WBAB and WBAB-FM Atlantic City,
N. J.—censePress
Pub. permit,
Co., AM Apr.liand FM Union
construction
20.
Applicant's
request
after
petition
for approval of transfer of license
was
denied.
[See
story,
BROADCASTING
9 TELECASTING, Apr. 16.]
KFI-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Earle C.
Anthony Inc., construction permit, Apr.
19. Lack of interest, economic. [See
rtory, ING,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTApr. 9.]
WARM-FM Scranton, Pa. — Union
Bcstg.
Co., construction permit, Apr.
19. Forfeited.

renewal procedures might lead to
abuses by licensees. He cited safeguards against such developments
within the Act.
To questions of Rep. Charles E.
Bennett (D-Fla.) , Comr. Hyde
said that the Act does not specifically require hearings on rulemaking matters, but that the Commission has always gone to extremes to afford such opportunity
to concerned parties. The Administrator Procedures Act prescribes
such a course, he added.
Comr. Hyde said he would have
no objection to a provision that
would require hearings on rulemaking matters, but expressed the
belief that it should be done on a
"uniform basis" throughout the
government.
To Rep. O'Hara, he conceded the
hardship to a small station owner
who would be required to undergo
the expense of appearing along
with witnesses in a Washington
hearing. He said that the Commission's practice, whenever possible, was to hold such hearings in
the field to better evaluate the questions.
In answer to Rep. Rogers, Comr.
Hyde said that the "burden of
proof" in a revocation procedure
was with the Commission; in a renewal case, it was with the licensee.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) declared there have been "some pretty
serious charges" brought to his attention involving the burden placed
on a station seeking renewal. He
questioned Comr. Hyde on application requirements.
WLBH
MATTOON CHARLESTON
(20,000 pop.) (10,000 pop.)
500,000 POPULATION
in Vi millivolt primary

Pang • .

O

/ MATTQ0N *aris}

WLBH FILLS THE GAP
between your metropolitan
station coverage
WLBH
WLBH-FM
1170 KC 250 W. 96.9 m 23,000 W.
J. R. Livesay, Pres. & Mgr.
HAL HOLM AN, Nat'l Rep.
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over Marschalk & Pratt pitch for its clien!
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FCC GRANTS EXTENSION
ON FUNCTIONAL MUSIC
GROUP of FM "functional music" stations informed by FCC in mid-April their supersonicsignal programming violates Communication
Act and FCC rules [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16], Friday granted extension until
May 15 to file statements as to future plans
and policy. Group plans joint reply because
of broad industry application. Extension had
been asked by WRLD (FM) Miami, WFMF
(FM) Chicago and KDFC (FM) Sausalito,
Calif., three of four originally questioned on
"beep" programming in late January [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12, Feb. 5].
Fourth outlet cited, WACE-FM Chicopee,
Mass., ceased operations April 21 and turned
in permit. WACE-FM contended, however,
such operation is legal and explained it had
decided last December to quit but couldn't because of contracts for program service with
Air-Muse Inc., now dissolved. Receiving
equipment in stores and factories reportedly
sold by WACE group to undisclosed new parties with program service understood to be continuing from out-of-state source.
FCC FUNDS CURTAILED
BY HOUSE COMMITTEE
FCC funds for fiscal 1952, starting this July
1, suffered cut by House Appropriations Committee Friday. President Truman had requested
$6,850,000 to operate FCC, House unit scaled
this down to recommended $6,575,000. Axe
was swung on some two dozen other government agencies with about 10% overall cut on
President's Independent Offices request of over
$6V2 billion.
Federal Trade Commission cut from $4,392,000 to $4,136,400. Appropriations bill now goes
to House floor.
FORD FUNDS GRANTED
FORMALIZATION of Joint Committee on
Educational Television and grant of $90,000
to JCET from Ford Foundation's Fund for
Adult Education announced Friday by Arthur
S. Adams, president of American Council on
Education, one of seven groups which continues to sponsor JCET. Responsible for pressing educational channel reservation before
FCC, JCET to headquarter at 1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington.
ATLANTIC CITY SHIFTS
REALIGNMENT of network affiliations in
Atlantic City announced Friday, stemming
from cessation of operations of WBAB, former
CBS affiliate there. WFPG, affiliate of ABC,
was to add CBS shows effective yesterday
(Sunday) and to become exclusive CBS affiliate May 27. At that time WMID, now Mutual
outlet, becomes ABC affiliate.
ANCHOR-HOCKING
DROPS
ANCHOR-HOCKING GLASS Corp., through
William H. Weintraub Co., New York, dropping
Monday and Wednesday period of its hourlong TV Broadway Open House and renewing
for six months other three evenings. Negotiations still under way with NBC for possible
replacement of Jerry Lester.
Page 94
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NETWORK VIEWS GIVEN
ON McFARLAND BILL
NARTB President Justin Miller testifies today
when McFarland Bill (S 658) hearings resume
before House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee (earlier story page 27).
Friday sessions heard Judge Frank Roberson, Federal Communications Bar Assn., give
association stand on individual provisions. He
said FCBA interest was to secure by statutory
recognition for FCC hearings that would be
"full and fair" and with "public" record.
One of principal FCBA objections was Commission "staff consultations," he declared.
Testimony of Joseph H. Ream, executive vice
president,
included
supporttime
of bill's
provision for CBS,
simplified
renewal;
limitation
on handling of cases, changes covering station
transfers and anti-trust proceedings, among
other points.
NBC statement of Gustav MargrafF, vice
president and general attorney, also supported
anti-trust provisions and renewal provisions,
along with other points.
W. D. McFarland, Dept. of Justice, said
there was no need to alter Communications
Act on anti-trust matters as proposed by bill.
Mr. Ream branded as "fairy tale" April 5
charges of Gordon Brown, WSAY Rochester,
N. Y., that networks sought to influence advertisers to discriminate against some independent stations.
RESERVE BOARD TO STUDY
EASING OF SET CREDIT
FEDERAL Reserve Board to receive presentation this week of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
appeal to modify or relax Regulation W to
stimulate TV set sales. RTMA has made two
appeals, pointing out that some dealers have
been forced into bankruptcy.
RTMA asked that Regulation W be relaxed
or modified by reducing down payment requirement from 25% to 15% or that trade-ins on
TV receivers be applied against down payment.
Data assembled by RTMA and submitted to
FRB showed that installment buying of TV
receivers has declined more sharply than cash
buying since present terms of Regulation W
were made effective last October.
GROSS TIME CHARGES
FOR NETWORKS COMPUTED
COMPARISONS of combined radio and television network gross time charges in March,
1950, and March, 1951, and during first three
months of 1950 and 1951, as computed by Publishers Information Bureau for release today
(Monday) were:
NETWORK RADIO
March March Jan. -Mar. Jan. -Mar.
1951 1950 1951 1950
ABC
52,891,339 $3,476,383 $8,693,478 $10,181,753
CBS
6,815,406 6,108,386 19,788,562 17,850,089
MBS
1,648,006 1,410,683 4,617,598 4,490,974
NBC
5,085,636 5,847,374 15,033,209 16,785,941
Total
$16,440,387 $16,842,826 $48,132,847 $49,308,757
NETWORK TELEVISION
March
Jan. -Mar.
Ma1950rch
Jan.1950
-Mar
1951
CBS
ABC
1951
$344,097
$1,497,298
657,501
$4,080,868
NBC
8,195,406
2,993,902
$780,957
4,594,203
1,823,456
1,175,186 12,730,785
Total
3,195,582
$9,085,403 $2,176,784 $25,007,059
$5,799,995

Esso (Esso Reporter) seeking reduction i'
spot rates in line with CBS cut. They're in
censed mostly over line: "We certainly thir
that this is a wise move and a step in the rig!
direction." One affiliate reportedly advist
agency that it was raising its rates substai
tially and that account could sign now if
desired usual protection.
IN MOVE CONSTRUED by some to eel
current rate controversy, U. S. Tobacco unde
stood to be planning to transfer its rad
version of Martin Kane, Private Eye, fro:
Mutual, Sundays, 4:30-5 p.m., to NBC, san
day and time, effective July 1. This seen £
significant crack in Mutual's strong line c
Sunday mystery shows, and reports are tlu
NBC made price for its facilities so attracth
that sponsor couldn't resist.
ONE OF first applicants for educational a:
signment expected to be Dade County Publ
Schools (Miami) which presumably would g<
its money from Ford Foundation. Education;
assignment earmarked in Dade County
channel 2.
HAROLD KAYE, head of Mailorder Networl
understood to be merging with Dorland Inc
New York, advertising agency, effective May :
STEMMING from network rate-cut contri
versy is new talk of revamping existin
network line-up. With Thomas F. O'Nei
head of Don Lee- Yankee Networks, and neMBS board chairman, policy realignment c
that network may be in offing. Talk of po;
sible sale of ABC isn't out window, althoug
no deal is on fire now. Within last 12 month
ABC Chairman Edward J. Noble has neg(
tiated with 20th Century-Fox, Paramoun
IT&T, and indirectly, with CBS, withot
reaching agreement on price.
CURIOUS anomaly in Broadcast Advertisin
Bureau rate structure: Some stations can gc
NARTB and BAB combined cheaper tha
month).
BAB-only fee (half of highest hourly rate pe
THOMAS J. LIPTON Inc., Hoboken, N. J
through its agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Nei
York, planning radio spot schedule using one
minute transcription and chain breaks in abou
125 markets starting June 4 for Frostee. Thi
marks first time product has used spot radi<
IT'LL be at least fortnight before NARTj
board convention committee can reach decisio
on site for 1952 meeting. Three New Yor
hotel clusters — Waldorf-Astoria, Grand Centr?
and Pennsylvania station — will submit offer
but Chicago still remains in running.
"YOU AIN'T SEEN nothin' yet," is rejoinde
of group pressing for reservation of TV char
nels for educators — beyond 10% limit propose
in FCC's third report.
LICENSE HEARING
ORAL ARGUMENT held Friday before FC<
en banc on Commission proposal to set AN.
FM and TV license renewal dates upon gee
graphic basis rather than by frequency [Broai
casting • Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950]. ABC
while supporting objective of plan to effer
workload and financial economies for bot
FCC and applicants, suggested clear channe
group be put on a single date since such sta
tions have wide coverage and constitute com
mon problem group. ABC only participan
although several others support, one oppose
BROADCASTING
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he new home of The KMBC-KFRM Team
is the largest, most modern radio and television
center in the Midwest. The four-story building
occupies a full quarter of a block in the heart
of downtown Kansas City, with total floor
space of a hundred thousand square feet. Studio
facilities include six air-conditioned studios.
Three of these are regular AM studios for
KMBC-KFRM, each of the most modern design
and latest Johns-Manville acoustical treatment.
The fourth studio is for news and sports only,
being located directly off the specially designed
offices of the news, sports and special events
departments. The fifth is the huge television
studio, one of the largest in the nation, 72 x 85

THAT'S
HOME

HAS

HERE'S
EOR

RIGHT...0UR
HO

HEW

HAM...

A $500

A WINNING

COHTEST
HAM!

feet. It is designed both for use as a TV studio
and for AM broadcasts. Finally, is the beautiful 2,610 seat air-conditioned TV Playhouse,
newly decorated, acoustically treated.
Technical equipment is all specially designed
and operated almost entirely by push button
control. The new KMBC-KFRM headquarters
houses the offices of The Team as well as the
Talent Bureau and Arthur B. Church Productions. The staff enjoys ideal working conditions
including its own snack bar.
In the building with The Team is United
Press' Kansas City headquarters. The location
is Eleventh and Central Streets, the address,
222 West Eleventh.

1. Submit a name for the new home of The KMBC-KFRM Team, together with a
statement not exceeding 25 words as to why you think the suggested name is
appropriate.
2. Send your entry, together with your name and address, to, "Name the Building
Contest"- KMBC-KFRM -222 West Eleventh Street- Kansas City, Missouri.
3. You may submit as many entries as you wish.
4. KMBC-KFRM agency representatives or staff members are not permitted to
compete.
5. Contest opens April 21, 1951 — closes midnight, Sunday, May 6, 1951.
6. There will be $250.00 for the winning entry-a $25.00 prize for each of the ten
next best. In the event that the name selected is submitted by more than one
contestant, prizeswill be awarded on the contents of the accompanying statement.
7. All entries become the property of The KMBC-KFRM Team. Decisions of the
judges will be final.
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prospects,

that...

...Six WOR-tv nighttime

The programs

were - "WOR-tv's

Tues., Wed., and Sat.

man" ;"The 6:45 PM News".
that WOR-tv,

York's greatest

television

channel
buys.
Joe

*New York Telepulse

cents weekly

were rated higher

night boxing bouts" ; "20 Questions" ; "The Merry Mail-

gins on Page 53

00 Annually

programs

in April 1951 than at anytime during the 'BO- '51* season,

Little wonder
RECASTING

clients, and

9, is one of New

The skies over Virginia are thick with Havens &
Martin broadcasts.
And what attention they get!
From WMBG comes NBC's finest.
And WMBG locally has a remarkable record.
The first station in Virginia to broadcast commercially,
the first to own a tape recorder,
the first to tie in with a leased national news service.

ion

Operat

WTVR, Richmond's only television station,
brings to Virginia viewers the facilities of NBC-TV
Its coverage has built a great television market.
These First Stations of Virginia are first in many ways.
Foremost, they're old friends . . .
and favored in the hearts of their audience.

WMBG

am

WTVR

w

WCOD

™

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company
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covers
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Circuit

effectiveness of local, saturating cover-

more territory than any other New England regional network. It is your medium

age as compared
from outside.

for reaching
audience.

With Yankee's 29 home-town stations
and their network audience, you get this

Every

New

Yankee

England's

home-town

largest

saturating

station

offers you two tangibles — a readymade, dependable audience for Yankee

Yankee

and Mutual

England

programs

The

the Yankee

Yankee

coverage

throughout

the

six-state market. It is an incomparable combination for selling New

and the greater

rfecefittutce

with thin coverage

and keeping it sold.
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"PcuncUtiott

Network,

Inc.

Member of fhe Mutual Broadcasting System
1 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
blished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879
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FCC reportedly has been sounded out on its
disposition toward sale of ABC to CBS and
possible third party (see story page 23). Although no commitment possible from Commission at this stage, it's understood those
sounding did not receive unfavorable reaction.
WHEN HYTRON-CBS fusion is effected, about
mid-June through ratification of stock transaction by respective boards [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 16], new set and tube
manufacturing divison of CBS will immediately launch distribution and sales effort, irrespective of outcome of color litigation. Distributors being lined up to market Hytron line,
to carry Columbia brand name (not Air King,
now distributed through Sears-Roebuck). If
color decision is favorable, immediate production and marketing of color TV receivers
will be undertaken.
FORD FOUNDATION, underwriter of several
educational radio and TV projects (two grants
totalling $560,000 made last week to National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters and Iowa
State U.), reportedly may become big-money
angel for educational TV stations. Half-billiondollar endowment of foundation is eyed by
organized educators as likely source for funds
to build and run stations on channels reserved
for them by FCC. Foundation reportedly
giving serious consideration to lavish grants
to educational TV.
DON'T Sell Radio Short Dept.— Over 80,000
listeners wrote for Railroad Hour souvenir
booklet after single offer on NBC (April 16),
three times response year ago. Number of replies continuing at record rate as offer is
repeated.
WORLD-FAMED retail organization in midwest working on plan to submit radio's drawing power to acid test this month in major
research project which will compare results
with printed media.
OBSERVERS on Washington scene are pointing to FCC action on selection of chief of
newly created Broadcast Bureau as effective
answer to allegation that FCC Chairman
Coy absolutely controls Commission votes
on policy and personnel. Five-to-two split
found Chmn. Coy and Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, both Democrats, who supported Harry
Plotkin, on losing end. Republicans, Hyde,
Jones and Sterling; Democratic Vice-Chairman Walker, and Independent Webster, swung
it to Chief Engineer Curtis B. Plummer.
ATMOSPHERE around FCC after Broadcast
Bureau vote last week (see above) tinged with
acrimony. Evidently pro-Plotkin group felt
that FCC majority repudiated them. Majority,
however, mindful of attitude in Congress about
purported domination of FCC by its lawyers,
felt important broadcast post should be occupied by man who would defer to FCC wishes,
rather than eager-beaver who would mould
policy.
LIPTON'S iced tea preparing daytime radio
(Continued on page 90)
Page 4
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May 10-11: New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., RitzCarlton Hotel, Atlantic City.
May 17-19: CBC Board of Governors, Radio
Canada Bldg., Montreal.
May 21-23: Parts Distributors Conference and
Show, Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
June 4-6: NARTB Board of Directors, NARTB
Headquarters, Washington.
June 5: NARTB Inaugural Dinner, Hotel Statler,
Washington.
(More Upcomings on page 38)
Bulletins
ABC CONCEDED Friday afternoon that discussions were in progress looking to possible
sale of network to CBS (early story page 23).
Statement followed noontime meeting of ABC
department heads at which sale was one of
several subjects discussed. In unofficial quarters there was speculation that decision would
be reached early this week.
CORN PRODUCTS REFINING, New York,
(Niagara Laundry Starch) starting six-week
radio campaign using daytime chain breaks
effective May 28, through its agency, C. L.
Miller, New York.
STANDARD BRANDS, New York, for Instant
Tea is placing summer radio campaign in
number of markets starting May 14, with dates
varying. Compton Adv., New York, is agency.
TWO-YEAR TV OWNERS
USE RADIO SETS MORE
WOR New York released survey results Friday showing persons who have owned TV sets
for more than two years spend 50% more time
listening to radio, and devote 19% less time
to TV, than those who have had TV for less
than nine months.
WOR Research Director Robert Hoffman
said findings of survey, conducted for station
by Pulse Inc. in December, included:
Families who have owned TV for past two years
show 47% increase in night radio listening over this
period; 27.8% of those with sets more than two
years spend
morewhowithhaveradio
night,
pared to 17.8%hourof or
those
had atsets
less comthan
nine months; percentage of long-time TV owners
who listen more than two hours at night is double
that of "new" owners who do (9% vs. 4.8%); perof long-time
TV night
families
don't turn
TV on atcentageall
on average
alsowho
is double
that
of "new" owners (19.4% vs. 8.2%); throughout all
groups, tening
more
than
half
of
evening
radio
home
lisoccurs when TV is off.
EDUCATION GRANT
FUND for Adult Education, sponsored by halfbillion-dollar Ford Foundation, has granted
$300,000 to National Assn. of Education Broadcasters to produce five series of radio programs
on international affairs, public events, American heritage, nature of man and democratic
action at community level. Grant announced
by Seymour N. Siegel, NAEB president and
director of WNYC New York, Saturday at
Ohio State U. Institute for Education by Radio.
Programs will be broadcast on member stations of NAEB and serviced to foreign countries through communications division of
UNESCO. Grant to NAEB will be adminisby Ralph Lowell, trustee of Boston's
Lowell tered
Institute.

Business
Briefly
LORILLARD EXPANDS # P. Lorillard C
New York (Old Gold cigarettes), renews T
Original Amateur Hour, on ABC, Thurs., !
9:45 p.m., effective May 20. It will expand
full ABC network, increasing 55 stations
total of 290. Agency, Lennen & Mitchell, N.
JOY ON TV # Procter & Gamble's Joy c
tergent buying 20-second TV spots in sev
markets starting May 7. Agency, Biow C
N. Y.
DISTRICT MEETING LINEUP
PROPOSED BY NARTB
ANNUAL district meeting series of NART
expected to open just before Labor Day, i
cording to proposed schedule now being work
out. Tentative date of Aug. 27-28 consider
for District 4, at Roanoke, Va.
Purely tentative September schedule, bas
on Monday-Tuesday and Thursday-Friday .<
quence, would line up about like this : Distr
2, Syracuse; District 3, Bedford Springs, P;
District 7, Louisville or Cincinnati; District
Detroit; District 9, Marine on Lake; Distr:
11, Minneapolis; District 10, Omaha.
October would open with District 14 met
ing, perhaps at Salt Lake City, followed
District 17, Spokane; District 15, San Fra
cisco; District 16, no site yet proposed; D
trict 12, Oklahoma City; District 13, Dall
or Houston; District 6, New Orleans; Distr:
5, Augusta or St. Petersburg. Final meetii
would be District 1, Boston, Nov. 1-2.
HOUSE VOTES DEEP CUT
FOR FCC; COY ATTACKED
IN ECONOMY move touching all agencii
House of Representatives Friday by voice vc
passed amendment to slash '52 FCC fun
from $6,575,000 to $6 million. Floor deba
flavored with attacks on Chairman Wayne G
by Rep. Eugene Cox (D-Ga.) and on alleg
leftists within Commission by Rep. Jol
Rankin (D-Miss.). Also by voice vote, low
chamber
(see story,okayed
page "fees
27). and charges" provisii
Rep. Cox, member of Rules Committee whi
may approve FCC probe by a Select Committ
(story
page 31), has
said been
"administration
by
Commission
mischievous ofas la
make it a dangerous agency" and said fun
cut would be in nature of "a little punis
ment." He attacked Chairman Coy as t
holden to Eugene Meyer, board chairman
Washington Post (WTOP-AM-FM-TV). Re
Cox headed FCC probe group in 1943-44.
Rep. Rankin said funds would be withhe
until Commission "cleans house," referring
an allegedly suppressed report on leftist i
fluence within FCC.
PRESIDENT INVITED
PRESIDENT Truman invited to June 5 NART
inaugural dinner for President-elect Harold
Fellows, to be held June 5 at Hotel Stath
Washington (early story page 28). Invitatii
extended by dinner committee, headed by Fra:
M. Russell, NBC Washington vice preside!
Proceeds of dinner will go to Johnny Gill
Memorial Fund, of which Paul W. Morenc
WTIC Hartford, is chairman. BMI will
host at reception for those attending dinner.
BROADCASTING
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Shaded area shows counties in Mid-America from
which map orders were received. Black line is
KCMO measured Vi MV. contour.

States*

Mid-America listens to KCMO

news . . . and here's proof. KCMO

newscasters offered a Rand & McNally Global News

Map

for 25c —

and

really hit a jackpot! An avalanche of quarters proved how hot news is right now.
Shaded on the map are the counties in Mid-America

from which bonafide

requests were received. And additional quarters came in from 28 states outside
Mid-America. For power, programming and results . . . you can depend on
KCMO

in Mid-America. Write us, or contact our representatives for availibilities.
^Details on request
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We're
THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022

EMPHIS
A R K E T
I N

D E D

"Programs designed with the audience
in mind" — that's the story behind
WMC's
since
1927. Theprogramming
more than schedule
800,000 radio
homes in the Memphis market area are
constantly entertained and informed by
programs they prefer.

AROUND MEMPHIS TOWN
WITH OLIVIA BROWNE
From Archduke Felix to General Wainwright
and Marie Wilson . . . outstanding personalities are interviewed by Miss Olivia Browne.
And these interviews with people in the news,
the people who make the news, have made
her program, "Memphis, Mid-South, Today
and
Tomorrow,"
outstanding
withstayWMC's
listeners.
Daily at 8:15
A.M. they
tuned
to WMC for an exciting fifteen minutes that
receives national awards.*
^Distinctive Merit Award from the National
Dry Goods Association for 1947, 1948, 1950
. . . 3rd place nationally in 1951 for general
audience programs.
AND

HERE'S WHAT THE SPONSOR
THINKS OF OLIVIA:

"Featuringchandisehigh
fashion
and John
qualityGerber
meras we do
at The
Company, we naturally wanted a radio program that would reflect that same high
quality. From the beginning, ten years ago,
The John Gerber Company has been effectively represented on the air by Miss Browne."
(signed) WILLIAM L. SMITH
General Manager
John Gerber Co.
Memphis, Tenn.

NBC

—

WATTS

5000
— 790

MEMPHIS
W

M C F

260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

W

M

First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South

C T

Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal
National Representatives, the Branham Company
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KGW
WHICH

GIVES

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

tffii

BROADCAST

MEASUREMENT

BUREAU

SURVEYS

PROVE
KGW's
LEADERSHIP
No other Portland radio station, regardless of power,
reaches as many radio families or provides a greater
coverage area. KGW's efficient 620 frequency is beamed
to cover Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington. BMB surveys prove KGW is doing
just that!
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME
350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D
Eugene, Oregon's third largest city, viewed by Miss KGW
from atop Skinner's Butte, is a thriving lumber, manufacturing and distribution center, serving the Cascade and Southern Oregon region. KGW Tour Test, conducted in cooperation with Oregon Motor Association, proves Eugene is another great market area reached by KGW's Comprehensive
Coverage. In second picture, Neil Chase, grandson of the
founder of Chase Gardens shows Miss KGW some orchids,
of which his firm is a leading grower.

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., or from field intensity
surveys,
tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED
ROADCASTING
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AUL MONROE, William Weintraub & Co., N. Y., named execut^
director of radio and TV production. THEO GANNON, radio depa
ment, named director of radio and TV program dev
opment.
HENRY F. WOODS Jr., manager of public relatio!
and publicity department, and HARRY RAUCH, ma
ager radio publicity department Young & Rubicam Ir
N. Y., elected vice presidents of Bureau of Industr I
Service Inc., wholly owned subsidiary of Young
Rubicam.
MYRON P. KIRK, vice president and radio-TV direct |
NORMAN NASH, vice president and copy chief, C.
ROHRABAUGH, secretary and account executive, a j
A. M. CORRIGAN, account executive, all Kudner Agency Inc., N. Y., ha
been elected to board of directors of agency.
Mr. Monroe

TOM WRIGHT, BBDO, N. Y., to Dundes & Frank, same city, as vi
president and radio-television director.

on all accounts

geS ofMcTI
ner DOU
and
radioGHE,
in char
part
ESision
JAMtelev
Olmsted & Foley
forGLA
Advertising, Minneapolis, is a product of early personal independence
combined with plenty of Irish luck.
Born in Seattle in 1917, he tried
the world-away-f rom-his-f a m i 1 y
while still in high school, decided
he liked it that way, and continued
his independence by working his
way through college. He graduated
from the U. of Minnesota Journalism School in 1939,

the "index
yea use
r"
that
economists

on the strength of his first rad
job and was a family man.
Mr. McTighe calls his thr
years in the Army the most impo
tant of his life — at least in r
trospect. His first year and a ha
were spent as a platoon sergeant
a training battalion at Camp Ro
erts, Calif. Here he discovered 1
had good feet on which to take
stand, a voice that he had nev
before used very much, and a hig
degree of adaptability. Whi
working out schem
to beat the Am
classification syster

today as the horrible example. Newsscarce, paper
so jobshewere
kept
his old college job,

his
venedIrish
and luck
his inte1
nan
was flipped from
file in Washingto
For the next thr
months, he w r o t
and produced a r
dio show for tl

ushering in a theatre.Mr. McTighe first
applied
his shopping
training
to
a weekly
You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.

our

Special
Section Informatii
of Arm
Ground Forces.
Suddenly he di
appeared
hush -hushintoatmtl

newspaper which he
sold, wrote, edited
and helped deliver.
When an agency radio director whom he
sphere of the Cou
knew told him of a
ter Intelligent
job as copy writer
Corps, an assig
at KDAL Duluth,
ment he had bes
McTIGHE
he jumped at the
working for since I
first took off his shirt at the indu
chance. Two years of apprenticetion center. A few months lat
ship at KDAL gave him a good
grounding in radio, and his friend,
Mr. McTighe found himself in Ce
the agency radio director, hired cutta, India, serving as a speci
him as his assistant.
agent in CIC. (One of these da
One year later the Army came
he intends, like so many, to wri
along with a proposition and he a book about that year of his life
was drafted. But not without some
Out of the Army in 1946, M
reluctance because he had married
(Continued on page 75)
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3BERT CARLEY, vice president Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., to Cunning• rn & Walsh, N. Y., in executive capacity.
11
: »HN T. DUNFORD, traffic manager Marschalk & Pratt Co., N. Y.,
- past six years, named assistant media director.
'
I
.LEN G. BISHOP, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, to Warwick & Legler,
V Y., as account executive.
tn!
iORGE HULSER, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., to Dancer-Fitzgeraldmple, N. Y., as assistant timebuyer.
iLLIAM J. KENNEDY, BBDO, N. Y., to Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
: :?dia department as radio and TV timebuyer.
y
t
liff)BERT S. GENTRY, head of his own Seattle advertising agency, to
; ;k Knight Adv., L. A., as director of radio and TV.
ILSON A. SHELTON, vice president and copy chief Dancer-Fitzger- 1-Sample, N. Y., to William Esty Co., same city, as vice president
copy department.
(LLIAM TYLER and ANDY ARMSTRONG named vice presidents Leo
"imett Co., Chicago, where each heads creative group. Mr. Tyler, former
py chief Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, is copy analyst, comentator and ad writer. Mr. Armstrong was designer and art director
th D-F-S, Chicago, eight years before joining Burnett.
ILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB & CO., N. Y., signs long-term lease on
ilding now under construction at 46 East 53d St., New York. It will
known as William H. Weintraub Bldg., effective June 1. Executive
iff will remain at 488 Madison Ave., which is to continue as permanent
adquarters for agency. New structure will accommodate Weintraub
-tiio & TV, media, marketing & research, bookkeeping, and forwarding
partments.
:.'TH JOHNSON returns to Western Adv. Agency, L. A., as radio and
T-r timebuyer. She has been in Tokyo as information and editorial
^ecialist for Civil Information & Education department, CHQ, SCAP.
VIN B. LEVIN, head of his own L. A. agency, to Degner & Assoc.,
A., as account executive and director of radio and TV department.
i■
%ES ECOFF, president Ecoff & James Inc., Phila., re-elected to nanal board of directors of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
ai represent the Atlantic council of association.

4/tED FIDLER and FRANKLIN C. WHEELER have been named to
ard of governors of Northern California Chapter of AAAA. They
Dlaee FORD SIBLEY and EDWARD MERRILL. ROSS RYDER was
itinued on board with one-year extension of his term. New officers
chapter, announced last week, are Mr. Ryder, chairman; JOHN
nI [LEY, vice chairman; and ROBERT H. KNOLLIN, secretary-treasurer.
, /AAKE & SCHOONMAKER CO., Kalamazoo, Mich., elected to memjrship in American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
i»
;:LES COLMAN
Co., S. F., has been absorbed by ALPORT &
ROURKE ADV., S. F. NILES COLMAN has returned to active duty
cith Navy, as lieutenant commander.
: .ORENCE SMITH, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., N. Y.,
^pointed radio and TV timebuyer for agency.

of

Statement

Confidence
in

FM

Edward H. Butler, president of WBEN Inc., has
announced that construction has begun on one of the
tallest radio towers in the world for WBEN-FM and
that the radiated power of the FM station will be increased to 105,000 watts. Elevation of the transmitter
site is 1642 feet above sea level. This added to the
height of the new tower will give WBEN-FM a range
which will reach out to give radio service to listeners
in New York and Pennsylvania who have heretofore
experienced noisy reception, particularly in the evening hours.
WBEN-FM went on the air with six kilowatts of
radiated power on Nov. 11, 1946. Since that time,
FM has not experienced its anticipated growth due to
factors which all in the industry recognize. WBEN
has continued its interim operation without interruption and is convinced that the future of FM is bright,
though more remote than was originally expected. We
are backing this belief with a major investment to give
the finest FM service which engineering resources can
provide.
One of the impediments which slowed the acceptance of FM was the arrival of TV. Now the initial
TV excitement is over in Western New York and we
believe that radio, both AM and FM, will continue to
hold its place in the habits of the population. A second
impediment was the fact that FM receivers were difficult to tune and had a strong inclination to drift.
Some newer models have overcome these deficiencies
and we believe that manufacturers whose product has
been outstripped by those of their competitors will not
be content until all FM receivers are easy to tune and
resistant to drift.
WBEN is going ahead with this major FM investment, with the conviction that the acceptance of FM
will accelerate in the months and the years ahead. We
will back FM by a whole-hearted promotional effort to
show listeners, particularly those in AM fringe areas,
that FM is a superior means of reception. Meanwhile,
WBEN-FM, as in the past, is a bonus to those who use
the FM facilities of WBEN, and will continue to be
until the economic structure of radio indicates that
some adjustment should be made.
A. H. KIRCHHOFER
Vice-President

. LLIAM VON ZEHLE, president William Von Zehle & Co., N. Y.,
:>vher of boy, William Lister.
ange of address: THE PA VIA AGENCY moves to 717 Market St.,
. F. Telephone remains Yukon 6-5832. CAPLES Co., L. A., moves
tes to 301 S. Kingsley Drive. DEUTSCH & SHEA., N. Y., moves to
A.ger quarters in Herald Tribune Bldg., 230 West 41st St. LAWRENCE
j fGUMBINNER Adv. Agency, N. Y., will move from its present quarters
■n :9 E. 41 St. to the sixth floor of 655 Madison Ave.
1
) CASHMAN, vice president in charge of Foote, Cone & Belding's
llywood office, in Chicago for 30 days on agency business.
i: IOADCASTING
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WBEN
NBC
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new
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Lov/e
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tistewcr»s7«>o/

■Qyenctf "Appointment*
MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee, through Mathisson & Assc
Milwaukee, signs five-year contract with special New York, N
Jersey and New England states network to carry all New Yc
Giants football games. Brewery will also sponsor New York TV p:
gram
featuring
highlights of previous week's game and intervie
with coaches
and film
players.
BEN HUR PRODUCTS Inc., L. A. (Ben Hur & Golden West Coffc
May 2 started special May promotional campaign utilizing three spc
weekly on stations in 41 West Coast markets. Firm currently spons<
ing Bob Garred and the News on 28 ABC Pacific stations. Agen<
Mogge-Privett Inc., L. A. NORTON W. MOGGE, president, is accoi
executive.
COMETTE HOSIERY MILLS, New Braunfels, Tex., for its drug stc
merchandised hosiery, names Glenn Advertising Inc., Dallas, to dir
radio and TV campaigns in major markets this fall.
CENTENNIAL TURF CLUB, Denver (horse racing), renames M
Schreiber Adv., Denver, to handle advertising. Radio spot campai
will be used.
GREEN SPOT Inc., L. A. (processor of fruit concentrates) appoii
Beaumont & Hohman, S. F., to handle advertising. Radio and TV v
be used.
NORTHROP & LYMAN Ltd., Toronto (Olympene) starts spot announ
ment campaign on number of Canadian stations. Agency: Walsh A
Co., Toronto.
RAINIER BREWING Co., S. F. (Krausen beer) launches extensi
campaign on approximately 25 radio stations. Half-hour television p
gram is planned. Agency: Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F.
AMERICAN PENCIL Co., Hoboken, N. J., appoints Doyle Dane Bei
bach Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising, effective June 30.

More
Business
Stations

than

Local

and

National

All Other

Amarillo

Combined!
More

Listeners

Amarillo

Market

Amarillo

Stations

0

than

All

in

the

Other

* B. M. B.
Combined!*

0

SPICKELMIER PRODUCTS Co., Chicago (DRI, home water repellen
will consider use of radio and television after results of current midw<
print campaign are studied June 1. Agency: Fuller & Smith & Ro
Guy Mercer is account executive.
DAYSTROM FURNITURE, Chicago, names Young & Rubicam, sai
city, to handle advertising. Media plans now being discussed. E:
Isgrig is account executive.
CALIFORNIA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, Berkeley, switch Vo
of California Agriculture, 15-minute daily morning radio program
KXO El Centro, KMPC Los Angeles, KFRE, Fresno, KFBK Sacramen
and KSFO San Francisco. Show will originate in studios at KSF
Agency: West-Marquis Inc., S. F.
C. E. FULFORD Ltd., Toronto (Zam Buk ointment) starts musical sp
on number of major market Canadian stations. Agency: Stevenson
Scott Ltd., Toronto.
A/eiwotk

• • •

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corp., Chicago, started May 6 for 52 wee
to sponsor 15 minute portion CBS News Room, Sunday Desk on
Columbia Pacific stations, Sun., 5:30-6 p.m. (PDT). Agency: Needha
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
U. S. ARMY and U. S. AIR FORCE to sponsor The Big Play, M.
through Fri., over all LBS stations. Five-minute program will cons
of highlights from best inning of each major league baseball gar
Agency: Grant Adv., N. Y.
Represented By
THE
Page 10
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■Qdpeople

JOHN J. BARRY, vice president and director of advertising and put
relations National Shawmut Bank of Boston, appointed public relatic
chairman of -Metropolitan Boston's 1952 Red Feather Campaign.
BROADCASTING
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Cleveland's

Proven

Women's

Show

MAGGIE

10-10:30

MON.

THRU

FRI.

2. Does not compete with Godfrey, or the Breakfast Club

1. No other women's show broadcasts at this time

Supported

AM

by Active

Merchandising

a. Cards to dealers.

d. Direct orders from retailers

b. Personal calls to wholesalers.

through regular channels.
e. Product displays

c. Personal calls to chain buyers.

f. Newspaper

PLUS

SUBSTANTIAL

MAIL

FROM

CONSISTENT

Liners

LISTENERS

Cleveland's Sports Station
EXCLUSIVE BROADCASTS
Cleveland Indians
Cleveland Browns
Cleveland Barons
5000

The

I ROADCASTING

O.

L.

Taylor

• Telecasting

WATTS

Company-

•

National

1300

KC

Representatives
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open

mike

Networks Obsolete?
EDITOR:
Are networks necessary? The
time has come when the networks
need to take a good long look at
the service they are performing to
affiliates and to the general public. It used to be, back in 1929, that
a network had a reason for being;
today there is a question about it.
Program after program is heard on
the network from tape recordings.
Why a network for transcribed
programs?
When an event of national importance comes along, each network duplicates sustaining coverage; why this?
Why supported
not one nation-wide network
by

Now

on

Highly popular with Central New York
listeners for 14 years, the Jim Deline
Show features good fun, good music, good
handling of commercials.
Participating, 9:15 to 9 :55 a.m. Monday
through Saturday; 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Popular with
advertisers too — 75% sold out before the
new show went on the air.

• W rite, Wire, Phone or
Ask Headley-Reed for Availabilities

WSYR — AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
Page 12

•
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every radio station in the nation
which is interested in obtaining
this type of program service on a
standby basis?
If the four major networks have
degenerated into transcription libraries for the convenience of
overpaid talent, they have forfeited their right to exist. We
don't need 1929 model networks
competing with 1951 model TX or,
and more important, with 1951
model station operation. Let the
networks take a good, long look
at today's network operations with
a view toward either justifying
networks as presently constituted
or else toward disbanding them
before any further discussions are
entered into concerning rate reductions. Are networks necessary
except on a standby basis is a
question every affiliate can well
ask today and expect a searching
answer.
Gustav K. Bravdborg
Asst. General Manager
KVOO Tulsa, OMa.
affiliate.]
[EDITOR'S NOTE: KVOO is an NBC
Pooh To P. Us
EDITOR:
In the April 23 issue, Open
Mike, Walter Wagstaff, general
manager at KIDO Boise, Idaho,
complains that the P. I. boys are
cluttering his desk with plain and
fancy requests to peddle their gimmicks.

Recommended
EDITOR:

Reading

. . . Broadcasting • Telecas
ing is a "must" on my readii
list, and it is my feeling that yoi
staff covers the important news
radio and television very well. T]
special items as Telestati
Broadcasting • Telecastii
Showsheet are especially weleor,
to timebuyers. These are not tl
only important items, of cours
as the news coverage of chan,'
and progress in the broadcastii
field are most important to i
also.
Best wishes for your continu<
success in the best coverage of tl
broadcasting and television fiel
Mary
Poloson
Radio-TV
timebuyer
Henri, Hurst & McDonah
Chicago
Inc.

It's No
EDITOR:

Joke, Son

Your editorial, "Strange Inte
lude," hit the nail right on tl
head. It certainly was a hell of
time for clowning.
E. R. Vadeboncouer
Vice President
WSYR-AM-FM-TV
Syracuse, N. Y.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The editorial, pu
lished in BROADCASTING • TEL1
CASTING, April 23, questioned t]
pertinence of Sen. Dudley J. LeBIanc
apperance at the NARTB convention
Still More
EDITOR:

NARBA

Rex Howell's peeve over failui
of the NARBA resolution to pa;
at the recent convention [Ope
Mike, April 30] is eloquent test
mony for the fact that it shouldn
even have been introduced.
First, to clear up a few erroni
ous Howells:
1. Rather than being "violent
I prided myself upon my restrait
in discussing the proposed resolt
tion.
2. Clear channel group membei
were NOT "shown a copy befoi
the meeting."
committee
made noThe
effortresolutior
to advis

us in advance, and we had no men
on the committee. Only b
I think we've mastered the prob- ber
did we hear of it, and g(
lem and it's only cost us the price chance
to
the
root
of the scheme ourselve;
of a penny postcard. After you
3. I merely
moved who
"to table,"
read the card, you'll probably
I don't
even know
raised antli
understand why we are keeping
the shakedown boys under control. question of a quorum. Certainl
even Rex won't accuse CCBS men
Earl H. Huth
bers of keeping delegates awr.
from the meeting.
Manager
WHBY Appleton, Wis.
If the proposal was really onl
[The NOT
WHBYaccept
postcard:
"WHBY
. . "our innocuous little resolution,
does
advertising
on a. per
as Rex writes, then why is he i
inquirynitely
basis.
WHBY's
policy
is defi- such a tizzy over its failure t
opposed
to
accepting
advertising
that does not conform to the standards
(Continued on page H)
set forth in our published rate card."]
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

GOT

ANY

"LEFT-OVERS"
WHERE

YOU

Do you work for a factory or
shop that has obsolete machines
in storage, or does not save its
scrap metal, or fails to sort
out alloy scrap? You can help
your company make money and
help the steel industry make
more steel if you suggest that
all industrial scrap be sold to
local scrap dealers quickly.

WHEN IS PIPE A CYCLE? Those scrap ends of
pipe are part of the scrap-cycle of a steel mill.
They'll be remelted. New steel capacity means
mills soon will need 7 million tons more scrap
per year.
IS THIS YOUR OLD TRACTOR? The picture shows
a charging machine thrusting a load of scrap
into a furnace. About 50% of the mix fed to a
steel furnace must be scrap.

ALMOST AS BIG AS THE TUNNELS it must pass through
is this oil refinery tower on its 3 flat cars. Big new
equipment like this is one of the reasons why more
scrap iron and scrap steel are needed. Sell scrap to
your nearest dealer.
The world has never seen anything to compare with
the vast drive, by more than 200 companies, to expand
America's steel production. Everything is growing:
mines, transportation, mills. Keep up with
the news on steel by writing for reprints
from STEELWAYS magazine. Right now
the editors would like you to read "Machines
that Make Machines." Factual, informative,
excellent for school use. American Iron and]
Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Ave., New York 1,|
New York.

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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Open Mike
(Continued from 'page 12)
pass. Actually, he knows it was
a "subtle" (to borrow from, Chairman Coy) trick to slip through a
"loaded" resolution which would
be hailed as NARTB approval of
Senate ratification of NARBA.
If Rex and his court would only
take the trouble to study NARBA
thoroughly, he'd recognize the
soundness of the CCBS position.
It so happens that his station is in
an area not affected by the concessions to Cuba. But he should
be careful of what Mexico will
demand in return for her frequencies given away in the pending NARBA. When the Mexicans
demand and get their pint of
blood,
Howell. then we'll really hear the
And honestly, Rex, would you
remain a member of a trade association which adopted resolutions against the best interests of

the public and your station? Well,
then, why should WHAS?
Victor A. Sholis
Vice President and Director
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville.
Men of Distinction
EDITOR:
The photograph on page 26 of
Broadcasting • Telecasting for
April 23, revealing the handsome
countenances of the U. S. Radio
Mission to Europe, was, for me,
an excellent reminder of radio
days that now are history.
What is so pleasant to me is to
observe the magnificent state of
preservation of these outstanding
radio leaders! You all, including
Colonel Kirby, are sure enough
flashing millionaire smiles. There
must be a reason!
The "old" magazine is more indispensable than ever.
Earl J. Glade
Mayor
Salt Lake City

Prayer from Bellingham
EDITOR:
I have before me a United Press
news item dated April 16, entitled
"With NARTB Chicago."
The story quotes Judge Justin
Miller, the retiring president and
soon-to-be chairman of the board
of NARTB, as referring to a "rate
cutting boycott by radio advertisers." Reference was also made to
the plea of Judge Miller that the
question be investigated by the
Justice Dept. of the federal government.
This comes from the spokesman
of the radio industry who has so
long and so loudly screamed that
the federal government was interfering with the free enterprising
rights of the radio industry. How
come Judge Miller goes upstairs?
A little further along in the same
article the newly elected president
of NARTB [Harold Fellows] apparently refers with some pride to
the fact that the radio industry has

*****

q

aided a hill-billy from Louisiai
by the name of LeBlanc to build
great business in the distributi'
of Hadacol. . . .
It seems altogether in charact
for a top-heavy, brass-laden groi
like NARTB that these two m<
should speak thus at the same mee
ing; one screaming for help in
competitive, inter-media, price-cu
ting fight; the other throwing bo
quets to the greatest price cutt<
in radio's history.
May the Lord have mercy c
our souls.
President
Rogan Jones
KVOS Bellingham, Wash.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Harold E. Fellow !
NARTB president-elect, said: "At r|
time,
at noin place,
have I ever
statement
an interview
or inmade
publ |
about Sen. LeBlanc or Hadacol."]
Original
Pyramid Plan
EDITOR:
Your March 19 issue . . . cai
ries an article by [Professor] L. J
Hortin— "Did He Invent Radio?"
The enclosed copy of a pare? I
ment will help to get the professo
on the ball. Radio was known t
the Egyptians thousands of year
1* \
(

COMPANY

ago. . . . There is nothing nev
under the sun.
If you care to interpret the
writing on the parchment, you wil
know it is true. . . .
C. Petersen
Hollywood, Calif.

***

*

>«*<*,; ;
>
Co*PusCh- *Qs

[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Our staff
of
double-talk,
Pig Latin,
and translatoi
Egyptiar
hieroglyphics is on a desperate!}
needed vacation. An interpretation of
the pictured
awaits his improbable parchment
return.]

CHICAGO
NEW

Semper
EDITOR:

YORK

DETROIT
DALLAS

Rob.T

v

ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
ST. LOUIS
MEMPHIS
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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Infidelis

For a good many years KGEB
has been giving free time to the
recruiting divisions of the different
armedrine services,
including the MaCorps.
In the most recent copy sent
from this organization to our station for broadcast as "public service" the following statement is included in each announcement:
"Consult your newspaper for deWe feel that this is taking it too
far. We have written the Marine
from theasking
copy. that this be deleted
Corps
Galen O. Gilbert
Manager
tails."
KGER Long Beach, Calif.
BROADCASTING
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AND

KOB

KOB-TV
ALBUQUERQUE,

ARE

NOW

REPRESENTED

THE
NEW

DETROIT

The

NATIONALLY

- BMB

ATLANTA

YORK

MEMPHIS

KOB-BMB
KOB

MEXICO

BRANHAM

CHICAGO

THE

NEW

ST. LOUIS

SAN

DALLAS

FRANCISCO

sales in coverage area of any competitive station. Only KOB can produce

MARKET
Market —

CO.

CHARLOTTE

LOS ANGELES

BY

COM-

PRISES ALL New Mexico plus 58 counties in 7 additional states. POPULA-

effective advertising results in the exBMB

pansively rich, plus-billion dollar KOBmarket.

TION 1,253,012— more than in Baltimore. RADIO HOMES 314,454 — more
KOB-TV

than in Minneapolis-St. Paul. RETAIL
SALES $1,015,763,000.00— comparable
to Boston.
EFFECTIVE

BUYING

KOB-TV is the first and only Television Station in New Mexico. Serves

INCOME

$1,298,580,000.00 — more than Fort
Worth and Dallas combined. FARM
AND

RANCH

BUYING

INCOME

$441,-

329,000.00— more than "entire" retail

8,000 TV Homes in Albuquerque and
Central New Mexico with NBC, CBS,
ABC,

DuMont

and

local programs.

Dozens of National, Local and Network
advertisers attest to KOB-TV

5000 WATTS
25,000 WATTS NIGHT
KOB

CHANNEL

NBC— 770 KC

KOB-TV

ROADCASTING
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results.

1

50,000 WATTS
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★★★★★★★★★★★★★A****
National Advertisers!
Agencies! Local Stations!

feature

of the meek

RECORDED PRESTIGE SHOWS
for DISTINCTIVE Radio
SELLING - at low cost!
Universal, Timely Appeal!
• OPEN-ENDED
• TAPE SPEEDS 7V4 and
second, NAB Specifications

• FAST, GUARANTEED

15" per

DELIVERY

Pinpoint your market coverage with these
shows — at the lower local-time rates!
Banish the problems of network affiliation
and time clearance! Each show is available nationally, regionally and locally
(but the Quincy Howe program is unavailable for New York City).

QUINCY
HOWE

A NOVEL technique to acquaint
a radio sales representation staff
with the programs and staff of a
station was employed by WTAG
Worcester, Mass., last week, when
specially recorded samplings from
WTAG's daily schedule were
played for the Paul H. Raymer
Co.'s New York staff.
Station Manager Herbert L.
Krueger and Commercial Manager Robert J. Brown played the
record and completed the "orientation" on Thursday, and planned to
take the presentation this week to
the Raymer offices in Detroit and
Chicago.
Called A Dayi in the Life of
WTAG, the recording presents excerpts from 13 WTAG programs
in the same order in which they
are heard on the station. The idea

Mr. Krueger

Mr. Brown
was attributed to Mr. Brown, who
felt radio sales representatives
should be more fully and personally acquainted with the local programs of the stations they represent. The special recording was
written by Andy Fuller, WTAG
publicity director, and Ed Quinn,
sales promotion director.

7
When

PROGRAM:
12Vi minutes,
weekly. Penetrating, up-to-theminute news analysis. Commands
respect
and attention everywhere.

DR. DANIEL
A. POLING
and the Carlton
Martin Choir: 27
minutes, weekly.
Messages of faith
for our time, and
hymns and spirituals cf all religions. In
tune with the nation's religious revival.

QUENTIN
REYNOLDS
PROGRAM:
12'/2 minutes,
weekly. Insightful
behind - the - news
commentary. World-renowned for interviews of the prime movers in the news.
FIRST COME— FIRST SERVED
For Audition information, write or phone
MR. CLEARY — NOW!

WALTER
CLEARY
COMPANY
141 East 44th Street, New York 17, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 7-0554
Page 16
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RICH?

/I?

strictly

Cana
er thes
e dian
rtistime
days
radio AadveBIG
WHEN
begins to look for a transcribed program, he is quite likely
to start in the Toronto office of
aggressive and youthful Stu MacKay at All-Canada Radio Facilities
Ltd. Not yet 33 years old, Mr.
MacKay holds down the important
post of assistant general manager
of All-Canada Radio Facilities,
which not only claims to be the
largest transcription distributor in
Canada but also the largest station
representation firm in the Dominion, with offices throughout Canada.
John Stuart MacKay started in
radio in 1937 as an announcer at
CJCA Edmonton, one of the stations operated by the All-Canada
organization for owning companies.
His first day he showed his alertness and driving power. On duty
at the crack of dawn with instructions from the program manager,
he greeted each staff arrival with
a cheery good morning.
When a distinguished looking
gentleman came to the studios that
first day, he took charge of him
and conducted him about the station on a detailed tour. Hours
later he learned the distinguished
looking man was the station manager, F. H. (Tiny) Elphicke.
That conducted tour paid off, for
Mr. MacKay followed Mr. Elphicke
around in his various moves in the
All-Canada organization.
When Mr. Elphicke moved to
CKRC Winnipeg as manager, Mr.
MacKay went along as an announcer, later becoming chief announcer and then production manager. In 1940 Mr. Elphicke moved

we

say "The

Ric

Washington Market" . . . v\
have an idea it means moi

business

than wide parks and impre
sive government

building

The recently completed 1 9i
census of income disclose
that the average family ii
come

in the Washingtc

area is $4,130.00!
This impressive income ave
age is unmatched in our hi
tory — represents peak ii
come and buying power (

Mr. MacKAY
to CKWX Vancouver and Mr.
MacKay went along as chief announcer, later production manager,
then assistant manager. When Mr.
MacKay was only 30 years old he
was made manager of CKRM Regina, another All-Canada operated
station.
Six months later, during a
shuffle in top executive personnel
of the All-Canada organization,
Mr. MacKay was moved to Toronto
to become manager of the program
division at the largest office of the
firm. Last December he was elevated to the post of assistant general manager.
In the past two years there has
been a big move in Canada from
network radio to spot business, or
as the All-Canada group likes to
(Continued on page U3)

your potential customers i
the nation's capital.
Get your share of this hie
income buying group, wil
a sales message
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your best bet in Washingtoi
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very

top

drawer

. . .

are the nationally admired products of the
Carolina furniture industry. Here 375
busy factories* turn out 1/7 of the nation's
household furniture and North Carolina alone
makes more than any other state. To 36,000
furniture workers and their families . . .
as to 2,964,000 other Carolinians '
. . » WBT is a friendly,
favorite voice.

''Selling one-quarter
billion- dollars worth
of furniture annually
under such famous
names as:
Drexel
[Continental
Heritage
Hickory
Huntley
Kent-Coffey
Morgan
Tomlinson
White

CHARLOTTE

COLOSSUS

JEFFERSON

STANDARD
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9/
IT

PAYS

TO

A-BOMB
BE

THl

DEFENSE

STORY
U. S. Stations Program for Pu

STATIONS— AM, FM, and TVare rallying in increasing numbers
to the civil defense standard by
scheduling programs to inform, instruct and give background information to the public on atomic
bomb attack.
Among the many efforts being
made along this line, as reported
to Broadcasting • Telecasting,
are the following:
WTIC Hartford, Conn., has
begun a weekly series of broadcasts, After the Atom Bomb, Friday 10:45-11 p.m. Programs feature digests of lectures given by
staff members of the school of
medicine and the department of
physics, Yale U., on the treatment
of atom bomb casualties.

So there we were — sitting between Chicago on the northeast and St. Louis on the southwest and doing such a terrific
job for the folks hereabouts that we're bound to do as well for
you. We've got everything!
Coverage: Exactly 25 counties in Central and Southern
Illinois and 776,400 buyers packed therein. And none of them
covered by television.
Marker: A nice, fat, lush $800 million worth.
Power: The most powerful fulltime station in all Central
and Southern Illinois: 1000 busy watts day and 500 night.

Try WMAY, middlemen to Illinois' second largest market.
There is a good sales story. Get it today — from Gordon Sherman, WMAY General Manager.

FOR SALES IN 25 CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ILLINOIS COUNTIES

WMAY
Springfield,
COVERING

Illinois

ILLINOIS' SECOND

1000 WATTS

DAY

MARKET
500 NIGHT

GORDON SHERMAN
General Manager
NO TELEVISION COVERAGE
IN OUR TRADING
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY
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Martin, program director, Kll
Sacramento, is to handle the tj
recording. Pressing of the dfl
and distribution to stations wil 1
from Hollywood.
Details for this public service |
gram series were worked out £ jl
special conference in San Franc ;|
participated in by William D. Pe |
general manager, KFRC San F I
cisco (Mutual-Don Lee); Arthur ;|
Hays, vice president and general n I
ager, KCBS San Francisco (CIl
Keith Kerby, program manager, I I
San Francisco (ABC) ; George Grea I
assistant manager, KNBC San F I
cisco (NBC); Arthur Westlund, p
ident and general manager Is
Berkeley, representing indepem I
stations, and Civil Defense of (J
fornia officials. William B. Smu I
president and general manager, K 1
Eureka and president of Califo |
State Radio & Television Broadc
ers Assn., presided.
Failing to convince the ri
people of Oneida County of t!
civil defense, t

WKRC-TV Cincinnati's Target:
Cincinnati series of five documentary half-hour shows is being made
available to all television stations
in Ohio, according to Maj. Gen. Leo
Kreber, adjutant general of Ohio.
The program effort
is part
WKRC's
educational
to of
advise
citizenry about civil defense.
cou
aid"ell
ntial def
potenty
anizati
org
In Baltimore, WAAM-TV is
showing a series of films dealing
picked Ed Slusl
X iim]
tor,
Utj
specifically with atomic attack on
"sel,l"WIB
czyk
farm
dim
the
the average American community.
N. Y., to try I
Among those shown have been Effects of the Atom Bomb, Medical
tance of defel
Services in an Atomic Attack and
Within a mol
Self -Preservation in an Atomic
Mr. Slusarcff
Bomb Attack.
Mr. Slusarczyk
had recruited c
Premiere showing of a similar
rs,
ly through
ntee
7,000
volu
most
film, Survival Under Atomic At5-7 a.m. show. He has set uj
tack, has been held by the Federal
Civil Defense Administration in complete civil defense system
the county with 20 divisions re
Washington. Series of civil defense
films will be made available to all for any emergency that might ai
U. S. television stations.
The Civil Defense Coordim
of Imperial County, Calif., j
WHAM-TV Series
told scouts that in the event of
You and the A-Bomb is the title
y,
emergenc
noti.,
of a two-telecast series presented
ro dandbegiven
over
KXO Elthey
Centwoul
by WHAM-TV Rochester and the rections. In an unannounced,
U. of Rochester's atomic energy
of the plan, two mobilizations n
sages were sent out over K|
project, April 5 and 12. First program, Target: Rochester, deals
ion only
Thewasstatthe
reported
thatof altho
with damage from bomb attacks.
it
avenue
comr'
nication used, one troop had
In California, KRON-TV San
Francisco has been showing a of 26 members report for d
90%. other troops averaged alj
series of Sunday 30-minute pro- and
grams, 1:30 p.m., to bring the
Leonard Dreyfuss, New JeJI
state's plan for civil defense to
televiewers. Discussed are reaof civil
defense,state-v^
has '3
sons for civil defense and the or- director
nounced that
13 weekly
ganization and its functions.
radio programs on the latest
Some 1950 California radio sta- velopments in civil defense will
started by Rutgers U. The
tions are planning a unified effort
minute programs will be car:*
by broadcasting a weekly "report
over 23 New Jersey stations
to
the people"
11 :45 a.m. Saturday.
defense
program.on the state's civil
WFIL-TV Philadelphia is <j
Stations are to be furnished with
tinuing its Civil Defense Rej
a 15-minute transcribed "report"
to be released each Monday at a series, with one of the latest p
entations of film titled Self Pre:
time which will insure the great- vation in an Atomic Bomb Att<
est possible audience. Maj. Gen.
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh
Walter M. Robertson, state director
Thursday presented a progrj
of civil defense, is to be featured.
Other officials will participate as Prepare to Survive, showing
broadcasts devoted to specialized only preparatory measures but t
a film of Hiroshima and Nagas
services are developed.
Doug Montell will write and after the bombs fell. Also inclu
produce the program series and was a live studio presentation v
Civil Defense officials.
also serve as moderator. Emil
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

Come

Summer

go

. . .

where

money

the

goes

This summer, shout your story from the mountain tops. Travel to 50,000-watt
KSL and the Intermountain summer wonderland KSL covers, and you'll get
back the echo in sales. And find a huge and happy-go-wealthy horde of listeners who,
June through August last year, spent $254,553,000 retail sales dollars!
You'll love the mountain air . . . if you're on fhe air with KSL!
Advertisers last summer reached 41% more listeners on KSL than on the
second station during the day, 38 % more at night! And this summer KSL
will whoop up listening as never before. A gigantic summer audience
campaign will feature tie-in displays, stunts, billboards, newspaper and
on-the-air ads by the score.
Everywhere you look — Wasatch National Forest (U. S.'s most-visited),
Bryce Canyon, all over Intermountain America — the woods are full
of money. Fuller than ever before, with 12% more tourist dollars in
1950 than in '49. And bear in mind the billion-dollar industrial
empire that's humming all year 'round!
You can reach new heights with your product this summer. (At

1

amazingly low cost!) Ask KSL or Radio Sales for details now.
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Aids Rescue
CARL AKERS, news editor, KLZ
Denver, has been credited with setting in motion a dramatic search
and rescue of a party of picnickers
who were trapped
two days when a
sudden snowstorm ended their
outing.
Cpl. Wendell
Froese, of nearby
Camp Lowry, and
six others became
snow-b o u n d in
their auto.
At the urgent
Mr. Akers
request of the
corporal's mother, Mr. Akers broadcast the report on his regular 10
p.m. and 10:45 p.m. Voice of the
News programs, and also alerted
Lowry Air Base officials who
agreed to take off in a rescue plane.
A Lowry captain said later that
Mr. Akers call was the first alert
which had come to him and that it
was that phone message which

In

by the Connecticut Poultry A
Chicks are to go to young 4-H i
members in occupied Austria.
* * *

The

Public
Interest
touched off the intensive search.
As soon as the party was located, Mr. Akers phoned KLZ and
the station's morning news program brought first word of the
actual rescue.

motions.WNOX had a letter writing
contest based on the title, "Why
I Want to Help Eliminate Atmospheric Smoke." Because of previous campaigns against atmospheric smoke, WNOX was awarded
the 1949 Alfred I. duPont Radio
Award "for outstanding and meritorious service."

Smoke Elimination
WNOX Knoxville has helped to
scrub the face of that Tennessee
city. The WNOX Forum of the
Air, whose producer-moderator is
Para Lee Brock, has completed its
third campaign against atmospheric smoke. Among other pro-

3,000 Chicks
UNDER a plan begun by WTIC
Hartford, some 3,000 chicks have
been sent by plane to Vienna. The
plan was taken up with enthusiasm
1

HAVEN
KALAMAZOO

i'T. WMYNt
#

/

N

D

I

Flood Reports
KWNO-AM-FM Winona, Mil
rose to the occasion when the M
sissippi River rose 4% feet i
flooded 110 Winona families fr
their homes. Station's staff k
listeners informed with up-to-d
announcements.

o
A

N

Religious Program
FOUR Indianapolis radio stati<
a TV station and seven other ri
west stations cooperated in pu
cizing an unusuaal one-day st;!
wide religious event, presented
the staff of Christian Brotherh
Hour. Among those stations p
ticipating in the event were W]
WISH WIRE and WFBM-AMIndianapolis. Other stations wh
supported the promotion campa
were WHBU Anderson; WB
Bedford; WKJG Fort Way
WAOV Vincennes; WSRK Shel
ville, all Indiana stations, r
WKLO Louisville, Ky., WP
Middletown, Ohio.
Charity Drive
KMOX St. Louis and its ne
caster, Lindley Hines, have recei
a large share of the credit for
success of a drive for funds
behalf of a policeman paraly
after being shot while on di
Instead of the $20,000 Mr. Hi
had set as a goal, he and his te
collected $45,000.
This sum j
gone into a trust fund for the
ficer, his wife, and their four c!
dren.

C H IG A N

KOKOMO

Therapeutic TV
GENERAL
ELECTRIC has
veloped a television receiver wl
promises to be a boon to iron 1 1
patients who have to view the I
from a mirror. Ordinarily,
image, as seen in the mirror w<|
appear backwards.
By revert
the coil controlling horizontal
ception, G-E has made correct vi |
ing possible for such patients.

A

• INDIANAPOLIS
ADVERTISING

WSBT

FOR

A

BILLION

DOLLAR

In reaching the South Bend-Mishawaka trading area nothing equals
WSBT. This station is a great huy on any schedule, delivering a
half-billion dollar market all by itself. BEYOND THIS, WSBT is
the outstanding station throughout its primary area, adding another
billion dollars to the WSBT market. Check it for yourself — from
Sales Management figures and Hooperratings. (Every CBS show
on WSBT enjoys a higher Hooper than the network average.) For
a tremendous bonus buy, buy WSBT.
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

SOOq

BONUS
C«5

Women

of N

York
Til
It' an "I'llth,
It Day"haveon organized
whichDo members,
families, friends and business
sociates, will donate a pint of blc
to the American Red Cross. Thu
day, May 17, 3 to 8 p.m. is the d;
Those interested in donating to 1
program are asked to commu
cate with Cara Haskell Voi
chairman, at Hanly, Hick & Mo
gomery, New York.'
Charity In Action
WAAM (TV) Baltimore yesterd
was to have presented another
its series of charity prograi
Spearheading the 1951 Cathi
Charities drive, the program v
to feature Archbishop Francis
Keogh
and Sen. Herbert R. O'Coi
(D-Md.).
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of the State

the Presidents

Broadcasters

for Endorsing

the BMI

Unanimous

Associations

Program

Clinics

support of the 29 Presidents of State Broadcasters

Associations for the plan to expand the BMI Program Clinics
on a national scope is accepted by the entire BMI organization
FORTHCOMING
PROGRAM

with sincere appreciation.

CLINICS

ILLINOIS
on
MAY 15
at Leland Hotel
SPRINGFIELD
★
WISCONSIN
on

That the series of Program

by BMI

in

New York and other areas in the past have proved so helpful
to our industry is also gratifying.

Now, with the strong backing of State Associations, Program
Clinics will be conducted in all parts of the country. A Standing Committee of Presidents of State Broadcasters Associations

MAY 16
at Plankington Hotel
MILWAUKEE
★

Clinics conducted

now

is actively engaged in furthering and developing the

Program Clinic schedule.

INDIANA
on

Through the coordinated efforts of BMI

MAY 18

State Associations the fulfillment of what broadcasters have

at Claypool Hotel
INDIANAPOLIS
★

termed "a genuine need of the industry" is in sight— opportun-

and the individual

ities for the exchange of views and ideas on local programming.

MICHIGAN
on
MAY 21
at University of Michigan
ANN ARBOR

BROADCAST

• Telecasting

INC

580 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y
CHICAGO

iROADCASTING

MUSIC,

• HOLLYWOOD

* TORONTO

' MONTREAL
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NORTH

IS

CAROLINA

THE

SOUTH

No.

1

S

STATE

North Carolina
Rates More Firsts In
Sales Management

AND

Survey

Than Any Other Southern State.
More North Carolinians Listen

NORTH

to WPTF

Than to Any

Other Station
CAROLINA'S

SALESMAN

50,000
WATTS
680
AFFILIATE

for RALEIGH- DURHAM
NATIONAL

May 7, 1951

REPRESENTATIVE

and

Eastern

FREE & PETERS,

North

KC.

Carolina

INC.
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% Cut Mode
PATTERN
CBS
FOLLOWS
said frankly that networks may
SCOND SPIRAL of net- grew. This meant a decrease in operated stations, but they wonder
have to resort to spot advertising
net revenues which, in the case of how long that revenue can support
ork radio rate reductions
two networks is known to have
financial
losses on network operatechniques if they hope to maintions.
.me last week as NBC an- reached a net loss from network
tain volume [Broadcasting •
Network affiliates have also
Dunced a 10-15% cut comoperations.
Telecasting, April 23]. An inmade it clear that their income
From 1948 to the end of 1950
cursion of the networks into spot
business is violently opposed by
irable to CBS's, while the the number of stations affiliated
from the networks is, in most cases,
/o other major networks
with the national networks grew
far below that from sales to na- many stations and their national
anned at least equivalent re- as follows: ABC from 265 daytime
sales representatives.
tional spot or local advertisers.
actions and affiliates of all and 259 night to 289 daytime and
NBC's reductions closely paralFew, however, underrate the imlel those announced a fortnight
portance of network programming
285
night;
CBS
from
179
to
193;
jur sought a means of pre- NBC from 170 to 180, and Mutual
which
gives
them
prime
adjacenago
by CBS. They will amount to
aiting the contagion from
cies to sell as spots.
from 520 to 544.
15% for the 8-10 p.m. period, and
reading throughout their own
The decrease in network sales
10% for all other periods after
te structures.
Comparative Figures
coupled with the increase in the
1 p.m. (New York time in all
number of network affiliates meant
Coincidental with the decline in cases). Like Columbia's, they will
[The expected NBC move came
mrsday after a day-long session that, on the average, more sta- network income have been rises in apply
in non-TV as well as in TV
network officials with members
tions were splitting a smaller pie. national advertiser expenditures in markets. Unlike Columbia's, the
their Stations Planning & Adspot radio and of local advertiser
Network executives, in discus15% reduction applies only to a
^ory Committee. That ABC and
sions with Broadcasting • Telepurchases.
jtual would follow suit — which
From 1948 to 1950 national spot two-hour period, whereas CBS's
casting have not attempted to
minimize their concern over the net time sales rose from $104.7 mil- 15% cut applies from 8 to 10:30.
>d appeared inevitable before —
CBS also cut Sunday afternoon
w seemed doubly certain.
worsening financial situation of
lion to $120.1 million, and local net
s the network rate reductions
network operations. They point time sales jumped from $170.9 milrates 25% while NBC's cut is 10%.
•r<re announced, many broadcastNBC affiliates, who received the
lion to $205.6 million.
out that their principal radio reve(Continued on page 87)
nue comes from their owned and
3 expressed the belief that comOne high network executive has
srcial radio was entering a transinal period in which traditional
lances of power may be upset
d the whole financial structure of
)adcasting measurably altered.
Talked
B'99es* Network Upheaval
CBS?
TO
This belief was apparent in in- AB
C
THE BIGGEST
UPHEAVAL
in
From other sources, however, it Angeles, to stay within FCC duo•views by Broadcasting • Telepoly rules, and it is as a solution
was learned that the negotiations
sting with leaders in all ele- network radio history — acquisition
of ABC by CBS and other interests
were beyond the exploratory stage.
to this problem, plus that of uncts of the industry.
loading several ABC AM stations
— became a possibility last week.
It was pointed out that this did not
Most of them, in one way or aninvolved, that third parties are
Although the negotiations were
necessarily
mean
they
would
reler, recognized that the condi- reportedly far from fruition, it was
sult in a sale; on a number of oc- necessary to the transaction.
iins causing network rate reduc- understood that a complicated deal
It was said last week that Columcasions other prospective deals for
ns were surface indications of involving ABC, CBS and several
bia had talked with at least four
the
acquisition
of
ABC
have
fallen
deeper movement, one powerful
third parties, General Tire & Rubprospective third parties, was in through because Mr. Noble would
d fundamental enough to shake
the wind.
ber Co., which now owns the Yankee
not come to terms on price.
wn the industry into wholly new
and Don Lee networks; and posIf it materialized, the transCBS' principal motive in seeking
ms.
sibly three companies which have
action would transcend in scope and to buy ABC, it was agreed, was to
been reported at times past to have
importance the biggest network
Movement Not New
acquire television facilities.
CBS now owns TV stations in individually negotiated unsuccessownership
change
to date
RCA's
What new structures would
sale of its Blue
network
to —Edward
New York and Los Angeles and
fully with ABC — International
• erge from the period of change
Telephone
& Telegraph Co., United
45%
of
one
in
Washington,
D.
C.
J.
Noble
July
30,
1943,
at
a
price
of
ild not be forecast with assurOf the five ABC owned TV sta- Paramount Pictures and Twentieth
$8
million.
pe. But recent financial records
tions, CBS could retain those in Century-Fox.
The price level at which Mr.
|>w that the movement has been
Noble was said to be negotiating
All four were reasonable candiChicago,
San Francisco and Deng on for some time, and they last week for his renamed ABC
dates to be a party in the deal. The
troit, providing it sold its 45%
pit to one change of importance
interest in Washington, and re- two picture companies, having a
was $26-$28 million.
-;he decline of the network's
main within the FCC limitation of principal interest in television,
Whereas he bought his network
ancial position in the radio
would be able to pick up New York
from RCA for cash, Mr. Noble re- five TV stations per network.
mily.
and Los Angeles stations. Whether
portedly was considering an exStudio Property Involved
they would wish also to take the
change of stock in the CBS negotia'n the
Jial
net past
timethree
salesyears,
have radio's
risen
CBS would also acquire the vast AM stations that CBS would have
tions. It was through stock transirply — from $416.7 million in
Hollywood TV studio facilities that to sell was conjectural.
fers
that
CBS
acquired
Hytron
Ra18 to $425.3 million in 1949 and
IT&T was reported recently to
ABC has spent several million doldio & Electronics Corp. [Broad$453.6 million in 1950.
lars in developing. A year ago CBS
casting • Telecasting, April 16].
have
talked, at least on an exploran the same period, network net
bought land in Hollywood with the
First report of the CBS-ABC
tory basis, with Mr. Noble. Being
intention
of
building
a
television
le sales have diminished, from
a communications empire, IT&T
negotiations was published in
53.7 million in 1948, to $128.9
Broadcasting • Telecasting three production center but as yet has
might
desire
ex-ties as
well toas take
TV. the AM propllion in 1949 and to $121.6 mil- weeks ago [Closed Circuit, April not begun construction.
CBS would be obliged to rid
p last year.
The appearance of General Tire
23], but was denied by both networks. Last week their denials had itself of two ABC TV stations, & Rubber as a possible party evoked
4-S network time sales dimm(Continued on page 36) Page 23
those
in
New
York
and
Los
ed, network operating expenses
changed to "no comment."
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m

aimed at teen-agers in a numb !
of selected markets.

B^in
Mg^ June s^s
AIGNS
MP
SPRING
By CA
FLORENCE
SMALL
men's participation programs for
MORE than a half-dozen seasonal advertisers are launching or preparAmazo instant dessert.
Packard Motor Car Co., through
ing spot radio campaigns during May and June, Broadcasting • Telecasting learned last week. One advertiser, the survey revealed, will
Young & Rubicam, New York, is
employ the full facilities of the Mutual network for its seasonal drive.
conducting a spot announcement
New *
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet,
campaign in 75 radio markets,
June in Mid-Western markets for starting late April and early May.
York, in a special coupon return
its client, Ballantine Ale.
Contract is for six weeks.
deal, bought spot daytime announcements in 23 radio markets
Eskimo Pie through Buchanan
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
starting May 1 for its Ajax cleaner.
is understood to be looking for & Co., New York, starts on May 14
Contract for 13 weeks was placed
with a two-week, spot campaign
availabilities in California on wothrough Sherman & Marquette,
New York.
Cain Mayonnaise through its
agency, Chambers & Wiswell, Boston, is preparing a spot radio campaign in a few selected markets,
starting soon.
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, has recommended a spot
radio campaign to start early in

RCA-VICTOR
Buys 7 Half-Hours on NBC
RCA- Victor signed for seven halfhours weekly on NBC last week
in what was described as one of
the largest single purchases of network radio evening time.
Sponsorship of two of the seven
programs was started last week :
The Private Files of Rex Saunders,
a mystery-adventure series starring Rex Harrison and taking the
Wednesday 10:30-11 p.m. time
spot of NBC Presents: Short
Story; and RCA Victor's Musical
Merry -Go-Round, featuring a woman m. c. with guest disc jockeys,
scheduled Saturday 8-8:30 p.m.
The remainder of the schedule,
slated to be in full operation by
next week, involves co-sponsorship
of
five programs
NBC's springsummer
Tandem of
Plan.
These are $6U Question, Sunday,
10-10:30 p.m.; Screen Directors
Playhouse, Thursday, 10-10:30
p.m.; Man Called X, Friday, 9:3010 p.m. ; and Magnificent Montague, Saturday, 8:30-9 p.m.
In television markets, commercials on these programs will be
devoted to RCA television sets and
phonograph records. In non-TV
markets, cut-in announcements will
be used for RCA radios, phonographs, and radio - phonograph
combinations. J. Walter Thompson
is the agency for RCA-Victor.
Camels

Retains Time

R. J. REYNOLDS (Camel cigarettes) through its agency, William Esty, New York, is understood
to have retained the Saturday 8:309 p.m. period on NBC-TV for the
fall. Company currently is sponsoring The Jack Carter Show in
that period. The firm also is considering other time periods on both
NBC and CBS for its fall show.
Final decisions as to which shows
and what time periods it will retain will be concluded by July 1,
an agency executive told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Page 24
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Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"My husband always watches the 'Faye Emerson Show' from there!"
QUAKER
OATS
Firm Shifts MBS Schedule
QUAKER OATS CO., Chicago,
last week replaced a show, ordered
one and renewed two on the Mutual network through ShermanMarquette Agency, Chicago. The
company has cancelled the Roy
Rogers Show, aired Sunday 6-6:30
p.m. (CDT), and is replacing it
with Challenge of the Yukon on
434 stations starting July 1 for 52
weeks. Products to be advertised
are
Oats. Quaker Oats and Mother's
The new order is for a halfhour version of Challenge of the
Yukon, to be aired Saturday 5:306 p.m. local time on 400 stations
for 52 weeks from July 7. Product
General Mills Buys
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Wheaties, Cheerios, Kix and
Betty Crocker Soups) , has renewed
Armstrong of the SB I over ABC
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30-8
p.m., effective May 8 for 26 weeks.
Agency is Knox Reeves Advertising Inc., Minneapolis. Firm also is
starting sponsorship of two quarter-hour daytime strips across the
board in June on 200 stations of
the Liberty Broadcasting System.
One of the programs will be Hymns
of All Churches; the other has not
been decided upon. Contract,
placed through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York, is for 52 weeks.

is Quaker puffed grains. Renewals
involved are for two half -hour segments of Man on the Farm, Saturday, 12-1 p.m. local time, from
Aug. 25 and Oct. 6, respectively.
Ful-O-Pep feeds will sponsor
the first half for 39 weeks on 421
stations, with Mother's Premium
Oats taking the last half on 300
stations for 26 weeks. Carroll
Marts, Mutual Central Division
vice president, made the sales.
AD

BUDGETS
Tax Ups Citrus Funds
RADIO-TV can be expected to get
bigger budgets from the Florida
Citrus Commission in the 1951-52
season, which begins this September.
The Florida Legislature has enacted a bill to up the advertising
tax one cent per box on oranges
and grapefruit along with other revisions, thus assuring an estimated
additional $1.3 million for citrus
advertising money.
Gov. Fuller Warren signed the
bill last week. The Commission
already is making plans to use extensive TV to promote concentrated
citrus juice this summer. Looked
at as a "needed advertising vitamin
injection" for the citrus industry
by Dawson Newton, the Commission's advertising manager, the new
funds are expected to help bring
the Florida citrus story to more
American homes.

Popsickle
(flavored
iceThorn,
stic'Jf
through
its agency,
Blaine
son, New York, on June 18 star
a three-times a week five-minu
series called Mel Allen's Popsicl ,
Club,
5:55-6 p.m. on the full Mi
ual network.

GUARD

ACCOUNT

Five Agencies In Runnit
FIELD of competitors for the N
tional Guard advertising accou
has been narrowed down to fi
agencies, all of which are to ma
final oral presentations early tl
week.
The agency handling the accou
beginning July 1 will be announc
this Wednesday.
Hanging in t
balance is an estimated $600,000
account, with a normal 25%
$10,000 tabbed for radio-TV. TP
sum represents a 100% increase
media funds for 1951-52 [Broj*
casting • Telecasting, Feb. 26]
againYork
is Robert
OrrCompeting
& Assoc., New
and Was 1
ington, present agency, and fo:
other firms, it was learned la
week. These include: Aitki
Kynett Co., Philadelphia; Buc
anan & Co., New York; Cecil j
Presbrey, New York ; and VanSaw
Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
About 25 agencies submitt
bids for the account last Marc
returning questionnaires to N
tional Guard officials after an i
formal briefing on media pla
[Closed Circuit, March 19].
Summer and fall campaigns w
use radio, TV, newspaper, a
magazine ads.
CAPITOL RECORDS
Custom Service Expand
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc., Hob
wood, last week announced expa
sion of its custom service opei
tion to a national scale. The rt
ord firm will make available ;;
studios and recording equipme
at its plant on Melrose Ave. und
a newly created Studio & Recoi
ing Services Division.
For the past year and one h;
Capitol has maintained recordi
facilities and plant production
near capacity, converting a maj
ing.
portion
of its 78 rpm library
45 and 33% rpm, and now feels
is ready to absorb outside recoi
Harvey J. (Jack) Richardsc
formerly of Standard Radio Trai
criptions, Hollywood, has be
named sales manager of the n;
division.
CBS Stock Dividend
DIVIDEND of 40 cents per sha
of CBS Class A and Class B stoc
payable June 1 to stockholders
record at close of business May 1
was authorized by the board of c
rectors last Wednesday.
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SKELTON

PACT

P&G Signs for Seven Years

POPULATION
SIGNIFICANT
changes in the
, lineup of the nation's top 20 mar" Icets during the next 10 years are
foreseen in a 1960 projection completed within the CBS organization after an analysis of population trends based on 1950 census
figures.
In terms of metropolitan area
^populations, the 1960 projection
moves Los Angeles from third
- place to second in the nation,
- ahead of Chicago, and advances
i San Francisco from its 1950 sev, enth-place ranking to the position
of fourth in the nation, behind
^Chicago.
1 In addition to the gains fore•]. seen for these West Coast centers,
the CBS look-ahead also antici' pates advances in the relative
^standings for Washington, Cleveland, and Seattle.
On the other side, drops in the
■ relative rankings — in most cases
| slight — are expected for PhiladelI phia, Detroit, Boston, Pittsburgh,
T St. Louis, Buffalo, Cincinnati, and
Milwaukee, in addition to Chicago.
Ji Largest tumbles would be taken
by Pittsburgh, Buffalo, and Mil-

SHIFTS
waukee, currently ranked 8th, 14th,
and 16th, respectively. Pittsburgh
would drop to 11th while Buffalo
and Milwaukee would fall just
short of the top 20 but would remain, along with Atlanta and Indianapolis, very close to that mark.
Scope of Study
The study covers both metropolitan area total populations and
populations within TV range, in
the latter case taking into account the number of families
served, total population served, retail sales, loss of audience to future overlapping affiliates, and future changes in stations' coverage
areas. In both cases, however, the
order in which the markets are
ranked is the same.
On the basis of total populations within metropolitan areas,
the 1960 projection and the 1950
census figure ranking are as shown
in the adjacent table (the projection groups the markets after No.
11 without attempting to specify
their exact ranks within the
groups) .

to '60

CBS Projects
Metropolitan Area Population
I960 Rank Metropolitan Area Current Rank
(projected)
(1950 Census)
1. New York
1.
2. Los Angeles
3.
3. Chicago
2.
4. San Francisco
7.
5. Philadelphia
4.
6. Detroit
5.
7. Boston
6.
8. Cleveland
11.
9. Washington
10.
10. St. Louis
9.
11. Pittsburgh
8.
Baltimore
12.
Dallas
Minneapolis
13.
12-15
_ Seattle
20.
Cincinnati
15.
Columbus
16-20 i Houston
18.
Kansas City
17.
Providence
19.
NOTE: Four other cities — Atlanta, Buffalo,
Indianapolis and Milwaukee — are given ratings in the 1960 projection only slightly behind those shown in the 16-20 group in the
table.

TV Markets
Rqdio T°PS PqPers
MEDIA
ift£7VWL
RADIO advertising is producing
In San Francisco, two surveys
a newspaper market — exist in television as well as non-television
better results than newspapers for
showed
radio producing more trafretailers in six large cities having cities. These two markets have
fic and more purchasers than newsTV reception, according to docu- little overlap, indicating that a repaper advertising but the newstail advertiser can influence via
i- merited surveys conducted by Adpaper traffic bought 38.6% of the
divertising Research Bureau Inc., radio a large number of people not purchases compared to 34.1% for
Seattle [Closed Circuit, April 30]. ing.
influenced by newspaper advertis- radio.
Cleveland Survey
ARBI has been testing radio's
The ARBI technique is designed
pulling power, as compared with
One
Cleveland
survey showed
newspapers, in a series of scientific to show at the point of sale who
radio with a slight superiority over
point-of-sale projects [Broadcastbuys the retailer's goods. Funds
advertising. A similar
ing • Telecasting, Feb. 26; June
spent in the tested media are bal- newspaper
result was obtained in Cincinnati,
anced, on a dollar basis. Identical
26, 1950].
though radio accounted for 50.7%
The newest ARBI findings sup- items are advertised simultaneousof dollar purchases compared to
ly
for
three
days.
- -port similar
radio superiority
33.8% for newspapers.
shown in cities throughout the
In eight Washington, D. C, surCumulative results of ARBI's
veys, radio produced 34.2% of the
country. In all, ARBI has constudies in cities having television
; ducted over three-score projects traffic compared to 25.8% for newsare
shown in the following tables:
under direction of Joseph B. Ward,
papers, and 10% for "both"; 64.5%
managing director. The projects of radio, 56.1% of newspaper and
WASHINGTON, D. C.
were started in 1949 in the north69.4% of the "both" group bought
Combined Summary of Results — Eight Surveys
merchandise; 31.5% of total dollar
| west.
i I Compilation of results obtained
purchases came from radio traffic
Radio paper Both Other Total
Traffic
in six television cities, where 20 compared to 29.7% for newspaper
425 News321 124 373 1243
34.2 25.8 1 0.0 30.0 1 00.0
; experiments were conducted by and 12.1% for "both."
%No. Traffic
Purchasing
ARBI, reveals that radio produces
274 180
86 180 720
Tulsa Results
more traffic than newspapers; that
% Purchasing
Merchandise*
A
striking
development
was
Merchandise*
64.5
56.1
69.4
48.3 57.9
a higher percentage of radio traf- noted in Tulsa, where 35.3% of % Dollar Value
fic buys merchandise, and that
Of Purchase* 31.5 29.7 12.1 26.7 100.0
J; jradio traffic spends more money in traffic was due to radio, 29% to
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
;he
stores.
newspaper
17.8%
to "both."
4
Five Tulsaandtests
disclosed
that
The tests disclose that radio's
Radio paper Both Other Total
appeal is cumulative, building up 55.8% of radio traffic made pur% First Day
20.7 37.9 10.4 31.0 100.0
23.8 9.9 28.7 100.0
chases, accounting for 74% of dol- % Second Day 37.6 Newsduring the three-day test period
% Third Day
40.4 19.5 9.8 30.3 100.0
lar sales. This compared to 30.8%
ased by ARBI. On the other hand,
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
newspaper appeal is strong the of newspaper traffic that made purchases, accounting for only 2% of
irst day but falls off rapidly in
dollar sales by the stores.
:he second and third days.
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
TV cities in which ARBI conRadio far outpulled competition
% In City 68.9 59.8 66.1 60.9 63.8
% Outside City 30.4 39.9 33.1 38.9 35.7
in the adjacent table (the projec:4'iucted its tests are San FranUnascertained 0.7 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.5
ing well over twice as much of the %% Total
iisco, Tulsa, Louisville, Cleveland,
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Cincinnati and Washington.
traffic as newspapers. The dollar
*These figures include all purchases in the
The results show that two sepa- sales data showed radio doubling
departments in which the surveys were made
rate markets — a radio market and newspaper traffic.
by interviewed
terest in the test customers
merchandise.showing an inBROADCASTING
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PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, signed a seven-year contract
for the radio and television services of Red Skelton, which will
earn for the comedian approximately $9 to $10 million dollars
during the combined number of
The television show will start in
years.
October on NBC-TV [Closed Circuit, April 9], specific time as yet
undecided. Radio version which
is currently on CBS, may be retained in the same time or may
move to another network. Benton
& Bowles, New York, is the agency.

Ring on Tour
ANDREW RING of A. D. Ring &
Co., Washington consulting radio
engineers, was scheduled to leave
the United States last Friday on
the first leg of a projected trip
around the world. The purpose of
his trip was not disclosed beyond
the understanding that he will investigate radio matters abroad,
presumably for a government defense agency. Mr. Ring will visit
the Pacific area first, then travel
to Paris.
TULSA, OKLA.
Combined Summary of Results — Five Surveys
Radio paper Both Other Total
Traffic 95 78 48 48 269
% Traffic 35.3 29.0 17.8 17.9 100.0
No. Purchasing
News53 24 19 20 116
% Merchandise*
Purchasing
Merchandise* 55.8 30.8 39.6 41.7 43.1
% Dollar Value
of Purchase* 74.0 2.0 2.5 21.5 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
Radio paper Both Other Total
% First Day
30.2 31.0 16.4 22.4 100.0
% Second Day 38.7 News29.3 1 7.3 1 4.7 1 00.0
% Third Day
39.7 25.7 20.5 14.1 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
Radio paper Both Other Total
% In City 70.5 91.0 81.3 80.9 80.3
% Outside City 28.4 9.0 16.7 19.1 19.0
% Unascertained 1.1
2.0
0.7
% Total 100.0 News100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
'These figures include all purchases in the
departments in which the surveys were made
by interviewed
showing an interest in the test customers
merchandise.
* * *
LOUISVILLE, KY.
Combined Summary of Results — Three Surveys
Radio paper Both Other Total
Traffic 106 47 26 58 237
%No. Traffic
19.8 11.0 24.5 100.0
Purchasing 44.7 NewsMerchandise*
64
23 13 30 130
% Purchasing
Merchandise* 60.4 48.9 50.0 51.7 54.9
% Dollar Value
Of Purchases* 47.5 22.3 11.0 19.2 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
Radio paper Both Other Total
% First Day
41.3 23.9 7.6 27.2 100.0
17.0 16.0 17.0 100.0
% Second Day 50.0 News% Third Day 42.1 17.5 8.8 31.6 100.0
Per Cent of Taffic by Medium, by Residence

Radio paper Both Other Total
77.6
% In City 76.4 85.1 84.6 70.7
14.9 15.4 29.3 22.0
City 22.6
Outside ained
1.0 News%% Unascert
100.0 100.0 100.0
% Total 100.0 100.0
♦These figures include all purchases in the
were made
surveys
the
departments in which
ind customers
by interviewe
merchandise.showing an
terest in the test
(Continued on page 38)
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POLITE consideration toward the daughter of a chief of
state, not to mention a certain temperance encouraged
by recent reports that Mr. Truman intends to settle old
scores after his incumbency, confine this reviewer to the remark, in assessing Margaret Trumoted to a vice presidency, and he
man's radio debut as a dramatic
and his wife reconciled as though
actress, that she was — well, comin the blush of first love.
petent.
Her vehicle was not sturdy
As Bill, the male lead, James
enough to be memorable, being a Stewart carried the major burden
radio adaptation of a screen play of the somewhat inert script (although he received second billing
adapted from an article that appeared in the New Yorker magaMiss Truman's).
Stewart's
skillful
hemming andMr.hawing
did
zine. No rose, passing through so to
as much as could be done to adorn
many hot, little, Hollywood hands,
could possibly retain its first, the lusterless lines.
bright bloom. Jackpot, as the story
In comparison, Miss Truman's
was called in its screen and radio
transmogrifications, arrived at the
microphone wilted.
As originally written, by the
New Yorker's John McNulty, if
memory serves, it was a rather
MER
SUM
WHILE
the furore
created
by its
CBS
terrifying account of a radio jack- network
radio rate reductions
pot winner's almost impossible dif- raged on, CBS last week issued a
ficulty in selling off enough of the
documented presentation to show
bizarre merchandise to pay income
the sales appeal of summer radio,
taxes on his windfall.
In themselves the actual experi- and to prove that "in summer, as
in winter, radio is the public's No.
ences of Mr. McNulty's anguished
hero were marvelously humorous,
1 After
medium."
citing facts, figures and
but they apparently did not seem
case histories to demonstrate the
to Hollywood technicians to have
enough of the old sockeroo. In the power and potentialities of summer
radio and screen versions, the hero
sponsorship, the network offered
loses his job, is jailed, is almost
this "check list of four ways to
seduced by a femme fatale, and is make the most of summer network
nearly divorced before everything
: an existing winter series
1. Keep
ends happily, the hero not only re- radio"
stored to his employment but pro- in its regular period to make the most
of diminished competition and to
maintain listener-habit.
2. Move an established winter show
PROGRAM FACTS
into one of the hiatus-vacated Top 20
Program: "Screen Directors
time periods to expose new audience
Playhouse;
play, "Jackpot,"
April
26.
to it.
Sponsors:field, RCAAnacin. Victor, Chester3. Test the value of a higher-rating
Stations: 167 NBC.
network by bringing a winter series
Cast: Margaret Truman, James
over
from another network for a
Stewart, Dawn Bender, Jeffrey
three-month experiment.
Silver, Ann Diamond, Eddie
4. Launch a new sponsorship in
Marr, Jerry Hausner, Bill
Bouchey, Jim Backus, Betty
summer for a flying start into the
Lou
Gerson,
Sidney
Miller,
fall-winter sweepstakes.
Eddie Max.
Producer: Howard Wiley.
Director: Bill Karn.
Summertime today is "one of the
Writer: Jack Rubin.
two peak seasons in spendable inMusical Dir.: Robert Armbruster.
Announcer: James Wallington.
come and retail sales," CBS asserted. In contrast to the days of
Page 26
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performance was, as said before,
competent. She read her lines intelligently and without a fluff.
Her lack of experience, however,
was evident at those moments when
an accomplished comedienne might
have wrung a response from the
studio audience but Miss Truman
did not.
In her defense, it must be said
that her's was a trying assignment.
To start a dramatic career at the
top is to ask a lot of any actress,
no matter how talented. If Miss
Truman aspires to the theatre, as
well as the concert stage, she would
be well advised to undertake some
measure of the rigorous practical
education that most successful professionals have endured.
Let us turn now to the commercials, which in the first half-hour
(the sponsored part) of the hourlong production must have been
gratifyingly evident to those who
paid for them. This is one of
NBC's Tandem Plan programs,
and three sponsors, RCA-Victor,
Chesterfields and Anacin, were
mentioned favorably on several
occasions.
All three were identified at the
beginning of the show, with a
short description of the merits of
each. After the introduction of
the stars, Miss Truman and Mr.
Stewart, a one-minute commercial
for RCA-Victor was read. Another one-minute commercial for
Chesterfields — apparently recorded
by Bob Hope and Bing Crosby —
came in the middle of the first halfhour, and one for Anacin toward
the end. Before the station break,
the list of the three sponsoring
products, and descriptive phrases
for each, was read again.

LORAIN
SCOTUS

quarter of the year "in all major
indexes of sales and income," the
network pointed out.
"In terms of sales potentials now
available," the brochure continued,
"radio's summer hiatus pattern is
obsolete. Summer opportunities
fully justify 12 - month advertisSees 42.8 Million Sets
CBS appraised radio's summer
opportunity at more than 92.8 million sets — 40,056,400 in homes
where
ing." families are not away on
vacation; 28,680,000 secondary sets
(including 14 million portables) in
homes where families are not
away; 19,100,000 automobile receivers, and 5,000,000 sets in public
On the average summer day from
places.
May through September, the network said, 95.6% of the population
is headquartering at home and, of
the 4.4% vacationing away from
home, "almost all stay within reach
of U.S. summer network radio."
The presentation draws upon

I

Will Review Case

U. S. SUPREME COURT last Mon- '
day agreed to review a lower
court's decision against the Lorain
(Ohio) Journal, ruling that newspracpaper
against ina anti-tru
radio ststation
tices engaged
8]. g • Telecasting,
15,castin
Jan.
[Broad
The Journal, its owners, Samuel
A. and Isidor Horvitz, and two othlated
the Sherman
Act in had
refusing
vio-"
executives,
er principal
to accept the advertising of local
merchants who bought time on
WEOL - AM - FM Elyria - Lorain,
Ohio, the court ruled.
In his final judgment last January in Cleveland, U. S. District
Court Judge Emrich Freed had incorporated some of the sweeping
terms proposed by the Justice Dept.,
counsel
the Journal's
in contrast tothat
contention
the newspaper
should merely be forbidden to reject advertising solely because the
FM.
advertiser also uses WEOL-AMSince no more cases will be heard
this spring in the Supreme Court,
the case will be assigned to the fall
calendar.
Officers of the Journal in appealing to the highest court held the
earlier ruling was contrary to the
tion.
press guarantees of the ConstituWhen the suit was first brought
by the government in September
of 1949, it marked the first time
that an anti-trust case was filed
against a newspaper charging it
with conspiring to injure a competing radio station.

s Radio

CHwhen *
PIT
the first
hiatuses,
summer
sales "were not worth the costs of
sponsorship,"
now
ranks as the
the summer
first or season
second

RULING

No.

1 Medium

U. S. Commerce Dept. figures to
show that spendable income is
bigger in summer than in winter or
spring; that summer is one of the
two big factory payroll seasons;
is one of the two peak seasons in
farm income; is the second biggest retail selling season; is the;
No. 1 season in durable-goods
stores; is one of the two best seasons in non-durable-goods stores;
is No. 1 season for automobile,
dealers; is one of the two peak seasons for household appliances; is
one of the two peaks in food retailing; is "big money" in drug
stores, and the "best season" in filling stations, and is a $2.5 billion
season for department stores.
"Summer is also the customer's
season-of-decision on major purchases," the presentation continued,
citing department store surveys in
Milwaukee and San Francisco in
1949 as showing
the
decisions
on whatthatto "80%
buy, of
which
brands, and where to buy are made
by families in July and August."
A "leading store executive" was
quoted
as saying
"it's tooafter
late the
to
sell a major
investment
(Continued on page 38)
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Broadcast

NAMED
PLUMMER
IN A SURPRISE move, the FCC
handled by various legal accounting and engineering units within
jlast Wednesday elevated Curtis B.
' Plummer, chief engineer, to the the Commission, the abolishment
of the separate broadcast divisions
J newly-created post of Chief of the now
under the General Counsel,
1 Broadcast Bureau. Establishment
Chief
Accountant and Chief En•
[Broadcasting
the BureauApril
|of
gineer is intended. This will also
Telecasting,
9] completed
transfer of personnel to the
ithe Commission's self-initiated re- mean
new Broadcast Bureau.
organization along lines generally
Functions of the five divisions
!advocated in the pending McFarwithin the Bureau were announced
'land Bill (S 658) which now awaits
as follows:
jHouse action on Capitol Hill.
Aural Facilities Division will
The integrated new bureau, to
administer to the AM and FM
start operations June 4, is to con- services. The Television Facilities
sist of an Office of the Chief and
|five divisions. These divisions will Division will supervise TV matters, with the exception of renewal
jibe an Aural Facilities Division, a and transfer,
hearing, and rules
Television Facilities Division, a Renewal and Transfer Division, a and standards functions which will
Hearing Division, and a Rules and be discharged by the new Bureau's
Standards Division.
other divisions bearing those descriptive titles. All will be under
Mr. Plummer was selected by a
the coordinated direction of Mr.
.|5 to 2 vote, with Chairman Wayne
Plummer, as Chief.
c|Coy and Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
dissenting.
Their candidate was
Hearing Duties ■
Harry Plotkin, assistant general
Creation of the Broadcast Bu[counsel in charge of broadcast opHearing Division will not,
erations, who for months had been however,reau'salter
the duties of the
reported as practically the walkOffice of Formal Hearings, in which
away candidate for the post. Op- hearing examiners function purposition, however, developed, prisuant to provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act. FCC furjpiarily on the notion that Mr. Plotkin, as a lawyer, was disposed to
ther points out that it will not
approach matters on a prosecutory
affect duties of the Office of Foroasis.
mal Hearing Assistants, which diEvidently the majority of Comrs.
rectly serves the Commission.
Paul A. Walker, Rosel Hyde, RobSupplemental
orders will be reert F. Jones, George E. Sterling
leased soon redefining the functions
and E. M. Webster concluded that
of the Offices of the General Couniappointment of an engineer would
sel, Chief Accountant and Chief
lave a stabilizing influence on
Engineer in the light of the trans;hose in the broadcast field regufer of their present broadcast
ated by the Commission.
units.
For nearly all of his 11 years
The General Counsel will retain
Lith the FCC, Mr. Plotkin, admittedly a brilliant lawyer with the
"vork
capacity
of an entirehad
platoon
f attorneys, nevertheless
been
he Commission's most provocative
i'awyer. To him has been ascribed
nost of the controversial regulations pertaining to broadcast oprations.
Plan Voted Tuesday

LICENSE

FEE

By DAVE BERLYN
THE LICENSE fee skeleton
emerged from Congressional closets last week to rattle nervously
At Tuesday's meeting the FCC
oted the reorganization plan for for additional charges assessed by
he Broadcast Bureau. An effort government agencies, which would
the FCC, for special serv/as made to circumscribe the du- include
ices rendered.
ies of the chief who would be reIt was dangled on two fronts —
ponsible only for the analysis and
xamination of applications with- by the House Appropriations Committee, which has cut FCC funds
•ut making recommendations to
he Commission. This, however, for fiscal 1952 to correspond with
/as lost by a 4 to 3 vote. Voting the agency's current operating
n favor of the restricted delega- budget, and during House Commerce Committee hearings on the
ion of authority were Comrs.
McFarland Bill (story page 29).
lyde, Jones and Hennock.
The Appropriations Committee
Specifically, the authority delereported concern that the governJ ated to the chief of the Broadcast
ment "is not receiving full return
•ureau is summed up within the
from many of the services which
ommission's announcement:
renders to special beneficiaries."
The effect will be that a single it
It explained that many fees now
j broadcast Bureau, under its Chief, charged are prescribed by law. But
f Jjill be responsible to the Commission
called for a re-examination "to
ir discharging legal, accounting and it
bring the actual charges into line
ngineering functions in connection
with present-day costs. . . ."
ith all broadcast services.
This influential committee, that
has its fingers on government
i In unifying the radio broadcasting work which has heretofore been purse-strings, pointed to the longROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Bureau

Chief

the Legislative and Administration
Division. The Accounting System
Division and the Economics Division will remain under the Chief
Accountant. The Field Engineering
and Monitoring Division, the Frequency Allocation and Treaty Division, the Technical Research
Division and the Laboratory Division will continue under the Chief
Engineer.
Broadcast licensing functions
remains under the Office of the
Secretary.
Posts to Be Filled
FCC has not intimated who will
head the five divisions within the
Broadcast Bureau as well as the
post ofthat
deputy
director.
likely
the latter
postIt's
willvery
go
to a lawyer since an engineer was
selected as Chief.
Past procedures indicate that
Mr. Plummer would make personnel recommendations for the various positions to the Commission.
The 38-year-old new Broadcast
Bureau Chief is a native of Boston.
He was graduated from Hebron
Academy in 1931 and received his
B.S. degree from the U. of Maine
in 1935.
His first engineering work included tenures at WHEB Portsmouth, N. H., and WGAN Portland, Me. Joining the FCC as a
radio inspector in Boston in 1940,
he became assistant monitoring
engineer at various monitoring stations before coming to Washington
as an associate radio engineer in
1941. He became a Commission
radio engineer in 1942 and two
years later was named assistant

THREAT
range study on services now being
conducted "which may result in
further legislation to require that
adequate consideration be received
for such services."
For the present, the Congressional committee seemed satisfied
to write into its bill (HR 3880) a
provision authorizing and encouraging such charges "which would
in no way conflict with studies now
under way to effect changes" in the
laws already on the books.
Would Allow Fees
The committee wrote into the
funds bill a section which would
permit agencies to set charges
or fees for services, subject to
"such policies as the President
may prescribe." It is noted, however, that this provision states
that it would be the "sense of the
Congress," and therefore, if the
measure were enacted, not necessarily binding.
However, should Congress approve the measure forwarded by
the Appropriations group, observers believe it conceivably could set

Mr. PLUMMER
chief of the AM Broadcast Engineering Section. In 1945 he was
promoted to acting chief of the TV
Broadcast Division and the foldivision. lowing year became chief of that
Mr. Plummer became FCC Chief
Engineer April 3, 1950, after that
post had been vacant for more than
a year. Then, as now, he was a
surprise appointee. He was selected over other FCC engineers with
longer tenures as well as a number
of outside candidates. He is credited largely with the production of
the pending TV allocations.
Mr. Plummer was Vice Chairman of the U. S. delegation to the
first meeting (Geneva, 1948) of
the Planning Committee for the
International High Frequency
Broadcasting Conference, ITU, and
of the Planning Committee meeting (Mexico, 1948) for the same
conference. He was adviser to the
American delegation to the subse(Continued on page 38)

Renewed

on Hill

off the fuse on the license fee
powder keg.
There are multiple interpretations on what effect this section
could have, and numerous ramifications. Summed up, the possible
effect
of
the
bill's passage looks
like this:
0 ItAgencies
would becould
a "trial
law.
try balloon"
out the
principles involved and see how
they worked.
0 It probably would be effective for only a year since appropriations bills are generally regarded
as being "good" for the fiscal year
for which Congress legislates
funds.
tly it would permit
# Apparen
to charge fees or other
agencies
assessments for services rendered
(but not force them to) in any
instance where there is no law
prohibiting such an assessment.
FCC, so far as it can be determined,
has no such statute on the books.
9 It would throw open the entire question in each of the
(Continued on page 36)
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ings. "I sat there tremendously

thrilled and excited by almost every '>
minute of the hearings," she ex- f,
w
^
RADIO-TV
EDUCATIONAL
"We must not rest until a sub- '
plained.
EDUCATORS from all parts of of educational radio and TV by sub"Within a few months," Mr.
stantial portion of the television :
the nation heard a long list of
scription was raised by Sen. BenKohler said, "the Voice will be
ton, who addressed the meeting
using 50 languages, broadcasting
spectrum is finally and permanent- '
speakers call for support of educaThursday night by closed circuit
100 programs daily, 60 hours of live ly reserved and the TV stations are j
tional broadcasting and telecasting,
built and in full operation," she ;
particularly the latter, as the 21st from New York.
500,000
words."
said. Then educators must show 1
FCC Comr. of
Frieda
B. Hennock
annual Institute for Education by
Foy Kohler, director of Voice of programming
what they can do in TV service, she
in
a
talk
scheduled
for
Saturday
America,
said
the
outlay
for
the
warned.
Radio-Television opened its session
Thursday night at the Deshler-WalVoice project "is one of the best in- recalled testimony of the Joint
Committee on Educational Televestments ever made with taxpaylick Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
Jumping
commercial
"who
broke on
their
promises interests
concern- 1
vision at the recent FCC nearSeveral speakers warned that eders money."
ingnockeducation
radio," Miss
Hen- i
ucators must not repeat in televiasked thatin education
be given
sion what they felt were mistakes
American
Exhibition
of
Educational
Radio
Awards
"a
full
and
fair
chance."
made in educational radio. Main
M. S. Novik, as chairman of a !
emphasis was placed in TV during
AWARDS and honorable mentions
regions and communities of the panel on political broadcasting,
the first two days of the conference.
scheduled for Saturday afternoon,
United States and Canada.
An audience of more than 800 of the 15th annual American Exsaid broadcasters should encourage
The
exhibition,
it
was
stated,
is
hibition
of
Educational
Radio
Protook part in the general sessions
parties to arrange radio schedules
grams
were
announced
last
week.
the
only
system
of
awards
which,
and panel discussions. In charge
in advance. He said stations must
The exhibition was sponsored by in a variety of fields of educational
of the institute was Dr. I. Keith
the
21st
Institute
for
Education
by
and
public
service
broadcasting,
not "play favorites" in allocation
Tyler, of Ohio State U. (Further
bases its awards on actual audiRadio-Television, meeting at Ohio
of political time. Refusal of stadetails will be reported in the May
tions to clear time for politics is
State U. in Columbus.
tioning of programs from the var14 Broadcasting • Telecasting.)
ious
stations
and
organizations
as
not
good
public relations, he conTelevision can best serve the
tended.
With the exception of "Onewell as upon examination of data
Time Broadcasts," all awards were
public interest by developing pro- given
Political campaigns offer a good
to program series, not to in- regarding audience acceptability.
gramming with a social consciousJudges
who
make
the
awards,
it
dividual
programs.
Regional,
lochance
to pick up audience, accord- '
ness, providing for a maximum
cal and transcribed series were
was added, actually listen to all ing to Mr. Novik. He said stations |
number of competing program
should not unload dog time and j
in 14 cooperating centers,
program candidates in each class
services and finding a means of judged
feel they are satisfying candidates j
one for each program class.
before making selections. IERT
underwriting the costs of public
No national network awards
or complying with the spirit ora
recommends to other award agenservice, Chris J. Witting, general
letter of the law.
were
given
this
year.
IERT
excies
the
inclusion
of
Canadian
promanager of DuMont TV Network,
plained that the multiplicity of nagrams in competitions.
Appearing on the panel were I
told the conference. He spoke
tional awards detracts from their
Benedict P. Cottone, FCC general )
Thursday night via closed circuit
Regional
Networks,
Regional
Orsignificance.
counsel; Kenneth Fry, director of
hookup from WNYC New York.
ganizations, and Regional and
IERT added that regional and
Clear
Channel
Stations
Radio
Bureau, Democratic
local awards will be continued beal
Committee;
Edward T. NationEngle, 1i
Cites Vast Audiences
Religious — First Award, The Seven
director of Radio Bureau, Repub-;t
"unique service" they
Pressure of great events, great render causeinof therecognizing
outstanding
Joys of Mary, to CBC, broadcast over
lican National Committee; Richard
issues and great personalities has educational programs in the many
(Continued on page 50)
M. Pack, WNEW New York.
forced an expansion of TV programming concepts in the past few
weeks, Mr. Witting said. He pointed
Fellows, Miller To Take Office
sky & Bailey;
Carl; Everett
Haverlin,L. 1
out that while 20 million viewers in
Broadcast
Music Inc.
NARTB
March watched the Kefauver comAt June Inaugural Dinner
ton.
Dillard, WASH
(FM) Washingmittee hearings, more than 40 milFORMAL
inauguration
of
Harold
E.
Fellows,
WEEI
Boston, as presiSeveral hundred persons from
lions viewed by TV the Washingdent of NARTB will be held June 5 during the summer meeting of the the broadcasting industry, along
ton and New York greetings of
NARTB
board.
Ceremonies
will be conducted in connection with a beneGeneral MacArthur less than a
with representatives of related infit dinner for the John J. (Johnny) Gillin Memorial Fund.
month later. The problem of financdustries, are expected to attend, r
The
dinner
will
*
ing such programming is also apbe held in the
ner will be former presidents of Many broadcasters are expected to
bring members of Congress as
proaching solution, he stated, notP r e s i dential
NAB, as well as Congressional and
ing that one sponsor was identified
Room of the
judiciary leaders.
with the Kefauver telecasts but
Statler Hotel,
Mr. Fellows was selected for the
Inquiries
concerning
the Russell
dinner-;1i
eight advertisers participated in
may
be addressed
to Mr.
Washington, site presidency April 2 by a board comguests.
the MacArthur programs.
or
to
Robert
K.
Richards,
NARTI3
of Judge Justin
mittee after screening a long list public affairs director, both iffjh
As to provision of adequate faMiller's inaugu- of names. Judge Miller was elected
Washington.
cilities to assure maximum proral in 1945.
board chairman at the February
gram competition and also to proChairman Morency's committee [
Distinguished
board meeting. In addition he will
vide business enterprises with aclast
week fund,
revealed
for the1]
cess to major markets, Mr. Witting
memorial
to plans
be raised
by f:
government
offi- serve as general counsel. At prescials are to take
ent
he
is
serving
as
president
pendpointed out that if the FCC allocaMr. Fellows
broadcasters
and presented to part in the affair.
tion plan should result in a monoping inauguration of Mr. Fellows.
Creighton U., Omaha, Johnny Gils 1
Charge of $20 a
oly of two TV networks, they would
Arrangements for the dinner
proposed, with proceeds go- are being made under direction of lin's alma mater. The gift will '
be so filled with commercial pro- plateing is
specify that it be used in connec- 1 p
to
the
memorial
fund
in
honor
grams that they would have little
a committee headed by Frank M.
of the late manager of WOW
tioh
medical training
school's pro-1,
or no time to devote to public servRussell, NBC Washington vice gram with
of the
research,
and! i
ice. He described the proposal to Omaha. Broadcast tribute was
treatment in the field of cardiac j t
president. Paul W. Morency,
paid to Mr. Gillin during the WTIC Hartford, chairman of the memory.
allocate to educational institutions
NARTB convention in Chicago
vascular disease, in Mr. Gillin's i
10% or 25% of the limited national
Gillin Memorial Commitwhen delegates wore rosebuds in Johnny
tee, will.be toastmaster.
supply of TV channels as "impracThe Morency letter noted thai! .:
his honor. Paul W. (Fritz) Mortical and wasteful," questioning
Invited to serve on the committhe
high tension and continuing 1 !
ency,
WTIC
Hartford,
is
director
the ability of these institutions to
tee with Chairman Russell are pressures
of the broadcasting busi- ;
of the fund.
support TV programming.
ness have taken an alarming toll ;
Earl H. Gammons, CBS WashingSen. William Benton (D-Conn.),
ton vice president; Robert H.
Gifts are to be sent to Creighton !
Invite Special Guests
author of a Senate resolution callMr. Fellows will assume the Hinckley, ABC vice president; Ben
U.,
addressed to the memorial comStrouse, WWDC Washington;
mittee in care of the BMI offices ;
ing for study of the government's
role in TV development, said the presidency June 4, with Judge
William A. Porter, president, Fed580 Fifth Ave., New York. It was!
Miller moving to the board chairFCC needs Congressional guidance
eral Communications Bar Assn.;
pointed out that donations are tax; ;:
manship. Both are to be installed
William A. McAndrew, WRCsince "the issues are too big, too in their new offices at the dinner.
deductible. The committee hopes (
important, to be left wholly in the
WNBW
(TV)
Washington;
John
to make formal presentation of the r
The NARTB board of directors
hands of a single agency, no matter
WTOP-AM-TV Washfund to Creighton on or before s
will meet in Washington June 4-6. S. Hayes,
ington Frank
;
U. Fletcher, WARL
how competent it may be."
Possibility of financing support
Among invited guests at the din- Arlington, Va. ; C. M. Jansky, JanJuly summer.
18, date of Mr. Gillin's death
last
Telecastinj
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Ryan
i SOPOSING the "rating" of ra- Moreover, in such event, publicaRATING
tions would be POWER
"throwing away all
Jp's
"sales power," '
WilliamSALES
B.
the
editorial
and national or comjfan, BAB president, speaking- at
iio Assn. of Broadcasters Wednesmunity influence on which they de|y (see separate story, page 55),
pend So much to make their products saleable and to make their
iid: "I implore stations owners
managers to immediately as- publications important in the lives
3 their dollar
of their readers."
ijtes in the light
"We in radio have permitted ourselves to be maneuvered into posiJ increased opertion where we have been selling —
ing costs, inand the advertiser has been buying
3ased popula— on the basis of listenership to a
.11 and set ownparticular program and a particular
ship, and lower
rchasing power
commercial." In such a scheme
of things, he asked, where is the
i the dollar durevaluation of community standing
g the last five
and listener loyalty?
ars.
To "rate" radio's "sales power,"
'Lets get this
- ndamental job
Mr. Ryan
Mr. Ryan said, broadly it is neces;,ne first; then
sary to know the total home listencan talk about how much teledon (in cities with television)
ife reduced listening to radio pro. iams and at the same time how
;ach television has reduced reading
ARLAND
newspapers, magazines, comic
HU
By cF
FRED FITZGERALD
oks, movie audiences, sales of
IMMEDIATE passage of the Mctying cards, etc.," he continued.
Farland Bill (S 658) was urged
•■'How much is television looking
d listening influencing radio last Monday by NARTB President
stening and other activities? I Justin Miller. He appeared at the
n't know. Neither does the ANA,
final day of hearings on the bill before the House Interstate & For»oper, Nielsen or Pulse, or anyeign Commerce Committee [Broadjpy else who presumes to know.
casting •Telecasting, April 30].
:itil the ANA has reliable rearch available based on a true
Other appearances were made by
Leonard H. Marks, of the Washcontrovertible study of how peoington law firm of Cohn & Marks,
distribute their time — leisure
'id working — in home as well as with a suggested amendment on
,t of home, it has no sound or special service authorizations to
Sen legitimate basis on which to stations; Hon. Harold H. Stephens,
and John Biggs Jr., both Chief
-viand rate cuts," he said.
Judges of the U. S. Court of ApBAB's Financial Goal
peals for D. C. Circuit, as well as
members
of the Judicial Conferollar
million-d
"a
Declaring that
ence of the United States. Judges
dget for radio promotion is small
view of the work to be done and
Stephens and Biggs contended Sec.
5 rewards that are certain with a 15 of the bill should be amended to
court procedure on Comited effort," Mr. Ryan said that simplify mission
actions.
AB is a long way from the fiStatement of Elmore Whitencial goal it must reach to do
hurst, assistant director, Adminis• job it has to do for you."
trative Office of the U. S. Courts,
His most immediate concern, he
itinued, had been the ANA de- also proposing changes in Sec. 15,
was entered into hearing record.
.nd for reduction of time rates.
Judge Miller cautioned that
Then network station rates are
luced, spot and local rates will when the television "thaw" does
low the same line unless affili- come, the FCC will be faced with
an unprecedented work load. The
d and independent stations propstreamlining effects of the McFar-y assess and price their servland Bill will assist mightily in
s." he went on.
handling problems connected with
Discussing the "rating" of radio's
allocations that will sudlies power," the first step, he some 2,000
denly become available, he said.
id, was to "provide a flood of
NARTB at its April convention
«iumentary evidence on what this
adopted a resolution in support of
dium has accomplished in sales
S 658, Judge Miller pointed out
ume for advertisers, nationally,
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
j tionally and locally."
April 23].
3AB proposes to "case history"
/ertisers and agencies with "an
Would Assure 'Justice'
Hess flow of advertisers' sucAdvantage of the bill's Sec. 5, he
ses through use of radio," with testified, was that necessary "ex;■ aim of selling the medium as a
pertise" testimony in an FCC case
ole.
would become public evidence, subJsing "ratings" to evaluate
ject to tests of validity, thus aslio, he continued, has imposed
suring "justice in the traditional
finitely more severe" penalties
Anglo-American
way."
radio than the readership scores
Judge Miller also said that, in
the
practice
of
staff
consultation,
'uld impose on publications, if
•y should sell on that basis.
a Commissioner is "vulnerable" to
. OADCASTING
• Telecasting

Urges

Study

ing, automobile and out-of-home
listening, cumulative audiences for
programs and stations, "institutional" rating or value given radio
by home listeners, and method of
measuring (and using it to sell)
results-per-dollar for radio compared with other media.
Better Merchandising Needed
Radio needs better merchandising, he continued, including the
selling to advertisers of a "plan"
for using radio. Moreover, "for the
first time," all stations, affiliated as
well as independents, "must assume full responsibility for their
programming," he said, recommending that they begin at once
to build new audiences by promoting programming.

Rating radio's sales power also
requires further study of and emphasis upon commercial copy, he
continued. BAB's research on this
score should be supplemented by
joint
studies
improve
copy. by stations locally to
Important, too, and "by all odds
the least explored" method for
improving
radio's positionMr.
is inRyan
the
field of editorializing,
said. To be a proper influence in
the community, every station must
editoralize; and if it does so with
sincerity and in the public interest,
convenience and necessity, it need
not be concerned about violating
any FCC regulations in that respect
he continued.
Broadcasters' failure to maintain
rates has caused considerable lack
of confidence among advertisers
and agencies, who, as a result,
could not know when they were
getting the lowest prices, he said.

Support; Hearing Ends
NARTB
BILL
persuasive arguments of governDec. 29. Declaring "a large savment experts who may have ideas
ing of judicial
is
effected
under time
PublicandLawenergy"
901, he
and philosophies developed unchalrecommended substitute language
lenged over the years in "ivory
in Sec. 15 to amend Sec. 402 of the
Sec. 6, which provides for Act to read :
Sec. 402. (a) Any suit to enforce,
simpler
towers." renewal procedure, was
enjoin, set aside, annul or suspend any
order
of the Commission under this Act
described as saving both broad(except those
appealable (b)
under
the
casters and FCC time and money.
provisions
of subsection
hereof)
Among other sections favorably
shall be governed by the Act of December 29, 1950 (Public Law 901, 81st Consupported by Judge Miller was
Sec. 15 (a) which would reinstate
gress).
Mr. Marks, who represents the
the three-judge district court for city-owned WNYC New York,
FCC appeals, while 402 (b) of
proposed that the provision of the
Communications Act clarifies cases
bill which would amend Sec. 3 of
where appeal is directed to the U. the Communications Act be
S. Court of Appeals.
changed. Added would be language
that "a special service authorizaSubsequent
testimony
of
Judges'
Stephens and Biggs was directed
tion may be issued to the licensee
against Sec. 15. Judge Stephens
of a broadcast station for a service
submitted that this provision has
other than or beyond that authorized in its existing license for
the effect of repealing "by implication" Public Law 901, passed last a period not exceeding that of its

J. LEONARD REINSCH (c), managing
director of Cox Radio and Television Operations, outlines WSB Atlanta's plans for supporting the
forthcoming Defense Bond Drive.
Listening approvingly are Georgia
Governor Herman Talmadge (I) and
Secretary of the Treasury John W.
Snyder. Secretary Snyder was in Atlanta to explain the drive to civic
and business officials.

existing license."
Staff Question
Under present wording of the
bill, he said, there appears to be
some doubt as to right of FCC to
issue an SSA. WNYC, on the 830
kc clear channel of WCCO Minneapolis, has operated past local sunset to 10 p.m. EST under an SSA
first given in 1942.
The question of staff consultation between a Commissioner and
staff members — the most controverted point throughout the hearing— was again raised by Rep. John
Heselton (R-Mass.) at the conclusion of the hearing. He questioned Judge Biggs as to his personal opinion on separation.
The Judicial Conference did not
make recommendations on that
point, the Judge said. However,
he declared that while Commissioners "should have expert information," Congress "should do
everything
it possibly
can" to assure separation
of Commissioners
and staff in adjudicatory proceedings and after the case record is
closed.
May 7, 1951
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EQUIPMENT
ESSENTIAL
Slated to receive a flow of maCOMMERCIAL radio-TV equipterials are manufacturers of comment designed for non-consumer
mercial radio communication and
use— including- AM-FM-TV broadcast products but excluding home
navigation aids; electronic components, recorders, amplifiers and audio
type receivers — last week was
equipment;
transmitting and inspecified by the government as "esdustrial type tubes; radio receiving
sential" and earmarked for direct
allocation of scarce raw materials
type tubes (except cathode ray);
TV receiver cathode ray tubes; and
beginning July 1.
Under the order issued by Na- telephone and telegraph equipment.
Manufacturers will be asked to
tional Production Authority last
Thrusday, manufacturers of AMapply for authorized production
FM-TV console and table receivers,
schedules, material allotments and
defense order rating on forms to
phonographs or record players and
automobile sets will not be granted
be filed with the appropriate NPA
allotments. Equipment makers
Electronics or Communications Products Division.
were asked not to apply, save "for
materials for all parts to be used
In announcing the action, authorities stressed that the government
forTherepair
purposes." were contained
classifications
hopes to remain out of the consumer
in NPA's Class B Products listing field "at least at present," although
which will guide operation of its classifications
are subject to change.
Controlled Materials Plan this
In other developments last week:
summer. Allocations of steel, cop9 Industry transmitter and tube
per and aluminum are affected
representatives were asked to provide
a program of estimated requirements
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
for remainder of 1951 and for 1952.
March 26].
Plans Ate
Underway

CONVENTION
COVERAGE
COAST-TO-COAST radio and TV coverage of the Democratic and Republican national conventions in 1952 is already in the early planning
stage, with Bill Henry serving as liaison with party national committees in his capacity of chairman of the Radio Correspondent's Assn.
convention committee.
*
Detailed arrangements will be officials indicate they would like to
taken up after the Republican
select the same city as the Repubcommittee selects a site at its May
licans, but final decision will be
9 meeting in Tulsa and after the based on a careful study of all
Democratic committee meets May
angles involved. At present Demo25 in Denver.
crats appear to be leaning toward
Sponsorship of convention pro- Chicago.
ceedings for the first time will be
Mr. Henry met April 28 with
considered by both committees,
though question arises over right 'party committeemen to discuss
of the national committees to ac- preliminary plans. His committee
cept funds from sponsors. Local is in charge of accreditation of
radio and TV correspondents. The
convention arrangement commitcommittee will be assisted by D.
tees might work out sponsorship.
Harold McGrath and Robert
The sponsorship problem inMenaugh, respective superintendvolves type of advertiser and opens
of the Senate and House
up problems of time segments and Radio entsGalleries.
total coverage. Both parties would
hesitate to allow a sponsor to confine coverage to a single network,
for example. Scheduling of convention events to suit a sponsor
would meet party opposition, since
both Democrats and Republicans
will insist on retaining the tradition and flavor of these events.
To Expand TV
TV coverage will be greatly extended in comparison to the service
available in 1948, when the number of stations and cable coverage
were limited.
Convention planners will make
extensive facilities available to
radio and TV but take the position
that the conventions must be covered as news events.
Profiting by the 1948 TV experience, the party committees will
set up the auditoriums to permit
effective TV coverage on a pooled
basis.
Cities most prominently mentioned for the conventions are Chicago and Philadelphia. Democratic
Page 30
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Np*
Q NPA was still weighing a proposal designed to allocate additional
materials for the television industry
in the event the FCC lifts the freeze.
0 Johntronics
Daley,
chiefDivision,
of NPA's which
ElecProducts
handles radio-TV material needs, submitted his resignation.
The FCC TV freeze question was
posed on the heels of statements
by Defense Mobilizer Charles E.
Wilson that the television industry
probably could expect no especial
priority to expand and that stations would have to take their place
along with other civilian activities.
Mr. Wilson's prediction was voiced
in answer to a query raised at
the NARTB
Chicago convention.
Priorities Possible
Electronics authorities were not
inclined, however, to discount the
possibility of priorities in the
event the freeze on new TV station
construction is lifted.
One authority pointed out flatly
that a proposal to provide for such
an eventuality — embracing critical
materials for all non-consumer
equipment (end products and components parts) — had been evolved
by the NPA Electronics Products
Division and submitted to top NPA
levels as part of the overall CMP
for radio-TV.
Whether the Defense Production
Administration, on the recommendation of the new Electronics
Production Board, will act favorably on this phase of CMP is still
a matter of conjecture, he pointed
out. The suggestion takes cognizance of possible lifting of the
freeze, as well as needs for special
equipment for broadcast emergency and civil defense operations
— none of which fall within the
consumer category.
The electronics blueprint was
drafted by the Electronics Products
Division under Mr. Daley, who
resigns effective June 1. No successor had been announced.

Some Oppositi
sitic
T PUN
ALERMeets
FCC's published alert pla n J
radio-TV broadcast operation du
ing imminent or actual attack h;
been
challenged
as "impractica
and needful
of more
study, in
communication filed with the Fe
eral Civil Defense Administratio
it was learned last week.
Some local civil defense comm
nication authorities take sharp e
ception to basic concepts inhere
in the Commission's station pr
cedure thinking, as well to tl
broad subject of "electro-magnet
radiation" control legislation d
vised by the U. S. Air Force.
The exceptions are contained
a letter submitted to FCDA A j
ministrator Millard F. Caldwell f
the FCC
andfurther
Dept. developmen
of Defen 1
mark
time on
touching on "radio silence." Legi
lation designed to include all r
diations capable of serving as na
igational aids to enemy craft al l

wasIn stalemated
Hill. til
-"
the view onof Capitol
FCC and
U. S. Air Force, which joint j,
evolved the emergency blueprii j
an executive order from the Offi.i
of the President is needed befo J
the Commission's interim oper
tional plan can be imposed- <
broadcasting stations. The dire
tive still is understood to be und
study by the Bureau of the Bu<
get, which will make its recoi 1
mendations to the Chief Executi\'
If it materializes, the order wou'
empower the President to invol
Sec. 606 (c) of the Communic
tions
Act April
[Broadcasting
• Tel
casting,
23].
Not Feasible
The contention of some local coi )
munication authorities is that tl ;
plan is not feasible for either ci\ :
defense procedure or the gener i
public,
that the
whole issii
should and
be more
thoroughly
ej|
Among the points underscon
plored.
by
these authorities:
0 The advisability of curtailii
radio broadcast transmissions durii
an alert has been over-emphasize
and stations should be utilized to tl
fullest possible extent to air publ
information.
Programming
of stations
be 0under
local control
so theyshoucs
resolve immediate local area pro
lems.
% Stations should be allowed
continue on their normally-assigni
frequencies and methods of deceptic
should be limited to use of oth>
techniques.

A DOUBLE celebration marking the 23d anniversary of Theodore Granik's
American Forum of the Air and a new sponsor for the telecast portion of
the program was the signal for a three-way handshake by the principals
involved. L to r: Mr. Granik, S. D. Den Uyl, president of Bohn Aluminum and
Brass Corp., Detroit, and Clyde M. Adams, corporation secretary. Last
Tuesday, Sen. Homer Ferguson (R-Mich.) in the Senate rose to commend
Mr. Granik, the program and the Bohn firm as sponsor.

0 Manyof stations,
necessity
modifying faced
presentwithequitl
ment at their own expense, will fe
financially unable to cooperate <
the plan.
The plan was originally unfol
ed by the FCC at a special d'
fense rally in Washington la:

March NARTB
and repeated
at the
nual
Chicago
conveiai'JS.
tion
last
month
[Broadcasting
Telecasting, April 23, 2].
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Sought
:CC STU
DY was asked last Tuesday to set up a
HE HOUSE of Representatives
Ject committee to investigate the FCC.
lA resolution (H Res 214) calling for the probe was introduced in the
jpver chamber by Rep. Bernard W. (Pat) Kearney (R-N. Y.). It was
companied without fanfare. ★
Questioned about his resolution,
ations, licensing and renewal operations, treatment of applications
tp. Kearney said he could not
jike any statement until he had filed by alleged subversive or Communist front groups. It expired at
.ilked over" certain matters with
her parties.
The Congressman
the end of the 80th Congress, De1 not elaborate.
cember 1948.
His resolution was referred to
Apparently the Kearney resolu2 House Rules Committee, which
tion, from its language, would proder House procedure wields life
ceed to probe FCC organization,
d death power over all legisla- personnel and unspecified "activi•n introduced. It is the commit3 that clears measures for floor
Another study of the FCC was
nsideration.
begun
in 1948 by the Senate Interties." state
Commerce Committee then
The resolution would:
0 Direct a select committee to headed by Wallace H. White Jr.
lduct a study and investigation of (R-Me.). It was directed by Sens.
b "organization, personnel and ac- Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.) and
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
ities" of the FCC to determine
now Majority Policy Leader. This
.ether
it
"has
been,
and
is"
acting
1 accordance with law and the unit initiated a broad study of
blic interest."
communications, domestic and int3 Compose the committee of five
ternational, with concentration on
tuse members appointed by the
FCC's
licensing
and a
•use Speaker (Sam Rayburn (D- general review of program
activities in the
x.)). One of the members would broadcast field.
designated chairman.
Frank T. Bow, who served as
> Give the select group the power
subpena witnesses and permit the general counsel of the Harness Select Committee, is now a Republi•Iding of hearings.
can Congressman from Ohio. It is
(J Call for the committee to re- understood
that he has noted the
rt to the House "during the present
Kearney
Resolution
interest
iiether
ngress"with
the recommendations.
results of its probe, because of his broad with
experience in

by Rep.

Kearney

any select committee that might be
set up. However, he would be
handicapped by lack of seniority.
Three House members who served
on the Harness group — Reps. J.
Percy Priest (D-Tenn.), Leonard
W. Hall (R-N. Y.) and Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) are members of the House
Interstate Commerce Committee.
Questioned about the Kearney

Resolution, Rep. Priest, House Majority
said what
he haditsno purpose
knowledge
of itWhip,nor
would be. Rep. Eugene Cox (DGa.), who has been familiar with
FCC operations in the past, is a
member of the Rules Committee
as is Rep. Harris Ellsworth (ROre.), who has part interest in
KRNR Roseburg. Rep. Adolph J.
Sabath (D-Ill.) is chairman.
Some light may be shed on the
proposed investigation by Rep.
Kearney, who said he possibly
would have a statement to make
this week.

National Safety Council
Cites Nine Winners
SLOAN
AWARDS
NBC, four stations and four advertisers were named by the National
Safety Council in Chicago last week as recipients of the Alfred P.
Sloan award for highway safety in 1950. Awards were classified as to
radio, television and educational stations, and radio and TV advertisers.
NBC received the award for its *
"exceptional service to safety" in sustained" series of spots and
shows, and the Plymouth Dealers
airing six Green Cross Song Festival programs as a pilot series for of Greater Detroit were cited for
the current 1951 schedule of festi- sponsorship of Listen and Live on
val shows. It was also commended
the same station. Broadcast daily,
the show was designed to keep
for such special shows as Death
Takes a Holiday and its Labor Day
motorists and pedestrians aware of
series of network spots.
the need for extra care on streets
and highways.
In the local sustaining category,
In the sustaining TV class,
WNAR Norristown, Pa., received
the award for its 7,000 spot an- WNBW Washington received the
nouncements on safety, and for its award for Circle Four Roundup,
which enrolled 25,000 members in
"highly successful" slogan contest
which drew 28,000 entries. The the Round-up Rangers Safety Club.
Winner of the non-commercial
C. W. Kelley Transport Co., Hutchison, Kans., was cited for its educational award was WUOTKelley's Safe-T Club, aired on FM Knoxville, Tenn., which aired
a 13-week show, Court of Public
KWKH Shreveport, La. ComVaried speculation followed in the 80th Congress' probe.
It
is
logical
that
Rep.
Bow
may
mendation
went
to
WWJ-AM-FM
Safety.
It was later recorded and
e wake of the resolution's intro- make a powerful bid for a seat on
to eight commercial
Detroit for "a very effective and distributed
ction as to the reason for its apstations
in
the state.
arance at this time on the ConMaxwell House Coffee, division
essional scene. They embraced
of General Foods, was commended
Virginia
Meeting
e entire field of communications
Hears Why
in the national and regional netRADIO
IS REST
ntroversy — color television, telework commercial category for
don allocations, political alignsponsorship of Father Knows Best,
duPONT, which has sponsored the Cavalcade of America over NBC
3nt, as well as a few wild guesses.
"which brought a pledge of safe
for 15 years, regards radio as the most effective advertising method
Some observers felt Rep. Keardriving to millions of young people
y's move was initiated by a re- because "it reaches high, medium and low income groups, and big city, through its man-to-man and dadsmall town and rural areas on almost equal proportions at a lower cost
est from a broadcaster, or posto-daughter
agreements".
)ly a group of broadcasters. The per thousand than either maga- *
The Localwritten
Chevrolet
Dealers
mgressman's home town is Glov- zmes or newspapers.
Assn. earned the award in the TV
gain
added, network commercial class for its
sville, N. Y., and he represents
That was the story told the Vir- might
thataudience."
the trend He
is against
ginia Assn. of Broadcasters last however,
it.
e Empire State's 31st Congres"exceptional service to safety" in
mal District which embraces
Thursday at Hot Springs by F. L.
duPont already has experimented
producing and sponsoring two film!henectady.
Dewey, manager of general comcartoon safety spots and one live
pany advertising of E. I. duPont de in TV, Mr. Dewey reported, but commercial, The Other Fellow, for
Disposition Doubtful
plans to continue its radio proNemours Co., Wilmington.
gram indefinitely. Spot TV might
It has been pointed out by a
network"
"Radio
continues
to
provide
the
Among use.
the judges were Kenneth
fcurce close to the Rules Commitbe used, he said.
greatest mass medium," Mr. Dewey
G.
Bartlett,
dean of the University
,e that the resolution comes from
Campbell Arnoux, president of
"The number of radio homes
college
and
of the Radio
e minority side of the aisle. said.
has continued to increase even
WTAR and WTAR-TV Norfolk, Workshop atdirector
Syracuse U., and
|)ubt was expressed whether the during the past year, and now is and a member of the NARTB-TV
George Jennings, director of radio
mmittee for that reason would
at practically a saturation point Board, urged broadcasters, even
.vor the appointment of such a with over 42 million homes. On a those in secondary markets, to get for the Chicago board of education.
mmittee.
cost basis, which is the guide for into television posthaste. Citing
iThe Kearney Resolution immedithe 13-month experience of his or- Wall Leaves FCC
any advertiser, there is yet no meganization in TV, he described it
dium to approach radio for reachply stirred broadcasters' memops of other FCC probes, the Cox
as
a
"wonderful
operation", hav- THOMAS HENRY WALL, FCC
mass said
audience."
'mmittee investigation of 1943-44
ing an impact five-fold that of broadcast attorney assigned to litMr.ing theDewey
it was true that
id the Harness probe in the 80th listening has fallen off during the radio. Television, he said, drains
igation, has resigned from the
•ngress.
off the advertisers' dollar at a Commission to join the Washingseason "largely due to the pace
five
times
as
rapid
as
radio.
Forest A. Harness, Indiana Re- past
ton radio law firm of Dow, Lohnes
growth of television in urban cenblican, obtained House approval
& Albertson. He had been with
In response to questions, Mr.
ters." "Whereas average listening
; a resolution that was similar in for all evening programs fell off Arnoux laid at the doorstep of the FCC since September 1949. Mr.
rt to the Kearney request on 11%, Cavalcade fell off only 3.6%."
networks the present plight of Wall graduated from Georgetown
ne 19, 1948 [Broadcasting • While his company thereby lost affiliated stations on rate reducU. Law School in 1948 and currecasting, July 5, 1948]. It also several hundred thousand listention. He contended that if the netrently has completed work for his
ked for a five-man unit.
works years ago had increased rate master's degree in law there. From
ers, he nevertheless felt that network radio constituted a good buy
The Harness investigation had an
1948-49 he was law clerk for U. S.
structures circulation,
in tempo with
pressed aim of inquiry into and that since the NBC program
increased
there radio's
would
Court of Appeals Justice E. B.
Prettyman.
X's personnel and general oper- line-up is stronger this year "we be no serious controversy today.
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The NBC network now totals 181 s
tions, six of which are owned si
operated by the company. The
network comprises 63 stations, five (
which are owned and operated by
company . . . NBC has leased the
Capitan Theatre in Hollywood
television
operations."
— Commenting
on the proposed C
purchase of Hytron Radio & El
tronics Corp. which would make ti
company a manufacturing as well
a broadcasting competitor of R(
Gen. Sarnoff said: "Imitation is i
sincerest
flattery."
— Asked form
aboutof the
CBS reduct
in radio rates and the report tl
NBC is about to follow suit, G
Sarnoff said that these reductions ;
the result of the increased audien
for TV programs. He noted that s
eral months ago, when NBC propos
cuts in radio rates, particularly
TV cities, CBS was among those w
opposed that plan most strenuous
adding that "now it's OK if they
it. This is one time," he said, "tl
I'm glad to let them take the lead
— When Wilma Soss, president
the Federation of Women Shareho
ers, praised the election of Mildi
McAfee Horton to the NBC boa
Gen. Sarnoff said he would let her
on a secret — that Mrs. Horton will
elected
ship." to the RCA board when
vacancy next occurs.

Best Quarter in Firm's History
INCOME
ers also voted down a resolution
ducing more than 7 million receivRCA's consolidated gross income
for cumulative voting for directors.
ers, "sales of TV sets at present
for the first quarter of 1951 totaled
are below levels established earlier
Stockholders ratified a board pro$185,590,755, best first quarter in
posal giving Gen. Sarnoff and Mr. in the year," Gen. Sarnoff noted.
the corporation's history, Brig.
He cited Regulation W, which limGen. David Sarnoff, chairman of Folsom options to purchase 100,000
its consumer credit, and the freeze
and 50,000 shares of RCA stock,
the board, told the 32d annual
on new TV station construction as
meeting of RCA stockholders, held respectively, at $17.75 a share, market price of the stock when the factors contributing to the decline.
Tuesday in NBC Studio 8H in New
Lifting the freeze will open new
options
were granted, exercisable
York's Radio City.
markets for sets and sales will then
in
whole
or
part
at
any
time
until
First quarter gross was 46%
increase, he said.
above the $127,369,550 grossed in Nov. 3, 1955. Extensive debate
the like period of 1950, and profit elicited from John T. Cahill, of
Report Highlights
Cahill, Gordon, Zachary & Reindel,
before federal taxes of $27,743,542
Other salient points in Gen.
RCA
counsel,
the
explanation
that
was also 46% over the $18,945,231
's report included:
was in the nature of in- Sarnoff
figure for the first three months of the plancentive
— Government orders, increasing
remuneration and was done
1950. The quarter's net profit after in this manner largely for tax reasince last June, "recently reached a
taxes of $11,901,542 was only 6%
volume that required conversion of
sons, as straight salary increases
more than the net of $11,236,231
some of our commercial production
would result largely in higher taxes
for the like period of last year, Gen.
facilities to the manufacture of equipfor
Messrs.
Sarnoff
and
Folsom,
Sarnoff reported.
ment for national defense. ... It is
little effect on their "take
anticipated that for the next two or
He noted that taxes for this with
home" pay.
three years substantial portions of
quarter of $15,842,000 were more
our facilities will be devoted to the
than double that for the 1950 first
Reporting
that
1950
was
"the
biggest business year in the life of production of electronic apparatus for
quarter — $7,709,000 — with this RCA," with peak sales, profits and
all branches of the Armed Forces."
quarter's total including approxidividends, Gen. Sarnoff declared
— RCA's experiments with UHF,
exfor
aside
set
million
mately $2
which RCA pio- notably the construction and operacess profits taxes which were not that "television,
tion of the station at Bridgeport,
neered, planned and engineered, was
in effect during the first two quarConn., have cost the corporation more
the spearhead in establishing these
ters of 1950.
Cremo Tests
new records." He pointed out that than $2.5 million.
— "While television has been adDividend Payments
in the last decade RCA's volume
CREMO Brewing Co., New Br
has more than quadrupled, from
vancing, radio set sales have conain, Conn. (Diplomat Beer), h
tinued to increase. Last year, 14,500,After payment of the preferred
$128
million
in
1940
to
$586
mil000 radio receivers were sold by the launched a test radio campaign
dividend of $788,202, a balance of
lion in 1950. Net profits after
industry as a whole, compared with 11 WHAY New Britain, five tin,
$11,113,340 was earned for common
taxes, he said, rose from $9,113,000
stock, or 80 cents a share, compared
million in the previous year."
in 1940 to $46,250,000 in 1950, while
weekly, using a quarter-hour p]
with earnings of 75 cents a share
— "To keep pace with television's
dividend payments nearly tripled,
gram, Spotlite on Sports, effecti
growth, NBC in 1950 began the greatfor the first quarter of 1950, Gen.
May 1 through October. If t
from just under $6 million in 1940
est expansion program in its history
Sarnoff said. He noted that the
initial radio campaign is succe:
tO|
just
over
$17
million
in
1950.
and,
incidentally,
this
year
marks
board had already declared a diviful, expansion is anticipated
While television growth continNBC's 25th anniversary . . . NBC
dend of 50 cents a share of combegins
its
second
quarter
of
a
cenagency, Hugh H. Graham & Assc
ued
in
1950
"at
a
phenomenal
rate"
mon stock, payable May 28, and with the industry as a whole proNew Britain.
tury as the No. 1 network in America.
said that it is the board's intention
to declare such dividends on a semiannual basis from now on, provided
Nielsen Reviews for AC
earnings permit.
USTENING
STATUS
Frank M. Folsom, RCA president;
Niles Trammell, NBC board chairDESPITE the inroads of television,
man; Charles B. Jolliffe, executive
day, while homes with both radio areas than in small-town and rur
the increase in the number of radio
and TV receivers watched TV for areas, Mr. Nielsen said, reporti;
vice president, RCA Labs, and
5.44 hours daily and listened to the that from Jan. -Feb. 1949 to Jai|
George L. Harrison, board chair- homes in the past few years has
radio 2.63 hours for a total of 8.07 Feb. 1951 radio listening in meti
man, New York Life Insurance Co., been such that the national total
were re-elected RCA directors for of home-hours of daily radio listenhours of broadcast reception. Aver- politan areas had declined 17%
three-year terms. Arthur Young &
for both types of homes, he the daytime before 5 p.m. and 40
ing during the first quarter of age
said, showed 4.06 hours of radio in the evenings, compared to c
Co. was again appointed to audit
1951 — 169 million — was actually
listening and 1.41 hours of TV clines of 1% daytime and 16% ev
the corporation's books. Stockholdhigher than the 1946-47 average of viewing for a total of 5.47 hours. ning in rural and small-town ares
166 million, Arthur C. Nielsen,
Effect of a TV set on radio lis- J- G- Ha&ey, advertising ma
president of the A. C. Nielsen Co.,
NAMED
DOHERTY
said Thursday in an address to the
tening varies with the time of dav, a^er of B- F- Goodrich Rubber C
Appointed to New WSB
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers,
Mr. Nielsen said, as is shown in of Canada Ltd., Kitchener, On
holding its 36th annual conference
the following table, based on Jan- was elected president of the Ass
RICHARD P. DOHERTY, director
uary 1951 data:
of Canadian Advertisers. Tele\
at the Hotel Royal York, Toronto,
of the NARTB Employe-Employer
occupied. theJohn
convention
Percent of Homes Using Radio dsion afternoon
P. CunninF]
Monday
through
Friday.
ThursRelations Dept., was named
(Average Minute)
.
Based on the first quarter of each
day by President
Truman as one of year, the listening picture has
In
ham & Walsh
Cunning
ham, York,
With
Homes
RadioTV
New
discussed
"Effects
Radio with
OnlyHomes
the 18 members
plus
HomesAll
(*) the
Video Virus
on the
changed like this, Mr. Nielsen reHum:
of the new and
ported :
enlarged Wage
Hours Radio Home-Hours
rep01
Ws fiml'S
b&Sed
Bdng"
S t a b i 1 i z a t ion
24 0 A.
22 5
1125.V
25.7
of
past 0X1chairman
three
years,
Per Home
Homes Per Day
24 5
AM "!.'! 25.7
12- 12
1 pmNoon
28.8
24.1
27.4
D.the Dunton,
of boaai
Board. Chairman
Per Day
(000,000) (000,000)
4.6 34.0 156
of the board is 1946
1947
4.9 35.9 176
Broadcas
CanadianCanada
of governor
Z'l ing
\lx>
Is*
Dr. George W.
1948
5.1 37.6 192
pmpm .::::::
25.0
14.3
22.3
television
future
3-4-2- 453 pm
. . . . . 25.S
16.3
23.3
Corp., s,
Ottawa,in spoke
on ait'
1949
5.0 39.3 198
56
PM
26.2
13.6
22.8
,
-a
n
j- n
Taylor, Philadel1950
4.6 40.7 189
specific Canadian 1
1951
4.0 41.9 169
discussed
25 7 needs
11 4
30 6
7-8-6- 897 pm
PMPM
36.8
10.9
30.6
and advertising.
M r . Doherty
phia.
37.7
8.6
31.0 At the annuai dinner Frida
When a television set enters a
9- 10 PM
37.4
8.5
30.6
.
, i_
* r< Jwill serve as one
Mr. Doherty
home, radio listening does drop off, 11of
publisher
Lewis,
G.
R24.3
7.5
30.2
of the six induspm
n Mid
10- 12
5.4
13.8 Broadcaster, was awarded Canaan
the AC
Mr. Nielsen said, reporting that in (*) Except Homes 16.9
Having No Radio. gijver me(Jal for mecJia, for h
try members on the top policy-makJanuary
and
February
of
this
year,
ing board, to which organized labor
homes with radios only used those
returned last week after a twoTV's effect on radio has natur- contribution to Canadian adve
month walkout.
sets an average of 4.53 hours a ally been greater in metropolitan tising in 1950.
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Law
GAMBLING
SPECIFIC legislation already is
in preparation to carry out the
Senate Crime Investigating Committee's recommendations to restrict and regulate interstate
transmission of "gambling information," the Committee indicated
last Tuesday in its third and final
interim report.
The legislation — pertaining to
all media of mass communication,
including radio, TV and the press,
as well as to news distribution
agencies and common carriers —
would be designed to curb the
transmission of data of value to
organized crime groups, the committee stated.
FCC would do the regulating and
licensing, according to present
committee plans.
The committee pointed out the
legislation would seek to minimize
disadvantages "which may incidentally accrue to those who are
engaged in the wholly lawful dissemination of news. To the extent
that they may unavoidably cause
incidental inconveniences to such
persons engaged in wholly lawful
operations, the committee suggests that these disadvantages be
accepted as inevitable and necessary in order to accomplish a very
important public purpose/"
The report indicated the committee's efforts are directed in
large part toward curtailing the
operations of Continental Press
Service, described as having "a
monopoly of the transmission of
gambling news throughout the
country."
Continental Control
The report stated Continental
Press "is not fully controlled by
Edward McBride, its nominal
owner, or by Thomas Kelly, its
general manager, but is substantially influenced by the gangsters
who constitute the Capone crime
syndicate. As a corollary, the Capone syndicate has the power to
dominate bookmaking operations
of any size throughout the counContinental Press has not been
try."
and is not involved in any unlawful
activity, according to conclusions
of an initial decision issued in
March by FCC Hearing Examiner
Leo Resnick [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 19].
The examiner's conclusion in the
case, a hearing on transfer of
WMIE Miami, Fla., also found no
evidence respecting Arthur B. McBride or his past ownership and
operation of Continental Press to
disqualify him from being a stockholder in a radio station. Mr. McBride is the father of Edward McBride, now sole owner of Continental.
Arthur McBride and Daniel
Sherby, his Cleveland business associate, are chief beneficial stockholders in WMIE. They also are
principals in WINK Fort Myers,
Fla.
Acting in part upon suggestions
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in Preparation

CURB
of Justice Dept. and FCC, the Senate Crime Committee specifically
recommended, among other things,
that:
0 The transmission of gambling
information across state lines by telegraph, telephone, radio, television, or
other means of communication or
communication facility should be regulated so as to outlaw any service
devoted to a substantial extent to
providing information used in illegal
gambling.
® The transmission of bets or
wagers, or the transmission of moneys
in payment of bets or wagers, across
state lines by telegraph, telephone,
or any other facilities of interstate
communication, or the United States
mails, should be prohibited.
© Appropriate legislation should
be enacted to set up an independent
Federal Crime Commission in the executive branch of the Government.
<J The tinuation
Congress
through ashould
conof this committee
for a further limited period continue
to check on organized crime in interstate commerce. The basic function
of the committee should be to scrutinize the efforts made by the Federal
agencies to suppress interstate criminal operations. ... It will also follow
up the legislative recommendations

made in this report.
FCC, through testimony of
Chairman Wayne Coy, had opposed delegation to it of responsibility for regulating interstate
transmission of gambling data on
grounds that enforcement would
be impractical for such an agency
as the Commission. [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, April 2].
FCC's alternate proposal was to
make it a federal crime to transmit in interstate commerce any information regarding bets, odds and
prices paid on all sports events.
Such a ban would be similar to
lottery information prohibitions,
FCC said.
The Crime Committee report
stated "in general" it "has in
mind a proposal which would require all persons engaged in the
dissemination of any information
concerning horse-racing or dogracing events or betting information on any other sporting event
by means of interstate or foreign
communication to receive a license
solely for these purposes from the
It continued:
It is proposed that such licenses shall
be freely granted to any applicant

unless the Commission establishes ths_
the granting of such application woul<
not be in the public interest, that th<
applicant
is notthe ofinformation
good moralwillcharin
acter, or that
tentionally be disseminated directly c
indirectly to any substantial numbe
of persons who would utilize it pri
marily
facilitate ingambling
or otherto activities
violationactivitie
of th
laws of the various states.
No one seeking a license shall be abl
to evade responsibility for the ulti
mate use of the information provide*
by him merely because the ultimati I
user or any number of intermedial I
subscribers are independent legal en I
tities.
If an applicant seeking a license ha
failed to obtain available informatioi I
concerning the use to which the in
formation is put, the burden shall b< I
on him to show proper intent. Li I
censes may be revoked for the sami
reasons for which they are denied.
Every common carrier or other sup
plier of information concerning racini
and sporting events should be requiret
to maintain a list of its terminal point
and drops, both for receiving and send
ing. The address of such termina
point
noted, ortogether
name shall
of thebeperson
persons with
operatthi
ing
such
terminal
facility.
Such
should be open to inspection by list:
ap
propriate
state and federal law j
enforcementlocal,
agencies.
FCC's Proposal
The committee stated it has rejected "at least for the present'
FCC's proposal to make illegal thi
interstate dissemination of betting
data "in the hope that the elimination of racing-wire service primari
ly for gambling will effect the
desired result, with the minimun
disruption of legitimate news dis- j
semination activities."

FCC."
RICHARDS
COUNSEL for the G. A. (Dick)
Richards' stations last week asserted that a study of the legal
questions involved in the renewal
proceedings "leads to the conclusion" that the FCC has not the
authority to make the inquiry "contemplated" inthe issues.
In its proposed findings of facts
and conclusions involving KMPC
Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland, it was further
held that even if the Commission
did have Such a right, "thorough"
consideration of the evidence concludes the renewals should be
granted.
The proposed findings of facts
and conclusions by FCC General
Counsel are to be filed today (May
7).
The FCC's hearings on the Richards' renewals wound up last December in Detroit [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950] following an earlier 88-day session in
Los Angeles. At that time Examiner James D. Cunningham ruled
the tentatively-slated hearings in
Cleveland would be unnecessary.
The 418-page brief submitted by
Hugh Fulton, of Fulton, Walter &
Halley, held that the FCC is neither
"authorized or qualified" to judge
whether news and other programs
are "biased" or "one-sided." Similarly, it was said the Commission
had no basis upon which to rule
that Mr. Richards issued instructions to "discriminate" on political
points in stations' broadcast.
Even if true, Richards' counsel
reiterated, the hearing record does

BRIEF

Contests

not support these charges. The
brief also contended non-support
for other issues involving program
content and alleged instructions
of Mr. Richards to staff.
To the allegation that Mr. Richards took disciplinary action
against officers or employees refusing to carrying out his instructions,
the brief said that "in many instances officers and employes declined to implement in . . . programming many conversations
with Mr. Richards respecting programming." No disciplinary action
resulted as is "amply supported"
by evidence in the hearing record.
Richards Instruction
On the extent to which station
facilities have been used to carry
out instruction and directives of
Mr. Richards, counsel held this
called for a judgment with respect
to "propriety and fairness" of program content — "which the Commission is neither empowered or
qualified to make." The hearing
examiner, it was added, had ruled
these points were not in issue and
that each of the licensees was "entitled to a presumption that it
treated properly and fairly . . .
all the causes and groups to which
there was reference in the proceedings as well as all other causes
and individuals."
The issue with respect to "accuracy of representations"
made by
to
the FCC
on the foregoing issues
or for Mr. Richards, was also opposed as "vague and indefinite."
Holding this was not basis for

FCC

Authority]

hearing, the brief charged that
Commission counsel refused to giveB
any particulars with respect to theB
issue and that neither examiner!
nor applicants could tell what affi- 1
davits and pleadings were re-J
ferred to.
Richards' counsel also questioned^
"materiality" of Commission coun4|
sel evidence on Mr. Richards' pri
vate views "unrelated to instrucbroadcast under this issue."
It wastions tocontended:
Since the Commission has no authority to inquire
into Mr.counsel
Richards'
private
views,
Commission
cannot
use
affidavits and petitions as subterfuge
for making such an inquiry. If the inquiry is not
in the
incannotproper
be made
so byfirst
referringstantoce, itstatements
regarding
those!
private views in any affidavits or pleadings. For the
to consider!
statements
. . Commission
. the matters
referred!
to must be material to the inquiry in]
and of themselves.
Also among the charges made in
the Richards brief : Commission
was attempting to use a renewal
hearing as a "substitute for a revocation proceeding"
in violationAct;of
Administrative
Procedures
FCC General Counsel was "biased
and
prejudiced"
in attitude and
conduct
during proceedings.
The voluminous brief detailed
description of stations and their
public service programming; background and character of G. A.
Richards; support of federal, state
and local government activities, as
well as support of civic, religious,
educational and other organizations; point-by-point answers to
specifictent; and
charges
on programon conother information
the

stations' reputation and operation.
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it's PRESTO
at

Nola

around-the-clock

Recording

Fifteen years ago the now famous Nola Recording
Studios opened for business with a hope, a praver . . .
and one early model Presto recorder. Today the
New lork studios occupy 40.000 feet of space
including an entire floor in one of Broadway's
good size office buildings and a branch studio in
Steinway Hall. From nine in the morning until after
midnight the outstanding stars of show business
parade through the studios and record their talents on
a batterv of Presto machines.

Studios

Studio Manager
Tom Nola impressed
with Presto's quality
performance under
heavy schedule

wherever you go

there's

The basic equipment used includes Presto 14-B
disc machines, Presto 92-A recording amplifiers
and Presto 41-A limiting amplifiers. For playback
purposes and re-recording, Presto 64-A transcription
turntables are employed, while Presto "Green
Label" discs are standard equipment also. Says
Manager Nola, "The faultless performance
of all our Presto equipment which is in use almost
continuously has been a big factor in our growth
and success. That's why we're a Presto studio."

RECORDING CORPORATION
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY
MAILING ADDRESS: BOX 500, HACKENSACK, N. J.
IN CANADA: Walter P. Downs, Ltd., Dominion Sq. Bldg., Montreal, Quebec OVERSEAS: M. Simons & Son Co., Inc., 25 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.
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Only ONE

Station

DOMINATES
This

Rich,

Growing

15-COUNTY
MARKET
With

$531,621,000*
RETAIL

SALES

*Sales Management, 1951
Survey

of Buying Power

"file fl<ntV4ut/'£eft&n^
AM-FM
WINSTON-SALEM
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ABC to CBS?
(Continued from page 23)
the most interest of all. Already
the owner of two regional radio
networks and of a Boston television
station, and the biggest single
stockholder in MBS (38%), General Tire could become a giant in
broadcasting.
A tight "no comment" line was
being followed by all interested
parties, but authoritative sources
speculated that General Tire's participation in the ABC acquisition
could lead to a possible merger
of ABC and Mutual or, failing that,
to General Tire's withdrawal from
Mutual and organization of a new
network pieced together from its
currently owned properties, those
it would acquire from ABC through
CBS and such station affiliations
as might drop off the vine from a
withered Mutual.
General Tire, owner of Yankee
network for many years, bought
the Don Lee network last fall for
$12,320,000 — the highest-priced
broadcasting sale in history, but
secondary in national significance
to Mr. Noble's purchase of Blue
because of the fewer facilities involved.
Already the owner of four New
England stations in its Yankee
group, General Tire sold off one of
the Don Lee properties it acquired,
KDB Santa Barbara, to conform
to multiple ownership limits of the
FCC. Unlike TV, for which FCC has
ruled that no company can own
more than five stations, AM multiple ownership standards have never
been established as rules, but FCC
policy has been to keep the number at seven.
Possible AM Sales
Presumably, participation b y
General Tire in the ABC-CBS deal
would lead to its selling some of
its present AM properties in order
to retain more powerful ones it
would acquire from ABC through
CBS. Limitations on TV ownership
would not be a factor, since General Tire now owns only one station, WNAC-TV Boston, and would
gain two, in New York and Los
Angeles.
There is a recent precedent for
any future CBS-General Tire
transaction. As part of the General
Tire-Don Lee deal, General Tire
sold the Don Lee TV station, KTSL
(TV) Los Angeles, to CBS for
$333,764 cash. As part of the arrangement, General Tire leased
space in the Don Lee Vine St.
building to CBS for 10 years at a
total rental of $2,655,000 payable
in annual installments, and the Don
Lee Mt. Wilson and Mt. Lee television installations to CBS for 20
years at $460,000 total rental.
By reselling ABC properties
that it could not keep to General
Tire or some other third party, it
was pointed out, CBS would accomplish not only the purpose of
abiding by FCC limitations but also
would recover a substantial part of
its purchase price of ABC.
Its minimum net gain would be
three TV stations, which the network is known to desire desperately, at a final expenditure of

probably less than at which it could
buy similar facilities in any other
way. Whether CBS would exchange
any of its present seven AM facilities for those it would acquire from
ABC, or would attempt to expand
its AM holdings in the absence of
any firm FCC rule on the issue,
was not known.
Markets in which ABC and CBS
both have interests are:
New York— ABC: WJZ-AMFM-TV; CBS: WCBS-AM-FM-TV.
Chicago— ABC: WENR-AM-FMTV).
TV; CBS: WBBM-AM-FM (no

from $6,850,000 to $6,575,000— the
appropriations group applauded
efforts by the FCC in its two-year
reorganization of activities. Latest
and last division of functional
alignment is the Broadcast Bureau,
which was announced last Wednesday (see story, page 27).
"The increased efficiency attained
through reorganization of activities should enable the Commission
to keep current with a slightly
increasing workload with funds
equal to those provided during the
present
fiscal
year," the committee
said in its
report.

San Francisco— ABC: KGO-AMFM-TV; CBS: KCBS-AM-FM (no
TV).

The House Appropriations econ- I
omy move on funds for Independent I
Offices, starting this July 1, affect- 1
ed some two dozen other govern- 1
ment agencies with an estimated J
10%
overall cut
[Broadcasting
•«
Telecasting,
April
30].

Los Angeles— ABC: KECA-AMFM-TV; CBS: K N X - AM-FM,
KSTL (TV).
ABC's other properties are in
Detroit, where it owns WXYZ-AMFM-TV.
In addition to the markets above,
CBS owns the following AM stations: KMOX St. Louis, WCCO
Minneapolis, WEEI Boston. It has
a 45% interest in WTOP-AM-FMTV Washington.

suggestion
fees be levied
forA the
filing ofthat
applications
with J'
FCC came up during the McFarland Bill hearings. The subject I
was injected by Rep. Charles A. j
Wolverton (R-N. J.), ranking Re- 1
publican on the House Commerce I
Committee. He qualified the topic f
as not to be confused with specific j
levies on the holder of a broadcast |
license. During testimony by indus- f
try witnesses, the Congressman I
drew a concession that such al
move would be a "great source of I
revenue" to government. Rep. Wol- 1
verton said that possibly it was a j
matter that should be brought to i
the attention of the House Ways |
& Means Committee.
The latter committee, now en- j
gaged in writing a revenue bill, is
not considering any proposals to
levy fees or charges.
Asked For Survey
Last year in the 81st Congress,
the committee asked the Bureau of
the Budget to conduct a survey of
agencies (including the FCC)
which would be involved in a fee
proposal. The bureau is still engaged in gathering information on
the subject.

License Fee
(Continued from page 27)
agencies, and possibly the FCC
would be called upon to determine
the feasibility of charging fees
or assessments.
It was learned that the Bureau of
the Budget has been holding frequent discussions with Congressional committees and the agencies involved. Reportedly some agencies
informed the bureau that they were
receptive to the idea but were
hesitant to promulgate any rules
or policies since they felt they
needed clarification from Congress.
Here is the legislative proposal:
TITLE V— FEES AND CHARGES
It is the sense of the Congress that
any work, service, publication, report,
document, benefit, privilege, authority,
use, franchise,
license,
permit,thing
certifi-of
cate, registration,
or similar
value or utility performed, furnished,
provided, granted, prepared, or issued
by any federal agency (including wholly
Sen. Ed C. Johnson's (D-Col.)
owned finedgovernment
corporations
as de- Senate Commerce Committee has
in the Government
Corporation
Control Act of 1945) to or for any not been active in exploring the
person (including groups, associations,
field, although the Coloradan had
organizations, partnerships, corporaindicated last year that if anything
tions, or businesses), except those en- was to be done it would be in the
gaged in the transaction of official business of the togovernment,
shall possible,
be self- present 82d Congress.
sustaining
the full extent
and the head of each federal agency
Meanwhile, a bill to increase salis authorized by regulation (which, in
aries of federal judges, members
the case of agencies in the executive
branch, ticable
shall
be
as
uniform
as
pracof
Congress
and heads and assistand subject to such policies as
ant heads of executive departments
the President
may
prescribe)
to
prescribe therefor such fee, charge, or and independent agencies was inprice,
if any,exists,
as he orshallredetermine,
determine, in
troduced by Rep. Abraham J. Mulcase none
in
case of an existing one, to be fair and ter (D-N. Y.).
equitable taking into consideration diThe measure (HR 3886) would
rectment,
and indirect
costrecipient,
to the governvalue to the
public provide for $18,000 per year for
policy or interest served, and other FCC members. Commissioners now
pertinent
and any amount
so receive $15,000 annually.
determined facts,
or redetermined
shall be
collected
and paid
into the Treasury as
miscellaneous
receipts:
Provided, That nothing contained in BMI Transfer
this title shall repeal or modify existing statutes prohibiting the collection,
fixing the amount, or directing the GLENN DOLBERG, BMI station
disposition of any fee, charge or price: relations director, announced last
Provided
further,
tained in this
titleThat
shallnothing
repealcon-or week that James L. Cox, also of
modify existing statutes prescribing the station relations division, has
bases for calculation of any fee, charge
or price, but this proviso shall not been transferred to the Pacific
restrict the redetermination or recal- Coast area, effective May 10. Mr.
culation inbases
accordance
with theof prescribed
of the amount
any Cox has served as field representasuch fee, charge or price.
tive in the New York City area.
He will headquarter in Hollywood.
While making the funds cut —
BROADCASTING
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the American Broadcasting Company,
1— its to
President, Robert E. Kintner, and his
associates . . ."for their courageous stand in
resisting organized pressures and for their
reaffirmation of basic American principles."

ting and
the best repor
."for For
Elmeron Davis
to retati
2—interp
diligence,
of the. .news.
integrity and a writing skill unmatched in
radio today."

ABC

WINS

PEABODY

for "The

most

meritorious

3

public

FOUR

AWARDS

service

in radio

and

television."

— to The Metropolitan Opera Company,
to its sponsor, The Texas Company, and to the
ABC Radio and Television Networks . . .
"for their public service in making the most
brilliant opera company in the world a byword
in millions of homes."

— to "Saturday at the Zoo" on ABC
Television... "for being a consistently informative
4

American
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and remarkably entertaining program."
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Company
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Retail Media
(Continued from page 25)
SAN FRANCISCO
Combined Summary of Results — Two Surveys
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
Traffic 132 108
40 127 407
% Traffic 32.4 26.5 9.8 31.3 100.0
No. Purchasing
62 46 19 42 169
% Merchandise*
Purchasing
Merchandise* 47.0 42.6 47.5 33.1 41.5
% Dollar Value
of Purchase* 34.1 38.6 22.3 5.0 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
% First Day
25.8 36.1 11.9 26.2 100.0
% Second Day 39.0 24.6 5.9 30.5 100.0
% Third Day
37.9 9.5 10.5 42.1 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
In City 68.2 59.3 65.0 64.6 64.4
Outside City 30.3 39.8 35.0 35.4 34.9
Unascertained 1.5 0.9
0.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
*These figures include all purchases in the
departments in which the surveys were made
by
interviewed
customers showing an interest
in the
test merchandise.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Summary of Results — One Survey
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
Traffic
49
39
17 54 159
% Traffic
30.8 24.5 10.7 34.0 100.0
No. Purchasing
Merchandise* 27 21 9 26 83
% Purchasing
Merchandise* 55.1 53.8 52.9 48.1 52.2
% Dollar Value
of Purchase* 31.3 27.9 11.4 29.4 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
% First Day 29.4 24.7 18.8 27.1 100.0
% Second Day 30.2 32.6 .. 37.2 100.0
% Third Day
35.5 12.9 3.2 48.4 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
In City 61.2 51.3 58.8 61.1 58.5
% Outside City 38.8 48.7 41.2 38.9 41.5
% Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
*These figures include all purchases in the
department in which the survey was made by
interviewed customers showing an interest
in the test merchandise.
CINCINNATI,
One Survey
Radio News41
45 paper
Traffic
% Traffic
41.7 38.0
No. Customers
35 27
% Purchasing*
Customers
77.8 65.9
% Purchasing*
Dollar Value
Of Purchases* 50.7 33.8

OHIO
Total
Both12 Other
10 108
11.1 9.2 100.0
5 73
6
50.0 50.0 67.6
11.8 3.7 100.0

SELLERS
Leaves
EDWARD L.
of the NARTB
last week to
Assoc., public

QUITS
NARTB for Byoir
SELLERS, director
FM Dept., resigned
join Carl Byoir &
relations service.
His resignation is
effective May 15.
Mr. Sellers
joined NARTB
two years ago
when FM Assn.
expired. He had
been executive
director of FMA.
Prior to joining
FMA he had
been with the
Mr. Sellers
Washington bureau of Associated Press. Previous
connections included Capital Airlines and Norfolk & Western Railway.
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City
Retailers and Test Merchandise Used in Each
Retailer
Radio Station
KYA
1. Emporium (Dept. Store)
San "
Francisco
"
2.
Macy's
(Dept. Store)
KJBS
KFMJ - KNBC 1. H. C. Bemis
Tulsa, Okla.
Okla.
Tire
& (Car
SupplyLot)
KFMJ
2.
(Auto Accessories)
KFMJ
Muzingo Furniture
" "
KFMJ
4. Brown-Dunkin (Dept. Store)
KFMJ
5.
(Women's apparel)
3. Seidenbach's
Louisville, Ky.
WKYW
1. The Watch Shop
(Jewelry Store)
// n
WKYW
2. Ben store)
Snyder's (Dept.
Store)
WKYW
3. Bomar-Summers
(Furniture
1. Sears Roebuck & Co.
Washington, D. C WWDC
WWDC
2. Ssors Rosbuck & Co*
WWDC
3! Bates Jewelers
,/
WWDC
4. Kent Jewelers
WWDC
5:7. Hub Furniture
WWDC
6. Julius Lansburgh
(Furniture Store)
WRC
Jelleff's (Women's
apparel) & Lothrop
WRC
8. Woodward
(Dept. Store)
1. Halle Bros. Co.
Cleveland, Ohio WTAM
(Dept. Store)
1. H. & S. Pogue Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio WCKY
(Dept. Store)

of the Surveys*
Earrings
Test Merchandise
Rugs
New and used cars
Seat Covers
Furniture,
Furniture pottery, flowers
Shoes
Watches
Women's coats
Refrigerators
Shoes
R©f
n 96 rotors
Watches
Watches
Sleep Chair
Sleep Chair
Women's suits
Lingerie
Women's suits
Furniture

* All of the above surveys have been made during the last few months, with the earliest
one (Emporium) from October 12-14, 1950 and the most recent one (Halle Bros.) from
March 19-21, 1951. All except one (Watch Shop - two days) were three days surveys. In
all of them, approximately the same amount of money was spent on newspaper advertising
as was spent on radio advertising.
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
% First Day
37.3 43.3 11.9 7.5 100.0
% Second Day 30.0 40.0 13.3 16.7 100.0
% Third Day 100.0
100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
Radio paper Both Other Total
Inside City 75.6 News73.2 66.7 70.0 73.2
Outside City 22.2 26.8 33.3 30.0 25.9
Unascertained 2.2
0.9
Total
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
*These figures include all purchases in the
department in which the survey was made by
interviewed customers showing interest in the
test merchandise.
Plummer

Named

(Continued from page 27)
quent major conference in Mexico
City that same year, and to the
delegation to the Fourth InterAmerican Radio Conference in
Washington in 1949.
Initial speculation on a successor for the chief engineer post included such names as Carl Loeber,
who succeeded the late Comr. Ray
Wakefield in Switzerland as head
of the Provisional Frequency Board
in 1948; George Turner, chief of
the FCC Field Engineering and
Monitoring Division; and several
other engineers within the Commission.
The entire reorganization carries out Commission policy adopted
in 1949 aimed towards aligning its
staff on functional rather than professional lines.
Creation of the Broadcast Bureau results from an FCC survey
on Nov. 9, 1950. It was the third
in the Commission's organizational
studies. Two preceding surveys resulted in establishment of the
Common Carrier Bureau April 3,
1950 and Safety and Special Services Bureau which started functioning July 31 of last year. Offices
of the General Counsel, Chief Accountant and Chief Engineer were
set up as major staff units April
3, 1950.

COUNTERCLAIM
Nielsen Answers Sindlinger
A. C. NIELSEN Co. last week
served answer and counterclaim in
the action begun March 30, 1950, by
Sindlinger & Co. Inc., Electronic
Radox Corp., Albert E. Sindlinger
and Harold R. Reiss, against A. C.
Nielsen Co. and C. E. Hooper Inc.
Original claim of the plaintiffs
was for damages of $2,500,000 but
of this sum $1 million was summarily dismissed in February by
order of the U. S. District Court in
Philadelphia. The answer filed last
week was directed to the remainder
of the claim.
The Nielsen answer denied flatly
all the charges made by the plaintiffs. In its counterclaim, Nielsen
sued the plaintiffs for $2,250,000,
claiming malicious and fraudulent
conspiracy to coerce Nielsen into
granting Sindlinger & Co. Inc. license to operate under Nielsen
patents at a nominal cost and to
coerce Nielsen into buying the
Sindlinger "unsuccessful and
worthless" business at an exorbitant price.
Nielsen's answer stated that
Sindlinger & Co., is now inoperative.

May
: New Jersey Broadcasters
City.10-11Ritz-Carlton
Assn..
Hotel, Atlantic
May 15: BMI Clinic, Springfield, 111.
May 16: BMI Clinic, Milwaukee, Wis.
May 17-19: CBC Board of Governors
Meeting, Radio Canada Bldg., Montreal.
May 17-19: AIEE Great Lakes District
Meeting, Madison, Wis.
May 18: BMI Clinic, Indianapolis.
May 21: Second APS Subscriber Conlanta, ference.
Ga. Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, AtMay 21-23:
Parts Distributors ConferChicago.ence and Show, Hotel Stevens,

(Continued
from page
26 ) '
CBS
Summer
Pitch
family is back in fall harness. . .
The time to sell is in the sun,
Using Nielsen data, CBS notH
that
mer .the
. ." average radio family i
the summer of 1950 listened
hours 23 minutes a day.
"Summer radio audiences ai
substantially larger than reguk
ratings indicate," the presentatic
asserted, pointing to Pulse figur<
which showed that listening in ttj
home and out of home in Augu:
1950 totaled 32.4% for the 6-7 p.r
period; 31.6% for 7-8 p.m., 34.1 <
for 8-9 p.m.; 35% for 9-10 p.m
30.2% for 10-11 p.m., and 20% II
11-12 midnight. Out-of-home li
tening
"considerably
summer is than
in winter,larger"
the ne i
work noted.
The Pulse's New York study la:
August also showed that most ou
of-home listening occurred in aut<
mobiles (43.4% ), and that listenin
done while visiting others was sei
ond (21.4%). At-work listenhv
was placed at 19.7%.
"Sponsored series that stay o
through summer fare better i
early
ratings,"
clared.autumn
It said an
analysis CBS
of spoid<
sorships on the four national nei
works in 1948 showed that :
"Twenty-two sponsored serk
that took a complete hiatus in th
summer, had second-October rai
ings only 2% above their Ma
levels, on the average.
"Thirty-two sponsored series tha
stayed on all summer, average
second-October ratings 10% abov
CBS pointed out that Williar
Wrigley Jr. Co. last summer bough
36 half -hours on CBS and is doini
the same this year [Broadcastin
• Telecasting, April 2]. Of th
12 replacement and 24 extra half
May."bought last summer, the net
hours
work continued, nine were in th
Nielsen "Top 20," and the "averag
Wrigley summer audience wa
5,600,000
listeners
persummer
half-hour.:
An analysis
of Pulse
rat
ings for five cities indicated tha
out-of-h o m e listening increasei
Wrigley's summer audience by an
other 8 to 14%, CBS added.
May 22: Industrial Electronics Confer
ference. Hotel Carter, Cleveland. •
May 25: Third APS Subscriber Con
ference,
Stephen F. Austin Hotel
Austin, Texas.
May 31- June 2: National Sales Execu
tives York.
Convention, Waldorf-Astoria
New
June 4-6: NARTB Board of Director
Meeting, NARTB
Washington,
D. C. Headquarters
June 4-8: American Federation of Mu
siciansYork.
Meeting, Hotel Commodore
New
June
5:
NARTB
Inaugural D.
Dinner,
tel Statler, Washington,
C. Ho

June 7-8: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.
Spring (Midyear) Meeting, The Seel
bach, Louisville.
June
8-9: Hotel,
RTMA Chicago.
Annual Meeting
Stevens
June 10-13: Advertising Federation el
America,
Exhibit, Annual
Hotels ChaseConvention
and ParkandPlaza,
St. Louis.
June
10-13: AFAClubs
Council
on Women's
Advertising
Convention
(wiU
choose Advertising Woman of the
Year), St. Louis.
BROADCASTING
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Salesmaker

to

the

Central

South

During 1950, a work garment
manufacturer with one WSM half-hour
program a week increased his Central
South sales by 21 percent!

Radio

Stations
But

Everywhere
Only

One...

NASHVILLE

. . . with a talent staff of 200 top name
entertainers . . . production facilities that
originate 17 network shows each week
... a loyal audience of millions that sets
its dial on 650 ... and leaves it there!
CLEAR

CHANNEL

50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., national Representative
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WAVING
P. /. FLAG
OPPORTUNITY to serve the whenever you like, thus turning
some of your open time into revecountry, give listeners "a chance
to show their Americanism" and
nue for your station," according
at the same time pick up a fast to G. E. Johnson, Allied manager.
buck is offered broadcast stations
As a special attraction, stations
by one of the more diverting per can get a free banner with Allied's
inquiry accounts now in circula- compliments.
tion.
Another opportunity for stations
Allied Publicity Service, 1123%
to provide a service to listeners
S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, is comes from Candy Canteen Co.,
promoting the patriotic project, a Mankato, Minn. Listeners send
"Citizens Loyalty Banner." The $2 to the canteen, out of which
firm's letterhead explains it is an the station keeps 50 cents, and
candy is mailed to a specified sol"authorized advertising agency"
for publications, radio and direct
dier. The container has a built-in
mail.
checker board.
The thing is so terrific that the
Milner Products
agency explains it "will increase
Or stations can do business with
your prestige and standing in your
community. It almost falls in the Milner Products Co., Jackson,
class of 'public service'."
Miss., purveyor of Anti-K, "a new
The banner hangs in offices of and different kind of rat and
Congressmen, governors, mayors
mouse killer," and thus break into
and newspapers, according to Al- the rich two billion-dollar ratlied. "In view of the recent and mouse extermination industry.
The station gets 90 cents per $2.49
present Senatorial investigations
into communistic activity within package or $1.35 per $3.98 package
our country, nothing could possibly of Anti-K.
The P. I. crop includes watches,
be more timely," the agency
writes. It reproduces the citizens more baby chicks and men's socks.
pledge to protect the nation, co- Jones Frankel Co., Chicago, writes
operate with public officials and that a watch client who formerly
pray for peace, with Statue of bought newspapers and magazines
Liberty in the background.
is now trying out radio and "would
For each $1 banner sold, the like to base this test on a per inquiry level, in order to determine
station keeps 40 cents. "You may
broadcast as often as you like, your station's mail pull and the

"foOO-lrV"

Buys

ashers
Your W
IN
NSIN

WISCO
WKOW
IN

HELPS

AMERICA'S

YOU

"CLEAN

RICHEST

UP"

DAIRYLAND

Cows don't buy your washers — but Bossy's "moo-la", $500,000,000
worth, will buy a lot of them. To sell the biggest buyers in America's
Dairyland, you need WKOW's big half-millivolt area where 874,000
people spent $875,000,000 in 1949.
t^e^KOW-CBS
WISCONSIN'S MOST POWERFUL
RADIO STATION
No station in Wisconsin gives you greater
coverage than WKOW, blanketing the
capital and 1 3 prosperouscounties. That's
why WKOW-CBS is Wisconsin's biggest
advertising buy!
I070
Madison, Wisconsin
Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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K.C

KOW

And Ro* Poiso"' To°
sales impact created by your staff.
He will guarantee, by contractual
arrangement, to pay your station
$1 for every order received from
your listeners on a watch priced
In replying to the offer, Mel D.
Marshall,
at $7.95." general manager of
KECC Pittsburg, Calif., parathese termsphrased: the agency's letter in
This will be our listeners' first test
of your client's product. In fairness
to these listeners, who will be asked
to
buy your
watches who
without
dealing
with client's
a local retailer
has
earned their confidence, and to whom
they could turn for an adjustment or
refund if the merchandise proves'
unsatisfactory, we feel that KECC's
listeners should be given a chance to
test your client's watches.
We will guarantee, by contractual
arrangement, to broadcast advertising for your client and to offer his
watches to our listeners for $1 down,
the balance of the $7.95 purchase
price to be paid at the end of one
year, if the .watches give satisfactory
service to the purchasers. . . . We do
not feel that a firm offering a per
inquiry deal to a radio station is
operating its business on a basis solid
enough to warrant consideration by
.us as a prospective advertiser.

LIQUOR ADS
Calif. Air Ban Defeated
CALIFORNIA radio and TV representatives have succeeded in defeating a state bill that would have
banned advertising of all alcoholic
beverages on the two media.
Gayle Grubb, general manager
of KGO-AM-TV San Francisco;
Arthur Westlund, general manager
of KRE Berkeley, and Richard Bell,
of KPIX (TV) San Francisco, all
representing the California Assn. of
Broadcasters & Telecasters, formed
the main opposition against the
bill, which was sponsored by temperance forces in the state.
Mr. Westlund, speaking for the
trio before the California Senate
Committee on Government Efficiency, argued the bill was highly
discriminatory by banning alcoholic advertising on radio and television while leaving newspapers,
magazines, billboards and other
ing.
media free to accept the advertisHe told the committee members
it was obvious the move against
radio and TV was merely to open
a wedge which could be expanded
later into an advertising ban
against all media.
When the committee posed Mr.
Westlund's arguments in the form
of questions to supporters of the
bill they were unable to deny the
charges of discrimination or explain
why radio and TV had been selected
for the ban to the exclusion of
other media.
The committee tabled the bill and
it is not expected to come up again
at this legislative session.

SAM BOTH WELL II pushes the button under the guiding hand of his
grandfather, Sam Bothwell, executive
director of KTBB Tyler, Tex., signaling the first nighttime broadcast for
the station after four years as a daytimer. Station began fulltime operation April 22 on 600 kc. Night
power authorization is for 1 kw, directional. Daytime remains at 500
w. Four-year-old Sam is son of David
Bothwell, assistant manager, now on
Navy duty in Guam.
LeBlanc Corp. has stirred some
broadcasters with its $35,000 Hadacol radio promotion contest.
A Hadacol request for rates
drew from WIRE Indianapolis a
rate card and the statement that
the station has only one rate for
both national and local accounts,
with
times. a maximum frequency of 520
In a letter to a baby chick seller,
doing business the P. I. way, Hil
F. Best, radio station representative, cited an offer made to KWHW
Altus, Okla. Mr. Best said it's
getting late in the season to advertise chicks. "Perhaps this is
the reason some hatcheries are attempting to take advantage of
legitimate radio stations on P. I.
deals," he wrote. "You can tell
your hatchery that a P. I. deal on
a radio station is about as legitimate as if the radio station told
your hatchery that they would accept 10,000 baby chicks, plus food
and care, from the hatchery and
in return the hatchery would be
given 50% of all the egg money
from the flock."
Socks Offer
Another P. I. deal, from Maxwell Sackheim & Co., New York
agency,
of men's
socks for covers
$2, withfivethepairs
station
keeping 50 cents. Socks are by Joy
Hosiery Mills.
'Mr. Music7

Suit

SUIT for $2.5 million damages for
the
the in
title,
Music,"
has use
been offiled
Los"Mr.
Angeles
by
Walter Gering, radio entertainer.
The title was used for a Paramount
movie starring Bing Crosby. Mr.
Gering claims that in 1948 he originated a character called "Mr.
Music" on a radio show and that
Paramount did not obtain his authorization to use that title.
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We are in a state of Emergency.
We must build our military strength and at the same time we must keep
our economy strong for the long pull.
Inflation bleeds both!

ca^s

.oday, despite higher taxes and
To
higher living costs, we are being asked
to step up our savings "to help stop
Inflation." Does this make sense?
Yes! Here's why:
Last year, after the Korean war started,
the American people drew on their savings,
to the extent of several billion dollars over
and above their current income, to buy
goods. In addition, they did more buying
on credit than usual. This created an abnormal demand for the supply of goods
available, and prices went up.
This demand is further increased now by
the fact that more people are working and
at increased wages. But the defense effort
necessarily reduces the amount of consumer
goods that can be bought. So to keep prices
from going still higher, we must hold our
buying down to normal needs by spending
less — and saving more.
Price controls can help "hold the line"
temporarily. But they can't cure Inflation
because basically it is the increased income
and our willingness to spend more that
keeps pushing prices up.
If we cut out certain things, and buy only
what we absolutely have to have right now, we
help keep prices from rising further. What
we
don'tforspend
we save,
and families.
thus build a
reserve
ourselves
and our
Saving more now is important to you —
and to the country. Your savings are used
in great part to help finance additional factories which will later on mean more goods

for all of us. Our savings in this way help
check Inflation.
★
★
★
★
So it is important to save today — for our
own future — as an aid to the defense effort
— and as a definite check on Inflation.
5 more things that must be done to check
Inflation:
1. Increase production: To meet military
needs, provide civilian necessities, help keep
prices down.
2. Cut non-military government expenditures: To provide money for vital military
needs and to hold down, as much as possible, further borrowing and further tax
increases.
3. Support increases in taxes: To put our
Government on a "pay-as-you-go" basis.
4. Accept controls: To assure military materials and to keep prices down by reducing
competition for these materials.
5. Buy only for real needs: We must prevent
bidding against each other for scarce goods.
None of these things will be easy for any
of us to do. But everybody will agree that
it's worth sacrificing to prevent the Sixth
Column Enemy — INFLATION — from
bleeding our economy.

J-his message is one of a series on
Inflation brought to you by the life
insurance companies and their
agents in the interest not only of
keeping America strong but also in
protecting the purchasing power
of the dollars of the 83 million
policyholders in this country today.
You can help check Inflation by
doing your part and by letting your
representatives in Government
know that you support every action
they take to check Inflation —
the Sixth Column Enemy.

Institute of Life Insurance
488 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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AFTER successful trial run, the Western Colorado bakery firm which makes
Sally Ann bread signed for a half-hour daily show over KFXJ Grand Junction,
Col. Signing contract is Tim Campbell, firm manager. Standing (I to r)
Jack Goetz, KFXJ comm. mgr.; Bill Warner, KFXJ; E. Anson Thomas, sta.
gen. mgr.; Jack Puter and Red White, both of KFXJ.

KDB Santa Barbara, Calif., set an
exclusive broadcasting agreement
with the Santa Barbara Dodgers for
the '51 season. Completing pact are
Jack R. Wagner (r) station manager
of KDB, and Bill Hitchcock, Dodgers
president.

RALPH ELLSWORTH Inc., Garden
City,
reportedly
world's
largestMich.,
suburban
Ford the
dealership,
chooses a radio-TV spot campaign
for '51. ductions
Agency
is Broadcast
Inc., Detroit.
(I to r) ProLois
Michels, BPI pres.; Ralph Ellsworth
Sr., and Pat Howe, BPI sis. dir.

WHK Cleveland and Pilsener Brewing Co., Cleveland, celebrated contract
signing and first air show of Pilsener Time, head 9:15-9:30 p.m. MondayThursday. (I to r) J. B. Maurer, WHK; Clifford Kroening, Meldrum & Fewsmith
Inc., ad agency; Walter Franz, Pilsener; William K. Brusman, WHK acct.
exec; George S. Carter, Pilsener pres., and Bernard Hoag, Pilsener v. p.
MUNTZ-TV, in Wash., D. C, okays a year contract for six half-hours weekly
starring Cactus Matt and his Westerners over WEAM Arlington, Va. (I to r)
Marion J. O'Toole, in charge of Muntz sis. & prom.; S. A. Hansen Jr., Muntz
rep. for Wash, and Bait.; George Oleson, WEAM acct. exec, Howard Stanley,
WEAM gen. and sis. mgr., and Cactus Matt.

Code of Practice]
Draws Fire

CAB
CRITICS
PUNGENT fire is being directed by critics at a code of practices adopts
by the Civil Aeronautics Board last month [Broadcasting • Telecas'
ing, April 16].
When released, the new CAB code was given wide attention in nation;
news outlets because of its apthe case being considered, is pr<
plicability tothe then raging con- hibited.
troversy over the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation probe by a
Because of the broad and gener;
Congressional committee.
language used in the section dea
CAB is a regulatory agency with ing with advertising by an ai
quasi-judicial powers similar to plicant, charges of board censo:
ship have been levelled. To met
those exercised by the FCC. Thus,
critics, CAB is weighing a metho
the adoption by this government
to "clarify" its regulation, pei
office of any set of "principles of
practice" is being given careful at- haps by designating that this ap
tention both in Congressional
plies only to sworn witnesses in
proceeding.
quarters and in government.
An investigation into the whol
The new code is designed to prohibit relations between a member
question of government "moral
of the board and CAB's staff by a and ethics" by a Senate Labor sut
committee, headed by Sen. Paul B
private industry party where "in- Douglas (D-I1L), is pending oi
fluence" isbeing sought in connection with a pending case.
Capitol Hill.
However, one section deals with
As yet, the committee has no
advertising by an applicant.
been fully organized. Tenativ
And, it is understood, it is this plans call for hearings in June.
section that has drawn criticism.
Arguments have been strong
enough to come to the attention of WEAW
PROTEST
the board, who, Broadcasting •
Functional
Music Edic
Telecasting has learned, is considering apossible redefinition of PROTEST was filed last week bj
the section (300.2 (c), entitled
WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111
"Hearing Cases — Improper Inagainst FCC's proposal to restric .
fluence," under general heading:
functional music operations by F1V.
"Part 300-Principles of Practice of stations [Broadcasting • Tele
the CAB"). As adopted by the casting, April 16].
board, this subsection reads:
In a letter to the Commission
(c) It is improper that there be Edward A. Wheeler, president ol
any effort by any person interested in
the case to sway the judgment of the WEAW, said it would be unfortunate if the FCC "should discourage
board by attempting to bring pres- the specialized
services at this time j
sure or influence to bear upon the
members of the board or its staff, or when they provide the only means
that such person or any member of of reaching a large number of people away from home in the event
the board's staff, directly or indirectly, give statements to the press or of an emergency."
WEAW operates store broadcastradio, by paid advertisement or othering, he said, retaining complete
wise, designed to influence the board's
judgment in the case.
control of all programs and commercial material. The station is not
Advisory Group
engaged in functional music, he
said, but wants to have the oppor-.
The principles adopted were
presented to the board by an ad- tunity should it so desire.
visory committee made up of for"It would seem unreasonable to'
mer board members and airline prevent a licensee from engaging
attorneys familiar with CAB pro- in this type of operation when the
cedures and practices. Release of Commission cannot prevent another
the code came at a time when CAB,
party from 'pirating' for profit our
itself, was alleged with coming programming for leased service
under "influence" from outside
through utilization of WEAW," he
sources.
said.
The code also defined judicial
standards of practice, unusual
hospitality (to board or staff by
private persons interested in CAB
business) and attorney-client relationship. CAB lettered violations
as follows: "The board may disqualify and deny temporarily or
permanently, the privilege of appearing or practicing before it in
any way to any person who is found
after hearing by the board to have
engaged in unethical or improper
professional
Also underconduct."
Sec. 300.2, private
communication on a case's merits
to a board member or staff or to
the examiner by any person regardless of whether he is involved in

"It is my opinion that the interests of the public and broadcasting
industry would be best served by
the immediate establishment of appropriate rules permitting the continuance and expansion of the specialized services within reasonable
standards," he added.
Named

to BAC

GLEN McDANIEL, president of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., has
been appointed to the Broadcast
Advisory Council. He succeeds Robert C. Sprague, former RTMA president and now board chairman.
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KFWB
STUDIOS
Move on 25th Anniversary

AiLRB ACTIONS
Involve KGO-TV, WGFG
Elections involving nabet
^ iiepresentation of broadcasting emloyes at KGO-TV San Francisco
nd WGFG
Kalamazoo, Mich.,
—i gured prominently in actions of
he National
Labor Relations
ISoard the past week.
The board ordered an election
mong program department employes at KGO-TV
but ruled
gainst inclusion of television diectors and art or film editors in
•jj (he bargaining unit. Earlier, NLRB
'pgtjertified
the election
of NABET's
)etroit chapter
as bargaining
rep- esentative for engineers and technicians at WGFG over the objecon
of Harold F. Gross, station
'
o
i
]
10
Resident.
KGO-TV, owned and operated by
.ABC, had held that a separate unit
..(vould be appropriate for program
.ssistants who aid in program diection, act in the capacity of stagelands and work in the art departnent, as well as for film department employes and the program
oordinator. NABET had sought
•ne unit for TV directors, program
assistants, and film and art editors.
The board said that the program
tmployes work as an integrated
; ind coordinted unit and should be
^{wilder one group, but found that
"tlwideo and art directors and a film
iditor are properly supervisors and
M%hould be excluded. The program
•oordinator, however, was ad19 udged part of the unit.
KGO-TV had also claimed that
; ;he petition was "premature" be: rause "of the prospective expansion
Wuf the program department" and
5ElJblans for hiring six new employes.
«¥NLRB felt that the present com■A plement "constitutes a substantial
and essentially representative pro■ 'portion of the expected full comets plement . . ."
WGFG, licensed to Southwestern Michigan Broadcasting Co.,
cninad protested use of a mail ballot
oi ipartly on grounds that it did not
:onform to the requirement of a
secret ballot under the Labor Management Act. Furthermore, stafrfjtion held, the NLRB regional director had proceeded with the eleci bion over its objection and before investigation of prior union
charges.
NLRB dismissed the objections,
contending that the regional di-r ' rector holds discretion in such mat^ *ters, including determination of
It Sfche type of election, and certified
;5 jthi union elect ion as valid.
distribution Costs
U. S. CHAMBER of Commerce's
Domestic Distribution Dept. has
issued a new booklet, Cost of Distribution Services: 1950, presenting detailed study of all phases of
'distribution processes in the U. S.
for the past year, including advertising. Overall distribution costs
were given as totaling $98,925 million, with advertising accounting
for $5 billion.
BROADCASTING

MISUNDERSTANDING over a letter
inserted into Senate Crime Investigating Committee's hearing record was
dispelled by Sen. Charles W. Tobey
(R-N. H.) in a personal reply over
WHOM and WOV New York. Issue
was raised by stations in connection
with references to linking of crime to
Italian-American citizens. (Above)
Sen. Tobey (r) explains use of letter
to WHOM President Fortune Pope
before station's microphone.
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
call it, selective radio.
Young MacKay has played a big
role in helping this move along
and has placed transcribed programs for such important accounts
as Lever Bros. Canada, through
Young & Rubicam, Wm. Wrigley
Jr. of Canada, through J. Walter
Thompson Co., and Frigidaire
Products of Canada, through Baker
Adv. In addition there have been
a great many programs sold to
other important Canadian accounts
and to stations for local selling.
Like other young men who have
come out of the West to liven up
radio broadcasting in eastern Canada, young MacKay is enthusiastic and likeable. He aids young
men and women in Canada who
want to be in radio as a member of
the advisory board of the Ryerson
Institute of Technology, a government vocational school at Toronto,
where radio and television are major courses.
Born at Saskatoon, Sask., on
Aug. 26, 1918, Mr. MacKay moved
at an early age to Lethbridge,
Alta., finished his high school years
at New Westminster, B. C, and so
saw much of western Canada in
his youth. In 1946 he married
Patricia Cunningham of Vancouver, a graduate in commerce of the
U. of British Columbia. The MacKays have three children, four year
old Judd, born in Vancouver, and
twin daughters Barbara and
Joanne, born in 1948 a week after
the MacKays moved to Toronto.
Mr. MacKay likes to film the antics
of his young family, enjoys gardening about his attractive home in
Toronto's suburban Leaside, and
still follows sports activities, mainly boxing, hockey and rugby, associated closely with his announcing
days in western Canada.
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KFWB Hollywood, without fanfare
or special programs, started operating from new headquarters at
6419 Hollywood Blvd. last Tuesday.
For the past 15 years the station
had been located at 5833 Fernwood
Ave. on the old Warner Bros, studio lot in the heart of Hollywood.
Move to the new location was simultaneous with KFWB's 25th anniversary of operation.
Covering more than 8,000 square
feet of space, KFWB occupies the
entire second floor of the two story
structure. Besides five broadcasting
studios, and eight executive offices,
the setup includes a record library,
newsroom with UP and AP radio
and newspaper wires, programming traffic, sales and auditing offices. equipped.
Modernistic in design', studios
are RCA
Harry Maizlish, president of
KFWB Broadcasting Corp. and
general manager of the station,
stated that "KFWB will continue
to stress public service, a policy
established when the station first
started operating 25 years ago."
MURROW. SMITH
Named for Press Awards
RADIO and television awards of
the Overseas Press Club of America
will go to Edward R. Murrow, CBS
commentator, and Howard K.
Smith, CBS correspondent in London, Louis P. Lochner, club president, announced last week.
Mr. Murrow will be cited for the
"best radio and television interpretation of foreign news," and Mr.
Smith for the "best consistent radio and television reporting from
The George Polk Memorial
abroad."
Award, carrying a $500 prize in
memory of the CBS correspondent
slain in Greece in 1948, will be
given to Marguerite Higgins, New
York Herald Tribune foreign correspondent. Awards are made on
the basis of votes received from the
750 club members in the U. S. and
abroad.
Research

Fund

Set Up

ESTABLISHMENT of the Majestic Research Fund, New York,
by the Majestic Radio & Television
Corp., New York, has been announced. The fund has been endowed in the amount of $500,000.
Forty-eight scholarships in the
next five years will be granted for
training in the electronics field to
qualified persons over 35 years of
age who, because of circumstances,
were deprived of their first educational chance. Each scholarship is
worth about $2,000 and will carry
a guarantee of employment and income, according to Calvin Fox,
executive director of the Majestic
Research Fund.

In the

act . . .

without hiding the star

... a ribbon-pressure
that
's
CAmicrophone
is so slim ... soRskillfully
styled ... so
unobtrusive . . . you must look twice to
see it.
Despite its slim construction, the
starmaker meets the exacting quality
standards of other RCA professional
Broadcast microphones. Pick-up is nondirectional. Frequency response is substantially uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps. It
is free from wind rumble and air blast
. . . and virtually impervious to mechanical shock.
The starmaker fits any standard
microphone stand . . . can be used in
place of and RCA microphone. No
extra attachments needed.
For delivery information call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer, or write :
Department QA-19, RCA Engineering
Products, Camden, N. J. (In Canada
write: RCA Victor Limited, Montreal.)
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Civil Defense
MEDIA

ROLE

Opens

Meet

Today

PARTICIPATION of radio and TV broadcasting stations in the government's drive to awaken the home front to possibility of enemy attack
will be accented during a two-day national civil defense conference
opening in Washington today (Monday) at the Hotel Statler.
At the same time networks plan- *
ned to cover highlights of the sesgrams and other materials. Another
sions, to be keynoted by President
session will review how FCDA
Truman's address tonight to govworks with trade papers, newsernors, state civil defense directors
papers and other printed media to
and other groups slated to attend.
put across its program.
The role of the Federal Civil DeThe TV section is not only prefense Administration's Audio-Visparing working scripts, but also
ual Division in preparing scripts,
is
producing
a series of films — one
films, slides, discs, and tape five minutes long,
the others to be
recordings for station use will be used as one-minute spot announceoutlined during the national conments— explaining the nation's air
ference. The division is headed
raid warning system.
by Jesse Butcher, former network
Network Prints
and agency executive, and also includes Steve McCormick and HarAdditionally, the Audio-Visual
Division will distribute to state diold Azine, radio and TV directors,
respectively.
rectors kinescopes of live TV network telecasts involving FCDA
The division will present graphic
speakers. The division plans to
exhibits tracing the preparation
of various materials to local AMhave some 20 prints of each program, to be allocated to areas with
FM-TV station coverage. One of
four or five TV stations.
the presentations will be a BroadThe slide kits, shown originally
casting • Telecasting U. S. map
giving station breakdowns by cities. on CBS-TV's The Facts We Face,
The map will be supplemented by are to be sent to stations within
the next two months. Subject of
platters, tapes, and other props —
the slides is biological warfare.
all designed to illustrate FCDA's
proposed civil defense coverage of Supplementing these materials are
the nation.
such films as Survival Under Atomic Attack, and others now being
On the TV side, delegates will be
shown samples of working scripts,
prepared under Film Director Howard Johnson.
a series of slides which already
Allocations
for radio and telehave been used on network pro-

Texas

how

Market
...Arthur-TheOrange
Rich Beoumont-Por
Metropolitan
234.200 Population
S242.903.000 ES

SOOO WATTS • MUTUAL
Service-Ads
like this help
buyers buy.

make

station KPAC
spot time

helps

buying

Says one agency V.P., "When I'm considering
spot advertising, I always read the listings and
advertising in the SRDS Radio publication for
the vicinity I'm interested in.
"When I go to client conferences, I take this
SRDS publication with me. I can always turn to
it and, if there's a good ad — an ad that gives me
a clear picture of the facility — I can give the
client better answers."
Whenever you're studying the radio opportunities in
any market, it pays to check the Service-Ads as well
as the listings in the SRDS Radio publication and in
"CONSUMER MARKETS."
* Service-Ads are ads that supplement and expand the listings in SRDS media publication and the market data in
"CONSUMER MARKETS" with additional information
that helps buyers buy.
n^edia-buying teQm,

ADVERTISING RATES AND DATA
Published by Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc. Walter c Rottho.. fubtnher
333 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago 1. Illinois • New YorV • to, Angelet

Iw

•

easier

KPAC in Texas is one of the many radio stations
using Service-Ads* to put additional buying information attime buyers' fingertips when they're
working out station selections.
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vision already have been made
through the Advertising Council,
with a week set aside for each medium last month.
Civil defense information aspects
will be reviewed during the conference by John DeChant, director,
and Harold Goodwin, deputy director, FCDA public affairs office.
A series of forum discussions on
communications, public education,
health and welfare services, training and volunteer technical services will round out the two-day
meeting.
Other top-level government officials slated to address the delegates include Secretary of Defense
George C. Marshall and Gov. Earl
Warren of California. Their addresses were to be offered to networks for whatever coverage they
desire, and are set for luncheon
sessions Monday and Tuesday,
respectively.
The President's address will be
carried on radio by CBS, MBS,
NBC and LBS and by NBC-TV on
a pool TV basis. Mr. Truman will
speak at 10:30 p.m. on "Civilian
Defense and Foreign Policy." Telenews is planning to record portions of the two-day session for
TV clients.
Earlier, last week, Millard F.
Caldwell Jr., FCDA Administrator,
warned that the U. S. civil defense
program must be recognized as a
co-partner of the military estabsecurity. lishment inthe interest of national
"That recognition . . . must be
by the press, the radio and all our
communication media," he declared at the Conference
opening of course
FCDA'sin
Staff College
Washington. "That recognition
must hit home in the minds of all
throughout the nation who are
responsible, either in an executive
or legislative capacity, for the
safety of our people."
COPPER

IMPOST

Would Suspend Import Tax
A MEASURE to suspend the import taxes on copper, now allocated
to electronics and other industries,
was approved by the Senate April
25 in a move to increase the nation's supply of that raw material.
The bill includes amendments
which provide that if the price of
copper falls below 24 cents a pound,
the suspension will be terminated,
and that it be effective until Feb.
15, 1953, or the end of the present
emergency, whichever is earlier.
The measure (HR 3336), previously
passed by the House, was referred
to a joint Congressional conference
committee.
During floor debate on the issue,
Sen. Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.)
cited the General Electric Co. and
other firms as dependent upon coper supplies for electronics and
communications equipment, and
noted that GE is one of the largest
single employers of labor. The
legislation had the support of the
Commerce, Defense and other government departments.

EXCISE BILL
Govt. Would Be Exemp
A PROPOSAL to exempt sale ol
commercial communication equip i
ment to the government from any
excise tax has been introduced
in the House by Rep. Robert W]
Kean (R-N. J.) as a measure de [
signed to speed defense procure
ment and lessen confusion amonj,
manufacturers of radio-TV re
ceivers and other products.
Rep. Kean said he sponsored th<
bill (HR 3603) at the request ol
some manufacturers who had com
plained of lack of clarity as to wha
types of equipment sold to the gov
ernment would be taxable. Th*
measure would broaden the Inter I
nal Revenue Code beyond radio I
receiving sets to include televisior I
and other electronic equipment anc j
eliminate taxes paid by the manu
facturers to the government whik |
selling them the products.
Rep. Kean's proposal was re- 1
f erred to the House Ways & Means j
Committee, which has requested 1 |
report from the Treasury Dept |
No tax would be imposed with re- 1
spect to "sale to the United States j
for use by (the U. S.) or by the]
United Nations or any allied government, of communication . . ,|
equipment of the type used in
commercial, military, or marine installations."
STATE DEPT.
Bill Proposes To Abolish
A PROPOSAL to abolish the State
Dept. and transfer Voice of America and other information operations to the Executive Branch of
the government was thrown into
the hopper April 26 by Sen.
Francis Case (R-S. D.) The bill
(S 1389) was referred to the Executive Expenditures Committee.
Under Sen. Case's plan, a Dept.
of Foreign Affairs would be set up
in the Executive Branch, comprising five sections, one of them a
Division of Information. Functions of the Secretary of State
would be transferred to a Foreign
Affairs Secretary, under whom five
undersecretaries would function.
Other groups are Administration,
Foreign Affairs, International
Agencies and Trusteeships.
The Information Division would
include the present International
Information Office (Voice of America, etc.), transportation and communication policy and other sections. The Undersecretary of Information would be named by the
President and receive $18,000 annually. The method is the same
used in the reorganization of the
War and Navy departments into
the present Dept. of Defense, with
subdepartments of Army, Navy
and Air Force.
for

PRESTIGE

SELLING add

QUENTIN REYNOLDS
to Your SALES STAFF!
SEE PAGE 16 — NOW!
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MACHLETT
ELECTRON
TUBES
Groyb-aR
recommends

For years, it has been Graybar policy
to distribute only the finest in broadcast equipment. It is natural, then, that
Graybar offers the Machlett line of
tried and tested electron tubes.
Machlett products are backed by
more than 50 years of experience and
skill— you get a bonus of extra-long
life and high-quality performance in
every tube.

All types and sizes of Machlett tubes,
as well as any of your other broadcasting equipment requirements, are conveniently available through Graybar's
nation-wide network of warehouses. For
facts, call your nearest Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New
York 17, N. Y.
163-is

Graybar
o; Altec Lansing
Amplifiers Brings
(1,23) You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Ampex
Antenna Equipment (23)
Blaw-Knox
Attenuators (8)
Bryant
Communication Products
Cabinets (15)
Continental Electronics
Consoles (23)
Crouse-Hinds
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
(1 Daven
Fairchild
Microphones, Stands, and Accessories
General Cable
(1,13,14,16,23,25)
General
(10(2 General Electric
Radio
Monitors (12)
(6(4
(5 Hubbell
Recorders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
Hugh
Lyons
Speech Input Equipment (23)
(11
Metal
(13(8(7 Karp
(12
Machlett
Test Equipment (1,8,12,24)
(14
Meletron
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Electric
(15(9 National
Tower Lighting Equipment (7,11)
Products
(16 Presto
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
(17 Standard Electronics
Transmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
(18 Triangle
(19
Webster Electric
Tubes (11,16,23)
Western Electric
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,23) (20
(25; Weston
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,10,11,13,18,21,25)
Whitney
Blake
(21
(23
(22
BROADCASTING
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Graybar's network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
principal cities throughout the nation assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representatives are located in the following key cities:
DETROIT
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J.
P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree,
CINCINNATI
Jacksonville 6-7611
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY, MO.
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283

MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Stillwell 6-5858
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-410C
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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The Perfect Combination
Anthony,

America's

■

most 1

U Page, America's Number Or
and "The Queen of Song"
These kids are today's stars
tres, hotels and night club
. . . their fans are legion am
Send for special brochure des\
two of the "hottest" personalit
soon for sponsorship over all L

LANG-WORT
Network Calibre p
113

WEST

57th

STR

New radio program

co-starring Ray
r dance band, and glamorous Patti

»ale vocalist — "The King of Dance"
! perfect musical marriage.
sy are top attractions in leading theater recordings are current favorites
easing daily.
I this exciting NEW show co-starring
[the entertainment field . . . available
(orth affiliated stations. It's a natural!
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at Cocal Station Cost
|EW

YORK

19,

N . Y.

Inc.

Put

and

Take

TWO

editorial

4'

The

Yes

Answer:

A QUESTION that network stations have
been soberly considering is whether the Morency Committee, or an organization like it,
can serve a useful purpose in avoiding the
economic dilemma toward which radio seems
to be lunging uncontrollably these days.
It is a good question, and we think we have
the answer. In a word: Yes.
We say so despite our belief that there
probably are already too many committees,
associations, bureaus and whatnot to which
broadcasters contribute their money and time.
The truth is that none of them is organized in
such a way that it can act as affirmatively
and quickly as a Morency Committee, supported by a majority of affiliates.
Perhaps more importantly, no existing
organization represents the kind of zealous
spirit that would be inherent in the formation
of a committee spontaneously organized for
the sole and serious purpose of stabilizing
a reeling economy.
If such a committee emerges, what can it
do? A lot.
In the first place, its very existence expresses
a condition that has not been very clear, we
fear, to a great many New York advertising
men. The condition that the committee would
make clear is that most broadcasters have
faith in broadcasting. Faith breeds faith
(just as doubt encourages doubt).
Faith alone, of course, is a pretty weak
crutch to hand anyone who has been shot in
the leg. Faith is fine, however, if it is supported by other and more tangible things.
In this case, research has been called for
by the Morency Committee. Not station vs.
station research, but stations vs. newspapers,
stations vs. magazines, vs. billboards, carcards,
sandwichmen or any other media — including
television which, glamorous though it is, cannot seduce nearly as many customers per
solicitation as radio.
Now some people have said that such research would only emphasize the fact that
radio has been losing audience — in some
places, big audience — to television. These
people have not mentioned, however, that it
would show how big radio really is nationally,
how important it is in all these numberless
communities which no TV signal can reach.
Nor have they said much about the fact
that at least in any place we have heard of
radio can get more advertising impressions
cheaper than any other medium, bar none.
Any radioman who has reached such a state
that he is afraid to expose his property to
honest research has also reached the point at
which he has, for all practical purposes, abandoned his property to the junkman.
Admittedly, it is too late for any research
job, no matter how convincing, to restore network rates, which have begun what may be
an inexorable decline. It is not a bit too late,
however, for it to prevent a similar collapse
of rates for other types of broadcasts.
Network affiliates' revenues from network
sales have been dropping for the past year
or more. There is no evidence that a reversal
of that trend can be hoped for.
Their revenue from their own time periods
has, happily, been increasing. It is that healthy
trend that must not be reversed because of
contagion from the network situation.
We hope that a vigorous, widely supported
stations' committee will be formed and that it
will function with utmost aggressiveness.
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BILLS— one to limit the FCC's authority, and the other to broaden it — are pending
in Congress. Both should pass.
The McFarland Bill (S-658) has been approved by the Senate four times in the past
two years, and sabotaged each time in the
House. Now there are encouraging signs
in the lower chamber. The bill would reorganize the FCC and put the policy power where
it belongs — with the seven Commissioners and
not with its lawyers.
The second bill (S-1378), dropped in the
hopper the other day by Chairman Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), would give the FCC authority to assign all spectrum space. It would
end the practice of arbitrary allocations
through the executive offices of the President
of blocks of channels for the government, without justifying their requirements in relation
to public or commercial use. The plight of
television and its quest for spectrum space is
traceable to this star chamber procedure.
Both of these objectionable conditions just
grew, like Topsy. The FCC, by degrees and
mostly by default, has arrogated more and
more power over licensees since origin of
the present law 24 years ago. And smart staff
lawyers, by degrees, arrogated more and more
of that power from the FCC. Hence the McFarland Bill, which would correct many of
the abuses of the FCC bureaucracy.
It may seem a contradiction to advocate,
on the one hand, that the FCC be stripped of
power, and on the other, to urge that it be
given greater power. It's a matter wholly in
the discretion of Congress, which delegates
its licensing powers to expert agencies. Congress obviously feels that its creature, the
FCC, has exceeded its delegated authority in
the regulatory sphere. And if Congress approves the Johnson proposal, it will constitute
an expression that the FCC should use its
expertise in the whole field of allocations
which originally should have been assigned
to it.

TV's Production Quandary
IN TELEVISION, wonders never cease.
TV took the nation by storm. It has permeated every phase of life.
Suddenly a flash flood has hit. It's estimated there's an inventory of two million
TV receivers. Warehouses are loaded. Manufacturers have cut back production and personnel. "Deals" are being made. A price war
is on. Some dealers have gone to the wall.
Some banks are calling in their paper.
Why? There are probably a dozen reasons.
Alarm over material shortages resulted in
speeding up of production lines and in loading up of distributors and dealers. The FCC
freeze on new construction has limited service
to 63 markets, via 107 stations. The controversy over color may have a bearing.
The manufacturers contend that the greatest deterrent to set sales is Regulation W, requiring a25% down payment, as decreed by
the Federal Reserve Board.
The Reserve Board has no control over TV
allocations or freezes. Its problem is the
national economy and the avoidance of inflation. TV is a trifling part of that economy.
Yet the importance of keeping electronic
plants going full-tilt in our half-war system
is evident.
Somewhere along the line — and soon — Congress or the Reserve Board should bring stability to a critically essential field by postponement of Regulation W for 90 days or so to
allow this new-born industry to regain its
economic equilibrium.
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our respects to:

LEONARD

ADRIAN

VERSLUIS

FORMixA liberal
FULL portions
share of of
business
success
initiative
anJ!
imagination with a judicious measure ol
dollars, constantly blending in large quantities
of hard work.
That is the formula Leonard Adrian Versluis has used to make WLAV-AM-FM-TV I
Grand Rapids a public service reality in the
"furniture capital of the world."
It is the formula he has practiced since boyl
hood — he entered business at 16 as photol
grapher's apprentice at $2 per week — anal
which has brought him to his present posifj
tion as sole owner of the successful WLA\|
radio and television properties.
To assure Grand Rapids of the best in current TV programs when founding WLAV-TV
in 1949, Mr. Versluis even constructed his owr
private microwave radio relay system tea
Chicago to pick up network programs. Thus
top "live" fare could be offered from the start*
in lieu of a substantial "canned" diet of films^
until the telephone company can install perm-j
anent coaxial cable links.
That is the initiative, imagination, dollars
and hard work in action — Versluis style.
The same Versluis industry had been ap-i
plied to the founding of WLAV-AM in 194C
and WLAV-FM in 1947.
The aural service of a decade by WLA\|
paved the way for the enthusiastic accept-!
ance of WLAV-TV. Video sets in the latter'* ;
service area in Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo^
have grown from an initial 500 to nearlj|
115,000 today — a sufficient "proof of performt
ance" for any station operator.
An ABC and Michigan Radio Network out J
let, WLAV operates fulltime on 1340 kc witM
250 w. WLAV-TV, airing ABC, CBS, Du^
Mont and NBC shows, is assigned Channel 7j
(174-180 mc) with effective radiated powetfl
of 20 kw visual and 10 kw aural. WLAV-FM;
a class B outlet, is assigned Channel 245
(96.9 mc). WLAV national representative is
John E. Pearson Co.
Leonard Versluis was born of Dutch;
parentage in Grand Rapids on Feb. 6, 1898.!
It was while attending high school in his home
town that his interest in photography developed. Before leaving school he entered
the field professionally and this life-long vocation has prepared him well for his newest
venture — TV.
Besides his ownership of the WLAV properties, that first $2-a-week photo job at age
16 also has resulted today in proprietorship
of three photography studios, one each in j
(Continued on page 52)
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Advertisers, particularly fashion

advertisers/ are getting

terrific results with participations on Janet Ross's "Shopping
Circle". . the program that pulls a large and loyal audience
throughout the big Pittsburgh market-area at 9:30 AM Mondav
through Friday. The quotations above are just samples of the
appreciative mail Miss Ross gets regularly from enthusiastic
sponsors! Want details? Get this new brochure listing
costs, sponsors, coverage data and other information.
Write George Tons at KDKA, or Free & Peters.
Pittsburgh
50,000
NBC

WATTS

AFFILIATE

KDKA
#

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-TV

[National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
Great

Radio— America's
Advertising Medium
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Educational Awards
(Continued from page 28)
Trans-Canada Western Network of
CBC.
— Citation: "For value in imaginative treatment; creative; meaningful
to general audience; CBC has devoted
effort and time_ in research to present
the story of a religious holiday that is
meaningful and of spiritual value to
all listeners."
Agricultural — First Award, Frank
Cooley's and Don Davis' Farm Features, to WHAS Louisville Farm Program Dept.
— Citation: "For its portrayal of the
agriculture of a typical Kentucky
County in a skilled and effective manner."
Women's — (no first award) Honorable Mention, The Barbara Welles
Show, to WOR New York. Honorable Mention, Mollie Martin and the
Captain, to WBAL Baltimore.
Cultural: Art, science, literature and
music (but not straight music) — First
Award, The Talking Magazine, to
WNEW New York.
— Citation: "For its outstanding
purpose, excellent selection of material
and talent. An original and significant contribution."
Honorable Mention, MGM Theater
of the Air, to WMGM New York
(MGM Radio Attractions).
Special citation, Pride of Service, to
Armed Forces Information and Education Div., Office, Secretary of Defense, Washington, D. C, broadcast
over various AFRS Networks.
— Citation: "For outstanding use of
radio by a government agency in a
specialized area. A superior program
excellently written, produced and performed."

■

Dealing With Personal and Social
Problems — First Award, The Quiet
Answer, to WBBM Chicago.
— Citation : "For a logical objective
presentation of basic problems of race
relations using documentary techniques. An excellent use of the radio
medium to stimulate individual thinking and community
action."
Honorable
mention,
Mental Health
to KUOM U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Presenting Public Issues (forums,
etc.) — -First Award, Youth Views the
News, to KOMO Seattle in cooperation
with high schools in Washington.
— Citation: "For creative imagination
in solving the problem of talk production in asking high school students to
present well-prepared and individual
expressions of opinion on many difficult topics. The moderator deserves
the highest praise for bringing forth
the best contribution of the students,
and, at the same time, showing no
condescension toward them. A most
unusual and distinctive young peoples'
program. It is highly instructive and
interesting adult listening; a demonstration that young high school students can think through and discuss
freely
issues." (not straight
Newsimportant
Interpretation
reporting) — First Award, Capital Correspondent, toWPTR Albany, N. Y.
— Citation: "For an authoritative
yet down-to-earth interpretation of
important events by a man who knows
what
he's talking
about."Chet Huntley
Honorable
Mention,
News Analysis, to Columbia Pacific
Network.
Furthering International Understanding— (no first award) Honorable
Mention, International Roundtable, to
WUOM U. of Michigan Broadcasting
Service, Ann Arbor. Honorable Mention, Canadian Primer, the ABC of
Canada, to CBC International Service,
Montreal.
Special One-Time Broadcasts — First
Award, Breakdown, to WAVE Louisville.

— Citation : "For a forceful appealing
dramatization
man's
experience with
the forcesofofa the
Communist
regime, the incidents related stimuwjth^amff|^,|
late a clear understanding of those
forces that undermine. The authentic
presentation of the drama made the
Continuous advertising in listener
an actual witness to the brutal
interrogation. Here radio techniques
to 'visual' presentation were employed
to the highest degree. The program
Printers' Ink develops
makes the listener understand how it
cumulative impact I is possible to destroy the will to resist.
This program would definitely encourage the listener to want to 'stand up
that creates a
and be counted' and sign the Freedom
Scroll, for which this presentation was
Advertising succeeds

vivid picture of
your station and
market in the minds of the
leading^
BtTiBTilHfiH|and
helps you sell
more advertising.

an Honorable
appeal." Mention, United for the
United Nations, to WARC, WHAM,
WHEC, WRNY, WVET, all Rochester,
N. Y. Honorable Mention, A Tribute
to George Bernard Shaw, to WNEW
New York.
Children's (for out-of -school listening)— First Award, Stories 'n Stuff,
to WILL U. of Illinois, Urbana.
— Citation: "For going beyond the
'usual' in entertainment and educational programs for children; for sensitivity to the tastes and interests of
children; for imagination and skill in
program planning and produciton."
First
Award,
Boris Karloff's
ure Chest,
to WNEW
New York.Treas■— Citation : "For bringing a wellknown personality to the air in a delightfully refreshing form of entertainment for children which has maturity of approach, sincerity and depth
of Teen-Agers
purpose."
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(for out-of -school lis-

'Stop Sniping'
A BOSTON educator has declared that parents and educators must stop "snipping at
commercial broadcasters" and
share with them the job of
eliminating programs from
television and radio which
are harmful to children. The
educator, Prof. Samuel B.
Gould, director
of Boston
division
of radio,
speech U.'s
and
theatre, told a meeting on
radio and TV that all must
work together to improve
public taste. The meeting
was sponsored by the Junior
League of Boston Inc.
tening) — (no first award) Honorable
Mention, Junior Town Meeting, to
Greater Cincinnati Public and Parochial Schools, broadcast over WSAI
Cincinnati. Honorable Mention, The
L and N Story, to WAVE Louisville.
Special Award, Teen Age Safety Spots,
to WNEW New York.
■— Citation : "For use of an effective
radio selling technique to promote better safety habits in American youth."
Designed for in-School Use by Pupils in Primary Grades — (no first
award) Honorable Mention, Let's Find
Out, to KSLH St. Louis Public Schools,
St. Louis. Honorable Mention, Music
Time, to KMBC and KFRM Kansas
City, in cooperation with the Kansas
City Public Schools, Kansas City, Mo.
Designed for In-School Use by Pupils in Intermediate Grades — First
Award, Health Highways, to Depts.
of Education of Western Provinces
and CBC, broadcast over Western Section Trans-Canada Network of CBC.
— Citation: "For imaginative and
unusual scripting and production in a
field in which dull programs are comFirst Award, The Wifflls, to Philadelphia Public Schools and WFIL
Philadelphia.
— Citation: "For portraying a typical American family in a delightful
mon."
manner, the ideal never interfering
with
natural."Listening Is Fun, to
Firstthe Award,
Depts. of Education of Western Provinces and CBC, broadcast over Western Section Trans-Canada Network of
CBC.
— Citation: "For a colorful and imaginative use of fantasy in titles,
scripting and production of a thoroughly comprehensible and educational
Honorable Mention, Radio Almanac,
to Wisconsin School of the Air, broadseries."cast over the Wisconsin State FM
Network. Special Award, Music and
the American Family, to Standard Oil
Co. of California, San Francisco, over
NBC Western Network and supplementary stations.
— Citation: "For superlative use of
network facilities in producing a program series of general excellence and
wide cultural impact for in-school listening; for the imaginative and effective
teaching
Designed foraids."
In-School Use by Pupils in Junior and/or Senior High
Schools — First Award, Meeting the
Situation, to WBOE Cleveland, Cleveland Board of Education.
— Citation : "For excellent illustration of the use of radio that assists
instruction; for straight-forward and
unadorned treatment of a practical
how-to-do-it subject; an excellent example of meaningful communication
without exhortation or decoration."

Honorable Mention, Youth Looks
Ahead, to KMBC and KFRM Kansas
City in cooperation with Kansas City
Public Schools.
Local Organizations and Local
Stations
Religious — (no first award) Honorable Mention, Reports on Rome Holy
Year Ceremonies, to CKAC LaPresse.
Agricultural — (no first award) Honorable Mention, KILO Farm and Home
Flood Forum, to KILO Grand Forks,
N. D., Special Events Dept. Honorable Mention, I O U Farm Service, to
WIOU Kokomo, Ind., Farm Dept.
Cultural: Art, science, literature and
music (but not straight music) — First
Award, Music for the Connoiseur, to
Municipal Broadcasting System
(WNYC, WNYC-FM), New York.
— Citation: "For a sincere and honest presentation of fine music and
commentary in a meaningful manner
forHonorable
a general Mention,
audience." Angell Hall
Playhouse, to Speech Dept., U. of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, broadcast over
WUOM and WHRV.
News Interpretation (not straight
reporting)- — First Award, The News
and its Analysis, to WAER Syracuse
U. Radio-Television Center, Syracuse,
N. — Y."Citation: "For excellent analysis
of the news through use of professional experts who explain complex
subjects in familiar, everyday lanHonorable Mention, Landon Young
Speaking, to WILS Lansing, Mich.
Special One-Time Broadcasts — First
Award, Town Meeting of the World,
to Radio House, U. of Texas, broadcast
over KTBC and KVET Austin, Tex.
— Citation : "For the rare use of
guage."
humor in explanation of a serious subject. Clear cut characterization, well
organized script, adroit handling of
'facts' and clever use of comedy situations lauded. Listenable, pleasurable,
plausible,
convincing."
Children's
(for out-of-school listening)— (no first award) Honorable
Mention, Stories in the Wind, to Radio
House, U. of Texas, broadcast over
KVET Austin.
Teen-Agers (for out-of-school listening)— (no first award) Honorable
Mention, Youth Views the News, to
Port Arthur Service League, KPAC,
Port Arthur Independent School District, Port Arthur, Tex.
Designed for In-School Use by Pupils in Intermediate Grades — (no first
award) Honorable Mention, Junior
Shoivcase, to Junior League of Galveston, Tex., broadcast over KGBC Galveston.
Designed for In-School Use by Pupils in Junior and/or Senior High
TlcdionaJ

PEORIA
ILLINOIS
<§>
EdgarV. L.Watson
Bill
Merle
Julian Manrell,
Sales Manager
•^f Weords can
produce
more sales recand letters
of recommendation
that members of our Organization
have received while working for over
300 AM, FM & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to coast, than any
similar company.
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Appoint Hobby, Cowles
OVETA CULP HOBBY, executive
vice president of the Houston Post
(KPRC-AM-FM-TV Houston), and
John Cowles, president of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune (WTCN- I
AM-FM-TV
Minneapolis),
have j
been named to the National Policy 1
Boardcan of
the newly-created AmeriAssembly.

CERTIFICATES of merit were awarded to Philadelphia
■adio-TV broadcasting officials for their efforts in rallyng public support for the local Red Cross fund drive
during March. Congratulations are extended by Victor
E. Sheronas (fourth, r), fund chairman. Southeastern
Pennsylvania chapter, for a series of special noon-day
broadcast rallies. Receiving awards were (I to r) John
Schools — First Award, Our World in
7risis, to WABE-PM Atlanta, Ga.
— Citation: "For courageous underi aking of an almost unassailable task,
•tihis program throws light on a darkled subject with compelling force and
-:larity. Here is radio pointing the
».-ay for broadcasters in or out of
Schools."
Organizations Preparing and Disributing Transcribed Series for
Use on Stations
-. Religious — First Award, The Hour
>f St. Francis, to Third Order of St.
■"rancis,times
Los over
Angeles,
broadcast
•arious
numerous
stations.at
— Citation: "For a series of warm
.ppealing dramatic stories demonstratr.g the practical applications of peronal religious beliefs; produced in
uperior taste and with skilled broadI asting techniques."
Honorable Mention, Sunrise Choir,
Uo Stephens College, Columbia, Mo„
•roadcast over KFRU.
' Agricultural — First Award, Jelly
^ZUiott and the Three Knotheads, to
pj.
S. Dept.
of Agriculture's
Forest
Service
and Assn.
of State Foresters,
■roadcast at various times over numerous stations.
— Citation: "This well planned series of well chosen topics with an
jiionest effort to reach a specific audir.ce shows a marvelous understanding
f reaching people with a program
t'hat is bound to get results."
I Honorable Mention, Farmer CoRoy

Thompson

of radio experiyears
ence and personal participation in his community's
projects and services have
mj made Roy Thompson a
■ m household word in industrina. WRTA,
Altooson
richThomp
Tally
the -Roy
Station,
will assure you a loyal, buying audience throughout the
ML
listening hours.

W25

ABC

1240 KC

Altoona,
Pa.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
5ROADCASTING

J. Kelly, WPTZ promotion and publicity director; George
A. Koehler, WFIL-TV advertising and promotion director;
Norris V/est, WCAU assistant program director (for
WCAU-AM-TV); T. E. Paisley, WFIL assistant program
director; Mr. Sheronas; Murray Arnold, W1P program
director; Franklin Tooke, KYW program director; Jeff
Radley, WPEN special events director.

operators, to Bureau of Publications,
Government of Saskatchewan, broadcast at various times over numerous
stations.
Cultural: Art, science, literature and
music (but not straight music) — First
Award, University Hour, to Communications Center, U. of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, broadcast over Dixie FM
Network.
— -Citation: "For a significant contribution to the democratic heritage
of the people of a state, the impact
of which would be equally great on
the general American audience."
Honorable Mention, Science Reporter, to U. of Denver and Rocky
Mountain Radio Council, Denver,
broadcast at various times over numerous stations.
Dealing with Personal and Social
Problems — First Award, This Is Russia, to Armed Forces Information and
Education Division, Office, Secretary
of Defense, broadcast over various
AFRS Networks.
— Citation : "For effective dramatization contrasting life in the United
States with life in Russia. A series
that should be heard by every AmerHonorable Mention, The Story of
ican." County, to New York State
Empire
Dept. of Health and State Radio Bureau, broadcast at various times over
numerous stations.
Presenting Public Issues (Forums,
etc.) — First Award, University of Arizona Forum, to U of Arizona, broadcast at various times over numerous
stations.
— Citation: "For presenting authoritative and clarifying discussions of
topics especially selected for the interest of listeners in this area. The
speakers presented well-prepared and
unusual materials bringing much information of local value. More group
preparation would result in somewhat
better questions by the moderator.
This series presents a vigorous and
sincere radio discussion program of
superior informational value."
Furthering International Understanding— First Award, UN Story, to
United Nations Radio, broadcast at
various times over numerous stations.
— Citation: "To the series for the
ability to capture and hold interest in
this vital area, on a regular basis,
without resorting to over-production,
while spotlighting the significant in
the commonplace; to the specific entry
for the showmanship revealed in the

• Telecasting

simple and direct manner of presenting the original thank-you songs of
children of the world at Christmas
time, without losing sight of the UNness
of Award,
the series."
First
G. I. Ambassador of
Good Will, to Armed Forces Information and Education Division, Office,
Secretary of Defense, broadcast over
various AFRS Networks.
— Citation: "For the respect and
skill with which producer and writer
treated significant material — with dignity, sincerity and 'a right touch of
lightness;'sibilitifor
recognizing
respones of Armed
Forces the
Radio
and
its impact not only on Armed Forces
personnel but also on the citizens of
foreign
Specialcountries."
One-Time Broadcasts — First
Award, How Sleep the Brave, to Armed
Forces Information and Education Division, Office, Secretary of Defense,
broadcast over various AFRS Networks.
— Citation: "For a beautifully reverent yet graphic tribute to men who
gave their lives for their country. For
a script of classic quality and an
exceptionally effective narration."
Teen-Agers' (for out-of-school listening)— First Award, The Youngest
Pedagogue, to Bureau of Publications,
Government of Saskatchewan, broadcast over CKRM Regina, Sask.
— Citation: "For skillfull treatment
of a vital problem — the recruitment of
worthy young people for the teaching
Designed for In-School Use by Puprofession."
pils in Primary Grades — First Award,
Making Friends with Music, to Los
Angeles City Board of Education, Los
Angeles, broadcast over KFAC.
— Citation : "For an intelligentlyplanned and excellently presented music program which effectively combines
good teaching techniques and worthwhile classroom participation with
pleasurable listening; for a stimulating and fresh musical experience which
should greatly add to children's enjoyment of music."
Honorable
Mention, Once Upon a
Time, to Los Angeles City Board of
Education, Los Angeles, broadcast over
KFAC.
Designed for In-School Use by Pupils in Intermediate Grades — (no first
award) Honorable Mention, Los Angeles in Review, to Audio-Visual Sections of Los Angeles City Schools and
Office of Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools, broadcast at
various times over numerous stations.

Appointments
the Dwight
14-man 1
board,
announced to
by Gen.
Eisenhower fortnight ago through
Columbia U., also include Harry
A. Bullis, chairman of the board,
General Mills Inc.; James Farley,
board chairman, Coca Cola Export
Co. and other representatives of
business, labor and agriculture. Assembly was set
to "clarify issues important up
to the American
people." It will hold its first meeting May 21.

Jimmy Durante Award
JIMMY DURANTE, who this year
won the Peabody Award as the
best entertainer in television, has
authorized the Gagwriters Institute Comedy Development Center
to offer "The Jimmy Durante New
Comedian Award," the institute
announced last week. Award
will
be presented to the new young
comedian showing the most progress during the preceding year.
The institute said this is only the
first of a series of incentive awards.
In San Antonio
and the

Southwest,

too. . .

for COVERAGE
WOno
there
's Ai
substitute for

The Southwest is a great and
growing market. WOAI covers
this market with its 50,000 watt
clear-channel voice better, far
better, than any other advertising medium. BMB shows 395,350
families listen to WOAI daytime
— 740,700 families listen evenings— latest Hooper shows WOAI
leading day and night! Daytime,
WOAI leads in 34 of 40 rated
1/4 hr. periods! Dollar for dollar,
there's not a better advertising

NBC -TON
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD
PETRY
& COMPANY, Inc.
New York • Chicago
• Los Angeles
St. Louis • Dallas
Detroit • San Antonio
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Respects
(Continued from page 48)
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Assisting in the WAFB broadcast were: (I to r) Louis Goode, WAFB
engineer; Bill Beard, CAP pilot; Jack Powers, WAFB announcer; Col.
Joseph Dupree.
OPERATION

RADIO

WAFB Covers 'Bombing'
BROADCAST by WAFB Baton
Rouge of the simulated atomic
bombing of the city last month inspired Aubrey Williams, director
of radio for the Fitzgerald Adv.
Agency, to write:
"Every time a radio station
comes through like that on a real
public service, it makes me proud
of myself for deserting newspapers
in 1938 to devote all my time to
radio. Brother, you guys are there
when the public needs you!"
The Baton Rouge bombing was
realistic with a B29 carrying the
bomb, jet planes pursuing the
bomber, the Mississippi River
bridge blown up and 125 planes
evacuating citizens. The sham
battle was staged with the cooperation of the civil air patrol and
civilian defense.
WAFB coverage was shortwaved
direct from the plane which di-

Wagner Succeeds Hilton
CHUCK HILTON, KGLO Mason
City, Iowa, has been succeeded by
Paul Wagner, chief of news operations at WOSU Columbus, Ohio
State U. station, as chairman of
Education Committee of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors, according to President Ben
Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, Ga. The
unit has been realigned to comprise educators solely, with the exception of Walter Pascall, WSB Atlanta, and Mr. Milton, who will
continue to serve on the committee.
Others appointed are: Don Brown,
U. of Illionis; Ruth Dunigan, U. of
Indiana; James R. Young, Rutgers U.;
John Paul Jones, U. of Florida;
Mitchell V. Charnley, U. of Minnesota; Baskette Mosse, Northwestern
U.; Quintus Wilson, U. of Utah; William Swindler, U. of Nebraska; H.
Lloyd Churchill, Stanford U.; Vera
W. Gillespie, U. of Texas; Floyd Baskette, U. of Colorado; Robert Pockrass, Penn State College; Ed Lambert,
U. of Missouri.

rected events. Col. W. D. Haas,
commander of the operation, was
at the WAFB ground station where
shortwave reports were received.
In the plane were Col. Joseph Dupree, special events announcer Jack
Powers and the CAP pilot. The
broadcast continued for an hour
and a half. Listeners phoned in
their appreciation for many hours
after the broadcast and mail response was described as "terrific"
by Tom
E. Gibbens, WAFB general manager.

WOOK-FM NOW WFAN (FM)
Becomes Baseball Key
WOOK Washington, D. C, on May
3 celebrated its fourth birthday
as its affiliate, WOOK-FM, changed
its call to WFAN (FM). Station
operates on a new frequency of
100.3 mc with 18.4 kw.
Richard Eaton, general manager,
said WFAN is going to try to live
up to its slogan as "Sports Station
of the Nation." WFAN made its
debut also as key station of the
United Broadcasting Co.-Washington Senator FM Network.

Grand Rapids, Lansing and Battle'
Creek, as well as a limited partner-j
ship interest
in International
vertising,
Grand
Rapids agency.Ad-*
Mr. Versluis has been familiar
with radio operations since the
early '30s. In co-partnership with
Harold Gross and M. B. Keller in
1934 he helped found WJIM Lansing, now owned solely by Mr.
Gross.
Sells WJIM Interest
Desiring to operate his own
station, Mr. Versluis, along withMr. Keller, sold his interests in
WJIM in October 1936 to Mr. Gross]
for $35,000. He subsequently pre-f
pared his application for whatl
is now WLAV, it being approved]
by FCC in 1940.
In the interim he further sharp- 1.
ened his business acumen by de-1
voting his attentions to his photography studios and investments.
WLAV began commercial opera- j
tion Sept. 18, 1940, as the second
outlet in Grand Rapids and a
Mutual affiliate. During 1942 it
originated 202 MBS programs, including such sustainers as UndeA
Western Skies, Don Bovay, Six\
Men of Note, Spices of 1942 and
the Grand Rapids Schubert Club.l
The well-known Children's Biblel
Hour was created by WLAV in
in 1942 and has been carried by af
netwoi-k of stations since then.j
WLAV
became an ABC affiliate in
1943.
Mr. Versluis was identified with]
the Associated Broadcasting System which operated for about five)
months during 1945-46.
Although the WLAV operations:
and
photography
studiosattention,)
require1
considerable
personal
Mr. Versluis still finds time for
active memberships in the Advertising Club, Optimist Club (of
which he is director and past president), Spring Lake and Blythefield;
Country Clubs and Peninsular!
Club. He also is a director of the
Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters.
Versluis Family
Mrs. Versluis is the former!
Dorothy Zeiss, Lansing school!
teacher, whom he married in 1941.
Mr. Versluis has two children byj
a former marriage, Leonard A. Jr., S
who is a WLAV-TV executive, and j.
Helen (Mrs. Robert King) . He has
four grand children.
The Versluis' have their home on
a 525 acre farm 10 miles north of
Grand Rapids. His hobbies include
sailing his 42-ft. Chris Craft
cruiser, golf, water skiing, swimming and bird hunting.

HAPPINESS MEET
Sarnoff To Speak May 17
THREE-DAY conference of some
100 industrialists, labor leaders,
scientists and philosophers at the
Corning Glass Center, Corning,
N. Y., to discuss "the enjoyment
of life and prospects for happiness
of the average man, woman and
child" will be held under sponsorship of the American Council of
Learned Societies May 17.
Electronics industry representatives will include Brig. Gen. David
for PRESTIGE SELLING add
Sarnoff, RCA board chairman; Don
DR. DANIEL A. POLING
G. Mitchell, Sylvania Electric
Products president; Philip D. Reed,
and the CARLTON MARTIN CHOIR
General Electric Co. president, and
to Your SALES STAFF!
Gwilym A. Price, Westinghouse
SEE PAGE 16 — NOW!
Electric Corp. president.
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PREFERENCE

The conditions were the same — same time, same
pick-up, same talent (General MacArthur) — an
ideal comparison with absolutely no room for arguments. And we proved what we've been saying over
and over since 1947
Washington prefers WNBW.
More than three times as many TViewers saw
General MacArthur's speech and reception on
WNBW than on the next closest station. In fact

test Set Count
By Markets
Page 64

WNBW

37.9

Station B

4.4

Station C

4.4

Station D

12.0

in this four-station market we, except for a few
percentage points, had more than 50% of the entire audience.
Which
that in Washington

all goes to prove
people prefer . . . .
WNBW
NBC IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
Represented Nationally by NBC Spot Sales

SOURCE: AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, APRIL 1951

Nationally-Tested

TV

Shows

'TIME

FOR

on

Film

BEANY

Twice voted "Best Children's TV Show"— 1949 and
1 950 — by The Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
Whimsical puppet adventure serial — 1 2 minutes, five
times weekly. Highest Hooperated multi-weekly TV show
in Los Angeles for 15 months. Now selling merchandise in
22 TV markets.
"DIXIE SHOWBOAT"
Here comes the Showboat! New Dixieland jazz revival
of Mississippi sidewheeler entertainment — 30 minutes
once-a-week. iVA glorious American era recaptured!"
Features Nappy

La Mare's Strawhat Strutters, out-

standing guest stars and oldtime minstrel routines. M.C.'d
by Captain Dick Lane, movie veteran voted "King of
Hollywood TV" by West Coast televiewers.
"HOLLYWOOD
REEL"
Produced expressly for TV! The real Hollywood in 52
timely glamor-packed 1 2-minute films, each featuring
several Movie Capital personalities at home, at work, at
play. Fashions-in-the-making. Movie production secrets.
Something for every member of the family. Photographed
by Coy Watson. Running comment
NP* known columnist Erskine Johnson.

by nationally-

"WRESTLING
FROM
HOLLYWOOD"
Spectacular wrestling matches as only Hollywood can
stage them. Red-blooded Main Events and Semi-Finals
with nationally-known mat stars in 30-60 minute programs
crammed with bone-crushing action. Film-recorded pickup
by KTLA, Los Angeles. Top West Coast TV sports event
for 1949-50! Now shown in more than 20 markets.

^PubantCWntb FILMED SHOWS offer tested top-rated entertainment at a fraction of initial production costs. Programs are
available to advertisers in one or many TV markets on a spot
basis. Also available to TV stations with privilege of resale to local
advertisers. For prices and audition prints — write, wire, telephone:
Paramount ^eleoilixt+i PtoducUcuU, 9mc.

k*\ Cparamou/iL /*i
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National Sales Office • 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • Hollywood 9-6363
A SERVICE

OF THE PARAMOUNT
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NETWORK
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COSTS

ARE

TELEVISION'S
mounting costs,
promising to become much higher,
are only the growing pains of the
young medium, William H. Weintraub, president
of William H.
Weintraub & Co.,
New York, said
Wednesday at the
Ohio
Assn. of
Broadcasters
meeting in Columbus (see Ryan
speech, page 29).
In the current
I 61 TV markets, a Mr. Weintraub
Class A night
half-hour rate is around $23,000 or
$24,000, he said, and will go up
one-third July 1 to about $32,000.
Looking ahead to further TV circulation in those areas, he saw the
possibility of a $42,000 cost in
July 1952.
On top of that, according to Mr.
Weintraub, is another sum, possibly $40,000, for additional TV
markets and the figure is around
$80,000 for a half-hour, plus another $20,000 production costs. That
brings the possible cost of a weekly half-hour to over $5 million a
year, he estimated.
And then will come color, he
forecast, raising costs even more.
At that point Mr. Weintraub
carried the Ohio broadcasters back
20 years to 1930, when the advertiser paid 52 cents per thousand
homes for a half-hour on NBC's 50
stations. Today the full NBC network of 167 stations costs $16,000,
he said, and the cost-per-thousand
drops to 40 cents, a reduction of
almost 25%.
All New Money
Citing figures covering 126 national advertisers who spent $26,100,000 in TV the last half of 1950
compared to $6,800,000 in 1949, he
said the additional dollars "were
all new money because those same
126 advertisers actually at the
same time increased their spending
in other media."
The answer to costly network
shows, from the local point of view,
will come from TV film syndication, Mr. Weintraub predicted, referring to improvement in quality.
These films will help small-town
TV stations put on top quality programs, he said.
Referring again to color, he
scoffed at the suggestion that the
Telecasting
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Weintraub Tells OAS
PAINS
ment. These are the very wheels
expressed regret over loss of Mr.
change can't be made because 12
on which our expanding economy
million sets would be made obsoKern to WMMN; thanked H. W.
Emswiler and Ohio High School
lete. "Can you imagine what might
Athletic Assn. for hearing plea to
happen to the 60 million good jobs
L. A. (Butch) Pixley, WCOL
rotates." was elected president of allow broadcast-telecast coverage
and the futures of our young men
Columbus,
of all sports without charge, and
if this pernicious philosophy is perthe Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
for courtesies extended in covering
mitted to grow?" he asked.
during the Wednesday-Thursday
events.
"And it will continue to grow
meeting held at the Deshler-Wallick
unless the American people underHotel, Columbus. Robert W. FerAt Thursday's session Fred
stand that when some stylist obsoguson, WTRF Bellaire, was elected Smith, vice president of William
vice president, and Robert Fehlman, Powell Co., Cincinnati, said manletes milady's wardrobe by changing the popular color from pink to WHBC Canton, secretary-treasurer.
agement has learned the value of
blue she has done America a favor
Directors elected were A. E. Heiser, technical and financial aspects of
and created more jobs for more
WLEC Sandusky, and Len Nas- business but has not learned good
man,
WFMJ Youngstown.
employe relations. Companies
people.
should compete in good employe
"Yes, when a federal bureau says
Supports BAB
relations
as well as for sales.
you can't make a change on the
Support for Broadcast Advertisground that you might obsolete
Ralph
W.
Hardy, NARTB goving Bureau was voted in a series
some merchandise it is showing a of resolutions
ernment relations director, reviewed
adopted
Thursday.
fundamental and basic lack of
association activities in Washingunderstanding and appreciation of Other resolutions lauded Mr. Pixton. Lin Patee, of Broadcast Music
ley
and
a
committee
for
work
in
the elementary principles of our
obtaining more equitable interpre- Inc., invited OAB members to take
economy. It is as un-American as
tation of a tax regulation on tran- part in BMI's nationwide clinic.
it is bureaucratic.
scription and film sales, as well as Dave Baylor, WJMO Cleveland and
a use tax; endorsed BMI program
Roger Berk, WAKR Akron, dis"Our economy at its present rate
cussed employe relations and outis based upon keeping 60 million
clinics; congratulated retiring offigood jobs filled by selling 225 billined a plan of employe benefits ■
cers (Carl George, WGAR Cleveinsurance contracts, vacalion dollars worth of goods. And
land, president; Mr. Fehlman, sec- including
tions and bonus incentives.
retary-treasurer, and J. Robert
that's a job that just can't be done
Oliver
Gramling, Associated
without constant obsolescence, conKern, formerly WLOK Lima and
(Continued on page 87)
now WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.);
stant change and continual replaceGROWING

TV

PRICB

SUPPORT

TV SET manufacturers struggled
last week to meet the falling public demand by either cutting prices
or guaranteeing current factory
prices. At the same time a major
manufacturer said material shortages will soon cut TV production.
RCA took the lead in guaranteeing distributors that factory prices
of TV receivers would be stabilized until Aug. 1, when new models
will be introduced. Joseph B. Elliott, vice president in charge of
RCA Victor consumer products,
said this action marked the first
time RCA Victor has guaranteed
prices since TV's introduction. He
outlined a comprehensive program
to distributors, including elimination of price uncertainties.
While RCA was taking this step,
Benjamin Abrams, president of
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., was announcing price cuts
in the entire TV receiver line,
ranging from $15 to $145.
Glen McDaniel, president of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., last
Monday said the lull in sale of TV

• BROADCASTING

RCA

sets is temporary, with an excellent outlook for a growing and
healthy market. He made his observations before a group of Eastern New York and Vermont dealers and distributors, meeting at
Albany, N. Y.
Mr. Elliott said RCA Victor's
market stabilization plan is designed to bolster dealer confidence
in the long-range stability of the
TV market as well as to re-emphasize RCA Victor values. The plan
was offered in lieu of price cuts
and bonus offers.
Advertising Plans
RCA Victor plans to continue
advertising current models at suggested list prices now in effect, according to Mr. Elliott. He said the
market is far from saturation. Advances in program and technical
performance will strengthen demand, he explained, supported by
more
aggressive
selling and merchandising.
Home demonstrations are proving an effective sales tool, he con-

Issues

Guarantee

tinued. He predicted shortages
will "substantially limit RCA Victor's television production for the
second
half of told
1951."a Pacific Coast
Mr. Elliott
group Wednesday that from a production standpoint
"hard
are
ahead. ...
A stock
of times
television
receivers today is money in the
bank tomorrow." He said television is "passing through a transitional stage, a change from youth
to Inmaturity."
announcing the Emerson TV
price cuts Mr. Abrams said buying
up to a certain point has been
saturated. Price-cutting within
the industry has brought a great
deal of confusion and frequently
has affected sales of small dealers
unable to employ "all the devices
for getting customers into the
store" of their larger competitors,
he said.
New Emerson prices, he went
on, the
should
be regarded
as a "step
in
direction
of bringing
some
(Continued on page 89)
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SUPPORT for reservation of eduORS'
EDUCAT
cational television channels
continued to pour into FCC last week
while commercial broadcasters
were still to be heard from, except
for a few scattered comments.
Deadline for initial comment
upon FCC's revised TV allocation
plan is today, Monday (May 7)
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 26 et seq.] From past experience in such proceedings, the
Commission predicted the main
flood of replies — particularly those
from broadcasters — would be filed
over the weekend.
Organized education, via the now
permanently established Joint Committee on Educational Television,
late week filed comments in behalf
of some 115 universities and educational organizations throughout
the country. These bolster the innumerable letters, petitions, resolutions and other comments which
have been filed individually by
schools, city officials, parent-teacher
groups etc. from coast to coast.
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex., petitioned the Commission to grant
competitive stations there — both
educational and commercial — as
soon as possible.
The unusual request was made
by the Houston Post outlet, now
the sole station operating there, on
grounds that multiple services are
desirable in order to stimulate
growth on an overall basis.
KPRC told the Commission:
In the entire field of communications
— press, radio, wire services — it has
been proven time and again that multiple voices, numerous channels, are
necessary
to the widest dissemination
of information.
TV is an extension of communications in the field of public information.
Thus as a matter of basic philosophy,
we believe that other TV stations
should be opened in Houston as soon as
possible.
From an operating point of view, we
have found it impossible for one station to serve completely the wide variety of public tastes and interests to
be seen in any large city.
We believe, therefore, that it is
important for other educational and
commercial TV stations to be licensed
there
sible. to begin service as soon as posIBEW Executive's Views
A vigorous bid for prompt lifting of the TV freeze was contained in a protest comment filed
by Frank Darling, president of
Local 1031, International Brother1 hood of Electrical Workers (AFL),
Chicago, which charged the Commission with major blame for causing "mass disployment in the TV
set making industry by persistently
refusing to issue permits to new
TV broadcasting stations."
The freeze was imposed Sept.
30, 1948, when FCC decided because
of TV interference problems that
the
allocation
plan be
and reconsidered.
engineeringstandards
should
The revised plan issued in March
would allocate some 2,000 VHF and
UHF stations to more than 1,200
communities and contains proposals
for partial lifting of the freeze if
Paga 56
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no objections are received by the the changes "can be accomplished
^
as simply as possible,
particularly
May COMME
7 deadline for initial NTS
comments.
in connection with the compiling
and filing of data relating to the
FCC proposed to lift the freeze
on VHF and UHF construction in technical operation on the new
U. S. territories, new UHF station construction within the U. S.
WHLD-AM-FM Niagara Falls,
channel."
N.
Y., filed comment supporting
and power boosts for operating
VHF stations in the U. S. under
FCC's
Channelproposed
2 there. allocation of VHF
certain conditions.
The Commission has given no
KELO Sioux Falls, S. D., supfurther hint as to its present thinkported proposed allocation of VHF
Channels 11 and 13 and UHF
ing on this tentative plan, and
specific industry comment on the Channels 38 and 44 (reserved for
subject was still non-existent as education) in its city.
of last Thursday.
W. A. Wilson, president and general manager of WOPI Bristol,
May 22 Deadline
Tenn., expressed full accord with
Replies to the initial comment, as FCC's proposed allocation with respect to both VHF and UHF and
well as counter-proposals, must be
filed with FCC by May 22. Hearing
urged that proposed VHF Channel
5 be retained there because of the
on the city-by-city allocation promountainous terrain.
posals, the final phase of the reallocation proceeding, is scheduled
Laramie-Cheyenne Shift
to commence June 11.
Warren M. Mallory, consulting
Two of the 31 operating VHF
stations which FCC would switch
engineer, proposed either VHF
Channel 11 or 13 be allocated to
to different VHF channels— WSYRLaramie instead of Cheyenne,
TV Syracuse, N. Y.( and WJACTV Johnstown, Pa. — informed the Wyo. He would move Laramie's
Commission they have no objections
UHF Channel 18 to Cheyenne. VHF
to the proposed channel changes
Channel 8 is proposed to be reserved at Laramie.
affecting them. FCC would relocate 31 of the 107 operating
Mr. Mallory explained that with
VHF stations in order to reduce
a 500-w VHF transmitter and sixinterference problems and effect bay antenna located on a 8,777-ft.
a more efficient overall allocation.
mountain eight miles east of
Laramie, both cities would fall
Both WJAC-TV and WSYR-TV
commented that in view of the within the 6,000 uv/m contour. Beexpense they would incur because
yond this contour, he said, listeners
of the channel changes, they hoped
would be served in eastern Wyom-

ing, northern Colorado and a small
part of western Nebraska.
Roy C. Swank, president of
WLAG LaGrange, Ga., said WLAG
plans a maximum power station
at Pine Mt., 19 miles from LaGrange and 22 miles from Columbus, but VHF Channel 4 if used
there cannot deliver the required
minimum signal to metropolitan
Columbus. He indicated Channel
12, originally proposed by FCC
there, would provide the required
coverage.
FCC proposes to allocate UHF
Channel 50 to LaGrange, VHF
Channel 4 and UHF Channels 28
and 34 (reserved) to Columbus.
Woodall Comments
Allen M. Woodall, president of
WDAK Columbus, told FCC he
felt engineeringwise VHF Channel
8 could be added in his area without
interference to other markets.
Similarly, E. D. Black, president
of WBML Macon, Ga., expressed
belief that VHF Channel 7 could
be added to Macon without interference. Macon's VHF
proposed
allocation now included
Channel
13
and
UHF
Channels
41
(reserved)
and 47.
R. B. Bell, owner-manager of
KENA Mena, Ark., asked that a
channel be allocated there in order
to service west central Arkansas
and eastern Oklahoma.
WILE Cambridge, Ohio, thanked
the Commission for its proposed
allocation of UHF Channel 26 there.
The KPRC-TV comment also supported FCC's general engineering
proposals for wider station separations in the Gulf Coast area because of propagation characteristics
(Continued on page 88)

Hausman, Coy Give Views
OSPECTS
BOTH
advertiser
consumer
R and PR
COLO
Mr. Hausman prefaced his talk
charge of sales promotion and adeagerly await the start of color
vertising for CBS, and FCC Chair- with a reminder that he was not
television, the National Newspaper
man Wayne Coy, emphasized this speaking as a representative of a
Promotion Assn. was told last at a television dinner meeting of competing medium, but rather with
Monday in Washington.
NNPA during its annual convenintent to present a general advertion at the Wardman Park Hotel.
Louis Hausman, vice president in
tising problem, "common to all of
Rather than try to sell against
television, the appetite of sponsors
for the new medium should be accepted realistically, said the CBS
executive, adding: "I suggest that
we use this willingness to invest
in television advertising to increase the total advertising budget. Television can be the force to
induce advertisers to enlarge their
total advertising investment."
Mr. Hausman held that the reus."lationship between advertising and
national income is out of balance.
He cited the rise in total national
income from $87 billion in 1929 to
$180 billion in 1946. He compared
this to the 1929 advertising figure
of $3y2 billion and the 1946 total
of $3y3 billion.
"Too many advertisers" are using "old-fashioned dollars" to sell
"higher priced cases," he said. Advertising'slast
percentageyear
of national
income declined
to 2.2%
■— the same figure as 1941, it was
(Continued on page 89)

REE & PETERS' executives and salesmen attending the
ales clinic in New York included (I to r): William J.
"ynan, Chicago; R. J. McNamara, Lloyd Griffin, John
irooke, and Elliott Reed, all New York; Keith T. Mcienney, Detroit; Joseph W. Evans, Fort Worth; I. E.

TiUSTRIP

F&P

Showerman, New York; George Stanton, Chicago; F.
Preston Peters, New York; William B. Wiemers, Chicago;
Russell Woodward and R. F. Kieling, New York; Lon
King, San Francisco; John A. Serrao, Hollywood. Four-day
session was held at the Waldorf-Astoria.

Unveils

New

Sales

Technique

tions, Mr. Reed said, but signed
for time on WPIX when the visual
presentation impressed on him,
apparently for the first time, the
magnitude of the New York market even if Manhattan were taken
out entirely.
On Tuesday, the F&P salesmen
heard Raymond F. Guy, NBC radio
and allocations engineer, discuss
the significance of the proposed
new frequency allocations, VHF
versus UHF, the value of antenna
heights, power and frequency and
other engineering subjects. Allan
Jay of Videodex, Sidney Roslow of
The Pulse Inc. and C. E. Hooper
of C. E. Hooper Inc. participated
in a research clinic, each explaining the rating technique used by
his organization and answering
questions raised by the F&P sales
staff. Rex Cox of Sarra Inc. spoke
on the use of film in television.
Wednesday Session

Wednesday was devoted to introducing the TELEstrip unit to the
sales force and briefing them in its
use. John F. Noone, WPIX sales
director, instructed the salesmen in
the points to be stressed during
the presentation of his station, following a showing to a group of
WPIX executives. The last two
days of the four-day meeting were
used for a thorough analysis of the
markets and station operations of
the eight TV stations represented

was prepared for WPIX (TV) New
\ NEW technique in sales presenexample, what the prospect visualYork. This has been used for three
ized was not the program we were
tations, the TELEstrip unit developed by Free & Peters for selling
selling but the last puppet show he commercial presentations, Mr. Reed
television stations and programs to had seen, good, bad or indifferent.
stated, "and so far its batting
Now, with a film that shows the
idvertisers and agencies, was unaverage
is 1,000." While not idenfiled at the national TV sales
tifying the accounts involved, he
characters and the story line and
said that one ran into six figures
whatever else is pertinent, we are
clinic conducted by the station repand that making this one sale
resentative firm for its video salesselling this program itself."
more than reimbursed F&P for the
nen Tuesday through Friday at the
Just as a station can, at relatively small expense, prepare a complete cost of developing the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
TELEstrip unit and equipping its
TELEstrip program presentation
"We have finally licked the probsales force with them.
for use by all F&P TV salesmen, so
F&P. g the clinic, in addition
by Attendin
em of selling TV 'blind'," I. E.
One account secured for WPIX
the technique can be used to preShowerman, national TV sales
New York men, were: Jothe
to
the TELEstrip presentamanager of Free & Peters, said.
sent the station's market story in through
seph
W. Evans, Fort Worth; Wiltion
was
that
of
a
manufacturer
a
visual
way,
Mr.
Reed
said.
Such
This portable unit is the first real
liam J. Tynan, William B. Wiemers
of an automotive accessory who,
a presentation, for WBAP-TV Fort
visual method of selling a visual
Jr., George F. Stanton, Chicago;
while using TV in other cities, had
Worth, was used as a pilot project
medium." He added that although
avoided
New
York
because
of
the
Keith T. McKenney, Detroit; John
for
preparing
the
test
film
for
use
developed specifically for television,
A. Serrao, Hollywood; Lon King,
in developing the new unit.
low automobile usage in Manhatthe technique could easily be adapttan.
He
had
rejected
oral
presenAfter
the
unit
was
ready,
a
poled for use by any salesmen of altations from all New York TV staished market story presentation
San Francisco.
most any product.
Comprising a compact film projector and a viewing screen SV2
by 11 inches, the TELEstrip unit
costs little and can easily be carried in a briefcase. In addition to
mmHtee
e c°
Crim
providing a means of displaying
radio-TV
coverage
of possible open
A UNIFORM code of procedure to C
Urgedac- by
to
screening
of Congressional
DE
O
tivities.
sessions.
S
G
N
visual material such as TV proI
R
A
HE
grams visually, the unit enables the guide Congressional committees in
"Nevertheless, our committee
their conduct of public hearings in- commends
Jacob K.hisJavits
(R-Libsalesman to present his material
the television industry
N. 0Y.)Rep.renewed
demand
for
volving
television
coverage
was
and his sales story face-to-face
which devoted so much time at radio-TV broadcast coverage of
recommended
by
the
Senate
Crime
with his prospect and without the
considerable cost to our commitHouse debates, and called on the
Investigating Committee last week.
breaks in salesman-to-prospect conpublic to demand telecasts.
tee's
proceedings,"
the
report
said.
tact entailed in presentations by
The proposal was contained in "The dignified and restrained handlThe Kefauver committee, in
the easel method. It also avoids the a special interim report released
ing of the television broadcasts of recommending a code of procedure,
high cost and low mobility which
by the committee, which also lauded
the hearings by the respective stamade no specific reference to pos• has made the use of motion pictions and networks involved, and
sible sponsorship of Hill proceedtelevision
as
a
potentially
"treture equipment impracticable for
their personnel, speaks most highly
ings. The House Agriculture Commendous power for good" and a
most sales presentations.
mittee had posed the issue the past
public spirit of this rela"superb means" of public educa- for the tively
new
medium
and
for
its
tion.
History of Development
fortnight when it balked on sponjudicious approach to a new probsorship issue raised by ABC-TV.
The reference to telecast proceedThe unit was developed by the
Observing that the use of teleSociety for Visual Education after
ings was seen as further recogniOther Developments
vision "involves serious consideration by top Congressional leaders
the idea had been engendered by
of
the
growing
controversy
over
Against
the backdrop of the
the Chicago office of Free & Peters,
tion of many new factors," the
Crime Committee report, which
Crime Committee felt that constiElliott W. Reed, F&P TV sales- problems posed by television covertutional rights of citizens may be
also
age on Capitol Hill [Broadcasting
man, explained. There is nothing
lem."called for stricter regulation
one
issue
—
a claim raised by several
•
Telecasting,
April
30]
.
of
radio-TV
and
other
means
of
new about slide film projectors, he
witnesses who refused to have their
said, but it took many months to
of gambling informaThe issue, according to the Ke- transmitting
tion (see separate story), there faces screened "although they did
produce the desktop rear-view
fauver Crime Investigating Comscreen which permits the salesman
mittee, resolves itself into ques- were
week: these other developments last not object to the broadcast of their
to make an intimate presentation.
voices over wireless radio."
tions involving "possible invasion
The Kefauver group noted that
9 The joint Senate Armed
"Formerly, when we tried to sell of privacy" and the insurance of
two witnesses, Morris Kleinman
a video program put on by a sta- the continued "dignity and maxiServices-Foreign Relations committees held initial hearings on and Louis Rothkopf , had raised the
mum effectiveness of legislative
tion to an advertiser or agency in
another city, we were selling proceedings." Television, it noted, Gen. Douglas MacArthur's dismisissue
the alleged
of the and
conditions
under"onerousness"
which they
"raises whole new or intensfied
sal in executive session last Thursagainst his imagination," Mr. Reed
(Continued
on
page
89)
day, but left the door open for
said. "If it was a puppet show, for issues of public policy" with respect
Telecasting
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Foster

Airs

Views

at SMPTE

Meet

KINESCOPES
By PETE DICKERSON
TODAY'S greatest boon to advertising agencies "would be development toward perfection of instantaneous kinescopes and relaxation
of the need to transmit the (television) program as it is being kinescoped," Kendall Foster, vice president for television, William Esty
Co., New York, told the 69th semiannual convention of the Society
of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, April 30-May 4, in New
York.
Speaking
at Tuesday's
television
session
of the
convention,
which
attracted more than 250 scientists,
engineers and technicians from all
over the U. S., Canada, Mexico,
and England, Mr. Foster said that
the agency view of kinescope recordings today is "a dim one."
"Yet why should we expect one

Zke

phase in the whole complex field
of television broadcasting to be
perfect?"
he asked.
"Productions
and the artists
and craftsmen
who
present them are not perfect; nor
are the live facilities; the allocations and affiliations of stations and
networks are thoroughly confused;
and reception under the best of
circumstances is uneven.
"The simple fact is that we can't
get along without kinescopes because there are 63 markets of
which 38 are single stations and
there isn't enough live time for all
programs," he said.
"Yet wherever possible the average station will take the live
program in preference to the kinescope program — especially in network option time," he continued.
Pointing out that a kinescoped
program usually draws less audi-

Car gest Cocal
or

Of RADIO

in Chicago

ence than a "less good" live program, Mr. problems
Foster said
that "the
commercial
of kinescopes
are the need to cut out the commercials from the kinescopes and insert
film negatives into the kine negative, and the difficulty of handling
seasonal advertising messages."
In contrast to Mr. Foster's views
were those of Peter Mole, SMPTE
president, who, in addressing the
opening session, chided the motion
picture industry for lagging behind
technological advances.
He said:
"We in the SMPTE are constantly
improving the technical phases of
pictorial rendition of action. It is
now up to the producers and exhibitors of these motion pictures to take
advantage of the technical developments that will continue this business
as the greatest medium of mass
education and entertainment.
"It has been said, 'That great new

Frank C. Lepore, NBC manage],
of film and kinescope recording!
operations, told the session tha
kinescopes have been "field tested
under all practical operating con I
ditions so that now clients anc
agencies of the major networks
have available a very flexible serv-;
ice with a good performance rec-

Sale

TELEVISION

'$ Mist

ory

The American Vitamin Associates, Inc., have purchased all the
home games of the Chicago Cubs and all the day home games of
the Chicago White Sox on an EXCLUSIVE

basis. This is the

only complete baseball schedule on Chicago television. When
no game is scheduled, or a game is called, the advertiser will
sponsor a film variety review featuring the top names in show
business. They have also purchased six additional programs
on WGN-TV
WGN-TV's

which include: "Leo Carillo's Dude Ranch,"

exclusive contest to select the Chicago representa-

tive for the finals of the "Miss U.S. Television" contest, three
shows featuring top Chicago columnists, and a mystery program,
"The Public Prosecutor."

Jt's another first
for wgn-tv.
Chicago's
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Tirst Station

technical strides must be taken h\
once to keep the motion picture in
dustry prosperous, remembering, n j
doubt, the economic boost that foil
lowed the introduction of sound.
"I believe the present state of al'
fairs is quite the contrary, becaus
technical contributions already a
hand are so far ahead of the indus
try's willingness to adopt them tha
the lack of interest may have th
effect of applying a brake on th
future technical growth."
Benjamin Schlanger and William j
A. Hoffberg, New York theatr i
engineering and architectural con
sultants, cited wide-screen theatr
television as a factor supportiv
of a plan to widen movie screen J
enough to occupy most of the audi
ence's field of vision.
Maj. R. V. Bernier, of th I
Wright-Patterson Air Force basel
Dayton, predicted television an< \
motion pictures will achieve a syn '
thetic vision "almost as remarkabL I
as natural vision" in respect t<
depth perception and other factors I
Field Tested

CHANNEl^cKo
Wfyt Chicago tribune {Edebteion Station

A scheduled report of the joini
Radio - Television
Mfrs. Assn.-i
SMPTE film equipment committee!
was not delivered, but F. N. Gil-'
lette, committee
chairman, said
ards
for:
that the group is working on stand-''
"(1) Dimensions for TV slides and
opaques;
ord." (2) 16-mm. film projectors foi
use with TV camera film chains operating on full storage basis; (3) loeatior
and size of picture area in TV recording
reproduction
16-mm. and
motior
pictureand film;
and (4) oflocation
size
of picture area in TV recording anc
reproduction
of 35mm.
film." that the
Mr. Gillette
also said
films for TV committee reported
it was working to effect:
"(1) Footage
on three
successive framesmarkings
of film leader
(instead
of only one, which is now the custom)
to increase duration of image on TV
monitor; (2) adoption of standard
markings (footage, start of pictures,
and start of sound track) for 16-mm.
film, same as now used for 35-mm
film; (3) use of test pattern on film
to assist the TV operator in making
adjustments; and (4) use of a cue
mark to signal the TV man to switch
on equipment at right instant."
Among the other speakers at the
television recording and reproduction session were Howard Chinn,
CBS; P. J. Herbst, R. 0. Drew,
and S. W. Johnson, RCA Victor
Div. of RCA, Camden, N. J.; Fred
G. Albin, ABC; K. B. Benson and
A. B. Ettlinger, CBS; and W. D.
Kemp, BBC.
Laraine Day Sponsor
NORTHAM WARREN Corp.,
Stamford, Conn. (Cutex and Odorono ) , is sponsoring The Laraine
Day Show, over ABC-TV, Saturday, 1-1:30 p.m. Sponsorship began last Saturday. Agency is J. M.
Mathes, New York.
Telecasting
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i SERIES

FEATURING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

Fit EE

&

PETERS

TELEVISION

SERVICE

Three years, University of California
Three years, U. S. Army Air Force
Nine years, NBC
Free & Peters (San Francisco
Office) since January, 1951

Coast

Me-

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES
Loi

DAVENPORT
WHO-WOC) WOC-TV*
(Central Broadcasting Co. —

Kiig!

On December 7, 1941, Lon King was
an earth-bound page boy at NBC, San
Francisco, but soon won his wings as a
fighter pilot, ending up as Lieutenant
King, pushing P-38s in Italy. After that
he went back to NBC for three years in
Sales Traffic and five years in Sales — at
which time we got him in our sights and

operation benefits tremendously by splitting bookkeeping, clerical, office and
management expenses with our AM operation— thus permitting F&P to allocate more dollars to all-important sales
manpower, and doing a far more thorough television sales job than would
otherwise be possible.

made him "Colonel" King, in command
of television sales in San Francisco!

In this system, F&P has the basis for
giving optimum service and optimum
values to everybody concerned. And

Thus San Francisco has become the fifth
city in which F&P maintains separate
sales departments devoted exclusively to
television. Here as elsewhere, our TV

ree

&

FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)
LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
WPIX
NEW YORK
(THE NEWS)
ST. LOUIS
(POST-DISPATCH) KSD-TV*
SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)

that's the way we always work, here in
this pioneer group of radio and television station representatives.

Peters,

*Primary NBC Affiliates

inc

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since 1932
CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

I
transfer is denied, Channel 8 would

Still the most discussed topic
in local television circles is the
MacArthur telecast. The West
Coast's combined operation,
which included the pooled facilities of the 11 California TV
stations, brought five million
viewers on-the-spot coverage of
the historical event via the San
Francisco-Los Angeles microwave. An estimated 45 million
eastern viewers witnessed the
telecast by kinescope.
KSFO aired the event for AM
audiences with Wally King handling announcing chores.
In San Francisco, KPIX, exclusively, screened MacArthur's
address to Congress 9 hours
later. Kinescoped in Chicago,
via the Baloban-Katz process,
the kine was flown to Los Angeles and fed to KPIX on the
microwave.
ADD KSFO AIRINGS
KSFO's recently inaugurated
"Voice of California Agriculture"
features well-known bureau man,
Bert Buzzini. Originating in the
KSFO studios, the 15 minute farm
show is fed to four additional
California radio stations, Mondays
through Fridays at 6:30 A.M.
STATISTICS ... Bay Area
TV set sales have now reached
the 180,000 mark . . . according to Tele-Que, 90.3% of
these sets were tuned to the
West Coast's telecast of MacArthur's arrival.

Represented by The Katx Agency, Inc.

SFO
Represented by Wm. G. Rambeau Co.
$,
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GEORGIA INSTITUTE
of Technology,
operator of™f
WGST-AM-FM AtFER
TRANS
TVthe FCC
WCONlanta, has asked
to temporarily withhold its consideration of
a proposed transfer of WCON-TV Atlanta. Deal, with FCC approval,
would permit Atlanta Newspapers Inc. to sell station for $525,000 to an
organization of prominent Atlanta
citizens under name of Broadcasttransfer is denied, the Commising Inc. [Broadcasting • Telesion could then assign the chancasting, April 9].
nel
"to one of several applications
Transfer is also conditioned on
who, in the opinion of the FCC, is
the licensing of WSB-TV, now opto provide addierated by Atlanta Newspapers Inc. in besttionalposition
television service of the kind
on Channel 8 — on the Channel 2 and quality that is needed in the
for which WCON-TV holds construction permit.
Atlanta area."
Walter C. Sturdivant, president
On merger of the Atlanta Jourof Broadcasting Inc., immediately
nal and Constitution last year,
disagreed, pointing out that if the
FCC stipulated that Atlanta Newspapers Inc. must surrender its
Channel 8 outlet upon licensing
the Channel 2 station.
Dr. Harmon F. Caldwell, chancellor of the University System of ASCAP
STAND
Georgia, last Thursday confirmed
Reports Conflicting
to Broadcasting • Telecasting
that the FCC had acknowledged
TWO conflicting reports were exreceipt of his letter. Dr. Caldwell
tant last week as to whether TV
asked the delay until counsel for station operators are going to acthe Board of Regents can precept the presently offered blanket or
pare a petition in opposition to per program licenses for the use of
the transfer and a brief in supASCAP music on TV or will conport of this petition.
tinue to fight for better terms.
Dr. Caldwell held that if the
ASCAP last week reported that
some 60% of the 107 TV stations
presently operating have either
AVA BUDGET
signed the blanket license contract
or
have indicated their early inNow Exceeds $5 Million
tention of doing so.
AMERICAN . VITAMIN Assoc.
The All Industry TV Per ProInc., Hollywood, increased its angram License Committee, on its
nual advertising appropriation
part, said it has received reports
this past week to more than $5 from
65 stations stating that they
million to promote AVA products,
have resisted ASCAP's demands in
Thyavals and Orvita.
one way or another. Aside from the
Of this sum approximately 55%
TV stations owned and operated
is earmarked for TV, 15% for ra- by the networks and about eight
dio and 30% newspapers, according
others which accepted blanket
to George S. Johnston, president.
licenses from ASCAP when they
were first drafted in the fall of
Original 1951 budget for television
and radio as announced last March
1949, only about a dozen have
was "more than $1 million."
signed up in the recent drive, acCurrently using television and
mation. cording to the committee's inforradio extensively in Chicago and
West Coast areas [Broadcasting
The committee also reported that
• Telecating, April 2], AVA last 28 stations already have made
week started sponsoring five weekly
their first quarterly payments to
the committee of sums equivalent
15-minute Telenews and weekly
to their highest one-hour rate,
half-hour kinescoped Leo Carrillo's
Dude Ranch Varieties on WJIMamounting in total to more than
TV Lansing, Mich.
$13,000. From pledges and promises of other TV operators, the
Starting May 19, WXYZ-TV Decommittee anticipates its receipts
troit will be added, with AVA
total about twice that sum
sponsoring ZVz hours per week of will
within the near future.
live and kinescoped programs,
Many of these stations have
with time clearance. Weekly program schedule starts within the authorized the committee to reprenext couple of weeks on WLAV-TV
sent them in individual negotiations with ASCAP, as provided for
Grand Rapids. The firm also has
in the consent decree accepted by
contracted for an average of 11%
the society in 1941. According to
hours weekly of live, kinescoped
and film programs on WLWT (TV)
the decree's provisions, offered licenses may be considered for 30
Cincinnati, microwaved to WLWC
days and individual negotiations
(TV) Columbus and WLWD (TV)
may be considered for another 60
Dayton, starting May 21.
days before a final decision is reSome 20 additional eastern and
quired whether to accept a license,
midwest major markets will be
decide to get along without ASCAP
added to the TV list as the cammusic or ask the federal court to
paign progresses and dealer outlets
set fair terms. Judge Samuel Rifare established, according to Frank
kind and Stuart Sprague, counsel
J. Miller, president, The Counselfor the committee, are acting for
ors, Hollywood agency servicing
the account.
the stations in these negotiations.
Tel e c a s

be put back into the "freeze," thus
denying Atlanta the "many advan
tages of a third television station.'
Dr. Caldwell declared that Geor
gia Tech had sought TV more thar
three years ago and if the transf ei
was granted, it may "adversely'
affect the school's radio position
In turn, Mr. Sturdivant pointec
out that the transfer would no1
preclude WGST from acquiring i
TV channel, despite the freeze, anc J
that the FCC already had proposec I
allocation of a special channel fo: |
educational purposes in the Atlanta |
area. He further said that Broad ;
casting Inc. favored WGST getting]
this channel and would render anjj
assistance it could towards tha
end.
Broadcasting Inc. proposes to ac
quire WSB-TV technical facilitie;
and
transmitter site
WCON-T"\
as WCON-TV.
Also,of they
wouh
lease the present WSB-TV trans
mitter building. ANI would tab
over the new WCON-TV plant
renaming it WSB-TV.
Paul Porter Represents WGST
Paul A. Porter, one-time FCC
chairman, and now member of the
Washington law firm of Arnold
Porter and Fortas, represent:
WGST-AM-FM. State of Georgh
had authorized his appointment a;
special assistant attorney genera
to represent their broadcasting in
terests.
Paul D. P. Spearman, Spear
man & Roberson, is counsel fo:
Broadcasting
Inc. Paul
A. O'Bryai
and
William Sims,
of Dow,
Lohne;
& Albertson, represents ANI.
Wrong Loyola U.
VERY REV. James T. Hussey, S. J., president of Loyola
U., Chicago, who wrote FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy in support of educational TV channel reservation, was incorrectly identified as "president,
Loyola U., New Orleans
(WWL)" in TV allocation
comment story, Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30.
The New Orleans Loyola U.,
operatormercialofstationregular
comWWL there,
last week had not yet filed
its TV allocation comment.
It has pending
bid for com-10
mercial VHFa Channel
there.

Since 1932 up to date
completely
i/ry
top QUA
equippedS
KB
tCTUYork
PNew
MOTION studios
of
Video Varieties
CORPORATION
Office:
41
E.
50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-1162
11n g
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The

TV

"catch"

of

the

795/

football

season!

UNITED
FEATURE

SYNDICATE

ANNOUNCES

Dunkel's
Dick
Football
Ratings

TV

Show

TIME —
15 minute weekly TV program on 16 mm. film.
13 week presentation . . . first release Sept.
17th.
CONTENTS—
Thrill-packed action shots of college and university football teams across the nation.
Weekly merchandising traffic-puller mat service including ratings on 400 teams.
BACKGROU

N D —

For over twenty years, the Dick Dunkel Football Ratings have been followed by millions
of fans and have been considered the most informed and accurate in the business! Used
successfully by leading advertisers during the
1950 football season!
PRODUCED
TEL

WRITE
PHONE
WIRE
IMMEDIATELY
FOR AVAILABILITY

'-"elecasting
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R A

BY

PRODUCTIONS

Producers of "Dick Dunkel's Basketball Ratings", "Telesports Digest", "Pro Highlights", "Touchdown", "Baseball Briefs"

UNITED

220

feature

E. 42nd

ST., NEW

PHONE

MU

SYNDICATE

YORK

17, N.Y.

2-3020
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Eddie Drake likes tough customers. The tougher
the better! And whether television's newest
private eye is tracking down crime suspects or
sales prospects, he gets his man.
In "The Cases of Eddie Drake,"* his series
of 13 half-hour mysteries filmed especially for
television, rough-and-ready Eddie has plenty
of help. With Don Haggerty ("Command
Decision," "Canadian Pacific") in the title role,
the cast includes "Kiss Me Kate's" Patricia
Morison, and featured players Hillary Brooke,
Theodore Von Eltz and Angela Greene.
Scripts are written by Jason James, writer for
"Suspense" and other network mysteries.
Sponsors are discovering, in TV as in radio,
that crime does pay ...in jackpot ratings
and results. (Evidence: "Man Against Crime,"
"The Web," "Danger," and many others.)
If you've got tough customers on your hands,
put Eddie Drake on the case.
Radio

Sales

Radio and Television Stations Representative ... CBS
Radio Sales TV Productions: the cases of eddie drake,
GENE AUTRY SHOW, RANGE RIDER, STRANGE ADVENTURE, WORLD'S
IMMORTAL OPERAS, VIENNA PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA,
HOLLYWOOD ON THE LINE.
•Available exclusively through Radio Sales in all TV markets, subject to prior sale.

«»'V*" >

News Presentation
Methods Studied

telestatus

(Report 162)

1

|§

THE

m

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

**
t/*
u
o
g DALLAS

FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

lere are
there

A BOSTON U. student has just
completed an analytical survey of
methods used in presenting news
via television.
The survey is so highly regarded
that Ben Chatfield, news director
of WMAZ Macon and president,
National Assn. of Radio News Directors, announced that NARND
plans to publish it for distribution.
Mr. Chatfield aided materially in
preparation of the survey. The
NARND executive, on behalf of the
student, sent out letters and questionnaires to about 100 stations
and received returns from 60.
The student, Marion Del Vecchio, came clusions:
to Thatthree
there "strong"
has been conan
expansion in the time length of
video newscasts; that there has
been an increase in the number of
such newscasts, and that there has
been an integration of the bestknown audio-visual standards of
productions into one type of news
show.
"These milestones indicate a
voluminous rise in the dissemination of illustrated news on television which points toward the road
of a better informed, more tolerant
American
Del Vecchio.public," concluded Mr.
The study revealed also that 2.8
newscasts are shown daily over the
average TV station. In addition,
38 stations were shown to be carrying at least one network news program daily. Average amount of

time allotted daily to news programming in independent stations
is 37 minutes.
^ %
WTOP-TV

Rate Card

WTOP-TV Washington has issued
rate card No. 2 which increases
Class A time in one-hour classification from $450 to $550; one minute from $100 to $120. Eightsecond spots remain at $50. Station
points out that in the period since
August 1950, when rate card No. 1
was issued, the number of sets in
the market has increased 69% and
WTOP-TV's
share of audience
56%.
Cincinnati U. Study
Favors Classroom TV
TELEVISION should be brought
into the classroom as an educational teaching tool, according to
92% of the educators polled at the
U. of Cincinnati. The study was
made possible under a grant of
the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
[WLWT (TV) Cincinnati], which
telecast four programs to a select
audience of teachers and pupils in
14 schools.
The study "can aid the TV industry by revealing the time limits for
school use of programs, the interest of teachers and administrators
in planning educational programs,
the curricular and other areas most

useful for school telecasts, and
standards for evaluation of such
programs," Dr. Raymond Walters,
university president, stated in releasing the survey.
WLWT's "in-school" telecasts,
titled Look-Learning, were designed to demonstrate TV's different uses as a teaching aid and to
obtain educator reaction to actual
use. The study was made by Russell
Helmick, principal on leave from
Holmes High School, Covington,
Ky., over a period of months and
involved interviews with 694 educators.
Other conclusions reached by the
survey were these:
(1) Current events offer the best
subject matter; (2) television will be
more widely used than radio (60%);
(3) sets should be placed in schools
to effect a fully planned educational
TV
program
(82%),
to be(79%);
paid for
out of
the school
budget
(4)
restricted sponsorship should be approvedmentary
(58%);instruction
(5) a weekly
suppletype program
should be telecast (84%).
A long period of experimentation
will be required before television
can become a vital factor, according to Mr. Helmick. A top recommendation isone urging formation
of an education-television council
comprising educators, pupils and
TV industry
representatives.
cational needs
of children and Eduuse
of a TV film pool would be studied.
Mr. Helmick recommends that a
(Continued on page 71)
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Wfiekly Tfilevision Summary — may 7- i£>5i> telecasting surVey
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Area
Albuquerque
Louisville
KOB-TV
Ames
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WMCT
Memphis
7,400 Miami
WOI-TV
56,161
Atlanta
WTVJ
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
115,000
86,782
Milwaukee
Baltimore
233,230
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
86,221
292,095
256,400
65,000
Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
38,150 Nashville
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
26,712
WSM-TV
46,200 New Haven
153,800
Bloomington
WNHC-TV
New
Orleans
Boston
16,400
721,325
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
Buffalo
WDSU-TV
New York
WBEN-TV
WABD. WCBS-TV,
197,592
62,150
75,307
Charlotte
WBTV
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
Chicago
WATV
2,250,000
Norfolk
Newark
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
275,000
906,210 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV. WKRC-TV, WLWT
65,377
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
453,575
WKY-TV
Columbus
176,541 Omaha
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
81,366
Philadelphia
834,000
KMTV,
WOW-TV
77,050
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Ft. Worth
KPHO-TV
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
109,264
WDTV
Davenport
37,400
WOC-TV
Providence
260,000
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline53,855 Richmond
WTVR
WJAR-TV
105,353
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
190,000
Rochester
Detroit
73,992
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
WHAM-TV
79,210
464,135 Rock Island
Erie
Quad City
Cities WHBF-TV
52,255 Salt Lake
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline53,855
Fl.WorthDallas
KDYL-TV, KSl-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
109,264 San Diego
42,600
Antonio
KEYL.
Grand
Rapids- WLAV-TV
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
44,547
91,000
114,557
San
Francisco
Schenectady
179,100
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Houston
Albany-Troy
66,972
KPRC-TV
WRGB
151,600
73,710
HuntingtonSeattle
Charleston
KING-TV
WSAZ-TV
41,300 St.
282,000
Louis
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
148,000 Toledo
113,792
KSD-TV
80,900
WMBR-TV
Jacksonville
Syracuse
WHEN,
WSPD-TV WSYR-TV
30,000 Tulsa
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
125,000
Kalamazoo
82,200
KOTV
WKTV
Utica-Rome
Grand City
Rapids WKZO-TV
74,140
133,122 Washington
WDAF-TV
Kansas
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
114,600
42,000
261,300
WDEL-TV
Lancaster
WGAl-TV
Lansing
88,347
WJIM-TV
62,005
49,000
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated sets in Use 12,098,472
Stations in Air 107
Total Markets on Air 63
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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Poor Ab O'Ridginy, so she'd repine no more.
Promised his helpmate to knock off a dinosaur.

This, on reflection, seemed good for no yaks —
No one yet, you must know, had invented the axe.

For

THE

Sales

Prowess

SHOW
MUST
in Dayton*

GO

ON

WHIO-TV
* How's to get your share of sales from Dayton's
800,000 viewers and their 200,000 TV receivers? Via WHIO-TV! How else? Pulse says
that they really keep their eyes on us, morning,

So Ab did — and whanging the big lizard's gizzard,
Proved that the right weapon makes you a wizard1.

afternoon, and evening.* And don't forget,
those figures prove that our rich Miami Valley
audience is 54% televised. Ask for the full
story from National Representative George
P. Hollingbery Company.

CHANNEL

13
* Pulse March figures
show 8 out of top 10
televised shows were
WHIO-TV programs.

MORAL: You don't have to invent it! Your
best sales weapon for Dayton
is ready and waiting — Dayton's
first and favorite WHIO-TV.

)o-tv
DAYTON,
OHIO
elecasting
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NEW
Night and

Day"

Let us PROVE to you that
WOW-TV
has the LARGEST audience
nearly % of the time.
BOTH DAY and NIGHT!
• Yes . . . ask us to prove it.
This
nobased
"guesswork"
claim. isIt is
on a thorough, well-planned "Telephone
Coincidental
covering about
3% Survey,"
of the
TV- owners .
Full details of this survey
— how it was carried on, the
questions that were asked,
the number of set-owners responding in each hour, and
their answers — all these, and
other important data, are
available to you in our presentation of the Survey.
You can't judge the Omaha T-V market without this
vital information — these
FACTS ! Write, wire or telephone to WOW-TV, WEbster 3400.

FOR AVAILABILITIES CALL ANY
BLAIR-TV OFFICE OR WEBSTER 3400
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
[Frank P. Fogarty - General Manager
John Blair TV - Representatives
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PICTURE

TUBE

Chicago Firm
Invention

RCA COLOR
N. Y. Test Causes Com me

COLOR TV, quiescent of late whi
AMERICAN Television Inc., Chicago, introduced Thursday a 21-inch
the industry awaits a decision fro
rectangular tube which reportedly eliminates strategic copper and steel the Supreme Court on the validi j
and cuts the retail price of the receiver.
of the FCC award of commercii
status to the CBS method of tel
The "image-orthoscope", developed by graduate students and instruc*
casting
color, broke back into tl
tors at the institute's school, sub- stream
of electrons rather than a
stitutes an electrostatic for a magnews Thursday. A front-pa!
diverted
scatter,
he
explained.
netic element, thereby eliminating
story in the New York Times 1
The company exhibited the new
its astute radio editor, Jack Goul
the expense of a magnet and sav21-inch Corning Glass cylindrical
reported reception of an unsche
ing two pounds of copper and "sevface tube with frosted interior,
eral" pounds of steel per set,
uled TV program the previoi
which will fit any present set. Prospokesmen maintained.
duction is now 2,000 per day, of morning which investigation r
President U. A. Sanabria reportwhich only about 300 are used by vealed as a test of the RCA coli
ed manufacturing cost of the tube
has been reduced $2.50 thus far, the firm for its own receivers.
NBC
video engineers, it d
system.
and an equal sum is expected to be Majestic Radio, through President
veloped,
had
received from RCA !
Leonard
Ashbach,
has
contracted
saved on other parts by the time
couple of color receivers for tes [
for
the
remainder.
the line is in full production in
Majestic is building a chassis for ing. After some off-the-line cokl
July. This will ultimately be retube, and will in- pickups from a color camera in tl j
flected in a consumer saving of the electrostatic
troduce its new receiver with the studio, the engineers decided lai
Tuesday afternoon to try soni
$20, he said.
tube in a national advertising camoff-the-air pickups the next mon|
The tube, in addition to conservpaign, tied-in with American Teleing scarce materials needed for
vision. Its first sets will come off ing. So an experimental TV trans
defense, uses less electricity, enwas put ini
the line June 1, Mr. Ashbach said, mitter, KE2XVJ,
ables a greater depth of focus and
but American Television is selling operation Wednesday morning an
permits corrective contrast, Mr.
broadcast color pictures from 9:1
its models with the new tube now
to 10:30 a.m. Channel 4, normall
Sanabria said. Focus has been exin Chicago.
panded across the tube to include
The
glass
non-magnetic
tube
utilized
by WNBT, NBC's blacl
the curled edges, for almost two
saves the steel used for casing by and-white commercial TV static |
in
New
York, was used for thesi
inches in depth, by use of an elecmany firms, Mr. Sanabria said, and
tron jet stream as replacement for enables the customer to save money
experimental colorcasts which, sine
the usual electron gun. The depth
the RCA system is compatible, wer 1
by turning in a burned-out tube
is gained by use of a long, thin
for about a third of the cost of a receivable in monochrome ove
standard receiving sets in the are?;
new one.
Mr. Gould, by happy chance, sa\
Because of "micro-shade" qualities
in
the
tube,
the
firm
predicts
the
program at his home some 4
UNITED FEATURES
a year from now the 20-inch set miles from New York, reportin
Enters TV Film Field will be the "smallest size" in de- that "the black-and-white picture)
from the color transmitter were
mand. Picture fidelity reportedly
ENTRY of United Features, vet- is improved enough in the new tube
if anything, superior to the mono 1
eran newspaper syndicate, into the so a viewer can sit directly in front
chrome images normally received.
field of TV film program distribuO. B. Hanson, NBC vice preside)!
of the screen and watch with fewerand chief engineer, said the colo :|
tion, employing its nation-wide
lights on and without eye strain.
sales organization, was announced
telecasts, which were on agaii^
This development is automaticlast week.
Thursday morning, were not beinj
ally circulated in the RCA patent
First TV presentation is Dick
pool, and will be available to pool put on any regular schedule. Testil
Dunkel's Football Ratings, a weekmanufacturers within a month.
be repeated, at times wher>
ly series of 15-minute shows pre- American Television's research di- would
Channel 4 is not in use for regulai
senting action shots of collegiate
programming, whenevei
rector is Dr. Lee de Forest, fre- WNBT
football teams and scientifically
they are needed for technical test;
quently
termed
the
father
of
telecomputed ratings of their strength
vision and a noted scientist.
of the RCA color system.
and prospects in games to be played
each week. First program of this
series is scheduled for Sept. 17.
Income 69% Above
Officials said United Features
Previous Year
GROSS
currently is negotiating with a DuMONT
number of independents for other
ALLEN B. DuMONT LABS had a gross income of $76,362,665 during
packages for distribution, along
1950, a gain of 69% over the 1949 gross of $45,267,089, Dr. Allen B.
the lines of its newspaper operations.
DuMont,
company's president, reported Tuesday in the annual report to
stockholders.
Business Manager James HenNet earnings for the year totaled
cilities increased steadily and we
nessy said the syndicate's decision
$6,900,788, or $2.87 per share of see the possibility of a substantial
to expand into TV film distribution
outstanding common stock, comwas made at the request of indepared with $3,269,880 or $1.49 per profit for this division after the
pendent producers who reported
lifting of the freeze on new teleshare
in
1949.
sales and distribution too costly
vision station construction."
This
advance
in
production,
sales
to handle themselves. United FeaReviewing the color TV situation,
and net earnings was achieved detures will utilize its own extensive
newspaper feature gales force in
spite such retarding factors as "the Dr. DuMont pointed out "excellent
made broadcasting
on all-elec10% manufacturers' excise tax, progresstronicismeansbeing
the project.
of color
Regulation W (affecting installreception, and it is our opinion
ment sales), uncertainty over color and
that such a system is the only type
television,
the
Korean
situation
and
UPT Purchases
a resultant shortage of certain which will receive commercial acPURCHASE of 20 RCA theatre
parts and materials," Dr. DuMont
Dr. DuMont summed up his comsaid. "Finally, there were an extelevision systems and two Paramount intermediate film systems by
cess profits tax and an increase in
pany's outlook on color in this senceptance."
United Paramount Theatres, for the rate of surtax," he noted.
tence: "Although we believe no
The DuMont TV Network operinstallation principally in midwest
color system will be ready for consumer use for several years, it is
ated at a loss in 1950, although "to
I theatres of the chain, was announced in New York last week. In- a considerably less extent than dur- possible that the color television
J
situation could develop so as to
ing 1949," Dr. DuMont reported,
stal ation ofthe purchases will behave a material effect at an earlier
adding:
"the
number
of
national
gin soon for operation in September.
advertisers using our network faTelecasting
• BROADCASTING

It's

part

of

the

Nobody needs any more proof that television has
become an accepted part of our daily lives.
Nevertheless, attention should be paid to that
word "daily. "More and more, television is stretching
itself around the clock. 90% of all U. S. television sta-

landscape

time, will be a sell-out. And before that happens, you'd
better be there.
And when you start looking at daytime, you'd
better look at CBS. The same skills that have always
made CBS programming

stand out are now operat-

tions are now on the air before 2 p.m., and by next

ing in daytime television. Here you will find the first

year most of them will be broadcasting before noon.

big afternoon comedy-music-variety shows, for exam-

Priceless franchises are right now being bought

ple—Garry Moore and Steve Allen— and television's

up. Big shows, big talent, and big advertisers are moving in wherever you look. Indeed, 6 of the 7 biggest

first serial story, "The First Hundred Years."
CBS Daytime Television is in business to serve

advertisers of low-unit-cost products are already in.

the kind of advertisers who have always known you

Before you know it, daytime television, like night-

have to get up early to stay ahead of competition.
CBS

TELEVISION

Fry
COMPARATIVE
ABC
6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Swanson
Gen. Mills
(alt. wks.)
TedFamily
Mack
Hour
L (E-M)
Goodyear
Paul
Whiteman
L (E-M)
Dodge
Dealers
Showtime
USA
L (E-M)

8:00
8:15
n nn
8:30

Hollywood
Adventure
Time

8:45
9:00
9:15
n.on
9:30
n. j r
9:45
n-nn
O.OD

Crusade
In
Europe
Marshall
Plan
Film

0:15
0:30
U.43
1:00
1:15 PM

NETWORK

SUNDAY
CBS
DuMONT
Bigelow :
Sanford
Bigelow
Theatre
Nestle
Mr. I.
Magination
Wrigley
Autry
Gene
Show
American
Tobacco
This Is
Show Bus.
LincolnMercury
Dealers
Toast
of the
Town
Gen.
Electric
Fred
Waring

ABC
Film

GFoods
cd er fl 1
Hopalong
Cassidy

Kellogg

Jimmy
Space
Cdt.
Blaine
Club
Regent Cig.
Leave
To TheIt
Faye
Girls
Pepsi-Cola
L
Emerson
Seven*
General
Ironrite
Foods
Hollywood
Family
Aldrich
Screen
Test
L
Film
Col.-P.-Peet
alt. every
4th week
with
Frigidaire
Comedy
Pentagon
Bill
Hour
Gwynn
Show
Washington
L
Bockey
Seltzer
BromoKing, Dec. j 'hilco Corp.
Philco TV
Playhouse
L
Music
Chicago

Young Ppl.
Jules
Church
Montenier
of Air
Youth on
MyWhat's
Line
March
.Norwich
Week
Feature
in Keview
Film

ABC

NBC

Show
B.F.
Goodrich
Celebrity
Time

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

Nairn
CongoleumGarroway
At Large
L

A. Murray
Studios
Murray
Arthur
Show
On Trial
L (E-M)

Co-op
MONDAYCo-op
CBS
DuMONT NBC
Jim
Cactus
Small
L
Club

Film

Olds
News
fields
ChesterPerry
GM-Como
Lever
Lux
Lux Video
Theatre

Kukla,
RCA
Gen.
Foods
Fran &
Video
Ollie
Capt.
L
lohawk
Ed ] lohawk Ms.
News
Thorgensen
] Room LSh.
Camel L
'aravan
News

Small
Club

Belz
P&G
Beulah

Speidel
Show
Speidel
L

Hollywood
Mystery
Time

Lipton
LeverTalent
Scouts
Godfrey's

Firestone
Voice of
Firestone
L

F (E-M)

P.Horace
Morris
Heidt
Show

Admiral
Lights
Out
T

Gen.Fds.
Sanka
The
Goldbergs

house
WestingStudio

Wrestling
with
Dennis
James

Party
Ylasland
At Home

FRIDAY
ABCMONDAY
CBS - DuMONT

Amer.
RobertTob.
Montgomery
alt. with
Somerset
Bymart
Maugham
Theatre
L
Co-op

Bakery
Arnold
Life
QE D
at 80
Begins
Derby
Boiler

Faye
Pepsi-Cola
Emerson

NBC

ABC

GM
Olds
News
Fatima
Stork
Club

B.J.
Reynolds
Vaughn
Monroe
Show
Drug
Electric
Lite
Suspense
Block
AutoDanger

m
Once

P. Lorrillard
Hour
Amateur
Original
L
Hocking
Broadway
Anchor12)
Open(toLHouse
NBC

9

9:30
2:15
2:30

10:45

11:15
11:30
11:45

Fun
Fair

El. Joe Inc.
Ranger
32:
Joe
Chester
The
Pup
12:15 PM
Voice
of
12:30
Prophecy
Faith
For
Today
12:45
1:00

Bonafide
Mills
Versatile
Varities

C-P-P
(MWF)
Strike
It Rich
Steve
Allen

Headline
Clues

Show

Premier
Prod.
Rumpus
Drug
Room
Okay
Sterling

Sawyer
Views
Hollywood
BT Babbitt
Girls
Two
Named
Smith

2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:(
Top
Dairy

4:15
4:30

TheNatl.Big

4:45
5:(

Seaman
Bros.
I Cover
Times
Square

5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

1:15
Mother

Charl
Wilt
The
P. Loril

Pabs ]
Sales
Boxin
Club

ABC

1:45

in Action
Gen. Shoe
Acrobat
Ranch
Maiden
Form
Faith
Baldwin
Theatre

Wildrc

(to 12)

9:15

10:30

&
Ligge
Godfr
& My.
(alt.
Godfr
Frien'
& Friei

m

1:30 PM

Scouting

Com
Pillsbu
Ton

m

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

9:45

GKi
Olde
New
Perr
Chester

m

9:00 AM

10:15

WE
CB:

Cactus
Jim
L

Kukla,
Faye
P&G
Gen.
Fran
Foods
Ollie &
Capt.
Video
Van Camp Pepsi-Cola
Emerson
L
Ed
Thorgensen
Little Show
News
Bendix
Chance
L
of a
News
Lifetime
Not
Camel
Publication Caravan L
Court
The
CIusrsruees
Buggies
Texas
Co.
nt
Texaco
Mfg.
Star
Theatre
Kreisler
Johns
Drug
L
Hopkins
Science
Review
stand
P&G
Don
Philco
Fireside
BandTheatre
for
McNeill
r
TVStore
Prod.
Armstrong Wrestling
Cavalcade
of
Circle
Bands
Theatre
H
L

A
Upon
Tune

Who Said
That
L
Hocking
Broadway
AnchorDpen(to House
L12)

of ABC
Kellogg

Cdt.
Space
Junior
Edition

Belly
Blaine

<

One
Amr.For.
Christ Inc.
Circuit
Rider

ABC
Film

Co-op
Co-op
TUESDAY
CBS
DuMONT NBC

Jimmy

Feature

TBA

NBC

Fry

SHOWSHEET

NBC.

I N G
DAY
luMONT
Co-op
?mall
Fry
Club

Fry
NBC

ABC

Co-op
Cactus
Jim
L

THURSDAY
_C15 , DuMONT
Fry
Co-op
Small
Club

NBC
Co-op
Cactus
Jim
L

Gen.
Foods
jOapt.
Video

Gen.
Foods
Capt.
Video
Gen.
Mills
Lone
Ranger
Stop
Admiral
The
Music

Motorola
Pet Milk
Norge
Four Star
Revue
L

jiJ;Dn. Cigar
Corp.
Plain
» vothesman

Stop
Lorillard
The
Music
Packard
Motors
Holiday
Hotel

Kraft Fds.
Kraft
Television
Theatre
L

Gruen
Blind
Date
CS Armv
Roller
Derby
Blatz
Roller
Derby

BristolMyersthe
Break
Bank
L
Armour
Stars Over
Hollywood
F
AnchorHocking
Broadway
Open House
(to L12)

GM
—Thorgersen
m—
Olds
News
Neivs
Fatima
Stork
Club
Carnation
Burns Allen
(alt.)
SC Johnson
Starlight
Theatre
American
Safety
Tydol
Headline
Razor
Clues
The Show
Bdw. to
Hwood.
Goes On
Esso
Ellery
Kroger
Frazer
KaiserAlan
Young
Show
Big
Queen
DuMont
Lever
Labs
Rinso
DuMont
Royal
Town
Playhouse
Philip
Morris
Truth or
Co-op
ConseBoxing
quences
Carter
Prod. (alt.
wks.) Crime
Photographer

Pepsi-Cola
Faye
Emerson

SUNDAY
^ CBS DuMONT

NBC
Bohn
Aluminum
Am. Forum
}f the Air I
Watch the
World F

ABC

Mrs.
Roosevelt
L
Revere
Copperthe
Meet
Press
L
Lamp
Unto
My Feet

Quaker
Zoo Oata
Parade
L

The
Facts
We Face

Quaker
Oafc
Gab.Show
Hayes
L
3erby Food
Magic
Slate
alt. with
H'wd. Candj
Hollywood
Jr. Circus

People's
Platform

U.S. Tob.
Martin
Kane
L

Brewing
Schlitz
Pulitzer
Prize
Playhouse

Marhsall
Plan

TBA

Place

Hocking
AnchorBroadway
Open(to House
L12)

Stud's

MONDAY - FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

FOR
Co-op

ABC

Merlene
Vanity
KWed.)Fair*
T, Th
Gen.
Mills
B. Crocker
M F Latex
Fashion
Magic
Partic.
makers
HomeExchange
It's Fun
To Know
Lucky

Pup*
United
Nations
avail.)
(when

MAY

Flying
Power
House

Show
Kukla,
P&G
Hollywood
Theatre
Fran &
Time
Ollie L
Mills
GM
Gen.
Mohawk Ms
Sh
Perry
Olds
—Thorgersen
m — Vlohawk
News
Room L
News
Erwin
TTamel
of
Chesterfield
News
Not
Stu
Como
Dairy
Publication
Show
Caravan
L
For
Miles Labs.
Gen. Fds.
Skippy
Amer.
Max.H.Cof.
Mama
Quiz LKids
Assn.
Whiteman
R. J.
Gulf Oil
T\ Tern
Peanut
Club
Reynolds
We,
The
Man
Butter
People
L
Against
Asked
Crime
You
For It
StoryBig
Amer.
Cig.
The
Hands
Ford M.
Destiny
Ford
Theatre
("Jen.
Mills
Henry
(alt.)
Live
Campbell
Like a
Derby
Millionaire
Morgan
L
Holler
Drug
Kelvinator
Boxing
Downey
Morton
Gillette
Appl.
L
Store TV
Prod.
Cavalcade
of Stars
Chesebrough
Greatest
Hocking
Fights
Broadway
AnchorOpen House
(to L12)

Tigers

Gen.
Foods
Capt.
Video

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC
6:00 PM

Anthracite
Int.
Better
Home

ABC

1951

SATURDAY
CBS , DuMONT

Cactus
Jim
L

NBC

Various
Garry
Sponsors
The
Moore
Show

Vanity
Fair
Battle Repor
L

Club
Time
Kukla.Inc.
Seven
Faye
Fran &L
Pepsi-Cola
Ollie
Emerson
VanCamp
Green
Little LShow Giant
Co.
Life
Camel
with
News
Caravan L Linkletter
20
DeSota
Ronson
You Bet
Your F Life
Questions
Best
Borden in
Party
T-Men
Foods
Penthouse
Action
L

Ford
Ford
Festival
L

Small
Club

Kellogg
Cdt.
Space
Junior
Edition

Jun ior
Edition
Ford
Kukla.
Fran &
OUie
L
Mohawk
Ms
OS — Mohawk Sh
litSitiorgersen
Room L
5i \ews
Camel
* Stage
News
* Entrance Caravan
L

ABC

FRIDAY
Co-op
CBS , DuMONT

Acting
Brown Shoe
Kellogg
Say It With
L

Tintair
Bymart
Sam
Levenson

Soap
Borge
\ irl.ir
L

Beat
Sylvania
The
Clock

Manhattan
Family L

6:15
6:30
6:45

7:15
7:30
7:45

One Man's
Anheuser
Murray
Busch
Ken
Show
Bulova
Frank
Sinatra
Show
Sing
<TBA
'arli r

8:15
8:30
Showtime
at the
brook
MeadowThey
Stand
Accused

Eversharp,
LehnCrosley,
& Fink
Reynolds,
Minn.
Min.
Benrus,
Mfg., S.O.S
Saturday
Swift

8:45
9:1
9:15

Nite Revue
L

9:30
9:45

DrugIt
Sing
Again
It
Sterling
Again

10:00
Co-op
Wresting

Sing It
Again

Amer.
Your Tob.
Hit
Parade
L
.Max Factor
S. Graham
F

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:
11:15PM

Programs in italics, sustaining; Time,
EST. L, live; F, film; K, kinescopic
recording; E, Eastern network; M, Midwestern; NI, noninterconnected stations.
ABC
7-7:05 PM, M, W, Th., Schenley, Andy
&Champagne
Delia Russell;
Party.F, Schenley, Cook's

Co.-P.-Peet
Miss Susan
L
Vacation
Wonderland
F
General Fds
Bert Parks
(MWF)
Remember
This Date
(TuTh)
Various
Sponsors
KateShow
Smith
L
LeverFall:
Hwkns.
(MWF) L
Quaker
Oat;
Gab. Hayes
(MWF)
Welch,
Klg
Mars,
C-P-P
Int. Shoe,
Howdy Ddy
L
Wander*

DuMONT
1:30-1:45 PM, Th., Universal Appliances, Homemaking.
NBC Takes
YouRaces
to the
L
Races
L
Carting's
TBA

CBS
3:15-3:30 PM, T, Th., Bride & Groom;
Th., Hudson Paper Co.
5-5:15 PM, M-F, Lucky Pup, Th.— Bristol-Myers; Fri. — Sundial Shoe Co.
NBC
5:15-5:30 PM, T, Th., Panhandle Pete, s.
5:30-6 PM M-F, Firms listed sponsor
Howdy Doody in 15 min. segments.

Mr. Wizard
L
Things
Nature of
L
Mutual
of
Omaha, Bob
Considine L
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On April 1, in Los Angeles, the big-name stars of CBS-TV
packed up their shows and moved to KTSL.

Mow

Now

Us

your

more

that the Los Angeles TV picture has changed completely,

the station to watch . . . the station to buy. . . is KTSL,
Columbia's television station in the nation's third market.
The next move is your move . . . to KTSL

Los Angeles KTSL
Channel 2 • Columbia Owned
Represented by Radio Sales

Telestatus
(Continued from page 6U)
isearch program be set up not
kly to determine acceptable types
; advertising sponsorship but also
"examine other means of financg the television-education prorams."
ele-Que, L. A., Lists
lest-Liked Commercials
L'ST-LIKED television commer!als- in the Los Angeles area for
e first quarter of 1951 were those
Altes Brewing Co., Los Angeles,
|cording to a report by Tele-Que.
iimmercials appear on KTLA
7V), Ina Ray Hutton Show. Rearch firm will present a special
Jaque to Monica Whelan who
ngs and announces the commerals, as the first of such awards
be made to a sponsor whose ad►rtising is voted best-liked by
levision viewers.
Commercials taking the next
'ur highest places in popularity
ere reported as Lucky Strike,
eber's bread, Ford and Muriel
irars.
*
★
*
exaco Show
ops Nielsen Rates
IELSEN ratings of the top telesion programs for the two weeks
iding March 24 show Texaco Star
keatre leading in both the homes
ached category and in the percent
TV homes reached in program
ation areas. As reported last
?ek, Neilsen ratings were:
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
HOMES
NK
PROGRAM
(000)
Texaco Star Theatre
7,533
Colgate Comedy Hour
5,336
Fireside Theatre
4,873
Philco TV Playhouse 4,664
You Bet Your Life
4,639
Martin Kane, Private Eye
4,304
Your Show of Shows (Crosley) 4,285
Gillette Cavalcade
4,247
Mama
4,236
Your Show of Shows (Swift) 4,079
PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
HOMES
NK
PROGRAM
(%)
Texaco Star Theatre
64.6
Fireside Theatre
50.9
Colgate Comedy Hour
48.7
Philco TV Playhouse 48.3
Arthur
Scouts
47.1
GilletteGodfrey's
Cavalcade
46.5
Hopalong Cassidy
44.7
Lone Ranger (General Mills) 43.9
Mama
43.3
Your Show of Shows (Swift) 42 2
rime Recreation
Dr Teen-Agers
DEO is growing in popularity
long teen-agers at the expense
movies, reading and radio. This
is the finding of Dr. Paul Witty,
jrthwestern U. professor of edution, who conducted a survey
iong high school pupils in two
licago suburbs.
Professor Witty's study revealed
at 44% of the pupils interviewed
w attend movies less than before
e advent of TV. Same frequency
is listed by 50% and only 2%
ve increased their movie-going.
More than 65% of those who
Recasting

have telesets in their home prefer
video to radio, but some students
incisively criticized the quality of
current TV programs.
One third of those interviewed
read less than before television but
the choice of what reading was
done was of relatively high quality.

NEWS
UNIT
Washington Bureau Set Up
ROBERT J. ENDERS, president
of the Washington, D. C, advertising agency bearing his name,
last week announced the establishment of a television news bureau
with offices at 1415 K St., N. W.,
Washington.
Subscriber stations will receive
a seven-minute sound-on-film coverage of Washingotn highlights,
five times a week. It will be processed, edited and sent by air express to most parts of the country
for showing the evening of the
same day. The Pacific Coast will
be serviced by special "overnight"
express.
Film becomes the property of the
subscriber station for showing as
many times as is desired, it was
announced. Rates are on the basis
of one-half of the Class A 10minute rate, with a minimum of
$75 and a maximum of $250. Rates
for "special assignment" service
will vary with the nature and
scope of the assignment, Mr. Enders said.
CHANGE
NAME
Consolidated Conflicted
TELECASTERS Film Syndicate
Inc. is the new corporate name of
Consolidated Television Broadcasters Inc., recently organized cooperative TV film syndicate formed
in Chicago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 23].
Name change was made because
it conflicted with that of Consolidated Television Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, according to Harrison
Dunham, executive vice president
and general manager of the new
syndicate.
Headed by Richard E. Jones,
managing director, WJBK-TV Detroit, as president, Telecasters Film
Syndicate was organized by a group
of 50 TV stations on a cooperative
basis. It will produce, procure and
finance TV films to assure steady
flow of film product to participating
stations. Hollywood headquarters
will be announced shortly.
Stanley C. Ridges
STANLEY CHARLES RIDGES,
59, television, stage and screen
actor who played leading roles on
TV in Studio One and Suspense,
died in Westbrook, Conn., April 22.
He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Dorothea Crawford Ridges, and a
daughter, Mrs. James N. Boyce of
Chesire.

• BROADCASTING

Boom
LATIN

Period Ahead,

MARKET

Says Romeyn
TELEVISION in Latin America faces a boom period comparable to
that which it has experienced in the U. S., Philco International Corp.'s
Radcliffe L. Romeyn said fortnight ago in urging members of the Export Advertising Assn., at their annual meeting in New York, to get
into television there in the be- .
ginning.
reported negotiating with U. S.
Using U. S. experience as a basis, manufacturers for equipment for
he predicted the 24,000 to 26,000 a station there; that a station is
TV sets currently in use in Latin
projected for Santiago, Chile, and
America will grow to about 1,250,- that Argentine Dictator Juan
000 within the next four or five Peron has announced the first
Argentine station will be inaugurated July 9 at Buenos Aires and
Mr. Romeyn, vice president and
years.
executive assistant to the president reportedly has ordered the transmitter and some 11,000 TV sets.
of Philco International, pointed
out that six stations are now
Mr. Romeyn noted that there
operating in Cuba, Mexico and are 3,258,000 wired homes within
a 60-mile radius of these Latin
Brazil, and reported that 18 other
American cities where TV is now
TV operations are in various stages
of planning.
operating or projected. He felt
He noted that Mexico, which has that Mexico City, with 435,000
wired homes, should become the
two stations operating in Mexico
largest single TV market in Latin
City (XHTV and XEW-TV, the America.
Sets in use there now
latter now in test operations), has
issued construction permits for 12 total 3,500, but he felt these would
new television outlets, and that increase substantially when XEWTV reaches a daily schedule.
plans are advanced for the addition
Havana has 12,000 to 14,000 sets
of another station in Mexico City
and one at Puebla. In addition to in operation now, Mr. Romeyn
CMUR-TV and CMQ-TV Havana,
estimated. He pointed out that it
he said, another Havana outlet is already is difficult to buy time on
slated to commence operation by CMQ-TV, even though the station
mid-year under ownership of commences operation at 11 a. m.
In other Latin American TV
Manuel Alonso, and plans are afoot
cities he reported sets in use as
for linking Camaguey and Santa
Clara with Havana.
follows: Rio De Janeiro, 3,000, and
Sao Paulo, 3,600.
Brazil Outlets
Brazil's two stations— PRF3-TV
Sao Paulo and TUP1-TV Rio De
Janeiro — may be augmented by
another in Rio and two in Sao
Paulo, plus one each in Belo Horizonte and Porto Alegre, according
to current plans, Mr. Romeyn reHe also said San Juan, Puerto
ported.
Rico, may have a station in operation by the end of this year; that
Bogota, Columbia, faces a similar
prospect if plans of the Ministry
of Education for a municipally
owned station materialize; that
Caracas, Venezuela, interests are
COLOR
SHOWING
KLZ To Demonstrate
FIRST public showing of color
television in Colorado will be given
by KLZ Denver, starting May 14,
according to Manager Hugh B.
Terry. Ten Smith, Klein & French
receivers will be operated in Humphrie's
Denver. Auditorium, in downtown
Dealers, servicemen, students,
agencies and clients will be guests
the opening day. Adrian Murphy,
CBS vice president and general
executive, will address the clientagency group.
Ten showings a day will be given
May 15-18, with the public admitted
free.
Modelsbe from
fashion
store will
used.Dupler's
John Martin,
CBS television superviser, will direct the demonstration. KLZ is an
applicant for TV in Denver, and
proposes to use color.

National Representative: John Blair & Co.
May 7, 1951
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FILM

AGENCY
Havana Firm Formed

NEW TV film distributing agencyhas been organized under the name
of Pan American Television Corp.
with headquarters in Havana
under a Cuban charter.
Frank Fouce, Los Angeles Mexican film theatre owner, is president and Franklin Catasus y Martin is vice president. Frank Louis
Fouce is treasurer with Dr. Jose
Joaquin Espino y Aguero secretary and Dr. Jose Elia Polez Silvero vice secretary.
Firm was organized by Mr.
Fouce and Abel Mestre, brother of
Goar Mestre, president CMQ Havana, to handle TV rights to motion pictures in the entire Western Hemisphere excluding United
States and Canada, but including
Spain and Portugal [Closed Circuit, March 26].
Recently formed Pan American
Television Corp. of Los Angeles
is a subsidiary of the new Cuban
firm, Mr. Fouce stated.
Besides a backlog of some 600
motion pictures already produced,
the new firm has signed agreements that will give it 80% of all
Mexican films made in the next 10
years, according to Mr. Fouce.
Contracts go through 1970.
Pan American TV Corp. also has
Latin-American TV rights to 100
Mack Sennett two reelers, 300
shorts and 48 features produced by
Hal Roach and 340 educational
comedies. In addition, Mr. Fouce
revealed, his firm has acquired TV
rights to 150 motion pictures from
Argentine Sonofilm Corp. Other
similar deals are now being completed.
Antenna Law
A BILL to prohibit the attachment
of radio and television antennas
"or other wires" to fire escapes or
to soil or vent pipes extending
above a rooftop in New York State
has been signed into law by Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey. The new law,
which strikes at a common practice
in heavily populated sections, was
designed to decrease roof accidents
and reduce damage to sanitary systems of multiple dwellings.

Your

Top

TV

FOCAL point- of discussion here is "shopping by television" as Theodore C.
Streibert (I), president of WOR-AM-TV New York, meets with executives of
L. Bamberger & Co., sponsors of Barn's Television Shoppers' Revue on WORTV. Discussing the new program with Mr. Streibert are John C. Williams,
Bamberger president, and George P. Slockbower (r), store's vice president and
publicity director. Telecast originates daily at new TV studio in the Newark,
N. J., department store where WOR originally housed its facilities in 1922.

7i/m

Kepott

PARAMOUNT TELEVISION Productions will distribute a new TV
film to stations without charge, for
local sponsorship. Produced by
WOR-TV New York, and backed by
Cribben & Sexton Co., Chicago,
maker of Universal gas ranges, the
film is designed to promote use of
gas for cooking. The show — Sally
Smart's Blue Flame Gas Kitchen
— is shown live over WOR-TV and
kinescoped by Paramount for distribution with local spots edited
out. It is particularly suited to
sponsorship by gas utilities or gas
appliance retailers.
S N A D E R TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., has
completed more than 400 musical
films in less than 10 months, according to President Louis Snader.
He said the firm will produce film
shorts in color next season — especially for TV — but will continue to
release black-and-white prints from
color separations until color projection and reception have been approved.

Sales

Opportunity

.

ANIMATION HOUSE, New York,
has completed first in a series of
film commercials for Sylvania Electronics Corp. in black-and-white for
TV and in color for motion picture
theatres. The animated spots were
commissioned by Roy S. Durstine
Agency. The firm also announced
completion of a half-minute cartoon commercial for Barney's clothing store through Emil Mogul
agency.
BING CROSBY Enterprises, encouraged by NARTB convention
response to its pilot TV film, Cry
of the City, will produce 39 more
films in the series and may extend
to 52. Production begins July 1.
Bernard Girard is writer and director; Everett Crosby and Basil Grillo
are production supervisors.
* * *
UNITED TELEVISION Programs
has contracted with Mutual Television Productions to distribute a
series of 39 British mystery-drama
feature
ed to TV.films which UTP has adapt-

SCHOOL
TIE-INS
Stations Announce Pact
TWO television stations last wee
announced agreements with uni
versifies
to provide
students wit'
actual studio
experience.
WNBW (TV) Washington, an
the Catholic U. of America hav
set an exclusive agreement for
"Television Workshop."
Final basic terms were agree
upon by William R. McAndrev
general manager of WNBW an
WRC-AM-FM, and the Rev. Gi:
bert V. Hartke, O. P., head of th
CU school of sneech and dram;
WHAS-TV Louisville and the I
of Kentucky have announced a
experimental plan whereby univer;
ity seniors during the summer wi
work in the studio, getting exper
ence in the many branches of T

production.
Arrangements for the studen t
training program were made b
Prof. E. G. Sulzer, head of th
university's Dept. of Radio Arte
Victor Sholis, WHAS vice pres
dent and director; Harold Fai
program director, and Ralph Hai
son, director of TV operations.
quired by Fairbanks for its Frot
Page Detective series. . . . Fir
also is producing hour-long fil
commemorating 100th anniversai
of the Illinois Central Railroad,
will be done in color and blacl
and-white for both TV and indu
try showings.
MUTUAL TELEVISION Produ
tions, Hollywood, has acquired T
rights to more than 300 Jack Loi
don short stories and will produ'
them on film, each story comple
in itself. William Morris Agen<
will present *the *package.
*
TELEPIX Corp., Hollywood, h
completed a one-minute commerci
and a 20-second spot for 42 Pro
ucts (42 Shampoo), Los Angek
One commercial also has been pr
duced for each of the f ollowii I
firms: Zippy Products Co. (Zip] j
Liquid Starch) through W. B. Gei
singer & Co.; Scudder Food Pro j
ucts (Laura Scudder Romeo
Juliet dressings) through Davis
Co.; Beauty Sales (Shampoo-Cui
through Barton A. Stebbins Ac

UNITED WORLD, Los Angeles,
announces completion of eight oneminute TV film commercials for
Motorola. Spots are scheduled for
national distribution and were commissioned by Ruthrauff & Ryan.
ROLAND REED Productions, Los
Angeles, has filmed one one-minute
TV spot for Obay (deodorant)
through Ruthrauff & Ryan.
* &
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions,
Hollywood, announces that three
more TV stations have signed for
its one - hour American Legion
Wrestling film program. . . . Another half-hour mystery play,
Frame For Murder, has been ac-
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RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our Graduates ore
Checked for
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance and Personality
Integrity
Trained
bv . . and
. Showmanship
Network
Professionals
Trained to . .
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained with . .
problems
Complete
TV and
Radio
Commercial
Equipment
Trained under .
Actual Broadcast Conditions
For Promat Free Service
Coll, Write, or Wire
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
31C West 57 St.. N. Y. • Plaza 7-321?
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NCAA
SCORED
Station Owner Hits Ban
EDWARD LAMB, television station owner, has declared that
telecasters should assert their right
to telecast college grid games.
Mr. Lamb, who owns WICU
(TV) Erie, Pa., and WTVN (TV)
Columbus, Ohio, suggested that
the "moratorium" imposed on live
telecasting of college grid contests
was a violation of anti-trust laws.
NEW technique for selling men's hats is shown in a Wallachs Dept. Store
with help of RCA Victor equipment and Frank H. Lee Co. hats. Posing with
hats on are (I to r) Jack Bettlair, v. p. of Lee Co.; Manny Korshnoy, pres. of
National Hat Foundation, and Ken Vernon, hat buyer for Wallachs.

CELEBRATING final shooting of
commercials for Pantomime Quiz are
(I to r) Russ Tolg, radio-TV director
of BBDO, Chicago; Mike Stokey,
packager placing show through Stuart
Reynolds Productions, and A. S.
Gantner, adv. mgr. of Peter Hand
Brewery (Meister Brau beer), sponsor
on WENR-TV Chicago.

GATHERING at receiving end for
debut of Edmund Lowe in Front Page
Detective over KGO-TV San Francisco are (I to r) William Shaftner,
adv. mgr., Wine Growers Guild, sponsor; Howard Williams, guild mgr.;
Walter Guild, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli. agency, and Gayle V. Grubb,
gen. mgr. KGO-TV.

AT party in honor of Fran Allison
(center) of NBC's Kukla, Fran &
Ollie are Hal Maag (I), RCA Victor
Western Region vice president, and
John K. West, NBC Western Network
vice president. Miss Allison was visiting in Hollywood.

ON set of DuMont TV's Headline
Clues From Broadway to Hollywood
are (I to r) Frank Frost, adv. mgr. of
Tidewater Assoc. Oil Co. (Tydol,
Veedol); Bill Slater, emcee of show,
and Jackson Taylor, v. p. of Lennen
& Mitchell adv. agency.

LIVE commercials are explained by WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C. Acct. Exec.
William Baskerville (I) to new customer, Morris Lee, field rep. for Concord
Clothes Inc. Staff Announcer Jack Harter is seated at right.

Speaking
NewAmerican
York's Assn.
Hotel
Statler
beforeat the
for Physical Education, Health &
Recreation, Mr. Lamb stated :
"Frankly, I believe that the telecasters of this American democracy
have a positive duty of aggressively asserting their right of access to all matters of interest being
carried on by any institutions
owned
the referred
public." to his own
Mr. by
Lamb
position as a television licensee,
and said: "We're expected to program in the public interest. We
try to present informative, thoughtprovoking programs. We think
that our obligations require us to
make a fight for public interest
programs. What difference is there
between our telecasting the sessions
of the United Nations, the U. S.
Senate Crime hearings and telecasting the debates or athletic contests of schools?"
PORTLAND SEES TV
RCA Crew Demonstrates
TELEVISION was seen in Portland, Ore., fortnight ago for the
first time when RCA Victor demonstrated the medium at the Greater
Portland Industries Exposition.
During the four days variety shows
were picked up at the U. of Portland and transmitted by closed
circuit to receivers in several
places throughout the city, including display windows of Meir &
Frank department store.
Under the guidance of the RCA
crew, which has toured the world
demonstrating the new medium to
reportedly more than 10 million
persons, the whole operation was
put in the hands of Portland U.
students who thus gained first hand
experience in all phases of TV
broadcasting.
Replaces Lester
ANCHOR - HOCKING, through
William H. Weintraub Co., New
York has replaced Jerry Lester on
its Broadway Open House [Closed
Circuit, April 30] on NBC-TV
with Jack E. Leonard, comedian.
The advertiser will sponsor the
show three times weekly, effective
May 28. Two nights are being
dropped, Monday and Wednesday
and may be filled by NBC with Ben
Blue, or another comedian under
contract to NBC. The fate of Mr.
Lester, as to whether he will be
featured in another program at
another time, has not yet been decided upon by NBC.

RENEWAL

DENIED

Experimental TV Station
IN DENYING- Sherron Metalic
Corp.'s request for license renewal
for experimental TV station
KE2XIE Brooklyn, N. Y., FCC
said in part:
". . . The Commission has carefully
considered the facts and statements
submitted in your application and in
your responses
the Commission's
letters.
It appearsto therefrom
that station KE2XIE was not operated during
its previous license period; that no
technical research of any kind was
undertaken; and that no changes in
equipment were made.
Your plans
for further developments are vague
and indefinite and from a review
thereof, the Commission is of the
opinion that you have not made a
showing required by Section 4.131 (a)
(1) of the Rules that you have 'a
definite program of research and experimentation in the technical phases
of television broadcasting, which indicates reasonable promise of substantial contribution to the develop

j
;
A
j
'
3
|

ment of the television art.' "
UNUSED
FILM
Armed Forces Supply Big
PERHAPS the greatest unused film
footage suitable for TV in the
world is available in armed forces
laboratories, Charles Dillon, chief
of the Radio-Television Branch,
Dept. of Defense, told an American
Television Society luncheon meeting in New York.
Describing the footage as "an
enormous
source of
raw the
material,"
some of which
even
service
cameramen who shot it had not
seen, Mr. Dillon said that 81 motion picture people, mostly from
Hollywood, currently were availing
themselves of it.
This was but one of the services,
he continued, available to the industry through the Dept. of Defense, which two years ago combined the separate information
agencies of the four services.
Radio or television appearances
of any one in the department, top!
to bottom, could be arranged, he
said, as well as clearances for admission of industry ^eople to all;
but a few restricted areas of defense activity. Maps, charts and:
other visual aids are available for
loan, along with films; and live;
pick-ups from the Pentagon TV
studio would be scheduled upon request, he said.
NBC has acquired TV and radio prop- J
erty rights to more than 200 short J
stories, Plays and novels of Sax Roh- \
mer,
creator were
of "Dr.
Fu Manchu."
Negotiations
completed
through Ij
Herbert Bayard Swope, NBC-TV pro-hij
ducer-director, who is preparing two ^11
series, Fit Manchu and Sax Rohmer j
Presents, for the network.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS

Cartoo
ding
ON ns)
VISI
Send
for
Catalog
j
TELE
ir,*%J^V'M . (Inclu
For
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SYDNEY

front office

R.

O. RUNNERSTROM, commercial manager WCOL Columbus, appointed general manager WLOK Lima, succeeding J. ROBERT
KERNS [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30].

'BUDDY STARCHER, managing director WAVL Apollo, Pa., appointed
manager WMBM Miami Beach, Fla.

Mr. Starcher

QUINCY BRACKETT, president, and LEWIS B.
BREED, treasurer WSPR Springfield, Mass., have resigned. ALAN C. TINDAL, station manager, elected
president, succeeding Mr. Brackett, who will become
vice president and remain on board of directors.
KIRSTIAN SOLBERG, assistant treasurer, appointed
treasurer succeeding Mr. Breed, who now becomes
assistant treasurer, and who also remains on board of
directors. JAMES H. FERGUSON Jr., Yankee Network, Worcester, appointed sales manager WSPR.

GRANT WEBB appointed East Coast representative for KVOG Ogden,
Utah. He will make his headquarters at 50 Broadway, New York.
WALTER BIDDICK Co., Los Angeles, appointed West Coast representative for KVOG.
E. R. VADEBONCOEUR, vice president and general manager Central
i New York Broadcasting Corp., retires from broadcasting his daily news analysis and commentary because
:of business pressure. ROBERT NELSON will replace
IMr. Vadeboncoeur on program.
VINTON FREEDLEY Jr., account executive BBDO,
N. Y., to NBC New York, as account executive in
sales department. He will service U. S. Steel, DuPont,
DeSoto, Lucky Strike and Pall Mall accounts.
■EDWARD DeJONGH appointed director of sales promotion and research WSGN-AM-FM Birmingham, Ala.
He has been with several marketing research firms. Mr. Vadeboncoeur
DAVID SACKS, sales manager KROW
cisco, as sales representative.

Oakland, to KGO-TV San Fran-

.F. SILBEY MOORE, account executive WGAR
,WJR Detroit.

Cleveland, to sales staff

JOE M. SEIFERTH transferred by Liberty Broadcasting System, Dallas,
!to Chicago, as regional vice president. He joined LBS in January as
'[audience
station relations
He was formerly
promotionmanager
managerforforSouth
WJZ and
NewSouthwest.
York.
RA-TEL REPRESENTATIVES Inc. moves its Chicago offices from 360
N. Michigan Ave. to 75 E. Wacker Dr. Telephone number is the same,
' FRanklin 2-7979.
iE. LAWRENCE ANDERSON, commercial manager WTAO Cambridge,
Mass., appointed general manager WTAO and WXHR
(FM).

B. GAYNOR, partner Gaynor & Forward Inc., Hollywood
(sales and advertising consultants), appointed assistant
manager and sales manager KFWB Hollywood. Mr.
Gaynor was vice president in charge of new business
for Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, before forming his own firm last year. Prior to that he was associated with Don Lee Broadcasting System as general
sales manager. Gaynor & Forward Inc. will continue
under direction of ROBERT FORWARD.

PATRICK HAYES, Washington concert manager and
radio commentator, to WGMS Washington as director
Mr. Gaynor
01
sales senior
and promotion.
WILSON,
chiefRICHARDS,
announcer,
named
account RAY
executive.
CECIL
sales manager WGMS, resigns to accept position as account executive
Onslow & Brown (public relations and advertising), Washington.
ftetlionaU • • •
THEODORE C. STREIBERT, president WOR New York, and CEDRIC
FOSTER, commentator WOR-Mutual, left last Tuesday for three-week
overseas tour with first stop at Tel-Aviv, Israel. Mr. Foster will originate broadcasts from cities visited, which include Athens, Belgrade,
Berlin and Paris.
LEE RUWITCH, vice president and general manager WTVJ (TV)
Miami, recuperating from virus ailment contacted during NARTB convention in Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago . . . CHARLES S. SALIK,
president and general manager KCBQ San Diego, and LOUISE GREVEN,
senior, U. of Southern California plan to be married May 27. . . .
JOHN H. NORTON Jr., vice president ABC Central Division, and his
wife are vacationing through the south and southeast. . . . JOE FISHER,
sales staff WENR-TV Chicago, father of boy.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 8)
McTighe returned to his old job at
Campbell-Mithun in Minneapolis,
but stayed only a few weeks, leaving to join Olmsted & Foley.
Four and a half years later he
is still on the job, handling all of
O&F's timebuying and production
for both radio and television accounts, including Holsum Bread,
Marshall-Wells Hardware chain,
King Midas Flour, Chun King
Oriental Foods and others.
Television takes his time disproportionately these days. It has,
in fact, since T-Day three years
ago, when he produced the first TV
commercial in the market. His attitudes toward radio and television
are not unlike those of the '20's
tin-type who said, "I love my wife,
but oh you kid." He considers
himself happily married to radio,
but forced to flirt with the most
promising tomato who ever came

down any pike — television. So far,
he has to play the triangle and
hopes that a rift isn't inevitable.
Since all of his accounts use radio and television on a spot basis,
Mr. McTighe personally knows people and policies in hundreds of
stations through the country. His
work philosophy is an active one,
with a pet project always at hand
with which to flail operators and
representatives. His current and
recent projects include the general
establishing of continuing discounts, the abolition of local rates
for any account but the retailer on
Main Street, and, of course, the
dream of a uniform rating system.
Mr. and Mrs. McTighe have two
children, Kathleen, 8, and Michael,
IV2.
Minnesota's
summerDuring
Mr. McTighe
plays short
a lot
of golf at Minneapolis Golf Club.
He belongs also to the University
Club, Minneapolis Ad Club, and
RaoulicanLufbery
Post of the AmerLegion.

JOHN G. BOOTH, advertising manager Travel-GoRound, to New York sales staff of John H. Perry
Assoc., radio station and newspaper representatives.
BRANHAM Co., Chicago, named exclusive national
sales representatives for KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque,

^' ^
Anderson
EDWIN J. KASPAR, 0. L. Taylor Co., Chicago, to WMAQ
sales staff.

Chicago, on

JOHN GEDDES, sales staff KDSH Boise, to New York office of Radio
Sales, radio-TV station representative, as radio account executive. He
was account executive with Albert Frankguenther Law, Inc., N. Y.
WILLIAM OGDEN, radio-TV director LeVally Agency, Chicago, to ABC,
same city, as network radio salesman. He was with WNEW and WMCA
New York.
BROADCASTING
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Familycome inspendable
inJackson is high
— 68th in the entire nation. This is one more good
reason to use popular
WJDX in reaching this expanding market.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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A NEWSPAPER columnist takes to the air as The Mark Beltaire Show begins
on WXYZ Detroit. All smiles at the contract signing were, seated (I to r),
Mark Beltaire, Detroit Free Press columnist, and Glenn Walker, chairman
of the DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers of Metropolitan Detroit. Standing are Joe
Molin, WXYZ special representative, and Bill Botsford, of Denman & Betteridge, agency for the dealers.
AD

AWARDS
Club Accepting Entries
EADIO AND TELEVISION entries are being judged by the
Chicago Federated Advertising
Club for its ninth annual advertising awards competition. Winners
in nine categories will be announced at the annual dinner May
17.
Separate awards will be made
for local and network entries in
both radio and TV.
Entry classifications for television
are (1) programs, drama, variety, music, news, juvenile, audience participation, sports; (2) commercial announcements, including station
breaks, live and film, and (3) a new
program created during the year.
Groups in radio are (1) programs,
drama, variety, music, audience participation, juvenile, disc jockeys; (2)
special features, sports, public service, women's shows, news, veteran's
shows; (3) commercial announcements, including station breaks, and
(4) a new program created during
the year.
TV judges includes Russ Tolg,
BBDO; Les Waddington, Miles Labs,

and John Mitchell, WBKB (TV) Chicago. Radio entries will be judged
by William McGuineas, WGN; Bob
Flanagan, WMAQ; E. C. Shomo,
WBBM; Ed Lynch, WENR; Harold
Safford, WLS; Les Atlass Jr., WIND;
Art Harre, WJJD; Bob Piatt, WCFL;
Holly Shively, Ruthrauff & Ryan;
Marion Reuter, Young & Rubicam;
Buckingham Gunn, Foote, Cone &
Belding; Kay Kennelly, Olian Adv.;
Evelyn Vanderploeg, Schwimmer &
Scott; Frank Baker, Reincke, Meyer
& Finn.
Other radio judges are Jane McKendry, Needham, Louis & Brorby;
Lou Nelson, Geoffrey Wade Adv.; Hal
Rorke, J. Walter Thompson; Jim
Shelby, McCann-Erickson ; Russ Tolg,
BBDO, and Mrs. L. S. Schwartz, Advertising Council.
RELOCATION of RCA Victor Custom
Record Sales division, including Custom Record Sales and Recorded Program Services (Thesaurus and syndicated programs), to the International
Bldg., Rockefeller Center, 630 Fifth
Ave., N. Y., has been announced. Telephone Judson 2-5011. Orders and
service section of Custom Records
will
be
9-0500. at 155 E. 24th St., Murray Hill

In Greater

Grand

Rapids

. . . the most ears
are WOODpecked!

5000 WATTS
NBC
GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
ALSO WFDF, FLINT; WEOA, EVANSVILLE; WFBM, INDIANAPOLIS • KATZ AGENCY
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CAR RADIOS
N. Y. Total Up 37%— Pulse
NEW YORK CITY automobiles
equipped with radios total 770,330,
representing a 31.6% increase since
last year, according to a special
survey by Pulse Inc., conducted
during January.
This means, according to Dr.
Roslow, director of Pulse, "an increase in 'out of home' listening.
It's further proof of the growing
importance of the 'out of home'
The survey, conducted for the
audience."
Joseph Jacobs Organization, disclosed that more than 4 out of 5
New York City cars had radios, or
80.6 % of them as compared to
75.1% a year ago. Car ownership
has increased sharply, with 38.-2%
of the families surveyed owning a
car compared with 32.9% last year,
Pulse reported.
Dr. Roslow said there is "one
radio-equipped car for every three
radio families in New York City.
If this ratio held true in suburban
counties (and, there, the ratio is
probably even higher), there are
approximately 1,250,000 cars with
radios in metropolitan New York."
BASEBALLCASTS
Majors Aired in Alaska
ALASKA Broadcasting System,
through Liberty Broadcasting System facilities, this year will broadcast for the first time the major
league baseball games carried live
by Liberty. Blatz Beer through
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford,
New York, will be the sole Sunday
sponsor. Participating sponsors for
all Saturday games will be Philip
Morris through Biow Co., New
York; Procter & Gamble's Tide
through Benton & Bowles, same
city; Hill Brother's Coffee through
N. W. Ayer & Sons, same city, and
Lucky Lager Beer through McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Alaska Broadcasting System consists of the following stations:
KFQD Anchorage, KINY Juneau,
KFRB Fairbanks, KTKN KetchiSitka. kan, KIBH Seward and KIFW
Canadian Media
HOW Canadian radio costs compare with those of other Canadian
media is contained in a detailed
report, The Inter-Media Story, released by the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters to advertisers and
agencies in Canada. Report deals
first with the methods use to arrive
at the comparative figures, the
sources used, Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, and Audit Bureau of Circulation. It also deals
with each specific station and important Canadian daily, regional
and national publications, giving
comparative figures on one hour
Class A time and radio homes for
stations with publications' circulation and proportion of page advertising rates for area covered
by station. Pat Freeman, CAB
sales director, compiled data.

NATIONAL
NIELSEN
RATINGS*!}
TOP RADIO
PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, if
Farm and Urban Homes— and Including j
Telephone Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK MARCH 25-31, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
CURRENT RATING
CURRENT
HOMES
RANK
PROGRAM
%
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 18.1
2 Jack Benny Show (CBS) 13.9
3 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 13.3
4 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 12.9
5 Walter Winched (ABC) 12.4
6 Amos V Andy (CBS) 12.3 fc
78 Godfrey's
Talent& Molly
Scouts (NBC)
(CBS) 12.2
Fibber McGee
12.0
9 Mr. Chameleon (CBS) 12.0
10 Big Story (NBC)
11.9
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by ac
plying
(%) toUnited!
41,4
903,000 —thethe "NIELSEN-RATING"
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio Homes.
(*) Homes reached during all or any part o
the
1 to program,
5 minutes.except for homes listening onl I
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN Co.
ANNOUNCERS
i
Field Crowded, VA Says
ACCORDING to a survey made foi
the Veterans Administration by thef
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the;
Dept. of Commerce,
radio an':
nouncers
and a newspaper
are having
hard timereporter;
finding 'u
work.
The for
survey
reports that
prospects
announcers
and jot'TH
re\l.
porters
are "not good" despite the^r
omy.
country's expanding defense econ^;
Announcers seeking jobs will fine ;
that "broadcasting companies, par-^j
ticularly those in large communi- ties, will generally be able to choose
the
many applicants,"
thosebestnotof finding
employment butill
large markets might look to smallei
towns where the competition is no
so great. The survey goes on tc
say that TV stations probably wil
be hiring more announcers all th
time,
here too, the competitioi L
is verybutstrong.
The newspaper reporting field i:
greatly overcrowded, and is likely
to remain that way for ". . . the
next few years," the survey states

KNBC Expands Unit
KNBC San Francisco announced »?
last week it will expand its radio1 ?*
recording division to provide mor< i ■
and better facilities for clients-JThe recording division was a prin
cipal contention in the recently
settled dispute between KNBC ane
NABET
[Broadcasting • Tele
casting, April 30]. The expansioi
plans are designed, KNBC said, iiv ^
an attempt to make the divisioi
more self-supporting and profit!
able. J. Alan O'Neil, KNBC recording engineer, will continue t(
supervise all technical operations
Bill Gavin, KNBC writer-producer Jfr!
director, will be in chai-ge of re
cording production and sales.

QUINCY
HOWE
the ANSWER tor
that
PRESTIGE ACCOUNT
SEE PAGE 16 — NOW!
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;mmer selling
YW Philadelphia using variety of
bans
to promote
sumr sales.
Red and station's
white blotter
iled to 700 advertising agencies
s transparent envelope of sand
It ached, with message stating
15 jVe don't sell sand but we can
lach the people who sit on it," and
plaining how station covers seaore resorts. Station also arrangg chain-store two-week sales durg summer, with stores' ads carryg phrase "advertised on KYW."
x different chain-stores are curntly signed up for campaign.
;p; USIC TOUR
"eisLANS for 52-day Music Festival
jlgrimage, second to be sponsored
I WABF (FM) New York and
nomas Cook & Son Inc., were anmnced recently by WABF Presi~i)nt Ira A. Hirschmann. Sailing
jlom New York on June 28, pilgrims will visit Paris, French Riviiys'a, Florence, Rome, Venice, Lu•r jno, Lucerne, Salzburg Festival,
r,ayreuth, and London, where tour
ill be culminated at "Festival of
ritain." Tour will cost pilgrims
l,023 each.
HOOL OPERATION
refelN Visalia, Calif., April 23, was
erated by Visalia Senior High
>n fchool students inaugurating Pubfe Schools Week. Students wrote
■ t id announced all programs during
ariiy "without a hitch" according to
• ■■ ation
manager,
•— •— •
os "
c1 EWSBEAT SCORED
XAX Yankton, S. D., claimed
:coop" in the first report of
t tree Dakota State College departent heads being fired. Station
pillowed up story with new leads
• ' most daily, and taped entire hearHg proceedings April 14. State
vernor reported he listened to
ayback, and court reporters used
itflpes to prepare transcripts.
OR GOOD EYES
MOX St. Louis distributing three)lor, two page promotion piece in
<rm of an eyesight chart such as
ings in doctor's office for testing
sion. Letters of graded size carry
iles message.

lEvery
otorist
nth
a c if ic
■^oast loves
<e. Elliottaynes' surey of Vanauver automobile radio
hows I'm
OP DOG!"
BROADCASTING

programs

proniotjon

BASEBALL PROMOTION
WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala., distributed
150 baseball bats to area's school
children to promote MBS Game of
the Day. In addition, station employees carried bat with them one
week prior to opening of baseball
season. Bats carried slogan "Baseball—WTBC." '

premiums
SYMPHONY SAVED
WTMA Charleston, S. C, one-day
drive to solicit financial support
for city's symphony orchestra drew
$1,340 in pledges and assured support of musical group. Disc Jockey
Bill Dorn broadcast need 10 times
during one day, while others canvassed city for support. Amount
pledged was one-sixth of sum
needed and prompted group's
board of directors to vote for continuance of symphony. President
of girls' student body, Nancy Friday, manned telephone in WTMA
studios while Mr. Dorn aired ap-

•— 0
SPECIALIZED 8 BLOTTER
peal.
KDKA Pittsburgh is sending all
Free & Peters representatives palegreen, white and black blotter with
picture of laughing mule. Caption
states "What's so funny? Must be
on addition
. . . KDKA's
Musicalprogram,
Clock."
In
to describing
SOMETHING FOR THE LOWBROW
AUDIENCE: Cheta, simian matinee
idol of the Tarzan movies, recently
was a guest on the daily interview
and chatter show broadcast by Bill
Weaver (right) on KCBS San Francisco. Mr. Weaver was stumped by
the ape's questions.
LISTENERSHIP INCREASES
WQXR-AM-FM New York sending
trade promotion piece, entitled
"Yes, indeed . . . you certainly
were right!", 8-page black-andwhite booklet analyzing 1950 ratings to point up that "nothing
takes the place of good music."
Overall listening increase of 18%
daytime and 12% night-time, based
on tabulated average ratings of 68
quarter hours, is set forth.
TELEPHONE

GIMMICK

WNBQ Chicago sending "easy
dialing" apparatus for telephone to
local agency and client personnel.
With device, which attaches to telephone and eliminates wear and tear
on finger, was note "May this remind you each time you use your
telephone of the No. 1 television
station in Chicago." The plastic
dialer bears promotion message,
"Tops in Chicago TV."

WRBL CLINICS
WRBL Columbus, Ga., announces
series of twice-monthly clinics for
its station staff. Jim Woodruff Jr.,
executive manager, got series off
to start by outlining future policies
and activities, status of TV in
area and position of WRBL in time
of national emergency. Each department head will prepare program for clinic designed to inform
members of other departments.
Telecasting

blotter has space where representative's name was inserted with
phrase "This blotter to be used
only by ... on• — KDKA
• — • contracts."
FM POPULARITY
WWDC-FM Washington, to test
popularity of its FM programming
in homes from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
when radio-equipped streetcars and
busses do not receive station, asked
listeners if they like the virtually
uninterrupted music. Station reports 800 letters were received,
along with petition signed by 77
persons and fifteen dollar donation
from another listener. Station returned donation, decided to continue separate FM programming.
e— • — •
TRANS-PACIFIC CALL
KTOK March
Oklahoma
City, 12 recorded
O'clock
News,
21, featured
conversations between five Oklahoma families and their sons recovering from Korean war injuries in
Tokyo hospitals. Station's news
room editor arranged call with cooperation from United Press reporter and telephone company.

COLOSSAL SUMMER
KNX Los Angeles sending bright
three-color brochure to agencies
and trade, with cover showing supermarket-type of customer-cart
loaded with groceries. Inside spread
is color facsimile of ad appearing
in trade press with headline "Summer is only colossal," and caption
describing Southern California
summer sales. Picture portrays
huge supermart. Back cover has
colorful palm tree with station's
call letters,
tive listed. power and representa•— •— •
ADDS ITS VOICE
WIP Philadelphia bought space in
New York newspaper on day of
General MacArthur's arrival in that
city, showing General's hat and
saying "We'd like to add our
'Voice' to the multitude." Station
reasoned that ad from Philadelphia
station would attract attention of
New York timebuyers.
•— •— •
TERRIFIC COPY
WSBA York, Pa., composed and
aired commercial to introduce new
paint product for local paint and
hardware merchant prior to its retail release. Copy was used on
early morning news show for two
days. On third day sponsor called
station and urgently said "We'll
have to change the copy, we're
swamped with orders for it and
we don't know when we'll get it."
•— •— •
EGGING HIM ON
WBUD Trenton, N. J., Early Bird,
early morning show featuring
John Schneider, using new interest
arouser for its dawn arisers.
Emcee Schneider invites anyone in
his audience to use him for an eggwatcher — that is, to call him up
and tell him when an egg is going
on the stove and how long it's to
cook. Then, at right time, Mr.
Schneider announces that so-andso's egg is done and ready for the
platter. He estimates that about
20 eggs
this
way. are laid each morning in
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

, immediate revenue produced
Elwith regional promotion
campaigns

23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company
MEMBER N, A.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

General

Manager
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NEW STUDIO
For KSEL Lubbock, Tex.
CONSTRUCTION has been started
on a new studio building- for KSEL
Lubbock, Tex., scheduled for completion Aug. 1. The structure is to
be made of brick and stone. One
feature of the new building is a
client lounge where an advertiser
or prospective advertiser may hear
or audition a program.
KSEL presently occupies the second floor of a downtown building.
The station feels it has long since
outgrown these quarters. During
the
past 12 117%
months,and
KSEL's
increased
first billing
three
months of this year showed a substantial increase over the same
three months of 1950, station officials report.
'La Prensa' Protest
BROADCASTERS' protest against
dictator suppression of the newspaper La Prensa in Argentina was
expressed to the American Society
of Newspaper Editors, American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. and
National Assn. of Radio News Directors by NARTB President Justin Miller. In letters to Alexander
F. Jones, Charles F. McCahill and
Ben Chatfield, respective presidents of the groups, Judge Miller
submitted the text of the resolution of protest adopted at the
NARTB convention in Chicago
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 23].
FOR FINEST TAPE. RECORDING

-FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS !
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE! .;
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment,
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operationbining available
comunits in rich byMagne-

Page 78
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fCC

0

actions
APRIL 27 TO MAY 3

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
April 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
Following stations request mod. CP
for extension of completion dates:
KBLI Blackfoot, Idaho; KJCF Festus,
Mo.; KWHP Cushing, Okla.; WABA
Aquadilla, P. R.; WVOW Logan, W.
Va.; KRON-FM San Francisco, Calif.
License for CP
WGLC
Centreville,
CP new AM station. Miss. — License for
KTBB Tyler, Tex.— License for CP
to increase
tion etc. power, change hours operaWFHG
Va.—etc.License for CP
to change Bristol,
frequency
WNAC-FM Boston, Mass. — License
for CP new FM station.
KSL-TV
City, Utah— License for CPSaltnewLake
TV station.
APPLICATION AMENDED
Portland, Ore. — Application for new
TV station AMENDED to change name
of
applicant Bcstrs.
from Oregonian
Pub. Co.
to Pioneer
Inc.

'MRS. Stations
AMERICA'
To Air Contest
ELIMINATIONS in the 1951
"Mrs. America" contest will be
held on radio and television stations throughout the nation, Mrs.
America Inc., New York, announced last week. Grand finals
will be held in Convention Hall,
Asbury Park, N. J., Sept. 9.
For the past two years, the
grand finals were telecast by ABCTV; first year as a sustainer, last
year sponsored by Exquisite Form
Bras. Arrangements are now beevent.ing made to telecast this year's

Cooperation Asked
FCC has requested voluntary cooperation of amateurs during
large scale military maneuvers
scheduled in North and South
Carolina for Aug. 6 through Sept.
7. On behalf of the Army, and
with the concurrence of the American Radio Relay League, the Commission asks amateurs not to operate, during the maneuvers, in the
band of frequencies 3700-3900 kc
in the states of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, Washington, D. C, and
eastern Tennessee. Those amateurs in other states east of the
Mississippi River are asked not to
operate after dark in the 37003900 kc band.

April 30 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1230 kc
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — L a w r e n c e
County Bcstg. Co. application for new
AM station on 1230 kc 250 w unl.
AMENDED
to change from 250 w to
100 w.
AM— 950 kc
KDSX
Denison,
— CP950 tokc change
from 1220 kc 1 kw Tex.
D to
500 w
unl. DA-DN, AMENDED to change to
DA-N.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WSHB Stillwater, Minn, (resubmitted); WEWO Laurinburg, N. C.
License for CP
WHOM-FM New York — License for
CP new FM station.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Assignment of License
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga. — RETURNED
application for assignment of license
from Atlanta Newspapers Inc. to
Broadcasting Inc.Apr.
[BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING,
23].
May 1 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Petition Granted
KFTM Fort Morgan, Col.— Granted
petitionment in matter
for continuance
of oral
arguof revocation
of license
from Apr. 27 to May 4.
BY THE SECRETARY
to WFKY
install Frankfort,
new trans. Ky.— Granted CP
KRON-FM San Francisco, Calif.—
Granted extension of completion date
to KWSC
12-3-51. Pullman, Wash.— Granted litrans. cense covering installation of new
KMMJ forGrand
Island, ofNeb.
license
installation
new— Granted
trans.
WVET Rochester, N. Y. — Granted license for installation of aux trans, at
present site of main trans.
KCNA Tucson, Ariz. — Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans, and change
from employing northeast to center
tower for D non-DA operation; cond.
WJET Erie, Pa.— Granted mod. CP
for approval of ant. trans, and main
studio
trans. locations, and change type of
Hollywood Bcstg. Co., Hollywood,
Fla. — Granted CP and license for new
remote pickup KA8715.
Station KRLC, Lewiston, IdahoGranted CP for new remote pickup
KA8716.
KTKN Katchikan, Alas.— Granted CP
to make changes in trans, equipment;
cond.
WKOKnewSunbury,
install
trans. Pa.— Granted CP to
WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Granted mod. CP for approval of ant. trans,
location, to specify main studio location
and make changes in trans, equipment.
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

KSRV Ontario, Ore.— Granted mo
CP to change type of trans.; cond.
The Journal Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Granted pickup
requestKAto 3043,
cancel3044.licenses f I
remote
City of New York Municipal Best;}'
System, New York, N. Y. — Same K
KWIE Kennewick, Wash.— Grant ."
license
covering changes in facilities
4802,kc4804.
610
1 kw unl., installation of ne
trans, and DA-N etc.
KBKR
CP I;ji
install newBaker,
trans, Ore.—
and Granted
ground systei
Santa Paula Bcstrs. Inc., Santa Pau
Calif. — Granted CPs for new remc
pickups
KA-8705,
Alice Bcstg.
Co., 8706.
Alice, Tex. — Grant i f«
CPs
for
new
remote
pickups KA-87'
8708.
KWAX Eugene, Ore. — Granted
cense
tional for
FM new
stationnon-commercial
on 88.1 mc 10 educH"
w. ' i
WMCRfor Kalamazoo,
Mich. — Grant
license
new non-commercial
educ 1 B1
tional
station; on 91.1 mc 400 ,
140 ft. FM
ant.
KSUB-FM
Kan.— Grant1
license
for newManhattan,
non-commercial
educ
tional FM station on 88.1 mc 10 w. i
WBUR for Boston,
Granted no
cense
changes Mass.—
in existing
commercial educational FM station 9i
mc 20 kw, 50 ft. ant.
WIBS Santurce, P. R.— Granted
cense for change in trans, location a:
Marmat Radio Co., Bakersfield, Cal
— Granted license for new remote pic
DA
upKJCF
KA 8284.
Festus, Mo.— Granted mod. (f
to change type of trans.
Chippewa Valley Radio & TV Cor
Eau Claire, Wis. — Granted mod. licer l li
for
remote pickup
on 26.43 i
in addition
to 26.13 KA-7670
mc.
Earle C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angel
Calif. — Granted CP and license i
remote
KA-8704.
South pickup
Shore Bcstg.
Co., Quincy, Ma
—KA-8700,
Granted 8701.
CPs for new remote picku
Herman Anderson, Tulare, Calif
Same KA-8702.
Southern Idaho Bcstg. & Televisi i
Co.,
Twin Bcstg.
Falls, Idaho—
Same KA-87
WGCM
Co., Gulfport,
Miss tj!
Same
KA-8697.KA-8696.
KTAE, Inc., Taylor, Texas— Sai
WIOD-FM Miami, Fla.— Granted
tension
of completion
date W.
to 6-22Va it
WKNA-FM
Charleston,
Granted extension of completion d;
to 8-10-51.
FCC CORRECTION
In April 25 Decisions [FCC ACTIOr I
Apr.
30], location
WHIM shoi|
have been
shown as ofProvidence,
R. .
In April 26 Decisions [same issue], tfl
hearing
to
Jul. 14.date for KTXC was chang s
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
Ionia Bcstg. Co., Ionia, Mich
Granted petition to accept late appe;
ance in consolidated proceeding on
application
and &Floral
City etStatio:
al.
Booth Radio
Television
Inc.,
Lansing,
Mich. prejudice
— Granted itspetiti
to dismiss
without
app
cation.
KIWW San Antonio, Texas — Grant
petition to dismiss without prejud
its application.
FCC petition
Generalfiled
Counsel
Dismissed
moot
April— 25
request) itextension of time to file exceptions
initial decision in re application
WALE Fall
River, Mass.
The gene1w t let|j
counsel
has advised
no exceptions
be filed in this proceeding.
FCCforGeneral
— Granted
tion
extensionCounsel
of time
to May pe7.
which to file exceptions to initial t
cision re N.applications
of WSNY Scl
nectady,
Y.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
WJVA forSouth
Bend, ofInd.—
Gram t"
motion
continuance
hearing
its application from May 1 at Sot
Bend to a date to be fixed by furff 8
order.
i
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WOOF Dothan, Ala.— Granted

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPAQ
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
".4 reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, M<

BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
xecutive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
.Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
iTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
—- Craven, Lohnes & Culver
.UNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
radio engineers
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. — STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
11 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 4-8721

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, HI.
(A Chicago suburb)

HE WES TURNER GO.
11 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
318 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)

Of. H. $ltier
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

!
m requesting leave to amend its ap-'"Jition
its to
presently
orized bysite changing
to a new site;
amend
icial data, etc.
;= -stern Bcstg. Associates, Modesto,
and West Side Radio, Tracy,
- — Ordered that a pre-hearing conice in this proceeding will be held
lay 2 in Washington.
iy Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
""iR.CN Blytheville, Ark. — Granted pejft for correction of transcript of
) .scted
mony inre various
application;
was
respectsrecord
set forth
NT etition.
Sft.CN Blytheville, Ark.— Granted
ft on of KLCN, orally joined by redents WSUI and WCOC, for addiil time within which to file proUsfc findings in proceeding; time was

extended to May 23.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
WHIP Mooresville, N. C. — Granted
request for continuance of hearing re
application from Mav 11 to June 11.
KXLA Pasadena, Calif. — Upon Commission'sproposed
own motion,findings
time inwithin
which to file
proceeding was extended to May 14.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
WVOW
W. Va. of
— Granted
petition for Logan,
continuance
consolidated
hearing re application and that of
WIKC and KJEF from June 4 to
Sept. 5.
May 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KCHJ Delano, Calif.— Mod. CP new

AM
date. station for extension of completion
WMAK Nashville, Tenn.— Mod. CP
authorizing changes in DA to .change
from DA-DN to DA-N.
License for CP
WWNR Beckley, W. Va. — License for
CP authorizing change in frequency,
power, install new trans, and DA etc.
Following FM stations request license
for CPs authorizing changes: WVCV
(FM) Cherry Valley, N. Y.; WVCN
(FM) DeRuyter Twp, N. Y.; WFNF
(FM) Wethersfield Twp., N. Y.
KTJO-FM Ottawa, Kan. — License for
CP new non-commercial FM station.
AM— 1560 kc
KWCO Chickasha, Okla.— CP to increase D power from 250 w to 1 kw.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

'Registered Professional Engineer"
0 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

'OADCASTING

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

• Telecasting

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast, Communication
and Television Systems
One LeFevre
New 6-1620
Rochelle, N. Y.
' New Lane,
Rochelle

May 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KSOX Harlingen, Tex. — Mod. CP new
AM station
tion date. for extension of compleKCBC-FM Des Moines, Iowa — Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP
from 260 kw to 5 kw, ant. from 500 ft.
to 251 ft. trans, and studio locations etc.
WARD-FM Johnstown. Pa. — Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
License for CP
KMCO Conroe, Tex. — License for CP
new AM station.
(Continued on page 88)
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Agency, N. Y., offerJOHN ingGIBBS
new half-hour package series
al tales entitled
natur
of super
Sleep No More featuring ORSON
WELLES as narrator. Program is
available in both radio and TV versions. ED DOWNES is producer and
ASHLEY BUCK, writer. Story material planned for series has never
before been used.
ARMED FORCES Radio Service producing series of half-hour programs
entitled The Pentleton Story based on
factual incidents taken from American history. Forty-four programs
planned in initial series. Writers
are STEPHEN R. CALLAHAN, chief
of information and education section,
AFRS, JOHN VLAHOS and FRED
FREIBERGER. Appearing in stories
are LAMONT JOHNSTON, RAYMOND BURR, FLORENCE REVENEL,
RUTH SWANSON.
PET DAIRY PRODUCTS, Johnson
City, Tenn., renewing Frederic W. Ziv
Co.'s transcribed Guy Lombardo Show
for another 52 weeks in 32 southeastern markets. Agency: Robert E.
Clarke
& Assoc.,
Atlanta.
SICKS'
CENTURY
BREWING
Co., Seattle,
sponsoring Guy Lombardo Show in
eight Washington and Oregon markets. Agency: Western Adv., Seattle.
RADIO & TELEVISION Directors
Guild locals established in Detroit,
Philadelphia and Washington, RTDG's
international office in New York announced last week. CHARLES BALLON, of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin &
Krim, attorneys, New York, named
general counsel for guild by RTDG
national board. He also will serve
as counsel for New York local.
WOODWARD B. CLUM, president
Consolidated Television Productions
Inc., Hollywood, resigns as advisor to
Department of the Navy, to assume
active direction of the TV film syndicate. JOHN R. MARKEY, sales manager of firm, on extended sales trip
to visit major television markets.
Plans include conferences with TV
station and advertising agency executives as well as local CTP representatives on current releases of
firm. Mr. Markey also plans to meet
with local TV show producers to discuss filming such programs in Hollywood for national distribution by
CTP.
AUDINE COFFIN, one of directors
Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc., Los Angeles (TV audience research firm),
retires from active participation in
firm. Her duties to be absorbed by
other firm members.
HENRIETTE K. HARRISON appointed national radio and TV director for YMCA's Centennial Celebration in United States and Canada.
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ALFRED RICE, New York attorney
for ERNEST HEMINGWAY, has announced that Mr. Hemingway's literary works and his appearance by film
are available for series on television.
Package deal would be entitled
Hemingway Television Theatre. It
would also feature other stories by
noted authors.
ANTHONY DILLON, assistant manager of sales Air King Products
Corp., N. Y., appointed field sales
manager.
KEN FARNSWORTH appointed eastern sales manager United Television
Programs, N. Y., ROBERT CLAUSON
named midwestern sales representative attached to firm's Chicago office,
WALLACE E. STONE appointed
southeastern sales representative with
Florida offices. FRANK EVANS
named head of West Coast sales and
UTP promotion director. LOUIS
TEAGARDEN named Chicago business manager. WIN NATHAN, Los
Angeles office of company, transferred
to New York office.
GARY MILLER, writing staff WBBM
Chicago, to Tom Moore Productions,
Chicago, as writer of Ladies Fair,
aired on Mutual.
HARVE FOSTER, television and motion picture producer and director,
to Bing Crosby Enterprises, L. A., as
supervising manager on all television
film production. He will work directly
with BASIL GRILLO, production head
of firm.
GEORGE TRESSEL has changed
name of his television commercial and
show production firm to Tressel Studio. Chicago headquarters have been
moved to 59 W. Hubbard. Telephone
SUperior 7-1297.
ARTHUR R. ROSS, Storecast Corp.
of America, N. Y., named assistant
program director, and BARBARA
WINTER named area program director of Storecast's Chicago Div.
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y.
transcription firm, appointed sole
United States distributor for English
and European sound effects records
of E.M.I. Studios, London, large British record-manufacturing combine.
Michelson, which distributes Gennett
and Speedy-Q sound effects and claims

to have largest recorded sound-effects
library under one roof in the world,
announced that sub-distributors are
being appointed, and trade advertising campaign would follow.
ALPHA WIRE
Corp.,
• •N. •Y. moves to
ament
£fiuij
larger
offices
at 430 Broadway.
H. LESLIE HOFFMAN, president
Hoffman Radio Corp., L- A., presented
Helm Athletic Foundation Award for
his "noteworthy contributions to
sports," through sponsorship and pioneering of college football telecasts
in 1950. Mr. Hoffman guaranteed
gate receipts
ference games.of 30 Pacific Coast ConTECH LABORATORIES Inc., Palisades Park, N. J., announces new
magnetic tape splicing block, enabling faster editing of tape programs.
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS Co. Inc.,
N. Y., announces pocket size FM, AM
and RF signal generator and audio
oscillator. Unit employs unusual
circuit design, according to company,
and has highly satisfactory and stable operation over wide range of line
voltages.
ALDEN PRODUCTS Co., Brockton,
Mass., announces miniature fuseholder with neon bulb which glows
when fuse blows. Small unit, less
than an inch and a half long behind
panel mounting, is ideally suited for
mass production assembly techniques,
according to manufacturer.
BRUSH DEVELOPMENT Co., Cleveland, Ohio, announces multichannel
magnetic record - reproduce head,
available with three to fourteen channels, balanced magnetic construction
and
rear. perfectly aligned gaps front and
E. W. RITTER, manager electronic
tube division Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh, appointed vice
president. E. V. H.UGGINS,. secretary of company, elected to newlycreated post of executive vice president of Westinghouse Electric International Co. WILLIAM G. MARSHALL, vice president in charge of
industrial relations, retires. JOHN
G. THOMPSON, director of service
department Four Wheel Auto Co.,
Clintonville, Wis., appointed manufacturing manager new Westinghouse
Electric
Corp.'s
tube plant in Bath,
N. Y.
SHAW INSULATOR Co., Irvington,
N. J., announces its terminal block,
originally developed for Navy, is now
available to manufacturers. It is designed for high voltage insulation
and is made of molded phenolic

EDWARD F. HARRISON, chief
guided missiles plans branch of A 11
Material Command, Wright Fiel
Dayton, to Philco Corp., Phila., a
manager of new West Coast office c
Government and Industrial Div. O
fices will be located at 260 Sout
Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
TELEVISION PICTURE TUBE Di
of SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PROI
UCTS Inc., N. Y., announces new tyi
electrostatic focus TV picture tub
in 14 inch and 17 inch sizes.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, Schenectad
announces publication of "1951 IiCjD
strument Transformer Buyer's Guide,
The 93-page
brochure, GEA-462
gives pertinent buying informaticj,
on G-E instrument transformers,
is divided into sections which offi
technical data on indoor and outdo<
potential transformers, current tran
formers, metering outfits, potentif-1
transformers and current portabrp
transformers.
ALLEN
B. DuMONT
Laboratorie ],
Clifton, N. J., has released two ne
transmitter bulletins TTD-T101 ar
TTD-T102.
TTD-T101 is based c
new "Acorn" air-cooled transmitte'
and
about new 5 k
"Oak"TTD-T102
air-cooledis transmitter.
WILLIAM J. HALLIGAN Sr., found
and president Hallicrafters Co., Ch5 n
cago,
elected president
Communications
Assn. Armed Forego
Brig. Gen. TELFORD TAYLOR, fo
mer FCC general counsel and chivfli
counsel at Nuremburg
war crin
trials, named to board of directo
Skiatron Electronics & Televisid
Corp., New York.
JAMES H. SIMON, president Sim.
Distributing Corp., Washington, at
pointed to Wholesale Consumer Lar: u
Durable Goods Industry Adviso
Committee of the Office Price St
bilization.
"Technical • • •
PERRY ESTEN, director of enginee
ing WGRC Louisville, Ky., to E.
Page (consulting radio engineer;
Washington. He is on 18-month lea
of absence from station.
CLIFF
SPATES,
Lynn, Mass.,
father engineer
of •
daughter.
• WL"5 t
DON F. RHEBERGEN, transmitt
engineer WSDR
Sterling, 111.,
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.
JIM NIHDA to L. J. Heagerty A(|

He , was
Toront
UMording
Ltd.
Torontwit
engio ne'a
o,h asCHrec
CKLB Oshawa.
WALTER PHILLIPS, engineering

to
WGN-TVWGN in same
transferi' ;:r"
Chicago,capacity.
pervisor
RODNEY D. CHIPP, engineering \
rector DuMont Television Netwo^
week flyvacation-business
trip,
will
to Europe May 18
on duri
thrt'
which he will visit Great Brita
France, Italy and Switzerland. M!
Chipp will accompany him.
JOSEPH
COHEN, on leave of
sence for past year because of I
ness, returned to engineering st lb
CBS Hollywood.

plastic. of "gala celebration" cruises
SERIES
to Bermuda will be staged by Philco
Distributors Inc. for some 2,200 key
Philco dealers, starting June 2 on
liner "Queen of Bermuda." Announcing plans last week, HAROLD R.
SHEER, vice president and general
manager Philco Distributors, explained that "this is a tangible
means of expressing our congratulaThe Nation's Richest Farm Market ~
Survey average of 50.8% tuned
tions to the 'key' Philco dealers
every
hour to good listening.
throughout the nation for the outstanding sales performance job they
W I I PI WISCONSIN
have done for Philco products."
WATERTOWN,
lAfTTM
BROADCASTING
• T e 1e c a s tii 0
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Army Chief Signal Officer
\LE NOMINATION of Brig. Gen.
>orge I. Back, signal officer for
n. Douglas MacArthur since
[47, to be Chief Signal Officer for
e U. S. Army, was confirmed in
e Senate last Monday. He was
med by President Truman to
cceed Maj. Gen. S. B. Akin, who
:ired March 31.
during World War II Gen. Back
ved in the Mediterranean Theaof Operations as deputy chief
:nal officer of Allied Force Head.arters and later was appointed
ief of the Army Communications
,rvice in the Office of the Chief
gnal Officer. In this post he
ilped supervise the Army coramications network.
ltsOne of Gen. Akin's last actions
fore retiring was to urge an adlory program pointing up the
tical need for communications
; ,?cialists by the Army. As a reIt the U. S. Army Signal Corps
trently is offering advice to comjti nications-e 1 e c t ro n i c specialists
hut to enter service as to the
Dcedure for seeking to continue
eir present capacities while in
"vice.
ATION JOBS
Urged for Radio Teachers
^"ACHERS of radio journalism in
'/ited
leges by
and the
universities
been
Council have
on Radio
urnalism to apply for summer
ernships at radio and TV stains. The program is designed to
7e teachers who handle radio
\vs courses a chance to get prac,al experience at commercial stains.
The council is sponsored jointly
NARTB
and the American
uncil on Education for Journaln, with Robert K. Richards,
^RTB public affairs director, as
•retary. Floyd Baskette, U. of
'lorado, chairman of CRJ, said 37
fpfessors representing 28 colleges
Ve interned since the program
s started in 1945. NARTB has
■ited stations desiring services
r interns to file requests.
Ti i
WDRC

SAMPLING one of the products at the National All-Industries Frozen Food
convention, San Francisco, are (I to r) A. E. Stevens, vice president in charge
of sales. Minute Maid Corp., New York; Jane Todd, woman's director, KCBS
San Francisco; John M. Fox, national president, Minute Maid.
FCC

WARNING
Scores Illegal Operation
WARNING has again been issued
by FCC against illegal operation of television
rebroadcast
transmitters"relay"
and of orsmall
transmitters used in "beating the
bookies" attempts at race tracks.
"During the past few months
the Commission has apprehended
several groups of persons operating
unlicensed radio and television
transmitters for the purpose of
relaying radio and television programs," the warning pointed out.
FCC stated "information brought
to the Commission's attention indicates that local law enforcement
CALIF. AP MEET
Gramling Will Be Speaker
OLIVER GRAMLING, New York
assistant general manager in
charge of radio for the Associated
Press, will be the principal speaker
at the California Associated Press
Radio Assn.'s annual meeting, to
be held at the Hollywood Roosevelt
Hotel next Wednesday evening. He
will disucss "Your News — and It's
Revenue Potentials," illustrating
with color slides. Question and
answer session is to follow.
A panel discussion on radio sales
problems as they effect news will
be participated in by Galen Gilbert,
general manager, KGER Long
Beach; Stanley Spero, account executive, KFAC Los Angeles; Amos
Baron, radio sales manager, ABC
Western Division and Ward Ingrim, vice president in charge of
sales, Don Lee Broadcasting System. Dave Anderson, NBC Hollywood newscaster and president of
Radio News Club, will act as moderator. Grant Holcomb, CBS Hollywood newscaster and president
CAPRA, will preside over the
meeting.

e c a s11n g

officers on apprehending persons
violating the Communications Act
sometimes fail to consider the
seriousness of violations of the federal law. A series of cases including
unlicensed transmission by radio
for the purpose of 'past posting'
and 'beating the bookies' has occurred in which the county sheriffs
or local police officials making arrests have failed to refer the violations of the federal law to the
United
States attorneys" or the
FCC.
Public Alerted
The Commission pointed out "the
general public has long been alerted
to the fact that any operation of
an unlicensed radio transmitter
violates Section 301 of the Communications Act . . . and that convictions for such violations are
punishable by a fine of $10,000 or
two years imprisonment, or both."
FCC added that operation of radio
transmitting equipment by unlicensed operators violates Sec. 318
of the Act and is similarly punishable.
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IS HOST
At Home of Braves

A ROUSING send-off was given
the Boston Braves by the Yankee
Network April 16, with Yankee
playing host at a dinner attended
by several hundred radio, TV,
newspaper, and baseball figures.
Highlights of the dinner and
interviews with celebrities attending were brought to New England
baseball fans via TV and radio.
A half-hour telecast by WNAC-TV
Boston, with Jim Britt, sportscaster, as m.c, was followed later
in the evening by a 45-minute radio
version on Yankee, with Les Smith
conducting the AM portion.
Guests included Braves and their
wives; Yankee affiliated station
members from all over New England; representatives of P. Ballantine & Sons, sponsor of Braves
games on radio and TV; radio, TV,
and sports writers; and officials of
WBZ-TV Boston, which alternates
with WNAC-TV in telecasts of
Braves and Red Sox games.
A new set-up in Boston radio
coverage of baseball this year finds
WNAC airing all home and away
games of the Braves, while WHDH
airs those of the Red Sox.
AWARD JUDGES
Proetz Unit Names Five
JUDGES for the seventh annual
Erma Proetz Awards of the Women's Advertising Club of St.
Louis have been announced. The
awards will be made during the
Advertising Federation of America
convention in St. Louis, June 1013.
The judges are Fairfax M. Cone,
board chairman, Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago; Frederick W.
Boulton, vice president, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago; Budd
Gore, advertising manager, Marshall Field & Co., Chicago; Harlow
P. Roberts, vice president, Goodkind, Joice & Morgan Inc., Chicago,
and A. L. Johnson, advertising
manager, International Shoe Co.,
St. Louis.

PERSONS WHO SPEND...
REACHES 446,600*
$285,550,000 AN N UALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assuring unduplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM
I CBS

Austin A. Harrison, President

in JO
P L I N , MO.
G. BAMBEAU CO. m
WILLIAM
by
L Nationally Represented
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, lOtf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25<t per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
SalesmanGood solid experienced air salesman.
Homey approach. News and DJ on midwest indie in Y2 million market. Salary
commensurate with ability. No "almost
goods." Box 611J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman with proven ability. Prefer
man with sportscasting experience.
West coast net affiliate. Salary and
commission. Start now. Give complete
information in first letter. Box 612J,
BROADCASTING.
Five kw Mutual midwest station in
market of over 100,000 has opening for
experienced salesman to handle national and regional account. Adequate
draw against commission. Only experienced men apply. Box 619J, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager — 5000 watt independent,
upper New York state maior market.
Excellent permanent position if you
can produce. Earnings based on sales
with modest salary. Car essential. Picture, full e^Derience desired. Box 635J,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive western New York fulltime
network station has opening for one
hard-hitting time salesman. 15% commission, weekly drawing account. Send
service record and references to Box
638J, BROADCASTING.
Two salesmen seeking real money opportunity. Air mail direct Box 1479,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
Wanted: Salesman, KIFI, ABC Idaho
Falls, Idaho. Give references and salary
or commission desired.
Announcers
Announcer, some experience, able
handle remotes, Vt kw near N. Y. Box
595 J, BROADCASTING.
Network station, good southern town,
$20,000. Will pay $400 a month to a
morning show man with a first phone
license. Box 596J, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs announcercopywriter with car. Excellent opportunity. Send disc and details to Box
627J, BROADCASTING.
Station near Dallas needs announcer
with first phone. Write Box 608J,
BROADCASTING.
Regional Minnesota station needs combination announcer-engineer. Top pay
for a top man. Box 628J, BROADCASTING^
Wanted-announcer-ls t phone, southern
network station will pay $75.00 for
44 hours for good combo man. Box 645J,
BROADCASTING.
Clever morning jockey, salary, percentage, top station, air mail full details Box 1479, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Immediate opening. Announcer-engineer first phone. Progressive owneroperated 1000 watts. Plenty of opportunity for capable man. Good salary.
KARE. Atchison, Kansas. Contact immediately.
KBOR, Brownsville, Texas, 1 kw LBS
has a good .iob and a high rating show
for the right man. Are you a top
morning DJ with a Godfreyish sense
of humor? Are you a good all-round
announcer? Do you have good references? Can you start June 1st. Can
you earn a good salary? If you can
fill the bill and are not a lush or a
wanderer. write or wire KBOR,
Brownsville, Texas.
Topnotch combo man needed, strong
on announcing, for growing CBS station. Send disc and qualifications to
Program Director, WBSR, Pensacola,
Florida.
Experienced announcer- continuity
writer, strong on news and commercials. Send representative transcription
with commercial
photo, record.
reference names and scripts,
experience
KTFI.
50O0
watt
NBC
affiliate,
Twin
Falls. Idaho.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars
cus,
Georgia.in 1st letter. WDEC, AmeriNeed good announcer 1000 watt daytime. WETO, Gadsden, Alabama.
Wanted: nouncer.
Experienced
anSome DJ and commercial
news. Send full
details, snapshot with disc or tape.
Jack McLean, WJPS. Evansville, Indiana.
Announcer-engineer needed immediately. Liberty affiliate. Up to $70.00
week starting
salary. Ability
considered over experience.
Phone Chief
Engineer
or
Manager,
WLEX,
Lexington, Kentucky.
Wanted — Announcer -engineer and
straight announcer, both with radio
schooling or 6 months experience. Send
disc and full particulars first letter.
WMLT, Dublin, Georgia.
Immediate opening announcer-engineer; emphasis announcing. Starting
salary $74.00, three months— $75.60;
three months more $79. Call collect
lina. WMNC, Morganton, North Carotoday
Announcer capable of running turntables. Experience necessary. Write
Manager, WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin.
Good, solid commercial announcer,
preferably with independent station
experience. Permanent position for
capable man. Send disc, photo, details
Pa.
to
John Fahnline, Jr., WPIC, Sharon,
Immediate opening for announcer with
ticket, also for a chief engineer who
can do some announcing. Send audition disc or tape, references, give experience, salary expected and date
available.
Florida. Manager, WPLA, Plant City,
Announcers, here is a chance to expand
your talents at a fulltime independent
station. WRCO, Richland Center. Wisconsin.
Immediate opening for announcer with
first or second class license. Not a
replacement. Addition to present staff.
WRCS, Ahoskie, N. C.
Wanted: Combination man with emphasis on announcing, good hours, good
pay, write,
ton, S. C. wire or call WUSN, CharlesImmediate nounceropening
experienced
anwith first for
class
ticket. $75.00
per week starting salary. Wire or phone,
collect, WVSC, Somerset, Pennsylvania.
Technical
Engineer for central Pennsylvania kilowatt station. Give experience and
salary expected in reply. Permanent,
Excellent working conditions. Box
589J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experienced in maintenance
of directional array and transmitter for
5 kw midwest station. With statement
of experience and education please enclose a snapshot. Box 460J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced chief engineer wanted by
sound, progressive 250 w daytime, net
affiliate with 3 kw FM in metropolitan
upstate New York area. Send resume.
Box 603J, BROADCASTING.
If you're just out of school with a first
class ticket
and with
no experience,
you'll
work
nicely
a Virginia
station in
as transmitter
operator.
Box 615J,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for engineer with
first oh one license. Starting salary $50
for 40-hour week. Periodic raises, no
announcing, good working conditions.
250 watt station near Chicago. Box
633J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Southeast Nebraska station needs permanentnouncing.
transmitter
engineer.
No, -anWrite, wire
or phone
for
full interesting details. W. R. Emerson,
Chief Engineer, KWBE, Beatrice, Nebraska.
Engineer, immediate opening. Experiencetailsnotfirst
necessary.
Give complete
letter. WASA,
Havre dede
Grace, Maryland.
Immediate opening, combination engineer-announcer, Mutual station 40 miles
from Atlanta. WBHF, Cartersville, Ga.
Immediate opening. Man with first
class phone ticket. Some announcing.
Start $205 month. Car necessary.
W C D L, Carbondale, Pennsylvania.
Phone 1230.
First class operator. No experience required. WCFV, Clifton Forge, Virginia.
Wanted, experienced, studio engineer
for 16 week vacation schedule starting
May 13th. Contact Wayne Lovely,
WEEK, Peoria, Illinois.
Transmitter engineer, opportunity to
learn all phases of operation. Five day
week. $50.00 to start. Write or phone
WENT. Gloversville, N. Y. 4-7175.
Engineer, network station, ear essential, transmitter, recording, remote experience. WGEM, Quincy. Illinois.
Wanted: Two transmitter operators at
once, car essential. Contact W. H.
Malone, Chief Engineer, WGTM, Wilson, North Carolina.
1st class operator, experience necessary. Top starting salary. Forty hours,
5 day week. WICY, Malone, N. Y.
Immediate
opening
phone,WKWF,
qualified engineer.
Write first
Manager,
Key West, Florida.
Wanted
at once,
combination
announcer.
Network
affiliateengineerlocated
on Gulf of Mexico, ideal working conditions, $70.00 per week. Apply direct
to Gene Tibbett, General Manager,
WLOX, Biloxi, Miss., giving full details.
Transmitter engineer, start June 15th.
Car necessary. Opportunity to attend
University of Michigan while working
if you desire. WPAG, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
First class operator. No experience or
announcing required. Two weeks paid
vacation
sick leave.
hour
workplusweek.
WTON,Forty-seven
Staunton,
Virginia.
Engineer or
engineer-announcer,combination
WVOS, 250 watts.
Liberty,
N. Y.
Production-Pro g ramming , others
Program director to completely supervise program department of midwest
five kw Mutual station. Must be experienced. Salary commensurate with
experience and qualifications. Box 588J,
BROADCASTING.
Male copywriter
with ideas.
announcing. Send samples
work.SomeTexas.
Box 462J, BROADCASTING.
News director. The man we want is
now
positionan in outstanding
a mediumsizedholding
station,thisdoing
news iob, in a competitive market. He
is looking for a chance to better his
present status.
He must experienced
be a first-ratein
newscaster,
thoroughly
compiling and editing local and wire
news, and be able to manage a news
department. All replies confidential.
Box 631J. BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station located in a sportsman's paradise needs a copywriter-announcer, 1salesman and Good
one combination announcer-engineer.
deal for
all concerned. Box 605J. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted
Experienced
program (Cont'd)
director wit
midwest background. Five kw Mutuc
with extensive sports coverage. TV f
future. Above average salary. Box 620
BROADCASTING.
Program director able to take completR^
charge of program department in Mir
nesota station. Must be aggressive. Mu:
be
MC foretc.amateur
shows.detail
Ma
on good
the streets,
Send disc,
and
expected
salary
to
Box
629.
n
BROADCASTING.
Program director, able to take comple
charge of program department in :
highly rated regional station. Maja 3
market experience and ability to con
pete locally with network ratings, ai a
"musts." We expect more and pt.
accordingly,
please don'tsuccess
reply recoi
unlet p
you
have an sooutstanding
as program director. If you qualif;
tell us all about yourself in your firr
letter. Confidential. Box 632J, BROAI
CASTING.
Copywriter
stenographer,
p ri m recer
a r i l1
commercial - spots.
Write letters,
tionist, secretary, possibly some a
work. Box 644J, BROADCASTING.
Akron's only independent needs toi
notch copywriter and all-round rad
gal.
to girl withContact
experientA
and Top
rightsalary
Qualifications.
Ross, WCUE, Palace Theatre, Akro:
Ohio.
Program director, double in announ
ing. Starting
salary
$55.00.Macomb,
Prefer per
sonal
interview.
WKAI,
111
nois.
Wanted by a large exclusive furnitui
store,
fulltime
home
decorator wh!1
has thea radio
abilityprogram
of handling
minute
per day one
whic^
would include giving decorator hinfct
etc. furniture
The womenstore.to work
fulltime
the
Excellent
salanfoyds
and other advantages. Please write s
once to Mr. A. E. Heiser, Gener.
Manager. Radio Station WLEC, Sarjro
dusky, Ohio.
Minn
Continuity writer, man or woman. Tarasni
complete
chargeMust
department
thousar ji
watt station.
be experience*
ka
$175 monthly start job, now open. Ser
samples, background. Photo to Tern 1
Branson, WWCA, Hotel Gary, Gar. fa
Indiana.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
14 years experience as general mar '
ager in markets up to 40,000. Havf
built two Have
stations
excellei 1
profits.
hiredfrommy CPownto success<|2;
at present station although ownei
wished me to remain.
Prefer Cal
fornia,
Oregon
Complei.Wreferences
from orallmidwest.
former employer

Write Box 559J, BROADCASTING. '%
I'll operate your station at a profit tW
6 months or leave. Now manager if*IK
5000 watt full net affiliate and makir p
money. Profit sharing, fat commissioi JSpii<
Will
an on the ball staff. Wrtff*
Box supply
590J, BROADCASTING.
Exceptional programming, dynamited
sales supervision, community leade: J si
ship in business
public relations
headed
practices and
have harclfaly
paijtj
handsome profits on present long-tint
job. Mature family man seeks chans |.
for personal reasons. Box 591
BROADCASTING.
Manager, experienced all phase; Uv
Eighteen years including administr;;i;!;
tion, sales, programming and engfltp
neering. Conscientious, draft exemr. I V
family
man. Box 609 J, BROADCAST Et,
h.<
ING.

Afull reply
to thison "ad"
will bring
ye|?5
particulars
the general
manag'tof
your station may need. This man ifa
capable and successful, with wide eiqin
perience in management, now con
pleting
year BROADCASTTNfltjj
in broadcast irdustry. twelfth
Box 626J,
Mr. Station owner: I have 4 years su.' M
cessful sales metropolitan (over 25C ft.
000
market,Presently
independe:and population)
Mutual stations.
en
ployed. Want permanent deal manag
or sales-manager, smaller market st
tion. Well grounded all phases radi
33. married, veteran, sober, industriotil^
reliable. Midwest, northwest or we
ING.
rjreferred. Box 630J, BROADCAS'
Salesmen
Alert showman seeks opportunity salt
promotion, programming. Radio-T^
Competitive
market. Southwest. B<' ".
604J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
bosses are too darn healthy. They
Tver die and seldom fade away. As
pdrawer advertising salesman my
-Jfnings are high, but opportunities
■ advancement limited. Can capiize on many years experience radio,
es, advertising, promotion. Rare
-nbination Phi Beta Kappa scholartp and stalwart salesmanship. Seek
knagement opportunity. Box 624J,
:OADCASTING.
Announcers
k
i ioroughly experienced all phases anJj uncing including play-by-play basenjMl, football, basketball. Also board
i' leration,
SomeNowTV PD,
anuncing. copywriting.
Some selling.
-si sistant manager 250 watter, desire
: snge. Prefer southwest. Box 538J,
;OADCASTING.
Sj inouncer, 1st phone. Programming,
'Taft exempt,
$60. Complete
_her.
Box 565J,making
BROADCASTING.
: ortscaster, 5 years experience, marcefcd, family, draft exempt. Employed
sfsbrts director
midwest
5 kw currently
Topping
sports
programming.
Air
-4-eck tapes baseball, football, baskettodn'fll- Box 577 J, BROADCASTING.
- rsatile, comedy as well as smooth
afjr. 8 year major market success.
^' esently exempt.
combination
man.
Carried,
Box morning
594J, BROAD. STING.
v,,. ilo-Indiana stations! Write, giving
^;:tails,
for tape, Married
photo, good
refer- cos, interview.
veteran,
26,
per
three
years
all
phases
radio,
news,
_Lnouncing. RFD, sales 5 kw regional.
(jjUw PD newspaper's
FMOther
operation,
jj^/ailable
immediately.
marfts considered.
Permanency,
future
kii portant. Box 597J, BROADCAST□|
f:: rds on theG.
table: Announcer, three
faniars experience, network quality bass
esjice, excellent news, large DJ "mail
fflflder"
response.Guard.
Draft exempt,
Sartix
of National
Must havemempo1 ion near New York City so that
— tursday evening Guard drills can be
:al}j:ended.
to be Is
federalarc
?d unless Unit
total unlikely
war develops.
there
cei; station near N. Y. C. that needs a
•mod staff man? Television? AtfenTcftn Long Island, Jersey, Connecticut,
irfiire immediately. Box 601J, BROAD1 iSTING.
~ fcket
transmitter
to hang
next
rownerwants
female.
Box 602J,
BROAD-USTING.
inouncer, thoroughly experienced,
_L, sires permanent position either anjjjfj^cer or announcer-salesman. Emjjpyed, married, draft exempt, disc
[Miid details on request. Box 606J,
.^aOADCASTING.
pe-":perienced
single,
veteran, 3V2 yearsannouncer,
experience,25, disc
jockey,
'kpws and sportscast. Prefer midwest,
wipe and details on request. Box 607J,
J^OADCASTING.
itT;wsman-announcer. Experienced. Edj j ation. Trained in all phases of
yrtjoadcasting. Looking for radio or
sjjW job with a future. Interview and
viaer details on request. References.
ix 614J, BROADCASTING.
— inouncer, 4 years experience. Reined, friendly disc jockey. Also strong
i. news, emcee, play-by-play. Curutantly employed. Draft exempt. Box
1J, BROADCASTING.
• ortscaster, radio, TV, major league
seball, football, basketball. Draft
f'empt. Box 622J, BROADCASTING.
___L ogressive regional or larger? 3 years
;ea announcer and PD. Last year moved
strK sales. Doing well, but desire return
ail® program or announcing-production
affjb with future. News. Special events.
jST',ay-by-play. Present employer reflence. Married. College. Box 640J,
^IHOADCASTING.
jg^inouncer — wishes start. Radio-stage
m llaining. Willing sell radio time also
; <t| shown. Stations with definite chance
r/rlr future only. Box 642J, BROADt \ STING.
D'^inounce
r-engineer
, experienced
. Can
2000 records,
race show,
-Tiild good
wfrefer large city. Box 647J, BROADCASTING.
8 Sllinouncer-hillbilly
DJ, know and Want
like
billies. News, commercials.
>w permanent spot on non "stuffed
lirt" station. Don't have first class
:ense
don't want
E. T.652J,
on
quest.andAvailable
June any.
1. Box
etOADCASTING.
Lnnouncer, 25, draft exempt. Three
| ;ars experience. Excellent on comercial and DJ. Permanent. Telegenic.
m )X 653J, BROADCASTING.
• ;inouncer-program director. Experienced. Available June 1. Box 641 J,
SOADCASTTNG.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-newscaster, graduate nationally known radio school. Console
experience. Married. Draft exempt.
Disc upon request. Prefer west or
midwest. Bud Brooks, 6731V2 Tujunga,
North Hollywood, Calif.
Combination man, single, 21, veteran,
no experience. Will go anywhere,
available June 1, 1951. W. M. Dickinson, 516 West 5th, Mitchell, S. Dak.
Conscientious, experienced announcer
and disc jockey available for station
able to pay living wage and willing to
state full particulars of position offered,
in reply. Contact Gregory, 806 South
St. Vrain, El Paso, Texas.
Can you use a newscaster who thinks,
and can write? Let me send you a
copy of mybroadcast
analysis 35ofhours
the MacArthur
situation
before his
removal and see how it stands up
against following events and comment
by big names. John Kirkwood, Box
135, Albuquerque.
Making return to radio after one year
show biz whirl. Three years singing
DJ upoffers
till April
1950. Travel
All
answered.
Eddie anywhere.
Lambert,
P. O. Box 16551, Hollywood 38, Calif.
Announcer, draft exempt, some experience, college and broadcasting school
graduate, pleasant voice, extensive
sales experience, can write copy. Al
Lyons, 872 Columbus Ave. (4-W), New
York 25, N. Y.
,
Announcer, versatile. Strong on commercials, news, sportscasting. Write
continuity. Operate console. Some
experience. Married. Draft exempt.
Ken Sanford, 2035 Creston Avenue,
New York 53, N. Y. LUdlow 3-7811.
Summer replacement announcing position desired with eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey station. Three years
college education and experience in
all phases. Charles Shaffran, 505 West
Abbettsford Road, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Announcer, professional quality, personable voice. Strong on commercials.
Knowledge of board. Some experience.
Age
married,
Rai Tasco,
29th 29,
Avenue,
E. vet.
Elmhurst,
L. I.,103-06
New
York. ILinois 7-9819.
Technical
Chief engineer, twenty years technical
experience including construction three
stations. Handle all your technical
problems to your complete satisfaction.
Family. Box 546J, BROADCASTING.
Licensed engineer-announcer, 21, single,
draft free. Experienced 250 to 5000
watt, including
assume chiefs job.maintenance,
Prefer New could
England,
or eastern New York. Box 593 J,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, eighteen years experience construction three stations, directional array, draft exempt. Box
610J, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Married veteran inexperienced. West preferred. Some anINGS
nouncing. Box 625J, BROADCASTNew York, New England: Engineer,
six years,
first class,
without Box
car, 639J,
veteran 26. Good
references.
BROADCASTING.
Combo man, first phone, desires position in California with progressive station. 2y2 years experience, married,
draft exempt. $75 minimum start.
Box 643J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer.
announcer.
ExperiencedGood
construction,
directional.
Prefer
coastal
location.
Box
646J,
BROADCASTING.
Vet with 1st phone. Amateur radio
transmitter
experience.
12 years.
tact P. O. Box
313, Clifton,
N. J. ConProduction-Programming, others
Producer-director available June. Solid
legit,
radio,
theatre background. musical,
Box 416J,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-manager of two radio
stations. Experienced in all phases of
broadcasting. Writer, director and
promotion
for major
networks.
Program director,
manager,
announcer,
writer for local stations. Writer-director for television. Never fired. Present employer will recommend highly.
Wish tialprogram
of substanstation with directorship
future. Draft
exempt.
Box 505J, BROADCASTING.
Programcessful
director.
Experienced.
Sucrecord. Desires
change, prefers
metropolitan area. $75 minimum. Top
newsman, writer, producer. Excellent
voice, excellent musical background.
Really knows radio. Draft exempt.
Available
one month's notice. Box
536J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
New England only, announcer, copywriter, traffic manager. 30, single, veteran. Now employed network affiliate.
Box 552J, BROADCASTING.
Two for one. Two college men, radio
majors. Experience direction and production, announcing and engineering.
Directed dramatic series for three NY
indies, familiar with RCA board. Want
job thatlatingrequires
initiativeinterested
and stimu-in
activity. Frankly
experience, increasing versatility, not
cash. Excellent bet for early morning
DJ. Have car and will go anywhere.
Box 587J, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer-engineer.
Fair voice with plenty of experience
in
writing,
Wantprogram,
permanent
locationplay-by-play.
preferably
town above 10,000. $80 week minimum.
Box 613J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman recently returned from more
than a year of accredited reporting in
Europe, searching for a permanent
position. Six years broadcasting, B. S.
Degree. Thoroughly familiar all phases
radio journalism: Rewrite, local respecial Available
events, documentary.
Excellent porting,
voice.
June 1 for
responsible assignment in responsible
station. $125 minimum or talent. Box
617J, BROADCASTING.
Sports director. Major league baseball
experience. two
Top sports
play-by-play
all sports.
Organized
networks.
New
York experience. Veteran. Box 623J,
BROADCASTING.
Attention west coast ad agencies! If
you're looking for a radio director or
assistantrector,topleaseyour
present
dicontact
me. radio-TV
Thoroughly
experienced, presently employed 50,000 watt station, 31, married, draft exempt. Box 637J, BROADCASTING.
Special attraction for public service.
New series of Biblical dramatizations
with music. A spiritual sensation, successfully
produced on and
stageleaders
and ac-of
claimed
by educators
all religious denominations for its
noble entertainment, moral lesson and
artistic achievement. Will produce
program
for from
radio-television
talent selected
community.withTerms
most suitable. Abraham Blum, 1642
East 19 St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Television
Announcers
Experienced in TV, excellent background in sports and MC work AM
and TV.
Also experienced
commercial departments.
Now inin midwest.
Will go anywhere
an advancement.that
Married, will
draftbe exempt,
excellent references. Box 598 J, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer: 4 years experience all
phases radio, married, draft free, will
travel. Would like to situate with TV.
Presently employed. Write Box 649 J,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Producer, interested in assuming producer-director duties in a station operation. Agency and other experience
covers three years of activities in television. Best references, married, draft
exempt, resume on request. Box 473J,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV newsroom or film department,
trained and experienced. Efficient.
Other qualifications excellent. College
grad. Write for resume. Box 592J,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV prod. -dir., 7 years (1200 air hours)
big station experience, extensive stage,
radio, movie, pub. rel. bkgd., writes
all scripts, knows music. Offers intelligent, alert production for agency,
or as station prod. mgr. Box 600J,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
For sale, network station in highly
desirable southwestern city. Annual
gross in excess of $150,000. Owner
developing new, larger property. $125,000. $75,000, cash; balance in long
term
notes. Reply Box 563J, BROADCASTING.
New England 250 watt independent in
small but .good non-competitive market.Will
; t .show ^excellent profit for
owner-manager operation. The profit
the
station
* is 586J,
now BROADCASTING.
showing can be
increased. Box

FOLDING
FOR

MONEY
FM

EQUIPMENT
Yes, ELECTRONIC SERVICE
CORPORATION will buy FM
transmitters, antennas, monitors,
coaxial lines, speech input, receivers, new, used, complete, parts, or
even dismantle complete stations.
We want bargains . . „ real fire
sale deals . . . but it can mean
some recovery if your FM equipment not in service.
Maybe we can trade you some AM
equipment?
We Want —
REL 646 FM receivers
Any make of STL equipment
Music record libraries
New, spare transmitting tubes
Microphones, consoles, turntables
AM frequency monitors
ELECTRONIC SERVICE CORPORATION also buys military surplus electronic equipment in teletype, carrier telephone, AN/TRC-1,
ARC-1, and ARC-3 equipments.
FOR NEW RAYTHEON SPEECH
EQUIPMENT AND ANTENNA
TUNING UNITS GET OUR LIST
NOW.
Available now . . immediate delivery
General Electric YDA-1 noise and
distortion meters, brand new, at
$300.00 each
General Radio AM modulation monitors,
brand new, $475

Electronic

Service

Corporation
431 West Jefferson
Louisville, Kentucky
Steve Cisler
of WKYW
Clay 4811

For Sale (Cont'd)
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
W. E. 1126B limiter. $300.00 . 4-106 Langevin preamps. $120.00. Rek-O-Kut Gl16 turntable. $85.00. 3-48 jack patch panels. $60.00. Presto 6N recorder, $400.00.
Stromberg remote amplifier. $140.00.
Box 634J, BROADCASTING.
FM equipment — will sell complete RCA
3 kw transmitter, including antenna,
amplifiers, monitors, turntable, etc.,
for $12,000. Will consider offers for
individual items. Box 651J, BROADCASTING^
For sale: 250 watt Collins 300 F. A.
transmitter. Complete with Collins
40-E-exciter. Now in operation. KROS,
Clinton, Iowa.
Two self-supporting towers. Brand
new, top quality, with insulator, 250
foot height, bargain price. KROW,
464 Nineteenth
Street, Oakland, California.,
Immediate delivery, approximately
twenty thousand feet ground wire, two
Presto turntables, one W. E. limiting
amplifier. All excellent condition,
priced to sell. Wire or phone Manager,
Radio Station WGAI, Elizabeth City,
North Carolina.
1 Crouse Hinds tower lighting chokes,
unit in water tight cabinet. $25.00.
1 rack cabinet 10 ft. high. $12.00.
2 Shure reconditioned #556A mikes,
30-50 watts,
ohm. $40.00
tuning unit
for
250
21 A pee.
less I meter.
$100.00.
1, 16 inch Rek-O-Kut, dual speed recorder, Model V with RCA 20 cutting
head, turntable enclosed in cabinet,
good condition.
$175.00.
Eric Williams, WGAT, Utica,
New J.York.
Equipment for sale. Complete FM
station now in operation. 3 kw GE
transmitter like new, FM monitor, RCA
limiter,ucts 600'
Communications
Prodcoaxial3V8
cable,
latest RCA studio
consolette and 2 latest RCA turntables.
8-bay GE antenna and mast. Also
RCA 250L-BTA transmitter. Sell all
or part. WJPR, Greenville, Mississippi.
One
self-supporting
B-K No.
AM 9963
or and
FM
180 foot
tower. Insulators
9984. Tower Al shape. Bundled and
sorted for shipping. Blueprints and
hardware. Reasonable. Western Steel
Erection Co., 2105 E. 71 St., Chicago.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Experienced general manager, 15 years
fully rounded radio in markets up to
50,000 wishes to purchase all or part
interest in single or two station market.
Prefer west coast or midwest. Complete references, proven record of profits. 40, family, seeking pleasant perCASTING.manent location. Write 560 J, BROADSouthwest, California preferred, single
market daytimer or small indie in
$25,000—
$40,000
range experience.
by successful Take
adman long
on radio
all or control and managership. Box
585J, BROADCASTING.
Station manager. 20 years radio experience and proven management ability desires to buy all, controlling or
part interest and manage an established station. Top references. Family
man, prefers eastern or midwest locaING. tion. Write Box 636J, BROADCAST-

Wanted to Buy

Will buy 5 kw, 1 kw and 250 watt transmitter. Same must withstand engineering inspection. Give all in first
letter. Box 478J, BROADCASTING.
Tape recorder — Magnecord, Ampex,
Presto. Give price, model, condition
and age. Box 618J, BROADCASTING.
One or five kw broadcast transmitter,
and one self-supporting or guyed steel
tower approximately 226 ft. Give make,
age, condition and cost. Box 650J,
BROADCASTING.
FM 1 or 3 kw transmitter, monitors,
1-%" line. J, B. Fuqua, WJBF, Augusta, Ga.

FM antenna with gain of 3.5 to 3.7.
Advise make, lowest price. Paul W.
Kretschmer. 726 North Gramercy Place,
Los Angeles 38, California.
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming , others
Radio newsman with
extensive radio, newspaper and film background, seeks employment
with progressive AM or
TV (or both) news department.
■
Presently employed at
topflight midwest network affiliate.
■
Prefer employment in
eastern or western metropolitan area.
■
BOX 616 J, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Equipment etc.
Available — for immediate shipment — V
new and used Wincharger guyed tow- \
ers — will sell erected — can supply
ground wire. Contact one of the following.
Warren Cozzene. 720 Main St.. Evanston,
Illinois. Phone: Davis 8-4800.
Henry Geist. 60 East 42nd St.. New York
17. Phone: Murray Hill 7-1550.
W. B. Taylor, Signal Mountain
Chattanooga, Tenn. Phone: 88-2487

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
235 Montgomery St.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
May 7, 1951

SALES ENGINEERS
Large electronic equipment manufacturer
in the East has several desirable openings for Sales Engineers. No traveling.
Experience in broadcast transmitters,
audio or video equipment essential. Engineering degree desired but equivalent
experience may be substituted.
Give full details, including age, education, experience and salary desired.
Box 648J, BROADCASTING

I want a good used 1000 watt transmitter. Also monitoring equipment,
etc. C. L. Graham, Gadsden, Alabama.

Located in a rapidly growing southwest city with a
population in excess of 150,000 — one of the most attractive markets in the west. Sales are hooming and profits
are substantial. This property can be financed with a
reasonable down payment and balance in long term
notes.

•

KXYZ

Equipment etc.

Highly Desirable
Network
Station- $125,000.00
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VOLUME

Help Wanted
Salesmen

RADIO SALESMEN
We need radio salesmen for each of
five stations — some network, some independent— daytime
fulltime
markets from
40,000 toand
500,000.
Apply—
by letter only with all details of experience, ussalary, onstatus,
picture. Sell
hiringetc.
you. Enclose
HAROLD W. CASSILL
Radio Stations Consultant
P. O. Box 305 Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Technical
RADIO
MARKETING
RESEARCH
World's largest Marketing Research firm has several interesting travel positions in Radio and
Television department.
Singleout men
married
men withchildrenor can
qualify.
Age
bracket, 25 to 35.
Radio servicing experience or
equivalent training is necessary.
Men with one year of college or
military service training in the
fields of Radio — Radar or Electronics will receive immediate
consideration.
This is a combination of Technical and contact work but is not
a sales position. However, car
is required; car allowance and
traveling expenses provided.
Good starting salary. Excellent
opportunity for promotion; salary
vncreases on merit.

DEVICE

Ups Listener Servic

KXYZ Houston has installed
electronic device which it claii
supplements and substantially i
proves the gain-reduction range c
the station's regular modern vo
ume limiting equipment. The un
was designed and built by static^
technicians.
What the unit actually accorcjfi
plishes is to improve service to tfc
listener. The auxiliary device, no1
in regular operation, permits tl :
same volume limiting equipment ! '•produce,
roughly, the effect of E-f
15 fold increase.
Gerald R. Chinski, technical si
pervisor of KXYZ's engineerin
staff, said there are minor disac
vantages but these are greatly ou
weighed by the improved listen*
service.

CBC BOARD
Meetings Slated May 1
LIGHT AGENDA for public meelta
ings May 18 of the Canadian Broach
casting Corp. board of governoll
at Radio-Canada Bldg., Montreal
includes one change of frequency*
a power increase and requests <?
FM stations for shorter broadcas
ing day. A number of stations ha\
applied for permission to transft
small numbers of shares of owne;
ship and the following requesl
will be considered:
CKSO Sudbury and CKCL Trui
ask permission to change name <
licensee; CHFA Edmonton is reques
ing a public commercial license 1
handle some traffic into the nort
country; CHUB Nainaimo requesl
change of frequency from 1480 1
1570 kc with 1 kw, and CKLB Oshaw.^
requests increase from 100 w on 124
kc to 250 w. Pye Canada Ltd., Aja
Ont., British TV and radar manufa
turer, has requested experimental T
license on an unnamed channe
CFCA-FM Kitchener and CJSH-F:
are asking for reduction from 1
hours to 6 hours daily operation, art 1
CFPL-FM London is asking for se
arate programming nightly for 2;J!or
hours from CFPL London.

Write, giving in detail, age, education, marital status, military
status, work experience, salary
expectation, phone number and
address for early interview.
BOX 599J. BROADCASTING
Only

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
commercialexperienced
managers, manprogram directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazieb
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

" iott5**er.mbin»,,,B
A .n«ou«"n*' * p,oduct.on.

NORTHWESTt finrt
to Y«u*
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
31 S. W, iltb • PORTLAND 05tCCN

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

ACK BLACK, program manager
WGH Newport News, to WNOR
Norfolk, as program director.
NY SHARPE, program director
fRY Troy, N. Y., to WNBC New
rk, as producer. RANDY ENGLISH,
ef announcer WTRY, named proIB i m director, succeeding Mr. Sharpe.
YE DRUBECK, assistant program
ector KFMV (FM) Hollywood,
itj lied program director of station.
D SUNKEL appointed program ditor WPRS Paris, 111.
FF AHLGREN, sportscaster KRE
rkeley, Calif., to production staff
"HO-TV Phoenix, as director-an;ancer.
• NALD W. WOLFORD appointed
ing program director WJER Dover,
io, succeeding WILLIAM L. FELL,
0 is on indefinite leave of absence
% to illness. GENE REHRER named
announcing staff WJER.
He was
'th WSTS Southern Pines, N. C.
[LLIAM DITZEL, WIZE Springfield,
io, to announcing staff WLWD
V) Dayton.
>B FOSTER, chief announcer, news
1 sports director WGAD Gadsden,
L to WHMA-FM Anniston, Ala.
WELL WATTS, farm reporter KLZ
[nver, recalled to active duty with
• Force as captain. CARL W.
iORSMAN, Denver county agent, re•jjces Mr. Watts.
iifl GRIFFITHS,
chief announcer
vRT-AM-FM Cortland, N. Y., apItknted program director. HOWARD
3 AiGAN, staff announcer, appointed
Jjef announcer. ERNEST L. SIMON,
desman and copywriter, named di, ^jtor
of public
relations and assistt program
director.
iCK WEBB, leading actor and di'■tor, and JAMES MOSER, writer on
tC's Dragnet, awarded "Edgar" at
™|h
Edgar Writers
Allen Poeof awards
Inerannual
of Mystery
Amer. held simultaneously in New York
Ja Hollywood, April 27. FRANKLIN
"TfLLER, producer-director The Web,
"1i;r CBS-TV, received special award.
•BERT ARTHUR and DAVID KO12*iiN, co-producers and directors The
'~''sterious Traveler, over MBS, reeved scroll as runner-up.
•|
ID FRENCH,
staff announcer
of boy. WLYN
Mass., father
M,nn,

■Fl* McKINLEY, feature announcerc jockey KATL Houston, and Jan
ith, married April 1.
ID MUNRO, assistant program ditor and announcer WCOG Greens:o, N. C.j father of boy, John
chael.
)RT NUSBAUM, disc jockey WHAM
Chester, N. Y., starts five-day week'half-hours series on WHAM-TV.
6CK KERRIGAN, program director
HO Des Moines, father of daughter,
Try Jane, born April 27.
j'SS WOODWARD to announcing
Iff WTAM and WNBK (TV) CleveJ.d.
n.EEMAN LUSK starts quarter-hour
|ekly program V.I.P. on KLAC-TV
jjllywood. Program features interIws with political figures.
I»WARD FLYNN starts daily early
lining news and music program
tike Up With Flynwon KMPC HollyIpd.
|«B PUGH, newscaster CKFH Torzo, appointed publicity director.
|"BIL CHISM (Mrs. Harold Bock),
janist on NBC One Man's Family
l-uperating at home following aplidicitis operation.
]UL GIBSON,
IBBM
Chicago,"friendly
father ofphilosopher"
boy, Paul
|iil Jr., born April 24,
« ROADCASTING

air-casters

CAMPBELL, news editor
LBS, appointed
manager of Washington bureau LBS
and WOL news department (LBS
Washington outDEVELOPMENT of new "permanent
let). Mr. Campbell
magnets" for
maderadio
of and
only TV
non-critical
will coordinate all materials
receiver
news, special
use is now in pilot plant production
events and public
stage, Sylvania Electric Products has
announced.
affairs broadcasts
originating from
Washington.
Mr. Campbell
CLYDE G. HESS,
FAMILIAR NAME
news analyst
analyst WTAG Worcester,
elected vice chairman Worcester's
WHO's Personality Promotion
Foreign Policy Assn.
STEVE BEREZNEY appointed news
"WHO is Betty Brady?" That
editor WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.
question was on the minds of many
He is graduate of West Virginia
Iowa listeners as WHO Des Moines
School of Journalism.
launched an all-out campaign to inJACKIE HELLER, Pittsburgh radioBOB BYRNE, sports and program didaily half-hour show
television personality, and SI STEINrector KBLF Red Bluff, Calif., to featuringtroduce a new
fashions, foods, celebrity
HAUSER, radio editor of Pittsburgh
KDB
Santa
Barbara,
Calif.,
as
sports
interviews — and Betty Brady.
Press, honored with special awards
from American Legion Post 577 in director.
A well - organized
was
starteddrive
by the
that city. Mr. Heller received Legion
FRED RAWLINSON, sports announcer
WFMD
Frederick,
Md.,
to
Auxiliary Unit's Award of Merit for WGAP Maryville, Tenn., as sports
station days bepresenting over 100 USO shows in
fore the first show
Pacific area during World War II. director. ANN RAWLINSON, conMr. Steinhauser received Certificate
tinuity department WFMD, resigns, to
hit the air, all deaccompany her husband to WGAP.
of Distinguished Service for helping
signed to make
Betty Brady a
establish Variety Club Canteen dur- ED MACAULEY, professional basketfamiliar name to
ing war and for sending entertainers
ball player and former Ail-American
to veterans' hospitals.
basketball player St. Louis U., to do
everyfore listener
beher air debut.
evening sports show on WEW St.
Louis.
W.
W.
Woods,
RUTH
WELLES,
director
of
women's
'
activities KYW Philadelphia, presentWHO manager,
assistant
ed "award for service" from council
PAUL ADAMS appointed news direcresident
Miss Brady
on volunteers, Health & Welfare
tor KGBX Springfield, Mo., succeeding
Council Inc.
DAVE HARGIS. Mr. Adams was with
detailed the camKFRU Columbia, Mo.
JEAN O'BRIEN,
of
Jean
O'Brien
Enpaign as follows: "We used teaser
tertains and Connecticut Focus over JEANNE DAUSSE, U. of California,
copy in newspapers and on the air
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., and ■ to news and public affairs staff KNBC
for
16
days. . . . First four days,
San Francisco. She replaces BEA
Alexander Lynch married April 14.
we scheduled six announcements
BURNLEY, resigned.
SALLY DUNN, traffic director KRMG
daily; and matched them with six
GABRIEL HEATTER, H. V. KALinsertions in morning and evening
Tulsa, and Vanvoorst Simmons anTENBORN,
DREW
PEARSON
and
nounce their marriage.
each splashing the name,.
possibly LOWELL THOMAS will por- papers"
Betty Brady.
ED McMAHON, personality WCAUtray themselves in 20th Century-Fox
"Next four days, announcements
TV Philadelphia, father of boy, Michfilm "The Day the Earth Stood Still."
ael Edward.
JOE MORHAIM, press department
and newspaper ads said, 'Betty
NBC Hollywood, father of boy, born
Brady is Coming.' Third four
JIM CRIST, WFBR Baltimore, predays, copy was, 'Betty Brady is
sented 1950 Merit Award from city's April 30.
CHET HUNTLEY starts new Sunday
Executives' Dinner Club.
Then on the final four days, anweekly news analysis program on
ALLEN DUDLEY, program director
Coming to WHO'."
nouncements told readers and lisWFIN Findlay, Ohio, father of boy, KECA Los Angeles. Commentator
teners that "Betty Brady is Coming
also currently has six-weekly newsDavid Allen, born April 3.
cast on ABC.
KATE SMITH, CBS personality,
to WHO Monday."
named "Mighty Monarch of the Air"
for month of April by Leonard Ashbach, president, Majestic Radio& Television Div., Wilcox-Gay Corp.
RAMON BRUCE, disc jockey WHAT
Philadelphia, elected president of
lee Cream
OLD
FRIEND
student council at William Pitt Business Institute.
DAN RUSSELL, program director
KFMV Hollywood and Pacific Regional Network, to program staff
KFWB Los Angeles.
KEY HOWARD, KMPC Hollywood, to
KCBS San Francisco, as star on Key
Howard Show.
NORMA SHEALY, new to radio, to
WIS Columbia, S. C, as receptionist,
succeeding SUSAN McELVEEN, resigned to be married.
BETTY JEANNE HOLCOMB named
to script-production staff radio section, Public Information Div., European Command Headquarters, Heidelberg, Germany. She was with Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago.
JANE BEAL to programming and
traffic staff WDNE Elkins, W. Va.

Meurl • • •
BILL WHITLEY, news staff CBS
Hollywood, named director of public
affairs KNX and KTSL (TV) Hollywood and Columbia Pacific Network.
He succeeds STUART NOVINS, transferred to department of public affairs CBS New York.
JOHN DALY, commentator ABC,
elected president of Overseas Press
Club of America.

• Telecasting

GEORGE

JIM HANLON, public relations director WGN Chicago, initiated into
Headline Club, Chicago chapter of
Sigma Delta
Chi, professional journalism fraternity.
MICKEY ROONEY, film actor, signed
by LBS to do weekly sportscast.
MIKE KIZZIAH, newscaster CBS Hollywood, starts two new five minute
weekly sports shows, one on Columbia
Pacific network, 5:55-6 p.m. (PST);
second on KNX Hollywood, 11:1011:15 p.m. (PST). Mr. Kizziah also
has weekly western sports news show
on CBS eastern network.

Renewing year after year,
Swift promotes the sale of its
fine ice cream
through
efficient coverage
of KJR's
Western
Washington.
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READING LEVELS
Communication Is Goal
LANGLEY C. KEYES, vice president, Harold Cabot & Co. Inc., Boston, has underscored the basic idea
that business writing must communicate with readers on their own
language level if that writing is to
have its greatest affect.
In a talk before Cabot personnel,
Mr. Keyes asked: Why has so much
of the writing done in business
been pitched right .over the heads
of the audience it was meant to
reach ?
One reason, and an important
one, said 'Mr. Keyes, is that more
than 77% of ad agency copywriters
are college-trained but that only
4%% of the U. S. population are
college graduates.
"The cost of business is continuing to rise sharply, constantly
militating against the net profit,"
cautioned Mr. Keyes. "One of the
great economic wastes in business
— in many quarters — is still the
failure to communicate with anything like maximum efficiency.
"One of the main hopes business
has of improving its profits in our
present world economy is to improve its techniques. Communications," Mr. Keyes pointed out, "is
one of these."
SYLVANIA
STOCK
SEC Registration Sought
A STATEMENT seeking registration of 400,000 shares of par common stock to support a growing
sales volume has been filed with
the Securities & Exchange Commission, Washington, by Sylvania
Electric Products Co., New York.
The radio-TV-electronics manufacturer reported that half of its
1950 sales were in the television
field, and said that purpose of offering the stock to the public is to
supply additional capital funds.
According to the prospectus, the
firm's national defense role "may
require substantial further investment for plant and equipment,
possibly $10 million." Defense contracts may require additional working capital, Sylvania said, adding
that it plans to borrow the necessary funds, largely on a self-liquidating basis.

OPERATION

MORALE
Military, Civilians Join Media Forces

RADIO and video continue to
spearhead home-front moralebuilding and recruiting drives.
Following are examples of programs produced by both the military and civilians for the benefit
of Gl's^-and Gl-families. Earlier
reports were carried in Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 19.
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., records messages from families of
servicemen and mails them anywhere. There is no charge for the
recording, discs, or mailing. Lisheavy. tener response is reported to be
WIP Philadelphia each week
sends crews to the Philadelphia
Naval Hospital with tape recorders to interview veterans newly returned from Korea.
ABC, in cooperation with the
U. S. Marine Corps, April 28 began a variety series, Marines Pass
in Review, from Hollywood. Marine personnel from Camp Pendleton in Oceanside, Calif., will be
used.
NBC also will eulogize the Marine Corps in a series originating
in the Hollywood Palladium. The
series, The Marine Corps Show,
will be presented in cooperation
with the U. S. Marine Corps Recruiting Service and will feature
Jerry Gray and his orchestra and
guests.

Features Guard
KIWW San Antonio followed
with tape records and a sound recording truck a National Guard
unit into simulated battle through
dusty, tick-infested terrain near
the Alamo City. Five hours of onthe-spot recordings were condensed
into a half-hour broadcast illustrative of the GI training proKTSA San Antonio for the
gram.
"Army network" originates a show
produced by the radio-TV staff of
the Fourth Army Headquarters,
Fort Sam Houston, Tex. This
Fourth Army Show is taped on
Ampex by KTSA and carried in
other major markets of the fivestate Fourth Army Area. Stations
airing the show are KTRH Hous-

UPPERLY IMPOSSIBLE
10 CBT MILKEP
Al^OUMP HERE
KGLOON

WITH

THE AIR

kglo
1300 KC. 5,000 Watts CBS
MASON CITY. IOWA
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15th year of SERVICE to 69,740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income S535, 703.000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.

ton, WWL New Orleans, KRLD
Dallas, KVOO Tulsa, KROD El
Paso, KGGM Albuquerque and
KLRA Little Rock. The show is
being given Class A time.
WSB Atlanta sent a special
events man on a flying jaunt to
visit Georgia servicemen on duty
from Texas to California. The
WSB representative, Carleton
Morrison, is equipped with a tape
recorder and will conduct interviews for feature newscasts and
his Sunday program, News in
Person.
KXYZ Houston through recordings made in Korea brought to
Houston families the voices of sons
serving at the battlefront.
Don Martin School of Radio
Arts, Hollywood, each week sends
staff members with recording
equipment to California training
camps. Message home from the
trainees are made and mailed
without charge.
WMCA New York will inaugurate Salute to the Armed Forces
Sundays, 9:30-10 p.m., beginning
May 13, with mid-air recorded description of a parachute jump by
Voice of America Correspondent
Robert Lasher, and an interview
with a wounded Korean veteran,
Cpl. Charles A. Upright, who will
be honored as the program's first
"Serviceman of the Week."
NEW
KMJ HOME
Cost Estimated At $70,000
KMJ Fresno, Calif., has moved into
a new home at 1515 Van Ness Ave.
The move came as the McClatchy
Broadcasting Co. unit is nearing
its 26th anniversary, June 12.
The new home, a one-story modern building, was built and outfitted
at an estimated cost of $70,000.
KMJ formerly occupied quarters in
The Fresno Bee building, and is
to be connected by passageway with
that building.
KMJ operates on 580 kc with 5
kw. The new home was designed
by Dunbar Beck, a fellow of the
American Academy of Rome, in
cooperation with the firm of Barovetto & Thomas of Sacramento.
Studios are fully air-conditioned.
COAST IRE
Convention Set Aug. 22-24
WEST COAST Section of the Institute of Radio Engineers will
hold its 1951 convention jointly
with the Seventh Annual Pacific
Electronic Exhibit Aug. 22-24 at
the Civic Auditorium, Civic Center, San Francisco.
Technical programs at the convention will be arranged to cover
a specific topic of current interest
in the electronic field. Chairman
of each session will be a leading
authority on the subject under
discussion.

BILLING SYSTEM
Devised by WCMW Chh
SAM HUFFMAN, general maul
ager of WCMW Canton, Ohio, sa:
he's the first to bring electroni If
into the front office.
Mr. Huffman, with Internation I
Business Machines, has develops n
a new system for logging, postii
and billing for radio and televisi'
stations.
The new system, known as til
Huffman Logamatic Control Sy
tern, reportedly maintains a metiLL
ulous record of the station's entiir
output, eliminates 75 man hou:[;
of labor a week in Mr. Huffman L
1 kw daytimer; eliminates omi
sions and errors, and gives tl,[[;
customer completely detailed biUjj
ing which would be prohibitive
costly by manual methods.
"At the end of the month," e: ; :
plained
Mr. Huffman,
care ft
for the month
are run "all
through
standard electronic sorting, tabtfie
lating and billing machine whiqit
automatically prints about 100 d*n
tailed invoices ready for mailing D!

in He
one says
hour's
he time."
will be able to ser
ice radio stations with his Log 17tt
matic service for as little as 5Wi
per account per month as again^p
an estimated average cost of ,'s|i
per month per customer for ma
ual systems.

[ mi
WHITE HOUSE
'Direct' Rules Reiterate!
III
PROHIBITION against spot rad
broadcasts directly from the Whi
House without express advance pe
mission has been restated by Jo iftbj

eph
Short,The
thebanPresident's
pre
secretary.
was reiterat
after a network correspondent h;
aired news of Gen. Douglas Ma
Arthur's dismissal from Whi
House premises following the 1 a.i
news conference April 11.
Mr. Short did not identify t.
broadcaster by name, but he pr 1
sumably referred to Frank Bour
holtzer, NBC White House report%
who claimed a clean direct excl4_
sive on the announcement [Broa
casting • Telecasting, April 16
Mr. Bourgholtzer explained he wf

unaware of violating any rule. ~N\f \
i
Short said instructions
the pickup contravene
previous
on Whi|J\I'
House pickups and would not 111
permitted to happen again witho^
advance consent.

THE

LITTLE

STATION
WITH.

THE
BIGWALLOP

REP.
BY MEEKER
WMAM

BROADCASTING

MARIN ETT
WISCONSH

• Telecastiu

B. T. Whitmire, WFBC Greenville,
S. C; Milton L. Greenebaum,
WSAM Saginaw; Howard E. Pill,
WSFA Montgomery, Ala.; Ralph
Evans, WHO Des Moines and WOC
Davenport; S. S. Fox, KDYL Salt
Lake City; Richard O. Dunning,
KHQ Spokane; Martin Campbell,
WFAA-TV Dallas; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-TV Syracuse; Dean
Fitzer, WDAF-TV
Kansas City.
Neither NBC or CBS has offered
a public explanation of their decisions to make reductions applicable
to stations in non-TV areas as well
as those in television markets.
Although their officials still offered only a guarded "no comment," both ABC and Mutual were
deemed certain to follow the NBC
announcement with reductions.
Meanwhile, leaders of the special Affiliates Committee to block
rate reductions, temporarily marking time pending a decision on the
committee's permanence following
its initial rebuff by the networks
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 30], reportedly were canvassing the possibilities of taking
some legal action in support of
the approximately 30 CBS affiliates whose contracts do not give
the network power to change their
rates without their approval. Just
what form such action might take,
if this course is decided upon,
could not be ascertained.
NARSR Stand
Spokesmen for the National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives said NARSR has not officially considered the rate question,
but that a board meeting probably
will be called shortly.
Station sales representatives
contacted by Broadcasting • Telecasting appeared for the most part
to be approaching the whole rate
question with caution.
At least one major station representative firm was making plans
for a thorough analysis of the entire rate question — not only network and station rates, but also
those of ASCAP, transcription libraries, etc.
Several representatives reported
that thus far they had found little
inclination to cut local station rates,
but that, on the other hand, they
thought increases would result.
Some said they thought one prime
result of the network cuts would be
a reduction in the amount of network time accepted by affiliates.
Nor did they feel it would be unduly difficult for stations to sell the
time thus reclaimed from the networks. They emphasized that in
many cases spot rates already are
higher than network rates.
In most cases it was assumed
that time thus reclaimed from the
networks — within the limits specified by affiliation contracts — would
be sustainers and in some instances
cooperative programs scheduled
outside of network option time.
These station representatives also felt the networks would find
their affiliates less cooperative in
acceding to network requests for
an exchange of network time for
WEVD
station time.
117-119 W. 46 St
Nor was it felt that local adverf GREENFIELD, Iff. Director N.Y.19
tisers are clamoring for cuts in lo"OADCASTING
• Telecasting
If :

NBC Follows CBS
(Continued from page 23)
'ifjH'S from President Joseph H.
onnell in a closed-circuit talk
6 p.m. Thursday, were asked to
■ee to an effective date of July
although station contracts rere a 90-day notice for rate
mges. If required to give full
;ice, NBC could not put the repletions into effect until Aug. 3.
TWBC affiliation contracts for the
list part contain a provision al,"-"'ing stations to cancel their af:-ation, upon notice, in event of
general rate reduction.
ttirhe requested July 1 effective
K$e also coincides with the effec; date of the CBS changes.
-Coincident with its rate an,:;}:.incement, NBC said it is "underling a basic economic study of
lio network values for future
,g-range planning to enhance
tjjj medium's commanding position
n| the American economy."
b Subjects to be covered in this
itl sic study, it was understood, in^jjde rates, station compensation,
ccwork compensation, programing methods, and sales methods.
NTBC told its affiliates that "the
mlie reduction was made in order
jgjtput the NBC network on a par
5iHph competitive rates and to in|e for it a healthy economic fu? e." It also asserted "that all
33i;tions will benefit equally by inased business to be achieved by
new rates."
The announcement
said that
rning advertisers "will conue to pay the same amounts as
ifider current rates through a region of discount
-Tese changes
werearrangements."
not disclosed
mediately.
peiThe SPAC members were re•ted to have registered strong
tests against the rate cuts, but
re told the decision had been
de.
til SPAC members were pres, with the television representajss meeting separately. SPAC
mbers are Jack Harris, KPRC
aston. chairman; John T. MurI', TV director of Crosley Broadwing Corp., vice chairman; C.
*Wt
Thompson,
WBEN Buffalo;
an.

All AM
NBC

LAYOFFS

Economy

Units Affected;
Reasons

Given

A BELT-TIGHTENING program was under way throughout NBC's AM
operations last week, with layoffs slated for an estimated 80 to 85 persons in New York, the network's owned-and-operated stations, and
other radio divisions. . *
Officials estimated the dismissals
in the network radio sales and promotion structure. Five persons
would affect approximately 50 persons out of 3,500 in New York, and were laid off and one resigned befrom 30 to 35 elsewhere.
cause of ill health.
They described the move as
The resignation was submitted
"completely routine and ordinary."
by Edward C. Cunningham, national radio spot salesman, who
It was, they said, a "business-like"
step of the sort that business or- formerly worked as sales manager
ganizations frequently take after
of
an annual review of operations.
O&OWMAQ
outlet. Chicago, the network's
Efforts are being made, it was
Best-known among those laid off
was Rudi Neubauer, a network AM
reported,
to have the
television operations,
whichnetwork's
are not salesman for 11 years who had
affected by the economy move, ab- been with the company 22 years.
sorb as many as possible of those
released from AM employment. All
AM departments are affected.
Costs Growing Pains
(Continued from page 55)
NBC's Economy Board, assigned
to review operations and trim what
Press vice president, showed reappears to be excess weight, is comshows. search data on popularity of news
posed of Charles R. Denny, executive vice president; John K. HerAttending the meeting were:
bert, vice president and director of
John McCormick, WTAM-WNBK
radio sales, and Charles (Bud) Bar(TV) Cleveland; Bert Charles, WKVO
ry, vice president in charge of raColumbus; Carl George, WGAR
dio network programs.
Cleveland; Nate Milder, Jack Perry,
In Chicago, cuts were reported
Robert Zanesville;
F. Hodous, Robert
Vernon Mack,
A. Nolte,
WHIZ
Bus
Heller, WIMA Lima; R. W. Richmond,
cal rates. Some authorities ex- WHKK Akron; Robert Beer, WATZ
pressed a belief that one overall Ashland; Truman A. Morris, WJEH
result would be that local advertisGallipolis; Gene Trace, W B B W
ers will become more firmly en- Youngstown; Forest H. Respess,
trenched instations' schedules, with WHOK Lancaster; Robert C. Fehlman, WHBC Canton; Robert W. Fernational advertisers ultimately
WTRF Bellaire; Thomas A.
finding it difficult to break back in- Rogers, guson,
WCLT Newark; Lin Pattee,
to some of the more choice nonBroadcast Music Inc.; Westford F.
network-option hours if they relin- Shannon, WSPD-TV Toledo; George
quish them now.
Field, RCA Thesaurus; Harold FitzNetwork spokesmen, on the other geraM, SESAC Inc.; Joel Stovall, William B. Hines, WKRC Cincinnati;
hand, took the position that conFred A. Palmer, WRFD Worthington;
tinued usage of network programs
George Stroup, WCUE Akron; Wilis essential to their affiliates' operliam Lemmon, WJW Cleveland; Len
ations, with many of their most luc- Nasman, WFMJ Youngstown; Gladys
rative adjacencies built around net- Hastings, Madge Cooper, Robert T.
work shows.
Mason Jr., WMRN Marion; C. N.
Referring to the bid of Marschalk
Evans, WIZE Springfield; Oliver
Gramling, Gerald Swisher, Associated
& Pratt, advertising agency handlPress; Adna Karns, WING Dayton;
ing the Esso Reporter, for a reduction in spot rates [Broadcasting • William R. McNinch, WBEX Chillicothe; James L. Ulmer, WMOZ MarTelecasting, April 30] one repreietta; Roger O. Berk, WAKR Akron;
sentative said he knew several
Phil S. Bradford, WCOL Columbus;
stations which have advertisers
R. O. Runnerstrom, WLOK Lima;
"standing in line" for news pro- Robert M. Sprouse, WMRN Marion;
grams, if Esso should choose to James Leonard, WLWC (TV) Columcancel.
bus; J. M. O'Hara, WMAN Mansfield.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 79)
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
License for CP
WENE Endicott, N. Y.— RETURNED
application for license for CP to change
frequency etc., at request of attorney.
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn. — RETURNED application for license for CP
new
dates. TV station, because of conflicting
Educators' Comment
(Continued from page 56)
in that area. KPRC-TV also asked
FCC to add a section to its proposed rules whereby it would be
obligatory to protect areas from
co-channel interference which are
already receiving adjacent channel
interference.
The IBEW Chicago Local 1031
president noted that because of
the impact from the TV freeze
8,000 TV workers have been laid
off in the Chicago area alone.
On the education front, Mayor W.
B. Hartsfield of Atlanta expressed
hope for TV channel reservations
there.
Iowa State College, operator of
WOI-AM-TV Ames, last week announced ithas received two grants
from the Ford Foundation's Fund
for Adult Education [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30, 16].
Grants involve a total of $260,000.
City councils and/or mayors of
these cities have notified FCC of
support for TV reservations:
Baltimore, Seattle, Pittsburgh, To("emergency measure"
for
VHF ledo
reservation
in lieu asking
of UHF),
Stockton, Calif., Rockford, 111., Wilmington, N. C, North Little Rock, Ark.,
Flint, Mich., Oklahoma City.
U. of Portland (Ore.) reported it is
actively proceeding with preparation
of its application and urged reservation.
Several groups filed reservation support in the Pittsburgh area. These
were: St. Vincent College, Latrobe, Pa.,
Carnegie Institute, Thiel College, Geneva College,
Indiana,
Pa. State Teachers College,
Other support for educational channel reservation was filed by: Hartford,
Conn., Dept. of Education; Chico
(Calif.) State College; Seattle Pacific
College; Malcolm R. Giles, director
general. Supreme Lodge of the World,
Loyal Order of Moose; U. of Michigan,
Ann Arbor; Omaha public schools;
Tulane U., New Orleans; Occidental
College, Los Angeles; Fresno, Calif.,
public schools; Tacoma, Wash., public
schools; Cameron State Agricultural
College, Lawton, Okla.; Planning Board
of San Antonio and Bexar County,
Tex.; Oklahoma City public schools;
Westminster
College, New Wilmington, Pa,

— — —k

Constant

SERVICE

of Highest type
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fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY TO MAY 3
^COtO
HoX
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Cond'l Pending
Appls.Hearing
In
Grants
CPs142
Class
On Air Licensed
73
264
139
AM Stations
2,243
*1
12
4
150
519
FM Stations
658
2,232
36
402
171
TV Stations
107
* On the air.
TRANSFER GRANTS
Docket Actions . . .
KIWW
San control
Antonio,Good
Tex. —Neighbor
Granted
INITIAL DECISIONS
transfer of
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee,
from
Manuel
D.
Ironton,
Ohio initial
— Examiner
Fanney
Litvin
issued
decision
lookingN. Leal to other stockholders — Joe Olivares and L. E. Richards — through sale
toward
G. Merrillgrant
for ofnewapplication
AM stationof onGlacus
1230 of 40% interest for $30,000. After transfer, Mr. Olivares will own 60%, Mr.
kc, 250 w, unlimited. Decision Apr. 27. Richards,
40%. Granted Apr. 27.
WAVL issued
Apollo,
Pa. —decision
Examiner
Leo
Resnick
initial
looking
WCTW New Castle, Ind. — Granted intransfer of control Couriertoward denial
of to
application
for night
con- Times Inc.,voluntary
licensee, from Walter S.
struction permit
operate at
Chambers
(deceased)
and Adaline B.
with 100 w on 910 kc where WAVL
Chambers to Adaline B. Chambers as
presently operates on 1 kw, day, and individual
and
trustee.
No monetary
to
vertical antenna. Decision consideration involved. Granted
May change
1.
Apr.
26.
Tacoma, Wash. — Examiner Elizabeth
WIRE Enterprise,
C. Smith issued initial decision looksignment of license Ala.
from— Granted
Franklin asH.
ing toward grant of application of James, Robert
E. James and Ralph M.
Tribune
Pub.
Co.
for
construction
perStanford d/b as The Wiregrass Bcstg.
mit for new AM station on 1400 kc, 250 Co.
new partnership of Robert E.
w, unlimited, and denial of application Jamesto and
Ralph M. Stanford d/b as
of KBRO Bremerton, Wash, for permit The
Wiregrass
Co. F. H. James
to change from 1490 kc to 1400 kc, relinquishes hisBcstg.
share of partnership
250 w, unlimited. Decision May 3.
in consideration for release from $2400
MEMORANDUM OPINIONS
obligation for original capital. Granted
AND ORDERS
Apr. 25.
WJAX-TV Jacksonville, Fla. — By
memorandum opinion and order, dis- New Applications . . .
missed petition filed Jan. 22 requesting
AM APPLICATIONS
consideration of additional evidence
and reconsideration of denial on Jul.
Calhoun, Ga. — Gordon County Bcstg.
26, 1950 of application for additional
Co., 1490mated
kc,construction
250 w, unlimited;
estitime in which to complete construction
cost $13,596.50.
and grant of same. (Comr. Walker
Principals are President R. R. Magill,
dissented; Comr. Webster did not par- 51%, chief engineer and assistant manWRLD-AM-FM
Point, 30%,
Ga.;
ticipate.) Note:pending
Commission's
denial is now
on cityprevious
appeal Vice ager
President
W. L.West
Bazemore,
to U. S. Court of Appeals for District physician; Treasurer Duncan Bazeof Columbia Circuit. Order May 3.
more, 10%, Stanford U. student; SecreOn Apr. 30, Commission adopted an
tary Jewyl D. Magill, 9%, wife of R. R.
Magill. Filed May 2.
order mentaccepting
waiver
of
oral
argufiled by WKMH Jackson, Mich.,
Wallace, N. C. — Duplin Bcstg. Co.,
WWJ Detroit, respondent, and FCC
1400 kc, 250 w, unlimited; estimated
General Counsel, in proceeding upon cost
$15,500. Principals, each owning
applications of WKMH and WKNX
V3, are President Harry Kramer, y>
Saginaw, Mich., and cancelled oral owner
Kramer's
Store;owner
Vice Leder
Presargument now scheduled for May 4.
ident
Sam Leder,Dept.
ny>%
Bros. Inc.; Secretary-Treasurer Isacc
Kadis, V4 owner Royal Clothing Co. and
Non-Docket Actions . . .
two other retail stores. Filed May 2.
AM GRANTS
FM APPLICATIONS
Detroit Lakes, Minn. — Detroit Lakes
Morgantown, W. Va. — University
Bcstg. Corp. Granted 1360 kc, 1 kw,
non-commercial
day. Estimated cost $16,921. Prin- High School,
tional FM station
on 88.1 mc, educa10 w;
cipals include President R. C. Brown,
estimated cost $3,500. Applicant plans
40%, stockholder and general manager
to
use
station
for
training
students
KXRA Alexandria, Minn., and owner radio and speech, acquainting futurein
American Institute of the Air; Treasurer Beverly I. Hutton, 40%; Secretary teachers with radio's educational possibilities, furnishing educational proFrederick A. Hay, 20%, owner Fred
gram ing to community. Filed Apr. 27.
Hay drug store. Granted May 3.
TV APPLICATIONS
Montgomery, Ala. — Deep South Bcstg.
Co. Granted 740 kc, 250 w, day.
Wichita Falls, Tex. — Texoma Bcstg.
Granted May 3.
Co., Ch. 6 (82-88 mc), 19.8 kw visual,
Prestonburg, Ky. — Kentucky Moun9.9
kw aural, antenna 488 ft. Estimated
tain Bcstg. Co. Granted 960 kc. 1 kw, construction
cost $150,000; first year
day; engineering conditions. Granted operating
cost $300,000; estimated revMay 3.
enue
$300,000.
Applicant is licensee
KDSJ Deadwood, S. D.— Granted
Wichita Falls. Filed Apr. 30.
switch in facilities from 1450 kc, 250 KTRN
Macon,
Ga.
—
Macon
Bcstg. Co., Ch. 13
w, unlimited to 980 kc, 1 kw, unlimited,
(210-216antenna
mc), 2.94
kwft. visual,
1.47 cost
kw
night directional. Granted May 3.
aural,
446.5
Estimated
KNED in McAlester,
Okla. 1460
— Granted
switch
facilities from
kc to $106,524;matedoperating
cost
$75,000;
estirevenue $80,000. Applicant is
1150 kc, 1 kw, day, and change antenna licensee WNEX-AM-FM
Macon. Filed
system. Granted May 3.
May 1.
WKNKin facilities
Muskegon,fromMich.
— Granted
Texarkana, Tex. — KCMC Inc., Ch. 6
switch
night
power
(82-88 mc), 21.62 kw visual, 10.81 kw
of 1 kw to 5 kw on 1600 kc, continuing aural,
antenna 427 ft. Estimated cost
with
5 kw,Mayday;3. engineering conditions.
Granted
$200,000;matedoperating
cost $200,000;
revenue $175,000.
Applicantesti-is
KFQDin facilities
Anchorage,
switch
from Alas.
790 —kcGranted
to 600 licensee KCMC Texarkana. Filed May 2.
Savannah, Ga. — Savannah Bcstg. Co.,
kc; engineering conditions. Granted
Ch. 11 (198-204 mc), 24.9 kw visual,
May 3.
12.45 kw aural, antenna 495 ft. EstiKXLR North Little Rock, Ark.—
mated cost $171,750. Applicant unable
Granted switch in facilities from 1450
estimate first year operating cost
kc, 250 w, unlimited to 1150 kc, 5 kw, to
and
revenue.
Applicant is licensee
local sunset, 1 kw, night, night direc- WTOC-AM-FM Savannah.
Filed May 1.
tional; engineering conditions. Granted
May 3.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
FM GRANT
KRMD-AM-FM Shreveport, La.— InNew Castle, Ind. — New Castle-Henry
voluntary assignment of license from
Township Schools. Granted non-comT.
Lanford, R. M. Dean, Mrs. Mary
mercial educational permit on 89.3 mc, J. B.
K.
Lanford
Mrs. R. M. Dean,
10 w. Estimated construction cost a partnership and
d/b as Radio Station
$3,095. Granted Apr. 27.
KRMD to T. B. Lanford, R. M. Dean,

Mrs. Mary J. K. Lanford and the Virf
Lipe Dean Trust, a partnership d/b
Radio Station KRMD. Action is ni
essary because
of requirements
Louisiana
community
property la
following
Filed
Apr. death
27. of R. M. Dean's wi
WULA Eufaula, Ala. — Assignment ;
license
Georgia
Inc. to from
EdwardAlabamaB. Fussell
and Bcsr
Jes
B.
Fussell
d/b
as
Alabama-Geor
Bcstrs. for $14,000. E. B. Fussell >r
30%
transferor.
is hisowner
wife. of Filed
Apr. 30.J. B. Fuss \N. H. — M.
Assignnu
ofWKXL
license Concord,
from Charles
Dale
Capitol Bcstg. Co. Inc. for $50,000. Pri
cipals in transferee are Treasurer S.
Camann,President
50%, owner
store;
MorrisPariseau's
Silver, ret
25 „
and Vice President Henry Silver, 25
owners of Silver Bro. Co. Inc., bevt
age and soft drink firm. All thi !
principals areN. part-owners
Manchester,
H. Filed Apr.of 30.WF1 ;,►
WCVI
Connellsville,
Pa.— Consent
transfer control Connellsville
Best
Inc., licensee, from J. Wylie Drisc<
Mary K. Driscoll, Edward L. Smith
Margaret Dubson, executor of est;
of John F. Dubson, through sale
100% stock to John Barnsley Craddo
and 11 other individuals for $45,0
Mr. Craddock is present general ma
ager of WCVI. Filed Apr. 30.
iZ
WDYKof license
Cumberland.
Md.— Aubr
Assig
ment
from Richard
Raese tr/as Western Maryland Bcs
Co. to new corporation, Western Mar /,
land Bcstg. Co., owned 98% by B]id1:.
Raese and 2% by Secretary James
Avirett. Mr. Avirett pays about $:
for his interest. Filed Apr. 30.
KOFO from
Ottawa,
Assignment
license
JamesKan.N.— Jobes,
Herbi
M. Jobes and Bernard R. Hawley,
partnership d/b as Ottawa Bcstg. (
to James N. Jobes and Herbert
Jobes, a partnership d/b as Ottai
Bcstg. Co. Mr. Hawley sells his 162,
interest to two other partners i
$6,000. Filed May 1.
WELS Kinston,
C— Consent
transfer
control ofN. Farmers
Bcsi |
Service Inc., licensee, from Ernest
Scott, Jack Siegel and Robert E. W;
don through issuance of stock to n<
stockholders and relinquishment
Mr. Wasdon of his interest to IV
Scott. Eight new stockholders pi
chase 100 shares, per value $100 p
share. One is Edwin J. Schuffms
special events director for WGH Ne
port News, Va. Filed May 1.
KCBD Lubbock, Tex. — Acquisition ifwi
control Caprock Bcstg. Co., licensi
by President and General Manager J
H. Bryant through purchase of 1
shares from J. T. Krueger for $29. 8i
Mr. Bryant
will then own 53.4%. Fil
May
1.
KWWB
Walla
Walla, Walla
Wash.—Bcstg.
AcquiC
tion of control Walla
licensee, by Harold C. Singlet!
through purchase of 127% shares frc
John W. Kendall for $23,000. Mr. Si
gleton is present minority stockhold
and will own 51.1% after transfer. 1
is also Y2 owner Redmond Bcstg. C
applicant for new AM station in Re
mond, Ore. Filed May 1.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL
to date
1:
AM 13withdrawals
FM 37 TV 0.
New since
deletioiJa* le
effective dates and reasons follow st
m
KZYZBcstg.
Redlands,
Calif.— OrangepermEi1
pire
Co., construction
May 2. Failed to file for extension
time.
Guthrie, permit,
Okla.— Apr.
Leader
Co.,KBIG
construction
27. PuA
plicant's
request.
(Application
f
transfer of control dismissed.)
WBOX
(FM)
Louisville,
Ky.—
Nort
side Bcstg. Corp., license, Apr. i
Lack of receivers, economic.
Martin Adv. Moves
HAR WOOD MARTIN Ad j$
Agency held open house last We
nesday at its
new inlocation,
25'.
Connecticut
Ave.,
Washingto
New
quarters
consists
of
foi
floors.
n

buy 2 or more.,
do 1 big sales job J
on "RADIO BALTIMORE '||
Contact
PETRY CO.
IVBAL
EDWARDWhy
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Price Support

(Continued from page 55)
" ^ility into the TV business."
Vbout 8 million families of the
million in TV areas, Mr.
ams continued, are without TV
But they have found it difilt to buy because of down•ment requirements of Regulaa W of the stabilization pro[m.
,Ir. Abrams said that he did not
jjjMW
how long the new prices,
ffii !ich were
the lowest in Emerson
tory, could be maintained, parilarly if "restrictions become
]re stringent" and "materials
5 available." In any event, not
t-e than 60 days, he said.
"yThe reduced prices will apply to
se sets already in the hands of
=J;;'tributors and dealers, he said,
his Albany address Mr. Mcniel supported the claim that
TV market is far from satued. Ratio of TV homes is be;en 50% and 60% in the oldest
areas, and well below that
are in most areas, he added, and
|re still remain those who will
de in small screen sets for
ver models.
Manufacturers Accustomed
i:iadio-TV manufacturers are ac::;tomed to abnormal business, he
(feared, with sales records and
mfiinps occurring frequently.
utbacks in TV production and
owing interest on the part of the
plic in TV programs will help
ar current inventories, he said.
predicted opening of the UHF
id will increase TV set sales
new markets,
la ij'I
Mr.open
McDaniel
said he did not be1 j,re the public will wait for com4' ation
UHF-VHF
sets, since
no
sent set
will be made
obsolete
nil, UHF because converters will
available. He said a customer
no assurance when UHF will"
Jne to his community, with extra
ttilj estment for combination sets a
* jste of money.
Color Prospects
(Continued from page 56)
\ -'ther pointed out.
^'A bigger national advertising
aget certainly seems to be
:ded," observed the CBS execue as he questioned the fallacious
isoning of advertisers who conid, in the face of rising costs all
ng the line in production, that
ivertising costs are rising; let's
|; them down."
Mr. Hausman readily conceded
vertising costs are rising, "but
■?y are not rising with anything

like the speed of other costs." In
support he offered the case of a
hypothetical advertiser who, at the
conclusion of World War II, allocated atotal of $55,000 for various media, including network
radio. Reaching 25 million people,
his cost was $2.22 per thousand,
Mr. Hausman said.
Pointing out that the wholesale
price index since that time has
risen 65%, he declared "a similar
buy today — reaching more people
— would cost $2.74 per thousand."
"The potential of television is an
addition to existing media," Mr.
Hausman said. "It is further
justified by the bargain counter at
which all advertising is sold today.
"I think it becomes quickly evident that television is the most logical fulcrum any of us have to increase the use of all advertising,"
he concluded.
Reviews Situation
Mr. Coy's NNPA talk included
a summary of the television situation to date with an explanation of
the FCC's city-by-city hearing on
proposed TV allocations.
He pointed to the increase of
color advertising in newspaper and
magazines as well as the trend of
the film industry towards color
movies as exemplifying the demand for color.
"Color is a new dimension that
will go far towards speeding the
dominance of television as an advertising medium," the Chairman
stressed. "And color in television
costs approximately the same as
black-and-white in contrast to increased costs for color in other
Mr. Coy also said:
media."
9 IF FCC can begin granting applications around the first of December, new stations will start going on
the air by middle of next year.
% The 400 TV applications on
hand prove the desire and resources
of AM broadcasters and other interests to construct video outlets.
0 The rate-cutting movement in
AM will spur TV construction.
% It's not known how deeply defense requirements will affect TV
production.
9 Since TV transmitters do not
require much materials there's optimism that a reasonable amount of materials will be made available during
1952.
% Outlook for 1953 is quite bright,
according to Director of Defense
Mobilization Charles E. Wilson, who
expects to begin lifting controls by
middle of year.

B&B Personnel Shifts
TOM CARSON has joined and
Mary McKenna has been promoted
in the radio-TV time buying division of Benton & Bowles, New
York, George Kern, director, announced last week. Mr. Carson was
with Foote, Cone & Belding, New
JOE
ADAMS
York, as a special radio-TV conREACHES ALL
sultant. His new title will be supervisor and coordinator of all
NEGROES
Procter
&
Gamble time-buying acBIN
LOS ANGELES
tivities. Miss McKenna was named
5000 WATTS
I
AlAf
\f
I IV \J W L
CLEAR CHANNEL
supervisor of time-buying for GenLOS ANGELES - SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
eral Foods and Best Foods.
Telecasting
liOADCASTING

Hearings Code
(Continued from page 57)
were asked to testify. Both witnesses subsequently were cited for
contempt, though the committee
expressed belief their refusal was
merely a "subterfuge," and the
Senate has showed no inclination
to consider their cases [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 23].
The committee, whose chairmanship passed from Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) to Sen. Herbert
R. O'Conor (D-Md.) last week, also
recognized in its report that a
"major part of the credit for the
vital impact" of its work rested
with television. The report added:
Never, prior to that time (the recent hearings) had a Congressional
hearing received such a public airing
or viewing, nor before such a huge
audience. It has been estimated that
the hearings in New York were
watched by upward of 30 million persons. These telecasts . . . have had
a most salutary effect in awakening
the public to the menace of organized
racketeering that now confronts our
national life. For the first time the
public was able to see and hear the
notorious hoodlums to whom it was,
in one form or another, paying tribute, to determine for itself whether
or not these men are wholesome influences in public affairs . . .
Code Need Seen
But because of legal implications and the new issues raised by
the medium, the committee said it
feels that "a code of Congressional
procedure should be worked out
so as, among other things, to insure the continuing dignity and
maximum effectiveness of legislative proceedings which might be
televised as well as to preserve
the constitutional rights of citiOther members who had a hand
in preparing the report include
Sens.
zens." Charles W. Tobey (R-N.H.),
Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.) and
Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.).
The decision to hold the Thursday MacArthur hearing behind
closed doors was announced by
Chairman Richard B. Russell (DGa.), who said earlier that if the
sessions are opened to the public,
"we ought not to play favorites"
and it should be done "before the
television and the radio." Sen.
Russell referred to a statement by
Sen. Robert Taft (R-Ohio) that
the Ohioan would not permit radioTV coverage. The issue is whether
national security would be endangered by open sessions, he said.
Sen. Russell felt little would be
gained by throwing open hearings
to Russia's Pravda newspaper
representatives and not permitting
radio and TV coverage, thus denying the American people "an opportunity to see the
show."
Asked whether
there
would be
much difference between probable
"leaks" from executive sessions and
full coverage of open hearings,
the committee chairman felt it is
entirely a different matter when

news is given out by committee
members than when it falls from
the lips of Gen. MacArthur in
open session.
Sen. Russell also told his colleagues he has received numerous
letters saying "If you do not let
me see Gen. MacArthur on television ... I will never be for you
again," and added:
"I hope the General will appear
on television a Sufficient number
of times to permit all the people to
see him and get his views . . . But
when we are dealing with secret
matters ... it is no time to be
putting on a television show from
which we cannot exclude agents of
our enemies." Gen. MacArthur had
been asked to testify in closed hearing and had indicated no preference
for
appearing in public sessions, he
added.
No course had been chosen by
the committee last Thursday following the General's appearance. But
Armed Services staff members indicated that the radio-TV broadcasting industry would be notified
when and if public hearings were
set to allow them time to install
necessary equipment..
.Senate Minority Leader Kenneth
Wherry (R-Neb.) took exception
to the closed sessions, contending
the "truth" could have been brought
out in public and thus "unite the
people more quickly." Sen. Taft,
in turn, denied his remarks on
radio-TV broadcasting had reflected sentiments of the GOP
Policy Committee.
On the House side, Rep. Javits
told colleagues that the Rules Committee "does not now look with
favor upon this bill (H Res 62),
although it carefully leaves full
control over such televising and
broadcasting to the Speaker of the
House." Asking for discharge of
his resolution from the committee,
he observed:
Other proposals suggesting a
board review of TV's role on Capitol Hill and advocating blanket
Congressional coverage still were
pending before the Senate and
House Rules committees.

FOLLOW THE LEADERS
r CHEVROLET
1

j

SELL THE LONG BEACH —
LOS ANGELES MARKET WITH
KGER
■
5000 WATTS
LEADING INDEPENDENT
IN SO. CALIFORNIA
FOR 25 YEARS
For Availabilities, Contact:
GALEN O. GILBERT
KGER, LONG BEACH
The Station of the American Home
May 7, 1951
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
spot campaign on 300 markets starting Jun
18 through July 28. Young & Rubicam i
agency.
...at

VIRGINIA
GENERAL

GROUP OPPOSES
RATE REDUCTION

GENERAL cut in radio rates opposed by Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters in resolution
adopted Friday during spring meeting at Hot
Springs, Va. (early story page 31). Other
resolutions supported Senate ratification of
NARBA pact and honored memory of B. Walter Huffington, former NAB field director, and
John W. New, former commercial manager of
WTAR Norfolk and past VAB president.
Charles P. Blackley, WTON Staunton, secretary-treasurer, elected VAB president. James
H. Moore, WSLS Roanoke, re-elected vice
president, and Robert H. Smith, WCYB Bristol,
elected secretary-treasurer. New board members are Frank Koehler, WROV Roanoke; John
L. Cole, WHLF South Boston; John Schultz,
WMVA Martinsville, retiring president; C. R.
Maillet, WFLO Farmville, and Campbell
Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk (re-elected).
Sen. Robert A. Taft, Republican leader vacationing at Hot Springs, told VAB radio is
important factor in political campaigns. Radio and TV rapidly becoming most important
instrument in evolution of national political
policy, he said.
Fred Dabney, Richmond manager of
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh agency, said radio has done "magnificent job" in
getting people into auto showrooms of members of Virginia Chervolet Dealers Assn. No
curtailment in radio planned, he said, though
TV will be used later when agency can get
what it wants. Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, NARTB District 4 director, reviewed association work.
120-DAY PERIOD ASKED
FOR OPERATOR WAIVER
FCC asked Friday by special NARTB committee headed by William C. Grove KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., chairman, to extend from 30 to 120
days its waiver period where stations are
unable to obtain first-class operator. FCC announced April 5 stations could obtain 30-day
waivers from its field engineers and at same
time instigated rule-making procedure.
Bernard Koteen, special counsel for committee, filed reply Friday, last day for filing, in
which 30-day period was declared too short.
Brief suggested stations obtaining 120-day
relief notify FCC within 60 days of steps taken
to obtain first-class operators.
AFRA #RED# PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE for handling charges of Communism against radio-TV performers announced Friday by i AFRA-industry group
formed last September for that purpose
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 25, 1950].
As set forth in statement issued jointly
by AFRA, AAAA, ANA, NARTB and major
networks, plan calls for employers of talent
to cite charges against individual actors or
actresses to president of AAAA, who relays
to AFRA, which relays to performer and invites written reply. Both charges and reply
remain in AFRA confidential files, to be released "only upon specific request" from
AAAA president.
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FCC RULING PERMITS
COMMERCIAL
FM FACSIMILE
IN WHAT is regarded as step towards commercial facsimile transmission, the FCC last
Friday ruled, effective June 13, that FM stations may transmit simplex and multiplex
facsimile in accordance with Standards of
Good Engineering Practice Concerning FM.
Simplex transmissions may not exceed one
hour between 7 a.m. and midnight, may not be
counted towards the minimum operation requirement, and station must notify FCC of
intent to transmit in that manner.
Multiplex transmissions must not reduce
quality of aural programs below engineering
standards nor can degradation of aural programs result on FM receivers not equipped
with filter or similar equipment. Permission
for simplex and multiplex transmission also
extended to non-commercial educational FM
stations. Ruling followed petition of Hogan
Labs, New York. Extensive hearings held in
1949.
LIMITATIONS ON STAFF
URGED IN FCC DISSENT
STAFF members of new FCC Broadcast Bureau (story, page 27) should be restricted from
participating in FCC decisions, proposed decisions and review of decisions, Comr. Robert F.
Jones stated in dissenting on orders issued
Friday defining functions of Bureau, and duties
of Office of General Counsel, Chief Engineer
and Chief Accountant. He said such persons
should act only "as a witness or counsel in
public
proceedings."
Comrs.
Rosel Hyde and Frieda B. Hennock
concurred in adoption of Bureau order, but they
and Comr. Jones believe one provision for
duties should read "Examine and analyze applications inthe radio broadcast service." They
would delete order's phrase "and make recommendations tothe Commission thereon." On the
orders for the General Counsel, Chief Engineer
and Chief Accountant Offices, Comr. Jones
favored adding provision specifying such separation of staff.
AT&T RELAY CREWS MEET
FIRST transcontinental TV network came
step nearer last week as AT&T completed
construction work on last of 107 radio relay
stations in coast-to-coast route, when crews
working west from Omaha and east from San
Francisco met northwest of Denver. Bell
system engineers expect radio relay to be
ready for cross-country telephone service by
late August, for TV program transmission
before end of year.
SAMUELS MOVES TO MORRIS
FRANK SAMUELS has resigned from ABC
Western Division vice presidency to join William Morris Agency as head of West Coast
radio-TV department. Contract with Morris
is for three years. He leaves ABC as soon
as successor is appointed. One candidate
reportedly under consideration for vacated
post is Donn Tatum, Don Lee vice president,
who had been reported as moving to ABC in
June as assistant to Mr. Samuels.

CBS, first of networks to back Broadcast A<
vertising Bureau with full payments for i
seven-owned-and-operated stations, might we
be first to pull out if BAB undertakes researc
project designed to thwart network rate cu
Network contention is that no amount of rc
search will change result and that quartei
million dollar project would be money wastet
THERE'S no unusual speed in House Com
merce Committee to clear FCC procedural bil
McFarland Bill (S-658), now on deck (se
story, page 29), faces much study and pape
work, according to committee. In additio
to "studies," it's expected that executive sej
sion on bill will be upcoming, prolongin;
measure's fourth visit in House unit in pas
two years.
OAKITE RELIES ON RADIO;
USING 30 SPOT PROGRAMS
FRANK A. CONOLLY, manager of packag
division for Oakite Products Inc., told Broal
casting • Telecasting that "best proof of oil
belief in radio as a sales builder is that aftq
all these years (22) we are still counting o;
this medium to increase pur sales just as vt
did in the beginning." As far as TV is cos
cerned, Oakite is studying impact of televisiot
Oakite announced heavy spring drive usinj
total of 30 spot radio and TV programs, in
eluding Songs by Bing Crosby, Tex and Jim
Woman's Page of the Year, For Women Oril\
and Kitchen Kapers. Seven of the 30 are Tj
shows. Spots are concentrated in metropolita:
areas including New York, Albany, Pittsburg!
Washington, Los Angeles and many others
FINANCE GROUP NAMED
NARTB Finance Committee membership an
nounced Friday by President Justin Mille
after conferring with President-elect HaroL
E. Fellows. Committee meets June 2-3 pria
to NARTB board meeting. Chairman is Wil
liam B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, If
Other members: Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-H
New Orleans; Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Wash
ington; William A. Fay, WHAM Rochester
Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C
Radio and TV boards meet separately Juif
4-5, with joint meeting on 6th.
'FUNCTIONAL' EXTENSION
FCC Friday announced its April 11 poli<
statement letter on legality of "function
music operations" would apply equally to a
FM stations in such operations. Earlier lette
sent to four FM outlets [Broadcasting • Tele
casting, April 16], held that service was |
violation of Rules and Regulations; asked rfl
turn letters by April 30 outlining intent to cor|
ply with "lawful" requirements. Licensees, ii
past since
engageddiscontinued,
in "functional
operations'
but
are music
to advise
FCJ
Response deadline is May 22. Comrs. George E
Sterling and Robert F. Jones dissented, Com?
Frieda B. Hennock did not participate in actio
TV AURAL RULE CHANGED
AURAL transmitters of TV stations may n
operate separately from visual transmitter
except in certain instances, FCC announce
Friday. Amending Sec. 3.661 (b) of Rul
13, it was
effective
and Regulations,
exception
would be
made June
for actual
testssa'<
station equipment and experimentation; f<
emergency "fills" when visual equipment fail
during which program material to permit li
tener to stay tuned will be allowed.
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WLVlLand!

During February, more than 5,500 retailers in Ohio,
Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia enjoyed the
terrific selling impact of the fourth, and biggest, "Ruth
Lyons Month" — a merchandising and promotion cam|r"
paign by WLW
and WLW-Television. Throughout the
month, the magic words "Ruth Lyons recommends" prompted
extra thousands of her loyal audience to buy products advertised on
Rufh Lyons

her daily simulcast shows — "Morning Matinee" and "Fifty Club."

Behind this

STORE POSTERS

Extra promotion

46,000 attractive "Ruth Lyons
Month"
tributed display posters were dis-

for Extra sales

PRICE MARKERS
WLW provided retailers with
13,000 specially designed price cards

went—

TRADE PAPER ADS
Ads in all regional trade papers
publicized the event to retailers
ANNOUNCEMENTS
WLW and WLW-Television used
103 promotional announcements
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Four fifteen minute shows on
WLW featured the event
TAXI POSTERS
Display on Cincinnati Yellow
Cabs publicized the month
LETTERS
Sales representatives of products
promoted were informed of the campaign in advance
AD MATS
300 tie-in mats were supplied dealers for local advertising

WLW

-

NEWSPAPER ADS
Ads on the event were used in
Cincinnati,
Fort Wayne Dayton, Columbus, and
EASEL DISPLAYS
Specially made displays were used
in selected stores
WANT LISTS
Convenient "Want Lists" were
supplied to 1000 retailers
NEWS BULLETINS
. . . kept dealers throughout the
area informed
BUY WAY
Two editions of this merchandising newspaper for retailers carried
the "Ruth Lyons Month" story
WHOLESALERS' BULLETINS
Wholesalers urged their customers
to cooperate in the promotion
RECORDED PITCHES
. . . BY Ruth Lyons were used on
p. a. systems in 21 stores
Plus die full time coordinated efforts of WLW's large Merchandising
Department

WLW-Television

I

ARTHUR GODFREY talks to
miliums of housewives over WJR
Monday tliru Iriday.

the
GREAT

VOICE

GREATof the
LAKES

;000 WATTS CLEAR CHANNEL

The buying habits of millions of housewives (and their families) in the rich
Great Lakes area are conditioned by their listening habits of many years.
Stay tuned to these profitable buying habits with WJR — the great
Voice of the Great Lakes. .. Remember! ... First they listen .. .then they buy!
(P V)
Represented nationally by Edward Petry 4 Company
FREE
SPEECH
MIKE
yj'SfT Radio — America 's greatest advertising medium
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You just ought to hear Phil Baker do his 2-hour show (2 to 4 p.m.
every weekday) on WITH.

He does everything himself . . . and

what a salesman! There are just a few availabilities right now
on this terrific show — at WITH's well-known low rates. They'll
be snapped up fast, so call your Headley-Reed
Annually
weekly

for the whole story.

TOM TINSLEY, President

man at once

HIT!

BAKER

Drawn

by QUALITY^

The novelty of seeing just any radio studio, or just any
radio show, has faded long ago. Today it takes exceptional
programs and name stars to make visitors out of listeners.
Over the past two years WHAS

Studios have played

host to an average of over 4,800 visitors each month.
The same quality programming that brings visitors to
our studios by the thousands makes WHAS the
listener's favorite throughout Kentuckiana.
WHAS

50,000 WATTS

The

is Kentuckiana's most powerful salesman.

*

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio

station

*

serving

all of the rich Kentuckiana

840 KILOCYCLES

and

Market

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD RETRY AND CO.

ESTABLISHED 1922

INCORPORATED

selling

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es D/recfor

COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
i

Speaking

The

of

Your

of

Cream

Market...

WTRY talks up Albany-Troy-Schenectady for two main
reasons.

And WTRY

Albany-Troy-Schenectady is one of the 43 rich markets
wherein over half the nation's sales are made and

concentrates your message where the money is spent, and

WTRY

has the largest audience in Albany-Troy-Schenectady, morning, afternoon and evening; the lowest cost per
thousand homes reached.*

For more details about Albany-Troy-Schenectady and the
rest of the 162 leading markets in the country, send to J. Walter
Thompson Co., for your copy of their free booklet, "The Cream

From every influential marketing standpoint: population,
per capita earnings, and retail sales, this great metropolitan
area is in the cream of your market.

This

is WTRY

The

fills the most stringent marketing requirements. It

performs this vital service at the lowest available cost.

WTRY

Represented

is the most efficient medium in the market.

of Your Market."
* Fall-Winter Hooper, Oct. 1950 — Jan. 1951

by

Headley - Reed

Columbia

Broadcasting

System

jblished every Monday, 53rd
issue as(Year
Bookclass
Number)
February
Broadcasting
Publications,
Press3, 1879
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered
second
matter published
March 14,in1933,
at Postby Office
at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under870actNational
of March
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Circuit I
Closed
ANNOUNCEMENT expected shortly of sale
of WLAV-TV Grand Rapids by Leonard A.
Versluis to Harry M. Bitner Sr. and associates, who operate WOOD Grand Rapids and
WFDF Flint, as well as WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis. Price understood between $1,300,000 and $1,400,000.
NPA'S NEW restrictions on station construction (see page 23) source of consternation
to FCC, which hadn't been consulted in advance. Strong move to set up within FCC
liaison with defense authorities looking toward
relaxing of implied construction "freeze," particularly as it applies to TV. At NPA unofficial reaction was that FCC never consults it
so why shouldn't Commission expect similar
treatment.
AGITATION OVER network rate cuts, possible sale of ABC and resultant anguished appeals by affected stations may result in radical
legislative proposals. Talked about is bill to
preclude network ownership of more than one
or possibly two stations. Theory is this would
force networks — both AM and TV — to function on same basis as newspaper press associations or syndicates.
DEAL in closing stages for NBC to acquire
30-acre tract adjacent Warner Bros, studios
in Burbank for eventual NBC West Coast television production center. Price reported around
$750,000.
IF CBS purchase of ABC jells, Edward J.
Noble, ABC board chairman, will become member of CBS board and Robert E. Kintner,
ABC president, is slated for high CBS executive position. Such positions for Messrs. Noble
and Kintner were said to have been agreed
to by both sides.
DON'T RULE out possibility of Harry Plotkin, FCC assistant general counsel in charge
of broadacsting, as assistant chief of newly
created Broadcast Bureau under Curtis B.
Plummer, erstwhile chief engineer [Broadcasting •Telecasting, May 7]. Commission
is awaiting recommendations of new broadcast
chief for deputy post as well as of five divisioned heads. Mr.' Plotkin, beaten out by Mr.
Plummer for top slot, is being urged by Chairman Coy and others to accept second position,
which logically would go to lawyer.
SPECULATION AT FCC on selection of successor to Curtis B. Plummer as chief engineer,
centers around elevation of A. L. Mcintosh,
chief of Frequency Allocation and Treaty Division, or Edward W. Allen Jr., chief of Technical Research Division. It's possible one or
other will be made acting chief engineer prior
to June 4, when Mr. Plummer takes over newly
created job as chief of Broadcast Bureau.
NBC officials reportedly well pleased with
affiliates' first reactions to request they agree
to July 1 effective date of NBC network radio
rate cut, instead of Aug. 3, which would be
(Continued on page 106)
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PLANS # Elgin American
Divisic
n9
iELGIN
om
May 17-19:U
CBC p
Board c
of Governors,
Radio
Illinois Watch Case Co., will use radio ai
Canada Bldg., Montreal.
TV to advertise new line of Certina watch
May 21-23: Parts Distributors Conference and
Christmas campaign to start in fall. Agenc
Show, Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
Frank R. Brodsky Agency, Chicago
June 4-6: NARTB Board of Directors, NARTB
MEDIA STUDIES # Nesco Inc., Chicai
Headquarters, Washington.
considering radio and television in curre
June 5: NARTB Inaugural Dinner, Hotel Statler,
media discussions with its new agency, Nee
Washington.
ham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago
June 1 1 : FCC City-by-City TV Allocations ProAGENCY LOOKING # Erwin, Wasey & C
ceeding Begins, Washington.
New York, looking over participation prograi
(More Upcomings on page 102)
in about 60 markets for fall radio campai
for its clients, Pertussin and Musterole.
Bulletins
NEW JERSEY Broadcasters Assn. Friday
went on record as "feeling that rate increases
for radio time are justified and that individual
stations should immediately revise their rate
structure in view of the fact that cost of operating stations in New Jersey are now at an
all-time high, and New Jersey radio stations
are today delivering more circulation and more
radio homes than ever before." NJBA concluded two-day meeting at Atlantic City (early
story page 30).
BELMONT RADIO Corp., Chicago, for its
Raytheon TV division, will sponsor news report
and commentary on 133 NBC stations in
areas having TV service, Sundays 2:45-3 p.m.
from June 17, with John Cameron Swayze.
Agency is Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
GENERAL MILLS BUYING
HEAVY LBS SCHEDULE
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, buying 10
programs per week (two 15-minute strips Monday-Friday) over approximately 200 Liberty
Broadcasting System stations in southeast and
southwest for Gold Medal Kitchen-Tested
Flour and Cheerios, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, plus 15-minute show in
five southeastern states on LBS network for
Red Band Flour, through Knox Reeves, Minneapolis.
Gold Medal Flour will sponsor Hymns of All
Churches and Cheerios has bought LBS sustaining program, name and type not specified.
Three-year contract effective mid-June. Expansion is contemplated within next two or
three months. Time, name, and type of show
for Red Band Flour, under 52-week contract,
still in formative stages.
WOODS,

MILLER

GET

DEGREES

"RADIO . . . can become one of the most potent
weapons in the arsenal of democracy," Mark
Woods, ABC vice chairman, said in speech
prepared for delivery Saturday before MidCentury Convocation of Ithaca College, Ithaca,
N. Y., at which he was to receive honorary
Doctor of Laws degree (see photo, page 26).
Against "iterated impact" of radio and television as administered in America "no curtain
— of iron or of ignorance — can long stand
undrawn," he said. NARTB President Justin
Miller also spoke at convocation and received
degree.

CONFUSING NPA ORDER
ON BUILDING PROTESTED
GOVERNMENT order limiting radio-TV s|
tion construction "completely ignores" pub
welfare and defeats defense effort objectiv
in certain instances, NARTB advised Natior
Production Authority Friday. NPA offich
have agreed to conference with FCC eai
this week
In conference with NPA's general coun;
office, Ralph Hardy, NARTB government :
lations director, said interpretation of ord
would preclude possibility of new buildir
He cited condition that construction must |i
ther defense order by providing facilities ne
defense plants and military establishmen
and noted that radio applicants (many AT
propose building in such population centers.
Mr. Hardy protested that neither broadca
ing industry nor FCC had been consulted
advance, despite claim in regulation. He al
explained many broadcasters use existing fac
ities and use substantially less steel than oth
builders, some of whom need no authorizati
in cases involving less than 25 tons. New
paper printing and duplicating plants al
required to file, NPA said Friday in clarifyi
amendment (see early story page 23).
Walter W. Watts, special assistant to E
fense Production Administrator, told Bro^
casting • Telecasting Friday that if a
broadcaster presented a "good case" for a
thorization, he probable "will be given reasc
ably favorable
consideration."
centers
and other projects
would be Radio-1:
out, b
broadcaster could use existing buildings, ,
noted.
BATSON LEAVING NARTB-TV
CHARLES A. BATSON, in charge of NAB 1
Dept. until recent reorganization, has resign
to return to active broadcasting, NARTB s
nounced Friday. He had been with associati
five years and had set up pattern for prese
NARTB-TV organization. Eugene S. Thomi
WOR-TV New York, NARTB-TV board cha
man, said board was accepting resignation wi
regret. He joined NARTB President Jus1
Miller in praising Mr. Batson for role in i
recting association's TV activities during vie1
industry's developmental period.
MAGGINI NAMED VP
DONALD J. MAGGINI, with Kenyon & Ec
hardt, New York, since 1944, has been nam
vice president.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastirj
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Senator John J. Williams
Senator J. Allen Frear

Sena

tor,

w^

Qt'S

y0(At.

opinion

"

'

"May We Quote You?", a weekly half hour program Thursdays at ten-thirty during which prominent Delaware leaders
in government, education, religion, business and other civic
endeavors report to the people under guestioning from three
of Delaware's top reporters. Pictured are United States
Senators John J. Williams and J. Allen Frear, Jr., who came
home from Washington specifically to appear on two of the
telecasts. Each on his program developed his views on important and pressing state, national and international issues.
This program is one of many local features carried
by this station in an endeavor to meet the public
needs of the communities it serves.
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For
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time

advertising
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STATIONS

IN

I

MARKET

OFFER

THEIR

COMBINED

AUDIENCE
(the second

largest in the area)

as

a

at

lowest

unit

buy

cost

per

listener

This is the effective new
Daytime

Radio

way

to buy

Coverage.

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

METROPOLITAN

NETWORK

nrtnL 780 KC ]000 w.
nrnA J220 «c, 250 w.

nObh

1120 KC, 250 W.

1050 KC, 1000 W.
Alexandria, Va.
Spr'"9' Md~
WPIK 730 KC, WG
1000AYW. Si'ver
For details, write or phone Jack Koste, Indie Sales,
Inc., national reps., 60 E. 42nd St., NYC — MUrray
Hill 2-4813: or J. Douglas Freeman, commercial
manager, Munsey Bldg., 1329 E St. N.W., Washington, D. C. — STerling 1772.
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A

word

to

time

buyers:

to

And

Cumberland

puts

WCUM

bed...

the good

people

that the City Furniture

not

of Cumberland
Company

to

were

advertised

From one show — just one — they completely
read this letter from the advertiser:

sleep!

wide
some

awake

on

the day

mattresses

for sale!

sold out the item!

Just

"This is to verify the fact that radio advertising on WCUM pays. I
sponsor a program on WCUM in Cumberland Monday through Saturday
at 9:45 A.M. One Tuesday we advertised mattresses and before the
day was over we sold out completely the 50 mattresses we put on sale.
It was through radio advertising on WCUM that we moved this item and
many others."

(signed) Robert E. Friedland
City Furniture Company

That's the kind of sudden results WCUM
both local merchants and national accounts.
Cumberland's

mountain -locked

is used

geographical

to producing — for

location

makes

it a

uniquely rich spot for radio selling. There's gold, plenty of it, in these
hills. And WCUM
blankets the market — produces phenomenal sales
again and again and again.
If you're not getting your share of this lush market — investigate. You'll
be surprised what WCUM
has to offer. See your Meeker man for the
whole

WCUM

story.

CUMBERLAND,

1490

on

your
FM

A KARL F. STFJNMANN ENTERPRISE, Tower Reolty Company (Oi
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

MD.

dial

102.9

MC

ond operolori of WCUM)
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. Hub

of

America's

WM. FULTON KURTZ, Philadelphia banker
— He is president of The Pennsylvania Company for Banking and Trusts, one of 241
banking institutions in WHL-adelphia with
total assets of nearly 7 billions of dollars.

First Choice

3rd

Market

IMOGENE GLUCK, Wildwood housewifeShe and other "chiefs" of the 14-County
area's 1,242,000 households supervise buying power that amounts to $5,345 per family per year. She's a "regular," a WFIL fan.

MILTON H. PAGEL, Norristown retailer—
Pagel's Men's Store, and 57,000 other retail
stores in America's third largest market,
account for $685,371,000 in general merchandise. . . much of it advertised on WFIL.

for

the 14-County

Market

More than half the 4,400,000 people in America's 3rd Market live outside city limits . . .

560 kc.

account for half the sales. And WFIL's penetrating signal extends like a blanket far beyond
this 14-County Retail Trading Area whose
combined

buying power is $6,638,759,000.

This is where WFIL's voice is strongest . . .
where people spend the most. For consistent
pulling power schedule WFIL.

inquirer

Station

An ABC Affiliate
First on fne Dial
In America's Third Market

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

5ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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agency

Oklahoma
Only

City's
Watt

50,000

Station

H. CASE, director and senior vice president Campbell-Ewald,
N. Y., named to head agency's creative and TV staffs for all.
offices. FRANK W. TOWNSHEND,
vice president, named manager of
N. Y. office. Mr. Case, who will
continue to headquarter in New
York, will devote more time lo
supervision of the DuMont Labs
account, with which he has been
closely associated for many years.
Mr. Townshend has been assistant
general
manager
agency's
Detroit office.
He hasofbeen
with firm
since
1935.
Mr. Case
Mr. Townshend
THOMAS K. CARPENTER Jr., director of radio and TV commercials
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., named vice president and copy chief.
JAMES ALBERT WALES, vice president Walter McCreery Inc., N. Y.,
to Chas. W. Hoyt Co., same city, as account executive.

on all accounts

one of the first employes of
MARVIN LOUIS MANN was
Weiss & Geller Agency, Chicago, back in 1937. Now, as a new
business and radio and television
specialist, he is responsible for
having brought Groucho Marx back
to the air, originating the first
two-hour telecast, giving Writer
Cy Howard his first agency production and writing job, and developing shows which were the
most expensive ever broadcast in
their class.
A businessman
with a penchant for
show people and
showmanship, Marvin Mann knows
hundreds of stars in
the talent field. Because of his business
acumen, however, he
bridges the usual

mortgages at a large Chicago in
vestment firm, Edgar Greenebaum
& Sons. Then he supervised sale
promotion and advertising for
family business, ownership of si
retail stores in Chicago. In 1937
he was ready for the complete
transition to an agency, and was
hired as one of the first employes
of MacDougall & Weiss, now known
as Weiss & Geller. Mr. Mann, who
started working on new business
and still does, also handles work of
vice president, secretary, radio and
television director
tive.
and account execu-

gap between
management and talent.
He dipped
talent himselfintobefore
venturing
into business.

I

■

W

REPRESENTED
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1

Hi
watt/, INC.

BY f$&f?4

Two accounts — j
Visking Corp. (meat
casings) and Selby
Shoe the
Co. — house
have been
in
18
years. He began
buying
spot When
radio
time in 1939.
the agency handled
the Axton-Fisher tobacco account.
Mr. Mann built

A native Chicagothe
Marx;
an, heatedwas
gradushow Groucho
for Elginfrom Francis
American (comParker High school
cigarette
Mr. MANN
and the U. of Michicases), pacts,
keeping
the
gan. He majored in business ad- star on three years. He also built
ministration, and after graduation
two-hour telethe country's
cast, aired on first
Thanksgiving Day
approached A. D. Lasker of Lord
& Thomas for a job. He was ad- 1948 for Elgin via ABC, on which
George Jessel, Phil Regan, Phil
vised to first get five years' advertising experience.
Silvers and the Hartmans made
their first TV appearances.
He got five years of experience,
Weiss & Geller is believed to
but not in an agency. For a while
Mr. Mann worked on individual
(Continued on page 68)
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fit
beat

OUTSTANDING.

..

ARTHUR E. TAYLOR, account executive J. R. Pershall Adv. Co., Chicago, elected vice president.

KNOWN AT SIGHT... RED BRAND

WILLIAM C. STANNARD, senior account executive
J. Walter Thompson Co., Montreal, appointed vice
president Erwin, Wasey of Canada, Montreal; F. E.
THOMAS senior account executive Erwin, Wasey of
Canada, Toronto, named vice president at Toronto office.
WILLIAM

THE ONLY FENCE
Made in PEORIA by
KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE CO.

P. GENT Adv. Co., Toronto, has been enfranchised by Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.

IRENE HESS, 0. L. Taylor Co., Chicago, to Ruthrauff
& Ryan, same city as timebuving assistant to HOLLY
SHIVELY.

Mr. Taylor

RAY W. STULTZ to Leo Burnett, Chicago, as manager of personnel department.
ROBERT F. STEINHOFF, BBDO, Chicago, to Needham, Louis & Brorby,
same city, as account executive on Nesco.
_ J JACK H. LEWIS announces formation of new advertising firm the J. H.
Lewis Adv. Agency, Mobile. Mr. Lewis was associated with Morris
Timbes Inc., Mobile, before opening his own agency. Offices are located
in First National Bank Building.

Farmers everywhere know Red Brand Fence. It's the only fence made with a
trade mark recognizable at sight ... a red top wire that's a familiar mark
along the highways and byways that cross America's rich farmlands. This
OBVIOUSLY OUTSTANDING merchandising job has been achieved by
Peoria's Keystone Steel & Wire Co., large scale manufacturers of wire and wire
products for agriculture and industry.

BARNARD L. SACKETT appointed associated member and director of
radio and TV department Nat M. Kolker Adv. Agency, Phila.
Dominates

RANDY SMITH, advertising and promotion manager KNBC San Francisco, to West-Holliday Co., S. F., as promotion manager effective June 1.
HARRY

BETTERIDGE announces formation of advertising and public relations firm to be known as Betteridge & Co., Detroit. Mr. Betteridge was cofounder
and executive vice president Denman & Betteridge Inc.,
Detroit.

Rich

Peoriarea

^' JEAN FERGUSON appointed account executive Mervin & Jesse Levine
*" Inc., N. Y. She was with Sterling Adv., N. Y.
\ W. C. (Andy) ANDERSON, advertising department Purity Stores, S. F.,
to Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F., as assistant account executive.
DEUTSCH & SHEA Inc., N. Y., moves to larger quarters at 230 W. 41st
j I St. Phone remains Longacre 4-5900.
;fl|
ALFRED F. CALABRO, assistant traffic manager Marschalk & Pratt
rj i Co., N. Y., named traffic manager.
i1
;:, I ROBERT PRIES, production department Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F.,
elected president of Production Managers Club of Northern California.

Market

OBVIOUSLY OUTSTANDING in Peoriarea radio is WMBD. Value-minded time
buyers and experienced advertisers know
that WMBD reaches more listeners in ANY

FARLAN MYERS, TV director Platt-Forbes, N. Y.,
to Ted H. Factor Agency, L. A., in same capacity.
Mr. Myers is writer-director of American Medical
Assn. new transcribed radio series Panorama of Rei\ Mr Betteridge search being released in September.
ALFRED
HANSER,
account executive J. Walter
: Thompson, Chicago, to Biow Co., N. Y., as supervisor of account operation
on Eversharp, Ansco and Whitehall.
JOHN LILLBACK, copy chief and radio-TV director Cox & Tanz Adv.
H Agency, Phila., recalled to active duty with Air Forces.
,eJ '
CAROL LEWIS, L. W. Frohlich & Co., N. Y., to Federal Adv. Agency in
media department.
l! i

the

TIME PERIOD than the next two network
stations COMBINED ! There's no mystery
about this unusual dominance — the PEOPLE at WMBD have unmatched experience

MILTON BUDD, featured for
years
on many
top
live-talent
shows, ofis WMBD's
one of Peoriarea's most popular entertainers.
Loaded ivith .personality , he attracts audience
great segments
the jockey
Peoriarea
as a ofdisc
on
the
"Musical
Clock"
and
announcer and M. C. on severalas
showsing day.throughout the broadcast-

in serving the radio preferences of Peoriarea listeners. A staff of over 50 in programming, sales, engineering and promotion
work as a team to make WMBD the No. 1
buy in the Midwest's No. 1 Test Market.

CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice
President
and
General
Manager
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters

H. N. CARLETON, account executive Lockwood-Shackleford Co., S. F.,
i ■ appointed office manager. He succeeds A. S. GIESECKE, resigned.
I JAFFE Agency, Hollywood, opens New York office. PAUL RADIN is
vice president in charge of N. Y. quarters at 38 E. 57th St. Mr. Radin
was vice president Buchanan & Co. for 10 years.
BROADCASTING
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Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
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It's an

unshakeable

OAD

among

fact

\rb i (■Ml K !'

radio

receiving

ting

buyers

more

first votes

tiveness than all other
IVE times

more

and

than

is the

national

for

journals

news

preferred

radio

and

combined

the next-best

publication

advertisers...

advertising

-preferred,

effec-

in fact,

publication

These are undisputable, unbiased facts proven by one of the country's leading research organizations — Fact Finders Associates, Inc. This survey is a FIRST. Never before in the radio trade paper
field has such a study been made by personal, over-fhe-desk interviews. 178 key radio buyers at
agencies in New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Los Angeles — as well as 26 advertising
managers of the 50 largest radio sponsors —

were asked their preference.

These 204 top

buyers represent groups responsible for over 75% of all national radio and TV billings.

We

repeat -this

is a completely

impartial survey

publication saw or supplied any names on the list of persons interviewed. Fact Finders compiled
its list with the cooperation of four leading national representative firms — Edward Petry Company,
The Katz Agency, CBS Radio Sales and the O. L. Taylor Company. None of the interviewees knew
for whom the survey was conducted.

Here is just a partial list of other firms who n
American Home Foods, Inc
Batten. Barton. Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff
Cunningham & Walsn
Corn Products Sales Co,
Diamond Match Company
Esso Standard Oil Company

Ellington & Company
General Foods Corporation
Geyer, Housekeeping
Newell & Ganger, Inc.
Good
Hill & Knowlton. Inc.
J Walter Thompson Company
Lily Tulip Cup Company

Marschalk & Pratt Company
Maxon. Inc.
New York Herald Tribune
Schenley
The Blow Distributors
Company Inc
This Week

The overwhelming majority
of these agencies and
advertisers prefer
Broadcasting • Telecasting

Here are the questions

asked...

the answers

i•

Of all the trade publications,

which one gives you the best
information about what is going
on in the broadcast field?
BEST
BROADCASTING
120
313.7% ahead of the next-best
29
Publication A
17
Publication B
16
Publication C
Publication D
2
Publication E
I
Publication F
Publication G
Publication H
0
Publication I
0
Miscellaneous
2
No Vote on this rank
20617
Total mentions

given.

In short, the facts.

In your experience
which trade journal brings radio
station advertising most effectively toyour attention?
BEST
BROADCASTING
445% ahead of the next-best
Publication A
Publication B
Publication C
Publication D
Publication E
Publication F
Publication G
Publication H
Publication I
Miscellaneous
No vote on this rank
Total mentions

109
20
18
8
5
4
3
I
I
0
I
34
204

Two voters ranked two magazines equally.

What's the conclusion? Just this...
BROADCASTING-Telecasting continues to be the leader in its
field for the 20th consecutive year. It is the overwhelming
choice of radio buyers and stations alike.
The latest survey only adds further proof of BROADCASTING'S
dominance — a dominance that is now greater than ever.

No if's, and's or but's ... if you want to reach the people who
count in radio advertising — and be sure they see it — put your
message in the pages of BROADCASTING-Telecasting.

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

New York. N. Y.
Al Paul Lefton Company, Inc.
Alley & Richards, Inc.
Badger & Browning & Hersey, Inc.
Batten,
Benton Barton,
& Bowles,Durstine
Inc. & Osbom.lnc.
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, Inc.
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Inc.
Byrde, Richard & Pound
Cayton, Inc
C. J. LaRoche & Company, Inc.
Cecil & Presbrey, Inc.
Charles W. Hoyt Company, Inc.
Compton Advertising, Inc.
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, Inc.
Doherty,
& Shenfield, Inc.
Donahue Clifford
& Coe, Inc.
Duane Jones Company, Inc.
Federal Advertising Agency. Inc.
Foote, Cone & Belding
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc.
John F. Murray Adv. Agency, Inc.
Joseph Katz Company
J. D. Tarcher & Company, Inc.
J. M. Mathes, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, Inc.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.
Lambert & Feasley, Inc.
Laurence W. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, Inc.
Marschalk & Pratt Company
Maxon, Inc.
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
Morey, Humm & Johnstone, Inc.
Morse International, Inc.
N.W.Ayer i. Son, Inc.
Neff Rogow, Inc.
Peck Advertising Agency, Inc.
Pedlar
& Ryan,Inc.Inc.
Platt-Forbes,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
R. T.O'Connell Company
Schwab & Beatty, Inc.
Sherman & Marquette, Inc.
Sullivan,
The
Biow Stauffer,
Company,Colwell
Inc. & Bayles, Inc.
Turner, Leach & Company
Warwick & Legler. Inc.
William Esty & Company
William H.Weintraub & Co., Inc.
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
Chicago. III.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
Goodkinrl, Joice & Morgan, Inc.
Grant Advertising, Inc.
Leo Burnett Company, Inc.
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc.
Olian Advertising Company
Russel M. Seeds Company, Inc.
Schwimmer
& Scott,
Inc.
Wade Advertising
Agency
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
Detroit, Mich.
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Inc.
Campbell-Ewald Company, Inc.
D. P. Brother & Company, Inc.
MacManus,
Maxon. Inc. John & Adams, Inc.
Simons-Michelson Company
San Francisco, Calif.
Botsford-Constantine & Gardner
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff
Buchanan & Company, Inc.
Foote, Cone & Company
Belding, Inc.
Honig-Cooper
Sidney
& Associates
The BiowGarfield
Company,
Inc.
Los Angeles,
Calif. Adv. Agency
Barton
A. Stebbins
Buchanan & Company
Dan B. Miner Company
Erwin, Wasey & Company
Mogge-Privett, Inc.
Hollywood,
.
Raymond Calif
R. Morgan
Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
The Andrew Jergens Company
New York. N.Y.
American
HomeCompany
Products
Bristol-Myers
Coca-Cola Company
General Foods Corporation
Lever Brothers
P. Lorillard Company
Philip Morris & Co. .Ltd.
R.C.A.
The Texas Company
The Borden Company
U.S. Steel Corporation
Elkhart Indian
Newark, N.J.
Prudential Insurance Company Miles Laboratories, Inc.
Ronson Art Metal Works, Inc. Racine. Wlsconsla
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc. -j
Toledo, Ohio
F .F Goodrich
Electric Auto-Lite Company]
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron, Ohio ■
Wilmington, Delaware
Los Angeles, Company
Calif.
Carnation

feature

of the meek

ED
INTEREST
IF YOU'RE
.
IN PEOPLE

P
Uontact
KATZ
Man
fi/oini 0$ Sofa . . .
In addition to regular
coverage of agencies and
time buyers, may we remind you that WRC Sales
Manager Mai Glascock has
a busy telephone these
days. Clients know that
WRC can produce.
An inquiry regarding
WRC availabilities is as
convenient as your telephone. Call either National
Spot Sales or WRC, wherever you are.
Washington enjoys excellent position in the first
ten major markets in the
country . . . you'll find
WRC's results are a telling
reason in these years of
hard selling.

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
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Discussing final details for the "MacArthur Network" are these executives of participating stations (I to r) Jack Bundy, WMAW general
manager; Jerry Sill, WMIL general manager; Mr. De Grace; Mr.
Grignon; Charles Lanphier, WFOX president; Mr. Weller; Mr. Boice.
A SEVEN-HOUR broadcast with
200 separate remote pickups and
not
tion! a moments delay or interrupThe five Milwaukee stations who
combined facilities and manpower
for Gen. MacArthur's "homecoming" are justifiably proud of their
performance.
WEMP, WFOX, WISN, WMAW
and WMIL banded together as the
"MacArthur Network" to produce
what many feel is the greatest
broadcast in the city's radio history.
In all, 35 announcers, 30 engineers and a complete staff of production personnel followed every
move of the General.
And to sustain interest during
the time the General lunched privately, the "MacArthur Network"
presented roundrobin interviews
with prominent officials.
Because of the intense civic in-

7

J£
ffT\D YOU

terest in "Mac's" visit, the entire
presentation was made as a public
service with no commercials.
The broadcast was co-ordinated
from a special network control
room. And through special arrangements, the Wisconsin Network and
other stations carried the broadcast to every part of the state.
"We are convinced that this
broadcast marked a milestone,"
said Hugh Boice, WEMP general
manager, "not only in Milwaukee
broadcasting, but it may serve as
a pattern for the industry. . . ."
The "MacArthur Network" was
organized by Gaston W. Grignon,
WISN general manager, in cooperation with the general managers
of four other stations. George De
Grace, WISN promotion director,
coordinated the broadcast, and
Donald A. Weller, WISN chief
engineer, supervised installations.

WISN
to

Your
About

If You

Sell

MORE

PEOPLE
mer,
Spring
i

This

and

w,
ISN's

Cover-

Is Bulging With
Vacationists From
May

Thru

October.

And ers
WISN's
HoopAre Bulging,
Too.
i
i
o u '11

business

Sum-

age Area (Milwaukee and Southeastern Wisconsin)

**

strictly
KNOW what

Want

Like

Doing Business
With WISN.

Their addid?
man dropped
in
[J| Household vertising
to see me with no warning today
and before he left my office he had
bought
a package!"
This type
of comment is common
among radio station men all over
the country. For Household Finance Corp. does not direct its
advertising campaigns from an
ivory tower of statistics, graphs,
charts and business barometers.
HFC believes that best results
are obtained from working in the
field, seeing stationmen personally
and discussing face-to-face with
them the most suitable medium.
That is why HFC emissaries are
well known to radio and TV men
from coast-to-coast in 29 states
(Continued on page 97)

Mr. SCHWIN
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"To what radio station does your family
listen most?" As part of an independent
survey made by students at North Dakota
Agricultural College, this question was
asked of 3,969 farm families in 22 prosperous counties within 90 miles of Fargo.
74.6% of the families named WDAY:

In Fargo's home county, WDAY was the
first choice of 87.2% of the families,

4.4% said Station "B", 2.3% Station "C",
2.1% Station "D", and so on.
WDAY was a ll-to-l choice over the next
station . . . a ^/j-to-l favorite over all
other stations combined!

BMB figures, Hoopers and mail-order
returns all tell the same amazing story on
WDAY and the rich Red River Valley.
Get all the facts. Write us direct, or ask
Free & Peters!

WDAY

•

NBC

as against 5.8% for Station "B". In its
home county, WDAY was a whopping
15-to-l choice over the next station . . .
a 6l/2-to-l favorite over all other stations
combined!

•

970 KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
• Telecasting
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Sales

Up

new

42%

business

£a£t

says Williams of Whiteland, suburban appliance dealer

A/atwotk
More Proof that VV
DOMINATES

ALL

I S

H

INDIANAPOLIS
in the morning!

• • •

A MERICAN TOBACCO Co., N. Y. (Lucky Strike cigarettes), to spon
/\ sor three new five-minute programs on NBC and MBS: Kennet
JTm. Banghart and the News on NBC, Monday-Friday, 2:55-3 p.m;
effective June 4; Mutual to carry MBS News (tentative title), Mondaj
Friday, 8:55-9 a.m., no newscaster specified as yet, and Talk Back (tents
tive title), starring Happy Felton, Monday-Friday, 10:55-11 a.m. Bot
MBS programs effective July 2, and all three will originate from Ne^
York. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
BROWN SHOE Co., St. Louis, returns Smilin' Ed McConnell and Hi
Buster Brown Gang to 125 NBC stations for 52 weeks beginning Aug. jf
Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, renews Live Like a Millionaire on fu
NBC network from June 1 for 52 weeks. Now half -hour show, it wi
be cut to 25 minutes, 1:30-1:55 p.m. Agency: Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis
INTERNATIONAL SHOE Co., St. Louis, renews quarter-hour of Howd
Doody on NBC-TV for 52 weeks from May 16 on full cable network an
13 non-cable stations. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
NASH-KELVINATOR Corp., Detroit, June 9 starts Paul Whiteman T~*
Teen Club on ABC-TV, Sat., 8-9 p.m. Plans undecided for sponsor
Morton
N. Y. Downey series on CBS-TV Agency: Geyer, Newell & Gange:
*i)Qot • • •
SCUDDER FOOD PRODUCTS, L. A. (Laura Scudder peanut buttei
potato chips, etc.), planning special June radio-TV promotion campaig
to celebrate firm's 25th anniversary. Present plans call for TV fib
spots on four L. A. stations— KLAC-TV KFI-TV KTTV KTLA; tw
San Francisco stations— KPIX KRON-TV; and KFMB-TV San Diegc
radio spots on KNX Hollywood and undetermined number of Coas
stations. Agency: Davis & Co., L. A.

Talk about listener
audience, enthusiasm and SALES RESULTS . . .
that's the Bill Faulkner show every morning
from 6:30 to 8. Bill's news, weather reports,
time-temperature-and-music presentation
is the town's top favorite in the morning.
The Williams of Whiteland sales experience
is typical, and just one of many success
stories we could tell you.
WISH

Indianapolis

ABC

WHOT

South Bend

A&a

WHBU

E

Fort Wayne
Anderson

CBS

» ABC—CBS
w

•
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SINCLAIR OIL Corp., N. Y., appoints Kenyon & Eckhardt, same citj
as agency for its subsidiary, Sinclair Research Labs.

Represented
Nationally

by the
BOWING
COMPANY

fidpeojale
MARSHALL N. TERRY, charge of television operations Crosley Broad
casting Corp., Cincinnati, appointed director of advertising The Trail
mobile Co., Cincinnati.
WILLIAM J. FREUND, account executive Byer & Bowman Adv., Colum
bus, appointed advertising manager Nesco Inc., Chicago.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO., INC.

TOM ALYEA, sales promotion manager KOMA Oklahoma City, appointe
advertising manager Hinderliter Tool Co., division of H. K. Porter Cc
Inc., Tulsa.

the stations that never out-

RE' C. ATCHINSON, national advertising director Rexall Drug Co., L. A
named advertising director American Vitamin Assoc. Inc., Hollywooc
He succeeds KEN BARTON, elevated to special assistant to GEORGE S
JOHNSTON, AVA president.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

promise but always outperform
Page 16

WEST COAST SOAP Co., Oakland Pow-Wow Cleanser and White Nav
Soap appoint Buchanan & Co., S. F. to handle advertising. Radio and T
are being considered.

ZIPPO MFG. Co., Bradford, Pa., planning TV spots in 30 cities for it
lighters. Agency: Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y.

\
WAN

-@qen.cij -@japointmenti • • •
ROLLEY Inc., S. F. (perfumes and cosmetics) appoints Buchanan & C<
Inc., S. F., to handle advertising for Sean & Ski, new lotion. Televisio
wil be used. MacAlan Gardner and Ruth Brown are account executive;

We'd

Lite to Advertise

"SELL"

the

just for

Your

Product

of

it!

WE GOT the market— WNAX's 267 BMB-counties in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa have an after-taxes purchasing power of $3.9billion. Yes, Big Aggie Land has more spending money than San Francisco,
Philadelphia or Washington, D. C.
WE

GOT

the listeners — A

recent Diary Study

conducted

by Audience

Surveys, Inc. reaffirms WNAX's overwhelming domination. Of the 52 stations mentioned in the study, WNAX
received top rating in 439 (88%) of
the 500 quarter-hours studied. Listeners like WNAX best 89%
time quarter-hours . . . 84% of all evening quarter-hours.

of all day-

WE GOT sales success stories galore — Most
likely there's one for your type of product
or service. Ask your Katz man today.
WE AINT GOT
Aggie Land!
Your
WNAX

product

or service should

just for the "SELL"
AFTER

"THE

SIOUX

BROADCASTING

CITY

no tv in WNAX's

MIDWEST

JUNE

• Telecasting

on

of it!
15,

ADDRESS

- YANKTON

be

Big

«mu«

OF

CBS"

THt

AMERICAN

BROADCASTING
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COLLECT

ait

Summer

long

At sea about where to spend this Summer?
Stay in KMOX-land. You'll find Summertime
here is a perfect season for collecting!
They shell out a lot of money.

People

in KMOX's 73-county territory spent just
as much last Summer

as they did every other

season . . . more than $800,000,000!
And they're bound to spend even more
this year. Because St. Louis, the nation's sixth
industrial city, is working overtime filling
$277,000,000 worth of new defense orders.
Business, too, keeps going full blast all year
round (with 750,000 employed). What's more,
every Summer more than 3,000,000 tourists
roll into Ozark vacation grounds (most
of them in KMOX's primary area) and spend
$200,000,000 during their stay.
They do a lot of listeniny. The Pulse
of St. Louis shows that during the Summer
months KMOX gets an average MondayFriday daytime rating of 7.5 . . .just as high as
the average for other months of the year!
Don't get left high and dry this Summer.
Just use KMOX and collect. For details call . . .

KMOX
50,000 watts
Columbia Oiunedm"The Voice of St. Louis"
Represented by Radio Sales

open

mike

Rate Cut Footnotes
EDITOR:
So radio's on the way out, is it?
The enclosed picture was taken
Thursday, May 3, 1951, at Convention Hall, when Queen for a Day,
a radio show, played to a capacity

is more than I can understand.
Benedict Gimbel Jr.
President
WIP Philadelphia

of 13,00*0.
audience
The show
was here Friday, the
next day, and we again played to
a capacity audience.
The only promotion used to pull
this crowd of 26,000 people in two
days was radio.
We at WIP do not think of reducing our rates — quite the contrary, we raised them in February
of this year. Why AM broadcasters should take a defeatist attitude

EDITOR:
... If radio has lost listeners, so
have newspapers lost readers. It
stands to reason that if radio must
adjust its rates because of TV, then
the newspapers must fall in line,
because their medium has also suffered the loss.
Robert Wasdon
Vice President
WLOW Norfolk, Va.

EDITOR:
Along with current uproar about
network rate cuts I have this comment to make from one independent operator:
(1) Instead of cutting time rates
for network broadcasts, why not
squeeze some of the useless excess
charges out of talent and production, geared to Hollywood or New
York names and usually not worth
the cost? . . .
(2) It seems to me that if the
networks are determined to make a
rate cut stand, that the least that
could be expected is that all sales

3?N

Bought

aw

uTEty?''

then you'll understand why
WIBW
listeners are rich
These folks are our listeners. They say
Our listeners are mostly farmers. They
so themselves! Year after year, WIBW
raise lots of hogs — sell them at prices that
bring millions of extra dollars into Kansas.
continues to rank as the farmer's first listenAnd they get the same high prices for everying choice.* And year after year, WIBW
remains the first choice of advertisers . . .
thing they raise.
Coming right on top of ten years of huge
a choice determined by RESULTS ALONE.
crops and top prices, this makes Kansas
farm families and agricultural communities
one of America's most desirable markets.
* Kansas Radio Audience, 1950

SERVING AND SELLING
"THE MAGIC
CIRCLE"
WIBW • TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
Page 20
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will be made at the adjusted rate
and no more deals, etc. Frankly
I believe if networks and station
would fix a fair rate, and thei
HOLD IT they would make mor |
money in the long run than b;
chiseling or dealing off a high rat
card. After all, it is the amount o
money they take home which pay I
the bills . . .
(3) If a firm stand is not take
by all stations, network or indie:
to cut out the chiseling, the af
tempts by agencies and advertiser
will extend down into local spc
rates (as they already have bee
started), and this problem will fac
every station. . . .
As an industry we have a wea
reputation for integrity of rate:
But those stations with a FAI
RATE and the guts to HOLD TO I
are doing MORE BUSINESS
There is plenty of room for moi
converts to this philosophy.
S. A. Cisler
Vice President, Operation
WKYW Louisville
* * *
EDITOR:
. . . There's no question in m
mind that the announcement c
rate cuts by the national network
is and will continue to create
great deal of instability in th
broadcasting business, but I belicv
the positive point of view that yo
have taken in Broadcasting
Telecasting will serve as a leve
ing effect on all of us in this bus
ness.
And in this connection maybe
little good news once in a while wi
be good for all of us, and so
should like to report that at a
Intermountain board of director
meeting on Thursday, April 2'
1951, the writer made the followin
report: April 1951 compared t
March 1951, gross sales up 6C/,
May 1951 compared to March 195
gross sales up 20%.
First quarter 1951 compared t
first quarter of 1950, gross sak
up 21%.
April 1951 compared to 1951
gross sales up 41%. May 195
compared to May 1950, gross sak
up May
18%. 1951 is, of course, a pre
jected figure, but we have learne
through years of experience th?
we can project monthly in advanc
and come darn close to our pre
jected figure.
Again congratulations on th
most
encouraging •point
of vie1'
that Broadcasting
Telecastik
has taken over the past 60 day:
I am sure that with a continuanc
of that policy advertisers througli
out the country will come to th
realization that AM radio is her
(Continued on page 70)
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• ••"patternmaker"
for
the
industry
spect of television men. Evenly lighted patterns as steady
The test pattern produced by RCA Monoscope Cameras
as Gibraltar. Resolution as fixed as the cut of a diamond.
is the standard by which picture quality has been judged
since the beginning of electronic television ... in TV
Operation as reliable as a ship's chronometer.
stations ... in laboratories ... in TV receiver production.
Type TK-lA pictured here is RCA's newest MonoThese are the standard test-pattern cameras used by
scope Camera— built to the highest standards known.
many TV receiver manufacturers. These are the standard
It can be delivered to you with the familiar monoscope
pattern (shown above) — or with a pattern of your own
"picture micrometers" used by TV stations to make
choice.
precision measurements of video transmissions.
Ask your RCA Television Equipment Sales Engineer
Deliberately designed to excel in all things, RCA
for prices. Mail the coupon for data.
Monoscope Cameras have earned the extraordinary re-

Radio Corporation of America
Television Broadcast Equipment Section
Dept. QB-19, Camden, N. J.
Send me your technical bulletin on the RCA Type TK-lA
Monoscope Camera.
TELEV1SI0N BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
RA DtO CORPORA
TION of A ME RICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. CAMDEN. N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company limited, Montreal

Name
Company or station__
Address

.

City

.

State

it's

easy,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

BMB

PROOF
TOO!

These Hoopers prove KWKH's tremendous popularity in
Shreveport. In the morning, KWKH gets 265% as many
listeners as the next station — actually gets more listeners
than all other stations combined! In the afternoon,
KWKH gets 195% as many listeners as the next station —
barely misses getting as many listeners as all other stations combined!
But KWKH's 50,000-watt signal reaches far more people
outside of Shreveport than inside. KWKH gets a Daytime
BMB Audience of 303,230 families in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties. 227,701 of these families — or

KWKH DAYTIM!
BMB COUNTIES

75.0% — are "average daily listeners" to KWKH.
Write direct or ask The Branham Company for all the facts

Study No. 2
Spring, 19*9

on this powerful, 25-year-old CBS affiliate.

KWKH
. ..
Texas
SHREVEPORT
The Branham Company

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

f

Ar
kansasfP
LOUISIANA

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

E

I
WASHINGTON,

Vol. 40, No. 20

SPIRITED

BIDDING

,'EGOTIATIONS for the sale of
.BC took a complicated turn last
•eek as the giant communications
pipire, International Telephone &
elegraph Co., and the nationwide
leatrical chain, United Paramount
heatres, began spirited bidding
gainst each other and CBS.
At the time this story went to
Tess, Edward J. Noble, chairman
f the board and majority stockolder of ABC, was negotiating
•ith all three. It was impossible to
n-ecast with certainty which of
le three would emerge as the
uyer, but authoritative sources
jit sure that within days Mr.
'oble
close a deal.
As would
one executive
close to the
egotiations put it: "ABC is up
or grabs."
All three prospective buyers, as
f last Friday, were said to be
egotiating on a basis of an exhange of their own stock for
i.BC's,IT&T
a situation
that Paramount
developed
tfter
and United
ntered the bidding.
It was learned that CBS, which
egan negotiating with Mr. Noble
t least a month ago [Closed CirUIT, April 23], had hoped to
cquire ABC by offering a combiation of CBS stock and cash or
ebentures.
Wants Stocks Deal.
It was understood that Mr. Noble
anted a 1009c stock transaction,
ithout cash or debentures. Such a
eal, it was said, not only would
lit him in a better tax position
iian would a sale involving cash,
jut also would provide him with a
I'romising speculative investment,
rlr. Noble's history is that of suc;ssful speculator in securities.
CBS was negotiating for ABC,
ith General Tire & Rubber Co.,
wrier of Don Lee and Yankee net]orks and the biggest stockholder
i MBS, as a third party.
If that deal went through, Genal Tire would fall heir to ABC as
network, and to those ABC projrtities that CBS could not absorb,
wing to FCC limitations on the
umber of stations that can be held
rder common ownership.
General Tire would sell its Don
ee and Yankee interests, thus
epping out of Mutual, and become
le owner of ABC, less three TV
•operties in Chicago, Detroit, and
issibly San Francisco, that CBS
ould pick up, but with the Boston
V outlet now owned by General
ire added to the ABC lineup. CBS
ould take the Chicago and Detroit
ROADCASTING

D. C, MAY

FOR

ABC TV stations, and probably
San Francisco too.
IT&T and United Paramount
Theatres were going it alone in the
negotiations, without third parties.
IT&T owns no broadcasting properties and hence would take over
ABC intact. United Paramount
would also take over the entire
organization, except in Chicago
where it already owns a TV station, WBKB. It would have to sell
off the ABC Chicago TV station.
Competent observers felt that
the prolonging of the negotiations
for the sale of ABC was intended
not only as a means of forcing a
higher price out of the competitive
bidders but also to give Mr. Noble
time to make a careful estimate of
the present and future values of
CBS, IT&T and United Paramount
stock.
It was believed, however, that
he would reach a decision soon. It
was pointed out that the present
negotiations were the first ever to
be admitted by ABC. Although it

14, 1951

ABC
has been authoritatively reported
on numerous other occasions that
Mr. Noble had considered selling
ABC, neither he nor any of. his top
executives would confirm it.
A week ago ABC officially announced that it was negotiating
with CBS [Broadcasting 0 Telecasting, May 7]. It was after that
word was out that IT&T and
ding.
United Paramount entered the bidDropping Unlikely
Observers pointed out that having gone as far as he had in talking with three prospective buyers,
Mr. Noble would find it awkward to
call off the whole deal. It would
be impossible for him to state in
this instance, as he has in others,
that ABC was not for sale.
A failure of the current negotiations would leave the ABC organization in turmoil, it was said.
Morale of the ABC staff would be
disturbed by uncertainty over the
future, and beyond that the attitude of ABC affiliates would be
profoundly influenced.

LENECK
BO
NG
DIOSBON
BUIL
In TT
some quarters, the action was
By JOHN
THE SPECTRE of serious dis- regarded as tantamount to a construction freeze as FCC moved
ruption in new AM-FM broadcast
station construction — and the pros- ahead with its TV allocations plan.
The new regulation apparently
pect of curtailment in future station grants and equipment projects caught the FCC and certain NPA
— loomed sharply over the industry officials by surprise. It was indicated that neither the Commission
horizon last week.
The government issued an nor authorities in NPA's Elecamended order which removed
tronics Products Division, broadradio and TV broadcasting stations
casters' claimant agency, had been
consulted in advance of the anfrom an exemption list dealing with
nouncement.
erection of new facilities.
Under a new regulation, effecFull Impact Unknown
tive last Thursday, permittees who
It
was
emphasized, however, that
have not yet begun construction
broadcasters who already have
are required to obtain authorizacommenced building prior to May
tion from the National Production
3
would be permitted to continue.
Authority. The action embraced
all industrial facilities and public The fate of others, who have been
issued CPs or grants, however,
and private construction projects. still
hung in the balance as FCC
This would involve applying to
the local NPA office which would weighed the import of the order.
The order is expected to have
refer them to the Construction
Controls Division in Washington for far-reaching effects on such equipdecision.
ment as towers, studios, transmitters and related products where
While the new order does not
construction is involved.
per se constitute a flat ban on new
The action also evoked a stew
construction — merely restricts any
building or other equipment proj- of queries from broadcasters, their
ects involving use of steel — authori- attorneys and radio-TV equipment
ties viewed the announcement with companies, many of whom deluged
a mixture of confusion and alarm. the Commission and NPA with re• Telecasting

N

G

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

CBS,

IT&T,

U.

Par a.

Last week several powerful ABC
affiliates voiced indignation over
the fact that no official word concerning the negotiations for the
sale of the network had been passed
to them. Some of them own stock
in ABC, and they bitterly objected
to any consummation of a deal
without their consultation.
Stockholder suits against the
corporation were threatened.
Edward Lamb, president of
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, an
ABC-TV affiliate; WICU (TV)
Erie Pa., affiliated with all four
television networks, and WTOD
and WTRT (FM) Toledo, independents, notified Mr. Noble by
letter that the CBS proposal "to
purchase your stock and possibly
that of others in ABC is giving
great concern to the undersigned
and to other substantial owners
of Mr.
stockLamb
in both
saidcompanies."
that as an ABC
stockholder he was advising Mr.
Noble there were "very serious
(Continued on page 36)

NPA 0K De™"ded
quests for an interpretation of the
controversial regulation.
It was not clear last week what
course of action FCC would chart
in light of the order, which raised
questions involving policy toward
future AM-FM grants, cases in
hearing and possible new yardsticks to guide the Commission in
procedure on future broadcast applications.
It was held possible the FCC
would find itself compelled to adopt
new standards to supplement the
precept of "the public interest,
convenience
and necessity."
Under the NPA
edict, one ground
for consideration of any authorization would be "the type and
quantity of materials on hand, and
needed for the facility, and the
effect on the community at large
if Government
the authorization
were denied."
authorities
made
plain, however, that permits would
be issued on the "merits of individual cases" in each community
and stressed that authorization in
any case would not automatically
entail priorities for materials.
On the basis of the best thinking
(Continued on page 3i )
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MAGAZINE
GOP COVERAGE
'52 Convention Plans Mapped
GROUNDWORK for broadcast coverage of the Republican national
convention next year was to be
laid at a special meeting of the
GOP National Committee in Tulsa
last Friday and Saturday.
Radio and television requirements for use of working booths,
workrooms, studios and accreditations were to be submitted to Republican leaders by Bill Henry,
chairman of the Radio Correspondents Assn. convention committee.
GOP officials convened over the
weekend to select a convention site
and date for 1952, with the choice
resting between Chicago and Philadelphia. At press time a subcommittee had voted unanimously to
recommend the convention be held
in Chicago on July 21.
In any event, coast-to-coast radio
and television coverage of both the
Republican and Democratic national meets is assured, with particular emphasis on TV [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7].
Both cities possess comparable
broadcast facilities.
Meanwhile, the Democratic National Committee announced a se-

ABC Sets 'Journal' DriVej
IN A sponsorship deal with a
unique twist, ABC reported last
week it had
a Ladies'
Journal
spot placed
campaign
on its Home
Mary
Margaret McBride cooperative program, with stations to handle billings and national representatives to
get customary commissions.
The contract originated when the
Curtis Circulation Co., Journal distributor, wanted to proceed immediately with a campaign. Ernest
Lee Jahncke, ABC vice president
in charge of radio, who complete*;
arrangements by telephone and hac
the first commercial on the air or
the next day's program (May 4)
hailed the accomplishment as e
clear demonstration of radio's superiority in speed and flexibility.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix

"I want a case of this Hadacol you're talking about."
of facilities in one city by both parries of national and regional meetties will save an estimated $30,000,
ings will be held in Denver May
it was understood. Site and date
23-25. The committee is expected
will be announced May 25.
to follow the suit of Republican
leaders as to convention site. Use
Mr. Henry reportedly will proceed to Denver where he will submit similar radio-TV plans to
All Salesmen Are Made
Democratic committee officials.
Plans for broadcast coverage of
Part Owners
HOLLINGBERY
speeches by administration leaders
are expected to be completed durALL SALESMEN of George P. Hollingbery Co., station representative
ing the Denver meeting. Ken Fry,
firm, have been made part owners, the company's founder, George P. radio-TV director for the national
Hollingbery, announced last week.
committee, hopes to announce a
In taking this action, he said, the company will incorporate, thus giving
schedule sometime in the next fortevery member of the sales staff a
night. Officials from 24 states will
stake in the business.
attend the Denver session.
Officers of the new corporation,
The question of sponsorship of
under this plan, are Mr. Hollingthe conventions also is expected to
bery, president and active head; F.
arise on both the GOP and DemoEdward Spencer Jr., executive vice
cratic party fronts, though local
president, New York; Fred F.
committees might tackle the probHague, eastern sales manager and
lem in some instances.
vice president, New York; Frank
McCarthy, midwest sales manager
Auto Radio Survey
and vice president, Chicago; Harry
H. Wise Jr., vice president, Los
A SPECIAL Pulse Inc. survey in
Angeles; Knox LaRue, vice presi17 major U. S. markets to find out
dent, San Francisco; R. N. Hunter,
the number of automobiles with
vice president, Atlanta.
radios will be made this month,
The company was founded in 1936
it was announced in New York last
by Mr. Hollingbery. Four of the
week. Growing out of a January
five original employes are still in
1951 Pulse study of the car-radio
the company. In all, 17 salesmen
situation in New York City which
share in the ownership. The firm
was found to have 770,000 radiorepresents 36 AM and 3 TV staequipped cars, or one for every
tions. Headquarters are at 307 N.
3 radio families, the newly-anMichigan Ave., Chicago. New
nounced survey will be made availYork headquarters are at 500 Fifth
able to the industry at no charge
Ave.
Mr. HOLLINGBERY
when completed, Pulse announced.

Mr. Spencer
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Mr. McCarthy

Mr. Hunter

Mr. Wise

Mr. LaRue

RIPLE TO WLAW
Is Named General Manage
WILLIAM A. RIPLE, vice presi
dent and general manager o:
WTRY Troy, N. Y., has resigned t<
become general manager ai
WLAW, the nev
ABC outlet foi
the Boston area
effective June 1
At the same tirm
h e resigned a j
vice president an<
director of t h <
Connecticut
Foundation, Radii
oper
a t o r of WEL
Mr. Riple
New Haven.
WLAW Law
rence is the ABC 50 kw outlet foi
the Boston market, replacing
WCOP Boston.
Mr. Riple, a radio veteran sinci
1932, joined WTRY in 1940, super
vising5 kw
construction
the station'
new
transmitterof building
am
towers. As an officer of WELI, h
supervised the merger of severa
companies as Connecticut Radii
Foundation.
WOAI#s Rate Answer
IN STUD-HORSE type,
WOAI San Antonio 50 kw
NBC outlet, shouts its answer to Assn. of National
Advertisers and networks on
rate cuts. Operator of one
of two TV stations in its
market, WOAI states in full
page ad that since 1942 its
percentage of increase in radio families is 108%, while
increase in its hour rate has
been only 13%. Instead of
cutting rate by 5%, as ANA
recommended, rate might logically increase 84%, it argued. Ad is the first of a
series telling WOAI's story,
and why no decrease is justified, either spot or network.
Campaign, it was thought,
might lead the way in encouraging other stations
which can show by fact and
figures that increases rather
than cuts are indicated, to
join in resistance.
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FUNDS
FORD
SEEK
EDUCATORS
rector of the Ford Foundation, was
stantial Ford Foundation grant for however, whether it intended to
By EDWIN H. JAMES
president
of the U. of Chicago
television
operations.
THE VAST TREASURY of the
apply
for it. as yet the Senate has during the time that Mr. Benton
A Lowell Institute spokesman
Although
?ord Foundation, most richly en- last week said that he had no
was vice president of the U. of
onsweeping
Sen. Benton's
prolowed philanthropy in the U. S. statement to make regarding the not acted
posal
for
a
inquiry
into
was chanmd perhaps the world, may be report of a possible Ford grant. television, it was assumed that Chicagocellor of(1937-45)
the U. of and
Chicago
when
Mr.
Benton
was
assistant
to the
apped for hitherto undreamed-of
Ford Foundation executives, on such an investigation would be of
aims to finance educational telechancellor (1945-46).
this question as well as others per- great help to the Ford Foundation,
vision.
Mr. Hutchins and Mr. Benton
taining to future appropriations,
as well as other philanthropies and
Broadcasting • Telecasting
were classmates at Yale, class of
educational groups contemplating
were understandably unavailable.
1921.
earned last week that James Webb
Ford operates under so strict a excursions into television, in makYoung, senior copy consultant at desire for anonymity that it does
ing up their minds how to jump.
C. Scott Fletcher, president of
r. Walter Thompson Co. and con- not even announce grants after
The Senator, whose personal
the Fund for Adult Education, the
usant to the Ford Foundation,
Ford Foundation organization that
they are made. It leaves the break- interests and business holdings are
ms been making a painstaking
ramified — including the Muzak
has been granting funds to educaing
of
such
news
up
to
the
discre;tudy of TV on which he will base
tion of recipients.
tional radio-TV, is former presiCorp. and the Encyclopedia Brit•ecommendations for grants by the
dent of Encyclopedia Brittanica
Presumably Lowell Institute tanica — can be expected to pursue
foundation.
would use a Ford grant, if such his enthusiastic inquiry into TV,
which is Mr. Benton's propFirst indications that such a were forthcoming, to operate a in the view of authoritative ob- Films, erty.
He is also a former execuservers.
tive
secretary of the Committee
;tudy was underway were given station on channel 2 in Bostonfor
Economic
Development, of
April 13 by Sen. William Benton
Personal Friendship
which under the FCC's proposed
which
Mr.
Benton
was vice chairallocations
is
reserved
for
educa:D-Conn.), former partner in
Indeed, it is said, it is not beyond
man and Mr. Hoffman chairman.
tion. Whether the funds would be
3enton & Bowles, when he introthat Ford Foundation
used both for construction and possibility
Mr. Fletcher was general sales
luced a resolution calling for senainterests in TV will be influenced
torial investigation of educational
operation of a station was not
manager of Studebaker Corp. durthe Senator's views. He has a
ing the period that Mr. Hoffman
known, although it was said in in- by
spV.
close personal relationship with
was president of Studebaker Corp.
formed
quarters
that
Ford
probably
: Sen. Benton, without identifying
the
foundation's
top
executives.
who the parties were, said at that would adopt a policy of making
Chester Davis, associate direcPaul G. Hoffman, president of
tor of the Ford Foundation, former
grants only to assist in operating
ime that "one of America's most
the Ford Foundation, is a director
president
of the Federal Reserve
stations that somebody else's of Encyclopedia Brittanica Inc.,
listinguished advertising leaders"
Bank of St. Louis, was a member
money had built.
was "making a study of television
which
is Senator
property.of of the board of trustees and of the
Mr. Hoffman
alsoBenton's
was chairman
Supported Boston Reservation
"or one of our great philanthropic
research committee of the Commit'oundations."
of trustees of the ComLast week Lowell Institute's Co- the board
tee for Economic Development, of
Last week it was learned that
mittee for Economic Development
operative Broadcasting Council filed
which Mr. Benton was vice chairat the time that Mr. Benton was
g ,,>he advertising leader was Mr. a comment with the FCC applaudman of the board of trustees and
; jnfoung and the foundation was
ing the reservation of Channel 2 in vice chairman.
?ord.
(Continued
on page 102)
Boston. The Council did not say,
Robert Hutchins, associate di: Mr- Young, who has been divid:'ii o|ng
his ranch
time and
between
New
Mexico
Ford his
Foundaion headquarters
in Pasadena,
Now
Up to Senate
]alif., serves not only as a con; ■ ultant to the foundation but also
LICENSE
FEE
REQUEST
: \s a member of the board of diSidney R. Yates (D-Ill.), a member
HALF the battle for supporters of the "fees and charges" proposal before
1 vectors of two corporations that
Congress apparently had been won last week.
of the House Appropriations Comi he foundation has recently estabmittee, who worked closely on the
This is the legislation that would clear the way for government agena "ished — the Fund for the Advancefunds bill.
cies, such as the FCC, to charge for special services rendered [Broad: Orient of Education Inc., which has
casting •Telecasting, May 7].
"Taxpayers," he told the House,
n interim grant of $7,154,000 from
It conforms to what has been vigorously attacked the FCC in "pay every dollar of the charges
-I'ord, and the Fund for Adult Eduthe "license fee" request in asking for the reduction (see story,
ation, which has $3 million of called
and of the costs that go into" hearbroadcast circles.
ings held by the FCC. He said the
^ord money in its pocket.
page
30).
Written into the appropriations
President
Truman had asked for Commission conducts extensive
Previous Grants
bill (HR 3880) for independent of- $6,850,000 for the FCC's fiscal 1952
hearings "first in connection with
fices covering fiscal 1952, which
operation. This figure was pared to a construction permit; secondly on
The Fund for Adult Education
starts this July 1, the section on $6,575,000 by action of the House
the question as to the allocation
as already made grants totalling
fees and charges would permit
of the position of a particular
650,000 for educational TV and
Appropriations Committee. It corbroadcaster in the spectrum of
any
government
agency
to
set
a
r
e
s
p
o
n
d
e
d
t
o
the
current
operating
ladio; $90,000 to the Joint Commegocycles over which the FCC
"charge, fee or price" as may be budget and also reflected a genmittee on Educational Television,
determined feasible.
eral overall 10% reduction applied
o be spent in stimulating eduThe section was passed by voice
to the independent offices funds
ators' interest in TV; $260,000
hasRep.
control."
vote with no objection raised in bill, which covered some dozen
Yates declared, "The com) Iowa State U., owner of WOI-TV
panies pay nothing other than
the
House.
It
now
awaits
approval
other
agencies
as
well.
taxes, and I think it is only fair
unes, Iowa, for experimental TV
Appropriations Comthat in exchange for the franchise
programming; and $300,000 to by the Senate
FCC Fund Slash
mittee, where the funds bill rests.
that the government gives the
Lowell Institute, Boston, for proIf passed by the Senate and
However, after the axe had fallen
uction of five series of educational
broadcasting company and the prosigned into law by the President,
on the House floor, FCC was given
iadio programs, to be produced
tection which the government afpersumably
the
FCC
could
charge
a proposed even $6 million. This
. jy the National Assn. of Educafords to such broadcasting combroadcasters for specified services figure, of course, may be changed
ional Broadcasters.
pany to assure its freedom from
rendered, after interpretation so again by the Senate. Most likely
Indications are that these grants
determined. The government, it the funds bill will be considered at interference in the operation of
its broadcasting facilities in the
re only the beginning.
is understood, would regard the law
joint Senate-House conference, be- particular point of the spectrum
fore final passage.
Lowell Institute's Cooperative
which it occupies, that it should pay
as While
a one-year
hoadcasting Council, whose memthis "test."
section remains unsome of the costs of the hearings.
Direct
reference
to
FCC's
stake
ers include Harvard U., Boston U.,
scathed by an economy-minded
in the license fee measure was
lassachusetts Institute of Tech"It is perfectly proper that the
House, the actual budget for FCC
franchised company make a profit,
pointed up on the House floor durology, Northeastern U., Tufts
operation suffered a deep cut. Leadand there has been much profit
ollege, and the Boston Symphony
ing the floor fight for this slash
debate.ing the lower chamber's heated
"rchestra Assn., was reported in were Democratic Reps. Eugene
making. Such companies should asThis insight into Congressional
nformed quarters last week to Cox of Georgia and John Rankin
sume a greater share of the costs,
thinking was disclosed by Rep.
ave prospects of obtaining a sub- of Mississippi. The Congressmen
because regulation is necessary."
• Telecasting
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among worksagencies,
and stations.advertiers,
Network netand
station salesmen and representacarry them
in their pockets.
show tives
them
to everybody
on any 1
excuse. By contrast, the few
"readership" studies are carefully
hidden, never talked about, never
used by space media in competitive
advertising. Why have we permitthis towe benotthestart
general
Why ted do
now practice';
to beam
the white hot light of publicity on
this fact? Why not demand equal
distribution of comparable studies?
For example, a Continuing Study
of Newspaper
Readership was;
made of a St. Louis newspaper
over five years ago. When I was
managing a radio station in St.
Louis and calling on the local agencies and advertisers there, I did\
not find a single one who had ever,
seen or heard of this newspapei
readership study — yet every onfj
was fully informed on the local
Hoopers and Pulses covering radio
listening! This newspaper, it aphad done
a beautiful
jot1
of hidingpears,its
readership
facts dur
ing all those years, while we radic
salesmen had knocked each othei
silly with our competitive listening
research !

Urges Rgte Action
^siin
CHANCE
BIG
S
B'
BA
By FRANK E. PELLEGRIN
tory's most classic and tragic expede istelevision.
induced byTelevision
radio's hysteria
VICE PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY
over
is no
ample of biting the hand that
H-R REPRESENTATIVES INC.
feeds.
more a competitor to radio per se
WE ARE surrounded by threatened
(5) A few efforts have been
than is any other spare-time activcalamity in the radio industry, and
ity, including bowling or lawn ten- made to measure "readership" of
nis or making love. Television is space media. The Continuing
our trade journals and other inStudy of Newspaper Reading and
formed and re- just as much a competitor to newspaper and magazine reading as it the Starch and Roper magazine
sponsible spokesstudies are examples. But how
men are calling is to radio listening. We know
this, but we seldom talk about it. piltifully few and thin these are,
the present ratecut stampede the ately.
when arrayed against the staggerWe should start to do so immedimost serious
ing phalanx of the Hoopers, Pulses,
crisis to confront
(4) The Research Services which
Nielsens, Conlans, CABs, Videodexes and the rest of the innumerthe industry in 25 radio has so richly supported have
able host of radio-TV researchers!
years. Everybody
done most to create this radio-vs.And what has happened to these
is looking f or television miasma, because every
someone to do radio audience measuremnet hur- newspaper-magazine surveys of
"readership"? How many people
something about
ried to put itself in the television
Mr. Pellegrin
ever see them?
it. The BAB could measurement field also, and from
Radio research studies are disleap to the pinnacles by giving this the very beginning, compared teletributed as widely as possible
problem No. 1 priority.
vision only to radio. This is his(1) I believe the root of the entire problem lies in the fact that
for 25 years radio has outdone it- NETWORK RELIEF URGED
self on research which pin-points
WSAB Votes Aid to 'Disabilitated'
the actual listeners to a given program or commercial, rather than
The resolution follows in full
A RESOLUTION proclaiming for- text:
to measurements of "gross or pomation of an organization to be
tential circulation." Our principal
WHEREAS, the networks of the great
competitors, the newspapers and known as CORN (Cooperative OrAmerican system of broadcasting have
(6) Some
scratch
the - surf
ac<
ganization
for
the
Relief
of
Netjitters,
studies
indicate
that - space
medit
magazines, have done just the opworks) was unanimously adopted
WHEREAS everyone even remotely — newspapers and magazines —
posite. As a result, we are in
with the great American
last Thursday by the board of di- connected
trouble and they are not.
system of broadcasting has experienced have been affected by televisior
of the Washington State
income,
direct evidence of those jitters in their and should be cutting their ratesAdvertisers and agencies long Assn. ofrectorsBroadcasters.
ago refused to accept the staggerWHEREAS mass desertion of brass but the startling fact is that thej
Without alluding directly to the within
have been raising rates steadily .
ing figures of "radio homes" or network rate cards, the resolution
dencenetwork
of jitters, ranks is further evi- and the advertisers and agencie;
"radio sets" — which is our closest
THEREFORE, we of the great altruiscited the "jitters" precipitated bys
parallel to the "circulation" figures
tic Washington State Assn. of Broadof newspapers and magazines. In- the rate actions, and referred derecently
made One
by such
BBDOstudy
in was"
No
keep
buying!
casters do hereby
create the beorginization
which
shall henceforth
known
vember 1950 among its Nationa
stead, they insisted that we prorisively to the networks as "dis- as CORN
(Cooperative
Organization
vide figures on actual listening,
abilitated" persons. Members of for the Relief of Networks). We hereby Panel of Consumer Opinion.
invite all broadcasters and the great
minute by minute. They did not the WSAB board are Fred Chitty,
Reading Habits
American public to join with us in forKVAN Vancouver, president;
correspondingly demand from
It found that in TV homes, onlj
to those "disabilitated"*
persons any warding
contributions
of food, clothing
newspapers and magazines actual Jerry Greehan, KMO Tacoma, secand other materials so that they may
55% of the sample reads any morn
readership figures, page by page.
survive to maintain our great system
retary-treasurer; Don Wike, KUJ
of free democratic broadcasting.
Why not? If a minute-by-minute
Walla Walla, and W. R. Taft,
ing newspaper,
only forwitl3'
minutes
daily asandcompared
count of listeners is fair for radio, KRKO Everett.
♦ Source— WSAB
40
minutes
in
non-TV
homes — :
why is not a page-by-page, columndifference of 7.5%. Are morninj
by-column, inch-by-inch measurement equally fair for newspapers
newspapers cutting their rate
7.5%? Among evening papers
and magazines, and equally imonly 78% of the sample read eve
portant and informative to advertisers?
ning papers in TV homes for ai
average of 43 minutes per day
Gauge to Be Applied
compared with 48 minutes in non
What is the common denominaTV homes, a difference of 10.50
tor of radio and newspapers-magaAre evening papers cutting thei
zines? Ithink it is a minute of
rates by 10.5% ?
listening to radio, and a minute of
By startling contrast, these sam
reading in space media ; stated
homes report 82% listening t
radio every day, for 3 hours, 3
more
vs. an simply,
inch? why isn't it a minute
minutes in non-TV homes and
Therefore, comparable research
hours, 10 minutes in TV home:
should be demanded of all media.
They also report the whoppin
(2) Radio cooperated to its own
bonus of 25% listening to radi
outside the home for 1 hour, 2
downfall by acceding to the listenTRIO of key broadcasting industry leaders were among 1 1 recipients of minutes among non-TV familie
er-research demanded by advertisers, but it did not insist, shout,
honorary degrees presented during an Ithaca College mid-century convocation
and 1 hour, 20 minutes among T\
demand and require that competidedicated to the promotion of "international understanding and world peace." families.
Slated to receive LLD degrees last Saturday from Dr. Leonard Job, college
These are burning statistics
tive media cooperate in like manner. Radio has spent over $37,- president, were (I to r) Justin Miller, NARTB president and general counsel
They could light the fires of he!
800,000 in research services which
and board chairman elect; Mark Woods, vice chairman of the board of ABC;
under space media if buyers an*
and
Michael R. Hanna, general manager of WHCU Ithaca and Rural Radio agencies were impressed wit
limit its "circulation", whereas
(FM) Network. Accompanying the degrees were citations noting Judge them. To fight a raging fores
newspapers and magazines combined have spent only a paltry $6,- Miller as "outstanding jurist, university president and dean, administrator
fire, Rangers frequently star
000,000 to count and certify its and counsellor, executive head of the world's largest communication organi- "back fires." Where in the worl i
zation;" Mr. Woods as "accountant, experienced industrialist and top flight are the Radio Rangers today?
total "circulation", which says not
one thing about inch-by-inch readradio executive;" and Mr. Hanna as "first teacher of radio classes at Ithaca
(7) While we have paid tit
ership.
College, radio station executive, student of the thinking people in other lands, mendous
sums to radio researc
national
consultant
in
radio
communication,
vigorous
friend
and
supporter
Isn't radio to blame for thus percompanies who limit our audience J
mitting its competitors to get away
of Ithaca College." Among other degree-recipients during the two-day con- — who do not count total radi(
with murder for the past 25 years?
vocation on many arts was George V. Denny, founder and moderator of
(Continued on page 38)
(3) The present rate-cut stamAmerica's Town Meeting of the Air.
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ATES
LICRATER
AF
ByFI
RUFUS
THE incendiary radio rate question, overshadowed momentarily in
: network minds by CBS' bid for
ABC (story page 23), moves toward
! the showdown area this week when
the specially constituted Affiliates
Committee meets in New York to
chart its own future.
Technically, the first question to
be settled by the Committee when
1 it convenes Tuesday morning is
whether to disband or to organize
for a continuing campaign to sell
radio and bolster its rate structures
in the face of cuts already announced by CBS and NBC and imminently expected from ABC and
Mutual.
This technicality appeared to industry leaders to have been answered already by the fact that
, before the end of last week 165
„ stations had contributed an estimated $10,500 to the committee's
war chest for a permanent organization. Returns were still coming.
'[ The committee leadership's
thinking on the subject was re,i fleeted in their scheduling the meeting to last two days. It will be held
~ direction
at BAB of
headquarters
the
Committee under
Chairman
Paul W. (Fritz) Morency, WTIC
1 £ Hartford.

"»
c—
OWDOWN
SH
ordered
into effect with respect to ropolitan District registered a 9.5 %
increase in revenue in 1950 over
time periods after 1 p.m. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7, 1949. This is greater than any of
April 16]. Mutual, equally silent the other 10 leading metropolitan
on the subject, also is expected to districts, whose average raise was
follow suit.
only 4.4 according to SCBA.
CBS affiliate in Little Rock, Ark.,
Los Angeles area radio stations,
both network affiliates and leading KLRA, last week announced a longindependents, are maintaining their contemplated rate increase despite
network reductions. The average
rate structures despite reductions
announced by CBS and NBC, ac- increase was 15% for Class A time
with one-time, one-hour rates
cording to a survey made by Southraised from $75 to $85 according
ern California Broadcasters Assn.
KNX Hollywood, owned and op- to W. V. Hutt, manager. The increase will become effective May
erated by CBS and KFI Los Angeles, affiliate of NBC, are not 15, six weeks ahead of the CBS
network reduction.
lowering rates on local and national
"Our advertisers are receiving
spot contracts, it was said.
more benefit from advertising on
Radio Delivers More
KLRA than they ever have before,"
Radio advertising today delivers
Mr. Hutt said. "Increased listening has reflected itself in increased
more circulation in Southern Calsales.
Virtually every local client
ifornia at less cost than ever before, it was point out by Robert J. we have contacted thus far agrees
McAndrews, managing director of that a rate increase is entirely
justified. I believe that we and our
SCBA. Los Angeles County alone
has had an increase of 27% in clients are the best judges of the
radio homes since 1946, with no worth of KLRA advertising."
general increase in station rates,
The uncertainty of the entire
he revealed.
rate question, authorities noted, has
been reflected in a marked lack of
"Sales of extra sets have brought
the current total to 3,625,000 sets activity in network timebuying in
in the county, located in 1,394,557
particular.
Both CBS and NBC, it was rehomes, 184,250 business establishported, have yet to make their first
ments
and
1,241,595
automobiles,"
he said.
new sales on their new rates, which
are slated to go into effect July 1.
Mr. McAndrews pointed out that
The special Affiliates Committee,
the average radio listening per
set up a spontaneous meeting held
home per day, while down slightly
from previous years, is still over
during the NARTB's mid-April
four hours. Total radio listening
convention in protest against Coin Los Angeles County each day,
lumbia's just-announced rate reducin view of heavy population growth,
tion, is expected to incorporate
if it decides to organize for a
*is 397c above 1946.
FCC reports show that the 27 continuing campaign.
That decision is being formed
radio stations in Los Angeles Met-

f °"

»

ee o-*M

by affiliates of all four networks,
who were asked to submit checks
if they wanted the committee to
(Continued on page 105)
MEDIA TEST
ARBI Offers Three Plans
THREE different plans designed
to show radio's effectiveness as
compared with other media have
been submitted to the Affiliates
Committee by Joseph B. Ward,
managing director of Advertising
Research Bureau Inc. (see rate
story above).
Mr. Ward proposes to collect
sales data at point-of-sale, working with national advertisers.
ARBI has been conducting a series
of studies on media effectiveness
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 7, Feb. 26].
Three alternative plans, as submitted by Mr. Ward, propose :
1 — National study of individual
product on scale projectible nationally, with advertiser selecting product and number of markets. Cost depends on number of markets. Advertiser probably would supply premium.
Assurance should be obtained from
ANA that study would be considered
conclusive for purpose.
2 — Series of smaller individual
studies. For example, sales of Tide
could be checked in several markets
at same time Ipana was checked in
others. Combined data would supply reaction on media effectiveness.
Each study of one product would cost
about $5,000.
3 — Combination study of minimum
of three allied products, such as drug
or grocery items; sales to be checked
in any number of markets; cost per
market about $2,000.

S LABC, MBS' Rates While the 13-man committee
awaited its session — which, barring
an upset in the trend of affiliates'
i reaction, will include the drafting
a i of proposed courses of action — the
anticipated ABC and Mutual network radio rate reductions had not
--materialized by Friday. There was
: no indication, however, that the
: plans for them had been anything
a J more than delayed.
The delay to some extent was
: believed to result from the negotiations looking toward acquisition of
Down 2A%
SALES Network Gross
ABC by Columbia and other in- MARCH
TIME
terests, which not only would give GROSS time sales of the four na$1,634,194, at gross rates before
work time expenditures of secondtionwide radio networks totaled
discounts, for network time, more
place General Foods Corp. Table
» ^networks their biggest upheaval
(Continued
on page 97)
than twice the $800,269 gross netbut did give network people a topic $16,440,387 in March 1951 and
$48,132,847 during the first quarter
for speculation of comparable magTABLE II
of this year, according to figures
nitude throughout last week,
LEADING
NETWORK
ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR MARCH 1951
compiled
by
Publishers
Information
'i ABC
executives nevertheless
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
41,858
were known to be formulating their Bureau and released last week to Agriculture & Farming
Frank
H. Lee Co.
Apparel, Footwear
& Access.
rate position, with further meet- Broadcasting • Telecasting. Both
Automotive,
Automotive
Access.
&
Equip.
Electric
Auto-Lite
Co.
Aviation, Aviation Access. & Equip.
56,192
ings Thursday and Friday. The the March and the quarter gross
Pabst Brewing Co.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
95,745
Johns-Manvi lie Corp.
21 network's general views were dis- represent a loss of 2.4% from the
107,361
Bldg. Material, Equip. & Fixtures
136,922
William Wrigley Jr. Co.
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
closed to members of the ABC Sta- figures for the month and threeConsumer Services
U. Recruiting
S. Government
(Army & Air Force
month
periods
of
a
year
ago.
Serv.)
-. Jtions Planning & Advisory Com166,555
Sterling Drug Inc.
P&G Tops
Drugs
& Remedies
imittee by telephone. In these con188,006
674,822
Entertainment
& Amusements
versations ABC officials found no
General Foods Corp.
Food & Food Products
774,869
Procter & Gamble Co. maintained
Standard Oil of Indiana
133,499
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
; disposition among the SPAC memHorticulture
Ferry-Morse
Seed
Co.
Philco Corp.
among network adHousehold
Equip.
&
Supplies
1 jbers to attend a special meeting on its leadership
vertisers easily in March, spending
136,562
Household Furnishings
Armstrong Cork Co.
30,105
; the subject, presumably on the
44,541
107,040
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel Corp.
theory that they would fare no
Prudential Life Insurance Co.
Insurance
TABLE I
Longines-Wittnauer
Watch Co.
Jewelry,
OpticalStat.Goods
& Cameras
: better than did the Affiliates' Com118,522
100,792
Office Equip.,
& Writing
Supp.
Hall
Brothers
Ten Network Advertisers in March 1951
Political
j jmittees of CBS and NBC in at- Top
1.
Procter
&
Gamble
Co
$1,634,194
Publishing & Media
tempting to dissuade those netFirst Church of Christ Scientist
88,458
2. General Foods Corp
800,269
works from reducing rates.
RCA(Christian Science Monitor)
Radio, TV Sets, Phonographs, etc.
3. Sterling Drug Inc
716,029
8,176
4. General Mills
659,219
138,819
Airways Inc.
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
ABC, which officially has said
5. Miles Labs
570,630
Smoking Materials
Liggett && Myers
Tobacco Co.
525,619
6. Lever Brothers Co
565,938
only that it will "meet the competiProcter
Gamble
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
2,096
7. American Home Products .... 550,257
Sporting Goods
Toys
tion," is expected at least to match
433,713
1,045,911
Procter & Gamble
Toiletries
& Toilet& Goods
8. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. .. 525,619
Assn.
of
American
Railroads
- bhe approximately
10-15%
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
9. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. ... 514,268
67,660
tions which both CBS
and reducNBC
American Federation of Labor
10. Campbell Soup Co
486,550 Miscellaneous
101,527
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The modern plant of Aubrey
& Co. Feed Mills, sponsor of
Market Digest on WHAS
Louisville.
Utoadcaltim

One of a Series

To

Harvest

RADIO,er as essential to the
farm
as any piece of equipment he owns, is being used
with conspicuous success to sell
everything from tractors to ideas
in the agricultural areas of the
country.
Take these three examples:
% The Howard County Farm
Bureau Co-op Inc., sponsor of two
six-a-week, 15-minute programs on
WIOU Kokomo, Ind.
£ Aubrey & Co. Feed Mills,
sponsor of the five-a-week, 10minute Market Digest on WHAS
Louisville.
% Aluminum Co. of America,
Alcoa, Tenn., sponsor of the Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 15minute Voice From the Farm on
WNOX Knoxville.
The Howard County Co-op is
owned and controlled by farmers
and sells farm supplies, feed and
implements. Its sales records,
since it began using WIOU Feb.
1, 1950, are among the more spectacular radio stories in recent
years.
In the nine months after it
began sponsoring its WIOU
show, Indiana Farm Journal of
the Air, 6:30-6:45 a.m., MondaySaturday, the co-op's gross sales
jumped more than $250,000 over
sales for the corresponding period
of the year before. Its radio expenditures were less than 1%% of
the sales increase.
After its sales boost in the first
nine months of its radio campaign,

Best

Farm

Tool

the co-op added another WIOU
program, IOU Farm Service,
12:15-12:30 p.m. Monday-Saturday. Both programs are conducted
by Dix Harper, WIOU farm service director.
Since Oct. 31, 1950, when the
second program was added, the
Howard County Co-op's sales have
been running 34% bigger than for
corresponding
months a year before.
Some items of merchandise that
were moved by the radio advertising for the co-op included :
Implement sales in Howard
county went up 155 % in 1950 over
1949. Some 1.2 million gallons of
fuel
1949. were sold — a 29% gain over
Uses One-Week Drive
For Spring Orders
In a one-week campaign last December the Co-op's radio commercials urged farmers to place orders
for spring supplies of fertilizer.
The state co-op had set the Howard
county quota at 700 tons, based on
previous years' buying and an exA Voice From the Farm program
is prepared for airing as Cliff
Allen, WNOX news and farm editor, interviews agricultural authorities. L to r: Donald Walton,
manager, Beverly Hills Sanitarium
Farm; V. D. Parsons, U. of Tennessee dairy specialist; Mr. Allen;
Shirley Spence, owner, Lashbrook
Farms; H. P. Wood, WNOX agricultural consultant, and A. D.
Cross, manager,
Lashbrook ^
Farms.
Wf
Getting a local tie-in on farm news
stories, Dix Harper (I), WIOU
farm service director, discusses the
situation with a Howard County
farmer, Edwin Matlock. Notice
^
the radio on Mr. Matlock's
' j
tractor!

Is

Dollars

Radio

pected increase in demand.
But as a result of the radio
campaign, the Howard County Coop booked orders for 1,803 tons in
four days and had to stop taking
orders because the entire fertilizer
supply available for the next two
and a half months had been sold.
The Co-op Hatchery sold 200,000 baby chicks during 1950 and
by .January 1, 1951, had booked
orders for 62,500 chicks for spring
delivery. That was 4,500 more
than their quota and the first time
the hatchery had reached its quota
since it started operation in 1939.
The WIOU farm department
prepares and airs more than two
hours of farm program material
daily and its success is attested by
having received National Safety
Council awards for distinguished
service to safety on the farm in
1948 and the Public Interest
Award for Exceptional service to
safety on the farm in 1948 and
1949. The Indiana Farm Journal of the Air received the first
award in agricultural broadcasting at the Fourteenth American
Exhibition of Educational Radio
Programs at Ohio State U. in
May, 1950.

The early morning prograr
sponsored by the Howard Count,
Co-op local
regularly
mai-ke
news,
farm features
news, recorde
interviews with farmers or count;
agents and recorded music. Th
lunchtime
("dinnertime"
in th
farm belt) show
includes a weathe
summary, full market reports an
notices of meetings of interest t
farmers.
Mr. Harper,
service
director the
who station's
conducts farr;
bot
programs, is 28, was raised on
farm and is a graduate of low
State College, where he majored i:
agricultural education.
Aubrey Buys First
On WHAS in 1948
Aubrey & Co. Feed Mills, o
Louisville, which distributes fee
for livestock and poultry from In
diana south to Miami, east to ViiJ
ginia and west to the Mississipp:
was a solidly established entei
prise before it bought its prograr
on WHAS in December, 1948.
But radio gave it a startlin
sales boost. Since Aubrey bega:
using the 6:35-6:45 a.m. Marke1
Digest, conducted by Frank Cooleji
WHAS farm program director, it
gross sales have soared 225%.
In the same period, the compan
added 200 dealers, a 25% increas
(Continued on page 93)

Sarnoff,
CENSORSHIP
i AMERICAN LIBERTY stands
upon three giant pillars of the
spoken word, the printed word and
J 'ipictures, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff ,
chairman of RCA, said in a statement to a "trends in censorship"
meeting sponsored by the National
Council of Freedom from Censorship of the American Civil Liberties
Union in New York last Wednesday night.
"Since the advent of radio
broadcasting," he continued, "a
new pillar has been erected, 'freejdom to listen'. In this age of
television, another new pillar has
been established — 'freedom to
look.' The structure of American
liberty is supported by these giant
pillars of public information — the
I spoken word, the printed word, and
* pictures.
! "Wherever people are kept uninformed or misinformed," Gen.
Sarnoff's statement went on, "they
live in the dark and are denied the
attributes of freedom which require
light to grow as a plant requires
'sunshine. Freedom is the sunlight
ft-hich gives strength to the press,
j;o speech and to radio and television in America."
In another statement to the meeting, CBS President Frank Stanton
said that "to speak one's own
:houghts, free from governmental
reprisal, is a fundamental right of
i free people. The preservation of
fchis right requires its responsible
jxercise . . . and it can be jeopardized by misue or abuse against
;he public interest, particularly in
;imes of emergency or crisis."
FCC's Viewpoint
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, in
a i lis statement, said that "the trej nendous mechanism of radio broadcasting, consisting now of 3,000
I aural stations and 100 television
stations, will not realize its poten;ial as a real instrument of democracy unless we are zealous in assuring that all sides of controverial issues are fully and fairly repesented.

Coy

Speak

TRENDS
ship excepting where duly constituted authority exercises it for
purposes of national security where
lives of Americans would be endangered by the publication of
certain types of information. This
latter concession would seem to
apply principally in cases of armed
strife, in which the United States
or its military allies are involved;
and it would be our general view
that even such cases should be
limited in time to the critical period only."
Reel's Belief
AFRA National Executive Secretary A. Frank Reel expressed the
belief that "any people, anywhere
in the world, can be trusted to act
intelligently if they are aware of
the facts. I have come to the conclusion that the greatest single
obstacle to world peace today is
the existence of the Communists'
'Iron Curtain'. It seems obvious
that
cannotby fight
the enemy's
iron we
curtain
establishing
one
ourselves. Full freedom of expres-

sion, therefore, is as vital today
as it was in 1776. It is the most
important of those basic first principles that must be preserved."
H. V. Kaltenborn, veteran commentator who recently celebrated
his thirtieth year in radio with
publication of his recollections,
said he believed that very little
censorship existed in radio today.
Mentioning the G. A. Richards
case, Mr. Kaltenborn expressed the
opinion that Mr. Richards has been
rightly accused and said he was
glad that FCC had prosecuted the
matter.
Elmer Rice, playwright, struck
out at all minority groups seeking
to restrict free expression, reminding his audience that all its members were of minorities and urging
their toleration as one of the prices
of enjoying freedom. Red Channels, a listing of radio-TV performers allegedly having pro-communist or communist affiliations,
Mr. Rice said, had deprived hundreds of performers of employment
Files Further

BROWN

ATTACK

Network

Charges With House
GORDON P. BROWN, owner of WSAY Rochester, N. Y., has fired another
broadside against alleged coercive and anti-trust practices of the major
networks.
The broadcaster, outspoken foe of networks, last week submitted a
further statement to the House *
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
answer to McFarland Bill testiCommittee. In it he supplements
mony of Joseph Ream, CBS execuhis previous testimony before the
tive vice president [Broadcasting
Committee on the McFarland Bill • Telecasting, April 30].
(S. 658) casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleQuoting Mr. Ream as saying that
April 9].
the
networks are "merely sales
Committee has indicated it will agencies,"
the Rochester broadaccept the addenda.
caster pointed to CBS's acquisition
of
Hytron
Radio & Electronics
Mr. Brown's four-point suppleCorp.
and
subsidiaries
as well as
ment based on "four situations"
that have arisen within the past a recording company, transcription
firm and other industries.
month, leads off with the charge
that the recent CBS rate cut is
NBC, he said, owns "every type
of corporation imaginable . . .
an attempt to "control" rates
even to the ownership of the
charged by all stations.
"The radio networks are about
Broadway hit play, "Call Me
to exercise complete control of the
; i "The Commission," the chairman
point of Mr. Brown was
'■ontinued, "considers this as a radio industry to the extent of its to Third
support his original claim that
nost important point in deciding
Madam."
possible ruination," he said.
the independent station had a right
ipplications for renewal of license
Cites NBC
to seek rebroadcast of material
>f broadcast stations. In reaching
from the sponsor and not the key
;uch a decision the Commission is
Mr. Brown referred to "the NBC
station of a network. He contra?uided by the station's overall op- attempt to control these affiliates
:ration during the period of its rates" of last winter. He added
dicted Mr. Ream's testimony which
icense . . . Best wishes to the that it "failed" because affiliates
cited, as one problem, the diffiAmerican Civil Liberties Union in were able to "muster some resistculties with the musicians' union.
Mr. Brown maintained that if there
ts fight to preserve our precious
"CBS, no doubt, feels that they was such a difficulty, it would be
iberty of freedom of speech."
ance."
a violation of the penal provisions
A hope that "all barriers will have a right to control the rates of of the Communnications Act en>e torn away and that there eventuall independent affiliations," he
said. This, he contended, was based
titled "Coercive Practices."
ally will be truly mass communiFourth and final point dealt with
ation among free men every- on a "serious misinterpretation" of
vhere" was expressed in a state- the FCC's authority in the anti- Mr. Brown's charges that networks
sought to coerce and influence
nent of Joseph H. McConnell, NBC
trust proceedings of Mr. Brown's
resident.
corporation against MBS, NBC and agencies and advertisers to disCBS. He disputed this right and
criminate against stations seeking
ABC Vice President Robert Sauquoted a portion of the Solicitor to rebroadcast their radio shows
!iek said
that
"freedom
of
expression is the foundation stone of this General's memorandum on this for the second time in the same
case in September 1948.
Network in the field of controversial
area. Allegation had been branded
issues. We do not believe in censorMr. Brown's second point was
by Mr. Ream as "fairy tale."
|,iRO ADC ASTING
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without their having had a chance
to defend themselves.
The meeting, which was attended
and supported by leading figures in
radio, television, the theatre, films,
publishing, art and industry,
heard discussions of censorship
threats in each of the fields represented.
WFDR New York made a tape
recording of the meeting and
scheduled night.
it for broadcasting the
following

FCC POSTS
Division Selections Pend
SELECTION of top personnel to
serve under FCC Broadcast Bureau
Chief Curtis Plummer was still
pending last weekend. The newlyappointed head under the completed reorganization of the Commission alongcastingfunctional
lines [Broad• Telecasting,
May 9],
was away from his office all last
week on a trip to Colorado.
It's expected that he will make
the recommendations for placements shortly, with an eye to effective starting date of June 4 for
Bureau operations.
Post of deputy director as well
as heads of the divisions under the
Bureau will probably call for GS 15
government ratings which provide
for a minimum base of $10,000 per
year. Bureau Chief is understood
to be one grade higher.
Divisions are Aural Facilities,
Television Facilities, Renewal and
Transfer, Hearing, and Rules and
Standards.
Speculation last week again centered on the possibility of Harry
Plotkin, assistant general counsel
in charge of the broadcast operations, moving into the post of deputy director of the Bureau. Slight,
if any, increase in salary would be
effected in view of Mr. Plotkin's
long service in his present grade.
Questioned shortly after the announced reorganization as to the
possibility of his becoming a special
assistant to Chairman Wayne Coy,
Mr. Plotkin refused to comment.
Likewise,
office
would
make the
no Chairman's
statement.
FM

SETS

SOUGHT

Heavy Demand in N. C.
PLEA for more FM-AM table
radios to meet a demand in North
Carolina was made to General
Electric Co. last week by Josh
Home, president of WCEC-WFMA
(FM) Rocky Mount, N. C.
In a letter to Ernest H. Vogel,
manager of marketing, General
Electric Co., Mr. Home said 700
of a consignment of 1,000 FM-AM
sets received April 15 had been
sold. He said the remaining 300
could be sold promptly.
The letter voiced concern over
fear that GE would not produce
any more FM-AM sets until midsummer, and noted that the demand should go up because of
severe static and interference during the warm months.
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KOso-'
'P
AMMUNITION
for a IN
proposed,
FCC
called "pinko" probe of the FCC
was being organized last week by
at least one faction in Congress.
It was apparent that this Congressional group, led by Rep. Bernard W. (Pat) Kearney (R-N. Y.),
is attempting to declare open season on Capitol Hill for hunting
alleged "pink" elements in the FCC.
Rep. Kearney, onwho has introduced a resoluti
in the House
(H Res 214) to set up a select
committee to investigate the organization, personnel and activities
of the FCC [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7], may receive
strong support in the House Rules
Committee from Rep. Eugene Cox
(D-Ga.).
It was Rep. Cox and Mississippi
Democrat John Rankin who steamrol ered acut in FCC funds in the
House May 4 (see editorial, page
56, appropriations story page 25).
Both Congressmen bitterly denounced the Commission. Rep. Cox
charged FCC with being a "dangerRankin asserted
agency." beRep.
fundsousshould
withheld from FCC
until it "cleans house."
Whether these scorching attacks
on the FCC will dovetail into Rep.
Kearney's proposal was moot. Rep.
Cox told Broadcasting • Telecasting that he has not yet taken
position on the Kearney Resoalution.
Rep. Cox, who fathered a probe
of FCC during 1943-44, said the
Kearney resolution would have to
be considered as a request for "an
entirely new investigation in an
entirely new atmosphere."
It was learned that Rep. Harris
Ellsworth (R-Ore.), part-interest
holder in KRNR Roseburg, Ore.,
has questioned Rep. Kearney about
his proposal.
While Rep. Kearney has been
holding back on making an "official" and detailed statement on the
purpose of his probe, enough information has been made known
to form a general outline of what
the Congressman would hope to
accomplish.
Interested in Personnel
Primarily, he is interested in FCC
personnel. It is understood that
Rep. Kearney believes he has information which indicates alleged
"leftish and pinkish" tendencies
both in "ideas and thinking" within the Commission.
He thinks that such an important
agency in the government should
be screened carefully. Rep. Kearney
wants "heart-to-heart"
apparently
talks
with members of the Comsonnel. mission and the FCC's key perIt is further known that the New
Yorker wishes to know more about
the granting of licenses to certain
stations. In particular cases, he
is of the opinion that "undue influence" was extended within the
FCC. He is known to have "correspondence" in his possession
Page 30 • May 14, 1951

y Leqds Faction
Kearne
E situation.
PR
case — that of Metropolitan Broaddealing
withOB
the general
Other factors have been pointed
casting Corp. which had operated
WQQW Washington (now WGMS
out. Rep. Kearney is second rankWashington) was dusted off by
ing GOP member of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee.
Rep. Cox. The corporation has since
been reorganized and the stock has
Congress is of an investigative
changed hands.
mood. An inquiry into FCC personnel and activities, with a search
Charging has
thatfortheyears
FCC's
"legal
department
controlled
for alleged communist sympathizers, would possibly fit into the po- the Commission," Rep. Cox accused
litical pattern. It could well cast
the FCC of "rather than operate
overtones in anticipation of the na- in an endeavor to develop broadtional elections in 1952.
casting, has sought to dominate, to
control, and to ter rorize the comRep. Cox set off the one-day antiFCC crusade, which succeeded in its
munication operators everywhere."
Cox Attacks Coy
purpose of lopping off substantial
funds for fiscal 1952, by saying the
Directing his fire at Chairman
agency "because of its mischievous
Wayne
Coy, Rep. Cox alleged FCC
behavior [has been] one of the
as
being
by The
most dangerous." He called the Washington "dominated"
Post. In support of this
Commission "an aggregation which
the Georgian talked of
with few exceptions has been for allegation,
the past 15 or 16 years made up of Chairman Coy when he was vice
president in charge of the Post's
pinks and reds and it has been operradio operations (WINX). He asated in a manner comparable with
serted that after Mr. Coy became
what would be expected of hired
chairman,, "in 1948 . . . Eugene
Meyer and The Washington Post
agents
of Moscow."
Alluding
to the ill-celebrated
were
permitted" to purchase maAmerasia case, the Congressman
jority stock in WTOP-AM-FM-TV
declared "there must have existed
from
CBS.
in the Communications Commission
a Communist cell in order for
Rep. Cox stated flatly: "As a
Amerasia to have obtained the matter of fact, of all the agencies
of
the government, this is the one
highly secret documents it got from
about which Congress should busy
itself in the interest of purging
that
An source."
almost equally antiquated
In Case of Attack;
BAB's Rate Role
RADIO
FIRST
NEW JERSEY broadcasters faced two critical problems at their spring
meeting last Thursday — the radio rate crisis and the role they will take
in case of enemy attack.
Meeting at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City, the state's station
operators were told they will be
Air Command, for pioneering in de"the first means of direct communivelopment of the New Jersey netcation with the public." The statework. Mr. Howe is president of
ment was made by Thomas S. DigWCTC New Brunswick.
nan,Civil
New Defense.
Jersey's Deputy Director
of
Carl Mark, WTTM Trenton,
As to the rate problem, William
presided at the two-day meeting as
B. Ryan, president of Broadcast
association president. The association was authorized to work
Advertising Bureau, outlined BAB's
plans to meet the situation head-on, for passage of a state bill giving
calling for station support as the radio equal privileges with the
press in immunity for news
industry's sales promotion agency
takes the lead in meeting on- sources.
slaughts from buyers of time and
Closer cooperation among radio
competing media.
stations to aggressively sell the
medium was urged by Mr. Ryan.
Mr. Dignan said: "If the bombs
fall it is going to be your defense
He told the broadcasters that radio
network we will use to tell the should be sold on the basis of its
public the who, what, when, where
total values, and that it should offer
and why. People are going to want
documented proof of cumulative
to know if water is safe to drink,
audiences, well designed merchanif there will be transportation
dising and others sales research
available, what roads to use, if and promotion tools to realize its
there is still danger. These first full sales potential.
important questions are going to
Pointing out that there are today
be answered by civil defense of- more hours of radio listening than
ficials over the Defense Radio Network. In disaster areas where it in 1946-47, according to Neilsen,
Mr. Ryan excoriated destructive
will be life and death, we can't
sales tactics such as P.I. deals,
wait for
to roll. Radio
We'll
unmitigated rate cutting and other
have
to the
havepresses
the Defense
unconstructive tactics.
Fred Weber, WFPG Atlantic
Network."
City, acting civil defense director
of the association, discussed broadcast operations during and after
enemy air raids. Mr. Dignan presented a citation of merit to Maj.
James L. Howe, U. S. Continental

With respect to rates Mr. Ryan
explained that the advertiser will
stand by until he is sure that the
rates are at the lowest point. Responsible broadcasters can and
should get together locally to plan
and promote, he said.

NEW YORK timebuyers were guest;
or a buffet luncheon hosted by WRVA
Richmond, Va., in the WRVA the
atre
the station's
All
Cookswhere
originates
everyCalling
Saturday
morning. In the foreground are
(I to r) Fred Cusick, Dancer-Fitz
gerald-Sample; Gertrude Scanlan
BBDO, and Henry Untermeyer, CBS
radio sales. Jack Stone, WRVA pro
motion manager, is at upper left.
and set up in its stead a new agency that will be imbued with the love

of its own country."
From Rep. Rankin came the observation that Rep. Cox's state
ment "shows that this outfit is
literally honey-combed with Communist or fellow totravelers."
In reference
his committe;
probe of FCC in the early forties
Rep. Cox asserted that the "Whit<
House, then presided over by Pres
ident Roosevelt, intervened" an< I
"impounded"
files of the FCC, th. I
armed forces, as well as of thil
Budget Bureau. ". . . Insofar a I
said.
I know there they still are," hi I
Chairman Albert Thomas (D
Tex.) of the House Appropriation
Subcommittee on Independent Of
fices,
swung
to FCC's
was his
committee
thatdefense.
had comI
mended the job FCC has accom
plished in its functional reorgani
zation
• Telecast
ing, May[Broadcasting
7].
Rankin 'Has Forgotten'
Confronting Rep. Rankin, th
Texan said Rep. Rankin "has foi I
gotten what the FCC does. I kno\ I
the gentleman would not want 1 1
cut out the regulatory powers o|
that agency which holds down ou I
long-distance and telephone rate!
On personnel, Rep. Thomas sai I
he could not agree with the argi I
ments presented.
Referring t^j
Comr.
Robert
F. Jones, Rej
Thomas said: "He is no more
Communist than this table is. H
is a loyal American, and the sam
applies to Wayne Coy, the abl
Chairman, and to other members c
the Commission." Later in debat
he named Comrs. George Sterlin 1
and Paul Walker as members c
the Commission whom he consk
ered had equal "character and i;
He reminded his colleagues thf
FCC
has
a "tremendous
tegrity."
cited
various
cuts in load"
personman
voted by the Congress in recei
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Hooper
RATE

CONFUSION

Sets Revision

Urged by Michaels
I.EVISION of Hooperating figures covering TV listening to remove concision arising from comparisons with radio reports was announced last
Ireek by C. E. Hooper, head of the research firm bearing his name.
|! Mr. Hooper's action was disclosed in a letter to Bill Michaels, station
i anager of KABC San Antonio. *
tjlr. Michaels had contended that
"rating" indicated a specific percentidio was prejudiced because audage of overall population listening to
ijnce ratings for radio show per- a given radio program within a defijntage of all homes, whereas
nite geographic area, subject to some
Cooperating TV figures are based
very minor adjustments to project
i.erely on percentage of TV homes.
over both telephone and non-telephone
The issue arose when Mr. Michhomes. To the best of my knowledge
pis informed Mr. Hooper he felt all calls were counted, and if a home
lie confusion worked "to the defindidn't happen to have a radio the call
e disadvantage of AM and ad- was
not discarded — merely regarded
TV."
of
as a non-listener. In my opinion this
,antage
Explaining his position, Mr.
is the proper and simplest way to
Jichaels wrote:
handle it, since the number of nonradio homes was insignificant.
ijEver since I can remember, until
tiV entered the picture, a Hooper
Well and good, until TV entered
the survey picture. Then, because
the number of TV homes was very
minor as compared to AM homes, and
because it was relatively easy a couple of years ago to keep track of the
IADI0-TV STUDY
TV homes, we started a new method
House Group Interested
of calculating "TV Ratings." These
-PECULATION that the House
"ratings" were based not on overall
random calls, but on calls to TV
ommittee on Un-American Activies may turn a probing eye to the homes only. So that if TV homes
made up only 5% of the total homes,
idio and
television industry
and half of that 5% were viewing a
>metime before Congress adjourns
given program we came up with a
as held out last week.
TV rating of not 2.5 as the same
There apparently
was some
intiment for at least a minor instigation of possible Communist
imltration in the broadcasting
eld, although one committee memer declined to be quoted by name
RING
PLAN
nd others were unreachable.
J The possibility of hearings in- PRESIDENT Truman's "Campaign
Dlving radio and television per- of Truth" — envisioning a worldwide
malities was advanced as the network ring of radio stations and
ommittee prepared to resume ses- ship-borne transmitters designed to
ons on its Hollywood entertainpierce Iron Curtain countries — was
ment probe tomorrow (Tuesday).
temporarily deprived of supplemental funds on Capitol Hill last
was understood, however, that
fyie radio-TV phase would not be week.
ursued exclusively until compleThe Senate elected to by-pass
on of the present hearings.
floor debate on fresh Voice of
Lending weight to a possible
America expenditures, thus susroadcasting probe was the distaining the recommendations of the
osure last week that at least one
Senate Appropriations Committee
adio writer and one TV producer
and, earlier, the House. But State
heady have been subpenaed from
Dept. officials were to have reie industry. Their identities were
submitted testimony in support of
ot revealed.
additional monies for new transmitter facilities during hearings on
j Chairman John Wood (D-Ga.)
f the committee and Chief Counsel
the
department's
regular 1951-52
rank Tavenner Jr. were unavailbudget. The Voice supplemental
ble last week, with the result that was cut 909c.
o authoritative answer on the
At the same time the upper
adio-TV query could be obtained,
chamber also backed up substanlut one committee member extially the recommendations of the
ressed feeling that the current
Senate
relating to fund cuts
ntertainment probe should not be for the group
Federal Civil Defense Admited to motion pictures but be
ministration. Radio transmitter and
xtended to the mushrooming TV
other equipment for "the nerve sysldustry and even radio. Sam
tem of civil defense" was not afloore, former head of the Radio
fected, however, and in fact re/riters Guild and a radio writer,
ceived a boost over House levels.
heady has testified before the
ommittee. Abe Burrows, a tele- But appropriations to educate "the
man on the street" by radio, TV
ision entertainer, also has either
and other media were pared.
een served or tabbed for subpena
In backing House action that
nd is expected to appear in future
pared the Voice appropriation
,5ssions.
A Republican member who is from a requested $97.5 million to
$9,533,939, the Senate group said
lid to favor such a probe is Rep.
it also had denied these additional
[arold Velde (R-Ill.), a former
BI investigator. Still another
funds "in view of the urgency" in
connection with the bill together
Rep. Francis Walter (D-Pa.),
jcond ranking majority member
"with the necessity for securing
n the committee.
complete details" on such a vast
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number of listeners would yield on
AM, but a 50.0.
And let's not kid ourselves, a great
many of the advertisers and buyers
not actually digging into the foundation and basis, were at least partially
deluded and misled — and some still
are. How much indirect damage and
business this has caused AM adverhard to say.
deceivetisers it isourselves
that But
AM let's
is not
not
being hurt by the confusion.
As more and more TV stations take
the air, we can expect a continued
subdivision of audience to the point
where it is going to be more confusing than ever, and even more detrimental to the AM picture. For as
some of the 44.0s approach 20.0s for
the TV shows, it will be less apparent
than ever that, AM figures apply to
overall population and TV figures
to an arbitrarily limited group.
Mr. Hooper responded by introducing the words "TV-Home" beword "Hooperatings."
He
said fore
he thebelieved
the day will come
when radio and television ratings
will be reported on an all-home
base.
In reply, Mr. Michaels said he
considered the new designation
"the first step in correcting the
problem." He suggested the following type of entry be placed at
the bottom of each rating sheet:
"Ratio of TV-Home Rating to
Overall Rating: % or 12.5%."

NEW AM STATION
WANT Richmond Now on Air
WANT Richmond, Va., began
broadcasting May 4 on 990 kc with
1 kw daytime, affiliated with UBC.
Glen A. Harmon is general manager, Theodore Austin program
director and Silas Bell chief engineer. Sports and music are featured with Negro disc jockeys, Milton Johnson and Wilbur Lewis.
The station brings Washington
Senator baseball games to Richmond, sponsored by Old Georgetown Beer, made by the Christian
Heurich Brewing Co., Washington.
Electronics Conference
AN industrial electronics conference will be held May 22 at Hotel
Carter, Cleveland. The conference
will be sponsored jointly by the
Cleveland sections of the Institute
of Radio Engineers and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Among those scheduled to
speak are Dr. Eugene Mettalmann
consulting engineer; Edward W.
Chapin, chief FCC laboratory; Wilfred L. Atwood, manufacturing engineer; I. S. Coggeshall, national
president of IRE, and Marvin
Hobbs, chief, electronics division,
Munitions Board.

Senate

Upholds

Cut

FUNDS
program. The committee vote was
10-9 for the cut.
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
Secretary of State for Public Affairs, had told the Senate Appropriations Committee during hearings that the proposed $97.5 million was "exclusively a capital investment budget solely for the construction of the very major radio
facilities" and did not involve funds
for production of radio programs.
The "Ring Plan," he said, envisions a system of 14 strategicallylocated relay bases, fed through
U. S. outlets, which would, when
completed, "literally blast the Voice
of America through to all critical
areas." He said one-third of the
project "has been completed or is
in the process of completion."
Seven Transmitter Project
The $9 million-plus figure voted by the House and Senate represents funds earmarked for seven
transmitter projects already authorized, with the remainder originally tabbed for new facilities
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 16]. Mr. Barrett estimated
that $50 million of the sum requested would have been used to
place orders for electronic equipment, power plants and steel.
Foy D. Kohler, chief, International Broadcasting Division
(Voice), said that as a result of
findings by James D. Shouse, Crosley Broadcasting Corp., NARTB
President Justin Miller and others,
the Voice hopes to initiate new programs on the Continent, to be in-

tegrated with the shortwave operation out of the U. S.
Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.),
sitting in on the State Dept. request, took an active part in the
line of questioning, particularly on
queries involving department personnel and distribution of small
portable radio sets overseas, as well
as the proposed Vagabond project
envisioning ship-laden transmitters. Tests get underway in July.
Such a project, according to Mr.
Barrett, may cost slightly more to
install and operate.
Sen. McCarthy stated that he is
"much more disturbed" about the
broadcast of certain "tripe" than
what appeared to be Communist
propaganda. He referred to a program giving Arabic women advice
on knowing "whether or not you
areOntruly
love." funds, the Sencivil indefense
ate slashed in half funds voted by
the House but increased operational monies appreciably. The
warning and communications system, comprising organizational
equipment and operating costs, was
allotted $4 million.
The Senate group, however,
pared Audio-Visual and other media information activities from the
House-approved $890,000 to $500,000 after strong protests from
Millard F. Caldwell Jr., Federal
Civil Defense Administrator. The
House had slashed operating costs
considerably and simultaneously
urged greater
on theradio,
educational emphasis
program through
TV and other media.
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I
BOYD
SET TARIFFS CUT
Import Levy down 25 to 50%
LEVIES on the import of radio
and television sets, as well as a
host of musical instruments, will
be pared drastically — from 25% to
50% — under an agreement reached
at a 30-country tariff conference
held in Torquay, England. The reduced tariffs are expected to become effective upon ratification by
each country, sometime within the
next six months.
At the same time it was agreed
that duties on zinc, aluminum, lead
and other raw materials — all vital
for electronics manufacture — will
be cut anywhere from 20% to
30%. Countries involved in the
agreement include England, France,
Canada, Italy, Germany, Norway,
Turkey and Sweden, all of whom
will, in turn, cut their levies on
import of U. S. goods.
One effect on American radioTV and other equipment producers
is likely to be price cuts in a
number of items, possibly radio-TV
sets and phonographs, and thus
stiffer competition in the United
States — providing price boosts don't
nullify the lowered imports.
Export demand for radio receiving tubes and receivers has increased steadily in recent months.
Dollar value of tubes covered by
applications for export licenses
during the first quarter of 1951,
for example, has almost equaled
total exports to many countries
for all of 1950.
Mounting export demand for
tubes is attributed to expanded defense programs, greater dollar
availability, TV developments, need
for replacement tubes, advance
buying and duplication of orders.
Because of these demands, an
Electronic Equipment Advisory
Committee has advised the Commerce Dept.'s International Trade
Office, priority assistance is greatly
needed to further mutual defense
efforts.
Top exporters of all electronic
equipment dollarwise for the first
quarter of 1951 were Italy, Belgium, France, Sweden, Switzerland
and Spain. Export applications approved for that period total $1,567,000 compared to $1,556,800 for
the 12 months of last year.
AFRA CONTRACT
HCL Negotiations Opened
LOS ANGELES Local, American
Federation of Radio Artists, is
slated to open contract negotiations this week with 13 independent
stations for cost-of-living increases
for staff announcers. The union's
reopening contract was signed with
the stations in September 1950.
In accordance with a clause contained therein, the contract could
be reopened in six months, if the
cost of living rose 10 points. Stations negotiating are KFAC KFWB
KFVD KMPC KGFJ KRKD KLAC
Los Angeles; KXLA KWKW KALI
Pasadena; KGER and KOFX Long
Beach, and KIEV Glendale.
Page 32
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PREPARATIONS for the 47th annual convention of the Advertising Federation of America in St. Louis, June 10-13, are made at a pre-convention rally
at the Advertising Club of New York by (I to r, seated): Roger Barton, editor,
Advertising Agency; Mrs. Sara Pennoyer, vice president, James T. McCreery
& Co.; Ned Baron, sales promotion manager. Interstate Department Stores
Inc.; (standing) John A. Thomas, head of television account service for
BBDO; Elon G. Borton, AFA president, and Eugene S. Thomas, general manager, WOR-TV New York. All are scheduled to speak at the convention.

AFA

MEETING

Convention to Draw VIP's
ADVERTISING and media executives will mingle with top government and military officials at the
47th annual convention of the Advertising Federation of America,
to be held June 10-13 at the Chase
Hotel, St. Louis, with the convention theme of "Advertising's Opportunities ina Mobilization EconOpening general convention sesomy."sion on Monday, with Eugene S.
Thomas, general manager, WORTV New York, and convention program chairman, presiding, will present three speakers on the subject
"Special Jobs for Advertising in
1951": Samuel C. Gale, vice president, General Mills, speaking on
"Public Service"; Arthur C. Fatt,
executive vice president, Grey Advertising Agency, on "Combatting
Shortages and Loss of Quality,"
and Brig. Gen. Frank Howley, former American commandant of Berlin, on "The World Picture."
Charles Sawyer, Secretary of Commerce, will address the Monday
general luncheon.
Other Highlights
Other agenda highlights:
Tuesday morning general session,
on "Special Advertising Problems in
1951," will include reports on "Prospect and Consumer Service" by Roger
Barton, editor, Advertising Agency;
"Government Regulations" by Ralph
Hardy, government relations director,
NARTB; "Government Taxes" by J. K.
Lasser, tax consultant, and "Future
of Our Economy" by Dr. Paul Nystrom, Columbia U. professor of marketing. Fairfax M. Cone, board chairman, Foote, Cone & Belding, will be
the Tuesday luncheon speaker.
Millard Caldwell, Civil Defense Administrator, will address the general
club session Monday afternoon. Tues-

day afternoon will be devoted to the
annual AFA business meeting. Three
departmental sessions will be held
Wednesday morning, including one on
television, at which John A. Thomas,
head of TV account service, BBDO,
New York, will discuss "Tested Methods of Avoiding TV." Other speakers
at this session are still to be announced. Other departmental will be
devoted to retail and industrial advertising.
The Erma Proetz Award for the
"Advertising Woman of the Year" will
be
presented
Sunday "brunch"
session
which at
willa officially
open the
convention. The high school essaycontest winner will be presented at
Monday's luncheon when the governors of the Mississippi Valley states
will be guests, and the club achievement awards at the Wednesday luncheon which will conclude the convention.
Scheduled convention entertainment
includes a Sunday cocktail party, a
"trademark" costume party on Mon"speakerless" banquet and
danceday and
on a Tuesday.
RALEIGH DROPS
NBC's 'People Are Funny'
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco
Corp., Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes), following the May 29 broadcast and after nine years, discontinues People Are Funny with
Art Linkletter on 168 NBC stations, Tuesday 10:30-11 p.m.
(EDT) with transcribed repeat on
71 NBC stations, Saturday, 7:30-8
p.m. (EDT).
Cancellation resulted from "inability to make a reduced budget
deal with NBC for a lesser number
of stations in their Tuesday time
spot which would have allowed
extra money for TV spot announcements," according to John Guedel.
producer and co-owner with Mr.
Linkletter of package. Raleigh
agency
Chicago. is Russel M. Seeds Co.,

RESIGNS

PRB Being Dissolve*
P.R.B. Inc., New York prograr
packaging firm, is being dissolvec
it was announced last week. Mall
colm (Mai) Boyd, vice presiden
and general manager, has resigne
to commence theological studies to
ward priesthood in the Protestan
Episcopal Church.
Organized
the fallowned
of 194<b;
P.R.B.
Inc. isin equally
Buddy Rogers as president, hi
wife Mary Pickford as director an
Mr. Boyd. A board member of th
National Society of Television Pre
ducers, Mr. Boyd continues mem
bership in American Television Sc
ciety of New York, Academy oj
Television Arts & Sciences, Acadj
emy of Motion Picture Arts & Sci
ences, and Hollywood Ad Club.
PRB's dissolution will not affec
applications of Miss Pickford fol
TV facilities in Winston-Salem an 1
Durham, N. C. [Broadcasting i
Telecasting, April 25, 1949;;
Spokesman last Friday reiterate'
that Miss Pickford will vigorousl ,
pursue these applications as soo
as the TV freeze is lifted.
KOWL IS SUED
Pastor Asks $100,001
SUIT for $100,000 damages hai
been filed in Los Angeles Federa
Court against KOWL Santa Mon
ica, Calif., by Rev. Clayton D. Rus
sell who charges his reputatio:
was injured by intimations that h
was favorable to Communism.
Rev. Russell,
pastor
People'
Independent
Church
of of
Christ,
Lo
Angeles, according to the com
plaint, broadcast his sermons an
churchOct.
services
weekly
until
24 last,
when over
theyKOW"
wer
suddenly cancelled. In explana
tion of the termination, the pasto
charges, KOWL released a state
ment which said his name had aw
peared on lists of persons "sup
posed to be friendly to Communis
front organizations."
However,
station
added:closel
"W
have
watchedthe his
sermons
and he has never uttered a wor<that could be objected to and we d I
not think he is a Communist. Bu
we don't want to take any chances.^.
In addition to damages, Rev. Rua
to
broadcasts.
sellrestore
asks thehiscourt
to compel KOW'
STORE JINGLES
WBS Reports Sales Upsurg
UPSURGE in buying of coin
mercial jingles by department stor
and menswear establishments wa;
reported last week by Work
Broadcasting System. Many of th
local buyers, it said, were usin
radio for the first time.
World executives were reporte
to feel that such firms were "wid
open" for being sold radio tiifcj
"when presented with the rigli
tool to do a selling job in thei
communities," although no genen
trend was seen. World affiliate
during26-or-more
April reported
contract!
for
weeks 28with
sue

sponsors.
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NARTB Objects
To Amendment

records can condense a novel into
a single reading. These developments, he said, have brought profit
to the phonograph record manufacturers and to the recording
artists but no comparable return to
the author. This would apply to
the broadcast of these records as
well as to live performances.

NQUIRY has been made by a House Judiciary subcommittee on
vhether the copyright law should be broadened to protect recording
rights of authors of poems and novels.
j The law already affords rights to authors of dramatic works.
If the bill were enacted, it is
liability of $250 at the minimum. . . .
flaimed radio and TV stations
Consequently the station could be
vould have to ask permission of the coerced into taking the license, not as
for something
which it but
in- AP's NEWS
aithor before airing either the paymenttends to utilize
in its broadcasts,
FILM
composition itself or an excerpt.
more as an insurance policy."
Shows Income Potential
The Authors League of America
As pointed out by Vince Wasilewiki, NARTB attorney, who opposed
said it regretted that Congress did A COLOR film about public interhe amendment (HR 3589) to the not foresee radio, TV and longest in radio news and news presencopyright act, it would also penalize playing records when it drafted the
tation, "Your News and Its Revehe broadcaster for carrying an in- copyright laws in 1909. John Schulnue Potential," was shown at the Joseph a. Mcdonald m, abc vice
meeting of the Kansas Assn.
dividual's speech wherein a quotapresident, pins a membership insignia
the league's general counsel, spring
of Associated Press Broadcasters
ion from a literary work is in- man,
on the lapel of Johnny Olsen, host of
spoke in favor of the measure, ask- in Wichita April 29, AP reported
cluded, even though the speaker
the Philip Morris Luncheon Club,
ing Congress to stop the presentalast week.
cleared the quotation with the
welcoming him to membership in the
tion or recording of copyrighted
tuthor. The station, itself, it was
Radio Pioneers Club. The club is
novels or poems.
The film was shown to 36 broadreserved for those who have served
mderstood, would also have to seek
casters
and
five
AP
representaFor the broadcast of these literjermission.
tives attending the meeting by at least 20 continuous years in radio
ary works, Mr. Schulman declared,
broadcasting. Mr. Olsen received the
Complete Overhaul
Oliver
Gramling, AP assistant genthe authors collect no royalties.
eral manager.
award May 11, climaxing a weekThe NARTB spokesman asked
The American Book Publishers
long celebration of his 25 years in
A monthly contest for the best
;hat Congress overhaul the act Council in a statement entered in
show business.
news story turned in by a radio
completely rather than act on it the record echoed this sentiment.
member was voted by the associaoiecemeal. He said the $250 penalAnother group testifying was
;y involved against the broadcaster
tion, which discussed plans for
the
American
Society
of
Composers,
,vould apply, under the act, if the
LABOR
DISPUTE
radio members protecting AP on
Authors
and
Publishers.
Herman
station happened to air any part
news
breaks,
and
elected
as
vice
Finkelstein, general attorney, chairman Thad Sandstrom, of
AFL, CIO Compete in L. A.
of the authors' works.
He said such a provision might pointed out that today long-playing
AFL's
IBEW and IATSE planned
KSEK Pittsburg, Kan. The term
50 beyond its intent and could even
further steps this week to check
of Chairman George Gow of KANS
oe interpreted as preventive to the
the "invasion" by CIO's NABET
Wichita has six months to run.
into the radio and television fields.
'reciting of a poem on the floor of
Nine Los Angeles representatives
GAMBLING
BAN
Congress."
A Congressman, who transcribed
of all local AFL entertainment unhis program for rebroadcast by the
ions were slated to meet early this
BOSTON REC
Legislation in 'Draft' Form
home station, not only would have
week to consider plans drawn up by
LEGISLATION to carry out a proto clear any quotation with the
Shea Elected President a special sub-committee. The reauthor but the station airing the posed ban and regulation of inter, cently appointed sub-committee,
.
T
™MTTMn
ingambling
of
transmission
state
peech also would necessarily need
loimation
0f representatives of eight
aiait *oim,
tele- made
and
iadio
J. SHEA,
EDMUND
form vision
in "draft"
formation is in
director,
James
T.
Chirurg
AFT up
unions
^as been meetine to
he author's approval.
nas Deen meeting to
unions,
^
,
pitted
wflc.
a„pnfT
Rn,tnrl
r
O'Conor
R.
Herbert
Chairman
Mr.
Wasilewski
said
"the
sole
effect
of this bill is to put into the hands of (D-Md.), of the Senate Crime In- S£^f£ oi the
Radio
Executives
l\T
J*?
™?**™*™
of radl° andm
and engineers
technicians
Ty
jixecuTives
naciio
tne
vestigatm
last Preslclent
said last
Committee, said
g Committee
vpstio-atinocthe author and book publishers a very
club of Bogton at a meeting May 2
Angeles area
big bargaining stick in the form of the
Angeies area..
$250 infringement penalty . . . any
in thg Hotel Touraine
Thursday.
small group of authors of publishers
First step m the AFL plan' to
will be able to form a licensing society
Sen. O'Conor said the bills would other officers elected weremaintain its foothold was the signand then go to every broadcasting staw. c. Swartley, manager, wbz-AMpromptly. ' FM-TV
be introduced
They
will embody "quite
recommendations
Boston, first vice president;
ing of renewal contracts two weeks
tion in the country and negotiate with
each for a' license."
1 If the station refused to sign a con- third
as contained
in interim
the crimereport
probers'
ag° with engineers.
seven stations
and final
re- ri^serdltive!'
Rudolph Bruce, second'^fce^presiden
advertising manager, " broadcast
The covering
stations
he theorized,
would tobemonitor
a ...
simple tract,matter
for the"it group
that station . . . and if the station leased a fortnight ago [Broad- New ^f^Co^
were KGFJ
KFVD
KFAC and
CASTING 0 TELECASTING, May 7]. advertising agency, secretary. Named
KRKD Los Angeles- KWKW and
innocently broadcasts a copyrighted
„.
i, m
to theMcGrath,
board of directors
were director,
William
literary
work'
—
even
an
advertisement
There
are
eight
bills
m
all.
Two
b.
managing
KALI
Pasadenas and ' KGER Long
— the station would be faced with a
■'
,
R
staWHDH, representing Boston radiogxgcu.of them would carry out the sug- tions
•
jjc«i,iii
' Nsthcin HcrmcHi 3 ceo Lint
gestions on gambling information, tjve 'wNAC-TV, Boston TV stations;
At
resent IBEWi represents
telPersumably
they
would
(1)
ban
William
F.
Malo
Sr.,
commercial
man.
.
*
n
iztot
,
. . of„ X_
■ ager, WDRC Hartford, out-of-town ra- evision workers locally at+ KTSL
transmission
bets, andj wages m
df0 stations; Janet Gilbert, radio and
vr . r TV ^TTV. MAPrT vmira
lepieinia^i
kiiv,(TV)
kl,ao-iv
ad- sents
Harold Cabot
director,agencies;
out- TV
and fW(2) firm*
commerce
interstate
and KECAat KNBH
Greene,
Edmund & Co.,
vertising
nrnwdurp
IWr^inolinp
line
licensing
pioceduie
tor firms advertising
manager, Monsanto Chemi' T
, „_T
IV; lAlbri, at K1.LA and Kt 1engaged primarily in the distribu- cal Co., advertisers; Robert C. Foster,
tionTripof lirpnsinogambling hill
information.
m|7
c^radfo
^TV8
stktfon^re^res^I
TV.
NABET for advocates
setting and
up
aocnvcWno- to
atives, and
Barbara Features,
Keane, radio
partner,or one
all engineers
licensing Din, acxoiumg
to Beacon
Teievision
, , Union
..
Sen. O'Conor
and Richard
G. tv services.
technicians.
Moser, chief committee counsel,
who succeeds Rudolph Halley in
that position, would be aimed at
^
the nationwide racing news service
fiii T?/ t€, /* V V/»/>^^
X1p*^LL -JPX -J CtJXft
and
(Continental
would
not be Press
designedService)
to restrict
regular news services nor to inter- STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
fere with press freedom.
FCC as of APril 30 f°llows:
am
pM
Ty
It is believed the bills dealing Total authorized
2374 668
109
MOLLIS SEAVEY (I), MBS director
652 107is
2264
...
the air
Total on. (All
data will be sent to
jf Washington operations, accepts a with °
gambling°
Licensed
on air)
2235
519
olaque for Gabriel Heatter, MBS
the Senate Interstate Commerce
construction permits
139 148^
:ommentator, from Sen. Richard
Committee.
That
has Requests
^oral'^iTOi'caUom
pending
908
204*
460
Mixon (R-Calif.). The award, from been
as thecommittee
Senate
group
for change
new stations
JO
42?
, designated
n
• probing
,.
Requests
to
249
<JS
to
he Santa Ana Detachment of the to, take
over the crime
Deletion of
licensed existing
stations facilities
in April . .
0
1
.0
Marine Corps League, was made to
activities upon expiration of the Deletion of construction permits
v\r. Heatter for his "unselfish aid special
* °n tne air
crime committee in September.
and assistance to the league."
Tel
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Building Bottleneck
(Continued from page 23)
in authoritative legal and government circles last week, it appeared
that the issuance of authorizations
would hinge on these criteria :
% Grants or permits already issued by the Commission would be
taken into consideration by NPA
before recommendations are made.
0 The existence of current
AFM-FM-TV facilities within any
one community would be studied.
In the latter instance, the view
of competent authorities is that
authorization for, say, an AM
station facility in a city already
claiming four or five such facilities, would be denied. A request to
commence FM station construction
in a market with few or no such
stations, on the other hand, probably would be allowed, it was
speculated.
In cases where AM or FM facilities are virtually non-existent,
permits might be authorized to
alleviate a "hardship" and not deprive the community of a vital
service.
The NPA order also specifies
construction of television stations,
but this is regarded as academic
in view of the FCC freeze on new
TV station grants. Manufacturers of radio-TV equipment —
the regulation spells out "building,
structure
or those
project"
affected save
who— are
wouldnot seek
to expand present plans, it was
explained.
Interpretations Offered
The regulation poses various
situations involving station construction in various steps. NPA's
general counsel office offered these
interpretations, ruling that authorizations would be needed where:
(1) A broadcaster has been
granted a CP but has made no expenditures in contracts or begun
actual construction.
(2) A broadcaster may have obligated "moderate or reasonable
funds" for equipment but has done
nothing toward actual construction or site clearance.
In the latter instance, NPA authorities felt that any such authorization would be granted if
filed.
Broadcasters who already have
completed certain construction
phases on designated sites — like
the sinking of pilings — would not
be required to file for permits. But
the order provides that "no person
shall accept an order for, sell, deliver . . . material, equipment or
supplies (transmitters, steel towers, etc.) which he knows, or has
reason to believe, will be used in
violation of . . . the order."
Commencement of construction was
defined to include "substantial site
clearance (including demolition of
buildings or structures), preliminary
to the start of or incident to the work
on a new building, structure or project; or to incorporate into a building,
structure, or project, substantial
quantities of materials which are to
be an integral and permanent part
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gram and to coordinate requirements of the industry with NPA's
Controlled
Materials
At the same
time Plan."
officials ex
pressed hope that the new pro
gram also will help save vital sup
plies of copper and aluminun
which, together with steel, will l(
allocated
NPA's Controllec
Materials under
Plan beginning
July 1

SARAH CHURCHILL, daughter of the former British prime minister, received
ample male encouragement when she made her radio debut over the CBS
network May 3 on the Hallmark Playhouse drama series. Miss Churchill
starred in a dramatization of the novel, A Breath of Air. L to r: Hugh Lucas
and Ed Cashman, of Foote, Cone & Belding, agency for the show sponsored
by Hallmark Cards; Bill Gay, producer-director; James Hilton, British author,
host and narrator, and Miss Churchill.
of such building, structure, or projThe new regulation, which
amends an earlier order exempting radio and television broadect."
casting [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jan. 22], will also include newspaper printing and duplicating plants. In that respect,
industry authorities felt that it is
"not discriminatory" and in fact
includes all industrial facilities.
It was recalled that as far back
as last October, when NPA first
issued its construction order, the
agency warned that anyone starting construction not on its prohibited list but which "does not further the defense effort," would run
the risk of being unable to finish
construction [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Oct. 30, 1950].
A breakdown on outstanding
grants for which authorizations
will be needed was not available
last week. FCC currently has on
record, however, an estimated 264
AM and 12 FM applications pending, and 139 AM and 4 FM in
hearing. CPs have been issued for
142 new AM and 150 FM outlets,
which are involved in varying degrees of contract obligation or actual construction.
Observers raised the issue of
cases now in hearing before the
Commission — whether FCC will
proceed with actual hearings. The
Commission had adopted no policy
as of last Thursday.
NARTB legal and government
officials last week maintained close
contact with NPA and the FCC as
they attempted to weigh the import of the agency's
action on field.
new
construction
in the broadcast
NPA also provided in its order
that reconstruction of facilities
damaged in a disaster or any "Act
of God" would be permitted after
repair and maintenance as well as
alteration and additions within the
limits of $5,000 for any 12-month
period. The $5,000 figure includes
only actual construction costs. And
a limitation of 25 tons of steel is
imposed.

The order is aimed primarily a;
use of structural steel, which ma;
become more plentiful in the nexfew years.
As of now, further radio-T\
construction is "less essential'
alongside of defense and defense
supporting programs, it was held
Falling under the order would hi
proposed radio and television cen
ters and other projects. The orig
inal order was directed at nev
buildings for amusement, recrea
tional or entertainment purposes
The order was issued following
a meeting of NPA officials with ;
Construction Industry Advisor;
Committee. Broadcast industry ad
visory representatives were no
consulted, nor were publishers' in
dustry groups. The move also wa:
taken without previous consulta
tion with Electronics Products Di
vision and its chief, John G. Daley
Follows Equipment Order
The virtual construction bat
came, ironically enough, only ;
week after NPA had tabbed com
mercial radio and TV equipmen
(transmitters, amplifiers, radio re
ceiving tubes and other equipmen
as "essential" and earmarked al
locations of steel, copper and alu
minum for the industry. The ear
Her order made no such provisioi
for home type radio-TV set
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting
May
7].
Designation of transmittinj
tubes and other equipment as "es
sential" was held in some quarter
as partly academic now, especiall;
in cases involving new station fa
cilities as distinct from orders fo
replacement products.
Meanwhile, the government di<
take steps last week to assure .
supply of nickel for use by the re
ceiving
tube industry during Ma;
and June. NPA allotted 200,00'
and 180,000 pounds for those re
spective months, but pointed ou
that even this sum represents a re
duction in the "minimum nicke
requirements" given by an indus
try advisory committee.
These quantities should, how
ever, tide the tube industry ove
on a minimum operating basis i
light of industry conservation pre
grams and the increasing scarcit
of the metal.
The tube industry had assure
government officials earlier tha
adequate supplies of tubes woul
be channeled through tube distrit
utors for replacement purpose:
NPA explained that tubes for nei
home radio and television sets wi
be available "only after all othe
needs have been met."
In a blanket move aimed at a
nickel users, the governmer
clamped a limitation on deliverie
for May, cutting them to 15% oli
(Continued on page 38)

The chain of procedure for applying for authorization, as tentatively seen last week, would be
along these lines:
Broadcasters are instructed to
apply on NPAF-24 to their nearest
Dept. of Commerce regional office
— in the area where construction
is desired. The local office would
then process the applications to
NPA, which would then channel
them to the agency's Construction
Controls Division in Washington.
Applications must be accompanied
by complete, detailed plans and
specifications, as well as a list of
the materials to be used.
Authorities in the Construction
Controls Division indicated last
week that they probably would
consult with NPA's Electronics
Products Division and also FCC on
occasion. The division then would
submit its recommendations to NPA
Administrator Manly Fleischmann
for final determination.
Cottone Is Liaison
FCC General Counsel Benedict
Cottone has been serving as liaison
for the Commission in its contacts
with NPA. Mr. Cottone said last
week he has attended some preliminary meetings with the agency
but expressed surprise at the order.
He added that no specific procedure
has been evolved relating to FCCNPA liaison.
Officials emphasized that requests will be decided "on the
merits of individual cases" on the
basis on types of materials needed
and the possible hardship a denial
of the request would have on the
respective community. This is the
primary criteria on which the government will act, it was stressed.
Other considerations will involve
furthering "of the defense effort"
and essentiality "to maintenance
of public health, safety and welIn issuing: the regulation, NPA
said the
actionconservation
was taken toof "promote further
steel
and other construction materials
infare."
the interest of the defense proBROADCASTING
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AUDIENCE!

now, almost everyone agrees that Summertime
radio provides as many (if not more) listeners
than any other season.

By

This fact has been proven by many surveys and just
plain common sense. Less than 7 percent of the
nation's people are on vacation at any one time. And
when they go, today's vacationers take their radios
with them. Iowa Radio Audience Surveys show that
even during the past two years there has been a
tremendous increase in sets used during the summer.
F amilies owning portable sets has increased by 66,019
— families owning radio-equipped autos has increased
145,462 since 1948.
In Summer, radios flock to the beaches, mountains
and lakes; on family picnics; they take weekend trips
and week-night drives, they're practically "standard
equipment" in automobiles and summer cottages.
(The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey found that
80.5% of the men and 63% of the women listened to

their auto radios when traveling more than 100 miles. )
Radios are as much

a part of the summertime

American scene as bathing suits, picnics and "twoweeks- with-p ay". Actually, people are more dependent on radio when vacationing than when at home.
If you want further facts, ask us or Free & Peters!

WIHI®
+/or
Iowa
PLUS
#
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Waits
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

Spirited Bidding
(Continued from page 23)
dangers in any attempt to dissipate
the assets of ABC" and that "legal
action will be taken against the
officials of CBS and ABC if properties of ABC are thrown on the
market as a result of such agreement."
"We feel constrained to advise
you in behalf of stockholders of
ABC and CBS as well as the contractors having contracts with each
of these companies that we will
oppose before all governmental
agencies and in the courts any
attempt
Mr.
Lambto merge
wrote. these operations,"
Mr. Lamb sent a copy of his
letter to William S. Paley, CBS
chairman of the board.
The CBS proposal involved the
acquisition by that network of ABC
stock at $14 to $15 per share. Total
ABC shares outstanding as of last
Jan. 1 was 1,689,017, of which Mr.
Noble, his family and the Noble
Foundation held about 900,000, or
57%.
Assuming CBS were able to buy
the entire outstanding stock of
ABC, a not inconsiderable problem
in view of the fact that much of
the minority bloc is held by small
shareholders, the total value of the
sale would be about $25,500,000.
Under the CBS proposal, that
network would take ownership of
WENR-TV Chicago, WXYZ-TV Detroit and possibly KGO-TV San
Francisco, all of which ABC wholly
owns.
The rest of the ABC properties,
embracing WJZ-AM-FM-TV New
York, WENR, half-time clear channel outlet in Chicago; WXYZ Detroit, KGO San Francisco, and
KECA-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles,
would be acquired by General Tire
at a figure between $12 and $15
million, assuming that the whole
transaction involved 100% of the
ABC stock.
Total Price
That would mean that CBS had
paid some $13 million for the three
ABC TV stations it picked up in
the transaction, with the prices per
station estimated at approximately
$5 million for WENR-TV Chicago,
and between $3 and $5 million each
for KGO-TV San Francisco and
WXYZ-TV Detroit.
It was understood that the plan
of General Tire was to dispose of
both Don Lee and Yankee networks, including six of the seven
AM stations it now owns. Exceptions would be the seventh AM station, WNAC Boston and its only
Liberty's
Pitch
JAMES FOSTER,
executive
vice president of Liberty
Broadcasting System, telegraphed several ABC affiliates last week, suggesting
they "secure
otheraffiliation
and perm-in
anent network
your market immediately"
because of the apparent imminence of an ABC sale.
Page 36
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sible third party in an ABC-CBS
deal.
Like IT&T, United Paramoun
had previously dickered with Mr
Noble to no avail. Controlled bj
the Balaban organization, Unitec
Paramount is the licensee oi
WBKB (TV) Chicago, its only TV

DUNCAN ROSS, assistant advertising manager. National Dairy Products
Corp., was honored guest last month at a Spot Radio Clinic luncheon in the
Biltmore Hotel, New York, sponsored by the National Assn. of Radio &
Television Station Representatives Inc. Among those attending were (I to r)
Louis Moore, Robert Meeker Assoc. Inc.; John Porterfield, Paul H. Raymer
Co. Inc.; Jerry Lyons, chairman. Weed & Co.; Mr. Ross; Arthur McCoy,
Avery-Knodel Inc., and Thomas Campbell, The Branham Co.
television station, WNAC-TV.
General Tire would be left with
ownership of the five ABC owned
AM stations, plus its original
WNAC Boston, and of three TV
outlets, WNAC-TV Boston, which
and ABC's
it alreadyLosowned,
KECA-TV
Angeles and WJZTV New York, neither of which
CBS could retain because of FCC
limitations.
Authoritative sources said that
MBS was the logical purchaser of
the Don Lee and Yankee networks
from General Tire, in which case
it would mean that General Tire,
which is now the biggest Mutual
stockholder (38%) because of its
ownership of Mutual members Don
Lee and Yankee, would be pulling
out of Mutual to take over the reorganized ABC.
For Mutual itself to take over
the Don Lee and Yankee properties
would entail a reorganization of
the cooperative structure of the
network. Individual station stockholders, however, could acquire the
Don Lee and Yankee facilities.
These MBS stockholders, aside
from General Tire, are R. H. Macy
& Co. (WOR New York) and the
Chicago Tribune (WGN Chicago),
each holding about 19%; and Gimbel Bros. (WIP Philadelphia), the
Cleveland Plain Dealer organization (WHK Cleveland), and CKLW
Windsor-Detroit,
each holding
about 7%.
What caused the CBS-General
Tire deal with ABC to bog down
was Mr. Noble's desire to unload
his ABC stock in exchange for
other stock, rather than for cash.
CBS was unwilling to trade only
in stock, preferring to offer a combination of CBS stock and debentures. CBS, presumably on advice of lawyers, feared that to deal
with Mr. Noble on exclusively a
stock basis would lead to a dilution
of CBS stock and that such a deal
might have anti-trust implications.
CBS a month ago acquired 100%
ownership of Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp. for stock valued at
some $20 million. To embark on
another stock transfer of the di-

mensions desired by Mr. Noble
would be to risk devaluation of
CBS shares, it was feared.
At about the same time that it
bought Hytron, CBS borrowed $15
million from two insurance companies, but that money was not involved in the Hytron deal.
The reappearance of IT&T as a
prospective buyer of ABC introduced a new element into the negotiations. Aweek before, it had
been reported that IT&T was one
of several third parties to the
ABC-CBS deal.
Earlier Talks

property.
If it consumated a deal witl
ABC, United Paramount would b<
obliged to sell either WBKB (TV
or WENR-TV Chicago, which i
would acquire. It would probabb
find a ready buyer for either o:
these properties in CBS.
United Paramount was sep
arated from Paramount Famou
Players, the company that produce
films, after the motion picture con
sent decree which forced partitioi
of production and exhibition organi
zations.
WILCOX-GAY
Firm Leases Calif. Plan
LEASING of a Burbank, Calif
plant for the manufacture of Me
jestic TV and radio receiver set
and Wilcox-Gay Recordios fo
West Coast distribution has beei
announced by the Wilcox-Ga;
Corp., Charlotte, Mich.
Operation of the plant, whic
has 85,000 square feet of floo
space and is said to have bee
adapted to straight-line mass pre
duction,
is scheduled to begin with
in 30 days.
Coincident with the announce
ment, the company reported th
largest quarterly earnings in it
history. Net earnings after taxe
were $355,787 for January throug
March 1951; and net sales for th
same period amounted to $3,707
658. For the same period a yea
ago, a net loss of $227,224 on sale
of $1,220,560 was reported.

Six weeks ago IT&T was disclosed to have held exploratory
discussions with Mr. Noble, but a
deal failed at that time because of
an inability to compromise on price.
Although IT&T's cash position is
excellent (it recently sold its Spanish telephone system for some $80
Regan to CBS
million), the international communications giant was said to have THE Phil Regan Show, sponsore
managed a reentry into the ABC
by Pepsi-Cola Co. and featurin
picture by offering what Mr. Noble
Phil Regan in a tour of arme
wanted, an exchange of stock.
forces camps, and defense plant;
IT&T stock on the New York will move from NBC to CBS, |<
Stock Exchange closed at 16 last ginning with the broadcast of Jun
Thursday. On the same day ABC
3, 5:30-5:55 p.m. Agency is Bio1
closed at 13%. ABC stock has Co., New York.
never paid a dividend. IT&T paid
50 cents in the past 12 months.
Because IT&T has no radio or AFCCE ELECTIONS
TV station holdings, it was asDavis Voted Presider
sumed that if its quest for ABC
GEORGE
C. DAVIS, Washingto
were successful, it would retain all
consulting
engineer, was electe
ABC properties intact.
president of the Assn. of Feder;
IT&T, headed by Col. Sosthenes
Communications Consulting Eng
Behn, is a holding company ownneers, at annual elections in tli
ing far-flung communications in- Occidental Hotel in Washingto
terests, largely in Latin America.
Not long ago it purchased the April
30.
In addition
to elections, the men
Farnsworth company, manufactbers
discussed
of mo(
urer of radio and television re- ernizing FCC possibilities
standards of eng
ceivers. Its acquisition of ABC
neering practices which, said M
would place it squarely in comDavis, have been changed litt!
petition inbroadcasting and manusince 1939. Other officers elects:
facturing with RCA and with CBS, were
:
with its newly acquired manufactJames C. McNary, vice president
uring resources.
Dr. Frank G. Kear, secretary; Fran
The third prospective buyer to H. Mcintosh, treasurer, and Lestf
Carr, Everett Dillard, Ronald H. Cu
appear last week was United Paramount Theatres, another company
ver, and John Creutz, members of P
that had been mentioned as a pos- executive committee.
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flight. If Broadcast Advertising
Bureau will lay out an aggressive
campaign of positive action and
get immediately to work, I feel sure
that most of the industry will
rally round and give BAB the support it needs. The industry is looking for a leader and a standardbearer in this time of crisis. It is
a golden moment for BAB.

BAB's Big Chance
(Continued from page 26)
listening to extra sets, automobile sets, out-of-home listening,
etc. — we have permitted newspaper-magazine research to perpetrate the grossest type of exaggeration.
All newspaper-magazine selling
is based on total circulation. To
this they add a mythical figure
called "passed-on." They also multiply circulation by number of
people per family. Resulting totals, of course, are terrific, but
bear little relation to the facts.
Even when a so-called "readership" study is made, it is not actual readership at all that is measured but only a "noting" figure,
which is patently much higher than
an honest readership figure.
By contrast, radio research not
only limits most studies to the
principal home set, ignoring the
millions of extra sets in homes and
elsewhere, but seldom counts all
the people of the family who may
be listening to different sets at the
same time, both at home and away.
While space media have been adding, multiplying and inflating their
claims by every device (and proving nothing), we have been throwing a large part of our circulation
away !
It is almost fantastic to realize
what we have done to ourselves and
what we have failed to do to our
chief competitors.
The rate-cut stampede is in full

ADWOMEN

Helen Berg Renamed Pres.
HELEN BERG, vice president and
director, Her Majesty Underwear
Co., was re-elected president and
Nadine Miller, director of press and
public relations, C. E. Hooper Inc.
was chosen vice president of the
Advertising Women of New York
at the club's annual business meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
last Tuesday.
Other new officers are: Ruth Volckmann, office manager of Sawyer-Ferguson-Wakjer Co., treasurer; Hulda
Kloenne, educational director of public health committee, Paper Cup &
Container Institute, corresponding
secretary; Marjorie Reiners, assistant
news editor, Printer's Ink, recording
secretary. Grace Johnsen, ABC director of continuity acceptance; Jean
Wade Rindlaub, BBDO vice president,
and Dorothy Kemble, MBS director of
continuity acceptance, were re-elected
to the board of directors. The new
officers will be installed at a dinner
at the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow
(Tuesday).
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A CHICAGO sponsor who has used
only one participation spot daily
since mid-January on an independent station in one market is
so thoroughly sold on radio's delivery perfor
dollarfuture
that he's
made it
a must
distribution
areas.
The story of Thure (Terry) Anderson of suburban Park Ridge
started three years ago when he
ventured into the packaged food
business. A salesman for many
years, Mr. Anderson had known
for a long time that beef has "more
universal acceptance" than any
other meat. He decided to experiment, and set up a cooking and
slicing mentproduction
baseof his home.lineHein the
borrowed
a barbecue sauce recipe from his
mother-in-law, drafted members of
his family for the work, and in a
year and a half produced 25,000
poundstime, hemonthly.
In the
had added beef
chopmeansuey
to his line of beef with natural
gravy and sliced beef barbecue —
and had frozen-packaged all of
them. When the pound volume
needed to be increased, he leased
a plant nearby.
Now, on an early-morning disc
show starring Bill Evans and
broadcast five times weekly on
WCFL Chicago, three formerly unknown products are creating customer demand and building distribution—all this for $26.50 daily
or $132.50 weekly.
The sponsor terms results unBu tiding Bottleneck
(Continued from page SU)

B

and

5,000

CAMPAIGN
Chicago Sponsor Lauds Radio Results

WATTS

ALBUQUERQUE,
25,000

ELECTIONS

SPOT-A-DAY

believeable and startling, and says
it in a quiet voice. During Lent
for example, when meat products
traditionally hit the bottom of the
barrel sales-wise, Terry Foods Inc.
saw a 9% greater volume than in
December and January. This return was unique also because there
were three fewer shipping day?
during February. Mr. Andersor
figures radio alone is responsible
for the rise of 9%, and actuallj
sees the increase as between 39 c/(
and 43%, inasmuch as his volume
normally drops from 30 to 35$
during Lent. Sales were sustainec
even during the post-Lenten season, when meat sales usually hil
a low-level also, Mr. Anderson
said. He has earmarked a standing
5% of his net to advertising, almost all of which will continue tc
be used on radio.
The company, a family corporation, distributes now in about 2.00C
stores, two-thirds of which are
large supermarkets. When Mr
Anderson borrowed a slicer anc
started his business three years
ago, he gained distribution in onlj
about 300 independent stores during the first year. Retailers ir
towns outside Chicago have ordered
Terry Foods in response to cus-|
tomer request, as the WCFL signa
reaches many mid and southerr
Illinois towns where people lister
regularly to "the music station.'
The sponsor, who thinks AM is]
a far better buy than televisiorj
during the daytime, chose the
Bill Evans Show because of the
personality of the m.c, a successful local announcer with manj
commercial shows. Although 11
other products are sold each morning, Mr. Anderson believes the sincerity and personalized approacl
of the star— combined with the
audience WCFL delivers — can sell
the product effectively. The same
type of program will probably be
used for Terry Foods participations in other markets later. The
company is now making plans tc
get a federal permit for interstate
shipment.

each firm's average during the first
six months of 1950. Users of the
metal for electronic and other purposes can continue to utilize up to
65% of that base period, however,
in the unlikely event they have
sufficient supplies in stock. Tube
makers, however, would receive the
direct allotment specified above.
At the same time NPA is advising loudspeaker manufacturers to
file requests with the Electronics
Products Division for authority to
use copper in field windings which
University Elections
would enable them to supplement
D. RISHWORTH, direcpermanent magnet speaker pro- THOMAS
tor, Radio House, U. of Texas, has
duction with electro-magnetic
been elected president of the Unispeakers. Copper already has been
Assn. for Professional
Raadopted as a substitute by prodio versity
Education.
Elections were
ducers, although its chief applicaheld in conjunction with Institute
tion is in power transformers and
for Education by Radio-Television
as a means of plating steel chassis.
sessions in Columbus, May 3-4,
NPA also announced publication
Others elected were:
of a brief, non-technical outline on
Leo Martin, U. of Alabama, vice
principles incorporated in its
CMP, which Administrator Manly
president; Samuel B. Gould, Boston
Fleischmann formally announced
U., secretary-treasurer; Joe Calloway,
for a July 1 target date last Michigan State; Robert Hudson, U. of
Illinois; and Mr. Martin, directors.
Thursday. Titled ABC's of CMP
and embracing product classificaRalph Hardy, NARTB, Washington,
tions for radio and TV equipment,
was named industry representative.
the booklet will be made available
The U. of Kentucky was elected to
at NPA Washington or Commerce
full membership — 18th university to
Dept. field offices.
be accepted in the association.
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4.9.4
.6.4
18.3.6

1.9
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1.4
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.5
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Evening
Periods

Survey
Entire

29.1%
11.4
3.0
1.0.1
.5

24.8%
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Morning
Periods
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Distribution of Listening
KELO
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11.6
5.3.3
STATION A
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STATION B
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1.4
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This personal interview survey was conducted in the KELO general area concurrent with the regular coincidental telephone survey conducted during the month
of March, 1951.
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QUESTION 2. Upon what station do you depend most for
news?
KELO
25.2%
STATION A
20.8
17.9
STATION B
12.6
STATION C
9.1
STATION D
7.9
STATION E
2.5
STATION F
1.7
STATION G
1.3
STATION H
STATION 1
1.0

. Upon what station do you depend most for
farm information?
27.8%
KELO
18.0
STATION A
16.6
STATION B
STATION C
13.9
STATION D
7.0
9.1
STATION E
STATION F
1.9
2.7
STATION G
1.6
1.4
STATION H
STATION J

100.0%

100.0%
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At
DEFENSE

ROLE

TWO-PLY role of radio-TV stations as educators and sentinels in
the nation's civil defense — to disseminate vital information to the
public and to alert local community
planners — was outlined to state and
city groups last week.
Stations will be utilized not only
to educate the citizenry on the necessity of adequate instruction for
survival under atomic attack but
also will serve as a vital alert system in the event land lines are
bombed out.
Status of current national planning was outlined during a civil
defense conference of national organizations, held at the Hotel Statler, Washington, D. C, last Monday and Tuesday.
Additionally, radio and TV outlets publicized the sessions with
coverage of President Truman's address Monday evening and a luncheon speech by Gov. Earl Warren
of California Tuesday, which
rounded out a series of panel discussions. NBC-TV telecast the
Chief Executive's talk, which also
was aired by all major radio networks save ABC. Gov. Warren's
address was scheduled by MBS and
LBS, with tape recordings made by
NBC.
A feature of the conference was
a comprehensive exhibit of materials supplied by the Audio-Visual
LATEST

HOOPER

REPORT

D.

C.

Meet

OUTLINED

Division of the Federal Civil Defense Administration. Included in
the display was a series of broadcast scripts, details on the New
Jersey and New York civil defense
radio networks, mats, booklets detailing various CD aspects, and a
TV film showing of Survival Under
Atomic Attack with narration by
CBS Commentator Edward R. Murrow. Sample scripts were used on
CBS-TV The Facts We Face and
DuMont
TV Network's
Johns Hopkins Science
Review.
FCDA Material
Delegates
wereOffice
told that
FCDA's
Public
Affairs
is supplying
networks and stations with scripts,
visual material (films, film strips,
slides). Aids are in the form of
questions and answers, public addresses, forums, and one-minute
and 20-second spot announcements.
The office also arranges for appearance of FCDA speakers, assisting
networks in covering special civil
defense events and maintaining
liaison with advertising agencies,
networks and various associations.
FCDA officials indicated that the
agency hopes to map a recommended plan patterned after the
New Jersey and New York state
communication networks. Latter
carries a special CD program each
Wednesday at 11:30 p.m. when

New York stations hold special
dress rehearsals. WOR, WCBS
and other station participation was
recounted. A similar plan is under
preparation in Minneapolis, it was
revealed.
The Advertising Council also is
cooperating on CD projects, having set aside a radio-TV allocation
from April 30 through May 6.
Schedule called for spotlighting
FCDA's alert card on such programs as Theatre Guild On the Air,
Arthur Godfrey and FBI In Peace
and War.
Another phase of the national
program is the need for some 15
million trained volunteers. Citizens are invited to contact their
local stations to volunteer for any
one of a number of services, including communications, if they
have technical training in radio,
television, telegraph or telephone.
Thousands of workers will be
needed to man communication networks for civil defense alone.
The role of AM-TV stations in
implementing
of civil defense the
will"nerve
largely system"
be secondary, crystalizing in the event
land line communication is bombed
out. This was indicated in a talk
by Col. William Talbot, director of
FCDA's Communications & Warning System, who said the government prefers not to depend on any

one system. FM stations are not
involved in present planning, it
was indicated.
Col. Talbot outlined the nature
of the yellow alert, which would be
used to alert local civil defense
officials, and the red signal which
would be aired to the population
Provision is made for coded or subaudible signals to be piped to broadcast stations on the yellow alert
Primary system for alert involve;
use of a teletypewriter network
from FCDA Washington headquar
ters. Actual alerts would be flashec
by a civil air defense controllei
by telephone or radio.
Issues Guide
A communications guide madi
available to state and city CD di
rectors explains that FCDA is re
sponsible, along with FCC and th
Dept. of Defense, for supervisioi
over broadcasting networks. Th
study claims that "radio is partic
ularly vulnerable" to enemy inter
ception, thus inviting securit;
problems, but recommends tha
local plans should embrace Afti
broadcasting and other forms o i
communication, and observes:
Wherever possible, wire line cii
cuits should be back-stopped by ra
dio. Self-powered mobile radio equip
merit is especially desirable. .
Broadcasting stations (including tel«
vision) should be used to inform th
public of its responsibility in civ
defense and to teach civil defens
procedures. AM broadcasting station
will be available for disseminatio
(Continued on page 69)

SHOWS:

WBNS,

Columbus,

has

programs

—

the

Day

20

top-rate

and

Night

Keep company with the top-rated programs on Central
Ohio's top station. Cash in on these ratings with your
own spots and programs.
The ten top-rated daytime shows on WBNS are: Aunt
Jenny, Ma Perkins, Our Gal Sunday, Wendy Warren, Arthur Godfrey, Big Sister, Guiding Light, News Roundup,
Helen Trent and Rosemary; followed by the ten top-rated
night-time shows, including Jack Benny, Mr. and Mrs.
North, Mystery Theatre, Amos and Andy, Dr. Christian, Mr.
Chameleon, Bing Crosby, Our Miss Brooks, Chet Long and
Godfrey's Talent Scouts. That makes 20 out of 20 ... a
good batting average in any league.
For time availabilities, write or call your John Blair representative.
W/BMS
IS
BATTlKlG I0OO
THE BIG
OHIO

IN

CENTRAL
LEAGUE

CENTRAL

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

OUTLET
PLUS
AskWELD-FM
John Blair

POWER
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LET'S
Yes,

HAVE

let's have

Population

—

the

facts

THE

about

the

1,464,400, and the amazing

FACTS

metropolitan

Washington

story of WOOK,

a UBC

area.

station.

WOOK has more listeners than ANY of the nine other Washington area Independents during the key daytime periods.
WOOK has more listeners during the entire afternoon period
than the AVERAGE COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF TWO
NETWORK STATIONS.
WOOK has more listeners during the key daytime periods than
the COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF ANY TWO INDEPENDENT STATIONS.

Let's

have

about

WOOK

Independent
A
Audience

Independent
B
Audience

Network
C
Audience

Network
D
Audience

28940
28940
13640
9815
9815
15170
24350
15170
13640
15170
22055
21310
23585
17465

9050
22055
5225
6755
5990
5225
5225
5225
6755
11345
13640
12875
11345
8285

1000
3695
1400
7460
7460
7460
7460
4460
3695
3400
3400
2930
1400
1000

17465
50830
15400
5225
5225
19760
6755
3695
8285
12875

8285
22053
2165
7520
4460

Average rating 2. WOOK.

have
WOOK
You

facts

WOOK
Audience
(Time)
6:45
7:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00

Let's

the

the

Network
£
Audience
1400
2165
2165
2165

3695
4460
4460
8285
8285
7520
8285

3695
4460
5225
5400

3695
4460
2930
2165
1400
1400
1400
1400

7520
5990

All above figures from the 1951 American Research Bureau report.

facts.

gives

can't cover

more

listeners

the Washington

for

the

dollar.

area without

WOOK.

For more information, write, wire or phone United Broadcasting
Company, 1143 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., STerling 7265 Washington, D. C. and ask Forjoe or Radio Representatives about . . .
THE

AMAZING
WOOK

RO ADC ASTING
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STORY
is a UBC
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Summer

is

only

colossal!

Take a long look at Southern California
in the Summertime.
In this land of superlatives nearly H of all retail
sales (24.4%) are made
Summer

in June, July, August.

food store sales of $1,473,577,000 are

higher than they are during the Winter.
Vacation

figures? Colossal, too. More

2,500,000 tourists visited Southern

than

California

last year . . . and 40% during the Summertime.
One more
Southern

colossal fact. Winter

and Summer

California radios attract the same big

audience. Sets-in-use reveal only a slight difference. 21.1 in Nov. -Dec. and 20.2 in July- Aug.
And, of course, 50,000 watt KNX

commands

largest share of this audience in Summer

the

just

as it does every other season.
To make

your Summer

sales colossal just ask

Radio Sales about the most-listened-to station
in Southern

California ....
KNX

Los

Angeles

ATTENTIVE listeners to on address by FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock (r) at
the Institute for Education by Radio and Television are Benjamin Fine, education editor. New York Times, and FCC Comr. Paul A. Walker.
Demands

More

TV

Use

For Education
IERT MEET ENDS
DEMAND for more and better use of the new TV medium for educational purposes featured the 21st Institute for Education by RadioTelevision, which wound up its sessions May 6 at Columbus, under
auspices of Ohio State U. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7].
TV held delegate interest all *
■
Hennock said educational TV will
through the annual institute, with
radio receiving only occasional
serve as a "pilot plant" for commention. Few industry representamercial TV, with educators bringtives took part in the sessions,
ing to the medium the high moral
purposes which characterize their
which at one time drew top-flight
network and station executives.
endeavors."
A leading critic of commercial
Speaking in a panel on TV's imtelevision, FCC Comr. Frieda B.
pact, Miss Hennock conceded com-

IN

MIAMI
Who'd think we'd ever see the day
when Miami's Summer tourists
would outnumber the Winter tourists
of just a few years ago? Well,
everything... the number of inquiries
flooding the Chamber of Commerce,
more hotels, transportation company
reports . . . everything indicates that
this will be Miami's biggest Summer
Season — not to mention the nearly
half a million year-round local
residents in Dade County!
As far as the local advertisers are
concerned... we're nicely UP
over last year. We can do a good
job for you, too. Just call our Rep...
The Boiling Company.

JAMES M. LeGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS
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KC • NBC

UNOFFICIAL side meeting during the institute draws this trio (I to r): Kenneth Bartlett, dean of University College and director of Radio & TV Center,
Syracuse U.; James C. Hanrahan, general manager, WEWS (TV) Cleveland,
and Dr. I Keith Tyler, director of the institute.
mercial station's right to a profit
"but not a profit of 1,000%." Dr.
Benjamin Fine, education editor of
the New York Times, said his fouryear-old daughter announced she
had "just learned on TV the best
way
Mrs.
DonaldtoP. poison
Cottrell, Mommy."
wife of the Dean
of Education at Ohio State U., said
parents must guide children in program selection.
Among those blasting away at
commercial TV was Thomas D.
Rishworth, National PTA Congress
radio chairman, who called TV at
present a "lethal influence on the
fine art of conversation." Said he:
"I can see the American family
going back to the Indian sign
language as a result of television."
There were nearly two-score
smaller group meetings and clinics
for those with specialized interests.
Kathleen N. Lardie, WDTR (FM)
Detroit, Board of Education station summed up a panel discussion
on "How To Tell the UN Story"
as follows:
If we do nothing else but tell the UN
story, we are fulfilling our mission as
broadcasters. Conversely, if we neglect
the UN or do not put our best foot
forward
in telling
its story,
deserve to
be on the
air. we do not

of campaign
sional actors. speeches by profesMr. Ingle said a political candidate who ignores radio and TV "is'
inviting political suicide." He said
the media "are creating a greater
interest in politics among the
electorate than ever before. The^
force of television has dramatically'
proven its potential in the recent!
screening of Senatorial investigaHe lauded radio and TV for their;
"scrupulous fair play" in allocating
public service time to political
broadcasts. Users of such time,:
tions."
he suggested, "must plan, prepare
and deliver political broadcasts of
such calibre that they strengthen,
rather than detract from the listening or viewing audience of any station or network . . ."
Cites TV Faults
Mrs. Charles G. Weeks, presidenl
of Greater Cleveland Radio Council
said major faults of TV are bad
sound tracks, poor kinescoping and
too many variety shows. She saic
TV is following some of radio's
bad program practices, listing "soar
operas, lengthy and ridiculous com
mercials, horror and crime stories.'
Lt. Col. Paul D. Guernsey, Wash
ington, chief of the Attitudes Re
search Branch of the Armed Force; !
Information & Education Division I
criticized "glorified nose-counts' I
which may appear to determine ef
fectiveness of informational de
vices. Sound methods of obtaininj
and measuring constructive mas:
education will continue impeded
he said, as long as researcher
"continue to be plied with turbii
and heady 'concoctions of words
which intoxicate the educators int<
forgetting or losing sight of thei
unresolved problems and unac

Dorothy Lewis, UN radio, was
discussion chairman.
Political Issues
In a session on "Politics and
Broadcasting," the discussion revolved largely about the question of
giving free time to all political
candidates — and selling none. This
policy was advocated by Richard
M. Pack, WNEW New York program director. He told of WNEW's
policy of sponsoring political broadcasts daily for six weeks before
election; how all parties receive
equal time; how professional actors
are hired to read the candidates'
prepared speeches in order to prevent one party from having an
cepted
responsibilities."
M. Robert
Rogers, vice presiden
oratorical advantage over another.
Two national radio-TV chairmen,
and generalWashington,
manager of criticize
WGMS'| I
AM-FM
Edward T. Ingle, GOP, and Kenneth
commercial broadcasters who thin
D. Fry, Democratic party questioned whether this method was
of "public service" in terms of civi j
best although they conceded its announcements or programs tha
obvious merit.
run free, calling the attitude "utte ]
They joined with Benedict P. lunacy." He said: "All radio pre
gramming in the United States i|
Cottone, FCC chief counsel, in quesservice, whether statiorjj
tioning the effect of a recent Su- public
preme Court ruling on the reading sponsored or advertiser-sponsored. Jj
BROADCASTING
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A

GET

MIGHT

YOU

—

MARLIN

BLACK

8

12'

BUT...

YOU

NEED

WKZO-WJEF
TO

IN

LAND

AND

WKZO-TV

BUSINESS

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, catch the biggest radio audience in Western Michigan. In their home cities, listenerpreference is so heavy that we've even quit
subscribing to Kalamazoo Hoopers! Out in
the country, 1949 BMB figures give WKZOWJEF a 46.7% increase over 1946 in unduplicated Daytime

Audience — a 52.8%

in-

crease at night! Yet WKZO-WJEF' 's combination rate is 20% less than the next-best twostation choice in Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids !
When it comes to television, WKZO-TV is
the official Basic CBS Outlet for Kalamazooef 1

Grand

Rapids. Coverage includes five West-

ern Michigan and Northern Indiana markets
with a buying income of more than one and
a half billion dollars! WKZO-TV telecasts to
more receivers than are installed in such metropolitan markets as Atlanta, Kansas City
and Rochester. WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is first
choice on most of the 120,269 sets within
the .1 MV line.
Write direct or ask Avery-Knodel, Inc. for all
the facts!

*/n 1926 Laurie Mitchell got one this long, weighing 976 pounds, in Bay of Islands, New Zealand.

WJEF

WKZO-TV

ftfA IN GRAND RAPIDS
AND KENT COUNTY

WKZO

IN KALAMAZOO
MICHIGAN
WESTERN INDIANA
toP*
and
GREATER
and mNORTHERN
WESTERN MICHIGAN

(CBS)

(CBS)
ALL

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,
BROADCASTING
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THREE

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

BY

COMPANY

NATIONAL
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'RED' ACCUSATIONS
TitT
AFRA-INDUSTRY Committee procedure for handling
accusations of
Communism against performers as originally announced May 4 in New
York [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7] was corrected and amplified in a second announcement last week.
The committee, which includes ★
representatives of AFRA, AAAA,
which may be filed by its members.
NARTB, ANA and the major net- If any performer by his own actions
outside of union activities has so ofworks, was formed under AFRA
American public opinion that
leadership last September. Its he has fended
made himself harmful to the
formation resulted from growing
best interests of an advertiser or
concern among both employers and
broadcaster, that is the individual
performers over issues raised by performer's personal responsibility
and it cannot be shifted to his union.
such incidents as General Food's
dismissal of Jean Muir from The
A letter of transmittal from the naAldrich Family radio cast, after
tional executive secretary of AFRA
to the president of . . . (the AAAA)
receipt of protests based on Red
Channels.
. . . setting forth these understandings, shall accompany each statement.
The latter publication, compiled
6. "The Industry-AFRA conference
from sources as diverse as House
shall continue in existence in an atUn-American Activities Committee
tempt to find further solutions to the
reports and The Daily Worker,
problems which caused its creation.
listed radio and television per7. "It is understood that the representatives of industry may work
formers alleged to have Communist or Communist-front affiliations.
out a similar plan with other crafts
Miss Muir denied any sympathy
in the industry. . . ."
with Communism, which she termed
^Jke jpredti^e Stat ion,
7)
ojt the C^arolinad
THE GREENSBORO

CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE

COMPLETE ITS FIRST YEAR OF SPONSORING

WILL SOON
A PROGRAM,

"AMERICANS, SPEAK UP!", ON WBIG.

WHAT

GROUP IS BETTER QUALIFIED TO SELECT AN EFFECTIVE LOCAL ADVERTISING MEDIUM THAN THE BUSINESS

AND PROFESSIONAL MEN WHO
BER OF COMMERCE?

CONSTITUTE THE CHAM-

WBIG

Gilbert M. Hutchison,

CBS

Affiliate

5000

EST.

represented
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President

1926

by

Hollingbery

watts

"vicious and destructive."
Also preceding formation of the
AFRA-Industry Committee was announcement early last September
by Rabbi Benjamin Schultz that a
Joint Committee Against Communism in New York, of which he
was coordinator, and which had
been "assured the assistance of
local patriotic organizations from
coast to coast," would "watch national networks. . . ."
Last week's AFRA - Industry
Committee announcement described

Mr. Feltis

Mr. Brandt

KING CHANGES
the procedure it had "unanimously"
Brandt Succeeds Feltis
adopted as designed both to "prevent Communist inroads" and to RESIGNATION of Hugh M. Feltis
"protect radio and television actors
as vice president and general manand employers from irresponsible
ager of King Broadcasting Co.
charges." It was adopted "subSeattle
(KING-AM-FM-TV), effecstantial y as recomended by a subtive June 1, and appointment of his
committee after several months of
successor, Otto Brandt, ABC vict
study," the announcement said.
week.
president, were announced lasl
The Procedure:
It was learned that Mr. Feltis
1. When an AFRA member is "publicly accused by an identifiable source
will open a radio-television consultant office in the Central Bldg. j
of disloyalty or adherence to an organization or organizations described
Seattle, advising stations, adveras subversive," he may file any sort
tisers and agencies on commercia
of written statement he likes in reply management,
program problems I
with AFRA.
network relations, etc.
2. AFRA will keep such statements
Announcements were made bj
in a "locked and confidential file."
Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, president oJ
3. Any employer or prospective emthe King Broadcasting Co., whcl
ployer of an accused performer may
said Henry B. Owen will continue J
request such statement through the
as executive vice president. Mr
AAAA president, who will forward
Owen is now on loan to the Offic< |
the request
AFRA's
national
exof Price Stabilization.
ecutive to
secretary.
If such
request
Mr. Brandt, who was elected!
cites publication and date of charges
made, a copy of any statement on file ABC vice president in charge of T\ \
in reply to them will be released to stations last January after serving I
firm or person making request.
as director of television station I
4. If no statement is on file, AFRA
since April 1950, joined the AB( I
will notify performer of the request
station relations department ii I
and permit him to file a statement.
February 1942. He previously ha< I
"In either event the employer or proserved with NBC for eight years 1
spective employer, after first notifyHe was named manager of th I
ing the performer, may release such
statement for the sole purpose of eastern division of the ABC sta I
tions department on April 1, 194^1
refuting any disloyalty charge."
5. "It is understood and agreed that
and was promoted to national di f
by consenting to this procedure,
rector of station relations in Jan |
AFRA is not on behalf of itself or uary 1949, continuing in that posi
any of its members admitting the
tion until his appointment as di
veracity of any charges which have
rector of television stations. Hi
thus far been made. Nor is AFRA
successor at ABC has not bee
in any way attesting to the validity named.
or veracity of any of the statements
BROADCASTING
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

-more

to any

often

other

radio

-to

KNBC

station

KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional transmitter
reaches all the markets of Northern California . . .
. . . KNBC has the biggest, most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fastest-growing major market in America.
. . . And as a plus, KNBC penetrates the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California, plus markets like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humholdt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how. . .
KNBC

delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

PLUS-Market Case History
San Jose -Santa Clara
• Population — 288,938, an increase of 65.2%
from 1940-1950
• Effective Buying Income* — $41 5,346,000
up 166.4%
• Retail
Sales* — $302,670,000, an increase
of 206.2%
• KNBC Audience —Week after week, almost
nine-tenlhs (89%) of the radio families
listen regularly to KNBC
*Sales Management's 1951 Survey of Buying Power

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
San Francisco
50,000 Watts - 680 K.C.

BROADCASTING
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in

West

your

Virginia

dollar

farther

. . .

goes

with

"personality"
Inspecting the control panel of the master control in CBC's new Radio
Canada Bldg. are (I to r standing): A. J. Ouimet, chief engineer; Dr.
Axigustin Frigon, general manager, A. Davidson Dunton, chairman, CBC
board of governors; G. W. Olive, director-general of engineering, and
Donald Manson, assistant general manager.
NEW
CBC HOME
Canada Radio Bldg. Opens

More than a million
West Virginians, (with
a half-billion dollars to
spend annually) can hear your
sales story when you put this

CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
Friday (May 18) officially opens
its 12-story Radio Canada Bldg. on
Dorchester St. in downtown Montreal. A former hotel, it has been
changed in three years to be headquarters for CBC engineering staff,
administrative and personnel staffs,
all CBC French-language programs,
local English-language programs,
and international shortwave broadcasts in 14 languages daily. When
Montreal's TV transmitter goes on
the air next summer it also will
be programmed from the Radio
Canada Bldg. More than 600 CBC
employes will use the building.
There are 26 studios in the building, each in a different color
scheme, and each suspended on
springs or rubber within the framework of the walls. Within the studios all acoustic tile has a different
treatment on its reverse side, and
by merely reversing a few tiles
within the studio anyone of a dozen
different acoustical results can be
achieved.
The master control can carry
programs to five transmitters,
eight outgoing networks, seven incoming networks and the output of

potent pair of "Personality"
Stations to work for
you. And WKNA and
WJLS are yours at a
combination rate that is
about the same as you
would pay for any single
comparable station in
either locality. Make us
prove it!

WKNA
WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON
950 KC— ABC
5000 W DAY* 1000 W NIGHT
I
WJLS
WJLS-FM
BECKLEY
560 KC— CBS
1000 W DAY • 500 W NIGHT

Alaskan Baseballcasts
ALASKA Broadcasting System
broadcasts of live major - league
baseball games through Liberty
Broadcasting System facilities will
have two sponsors for the Saturday and Sunday games, not five as
previously
reported byMayBroadcasting • Telecasting,
7. Blatz
beer through Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New York, will be
the sole Sunday sponsor, and
Philip Morris through Biow Co.,
New York, a participating Satursponsor. Procter
Tide daythrough
Benton && Gamble's
Bowles,

Joe L Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by WEED
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& CO.

New feeYork,
Brother's
cofthrough and
N. W.HillAyer,
same city,
have scheduled one-minute spot
announcements on the broadcasts
and Lucky Lager Beer through
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco,
has arranged for chain-breaks.

the 26 studios in the building.
Twenty-seven individual programs
can be routed through the master
control simultaneously. The recording room can accommodate 12 disc
recorders and eight tape recorders,
each with its own control panel,
clock and overhead speaker.

BLUME RESIGNS
Leaves FCC for Law Firm
FCC HEARING Examiner Jack P.
Blume resigned from the Commission effective May 1 to become
residentingtonWashpartner
in the radio law
firm of ex-FCC
Chairman James
Lawrence Fly and
Peter Shuebruk.
Firm name beFly, Shuebrukcomes
& Blume.
Mr. Blume will
Mr. Blume
devote fulltime to
Washington operations of the firm, which expects
to open offices May 15 at 1028 Connecticut Ave. N.W. Messrs. Fly
and Shuebruk will divide their
time between Washington and the
New York offices of the firm at 30
Rockefeller Plaza.
Mr. Blume joined FCC in March
1946 as regional attorney at Chicago. He moved to Washington in'
early 1947 as chief of the Law
Dept.'s Review Section, being appointed hearing examiner in June
1947 with establishment of the
hearing examiners under provisions
of the Administrative Procedure
Act.
He graduated in 1934 from City
College of New York and obtained
his law degree in 1937 from New
York U. Law School. He engaged
in private practice from 1937 to
1942, when he joined OPA as deputy hearing administrator.
Among his cases while hearing
examiner have been the Mansfield
Journal, Paramount-DuMont,
WTUX Wilmington, Del., San
Francisco and Detroit TV cases,
as well as several other broadcast
and common carrier proceedings.

"You

give
said

me
the

a

paean*/'

account

executive

(for an a.e. he had a big vocabulary)

"This copy isn't first enough," the a.e. said
"Make it claimier. You know- — highest Hooperated
CBS station in the nation — highest income in the you know
what — all kinds of dough in the area —
loyalest audience — you know . . ."
"The hell with that," said the copywriter.
For once a copywriter won an argument:
The ad ran this ivay:
To a Madison
With

Other

Avenue

Time

Buyer

Things on His Mind

975 miles west of you on U.S. 30 lies Iowa. Have you ever
seen Iowa corn fields in late June? A New Englander,
enjoying the experience for the first time, said they looked
like "green corduroy." We, with a radio station to grind,
prefer to think of them a short time later, when the green
has turned into golden buying power. Iowa's corn yield
is the highest of all states.
Have you ever heard the cry "sue-ee-e" bring ham-on-thehoof to feeding troughs? In Iowa hog-calling is a fine art,
and its practitioners hang their masterpieces in evergrowing bank accounts. Iowa produces more pork than
any other state.
Another sound that breaks the good clean air of Iowa is
"here chick, chick, here chick." It means spending money
to most Iowa housewives. Poultry sums aren't chicken
feed, either. Iowa is the highest egg-producing state in
the Union; the value of its poultry exceeds that of any
other state.
But you haven't time for more rural symphonies. Besides,
agricultural Iowa is only half the story. Industrial Iowa
accounts for almost half of the state's $4 billion annual
income
of individuals.
It's areaches.
market worth reaching —
and in Eastern
Iowa WMT
Please ask the Katz man for additional data.
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Sterling Denies Petition
For Delay

WMIE
CASE
PATH has been cleared for final FCC action on the WMIE Miami, Fla.,
transfer case, following denial by Comr. George E. Sterling of FCC General Counsel's petition for added time in which to file exceptions to the
proposed grant of transfer [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 19].
In Comr. Sterling's action, an- *
nounced May 4, no sufficient reason
itself. Sun Coast is chiefly owned
was found to grant an added de- by Mr. McBride and his Cleveland
lay. Vigorously opposing further business associate, Daniel Sherby.
extension, Attorney Paul M. Segal,
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
counsel for WMIE, charged that had objected to the failure of the
FCC initial decision to consider
additional delays "have played
into the hands of malicious and un- evidence gathered by Senate Crime
scrupulous competitors of WMIE
Investigating Committee staff
who have long been seeking to de- members [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9].
stroy it."
WMIE said it is losing considerable business as the result of an
Committee's Charge
alleged "campaign" against it by
The crime committee's "second
certain radio and newspaper comreport," charged Continenpetitors. Mr. Segal is a member of interim
tal Press with being controlled by
the Washington, D. C, law firm, "gangsters who constitute the CaSegal, Smith & Hennessey.
pone syndicate" and again named
the national racing news wire
The initial decision by FCC
Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
service in its final report [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7].
was issued in mid-March. It would
Continental Press is owned by
approve Arthur B. McBride as
part owner of the station. Mr. Mr. McBride's son, Edward J. McResnick had concluded that there
Bride, and managed by his brotherwas no evidence in the Commission
in-law, Thomas Kelly.
Mr. Resnick also had given Mr.
record to disqualify Mr. McBride
Sherby and Continental Press a
from being a radio station stockclean bill of health.
holder.
Mr. Resnick had proposed to
In argument setting forth "no
grant WMIE assignment of con- need for any additional time" on
struction permit from Lincoln
the case, WMIE refuted various
Operating Co. as trustee for Sun possible grounds for FCC delay,
Broadcasting Corp. to Sun Coast
such as shortage of available per-
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sonnel, work load, and size of the
hearing record.
Station also contended "no lawful cause" has been set up in the
Commission counsel's motion for
further extension of time, saying
none of the allegations by general
counsel was factual.
WMIE described itself as the
only independent, regional station
in its area, operating with 5 kw
night and 10 kw day. There are
11 stations in the Miami area, four
of them affiliated with national
networks. The four are WQAM,
affiliated with ABC; WIOD, with
NBC; WKAT, with Mutual, and
WGBS, with CBS. WGBS was not
named in the brief as being in active competition with WMIE.
While giving a review of the
WMIE case, the brief pointed to
the radio advertising trend toward
a fall-off in network business and
an increase in national spot business. Result, according to WMIE,
is that the leading high-power independent in a good market "has
been rapidly increasing its earnings at the expense of the network
stations in the area." Such a development apparently is indicated
in
the
Miami
area, Mr. Segal's
brief noted.
According to the WMIE counsel;
The applicant
sincerely be-to
lieves, and urges[WMIE]
the Commission
consider
the onprobability
joint
action
the part that
of thethere
three"is
competiting stations ... to prevent
the placing of radio advertising on
WMIE, credit,
toto cause
bring itthe
station into
disto operate
at a loss
and to drive it out of business. The
Commission will of course recognize
that the proof of such a conspiracy is
an extremely difficult thing. In the
nature
and positive
evidenceofisthings
seldom direct
accessible.

VANDIVERE
Joins Weldon & Ccrrr
EDGAR F. VANDIVERE Jr., formerly with the FCC, has joined
Weldon & Carr, consulting radio
engineering firm, as senior physicist in its Washington division.
Mr. Vandivere
studied physics
and mathematics
at Emory U.,
continuing with
graduate
Duke U.work
Fromat
1936 to 1942, he
was physics instructor at Clemson College, leavstaff. ing to join FCC's engineering
From 1945 until he left, Mr.
Vandivere was chiefly concerned
with research on propagation and
antennas and with development
of associated engineering standards. He directed preparation of
the technical exhibits and studies
for the Daytime Skywave Hearing. In 1946 he was vice chairman and later chairman of the
government -industry committee
which analyzed skywave data and
prepared new skywave charts for
the Clear Channel Hearing.
Subsequently, he was named a
member of the Ad Hoc Committee
on VHF propagation and was
chairman of various other government-industry technical committees concerned with NARBA.
Mr. Vandivere

certed campaign against WMIE,
the brief referred to an April 14,

Counsel went on to say: "In the 1950, editorial, "Only Issue Is Mcpresent case there is much evidence
Bride," printed by the Miami Daily
of a common design and a joint News (WIOD). Mr. Segal claimed
the article was written by James
operation to the ends indicated.
controls the newsWMIE's brief alleged Daniel P. M. Cox, who
and radio outlet involved.
Sullivan, now employed by the WMIE paper
counsel asserted:
Greater Miami Crime Commission,
"Not only did Cox use his newshad been conducting a campaign
before the FCC against WMIE.
paper to vent his spleen and atto influence the advertisers
The brief attempted inference that of the temptMiami
but he also
this campaign had been, at least undertook to seearea,
to it that his viin part, allegedly conducted with
cious editorial was called to the
the knowledge and perhaps aid of
attention of the FCC. He accordthe stations named in the brief.
ingly instructed an employe of
Gambling Issue
his, one J. Leonard Reinsch, to see
to it that copies of the editorial
WMIE also strongly attacked
were furnished the Commission.
the connecting of the station with
Reinsch accordingly sent copies of
violation of the FCC's standards
on the broadcasting of gambling
the editorial personally to theinformation.
Chairman of the Commission and to
its General Counsel. This was obIn defending its position, WMIE
viously an attempt and an illegal
said the Crime Commission "takes
attempt to influence the Commisthe position that Continental Press
Service is organized to supply information to bookmakers. The
said "the
James
M. Mr.
Cox Segal
is author
of thesame
incredible
Crime Commission is familiar
and ridiculous fairy tale seeking
with the case of McBride vs. Western Union. . . . This opinion spe- to link Mr. McBride with Alphonse
cifically mentions that one of the
customers of Continental Press
Existence of a joint effort to
sion."
Service is WINZ at Miami Beach.
discredit
WMIE, Mr. Segal alleged
The Crime Commission also knows
was manifested "by the fact that
that WINZ, and WMBM, also of the
Capone."
their radio sta- i
Miami Beach, have for a long time tions,newspapers,
WKAT
and
the all
Crime
mission concentrate
of Comtheir
broadcast such things as the morning line, jockey changes, track complaints against WMIE and de- ;
conditions, etc." Both WIOD and liberately and consistently ignore
WKAT broadcast racing news, the palpable and notorious violations
brief asserted.
by other radio broadcasting staIn outlining the alleged conBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Building

Strength

Highlights from the Annual

for

Report of Standard

the

Free

Oil Company

World

(New Jersey)*

for 1Q50 ...a year of record activity
Standard Oil Company (New
which has, in varying degrees,
knowledge in a large number
the United States and abroad.
IN THE

Jersey) is an American corporation
investments of capital and technical
of operating oil companies, both in
In 1950, these companies:

IN WESTERN

EUROPE
Proposed a plan which ended gasoline rationing
in England . . .
Went ahead of schedule in construction of a new
refinery at Fawley, England, to be the largest
in Europe . . .
Expanded, improved or started construction of
refineries in Norway, Belgium, West Germany,
France, and Italy . . .
Opened many new service stations, which served
not only local motorists, but some 18,000
American tourists . . .
Supplied 28% more fuel oil than a year ago, to meet
needs for industrial expansion . . .
Met the greatest demand for asphalt for new road
building ever experienced in these areas.

MIDDLE

EAST
Stepped up oil production substantially in
Saudi Arabia . . .
Opened the vitally important Trans-Arabian
Pipeline system from oil fields on the Persian Gulf
to the Mediterranean . . . over 1,000 miles of
30- and 31 -inch pipe . . .
Started construction of a large-diameter pipeline
extending 550 miles from Iraq to the
Mediterranean.

IN THE

Produced nearly 50% more oil than a year ago . . .
Made new oil and gas discoveries in Ontario
and Alberta . . .
Operated nine refineries at 14% greater output
than a year ago . . .
Opened a new 1,100-mile pipeline system from
Alberta to Lake Superior, to carry crude oil
toward the major Canadian refineries and markets.

U. S. A.
Drilled over a thousand new wells, with an unusually
high proportion of producers . . .
Improved and expanded refineries in New Jersey,
Maryland, Louisiana, and Texas . . .
Completed a new continuous wax-making plant at
Bayonne, N. J. . . .
Added 370 miles to Texas crude oil pipeline
systems . . .
Started doubling the capacity of a products pipeline
across Pennsylvania . . .
Let contracts to increase by 85% the capacity of a
pipeline from Baton Rouge to the Southeastern
states ...
At government request, re-activated two governmentowned Butyl rubber plants; also continued
operating two others which have been producing
constantly since 1943 . . .
Invested over 20 million dollars in laboratory
research for new and improved processes and
products.

IN THE

IN CANADA

FAR EAST
Expanded production of crude oil in Indonesia and
explored for oil in Papua . . .
Increased output of refineries in Australia, Sumatra,
Japan.

STANDARD
OIL COMPANY
(NEW
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES

JERSEY)

IN SOUTH

AMERICA
Set a new production record in Venezuela, second
largest oil-producing country in the world . . .
Operated the big Aruba refinery in the Netherlands
West Indies at a higher rate than ever before . . .
Met sharply increased call for products throughout
the continent, to support the vigorous post-war
development.

IN OCEAN

TRANSPORT
Received the last 4 of 12 super-tankers ordered
two years ago . . .
Ordered 6 more new tankers . . .
Operated an ocean-going tanker fleet of 117 vessels,
totaling over 2 million deadweight tons.

IN EMPLOYEE

RELATIONS
Continued the same favorable labor relationships
that have prevailed for more than three decades,
with no strikes in domestic operations.

The year ended . . . the job goes on. In 1950, for the first time,
world use of oil outside the Iron Curtain passed 10 million barrels
a day. For comparison, it was just over 7 million in 1945, the
peak war year.
This is significant to free people everywhere. Oil supplies in today's
world are closely linked to living standards and national strength.
It seems clear that more and more the world will look to oil to
help keep it free and progressive. More and more it becomes clear,
in meeting.that need, that the American-developed business process
of risk and result ... of competition spurring corporate ingenuity
and responsibility ... is a strong and flexible system for promoting
the welfare of people.
* We will
to sendPlaza,
a copyNewof York
the full
Room
1626,be 30phased
Rockefeller
20, report
N. Y. to anyone wishing ii. Write
FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) and Consolidated Affiliates
Total income from sales,
Taxes collected for governments $294,749,000
services, dividends and
interest $3,198,266,000
Wages and other employment
costs
$548,205,000
Net income $408,223,000
Spent
for
new
plants
and
or $13.48 per share
facilities $295,132,000
Dividends
$151,028,000
Number of stockholderowners
222,000
or $5.00 per share
Number
of
employees
.
1 1 6.000
Taxes paid
$276,000,000
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Florida Bill Proposes Radio Authorization

REVENUE from legal notices,
longtime a financial mainstay of
many small market newspapers,
may soon be available to Florida
radio stations.
A bill was introduced May 4 in
the state legislature at Tallahassee
and voted out of committee for
floor consideration that same day
which would authorize radio stations to handle legal notices.
If passed, the measure would
prove a boon to hundreds of stations, particularly those located in
county seats.
One Washington observer, a radio pioneer, expressed the opinion
that the legislation, if passed, probstates. ably would be adopted by other
The Florida bill would not interfere in any way with present publication requirements, but would
prove an additional method of servprocess.
Iningall
cases in which personnel
services could not be obtained in
suits, and process would be permitted by publication, the proposed
bill would give a radio station in
the same county as the court the
authorization to broadcast the
notice once weekly for four consecutive weeks.
The bill noted that the station

would have to be a standard broadcasting station licensed by the FCC
and operating with a power of at
least 100 w.
Proof of the broadcast would be
furnished by affidavit of a station
owner or employe. The bill does
not delineate time limits within
which the broadcast should be
made.
ORR REAPPOINTED
Gets National Guard Pact
ROBERT W. ORR & Assoc., New
York and Washington agency, last
week was reappointed to handle the
National Guard advertising account for the new fiscal year besinning July 1. The announcement 1
followed action by a special board
last Tuesday after four agencies
made formal presentations.
The Orr agency thus retains an
estimated $600,000 ad account for
1951-52, with roughly 25% of that
amount earmarked for radio and
television spots and programs
May
7].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Other agencies who made presentations last week were AitkinKynett Co., Philadelphia; Cecil &
Presbrey, New York, and VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
Buchanan & Co., New York, the
fifth agency bidder, did not submit a brief. Over 25 agencies competed for the recruiting account.

SET OUTPUT
Radio Same, Television Up
PRODUCTION of radio receivers
during the first quarter of 1951
was 27% above the same period
WAGE POLICY
last year, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. TV production
Explained by Cool
was 37% above the same quarter
WAGE and salary stabilization proin 1950, it was found.
grams definitely cover radio and
Preliminary figures for the sec- television talent employed by adond quarter indicate a drop in TV
vertising agencies, the Advertising
production but RTMA pointed out Agency
Financial
Management
that the greatest proportion of the
Group was told by Ola C. Cool,
1950 output came during the third
Labor Relations Institute of New
and fourth quarters.
York director, at a luncheon meetRTMA's estimates, including
ing in New York fortnight ago.
both member and non-member comMr. Cool, speaking on "Wage and
panies, showed 4,235,597 radios
Salary Stabilization Problems in
and 2,199,669 TV sets manufacdetured in the first three months of the
tailedAdvertising
explanationField,"
of howgave
the a10%.
1951, compared to 3,343,600 radios
wage increase formula of Regulaand 1,605,200 TV sets, respectively,
tion No. 6 applies in advertising,
a year ago.
along with a plan for operation
The figures show that 95% of under Wage
Stabilization proTV sets in the first quarter had grams. Barron Proctor, group
picture tubes 16 inches or larger,
president, presided.
with 3,672 having tubes 22 inches
or larger.
March production included a
five-week period. Breakdown of
Lyle Warrick
first quarter production follows:
LYLE WARRICK, 27, special
Television Home Radios events director at WTTS and
January
645,716 780,410
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.,
February
679,319 795,377
March (five weeks)
874,634 1,027,745
died May 5 after a long illness.
Mr. Warrick, a prominent InTotal 2,199.669
diana radio personality, formerly
2,603,532
Auto Sets
Portables
January
was
associated
with WSUA BloomFebruary
346,799
75,294
ington, WISH Indianapolis and
437,779
WAOV Vincennes. A native of
March (five weeks)
79,859
147,037
545,297
Bloomington, he was a graduate of
Total
Indiana U.
302,190
1,329,875
BROADCASTING
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NEWS

COAL

RESEARCH

PLANS

FOR

AND

VIEWS

OF

COAL

FUTURE.

Coal men recently met in Columbus, Ohio, to review and plan further the work of Bituminous Coal Research, Inc., which is sponsored by leaders in the industry. BCR work
has led to greater mine safety, better coal preparation, more efficient mining machinery,
and better utilization. BCR also looks to the future— to a practical synthetic fuels industry
—new products through coal chemistry— and the revolutionary coal-power gas turbine.
Coal men predict that newly planned research will mean not only still greater productivity and better coal, but also wider and more efficient use of coal in the future.
BRITISH

EXPERTS

STUDY

AMERICAN

COAL

MINING

METHODS.

Sixteen British coal mining experts were recently in this country to study American coal
production— to see how, on a man-for-man basis, the average American miner is able to
out-produce the average British miner by 5 to 1. American coal producers showed them
how the most highly developed modern mining machines and the stimulus of free competition have made our coal industry the most productive in the world.
SAFETY

PAYS-INSURANCE

PREMIUMS

LOWERED!

The coal mines' safety record of 1950 was the best in history. It brought tangible benefits
to management as well as the miners. The State of Pennsylvania estimates that, as a direct
result of the decrease of accidents, coal industrial insurance premiums will be lowered
this year by more than 4%. Labor and management, working together, have both gained
. . . because coal mining in Pennsylvania— as in other states— is safer than ever before.
"COAL

RUSH"

BY INDUSTRY.

The New York Times reports that major American industries are now staging a virtual
"coal rush." Electric utilities, and plant after plant in such industries as food, soap and
chemicals, are converting 100% to coal for their power. Industry is, as the Times article
puts it, "waking up to conditions." There is no fear of coal rationing. The highly mechanized American coal industry is now at its highest level of productive efficiency— up 30%
in 10 years. The nation is assured of a dependable and plentiful supply of its basic fuel
—bituminous coal.
BITUMINOUS

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
If you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us will receive prompt reply.
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great

hands:

As John Blair & Company starts its 19th year of
exclusive representation of leading radio stations,
we welcome WWDC of Washington to our roster. We
are pleased as well to number Washington, the 9th
metropolitan market, among the great American
cities on our list. The hard hitting, aggressive
management at WWDC assures us that our new
association will be a long and happy one.

nam*

BLAH

We have watched WWDC
years to a dominant

grow during the past ten

position in this always-rich

market. Today with the cream of WWDC's established local shows PLUS the best of MUTUAL,
we believe that WWDC offers more for your
advertising dollar than any other medium in
Washington. One of our representatives will be
happy to tell you the whole story.

in

radio

and

ohn

WWDC

BLAIR

ffices in: NEW

YORK,

join

CHICAGO,

&

Company,

ST. LOUIS,

DETROIT,

national

DALLAS,

LOS

representatives

ANGELES,

SAN

FRANCISCO

editorial

Moral:

Look

«§

Up

ONE DAY Chicken Little, a flighty bird, began
rushing around screaming, "The sky is falling." Goosey-Woosey, Piggsey-Wiggsey and
Turkey-Lurkey did not bother to look at the
sky, although a glance would have assured
them it was still in place. They just rushed
after Chicken Little and joined in the alarmed
cry.
The situation was a natural for the sly FoxyLoxy who lured the terrified crowd into his
den on the pretext of offering sanctuary and
then ate them all up.
Too many radio people are acting like
Chicken Little's friends. Some of their customers have hollered that the sky is falling,
and they believe it. They had better look up.
We can offer the report that the sky is still
there (we just looked out our window and
saw it). Perhaps it is cloudier than it was a
year or so ago, but it hasn't even begun to
crumble at the edges.

Freeze to Ice-Cap
LAST WEEK radio-television lost its aura
of essentiality in this volatile defense economy.
It's supposed to be temporary — until better
controls on critical materials can be evolved.
The net effect, nevertheless, is that under
the new NPA construction order, an equipment
freeze is imposed upon new station construction. There are the usual appeals procedures.
Simultaneously, regulations affecting nickel,
used in loudspeakers, and cathode ray tubes,
foreshadow tightened production ahead in the
receiver field.
This could be the beginning of what many
thought would be the effect of the Korean outbreak— an equipment freeze superimposed upon
the TV allocations freeze. That this should
come just about the time there are first signs
of the thawing of the four-year-old TV freeze,
if only in UHF, must be regarded as sheer
coincidence.
The mysterious aspect of the new construction ban is that it came out of the blue — a
complete surprise to the FCC and to those
doing business with NPA. There wasn't the
customary consultation with industry advisory
representatives. It countermands an order of
last January which exempted radio and TV.
The experience of World War II, when a
tight equipment freeze was imposed on everything except construction "certified as essential in the war effort" must be used as the
index to this new dilemma. Defense production
officials assert the new order means simply
that there will be no approvals "in the field"
of new construction of transmitters or studios,
but that applications must be bucked to Washington. Anyone who had experiences with the
priorities procedures of the last war knows
their futility.
As it stands now, onlv those projects underway can be completed. Hollywood-type studios
are out, along with motion picture theatres
and hot-dog stands. New station installations
might get by if they aren't too numerous, and
if the Washington authorities do not follow
the World War II pattern of confusion and
frustration, compounded.
Radio should not be a serious issue in this
new material austerity. TV again is the problem-child. The President and Defense Chief
Wilson have stated repeatedly that a healthy
Page 56 • May 14, 1951

civilian economy must be maintained.
TV occupies a unique place in the civilian
economy. In the scant six years since World
War II, it has become as vital as any part of
the economy save food, clothing, housing and
transportation — in those parts of the country
where the federal government has permitted
it to exist. Yet many areas are still deprived
of television — which is still a "regional" medium, regional to the extent of 107 stations
covering only 63 markets.
Before the controls are drawn taut, the case
for radio-TV should be forcefully presented
to the appropriate defense authorities. The
incongruity of banning radio-TV construction
at about the time the allocation lid comes off,
should be made crystal clear.
Below

the

our respects to:

Belt

IN OUR government of checks and balances,
it is the prerogative — indeed the duty — of
Congress to probe into the activities and personnel of any and all agencies of Government.
The FCC has had its share of those inquiries.
It has been the butt of many a Congressional
diatribe. It has been called almost everything
in the book. And much of it, in our judgment,
has been justified, as past volumes of this
journal covering a 20-year span, will attest.
The FCC of today isn't the paragon of
bureaucratic perfection by quite a stretch.
But it's still far from being the worst agency
in Government. We think it can get along
with less money, less red tape, less made-work
and fewer people just sitting out jobs until
they can retire.
Proper inquiries into FCC activities, in our
view, should be encouraged. Irresponsible
ones, motivated by disgruntled individuals or
flannel-mouthed legislators with axes to be
ground, should be shunned.
The FCC was hit below the belt the other
day. Rep. Eugene Cox (D-Ga.), who headed
the first FCC investigation eight years ago,
and Rep. John Rankin (D-Miss.), who spits
vituperation at all minorities, joined hands.
They branded the whole FCC a Communist
cell. Mr. Cox wanted to snip half a million
off the FCC's budget, and got it. Mr. Rankin
wanted to abolish the FCC altogether — until
the last vestige of his imagined junior Kremlin
is cleaned out.
Rankin's
aproach
was pureeranonsense.
WeMr.believe
the FCC
of another
had its
pinkos and a red or two. We said so in these
columns. We're satisfied that those who may
remain are misguided little people who couldn't
control the granting of a construction permit
for a studio-to-transmitter link.
It was Mr. Cox, who should know better,
who gave to his House colleagues a lot of
archaic, rhetorical eye-wash, and who slandered
Chairman Wayne Coy. He talked about a commissioner's wife who is vice president of a
Communist-front organization. He meant the
wife of an ex-commissioner who failed of reappointment three years ago. He was alluding
to a departed era.
Mr. Cox charged that the Washington Post
"pretty well dominates the Commission," because Chairman Coy was head of the radio
operations of that newspaper before he became
chairman in 1947. That canard is repudiated
by the record. Mr. Coy has declined to participate in any decision having the remotest
connection with Washington Post radio or TV
activities, and has absented himself from the
discussions.
The cut in FCC appropriations, as advocated
by
Mr. Cox, may if stand.
wouldn't
be incapacitated
it did. The
But FCC
fairness
and
equity, we believe, demand a repudiation of
the irresponsible and unfounded charges which
went virtually uncontested in the Congressional Record.

DONALD

MALCOLM

NEILL

chairman
FROM
TOthe GOboard
in a office
little boy
less tothan
14 yearsof
is unusual, but to go from office boy in
a government broadcasting system and become
chairman of the board of the private stations'
organization at the same time is even more
unusual. That in short is the career of Donald Malcolm Neill, general manager of CFNB
Fredericton, N. B., who at the age of 35 was
recently elected chairman of the board of the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
Malcolm Neill grew up with radio. Born in
Fredericton on April 15, 1915, he learned when
he was eight years old that he had to tiptoe
about the house and speak in whispers during
certain hours of the day. During that time,
CFNB was on the air — from the den in the
family home. It was a 100 watter and the
power supply was a motor generator beating
out a regular rhythm in the basement.
He recalls that "in those early days there
was no such thing as an electrical pickup and
the method used was to place a microphone in
front of the speaker on our victrola and grind
out the records in this manner. There was of
course no soundproofing in the house, and having an open microphone in the den a good
part of each day mean that members of the
family had to walk on tiptoes and speak in
whispers
during broadcast
hours."1923 to 1928
That situation
prevailed from
when the station was moved to larger and more
suitable quarters outside the Neill family residence. Life became easier for the Neills at
home.
After finishing school at Bishop's College in
Lennoxville, Quebec, Mr. Neill put in a short
time in the family business, a retail and|
wholesale hardware firm founded in 1838 by
his great-grandfather. CFNB is operated as
a division of that firm, and Mr. Neill is £
vice president of James S. Neill & Sons Ltd.
and a member of the fourth generation in the
firm.
From the hardware firm he went to th<J
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at Ottawa tu
become an office boy. That was on May 15 J
1937. He was just 22 years old. He was pro
moted within a week to a file clerk, and aftei i
six months was transferred to the newly or
ganized station relations division of whicl
Horace Stovin became the first manager. Mr
Neill became his assistant. On May 15, 193c J
the division, along with other departments c j
along.CBC, was moved to Toronto and he wen
the
It did not take young Neill long to find hi
way about Toronto, and within a week he ha
(Continued on page 69)
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Marsh
INFORMAL gathering during the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters meeting
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7] includes (I to r): William B. Ryan,
BAB president, who addressed the broadcasters; William Lemmon, WJW
Cleveland; Ad Karns, WING Dayton; Mrs. J. M. O'Hara; Mr. O'Hara, WMAN
Mansfield; Mrs. Roger Berk; Mr. Berk, WAKR Akron, and C. N. Evans,
WIZE Springfield.

Hope

"Cappy"

Where

to

Told

Get

Him

Off!

"Cappy" Fisher — who just retired
after thirty -five years as a railroad
conductor — was telling about a certain salesman who was often one of
his passengers.
"That man was so busy," says
Cappy, "he used to bring a dictaphone
on the train to catch up on his letters.
On one trip he'd been rushing around
so much he clean forgot to bring his
ticket. Left it on his desk."
When Cappy started to tell him not
to worry about the ticket he forgot,
the salesman busts out with "Who's
worried about the ticket? It's just that
now I don't know what city I was
going to get off at!"
Cappy might have been pulling our
leg, but from where I sit, lots of us get
so wrapped up in ourselves we often
forget "where we're going." Some folks
get so narrow they even begrudge
their neighbors the right to enjoy a
glass of beer now and then. Let's not
forget that just as trains run on steam
and oil, democracies run on freedom
and tolerance!
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NEWS

INTEREST
Gramling Cites Factors

NEWS, ranking at the top in listener interest, offers a threefold
opportunity to broadcast stations,
according to Oliver Gramling, Associated Press vice president.
Recalling an address before the
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7],
Mr. Gramling
1
• said news proJ0*^^\

grams give radio
form a to
public
pera chance
y
p
service, build a
station's audience
and provide revHe cited
enue.
Mm
gf
showing
survevsnews
has
9L /|||« %^m\ radio
Mr. Gramling
the highest percentage of men,
women and children listeners of
any program type. In the case of
one survey, the audience figure was
74%.
In selling news, Mr. Gramling
said, a number of primary factors
must be considered. He listed
these as ratings, established newscast periods, proper preparation
and presentation, and effective
salesmanship. He described AP's
newest sales device — "Archy," a
composite time salesman, and pictured this mythical character in
the process of selling newscasts to
local sponsors.
Listener interest in radio news
APS

Meetings

AS A direct result of its first subscriber conference in Greensboro,
N. C, last February, Associated
Program Service, New York, has
scheduled two more conferences according to Maurice B. Mitchell, vice
president and general manager of
APS. The second conference will
be held May 21 at the Atlanta
Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta, and the
third on May 25 at the Stephen F.
Austin Hotel, Austin, Tex. Both
meetings, conducted by Mr. Mitchell and Les Biebl, APS program
director, will be devoted to discussions of the newest techniques
in radio sales and programming.

has increased continuously for the
last 25 years, according to Mr,
Gramling, and will continue to increase because: "It is a well-estab4|
lished fact that one news mediumlj
does not replace another. EachaJ
helps the other — because each helpsjj
to broaden people's interest and tc
satisfy their hunger for more anc
more information."

EDUCATION POLICY
Hennock Gives Views
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock be|j
lieves that commercial programs} i
can be educational. Appearing >
Tuesday evening at the annual din
ner of the American U. Radio
Television Guild, held in Washing
ton, Miss Hennock offered this viev.
in a question-answer session fol
lowing her formal talk.
Referring to comments of th<
Conference of Mayors on behalf 0:
educational TV and the New Yori
State Board of Regents plan t<
operate a statewide TV network
Miss Hennock said: "This is a ver;
thrilling day. One comment fron
the mayors weighed 20 pounds.
Less Reading
Noting that reading of news
papers, magazines and books i
falling off because of TV's impac
on the home, Miss Hennock sai
TV must be used to spread know]
edge about our free, democrat!
institutions. She called the stock
pile of TV channels "one of ou \
most valuable resources."
Ted Koop, CBS Washington new 1
and special events director, crit i
cized newspapers for repeate I
statements that telecasting of hea] )
ings involves use of batteries c i
kleig lights and cameras. At tr j.
Kefauver hearings, he said, T
stations pooled the coverage, usinij
two cameras. The bright lights an I
flashes are caused by newsreel an I
still cameramen, he said, who cm
not operate on a pooled basis.
"Television is taking its pla< »
in the national scene," Mr. KoCjl
said. "It is a tremendous force f <jl

good, working with the press."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

5,000 eager youngsters jammed the auditorium
of Portland's leading department store, Meier & Frank
Company, to witness the annual Easter Party.
"Drawing cards" for the show were KEX
and Merrie Virginia.

stars Uncle Bob

Throughout the years only KEX children shows have enjoyed a
continued success in the Pacific Northwest, and five sponsors
have been associated with these shows since their inception.
Consistent program promotion and personal appearances are
keeping these KEX leaders way out in front of other kid shows.
Proof ? Check your audience reports !
"Tfie Squirrel Cage"
Every afternoon from 4:15 to 4:45 Uncle Bob holds forth with
his little friends, "Gus the Goose" and "Gabby the Squirrel."
It's fascinating fun for small fry.
The Merrie Circle '
Rounding out each afternoon of kiddie fun, Merrie Virginia takes
her listeners to the land of make-believe with her many puppet
characters, including "Gulbert" and "Sir Percival Penguin." This
program from 5:00 to 5:30 provokes hundreds of letters weekly
from the entire Northwest.
P.S. Not only do these shows earn ratings — but they rate parental approval.
Contact KEX or Free & Peters for availabilities now!

Oregon's #^50,000
ABC
AFFILIATE
IN
WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

Watt Station
PORTLAND

STATIONS

KEX. KYW«KDKA.WBZ.WBZA.WOWO.

INC.
WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; (or WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RO ADCASTING
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project from its start. Trustees include Frank Houston, Chemical Bank
in New York, James A. Farley, UN Ambassador Warren Austin and]
other leading figures.
front of
fice

fjg^

WILLIAM DOTY EDOUARDE appointed NBC radio and TV spot
sales representative in Southern California succeeding ROBERT
E. HOWARD resigned. Mr. Edouarde was with KFWB Hollywood as sales manager, and earlier was associated with Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
RALPH

HARRY W. ZIPPER, executive assistant to J. KELLY SMITH, CBS vicej
president in charge of O&O stations, named production business manager.
KTSL (TV) Hollywood. He will work with JAMES MELICK, executive assistant to management CBS Hollywood.
JOSEPH

HERSHEY McGILLVRA Inc., N. Y. appointed national representatives for WBIS Bristol, Conn.

EDWIN C. DERRYBERRY, account executive, WTVJ (TV) Miami, calle
to active duty with Air Force.

L. STUFFLEBAM, commercial manager KSTL St. Louis, appointed director of FM at KXOK-AM-FM St. Louis.

ART CURTIS assistant to merchandising manager Hotpoint Inc., Chi-,
cago, to sales department WBBM Chicago.

PAUL ADANTI, station manager WHEN (TV) Syracuse, appointed
director and vice president Meredith Syracuse Television Corp., subsidiary
of Meredith Publishing Co., Des Moines, Iowa. Company also owns
WHEN.

LaVERLE TEED, John Keating Radio Station Representatives, Portland, Ore., appointed radio consultant for firm.
R. C. LOCKMAN, account executive KNX Hollywood, to KTTV same city>
in similar capacity.

LEO BORIN, program supervisor WHAY New Britain, Conn., appointed
manager of station. He will also continue his program duties. THOMAS
MEADE appointed sales manager WHAY.

B. W. JASPER appointed account executive WXGI Richmond. He was
with WCSI Columbus, Ind., as sales manager.

HOWARD R. HAWKINS, general attorney RCA Communications since
Jan. 1, 1949, elected vice president and general attorney of RCA Communications Inc.

MEL GOODRODE, Bendix Appliances, South Bend, MBS Chaicago, as netl
work account executive. He also worked at J. Walter Thompson, Chicagof

A. DONOVAN FAUST, assistant general manager WLWD (TV) Dayton,
appointed assistant general manager WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.

THE KENNEDY Co., Phila. appointed Philadelphia representative foi
WOND Pleasantville, N. J. JOHN G. STRUCKELL appointed acting genl
eral manager WOND. He was with WWBZ Vineland, N. J.

WINSTON S. (Red) DUSTIN, vice president and general sales manager
of Noe Stations (WNOE New Orleans, KNOE Monroe, La.), named executive secretary of Cordell Hull Foundation for International Education.
Foundation, which plans multi-million dollar endowment for education
of Latin American students at Vanderbilt and other U. S. universities,
constitutes largest private project for interchange of students and eventually plans to cover entire world. Mr. Dustin has been identified with

JOHN B. SOELL, DuMont Television Network, named account executive!
He was account executive with WMCA New York for two years.
ARTHUR M. SWIFT, salesman WOOD Grand Rapids, on temporary
duty with Air Force, stationed in Detroit.
NORMAN GLENN, supervisor of NBC sales promotion division, radii I
advertising and promotion, named to Radio Network Sales staff. VIN I
TON FREEDLEY Jr., formerly with American Tobacco Co., Footei
Cone & Belding and BBDO, also named to Radio Network sales staf]
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30].
PetivnaU

MAY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
Covering Illinois Second Market
1000 watts day
500 watts night

.e>eVV"&sV ***** ^tVvtt*6'

15 c° (X"*

GORDON SHERMAN, GEN. MGR.
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY THE JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY
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HECHT S. LACKEY, owner and general manager WSON-AM-FM Hen J
erson, Ky., elected governor of District 233 of Rotary International. . . |
J. CLIFFORD LEE, president KFXM San Bernardino, elected to three]!
year term as director-at-large on board of California Tuberculosis i\\
Health Assn. . . . C. K. SPICER, business manager WBT-AM-FM an
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, elected first vice president Charlott
Chapter of National Office Management Assn. . . . JOHN H. POOLI
president KALI Pasadena, Calif, is on two months tour of Europe. . .
ROGER CLIPP, general manager WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, name j
chairman of Variety Clubs convention to be held in Philadelphia in Majlj
Vice President Alben W. Barkley, Loretta Young and Morton Downey arfj
scheduled to attend. Faye Emerson and Ken Murray will originate the j
network television shows from Philadelphia during the Variety Clubfl
chairman of special events' com J
also serve ofasArmed
Mr. Clipp willobservance
convention.
mittee
for Philadelphia's
Forces Day, May 19.

JOHN D. SCHEUER Jr., assistant to general manager WFIL Philadelphia
will speak at Fourth Radio and Television Institute to be held at Penr|I
sylvania State College, July 11, on WFIL-TV University of the Aim
Several hundred men and women in the radio-television industry and ill
the education field are expected to attend. . . .ROBERT E. DUNVILLBu
at Chjl
president and general manager Crosley Broadcasting Corp. hospital
cinnati headquarters, returned to his home last Tuesday after a
sojourn. He suffered what was described as a "mild cardiac attack!
three weeks earlier HENRY P. JOHNSON, managing director WSG:1
Birmingham, Ala., has adopted four-month-old girl, Margaret Ann. 1
which is effective when the Jopli*
baseball team of the Westei
BASEBALL HEARING
Assn. plays at home.
KFSB Goes to Court
Defendants
are Co.
the asCardina1
MAY 17 has been set for a circuit Griesedick
Brewing
sponso
court hearing in Joplin, Mo., Ruthrauff & Ryan, agency, and tl
wherein the local KFSB will seek
Joplin baseball team. Anti-trus
the right to broadcast baseball
restraint of interstate commen
games of the St. Louis Cardinals.
and monopoly are alleged. Accon
Station's counsel has filed for an ing to reports, KFSB is disr j
injunction against such a ban garding the ban.
BROADCASTING
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Murrow

takes
45

to tape

miles of news-packed

tape is one week's
for Ed Murrow's
Peabody

raw

"HEAR

Award

winner

sound

material
IT NOW",
for 1951

History repeats itself for the benefit
of CBS audiences every week as Edward
R. Murrow airs his skillfully woven account of the week's happenings, "Hear
It Now". On-the-spot tape recordings
from the world's newsfronts — 45 miles of
them — go into the making of "Hear It
Now". These capture the actual voices
and surroundings of the men who make
the news, reproduce every sound with
life-like fidelity.
There is no needle scratch, crosstalk or
backlashing with tape, and its high
fidelity remains through thousands of
playings. Tape recordings can be made
anywhere, anytime ... in the studio, on
the street, in moving vehicles . . . and
the tape is easy to cut and dub into.

D MURROW
(right)
listens The
withprogram
his co-director
and writer edited
Fred W.
"HearandIt in
Now"
WP ut
over the CBS
network.
is being constantly
rightFriendly
up to airas time,
case goes
of a
LL najor news break the second half can be changed while the first half is on the air. Notice the pile of
iscarded tape on the floor that didn't quite make this broadcast.

) to 50 HOURS of recordings are winnowed
»wn to less than an hour by the staff of "Hear
Now" editors, including Irving J. Gitlin (above).
:tl-|ight, noisefree splices of selected material are
;l- sily made with a pair of scissors and "Scotch"
> >1 ring Tape.

ONE 18-MINUTE FEATURE STORY presented on
"Hear It Now" contained the boiled-down essence
of this mountain of tape-recorded material. John
Aaron, one of the editors, helps select the 9/10ths
of
a mile
of tape that constitutes each "Hear It
Now"
broadcast.

Want to know
cuts, new twists,
with tape? Write
nesota Mining &

more about the shortsavings you can make
to Dept. BT51, MinMfg. Co., St. Paul 6,

Minn., and we'll arrange to have a representative give you the whole story.

IMPORTANT: There's more than one
sound recording tape on the market.
the "SCOTCH" brand, the lubricated
means matchless fidelity, clarity of
tion, freedom from distortion. Used by
networks and recording companies.

Made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn., also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety-Walk" Non-slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: Minn. Mining & Mfg.
Co., International Division, 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, N.Y. In Canada: Canadian Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co., Ltd., London. Ont.
ROADCASTING
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KPPC
OPERATOR

RULE

'Severe Hardship' — NARTB
SEVERE hardship would be imposed, especially on small stations,
by the FCC's April 5 proposed rule
granting 30-day exemption from
the first-class operator rule, according to a special NARTB committee engaged in a study of the
problem [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7].
While the FCC's proposed rule is
designed to provide relief, according to the committee, its 30-day
limit will force stations into procedural snarls worse than the hardship the rule is designed to relieve.
Exemption of 120 days instead of
30 days should be granted, the committee suggested, with stations filing an interim report at the 60-day
point to show what efforts are
being made to hire first-class operators.
Stations would be put to heavy
expense and time-consuming effort
in supporting applications for relief
every 30 days, the committee contended, with more than 30 days
likely to be required to comply with
requirements. "In fact, a station
would be well advised to begin preparing its second justification before action had been taken on its
first application," the committee
argued. "The Commission must
make the basic period of relief sufficiently long to make it meaningful."
Since the proposed FCC ruling
permits filing with field engineers,
the committee felt these engineers
should have the right to terminate
exemptions if stations failed to
make a good showing at the 60day interval.
The 30-day rule proposed by the
Commission is contrary to sound
administrative practices, the committee contended, citing regulatory
practices in support of its claim.
Another practical objection centered in the difficulty of hiring temporary operators on a 30-day basis,
especially in view of the present
national labor shortage.
The brief was filed by Bernard
Koteen, attorney for the committee,
whose membership comprises William
C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.,
chairman; Marshall Pengra, WATO
Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.

TO FAMILIARIZE the Paul H. Raymer Co. with representative programs,
WTAG Worcester, Mass., station officials prepared a 72-minute disc digest
of a day's programming [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7]. Shown examining a portion of the orientation material in Raymer New York offices
are (I to r) Ralph McKinnie, Raymer sales manager; Robert J. Brown, WTAG
commercial manager; Wally Duncan, assistant to the Raymer president, and
Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG manager. The special platter, A Day In The
Life Of WTAG, was written by Andy Fuller, publicity director, and Ed Quinn,
sales promotion director. Mr. Brown conceived the idea and also will take
the disc to Raymer offices in Chicago and Detroit.
UTAH

DENIAL
KSVC

Loses Petition

FCC last Tuesday denied a petition
by Sevier Valley Broadcasting Co.
asking to enlarge the hearing issues
in connection with its application
for license renewal of KSVC Richfield, Utah. Sevier Valley had requested the inclusion of the station's programming as evidence.
Comr. Paul A. Walker and Rosel
Hyde dissented to the decision
upheld by Comrs. Wayne Coy, Paul
A. Walker, Edward Webster, Robert
Jones, and George Sterling. FCC's
memorandum opinion and order
stated that the Commission had
not specified any programming issues because it was "satisfied that
programwise the station has been
operated in the public interest."
Request that oral argument be
held was also denied by FCC.
Issues being considered in
KSVC's license renewal are possible authorized transfer of control
of the station, alleged misreporting
and failure to report to the Commission, deviation in financing from
the representations shown in the
CPF application, and whether grant
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of the application would be in the
public interest.
In his dissent, Comr. Hyde indicated that since the application
was to be considered as to whether
it could be granted in the public
interest, all evidence concerning
the application should be offered.
KSVC had petitioned that it had
engaged a lawyer unfamiliar with
radio law at the time of its original
filing and therefore had been late
to offer evidence of programming
in the hearings. Comr. Hyde said
that in FCC's discretion, this latewaived.ness in filing could have been

HOUSE MOVING
WBUD Meets Emergency
WBUD Morrisville, Pa., quickly
shifted operations to its transmitter site when linemen cut main
power lines to permit the moving
of a three-story double house. The
house, purchased from the Delaware Bridge Commission, was
"transplanted" from one section of
the city to another. Transfer necessitated power be cut.
William A. Brewer, WBUD chief
engineer, ordered interim operations be conducted from the transmitter site on the Delaware River.
The emergency operation lasted
only an hour and WBUD made the
"dead" time.with only 20 seconds of
transition

Decision Set Aside
FCC on Monday set aside a hearing examiner's initial decision looking toward grant of KIFI Idaho
Falls, Ida., application for a change
in facilities from 1400 kc, 250 w,
unlimited to 1060 kc, 10 kw, unlimited, night directional. Commission remanded the proceeding to
the examiner for further engineering evidence.

DENIED

FCC Reverses Proposed CP
REVERSING an initial decision,!
FCC last week denied a construction permit to Pasadena Presbyterian Church to change transmitting equipment and to increase
power of KPPC Pasadena on a
share-time basis with KGFJ Los
Angeles. Requested power boost
was from 100 w to 250 w, operating on 1240 kc.
The initial decision was reversed
on grounds that there was more
than 2 mv/m and 25 mv/m contours overlap by KPPC compared to
respective 25 and 2 mv/m contours
of KGFJ.
In a dissenting opinion, Co.mr.
Paul A. Walker said that FCC's
rules and standards should be enforced "with reason." Asking such
an interpretation in this case.
Comr. Walker indicated granting
of both applications as recommended by Examiner Basil P. Connor would permit "increased bene
fits to many thousands of listeners.'
KFST

REVOCATION

Suspended Pending Hearinc
FCC has suspended its order revok
ing the construction permit o:
KFST Fort Stockton, Tex., unti :
hearings, which are to be held ii
Fort Stockton, are conclude'
[Broadcasting • Telecasting
March 19]. No date has been fixe<
for the hearings over which Comr
Paul A. Walker will preside, FC(
said in an action May 3.
Basis for the revocation orde
was alleged ownership misrepre
sentation of KTXC Big Spring
Tex., whose bid for license renewa
also was designated by the Com
mission for hearing.
Actions on KTXC and KFST ha
been based on disclosures in a let
ter from Leonard R. Lyon regard
ing alleged contracts granting par
interests in KTXC to V. T. an
E. W. Anderson. Mr. Lyon is orig
inal permittee of KTXC and pari
owner KFST in equal partnershi
with the Andersons and Clyde I
and George T. Thomas, all of whoi
were charged by the FCC with haA
ing
participated
transfer"
of KTXC."in the illeg:
Extends
DEADLINE

Deadline
for filing propose

findings
G. A.
Richards'
statioi
case has inbeen
extended
seven
da?
to today (May 14). Renewal pr
ceedings involve KMPC Hollywoo
WJR Detroit and WGAR Clevelan ■
In giving additional time last Mo: 1
day, Examiner J. D. Cunningha
noted illness in the family of
FCC General Counsel staff memb
as well as enormity of hearing re
ord as justification for the extelH
sion. Richards counsel has alrea(M
submitted its proposed findin*
May
7].
[Broadcasting
• Telecastin
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Truscon

World's

Radio

Builds

Tallest
lower

Truscon has fabricated for the United States Government a 1,212-foot
tower recently erected near Rome, New York.
The 1,212-foot giant overshadows every other man-made structure
in the world, except the 1,250-foot high Empire State building.
It is truly a tribute to the skill of the men at Truscon who designed,
engineered, and produced it. Not many years ago a tower
of this type and height would have been considered impractical
to build. Work on the structure began on Truscon's drawing boards
in the spring of 1948. Erection was started in September 1950.
Nearing completion last November, the tower had its first test
of consequence during the storm that brought record snow
and 125-mile-an-hour winds to the eastern section of the country.
In this blow the tower swayed approximately seven-tenths
of the seven feet it is calculated to sway in a 150-mile-an-hour hurricane.
Requiring 772 tons of fabricated
steel, the great structure is supported
by 4 miles of guy cables,
most of which are anchored almost
a quarter of a mile away from
the base. The new tower will
be used by scientists at the Griffiss
Air Force Base near Rome (N. Y.)
for the study of Loran,
a radio navigation aid first
developed during the last war.
Today, rising skyward in many
nations are many hundreds of
Truscon-built "fingers of steel"
over which pour communications
for the attentive ears and eyes of the
world's people. Your phone call
or letter to any convenient Truscon
district office, or to our home
office in Youngstown, will bring
you immediate, capable engineering
assistance on your tower problems.
Call or write today.
Abase.
construction
pbotogre-bb
tower's
More than
1400 cu.shows
yds.giant
of concrete
was used to form base pier and guy an.bors.

TRUSCON®
STEEL
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
Youngstown 1, Ohio
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MICHAEL

FRAUD

AWARDS

1,200 Attend 2nd Annual Academy

If it's ears you are need'n
The kind that are heed'n

Commercials, just as they should;
Before proceeding . . .

Pick the station that's leading.
In Greater Grand Rapids, it's WOOD!

Why is WOOD terrific?
Ask Katz to get specific.
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
most ears are WOODpecked
• WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audience
Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market largGives you lowest cost
per thousand
Gives you best local
programming and promotion
Is Greater Grand Rapids' only 5000 waff
station
For the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids ...

V27
GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
5000 WATTS •o NBC AFFILIATE
Also WFDF — Flint, Mich., WEOA — Evansville,
Ind. WFBM — Indianapolis, Ind.
National Representatives
Katz Agency, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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SECOND annual "Michael Awards"
of the Academy of Radio & Television Arts & Sciences were presented to 27 network radio and
television personalities and programs at a dinner at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel in New York last
Monday evening.
Seven special citations were presented, including a "pioneer television award" to Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of Allen B. DuMont Labs and the DuMont Television Network, and a "national
public service citation" to the
Kefauver Crime Investigating
Committee. Some 1,200 persons,
including broadcasting, newspaper,
government and social leaders,
were on hand for the banquet,
proceeds of which were donated to
United Cerebral Palsy's $5 million
May campaign.
Award winners were announced
as follows :
Radio — Best comedian, Groucho Marx
(NBC) ; best situation comedy, Jack
Benny Show (CBS); best dramatic
program, Theatre Guild on the Air
(NBC); best news interpretation, Edward R. Murrow (CBS) ; best consistent news commentator, Walter Wincbell (ABC); best classical music program, The Telephone Hour (NBC);
best mystery program, Dragnet
(NBC); best children's program, Quiz
Kids (NBC); best producer-director,
Theatre Guild and Homer Fickett
(NBC).
Television — Best comedian, Milton
Berle (NBC-TV); best variety program, Toast of the Town (CBS-TV);
best situation comedy program, Alan
Young Show (CBS-TV) ; best dramatic
program, Philco Playhouse (NBC-TV) ;
best mystery program, Suspense (CBSTV) ; best panel quiz, What's My Line
(CBS-TV); best children's program,
Super Circus (ABC-TV); best musical
COUNCIL PICKUP
Col. Springs Allows Tape
"REVOCABLE" permit to tape
record meetings of the Colorado
Springs (Col.) City Council has
been granted KVOR, that city. By
vote of 6-3 the council approved
delayed broadcasts, long proposed
in Rocky Mountain cities.
James D. Russell, KVOR president, appeared before the council
May 8 to explain his request, saying the object was to heighten
public interest in council proceedings. The tape will be edited to
remove less interesting portions
and a narrative will be added by
Hal Bumpus, KVOR newsman.
Mr. Russell said military matter
of a confidential nature would be
deleted. "We have no bones to
pick," he continued. "We are not
in a position, nor do we have the
slightest desire to editorialize. It
will be straight news reporting."
One of the three dissenters objected to recordings on the ground
they would cause misunderstanding. A new member felt he had
not been on the body long enough
to have his opinions broadcast.

Dinner

variety program, Fred Waring Show
(CBS-TV); best producer-director,
Max Liebman (NBC-TV); best news
commentator, John Cameron Swayze
(NBC-TV); best commercial presentaTV ) . tion, Lucky Strike cigarettes (NBCBest male vocalist, Perry Como
(CBS).
Best female vocalist, Dinah Shore
TV).
Best announcer, Bud Collyer (NBC(CBS).
TV).
Best sportscaster, Bill Stern (NBCMost promising
Levenson
(CBS). television star, Sam
"Michael Citations" — Irving Mansfield for originality and creativeness
in the conception of program ideas
(CBS); Barry Gray, public affairs
award (CBS); Arthur Godfrey, "Mr.
Mike" (CBS); Eddie Cantor, humanitarian award (NBC-TV) ; Bob Hope,
Americanism award (NBC); the Kefauver Committee, national public service citation; Dr. Allen B. DuMont, pioneer television (DuMont).
Radio-television forum and discussion programs — American Forum of
the Air, best forum program (NBC);
Meet the Press, best discussion program (NBC-TV).
GE RESEARCH
To Triple Facilities
THE NEED for more research and
development looking toward improved electronic equipment for the
armed forces has prompted the
General Electric Co., Syracuse,
to plan tripling of its facilities
at Electronics Park and the addition of 173 new employes.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE vice
president and general manager of
the company's Electronics Dept.,
said the size of the 190-acre lab
building will be increased from 33,000 to 101,000 sq. ft. by the addition
of two wings. Construction starts
this month. Activities carried on
in the laboratory include not only
military research but basic studies
in the whole field of communications. About 162 people currently
are employed at the Electronics
Lab.

7%/#

House Committee Cites FCC
CITING FCC testimony on the pre
jected
fraud bill April
[Broadcast
ing • radio
Telecasting,
30, 23 1
16], the House Judiciary Commit
tee has said "radio misuse to perpetrate frauds has increased to ar
alarming
degree. . of. ."fraud via ra
This recognition
dio
wason given
in the
committee':
report
HR 2948,
which
was ap
proved a fortnight ago for Housi
action.
Taking cognizance of fraudulen
operators who by-pass the mail
and use only "wire and radio fa !
cilities," the committee said "th
ingenuity of swindlers gravitate
naturally to those unethical prac
tices beyond the specific sanction o
Mail Issue
It went
on tofraud
say, where
"even the
in mail
thos
cases
of radio
have played a role, it is sometime
difficult
prove
the use of
of th'
law." totothe
mails
satisfaction
th'
court
and
so
prosecutions
often
fai"
Because of the greater facility i.
proving the use of radio, this bilj
if enacted might often rescue
prosecution which would otherwis
be The
defeated
on technicalities."
fraud bill
would apply to an i
person who transmitted or cause
to be transmitted by way of intei
state wire or radio communicatio
any fraudulent scheme. The ament
ment to the U. S. Criminal Cod:
also includes television. Maximui
penalty carried would be a $1,00
fine, five years imprisonment, c
both.
Dartmouth

Granted

CP

TRUSTEES of Dartmouth College
Thayer
School of Engineering
Hanover, N. H., have been grante
CP and license for a Class 1 e>]
perimental radio station to be use.
for basic research in physics c|
the ionosphere. Frequencies witl
in the band 1.5 to 10 mc to
assigned with conditions.

fact
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Mr.

Heverly:

You'll

ZENITH

in

YOUR

the

May

find

the

UHF

issue

truth

about

TUNING

of

LETTER, Mr. Heverly, published in Broadcasting for April 16,

described
■uning as "one
ever seen, and
a disgrace to

Zenith's full-page advertisements on their UHF television
of the most flagrant examples of poor advertising I have
a discredit to the TV manufacturing industry", and "...
the advertising profession and the agency [Critchfield &

llth Year of Service to Radio
Management and Engineering

Company] that places it."
- f Zenith is giving UHF television what you called the "patent medicine"
reatment, it is a very serious matter in your city of Seattle, where 2 out
>f the 5 proposed commercial allocations are UHF. It is still more serious to
he people in your state generally, because 17 out of the 27 stations proposed are UHF. In fact, the future expansion of TV depends largely on
JHF reception, because the FCC plan calls for 1,230 UHF commercial
issignments, with only 484 on VHF. This makes UHF doubly important.

four letter asked: "What are the Zenith tuning strips? Probably slabs of
Dakelite upon which the new tuning coils are mounted. What is the provision to receive tuning strips? Mere space for mounting? Why would any
other receiver require outside adapters or converters any more than
Zenith?" All those questions are answered by an article entitled "Zenith
</HF-UHF Tuning" which appears in the May issue of RADIO COMMUNICATION Magazine. It presents detailed information, 14 photographs and
firing diagrams, and a full account of Zenith UHF performance.

'ou got a little ahead of us, Mr. Heverly, on the subject of Zenith UHF
[tuning, but usually, before management and engineering executives ask
the questions, we are out with the answers, presented in a clear, readable,
'ell-illustrated style. That's why readers look to RADIOCOM for the facts
|they need. They rely on this Magazine, trust it, depend on it.

If you aren't already a subscriber to RADIOCOM, fill out and mail the
attached coupon today. A 3-year subscription costs only $6.00, but misrakes in judgment, due to lack of full and accurate information, may be
awfully expensive.
• • • •
Mail

BROADCASTING
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Today

Since 1940, it has been the special job of
this Magazine to present authoritative, unbiased, documented information on significant technical developments and FCC
actions.
For example, the April issue of RADIOCOM
carried the most helpful analysis of the new
TV plan, with a quick-reference table showing all cities where VHF allocations are proposed, together with the VHF stations on
the air, the UHF allocations, population, and
the FM and AM stations in each city.
In May, there is a searching discussion of
FCC policy with respect to functionalmusic, storecasting and transitcasting, entitled "This May Be Another Plotsky". Here
is a matter of interest to every management or engineering executive, because it
is related to the Commission's continuing
arrogation of control over the business of
broadcasting in general and, specifically, its
intention to implement or eliminate the FM
service which it has described officially as
the "finest aural broadcast system".
The article on "Zenith VHF-UHF Tuning" Is
must reading because any intelligent decision about the immediate future of UHF
requires an answer to the question: Can
present sets receive UHF, or are the manufacturers giving the new band the "patent
medicine" treatment?
RADIOCOM, Inc., TV Building, Great Barrlngton, Mass.
Please enter my subscription to RADIO COMMUNICATION for:
□ 3 years (34 issues) $4.00 □ I year (12 issues) $3.00
□ My remittance is enclosed
□ Please send me a bill
Name
Address
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TOSEPH IARICCI, NBC statistical
division supervisor, promoted to
Cf traffic division supervisor for
NBC TV sales service, succeeding
HAMISH McINTOSH, transferred to
TV stations relations. JOHN CRAMER replaces Mr. Iaricci as statistical division supervisor. NANCY EWELS named assistant traffic division
supervisor, succeeding JOHN WEIR,
now in Armed Forces.
MILTON Q. FORD, disc jockey WWDC
Washington, signed
for three - times
weekly disc jockey
show on WOR New
York. Mr. Ford is
also the father of
boy, May 2.
ELIZABETH C.
B UT TERFIELD
and NAT SHOEHALTER appointed
assistant directors
Mr. Ford
WATV (TV) Newark. Mr. Shoehalter was radio editor at Rutgers U.
"DID" DWYER, disc jockey-announcer
KCHE El Reno, Okla., to KJBC Midland, Texas, in same capacity.
ROY RECTOR, senior director-producer and operations supervisor WKYTV Oklahoma City, appointed director-producer KOTV (TV) Tulsa.
STAN VAINRIB, chief announcer and
disc jockey WKAX Birmingham, Ala.,
appointed production manager KHQ
Spokane. He succeeds HERB HESS,
now with Virgil A. Warren Adv.,
Spokane.
JIM KILIAN, staff announcer and assistant in publicity and public relations department WAAM (TV) Baltimore, appointed assistant program
manager. He will continue his work
in publicity and public relations department.

CARTER CLEMENTS, program de |
partment WHAY New Britain, Conn ,
appointed chief announcer. WILLIAt
TURNER,
business department, name
office manager.

air-casters
WALTER VAN BELLEN, former art
staff member, appointed art director,
and HAROLD SHEPARD, sales promotion writer, named supervisor of sales
promotion
division
of NBC's
radio
advertising and
promotion
department.
Mr. Shepard succeeds NORMAN
GLENN, now in Radio Network Sales
[see Front Office].

A MOTHER who is following in the
footsteps of her daughter provides
a new twist to a career story. Ruth
Crane (I), star of Modern Women
over WMAL-TV Washington, is losing
her assistant, Mary Beth Larrabee,
to maternity. Mrs. Larrabee's place
is to be taken by her mother, Mrs.
Mary Louise Roberts (r).

THE GOODWILL STATION, INC.
FiSHER BtDG., DETROIT
CBS
50,000 WATTS
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BYRON DOWTY, sales department
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, appointed
production director. He will have
charge of all programs, both live and
film.
BOB RECTOR appointed announcing
staff KMOX St. Louis. He was with
KWTO Springfield, Mo. JIM BUTLER,
WVLN Olney, 111., to KMOX as late
night disc jockey.
BOB DALTON, WRNL Richmond, to
announcing
Washington. staff W M A L - AM-TV
OTT ROUSH, program manager WSIX
Nashville, Tenn., appointed production manager WMC Memphis.
LOU AMES, assistant program manager WPIX (TV) New York, and
TONY AZZATO, film department manager, assigned, respectively as production supervision and control-room
direction, and assistant to program
manager in charge of administration.
LLOYD DENNIS, director-producer
WTOP Washington, named director
of
service
TV. program
Mr. Dennis
will WTOP-AM-FMbe responsible
for program operations in all media.
SAM ABELOW, producer in CBS program
division anddepartment's
producer public
of CBS affairs
radio and
TV show, We Take Your Word, is resigning effective May 18, to write a
play. He has been with CBS since
1945; formerly was freelance radio
writer in Boston.
NATIONAL NIELSEN* RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U.S. Area, Including Small-Town, Farm
and Urban Homes — and including Telephone
and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK APRIL 1-7, 1951
RATINGS
CURRENT
RANK PROGRAMS HOMES
%

LOUIS GILLESPIE, KPAS Banning!
Calif., to KXO El Centro, as an
nouncer and engineer.
GEOFFREY GASS and BRYCE HOW
ARD, both graduates Northwes
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore
to KRPL Moscow, Ida., as announcer
technicians. BRUCE FOUNTAIN
Northwest graduate, to KRUL Cor
vallis, Ore., as announcer.
BILL JOHNSON to announcing stal |
WNAX Yankton, S. D. He was wit
KCOM Sioux City, Iowa.
HARTLEY SATER, chief announce!
KGA Spokane, and ALWYN BACK
KYW Philadelphia, to KGO San Fran |
cisco announcing staff.
MARY ANN JAYNES, new to radic|
to WSB Atlanta, as receptionist.
KAY SCHEER appointed copywrite!
WTVJ (TV) Miami. FLORENC.
O'BRIEN, secretary to LEE RU
WITCH, vice president and geners
manager WTVJ, resigns.
P. M. COVINGTON appointed directo I
of property maintenance WBT-AM
FM and WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. ( !
ROBERT R. MILLER, WBEZ (FM
Chicago, to WGN-TV Chicago, as floo
manager.
SID GARRIS,
CKLW
Windsoras as"Symphony
disc jockey.Sid," t
DAVID SNELL, WOR New York con
mentator, was to receive citation fc
loyalty and service from Joint Con
mittee
Against
Communism
N. "5
yesterday
(Sunday)
on his in
progran
This Week on the Communist Fron
Presentation was made by STEPHEN
C. CHESS, radio-TV committee chai;
man.

A/euri •
H. B. KENNY appointed news directc
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va. B
was Washington correspondent fc
Minneapolis Tribune.
JOE SMITH appointed sports sta
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Johnstown, Pa. He will hand
(Average For All Programs) (7.7) WARD
Phillies games. He was with WSS
1 Jack Benny Show (CBS) 17.3 Petersburg,
Va.
2 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 17.3
3 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 16.1 JERRY CROCKER, program directc
4 Amos V Andy (CBS)
14.2
5 Walter Winchell (ABC) 13.1 WCUE Akron, to WERE Cleveland, £
6 My Friend Irma (CBS)
13.1 sportscaster and disc jockey.
7 Red
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 13.0
8
SkeltonTalent
(CBS)
12.4 THEODORE F. KOOP, director <
9 Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC) 12.3 news and special events CBS Wasl
10
You Bet Your Life (NBC) 12.2
ington, spoke on "Radio-Televisic
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
Coverage
Nation's
at U. of
Missouri,in May
2. Capita
(Average For All Programs) (4.5) News
1 Beulah (CBS)
9.7 JAMES MacNAMARA, head news sta
2 Lone Ranger (ABC)
8.0
3 Jack Smith Show (CBS) 7.7 KLAC-AM-FM Los Angeles, returi
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) (5.1) to active duty with U.S. Army, :
1 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 9.5 Major in Public Relations staff '
2 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
8.9 Korea under Gen. James A. Van Flee
3
Wendy Godfrey
Warren & (Ligg.
the News
(CBS) 8.6 MAL KLEIN, commercial directc
4 Arthur
& Myers)
KLAC-TV named director of static
(CBS)
8.4 film
department.
5
Pepper
Young's
Family
(NBC)
7.9
6 Guiding Light (CBS)
7.8 ALLEN FORBES, BILL WARRIC
7 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
7.8 and
ARTHUR
MUELLER
to nev
8 Big Sister (CBS)
7.8
9 Ma Perkins (CBS)
7.5 staff WCCO Minneapolis.
10 Road of Life (NBC)
7.4
ADD PENFIELD appointed direct-,
DAY, SUNDAY
news and special events W:
(Average For All Programs) (2.8) of
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 9.0 Columbia, S. C. He was with WS
2 The Shadow (MBS)
7.7 Atlanta.
3 Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS) 5.2 WILLIAM J. SAGSTETTER, not.
agricultural editor and writer, co;
DAY, SATURDAY
(Average For All Programs) (3.6) ducting early morning farm progra
1 Stars over Hollywood (CBS) 7.8 on KXYZ Houston.
2 Armstrong Theater (CBS) 6.5
3 Grand Central Station (CBS) 5.7 JOHN E. MURPHY, news direct
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by ap- WCKY Cincinnati, elected preside
the "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,- Kentucky Outdoor Writers Assn.
903,000
—plyingthe
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio
Homes.
Dr. SAMUEL JOHNSON, executive c
(*) Homes
reached
during
all orlistening
any partonlyof rector of St. Louis Council on Wor
the
program,
except
for
homes
Affairs, now doing afternoon ne\
1 to 5 minutes.
analysis program on KMOX St. Lou
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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We are in a state of Emergency.
We must build our military strength and at the same time we must keep
our economy strong for the long pull.
Inflation bleeds both!

Jtjvery

Jrom

dollar

non-military

is

a

dollar

s enators and representatives who
have studied the matter say non-military
expenditures could be cut back 5 to 7
billion dollars without crippling essential
Government functions.
Every dollar our Government can cut
from non-military spending is a dollar
saved for the defense effort. It is also a
dollar cut from the amount our Government must get from you in taxes, or by
borrowing. Every dollar so cut helps
check prices by holding down demand
for goods and services.
Your money is at stake
All of us as taxpayers are already feeling the
pinch of increased taxes, and there are more
ahead. As consumers we are already feeling
the rise in prices. So every one of us has a
personal stake in how our Government meets
the responsibility of cutting non-military
expenditures.
Calling on representatives in Government for economy in non-military spending
is one of the most effective ways of aiding
defense and combating Inflation — the Sixth
Column Enemy — at the same time.
Institute

BROADCASTING
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spending

available

defense

Jbr
and

cut

a check

on

Inflation

Of course, cutting back means giving up
some things, but this must be done in order
to help pay for defense. Government's only
source of money is the people — and one of
those people is you.
Five more things that must
be done to check Inflation:
1. Increase production: To meet military
needs, provide civilian necessities, help
keep prices down.
2. Support taxes needed to put our
Government on a "pay-as-you-go" basis.
3. Accept controls: To assure military
materials and to keep prices down by
reducing competition for these materials.
4. Increase savings: To provide investment money for greater production,
lessen the demand for goods, and build
a reserve for our own future needs.
5. Buy only for real needs: To prevent
bidding against each other for scarce
None
of these things will be easy to do.
goods.
But everybody will agree that it's worth
making sacrifices if they result in preventing the Sixth Column Enemy — INFLATION— from bleeding our economy.

of Life I nSlirClllCe

A his message is one of a series on
Inflation. It is brought to you by
the life insurance companies and
their agents in the interest of
keeping America strong and
protecting the purchasing power
of the dollars of their 83 million
policyholders.
You can help check Inflation by
doing your part and by letting your
representatives in Government
know that you support every action
they take to check Inflation.

488 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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FROMKESS, vice president
IEON
Samuel Goldwyn Productions
-■Inc., L. A.., to Music Corp. of
America Ltd., Beverly Hills (talent
agency), as executive in TV department.
ANTRIM SHORT Agency, Hollywood
(motion picture talent agency) announces opening of new television
department and move to new quarters
at 8743 Sunset Blvd. BOB PAYTON
heads TV department; MERWIN
SCHIRMER is associate. JIM MELZER is motion picture associate.
Phones: Crestview 5-8340, 5-0626.
Firm currently planning production
of half-hour TV show featuring Ronnie Kemper, Jane Frazee, Dick Haynes. CARL CONNS will produce.
STU WAYNE, WPEN Philadelphia,
has formed Stu Wayne Enterprises
Inc., to handle series of packages he
has been testing and is releasing for
late summer and fall season. Firm is
located at 2212 Walnut St., Phila.
PENN McLEOD & Assoc., Toronto,
research organization, moved to new
quarters in Bay & Gerrard Bldg.
Telephone Plaza 4093.
ROBERT T. SEELYE, San Francisco
sales representative Tele-Que, West
Coast TV research firm, named vice
president of corporation and regional
manager, headquartered in San Francisco. Also named to new positions
were ERNEST CLAY, director of statistics, to Vice President; ROGER
COOPER, director of special research,
to secretary of corporation; JOHN
LANDRETH, associate professor U.
of Nebraska, to treasurer and general manager of research firm.
JAMES W. LUCAS, director of new
product development Associated Program Service, resigns, MAURICE B.
MITCHELL, APS vice president and
general manager, announced.

allied

arts

MARX LEVA, Assistant Secretary of
Defense, received Certificate of Appreciation for civilian service on occasion of his resignation, effective
May 1. Award was presented by Defense Secretary George C. Marshall
for Mr. Leva's legal and legislative
efforts in Dept. of Defense. Mr. Leva
resigned to return to private law
practice.
DONALD B. GATLING, acting chief,
Div. of Investigation, Bureau of Antideceptive Practices, has received
award for leadership in administering
Federal Trade Commission's advertising study in radio, TV and other
media fields. He was one of 23 FTC
members to receive "incentive" award
for "outstanding achievement."
WILLIAM B. LINDSEY, sales manager Universal Recorders, Hollywood,
and HELEN ELIZABETH HAVENS,
secretary to Lloyd Sigmon, vice president KMPC same city, announce
their marriage.
S. W. CALDWELL Ltd., Toronto
(transcribed program distributor),
has sold 33 programs to CJRW Summerside, P.E.I. , to augment station's
increased airtime from 6 p.m. to midnight.
JACK SNADER, production assistant
and office projectionist Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, inducted into Army.
PLUS!

Reach

00?

3S&

The DETROIT Area's Greater Buy! *
— at the lowest rate of any major0
station in this region!
CKLW with 50,000 watt power is hitting an audience
of 17,000,000 people in a 5 state region. This mighty
power, coupled with the LOWEST RATE OF ANY
MAJOR STATION IN THIS REGION means that you
get more for every dollar you spend in this area when
you use CKLW — plan your schedule on CKLW now!
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Rep.
•
J. E. Campeau
rCK
President
LUJ
e
Guardian Building
Detroit 26
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CARTER S. KNIGHT, regional sales
representative WFGM Fitchburg,
Mass., to New England Housewares &
Electrical Appliance Buyers Guide as
advertising sales representative.
LOUIS G. COWAN will put another
TV package on air shortly when WGN
Chicago originates Down You Go for
DuMont TV Network. Plan is to carry
package Wednesday, 8 to 8:30 p.m.
(CDT) as sustained until it is sold.
Show will feature quiz panel playing
variation of parlor game, Hang the
Butcher.
.quip
ment
PATRICK J. BRADY, chief industrial
engineer Sylvania Radio & Tube Div.
in Buffalo plant, named manager of
Williamsport, Pa., Sylvania Electric
Products Inc. plant.
THOMAS F. CONNOR, Army public
relations adviser and former newspaper editor, named special assistant
to CHARLES M. HULTER, general
manager national
of theinformation
Stateprogram.
Dept.'s interOn All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
have aired the most expensive local
show. As a test for HJlgin-American, to find out if radio could sell
high-fashion, "visual" items, the
agency bought Wayne King and
his orchestra for a 13-weeK live
series on WBBM Chicago. This
was in 1946, and the merchandise
did sell, Mr. Mann says.
Wine Corp. of America (Mogen
David), reportedly was the first
wine company to have a full TV
show, Can You Top This? on ABC.
The company will sponsor another
on CBS-TV this fall. Additional
broadcast accounts handled by Mr.
Mann are Holeproof Hosiery, College Inn Food Products, Wyler &
Co. (soup mixes), Associated Products (Five-Day deoderant), Fox
Head Brewing Co., and Reid-Murdoch (Monarch foods), which buys
the first quarter morning segment
of Arthur Godfrey on CBS.
Mr. Mann took a leave from the
agency for a year in 1942 when he
joined the Army Air Corps as a
first lieutenant in combat intelligence. He has been married nine
years to the former Paula Jean, a
stage and motion picture actress
known as Jo Ann Carter whom he
met in Chicago when she was playing in a Broadway show. They
have two children, Richard, 7, and
Jean Paula, who will be 3 in June.
They live on Chicago's north side.
The agency executive likes to
play tennis and golf, go deep-sea
and bass fishing with his wife (two
times a year) and vacation in
Palm Springs and Canada. He still
keeps enough hours free to see
showfolk friends in Chicago, the
West Coast and New York.

JOHN WARD DAWSON, in charge
of equipment engineering for Stanford Research Institute, named chief
engineer for Electronics Div., Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N. Y.
NATIONAL
UNION
RADIO Corp.,
Orange, N. J., announces new type N.
U. 5857, secondary-emission, wide
band amplifier tube having a transconductance of 25,000 micromhos designed for use at freqeuncies up to
20 megacyles.
TECHNICAL APPLIANCE Corp., Shelburne, N. Y., offering new engineering
bulletin to trade covering application
of Taco Special Twin-Driven Yagi
antenna in overcoming problem of cochannel interference.
TELEVISION TRANSMITTER Div. of
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs Inc., Clifton, N. J., offering several new equipment bulletins to those interested in
telecasting operations or plans. They
describe in detail latest products of
division, including operational features, engineering data, illustrations
and diagrams of interest to station
managers, engineers and planning
personnel.
MILTON R. BENJAMIN, national
sales manager Majestic Radio & Television (division of Wilcox-Gay Corp.),
appointed vice president in charge
of sales for Majestic and Wilcox-Gay
BERGEN WIRE ROPE Co., Lodi,
products.
N. J., maker of industrial cables, including twisted lead-in wires for TV;
power cables for maritime construction, etc., purchased by REEVES
SOUND-CRAFT Corp., N. Y. HAZARD
E. REEVES, president of Reeves
Soundcraft, said Bergen Co. would
sidiary.
be operated as wholly-owned subH. B. FANCHER, assistant division
engineer of commercial products for
Commercial Equipment Div. General
Electric, Syracuse, appointed division
engineer.
HAROLD L. OLESEN, executive assistant Weston Electrical Instrument
Corp., Newark, N. J., retires.
RAYTHEON Mfr. Co., Waltham, Mass.,
announces transfer of its New York
and international sales offices to 19
Rector
St., New York.
"Techn
ical •
HILLIS HOLT, engineering department WHAY New Britain, Conn., appointed chief engineer.
ALFRED ROLOFF, WAGA-TV Atlanta, to control-room crew WSB Atlanta. JAMES E. BOYD named transmitter engineer WSB-TV. RODRICK
MORRISON named mike boom man
WSB.
gineer
Atlanta, father
of daughWOOD WSB
ROBINSON,
transmitter
en-'
ter, Karen Virginia.
ANDY BROWNING, chief engineer
WTAG Worcester, Mass., named pub- <
licity chairman for fifth annual meeting of North Atlantic region Institute
of Radio Engineers.
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Respects
(Continued from page 56)
|met a young lady by name of Norah
Hicks, who had just finished a
business course. It so happened
the station relations department
needed a secretary, and he hired
Xorah for one week. She remained
a year, after which time Malcolm
Xeill and Norah Hicks were married and went househunting in Toronto's suburban areas.
At the CBC tall, tactful young
Xeill became acquainted with many
of Canada's broadcast station owners and managers. It was his job
to interpret and enforce CBC
broadcast regulations under the
. Canadian Broadcasting Act, inter\ pret network policies (the CBC
controlled all networks in Canada),
and be a liaison officer between the
- private stations and the CBC.
During the war years he also had
1 to supervise censorship regulations
for bofh the CBC and the private
stations. He served as assistant
first to Horace Stovin, who resigned in 1940 to form his own
- station representation firm, and
under Jack Radford, who resigned
| in 1947 to buy CJFR Brockville,
' Ont.
Called Home
In August 1945 Malcolm Neill
received a long awaited call from
his father to come home. The elder
Xeill felt that his sons could now
■ handle the business, one to operate
the hardware business, the other
to handle CFNB while Stuart Neill,
' a past director of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, would devote more time to travel and hunting. Malcolm Neill took over management of CFNB.
"CFNB is operated on a policy
that we must actively support
, everything which builds the com, munity," Mr. Neill explains. "Fredericton in itself is a small market
and it is our purpose to do everything that we can to build it into
a larger market. Since CFNB
started operation, the population
has increased from 8,000 to approximately 22,000, and although
we of course cannot take full credit
for this, we do feel that the tremendous amount of promotion we
have broadcast on Fredericton as
both a residential area and an
. ideal site for small industries, has
played its part in building the community.
"One very concrete action which

KIlt\

JpkmKSVILLE,MO.
NEVER HEARD OF KIRKSVILLE?
You must be from New York!
I But, 100,000 North Missounans hear I
of Kirksville every day, over K I R X 1 1
Check our rate card. It's advertising's I
H best value!
BROADCASTING

we effected in 1948 was the setting
up, in conjunction with CFBC St.
John, and CKCW Moncton, of
Radio Press Limited, a news agency specializing in local and regional news. It seemed to me that
the news field provided an excellent opportunity for CFNB to provide a valuable service to the community. Radio Press has far exceeded our expectations in this

Defense Role
(Continued from page U0)
of civil defense instructions during
and after air raids, but only under
classified operating regulations prepared by the FCC. . . .
The mention of "classified operating regulations" presumably was
in reference to FCC's emergency
broadcast plan already unfolded to
the
industry April
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
23, 2].

CFNB does a great deal of eduregard." cational sustaining broadcasting as
part of its community work, in
view of the fact that the city is
the capital of the province of New
Brunswick and has the provincial
university and various schools.
As background for his present
post of chairman of the board of
the CAB, Malcolm Neill has had
considerable experience in the past
few years. Locally he is president
or director of a number of community organizations, and has been
president of Radio Press Limited
since its organization. Since 1947
he has been president of the Maritime Assn. of Broadcasters, which
covers the stations in the provinces
of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland. As president of the
regional organization he has been
a CAB director, and last year was
president of the CAB. He was
elected chairman of the board at
the annual meeting of the CAB at
Quebec on March 1.
The Neills have three children,
Andrew, age 8, Eric 3 and Deborah
born last summer. Mr. Neill belongs to the Frederiction Golf
Club, Curling Club, Gun Club, and
to the Headquarters New Brunswick Area Officers' Mess. He also
belongs to Rotary, to the junior
and senior chambers of Commerce
and is secretary to local branch of
the Canadian National Institute of
the Blind. When he is not busy
with his many outside activities,
and CFNB, he likes to take pictures
of his young family, look after his
garden and go hunting and fishing.

Amateur radio operators also
will make "an important contribution" to civil defense communications, the agency observed. Their
knowledge can be used to augment
such established services as police
and fire.
State and local officials were
asked to survey existing communication facilities and make arrangements for their emergency use, as
well as provide for secondary systems.
According to present plans,
FCDA hopes to get out a detailed
technical manual sometime next
month. The communications manual, delayed while FCC and the
Defense Dept. crystalized broadcasters' participation and assignment of amateur radio frequencies,
would serve as a followup to President Truman's blueprint for
United States Civil Defense designating communications as the
"nerve
system"
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting, Sept.
25].
More than 1,200 leaders representing 250 organizations attended

the two-day sessions devoted to the
general theme that "there can be
no real preparedness without civil
defense" and that there can be no
survival for the U. S. without publie
participation.
AsideGov.
fromWarren
President
Truman and
other public officials attending were
FCDA Administrator Millard F.
Caldwell, Secretary of Labor
Maurice Tobin, Vice President Alben Barkley, Reps. John W. McCormack (D-Mass.) and Sam Rayburn (D-Texas) and Secretary of
Defense George C. Marshall.
Forum discussions ranged over
a number of topics, including publie affairs, communications, national organization, health and emergency welfare, operational services.
Clem Randau, FCDA executive director, presided over a technical
services forum.
Truman Warns
President Truman told the conference that "the threat of atomic
warfare is one which we must face,
no matter how much we dislike it."
The lives of millions
depend
f/ "may
on the development
of a strong
civil defense" and the ability of the
nation to avert an atomic war.
Administrator Caldwell called for

are unprepared."

for

Sales

BOARD
CITES
KANS Gets Gold Medal

KANS Wichita, Kan., for the second straight year, won the National Board of Fire Underwriters' Gold Medal Award in radio,
announced in New York last week.
WTVN(TV) Columbus, Ohio, received a special television award,
the first such award given.
WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich., received a first honorable mention
award in radio, and honor award
citations were presented to WDSR
Lake City, Fla., and KIRO Seattle.
Among newspapers honored were the
Commercial Appeal, Memphis, Tenn.
(WMC, WMC-FM, WMCT(TV));
Twin City Sentinel, Winston-Salem,
N. C. (WSJS, WSJS-FM); and the
Gazette, Alexandria, Va. (WPIK).
Judging the radio stations were
Don Hollenbeck, CBS commentator
and news analyst; Seymour Siegel,
director, WNYC New York, and
Henry Wehde, manager of the fire
prevention campaign of the Advertising Council.
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a program "co-equal with our militarytional
efforts"
in the
nasecurity.
Civilinterest
defenseof may
be a reality for 5, 10 or 20 years,
he added. Gov. Warren stated "a
partial
program
no program"
and "either
we are isprepared
or we l
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 20)
to stay for a long long time to come
and that it will continue to give advertisers greater values as we go
into the future.
Lynn L. Meyer
-Vice President, Charge
of Sales
Intermountain Network
EDITOR:
I have intended to drop you a
note since spotting the ridiculous
news letter in Tide magazine on
April 6, with particular reference
to George Duram, the ANA radioTV chairman. Perhaps you have
seen it, but I am referring specifically to his statement:
"When printed media hiked
prices the buyer can generally see
why — rising paper or printing
costs, etc., but radio — " Mr. Duram
said pointedly, "air is free!" . . .
Doesn't Mr. Duram know anything about increasing operating
costs of a radio station, such as
technical and engineering equipment, salaries, and no end of other
items such as these?
Misleading statements such as
these should be challenged!
Dainel C. Park, President
Indiana Broadcasters Assn.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: For amplification of
Mr. Park's theme, see "On Reason and
Emotion,
tion Aprilan30,Editorial,"
page 24.] in this publica-

EDITOR:
No Joy in P.l.'s
I was rather upset, on reading
your article on "P. I. Flag Waving"
on page 40 of your May 7 issue, to
note that the last paragraph referred to Maxwell Sackheim & Co.
I am sending you herewith a copy
of the letter which was sent to some
500 stations that do not have representatives.
The Joy Hosiery deal is a mail
order item and, in inquiring if the
station felt they could do a job, I
indicated what our order cost
should be in order to guide them in
making a decision.
Please note that I ask what sort
of schedule they would suggest our
using and what the cost would be.
Why this was construed as a P. I.
deal, I do not know . . .
Rae B. Elbroch
Radio-TV
Director- & Co.
Maxwell Sackheim
Inc.
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The letter that was
sent to stations follows: "Our client,
the Joy Hosiery Mills, would like to
try running their men's socks — five
with a This
year'sisguarantee
—pairs
on for
your$2.00,
station.
a copyrightedofguarantee
each order
socks.which accompanies
"I am enclosing copy herewith and
will appreciate your letting me know
if you feel your station could do a job.
To guide
youat further,
we should receive orders
50f.
"If
you
feel
your
station
can domea
job, I will appreciate your advising
by return mail as to what sort of
schedule you would suggest our using,

^VVS

/*Ti

n

OH...

BIT!

"The Yanks are coming" over WINS right now — every day,
at home and away.
That puts this station in the spotlight as the best spot buy — or
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can sell more at lower cost!
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Buy WINS..,
it Sells!

Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!

WINS
50KW
New York
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andWe what
would be campaign
. . ."
regretthethatcosta legitimate
was mistaken for a P. I., but we cannot
help gently chiding Miss Elbroch for
wording the second paragraph of her
letter tionto wasstations
possible.]so that misinterpretaOops!
EDITOR:
I would like to call your attention to a slight error in the story
on the Alfred P. Sloan awards,
page 31, castinMay
7 issue of Broadg • Telecasting.
The C. W. Kelley Transport Co.,
Hutchinson, Kan. was cited for its
Kelley Safe-T Club, aired on
KWHK Hutchinson, Kan. (You
had KWKH Shreveport La.)
You might mention too that last
week KWHK was advised that we
had also been awarded the National Award
Safety for
Council's
Interest
1950 onPublic
the same
program. . . .
Vem Minor
General Manager
KWHK Hutchinson, Kan.
* * *
More MacArthur
EDITOR:
We read with interest your recent write-up in the April 30
[issue] in which you described the
radio and television coverage of
General MacArthur's arrival and
welcome in Chicago.
We'd like you to know that
WSDR Sterling-Dixon was the only
outside of Chicago station to carry
a direct broadcast from Chicago
on MacArthur's welcome. WSDR
under the direction of Sam Bartlett, general manager and Johnny
Rohwer, program director, sent
three crews into Chicago and
broadcast direct from the airport,
a description of the parade from
two different locations throughout
the
loop and
MacArthur's
address
fromGeneral
Soldiers
Field at
night. All these were handled by
direct phone lines from Chicago to
Sterling. This station employed a
crew of 14 to handle the job. . . .
John E. Rohwer
Program Director
WSDR Sterling-Dixon, III.
* * *

DEFENSE BUYING
Budget Provides Windfall
MANUFACTURERS of communications and electronics equipment
for the armed forces can expect a
windfall of military orders early
this fall on the basis of the 1951-52
defense budget submitted to Congress by President Truman.
The $60-billion budget calls for
an estimated $34.7 billion to be
allocated for major electronics and
other heavy equipment. No breakdown was given on the apportionment among ships, planes, tanks,
artillery, trucks, ammunition, and
guided missiles but authorities estimated that electronics and communication firms would receive about
$3.4 billion — or roughly 10% — on
the basis of past allocations.
President Truman stated that
most of the funds in the budget
would be spent for military equipment and supplies and for constructing bases and other facilities.
Electronics equipment (transmitters, radar, receivers, radio
trainers, etc.) also figured in action
on the fourth supplemental defense
appropriation, passed by the House
April 26 and sent to the Senate.
The U. S. Air Force made no request for procurement monies on
the ground that "presently available funds will permit continued
orderly procurement on a partial
financing
The U. basis."
S. Navy, however, said
it has $532 million still available
and
seeks another radar,
$191 million
"for
communication,
and sonar
equipments for the active forces
andTheshore
activities."
Navy's
Bureau of Ships was
given $203,268,000
for "urgent
procurement" and for
maintenance
with the notation that procurement
be initiated as soon as possible.
N. C. State Meeting
NORTH CAROLINA Assn. of
Broadcasters will hold its spring
meeting at the Carolinian, Nags
Head Beach, May 24-25. Scheduled speakers are: Carl Haverlin,
BMI president; Richard P. Doherty, employe-employer relations
director, NARTB, on wage stabilization and manpower problems;
E. Z. Jones, on leave from WBBB
Burlington
and now
Statedefense
Civil'
Defense
Director,
on civil
plans pertaining to radio; Earl
Wynn, head of communications department of U. of North Carolina; Cecil Hoskins, general manager of WWNC Asheville, N. C, on
the FCC emergency communications meeting; and Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-Salem, NARTB director.

Sandler, the Seer
EDITOR:
A few days ago the Associated
Press carried an item on its sports
wire giving the National Hockey
League All-Star Team for 1950-51.
They should have consulted our
sports director and saved themselves alot of trouble. On Jan. 26
our sports director, Jack Sandler,
Why buy 2 or more...
selected his All-Star team and
do 1 big sales job
when the official team was announced a few days ago he had
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
sHc°o WB A L
picked the team man for man. . . .
Gaylord Avery
Sales-Program Director
KOWH Omaha
BROADCASTING
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MAY

This is me, Mickey — and writing
smart cat, if I do say so.
Anyway,

Pop,

too.

Yeah,

I can write.

14, 1951

I'm a pretty

I think you pulled a boner.

'member that memo from WOR-tv

that you left on the desk at home?

Well, I read it. And I want to say that you're a dope to forget a piece
of paper that says:
1.

Audience-wise,
New York.

2.

One mystery program on WOR-tv brings any sponsor 415,900
a lower cost-per-thousand than many of the "top" mystery
network stations.

3.

Fifteen WOR-tv programs
viewers per broadcast.

cmments on Proposed
Allocations
Page 74

jcational Network
Proposed
Page 75

Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 80

WOR-tv,

is the leading

independent

pull an audience

tv station

in

viewers at
shows on

of over } of a million

I could go on, Pop — but the main thing is... read that memo over and
help keep me in better style — and you, too — by making more money in
recommending a real sales-making tv station to your clients.
As always,
Mickey

PULSE reports
San Francisco

(OCT., NOV., DEC.,'50— JAN., FEB., MAR.,'51)
KRON-TV

Bay area televiewing "steady

multi-weekly
share

as she goes"-

carried

San

more

programs

of audience
Francisco

HOW'S

once-a-week

than

stations

THAT

with
the

and

largest

other

two

combined

. . .

FOR

PROOF

1 PUTS

MORE

EYES

ON

SPOTS
Represented nationally by FREE & PETERS, INC New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios
in the San Francisco Chronicle Bldg., 5th and Mission Sts., San Francisco
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Further
BRIEFS

FLOOD

By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
ROSPECTS of several weeks'
rther delay in commencement of
CC's hearing on city-by-city allocation proposals — and consequent
added delay in finalizing TV allocations and full lifting of the freeze
— appeared last week following the
deluge of some 700 formal comments at deadline Monday on the
Commission's revised TV plan.
"We never dreamed there'd be so
many,"
one FCC official commented
in amazement.
So did the Commission clerical
staff as it struggled through late
Wednesday to clear the flood and
get the briefs into the public docket
so the press, lawyers and engineers
could begin to examine them.
Even the "dry run" of comments
to the 1949 proposal failed to fully
prepare all concerned for last
week's experience, observers
agreed.
June 11 will probably be asking
date for extension of the deadline
(for replies and counter-proposals,
already once delayed and now set
for May 22.
The June 11 date for commencement of the city-by-city allocation
proposal hearing would be delayed
to June 18, according to present
proposals.
Late last week a joint request
for such extensions was being considered among the Federal Communications Bar Assn., the Assn. of
Federal Communications Consulting

Engineers and NARTB-TV. Each
was polling its constituency on the
proposals and action is expected
early this week.
An exhaustive city-by-city hearing— lasting two to possibly nine
months — was seen in various quarters last week as commei'cial broadcasters and organized education
set their teeth for what is generally considered the final grinding
out of a last opportunity to enter
TV broadcasting.
Partial Freeze Lift?
What action FCC may take in
the meantime on its proposal for
partial lifting of the freeze remained open conjecture by the end
of the week. Few comments on the
subject were received, and they
were mixed.
Highlights among the vast array
of comments on FCC's revised TV
plan, issued in late March [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26
et seq.], included:
0 Majority approval was expressed on broad engineering and
allocation policies contained in
Commission's "third notice" cf
proposed allocations, except on issue of reservation of channels for
noncommercial educational stations.
6 Most briefs filed dealt only
with juggling channels from here
to there; minority addressed themselves to "general" issues.
9 Legality of educational reservation was vigorously challenged

TV at the Stretch
IT WILL TAKE days to analyze, dissect and
collate the some 700 separate pleadings which
inundated the FCC at deadline last week for
:omments on the Third Report covering TV
allocations.
Even a cursory perusal, however, shows:
1. That the political grab is on, under the
guise of "reservations for education."
2. That the majority of legitimate applicants
wants a prompt thawing of the freeze.
3. That, aside from the unanimous opposition
to the educational grab, the land-rush will be
for VHF in the larger markets, through proposed shifts in proposed assignments.
Whether the FCC will be able to carry
through with its avowed plan to stick to the
fundamental frame-work of the allocations in
Jie face of this plethora of proposals is too
early to foretell. Obvious errors and inequities
in its original plan certainly will be remedied.
But if it goes far beyond, it is evident that the
yhole allocations scheme goes to pot, and a
'resh
new delays
be entailed.
The start
Joint and
Committee
on will
Educational
Telejj /Telecasting

• BROADCASTING

Delay

in Hearings

Possible

FCC
by NARTB-TV and handful of
commercial broadcasters. Legality
also was questioned by a few educational interests.
£ Lawfulness of pre - determined allocation to specific cities
by rule-making procedure was
challenged by FCBA and a few
broadcasters, with oral argument
on issue asked prior to city-by-city
hearing. Such hearing would be
rendered "moot" if FCBA's position prevailed. NARTB-TV, however, supported fixed allocation.
O Alternative to fixed allocation suggested by FCBA and others
is to use plan only as informal
"guide" as in AM.
Q First commercial broadcaster
to go on record and challenge educational resei-vation was Fred A.
Knorr (WKMH Dearborn, Mich.),
whose detailed brief also questioned fixed allocation.
% Education's well - organized
bid for reservation was spearheaded by now permanent Joint
Committee on Educational Television. Backed by funds from Ford
Foundation's half - billion dollar
kitty, JCET "coordinated" filing
of more than 200 educational comments, prompted additional individual briefs.
9 JCET plans extensive presentation for each
city "reserved"
education
in allocation
proposal,to
plus others desired so reserved.
# "Bulk package" from U. S.
Conference of Mayors, rounding up

.
vision, feeling its oats after snagging a $90,000
windfall from the half-billion dollar Ford
Foundation (which certainly had a fast, highpressure sell) processed more than 200
prefabricated pleadings from colleges and
school systems. Weight, bulk and volume
won't delude the FCC majority.
Nor did the Hennock harangue on sweetness
and light via so-called educational television
(controlled by the politically elected mayors
or school boards) deter other educational institutions, like Loyola of New Orleans, or St.
Thomas of Minnesota, from entering the front
door and seeking commercial status on a
parity with other applicants.
The fallacy of the whole so-called educational "reservation" approach can be seen in
the project of the Board of Regents of New
York to seek from the state legislature several
million to build 11 stations — two of them in
New York. Aside from the obvious political
implications, there is the small matter of the
law. Two stations in New York City violate

support from cities coast-to-coast,
was among
those jumping on education bandwagon.
% Few schools suggested "partial
commercializing"
of educational
channels to defray
costs,
while
scattered others
don't want
noncommercial
reservation
and
prefer tomercialcompete
facilities. for full com£ State-wide educational network of 11 outlets — costing $3.5
million just to build — is already
underway by New York State board
of regents (see story page 75).
9 RCA-NBC urged prompt, full
lifting of freeze in those areas
where no issue is raised by comments. Opening of UHF seen as
"constructive step" to full TV development, but still other channels
requested if possible.
® Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (DCol.) personally filed in behalf of
Denver's allocation plight, asked
more VHF channels from other
parts of state or also Wyoming and
Nebraska.
@ Switching of all commercial
TV to UHF, leaving education entirely in VHF, posed as one remedy
for allocation headache by Attorney Arthur Scharfeld in behalf of
several stations.
NARTB's Television Board, filing
through Thad H. Brown, its coun(Continued on page 90)

AN

EDITORIAL

the duopoly regulation. More than five stations — wherever located — violate the FCC
rules. One member of the board of regents,
in passing, observed it might be desirable to
sell time to defray expenses. Just a little bit
pregnant
? a thousand-and-one panaceas ofThere are
fered the FCC in the snow-storm of comments.
There are more than implied threats of litigation, which could thwart thawing of any
phase of the freeze for the forseeable future.
It seems to us the FCC has two MUST
moves: (1) throw out the educational reservations in their entirety and let the educators
come forward on the same footing as all other
applicants in competitive quests for facilities;
(2) to correct obvious errors in its proposed
Third Report, narrow separations where engineeringly feasible to provide additional VHF
opportunities.
Then lift the freeze promptly, and let the
full force of free competition in the American
Way take its course.
May 14, 1951
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Comments
ALABAMA
Birmingham—
Consents to
switch from Ch. WBRC-TV.
4 to 6.
Birmingham— WJLM. Add Ch. 7.
Birmingham— WVOK. Add Ch. 7;
recommends changing channels in
Meridian, Miss.; West Point, Miss.
Montgomery — Deep South Bcstg. Co.
(AM permittee). Add Ch. 3; would affect Meridian and Biloxi, Miss., Pensacola, Fla.
State ofreservation.
Alabama Dept.
of Montgomery
Education. — Favors
Tuscaloosa — WTBC. Requests allocation from State College, Miss., to
Tuscaloosa and allocation of Ch. 4 to
State College.
Tuscoloosa — Favor reservation: Tuscaloosa County Board of Education,
Tuscaloosa City Schools.
University
reservation. — U. of Alabama. Favors
ARKANSAS
Fort Smith— KFSA.
Add Ch. 8;
change of Ch. 8 to 11 in Muskogee,
Okla.
Little Rock — Mayor Ross Lawhon.
Supports reservation.
Mena
— KENA. Informal bid for channel allocation.
CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield— KERO. Add Ch. 8.
Fresno— KFRE, KRFM. Add Ch. 3.
Affects Visalia, Calif.
Fresno— KMJ. Add Ch. 5, 7 and 9.
Affects Goldfield, Tonopah and Las
Vegas, Nev.
Fresno — City Schools. Supports UHF
reservation; prefers VHF.
Los Angeles— KECA-TV (ABC). Although supporting Ch. 8 at San Diego
asks right to increase power beyond
maximum adjacent-channel limits proposed. Delete Chs. 7 and 9 in Mexicali.
Delete Ch. 6 from Tijuana and add to
Mexicali or delete Ch. 12 at Tijuana
and assign Chs. 7 and 9 to Yuma, Ariz.,
in lieu Chs. 11 and 13. Add Ch. 15 to
Tijuana and Ch. 29 to Mexicali.
Los Angeles — Occidental College. Supports reservation. U. of So. Calif,
regrets UHF reservation in lieu VHF.
Monterey — Monterey Radio-Television
Co. (applicant to purchase KMBY).
Supports allocation.
Monterey — Steven A. Cisler (AM applicant). Supports allocation.
Oakland— KLX. Add Ch. 13 to San
Francisco-Oakland;
change Ch.Ch. 132 at
Stockton to Ch. 3; substitute
at
Visalia for Ch. 3; substitute Ch. 4 at
Reno for Ch. 3.
Oakland—allocation
KROW.
Fourarea.
plans of resubmitted for
Port
Chicago—
KECC
Pittsburg.
Add
Ch. 15.
Sacramento— KCRA. Plan 1: Add
Ch. 3 reallocate either Ch. 2 or 4 to
Reno in lieu Ch. 3. This would allow
added VHF at Reno. Plan 2: Add Ch.
8 at Sacramento, reallocate either Chs.
19, 58 or 64 in Monterey, Calif., in lieu
Ch. 8; reallocate Ch. 11 in Reno in lieu
Ch. 8.
Sacramento— KFBK. Add Ch. 3; affects Reno, Nev.
Sacramento— KROY, KCRA. Add Ch.
3, affecting Reno, Nev.. or Ch. 8, affecting Reno, Nev., and Monterey,
Calif.
Salinas— KSBW. Switch Ch. 8 from
Monterey to Salinas, Ch. 28 from Salinas
to Monterey.
San Diego— KCBQ. Add Ch. 6 or 12.
KFSD. Mex.
OpposesAsks:
removal
of San
Ch. Diego
6 to —Tijuana,
San
Diego Chs. 3 (6 or 12), 8, 10, 21, 27 and
33; Tijuana (6 or 12), 39, 45. 51, 57, 63.
San Ch.
Diego6 —orCharles
E. Salik. Add
either
12.
San Diego — Television Bcstg. Co. Delete Ch. 27 and Ch. 33 from San Diego
and add to Tijuana. Delate Ch. 12 from
Tijuana and add to San Diego. Add
Ch. 15 to San Diego.
San Diego — Board of Education. Supports reservation. Requests transfer of
one commercial allocation from Tijuana
to San Diego.
San Francisco — CBS. Four alternate
plans to add either Ch. 11 or Ch. 13, or
both, dera,
affecting
Stockton, SanandJose,
Salinas, Sacramento
Reno.MaSan Francisco-Oakland — Television
California Inc. Add Ch. 13, delete Ch.
3 and add Ch. 4 in Reno; delete Ch. 6
and add Ch. 3 in Sacramento; delete
Ch. 13 and add Ch. 6 to Stockton, Calif.
San Francisco and Los Angeles — U. of
California. Supports reservation.
San
Add Ch.Jose11.— Standard Radio & TV Co.
Page 74
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SYNOPSES of all available formal comments filed at deadline last
Monday on FCC's further revision of its national television reallocation
plan are included in this list. The listing confines itself to Appendix C of
the Commission's "third notice," i.e., proposals to switch channels from
one area to another to effect a better allocation. Comments on general
issues are included in the roundup story, page 73. Additional education
comments not available early in the week are to be found in the list beginning at the bottom of this page.
nels to Miami; affects West Palm Beach,
Fort Myers, Fort Pierce.
Miami — WIOD. Three alternative
plans suggested
to give city Petersburg,
five channels. Affects Tampa-St.
Jacksonville, West Palm Beach, Orlando, Davtona Beach and Fort Myers.
Miami— WQAM. Add Chs. 9, 11 and
13, in lieu of Chs. 7 and 10; also add
Chs. 27 and 33; affects West Palm Beach
and Fort Myers.
Miami — Support reservation: City of
Miami Office of Mayor; Dade County
Board of Public Instruction; U. of
Miami.
Miami Beach— WKAT. Add VHF
channel. Would affect UHF and VHF
allocations in 12 other cities.
Orlando— WORZ. Add Ch. 2. subBeach. stitute Ch. 11 for Ch. 2 at Daytona
Tampa— WDAE. Remove Ch. 3 reservation.
Tampa— WFLA. Remove Ch. 3 reservation.
GEORGIA
Atlanta— WAGA-TV.
Supports allocation.
Atlanta— WGST. Add Ch. 7.
Atlanta— WSB-TV. Supports allocation. Consents to change from Ch. 8
to 11.
Atlanta — City Council. Supports reservation.
Athens— WRFC. Add Ch. 11, sub11 at Atlanta;
allocatestituting
Ch. 8Ch. 7forforcommercial
use and
Ch. 60 for education.
Athens — U. of Georgia. Supports reservation.
Columbus— WDAK.
Add Ch. 8.
Macon— WMAZ, WBML. Add Ch. 7.
IDAHO
BoiseCh.— KDSH.
reservation
from
4 to 7 or Change
9.
Boise — KIDO. Change reservation
from Ch. 4 to Ch. 9.
Boise — Common Council. Supports
reservation.
ILLINOIS
Carbondale — Southern Illinois U. Add
and reserve Ch. 10. Switch Ch. 6 from
Indianapolis to Terre Haute; Ch. 10

Santa Barbara— KIST. Add Ch. 8.
Stockton — City Council. Favors reservation.
COLORADO
Denver — Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
(D-Col.)
Ch. Ch.
9; remove
reservation Ch. 6;Add
reserve
26; delete
Ch. 9
(reserved) at Boulder, substitute Ch. 22
and reserve. Two alternate proposals
affecting Colorado Springs, Cheyenne,
Wyo., Rawlins, Wyo., Alliance, Neb.
Durango— KIUP. Add Ch. 6.
Montrose — KUBC. Favors allocation.
CONNECTICUT
Hartford— WTIC. Add Chs. 3, 81 or
83; remove Ch. 3 from New London,
Conn., substituting Ch. 22 there, removing Ch.stitute2 Ch. from
or sub81 or Providence;
83 at New London.
Two alternate plans affecting New London, Providence, Montpelier, Vt., Lewiston, Me.
Hartford— WTHT. Add Ch. 3, 59, 81,
affecting New Haven, New London,
Conn.; Montpelier, Vt., and Lewiston,
Me.
New Haven — WELL Supports allocation.
New Haven— WNHC-TV Consents to
shift from Ch. 6 to 8 but cites estimated
expense of $160,000.
New London — WNLC Supports allocation.
DELAWARE
Wilmington— WDEL-TV. Supports reassignment from Ch. 7 to Ch. 12.
FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale— WFTL. Add Ch. 9,
affecting Miami, West Palm Beach and
Fort Myers.
Gainesville— WRUF. Change Ch. 5
from educational to commercial.
Jacksonville— WJAX. Add Ch. 2.
Substitute Ch. 11 for Ch. 2 at Daytona
Beach, Ch. 6 for Ch. 2 at Tallahassee,
Ch. 3 for Ch. 6 at Thomasville, Ga.
Jacksonville— WPDQ. Add Ch. 10;
eliminate educational reservation for
Ch. 7.
Miami— WGBS. Submits three alternate allocation plans to give more chanAdditional

TV

FURTHER comments in support of
noncommercial, educational channel
reservations as proposed by the
FCC, are tabulated here. These are
in addition to those obtainable earlier at the Commission last week
and which are reported in the tabulation above along with commercial
broadcasters' comments.
Alabama
Mobile — Public Schools.
Arkansas
Fayetteville — U. of Arkansas.
Arizona
Phoenix
—
Phoenix
College. Tucson —
U. of Arizona.
California
Berkeley — U. of California. Los Angeles— College of Medical Evangelists;
Mount
St. Marv's Applied
College; Arts
Los Angeles
State College
& Sciences and Losof Angeles
City College;
Champan mentoCollege.
Sacramento
—
SacraCity Unified School District.
San Bernardino — San Bernardino Valley
College; Unified
City Schools.
Diego — San
Diego
School San
District.
San

Comments

Francisco
— Cogswell Polytechnical College.
Colorado
BoulderJunior
— U. ofCollege.
Colorado. Pueblo —
Pueblo
Connecticut
Hartford — State Department of Educastion. Storrs — U. of Connecticut.
Delaware
Wilmington — Public Schools.
District of Columbia
Washington — George Washington U.;
Americanington;U.;HowardArchdiocese
of WashU.
Florida
Jacksonville — Duval County Board of
Public Instruction. Tallahassee — Florida State U.Instruction
West Palmof Beach
Board
of
Public
Palm — Beach
County.
Georgia
Atlanta
— PublicCollege.
School System. Macon— Wesleyan
Idaho
Moscow — U. of Idaho.
Illinois
Chicago — U. of Chicago; Chicago
(Continued on page 105)
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from Terre Haute to Louisville; Ch. 11
from Louisville to Bloomington, Ind.:
switch channels assigned to Paducah.
Ky.. ingandCh. 12Capeto Girardeau,
Mo.,Ch.allocatPaducah and
6 to
Cape
Girardeau.
Champaign — WDWS. Waive mileage
separation and add Ch. 3.
Chicago — CBS. Three alternate plans
to add Ch. 13, affecting Rockford,
Urbana apolis.
and Muncie
Bloomington,
111., Indianand Connorsville,
Ind.
Milwaukee and Green Bay, Wis.
Moline— WQUA. Add Ch. 10.
Peoria— WEEK. Shift Ch. 12 from
Urbana, to Peoria, Ch. 12 from Kirksville. Mo., to Brookfield, Mo.
Peoria— WMBD. Add Ch. 12, affecting
Centralia, Springfield and Urbana, 111.;
Cedar Mo.
Rapids and Iowa City, la.; Kirksville,
Peoria — Illinois State Normal U., Nor
mal, 111. Supports reservation.
Rockford — City Council. Supports reservation.
Springfield — Chamber of Commerce
Supports
Urbana—reservation.
U. of Illinois (WILL). Sup
ports reservation.
INDIANA
Bloomington— WTTV. Consents M
change from Ch. 10 to Ch. 4.
Evansville — WIKY. Supports alloca
tion and reservation.
Evansville — Evansville College. Sup
ports reservation.
Fort Wayne — Indiana Technical Col
lege. Add and reserve Ch. 5.
Gary— WWCA.
Delete Ch. 11 in Chi
cago, add in Gary.
Gary — Public Schools. Asks reserva
tion. Wants Chicago Ch. 44, or one o
the flexibility channels; or Ch. 50, al
located
vation. for commercial use, for reser
Indianapolis— WIBC. Add Ch. 4, af I
fecting Bloomington, Terre Haute, Vin
cennes. Logansport.
Ind.; Lincoln
Olney, 111.; Findlay, Ohio. Oppose re i
servation.
Indianapolis — WIRE. Asks deletioi
of Ch. 13 reservation.
Indianapolis
vation
Ch. 13. — WISH. Opposes reser
Indianapolis — WXLW. Opposes Ch
13 reservation. Add Ch. 38 or flexibilit;
channel.
Indianapolis — Wm. H. Block Co. Ad'
Ch.
10, deleting
from Terre Haute an
substituting
Ch. 41.
Logansport— WSAL. Add Ch. 10 af
fecting Terre Haute.
Muncie — Ball State Teachers College
Reserve either Ch. 49 or 55 or allocat 1
another reserved channel.
Terre Haute — Indiana State Teacher I
College. Supports reservation.
IOWA
Ames— WOI-TV (Iowa A and M I
Consents to shift from Ch. 4 to 5. 1
Cedar Rapids— KCRG. Requests Ci I
12 added Cedar Rapids; Ch. 55 fol
Chariton. Iowa; Ch. 3 substituted foi
Ch. 12 at Mason City, Iowa; Ch. 41 fo I
Ch. 12 at Kirksville, Mo.; Ch. 47 fofl
Trenton, Mo.; Ch. 46 for Reedsbur; I
Wis.
Cedar Rapids — Independent Schot I
District. Supports reservation.
Davenport— KSTT. Add Ch. 2 tl
nearby Antalissa.
reservation
at IowaDelete
City. Ch.Add2 and
Ch. i<imI
and
reserve
at
Iowa
City,
removin
I
from Des Moines.
Davenport — WOC-TV. Consent 1 11
switch from Ch. 5 to 6.
Davenport — S u p p o r t reservatioi 1 1
Mayor, City
Council;
Rock (111.)
IslandPubl:
(111 II
Public
Schools;
Moline
Schools; Marycrest College; Immacu I I
ate Conception Academy; Moline Assi I
of Commerce; St. Ambrose Academ: I
Des Moines — KIOA Add Ch. 4, elim
nate reservation for Ch. 11.
Des Moines—
KRNT,
Dele- I
reservation
of Ch.
11. AddKSO.
reservatie
to Des
Ch. Moines—
5 at Ames
WHO.(WOI-TV).
Add Ch. 11 fc L
commercial use. Ch. 5 to Ames, li I
for educational station (WOI-TV).
Des Moines — Support reservatioi I
City Council; Public Schools; Men I.
dithDubuque—
Pub. Co.;KDTH.
Adult Add
Education
Chs. 5Counci;
and 1 ['
with power limitations.
Fort Dodge— KVFD. Add Ch. 4, a I
fecting
Mitchell, Sioux
S. D. City, la.; Vermillio f
Iowa City — Iowa Wesleyan Collei I
supports
reservation.
Iowa City—
State U. of Iowa (WSUI; 1
(Continued on page 89)
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EDUCATIONAL
N AMBITIOUS educational teleJ\N
AMBITIOUS
educational telelsion
program envisioning
con. ;truction of a New York state-wide
Network of 11 stations at an initial
•est of approximately $3.5 million
vas outlined to FCC last week by
he Board of Regents of the U. of
he State of New York.
The to board
announced
it "projoses
undertake
the construction
>f non-commercial educational teleision stations in each of the popu. ation centers of the state," and
.''will include in its next budget (a
•equest for) the funds necessary
or the construction of the tele•ision stations."
The regents' plan calls for the
ioard to underwrite construction
efc'osts "on behalf of all of the eduA i ational and cultural institutions in
he state," and to bear the technical
perating costs, with program ex>enses carried largely "by the intitutions participating in the proTramming
plans," plus perhaps
-: ome state aid.
Board to Direct
Programming would be apporioned among the institutions under
(he board's supervision, which included 126 for higher education,
jnore than 7,000 secondary and elementary schools, 640 libraries, 60
nuseums, and 140 historical societies as of 1949-50. The board would
oordinate programming.
Spokesmen for educational in- erests felt FCC's five-station limit
Qi*n common ownership of television
- tations would not be applicable in
Bie non-commercial
field. They
pointed out that FCC has indicated
he eligibility rules will be similar
|o those in non-commercial FM,
: • n plying the question of multiple
wnership is not in issue.
! The board asked FCC to make
ure in drawing up its eligibility
ules that "full provision" be made
or "the unique character and or-

NETWORK

N.

Y. Proposal

mentation and development of nonganization"
of the
the New
ganization" of
New York
York eduedu- me
commercial educational television,"
cational system and for the regents'
the board asked FCC to allot eduplan "to make full use of television
cational TV VHF Channel 7 in Bufbroadcasting as an integral and
falo and 10 in Rochester, instead
important part of that educational
of UHF Channels 23 and 21, which
are set aside for educational groups
The U. of the State of New York
system."
in
FCC's proposals.
includes "all secondary and higher
educational institutions which are
These, FCC was told, "are the
only two large metropolitan areas
now or may hereafter be incorpoin the state which now have VHF
rated in this state, and such other
television and in which VHF chanlibraries, museums, institutions,
schools, organizations and agencies
nels are still available," and acfor education as may be admitted
cordingly the only ones which have
enough TV sets to permit early
to or incorporated by the univernon-commercial educational experimentation, the board said.
The 13-man Board of Regents is
the constitutional head of the State
The board also asked FCC to resity."
serve either UHF channel 19 or 31
Education Dept.
in New York City, in addition to
Cities where the regents propose
to establish TV stations are New
the proposed reservation of No. 25.
York (two) and Buffalo, Rochester,
"New York contains one of the
greatest concentrations of sources
Albany - Schenectady - Troy, Bingof educational programming in the
hamton, Ithaca, Syracuse, UticaRome, Malone, and Poughkeepsie
world," the regents said. They con(one each).
tended one station "will be inadeThis would take some changes
quate to provide the programming
that a systematized state-wide eduin FCC's proposed channel allocations, in which connection the
cational program by television will
ultimately demand from the sources
board's statement was filed.
available in that city, and at the
To permit "the earliest experi-

Seeks

11 Stations

same time provide the educational
programming to satisfy the important but special needs of the city
The board also requested that
the only channels proposed for Malone and Poughkeepsie — UHF 20
itself."
and
21, respectively — be earmarked
for educational interests. Stations
are needed in these cities to get
fuller coverage of the educational
(Continued on page 87)
UHF

Transmitter

FRED WEBER, executive vice
president and general manager,
WFPG Atlanta City, disclosed last
week that the station has placed
the first order for RCA's new commercialsince
type it
TTU-1B
UHF trans-at
mitter
was announced
the NARTB convention. In addition to the 1 kw UHF transmitter,
WFPG has ordered complete antenna and monitoring RCA equipment and is preparing to go ahead
with telecasting as soon as FCC
approval for the new service is
given.

FALL

LINEUP

By FLORENCE SMALL
IN A SPECIAL up-to-deadline
survey of fall television programming plans of all four television
networks, Broadcasting • Telecasting was able to piece together the proposed composition
of the important Saturday night
lineups as they appear on the networks' drafting boards.
At NBC-TV, the current plan is
to drop the Jack Carter Show, currently on from 8-9 p.m., and to advance Your Show of Shows, featuring Sid Caesar and Imogene
Coca into the 8-9:30 p.m. time spot.
This would be followed by an All
Star Comedy Show which would
be another version of the Wednesday night Four Star Revue, currently featuring four alternating
comics.
The specific format, talent and
sponsorship of the Saturday allstarrer is still undetermined, due
in part to the fact that the present
sponsors of the Wednesday night
show, Motorola, Norge, and Pet
Milk, have not yet made their
definite fall decisions.
It is thought, however, that their
present Wednesday time, 8-9 p.m.,
will be released to the Kate Smith
Show.
ISITORS to the set of Five Star
The 10:30-11 p.m. period will
roductions, Hollywood, during film- continue to be sponsored by Ameri«g of TV commercials for Ralston
can Tobacco Co., with Your Hit
urina Co. (Rice Chex) for ABC-TV
Parade; and earlier in the evealston Family, are Rudy Czufin (I),
ning, 7-7 :30 p.m., the Victor Borge
rt director, and Thelma Lison (r), Show is also expected to stay as
ome economist of Gardner Adv. Co., at present.
f. Louis. Smiling young man in cenOn CBS-TV Saturday nights,
the 7-7:30 p.m. period becomes
'■t is Michael Smooke, star of commercials; Harry McMahan, head of available, with the Sam Levenson
Five Star, looks on.
Show, sponsored by Tintair, movelecasting
• BROADCASTING

Networks

Map

ing to Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m. It will
replace the Camel show with
Vaughn Monroe, which is dropping
the time. It is understood that at
least one agency, BBDO, New
York, is considering putting a
comedy
son spot.show in the vacated LevenThe 7:30-8 p.m. period on Columbia will continue to be sponsored by Sylvania Electric with
Beat the Clock, followed by the
Anheuser-Busch Ken Murray Show,
8-9 p.m. The 9-10 p.m. slot currently filled by Bulova with Frank
Sinatra will be dropped and PepsiCola will take over the first halfhour with its Faye Emerson show.
The American Safety Razor Co.,
moving from its present Thursday,
8:30-9 p.m. time, will absorb the
last half hour.
Carter Sponsors
Sing It Again will follow at 10
p.m. with the Carter Co. sponsoring
the first half-hour and Sterling
Drug purchasing the latter segment of this hour-long program.
At ABC, General Mills will continue sponsoring of the 7:30-8 p.m.
spot on Saturday night. The following hour, 8-9 p.m., will be sponsored by Nash-Kelvinator [Broadcasting •Telecasting, April 30]
with the Paul Whiteman TV Teen
Club program.
At DuMont, Crawford Clothes is
understood to be considering sponsorship of They Stand Accused,
Saturday, 9-10 p.m. The 10 p.m.
until closing time will continue to
be filled with professional wrestling from Chicago on co-op basis.

Sat. Night

Plans

In addition to the Saturday lineup at CBS-TV, the network is assured of approximately 36 renewals on programs for the fall, with
four shows as yet undecided and
five cancellations. The latter are
the aforementioned Camels'
Vaughn Monroe show, Bulova's
Frank Sinatra show, Nash-Kelvinator's Star of Family, Masland's At Home Show and the
Bigelow Theatre.
Programs as yet undecided for
CBS-TV fall renewals are: Block
Drug's Theatre
Danger, and
FordGeneral
Motor ElecCo.'s
Ford
tee's Fred Waring Show, and
Toni's and Pillsbury's continuation of the first half-hour of
Arthur Godfrey & His Friends.
One new firm order, however, is
expected to be announced by the
network early this week for the
Tuesday, 8-9 p.m. period.
These facts also were known
about the somewhat indecisive
summer programming plans. Lehn
& Fink will sponsor part of the
Doodles Weaver Show, scheduled
to take over the 10-10:30 p.m. period Saturday nights on NBC-TV.
The network had originally planned to put Ben Blue in the hour
preceding the Doodles Weaver
Show, but as yet no sponsor has
signed and it is understood to be
considered too expensive to run
as a summer sustaining show. Instead the network currently is
planning to run a western film
from 8-9 p.m., and carry a hayride program format originating
in Cincinnati from 9-10 p.m., on a
co-op basis.
May 14, 1951
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permission to put OSU games on
TV was passed last week by the fi
Ohio House of Representatives. 1
Vote was 93-17. The bill now goes
to the Senate.
NCAA's
Television Committee
adopted its plan at an April 18-19 1
meeting held in Washington. Chair- !
man is Tom Hamilton, U. of Pitts- |
burgh athletic director. The plan
consists of a moratorium on live
telecasts during an experimental i
period ending Nov. 24, carrying j
these limitations:
Only one game would be tele- ll
cast in any one area on any given !
Saturday; no team would be seen J
more than twice, once at home and S
once when it plays away from
home; on at least one Saturday a
blackout may be imposed and no
games ticular
mayarea. be telecast in a par-

Half-Game TV Urged
PLAN
GRID
NEW
straint of trade involved in NCAA
run over $50,000 for a season.
NEW approach to the controversy
serving
as a clearing house in
The
WWJ
TV
announcement
over live telecasts of college football games developed Thursday as came, also, as growing restiveness
charge of member-college schedulWWJ-TV Detroit announced a plan was apparent among colleges theming. Secondly, of course, is the
to carry only the second half of
touchy matter of dismissing a colselves over the NCAA's proposal.
Already talk has been heard that
lege from membership for violation
games, with no restrictions on
sponsorship.
a number of major institutions, in- of the arbitrary plan.
cluding U. of Pennsylvania and
Disclosure of the WWJ-TV idea
If TV is denied equality of acNotre Dame, are unhappy about
came as the Dept. of Justice was
cess to college games comparable
the
NCAA
restrictions.
Campus
examining for antitrust angles a
to that afforded other media, the
scheme submitted last month by rumblings include talk of a break
antitrust angle will receive attenwith NCAA by some colleges who
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
tion, it is believed.
fail
to
accept
the
NCAA
premise
That plan [Broadcasting • TeleNo comment on the WWJ-TV
that TV is ruining attendance.
casting, April 23] would permit
plan could be obtained at NARTB.
only one game in an area on any
Justice Dept. Watches
The association's TV organization
given Saturday, with at least one
adopted a resolution at the Chicago
The
Dept.
of
Justice
is
known
to
Saturday blackout.
convention last month resolving to
be concerned lest a wave of public- work on behalf of freedom of conHarry Bannister, general manindignation
arise
if
the
NCAA
is
ager of WWJ-TV, indicated the able to control all its members.
tract negotiation in college footplan had been submitted to Fritz
ball telecasts. The convention also
Football
telecasts
proved
one
of
Crisler, U. of Michigan athletic
favored passage of legislation (HR
NO WARNER
SALE
director, receiving endorsement of TV's most powerful attractions last 3224) providing telecast of West
fall,
and
with
circulation
much
Lurie Offer Turned Down
the Big Ten committee. The Big
Point
and
Annapolis
games,
since
Ten group, in turn will present the higher next autumn the DepartNEGOTIATIONS for the sale of
they are tax-supported institutions.
ment is studying the antitrust
project to NCAA's Television Comthe Warner Brothers' approxiLegislation
requiring
Ohio
State
angles
of
the
situation.
mittee in New York for possible
mately 24% interest in Warner
U. to ask. competing schools for
First there is the possible renational adoption.
Bros. Pictures Inc., which reWillard E. Walbridge, WWJ-TV
portedly would have led to release
general manager, is to join the Big
of the film company's pictures
Industry
Committee
Ten group in submitting the probacklog to TV, were terminated
posal to the collegiate organization.
Thursday after two days of meetGives Opinions
ASCAP
LICENSES
WWJ-TV proposal would pick up
ings.
the games during the pageantry at ALL INDUSTRY TV Per Program Committee has sent all video station
A syndicate headed by Louis R.
half-time. This is designed to operators copies of an opinion letter of the ASCAP licenses for television,
Lurie, San Francisco real estate
meet the major argument of NCAA
prepared by Simon H. Rifkind and Stuart Sprague of committee counsel.
operator, had offered $25 million
that telecasting of games hurts
for the stock interest held by
Opinion highlights include:
★
reports, etc., at station breaks or
attendance. Payment for sponsorbrothers Harry M., Jack L., and
Difference in duration of per other
intervals, although such spots
ship rights, it is understood, would
Albert Warner and members of
program license (expiring Dec. 31,
serve as compensation for any
did not use any ASCAP music," in
1951) and blanket license (expiring
conflict
with
the
decree
provision
that
their families. The company's
Seats not sold. In the case of U.
films reportedly had been offered
"ASCAP may not require per program
Dec. 31,
such asstation
"to withof Michigan, these rights would
hold 1953)
from theis local
the licensees to pay any percentage of for sale for television use, in event
revenue derived from programs con'genuine economic choice' provided
of acquisition
of thegroup.
Warners' interest by the Lurie
for" in the consent decree entered
There taining
is no ASCAP
no limit compositions."
to the number of
against ASCAP on March 14, 1950.
Harry
Warner,
president
of
musical compositions which may be
Warner
Bros.,
announced
termiDiscrepancy
between
proposed
withdrawn from use under the per
'SUPER
MAN' Gets
nation of the negotiations and said
DEA
L
Flamingo
Rights
rates of the two licenses "is so program agreement, although the
he and his brothers would remain
blanket licenses set the maximum
sharp
that
it,
in
our
opinion,
deACQUISITION of exclusive TV
in the business. He gave no destroys the freedom of choice the withdrawals at 750, which counsel
rights to Superman for 31 years,
tailed explanation, but said the
considers "a discrimination of the
at a cost of more than $30 million,
decree
Failureprescribes."
of ASCAP to provide for a sort forbidden by the decree."
breakoff
came "most amicably."
was reported last week by FlaThe per program licenses would
reduced rate for incidental music in
mingo Films, New York, in an
impose
"unreasonable
obligations
to
the proposed TV per program license,
SUMMER
SHOWS
agreement with National Comics
information to ASCAP" that
such as the one-quarter base rate furnish
would be an "undue burden on those
Publications, Publisher of Supercharge for incidental music in the AM
local stations whose economic needs
CBS To Retain 85 % of Client:
man comics.
per program license, "would appear to would best be served by per program
CBS ESTIMATED last week thai
Flamingo, syndicator of films for be in conflict" with the mandate of licenses," requiring them to employ
the decree against discrimination in additional clerical help.
TV, said the project will consist
at least 85% of its television network clients will retain their usua
fixing fees for various types of liprimarily of filming self-contained
Failure to comply with the reportcenses.
ing requirements of the license would
half-hour TV programs at the rate
broadcast periods during the sumProposed basing of per program
render the station subject to a claim
mer, without hiatus.
of 52 shows a year until 1952. The
fees on card rate as published in
Foreseeing a record volume oi
company reported that Robert
"without
consideraStandard Rate & Data, which does not for infringement,
tion
as
to
whether
or
not
the
failure
CBS-TV summer business, the netMaxwell, of Maxwell-Carlin Proreflect quantity or frequency discounts
work said accounts already comto ASCAP's
report wasblanket
an innocent
mistake."
ductions, currently is in Californor local rates lower than the national
license fees of
mitted to keep their present time
nia to set up a separate company
ones in Standard Rate & Data, violates
10% more for TV than for AM, is
periods — either for present shows
to produce the Superman series
the
decree's
provision
that
"the
local
"discriminatory
and
unreasonable"
station pay a fee based on moneys
and is negotiating to shoot the
or
replacements — in
court of competent juriseludeforthesummer
following:
actually received by it for the use of until "some
films at the Sam Goldwyn Studios.
diction decides that a TV broadcastits
television
broadcasting
facilities.
American Safety Razor Co., Amering use constitutes a greater use of
In addition to those programs,
ican Tobacco Co., Anheuser Busch
Bad debts, discounts, etc., are subject
the copyright than a radio broadcastwhich will use live actors, the
Blatz Brewing Co., Block Drug Co.
to adjustment in AM per program
agreement also gives Flamingo the
license agreements but not in the
Bymart Inc., Carnation Co., Cartel
Points Submitted Already
right to series of Superman aniProducts, General Electric Co., Genproposed TV forms, an "omission
ing
use."
mated cartoons already produced.
which not only produces discriminaeral Foods Corp. (two shows), GenCounsel added: "We have already
tion between various types of licenses
eral Mills, B. F. Goodrich Co., Kroger
These will be released for TV
presented
to
the
Anti-Trust
DiviCo.,
Lever
Bros, (two shows), Liggett
but also results in exacting from the
sion of the Dept. of Justice some
starting this month, Flamingo aslocal station a percentage of moneys
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co., Thomas J. Lip;
serted, reporting the first release
of the points discussed in the let- ton Inc., P. Lorillard
Co., Jules Monnever received by it."
will be made on KTLA (TV) Los
ter. We plan to elaborate our posi- tenier Inc., Philip Morris
& Co. (two
tion to the division in the immediate
Definition of the term "participatAngeles. Arrangements were made
shows),
Pabst
Sales
Co.,
R. J. Reying
program"
in
the
proposed
per
future.
We
hope
that
the
Dept.
of
by Joseph Harris, board chairman,
nolds Tobacco Co., Sylvania Electric
program licenses "might permit
Justice will continue to cooperate
and Sy Weintraub, president, Fla- ASCAP
to take the position it had
Products, Westinghouse Electric
mingo, and Harry Donenfeld, head
the right to insist upon fees for spot with the television industry in en- Corp., Wildroot Co., and William
of National Comics.
announcements, time signals, weather
Wrigley Jr. Co.
forcing the terms of the decree."
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New York Journal-American
34— Thurs., April 26, 1951 *
Radio and TV
Baseba

Momentarily

O'Brian*
Jack
YOU,
NK
THA
Thank you, Happy Felton for making' this
remarkable

article possible

TV advertisers and TV timebuyers
By JACK O'BRIAN.
"Talk To The Stars" operates,
or rather we should use the past
tense, thus: Happy asked for
young Brooklyn gentlemen oi
phort-pants age to telephone him
at a certain number and talk to
the star of the game just terminated. Might be a Dodger, sayPee "Wee Reese, and whatever opposition player made it toughest
that day for the Brooks.
The show as originally planned
was put quietly on the air. Telephone calls were asked for. And
brother, they came. Nine thousand of them.
The original lure was MickeyMantle and Reese, during the preseason tilts between the Dodgers
and Yankees.
Next day Rocky Bridges, thft
Dodger rookie, and Phil Rizzutn,
the Yanks' Most Valuable
Player of 1950's American
League, were offered as littleboy bait. That did it.
The telephone comprny immediately put in. a decorous
scream
of
regret.
go on.
More than 100,000 Couldn't
calls streamed
into the switchboard optimistically set up to acept a few hundred dialings.
So — the telephone company
bided its time until Opening
Day. Dodgers-Phillies. Kids in
school. Fciton figured maybe a
few- calls from hookcy-pla vers
and a few at home with colds,
Here we go — on the air!
The telephone company took
one look at the electronics
shambles and called it quits.
Seven exchanges were put nut
of commission. The calls backed
► up into four communities in
Westchester. Too much, said the
phone company.
Felton fumed. Here he was, an
actor, with a pure million dollar
idea on his hands and here it was
I/O be snatched away. Must be
some mistake Some way to fix it

— everywhere — you can't
beat good showmanship, and
that's what WOR-tv, channel 9.
sells — at very low cost — and
which can sell more and more of
your products and services.

WOR-tv
channel 9
at 1440 Broadway,
in New

York

so the show could go on. It must!
sign
of the .season's!
freak ofTVbeing
smashonehits.
What about tradition?
What about the telephone
"Talk To The Stars" now is j
r«mpanv, he was asked. What
complicating a less potent
means of communication, the
about it, Happv^countered.
Well, for one^thing, the tele- V. S. Mails. Happy asks for
phone calls totaled more than had
penny postcards with questions
been received by Milton Berle in and the kids' home telephone I
numbers. Last week, when the
his last 24-hourthon.telephone
mara^
smashing conclusion came, the
telephone company learned
The telephone company pave
some of the youngsters who
Happy the ultimate argument,.
were in school had left lists of
They only had to put it to him
questions with their mothers to
once:
ask Happy if contact could be
"Suppose just one little boy
made. Now Happy calls them.
needed a, doctor to save his life
The big irony of the story may
and your show tied up his
be this: When Hooper was surveying the TV picture that day,
switchboard?"
No further discussion was
did he run upon an unusually
needed,
© ® ®
high number of folks whose lines
The telephone company, con- were busy, and therefore conclude
servative always, advised us when they were telephoning and could
we checked that it indeed was not possibly be watching TV?
Happy Felton has news for
"tremendous," and lauded Happy
Felton for his graciousness in Hooper: They were watching
TV and calling "Talk to the
bowing to the emergency. EspeStars," he insists.
cially when it had evidenced every
*(crack radio-tv editor of the ^V. Y. Journal American)

The

minute

she

makes

her

mind...

up

This is the minute the TV demonstration
makes a woman

a customer.

Actually, the sale began when an advertiser
accepted Radio Sales' suggestion for
using TV in Salt Lake City: participations
on KSL-TV's live kitchen program.
It worked. So well that, after 26 weeks,
the sponsor concentrated all his Salt Lake
City advertising on KSL-TV and renewed
for another 39 weeks . . . using even more
time on each program.
Radio Sales has been in television since
its early days . . . has kept a close watch on
television development. Out of close study
and experience has come the "know-how"
which makes for most effective television
advertising. For the sponsor we've just
told you about . . . and for you.

Radio and Television Stations
Representative . . . CBS
Representing WCBS-TV, New York; WCAU-TV, Philadelphia;
KTSL, Los Angeles; WTOP-TV, Washington; WBTV, Charlotte
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City; WAFM-TV, Birmingham; CPN and
the leading (the CBS) radio station in 13 major markets.

Separate Aural, Visual

YESTERDAY

Requirements Defined
(Report 163)

telestatus
and
TODAY
m
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

• . . .
are

148,000
<®h dud use

REQUIREMENTS for separate
operation of the aural and visual
transmitters of TV stations have
been further defined by FCC
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 7]. In its order of May 3, the
Commission has incorporated a few
changes to a proposed interpretation of the rules and regulations on
such separation, which was issued
Dec. 8, 1949.
FCC again reiterates that AM
and FM program transmission on
the aural transmitter during a TV
station's test pattern is not allowed, except for certain specific
purposes. Commission looks upon
duplication of sound of AM and
FM station without appropriately
related visual transmission as "an
uneconomical use of radio freSimulcasts, however, are exquencies."
pressly permitted.
Sec. 661(b) of the Rules and
Regulations, under the May 3
order reads:
3.661(b) (1) The aural transmitter of
a television station shall not be operated separately from the visual transmitter except for the following pur(i) For actual tests of station equipposes:
ment or actual
experimentation
cordance with Section
3.662; and in ac(ii) For emergency "fills" in case of
visual equipment failure or unscheduled and unavoidable delays in previsual programs.
suchbe situations thesenting
aural
transmitter Inmay
used
to advise the audience of difficulties
and togramtransmit
for
a
short
period
material of such nature that prothe
audience will be enabled to remain

tuned to the station; for example, music or news accompanying a test pattern or other visual presentation.
(2) During
transmission
a test
pattern periods
on the of
visual
transmitterof
of a sion
television
station,
aural
transmisshall consist only of a single
tone
or series of variable tones. During
periods when still pictures or slides are
employed
produce
visual transmissions whichto are
accompanied
by aural
transmissions, the aural and visual
transmissions shall be integral parts of
a program or announcement and shall
have a substantial relationship to each
other;
THAT
nothing herein shallPROVIDED
preclude the
transmission
of a
test pattern, still pictures or slides for
the following purposes and periods:
(i) To accompany aural announcement of the news
station's
program or
schedule
and aural
broadcasts
news
commentaries, for a total period not to
exceed one hour in any broadcast day.
(ii) sions
To for accompany
a period ofaural
timetransmisnot to
exceed fifteen minutes immediately
prior to the commencement of a programming schedule.
EXAMPLES :
(1) Duplication
of AM
or FM of
pro-a
grams on .the aural
transmitter
television station while the same program is broadcast on the visual transmitter this
(i.e. a subsection.
"simulcast") is consistent with
(2) Duplication
of AM
or FM of
pro-a
grams on the aural
transmitter
television station while a test pattern
is broadcast on the visual transmitter
is not consistent wtih this subsection,
except for the specific purposes and
periods specified in subsection (b) (2).
(3) A travel lecture in which the
words of the lecturer are broadcast
simultaneously with still pictures or
slides of scenes illustrating the lecture,
and a newscast in which the words of
the newscaster are broadcast simultaneously with still pictures ,or slides
of the news events, are examples of
programs in which the aural and visual
transmissions are integral parts of the
same program
havingother,
a substantial
relationship to each
within the
meaning of subsection (b) (2). Mood
music unrelated to the visual transmissection.sion is not consistent with this sub-

(4) The broadcast of a test patten
accompanied by a musical compositioi
for the purpose of demonstration, sale
installation or orientation of televisioi
receivers or receiving antennas is no
consistent with this subsection.
(5) Music accompanying the trans
mission of a test pattern upon whicl
is visually imposed a moving text con
sisting of continuous program material
such as a running newscast or new
commentary, is consistent with thii
subsection.
(6) Music
the transmission of a accompanying
test pattern upon
whicl
is visually imposed a clock indicatin;
the time of day, or a text that i:
changed
intervals, is no
consistent atwithspaced
this subsection.

Survey Compares Time
For Viewing, Working
NEARLY one-fifth of U. S. tele
cast owners spend more time ii
front of their receivers than thej
do at work, according to a survej
by Encyclopaedia Britannic;
Films.
The firm also discovered tha
half of those queried — 51c/c — lik<
television commercials "fairh
well." Another 14% think th<
sponsor's message "fine and lik<
it very much." Only 35% votec
they "do not" like commercials
Three to one viewers thought com
mercials were too long.
Commercials that break up a filn
or dramatic program are mon
resented than on the variety-typi
program.
More viewers were re
(Continued on page 88)

City

in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

M-

WFB

Channel
6

"JikdJL jul QndianjoL
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Weekly Television Summary — may u, 1951, telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area City
Outlets On Air
86,78
Albuquerque
Sets in86,22
Arei
KOB-TV
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Ames
WOI-TV
56,161
7,400
Memphis
WMCT
115,000 Miami
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
WTVJ
Ba Itimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
233,23
292,095 Minn.-St.
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
Binghamton
Paul
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV
38,150
Birmingham
Nashville
WSM-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
256,401
WTTV
26,71
Bloomington
46,200 New Haven WNHC-TV
65,001
Boston
153,80
16,400 New Orleans WDSU-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
721,325
Buffalo
62,15
WABD, WCBS-TV,
201,972 New York WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBEN-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
Chicago
75,307 Newark WATV
2,250,00
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
906,210
Cincinnati
275,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
67,30
Cleveland
470,487
77,41
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
Dallas,
Oklahoma City KMTV,
WKY-TV WOW-TV
81,36
Columbus
Omaha
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
176,541
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
834,00
Ft. Worth
Phoenix KPHO-TV
117,068 Pittsburgh
260,00
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
37,90
WDTV
Davenport
145,00
WOC-TV
Providence WTVR
WJAR-TV
56,384 Richmond
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
190,000
Detroit
Rochester WHAM-TV
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
464,135 Rock Quad
Island
WHBF-TVDavenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline73,99
Erie
Cities Include
55,890
Ft.Dallas
Worth81,41
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
117,068 Salt
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
San Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
56,38
45,10
Grand
Rapids44,77
Kalamazoo
San
Diego
KFMB-TV
179,10
Schenectady
WLAV-TV
Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Greensboro
114,557 San
WFMY-TV
Houston
66,972
KPRC-TV
73,710
97,50
Albany-Troy WRGB
Huntington151,60
Charleston
KING-TV
289,00
WSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
41,300 Seattle
St.
Louis
KSD-TV
WFBM-TV
148,000
113,79
Jacksonville
125,00
Syracuse WHEN, WSYR-TV
WMBR-TV
32,000 Toledo
80,90
WSPD-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
KOTV
82,200 Tulsa
Kalamazoo
Utica-Rome WKTV
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
133,122
261,30
Kansas City
42,00
WDAF-TV
114,600 Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
74,14
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
97,105
Lansing
62,00
WJIM-TV
49,000 Wilmington WDEL-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated sets in Use 12,190,00
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations in Air 107
television
area.
Where
coverage
areas overlap set counts may b
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets with from dealers, distributors, TV circulation
electric companie
partically duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data main unchanged in successive summaries. committees,
Total sets in all areas i
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may re
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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and

TOP

do

RATED"

it

Better

QUARTER

HOURS
THAN

Top-Rated After 7:00 P.M.
Sunday
Gene Autry
This is Show Business
Toast of the Town
Celebrity Time
Monday
CBS News
Perry Como
Lux Video Theatre
Talent Scouts
Studio One
Tuesday
CBS News
Suspense
Coliseum Wrestling
Wednesday
CBS News
Perry Como
Godfrey and Friends
Blue Ribbon Bouts
Thursday
CBS News
Baseball
Adventure Theatre
Friday
CBS News
Perry Como
Mama
Man Against Crime
Ford Theatre
Action Theatre
Saturday
Beat the Clock
Ken Murray
Mystery Theatre

• BROADCASTING

on

WMAR-T

BETWEEN
ANY

7:00

OTHER

P. M. AND

MIDNIGHT

BALTIMORE

STATION

Also the following shows lead in one or more quarter-hours before
7:00 p.m. during the week: The Sunpapers TV News, Americans
at Work, Laurel and Hardy, Film Theatre of the Air, What's My
Line, Versatile Varieties, The Steve Allen Show, The Garry
Moore Show, The Woman's Angle, Hollywood Serial Theatre,
Bride and Groom, The Bailey Goss Show, Boots and Saddles,
Happy

Town, Grand Chance, The Big Top and The Collegians.

A/so
HIGHEST

RATED

LOCAL

SHOW

Wrestling from the Coliseum: Tuesdays 10 - 11 p.m.
HIGHEST

RATED

NETWORK

SHOW

Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts: Mondays 8:30 - 9:00 p. m.

Affording to the American Research
Bureau, period covered April 14-21.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY,
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES

elecasting

MOf€~~

DO

CAN

YOU

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL
2 ★ BALTIMORE, MD.

INC. new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco
* TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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SINGLY.

General

.

Electric

studio
rack

are

VIDEO PATCHING EQUIPMENT— Quick and Convenient Adjusfment of video distribution circuits are provided by these
complete G-E units. Common grounds are avoided by isolation between jacks and shields. Dual control plugs are selfaligning. Easily installed. Exceptionally high reliability.
Oxidation is avoided through the use of gold-plated contacts.

VIDEO SWITCHING RELAY CHASSIS— Saves Space yet
permits easy expansion of system inputs or outputs. Each
chassis is adaptable to preset control and you get fast
transfer through a single transfer relay.

units

interchangeable
with any

TV

system!

TV ELECTRONIC MIXER — tap, Fade, and Dissolve
at constant, preset rates at the touch of a finger
at control panel. Unique bypass feature permits
you to release three channels for rehearsal use
while carrying
program.
It's all-electronic — operation ispractically
automatic.

TOGETHER

.ere's a way to replace obsolete studio rack
equipment with new G-E units that meet all
existing RMA performance standards.

SYNC GENERATOR SWITCHING UNIT — Local or
Remote Switching Confro/ of any sync generator
with RTMA output is easy with this unit. Handles
four sync signals and one "sync lock" signal. Automatically switches spare sync generator into system should operating sync generator power supply fail. Video relays minimize cross-talk.

Study the items shown on these pages. With
them you can modernize your sync distribution
system . . . get better performance, better handling of poor input signals . . . more flexibility
in video patching . . . smoother studio control
all around.
All General Electric studio units are designed
specifically for easy maintenance— dead front
construction, no exposed voltages. Standard
video controls are used throughout. Kits are
available to accommodate any position of rack
mounting angles.
In addition to the equipment shown here,
General Electric makes a complete line of studio
gear, including camera channels, sync generators, and projectors. The broadcast representative at the G-E office near you will tell you
more. Call him or write: General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES— High Current
Capabilities with low ripple make these power
supplies ideal for TV station application. Single phase input, built-in voltage and current
instrument. Time-delay start protects tubes.

HANDY LEATHERETTE ENVELOPE .. . will be sent on request to station managers
and engineers. Inside compacked with
tratedpartment
specification
sheetsilluson
G-E television
equipment.
Write: General Electric Co., ,
Section 251-14, Electronics J
Park, Syracuse. New York.

GENERAL
I 1■

ELECTR

1

PRICE

Still proving to be one of
Northern sonalities
California's
on both AM top
and perTV
is KSFO-KPIX's women's director, Faye Stewart.
In addition to her woman's
program, which has been aired
daily on KSFO for the past seven
years, Faye is
seen five days
a week on
"KPIX Kitchen," where she
demonstrates
and prepares
meals for the
budget - wise
h o u s e w i v e s.
And for the
FAYE STEWART
men wnQ de.
light in doing
the cooking
for themselves,
Faye heads
KPIX's Monday night "Mr. Cook
Show."
Acclaimed in local radio and
TV circles as "the woman who
tells . . . and sells!" . . . Faye
has consistently convinced advertisers of her master sales
ability in both media.
AWARD

FOR KPIX

For the second consecutive
year, KPIX has been awarded
the National Safety Council's
"Public Interest Award" in recognition of exceptional service in
promoting public safety.
One of the seven television
stations in the nation to receive
the Award, KPIX was the only
station representing the West
Coast.

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

-II

Represented by Wm.vG. Rambeau Co.
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SUPPORT

DuMont, GE, Meek
Join Battle

the
Admiral
The most
new expensive
model is an
additionsets."
to
rather than a change in, the line
Mr.
Graver
said. ranging
Admiral's
line ,1
includes
36 models
in price!

THREE more TV set makers last week joined the ranks of manufacturers combating the current lull in TV set sales by guaranteeing factory
from $159.95 to $895, including ex- 1
prices at their current levels [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7]. cise tax.
Ernest A. Marx, general manager of the Receiver Sales Division,
Chester D. Tripp, president oi I
Television-Electronics Fund, Chi- J
Allen B. DuMont Labs, wrote DuMont TV distributors Tuesday that, a healthy basis." In fact, he said,
eago, predicted consumer demanc I
for TV sets will rise sharply aftei I
until Sept. 10, they are guaranteed
"it is questionable whether a new
line could be introduced during the
the summer decline, with bargair I
against any reduction in distributor
prices below the published price summer that would offer as much
prices disappearing. He releasee I
schedule of last Nov. 1,
in quality, styling, price and peraventory
study position.
of the TV industry's in I
formance
as
the
models
now
availFurther, he said, during this
The
study indicated thre< I
period the company will not introduce new models which would
The price guarantee applies to months ago a "sharply rising in I
"conflict with the normal sale of all merchandise purchased by dis- ventory of unsold sets," he said
tributors during the guaranty
figures for the first of the yeai
the current line." Mr. Marx said
period, extending from May 9 to showing over a million sets unsole
new models are not planned before
compared to 350,000 a year ago
able."
Sept.
10. Electric Co. was another
fall, "and
then an
onlyintroduction
if inventories
General
He estimated the May 1 inventory
allow
for such
on
manufacturer joining the group
at between 1,750,000 and 1,850,001
that will continue to hold TV set
sets, or a 3%-month supply.
prices on current models at curSTANDBY RULING
rent levels for the next four
ALLOCATIONS
months, according to Arthur A.
Godfrey Uses Navy Chorus
general sales manager of
Hill Review Hearings Loon j
COLLECTION of "working per- Brandt,
the receiver division. GE believes
mit" or standby fees by Television
PRELIMINARY hearings probabl;
the policy will help stabilize the
Authority for certain commercial
will be held on the Benton Resolu |
market and protect investments
TV network programs involving
tion (S Res 127) calling for a re I
armed forces talent commanded the being made by distributors and
view of the TV allocation statu:
dealers, he said.
attention of the Dept. of Defense
last week.
in light of eductors' demands, Sen
Prices Guaranteed
Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman!
The issue arose when TVA sigGuarantee against price reducof the Senate Commerce Commit |
nified its intent to levy a standby
tion of television sets produced by tee, has indicated.
fee for the Godfrey & His Friends
John Meek Industries, Plymouth,
In a letter to Thad H. Brown Jr.
show on CBS-TV on the grounds
Ind., also was issued for the period
TV general counsel of NARTB, wh<
that it had engaged the services
between now and Sept. 15 in Chihad forwarded the organiza
of an 80-piece Navy choral group
cago last week. John Meek, presition's convention protest agains
for the forthcoming May 16 telethe Benton request [Broadcastin<
dent,
described
the
offer
"as
good
cast. TVA collects a "nominal"
as or better than that made by any
• Telecasting, April 30], Sen
sum — understood to be $10 per
Johnson
Said committee plans cal
competitive
manufacturer."
It
was
person — to guard against frequent
made
to
"eliminate
the
uncertainfor
hearings
on whether the resolu
displacement of performers by
ties of dealers who may have been
tion should be adopted. Sen. John
service groups.
The incident was brought to the reluctant to order merchandise they
son said full consideration of "al
views" would be in order, an<
attention of the Navy branch and, need because they fear price changes which may result from governspecifically named the NARTB a:
later, Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, Asment price regulations or condione of the groups welcomed.
sistant Secretary of Defense for
It has also been disclosed tha
tions within the industry," he said.
manpower, it was learned. In the
Also on the set price front last a number of letters has been re
meantime, Mr. Godfrey's sponsor, week, Admiral Coi*p., Chicago, in- ceived by the committee, follow
Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield
troduced a 14-inch table model
cigarettes) had agreed to pay the which retails
ing resolution.
Sen. Benton'sSome
introduction
for $159.95, including
his
letters ar(o:
additional $800.
excise
tax.
Vice
President
R.
A.
hand-written with names and ad
Defense spokesmen said that
Graver described the model as the dress only.
from the outset the department
lowest priced ever offered by the
had taken no stand on the issue
If approved by the Senate com
company, which has produced 2 mittee, the resolution would direci
since it was primarily a matter
the Senate Commerce group t(
between the union and the adver- million sets, even though it contains "all the technical features of launch an investigation and hole
tiser, working through its agency,
extensive hearings on the entir<
Cunningham & Walsh. The govallocation
question
ernment, itwas stressed, normally
TVA-KFI STRIKE
• Telecasting,
April[Broadcastinc
16].
does not intervene in union matNo Settlement in View
The
Commerce
group
is currently
ters. They also noted that the
TELEVISION AUTHORITY strike
gathering information from govDefense Dept. has enjoyed "very against KFI-TV Los Angeles peaceernmental agencies, which woule
fine" relations with both Television
fully enters its sixth week with no
be concerned with the Benton pro
Authority and AFM.
In New York George Heller, indication as to how long the dis- posal. The FCC is one of the kej
pute will continue. The situation
national executive secretary of
appears to have settled down to a agencies.
Also revealed in the letter to Mr
TVA, explained that while a contract would permit collection of waiting game, following the first
Brown was the designation oi
full salaries of performers dis- burst of hope for early settlement
Senate Majority Leader Ernest W
a few weeks ago when Earle C. McFarland (D-Ariz.) to head th<
placed by service groups, the sum
is only "nominal" and is levied as Anthony, station owner, announced
special subcommittee appointed t<
hold a preliminary inquiry.
a contractual right.
recognition of the union as bargaining agent and agreed to discuss contract terms [BroadcastNBC Signs Team
ing • Telecasting, April 23].
Super Circus Sponsor
COMEDY TEAM of Bud Abbott
BAUER & BLACK, Chicago, fo
In the meantime, the station has
suffered because of the strike a
and Lou Costello signed a television
first-aid supplies, will spon
contract with NBC last week. The loss of approximately 50% of its Curity
sor the last half-hour of ABC
comedians will do four live full business and cut 27 hours weekly
TV's Super Circtis for five Sunday:
hour programs and the network
off its regular schedule, it reports.
from June 10 through Leo Burnett
has first call on 22 additional half Station is now on Mondays through
same city. Program, aired from >
hours to be made on film during
Fridays, from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m., usto 5 ap.m.
(CDT)campaign
, will beto tied-ii
1951-52. The amount of the conwith
national
selec
ing mainly films and public service
tract was not revealed.
"Miss Curity of 1951."
programs.
Telecasting
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WHY

You

from

Can

Operate

Vbur

THIS

Easy

MIRACLE

SECRET...

Zenith

Chair

TURRET

and

W

TUNER

only Zenith

IS THE

has

it!

)

You sit anywhere in the room . . . blissfully relaxed . . . with Zenith's
wonderful "Lazy Bones" Remote Control in your palm. You press lightly
with your thumb, and change programs one after another! No jumping
up, not one knob to touch or re-tune! This operation of the tuner by
remote control is possible because Zenith's Turret Tuner is truly a miracle
of automatic precision and stability !
Yes, all the necessary adjustments are made for you automatically, all
at one time . . . and this tuner is so heavy — so sturdy — that even years of
constant use will not cause its contacts to lose their precision and let the
picture drift and fade!
And that's not all . . . this tuner is so much more sensitive that even in
far outlying locations, it takes signals too weak for other sets to handle,
and turns them into beautifully clear, steady pictures !
What's more, there is no other tuner in television so easily, quickly,
inexpensively adapted in your home to receive the proposed new ultrahigh frequencies on present standards, without an external converter!
Please remember — ONLY ZENITH HAS THIS TURRET TUNER. So regardless of what you read or hear, before you invest in television be
sure to see for yourself that Zenith is different from all others ... indeed, the Royalty of Television. Your Zenith dealer invites you to prove
this in your own home, before you buy.
•
• •
Above, New Zenith5 "Aldrich," Console TV. New 165 sq. in. 2-in-l Screen gives
instant choice of circular or rectangular type pictures. Period cabinet, Mahogany veneers and hardwoods. $369.95. Includes Federal excise tax. Prices
subject to change without notice.

Recasting

Zsnith Radio Corporation, Chicago 39, Illinois « Over 30 Years of "Know-How" in Radionics® Exclusively • Also Makers of Fine Hearing Aids
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WPIX STRIKE
5% Raise Forms Impasse

Brown Asks Low-Power Uraifs
SERVICE to communities in areas
cut off from TV reception by the
nature of the terrain is proposed
by Gordon Brown, WSAY Rochester. He would utilize special lowpowered television rebroadcast stations.
In filing comment with FCC on
its pioposed allocation plan, the
Rochester broadcaster included a
request
establishment
"The
Limited for
Common
Carrier ofTelevi-

JIMMY
SrEWAR
T

COVER THE WATERFRONT
n En ENLISTED MAN
HER
'EM HAVE IT
UT
>A.
TRAI
MERRY-GO-ROUN
I? TRANSATLANTIC
A WOMAN IN THE DARK
MISTAKEN HEIRESS
. FRANKIE & JOHNNIE

1. C^^L^s^
■•nasg-sSi8*
39 TOP WEST
ERNS
kJ*?!".'!"3
MAYNARthe
D range
. JM.THbusters
BALUW

Write lor catalog ol features,
Westerns. Serials, Cartoons.
LommonujERLTH
S'Um
andAvenue,
0e/&w6u>n,
Snc.
723 Seventh
New York 19,
N.Y.
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sion Rebroadcast Class."
Such station would use only a
few watts with directional antenna,
it was proposed. "But in many
cases it would not be. necessary in
order to provide a usable interference free channel for the station
without causing interference to the
dominant station on the transmitting frequency of the rebroadcast
station," it's noted.
In his recommended programming arrangements, Mr. Brown
again brings out his oft-spoken
creed that the advertiser alone
should deal with a rebroadcasting
station. Insofar as commercial
shows are concerned, such stations
would deal directly with "the sponsor who produces and pays for the
talent, production and broadcast
facilities for the original broadcast
of his television show," according
to the proposal.
Sustaining show rebroadcast
would entail negotiations with the
dominant station originating program. Like arrangement is suggested for network sustaining
shows with permission to come
from the network.
Among other program recommendations, Mr. Brown asks that
where the rebroadcast station
serves a community without a radio outlet, that the transmitter be
used to originate and broadcast
just audio radio programs of interest. Rebroadcast of FM farm
networks could also be considered,
he said.
However, present FCC Rules and
Regulations as amended less than
a fortnight ago (see story page 80)
specifically point out that separation of aural and visual transmitter is not to be allowed for such
purposes.
Mr. Brown further points out
that his corporation, Federal
Broadcasting System, would set up
such a service in a valley community near Rochester with 1,000 potential TV set owners. These people would be willing to pay $3 per
month or $36,000 total per year to
receive programs as proposed, according to Mr. Brown.
Film Buys
CONSOLIDATED Royal Chemical
Co., Chicago, for Krank's shaving
cream, Mar-O-Oil shampoo and
Hypercin, is buying feature films
in five TV markets to start in June
as summer replacement during the
Milton Berle time period. Agency
is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.

DAVE BOGARD and Mildred Ramey
of KGO-TV San Francisco promotion
department call attention to the
station's second anniversary. May 5,
with a unique promotion idea. Pair
of hamsters, tiny furred animals resembling guinea pigs, were sent to
major television columnists in the
San Francisco Bay Area. The hamsters, notably prolific, were sent in
cans inscribed "Now we are two,
watch us grow!" Complete press book
containing description of each show
carried by . station, features on special events, public service and outstanding local productions, and
packet of photos on local shows,
accompanied hamsters.
OFFICIAL

FILMS

A STRIKE at WPIX (TV) New*j
York Thursday of 61 technical em-,
ployes, members of Local 1212,
Radio & Television Broadcast Engineers, IBEW, forced the station
to cancel all live programs, substitute film, and operate with supervisory personnel, pending outcome
of concurrent Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service meetings.
The strike was called when negotiations for a new contract to
replace the old one, which expired
May 1, reached an impasse over a
union proposal for a 5% acrossthe-board wage increase. Negotiations have been under way since
mid-April.
Same as Granted
The union, in a prepared statement, said that the wage increase
proposed was the same as that
granted by an arbitrator to be
effective late in 1949, while the
station released comparative figures
of WPIX weekly scales and those
of another independent station anc
a network station. The figures
showed that WPIX scales were
higher than either of the othei
stations in all categories except i
that of technicians with five years j
experience, a rate which WPIX
said it had offered to meet.
Meanwhile, with cameramen as
well as engineers on strike, pickel
lines established by the union appeared to be a matter of forir
only, since all live programs had tc#i
be cancelled. Station programming a
was confined to films. George Heller, TVA national executive secretary, said that the question ol
crossing picket lines was entirely
up to the performers.
Both sides met throughout Thursday with Federal mediators with i
out further announcements.

To Expand Into TV
EXFANSION of Official Films Inc.,
film distribution and sales firm,
into the field of TV motion picture
production was foreseen last week,
when the firm was reported to be
discussing terms with various producers for acquisition of their
studio properties.
Among them was Jerry Fairbanks, of Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, who told Broadcasting •Telecasting that there
had been preliminary discussions
between him and Isaac D. Levy,
board chairman of Official Films,
and the latter's brother, Leon, a THEATRE VIDEO
director. Mr. Fairbanks said that
50 RCA Systems Orderec
no deal had been consummated, but
would not comment upon the de- RECEIPT of new orders for more
tails of their discussions.
than 50 RCA instantaneous theatre television systems were an
A spokesman for Official Films
confirmed the preliminary talks nounced last week by Walter A
and said that discussions also were
Buck, RCA vice president and gen
eral manager of the RCA Victo]
under way with other studios.
Div.
Both Isaac D. and Leon Levy
The new contracts, Mr. BucJ
are influential minority stockholdpointed out, do not include thost
ers of CBS, and it was reported
that some of the Isaac Levy in- already received by RCA fron
terests in the network were being Warner Bros. Circuit Management
liquidated in connection with the Corp., RKO Theatres and the Com
erford-Publix chain, under whicl
anticipated expansion of Official installations
are now in progress
Films. Security and Exchange
Commission records last week
showed that he disposed of 5,000
Hazel Bishop Schedule
shares of CBS Class A common
stock having a par value of $2.50
HAZEL BISHOP, New Yorl
per share on April 28, leaving him
(Hazel Bishop Lipstick), currently
with 26,826 shares of Class A and
over a million dollar;
20,475 of Class B. Aaron Katz is aspending
year in television, is expanding
president of Official Films.
its TV schedule by starting spon
It was reported that discussions
sorship of its own program, featur
are in progress looking to the posing
Martin, July
Thursday,
10:30Freddy
p.m. effective
5 or 10'
12j
sible naming of William H. Goodheart Jr., formerly of Music Corp. on 62 NBC-TV stations. Raymonc
of America, as executive vice presSpector Co., New York, is the ident of Official Films.
agency.
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ILTED ANTENNA

AIDS SIGNAL
Doubles Strength, Says Jolliffe

ILTING the antenna of a UHF
V transmitter slightly will double
:fie
Dr.
;. B.station's
Jolliffe, signal
exeutivestrength,
vice presilent of RCA Labs, announced Monay. Studies will be conducted by
.|CA to determine whether a transutter tilt would have a similar effect on VHF video signals, he said.
:' Reporting on experiments conacted
KC2XAK,
.ental atUHF
video NBC's
stationexperinear
ridgeport, Conn., Dr. Jolliffe said
;jiat a test antenna was erected on
pe side of the KC2XAK transmitng tower and rocked back and
n th in a 12-degree arc by a motort'iven device, while engineers reprded the variations in signal
' :rength.
Results of field tests
5 \ade in the station's primary serve area and also at Princeton,
nne 90 miles distant, showed the
;ceived signals invariably at their
aximum when the antenna tilt
as approximately 2.5 degrees up
: down.
Important in UHF
4s This gain in signal strength without increased transmitter power
■jould be especially important in
n"> UHF
of the
TV spectrum,
Jolliffepartsaid,
as UHF
stations
a|i|re presently limited in power by
;»e types of available transmitting
ojtbes, a factor not affecting VHF
transmitters.
The greater signal
length provided by tilted anjjfotnnas, he said, should improve
fycture quality measurably, parcularly for receivers located in the
inge areas of program service.
RCA will conduct further tests,

ALES METHODS
tennis Urges Simple Approach
7 ALTER L. DENNIS, assistant to
le vice president, Allied Purlasing Corp., and radio-TV dial lector, Allied Stores Corp., is
if Scheduled to unfold his ideas on
st illing via television today (Moni jay) at a U. of Maryland Manage3 yent Conference, College Park, Md.
:tf < In a straight-from-the-shoulder
ilk Mr. Dennis will outline his
ews on "Getting Results From
television Advertising," highlightroi j:.g these points:
iei 1 £ Television is an intimate
1 ' edium as against the pretentious
1C Wmality of motion picture theatre
resentation.
9 The merchandise should be
ie star of every performance in
te commercial. On this point, Mr.
ennis favors demonstration of
|e goods in action, in as nearly as
Jssible the actual conditions unr which the article would be
0! Ued.
9 The selling message should
clear-cut, sincere, straightforward and informal. Artificial anion liation is not only very expensive
tijiit distracts from the fundamental
lling points of the merchandise.
N'( telecasting

Dr. Jolliffe stated, to determine
the likelihood of increased interference with distant stations assigned to the same or adjacent
channels resulting from the gain
signal strength produced by the
tilted antenna, as occasionally
reception is noted far beyond the
normal service range of a station.
Research will also be carried on in
the VHF field, to see if tilted antennas produce corresponding gains
in signal strength of these commercially-licensed stations and in
their effective program areas.
Jess Epstein and D. W. Peterson,
of the research staff of RCA Labs,
designed the tilted antenna and
supervised its field tests.
Educational Networks
(Continued from page 75)
program, FCC was told.
The regents recognized that their
request for an additional New York
channel and for the only ones in
Malone and Poughkeepsie confronts
the Commission with "a nice problem" in view of the scarcity of
channels. Alternatively, therefore,
they suggested that FCC write
rules
the board "equitable"
access toto give
all commercial
stations in
New York City, if a second fulltime
non-commercial channel cannot be
provided, and also to give educational interests at least the right
to share the Malone and Poughkeepsie channels with commercial
interests.
In the other cities where it pro-,
poses stations, the board supported
FCC's reservation proposals — channel 17 at Albany-Schenectady-Troy,
No. 46 at Binghamton, No. 14 at
Ithaca, No. 43 at Syracuse, and
No. 25 at Utica-Rome.
The board summarized "some of
the functions and advantages" of
its plan as follows :
The great ofstate
of New
York
has"(A)a population
nearly
15 million
. . . residing in widely scattered communities. The plan will tend to raise
and make more uniform the standards
of education throughout the state. It
will extend to the rural communities
the educational and cultural benefits
now available only in the populous
metropolitan areas.
"(B) Thean plan
will foster,
with greatin
economy,
expansion
of education
the state, formal and informal, for inschool purposes
and out-of-school
poses, in television
service areas purand
in areas without television service.
"(C) Television,
as a vehicle
for the
educational
and cultural
development
of the adult population of the state
. . . will probably outdo, in impact and
economy, anything the imagination can
project for it today. The plan will
allow a tremendous expansion of effort
in this widedirection
on a coordinated statebasis.
"(D) tionThe
plan will permit
the under
creaof programming
which,
proper arrangements, can be made
available to the educational systems
of other states."
Lewis A. Wilson, state commissioner of education, and Jacob L.
Holtzmann, a member of the board
of regents, reviewed the proposals
at a news conference.
Dr. Wilson said the plan had been
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discussed with state legislature
leaders and that their response has
been entirely satisfactory.
Mr. Holtzmann estimated that
sets could be provided for classrooms at $100 or $150 each, and
that maintenance of the stations
would amount to $250,000 a year,
aside from programming.
Mr. Holtzmann, who is head of
a special regents committee on television for education, reported that
"we believe it is as important for
our educational system to have television channels as to have schoolhouses, and I don't know which will
be more important in the future."
The regents' special committee,
which formulated the recommendations on which the plan is based,
is composed of Mr. Holtzmann, Vice

four

proven

Chairman Edward R. Eastman, and
Regent Roger W. Straus.
Chancellor John P. Myers was
quoted as saying that TV "will give
us unlimited opportunities to expand our educational program,
particularly in the rural areas. We
are hopeful that the legislature will
see its advantages as we do and
grant us the necessary funds to go
Mr. Holtzmann said special credit
forward."
should go to Dr. Wilson, the education commissioner, and Miss
Frieda B. Hennock, FCC Commissioner and outspoken champion of
educational TV.
The official comments were filed
through Henry G. Fischer, of the
Washington law firm of Fischer,
Willis & Panzer.

WBNS-TV

participation shows:
In central Ohio you have a choice of four excellent TV
participation programs— top-rated shows with proven records for producing sales results for national advertisers.
EARLY WORM PARTY
with Irwin Johnson
top favorite local star
10 to 11 a. m.
Central Ohio's largest TV audience
participation program, televised from
the luxurious Town and Country Room
of The Neil House.

"SHARP COMMENTS"
by Fern Sharp
12 to 12:30 p. m.
A unique variety program in the
woman's world. Miss Sharp has been
a leader for over 12 years in presenting fashion, food and homemaking
news to central Ohio.
JAMBOREE
6 fo 6:30 Sat. evening
A popular half-hour varietwhow with
a touch of the ruraUji^ra» Featuring Ray Roeu Ad (©dtT of 8, this
show is aLswA^Columbus' highest
rated lociJ>rr programs. Reservations
accepted.
SNADER TELEscription
"SPOTLIGHT
6 to 6:30 p.REVUE"
m.
Top talent variety acts on 3y4 minute movies . . . offering a star-studded
setting for your TV spot. Snader Telescription Library is offered exclusively
in Columbus over WBNS-TV.
PROGRAM RESUMES SENT ON REQUEST
PHONE BLAIR TV OR WRITE DIRECT
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Channel 10
WBNS-TV
CBS-TV Network-Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
and WBNS-AM
Sales Office: 33 North High Street
May 14, 1951
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 80)
sentful of commercials on shows
with full continuity than on the
variety program.
Other salient points in the survey:
Only one out of 20 watches his set
less than 10 hours weekly; one quarter
of the people questioned watch 10-20
hours weekly and about one-third see
TV between 20 to 40 hours a week.
It also found that reading seems to
suffer the greatest loss of devotees
because of television.
KECA-TV, KLAC-TV
Increase Rates
KECA-TV and KLAC-TV Hollywood have both announced rate
increases. KECA-TV has issued
rate card No. 4, which increases
its Class A base hour rate from
$900 to $1200 effective tomorrow
(May 15). One minute or less in
Class A time is increased from
$150 to $220; eight-second spots
from $75 to $110. Comparable increases will be carried out in other
time classifications, according to
Robert F. Laws, station and ABC
Western Division TV sales manager.
Increase of $250 over the present
Class A hourly rates has been announced by KLAC-TV. New rate
is $1,000 per hour. Increases also
were made in other Class A time
slots. Rate for 40 minutes now is
$800; 30 minutes, $600; 20 minutes,
$500; 15, $400; 10, $300; five, $250.
One-minute, 30-second, and 10-second spots now are $175, $115, $85,
respectively.
Videodex Reports
On April Ratings
VIDEODEX last week issued its
April 1-7 report, giving top 10 television shows in 63 markets. The
listings are broken down into percentage of TV homes and number
of TV homes. Top 10 listings follow:
% TV HOMES
1 Texaco Star Theatre (61 cities) 58.1
2 Talent Scouts (23)
47.4
3 Jack Benny Show (36)
45.8
4 Fireside Theatre (48 )
42.5
5 Your Show of Shows (61) 39.5
6 You Bet Your life (61)
38.8

ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:
Page 88
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7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Comecty Hour — Eddie Cantor (58)
Godfrey and Friends (49)
Philco TV Playhouse (56)
Hopalong Cassidy (18)
NO. TV HOMES IN 000
Texaco Star Theatre (61 cities)
Your Show of Shows (61)
You Bet Your Life (61)
Comedy Hour — Eddie Cantor (58)
Fireside Theatre (48)
Jack Benny Show (36)
Philco TV Playhouse (56)
Godfrey and Friends (49)
Talent Scouts (23)
Ken Murray Show (48)

38.5
37.9
37.7
37.4
7,290
4,910
4,853
4,664
4,595
4,393
4,390
4,357
4,123
3,989

Martin Kane Tops
Tele-Que April Survey
"MOST viewed television show in
San Francisco" for first week in
April was Martin Kane, Private
Eye, according to Tele-Que, West
Coast TV research firm. Tele-Que
survey was based on viewing records of 557 television owners.
Top 10 ranking shows and ratings were:
58.5
54.8
1. Martin Kane, Private Eye KRON
KRON
2.5. You Bet Your Life
53.4
KRON
54.4
3. Texaco Star Theatre
KGO
Theatre
7. Startime
KRON
Ford Star Revue
6.4. Trupak Movietime
48.5
KGO
46.0
KGO
Life With Linkletter
46.7
46.3
8. The Lone Ranger
KRON
44.6
9. Par-T-Pak Theatre
KRON
10. Gene Autry
44.3
CANADA

DELAY

Sees First TV
Station
by '52
FIRST Canadian
transmitters
at Toronto and Montreal will not
be ready until early 1952, instead
of late this year as had been contemplated, A. D. Dunton, chairman
of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
said at Toronto May 4. He told
Canadian advertisers assembled
for the 36th convention of the
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 7], that construction delays
and building material shortages
made it impossible to get the Toronto station on the air till January
1952, and the Montreal transmitter
in late spring or early summer of
next year.
Scheduled to give out the latest
in TV data for Canada, Mr. Dunton stated that because of the delay
in the report of the Royal Commission on Arts, Letters & Sciences,
he was as much in the dark about
the future of TV policy in Canada
as was his audience.
John P. Cunningham of Cunningham & Walsh, New York, outlined
the effects of TV on the living
pattern. He reported on his firm's
Videotown surveys and other studies stating that the gist of all
surveys is that radio listening does
not exist in TV homes at night,
except by a few individuals. But he
was careful
explain:
"Don't
write
off radio toyet.
Radio is
still
supporting TV, and TV is not yet
ready
commit matricide."
Mr. toCunningham
also reviewed
effects of TV in UN telecasts and
the Kefauver committee in building
a more informed electorate. He
urged advertisers to use self-control in their use of advertising on
TV, to better programs for their
future good, and stated that selfcontrol is better than having government control.

JACKSONVILLE
^TS^T.
Fights for Channel 2
' 0
FIGHTING to retain TV Channel
STEPHEN
SLESINGER Produc;
2 for its area, the City of Jacksontions, Hollywood, has worked out
ville, Fla., has gone to the U. S. deal
with King Features and Car
Court of Appeals for District of toonist
Chic Young for full T
Columbia. City, which operates
rights to Blondie, newspaper conr
WJAX and at one time held a construction permit for TV Channel 2, strip. A new company will be S(
has asked the Court for a stay up to produce the Blondie serie -j
Mr. Slesinger
whi'
order against the FCC's current
firm will announced,
continue produi
proposed allocation. The new plan present
ing Red Ryder TV film serie:
would give the controverted ChanArthur Lake, famous as movie ar,
nel 2 to Tallahassee and Daytona
radio version of "Dagwood Bun
Beach,
stead," has been signed to play tl
sonville. precluding its use in Jacksame part on *TV. * *
Appellant's television CP was
withdrawn by the Commission fol- INS-TELENEWS, New York, a*
lowing attempts of the permittee to nounces that Terre Haute Brewin;
have the time extended for staCo.
will
sponsor combinatid
tion construction. That also was
Weekly News Review and Th j
taken to the Court of Appeals,
Week in Sports on WJIM-TV Land where it now pends [BROADCASTING • Telecasting, Nov. 6, 1950].
Mich.,-hour
through
the Biow
Same ing,
half
combination
is caC :
In its current petition, filed by ried on WENR-TV
Chicago f<
Robert L. Irwin of Dow, Lohnes & Corina Cigars. . . . WGN-TV Ch|
Albertson, it's pointed out that if cago has signed for INS-Telenev
the court reverses the earlier FCC
daily newsreel* service.
* *
action, the "Commission is putting
itself in position of being able to
BINGfilmCROSBY
Enterprises'
ne
refuse or abide by mandate of the TV
series, Cry
of the Cm
Court based on the fact that to do
[Film Report, May 7] will be so
so would require the allocation of nationally, regionally or locally v
. . . Channel 2 to Jacksonville
sponsors
desire. Announceme:
which would be in violation of the came from Vice President Richai
Dorso of United Television Pr
Rules and Regulations of the Comgrams, distributor of series. Hal
hour film prices will vary from $1;
Petition asserts that it "appears"
mission."
FCC's
proposal to take Channel 2 in markets such as Phoenix jj
from Jacksonville is "arbitrary and
$3,000 for New York, he said.
capricious and motivated by a desire to deprive appellant of its TV ADS Inc., Los Angeles, h;j
Statutory rights of appeal and this completed one one-minute TV fill
Court of jurisdiction of the appeal
commercial for Laura Scudd
Products Inc., Los Angeles, thi'ouj
nowAppended
pending." to the appeal was
Davis & Co., and one for Mode]
engineering statement proposing
Product Sales Co. (Aquashiej
Channel 6, instead of 2, be given plastic shower deflector), Los A :
Tallahassee; Channel 11, instead of
2, be allocated Daytona Beach; and
geles, through Kent Goodman Ad Channel
2 be assigned to Jacksonville.
DAMAGED
FILM
WJAX-TV had been granted
Scratch
Removing
Proce
Aug. 8, tension1948;
application
for was
exof construction
permit
FILM
considered
technically
u
denied May 5, 1949; and hearing
usable
can
be
reconditioned
f
on application designated June 1,
use on television, according
1949. Thesequent
hearing
examiner's
subinitial decision
proposed
Henry Lloyd, vice president
Rapid Film Technique Inc., Nt
granting the additional construcYork.
tion time. However, FCC General
Counsel filed exceptions and, after
Proper renovation of old 35 mi
oral argument July 26, 1950, the motion picture film before trail
Commission reversed the initial
f erring it to 16 mm. for televisi<j
decision and denied the extension.
use not only will improve TV pr J
A petition to consider additional
gram production standards but al
evidence and reconsider the denial
will make available old movie fav
was dismissed May 3, FCC an- rites formerly considered unusab
nounced last Tuesday.
said Mr. Lloyd.
Heretofore specializing in reco
Cables Cut
ditioning and preserving films f i
educational and industrial instit • .
NETWORK television programs
tions, Mr. Lloyd announced that 1
along the Atlantic seaboard were
disrupted May 8 when a bulldozer
company
enlarging
its f aciliti
to serve was
firms
producing
movi i s
operating on a farm near Aberfor
TV.
deen, Md., cut a conduit carrying 14
coaxial cables. Twelve of the
Scratches, oil mottles and abi
cables, or six complete circuits,
sions "can definitely be remove(
were severed. "Blackout" lasted
stated Mr. Lloyd, pointing o<
from about 1 p.m. to 7 p.m. when
this
means that video audiences c !
repairs were completed. Among
enjoy more of the great photopla;
those cities affected were Baltiof the past without blurs, blobs a | %
more and Washington.
Telecasting
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streaks."

omments on Allocation
(Continued from page 74)
■Ipports reservation.
Keokuk— KOKX. Add Ch. 10, affecting
■idncv. 111., and Hannibal, Mo.
Waterloo— KWWL. Add Ch. 12, affcting other areas.
KANSAS
Kansas City — Board of Education. Repfve Ch. 9: add four commercial sta• ns in VHF.
Manhattan — Kansas
State College
i SAC ) . Supports reservation .
rtichita— KANS. Add Ch. 6. Would
ostitute Ch. 4 for Ch. 6 at Dodge
jty,
Ch. 6 and
at Tulsa,
F Ch.Ch. 1111 atforLawton
Ch. 11Ch.for3
,. 3 at Wichita Falls.
iVichita — KFBI. Add Ch. 6. affecting
idge City, Kan.; Tulsa and Lawton,
Pa., and Wichita Falls, Tex.
iVichita — KWBB. Add Chs. 45 and 53.
KENTUCKY
Janville — Centre College of Kentucky.
locate channel and reserve,
^ouisville — WHAS. Consents to change
"•bm Ch. 9 to Ch. 11. Conditional.
Louisville— WKLO. Add Ch. 41.
, ;Louisville— WKYW. Add Ch. 51.
Owensboro— WVJS. Add Ch. 10 to
■4" gansport, Ind., and Owensboro, de(hjing Ch. 10 at Terre Haute, Ind.
LOUISIANA
ijlBaton
Rouge—
WJBO. AddCh. Ch.
ibstitute non-commercial
9 for2.
mmercial Ch. 2 in New Orleans. Substitute Ch. 11 for Ch. 9 in Hattiesburg,
ss.; substitute Ch. 9 for Ch. 11 in
iridian, Miss.
Houma— KCIL. Add Ch. 12.
:ake Charles— KPLC. Supports al--B:ation of Ch. 7.
t New Orleans— WWL. Add Ch. 11.
|New
Orleans — Tulane U. Supports
nervations.
Shreveport — KWKW. Supports allocaifn.
MAINE
„ tangor— WGUY. Add Ch. 3. Swap Ch.
P+'for
DronoCh.— U.7 atof Calais.
Maine. Favors reservajn.
MARYLAND
Saltimore — WBAL-TV. Opposes switch
! WDEL-TV from Ch. 7 to Ch. 12 on
I ounds of adjacent channel inter-ence.
A| Baltimore
— Supports reservation:
4 »ard of Estimates; Mayor Thomas
oIAlesandro Jr.; Board of School Comijjjj ssioners (prefers VHF); Bureau of
I tholic Education; Loyola College;
"•''hns
Hopkins
U.Women
of Baltimore;
(JfjjJtimore
LeagueU; ofof
lited Steelworkers
America Voters;
(Local
+ 52); Citizens Planning & Housing
Spsn.; Dept. of Md., Jewish War Vet,. ans; Women's Civic League Inc.; Col-^e of Notre Dame of Md.
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston— WHDH. Add Ch. 9; reconJer reservation of Ch. 2; add Ch. 10
Springfield: in Manchester, delete
i. 9 and add 14; in Providence, de'■e Ch. 10 and add 28: in Worcester,
lete Ch. 14 and add 26; in New Bed!*d, substitute Ch. 28 for 40; in Storrs,
•b.
26 for
etc., including
>ns Ch.
of Ch.
44 in18 Boston
and Ch. dele55 in
ringfield.
Boston
—
CBS.
Three
alternate
plans
add Ch. 9, affecting Providence,
anchester and Durham, N. H., Portid, Lewiston, Augusta, Orono and
lais,Canada.
Me., Albany, N. Y., and St.
!, hn,
'Boston — Support reservation: Lowell
*T stitute
Bcstg.
Council
oston U.,Cooperative
Boston College,
Harvard
U.,
ntheastern U., MIT, Tufts College,
"f stitute);
ston Symphony
Lowell
Emerson Orchestra,
College.
Brockton—
WBET.
Shift
Ch.
5
from
ston to Brockton.
Holyoke— WHYN. Add Ch. 3. Reice Ch. 3 in New London with flexiity channel. Or add Ch. 10 to Springld-Holyoke area, removing Ch. 10
>m Providence, R. I. and adding
Jp flexibility channel there. Also
\R-TV
Providence
11 to Ch.
12 insteadwould
of tomove
Ch. from
10 as
: ently proposed.
an*
TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
: 339 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7203
fU Plecasting

Pittsfield— WBRK. Add Ch. 3, changing Ch. 3 to 5 in Syracuse, N.Y., and Ch.
5 to 3 in Rochester, N. Y., and several
other changes in Vermont, Ontario and
Connecticut. Delete Ch. 3 in New
London, Conn.
Springfield— Holvoke. Regional TV
Corp. Add Ch. 3; delete Ch. 3 from
New London. Conn.; substitute Ch.
8 for Ch.
Vt.; substitute Ch.3 3 inforMontpelier,
Ch. 8 in Lewiston,
Me.Worcester— WTAG. Add Ch. 12, deleting from Providence.
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor — Support reservation: U.
of Mich.; Mayor Wm. E. Brown Jr.
Bay City— WBCM. Add Ch. 5, changing Traverse City from Ch. 5 to 7.
Bay
City —Flint
Public
Ch. 12 from
and Schools.
reserve. Transfer
Detroit—
WJBK-TV.
Supports allocation.
Detroit^WJLB. Add Chs. 6 and 9,
deleting Ch. 50, affecting number of
cities.
Detroit— WJR. Add VHF Ch. 6 and
UHF Ch. 22.; change Ch. 6 to 10 in
Lansing, Mich.; change Ch. 60 to 18
in East Lansing; change Ch. 22 to 46
(educational) in Flint; change Ch. 18
to 60 in Ludington; change Ch. 45 to 37
in Cadillac.
East Lansing — Michigan State College (WKAR). Add Ch. 10 and reserve.
Escanaba— WDBC. Delete Ch. 13 and
add Ch. 3; add Ch. 13 in Cadillac; add
Ch. 13 in Calumet; add Ch. 5 in Essexville; add Ch. 2 in Green Bay, Wis.;
delete Ch. 5 and add Ch. 10 in Hancock; delete Ch. 3 and add Ch. 5 in
Marquette; delete Ch. 5 and add Ch.
7 in Traverse City.
Flint — WFDF. Shift Ch. 10 from London, Ont.. giving London Ch. 43 and
perhaps Ch. 65.
Grand Rapids—
substitute
Ch. 2 WGRD.
for Ch. Add
6 in Ch.
Green6:
Bay.; move WJIM-TV from Ch. 6 to Ch.
5.; substitute
verse City. Ch. 7 for Ch. 5 in TraforIshpeming
channel.— WJPD Informal request
MINNESOTA
Mankato— KYSM. Add Ch. 12, affecting Mason City, la.; Brainerd, Hibbing, Minn., and Grand Forks, N. D.
Minneapolis
reservation. — Public Schools. Supports
New Ulm— KNUJ. Add Ch. 3 by
changing Ch. 3 at Watertown, S. D.,
to Ch. 10 and changing Ch. 10 at
Pierre, S. D., to Ch. 11.
St. Paul— College of St. Thomas.
Change Ch. 2 from educational to commercial.
St. Paul — Concordia College, Favors
reservation.
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson— WJDX. Add Ch. 5; substitute
Ch. 10 for Ch. 5 in Mobile, Ala., and
substitute Ch. 5 for Ch. 10 in Pensacola,
Fla.Meridan— WTOK. Add Ch. 4.
MISSOURI
Columbia
—
Stephens
College. Supports
reservation.
Columbia
—
U.
of
Missouri.
Proposesto
FCC authorize educational stations
operate commercially 50% of broadcast day, permitting better programming and breaking monopoly of continuous educational subjects to permit
stations to attract and hold audiences.
Kansas City— KMBC, KCMO and
WHB (jointly). Oppose Ch. 9 reservation. KMBC and WHB: Add Ch. 11 by
removing from Lawrence, Kan., where
reserved; or, add Chs. 2 and 9, swap
Ch. 12 for Ch. 7 at Pittsburg, Kan.,
Ch. 9 for Ch. 12 at Joplin, Mo., and
Ch. 9 for Ch. 2 at St. Joseph, Mo.
Kansas City— City. Add VHF channels for Kansas City.
Kansas
— U. ofto Kansas
City. use
Allot VHF City
channel
commercial
instead of educational use because
(1) need for VHF commercial stations;
(2) School cannot afford TV now; (3)
generosity of commercial stations.
MONTANA
Billings
—
City
Council. Supports reservation.
Bozeman — Montana State College.
Supports reservation.
Butte— KOPR. Add Ch. 15.
NEBRASKA
Lincoln— KBON. Add
Ch. 10.
Omaha— KFAB. Make Ch. 7 commercial and shift Ch. 12 from Lincoln
to Omaha.
Omaha — Public Schools. Supports
reservation.
NEVADA
Reno— KWRN. Add Ch. 11.
Reno — U. of Nevada. Informal regret
no VHF channel in lieu Ch. 21 reservation.
Reno — Reno School Dist. No. 10.
Favors reservation.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester — Grandview Inc. Supports
allocation.
NEW JERSEY
Jersey City — -New Jersey Audio
Visual Education Assn. Protests no
educational allocation. Requests at
least 4 TV channels for education.
Newark — WATV. Request for editorial
revision on proposed rule. Wants Appendix C to New
readJersey.
New York CityNortheastern
New
Brunswick
—
WCTC.
Favors allocation.
Trenton— WTTM. Add a VHF channel.
Trenton — State of New Jersey, Dept.
of Education. Protests non-assignment
of educational channels.
NEW MEXICO
Santa reservation.
Fe — St. Michael's College.
Favors
NEW YORK
Albany — State U. Generally endorses
reservation.
Buffalo— WBEN-TV. Supports allocation.
Buffalo— WEBR, WGR and WKBW
(joint petition). Add Chs. 2 and 9,
removing Ch. 2 from Niagara Falls and
substituting Ch. 59 or 62. To add Ch. 9
would substitute Ch. 8 for Ch. 9 at
Toronto, Ch. 3 for Ch. 8 at Owen Sound
and
Ch. 12 for Ch, 3 at Orilla, all
Canada.
Corning— WCLI. Add Ch. 9.
Ithaca— Cornell U. (WHCU). Assign
Ch. 3abletoUHF Cornell
substitute
availchannel U.;
for the
VHF channel
proposed for Niagara Falls, together
with certain other reassignments of
low band VHF channels.
Kingston— WKNY. Add Ch. 66.
New York— WJZ-TV (ABC). Although supporting Ch. 8 at New Haven,
Conn., asks right to increase power
beyond
maximum adjacent-channel
limits proposed.
New York— WOR-TV. Asks condition
to Ch. 8 at New Haven to permit increased power for WOR-TV on Ch. 9 at
New York.
Niagara Falls — WHLD. Supports allocation.
Rochester— WHEC. Supports allocation.
Rochester — WVET. Favors allocation.
Rochester — U. of Rochester. Supports
reservation.
Schenectady — Meredith Champlain
Television Corp. Add Chs. 35 and 41,
changing Ch. 35 to Ch. 62 at Watertown,
N. Syracuse—
Y.
WAGE. Add Ch. 11.
Syracuse— WSYR-TV. No objection to
reassignment from Ch. 5 to Ch. 3.
Syracuse — Lemoyne College. Supports
UHF reservation, prefers VHF.
Troy— WTRY. Add Ch. 41 to AlbanyTroy-Schenectady
areas;
48
in Oneonta to Ch.
62. Change Ch.
Watertown— WWNY. Add Chs. 11, 35;
delete Ch. 35; affects Ottawa-Hull, Ont.
NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville — WLOS, Supports allocation.
Charlotte— WAYS. WIST(FM). Add
Ch. 6; substitute Ch. 12 for Ch. 6 at
Wilmington. N. C; Ch. 7 for Ch. 6 at
Augusta, Ga.; Ch. 4 for Ch. 5 at
Charleston, S. C; Ch. 5 for Ch. 7 at
Columbus, S. C.
Durham — WTIK. Supports allocation.
Raleigh — WPTF. Supports allocation.
Raleigh — WRAL. Supports allocation.
Raleigh — City Council. Supports
reservation.
Wilmington — Support reservation;
City Council; New Hanover County and
Wilmington City Schools; Wilmington
College.
Winston- Salem— WTOB. Add Ch. 6.
Winston- Salem— WSJS. Add Ch. 6.
NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks— U. of North Dakota
(KJFM). Supports reservation.
OHIO
Akron — U. of Akron. Supports reservation.
Cambridge — WILE. Supports allocation.
Cincinnati— WCKY. Delete 12, add Ch.
11 and Ch. 13.
Cincinnati — City. Supports reservation.
Cleveland — WERE, WHK, WGAR,
WJW. Add Chs. 31, 59 and 65; change
education reservation from Ch. 25 to
Ch. 65; change Ch. 50 in Detroit to Ch.
38; Ch. 31 in DuBois, Pa. to Ch. 60;
Ch. 53 in Findlay, Ohio to 24; Ch. 18 in
Gallipolis, Ohio to Ch. 33; Ch. 33 in
Lexington, Ky. to Ch. 18.
Cleveland — WNBK. Supports change
from Ch. 4 to Ch. 3.
Cleveland— WXEL-TV. Consents to
switch from Ch. 9 to Ch. 8.
Columbus— WOSU (Ohio State U.)
Add Ch. 12. Wants Ch. 13 in Indianapolis
transferred to Cincinnati in place of
Ch. 12 there. Delete Ch. 13 in Huntington, W. Va., and Ch. 12 in Clarksburg,
W. Va.

Dayton — City Commission. Supports
reservation.
Dayton— WHIO (TV). Supports allocation.
Miami — Miami U. Supports reservation. Ch. 14.
Steubenville—
WSTV. Add Ch. 7 or
Ch. 9; delete Ch. 7 or Ch. 9 from Wheeling, W. Va.WTOL. Supports allocation.
Toledo—
Toledo — City Council. Supports reservation.
Warren — WHHH. Supports allocation.
Wooster— WWST. Asks switch Ch. 55
from Akron.
Youngstown — WFMJ. Asks additional
flexibility UHF channel as third UHF
facility.
Zanesville— WHIZ. Add Ch. 12, afLouisville and
Clarksburg,fecting
W. Cincinnati,
Va.
OKLAHOMA
Lawton — Cameron State Agricultural
College. Supports reservation; prefers
Oklahoma City— KTOK. Add Ch. 11,
affecting Lawton, Elk City, Woodward,
all Okla., and Dodge City, Kan.
Oklahoma City— WKY-TV. Opposes
switch from Ch. 4 to Ch. 7. Retain
Ch. 4, remove reservation of Ch. 13,
delete Ch. 9. Delete Ch. 4 and its
reservation at Tulsa. Substitute Ch.
11 for Ch. 8 at Muskogee.
Oklahoma City — Favors reservation:
City
Council;
Tulsa—
KRMG.School
Add Board.
Ch. 8 affecting
Muskogee.
Tulsa— KVOO. Add Ch. 11, changing
Lawton from Ch. 11 to 12 and Elk City
from VHF.'
Ch. 12 to 11.
OREGON
Albany— KWII. Add Ch. 12, affecting
Salem and Portland.
Eugene — KORE. Add either Ch. 4, 5
or 9, add one UHF channel to Medford.
Eugene— KUGN. Add Ch. 11.
Portland — KOIN. Supports allocation.
Portland — U. of Portland. Supports
reservation.
Altoona— PENNSYLVANIA
WFBG. Add Ch. 3.
Beaver Falls— WBVP. Allocate Ch. 16.
Braddock — WLOA. Waive proposed
minimum separation, allocate Ch. 4.
Easton— WEEX. Objects to no VHF
allocation.
(Continued on page 92)
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TV Briefs
(Continued from page 73)
sel, endorsed the "pre-determined
allocations plan as a means of
realizing sound engineering concepts," supported partial lifting of
the freeze as FCC has proposed,
approved opening of the full UHF,
and vigorously opposed reservation
of channels for noncommercial,
educational use.
The major portion of the NARTBTV brief was directed to the educational issue.
NARTB-TV considered opening
of the UHF to be evidence of FCC's
broad intent to seek "establishment
of a truly nation-wide and competitive television system." But
"the Commission has retrogressed
from the accomplishment of this
objective," NARTB-TV contended,
"by proposing to subtract therefrom a large number of channels
for a special class of applicants by
means of a blanket reservation."
"It is the position of NARTBTV," the inbrief
asserted,
no
channels
the VHF
or UHF"that
bands
allocated for television broadcast
should be deleted in this manner,
and that any determination with
regard to an assignment of a noncommercial educational channel in
a specific community should be
arrived at only on a case-to-case
basis founded upon a bona fide
showing of public interest, convenience and necessity by an interested
party."

NARTB-TV took exception to
the reservation proposals on the
following grounds, among others:
(1) all
FCC'sTV failure
to find
that
channels
are,andandconclude
should
be, equally available to all qualified
citizens, and that the record does not
support a finding to the contrary.
(2) FCC's issue
failureis to
reservation
justrecognize
one part theof
the comprehensive, related whole TV
allocation plan; and upon the basis that
the conclusion
resulting
the reservation policy has
been in
accomplished
arbitrarily without finding or determination with regard to the effect of
this
policy upon the overall problems
involved.
FCC's failurewithto regard
make findings
and(3) conclusions
to the
audience potential of noncommercial
educational programs and with regard
to the question of wastage of limited
spectrum because of limited audience.
(4) FCC's failure to find wastage of
limited spectrum space through nonusage would result from the proposals
in the record as made.
FCC's conclusions
failure to with
make regard
findings
and(5) reach
To
alternative methods of obtaining the
basic objectives of noncommercial educational TV, including consideration of
microwave relay for in-school instrucand because of
FCC's failure
find thetion;proponents
of reservation
madeto
no showing as a condition precedent
to the effect that in-school needs could
not be served by wire lines and/or
microwave relay.
(6) not
FCC'ssubstantiate
failure to afind
does
needtheforrecord
noncommercial educational stations (and
reservations therefore) in any specific
community in the U.S., and that consequently such substantiation of need
can be determined only on a case-tocase community-by-community basis.
(7) had
FCC's
to find
no feasible
plan
beenfailure
advanced
of record
upon
which stable utilization of noncommercial educational reservations could
be effected by various educational
groups,
as relates to problem of particularly
licensee responsibility.
(8) FCC's blanket reservation of
channels in specific communities without findings appertaining to the quali-
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fications of the educational assignees
or their program plans in such communities.
The brief noted some of the
educational institutions involved
are already "banning access" to
football program sources even when
payment is offered. NCAA, representing 300 or more of the largest
universities, seeks to accomplish
the ban by vote or agreement, the
brief charged.
The brief noted FCC favored the
reservation proposal because educational institutions appeared to
need a longer period of time in
order to get prepared for television
than do commercial interests. But
NARTB-TV contended, educational
witnesses presented by JCET on
this subject of delay "were vague,
confused and usually contraJoint Committee on Educational
dictory."
Television,
which has pressed education's cause for channel reservations during the FCC reallocation
proceeding, told the Commission it
would "appear as a party of record
in the hearings with respect to each
community for which a non-commercial educational reservation is
proposed in Appendix C, and offer
such testimony or comments in
support of said reservations as
may be necessary or appropriate."
JCET contended the record "in
general substantiates the proposals" set forth by the Commission,
"and especially those set forth in
Part VI of Appendix A dealing with
noncommercial educational tele'Flexibility' Channels
With respect to the UHF "flexivision."
bility" channels, JCET urged the
rules be modified "so as to permit
an educational institution to make
application for a flexibility channel
... in any community in which
no channel has been reserved for
such
a station."
"There
is real need for this
suggested modification," JCET
argued, because of the few reservations provided in the plan. Only
one channel has been reserved in
Maryland and none at all in New
Jersey, it was noted.
Observing the five priorities of
allocation given by FCC are based
only upon the number of services,
number of communities and population and geographical location
of communities while failing to
take account "of differences between types of television service
and in particular of the distinction
between commercial . . . and . . .
educational television s e r v i c e,"
JCET asked that the following additional priority be placed between
present priorities 3 and 4:
To provide
a noncommercial
tional television
service to alleducaparts
of the United States by the reservation
of frequencies for this purpose.
JCET further contended the record established need for educational channels in communities with
less than three VHF channels as
well as in those having three or
more VHF channels, in which FCC
proposes to make a reservation.
JCET indicated it will treat each
ing.
such community on an individual
basis during the further proceed-

Similarly, where all VHF cha
nels in a community are now o
cupied,
JCETmake
held it"the
sion should
clearCommi
neith
this [no VHF left in such citie
nor any other portion of its Thi:
Notice . . . constitutes a findir
that there is no need for a VH
channel for noncommercial eci
cational television in these s
called
'closed becities.'
"It should
made " clear that
properly qualified educational a
plicant for a VHF channel in sui
communities will not be foreclosi
because all of the assigned cha
nels happen to be presently o
cupied by commercial licensees
JCET stated.
"Furthermore, the entire p;
losophy of the . . . Communicatioj
Act is that the granting of a
cense carries no vested right to tl
use of a frequency," JCET e
plained. "It seems abundantly a
parent that such cities as Ne
York, Los Angeles, Philadelphi
Baltimore and Washington are tl
very cities where a VHF chann
for noncommercial educational tel
vision would be of the greate
Asks Argument
Contesting lawfulness of FCC
plan for allocation by rule-makin
and
asking oral argument on tl
value."
subject before the June 11 city-b;
city allocation hearing, FCBA coi
tended the proposed allocation po
icy "is predicated upon an invali
legal foundation" and, as a resul
months of effort on the part of tb
Commission, its staff and other coi
cerned parties "may be spent fc
no FCBA
useful alleged
purpose." the procedure
outlined violate the Communic; tions Act in that it fails to reco|
nize
applicants toto "aI
equaltheandright
fairof opportunity
heard said.
on merits of applications,"
was
FCBA had
objection
allocation
planno being
used toas tl'
"guide."
FCBA further commented:
As a result of such deprivation of
hearing, the orderly and expeditioi
judicial
of the Communicatioi
Act will review
be thwarted.
Unless the Commission obtains fu
and complete information through tl
hearing procedure on individual appl
cations, it will be unable to perfor
its statutory duty under Section 307(Tfproviding a "fair, efficient, and equ
table distribution of radio service." 1
The brief also attacked the tigW
restrictions proposed by FCC if
making amendments to the table o
allocation assignments once it i
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r
:alized. Relaxation was asked to
*mit changes more easily where
hlic interest would be served.
IFCBA further asked that amendliit be made to provide that each
ijolicant seeking frequencies not
bvided in the allocation would
it a summary statement as to why
application should be granted.
; the FCC decides not to grant
:h application, it would set a
aring and afford opportunity to
• applicant to be heard under the
Hes and regulations prescribed
'-r hearings on applications, FCBA
| /ocated.
On the subject of the freeze,
A-NBC
told the Commission
It "for more people in the UnitStates to get television at the
Sliest possible date, it is essen1 that the freeze be lifted as
fin as possible."
Noting VHF
3 nsmitting equipment is available
UHF equipment availability
be expedited by early action,
jty
stated ...
the Commission
"should
tieavor
to take whatever
ijips are necessary to bring about
'jpeditious
of the freeze.''
Liftlifting
VHF Freeze
here no issue has been raised
pecting VHF in a given comtffnity, RCA-NBC
urged FCC
z ;:oceed forthwith to lift the VHF
;-eze with respect to such comjftity. This procedure would be
lilar to the proposal already
de by the Commission for liftt the freeze on UHF channels."
To expedite lifting the freeze,
;!A-NBC suggested FCC adopt
;s procedure :
:1) Announce at once that it will
'eive applications for TV stations.
2) Where the number of applicants
a city not involved in any allocation
iflict with other cities is equal to or
is than the number of channels availe, proceed forthwith to lift the
eze
those cities and grant conjctionin permits.
3) Where the number of applicants
•eeds the number of channels in a
/ not involved in any allocation cont with other cities, hold hearings
the comparative qualifications of
applicants, then lift the freeze in
ts.se cities and grant construction per3CA-NBC stated FCC's allocan of the entire UHF "is a conuctive step in the right direcn of obtaining a sufficient numof channels for television
>adcasting." RCA-NBC said this
^preferable to FCC's early plan

WDRC
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W D R C - F M

Ratlr>9*'
The 3 R'» • ■
s
Rate Result
made
V/DRC ls» choice the
Hartfof d rAarket V/rlte
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for < .vaitabiVrtie*ented
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lecasting

to only partially opening the UHF.
The joint statement said the
Commission's reservation of certain channels for education and
certain limitations on UHF assignments, making it impossible to
provide a minimum of four outlets
in manycates themetropolitan
"indidesirability areas,
of securing
additional channels for television
broadcasting if at all possible."
RCA-NBC supported the off-set
carrier proposal and thought the
proposed maximum power of 200
kw "appears to be a realistic one
at this time on the basis of present
equipment capabilities."
Although conceding the allocation plan is generally sound from
an engineering standpoint, Allen
B. DuMont Labs contended the
plan does not constitute an efficient
utilization of the spectrum and will
foster network and market monopolies.
DuMont offered an alternative
nationwide plan — a revision of its
earlier proposal — which it contends
would :
• Provide more stations in more
communities.
• Make 655 VHF assignments in 375
communities
with FCC's
557
assignments(compared
in 342 communities).
O In the first 100 population centers, allocate 4 or more VHF channels
to 47 communities (18 by FCC); give 3
or
more
VHF to 54 such centers (43 by
FCC).
O In the top 50 potiulation centers,
assign 4 or more VHF channels to 31
communities (15 by FCC); give 3 or
more VHF channels to 37 communities
(32 by FCC).
• In
top more
25 population
centers,to as-21
sign 4 or
VHF channels
communities (11 by FCC); 3 or more
VHF channels to 23 communities (22
by FCC).
© Switch only 19 of existing VHF
stations
to new
would shift
31). VHF channels (FCC
DuMont filed a plan of UHF allocation for the country north and
east of Memphis, which it said
would provide 598 UHF assignments— 61 more than FCC's plan.
While accepting the principle of
intermixing VHF and UHF where
necessary, DuMont pointed out intermixture should be the exception
rather than the rule.
DuMont held the Commission's
priorities for allocation are "unrealistic" and not adhered to. In
contrast, it said the DuMont plan
would give the largest number of
people the widest choice of programs while preserving service
coverage for the nation's geographic area. DuMont assignments
can be economically justified, it
was also noted.
To solve the UHF allocation
problem, DuMont asked FCC to
review results of its project using
a Massachusetts Institute of Technology automatic computing machine ("Whirlwind One") into
which it is proposed to feed the
entire problem of distributing
available UHF channels for the
nation "as a means of eliminating
human errors and guesswork."
DuMont recognized TV's force
for education, but cited a survey
showing inability of such institutions generally to finance non-commercial outlets. DuMont proposed
all channels be available on a commercial basis to such institutions as
can qualify in competition with
other applicants.
Noting the substantial capital in-
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vestments ofexisting stations, DuMont held there should not be
changes except where interference
necessitates, and then only to other
VHF channels. Public investments
in VHF receivers would be protected, it was said. DuMont's proposed plan contemplates 19 changes
within VHF spectrum, compared
with 31 under FCC proposal.
CBS, with the objective of increasing VHF assignments in Boston, Chicago and San Francisco,
ventured that UHF instead of VHF
should be reserved for education.
The network cited the need for a
competitive situation in these
cities. It termed the unavailability
of VHF as a "grave competitive
disadvantage to a network."
CBS offered three plans for adding Channel 9 to Boston; three
proposals that would give Channel
13 to Chicago; and four plans
whereby Channel 11 or Channel 13,
or both, could be added to San
Francisco.
ABC indicated opening of the
UHF "for immediate regular use
together with more extensive use
of the present VHF channels should
enable the Commission and the
broadcasting industry to proceed
without delay toward provision of
competitive television services
throughout a large part of the
country with assurance of stability
and without fear of unduly rapid
obsolescence of equipment purchased by the public during the

to
allocate
the will
new minimize
channels "on
a basis
which
the
extent of the vexing 'in-channeP
type of interference such as that
from oscillator radiation." ABC
thought adoption of the long-range
propagation
curves,
"even though
they are based
on comparatively
meager information in certain respects, will provide a considerable
measure of assurance that extensive dislocation of the allocations
structure at some future time will
notTheprove
necessary."
co-channel
station separations contemplated by the plan,
ABC said, "appear to strike a
reasonable compromise between the
conflicting demands for a maximum number of stations on the
one hand and for extension and improvement of service in the suburban and rural areas. . ."
"The establishment of firm minimum station separations should
obviate the gradual deterioration
and restriction of rural service,
which, as shown by experience, can
otherwise occur," ABC contended.
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
chairman of the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee
and vigilant watchdog over radio
and television developments, told
the Commission that proposals limiting Denver to three commercial
VHF channels "penalizes and unjustly discriminates" against the
city and is "contrary to Congressional policy of fair, efficient and
equitable
distribution
of TV 9U)broad(Continued
on page

expansion period."
ABC approved FCC's proposal
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Comments on Allocation
(Continued from page 89)
Erie — WERC. Requests assignment
all commercial channels to UHF, and
make Ch. 12 educational.
Erie — Erie Television Corp. Add Ch.
64, assign Ch. 62 to Oil City, Pa.
Erie — St. John Kanty Prep School.
Supports reservation.
Harrisburg — Patriot News Co. Add
UHF flexibility channel.
Johnstown
WJAC-TV.
to shift from— Ch.
11 to 6. No objection
Lancaster — WGAL-TV. No objection
to change from Ch. 4 to Ch. 8.
Lancaster — WLAN. Asks comparative
hearing
on FCC'slicense
proposedto modification
of WGAL-TV
use Ch. 8
there.
Lock Haven— WBPZ. Asks UHF channel.
McKeesport^-WEDO. Asks Ch. 13 for
joint
use, affects
Ch. 13commercial-education
reservation in Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia— WIP. Add Ch. 12; directional antenna at WGAL-TV proposed; affects Wilmington, Del.
Philadelphia — Daily News Television
Co. Add Ch. 12, with Ch. 7 retained in
Wilmington, Del. or UHF facilities be
given Wilmington or Binghamton, N.Y.
Philadelphia
Board of Public
Education. Favors —reservations
(has funds).
Pittsburgh— KDKA. Add Chs. 4 and 9,
deleting Ch. 9 from Wheeling W. Va.
Pittsburgh — KQV. Suggests Ch. 47 or
53 be designated educational instead of
Ch.
13; Ch. 4 or 9 be added (affects
Wheeling).
Pittsburgh— WCAE. Add Ch. 9. Delete Ch. 9stituting
atCh. Wheeling,
Va., sub-in
63. Other W.changes
Ohio, Pa. and Ind.
Pittsburgh— WJAS. Add Ch. 4; add
Ch. 9 and delete same from Wheeling,
W. Va., substituting Ch. 16.
Pittsburgh— WWSW. Add Ch. 4, opposing reservation Ch. 13.
Pittsburgh — Favor VHF reservation:
Carnegie Institute, St. Vincent College,
Geneva College, State Teachers College,
Slippery Rock, Pa.; State Teachers
College, Edinboro, Pa.; Waynesburg
College, Thiel College, Westminster
College, Washington & Jefferson College, College for Women, Catholic
School Board, State Teachers College,
California.
Reading— WHUM. Add Ch. 15; delete
Ch. 55, Substitute Ch. 55 for Ch. 15 in
Lebanon.
Scranton
— WQAN. Asks additional
UHF
channels.
Scranton
allocation. — Appalachian Co. Supports
Scranton — School District for City.
Asks additional time to file comments.
State College— Pa. State College.
Favors reservation, prefers VHF.
Washington— WJPA. Substitute Ch. 9
for
Ch. 63, switching 63 for Ch. 9 at
Wheeling.
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
— WPRO. Supports allocation.
Providence — W JAR-TV. No objection
to reassignment from Ch. 11 to 10.
Providence — Providence College. Favors reservation, prefers VHF.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
— WFBC. Supports allocation.
Greenville — Supports reservation
(prefer VHF): City Schools; Furman U.
Spartanburg— WORD. Add Ch. 7;
change VHF allocation in Middleboro,
Ky., Knoxville, Tenn., Chattanooga,
Tenn., Rome, Ga., University, Ala.,
State College, Miss., and Columbia, S.C.
SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls — KELO. Supports allocation.
Sioux Falls — Sioux Falls College. Asks
VHF allocation even if must be commercial. Supports UHF reservation but
prefers
VHF.— U. of South Dakota
Vermillion
(KUSD). Supports reservation.
TENNESSEE
Bristol — WOPI. Supports allocation.
Cookeville— WHUB. Add Ch. 5.
Kingsport— WKPT. Add Ch. 2.
Knoxville — Fulton High School. Supports reservation.
Memphis— WREC and WMPS. Add
Ch. 3; or, allocate Chs, 4, 7, 9 and 11
instead of Chs. 5, 10 and 13. Affects
Ark., La. and Tenn.
Nashville— WKDA. Add Ch. 5.
Nashville— WSIX, WLAC (joint petition). Asks one more VHF channel
and removal Ch. 2 reservation.
TEXAS
Amarillo
—
Public
Schools. Supports
reservation.
Austin — U. of Texas. Favors reservation; prefers VHF.
Beaumont — KFDM. Supports Chs. 4
and 6 for Beaumont and Port Arthur.

Breckenridge— KSTB. Add Ch. 7.
Dallas— WFAA-TV.
Supports allocation.
Dallas— KLIF. Add Chs. 7 and 9,
delete Ch. 8.
Gainesville
al Ch. 49. — KGAF, Informal approvHarlingen— KGBS. Requests Ch. 4 be
added to Harlingen and deleted from
Brownsville and Ch. 36 be deleted from
Harlingen and added to Brownsville.
Houston — KPRC-TV. Favors proposed
allocations generally, but request inclusion of paragraph in Rules to separate stations in Ch. 2-6 by 287 miles,
and
Ch.
7-13 by 197 miles to reduce
interference.
Houston— KTRH, KXYZ. Add Ch. 8,
10, affecting Beaumont-Port Arthur and
Galveston.
Houston — South Texas Television Co.
Add Chs. 5 and 10; remove Ch. 8 reservation.
Longview— KFRO. Add Ch. 12 to
Longview; change Ch. 12 to 10 in
Shreveport, La.; change Ch. 10 to 5 in
El Dorado, Ark. UHF Chs. 32 and 38
presently assigned to Longview may
be changed to either Gilmer or Tatum,
Tex.
Longview — East Texas Television Co.
Add
Lufkin.Ch. 9 at Longview and Ch. 10 at
Lubbock— KFYO. Transfer Ch. 5 from
Amarillo to Lubbock; substitute Ch. 9
for Ch. 5 at Monahans.
McAllen — McAllen Television Co. Supallocation.
San ports
Angelo
— City and Board of Development. Favors reservation.
San Antonio — Planning Board. Supports reservation, urges VHF.
Sherman — Sherman Television Co.
Add Ch. 12.
Shermah-Denison area — KRRV. Add
Chs. 10 and 17, affecting other cities.
Temple— KTEM. Add Ch. 6.
Victoria — Lack's Stores Inc. Add
Ch. 12, deleting from San Antonio.
Waco
— KWTX.
Weslaco—
KRGV.Supports
Delete allocation.
Ch. 2 from
Monterey, Mex., and assign to Weslaco,
and Saltillo, Mex.; delete Ch. 4 and 5
from Brownsville, Tex., and assign to
Weslaco-Harlingen.
Wichita Falls— KWFT. Supports allocation.
UTAH
Ogden — Weber
SupportCollege.
reservation: Public
Schools;
Price— KOAL. Add Ch. 6.
Salt Lake City— KALL. Add Ch. 2,
affecting several Utah cities.
Salt Lake City—
State reservation.
Sup't. of Pub.
Instruction.
Supports
Tooele — Oquirrh Radio & Television
Co. Switch VHF Ch. 2 from Logan to
Tooele; VHF Ch. 12 from Ogden to
Logan; Ch. 9 from Provo to Ogden; Ch.
11 from Price to Provo; Add Ch. 6 to
Price, and UHFVERMONT
Ch. 39 to Montpelier.
Burlington
—
U.
of Vermont. Favors
reservation.
Bristol— WYCB.VIRGINIA
Add Ch. 5 and 46, now
proposed for Bristol, Tenn.
Charlottesville— City of Charlottesville,
of Commerce,Charlottesville
and WCHV. Chamber
Oppose proposed
allocation of UHF noncommercial assignment to city; want VHF commercial
assignment instead, or in addition.
Danville — WBTM. Favors allocation;
prefers
VHF. WLVA. Supports Ch. 13.
Lynchburg—
Asks amendment of adjacent channel
standards.
Lynchburg — WWOD. Add second
VHF channel.

Newport News— WGH. Add Ch. ]
delete Ch. 12 from Norfolk-Portsmoul
substituting Ch. 2 there.
Norfolk— WTAR-TV. Opposes chan
to Ch. 10; suggests switching Norfo |
Ch. 12 for Richmond Ch. 3, require
WTAR to switch from Ch. 4 to 3, or
add Ch. 2 to Norfolk and require WT/
to change to Ch. 2.
Portsmouth — City Council. Suppcj
reservation.
Richmond— WRVA. Shift Ch. 8 frc
Petersburg to Richmond, assigning C
59 to Petersburg.
Richmond— WRNL. Add Ch. 8.
Richmond — WTVR. Supports Ch.
allocation.
WASHINGTON
Bellingham— KVOX. Add Ch. 18, s
fecting Chilliwack, B. C
Ellensburg— KXLE. Endorses alloc
tion.
Olympia—
Tacoma
to KGY.
Olympia.Move Ch. 11 fro
Pullman — Washington State Colle
(KWSC).
Seattle— Supports
KIRO. Addreservation.
Ch. 2 to Seatl
if it does not mean removal of Ch.
Seattle— KOMO and KJR. Shift C
2 to Seattle from Victoria, B. C, su
stituting Ch. 3.
— Support
reservation:
U.;Seattle
Seattle
Pacific
College; Seatl
Pub:
Schools.
Tacoma — Public Schools. Suppoi
reservation; prefers VHF.
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley— WJLS. Add Ch. 6.
Bluefield— WHIS. Add Ch. 6 to Princ
ton, W. Va.; contends Ch. 41, allocat
to Bluefield, unsuitable due to roui
terrain.
Huntington— WSAZ-TV.
Add Ch.
in lieu Ch. 8; add Ch. 8 at Charlesti
in lieu Ch. 3; add Ch. 4 to Beckley; su
stitute Ch. 4 for 5 at Raleigh; su*
stitute Ch. 5 for 4 at Chapel Hill, N.
Huntington — Marshall College. Su
ports UHF reservation; prefers VHF.
Wheeling — WWVA. Supports alloc;
tion; asks consideration of rough te
rain.
WISCONSIN
Green Bay— WJPG. Add Ch. 2
Madison — WIBA. Supports allocatic
Madison— WISC. Allocate Chs. 21,
33 for commercial use; reserve Ch.
Marinette — WMAM. Favors allocatio
Milwaukee— WEMP. Add Ch. 6; su
stitute
Ch. 2 for Ch. 6 in Green Ba
Wis.
Milwaukee— WISN. Add Ch. 6 ai
remove Ch. 10 reservation.
Wausau — Alvin E. O'Konski (WL1 Merrill). Supports allocation.
WYOMING
Laramie — U. of Wyoming. Suppoi
reservation.
Laramie — Warren M. Mallory, co:
suiting engineer. Switch Laramit
Ch. 18 for either Ch. 11 or 13 at Che;
enne.
HAWAII
Honolulu — KULA. Move reservatic
from Ch. 2 to 7, 9, 11 or 13.
PUERTO RICO
San Juan — Dept. of Educatic
(WIPR).lifted.
Supports reservation. Wan
freeze
Moline (Quad Cities in Iowa and 111
— WQUA. Requests Ch. 10. Sugges
changes
kee
wouldin 34be cities.
movedWTMJ-TV
from Ch.Milwai
3 to
(as
FCC
proposed);
WLAV-TV
Mich, from Ch. 7 to 10 instead ofLansin
Ch. ,
KSD-TV St. Louis from Ch. 5 to 4.

K
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MEETING
Set June 7-8, Louisville
; TRING meeting of the Kentucky
• -oadcasters Assn. has been sched• fed for June 7-8 at the Seelbach
i .btel in Louisville.
Hugh 0. Potter, WOMI Owens:ro, secretary-treasurer of KB A,
fid that while the program canit be announced in detail until
fceptances are received, a tentafe outline of the two-day sched3 is as follows:
7: 9 a.m., registration; 10
j .{Juneexecutive
committee meeting;
: a.m., general business session;
;30 luncheon; 2-5 p.m., sales clinic
th a leading figure from industry
S speak.
;- June 8: 10 a.m., sports broadcast
: 3 problem, principally as it relates
charge made by U. of Kentucky for
- oadcast rights of state high school
" sketball tournament games and a
0 jposal by the Western Kentucky
|gh School Conference to initiate fees
t high school football broadcasts;
:30 a.m., BMI session; 12:30 p.m.
1 -Tcheon with a speaker to be an■i unced; 2-5, television session; 5:30
C, cocktails, 7 p.m., dinner with
1 or shows to follow.
BS

PROGRAMS
I
Four More Shows Added
-; BERTY Broadcasting System
s added four more shows to its
twork lineup, talent on which
portedly brings total talent ex;" nditure
million. on new programming to
" Heading the list is Around the
\ iorts World, featuring comnienry by Screen Star Mickey Rooney
: -cm Hollywood, which will be
-.oadcast Saturday from 8 to 8:15
n.
Jim Ameche, Chicago announcer
; : d program director at WFJL
and singer
Danny O'Neill
a PM),
e featured
in Breakfast
With
- inny & Jim, which originates in
r. O'Neill's home in Oak Park,
Chicago suburb. The feed is
' ty
ade affiliate.
by WOPAThe Oak
Park, a strip
Libfive-a-week
aired from 9:30 to 10 a.m.
: Other new features are Hollyq -pod Editor, with Carl Shroeder,
? iitor of a movie fan magazine,
' ' d Russ Morgan and his orches-

KUOAi
5ILOAM SPRINGS, ARK. ;
ONE OF THIS WEEK'S
ADVERTISERS

A Product of
Quaker Oats Company
5000 WATTS
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Long Beach, Calif.
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Farm Dollars
(Continued from page 28)
in outlets, in a territory where new
dealers are not easy to get.
Aside from radio, the company's
advertising is confined to billboards, painted barns and occasional insertions in farm trade
journals.
medium. Radio is Aubrey's basic
Glen Aubrey, son of the present
head of the mills and one of the
principal executives, has said:
"If you have something that the
farmer needs, he'll listen. Frank
Cooley gives him information in
which he is vitally interested.
There's no better way to reach the
farmer."
The sales history of the company reflects the enormous boost
of radio.
From 1947 to 1948, before the
mills used radio, business increased
10%. In 1948-49, the first year of
its sponsorship of WHAS' Market
Digest, sales jumped 35%. The
overall increase from the beginning of its radio advertising to
the present is the whopping 225%.
Buys By Radio
Aubrey & Co. uses radio to buy
as well as sell.
When the time comes for Aubrey to stock up on wheat, soy beans
or corn, Mr. Cooley slants his commercials to announce that Aubrey
is in the market.
Format of the program varies
with the time of year. During the
tobacco season, Mr. Cooley and
Don Davis, assistant farm program
director of WHAS, report on 28
tobacco markets in Kentucky.
Market news from Louisville, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis and
Chicago, the five big livestock
markets in which WHAS listeners are principally interested, is
also reported. The program closes
with a weather report.
Aubrey's radio campaign costs
from $12,000 to $13,000 a year, a
price that has remained constant
since the time the firm bought the
program. Farm department executives at WHAS believe it is an
excellent example of Class C time
being used to the greatest advantage.
The Aluminum Co. of America,
Alcoa, Tenn., has nothing whatever to sell farmers ; its entire production is on call to the government. It undertook sponsorship of
the WNOX Voice From the Farm,
three years ago, as a public relations campaign.
For one thing, many of its workers are part-time farmers. For
another, the company seeks the
goodwill of residents of the area
where it is situated.
Commercials on the program are
strictly institutional. They emphasize cooperation in the defense
effort, urging listeners to conserve
aluminum utensils, buying only
what they need and putting their
surplus money in defense bonds.
The radio campaign has resulted
in building friendly feelings for
Alcoa throughout the WNOX area,
among farmers and government
officials alike.
One
County
Agent recently
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pointed out how useful the program is to Ihiswant
work.
"If Iacross
have anto
idea that
to get
the farmers in my county," he
said, "I have several choices. I
can call them together in small
meetings at night. I can call them
individually on the telephone or
call at their individual farms . . .
each of which takes a great deal of
time and reaches only a comparative handful of men.
"I can write them a letter, which
they probably will read and forget, or perhaps not read at all.
Or, I can spend three or four
hours helping to make a Voice
From the Farm recording, and
know that from 75% to 90% of
my farmers will be talking about
it the next time I see them."
Voice From the Farm is conducted by Cliff Allen, WNOX news
and farm editor, and by H. P.
Wood, assistant county agent who
now devotes his entire time to the
It features recorded interviews,
program.
not only with agricultural experts
like county agents, specialists from
the U. of Tennessee and the State
Dept. of Agriculture but also with
farmers who have useful information to give.
Shortly after the program went
on the air a corn production contest was adopted. It was continued for three years. One yield
of 213.3 bushels per acre by a
contestant has been checked.
The contest was changed this

year to pastures since many farmers did not have the quality of
land or the equipment necessary
to raise corn. The entire contest
idea has the cooperation and backing of the U. of Tennessee as well
as government agencies.
Not long ago, Messrs. Allen and
Wood turned up in Sequatchie
County a farmer who was still
working his fields at the age of 75.
He explained he had planned to
retire but had decided not to. He
said he was learning too much
about farming to quit. As he put
it, "I've learned more about farming in the past five years than I
ever learned in the first 48 I
Mr. Allen asked him: "But didn't
you farm with your head as well
farmed."
as your hands during those first
"Yes," he said, "but the trouble
wasyears?"
I never had anybody else's
48
It
is
head to such
use." evidence as this that
encourages the Aluminum company to keep Voice From the
Farm on the air.
Radio Reception
BILL in the Florida Senate would
direct state's Railroad and Public
Utilities Commission to require
telephone-telegraph and power comencepanies
withto stop
radio man-made
reception interferon state
roads.

ON THE BALL . . .
Detroit Tiger broadcasts always win afternoon
In Grand HEADER
Rapids, .it's. .WLAV and WLAV-FM.
DOUBLE

audiences

in Michigan.

WLAV and WLAV-FM are combined to give intense AM local coverage
plus widespread bonus of 50,000 FM sets.
A HOME RUN . . .
Your advertising message reaches more homes, more business places, more
auto listeners, more of everybody you want to sell on WLAV and WLAV-FM.
GET ON BASE . . .
Any position between 1:00 PM and 6:00 PM is a strong
selling position every day on these baseball and planned
music afternoons. No other baseball on radio or television in Grand Rapids.
Note: WLAT-TV will not carry baseball nor will any
other radio station in Grand Rapids carry baseball.
(WLAV

exclusively for the Th xers

For availabilities call JOHN

PEARSON

CO.
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I
TV Briefs
(Continued from page 91)
cast facilities" under the Communications Act.
Suggested Shifts
He suggested shifting of proposed channels in Colorado or
among the states of Colorado,
Wyoming and Nebraska.
Emphasizing that he was speaking solely "in the public interest,"
Sen. Johnson pointed out that "no
competitive network system can be
effected without service to and
through Denver" as a connecting
link between East and West.
Touching on another factor, he
declared :
. . The proposal,
people ofwillDenver,
under
the". present
be deprived
of the programs
of
a
number
of
works and the adverse influencenet-of
monopoly will affect national and local
advertisers who seek the Denver markets."
Radio Attorney Arthur Scharfeld in behalf of several stations
objected to the principle of VHFUHF channel intermixture on
grounds such policy is not in the
public interest because of technical
differences between VHP and UHF
which preclude free competition in
the same area. As a solution he
suggested commercial stations be
assigned the UHF with educational
groups getting VHF channels.
"If there is sufficient knowledge
of the characteristics of UHF channels to allocate them to the television broadcast service at all," he
said, "the allocation problem of

K

F

providing both an adequate and
competitive television service in
the nation can be solved by assigning all commercial television broadcasting to the UHF band." His
explanation continued:
In addition to serving the public interest bypetition
providing
for equalitytelevision
of comin the commercial
broadcasting service, many perplexing
legal, lemsadministrative,
other probwould be solved and
by relegating
all
commercial television to UHF.
The question of whether Sec. 307(b)
of the Communications Act would be
violated by distributing VHF and UHF
channels as though they are equal
facilities would become moot. The
troublesome problem of procedure in
competitive hearings for television
channels in communities where both
VHF and UHF channels are available
would be eliminated.
The two network system (of VHF
stations) which is threatened by the
paucity of the superior VHF channels
in most communities would be expanded perforce if all commercial stations
were
equal — on evident
UHF.
And thecompetitively
allocation difficulties
in the Third Notice of Rule Making
herein caused
the existence
of television stationsbyauthorized
before
the
"freeze" would be largely eliminated.
There need be no injury to the owners of VHF broadcasting stations and
receivers caused by the assignment of
all commercial television broadcasting
to the UHF band, since a reasonable
period of time can be provided for
existing
convert toVHF
UHF.commercial stations to
Nor should there be any need to fear
injury to the public because UHF is
not a sufficiently good television medium: If UHF
is' notto a stand
sufficiently
television
medium
alone, good
it is
certainly not good enough to stand
against VHF,
as proposed
the Commission, and should
not bebyutilized
for
television broadcasting at this time.
Mr. Schai-feld's presentation was
made for WISC Madison, Wis.;
WTO A (FM) Trenton, N. J.;
WERC Erie, Pa., and Lehigh Valley Television Inc., TV applicant
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at Allentown, Pa. WTOA and Lehigh Valley further questioned legality of a fixed allocation plan.
They noted that Sec. 307(b) of the
Communications Act, among other
provisions, gives FCC authority to
allocate frequencies only when
valid demand is evident, or specifically, applications.
First commercial station to formally contest legality of the educational reservation, and also
legality of the overall allocation
rule making proceeding, was
WKMH Dearborn, Mich. Prepared
by the Washington law firm of
Bingham, Collins, Porter & Kistler, the WKMH petition asked oral
argument on the issues before the
June 11 commencement of the cityby-city hearing. WKMH contended
this hearing would be rendered
moot and the freeze could be lifted
promptly if its views are found to
be correct.
Under the present FCC plan,
WKMH saw no practical end of
either allocation litigation or the
overall freeze.
WKMH argued Congress has not
granted thority
FCC
the "power
auto reserve
and/or and
allocate
channels for future use by noncommercial educational stations
with the result that any such [FCC]
rules and regulations will be inThe Dearborn station further
contended the Commission's proposal to "allocate specific facilities
tovalid."
specific cities or areas prior to
receipt and consideration of applications violates not only Sec.
307(b) of the [Communications]
Act but . . . intent of Congress."
Use as Guide
As a solution, WKMH suggested
FCC use its allocation plan as general guide, similar to standard
broadcasting practice. It held such
a procedure would: (a) eliminate
most if not all legal objections; (b)
provide for flexibility as the art
progresses technically; (c) encourage technical research; (d) permit
lifting of the freeze almost immediately without need for further
complicated and lengthy hearings
("the hearings on the specific allocation plan is now just as important and final to many applicants as a formal hearing on an
application");
and (e)from
remove
tremendous workload
FCC.a
Educational reservation of Channel 13 at Indianapolis was protested as illegal by WIRE, WISH,
WIBC and WXLW there.
WISH of also
pointedof out
"any
form
allocation
television
channels based on preferential
classification of licensees or on a
specific type of program service or
both would result in effective censorship of programs and constitute
an interference with the right of
free
speech," also Act.
prohibited by the
Communications

rigid allocation of a certain nun
ber of television channels for e:
elusive educational use is illegal
Regarding station separation r>
quirements, WIBC asked altera;
tive use rather than joint use of 11
mile city-to-city and 170 mile trap
mitter-to-transmitter separation.
William H. Block Co., TV appl
cant at Indianapolis, felt minimu
mileage separation requiremen
should not be rigid to the extej
no exception may be made in u
stances where it is demonstrate
public interest would be serve
through such relaxation of the n
quirement. Firm also thought sej
aration minimums should be base
on transmitter locations rathe
than cities.
Indianapolis
Public
Schools
FCC
they see no
money
availabto'
for an educational station and hoi
for time on commercial outlet
Butler U. also cited lack of fund
Fort Industry Co., in behalf <
its WGBS Miami, requested r<
moval of the educational reserv;
tion of VHF Channel 2 there ar
suggested that UHF Channels Srj
and 35 be reserved instead. WGB
also requested :
That the Commission adopt the poli<
and specifically provide in its Rules ar
Regulations that in case of each tel
vision broadcast channel reserved
this proceeding for noncommerci
educational use, such reservation w
be reviewed at periods not exceedir
six months, and will be continued
effect only upon a specific writtf
showing by one or more qualified edi
cational organizations that such orgai
ization or organizations are active
proceeding with the necessary prelin
inary steps preparatory to filing an a]
plication for the specific reserved chai
nel. including a statement of the est
mated date when such application w:
nel. filed for said specific reserved chai
be
KIOA Des Moines pointed oi
"interference ... is of necessil
dependent solely upon transmits
location and not upon city-to-cit
separation. . . . there is no just
fication for enforcing the city-t<
city co-channel separation of 18
miles, if the separation of 170 milq :
between transmitters can be sati:
KIOA's Stand
Asking elimination of the reset
vation of VHF Channel 11 at Dt
Moines, KIOA pointed out even I
FCC has legal authority to mal<
fied."
reservations,
such restriction on th'
use of Channel 11 there "is not suiT
ported by evidence or record an
violates all principles of equitabl
distribution of TV broadcast ff
KIOA also charged FCC faile
to give adequate notice of its intei
tion to reserve VHF channel
cilities."
pointing out the July 11, 1949 nc
tice invited comments only "coi
cerning the possible provision fc
noncommercial educational broat

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology In America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techdustry.
nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
360 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
of America

WIBC stated it "desires to make
its position clear that there should
be educational television stations.
The record of a number of educational institutions in radio such as
the U. of Illinois and the U. of
Wisconsin, has been a meritorious
one but Petitioner believes that the
BROADCASTING
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^-.rt stations in the 470 and 890
. band."
KIOA said Iowa State's WOI1 T at Ames, temporarily "commeris already an educational stan whose coverage area includes
s Moines, hence there is no need
a second VHF reservation for
area at Des Moines when a
-IF channel would suffice for lo: educational use.
. tVIcClatchy Broadcasting Co., liinsee of stations in California and
vada and TV applicant at Sacmento and Fresno, urged proved standards be modified to
ermit greater flexibility in the
ocation of television facilities in
ier to provide for their maximum
lization."
vl^Station separation based on disi :e between city post offices is
lealistic, McClatchy
said, inating transmitter-to-transmitter
jaration should be the criteria,
rm also urged provision be made
:_r- additional assignments at reced power under certain condins and to provide for assignnatural protections
ments based onextensions
Id service
such as
).mtain ranges.
- WIP Philadelphia, which has
re through comparative hearing
th Daily News Television Co.
;re on its application for VHF
i annel 12, contended FCC's prosed removal of Channel 12 from
TJ .iladelphia would deprive WIP
due process of law. WIP exruained the hearing was completed
q before the imposition of the
:irieze and large sums of money
tfc'tre spent in the litigation. No
icision has been issued.
M
Wants Channel 12
t! WIP urged certain exceptions to
-jitiTC's rules to allow retention of
iannel 12 there. Included was
vision that WGAL-TV Lancas-. Pa., would have to operate
th a directional antenna on
it annel 4 to protect WNBW Washjton and WNBT New York.
KFI-TV Los Angeles requested
idification of provisions so that
DCitions having antennas at such
ights as atop a mountain would
t be prevented from using sufient power to cover the metrolitan area required to be served.
,KTRH and KXYZ Houston asked
at separations in excess of 180
jles not be required in the spetl case of adding two VHF freencies there, modifying FCC's
oposal for greater separation in
e Gulf Coast area because of
mosphere.
WTIC Hartford, Conn., urged
at FCC's general rules be ensued to permit the UHF "flexiCHAS.
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bility" channels to be assigned to
communities for which other channels already are provided in the
assignment table. WTIC also asked
that minimum separation and directional antenna restrictions be
relaxed to permit exceptions where
public interest would be served.
WJR Detroit told the Commission "maximum use of the VHF
spectrum can better be assured by
providing in the rules and standards that assignments may be made
even though the city-to-city cochannel separation is less than 180
miles provided the transmitter-totransmitter separation of 170 miles
is not violated." WJR also suggested the rules might provide that
in cases where the city-to-city separation is less than 180 miles, "a
special showing must be made that
such assignments will not unduly
restrict the location of transmitters in either city."
Delete Spacing
WPDO Jacksonville, favoring
elimination of a Channel 7 reservation for non-commercial educational station, advocated deletion
of any reference to spacing between
cities "as a criterion of allocation."
Station also requested that provision be made for additional reduced power assignments where
they will not cause interference
"greater than would exist with
180 or 170-mile spacing" and such
assignments would better fulfill
priority requirements of the Communications Act. WPDQ suggested
allocation of VHF Channel 10 to
Jacksonville along with other proposed assignments.
WGR, WKBW and WEBR Buffalo, in a joint comment, suggested the following qualifications
be added to the spearation limitations:
Assignments may be made even
though the city-to-city separations are
less than indicated provided the required transmitter-to-transmitter spacing is maintained. In such cases, however, a showing must be made that due
to natural features of the terrain, location of airports, location of bodies of
water or similar factors, such assignments would not unduly restrict the
location of transmitters in either city.
WXGI Richmond, Va., asked no
VHF or UHF freeze lift until the
allocation plan is made final and
return of all pending applications.
Station thought share-time stations
should be allowed in the same city
and provision for equal allotment
of facilities to all networks in two
channel cities.
Communications Measurements
Lab. opposed the 41.25 mc standard
IF, recommended its own proposed
111.75 mc IF and "fold-in" principle of allocation, reducing station
separations.
James C. McNary, consulting engineer, cited what he considers to
be errors in certain UHF propagation curves used in FCC's revised
plan. He also felt use of off-set
carrier operation in the UHF will
require development of new frequency control apparatus and will
probably require continual monitoring of this apparatus from a
central frequency standards, such
as WWV, to maintain satisfactory
operation. He suggested the specification ofUHF channel component
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frequencies be deferred until after
an informal engineering conference
on the subject.
Mr. McNary noted maximum
UHF power of 200 kw as proposed
has appeared unattainable until
recently but he now is "in possession of information indicating that
an amplifier tube capable of a
power output of 25 kw is feasible,
which, with an antenna gain of 20
and a transmission line efficiency
of 80%, would result in an effective radiated power of 400 kw
(26db)." He asked that power in
excess of 23 db on Channels 14
through 83 be considered on an individual basis.
A. Earl Cullum, consulting engineer, opposed Appendix A for:
Failure to allocate additional TV
channel in 72-78 mc range; arbitrary restriction placed on • power
in upper VHF and UHF channels;
limitations on use of tall antennas
by reason of adjacent channel interference; arbitrary restriction on
use of directional antennas, limiting ratio of maximum to minimum
radiation to 10 db.
Loyola U. of the South, licensee
of commercial AM station WWL
New Orleans and commercial TV
applicant for Channel 4, indicated
it considers the reservation of
Channel 2 there "and the attendant
withdrawal of that channel from
use for general broadcasting purposes is beyond the power and discretion delegated to the Commission by the Communications Act."
The U. of Missouri, which proposes to apply for a TV station in

Columbia, Mo., requested the Commission to authorize 50% commercial operation on channels reserved for educational purposes.
The university told FCC that
while non-commercial educational
outlet is desirable, it is convinced
that a station "devoted entirely to
education could not be maintain, indefinitely, a program schedule
which would be of continued interest to viewers."
With
permission for partial commercialization, the university said
it felt that (1) more educational
institutions would be in a better
position to operate stations "to the
benefit of the public at large without materially affecting strictly
commercial stations," by offering
better programs, and (2) commercial programs will "break the moof continuous
fare andnotonyenable
stationseducational"
to attract
and hold audiences "continuously
The days
university
would help defray
seven
a week."
operating and production expenses
of its proposed station through
income received for commercial
College of St. Thomas, Roman
programs.
Catholic school at St. Paul, Minn.,
was one of the few educational institutions requesting removal of
reservation upon a local channel
so it might be used commercially.
The college indicated it plans to
seek a commercial station there and
is willing to compete with commercial applicants in a comparative hearing. It asked lifting of
(Continued on page 102)

'ED HOWARD, Chicago's newest disc
jockey sensation, now is featured in a second Monday-thru-Friday series (10:25 to
11:00 p.m.) on Station WMAQ (Chicago).
His daily 5:15 to 5:45 p.m. strip launched
last fall has registered steady audience
gains and currently is SRO for new sponsors.
NOW is the time to check the new Wed
Howard availability with your WMAQ or
NBC Spot salesman.
WMAQ

CHICAGO
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CONGRESSMAN SPEAKS
WLIB New York inaugurated Congressional Report bi-weekly series
by Rep. Adam Clayton Powell (DN. Y.), May 3. Mr. Powell interprets and analyzes significant developments in both houses of
Congress and comments on current
news from Washington. Program
originates
marks the in
firststation's
time a studios
member and
of
Congress is heard in regular broadcasts to the people of New York
and the surrounding area, station
reports.
'ALL EYES AND EARS'
CHUM Toronto sends to a rapidly
increasing number of outlets a
weekly radio column entitled, "All
Eyes and Ears." The newsy, entertaining column is written by
Phil Stone, sportscaster and public
relations officer for CHUM. Robert L. Lee, station manager, said,
"It is being used in its entirety by
a constantly growing number of
publications. .• —. ."
•— •
KENTUCKY DERBY
ALTHOUGH the Kentucky Derby
was not telecast at the time of
running, WAVE-TV Louisville,
managed to display a still-picture
of the finish of the race 15 minutes
after it was run. This was done
through efficient planning, a selfdeveloping camera, and a motorcycle to cover the three miles between Churchill Downs and the
WAVE-TV studios. Other programs featured stills of the preand post-Derby highlights.
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FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
,X(twk Calibre Programs at Cecal Station Cost

programs

t

promo|jon

premiums
KSAN BROCHURE
KSAN San Francisco sending
small green folding brochure to
agencies giving data on San Francisco market. Piece is headed "...
you are cordially invited ... to
check the January-February Pulse
of San Francisco . . ." Green and
red lettering on light green background gives rating for station on
Sundays from 2 to 4 p.m. as compared to other network and independent stations in area.
■
*— ★— *

BETTY STROH, of the Roberts Dairy
Co., Lincoln, Neb., is nearly inundated with carton tops as children
rush to join the Junior Firefighters
Brigade announced over KFOR Lincoln. The brigade is part of the
Firefighters radio program package
offered by the William F. Holland
Productions Inc., Cincinnati. Already, one of every two youngsters
of eligible age in Lincoln have responded to KFOR's call for Junior
Firefighters, it was reported.
★— * — +
NEWS TWICE AN HOUR
CKNW New Westminister, B. C,
for last seven years featuring news
every hour 24-hours a day, starting news on half-hour as well.
Station started some half-hourly
newscasts three months ago and
found popularity warranted expansion of news schedule.
•— • — •
WATV HONORED
WATV(TV) Newark was formally
honored by New Jersey State Senate in ceremonies at State House
in Trenton on May 4, for its program, Know Your State. In presenting state flag to Robert B.
MacDougall, educational activities
director, Senate President Alfred
B. Littell read part of Senate concurrent resolution No. 11 : "Television station WATV is hereby
commended for its conduct of programs relative to the civic affairs
of the state under the name, Know
Your State, and for its accomplishment in so conducting said program whereby the citizens of the
state have been informed of said
matters of civic interest and for
the resulting educational benefits to
the citizens of this state."

%

PROMOTION DEVICE
KNX Los Angeles has taken its
summer promotion campaign into
19 drive-in theatres. During quarter-hour intermissions, KNX's
boast of the "West's Largest News
Bureau" is flashed upon the theatre
screen. Officials estimate that 360,000 patrons are exposed to this
promotion device every two weeks.
•— • — •
LEADS LOCAL POLL
WGAR Cleveland distributing
folder showing cartoon-like drawing of child who is working arithmetic problems on blackboard. Inside is excerpt from Cleveland
newspaper listing results of local
radio poll and caption "WGAR
chalks up another victory." Copy
explains, it is fifth year station has
won top honors in annual poll, and
pictures of leading performers are
shown. Back cover gives audience
ratings and other information
about station.
STATION PREPARED
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, installing emergency electric power
plant at transmitter site, to be
used if regular power should fail.
Station has operated last 10 years
without needing emergency power,
but feels it should be prepared for
any eventuality.
WNAX FACTS
WNAX Yankton, S. D., sent to 369
Miller Feed dealers in Minnesota,
Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota
set of statistics to show why
WNAX is of more advertising
value. Statistics reported that on
average weekday, 36.5% of families in WNAX area who are listening to radio between 12:30-1 p.m.
are tuned to WNAX. And, it was
added, remainder of radio audience
is shared among 51 other stations
mentioned in audience survey.

STATION GOES 'COLLEGIA!
KBON Omaha turned over statii
operations to U. of Omaha a
Creighton U. students one dj
each, this spring. This public sei ,
ice promotion was originated
1948 to give future radio writs j
and announcers chance to "|
their feet wet" in radio bu
ness. Students from journali:
and radio course participated in
phases of station's operation, he
ing regular station staff.
•— • — • :

WHIO-TV Dayton promoting s
tion in latest maili
tion
s 'SI'
-TV'ifica
WHIOident
piece. Folder in large-sized pr:
tells of "something new, son
thing exciting, something terrif
that has been added to i
vertiser's television program. 1
tached to folder is sample "SI" |
be included in sponsor's montl
n report "to show why
promotio
about the addition
enthused
are
merchandising WHIO-TV is <
•-- • •
COMMUNITY SERVICE
KMHL Marshall, Minn., sendi
trade brochure based on rect
flood and station activities duri
nerve
centerPiece
of isa headed
commun"T*
emergency.
ing."
serving
the public interest."
side hasin statement
about stati I
and part it played in broadcasti
announcements for police, E
Cross, city health department a
many other public service neei
It also contains letters from ci
officials and officials of Red Cr(
praising
work station did durin<
the
emergency.
•— • — •
DAYTIME DRIVE
WHLI Hempstead, Long Islai
N. Y., has launched "big pron
tional campaign calling attenti
to its dominant daytime positi
on Long Island." Media inclu
trade papers, direct mail, bi
boards, local newspapers, railro
and yacht club posters, wind (if'
displays and public exhibits.

Further ideas or samples of t;
promotion items mentioned on tf %
page
are available
by writing to t:
indivdual
companies.

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
■
campaigns

23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

experienced sales
personnel will sell community

W. McCOLLISTER,

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General

BROADCASTING
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 14)
,1 10 Canadian provinces.
"'his vast activity is directed by
■pan who in 1932 began work for
-C as an investigator in a West
e Chicago branch office,
the man, Newell Taylor Schwin,
3 born in Elkhart, Ind., and lived
■Ire until the impressionable age
'14 when he moved to Chicago
?re he was graduated from
[holas Senn High School. Then
he
Ohioand,
State
U., "Western
Rekre U.,
in 1928,
he received
iegree from Harvard.
Vith his formal schooling bell him, Mr. Schwin heeded the
Vice of Horace Greeley and went
?t. For two years he worked in
cattle and land businesses in
ntana.
The advertising field
koned and he went to work for
agency which folded during the
ression. It was at this point
t Mr. Schwin joined HFC.
Goes to Headquarters
After showing promise while
'king in the branch office, Mr.
iwin was transferred to HFC
dquarters in 1933 as production
n in the firm's advertising de•tment. Five years later he was
,de district advertising manager,
n came Pearl Harbor. In Jany 1943 he joined the Navy and
111*ved
until November 1945. He
'y action in both the Mediter:a.ean and in the Pacific. When
returned to civilian life, his uniijrn carried the double bars of a
•tenant.
Ie has since been promoted to
reserve rank of lieutenantimander.
Back in harness at HFC, Newell
iiwin was made director of advising. Today he is head of a
tartment of 37 persons and is
ponsible for 530 branch offices
365 cities.
IFC now uses spot newscasts,
z shows and announcements in
1 radio markets in the United
.tes and Canada. This, plus
ward R. Murrow on CBS' 12i( jtion Pacific network three quar-hours weekly.
TV-wise HFC buys baseball
__w adjacencies and spots in Los
PROTECT

TABLE III
GROSS NETWORK TIME SALES FOR
Jan.-March
March
1951
1951
Agriculture
74,575 $ 192,690 $
Farming &
Apparel,
& Access.Footwear
360,635
108,990
Automotive,motiveAutoAccess. &
377,619 1 ,264,437
Equip.
Aviation,
Access. Aviation
& Equip.
Beer, Wine &
976,248
Liquor
329,884
Building Materials,
134,094
344,321
Equip.
&
Fixtures
Confectionery &
Soft Drinks
507,477 1,544,800
Consumer Services
342,502
906,953
Drugs
&
Remedies
2,127,293 6,448,716
Entertainment &
Amusements
Food & Food
Products
4,176,012 12,091,189
Gasoline,cants &LubriOther
Fuel*
548,614
1,632,955
Horticulture
42,147
30,105
Householdment & Supplies
Equip245,582
721,658
Household
Furnishings
214,221
77,775
532,461
Industrial Materials
172,068
Insurance
287,555
769,978

MARCH AND FIRST QUARTER 1951, COMPARED TO 1950, BY PRODUCT GROUPS
March Jan.-March
March Jan.-March
Jan.-March
1951
1951
1950
1950
1950
1950
March
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
95,826
Cameras
280,961
Office
Equip.,
302,376
uV/,4o7
120,368 $ 331,200
1 04, 144
100,792
Stationery
&
Writing Supp.
Political
435,240
588
406,534 1,624,098
150,753
229,914
88,458
Publishing & Media
1 12,751
Radios,
TV Sets,
464,283
Phonographs,
127,655
1,964
758,629
292,939
8,176
Musical
Instruments & Access.
111
131,024
531,106
207,068
330,282 Retail Stores
&
Direct By Mail
625,268
466,848 Smoking Materials
1,728
5,1 84
146,182 1,842,716
3,152 5,499,520 2,213,949 6,376,690
2,280,917 6,521,750 Soaps, Cleansers
1,957,952
5,264
Toys
& Polishes
1,659,186 4,706,931 1,762,461 4,977,651
Sporting Goods &
4,221,789 12,064,909 Toiletries & Toilet
Goods
2,324,457 7,020,813 2,376,887
Transportation,
455,078
6,934,344
Travel
& Resorts
370,798
23,488 1,317,027
121,324
220,305
67,860
58,720 Miscellaneous
429,677 1,295,061
435,341
243,341
761,163
1,363,037
TOTAL:
$16,440,387
$48,132,847
$16,846,810
$49,322,899
38,690
561,398
115,592
172,830
254,335
796,950 SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau

Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia and
Detroit, in addition to TV spots in
five more markets. Television
money went into spot announcements in February when HFC
dropped People's Platform, on CBSTV after IV2 years because of
credit control tightening.
HFC used its first TV show in
November 1948, sponsoring the
Red Wings of the National Hockey
League over WWJ-TV Detroit.
First radio was used in 1927.
WCAU Philadelphia has had HFC
business continuously for 21 years.
One might imagine that with
such a far-flung, active program,
Mr. Schwin would find time for
little else. Nevertheless, he is a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha and
Sigma Delta Chi fraternities and
of the Harvard Club of Chicago.
Two Hobbies
Of hobbies, he has two — photography and civic affairs. Mr.
Schwin is presently a member of
a school board in Skokie, 111., the
Chicago suburb where he now lives.
Mrs. Schwin is the former Mary
Lowell and is well-known in the
home economics field as a consultant. She was at one time head of
the home economics departments
for Hotpoint and for Quaker Oats.
The Schwins have two children, a
girl, 14, and a boy, 11.

March Times Sales
(Continued from page 27)
I lists the top 10 network sponsors
in March with the gross time purchases of each. Table II shows the
leading advertiser in each product
class for the month.
It is noteworthy that Procter &
Gamble alone accounts for nearly
10% of the gross time purchases
of all advertisers using the nationwide networks during March and
that the combined billings of the
top 10 network accounts add up to
nearly half of the overall total.
This concentration is also shown in
Table III, listing the network advertising expenditures of the various types of products for March
and for the first quarter, with 1950
billings compared to those for the
same periods of 1950.
Table III reveals that the top

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
OADCASTING

—
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Kansas City, Mo.

SATELLITE

three product groups — Foods,
Toiletries and Drugs — account for
$8,627,762 of time purchases during
March, well over half of the total.
When advertising of Smoking Materials and Soaps & Cleansers,
ranking fourth and fifth among
product groups, are added, the combined gross billings of these five
classes amounts to $12,244,900, approximately three times the combined gross of the other 20 classes
of advertisers who used the national networks during the month.
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,

CASES

WOL, WINX Affected
ACTIONS on synchronous amplifiers in operation by WOL Washington (formerly WWDC Washington) and proposed for WINX
Washington have been announced
by FCC. WOL was granted renewal of license for its main transmitter, located at Pierce St. between N. Capitol and First St.,
NE. Application for license renewal of WOL's synchronous amplifier located at Lanier Drive, Silver Spring, Md., was set for hearing to be held in Washington.
Consolidated hearing on WINX
applications for license renewals
for synchronous amplifiers located
at 8th and I Sts., NW, and developmental broadcast station
KG2XCK, and construction permit
to change the main transmitter
location of the station from Garden City in Arlington, Va., to 8th
and I Sts., NW, was set by FCC.
Also included is the proposed setting up of a synchronous amplifier
in Rock Creek Park and subsequent
abandonment of WINX's present
synchronous amplifiers and
KG2XCK.

PRODUCT:
C.keiterfieidi

AGENCY:

CAMPAIGN:
t0 announcements whfy
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Mr. Jim Brown
BBDO
New York City
Dear Jim :
I am news
awritin'
agin, thet
but
we Here
got some
hereteratyouWCHS
t h'
y o 11 on'folks'll
Rexall
be
mighty
inter'sted in. Jest
seen th' full
Hooper report
fer th' Charleston, West Virarea an'
boy, is! itginity,
sumpthin'
And
it
shows thet
Amos 'n' Andy
is th' highest
Hoopered show
in Charleston
radio! Yessir,
Jim, their
Hooper is 27,
an' even with
five radio
stations in town,
Amos 'n' Andy
has 73% uvwhen
th'
audience
air!
they People
is on th'
shore lissens
ter WCHS,
J i m . Thet'
SHinpthin
worths
heepin Yrs.
inAlgy
mind.

WCHS
Charleston,

W.

KFOR
Lincoln, Neb.

Va

May 3 Decisions
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
WTVB Coldwater, Mich. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on Jun. 22
re application to increase power from
1 to 5 kw D, change hours of operation
from D to unl. with 500 N on 1590 kc,
and install DA-DN.
CP Granted
KGDM Stockton, Calif.— Granted CP
to change DA to provide slight increases in radiation in null areas; engineering cond.
Designated for Hearing
WJKO Springfield, Mass. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on June 26
re application,
hours from
opera-5
tion from D toto increase
unl., change
kw to 5 kw-D 1 kw-N, make changes
in DA-D system and install DA-N,
operating on 1600 kc; made WWRL
Woodside, N. Y., party to proceeding.
Azalea Bcstg. Co., Mobile, Ala. and
WSMB New Orleans, La., and Gadsden
Radio Co., Mobile, Ala. — Designated
for hearing in consolidated proceeding
in Washington on Jul. 2 re applications
of Azalea and Gadsden Radio, both
requesting new AM stations on 1340 kc
250 w unl, and application of WSMB
to
day operation from non-DA
to change
DA.
KEYD Minneapolis, Minn, and KSMN
Mason City, Iowa — Ordered that application of KEYD to change from 1440
kc 5 kw D to 1020 kc to 10 kw D. be
removed from pending file and designated for hearing in consolidated
proceeding with application of KSMN
to increase power from 1 to 10 kw D
on
June101028. kc; hearing in Washington on
May 4 Decisions
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
KFST Fort Stockton, Tex. — Upon application by KFST, designated for
hearing all matters pertinent to Comof hearing
revocation
CP
dated Mar.mission's
14; Ordersaid
to beof held
in Fort Stockton, at a date to be fixed,
before Comr. Walker presiding; and
order of revocation shall stand suspended until conclusion of said heartherein.ing and the Commission's decision
License Renewal Granted
WOL Washington, D. C— Granted
renewal of license for main trans, located on South side of Pierce St. between No. Capitol and First St., N.E.,
Washington, D. C. and designated for
hearing application for renewal of
license of synchronous amplifier located
on Lanier Drive, Silver Spring, Md.
Designated for Hearing
WINX Washington, D. C— Designated
for consolidated hearing re applications for renewal of licenses of synchronous amplifiers and developmental
station KG2XCK, and CP to change
main trans, location and establish synchronous amplifier in Rock Creek Park
and abandon
synchronousstation
amplifiers andpresent
developmental
KG2XCK as presently operated.

May 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1410 kc
CPBcstrs.
for newOreg.
AM Ltd.,
stationPortland.
on 580 kc Ore.
1 kw—
D
AMENDED
to
change
from
580
kc
to
-FIRST CHOICE
1410 kc 1 kw D.
OF ENGINEERS!
AM— 980 kc
WWOC Manitowoc Twp., Wis. — Mod.
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexCP new AM station on 980 kc to inibility, high fidelity and features you
crease power from 500 w to 1 kw.
require— at a price you want to pay! j
Modification of CP
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky.— Mod. CP
to change frequency, power etc. for
extension of completion date.
PORTABLE -■» LIGHTWEIGHT
case —
Recorder theoneother.
WBBB-FM Burlington, N. C— Mod.
Easy
CP new FM station for extension of
Amplifier i
completion date.
handling — compact!
WPAR-FM
Parkersburg,
Va.—
Mod.
CP new FM
station for W.
extension
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
of completion date.
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
License for CP
equipment.
WXEL
(TV) TV Parma,
for
CP
new
station. Ohio— License
CONSOLE OR CONSOIETTE
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Operation available by comLicense for CP
bining units in rich MagnecoftJef cabinets.
KTKI Honolulu, Hawaii— RETURNED
application for license for CP new AM
station.
Modification of CP
KLAC-TV Los Angeles— RETURNED
application for mod. CP for extension
of completion
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
nec s ary. ) date, (Application unPage 98
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fCC

actions
MAY

3 TO MAY

10

ant.-antenna cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
DA-directional antenna
D-day
LS-local sunset
N-night mod.-modificatiot
ERP-effective radiated power
aur.-aural trans.-transmittei
STL-studio-transmitter link
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual unl. -unlimited ho
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transf
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of r,
station and transfer applications.
May 8 Decisions
BY THE SECRETARY
KXEL-FM Waterloo, Iowa— Granted
license for FM station: 105.7 mc, 17.5
kw;KGAK
60 ft.
N. M.—
Granted CP
to install Gallup,
new trans.;
cond.
WKBB
Dubuque,
Iowa—
to install new trans.; cond. Granted CP
WAIN Columbia, Ky. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location and specify studio location.
WCOW mod.
South
St. approval
Paul, Minn.—
Granted
CP for
of ant.
and trans, location and specify main
studio location.
Following were
granted mod.
for
of completion
datesCP'sas
shownextension
:
WPAR-FM Parkersburg, W. Va. to
9-12-51; WBBB-FM Burlington, N. C.
to 6-1-51; cond.; WARD-FM JohnsPa. toto 6-1-51;
Des
Moines, town,Iowa
6-24-51; KCBC-FM
WVOW Logan,
W. Va. to 9-1-51; WABA Aguadilla,
P. R. to 6-1-51; cond.; KBLI Blackfoot,
Idaho to 8-15-51; KWHP Cushing, Okla.
to Ottawa
12-2-51.
Granted Bcstg.
license Co.,
forOttawa,
remoteKansas
pickup—
KA-7942.
Redwood Bcstg. Co., Inc., Eureka,
Calif. — Granted license for remote
pickup
KA-8148.Bcstg. Co., Bakersfield,
Bakersfield
Calif.— Same KA-8376.
W T C Nlicense
- F M for
Minneapolis,
Minn.97.1—
Granted
FM station:
mc; 11 kw; 450 ft.
WFMB license
Mayodan,
CarolinaGranted
for North
FM station:
93.5
mc; 380 w; 130 ft.
WJEJ-FM Hagerstown, Md.— Granted
mod. CP to change type of ant.
WGH for
Newport
News,
license
mounting
FM Va.
ant.— Granted
on AM
southeast tower.
KIJV Huron, S. D.— Granted license
covering
of new
Leonard installation
A. Versluis,
Near trans.
Porter,
Ind. and Near Stevensville, Mich, and
Near licenses
Cedar Bluff,
Mich.— Granted
CPs
and
for installation
of new
trans, and ant. systems for KSB-59,
KQB-30, KQB-29; cond.
Alice Bcstg. Co., Alice, Tex. — Granted
CPWBT
for remote pickup
KKF-228.
to installCharlotte,
new trans.N. C— Granted CP
WINS New York, N. Y.— Granted
mod. CP to eliminate requirement for
continuous monitoring; cond.
KSID Sidney, Neb. — Granted mod.
CP
approval
of ant., trans, and
main forstudio
locations.
granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown :
KISS San Antonio, Tex. to 8-1-51;
cond.; KSOX Harlingen, Tex. to 7-1-51;
cond.: KJCF Festus. Mo. to 5-5-51.
Crosley Bcstg. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
— Granted license for experimental TV
KQ2XBH.
Nebraska Rural Radio Association,
Lexington, Neb. — Granted license for
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
M21 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C
STerling 3626

AMSouth
STL Shore
KAC-89.
Bcstg. Co., Quincy, M
—717.Granted CP for remote pickup K
Granted following renewal of licei
on regular basis to May 1, 1954:
(James A. N
NewKA-8059;
Orleans,KKD-392
La.
Extended following license on t<
porary
basis(The
to Sept.
1:
KA-6919
Blue Valley
Co.) £
Independence, Mo.
Extended following license on ti
porary basis to Sept. 1, subject
change in frequency which may re
from
proceedings
in Docket
No. 6'a.
KA-3820
(The Blue
Valley Co.)
Independence, Mo.
Granted following renewal of .
censes on regular basis to May 1, 1!
KA-4547 Area Los Angeles, Ca
KA-5582, KA-5583. 5584 Area Hartf<
Conn.; KA-5523 Area Hutchin:
Kan.; KA-5242, KA-5512 Area Oi
ha. Neb.; KA-5284, KEA-874 A
Corning, N. Y.; KA-5702 Area Ns
ville. Tenn.; KA-2654; KA-3797 A
Cleburne, Tex.; KA-5553 Area Salt L
Area
Eau Claire,
Wis. Va., KA-'
City; KIB-694
Richmond,
Granted following renewal of lice*
on regular basis to May 1, 1954, sub.
to change in frequency which r
result from proceedings in Docket 6i
KA-8726 (formerly KAAC). KA-!
(formerlyArea
KAAZ),
KA-8728 Calif.,
(formeI
KBKC),
Los Angeles,
8729 (formerly WAEW). Area Ws
ington. D. C; KA-8730 (forme
KAQY),
Area Wichita,
KA-6(:
Area Minneapolis,
Minn.;Kan.:
KA-8731
merly
KABE),
KA-8732
(forms
KAIE). KA-8733 (formerly KIGA), A
St.
Minn.;
KA-8734
(formsA
KIIH).Paul,
KA-8735
(formerly
KOTE),
Omaha,
Neb.;
KA-8736
(forms
WCBE), Area Charlotte, N. C; I
8737
KBIC).Salt
KA-8738
merly (formerly
KBID), Area
Lake C(i
Utah: KA-8739 (formerly WRVD), A
Richmond. Va.
Granted following renewal of lice
on regular basis to Feb. 1, 1952, sub;
to change in frequency which may
suit from proceedings in Docket 6(
KA-6642, Area Astoria. Ore.
Extended following licenses on t(
porary basis to Sept. 1:
KA-5247, 5248, Area Louisville, Tj
KA-5178. to 5181, KA-5481, 5484. Cle i
land,
PuertoOhio;
Rico. KA-4917, Area Rio Pied
Extended following remote pic]
licenses on temporary basis to Sept
subject to change in frequency wr 1
may result from proceedings in Doc
No. 6651: KA-8744 (formerly WHE
KA-8745 (formerly WMFB), Area E
ton. Mass.: KA-5074, KA-8746 (forme
WNBJ). KQA-697, Cleveland, OF
KA-8743 (formerly WBGM), Ft. Wai
Ind.
Granted following renewal of licei
of STL stations on regular basis
May 1, 1954:
KKA-79.
Oklahoma
City. Ok

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPAN
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEr
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 years'
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, M

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

T

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
cutive Offices
National Press Building
ces and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
shington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
mmercial Radio Equip. Co.
•yerett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
ERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
0. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
JNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Notional Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A US-year background
— Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

Kellogg
P. M A Bldg.
iY
REpublic 3984

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
7 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Registered Professional Engineer"
13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6. D. C.
Member AFCCE*

IE WES TURNER GO.
1 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
18 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
i-91, Pittsburg, Calif.
KRGV Weslaco, Tex. — Granted petiACTION ON MOTIONS
tion for leave to intervene in proceedBy Comr. George E. Sterling
ingnings,uponLa. application of KJEF Jen0# Crequesting
General Counsel
— Denied
extension
of timepeti-to
By Examiner J. D. Bond
^ 4 in which to file exceptions to
WQXI
Atlanta,
Ga.— Granted
Unentdecision
in
proceeding
for
astion for leave
to amend
applicationpeti-in
of CP of WMIE Miami, Fla.
order
to
correct
certain
clerical
errors;
C General Counsel — Granted in record was reopened for purpose
petition requesting extension of granting petition and accepting amend-of
to June 11 in which to file exment, then closed.
ons to initial decision issued in
ceding upon applications of WJBK
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
oit, Mich.; time extenled to May
WHUN Huntingdon, Pa. — Granted
petitioncept requesting
Commission
to ac111 2LS Kinston, N. C— Granted petilate appearance
in proceeding
for leave to amend application to
upon
application
and
for
continuance
:ct error in horizontal plane patof hearing from May 10 to July 10 in
Washington.
7TC Kinston,
N.
C—
Granted
moBy Examiner H. B. Hutchison
tor order to take depositions in
'ort of application.
KFNF Lincoln, Neb.— Granted petiDADCASTING
• Telecasting

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757
WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

tion for order authorizing taking of
depositions of certain witnesses in proapplication;
orderedceeding
Capitalupon Bcstg.
Co. be further
authorized
ta take depositions before Dorsey D.
Baird or E. E. Stoddard, or some other
person qualified under Title IV, Sec.
409(e) of Communications Act of 1£34,
as amended, at Lincoln, Neb., on May
9 and continuing
thereafter
cluded, and further
ordereduntil
to contake
depositions of certain witnesses before
Earl D. Blakesley or Jewell Savidge, or
some Act,
otherinperson
qualifiedIowaunder
same
Shenandoah,
on
May
10
and
continuing
thereafter until
concluded.
Aurora Bcstrs. Inc., Ketchikan, Alas.
— Granted petition for continuance of
hearing from May 8 to July 10 in Washtion. ington in proceeding upon its applicaBy Examiner J. D. Cunningham
The Johns-Embury Co., Portage, Wis.
and Portage Bcstg. Co., Portage, Wis. —
Granted joint petition for continuance
of hearing
proceeding
upon applications in
from May
3 to June
18 in
Washington.

certified copies of current subscription
agreements of three stockholders.
KMPC Los Angeles and WJR Detroit
and WGAR Cleveland, Ohio — On hearexaminer's
own proposed
motion, findings
ordered
14. ing
that
period
for filing
in this proceeding be extended to May

City Bcstg. Corp., Nashua, N. H.
Grant ed petition to amend application
to show substitution of Stanley Lucius
for Carter S. Knight in corporate orto show former's
and businessganization,interests,
and tofinancial
supply

By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Radio Corp. of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio
— Granted petition for leave to amend
application to indicate on computed
horizontal plane pattern for day operation the relative fields and phases.
Pratt Bcstg. Co., Pratt, Kan. — Granted petition for leave to amend application to describe with more particularity trans, site and other technical
changes; noted for the record exception of respondent KVGB Inc., Great
Bend, Kan.
May 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WPRC Lincoln, 111.— License for CP
(Continued on page 103
May 14, 1951

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 104 per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 204 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 2S4 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Do you have the knowhow to operate
a fulltime network station? Do you
to take more rewant the opportunity
sponsibility and to be compensated by
a share of the profits of a radio station? Are you looking for a chance to
earn your way into part ownership of
the
you'll
manage?
If you
do,
and station
if you are
willing
to work,
to sell,
to supervise station relations, I want to
hear from you. Call or wire me.
Sidney H. Bliss, Janesville Gazette
E. Milwaukee St., Janes200Wisconsin.
Bldg., ville,
Salesman
Sales manager— 5000 watt independent,
York state major market.
upper New permanent
Excellent
position if you
can produce. Earnings based on sales
Car essential. Picsalary.
with modest
ture, full experience desired. Box 635J.
BROADCASTING.
Progressive western New York fulltime
network station has opening for one
15% comsalesman.
timedrawing
hard-hitting
mission, weekly
account. Send
service record and references to Box
638J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for 1000 watt Pennsylvania
independent. Block of accounts to
start. Only station in area. Must be
resourceful and able to write good
commercial copy. Box 702J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman sell and service local accounts. Liberal draw and commission.
Long established CBS station. Good
opportunity, write details or phone
47175. WENT. Gloversville, N. Y.
WFRL, Freeport
Illinois
needs experienced salesman1,for
established
local
account list presently billing $1500 per
month. 15% straight commission. Guarantee $300 per month for three months
with good protected prospect list. Up
to $50 a month additional in salary
available for man who will work some
announcing outside of selling hours.
Salesman: 1000 watt independent wants
steady, long-term salesman who can
build a good sales record and become
part of onemunities.
of DrawNew
York's commission.
nicest comon liberal
Write, wire, phone Keith Horton, C. M.,
WKRT, Cortland, N. Y.
Good opening for experienced salesIndependent center.
serving Gateway
the world'sto
greatestman.chemical
Michigan's
famous Michigan.
resort area. Write
WMDN, Midland,
Announcers
Announcer, some experience, able
handle remotes, Yt kw near N. Y. Box
595J, BROADCASTING.
Station near Dallas needs announcer
with first phone. Write Box 608J,
BROADCASTING.
Good solid experienced air salesman.
Homeywest approach.
News and
DJ onSalary
midindie in y2 million
market.
commensurate with ability. No "almost
goods." Box 611J, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs announcercopywriter
with
tunity. Send
disccar.
andExcellent
details toopporBox
627J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-copywriter or
announcer-salesman
. N in
o n - Minnesota.
metropolitan network station
$70.00. Box 660J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,gineer,combination,
announcer-enemphasis on announcing.
Must
have car, 1st class license and be draft
exempt.
Good
working
conditions
network affiliated station in southin
Florida. 48 hours, 6 day week, salary
start $282.00 per month. Send full details, disc, snapshot first letter. Box
662J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, midwest network affiliate,
must operate console, send complete
details, state experience, age, draft
status, references
and salary requirements.
Box 663J, BROADCASTING.
Regional Minnesota station needs combination announcer-engineer. Top pay
for
ING.a top man. Box 628J, BROADCAST250 watt ABC station wants two announcer-engine rs for permanent work
Excellent working conditions, good salary, opportunity for advancement. Box
668J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Good, experienced announcer
for general staff work with 250 watt
NBC affiliate in southeast. Sports
background desirable but not essential.
Send full particulars. Box 692J,
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey — midwest regional wants
DJ with
ideas who Give
knowssalary
records andoriginal
can promote.
desired, experience, your ideas of a
good DJ show. Box 710J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with newscasting experience
for 50 kw and TV station. Right man
can hold top news job. Salary $345
monthly plus fees. Send personal story,
picture and audition. Box 712J,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening. Announcer-engineer first phone. Progressive owneroperated 1000 watts. Plenty of opportunity for capable man. Good salary.
KARE,
Atchison, Kansas. Contact immediately.
Immediate opening topflight announcer,
newscaster with or without first class
ticket, above average salary, for above
average man. Send complete background, audition transcription to Frank
Mclntyre,
Falls, Idaho. KLIX is Klickin', Twin
Experienced announcer- continuity
writer, cials.strong
on news and
commerSend representative
transcription
with commercial
scripts,
photo,
reference names and experience record.
KTFI, 5000 watt NBC affiliate, Twin
Falls, Idaho.
Experienced
- engineer
wanted.
Mailannouncer
full details.
WBIP,
Booneville, Mississippi.
Two experienced announcer-salesmen,
30-40 years old. Immediate opening.
Must bework.
fully Personal
qualified interview
for all-round
station
and
audition only. Phone Manager, WDBC,
Escanaba, Michigan.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Announcer: Emphasis as disc jockey.
Build as personality. Immediate opening. Write, wire, phone Bill Griffiths,
P. D., WKRT, Cortland, N. Y.
Wanted: Combination man, 40 hours,
network operation. Good pay. WLDY,
Ladysmith, Wisconsin.
Central Michigan station needs combination announcer - engineer. Good
starting salary. Experience desired.
WOAP, Owosso, Michigan.
Announcer-engineer. Excellent future.
Good salary and other benefits. Send
qualifications.
AM-FM, West
Yarmouth, Cape WOCB
Cod, Mass.
Combination man. First phone. Opportunity to develop. Good pay,
pleasant working conditions. Immediate
opening.
Kentucky. Hal King, WPKE, Pikeville,
Wanted: Announcer or announcer-engineer immediately. Send disc and
complete information first letter.
WRRF, Washington, N. C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediatenounceropening
anwith first for
classexperienced
ticket. $75.00
per week starting salary. Wire or phone,
collect, WVSC, Somerset, Pennsylvania.
Technical
Immediate
opening
combo-man
with
first class
ticket,for
experience
not
necessary.
Good
chance
for
advancement. $225.00 per month to
start.
Write Box 665 J, BROADCASTING.
5 kw Wisconsin station needs licensed
engineer for studio and transmitter
operation, experience unnecessary.
Also studio operator preferably with
technical training or taking radio
course. Box 673J, BROADCASTING,
Immediate opening for first phone engineer in 50,000 watts Texas station.
Car essential. Box 683J, BROADCASTING.
Offer chief engineer who can run a
good record show. $300.00 a month for
90-day trial, $400.00 a month permanently. 52-hour week, hospital benefits, paid vacation. Box 701J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, experience maintenance, and all phases. Excellent opportunity. 10,000
watt salary,
station.
full details first
letter,
etc.Write
Box
720J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, will train for all phases of
smalling,station
Hunting-fishreasonableoperation.
living costs.
Harold G.
Austin, Station KCOL, Ft. Collins, Colo.
Engineer with announcing capabilities
not necessarily experienced, needed
immediately by CBS affiliate. Contact
Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City, N. M.
Good engineer and/or good combination
man, first phone necessary. Good pay,
daytime
station.
interested,
contact Warren
Gilpin,If WCOR,
Lebanon,
Tennessee.
Two men with control and transmitter
experience. Vacation period. First
class license.
$66 per week
plus Phila.,
overtime. Chief Engineer,
WDAS,
Penna.
Wanted: Engineer for kilowatt daytime
station, experience not necessary. Call,
wire or write WDBL, Springfield, TennEngineer, network station, car essential, transmitter, recording, remote experience. WGEM, Quincy, Illinois.
Wanted: Two transmitter operators at
once, car essential. Contact W. H.
Malone,
ChiefCarolina.
Engineer, WGTM, Wilson, North
First phone immediately for transmitter shifts, remotes. No announcing.
Experience unnecessary. Considerable
overtime during summer months.
Kilowatt daytimer near beautiful Blue
Ridge North
mountains.
WKBC, North Wilkesboro.
Carolina.
Immediate opening engineer-announcer,
copywriter-announcer and announcer,
give past experience first letter, salary
open. WMJM, Cordele, Georgia.
Chief engineer experienced in construction and maintenance. Send letter of complete details and photo.
Must have automobile. State starting
salary. WOHI, East Liverpool, Ohio.
Engineer. First phone. No experience
necessary.
Pleasant small
working
conditions in progressive
operation.
Contact Hal King, WPKE, Pikeville,
Kentucky.
First class phone transmitter operator.
Experience not necessary. WSSV.
Petersburg, Virginia.
Engineer or
engineer-announcer,combination
WVOS, 250 watts,
Liberty,
N. Y.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Two
neededcombination
immediately.engineer-announce
Apply to J. {
Manson, Phone Eighty, Blackstone, A
Production-Programming, other
Program director able to take compli
charge of program department in Mi
nesota station. Must be aggressive. Mi
be good MC for amateur shows. M
on the streets, etc. Send disc, detai
and expected salary to Box 62
BROADCASTING.
Program director, able to take compli
charge of program department in
highly rated regional station. Ma;
market experience and ability to co:
pete
locallyWewith
network
"musts."
expect
moreratings,
and p;
accordingly,
please don'tsuccess
reply recc
unli
you
have an sooutstanding
as program director. If you quali
tell
all about yourself
in your
letter.us Confidential.
Box 632J,
BROAfi
CASTING.

Copywriter,
ABC speed,
affiliaai :
send
samples, midwest
state typing
experience,
reference,
salary
requ '■|
ment. Box 664J, BROADCASTING.
Top
for woman
continuity
rector.salary
Forward
disc, photo,
partk [nr
lars. Also have opening for announc
678J, BROADCASTING.
News director. The man we want
now holding this position in a mediu
sized station, doing an outstandi
news job, in a competitive market,
is looking for a chance to better
present status.
He must experienced
be a first-r;
newscaster,
thoroughly
compiling and editing local and w
news, and be able to manage a ne
department. All replies confident;
Box 631J, BROADCASTING.
Need steady, reliable copywriter w
can write good copy. 250 watt N
affiliate in southeast. Send full dets
to Box 693J, BROADCASTING.
Major network affiliate in one of 1
south'sanlargest
have
openingmetropolitan
soon for aareas
progr;v
director. We want a man with <
ministrative and executive ability
take over the entire programming c
partment. Creative ideas a prerequisi
Excellent opportunity and good sala
Give full details first letter. Box 71
BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Copywriter-announce
KCOW. Alliance,
Nebraska. Start i
mediately. Send audition and pho
Television
Licensed
broadcast
and film
television
CASTING

Technical
operators with commerc; g
experience for video contj
camera positions at midwstation. Box 677J, BROA
• TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted

Managerial
Manager-sales manager, available Ji
sales.
Prefer oncompetitive,
medium
First. Strong
sales and promotio'
large
market,
in
south
or
No objection to station now southwe
operat
in red. Box 484J, BROADCASTING
14 years experience as general mi
ager in markets up to 40,000. Hi
built two stations from CP to excelli
profits. Have hired my own succes
at present station although own
wished me to remain. Prefer C;
fornia,
Oregon
Compl
references
from orallmidwest.
former employe
Write Box 559J, BROADCASTING.
Executive, now employed as gene
manager of two daily newspapers 2
AM-FM radio combination. Thir
nine, married, two children. W
present company eight years. Sev
teen year background in manageme
sales, programming, writing, annov.
ing, engineering. Familiar with
phases
ne
tiations FCC
with procedure.
five unionsLabor
in pres
job.
Looking
wider fields,
prei
ably with
radioforoperation
that has
plans.
Available
upon
three
mon
notice to employer. Need $1,000
month
to equal
present earnings. Wi
Box 671J,
BROADCASTING.

7

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
I of references and excellent sta:jcal
in bothTopsaudience
buildland record
net profits.
in public
redns
and
sales.
Long-time
radio
I :s larger market and possibilitymanof
lire TV administration. Box 680 J,
- lOADCASTING.
id of buying red ink? I'll bring my
I'black
with inme sixandmonths
put your
stationNowin
or leave.
.ager of 500O watt net affiliate. Deprofit sharing. Write Box 681J,
OADCASTING.
111 stations operations in medium
j j city desired. Fifteen years all
'ses
background.
producing
s with
the knowhowSales
to take
com5 jje charge. Profit sharing and opunity to buy interest after reasontime preferred. Box 688J, BROADTING.
make your station profitable if you
;i sales manager with extra sales*V ng Can
also doresponsibility.
copy and programior complete
Prefer
Ion needing build-up to ten thou1 monthly billing in south, southor Texas. Box 694J, BROAD5 STING.
G . ion manager, 250. 1000 watts. ComJJnce and success proven by exfence. Thorough knowledge of raI from
application Budget
to profitable
on
air operation.
and sales
ded. Box 707J, BROADCASTING.
eral manager, $25,000 investment.
silent background, top level sales
[X management, would desire joining
mess group who is soon planning
\ication for television station.
aid present owners now own AM
1 1 o station, would consider manager
tation, while application for TV is
4g processed. Leaving present setlii'une 28th and making 10 week tour,
sjild
any kindWould
of mutual
iniewarrange
personally.
consider
- - watt up to 5 kw. Nothing larger,
j ried. college, family. Box 717J,
i jbADCASTTNG.
ium market station sought by
ible manager. Thirteen years exence sales and programming ining 4 years management. William
phy,
olulu. Station Manager, KTJLA,
Salesmen
t showman seeks opportunity sales,
notion,
Radio-TV.
:petitive programming.
market. Southwest.
Box
, BROADCASTING.
ertising salesman, 4 years advertissales experience. Presently radio
• salesman, local and national sales,
iouncing and copywriting. Ad. man. bi-weekly newspaper. Ad. manfarm Married
"Shopper."veteran,
Direct2 children,
mail ex_i_ence.
ears old, new car. Proven record
ales in local New England market.
J \\ wishes opportunity to produce for
■ s.er concern.
commission
ReferencesSalaryon and
request.
Box
Hi! BROADCASTING.
jteen (13) years experience; anlcing, programming, selling plus 1
■ TV
sports director.
Eight (8)KFMB,
years
employer
(Jack Gross,
Diego, California). 38, married,
•drinker. Seeks sales or sales anicing job in small midwest or
hwest market. Will consider TV
:tion work. All replies answered,
vin Hull, 971 Main St. Brawley,
-Eornia.
;
Announcers
ouncer-veteran, married, age 27,
its chance at progressive station to
Jill-round staff work. Experienced,
available. Box 575J, BROADTING
: 'tscaster,
5 yearsexempt.
experience,
marfamily, draft
Employed
ts director midwest 5 kw currently
•ping sports programming. Air
k tapes baseball, football. basketBox 577J, BROADCASTING.
Brienced announcer, 25, single, vetexperience,
jockey,
IS, 3\'2
and years
sportscast.
Preferdiscmidwest.
3 and details on request. Box 607J,
'ADCASTING.
ouncer, 4 years experience. Re• d, friendly disc jockey. Also strong
news, emcee, play-by-play. Curly employed. Draft exempt. Box
, BROADCASTING.
ouncer, 25, draft exempt. Three
s experience. Excellent on corneal and DJ. Permanent. Telegenic.
653J, BROADCASTING.
?rienced announcer, single, veter15, Two years experience all phases,
replies answered promptly. Tape
:heck
TING. available. Box 666J, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Wide awake 8 year successful, competent large market morning disc comic.
Combination, employed, married, exempt. $100. Box 670J, BROADCASTING^
Announcer: 26, single, veteran, 2 years
college,
extensive
announcing, writing.
Board training
experience,
radio
workshop, ambitious, minimum salary
if located Washington, D. C. area. Box
669J, BROADCASTING.
Special events announcer/deejay
(B.B.A.), 24, single, exempt. Year 1
kw network independent. East only.
Salary plus talent. Operate RCA, Gates.
Desire develop own show. Box 672J,
BROADCASTING.
Are some of your accounts inactive?
Do
have a Isprospect
that's tired
a hardof
nut you
to crack?
your market
that same old DJ routine? Are you
ready to pay for results? My record
in three major markets proves that
listeners react strongly to live shows,
that feature humor, singing and philosophy. If you are geared to employ
a big time personality who successfully
combines all three of these talents in
establishing impressive Hoopers and
winning two radio popularity polls in
Cleveland. New York and Hollywood,
write Box 675J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer- writer-producer. Available
June 1 to midwest stations. Ten years
experience regional powered stations.
Prefer personal audition. Age 32. Large
family. Box 679J, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer desires work with some
play-by-play. Three years experience
broadcasting major sports. Disc and
references. Available immediately.
Box 690J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class ticket. 10
years behind mike. Would also like to
sell. Salary expected $80.00 a week.
Box 696J, BROADCASTING.
Network announcer! Presently with
coast-to-coast network, New York
City. Onesonalitiesofin radio
the and
top television.
announcer Now
perdesire to locate in smaller city. Radio
and TV, all phases. Good salary. All
replies
considered. Box 699J, BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly
experienced announcer.
Major and small market successes.
Tops on news. Commercials sell! Excellent references. Minimum $65 plus
talent opportunities. Prefer east or
southwest. Box 700J, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, age 26. Play-by-play
football, baseball, basketball. 4 years
experience. Married vet, draft exempt.
References and disc on request. College, professional athlete. Box 704J,
BROADCASTING.
Woman commentator. Polished style.
Breezy, informal interviewing.
years feature broadcasting experience
small station. Script and commercial
copywriter. Emcee. Programming,
newscasting and editing. Desires
greater opportunity. Prefer Philadelphia or Miami area. Box 706J, BROADCASTING^
Some experience as announcer, writer
and salesman but need more. Will you
give me the experience? Mostly quiz
and man-on-the-street shows. Single,
draft exempt. Prefer midwest and east.
Box 709J, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, experienced staffer, specialty
news, presently employed midwest 50
kw. Desires comparable position Rocky
Mountain area. Mature voice, sound
musical background, married, draft exempt, programming experience totaling
6 years, console and turntable operation. Box 713J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, pleasing voice,
delivery. Available two weeks. State
salary. Box 716J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, strong news commercials.
Employed. Veteran. Married. 31. Three
years experience. Desirous of getting
with progressive kw or more. Particularly interested specializing news.
Box 719J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, all-round man. Draft exempt. South only. Box 6, Lake City,
Tenn.
Experienced
writer
and part-time
announcer desires
announcing
job around
Pittsburgh area primarily. Write or
call Mr. Corretti, 5117 Carnegie Avenue,
Pgh. 1, Penna., ST-14570.
Announcer-sportscaster. Graduate accredited radio school. Single, 29, draft
exempt. Disc available.. Tom Griffin,
1522 Cassil Place, Hollywood, 28, Calif.
Three years experience, singing DJ.
Will travel anywhere. Seeks return
to field after one year show biz. All
offers answered. Eddie Lambert, P. O.
Box 16551, Hollywood 38, Calif.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer/engineer. Prefers work in northeast section. Vet,
1st class
license. Contact Bob Peters,
21855.
8BeaUpland
Road, Brookline 46, Mass.,
Main interests: Sports announcing,
commercials and news. Moderate experience. Married. Draft exempt.
Disc upon request. Larry Sanville,
3709 East 57th St., Maywood, Calif.
Experienced announcer wants employment anywhere. Available now. Fred
AD 6609.
Webb,
1509 Lincoln, Toledo, Ohio. Call
Technical
Straighteran.engineering
by married
vetPrefer middlewest.
Eight years
radio
service experience. Transmitter
CASTING.
work in Army. Box 674J, BROADEngineer: Directional antenna, construction experience, formerly chief
engineer network station, fifty mile
radius Washington only. Married, two
children, draft exempt. Box 687J,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer: Experienced all phases, prefer northeast, draft exempt, car. Box
691J, BROADCASTING.
Summer job, vicinity of New York
City. College
phone,room,
experiencestudent,
transmitter, first
control
ING^
maintenance.
Box 695J, BROADCASTCombo man. 1st phone. 1 year experience in announcing, DJ, newscasting and continuity. Would like a position with progressive station. Box
703J, BROADCASTING.
14 years radio broadcast engineering
experience, all phases. Am interested
in permanent position with engineering
department in progressive TV station.
Family man, definitely not drifter.
Please give details first letter. Box
705J, BROADCASTING.
1st class phone, 2nd class telegrapher,
amateur, C. R. E. I. student, seeks
broadcast, telecast, or telegraph engineering position. Consider any locale.
Minimum salary. $75 week. Box 708J,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, single, veteran. Now
working, desires change, available 2
weeks. Box 711J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, 10 years experience, 4 years at 5 kw station, age 32
draft exempt. No car, no announcing
preferred.
New England or east. Paul
Phone
Graves, 1242R.
73 Court St., Augusta, Maine.
Radio operator with thirty months experience available May 10th. Single,
vet. 33, no announcing. Please include
particulars.
Mississippi. Francis Gunter, Quarant,
Combination man, single, draft exempt,
considerable engineering experience,
AM-FM
up to 10 experience,
kw plus directional,
some announcing
majoring
in radio in college, desires summer job
as a combo man but will consider anything else. Have own car equipped with
2-way Available
radio suitable
broadcast
link
use.
June for10th,
John Hill,
212 McCauley St., Chapel Hill, N. C.
Engineer and/or announcer. First class
phone
(also Columbia
class "A" University.
amateur), M,NowA.
in
English,
teaching, available June 10. Prefer the
east. George Hirshfield, 403 Dechman
Avenue, Peoria, Illinois.
Two brothers with 1st class licenses
desire transmitter work in or around
Spokane, Washington, or in state of
South Dakota. Ronald and Rodney
Honner, Geddes, South Dakota.
Combination job in radio station near
Naval Reserve Center. Holder of 1st
class license. Don Newbrough, Lake
Park, Iowa. Phone 2407.
Production-Programming, others
Program director-manager of two radio
stations. Experienced in all phases of
broadcasting. Writer, director and
promotion
for major
networks.
Program director,
manager,
announcer,
writer for local stations. Writer-director for television. Never fired. Present employer will recommend highly.
Wishtialprogram
of substanstation with directorship
future. Draft
exempt.
Box 505 J, BROADCASTING.
Programcessful
director.
Experienced.
Sucrecord. Desires
change, prefers
metropolitan area. $75 minimum. Top
newsman, writer, producer. Excellent
voice, excellent musical background.
Really knows radio. Draft exempt.
Available
one month's notice. Box
536J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Continuity-announcer, 30, draft exempt. 16 years experience. P. D. experience, writing, producing. Available
end of May. Currently with network
CA
ST
affiliate as continuity
director.
IN
G. Not interested in south. Box 661J, BROADPD of 5000 watter wants executive position at successful, progressive operation. $400, Box 684J, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter,
commentator,
college
and women's
radio school
graduate, 26,
single, year and a half experience,
looking for copy job with air work.
Not afraid of work if you offer opportunity for 667J,
advancement.
Prefer northeast. Box
BROADCASTING,
Copy, publicity, promotion writer, 8
years print experience, anxious enter
radio, TV commercial or continuity
writing. Announce also. Anywhere,
30. Box 685J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman,
reporting-rewriting
for
radio
wire now
service.
Seeks newsroom
spot,
no
announcing.
27,
married,
B.
BRO
A., draftADC
exemptAST
veteran.
Box. 715J,
ING
Attention agencies, reps, stations, producers etc., Chicago area! Radio TV
manager for large advertiser 4 years
handling
and spot
weekly
radio etc.,
and
TV networkdaily
shows,
campaigns
for numerous products desires change
to time buyer, director, producer, sales,
contact or what have you. College, 26,
married, draft exempt. Highest recommendation from present employer. Box
718J, BROADCASTING.
Young lady, college grad, six years radio copywriting with air time, adverpublic relations, desires alive,
BROtising,
ADC
AST
interesting
job with
future.
Box
ING
. 721 J,
Graduate
Northwestern
University's
School of ofSpeech,
B. S. Degree
in radio-TV writing, production and programming. Two years experience.
VA 4197.
Looking for position. Barton Jewell,
312 W. 46 Terrace, Kansas City 2, Mo.,
Producer, director. Age 23, veteran,
college graduate, A. B. radio. Experience: Producer-director-writer 1000
watt affiliate. Production director college
station.
Will travel. Chapel
Jack Markham, Radio Department,
Hill,
N. C.
Television
Announcers
Young experienced announcer, Syracuse graduate, wants good announcing
position
in radio or television, or job
CASTING^
in
television leading to directorship.
Box 682J, BROADCASTING • TELEFor Sale
Stations
New England 250 watt independent in
small ket.
butWillgood
show non-competitive
excellent profitmarfor
owner-manager operation. The profit
the station is now showing can be
increased. Box 586J. BROADCASTING.
GE 3 kw FMEquipment
transmitteretc.and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Presto ment.
model
disc recording
Includes"Y"recording
amplifierequipand
two recording tables. Only slightly
CAinST
used,
good IN
condition.
For
informaG.
tion and prices, write
697J, BROADRadio station model 403 Brush twospeed tape recorder, also model 401
Brush put.tape
recordertakewitheither
500-ohm
outBest offers
or both,
each complete with mike, reels, service
manual. Box 497, Freeport, Illinois.
Two self-supporting towers. Brand
new,
top quality,
withprice.
insulator,
250
foot height,
bargain
KROW,
464
Nineteenth
Street,
Oakland,
California.
1-8N recording
table equalization;
Presto with also
1-C
head
and automatic
1-88A recording amplifier. For sale,
best offer. F. O. B. Washington, D. C.
Hepburn, 3613 28th St., N. E.
For sale, tower.
200 foot Clarence
former Seid,
Truscon25
broadcast
Willoughby St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
1 Crouse Hinds tower lighting chokes,
unit in water tight cabinet. $25.00.
1 rack cabinet 10 ft. high. $12.00.
2 Shure reconditioned #556A mikes,
30-50 ohm. $40.00 pee. 1 tuning unit for
250 watts, 21 A less meter. $100.00.
1, 16 inch
dual 20speed
recorder,Rek-O-Kut,
Model V with RCA
cutting
head, turntable enclosed in cabinet,
good condition.
$175.00.
Eric Williams, WGAT, Utica,
New J.York..
(Continued on next page)

Wanted to Buy

Help Wanted

Stations

Salesmen

Experienced general manager, 15 years
fully rounded radio in markets up to
50,000 wishes to purchase all or part
interest in single or two station market.
Prefer west coast or midwest. Complete references, proven record of profits. 40, family, seeking pleasant perCASTING.manent location. Write 560J, BROAD-

SALES ENGINEERS

Station manager. 20 years radio experience andtoproven
management
ity desires
buy all,
controllingabil-or
part interest
and
manage
established station. Top references.an Family
man, prefers eastern or midwest locaING. tion. Write Box 63SJ, BROADCASTEquipment etc.

Large electronic equipment manufacturer
in the East has several desirable openings for Sales Engineers. No traveling.
Experience in broadcast transmitters,
audio or video equipment essential. Engineering degree desired but equivalent
experience may be substituted.
Give full details, including age, education, experience and salary desired.
Box 648J, BROADCASTING

Wanted: One kilowatt FM transmitter
only for use at college. Box 68JJ,
BROADCASTING.
FM 1 or 3 kw transmitter, monitors,
1-%" line.
gusta, Ga. J. B. Fuqua, WJBF, AuNeed good used Federal or RCA field
intensity meter. Wire Times-Tribune,
Corbin, Kentucky.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Radio newsman with
extensive radio, newspaper and film background, seeks employment
with progressive AM or
TV (or both) news department.
Presently employed at
topflight midwest network affiliate.
Prefer employment in
eastern or western metropolitan area.
BOX 616 J, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Equipment etc.
Available — for immediate shipment — <
new and used Wineharger guyed towers— will wire.sell Contact
erected one
— can
supply
ground
of the
following.
Warren
Main8-4800.
St., Evanston.
Illinois. Cozzens,
Phone: 720Davis
Henry
Oeist, Murray
60 East Hill
42nd 7-1550.
St., New York
17. Phone:
W. B. Taylor, Signal Mountain, Chattanooga, Chattanooga, Tenn. Phone:88-2487. ,

Technical
RADIO
MARKETING
RESEARCH
World's largest Marketing Research firm has several interesting travel positions in Radio and
Television department.
Single men or married men without children can qualify. Age
bracket, 25 to 35.
Radio servicing experience or
equivalent training is necessary.
Men with one year of college or
military service training in the
fields of Radio — Radar or Electronics will receive immediate
consideration.
This is a combination of Technical and contact work but is not
a sales position. However, car
is required; car allowance and
traveling expenses provided.
Good starting salary. Excellent
opportunity for promotion; salary
increases on merit.
Write, giving in detail, age, education, marital status, military
status, work experience, salary
expectation, phone number and
address for early interview.
BOX 599J, BROADCASTING

Midwest Money-Maker
$359000.00
A well established independent — the only station in
a solid, safe midwest farm market. Owner is being
called into service and has authorized an immediate
sale of all assets — including $10,000.00 in accounts receivable—for $35,000.00
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
235RayMontgomery
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
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TV Briefs
(Continued from page 95)
the reservation on Channel 2. The
brief stated in part:
The officials of The College of St.
Thomas are convinced that there is a
great need for
television
gramming ofadditional
the highest
qualitypro-to
make a substantial contribution to the
educational needs of the people of this
country.
However, the funds required for the
initial construction of a television facility are far from inconsequential.
Added to these costs are the rather
monumental expenditures required for
the day
to day operation of a television station.
It
can
expected television
that, in the
nottoo-distantbe future,
stations
will be operated from 12 to 18 hours
daily.
The operation
operating would
costs involved
such an
be entirelyin
impractical, if not impossible, for the
great tionsmajority
of educational
institucountry,
particularly
muchinasthis
educational
programs
mustinasbe
produced with equal finesse as other
type programs
if they are
to merit
and
retain
the attention
of the
viewing
audience.
Based upon these considerations and
a review of the history of educational
institutions as licensees in the standard
and FM broadcast fields, it is the determination of the officials of The College of St. Thomas that they could best
serve the public interest by operating
a facility
which wouldcosts
be involved
able to de-in
fray the substantial
the construction and operation of a
television
commercialfacility
basis. by selling time on a
The attention of the listening public
to educational and instructional type
programs can best be obtained by presenting a program service balanced
with quality entertainment programs.
Philadelphia city government
and Chamber of Commerce entered
the allocation fight for addition of
Channel 12 there on a commercial
basis.
San Diego government and civic
groups also protested assignment
of only one additional commercial
channel while Tijuana, Mexico, is
getting two.
Salt Lake Pipe Line Co. petitioned for protection of its $400,000 communication system from
possible Channel 4 or 5 interference in the Walla Walla, Wash.,
area.
United States Conference of
Mayors' bulky petition contained
multiple local comments for educational reservation from the following cities:
Boston; San Jose, Calif.: Albany,
N. Y.; Stockton, Calif.; Rockford, 111.;
Columbia, S. C; Reno, Nev.; St. Joseph, Mo.; Jackson, Miss.; Baton
Rouge, La.; Baker, La.; Sioux City,
Iowa; Milwaukee; Amarillo, Tex.: Seattle, Wash.;Oklahoma
San Antonio,
Duluth, Minn.;
City;Tex.;
Phoenix,
Ariz.; Portland, Ore.; Little Rock,
Ark.; Sacramento, Calif.; Montgomery,
Ala.; Evansville, Ind.; Ann Arbor,
Mich.; Dayton, Ohio; Toledo, Ohio;
Pensacola, Fla.; Raleigh, N. C; AtGa.; Wheeling,
Va.; Birmingham,lanta,Ala.;
Des Moines,W. Iowa;
Norfolk,
Va.; St. Petersburg, Fla.; Chicago; St.
Louis;co; Memphis,
Tenn.;
San Angeles;
FrancisProvidence, R.
I.; Los
Durham, N. C; Pittsburgh; Richmond;
San Bernardino; Davenport, Iowa;
Reck Island, 111.; Erie, Pa.; State College, Pa.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
commercialexperienced
managers, manprogram directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

May 15: BMI Clinic, Springfield, 111
May 16: BMI Clinic, Milwaukee, Wis
May
Ind. 17-18: Indiana Broadcasters Ass ij
Clinic, Claypool Hotel, Indianapoli 1
May 17-19: CBC Board of Governo ;\
Meeting, Radio Canada Bldg., Mon
real.
May 17-19: AIEE Great Lakes Distri i
Meeting, Madison, Wis.
May 18: BMI Clinic, Indianapolis.
May
21: Second APS Subscriber Coi
ference,
lanta, Ga.Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, A
May
21-23: Parts Distributors Confe|
Chicago.
ence and Show,
Hotel SteverMay 22: Industrial Electronics Confe
ference, Hotel Carter, Cleveland
May 24-25: North Carolina Assn.
Broadcasters,
Head Beach. Carolinian Hotel, Na
May 25: Third APS Subscriber Co
ference, Stephen F. Austin Hot
Austin, Texas.
May 31 -June 2: National Sales Exec
tives
Convention, Waldorf -Astor
New York.
June 4-6: NARTB Board of Directc
Meeting,
NARTB
Washington,
D. C. Headquarter
June 4-8: American Federation of M
siciansYork.
Meeting, Hotel Commodoi
New
June
5: NARTBWashington,
Inaugural D.
Dinner,
tel Statler,
C. H1
June 7-8: Kentucky Broadcasters Ass
Spring Louisville.
(Midyear) Meeting, The Sei
bach,
June
8-9:
RTMA Chicago.
Annual Meetir
Stevens Hotel,
June 10-13: Advertising Federation
America, Annual Convention and E
hibit, Hotels Chase and Park Pla;
St. Louis.
June 10-13: AFA Council on Womei
Advertising Clubs Convention (w
choose Advertising Woman of t
Year), St. Louis.
June
11: FCC City-by-City
Alloc
tions
Begins,TVWashir
ton, D.Proceeding
C.

3! i
Educators Seek
(Continued from page 25)
Mr. Hoffman chairman.
Excursions by the Ford Fou
dation into television, no matt
how substantial in relation to t
television industry's economy, a
only a minor part of a vast proj\; i
that the foundation, according
reports, is contemplating.
That is a general exploration
the entire, complex field of co
munications. This field has be
largely ignored by other phils
thropies, and it is said that t
Ford Foundation executives
gard it as a logical area for d
velopment.
As of last Dec. 31, the founc
tion reported net assets of $49
678,255, mostly consisting of Fc
Motor Co. stock. Although its £
nual income is not a matter
record, it was authoritatively I
ported last week that it was I
pected to amount to $50 millior1
year within a few years.
At that rate, the foundat:
could, in a short time, buy out
whole radio and television indt]
try without spending a cent of
capital, a fact that observers s;|
should be kept in mind when pffl

sideringinconsequential
Ford Foundation's
tively
grants re
date for educational radio-TV.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 99)
plications Cont.:
v AM station.
;BEV
Beaver
Dam, Wis. — License
CP new
AM station.
Modification of CP
/STK Woodstock, Va.— Mod. CP new
| station for approval of ant. and
ngels etc.trans, and main studio locaOA-FM Denver, Col. — Mod. CP new
station to change ERP from 43 kw
23.4 kw, ant. height from 405 ft.
J 83 ft.
'RCM
(FM) station
New Orleans,
La.— Mod.of
new FM
for extension
jpletion date.
' new
ARD-FMFM station
Johnstown,
Pa. —ERPMod.to
to change
w and change ant. system.
License Renewal
ollowing stations request renewal
license: WRLD Lanett. Ala.; WIKC
::alusa, La.; WMDN Midland, Mich.;
;HI East Liverpool, Ohio; WOPI
Istol, Tenn.; KNOW Austin, Tex.;
Torrington, Wyo.; KWOR Wor1,OS Wyo.
License for CP
ILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — License for
to change frequency, power, install
,1/
as. trans,
location.and DA-DN and change
TKM
new AMHartford,
station. Wis. — License for
License Renewal
HHS (FM) Havertown, Pa.— Re-al of license.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
JMR New Orleans — DISMISSED
lication for acquisition of negative
trol by George A. Mayoral under
ng trust agreement,
jiimberland,
— Cumberland
Bcstg.
applicationMd.for
new TV station
MISSED at applicant's request.
iy 9 Decisions .
jpr THE COMMISSION EN BANC
CP to Replace CP
[GKB-FM
Tyler, CPTex.—
CP
s eplace expired
for Granted
class B FM
ion, with expiration date of six
iths from date.
*WGP-FM
to replace Sanford,
expired N.
CP C—
for Granted
class A
station, with expiration date of six
iths from date.
GNR-FM New Rochelle, N. Y.—
nted CP to replace expired CP for
class ofA sixFM months
station,from
withdate.
expira. date
y 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
illowing FM stations request mod.
for extension of completion dates:
SH (FM) Washington, D. C; KFTJO. Clayton, Mo.; WROW-FM Albany,
r.; WTOL-FM Toledo, Ohio; WKAPAllentown,
Pa.; KSL-FM Salt Lake
, Utah.
License for CP
• KPT-FM Kingsport, Tenn. — License
" CPAPPLICATIONS
for changes inRETURNED
FM station.
AM— 1230 kc
SBB New Smyrna Beach, Fla

RETURNED application for license for
CP new AM station.
AM— 1490 kc
Eunice, La. — RETURNED application
of Tri-Parish
for new
AM
station on Bcstg.
1490 kcCo.250Inc.
w unl.
May 10 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
KAUS Austin, Minn. — Designated for
hearing in Washington on July 20 re
application to change from 1480 kc to
1060 kc 1 kw unl., and install DA-N;
made KYW Philadelphia, a party to
proceeding.
W. A. Pomeroy,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.for—
Designated
for hearing
application
new station on 1470 kc 1 kw D DA in
consolidated
proceeding
tions of Adelaide
Lillian with
Carrellapplicato be
held in Washington May 14..
Petition Denied
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb. — Denied petition requesting reconsideration and
grant without hearing of application to
change from 1490 kc 250 w unl. to 1430
kc 1 kw menceD;
scheduled hearing
in Washington
July 23. to comExtension Granted
Radio American West Indies, Charlotte Amalie, V.I. — Granted 90-day extension of completion date of new
station, authorized Nov. 30, 1949.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
WJMR forNew
Orleans,
La. —prejudice
Granted
petition
dismissal
without
of their application.
WIKY Evansville, Ind. — Granted petition for extension of time to May 24,
in which to file exceptions to initial
decision in proceeding upon their application.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Easton Publishing Co., Easton, Pa.
and Allentown Bcstg. Corp., Allentown,
Pa. — Ordered that further hearing in
this proceeding shall commence at 10
a.m., May 28, in Washington.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
George Basil Anderson, Respondent
— Granted
motionmember
requesting
Kenneth Anderson,
of Barthatof State
of Nebraska, be admitted to practice
for purpose of representing respondent
in taking of depositions on behalf of
KFNF in Lincoln, Neb. on May 9, and
in Shenandoah, Iowa, on May 10.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
West Side Radio, Tracy, Calif.—
Granted petition for leave to amend
their application by reducing power to
250 w, specifying exact site, proposing
DA and submitting engineering data in
support.
WTIM Taylorville, 111.— Granted petition for continuance of hearing in proceeding upon application from May 14,
to May 28 in Washington.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KOA Denver, Col. and FCC General
Counsel — Granted oral requests for additional time from May 14 to June 13
in which proposed findings of fact by
all parties may be filed in proceeding
re petitions of WHDH Boston and KOA
Denver and re application of WXKW
Albany, N. Y. for mod. CP.
KOA Denver, Colorado — Granted in
part petition
requesting
transcript of testimony
in above that
proceeding
be corrected in various respects set

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY TO MAY 10
OX J&C&te
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2266
2235
136
264
142
FM Stations
652
52273
145361* 404
10 1714
TV Stations
107
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WEKZ Monroe, Wis. (Green County Bcstg. Co., 1260 kc,
500 w, day); KPWN Puyallup, Wash. (Clarence E. Wilson, 1490 kc, 250 w, unlimited); WSYD Mt. Airy, N. C. (Mt. Airy Bcstrs. Inc., 1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited);
WNPT Northport, Ala. (West Alabama Bcstg. Co., 1280 kc, 1 kw, day); KDAS
Malvern, Ark. (David M. Segal, 1380 kc, 1 kw, day); KGMO Cape Girardeau, Mo.
(Cape County Bcstg. Co., 1220 kc, 250 w, day); KGMO, formerly an FM, changed
to KGMO-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo.; WTRW Two Rivers, Wise, (changed from
WTRB Two Rivers Bcstg. Co.); WFAI Fayetteville, N. C. (Changed from
WWNF, Rollins Bcstg. Inc.); WLBJ-FM Bowling Green, Ky. (Changed from
WBON, Bowling Green Bcstg. Co. Inc.); WFMT (FM) Chicago, 111. (Changed
from WOAK (FM), Gale Bcstg. Co.); WRRN (FM) Warren, Pa. (Changed from
WNAE-FM, Northern Alleghany Bcstg. Co.).
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
KPPC
Pasadena,
— Commission
announced decision Calif.
denying
application of Pasadena Presbyterian Church
for permit to change transmitting
equipment and increase power of KPPC
from 100 w to 250 w on 1240 kc, operating on share-time basis with KGFJ
Los Angeles. Decision May 3.
WALE Fall River, Mass. — Announced
final decision granting application for
renewal of license. Decision May 9.
INITIAL DECISIONS
KFSA Ft. Smith, Ark. — Commission
announced initial decision looking toward western
denial Pub.ofCo.application
of Southfor a construction
permit to increase nighttime power
from 500 w to 1 kw while continuing
to
operateMayon 3.950 kc with 1 kw, day.
Decision
Kewanee,
111. — Hearing
Examiner
Elizabeth C. Smith
issued initial
decision
looking toward grant of application of
Kee Bcstg. Co. for new AM station on
1450 kccisionwith
May 8. 100 w, unlimited. DeWMMB
Fla. —hisHearing
Examiner J.Melbourne,
D. Bond issued
initial
decision looking toward grant of application of Melbourne Bcstg. Corp. for
permit to change facilities from 1050
kc,
250
day to May
1240 9.kc, 250 w,
unlimited. w, Decision
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
KIFI dumIdaho
— ByCommission
memoranopinion Falls,
and Ida.
order,
vacated and set aside hearing examiner's initial decision of Feb. 1
forth in petition; transcript ordered
further corrected with some exceptions.
May 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date. Columbus, Neb.— Same.
KJSK-FM
WNBT (TV) New York— Mod. CP to
change ERP, type ant., and other
changes for extension of completion
date.
License for CP
WSM-TV
Nashville, Tenn. — License
for
new TV station and change
studioCP location.
—

HELP WANTED

—

Radio Salesman
Top 50 kw network station in America's 3rd
market offers excellent
opportunity for an experienced radio salesman, preferably
30's.
West Coast.
Good inagency list to start. Write Box
722J, BROADCASTING.
OADCASTING

• Telecasting

which looked toward granting of application for construction permit to
change from 1400 kc, 250 w, unlimited
to 1060 kc, 10 kw, unlimited, night
directional. Proceeding was remanded
to the
examinerOrder
for further
ing evidence.
May 3. engineerWJOC Jamestown,
N.
Y. — ByCommismemorandum opinion and order,
sion denied petition requesting waiver
of condition in its construction permit
requiring proof of performance. The
permit authorized switch in facilities
from 1470 kc, 1 kw, day to 1340 kc,
250 w, unlimited. Order May 9.
KSOX Arkansas City, Kan. — By order, Commission
denied petition
requesting reconsideration
and grant
(Continued on page 10 h)

CBS
WHY ? Because of such top-notch
programs as Jack Benny, Lux Radio
Theater, Arthur Godfrey, Edgar Bergen,
Amos cV Andy, Bing Crosby and other
CBS programs that attract and hold
radio audiences .. . KROD is the logical
buy in the El Paso Southwest.

CBS
Affiliate
600 on Your Dial
5000 WATTS
Southwest Network
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice President & Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
THE O. L. TAYLOR CO.
Reach This Rich Marjcet
Through Your Southwestern Salesman
May 14, 1951
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Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSIOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives

IJiMfellike

to

read ads, too. And
so advertising in
Printers' Ink is read by
the leading[B^H

only because they are
interested in the

markets they might use,
but also because they
have a professional interest in
your copy, layout, etc.
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 103)
without hearing of application for permit to operate at night with 100 w on
present
May
9. frequency of 1280 kc. Order
KGAR Garden City, Kan. and KLMR
Lamar, Col. — By order, Commission
denied joint petition requestiong FCC
to sever
fromShenandoah,
consideration withapplications
that of KFNF
Iowa, and to order examiner to proceed
with preparation of initial decision on
their two applications. KGAR requests
switch from 1050 kc, 1 kw-day to 920
kc,
1 kw-local KLMR
sunset, 500requests
w-night, switch
night
directional.
from 1340 kc, 250 w, unlimited to 920
kc, 1 kw-local sunset, 500 w-night, night
directional. KFNF asks to move its
present assignment from Shenandoah,
Iowa to Lincoln, Neb. Order May 9.
KSVC Richfield, Utah— Commission,
by memorandum opinion and order,
denied petition filed by Sevier Valley
Bcstg. Co. to enlarge hearing issues in
regard newal
to to its
application
for concerning
license reinclude
evidence
programming
thereon.
OrderandMayfor8. oral argument
Broadcasters of Burbank, Burbank,
Calif.— Commission, by memorandum
opinion and order, granted application
for permit for new AM station on 1490
is exkc, 250 pectedw,to be unlimited.
programmedStation
for Burbank
and announced as a local station with
no intention
of serving
tan area. Order
May 9.the metropoliKSGM St. Genevieve, Mo. and WSIX
Nashville, Tenn. — By memorandum
opinion and order, Commission granted
KSGM petition to strike WSIX motion
of Nov. 8, 1950 asking reconsideration
of action of Oct. 23, 1950 which granted
in facilKSGM itiesapplication
from 1450 kc,for250switch
w, unlimited
5 kw-local sun1 kw-night,WSIX
to 980set;kc,dismissed
for
reconsideration. saidOrder
Maypetition
9.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
WMSC Columbia, S. C— Maresco
Granted
Bcstg.tiesCorp.
from night
power switch
of 500inw facilito 1
kw on present assignment of 1320 kc
l
and changegineering
in directiona
system;
conditions. Granted
May en-9.
ZimT.
W.
—
Mo.
n,
KWRE Warrentow
merman. Granted switch in facilities
from power of 250 w to 500 w on
present assignment of 730 kc, daytime
r; ennew transmitte
only and install
Granted May 9.
gineering conditions.
FM GRANTS
InstiMass.FM— Lowell
WGBHtute.Boston,
on
constructi
Granted new
permit on Ch. 209 (89.7 mc), 16 kw,
antenna 550 ft. Granted May 1.
— Greens-in
N. C.switch
Greensbo
WFMYboro News
Co. ro,
Granted
facilities
from
ERP
of
52
kw
to 34 kw.
Granted May 9.
WDSU-FM New Orleans — WDSU
switch in faciliCo.ERPGranted
Bcstg.ties from
Granted May
9. of 156 kw to 17.7 kw.
KPFA Berkeley, Calif. — inPacifica
facilswitch
Granted
on.Class
Foundati
ities from
A to Class B station,
from Ch. 285 (104.9 mc), 1 kw, antenna
50 ft., to880Ch.ft. 283Granted
(104.5 mc),
antenna
May 16
9. kw,
TRANSFER GRANTS
Caruthersville, Mo.— Granted
KCRV
transfer of control Pemiscot Bcstrs.
William R. Smith
licensee,F.from
Inc., Emmett
Smith to J. E. Taylor,
and
and Robert L. Harrison
Harry Levin
sale of 52% interest for $35,000.
through
are present
Mr. Taylor
ders andandMr.willLevin
each own 45%
stockhol
Harrison
Mr.
under new arrangement.
of station and will
manager
present
is
own 10%. Granted May 3.
— Granted acWMTE Manistee, Mich.Manistee
Radio
quisition of control
e corporation, by Dr.
Corp., permitte
A. Manwell through purchase
Thomas
of interest of Darwin S. Evens et al.
is a physician
Manwell May
$5,000. Dr. Granted
for Manistee.
3.
in
asGranted
Ala.—
a,
WJRD Tuscaloos
signment of license from Wilhelmina
of
estate
of
atrix
administr
Q. Doss,
R. Doss, to Wilhelmina Q. Doss
James
as an individual. Granted May 3.
, Mich. — Granted
WMUS nt Muskegon
assignme
of license from Greater
Muskegon Bcstrs. Inc. to George H.
Cross, receiver in bankruptcy; no
monetary consideration. Granted May 3.
WANS Anderson, S. C— Granted asand lion permit
of constructi
cense fromsignment John
J. Powell
tr/as Carolina Bcstrs. to Carolina Bcstrs., a corin
$85,000. C.Principals
transferee poration,
are forPresident
R. Johnson,
of Brissey Lumber Co.;
president
70%,
Secretary C. R. Johnson Jr., 10%, vice
president same lumber firm; James B.

Johnson, 10%, secretary same firm;
Vice President J. H. Wright, 10%, partMay ner
9. in drug store chain. Granted
KBZY
Rapids, Itasca
Minn. Bcstg.
— Granted
acquisitionGrand
of control
Co.,
licensee, by General Manager Robert D.
Kennedy, present owner of 120 out of
334
purchase
127
sharesshares,
from L.through
L. Huntley,
W. G. ofKing,
Harry A. Erickson and W. W. Kurtz
for $17,018. Granted May 4.
Yankee Network Inc., Boston, Mass.
etc. — Granted
assignment
of Yankee
Network
licenses
to Thomas
S. Lee
Enterprises sideration.
Inc. Granted
No May
monetary
con2.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Atlantic,
N. J. — Leroy
and
Dorothy Bremmer
tr/as Bremmer
Atlantic City
Bcstg.
Co.,
1490
kc,
250
w,
unlimited;
estimated construction cost $4,600.
Leroy Bremmer, 50%, is TV engineer at
WABD (TV) New York; Dorothy Bremis employe
James Filed
McGreerymer,&50%,Co.
departmentof store.
May 4.
Franklin, Tenn. — The Williamson
County Bcstg. Co. Inc., 950 kc, 1 kw,
day;
estimatedWilliam
cost $17,950.
Principals
are President
R. Ormes,
16%%,
editor, Nashville Banner; Director Ann
R. Ormes, 83%%,tary-Treasurer
farmCorinneowner;
SecreG. Channell,
manager
Filed Mayand4. y3 owner of Gordon Farm.
Evanston, HI. — North Shore Bcstg.
Co. Inc., 1330 kc, 500 w, day; estimated
cost $19,597. Applicant is also licensee
of WEAW (FM) Evanston and owner
of WOKZ-AM-FM Alton, 111. Filed
May 9.
TV APPLICATIONS
Minneapolis, Minn. — Northwestern
Theological
Bible Training School, Seminary
commercialand applicant
for
Ch. 9 (186-192 mc), 25.8 kw visual, 12.9
kw aural, antenna 260 feet. Estimated
construction cost $267,919.72; no estimate given for operating costs and
revenue. Minneapolis.
Applicant is licensee
of KTISAM-FM
Filed Apr.
30.
Lynchburg, Va. — Old Dominion Bcstg.
Corp., Ch.
13 (210-216
mc), 2.68
visual,
1.34 kw
aural, antenna
2143 kwft.
Estimated cost $160,929. First year operating costs and revenues undetermined.
Applicant
is also licensee
WWODAM-FM Lynchburg.
Filed of May
8.
Lynchburg, Va. — Lynchburg Bcstg.
Corp., Ch. 13 (210-216 mc), 2.5 kw
visual, 1.25 kw aural, antenna 2198 ft.
Estimated cost $105,630; first year operating cost $75,000; first year revenue
$75,000. Filed May 8.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WGNC-AM-FM
C— Assignment of licenseGastonia,
from TheN. Citizens
National Bank of Gastonia, Executor
and Trustee of the Estate of F. C. Todd,
deceased, to Catherine T. McSwain for
an amount
to beis determined.
Catherine McSwain
one of beneficiaries
under
Mr.
Todd's
will
and
is
to
becomeof
owner of station upon distribution
the will. Filed May 4.
KVRS Rock Springs, Wyo. — Transfer
of control Wyoming Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Marjorie L. McCracken
to five others through sale of 100%
interest for $59,486. Transferees are
Rock Spring Newspapers Inc., 51%;
President David G. Richardson, 24%,
owner 45% Rock Spring Newspapers
Inc.; Vice President William C. Grove,
10%, applicant for new AM station in
Wheatland,interests;
Wyo. andFrank
holder
of other
broadcast
Flynn,
10%,

KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo. commerci;
manager; Larry Birleffi, 5%, KFB
sports director. Filed May 4.
WIBL Medford, Mass.— Transfer ft
control Conant Bcstg. Co. Inc., pei
mittee, from C. H. Glovsky, H. !
Glovsky, H. A. Glovsky and N. ,
Douglas to Sherwood J. Tarlow throug
sale of 100% for $2500. Mr. Tarlow
administrative director of Suffol
Knitting Co.,
torney.
FiledLowell,
May 8.Mass. and an a
S. C.from
— Transfi
of WRNO
90 sharesOrangeburg,
in WRNO Inc.
R. ]
EasleyMayto 8.Frank B. Best for $170
Filed
WMNB
North Adams, Mass.— A;
signment of license from Herbert I
Clark,
Robert
Hardman
and Jaird/
Gordon Keyworth,
a partnership
as Northern Berkshire Bcstg. Co. i jf
Northern Berkshire Bcstg. Co. Inc. > f
monetary consideration. Former par |t
ners continue to own y3 each in co
poration set-up. Filed May 9.
KLAS Las Vegas, Nev. — Transfer
25% interest in Las Vegas Bcstrs. Ini
licensee, from R. W. Eldredge to Frei
erick G. Stoye and R. G. Jolley fi
total of $15,000. Mr. Stoye is prese:
owner of 25% and will then ow
33%%. Mr. Jolley is present owner
48%% 10.and will then own 65.41%. Fill
May

Okla. Valley
— Assignme
of KWCO
license Chickasha,
from Washita
Best
Corp. to Clarence E. Wilson and Phil
D. Jackson d/b as Washita ValL
Bcstg.
Co. partnership.
No money involved.
ers prefer
Filed MayOw 1 -■
WEKZ
Monroe,
Wis.
—
Assignment
construction permit from Kenneth %
Stuart,
R. Scheutze,
ScheutzeWillard
and Doran
ZwygartEdwin
d/b 1
Green County Bcstg. Co. to Gret
County Bcstg. Co. Inc. No money i; }
volved.
Former partners own 25 each under corporate set-up. Fil
May 10.
Deletions .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan.
AM 15. FM 38. TV 0. New deletioi
effective dates and reasons follow
WJGC
Bowling
Green, permit,
Ky.— J. May
Gra
ville
Clark,
construction
Forfeited through non-compliance wr i
grant conditions.
WSTK Mt. Jackson, Va.— Frank . 5
Fletcher tr/as County Bcstg. Servii
construction permit, May 3. Forfeits
(Application for Woodstock, Va. nt:
pending.)
WACE-FM
Chicopee, Mass.
— Regioi
Bcstg.
Co., construction
permit,
May |
Economic.
: ::
AIEE

Meetings

it

TWO
general
meetings
of tf'
American
Institute
of Electric
Engineers
late summerhaveandbeen
fall,scheduled
H. H. Heff^
line, institute secretary, announc
last week. A Pacific general me<
ing will be held Aug. 20-23 in Po:
land, Ore., and a fall general mei
ing is set for Oct. 22-26 in C\e\
land. These are in addition to ff*
summer general meeting June i
29 in Toronto.

KOKOMO
is rich
market
the

I

Distribution of Listening Homes
224,200
"V
among stations . . .
EFF. SUVIN^^. WlOU . . . 67.0%
8MB RADIO
Latest Conlan Figures . . .

MO. FOOD STORES

#46,980,000
DRUG SALES
06,539,000
#6S*071,0OO,

WI0U
KOKOMO, INDIANA
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Rep: Weed & Co.

BROADCASTING

Telecast!

Additional Comments
(Continued from page 7U)
ard of Education; Illinois Institute
Technology; George Williams Cole. Peoria — Bradley U. Rockford —
rkford College; Public Schools.
l-ingfield — Springfield Junior College;
ard of Education. Urbana — School
trict #116.
Indiana
loomington — Indiana U. Lafayette
'urdue U. Indianapolis — Indiana
ntral
College. South Bend— U. of
re Dame.
Iowa
edar Rapids — Mt. Mercy Junior Cole;
Public
Schools.Teacher
Des Moines
Lincil
of Parent
Assns.;—
ike
U.;
Board
of
Education;
Indeadent School District.
Kansas
.awrence — U. of Kansas; Public
'tools.
Topeka — Washburn MuniciU.
Kentucky
auisville — Louisville Presbyterian
ninary; Southern Baptist Theological
ninary;
Louisville
Free Public Liry; Nazareth
College.
Louisiana
?.aton
Rougeand
— Louisiana
State College,
U. and
^cultural
Mechanical
te Charles — Mayor T. C. Price and
'ers. New Orleans — Xavier U.
Maryland
altimore — Goucher College.
Massachusetts
oston — Franklin Foundation (FrankTechnical Institute). Springfield —
Mic School System..
Michigan
etroitFlint
— U.— School
of Detroit;
MercyGrand
ColDistrict.
jids — Board of Education (Public
ools). Sault Ste. Marie — Public
i i ools.
Minnesota
[inneapolis — U. of Minnesota. St.
il — College of St. Catherine.
Mississippi
tate College — Mississippi State ColUniversity — U. of Mississippi.
Missouri
ansas City — Rockhurst College,
ingfield — Public Schools. St. Joseph
chool District of St. Joseph. St.
lis — Public School System.
Montana
illings — Public Schools; Eastern
ntana College; Rocky Mountain Cols; Billings Business College; State
lerintendent of Public Instruction;
incil of PTA. Great Falls— Public
ools. Missoula — Montana State U.
Nebraska
ti
maha — Creighton U.
Nevada
eno
—
Reno
United
Parent-Teachers
"in.
New Mexico
P(J ibuquerque
— Board of Education;
Jof New Mexico.
New Hampshire
urham — U. of New Hampshire.
New Jersey
ewark— Board of Education. New
nswick—U.Rutgers
U. Princeton—
iceton

New York
Buffalo — Board of Education; U. of
Buffalo;
Canisius
D'Youville
College; New
YorkCollege;
State College
for
Teachers. New York City — Child Education Foundation; Columbia U.; Barnard College; New York U.; City College; Board of Education; New School
for Social Research; Fordham U. and
Station WFUV-FM. Rochester— Board
of Education; Rochester Institute of
Technology. Syracuse — Syracuse U.
North Carolina
Chapel Hill— U. of North Carolina.
— Woman's
Raleigh
—Greensboro
North Carolina
CollegeCollege.
of Agriculture
and Engineering (all Consolidated U.
of North Carolina ) . Durham — City
Schools. Greensboro — Board of Trustees, Administrative School Unit. RaSchool System.
WinstonSalemleigh—— Public
Winston-Salem
Teachers
College.
Ohio
Akron — Board of Education. Cincinnati— Public School System. Cleveland
— Ursuline College for Women; Public
Schools. Columbus — Ohio State U.;
Public Schools; Capital U. Dayton —
U. of Dayton. Kent— Kent State U.
Oxford— Miami U. Toledo— U. of Toledo; Board of Education (WTDS-FM).
Oklahoma
Oklahoma City (Norman) — U. of
Oklahoma.
Oregon
Corvallis — Oregon State College. Eugene— Public Schools Lane County and
Public School System (Multnomah
County— KBPS ) .
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh — Mount Mercy College;
Duquesne U.; U. of Pittsburgh; Board
of Public Education.
Rhode Island
Providence — State Dept. of Education; Catholic School System of the
Diocese of Providence; Rhode Island
College of Education; Providence Bible
Institute; Superintendent of Schools.
South Carolina
Clemson
—
Clemson
Agricultural College.
South Dakota
Pierre — Pierre Independent School
District of Hughes County. Sioux Falls
— Augustana College.
Tenn>»ssee
Chattanooga — Public School System.
Knoxville — U. of Tennessee. Memphis
— Southwestern at Memphis (College).
Nashville — Vanderbilt U.
Texas
College Station — Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas. Denton —
North
StateCollege;
College.Independent
El PasoTexas Texas
Western
School District. Galveston— Galveston
Independent School District. Houston
— U. of Houston. San Antonio — St.
Mary's
U. of College;
San Antonio;
of the Lake
TrinityOurU. Lady
Texarkana — Public Schools. Waco — Baylor U. Wichita Falls — Midwestern U.
Utah
Logan — Utah State Agricultural College. Provo — Brigham Young U. Salt
Lake City— Public Schools; U. of Utah.
Virginia
Blacksburg — Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Charlottesville — U. of Virginia.
Norfolk
College of William and Mary;
School —Board.

10 fat 16. BMI

Another BMI "Pin l/p" Hit— Published by Peer

WALTZ
KENTUCKY
Rosemary Clooney — Col. 39333;
On Records:
p j j \-.w 1,1 Vir 20-0444: Bill Monroe — Col.
Red FoW.2263;Copas—
ic.;20
King
reld^lKinf^V
Io^3;A
Cowboy
Dec. 46311;
Ernest Tubb—
DayJack
24442;
oral
Lawrence Welk-C
^ 1786.
Flint
Kings — MacOn Transcriptions: The Saddle
Gregor; Novatime Trio— Thesaurus.

OADCASTING
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Washington
Olympia
—
Superintendent
Publicof
Instruction, State of Wash.; ofBoard
Education. Seattle — Washington State
School
Assn.; Seattle
Library; Directors'
U. of Washington;
SeattlePublic
City
Council; YMCA Technical Schools;
Seattle Committee on Adult Education.
Tacoma
School. — Tacoma Vocational-Technical
West Virginia
Charleston — Morris Harvey College;
Kanawha County Schools. Morgantown
— West Virginia U. Wheeling — Board of
Education.
Wisconsin
Eau Claire — Eau Claire State College.
Marinette — Public Schools. Milwaukee
— Marquette U.; Alverno College; Public Schools. Madison — U. of Wisconsin
and Wisconsin State Radio Council;
Milwaukee Vocational and Adult
Schools; Board of Vocational and Adult
Education.
Affiliates Showdown
(Continued from page 27)
continue. Leaders of the committee, which itself rejected the
idea of disbanding but left the
question up to affiliates throughout
the country, appeared well pleased
with the returns thus far. In putting the question to the affiliates,
after being rebuffed in its attempt
to dissuade the networks from cutting rates, the Committee said
flatly that "if any real effort is
going to be made to prevent a debacle in the radio industry, it must
be made by the affiliates."
Among the projects to be charted
by the committee for submission
to the affiliates — assuming a
permanent organization is decided
upon — are research activities, reviews of rate structures and network affiliation contracts, and a
study to make sure that the material showing radio's value as an
advertising medium gets into the
places where it will do the most
•Committee leaders undertook to
good.
dispel speculation that its operation on a more permanent basis
would conflict with BAB or other
established organizations. The committee has no intention to duplicate
existing structures, members said,
and in the case of BAB it will use
the bureau rather than compete
with it. BAB would be called upon
to handle, for example, those phases
of research for which it is best
adapted.
Difficult Choice
Even so, in many quarters it was
felt that a request for basic research by BAB would present the
bureau with a difficult choice. For
the networks, which in some cases
see no advantage to be gained by
such basic research, are also members of the BAB board and might
withdraw from the organization
rather than support a project of this
nature. CBS, for one, might withdraw its owned-and-operated stations inMaysuch
cuit,
7]. event [Closed CirAffiliates committee members,
however, take the position that they
are not antagonistic toward the
networks or any other segment,
but instead that their function is as
a protagonist of the radio medium
as a whole. In its first report to
affiliates, the committee took a

stand urging that research be used
for "the advancement of the radio
industry" rather than as a means
of "obtaining competitive advantage against others in the same inThe committee is expected to
make another full report to all afdustry."
following thisto week's
meeting.filiates
If it decides
incorporate,
the affiliates also would be given
a voice in the formation, election
of officers, etc. Although the election stage has not been reached,
observers felt the unanimity with
which Mr. Morency was chosen to
head the committee assures that
he would be urged to take a guiding
role
mittee.in any evolution of the comOther committeemen are:
George B. Storer, Fort Industry Co.,
who is treasurer; Kenyon Brown,
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.; Walter
Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee; R. M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis; Leonard
Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh; Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga.; Clair McCollough, of the Steinman stations;
John Patt, WGAR Cleveland and WJR
Detroit; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU
New Orleans; Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington; G. Richard Shafto, WIS
Columbia, S. C, and Hugh B. Terry,
KLZ Denver.
Preakness Coverage
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co. will
sponsor exclusive radio and television broadcasts of the Preakness,
$75,000 turf event, over CBS and
CBS-TV, May 19 (Saturday),
5-5:30 p.m. from Pimlico Track,
Baltimore, Md.

WLBII
MATTOON CHARLESTON
(20,000 pop.) (10,000 pop.)
500,000 POPULATION
in V2 millivolt primary

/ MATTOON

WLBH FILLS THE GAP
between your metropolitan
station coverage
W i ll II WLBII-FM
1170 KC 250 W. 96.9 mc 23,000 W.
J. R. Livesay, Pres. & Mgr.
HAL HOLMAN,
May 14, 1951

Nat'l Rep.
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Circuit
(Continued from page U )

...at

RTMA TO ASK CONGRESS
FOR REGULATION W RELIEF
APPEAL for relief from Regulation W curbing credit on radio-TV set purchases, will be
taken to Congress by Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. following denial of relief by Federal
Reserve Board.
Special RTMA committee named to handle
project, with Philip Dechert, Philco Corp., as
chairman. Group preparing testimony to present to House and Senate Banking & Currency
Committees.
Reserve Board refused to amend regulation
to permit application of TV set trade-ins
against 25% down payment requirement or to
transfer radio and TV receivers to household
furnishings category and thereby cutting down
payment to 15%. Board voiced belief present
slump in TV set sales is not due to credit
controls and doubted if relaxation of Regulation W would stimulate sales. Easing of rule
for sets would create competitive inequities
unless competing articles were given same
relief, board held.
RTMA Tax Committee has given House
Ways & Means Committee considerable data to
support its opposition to Treasury's proposal
to increase radio-TV excise tax from 10% to
25%. Higher tax would drastically affect
sales and result in loss of revenue from income
and excess profits taxes, largely offsetting
added revenue obtained, RTMA contended. It
pointed out market for TV sets must be found
in lower income groups and suggested increased tax will delay growth of TV broadcast
industry to profit-making status.
HEAVY DEMAND NOTED
FOR NARTB INAUGURAL
OVER 150 acceptances to NARTB inaugural
dinner June 5 received less than week after
announcement of affair, according to NARTB
Washington headquarters. Harold E. Fellows,
WEEI Boston, to be installed as president at
dinner, to be held at Hotel Statler, Washington.
Judge Justin Miller, now president, will become chairman of board.
Proceeds of $20-per-plate dinner will go to
Johnny Gillin Memorial Fund [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, May 7]. Present indications
point to attendance of several hundred.
SHERRILL TAYLOR TO L. A.
SHERRILL TAYLOR, sales promotion manager of KSL Salt Lake City, named sales promotion director of KNX Hollywood and
Columbia Pacific. He succeeds Tony Moe,
named sales promotion director of KTSL (TV),
CBS O&O outlet in Hollywood. Mr. Moe replaces Ralph Taylor. Changes effective May 28,
according to Wilbur S. Edwards, director of
KNX and Columbia Pacific.
AT&T RELAY EXPANSION
AT&T today (Monday) is placing additional
radio relay TV channels into service from
Cincinnati and Columbus to Dayton, permitting
Cincinnati and Columbus, which have been
receiving TV network programs via Bell System facilities since 1949, to originate programs
for network.
Page 106
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BMB WINS TAX SUIT
IN FEDERAL COURT
SUIT of Broadcast Measurement Bureau for
exemption from federal taxes as nonprofit
business league reported in favor of industry
research agency by Tax Court of United States.
Sum of around $60,000 involved in litigation.
Decision permits dissolution of agency, on
inactive status since last year. While assets
of BMB go to Broadcast Audience Measurement, its successor, belief expressed NARTB
can be reimbursed in large part for loans said
to total around $75,000. Another $15,000 loan
made by AAAA.
Stipulated facts in case submitted to court
Oct. 28, 1949. Question involved was whether
BMB was exempt from Federal income tax
as business league under Sec. 101(7) of Internal Revenue Code. BMB contended it was
not organized for profit and earnings did not
go to shareholders. Suit involved tax for
fiscal year ended June 30, 1946.
Court did not hand down general decision
on this type of business operation but merely
held that BMB was not taxable in view of
manner in which books were kept.
WIS. COMMITTEE FAVORS
BILL LEGALIZING GIVEAWAYS
LOCAL & State Government Committee of
Senate of Wisconsin recommended passage of
bill providing for legal broadcast of radio and
television giveaways in Wisconsin. If Senate
votes approval this week, as did Assembly
unanimously fortnight ago, and governor signs
bill, Wisconsin will be first state to legalize
giveaways by legislation.
Senate group, in executive session, voted
down amendment to the radio bill legalizing
bingo games for charitable organizations.
When bill was first heard by committee last
week, Wisconsin broadcasters appearing in
defense of giveaways were Ben Laird, WDUZ
Green Bay and president of Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn.; Howard Dahl, of WKBH LaCrosse; and George Frechette of WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, with Attorney Edwin Wilkey of
state association.
ALLISON TO RADIO SALES
MILTON F. (Chick) ALLISON, New York
sales representative of WBBM Chicago, rejoins Radio Sales as account executive and Sam
Maxwell Jr., WBBM salesman, replaces Mr.
Allison, both effective today (Monday). Mr.
Allison is former sales manager of WPEN
Philadelphia and WLW Cincinnati. Mr. Maxwell has been on CBS sales staff since 1947.
ARTHUR CHURCH HONORED
KMBC Kansas City President Arthur B.
Church will be honored in special one-time
CBS broadcast of Brush Creek Follies next
Saturday, 9:30-10 p.m., in connection with
KMBC's month-long celebration of Mr.
Church's "30 years and 30 days" of broadcasting, CBS announced Friday. Follies has been
KMBC local series for 14 years. Special network show will include dedication ceremony
for KMBC Radio and TV Center.

effective date if stations insist on adherenc
to notice clause of affiliation contracts. Nc
have there been cancellations.
SURVEY of FM set demand among distribi
tors in two-score areas, near completion ;
NARTB, expected to show supply inadequai
in over four-fifths of cases.
YOU CAN write off Kearney resolution (
Res. 214) for select committee investigatk
of FCC, unless there are extenuating circun
stances not now foreseen. New York Repr
sentative introduced resolution "by reques
and it was aimed at FCC reorganization pis
setting up Broadcast Bureau. Since parti'
apparently are "satisfied" with appointmen
thus far made, resolution probably won't
pressed.
"TELEVISION is doing to Warner Bros, wh
Warner Bros, did to the silents." That cor
ment from Hollywood motion picture-rad
personage after story broke that Warner Brc
would sell their empire for $25 million. De
since called off, but likely to be revived (s:
story, page 76).
IN RE strained feeling over standby fe
charged by Television Authority for sho-\
using armed services talent, George Heller, n
tional executive secretary, may call on Dej
of Defense this week. Unfavorable newspap
publicity may have prompted personal visit
attorney for department.
ATTENTION educators and regulator
NARTB's TV organization will give teleca;
ers chance to build up record on their mo
under-rated achievement — educational pi
gramming. Some educators bemoan purport
dearth of instructional programs; its op>
secret that many professors and instructo
suddenly become dollar conscious if approach
to ride TV airwaves.
BELMONT ANSWERS
BELMONT DISTRIBUTOR Inc., Chicago,
cooperation with Belmont Radio and its su
sidiary, Raytheon TV, same city, began si
week campaign Thursday in Chicago Tribv
with full-page ad answering, "Should I w;
awhile
or buy about
a TV prices,
set now?"
Firm new
answer
11 questions
quality,
Ul
channel, excise taxes, credit regulations a
color. All six ads will center on thei
that public should buy now. Agency is Cow
& Dengler, New York.
MONTEREY STATION SALE
APPLICATION for sale of KMBY Monter
Calif., to be filed with FCC in few days. Pi
chasers are Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wich
Falls, Tex.; George L. Coleman, California a
Oklahoma businessman, and with Mr. Bro
stock owner in KGLC Miami, Okla., and Hai
L. Crosby Jr., of Bing Crosby Enterpris
Price understood to be near $50,000. Prest
owners of KMBY are L. John Miner and T
R. Wrathal, operating as Monterey Broadca
ing Co., partnership. KMBY is 250 w out
on 1240 kc.
KFSB SUES BALL CLUB
KFSB Joplin, Mo., filed $15,000 damage s
against local baseball team in wake of cut
of May 8 broadcast of Cardinal-Giant Natic:
League game. Circuit court earlier had
hearing May 17 on KFSB plea for injunct
against ban of St. Louis broadcasts wl
Joplin team plays at home. Injunction
volves Griesedick Brewing Co., Ruthrauff
Ryan and Joplin team.
BROADCASTING
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Thirty years ago, on April 21, 1921,
KMBC of Kansas City, first radio station
in the Heart of America, was founded.
For three decades, KMBC has grown —
broadcasting in the public interest to the highest degree —
developing confidence and loyalty among its millions of listeners — rewarded with audience preference in total rated hours
almost 3 to 2 over the closest competition.
For thirty years, the "Heart of America", too, has been enjoying aphenomenal growth — population is greater by 52 per
cent. It has prospered — retail sales have increased by three
quarters of a billion dollars. Higher ratings, greater population, more money can mean but one thing to KMBC advertisers
—lower cost per thousand listeners.
Down through the years, KMBC has remained "first" in
radio in the midwest. Kansas City has taken its place among
the first markets in the nation.
Now, after thirty years and thirty days, The KMBC-KFRM
Team is proud to announce, combined with the 30th Anniversary, the Grand Opening on May 19th, of its new home — a
rededication of itself to the service of listener and advertiser
— the representation of faith in the future of broadcasting and

The KMBC-KFRM
6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE
PROGRAMMED

Team
BY KMBC

New glass-and-metal picture tube —
developed by RCA scientists and engine rs—gives17-inch
a
television picture
in a 20% smaller cabinet.
/\/oh/—ie/eM£/Ort

ivffih

a

bqc/ares

Bigger

Ideal for mass production techniques, compact, light in weight, and lower in cost, RCA's
glass-and-metal picture tube was a major advance in television history.
Now comes still another advance— based on
principles developed at RCA Laboratories— a rectangular glass-and-metal kinescope. Engineered
for the big 17-inch pictures you want in a receiver
that takes up less cabinet space — as much as 20%
less — the new kinescope gives you finer pictures

away

pfcft/tB —

sma/kr

iu6e/

than ever before ... in brilliant focus over every
inch of your television screen.
And, as another step ahead, RCA's rectangular picture tube offers an improved type of Filterglass faceplate .. . frosted Filterglass — it cuts reflection, and
gives sharper picture contrast.
*
*
*
See the latest wonders of radio, television,
tronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West
N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation
ica, RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y. 20, N.

IVor/c/ Leac/er

/n 'Rac/Zo —

^'rsf

and elec49th St.,
of AmerY.

See the new RCA Victor home teta
sion receivers— with the 17-inch re
tangular picture screen — at your RC
Victor dealer's today.

/n ~7e/eif/s/on
l
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CHET Farmer
RANDOLPH
Prairie
Livestock
Editor. Associate WIS Farm
Editor. Handles many agricultural remote broadcasts.
ART PAGE
WiS tor Form
Editor. Conducof DINNERBELL
TIME,
oldest farm service program in radio.

AL TIFFANY
Ace farm
— comments on allspecialist
news affecting
agriculture on the daily
FARM WORLD TODAY program—served byWLS Field
Staff andservices.
special wire

LARRY MCDONALD
Agricultural specialist on
the early morning FARM
BULLETIN BOARD program
-served by WLS Field Staff
and special wire services.

GLADYS SKELLY
Prairie Farmer Homemofe.
ing Editor. Appears regularly on
AIR PRAIRIE
EDITION.FARMER
The agricultural leadership enjoyed by WLS throughout the rich
Midwest is no mere accident. Rather, it is the result of the proper
DAVE SWANSON
Agricultural
marketmarket
specialist. Broadcasts
summaries Yards.
from U.S. Stock

application of radio's ever magic touch. WLS was established by the
Sears Roebuck Agricultural Foundation for the sole purpose
of serving agriculture. Owned since 1928 by Prairie Farmer,
America's oldest farm publication, it is only natural that the
station's interest should be toward agriculture.
WLS farm programs are planned and presented by men and women
who have spent a lifetime studying the problems of
agriculture — know just what times are best for reaching the
market— know just what types of programs are needed and wanted.
A few of these specialists are pictured on this page — all
exclusively WLS broadcasters.

BILL MORRISSEY
Livestock market expert.
Broadcasts daily market reports.

Thru years of service to the vast agricultural industry by these
and other station-specialists, WLS by proper application of
radio's ever magic touch has emerged as the undisputed agricultural
leader in the Midwest. No mere accident — but the result
of planned programming and service by the largest informed
agricultural staff in radio.

• . . omA

wi i&uMk

F. C. BISSON
Grain market specialist.
Broadcasts daily from the
studios of WLS.

off SoSbfo VatoJ&Xk
PAUL Farmer
JOHNSONEditor.
Prairie
Commentator on PRAIRIE
FARMER AIR EDITION.

This agricultural leadership has solid commercial value. The over
iVz billion dollar cash farm income ( 1 1 V2 % of the nation's total)
in the WLS effective coverage area (*) can be most profitably
tapped by the 50,000 watt voice of WLS. That is why leading
national and regional advertisers have consistently used WLS to
sell the 1,738,370 (*) radio families whose economy is so
greatly dependent upon agriculture.

1950 SURVEY OF BUYING POWER
WLS-BMB, 1949, 25-100% daytime
Radio Families in towns 25,000
and under, within WLS-BMB area.

When thinking of the Midwest, think of WLS and radio's ever
magic touch for effective coverage of this important agricultural
market. Your John Blair man has details — or write
WLS direct for additional proof.

CLEAR

CHANNEL

Home

of the NATIONAL

Barn

Dance

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK-REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

KGW
WHICH

THE

GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

tht

BROADCAST

MEASUREMENT

BUREAU

SURVEYS

PROVE
KGW's
LEADERSHIP
No other Portland radio station, regardless of power,
reaches as many radio families or provides a greater
coverage area. KGW's efficient 620 frequency is beamed
to cover Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington. BMB surveys prove KGW is doing
just that!
TOTAL
(From

BMB
1949

FAMILIES
BMB

Survey)
DAYTIME
350,030

KGW
Station
Station CB

337,330
295,470
192,630

Station D

Miss KGW, on recent Tour Test to Corvallis, made in cooperation with Oregon Motor Association, visits Chapman
Manufacturing Company, where Robert Wheeler, Plant
Engineer shows operation of hydraulic press. Wood waste
from Oregon's basic resource are utilized in making product
with a variety of uses. KGW's Comprehensive Coverage was
proved effective in Corvallis by this Tour Test. Second picture shows Tour Test car in front of big, new Gill Basketball
coliseum on Oregon State College Campus.

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C, or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED

THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGO
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY

&

CO
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Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879
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Business

Closed

Circuit

CBS RATE-CUT post-mortem: Of 197 affiliates,
only four are protesting- 10-15% reduction (33
of total had contracts which entailed their
consent). Two of four may possibly terminate
CBS affiliation.
INCREASE of more than 40% in number of
U. S. radio homes In 1940-50 decade will be
shown when Census Bureau completes preliminary estimate based on 1950 decennial
census. It's expected government agency will
find over 95% saturation, with total of more
than 40 million radio homes.
IT'S BELIEVED Census Bureau's television
set count will show one out of every eight U. S.
homes had video receiver as of April 1950,
when enumerators knocked on more than 43
million doors. TV circulation doubled between
April 1950 and January 1951.
CONSTERNATION permeated National Republican Committee headquarters in Washington last week after Senate Minority Leader
Wherry, of Nebraska, all but got on Senator
Bill Benton (D-Conn.) bandwagon in connection with educational television. Question
posed was whether Republican party officially
was advocating something approaching government ownership or at least direct control over
radio-TV operations.
FCC WILL go all-out in Senate for restoration
of House-inflicted cut in its appropriation of
$6,575,000
evenof $6NPA
million,
but it'sfreeze
concerned to
about an
effect
indicated
on all station construction [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 14] which, if it sticks, would
substantially reduce FCC work-load and militate against increased funds.
R. J. REYNOLDS Co., Winston-Salem (Camel
cigarettes), planning to add radio markets to
its present spot announcement campaign near
military installations, through William Esty,
New York.
IT MAY BE all moot now that ABC chairman
and principal owner, Edward J. Noble, has announced calling off of negotiation for disposition of his network, but Dept. of Justice was
at least poised to look into whole transaction
last week. It's reported that Senator McCarran (D-Nev.), chairman of Judiciary Committee, had requested Anti-Trust Division to
probe transaction, presumably at request of
ABC affiliates.
SELECTION of city for 1952 NARTB convention likely to be tossed back into board's
lap by its site committee. Board picked New
York at April session but committee decided
not to act after comparing higher costs with
Chicago rates.
ENTER NAME of Carl Loeber, State Dept.
communications expert, as candidate for chief
engineer of FCC to succeed Curtis B. Plummer,
who becomes chief of newly created Broadcast
Bureau June 4. Edward W. Allen Jr., chief of
(Continued on page 9U)
Page 4
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Upcoming
May 21-23: Parts Distributors Conference and
Show, Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
May 24-25: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters,
Carolinian Hotel, Nags Head Beach.
May 31 -June 2: National Sales Executives Convention, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
June 4-6: NARTB Board of Directors, NARTB
Headquarters, Washington.
June 5: NARTB Inaugural Dinner, Hotel Statler,
Washington.
(More Upcomings on page 74)
Bulletins
GENERAL FOODS' Baker's Coconut, through
Young & Rubicam, New York, planning oneweek spot announcement campaign or network
show tionbefore
Father's
for coconut
cake. Day for special promoTEXAS CO. RENEWS BERLE
ON NBC-TV FOR SEASON
TEXAS Co. renews Milton Berle television
show for 1951-52 season on NBC-TV, Tuesday, 8-9 p.m., after earlier negotiations with
DuMont and ABC-TV. Berle show will take
13-week hiatus after June 12, returning in midSeptember.
Although Mr. Berle has exclusive contract
with NBC-TV, it does not go into effect until
1952 and thus Texas Co. retained rights to
program for coming season. Kudner Agency,
New York, handles account.
WYATT & SCHUEBEL NAMED
JOHN FALKNER ARNDT, Philadelphia (advertising agency) has appointed Wyatt &
Schuebel, New York, to serve as its radio and
television department, effective immediately.
Among its accounts Arndt firm lists following:
American Oelan Tile; Belrug Mills (carpets),
Drexel furniture, House & Garden, Procter
Electric Co. (appliances), Philadelphia Coke
Co. and Stangle Pottery (dinnerware).
WMT
RAISES RATES
RATE increase in many classes effected by
WMT Cedar Rapids, la., according to William
B. Quarton, general manager. Main exception
is Class D series, unchanged. Noon spots up
$5, for example, with noon hourly rate up $25.
Top boost around 20%, with average of 10%.
SERVICE TO FARMERS
FARM market news now broadcast by
1,200 radio stations, Dept. of Agriculture
announced on eve of 30th anniversary of
first market broadcast. Pioneer program
was heard May 21, 1921, on KDKA Pittsburgh. Radio stations are major factor
in helping growers solve their marketing
problems, according to department, putting them on more nearly equal bargaining- basis with buyers and helping
trade do better marketing job. Radio's
market news helps prevent market shortages and gluts, it was explained. Market
news now Supplied by 144 field offices.

Briefly
WHEATIES SPECIAL # General Milli
Minneapolis (Wheaties), to sponsor No Schoc
Today, children's program on ABC, Satui
day, 9 a.m., on May 19 and 26. Agency, Kno
Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
KULA APPOINTS # KULA Honolulu, h;
appointed Adam J. Young Jr., New York, i
its U. S. representative. Jim Fletcher, <
Young firm, has flown to Honolulu to conf<
with KULA manager, Jack Burnett.
NETWORK NEWS SHOW & Puritan Co. .
America, Chicago, for Realemon, starting Me
28 will sponsor Julian Bentley, WBBM Ch
cago news editor, on five-a-week CBS sho->
2:55-3 p.m. (CDT) during summer. Agenc
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
RALSTON BUYS ® Ralston Purina Co., £
Louis, June 9 begins sponsorship of half-hoi
weekly Space Patrol on 33 ABC-TV east ai
mid-west stations Saturday, 6-6:30 p.m. (EDT
Contract for 13 weeks. Agency, Gardner Ad
Co., St. Louis.
WHITE ROCK TEST # White Rock Sparklh
Beverages, effective May 31, sponsors B
Joe's Happiness Exchange, on WABD (T\
New York, Thurs. 11-12 p.m., on test period
month. Agency, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Nt
York.
AGENCY NAMED # E. J. Brach Candy G
Chicago, names Ai-thur Meyerhoff Agenc
same city, to handle its advertising. Rad
and television will continue to be used. Ma
shal Kissel is account executive. Account w
handled previously by J. Walter Thompson.
MBS AFFILIATES GROUP
TO HOLD RATE SESSION
WITH radio rates on agenda as first maj
problem, MBS affiliates Advisory Committ
is being formed and will hold organizati
meeting in New York next Monday (May 21
Earl M. Johnson, Mutual vice president
charge of station relations, announced Fridc
Mutual is only one of four major networ
which has not announced reductions in tii
costs to advertisers, but is expected to folk
lead taken by CBS and pursued since by NI
and ABC (see story page 23).
MBS said 14-man pro-tem MAAC is bei
set up as step toward development of strong
network-affiliate
relations,
and that
will a'
serve
as nominating
group
for it
permane
MAAC to be elected by Mutual affiliates. I
tial meeting will hear report from Muti
officials on network rate analyses in prepai
tion since CBS announced its rate cut pi
in mid-April.
Named to pro-tem committee were : Ge
Cagle, KFJZ Fort Worth; John Clegho
WHBQ Memphis; Grover Cobb, KVGB Gr<j
Bend, Kans.; Robert Convey, KWK St. Lou
Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF Bellaire, Oh !
Paul Fry, KBON Omaha; George C. Hat
KALL Salt Lake City; Rex Howell, KF
Grand Junction, Colo.; Frank Katzenti
WKAT Miami Beach; Charles A. King, WK. '
Rome, N. Y.; E. J. McKellar, KVOX Moo ;'
head,
McRaney,
Columb ? 1
Miss.; Minn.;
James Bob
Murray,
KQV WCBI
Pittsburgh;
Charles Smithgall, WGGA Gainesville, Ga.
BROADCASTING
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PENNA.

WGAL-TV is the only television station located in
this thriving market. Its coverage area includes:
Lancaster, York, Lebanon, Dauphin (Harrisburg) ,
Berks (Reading), Cumberland and adjacent vicinities— with a population of more than one million —
spending approximately one billion dollars yearly.*
(*U.S. Census figures)
WGAL-TV

PRODUCES

RESULTS!

Here's a typical Success Story:
The Keystone Moving Company sponsors a world
news and sports program on WGAL-TV three times
a week from 12:00 to 12:10 A.M. Recently, one
live announcement was made on the program offering, free, a plastic coin holder. The announcement
at 12:05 A.M., showed the holder and mentioned its
use. 384 requests were received following the
telecast. Requests are still being received. Cost
per inquiry thus far — less than 1§.

A Steinman Station
NBC
TV-Affiliate

Show your product — release your sales message — in a proven Buying Market. Let WGAL-TV get results
for you!

\

g
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022

VACUUM

IN THIS BROADCASTING
Network Radio Stand Demanded
Football Revolt Seen on TV
Magazines Spend $2.3 Million in Radio-TV
Noble Leaves Door Open on ABC Sale
Building Restrictions Hit Industry
In Review
License Renewal Changes Finalized
Cottone Urges Richards Denial
Pollio Dairy Finds Radio Sales Therapy
Functional Music Contracts Amended
WPIX (TV) Surveys Sports Stimulus
Neubert Cites Radio's Pull for Retail Sales ....

TYPE

In the Continental 315 Transmitter...
both variable and fixed vacuum type
capacitors are used in all tuned circuits
in the power amplifier output. The
reliability of this type of capacitor
has been proven by exhaustive tests
and use in many high frequency

TELECASTING Starts on Page 59
DEPARTMENTS
40
New Business 20
Agency
Beat
10
Aircasters
80 On All Accounts 10
Allied Arts
83 On Dotted Line 44
Book Review
18
Editorial
50 Open Mike
12
50
FCC Actions 84 Our Respects
FCC
Promotions, 77
Premiums
FeatureRoundup
of Week ... 91
14 Programs,
Front Office 56 Strictly Business . 14
Milestones
13 Upcoming
74

applications.
*
Because of the extremely low power
factor inherent in this type capacitor
. . . the stability of tuning is not affected

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Fred Fitzgerald, Associate Editors; Jo Hailey, Makeup Editor;
Tyler ment
Nourse,
Copy Editor;
DaveChristopher,
Berlyn, AssignEditor. STAFF:
Lawrence
John
H. Kearney, Wilson D. McCarthy, John Osbon, Allen
Riley. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Kathryn Ann
Fisher, Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Jean D. Statz,
Keith Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Orme; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE. Manager; Roger K. Baer, Doris J.
Buschling, Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Motta, Warren
Sheets.

by temperature or aging. Likewise,
power losses are minimized because of
this low power factor and high circuit
efficiencies are obtained.

PRODUCERS

OF

Complete transmitters
• Radio
frequency inductors * Isolation
inductors • Aluminum coupling
cabinets • Antenna coupling units
Power division and phase control
units • Rectifiers - Amplifiers
I FM-AM Isolation units
m
Arc-back indicators.

IF

f
New home of
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD
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NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small. Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
3G0 N. Michigan Ave.. Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, Neivs Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building. Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman.
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission. EMpire 4-0775;
James
Montagnes.
Broadcasttnc * Magazine was founded in 1931 bj n
Broadcasting
Inc., usingof the
Broadcasting * —Publications
The News Magazine
the title:'Fifth*
Estate.
Broadcast
Advertising
and Broadcast
Reporter
in 1933.* was acquired in 1932
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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We're

Proud

Bee

Ba^dikiaii

of

(But We
Can't Say
We're
Surprised)

Ben

Bagdikian

is the reporter whose

critical study

of the "Pitchmen of the Press — Pegler, Pearson,
Winchell and Fulton Lewis— won for the Providence
Journal-Bulletin

The

George

Peabody

Foster

Award

The citation said in part, . . . "to a brilliant young
reporter Ben H. Bagdikian, who, in a series of lively
articles, carried out the most exacting, thorough and
readable checkup of broadcasts by Walter Winchell,
Drew

Pearson

and Fulton

Lewis

Jr."

Naturally this pleases us. But we can't say we're surprised. For Ben Bagdikian is just one member — though
a good one — of a first-class newspaper team. Day in and
day out — mornings, evenings and Sundays — this team
gives the people of Rhode Island a readable, realistic
picture of their world, their nation, their state and city.

(The George Foster Peabody
Awards are designed to
recognize outstanding and
meritorious public service
rendered each year.)

We don't say that all our reporters get citations, or
that all our stories win medals. But we DO say that the
combined efforts of this team have won for us the most
important prize any daily newspaper can have — the
interest and confidence of the people of our community.

ROVIDENCE
JOURNAL-BULLETIN
Represented Nationally
by WARD-GRIFFITH CO., Inc.

: Providence

Journal

The

Evening

Radio
OADCASTING

•

Bulletin

The Providence

Sunday

Journal

Station WPJB

Telecasting
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|f or the fifth consecutive year, Mister PLUS

And what a view!

stands alone at the peak of the mountain
More than twice as many actual listeners .

called Sunday Afternoon.

tuned to the Mutual Broadcasting System
Other networks get up into the foothills,

as to any other network . . .

but the view from the top is
reserved strictly for Mutual clients.

Far more than double the homes-per-dolla

the

system

Z

MUTUAL

broadcasting

the close up:

delivered by any other network. . .
Yes, on Sunday afternoons, Mutual clients
are getting the largest audiences in all network
radio— at the lowest costs of all.

j And there's room at the top for you!

AVERAGE R/U/NGS
7.3
MBS
NETWORK X
3.5
NETWORK Y
3.0
NETWORK Z

AVERAGE HOMES/t
MBS
143
NETWORK X 319
122
NETWORK Y
121
NETWORK Z

3.1 Index— Oct. '50-Feb. '51
Source: Nielsen Radio
for ratings;
'50-Jan.
(or homes-perdollar
data. Oct.
Averages
for all'51commercial
pro:
grams (except religious) 12-6 p.m. Sundays.

agency

M

ORTIMER BERKOWITZ, general manager of American Weekl
and Comic Weekly-Puck and officer of Hearst organization, t
Grey Advertising, N. Y., as vice president and stockholder.

CHARLES H. LILIENFEID, account executive Schwimmer & name
Scot ;
Chicago, named vice president.
NEIL O'BRUEB, supervisor-writer Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
supervisor of all K & E radio and TV commercials.

!ii

EDWIN J. HUGHES appointed media director John W. Shaw Agent
Chicago. DAVID E. GUERRANT, Campbell-Ewald, Chicago, appoints
copy director. RALPH T. STEWART, MacFarland-Aveyard, Chicag
named production manager.
E. F. PYLER appointed production manager Lannan & Sanders, Dalla

FILMORE MANDL has bought Walter L. Rubens & Co., Chicago agenc
of which he has been vice president, and changed name to Filmore Ad f
vertising. WALTER L. RUBENS, former president of agency, to J
Paul Lefton agency, same city, as account executive.

Yes,

sir. . . coming

up!

If you want more than just talk, talk, talk —

on all accounts

i
it

if the success of your advertising campaign
depends on extra promotion, extra merchandising, extra leg work at the point of sale . . .
the Rocky Mountain

Broadcasting System is

your answer.
Ask General Mills; ask Miller Brewing Company; ask Purina Ralston — ask any one of
many advertisers for whom

we have done an

an outstanding job. And ask . . .
GEO.
P.
ABOUT THE

HOLLINGBERY

CO.

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
SERVING ALL OF
UTAH
• IDAHO

SALT LAKE CITY
•

MONTANA

PRES. F. C. CARMAN . . . VICE PRES. S. JOHN SCHILE
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NEVADA

day before he was to leave f<
identALBI
the Chicago he received a much moi :
andN head
JONES,of -vice
EST
ERNpres
New York office of Mac- lucrative offer from the Polish Da
Manus, John & Adams, Detroit, is News in Detroit. He became bus
a gifted young man who ran a ness manager of the paper ar
stayed with it for several month
trumpet into a vice presidency.
By that time Mr. John had £
After a boyhood in Jamestown,
N. Y., he took the trumpet to the opening for Mr. Jones and invitf
him to join the agency. Mr. Joni
U. of Michigan where he counterpointed his courses in English and did and was named production lc
man on the Pontiac account
economics with extra curricular
1941 he was appointed assistai
sessions with school bands. Mr.
account executive on the $2 millic
Jones blew hot, and soon had
operation of Dc
lighted a fire
enChemical. Sometir
thusiasm in of
school
later he became fi
authorities that
account executive i,
crackled into a varDow and remained
sity show featuring
that position un
the band and man1946, when he wby Mr. Jones.
The agedfollowing
transferred to h
Pontiac account
year, when Pontiac
account executive^
put on a series of
In 1950 he w;
broadcasts called
Pontiac Varsity
named vice pres.
Shoiv, Mr. Jones,
dent, and on Jan. 1
whose reputation had
1951, ofhethebecarti
head
agencj
filtered north, was
named the student asnewly
opened Ne
York offices.
sistant on the proCurrently t\
gram. It was in that
capacity that he met
is plannii
aagency
fall TV
progra
W. A. P. John, now
Mr. JONES
chairman of the
for Pontiac. Oth
board of MacManus,
radio and TV a
John & Adams. Mr John was
counts are Susquehanna Mills, Ti)
so impressed with the young stu- ken Works, maker of heating uM
dent that he promised him a job at and Bendix Aviation Corp.
the Detroit agency upon his graduThe Jones' — she is the form
ation. However, when Mr. Jones did
Marian
Wellman — have bei
get his degree the depression had married Lois
since 1939.
They ha
set in. Instead of going to work
in the agency, he was offered a job three children, Biff, 9; Christir
(Continued on page 89)
with the Chicago Tribune, but the
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Why

don't

grab

off

YOU

beat

iUL GERHOLD, manager of research Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.,
to Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., as director of research.
WILLIAM T. ADAMS, copy chief J. Walter Thompson
Co., elected president of Copy Club of Los Angeles.
CHARLES E. LASHER, Young & Rubicam Inc., Hollywood, named vice president. ALBERT S. WHITE,
Mogge-Privett Inc., secretary-treasurer.

Ir. Gerhold

this

Lush

Market...

HENRIETTA SHARON AUMENT appointed public
relations consultant Lindsay Adv. Agency, N. Y. She
was director of magazine public relations for USO
during World War II.

ILLIAM DRAGER, Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckrdt, same city, in research division as account research director.
A.RRISON DAVIS, partner Fielder, Sorensen & Davis, S. F., elected
esident of San Francisco Advertising Club. ARTHUR M. ARLETT,
,count executive West-Marquis Inc., S. F., elected vice president, and
' ARY MULCAHEY, S. F. County Medical Society, elected secretary.
.AIRE SHERIDAN, DuMont Network, to J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.,
■ program assistant on Kraft TV show.
[KA STANDEN, New York Herald-Tribune staff, to Kenyon & Eckrdt, N. Y., in copy department.
£GGY READ, personnel manager Young & Rubicam, S. F., returns to
tive duty with U.S. Air Force as captain. She is succeeded by NORMA
)GIANI, formerly with agency's contact department.
!RBY CULVER, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
account executive.
5NNETH McKENZIE Jr., copy chief Neale Adv. Assoc., L. A., to
ins and copy staff Martin R. Klitten Co., same city.
3ROTHY LAWRENCE, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., returns to Kenyon
Eckhardt, N. Y., in copy department.
ANSFIELD ADV. CLUB, Mansfield, Ohio, admitted to membership
Advertising Federation of America, as 99th senior club to join.
.BERT J. DUBOIS, Petri Wine Co., S. F., to Brooke, Smith, French &
■ trrance, Detroit, as merchandising manager.
,"DD HEMMICK, art director of Good Housekeeping, to Kenyon &
•khardt, N. Y., as art director.
SEPH McNEILL, Merchandising Factors Inc., S. F., to A. Carlisle
;Co., S. F.
SANK M. LEONARD named director of public relations Federal Adv.,
Y. He was with Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
WDERSON, SMITH & CAIRNS Ltd., Canadian subsidiary of Anderson
1 Cairns, N. Y., opens Toronto office at 50 King St. W., with R. V.
RTWHISTLE, formerly of McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto, as manager.
' ral
WALTER
THOMPSON
Gables, Fla.

Co. opens new offices at 220 Miracle Mile,

while

your

is 'Vacationing"?
One year ago, "Sponsor" magazine killed off a sacred
cow by adducing facts to prove that the sales opportunity in summertime radio is tremendously bigger than
some people think.
Here are a few of "Sponsor's" findings:
1. Only 4.3 percent of people are on vacation in
any average week from May to September.
2. While at-home listening drops off somewhat
(18% average), a 7% increase in away-fromhome listening helps narrow the gap.
3. In summer, as in winter, radio is a habit that
can be indulged (and is!) while people are doing
other things.
So here we are again on the threshold of another summer season. Why don't you take a practical advantage
of some advertisers' prejudices and be here with your
product while your competitor isn't! For information on
good availabilities, call the nearest HOLLINGBERY
representative.
Incidentally:
No other station in Rochester comes within miles of
WHAM's

coverage New
of the
city-and-rural Western
Yorkrich
market.

'iATTAN ENGLISH, production manager L. C. Cole Co., S. F., to
j A. Donahue Co., S. F., printers and lithographers. JOHN PORTER,
3 lrder & Ingrah Ltd., Oakland, will replace him.
)WARD KLETTER, president Products Advertising Corp., N. Y.,
lich produces DuMont's Cavalcade of Bands and Cavalcade of Stars
■ Drug Store Television Productions, is on three-week tour to set
j promotional and direct point of sale tie-ins in cities in which shows
; televised. TED BERGMAN, sales department of DuMont, and BOB
MESON,
. Kletter. DuMont's manager of station relations, are accompanying
A.LTER W. McKEE, vice president in charge of sales and merchandis(Continued on page 89)
iOADCASTING
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competition

The
WHAM

Strom berg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

1
Basic NBC — 50.000 watts — clear channel — 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
May 21, 1951
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Crystal Ball
EDITOR:
Will you please [advise] your
latest estimate on the number of
television sets which will be in
use as of Jan. 1, 1952.
Arthur C. Beck Jr.
Director of Research and
Media.
Liyidsey & Co. Inc.
Richmond, Va.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: estimates
The Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
that 5-6
million TV sets will be produced this
year. Add those to the 9.8 million sets
that BROADCASTING • TELECASTING estimated were in use as of last
Jan. 1, and the total TV set distribution
as of Jan.14.8
1, 1952,
to be
between
millionwould
and appear
15.8 million,
assuming
that
all
production
is
marketed.]
Art For Whose Sake?
EDITOR:
As a commercial broadcaster who
has been made to wince under
scathing, but non-constructive criticism at the hands of educational
broadcasters, may I respectfully
suggest to them and their partisans
that they abandon the tactics which
have caused their commercial
brethren to stay away from the
Institute for Education by Radio
in ever-increasing numbers year
by year . . .
After talking with many of the
educational broadcasters here in
Columbus last week, I was amazed
to find so many in agreement with
my thoughts. I got the impression

gvwwwwvww

open

where they can be sold and movin \
them from areas where they ari
collecting dust . . .
The above address [157 ChurcS
St.] will serve as headquarters fo1
the "FM Maldistribution CorreH

mike

that the many are being led by a
few "empire builders" who would
love to use public or endowed funds
to create an "arty" TV atmosphere
with no listeners or viewers and
therefore no education or public
service. . . .
If our house needs cleaning we're
going to require constructive and
specific criticism from the educators. In their fight for 500 TV
channels, I detect motives far from
public interest. In many cases, perpetuation of a threatened dynasty
could be one.
Bert Charles
General Manager
WVKO
(FM) Columbus,
Ohio
Less Than Met Our Eye
EDITOR:
I would like to criticize some of
your reporting in your issue of
May 7. On page 24, left hand
column, you have an item with a
very erroneous heading, namely
"RCA-Victor Buys 7 Half-Hours
on NBC." If you read the article,
you will find that what they actu-

ally did was to buy two half-hours
five participating announcements. Iain't mad — just want to
get the records straight.
Hugh A. L. Halff
President & Treasurer
WOAI San Antonio
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Thanks through
to sharpeyed Mr. Halff
for seeing
an
official
NBC
description
of
the
RCA-in
Victor contract. Five participations
NBC "Tandem Plan" shows do not add
up to five half-hours, no matter how
you agitate the comptometer.]
and

Chain Letter
EDITOR:
Perhaps it is true, as some
broadcasters claim, that manufacturers are not making enough FMtunable receivers. However, it appears to- me that maldistribution
is the cause of insufficient FM receivers in some sections and oversupply in others.
If such is the case I offer my
services gratis in bringing together
the "haves" and "have-nots." If
FM operators will let me know the
status of their localities I will issue
a bulletin from time to time for
the purpose of getting FM sets

Sol Chain
tion Center."
Vice President & General
Manager
WBIB (FM) New Have)
Conn.

Spend To Earn
EDITOR:
What seems to have started th
whole business of rate cutting
that some networks are so anxioi
to steal business from competith
networks that they will make a
tonishing and thinly-veiled rkf
concessions. New radio advertise:
are not being created.
The solution is to bring new rad
advertisers into the fold.
Let's assume that a network se
out to sell A&P. Suppose that tl
network has figured out that A& \
should buy four daytime 15-minu
strips, presumably non-contiguoi \
strips at contiguous rates. For til
sake
of this
example,
that the
annual
time let's
cost assun
was l
be $2 million and talent cost ft
million. Out of that $2 millkf
time cost, the network would pro 1
ably pay stations $600,000, ail
other direct costs to the netwoifl
might be $400,000. This wou

VMVVVWVVVWtVVVVVWVWVVVVVV^

essons

In

For twenty
synonymous

with

Leadership

years, the Reeves

leadership in sound

leadership, while

Soundcraft

name

has been

recording media. Such

it carries great prestige and satisfaction,

also imposes obligations and responsibilities.
The

lessons in leadership we

REEVES

have learned are these:

CORP.

/VVVV\AAVWA/VVWVVW\A\\VIA'^^
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10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y. Export— Reeves Equipment Corp., 10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!!

ve an annual mark-up of $1 milr
jThe network might decide that
I way to crack the A&P account
juld be to assign to that one sales
oblem a task force comprising a
||ector, a sales manager plus 25
^smen, a couple of promotion
n, a couple of research men and
iicellaneous clerical help. The
nual cost of such a task force
ght well be $400,000, and it might
felt the target could be reached
er two years of solicitation.
Since the network would have
tnt $800,000 on the solicitation,
H since it would be willing to
ego its mark-up during the "in
red period," it's apparent that
would break even on this ac.nt after the first nine months.
Dm that point onward, the deal
uld be worth $1 million to the
work, less a moderate sales and
svice expense.
\n account like A&P is like a
Ira-headed monster; you have
attack all the heads at the same
.e. The network would have to
a great deal of sales digging out
:he field. The network that had
-eally valuable service to offer
$P and sold it to them through
'arge-scale,
organized
ack would integrated,
have a much
better
nee of making a good sale than
vould under existing sales methwhich just skim over the sure and pick up the easy orders,
he key advantages of this meth-

od of operation are:
1. It results in applying maximum pressure where maximum
pressure is required — new business.
2. It results in getting added
business.
3. It has a great tax advantage.
The network could "buy" new business partly at Uncle Sam's expense
since the cost of "buying" it is an
expense instead of a capital item.
When I heard various estimates
of how many million dollars the
recent network rate reductions
could cost the networks, I couldn't
help wondering what would happen
if that kind of money were to be
poured into an "in the red operation" to bring new advertisers
into the fold.
Murray Carpenter
Co-owner & Gen. Mgr.
WABI Bangor, Me.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Mr.
speaks
with experience
in bothCarpenter
buying
and selling
radio
time.
Before 12becoming a broadcaster he spent
years
with Compton Adv.]
C. L. Eshleman
CHARLES L. ESHLEMAN, 69,
co-founder of the Griswold-Eshleman advertising agency, Cleveland,
died last Monday in Cleveland. He
had retired from active work in the
firm in 1947. Surviving are his
widow, Mrs. Lilian Eshleman, and
a daughter, Mrs. Herbert Schwartz,
of Cincinnati. The firm was founded 38 years ago.

Milestones.
► JOSEPH M. SEIFERTH, regional vice president of Liberty
Broadcasting System'sin Chicago,
central division
last Monday observed his 25th
year
—
and in
hisradio34th
birthday. Mr.
Seiferth, when he
was nine years
old, started working as an actor
Mr. Seiferth
on WSMB New
Orleans. He continued through
high school and Tulane U. as director of the Radio Players, and
then became audience promotion
manager of WJZ (ABC) New York.
He also headed his own television
production firm in New York. He
uary.
has been with Liberty since Jan► Western Slope Broadcasting Co.,
Grand Junction, Col., this month
enjoys a double anniversary. On
May 13, KGLN Glenwood Springs
marked its first birthday. May
also is the 25th anniversary of the
founding of KFXJ Grand Junction,
parent station of the company.
KFXJ offered its first broadcast

May 1, 1926, from Edgewater, Col.
It was then only a 10 w portable
unit, home constructed by Rex
Howell, early wireless experimenter, whocompany.
now serves as president
of the
► KFSD San Diego last month
celebrated its 25th year on the air.
To mark the occasion, NBC aired a
special program featuring Robert
Armbruster and his orchestra and
Larry Cotton, Evelyn Lynn, vocalists.
► WSPD
Toledo's
Two Sundays,
Henry's
and
Gene, aired
for 1,352
is now entering its 27th year. For
24 years the program has been
sponsored by the Abele Funeral
Home. The second generation of
the Abele family is now sponsoring
the show.
► WSPR Springfield, Mass., ABC
affiliate, will mark its 15th anniversary June 3. Station was
founded by Quincy A. Brackett,
president, and Lewis B. Breed,
treasurer. vwwwwv
www^
► WWNY Watertown, N.
Y., has
celebrated its 10th birthday anniversary. Celebration included a
(Continued on page 81)
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In Quality

The craftsmen using Reeves Soundcraft products know
they are the best, we can give them nothing less. The

leader cannot compromise on quality.

IT\
1
. Reeves Soundcraft has pioneered in the develn Development
. and3 methods
1
opment or.
many new \devices
applicable in the sound recording field. Our laboratories are years ahead of our
production facilities — and always will be so long as we choose to lead.

In

Reeves Soundcraft recogniz.es it cannot command

Pricing

mium

a pre-

in price for its products merely because it is an

acknowledged leader. We endeavor to produce custom-type products at mass
production prices.

REEVES— TWENTY

YEARS

OF

LEADERSHIP

IN

SOUND

ELECTRONICS

/VVYVWVYVVAAAVVVVW
Filter tubes
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Recording tape and discs

•
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•
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"NAME the Program."
That was the title of a promotion
contest conducted by WSBA York,
Pa., which station officials hoped
would create a ripple of interest in
the community. Even they were
happily amazed at the tidal wave
of enthusiasm it created.
Thetest "Name
the of
Program"
conwas the idea
Ethel Grey,

I/lei

There is a "strip" available
on my show ... A spot
every day, Monday
through Friday on WRC,
from 12:30-1:30 PM.
It's a sweet time location
with a string of success
stories from here to there.

new WSBA director of women's
programs. The contest was designed for a new 11:18 a.m. program, which is beamed at housewives and the community in general.
A local firm, Bear's Dept. Store,
was approached. Bear's not only
liked the idea, it provided prizes,
shared newspaper and movietrailer publicity, presented a fashion show tie-in and furnished premises for the prize awarding ceremonies.
Heavy listener response was immediate. Hundreds of entries
flowed in throughout the 3V2 weeks
of the contest. On the day that
the prizes were awarded 800 persons were jammed into the store
cafeteria to see the ceremonies.

Ethel Grey is shown interviewing
one of the judges. Behind them
are two other judges. The contest
winner is at left.
As many more heard the program
on other floors through a storespeaker
tie-in.
Some say
that it was the biggest
promotion stunt ever attempted in
York by either WSBA or Bear's.
Oh yes ! The entry winning first
prize termed the program, the
11:18 Local.

By THEIR
METHODS
Of INTER***™*
BMB flGORES

I've never tried to kid a
listener or a client . . . this
availability will not be
open very long. I'm proud
to say that spots just don't
stay open on my show.

Pick up your 'phone,
Time Buyer, and call
tional Spot Sales, or
might want to ring

strictly

Mr.
Nayou
Mai

Glascock, WRC Sales Manager, here in Washington
. . . It's the Gene Archer
Show!

YOUR BEST BUY IS
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL

Mr. MORSE
i ASEBALL and Palm Beach
both mean the warm
B suits
weather season to millions
of Americans. Therefore, it was
natural that our thoughts should
turn to baseball when they turned
to television as a Palm Beach ad
medium in '48 and scored a 'first'
in advertising circles."
This advertising philosophy is a
fundamental with Albert L. Morse,
vice president in charge of advertising for the Palm Beach Co., Cin-

Page 14
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business

Some agencies and adver
have been unwittingly turning up
the wrong answers through met!
of interpreting BMB figu
which fail to eliminate the f requ
misleading -popularity factor.

cinnati, manufacturer of suits
made from fabrics by Goodall-Sanford Inc. And today Palm Beach
expends about $750,000 annually
on TV and other media.
This organization has devc
Add to this wisdom the coma method of using I
pany's deep interest in cooperative
figures
which
keeps the record
advertising and you have the basis
straight on this important poin
for an association that may well
become as much a byword as base- — and is therefore uniformly fair
ball and hot dogs or soda pop.
to all types of stations, whet
Mr. Morse, who also is a vice
NBC,
CBS, ABC, Mutual
president of Goodall-Sanford and
or Independent.
who
Palm realized
Beach's
New headquarters
York branchat office,
We will welcon
four years ago that Palm Beach retailers would look to television, alopportunity to demonstra
though high programming costs
the value and soundr
conjured visions of a major stumof this m
bling block.
Two thoughts came to Mr. Morse
to agencies
advertisers
anywla:
and appeared to resolve the obstacle. One was that film prints
distributed to dealers could be
amortized in cost over hundreds of
stores similar to elaborate newsfI
paper mats. The other prompted
the Palm Beach executive to turn RADIO STATION REPRESENTA
to his old friend and neighbor,
22 EAST 40th STREET * NEW YORK 16,
Waite Hoyt, the Cincinnati sportscaster.
NEW YORK • ST. LOUIS
As the plan unfolded, Mr. Hoyt CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRAN
toured Florida baseball training
camps with Jack Solomon, Palm
Beach's film producer, and together
(Continued on page 82)
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HOOPER

PROVES

THAT

YOU

YOU'RE

RIGHT

KRNT
IOWA

TO

S RICHEST

THESE

KRNT

WHEN

BUY

SELL
MARKET
Don Bell, disc jockey —
Gene Emerald, disc jockey
(53.2%)singer — 12.7
13.9 (53.8%)
and

PERSONALITIES

Smokey Smith, western
Al Rockwell, late-evening
disc jockey
and singer
disc
—12.1
(36.3%)
(39%) jockey — 3.1

RACK

UP

Charles
newsGordon
Gammack,and ex-war
"Money .Man"
caster— McCuen,
12.8 (70%)
correspondent
news- Bill— Riley,
9.1 (35.7%)
. .
caster— 14.3 (49.7%) "Hey
Bob
(66.1%) Show" 15.7

HOOPERS

19 firsts (1 tie) and 3 seconds out of 22 rated periods.

AFTERNOON
EVEN
LATE

ING

16 firsts and 6 seconds out of 24 rated periods.
25 firsts and 12 seconds out of 56 rated periods,

EVEN

SUNDAY

I NG

7 firsts and 1 second out of 8 rated periods.

AFTERNOON

SAT U R DAY

D A YT I ME

Leads

7 firsts and 3 seconds out of 12 rated periods.
14 firsts (1 tie) & 3 seconds out of 20 rated periods.

Morning,

Afternoon,

and

Evening

KRNT scores THREE times more "wins" than the runner-up, ond more
"wins" by far than all 5 other Des Moines stations COMBINED! And look
here: Any KRNT quarter-hour newscast out-Hoopers any newscast on any
other station in Des Moines! (*C. E. Hooper Audience Index, Oct. '50 through
Feb. '51). G/ve a KATZ Man a call for the fabulous facts about this "KnowHow, Go-Now!" station.

SOADCASTING

Al Couppee, sportscaster
— 12.2 (36.7%)

THESE

ASTRONOMICA

MORNING

Russ Van Dyke, newscaster— 15.5 (57%)

• Telecasting

THE
REGISTER
AND
TRIBUNE
STATION

Represented by THE KATZ ACENCY
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Snow
BOISE

Scarce as good time and program availabilities are today, hardly a week ever
goes by in which

F&P

doesn't have at least a few top opportunities in the

important markets listed at the right. Over a period of time, we can help you
build such a choice selection of high-rated, low-cost programs that you may
wonder

why you ever even considered mere announcements.

Talk it over with F&P, and let us do some digging for you. That's the way
we like to work, here in this pioneer organization of radio and television
station representatives.

FT
REE

&

P
Jr

ETERS,

INC,

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.

EAST

PAUL?

SOUTHEAST
W dL- W dZA
WGR

Boston-Springfield
Buiialo
New York

WMCA
KYW

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

KDKA
WFBL

Syracuse

WCSC

Charleston, S. C.

WIS

Columbia, S. C.

WGH

Norfolk
Raleigh

WPTF
WDBJ
MIDWEST.

Roanoke

Cob
IND.
NBC
NBC
CBS

5,000
CBS
NBC
ABC
NBC

Des Moines

woe

Davenport

WDSM

Duluth-Superior
Fargo
Fort Wayne
Kansas City
Louisville

WAVE
WTCN
KFAB

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

WMBD

Peoria

KSD

St. Louis

KFDM

Beaumont

KRIS
WBAP
KXYZ

Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston

KTSA

San Antonio

MOUNTAIN

AND

5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000

CBS
5,000

WHO

KMBC-KFRM

5,000
5,000
50,000
50,000

SOUTHWEST

WDAY
wowo

50,UU0

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
CBS
NBC
ABC

50,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000

NBC

5,000

NBC-ABC
ABC

1,000
50,000

CBS

5,000
5,000

WEST

KDSH

Boise

KVOD

Denver

CBS
ABC

KGMB-KHBC
KEX

Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.

CBS
ABC

KIRO

Seattle

5,000
5,000
5,000
50,000

CBS

50,000

SUCCESSFUL RADIO AND TELEVISION J.ADVERTISING.
By New
E. F.York:
Seehafer and
W. Laemmar.
McGraw Hill Book Co. Inc. 574 pp.
$6.50.
AN ILLUMINATING, comprehensive text which combines the
academic with the practical, Successful Radio and Television Advertising isdesigned to explain the
basic precepts of radio-TV advertising and "to instill a better appreciation and understanding of
the American system of commercial radio." Co-authors are J. W.
Laemmar, J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, and E. F. Seehafer,
assistant professor of advertising,
U. of Minnesota.
Included are special topics heretofore only touched on in similar
texts: Selling time, measuring
sales effectiveness, building an audience, merchandising radio-TV,
evaluating radio and television circulation and regulating advertising on the air. Thorough coverage
is implemented with an analysis of
media tools through actual campaign follow-throughs. Over 100

book

reviews

industry specialists contributed
suggestions for the work.
Early chapters are devoted to
an explanation of the American
commercial system; radio-television
network and station operations;
coverage and circulation methods,
described as "basic knowledge" to
advertisers; makeup of audiences,
with accompanying surveys; live
talent; function of transcriptions.
Spot advertising also is covered
in detail, with the statement that
this field now represents a $100
million business and continues to
expand each year. A section on
commercial radio-TV writing takes
note of "Dos and Don'ts of Copy
Writing" as interpreted through
the 1945 Joske study, and the
NARTB formula for retail copy.
The authors observe that "television

is still an infant industry ... it offers innumerable unexplored ideas,
gimmicks and devices for commercial treatment." They offer a similar list of suggested "guideposts."
Program preferences and sponsor identification also receive substantial treatment in the book, with
recognition of three basic factors:
The listener, the sponsor and the
timebuyer. Authors recommend
pretesting of new programs before
the advertiser contracts for sponsorship, and offer steps designed
to build high product identification.
A special chapter deals with
various methods and rating organizations, complete with tables and
selected reports. Other sections
treat these subjects: Radio-television production and direction; the
advertising agency role, including

\jp 20.6%

(over first cfie

1950)
r^ST

Sales UP

30%

Building Permits UP 288.3%
(over March - 1950)

timebuying; retail and national
radio-TV advertising; and a summary of the "New Advertising Medium." Also included as appended
data are a timing table for radio
commercials and the KYSM Mankato, Minn., BMB report.
THE STORY ATLANTIC
OF SHORT
THEWAVE
FIRSIMESSAGE.
TRANSBy
The
Radio
Club
of
America
New York: 11 West 42d St. 78 pp. Inc.
$1.
CALLED a collector's item, this
story of an historic milestone in
radio pioneering has been made
available by the Radio Club of
America Inc. It is a special comceedings.
memorative issue of club's proCollaborating on the detailed
record were John F. Grinan, Ernest
V. Amy, Edwin H. Armstrong,
George E. Burghard, Minton
Cronkhite and Walter P. Inman,
all active in the 1921 feat of demonstrating the use of shortwaves
for
long-distance
radio communication.
* * *
NBC HANDBOOK
PRONUNCIATION. Compiled by OFJames
F. Bender,
Ph.D. New York: Thomas Y. Crow«ll
Co. 372 pp. $4-50.
A REVISED and expanded edition
of a first work, also prepared by
Dr. James F. Bender under commission from NBC, this new NBC
Handbook of Pronunciation contains 15,285 hard - to - pronounce
words with their spelling changed
to represent pronunciation and alsc
with phonetical spelling. It runs
from Aachen (AH k'n) to zymt
(zighm) and includes some of the
most difficult tongue twisters ar
announcer is apt to encounter.
Pat Kelly, NBC supervisor of announcers, wrote the foreword.

Wtnt

That's

the story from

fabulous

It's a story based on this theme: Flint wages were 32%
average last year! The people of Flint

above the national

have the money; they're willing to spend!
SALES
IN THE

COME

RICH

listener ideas, fan-mail "gimmicks," audience-building techniques, program promotion devices
exploitation stunts and importanl
data and showmanship practice;
covering every level of disc-jockej

FAST

FLINT

MARKET!

. . . and leading the way in coverage,
listenership, and sales stimulation is
Flint's First Station* — WFDF!

procedure.
TELEVISION PROGRAMMING ANI
PRODUCTION.
By Richard
New York: Rinehart
& Co. Hubbell
240 PF

Let Flint
910

hear your sales message. It's sure to,
over WFDF!

KC

WFDF — one of America's pioneer stations— 29 years old May 25th.
FLINT

MICH
, , , AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
REPRESENTED BY
THE

KATZ

AGENCY

* See your latest Hooper
Associated with: WOOD
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Grand Rapids — WFBM

DISC-JOCKEY SHOWMANSHIP. Edi
ted and
New
Yorkpublished
City. 448bypp.Ben J. Murray
THIS reference handbook, DiscJockey Showmanship, to be published June 1, will serve as a radioTV promotion encyclopedia. II
contains more than 4,000 radk

Indianapolis — WEOA

Evansville

THIS
$4.50. is a second edition, revisec
and expanded, of the volume firs
published in 1945, which in the in
tervening years has become estab
lished as one of the few book!
which are required reading foi
anyone considering a career ii
video programming. The book i)
particularly valuable for the stu
dent or newcomer in television, ai
it devotes as much attention to th<
"whys" of TV, what sort of i
communications medium it is an(
how it differs from the theatre
radio and motion pictures, as t(
the "how-to-do" explanations oil
the basic TV program operations

BROADCASTING
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We are in a state of Emergency.
We must build our military strength and at the same time we must keep
our economy strong for the long pull.
Inflation bleeds both!

59

ontrokscan

dut

tkey

emit

Inflation
•Just because controls have been ordered
by the Government, does not mean we
can now afford to sit back and think
there's
nothing
we individually
need to
do to check
Inflation.
Far from it!
To win the battle against Inflation,
every one of us must take a personal part.
And let's not forget that if this battle is
lost, every one of us will suffer.
What can each one of us do to lick
Inflation?
1. All of us can help our Government make
controls effective by holding the line on
prices. Controls may not be pleasant —
"good medicine" often has a bitter taste.
Controls are helpful as a "stopgap" — until
America's production has a chance to catch
up with demand.
2. Production is one basic weapon against
Inflation. When we produce enough goods
to meet the demand, prices should stop
going up. So everything we personally can
do to help "get the job out" helps keep
Inflation from striking at us.

Institute

ROADCASTING
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aire

/

3. Save all we can, every way we can. By
saving, we take money out of competition
for scarce goods. We make money available
for more production, and build a reserve for
our future needs to be spent in more normal
times.
4. Buy only for basic and immediate needs.
We must prevent bidding against each other
for goods which are in short supply.
5. Support "pay-as-you-go" taxation.
Tough as it is to pay more taxes, they help
us keep the economy of the Nation strong
which is vital for the long pull.
6. If we want to save on taxes as well as
help check sentatiInflation,
let's (Federal,
let our repreves in government
State
and local) know that — while we support
strong defense — we also support their efforts
to cut all spending that can possibly be cut.
The time to speak up is right now!
The Sixth Column Enemy — Inflation
— must certainly be checked at all costs.
The military and economic strength of
the country — and the value of the dollars
you have saved — demand it.

of Life Insurance

J. his message is one of a series
on Inflation brought to you by
the life insurance companies and
their agents in the interest not
only of keeping America strong
but also of protecting the
purchasing power of the dollars
of the 83 million policyholders
in this country today.

488 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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ments on stations carrying shows. Series includes 14 programs, bringing
to 54 the number now being offered by company.

new

McLARENS
Ltd., Hamilton
products)
startsannouncements
musical quiz on
shows1
on
major market
Canadian (food
stations
and spot
38
Canadian stations. Agency: Stevenson & Scott Ltd., Toronto.

business

fj^f

Spot • • •
CHARLES L. RUMARILL & CO., Rochester, placing spot schedule on
all radio and TV stations in Pennsylvania for introductory campaign on behalf of Great Western sherry.

ZIPPO MFG. CO., Bradford, Pa. (windproof pocket and table lighters),
launches campaign including use of leading TV stations in 30 key cities
throughout country. Twenty-second spots to be aired regularly throughout spring. Agency: Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y.
R & H BEER, N. Y., effective June 5 places Battle of the Boroughs, Louis
Cowan package, on WCBS-TV New York. Show may be placed with
other brewers in TV markets. Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y.
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP., Chicago, may expand TV spot program
schedule after 13-week test. Program, Royal Playhouse, now on WOWTV Omaha.
Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
DORMIN INC., N. Y. (sleeping capsules), started spot radio campaign,
52 weeks, using one market, New York, but will expand rapidly to other
areas. Agency: Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y.
G. N. COUGHLAN Co., West Orange, N. J. (Chimney sweep, Pantastic
and De-Moist) launching an eight-week television spot campaign June
25. New York and Chicago stations will be used. Robert Brenner, radio
and TV director Lewin, Williams and Saylor, N. Y., is supervising purchase of the spots.
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co. N. Y., releasing fourth series of 15minute recorded health prog'rams, free to stations, with recommendations
that its field representatives purchase spot or participating announce-

COMPARATIVE

SHARE

OF

LIC RICH Co., N. Y., (licorice flavored soft drink, ice cream and
frozen stick) names Hutchins Adv. Co., N. Y., to handle advertising,
marketing and merchandising. James Burton, former manager of
agency's Hollywood office, will serve as account executive. Product
and advertising will be launched nationally within the next 60 days.
Radio and TV will be used in introductory campaign.
A/aturotk • • •
LEE PHARMACAL Co., Beverly Hills, Calif. (Shadow Wave home
permanent) May 7 started Chet Huntley & the News, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
5:30-5:45 p.m. (PDT) and on May 8 The Frances Scully Show, Tues.,
Thurs., 1-1:15 p.m. (PDT) on 13 ABC California stations. Both contracts 52 weeks. Firm May 12 started for 13 weeks, on alternating
week basis, sponsoring second feature film of Saturday Movie Night and
Sunday Night Feature move on KECA-TV Hollywood. Placed direct.
BREWING CORP. of AMERICA, Cleveland, Ohio (for Carling's Ale)
was to sponsor exclusive TV coverage of Belmont Park's Metropolitan
Handicap over NBC-TV last Sat., 4:15 p.m. NBC radio also was to cover,
and NBC-TV to cover a preliminary race at 3:30 p.m. Agency: Benton
& Bowles, N. Y.
NASH-KELVINATOR CORP., Detroit, June 9, starts Paul Whiteman
TV Teen Club show on ABC-TV, Saturday, 8-9 p.m. Agency: Geyer,
Newell & Ganger, N. Y.
ADMIRAL CORP. Chicago, renews Lights Out, NBC-TV, Mon. 9-9:30
p.m., for 52 weeks effective July 2, without summer hiatus. Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
SIGNAL OIL CO., L. A., June 3 renews sponsorship of The Whist.lei
on 19 Columbia Pacific stations plus one station in Eureka (Calif.).
(Continued on page 81 )

AUDIENCE

IN «f MONTANA

CITIES

8.

GREAT FALLS
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Percentages shown in this graph are based on
BARROMETER surveys for January-February,
1951 for 6 Montana Cities.
Monday through Friday average listening
6:00 A.M. to 1 1 :00 P.M. Averages for stations
signing on after 6:00 A.M. or signing off
earlier than 11:00 P.M. are based on actual
time on the air.
Complete Coverage on Z Net (with a single
contract) ... a better buy!
1 announcement $17.00
14 hour
40.00
Stations B, D, E, F, G, I . . . (maximum competitive coverage)
1 announcement
$ 41.06
Va hour
133.00
Stations C, D, E, F, H, I . . . (minimum competitive coverage)
1 announcement
$ 44.11
Va hour
147.00
The Z Net, when purchased in combination
with other XL Stations (KXL-Portland) (KXLYSpokane) of the Pacific Northwest is procurable at a lower rate than even the low rate
quoted above.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
San Francisco
Los Angeles
The Walker Co.
New York
Chicago
BROADCASTING
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BESIDE

The Louisville Metropolitan Area ranks 28th
in America.
WAVE has a Daytime
238,490 families. Its

BMB LreaAudience
has

of

fective Buying Income of more thanan oneand-a-lialf billion dollars* — or 66.4% as
much
as the entire State
of Kentucky!
WAVE-TV was first in Kentucky by more
Efthan a year ... is now a third-year veteran,
preferred by the majority of the 86,782
TV set-owners in and around Louisville.
WAVE-TV is Channel 5 . . . features outstanding local programming as well as NBC,
ABC and Dumont.
Ask

Free &

Peters for the whole

WAVE

story, today!
*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1950

WAVE* has a Daytime BMB Audience
of 238,490 families in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. This area has an
Effective Buying Income of SI. 67
billion, as against $2.51 billion for
the entire State. The Effective BuyIncome within
WAVE'sof Daytime
BMB ingcounties
is 151%
the Income in those Kentucky counties in
which WAVE does NOT have a BMB
audience !
*The WAVE-TV Coverage Area
contains 256,400 families.

LOUI

FREE 6- PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

BARGAIN

When
WITH's

you buy radio, you're buying
rates are low . . . 'way low! And

responsive! This means

that WITH

BUY!

results — you're not buying rates.
WITH's

delivers more

audience is big . . . big and
buying listeners-per-dollar

than any other television or radio station in town — and better results. This
means

that WITH

you want

is BALTIMORE'S

BIGGEST

BARGAIN

BUY!

When

to do a big job in Baltimore — for a little bit of money — see your

Headley-Reed

man and buy WITH — the big independent with the big audience.

stationjr

H
WIT
md.
Baltimore,

«

I
WASHINGTON,
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Affiliates
By RUFUS CRATER
NETWORKS'
TIE RADIO - WIDE Affiliates
'ommittee to hold the rate line
ioved last week to establish itself
ermanently, called upon the networks to say publicly where they
tand on radio as a medium, and
sked the radio-baiting Assn. of
National Advertisers for a chance
} sit down and explore the whole
uestion jointly and intelligently.
As it acted, the committee resived support from a new quarter
diile being rebuffed from another.
The blow — expected and long
waited — was an announcement by
.BC on Friday that it will reduce
Jibs radio time costs by 15% bevveen 1 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
The support came from the Naonal Assn. of Radio & Television
tation Representatives, which set
p a committee — upon authorization of the membership — to confer
ith Affiliates Committee Chairman
aul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford,
n ways by which NARTSR can
^operate "in combatting further
iroads on radio's price structure."
The Affiliates Committee's letter
> ANA was offered as "a declaraon of interdependence" between
dvertisers and stations, pointing
at that "you really don't want to
ut us out of business because, as
e both know, radio does such a
emendous job in moving merlandise for you." The committee
ppealed to the advertisers' "in■lligent self-interest," and asserted
i-iat "only together can we make
radio's) greater usefulness a
eality."
NBC Participants
Elsewhere on the rate front,
BC announced the station and
Btwork representatives who will
articipate in the basic economic
:udy of network radio which it
(rejected simultaneously with its
ite-cut disclosure [Broadcasting
Telecasting, May 7].
In another move in the network
idio field, NBC eliminated netork sustaining programming bev'een 8:15 and 10 a.m. and beveen 6:15 and 6:45 p.m. The
?ason, officials explained, was
iat few stations were carrying
ie programs involved — only three
ere taking one 15-minute show,
id the largest number taking any
ie in those time brackets was 15.
one of the shows was deleted
ROADCASTING

without advance approval by the
filiates groups prior to those netSTAND
DEMANDED
stations
which were carrying
works' rate announcements.
ABC said its move enabled it to
them, NBC said.
The ABC time cost reduction dif- maintain its competitive •position
fers from those previously an- among the networks — the course
nounced by CBS and NBC in that its officials have said they would
it is not a "rate" cut in the strict take ever since CBS took the lead
sense, being achieved instead by in lowering rates. Mutual is exchanges in discount structures, and
pected to follow suit.
in that the 15% reduction applies
Wide Support
to afternoon as well as choice evening time while CBS and NBC
The radio-wide Affiliates Comlimited theirs to 10% in the periods
mittee, after meetings in New York
from 1 to 8 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday, sent to
Like NBC, ABC asked its af- affiliates of all networks an account of its activities, reporting
filiates to accept the reductions as
that some 350 stations had pledged
of July 1, the date when Columcontributions to its war chest bebia's cut becomes effective.
fore the sessions were over. UnABC's announcement said the reof icial y, itwas reported that conduction "has been discussed in detributions totalled $20,000 to $25,tail with the network's Stations
000, and that virtually all of the
Advisory Committee." There was
nation's larger stations were among
no formal meeting of the committhe participants.
tee with network officials, howThe committee, obviously pleased
ever, the committeemen having
with the returns to date, asked
been disinclined to convene one in White & Case, its New York counview of the futility of similar
sel, to prepare and submit recommeetings of the NBC and CBS afmendations for a charter and by-

Take

Action

laws looking toward incorporation.
No date was set for the next meeting, but a report from the law firm
is expected in about two weeks.
The committee reiterated that
it does not intend to "duplicate the
activities of any other organization within the industry," but instead "will do our utmost to see
that the activities of other trade
association groups are channeled
in the right directions and that
they are pointed so the end results
willSpecifically,
be satisfactory."
the affiliates group
stressed the importance of support
for BAB — both by networks and
by affiliates — in order that BAB
"may be in a position to accomplish the research and promotion
job so sorely needed to prove the
true worth of radio." Support of
BAB by all broadcasters "is extremely important," the committee
said.
How the networks would react
to the BAB research proposals was
another question, however. At least
(Continued on "page 38)

Split Threatened °n TV
?
LT
RE
LL
BABEATTY
By OT
J. FRANK
Dept. of Justice. Main weapon
took VO
the position
that if any games
FO
SIMMERING revolt against an at- are telecast in Atlanta, Tech should in NCAA's hands is the power to
boycott. Member teams could retempt of organized colleges to con- have the right. Tech games were
fuse to play a game unless telesponsored last year by the Atlanta
trol the multi-million-dollar football
casting came within the NCAA
telecasting business may burst Coca-Cola bottler, L. F. Montmonopoly. Most important, accordinto the open as several angered
gomery.
ing to those familiar with the setup,
The New York resolution was
colleges threaten to break off from
the campus monopoly.
adopted after the club had been is the power to eject a college from
membership and bar it from all
First action to crack the college addressed by C. L. Jordan, execumember schedules.
tive vice president of N. W. Ayer
control was taken last week by the
Among member institutions
Georgia Tech Club of New York.
& Son, a nationally known authorangered by the NCAA plan are
ity
on
radio
and
TV
sportscasting.
The club voted unanimously in pro- His talk included references to such leading football exponents as
test against the fall football plan
U. of Pennsylvania, Notre Dame
engineered by a committee of the data on sports attendance collected
and Army. Their opposition has
by his son, Jerry, leading research
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
specialist in the athletic field (see been under cover but signs have
The Georgia Tech Club adopted
appeared that an open breakoff
story page 44).
a resolution Tuesday night in which
from the NCAA plan may occur
within
a fortnight.
the NCAA plan was denounced as
Plan Termed Illegal
an invasion of the community and
Both Notre Dame and Penn
Mr. Jordan termed the NCAA
the university itself was urged to
have been widely sponsored on TV
assert its right to continue tele- plan illegal and said it puts hunthe last two years and both
dreds of colleges at the mercy of during
casting football games.
institutions have expressed thema
few
big
institutions
which
can
selves as pleased with television.
NCAA's plan would allow only
dole out TV rights at their pleasure
Chevrolet has backed the Notre
one, or at most two, college football
to a few lucky members. He Dame home schedule for two seagames to be telecast in network
charged the NCAA members at the
areas on any Saturday. Such games
sons on an extensive DuMont netDallas meeting last winter did not
would be available to all networks
work hookup — over 40 stations in
and stations in the area and no approve any such plan but merely
1950.
a committee to develop
The power of the NCAA boycott
college would be permitted to tele- authorized
a television testing program.
threat was demonstrated some
cast more than one of its home
weeks ago when the Oklahoma
games during the season.
Monopoly angles of the NCAA
(Continued on page 3£)
plan are being investigated by the
Georgia Tech's alumni group
• Telecasting
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MAGAZINE
MAGAZINES are spending an estimated $2,310,000 in radio and television this year, with one advertiser, Curtis Publishing Co., accounting for approximately $1 million of the overall figure, Broadcasting •Telecasting learned in
a survey last week.
Most of the magazines represented carry on intermittent campaigns during the course of the
year coinciding largely with special issues, special articles, etc.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia, through its agency, BBDO,
New York, is by great odds the
largest purchaser of radio and
television. For its Saturday Evening Post the firm carries a weekly
campaign in about 25 to 30 radio
markets. In addition the magazine
regularly sponsors Tex and Jinx
McCrary on WNBC-TV New York
on Wednesday.
For its Ladies Home Journal,
Curtis carries a one week campaign, once-a-month, in from 150
to 120 radio markets. In addition
this magazine recently bought participating sponsorships of the Mary
Margaret McBride show on ABC
and the Garry Moore show on CBSTV.
The publishing company's third
magazine, Holiday, does not carry
a regular radio schedule but will
place spots in 15 to 20 markets
when the magazine carries a special
article meriting such promotion.
Curtis has been using radio and
television in spot campaigns for
the past six years.
Time-Life magazines, through
Young & Rubicam, New York,
spend about $250,000 annually.
COLLINS PLANT
New Dallas Unit Planned
PLANS for a $1 million, 60,000square-foot plant in Dallas for
manufacturing and assembling
broadcasting transmitters and other
communications equipment were
announced by the Collins Radio
Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, last week.
Work will start immediately, it
was announced, with production
expected to begin within six
months, utilizing approximately
3,000 employes. Manager of the
plant, which will turn out air and
ground communications equipment,
including broadcast transmitters
amateur transmitters and receivers,
will be James G. Flynn Jr., former
director of operations for American
Airlines' eastern division.
U. S. Steel Pact
UNITED STATES STEEL Corp.
has renewed its 52-week radio contract with NBC for the 1951-52
seasons, at the same time period
on Sunday, 8:30-9:30 p.m. Its
summer replacement will be the
NBC summer concert series featuring the NBC symphony, which goes
on June 3. BBDO, New York, is
the agency.
Page 24
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$2.3 Million Radio-TV Outlay
ADS
Mitchell, is spending about $35,000
Currently Life sponsors Kukla,
Fran & Ollie on NBC-TV, one day on TV spots for special issues in
about 25 markets, in addition to its
a week, and a small radio campaign
in the midwest on three or four
sponsorship
last month's
Kefauver
crimeof hearings
on both
stations plus a schedule in Canada.
CBS-TV
and
DuMont.
Time magazine sponsored the KeCrowell-Collier Publications is
fauver hearings on ABC-TV.
reported to be spending $200,000
Spend $300,000
in a radio campaign for Collier's
Look and Quick magazines are and Woman's Home Companion
through
Kudner Agency, New
spending an estimated $300,000 an- York.
nually. Look is currently running
Omnibook, through Huber Hogue,
a test TV spot schedule in Los
Angeles and a modified radio sched- New York, allocates about $10,000
ule on owned and operated stations for its radio and TV promotion.
of ABC, CBS and NBC (which is Early in January it ran a sixan exchange dollar deal in cash). week campaign using both media.
Street & Smith Publications is
Newsweek, through Lennen &

allotting approximately $10,000 ;
promote its Charm, Mademoisell
and Living magazines. Early i
January the firm used a radio sp
schedule in 12 markets and plar
are underway to run a simik
campaign
New York,in isSeptember.
the agency.Peck Ad"\
Hearst magazines — Good Hous
keeping and Cosmopolitan — ai
spending about $5,000 in a rad
spot campaign during the yea
Peck
Adv. also handles Hearst pu
lications.
Reader's Digest used to emplc
spot radio, but has not run a can
paign since last October and r
portedly is not currently confer
plating resuming such activity.
ZIV STAFF
Five Salesmen Adde
APPOINTMENT of five salesme
to the staff of Frederic W. Z:
Co., New York transcription firr
was announced last week.
Al J. Madden will work fro
San Francisco through a territoi
including Reno, Nev., and Northei
California; Ted Swift from Bostc
through Metropolitan Boston; Pa
E. Plumlee from Ft. Smith, Arl
through Arkansas and parts <
Louisiana; Stuart E. Hallids
from St. Paul, Minn., through I:
diana, and A. E. Dahl from M
berly, Mo., through Kansas ar
Kansas City, St. Joseph, Carthaj
and Joplin, Mo.
Lorillctrd Renews

Show

P. LORILLARD Co., New Yoi
(Old Gold cigarettes), has signt
a 52-week renewal for the fini
quarter hour of Stop the Music c
ABC, Sunday,
8-9 sponsoring
p.m. The tl
a>
vertiser
has been
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"He put up a game fight but he just can't go fifteen rounds!"
CBS Concedes Station Value
As Medium Not Affected

RATE
CUT
ONE NETWORK executive and a top affiliate are agreed that the network rate-cuts have no relation to the value of the station as an advertising medium and that present local and national spot rates in most
cases should not only be maintained, but even increased. •5*'This was disclosed in an ex- ★
was at a loss also because of my own
change of correspondence between
knowledge of how sincerely and, up
Saul Haas, president of KIRO
Seattle, 50 kw CBS outlet, and to that time, effectively CBS had resisted rate-cutting.
Joseph H. Ream, CBS executive vice
I have always regarded the network
president. The exchange occurred
as a great program service — the greatafter Mr. Haas had gone to New
est as well as a timebuyer. Recently
York to make a personal investianother program service, a news service, raised its charge by 10%. It
gation.
The correspondence follows in claimed it had to make the raise. I
text:
believed it and paid. But that action
Haas Letter
had no relation to the value of the
station as an advertising medium.
May 16, 1951
I have, since I have been in New
When I received your telegram ask- York,
become convinced that CBS
ing that KIRO, in accordance with the
made
the rate cut because it had to
terms of its contract with you, consent
to the rate cut you had announced, I and that it has nothing to do with the
was at a loss because on that very day value of KIRO as an advertising medium, but came as a result of the pureI had received a report showing that
ly network problems you had to meet.
more advertisers than ever before
This is to advise you that KIRO,
were spending more dollars than in
any year but one to address the sta- whose rate I know has long been too
low, is willing to make its contribution's listeners. Most of these advertion to your efforts to meet your probtisers were old clients with full knowledge of the value of the station. I
lem which, to a degree, is our prob-

program since May 1948. Lennf
& Mitchell, New York, is tl
agency.
lem,
too. We accept the rate cut :
announced.
KIRO, The Friendly Station
By Saul Haas,
* * President
*
Ream Letter
1951 1
I can't tell you how May
much 17,I appr
ciate your letter of May 16 and yoi
acceptance of our wire relating to tl
rate cut. It is heart-warming to kno
that in the face of the conclusive ev
dence of KIRO's value, you have c
operated with us in dealing with tl
common problem presently affectir
network business.
It goes without saying, of cours
that you are right that this action c
network rates has no relation to tl
value of your station as an advertisir
medium. I sincerely hope that you wi
not only maintain your present rati
for your local and national spot bus
ness, but even increase them.
A letter such as yours is just oi
more evidence that no network evi
had such a swell gang of affiliates '<
we have.
Joseph H. Ream
CBS
Executive
Vice President
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meet again in the near future with
NPA.
Meeting last week with NPA
were Joseph M. Kittner, assistant
to Benedict P. Cottone, general
counsel; Richard A. Solomon, chief
of FCC's Litigation Branch, and
representatives of the Engineering
Dept.

Meai"g
NiRTB
SSE
PasA
M
I
G
M-4
amended
May
10
removing
N
I
D
"accounting
procedure"
in view of
IL
of FCC's whole licensBU
FATE
THE
the sharp curtailment of structural
ing policy for new AM-FM-TV sta- the exemption from radio-TV
steel for civilian use.
broadcasting but seemingly allowtions—and of its VHF-UHF TV
At the same time there was no
ing
certain
quasi-priorities
for
J allocations plan, including educaindication either at the Commission
FCC-NPA liaison generally has
tional reservations — hung in the newspapers and other media. Perbalance last week as the Commishaps inadvertently, newspapers re- or NPA, nor at industry level, been lacking the last six months
tained authority to apply under
! sion staff members conferred with
ever since the Commission reportthat the regulation (NPA M-4)
would be relaxed, inasmuch as a
other government authorities on conditions less discriminatory than
edly renounced its role as a "claimthose imposed for stations. This further amendment will bring
ant agency" for electronics and
"building bottleneck"
new
||the
communications
equipment. NPA
interpretation still obtains legally
newspaper, magazine and other
• Telecasting,
[Broadcasting
—
and
specifically
its Electronics
duplicating
and
publishing
plants
i May 14].
despite NPA objections of "typoProducts Div. — now handles reon
the
same
plane
of
non-exemp; The Commission was still weighgraphical errors."discrimination was
tion. This action would serve to
The apparent
ing the import of a regulation
details. was evidence
Meanwhilequirementthere
avert complaints that the original
which now requires permittees to brought to the attention of NPA's
obtain express authorization to general counsel on May 11 by directive discriminated unfairly last week that electronics manufacturers might enjoy a greater
against broadcasting interests.
commence new broadcasting "buildRalph Hardy, NARTB government
Restrictions
Discussed
aura
of
"essentiality"
than radiorelations director, and Vincent
ings, structures or projects."
TV broadcasters who wish to erect
NARTB President Justin Miller
Wasilewski, legal department. The
The Commission, which found it- new buildings. This was implied
self caught with its plans down in
interpretation was confirmed by
~- last Thursday requested an early
by NPA, which exempted from
■ meeting with Manly Fleischmann,
view of its proposal to lift the TV
John Holland, NPA general counrestrictions of M-4 those plants,
freeze
at
least
partially,
has
dis~ administrator of the National Prosel, and Henry Heymann, an atfactories or facilities which obduction Authority. He 'will confer
torney. Mr. Hardy said the order
cussed the construction "ban" intain certificates of necessity for ad][ either today (Monday) or tomorrow
formally
among
its
members
and
"completely ignores" the public
ditional construction in defensewith Mr. Fleischmann, who has in- welfare,
with government officials, but had
defeats certain defense
supporting
programs.
- dicated informally that he would
not
reached
any
decisions
late
last
effort objectives and precluded pos- week.
It was explained that nearly 30
be happy to consult on problems.
sibility of new building, under the
electronic firms have received such
The restrictions pose questions
present order, by omitting proMiller Scores Action
certificates thus far, enabling them
vision for station construction "in involving pending AM-FM grants,
to build new plants for manufacture
In a letter to the NPA adminareas adjacent to military estab- cases now in hearing, TV allocaof electron tubes, radar and other
istrator, Judge Miller complained
tions,
educational
reservations
and
lishments or defense plants or promilitary equipment.
future liaison with key authorities
f that the issuance of certain amendjects"— one condition for authori■ ments to the original order, which
at National Production Authority.
zation to newspaper plants.
With respect
to broadcasters'
application for building
permits, NPA
It was felt that liaison activities
The view of some Commission
if had exempted radio-TV broadcastalso
announced
that
a
substantial
with allocations agencies could be
I ing, "without consultation either
— from
FCC's
with the radio and television in- staff
portion of cases will ultimately be
generalparticipants
counsel and
engineering
established through the staff, workdetermined at its field offices, which
dustry or, as we have been in- departments — was that the Naing through the general counsel's
■ formed, with (FCC), has created
tional Production Authority, which
office or perhaps the chief engi- now process and pass them on to
NPA's Construction Controls Div.
widespread confusion and deep conneer's level. But no procedure
cern among the broadcasters of the issued the order, had no "comhad been set last week, though it Under present plans, that division
plete construction freeze" in mind
(Continued on page 7U)
but rather sought to establish an was explained that the staff would
i country."
XARTB has received perhaps
;wo dozen letters from broadcasters who have been issued CPs for
tations or who already have expended appreciable sums for legal
Noble Leaves Door 0pen
?
AD
DE
LE
• vork, though some have not yet ABC
SA
vation
in
its
ABC
negotiations,
re- ally with Mr. Noble the possibility
NEGOTIATIONS
the salelast
of
mains unabated. Officials of United
ABC
broke off in for'
frustration
of acquiring ABC. Peoples, as well
jegun actual construction. Upas its parent insurance company, is
- -yards of 275 AM-FM and 400 TV
week, but in the eyes of many in- Paramount Theatres, which owns
dustry observers were apt to break
WBKB (TV) Chicago, cited their headed by Murray D. Lincoln, who
ipplications for stations are pendbid for ABC as evidence of their
out anew on the same or other
reportedly is still interested in
: ng in the FCC files. At the same
fronts.
desire to expand in television,
ime, authorities point out that
acquiring
ABC may
despite
week'sto
Edward J. Noble, ABC board
)resent structures are often diffibreakup and
be last
inclined
though they conceded the discusult to convert for broadcast pur- chairman and principal stockholder,
sions at this point have been "su- pursue negotiations independently.
issued a clarifying and, for him,
Mr. Lincoln is prominent in farm
ioses, and that permittees normally
spended." Whether negotiations
unusual public statement detailing
and labor activities, and the Farm
mild from the ground up.
with either or both of these principals will be resumed must depend,
Bureau insurance company reaches
a I Judge Miller singled out the the turn the discussions had taken,
far
into the life and fire insurance
it
appeared,
upon
the
extent
to
and
asserting
that
he
and
his
assual procedure involving cooperawhich either of them and Mr. Noble
as
well
as automobile insurance
sociates
"will
continue
to
operate
- ion of broadcasters with longare willing to compromise on
fields. He has served as president
ABC radio and ABC television."
[ stablished programs
of various
terms.
Less uniquely, he again explicitly
of CARE and of the National
r government departments. This coOther Contenders
left the door open for further
Council of Farm Cooperatives, was
peration, he noted, has resulted
active in the formation of Allpropositions. To many, his statei thousands of hours of free time
Aside from CBS and United
ment seemed a reassuring measure
America Defense Assn., and, alevoted to promotion of agency
Paramount, groups who parintended to allay anxieties that had
though a Democrat, was urged to
ctivities. The vital role of radioticipated at one point or another
mounted among ABC executives
campaign against Sen. Robert A.
included the Fort Industry Co. and
'V broadcasting as a news, in- and personnel while the secret and
Taft for the Republican Senatorial
General Tire & Rubber Co., both
l ormation and educational medium
complex negotiations were in pro. luring national or localized emergof which reportedly were in dis- nomination.
ncies also was cited.
cussions with CBS for possible purInternational Telephone & Telegress.
Initiated by CBS, but with
chase of properties which Columbia
graph Co., at one time a prominent
United Paramount Theatres in the
kJ ; ". . . All that we ask is equal,
could not retain. In addition,
bidder for ABC, appeared, mean:i on-discriminatory treatment. Our foremost position at the end
Peoples Broadcasting Corp., a
while, to have counted itself out
Torts have been directed, not to- [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
of the running. A spokesman last
subsidiary of Farm Bureau Mutual
ard breaking down priorities for May 14], the negotiations foundAutomobile Insurance Co. and
^e other media of information,
ered on terms. Between start and
week
negotiations
were "dead,"
so farsaid
as IT&T
is concerned.
of WOL Washington and
at for building up the priority
finish, a number of corollary bid- operator
The original negotiating price
WRFD
Worthington,
Ohio,
was
osition of broadcasting with a
ders for all or parts of the ABC
understood to have put in a bid for
of $26-$28 million for the entire
ialistic understanding of its vital operations became involved. PreABC radio and TV network and
the ABC radio properties.
aportance in time of peril or of
sumably all would still be interested
properties was understood to have
The Peoples Broadcasting group,
?tual
attack," the NARTB presi- — if the price were right.
reached approximately $30 million
mt asserted.
it was learned, for more than a
CBS' desire for three additional
(Continued on page 93)
Judge Miller referred partly to television stations, of prime motiyear has been discussing sporadic. ROADCASTING • Telecasting
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PROGRAM FACTS
Program: "Doug Edwards and
The News."
Sponsor:eral Motors.
Oldsmobile Div., GenAgency: D. P. Brother, Detroit.
Cast: Doug Edwards.
Producer: CBS News.
Director: Don Hewitt.
Stations: 17 CBS-TV.

PROGRAM FACTS
Program:
Newsreel."
Sponsor: R."Camel
J. Reynolds
Tob. Co.
Agency:
York. William Esty Co., New
Stations: NBC-TV network.
Cast: John Cameron Swayze.
Producer: Clarence Thoman.
Director: Ralph Peterson.
News Editor: Gerry Greene.
Supervisor: Francis McCall.
Writer: Reuben Frank.

two most ambitious network efforts to find a satisfactory format for television news programs are CBSand the News and NBC-TV's
TV's Doug Edwards
Camel Newsreel, both of which are laboring diligently and with
some inventiveness toward that *
had a short story about the growth
elusive goal, with NBC-TV somewhat in the lead at the moment.
of the Greek army, with recent
If neither has completely sucmotion picture films illustrating it.
ceeded in discovering the formula
This was followed by a filmed comfor presenting news, it is not unmercial, featuring a college coed
fair to state that nobody else has endorsing Camels. Mr. Swayze
discovered it either. Indeed it resumed with a few short items,
may be that a formula, as such, and then the program returned to
should not be sought. The in- Washington where Robert McCortricacies of which the television
mick summed
the day's developcamera is capable are only beginments in the upMacArthur
hearing
ning to be explored, and it would
(Gen.
Bradley
had
tangled
with
be unfortunate if the art became
Republican members of the Senate
hamstrung by format at this stage
committee over his unwillingness
of development.
to disclose private conversation he
Perhaps the gravest flaw in both
had with the President).
programs is their frank borrowing
Filmed Interviews Used
from older forms of news presentaFilmed
interviews with Sen.
tion. They lean heavily on the
techniques of movie newsreels and Russell, the committee chairman,
radio newscasts, and such experiand Sen. Wiley, Gen. Bradley's
antagonist, were shown.
mentalism as is apparent is mostly
confined to reworking these borA pickup from Chicago followed
rowed methods rather than to de- where Jack Angel reported on the
veloping new ones.
building of the synchro-cyclotron,
Of the two programs, the Camel the "most powerful atom-smasher
Newsreel is the more elaborate.
in the world," as films of the installation were shown. Clint Youle,
Last Wednesday's program was
another NBC Chicago newsman,
about an average for the NBC production. It began with John
gave a short weather report for
Cameron Swayze reading a short the area covered by the interconnected network.
summary of Korean war news,
illustrated by a pointer and a
Mr. Swayze, in New York, reKorean map.
sumed with a report on local
The program was then shifted to weather. It had been the hottest
Washington where Hanson Baldday of the year, and NBC cameramen had been busy in Central Park
win, military expert of the New
York Times, delivered a brief and and Coney Island, recording the
not particularly illuminating inter- migrations of city-dwellers to those
pretation ofthe Korean news. One
allegedly cooler locations.
A Camel commercial followed,
of Mr. Hanson's predictions belongs
with the most memorable analyses
proving that more doctors smoke
of his fraternity.
Camels than any other brand. Mr.
"It is quite possible," he said, Swayze then gave the latest baseball scores, accompanied by a
"that peace may come at any time
in Korea, but there is more war to graphic presentation of a scoreboard. The program closed with
be fought first."
Mr. Swayze, back in New York,
Mr. Swayze reading an Associated
THE
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PROGRAM FACTS
Program: "Kreisler Bandstand,"
May 16. Jacques Kreisler Mfg.
Sponsor:
Stations: ABC-TV network.
Agency:
Hirshon, Garfield Inc.,
New York.
Cast: Joe Bushkin & His Band,
Rosemary
Clooney, vocalist;
Sheila Bond, dancer; Freddie
Robbins, m. c.
Producers: Gordon & Foley.
Writer-Director: Perry Lafferty
Press
officer
were
known

report quoting a front-line
as saying Chinese attacks
mounting but it was not
whether the expected offensive had begun and a United
Press dispatch identifying the
activity as the big push.

On the same evening's CBS-TV
news program, Mr. Edwards opened
with headlines of the Korean developments, followed by an Oldsmobile commercial, rockets and all.
Mr. Edwards then took up the war
in more detail, also accompanied
by a map and pointer.
He turned then to the MacArthur
hearing. CBS also had filmed interviews with Sens. Russell and
Wiley, but the quality was below
standard, the sound at times being
out of synchronization with the
Mr. Edwards next reported on
picture.
Congressional action to provide
wheat to India, with strings attached. This was followed by a
film showing India's ambassador,
Madam Pandit, receiving anticholera serum from a delegation
in New York.
Mr. Edwards then gave a brief
Summary of the Bolivian army
coup and the latest developments
in Iran. There followed a short
interpretative piece on the strategic importance of Iran, accompanied by still picture of oil installations and Iranian soldiers.
The rest of the program was occupied by an interview between
Mr. Edwards and Arthur Holzman,
CBS stringer recently returned
from the Middle East.
The Wednesday evening CBS presentation was not typical. Usually
the program covers a wider variety
of subjects. Variety in this case
was sacrificed to the Holzman interview.
For this reviewer the most interesting part of each program
was the filmed interviews with
(Continued on page 72)

pianist, wound up playing
dle
to
second SHfid
ented
talir
N,— aa cha
JO
chE heBUdoe
sKInot deserve to
whi
be consigned — when he appeared last Wednesday on the
Kreisler Bandstand.
Mr. Bushkin was over
whelmed by production gimmicks, an awkward script and
the lesser but more assertive talents of other performers, especially the resident master of
ceremonies, Freddie Robbins, an
unreconstructed disc jockey of the
jive-talk school.
Mr. Robbins has a language that
is, it is to be passionately hoped,
all his own. A tune that pleases
him is a "real exciting thing." Hei
does not say "goodbye" upon a
parting.
He novel
says: expressions
"Take it slow.'
He has other
that
this reviewer was unable to note
down, having thoughtlessly neglected to hire an interpreter.
The gimmick employed on this i
production involved Mr. Robbins i
asking each performer what he was i
going to do for next week's show I
Get it ? The show's going on now I
but we pretend we're just noodling 1
about next week's show. A switch I
see.The banter that passed betweer||
Mr. Robbins and other performer||
served only to Suggest that mos||
pianists should play the pianodancers should dance and singerf
sing,
them- :|1
selves without
with the encumbering
burden of repartee
Clooney Featured
Appearing with Mr. Robbins anc
Mr. Bushkin and his band wen
Rosemary Clooney, a pleasinj
vocalist, and Sheila Bond wh<
sang, without seriously challengin|
Miss Clooney, and danced actively
if not well.
It would have been a far mon
satisfactory production if Mr
Bushkin had been permitted to pla;
for the entire half-hour, a privilege
for which quite a few intelligen
people have paid exorbitant cove:
charges.
On the whole, the program an(
Mr. Robbins' ubiquitous part in i
looked like a soda jerk's dream o
how to spend a night off.
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LICENSE

Changes

Final

RENEWALS

CHANGES in procedure for station license renewals, proposed Dec.
20, 1950, by the FCC, were made
final Thursday [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 25, 1950].
The new rules require filing of
renewal applications for AM, FM,
TV and auxiliary broadcast stations 90 days prior to license expiration; extend the initial license
period of FM broadcast station licenses to three years, and set expiration dates of broadcast licenses
on a geographical basis.
Several sections of the rules —
1.320(a), 3.220(a), 3.620(a) and
4.20 — are amended effective next
Aug. 1 so renewal applications for
licenses expiring Nov. 1, 1951, will
be required to be filed Aug. 1, 90
days ahead. Licenses expiring
June 1, Aug. 1 and Sept. 1, 1951,
are not affected.
Amendments Made
In changing the expiration dates
of broadcast licenses to a geographical basis, several sections were
amended— 3.34(a) (b) (c), 3.218
(a) (b) and 3.618— effective Aug.
1. Licenses due to expire on and
after that date will be considered
for renewal under terms of the
amendments.
Other editorial and clarifying
changes: Sec. 3.34(b) deleted;
3.34(c) redesignated 3.34(b); 3.218
(b) deleted.
The schedule of three-year license expiration dates for AM and
FM stations divides them into 18
groups of contiguous stations. A
schedule of one-year license expiration dates was adopted for TV
stations, divided into six groups
of states.
: I Final order was taken in Docket
9873 by Chairman Coy and Comrs.
Walker, Hyde, Sterling and Hennock.
ABC network had filed an objection to the geographical basis as
it applies to Class I clear-channel

stations but the Commission overruled it on the ground it was "an
attempt to introduce in this proceeding substantative questions relating to the allocation of clearchannel stations and other subsidiary matters presently being considered in the clear-channel hearing, Docket
6741."
Text
of the
rules changes follows :
1. Amend Sec. 1.320 as follows:
paragraph (a) and substitute
theDelete
following:
(a) Unless otherwise directed by the
Commission each application for renewal of license of a standard broadcast,
broadcast
televisionbroadcast
broadcast FMstation
and anandauxiliary
station (remote pickup broadcast,
broadcast STL, television pickup, television STL and television inter-city relay) shall be filed at least 90 days
prior tocensethe
date ofandtheeach
lisought expiration
to be renewed;
application for renewal of license of
a non-broadcast station shall be filed
at least 604 days prior to the expiration
date of the
license sought
to be re-of
newed. No application
for renewal
license of a broadcast station will be
considered unless there is on file with
the Commission the information currently required by Sees. 1.341-1.344, reference to which by date and file number
tion. shall be included in the applica2. Amend Sec. 3.220 as follows:
Delete paragraph (a) and substitute
the following:
(a) Unless otherwise directed by the
Commission, each application for renewal ofshall
an beFM filed
broadcast
license
at leaststation
90 days
prior to
the
expiration
date
of
the
license sought to be renewed (Form FCC
No.
303). of
No anapplication
for renewal
of license
FM broadcast
station
will be considered unless there is on
file with the Commission, the informa4 The 60-day requirement does not
apply to amateurs.

WAY has
been cleared for the FCC
RICHARDS9
to render its long-awaited decision
involving the fate of the three G.
A. Richards' stations.
Commission General Counsel last
Monday filed proposed findings of
fact and conclusion. In it was summed up arguments against license
renewal for KMPC Hollywood,
WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland.
Richards' counsel earlier had filed
its proposed findings [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14, 7],
urging the dismissal of the proceedings and prompt license renewals.
The proposed findings, in accordance with FCC procedure, were
filed with Trial Examiner James
D. Cunningham, who will issue a
proposed decision. It is on this
decision that oral arguments will
be heard by the FCC, sitting en
banc.
In the 340-page document FCC
General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone reiterated charges that Mr.
Richards' instructions to the three
stations were "deliberately designed to require one-sided, partisan and biased programming."
The brief detailed instances in
which Mr. Richards was alleged to
have injected his personal beliefs
into directives on the handling of

GRINNING with gusto. Milt Blink
(I), midwest vice president in Chicago
for Standard Radio Transcription
1 Services, welcomes the firm's secretary, Lewis C. TeeGarden, who has
previously headquartered on the
West Coast. Mr. TeeGarden will work
with Mr. Blink on Standard's library
service and also on the firm's new
television division, United Television
Programs.
BROADCASTING
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tion
currently
required
by bySees.
1.344,number
reference
which
datein1.341and
file
shallto be
included
the
application.
3. Amend Sec. 3.620 as follows:
paragraph (a) and substitute
theDelete
following:
(a) Unless otherwise directed by the
Commission,
each application
renewal of a television
station for
license
shall be filed at least 90 days prior to
the expiration date of the license
sought to be renewed (Form FCC No.
303).
No application
renewal
television
broadcast for
station
willof bea
considered unless there is on file with
the Commission the information currently required by Sees. 1.341-1.344, refto which
by date
file number shallerence be
included
in theandapplication.
4. Amend Sec. 4.20 as follows:
Delete :Sec. 4.20 and substitute the
following
Sec. 4.20 — Renewal of License — (a)
Unless otherwise directed by the Commission each application for renewal
of license of an auxiliary broadcast
station shall be filed at least 90 days
prior tocensethe
date ofandtheeach
lisought expiration
to be renewed:
application for renewal of license of
an experimental and developmental
broadcast station shall be filed at least
60 days prior to the expiration date
of the license sought to be renewed.
(b) Whenever the Commission regards an application for renewal of a
station license for any class of broadcast station listed in Section 4.1 as essential to the proper conduct of a
hearing or investigation, and specificallydate,
directssuch
that application
it be filed byshall
a certain
be
filed within the time thus specified. If
the licensee
fails
to
file
such
application within the prescribed time, the
hearing or investigation shall proceed
as
if
such
received. renewal application had been
(c) A supplemental report shall be
submitted with each application for
renewal of license of a station licensed experimentally"' in accordance
1 The phrases "station licensed exand "experimental station" are used perimentally"
interchangeably.

with the regulations governing each
class of station.
5. Amend Sec. 3.34 as follows:
paragraph (a) and substitute
theDelete
following:
(a) All standard broadcast station
licenses will be issued for a normal
license period of three years. Licenses
will be issued to expire at the hour of
3 a.m., Eastern
Standard
Timeschedule
in accordance with the
following
and at three year intervals there(1) Del., Pa., Aug. 1. 1951.
(2) Md., D. C, Va., W. Va., Oct. 1,
1951.
(3) N. C, S. C, Dec. 1, 1951.
(4) 1,Fla..
after.*1
Feb.
1952.Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
(5) Ala., Ga., April 1, 1952.
(6)
(7) Ark.,
Tenn., La.,
Ky.,Miss.,
Ind., June
Aug. 1,1, 1952.
1952.
(8) Ohio, Mich., Oct. 1, 1952.
(9) 111., Wis., Dec. 1, 1952.
(10)
Iowa, Mo., N.
Feb.D.,1, S.1953.
(11) Minnesota,
D., Mont.,
Colo., April 1, 1953.
(12) Kan., Okla., Neb., June 1, 1953.
(13) Texas, Aug. 1, 1953.
(14) Wyo., Nev„ Ariz., Utah, N. M.,
Idaho, Oct. 1, 1953.
(15) Calif., Dec. 1, 1953.
(16) Wash., Ore., Alaska, Hawaii,
Feb. 1, 1954.
(17) Conn., Me., Mass., N. H., R. I.,
Vt., April 1, 1954.
11 Renewals of licenses will be granted
for the period specified in the rule:
Provided, However, that if as a result
of the transition from the present
schedule to the proposed schedule the
period for which a license is renewed
is six months or less the licensee may
within 30 days of the expiration date
of such renewed license file, in lieu of
renewal application (FCC Form 303), a
written
application
under oath
the
next renewal
of license
whichforshall
consist of ( 1 ) a request that its license
be renewed and (2) a statement that
no substantial changes have been made
in its ture
operations
or in its
for fuoperations since
its plans
last renewal
application; or if changes have been
made fying
or suchproposed
a statement
speci-of
changes.
Upon review
such statement
the Commission
may
grant a renewal of license for the full
period provided for in the rule; or if
the Commission
formation it mayrequires
require additional
the filing in-of
renewal application (FCC Form 303).
(Continued on page 92)

Wqy for Decisi°n
na Cleqrs
news
dealing with
Democrats,
Fili
CASE
the claim that his physical condition made it impossible for him to
minority races as well as personalities and organizations to which
he objected. FCC Counsel said testfy
FCC personally."
raised the point that Mr.
Richards submitted an affidavit in
news items were placed in juxtaposition to create unfavorable imSeptember 1948 "in which he depressions with listeners.
nied all of the charges" made relaConversely, it was charged that
tive to programming instructions.
Mr. Richards went to the other Later, according to the brief, he
extreme to present news in line admitted "the truth of portions of
with his personal beliefs.
the charges" as well as expressing
a desire for "an opportunity to
Cites Instances
admit the wrongfulness of certain
Among instances cited was one
"Further deception" was involved
dealing with Rep. Charles Halleck
in transfer applications of April
(R-Ind.) in which the Republican
18, 1949, Commission Counsel demajority leader of the 80th Congress made a "controversial broadclared, Saying that
"poor health"
and Mr.
the Richards'
need for
cast." FCC held that Mr. Richof responsibility were
ards refused to recognize the ob- elimination
acts."
ligation to provide time for op- given as the reasons. However,
FCC
cites the Dec. 18, 1949, petiposingthatviews;
to antion for dismissal of the transfer
nounce
the that
seriesfailure
was provided
by the GOP violated Sec. 317 of the applications in which the appliCommunications Act as well as
cants' counsl "asserted" filing
Sec. 3.189.
had been made because of "Mr.
Richards' belief that the naming
The Commission General Counof trustees would obviate the
sel scored Mr. Richards' "refusal,
necessity
for protracted and exas expressed by counsel" to take
the stand in the course of the hearCommission
General Counsel last
pensive proceedings."
ings. The brief declared that Mr.
Richards' "several business trips, Monday also submitted a 165-page
attendance at football games, base- motion to expunge as "scandalous,
and frivolous" a motion to
ball games, late attendance at pok- sham
strike from the record evidence
er parties, and other activities of
(Continued on page 92)
a strenuous nature" contradicted
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Sales

Therapy

ry Products, New
Dai
POLL
k (ma
ker of ricotta and
YorIO
a
ell
zar
Italian cheese),
moz
entered radio in 1949 in an effort
to break a decline in sales precipitated by the grimly unfortunate
similarity between the firm's name
and the familiar term for the disease poliomyelitis which was
alarming the country in that year.
The problem was a bitterly
unique one, but its resolution is a
happily unique tribute to the efficacy of radio. Today the company
has not only recaptured its original
market, but has actually increased
its sales by 33%.
The first move of the Pollio Corp.
was to change the established
spelling of the company product
to Polly-O. The next move was to
enlist radio as the principal aid
in re-establishing sponsor indentification.
The outlet the firm chose was
WHOM in New York, and the vehicle was a comedy dramatic feature, Due Comari, loosely trans-

Via

lated, Two Busybodies. It is still
being heard 7-7:15 p.m. seven times
weekly, and is understood to have
the highest rating of any Italian
comedy show on the air.
The overall advertising budget
for Pollio company is $87,000 which
includes repackaging. At least
$22,000 of that budget goes into
radio, and $21,000 in a recipe book
which is part of the radio promotion. The rest is divided into newspaper advertising, packaging, car
cards, etc. The recipe book at a
cost of ten cents, has been moving
at the rate of 2,000 per week.
Firm Founded
By Pollio in 1899
The history of the firm dates
back to 1899 when Guiseppe Pollio
came to America from Italy and
began manufacturing cheese — ricotta, a clear white cheese, and
mozzarella, a stretchy white cheese
— in Coney Island. His equipment
was the same as that used in his
family a hundred years before —

The foursome most responsible for Pollio's sales success (I to r) : Frank
Porpora, Pollio advertising manager; Fortune Pope WHOM president;
Joseph Pollio, general manager, Pollio Products; Alberto P. Gavasci,
president APG Assoc. Adv.

Radio

♦

.

♦

♦

an open fire, a tripod and pot, a
long-handled ladle and a strong
back.
Guiseppe
Pollio's
business
thrived
and when
the founder
died
his son, Albert Pollio, took over
and continued building the business
and improving the products. Today
the firm has six big plants in New
York state; it has a rapid traintruck system of delivery that makes
it possible for the continuous production of the highly perishable
cheese and milk and butter which
have been added to the line of
products.
According to the New York State
Dept. of Agriculture, the entire
output of the state's Italian soft
cheese industry totals about 16
million pounds per year. Sales of
the ricotta and mozzarella by the
Pollio Corp. amount to 8 million
pounds,
output. or half of the state's total
Late in 1949 the plague fell.
The name Pollio began to assume
its unfortunate association.
APG Assoc. Faces
Name Problem
The problem was to take the
name away yet retain identity. It
was at this point that APG Assoc.,
New York, advertising agency took
over.
Although it was the first Italian
account for the agency, APG was
equal to the problem.
Albert P. Gavasci, president,
stepped in and immediately devised a parrot trade mark that tied
in with a newly created name
Polly-O. The name Pollio gradually is being played down on the
package, and will eventually be
eliminated.
Sales began to return almost immediately; the radio show on
WHOM
became a big hit, and

Le Due Comari (translated, Two
Busybodies), Laura, Colombo (I)
and Rossanna San Marco, have
gossiped Polly-O products to a 33%
sales increase.
Polly-O has emerged as a vigorous
convalescent that licked a disease
while it conquered new markets
through the unmatchable therapy
of radio.
Hu.5ina5i ofi
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IBA Hears

About

basic values, Mr. Ryan said, rather
than attempting to sell the medium
on the bases of circulation or costper-thousand.
In a look at television's impact,
Mr. Ryan forecast that advertisers
would recognize that TV would
not replace radio but would become another, distinct medium.
But, he added, all broadcast media
have a common enemy, that of
rate reduction. This, he said, is
where BAB can perform its proper
function.
On the station level, Mr. Ryan
called for efforts to sell "tune-in"
primarily and public affairs, next —
the wide-awake station promotes
every community public event, he
asserted.
Presiding at the meeting was
IBA's president, Dan Park, general
sales manager, WIRE Indianapolis.

Radio Selling
BAB SALES
CLINIC
BROADCAST Advertising Bureau's why, where, when, who and what cf
radio selling was presented to 120 broadcasters attending the Indiana
Broadcasters Assn.'s BAB sales clinic last Thursday.
The meeting, part of the two-day affair which also featured a BMI
clinic Friday (see BMI story, page
measure its selling power not only
32), was held at Indianapolis' Clayin Hooperatings and other research
pool Hotel, where a luncheon and
methods but take in all radio
evening cocktail party interspersed
including portable radios
down-to-earth discussions of radio. families,
and auto radios.
Radio's selling pitch was emphaThe radio business, he told the
sized by BAB's hard-hitting sales
broadcasters, has survived in spite
trio — Director Hugh M. P. Higgins,
of, not because of, radio research
President William B. Ryan and
measurement.
Lee Hart.
Beamed Programs Urged
Miss Hart outlined a copy-minded
radio plan as one step toward getHe suggested stations beam proting more retail business for stagrams to specific audiences, thus
tions. A good "radio salesman,"
expanding and blanketing the parMiss Hart said, must know good
ticular advertiser's strata of incopy and how to write it. He must
fluence, reaching new customers at
An IBA sales panel — "How Do
do a real selling job for the ad- the time listeners are engaged in You
Sell Radio in Your Market?"
vertiser, she said.
certain activities (soap powder ad- was participated in by Robert D.
He should be able to tell the advertiser would want to reach the Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis, modevertiser what his particular aphousewife at about the time she
rator; M. C. Johnson, WGL Fort
proach is, not wait until the ad- was taking care of the family Wayne; William F. Craig, WLBC
vertiser tells him how the campaign
dishes).
Muncie; Dee 0. Coe, WWCH Gary;
should be run. Primary purpose of
John R. Atkinson, WHDU AnderMr. Ryan told the broadcasters
radio is to get customers into the
son, and William Smith Jr., WBIW
about industry letters on radio
Bedford.
store, and retailers must plan rarates
(see
story,
page
23),
addio copy with the same care as for
Next business meeting of IBA
ding that BAB can do the job of
printed media, she explained. Rawill
be held in June, it was anselling radio "content and results"
dio will give results, she emphaif given the funds. These are the nounced.
sized, ifenough spots or saturation
radio are used with the proper
Three Are
copy at the right time of day.
Reassigned
Mr. Higgons spoke of the "Sell- ABC APPOINTMENTS
in Radio 1951."
ing
Opportunity
He said only 26% of U. S. families
are television families, leaving 74%
to radio. Therefore, he concluded,
radio has a big sales job ahead.
Predicting that spot radio will
be greater this year than in 1950,
Mr. Higgins said the industry must
NARTSR POST
Flanagan Successor Sought
SEARCH for a successor to T. F.
Flanagan as managing director of
the National Assn. of Radio and
i Television Station Representatives
1 was authorized by the NARTSR
R membership last week after his
Wm doctors advised that he not return
M to his post as active head of the
organization. Mr. Flanagan, managing director of the group since
( its formation in 1947, has been in
j ill health since last fall, and for
, that reason was forced to resign.
He currently is recuperating at
Saranac Lake, N. Y.
The members, expressing deep
I regret that he will be unable to rej turn to the helm, paid tribute to
II his work on national spot broadcasting during the past four years.
Among the accomplishments they
cited were his work on the Spot
Rate Estimator for agency use;
production of the "Spot Broadcasting Lets you Decide" presentation;
creation of spot radio clinics, and
■ *t service as spokesman for the spot
l"J I broadcasting
industry in a number
of industry controversies.
NARTSR
President Robert
\ i Meeker expressed hope that announcement ofMr. Flanagan's successor can be made at the June 15
quarterly meeting.
BROADCASTING

Mr. Stronach

Mr. Chapin

APPOINTMENTS of Alexander Stronach Jr. as ABC vice president for
television; Slocum Chapin as vice president for television stations, and
Richard A. Moore as acting manager of ABC's Western Div. were announced Friday by Robert E. Kintner, president. The appointment of
Mr. Stronach is effective immedi- *
Youngstown, Ohio, and a member
ately, those of Mr. Chapin and Mr.
Moore are effective June 1 and June
of the WOC Davenport, Iowa, sales
staff. In his new post, he replaces
15, respectively.
Mr. Stronach went to the netOtto Brandt, who resigned effiecwork as TV program manager in tive June 1 to become vice president
and general manager of KING
September 1948, and was made
vice president for TV programs in Seattle.
Mr. Moore, after joining the netJanuary 1951. Prior to that he
was employed in 1938 by Young &
work's legal staff in September
1946, moved on to administrative
Rubicam Inc. as a writer on
We, the People, later producing and
duties and was appointed administrative assistant and attorney in
directing that radio program and
April 1948. In October 1949 he
others. He became production
was transferred to Los Angeles as
supervisor and talent department
assistant general manager and
manager, as well as program manager for the agency.
director of TV operations, becoming, a year later, manager of
Mr. Chapin, who joined the sales
KECA-TV Los Angeles, ABC outstaff of WJZ New York, ABC outlet, and Western Div. director of
let, in August 1941, and was as- television.
In his latest post, Mr.
signed in 1944 to the network
sales department, earlier was gen- Moore succeeds Frank Samuels, who
has resigned to enter the talent
eral manager of WSTC Stamford,
representation field.
Conn.; sales manager of WKBN

• Telecasting

TABLE SETS
Survey Reveals Shortage
NINE-TENTHS of the distribution
areas surveyed by NARTB report
shortages in supplies of AM-FM
table model receivers.
Claim of many FM stations,
voiced at the NARTB April convention, that manufacturers were
not recognizing public demand
for receivers with FM, was supported by the survey, according to
NARTB. The study covered 41 distribution areas in 18 states and 41
cities and was conducted during
Manufacturers' shipments of
April.
FM-AM table models were inadequate to meet public demand in
36 out of 38 distribution areas surveyed. Twenty-nine percent of 123
wholesalers reported their FM-AM
needs for the rest of 1951 would be
greater than last year. Fifty-one
wholesalers said they were unable to meet the FM-AM demand
over a 14-month period. Seven distributors said they were never able
to get enough sets.
NARTB's survey showed the demand for FM-AM receivers was
greater than that for any other
type of receiver, including AMonly, FM-only, FM-AM phono, TVonly and TV-FM.
One distributor said he could
use 300% more FM-AM sets than
last year; one said 200% more;
two said 100% ; 'one said 75% ; four
said 50%; 10 said 25%; seven said
15% more. Seventy percent said
the demand for FM-AM sets is
heavier in rural areas.
Where demand was inactive, distributors blamed duplication of AM
programs as the main reason, along
with short operating hours.
Asked about the survey findings,
Ben Strouse, WWDC - AM-FM
Washington,
NARTB's
mittee chairman,
said FM
the Comnext
move is to inform set makers of
the findings as soon as possible.
He said he was amazed at the evidence produced in the survey and
added that many manufacturers
are missing the boat by not making enough FM-AM
setshasto asked
meet
the demand.
Mr. Strouse
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. to set
an earlymitteemeeting
of its FM
Comwith the NARTB
group.
R. N.

KING

BBDO

Research Dir. Dies

ROBERT N. KING, BBDO director
of research, died at his Westport,
Conn., home May 12 after a long
illness. A native of Brooklyn, N.
Y., Mr. King originated for BBDO
the National Panel of Consumer
Opinion and the Onondage Consumer Research Panel in Syracuse.
A former president of the Market Research Council, a director
and life member of American
Marketing Assn. and business
manager of The Journal of Marketing for 15' years, Mr. King had been
affiliated with BBDO for 27 years.
He is survived by his widow,
Ethel, a brother and a sister.
May 21, 1951
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AL
IO
FUN
THREE
ofC
theT
four
FM N
stations
originally the object of FCC queries
last January on functional music
broadcasting have indicated they
are amending their contracts in
accordance with a subsequent April
12 policy letter of the Commission.
However, they have disagreed
that "beep" operations are a violation of the law as contended in the
[BroadApril 12casting •communication
Telecasting, April 16].
Further, they have advised FCC
that a joint brief will be filed soon
supporting their conclusions, together with petition for appropriate
relief until hearing can be held on
the general issues. The dozen other
functional music FM stations about
the country are expected to join

APPEAL LOST
Court Rejects S-H Plea
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has turned down
an appeal of Scripps-Howard Inc.
against the 1949 grant of a new
AM station to Cleveland Broadcasting Inc.
Cleveland Broadcasting, now
operating WERE Cleveland on
1300 kc with 5 kw fulltime, was
given the authorization following
consolidated hearings that included
the competitive bid of ScrippsHoward Radio Inc., operator of
WEWS (TV) Cleveland.
The court in its May 10 decision
referred to earlier oral argument
in the appellate court [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26] and
concluded that the "award need not
go to the stronger [financially]".
The court said that FCC "on adequate evidence" had judged on
Cleveland
situation. Broadcasting's financial
The court noted that "this is not
rule that the successful applicant
had not qualified as to character.
Conceding the appellant's program
plans and proposals were to some
extent further advanced, it was
said, however, that this should not
be a determining factor as against
a rival "also well qualified in numerous respects."
Court also upheld the Commission's views on "efficient use of the
designated frequency" as well as
operating policies.
Accepted was the FCC policy
that preferred non-newspaper
ownership in a comparative case,
all other things being equal, so as
to provide wider diversity of control of mass communications within
a community.
The court noted, that "this is not
to say a permit should be withheld
from an applicant because he is
otherwise engaged in the dissemination of news." However, the ruling pointed out that the Commission may let its judgment be influenced "to promote diversity."
Scripps-Howard Radio is owned
and controlled by the same interests
that have the Cleveland Plain
Dealer,
Page 30
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Three Amend c°ntrG
MUSIC
is not a violation. It was pointed
in the presentation.
out that KFDC's contract expressly
The Commission May 4 announced its policy statement also precludes any control over programs, but that the contract will
would apply to all FM stations in
be changed to refer only to leasing
such operation. A response deadline on compliance was set for of equipment.
Paul O'Bryan of Dow, Lohnes &
May 22 casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleMay 7].
Albertson, for WFMF (FM) Chicago, stated the station is still of
Sam S. Miller of Cohn & Marks,
counsel for WRLD (FM) Miami
opinion its existing contract with
Functional Music Inc. is consistent
Beach advised FCC the station proposed to amend its contract with
with the Act and Commission's
Twin City Sound System Inc. to rules and regulations.
However, in light of the policy
eliminate any understanding that
statement, WJJD Inc., licensee of
WRLD has obligated itself to operthe FM outlet, is preparing an
ate stipulated periods. To further
amended contract which will be
erase doubts, he said the station
submitted to the Commission in a
will also eliminate any reference
subsequent memorandum brief. The
to programming.
The revised contract will contain
letter from WFMF also requested
no agreement for transmission of no further action be taken until
the Commission has had opporplanned music, so that remuneratunity to consider the information
tion received "cannot constitute
from all other FM stations as well
consideration received for material
broadcast under Sec. 317 of the as the memorandum brief.
WACE-FM Chicopee, Mass.,
Communications Act," FCC was
told.
fourth station cited in FCC's origiReply of Joseph F. Zias of
nal letter on functional music, subLouchs, Zias, Young & Jansky,
sequently turned in its permit and
counsel for KFDC (FM) Sausalito,
ceased operations, but said the decision had been made last December.
Calif., was in a similar vein. Like
Edward A. Wheeler, president
Mr. Miller, he held that "beeping"

Cottone Takes Exception
To Initial Grant

WSNY
CASE
FCC General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone has taken exceptions to an
examiners initial recommendation that would renew the license of WSNY
Schenectady, N. Y., and permit transfer of effective control to WinsJow
P. Leighton.
*
eral counsel to a portion of the
The examiner's proposed ruling
would dismiss opposing petitions
examiner's conclusions and the exby George R. Nelson and associates,
aminer's failure to conclude in lieu
which alleged "perpetration of thereof:
That the Commission is within its
fraud and numerous other irregurights in determining the question of
larities" by Mr. Leighton as as- fraud
independently of any litigation
sociate stockholder [Broadcasting
on the subject in a state court, where
such
question
• Telecasting, March 12].
of a licensee; pertains to qualifications
The general counsel took excepThattrol . . Mr.
Leightonanddidwith
acquire
. wilfully
intentcon-to
tions to Hearing Examiner James
conceal his acquisition until it had
perfected;
D. Cunningham's conclusion that been
That circumstances surrounding . . .
"Western Gateway Broadcasting
acquisition
control
reflecthimso from
adversely ...ofas to
disqualify
Corp. [WSNY], as presently constituted is . . . legally . . . qualibeing holder
president,
director
and
stockof . Corp.
. . Western Gateway Broadcasting
fied to operate radio station WSNY
and to hold the license therefor."
It was noted by Mr. Cottone:
Hits 'Disregard'
Mr. .Cottone
also said that Mr.
In
view
of
Mr.
Leighton's
violation
of the fiduciary obligation which he Leighton has acquired control withowed to Nelson and in view of his
out prior application for Same to
deliberate acquisition of control without securing Commission consent, it
and "it is apparent that he
should be concluded that his acts, as FCC
president and a leading stockholder of acted in flagarant disregard of the
the corporate licensee, have reflected
law and the Commission rules."
adversely
uponlicensee
the character
The transfer application involved
tions of the
so that qualificait is not
qualified to hold a radio broadcast
acquisition of holdings from Benjalicense.
min L. Dubb, Bradley Kincaid and
. Mr. Leighton, the FCC general
Prentiss Carnell Jr. by Mr. Leighcounsel emphasized, "violated this
ton, Florence B. Walcott, Frederick
fiduciary relationship" with his ton.
G. Lippert and Barbara W. Leighpartner by "acquisition of stock in
February and March of 1948 and
There is also pending outside the
subsequent exercise of the voting proceeding a separate application
rights of the stock owned by himfor FCC approval to sale of all
self and members of his family."
stock held by Mr. Nelson and WilMr. Cottone further noted that
liam G. Avery in WSNY to Mr.
"prior to Nelson's departure for a Leighton pursuant to a settlement
Florida vacation, in February of agreement of mid-1950. The Nelson
1948, Leighton assured Nelson that group by this agreement also withdrew a competitive bid for WSNY
he would protect Nelson's business
facilities [Broadcasting • Teleinterests in Nelson's absence."
casting, April 3, 1950].
Exception was taken by the gen-

of WE AW (FM) Evanston, 111.
last week also wrote the Commis j
sion that he believed his storecast !
ing operation was within the lette 1
and
sion spirit
rules. of the Act and Commis 1
He reiterated his views of las
month when he held WEAW re
tains control of all programs am
commercial material and that "ou
music is not planned for any othe
purpose than to entertain listeners
May
7].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting

SUN

COAST

Stay Order Issuet
FCC last Thursday announced ai
order staying the effectiveness o
its March 14 initial decision tha
would permit Sun Coast Broadcast
ing Corp. to acquire the construe
tion permit for WMIE Miami, Fla
In that decision [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 19], Lin
coin Operating Co., as trustee fo
Sun Coast Broadcasting Co., woul
be allow to assign the CP to Su:
Coast itself. Arthur B. McBrid
and his Cleveland business associ
ate, Daniel Sherby, are substantia
owners of Sun Coast, as well n
Fla.
part owners of WINK Fort Myers
Substance of the initial decisio:
was that hearing records container
no evidence respecting the reputa
tion of Mr. McBride or his pas
ownership and operation of Conti
nental Press, national racing new
service, to disqualify him f ron
being a station stockholder.
Fortnight ago the Kefauve
Crime Committee protested th
proposed decision. However, th
FCC last week gave no reason fo
staying the March action.
WBAB
FACILITIES
Three File Application
THREE applicants thus far hav
filed with the FCC for facilitie
of WBAB Atlantic City, N. J
which went off the air in lat
March following disagreement wit]
FCC on procedure in a proposei
sale of the former CBS affiliat
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting
April
9, 2].
Press-Union Publishing Co., pub
lisher of the Atlantic City Pres
and Union and licensee of WBA1
prior to its demise, is again seek
ing the 250 w fulltime facilitie;
on 1490 kc. Filed May 11, appli
cation was returned for clerica
correction.
Garden State Broadcasting Co
also filed on May 15 for the WBAI
facilities. Co-owners are Herber
Michels, of WNEW New York
Albert Spiro, of WNEW; and Johi
J.
Farina page
Jr., of
Roundup,
91].NBC [see FCi
Third application was entere<
May 4 by Leroy Bremmer an<
Dorothy Bremmer, under name o
Atlantic City Broadcasting Cc
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting
May
14].
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you can sell 5 major
\3
markets with
one

station.

Civ

WJIM-TV's exclusive coverage of
Lansing, Saginaw, Flint, Jackson and
Battle Creek offers advertisers rich
potential for sales-getting ... an
area with a million people doing a
billion -and-a-half in retail sales.

WJIMTV

And WJIM-TV

offers the best in

programming as primary outlet for
LANSING

• CHANNEL

all four major television networks.
For full details on WJIM-TV and WJIM consult
H-R
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handled in Indianapolis by William
McGuineas, commercial manager of
WGN Chicago.
The same roster of speakers
will appear today at the U. of
Michigan in Ann Arbor, with two
exceptions. Ben Laird will talk
on "What Management Expects
from
Its Program
Department"
J. Harold
Ryan, vice
president and
and
treasurer of the Fort Industry
Co., will explain "Why Program
Sales and Front Office Must Work
Together." Call to order will be
given by Edward Baughn, president, WPAG Ann Arbor and of
the Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters.

Haverlin Tells WBA
Of BMI Plan

MUSIC
CONTEST
CARL HAVERLIN, president of BMI, speaking before 100 Wisconsin
Broadcasters Assn. members meeting for the BMI Program Clinic in
Milwaukee May 16, announced a BMI national "serious" music contest
for high school and college students. The contest, he said, would be
sponsored annually in each state
attendance of about 250 station
by the respective state broadcaster
associations.
men.
The current series of clinics was
Wisconsin broadcasters adopted
sponsored in each instance by state
the plan "unanimously and enthu- broadcasting associations and their
siastically" and set up prizes total- presidents — Ray Livesay, president,
ling $1,000. Ben Laird, WBA presi- WLBH
Mattoon, 111.; Daniel Park,
dent and president of WDUZ Green
manager,
Bay, made a contribution of $500 Mr. Laird. WIRE Indianapolis, and
per year for three years in his
Speakers of the three-state cirown name, and also contributed
cuit included:
$500 toward the $1,000 to be put
Mr. Dolberg, discussing "Your Proup by the association for the first
gram Clinic — Mohammed Comes to
year of the contest, which begins the Mountain"
and "Power-house of
in September and closes in June
Programming,
The
1952.
John Outler, manager,Music
WSB Library";
Atlanta,
The broadcasters present also "Let's Get Out of Radio's Dust
adopted a BMI suggestion that Bowl"; Al Morey, director of program
sales, WBBM Chicago, "Radio's Third
contestants who are young comPhase"; Mr. Burton, "History and
posers be used on their program
schedules from time to time.
Application of Copyright Law."
William Holm, general manager,
Milwaukee clinic was one of a
WLPO LaSalle, 111., "Programming
three-state series held by BMI
with a Limited Budget"; Harold Saflast week in Illinois, Indiana and ford, program manager, WLS Chicago,
Wisconsin. Mr. Haverlin, with "Science of Building the Farm AudiRobert J. Burton, vice president
ence"; Richard M. Pack, program director, WNEW New York, "Music —
in charge of publisher relations;
F. (Bud) Mitchell, proGlenn Dolberg, director of station Unlimited";
gram director, WJR Detroit.
relations, and Burt Squire, ChicaIn Springfield and Milwaukee,
go field representative and clinic Homer Heck, program manager for
chairman, carried the sessions to
NBC Chicago, outlined "What Manthe state meeting Tuesday, Wednesagement Expects From Its Program
day and Friday, attracting a total Department."
The same topic was
LATEST

HOOPER

REPORT

FRIEDHEIM NAMED
World General Manager
APPOINTMENT of Robert W.
Friedheim to the new position of
general manager of World Broadcasting System was announced last
Thursday by John W. Sinn, president of the transcription, program
and features firm. Mr. Friedheim,
42, has been with WBS since February 1948, when he joined the
organization as sales manager. His
appointment as general manager is
effective immediately.
Before joining World, he was
with NBC for 13 years, attaining
the position of director of radio recordings. He left this post to join
World. He had previously served
with WMBH Joplin, Mo., and the
Joplin Globe and News-Herald.

BASEBALL
SUIT
WFIN-FM Cites Clut
HEARING will be held toda
(Monday) in U. S. District Cour
Toledo, on petition of WFIN-FT
Findlay, Ohio, for an injunction t
keep the Lima, Cleveland an
Philadelphia Phillies baseball tearr
from preventing game broadcast
over the station on nights whe
the Lima club is playing at hom<
Findlay is 33 miles from Lim
but under Rule 1-d of organize
baseball, clubs can stop broadcast
of major league games within a r£
dius of 50 miles when teams ar
playing at home. The rule had nc
been invoked against the Findla

stationis prior
this ofyear.
Lima' II
team
a farmto club
the Phillies
Federal
Judge
Frank Kloel
after
receiving
the WFIN-FM
pc I"
tition last week, set hearing Ma I
21 on petition for preliminary a I
well as permanent injunction.
Antenna

Columbus,

LISTENERS

FCC last week amended Parts £
10, 11, 12, 16, 19 and 20 of it
Rules and Regulations to conforr
with the provisions of the ne\
Part 17, Rules Governing the Con
struction, Marking and Lighting o
Antenna Towers and Supportinj
Structures, which became effectiv
Feb. 15.

in

has

Every

the

Rated

HIGHEST
Period

Mon. thru Fri.
8 A.M. to 12 Noon
The Fall-Winter report
shows more Central Ohioans listening to WBNS
than any other station.
Here's twenty good reasons why: WBNS carries
the 10 top-rated daytime
shows as well as the 10
top-rated night-time
shows! What an opportunity for spots and participation! Call your John Blair
man or write us.

•
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Mon. thru Fri.
12 Noon — 6 P.M.

NUMBER

Except

and were
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Rules

SHOWS:
WBNS,

OHIO'S

OF

One

gaining there, too.

Sun. 1 2 Noon — 6 P.M.
Previous report
showed WBNS with 17%

CENTRAL

1
J
I
1
j
I

ONLY

Sun. thru Sat. Eve.
6 P.M. — 10:30 P.M.

CBS

OUTLET
PLUS

AskWELD-FM
John Blair
EES
POWER WBNS 5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
BROADCASTING
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ADVERTISER
ABC Chicks
American Safety Razor Corp.
Bristol-Myers Co.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.
Carter Products
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp.
Continental Baking Co.
d-Con Company, Inc.
General Electric
General Mills
Griffin Manufacturing Co.
Hulman & Co.
International Salt Co.
The Mennen Co.
Norwich Pharmacol Co.
Peter Paul, Inc.
Pharmaco, Inc.
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp.
Shuptrine Co.
Sunway Vitamin Co.
Walgreen Drug Co.
Williams Drug Co.

AGENCY
Noble-Dury & Associates
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield
Ted Bates, Inc.
Ted Bates, Inc.
Simmonds & Simmonds, Inc.
Ted Bates, Inc.
Marfree Advertising Corp.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc.
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, Inc.
Duane Jones Co.
Duane Jones Co.
Benton & Bowles, Inc.
Maxon, Inc.
Duane Jones Co.
Atherton & Currier, Inc.
Harvey-Massengale Co.
Bisberne Advertising Co.
Schwimmer & Scott
Louis A. Smith Co.

Each

week-day

from 5 to 8 A.M., Bob

conducts the "Bob Neal Farm," a blend
of music, news and farm data that has
made him the Mid-South's
radio personality.

outstanding

Proof again that the WMPS

policy of

programming gives every advertiser a
winning ticket at the pay-off window.
Yes, it's WMPS for showmanship,
ceptance, results!

ac-

J

These advertisers* sponsor program
portions or have spot participations in
the "Bob Neal Farm."
* At press date
BROADCASTING
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WMP
MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE
Represented by RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
May 21, 1951
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tfB m If VIULu^ Survey7
s TV Effect
WPIX
ffC
CTjfJMfff
CPAPTC
down of the replies to a query as
TELEVISION, by introducing this group reporting that TV gave
viewers to sports new to them and them their first look at wrestling, to what sports first seen on TV
inculcating their desire to go out 33% at the roller derby, 29% at the respondent had actually been
and see it in person, in the long hockey, 28% at track, 21% at ten- to. The report was as follows:
56
run is a stimulus rather than a
nis and so on down through boxing
% Want
Do Not
ofNumber
People Attended %to Attenc
deterrent to athletic box office re(15%) and basketball (11%) to Hockey
Want
Basketball
102
30
10
Sport
264
Football
swimming events and baseball
ceipts, according to a survey made
50
26 Arte18
50
39
11
in February for WPIX (TV) New
303
(3% each).
Boxing
Track Derby
252
41
46
13
Roller
York.
41
34
25
60
Potential
Patrons
190
Made to determine the effect of
137
40
42
Tennis
46
19
Of those who had first seen a Wrestling
TV set ownership on the New York
35
39
26
Horse
Show
79
25
51
24
sport
on
TV,
37%
stated
that
folsports fan, the study was conducted
lowing their video introduction
Like other 364surveys,
by Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
35 the WPIX
they had actually attended this new
Mather, New York advertising
one found that attendance at sportsport and another 42% expressed
ing events increased with the
agency. Questionnaires were mailed
the wish to attend it. In other length of time a TV set has been
to 2,000 persons who had written
words, eight out of ten persons who
in the home. Among those who
WPIX for Madison Square Garden
first view a sport on television be- said they had gone to Madison
score cards offered by the station.
come potential paying patrons of Square Garden during the past
Answers were received from 1,116
(56%), all TV set owners and all that sport.
year (78% of the total) were 64%
of those who had owned a TV set
Basketball games were attended
presumably sports fans.
six months or less; 75% of the
Asked "Have you seen any sport by 60% of those who first saw one
seven-to-12-month set owners;
on TV, with another 30% desiring
for the first time on television?,"
79% of those whose sets were 1381% replied "yes," with 40% of to go to them, according to a break-

whoso
sets
old or
rl^m^^^
^^^>
older.
Asked whether they would
rather attend or watch on TV a
list of sports, most of the respondents said they would rather
attend baseball (83%), basketball
(61%) and hockey (61%), while
68% said they preferred to watch
boxing at home via TV. Preference
for attendance was least among
those who had owned sets for a
year or less, increasing with the
length of TV ownership.
High cost of admissions and ability to see the events at home on
TV ranked evenly as the main
reason for the respondents' failure
to go to Madison Square Garden
more frequently — 40% of the answers going to each of those
causes. Lack of interest in the
teams playing was given by 17%
as their chief reason for not visiting the Garden more frequently,
while 14% said the Garden was
inconveniently located for them.
Football Revolt?
(Continued from page 23)
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638 S.'Van Ness 710
Ave.,Lewis
Los Angeles
Montgomery
St., 4San Francisco 4
Bldg., 3335 »SW235 Oak
St., Portland

State Legislature was scared out
of adopting a resolution favoring
telecasting of U. of Oklahoma
games, according to Mr. Jordan.
Big Seven officials convinced the
Legislature that not a single team
would play the U. of Oklahoma if
the resolution were adopted.
With Georgia
Tech's
alumni
taking the
leadNewin York
open
defiance of NCAA, other alumni
groups are expected to go into
the situation. Alumni opposition
to the NCAA plan is based on the
desire to see games they are unable
to attend;motional
recognition
of themater
provalue of the alma
as well as financial benefits from
the sale of rights, and resentment
of any efforts to take away the
alma mater's right to make its own
negotiations for its own properties.
One of the Big Seven colleges,
Missouri, is on record at the FCC
as desiring to sell telecasts of its
football and basketball games commercially in connection with proposed
mercial operation
TV station.of a part-comThe NCAA football proposal wasa case "of hasty action born of
fear
of the novelty
of TV,"
Mr. Jordan
told the effect
Georgia
Tech
Club of New York, "It certainly
has no basis in long-range thinking." He said football, most widely
telecast of any spectator sport,
had a rising attendance and income
record up to 1950, when a slight
drop of 4% was noted. This was
only 0.3% below the 1947-48 average though it occurred at a time
whennearly
male 10%.
student enrollment was
off
Illustrating his claim that TV
cuts down the gate to some extent
in the early months of an individual's set ownership, he said game
telecasts over an 11-year period
in the area with highest (70%) saturation— Philadelphia — had affect(Continued on page 93)
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DISSOLUTION
Kaufman & Assoc. Close
DISSOLUTION of Kaufman & Assoc., Chicago agency, was completed last week as President Reuben
R. Kaufman announced his retirement from the agency business and
concentration on Snader Telescription Sales Corp., of which he also
is president.
Mr. Kaufman, who has supervised Snader sales for several
months, said he was going out of
the agency business because he
wants "to be in a non-competitive
position in working with other
agencies in the selling and planning
of TV film packages." Snader has
more than 400 three and one-half
minute video musicals, and Mr.
Kaufman will begin production
shortly on several half-hour programs, including a mystery series.
All will feature Hollywood star
talent, he said. He also is negotiating now for television rights to
feature films shown in theatres but
never on television.
Almost the entire agency staff,
executive as well as clerical, will
remain with Mr. Kaufman and
Snader Telescriptions. E. Jonny
Graff, former vice president in
charge of radio and television for
the agency, assumes duties as national sales manager for Snader.
Monroe Mendelsoh, account executive and copy chief, becomes sales
service coordinator.
Robert E. Jackson, vice president

—

and general manager of the agency
for the past two years, has gone
to Critchfield agency, also Chicago,
as an account executive. He has
taken four accounts with him, and
may take several others also. The
four include Washington Breweries,
Columbus, Ohio (Noch Eins premium beer) ; Burlington Brewery,
Burlington, Wis. (Van Merritt
beer) ; Liberty Loan Corp., Chicago,
and Colonial Acceptance Corp., Chicago. Van Merritt and Liberty use
radio and television. Mr. Jackson
formerly headed his own agency.

HOLMAN FAUST, account executive at Schwimmer & Scott agency,
Chicago, and former vice president
of the Mitchell-Faust advertising
agency, same city,

RENEWAL
Set Aside by FCC
LICENSE renewal of WKOW Madison, Wis., was set aside last week
by the FCC which extended the
present license on a temporary
basis until Sept. 1. Action pends
further study of matters relating
to control of the station, explained
the Commission. No details were
given. Comrs. E. M. Webster and
George E. Sterling dissented.
Monona Broadcasting Co. is licensee with Stewart Watson as
president. In June of 1950 WKOW
contracted with Atlass Amusement
Co. to take over management and
consultation of the CBS affiliate
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 5, 1950]. Latter company is
headed by Leslie Atlass Jr., program director of WIND Chicago.
Mr. Atlass is the son of Leslie
Atlass Sr., CBS Central Division
vice president.

This
7AM.

FAUST QUITS S&S
Executive Joins Bisberne

has joined
berne Adv. Co.Bisas
executive vice
president and
partner.
50year-old The
Chicago
agency has a
lengthy list of
professional
and
ethical
accounts,
including Sunway

WKOW

new

Daytime
8
9

Mr. Faust

Vitamin Co., Chicago, which sponsors radio spots
nationally.
Mr. Faust will build the radio
and television department,
ciated with Schwimmer & Scott
since Mitchell-Faust was merged
with it in November 1949, Mr.
Faust has been an agency andAssoradio-television executive since 1931,
when he joined the latter agency.

e7
r 'Freez
Repaishops
Radio repair
RADIO
were virtually
frozen in prices charged for services under regulations placed into
effect last Thursday by the District
of Columbia Office of Price Stabilization.

PULSE

Story
10
II

survey

in Waterbury,
12 NOON
1PM.
2

WARREN
NAMED
{
As Sterling Legal Aide
DAVID W. WARREN Jr., attorney
of Camden, Me., has been named
attorney advisor to Comr. George
E. Sterling, it was announced last
Thursday by the FCC.
Mr. sumeWarren
is expected
ashis new duties
today to(May
21). His appointment brings to
five the total numbr of Commissioner legal assistants. Chairman
Wayne Coy and Vice Chairman
Paul A. Walker do not have such
titled personnel.
Position currently is in the
$8,000 per year range, but under the
McFarland Bill now pending in the
House, sistants
Commissioners'
ascould move into thelegal
$10,000
brackets as professional assistants.
Law Background
Mr. Warren was graduated from
the U. of Maine in 1941 with an
A.B. degree, and from the Boston
U. School of Law in 1948. He has
been in general law practice in
Rockland, Me., since 1949.
As a naval officer in World War
II, he was commanding officer of
small craft in the Pacific Theatre.
He was released to inactive duty
with the rank of lieutenant (s.g.).
He is a member of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce of the
United States.
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WOAI'S

ANSWER

TO

(GEORGE

Here's WOAI
the
for which
a 5%

ANA!

DURAM

PLEASE

coverage and cost
recommends
ANA

Radio Families
TV

1951

OF

CUTTING

349,610*

Families

767,365**

(on the basis used by the ANA)

Basic hour rate (network)

RATE

MIGHT

LOGICALLY
725,865
41,500***

Net "Radio-only" Families ...349,610

INCREASE

$300.

% Increase radio families....
%

WOAI
INSTEAD

decrease—
1942

Minus

NOTE)

$340.
+ 108%

Increase hour rate

If rate were adjusted to

FROM
TO

$340
$624

13%

+

OR

audience increase, WOAI'S
rate should be

84

v.

$624
::NBC Survey, 1942: **BMB — 1949 + 3.6% adjustment to 1951:
***NBC Estimate, March 1951
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Networks' Stand
(Continued from page 23)
some have been expected to withdraw if the agency should undertake fundamental research.
The question of their "continuing- interest in and complete support of the radio medium," and of
BAB, was put bluntly to the four
networks.
In a letter to the president of
each, the committee reported that
"it appears there is a wide-spread
feeling on the part of the network
affiliates that some major radio
networks no longer have a vital interest in AM radio."
"We do not believe this to be
true," the letter continued. "We
know of your recent activities in
radio promotion and research. Yet
the network rate cut, in the face
of all the facts, is difficult to rationalize.
"The failure of the networks to
strongly support BAB is also extremely hard for the broadcasters
to understand. BAB was organized
by all segments of the industry as
a medium for the promotion and
development of radio — and it can
succeed completely only with full
industry support."
In asking the network presidents to state their positions as to
interest in and support of radio,
the committee observed that "such
a statement should have a salutary
effect on our industry."
"The committee respectfully
urges you to reply to this letter as
promptly as possible and to make
your reply public, as we are doing
with
said. this letter to you," the letters
The letter to the networks and
the report to affiliates were released Friday.
The letter to ANA members, being released today (Monday), told
the advertisers that the committee,
"as representatives of that great
medium, radio, which many of you
gentlemen have used to build your
companies to their present eminence, wishes to take stock with
If the ANA's report on radio
you."
rates in TV markets were put into
effect, the committee said, "it is
extremely doubtful that any national network could exist, nor could
good individual radio stations continue to operate in television markets."

Rate 'Negligence'
Professing "negligence" in the
radio industry for failure to raise
rates through the years "to keep
pace with the increased impact
of our medium," the committee
asked for an objective, dispassionate examination of "our positions
— yours as a buyer and ours as a
seller in the mutual venture of
radio."
The letter continued:
Radio, as you gentlemen know, is
the only medium to which 95% of the
homes in America subscribe. It's still
growing. In 1950, 14 million new
radios were sold — and as of this very
day radio distributors in 36 areas —
many of them television centers —
report radio receiver demand in excess of supply.
We know everyone will buy as
Page 38
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cheaply as he can, and that we understand. Overzealous, competitive,
upward bidding for name talent, both
by advertisers and networks, initially
caused the dike to break, but will
you force the breech so that all your
fertile fields in radio are flooded?
The committee said that radio
apparently has "missed the boat"
in its expenditures of "tens of
millions" in research and promotion, because "it would seem that
you now think radio is priced too
Actually, the letter said, radio
"has been, and still is, under priced
both
high."in relation to other media
and also on the basis of returns."
The committee suggested that
"perhaps we've tried too hard to
furnish you detailed data. Compared to our Hooper, Nielsen, Pulse,
Conlan, Radiodex, Crosley, ARB
and all the rest, the elemental pattern of Audit Bureau of Circulation (which you seemingly accept
without question) is child's play.
"Gentlemen, it is known that
there are newspaper and magazine
readership studies, but we assume
most of these must be marked
'classified', since very few see broad
The "frenzy" of newspapers updaylight."
on the advent of radio was compared with the current excitement
over TV's effects. Like radio, the
committee said, "TV, too, will take
its orderly place in the scheme of
advertising media."
Cite Investment
It was pointed out that advertisers "have a stack of blue chips
in radio (1950: $450 million)," and
that therefore "we know you really
believe in the medium as we do. So,
away with these hassels and skirmishes that have had serious results for both of us, and, if pursued,
might well be ruinous.
"We . . . believe that radio, far
from being on the down grade, is
only on the threshold of its greatest
usefulness — We feel that you have
the same fundamental view. Only
together can we make that greater
usefulness a reality.
"We will welcome an opportunity
to sit down with any gi'oup you
designate for a full exploration
of When
this subject."
the Affiliates Committee
convened, some 200 stations had
volunteered their support — and
about $13,000. Telegrams were sent
out Tuesday to affiliates who had
not responded, and by Thursday
150 additional replies had been received. The committee, in its report, called it "an eruption of sup"The final results will not be
available for several days," the
report
said,ever
but convinced
"the committee
more
than
there areis
port."
fields in which it should and can
operate to the lasting benefit of
the affiliates and the entire radio
industry."
Only four of the responses to
Tuesday's telegrams failed to offer
moral and financial support to the
committee.
Reviewing its letters to the networks and ANA, and inviting ideas
from individual affiliates, the com-

Copyright Law Stud
By House Group
RECORDING
ISSUE
A HOUSE Judiciary subcommittee is going over proposed copyright la
revisions with a fine tooth comb. It hopes to come up with some answe
that will solve certain recording problems "equitably."
The issue at stake is whether to broaden the law to protect recordii
rights of authors of poems and
proposed bill (HR 3589), on whi>
novels [Broadcasting • Telecastthe subcommittee already has he
ing, May 14]. Law already affords
hearings, would restrict even tl
rights to authors of dramatic work.
broadcast repetition of print<
According to those familiar with mere
works such as short stories, poen
the copyright situation, the act and novels, unless the station ge
does not give the same number of rights from the author or sticks
rights for all classes of copyright
so-called "public domain materials
material although it lists various
kinds of material which can be
According to the subcommitte
the points which are being give
copyrighted and assigns certain
careful study are (1) the provisk
rights to each.
"performance
Dramatic material is given all on
whether
to accordfortheprofit";
same ('.
r
rights ; music gets performance
cording
rights
for
sermons
or
le
rights for profit; speeches, sermons,
tures that literary works have, ai
lectures and the like also are given
(3) whether the $250 minimu
rights for performance for profit,
penalty involved should be reduce
but novels, poems, jokes, etc. are
to a nominal fee (as desired 1
protected for publication only and
broadcast spokesmen).
not for public recitation or perIt is believed the statutory i
formance.
It has been pointed out that the fringement fee, which would 1
set at $250, may be lowered as
concession to broadcast represe
mittee pledged that "with the encouragement we have thus far re- tatives. Charge of $100 has be*
ceived, we will constantly guard
suggested.
the interests of our backers as well
There is also the problem
as that which we regard as the "educational stations." The legi
lators are said to be concern*
very real interests' of the entire
with forthcoming educational T
radio industry."
stations as well as educational rad
NARTSR's support of the Affiliates Committee's actions led to the outlets, long in operation. It
explained that these outlets a
appointment, by NARTSR Presinot be considered in the san
dent Robert Meeker, of Robert
"profit" class as commercial one
Meeker Assoc., of a three-man
committee to confer with Affiliates
New Society Seen
Committee Chairman Morency. The
One
possible
effect, which son
committee is composed of Mr.
in the broadcast field, includir
Meeker; Joseph Weed, NARTSR
Wasilewski, NARTB attorne
director and head of Weed & Co., Vince
who testified before the committe
and Wells H. Barnett Jr., chairman
have pointed out is that a nev
of NARTSR's promotion and public
"licensing
society" made
relations committee, and sales de- type
of authors
or publishers
may i1
velopment manager of John Blair
created. This group could attemi
& Co.
The NARTSR membership also to negotiate with each station i
reaffirmed its endorsement of BAB
the
country
setting
a fee.for poetic "license" i
It also was said that phonograp
objectives.
NBC's announcement of commitrecord manufacturers would fac
teemen to make a basic economic
a problem if the bill becomes la
study of network radio said Jack
in that it contains no clause sue
Harris, KPRC Houston, chairman
as
covering recorded musi
of the NBC Stations Planning & The that
act today stipulates that an
Advisory Committee, had named
composition which a recordin
C. Robert Thompson, WBEN Bufcompany is allowed to record mu;
falo; Harold Essex, WSJS Winbe made available to all companie
ston-Salem; Harry Bannister, WWJ
who want it, at a stipulated fe>
Detroit; and George Whitney, KFI
Therefore, unless the bill is mod
Los Angeles, in addition to himfied it is pointed out that or
self.
NBC executives participating, the company could get an exclusive o
network said, will be headed by a poet's works at whatever pric
it
is willing to pay and the authc
accept.
Executive Vice President Charles
R. Denny and will include:
Carleton D. Smith, vice president
in charge of stations relations; Hugh
New Florida Local
M. Beville, director of plans and
INITIAL
decision looking towar
research; Henry T. Sjogren, radio
network controller; Norman Cash, di- grant of a 250 w station on 1400 V.
unlimited in Fort Myers, Fla., wa
rector of radio station relations, and
David Adams, assistant to the execuissued Thursday by FCC Hearin
tive vice president, along with memExaminer J. D. Bond. Applicaii
bers of their staffs. This group, NBC
is
Robert Hecksher. The cas
study.
said, already has made a preliminary
originally had been set for hearin
on interference grounds but thes
The project will cover radio values,
issues had been dropped when i
rates, discounts, sales policies, net- was
found the interference woul
sation.work operations, and station compenoccur in swampland.
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THIS
HELPS
STEEL

SLOW-BURN
MAKE
FASTER

These pictures show three things
being done to speed up the
production of steel in America.
More than 200 steel companies
and more than 600,000 people are
at work helping our country to
out-produce the rest of the world.
Here are some interesting things
they are doing:

TOAST FOR A BLAST-FURNACE: This machine mixes powdered iron ore with coal, then passes it through a flaming'
oven. The result is a supply of porous lumps of fused ore
that greatly improve production when fed to a blast
furnace. Ore supply is stretched because ores with lower
percentages of iron can be used.

THE SMOKE GOES DOWN AND AROUND: Picture
shows construction of a new blast furnace, with
"washer" for stack gases. Besides reducing air
pollution, such a washer captures tiny particles
of flue dust to be caked for re-use as "iron ore".

STEEL FOR TIN CANS AT 28 M.P.H.: That's how fast a
strip of steel receives its coating of tin in this electrolytic
plating machine.

BROADCASTING
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New ideas and new machines soon will have upped
American steel capacity 24 million tons (1948
to end of 1952) to a total of 117,500,000 tons.
America has more steel mills, more machines than
all the rest of the world, but her greatest asset
is her productive capacity. If you want to know
more about the tradition of "licking the impossible" in American steel production,
write for the reprint from STEELWAYS magazine, "Joe (the Magnificent) Magarac." American Iron and
Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue,
New York 1, N. Y.
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The
The latest Pulse of Birmingham
proves once again that WAPI news
is hot news for advertisers. It shows
that WAPI broadcasts eight out of
the top ten news programs, day and
night. Monday through Friday.*

best
Best is the word for WAPI news.
And for WAPI's star newscasters.
Newsmen like CBS' Edward R.
Murrow (12.9 rating) and WAPI's
Lionel Baxter (9.0 rating, 5:30-5:45
p.m., Monday through Friday).*

news
News and more news is what Alabama listeners demand. Which
makes WAPI news great news for
you, too. Because all Alabama is
booming with new industry and
loaded with spending money.

in
In cases where WAPI quarter-hour
news shows compete with other local
programs, Pulse shows WAPI news
always gets a higher rating. You get
a bigger audience (more customers)
when you choose WAPI news.*

Alabama
Alabama-bound advertisers who
know a good buy when they see one
should look in on WAPI and get the
news. For complete details and availabilities, get in touch with the
nearest Radio Sales office or...
* Pulse: Mar.- Apr. 1951; Mon.-Fri.

WAPI
"The Voice of Alabama"
CBS in Birmingham
Represented by Radio Sales

WAGE Syracuse was the scene of a sales meeting attended by station executives and representatives of the
0. L. Taylor Co. New York and Chicago offices May 5.
Playing host was William T. Lane (seated, second r),
WAGE general manager. Seated (I to r) Stuart M. Kelly,
William T. Rich, Bates Halsey, Lloyd George Venard,
Irvin Gross, 0. L. Taylor Co. New York office; Mr. Lane;
Aaron Beckwith, WAGE general sales manager. Standing

RETAILER

SALES

RETAILERS who don't use radio
are losing "a substantial volume of
business" which they could pocket
neatly through intelligent use of
the aural broadcast medium, H.
Norman Neubert, merchandising
manager of NBC's Owned and
Operated Stations Div., told a Merchandising and Management Conference at the U. of Maryland last
week.
"Radio has proved that it can
pay
way in sales,"
Mr. Neubert
told its
a Monday
afternoon
session,
citing case histories to demonstrate
radio's sales pull.
Referring to the more than 100
studies conducted by The Advertising Research Bureau Inc., independent research organization of
Seattle, which conducts point-ofsale interviews to measure the relative effectiveness of radio and newspapers, he said:
"The ARBI studies showed that
55 out of every 100 customers were
drawn into the store by advertising;
25 of these 55 were attracted by
radio, 22 by newspaper and only
eight were influenced by both
media. That would indicate that
with only eight customers reached
by both media there is comparatively little overlap between the
store's radio and newspaper marIn the tests, Mr. Neubert pointed
out,
kets."the stores allotted equal budgets to both media.
"The retailer who uses newspapers exclusively is automatically
losing out on a large slice of his
potential market; he is missing
completely those people who are
influenced strongly by radio and
little or none at all by newspapers,"
he said. "By using the beamed
program technique and spot saturation campaign on radio, a store can
reach groups of customers, many
of whom normally would never see,
let alone read, the store's newspaper advertising."
Comparing the various media's
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— Lloyd Walsh, merchandising manager; Jack Drisko,
production department; Carl Silfer, musical director; Lou
Parmentier, sales staff; Don Langham, chief engineer,
all WAGE; Robert J. Feihel, Taylor Chicago office;
Gordon Alderman, program director; Truman Rice, production department; Art Knorr, sales staff; Peg Morris
and Norma S. Lane, sales and executive secretaries; Olga
Guercio, continuity writer.

Neubert Cites Radio's Pul!
volume within 6% of the preceding
places
customers'
leisure-time
activities,in Mr.
Neubert said:
year's sale.
The circumstances of these
"Only 25% of the population
reads a magazine each day. In stores, and others which he cited,
are not "different" from those of
the case of both radio and newsStores more skeptical about radio,
papers, a daily circulation of approximately 85% is the norm.
Mr. Neubert noted. "The only difNewspaper reading accounts for ference is the fact that these 'show
58 minutes daily in the average
me' store heads have not recognized
radio as the powerful selling
home. Radio listening accounts
for four hours and four minutes.
medium that it is," he asserted.
Similarly, he said, the ARBI test
"And the radio figures do not include out-of-home listening or cases which he cited are "typical"
secondary set listening within the rather than "exceptional":
"The overall average results
home. Out-of-home listening, acfrom the first 50 tests show that
cording to a recent survey, would
increase radio listening figures by 25.6%- of the customers who evi20%. Your customers not only
denced interest in the test merchandise were drawn to the store
have radios, but they spend more
time listening to their radios than
by radio alone; 21.7% of the customers were attracted by newsthey devote to any other activity."
paper advertising alone; 7.8%
Cites Cases
were influenced by both media, and
Among radio success stories he
44.8% had miscellaneous other reacited the case of Schuneman's in
sons for coming in to look at the
St. Paul, which sold $1,875 worth
test items.
of china on the strength of three
"In 72% of the tests radio
WDGY commercials costing $30 alactually out-pulled newspaper in
together. Steiger's in Holyoke,
the number of customers it proMass., he pointed out, eliminated
duced per advertising dollar spent.
newspaper advertising for an an- In the balance of the tests radio
nual sale and yet, using radio alone
(Continued on page 89 )
(WHYN), achieved a total sales
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NEWSLETTER
INFORMATION

COMMITTEE
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NUMBER
*

INTERPRETIVE
in the

oil

DATA

on current

industry ... for your

developments
information:

The 178-million horsepower in mechanical energy of oil-powered
tractors, trucks, and engines on American farms today exceeds all power
in American factories, and is twice that on farms only ten years ago.
In that period it has boosted farm output per man hour about 50 per cent.
This mechanical energy is one of the big reasons why the U.S., with
fewer farm workers in action, now normally produces 40 per cent more than
in the best bumper crop years up to 1940.
This oil-powered energy serves farmers and the nation in many other
ways.
It has released for food production 15 million acres formerly required
to produce feed for horses and mules.
It has speeded the spread of stubblemulching, contouring, strip-cropping, and other soil-conservation practices.
Its contribution to the extension of grassland farming helps open up a
potential of hundreds of millions of depleted acres that may be restored
to productivity.
Other examples of the inter-relation of oil and farming for the good
of the nation include the role played by petroleum in the control of weeds.
Petroleum chemicals in the form of fertilizers improve the productivity of
soils.
Insecticides help protect plants, animals, and human beings. Rust
preventives conserve farm machines and equipment.
Cooking, water heating,
refrigeration, space heating, and various power duties are among the farm
uses for liquefied petroleum gas in many areas.
America's thousands of privately-managed oil companies, striving to
outdistance each other in improving current products and development of new
products, have helped the American farmer in countless ways. These
contributions combine with a host of others in many related fields in
science, research, and industry to give American agriculture a productive
strength unapproached throughout the rest of the world.
*fr "4^
5|S ijfi
If you would like further information
its operations, please write to me.

about the oil industry

and

Department of Information
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street
New York 20, New York
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NETWORK

SHOWS

More Programs Sponsored
GAINS in the number of sponsored
programs on both radio and television networks were reported last
week in the new quarterly edition
of The FACTuary, published by
Executives Radio - TV Service,
Larchmont, N. Y.
The report showed sponsored
programs on radio networks numbered 224 as of May 1 while those
on TV networks totaled 165. By
comparison, the totals on Feb. 1
were 214 sponsored radio network
shows and 159 on television networks.
The report also showed 163 TV
networks sponsors as against 129
radio network advertisers. The
number of advertising agencies
currently handling radio network
accounts was placed at 81; those
handling TV network accounts, 86.

18

of

the

20

JUDGES for the National Essay Contest sponsored by the Advertising Federation of America are (I to r) Dr. Charles M. Edwards, dean. School of Retailing,
New York U.; Ken R. Dyke, Young & Rubicam Inc.; Helen Valentine, editorin-chief. Charm magazine; William C. Gittinger, vice president, CBS, and
J. F. Oberwinder, president, D'Arcy Advertising Co. and judges chairman.
The judges met in New York to select national winners. Top award, $500 and
all expenses to the AFA 47th annual convention in St. Louis, will be presented
to the winner at the convention on June 11. Second award is $200 and
certificate; third, $100 and certificate

top-rated

programs

are

. . . and

Buffalo

CBS

in

on

CBS

is WGR

Corporiition,
RAND
BUILDING,
BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsborry
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Radio, TV To
Share
Honor:
G 1
TIN
MEE
SCAAA
RADIO and television will shar;
top honors at the first annual two
day conference of the Southerr
California Advertising Agencie.;
Assn., to be held May 25-26 al
Rancho Santa Fe (Calif.) Inn.
Roundtable discussions in eacl I
medium will be featured, the tele
vision panel to be held the first daj 1
of the sessions; radio panel, th< j
second.
Participating in the TV session wil j
be Robert F. Laws, sales manager l
ABC-TV
Western Division, whost fsubject will be "New Developments ir 1
TV Circulation, Impact, Advertising I
and Usefulness"; Richard L. Link ,
roum, director, CBS-TV Hollywood
"How To Improve Your Commercials f
for Specific Classes of Products"; Wesl
Turner, president, Westurner Co., TV'B
engineering
Yoi 1|
Should Know consultant,
About the "What
Technica
Side";
MacGregor
Eadie,
sales
representative, KNBH
(TV) Hollywood i
"Making and Keeping Peace With the
Continuity Editor"; Seymour Klate
art director, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, "How The Art Director Can
Help"; Charles B. Brown, director of
TV sales, Bing Crosby Enterprises,
Los Angeles, "Why and How To Use
Films"; Haan J. Tyler, manager, KFITV Los Angeles, will be panel chairman.
Radio panel will consist of Wilbur
Edwards, assistant manager, KNX
Hollywood and Columbia Pacific Network, who will speak on "What's
Different
About sales
Radiomanager,
Out Here";
Kevin Sweeney,
KFI,
"New Findings in Radio Research";
Sydney B. Gaynor, commercial manager, KFWB, "What's Current in Los
Angeles Radio"; John C. Merino, manager, KFSD San Diego, "What's Current in San Diego"; Ward D. Ingrim,
vice president and general sales manager, Don Lee Broadcasting System.
"What's Current in California and
Pacific Coast Networks"; Thomas
Frandsen, sales manager, KMPC Hollywood, "More Retail Business for
Agencies." Chairman will be Robert
J. McAndrews, managing director.
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn.
Main speaker of the two-day conference will be Russell S. Barnes,
director, Bureau of Advertising,
New York, Raymond B. Gage, president, Clarence B. Juneau Adv. and
SCAAA president, will preside.
Robert Brerhauer
ROBERT E. BRETHAUER, 33,
timebuyer at J. Walter Thompson,
Chicago, died May 11, after a serious illness. He had worked at JWT
since January, when he left an ABC
Chicago network sales post. Mr.
Brethauer joined ABC in 1945 in
network sales service, and worked
as assistant manager and manager
until 1949 when he was named network salesman for the Minneapolis
area. He was a chief petty officer
in the Navy, serving in the states
and the Pacific during the war, and
was a graduate of Central YMCA
College and Loyola U., Chicago.
His widow survives.
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People come
from

The Carl de Suze Show. . favorite radio

distant points

fare for thousands

of New

Englanders

each morning from 8:00 to 8:30. . keeps
moving merchandise for a growing list
of participating sponsors ! As this letter
shows, the Smith House is one of them. .

BOSTON
50,000 WATTS
NBC AFFILIATE

WBZ

WESTINGH0USE

an important example, because this advertiser sells both service and merchandise.
Important, too, are Carl de Suze's frequent
public appearances., not only in Boston
but in jive New England states. For
details, check WBZ or Free & Peters.

RADIO

STATIONS

KDKA
• WOWO
• KEX
KYW
• WBZ
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
Radio— America's
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Great Advertising

• WBZA
for WBZ-TV.
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Jordan Points to Need

AFTER experimental test programs, June Dairy signed for sponsorship of
series of shows on WLIZ Bridgeport, Conn. Phil Grant, adv. mgr., June Dairy,
signs contract as Philip Merryman (seated), WLIZ president, looks on.
Standing (I to r): Manning Slater, WLIZ coml. mgr.; Wallie Dunlap, prog,
mgr.; Steve Machcinski, Adam J. Young Jr., and Ed Fitzgerald, Fitzgerald
Attractions.

FORT PITT Brewing Co., Pittsburgh
contracted for Bold Venture over
KDKA Pittsburgh Fridays. Completing pact is Michael Berardino, brewing firm pres. With him are Faris
Feland (I), BBDO account executive,
and George Tons, KDKA sales mgr.

TOAST to White Rock upon acquisition of American Jewish Caravan of
Stars Sunday on WMGM New York
is offered by Bert Lebhar (seated, I),
sta.
Tom contract.
Prosser, firm's
sis.
prom.mgr.,
mgr. assigns
Standing,
Chuck Feld (I), adv. mgr., and Hal
Davis, Kenyon & Eckhardt v. p.

HAMADY BROS. Super Markets,
Flint, Mich.,
for Smilin'
Henderson
Showsigns
on WTAC
Flint. Max
L to
r: (seated) Mr. Henderson and Robert
Hamady, Hamady sec-treas.; (standing) Jon R. McKinley, WTAC gen.
mgr.; Ralph Brockway, Hamady ad
dir.; Ralph F. Spangler, WTAC acct.
exec.

PETER HAND Brewing Co. (Meister
Brau) contracts for daily early morning show on WBBM Chicago. Signers
are Andrew Gantner (I), adv. mgr.,
and Ralf Brent, sta. sis. mgr. Looking
on (I to r) Jim Conway and John Harrington, emcees. Agency, BBDO.

WFAA Dallas sets six-month spot saturation campaign for Aunt Jemima
Family Flour. Inking pact is J. B. Farris, sis. mgr., Sherman, Tex., Div.,
Quaker Oats. Standing (I to r) George Utley, WFAA natl. radio sis. mgr.;
Richard Drummy and Buell Herman, Edw. Petry & Co., Dallas; Al Bishop, acct.
exec, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago; V. C. Hathaway, Quaker Oats, and John
Guerry, R&R production.

for

SELL RADIO!
Aggressive Promotion
RADIO is operating at a record level but requires an aggressive selling
campaign to answer its detractors, according to C. L. Jordan, executive
vice president of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Addressing the Georgia Tech Club in New York last Tuesday, Mr.
Jordan chided broadcasters who *
have a defeatist attitude (see ments of audience ratings and
domination by big-name network
story this issue).
programs,"
"Radio, in 1951, has more sta- to
television. making it vulnerable
tions, more sets in more homes and
"On the other hand," he said, "if
more advertisers using it than ever
radio developed its full potential
before in its history," Mr. Jordan
it could offer many more adversaid. "Certainly, from that backtisers the lowest cost of reaching
ground can come a vital new propeople of any form of mass commotion program for the industry."
Recalling the upward trend in
radio set sales during the last two
munication."
years, he recalled that sales are
now at an all-time high rate. As to R. D. VALENTINE
TV's impact on broadcasting, he
WQXR Chief Engineer Dies
said: "A defeatist attitude based
RUSSELL D. VALENTINE, 51,
on novelty effect, whether in rachief engineer of WQXR-AM-FM
dio, sports or general entertainNew York, and pioneer radio techment, is a much more serious ennician, died last Tuesday at his
emy than television itself.
home in Queens, New York, after
"Our great industries are built
a long illness.
by confident, courageous promotion.
A new competitor usually is a
A member of the station's technical staff since 1929, when it was
spur to new, aggressive thinking —
and often to new expansion for known as W2XR, he had served as
both. When radio skyrocketed to its chief engineer since the station
became WQXR in 1936. He was
great national visibility, many people thought it would mean the end
credited with building the station's
of home phonographs and record
1 kw and 10 kw transmitters at
sales. Who would buy them — when
Maspeth, L. I., and with the techyou could get plenty of music free
nical layout of its modern control
rooms and studio, completed last
by just turning
a dial?"
Victor Promotion
He had participated in the exMr. Jordan reminded that Victor
perimentations out of which derecord sales dropped but the comyear.
veloped high-fidelity broadcasting,
pany employed new promotion tactics and soon was breaking sales
beginning as "ham" operator in
adding each new invenrecords. He said 1950, TV's big 1914, tionand
to a transmitter he had built
year, also was a record year for
for his own use. A member of
total daily newspaper circulation.
the American Amateur Relay
"Nearly everybody predicted
television was sure to destroy raLeague, he had received its WAC
and AARL certificates.
dio," Mr. Jordan continued. "And,
I am sorry to say, a lot of the
Born in Woodbridge, N. J., where
important factors in radio were
he attended public schools, Mr.
leading the funeral procession.
Valentine later studied radio at
"No one questions the fact that
Columbia U. He is survived by
television cuts into radio listening.
his widow, Martha; a sister, Mrs.
That has been clear in every study.
Ruth Chase of St. Mary's City,
"But the blackest picture I ever
Md.; and three brothers, Irving R.
have seen painted still showed raof Conneaut, Ohio; Earl of New
dio listening more than two hours
a day in homes with television.
Haven, Conn.; and Leroy of Sewaren, N. J. Burial Friday was in,
That's more time than is spent
Alpine Cemetery, Perth Amboy,
reading newspapers, or magazines,
N. J.
or books. In fact, it is still the
largest amount of time spent on
any form
of recreation except television itself.
Ad Agency Task Force
"And the millions of homes withVOLUNTEER task force adverout TV still listen to radio more
tising agency for the Advertising
than four hours a day. That
Council's
new Industrial Steel
doesn't
to
me. sound Mke a sick industry
Scrap campaign will be the James
Thomas Chirurg Co., Boston and
"Neither do the cold, hard facts
New York, the Council announced
of "More
radio'sradio
growth.
stations have been
last week. Howard G. Sawyer,
built in the last five years than in
Chirurg
copy director, has been
the 25 years prior to television.
named
supervisor
of all campaign
The number of radios in operation
advertising materials. The camhit an all-time high in 1950. Fiftyfour million new radios have been
paign is being undertaken at the
request of the National Production
sold while TV was selling 10 milAuthority and the American Iron
new sets." saw a serious probMr.lionJordan
& Steel Institute's Iron and Steel
lem in radio's "old static measure- Scrap Committee.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

"That's

right....

closed"
ck
"No,ck
thisur
didn't
happen in a communist
country.
"Happened right here in town. We'd just
gotten home from a motor trip and, of
course, hadn't heard what happened.
"Been going to that church about fifteen
years, so what a shock it was when Officer
Povey stopped us at the door. 'That's
right' he told us, 7 said church closed!'
"Then he explained. There'd been a fire
in the church the day before and he was
shooing folks over to the Guild Hall for
services. Mary and I looked at each other
. . . then grinned. We'd both had the same
crazy idea that the State had taken over
the churches.
"That night Bill and Edna Johnson
dropped in for TV. We told them what
happened at the church. And about the
crazy idea we had. But Bill asked, was
it so crazy? Then he pointed out that
it had happened in other countries. So
we all got talking real serious.
"All week I've had it on my mind . . .
suppose we had no Freedom here? Suppose
the State took over religion, the press and
professions like music, medicine and art?
Suppose they took over industry and made
me work where I didn't want to? Suppose
the State took over our house? And
suppose, on election day, we had our
choice of one candidate?
"Maybe I don't run my life perfectly but
I sure wouldn't want the State to run
it for me! Y'know, every Thanksgiving
we give thanks for the good things we
have ... all of which add up to Freedom.
So why shouldn't we all be just as thankful
the other 364 days, too?"
REPUBLIC
STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strong and free ... an America whose vast
Agricultural Industry is unsurpassed. And
through Agriculture, Republic serves America.
Republic produces quality steels for all
industries and much of it can be found in
thousands of agricultural tools and equipment for field, pasture and farmstead. Thus,
Republic works with the farmer to help
keep America the best fed nation on earth.
This message is one of a series appearing in national magazines, and
n newspapers in communities where Republic mills, mines and offices are located. For a full color reprint, or permission to broadcast
[telecast, write Dept. M Republic Steel, Cleveland 1, Ohio
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LEE WILL CLAIMS
Settled Out-of-Court
WITH out-of-court settlements being agreed upon and thus eliminating alegal contest, the 27-word
will of Thomas Stewart Lee, heir
to the late Don Lee's broadcasting
and automobile distributing fortune, was admitted to probate in
Los Angeles Superior Court last
Tuesday.
He left his entire estate of more
than $8 million to an uncle-bymarriage, R. Dwight Merrill, 81,
Seattle lumberman.
Mrs. Nora S. Patee, maternal
aunt of Thomas Lee, who had attacked the validity of the will
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 27, 1949], dismissed her contest and is to receive "a certain
percentage" of his estate, according to attorneys, who declined to
be more specific.
Settlements also were reached
with the late Don Lee's two adopted
daughters, Mrs. Christine L. Reiber of Metchen, N. J., and Mrs.
Elizabeth L. Frey of West Los Angeles. Lawyers representing the
sisters, while not revealing settlement terms, declared they involved
"a specific sum." Before the estate
is distributed, terms of settlement
must be made a matter of public
record.
Willet Brown, president of Don
Lee Broadcasting System and lifelong friend of Tommy Lee, is to
appear in probate court to testify
as to authenticity of the will, dated

STILL

Sept. 6, 1934. The document is in
Tommy Lee's own handwriting.
Taxes and administrative expenses have reduced the value of
the estate from $12,726,944.45 to
$8,094,170.40.
The figures were furnished to the
Superior Court in the first account
filed by Los Angeles Public Administrator Ben H. Brown.
Mr. Brown's account shows the
estate was charged $4.5 million for
federal estate taxes by the Collector of Internal Revenue. Other
taxes, administrative expenses and
claims honored, the account also
disclosed, totaled $132,774.05 from
the date of Thomas Lee's death,
Jan. 13, 1950, to April 1, 1951.
U. S. POPULATION
July Estimate Up 542,639
ESTIMATED population of the
United States as of July 1, 1950
was 151,240,000, compared to the
1950 decennial census figure of
150,697,361. The decennial census
was taken in April 1950.
Estimates of total and civilian
population by regions, divisions
and states were made public by the
U. S. Census Bureau. Amount of
change and percentage are shown
for both population counts.
The mid-1950 figures are comparable with the annual July 1
population figures released by the
bureau. Factors included in the
estimates are births, deaths, civilian migration along with loss and
gain due to the armed forces.
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AWARDS

Safety Presentations Made
ALFRED P. SLOAN Awards for
highway safety in 1950 were presented to two radio and one television station, three radio and one
television advertiser, one radio
network, and one non-commercial
educational radio station [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7]
at a presentation dinner at the
Tuesday.
Waldorf-Astoria
in New York last
WHEN SPRING thaws and ice jams
caused the Sioux River to overflow its
banks, KELO Sioux Falls covered flood
areas by jeep, plane, boat and, wherever possible, by foot. Through personal observation, taped word-pictures
and interviews, KELO was able to
give full flood coverage April 5-7. In
addition to its flood coverage, KELO
assisted the Red Cross and municipal
authorities in instructing residents
prior to and during evacuations
Above (I to r), Lieut. Comdr. C. L.
Henley, a rescue worker, is comparing
notes with Evans A. Nord, KELO station manager, and Dean Montgomery,
KELO newscaster, to whom much of
the credit went for KELO's coverage.
CBS

PACKAGE

Wrigley Buys Six Shows
CBS PACKAGE of six shows will
be sponsored by the William Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, during the
summer takes the air July 3 with
the broadcast of Pursuit. Products
which will be advertised on the
programs are being set now by the
agency, Arthur Meyerhoff, also
Chicago.
The entire package, similar to
that purchased by the same concern on CBS last year in a saturation plan, is as follows: Pursuit,
from July 3 to Aug. 21, Tuesday,
8-8:30 p.m. CDT; Lineup, July 5Aug. 16, Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m.
CDT; Rate Your Mate, July 7-July
28, Saturday, 7-7:30 p.m. CDT;
Broadway Is My Beat, July 8-Aug.
12, Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m. CDT; Romance, July 16-Aug. 20, Monday,
8-8:30 p.m/CDT, and Yours Truly,
Johnny Dollar, July 18-Aug. 15,
Wednesday, 8-8:30 p.m. CDT.

R E N

Station

R

SLOAN

L.A. OUTLETS
AFRA Opens Negotiations
NEGOTIATIONS started May 14
between the Los Angeles local of
AFRA and 13 local independent
stations on the re-opening of contracts covering staff announcers
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
May 14].
The union seeks cost-of-living increases for announcers in accordance with a present contract clause
that allows re-opening of the contract in the event of a 10 point
rise in the cost of living. Meeting
with AFRA was KFAC KFWB
KFVD KMPC KGFJ KRKD KLAC
Los Angeles; KXLA KWKW
KALI Pasadena; KGER KFOX
Long Beach; KIEV Glendale. Further meetings were scheduled for
late last week or early this week.

Alfred P. Sloan Jr., founder and
president of the Sloan Foundation
and chairman of the board of General Motors Corp., presented the
awards after the names of the
winners were recounted by Charles
R. Cox, chairman of the board of
the National Safety Council, which
administers the Sloan awards.
Pyke Johnson, president of the
Automotive Safety Foundation,
presided. Principal speaker was
Robert Young, star of Father
Knows Best, which won an award
for Maxwell House Coffee in the
sponsored network program category.

Accept Awards
Awards winners and the executives who accepted them were:
WNAR Norristown, Pa. (local station sustaining program category) —
Farris E. Rahall, executive director.
WWJ-AM-FM Detroit (regional stasustaining programs) — Don DeGroot,tion,
manager.
NBC (networks, sustaining programs)— Edward Stanley, manager of
public affairs and education division.
WNBW (TV) Washington (TV sustaining program) — Ralph Burgin, program director.
C. W. Kelley Transport Co., Hutchinson, Kans. (local station commercial
programs) — C. A. Sutherland, secretary-manager, Tank Truck Carriers
Inc.
Plymouth Dealers of Greater Detroit (regional station commercial
program — Jack Rose, president. (Programs were on WWJ-AM-TV.)
Maxwell House Coffee Division,
General Foods Corp. (network commercial program) — J. K. Evans, general manager of the division. (Program on NBC.)
Local Chevrolet Dealers Assn. (regional TV network program) — Roy
Zabriski, president, Local Chevrolet
Dealers Assn. of New York.
WUOT-FM Knoxville, Tenn. (noncommercial educational station) —
casting.
Kenneth Wright, director of broad-

WOMEN'S CLUBS
Network Radio Awards Made
GENERAL Federation of Women's
Clubs, meeting in the Shamrock
Hotel, Houston,
last toweek
announced radio awards
networks
for the best program for children,
for the whole family and for adult
listening.
A special award was made to
Cavalcade of America (NBC) as
the only program which received
a substantial number of votes in
all three categories.
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transmitters

There are no short-cuts in the 300G. It is a
product of sound, thorough engineering, choice
components, and painstaking construction to
high standards. Read the quality features below
and you will know why the Collins 300G is the
standard of comparison. Remember that today,
in transmitters as in automobiles, the best costs
very little more than the cheapest.
The 300G is the quarter-kilowatt transmitter
for the owner who figures he may have to
operate over a long period of shortages through
the years ahead. You can trust it to see you
through, come what may.
And right now, we can make prompt delivery
from stock!
We suggest that you get in touch with your
nearest Collins sales office at once, for more com-

The modern styling of the
Collins 300G 250 • watt
AM transmitter will add
a note of business-like
smartness to your transmitter house.

plete information.

QUALITY

FEATURES

Full size cabinet
Dual oscillators
Motorized tuning
Pressured cooling
Complete accessibility
Full metering

All tubes and the twin oscillator units (center) are
available from the front. Either oscillator may be
means of a switch on the front panel. The other can
plugged and removed for servicing, while its twin
operation.

High safety factors
Proved reliability

immediately
selected by
then be uncontinues in

FOR BROADCAST

Superior operating characteristics

QUALITY, IT'S .

r
COLLINS
1 1 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18
BROADCASTING

RADIO

COMPANY,

2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK
• Telecastin;

Cedar

Rapids,

Iowa

1330 N. Industrial Blvd.
DALLAS 2

Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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April 26, 1951.

Mr. Charles W. Topmiller,
Station WCKY,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dear Top:

You have just had such an outstanding success for our client Lancaster County Seed
Company that I want to write you about the results.
I believe that even though you are used to dealing
in astronomical results, you will be surprised.
Last year during a twelve week period,
you sold over 1|80,000 packages of seeds for our
client.
This was exceptionally good and better by
far than the results we got on any other stations,
however, this year despite the fact that mail returns
generally have been down, you sold in a ten weeks
period, over 1,010,000 packages of seeds J
You produced more orders by far than
all the other stations combined which we used.
Any additional comments I might make
would be superfluous so I'll close and say, "Thanks
a lot for a terrific job".
Most cordially,
:

BRENNAN MAR£ULIS/~AD VERTISING CO.
S.I.Rosenfe

SIR:FC

Call Collect: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
WCKY

C. H. "Top" Topmiller
WCKY Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

FIFTY
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Fee-Bite
editorial

4

Equalized Research
ABOUT the most sensible suggestion that has
come to our attention since the rate-cut crisis
I struck radio was made by Frank Pellegrin,
and secretary of H-R Representvice president
atives Inc. and onetime director of the former
NAB Bureau of Broadcast Advertising.
As reported in this publication last week,
i Mr. Pellegrin believes that Broadcast Adver1 tising Bureau, the autonomous organization
that replaced the department he once headed,
has a rare chance to be the leader and standard
bearer for which the industry is desperately
looking. What BAB must do, to earn such a
position, is to "lay out an aggressive campaign
of positive action and get immediately to
work," Mr. Pellegrin said.
The assignment that Mr. Pellegrin proposes
for BAB is the ambitious but not impossible
I job of restoring perspective to media research.
| Radio has allowed the growth of research
techniques that give radio the shortest possible
J count
give provided
radio's competitors
longest.
Whileand radio
advertisers thewith
minj ute-by-minute audience figures, newspapers
•I and magazines talked only in terms of total
j circulation. As Mr. Pellegrin pointed out:
; "Radio has spent over $37,800,000 in research
J services which limit its 'circulation', whereas
j newspapers and magazines combined have spent
only a paltry $6 million to count and certify
total circulation, which says not one thing
about inch-by-inch readership."
The rate-cut stampede in radio has been
caused by hysteria over television. In terms
of radio's total circulation, TV has actually
had little effect, just as it has had little effect
on total newspaper or magazine circulation. In
terms of minute-by-minute radio listening in
some communities, however, TV influence is
apparent. How much influence has TV ex.[ erted on newspaper and magazine readership?
\ If anybody knows, he isn't telling.
Mr. Pellegrin proposes, and we fervently
endorse, a campaign to create a demand for
j comparable research of all media. A good
start for such a campaign would be pilot
; studies of all media to find out what TV has
done to each. The organization to do such
studies, Mr. Pellegrin believes, is BAB.
We agree. And we add that BAB should be
given powerful support from the industry at
large and should coordinate its efforts with
the Affiliates Committee which, being- composed of network stations, has a first-hand
familiarity with the rate-cut debacle. BAB,
the Affiliates Committee, and everybody in
broadcasting have a chance to recover initiative that lately has been lost. It would be a
pity if the chance were ignored.
WE pause here to pay homage to George
Kirtland and Holiday magazine, as daring a
team as we have lately come across. Mr.
Kirtland wrote, and Holiday published in
its current issue, an article that says he does
not own a television set because he still gets
all the enjoyment he wants out of his — now
get this — his radio. Mr. Kirtland and Holiday are courageous indeed to take such a
favorable attitude toward radio, which most
popular authors and magazines are trying to
bury alive. A suitable reward for Mr. Kirtland, we suggest, would be a television set.
With radio and TV, his enjoyment would
be complete.
Page 50
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Again

THE FEE-BITE is on again in Congress. The
House has passed a bill to allow government
agencies, such as the FCC, to assess charges
for special services rendered. This isn't necessarily a franchise tax, or a "license fee," although it could reach that undesirable point.
A one-year "test" is indicated.
It is easy to understand why Congress is
trying to tap every possible revenue source.
Evidently, projected tax increases won't do the
job. Radio and TV paid taxes on a half-billion
dollars in revenue last year. It cost the FCC
about $6,500,000 to operate, of which probably
half was spent for common carrier, safety-oflife, telephone and telegraph regulation. So
it readily can be seen that the broadcast media
more than pay for their portion of federal
regulation, without a semblance of a voice in
FCC's management.
If there's a franchise tax (which presumably would entail new legislation) then broadcasters and telecasters certainly should be given
license tenures longer than three years and one
year, respectively. If it's the payment of filing
fees and charges for paper-work, there would
be no hardship for the larger stations or networks. But no matter how slight, those charges
would be burdensome to smaller stations,
which require the same degree of handling as
the larger ones. The FCC's own records show
money.about one-fourth of the stations lose
that

Who Complained?
IT COMES as no surprise that FCC General
Counsel Cottone recommends that the licenses
of the G. A. Richards' stations (WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles)
should not be renewed, which would snuff out
properties worth possibly $10 million. Never
before has there been a case before the FCC so
fraught with bitterness, innuendoes, personal
recriminations, and total lack of objectivity.
Proof of this is in the 164-page motion filed
by Mr. Cottone to accompany his 340 pages of
proposed findings. This motion seeks to "expunge as scandalous, scurrilous, sham and
frivolous" a previous motion of Richards'
counsel. It may be legal jargon, but it sounds
like something plucked from a dime novel?
Expenditure of more than a million dollars
and elapse of three years weren't necessary to
prove that Mr. Richards is a strong-willed person who takes his nation, his politics and his
business seriously. Whatever his views may
be as to Communists, Mugwamps, Republicans
or Democrats are his own business, under our
Constitution and our Bill of Rights.
What goes out over the microphones of his
stations is another matter. Has there been
any public complaint that his stations have
been unfair, bigoted, or prejudiced? Has he
used those facilities as his personal mouthWe piece ? know of no such complaints — except
from disgruntled ex-employes, from pressure
groups agitated by them and even by FCC staff
members.
The test is not what Mr. Cottone, or members of his staff may think about Mr. Richards'
personal views or predilections. There's no
thought control yet. Censorship is barred. The
question before Examiner Cunningham, and
ultimately before the FCC, is: "Has the public
complained?"

our respects to:

mafroml his
Reserve
in thebackFedera
N deskleaned
NORTOhogany
Bldg. A twinkle crept into his blue eyes.
"Do you really want to know how I got into
radio?" he said, chuckling.
"My wife and I were in the Statler Hotel
in Boston in about 1929 and I happened to put
on one of those crystal sets. The song, 'Among
My Souvenirs,' was playing.
"I listened a minute then said to my wife,
'That's the damndest thing I ever saw. What
an advertising medium that is!'
"I made up my mind then to get into radio."
One would have to say that Mr. Norton very
definitely ofdidthe"get
radio."
he is
chairman
boardinto
of the
Voice Today
of Alabama
ED

Inc., which operates WAPI-WAFM (FM)WAFM-TV Birmingham, and of the Florida
Broadcasting
Co., which operates WMBR-AMFM-TV
Jacksonville.
At 58 years of age, Mr. Norton is riding the
crest of his third successful career. First,
banking, then radio, and now as a government
executive.
On June 2, 1950, the U. S. Senate approved
the Presidential appointment of Mr. Norton
as a member of the Board of Governors of the
in.
Federal Reserve System. Sept. 1 he was sworn
It was an honor not sought but richly deserved. And though his hundreds of radio
friends throughout the United States find it
difficult to think of him other than as simply
Ed Norton, he may properly be called Governor
Norton.
Governor Norton was born Edward Lee
Norton June 13, 1892, in Blountsville, Ala.
Most of his formative years were spent in ,
that steel center of the South.
At Birmingham Southern College, from
which he received a B. S. degree in 1913, he
gained an enviable reputation as an athlete.
In 1913-14, Mr. Norton attended the U. of
Alabama. Later he returned to his Birmingham alma mater for an LL.D degree.
Such an outstanding baseball player was he
that there almost was a fourth career — for
Ed Norton at that age showed major league
The late R. S. Munger, however, offered him
promise.
a job as his private secretary and although
Ed Norton did — and does — love baseball, he
decided to accept. In fact, he was on a business
trip for Mr. Munger to Boston when he heard
that crystal set.
He rose rapidly in the Munger organization,
assuming more and more responsibility. His
success in banking was closely allied to service
(Continued on page 57)
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"Three Million People". We'll
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National Representative: John f. Pearson Co.
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IMPRESSIVE lineup of New York advertising people enjoy interlude during
day's festivities arranged May 14 by WITH Baltimore management and
account executives and Headley-Reed, station's national representative. Party
includes (I to r): George Shaffer, WITH; Maurine Jennings, McCann-Erickson;
Dick Hogue, Headley-Reed; Helen Wilbur, Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield;
Frank Breslin, Headley-Reed; Lillian Selb, Foote, Cone & Belding; Sterling
Beeson, Headley-Reed; Dorothy Fessler, McCann-Erickson; Edna Cathcart,
J. M. Mathes Agency; Bill Warren, WITH; Esther Ojala, DC&S; Frank Silvernail, BBDO; Dick Rudolph, WITH; Stanley Pulver, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample;
Chet Slaybaugh, Morse International; Mildred Fulton, Biow; Jerome Feniger,
Cunningham & Walsh; R. C. (Jake) Embry, WITH vice president and comRadio Coverage

Plans

DEMOCRAT
MEET
Near Completion
NATIONAL radio coverage of the combined Western and Midwest
states conference in Denver May 23-25, encompassing talks by key
Cabinet and Congressional members, was firmed up by the Democratic
National Committee last week.
Panel discussions and major ad"Businesslive),
Mobilization,"
(coastdresses will flavor the first two days to-coast
12:30-1 p.m.LBS
(EDT).
of the conference during which
May 24 — Secretary of Agriculture
Brannan, Secretary of Labor
administration officials will glad- Charles
Maurice Tobin and Secretary of Interhand with state chairmen and other
ior Oscar Chapman, special panel summary of earlier discussion, ABC (coasttop party workers. The national
to-coast
live), 10:45-11 p.m. (EDT).
committee will hold open and closed
Maycial assistant
24 — W.to Averell
Harriman,
spethe President,
luncheon
sessions on Friday, May 25, selectmeeting,
speaking
on
international
reing a convention site and date for
lations, NBC (coast-to-coast, transcribed-delayed), 11:30-12 midnight
the '52 convention and weighing
(EDT).
political strategy.
May 24 — Vice President Alben BarkAll major national networks —
ley, dinner meeting, subject undetermined, Intermountain Network (reand one regional — are slated to
gional,
approximately
30 stations),
9:30carry some of the proceedings,
10
p.m.
Address
will close
combined (MST).
conference.
most of them "live," to millions of
May 25 — William M. Boyle Jr., chairlisteners as public Service features,
man of Democratic National Committee, special report on committee action,
according to Ken Fry, radio-TV
MBS
(eoast-to-coast live), 10:30-45 p.m.
director of the Democratic National
(EDT).
Local non-affiliated stations also
Committee. Conference site precludes possibility of live telecasts.
are expected to air portions of the
Tentative schedule follows:
three-day conference, though details were not available.
May 23— Sen. Robert D. Kerr (DOkla.), dinner session, speaking on
The national committee probably
"Peace
or Partisanship,"
CBS (coast-towill follow the lead of the GOP
coast live),
11:30-12 midnight
(EDT).
May
24
—
Secretary
of
Charles W, Sawyer, breakfastCommerce
meeting.
and choose Chicago as the '52 convention site, thus saving around
$30,000 in facilities. Bill Henry,
heading the convention group of
the Radio Correspondents Assn., is
to present radio-TV requirements
similar to those he submitted to
the Republican National Committee
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 14, 7].
The thorny issue of sponsorship
of the '52 convention may not be
posed during the three-day Denver
conference, though problems certain to arise are being mulled
The
behind the scenes for thorough airing at a date closer to the actual
Rales, Re3s u\ts
R'<
rna de
conventions.
1st cWoic
the
Mr. Fry said last week he has reHar tford Market
by. V/rite
ceived numerous inquiries on the
V/m. fAalo, Co mmercia\
question, which projects questions
vaiW t'eSrAgr
!biU
involving exclusivity of commercial
Tited
sponsorship to any one network,
types of advertisers to be allowed,
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mercial manager; Helen Thomas, Street & Finney; Tom Tinsley, WITH president and general manager; Vera Brennan, Duane Jones; Bill Wren (kneeling),
J. Walter Thompson; Dick Hurley, Compton Adv.; Jean Sullivan, Duane Jones;
Ken Kerns, Biow; Al Petcavage, Al Paul Lefton; John McHugh, Joseph Katz
Co.; Frank Miller Sr., president, Headley-Reed. In the party but not shown
were Kay Shannahan, Morey, Humm & Johnstone; Pat Harnett, J. M. Mathes,
and Ray Simms, Erwin Wasey. Day started with two-hour boat trip in Baltimore harbor followed by tour of Sherwood Gardens, site where photo was
taken, cocktail party and dinner at Hotel Sheraton-Belvedere where station's
disc jockeys spoke. Visits to night clubs and other entertainment also were
included on the agenda.
and partial coverage on a commercial basis with rejection of other
sessions on a sustaining basis. The
Kefauver crime hearings and coverage of the MacArthur return
have accented the controversy in
recent months.
One line of thought in Democratic national committee headquarters at this time is merely
that sponsorship should be vigorously opposed if it precludes full
and complete reports on all convention proceedings and if it injects product advertising on the
political
scene.either major party
Whether
would permit — in fact, even be
con-a
to "sell"
vention coverage directly
is —also
legally empowered
moot point at this stage. Emergence of television on the national
scene also is an important factor,
authorities point out.
UNION ELECTION
Ordered at WORZ by NLRB
AN ELECTION to determine the
bargaining representative for all
operators, combination announceroperators, announcers and continuity writers at WORZ Orlando,
Fla., was ordered by the National
Labor Relations Board last Friday.
Both the CIO and AFL seek to
represent employes at the NBC affiliate, which is licensed to Central
Florida Broadcasting Co. Hearing
on the case was held early last
January at which time the station
sought a rehearing and stay of
proceedings to allow it to file a
brief. The request was denied.
WORZ had contended that Will O.
Murrell, an attorney, part owner
and chief witness, had been excluded from the hearings.
Florida Assn. Meeting
FLORIDA Assn. of Broadcasters
annual
meeting will be held at
8-9.
Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, June

DENVER CLINICS
Radio-TV on Summer Agenda
WORKSHOP clinics touching on
radio education, television films
and "Mass Media in the World
Crisis" will highlight the summer
quarter at the U. of Denver June
18 through Aug. 22. Hundreds of
professional radio personnel and
students are expected to attend the
special classes and recreational
activities.
Leading off the summer quarter
June 18 will be Television-Cinema
Workshop conducted by Noel Jordan, former NBC-TV mobile services director, and the radio education clinic under Prof. Leo Martin
of the U. of Alabama. Two workshops close July 21. The mass
media session, starting on that date
and lasting to Aug. 22, will include
Eleanor Roosevelt and Ralph
Bunche, Nobel prize winner, among
its lecturers. The clinic will feature classes cooperating with the
university's
Social
Science Foundation's summer
seminar.
GOP

MEETING
KVOO,

KTUL

Cooperate

IN
THE and
interest
KVOO
KTULof public
Tulsa service,'
cooperated hand-in-glove in covering the
Republican National Committee
meeting in that Oklahoma city.
KVOO, 50 kw NBC affiliate, having permanent remote lines to the
Cimarron Hotel, picked up all important committee speeches and
fed them to any other station
which requested them.
KTUL, 5 kw CBS affiliate, fed
the network with KTUL engineers
at the controls
andby.with KVOO engineers standing
Programs were picked up by
KTUL mikes,
through and
KVOO's
control
at the fed
Cimarron
from
there through KVOO studio panel
to KTUL and then into the network.
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WSAB
MEETING
Chitty Renamed President
ANNUAL spring meeting of the
Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters, in Seattle May 11, elected
officers; endorsed the NARBA
agreement, and voted to find out
why the telephone companies spend
their advertising budgets with
newspapers.
In an amusing side issue, the
meeting also inaugurated a "bundles for networks" campaign and
created the organization, CORN
(Cooperative Organization for the
Relief of Networks) [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14].
Fred F. Chitty, general manager,
KVAN Vancouver, was re-elected
president. Others elected were W.
R. Taft, KRKO Everett, vice president; Allen Miller, KWSC Pullman, secretary-treasurer, and Rogan Jones, KVOS Bellingham, and
Loren Stone, KIRO Seattle, directors.
Two state officials, Earl Coe,
secretary of state, and Jack Taylor,
land commissioner, praised the association for keeping the public
informed on happenings in the
state government.
The officials also praised the new
radio advertising law, passed by
the 1951 session of the Washington legislature, which permits use
of legal announcements on the air
for the first time. Both said the
law would be invaluable in carrying out their duties. (A similar
movement was underway in the
Florida legislature last week
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 14].)
WSAB voted also to look into
the music copyright matters as they
pertain to ASCAP, BMI and
SESAC; voted to ask BMI to hold
a program clinic soon in the Pacific
Northwest, and decided to hold the
fall meeting at Washington State
College in Pullman.
The association resolved to condemn the continued use of the
press and a single network for
institutional advertising by the
telephone companies and requested
a review of that policy.
Among those attending were:
Don Wike, KUJ Walla Walla; Jerry
Geehan, KMO Tacoma; Mark DeLauney, KVAN; Mr. Chitty, Carl Downing, Radio News, Olympia; C. O. Chatterton, KWLK Longview, Mr. Stone,
Jim Hatfield, KIRO; William Tucker,
KIRO; Leonard Higgins, KTNT Tacoma; Lincoln Miller, KXA Seattle;
Birt Fisher, KXLE Ellensburg; Joe
Chytil, KELA Centralia-Chehalis; Robert Finley, KAPA Raymond; Earl Irwin,
KVI Seattle; Jim Manning, KXLY
Spokane; Marvin Johnston, KWIE Kennewick; Harry R. Spence, KXRO Aberdeen; Mr. Taft, KRKO; Tom Olsen,
KGY Olympia; Mr. Miller, Mr. Jones,
H. E. Studebaker, KUJ; Bert McAllister, KCLX Colfax.
Archie Taft Jr., KOL Seattle; Lawrence Dix, KALE, Richland; Leo Beckley, KBRC, Mt. Vernon; James Lawson,
KBKW, Aberdeen; Keith Patterson,
KONP Port Angeles; J. Arch Morton,
KJR Seattle; Wallace Boone, KYAK
Yakima; Robert McCaw, KXRN Renton; Harold Ridalls, KRSC Seattle;
Dave
O'Neil,
and
Telegraph
Co., Pacific
Seattle;Telephone
Ed Lovelace,
KTBI Seattle; James Wallace, KPQ
Wenatchee;
Bruce
Bartley.Pat
KBROO'Halloran,
Bremerton; KPQ;
Ray
McKenzie, KMO Tacoma; Maynard
Marquardt,
World,
New
York
City;
O. W. Fisher, KOMO Seattle.
BROADCASTING

'ARMED

FORCES
DAY' Ad Council Join in Observance
Radio-TV,

MAJOR

radio and television networks combined forces with The
Advertising Council and the Dept.
of Defense last week, devoting time
and facilities in national observance of Armed Forces Day May
19.
The Advertising Council, which
set aside an allocation May 14-19,
distributed announcements, slides
and other aids to networks for use
on about 100 radio network commercial and sustaining shows and
25 TV network programs. Networks also used Armed Forces
Day spots on various sustainers.
The materials were furnished by
the Defense Dept. Radio-TV
Branch.
CBS aired spot recorded reports from Korea on its You ayid
the World, Monday through Friday, and an explanation for continued military training and preparedness. NBC planned to broadcast a special hour-long salute Saturday featuring Commentator Bob
Trout and on-the-spot recordings
made at various plants by the Defense Dept.'s Radio-TV Branch.
MBS was to originate a special
broadcast from Boiling Field,
Washington, while ABC announced
ATOM, DISPLAY
Gen. Sarnoff Salutes GIs
LINKING of the electron and the
atom for peacetime purposes was
graphically demonstrated last Monday when Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
board chairman of RCA, tapped a
radio telegraph key sending an
Armed Forces Day commemorative
message around the world.
The message, which was carried
to Tangier, Manila and back to
New York, via San Francisco, activated a uranium pile — atomic
energy — exploding a magnesium
charge that literally blew an
"Atoms for Peace" exhibit wide
open. The display was held at New
York's 7th Regiment Armory as
part of Armed Forces Week. The
message traveled the globe over
RCA Communications' world-wide
system in one-eighth of a second.
In the first display of atomic
energy development to be shown
outside of Oak Ridge, Tenn., Gen.
Sarnoff sent this message to the
Armed Forces :

"May this globe-circling radio
message . . . spread the seed of
hope around the world that the
electron and the atom will be harnessed for peace, security and
freedom for all mankind."
The Oak Ridge exhibit was sponsored by RCA as an education
service to New York and was
thrown open free to the public, 10
a.m. -10 p.m. Monday through Friday. It was supplemented by weapons and special devices of the
Army, Navy and Air Force as well
as RCA products and services.
Telecasting

it would air special messages on
its- Navy Hour.
Television coverage was to be extended by CBS-TV on its The
Facts We Face Sunday, with use
of special films and brief remarks
by Defense Secretary George C.
Marshall. Additionally, high-ranking military officers were to appear
on the network's People's Platform the same day. Tribute also
was paid on the network's Fred
Waring Shoiv, Arthur Godfrey and
His Friends and The Goldbergs.
Ad Council Plans
NBC-TV ABC-TV and DuMont
TV Network also incorporated observances on a number of programs under the Advertising Council allocation, as did various
non-interconnected video outlets on
a local basis. By mutual consent
of all media, working through the
Council, the whole week was set
aside for special coverage because
of tight schedules last Saturday.
WAAM (TV) Baltimore last
Thursday staged a mock attack on
its own station as an example of
Armed Forces operations. Titled
Operation WAAM, the telecast
used air, ground and coastal units
comprising "defenders" and "aggressors" and equipped with weapons. Actual "attack" came during

Since

the afternoon TV show, Tee Vee
W aamboree. Smoke bombs and
detonations were set up around
WAAM's "Television Hill."
WITHYCOMB
TO RFE
Heads New Munich Station
DONALD WITHYCOMB, veteran
broadcast executive, has joined Radio Free Europe as manager of
the RFE Munich station which beganing operations
May 1 [Broadcast• Telecasting,
April 30],
broadcasting t o
Czechoslovakia in
direct competition
with that country's Communist
controlled stations. Mr. Withycomb entered radio in 1926 as assistant to the
president of NBC,
Mr. Withycomb
having a c c o mpanied his employer, M. H. Aylesworth, from the public utility field
into network radio.
Since then his activities have included service as station relations
manager of NBC, general manager
of WFIL Philadelphia, wartime
duties with Coordinator of InterAmerican Officers, head of the
Blue Network office in Washington
and international manager of the
network, television consultant to
the Baltimore Sunpapers, WMAR
(TV), and to Meredith Publishing
Co., WHEN (TV) Syracuse.

1933

Since I933 the Oklahoma Tire & Supply Company, operating in
Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas, has been a consistent user of KVOO. H ow Mr. Maurice Sanditen, president of
OTASCO, and guiding head of its some 200 retail stores, feels
about KVOO is best expressed in the following paragraph from
a recent letter to us:
"I want to express my appreciation for the effective advertising
medium offered us by your station. Your coverage is by far the
best of the 40-odd stations we are using in our trade territory,
and based on dollar results, also the most inexpensive. Your
services over the past 18 years or more have played a very important part in our success and we are very appreciative of it."
Our best wishes for another one-third century of success to this
great institution which, this year, celebrates its first third of a
century of progress.
Call, wire or write KVOO today, or contact your nearest
Edward Petry & Company Office for latest KVOO availabilities.

KVOO
Oklahoma's
Greatest Station
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 WATTS
1170 KG
May 21, 1951
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HIGHER TAXES
Recommended for Sets
A HIGHER excise tax on radio and
television receivers at the manufacturing level was recommended
last week by the House Ways &
Means Committee.
The committee suggested the levy
be increased from the present 10%
to 15%. This would boost TV
sets, according to some estimates,
at the retail level as much as
$7.50 for the lower-priced receivers.
Also included in the recommended
increase were phonographs and records (also to 15%). The Treasury
Dept. had requested an increase
in set taxes from the current 10%
rate to 25%.
The committee, which is writing
the Congress' revenue-tax bill,
estimated that the increases on
radio, TV sets, phonographs, records, and musical instruments
would raise $55 million more revenue.
Photographic equipment would
be taxed at 20% rather than the
25% now levied. Tax on films
would be raised from 15 to 20%,
the readjustment yielding an estimated $9 million more.
A host of industry witnesses —
including NARTB and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. — appeared before the House Ways & Means
Committee last March to protest
the proposed tax increases [BroadSOUTHWEST

WWL New Orleans and sponsors celebrate the 10th anniversary of Jill's
Hollywood. The program, playing host to celebrities, is heard Monday through
Friday at 10:30 a.m. At the observance were (seated, I to r) R. G. Jones,
vice president of the Jackson Brewing Co. of New Orleans, Jill's first sponsor;
Jill Jackson, star of the program; Frank Somers, general manager of the
Borden Co., currently sponsoring a portion of the show; (standing) WWL officials, Henry Dupre, m.c; Ed Hoerner, program director, and Howard W.
Summerville, general manager.
casting • Telecasting, March
19, 5].
House committee action followed
by only a few days the presentation
of an RTMA study prepared by
Boni, Watkins, Mounteer & Co.,
New York, showing possible effects
of the proposed boost on industry
sales and on government tax col-

VIRGINIA'S PifUl££/l RADIO STATION

Get the entire story from FREE & PETERS
CBS • 5000 WATTS • 960 KC

_

Ownrd
and Operated
by the J M/ ~~\.\
TIMES-WORLD
CORPORATION
ROANOKE,
VA. f/St^X
FREE & PETERS. INC.. National Representatives
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lections casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleMay 14].
Study was sent to Capitol Hill
by RTMA's Tax Committee Chairman A. M. Freeman. Industry sales
would be drastically affected by a
25% levy, it was pointed out. The
government would lose revenue in
income and excess profits taxes,
impact already felt from the November 10% levy on TV sets and
thus would be heightened, and the
burden would fall most sharply on
lower-incomed groups, the study
said.
Also emphasized was the stunting of TV industry growth the
imposition of a greater tax might
have on current circulation, as well
as the dubious possibility that new
markets will be opened soon because of the so-called "unfreeze."
Vnrnoff Honored
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, chairman of the Board of RCA, was
one of eight men honored last week
with Horatio Alger Awards of
the American
Schools and Colleges Assn. for
their rise to eminence in the Horatio Alger tradition.
ners,Other
chosenwinby
student campus
Gen. Sarnoff
leaders at 450 institutions, were:
Harold Stassen, president, U. of
Pennsylvania; James L. Kraft,
president, Kraft Foods, Chicago;
James J. Nance, president, Hotpoint Appliances, Chicago; Frank
C. Russell, president, F. C. Russell Co., Cleveland; Arthur Wiesenberger, president of New York
Stock brokerage firm of that name ;
Frank Bailey, retired president,
Title Guarantee & Trust Co., New
York; Finn H. Magnus, president,
Magnus Harmonica Corp., Newark.

MOORE
FOUND
Police Find Body Afloat
A POLICE patrol boat May 13
found the body of Lyford Moore,
ABC Berlin bureau chief who disappeared Dec. 12, 1950, in Oslo,
Norway. The body was found in
the inner Oslo fjord.
Fingerprints were used to establish the identity of the body. Clothing was partially intact, but the
correspondent's watch, wallet and
passport were missing. No marks
of violence were found.
Mr. Moore had flown to Norway
with an Army mission from Frankfurt to pick up Christmas trees for
delivery to American airmen in
North Africa. He was seen last,
according to police reports, in front
of the Oslo railroad station in the
harbor area. The Norwegian radio, following his disappearance,
frequently broadcast descriptions
of him and followed up several
clues which proved false. Ships
leaving Oslo at the time were
checked and the harbor dragged
without result.
The search conducted by the Oslo
police received the cooperation of
ABC offices in New York, Washington, Berlin and Paris, as well
as correspondents in Stockholm and
Oslo, and a special investigator
family.
sent to Norway by Mr. Moore's
Mr. Moore, 40, a native of Detroit, had been with ABC for two
years, prior to which he had been
Berlin correspondent for Reuter
Agency, Army Psychological Warfare Service, Detroit Free Press
and KGA Spokane, ABC radio affiliate. Surviving are his widow,
Anne, and two children who had
been with him in Berlin since the

'A Slight Pause'
WOR-FM New York went off the
air last week temporarily to permit technical adjustments in coaxial transmission lines. Spokesmen
said they expected the station to
resume broadcasting in about two
weeks.
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'DOUBLE

HOMICIDE' Home Warns Against AM vs FM Feud

By JOSH L. HORNE
PRESIDENT
WCEC-WFMA (FM)
ROCKY MOUNT, N. C.
STANDARD broadcasting may
through its neglect, with or without wilful intent, kill frequency
modulation broadcasting — but it
will be a double
homicide when it
happens, within
my judgment, and
I speak as the
owner of both an
AM and an FM
station.
The present
plight in which
the standard
Mr. Home
broadcasting stations find themselves, and their networks with
rate card difficulties, is of their
own making. Unless there js an
end of duplicate programming and
treating FM as a bonus to the advertiser is halted, if there isn't a
promotion of FM and selling of
aural advertising as such, the homicide referred to will loom large on
the horizon.
Cites Arguments
Owning and operating an AM
station for the past 4% years we
have heard the arguments against
FM that there were no sets, and in
turn the FM'ers have retaliated by
pointing to the disparity between
coverage claims as made for advertising consumption and those made
of the stations' performance by the
FCC. With both in the aural broadcasting business, they should be
the last to "snipe" at one another.
They are like the two farmers who
go to court to settle the legality of
who owns the cow and it winds up
that the cow is the property of the
lawyers.
That is what is happening in
radio today. While the networks
and the advertisers are clamoring
for listeners the AM's are talking
about the power and knocking FM
with the next breath, while the
FM'ers are talking about superior-
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ity of reception, the freedom from
a directional coverage pattern and
trying to recite success stories.
Admitting a limited experience in
my slightly more than three score
years, I have found that neither a
farm nor a daily newspaper lends
itself to anything near the returns
in development for efforts expended as does an FM radio station.
But it can't be done by duplicate
programs, or selling spots or adjacencies on the one and making a
gift of the other. The AM'er that
took on FM just in case something
developed is now finding that the
advertiser is just as suspicious of
the gift of FM as he would be of
a half-hour program, when only 15
minutes was purchased, or of a

FM

SET

DEMAND

Report Supply Inadequate
RADIO set distributors in Ann
Arbor, Mich., are unable to obtain
FM-only or AM-FM table models
despite demand for such receivers,
according to Waldo Abbot, director
of broadcasting at WUOM, U. of
Michigan station (see FM survey
story this issue).
Of six distributors in the area
who received copies of a questionnaire prepared by NARTB, four replied and all indicated the supply
is inadequate, and almost nonexistant, according to Mr. Abbot.
NARTB recently completed a nationwide distributor study showing
a demand for more FM sets
[Closed Circuit, May 14].
Mr. Abbot sharply criticized set
manufacturers. "If FM receivers
are not made available, the investment in educational stations
will be lost. Before World War II
we were pushed into FM. Telegrams and notes came from the
FCC, from the U. S. Office of Education, urging us to get our applications in quickly for FM."
He continued:
If you look at the files, you will
find that the various Commissioners
urged the adoption of FM. As the
result of the enthusiasm and the insistence of people like James Fly
(FCC) and John Studebaker (Commis ioner of Education), those of us
in the fields of education spent a
great deal of money on FM, and now
we feel we are being let down.
The manufacturers also pushed FM
through pamphlets on the advantages
and the wonderful future in store
for the new medium. Some of those
manufacturers are now depriving it
of listeners by limiting their output
of receivers. Some sold us transmitters and other equipment but refuse
to help us build our audiences by the
inexpensive method of installing FM
in their TV consoles. They are cutting their own throats as well as
ours, for few eduactional institutions
can afford to own and operate their
own TV stations while hundreds
would build lowpower FM stations
if they could be encouraged about receivers for potential listeners.

• Telecasting

schedule being run 26 weeks with
the last 13 as a "gift."
Duplicate programming has prevented the development of an auto
radio, or a small outdoor portable
on FM because the manufacturer
has said "it isn't required, it is
listenable on AM," and in a great
many instances it was. The same
has held true in the manufacture
and sale of sets, until today the retailer issouring on radio and pushing other lines of merchandise. It
is no wonder he turns to television,
although it is admitted there will
always be aural as well as visual
broadcasting. In the meantime it is
highly imperative that the network
affiliates realize that the recent
cut is merely an initial step by the
advertisers, and they are shopping
around between direct mail, billboards, magazines, newspapers and
hundreds of other media. It is high
time that aural broadcasting set its
house in order.
A $100 million invested in FM
transmitters and stations, and an
all time high of 270,000 sets manufactured in a single month capable
of FM reception, as was the case
in March 1951, should be cause for
thought.
Borrowing a phrase we hear oft
quoted these days — "It's later than
you think."
FREQUENCY BOARD
ITU Geneva Posts Open
TWO vacancies in the Specialized
Secretariat of the International
Frequency Registration Board
(IFRB) — those of first class engineer and assistant administrative
technical officer — have been revealed by Harvey B. Otterman,
acting chief, Telecommunications
Policy Staff, Dept. of State.
Stressing the need for American
representation on the Secretariat
of the International Telecommunication Union in Geneva, which
notified the U. S. of the vacancies
last month, the State Dept. asked
that applications be filed with the
Secretary General of ITU at Palais
Wilson, Geneva, by July 1. Candidates would serve a one-year
probationary period before appointments are finalized.
These qualifications were set forth:
For engineer — a degree in physics or
electrical engineering
nications branch fromin aa telecommurecognized
technical college; five years service
with a government or private organization in radio-communications, and
experience in research or development;
first class knowledge of telecommunications terminology in at least two officialguagelanguages
and one
of the Union,
and working
knowledgelan-of
international radio regulations. For
Officer — equivalent of secondary school
certificate and successful completion of
technicalnicalcollege
course; practical
techor administrative
experience
with government or private firm: working knowledge of at least two official
languages of Union. Knowledge of
telecommunications regulations and
terms and experience with shorthand
and filing systems also are desirable.
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FORJOE & Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WHEE
Boston, Mass. Company was also appointed exclusive national representative by WAAA Winston-Salem, N. C.
front office

H

W. BUMPAS appointed vice president in charge of programming
and production LBS Dallas. He was with WIBR Baton Rouge.

FRANK S. LANE, sales manager KRMG
general manager.

Tulsa, appointed assistant

VIOLET SHINE, office manager KVER Albuquerque, appointed executive
assistant to WILLIAM T. KEMP, president.
J. HAROLD RYAN, vice president and treasurer Fort Industry Co., and
former NAB president, is at Flower Hospital, Toledo, following a mild
cerebral thrombosis, suffered May 14. He had just motored to his Toledo
home from Florida with Mrs. Ryan. His doctors have
advised complete rest for two to four months. He is 65.

HAROLD SODERLUND, sales manager KFAB Omaha, Neb., elected
first vice president Omaha Advertising Club. Mr. Soderlund is the first
radio man to be elected to a vice presidency in the club. CLETE HANEY,
vice president Bozell & Jacobs Adv.,
elected president of club. EDWIN C.
SHEAFER, Union Pacific, elected second vice president. JOHN HENRY,
Omaha Better Business Bureau, elected
secretary-treasurer.
RUDI NEUBAUER rejoins NBC Chicago staff as member of the national
Mr. Soderlund
radio spot sales division headed by
BOB FLANIGAN. Mr. Neubauer
had been laid off in recent network cost cutbacks.

Mr. Haney

CRAWFORD BLAGDEN, Kudner Agency, N. Y., to Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y., as account executive on Benson & Hedges (cigarettes).

LYNN PENTONY, program director KTLW Texas City,
appointed manager, succeeding JOHN MILLER resigned.

THURSTON SHAYS, salesman NBC, to Metropolitan
Sunday Newspapers Inc., N. Y.
Mr. Ryan

RICHARD CASS to sales promotion staff MBS Chicago.

MILTON F. ALLISON, New York sales representative WBBM Chicago,
to CBS Radio Sales, N. Y., as account executive. SAM MAXWELL Jr.,
account executive WBBM, will succeed Mr. Allison as New York sales
representative.
A DONOVAN FAUST, assistant general manager WLWD (TV) Dayton,
appointed assistant general manager WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh.

ALEX C. CARTER, sales representative Southern Dairies, appointed to
sales staff WCOG Greensboro, N. C.
WALTER E. MOORE, sales staff WAGA Atlanta, Ga., appointed sales
manager WGAP Maryville, Tenn. Mr. Moore will direct station sales and
civic promotions in the Maryville-Alcoa area.

N. Y., appointed national representaINDIEtive forSALES,
WCCC Hartford.

IRVING R. ROSENHAUSE, president WAAT and WATV(TV) Newark,
elected for two year term on board of directors of Broad Street and
Merchants Assn. . . . WILLIAM E. WARE, president KSTL St. Louis,
father of boy, Billy. . . . LLOYD E. YODER, general manager KNBC San
Francisco, appointed volunteer chairman of safety services committee
of San Francisco chapter of the Red Cross. . . . RICHARD E. HUNT,
president and general manager WPTW Piqua, Ohio, father of girl, Ginger
Diane, May 3.
MARSHALL FIELD, president Field Enterprises Inc., Chicago (WJJD
and WFMF (FM) Chicago, KOIN-AM-FM Portland, and KJR Seattle),
elected president of Child Welfare League of America, succeeding
Leonard W. Mayo. . . . MORT THORP, KOA Denver account executive,
presented industry-wide achievement award from Denver Sales Executives
Assn. Inc., local chapter of national association. He is first radio salesman to receive the award.
JOHN D. SCHEUER, operations assistant to general manager WFIL
Philadelphia, appointed to Philadelphia Advisory Board of American
Women in Radio and Television. . . . KAY CRONIN, promotion director
CJOR Vancouver, on first eastern Canadian business trip covering Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa.

FLETCHER TURNER, sales staff WQXR-AM-FM New
York, appointed account executive WOR New York.
Mr. Turner earlier was associated with CBS Radio Sales.

GRAND
OPENING
KMBC-KFRM Has New Center

WALT HENRICH, announcer WGAR
sales staff WERE Cleveland.

CELEBRATION of the "Grand
Opening" of KMBC-KFRM Kansas
City, Mo.'s, new radio and television center, slated for last Saturday, got underway as early as the
preceding Monday, the station re-

JOPLIN,
MO.
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Cleveland, to

Mr. Moore

00*
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* This map shows airline
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Now in its fifth year of service,
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community affairs and activities.
Austin A. Harrison, President
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The Follies show, a KMBC local
series for 14 years, became a onetime special network program that
included the formal ceremony dedicating the radio-TV building.
LOCALIZE NEWS
Advice to Small Stations

Some 700 close friends of the
ports.
station and its president, Arthur
SMALL-SIZED stations are "overB. Church, received their first look
looking the tremendous interest of
at the 222 W. 11th St. building
listeners" in local news, according
during the week, marked by a to Robert M. Bruce, radio consultround of cocktail parties which
ant, in an address to U. of Oregon
were held daily. Schedule called
journalism students.
for Sigma Delta Chi members, May
Mr. Bruce, part-owner of KRCO
14; advertising and agency offi- Prineville, Ore., and former station
manager, pointed out that networks
cials, and local and regional advercannot compete with reporting of
tisers, May 15; city leaders and
community news and extra money
officials, May 16-17.
invested for news personnel will
On opening day, Mr. Church was
pay off in increased sales. Mr.
honored in a special CBS broadBruce, who is advising station owncast of Brush Creek Follies, 9:30ers in Oregon on methods of im10 p.m., as part of the month-long
proving programs, sales campaigns,
celebration of Mr. Church's "30 and building of listeners, spoke on
"What Do Listeners Want Today?"
years and 30 days" of broadcastBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Respects
(Continued from page 50)
to his community and the crowning
achievement of his banking career
was his appointment to the FRB.
In addition, he played a leading
part in the organization and development ofthe Coosa River Newsprint Co., of which he is president.
Banking interests have termed this
company the largest industry established in Alabama during the
past decade.
Throughout his many successes,
his partner was his devoted wife,
the late Jessie Anna Stead, who
died nearly two years ago.
A nutshell compilation of Mr.
Norton's affiliations would show
that he is a member of Omicron
Delta Kappa, Phi Beta Kappa, a
past president of the Kiwanis Club,
a Democrat, Mason (Shriner),
chairman of the board of stewards,
Highland Methodist Church, and
several country clubs. Also, he is
very active on boards of several
educational institutions.
In short, he is a very busy man.
But, with efficient use of his time,
a characteristic of successful men,
he still manages to find time to
play a few rounds of golf a week.
He stands along side of Gen.
Omar Bradley as one of the best
non-professional golfers in Washington.
Although the first line of responsibility with Governor Norton
| is his Federal Reserve Board position, he still remains in close contact with radio.

cars which hemmed both sides of
Constitution Ave.
"See those cars out there. Look
at them. I don't see a one of them
without a 'buggy whip.'
"I'm not discounting television.
But it's going to affect billboards
and door-to-door salesmen to a
greater degree than radio.
"As I said before, radio needs
young ideas and the enthusiasm it
hadMr.when
it was
Norton
madestarting
it clearout."
that he
felt that radio and television can
live side-by-side and that anyone
who "dumps" radio now is just
plain foolish.

NEWS SOURCES
Bill Permits Protection
NEWS-GATHERERS for radio,
television, newspapers and other
media would be permitted by law to
withhold their information sources
in federal courts in certain instances under legislation proposed
on Capitol Hill last Tuesday.
Under a bill introduced by Rep.
Louis B. Heller (D - N. Y.) the
privilege would be established save
in cases where, in the opinion of
the court, disclosure is necessary
in the interest of national security
or to avoid the concealment of
crime. The measure (HR 4100)
was referred to the House Judiciary Committee.
Rep. Heller's legislation stemmed
from a court decision, handed
down fortnight ago, that newspapermen are not privileged per se
to conceal their sources of information. The incident involved Columnist Leonard Lyons, who had
published certain items in connection with the conviction of Ethel
Rosenberg in an atom spy case.
The ruling was made by Judge
John C. Knox of the Federal District Court for the Southern District of New York.
Rep. Heller told House colleagues
that the ruling "will adversely affect the freedom of the press" and
said that neither the national security nor concealment of crime
was involved in the case of Mr.
Lyons, a New York Post columnist.
"The privilege which would be
established under this bill would
apply to any person who is engaged
in gathering or presenting news,
whether for newspapers, periodicals, radio or television," he asserted. Rep.
billS. would
amend Title
28 Heller's
of the U.
Code
by adding a new section relating
to evidence and witnesses.

Keeps Well Posted
Several times weekly he talks
over the phone with WAPI and
WMBR. And he spends alternating
weekends in Birmingham and Jacksonville. He is getting tired of all
that traveling, incidentally.
In the travel department, it may
be said that although he has seen
much of the United States, Mexico
j and Canada, he has been abroad
only once. "That was as an ensign
during World War I at my 'Uncle's'
expense," he said with a laugh.
Among his fellow governors, he
considers himself a liberal. His
"liberal" views stem from his deep
faith in the seemingly limitless
, productive power of the United
States, and his belief in American
youth. He does not believe in
j measuring situations of today with
yesterday's yardsticks.
Mr. Norton believes that radio,
despite television, has a lasting
future to look forward to.
He feels that "fresh ideas" and
a return to its original enthusiasm
J are radio's greatest needs.
KGER Rate Increase
"I believe in time each will find
its own bottom — will have to.
KGER Long Beach, Calif., has inMusic is the common denominator
creased its rates approximately
■ of radio and drama will be the 7y2%, effective May 20. According
common denominator of television.
to Galen 0. Gilbert, station manEach will have its place."
ager, the decision to boost rates
To underscore his meaning, Govcame as a result of heavy increases
ernor Norton walked across his in auto and "out of home" listenFRB offices to a window.
ing, in addition to a "substantial"
"Come here a minute," he beck- increase
in the station's operating
costs.
oned. He pointed to the parked
BROADCASTING
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Hold On There!
MAJOR radio networks
dropped from four to three
in a space of a few minutes
on Capitol Hill last Monday.
Members of the House listening to Rep. Foster Furcolo
(D-Mass.) speak on the projected sale of ABC to CBS
perked up their ears when
the
Congressman
in the
radio field, said:
there "But
are
now only three large companies, the American Broadcasting Co.; Columbia Broadcasting System, and the
Mutual Broadcasting System." If CBS purchased
ABC, observers noted, that
would make it two radio
companies in the U. S., acarithmetic.cording to Rep. Furcolo's
'MONOPOLY'
House Comment on ABC Sale
PERSISTENT reports of pending
purchase of ABC by CBS spurred
Rep. Foster Furcolo (D-Mass.) to
speak on the floor of the House last
Monday about "monopoly."
The Congressman said: "We all
know, of course, under the Clayton
Act, it is unlawful for any corporation engaged in commerce to acquire stock of a competitive organization where the effect would
be to lessen competition. It would
seem that the same principle of
law should be applied to the radio
and television field."
Asserting
it "is
only a matter of time that
until
education
will
come greatly into television," Rep.
Furcolo said "the monopoly that
would be created is going to be bad
for the country.
It would be unfortunate, the
Congressman added, if any one
organization "or any one spokesman of this country" obtains control over most of the radio-TV
facilities. "I hope the members of
Congress will give some thought
to it as an attempt may be made
to have some change made in the
law to have radio and television
be treated the same as other inHowever, FCC has limitations on
dustries."
the number of stations that can be
held under common ownership, a
point which would have to be recognized in any network sale.
WFIL Adopts 45 rpm
WFIL Philadelphia today is slated
to adopt the 45 rpm record system
as standard equipment. The sta-r
tion has acquired a 5,000 selection
library of 45 rpm records. Conversion of WFIL's standard dual
speed turntables was accomplished
through a special conversion kit
developed by RCA. Mindy Carson
is to be featured on radio and television programs in celebration of
the switch.
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Mr. Station Manager —
We Can Give You
$125 -$450 Additional
Weekly

Billing —

Yet you don't Lift a
Finger or invest a Cent!
You owe it to yourself to get the
details
of the plan,
"HOLDthe THE
PHONE"
sales promotion
jackpot
show
which is breaking all records in audience, in revenue, and in sponsor satisfaction, al over the East. Now on the
air in 60 markets of every size and description. Al you do is supply the time
f/2 hour strip daily). We do the rest.
• We Supply the Sponsors!
Sale of sponsorship in each market is
handled by our own especially trained
men who call on only the accounts
YOU CANT SELL! Regular station accounts or "hot" prospects are not
contacted. Then, once the show is fully
sold under six months' contract we turn
these accounts over to your salesmen
to service
lem here. and renew. No staff prob• We Supply the Prizes!
Real jackpot prizes, not junk, are part
of the secret of the success of "HOLD
THE PHONE." We supply everything —
daily jackpot prizes, consolation prizes,
everything
audience. that's needed to build
• We Supply the Show!
We furnish stations with a complete
operating manual, sample scripts,
transcriptions of "Melody X." Everything you need to air the best jackpot
quiz show in your market.
• We Supply the Promos!
Top notch visual materials, window
streamers, posters, registration blanks,
all
these are
part of
"HOLD THEis
PHONE"
service.
Allouradvertising
imprinted with your call letters and
frequency.
Write, Wire or Phone
for full details
"HOLD

THeVhONE"
PLAN

jw MILLER co
SOUND SALES PROMOTION
Since 7938
76 Broad St. Guilford, Conn.
Phone: Guilford 920
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'LABOR OF LOVE'
Schofield Talks Radio-TV

offers

you

BROADCASTING has enabled
many people to turn a penchant for
talking into a profitable profession,
but despite — or perhaps because of
— this, the industry contains very
few individuals like Arthur C.
Schofield, who has made talking his
avocation.
During working hours, Mr. Schofield employs typewriter, pen and
pencil in the silent fulfilment of
his duties as director of sales research and promotion of the Paul
H. Raymer Co., station representative organization. But three or
four evenings each week — and
often two or three lunch hours as
well — he can be found on the dais
as the featured speaker of the
meeting.
During the winter season just
past, Mr. Schofield made 18 talks
to men's service clubs, 14 to
women's clubs, 11 to high schools,
eight to Parent Teacher groups,
plus a dozen to miscellaneous gatherings. His spring-summer schedule is nearly as extensive, with new
daily.
speaking appointments being added
He collects no fees for his outof-office oratory, which is strictly

5000
of
Watts

SELLING

POWER

in the Wiflces-Barre
Metropolitan
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and 14 Surrounding
Counties
n WILKES-BARRE

. .
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1000W (n)
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
★
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Nat'l Rep.
608 Fifth Ave., New York 20,N.Y.
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CRIME HEARING
CKEY Coverage Disallowed
AN ATTEMPT by CKEY Toronto
to give a Kefauver committee atmosphere to the Ontario government's current crime committee
hearings at Toronto was turned
down by the Ontario government.
Attorney General Dana Porter
refused CKEY permission to install
a microphone and make a tape
recording of proceedings, although
the station's reporters were allowed
to make notes at the hearings. Mr.
Porter stated that since proceedings
of the Ontario legislature are not
broadcast he did not think that
those of the legislative crime committee should be.
Harry Rasky, youthful news editor of CKEY, felt the ruling unfair
to radio on grounds that actual
broadcasts of proceedings of such
a nature constitute radio's most effective means of coverage. He
stated, "The microphone is radio's
reportorial instrument and it should
be permitted, as a public service."
No Canadian legislative proceedings are recorded for broadcast,
although CHML Hamilton, Ont.,
has in past years recorded meetings of the city council for broadcast.
WOKY
Affiliates
BARTEL Broadcasters Inc., which
operates WOKY Milwaukee, has
signed an affiliation contract with
Liberty Broadcasting System, Dallas, bringing the network's outlets
to more than 370. WOKY operates on 920 kc with 1 kw, and has
been on the air as an independent
since 1947.

Mr. Schofield is shown in characteristic speaker's pose as he "talks
up" role of radio-TV broadcasting
in defense program.
a labor of love. "After all," he
says, "these speaking engagements
give me the chance to talk about
the greatest development of modern times, its place in our society
and its effect on the lives of us all."
His subject? What else but
broadcasting — radio and television
— with its role in the nation's defense program currently emphasized.
TAPE LIBRARY
Cornell U. Sets Up Center
CORNELL U., with an initial library of 450 tape recorded talks,
has established a Tape Recording
Center of talks, discussions and
dramatizations covering general
subjects and a comprehensive selection of material relating to home
economics and agriculture.
The tapes are available to any
radio station, school or interested
group which has use of a tape
recorder. Cornell feels that this
will provide a means of disseminating information in centers far removed from the campus. Transcribed programs have for years
been available to radio stations on
a regular basis. This service will
be continued, the university explained.
NY Ad Club Officers
NEW officers and members of the
board of directors of the Advertising Club of New York took office
at a luncheon at the Waldorf-Astoria last Wednesday, led by George
S. McMillan, vice president, BristolMyers Co., newly elected president.
Others:
Stanley Resor, president, J. Walter
Thompson, and Frederic Schneller,
general merchandising manager,
Lever Bros., vice presidents; James
A. Brewer, chairman of Brewer-Cantelmo Co., treasurer. New members
of the board of directors are: Walter
B. Bruce, advertising manager, H. C.
Bohack Co.; Horace H. Nahm, president, Hooven Letters Inc.; Prank A.
Canonico, vice president, United
Cigar-Whelan Stores Corp.; Carl H.
Eiser, president and publisher Hosiery
& Underwear Review; Frank D.
Schroth Sr., Publisher The Brooklyn
Eagle, and Samuel D. Fuson, vice
president, Kudner Agency.

UTAH
NETWORK
Tri City Group Formed
FORMATION of the Utah regional
Tri City Network Inc., comprising
KMUR Murray, KVOG Ogden and
KCSU Provo, has been announced
by Bob Davies, KMUR, newlyelected president of the network.
The regional group became operative May 18 with a rate card covering nine hours of evening programs and plans to appoint a national representative.
The network was formed at a
meeting of executives from the
three stations who cited the need
for a concerted effort to sell advertising on a regional basis. Approximately 78% of the state's
buying power and 75% of its population are concentrated in the three
cities. Each station serves as an
originating point for programming
each night. College and sports
shows will be stressed.
Other officers named are Harold
Van Wagenen, KCSU, vice president; Arch Webb, KVOG, secretary-treasurer Howard
;
Pingree,
KMUR, commercial manager, and
Mitzi Patterson, KMUR, program
director. Rates range from $5.75
for spot announcements to $85 for
one hour — on a 26 or more time
basis — with prices slightly higher
for 13-25 and 1-12 time uses. Network headquarters are at 4646 S.
State, Murray, Utah, with other
offices at KCSU and KVOG.
MEDIA INSTITUTE
Sessions Open June 15
NINTH annual NBC-Stanford U.
summer radio-television institute
will open in San Francisco June 21.
The eight-week institute, limited to
75 students, offers 15 courses in
radio and television for full university credit.
Nine KNBC San Francisco staff
members and six San Francisco
area educators have been named as
instructors on the institute faculty.
Facilities of KZSU, Stanford radio
station, KNBC, and KRON-TV
San Francisco, will be used.
The KNBC staffers are Lloyd Yoder,
general manager; George Greaves,
assistant general manager; Anthony
Freeman, musical director; John B.
Grover, announcer-producer; Budd
Heyde, announcer; William Minette, ,
director of public affairs; Paul
Speegle, program manager; John H.
Thompson, manager of news and public affairs; and Hal Wolf, chief announcer.
ON BEHALF of Sylvania Electric
Products, President Don G. Mitchell
has received 1950 Howard G. Ford
Award for "outstanding growth in
sales" by Sales Managers Assn. of
Philadelphia.
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Newsweekly

Chicago
Where other variety shows leave
you gasping for breath,
"Cavalcade of Stars", leaves
you longing for more. This
builds up what TVers call
"continuing audience loyalty".
In other words, you are much

of
— in

more likely to tune in next week.
— CHICAGO HERALD AMERICAN

review!

+
**
*
Boston
New York
**
**
In the last couple of months,
Santapplause Dept.: Jackie
**
*
Jackie Gleason has been
Gleason's way with a gag via
+**
evoking more genuine laughs
"Cavalcade of Stars".
*
—
WALTER WINCHELL
*
than many of our more
**
N. Y. MIRROR
**
publicized video comedians.
*
— BOSTON AMERICAN
**
*
*
**★**★★★*★★★★★**★*★*★**★★*★**★★*★★★★***★★*★**+**★★*★***★★★★******
*
**
starring Jackie Gleason
*
Pittsburgh
AND PRESENTED
Videodex ratings in Pittsburgh
EVERY FRIDAY, 10:00 TO 10:30 P.M.
**
OVER THE
*
place Du Mont's "Cavalcade
of Stars" first, NBC's "Texaco
*
Star Theatre", and "Philco
Playhouse", in second and third
places respectively.
— RADIO DAILY

*

m
moit
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62 AFFILIATED STATIONS
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Builds

SELLS FROZEN CONFECTION

Telecasts

ON EASTER SUNDAY

that

Build

Sales

LIKE JULY FOURTH

Four "Dairy Queen" stores on Davenport side of the Mississippi were persuaded
to announce their Easter Sunday 1951 opening over WOC-TV. Station's staff wrote,
produced and telecast power-packed 20-second and station ident announcements.
Five were aired Saturday and early Easter Sunday afternoon (a cold March 25).
This schedule gave these four stores the largest single selling day in their history
— bigger than any sultry July or August day of previous years. "Dairy Queen"
stores in Clinton and Burlington, Iowa, wanted in act — joined with the four local
outlets to sponsor live 15-minute weekly WOC-TV production.
10,000 PROOFS OF PURCHASE FROM LOCALLY PRODUCED COMMERCIALS INTEGRATED IN FILM SHOW
Each Sunday for four weeks, Cowboy Ken Houchins stepped before WOC-TV
cameras. Gave commercial pitch for Flavor-Kist cookies during 1-hour John
Wayne film. Then showed cute Shetland pony which advertiser offered to
youngster submitting most suitable name . . . each name to be accompanied by
bakerman trade mark from package of Flavor-Kist cookies. Results from four
programs; 10,520 names for the pony EACH ACCOMPANIED BY PROOF OF
PURCHASE OF FLAVOR-KIST COOKIES.
'MOTION PICTURE DAILY" GIVES ACCOLADE TO WOC-TV PRODUCED PROGRAM
In January 25 issue, "Motion Picture Daily" second annual television poll placed
WOC-TV production among top fifteen local shows of the nation — stating that
program "won considerable critical acclaim." "Two for the Show" is 15-minute
weekly program, headlining Marjorie Meinert and George Sontag piano-organ
duo. Produced, directed and telecast for Ford Dealers Association, by station's
staff. Even musical theme for commercials originated by WOC-TV program
department. The "Motion Picture Daily" accolade is flattering — so, too, is the
fact
"Two
for the Show" is operating on its second 26-week order from
Ford that
Dealers
Association.
WOC-TV Sells and Sells
It's "know how" that does it— the "know how" to stimulate the buying urge of people in the Quint
City area — people with a per capita effective buying income of 30.2% above the national per capita
average. Let WOC-TV write a successful sales story for your product or services. Your nearest F & P
office has the facts — or write us direct.

WOC-TV
Channel 5
Davenport, Iowa
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

The

QUINT

CITIES

B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Resident Manager
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Program

Logs

STANDARDS

THE TELEVISION Program
Standards Committee of NARTB,
following a meeting in New York
last Thursday, sent letters to the
operators of all of the nation's
107 TV stations asking them first
to provide the committee with a
copy of their program logs for the
week of May 6-12, 1951, and second
to attend a meeting to be held June
22 at Washington's Statler Hotel.
"There can scarcely have escaped
the thoughtful notice of each of
you the ever-increasing swell of
criticism directed against television programming from many
sources," the committee's letter
stated. "You are all aware of the
well-organized efforts being made
by educational groups to secure
control of a very considerable portion of the frequencies available
for TV uses. All of you have read
comments made recently by Sen.
Benton and others on Capitol Hill
to the pointed effect that television
programming should receive special
governmental attention.
"There is a growing sentiment
in Washington and elsewhere to
the effect that the impact of television, so dramatically evidenced by
the Kefauver hearings, Gen. MacArthur's speech and a variety of
other featured incidents, is so infinitely much stronger than that of
other media that it necessarily follows that the public interest requires it to be much more rigorously controlled."
Cites FCC Interest

tion to send an accurate copy of
its program log for the week of
May 6-12 to Robert D. Swezey,
committee chairman, care of
NARTB in Washington, deleting
its call letters if that were deemed
necessary. "In any event," the
committee wrote, "we assure you
that in the analysis of this material
no station-by-station comparison
will be made, nor any station
identified.
"We need the material," the committee explained, "in order to make
consolidated findings of the facts
and trends now predominant in our
programming." Committee intends,
it said, to make "a thorough analysis of the program data submitted
and to draw from that analysis
certain salient topics to be submitted for open discussion" at the
general meeting of all TV stations
on June 22.

imi

SALES

GROSS time sales of the four TV
networks in March of this year
totaled $9,585,386, according to figures released last week to Broadcasting • Telecasting by Publishers Information Bureau, which
compiled them from reports of individual advertiser time purchases
(calculated at gross rates, before
frequency and volume discounts)
from the four video networks.
The figure is not precisely comparable with the $2,186,513 for
March of a year ago as during
1950. DuMont figures were not
available and the PIB material
then issued covered only ABC, CBS
and NBC TV networks. Similarly,
the four-network total gross time
sales of $26,348,648, reported by
PIB for the first quarter of 1951,
should not be compared directly
with the $5,809,814 three-network
total reported for the first quarter
of 1950.
Inclusion of DuMont data for

Noting that the FCC "proposes
to hold general hearings on television programming, at which time
all of us will be required to appear
in Washington and to testify as to
our performance," and that video
programming is regarded by the
Commission "of such transcendent
importance that it will designate
the hearings as second, in order
|of business, only to the forthcoming hearings on the reallocation
proposal," the committee warned
the TV licensees "that it would be
nothing short of gross negligence
on the part of our industry to conTABLE I
sider, at the very earliest opporTOP
10
TV
NETWORK
ADVERTISERS
tunity, all aspects of our program
MARCH 1951
performance."
1. Procter & Gamble Co
$500,215
2. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
355,415
"It is not enough that a few of
3. General Foods Corp
274,788
4. Ford Motor Co
261,030
us do this," the letter declared.
5.
Anchor-Hocking
Glass
Corp.
.
.
.
236,800
"The smallness of our total num6.
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co.
...
222,745
ber requires that every man par7.8. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co
221,588
American Tobacco Co
215,730
ticipate."
9. P. Lorillard Co
207,621
The committee urged every sta- 10. General Motors Corp
188,440
Telecasting
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Committee proposed that the
meeting "be largely devoted to a
closed working session in which
we may have a frank, shirt-sleeves
discussion of the facts confronting
us and the consideration of appropriate methods of treating them.
It may well be that we will conclude, in our first meeting, that it
will be desirable to appoint various
industry committees to deal with
specific questions and that a further general meeting be held sometime .in the early fall.
Stress Seriousness
"Your committee does not mean
to be alarmist in any respect," the
letter stated. "However, we cannot
overstress the seriousness and
pressing nature of the matters
before us. We have come to the
considered conclusion that the only

March

way in which they can be adequately treated is through the
prompt and wholehearted cooperations. tion of all operating television sta"The fewness of our numbers
is in entire disproportion to the
magnitude and number of our
problems, and if our industry is to
survive and flourish in a pattern
consistent with the aim and ambitions all of us have for it, it is
absolutely essential that we give
immediate and intelligent consideration to our present situation
and make appropriate plans for the
In addition to Chairman Swezey,
the TV Program Standards Committee members are: Clair McCollough,
future." Lancaster; Frank Russell,
WGAL-TV
NBC; George B. Storer, Fort Industry Co.; Chris Witting, DuMont TV
Network.

Network

1951, published for the first time
with the March PIB report, changes
the network gross figures for January and February from those reported earlier [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 30, 9]. Corrected, four-network totals are:
January
$8,552,633
February
8,210,629
March
9,585,386
First Quarter $26,348,648
Procter & Gamble Co. again
heads the list of TV network clients
with March gross time purchases
of $500,215. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., as in February, ranks

Gross

$9,585,386

second, with $355,415. General
Foods Corp., which ranked fourth
in February, rose to third place
in March, with $274,788, while
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp., third
in February, dropped to fifth place
in March, with $236,800, following
fourth-place Ford Motor Co., with
$261,030. (Table I shows the top
10 purchasers of TV network time
during March. Table II lists the
leading advertiser in each class of
productworksadvertised
in March.) on the video netAnalyzed
by product groups
(Table III), the PIB figures show
(Continued on page 7U )

TABLE II
LEADING TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN EACH PRODUCT GROUP FOR MARCH 1951
International Shoe Co.
$ 61,131
Apparel,
& Access.
Ford Motor Co.
261,030
Automotive,Footwear
Automotive
Supplies & Equip.
Anheuser
Busch
Inc.
109,750
Beer, Wine & Liquor
The
Kenwill
Corp.
1,745
Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
Mars
Inc.
47,060
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
United
States
Government
Consumer Services
(Army & Air Force)
47,985
Sterling Drug
56,250
Drugs
Remedies
General Foods
274,808
Food && Food
Products
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
Texas Co.
102,200
Household Equipment & Supplies
General Electric Co.
124,390
Household Furnishings
Mohawk Carpet Glass
Mills
119,040
Industrial Materials
Anchor-Hocking
Corp.
236,800
Mutual Benefit Health &
Insurance
Accident Assn.
37,100
Bulova Watch Co.
80,490
Jewelry,
OpticalStationery
Goods && Cameras
Office Equip.,
Writing Supplies
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. 19,450
Time Inc.
102,508
Publishing & Media
Corp.
141,784
Radios,
TV Sets,
Phonographs
Retail Stores
& Direct
By Mail & Musical Instruments Philco
Drug Store Television Productions 104,325
Smoking Materials
R.Procter
J. Reynolds
Tobacco
Co.
355,415
& Gamble Co.
467,665
Soaps, Cleansers
Polishes
Toiletries
& Toilet &Goods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
147,338
Miscellaneous
Quaker Oats Co.
44,520
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Asks
BENTON

EDUCATION

PLEA

IN A MAJOR Senate speech last Tuesday, Sen. William Benton (DConn.) asked FCC to pause and reconsider in order that educators can
close ranks in their quest for TV channels.
Sen. Benton is the author of a resolution which would call for a fullscale Senate investigation, review
ecutive were the following :
and study of proposed television al© Time for "a new commercial
locations in light of educators' demands. The resolution (S Res 127)
development . . . the so-called subscription method, carrying no adis pending before a special Senate
vertising, by which the customer
Interstate Commerce subcommittee,
pays for the service, instead of the
chairmanned by Majority Leader
advertiser." Such a system, he
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
said, would "greatly stimulate the
development of educational, inforMay 14, April 23, 16].
Senate Commerce Committee
mational, and public-service proChairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
# Before allocating new channels to commercial broadcasters, he
that he noted Sen. Benton "disgrams."
creetly avoided mentioning the suggested "it [FCC] define more
UHF but appeared to mention the clearly the famous phrase 'public
VHF exclusively. He must know
interest, convenience, and necesthat there are 65-70 channels [in
sity' as applied to television."
Sen. Benton declared that when
the UHF] and only 12 VHF channels" available in the spectrum.
"we determine what programs can
Sen. Johnson was in a good posi- fairly be deemed 'educational' or
tion to hear Sen. Benton's address
'public service,' let us see that they
as he was presiding over the Sen- get a good percentage of good lisate at the time.
tening time." what effects he hoped
Explaining
Hearings Planned
The Coloradan said the entire his resolution could have on the entire field, Sen. Benton said it seeks
question of educational TV was
to
"explore
impact of television
"controversial, involving contro- on America'sthe children
— home life,
versial things." But, he said, the education, sports, public
affairs,
special subcommittee would carerival forms of communication and
fully explore the Benton resoluentertainment, reading habits, lantion and that preliminary hearings
would be held "in the very near
and morals." the FCC for
While guage,commending
future."
Tackling the issue head-on in his showing both "enlightenment and
carefully prepared speech, Sen. courage in making tentative educational reservations," Sen. Benton
Benton said "the least that we can
ask of the FCC is that a sufficient asserted "the reservations may be
number of channel allocations be too few . . . the FCC has given no
held up until the national, state, assurances as to how long it will
and local educational boards have
had time to determine the need and holdHe them
said open."
he hoped one result of
extent of their requirements.
aof Senate
study
would
be "adoption
a resolution or
the passage
of a
Other institutions devoted to public
bill
strengthening
the
hand
of
the
service should also be given time."
Also called for FCC consideraFCC in this matter, and guaranteeing to education the full time
tion by the former advertising ex-

Five'
NOW
there's a of
breather
in the TV al'Rule
TV THAT
locations proceedings, forced by the unexpected
flood of comments, it behooves all concerned
to take another look at the so-called educational reservation provision of the FCC's plan.
When Comr. Frieda B. Hennock first agitated
for the reservations, broadcasters and even the
FCC did not take her campaign seriously.
They under-estimated her prowess. Most people were loath to oppose education as being
tantamount to opposing motherhood.
The upshot was the compromise — a 10%
reservation of assignments to a special class.
It was a paper reservation. Then came the
realization that this was not an educational
project at all — but a gigantic political grab.
What to do about it? The organized educators have a $90,000 windfall from the Ford
Foundation, perhaps the most richly endowed
philanthrophy in the world. The Joint Committee for Educational Television obviously is
seeking from Ford the funds with which to
build and operate many non-commercial educational stations. The foundation has retained
an outstanding publicist, James Webb Young,
Page 62
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and full chance it deserves."
Coming under the Senator's fire
was NARTB's resolution expressing opposition to S Res 127. He
said the association "is demanding
these channels largely for entertainment and advertising . . . protests the [FCC] proposal ... to
set aside even 10% of the new facilities for education and public
service . . . contends that educational reservations are reservations for a special class of appliHe said: "The national association argues, according to the Times
[New
cants."York], that the educational
reservations may be wasted
through nonuse, or limited use, or
use for the benefit of a limited
audience." He introduced copies of
the NARTB resolution and the
Times' articles as exhibits.
New York Plan
Sen. Benton then described the
New York- Board of Regents' bid
for an educational TV network of
11 stations [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14] excerpting statements made by Jacob L. Holtzmann, chairman of the regents
committee. The legislator paid particular attention to Mr. Holtzmann's assertion that Mr. Holtzmann did not know which in the
future "will be more important,"
TV channels or school-houses.
The Senator extended his argument to assert that an even "far,
far greater, though perhaps less
self-evident"
use of television was inpotential
adult education
as
compared to formal education.
New York's example, Sen. Benton said, was one he would like to
see "studied and emulated by state
boards of education in every other
state of the union. I am today
writing to the board of education
in
Connecticut."
He my
saidown
thatstate
in hisof state
there is

to make a study of television.
Here Madam Comr. Hennock, JCET, the Ford
Foundation and Sen. William Benton (DConn.), the huckster-turned-reformer, go afield.
They oppose a "commercial monopoly" in TV.
But, perhaps inadvertently, they espouse an
"intellectual monopoly" in the moulding of
public opinion. Or, a political monopoly in the
concentration of TV facilities in school boards,
controlled by the mayors of the communities in
which they are located, and politically elected
or appointed to office.
There's another obstacle with which the
Ford Foundation inevitably will collide if it
attempts to sow its millions in so-called educational TV. The regulations governing multiple
ownership in TV limit the number to five for
any single entity. It may be argued that this
is a "commercial" rule only. Rules, however,
change in keeping with prevailing conditions.
Multiple ownership exists whether the stations
are commercial or kept.
The FCC, in appraising the qualifications of
applicants, probes deeply into the manner of
financing.
If Ford, for example, should

only one such reservation which
would be able to reach parts "of
only
threementioned
of our eight
counties."
He also
Massachusetts
and New Jersey, where he said,
there is proposed a single reservation, and not a single reservation,
respectively.
Sen. Benton was joined in his
discussion by Sens. Lester C. Hunt
(D-Wyo.)
(R-Neb.). and Kenneth S. Wherry
Sen. Hunt pointed out that the
"interests sponsoring television
outlets and those owning television
companies [are] approximately the
same as the interests which now
ownHe and
radio."
saidcontrol
that in
early allocation
of radio channels and frequencies
"five of the most favorable were
allocated to . . . New York, clear
across the United States to the
Pacific
Coast," has
adding
none of
the
stations
the that
capacity
to
cover that distance.
In answer
Sen. Wherry's
tions about totelevision
time ques(and
radio, as well) for a member of
Congress to respond to "comments
with respect" to him made by a
commentator, Sen. Benton said he
thought it would be suitable for
the Senate "to examine the possibility of having licensees provide
major candidates of both parties,
when they run for office, with a
certain fixed amount of free teleThe day before his major speech,
vision time." had printed in the
Sen. Benton
Congressional Record his speech
made before the Institute for EducationcabystiRadio-Television
ng •Telecasting, May[Broad7].
Red Skelton TV Time
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati,
will present its Red Skelton television show on Sunday, 10-10:30
p.m., the time being dropped by
Congoleum-Nairn for its Dave
Garroway show on NBC - TV.
Benton & Bowles is agency. Show
starts in fall.

AN EDITORIAL
finance more than five TV stations, would the
"rule of five" apply? Certainly Ford funds
would not be endowed with no strings attached.
There would be something in the nature ofchattel mortgages. The record is replete with
cases wherein the FCC has held that those
who have provided the capital must be construed, in fact, as controlling the license.
Or suppose the Ford Foundation decided to
endow the stations, once built? The record
shows that the FCC repeatedly has held that
he who controls the programming (brokerage
of time, for example) controls the license.
Ford then could be construed as the licensee.
Would the "rule of five" apply ?
When it all shakes down, we feel the FCC
legally, morally and practically, will decide
that educators must vie with all others on
equal footing in seeking TV facilities.
Meanwhile, we can't help but wonder how
Henry Ford, whose name reflects the very
quintessence of free enterprise, would react to
the use of funds dedicated to his memory for
the creation of a political monopoly to control
public opinion, in short, socialism.
Telecasting
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40

ECONOMICS

•'WE HAVE NEVER spent an advertising dollar that has caused so
much conversation or brought so
many direct and spectacular results
in every direction as the dollars
we are spending on television today," J. Gilbert Baird, sales promotion manager of Westinghouse
Electric Corp.'s Electric Appliance
Division, told a joint meeting of
the American Television Society
and Sales Executives Club of New
York last week.
One of a series of speakers on
television subjects, Mr. Baird related how his company, which sponsors Studio One over CBS-TV, had
begun in 1946 on a nine-station live
network and a $400,000 budget
and today was on a 51-station network and $2.3 million budget. Mr.
Baird said there were good reasons.
First, he said, was that the

ASCAP

LICENSE

LY.

show reaches 9 million people each
week. A top Hollywood movie, by
comparison, must play a whole
year to reach 6 million, while a
Broadway play such as "South Pacific" would have to play 17 years
to reach 9 million.
Second, he continued, "one of
the (rating) services has rated us
in the top 10 for 9 out of the past
12 months," and Studio One had
received a total of 15 "top dramatic
honors from a variety of sources."
Cites Cost
Third, there was cost. The total
budget of $2.3 million, he continued,
included $75,000 for newspaper advertising and $50,000 for dealer
promotions, "with additional monies
for publicity. We found out early
in our experience that simply having the TV show was not enough —
66 Stations Reject
Video Proposals

Clubs

Hear

Experts

we had to do a complete merchandising job on the show to make
sure that we got full value out of
theWith
investment."
53 shows a year, he said,
the cost was $43,400 per show.
Three commercials per show, each
on a different product, made the
cost per product commercial $14,466. Dividing 9 million viewers
into $14,466, the cost is $1.60 per
thousand viewers. If it is assumed
30% of the audience think the commercial "a fine time to leave the
room to see if the kids are asleep
or to mix a fresh drink," then the
cost is $3.20 per thousand. Or, considering 2.7 persons per TV set
represent only "one checkbook," the
cost is $4.80 per thousand prospective purchasers.
"At this price," Mr. Baird pointed out, "we find ourselves right in
the customer's own home, with their
undivided attention, and we are
demonstrating our product. With
our merchandise, you must demonstrate to sell. Here we are making
the demonstrations with the husband and wife together, under the
most favorable conditions, where

thusiastic about your advertising
efforts and to do something about
it. Now — for the first time in our
experience — we get a steady flow of
dealer correspondence telling us of
their enthusiasm for our show and
the sales they have made from it.
"Certainly it is not an advertising activity that can be run from
a rocking chair. It's hard-hitting,
fast-moving — and it has a new
kind of language and a great new
impact. And it brings on a whole
new kind of responsibility. For
the sponsor finds himself in the
living room of the customer as a
As a result, Mr. Baird continued,
"interesting things happen." An
incorrect demonstration of how to
mix clothes in a Laundromat
brought protests which are still
continuing, while improper loadguest."
ing during another demonstration
resulted in numerous service calls
from customers who weren't getting proper washing results.
Reaction Surveyed
One thing particularly has been
learned, he said, after a survey by
McCann - Erickson, Westinghouse
agency. "The public does not hold
a sponsor liable for story content,"
although the content may indirectly affect sales by leaving the listener in an undesirably-disturbed
state of mind for reception of commercials. Dislike, however, is not
transferred to the sponsor, he concluded.
Paul Raibourn, vice president of
Paramount Pictures Corp., which
owns KTLA (TV) Los Angeles,
said that the "amount of brow
sweat . . . the American public is
willing to pay for the pleasures of
television must be classified as an

A TOTAL of 66 of the country's 107 TV station operators have refused
to accept either of the proposed licenses for the use of ASCAP music
on telecast programs, compared with 36 stations known to have accepted
the ASCAP blanket license, Dwight W. Martin, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, theThere
buyingwere
decisions
made."why
other are
reasons
chairman of the All Industry Tele- *
vision Per Program Committee,
break, were resumed early this his company was happy with television, he said. "The biggest" one:
said Wednesday, following a meetyear until ASCAP decided to issue "We can
actually trace a lot of
ing of his committee in New York.
licenses with terms of its own
sales directly to the demonstrations
Some 40 stations have already making, the talks now beginning
on the show. We have a steady
contributed more than $19,500 as will have to produce results rap- flow of correspondence from our
idly, if at all. ASCAP sent its distributors telling of dealer reacfirst quarter payments to the committee's support, Mr. Martin re- proposed license forms to stations
tion and actual sales." Westingported, stating: "The industry has about March 10, from which date house finally had gotten its Launmade an excellent showing in this 30 days were allowed for consideradromat into one of the country's
tion and another 60 for negotiations
greatest department stores, he economic marvel."
fight for fair terms and practices."
for
more
favorable
terms.
That
He compared
'20'snational
during
Preliminary Sessions
because the president's
about 2% the
of less
period will conclude about June 10, continued,
wife was a regular viewer of Stu- which
Committee counsel, Judge Simon following which stations must
income
was
traceable
to
amusement
dio One and had been sold by Betty
H. Rifkind and Stuart Sprague, who
either sign up with ASCAP or Furness. One demonstration of and the present when families
attended Wednesday's meeting, stop using its music, unless they Mobilaire fans, priced at $70, sold "seem to be willing" to spend 2%
have held preliminary conferences
872 fans out of a stock of 900 in for television alone.
ask the Federal court in New York
with counsel for ASCAP, Mr. MarThe average family buys a TV
to set fair terms and the court a Chicago store, he said.
tin said, which will be followed this continues the interim-use arrangeset,
he said, "because they expect
"The real payoff comes in at the
. . . interesting and dramatic
week "with more extensive negoment during the time of its de- dealer level. The toughest prob(Continued on page 7i )
tiations." In preparation for these liberations.
lem is getting dealers to feel ennegotiations, he said, "considerable
progress has been made in procuring factual information from
stations and this activity will be
stepped up at once. Research analysts have been consulted and they
are now engaged in reviewing material furnished by counsel."
Breaking down the count of stations accepting or rejecting the
ASCAP license terms, Mr. Martin
said that "52 stations have sent
in rejection letters to ASCAP and
14 other stations have either expressed their intent to do so or
are taking other appropriate steps
adverse to ASCAP — a total of 66.
Stations known to have signed
blanket contracts are 36 in number, about 20 of which, consisting
of network owned stations and a
handful of independents, signed licenses a year and a half ago. Five
other stations still have the matter
under consideration."
Unlike meetings between the All FORCEFUL REMINDER that there are still large areas of & Frank Co., city's largest department store, as a part
the nation where television is a novelty is this picture of the Greater Portland Industries Exposition [BroadcastIndustry Per Program Committee
and ASCAP, which continued
ing • Telecasting, May 7]. Crowds quickly formed on
from Portland, Ore. RCA Victor's closed circuit telecasting demonstration was shown in display windows of Meier
through all of 1950 and, after a
the sidewalk during each telecast.
Tel ecasting
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Delay

LIFT

HOPES DIMMED last week for
possible overall lifting of the television freeze by the end of this
year as FCC postponed to June 11
its deadline for filing of replies
and counter-proposals to initial
comments on the revised TV allocation plan and delayed commencement of the hearing on city-by-city
allocation proposals until July 9.
The additional time to file replies was requested jointly by the
Assn. of Federal Communications
Consulting Engineers, the Federal
Communications Bar Assn. and
NARTB-TV [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 14].
With the passing of the hectic
climax in filing of initial comments
at deadline May 7 upon the Commission's greatly revised plan, announced in late March [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 29
et seq.], attention turned last week
to speculation on lifting of the
freeze and its related problems.
The freeze on all new station construction, as well as changes in
facilities for existing stations, was
imposed Sept. 30, 1948, pending the
reallocation study.
Influencing Factors
Observers are attempting to
draw answers out of the multitude
of sometimes conflicting factors,
attending the TV enigma of "where
do we go from here?" These
factors, directly influencing any
projected time table on lifting the
freeze and making actual grants,
include :
9 Prospects that the hearing on
city-by-city allocation proposals may
last anywhere from two to nine
months.
® Estimate by FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy that after this final hearing the Commission may need two
months to study the record and render
a final decision on its master allocation plan.
© Indication perhaps another two
months would be allowed for filing
of new applications once the allocation plan were finalized.
® Expectation once freeze is lifted and grants possible that lengthy,
hotly contested comparative hearings
will ensue in major cities, particularly for VHF assignments.
@ Possibility of further delays
through court litigation — revolving
around broad questions of whether
FCC's plan of allocation by rule-making is lawful, as contested by FCBA
and certain individual broadcasters,
and the educational reservation issue, as well as specific city allocation conflicts.
£ Unknown complications resulting should FCC proceed to its earlier
proposed "partial" lifting of freeze,
on which it currently declines all
comment. One spokesman late last
week indicated he thought FCC has
not made up its mind on what course
to take.
% Practical effect of restrictions
already imposed or which may be
imposed by defense program upon
new station construction and manufacturing of equipment and receivers.
0 Host of additional problems inherent in forthcoming Supreme Court
ruling on color television litigation,
Page 64

FCC

HOPE
DIMS
particularly should green light be city-by-city hearing May 23.
given to colorcasting through deThe July 9 hearing is to commence at 10 a.m. in the Department
cision upholding FCC's approval of
CBS system.
of Commerce Auditorium, 14th St.
FCC last Tuesday announced the
between Constitution Ave. and E.
further delay in filing of comments
St. N. W., Washington, scene of
and beginning of the city-by-city
the majority of earlier phases of
hearing. Earlier, the replies were
the allocation proceeding.
due May 22, with the city-by-city
Expectation that the city-by-city
hearing scheduled June 11. These
hearing will run through the sumdates already had been once-postmer and possibly well into the fall
poned from the original schedule
came from both commercial broadunder which initial comments were
casters and educators. Many exdue April 23, replies May 8 and
perts view the allocation proceed-

ing as virtually the last chance tcl
get into television.
Community allocation proposals
are expected to be prosecuted as
vigorously, if not more so, than
individual applications in any comparative proceeding.
Organized education alone, according to present indications, is
seen pressing the cause for reservation of noncommercial channels in
nearly all cities now containing reservations plus other key areas not
now so reserved. A roster of leading citizen witnesses might be in
prospect in each case, some predict,
as the Joint Committee on Educational Television attempts to guide
education's cause away from any
stigma of a generalized "boiler
plate"
presentation.
Education
across the U. S. has
been well briefed on the TV proceeding from many quarters, including an early April prompting,
by letter,
S. Comr. ofof Federal
Education EarlbyJ. U.McGrath

DR. T. T. GOLDSMITH Jr., director of research, Allen B. DoMont Labs Inc.,
uses the "DuMont Allocation Demonstrator" to show why DuMont feels that
its allocation plan is superior to that of FCC. Here the map is showing that
the DuMont plan allocates four or more VHF commercial channels in 53
areas as compared with only seven such allocations by the FCC plan. The
"Demonstrator" will be used by DuMont in its presentation before FCC
during the forthcoming hearings.
Distributors
Sil

Security Agency's Office of Education.
Commercial interests likewise
are seen exploring fully every aspect of the allocation story in their
efforts to develop a national competitive service and comprehensive
local facilities.
According to some reports, the
Commission continues of the opinion that intermixing of VHF and
UHF channels must be retained if
there is to be a nation-wide competitive system.
But the contention of FCBA that
allocation by rule-making is unlawful and the plan should rather
(Continued on page 67)

Move

to Clear

Shelves

SLUMP

TELEVISION set dealers, distributors and manufacturers last week
fought hard — and with some success— to combat the crippling effects of government credit restrictions, over-production and the
general slump in the appliance
business.
Most dramatic step was that of
Monarch-Saphin Inc., New York
distributor chain, which last Monday started public auction of about
11,000 late-model TV receivers representing approximately $5 million
of motionless inventories.
But one of the most effective
steps appeared to be the RCA Victor market stabilizing plan [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7].
Presented to the company's distributors April 30, the plan has
received "wide acclaim and the
complete support of both distributors and dealers," according to
A. B. Mills, general sales manager
of RCA Victor Home Instrument
Dept.
Backbone of RCA Victor's plan
is a two-fold guarantee, at least
until Aug. 1, not to change factory
list prices of TV sets or bring out
new models. Dealer morale has
been strengthened, according to
one major distributor. Others
joined in this statement, and also

said the effects spread into finance
companies and banks in accepting
RCA Victor paper over competition.
The Better Business Bureau in
New York stepped into the picture
last week on the ground that the
Stevens Radio & Television Co.,
Long Island City, was misrepresenting its "cost" prices. The
Bureau contended that "make an
offer" advertisements did not mean
what they implied. "In this case
any prospective purchaser could
reasonably assume a set could be
purchased at your cost price or
less," the ommend
Bureau
"We recthat suchstated.
advertisements

were placed between $120,000$150,000.
Government credit restrictions,
which Albert V. Saphin, MonarchSaphin president, was reported as
saying had killed 80% of his business following accumulation of
large inventories by the company
in anticipation of wartime shortages, were said to have made the
sale necessary.
The auction was held on the
stage ofwhich
the Capitol
Hotel with
Carnival
Room,
was lined
cash '
registers and booths for completion
of purchase transactions, with over
100 sales people assisting.

be discontinued." The bureau added
Floor selling prices included exthat it had sent a shopper to the
cise tax and manufacturer's warstore.
ranty for one year. Delivery, installation and service contract were
Stevens Revises Ads
extra,
but
at standard
The Stevens store revised its ad- rates. Cash available
transactions required
vertisements, according to the
a 10% deposit and completion
bureau.
within 48 hours. Monarch-Saphin
Reportedly every brand on the offered to arrange credit terms
market except RCA was reprewhere customers desired, although
sented among the sets being auc60% of the early sales reportedly
tioned by Monarch-Saphin. With
were
for cash.
prices said to be averaging $50
Auctioning
proceeded
on a
below dealer-delivery prices in the
"mass" basis, with the auctioneer,
early sales, heavy dealer buying
once bidding upon a particular set
was reported. Attendance was es- had
established a price, including
timated between 4,800-5,200 persons
(Continued on page 72)
the first day and the day's sales
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Antenna Projects Mounti
COVERAGE
COMMUNITY antenna projectsreported being brought into Lansgrams and limiting stations' covford (by Panther Valley Television
erage claims.
offering TV to isolated areas — appear destined to further enhance
The idea of a master antenna
Co.), Honesdale (Kenneth ChapCorp.). man) and Franklin (Harren
pickup and the feeding of shows
television's selling story.
Networks and stations alike have
by line into subscriber homes has
Most recent undertaking is at
been observing the five-month ex- captured the fancy of countless
communities cut off from TV by Danville, N. Y. There, Peerless
pansion of an idea [Broadcasting
Television Corp. is running a cable
• Telecasting, Feb. 19] which
hills or comparable terrain characmeans a limited bonus audience for teristics.
from an antenna on East Hill to
FCC in Washington already has bring service (at $3 a month folmany existing outlets. Thus far,
received numerous queries from
lowing $75 installation charge to
however, there is not enough tangible basis for radical revision of communities and parties expresscustomer) from Western New York
rate cards.
State stations.
ing interest and intent to estabThe networks themselves are
Other areas negotiating for
lish like service. Commission apnon-committal. It is further pointservice include Lock Haven, Harproval is not required in such uned out that the community projects
dertakings, but that agency is keep- risburg and Pottsville, Pa., which
ing an informal file on the subject would provide Philadelphia pickaccommodate pickups from only
and is interested insofar as the
one station at a time. That means
ups; Astoria, Ore. (Radio & Electronics Co.), to relay service from
restricting audience choice of prosystem presents a means of broadSeattle; and Bellingham, Wash.,
ening existing and proposed TV
coverage.
also planning Seattle pickup.
The most ambitious project is
Lansford Project
unofficially reported for the Rocky
NBC-TV PLANT
Mountain area. Under study is a
At Lansford, an 85-foot antenna
Seeks Hollywood Property
plan to establish service from Salt
produced by Jerrold Electronics
ALTHOUGH the NBC deal to ac- Lake City south to Provo, Utah,
Corp., Philadelphia firm which deand north to Twin Falls, Ida.,
veloped the idea, picks up signals
quire 40 acres adjacent to Warner
from
Philadelphia, 85 miles away,
Bros. Studios in Burbank for an with programs coming from two
and feeds them into the homes by
Salt Lake City stations, KSL-TV
eventual West Coast TV producwire. A Jerrold spokesman cited
tion center [Closed Circuit, May
and KDYL-TV.
Greatest concentration of instal- this as a specific example of a com14] was expected to be consummunity, down in a basin between
lations thus far is in Pennsylvania.
es mated this past weekend, network
executives are continuing to in- Philadelphia station reception is mountains, that would be without
spect various available Hollywood
film studio lots.
Available by Fall,
Thirty of those acres would be
bought from Warner Bros, with
Loewi Reports
FOREIGN
FILMS
the additional 10 from the City of
Burbank. Total cost is said to be FOREIGN FILMS made especially for television will be available for
use in this country beginning in the fall as a result of arrangements
"about $800,000."
made with British and French movie producers by Comdr. Mortimer W.
Although no estimated cost figure
Loewi, director of the DuMont TV network, he announced last week on
is available, and depending upon
the building material and equip- his return from six weeks abroad. ^
ment available, a television-radio
The films will be made as halfcenter will ultimately be erected
hour programs, each complete in series, except to say that the series
itself but with the same characters
on the Burbank property to house
would be based on "ageless" themes
Hollywood operations of both NBC
continuing through a series, Comdr.
such as "Robin Hood" or "King
and RCA.
Arthur's Court." He said the picLoewi said, so that a series can
tures would offer the advantages
continue as long as interest in the
Should NBC, in the meantime,
of scenes shot in actual foreign
find a ready setup that meets its story and characters is maintained.
settings, not just studio
TV needs, a possible deal may be Two series of 13 episodes each will outdoor
sets,
in
addition
to their economy
made on either an outright buy or be ready before summer's end, he when compared to
the prices of
said, so American TV broadcasters
long term lease basis. It is known
pictures made in the United States.
can
start
telecasting
them
in
the
that NBC executives have inspected
fall.
In addition to the movie series,
several Hollywood film studio lots.
Comdr. Loewi reported that he had
Exclusive Rights
Manie Sacks, RCA vice president,
begun negotiations with three forand Robert Sarnoff, NBC-TV diDuMont has obtained exclusive
rector of unit productions, curAmerican TV rights to the output
rently are in Hollywood from New
of a number of foreign film comYork, and are to look at others
panies, Comdr. Loewi stated, after
during their brief stay, it was said. he had presented these companies
Whatever kind of move NBC
with a plan for making pictures in
may make, and despite published
the video pattern of half-hour
reports, the network has no in- program units. The companies
tention of disposing the present
will themselves retain the theatre
block-square Western Division
exhibition rights to their products,
headquarters at Sunset Blvd. and
for showing either as half-hour
Vine St., a spokesman said. Joseph
series or with several episodes comMcConnell, NBC president, was
bined and edited into feature picexpected to join them this week
ture length. The foreign producers
in Hollywood.
were persuaded to make these films,
he said, when he showed them that
the American TV market offers
P&G Replacement
them repeated sales of their films,
both in new cities as TV stations
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati,
will sponsor a half-hour, live, spread through the country and
Comdr. Loewi (r) and Mr. Jaeger
for second and third runs followdramatic show on NBC-TV Tuesing their original TV showings.
land at New York's Idlewild Airday, replacing its Fireside Theatre
port after the six-week survey of
for summer fare, effective July 3.
Comdr. Loewi declined to identify the companies which will produce
Compton Adv., New York, is the
film and television facilities in
Britain, France and Italy.
agency.
the pictures or the titles of the first
Tel e c a s t i n g
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hope of service under ordinary circumstances.
Company President Milton Shapp
ventured that TV stations could
more than double their coverage if
the present emergency shortages
do not stop materials for building.
Evolution of the community TV
antenna plan came after Jerrold
had installed wire lines to different sets for in-store demonstrations; then advanced the same
theory to produce master antennas
for apartments and like buildings;
and finally recognized that the
principle munities
coulddistantbefrom
applied
comTV to
service.
It is estimated that installation
cost for a project runs in excess of
$30,000, although it is hoped that
new equipment ideas currently beingduceperfected
will substantially rethis figure.
Charge to customers averages
around $100 for initial installation
with a monthly charge of $3 or
slightly more.
Only other possible competitive
development in the foreseeable future is a plan of Gordon Brown,
WSAY Rochester, N. Y. In submitting his comments on the FCC's
proposed allocation plan, Mr. Brown
urged setting up of low-powered
rebroadcast stations to give TV to
the same type of isolated communiMay ties
14].[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
eign entertainers — two British and
one French — for American TV appearances, and that he expects to
make use of the foreign talent pool
as a means of developing new TV
stars at home. Citing the many
foreign actors who have become
America's top motion picture stars,
he said he sees no reason why the
same formula will not work in TV.
These foreign artists "are eager
to
he insaid,
whilecome
theyhere,
wish too,"
to work
the "for
new
medium they haven't a chance of
doing so in the British and Continental systems of telecasting.
Many of them offer unique acts and
could make a real contribution to
ourAndrew
programming."
P. Jaeger, manager of
DuMont's film division, accompanied Comdr. Loewi on his European details
trip and
discussed
nical
of making
filmsthefortechTV
with the European movie makers
and telecasters, who also were
shown DuMont teletranscriptions
(kinescopic films).
Behind U. S. TV
Comdr. Loewi reportedly was
not greatly impressed with the
status of television abroad which
he felt is far behind TV in this
country, both technically and programwise. Government monopoly,
with its attendant lack of competition and low salaries for artists,
writers and producers — the creative people of television — cannot
produce the quality of programming which arises from the competitive free enterprise system, he
declared. Nor, he added, with a
single-service system is there any
incentive for improvements in technical standards.
May 21, 1951
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Sure-Fire

Sales

Formula — Petry

rati

vers

RESULTS
301!
Oklahoma^
MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR

73,000

MARKET

TV

Homes

with A
VARIETY
OF
SHOWS
DAYTIME NETWORK
SHOWS FROM
NBC, CBS, ABC, DUMONT
Beulah; 4 Star Revue; Burns and
Allen; Gary Moore; Kate Smith;
Kukla, Fran and Ollie; StrikeIt-Rich; Howdy Doody and
Horace Heidt.
*
DAYTIME
SPOT PARTICIPATION
SHOWS
Lookin' at Cookin'
Glass Showcase
Matinee Merry-Go-Round

17*1
CAMERON TELEVISION, INC.
Channel 6
302 South Frankfort
Tulsa 3, Oklahoma
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WOM
S
SHO
WOMEN'SEN'
TV programs
— "womenWS
selling women, through television" —
were cited last week by the TV Div. of Edward Petry & Co., station representative firm, as constituting a sure-fire sales formula to reach the
people who control the country's wealth and spending.
"In this
it isAmerica
an estab*
lished
fact country
that Mrs.
is en's
daytime TV shows and nathe purchasing agent," the brochure
tional advertisers "are buying into
declared. It pointed out that womlocal women's programs at a fast
en "spend 85% of the consumer
pace with the result that by fall
many of these programs may be
dollar" in addition to being beneficiaries of more than 80% of all sold out," the brochure asserted.
privately owned life insurance, in- "The fall of 1951 will see many of
heriting 70% of the estates left by the local women's programs on the
men and 64% of those left by other
Petry TV stations with an SRO
women, owning 50%. of all privately
sign," the report continued.
owned stock in large corporations,
Some 20 women's programs are
currently being carried on 11 of the
holding two-thirds of all privately
owned war bonds and spending 75 % televisions stations represented by
the Petry company.
of all money expended for clothing.
Local advertisers have found imAside from the fact that wommediate local acceptance for wornen's TV shows are aimed at the
audience that predominates in
family buying, the Petry report
noted, this type of program offers
FLORIDA CITRUS
these additional major advantages:
$78,000 Okayed for TV
1. They provide "the personal, locally flavored touch . . . most effecA NATIONWIDE advertising campaign, earmarking $150,000 for teletively . . ."permit "maximum use of
2. They
vision and newspapers, has been that
most powerful of all sales-tested
approved by the Florida Citrus
devices — demonstration of product
Commission. Some $78,000 will
be allotted for television alone, it
use3. .They
. ." have "the personal enwas reported.
dorsement factor."
These funds are in excess of the
4. Theymercial. .. have
per com. You "low
need cost
no commercial
estimated $2 million spent annually
production ... no costly films to preon advertising by the commission.
It was provided by legislation which
5. "The program is there every
raised the per-box tax on oranges
. ."
day," pare . makingit possible to "sell
and grapefruit [Broadcasting • harder and more often."
Telecasting, May 7].
6. These programs "permit the advertiser to schedule his sales message
According to Jack Forshew,
on
weekdays in the daytime when
Lakeland, Fla., representative of
the bulk of the shopping is done . . .
J. Walter Thompson Co., which
Every weekday is a shopping day,
handles the commission's campaigns, some 15 stations in 10 cities and that's when women's TV shows
will be used.
do their selling."
The report named some 46 comThe agency said stations over
panies in a "partial list of key
which the advertising of citrus is
national advertisers" currently usto be handled are WGN-TV Chicaing women's local television shows.
go; WBAL-TV Baltimore; WJZ-TV
WNBT (TV) WPIX (TV) New
York; WNAC-TV Boston; WPTZ
WPIX STRIKE ENDS
(TV) WFIL-TV WCAU-TV Philadelphia; WMAL-TV Washington;
Tentative Agreement Set
WCPO-TV Cincinnati; WNBK
WPIX (TV) New York's walk-out
(TV) Cleveland; WSB-TV Atlanincluding camerata; WXYZ-TV Detroit (two pro- of technicians,
men [Broadcasting • Telecastgrams, Hello Girls and Charm
ing, May 14], ended the night of
Kitchen), and on another station
May 11 with a tentative agreement
as yet unnamed.
on working conditions and a reTV programs are slated to run
ferral of the entire dispute to the
three times per week in the same
American Arbitration Assn.
major markets, it was understood.
The strike, which lasted two
The campaign probably will run
days, was called May 9 by Local
for six weeks with the summer
1212, Radio and Television Broadcampaign on processed citrus schedcast Engineers, IBEW, when negouled to start soon after, using the
tiations over a contract to replace
same media.
the one which expired May 1 bogged
down on the question of a 5%
across-the-board wage increase proAdvertiser Sought
posed by the union.
SPONSOR for Showtime . . . USA,
While the strike lasted, WPIX
over ABC-TV since Oct. 1, 1950, is was forced to cancel all live probeing sought by American National
grams, including broadcasts on
Theatre and Academy and the both afternoons of New York
packagers, Howard Teichmann and
Giants baseball games, and substiNathan Kroll. The present sponsor,
tute films. Supervisory personnel
Dodge Dealers of America, through
kept the station on the air until
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, has it returned to normal operation
decided not to renew when its conat the beginning of the broadcast
day on Saturday, May 12.
tract expires Aug. 5.

WJAX-TV
PLEA
Court Withholds Ruling
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia last Thursday
decided to withhold its ruling on
a petition by the city of Jacksonville (Fla.) that sought to hold
up
the
FCC'sTheproposed
allocations
hearings.
city had
sought
the stay order until the same court
had disposed of an earlier appeal
that involved a Channel 2 construction permit in Jacksonville [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14].
The court Thursday said it intended to consider the earlier appeal on the construction permit in
the first part of June and implied
that disposition of that case could
make it unnecessary to rule on the
stay order petition.
The City of Jacksonville, licensee
of WJAX, on Aug. 8, 1948, had
been issued a TV construction permit for Channel 2. In May 1949
FCC denied WJAX-TV's application for extension of time to complete the construction. After hearings, the examiner's initial decision
Jan. 27, 1950, granted the city's
application for extension.
Relief Denied
However, after the FCC General
Counsel filed exceptions and an oral
argument was held, the FCC on
July 26,
issued athefinal
decision1950,
which reversed
initial
order and denied the application.
After denial of a petition for reconsideration, rehearing and other
relief, the City of Jacksonville filed
its notice with the Court of Ap• Telecasting,peals
Nov. 6,[Broadcasting
1950].
The city's most recent appeal
held that if the FCC finally reallocated Channel 2 away from
Jacksonville and subsequently the
Court of Appeals ruled in favor of
WJAX-TV on the CP appeal, then
the Commission would be in the
position of not being able to comply with the court's mandate.
Richard A. Solomon, acting assistant general counsel, Thursday
told the court that Channel 12
would be available under the proposed reallocation and that the
Commission could give that to the
City of Jacksonville. He further
held that the appellant has taken
no steps to exhaust its administrative remedies before seeking relief
in that court, and that the petition
was premature.
Robert L. Irwin, of Dow, Lohnes
& Albertson, on behalf of WJAXTV, argued that coverage aspects
of Channel 12 were much less than
Channel 2.
FCC Counsel said the Commission recognized
no channels,
"substantial"
difference
in the two
and
that if Channel 12 proved unsatisfactory, the permittee could seek
hearing- before FCC.

KLAC-TV Hollywood has added five
hours to weekly schedule bringing
total of weekly programming hours
to 100. Station now telecasts one
hour earlier Monday through Friday, going on at 9 a.m.
Telecasting
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VIDEO

CITY

Proposed

by New

York

Group

NEW YORK TV station operators are again discussing the idea of a New York was announcing that construction isunder way for its own
television city for their mutual use, Mayor Vincent R. Impelleteri re- 70).
television center (see story page
vealed last week when he made public the report of a three-man committee suggesting 18 possible sites for such a development.
A CBS spokesman reported that
Noting that the television city
committee reported that the project "we are studying the proposal and
idea had been considered some
has now been revived.
probably will confer with the other
years ago but "temporarily dropped
"As a result of an informal conbecause of differences of opinion,
parties again." Speculation that
ference with representatives of the CBS-RCA rivalry over color televiunsolved technical problems, unsion would in itself prevent a cocertainty of outlook, etc.," the six largest companies on April 24,
operative venture involving CBS
it appears that there is a disposiand RCA-owned NBC was distion on the part of the big companies to settle in this vicinity and counted.
Chris Witting, general manager
TOLEDO BID
to occupy one center. . . . Apparof
the DuMont TV network, said
ently
the
industry
would
like
to
Crosley Seeks VHF Ch. 1 1
be
near
the
center
of
the
city,
but
"we
are interested in the general
APPLICATION for VHF Channel
idea, but it is still very much in
outlying
suburban
acreage
is
not
11 (198-204 mc) at Toledo, Ohio,
was filed with FCC last week by excluded if adequate and rapid the talk stage. We have attended
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., li- transportation can be obtained."
The report, signed by Robert
censee of WLW Cincinnati and
ADVANCED
TUBE
operator of WLWT (TV) Cincin- Moses, construction coordinator
DuMont Develops New Unit
nati, WLWC (TV) Columbus and for the city; John J. Bennett,
chairman of the City Planning
and WLWD (TV) Dayton.
NEW cathode-ray picture tube
FCC's revised TV allocation plan Commission, and Michael A. Cas- with "100% built-in automatic foproposes VHF Channels 11 and 13 taldi, acting corporation counsel,
cus," eliminating the focusing
and UHF Channel 30 at Toledo, pointed out that the plan requires mechanisms currently used by "all
about
125
acres
of
land
and
perhaps
Channel 13 already being used by
existing types of magnetic and high
voltage electrostatic cathode ray
the Fort Industry Co. outlet, ultimately as much as 200 acres,
WSPD-TV. Other VHF applica- adding that "no such acreage is picture tubes," was announced by
tions pending there include Mauavailable in Manhattan." The pro- Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc. at Clifton, N. J., Thursday.
mee Valley Broadcasting Co., Composed sites, located in the city's
munity Broadcasting Co. (WTOL)
other four boroughs and in Nassau
Described as the forerunner of a
and Toledo Blade Co.
County, range in size from 57 to whole line of automatic focus tubes
Initial construction cost of the 401 acres and in cost from $34,900
by DuMont tube officials, who said
proposed Crosley station is $574,- for a 175-acre farm in Nassau
17-inch types of the new tube can
600. First year operating cost is County to $4,793,300 for Aqueduct
replace
all 17-inch glass rectanguestimated to total $531,915, with
Race Track in Queens.
lar tubes on the market today, the
tube will be given its first public
first year's revenue estimated at
Report Distributed
$188,694.
demonstration May 21-23 in ChiThe report, copies of which were
In announcing filing of the applicago, at the Parts Distributor
cation, Robert E. Dunville, Crosley
sent to the TV companies involved,
Show.
president, stated Toledo would be added: "Obviously, a center of this
The development resulted from
serviced "with the same type of kind involves many features of a new-type electron gun, the opervigorous and aggressive programating part of the tube which shoots
city planning and zoning, and canming that typifies the WLW telenot be carried out successfully
electrons to the tube's phospher
vision operation in Cincinnati, Day- without complete cooperation be- face, the announcement revealed.
ton and Columbus."
tween the industry and the various
"Substantial savings" of critical
materials, such as brass, copper,
agencies of government concerned."
aluminum, steel and rubber, will
Freeze Lift Hope
The committee's proposals came,
be effected, it was reported.
(Continued from page 6U)
by coincidence, just as WOR-TV
be used as a "guide" is understood
to be causing concern within the
Commission. It's now believed in
some quarters there is an even
chance that FCC will follow the
suggestion of using the plan as a
guide, but the decision won't have
to be made until after the city-bycity hearings since the plan now is
only a proposal.
FCBA, as well as WKMH Dearborn, Mich., one of the few individual broadcasters to contest the
allocation legality, have asked oral
argument on the issue before commencement ofthe city-by-city hearing on grounds such hearing would
be rendered moot if their views
were sustained. This would speed
up the decision and ultimate lifting
of the freeze, they indicated.
FCC earlier had stated it would
hear the FCBA argument after the
city-by-city hearing rather than
before. Commission attorneys also
pointed out last week the hearing
GUESTS at a spot radio-television clinic luncheon at New York's Biltmore
still would be necessary although
Hotel May 8 included (I to r) Stephen Maschenski, Adam J. Young Jr. Inc.;
the plan were used as a guide beH. T. Hamilton Jr., advertising manager, Snow Crop Div., Clinton Foods Inc.;
cause each city would be entitled
Preston Pumphrey, Maxon Inc., and Elliott Reed, Free & Peters Inc. The
to a voice in finalizing even an in- clinic was sponsored by the National Assn. of Radio & Television Station
formal plan.
Representatives Inc.
i Telecasting
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both meetings held so far and will
continue to sit in on an any discussions in hopes that some practical plan may develop. There are
many problems to be solved, howNBC officicials said they had not
yet received a copy of the city
committee's proposals.
G. Bennett Larson, vice president
and general manager of WPIX
ever."New York, felt "the idea of
(TV)
a television city seems to have
merit, but we want to study any
proposed plans very carefully before making a final decision about
participating in such a project."
TALENT FEES
TVA-Defense Dept. to Talk
GEORGE HELLER, national executive secretary of Television Authority, has requested a meeting
with a Dept. of Defense official
looking toward establishment of a
national, high-level policy with respect to the collection of standby
fees on commercial TV shows inCircuit, volving
Maymilitary
14].personnel [Closed
Mr. Heller is expected to confer
sometime this week with Peter
Seitz, industrial director within the
Defense Dept., in Washington. The
request was contained in a letter
received by Mr. Seitz' office last
week.
The collection of "working permit" or standby fees by TVA on
certain network commercial programs, including- ^Arthur Godfrey
& His Friends on CBS-TV last
Wednesday, had stirred some confusion among military branches at
the height of Armed Forces Week.
At least half a dozen appearances
of military personnel had been
slated, it was understood.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
(Chesterfields) last week paid out
$800 in such fees covering the
appearance of a WAVE, Navy
nurse and 80-piece choral group
from Miami U., Oxford, Ohio
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 14]. The chorus went on
Wednesday as scheduled but ran
into the overtime problem after
performing for perhaps 60 seconds.
The sponsor had agreed to pay the
extra $800.
NETWORK
INDEX
Nielsen Issues New Report
A. C. NIELSEN Co. last week released to National Nielsen Television Index Complete Service clients
its first bi-monthy analytical report
on network television.
The Nielsen Co. stated that for
the first time TV data comparable
in scope and application to the network radio analyses which have
been dio
developed
the Nielsen
RaIndex are for
available
to NTI
Complete Service clients in standard report format.
Video programs can be directly
compared with radio programs in
terms of factors which go far
beyond importance,
"ratings" in the
pertinence
and
dollar
company
added.
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Commercials

By Social Research
(Report 164)

telestatus

=
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DALLAS!
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TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS

FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

ere are
there

1 117,068

J

ONLY

10% of all television commercials are liked by their audiences, regardless of the viewers'
economic class. This was the charge
leveled last week by Social Research
Inc., Chicago, which released a
36-page technical report entitled
"Speaking of the Sponsor," covering major aspects of video commercials as analyzed by the firm's psychologists.
Most people, the research firm
reported, consider commercials "the
fly in the ointment of television's
fact and fantasy, and for some
they spoil the romance of television." To lure the viewer from
his attitude of, "well, here's another commercial and a necessary
evil" into a lucrative one for the
advertiser, "well, this is interesting
(or funny or helpful) even if it is
a commercial," Social Research
analyzed commercials and made extensive recommendations.
It classified present - day TV
commercials into four groups, the
fit-in commercial, personal salesman approach, demonstration and
variety. The researchers, noting
that "class plays a key role in determining attitudes toward television advertising, as in all things,"
stressed that 80% of the American
market falls into the upper middle
or middle majority classes.
Surveyors concluded that, although each class can be "wooed
and won when properly approached," the middle majority is
"more susceptible to advertising as
a constructive tool."

Surveyed

'Fight of Week'
Leads Trendex Report
CBS' Fight of the Week, with a
44.8 rating, headed the 10 most
popular sponsored, network television shows report, covering May
1-7, released last week by Trendex
Inc. The report covers cities on
the interconnected network.
The 10 programs, rated accorda single live broadcast dur1. ingingto the
survey week, were listed
by Trendex as follows: 44.8
4.
Fight of the Week
CBS
2. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
44.7
CBS
3. Star Theatre — Berle
NBC
Your Show of Shows
NBC
38.5
43.5
5. TV Playhouse — Philco
37.3
NBC
CBS
6. Fireside Theatre
NBC
CBS
37.0
7. Godfrey 'n Friends
35.7
35.3
Man Against Crime
31.2
9. Comedy Hour
NBC
10. Your Hit Parade
NBC
30.5
8.
Production Sources
Surveyed by Ross
PROGRAM packaging and production control of 188 network-sponsored television shows break
down as follows, according to a
Ross Report on Television, released
last week: 45% are being created
and produced by independent packagers, 40% by the networks and
15% by the advertising agencies.
These figures, when supplemented
by programs on the New York
local level, tend to approximate
those for a year ago, when Ross
analyzed 378 programs telecast

during58%
1948,had'49 been
and '50
and found
that
packaged
by
independents, 34% by the net-!
works and 9% by the ad agencies.
Berle Retains Lead
In Nielsen Ratings
MILTON BERLE's Texaco Star
Theatre on NBC-TV retained its
top rating as the leading television
program in total and percent of
U. S. homes reached, according to
ratings issued by A. C. Nielsen Co.
for April covering a two-week period. As reported May 8, Nielsen
figures show:
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
HOMES
(000)
RANK
PROGRAM
1 Texaco Star
Theatre
Theatre
5,360
2 Fireside
7,396
Colgate
Comedy
Hour
3 Mama
5,009
4 Philco TV Playhouse
5 Your Show of Shows (Participat
4,472
6 Kraft Television Theatre
ing) 4,409
4,436
7 You Bet Your Life
8 Arthur Godfrey & Friends
4,369
9
(Liggett & Myers)
4,300
4,359
Gillette
Cavalcade
10
PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED 4,282
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS (%)
HOMES
RANK
PROGRAM
54.3
Texaco
Star
Theatre
46.2
1 Fireside Theatre
61.3
2 Colgate
45.1
44.0
Comedy Hour
3 Gillette Cavalcade
4
45.3
5 Mama
Godfrey's Theatre
Scouts
Kraft Television
43.4
6 Arthur
44.6
7
40.9
8 Jack Benny Show
9 Somerset Maugham Theatre
(NBC Mon.)
10 Your Show of Shows (Participating) 40.7
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen
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Sets in Area
Sets in Area City
Outlets On Air
City
Outlets On Air
7,400 Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
86,782
Ames
WOI-TV
56,161 Memphis
WMCT
233,230
in KRLD-TV's
86,221
65,000
115,000
Miami
WTVJ
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
256,400
Baltimore WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
297,368
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
38,150
Minn.-St.
Paul
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Binghamton WNBF-TV
153,800
26,712
Birmingham
WBRC-TV
46,200
Nashville
WSM-TV
Bloomington WAFM-TV,
WTTV
16,400
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
62,150
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
721,325
New
Orleans
WDSU-TV
Buffalo WBEN-TV
201,972 New York WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte WBTV
77,627
WOR-TV, WPIX
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
906,210 Newark WATV
2,250,000
Cincinnati WCPO-TV. WKRC-TV, WLWT
Coverage Area
275,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
67,309
Dallas,
470,487
Oklahoma
City
WKY-TV
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
176,541 Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
Philadelphia WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
87,636
78,029
834,000
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
117,068 Phoenix KPHO-TV
ZJlie CBS
Station
37,900
Davenport WOC-TV
145,000
260,000
56,384 Pittsburgh
WDTV
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
Include Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
Providence
WJAR-TV
WLWD
Dayton
for
DALLAS
and
190,000 Richmond WTVR
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Erie
WICU
464,135 Rochester WHAM-TV
FORT WORTH
73,992
55,890 Rock Quad
Island
WHBF-TV Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline56,384
Cities Include
81,417
Ft. Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
45,100
117,068 Salt
lake City KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
San Antonio
KEYL, WOAI-TV
45,179
Grand
RapidsKalamazoo
WLAV-TV
tliii i& wliij I Greensboro
97,500
179,100
114,557
San Francisco
Diego KGO-TV,
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
WFMY-TV
66,972 San
Houston
KPRC-TV
155,100
Albany-Troy
WRGB
Huntington76,684 Schenectady
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
41,300 Seattle KING-TV
80,900
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
289,000
KRLD
WMBR-TV
148,000 St. Louis KSD-TV
Jacksonville
32,000
Syracuse
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Johnstown
113,792
WJAC-TV
125,000
AM-FM-TV
Kalamazoo
87,275 Tulsa
Toledo WSPD-TV
74,140
KOTV
WKZO-TV
133,122
Grand
Rapids
Utica-Rome
WKTV
42,000
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
261,300
118,523 Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
C^liannei 4
Lancaster
WGAl-TV
Lansing
97,105
49,000 Wilmington WDEL-TV
WJIM-TV
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
Los Angeles
62,005
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
id if our ' Ledt Lit if
Estimated sets in Use 12,216,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations in Air 107
I be
TIMES HERALD Station
area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
Editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
represent areestimated
with fromtelevision
dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based sets
on data
National. Representatives
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may re main unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
, THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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"MORNING
another WSB-TV

DEVOTIONS"

service in the public interest

Prominent religious leaders of Atlanta are
participating with WSB-TV in this unusual television
series which brings to viewers a daily devotional
service, Mondays through Fridays at 10:30 a. m.
These programs have inspired much favorable
comment. And advertisers are given another insight
on the reason why WSB and WSB-TV hold such a
unique position in the hearts and homes of the people
they serve. WSB-TV

is represented nationally by

Edward Petry § Company, Incorporated.

L-tv
ON

PEACH T,R EE STREET

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution
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BREWERY

FUNDS

Yon Volkenburg Cites TV
BREWING firms have been
"among the staunchest pioneers in
the successful development of television" in both national network
and local spot advertising and have
contributed considerably toward
public enthusiasm for the medium,
Jack Von Volkenburg, CBS vice
president, declared May 9. He addressed the Diamond Jubilee convention of United States Brewers
Foundation in St. Louis.
Mr. Von Volkenburg noted that
the brewing industry ranks eighth
in network TV sales and invested
8% of its national media funds in
video last year compared to 3% by
the average national advertiser.
He said its impact is even greater
on the local and regional levels
where over 130 different brewers
are advertisers in some 61 TV
markets. Brewing and food are
the two largest users of spot program television and "your advertising investment has directly and
indirectly helped speed television's
rapid growth," he told the foundation.
James P. Holihan, president,
Diamond Spring Brewery, Lawrence, Mass., told conventioneers
that more beer is being consumed
at home and attributed a boost in
package sales to television. According to a survey by the foundation, 62% of American families
now buy beer for home consumption.

26.5%
SALES

INCREASE

. . . that's the result of the
WLW-Advertised Brands
Week, March 9 through
March 19.
Thousands of druggists in
WLW's merchandise-able
area of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia tied
in with this gigantic promotion.
A check on sales of the 47
drug products advertised on
WLW and WLW - Television
showed an increase of
26.5%.
. . . this is just another "Merchandising Service" of
WLW
The Nation's Most Merchandise-able Station
and
WLW-Television
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Streibert Announces Construction Plans
SQUARE'

PLANS for the first made-fortelevision-only building in New
York, at Broadway and 67th St.,
to be completed Jan. 1, 1952, were
announced yesterday (Sunday) by
WOR-TV New York President Theodore C. Streibert.
To be known as "Television
Square," it will cover almost the
entire block between 67th and 68th
Sts. on Broadway and Columbus
Ave., and will consolidate under
one roof
all the
station's production activities.
Construction
is now
underway.
"Now, for the first time, TV
producers will be able to put on
a show in a building designed and
built
expressly
for them," Mr.
Streibert
said.

tion room floor, with two extra chambers available.
Q Film storage facilities designed
for inflammable nitrocellulose film.
O Eight film cutting and editing
rooms, two reviewing rooms, two special editing rooms, and a projection
room with six projectors and two
Telpos for slides and photographs.
0 Properties-and-sets storage facilities located along entire west side
of building and accessible to trucks
from either end for off-street loading
and unloading. Connecting doors to
production rooms large enough to admit cars and other big "props."
0 Four "star" dressing rooms for
actors. Many individual lockers for
clothes and personal belongings.
# Script consultation rooms. Larger make-up and dressing rooms. Engineer and musician locker rooms.
0 Complete air conditioning
throughout.
# Discs or parabolas for microwave connection with WOR-TV transmitter across the Hudson at North
Bergen, N. J., plus a co-axial cable
connection.
"We're going to have the new-

Features of the building, which
will incorporate many innovations
in design:
9 Rehearsal and production facilities grouped into one unit. Each of
three studios will contain 4,000 to
6,000 square feet of floor space and
will be two stories, 35 feet high.
9 Largest studio will have a balcony seating 299 persons along one
side, with entrance and exits arranged
so that spectators will never set foot
on the production floor.
AT&T LINK
£ Each studio will be grouped
Planned for Southeast
with a rehearsal hall, announcer's
TO AUGMENT existing coaxial
booth, sponsor's room and control
room. There will be two extra re- cable facilities now providing TV
hearsal halls besides the one grouped
and other communications between
with each studio.
the Southeast and the rest of the
Q Panel system, such as now in
country, AT&T has filed applicause at WOR-TV, will permit switchtions with FCC for permission to
ing of each control room instantane- ,
construct a $6.3 million microwave
ously to the facilities of any of the
production rooms.
radio relay system connecting
® Echo chambers (three) for spe- Washington, D. C, Charlotte and
cial sound effects under each producAtlanta. This system would join
the present New York-Washington
radio relay system at Garden City,
OUT DF-HOME STUDY
Va.,
just across the Potomac from
Pulse Surveys Quarterly
the Capital.
QUARTERLY surveys of the outPlans call for erection of 16 intermediate stations along the new
of-home television audience, starting initially with New York this route which would provide two
month and adding other areas in channels in each direction. One
the near future, were announced
southbound channel would be earby Dr. Sydney Roslow of The Pulse
marked initially for TV program
transmission between Charlotte and
Inc., New York, last week. People
from TV homes as well as those
Atlanta, the others being reserved
from non-TV homes will be in- at this time for long distance telecluded, he said.
phone service.
The new service is an outgrowth
of a home TV study conducted for
WOR-TV New York in July 1950,
when it was learned that TV attracted abonus audience of 732,400
Program Rights Acquired
people on the average day, accordRIGHTS
to more than 2,000 short
ing to Pulse.
stories and 25 novels of science fiction, written by Science Fiction
League of America members, have
Roy Rogers Negotiating
been acquired and prepared for
television under the title, From
ROY ROGERS, Western cowboy
The Beyond, by George Foley and
star, is negotiating a new contract
with Republic Pictures that will Dick Gordon, TV program packgive him the right to make his own
agers, it was announced in New
York last week.
TV films starting in the fall. His
The series, submitted to agencies
current film studio contract expires
last week, has been prepared for
next week. Quaker Oats Co. sponsored the Roy Rogers Show on
weekly, half-hour, live TV proMBS for three years, cancelling
grams. Production is by Mort
May 13, reportedly because he in- Abrahams, with adaptations by
sisted his services be utilized on
Draper Lewis, Jack Weinstock and
Willie Gilbert.
TV as well as radio.

est, most modern television production building in the area," J. R.
Poppele, vice president in charge
of engineering, said. "Everything
has been specially designed with a
fresh approach to incorporate the
latest and best in video proArchitects for Television Square
are
Abbott, Merkt & Co., New
duction."
York.
Robert Glenn Inc., New
York, is the general contractor.
Construction of the two-story buildwill be of reinforced concrete
and ing
brick.

BARNES RESIGNS
To Produce Film Series
HOWARD G. BARNES, vice president in charge of radio and television of Dorland Inc., New York.
has resigned tc
tion.
do film producHis first series
is a 52-week, half
hour dramatic
Liberty
m a g aor
program based
zine's adaptation
for F 1 a m i n g c
Films. It is un
derstood that the
Mr. Barnes
series is current
ly being bid for sponsorship bj
two major advertisers.
Mr. Barnes' office is located at
40 E. 49th St. He is also ownei
and president of General Entertainment Corp., which is currently
marketing and producing Hollywood's Open House, a transcribec
radio program on 65 stations.
New Color System
DEVELOPMENT of a new coloi
system has been announced by John
M. Sherman, technical director ol
WTCN-TV Minneapolis, and Edwill Fisher, printer and color photographer. Tests on WTCN-TV are
reported to indicate their system,
which employs no moving parts,
may permit inexpensive modification of equipment and receivers for
color reception.
jgUSBEMiSIBE
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^ INTENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
SRT-TV
COURSES
■.TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
Instruction
by top-ranking
als under actual
broadcast professionconditions
Complete
TV
Station
Co-Educational • Day Equipment
or Evening
Approved for Veterans
Send for free prospectus
"Careers in Television"
SRT
(School ol Radio Technique!
TELEVISION STUDIOS
America i Oldest Broadcasting School
31 6 Wait 57 Str.et, NewYoric 19, N.Y.
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Better

SMALLER THAN
EXISTING UNITS
#
EASY
MAINTENANCE
•
BUILT-IN
POWER SUPPLY
STANDARD
RELAY PANELS
Easy to Rack Mount

Circuit

Reliability
Sync Generator set
up
with Console
compact GPL
Control

The GPL Synchronizing Pulse Generator
provides circuit reliability superior to that
of comparable studio equipment. Operator
adjustments are now eliminated by means
of advanced circuit design, including binary counting circuits, delay-line-controlled pulse width — all operating from a
stable master oscillator. The generator
provides standard RTMA outputs with
automatic termination of unused outputs.
The AFC circuit is readily set to operate
at mid-range when locked to the line.
Write, Wire

Since the unit is smaller than existing
equipment, even with its self-contained
power supply, it is ideal for field operation. Swing-down panels simplify maintenance. Components are mounted on
standard
relay panels, facilitating studio
rack mounting.
Typical of other GPL developments,
Synchronizing Generator is designed
maximum quality, operating efficiency,
dependability. Write for literature
operating information.

or Phone

the
for
and
and

for Details

General

Precision
Laboratory
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE
NEW YORK

TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains • TV Field and Studio Equipment • Theatre TV Equipment
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In Review
(Continued from page 26)
7i/m

K^Qpoit

WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS, Los
Angeles, producing a series of 26
quarter-hour television film programs, entitled Premiere Theatre.
Series will include dramatic musical and comedy programs. Total
budget for production is $250,000.
William Asher has been signed by
TV firm to three-year writing and
directing contract with this series
as his initial assignment.
* * *
CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION
Productions Inc., Los Angeles, has
acquired television rights to new
Lash La Rue 52-week Western film
series, Tales of Famous Outlaws.
First 13 of series are 15-minute
segments. Second 13-week series,
to be made up of half-hour programs, goes into early production
at Goldwyn Studios. Ira Webb is
producer.
# ^ %
SHOOTING starts today (Monday)
on the first six of Abbott & Costello 30-minute TV films to be made
for NBC-TV. Schedule calls for 22
programs to be filmed during first
year. Filming is to be done at
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City,
Calif., with Alex Gottlieb producing. Jean Yarborough directs.
Clarence Eurist is production supervisor; Eddie Forman scriptwriter.
SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS, Culver City, has started filming first
three of 13 half-hour TV films,
Racket Squad, for Philip Morris &
Co., to be released in the fall on
CBS-TV. Hal Roach Jr. and Carroll Case are co-producers. Agency
is Biow Co., New York.
WLW-TELEVISION
Vitamin Firm Plans Drive
DAVID E. PARTRIDGE, general
sales manager of the three-station
Crosley video network, last week
announced a multiple program
sponsorship which began yesterday
(Sunday) by the American Vitamin
Assoc. over WLW-Television. This
network includes WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton
and WLWC (TV) Columbus.
The ad campaign on behalf of
Thyavals and Orvita plans use of
more than 19 hours of WLW-Television time per week in the next
year.

INDUSTRIAL FILMS
TV SPOTS . . .
PROGRAMS

i

625 Madison Ave
N.Y. 22, N.Y. • Plaza 9-3600
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JOINT working committee to direct the 11 -station cooperative telecast of
General Douglas MacArthur's return to the United States in San Francisco
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 23], were (standing I to r) Dave Kees,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, who headed the joint engineering staff; Fred Henry,
KLAC-TV Los Angeles, representing Southern California independent stations;
and Bob Bennington, KNBH (TV) Los Angeles, representing Southern California network stations. Seated is Bill Hollenbeck, KGO-TV San Francisco,
producer-director of the telecast.
Set Slump
(Continued from page 64)
other sets of the same make and
model.
Mr. Saphin was reported as saying that his firm would not go out
of business, that other lines were
selling all right, and that the auction was only an answer to Regulation W.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. announced last Tuesday that
the television receiver price cuts
it put into effect May 1, ranging
from $30 to $170, had been so successful in moving merchandise that
list prices will be increased on
June 1. A 30% cutback in production also is planned, to meet
government requirements.
Extent of the price increases
had not been determined, but President Benjamin Abrams said a new
price schedule would be worked
out and announced before the end
of this month. It was expected that
eventually the prices would be restored to pre-reduction levels, but
whether this will be done immediately or in successive steps was
not known.
The company said its May 1 cuts,
authorized for a maximum of 60
days, had "greatly exceeded . . .
expectations and already has
achieved the desired objectives."
Except for government restrictions
on the use of critical materials,
Mr. Abrams reported, the demand
for sets at the lowered prices could
be met by increasing production.
However, he said, Emerson plans
a 30% cutback in two weeks to
comply with governmental requirements. This means the present
rate of 1,500 sets produced and
shipped daily will be cut to 1,000.
Radio set production will be cut
from 3,500 daily to 2,500, he added.
The increase in TV list prices
was attributed not only to achieve-

ment of the price cut's objective,
but also to increases in production
costs.
The sale of television sets has
rounded the "distress corner" and
is "headed in a more successful
and orderly direction," according
to Ross D. Siragusa, president of
the Admiral Corp., Chicago. He
said prices are at pre-Korean war
levels and manufacturing and sale
of sets are being stabilized.
Admiral is producing more than
40,000 sets monthly, he announced,
"although some manufacturers have
closed their production lines, at
least temporarily." The current
Admiral production compares in
unit production to that of the second quarter last year, he said.
"There is a perceptible increase in
purchases at all levels, and the
turning point was a price reduction
to $199.95, which was the first
step in locating a satisfactory price
medium Belmont
between Campaign
seller and buyer."
Detailed questions and answers
explaining to readers why they
should buy television sets now are
featured in a series of ads being
run for six weeks in the Chicago
Tribune by Belmont Distributor
Inc., same city
•
Telecasting,
May[Broadcasting
14].
On behalf of the parent firm,
Raytheon TV, Belmont Distributors Inc., a subsidiary of Belmont
Radio Corp., is running a series of
six ads, all of which attempt to sell
television "now." The initial insertion on May 10 answered simply
such
questions
the
chances of TV as:set"What
pricesaregoing
down? What about developments
in color TV? What about these
new UHF television channels I
read about? Can I depend on a
continued supply of replacement
parts and tubes in case I need

Sens. Russell and Wiley. To b
sure, they were essentially news
reel techniques, but fresher tha
any newsreel. The incidents treate
in the interviews had occurred tha
day and were still news. Insofa
as it is technically possible, greate
use of such filmed coverage seem
indicated.
The unique advantage that tele
vision has over other news medi;
in on-the-scene reporting of event
as they happen has been repeatedl;
illustrated, the Kefauver hearing
and the MacArthur return beinj
recent examples. Since it is no
often possible to coordinate thi
timing of events with television
schedules, the next best thing is t<
record the event, edit the recordini
skillfully, and telecast it as sooi
as possible after the event ha;
occurred.
Whenever possible televisioi
should present the event itself, no1
somebody talking about it.
Both Mr. Swayze and Mr. Edwards fulfill excellently the jot
of television newscaster. It is al
best a limited job, however, sinc«
the televised news itself must always exceed in interest and significance anyone reporting it by word
of mouth.
other appliance items — undei
normal circumstances become
cheaper as more models are produced and sold. "Because the
country is engaged in a long-term
program of defense production,
greatly increased TV set production
— with consequent lowering of
prices — seems unlikely to occur
soon . . . we see no widespread,
permanent price reductions until
the U. S. returns to normal peacetime living. That's probably many
Color television, reported the ad,
"is still many years away. Commercial color might come in three
years off."
years, more probably not for five
or 10 years . . . Color TV would
also require scarce, strategic maIn the second of a series of Chicago Tribune ads Thursday, Belterials."mont listed "nine points to look
for" in the selection of a television
set. Noting first that "research
proves all TV sets are not the
same," the company listed these
criteria for purchase — good picture
quality, sufficient number of tubes,
good contrast, minimum of interference, well-engineered tuner, warrant, sound quality, styling, cabinet construction and endorsement
seals.
Agency is Cowan & Dengler, New
York.

Regarding prices, the answer
given was that TV sets — as with
Telecasting
them?"

EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF j
FILMS
(Including
Cartoons)
Available For
TELEVISION
'Send
for Catalog

729 Seventh Ave.. N.Y. 19• BROADCASTING
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efMILAI

Cjj
Five days a week, 3:30 to 4:00 p.m., world-famous
Chef Milani really ropes and hog-ties the ladies
with his television magic!
He talks and demonstrates his wonderful recipes
and food preparations to a goodly portion of the

NBC HOLLYWOOD

2,000,000 homemakers in this great market —
second largest in food sales in the Nation.
Yes, products move with every Milani mention.
Milani also knows and calls in person on leading
food dealers and chain owners to stimulate direct
merchandising of his sponsored products.
A few choice spots are still open on this popular
participation show. Contact KNBH, Hollywood, or
your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office for complete
facts on the dynamic Chef Milani Show!
TO SELL THE BUYING MILLIONS IN
AMERICA'S 2ND LARGEST TV MARKET
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Time

Sales

(Continued from page SI)
foods as the most highly type of
TV fietwork advertised product
during March, accounting for $2,003,865. Smoking materials ranked
second among TV network advertised merchandise, with $1,254,441
worth of time. Toiletries ranked
third, $992,921 ; automotive fourth,
$886,670, and soaps and cleansers
fifth, $706,383. In addition to the
increased time purchases since
March of last year, it is noteworthy
that the rank order of the product
groups also has changed appreciaby since March 1950, when smoking materials stood first, followed
by automotive, foods, radio and TV
sets and toiletries, in that order.
Ad Economics
(Continued from page 63)
scenes will appear . . . and soulstirring sounds will issue. ... It
would amaze them to learn that the
hundred dollars annually it will
cost will go, 20% for the program
in picture and sound, while 80%
will go for the physical side of its
operation and manufacture. Such
a ratio belongs on the sillier side
of our economic organization. It
isn't likely to stay that way. As it
changes, there can be more programs on the air which mean
greater diversity of programming."
Pointing to the great need for
additional channels, Mr. Raibourn
derided
the ofeducator's
for a share
outlets. eager quest
"Since the educators believe these
channels are going to be scarce
they also believe they would be
derelict in their function as the
guardians of our cultural heritage
if they don't immediately get their
hands on a proper share of them.
"They will thereby keep them
out of the reach of those amusement entrepreneurs whose sin is
that they will persist in giving the
public what the public wants to see
and hear rather than what the educators think is good for it.
"I believe that educators and educational institutions should have
access to television time but I am
willing to bet a $64 pink and blue
straw hat that if there were enough
Tlaiional

PEORIA

|MH

ILLINOIS

prujpl
Edgar L. Bill
H|| \ jj
Watson
e V. Mantell,
Merl
fl
!^
l_
Kl
KrH
Julian
nfl
Sales Manager
■jf Weords can
produce
sales recand letters
of more
recommendation
that members of our Organization
have received while working for over
300 AM, FM & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to coast, than any
similar company.
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CROSS TV NcTWOKK

A n ^~ 1 1 AND
A Km CIDCT
DALcS rUK AHMARCH

/M 1 ADTCD 1950* AND
FIRST
MARCH
QUARTER
1951
1950
3> 6o,o04
S 705,747
J40,9/0
2,563,854
1 31 ,836
1,106,092

1951
FIRST
i ■ A nrcn
QUARTER
C 1 1950
AO nt A

MARCH
1951
Apparel,
Footwear
&
Access.
Automotive,
S 886,670
304,819
£OD
& Equip. Automotive Supplies
> QOA
IUV.J64
OCO
AQO
398,107
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Building Materials, Equip.
''''''
& Fixtures
107,100
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
599,826
1,745
209,242
Consumer Services
49,329
172.685
44,175
54,865
1,745
54,990
Drugs & Remedies
1 7,1A 751 JO
159,015
375,310
O AA21,150
773,103
Food & Food Products
JUU,U1
AAA
O AC
5,503,998
2,003,865
610,430
Gasrline, l<»brican*s, Other Fuels
215,120
244,895
OAO 1/ C
Household Equip. & Supplies
128,940
631,532
393,265
81,125
1,823,344
Household Furnishings
974,816
406,572
325,031
167,485
Industrial Materials
869,260
287,890
Insurance
56,000
145,250
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
....
529,060
216,285
Office
Equip.,
S+a'ionery &
2,696
Writing
Supplies
50,040
19,450
Publishing & Media
148,543
102,508
60,205
25,780
Radios, TV Sets, Phonoqraphs,
Musical Instruments & Access.
452,973
641,958
1,327,403
220,734
Retail Stores & Direct By Mail
563,010
161,065
Smoking Materials
375,156
1,061,570
3,480,940
1,254,441
1,631
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
1,645,603
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
706,383
26,760
217,105
510,416
992,921
73,665
362,768
Miscellaneous
2,788,924
145,459
14,151
45,721
TOTAL
$9,585,386 $26,348,648
$2,186,513
Source: Publishers' Information Bureau
$5,809,814
* 1950 allfigures
ABC, CBS and NBC networks, with DuMont not reporting. 1951 figures
cover
four TVcover
networks.
channels available so that anyone
could have one for the asking you
wouldn't, at the moment, hear even
a peep of desire from any educaChris J. Witting, general manager of DuMont Television Network, urged the sales executives to
tor."
"explore
the steadily broadening
range of techniques that can add
'sell' to your message."
The Kefauver hearings "demonstrated that the dignity of great
events, the dramatization of history in the making, can provide a
tremendous and appreciative audience that will not only accept and
remember a sales message but will
bestow upon the firm that makes
the event available the plus elehe said. ments of prestige and good will,"
Other Media Affected
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC
vice president for television, pointed
out that television was having its
effect upon other media besides
radio, and that radio, reaching
homes without TV sets, was particularly complementary to television.
Roy A. Meredith, WOR-TV New
York director of sports and special
features production, warned that
the "techniques of commercial presentation" intelevision are not keeping pace with technical advances
and program presentation improvem e n t s. He emphasized that
"smooth, technical continuity in
pictorial treatment contributes to
a receptive and satisfied audience,"
and repeated the adage, "Keep it
David H. Halpern, vice president
simple."
of Owen & Chappell and president
of American Television Society, announced an ATS meeting on June
18 at which the question of
"whether anything and everything
no
matter
where will
it takes
place"
should
be telecast
be discussed.
Guests at the meeting included
F. M. Flynn, president of the New
York Daily News and of WPIX (TV)
New York, News-owned station; G.
Bennett Larson, WPIX general manager; H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC commentator, and others.

Building Impasse
(Continued from page 25)
will make its findings, based on
future recommendations from FCC
and NPA electronics, and forward
them
office. to the NPA administrator's
The government already has said
that building permits would be
issued on the "merits of individual
cases," taking into consideration
"the type and quantity of materials
at hand, and the need for the facility, and the effect on the community at large if the authorization
were
denied." over the NPA
Early confusion
edict was further compounded last
week, however, with the establishment of a new top-level government
Requirements Committee, and a
slightly modified chain of command, which would bring the NPA
Office of Civilian Requirements into
greater play.
Formation of the new group,
which will review overall demands
for steel, copper and aluminum allotted under the Controlled Materials Plan, was announced by
Edwin T. Gibson, acting Defense
Production Administrator. Its primary purpose will be to recommend policies and programs for
balancing supply and demand.
Meetings Held
Actually the committee has been
meeting for months under the chairmanship of Charles E. Wampler,
director of DPA's Programs and
Requirements Office. One of its
members is Lewis Allen Weiss,
director of NPA's Office of Civilian
Requirements and former board
chairman of MBS and the Don Lee
Broadcasting System.
Other functional areas to be
covered in the committee's work
are construction requirements, industrial manpower, production and
military requirements. In a sense
the committee is comparable on a
broader scope to the Electronics
Production Board, whose recommendations still will carry weight
in the overall civilian economy
The board, headed by Ed Morris
picture.

of Westinghouse
Electric Corp. j
Baltimore, is charged with determi I
nation of civilian and military requirements for electronics and witr I
setting procedures and policies f oi j
insuring
production,
expansion !
conservation and product standardi- j
zation [Broadcasting • Telecast-;
ING, March 26]. Its broad recom-i
mendations will be Submitted to
the new Requirements Committee,
it was understood.
At the NPA level, Mr. Weiss' I
office will continue to survey possible shortages, weigh civilian requirements and forward proposals
designed to avert damage to the
civilian economy.
Since the community factor is inherent in NPA's |
new building directive, it is ex- j
pected that the Office of Civilian!
Requirements will play a key role;
in keeping the broadcasting and ]
electronic manufacturing industry
afloat in the perilous clime of a !
controlled economy.
Mr. Wampler will make decisions
relative to (1) requirements fori
defense and defense mobilization; j
(2) supplies and the amount they 1
should be boosted; (3) programs!
for direction of resources; (4) j
policies coordinating related or j
competing programs.
Metals Shortage Cited
At a news conference following
formal creation of the Requirements Committee, Mr. Gibson posed
the issue briefly: There are simply
not enoughatmetals
to support for
all '|
activities
full production
the next three years.
Perhaps the best answer to the
question of top priority was given
by an NPA allocation official who
described radio-TV broadcasting as
"semi-essential" — vital enough to
keep operating but lacking of suf- j
ficient priority to warrant blanket
authority for continued expansion, |
save in individual cases where hardship would be imposed on any one
community.

May 21: Second Associated Program
ServicelantaSubscriber
Biltmore Hotel,Conference,
Atlanta, Ga.AtMay
21-23:
Parts
Distributors
ConferChicago.
ence and
Show,
Hotel Stevens,
May
22: Industrial
Electronics
Conferference,
Hotel Carter,
Cleveland.
May
24-25:
North
Carolina
Assn.
Broadcasters, Carolinian Hotel, Nagsof
Head Beach.
May 25: Third Associated Program
Service Subscriber Conference, Stephen F. Austin Hotel, Austin, Texas.
May 31 -June
2: National
Sales Executives Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
June 4-6: NARTB Board of Directors
Meeting,
NARTB
Washington,
D. C. Headquarters.
June 4-8: American Federation of Musicians Meeting, Hotel Commodore.
New York.
June tel
5: Statler.
NARTBWashington,
Inaugural D.
Dinner,
C. HoJune 7-8: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
Spring
(Midyear) Meeting, The Seelbach, Louisville.
June 8-9: RTMA Annual Meeting,
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
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TRANSMITTER

A model of efficiency and low cost. This 5 KW
Oak Transmitter in commercial use for nearly
two years with no final amplifier tube
replacement expense. COMPARE!

LONG LIFE * LOW COST TUBES
In an actual operation report, the Eimac Final Amplifier Tube is still
going strong after 6000 hours. Costs only $198.00.
TOTAL TUBE COST FOR 5 KW RESULTS IN A GREATER OVERALL SAVING
COMPARE!
AIR COOLED
Air cooled throughout. Built-in fans. Completely eliminates water cooling
apparatus with Hs maintenance, overhead and tube changing difficulties.
COMPARE!
ACCESSIBILITY
Simplicity of construction, inherent
lightness results in open construction.
Basic units are rack mounted. All components easily accessible. COMPARE!

LOWER SIDE-BAND ATTENUATION
The majority of side-band attenuation isobtained from each broadband circuit. Additional attenuation
is accomplished with a simple, nondissipative notching filter in the
visual amplifier. COMPARE!

TROUBLE-SHOOTING SYSTEM
Overloads are indicated on the exclusive
Du Mont Memory Circuit which acts as a
comprehensive protective and fault
indicator system. COMPARE!

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, SEND FOR BULLETINS TTD-T101, TTD-T102

START SMALL . . . GROW BIGGER

"ill

li

100/200
KW ERP

V
1

Many new stations are investing in the Du Mont Acorn
Transmitter. Containing the most advanced thinking in television transmitters, the Acorn (500 Watt), is geared to equip
you at the very start of your television career. It is designed
to grow with you! It can readily be expanded to 5 kilowatts
comprising the Oak Series, or to maximum power required
at a later date.

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.
Clifton, New Jersey

1
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clotted

line

FOR 52 weeks over WTVJ (TV) Miami, film feature, Women In the News,
is made official by (I to r): Pat O'Brien, United Artists Film Corp. sis. rep.;
Nat Kupper, pres., Kupper's Inc., sponsor; John S. Allen, sis. and bus. mgr.,
and Lee Ruwitch, v. p. and gen. mgr., WTVJ. Co-sponsor is General Electric.

CHICAGO daytime major league
baseball contract for WGN-TV Chicago is approved for American Vitamin Assoc. (for Thyavals, Orvita) by
President George S. Johnston (seated). At signing (standing, I to r):
George Harvey, WGN-TV sis. mgr.;
Hal Ayres, gen. mgr.. Vitamins;
Marty Hogan, announcer.

tab— L , -35
SHOW, Dr. Fixum, is fixed for
WENR-TV Chicago (ABC) by Harvey
Goldberg (seated), v. p., Harvey Lumber Co. L to r: James E. Copan, adv.
mgr., Harvey; Bid Fisher, M. M.
Fisher Assoc.; Art ("Dr. Fixum")
Youngquist.

AFFIXING signature to 52-week
okay on TV Sportsman's Show for
WHSO-TV Dayton is Carl F. Bonbright (seated, I) local distributor,
Schoenling
Miller's
Life
Beer. Show &features
man High
and wife
sports commentary by Phil and Betty
Haynes (standing). Seated at right
is Stanley Mouse, WHIO salesman.

CARROL BURTANGER (I), v. p. of
Rike-Kumler Department Store, in
charge of adv., sets year contract for
new WLWD (TV) Dayton show. Shopping With Cornelia. H. Peter Lasker, WLWD gen. mgr., approves.

CAPPING contract of Houston Buffalos Wed. night home games telecast by
KPRC-TV Houston are (seated, I to r) Joe L. Brown, v. p., and M. I. Koppel,
sec, Hanke & Pillot Inc.; Terry Lee, ast. mgr., KPRC; standing, Robert N.
Aylin, pres., Aylin Adv. Agency; Allen Russell, pres., Houston Baseball Assn.

EDUCATIONAL T V programs,
efficiently planned and artistically
executed, are earning a secure
niche for themselves in many stations' programming. Here are a few
more examples reported [earlier
stories, Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2, March 12].
An educational show started five
months ago over WKY-TV Oklahoma City has evolved as one of the
station's most interesting and
popular programs.
The program is produced by Dr.
Sherman P. Lawton, coordinator of
broadcasting at the U. of Oklahoma. Each week Dr. Lawton has
as his guest a specialist in a particular field.
In format, the show is not just
an interview type. It includes
demonstrations, films and pictures.
Subjects discussed thus far range
from oil to game fish and snake
bites.
Ohio State U. has launched a 10week series of half-hour science
demonstrations for televiewers over
WLWC (TV) Columbus.
The series, entitled It's Your
World, features outstanding members of the faculty in fields of
astronomy, geology, physics, medicine, chemistry and botany.
Operation Education, presented
over KRON-TV San Francisco,
has proven so successful that the
schedule has been expanded
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 2].
On alternate Sundays, a show
bearing the sub-title, Fun with
Photography, is being presented in
cooperation with the City College
of San Francisco. The station is
pushing the series, promotion-wise.
Adult Education
WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., in
cooperation with the Dept. of Libraries, Visual Aids and Radio of
the Newark Board of Education,
is presenting a Wednesday series,
Report to Parents, which enables
parents
to make weekly "visits" to
the school.
A series of adult education telecasts titled Baltimore Classroom —
1951 has moved into its second year
at WAAM (TV) Baltimore. The
series, sponsored jointly by WAAM
and the local Dept. of Education,
and aired Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 11:45-12 noon, is sub-divided
into three general categories:
Family affairs, citizenship and consummer education. Ed Sarrow,
WAAM director-producer, supervises camera work, assisted by
Eleanora Kane, school TV specialists.
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., opened
its facilities to Fredonia State
Teachers College last month for a
production aimed at teacher recruitment. Titled Teaching Is Fun,
the program was the first in a
series designed by the college, a
member group of New York State
U., Fredonia was one of the first
New York State colleges to develop
its own television film workshop.

The TV shows are produced undei:
the direction of Dr. Henry Singer :
director of Series
the college's
activities.
debut onradio-T\
WICL
reportedly marked the first time s
TV program prepared by a teach
ers college had been telecast.
WMAL-TV, Washington (D. C.
Evening Star outlet, has begun i
series of adult-teaching program
in a joint enterprise with tht
Montgomery ' County, Md., Boarc i
of Education. Against the background of a simulated class
room, students are taught in tht
TV studio as in their classes. Pur
pose is to show adult viewers whai
is being done in the schools in th<
way of new teaching methods anc
what problems are met. Various
grades up to the secondary systen
are to be shown. Van Beuren d<
Vries is in charge of production
ELECTRA ZOOM

NBC Reports New Len;
NBC has reported that a new T\
camera lens, capable of zooming ii
and out for closeups and long shots
without loss of definition, has beer
used successfully on NBC-TV:
Your Hit Parade.
Called the Electra Zoom, the len,1
consists of a small, compact unis j
which is fastened to the front o:^ S
the TV camera, in place of the ordi Ji
nary lens turret. It is operated b?
an electronic push-button control
on the panning handle of the cam
era. NBC said the lens remains h
constant focus by means of con
tinuously variable optical elements
Its high definition is attributed t(
a lens speed of 2.8 and a foca
length ranging from 2% to 6% f
inches.
'Set in Every School'
A TV set in every Washing- T
ton, D. C, elementary school
by nextexpressed
fall termby— that's
the
wish
Dr. Carl
F. Hansen, associate schools
superintendent. Dr. Hansen
based his proposal on the
"complete success" of Washington school's first teachingby-television experiment
which began last March in
six grade schools. How to
raise the necessary funds for
the telesets appears to be the
biggest hurdle to be cleared.
Dr. Hansen hopes that citihelp.
zen's associations and parentteacher's associations would
FIVE more low-power repeater stt,
tions have been installed by Canadiai
Broadcasting Corp. in hinterland o:
British Columbia to bring program:
to listeners in remote area betweei
Prince George and Prince Rupert ii
central part of province. Another fou:
are to be installed this summer ii
remote areas.
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SIVES THE LINEUP
EGER Long Beach, Calif., sendto headed
adverisersing cord
andbound
trade.brochure
Piece is
'Radio KGER presents — an inside
iew of — the station of the Amerian Home." Inside has greeting
rom station owner, pictures of
nanagement officials, operations
^taff and entertainers. Back has
tatement about American radio.
BREAKING

A JINX

-VIBG Philadelphia ran ad in Philadelphia Daily News directed at
. Philadelphia
Athletics baseball
- earn, returning home from bad
•oad trip, stating, "We've killed
Afhe Jinx! Sic those Yankees . . .
xvVIBG." It took two days for the
ijibex breaker to take effect, the A's
mlropped their first game to the
iilfanks, but the following day they
ijiiropped the mighty Bronx Bombers
mi both ends of a double header.
HlBupe Werling, production and promotion manager of station, and
vho also thought up the jinx
ireakers, is taking full credit for
| h e twin killings pulled off by
he A's.
wSUMMER SALES KIT
j £NX Los Angeles sending agencies
id advertisers complete kit dea igned to sell summer radio in
H reneral and KNX-Los Angeles
narket particularly. Presentation
aMivided into various sections, starts
liiitff covering definition of summer
felling campaign, opportunity ofifl ered advertisers in summertime,
m ummer sales potential and inf orrclnation about part station plays in
lauding its sales representatives and
ijr.dvertisers. Next section contains
)E«eprints of summer sales stories
S ppearing in trade press as well
iks ads station has run emphasizing
a P act that "summer is only colossal" in Southern California. Anther section lists all special
- -ummertime programs with comjrehensive information about each
how. One portion of sales prestation contains names of national
dvertisers in July issue of popular
weekly magazine and advertisers
•ho regularly buy newspaper space
i Los Angeles market in summer.
KNX
summertime saturation

programs

m^m
premiums

plan, which offers advertisers up
to 46% discount, is described. Last
section explains station's promotion plan to attract still more listeners.
— *■

IF IT takes tall men to run a radio
station successfully, WBEC Pittsfield,
Mass., should be on top of the world.
The station's announcing staff boasts
three small skyscrapers in (I to r) John
E. Callaghan, 6 feet, 3Vi inches;
Robert E. Henabery, 6 feet, 4!/2
inches, and Dana W. Jones, 6 feet, 4
inches. If you just can't grab that
sky hook, ring up WBEC and one of
the three should be able to get it
for you.
*— *
PLENTY OF MUSHROOMING
WJW Cleveland sending small
mailing piece to advertisers and
advertising prospects accompanied
with can of Heinz mushroom soup.
Piece is headed "Mushrooming up!
All over town." Inside gives data
on new disc jockey show starring
Soupy Hines.

immediate revenue produced
ith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company
MEMBER N. A. B.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,
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General

Telecasting

Manager

DISC JOCKEY

ARTICLE

LOOK MAGAZINE, June 5 issue,
features 16 early-morning discjockey shows in story titled "They
Wake Up Beaming." Explaining
that "Here are America's human
alarm clocks — the crack of dawn
radio stars who start each day with
more cheer than seems reasonable,"
the magazine gives short description of each program with on-theair pictures. Included in story are:
Ruth Lyons, WLW Cincinnati;
Sandy Saunders, WKY Oklahoma
City; Bill Moshier, KJR Seattle;
Phil Alampi, WJZ New York; Tex
and Jinx McCrary, WNBC New
York; Don and Jane Butler, WGBS
Miami; Mr. and Mrs. Menjou,
transcribed over 300 stations; Don
Bell, KRNT Des Moines; Jack
Sterling, WCBS New York; Rayburn & Finch, WNEW New York;
Skitch Henderson, WNBC New
York; John Gambling, WOR New
York; Bill Weaver, KCBS San
Francisco; Ted Harding, WNOR
Norfolk; Norman Ross, WMAQ
Chicago, and Eddie Gallaher, WTOP
Washington.
BEN-GURION SPEECH
WNOX Knoxville, May 7 broadcast
speech made by David Ben-Gurion,
prime minister of Israel, before
select group of several hundred
people night before. Station taped
inspiring talk so general public
could hear the noted statesman
speak. Station cleared all necessary channels to carry broadcast
for the public interest.

MacARTHUR TESTIMONY
KOSF Nacogdoches, Texas, handled
MacArthur hearing testimony in
unusually palatable manner. Feeling that few newspaper readers
would care to plough through pages
of testimony as presented in some
newspapers and periodicals, station decided to broadcast hearing
with manager J. C. Stallings asking questions and announcer Lyn
Bentley
MacArthur's
answers. reading
Station Gen.
reports
numerous
favorable comments were received.
WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
WEIR Weirton, W. Va., sending
weekly newsletter to trade, advertisers and prospective advertisers.
Station uses facts that it compiles from magazines, newspapers
and
other
superiority publications
in selling. It on
has radio's
small
charts and tables giving figures
and facts on coverage of national
magazine coverage as against radio
coverage.
MOTHER'S

DAY WINNER

WBUD Trenton sponsored "Trenton's Newest Mother" on Mother's
Day, 1951, contest. The young
mother was showered with gifts
that were topped off with basket
of orchids. The station also performed another service to help out
the new parents. The father was
(Continued on page 90)

OR™

i ANGK

MEETING ON THE AIR
WFIN Findlay, Ohio, broadcast
local county Red Cross chapter's
meeting. Red
Cross officials
were afraid that
persons
not come would
to a
general meeting
due to schedule
conflicts,
so stat i o n suggested
Red Cross Meeting of the
Air.
Red Cross
officials
Mr. Heminger
notified workers
in county of program. One halfpage ad was carried by local newspaperchairman
announcing
show.briefly
The general
spoke
and
then turned over show to division
leaders who passed on instructions
over air. Harold H. Heminger,
general manager WFIN, reports
that show was complete success.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by ivriting to
the individual companies.
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CANCER

'GOLDFISH BOWL'
j
Via Radio-TV — Javits

CRUSADE
Stations, Organizations Ally in Fight

STATIONS and civic organizations
are uniting in a drive to recruit
funds in a war on cancer.
Among those who have reported
their efforts to BROADCASTING •
Telecasting are:
ABC Chicago donated 2% hours
plus personnel and facilities to an
American Cancer Society benefit
show over WENR-TV Chicago.
In addition, Jim Moran, president of Courtesy Motors, gave his
Courtesy Hour for one night to
swell the total to 3% hours. Radio and television stars also donated their services.
Last year the cancer telethon
collected $19,000 from viewers.
This year's plans were made by
Mr. Moran, ABC, Malcolm-Howard
Agency and Leo Salkin, talent
agency.
WHLI Hempstead, Long Island,
N. Y., scheduled 13 public service
programs dealing with cancer, in
addition to brief announcements.
Special programs also are set for
WSTC-AM-FM Stamford, Conn.
Seven stations of the Connecticut
State Network carried speeches by
state and city officials at a banquet

HOME

OF

. . .

233,012* People
Rock Island Arsenal
Over 300 Industrial Firms
* 1950 V. S. Census Preliminary Report
Quad-Cities' giant manufacturing
concerns are turning out a vast array
of materials for national defense . . .
as well as the vital products for peacetime civilian life. Industrial employment numbers over 50,000. The population trend is UP . . . manufacturing payrolls are UP . . . consumer
buying is UP. WHBF is the station
with the coverage and impact to deliver sales at a profit in this big, unified market.
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opening the fund drive.
Last half-hour of Milton Bei'le's
Texaco Star Theatre was preempted by WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, when the station presented
a special program, Cancer Will Be
Conquered, as part of the regular
Johns Hopkins Science Review on
the DuMont TV Network. Station
carried the program as a public
service feature on behalf of the
1951 fight-cancer campaign. Dr.
George O. Gey, university cancer
research specialist, demonstrated
the difference in normal and abnormal body cells. Program is directed by Lynn Poole.
WAAM (TV) Baltimore on April
21 telecast the Johns HopkinsPrinceton lacrosse game. The
sponsor had specified that his name
not be mentioned except for the
required FCC credit previous to
the telecast. All commercials
plugged the 1951 Cancer Crusade.
WOAI-TV Donates
WOAI-TV San Antonio donated
air time and technical facilities to
a 75-minute Cancer Crusade benefit
show.
WCCO Minneapolis presented
three half-hour programs devoted
to the crusade. These included
interviews by George Grim, news
reporter-commentator for WCCO,
with cancer patients.
WPWA Chester, Pa., last month
held a 24-hour Cancer Marathon
devoted to aiding the Delaware
County Cancer Society campaign.
Highlight
station's
came
when of
Don the
Piccard,
son ofeffort
the
internationally famed balloonist,
Prof. Jean Piccard, took off from
in front of the station on a flight
over the community.
Lou Poller, WPWA president,
announced that the station has
adopted a public service policy
which eliminates direct soliciting.
Said Mr. Poller: "Radio stations
have been urging solicitations over
the air for so many causes that
the publicplained,
isthatrevolting."
He exhereafter WPWA
will "publicize as strongly as ever
but the organizations will have to
back it up in the field with collections. . . ."their talents, entertainPooling
ers, production and engineering
staffers at WBAP-TV Fort Worth
put on a full hour show to benefit
the cancer drive. All personnel donated time and services, and the
station management gave full support by donating the time, facilities and equipment. Local newspapers cooperated fully with the
station publicity staff in publicising
the show a week preceding the telecast.
A five-hour telecast by WBNSTV Columbus, Ohio, using an auction sale format and entertainment
features, brought in approximately
$7,000 for a one-night drive of the
American Cancer Society's Franklin County chapter. WBNS staffers Irwin Johnson, Chet Long, Tom

GEN. John Reed Kilpatrick (I), president. New York City Cancer Committee, seems pleased with the report
of Larry Lowman, CBS administrative
vice president and chairman of the
radio-television division for the 1951
cancer funds appeal. Reports on progress toward the $1,500,000 goal were
submitted at a meeting in the Hotel
New Yorker.
Gleba and Bill Pepper served as
emcees and auctioneers during the
session, which featured choral
groups, novelty song and dance
routines. Local merchants donated
a large quantity of merchandise,
which made it necessary to extend
the program beyond its originallyscheduled three hour length.
REPAIR SERVICES
OPS Price Ceiling Imposed
PRICE of services furnished by
radio and television appliance repair firms was placed under a
ceiling in a regulation imposed by
the Office of Price Stabilization
May 11. The new order covers
about $10 billion of commercial
and personal services provided by
over a million establishments.
Under Regulation 34 service
charges "raised unjustifiably"
since Jan. 26, date of the price
freeze, will be rolled back to the
highest base level during the
period Dec. 19 to Jan. 25. Prices
will be posted in every retail service place.
OPS authorities said the regulation probably would have no
other applications to radio, TV or
advertising in general beyond its
reference to appliance repair firms.

CLAIM that Rep. Jacob Javit |[
(R-N.Y.) seeks to remove Congres !r
"from the closet and place it in ;|
goldfish bowl" by means of tele |1
vision and radio coverage of iml
portant House debates highlighte< J:
a special by-line article by thj
House member in the May 6 issui-B
of the Sunday supplement, Parade jr
Owning up to the claim, whicli
he described as "an excellent sum !
mary" of his bill (HR Res 62) , Rep ||
Javits said he has encountered "; i
lot of opposition" to the proposa it
from Congressmen themselves f
Chief arguments, he noted, are thatt
(1) TV might develop "a snoopini i
camera"; from
(2) emphasize
oi
members
the floor; absence
(3) caus<jp

debate to deteriorate into "han )
acting," with senior members hog t
ging the floor, and (4) individual f
might be libeled on the floor.
On the contrary, Rep. Javits sug|
gested, debate would become mor> |
concise and clear to the citizenry
and viewers would learn of the vas
amount of committee work off th
floor and judge members' absence
accordingly.
As to sets
coverage,
are
over 10 million
in usether'
am
others are being installed at a rat'
of 750,000 per month, he explained
Television, he continued, woulc
create a greater public interest if ,
government and could help raise tb
voting percentage well above tb
present 50%. He singled out ;
survey showing that 62% of al
non-voters professed too littL
knowledge of candidates to make ;
choice.
Parts Meeting
FIFTEEN featured speakers anc
panelists will appear at threi
morning sessions of the annua
Parts Distributors Show & Confer
ence, opening today (Monday) a
Chicago's Stevens Hotel. The pro
gram will include discussion on al
aspects of availability
of materials'^
inventory
control financing,
sales.: a
training, management and merchandising as applicable to distrib
utor businesses, Jerome J. Kahn
show president, announced in Chi
cago.

T
F AWAV
SELSN'
TEA
IFR HEHIMPOF
FROM WTAD, WE
WON'T EVEN EE ABLE
\HTER
ALK THI5

930 KC, 1,000 Watts CBS
OUINCY, ILLINOIS
A Lee Station

Our
Silver Anniversary
of Service
rural-urban
homes in theYeartri-state
area —of toIII.,88,210
Mo.
and Iowa, with farm income $315,669,000; retail
sales $417,326,000. Represented by Weed & Company.
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WSIR ATTACKED
Man, Woman Arrested
TERROR stalked the studios of
WSIR Winter Haven, Fla., May 12
n the form of two unheralded but
tiot unpublicized visitors who attempted to invade the station in
different forays.
The first, a 225-pound male in: uder, paid his call that morning,
Attempting to choke the announcer,
abusing the chief engineer and
--■)forcing the station off the air for
iO minutes while he sputtered into
% dead microphone. That evening,
;osa|dn elderly woman moved in on
VSIR with full intentions of com:M!3|nitting, ah, mayhem.
i| Program Director Dick Eyrich
pieced together this story: A man
entered the control room at 7:30
cat^L.m. that Saturday and ripped two
ecords off the turntable. He
;rabbed Announcer Dick March by
he throat, twisted Engineer Orden
.'raig's arm and warned them both
t j» silence transmissions. Quietly,
„iut urgently, they guided him to
■Hi' n. unused studio, handed him a
,iicrophone and told him he was
m on the air."
.>fT; During the fracas a faithful
istener, who had called to request
musical selection, telephoned po•::s 'ice. The intruder, confronted with
he sheriff and a deputy, grabbed
is bicycle and sped for town where
sefl e was apprehended and confined
p county jail for "observation."
he station meanwhile had retimed its program.
if t f
That evening, according to Stafon Manager Larry Rollins, a
'oman pounded on the door, anouncing she would "take over
inhere my friend left off." Fore'arned by a citizen of her threat
i|to kill five or six people" at
;: VSIR, the station alerted itself
pr the invasion and called the
2 sheriff's office. The sheriff caught
p with her in a taxicab and, after
iking her to the hospital, confined
er also to the county jail.
3

GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY Award winners for the best
radio and television productions of 1950 [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 30]. Awards were presented by Edward Weeks, chairman, Peabody Advisory Board, and
John E. Drewry, dean, U. of Georgia School of Journalism. Front row (I to r): Robert Saudek, ABC vice president, for re-affirmation of basic American principles;
Mr. Weeks; Mrs. Ronald Colman and Mr. Colman for

radio drama. Halls of Ivy; Ira Hirschmann, president,
WABF(FM) New York, for music entertainment. Back

row: Robert Lang, for "Radio Free Europe"; Charles
Guggenheim, for children's program, Saturday at the Zoo;
Lynn Poole, for John Hopkins Science Review; Jimmy
Durante, as the best entertainer in television; Dean
Drewry; Elmer Davis, for news reporting.
in special features went to News on
the Spot with Len O'Connor, broadcast
BEST CREATED SHOWS
on WMAQ under sponsorship of ProcChicago Ad Club Awards to WLS, WNBQ (TV)
ter & Gamble, Loew's Inc. and Celanese Corp. of America.
Toni
Co., through Foote, Cone &
CHICAGO'S best shows created in stitute, Chicago, pays for talent
Belding, placed the winning radio com1950 were The New World of and production.
mercials, with honorable mention goOther awards:
Atomic Energy on WLS and Mr.
ing to Best Foods Inc. (Shinola),
Wizard, telecast by WNBQ (TV)
Four first-place winners among tele- Earle Ludgin Agency. A special award
to the NBC network, according to
vision shows were Stud's Place, sponto Hall Bros. Inc., for comsored by W. F. McLaughlin & Co. was given mercials
broadcast on the Hallmark
judges in the annual Chicago Fed(
Manor
House
coffee)
on
ABC-TV
with
Playhouse.
Foote, Cone & Belding is
erated Advertising Club contest,
the
agency.
a WENR-TV Chicago origination,
who presented awards to winners
through Earle Ludgin Agency; The
Thursday night at a banquet in the Adventures of Uncle Mistletoe, sponMorrison Hotel.
sored by Marshall Field & Co. (department store) on WENR-TV and proThe New World of Atomic Enduced by James Saphier Productions;
ergy was conceived and produced
by Josephine Wetzler, director of She Wayne King Show, Standard Oil
Indiana through McCann-Erickson
WWDC
education at WLS and recipient of
on
NBC-TV from WNBQ, and Super
of many national awards. The
is happy
Circus, Canada Dry Gingerale, M &
series of 11 broadcasts on atomic
M Candies and Weatherbird Shoes
WASHINGTON, D.C.
energy were a part of the on ABC-TV from WENR-TV.
I.FMV (FM) Hollywood has discon- regular School Time series aired
Six first-place award winners in the
tinued studios at 6540 Sunset Blvd.
Midwestern school chil- commercial announcement category
snd is now concentrating all activity daily to
were the Toni Co., through Foote, Cone
dren. Mr. Wizard, which features
om its transmitter site atop Mt. Don Herbert
& Belding; Gold Seal Glass Wax,
and
is
his
package,
G^ilson overlooking Pasadena. Busithrough Campbell-Mithun; Armour &
is
produced
by
Herbert
S.
Lauf| jess offices continue temporarily at man & Co. NBC-TV donates time
Co. (turkeys), Foote, Cone & Belding;
to announc
e
'ie Sunset Blvd. address. Station is
Swift & Co. (ham), J. Walter Thompcensed to Union Broadcasting Corp. to the feature, and the Cereal Inson; Grennan Bakeries (cakes) , Young
& Rubicam, and Jules Montenier
that we are now
(Stopette deoderant), Earle Ludgin.
Two commercial spot honorable
mentions went to the Santa Fe Railroad, through Leo Burnett Agency, for
nr
ae
tp
rn
io
ea
sl
its industry promotion and the Pure
by
el
ny
ted
Oil Co., through the same agency, for
its public service.
The Patrick O'Riley Show on
WBBM, sponsored by P. Lorillard &
• • • •
Co. (Old Gold cigarettes), was first
place winner in the local program raJOHN
BLAIR
dio class. Honorable mentions went to
means
and
The Music Lovers Hour on WCFL,
Company
sponsored by the Goldenrod Ice Cream
Co.; Gold Coast Rhythms on WBBM,
which has 15 participating sponsors,
OFFICES IN
and Uncle Ned's Squadron on WMAQ.
Best radio network show originating
in Chicago was Cloud Nine, aired from NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT
WBBM and sponsored by the William
ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
Wrigley Jr. Co. The Quiet Answer on
REPRESENTED
BY FORJOE
DALLAS • LOS ANGELES
the same station earned top billing in
the special features class, as a public
service program.
Honorable mention
OADCASTING
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,AVID E. WILSON, night news
editor and account executive
KRMG
Tulsa, appointed program director.
DEAN MOXLEY named supervisor of
advertising and promotion KNBC San
Francisco, replacing RANDY SMITH,
resigned. He was with KFI Los Angeles.
JERRY DANZIG, associate director of
programs CBS-TV, has signed producer's contract with network under
which he will give up all executive assignments except supervision of color
television shows and will concentrate
on creative assignments. He joined
CBS-TV in 1948 as senior producer
and later the same year was promoted
to his last post.
HANK BASAYNE, promotion department, KCBS San Francisco, appointed
writer-producer.
LARRY HARDING, head of his own
New Orleans and Phoenix public relations firm, to CBS Hollywood, as
client relations manager. In new
post Mr. Harding maintains liaison
between agency and client directors,
producers and network studios, under
supervision of WILLIAM H. TANKERSLEY, program services manager
CBS Hollywood. Prior to forming
own firm in 1948 Mr. Harding was
CBS director.
RICHARD JOLOFFE, supply clerk
CBS Hollywood, named assistant to
ROBERT PEREZ, sales service manager KNX Hollywood-Columbia Pacific Network.
RICHARD C. DREYFUSS, film department CBS New York, appointed film
director WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
ROBERT S. WOOLF appointed manager of DuMont Television Network's
Teletranscription Dept. succeeding
EDWARD R. CARROLL, resigned.
MINABELLE ABBOTT, WLW Cincinnati, appointed director of women's
programs WPTW Piqua, Ohio.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, actor, executive director of NBC-TV and
former U. S. Navy commander will
act as chief narrator for NBC's forthcoming television series depicting the
history of the Navy, it was announced
last week by SYLVESTER L.
WEAVER Jr., NBC vice president in
charge of TV. For past year, Mr.
Montgomery has been producer, narrator and actor of Robert Montgomery
Presents Your Lucky Strike Theatre,
alternate Monday evenings over NBCTV.
FRED HOLDRIDGE to research department ABC Chicago. He was with
Joseph Ryerson & Son, steel warehouse concern, same city.

RAY HUBBARD, KPIX San Franeis(
art department director, father of bo;
Bruce Duncan.
DAVE STEPHENS, musical directo
WCAU
Philadelphia,
and JIMM
DIEHL, staff singer WCAU announcj
their marriage.

D

THE
See

BEST

air-casters
EDWARD McCALL, WXNJ Plainfield,
N.
ford.J., to anouncing staff WCCC HartFRANK MUCKENHAUPT, production
manager WOR New York, father of
girl, Nancy Joan, born May 1.
EDWARD FLOCKEN, assistant auditor CBS Hollywood, elected chairman
broadcasters section, L. A. Credit
Managers Assn., replacing HELEN
McDERMOTT, KLAC.
NANCY CRAIG, women's commentator WJZ New York, beginning new
program on WJZ-TV called Nancy
Craig Time, 4-4:45 p.m., Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, and 4-4:30
p.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays, effective today (Monday).
OZZIE NELSON and HARRIET HILLIARD will portray themselves in Universal-International film based on
their ABC Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet. Original story authored by Ozzie
and his brother Donald, and William
Davenport, writer of radio show.
HENRY TRAVIS, announcer, Don
Lee, Hollywood, father of girl, Kathleen, May 13.
PAUL LAIDLEY, executive Lever
Bros., received1 on behalf of company
citation from Boys Clubs of America
for contribution of Big Town program,
"Dead End Street," in combatting
juvenile delinquency and subversive
doctrines.
ANNE HAYES, director of women's
activities KCMO Kansas City, appointed to publications committee of
American Women in Radio & Television.
EDWARD PHELAN, assistant manager WVIM Vicksburg, Miss., to staff
WMIS Natchez, Miss.
GRADY COLE, emcee and star personality WBT-AM-FM and WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C, presented
plaque from local Disabled American
Veterans Chapter 10, for helping "secure gainful employment for disabled
and handicapped veterans."
BILL GOODWIN, Hollywood announcer-sto ge on CBS-TV Burns &
Allen Show, signed for feature role
in Columbia Pictures Small Wonder.
DICK SCHACKLE named page captain WBBM Chicago, replacing BOB
DEVERE, resigned.
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JOHN JACOBS, announcer CBS
Hollywood, father of boy, John Patrick.
DORCAS RUTHENBERG, director of
public affairs WHAS Louisville,
awarded plaque by chairman of Kentucky March of Dimes campaign for
"meritorious service in the interest of
polio care, education and research."
PEGGY WOOD, actress and author,
received citation from Mothers of
Paris on the 2,000th anniversary of
their city aboard the U. S. Lines Luxury Liner, America, last Monday. The
citation is being made because of Miss
Wood's title role in Mama on CBS-TV.
TED MACK, ABC-TV, and EDWARD
R. MURROW, CBS, received awards
for television and radio from New
York City Federation of Women's
Clubs. Awards were made to "persons
outstanding
last
week. in the arts" in New York
WMCA New York received a United
Parents Assn. special citation "for
helping to make the streets of New
York safer for children" in New York
last week. Award was inspired by
The Killers, WMCA series investigating auto accident causes and effects
and broadcasting license plate numbers
of New York City traffic violators.
WMCA Educational Director Helen S.
Straus received citation on behalf of
station from Superintendent of Schools
William Jansen.
MEL WILLIAMSON, producer Ginny
Simms, Front & Center on KTTV (TV)
Hollywood, called to active duty as
lieutenant-colonel in Air Force. He is
in Washington to make recommendations on setting up TV section in Air
Forces Pictorial Service.
HELEN J. SIOUSSAT, CBS director
of talks, will discuss "Of Mikes and
Men," a narration of experiences
bringing speakers before the microphone and TV camera for past decade,
before 500 business leaders attending
a Rotary Club session in Atlanta, Ga.,
today (May 21).
RICHARD S. BEAN, continuity writer
WNAX Yankton, S. D., father of
daughter.
TONY FONTAINE, WGN-AM-TV
Chicago singer, and Kerry Vaughn,
movie starlet, announce their marriage.
JOHN BAIRD, director of public affairs KMPC Hollywood, named radioTV coordinator Citizen's Committee
for Gen. MacArthur Memorial in Los
Angeles MacArthur Park. JOHN
HENNESSY, account executive WestMarquis Inc., L. A. agency, is general
publicity
chairman of Citizen's Committee.
CARL E. BRUTON, producer and
cameraman, and RUBY VOGT, traffic
department WTVJ (TV) Miami, announce their marriage.
BETTINA KOTRICH, film director
KRON-TV San Francisco since station's first telecast in November 1949,
ica.
to overseas division, Voice of Amer-

A/awi • • •
DICK ROLL, program director WLO |
Lima, Ohio, to WOL Washingto 1
(LBS affiliate), as newsman.
EDDIE LYON, newscaster KFW jf
Hollywood, to KLAC-AM-TV sam !|
city, in similar capacity.
LES MAWHINNEY, chief of nev,
bureau Don Lee Broadcasting Systen
Hollywood, elected chairman Cal
fornia Associated Press Radio Assi
He succeeds GRANT HOLCOMB, CB
Hollywood newscaster. RAY WII
SON, news editor KSBW Salina
named vice-chairman CAPRA.
PHILIP F. GOULD,
United Pres
Pittsburgh and Cleveland bureaus an
its Foreign Dept., appointed "newsJs
cast editor-writer" WOR New Yorl
HANK WEAVER starts new five weel
ly quarter hour newscast on KECffl
Los Angeles. Newsman now does threw
news programs on station.
ED HERLIHY, NBC narrator and conS
mentator, selected for first communit j
service award to be given by VeterarB
of Foreign Wars to encourage leaders
ship and participation in public servicjJl ID]
activities. He was chosen for hiH
recognition of problems of others an
his work in their behalf, "both throug I
his radio and television programs an
through
personal endeavors."
JOHN W.hisVANDERCOOK,
comment?
tor, author and newsman, to LBS.
PAUL GALLICO, author and news
man, will cover Middle East regio
for CBS news on special assignmen
until end of summer, appearing o id
World Neivs Roundup and other reg »t
ular news shows and frequently o
weekly Report From Overseas.
iti
BRUCE BARREN GTON, news direc ill
tor KXOK radio
St. Louis,
commercial
sectionappointed
of commu tf-;
nication committee of St. Louis Civi
Defense Organization.
JOHN BRUBAKER, staff announce
WCCC Hartford, appointed news edi ;
tor. JACK BROOKS, WWNH Ro. z
Chester, N. H., appointed assistan
news editor WCCC.
Navy.
BILL FOX, news editor WPTW Piqua'
Ohio, recalled to active duty wit'1
CARL KUPFER, Armed Forces Radi
Services, Hollywood, to KCBS Sai
Francisco, as newswriter and oversea
producer. He replaces ED ZUSI, re'
signed.
FREDERICK M. CUSICK to news am
special events section, Radio-T^
Branch, Dept. of Defense, as Nava
lieutenant. He was with WVOIV
Boston, as program director.
DON MOZLEY newscaster KCBS Sai
Francisco, initiated into Sigma Delt;
Chi, national professional journalisn
fraternity.

H

LEE PHILLIPS, general manager
WTTT Miami, to WTVJ (TV) Miami,
as staff announcer.
BROADCASTING
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(Continued, from page 13)
rialf-hour program featuring enter;ainers and station personnel who
ippeared on the opening broadcast
LO years ago. During that decade,
he station has grown from a 250 w
iaytime independent to 1 kw fullrime affiliate of CBS.
WGY

Schenectady, N. Y., in observance of its 25th year of farm
^broadcasting, has established an
educational fund to provide scholirships for youngsters seeking
raining in agriculture, home ecolomics, or forestry. Announcement was made by Robert B.
-JjHanna, General Electric station's
T^nanager.
►> James Hughes, program director at WJAS
Pittsburgh, celebrates 26 years in the radio industry— all at WJAS — on May 21.
Mr. Hughes first
appeared on radio in 1925 when
he appeared before station's microphone as
comedian fresh
from various
vaudeville circuits
he had traveled
for many years.
He has coached
Hughes
many
of Pitts•urgh's top radio entertainers including Orchestra Leader Baron
Elliott and Songstress Eugenia
iaird. Mr. Hughes is, of course, a
lember of the Radio Pioneers
/lub.
Y Harry Broderick, transmitter
nd control room supervisor,
VDRC Hartford, chalks up his
0th anniversary with the station
his month.
- WTAG Worcester, Mass., has
larked the fifth anniversary of its
latter program, Julie 'n' Johnny.
Twenty - fifth anniversary of
lohnny Olsen, host of Luncheon
iub over ABC, weekdays, 12 noon,
as been celebrated on the program
nd was marked by appearance of
.obert E. Kintner, ABC president.
4j-WLDY Ladysmith, Wis., on May
1 celebrated its third anniversary
:^ ^nd affiliation with LBS with a
ay-long open house. A. T. Shields,
:ation manager, estimated that
oout 2,000 persons visited the staon that day.
]- Charley Stookey, farm editor
>r KXOK St. Louis, has marked
is 22nd anniversary in radio
> oadcasting.
V. C. Johnstone

"ILLIAM C. JOHNSTONE, 76,
ho several years ago played the
)le of Lamont Cranston (The
hadow) in The Shadow radio
low, was burned to death in a
re which destroyed his home at
ewtown, Conn., last Monday. His
idow was slightly injured. Other
irvivors include a son, William C.
jhnstone Jr., also a radio actor.
ROADCASTING

Radio Tour

TOUR

of 10,000 miles covering 30 key cities to describe
various United Nations services and programs available
to broadcasters and civic
bodies was begun May 2 by
Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, U. S.
station relations coordinator
for United Nations Radio. A
former NAB executive and
founder of the Assn. of Women Broadcasters, Mrs. Lewis'
tour will take her through
Pennsylvania, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas, Colorado,
Utah, California, North and
South Dakota, Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Illinois.
POLITICAL WAR

'Voice' Machinery Flayed
SOVIET Russia's propaganda machine "is one of the most formidable instruments for shaping
beliefs in the world today," while
the State Dept.'s Voice of America
"suffers from intellectual and spiritual emptiness" and lacks "exciting
This leadership."
appraisal of USA and USSR
propaganda efforts in the war for
the minds of men was expressed
May 13 by the Foreign Policy Assn.
It was contained in a pamphlet
prepared by the New School for
Social Research in New York.
The pamphlet said that the U. S.
must sell something besides "democracy" and that its information
program "is in danger of being
reduced to a mere exercise of salesmanship techniques." It suggests
that it might be advisable to remove political warfare from the
State Dept. "because it is too important to be left as a more or less
secondary agency in a department
that has numerous other vital
tasks." This point also has been
raised by Sen. William Benton
(D- Conn.) on Capitol Hill.
RELIGIOUS PANEL
Studies State Dept. Shows
AN ADVISORY panel comprising
Washington, D. C, representatives
of the Jewish, Protestant and
Catholic faiths has been set up by
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
Secretary of State for Public Affairs, to study the present religious
content of Voice of America programs.
In announcing formation of the
panel, Secretary Barrett said the
State Dept. is convinced that "our
Campaign of Truth can be made
tremendously more effective
through increasing the proportion
of religious materials in the radio
programs, pamphlets and motion
pictures that we are sending to
people of all religious faiths the
world
over." is meeting regularly to
The group
consider Voice and other U. S. information and education activities.
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New Business
(Continued from page
Klamath Falls and Eugene (Ore.). Contract for 52 weeks. Agency:
Barton A. Stebbins, L. A.
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., for its portable-radio batteries, scheduling
promotion on six radio and TV programs: The Big Show, Boston Pops
Orchestra,
Guild, Duffy's Tavern, The Man Called X
and Kukla, Screen
Fran &Directors'
Ollie.

CAMERA & FILM INDUSTRIES, Indianapolis (Falcon candid camera),
names Arthur Rosenberg, N. Y., as agency. Account using about 50
radio stations and plans expansion.
HUDSON JEWELERS, L. A., names Kent Goodman Adv., L. A. to handle
television advertising. Firm now using TV spots on five Los Angeles
stations.
COCA-COLA Bottlers, N. Y., names William Esty & Co., N. Y., to
handle its advertising. Television has been recommended by agency.
Account was formerly handled by D'Arcy Agency, N. Y.
STOKELY-VAN CAMP Inc., Indianapolis, effective June 1 appoints
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, New York, as agency
for Stokely division account.
GRUEN WATCH Co., Cincinnati, names McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to
handle advertising, effective July 1. Agency had served watch company
for 12 years prior to 1947. Network television will be greatly expanded
in addition to continued use of national magazines, Bernard M. Kliman,
advertising director of Gruen, said.
DEXTER Co., Fairfield la. (washing machines, automatic irons and
electric and gas driers), names Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago,
to handle its advertising. Media plans are being discussed now. F.
Sewall Gardner, executive vice president is account executive. He will
be assisted by Thomas K. Denton.
CAL FAME FROZEN ORANGE JUICE, L. A. and Borrego Springs, L. A,,
name Bishop & Assoc., L. A. to handle advertising. Both will use TV.
GOOD HUMOR Corp., N. Y., names Grey Adv. Agency, N. Y., to handle
advertising and promotional activity.
FRANK FEHR Brewing Co., Louisville (Fehr's beer), names McCannErickson, N. Y., as its advertising agency. Media plans currently
being made.
e • •
MAX BANZHAF, manager of building materials section Armstrong
Cork Co., Lancaster Pa., appointed assistant director of advertising.
WILLIAM F. EARLY, succeeds Mr. Banzhaf.
ROBERT D. MOSSMAN, advertising manager Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corp., Pittsburgh, will serve as voluntary coordinator of The Advertising
Council's emergency steel scrap salvage advertising campaign, Fairfax
M. Cone, Council chairman, announced last week. Mr. Mossman will
appoint a volunteer advertising agency to prepare the campaign.
JAMES M. REEVE, McKim Adv. Ltd., Montreal, appointed advertising
manager Kraft Foods Ltd., Montreal.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page lk)
they turned out 37 film shorts
called Inside Secrets of Baseball.
The sportscaster narrated while
Ted Williams and other stars demonstrated. The films have been
telecast in segments adjoining ball
games in Chicago, Atlanta, Dayton,
Philadelphia, New Orleans and
other cities.
Sponsorship of the TV baseball
films took a new turn last year,
with advertisements shifting from
the company level down to the
local store. Two years ago Palm
Beach was co-sponsor of the Boston
major league ball games. Today
the stores allocate an estimated
three-quarters of a million dollars
among television, radio and newspapers— with the parent advertiser
shouldering part of the expenditures.
Television, Mr. Morse points
out, is a "very strong selling medium, particularly for products having visual points of superiority."
As an example, he cites Palm
Beach Springweave suits, worn by
a performer who takes off the coat,
ties the sleeve in a knot and then
unties it. "Such demonstrations
make sales," he believes.
It was Mr. Morse's contention
that the suit manufacturer should
not limit its advertising to baseball,
however, and as a result the firm
prepared a series of films, How To
Improve Your Golf. Narrator is

Your greatest
sales asset is
advertiser B5HBf
Your advertising
in Printers' Ink
Ijjjjjjjjgjgyour
acceptance among

the leadinglffffifeWl
advertising,
and so helps

Harold "Jug" McSpaden, famous
ex-pro and now sales promotion
director for Palm Beach.
This interest in the fairways
sport led to probably another TV
"first"— NBC-TV coverage of the
Palm Beach round-robin tournament at New Rochelle, N. Y., in
June 1950. Plans are being made
for CBS-TV to telecast the 1951
Palm Beach event next month over
16 or more stations.
The company has not used radio
to any appreciable extent, although
it is expected that ABC will carry
the Palm Beach round robin championship June 7-10.
As vice president in charge of
advertising, Mr. Morse does not
sell radio short and feels, in fact,
that it is "an important selling
method." Radio, he points out,
reaches the housewife in the kitchen, bedroom, children's rooms and
in the family car — all normally
inaccessible to TV. Mr. Morse also
reminds that radio in its infancy
threatened to put movies out of
business.
Joins in 1936
Mr. Morse, a native New Yorker
and a graduate of Cornell U., went
to the Palm Beach company from
National Oil & Supply Co., Newark, N. J., in quest of "a better
opportunity" in 1936. Starting as
an order clerk, he moved progressively into such positions as salesman, correspondence manager, assistant sales manager, assistant
advertising manager, advertising
manager and director, and finally
into a vice presidency with supervision over all advertising.
A past president of the Advertisers' Club of Cincinnati, he represents Palm Beach in the Brand
Names Foundation and serves on
the Cooperative Advertising Committee of the Assn. of National
Advertisers. Mr. Morse also has
helped further the current "Advertising Costs" public relations
project of the Advertising Federation of America.
Mr. Morse has a minor quibble
on the subject of television, which
may appear slightly ironical in
view of his television "firsts." The
landlord of his Park Ave. apartment refuses to allow him to erect
an outdoor TV antenna unless he
pays a 15% rent increase. An
indoor aerial has been tried and
found wanting.
Mr. Morse married the former
Frances Wayne of New York in
1934 — two years before he joined
Palm Beach. They have two children, Holly, 9, and Carolyn, 13.
He says "hobbies are a fine thing
but not for me." He could work
on that aerial problem, though.

you sell more
advertising to them.

Set Sales
SALES of radio receivers in Canada in the first quarter of 1951
totaled 164,714, valued at $13,970,696. This compares with 142,640
sets sold in the first quarter of
1950, according to Radio Mfrs.
Assn. of Canada.
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A SUDDEN windstorm snapped guy wires, twisted and toppled one of th\
300-ft. antennas belonging to WVOK Birmingham, Ala. Alert engineers ci
power flowing to the fallen antenna and station continued operatic
without loss of a minute of air time. WVOK also was able to warn Birminc <|
ham residents of the storm. Examining the twisted framework are (in fori
ground) Ire Leslie, WVOK program director, and Mrs. Iralee W. Benrt
WVOK president.
CANADA RATINGS
US Shows Lead Top 10
TWO CANADIAN evening programs made the first 10 of 30 evening network shows during April,
according to the national rating report for April, released May 11 by
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. The
first 10 evening shows were:
Charlie McCarthy, with rating of
35.6, Radio Theatre, 32.9; Our Miss
Brooks 30.2; Amos 'n' Andy, 28.5;
Twenty Questions, 24.7; My Friend
Irma, 21.7; Ford Theatre, 21.3
(Canadian program); Aldrich
Family, 21; Great Gildersleeve, 21;
and Your Host, 21 (Canadian program. )
Daytime April programs totalled
16, and the first five were: Ma
Perkins,
19.8;
Pepper
Young's
Family, 18.9;
Right
to Happiness,
17.8; Big Sister, 17.3, and Happy
Gang, 16.1 (Canadian program).
Among French-language programs the first five evening shows,
out of a total of 25, were: Un
Homme et Son Peche, 34.7 ; Metropole 31.2; L'Epervier, 29.3; Ceux
DRIVE-IN

qu'on Aime, 28.9, and NHL Hockei
28.1. Daytime the first five out o
16 were: Jeunesse Doree, 25; Ru
Principale, 24.8; Grande Soeiu
24.1; Quart d'Heure de Detentt
22.7, and Tante Lucie, 22.6.
Daley Remains
JOHN G. DALEY, chief of th.
Electronics Products Div., Nationa
Production Authority, will remai
as director until June 22. Earlie
he had submitted his resignatior
which was to have become effectiv
June 1 [Broadcasting • Telecast
ing, May 7]. Mr. Daley was aske<
to delay his resignation becaus
of the pressure of work within th ] g
Electronics Products Div., and in
ability of Administrator H. B. Mc
Coy to find a successor. Th'
division serves as claimant agency
for broadcasters in the field of rav
materials for receiving tubes, con1* W
densers, transmitters and othe'
equipment.

ADS

Campaign Drives in Patrons
AN INTENSIVE drive-in theatre
radio-television campaign in Chicago is driving in patrons in droves.
On April 13 (a Friday, incidentally), the Assn. of Drive-In Theatres launched a well-coordinated
radio-television campaign utilizing
a singing commercial — and animation on TV — backed with a budget
of more than $100,000.
The entire Chicago area has been
saturated with these spot commercials, both on radio and television, and drive-in jingles identify
several full programs (live and
disc jockey) on local stations. W.
B. Doner & Co., Chicago, is handling the campaign.

WEV0
117-119 W. 46 S .
FIELD, Mf. Director H.Y.I9
BROADCASTING
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MARTIN SPERBER appointed
West Coast vice president
Agents Television Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif. He succeeds BUSTER COLLIER, resigned to devote
full time to development of local film
and live TV shows to be packaged for
national distribution.
SOCIETY of MOTION PICTURE and
TELEVISION ENGINEERS moving
New York headquarters June 8 into
"larger
quartersRadiator
occupying
fifth40floor
of American
Bldg.,
W.
40th St.
ARCHIBALD U. BRAUNFELD, American Television Society treasurer and
Finance Committee chairman of the
Radio Executive Club of New York,
elected to Board of Directors of New
York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants last week.
WILLIAM PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood
production and distributing unit,
signed WILLIAM ASHER to three
year writer-director contract, with
first assignment new series of TV film
shorts as yet untitled.
MARIANNE BRENNAN, publicity
writer WGN Chicago, to Philip Lesly
Co., Chicago, on creative staff.
JIM GREEN, Chicago writer, producer
and actor, to Herbert S. Laufman &
Co., television production firm in Chicago, as script supervisor.
LOUIS G. COWAN Inc. moves to new
offices at 575 Madison Ave., N. Y. New
quarters include two full floors, including penthouse, with private quarters for each program production unit
and special screening and rehearsal
rooms.
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., N. Y., announces sale of Boston Blackie program to 18 additional advertisers and
stations.
SOUTH AFRICAN RESEARCH SERVICES (PTY.) Ltd., Johannesburg, releases market research bulletin categorizing radio advertising expenditure
Africa as compared to newsI in South paper
advertising. Expenditure is
listed by product classification. Included in bulletin is graph illustrating
large rise in national income in Union
since 1933.
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON Co., Chicago, station brokers, moves late this
B.1 month to quarters in Tribune Tower,
435 N. Michigan Ave., from 360 N.
Michigan Ave. The new telephone
number is DElaware 7-2755.
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
New York, has entered into two-year
contract with KITTY KALLEN, singer,
for minimum of 30 recordings, 10 of
which will be made this month.
ELLINGWOOD KAY, story editor,
Warner Bros. Studios, N. Y., Holly-

allied

wood, to Bing Crosby Enterprises, L.
A., as story editor of firm's television
film productions division. In new
position Mr. Kay is in charge of all
story purchases for Crosby Enterprises. In addition he supervises
writers currently preparing material
for TV films now going into production.
VERNE SMITH, radio announcer,
signed by Jerry Fairbanks Productions, L. A., to narrate new series of
20 TV film commercials for Dodge.
HUGH BRUNDAGE, radio announcer,
signed to narrate four TV film commercials for Friskies (dog food).
SESAC Inc., N. Y., releasing first
transcriptions in new series of Jazz
Classics — Music by Maltby. Maltby
library will feature orchestra with
chorus in variety of musical stylings
including boogie-woogie, blues, swing
and samba.
ROYAL FIVE PRODUCTIONS is new
Hollywood TV unit organized by
SCOTTY
BROWN to produce Western
films.
CAPITOL RECORDS, Hollywood, will
make its optional center 45 r.p.m. disc
available to other record manufacturers at no charge. Engineering
drawings and technical specifications
will be loaned by firm upon written
request, it was said.
SAM ROSSANT, sales manager MGM
6.Radio
Attractions, father of boy, May
RAY SINATRA, orchestra leader,
named vice president of Trans-World
Pictures, newly organized Hollywood
TV production unit. RON FREEMAN
is president.
RICHARD A. WALSH, from Hollywood writing assignment, to editorial
staff Jam Handy Organization, Detroit.
STATE DEPT. announces availability
of booklets and pamphlets based on
Germany for program directors and
personnel.

• •
jament • assistant
£^uiCHESHIRE,
BOB
eastern
states regional manager Allen B. DuMont Labs' receiver sales division,
named southwestern regional sales
manager for division, succeeding BILL
C. SCALES, now general sales manager
of cathode-ray tube division.
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GEORGE L. PECK appointed supervisor of promotion
and publicity for
General Electric Co.
broadcasting
t i o n s (W GstaY,
WRGB (TV) and
W G F M (F M)
Schenectady). Mr.
Peck joined GE in
1946 as member of
the lighting and
rectifier division's
promotional
ices sectionservand
Mr. Peck
transferred in 1948
to program development unit of the
apparatus
employe and
community department's
relations division.
He
earlier
Buffalo was
office.associated with BBDO's
MARK SIMPSON Mfg. Co. Inc., Long
Island City, N. Y., announces availability of six models of Masco tape recorder. Features of units include 3.75
or 7.5 in. /sec. recording speed, highfidelity reproduction, neon volume level
indicator and some models have built-in
AM radio.
GORDON E. WALTER appointed assistant division engineer of General
Electric's Specialty Transformer Engineering Div., Fort Wayne, Ind.
ROBERT J. HALDEMAN, comptroller
Wood & Cies Distributing Co., appointed manager Factory Service
Dept., Packard Bell, L. A.
POLARAD
ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., issuing new catalog
on laboratory instruments. Equipment described in enlarged catalog includes all-band spectrum analyzer,
microwave signal sources, video amplifier and laboratory power supplies.
HAROLD A. KITTLESON appointed
engineering representative on West
Coast for Polarad Electronics Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, Syracuse, N. Y.
announces production of new 24-inch
picture tube and circuits which provide increased picture clarity and improved contrast. Firm reports this is
largest set they produce. Company
also announces new line of 100-volt
d.c. capacitors, with double capacitance
designed into same capacitor space.

DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., announces
type
V-103to video
roll-off
network. band
It's
designed
provide
standardized
width required when performing
operating measurements and meets all
standards on television methods of
measurement.
PACKARD-BELL, L. A., adds radiophonograph - recorder combination,
called phonOcord to current line. Set
features dual-speed automatic home
recorder, automatic three-speed record
changer
and ineight-tube
radio chassis.
Units are
contemporary
styling
with several finishes available.
HEWLETT-PACKARD Co., Palo Alto,
Calif., wave
addsinstruments
pair oftoprecision
micro-of
their line
waveguide equipment. New tuners aid
in matching sections for turning out
discontinuities in high power systems
or in systems where low leakage is essential. Two types of power-dissipating terminations offered by firm for
use as dummy load for high-powered
transmitters, in testing vacuum tube
characteristics, etc.
KENNETH DVORAK appointed to
sales staff Crystal Tube Corp., Chicago. He was with plastic division
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

"Teclinical • • •
JEFF EVANS, engineer WLDY Ladysmith, Wis., appointed chief engineer
replacing D. W. HOLBROOK, resigned
Surveys.
to
accept position with Nielsen Radio
JOHN HOGAN, engineer WNBW(TV)
Washington, called to active duty as
commander in Navy.
MATTHEW C. MUNN, engineering
staff WISE Asheville, N. C, father
of boy, Matthew Randel, May 8.

REMINGTON RAND Inc., N. Y., publishing booklet which describes Vericolor telvision system and shows use
of system in government, education
and industry. Color television system
was developed by Remington Rand and
CBS, and booklet emphasizes potential
of invention, especially in fields of
medicical education and department
store selling and demonstration.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC Co., Bennington, Vt., announces purchase of part
of main plant of former Holden-Leonard woolen mill. Company bought
property facture
to ofexpand
facilities
manu-T
Ceroc 200
and forCeroc
magnet wire. Bennington facilities
augment those of present Ceroc plant
in North Adams, Mass. Company
also announces publication of engineering bulletins
list and
revised standards
for which
Ceroc 200
Ceroc T high-temperature magnet
wires.

National Representative: John Blair & Co.
May 21, 1951
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KMOX

PETITION

Injunction Restrains WIBV
CBS and its St. Louis station,
KMOX, have been granted a
permanent injunction in Belleville, 111., restraining WIBV Belleville from broadcasting a transcribed show to which KMOX
claims exclusive rights. Granting
of the circuit court injunction
leaves the way clear for the network and station to sue the transcription firm, Colson and Co., Dallas. This was one of the moves reportedly being considered.
KMOX charged in the petition
that the Colson Co. sold its Dizzy
Dean Show exclusively for broadcast in the area to KMOX, and that
shortly after the program took
the air on KMOX it was also
broadcast on WIBV, 10 miles
away.
The quarter-hour weekly feature, starring Dizzy Dean interviewing guest celebrities, was
scheduled as a main attraction in
the KMOX Sunday daytime lineup.
Station charged that WIBV broadcast the same show 30 minutes
earlier than KMOX on the same
day, and programmed the series
a week in advance of the KMOX
broadcast. The CBS station put
the show on the air Feb. 26, Sundays, 12:30-45 p.m. under sponsorship of B-l Bottlers, for lime
soda drink, on a 26-week contract.
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actions
MAY

11 THROUGH

May 1 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1320 kc
Sullivan County Bcstg. Co., Kingsport, Tenn. — CP new AM station 1310
kc.
kc 1 kw D AMENDED to request 1320
License for CP
WOKW
Sturgeon
— License
to cover CP new Bay,
AM Wis.
station
and
change main studio location.
WestnewFrankfort,
111.— License
to WFRX
cover CP
AM station.
License Renewal
License renewal applications filed by
following AM stations: KWEM West
Memphis, Ark.; KIMO Independence,
Mo.
Modification of CP
KRES St. Joseph, Mo.— Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension of
completion date.
WBSC Bennettsville, S. C— Same.
WORA Mayaguez, P.R.— Mod. CP increase power etc. for extension of
completion date.
WDLA Walton, N. Y.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
KLAC-TV Los Angeles— Mod. CP new
TV station to specify ERP vis. 31.4 kw,
aur. 15.75 kw in lieu vis. 28.1 kw, aur.
14.8 kw, and power gain of 7.12 vis.
and 7.15 aur. in lieu 7.2 (error in computation).
TV— Ch. 8
Peoples
Bcstg.
Co., TVLancaster,
Pa. — 9
CP new commercial
station Ch.
(186-192 mc) ERP 0.948 kw vis. and
0.474 kw aur. AMENDED to request
Ch. 8kw(180-186
0.48
aur. mc) ERP 0.96 kw vis. and

QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOtETTE
Operation available by combining units in rich Mognecorder cabinets.

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.

May 15 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Renewal Set Aside
WKOW Madison, Wis.— Set aside actionnewal
of April
25 granting
and extended
present license
license reon
temp, basis to Sept. 1 pending further

PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
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Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.

TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 610 kc
WMGR
Bainbridge,
from 1490 kc 250 w Ga.-CP
unl. to change
610 kc
500 w D.
AM— 740 kc
WVCH
Chester, Pa.— CP change
power from 250 w to 1 kw, operating D.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KNAL
Victoria, Tex.— RETURNED
application for license to cover CP
change hours etc.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WBSC Bennettsville, S. C— DISMISSED application for CP install
booster station on Old S. C. Highway
#9 near Cheraw, S. C, to operate
synchronously on 1400 kc with WBSC.
May 14 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Certified records in following proceedings to Commission for rendition
of Initial Decisions because examiner
(Jack P. Blume) who presided at hearings resigned May 2: Telephone Message Service of Yonkers, Yonkers, N.Y.;
Ward C. Rogers, Chicago, 111.; Application of KXLA Pasadena, Calif., for
mod. license, and In re Order to Show
Cause Directed to KXLA.

Only Magnecorder offers aii the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require- — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSES

MAY

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitter
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

TV — Change Power
KMTV
Neb. 8— kw
CP
change ERP(TV)from Omaha,
11.7 kw vis.,
aur.
to
100
kw
vis.,
55.97
kw
aur.
Ant.
608.5 ft.

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!

0

study of matters relating to control of
station. Comrs. Webster and Sterling
dissenting.
Authority Extended
WVOK ofBirmingham,
Granted
extension
authority for Ala.
30 —days
from
May 13 to operate with power reduced
to 25 kw and non-directional ant.
BY THE SECRETARY
WAVE-TV
Louisville, Ky.— Granted
license for commercial operation of TV
station.
WGH-FM
Newport
Granted
license
coveringNews,
changesVa.—in
FM station: 96.5 mc (Ch. 243), 36 kw,
180 ft.
WLEE-FM Richmond, Va.— Granted
license for FM station; 102.9 mc (Ch.
275) 21.5 kw, 300 ft.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: KJSK-FM Columbia, Neb., to
8- 19-51; WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich., to
9- 1-51; WDLA Walton, N. Y., to 7-1-51
WTOL-FM Toledo, Ohio, to 8-8-51
WKAP-FM Allentown, Pa., to 11-21-51
WROW-FM Albany, N. Y., to 11-25-51
KSL-FM Salt Lake City, to 6-15-51
8-3-51.
KFUO-FM(FM)Clayton,
Mo., to
WASH
Washington,
D. 8-1-51
C, to
WLBH-FM
111.—mcGranted
license for FM Mattoon,
station; 96.9
(Ch. 245),
23 kw, 190 ft.
WJLB-FM Detroit — Granted license
covering changes in FM stations 97.9
mc (Ch. 250), 3.3 kw, 430 ft.
WARL-FM Arlington, Va.— Granted
license for FM station: 105.1 mc (Ch.
286), 2.9 kw, 270 ft.
WMLL Evansville, Ind. — Granted license to cover CP (as reinstated, covering changes in existing FM station):
94.5 mc (Ch. 233), 50 kw, 230 ft.
Pacifica Foundation, Berkeley, Calif.
— Granted CP new FM STL station
KMD-98.
Radiophone Bcstg. Station WOPI
Inc., Bristol, Tenn. — Granted CP new
remote pickup KA-8916
KPFACP (FM)
.—Granted
mod.
for Berkeley,
extension Calif
of completion
date to 4-21-51.
KSID Sidney, Neb. — Reconsidered
and set aside grant of application for
approval
of ant., trans, and main studio locations.
WGLC
Miss.—
Granted
license for Centreville,
AM station 1580
kc 250
w D.
WELP Easley, S. C— Granted license
for AM station 1360 kc 1 kw D.
KBOP Pleasanton, Tex. — Granted license for AM station and specify main
studio location; 1380 kc 1 kw D.
KFLD Southwest of Floydada, Tex.
—kc Granted
250 w, D.license for AM station 900
WFRL Freeport, Illinois — Granted
authority to reduce hours of operation
during
May, p.m.
through
off at 6:30
CST. August to signWKOX Framingham, Mass. — Granted

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

authority to reduce hours of operatio;
during
off
at 7May
p.m.through
EDST. September to sign
KNEB Scottsbluff, Neb.— Granted li
cense change frequency etc. (960 k
500 w-N 1 kw-LS DA-2 unl.)
KREW Sunnyside, Wash. — Grantee,
license
change frequency etc. (1230 k
250 w unl.).
KOVC install
Valley newCity,trans.
N. D. — Grantet
license
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— Granted licens.
covering change frequency, etc. (556
kc 1 kw DA-N unl.), cond.
Colorado Bcstg. Co., Inc., Pueblo
Colorado — Granted license coverin;
KA-6153.
changes in existing remote pickui
WHA Madison, Wisconsin — Grantet
CP install new trans.Iowa
Lakes CPBcstg.
cer,
IowaGreat
— Granted
and Co.,
licenseSpen«jffo
newMount
remote
pickup
KA-8719.
Mitchell Bcstrs. Inc.. Cling >.
man's Peak, N. C— Granted CP nev l'
FMBakersfield
STL stationBcstg.
KID -90.
Co., Bakersfield
Calif. — Granted CP new remote pick
upKCHJ
KA-8910.
Delano, Calif.— Granted mod
CP for extension
of completion date tc
12-6-51;
cond.
WHO-FM Des Moines — Granted license for FM station: 100.3 mc, 400 kw
690 ft.
WGCH forGreenwich,
Granteeslicense
FM stationConn.
95.9 — mc
(Ch
240), 380 w, 80 ft.
Puerto Rico Adv. Co., Mayaguez
P. R— Granted CP replace CP new
8-15-50.
remote pickup KA-5127 which expired
Wharton County Bcstg. Co., Area of
El Campo, Tex. — Granted CP replace
CP new remote pickup KA-7352 which
expired 4-1-51.
Radio Sales
Corp.,
Seattle,
Wash.KA-— •
Granted
CP new
remote
pickup
8799.
Flagstaff Bcstg. Co., Flagstaff, Ariz.—
Granted CP new remote pickup KA8798.
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 9-8-51: cond.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
WJEL
Springfield,
Ohioof— Granted
dismissal
without
prejudice
applica- 1
tion.
KFAB
Omaha,
— Granted findings
extension to June
4 to Neb.
file proposed
and conclusions in proceeding on apof KXLA
Calif.,to
for mod. plication
license
and Pasadena,
In re Order
Show Cause directed to KXLA.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
i::
Counsel for FCC — Pursuant to suggestions by counsel for Commission,
Volume II of transcript of testimony
in
proceeding
application
of KSOKin —
Arkansas respects.
City, onKan.,
was corrected
various
KSOK Arkansas
Kan. from
— Granted
extension
to within City,
20 days
May
11, to fileclusionsproposed
findings
and conon application.
Oakland Bcstg. Co., Pontiac, and
Adelaide Lillian Carrell, Flint, Mich. —
Granted continuance of hearing fromj 3-'-:
May 14 to date to be fixed by further
order in proceeding upon their applications.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohio J
—July
Granted
from findings
May 17 onto~J—etai
5 for extension
filing proposed
their application.
We
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Western Bcstg. Assoc., Modesto, Calif.
— Granted continuance of hearing in
proceeding on its application and that
of West Side Radio, Tracy, Calif.;
denied request continuance 60 or 90 ijSt
days; specthearing
be held issues
with reto so-calledshall
engineering
on
May 31 in Washington, D. C, and with
respect to remaining issues on June 25.
1951, at Modesto, Calif., and June 27,
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service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

BROADCASTING

•

Telecasting

!{(

•jag.
CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

ms'I Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
so
- £»

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

flSlL-p
.: KAAlttr J
• KA-

: v- I

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

RUSSELL

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
lumd i,

:;: : )

Mcintosh & Inglis

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

« Si
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
i in 1 820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-Television
Electronics
-Com muni cat- ions
1833 M St., N. W„ Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1320 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidavs, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

THE WES TURNER GO.
11 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
(ii I
Supervision
9918 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
1951 at Tracy, Calif. Order is without
May 16 Decisions . . .
Prejudice to petition by any party for
"urtherfacts
continuance,
forth
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
aetail
upon whichsetting
request
for ina
ontinuance is based.
Petition Denied
Western
Bcstg. Commission
Assoc. — Granted
WKEY Covington, Va. — Denied peti:ition
requesting
accept peits
tion requesting reconsideration and
.ate appearance.
grant without hearing of application to
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
change trans. location and make
changes in ant. and ground system of
WFTC Kinston, N. C. — Granted leave
:o amend application to specify new
WKEY, operating on 1340 kc 250 w
trans, site, increase D power to 5 kw;
unl.
andmence in Washington
scheduled hearing
July 6. to comihange estimated cost, figures and plan
jf financing and to slow transfer of 5
Petition
Granted
;h. of stock.
KCOG Centerville, Iowa, and WGIL
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Galesburg, 111. — Granted petition of
WGIL,
respondent to hearing in re
Seneca Radio Corp., Fostoria, Ohio —
Granted leave to amend application to application of KCOG (to increase power
from 100 to 250 w, operating unl. on
show minor changes in officers, direc:ors and stockholders and to report
1400 kc), for enlargement of issues,
and Commission, on its own motion
-ssuance of 315 sh. preferred stock preordered that Issue 3 in order of March
viously reported as subscribed.
BROADCASTING
Telecastin:

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, 111.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

14 designating KCOG application for
hearing be amended to add thereto
"withtionparticular
popularesiding withinreference
the 250 to
mv/m
and
500 mv/m blanket contours.
Hearing Designated
WEDR Birmingham, Ala. — Designated
for hearing in Washington July 26 application to change facilities from 1220
kc 1 kw D to 1330 kc 500 w-N 1 kw-LS
unl., totionschange
studio and totrans,
locafrom Birmingham
Fairfield,
Ala.,
and
install
DA-N
(Comr.
Hyde
dissented) .
Petition Granted
KJAY Topeka, Kan.— Granted petition requesting enlargement of issues
in hearing on application to increase N
power of KJAY from 1 to 5 kw, operating on 1440 kc, and to make changes
in maximum expected operating values
of DA pattern, and ordered that order
of Feb. 14, designating said application
for hearing be amended to include as
No. 5 an issue to show present and
proposed
service
KJAY;
Commissionprogram
on its own
motionof further
amended said hearing order to include
as Issue 6 the
therein
determine
type theandfollowing:
character "Toof
program service rendered by Stations
KEIO Pocatello, Ida., and KPRO RivGranted
erside,Extension
Calif."
WVBT Bristol Center, N. Y.— Granted

extension to Dec. 1 of special exp.
authority to operate WVBT by remote
control from WVCN DeRuyter. N. Y.
Same cond. as those of original grant.
May ACCEPTED
16 Applications
. . .
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1450
KSNY Snyder, Tex. — CP change from
1280 kc 500 w AM—
D to9201450kc kc 250 w unl.
WOKY Greenfield Township, Wis. —
CP increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw
AMENDED to change power to 5 kw-D,
1 kw-N, DA-DN.
License Renewal
Following
educational
filed
for license
renewal: FM stations
WNOV
St. WGPS
Paul. Minn.;
WAER N.Syracuse, N. Y.;
Greensboro,
C.
Modification of CP
Following
FM stationsdates:
filed for
extension of completion
WTOCFM Savannah,
Ga.;
WTBO-FM
Cumberland, Md.: WJZ-FM New York;
WJSW-FM Altoona, Pa.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Gordon County Bcstg. Co., Calhoun,
Ga.— RETURNED
application for CP
new AM station 1490 kc 250 w unl.
WDYK Cumberland, Md.— RETURNED(Continued
application foronassignment
page 91) of liMay 21, 1951

Page 85

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<? per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25c" per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All transcriptions,
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesman
Sales manager — 5000 watt independent,
upper New York state major market.
Excellent permanent position if you
can produce. Earnings based on sales
with modest salary. Car essential. Picture, full experience desired. Box 635J,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive western New York fulltime
network station has opening for one
hard-hitting time salesman. 15% commission, weekly drawing account. Send
service record and references to Box
638J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for 1000 watt Pennsylvania
independent. Block of accounts to
start. Only station in area. Must be
resourceful and able to write good
commercial
CASTING. copy. Box 702J, BROADNot satisfied with $100 a week? Okay,
here's goodportunitysalary
and salesman.
percentage New
opfor proven
England market. Box 730J, BROADCASTING.
Help wanted: Experienced time salesman for net station in Oregon. Must
have provable record, with references.
Prefer age 26 to 40, no drifters or alcoholics. Position now open. Box 802J,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for top salesman with
proven ability with established station
in one of the south's best radio markets. Commission basis provides opportunity up to $1000 per month. Additional long range future. Only established salesman with proven ability and
excellent personal and business background will be considered. Send photo,
personal and business references actual
sales record, etc. Confidential. Box
803J, BROADCASTING.
Southeastern regional network desires
full or parttime representation, commission basis, in following cities: New
York, tailsDetroit,
Chicago.
Write full deto Box 806J,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman sell and service local accounts. Liberal draw and commission.
Long established CBS station. Good
opportunity, write details or phone
47175, WENT, Gloversville, N. Y.
WFRL, Freeport,
Illinois
needs experienced salesman for
established
local
account list presently billing $1500 per
month. 15% straight commission. Guarantee $300 per month for three months
with good protected prospect list. Up
to
$50
month
in salary
availablea for
man additional
who will work
some
announcing outside of selling hours.
Announcers
Station near Dallas needs announcer
with first phone. Write Box 608J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-copywriter or
announcer-salesman
. N in
o n - Minnesota.
metropolitan network station
$70.00. Box 660J, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey — midwest regional wants
DJ with original ideas who knows records and can promote. Give salary
desired, experience, your ideas of a
good DJ show. Box 710J, BROADCASTING
Announcer-salesman western network
station in good
permanent. Sendsecondary
disc and market,
letter with
snapshot to Box 737J, BROADCASTING
Experienced,
sports-staff
announcer for versatile
northeastern
Ohio 5,000
watt network affiliate. Send complete
information. Draft status. Box 740J,
BROADCASTING,
Help wanted: Central Illinois network
affiliate needs competent announcer,
college background and at least six
months experience. Starting salary
$55.00. Send details, education and
references. Box 744J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening experienced combination man. Opportunity expanding
organization. Better than average pay.
Box 749J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey, strong on
morning show and capable of usual
staff assignments on 1000 watt network
station. Better than average wages,
talent. Midwest location. Send letter
of qualifications, and audition to Box
778J, BROADCASTING.
Good announcer with first phone and
ability. Must be sober, reliable. Can
pay
$80.00 to right party. Box 782J,
BROADCASTING.
(There's a home in Wyoming) for a
combo announcer-engineer with first
class ticket, network affiliate, will consider inexperienced man willing to
learn. Send disc, photo and particulars
to Box 790J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening combination man.
Emphasis on announcing. $60.00. Box
791J, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer. Reliable 1000
watt midwest station has opening for
experienced staff man capable of doing
strong sportscasts and handling other
sports assignments. Good salary, plus
talent. Send platter and photo, state
experience and salary expected in first
letter. Box 793J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening announcer-engineer.
$66.00 week. Stress announcing. KDKD,
Clinton, Missouri.
Morning man who wakes 'em up-sells
'em. Young,
single,
good draft
Upper
midwest.
Expanding
1 kwstatus.
CBS
station,
KILO,
Grand
Forks,
North
Dakota.
Announcer. Happy. Aggressive upper
midwest newspaper affiliate wants experienced man with authoritative news
style. Fine community and adjacent
to Ten Thousand Lakes area. Send disc
or tape (return guaranteed), photo, resume of experience to Program Director, KNUJ, New Ulm, Minnesota.
Immediate opening announcer-engineer.
Emphasis announcing. No drunks,
drug addicts, WBAT, Marion, Indiana.
Experienced
- engineer
wanted.
Mailannouncer
full details.
WBD?,
Booneville, Mississippi.
Announcer. Some experience, with
potentialities for development. Personal interview and audition only. ConProgram Director, WCOJ, Coatesville, tact
Penna.
Experienced staff announcer for CBS
affiliate. Prefer southerner. WCOV,
Montgomery, Alabama.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars
cus,
Georgia.in 1st letter. WDEC, AmeriAnnouncer: For 5000 watt ABC station
in Tidewater Virginia. Mature, versatile, experienced. Desire interview if
possible. If not rush disc with comNews, plete
Va. background to WGH, Newport
Wanted! Versatile announcer capable
of programming for 250 watt Mutual
outlet. Air mail disc and qualifications
to
Childress, WHCC, Waynesville,Jimmv
N. C.
Announcer-engineer. First or second
class license. Wanted immediately.
Wire or call WKLK, Cloquet, Minnesota, Carl Winther.
Announcer-copywriter wanted by two
network stations in competitive market.
Send audition, resume and photo to
WMOX, Meridian, Mississippi.
Central Michigan station needs combination announcer - engineer. Good
starting salary. Experience desired.
WOAP, Owosso, Michigan.
Immediate nounceropening
experienced
anwith first for
class
ticket. $75.00
per week starting salary. Wire or phone,
collect, WVSC, Somerset, Pennsylvania.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Combination man with radio
schooling, or six months experience.
WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Technical
Immediate
opening
combo-man
with
first class
ticket,for
experience
not
necessary.
Goodperchance
for to
advancement. $225.00
month
start.
Write Box 665J, BROADCASTING.
5 kw Wisconsin station needs licensed
engineer for studio and transmitter
operation, experience unnecessary.
Also studio operator preferably with
technical training or taking radio
course. Box 673J, BROADCASTING,
Immediate opening for first phone engineer in 50,000 watts Texas station.
ING.
Car essential. Box 683J, BROADCASTLocal Kentucky station needs transmitter operator. Willingness only
prime requisite. $50.00 per week. Box
731 J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer wanted by sound 1 kw
Michigan station. Give experience,
snapshot
and salary expected. Replies
ING.
confidential. Box 758J, BROADCASTService and installation engineer
wanted
progressive
(Muzak) by
operation
in fast wired
growing music
city.
Must be thoroughly experienced in
amplifiers, impedance matching for
high fidelity music reproduction, studio
maintenance etc. Permanent employment amid pleasant working conditions.
We want a capable, reliable man not
afraid of work, who can grow with us.
Give full particulars in first letter.
Address Box 768J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, will train for all phases of
small station operation. Hunting-fishing, reasonable living costs. Harold G.
Austin, Station KCOL, Ft. Collins, Colo.
Help wanted: Progressive Kansas station needs transmitter engineer to assist in new 5 kw installation with DA.
No experience necessary to qualify for
excellent position open to a draft exempt
Giveto salary
ments andengineer.
full details
Station requireKGNO.
Dodge City, Kansas.
Engineer with announcing capabilities
not necessarily experienced, needed
immediately by CBS affiliate. Contact
Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City, N. M.
Need phone first, prefer combo, experience not necessary, network station
wants permanent personnel, $50.00 for
42 hour week. Write Ross E. Case,
KWAT, Watertown, South Dakota.
Wanted — first class engineer or engineer-announcer. Prefer experienced
maintenance man. Reasonable salary.
Good living conditions. Reply WBUY,
Lexington, N. C.
Have opening for first phone transmitter studio engineer. Start $50.00 for 40
hours with periodical raises. Network
station, remotes, maintenance, recording,ing.Collins
No announcWriteequipment.
Radio Station
WCEM,
Cambridge, Maryland with particulars.
Wanted — transmitter operator, no announcing, good pay. Experience not
necessary. Contact Chief Engineer,
WCNB, Connersville, Indiana.
Chief engineer, June 1st, 250 watt local,
excellent working and living conditions,
located,
assume
full conveniently
responsibility
of must
technical
department.
Write
giving
salary
expected and full particulars. Fred M.
Wagner,
Radio
beth City,
N. C.Station WCNC, ElizaWanted: Engineer for kilowatt daytime
station, experience not necessary. Call,
wire or write WDBL, Springfield, Tennessee.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First class radio-telephone. Netwo)
kilowatt. Excellent working cond
tions. Dry climate. Resort con
munity. WEEB, Southern Pines, N. (
Three months vacation relief emplo>
ment for engineer, first class ticke
possibility of permanent job. Goo
pay, excellent working condition
Contact Bill Atkinson, Chief Enginee
WGBA, Columbus, Georgia.
,
Wanted: Two engineer-announcer ftij
Best conditions
Georgetown,
S. C.and salary, WGTT> Ih
Wanted: Engineer-announcer, $75.00 pe E
week. WIRB, Enterprise, Alabama. C
Opening for two engineers during conff:
struction and after operation. Firsjtphone necessary. Good pay, goo- |u
working conditions. Reasonable livT
ing costs. Opportunities unlimitecjk
Write full details, salary, photo an t:
disc. WJWL, Georgetown, Delaware F
Wanted — engineer, AM and FM trans r
gineer, Radio
WKPT,Chief
Kings
mitters.
Write Station
Tom Phillips.
En'!pjf;
port, Tennessee.
Immediate opening engineer-announcei i .
copywriter-announcer and announcei t.
give past
experience
firstGeorgia.
letter, salar; t-.
open.
WMJM,
Cordele,

Chief engineer experienced in con*
struction and maintenance. Send let
ter of complete details and photo i
Must have automobile. State startini l'
salary. WOHI, East Liverpool, Ohio, -'jr
Immediate
opening Starting
for engineer
first
phone license.
salary witl-f
$5 t
for 40-hour week. Periodic raises, gooc I
working conditions. 250 watt net af j;
filiate. Contact Ken Henderson, Chie 1.
Engineer, WRNY, Rochester, New York flImmediate opening, first phone en
gineer. Starting wage $220.00 a montl
and other advantages. Pioneer edu
cational station. WSUI-KSUI, low;
City, Iowa.
iat
Production-Programming, others

Top salary for woman continuity di
rector.
disc, photo,
particu :
lars. AlsoForward
have opening
for announcer
678J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately: Experienced copj r m
man, capable of thorough progran
director job for the near future. Tel
all first letter: experience, education
background. Opportunity in growinf l\ if
ING.
organization. Box 748J, BROADCASTWanted: Copywriter-announcer
KCOW, Alliance, Nebraska. Start im-,i
mediately. Send audition and photo
Television
Licensed
broadcast
and film
television

Technical
operators with commercial
experience for video control
camera positions at midwesl
station. Box 677 J. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

TV engineer to start at 5 kw AM station,catedor micro-wave
relay stationLatei
loin Ohio or Kentucky.
transfer to TV studio or transmitter.
AM experience or TV training reWrite or phone
Leroy E. Westf^
Kilpatrick, quired.
WSAZ-TV,
Huntington,
Virginia.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager-sales manager, available June
First. Strong on sales and promotional
sales. Prefer competitive, medium or
largeobjection
market, toinstation
south now
or southwest.
No
operating
in red. Box 484J, BROADCASTING.
Can make your station profitable if you
need sales manager with extra salesman. Can also do copy and programming or complete responsibility. Prefer
station needing build-up to ten thousand monthly billing in south, southeast or Texas. Box 694J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
General manager, $25,000 investment.
Ixcellent background, top level sales
, nd management, would desire joining
business group who is soon planning
application
for television station.
Should present owners now own AM
radio station, would consider manager
of station, while application for TV is
' m. peing processed. Leaving present setup June 28th and making 10 week tour,
would arrange any kind of mutual in-nterview personally.
Would consider
350 watt up to 5 kw. Nothing larger.
Married, college, family. Box 717J,
ROADCASTING.
, (Experienced
advertising
saleslicense,
manager,28,
former engineer
first phone
single, car, seeking station managership or road selling. Box 734J, BROADCASTING.
Fully experienced, starved combo man
coking for managers job southwest or
middlewest. Presently employed combo
'man for metropolitan directional. Any""tthing
considered. Box 752J, BROAD:asting.
Manager-investor. Thoroughly experienced in sales, commercial programming, all phases station operation. Top
station, network, agency radio and
television background. Desire opportunity to participate in ownership via
earnings plus investment. Box 762J,
aian BROADCASTING.
I brought a 5000 watt net affiliate out
:oi:of
the sharing.
red, I'll doCanit with
your station.
Profit
guarantee
an effi::otci)ltient, experienced staff. Write Box
m.ttSlJ, BROADCASTING.
Station manager: Young man. three
Successful years managing present station, experienced administrator, sales,
programming and engineering; strong
on sales competitive markets. Seeks
rHAPPPortunity larger market. Box 771J,
BROADCASTING.
Manager: Sales manager, mature executive qualified by experience, record
'and reputation to manage largest AM
Jor
operations.
Major Box
network
sales TVexecutive
background.
772J,
BROADCASTING.
Am 5Manager of well known large metro'politan independent station available
for similar position in large, highly
Sj {^competitive
market. Present employer
lann <aware of this advertisement. Box 773J,
ma :BROADCASTING.
Fifteen years in radio. Manager three
=tations. Program director; sports,
: :oft special events and news. Out of radio
rogn iDne year in allied field. Efficiently
'.>. ^manage
station on
small inpayroll.
Nothing small
considered
except
deep
:'>•!£
I'south,
southeast,
southwest.
CA3!fUrade recommendations.
NowHighest
employed, available two weeks to a month.
Straight salary or salary bonus propwttf osition. Box 779J, BROADCASTING.
" - -Manager,
offersnotability,
stability
and
'(dependability;
interested
in station
■which would take
less; 13 years
with
sne firm; 5 years in present location,
now employed, but seeking better job
m long time basis. First rate ability
n management, sales, promotion, programming. Can build new station or
rejuvenate
ASTING. old one. Box 800J, BROADStation manager. 20 years radio experience. Increased station ratings and
gross to prove management ability.
Pop references and national agency.
, station and network contacts. Interested management position AM station with TV future. Can invest $35,300. Available immediately. College
graduate,
family, prefer
Atlantic or midwest
areas. middle
Box 810J,
BROADCASTING.
Salt 8m tn
Attention radio station owners! Is
your radio
losing money I can
because of poor station
sales management?
positively put it on its feet financially,
do not want a salary, will work on
an equitable commission. Box 736J,
BROADCASTING.
I Experienced announcer-writer seeks
: opportunity sales. Presently program
I director-newsman.
Married veteran.
Desire permanent location. Box 754 J,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman, experience limited but successful. A good announcer for 10
years. Anxious to concentrate on sales.
Hold 1st phone license. Box 756J,
BROADCASTING.
Representative available on commission
basis for radio-television producers.
Midwest. Box 805J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sportscaster,
5 yearsexempt.
experience,
married, family, draft
Employed
sports director midwest 5 kw currently
dropping sports programming. Air
check ball.
tapes
baseball,
football, basketBox 577J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 25, draft exempt. Three
years experience.
Excellent Telegenic.
on commercial and DJ. Permanent.
Box 653J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
single,
veteran, 25. Two years
experience
all phases.
All replies answered promptly. Tape
air check available. Box 666J, BROADCASTING.
Special events announcer /dee j ay
(B.B.A.), 24, single, exempt. Year 1
kw network independent. East only.
Salary plus talent. Operate RCA, Gates.
Desire develop own show. Box 672J,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, age 26. Play-by-play
football, baseball, basketball. 4 years
experience. Married vet, draft exempt.
References and disc on request. College, professional athlete. Box 704J,
BROADCASTING.
Some experience as announcer, writer
and salesman but need more. Will you
give me the experience? Mostly quiz
and man-on-the-street shows. Single,
draft exempt. Prefer midwest and east.
Box 709J, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, experienced staffer, specialty
news, presently employed midwest 50
kw. Desires comparable position Rocky
Mountain area. Mature voice, sound
musical background, married, draft exempt, programming experience totaling
6 years,tion. console
and turntable operaBox 7 13 J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, strong news commercials.
Employed. Veteran. Married. 31. Three
years experience. Desirous of getting
with progressive kw or more. Particularly interested specializing news.
Box 719J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced all phases,
college
grad., board.
veteran, Disc
23, single,
operate control
and photo.
Box 733J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Single, 25, vet, will travel,
looking for first break. Would like to
specialize in personality disc jockey
shows. Do general staff work. College
background, graduate leading N. Y.
radio school. Audition disc, photo oh
request. Box 739J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with 1st phone,
B. A. in radio speech. DJ and straight
announce. Veteran, draft exempt. Box
741J, BROADCASTING.
Need good announcer with not too
much experience? I am your man.
Two years college. Age 21. Box 743J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 3>,2 years experience, presently employed as staff and remote
announcer, N. Y. metropolitan. Operate console, single 26, draft exempt,
will travel. Box 746J, BROADCASTING.
Widely reputed comical combination
personality. Eight successful years.
Top Hooper. Dependable! Excellent,
friendly selling voice. Married, exempt, employed. Box 751J, BROADCASTING.
Do you need a good announcer? Three
years experience programming, copywriter, board work, remotes, selling
and servicing. Number one hillbilly
DJ. Strong on ad lib. 22, single, draft
exempt. Available June First. Prefer
southeast. Box 753J, BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly disc jockey, handle live talent,
staff announcer, bass player. Five
years experience. Age 28. Employed.
Only good deals considered. Box 759J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 3Vz years experience. College graduate. Control board. Tape
or disc. Box 764J, BROADCASTING.
Summer replacement announcer. 3V2
years experience. College graduate.
Box 765J, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-editor. Wide experience
in radio news as reporter, editor and
newscaster. Excellent references and
disc available. Box 766J, BROADCASTING.

Situations
(Cont'd)
Announcer,
recentWanted
Radio City
graduate.
All
aspects
radio.
Prefer
west or
ING^
southwest.
Box 780J, BROADCASTExperienced announcer. College grad,
25, presently employed. Draft exempt.
Strong on commercials, news, DJ.
Looking
for a future. Box 781J,
BROADCASTING.
Fine deep voiced announcer, four years
experience independents, Mutual, ABC
affiliates, large markets, employed,
seeking
better position, 28, married,
ING^
references.
Box 784J, BROADCASTConscientious announcer-writer. Degree. Desire job with future in northeast. Presently employed, desire relocate. Offer invaluable experience
with 250 w net affiliate. News, sports,
console. Family, draft exempt. Box
786J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer currently employed desires
relocation. Upper midwest market preferred. Three years commercial experience.Married, draft exempt. Available
on two weeks notice. Best references.
Box 792J. BROADCASTING..
Keynote-versatility, announcer, single,
strong on DJ, news, commercials, some
console, will travel, sober, veteran.
Box 794J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
4 years
experience.
Allround
staff man,
intelligent
news, strong
on
DJ. Also write copy, handle board.
CASTING.
Currently employed. Box 795J, BROADAnnouncer, general staff. Strong on
commercials, news, DJ. Write copy,
operate board. Limited experience on
N. Y. indie. Married, 28. vet, draft
exempt.
Box 798J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer - program director: Four
years experience independent and net
experience. Draft exempt family man.
Sports, DJ,
hillbilly.
Sober,
reliable.
Usualnews,
notice.
Will consider
either position
both. Able copywriter.
Box 799J,or BROADCASTING.
I'm leaving a well paying sales-sports
post to seek a larger outlet in return to
announcing-programming.
PD experience. Plenty of production,
news
savvy. Willing to take staff job if
there is advancement for ability. AvailJune 15. College. Married. Box
804J, able
BROADCASTING.
Announcer and control board operator.
Limited experience. Draft exempt.
Married, east coast preferred. Box
809J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Girl would like air work in
a New England station. One year of
college and limited experience. Would
also
doN
other work .
in station. AvailI
able June. G
Box 811 J, BROADCASTSports: Looking for permanent job in
midwest area. Experienced all play-byplay.
net sport
views.Handled
Gather major
and write
own intercopy.
Top references. Married. Veteran.
Child. Presently employed, now working on engineer ticket. Write Box
812J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, all-round man. Draft exTenn. empt. South only. Box 6, Lake City,
Competent, dependable, thoroughly experienced announcer, disc jockey.
Draft ence
exempt.
Programming
network, indie.
Travel. experiPlease
give particulars in your reply. Gregory,
806 So. St. Vrain, El Paso, Texas.

STATION

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, writer. Veteran. Not in
reserves. Excellent news style, have
done editing. Thorough knowledge of
jazz and
Have Have
program ideaspopular
that are music.
certain pull.
done radio
writing.
College
background. Address to Bob Barrett, 92 E.
53 Street, Brooklyn 3, N. Y.
Experienced
writer
and part-time
announcer desires
announcing
job around
Pittsburgh area primarily. Write or
call Mr. Corretti, 5117 Carnegie Avenue,
Pgh. 1, Penna., ST-14570.
Announcer - newscaster - disc jockey.
Console experience. Graduate of
Broadcasters Network Studios. Married. Disc upon request. Will go anywhere. Raymond Herbert, 2404 Altura
Ave., Montrose, Calif.
Combination man, familiar with all
phases, married veteran, broadcasting
school graduate, resume and disc available as my spokesman. Paul Hamilton,
c/o Paul Oglesby, 1318 St. Lawrence
Avenue, Bronx, N. Y.
Sportscaster, play-by-play. All sports.
Five and
yearsspecial
experience.
newscast
ing
events.Also
Single,
draftexempt. Contact Bob Wilson, 1470
Warner Ave., Chicago 13, Illinois.
Phone: Buckingham 1-0515.
Technical
Summer job, vicinity of New York
ING^
City.
College
phone,room,
experiencestudent,
transmitter, first
control
maintenance. Box 695J, BROADCASTCombo man. 1st phone. 1 year experience in announcing, DJ, newscasting and continuity. Would like a position
with
progressive station. Box
703J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, broadcast studio,
microwave and network television experience. Permanent position. Box
735J, BROADCASTING.
Attention! North Carolina. Available
soon, qualified engineer with complete
background in over-all station operaA southern as
tee-totaler-unquestionabletion.acter
references
charand fitness. to
Notability,
physically
handicapped nor subject to draft. Give
BROADCASTING.
full particulars first letter. Box 760J,
Chief engineer small or medium station. No combo. Seven years experience, plenty on Penna.,
ball. Draft
Present location
will exempt.
travel.
Box 788J, BROADCASTING.
First phone operator, single, veteran,
recent school graduate. Prefer east.
Box 796J. BROADCASTING.
Veteran, first phone operators license.
Single,
amateur
transmission
experience. Draftradio
exempt.
Box
BROA
DCAS
TING
. 797J,
First class licensee (Experienced mainprefer northeast,
draft exempt. Boxtenance)
807J,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, veteran, married. Am
interested in position as transmitter
and/or studio technician. Prefer north
or northwest, college graduate B. S.
Degree. Box 808J. BROADCASTING.
1st phone vet. Ham radio, experience.
Box 313, Clifton, N. J.
Engineer six years, first class, veteran
26, without car. Good references. 229
W. Adams, Syracuse 4, N. Y. 2-9498.
(Continued on next page)

WANTED

Station owners, interested in expanding to another
market, will consider local as well as power stations,
either Network affiliates or Independents. Location
immaterial.
Excellent financial ability and references. All replies
held in strictest confidence. Interested in direct purchase— no brokers. Indicate price and location. All
replies
details ifacknowledged
interested. promptly with requests for full
BOX

77SJf BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Licensed
28, indie
married, draftengineer-announcer,
free. Year and half
board and maintenance experience.
Employer references. Prefer Ohio,
Pennsylvania
or West
mond Stanford,
Box Virginia.
381, Bad RayAxe,
Mich. Phone 503.
Production-Programming, others
Copy, publicity, promotion writer, 8
years print experience, anxious enter
radio, TV commercial or continuity
writing. Announce also. Anywhere,
30. Box 685J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman,
reporting-rewriting
for
radio wire now
service.
Seeks newsroom
spot, no announcing. 27, married, B.
A., draft exempt veteran. Box 715J,
BROADCASTING.
Presently radio employed young lady,
26, wants to make change to utilize
commercial, newsreel and foreign radio
experience on progressive radio or
television station. Also experienced
as traffic and continuity director. Midwest preferred. Box 755J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced professional young woman
desires position in television or radio
program department, producer-director's assistant,
studio
instructor
TV courses,
public
and work,
industrial
relations, program-entertainment planning,
recreational-educational phases in music-drama. Location anywhere. Best
references.
Box 763J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, well experienced, wants
job as program director, coastal Carolinas. Box 770J, BROADCASTING.
News editor, eight solid years of experience running news departments in competitive markets, both metropolitan
and small city. Interested in news
editor job offering good working conditions, good income and pleasant living conditions. Permanent. Excellent
references.
Box 774J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced continuity writer with
creative ideas, some air work, midwest
only,
minimum $55. Box 785J, BROADCASTING.
Program director or announcer-entertainer with 12 years experience at leading midwest stations including program
director 10 kilowatt network affiliate.
Wants opportunity either as staff man
on large operation or as program director including air work at smaller station, preferably in midwest or southING. west. Write Box 787J, BROADCASTLooking for opening on radio-TV publicity staff. Holding down similar job
for theatrical agency, Chicago, college
trained,
CASTING.vet, 27. Box 789J, BROADProducer, director. Age 23, veteran,
college graduate, A. B. radio. Experience: Producer-director-writer 1000
watt affiliate. Production director college station. Will travel. Jack Markham,C. Radio Department, Chapel Hill,
N.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Salesmen
University graduate, sales success, experienced, desires position TV sales.
East. Box 745J, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Announcers
Employed announcer, 3V2 years experience, looking for opening to use TV
training. Graduate of Radio City TV
school desires job on production staff
of TV outlet and fill opening on radio
staff if necessary. Operate console,
single, 26, draft exempt. Will travel.
Box
747J, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Texas 250 watt, independent; town
10,000. No competition. Would sell
control to aggressive individual to
manager.
$7,500 cash to handle. BoxWill
732J,take
BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
150 foot Wincharger model 101 tower
insulated base complete with guys and
A-3 lighting available for immediate
shipment, 2 years old. Box 738J,
BROADCASTING.
For sale: Two Magnecord PT6-A recording mechanisms, Magnecord PT6-R
amplifier, PT6-HT throwover panel,
equipment used approximately two
years. Interested in purchase used
General Electric limiting amplifier or
will consider trade. Box 750J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Gates two studio console
about three years old and in excellent
condition. Will meet FCC requirements. Five mike channels, two transcription and one remote channel. Best
offer takes it. Immediate delivery.
Phone or write KGNO, Dodge City,
Kansas.
Five RMC transcription arms two LP
three standard. $50.00 each or make
offer, any or all. Contact Chief Engineer, KIMO, Independence, Missouri.
New uniform cross-section, guyed type
vertical radiators. Sold only delivered
and erected, complete with foundation.
Phone, wire or write. United States
Tower Co., 219 Union Trust Bldg.,
Petersburg, Va., Phone 3347.
Wanted to Buy

Wanted to Buy
Experienced engineer, manager has
cash for 250 watt station. Prefer southwest area. Full details first letter.
Information treated confidentially. Box
742J, BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly experienced radio and television executive wishes to manage and
participate in station ownership
through
investmentstation,
plus profits
he'll
create. Network,
advertising
agency background. Proven time and
program sales record. Can organize
and manage TV station from application through continuous profitable operation. Box 761J, BROADCASTING.
Want to buy station with market approximately 20,000 in California or
Arizona.
CASTING. Write Box 769J, BROADEquipment etc.
Tape recorder — Magnecord, Ampex,
Presto. Give price, model, condition
and age. Box 618J, BROADCASTING.
Desire to purchase 1000 watt transmitter AM frequency monitor, modulation monitor, limiter amplifier, console,
several mikes, several remote amplifiers, mike stand, 4 small guyed towers
with A 3 lighting 150 feet or less in
height. Box 757J, BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
LARGE MIDWEST OPERATION WITH BOTH
TV AND AM LOOKING FOR SALES MANAGER
CAPABLE OF HANDLING SALES FORCE FOR
AM. MUST HAVE HAD EXPERIENCE SELLING LARGE UNITS AS OUR HOURLY RATE
IS IN EXCESS OF $600.00. EXCELLENT
FUTURE FOR RIGHT MAN.
BOX 783J. BROADCASTING

Network
Station
$273,000.00

A top network station in number one position for
TV in its market. Located in a very attractive midwest
city, this station dominates one of the midwest's richest
areas. Earnings are large and AM business is better than
ever. Attractive financing can be arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 360 N. Mich. Ave. 235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550

801J,
BOX

BROADCASTING

Production-Programming,
others
#7000.
NEWS EDITOR — NEWSCASTER
Nine years experience in all phases •]
of radio News. 31 years old, married, safe from military. Currently employed at 50 kw in city f
of 250,000.sidered: Minimum
$6000 annually.salary conBOX 776J, BROADCASTrNG J
o—
d
NEWSMAN
Original, personable, authoritative
newscasting. Writing, legwork, radio news-sense plus newspaper
background. Degree. Family. Will
travel to sound News Conscious station. Presently employed. Best references.
BOX 777J, BROADCASTING
For Sale

SALES ENGINEERS

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER

Large electronic equipment manufacturer
in the East has several desirable openings for Sales Engineers. No traveling.
Experience in broadcast transmitters,
audio or video equipment essential. Engineering degree desired but equivalent
experience may be substituted.
Give full details, including age, education, experience and salary desired.

Available for immediate shipment.
Built in 1941 by Allen B. DuMont
Co. Transmitter was operating on
Channel 4 until 1949. Transmitter

Box 648J, BROADCASTING

^.HELP WANTED-^
Radio Salesman
Top 50 kw network station in America's 3rd
market offers excellent

Major

Man with complete radio backtional
ground tofromlocal
nalevels in sales,
sales promotion
management,
station relations,
public relations,
copyrights,
production
transcriptions including
television, seeks
affiliation with
substantial organization. Perfect record
family-man. Presently
employed at

Equipment etc.

Stations
Station manager. 20 years radio experience to
and proven
management
ity desires
buy all,
controllingabilor
part interest
established station. and
Top manage
references.an Family
man, prefers eastern or midwest locaING. tion. Write Box 636J, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted
Salesmen

opportunity for an experienced radio salesman, preferably
30's.
West Coast.
Good inagency list to start. Write Box
722J, BROADCASTING.

is capable of operating on Channels 2to 6 with minimum changes.
Power output 4 kw video and 3 kw
audio. Reasonable. Contact William Kusack, care of WBKB, 190
N. State St., Chicago I, III. Telephone RAndolph 6-8210.
Available
for Wincharger
immediate guyed
thipmentnew
and —used
towers— will
sell erected — can
supply
lowing.
ground wire. Contact one of the folWarren Cozzens. 720 Main St.. Evanston,
Illinois. Phone: Davis 8-4800.
Henry Geist. 60 East 42nd St.. New York
17. Phone: Murray Hill 7-1550.
W. B. tanooga,
Taylor,
Signal
Chat- |
Chattanooga.
Tenn. Mountain.
Phone : 88-2487.
Employment Service

Television
Salesmen
NETWORK TV ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Man, experienced in time sales or
space sales. Office located in Chicago. Good salary and bonuses.
Please give complete business exBOX 813J
perience.
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
commercialexperienced
managers, manprogram directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
TV &Bond
RadioBldg.,
Management
7J6
WashingtonConsultants
5, D. C.
(Continued on next page)

agement conference was held at
College Park, Md., under the auspices of the U. of Maryland College of Business and Public Administration, the Baltimore Retail
Merchants Assn., the Maryland
Council of Retail Merchants, and
the Washington (D. C.) Merchants
and Mfrs. Assn., in cooperation
with retail merchants associations
and chambers of commerce of 14
other cities.

-3

Retailer Sales
(Continued from page 40)
was close behind the newspaper
figure in numbers of customers attracted, and in some of these cases
actually produced a higher percentage of total dollar sales because of a high rate of sales conversion."
He did not advocate the substitution of radio for newspaper
advertising, but felt it "clear . . .
I~hat there are two separate markets in any store's trading area —
the radio market and the newspaper market" — and that "the retail advertiser who doesn't use both
media is missing his opportunity
to thoroughly develop his entire
potential market."
Cites ANPA Meet
i
Mr. Neubert noted that the recent American Newspaper Publishers Assn convention indicated
that increased advertising rates
and the rationing of newspaper
space are "among the gloomy
2^ (prospects in store for many re"tailers," with advertising rationing
In immediate prospect in many
areas.
"Every store that is not now
using radio as an active sales promotion aid, that is not now assigned a specific sales production
job to radio as one of its advertising tools, should waste no time in
getting together with its local radio stations and developing an intelligent year-round radio campaign,"
he declared.
Mr. Neubert
continued:
Through radio, retail stores can
■each potential customers they could
lever reach via newspapers, can bring
substantial numbers of new customers
nto their stores, can increase overall
;tore traffic, and can increase newspaper advertising effectiveness.
And management should not hesi.ate to demand results. Radio has
proved that it can pay its way in
;ales.
The merchandising
and manEmployment Service (Cont'd)
RADIO PERSONNEL
Wanted: Announcers,
disc jockey, engineers,
combination
announcers, engineersalesmen,
copywriters, boys and
' Good
girls. stations.
Jobs waiting.
Good
, pay.

BERT ARNOLD,
Keene Road,
Clearwater, Florida
No registration
fee. Write for
particulars.

THE
PHILOSOPHY of FREEDOM

iROADCASTING

TEST CAMPAIGN
To Determine FM Demand
TEST merchandising campaign to
determine the demand for FM sets
is being conducted in North Carolina by General Electric Co. at the
instigation of distributors, dealers
and WFMA (FM) Rocky Mount,
headed by Josh Home, a member
of the NARTB FM Committee.
GE has sent 1,000 AM-FM
table models into the WFMA area.
Over two score GE dealers from
40 counties were dinner guests
last month of WFMA. The dealers
notified parent company sales officials they were unable to meet
the North Carolina demand for FM
receivers.
Mr. Home told the dealers an
independent survey by one of
WFMA's advertisers showed over
50% of homes in the Rocky Mount
area have FM, and over 40% in
the WFMA service area.
NEW YORK Father's Day Council
promotion piece, which outlines "51
steps toward a bigger Father's Day
in '51" includes suggested "Like
Father, Like Son" interview series
over local radio and TV stations, featuring sons who have followed their
fathers occupationally.

Miscellaneous

is a taped weekly quarter-hour
voice program attracting sponsors and listeners. It is material craved by young and old.
Alert stations will deem this a
must. For demonstration tape
write, wire or phone Walter

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
4, and Stephen, 16 months. The
family is moving from Detroit to
a new home in Bronxville, N. Y.,
on July 1.
Mr. Jones is a member of The
Players Club and is on the board
of governors of the U. of Michigan
Alumni Assn. and The Recess Club.
His hobbies are music — he still
plays the trumpet — and reproducing, or rather recording, music on
high frequency records. He commutes to the home office in Detroit
about three times a month.
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Agency
(Continued
from Beat
page 11)
ing Pepsodent and Lever Brothers, since 1943, to Ted Bates & Co.,
N. Y., as director of merchandising.
KENNETH
same city,
STERLING
executive.

W. REAR, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., to N. W. Ayer,
as writer in radio-TV department.
MITCHELL to Price, Robinson & Frank, Chicago, as account
He was with LeVally, same city.

RAY A. WASHBURN to Hamilton Agency, Chicago, as vice president
and account executive. He was Chicago manager of Calkins & Holden,
Carlock, McClinton & Smith.
FRANCIGENE SHERIDAN to Leo Burnett agency, Chicago, as account
executive specializing on women's lines of Brown Shoe Co., St. Louis,
which include Naturalizer, Air Step, Life Stride and Westport. Miss
Sheridan resigned as advertising and sales promotion director J. P.
Smith Shoe Co., Chicago. She is a former stylist on women's fashion
publications.
DESSA BISSON, assistant in continuity editing WBBM Chicago, to
Burnett & Logan agency, same city, as writer.
MARY ANN BURAK, Lynn Baker Inc., N. Y., named assistant to media
director. She was formerly with Fuller & Smith & Ross.
ROBERT ANDERSON, account executive Anderson-McConnell Adv.,
L. A., and ANNETTE WARREN, Hollywood radio, TV and film actress,
announce their marriage in Cleveland, May 24.
GEORGE M. WOLFE Jr., account executive West-Marquis Inc., L. A.,
resigned to join Tom Clark of California Inc., same city. He will direct
sales, merchandising and related activities in connection with national
distribution of firm's specialty food products.
HOWARD CHENEY, manager Los Angeles office Leo Burnett Co. for
past three years, to Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., as executive vice president in charge of agency West Coast operations.
RICHARD B. COUSINS, Latin American Div. McCann-Erickson, N. Y.,
to Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., International, as account executive.
ZELD GOLDRICH to Ward Wheelock Adv., Phila. She was with publicity department March of Dimes.
Biltmore Hotel in New

MEDICINE ADS
Show Improvement — Mead
ADVERTISING of proprietary
medicines has shown considerable
improvement since enactment of
the Wheeler-Lea amendment in
1938, but some published and broadcast continuities have "blatantly
and grossly misrepresented certain
The products."
appraisal was expressed by
drug
Chairman
James M. Mead of the
Federal Trade Commission in an
address May 15 before the Proprietary Assn. of America at the

York.

Comr. Mead spoke on "Drug Advertising and the Defense Program." Citing a 13-point "Code
of Truth" adopted by the association in 1944, he noted it represents
manufacturers responsible for
about 80% by volume of all
medicines sold in the U. S. The
FTC chairman pointed out that
"unethical practices arouse a suspicion in the
the minds
of thewill
public"
and said
commission
continue to take action on false advertising through formal complaints and orders or stipulation
procedure.

«T ALLIED!
© RCA-5820
IMAGE ORTHICON
We have the RCA-5820 in stock for immediate
shipment. Our conditions of sales are identical to
those of the manufacturer. Our adjustment policies
have saved stations time and money. Look to
allied for prompt delivery of the 5S20 as well as
all other RCA Broadcast-type tubes.
Refer to your ALLIED 21 2-page Buying Guide for
yourly what
station
you equipment
want whenandyousupplies.
want it!GetAsk exactto be
placed on our "Broadcast Bulletin" mailing list.
ALLIED RADIO
Broadcast Division
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7
Call: HAymarket 1-6800
May 21, 1951
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Programs, Promotions
(Continued from page 77)
recently laid off his job, so station
began advertising over air for job
for him. In short time after announcements were aired the young
father had a new job.
•— •— •
SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE
WTAG Worcester, Mass., sending
trade and advertisers mimeographed promotion on standard
sales promotion letterhead. Piece
tells recent success story briefly
and effectively. It also has stopper
headline that catches eye of reader.
BISHOP'S CONSECRATION
WWCO Waterbury broadcast description of ceremonies attendent
to consecration of an Episcopal
bishop, the Rev. Robert McConnel)
Hatch. Station reports it was first
broadcast of its kind in Connecticut. Station's engineers hid and
camouflaged all mikes to avoid detracting from seriousness of servLISTENER POLL
WLAW Lawrence conducting survey to find out what type of Saturday afternoon programs to air.
Harmony Lounge, 2-3:30 p.m., and
Afternoon at the Symphony, 4:305:45, feature four commentators
who request listeners to write in
with vote for their favorite program and comments on shows.
From these, program plans will
be mapped.
'WIN A D-J' CONTEST
WITH Baltimore's Buddy Dean
conducted contest in which listeners wrote in unusual letters with
winner getting Mr. Dean for three
hours to do whatever winner desired — without breaking laws.
Winner wanted her house cleaned
— so disc jockey cleaned it.
STATION EXHIBIT
KEYL (TV) San Antonio displayed
model of Transit Tower, where station is located, and closed-circuit
television demonstration at 1951
Home Appliance Show held last
part of April in Alamo Gym. Four-

teen different makes of home TV
sets, representing San Antonio distributors, were connected to live
camera which viewed crowd so
visitors could see themselves on
television 14 times at once! KEYL
talent performed during exposition.
AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
KXOK St. Louis is proud of
Charley Stookey, station farm director, whose program Town &
Country is heard 5:30-8 a.m. Monday through Saturday. Station reports in promotion piece that in
19 years of commercial farm broadcasting in St. Louis market, he
has become farmers' habit. Mr.
Stookey not only informs listeners
about weather and market reports,
it states, but also about river
stages and agricultural doings in
community.
SANTA FE PROMOTES
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, City at
Night, Wed., 10 p.m., sponsored
by Santa Fe Railway. Railway and
station circulating unique folder
giving f history of program that
started March 7, 1950. Program
"is a fascinating camera portrait
of Los Angeles — not by day, but
as this great metropolis lives and
works after the sun goes down,"
folder reads. Sub-theme is "Travel
to Exciting Places with Santa Fe."
ROAD-SIDE ADVERTISING
KYW Philadelphia using 15 new
24-sheet advertising billboards
along New Jersey highways to attract New Jersey seashore traffic.
Billboards have illustrations and
read "It's Radio Time Wherever
You Are." -• — # — #_
AUCTION SHOW
KGO-TV San Francisco, Everybody Loves an Auction, Beltone
Hearing Aids, Wed. 10-10:30 p.m.
John Egan emcees contest among
six guests who bid (with play
money) on merchandise prizes.
Each guest is limited to $1000
worth of bids on program and
after outbidding others winner
must correctly answer question before buying merchandise. Failure
to answer correctly means loss of
money bid without gaining prize.

INDEPENDENTS

GAINING
WMCA Issues Study of Pulse Figure

INDEPENDENT radio stations in
New York are gaining listeners
while network stations there are
losing them, according to a study
by WMCA New York based on figures of Pulse Inc. for January 1951.
Network stations showed an
average loss of audience of 32%,
while independent stations showed
a gain of 10%, the station reMeaning of the study to Norman
ported.
Boggs, WMCA general manager,
was that the "radio industry is not

Holli
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HAPPEN'
ME
Peggy Lee— Mer.

In support of his statement, Mr.t«
'51
Boggs released the following table :
'49

Total Quarter-Hour Ratings — New York Pulse
January — 7-1 1 p.m. — Monday-Friday
—11%
1951 vs 3%1950sion."
—1
3%
vs 1951 ——vvss 6%
1949
— —4%4% — 12%jTOTAL NETWORK AUDIENCE
TOTAL INDEPENDENT AUDIENCE
—17%
vs 40it% \
1949 1950
vs
f
— —26°M
Time
1950 1951
1951 —19%
—16% — 7°/<r
—16%
1949
7:00 pm
14.3 13.0 13.9
18.8 15.8 14.1
25°/. — 38%i
:30
:15
14.4 11.5
13.4 13.5 +
18.1 15.4 13.4 —23%
Mi
13.7
20.4 19.7 18.9 —24%
—
39%112.6
—22%
11.4 11.2
20.6 24.7
18.9 18.2 —25%
9.8 13.5 + 7%
— 32%
25.3 21.2
8:00
11.0
:45
11.1
9.8
20.4
—1
9.6 11.7
12.0 + 19% + 18%
33.3 24.8
—31%!
32.6
10.6
:15
25.0 20.1 — —4%1%
7% — 41°/<t
+
21%
+
9%
11.2
:30
10.0
—
34%*
44°/,
1
:45
20.9
+
22%
—
40%>ti
10.6 + 19% + 6%
8%
35.2
— 8% —42°/ 1
10.3
34.7
9.00
+
12%
8.6
10.1
—37°/,
9.1
:30
9.3
—44°/. *•I
6%
9.5
37.9 28.2 21.3
10.6 + 10% + 14%
35.3
10.3
9.7
21.8
27.3
20.6
39.1 26.8
9.2 10.2 + 20% + 11%
19.2 20.8
28.2
10.2
:15
9.4 10.7
16.8
8.9
35.5
Even
+
7%
9.3
10.00
+
6%
18.8 18.5
:45
9.8
:30
+ 9% + 3%
9.4
10.8
9.4
26.6
:15
10.5 + 9%
16.9
28.1
13.4 12.5
+ 9%
:45
7.7
8.3
12.6
11.6
9.6 ++ 16%
18%
+
12%
18.3
9.5
+ 14%
++ 16%
16% +25%
couples had paid a $50 deposit, Mr
FARM TOUR
Hansen disclosed. Bill Wiseman
manager, estiWOW's Annual Trip Set WOW matespromotion
the tour expenses will cost
FOURTH Annual WOW Farm
about $500 per person.
Study Tour, sponsored by WOW
Omaha, has been scheduled for
Advertising Register
mid-September, Mai Hansen, WOW
farm director, has announced.
A SIZEABLE increase in the num
The tour, limited to WOW
ber of active advertisers was noted -n
farmer listeners, will study plants, in the 36th annual edition of th
Advertising Register,
farms and agriculture schools in Standard
areas near Detroit, Toronto, Que- now in the hands of subscribers
bec, Boston, New York, Akron, R. W. Ferrel, president, said that
Washington, D. C, and Chicago.
these increased listings reflect thc^
Limited to 200 farmers and healthy state of advertising ir
wives, the tour will be made via
He also pointed out that'
special train. A week before the general.
greater
attention
has inbeen
complete
indexing
the given'l^
new ^
volume.
first public announcement, 26 farm to
Philco Report

BNI

the networks, but is the many in j
dependent radio stations. So lom
'51
as the independent
stations con 1
tinue — '5as
1 shown in these figures— I
to deliver more
'49 listeners for the I
advertising
dollar,
then you car !
'50
be sure that radio is here to stay
"Our experience at WMCA," Mr i
Boggs continued, "is that we are]
exposing more listeners to the ad i
vertisers' message despite televi-

SALES of Philco Corp. in the first
three months of 1951 totaled $113,524,000 and set a new record for
any quarter
in the company's
history, it was announced
by William
Balderston, president. In the first
quarter a year ago, sales were
$79,487,000.
' Netexcess
incomeprofits
after taxes
federal income and
in the first quarter of 1951 totaled
$4,354,000 or, after preferred dividends, $1.21 per share of common
stock on each of the 3,525,372
shares outstanding on March 31,
1951. In the corresponding period
last year, net income was $4,074,000 or $1.13 per share on the same
number of shares.

WEBSTER-Chicago sales increased
72% in crease1950,
company byreports.
Inwas attributed
President
R. F. Blash to production of 33% of
all magnetic recorders in the country!*
and "successful promotion" of three-jk'
speed ofrecord
changers
ment
obsolete
units. for replace-c

30 MIN.
KIDDIETRANSCRIBED
SHOWS
For particulars
CHARLES MICHELSOIV. 1m
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
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ocket Actions
INITIAL DECISION
Fort
Myers,
Fla.Examiner
— Robert J.Hecksher.
nitial decision by
D. Bond
to grant new AM station, 1400 kc 250
*■ fulltime.
See
story
this
issue.
Initial decision May 17.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
WMIE Miami, Fla. — Commission anlounced order staying effectiveness of
nitial decision released March 14 recI*
ommending grant of assignment of
from Lincoln Operating Co. as
afa »ermit
rustee for Sun Coast Bcstg. Corp. to
lun Coast itself, pending further reiew by Commission. Order May 17.
WJMR and WNOE
Orleans—
By
nemorandum
opinion New
and order
denied
• etition of WJMR to be made party to
tearing on application of WNOE for
hange in facilities from 1060 kc to
090 kc, increase power etc. WJMR
ontended resulting beat frequency
:vould cause interference. Order May
KYA San Francisco and KVSM San
tfateo, Calif. — Adopted order amendng order of Jan. 9, 1947, designating
iVSM for hearing, to show deletion
if Issue No. 1 pertaining to technical,
■nancial and other qualifications of
pplicants, and Issue No. 3, pertaining
o program proposals of applicants
KYA seeks change from 1260 kc 1 kw* 5 kw-D unl. to 1060 kc 50 kw unl.
)A; KVSM seeks change from 1050 kc
50 w D to 1260 kc 1 kw-N 5 kw-D
51 (ml.).
WJLD Bessemer, Ala. — By memoranlum opinion and order (1) denied petiion for waiver Sec. 1.364 of rules proU'J'iibiting WJLD
multipleto make
applications;
(2)
-HMUrected
selection for
ryirosecution between its applications
-llcf ►n
a) for
at Birmingham
850 CPkc, new
nowstation
pending
in hearing
atus, and (b) application for CP
- : aange transmitter and studio site of
-nyVJLD from Bessemer to Homewood,
?Ua.; (3) ordered WJLD to notify FCC
lothin 10 days from date of release of
-MVnemorandum opinion and order as to
-M'jHhich application it wishes to pro-0)1 j i-cute and which it wishes not to
- lotification,
irosecute; (4)saidthat,
in absenceto ofchange
such
application
-JttfiVJLD location will be dismissed.
omr. Rosel H. Hyde dissented. Order
-!J%Vlay 16.
-31'jf
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
ft
Farmington,
— Valley 1240
Bcstg.
m iranted
new N.
AM M. station
kc Co.
250
riO I v fulltime; estimated cost $10,400. Prinipals:
Marcin
E.
Bowles,
chief
engi:« !leer KERB Kermit, Tex.; Louella M.
5owles, apartment house owner-man.ger, Fort Worth. Granted May 16.
KGEZ from
Kalispell,
rantedto
hange
1340 kcMont.—
250 w G fulltime
00 kc 1 kw fulltime, directional day
Lnd night. Granted May 16.
;2 ?! WLBE Eustis, Fla.— Granted change
note iif main studio from Eustis to Leesburg,

fCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH MAY 17
Sox Scots
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Pending
Appls.Hearinc
in
Grants
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
269
142
AM Stations
2270 2239 136
1*
8
4
FM Stations
651
528
140
404
171
TV Stations
107
74
35
* On the air.

Fla. (790 kc 1 kw fulltime directional).
Comr. Paul A. Walker dissented.
Granted May 16.
FM GRANTS
FCC amended allocation table for
Class nelB229 FM
stations
deleting
from Idaho byFalls,
Ida.,Chanand
adding it to Rexburg, Ida., and deleting Channel 225 from Jacksonville,
N.
C.j andJune
adding
effective
25. it to Dillon, S. C,
Wadesboro,
N.
C— R. AP. Lyon
& Son.
Granted new Class
FM station,
Channel 240 (95.9 mc), 285 w, 440 ft.
ant. Grantee is identified with ownership WADE there. Granted May 16.
Orlando, Fla. — Central Florida Bcstg.
Co. Granted new Class B FM station,
Channel
(100.3 is
mc),licensee
18.5 kw,
300
ft.
ant. 262
Grantee
WORZ
there. Granted May 16.
Following FM stations were granted
changes indicated on May 16.
WAFM ERP
(FM)from
Birmingham,
To
change
515 kw toAla.—
53 kw,
ant. from 840 ft. to 820 ft.
WJBY-FM Gadsden, Ala. — To change
ERP from 1.5 kw to 2.45 kw, ant. from
500 ft. to 78 ft.
WMRC-FM Greenville, S. C— To
change ERP from 79 kw to 3.9 kw, ant.
from 1,173 ft. to 270 ft.; condition.
K O M A - F M Oklahoma City— To
change from Channel 290 (105.9 mc)
to Channel 234 (94.7 mc), ERP from
3.3
900 kw
ft. to 57 kw, ant. from 300 ft. to
WGST-FM
from 345 kw Atlanta—
to 68 kw. To change ERP
WLAV-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.— To
change ERP from 50 kw to 1.75 kw,
ant. from 450 ft. to 210 ft.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KMNS
San Luis of
Obispo,
Granted assignment
licenseCalif.—
from
Pacific Bcstg. Co. to San Luis Bcstg.
Co., co-partnership of J. R. Rider and
M. R. Buck for $20,000 plus. Mr. Rider
is West Coast representative of SESAC
Inc.; Mr. Buck formerly was with
AFRS. Granted May 17.
WNAW North Adams, Mass. — Granted
assignment of license from Neal W.
Welch to Courtlandt Nicoll for $15,000.
Mr. Nicoll is counsel for Vendex Corp.,
New York (Snow Crop orange juice
FCC Actions
distributor), and Greene County Printing Co., Coxsackie, N. Y. Granted
(Continued from page 85)
May 17.
KDAN Oroville, Calif. — Granted as"■% Applications Cont. :
signment of license from Oroville Mercury Co. to J. Stevenson tr/as Oroville
" the
i enseWestern
from Richard
MarylandAubrey
Bcstg. Raese
Co. to Bcstrs.,
assignee agreeing to lease for
WCOR Lebanon, Tenn.— RETURNED
months after grant, with option to
application for acquisition of control six
buy technical equipment for $10,202.
Granted May 17.
iy Warren G. Gilpin through purchase
■f 22 sh. from Roy E. Wood.
KOSA ment Odessa,
— Granted
assignof licenseTex.
from
Southwestern
Bcstg.
Corp.
to
Odessa
Bcstg.
Co.
for
■ Aay 17 Decisions .
$103,150. Principals in Odessa Bcstg.
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
include Cecil L. Trigg, manager and
former 10% owner of KOSA under
Designated for Hearing
80% interest; Wilbur B.
KCIJ Shreveport, La. — Designated for Southwestern,
Stowe and Brooks L. Harman, atl . onsolidated hearing in Washington
torneys, each 10% interest. Granted
May 17.
■ July
23 application
VP new
station (980forkclicense
5 kw toD)cover
and
WJAY Mullins, S. C. — Granted ac: ? I pplication to assign CP to Frequency
quisition of control of licensee, Mullins
:3cstg. System Inc.
& Marion Bcstg. Co., by W. G. Smith
KTHS Hot Springs, Ark.; WNOE
and Dr. Maxcy C. Harrelson through
purchase of 50% interest for $17,223
■>'ew Orleans; for
KGRH Fayetteville,hearing
Ark.
from W. H. Daniels Jr. and W. L.
"Tl-Designated
In Washington Juneconsolidated
25 following appliHarrelson. Mr. Smith, one-third owner,
ations: Bid of KTHS to change from
83i/i sh. from
Daniels
090 kc 10 kw-D 1 kw-N unl. to 1090 buys
Dr. Harrelson
buys Mr.
41 sh.
from and
his
:c 50 kw unL DA-N, move to Little
brother, W. L. Harrelson. Granted
lock and for license renewal; request
May
17.
f WNOE to change from 1060 kc 50
WHSY ofHattiesburg,
Miss.—
:w-D 5 kw-N unl. DA-DN to 1090 kc transfer
control of Hub
CityGranted
Bcstg.
Co., licensee, through sale of 66%%
jOation
kw-Dof 25KGRH
kw-N tounl.change
DA-DN;
fromappli1450 interest
for
$30,000
by
Vernon
J.
Cheek,
:c 250 w unl. to 1090 kc 50 kw unl. Thomas R. Donavan and Dewey H.
JA-N.
Lane to Mrs. Connie I. Holt and D. A.
License Renewal
Matison Jr. Mrs. Holt, who acquires
16%% interest, is wife of Charles Holt,
KQ2XBB The Radio Electronic Teleone-third owner of station. Mr. Matiision School, Detroit — Granted license
son, who acquires 50% interest, is 25%
enewal exp. TV station for period
owner WAML Laurel, Miss. Granted
•tiding 4-1-52.
May 17.
KM2XAZ
Pacific Vide o-Pioneers,
WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va.— Granted
-ong Beach, Calif. — Same.
BROADCASTING
Telecasting

transfer of control of Southern Virginia Bcstg. Corp., licensee, through
sale of 51.1% interest for $20,440 by
Maxey E. Stone, J. Barrye Wall, W. J.
Snyder and W. W. Borum to C. S.
Willis andholders.
eight
stockGrantedother
May present
17.
KRUN Ballinger,
Tex.—
Granted
assignment of license from Runnels
County Bcstg. Co. to new corporation
of same name. Also granted transfer
of 100% control for $24,000 from R. E.
Bruce and five others to M. D. Kennemer Jr., Mary Fleming Kennemer
and Donald Talmadge Phillips. Granted
May 17.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Atlantic City — Press Union Pub. Co.
1490 kc, 250 w fulltime (seeks facilities
assigned to former WBAB there). Filed
May 11.
Atlantic City — Garden State Bcstg.
Co. 1490 kc, 250 w fulltime (seeks
facilities assigned to former WBAB
there). Estimated cost $10,130; first
year operating cost $52,000; first year
revenue $60,000. Co-owners: Herbert
Michels, WNEW New York engineers;
John J. Farina Jr., NBC New York TV
facilities supervisor; Albert Spiro,
WNEW engineer. Filed May 15.
Winder, Ga. — Winder-Monroe Bcstg.
Co. 1300 kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated
cost $20,915; first year operating cost
$36,000; first year revenue $48,000. Principals (each 12.5% owner) include:
President E. D. Stevens, 50% owner
WDWD Dawson, Ga., 45% owner WGRA
Cairo, Ga., 25% owner WFPM Ft.
Valley, Ga., and 13.75% owner Radio
Tuskegee Inc., applicant at Tuskegee,
Ala.; Secretary Ed. J. Young, 1%%
WGRA, 16%% WFPM and 13.75% Radio
Tuskegee;
Vice50%
President
Woodall Jr.,
WDWD,Wm.33%%C.
WGRA, 25% WFPM and 13.75% Radio
Tuskegee; Treasurer Wyman E. Morris,
13.75% Radio Tuskegee; Matthew E.
Williams, 16%% WGRA and WFPM,
13.75%3%%
RadioWGRA,
Tuskegee;
Jr.,
16%%R. Geise"Dozier
WFPM and
13.75% Radio Tuskegee; C. M. Cruickshank, 13.75% Radio Tuskegee; C. H.
Grider, 50% owner Highway Map Pub.
Co., Columbus, Ga. Filed May 11.
Bishop, Calif. — Dr. Harry Morgan
d/b as Inyo Bcstg. Co. 1230 kc, 250 w
fulltime. Estimated cost $14,915; first
year operating cost $24,000; first year
revenue $30,000. Dr. Morgan is 65%
owner KSBW Salinas and 42.5% owner KSTN Stockton, Calif. Filed May 17.

THE
See

BEST

Kings
Mountain,
N. and
C. — Vernon
Fox,
Marshall
T. Pack
Auburn T.
C.
Hayes tr/as
Kings
Mountain
Radiocasting Co. 1220 kc, 500 w daytime.
Estimated cost $14,275; first year operating cost $24,000; first year revenue
$36,000. Mr. Fox is program director
of WEAB
Greer,
S. C; Springs,
Mr. Pack N.manager WFVG
Fuquay
C;
Mr.
manager WFVG.
FiledHayes
May advertising
17.
Woonsocket, R. I. — Woonsocket Bcstg.
Co. 820 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated cost
$12,305; first year operating cost $21,271; first
$25,000.
Principals:year
Raymondrevenue
A. Mailloux,
manager
J. C. Mailloux & Sons Co., furniture
store, general manager and 47.5% owner; announcer,
Jack C. Salera,
WWON director
Woonsocket
program
and
47.5% owner; and Roger A. Nault, law
student,
executive
secretary
and
5%
owner. Filed May 15.
Gladstone, Mich. — M & M Bcstg.
Co. 1490 kc, 250 w fulltime. Estimated
cost $15,210; first year operating cost
$36,000; pfirst
year revenue
Aplicant is licensee
WMAM $44,500.
Marinette,
Wis., and affiliated in ownership with
WBEV Beaver Dam, Wis. Filed May 15.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KMON
Greatof Falls,
Divoluntary transfer
stock Mont.—
owned by
O. S.
Warden,
deceased,
to
Alexander
den, R. D. Warden and EleanorWar-C.
Warden,
May
11. executors of estate. Filed
WSCR ofScranton,
Pa. — Valley
Transfer
control
Lackawanna
Bcstg.of
Co., licensee, through sale of holdings
of 17 present stockholders for $150,000
to David M. Baltimore, general manager WERE Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Filed
May 11.
WJER
Dover,
— Assignment
license from
AgnesOhioJane
Reeves Greerof
to Dover Bcstg. Co., new corporation
owned by Mrs. Greer. Filed May 11.
WEBR Buffalo, N. Y.— Involuntary
transfer of control of Buffalo CourierExpress Inc. (parent firm of WEBR)
from William J. Conners Jr., deceased,
51% owner, to William J. Conners
III, Rita
C. Leopold,
Conners and Marine
Trust Sally
Co. ofAnnBuffalo,
executors of estate. Filed May 16.
KSTV Stephenville, Tex. — Assignment of license from John Blake, individually and as administrator of estate
of Pauline Buckner Blake, for $17,500
to Galen O. Gilbert (66%%), manager
of KGER Long J.Beach,
Calif., and
his
father-in-law,
R. Kincaid,
33%%),
hardware dealer at Decatur, Ark. Filed
MayKEYY
16. Pocatello, Ida.— Transfer of
control from
Calvin L. Hale and seven
others to Clayton S. Hale (40%), Clara
Q. Hale (10%), Arden D. Hale (40%)
and Rachel D. Hale (10%) for assumption of liabilities totaling about $37,000.
Clayton Hale and Arden Hale now own
10% interest each in station. Filed
May 11.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 16, FM 39; TV O. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
WSJBW. St.
Thomas,
John
Boler.
May Virgin
16. FCCIslandsdenied
request for 60-day extension of time
in which to apply for modification of
CP to specify
site and
tenna systemtransmitter
with relation
to anCP
granted Dec. 14, 1949 (1090 kc. 250 w
fulltime.)
WRFD-FM Worthington, Ohio— Peoples Bcstg. Co. CP. May 8. No reason.
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Richards' Case
(Continued from page 27)
relating- to newscasts of KMPC between July 1942 and 1947.
Mr. Cottone's proposed findings
included this point and held that
Mr. Richards was guilty of "deliberate deceit" in permitting his
counsel to claim ignorance of the
existence of Radio Reports Inc., a
commercial monitoring organization. Richards' counsel had alleged
that the Commission "concealed,
suppressed and destroyed evidence"
once available through Radio Reports. The brief contradicted the
Richards' allegation about this
firm, contending persons within the
stations, Mr. Richards and his
counsel, and a publicity organization for the stations had previously
known of Radio Reports' existence.
Mr. Cottone defended charges
against its witnesses as well as the
accusation that the FCC was determined to "persecute" Mr. Richards
because of his "anti-Communistic
and Anti-Administration" views.
He argued that Sec. 309 and
Sec. 307 (d), which require service
in the public interest, made it the
duty of the Commission to conduct
such a proceeding as this. The
brief also recognized that the Communications Act's Sec. 326 provides that there be no censorship
over communications.
Concluding, the FCC observed
that a broadcaster who shows a
disposition to "stack" programming is no less guilty of "deception to the public" than one who
disseminates untruths. The Commission cannot rely on either Mr.
Richards or the applicants to be
"candid and honest" in future
dealings with the FCC, it was
charged by Mr. Cottone, who then
reiterated that the renewal applications should be denied.

NEWSPRINT
WGAR

LICENSE

CLEVELAND newspapers were
quick to defend that city's WGAR,
following issuance of the FCC General Counsel's proposed findings in
which it was urged that license
renewal be denied WGAR as well
as the other two stations of G. A.
(Dick) Richards (see story, page
27).
The Cleveland Plain Dealer was
particularly outspoken, saying that
it felt "confident there is no justification for charges [that it has not
served the public interest] against
WGAR in Cleveland." The editorial concluded: "The FCC should
reject the recommendation of its
chief counsel, and then fire him."
The Cleveland News saw a "free
speechtion to issue"
urgedinto
the court
statake theandmatter
under the fundamental guarantee
that "Congress shall make no law
abridging the freedom of speech, or
of The
the press."
News editorial, which was
published May 16, said in part:
We read that WGAR, Cleveland radio
station, is threatened with loss of its
federal license, in the form of a recommendation from the all-powerful
FCC's counsel
that boardalong
that with
the
license
not be torenewed,
those of two other stations largely
owned by G. A. Richards, of Los Angeles.
After many weeks' testimony, the
general
Richards Loscounsel
Angeles reports
station that
did the
not make
itself sufficiently bi-partisan in the
heated 1948 presidential campaign, but
favored the Republican cause.
So far as we can learn, there is no
similar complaint about WGAR in
Cleveland. . . .
It seems to us there is a free speech
issue in the FCC — if it were to adopt
the recommendations of its counsel —
denying air wave free speech to any
station because its owner was on the
defense
else. . . for
. alleged actions somewhere
Since WGAR is part of the fabric of
citizenship which has a contract with
the government, we urge to go into
SERVICE

OVERSEAS AWARDS
Club Honors Murrow, Smith
EDWARD R. MURROW, CBS
commentator, and Howard K.
Smith, CBS London correspondent, were honored at the twelfth
annual awards dinner of the Overseas Press Club of America in New
York May 16. Mr. Murrow received the award for "best radio
and television interpretation of
foreign news," and Mr. Smith,
whose award was accepted in his
absence from this country by Hubbell Robinson, CBS vice president,
for the "best consistent radio and
television reporting from abroad."
Speakers in a discussion of "The
Press Looks at U. S. Foreign Policy" included H. V. Kaltenborn,
NBC commentator, and Barry
Bingham, Editor, Louisville Times
and Courier- Journal (WHAS-AMTV Louisville). Mr. Murrow acted
as moderator.
Marguerite Higgins, of The New
York Herald Tribune, received the
$500 George Polk Memorial Award.
Page 92
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FIGHT
Cleveland Newspapers Defend Station

RECORD

Cited by John Patt
JOHN A. PATT, general manager
of WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland
and KMPC Los Angeles, last
Thursday emphasized the public
service record of the three stations
under the ownership of G. A.
(Dick) Richards.
Mr. Patt, 25-year veteran of radio, issued his statement in the
wake of the FCC general counsel's
proposed findings that advocated
denial of license renewal to all
three outlets (see story page 27).
The many years and instances of
public service of the Richards' station were cited by Mr. Patt, who
also pointed out: "We've never
denied the facilities of our stations to any recognized spokesman of any accredited pubic service group or political party."
"The final decision as to whether
WJR, WGAR and KMPC should
continue to operate rests, as it
properly should, with the people,
the institutions and the organizations of our three communities who
have known our operations for
many years."

court, whenever that becomes necessary, to determine whether that part
of the contract has been made completely valid (to WGAR) which says:
"Congress shall make no law abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press."
The Plain Dealer editorial, published May 17, said, in part:
As eral
an bureauracy,
example we
of high-handed
call attentionfed-to
the selrecommendation
of
the chief counof the FCC. ...
We do not profess to know what
alleged offenses have been committed
by KMPC in Los Angeles or WJR in
Detroit, but we are confident there is
no justification for charges of this kind
against WGAR. . . .
According to the chief counsel's report, the major crime of which the radio sonal
stations'
is accused New
is a Deal
perdislike owner
of the Roosevelt
and those connected with it. As examples of made
discrimination
a broad-of
cast
by Frederickhe C.cited
Crawford,
Cleveland, president of Thompson
Products, discussing free enterprise,
and one by Sen. John W. Bricker, of
Ohio, assailing socialized medicine.
The very fact that these broadcasts
were tiocited
to justify
n . . . reveals
the the
realrecommendabias in the
case. The chief counsel for the FCC
evidently believes that it is a high
crime and misdemeanor for anyone to
praise the free enterprise system or to
denounce
the .socialistic
proposals of
the
New Deal.
..
The FCC mendation
should
reject
the recomthen fire him. of its chief counsel, and
License Renewals
(Continued from page 27)
(18) N. paragraph
J., N. Y. June
Delete
(b). 1, 1954.
Redesignate paragraph (c) as paragraph (b).
6. Amend Sec. 3.218 as follows:
Delete
paragraph (a) and substitute
the following:
(a) All FM broadcast station licenses
will be issued for a normal license
period of three years. Licenses will
be issued to expire at the hour of 3
a.m.. EST in accordance with the following schedule and at three-year intervals
thereafter.*1
on page 27.
(Same
as AM
schedule.)
Delete paragraph
(b).
6. Amend Sec. 3.618 as follows:
Delete Sec 3.618 and substitute the
following:
Sec. 3.618
— All will
television
broadcast
station
licenses
be issued
for a
normal license period of one year.
Licenses will be issued to expire at
the hour of 3 a.m. EST in accordance
with the following schedule and at one
year
(1) intervals
Del., Pa.,therafter.2*
Tenn., Ky., Ind., and
Tex., August 1951.
(2) Md., D. C, Va.. W. Va., Ohio,
Mich., Wyo., Nev., Ariz., Utah, N. Mex.,
and Idaho, October 1951.
(3) N. C,1951.
S. C, 111., Wis., and Calif.,
December
(4) Fla, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
Iowa, Mo., Wash., Ore., Alaska and
Hawaii, February 1952.
(5) Ala. Ga„ Minn., N. D., S. D.,
Mont., Colo.. Conn., Maine, Mass.,
N. H„ R. I., and Vt., April 1952.
(6) Ark., La., Miss., Kan., Okla.,
Neb., N. J., and N. Y.. June 1952.

Stop Costsupply
Rise — and
Johnscos
NEWSPRINT
were discussed last week by Pri
Stabilizer Michael V. DiSalle ai
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col'l*
chairman, Senate Interstate Cor|
merce Committee, in an exchanil
of letters.
Sen. Johnson asked Mr. DiSai j::
to take action to stop "the ne i
price gouge" upon being inform* t
on "good authority" that newsprii |manufacturers were preparing I
announce an increase in price <j.
about $9 a ton.
Sen. Johnson was informed H;
Mr. DiSalle that R. M. Fowlej
director of Canada's Defense Prut:
duction Authority, advised tl t
pricing
the of
"rumored
increase office
in thethatprice
newspriif:i i

was
thanhada rumor."
Ejt
said no
Mr. more
Fowler
assured hiif
that the price agency would lj
notified of any impending increase
and that the Canadian defense un 1
would take action if necessary. M j,
Fowler had added, however, tht
there had been "considerable
grumbling" about present new;
print prices, Mr. DiSalle said.
Sen. Johnson told Broadcastin \
• Telecasting that he does ncj
contemplate further action.
At the same time, the Nation:
Production Authority told repre
sentatives of the magazine industr
last week that no allocation pre
gram appears to be necessary fo
the magazine industry. Howevei
NPA suggested
the industry
develop
a conservation
programitsel1t
reduce waste and thus provide
"margin of safety."
Also disclosed by NPA: Tb
printing industry is being giveifet:
"high consideration" of criticall;
short metals needed because of it:
importance to defense and essentia itr:
lid
civilian programs;
no inventory [a
limits on paper is contemplated L
loss of Swedish pulp would nohurt production of American milMeIS
and a reserve pulp program i?
being prepared.

NATIONAL
NIELSEN RATINGS TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TotalUrban
U. S. Area,
Including
Small-Town,
Farn
and
— and including
and Homes
Non-Telephone
Homes) Telephom
EXTRA-WEEK APRIL 8-14, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Curren
Current
%
Rank Program
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
Homei
J:
Ratint
2 Jack Benny Show (CBS)
34 Charlie
Godfrey'sMcCarthy
Talent Scouts
(CBS)
Show (CBS)
1316.:;
5 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
-* Renewals of licenses will be granted
6 Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
for the period specified in the rule;
1213.:;
78 Red
(CBS)(CBS)
Provided, However, that if as a result
12.L
Life Skelton
with Luigi
of the transition from the present
12.:
9 Mystery Theatre (CBS)
schedule to the proposed schedule the
10 Father Knows Best (NBC)
period for which a license is renewed
is four months or less the licensee may
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co. lie
within 30 days of the expiration date
11.<
of such renewed license file, in lieu of
12.1 i
renewal application (FCC Form 303), a Meeker Expands
written
application
under
oath
for
the
next renewal of license which shall
13<
consist of (1) a request that its license THREE-WAY expansion of Robert
be renewed and (2) a statement that no Meeker Assoc. Inc., New York, was
substantial changes have been made
in its ture
operations
or in its
its plans
for fu- announced last week. The radio
operations since
last renewal
and TV station representative firm
application; or if changes have been has moved to larger quarters at
made fying
or suchproposed
a
statement
specichanges. Upon review of
same address, 521 Fifth Ave.
such statement the Commission may the
grant a renewal of license for the full Ben Conway and Mary Ann Meany j
period provided for in the rule; or if have joined the staff. KFSB Joplin,
the Commission
formation it may requires
require additional
the filing in-of Mo., and KOKX Keokuk, Iowa,
renewal application (FCC Form 303).
have been added to its client list.
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ABC

Sale Dead?

(Continued from page 25)
efore the discussions were terTit minated.
In his statement on the past few
reeks' negotiations, issued Wediesday, Mr. Noble said CBS Board
Chairman William S. Paley approached him "about three weeks
-'.Sajlgo."
In the ensuing discussions, he
aid, "a merger of ABC and CBS,
lesigned to create the strongest
adio and television networks yet
|o be conceived, was suggested."
"CC's duopoly rules caused an expansion of these to include "various
ther parties, who expressed de%ire to own radio and television
- facilities that could not legally
! absorbed into a combined ABCr BS company," Mr. Noble reported,
r." Hie did not identify the "various
her parties."
™ ' This plan, he said, was rejected
Kta j,y himself and associates when
18 ■ lit soon became apparent that (it)
-7-H^ould weaken the remaining ABC
: "-iiiadio and television networks,"
hough the offer "was very at-* "ractive, both financially, and other-i vise."
Cites Expansion
es i! 'I
"We felt that the plan was un.: ijiair to ABC advertisers, ABC af:;pr filiates, and our organization who
ad built ABC in eight years from
small radio network of 116 staff ions, doing $12 million of business,
-tfo a radio network of 290 stations
4 |nd a television network of over
jO stations, doing an annual busiof about $65 million," Mr.
voble nessasserted.
B 1 Mr. Noble said he was then ofm jered — "by an interested party
jjther than CBS" — $15 a share for
is own approximately 57% insrest in ABC.
This would have
ielded him an estimated $13.5
dllion, compared with his initial
ayment of $8 million for ABC.
ile rejected it, Mr. Noble said,
because I would not accept an ofer not available to all stockholders
nd because, as I have said, I have
o interest in a 'sell-out' which
•Ait i ,ould take me away from the
development of television and ra*io.»
Next United Paramount proposed
merger with ABC, in which ABC
Stockholders would receive United
■'aramount preferred stock and
- warrants for shares of United
j'aramount common stock. This
'i^fras turned down "because we are
"iterested only in a real partnerhip whereby ABC stockholders
fould share more fully in the
•rowth of radio and television
hrough
ownership
of greater
mounts of equity securities and
hrough exercise of more proporionate voting representation."
Mr. Noble concluded:
"My associates and I have been
el omplimented by the recognition
r iven the value of ABC by our cometitors and by others who have
tudied the operation of our comany.
"We will continue
ROADCASTING

ABC radio and ABC television and
are convinced that we will continue our growth and progress and
better serve the public in both
fields. We have but one objective
— the improvement of the position
of the ABC, its personnel, stockaffiliates of
and his
advertisers."
At theholders,
outset
statement
Mr. Noble said that he would not
be inattentive to further offers, if
he considered them good enough.
"Over the past two years," he
said, "I have frequently stated that,
as a representative of our stockholders, affiliates and advertisers,
I would always listen to proposals
that would strengthen and improve
ABC and better equip our networks
to service the public.
"This statement remains true
today."
Football Revolt?
(Continued from page 34)
ed small colleges only slightly. Admissions have dropped only 15%
from the peak enrollment year,
1948, he said, but there is no change
in the number of paid admissions
per student.
The 1950 decline per game in the
Philadelphia area was felt mainly
by the four large colleges — Pennsylvania, Princeton, Temple and
Villa Nova — where male student
enrollment was down 8.6%, Mr.
Jordan said. Attendance was off
15%, due partly to loss in students,
partly to bad weather and partly
to new TV set owners. This fall
more than half the set owners will
be out of the novelty period in the
area, he said.
"U. of Pennsylvania is now in a
position to cash in on the longrange promotion potential of television," Mr. Jordan said. "They
want to televise, as you know. But
an arbitrary decision, based on
other people's fears, threatens to
prevent them, and other similar
colleges, from ever learning how
valuable television can be.
' NCAA Plan Hit
"The proposed NCAA plan cannot provide an answer. It limits
live, public telecasting in an area
like this to a few big colleges which
can get on a network. An individual
college can televise only one home
game on this network.
"There is no provision whatever
to study the promotional effect of
television on the individual college
in its own community after the TV
novelty has worn off. This plan may
benefit a few big, nationally-known
colleges, but it leaves hundreds of
local schools completely out in the
cold.
"When you deny an individual
college the right to decide whether
it wants to televise its own games
in its own home area, you destroy
a local asset that never can be replaced by a national institution.
"What right, for example, has
any national group to tell Georgia
Tech what it can or cannot do in
a promotional way in Atlanta?
"Atlanta is important to Tech —
just as Tech is important to Atlanta. What possible excuse can
there be for any national group to

to operate
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limit what Tech does in Atlanta
while they send in the games from
Yale or Harvard, Michigan or Alabama? No other sport in the
United States ever has permitted
such invasion of local community
rights.
"I cannot believe that the colleges would have voted for such a
plan if they had known what it
was going to be. The Dallas vote,
as you probably know, was not
based on this plan. It simply authorized acommittee to develop a
testing program.
"All the committee appears to
have done is to hand over local,
community rights to a few big colleges and big advertisers. I think
it is illegal — as well as harmful to
college sports.
"This is just about the worst
year that could have been chosen
for such action. Student enrollment will decline sharply as
hundreds of thousands of students
enter the services. Individual colleges are going to need local public
support and promotion to weather
these days of rising costs and declining enrollments.
Alumni Stake
"The alumni of most institutions
should be vitally concerned. They
not only will lose the pleasure of
seeing the games they cannot attend in person, but may be called
upon financially to help make up
for the loss in public support that
such a plan may bring about.
"What do you think the Philadelphia Phillies would have said
about a plan like that? By using
the full promotion potential of their
local radio and TV back of a fine
team they had a 50% increase in
attendance. They also got a big
check for television rights. Do you
think they would have wanted the
Giants and Yankees and Dodgers
taking that time and money away
from them in Philadelphia? Of
course not — and neither should any
individual college which values its
home community, and its operating
budget.
"If the NCAA plan is permitted
to go on year after year it will
eventually hurt one of the biggest
assets an individual college has, its
local community support. I sincerely hope this will not be permitted to happen. Whether it does
of not, depends largely upon the
action which you and I, as alumni,
see fit to take.
"The Southwestern Conference,
I believe, voted solidly against any
invasion of their rights for local
decision. They are not yet on a
television' network and may be
spared this NCAA blight. But
other colleges, like the U. of Pennsylvania and Georgia Tech, are now
in this national package and
will have their community rights
handed over to others unless they
do something about it."
Mr. Jordan described a joint promotional campaign in which radio
and TV stations are joining with
advertisers and manufacturers to
help sell baseball attendance as
well as products. While the season is not far enough along to pro-

WCMB

GRANT

Opposed by WHGB, Cottone
EXCEPTIONS to an initial decision proposing the grant of f ulltime
facilities to WCMB Lemoyne, Pa.,
were filed with the FCC last week
by WHBG Harrisburg, Pa., and by
Benedict P. Cottone, FCC general
counsel.
The proposed decision by Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison was opposed in its entirety by WHGB as
contrary to the evidence and therefore contrary to law. General
Counsel Cottone excepted on engineering grounds but did not ask
oral argument. WHGB requests
oral argument.
The decision would grant WCMB
transfer from 1 kw daytime on 960
kc to 5 kw fulltime on 1460 kc,
using a directional antenna
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 30].
This decision would deny the
competitive bid of WHGB to change
from 250 w fulltime on 1400 kc to
the 1460 kc assignment which
WCMB would receive. WCMB's
proposed grant was conditioned on
licensing of WHP Harrisburg to
operate on 580 kc with 5 kw fulltime. WHP now operates 5 kw day
and 1 kw night on 1460 kc but holds
a CP for the 580 kc shift.
WHGBsorted to argues
the examiner
the highly
improper "redevice of merely reciting allegations
and claims, failing to resolve conflicts in testimony."
The ofstation's
counsel,
George S. Smith
Segal,
Smith & Hennessey, denied that
comparison of past and proposed
programming of these applicants
should be the "principal factor," as
contended by the examiner.
vide definite data, he said "this
much is certain": In many major
league parks, baseball's advance
ticket sales are the largest in history; major league attendance in
April, with fewer games rained
out, was 11% ahead of last year;
radio and TV rights fees alone are
nearly as large as the entire gate
receipts of the National League in
1940, baseball's biggest pre-war
year; pension and welfare funds for
players have been guaranteed for
the next six years by World Series
sportscasting rights; the industry
is giving baseball the largest
amount of promotion ever given.
Nearly 1,000 radio stations have
sold an average of two hours daily
to 5,000 participating advertisers,
Mr. Jordan ?aid. The audience
rating, he continued, "is between
10 and 15, better than any individual average daytime rating
prior to television.
"That's just one example of how
American ingenuity can meet a new
problem. Baseball is finding a way
to live and prosper with television.
Radio, also, is finding that it has
a great undeveloped local potential
— not dominated by big-name network programs. By developing
that potential, radio can be as big —
or bigger — than it ever was."
May 21, 1951
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NBC PROMOTION MEETINGS
OPEN IN NEW YORK
FIRST of series of five regional NBC radio
station promotion managers' meetings opens
today (Monday) in New York, to be attended
by 34 representatives of stations located in
East. Workshop clinics for discussion of summer and fall promotion and to acquaint affiliates
with network plans for observance of its 25th
anniversary will also be held in Chicago on
Wednesday, Atlanta on Thursday, Dallas next
Monday, and Los Angeles May 30.
Speakers at New York meeting to include
George W. Wallace, NBC manager of radio
advertising and promotion; John K. Herbert,
NBC radio vice president and general sales
manager; Charles C. Barry, vice president for
radio network programs; William F. Brooks,
vice president for public relations; Pat Steel,
audience promotion supervisor; Sydney H.
Eiges, vice president for press and information; Clyde L. Clex, station promotion supervisor; James Brown, BBDO promotion and
publicity manager; James Hagen, U. S. Steel
Corp. public relations representative; John
Stilli, WBZ Boston sales promotion manager;
A. N. Bendej, WHAM Rochester promotion and
publicity director; Norman Glenn, NBC sales.
Speakers at Chicago meeting to include
Charles N. Kerr, sales promotion manager of
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., and Arthur Farlow
of J. Walter Thompson Co.
RADIO, TV GET SPECIAL
RCA CO-OP CREDIT
BAB reported Friday that conversations with
RCA officials at Camden had made clear that
RCA's factory-controlled advertising campaign, started in March and continuing
through this month, includes 75-25 dealer
cooperative advertising credit allowable for
radio and/or television as well as newspapers.
BAB said RCA had notified dealers and distributors that "it is not our intention to restrict
in any way our distributors or dealers from
using radio or television to support our campaigns . . . any claim covering radio and television activities during the March and April
program in support of our national campaign
will be allowable for 75-25 credit on the same
basis as newspapers." BAB noted that 75-25
credit has been extended for May, after which
usual 50-50 credit will prevail.
CBS, HYTRON MEETINGS
BOTH CBS and Hytron Radio & Electronics
Corp. scheduling stockholders meetings June
13 to pass on Columbia's acquisition of manufacturing plant and subsidiaries [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16], with prospect
for consummation of deal about fortnight
thereafter if approved. Terms involve exchange
of stock in equivalent of $20 million deal.
ABC NET INCOME UP
ABC reports net income after federal taxes
for first three months of 1951 was $222,000, or
13 cents per share on 1,689,017 shares of $1par common stock outstanding, compared with
$93,000, or 5 cents per share, for first three
months of 1950.
Page 94
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JOINT HEARING SET
IN 1090 KC CASE
PROGRAM, legal and technical issues reported
by FCC Friday in consolidated hearing set
June 25 on applications of John D. Ewing's
KTHS Hot Springs, Ark., to increase power
to 50 kw, move to Little Rock and for license
renewal, and competitive applications of
KGRH Fayetteville, Ark., and James A. Noe's
WNOE New Orleans for 1090 kc frequency
of KTHS, declared "available" by Commission
year ago upon expiration of certain provisions
of former North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 18, Aug. 14, April 17, 1950].
KTHS. which has sought improved assignment on
1090 kc since 1944, asks change from 10 kw day,
1 kw night
Springs
50 kw
fulltime,
directional night,atatHotLittle
Rock.to In
earlier
proceeding,
KTHS' phis,bids
to increase
moveHot toSprings
West MemArk., and
replace power,
KTHS at
with
new outlet on 550 kc under same ownership, had
been denied in April 1950 along with competitive
application
Palmer'sat Hot
Springs on
Broadcasting Co. of
for C.newE. station
Hot Springs
1090
kc with 50 kw fulltime.
In new case, WNOE seeks change from 50 kw
day, 5 kw night on 1060 kc, directional day and
night, totional 50day and
kw day,
nightalso
on has
1090 petitioned
kc, direcnight.25 kw
WNOE
FCC
revoke,
deletefromor 250
modify
KTHS' on
license.
KGRH to seeks
change
w fulltime
1450
kc to 50 kw fulltime on 1090 kc, directional night.
Among posed
issues,
FCC
posed
question
whether
proKTHS operation would result in unlawful
overlap with KWKH Shreveport, La., 50 kw outlet
on 1130 kc also owned by Mr. Ewing. Another issue
related to question of conflict by any of three proposed operations "with any international agreewhich confirmation.
U. S. is party.It specifies
New NARBA
awaitingment" toSenate
1090 kcis
as Class I-B for KTHS and WBAL Baltimore.
FCC

DENIES

EXTENSION

WJAX-TV Jacksonville "did nothing during
the entire seven months between August 1948
and April 1949" to implement construction of
its authorized TV station for Channel 2, FCC
has told U.S. Court of Appeals for District of
Columbia. Brief filed in conjunction with case
slated for early June, in which City of Jacksonville (WJAX-AM-FM) is appealing Commission denial of time extension to complete
construction (see earlier story, page 66).
SANKA REPLACEMENT
SANKA COFFEE DIV., General Foods, New
York, to sponsor Who's Whose, audience participation show, as summer replacement for
The Goldbergs, Monday, 9:30-10 p.m., on
CBS-TV, effective June 25. The Goldbergs is
not expected to return in fall, but Sanka is
planning another show in its place. Sanka
agency is Young & Rubicam, New York.
TV BOOSTS

FC&B

BILLINGS

TELEVISION reportedly is primarily responsible for overall national increase in business
of 26% for Foote, Cone & Belding, during first
quarter of this year compared with same
period in 1950. Television billings, however,
were
media. "much higher" than 26% gain for all
TV

AUCTION

ENDS

TELEVISION set auction of Monarch-Saphin
Inc., in New York, (see story page 64) ended
Friday after four days in which 7,000 sets
were sold for $1,400,000, according to firm.

technical research division of FCC, and A. ]|
Mcintosh, chief of allocation and treaty diva
sion, remain in running, however. If Mclnto^ \
gets
engineer's job, Loeber is natur:
as his chief
successor.
NEW TECHNIQUES in commercial progran
ming are being evolved as a result of adve
tiser pressure on rates, first exemplifit]
through cross-the-board network cuts. Or
important group operation has found it po:9
sible to double its spot rates through sp< 1
cialized formats. Announcement shortly wil
be made on plan (watch these pages).

SWEETS CO. OF AMERICA, Hoboken, N. .J
(Tootsie Roll), through its agency, Moselle ]
Eisen, New York, planning to add 10 cities tJ
its current 20 major television cities schedu^ I
of spot announcements effective end of May. |

INDICATIONS are that those hearings o j
NARBA before Senate Foreign Relations Con 1
mittee could be delayed until as late as earl 1
fall. Proposed pact, providing for allocatio ]
of frequencies among North American com I
tries, has been in Senate since February, bv I
stymied by consideration of other emergenc I
issues. Right now, Committee concerned wit |
foreign policy study in relation to MacArthn
recall; next wants to go into foreign aid pre
SUPREME COURT, aiming for summer ac
journment by early June, has only today (Ma 1
gram.
21) or next Monday (May 28) in which to aril
nounce color television decision. Howevei I
Court spokesman, noting number of outstanc |
ing cases, conceded possibility it may be necee
sary to have third decision day (June 4).
RADIO, TV SUPPLY
ADEQUATE, NPA INFORMED
PRESENT supplies of radio, television an
household appliances are "fairly adequate" i
most sections of the country to meet civilia
requirements, an advisory committee told Na
tional Production Authority late last week.
NPA said it was working on a recommenda
tion which would have effect of giving repai
shop owners priority rating on replacemen
parts for household repair equipment. Spo
shortages were reported in several items, in
eluding certain types of radio and televisioi
tubes.
SUPPORT TO RESERVATIONS
LATE COMMENTS supporting educationa
reservation proposal of FCC's revised propose
TV allocation plan received Friday from Or
leans Parish School Board, New Orleans, am
Racine (Wis.) Public Library, latter askinj
for UHF reservation locally. Other late filing
supporting reservation from U. of Kentucky
Lexington; Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
and Brown U., Providence, R. I. (See earl;
story page 64).
TV SETS TO 48 STATES
SHIPMENTS of TV receivers to dealers b;
manufacturers totaled 1,814,767 for first quar
ter of 1951, according to Radio-Televisioi
Mfrs. Assn. Shipments amounted to 600,583 ii
January, 619,122 in February and 595,042 ii
March. RTMA figures show factory deliverie:
into all 48 states and District of Columbia.
WAAB TO JOIN ABC
WAAB Worcester, Mass., 5 kw fulltime on 144(
kc, headed by Bruff W. Olin Jr., to become
ABC's radio affiliate there effective Oct. 15
replacing WORC, network said Friday.
BROADCASTING
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Look as you may, you'll find nothing else like the
Havens and Martin stations in Richmond, Virginia.
They're unique.
Unique in their coverage of the AM, FM, and TV
fields . . . the only audio
and video institution in Richmond.
Unique in tradition and reputation. Since 1926,
when WMBG went on the air, Havens and Martin stations
have stood for pioneer planning, long-range thinking,
and the fullest measure of broadcast service.
Unique in sales. Ask any Blair man.

WMBG

^

WTVRtv
wcod™

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
Affiliates of National Broadcasting Company
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Where
did

this

come

car

from?

Most of us think that new cars come
from big auto-making cities.
But the fact is, new automobiles are
assembled in these cities— but their hundreds of parts come from every state in
the union!
Bringing in these parts involves plenty
of expert timing. A few missing pieces

can slow up production seriously. A few
missing doorhandles can stop an assembly
line!

IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.

But the auto makers never let that line
stop. They keep their cars rolling by using
the speed of planes. They bring in needed
parts by Air Express!
Today, with increased production for
defense, Air Express speed helps keep the
tanks and planes rolling, too. Whatever
your business, here are the unique advantages you can enjoy with regular use
of Air Express:

IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT— One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.
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CHALK UP two new pieces of AM business for
ABC: General Foods, effective July 1, takes
over five 15-minute segments of Don McNeil's
Breakfast Club, replacing General Mills,
through Roy Durstine Inc. Sylvania has purchased half-hour Sunday afternoon, with
Sammy Kaye, beginning in September, through
Young & Rubicam.
ADVERTISING RESEARCH BUREAU Inc.
(ARBI) to test radio's effectiveness as compared with newspapers for Macy's, New York,
and WOR. Still undecided: Will store or station write copy? Meanwhile Marshall Field,
Chicago, (which is affiliated with WJJD) will
do quarterly study of two media over year's
period rather than one-shot originally planned,
in cooperation with WBBM.
SUCCESS of ARBI's point-of-sale technique
has two major organizations interested — National Retail Dry Goods Assn. and Broadcast
Advertising Bureau. NRDGA merely keeping
eyes on results produced by tests but BAB
plans to do radio promotion project based on
analysis of 51 ARBI surveys by commodity
groupings.
THOUGH OFFICIAL figures are not available, NBC is expecting this month to wind up
as biggest business month since Joseph H. McConnell assumed network presidency Oct. 7,
1949. Bulk of increase coming from TV.
IT MAY never be confirmed nor even denied,
but this is paraphrase of what happened just
before President Truman sent Wayne Coy's
renomination to Senate last Tuesday for seven
year term: "If you want to reappoint me, sir,
please do so now — before I change my mind
again."
NUMBER of substantial ABC affiliates, separately and collectively, considering rejection of
network's 15% rate cut, to be borne entirely by
affiliates. Certain affiliates are talking independent operation. They contend they took what
amounted to rate cut when free hours to network were increased from 16 to 21 within past
year.
REORGANIZATION of ABC into semi-autonomous divisions to function under vice presidents will shortly be announced by President
Robert Kintner. Ernest Lee Jahncke will become vice president in charge of network radio,
with James V. Connally in charge of radio
owned and operated station division. Alexander Stronach Jr. will assume charge of network TV and Slocum Chapin will be in charge
of owned and operated TV stations.
KELLOGG Co., through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
has given ABC-TV notice that if network proceeds with contract of Ralston-Purina Co., St.
Louis, for Space Patrol, (ABC-TV, Saturdays
6-6:30 p.m.), slated to start June 9, it will
drop sponsorship of Space Cadet, three times
weekly, and put program on NBC-TV. Kellogg in addition is putting half-hour version
of Space Cadet on NBC-TV, Saturdays, 7-7:30
(Continued on page 9U)
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Upcoming
May 29: Hearing on Nomination of FCC Chmn.
Wayne Coy. Open. Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, G-16, U. S. Capitol.
May 31 -June 2: National Sales Executive Convention, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
June 4-6: NARTB Board of Directors, NARTB
Headquarters, Washington.
June 5: NARTB Inaugural Dinner, Hotel Statler,
Washington.
(More Upcomings on page 71)
Bulletins
AMERICAN CHICLE Co. (Dentine Chewing
Gum), New York, to place spot announcement
campaign for late June or early July, through
Badger, Browning & Hersey, New York.
DANCER- FITZGERALD - SAMPLE, New
York, considering eight-week radio spot campaign in 45 markets for Clorets (chlorophyl
gum).
RADIO OUTPUT HOLDS LEVEL
AS TV RATE DECLINES
RADIO set production held up well in April,
dropping only 5% below first quarter rate as
against 36% decline in TV output, according
to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Radio output during month totaled 1,337,042,
consisting of 644,527 home sets, 150,494 portables and 542,021 auto receivers. Portable output was up slightly, auto sets were off small
amount but home radios were down, compared
to March (five-week month).
TV output totaled 469,157 sets in April.
Four-month total is 2,668,826 sets.
Of home radios, 16% or 99,907 had FM
audio circuits. In addition 27,142 TV receivers had FM tuners.
SALES SERVICE DEPT.
SEPARATED BY CBS
SEPARATION of CBS Sales Service Dept.
into two divisions — AM and TV — announced
Friday, effective June 18, with Robert F.
Jamieson, of DuMont TV Network, to be manager of CBS TV network Sales Service Dept.
and Thomas P. Maguire, who has handled
both radio and TV sales service, to head radio
network Sales Service Dept. Coordination of
sales service remains under William J. Fagan;
Benjamin Margolis to continue as TV sales
service contract manager.
Guy C. Cunningham, sales manager of CBSowned WEEI Boston, named to new post of
director of sales presentations — AM for CBS
Radio Sales, effective June 4.
SMALL BUSINESS MEETING
CONFERENCE of Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. members in small business category (500
or fewer employes) will be held June 5 during
RTMA annual convention at Stevens Hotel,
Chicago (early story page 66). Problems covering procurement, materials and other operations will be discussed, according to Glen McDaniel, RTMA president.

Business
BLEACH
Chatham,
radio spot
markets.

Briefly

BUYING $ Chatham Chemical Co
N. J. (Duo White bleach), buyin
campaign in several South Carolin
Agency, Earl Bothwell, New York

RELIGIOUS SERIES $ American So
Clinic, Huntington Park, Calif., May 27 startc
for 52 weeks American Soul Clinic Hour on £
ABC Pacific stations, Sun., 2 :30-3 p.m. Agenc
J. M. Camp & Co., Chicago
AGENCY NAMED # Chr. Bjelland & C
(King Oscar kippered herrings, snacks, sa
dines) names Duane Jones, New York, ;
agency.
AZRAEL NAMES # Azrael Adv. Agenc
Baltimore, names Richard S. Robbins Pri
Agency, New York, to handle prizes for A
rael's 100 syndicated shows Lucky Social S
curity Numbers.
CONTI SCHEDULE # J. B. Williams C,
New York (Conti shampoo) starting TV sp
schedule in six markets in mid-June. Agenc
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, New Yoi;
NCAA TV GROUP STUDIES
FOOTBALL PROPOSALS
"REASONABLE progress" toward sponsor?
telecasts of college football games in autur
made by National Collegiate Athletic As?
TV steering group, Chairman Tom Hamiltc
U. of Pittsburgh, said late Friday at concl
sion of Philadelphia meeting (see sports ston

page
25). definite decided, he said, since dez:
Nothing
line for acceptance of sponsor proposals I
June 28. NCAA is acting under legal advi j
he said. Proposals for theatre, Phonevisi,
and Skiatron telecasts being encouraged,
added.
HOUSE COMMITTEE REMOVES
RADIO-TV TAX BOOST
PROPOSED increase of radio-TV set exc
tax from 10% to 15% killed Friday morni
by House Ways & Means Committee, reve
ing previous action. Committee wound up ci
rent study of tax bill and recessed subject
call of chairman, probably June 5 or 6.
that time final vote will be taken on each
its provisions.
Excise tax action covers radio and TV
ceivers, phonographs and records, and otl
musical instruments. Loss in anticipated ex
revenue estimated by committee at around !;
million. Tax legislation estimated to raise
other $7.1 billion annually though Presid
had asked $10 billion boost.
LEVER BROTHERS,
RENEWS 'THEATRE'
LEVER
New York, renew!
Lux Radio Theatre, Mon., 9-10 p.m. on C
effective Aug. 27 for 52 weeks (see ear1
story page 24). Show takes summer hiaj
July
27. J. Walter Thompson Co., J>j
York, 2-Aug.
is agency.
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BOTH

THE

DALLAS

AND

FT WORTH

TV

MARKETS

Analysis of reports submitted by the Telephone Answering Services in
Dallas and Fort Worth for five Advertisers, using KRLD-TV for direct
consumer selling show:
Advertiser
DALLAS
FORT WORTH
A
692
329
B
1030
1009
C
1910
1005
D
4085
1 809
E
526
1 24
TOTAL
DALLAS
8243 — FORT
WORTH
4276
The Fort Worth calls represent 51.8% of the calls received in Dallas.
951 POPULATION DALLAS COUNTY 612,318
951 POPULATION

FT. WORTH

(Tarrant County) 359,157

Weighed against population comparisons and against the distribution of
TV receiving sets in the north Texas area, the telephone record gives proof
positive that KRLD-TV completely and effectively covers the Dallas-Fort
Worth TV markets...
this is why

is your
EXCLUSIVE CBS OUTLET
FOR THE DALLAS-FORT
WORTH AREA
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Area South,
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IN THIS BROADCASTING

Shell Oil Company, using newscasts at 7:30 A, M., 6:30 P.M. and 11:30 P.M.,
Monday

thru Friday, finds WFBR

pays off in 3

widely separated time segments.

Any time's good time on WFBR!
Sounds like an ad man's idea of a hot slogan,
doesn't it?
It happens to be true! Shell Oil Company

found

that out with their early morning — early evening —
late evening pattern.
Other advertisers — dozens of them — are using
WFBR time all around the clock to sell profitably.
Because of this, WFBR has built a number of salesminded participation shows, scattered strategically
through the day and night.
Any WFBR salesman or your John Blair man can
tell you about availabilities.

f1

sR0At>C

WFBR

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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ABC, UPT Aim for July Merger
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Coy Renamed, Senate Hearing Tomorrow
FBI Probes Radio-TV Baseball Rights
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Radio Still Best, NBC and CBS Promotion Show. ...
ANA, Affiliates Committee To Meet
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16
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"I

always

set

my

watch

It's all right with us, but better be careful.
You really ought to break the habit of setting your watch, say, by Jack Benny's voice,
even though you've been hearing him at the
same time for sixteen years. You should know
there can be a gap of anywhere from 3 to 30
seconds between radio's official time signal
(the hourly "beep") and the start of a program.
Chances are you know better. It's just a
habit with you.
Just as it's a habit to turn on the radio
for a favorite comedian, or to find out whether
the road's safe for driving, or whether school
keeps; or to learn the path of the hurricane
or the course of the battle.
In one generation, radio has become perhaps the most typical American habit. More
of a habit than the Sunday drive (we own
The

-

mby

the

radio

more radios than automobiles). More of a
habit than taking a bath (we own more radios
than bathtubs). Most Americans would find
it hard to live without a radio. It almost ranks
with meals as something we couldn't regularly do without.
This habit of listening is a most useful one
for advertisers!
Through radio, customers make their own
daily or weekly appointment with the advertiser. . . come to him deliberately, time after
time, ready to listen to what he has to say.
What you have to say, and what you have
to sell, can very easily become a habit with
millions of people, through radio.
''■GREATEST HABIT: listening to CBS. 23% more people listen here
than anywhere else.
** GREATEST ADVERTISING HABIT: CBS, where 15% more is invested than on any other network.

Columbia

Broadcasting

System

COMPARATIVE

NETWORK

SHOWSHEET

Personna Blades
Gabriel Header
Bromo Seltzer
Hollywood
Star
Prhouse(177)R
Steel
IBCU.S.Symphony

US Army & Air
with
Forces,R Flanagan
Let's Go
Music Program

ABC
Milton Cross
'9:00 AM Opera SAlbum
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

Voice ol Prophecy, V&P Inc.
(105)
«
Message ol
Israel
S

SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
Elder Michaux
World News Happiness Hour
E. Power Biggs
S
Christian Ref.
BackChurch
lo God
Trinity
'309Choir
RadioClassBible
Church ol Air
S

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00

Fine Arts
Quartet
S

11:15
11:30

Voice of
Prophecy

NegroChoirs
College
S

The Christian
In Action
S

ffl)
Salt Lake City
Tabernacle
Invitation to
S
Learning*

Everett
Holies
Dixie 4
N 'western
Quartet U
Review
S

11:45
12:00 N
12:15 PM
12:30

News
S
TEA
Co-op
Piano
Playhouse

82:45
1:15

SammySerenade
Kayo's
Sun.
S
M~
\\

Platform
People's

College Choirs
Co-op

Howard K.
Smith
Richfield
(35)
C. Collingwood
Your
Invitation
to Music

Hazel Markel
Dawn Bible
Frank & Ernest
William
Hitiman
Organ
Moods

Co-op
NBC
World News
Leon Pearson
Wormwood
Forest
S
We(9:30-10
Remember
Spl)
Hudson Coal
D&H Miners
Spl
(14)
National
Radio Pulpit
S
ArtOr.ofPeale
Living
S
News
Highlights
S
Faultless
Starch
Time
Morning
(53)
Spl
Serenade
UNS Is
My SBeat
Carnival
ol Books
America
United
S
The Eternal
Light
S
U of Chicago
Round Table

ABC
Breakfast Club
(261) RS
SwifIS Co.
Breakfast Club

Co-op
MONDAY
CBS
News
Barnyard
Follies
S

(27)
Co-op
- FRIDAY
MBS
Co-op
Robt Hurleigh
Tell Your
Harmony
Neighbor
Rangers
Co-op

(316) R
Philco Corp.
Breakfast
Club
(290)Drug
Sterling
Murdock,
Toni-Reid-A
(85)
My True Story Godfrey
(170) R Cecil Brown
Lever-Rinso
(216) R
Authur
Godfrey Faith Our Time
Pillsbury,
Philip Morris Reid-Murdock
(175) 180)
R R
Modern(228) Godfrey;
Romances
General Mills {National Biscuit
Betty Crocker I Authur Godfrey
(202) R
(184) R
Serutan
Liggett &Godfrey
Myers
Authur
V.Lindlahr
(148)
P&G
David Amily
(191) R
Quick asS a Flash Contnl.
Grand Baking
Slam
P&G
(48) Snow
P&GRosemary
Ivory
Dick Haymes
(136)
Philip Morris General Foods
J. Olsen Show Wendy(150)Warren
(231)
Aunt
Lever Jenny
Bros.
DonSerutan
Gardiner
(90)
rWhitehall
(161)
Helen Trent
Not in Service
(167)
Our Whitehall
Gal Sunday
P&G Ivory, Spic
& Span, Big
PaulCo-op
Harvey
^Sister
(143)
P&G Oxydol
Ma
Perkins
Ted Malone
(152)

Dixieland
Breakfast
Co-op
Club
(t
Ladies Fair

IjjLorillard-Kraft*
Queen
Co-op for
f, A Day
Kate Smith
LannySpeaksRoss
Miscellaneous
Program
BobCo-op
ShowPoole
Cedric Foster
Luncheon
with Lopez
/

NBC
News Oil
Skelly

Co-op
Today
ABC
No School

No Network
Service

Co-op
SATURDAY10am)
CBS
MBS
News
(Network Opens
Barnyard
Follies
S

ABC
NBC
Coffee in
Washington
S
Boston Sym
Dress Rehearsal
S

a
P&G, (142)
Welcome
Travelers
Red (49)
FoleySplShow
SwiftS Co*
Nothing
11 Double(132)
or
Campbell
10:30Bristol Myers
Break the Bank
(T-Th. S)
(I66)M-W-F
Prudential
(141)BerchIns
JackArmour
Dial Dave
Garroway(166)
Party
No Network
Service
Pickens
S
No Service
Network
Manhattan
'he
WomanSoapIn
vly House (155)
Playboys
Party
PickensRpt

Garden
Gate
Make Way
S

lor Youth
Coca-Cola, freReshment Time
M.Downey 182 i

Junior
Junction
S

Let's ofPretend
Cream
Wheat

Mind
Your
Manners

Helen Hall

Pet Milk
Mary Lee Taylor
(151)

TBA

2:45
3:00
3:15

3:45
4:00

S. Maugham
Theatre
(147)
Dixie
Operation
S
Bymart
Bill Watson
S
Armstrongof Today
Cork
101 Ranch Boys rheatre
(1S1) (154)*

U.S.Band
Marine
Soldier's

My Secret
S

Man on
the Farm
S

Barnaul!
News
Washington

American S* Pillsbury Mills
Farmer
Grand. Cen.Sta.
S
(155)
«
Armour
Stars Over
Navy Hour
Hollywood (182)
S

Georgia

Leslie
Nichols
News
Jerry & Sky
S

2:30

Love
Hollywood
StoryStory
S

Serenade

Crackers

2:00
1:45

National
Vespers
S
Soodnews Bt
Back Harmc
lo the
'hit's
Bible

2:15

Miscellaneous
Program
S

TBA

1:30 PM

Public Affairs
S
US
Marine Band
a
Allis-Chalmers
Hour (167)
Natl Farm & H

3:30

Orchestra
S
This Week
Around the
World S
Ir. Billy
HourGrali
of
Decision el riospel Best;
Old-Fashiom
evhral Hr.,

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00

Europe
S
Concerto!

5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

S i
San Francis
Sketchbrt

N 1 N G
THURSDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro Life Ins
Allan Jackson
Kid
RepeatStripsof
(22)
and
«
theYouWorld
S
No Network
P&G Ivory
Sun Oil Co
<■
«
Lowell Thomas
3-S1ar Extra
(34)
(103) R
Oil Co
P&G Dreft Fulton Lewis Jr
i
Fallon Lewis Jr. Pure
Beulah
Headline
Kaltenborn
(328)
328:
Co-op*
Edition
(34)
P&G R
123
Co-op
H
No
Network
Dinner Dale
Tide Show
1 ■ Dinner Date
Elmer Davis
Service
(146)
R
General
Mills
Campbell
Soup
Miles
Labs
RCA Co-op
Labs Inc
*!Gab BeltoneHea
Club 15
of World Armstrong of the
Gabriel Heatter
riel tter News (159)
d.O.I. flu
(155)
R
Miles Labs
AmEd Oil-Hamm
T
Co-op
Mutual
Murrow
■k Mutual
One1 u;
Newsreel
(118)
1 Man's
30 1 nu Fam
nd
^ Nswsfscl
P&G Gen Mills
California
Screen
The Hidden
PlayersGuild
FBI
HallsSchlitz
Caravan
■ « Truth
(170)of Ivy
s
s
5
(149) R
\ ESDAY
MBS
NBC
News
Repeat of
Bob
Warren
Kid Strips
S
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45

ni
-i ; International
1 , Airport

Kraft
Theri531
Falcon

ABC
Not in Service

«

Whitehall
Mr. Keen
(156) R

«*
Pal Blades
Rod &('»)
Gun Club

DeSoto
Dealers Plym'th
(171)
YouBetYourLife

Family
™ ' Theatre
g

Bristol Myers
Dist Attorney

Old Gold Orig.
Amateur Hour
1232)
«
Foreign
Reporter
9
Newstand
Theatre of the
Air o

Am Cig & Cig
U \ A F of L
The Big Story
rds
Edwa
'rank
i.
•is
(174)
)
— . (134
1 Love A
Mystery
Drug
RCA, Private Sterling
i2 Dance
News
Files of Rex
Jn Orchestra
(207)
Saunders (167)
~—
Dream Harbor
s
News from
NBC
News of
U.N.
the World
Highlights Mima
taaitu]
A 1 M E
SUNDAY
iii . CBS
MBS
NBC
Lutheran
Your
American Forum
Hour
of the Air
'*> invitation
S
(Lutheran)
> . to Music

m\ 1I«
sit
fit
ii« jpiines-Witt'*B .luerSymnette (149)
" irling Drug
n* 'till Shadel

Jan Garber
Orchestra
«
Freddy

Under Arrest
S

"j

'Yoor
^ss nate
j
^ Mate

U S Tobacco
Martin Kane
Private Investgr
The Shadow
S

Williamson
True Detective Trans linesW, Mr&MrsAirMysteries (414) Blandings 81

L&M Fatima
Dragnet

Co-op«

(167) R
Counterspy
Gulf
Refining
* OT

Roundup
Reporter's
A F oIL
Frank Edwards
(23)
1Mystery
Love A
Dance
Orchestra

U.N.
Highlights

ABC
Gems For
Thought

Am Dairy Assn. Family Circle
David (159)
Lawrence
S
Belmont Radio
Talk
Back
John C. Swayz!
S
start 6 17 (134
DeanMelody
Cameron
The Saint
S
Promenade S
Altar Bound
S
Martin Kane Co-op, Welcome
To Hollywood
S

S "X"
Dimension

True
Falseor

Martin*

The Hour
Catholic
Report from
M. M. McBride
Pentagon
Co-op
Bill Cunningham (News 3 min )
Mutual Benefit
Tunes
Ins , Bob(163)
withTop Trendler
Considine
Frances Scully
The Girl
From Paris
S
Hormel, Music Benny Rubin
Bands for with
the Hormel
Bonds
Show
Girls
(45)
S
Bobby Benson

1 pi-Cola
1 il Regan

Philip Morris
Playhouse
d way \ m oni j

Not in Service
Co-op

s4(1i <summer
^ J SL Louis

(Here's
Frank
Sinatra

ElectricSuspense
AutoLite,
(180)

Big Jon &
Sparkie
S

General
Foods
Father Knows
Rprt 1 £9

«

*» 1,000 Plus
"
- ■s

FRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
Metro Life Ins
Kid Strips
Not in Service Allan Jackson
Repeal of
l«Jand
«
«
theYouWorld
s
«
No Network
P&G Ivory
Sun OilExtra
Co
«
3-Star
Lowell Thomas
( IU0 | it
(32)
Co-op
PureHarkness
Oil Co
P&G Dreft
Fulton Lewis Jr
Headline
Beulah
P&G R
(328)
(123)
Edition
(33)
No Service
Network
Tide, MRShowD
Dinner Date
\ ma}Davis
Elmer
Co-op*
Co-opCo
Campbell Soup
Miles Labs
Pharm
Pearson
General
Mills
Lone Ranger
News of World
Club 15
Gabriel Heatter
(139)
ItD
/ICC.
Miles Labs
AmEd(133)
Oil-Hamm
Murrow
Mutual
One Man's Fam |
Songs
Newsreel
(118)
(156) HFoods
R Rynlds.Tbc.Co.
General
Theatre
Magazine
Aldrich Family R.Diamond Pvt.
for Sale
<( *
Detective (251)
(152)
■
«
NBC
News
Lionele Ricau
9
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45

ors Playhouse
Screen Direct--

OTa
News from
NBC
News of
the World
Morgan Beattv

This
Your Life
FBI
Equitable
(286) R
Heinz
Ozzie & Harriet
(28!)

«
«
Hear It Now

AirHour
Force
9c

Sun OilExtra
Co
3-Star
(33)
Pure (33)
Oil Co.
Kaltenborn
No Service
Network
Miles Labs.
Miles Labs.
OneNewsMan's
Fam.
(159of )World
Short
Story
(156) H R
S
■
Nighlbeat
S
Amazing
•
Mr. Malone
S

«

P&G
The Sheriff
a

a

TBA

Phillips Petro
irlOW
Rex Allen[91)

a

«
American
Sports Page
S

Music

NBC
News
Lionel Ricau
No Network
0.Service
13-0.43
CI C fi. JC

Dick Jurgens
Orchestra

Bandstand
' A USA
F of L
a
" Dance
Frank Edwards
(134)
1Mystery
Love A
Orchestra

U.N.
Highlights

Man Called
"X"
Pabst
Life of Riley
(162)
Col -Palm -Peet
Sports (76)
Newsreel
Pro & Con
S
NBC
News from
News Btaitv.
of
Morgan
the World
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5DAY
NBC
Harmony
MBS
SATUF
News
ABC
CBS
Bob News
Warren
Una Renner
May
Rangers
Roger
Joe Wershba
6:00 PM
Trio
Peace
6:15
Price
ol
Saturday
Roundup
Washington
Carlisle
e9
Co-op
9c
Music
Program
6:30
Earl Godwin's
Harry SWismer
Organ Music
Sports
LRichfield
Leseuer
«
«
Management
6:45
S
Yours(35)Truly
»OT
7:00
Living
1951
Al Heifer
Management
Johnny Dollar
S
Labor«
I
Co-op
«
Twin Views
n BertLaborAndrews
Comedy
of
R
J.Reynolds
Errors
I. „..
7:15
the Score?
7:30-7:55
VaughnWrigley
Monroe
7:30
(172; R
7:55-8 State
«
Farm
Auto
Ins
(389)
7:45
1 Space* Patrol
Gene Autry
Co,
RonsonC Brown
Metal RCA LP 6 30
Sea Party
Hound
20 Questions go-Round
(167) 8:00
S
Musical
What'sMerry(174)
«
*OT Dancing
Hopalong
General
Foods
8:15
Montague
8:30
a Number Magnificent
UdSS'Oy 1 1 3U J IT Take
&SplUSNet Tobacco
8:30-9
«
«
Man Next Door
8:45
General Foods
Amer
Tob
Co
«
Hawaii Calls Your Hit Parade
9:00
Gangbusters
168 R
C-P-PCo
(150)
R
«
Broadway
«
Dennis Day
9:15
. Lombardoland Show (148)
U.S.A.
9:30
Is MyS Beat
S
«
«
C-P-PCo
9:45
Saturday at
Carter Prod. Chicago
(146)
of theTheatre
Air
Shamrock
Sing It Again
Judy Canova
S
S
10:00
(134)
«
Sing
It Again
Sterling
Drug
10:15
Grand
Ole
Opry
R J Reynolds
Dixieland
Jam-Bake
10:30
S
Sing It Again
(161)
(140)
«
Club Can
10:45
S Do
NBC
News
(off 6-9)
News from
11:00
Herman
Dance
Hickman
11:15PM
Orchestra

SATURDAY
MONDAY - FRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
CBS
MBS
NBC
P&G Crisco
Co-op News
Toni Co.
Baron
Dance
Luncheon
Elliott
Dr. (145)
Malone
Alias
Jane
Doe
GeorgeS Hicks
Orchestra
with Lopez
(151)
Octette
P&G Duz
The Woman
Sings
Harvey
Harding
Guiding Light
«*
In My House
RepeatSoup
(147)
Campbell
GF-Swansdown
Hormel & Co.
Dunn on
Luncheon
Girls with
(115)H.
MrsQuaker
Burton(35)(7 5) Tony ftFontaine
With
Lopez
Double
or
Music
Discs
Nothing
(134)
Co
P&G(149)Tide
Perry Mason
Toni Co.
General Mills
The
Canadian
It
Nora Drake
Live Like A
withSayMusic
Milliona:re(75l
(157)
Rhapsodies
Chicagoans
P&G
Co-op
BrighterIvoryDayFl.
»*
Amer. P&G
Tob. Co.
Bangfiart 2:55
(108)
(141)
Miles Labs.
Caribbean
Lee Kelton
Pan American
(154)
Life-Beautiful
Bob Poole
Hilltop House
Crossroads
Union
Show
Orchestra
P&G
Col.-Palm.-Peet
Adv. in
Road of Life
Kings
(48)Row
P&G
Fllsbury
Science
Bands
(154)
Bondsfor
House Party
TBA
Report
From
Pepper(158)Young
Overseas
Farm
P&G
«*
TBA
(155)
News
Right to nessHappiDance
P&G
Co -Palm.-Peel
(161)*
Horse
Racing
Miscellaneous
Sports SParade
Strike It Rich
(143) Wifi
Programs Backstage
Orchestra
Sterling Drug
(140) R
Horse Racing
Stella Dallas
News
Sterling Drug
BSD
Treasury
Jack Ross
Cross-Section
Concert of
Y Widder
Chucklewagon
Bandstand
Brown
(147)(147) American Jazz
Campus Club
Kellogg
Bobby
USA
TBA
4:55-5 News
General Foods Marines Pass
T-WM
Radio
When Girl
MusicYouKnow
Mark Trail
In Review
Marries
(83)
Scratchpad
Benson
M-W-F
General
Foods
Atlantic
City
Lite Faces
(92)
The Chicagoans National Biscuit Portia
Tu-Th
Saturday
St. Louis
String
Band
Beatty(343)
Reporter's
Th-F Mat. S Arrow
Whitehall
Time
At
The
Top Tune
Challenge of
Just
Plain
Bill
(118)
Kellogg
M-W-F
Chase
5:30-5:55
the Yukon
Joe
Lowe
Corp.
Miles
Labs.
Club
Aluminum
CurtMassey
Front
Page
Whitehall
Club
Time
1 Mel Allen*

NBC
Rio Rhythms

Musicana
Slim Bryant
&
His Wildcats
GreenJune
Cross16)
(thru
Rhythm
Rendezvous
US
Army Band
TBA
Horse Races
Big City
Serenade
TBA

TBA

"fions; o sustaining; ri reDroaucast west
Coast; TBA to be ABC
announced. Time EDT.
8:50-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Philip Morris,
Man's
200 stations.
5:30-6
PM Opinion.
Tues., Thur.,
Superman.
5:30-6 PM Wed., Black Hawk
7- 7:05 PM Mon.-Fri., Edwin C. Hill.
7:30-8 PM M-W-F. American Bakeries
Co., Lone Ranger, 62 stations.
8:30-9:15 AM Sun.,
CBS General Foods,
Sunday AMMorning
stas.
8:30-8:45
M-F, Gatherin',
General 107Foods,
Renfro Valley Country Store, 59.
11-11:05 AM Sat., Campana Sales Co.
Bill Shadel News. 178 stations.
11:30-35 AM Sun., Animal Foundation
Inc., Bill Shadel News, 59 stations.
3:55-4 PM M-F, Puritan Co., Julian
Bentley News, 147 stations.
5:55-6 PM Sun., American Safety Razor Corp., News, 147 stations.
7:25-7:30 PM Sat., P&G, Cubberly, 136.
10:25-10:30 PM Tues,, P&G, Lesueur 143.
10:30-10:35 PM Th..
MBSP&G, Lesueur, 128.
NOTE: Split network (4/16-9/30) from
approx. work A,2-4regular
PM Mon.-Sun.;
Netshows; Network
B.
baseball,
related
shows
by
co-op
and Gillette and Camels.
8:55-9 PM Mon.-Fri., Bill Henry &
the News. Johns-Manville, 374 stas.
10:25-10:30, 11:25-11:30 AM Mon.-Fri.,
12:25-12:30,
2:25-2:30,Bab-O
3:25-3:30,
4:254:30
PM Mon.-Fri.,
Reporter,
B. T. Babbit Inc.
11:30-12 noon Tues., Thur., Kraft Foods
Co., co-sponsors Queen for a Day.
5:55-6 PM Tues., NBC
Thur., TBA..
*OT — Operation Tandem, Whitehall,
RCA and Liggett & Myers.
8- 8:15 AM Mon.-Fri. Alex Drier Skelly
Oil Co. 27 stations.
9- 9:15 AM, Sat. This Farming BusiSkelly Oil
Co. 26 stations.
10:30-10:45ness,AM.
Mon.-Fri.
Cal Tinney,
General Mills, 11 stations.
BROADCASTING
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in

the

carolinas

. . . radio

is

still
the
champ!

With more listeners and higher ratings
than when television entered the ring,
fast, rugged radio is still champion
of advertising media in the Carolinas.
A typical national advertiser* on WBT
is now reaching 17,000 more families per
program than a year ago.
Remember

... all markets are not alike.

For the Carolinas, get the facts . . .
from WBT or the nearest office of
RADIO

SALES.

* We'll show you the figures

NG COMPANY
RADIO
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book

reviews

RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVER
CIRCUITRY AND OPERATION. By
Alfred A. Ghirardi and J. Richard
Johnson. New York: Rinehart Books
Die. 669 pp. $6.
FIRST in a servicing library series
of books, this volume is designed
to cover types and circuits used in
radio, television and recording and
reproducing devices for the home
— "in language familiar and clear
to every service technician and raof AM,
FM dio
andman."
TV Characteristics
waves also are touched
on.
The book is divided into 16 comprehensive chapters and also includes atable of abbreviations and
a glossary of technical terms. It
was written for use in radio-TV
servicing courses, in training
courses for the armed forces and
as a home-study refresher for
practicing technicians. Volume is
designed to contribute to a clearer
understanding of basic circuits
employed in equipment which service men are called upon to repair.
RADIO AND TELEVISION SOUND
EFFECTS. By Robert B. TurnbuU.
New
S4.50. York: Rinehart & Co. Inc. 334 pp.
PROBLEMS of soundmen in radio
and TV and their solutions are
given in this reference volume by
the senior soundman of the Don
Lee Broadcasting System.
Types and uses of sound effects,
special uses of sound and the
psychology of sound are among
topics discussed. The book is well
illustrated, both with photographs
and drawings done by the author.
PUBLIC RELATIONS, EDWARD L.
BERNAYS AND THE AMERICAN
SCENE. Published by Bulletin of Bibliigraphy and Dramatic Index. Boston:
rhe F. W. Faxon Co. 92 pp. $2.
TO a large extent, the story of
5dward L. Bernays' career is the
•tory of the development of the
ield of public relations. Mr. Berlays has been called a foundingather and the leading practitioner
f public relations. This book, a
dbliography, centers around his
areer and covers the period, 1917
0 1951.
First of five sections embodies
writings by Mr. Bernays appearing
1 books; the second, his writings
i periodicals; third, his published
alks; fourth, books mentioning Mr.
iernays, and fifth, his profiles.
issential as Plumbing
WHCU-AM-FM Ithaca had
its attention called to a
classified ad appearing in the
Saturday Review of Literature. The ad offered for summer rental an upstate New
, York farmhouse which
boasted "all essentials including WQXR-FM via Rural
Radio Network." The WHCU
correspondent asked station
officials: "Do you realize that
you are apparently as esj sential as plumbing?"
ROADCASTING
1

• Telecasting

JUST

COMPLETED !

A

of Transcribed
OFFERED
by THE

NEW

Public

AS A PUBLIC

MUTUAL

SERIES

LIFE

Health

SERVICE — FREE

INSURANCE

Fourteen programs, comprising Series
4 of The Mutual Life's public health
transcriptions, are now available. These
15-minute dramatizations represent a
different approach to public health
education. They are built around heartwanning stories of everyday people with
health problems which could confront
anyone. Medical information is confined
almost exclusively to prevention . . .
showing how illness can be avoided
before it occurs.
A combination of top-notch casting,
superb dramatization, and a down-toearth, simple treatment of vital health
information has created wide popularity
for every Mutual Life public health
series offered to date. Programs have
been broadcast in more than 400 areas.
Place your order today. Use convenient
order form below.

WEATHER — Jf- STAR ATOP OUR HOME

Radio

Programs

OF CHARGE

COMPANY

of NEW

YORK

Narrated by RICHARD STARK
Directed by CHICK VINCENT
Written by G RETTA RAKER
Programs feature a cast of stars from
radio, stage, and screen including . . .
Vinton Hayvvorth • Vicki Vola • Luis
Van Rooten • Eleanor Audley • Fran
Carlon • Lon Clarke • Don MacLaughlin • Roger De Koven • Joe De
Santis • Butch Cavell
SEMES $ SUBJECTS
Ulcers • Colds • Stuttering
Backache • Scalp Disorders
Food and Weight • Exercise for
Health • Pneumonia ♦ Insomnia
Fractures • Care of Feet • Migraine Headaches • Food, Growth
and Nutrition • Immunization
Against Disease
Recorded on 16", 33 3'3 r. p.m. viny lite discs.
★
ALSO available: Three previous public health
series containing 42 programs.

OFFICE BUILDING

FLASHES

OFFICIAL WEATHER FORECASTS

THE
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY oF NEW YORK
1740 BROADWAY AT 55TH STREET

•

NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

Public Relations Division
The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York
1740 Broadway at 55th Street, New York 19, New York
Please send me, free of charge and without obligation, the following public health programs.
| | new 4th series of 14 shows

Q audition record

f~~] complete package of all 4 series containing 56 shows.
NAME. _
STATION
ADDRESS
CiTY___

.STATE..

May 28, 1951
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SPONSORS

GET

new
"PROMOTION

business

f^

PCOS"

ON
• • •

WDSU

\
* Special Page One Feature
Appears In Every Edition!

OK's Doles For

SANNA DAIRIES, N. Y. (Sanalac powdered milk), names Badger &
& Hersey, same city, to handle advertising on participatBrowning
t
Spoing-sponsor
basis being placed on some New England radio stations.
If this proves successful, expansion is contemplated.
GREEN SPOT Inc., L. A., for its orange beverage and fruit concentrates,
names Beaumont & Hohman, same city, to handle its advertising. Radio
and TV spots will be used extensively.
RELIANCE PETROLEUM Ltd., London, Ont., starts one-minute spots
and five-minute programs on number of Ontario stations. Agency:
McGuire Adv. Ltd., London, Ont.
A/eturotk • • •
LEVER BROS. Co., N. Y., has purchased package of eight filmed
Pantomime Quiz programs to be used starting July 2 as summer replacement for Lux TV Theater on 27 interconnected eastern television stations
over CBS-TV. Programs packaged by Mike Stokey were filmed by
William F. Broidy Productions, L. A. Deal negotiated by Stuart Reynolds, of Reynolds Productions, L. A., radio and TV packager. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood.
PALM BEACH Co., Cincinnati, to sponsor last hour of exclusive two-hour
telecast of final round of the $15,000 Palm Beach Round Robin invitation
tournament at Wykagyl Country Club, New Rochelle, N. Y., over CBSTV, 4-6 p.m., June 10. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co., Boston, Mass., to sponsor radio and
television coverage of $100,000 Belmont Stakes at Belmont Park on
Cavalcade of Sports over NBC and NBC-TV, June 16, 4:30 p.m.
GOSPEL BROADCASTING Assn., Hollywood, renews The Old Fashioned
Revival Hour, Sun., 3-4 p.m. over ABC, effective June 17. Program
originates from Long Beach. Agency: R. H. Alber Co., L. A.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., N. Y. (Anacin), July 3 renews for 13
weeks Harry Babbitt Show on 10 Columbia Pacific stations, Tues. and
Thurs., 7:45-8 a.m. (PDT). Agency: John F. Murray, N. Y.
JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee, renews The Halls of Ivy,
starring Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Colman, for coming season on NBC. I
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

COCA COLA Co. to sponsor Mario Lanza in half-hour radio musical ;!
series as summer replacement for Edgar Berg en-Charlie McCarthy
program on CBS, Sun. 8-8:30 p.m., effective June 10.
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., N. Y. (Sweetheart Soap), June 5 renews Frank j
Goss newscasts on 16 Columbia Pacific stations in California, Washington, ,1
Oregon, Nevada and Arizona, Tues.-Thurs.-Sat., 7:30-7:45 a.m. (PDT). ;|
Contract for 13 weeks. Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.

• The front page— most widely read page of any newspaper—car ies this exclusive, daily feature which highlights WDSU programs. Every reader of the front page
of New Orleans' leading afternoon newspaper, sees
this "Highlights" Box.
NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION OFFERS
THIS PROMOTION "PLUS" TO SPONSORS!

Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!
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ntment
y -Appoi
■Qganc
WIZ
VACUUM
STORES,
L. A., appoints Kent Goodman Adv., L. A., to
handle advertising. Firm using spots on KTTV(TV) and KLAC-TV
Los Angeles.
GUNTHER BREWING Co., Baltimore, names Biow Co., N. Y., to handle
all advertising including the TV series Quiz of Two Cities, effective July 1.

■QdpeopLe • • •
HENRY A. SHULL, Pharma-Craft Corp., N. Y., returns to Vick Chemical
Co., N. Y., as advertising manager for new products in company's
product division. Mr. Shull joined Vick in 1940, graduated from its
training program and remained until 1946, except for period of Army
service. Since 1946 he has been with Pharma-Craft.
ED ALTSHULER, H. M. Gardner & Assoc., L. A., named advertising!
and public relations director Kaye-Halbert Distributors Inc., L. A.
(distributors Kaye-Halbert TV sets).
CHARLES J. LICK, vice president and general manager Los Angeles
Brewing Co. (Eastside Beer), L. A., elected president. HARRIS PERLSTElN, former president, named chairman of board. He is also president
Pabst Brewing Co.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

A

DOMINANT

BY

NIGHT

WOAI

NETWORK
S

T A

160,559

- B

NETWORK
143,248

STA-C

NETWORK
61,404

STA-D

WOAI RADIO FAMILIES
Deduct All TV Families
(On basis used by ANA)

1942
349,610

1951
767,365
-4
1,500

Above figures BMB + 3.6% to 195 1
based on ANA Report.

725,865

BASE HOUR RATE (Network)
$300
WOAI'S RADIO FAMILIES INCREASED
108%. THE RATE INCREASED ONLY 13%
WOAI INSTEAD OF CUTTING RATE AS ANA
RECOMMENDS, MIGHT LOGICALLY INCREASE
FROM $340 to (f/*Oyl
$DZ4
or 84%

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis
Dallas, San Francisco, Detroit

San Antonio

A'S FASTIST
k AMERICCROWIN
V&ty
f]lj[W
V-<«g|
c3 MAJOR GCITY
£Q[W

NEXT
ROADCASTING

$340

WEEK:

• Telecasting

woai's

day

time

story
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RELAXED

?

Yes, and easy listening, too
— heard nightly Monday
through Friday at 7:00 on
WRC. In just a few short
weeks, "BATTERS' PLATTERS" has grown to the
listening stature of an early
evening stand-by.
Charlie Batters' casual style
has a long-lasting way
with habit audience, based
on good music and offhand comment— spiced but
balanced.
This regular half-hour, in
peak time has a few participations open, certainly
worth your planning for
STRONG coverage in the
ever-growing Washington
market. Batters' style isn't
studied . . . it's designed
for hard selling. His growing list of sponsors is our
best recommendation.

TWO-CITY test of a new giveaway series, G. I. Bonus, will lead
to launching of the project on a
nationwide basis by Barksdale Co.,
Baltimore, according to Herb Harris, head of the company.
Utilizing an extensive series of
merchandising aids to implement
the broadcast program, the G. I.
Bonus tests attracted sponsors
quickly and produced sales results,
according to Mr. Harris. The
giveaway is based on G. I. serial
numbers.
Carolina Appliance Co., operating in South Carolina, sponsored
the test on WESC Greenville, S. C.
Two days after the first broadcast the appliance firm, selling
Motorola radio and TV, asked for
an option on G. I. Bonus for all
of the principal markets in North
and South Carolina.
The merchandising campaign included such sponsor tie-ins as window streamers, collars, stickers,
hats and other devices. A recorded
jingle for station and sound truck
is included in the package prepared
by the Barksdale company along
with merchandising and promotion
suggestions adaptable to any sponsor or product.
Ennis Bray, WESC general
manager, worked up a series of
stunts. Five girls, including the
Azalea Queen and Cotton Queen
of South Carolina, passed out handbills in the Greenville shopping

YOUR BEST BUY IS
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL

Mr. WEED

n
knowby
, who
WEEDlius
Cahilisl notWeed
as Corne
NEIL
his friends, dickered for his
first bit of national business in
1933 as exclusive national sales
representative for WBNX in New
•

May 28, 1951

Two Girls were among four recruits by Army and Navy in first
two hours of G. I. Bonus test
on WDUN Gainesville, Ga. Girls,
wearing 'promotion caps, are Cordie
Hilton (I) and Susie Miller. They
were signed by Recruiting Petty
Officer Arthur
* * ❖ G. Free
center. Paper hats were given to
school children.
Local Army recruiting officials
tied into the broadcast, putting
streamers on recruiting displays in
five cities. This idea was picked
up by the P. I. officer at nearby
Donaldson Air Field.
Sales results lead Carolina Appliance, and five associated retailers to seek the two-state option.
Officials of the company said results from commercials for Motor(Continued on page 90)

strictly

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 PM

Page 14

of the meek

• • • any station rep. or
anyone else for that matter
tells you that Wilkes-Barre
does not have a higher
QUALITY OF MARKET
rating than any other
nearby city please have
him call us for new information.

THE PHONE NUMBER
IS WILKES-BARRE
3-3101

This year Sales Management

business

York's Bronx district. That business was Pertussin and Carter's
Liver Pills, through J. Walter
Thompson, and it also was the
station's first national order.
Since then, Neil Weed, as partner
in Weed & Co., station representative firm, has increased his national sales to an uncountable total.
As Chicago manager of Weed &
Co., Neil Weed opened the office
in 1934, a year after his brother,
Joe, took over as representative
of the New England Network in
New York. In 1936 the partnership
was formalized as Weed & Co.
They started with five basic
NBC stations in the New England
network, believed to be the first
such group represented nationally,
and they still have three of the
five. These are WSCH Portland,
Me., WTIC Hartford and WJAR
Providence, which were combined
with WTAG Worcester and WEEI
Boston in the network 18 years

survey shows
Wilkes-Barre's
QUALITY
OF that
MARKET
index is
27% above the U. S.; 24% above
Penna. The importance of WilkesBarre as a premium market is
again shown by its $5,939 per
family income figure . . . $1,411
above the U. S. AND WBRE IS
PROUD TO BE THE NUMBER ONE
STATION IN THIS RICH MARKET!

ago.Neil Weed started as a one-man
(Continued on page 83)
BROADCASTING
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It's impossible...

...as

impossible
Bonanza

as

covering

Beeline

Does your advertising really get inside the Beeline ? That's a great big
market, you know — all of inland California plus western Nevada — with
more people and higher retail sales
than Philadelphia.*
But you're in for a disappointment
if you expect to cover the Beeline with
outside stations — even strong outside
stations. Because Beeline people,
being independent inlanders, prefer
their own, on-the-spot stations.
So you have what it takes only
when you have the five BEELINE
stations.
Together, they cover the

California's
with

outside

radio

whole market. Individually, each does
a top job for you in a major Beeline trading area. For example . . .
KMJ FRESNO
Reaches 327,690 families in its 16county IV2 billion-dollar orbit — with
a BMB home-county total weekly
audience of 93% daytime, 95% at
night. And its home-city Hooper
leads all other stations during all
rated time periods.
Survey
"Sales Management's 1951 Copyrighted

MeClatchy
Broadc
Company
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
• PAUL asting
H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
►
KFBK
KOH
KERN
KWG
Sacramento (ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Stockton (ABC)
Fresno
KMJ(NBC)
50,000 watts 1530 kc. 5000 watts, day; 1000 watts, night 1000 watts 1410 kc.
250 watts
1230 kc.
5000 watts
580 ke»
630 kc.
ROADCASTING
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agency

FRED JORDAN, executive vice president and manager Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Ltd., L. A., to W. Earl Bothwell Inc., Hollywood, as vice
president in charge of West Coast operations. Prior to joining
Erwin, Wasey, Mr. Jordan was executive vice president and Pacific Coast
manager Buchanan & Co. Inc., L. A.
CLAUDIA ELLIOTT BENGE, account executive and radio and TV
director
company. Rowland Broiles Co., Fort Worth, Texas, elected secretary oi
ROBERT FOREMAN, in charge of BBDO, N. Y., radio-TV copy depart,
ment, appointed vice president in charge of department.
of

St.

the

Louis

BARNARD L. SACKETT, production manager Barnard L. Sackett RadioTV Productions, N. Y., appointed associate and director in charge oJ
radio and TV Nat M. Kolker Adv., Phila.

WALTER ENGWER, general manager Toronto office of Hutchins Adv
Co. of Canada Ltd., named vice president McKim Adv. Ltd., Montreal (J
He will be located in new offices at 1510 Drummond St., Montreal.

VAN SINDEREN LINDSLEY Jr., assistant to president Kircher, Heltoi
& Collett Inc., Dayton, to Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y., on account servicf 10staff. He will serve as executive on American Safety Razor Corp. anc
Doeskin Products accounts.
'Ballroom*

sold

these

CARTER JONES, copy chief, Blaine-Thompson, N. Y., to Dancer-Fitz
gerald-Sample, N. Y., as television copy specialist.

advertisers
on all accounts

The "St. Louis Ballroom" plus is promotion! Bigger, better than
ever! 24 sheets, exterior bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and
streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper display
ads, special mail promotions and personal appearances, promotion announcements on KXOK are scoring a wide plus for
"St. Louis Ballroom" advertisers. Get details from your
John Blair man or from KXOK today.

TATTIIMON
,r TS
T A TIME
E
U
N
uok-sooo
WATTS
S
'FULL
E
T
H
S
C
•
AR
3700S
12thST&.SIDEUOLM
U0IUS,'SABSCT
AR.
jaw
operated BY

Represented by John Blair & Co
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Alfred Tokar and established th
Lewis & Tokar Agency in Newarl
cent
s R
need
a
good
fivecigar
still
try
coun
this
HE
WHET
is a matter of some, if little, in 1938. By March 1942 the partj^
debate ; but there is no controversy
nership was dissolved and Mi
that the advertising business
Lewis retained the office space ani
could use a few more good cigar
personnel. The agency then wa
salesmen, if the career of Milton
re-incorporated with Mr. Lewis aJ^
Lewis, president and owner of president, and shortly after becam
AAAA.the Lewif,
Lewis Adv. Agency, Newark, N. J., a member of the
Among
is a fair example.
Mr. Lewis was
accounts which us
radio and televisio:
born in Newark in
are the following
1909 and was educated at the U. of
Shifran Bros, (mal
Pennsylvania. He
tresses), Seidenber
received his A.B. in
cigars, John Ruski
1931 and returned
cigars and Melb
to Newark to sell
cigars
(an accour
he retained
froi
cigars for the Lewis
Lennon
& Phillips)
Cigar Co., owned by
H o y t Bros, (pi
his grandfather.
After two years of
mix) , Sunrise Daii
experience in direct
ies, Automagic Pi<
ture Gun, Steven.
selling, Mr. Lewis
Products and Abe
joined Grey Adv. in
son Jewelers.
New York to learn
He has been ma;
the advertising business. He worked in
ried to the forme
several departments
Hyacinth Heller fc
Mr. LEWIS
and finally became
the past 17 year;
an account executive
They have two chi
dren: Sally, 11, and Fred, 8. Tib
home is in South Orang
perfumeto family
agency's
for many ofInthe1936
N. J.
he moved
accounts.
Lennon & Phillips Adv. Agency as
Mr. Lewis' principal hobby
an account executive.
golf.
He shoots
in the
70's.
He also
is active
in communii
Wearied of commuting from New
York to his native Newark, Mr. work.
Lewis formed a partnership with
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

...

ON

THE

WASHINGTON

SCREEN

beat

PHILLIPS Co.; advertising and public relations, San Diego, changes
name to PHILLIPS-RAMSEY Co. CHARLES C. RAMSEY assumes full partnership in firm. FRAN IDE,
general manager KGB San Diego, named account executive for company.

Late

News

with

^Sports

top authorities

in each

Final
field

ANDREW C. BOYD Jr., copy staff Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Ltd., L. A., appointed copy chief of agency.
ROBERT ATWOOD, manager of sales service department ABC Chicago, to J. Walter Thompson, same city,
as timebuyer.
Mr. Ide

LYN CONNELLY, publicity staff WBKB
to Simmonds & Simmonds, same city.

(TV) Chicago,

FLORENCE SHERMAN appointed radio-TV copywriter Kal, Ehrlich &
Merrick, Washington. She was with WWDC Washington.
HARRY LONDON, assistant advertising manager Kay Associated Stores,
Washington, to creative staff Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington.
ARNOLD
FREEDMAN,
copy staff, appointed assistant production
a .manager.
MARY HARDIN, McCann-Erickson, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., as
^copywriter.
ALLAN PERRY, Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., to Dancer-Fitz— ^gerald-Sample, same city, as assistant account executive on drug products.
KARL LANDT and MICHAEL DANYLA appointed to staff George R.
Nelson Inc., Schenectady, N. Y. Mr. Danyla was with WPTR Albany, N. Y.
BBDO, N. Y., has volunteered to serve as unpaid advertising agency on
The Advertising Council's Civil Defense campaign. WILLARD A.
^LEUTHNER and CARLETON L. SPIER, both vice presidents BBDO,
vill serve as head of volunteer group and copy supervisor, respectively.

NEWS

with

Gunnar

Back

Monday thru Saturday — 7 7-7 7; 70 P.M.
Long a Washington network radio favorite, Gunnar Back now
brings his distinguished news reporting to television — in the
clear-cut, concise delivery that is making him a nightly
favorite in thousands of Washington homes. Each day Gunnar
Back gathers first hand all the important news stories on
Capitol Hill, giving the viewers added insight into the news.
Here's television news when viewers want it, with a man who has
earned an enviable reputation for excellent reporting on the
Washington scene.

ROBERT ARIB Jr., copy supervisor Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., to Kenyon
i Eckhardt, N. Y., in copy department.
"JlENRY W. COVINGTON, George T. Metcalf Co., Providence, to Ellingon & Co., N. Y.
*(»EGGY O'HALLAREN and MARGARET WEAVER to Young & Rubi31 I:am Inc., Hollywood.
I.OVICK DRAPER, network sales ABC-TV Chicago, to account work
l'oote,
Cone & Belding.
ii
™ff ILLIAM C. TRACEY, publicity and sales promotion director WSAZV Huntington, W. Va., appointed account executive Pace-Wiles Inc.,
K Huntington.
enlx
Sod WILLIAM L. RUSSELL, TV and radio copy supervisor Ruthrauff &
U Lyan, N. Y., to Ellington & Co., same city, as manager TV copy and
' 'roduction.
is a
Sis EEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY, Chicago, opens its first Canadian office
i Toronto.
v \ EE WILLIAMS, Julius F. Zederman Adv., S. F., to copy staff of Rus;11, Harris & Wood, same city.
il
DVERTISING CLUB OF TERRE HAUTE elected to membership in
A dvertising Federation of America. In joining it becomes the 100th
ub in AFA.
VRLIN LILLARD, manager sales promotion department, General Foods
- lies Div., named president of Premium Adv. Assn. of America, succeed; g JOHN DAVIDSON of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. Other officers
ected: T. V. HARTNETT, president, Brown & Williamson Tobacco
)rp., Louisville; RALPH SMITH, Duane Jones Co., N. Y., and E. C.
TEVENS Jr., International Silver Co., Meriden, vice presidents; GORON C. BOWEN, president, Premium Service Co., N. Y., treasurer. Re;cted officers: FRANK H. WAGGONER, Ramsey, N. J., executive secrery; CHARLES WESLEY DUNN and FRANK T. DIERSON, general
unsel and assistant general counsel, respectively.
'ROADCASTING
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SPORTS

FINAL

Monday

with

Dean

Luce

thru Saturday —

7 7:70-7
7:75
P.M.*
Last second haseball
scores right
off the
ticker, plus the details
of all games are regular features on Dean Luce's nightly Sports
Final. A top sportscaster, Luce gives complete coverage to the
day's sports results and stories. It's a late evening TV must
for the sports fan AND the advertiser!
Co/7 or Wire ABC Spot Sales
* Approximate time — May vary on some nights
WMAL
THE

WMAL-FM
WMAL
EVENING STAR
WASHINGTON,

STATIONS
D. C.
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SAYS'7

DIEHM

*VIC

Mary

Meet
WAZL'S

Lee

M'Geelww

open

YALLEST'DIVIDEND
Top . . .
EDITOR:
. . . Like most everyone else associated in radio, in any manner, I
was brought up on Broadcasting
• Telecasting. You won't be disappointed, I'm sure, by a lack of
suggestions on my part on how to
improve a magazine that is tops in
the broadcasting field for sound
and comprehensive reporting of industry news.
Joseph W. Palmer,
Radio Dir.
MacGruder, Bakewell,
Kostka Adv.
Denver

Now that your eyes are
back in their sockets (go
ahead. ..take another look
I'll wait) I'd just like to
say that Mary Lee's
thrice - weekly Woman's
Program is really paying
off in TALL PROFITS
on small budgets for her
advertisers.. .as are other
top "Women Shows" on
WAZL. Drop her a line*
—she loves to open mail!

. . . And
EDITOR:
LL
(SHEIS A TA
-isn't

mike

Bottom

... [In Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21] I read that
"Scripps-Howard Radio is owned
and controlled by the same interests that have the Cleveland Plain

ONE

SHE?

Shades of E. W. Scripps!
His first newspaper, started in
Dealer."
1878,
was the Cleveland Press. . .
Jack R. Howard
President
Scripps-Hoivard Radio Inc.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: For associating
Scripps-Howard
with the properties,
rival of onea
of its most celebrated
forgetful reporter has been tattooed
with a lighthouse and the legend:
"Scripps-Howard owns the Cleveland
Press."]
# * *
Thank-You Note
EDITOR:
Your story on Armed Forces
Day activities in . . . Broadcasting
• Telecasting [May 21] very adequately shows how the radio-television industry and the Advertising
Council cooperated to make this
year's observance outstanding.
I want to take this opportunity
to thank you for your nice recognition of this event and for your past
coverage of our activities.
Charles E. Dillon
Chief, Radio-TV Branch
U.S. Dept. of Defense

MBS

NBC

HAZLETON.PA.

For More TAIL PROFIT'Wormation
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Speaking of Results
EDITOR:
As you will recall, we ran a fullpage ing •advertisement
BroadcastTelecasting inin March
offering the new edition of our Quiz on
Railroads and Railroading. I
thought you might be interested in
knowing that this advertisement
brought us 138 individual requests
for the booklet.
Albert R. Beatty
Asst. Vice President
Assn. of American Railroads
Washington, D. C.

Nearly Everybody?
EDITOR:
Frank Pellegrin is to be commended for his fine article, "BAB's
Big Chance," in your May 14 issue . . . and you are to be thanked
for giving it prominent postion.
Some time ago the following
statistical data was passed on to
me, and we have been using it in
our sales department whenever we
are slapped down with a newspaper
The following is from an address
delivered by Dr. George Gallup to
pitch:
the Audit Bureau of Circulations:
Only one person in three bothers to
turn to the inside page of a newspaper
to continue a story from the front page.
Only thingone
any- :
on theperson
averagein three
black reads
and white
page
carrying
display
advertising
in
Sunday papers.
Only 13%
readers
Sunday feature
news- £
papers
read ofbest
newsof story,
or picture, below the fold on pages
carrying display advertising.
Only 10% of readers of daily newstypical
featurepapers
belowreadthe
fold news
on an story
insideorpage.
At one time Editor & Publisher,
trade paper of the newspaper industry, was the authority for the:]
statement that not more than 7% j
of the gross circulation of newspapers read a given ad.
These facts, if they still hold up,
could make an interesting addition
to Frank Pellegrin's fine article.
Don Ioset
Vice President
WPIT Pittsburgh
Jersey Bounce
EDITOR:
We are glad to note the alertness
of your reporter concerning th<!
New Jersey Broadcasters
Assn j
meeting in Atlantic City at whicl
New
Jersey
stations justifie<
higher, not lower, radio rates.
We adjusted our rates upward:
last October, and based on ou
1951 audience measurement, radi<
in
more Thj
ii'<
1951Asbury
than Park
it wasis worth
in 1950.
answer seems quite simple to us I
There are more radio homes, mor e
radio sets and more radio listeners f
Thomas B. Tighe
Manager
WJLK

Asbury Park, N. «i

Networks Are Necessar
EDITOR:
In the May 7 issue, Open Miki
Gustav K. Brandborg, assistan
general manager at KVOO Tuls;
asks: "Are networks necessary?)
The obvious answer to such
thought
- provoking
question is
"They are."
...
In (Continued
my opinion ontoday's
networ
page 77)
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bad

for

news

Dusty

Disc"!

Capitol's new Custom Library Service is most unpopular with
Dusty (never used) Disc, because a station which selects only the music it
needs with this new modern library plan has no place for the loafer.
And, by eliminating Dusty, the Custom Subscriber saves money. For though
he isn't used, Dusty's vinylite and transportation are expensive.
The Capitol Custom Service provides a basic Library of approximately
2000 tunes (selected by subscriber from complete catalog) to start.
With the first month it expands and rotates with generous new and exchange
allowances — all selected by the subscriber to suit his requirements!
A collect wire will bring all the details on this new,
modern Library Service plan. Send it today!

It's the library you want at the price you want to pay
Sunset at Vine • Hollywood

CASTING
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Camp Funds
WDRC Hartford, over its program,
the Needle Club, on May 21 began
the annual drive for Camp Courant,
summer camp for children conducted by the Hartford Courant.
Last year the program raised
$1,125 for this purpose.
* * *

n

given themselves up because of the
publicity given to their brutal act
of leaving an injured person to die.
This state of mind was a direct
result of the publicity program you

The

so heartily put in action."

pub,,

'c

"Si

ft

Nurse Recruiting
WNAX

Yankton, S. D., to spur recruitment of badly-needed student
nurses, taped a half-hour program
at a local hospital. The program,
which followed a prospective student nurse on a tour of all hospital
departments, included explanations
by each department head of the
function of that particular division, and told how after student
qualifies as full-fledged nurse, she
would be eligible for specialized
duty.
Symphony Campaign
WWIN-AM-FM Baltimore raised
nearly $2,000 in pledges during a
4% -hour marathon broadcast on
behalf of the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra. Rival stations carried
advance plugs free. The broadcast
was made up of a volunteer cast.
Hospital Fund
RADIO and TV stations in the
Washington, D. C, and Arlington,
Va., area are cooperating on a local
Mrs. Hush contest designed to

channel $400,000 into a new building campaign for the Arlington
Hospital. Recorded clues are being
played on local stations at various
times during the current month.
Eligibility for contest entry hinges
on a $1 contribution to the building fund. Winner will receive 1951
Oldsmobile coupe for correctly
identifying Mrs. Hush and writing
best 25-word statement on "Why I
Should Buy Defense Bonds." Appreciation for radio-TV station participation was expressed by Clarke
Daniel, campaign chairman for the
building fund, who praised outlets
for making the contest possible.
"B-Day"
BILL WEAVER, KCBS San Francisco personality, staged his third
"B-Day — Bring a Boy Back" drive
for blood donors May 22. He broadcast his early morning and afternoon show direct from the Irwin
Memorial Blood Bank in San Francisco and appeared as guest on

COMPARATIVE

SHARE

other KCBS programs during the
day to urge blood donations. The
blood bank remained open extra
hours for respondents to the Weaver pitch. In his two previous BDay drives, Mr. Weaver succeeded
in substantially raising the blood
bank take for the day. The Red
Cross has highly commended
KCBS for the efforts.
Police Praise WJBK
CREDIT for the apprehension of
two hit-and-run killers has been
given to WJBK Detroit by the DePolice Dept.
station's
hourly troit
newscasts
plusThe
commentary
by WJBK's featured disc jockeys
were named as key factors in producing confessions from two teenage motorists, according to a letter
received by General Manager Richard E. Jones from Traffic Director
James A. Hoye. The entire Detroit
Police Dept. expressed gratitude,
noting that the two youths "stated
in their confession that they had

OF AUDIENCE

•
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Music Festival
CKCW Moncton, N. B., May 7-12
sponsored Moncton Music Festival
where over 1,200 entries, comprising more than 4,000 persons, competed in 237 classes. Twenty-two
scholarships and prize awards were
arranged for by CKCW, which underwrites all expenditures. First
annual festival was held in 1947.

IN MS MONTANA

MISSOULA

Page 20

'Pint Parade'
BOURNE
RUTHRAUFF, vice
president of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, has been named chairman of advertising agencies section of United Entertainment Industry's blood donor drive in New
York on behalf of Red Cross. He
will be assisted by Tom Slater, also
a vice president of Ruthrauff &
Ryan. A temporary blood donor
center has been opened in Rooms
143-145 of the Hotel Astor, and
other temporary units are being or
will be set up at Manhattan Center,
CBS, NBC and DuMont Network
for the convenience of donors from
the craft unions and network employes. The campaign will end
with an all-star benefit, "Pint
Parade," to be held May 29.

CITIES

Percentages shown in this graph are based on
BARROMETER surveys for January-February,
1951 for 6 Montana Cities.
Monday through Friday average listening
6:00 A.M. to 1 1 :00 P.M. Averages for stations
signing on after 6:00 A.M. or signing off
earlier than 11:00 P.M. are based on actual
time on the air.
Complete Coverage on Z Net (with a single
contract) ... a better buy!
1 announcement
40.00
Stations
B, D, E, F, G, I
$17.00
Va hour
petitive coverage)
(maximum com1 announcement
133.00
Va hour
Stations C, D, E, F, H, I
$ 41.06
, (minimum
competitive coverage)
1 announcement
147.00
Va hour
The Z Net, when purchased in combination
$ 44.11
with "other XL Stations (KXL-Portland)
(KXLYSpokane) of the Pacific Northwest is procurable at a lower rate than even the low rate
quoted above.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
San Francisco
Los Angeles
The Walker Co.
New York
Chicago
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Best

—

take

in

stability,

the

for

Business

instance

stabilizing amplifier— is a "standout" feature of the
TA-5C. It is absolutely stable under all operating conditions. It operates with the same stability with or
without signal input. It provides complete isolation
between monitors — makes it possible to perform onair monitor switching operations without creating
transients or cross-talk on the program line.

standard RMA values through just one simple adjustment of the sync control. Total tube complementonly 19!
Today more than 400 RCA Stabilizing Amplifiers
are helping TV stations deliver the cleanest, most
stable pictures in the history of commercial television.
Need we say more?
*
*
*

The TA-5C stabilizing amplifier handles sync inputs
up to 8 volts — and delivers signal voltage output at

Call your RCA representative for price and information on delivery. Or mail the coupon— today.

• Stability— the most necessary requirement of any

TELEVISION BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
RAD tO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. CAMDEN. N.J.
'In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

ROADCASTING

RCA Engineering Products
Camden, N. J.
Dept.QD-19
Send me price and complete information on the RCA
Type TA-5C Stabilizing Amplifier.
Name
,
Address
.
City
State
Station

,
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CBS
ABC,
HPT
AIM
PLANS for infusion of United
Paramount Theatres wealth
and knowhow into the ABC
radio and television networks
began taking form within 24
hours after last Wednesday's
announcement that ABC and
UPT officials had come to
terms on a $25-million merger
which UPT spokesmen say
;hey hope to complete by late July
3r August.
In a parlay on the record-setting
leal, CBS, which initiated the negotiations several weeks ago but
ost out, would buy UPT's WBKB
(TV) Chicago for $6 million and
•hus partially satisfy its desire for
hree more stations in its TV lineip, which set it to bidding for ABC
n the first place [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 7].
It was considered inevitable that
rCC would call a hearing before
■assing upon a transaction of such
. magnitude as the ABC-UPT
lerger, with close examination of
ublic-policy questions relating to
heatre ownership in the broadasting field and, particularly, a
tudy of the merger plan in the
ght of FCC's
avowedof
reference
for repeatedly
dissemination
)ntrol over media of mass comlunications (see story page 32).
Under the proposal, which is
abject to directors and stockolders as well as FCC approval,
eonard H. Goldenson, president
: UPT, would be president of the
ew company — American Broadasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. —
•hile Robert E. Kintner, president
: ABC, would be president of the
idio and television division. Edard J. Noble, chairman of the
)ard of ABC and owner of 57%
t its stock, would be chairman of
lie finance committee of the new
>mpany's board of directors.
Mr. Goldenson affirmed reports
.at the theatre company has $30

FOR

JULY

Mr. NOBLE

million in cash reserves which can
be invested in development of the
radio and television properties.
On the heels of the merger plan
disclosure came an announcement
Thursday that two key officials of
the theatre chain would move into
top-level executive positions of the
proposed radio and television division. Robert H. O'Brien, secretary, treasurer and a director of
UPT, would become executive vice
president of the radio-TV division,
and Robert M. Weitman, a UPT
vice president, would become vice
president in charge of program and

talent development for both radio
and television (biography page 36).
It was understood also that John
H. Mitchell, general manager of
WBKB, and other top executives
of the station would move into the
management of ABC's WENR-TV
Chicago upon completion of the
merger.
The WBKB call letters would be
transferred to WENR-TV, it was
reported, and CBS is expected to
use its WBBM Chicago station call
in identifying the TV station, now
known as WBKB, which it acquires
from the new company. Manage-

Broadcasting-Paramount

EDWARD J. NOBLE
Businessman, industrialist, banker and financier, Edward J. Noble
has been in radio a decade. He was
born at Gouverneur, N. Y., in 1882.
His extensive business and financial
career led to the board chairmanship of Life Savers Corp., among
many prominent connections. He
served as Under Secretary of Commerce during the administration of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and was
first chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Authority. He entered radio
in 1941 by buying WMCA New
York. Two years later he bought
the Blue Network for $8 million
and became board chairman.

ROBERT H. HINCKLEY
An academic career at his alma
Mr. O'Brien
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

To

Get

WBKB

MERGER

Mr. GOLDENSON

American
ABC Members . . .

G

Theatres

mater, Brigham Young U., preceded entry of Robert H. Hinckley
into politics and business. Born at
Fillmore, Utah, in
1891, he was
elected to the
state legislature
after combining
teaching with
football coaching.
In 1916 he started
an auto business,
movingtion into
avia12 years
later by forming
Mr. Hinckley

ment of the TV station under CBS
ownership is expected to be headed
by H. Leslie Atlass, CBS Central
Division vice president.
Five members of the present
ABC board were designated to
serve with 13 UPT directors on
the board of the proposed new company: Messrs. Noble and Kintner,
and Earl E. Andei-son, Robert H.
Hinckley, and Owen D. Young.
Woods' Status
The status of Mark Woods, vice
chairman of the ABC board and
former president of the network,
was not defined. Of the other ABC
directors — Alger B. Chapman, C.
Nicholas Priaulx, Franklin S.
Wood and William Zeckendorf — it
was assumed that Mr. Priaulx, as
treasurer of the present network,
would be assured of a key position
in the new company.
UPT representation of the new
company's board would consist of
UPT's present 13-man board:
Messrs. Goldenson and O'Brien,
and John Balaban, A. H. Blank,
John A. Coleman, Charles T.
Fisher Jr., E. Chester Gersten,
Walter W. Gross, Robert L. Huffines Jr., Herbert Schwartz, William T. Kilborn, Walter P. Marshall, and Robert B. Wilby (for
background on directors, see below. Goldenson sketch page 32).
The present ABC board meets
(Continued on page 32)

Utah Pacific Airways. In the mid'30s he was assistant administrator
of WPA and joined Civil Aeronautics Authority in 1938 under
Edward J. Noble. When Mr. Noble
became Under Secretary of Commerce he joined him as Assistant

Inc. Board

Secretary. He became an executive of Sperry Corp. in 1942 and
later director of the Office of Contract Settlement. In 1946 he berector. came ABC vice president and diROBERT E. KINTNER
National prominence came to
Robert E. Kintner in the late '30s
when he wrote a syndicated column
in collaboration with Joseph Alsop.
They wrote two books, Men Around
the President and American White
Paper. During World War II he
served in the Army's G-2, later
being transferred to public relations. In September 1944 he joined
ABC as a vice president, became
executive vice president in 1946
and finally president. He was born
in 1909 at Stroudsburg, Pa.
(Continued on page 36)
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NTRACT
CO
By FLORENCE SMALL
WITH the approaching end of the
current contract cycle on June 1,
a wave of nervous action has
broken on the industry, spraying
the air with reports of reorientation, renewals and cancellations
affecting, among others, some of the
most formidable advertisers in radio and television.
Such impressive clients as General Foods, Lever Bros., Campbell's
Soup and Schlitz Brewing Co. are
contemplating — and in some cases
have already concluded — decisions
of major change in their established operations.
General Foods is releasing its
12-year sponsorship of The Aldrich
Family on radio and television,
still retaining, however, its time
segment on NBC-TV, Sunday, 7:308 p.m. Latter period will be filled
by the sponsor with a summer reWho's Who, isfeaturing
Phil Baker. placement,
Advertiser
looking
for a new property for the time in
the fall. General Foods is also
dropping Bert Parks daytime show
on CBS-TV for the summer. Young
& Rubicam, New York, is the
agency.
Meanwhile, Campbell Soup Co.
has bought the Aldrich Family, a
William Morris package, to replace
its Henry Morgan Show, Friday,
9:30-10 p.m. on NBC-TV. Warwich
& Legler, New York, is the agency.

Lever Bros.' Plans
Lever Bros, is considering dropping sponsorship of My Friend
Irma on CBS, Monday 10-10:30
p.m., through Foote, Cone & Belding. Advertiser may retain the
time with another show. Actual
decision is expected early this week.
Lever Bros. Lux Radio Theatre, on
CBS through J. Walter Thompson,
New York, is expected to be retained next fall.
Schlitz Brewing Co., is renewing
its Halls of Ivy starring the Ronald
Colmans, on NBC, but is still undecisive as to what will happen
to its television show, Pulitzer Prize
Playhouse, on ABC-TV. Format, because of shortage of material, is
expected to be dropped. However,
another show — most likely dramatic— will be sponsored next year.
Schlitz would like to take over the
Ford Theatre time on CBS-TV, alternate Friday, 9-19 p.m., should
Ford Motor Co. not renew its contracts. Ford, through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York, is expected
Esso Spot Campaign
STANDARD OIL of Indiana, Chicago, is running a six-week spot
saturation campaign on 14 AM and
four TV stations in Detroit and
Milwaukee for its Red Crown gasoline. About 700 AM spots are
being used in Milwaukee and 1,000
in Detroit, plus some 200 video
commercials in each city, on one
Milwaukee station and three in
Detroit. Agency is McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
Page 24
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Sponsors Set chgn9e
ACTIONS
to either renew Ford Theatre or
Celanese Corp., through Ellington & Co., New York, is understood
plunge the money into the James
Melton Ford Festival, currently
to be considering a one-hour TV
show for fall. One of the packages
sponsored on NBC-TV by Ford
Dealers of America, through J. being considered is the ANTA proWalter Thompson, New York.
Motorola TV, through Ruthrauff
Philip Morris, through Biow Co.,
& Ryan, will drop sponsorship of gram.
New York, is dropping Ralph Edits part of the comedy Four Star
wards in television. Crime Doesn't
Revue, Wednesday, 8-9 p.m. on Pay, a film series, takes over the
NBC-TV but is expected to remain
10-10:30 p.m. period Thursday on
in television next year with a less CBS-TV.
Ronson on CBS
expensive program. Time and format are as yet undecided.
Ronson
Lighters through Grey
Chrysler Corp. (Dodge cars)
Adv.,
takes
over the 6:30-7 p.m.,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, did
Sunday spot on CBS-TV which was
drop sponsorship of its Show Time
USA, Sunday, on ABC-TV. Agency,
dropped
by Nestle's cancellation
of
Mr.
I. Magination.
Effective July
however, is understood to be recom29,
Ronson
will
sponsor
Peter
Lind
mending two film shows for fall
Hayes and Mary Healy in Star of
presentation. Mayor of the Town
and Call the Police. An early de- the Family in that time.
Coca-Cola Bottlers, New York,
cision is expected.

through William Esty
York, is understood to
ering a half-hour TV
announcement is expected
week.

Co., New
be considshow and
early this

NBC MEETING
Midwest Affiliates Gather
THREE dozen promotion managers stations
from NBC's
midwest affiliated
met Wednesday
in
Chicago for the second in the network's series of meetings on upcoming plans and exploitation techniques Hal Smith, NBC Chicago
network promotion manager, made
arrangements for the day-long
meeting at the Palmer House.
George Wallace, manager of radio
advertising and promotion, New
York, and Pat Steele, supervisor of
audience promotion, scheduled the

agenda.
Speakers included Art Farlow
of J. Walter Thompson, Chicago;
Charles Karr, sales promotion manager of Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Milwaukee; James Brown, BBDO
New York; Bill Wiseman, WOW
Omaha; Joseph Cook, KSTP MinoN
visi
meio
Tat
To
m
cons
neapolis, and Jack Ryan, NBC Chis mo
cbde
tr
cago. They discussed and outlined
summer and fall sales pictures of
the network, NBC's 25th anniver-;
sary plans, summer and fall promotion, press and publicity activities
the value of the stations reporting
its promotion work directly t<
clients and agencies and merchan
dising and station promotion.
The promotion conferences ar«
expected to be resumed as an an
nual affair, as they were prior tc
three years ago. A similar clinii |
was conducted in New York Mon
day and in Atlanta Thursday, ant
will be held in Hollywood anc
Dallas this week.
Attending the Chicago meeting
Mr. Wiseman, Milton Greenebauir
WSAM Saginaw, Mich.; Roy Pederser
WDAY Fargo; Frederick C. Sehilpir.
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix KFAM St. Cloud; George D. Cowlt
WEBC Duluth; Mr. Cook, KSTP:
"But if color TV is such a success, why didn't radio have it long ago!"
Ronnie Lee, Welcome Travelers, Chi
of sales in 1949.
cago; John R. Gnau, WWJ Detroit
Born in Paris, France, in 1909, Fred Reed, WOC Davenport; E. C
WEIS QUITS L-W
Mr. Weis is a graduate of the Sor- Feinthel, WLW Cincinnati; Howaf
Named World Sales Manager
bonne and holds the degree of Silbar, WOOD Grand Rapids; Ott
PIERRE WEIS, 45, vice president
bachelor of mathematics and phil- Bremers, Thomas J. Horan and Joh
M. Keys, WMAQ Chicago; P. O. Rur
osophy. Upon his arrival in the nerstrom,
in charge of sales, Lang-Worth
WLOK Lima.
U. S. in 1937, he became general
Features, New York, has been
Bib
Maley,
WHIZ Zanesville; W. I
manager
of
Ozaphane
Corp.
of
named sales manAmerica, film manufacturer. In Frase, WMC Memphis; David Pasli
ager of the World
ernak, KSD St. Louis; Del Greenwoo*
1939 he returned to his native
B r o a d c asting
WGBF Evansville; John F. Meaghe
country
to
serve
as
a
lieutenant
in
KYSM Mankato; Dave Gentling, KRO,
System effective
immediately, it
the French Army, returning to this Lancaster; Don Degroot, WWJ D<
was announced
country at the end of 1940 after troit; Al Morrison, Procter & Gamble
John F. Whalley, WMAQ Chicago
Germany occupied France.
last week by RobJohn Schweiker, WHO Des Moines
ert W. FriedHarry C. KOPF, NBC Chicago; W. V
heim, general
SUMMER BUSINESS
Woods, WHO Des Moines; Martha H
manager of
Turner and Madeline K. Barry, WBOI
Outlook Bright at WCCO
WBS.
Terre
Haute; Jim Burt, KELO Siou
Mr. Weis joined
Mr. Weis
SUMMER business outlook is Falls; Bruce Wallace, WTMJ Milwai
Lang-Worth Feabright at WCCO Minneapolis, the kee.
tures as a salesman in 1941, taking station announced last week.
J. R. McKinley, WTAC Flint; Robei
a leave of absence from 1943-46 to
Nelson, WEAU Eau Claire; Art Pa
WCCO reported all indications
serve as a lieutenant in Army
were that both the number of 52- low, Les Lear and Tommy Bartlet
Welcome Travelers, Chicago; Howde
Transportation Corps. Upon his week advertisers and the seasonal
Meyers, WMAQ Chicago; George Die:
return to Lang-Worth in 1946 he "summer" advertisers will surpass
enderfer, Gordon Mills and Se
was named sales manager and
previous years. In 1950 station had
Kaney,
NBC Chicago, and Polly Stui
a 17% increase over 1949.
raised to vice president in charge
geon, NBC Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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Senate
COY
RENAMED
EARLY SENATE approval of possibly a new communications
board, had been prevalent.
Wayne Coy to chairman the FCC
His name also was proferred as
for a full seven year term was seen
last week as the Senate Interstate
top-man of a so - called "superCommerce Committee scheduled
FCC," which in the past few
consideration of the nomination for months was projected thinking in
government quarters as possible
tomorrow (Tuesday).
The Senate received President
solution to the problems of spectrum allocation for government and
Truman's nomination of Chairman
industry.
Coy for reappointment to the ComChairman Coy has watched the
mission last Tuesday. After an
executive session the following day, radio-TV industry develop in the
Senate Commerce Committee Chair- post-war period from his governmental lookout-post. In the manner
man Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) anthat he boosted FM before becomnounced the hearing schedule.
ing FCC Chairman, Wayne Coy
The open session tomorrow will
be the question-and-answer type praised UHF's future as a TV-band
as early as 1949. He also weathusually afforded a nominee. Chairered the storm that greeted a proman Coy can be expected to read
longed TV allocation freeze.
a prepared statement. The hearing
will be held at 10 a.m., Room G-16
Part of FCC's allocation study
was the color television study, culin the Senate wing of the Capitol.
minating in the decision on standCommittee approval is tantamount to Senate confirmation. Sen.
ards. Again, Chairman Coy was
on center stage in that whirligig.
Johnson indicated that he expects
In the radio field, Chairman Coy
no contesting of the nomination.
carried with him the credo he
Chairman Coy is held in high es- has
enunciated when he was in the
teem on Capitol Hill by a formidable number of Senators.
broadcasting business — the public
President Truman did not specify must come up to the level of the
program instead of the program
Wayne Coy for the chairmanship
coming down to the level of the
because by law, the Chief Executive may select the chairman from
As late as May 1949, Chairman
public.
the seven members of the Commission.
Coy said the public must look to
The FCC Chairman's current term
expires June 30, 1951. His reappointment would become effective
July 1. He became chairman of the
Commission Dec. 29, 1947 to sucbaseball
is ES
on trial
ceed Charles R. Denny under a ORGANIZED
OB
PR
FBI
recess appointment by President
again
before the bar of Justice.
Truman. The President then, as he
A sweeping "catchall" probe
did now, named him as a Democrat
into restrictions placed on broadfrom Indiana.
casts and telecasts of all professional and amateur sports — with
Station Connections
special emphasis on baseball's playThe Senate confirmed the 1947
policies — was announced
nomination on Jan. 30, 1948. Be- by-play
last Wednesday by the Justice
fore heading the Commission,
Dept.
Chairman Coy was radio director
Attorney General J. Howard Mcof WINX-AM-FM Washington,
Grath said he had ordered the
then a holding of the Washington
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Post, which now is majority stock- to launch the inquiry, partly on
holder of WTOP - AM - FM - TV
Washington. He also served as an the basis of a "substantial number
over "alleged reassistant to Eugene Meyer, pub- of complaints"
straints imposed by professional
lisher of the Post.
In government service since 1935, baseball upon the broadcasting and
with exception of his radio post televising of games."
The investigation, which will exfrom 1942-47, Chairman Coy is
tend 30 or perhaps 60 days, will
widely recognized as an energetic also carry
over into professional
and able administrator.
and
college
football and other
As head of the Commission,
sports, for which a substantial
Wayne Coy has led a colorful ca- number
of radio-TV contracts now
reer in the communications reguhang
fire.
lation field. A former broadcaster,
NCAA Under Study
Chairman Coy is acutely aware of
Inclusion of campus football in
broadcast-telecast problems.
President Tinman's nomination
the scope of the far-reaching inlast week is seen in some industry
quiry doubtless will find a number
quarters as a "clearing of the air" of sympathetic supporters, partithat up to the present time has
cularly among colleges who have
revolted against the attempt of
been misty as to the Chairman's
future in government.
some well-organized institutions to
With the Korean incident and control the beneficent football telecasting business. Protests already
the mushrooming of defense agencies to handle the mounting prob- have been lodged with the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn., whose
lems of semi-war footing in government and industry, rumors of committee engineered a plan for
Chairman Coy's departure from the limited telecasts and whose action
was under study by the Justice
FCC to head up a defense agency,
BROADCASTING
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Hearing

Tomorrow

broadcasters rather than to federal
regulation for a standard in radio
services. In February 1950, he
labeled "dangerous" for any seven
persons to have authority to say
what shall go on the airwaves. A
month later in Oklahoma, he called
for the industry, TV in particular,
to "clean up" its programs.
Rumored Changes
Job rumors accompanied Chairman Coy for a good spell of his
years at the Commission. Early in
his FCC career, he was mentioned
for a possible United Nations or
State Dept. position. In March 1949,
he was scotching reports that he
would be named by President Truman as chairman of the National
Security Resources Board. Two
months later, he was being mentioned as the future "czar of TV"
as head of the Television Broadcasters Assn., since fused with
NARTB.
Some doubt had been expressed
as to Chairman
to continue as head ofCoy's
the wish
Commission
in light of his physical condition.
Last winter, he took a seven-week
vacation on advice of his physician.
However, Chairman Coy is a
relatively young man at 47 — he
will be 48 this November — to have

SEBA
BA
Dept.
[Broadcasting
• LL
Telecasting, May 21].
Scrutiny of exclusive radio-TV
rights sold to advertisers on a
territorial basis also was implied,
though not expressly singled out,
in the Justice Dept. announcement
that the FBI will seek "all the
facts." The exclusivity issue had
been raised in complaints over
football practices, it was learned.
Almost simultaneously the issue attracted attention on Capitol
Hill where:
® A Congressional subcommittee served notice it may look into
broadcasting contracts during hearings on baseball anti-trust aspects.
# Sen. Ed. C. Johnson (D- Col.)
and three House members introduced bills to exempt all professional sports from anti-trust laws.
While the Justice Dept. move
was widely regarded as signifying
the end of an 18-month old truce
involving broadcasters, telecasters
and the public on the one hand and
professional baseball on the other,
Atty. Gen. McGrath emphasized
that the probe was directed in order
that "all the facts may be carefully
examined and a determination made
as to whether further action, is
The Justice Dept. had suspended
its
earlier investigation in October
required."
1949 — it originally began in 1948 —
on the premise that "substantial
changes" had been made in major
and minor league radio-TV practices. Authorities warned, how-

Mr. COY
compiled a long and successful
government service.
A former editor and publisher
in Indiana, Wayne Coy subsequently served as an assistant to
President Roosevelt in the early
forties, followed by a two-year
tenure as Assistant Director of the
Budget. He also served in the
Federal Security Administration in
various capacities under Paul V.
McNutt, whom he assisted in the
Philippines when Mr. McNutt was
High Commissioner and in Indiana
when Mr. McNutt was Governor.

Rqdi°-TV Ri^s
0n ever,
that the department would
take
"appropriate
in the
future if evidencesaction"
of restraint
occurred. Last week Atty. Gen.
McGrath noted that the anti-trust
division has since "continued to
receive a substantial number of
Original revisions, set forth in
complaints."
1949 when the Justice Dept. suspended action, restricted the veto
power of local clubs over the local
broadcasting of other games. Each
baseball team was permitted to
control baseball radio-TV broadcasting rights within a radius of
50 miles of its own park — only at
the time it is actually playing
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Oct. 31, 1949]. It is this factor
which has commanded the attention of department lawyers,
it was understood. At least two
radio stations — ■ WFIN Findlay,
Ohio, and KFSB Joplin, Mo — have
filed anti-trust suits against baseball clubs in federal courts the past
fortnight.
WFIN reportedly charged it is
not permitted to air Cleveland
games in its area when the nearby
Lima club, 35 miles away, is playing at home. KFSB, which dropped
an earlier suit against the Joplin
team, advertising agency and a
brewery sponsor, has filed a new
injunction against the Joplin Baseball Corp. claiming interference,
(see story page 76).
The Congressional phase arose
(Continued on page 73)
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PROGRAM FACTS
Program: "Meet Your Congress."
Stations: WW J Detroit, WINX
Washington, WHAT Philadelphia, WINS New York, WBZ
Boston, WIRE Indianapolis,
WKRC Cincinnati, WTHT Hartford, WHK Cleveland and
KGW Portland. Other stations
periodically.
Sponsor: Public service.
Cast: Charles T. Lucey, moderator, or as occasion may demand. Sen. Blair Moody CDMich.). Members of Congress.
Producer: Sen. Blair Moody.

<a o
THE

q

ln^oses;
ShowSharply
MBS
UnAltULOCfiS' TV
Jumps
MnUADPCO
CBS and MBS gross radio time charges for January-through-April
1951 exceeded those for the same period last year, according to Publishers Information Bureau figures released today (Monday) in New
York.
*
While the two networks both increases January - through - April
reported time charge gains, net- this compared to the fourwork grosses as a whole recorded month
iod fm 1950_roughl

to $64,054 755 m ' 1951 over the
e both
and
basis-sh
^dividual
an owing
450% on
$34,198,+l aggregat
f
four
- month
period.
Aggregate g45 against $8 193 058 for
gross time charges for all net- Ty network time charges.
April
works in April, however, rose irom , '
„ „„ „on ,_.
54 com806 to $15,921,908 on the showfd a f oss of $9'089>4
$15,908,
for the same
strength of CBS and MBS boosts. Pared to $2,393,063
Three TV networks (DuMont not month last year,
reporting) registered substantial Gross network radio and TV
* % ;S
time charges as reported by PIB:
NETWORK RADIO
April
April
Jan.1951
-April Jan.1950
-April
1951
1950
ABC
$ 2,975,078 $ 3,128,603
$11,668,556 513,310,356
CBS
6,509,147 6,054,738
26,297,709 23,904,827
MBS
1,539,801 1,441,452
6,157,399 5,932,426
NBC
4,897,882 5,284,013
19,931,091 22,069,954
TOTAL
$15,921,908 $15,908,806
$64,054,755 $65,217,563
NETWORK TELEVISION
April
April
Jan.1951
-April Jan.1950
-April
1951
1950
ABC
$ 1,417,189 $ 372,022
$ 5,540,229 $ 1,152,979
CBS
2,913,956 873,343
11,109,362 2,696,799
NBC
4,758,309 1,147,698
17,548,954 4,343,280
TOTAL
$ 9,089,454 $ 2,393,063
$34,198,545 $ 8,193.058

junior Senator from Michigan, Blair Moody, is producer of a transcribed radio show that is supposed to
introduce the listener to what various Congressmen have
on their minds about certain subjects.
Obviously that is why the halfhour transcribed program is titled, of live cattle and slaughtered animals is about. And he is quick to
Meet Your Coyigress.
The idea for the listener, we pre- remind that this issue is nearly
(Continued on page 73)
sume, is to listen, judge and then
mark up the little black book with
lots of notes for use around election time, a practice by the general
public that gets quite irritating
to our lawmakers at times.
Meet Your Congress has the usual
NBC' CBS Promotions Say
BEST
STILL
panel format. Four members of the TELEVISION
RADIO
or no television, ra- radio homes, if it amounts to that network programs delivered more
elite chambers participate, two pro
than 10 million counted listeners a
dio is still THE medium to reach
much, is well within the 10-15%
and two con. Time limit is placed
week, and 164 delivered over 5
more people for less money, NBC
radio
time-cost
reductions
already
million.
for everybody to have an uninand CBS stressed in sales and announced by CBS, NBC and ABC
terrupted say, then anchor is
and
expected
to
be
instituted
by
promotion
pieces
last
week.
hoisted for debate.
Yet network
cost-perthousand
listenersradio's
has increased
Both networks recognized that Mutual.
This reviewer listened to a half- television
less
than
that
of
any
other
medium,
is here and to be reckoned
Television, the study asserts, is
hour yes and no discussion on the
CBS continues. Since 1946, it is
with
—
by
all
other
media.
But
cutting into radio "just as it is pointed out, U. S. wholesale prices
control of meat prices and thanked
they related, reaches farther,
cutting down the time that people
heaven the dinner menu that night radio,
costs
less
and
delivers
more.
have gone up 65%; charges of
was macaroni and cheese with
spend with all other media," but eight big magazines have gone up
NBC's
faith
in
radio
was
resalad.
"projections for TV's influence in
iterated by its officials in the openthe coming 1951-52 season still 47%; those of 94 big-city papers
Participants on this forum were
are up 24%, while CBS nighttime
ing
meetings
of
a
series
of
regional
leave
plenty of room for big netSens. Edward J. Thye of Minnesota
radio
is up only 10%, in cost-persessions
with
affiliated
station
proand Hugh Butler of Nebraska in
work radio audiences."
thousand, compared with 1946.
motion
managers;
CBS's,
in
a
new
"Dollar
for
dollar,"
the
newsmen
Even if the number of TV homes
opposition to the government's pro- radio sales presentation unveiled
jected control program and Reps.
were told, "the average advertiser
Thursday.
reaches 16 million by next January,
in CBS nighttime radio reaches
Jacob K. Javits of New York and
CBS notes, 27 million radio homes
53% more prospects than in big will
Other Showings Set
Richard Boiling of Missouri who
still be without TV.
national
magazines,
and
137%
more
believe the plan will work. Rep.
The CBS presentation, to be
Budgets Run High
Boiling was the only Democrat,
shown later in Chicago and Detroit
than in big-city newspapers."
Advertisers, it was asserted,
Rep. Javits a liberal Republican
The CBS presentation cites food
and
on
the
West
Coast,
was
preand the other two of the GOP.
should stop thinking in terms of products, cigarettes, and soaps and
pared under the direction of Louis
drugs manufacturers, representing
When everybody got what he Hausman, CBS vice president in "averages" and consider networks
had to say off the hoof, the panel, charge of advertising and sales and programs separately — and
18 of the network
top 25 radio
advertisers,
as'
choosing
over all
as it does every week, changed pace promotion, and George Bristol, di- should remember that mounting TV
and permitted all to get into the
other
media,
having
devoted
from
rector of presentations, and was
costs may force smaller advertisers out of television, with the 38% (cigarettes) to 56% (drugsact, uninhibited.
outlined to trade newsmen by Edresult that they should establish
Charles T. Lucey, the moderator,
ward Shurick, CBS market research
soaps) of their budgets to this
radio "franchises" by buying radio
performs quite well, although his consultant, at a luncheon in New
type
of advertising since 1936.
time now.
York.
voice lacks the refined edges which
The 18 top advertisers in these
It is estimated that by the most
Sen. Moody applies when he preTerming radio "the only medium
three product categories spent al-!
sides.
extravagant yardstick the number
that reaches all the people," the most $2.5 million more in network
The program has an impressive
study points out that there are 41.9 radio in 1950 than in 1949, and
of "effective" radio homes would
beginning, the sound effects of a decline no more than 8.5% this million radio homes, aside from 19.1 for the first quarter of 1951 ran
million auto radios and 5 million
year — from 31.9 million in January
only 1% behind their total for the
gavel rapping for order, an essento 31.1 million next January.
tial for any forum, radio or othersets in public places — and not same period of last year, it is
This estimate takes into account
counting an estimated 30 million
wise. This is followed by the
pointed
secondary sets in homes, which
These out.
top 18 advertisers, CBS
rather tiring voice of Mr. Lucey,
the number of radio homes, numwould bring the overall total to says, choose network radio because
ber of television homes (January
who most likely will improve his
1952 estimate: 16 million) and the almost 100 million.
delivery and style as the program
they have the greatest need for
effective advertising; have the
scientifically evolved estimate that
progresses.
Out of this total, CBS maintains, radio advertisers win bigger greatest resources for testing adSo that the audience will not radios in TV homes are in use
individual audiences than they can
think this is a Western he is listen- about 25% as much as in non-TV
vertising values, and find that netreach through any other medium.
work radio gives them the best
ing to, the moderator goes on to homes.
(Continued
on page 93)
In February, it is pointed out, 58
The 8.5% decline in effective
explain what the whole problem
BROADCASTING
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ANA

AFFILIATES

-|

ACTIVITIES of the radio-wide
Affiliates Committee to prevent a
rate-cutting rout which could seriously impair if not totally destroy
radio's position as the nation's foremost advertising medium began to
show results last week.
Some 360 network-affiliated stations had by mid-week made contributions to the committee's war
chest aggregating between $23,500
and $24,000, Committee Chairman
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford,
told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
The Assn. of National Advertisers acknowledged the Affiliates
Committee invitation for a calm
and considered discussion of the
overall radio situation with a letter that expressed willingness to
meet with the committee as soon
as a time convenient to both groups
can be set.
At week's end, however, the committee had received no word from
the networks in response to its letters asking them to state on the
public record their intentions as
to the continued support of sound
broadcasting.
Meeting in New York a week
earlier, the committee had established itself as a permanent organization and had asked its New York
counsel, White & Case, to prepare
the papers necessary for incorporation [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21]. Its aim, the
committee stressed, is not "to duplicate the activities of any other
organization within our industry"
but to work with other trade groups
in channeling their activities in the
right direction "so the end results
will be satisfactory."
NARTSR Meet Planned
As a first step in this direction,
the committee planned an early
meeting with the National Assn. of
Radio and Television Station Representatives, probably through a
subcommittee to be named from
I eastern members of the Affiliates
Committee. They would work with
the NARTSR
subcommittee already appointed toward the common goal of preventing a spread of
rate cuts from the networks to
Ltime sold individually by stations
;,to national and local advertisers.
n
Despite the willingness of the
vis jANA to arrange a meeting between the Affiliates Committee and
:the ANA's own radio and television committee, the response of
ANA President Paul B. West to
a! "Mr. Morency offered little hope that
j jsuch a meeting would effect any
•^reversal
the association's stand
;on radio of
rates.

Will Meet

ACTION
GET
sions to start at the time of its
That the Affiliates Committee
first report last August, but that
should "have assumed otherwise"
is not surprising, Mr. West said, "the networks thought it undesirable from a legal standpoint that
"because of the widespread misunderstanding as to ANA's exact they meet with us." He attributed
position." ANA's "only interest," that attitude to a misunderstandhe explained,
"hascould
been the
to actual
detering of what the ANA "had defimine as best we
He quoted
his statement of Aug.
nitely planned."
impact of television on radio audi2, 1950, when the original report
ences by a study of the available
statistical data and to make those was issued, that ANA had no infacts known to our members who
tention "to tell the networks what
are interested in radio as an ad- they should charge for their products," which is "the prerogative of
vertising medium."
the medium." ANA's purpose in
The
ANA
position
of
welcomingconstructive criticism of its report, making the report available to the
voiced at the time the material was
broadcasters, the statement noted,
published, "has never altered," Mr. was to give them the benefit of
ANA radio users' collective views
West stated. "It is for that reason
that we would welcome anything
"in helping them reach their indithat you or your associates or
vidual and competitive business decisions more intelligently ... to
others in the industry might have
to say to us with regard to how
the end that this important medium can continue to develop on
any future reports can give the
trend of audience listening habits a healthy, profitable basis as one
in the field of radio." He said the of the most effective means of
ANA had hoped for such discuscommunication to the public."

RYAN

WARNS

Radio 'Overdue' On Selling
Itself, Club Told

RADIO, "long overdue" on selling itself, needs to be re-evaluated on its
basics; should not be sold and bought on a basis of ratings, and must
expand the number and variety of sponsors. These assertions were
made by Bill Ryan, Broadcast Advertising Bureau director, at the regular
luncheon meeting of the Chicago
Radio
These recommendations "have
day. Management Club Wednesnothing to do with television," he
Mr. Ryan, before outlining sev- said. He warned his audience it
eral projects planned by BAB,
is "dangerous" to limit the number
called for station men to investi- and variety of sponsors, and suggate their own medium and its
gested a"deliberate increase in the
sales and program potential. De- spread." Radio will continue to
sell, and television, he predicted,
spite a "lot of confused thinking
about radio, it is still the lowest will be "strictly" a regional mecost-per-thousand major national
dium as it is "extremely" expensive
medium for the national and local on the network level.
Regarding television, Mr. Ryan
advertiser." Mr. Ryan warned,
however, that cost-per-thousand is recommended a comprehensive and
not the final answer.
authoritative survey to show the
medium's influence on other media
Basic Information Needed
and on people. He termed the
Noting that TV has "undoubtAssn. of National Advertisers' TV
edly" cut into radio circulation in
"superficial
convenient,"
some areas, he spoke also of those survey
and expressed
the andhope
that the
cities where television is not in the radio
industry would conduct an
authoritative study.
picture, and cited instances where
radio rates should be raised. Radio,
If such a survey is not conrelative to its dollar rates, "is hogducted, "radio will write its own
tied by rating systems, and has
obituary
on ratings."
been too lazy or too indifferent"
In outlining
plans of the BAB,
to analyze itself. This leaves no
Mr. Ryan projected an idea for a
recourse except "to talk on a cost- national survey, industry-sponper-thousand basis," Mr. Ryan
sored. "We need a documented,
charged. He concluded that the
current rash of rate reductions
proven report on listening habits."
network-wise was caused by a The broadcasters, he said, "think
"few" national advertisers who they know about their audiences
they don't." He suggested the
"buy a tremendous volume of radio but
survey might start on a national
time" and also by "a lack of basic basis
and sift down to the sectional
and local.
information by the broadcaster."
He expects the broadcaster to
BAB will concentrate also on
learn a "real lesson" from the
move for rate reductions by these promotion of results achieved by
advertisers.
radio, on controlled tests of radio
Warning station men "to take and television as competitive as
care of their present rates," he well as complementary media, on
also advocated they set new rates commercial copy — "the most negbased on rising costs and lower
lected field in radio" — and on
purchasing power of the dollar. merchandising.

"In discussing problems of muinterest,"it Mr.
have tual
to make
clearWest
that wrote:
the ANA"I
[rcannot at this time, or at any other
time, engage in a discussion of raiidio rates. The ANA, as such, is
;not a buyer of radio advertising,
nor does it consult with its members regarding radio rates as established either by individual stations or the networks."
BROADCASTING
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C. L. THOMAS (I), general manager,
KXOK Sr. Louis, receives an autographed picture of Adm. Arthur W.
Radford, commander-in-chief. Pacific
and U. S. Pacific fleet, from Lt. O. J.
Cameron, public information officer,
U. S. Navy recruiting station in St.
Louis. The presentation was made
in appreciation of KXOK's Sunday
program, Across the Blue Pacific,
featuring interviews with St. Louis
men on duty in the Pacific area.
AUDIENCES
Views Asked on New Study
GROWING talk of the need for
broadcast research led NARTB
last week to sound out industry
sentiment on a proposed third
study showing radio circulation.
The radio circulation figure, like
the Audit Bureau of Circulation
reports, imation
is ofthe
overall
approxthe best
number
of families
reached, according to Dr. Kenneth
H. Baker, NARTB research director. Dr. Baker sent a letter to
every station in the country, regardless of NARTB membership.
With many agencies tending to
discount radio completely in cities
having television, it was felt at
NARTB that a third industry wide
circulation study would show the
stations used by the nation's 40
million-plus radio families. The
NARTB letter to stations carries
no commitment, merely asking for
views on a possible third study.
Dr. Baker said a large number
of stations have increased their
circulation since the two BMB
studies were conducted. He added
that the number of AM stations
has increased from 1,900 to about
2,300 since the last BMB survey,
with many power boosts and frequency changes having occurred.
Broadcast Audience Measurement was formed last year to investigate industry research needs
and to recommend the type of organization that should be set up
to fill these needs. Henry P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham, is BAM
president. The BAM board asked
NAB's favorable reception of a
special test survey committee report advocating a broad study to
determine the merit of various rating systems.
NAB's
board named a special
committee to study the report. The
committee will meet June 1 in New
York and report to the NARTB
board at its June 4-6 meeting (see
story page 30).
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FUNCTIONAL
FCC's construction of the Communications Act's Sec. 317 respecting- program "sponsorship" — as expressed in the Commission's recent
policy statement to FM stations engaged in functional music broadcasting— is "based upon a literal,
strained and technical interpretation of the language of the statute."
With that as one of their contentions, 13 licensees and permittees
last Friday submitted a joint statement and petition. Filed with the
FCC through the Washington law
firm of Dow, Lohnes and Albertson, the FM group denied they
have abdicated any of their responsibilities as had been indicated by
the FCC [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21, 7, April 16].
FCC policy, if finally implemented, would ban "beep" services
and could possibly effect storecasting, transitcasting and like FM
operations.
The joint documents urged the
FCC (1) to reconsider its position
with respect to functional music
operations; (2) to institute appropriate rule-making proceedings un1.702 of the Commission's
Sec.
der
Rules and Regulations; (3) under
the Commission's Rules and Regulations and the Administrative Procedure Act to issue a declaratory
order "to terminate the controversy
and remove uncertainty"; and (4)
to render such other general relief
as may be deemed necessary.
Petitioners reminded the Commission that it (FCC) is required
to study new uses of radio and
"generally encourage the larger
and more effective use of radio in
the public interest." It was held
that the public interest was involved in the type of program
ON

RECORD
Truman Conference Aired
VOICE of a President speaking at
a news conference was broadcast
for the first time last Thursday.
At the morning news conference
President Truman spoke informally,
in reply to a question, on the subject of peace. Several reporters
asked for the text of his remarks
but the President left this up to
Short, his press-radio secreJoseph
tary.
Later in the morning Mr. Short
made available the recorded transcript of the conference. Ted Koop,
CBS Washington director of news
and public affairs, dubbed the remarks and supplied copies to all
networks. Quality was poor, since
the White House recording equipment is designed merely to supply
a transcript.
Networks for a long time have
sought permission to record Presidential news conferences. Present
regulations forbid any type of
broadcasting, telecasting or recording at the Executive Office without
special permission though visitors
may be interviewed after they are
outside the building.
Page 28
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FM Gro"p Asks Heqri"
MUSIC
clusion that the "expressed purservice rendered and that "proper"
consideration of the complex probpose and intent" of Sec. 317 was to
lems involved cannot properly be
require proper identification of advertising matter to prevent the
in the "straightjacket" procedure
of individual revocation of license
listening public from being derenewal proceedings.
ceived. Itcontinued :
In spite of this . . . the Commission
Holding that subscribers of functional music are not sponsors of would interpret the language of Sec.
317 to the extent that functional muthe specialized program service
sic subscribers are the sponsors of
within the meaning of Sec. 317,
the programs broadcast within the
the petitioners declared: "This dis- meaning thereof in spite of the fact
torted interpretation is entirely in- that the primary aim of the entire
consistent with the intent of and
functional music operation is to elimthe announced purpose of the Coninate all vocal material, particularly
advertising messages. . . . The subgress in adopting this provision."
scribers are in no way interested in
"The courts have frequently emadvertising any product or in the
phasized that the purpose of Congress is a dominant factor in de- promulgation of any doctrine or idea
to the broadcast stations' listeners.
termining the meaning of a statThere certainly is no deception being
ute orclareda the provision
thereof,"
depracticed on any members of the lispetition, observing that
tening public. . .
the "most rational" method of in. . . The functional music operation cannot be fitted into traditional
terpreting the will of Congress, insofar as Sec. 317 is concerned, is forms of "sponsorship" as heretofore
known in commercial broadcasting.
by exploring its intention at the
Payments by subscribers are not for
time the questioned law was made.
any particular program or time with
'27 Radio Act
which they are identified and are not
made on the basis of the rate card.
They are entirely independent of and
Sec. 317 was "copied" from Sec.
19 of the Radio Act of 1927, it was
in no way preclude sponsorship. In
fact, the stations' full time is open
pointed
out
to
the
Commission.
"A
careful review of the legislative
for regular sponsorship in the usual
manner.
history of the Radio Act of 1927
The petitioners declared that the
clearly indicates that Sec. 19 was
Commission is not called upon to
proposed and adopted for the purinterpret the statute inconsistently
pose of preventing deceptive and
with the "clearly-expressed" aim
disguised
advertising."
The petition
reported in detail
of Congress and by "arbitrary administrative fiat to summarily dethe "apparent" intents and debates
on Sec. 19 that took place at that
stroy that which it was instrumental in creating, namely FM,
time to prove the FM group's conTo
KITTNER

which as will be shown, is dependent upon specialized services operating in the public
interest."
"Absurdities"
to which
the tentative interpretation would lead were
cited by the FM operators, who
observed that functional music
operations would be classified as
100% commercial, if the FCC was
correct in its reasoning.
Petition also noted that Commission's thinking on Sec. 317 meant
that each subscriber would be the
sponsor of the major portion of the
station's time for almost negligible
consideration. This - was labeled
absurd and unreasonable and an
attempt by the FCC to apply "old
formulae to new situations" which
were not in the intent of Congress
tion.
in passing the particular legisla"The inflexible approach of the
Commission might be justified if
public interest and consideration
required
the brief stated.
here suchit,"consideration
clearly"But
requires the opposite. Sec. 303(g)
of the Communications Act requires the Commission to 'study
new uses for radio, provide for experimental use of frequencies and
generally encourage the larger and
more effective use of radio in the
Petition argued that functional
music interest.'
subscribers
public
" do not pay for
matter broadcast and that payments are for the transmission of
a supersonic tone which is not
"matter broadcast." The supersonic signal (beep) is the only
thing not otherwise available to
subscribers
as members
the pub(Continued
on pageof 70)

FCC
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NAMED

JOSEPH M. KITTNER, FCC veteran of nearly a decade, last Friday
was named deputy director for the newly-created Broadcasting Bureau
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7].
The name of Mr. Kittner, assistant to the general counsel for the past
three years, was
Office of the General Counsel.
offered to the
Rules and Standards Division —
Commission
by
Paul Dobin, legal assistant to
Curtis B. PlumComr. Robert F. Jones since 1949.
mer, chief of the
In another change at the Comnew Bureau. Also,
mission, it was learned last
with an eye to
the June 4 date week that Harry M. Plotkin, assistant general counsel in charge of
for commencethe
broadcast
would move
ment of opera- into the office division,
of General Counsel
tion, lastapproved
Friday's
meeting
Benedict P. Cottone. Mr. Plotkin
the following to had requested that his name not
Mr. Kittner
head the various
be considered in connection with
divisions of the FCC.
Friday's Broadcast Bureau apAural Facilities Division — James
pointments.
E. Barr, now chief, aural broadcast division, Office of the Chief
Bureau's Balance
Engineer.
Filling of the Broadcast Bureau's
TV Facilities Division — Cyril M.
top slots creates a balance of three
Braum, chief of TV broadcast di- engineers (Messrs. Plummer, Barr
vision, Office of Chief Engineer.
and Braum) and four lawyers.
Hearing Division — Frederick W.
Establishment of the Bureau
Ford, a counsel in the renewal hearearlier this month completed the
tions. ings on the G. A. Richards' staCommission's self-initiated reorganization along lines generally
Renewal and Transfer Division —
advocated in the pending McFarDwight Doty, chief of the AM
branch of the broadcast division, land Bill (S 658) which awaits

House action on Capitol Hill.
Mr. Kittner was born in Weldon
N. C, in 1917. He was graduated J
from the U. of North Carolina in f
1937 with the degree of B.S. in
commerce, and two years later
with an LL.B. degree.
The new deputy director has
been a member of the Commission's legal staff since Decembei
1941. He was first in the wai
problems division, later served as
chief of the administration section, and then became chief of the
litigation section. On May 17
1948, he was named assistant tc
the general counsel.
Among the high points of Mr
Kittner's FCC career has been hi;
work in connection with the Nortl
American Regional Broadcastin
Agreement.
the fall
of U.194'S
he served as a Inmember
of the
delegation to the Havana Meetin;
of Technicians in connection wit]
NARBA.
He has continued to be associate
with NARBA negotiations, assist
ing at the Series of conference
that was climaxed last fall with th
signing by five nations of the pre
posed treaty that now awaits Ser
ate ratification.
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durables as radio-TV sets and refrigerators came as almost a complete reversal of earlier estimates
issued by the Defense Production
Administration a fortnight ago.
Charles Wampler, program-requirements chief, had predicted a 20%
cut for the third quarter — or a
cutback to 80% of Jan.-March 1951.
The metal is used most frequently by electronic equipment firms to
plate steel chassis of receiving sets.
Cadmium is a satisfactory substitute but, unfortunately, also is in
short supply, though NPA had indicated it is studying an amended
order which would permit wider
use, at least temporarily. Nickel
and cobalt are still scarce.
The new adjustment covering
"maintenance, repair and operation" of equipment for radio-TV
broadcasters and other equipment
users was promulgated by NPA
"to compensate for increased prices
and accelerated programs" in the
mobilization effort. The government observed that prices on MRO
items have risen about 10% and
demand contributed the other 10%.
Dollar Volume Formula
Broadcasters who apply for
transmitter and other product replacements may now spend 120%
of the 1950 base period by dollar
value applying a DO-97 label on
such equipment in dealings with
equipment makers. No NPA authorization isrequired. Others using less than 20% of the quota
need no rating. Components to be
incorporated in electronic and communication products are not covered [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12].
A plan whereby owners of repair
shops could claim priority ratings
on replacement parts for home
radio-TV receivers also is under
consideration by the government,
which had excluded them in its
(Continued on page 72)
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Control Plan Starts July 1
MORE
CUTBACKS
FURTHER cutbacks in the use of act on staff recommendations be- priority for mass media and overall impact on building plans was
critical raw materials for all civilfore commencement of the city-by- reflected
last week in the wake of
dan radio-TV production save in city allocation hearings.
other developments, in which the
From the industry view, NARTB
replacement parts for commercial
broadcast equipment appeared a is prepared to demand that, where
government :
# Slashed copper consumption
applications are filed with NPA
certainty last week as the governin consumer durables 75%, porfor building construction permits,
ment geared machinery for its Contending sharp cutbacks in radio-TV
broadcasters be considered on a
trolled Materials Plan beginning
comparable basis with newspaper
July 1.
appliances.
9 Increased the dollar value for
At the same time, there was lit- publishing interests. Latter can
purchases of replacement parts by
tle evidence that the National Probroadcasters and other users when
apply forto authorization
"in areas
adjacent
military establishments
duction Authority would relax new
placed for maintenance, repair
M-4 regulations which now require
defense plants or projects" if and operation purposes.
authorization for the erection of or
adjudged essential to the defense
0 Realigned
its Defense
Proeffort.
Radio and TV stations are
radio-TV broadcasting buildings
duction Administration,
appointing
not so covered, a point which Judge
Walter W. Watts, RCA executive,
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Miller will stress to government
May 21, 14].
deputy administrator in charge of
authorities and which NPA has
NARTB late Thursday still was
all procurement and production.
promised to adjust.
The government order slashing
awaiting from NPA Administrator
Manly Fleischmann acceptance of
Industry concern over quasi- use of copper in such consumer
an invitation to consult with President Justin Miller and other industry representatives on the construction impasse. Judge Miller
had sought the meeting with the
hope of "building up the priority
jhad
position
broadcasting,"
which
been ofsubstantially
weakened
by the government order.
M-4 Clarification
It was learned, meanwhile, that
'offices
NPA will
dispatch clarifying
to all its field
a directive
the
it intent of M-4 as it applies to new
•construction. The directive stresses
that the regulation is aimed at the
erection of new building facilities
to house radio-TV broadcasting and
should not be construed to include
present buildings in which broadcasters may install radio-TV equipAMONG guests attending the National Assn. of Radio & Television Station
ment.
It also was understood that M-4
Representatives Inc. luncheon at New York's Biltmore Hotel May 15 were,
seated (I to r) Leonard Colson, ad manager, Mennen Co., and H. M. Schachte,
OSUtnay be further amended to delete
national ad manager, Borden Co.; standing, Fred Hague, George P. Holling"the word "project" to lessen the
bery Co.; Thomas Campbell, Branham Co.; Jerry Lyons, Weed & Co.; Jack
possibility of confusion on this
Thompson,
Free & Peters; Don Frost, Weed; Arthur McCoy, Avery-Knodel.
ohase. This would, in effect, spell
out specifically that no authoriza:ion would be required of NPA in
.;ases involving the erection of parWages Force Reductions
STAFFS
£ i titions within present buildings. STATION
? till hanging fire was whether
broadcasters might seek relief for TIGHTENING of staff structures
on radio's role in North Carolina's
industry members "are united in
their desire to provide a sound
;;onstruction within a building unis being forced on many broadcast
defense program. Cecil Hoskins,
maintenance, repair and operstations faced with the prospects
WWNC Asheville, spoke on the wage policy for the nation and
ation regulations.
avoid unrealistic and inflationary
of higher wage scales during a FCC's emergency defense communications project.
Meanwhile, FCC was still weighperiod of reduced income, the North
wage advances." Since labor and
j ng the import of the directive in Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
Delegates were taken aboard a public members seem intent on permit ing asubstantial relaxation of
Coast
Guard
cruiser
late
Thursday.
he light of a possibly revised li- was told by Richard P. Doherty,
scales,
he
said the present policy
U.
S.
Brewers
Foundation
entercensing policy for new AM-FM-TV
NARTB employe-em'ployer relatained at a beach party with Fred appears "to be one of coordinated
tions director.
Stations, including its new VHFprogression geared roughly to cost
JjUHF TV allocations proposals.
Meeting Thursday-Friday at the Dodge as host.
Commissioners have held inforCarolinian Hotel, Nags Head, the
More Productivity Urged
of "These
living basic
changes."
trends in the labor
association heard Mr. Doherty rejTial conferences with staff memIn
view
of
the
pressure
for
market
unquestionably
will have
view national and industry cost
bers who reported on the backtrends.
higher wages, Mr. Doherty told some impact upon radio and teleground of the new regulation
Sort [M-4), and reportedly requested
vision," Mr. Doherty explained.
Earl Gluck, WSOC Charlotte,
the association, now is the time "to
pare down surplus personnel and "Since last June the average
[advice on how best to administer
opened the meeting as association
5:he whole licensing procedure.
weekly scale of broadcast techniNamed to the resolu- to eliminate or minimize unnecescians and announcers has advanced
Whether new standards will be president.
sary and unproductive expenditions committee were A. L. Drew,
tures. In many cases, real atten- some 7-8%. Sheer inability to pay,
?volved or whether the CommisWCBT Roanoke Rapids, chairman;
tion must be given to working out on the part of many groups of
sion would proceed along usual
Gaines Kelley, W F M Y-TV-FM
stations, has unquestionably kept
ines was still a moot question.
Greensboro, and Tom Snowden,
integrated or combination jobs."
these increases lower than might
Organized
labor
is
pressing
hard
WCPS
Tarboro.
Harold
Essex,
It was felt, however, that the
otherwise have been true.
for a lifting of the 10% wage
WSJS
Winston-Salem,
was
named
i :lS 'staff would draw up a set of recom"One of the unfortunate probof the nominating com- ceiling permitted by a ruling of the
\ '.nendations and pass them on to chairman
lems facing many stations is that
Wage Stabilization Board, said Mr.
,:he Commissioners before it con- mittee.
their wage scales are already rather
E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlington,
ults again with NPA authorities.
Doherty, a member of the recon(Continued on page 7U)
stituted board. He said the WSB
The Commission doubtless will state civil defense director, spoke
May 28, 1951 • Page 29
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By J. FRANK BEATTY
NARTB 's two-ply board of directors— Radio and TV — will meet
separately and jointly next week
to complete the process of welding
the association into a unified service for aural and visual broadcasters.
Much of the process completed
on paper during- the winter-spring
months must now be put into active service. This will be done at
the June 4-6 session, to be held in
Washington.
Top personnel changes will take
place during the three days, with
Harold E. Fellows, WEEI Boston,
moving into the NARTB presidency as Judge Justin Miller takes
on a new role as chairman of the
board and general counsel.
The formal swearing-in ceremonies will take place at a benefit
dinner to be held June 5 in the
Presidential Room of the Hotel
Statler. Proceeds from this $20-aplate dinner will go to the Johnny
Gillin Memorial Fund. Judge Miller will be installed as board chairman by Chief Justice Bolitha Laws
of the U. S. District Court for the
District of Columbia. Judge Miller in turn will swear in Mr. Fellows.
Meeting Schedule
All day Monday (June 4) the
Radio and TV boards will meet
separately at NARTB headquarters, with a joint buffet luncheon.
Separate meetings will continue
Tuesday morning. A joint luncheon will be held at the Mayflower
Hotel and the remaining day-anda-half will be devoted to joint meetings at the hotel.
There remains one key post to be
filled — director of the TV organization. A special committee headed
by George B. Storer, Fort Industry
stations, will meet June 2 at Williamsburg, Va., to consider a list
of candidates.
Since the Chicago board meeting in mid-April the TV operation
LUDY HEADS KAB
27 Attend First Meeting
BEN LUDY, general manager of
WIBW Topeka, was elected president of the Kansas
Assn. of
Broadcas ters,
when the organization was
formed May 20 in
Topeka. Twentyseven representatives of the 33
Kansas stations
were present.
Grover Cobb,
KVGB Great
Bend, was named
vice president.
Beside Mr. Ludy and Mr. Cobb
members of the board will include:
Ray Jensen, KSAL Salina; Bob
Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville; Bob
Wells, KIUL Garden City; Wendell
Elliott, KGNO Dodge City; and
Archie Taylor, KANS Wichita.
Page 30
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Unite

Radio-TV

has been directed by Thad Brown,
elected TV counsel earlier in the
year. Mr. Brown has set in motion
a list of major TV projects covering such fieldslegislation,
as the FCC's
TV allocation,
sports
rights, membership dues, program
standards, semi-monthly news letter and many other problems affecting the relatively new industry.
Financing of the joint Radio-TV
organizations will occupy a lot of
board time next week. The board's
Finance Committee meets Saturday and Sunday before the main
board sessions. A budget of around
$515,000 was set up for AM, covering the fiscal year starting last
April 1. The TV budget was tentatively set up at approximately
$150,000, of which $50,000 goes to
NARTB for rent and overhead.
However, the TV organization
must have a heavy share of the 107
TV stations as members if it is
to have a $150,000 budget.
At present there are 62 TV members. AM membership totals about
965 stations, slightly above the
March figure, and there are 360odd FM members.
SCOT

Broadcasters

The dues problem will be taken
up by both boards, with consideration to be given some sort of joint
rate for members having both radio and TV stations. AM members
pay graduated dues based on station income. A joint AM-FM rate
allows AM stations to add FM to
AM income in calculating dues, but
this has not raised the dues bracket
of any members.
TV Dues Formula
TV members pay the five-minute
or half the quarter-hour rate,
whichever is lower. However, confusion has developed over the wording of this formula. Some contend
the TV network rate should apply
whereas others argue that the local
rate should govern.
Demand for a joint radio-TV
rate, started in the winter when
Television Broadcasters Assn. disbanded to come under the NARTB
roof, has persisted. Several formulas for joint dues have been
worked out at association headquarters for board study. Most TV
members oppose a dues formula
US Decision Implications
Seen in Set Field

Sen. Johnson To Talk
SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON
(D-Col.), baseball enthusiast, will appear before the
NARTB combined radio-TV
boards June 6 to discuss the
baseball broadcast - telecast
situation. He will speak at
the luncheon session. The
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee chairman is
president of the Western
League, operating in the
Rocky Mountain area. He has
introduced legislation to exempt organized sports from
anti-trust laws (see sports
story page 25).
based on station income.
Back in the board's lap will come
the question
next year's
convention. At its ofChicago
meeting
the
board named a committee to arrange for a New York site, if a
suitable contract could be signed.
The committee scanned New York
hotels but found costs much higher
than Chicago. A detailed report
will be submitted by the committee,
with decision left up to the board.
Another committee, investigating the problem of obtaining operators with first-class tickets during
the prevailing labor shortage, will
report to the board. This committee will meet Sunday noon. It is
headed by William C. Grove, KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo.

FAIR TRADE
PRESPECT of spirited competition for the consumer dollar in purchases
A special board committee, meetof radio, TV and other household appliances was held out last week in
ing Friday in New York, will rethe wake of the Supreme Court decision invalidating certain provisions
port its views on the proposal of
of state fair trade laws.
the
Special
Test Survey CommitThe ruling, which conceivably
and other dealers with bulging intee that a nationwide study be conventories. Radio-Television Mfrs.
will have heavy repercussions at
ducted to evaluate measurement
Assn. had no comment.
the dealer level, was seen as comtechniques [Broadcasting • Teleplicating an already unsettled picUnder the Miller-Tydings amendcasting, Feb. 26]. NARTB last
ture in which manufacturers and
ment passed in 1937, designed to week asked every radio station to
distributors alike have joined in resolve certain conflicts with the submit its views on the need for a
concerted efforts to combat overSherman Anti-Trust Act, states third nationwide circulation study
production and move TV sets off were permitted to adopt their own
(see story page 27).
store shelves [Broadcasting • laws under which manufacturers
Telecasting, May 21].
and sellers could fix minimum retail
Separate Consideration
The U. S. Supreme Court, in a prices on brand products.
controversial 6-3 decision, held in
The sports question will be conThe SCOTUS decision was not
sidered by the separate boards.
effect that dealers who have not directed
at either federal or state Radio stations
are taking part in
signed contracts under fair trade
statutes but was handed down in a
laws are not bound to observe price
a joint campaign with Radio-Telecase involving a New Orleans
vision Mfrs. Assn. to promote atminimums agreed on by a manusuper-market which tried to sell
tendance at professional baseball
facturer and dealer. The decision
liquor below the minimum set by
was widely interpreted as applying
games.
Thecase
question
morecollege
critLouisiana state laws. Schwegical in the
of TV, iswith
to goods moved in interstate commann
Bros.,
a
non-signer,
finally
athletic
directors
proposing
a
mo:
merce, and would affect all but
to the high tribunal after nopoly confining football telecasts
three states — Missouri, Texas and appealed
a district court suit.
to one or two games a Saturday j
Vermont — which are not under such
Fair trade law advocates contend and one TV-less Saturday (see;
laws, as well as the District of
Columbia. Intrastate commerce
that these laws have protected set sports story page 25).
was not involved, it was believed. and other manufacturers from price
Continuing threats to radio in-j
come as a result of network rate
Greatest impact probably will be cuts on products which they have
cuts will be discussed at the board
developed and promoted in national
reflected in nationally-advertised
advertising. The agreements are sessions. The rate crisis will come
brand name merchandise, including
voluntary and the public actually
radio and television receivers,
up during a report to be submitted
determines price minimums, they by William B. Ryan, president oi
drugs, cosmetics and other items.
claim.
Set manufacturers were inclined
Broadcasting Advertising Bureau
It is assumed the discussions will
to withhold comment on the conSpokesmen for the National Retail Dry Goods Assn. and New
troversial ruling, which many busitouch activity of a special commitnessmen feel will break down fair Yoi-k department stores held that
tee set up and financed by network
affiliates.
trade enforcement machinery,
the ruling abrogates fair trade
BAB now receives 30% of radic
principles. James J. Hill, board
pending study of the Supreme
chairman of Sterling Drug Inc., member dues, unless members de
Court opinion. But it was consaid the decision would mean a cide not to take the service in whicl
ceded that the decision probably
"return to price-cutting" in the case they get a 30% discount. Some
would herald a return to "free
belong to BAB but no1
selling" and concomitant price cuts, drug trade. Appliance dealers said stations
(Continued on page 70)
especially among department stores it meant a return to "free selling."
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THE

FIVE POINT

IN

SYSTEM

OF PROGRAMMING

IOWA,

WHO

PREFERRED

Sports

EVALUATION—

IS

THE

Station

One of the significant trends in Program Popularity in
Iowa is the increasing interest in Sports. Since 1946, Iowa
women have raised their preference rankings for Sports
from eleventh place to seventh; in 1950, 72.7% stated that
they "usually listen" to Sports. By the same token, Iowa
men have raised their ranking of Sports from fourth place
in 1946 to third in 1950, with 80.0% "usually listening".
0.9
WHO
■
"B"
"A"
"C"
m

"D"
"E"

■ 3.8

"F"
"G"
"H"

m 2.6
3.3
IT

"1"
"J"
"K"
"L"

■ 2.1
1J2.12.4

STATIONS

| 5.6

"M"
"N"
"O"
"P"
"R"
"Q"
"T"
"S"
"U"

WTO

for Iowa
PLUS +
es Moines ... 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

29.9%

PREFERRED

J4.I
j 3.5

FOR
SPORTSCASTS

1.5

J 2.2
An Iowa Radio Audience Survey Study)

I.I

1.3
I.I
I.I

J 2.0
<An

fl.8
43 "V"
others
[1.7
11-8 of the important elements in any
In Iowa, Sports are one
station's ability to build and hold an audience — and far
more Iowa people prefer WHO for Sports than prefer anyother station.
This is Point Two in the Five-Point
System of ProgramJ|1 1.5
ming Evaluation, which helps explain WHO's outstanding
position as a public facility and as an advertising medium,
in Iowa Plus. We suggest your consideration of this and
the other four points as vital factors in time-buying.

President
LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, 45,
who will become president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. upon completion of the
merger of the network and United
Paramount Theatres, has been associated with the motion picture
industry since 1933, when he
handled the reorganization of Paramount Pictures in New England.
This task engaged his attention
until 1937, when he became assistant to Frank Freeman in charge
of theatre operations for Paramount. In 1941, Mr. Goldenson
was placed in charge of theatre
operations, and was elected a vice
president of Paramount in June
1942, and a director in April 1944.
Subsequently he became president
of Pai'amount Theatres Service
Corp. and an officer and director
of all Paramount Pictures theatre
subsidiaries. He also was a director of Russeks Fifth Avenue
in New York.
Mr. Goldenson was elected president of United Paramount Theatres in January 1950 when it was
formed as result of a consent degreeanddivorcing
Paramount's
tion
exhibition
functions.producHis civic, philanthropic and
patriotic activities make a substantial list. He was a member of
the campaign committee, Greek
War Relief drive, Motion Picture
Industry, from January to April
1941, and in the same year was
treasurer of USO's national drive
in the motion picture industry. The
following January, Mr. Goldenson
served as home office chairman for
the motion picture industry March
of Dimes. In May 1942, he served
on the Army and Navy Relief Fund
drive and helped organize Hollywood Caravan, a motion picture
group touring the country to raise
money for the Army and Navy
Relief Fund.
As a member of the motion
picture industry's War Activities
Committee, he worked on all of the
wartime bond drives, and assisted
in the organization of those within
the industry.
War Activities
Mr. Goldenson served on a committee advising Secretary of War
Patterson in selecting, producing
and distributing motion picture
short subjects to wartime defense
plants, and on the executive and
program committee of the motion
picture
division
of War industry's
Activities theatre
Committee.
He became treasurer of the theatre division of the War Activities
Committee for the motion picture
industry in January 1945, and
chairman
Scout driveofin the
1947.industry's Boy
An organizer of the American
Theatre Assn. in 1946, Mr. Goldenson was instrumental in the
merger in 1947 of that organization and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners. He was elected first
vice president and a member of
the executive committee of the rePage 32
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Goldenson
sulting organization, Theatre Owners of America. He also is a member of its Exhibitor Relations
Committee.
In 1949, he became president of
United Cerebral Palsy Assn., in
whose formation he was instrumental, and in 1947, 1948 and 1949,
was a member of the committees of
the United Jewish Appeals drives.
Mr. Goldenson was born in
Scottdale, Pa., Dec. 7, 1905, and is
a graduate of Harvard College and
Harvard Law School.
Married Oct. 10, 1939, to Isabelle
Weinstein, Mr. Goldenson is the
father of two daughters, Genise
and Loreen. The Goldenson home
is in Shores Acres, Mamaroneck,
N. Y.
ABC, UPT July Merger
(Continued from page 23)
today (Monday) to consider the
merger, and the UPT board is expected to follow suit shortly, probably in early June, though no firm
date has been set. The UPT stockholders' meeting is being planned
for July, and spokesmen said thev
hoped to get final approval, plus
FCC clearance, in time to permit
a consummation of the plan
"toward the end of July" or in
early August. ABC stockholders

have been notified of the proposal,
but no date has yet been set for
their meeting. It was pointed out,
however, that Mr. Noble, who negotiated the deal, controls 57%
of the network stock.
The merger terms provide for the
issuance of $14.70 in new stock- —
$7.50 in common, $7.20 in preferred
— to ABC stockholders for each
share of ABC common stock they
own. With 1,689,017 ABC shares
outstanding, this would amount to
more than $24,828,000. On the day
the merger proposal was announced, ABC stock closed at 13%
which would give the total ABC
stock a market value of approximately $22.6 million.
Noble Stock Addition
Mr. Noble, who paid $8 million
for ABC in 1943, and has negotiated intermittently for its sale
in recent years, would receive approximately $14,342,000 in new
stock in exchange for his present
57% interest. This includes the
stock which he himself holds and
that held by his family and the
Noble Foundation.
ABC Vice President Robert H.
Hinckley is the second lareest
stockholder with 40.000 shares,
equivalent to $588,000 in stock in
the new company.
The mereer will be a tax-free
reorganization, with ABC stockholders free of capital gains taxes.
"The preferred stock of the resulting company," the announce-

ment said, "will have a dividend
rate of 5% with a sinking fund of
4% each year of the initial aggregate par amount issued, approximately $12 million, and other
The protective
common stock
of the new
sound
features."
company will be measured at $19
a share.
UPT, which was established Dec.
31, 1949, as result of an anti-trust
consent decree requiring Paramount Pictures to divorce its production and exhibition activities,
has 4 million $l-par shares of common stock authorized, of which
3,261,287
have been issued and are
outstanding.

Initially all common stock was
issued to the voting trustee, the
Bank of New York and Fifth
Avenue Bank, while certificates oi
interest, representing this commor
stock, were issued to Paramounl
Pictures stockholders. By the end;
of
lastwere
year,
however,
shares
in the
hands 2,509,51.:
of stock j1
holders in the form of commor j
stock certificates and only 751,77^,11
shares remained in the hands oj
the voting trustee.
In their joint statement an
nouncing plans for the transaction
Messrs.
Noble
and
Goldensoi j
voiced belief that "the new com j
pany will serve the public interes
more effectively through strength
ened resources in the radio anc
television
field." on that
page "complet
3b)
They(Continued
promised

Dec
FCC- Justice ^
REACTION
LE
SA
C
AB
EXPECTATION that the ABCquired the old Paramount Picture
seen disposed to hold a public hearUnited Paramount Theatres
to separate its film production ac
ing to consider all details because
of the record size of the transactivity, now the new Paramour:
merger will go before the full ComPictures Inc., from its distribr
mission for hearing- appeared late
tion,
involving
ABC's
radio
and
TV networks and multiple AM, tion and theatre-ownership opera j
last week in several FCC quarters,
tions, now
United Paramour
but plans for any sort of formal ac- FM and TV outlets.
Theatres. It was stipulated at tha i
Such a hearing was held when
tion were premature since the $25.Edward J. Noble, present 57%
nrillion transaction was announced
time that trust provisions would b I
after close of business on Wednesowner of ABC, acauired the net- administered so as to insure seps I
work from RCA-NBC in 1943 for rate voting control of the two firm i
day (see story page 23).
$8 million. Similarly, an en banc
The merger poses several major
within five years — or by early 195'
problems in which FCC has in- hearing was held on Avco's $22- The action subsequently was fina
terest. These relate to the broad
million purchase of Crosley Corp.'s ized by the New York Distri(,
questions of the concentration of radio manufacturing interests and
Court.
WLW Cincinnati in 1945.
control of the media of mass comAttorneys recalled that unde j
munication and, more particularly,
FCC's 4-3 decision to approve
the consent decree the radio arl
to the ownership of television and the Avco-Crosley transaction re- television interests were divide
sulted in formulating new board between Paramount Pictures ar
radio interests by movie groups.
FCC concern in this matter was
United Paramount. It was fe'
policy
respecting
Commission's
whereby
United Paramount was well a] j
set forth in late March when the handling of transferthe cases,
Commission decided not to adopt the open-bidding policy or "Avco
prised of these terms before ente !
ing into negotiations with ABC.
a "uniform policy" with respect to procedure" was evolved. The openbid plan was repealed in 1949,
firms involved in anti-trust proceedRadio properties divided include
however.
ings, but rather to rule on the
29% interest in Allen B. DuMoil
No Comment
question on a case-to-case basis.
Labs and sole ownership of KTL ;
The ruling, chiefly directed to
Justice Dept. attorneys Thurs(TV)new
Los Paramount
Angeles, which
went ai ' I
Pictures,
the movie field, charged certain
day said they were aware of the the
sole ownership of WBKB (TV) Cb
movie interests have withheld imcurrent negotiations between ABC
portant films from TV in order to and United Paramount but withcago, which went to United Par
held official comment. Attorneys
mount. The latter plans to se
protect the box office but the conWBKB
to CBS.
tention has been vigorously pro- familiar with the original antiIn
a
separate
proceeding yet
trust
consent
decree
involving
the
tested [Broadcasting • Telecastformer Paramount Pictures Inc. be made final, FCC has ruled th
ing, April 2 et seq.]. FCC questioned the relevance of the alleeed indicated they knew of no provi- Paramount's 29% interest in D
sions in the original decree which
practice to exercise of free competiMont constitutes "control" ai
tion where such movie firms owned
would militate, from an anti-trust
would preclude Paramount Pictur '
standpoint, against the agreement.
from acquiring additional TV ouj
TV properties.
lets since DuMont already is ope
Under the consent decree, reached
Aside from the question of broad
in March 1949, the government re- ating three.
public policy, the Commission was
BROADCASTING
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JOSEPH HAINLINE reports the
news for SHELL OIL COMPANY
daily over WJR at 6:00 P. M.
Monday thru Saturday.

THE

GREAT

VOICE

GREAT
LAKES
of the
■.

C„3

,000 WATTS CLEAR CHANNEL

WJR newscasts— 24 hours around the clock— have
millions of potential buyers in the rich Great Lakes
area literally by the ear! An experienced, hardhitting local news staff, coupled with reports from
popular CBS news analysts, has built up an area-wide
listener preference for WJR ... a preference you can
turn into an active sales weapon!
For intensive coverage of this prosperous Great Lakes
area— use WJR— the Great Voice of the Great Lakes.
Remember . . . First they listen . . . then they buy!
Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Company
FREE
&
SPEECH
MIKE
Radio — America's greatest advertising medium.

ROADCASTING
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SHELL Newscasts
Activate SHELL Sales
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ABC, UPT July Merger
(Continued from page 32)
WASHINGTON,

D. G.

METROPOLITAN

NETWORK

OFFERS

THE

SECOND

LARGEST

RADIO

COVERAGE

OF

GREATER

AT

THE

LOWEST

PER

*

THIS

WASHINGTON

PRICE

LISTENER

IS THE

! MET

I NET
5 independents,
with individual
audiences, combined for lowcost, effective
daytime coverage

Complete details upon request to Jack Koste, Indie
Sales, Inc., national reps., 60 E. 42nd St., NYC—
MUrray Hill 2-4813; or J. Douglas Freeman, commercial manager, Munsey Bldg., 1329 E St., N.W..
Washington, D. C— STerling 1772.
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daytime and nighttime programs
in television on a scale and of a
quality not previously practicable
nor attainable is in prospect
through the new company. New
personalities and programs will be
introduced to both radio and television.
"We feel that radio and television as a whole, the public as its
customers and our stockholders as
owners will gain from this new
company, which will compete
vigorously for public and advertiser approval
and and
esteem."
Messrs.
Noble
Goldenson
were confident that "the showmanship and talents of the management of United Paramount Theatres in the entertainment business,
when combined with ABC's excellent station and advertiser affiliations and physical facilities,
will insure to the listening and
viewing public the finest radio and
television programs. This combination will be beneficial to both
the theatres and the broadcasting
business in developing new talent
and new programming concepThey called ABC's development
during the past eight years "remarkable," pointing out it had
tions."
built up "from a small network
of $12 million of business annually
to one of the three leading radio
and television networks, with business at the rate of $65 million anThe studio
and transmitter nually."
facilities
of its owned
radio
and TV stations, they said, are
"unsurpassed."
ABC owns WJZ-AM-FM-TV
New York, WENR-AM-FM-TV
Chicago, KGO-AM-FM-TV San
Francisco, KECA-AM-FM-TV Los
Angeles and WXYZ-AM-FM-TV
Detroit. Its ownership of a Chicago TV station,
linkedthere,
with makes
UPT's
ownership
of WBKB
it necessary for the new group to
dispose of one or the other under
FCC's duopoly ban.
WBKB Sale Plans
Arrangements already have been
made with CBS, it was announced,
for Columbia to acquire WBKB.
This transfer will not take place,
authorities said, until the ABCUPT merger has been approved.
The $6 million sale price to CBS
was reported by UPT officials.
WBKB is on Channel 4, while
ABC's WENR-TV is on Channel
7.
In addition to WBKB, UPT
owns (through Paramount Gulf
Theatres, a subsidiary) a 50%
interest in WSMB-AM-FM New
Orleans. Consequently, a realignment of network affiliations there
may be forthcoming. WSMB currently is an NBC affiliate while
ABC's affiliate is WDSU. Conversations reportedly have been in
progress looking to an exchange
of these affiliations.
With respect to the contributions
which UPT may make to the entertainment and communications field

through the merger, the Noble
Goldenson statement noted thai
UPT "is a leading operator o:
theatres located in various part;
of theadditional
U. S.," and
"will resource;
bring t<
ABC
financial
and personnel with long experienci
and an outstanding record o:
achievement in the entertainmen
"We are convinced that thi
partnership will create and provide
resources and skills which will h
invaluable to radio and television,'
they declared.
UPT currently is sole owner o
field."
694 theatres and has partial in
terests in 296 others, but is in th
process of disposing of some, id
compliance with the consent decree
and of acquiring others. Hence
forth, according to the 1950 annua
report,
tions. sales will exceed acquisi
The report, dated April 9 of thi
year, shows that in its first year o
operation as a separate theatr
enterprise
— calendar
1950 of— UP'
had
consolidated
earnings
$12
141,667 after all charges includin
federal income tax, plus $208,84
as its portion of undistribute
earnings of partly owned, non-cor
solidated subsidiaries. Dividend
amounted to $2 per share.
Assets Show Increase
The consolidated balance shet
as of Dec. 30, 1950, showed tots!
current assets increased from $26
million to $27.3 million during tr
year. Current liabilities went u
from about $10.7 million to $12
million, due to a great extent 1
use of cash in property purchase
Consolidated fixed assets increase
from
million of
to $4
$68.4
millio"fc
after $49.1
depreciation
million
the year. Book value of commc
stock rose from $45.9 millic
lion
($16.21
share).
($14.06
per per
share)
to $52.9 mi'
To refinance its fixed debtwhich was cut from $27.1 millic i
to $25.7 million during 1950— UP
arranged a $35 million long-ter
loan from Metropolitan Life Ii
surance Co. and a group of thn
banks, and has a $10 million stam j
by credit available through th
Aside from its ownership <
WBKB, the theatre company h;
been active in the theatre televisk
year. having five theatres equipp*
field,
for television by the end of la
year and having engaged in wh j
its official described as successfj
experiments via exclusive telecas
of U. of Illinois and U. of Michigf
football games in three theatres 1
Chicago and Detroit last fall.
In his annual report, Preside: j
Goldenson frankly conceded th I
TV "is competing with us for tl
public's leisure time and ente
tainment dollars," with box offi
hit harder in TV than in non-T
areas. But "there are too ma1,
other forces affecting attendan
to permit the isolation and me
surement, with any degree
reliability, of any one fact
alone," he added.
He expressed the view that, wh<
(Continued on page 36)
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

-more

to any

often-

other

radio

to

KNBC

station

KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional transmitter
reaches all the markets of Northern California . . .
KNBC has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fastest-growing major market in America.
And as a plus, KNBC penetrates all the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California. PLUS MARKETS like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humboldt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how. . .
KNBC

delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

PLUS-Market Case History
Ukiah-Mendocino County
• Population — 40,596, an increase of 45.7%
from 1940 to 1950
• Effective Buying Income* — $49,178,000, an
increase of 180.9%
• Retail Sales*-$36,056,000, up 219.6%
• KNBC Audience — week after week, over
4/5 of the radio families in this market
listen regularly to KNBC
*Sa/es Management's 1951 Survey of Buying Power

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
50,000 Watts -680 K.C. San Francisco Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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Weitman

Career

ROBERT M. WEITMAN, named
last Thursday to be vice president
in charge of program and talent
development for the radio and television division envisioned in the
proposed merger of ABC and
United Paramount Theatres, has
been with the Paramount Theatres
throughout his busiorganization
ness career.
He entered Paramount's manager's training
school upon graduation from Cornell U. in 1928,
and moved thereafter through a
succession of executive jobs in theatres throughout the New York
area. As managing director of the
New York Paramount Theatre he
inaugurated the "stage band policy," and helped launch or develop
the careers of such personalities as
Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Eddie Duchin, Woody Herman, Stan

Springfield,

Kenton, Frank Sinatra, Danny
Kaye, Red Skelton, Betty Hutton,
Tony Martin, and Perry Como.
ABC, UPT July Merger
(Continued from page 3k)
the novelty of set-ownership has
worn off, the public "will respond
as in the past to the appeal of our
high-quality ' motion-picture entertainment."
Mr. Goldenson also recognized
TV as a potential ally of motion
pictures. "The use of television as
a motion picture advertising
medium can be expected to increase
materially when television affords
national coverage which will permit a distribution of the costs
among the maxium number of interested users," his annual report
asserted.
The ABC-UPT merger agreement came as no great surprise,
Noble's announcement
Mr. preceding
despite the
during
week that the

Illinois

Afternoon
Evening

And in the Afternoon and Evening WTAX's
Audience Averages More than DOUBLE that
of Any Other Station Heard in Springfield.

Columbia Broadcasting
System Affiliate

WTAX
Source: C. E. Hooper, Inc., Fall-Winter Report
November 1950 thru March 1951
Springfield, Illinois
Daytime averages Monday thru Friday
Evenings Sunday thru Saturday

Springfield is 100 Miles from Any TV Station
and Beyond the Range of Dependable TV Service
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ABC-Paramount Board
(Continued from page 23)
EARL E. ANDERSON
The business career of Earl E.
Anderson has been centered around
business investment management. He w a s
born in Potsdam,
N. Y., in 1886.
His officialnectionsconinclude

Petroleum
E xploration Co. and
Mr. Anderson
Aeroll Products Co. His office is
in New York.

Morning

Nationally by WEED

representation."
The new UPT offer, he added, fits
that bill.

vice president-director of ABC as
well asutive
top roles
exec-at

FIRST...

Represented

negotiations which had involved
CBS, UPT, Fort Industry Co., and
others had been broken off and that
the present ABC ownership would
continue to operate the radio and
TV networks.
Simultaneously with the merger
announcement, he pointed out that
UPT's original offer had been rejected
was "interested onlybecause
in a ABC
real partnership,
whereby ABC stockholders would
share more fully in the growth of
radio and television through the
ownership of greater amounts of
equity securities and through exercise of more proportionate voting

& COMPANY

OWEN D. YOUNG
To list the corporate and civic
connections of Owen D. Young, an
ABC director as
well as honorary
board chairman
of General Electric Co., would
require
column atofleast
type.a
Mr. Young was
born in 1874 in
Van Hornesville,
N. Y., and still
Mr. Young
lives there. He
put
outin aBoston
law in 1896, moving
shingle
to New York in 1913 to become
GE counsel. In 1922 he became
chairman of the GE board. He
served until 1929 as RCA board
chairman and until 1933 as chairman of the executive committee.

Theatres.

rectorship of United Paramount

O'BRIEN
The ROBERT
business H.career
of Robert
H. O'Brien started in the Butte,
Mont., mines. Born Sept. 15, 1904,
he moved through newspaper and
ranching jobs into mining engineering and set up a law office in
Chicago. He was in the legal department of the Public Works Administration in Washington and
moved upward in the Securities
& Exchange Commission to a commissionership. He has been with
Paramount interests for several
ROBERT L. HUFFINES Jr.
years.
Leading figure in the textile industry, Robert L. Huffines Jr. was
born in Nox-th Carolina April 19.
1905. He joined Burlington Mills
in 1941 and became president ol
Burlington Mills Corp. of New
York in 1947. He also is a directoi
of Burlington Mills, Greensboro
N. C. He headquarters in Ne\i
York.
JOHN BALABAN
Member of a famous theatrica
family, John Balaban
is theof younge:
brother
Barne;
Balaban, presi
dent of Para
mount Pictures
He conceived th
idea of an inde
pendent
cial videocommei
opera
tion in 1939 an
is president
- di
rector
of Balaba
the pionee
& Katz,
WBKB(TV)
He operatin
was bor
Mr. Balaban Chicago.
in Chicago in 1894. Balaban c
Katz interests operate more tha
100 movie theatres.
ROBERT B. WILBY
Born in Selma, Ala., in 188! ,
Robert B. Wilby is active in thea
rical, banking, real estate and liJ
insurance operations. He is pres 1
dent - director of Wilby - Kinse j
Service Corp., Atlanta. He also j
president-director of Wilkin Tb j
atre Supply, North Carolina Th j
atres and Birmingham Theatoj
Operating Co. He is a director 1 1
Union Bank & Trust Co., Mon |
gomery, Ala., as well as Atlant }
Realty Co. and Progressive Li I
Insurance Co., both of Atlanta. Ill
has
east. other interests in the Sout j
WALTER W. GROSS
Born in Troy, N. Y., Oct. 3
1895, Walter W. Gross graduat
from Harvard U. and Harva
Law School. He practiced law
New York City from 1920-1933 ai
joined the legal department
Paramount Pictures in the latt
year. He was general counsel
the theatre department of Pai
mount Pictures from 1938-19Since Jan. 1, 1950, he has been vi
president and general counsel a
director of United Paramount P
tures.

Paramount Members . . .
WALTER P. MARSHALL
An accounting career led Walter
P. Marshall to a high place in the
business world. Born in Brooklyn,
Nov. 20, 1901, he entered business
in 1921 as an accountant at AllAmerica Cables & Radio, as well
as Mexican Telegraph Co., moving
in 1928 to IT&T. In the '30s he
became chief accountant of Commercial Cable Co. and controller
of Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co.
ABRAHAM H. BLANK
He has served as a high officer and
The theatre business has do;
director of many communications
(Continued on page 92)
companies in addition to his diBROADCASTING
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AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Nat' I Representative
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WASH. AD CLUB
Radio Executives Elected
RADIO EXECUTIVES were
named to several top posts in the
Washington Advertising Club in
elections May 22.
Tom Griffin, Washington Daily
News, was elected president, succeeding William Sigmund, vice
president of Henry J. Kaufman &
Assoc., Washington agency.
Clayton Sanders, advertising
manager of Peoples Drug Stores
Inc., was named vice president.
Peoples is one of the largest regional accounts in the South Atlantic states.
William E. Coyle, sales promotion manager of the Washington
Star (WMAL-AM-FM-TV), was
elected second vice president.
Stanley Bell, NBC (WRC-AMFM), was voted treasurer.
Ward Guthrie, Guthrie Litho-

• \< te
MODEL

//•>
S5

FILM

graph Co., was re-elected secre-

tary.

Alvin Q. Ehrlich, vice president in
charge of radio and video, Kal,
Ehrlich & Merrick agency was
named to the new board of directors.
WORC To MBS-Yankee
YANKEE Network, New England
regional, announced last week that
WORC Worcester Mass., will become its affiliate in that city,
effective Oct. 15. WORC replaces
WAAB, longtime Worcester affiliate. WORC at present is an ABC
station but under the new Yankee
agreement will become a Mutual
outlet. WAAB has been serving as
the MBS outlet in Worcester but
moves to ABC Oct. 15 [Broadcasting • Telescating, May 21].
WORC operates on 1310 kc with
1 kw while WAAB is on 1440 kc
with 5 kw.

Ar

te

SDX CITATIONS
Radio, Video Awards Made
DISTINGUISHED journalism
service citations for 1950 by Sigma
Delta Chi, national journalism fraternity, were formally awarded one
radio station and to three radio
and TV persons at a banquet in
New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel last Thursday night.
Thus honored [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April 16] were Leo
O'Brien and Howard Maschmeier,
WPTR Albany, N. Y., for radio
newswriting; WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., for public service in radio
journalism; and Jack E. Krueger,
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, for radio reporting. Leonard Bartholomew, WGN-TV Chicago, received
a special award in radio-television
reporting.
Members of the radio committee
which judged the entries included

...

SYNCHRONOUS

RECORDER

AND

MAGNETIC

This remarkable S5 Recorder may be ordered
for either 16 mm or 17.5 mm film.
The S5 Recorder is designed for either portable
use (as illustrated) or rack mounting
for permanent placement.
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APS SESSIONS
Meets At Austin, Atlanta
ASSOCIATED Program Service
subscriber meetings last week in
Austin and Atlanta drew broadcasters from four southern and
southwestern states.
Program matters and sales featured spirited discussions at both
sessions. Among those representing APS were Maurice B. Mitchell,
vice president and general manager; Leslie F. Biebl, program director, and William T. Stubblefield,
field representative.
A. H. Karns Promoted
APPOINTMENT of Adna H.
Karns, general manager of WING
Dayton and WIZE Springfield, to
the position of
vice president of
Great Trails
Broadcast ing

STANCIL-HOFFMAN Synchronous
equipment has been field tested and
proven by extensive use throughout the world
Over 2 1 60 foot film capacity, or a full hour
of 16 mm recording.
Available with both a synchronous drive
motor and an interlock motor, either motor
used selectively.

STANCIL1016 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE

RADIO PIONEERS
N. Y. Chapter Names Officers
G. W. JOHNSTONE, radio and
TV public relations director of the
National Assn. of Mfrs., was
elected president of the New York
Chapter of the Radio Pioneers
"Wednesday, at an organization
meeting of the first local chapter of
the national association of individuals associated with broadcasting
for 20 years or more. H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC commentator who
founded the Radio Pioneers, was
elected honorary president of the
New York chapter.
Other officers are: Dorothy Gordon, conductor of The New York
Times youth forums on WQXR
New York, first vice president;
Sigmund Spaeth, musicologist, popularly known as the "Tune Detective," second vice president;
Charles A. Wall, BMI vice president in charge of finance, treasurer; Bruce Robertson, Broadcasting • Telecasting senior associate
editor, secretary.

REPRODUCER

The STANCIL-HOFFMAN Synchronous . . .
Magnetic . . . Sprocket Film Recorder insures
for 16 mm film production ... 35 mm SOUND
FIDELITY plus . . . MAGNETIC TAPE convenience
... at 16 mm PRODUCTION COSTS.

The mechanical filter system uses TWO fly
wheels in a balanced tight loop, providing
flutterless operation.
Complete relay control permitting remote
operation from any number of positions.
Instead of gears, uses a unique silent chain
drive which requires NO maintenance.

Chairman Robert K. Richards,
NARTB director of public affairs;
Theodore Koop, director of news and
public affairs, CBS Washington office;
William R. McAndrew, general manager, WRC-AM-FM WNBW (TV)NBC Washington; Howard Kany, AP
Radio, and Al Harrison, UP Radio.

WRITE

FOR DESCRIPTIVE

BROCHURE

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

owner, was last
announced
week. Mr. Karns
WING'
eight
ago
Corp.,years
began
his
radio
career as a WTNG
announcer, and
Mr. Karns
six weeks later
was transferred to WIZE as production manager. Six months
thereafter he was made program
director and the following June
was promoted to station manager.
Jan. 1, 1948, he was named general
manager of both stations.
WHLI Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y.,
sales for 1951's first quarter were
27.3% higher than for same period in
1950, according to Elias I. Godofsky,
president and general manager.
BROADCASTING
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Who

owns

big

business

anyway?

1* Many people, including the Russian
delegates to the United Nations, don't
seem to understand who owns America's
corporations. They continually talk about
"Big Business" and "Wall Street Capitalists" as if our big companies were
owned and run by a handful of "economic
royalists."

2. As a matter of fact, practically all
large American corporations are owned
and run by the American people. Union
Oil Company, for example, has more
than 36,000 stockholder-owners. 33,613
of our common stockholders are individuals— 15,528 women and 18,085 men. The
remainder consist of some 2,500 educational, religious and charitable institutions, labor unions, insurance and trust
companies.
4* In other words, Union Oil Company is
owned not by a few dozen millionaires
but by many thousands of ordinary
Americans. And this is true of practically every U. S. corporation* So when
the Communists argue that their system
would allow the American "people" to
"own" their industries, they're whistling
up the wrong drainpipe. The American
people own their industries already.

3* Approximately half of Union Oil's
common stock is owned by stockholders
who have 500 shares or less. Average
shares per stockholder is 146. Naturally
there are many larger holdings than this
and many smaller, but our largest stockholder owns only 2l/i% of the total stock.
Our directors and officers combined
own 2V2%.

• Telecasting

outprogress
outdo
by a country and
mile.
And theourCommunists'
people are
free to spend their money, put it in the
bank, invest it in stocks or bury it in the
back yard — whichever they darn well

please.own stock in some
*More than 15 million Americans
U. S. corporation. In addition to these, everyone
who has a life insurance policy ivill find some of
his "cash value" invested in corporations. So, altogether, probably 8 out of 10 American families have
a direct or indirect stake in U. S. corporations.
UIIOI

OIL
OF

Manufacturers
BROADCASTING

5* The big difference is that our system
provides the incentives to the individual,
the competition and the efficiency that
go with private ownership. Consequently,
our industries are able to outproduce,

COMPAI1

CALIFORNIA

of Royal

Triton,

the amazing

purple
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MONITORING

Truman Asks $13 Million
For FCC in Defense Move

PRESIDENT TRUMAN last Monday asked Congress for $1.3 millionplus for the FCC to strengthen its radio monitoring activities in the
national defense effort.
The Chief Executive requested an outlay of $1,340,000 which would
enable the Commission to "meet *
more adequately" responsibilities
ings on the Defense Dept.'s radiadealing with:
tions control bill, now lying moribund within the Senate Interstate
(1) Participation in control of
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
radio signals for air defense purValue of this particular role also
poses.
had the support of NARTB during
(2) Detection and identification
hearings earlier this year.
of "unauthorized" radio stations,
as well as location of lost aircraft.
Also included in the overall $1.1
The recommendation was con- billion supplemental package, which
was referred to the House Approtained in an omnibus appropriations measure submitted to Conpriations Committee, was $800 milgress and embracing a number of
lion "for stockpiling of strategic
other government agencies and de- and critical raw materials needed
partments.
for national defense." Sum of $4.4
billion in new obligational authorPresident Truman's message was
ity already has been made availregarded as implementing FCC's
able for the program thus far, the
bid for authority to purchase
White House said.
new land sites for monitoring staSum Asked
tions as well as re-emphasizing the
importance of that work in ComFCC had sought $2,534,280 for
mission procedures involving conmonitoring and field engineering as
trol of electro-magnetic radiations
which might serve as navigational
part of estimates for 1952 — or
aids to enemy aircraft. Monitoring
roughly $170,000 over monies for
station provisions are contained in the current fiscal year. The monithe McFarland Bill (S 658) now
toring appropriation was slashed
pending before the House Interindirectly — but sharply — in the $6
million bill passed by the House
state & Foreign Commerce Committee.
and sent to the Senate, which has
not taken action yet. The ApproStress on this phase of the Compriations Committee pared operatmission's operation has been recounted by FCC members in closed
ing appropriations from an overall
conferences with committee mem$6,850,000 to $6,575,000 and the
House, in an economy move, cut the
bers as well as openly during hear-

BROADCASTING-TELECASTING has an unbroken 20-year
policy of more net paid circulation than any other publication inthe field.
More coverage, too, of more agencies and more advertisers than any radio-TV journal.
So make it a policy — for those extra dividends and
wider coverage - buy BROADCASTING.
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sums further to an even $6 million.
The President noted last January
that the original budget increase
estimate for '52 would have provided for "continuous 24-hour
watch at all monitoring stations."
FCC's field staff is responsible
for inspecting stations, monitoring
the radio spectrum, locating illegal
sources of radio emissions and lest
aircraft through radio-directionfinding equipment and gathering
engineering data for use by FCC.
The new budget also singles out
FCC's participation in the Defense
Dept. (Air Force) signal-control
plan, which also involves the Commission's emergency broadcast alert
plan now in the stage of crystallization. This was not mentioned in
the original budget.
Meanwhile, conferees of the Senate and House last week adopted
and sent to the White House a supplemental alloting $9,533,939 for
the Voice of America and $110,000
for civil defense communications
systems.
A joint committee allowed $1,750,000 for operations of the Federal Civil Defense Administration
— a sharp drop from the $75 millionmain
urgedavailable
by the
Senate
— to1952.
reuntil
June
Audio-Visual activities of FCDA
(radio, TV, other media) are slated
to receive roughly $500,000 for its
public education campaign.
The Voice allocation represented
almost a 90% slash in funds which
were originally earmarked for construction of additional radio transmitter projects. The $9 million-plus
allotted will be used to complete
seven facilities already authorized.
State Dept. officials have indicated
they are seeking restoration of the
funds in current hearings on the
regular 1952 Voice budget [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14,
April 16].
GUY

HICKOK
'Voice' News Editor Dies

GUY C. HICKOK, 63, news editor
for Voice of America, died of cerebral hemorrhage at his summer
home in Bridgewater, Conn., May
18. He had been NBC director of
international shortwave broadcasting and radio director for the coordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
Born in Mecca, Ohio, and a graduate of Oberlin College, Oberlin,
Ohio, Mr. Hickok joined The Brooklyn Eagle in 1914 and in 1918 became head of its Paris bureau.
Returning to this country in 1933,
he subsequently was associated
with the McClure Syndicate, The
Literary Digest and Newsweek.
During World War II he served
as information chief in Southeastern Europe for the U. N. Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration. He
was a member of the National
Press Club, the Overseas Press
Club, and Anglo-American Correspondents Assn. in Paris.
Mr. Hickok is survived by his
widow, Mary Elizabeth; a daughter,
Andree, of Norwalk, and a son,
Robert C, of Washington.

ABC

PROMOTIONS
Ayres, Friendly Elevated

Mr. Ayres

Mr. Friendly

ABC last week announced two additional promotions
• Telecasting,
May [Broadcasting
21].
Charles T. Ayres has been elevated from the post of director of
radio sales to become vice president
in charge of radio sales.
Edwin S. Friendly Jr., an account executive in the ABC-TV
sales department, has been named
to the position of eastern sales
manager for ABC network television.
Mr. Ayres joined ABC in March
1948 after 13 years with Ruthrauff
& Ryan, where he had been vice
president and business manager.
Beginning as an ABC account
executive, Mr. Ayres in four months
was made eastern radio sales manIn October 1950 he became direcager.
tor of radio sales and subsequently
developed the network's "Pyramid
Plan" for advertisers. His successor has not been announced.
Mi-. Friendly, since April 1950,
had been an account executive in
the ABC-TV sales department.
Prior to that he was radio and
television director at Al Paul Lefton Co., New York.
His sales background includes
2% years at BBDO, New York, as
timebuyer and radio account executive for the Curtis Publishing
Co.
He succeeds Slocum Chapin, who
has been named ABC vice presifor television
stations, effectivedentJune
1.
NEW 1 KW OUTLET
KDKD Has Modern Plant j
KDKD Cinton, Mo., new 1 kw daytimer, went on the air May 11 on
1280a brick
kc. combination
Housing a modern
in
building,plant'
the JI
station is programmed as the
"Voice of Mid-West Missouri." It
is owned by David M. Segal, owner
and general manager of KTFS
Texarkana, KDMS El Dorado.
WGVM Greenville, Miss., and
KDAS Malvern, Ark. Part-owner
of KDKD is Lee E. Baker, consulting engineer.
The staff of KDKD consists of
Bill Brown, commercial manager
and acting manager; Virgil Stone,
formerly with KTFS, program
manager; Marvin Landon, chief
engineer-announcer, and Gil Legler, engineer. Mr. Baker was to
.serve as station manager but on
May 20 was recalled to active Navy
duty as a lieutenant (j.g.).
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Marketing,
RTMA

To

a Radio

Advertiser

Who

Knows

Than

His

More

Agency

Time

Buyer

Once upon a time there was an advertiser who bought a
buy on a radio station.* He signed a 13-week contract.
Two weeks later he discovered a better buy, cancelled the
first, and leaned back. Word got around and buys started
popping up and it got so that he hardly knew what stations
he was on at a given time, but dammit, he kept his agency
on its toes buying buys. At the end of six months his
controller put some figures in front of him and he swore
off radio. Wouldn't pull for him. He knew because he
tested it.
"Put it on Eastern Iowa's WMT," the time buyer had
urged. "That's where the tall corn grows and the dough
comes up like thunder, where 52.8% of the state's $6
billion business is done in towns under 25.000, where the
$2 billion a year farm income is likely to be spent in trading centers close to farmer's homes, where there are
201,527 electrified farm homes on 200,679 farms (that's
really saturation). WMT is the Number 1 Hooperated
CBS station in the nation, and a 1 -minute Class A commercial, 52-time rate, costs only $27.00." But this time
buyer was overruled and look what happened.
Moral: Let the Marconis do the experimenting with
radio.
*' We
made upAnythisresemblance
first paragraph
of our own
headbone.
to fact out
is unfortunate.
5000 WATTS, 600 KC
BASIC COLUMBIA NETWORK
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
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BY THE KATZ AGENCY

MEETING

Defense

Top Annual

Issues

Agenda

MARKETING problems, mobilization and material shortages head the
agenda for the 27th annual convention of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
to be held June 4-7 at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Some two-score business sessions will be held during the four-day
conference, with manufacturers ★
from all branches of the industry
Committee, Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co.,
and all major producing areas
taking part. Two sessions will be chairman; Industry Statistics Committte, Frank W. Mansfield, Sylheld by the RTMA board.
A number of meetings will be of vania Electric Products, chairman.
direct interest to broadcasters and
Edwin T. Gibson, acting admintelecasters. The special Sports
istrator, Defense Production Administration, will speak at the
Broadcasting Committee, headed
annual banquet June 7. A number
by J. B. Elliott, RCA-Victor, will
of government officials and reprego into baseball and football coversentatives ofallied industries have
age by radio and TV stations.
been
invited
by RTMA President
RTMA is an active sponsor of
Glen McDaniel to be guests at the
the joint industry campaign to prodinner.
mote attendance at baseball games.
RTMA Chairman Robert C.
It is interested in the football teleSprague, Sprague Electric Co., will
casting problem, now suffering
from an attempt by large NCAA
preside "Wednesday at a meeting
of the board. Newly-elected memcolleges to enforce a one-game-perbers will join the board Thursday
week plan by means of boycott
to
elect a chairman and treasurer
threats.
and to elect other officers for 1951Ad Group to Meet
52. Presiding at the membership
The RTMA Advertising Commitluncheon meeting on the final day
tee, headed by L. E. Pettit, General
will be Chairman Sprague, PresElectric Co., also will meet during
ident McDaniel and Secretary
the convention. Other committees
James D. Secrest. Mr. Sprague
whose work directly affects broadwill give his annual address and
casters and telecasters include:
report
at the luncheon. ConvenFM Policy Committee, John W.
tion committee chairman is Leslie
Craig, Crosley Div., chairman;
Broadcast Transmitter Section, H. F. Muter, Muter Co.
E. Taylor
Jr., ;Allen
DuMont
Labs,
chairman
Tax B.
Commi
ttee, iirimrnn
A. M. Freeman, RCA Victor, chairAIMS MEMBERS
, _
,
man; Trade Practice Conference - .
5et Colorado Springs Meet
EXCHANGE of program, sales and
CMP
DEADLINE
promotion views and a discussion
of problems on both the station
Makers Must Apply by Thur.
and organizational level will highMANUFACTURERS of radio, telelight the summer meeting of the
vision and other electronic equip- Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
ment and component parts seeking
Stations (AIMS) at Colorado
adequate raw materials for the
Col., June
8-10.held in the
third quarter of 1951 under the Springs,
The meetings,
to be
Hotel Broadmoor, will be limited
government's Controlled Materials
Plan must apply by May 31 to association speakers and mem(Thursday),
bership, now covering some 25 stalast
week. authorities emphasized
tions, according to Al Meyer,
The deadline applies to all equip- KMYR Denver, who is serving as
ment contained in CMP Class B host. Newest member is WHIM
product listings not directly si- Providence, R. I. A fall session is
slated for a midwest city, with
phoned to military procurement
selection to be made during the
through normal purchasing channels. Included are such products
Colorado Springs meet.
as radio receiving and transmitting
tubes, condensers, resisters and
other parts equipment not set 'Mike1 Is Democratic
forth in the National Production
"THE MOST democratic instrument
Authority's Class A category
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
in
theJ. world
is CBS
a microphone,"
Helen
Sioussat,
director of
May 7]. Latter is limited to radar,
sonar, fire control and other top talks, told 400 business leaders at
defense materiel. Consumer dur- the Rotary Club session in Atlanta
last Monday. At the same time,
able goods are not affected under
CMP.
she pointed out, it is difficult to
Manufacturers are urged to file find time for all the persons and
on
the government's
Form 4-Bandto organizations requesting network
assure
the best processing
time. "A newspaper can add another
prompt fulfilment of orders for page," she continued, "but when
steel, copper and aluminum for the the hours of the day are used up,
third quarter which will formally
that's that. If everyone wishing to
set CMP in motion beginning July broadcast were given just 30 seconds, instead of the usual 15 or 30
1. Applications should be filed directly with National Production
minutes, there still would not be
Authority, Administrative Services nearly enough time to grant all
Div., Washington 25, D. C.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
requests."
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Keep MP

On February 1, Pfeiffer's Salad Dressings began tvvicea-week participations on the WBZ Home Forum, with
Mildred Carlson.
Sales for March, according to Pfeiffer representative
William A. Hennessy, were the best in history. And
WBZ was the only major medium used!
Time and again, WBZ's influence on New England
housewives has helped set new sales records. And with the
growing population in WBZ's six-state BMB area, this
influence is greater today than ever! If you sell a product
or service that women buy, WBZ can do wonders for
your New England sales! For details, check WBZ or
Free & Peters.

BOSTON
5 0,000
NBC

WA T T S
AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
KDKA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
Radio— America's Great Advertising Medium
BROADCASTING
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HONORING Harry Maizlish (standing, third I), president and general manager, KFWB Hollywood, with scroll and gold life membership in Los Angeles
Breakfast Club — in recognition of his work for charitable organizations — is
Don Lake (standing, third r), past president of Breakfast Club. On hand to
celebrate are, standing (I to r): William Beaton, manager, KWKW Pasadena;
Robert J. McAndrews, managing director. Southern California Broadcasters
Assn.; Mr. Maizlish; Mr. Lake; A. E. Joscelyn, CBS Hollywood director of
operations; Sydney Gaynor, assistant manager and sales manager, KFWB.
Squatters are Cliff Gill, manager KFMV(FM) Hollywood, and Loyd Sigmon,
vice president, KMPC Hollywood. Mr. Maizlish was cited for past efforts
on behalf of such organizations as Red Cross, March of Dimes, USO and
many others. His station also has broadcast the Los Angeles Breakfast Club
program weekly for the past 25 years as a public service.
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. Other
Governors: Bruce B. Brewer, Bruce
B. Brewer & Co., Kansas City; Arthur
F. Marquette, Sherman & Marquette,
Chicago; A. R. McGinnis, Klau-Van
Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., Milwaukee;
George Reeves, J. Walter Thompson,
Chicago; John F. Davis, The Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland; Henry
H. Haupt, BBDO, Chicago.
Pacific Council: Chairman: L. C.
Cole, L. C. Cole Co., San Francisco;
vice chairman: Carl Tester, Philip J.
Meany Co., Los Angeles; secretarytreasurer: Merle W. Manly, Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Portland.
Other Governors: Gene Duckwall,
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles;
Charles R. Devine, Devine & Brassard
Inc., Spokane.

Keeping

Steady Company

with an Influential Fellow

"That fellow has pull," writes Mr. Frank Bishop, Sales
Manager of the Dimond Motor Company, to station
KATO, Reno, Nevada. "We've just rounded out our
first quarter of keeping company with Fulton Lewis, Jr.
and we are more than satisfied with our recent '51
Dodge campaign. I want to authorize you to continue
with 'this is Fulton Lewis, Jr. speaking for Dick Dimond,
your friendly Dodge-Plymouth dealer.' "
Fulton Lewis, Jr. is sponsored locally on more than 340
Mutual stations by 572 advertisers. His program is the
original news co-op. It offers local advertisers network
prestige, a ready-made and faithful audience, a nationally
known commentator — all at local time cost with prorated talent cost.
Since there are more than 500 MBS stations, there may
be an opening in your locality. Check your Mutual
outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department,
Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, NYC
18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).
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AAAA ELECTS
New Governors Announced
SIX sectional councils of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
have completed elections of new
officers and governors, it was announced last week. Council boards
of governors are:
New York: Chairman: Fletcher D.
Richards, Fletcher D. Richards Inc.,
New York; vice chairman: Marion
Harper Jr., McCann-Erickson, New
York; secretary-treasurer: Alvin H.
Kaplan, Kaplan & Bruck, New York.
Other Governors: Sam M. Ballard,
Gardner Adv. Co., New York; Henry
Legler, Warwick & Legler, New York;
Edward Noakes, Cecil & Presbrey,
McCarthy
out
New York; Walter Weir, Walter Weir
Inc., New York.
Loses
Committee
Seat
New England Council: Chairman:
sen. Joseph r. McCarthy
George C. Wiswell, Chambers & Wiswell Inc., Boston; vice chairman: J.
(R-Wis.) officially lost his seat on
Paul Hoag, Hoag & Provandie Inc.,
the Senate Appropriations ComBoston; secretary-treasurer: Harold
I. Reingold, The Reingold Co., Boston.
mittee last Monday [Closed CirOther Governors: Edward F. Chase,
cuit, April 23]. The Senator has
been an arch critic of the State
Harold Cabot & Co., Boston; Frederick
C.
Noyes,
Horton-Noyes
Co.,
Providence.
Dept.,ling ofincluding
agency's handthe Voice the
of America.
Atlantic Council: Chairman: Dan
Sen. McCarthy had been assigned
W. Lindsey, Lindsey & Co., Richto an appropriations subcommittee
mond; vice chairman: A. E. Morgan,
which reviewed funds allocated to
The Richard A. Foley Adv. Agency,
the State Dept. In his post, the
Philadelphia; secretary - treasurer:
Robert Arndt, John Falkner Arndt & Senate assigned Sen. A. Willis
Robertson (D-Va.), who in turn
Co., Philadelphia. Other Governors:
M. Belmont Ver Standig, M. Belmont
gave up his seat on the Senate
Ver Standig, Washington; Wesley M. Executive Expenditures Committee
Ecoff, Ecoff & James Inc., Philadelto Sen. Blair Moody (D-Mich.),
phia; Theodore A. Newhoff, Theodore
who also was assigned to the SenA. Newhoff Adv., Baltimore.
ate Banking Committee.
Michigan Council: Chairman: Carl
As
successor to the seat left vaGeorgi Jr., D. P. Brother & Co., Decant by the death of the late Sen.
troit; vice chairman: Elliott E. Pot- Arthur
Vandenberg (R-Mich.),
ter, Young & Rubicam, Detroit; secretary-treasurer: George Richardson,
Sen.
Moody's
appointment to the
J. Walter Thompson, Detroit. Other
upper chamber realigned the ratio
Governors: Blount Slade, Brooke,
of Democrats to Republicans from
Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit;
49-47 to 50-46. Sen. Moody, forTod Reed, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Detroit.
merly Washington correspondent
Central Council: Chairman: Rol- for the Detroit
News and moderator
land Taylor, Foote, Cone & Belding,
of
the
radio
show,
Meet Your ConChicago; vice chairman: A. H. Fengress, is continuing his broadcast
sholt, The Fensholt Co., Chicago;
activities.
secretary-treasurer: John M. Willem,
BROADCASTING
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LET'S

HAVE

Yes, let's have

the

THE

facts about

the

Population —

AND

THE

metropolitan

Washington

area.

1,464,400 —

AMAZING
A

FACTS

STORY

OF

WOOK!

U.B.C. STATION

has more listeners than ANY of the nine other
WOOK
Washington area Independents during the key daytime periods.
WOOK
has more listeners during the entire afternoon
period than the AVERAGE COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF
TWO NETWORK STATIONS.
WOOK
has more listeners during the key daytime periods
selected than the COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF ANY
TWO INDEPENDENT STATIONS.

Let's

(Time)
6:45AM
7:00AM
11 :30AM
12:00Noon
12:30PM
1:00PM
1:30PM
2:00PM
2:30PM
3:00PM
3:30PM
4:00PM
4:30PM
5:00PM

Average WOOK

Let's

have

facts

about

WOOK

WOOK
Audience

Independent
A
Audience

Independent
B
Audience

Network
C
Audience

Network
D
Audience

28940
28940
13640
9815
9815
15170
24350
15170
13640
15170
22055
21310
23585
17465

9050
22055
5225
6755
5990
5225
5225
5225
6755
11345
13640
12875
11345
8285

1000
3695
1400

17465
50830
15400
5225
5225
19760
6755
3695
8285
12875
3695
4460
5225
5400

8285
22053
2165
7520

rating 2.

have

the

WOOK
You

the

can't cover

7460
7460
7460
4460
7460
3695
3400
3400
2930
1400
1000

Network
£
Audience
1400
2165
2165
2165
2165
2165
3695
4460
2930
2165
1400
1400
1400
1400

4460
3695
4460
4460
8285
8285
7520
8285
5990
7520

All above figures from the 1951 American Research Bureau report.

facts.
gives more

listeners

the Washington

for the dollar spent.

area completely

without

^VOOK

For more information, write, wire or phone the United Broadcasting
Company, 1143 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., STerling 7265 Washington, D. C. or ask Forjoe or Radio Representatives about . . .
WOOK
and
at

the
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Stations,

WSID,

WARK,

WANT,

WFAN
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Shouse
AD

OF THE PIEDMONT
Radio Stations are built on
listener acceptability.
Listener acceptability is gained
by good programming.
WORD has won this listener
acceptability in the Piedmont
by interweaving into its schedule the fine programs of ABC,
some of the superior radio
productions of the NBC Network, MGM and other producers of great shows.
In addition to ABC and top local programs, WORD has fitted
into its schedule such outstanding shows as:
The Telephone Hour
The Railroad Hour
Cities Service Bands
Cavalcade of America
MGM Theatre of the Air
Dr. Kildare
Crime Does Not Pay
'Cisco Kid
Second Spring
John Charles Thomas
In Spartanburg — WORD
best buy.

SERVING

THf

is your

HEART

OF THE f iEDMONT
ABC
WDXY-FM • DUPLICATION
Walter J. Brown, President

SPARTANBURG
South
SEE
Page 46
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Hits

Controls

CURTAILMtNl?

ADVERTISING curtailment so severe as to threaten the livelihood of America for the State Dept., Mr.
Shouse reported that despite our
all media may well be the result of current price control regulations,
James D. Shouse, vice president of Avco Mfg. Corp. and chairman of good neighbor policy he "could
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., declared Thursday in an address to the detect practically no sign in any
country that we have been able
American Marketing Assn. in New
York.
creases are allowed these increased
to buy either loyalty or friendship."
He questioned the wisdom of conAn analysis of Ceiling Price costs can only be absorbed through
tinuing this policy, expressing the
Regulation 22,
decreased expenditures in the nonopinion
that
while they have many
Mr. Shouse said,
allowable items." And, he stated
emphatically to his audience of strategic materials important to
has convinced him
the United States, "I am equally
advertising and marketing executhat "advertising
sure that these materials will altives, "most of us here today are
faces the period
ways be available to us just so
of its greatest
strictly non-allowables!"
long as we are able to pay for
jeopardy. Not
Describing CPR 22 as "actually
them with the high dollar."
only advertising,
profit control and not price conReporting that this mission and
trol," Mr. Shouse stated that "these
but personnel
inan
earlier one to Europe concerned
volved in sales,
regulations are aimed at minimizmerchand i s i n g,
ing the very profits which supply certain international activities of
the Voice of America, Mr. Shouse
the tax base for all of our defense
marketing and
Mr. Shouse
effort financing. . . . Always before, observed that "it is extremely unmarket research
fortunate that the Voice of Amerare about to face a squeeze that excessive profits have been siphoned
ica is securing currently perhaps
off in taxes or devices such as
can, within a very few months,
the worst press of any activity
undermine the very bases on which
price re-negotiation and price re- of the federal government.
determination, but here profits will
our media of mass-communications
"I have no hesitancy telling you
not be allowed to occur in the first
rest," he averred.
place.
This
will
destroy
everything
that
the people that I have had
The basic danger to all adverpleasure of working with in
tising media in CPR 22, he ex- that has made the American eco- the
the Voice have been good, smart
plained, lies in the labor cost adnomic system great."
and competent people, trying to do
Just back from a trip to South
justment section which permits a
manufacturer to increase his base
a good job under what appears to
me at least to be severe organiperiod price by average percentage
zational difficulties within the deincreases in his factory payroll.
AFA
SESSIONS
"That factory payroll," Mr. Shouse
itself," many
he said.
"I are
am
sure that apartment
great
people
Thomas Lists New Topics
stated, "is clearly designated to
taking
cracks
at
the
Voice
because
include factory supervision, packaging, handling, maintenance and PANEL on "Television — Today and it is a colorful thing and somematerials. But the important thing Tomorrow" and an explanation of
thing that by its very nature possesses little ability to defend itself.
is that he cannot include increases
objectives of the government's
I
have
been in the business of
Voice
of
America's
shortwave,
overin administration, sales, advertisseas program are listed by Eugene
broadcasting myself for 23 years
ing or research."
and it is not new to me to find
S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York,
Regulation Formula
among additional topics to be ex- that a great many people consider
This regulation, issued April 25,
themselves to be excellent proplored during the 47th annual convention of the Advertising Federasets price ceilings at the manufaction of America in St. Louis June
turers' level during the so-called
gram directors."
"interim period" which followed the 10-13.
general price freeze. Formula used
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
is pre-Korea prices to which in- Secretary of State for Public Af- ANNE GANNETT
creases incosts of factory labor and
fairs, will be the principal speaker
Broadcaster's Wife Dies
manufacturing materials up to
ANNE M. GANNETT, 68, wife of
during
AFA's
closing
session,
acspecified cut-off dates are added.
cording to Mr. Thomas, convention
Guy P. Gannett, broadcaster and
Cut-off date for labor and raw maprogram chairman. Mr. Barrett
newspaper publisher, died May 22
terial costs is set at March 1, 1951. will
outline Voice progress and
at Cape Elizabeth, Me. She was
For manufactured materials the
former president of the National
cut-off date is Dec. 31, 1950.
problems.
Federation of Music Clubs and the
The TV panel will be held on
According to the Office of Price
Wednesday
morning,
closing
date
first
GOP national committeeStabilization, CPR 22 achieves
for the meet, and round out a woman from Maine.
"roll-backs where prices have outSince 1947 she had been vice
series of discussions on advertising
paced costs since Korea" and per- relating to special opportunities,
president and treasurer of the Guy
mits "increases where the general
Gannett Publishing Co. Gannett
public service, product shortages
freeze resulted in squeezes." OPS
radio interests, held through newshas emphasized that regulation 22 and the world picture [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14]. Film
papers in the various cities, inis merely "interim" and will be reclude WHEC Rochester, WENY
commercials, video's impact, staplaced in the future by tailored
Elmira, WHDL Olean, N. Y. (miregulations for particular industries
use other
and
effectstionofproblems,
the retailers'
medium on
nority), WTHT Hartford, WD AN
and commodities.
Danville, 111., and WABY Albany.
media budgets will be aired. Retail
For a period of months adveradvertising meetings will be held
tising can anticipate "a suspended
concurrently with the panel.
state of status quo," Mr. Shouse
Slated to participate in the tele- AT&T Dividend
predicted. But sooner or later, "and
vision panel are George Burbach,
inevitably as non-factory payroll
FIRST stock dividend ever paid to
costs increase . . . something has KSD-TV St. Louis; Louis A. Hausa
group of stockholders numbering
man,
CBS
vice
president
in
charge
got to give and, believe me, ad- of sales promotion and advertising;
one million has been announced
vertising expenditure is in the state
Don L. Kearney, Katz Agency,
by AT&T. The company, which
of perhaps greatest vulnerability."
gained its millionth stockholder
Baltimore;
Don
McClure,
radio-TV
Noting that settlements with the
on May 15, declared a quarterly
production
head,
McCann-Erickson;
railroad non-operating workers and
Newman McEvoy, vice president
dividend of $2.25 per share, paymeat packers have already pierced and media director, Cunningham &
able July 16 to stockholders of record June 15. It will be the 121st
the allowable wage ceiling, he de- Walsh; John A. Thomas, BBDO,
and Louis Westheimer, Westheimer
consecutive quarterly dividend at
clared that "it therefore becomes
the $2.25 rate.
inevitable that as further wage in- & Block, St. Louis.
Telecasting
ROADCASTING

in

Cumberland,

Maryland

Theatre

Reverses
Back

Trend

in 1948, when

Theatre, local movie
sponsoring

WCUM

Advertising

of

started

Local

operating

house, faced a nation-wide

programs

on WCUM

Maryland

at once.

on

WCUM

Movie

Going

in Cumberland,

the Maryland

slump

in attendance.

They began

Here's what

they say about

the results:

"We are pleased to advise you that WCUM
has been instrumental in helping us
maintain a steady volume of business despite a nation-wide drop in movie
attendance.
"WCUM's aggressive promotion and merchandising has been
bringing in people from all parts of Western Maryland.
"We
How

unhesitatingly

recommend

WCUM

to any sponsor who

ing the market in Western Maryland".
do you like that for action? All kinds of merchants

kind of fast, profitable results from
your Meeker
its dominant

man

and let him

in Cumberland
You

can too.

get this
Call in

WCUM

and

position in the tri-state area.

on

your

FM

102.9

fflD.

dial
MC

A KARL F. STEINMANN ENTERPRISE, Tower Realty Company (Owners and operators of WCUM)
BROADCASTING

in

is desirous of captur-

give you the whole exciting story about

CUMBERLAND,

1490

adve rtising on WCUM.

instrumental
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THE

NAT

JOIN'S

I JO\<

>i\i:i

MOST
>

For the second time in four years, Chicago's WBBM
coveted George Foster Peabody Award

has won the

for "conspicuous service in

radio broadcasting."
Thus, WBBM

has the unique distinction of being the only sta-

tion ever to win more than once Radio's highest recognition for the
performance of "outstanding public service" to the community.
"Chicago's Showmanship

Station" also has won First Award

(Classification II) from the Institute for Education by Radio-Television of Ohio State University for programming

"dealing with

personal and social problems."
Both awards were made for WBBM's socially-significant documentary series, the quiet answer, which probed into interracial
relations in Chicago.
This series was created and produced by the same WBBM

Show-

manship which was responsible for 1947's Peabody Award winner,
report

uncensored

— the same WBBM

a quarter of a century has made WBBM

Showmanship
known

industry as the nation s most honored station.

which for

throughout the

ALWAYS

CHICAGO'S
D
SPONSORE
MOST

Last year — for the 25th consecutive year — the nation's leading
advertisers placed more advertising on WBBM than on any other
Chicago radio station. And with good reason. They know that the
same Showmanship

which has made WBBM

the nation's most hon-

ored station makes WBBM Chicago's most sales-effective station.
. . . Showmanship that has won for WBBM a 1950 average Pulse
rating higher than the ratings of the second and third Chicago radio
stations combined.
. . . Showmanship

that has won for WBBM

these awards for "out-

standing achievement in advertising" in the 1951 Chicago Federated Advertising Club Awards Competition :
Best local Chicago radio program— Patrick

o'riley show

Best Chicago-originated network radio program— cloud

nine

(plus a special feature program award to the quiet answer)
Whether moving people to social action or moving them to buy
your product, you'll find the station for the job is the nation s most
honored station — Chicago's most sponsored station . . .
50,000 watts
WBBM
Chicago's Showmanship Station
Represented by Radio Sales
Columbia Owned

editorial

4'

ABC
Emerges Merged
MERGING of ABC and United Paramount
(assuming FCC approval) will be observed with
avid interest in motion picture as well as
broadcast circles.
Under the transaction, continuity of ABC
policy direction, both in AM and TV, is
assured. United Paramount itself is no neophyte in TV station operation. It has been
the licensee, through its subsidiary, Balaban
& Katz, of WBKB (TV) Chicago since 1943.
WBKB, incidentally, goes to CBS in the transaction at a record $6,000,000 figure.
United Paramount is a theatre operating
company. It has no talent resources. But it
does have show-business know-how. And the
merger will provide working capital for ABC
which has not been abundant under the control of Edward J. Noble. Now foreseen is
rigorous competition with the more formidable
networks, CBS and NBC.
The venture of motion picture capital into
radio isn't new. Paramount Pictures, when it
included the exhibition houses prior to 1949,
owned about a half interest in CBS, reselling
it to William S. Paley and other CBS stockholders in 1932. Paramount today owns 29%
of DuMont. Radio-Keith-Orpheum was under
the RCA tent for a decade but was subsequently
sold. These projects envisaged radio and /or
television competition with the box-office.
We have no doubt the FCC, in public hearing will seek to ascertain whether the ABCParamount Theater fusion would foster corapetion. It will want to know whether there will
be any changes in operating policies.
Also confronting the Commission is the
whole question of public policy stemming from
the motion picture consent decree, which forced
the divorcement of production companies from
exhibition houses. The question, succinctly, is
whether the joint ownership of TV stations and
either movie production or exhibition interests
tends toward a monopoly in public opinion.
These things the FCC is duty-bound to explore. The Commission should not, however,
look querulously upon this merger simply because a theater chain is involved, any more
than it should discriminate against newspaper
ownership in radio or television.
Trouble Enough
AT THIS stage of the TV game, just about
the most serious threat to healthy development
of the art would be the attempt to tie-up the
proposed allocations by litigation.
There is serious question concerning the legality of the FCC's "fixed allocations" plan.
Some practicing attorneys, however, who feel
the procedure could be enjoined, are disposed
not to question their legality in the hope of
expediting proceedings and thus bringing to
an end the freeze that has existed since 1948.
There is a way open. That course would be
for the FCC to abandon its fixed plan as a
part of its Rules and Regulations. This also
could well dispose of the explosive educational
reservation problem, since the whole project
then would become purely tentative and advisory. Then, we're told, it would not be vulnerable to legal attack.
We hope the FCC will adopt such a course.
Its effort must be to get the TV show on the
road — on a nationwide competitive basis— as
swiftly as possible. There's trouble enough
ahead, what with the National Production Authority's semi-freeze on equipment, and "the
burden of city-by-city competitive hearings.
Page 50 • May 28, 1951

Expansion & Contraction
THE CURRENT CRISIS in broadcasting is
the beginning of a shake-down process that is
inevitable in the destiny of any industry that
expands at such a frantic rate as radio has
grown since 1945.
A lot of people are saying that the present
condition was caused by television. That is
not entirely so. It began soon after V-J Day
when such a great number of applicants began clamoring for radio stations that the FCC
all but abandoned its engineering standards
and dealt out licenses willy-nilly. There were
943 AM and FM stations in 1945. Today there
are 3,000.
This fantastic expansion exceeded not only
the capacity of the radio spectrum but also the
advertising economy's absorption power. We
venture to say that there is an accidental but
very real similarity between the number of
stations that the spectrum can properly accommodate and the number that U. S. advertising can support.
So if the FCC had adhered to proper engineering standards, we probably would not have
an economic crisis of such proportions as confronts the business now. It did not, however,
and as a result the country today is dotted
with "zombie" stations which keep alive by
last-gasp resorts such as P.I.'s and other legerdemain that do the industry no good.
Radio was suffering from over-expansion
when television came along. The impact of television, however, would not have been so acute
if TV had been allowed to grow normally. The
moment the FCC freeze was imposed, an impossible condition was created for radio. In
contradistinction to the over-abundance of
radio came the economy of scarcity for TV.
The psychological effect on advertisers was
overwhelming. The very fact that TV is scarce
and hard to buy makes it irresistable to the
covetous advertiser.
The best thing that could happen to radio
now would be a lifting of the television freeze,
which would redirect some attention from the
present television vs. radio competition to a
new television vs. television state of mind, and
would create a national television service that
would be more comparable to radio as it now
exists.
When advertisers begin to think about shelling out the vast sums that will be necessary
to buy truly national TV campaigns, they are
apt to begin thinking again about radio.
No matter when the freeze is lifted, radio
faces — is actually in — a competitive condition
more severe than ever existed. There are
bound to be casualties. The inexorable process
of eliminating waste, duplication and inefficiency has begun.
Something of an analogy to the situation
confronting radio can be found in the recent
history of newspapers. There are half as
many daily newspapers as radio stations today. The newspaper world for the past several years has been full of mergers — and bankruptcies.
A major city that had five newspapers before the war has two today. It has 14 broadcast stations (AM, FM, TV). Can all survive?
Did the five newspapers survive?
The rates of those five pre-war newspapers
combined were higher than the total rates of
the two that remain today. But individually
the two survivors today get double the rate
they charged when there were three others
whacking up the advertising expenditure too.
When the difficult and painful settling process is completed in radio, there will be fewer
stations. But those that are left will constitute a strong and lasting medium, competing
with television, to be sure, just as it competes
with newspapers and magazines, but destined
to retain a respectable position in the advertising family.

jf - our respects to:

HARBEN

WINFIELD

DANIEL

cipal stockholder of WSAVnt Inc.,
prinand which
HARBEN DANIEL, preside
operates WSAV-AM-FM Savannah,
this year is observing his 20th year in commercial radio.
Radio's major developments are embraced
within this span and an association of that
duration is a score of which he is proud.
For the sake of accuracy, however, the adjective, commercial, would have to be empha- !
sized. Actually, it might be said that the
44-year-old executive has been actively interested in radio and the broad field of electronics
practically all his life.
Mr. Daniel's father, Dr. John Daniel, is a
physicist of international renown. The elder
Daniel, now professor emeritus, was for many !
years head of the physics department at
Vanderbilt U. He designed and installed the
first electric dynamo at the university before
X-ray.
commercial lighting. And it was he who discovered the depilatory and burning effect of
While it is not true that Mr. Daniel was
born with a silver radio in his mouth, it is I
true that phrases such as electro-dynamics were I
household words with him just as home run j
and touchdown are in many other homes.
Growing up on the Vanderbilt campus in J
such an atmosphere, young Harben at the
fledgling age of 15 was able to build his first j
radio receiver.
The story of Mr. Daniel's career, however, 1
must be told from the operational and adver- 1
tising aspects of radio rather than from the I
technical side.
On Aug. 6, 1906, Harben was born in Nash- i
ville, and was given the middle name of Winfield, his mother's family name.
After his campus boyhood, he was graduated
from Columbia Military Academy.
Then he j
entered Vanderbilt. Originally in the school
of engineering, he transferred to an academic !
course and later attended Watkins Institute j
for a course in business administration.
It was at Vanderbilt that he had his first j
brush with advertising. This entailed promoting j
the first advertising that cigarette lighters
used in that section.
His first job was as a financial reporter for
the Bradstreet Co., after which he worked for
his brothers in the automobile business.
All during this time he studied advertising j
and, not surprisingly, decided that radio was
destined to become the primary medium.
So, in 1931, he went in to see Hai-ry Stone,
an older, wiser head, then at WSM Nashville. \
Mr. Stone is now at KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, j
Mr. Daniel's purpose was to convince Mr.
(Continued on page 8U)
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he reaches.
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during the past 10 years was
50. 1 % . And
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Col. ROBERT R. McCORMICK has been re-elected president of Tribune
Co., which owns WGN-AM-TV Chicago.
JOSEPH
front office

HERSHEY McGILLVRA, N. Y., appointed national representative for KBOE Oskaloosa, Iowa.

CHARLES

N. McKINNEY, president Radio Enterprises Inc., El Dorado,
Ark., (KELD El Dorado), assumes duties as general manager
• KELD.
ALVIN

FLANAGAN,
pointed vice president
BOB FLEMING, KID
general manager. He
tising agency.

BOYD A. RIPPEY to sales staff of Katz Agency, L. A., effective June 4.
Mr. Rippey was partner in Harrington & Rippey Adv., S. F., and prior
to that sales promotion manager KFRC San Francisco.
ROLAND VAILE, manager KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif., to KVVC
Ventura, in similar capacity, replacing LARRY NICHOLSON, resigned.
ANDY A. McDERMOTT, sales manager H. N. Stovin & Co., Toronto,
station representation firm, resigns on June 15 to become general manager
Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto, new station representation firm
with offices at 10 Adelaide St. E., Toronto. New company will start with
representation of CKVL Verdun and French Radio Associates Ltd.,
Montreal. JACK TEITOLMAN, president of CKVL, is president Radio
& Television Sales Inc.
RICHARD F. FAULKNER, Remco Inc., Chicago, to sales staff WMAQ
Chicago. He is former production manager at CBS Chicago.

Charlotte,

DAVID O'SHEA national sales manager WMIE Miami,
appointed salesman in TV Dept. Weed & Co., N. Y.
RUBE POLEN to sales staff of WJMO Cleveland.

program director KFMB-TV San Diego, apin charge of programs.
Idaho Falls, Idaho, to KFDW Helena, Mont., as
replaces RAD MAXEY, resigned to open adver-

WINSTON S. DUSTIN, vice president in charge of sales of the Noe
Stations (WNOE New Orleans, KNOE Monroe), has been granted
several weeks leave of absence to complete a voluntary tour of duty
as executive secretary of the Cordell Hull Foundation for International
Education [Front Office, May 14].

EDWARD BELL, production manager WBTV(TV)
appointed director of television for WBTV.

ANTHONY J. (Tony) KOELKER, account executive
Central Div. ABC Chicago, to KMA Shenandoah, Iowa,
as assistant station manager.
Mr. Bell

HIL F. BEST appointed exclusive national representative for WFRO Fremont, Ohio.

WNLK Norwalk, Conn., appoints WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co., N. Y.,
as its national representative, the station announced last week. Purchased
March 21 by DAVID W. JEFFRIES of Washington, D. C; MICHAEL J.
CUNEEN of Bradford, Pa.; JOSEPH V. LENTINI of Buffalo, N. Y.; andl
group of Norwalk business men, together constituting the Norwalk
Broadcasting Co., Inc., the station operates full-time with 500 w on
1350 kc.
FRANK PORTER, hillbilly disc jockey, named to sales staff WXGI
Richmond.
GARLAND P. BAKER, noted West Virginia advertising, promotion
and public relations specialist, appointed TV account executive WSAZTV Huntington. Mr. Baker is also founder and director of Baker Institute of Advertising.
WILLIAM J. HOOPER appointed commercial representative WCAL
Philadelphia. . He was with WWIN and WITH Baltimore.
FAY LEWIS, research department BBDO, San Francisco, appointee
secretary-assistant
to RALPH W. NIMMONS, manager WFAA-TV
Dallas.
JIM CAREY, KMAE

McKinney, Tex., to sales department WFAA

Dallas

JACK ZACHARY, graduate California Institute of Radio & Television
Hollywood, to KSPA Santa Paula, Calif., on sales staff.
FORJOE & Co., N. Y., appointed exclusive national representative
KOL Seattle, WARL Arlington and WHEE Boston.
JAMES AUBREY, sales staff KTSL(TV) Hollywood, to KTTV(TVj
Hollywood, in similar capacity.
ftetienali • • •
IRVING E. ROGERS, president WLAW Lawrence, Mass., and publishe
Lawrence Eagle-Tribune, presented scroll by the National Foundatioi
for Infantile Paralysis for the ". . . unprecedented record he establishei
with his radio and press support of the 1951 polio campaign in Greate !
Lawrence and New England." . . . RALPH J. SHADE, account executiv
WTMA Charleston, father of boy, Harry, May 17. . . . Col, MITCHEL1 j
WOLFSON, president, and LEE RUWITCH, vice president and genera
manager WTVJ(TV) Miami, in New York conferring with networ
officials on trends and problems of TV industry.
FRANK P. SCHREIBER, manager WGN Chicago, was member of civi j
committee which planned observance of Armed Forces Day in Chicag j
last Saturday. . . . BEN S. McCLASHAN, owner KGFJ Hollywood, an
Kae Norden, film writer secretary, married at Boulder City, Nev j
April 21. . . . RICHARD A. MOORE, acting manager ABC Western Div |
father of girl, Kate, May 16. . . . RUSS BAER, general manager CHE:
Peterborough, Ont., named vice president Peterborough Sales & Advei
rising Club. . . . GORDON LOVE, president CFCN Calgary, Alta., an
tomy.
director of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, seriously ill with appende<

BISMARCK,
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N. DAK.

FRED NAHAS, executive vice president and general manager KXY
Houston, addressed special meeting of Houston City Council PTA. M
Nahas outlined the important part radio is playing in developing chi
dren.
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Association

of American

TRANSPORTATION
Washington

Railroads

BUILDING
6, D. C.

WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT

May 15, 1951

To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject:

WEIGHT,

DISTANCE,

AND ECONOMY

America, with its immense production and its vast spaces, requires
transportation service which can move great tonnages long distances, and do
it with economy of materials, manpower and money.
That means railroads.
Railroads perform intercity transportation, hauling the tons of
freight they carry an average distance of more than 400 miles.
That is something to bear in mind when you hear that motor trucks carry more tons of freight
than railroads.
If by "trucks" is meant not only the half million or so trucks
engaged in heavy intercity haulage, but also the nearly eight million other
motor vehicles on farms and in local service ; and if tons moved locally, perhaps for only a few blocks across town, are counted the same as a ton moved
three thousand miles across the continent, then such a statement might be
true.
But when it comes to intercity movement of freight, Interstate Commerce Commission figures show that in 1949 — the latest year for which such
figures are available for all forms of transportation — railroads moved nearly
six times as many ton-miles as motor trucks, including those privately operated
as well as contract and common carriers.
The greater effectiveness with which materials and manpower are
utilised in hauling freight in trains of cars on tracks rather than in individually operated vehicles on highways, is reflected in the fact that the
average revenue of the railroads for hauling a ton one mile was only one and
one-third cents, or only about one-fourth as much as the average revenue
per ton-mile received by common carrier trucks reporting to the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
For the kind of hauling job which America requires — in peace and
even more in war — there is no substitute for railroads.
Sincerely

ROADCASTING
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ILLINOIS broadcasters and Broadcast Music Inc. staffers
attending the BMI program clinic in Springfield May 15
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21] included (I to r)
Bill Holm, general manager, WLPO LaSalle; F. (Bud)
Mitchell, program director, WJR Detroit; Harold Safford,
program manager, WLS Chicago; Charles Caley, vice
HUB

RADIO

president and general manager, WMBD Peoria; Ray Livesay, president, Illinois Broadcasters Assn. and WLBH
Mattoon; Robert Burton, vice president, BMI; John Outler,
general manager, WSB Atlanta; M. C. Elliott, general
manager, Illinois State Fair; Glenn Dolberg, BMI station
relations director, and Burt Squire, BMI Chicago.

AUDIENCE
Greater Than 'Before TV,' WCOP

RADIO in Boston has more listeners today, in 109 out of 125 weekly
program hours, than it had before
television arrived.
This finding was reported last
week by WCOP Boston, based on
a survey employing the last Pulse
report before television reached
Boston (March- April 1948) and the
current March-April report.
The increase was proclaimed by
WCOP as "positive proof that radio
is still the most potent advertising
medium in Boston."
Total radio homes in the fivecounty Greater Boston area increased from 756,360 to 839,110
during the three-year period, simul-

Claims

taneously with the introduction and
development of television. Boston
now has two TV stations: WBZ-TV
and WNAC-TV.
Results of the radio - listening
analysis were distributed by WCOP
General Manager Craig Lawrence
to some 200 Boston area advertisers
and agencies.
The study pointed out that, compared to 1948, radio has fewer
listeners only during the 8-10 p.m.
time segments Monday through
Saturday, and from 7 to 11 p.m.
Sunday. In other time periods
the radio audience was substantially greater than before TV.
Increases in radio homes between

VU'S0»...

11 p.m. and midnight ranged as
high as about 83%.
WCOP's letters to advertisers
and agencies pointed out that because of the increase in total radio
homes, the percentage figures on
sets-in-use often do not tell a complete story. In many cases where
percentage figures are lower now
than in 1948, it was pointed out,
the number of sets-in-use is substantially higher than three years
ago.
Covering the five-county Boston
area, the report showed that the
average quarter-hour sets-in-use
figure for the period 6 a.m. to noon
on Monday through Friday had increased from 138,414 to 194,674
since the advent of television; on
Saturday, it gained from 127,068
to 161,948, and on Sunday from
108,159 to 119,154.
Between noon and 6 p.m. the
average had risen from 184,552 to
213,973 for Monday through Friday; from 167,156 to 199,708 on
Saturday, and from 180,013 to
183,765 on Sunday.
Between 6 p.m. and midnight, the
average had grown from 210,268
to 210,617 for Monday through Friday, but declined from 217,075 to
200,547 on Saturday, and from

REPLICA of the original copy ol
the "Star Spangled Banner" is displayed by Carl Haverlin (r), president
of Broadcast Music Inc., to Ben Lairc
(I), manager of WDUZ Green Ba
and president of the Wisconsin Broad
casters
Assn., and The
Milwaukee
's Mayoi
Frank Zeidler.
meeting
toot
place at the day-long BMI prograrr
clinic conducted in cooperation wit
the broadcast
in Milwau
ers' group
kee's Plantatio
n Hotel.
251,868 to 196,352 on Sunday.
WCOP's tables do not refiecl
out-of-home listening, which th<
report said
would add 12% to th<
in-home
figures.
Hourly comparisons of evening
radio homes, March-April 1951 vs
March-April 1948, are as follow:
(average quarter-hour sets-in-use)
Time Period
1948 1951
Mon.-Fri. 6-7 p.m.
185,308 230,75
Mon.-Fri. 7-8 p.m
222,369 224,88
Mon.-Fri. 8-9 p.m
302,544 251,73
Mon.-Fri. 9-10 p.m
297,249 251,73
Mon.-Fri. 10-11 p.m. ... 195,142 196,35
Mon.-Fri. 11-12 midnight
58,996 108,24
Saturday 6-7 p.m
165,643 191,31
Saturday 7-8 p.m
188,334 219,00
Saturday 8-9 p.m.
353,220 230,75
Saturday 9-10 p.m
320,697 229,91
Saturday 10-11 p.m. ... 201,948 210,61
Saturday 11-12 midnight
71,098 121,67
Sunday 6-7 p.m
218,588 229,07
Sunday 7-8 p.m
348,682 237,46
Sunday 8-9 p.m
375,911 234,11
Sunday 9-10 p.m. ... 298,006 214,81
Sunday 10-11 p.m
209,512
174,53
Sunday 11-12 midnight 62,778
87,26
WMCA New York awarded specia
citation by New York School Superin
tendent Dr. William Jansen on behal
of United Parents Associations. Sta
tion carried series on driving.

"The Yanks are coming" over WINS right now — every day,
at home and away.
That puts this station in the spotlight as the best spot buy — or
any buy!
Let WINS go to bat for you, through spots or programs.
Whatever you have to sell, you can sell more at lower cost!
We'll be glad to give you the facts, and the figures.
Buy WINS
if Sells!

. . .

Call your WINS representative
. . . see him when he calls!

WINS
50KW
New York
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|
CORPORATION

INDIANA radio men attending the Broadcast Music Inc. program clinic i
Indianapolis [Broadcasting * Telecasting, May 21] included (I to r) Da
Park, WIRE Indianapolis, president of the Indiana Broadcasters Assn., ct
sponsor of the conference; Sam Dodd, WOAV Vincennes; Frank Parrish, WIRI
Joe M. Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute, and Robert B. McConnell of WIS
Indianapolis and the McConnell stations.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

I

film'

Biggest

Outdoor

Comes summer. And when it's warm outside, people
leave home, by the millions. They head for the Great
Outdoors— by the millions.
To reach these out-of-home multitudes, wise advertisers hit the road with billboards and transit ads, fill
the air with sky-writing and blimps— $126,000,000
worth, last year. And they're so right. But at best,
these dollars buy only quick impressions.
Not so with radio, truly an outdoor medium, and
one of the biggest. You can take it with you— and people do, by the millions. Radio's in the car, at the beach,
in the cabin, on the porch, on the boat. Radio's everywhere. It's the biggest single outdoor sport, played
for hours on end.

»<

8por(

biggest market, for example, total average audience,
including at-home and out-of-home listening, rises
with the thermometer. ' National retail sales are higher, too.
Add it up: it's logical to use summer radio. And, to
help your sales mount with the mercury, it's mighty
logical to use the Mighty Stations in the Mighty Markets—those represented by NBC Spot Sales.
WNBC New York
KOA Denver
WMAQ Chicago
KNBC San Francisco
WTAM Cleveland
WGY Albany-Troy
SchenectadyWRC Washington

NBC
Spot
Sales
If you want sustained impact in pursuing these milNew York Chicago Cleveland San Francisco Hollywood
lions with your message, consider: In the country's
* Pulse of New York: Out-of-Home Listening, Feb. '51 and Aug. '49
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NARBA

ARGUMENTS

Reject Pact,
Craig Urges

"SACRIFICES which the United States is called upon to make are
much
too channel
great in stations
the proposed
[NARBA] agreement," a spokesman for
the clear
has declared.
The blast against the pact, which provides for distribution of radio
frequencies among North American
in Cuba (6), Jamaica (2) and the
nations, was authored by Edwin
Dominican Republic (1), he asKlein's
M. Craig in the current
serted. The article also scored
Newsletter, Chicago business pub"Cuba's new privilege to use all
lication. Rep. William Langer
remaining U. S. 1-A channels due
(R-N. D.) last Monday inserted
to her reservation on the 650-mile
the article in the Congressional
Record.
The 650-mile rule, executed in
Mr. Craig is president of the
1937, bars a nation from operating
National Life & Accident Insurthe Class 1-A channel of anance Co., and board chairman of the onrule."
other country at any point closer
subsidiary corporation, WSM Inc.,
than 650-miles from the border of
which operates the 50 kw WSM
the latter country.
Nashville.
Among other points raised by
Meanwhile, another publication,
Southern Farmer, has come out in Mr. Craig:
Havana, Cuba, gets 31 fulltime stasupport of the NARBA and urged
its farm readers to contact their
tions, and possibly more — far more
than any other city in the world.
Representatives and Senators on
Mexico and Haiti are not signabehalf of the agreement which has
tories to the proposed NARBA.
been in the Senate for ratification
Concessions to Cuba invite Mexican
since February [Broadcasting • assignments to the detriment of all
stations in the U. S.
Telecasting, Feb. 12].
Mr. Craig maintained that the
Mr. Craig's piece labeled the
concessions to other countries as
proposed concessions to Cuba would
"extensive and wholly unnecessary"
"tie our hands" and place us in
and pointed out that the National
an "impossible position" to bargain
Grange last year termed the treaty
with Mexico. Possible consequences,
a "gross injustice to the rural
it was said, could be "outlandish
families of the United States."
demands" by Mexico or that naAll 24 Class 1-A clear channels
tion dropping formality to "wildcat
in the U.S. are injured by specific across the radio dial."
assignment of nine such channels
"The Senate should reject this

QUINT
CITIES
J cities forming one great community
the Hub of a Major Market
Here's what you buy with WOC . . .
The erngreatest
the towns
westInner Cornconcentration
Belt area . of. .population
dozens of insmall
surrounding
the
cities
...
a
market
Basic
in. one of the richest agricultural
NBC Affiliate
regions in the world ... a market
famous for its heavy and light industries.
WOC ties this entire area together
in one market package. Sell your
products by using WOC. Get the
facts from your nearest F & P
office — or from WOC direct.
5,000 W 1420 Kc

"

woe

B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Davenport,

WOC
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Iowa

AM-FM-TV
Free & Peters Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

proposed treaty and call upon the
Dept. of State for one that is realistic," Mr. Craig asserted. He
said that, pending this, a vehicle
exists for settlement of interference difficulties with Cuba under
Article 44 of the International
Telecommunications Convention,
which reads :
All stations, whatever their purpose,
must be established and operated in
such a manner as not to result in
harmful interference to the radio servbers. ices and communications of other memCuban assignments since March
1949 are in violation of this, Mr.
Craig declared.
In its opposite viewpoint, the
Southern Farmer supported
NARBA,
"must"
that
farm terming
families itin a rural
areasso
might have radio services without
"annoying disturbances."
The Farmer, claiming a million
readers, principally in southeastern
states, pointed to the history of
past agreements among North
American governments, and said:
But piredthein March
last of1949.
these Since
agreements
exthen Cuba
— free from these international restrictions— has put a number of stations on
channels that many farmers of this
country
depend Ason aforresult,
their broadcasting service.
American
farmers are now getting a great deal
of annoying interferences on their
radioSoutheast.
sets, particularly in the South
and
A new . . . NARBA . . . would
eliminate or effectively reduce static
and other interference received in the
U.S. from Cuban stations.
DURR

DISMISSED

By National Farmers Union
CLIFFORD J. DURR, one-time
FCC Commissioner and most recently attorney for the National
Farmers Union, Denver, is reported
to have been "dismissed" by that
organization.
According to the Denver Post,
Mr. Durr has charged that the
action was an outgrowth of a Post
story Feb. 21 concerning activities
of Mrs. Durr. Mr. Durr said that
the newspaper
indicatedthat"byoneindirection and innuendo
or
the other of us are Communists."
The article dealt with Mrs. Durr's
affiliation with an Independent Action Committee which conducted a
poll on bringing soldiers back from
Korea and seeking peace with
China.
It is understood that Mr. Durr,
with his doctor's permission, will
go to Washington for several weeks
and then retui'n to Alabama.
Amateur

Rules Amended

FCC has amended Part 12 of
its rules governing the Amateur
Radio Service. The amendments
were made in exact accordance with
the notice of Proposed Rule Making
announced March 21, in Docket
9920. Included among the amendments was the deletion of Section
12.24, relating to the scope of an
amateur operator's authority, which
provided that an amateur operator
license is valid for the operation on
frequencies above 450 mc of certain
types of experimental radio station. Five othei changes were
made. All become effective June 30.

COWAN-WHITMORE
Must Stand Trial; 17 Counts
HAROLD COWAN and Ralph
Whitmore, partners in a Hollywood
advertising and mail order agency
bearing their names, must stand
trial on 17 counts of mail fraud
which resulted from their preChristmas tree ornament "pitch
deal" on radio, television and in
newspapers.
Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwich
so ruled last Monday in Los Angeles when he denied a motion for
dismissal of the charges on grounds
that exaggerated claims in adverare "badges
of fraud"
in casestising where
a victim
could even
not
recover money in a civil suit. Trial
date is to be set later.
Accused of misrepresenting the
quality of Christmas tree ornaments advertised, Messrs. Cowan
and Whitmore were indicted by a
Federal Grand Jury in Los Angeles
in March [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5], following extensive investigation by postal authorities and the U. S. Attorney's
office.
Indictments stated that the advertising referred to the ornaments
as "the most sensational Christmas
tree ornament
package
all time,"
whereas
actually
the ofornaments,
which sold for $1, were only carddence. board cutouts, according to eviThey entered a not guilty plea
to
the charges March
[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
28, 12].•
Charles H. Carr, counsel for thei
defendants, later moved for dismissal of the charges and also
asked for a bill of particulars
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 2]. Judge Yankwich at that
time took the motion under advise- 1
ment. He gave the government
(Office of U. S. Attorney) 10 days
in which to file an answering brief, i
C&W Claims
In seeking dismissal of thel
charges, Messrs. Cowan and Whit-l
more, through their counsel, de-J
clared the advertising claims made!
on radio and television were "mere-r
ly
usual exaggerated
trader's
talktheof puffing
which is permissiblee
when one sells goods to another."!'
Judge
while conceding that Yankwich,
such exaggeration
may
not be legally reprehensible in a|
civil case, held that the statements!
made were "badges of fraud" and:
the pair should go to trial.
In his opinion, Judge Yankwich)
said, "courts insist that, regardless
of the value of what the victim re-1
ceived, fraud lies in the disparity
between what he was promised and
what he actually received."
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Calling," a weekly program

telecast

Thursdays at six-fifteen during which young citizens seek vocational guidance from leaders of
business and industry. The program is presented
under the auspices of the Vocational Guidance
Department

of the Wilmington, Delaware, Public

Schools and the Chamber

A STEINMAN STATION

of Commerce.

This program is one of many local features carried by this station in an
endeavor to meet the public needs of
the community it serves.
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FCC

Action

concerned. This would make FCC
FCC
week indi- separately in the U. S. without
'PSOURCES
ARTIlast
AL
'
FR
EEZE
cated the Commission is vigorously
FT
seriously
affecting theLI
general
allo-? vulnerable to litigation.
The decision FCC must make in
proceeding with consideration of
cation picture, since UHF and VHF
the next few weeks is : Whether to
have been so closely tied together
its original proposal for a "partial"
in so many areas, particularly
lifting of the television freeze, anexpedite TV development by making final allocations in uncontested
nounced concurrently with the fur- through the intermixture principle.
While this was the situation last areas, and risk court action posther revised TV allocation plan
week, other developments may ensibly enjoining the entire alloca[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 26, et seq.].
tion plan, or to hold off all new
sue to require reconsideration of
station action in the U. S. until it
Action on the partial freeze lift, the proposal in other respects. The
seen slated for some modification
can work out the integrated plan.
Commission staff still is studying
First Reply Reported
over the earlier proposal, may be the 700-some initial comments to
What is believed to be the first
forthcoming within the next fort- the revised allocation plan to denight, or soon after the June 11
termine their effect on the partial
reply in opposition to initial comment was reported last week for
deadline for filing of replies to freeze lifting proposal.
the initial comments of May 7 on
Some thought has been given to the City of Milwaukee. In a detailed brief, signed by Mayor Frank
the Commission's revised TV allo- lifting of the freeze in the U. S.
cation.
for VHF as well, in those areas
P. Zeidler, the city objected to reSome action on the partial thaw
quest of WISN and WFOX there to
where no comments or complaints
remove VHF Channel 10 reservais expected to be reported at least have been filed. It's generally betion and substitute UHF reservabefore commencement July 9 of
lieved, however, that this would
tion.
the hearing on city-by-city alloca- not be possible from an engineertion proposals.
Milwaukee cited its population
ing standpoint if an efficient, longIt appears at present that the range allocation plan is to be of 630,000, its cultural and educational institutions and achieveCommission will proceed to lift worked out.
the freeze on grants of new VHF
ments and progress in use of audioWhether involving UHF or
visual aids in the public schools,
stations so far as the U. S. terri- VHF, any "partial" freeze lift on
tories are concerned. Further, some
new station grants in the U. S. which have an annual budget of
nearly $20 million.
relief is expected on improved fa- would constitute a final allocation
as far as the facilities involved are
cilities for existing VHF stations
The city explained "it is imposin certain areas.
There appears to be some doubt,
however, on the question of the
Deal Set for Completion
proposed lifting of the freeze on
new station construction in the
By June 75
CBS-HYTRON
UHF. Some Commission sources
CBS's
acquisition
of
Hytron
Radio
&
Electronics
Corp. and consequent
have expressed the belief it will be entry into the radio and television manufacturing field
[Broadcasting •
impossible to lift the UHF freeze
Telecasting, April 16] is slated to be consummated June 15, if stockholders of the respective companies approve the deal in meetings to
TV TIMETABLE
be held June 13.
★— —
The transaction, involving an in a position to turn out tubes,
CURRENT
"expert guesses" on exchange of stock equivalent to ap- sets and cabinets in addition to
prospective steps in final phases of
proximately $20
a
million deal, has having facilities for stamping and
FCC's TV reallocation proceeding
been
approved
by
the boards of plating chassis.
_ and overall lifting of the freeze
of both companies.
The "Columbia" name will be
:.on new construction, imposed since directors
The CBS management is asking given to radio and TV sets and
1 Sept. 30, 1948, are as follows:
its stockholders to authorize is- phonographs manufactured by AirToday (May 28) or June 4— Color
suance of 310,775 additional shares
King, under present plans.
ruling expected from TJ. S. Supreme
Court. How it may alter TV status is each of Class A and Class B stock,
open question.
Hytron Management
June 11 — Deadline set by FCC for to be used in the exchange. Hytron
Direction of Hytron would rereplies and counter-proposals to initial stockholders would receive 31
comments filed May 7 on revised allo- shares of CBS $2.50 par stock for
main in its present hands, and
cation plan.
Hytron
Chairman Lloyd Coffin and
each
100
shares
of
Hytron
$1
par
Mid-June — Possible target date for
President Bruce Coffin, along with
further report and/or action on FCC's common stock.
proposed "partial" lifting of freeze.
Air-King President David H. CoCBS would thus acquire Hytron,
July 9— Commencement in Washington of final hearing on city-by-city
oldest radio and televi- gan, would become CBS board
allocation proposals. Predictions on one ofsionthe
tube manufacturers in the members. Each of the three would
lengthmonths.
of hearing range from two to
nine
receive $50,000 annually, with adU.
S.,
and
its subsidiaries, includMid-September (or mid-April 1952 if
ditional compensation up to $50,000
nine-month
hearing)—
Completion
of
ing
Air-King
Products
Co.,
radio
hearing.
FCC begins work on final and television set manufacturer.
depending upon net income from
report.
Hytron and its subsidiaries.
Mid-November
(or mid-June
1952)— Significantly, in view of other
Another Hytron executive, as yet
Report
on final allocation.
Announcement of target date on lifting freeze manufacturers' reluctance to build
unnamed, also would be named to
CBS-type
color
TV
sets,
CBS
and
and
two-month
period
to
receive
new
applications.
Hytron officials have pointed out the CBS board.
Mid- January 1952 (or mid- August that
CBS stock outstanding as of May
Hytron, with its subsidiaries,
1952) — Overall lifting of freeze. Commencement of processing of applica7
was 958,428 shares of Class A
"is
more
fully
integrated
than
most
tions, issuing non - hearing grants,
and 758,924 of Class B. The CBS
scheduling of comparative hearings.
other units in the industry," being
riNf Telecasting
• BROADCASTING
...

Expected

Soon

sible at this time to carefully determine matters pertaining to
budget, engineering and program
operations," but said "a representative group of leading citizens in
the community has been appointed
for the purpose of studying and
advising with respect to the whole
subject of noncommercial, educational television, with particular
emphasis in regard to the most advantageous use of such reserved
Success of informational prochannel."grams by city departments on
WTMJ-TV there also was pointed
out. "Thus Milwaukee now uses
commercial television where it
can," the petition said, "but this
only emphasizes the need for a
greater use of the medium on a
permanent basis and under public
In Philadelphia, where the city
and Chamber of Commerce are on
record
control."for addition of VHF Channel 12 as a commercial facility, the
Board of Public Education is seeking(Continued
a VHF channel
for noncomon page
66)
stock which Hytron stockholders
would receive in exchange for their
Hytron shares would be divided
equally between Class A and Class
B.
In response to a CBS query, FCC
last Wednesday advised that the
proposed acquisition "did not appear" to affect transfer of Columbia control, as a stations licensee.
Accordingly, it was held that Commission consent was not required.
FCC emphasized that this opinion
was based on ownership information on file with the Commission
and on the statement of control in
the CBS letter of query. It was furthat the asopinion
not bether said
construed
passing"should
upon
any effect upon CBS control which
might flow from the failure of
Messrs. [William] Paley, [Frank]
Stanton and [Ralph F.] Colin, individually or collectively, to continue the voting control exercised
by them at the last three annual
stockholders'
Saying thatmeetings."
the proposed deal
probably does not raise any question of citizenship requirements
under Sec. 310 (a), FCC did request that CBS file a full report
on this subject when Hytron stockholders submit their shares for exchange for CBS stock.
May 28, 1951
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WFAA-TV

Marks

First Year

As

Of

men and cowSOUT
rs Twilloil tell you that
cheES
punHW
there is a lot of Texan "knowhow" in their special skills. RadioTV people are equally cognizant of
the finesse in the communications
art in that expanse of country.
To be specific, there is Dallas,
which combined with Fort Worth,
forms a formidable market area.
WFAA-TV Dallas, serving the twocity area, celebrated May 21 as
its first year of operation under
the direction of the A. H. Belo
Corp., owner of The Dallas Morning News.
WFAA-TV credits its expanding
operation to broadcast "knowmanship," as it coins it, which it huilt
up over a period of nearly 30 years
in the business of sound broadcasting.
The owners of WFAA got into
the visual art when A. H. Belo
purchased KBTV (TV) on Dec. 31,
1949, subject to FCC approval,
from Tom Potter, Dallas oil man
who had built the station. The
purchase was approved and the
deal consummated in the spring of
1950.
At that time, KBTV was programming 24 hours per week, with
three quarter - hours sponsored.
Twenty-seven commercial spots
were scheduled.
Exactly one year later, the station has 68 hours of programs per
week — an increase of 1837c There

Mr. NIMMONS
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now are 35 sponsored program
hours. There are also 176 commercial spots on the air.
Population increase in the station's coverage area during the past
10 years "was a booming 50.1%,"
according to WFAA-TV. And retail sales in the Dallas-Ft. Worth
markets also have shot up.
According to WFAA-TV estimates there are 1.5 million people
in its coverage area. The station
also quotes Standard Rate and
Data Service figures and 1950-51
Consumer Markets to point out
retail sales of $1,464 per capita and
a first - place among 19 major
markets in the 500,000 to 1 million
population category.
Set Study Shows
Dallas 61.8% of Total
A TV set study by the station
tabulated 115,717 total sets in the
Dallas-Fort Worth area, with Dallas having 61.8 % of the total.
Opening day for the station under
the WFAA call letters brought
promotion personified, and in the
spirit of the broadcast business.
Coming with WFAA-TV's debut
was the yearly banquet being held
for the Belo Corp.'s employes. Because of the growing number of
employes, it was decided to hold
the banquet at the huge AutomoBldg., grounds.
the largest on Dallas'
State bileFair
For

"knowmanship," WFAA

Mr. CAMPBELL

turned out its full roster of radio
stars to perform on stage for a
simulcast. After a feature film
was shown, cameras and technical
equipment were whisked back to
the studios, located 15 miles distant, to take televiewers on a
camera-eyed tour of facilities.
But that was merely a lick at
the frosting. WFAA-TV has a
long-thumb list of special events,
program hits and commercial acumen that it compiled during its
year's
letters. operation under those call
Here are some of them :
Special events category telecasts
included the Dallas Charity Horse
Show in May; opening of the State
Fair Starlight Operettas in June;
Secretary of State Dean Acheson's
foreign policy speech in June
(claimed exclusive) ; rodeos in
June; the 1950 National Model
Airplane Championship in July,
and State Fair of Texas in October.
In the sports field telecasts have
included top college football, the
Cotton Bowl game New Years Day
1951, the National Women's Amateur Athletic Union's Basketball
Tournament in January, and the
U. S. Amateur Badminton Championship in March.
In addition were a special series
of "sightseeing" telecasts in which
the camera roved about the city
taking in an aircraft manufacturing plant, a look at a newly de-

Mr. DEALEY

Outlet

Dallas

News'

veloped Navy jet fighter plane, the
city's aquarium, jail, and airport.
For public service, the station
chalked up its share of fund appeals and public campaigns.
A highlight program is Webster
Webfoot, sponsored by Sanger
Bros, department store 30 minutes
across the board. Of this show,
Chris Kelley, director of Sanger's
public relations, wrote :
"If almost 15,000 registered club
members to date at the headquarters in our boys department;
double sales in Johnston Originals
(little girls and boys dresses and
suits), Poll Parrott and Proper Bilt
Shoes; plus the sale of 110 dozen
Webster Webfoot hats in the first
11 days are any indications of merchandising, then Jimmy Weldon
and Webster Webfoot are a success
by any measuring stick. . . .
Personal Appearances
During December
"His personal appearances at
over 39 different schools, hospitals
and churches during the month of
December alone attest to his popularity but more important that
human quality in giving of his time
and talents to bring sunshine to
Another
others.
. . ."local department store,
Titche-Goettinger Co., backs a full
hour shopping matinee every
Thursday at 2 p.m.
on page Co.,
7U) dur-"
Earl(Continued
Hayes Chevrolet

Mr. KEESE
Telecasting

Mr. MORONEY
BROADCASTING

CCIR

AGENDA

U. S. telecommunication authorities and industry representatives
were priming last week for the
sixth plenary assembly of the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR), which commences
in Geneva June 5, to explore
weighty technical issues.
High on the agenda are study
group recommendations touching on
various facets of international
broadcasting and urging adoption
of a worldwide agreement for
compatibility of a common television line-scan frequency for the
U. S. and various foreign countries.
Heading the U. S. delegation,
which was slated to sail for Europe
this past weekend, is Harvey Otterman, associate chief, Telecommunications Service, State Dept.,
who is chairman. George Turner,
chief of FCC's Field Engineering
& Monitoring Div., and Newburn
Smith, National Bureau of Standards, will serve as vice-chairman
of the 20-man entourage which also
includes Neal McNaughten, NARTB
engineering director and international chairman of the broadcasting task force (Study group 10).
Many Considerations
At stake, aside from the proposed common TV line-scan pact
which already has U. S. support, are
a number of recommendations covering high frequency broadcasting
antenna systems, single side bands
applicable to all frequencies (low,
medium, high), standardization of
recordings among all countries and
a host of other engineering topics.
Frequency allocations are not involved in the forthcoming conference, which will convene to consider proposals evolved by 13 study
groups over a long period.
Inherent in the Geneva confer-

To

Study

Common

ence is the State Dept. hope for
consummation of an international
agreement which would achieve
compatibility between the 525-line,
30-frame system of the U. S. and
the 625-line, 25-frame standard
favored by most European nations.
American authorities hope to
bring into line seven European
countries — Belgium, Italy, Denmark, Netherlands, Austria, Sweden and Switzerland — all of which
have indicated intent to adopt a
7-mc bandwidth with the 625-line

Line-Scon

Pact

system. On the U. S. side are Canada, Mexico, Cuba and — according
to best sources — the Soviet union.
U. S. authorities have stressed
that standardization of TV line
and frame rates would involve "only
very minor" adjustments of existing equipment. Proposal is that
17,000 be established as a common
denominator compared to 17,500
under the U. S. system.
A third proposal embraces utilization of the 819-line system, in
which the USSR and Belgium re-

AWARD for the best television program produced by any public utility in
1950 went to East Ohio Gas Co. for its five-a-week afternoon feature, The
Women's Window, on WEWS (TV) Cleveland. Well pleased with the distinction and some 3,000 letters are (I to r) Jack Hartley, WEWS program
director; Ethel Jackson, star of the women's program, and Harold E. Eckes,
advertising manager of East Ohio. Program was entered in the Better Copy
Contest, sponsored annually by the Public Utilities Advertising Assn., through
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc., advertising agency for the gas firm. Winner
was announced by the committee during the association's annual convention
at the Hotel New Yorker, New York, May 18. Mr. Eckes accepted the
award for East Ohio, which has sponsored the 30-minute afternoon program
since August 1949. Format is devoted to recipes and household hints.

TV
Standards
.
THE NARTB 's Television Program Standards
Committee argues, with good sense, that telecasters had better begin to look for dust under
the rug, rats in the attic, and possibly for assignations behind the barn, with a view to
cleaning up such conditions, if they exist, before public sanitation forces move in.
At this point, the committee has made clear
in its its letter to TV stations a fortnight ago,
nobody knows whether the house needs tidying, although a lot of articulate gossips, like
the FCC and some moral-improvement societies, have loudly said they suspected it did.
The sensible thing for telecasters to do, before the gossip reaches the attention of the
cops, is to make certain that if housecleaning
is necessary, it is done in a hurry — and by the
people who own the house.
About a year ago, some telecasters in NAB
got to worrying about their housekeeping,
because the same gossips were complaining
that TV necklines were dropping out of sight
and comedians were turning blue. At that
time a few of the broadcasters talked up the
idea of a TV code, similar to the NAB's Standards of Practice. We were against that then,
and we still are.
BROADCASTING
Telecastin

Our thesis was and is that a code serves only
to express the attitudes of the majority that
adopts it and practices its principles anyway,
and in no way is it a deterrent to the minority
whose excesses it is intended to cure. There
is no evidence that the NAB code has changed
the habits of any radio station that did not
believe in its principles before they were formalized in a code.
Now does that mean that self-correction is
impossible ? Not at all. What the Television
Standards Committee is doing is exactly what
it ought to do. It has set itself the job of
finding out exactly, by an examination of program logs, how much of what is on the air
when.
If its study of the logs shows that there has
been poor balance between the amount of
commercialism and the amount of programming, between the amount of network programming and the amount of local material,
the mere revelation of such practices is as sure
to correct them as would the laborious writing
of a code. Indeed revelation would probably
be more effective than a code, since codes are
unenforceable and, besides, are apt to be forgotten once they are in type.

portedly have experimented. France
has adopted the 819 method by
Presidential proclamation.
Italy, a Marshall Plan recipient
of U. S. TV equipment, originally
backed the 625-line system, but
has since purchased equipment from
the United Kingdom and has been
experimenting with 525 lines.
These factors will be incorporated in the report to be submitted by CCIR Study Group 11 during
the Geneva session.
Delegates
Other members of the delegation are:
Edward W. Allen, chief, Technical
Research Div. and William F. Minners, electronics engineer, Marine
Div., FCC; Dana Bailey, William
Crichlow and William D. George, National Bureau of Standards; Warren
B. Burgess, National Research Lab
(U.S. Navy Dept.); Edward Bemis,
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.;
John B. Coleman, J. H. Dillinger and
Cornelius G. Mayer, RCA; Donald G.
Fink, McGraw-Hill Publications (Electronics magazine); Maj. Earl T. Holliman, U. S. Army Signal Corps; Wayne
Mason, telecommunications attache at
Berne, Switzerland; Haraden Pratt,
American Cable & Radio Corp.; Charles
C. Taylor, Bell Telephone Labs; Florence Trail, Telecommunications Policy Staff, State Dept.
CCIR subcommittees originally
became active under a recommendation adopted during the 1948 Stockholm conference, with appointments
of 13 study groups each dealing
with a phase of international radio.
Actually study of international
radio problems has been carried on
for over 20 years.

Eddie Cantor

Signs
NEW TELEVISION contract with
Eddie Cantor for the 1951-52 season has been signed by NBC-TV,
the network announced last week.
Mr. Cantor was the first star to appear on The Colgate Comedy Hour.

AN EDITORIAL
There is a second function that might well
be assumed by the Television Standards Committee. That is to represent the telecasters
when critics begin sounding off, about bad taste
on the air. In recent months members of the
clergy have made serious charges about television immorality. None of these attacks
specified the offenses that were charged; they
just took the form of general complaints.
Nobody has faced up to these accusers with
a demand that they state their case and thus
enable the telecasters to form an answer. In
the absence of such defense, the attacks stand
on the record as unanswerable, which they are
not, simple because nobody challenged the accusers to prove the accusation.
The Television Standards Committee, it
seems to us, ought to become a standing committee, on the one hand regularly looking for
dust under the rug and rats in the attic and on
the other protecting the orderly housekeeper
from irresponsible gossips in the neighborhood.
To delay the committee's work, or inhibit it
by non-cooperation, is to invite undesirable
action from the FCC which already is toying
with the idea of a Blue Book for television.
May 28, 1951
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New
AGENCY

By RICHARD MARVIN
INDEPENDENT PROGRAM
WRITER-PRODUCER
AMONG the many changes brought
about by television is a revised picture of the functions of an advertising agency. In the earlier days
— pre-radio — copy was king, and
accounts were won or lost on the
basis of copy ability. Agencies
emphasized campaigns which did a
job largely through the effective
and sometimes spectacular use of
words.
Then came radio, and all of a
sudden the strategy changed. The
agency was in the show business!
Radio directors who could sustain
a good ratio between successful
shows and flops became the glamour boys of the business. Ratings
were important, so important that
the "copy" on shows, the commercial, was frequently relegated to
secondary consideration. It was no
uncommon event for the entertainment portion of a show to be masterminded by thousands of dollars
worth of specialized talent, and the
commercials written by a cub in
the back room.
Hours and hours were spent on
casting and rehearsing the entertainment, while the commercial
was written in 30 minutes to meet
a deadline — and then only got a
fast going-over on the dress rehearsal before it hit the air! Needless to say, many of the commercials were pretty painful, and the
public resistance they built up was
more than justified.
Equally saddening is the fact
that — judging from appearances —
in many cases the balance of time
and effort between program content and commercials established
in radio has been carried over into
TV shows.
Agencies' Opportunity
Yet TV offers agencies an opportunity to return to the field of
being advertising experts, instead
of trying to live up to a hard-tomaintain position as showmen. For
the time being, at least, the entertainment portion of by far the majority of TV programs is in the
hands of the packagers and the
networks. These boys handle everything concerning program entertainment and presentation, and the
agency's glory and prestige in
showmanship has declined to the
point where — if they're nice about
it — they're permitted to make suggestions which may or may not be
followed.
A few agencies have been able
to resist this situation. They have
established large, and expensive,
corps of TV experts who have succeeded in achieving what might be
called "studio parity" with the people who control the shows. Some,
with memories of their radio successes still in their minds, have
gone to the extreme of creating
and wholly producing their own
TV shows, with the packager out
Page 62
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Dawn

For Commercials

IMPACT
of the picture, and the network in
secondary position.
But the majority of agencies, not
relishing the expense involved in
such grandiose operations, have
accepted the thankless role of supervisory activity as far as the
entertainment is concerned, confining their creative effort solely to
the commercials.
Agencies located away from the
centers of TV production have a
still greater problem. They cannot
even be in the studio, en masse,
when programs, including commercials, are being put together, rehearsed and telecast.
Thus if the shows themselves are
to be controlled by packagers and
networks, why should an advertiser
buy a program through an agency
which is unable, or unwilling, to
assemble a unit of TV showmen,
when for the same price the same
program may be purchased through
another agency which is knee-deep
in TV program experts? Somewhere along the line a factor must
be developed which can be made to
work on the side of the agency
which functions only in a supervisory capacity.
This factor might well be emphasis on the old-time function of
an advertising agency — realization
that the pendulum has swung —
concentration on clear, sharp, brilliant, dynamic copy; well expressed

in outstanding commercials. Brains
are brains, and no agency has a
monopoly
son why on
an them!
agencyThere's
which nohasrea-a
competent staff, and yet which has
not gone whole-hog on TV specialists, cannot turn out prize winning
commercials.
Of course,
doinga "better"
mercials is quite
job! Firstcom-of
all it means that TV commercials
must be moved up to where they
are a primary responsibility of the
top creative talent the agency can
muster. This does not mean that
only the top people should work on
them. Everyone should work on
them! Maybe the best basic ideas
will come from secondary people,
to be polished and refined by the
top echelon.
Need Brainpower
But it does mean no more whipping commercials together at the
last moment. - No more having them
read off-camera by an hysterical
announcer, while pictures of the
product are being shown. No more
having
a pretty
a low-cut
dress read
from agirl
cardin held
below
the camera lens. Commercials must
have more brainpower behind them!
They must be written and re-written . . . rehearsed and re-rehearsed.
They must receive the same amount
of blood, sweat and tears which go
into the normal creation and pro-

Grid Ban Protest Formalized
NCAA

PLAN

By Georgia Tech Club
GEORGIA Tech was officially requested last week by the Georgia Tech
Club of New York, an alumni group, to protest efforts of the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. to enforce a football telecasting monopoly.
Text of a resolution unanimously adopted May 15 by the club
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
responsibility has devised a plan
May 21] was sent to Col. Blake
R. Van Leer, Georgia Tech presi- which definitely invades the community rights of an individual college
dent. Col. Van Leer was urged to
located in a network area; and, by
protest the NCAA action as an inthe threat of boycott and expulsion,
vasion of the college's community
rights, to be enforced by threat of places the local college at a disadvantage by preventing the television
boycott and expulsion.
of its own games locally while authorThe NCA A TV steering commitizing colleges from other parts of the
tee was to meet Friday in Philadelphia (see sports story page 25). country to televise when the local college is playing — thus preventing a
In a letter of transmittal to Col.
comprehensive test,
Van Leer, Edgar Kobak, WTWA
Thomson, Ga., past president of the AND WHEREAS,
New York alumni club, said that in
The Georgia Institute of Technology was the first college to televise
Tech's case "we feel that the disits
football games in Atlanta, and
crimination is even greater than
has
done
so under local sponsorship
with most colleges, not only befor
the
two
years TV has been availcause of your pioneering in Atlanta
able, thus building a valuable combut also because Tech, owner of
munity asset which should not be
WGST, itself seeks a TV channel
handed over to others by threats,
for the future. To lose your right pressure or a national sales plan
to televise football in Atlanta
without further testing,
could destroy a very valuable asset." BE IT RESOLVED,
Text of the club's resolution
That the President of the Georgia
follows:
Institute of Technology be requested
WHEREAS,
to protest this discriminatory action
is without precedent in the field
Members of the NCAA voted at which
of sports,
Dallas in favor of a comprehensive
And, that the President send this
testing program to help determine
protest vision
to the
Chairman, NCAA Telethe effect of television on college
Committee.
football attendance,
Approved unanimously at the AnAND WHEREAS,
nual Meeting of the Georgia Tech
Club of New York on May 15, 1951.
The Committee charged with this

RICHARD MARVIN taught "Writing RadiowesternCommercials"
at NorthU., and was responsible
tfor
i o the
n ofintroducseveral
a freetypes cials.
of
lanceNowcommerwriter
and

Mr. Marvin

producer concentrating on television, in this article he urges
advertising agencies
to stop worrying

about tionthe
dominaof packagers
and networks in the TV program
field, and to regain their lost stature with better commercials.
duction of the rest of the show.
They should even be cast, well
rehearsed and auditioned — yes, auditioned! This audition should be
seen by the brain-squad which created them, and these people should
be given ample time and opportunity to reject, revise, edit and polish. When the commercials are
finally used on the air they should
reflect the very best of the agency's
thinking and presentation.
The agency needs showmen, of
course, to supervise and act as
watchdogs
on the
various
"packages"
they have on
air. These
same
men can be helpful in carrying
commercials forward from the paper version to the live interpretation, particularly as their knowledge and experience may be utilized to make commercials natural
and lifelike. In fact, agencies
which have permitted a barrier between commercial writers and program people would do well to tear
it down rapidly, as one basically
should complement the other.
If the premise is that exciting,
well done, well presented, selling
commercials can be the equalizing
factor among agencies handling TV,
then it would seem there would be
a definite advantage in agencies
which have not gone in for large
TV staffs to establish — now — a creative cadre of writers, artists and
producers, and to make a major
agency project out of proving to
their clients that while they only
supervise the programs, they give
top time, top effort and top thinking to the commercial portions of
the shows and turn out the best
darn commercials in the business!
Union Oil Using TV Spots
UNION Oil Co. of California, Los
Angeles, one-time heavy user of
regional network and spot radio,
has started an extensive television
campaign
Triton" motor promoting
oil in some 22"Royal
cities outside its regular seven state western
marketing area. Using one-minute,
custom-built, filmed commercials,
firm is utilizing Class A station
time. Total of 156 spots are being
used in each market on more than
40 stations to date. Contracts extend from 20 to 26 weeks. With
establishment of new markets,
more stations will be added. Agency
is Foote, Cone & Belding, Los An-
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You, too, can get real results the easy way. Let WJBK's tremendous
listener-response give your sales the boost that pays off in higher sales
results. Smart advertisers know that sales success -in
A booming Detroit
-FM
M
is spelled W-J-B-K.
-TV

WJBK

NATIONAL
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SALES

DETROIT

The Station with a Million Friends
HEADQUARTERS:
488
MADISON
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NEW
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Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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Food

and Automobiles

Top

L. A. Advertisers
telestatus
(Report 165)

It

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 500,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
FORT INDUSTRY STATION
5000 WATTS • NBC
Represented by
THE KAT1 AGENCY, INC.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Not Sulci Hq'488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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AVERAGE one hour on TV in Los 1,200% in the past year, to be in
Angeles contains 53 minutes and first place in sponsored quarter10 seconds of program time, five hours with 24.9%, Mr. Sener said.
minutes and two seconds of spot Last year, he pointed out, food was
announcements and one minute and in third place with 15.5%.
48 seconds of station breaks. Automobiles are the second bigDrama and comedy-variety pro- g.est TV advertisers in the Los
grams account for 44.5% of all the Angeles market, with 20.3%, Last
shows on TV locally.
year cars were m first place with
Food and automobiles accounts 21.8%.
do more than 30% of the adver- "Ten product groups out of the
on the seven Los Angeles TV 28 different items advertised on TV
tising
stations. If either or both of these do more than 90% of the commerproducts
should be itrationed
SenerTVcontinued.
"By
reduce advertising,
would beand
a cials,"
product Mr.
groups,
has not really

15
. ,
Sponsored Network SHOWS
MILTON BERLE (Texaco Star
Theatre) headed the first 15 sponsorerj network TV programs in
popuiarity during May 1-14 according to the Hooperatings Pocketpiece for May> released last week.
„ . ,c
,
, ,
The first " sponsored network
P10grams with tneir ratings:
TV-Home Hooperatings
\- ]^Z^^^^LLouis
Agramonte, 5/2 only v, 43
37.95

serious blow to the television indus- tapped the market."
try Commercially.
* *
_,
„
These
facts
were presented, ,
by _
_
rrogram Types
William H. Sener, head. of
. the
TT raj.
dlO-TV department Of the U. Of Tallied By The Pulse
7
Southern California, speaking at
an Advertising Club of Los An- MORE than nine hours of additional TV network time were degeles meeting.
3 With the assistance of seven voted to comedy-variety, drama and
graduate students, he compiled the interview type programs during the
In- Period of April 1-7 than March 1-7
Southern
kind of the m 17 Clties surveyed by The Pulse
study of itsTelevision
dex, first California
local video market. Each student \ncV New York, as reported m
et TelePulse last week.
week Multi-Mark
programs
observed
on one Los
AngelesforTVonestation.
Top 10 program types and their
Comparisons were made with the ratings for April 1951:
, ,.
Avg
same station
a year ago.
p,=
,
£t9«
The number
of programs avail-•!■»''•
B.x,„g
22.2
able to the average viewer m the
To|ent Programs
178
Los Angeles area increased more Drome . and Mysteries
17 5
than one-third during the year, the
llZdU
o^ly
14.2
USC survey shows. Programs also Musical Variety
.... 13.3
got better, it indicated.
J.e"l
\iy
increased Quiz-Auolence Participation ::::::::: : 117
advertising
Food

\ Kres^^a™5-00650'' C°CQ
5 Comedy Hour — Phil Silvers, 5/6 only
Talent Scouts
7.6. Godfrey's
Your Hit Parade
TV
Phiko
8.
9. Martin Kane,Playhouse
Private Eye
10- Cavalcade of Sports— Cartier vs.
Hairston 5/n only
\\ K~s,M°rf„*e show"
13. Mama

BeHe

Leads

Top

ill
31.6
31.0
31.0
30.3
27.7

27.5
26.6
26.4

\\ \\f£0 °un'e
^
special Events
19.9
President Truman's Speech, 5/7
* * *
r
. Tft„ r>rnmn In
Comedy Tops Drama In
Nielsen Ratings
^.,,1,T.V,
, ,
,t
COMEDY
-. , XT. topped drama £m the na±
tional
Nielsen ratings for the top
lQ teleyisi
on ms for the two
weekg endi
April 21. Texaco
Theatre kd the
e with
Frigidaire Comedy Hour second in
^
T
drama
Q
wag

(Continued on page 71)

telecasting survey
Weekly Television Summary — may 28> i95i>
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
City
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
City
89,500
TV
WAVE-TV, WHASLouisville
7.400
TV
KOBAlbuquerque
86,221
T
WMC
56,161 Memphis
WOI-TV
Ames
65,000
J
WTV
M;am.
115,000
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV,
Atlanta
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
297,368 M,!>w°u.keS . ™™S'™ WTr^
Tu
III"
tin
256,400
TV
WTCNKSTP-TV,
Paul
.
M.nn.-S
38,150
-TV
WNBF
Binghomton
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
46,200 Nashville
^^PL
,^'onn
153,800
WNHf-TV
Haven
New Orleans
16,400 New
V
WTT
Bloomington
62,150
-TV
WDSU
731,638
TV
WNACWBZ-TV,
Boston
Charlotte
WBTV
77 ,ol7
WfMX WNBT
WOR-TV^
"
277l27
W^
Ch'Tt,
Chicago
WBKB,
WENR-TV, ™
WGN-TV, WNBQ
906,210
N,e*a.r,k
™*™ tw
„«,
67,30?
WTA R-TV
Norfolk
275,000
WCPO-TV. WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cincinnati
87,636
Oklahoma Cty WKY-TV
470,487
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Cleveland
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
176.54, ^^hia
^ *V? WHl-TV, WPTZ
F;-. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
117.068 ^b^h
WDTv"
26o!ooS
DaVQuPa0drt Cities iXToavenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline ' * SSSSS* WTvt™
w'SSS
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
190,000 S'Xf™
^HAM TV
ll'liv
DeJroi;
WJBK-TV. WWJ-TV. WXYZ-TV
464.135 ^ckY.ia'nd
WHBF^T
1"%,.
WICU
ii.ovu
Qund Cities |ne|ude
Davenport, Moline, RockV
Ise., E. MolineH'!*
45,100
KSL-TV
KDYL-TV,
Lake City
Dallas
117 068 Salt
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV,
WFAA TV
KRLOTV WFAA-TV
117,068
WBAPTV
San Antonio
DnM«
KEYL, WOAI-TV
45
490
Grand RapidsSan
Diego
KFMBTV
97,500
Kalamazoo
W LAV-TV
115,600 San Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
179
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
66,972 c,i ___„,■„
' 100
Houston
KPRC-T
V
76,684
WRGB
,55,100
Huntington„.-.__„
.. ,„„ '^Vny-Yroy
Seattle
KING-TV
83,300
Charleston
WSAZTV
41,300
Sf
louis
KSD.TV
«
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
,48,000
£yracuse
WHEN, WJYR-TV
120
671
Jacksonv.lle
WMBR-TV
32,000 Ty|ed
WSPD-TV
25 000
Johnstown
WJAC-T
V
87,275
Tu|s(J
KOTV
'^"^
Kalamazoo
,,,,,,
Utica-Rome
WKTV
42,000
Grand FJapids WKZO-TV
1*111%
Washington
WMAL-TV,
261,300
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
1,8,523 ui;i„;,.,„
wnFi TV WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
, ' '„„ r
65,804
WDEL-TV
W'lm,na,°n
97^05
WGAL-TV
Lancaster
Lansing
WJIM-TV
49,000
Los Angeles
KECA-TV,
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH
KTLA. KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations in Air 107
Estimated sets in Use ,2,246,000
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
television
area.
Where
coverage
areas
overlap set
countscompanies
may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees,
electric
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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GREENVILLE and SPARTANBURG
SOUTH CAROLINA
Twin textile cities of the South Carolina
Piedmont, the contiguous counties have 313
industrial plants with total payrolls of
$110,000,000 annually. Farms add another
829,000,000. The 315,048 people of Greenville
and Spartanburg counties receive regular
television service ONLY from WBTV, Charlotte.
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'Partial7 Freeze Lift?
(Continued from page 59)
mercial operation. UHF Channel
35 is reserved there.
The board, stating it has funds
to build and maintain a VHP educational station now if one were
assigned, told the Commission it
"is of the opinion that the community's interest would best be
served by such a station being
owned and operated by a public
body such as The Board of Public
Education, with the facilities of
the station being made available to
all public and private non-profit
institutions in the area."
The board stated it has a borrowing capacity of nearly $27 million for "capital improvements"
and can maintain a TV operation
from out of current tax funds.
The board during the past four
years has employed a radio-TV
staff of six professionals for production of local educational shows.
Work with Philadelphia's commercial TV outlets was outlined.
Pennsylvania educators also are
reported to be considering a state
educational network similar to that
proposed fortnight ago by New
York state [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14]. Recommendation for such a network has been
made at Harrisburg to Dr. Francis
B. Haas, state superintendent of
public instruction. Dr. Haas has
said there is a definite possibility
the state may sponsor a chain of
educational stations.
Cornell's Plan
Example of one educational institution which is competing on
equal terms with commercial broadcasters is Cornell U., licensee of
WHCU Ithaca, a CBS outlet. Cornell has asked FCC to allocate
VHF Channel 3 there as a commercial assignment, indicating the
school plans to put its venture into
TV on a self-supporting basis also
so that funds for educational programs will not have to be diverted
from other activities.
In order to acquire Channel 3,
Cornell proposes that WSYR-TV
Syracuse continue on Channel 5 instead of moving to Channel 3 as
FCC has proposed and that WHAMTV Rochester continue on Channel 6 instead of moving to Channel
5 as proposed by FCC. Cornell
also would substitute UHF Channel 62 at Niagara Falls for VHF
Channel 2, with Channel 2 being
substituted at Buffalo for WBENTV's Channel 4.
Meanwhile, the Joint Committee on Educational Television has
announced further staff additions.
Ralph Steetle, director of broadcasting at Louisiana State U., has
been named assistant director and
Blanche Crippen, formerly of the
press and radio section of the National Education Assn., has been
named administrative assistant in
charge of program development.
Richard B. Hull, manager of Iowa
State College's WOI-TV Ames, on
leave of absence until June 1, has
been in Washington as temporary
executive director of JCET to orPage 66
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ANTENAPLEX
RCA Holds Demonstration
FIRST public demonstration of
RCA's new Community TV "Antenaplex" system, designed to bring
television programs to areas where
reception previously was poor or
unavailable, was presented May 22
by the Trans-Video Corp., operator
of the large-scale Pottsville installation, as a feature of the Schuylkill County Parade of Business Exposition May 22-May 26.
The Antenaplex system, developed by RCA engineers, has proven
its ability to eliminate the TV
"blind spots" represented by moun-

$»-ANf£NNA

tain-ringed communities like Pottsville, as well as those on flat terrain where the nearest TV stations
are too remote to permit reception
with individual roof-top antennas.
The Pottsville installation is already bringing high-quality television reception to more than 275
families. Programs are received
from three stations in Philadelphia,
more than 75 miles away. Pottsville residents using the system pay
a
$135 initial fee, and $3.75
monthly.
Trans- Video Corp., headed by
M. F. Malarkey Jr., was organized
by a group of Pottsville business
men. Pottsville installation is one
of many like ventures being explored in remote communities
throughout the country [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21].
RCA's Antenaplex system in Pottsville. Amplifiers at foot of antenna and on poleled cross-arms are
placed one-half mile apart to
boost signal strength

AMPLIFIER
I'

SHARP
MOUNTAIN

AMPLIFIER -I
f"INSTALLATION
FIRST
* I MILE FROM HNT£NNA |

NFL RIGHTS
Pro Football Pact Signed
BELIEF that television "will eventuallypressed
helplastevery
was Bell,
exweek sport"
by Bert
commissioner of the National Football League, in announcing that the
league had sold exclusive rights to
the DuMont Television Network to
telecast, broadcast and film NFL
world championship games.
The contract covers a total of
$475,000 on a five-year basis, or
$95,000 a year. It was negotiated
by Mr. Bell with Tom Gallery,
sales manager, and Les G. Arries,
sports director, of DuMont.
Mr. Bell said the money "will
mean a lot to ball players." He
added there have been championship gamesthein $95,000
which the
less than
we gate
get "was
from
DuMont." Players on winning
teams may get as much as $800 or
$900 each, he said, in addition to
their share of the gate.
The league's TV policy "is more
liberal than ever," Mr. Bell told
ganize the operating staff.
JCET, responsible for the educational petition for noncommercial
channel reservations during the
earlier allocation hearings, is to
continue the presentation during
the final city-by-city hearings.

Broadcasting • Telecasting.
"There will be more TV this year
than any year in the history of
professional football. Any club can
telecast games, but not within 75
miles of the city where a game is
Explaining
being
played." that each club has
control over its own telecasts, he
said the decisions are made locally
aside from protection afforded under the league's constitution.
"We're very much in favor of TV,"
he concluded.
ROY ROGERS
Seeks Long-Term Contract
ALTHOUGH there have been
"back-door" talks with NBC, CBS
and ABC for his services on radio
and television, Roy Rogers, western cowboy star, has made no deals
or commitments with either. Any
such deal would be on a long-term
contract permitting him also to
continue in films and personal appearances, according to Art Rush,
personal manager and partner in
Roy Rogers Enterprises.
With Mr. Rogers holding out for
a radio-television deal, Mr. Rush
said there currently is discussion
with several national advertisers
who would utilize his services on
both media starting in the fall. He
has set up a June and July shooting schedule to film a TV series.

PARTS SUPPLY
Will Be Adequate — Sprague
ADEQUATE supply of replacement parts for radio and TV receivers will be available, Robert
C. Sprague, board chairman of
Radio-Television Mfrs., Assn., predicted Monday in an address to distributors attending the Radio Parts
Show at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Dispelling oft-heard fears that
shortage of parts might render
many TV sets unusable, Mr.
Sprague said production of parts
and components is greater than had
been predicted some months ago.
"My very strong impression,"
Mr.
Spragueof anything
said, "is else,
that critical
almost
regardless
materials will be made available
for repair and replacement purposes. Despite the rather sizable
allotment of public funds for the
purchase of military electronic
equipment and components, it
seems apparent that the nation's
military needs, short of an all-out
war, will not absorb the industry's
production
Although facilities."
there has been a recent
slowdown in TV sales, Mr. Sprague
estimated at least 5 million sets
will be sold to the public during
1951. "With the continuing substantial sale of radio sets," he
pointed
out, "there
probably
be
in
the hands
of thewillpublic
by the
end of the current year not less
than 95 million radio sets and
nearly 16 million television sets, or
the equivalent of about 155 million
radio sets from the standpoint of
the
replacement
He said
there were parts
about business."
90 million
radio sets and about 10% million
TV sets in the hands of the public
at the beginning of 1951.
In analyzing the outlook for replacement parts, Mr. Sprague said
the industry had learned how to
conserve scarce materials without
impairing efficiency or performance.
Recalling TV production in 1950,
he said 7,500,000 sets were turned
out during the year of which about
6,500,000 were sold and installed.
Most of the 10,000 distributors
and components manufacturers attending the three-day annual parts
distributor conference and show
went home in a more optimistic
mental state than that in which
they arrived, according to Jerome
J. Kahn, show chairman. He said
conference speakers reassured delegates that scarce materials would
be available during the defense
emergency for maintenance, repair
and replacement.
Allen B. DuMont Labs, one of the
exhibitors of equipment, introduced
a new picture tube with what the
company
describes
"an automatic built-in
focus"asachieved
by
the internal electron gun which
eliminates the need for the focus
coil, focus control and other focusing mechanisms. Elimination of
these parts "effects a substantial
saving" in such critical materials
as steel, brass, copper, aluminum
and rubber, the company claims.
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The

school

goes
For one

to

the

hour

that

students

a week,

. . .

in Detroit, living

rooms are transformed into classrooms, through
the medium of television.
University of Michigan

telecourses, aimed

at

adults and inaugurated by WWJ-TV as a public
service, are currently enjoying tremendous local
interest and have won national acclaim as the
opening of a new era of education.
Already 2,000 students have registered and are
entitled to certificates of participation. Thousands of others are regular viewers of these
Sunday afternoon telecasts.
Here is another in the long list of "firsts"
which add so much to the popularity, prestige
and community acceptance of WWJ-TV,
resultant benefits to its many advertisers.

with

->

More than 400 working hours
ready.
are spent in getting each telecast

Courses offer such studies as biolretailing, the Far East, home
interiorogy, design.

Prof. Garnet Garrison, university
TV director, supervises all script
preparation.

FIRST IN MICHIGAN

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
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COLOR RESPONSE
CBS Cites Denver Praise
CBS REPORTED Denver officialdom enthusiastic in praising CBS
color television after the city's
first look at television of any kind.
The demonstrations, presented
in cooperation with KLZ Denver
and Smith, Kline & French Labs,
were held May 14-18. After a preview for business, education and
civic leaders May 14, CBS said
leaders in all fields praised the
showing.
Among the quotations reported
by the network were these:
Governor Dan Thornton — ". . .
amazed at the color and the trueness
of the color . . ."
E. Palmer Hoyt, editor and publisher of the Denver Post — " . . . very
realistic. Color certainly brings new
vistas to the fields of entertainment
and advertising."
Cecil Conner, Denver advertising
agency executive — "The colors are
surprisingly natural. . . . Color television should offer tremendous advertising and sales opportunities . . ."
Lewis R. Carlson, western sales
manager of Campbell Cereal Co. —
"Having watched black-and-white for
some time, this color demonstration
is startling and significant. The
colors are unbelievably true."
Ben Bezoff, owner, Ben Bezoff Adv.,
Denver — Color should do for TV
"what the talkies did for movies."
KLZ is an applicant for TV and
its general manager, Hugh B.
Terry, notified FCC last fall that
CBS color would be broadcast if
the application were granted.
FALL PLANS NOW
Crosby Notes Production Time
POINTING out that it takes at
least six months to get a 26-week
series of films ready for telecasting,
Everett Crosby, president of Bing
Crosby Enterprises, Beverly Hills,
has urged sponsors and their advertising agencies to make decisions now on fall plans.
"Some agency heads feel they
can buy a film series today and
have it on the air tomorrow," he
said. "They forget that stories
must be purchased and scripts prepared; shooting schedules must be
planned, casting set, sets built as
well as time for the actual shooting, editing and dubbing. At least
six months are needed if the films
are to be good." Mr. Crosby predicted that before long at least
50% of all TV programming would
be on film and as result there will
be a last minute mad scramble for
such shows.
Canadian Set Sales
CANADIAN TV receiver sales
totalled 29,600 in 1950 valued at
$12,948,000, according to the Dept.
of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.
Radio receiver sales in the year
totalled 758,600 units valued at
$59,160,000, as against 724,500
sets in 1949 at value of $53,640,000.
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DuMONT
LABS
Stockholders Meet June 29
ANNUAL stockholders meeting of
Allen B. DuMont Labs will be held
June
29 at the
corporation's
in Clifton,
N. J.,
postponed offices
from
May 7, date stipulated by the bylaws. A notice to stockholders
stated that the meeting will elect
eight directors and the president,
vice president, secretary, treasurer
and assistant treasurer, all for oneyear
terms.
Class
A stockholders elect five
On stage to inspect equipment after first color TV demonstrations
in Denver were (I to r) KLZ Producer Clyton Brace, who handled all
details; Bill Prescott, Ball & Davidson Agency; Jack Tipton, KLZ
salesman, and Carl Salstrand, Ball & Davidson. Petite young lady is
Patty Painter, "Miss Color Television.'" Demonstrations were directed
by John Martin, CBS color producer, with assistance of New York network technicians. In addition to public showing, station also arranged
private previews for Gov. Dan Thornton of Colorado. About 10,000
At
Denverites witnessed over 12 public showings.

PHONEVISION

ANALYSIS
Successful Beyond Expectations — McDonald

ADVANCE ANALYSIS of the 30day Chicago test of Phonevision
"shows it was successful beyond
our expectations," President Eugene F. McDonald Jr. said in Chicago last week. The attendance
rate for Phonevision families was
SV2 times greater than the 0.47
times per week considered average
for American movie attendance, he
said.
He reported the total boxoffice
for the 90 days was $6,750, an
average of $22.50 per family for
three months and $1.73 per week.
Projecting this against an audience
of 10 million TV set owners, he
estimated producers would average
a net return per picture of $1,250,000, which he termed a "highly
conservative estimate."
Phonevision's 10 most popular
FILM

SERIES

Six Buy 'Boston Blackie'
SIX advertisers on 12 stations have
ordered Boston Blackie, Ziv Television Programs Inc., syndicatedfilm producer, New York, announced last week. The series, starring Kent Taylor with Lois Collier
and Frank Orth, is to be released
Sept. 1.
Production costs for the series,
which is being sold to local and
regional as well as national sponsors for "spot" purposes, have been
$21,000 per half-hour program, the
announcement said. Each half-hour
program is complete, with open
spots at the beginning, middle and
end.
John L. Sinn, Ziv president, said
he considered Boston Blackie "the
biggest step forward yet taken in
filmed television series. He said
Ziv, through new production techniques, had been able to produce for
$21,000 what motion picture companies would require $250,000 to
produce.

pictures, he said, "would offer an
average net return to producers of
$2,983,000" and the 10 poorest
would give "$600,000," he said. In
January, the first month of the
test, novelty was a "high but falling factor" and the average family
saw 2.1 movies weekly. February's
average was 1.5, and March was
1.6 times weekly.
Paid admission to individual pictures ranges from 8 to 60% of the
possible audience, Mr. McDonald
reported. He described four out of
five Phonevision patrons as "brandnew" customers for motion pictures,
and reported more than 93% of
the Phonevision audiencei said they
preferred to see pictures in their
homes rather than in theatres.
Final interpretation of the results is not yet available, he
pointed
out. conducted
An "exhaustive"
vey is being
now by surthe
National Opinion Research Center
of the U. of Chicago. When its
material is correlated with existing
test data, "we will have a scientific
standard of measurement to determine Phonevision's effectiveness
in terms of greater audiences."
ASCAP-Video Parley
JUDGE Simon Rifkind and Stuart
Sprague, counsel for the All Industry TV Per Program Committee, met daily with ASCAP
Attorney Herman Finkelstein last
week in an attempt to work out
terms for the use of ASCAP music
on television that would be acceptable to TV station operators
generally, as those set forth in
the ASCAP license forms are not.
Conferees would not comment on
progress, but meetings are continuing in an effort to avoid court
action, viewed as inevitable if an
agreement is not reached by
June 10.

of the eight directors and the president and vice president. Class B
stock is all held by Paramount
Pictures Corp., which elects three
directors and the secretary, treasurer and assistant treasurer. On
Feb. 23 there were oustanding
1,801,054 shares of Class A and
560,000 shares of Class B stock.
Paramount at that time held 43,200 shares (about 2.4%) of the
Class A stock in addition to its
Class B holdings.
Leonard F. Cramer, vice president; Allen B. DuMont, president;
Bruce T. DuMont, general superintendent; Thomas T. Goldsmith
Jr., director of research, and David
Van Alstyne Jr., president, Van
Alstyne Noel Corp., investment
bankers and financial adviser to
DuMont, are the official nominees
for directors to be elected by Class
A stockholders. All are now board
members.
The statement also reported that
Allen B. DuMont received during
1950 from the company $51,400 in
salary, $312,839.70 in bonuses and
shares in profits and $19.12 in group
life insurance premium payments,
giving him approximately $85,731
after tax deductions. Mr. Cramer
got $35,438.48 in salary, $8,461.53
in bonuses, $19.12 in insurance, for
a net remuneration after taxes of
$28,868. Dr. Goldsmith had a salary of $21,130.84, bonuses of $5,288.47, insurance of $19.12, with
take-home pay of about $19,567
for the year. Mr. Van Alstyne received $10,700 for h i s financial
services, with no additional payments from the company.
FILM COUNCIL
Forum Set June 27
NEXT quarterly forum of the National Television Film Council will
be held June 27, and will include
a session on film exploitation, publicity and advertising, Paul White,
Prockter Products vice president
and vice president of NTFC, announced at a luncheon meeting
Wednesday in New York.
Speakers included John Battison,
associate editor of Tele-Tech magazine
and author of the book, Movies for
TV, whovisionreviewed
current of
tele-a
situation andtheprospects
lifting of the FCC TV freeze. Rudolph Pfeiffer, Kenolux Corp. president, promised the group that his
company's 16mm film would meet any
standards of theirs, if their camera
and projection equipment could meet
his standards.
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Available upon request: "Theater Quality 16mm.
Projection." This 16-page book describes features
of Eastman Projector, gives much valuable projection information. Write for your copy today.
Motion Picture Film Department
East Coast Division
Eastman Kodak Company
342 Madison Avenue
Rochester 4, N. Y.
New York 17, New York
Midwest Division
West Coast Division
137 North Wabash Avenue
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Chicago 2, Illinois
Hollywood 38, California

WHITE HOUSE BRICKS
Used in WICU Construction
BRICKS taken from the White
House in the nation's capital are
included in construction material
being used for new television studios for WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., the
station announced last week. The
bricks — each of a different size —
were handmade before 1800.
The construction will give the
station an additional 15,000 square
feet of space, officials report. This
includes two new studios, a workshop and a film processing room.
There will also be enough room to
house new transmitter equipment.
Owner Edward Lamb said the
new additions will be completed in
July of this year. Nelson & Goldberg, of Erie, are the architects,
and the general construction is being done by E. E. Austin Co. also
of Erie.
NARTB

Board

(Continued from page SO)
NARTB. BAB does not leave the
NARTB fold entirely until April 1.
The plan to separate BAB into an
autonomous sales promotion unit
was adopted last August, with a
million-dollar operation envisioned.
At this stage, however, BAB is
running well under the $200,000a-year pace it maintained for a
period.
Legislative and regulatory developments will be considered at
length by the board. The Government Relations Dept., under Ralph
W. Hardy, has been active on such
matters as the McFarland Bill (S
658) to streamline FCC procedure,
with NARTB's proposed amendments incorporated in toto as a
protection to broadcasters; Benton
Resolution (S Res 127) to investigate the whole allocation question
and the place of TV in the American scheme; bill (S 1139) to reorganize FCC, with extensive
powers vested in the chairman;
electro-magnetic radiation legislation and pending executive order;
FCC report on a license fee proposal, now in the appropriation
bill; legislation to ease libel responsibility inpolitical broadcasts;
proposed increase in radio-TV excise taxes.
State Program
NARTB is working out a program by which state associations
will be kept in close touch with
Washington developments. The association has acquainted Congressmen and Senators with its opposition to allocation of a block of the
spectrum to educational stations
and it has protested building restrictions of the National Production Authority.
A proposal to increase the scope
of NARTB's annual Engineering
Conference, held during convention
week, will be submitted in a report
by Neal McNaughten, director of
the Engineering Dept. Mr. McNaughten has sailed for Geneva to
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Supervising laying of the White
House bricks are (I to r) Paul Albracht, general manager of the
Erie Dispatch (owner of WICU);
Herbert Stewart, WICU manager,
avid Edward Lamb, president,
•< WICU, and publisher, Dispatch.
serve on the U. S. delegation at the
upcoming International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) sessions (see story page 61).
Coming before the TV board will
be the report of its Television Program Standards Committee, which
met May 17 in New York [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21].
The committee scheduled a program standards meeting to be held
June 22 in Washington. Committee
chairman is Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans.
Mr. Fellows plans to arrive in
Washington May 30. He will take
part in the Finance Committee
meeting and will attend board sessions though his formal induction
is not scheduled until Tuesday
night. He has leased an apartment
in Washington but will retain his
home in Swampscott, Mass.
'SERVE MASSES1
Satnoff Cites TV Duties
ANY MEDIUM such as television
"must serve the masses as well as
the classes," Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, told a
Corning, N. Y., conference on "Living in Industrial
Civilization," a
fortnight
ago.
Speaking to more than 100 leaders of science, letters, business and
industry attending the conference
called jointly by the American
Council of Learned Societies and
the Corning Glass Works, Gen. Sarnoff said that "this new instrument
of mass communications cannot be
used for what the more informed
and better educated audience wants
to see during its leisure hours."
He agreed that TV had an obligation to "attempt to lift the cultural level of the masses," but
cautioned that this must be a gradual process, winning public acceptance as it moved along. "We cannot
proceed by leaps and bounds to an
all-culture diet."
Calling television a combination
of radio, motion pictures and
vaudeville, Gen. Sarnoff added that
also it is a "new art form," and
that the field offered broad opportunities to educators if they will
take advantage of them.

Functional Music
(Continued from page 28)
lie, it was noted.
Petitioners also stated inability
to see how their situation differed
from the case in which listeners
furnish contributions to a station
to enable that station to continue
a type of programming desired by
the contributing listener.
Another important parallel was
cited in the petition, calling attention to the current rule-making
proceeding that is being instituted
looking toward reservation of TV
channels for "so-called" non-commercial educational stations.
Funds for this are being provided by philanthropic individuals
or organizations, it was pointed out
with added reference to Sen. William Benton's (D.-Conn.) suggestion that financing these outlets
might be accomplished by public
subscription.
These grants or subscriptions
would be with the understanding or
on condition that the station would
provide specialized programming
of an educational nature, asserted
the petition, which then asked if
the conditions set forth for FM
functional music operations would
not be equally applicable and require announcement of the philanthropic individuals and organizations in the TV field as sponsors of
the programs presented.
Payment Issue
Next point raised was that payments by functional music subscribers are not for matter broadcast but consideration for the right
to commercial exploitation of the
program service. Petition recited
a long list of court cases and other
examples to support its contention
that quasi-property rights exist
in the production of the unique
type of service offered by the petitioners.
On this same point, the petition
said that Sec. 317 does not require
that commercial announcements be
received by functional music subscribers, holding that the section
requires only that those listeners
who hear a message be advised of
the fact that it is sponsored.
The petition discussed two of the
several types of contracts used in
functional music operation. The
first contract, it was pointed out,
provides clusive
that
retains and
excontrolstation
over content
scheduling of programs as well as
the right to cancel or rearrange
any show to accomplish better
service.
Petitioners reiterated their belief that this first contract did not
mean they had abdicated nondelegable duties, but if the Commission, after proper consideration,
still retained this view, then the
petitioners are willing to enter into
a second type of contract. This
second contract provides for even
more stringent controls by licensee
over its programming and contracts.
Continuation of the specialized
program format is consistent with
the public interest necessity and

convenience, the FM group nexti
explained, quoting a resolution to1
that effect
passed inatApril.
the last1
NARTB
Convention
"The courts have repeatedly emphasized thatfor
public
is the!
touchstone
theinterest
exercise
of
Commission authority," it was said.
Portions of the FCC's own Blue
Book on programming was quoted
to point up the need for "a number
of comparative specialized staPetitioners emphasized that program schedules were not primarily
in the interests of subscribers but
upon the assumption that there is
a tions."
large segment of listeners, who
enjoy
popular maintained
and mood music.
was further
that It
it
could be shown in hearing that listeners prefer to listen to these
types of programs with a minimum
of announcement interruption.

In ties"
light
of financial
"difficulwhich FM
licensees have
encountered in past years, the petition contended that the Commission should look with favor upon
functional music operations to encourage the larger and more effective use of radio in the public interest.
The last five annual reports of
the FCC were cited to further showj ^
FM's financial position and the. ( .
need for operation of the type I
planned and used by the petitioners. "Bit
L
Petition was signed by Paul A. F.
O'Bryan, Dow, Lohnes and Albertson W
for WFMF (FM) Chicago; Robert G
Seaks, Wheeler & Wheeler, for KCBCFM Des Moines; Samuel Miller, Cohn
and Marks, for WLED (FM) Miami
Beach; Marcus Cohn, Cohn and
Marks, for WHOO-FM Orlando; ifh
Frank Roberson, Spearman and Roberson, for KRKD-FM Los Angeles;
Vernon L. Wilkinson, Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson, for WBNY-FM Dt
Buffalo; Peter Shuebruk, Fly, Shue-I^I K
bruk and Blume, for WGHF-FM New ■C.
York; and Seymour Krieger, Kreigei ^
& Jorgensen, for WPEN-FM Philadelphia.
In addition, joint statement and
brief
KTLI-FM
view, was
Tex.;on behalf
WLDM of(FM)
Oak Long-Park.
111.; WNAV-FM Annapolis; WTTH- h
FM Port Huron, Mich.; and KTNT
(FM) Tacoma, Wash.

KDFC also(FM)
Sausalito,
Calif..'
Friday
submitted
its answer
to
the FCC in which it amended iti
contracts in conformance with the
} ad 4
Commission policy statement. Sta:i^_
tion also said that it supported the
filed. statement and petition being* 5t
joint
Other replies received Friday were
from WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.
WWDC-FM Washington, WKRC-FM
Cincinnati and KPFM (FM) Portland, Ore., seeking reconsideration
and hearing.
KTFS Buys Theatre
DAVID M. SEGAL, owner and general manager of KTFS Texarkana
Tex., last week announced purchase
of a 310-seat theatre in Texarkan?
for possible use as a televisior
studio. Mr. Segal plans to continue
its operation as a theatre pending
application
facilities. and grant of televisior
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 6U)
Fireside Theatre. The Nielsen ratings follow:
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
HOMES
:ank program
(ooo)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
7,504
2 Frigidaire Comedy Hour
6,304
3 Fireside Theatre
5,712
4 Phileo TV Playhouse
5,391
5 Your Show of Shows
4,922
(Swift)
6 Your Show of Shows
4,870
(Participating)
7 Your Show of Shows (Crosley) 4,763
8 You Bet Your Life
4,590
9 Martin Kane, Private Eye
4,517
0 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts 4,401
PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
HOMES
ANK
PROGRAM
(%)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
63.5
: 2 Frigidaire Comedy Hour
60.6
3 Fireside Theatre
55.7
i 4 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts
50.1
"]. 56 Your
Phileo Show
TV Playhouse
48.2
of Shows
44.5
(Participating)
■-.7 Your Show of Shows
42.7
(Swift)
8 Gillette Cavalcade
42.6
9 Lone Ranger
41.2
(General Mills)
C Mama
40.9
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
ICA Leads Pulse
^. Y. Set Survey
:EW YORKERS
owning RCA
Revision sets almost equal total
wners of the next three popular
■. rands combined, according to a
anuary 1951 survey just reported
rfjiy the Pulse Inc. RCA set owners
^nade up 27.2% of New York TV
f amilies, as compared with 28.19c
isclosed by a similar survey in
.7January 1950.
'S., Other findings included the movag into second place of Admiral,
ith 11.6% of New York TV set
: -vners, as against 8.9% a year
j arlier.
Phileo, with 10.1% as
■mpared to 11.8% the year before,
-- ell back into third place.
DuMont, although continuing in
;l':ourth place, dropped from 8.2%
January 1950, to 5.7% in Jan"i ary 1951. Among other leading
. rands in this year's survey, Zenith
CaT}ad 4.3%; Emerson, 4.1%; Motorola, 3.9%; Crosley, 3.7%, and General Electric, 3.6%.
Wj
•et Count Breakdown
A STUDY made by Ira G.
Corn Jr., assistant professor
of marketing at Southern
Methodist U., breaks down
the total Dallas-Fort Worth
television set figure of 115,717 for April and shows
that of these 113,947 are in
residences while the remaining 1,770 are in business establishments. In the Dallasarea-only figure of 71,488,
residences house 70,371 sets
while business establishments
boast 1,117. In the Fort
Worth area, of the 44,229
total, 43,576 are in residences,
while only 653 are in business
establishments.
telecasting

BENTON
SHOW
Senator Plans Program
SEN. WILLIAM B. BENTON (DConn.), formerly of Benton &
Bowles and Voice of America fame,
is planning a regular, weekly, 15minute television show for homestate consumption, it was acknowledged last week.
Sen. Benton has expressed his
enthusiasm in the past for TV as
the medium to bring the legislator
closer to the voter. As yet plans
have not been completed, but the
tentative starting date is set for
the last part of this month or possibly early June, a spokesman said.
If TV facilities are available at
the Joint Recording Facility, operated by Robert Coar, in the Old
House Office Bldg., Sen. Benton
will record his program there, it
was said.
Sen. Benton apparently is taking
the lead in the recording of TV
film for home station use. He al-

ready records radio reports for airing in his home state.
Mr. Coar is currently proceeding
on the expectation that television
will be added to radio recording at
the facility, a service for all members of Congress [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 19]. According to Columnist Geoi-ge Dixon last
week, Mr. Coar estimates the facility can make TV films for Congressmen at a cost of about $5 a
minute.
Sullivan Honored
ED SULLIVAN of CBS-TV's
Toast of the Town will be honored
both by the Washington Advertising Club and the Capital Press Club
this month, the network announced
last week. Named "Man of the
Year" by the Advertising Club of
Washington, Mr. Sullivan was to
receive a plaque Saturday. On
Thursday he will be cited at the
Capital Press Club.

^4ction!

BALANCED

May
Hearing
nomination
FCC 29:
Chmn.
Wayneon Coy.
Open. of
10
a.m. Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee. G-16. U. S. Capitol.
May 29: RTMA on Regulation W. House
BankingRoom
& Currency
a.m.
1301. NewCommittee.
House Office10
Bldg., Washington.
May 31 -June 2: National Sales Executives Convention, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
June 4-6: NARTB Board of Directors
Meeting,
NARTB
Washington,
D. C. Headquarters,
June 4-8: American Federation of Musicians Meeting, Hotel Commodore,
New York.
June 5:ate RTMA
RegulationCommittee.
W. SenBanking &on Currency
10:30 a.m. 301 Senate Office Bldg.,
Washington.
June tel
5: Statler,
NARTBWashington,
Inaugural D.
Dinner,
C. HoJune 5-July 6: International Radio
Consultative Committee Sixth Plenary Assembly, Geneva, Switzerland.

for o|l TV

TV

Cameras

TRIPOD
(Pat. Pending)

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below:
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
FRANK C. ZUCKER

Q flmeRfl €ouipm€nT (o.
:
1600 BRDBDUJHS \ IteW S0RK CITH
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More Cutbacks
(Continued from page 29)
7ilm

JQepott

.

PRODUCTION for new TV film
series, The Falcon, will be started
within next 30 days by Ziv Television Programs Inc., New York,
according to announcement last
week by John L. Sinn, president of
Ziv TV. Each half-hour show will
be budgeted at $17,500, and casting
has begun. When completed, series
will be made available to local as
well as national TV advertisers.
MCCARTHY Television Co., division of Glenn McCarthy Productions, has been organized with offices at Samuel Goldwyn Studios,
1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood.
Mr. McCarthy is president and
Robert Paige vice president and
producer. New company plans series of filmed domestic comedies,
Mr. Maggie Bishop, for television.
A 30-minute pilot film has been
completed for sponsor consideration.
KLING STUDIOS and United
Broadcasting Co., Chicago, have
completed first in a series of halfhour television films, The Old
American Barn Dance, featuring
stars of WLS Chicago's National
Barn Dance. Show will be ready
for sale next week.
EXPLORERS Pictures Corp., New
York, new film distributing firm
headed by Murray Kaplan, has acquired approximately 2 million feet
of film in Osa-Martin Johnson properties, to be made into 52 half -hour
TV shows. Films include "Congorilla," "I Married Adventure,"
"Borneo," and "Baboona." Mrs.
Osa Johnson will appear in opening and closing sequences on each
of films, and will handle commentary.
AMERICAN Jewish Committee,
New York, has produced an animated ballad - cartoon, Baseball,
with guitar background and song.
Especially for TV, the film short
is available free for use during baseball season and thereafter.

ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:
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Movie Studio Allots Space
MOTION PICTURE CENTER
STUDIOS, Hollywood, until now
used exclusively for theatrical motion picture making, has been converted 50% to television film production for immediate use.
Joseph Justman, president, in
making the announcement, said he
will still be actively engaged in motion picture production on the lot,
but is "going along with the trend

earlier regulation. NPA also revealed it will undertake a four
week survey of all industries tc
determine whether MRO provision,
are carried out. The probe will
cover
dealers, An
distributors
and5
manufacturers.
industry task
group has filed a report on MRO
with NPA.
Under DPA's realignment, Mr,
Watts will supervise the work o:
six inter-agency groups, including
the top-strata Electronics Produc
tion Board, which is headed by Ed
mund T. Morris Jr. Former ha;
been serving as special assistan
to the DPA administrator, and ha:
been on leave of absence from hi:
post as vice president of RCA sinc<
early this year. Mr. Morris is oi
loan from Westinghouse Mfg. Corp
In his new capacity, Mr. Watt
will continue to head up the Pro,
duction Executives Committee an>
serve as acting chairman of th
Procurement Policy Committee an<
Aircraft Production Board. Joh:
C. Pritchard, deputy administra
tor, will work with Mr. Watts t.
coordinate small business activf
ties.

of Athenew
times."
corporation, Motion Picture Television Center, has been
formed through which will be channelled all production and renting
arrangements pertaining to TV.
Besides making its own films for
television, MPTC will finance other
video producers. It also will make
TV films to order and act as agent
in furnishing space, personnel and
facilities of the lot, which has nine
stages, to other television producers and enterprises, he said.
William Norins, executive vice
president of Emerson Film Corp.,
which made 20 TV film short subSALE
jects in association with EncycloFairbanks Deal Pending
paedia Britannica, is president of
the new corporation. William SteACQUISITION of Jerry Fairbanks
In other appointments, Mi
Productions by Official Films Inc.
phens, film producer, is vice presi- Wampler becomes deputy adminis r
dent
in
charge
of
production.
ng,
Telecasti
•
[Broadcasting
Eagle-Lion Studios, which had trator with responsibility for pro
May 14] is expected to be finalized
been used for independent motion gram and requirement function? 5
this week.
including chairmanship of the top
Joint announcement from the picture units, also has expanded
into TV, with several video film level Requirements Committe
principals involved in the negotia- production firms currently using its which will work with Mr. Morrif
tions will be made following sign- facilities.
board and NPA's Office of Civilia
ing of necessary papers. In an
Frank Wisbar Productions, for Requirements on electronics an
exchange of stock arrangements,
other industry needs. The require
Official Films will assume the con- Procter & Gamble Co., is shooting ments group was set up fortnigh
Fireside
Theatre,
half-hour
TV
trolling interest and operate the
on Eagle-Lion stages. As ago to evaluate material factors i
production firm as a subsidiary, it films,
soon as a suitable actor is found
the military and civilian economy
was reported. The amount of stock
Knowles Named
for the lead, Frank Merriwell Eninvolved was not revealed.
terprises will film the Frank MerriMr. Fairbanks will continue in
A third appointment is that o
well TV series.
an executive capacity, heading the
Nathaniel Knowles as deputy ac
Hollywood Production Div., and
ministrator for Staff Service, th
also serve as a member of Official SUMMER
SCHEDULE
post held by Edwin T. Gilson, ad
Films' board of directors, Broading DPA administrator, until th
Announced by DuMont
casting • Telecasting was told.
resignation of Gen. William F
Aaron Katz, president of Official
COMPLETED PLANS for the DuHarrison, who returned to Intei
Mont Television Network summer
Films, and Lawrence W. Beilenson,
national Telephone & Telegrapl
schedule were announced last week
Beverly Hills attorney, representMr. Knowles also will direct mj(
ing the New York group, held sev- by James L. Caddigan, program
review and coordinating
eral conferences with Mr. Fairdirector, who also said that the terials
activities.
banks and his counsel, Charles E. network's Ambassador Theatre stuIn announcing the reorganiz;
dios in New York will be closed
Thompson, last week in Hollywood.
tion,
Mr. Gibson explained ths
Mr. Katz is expected in Hollywood
for two weeks to complete the
DPA functions — that of coordina
renovation begun last fall.
again this week to close negotiaing overall procurement, prograri
tions.
Programs cancelled to make way
for new ones include Once Upon ming and production — remain ui
changed.
A Tune, Famous Jury Trials, Documentary Theatre, and Story TheBlough Joins AN PA
atre.
JOHN W. BLOUGH, Robert W.
W ashington Report, public inter- over
The WAAM
Johns Hopkins
Science has
Revie*^
Orr & Assoc., New York, join the
(TV) Baltimore
b.
program featuring Tris Coffin
Bureau of Advertising, ANPA, as fromest Washington,
Tuesday and gun to send kinescopes of program 11 'W
its director of promotion. He sucFrance through Radio Difussion Frai:
Friday, 7:45-8 p.m., began last caise,
to be seen by French viewer^
ceeds John C. Ottinger Jr., who has
Tuesday. The Week in Review,
Programs also will be shown in oth
been named to the newly created
countries throughout Europe.
position of director of sales de- newsreel program, Friday, 8-8:30
velopment for the bureau. Mr.
p.m., began Friday. A local newsreel program, Camera About Town,
Blough was with Orr & Assoc.
Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m., will begin
for five years as head of merchanTELEFILM, INC.
May 31. Down They Go, quiz show
dising, and earlier served as copy
COMPLETE
FILM PRODUCTION
originating
in
Chicago,
Wednesday,
executive at Lennen & Mitchell,
9-9:30 p.m., will commence May 30.
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
New York. Mr. Ottinger moved
FOR
Happiness Exchange, featuring
All Production Steps
from John A. Cairns & Co., New
"Big
Joe"
and
Dorothy
Rosenfeld,
York, where he was an account
In One Organization
Thursday, 11-11:30, will begin
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif
and copy executive, to head promotion for the Bureau of AdverHOLLYWOOD 9-7205
May 31.
Jacqueline
Susann's
Door
started
a fortnight
ago. Open
tising in 1947.
Telecasting
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BELIEVED to be the first single
strength Florida citrus juice canner
to use television, the Adams Packing
Assn. Inc., Auburndale, Fla., currently is preparing film for TV-spot
use in Detroit and other markets. Dan
Sanborn, of Sanborn Adv. Agency,
Lakeland, is filming for TV-spot use
a sequence showing Mrs. E. Harold
Wilson Jr. and her children drinking
their quota of Adams juice. Sanborn
handles the Adams account.

FBI Probes Baseball
(Continued from page 25)
when the House Judiciary Monopoly
Subcommittee agreed to hold hearinterstate comingsmerce
on baseball's
nature during the first two
weeks of July. Nub of the inquiry
is the sport's controversial "reserve clause," which binds ballplayers to any team with whom
they may sign a contract without
allowing them to negotiate directly with other clubs for their services.

Spokesmen acknowledged last
week that, following exploration
of the interstate commerce factor,
the subcommittee may delve into
baseball broadcasting contracts,
ill s' under the chairmanship of Rep.
-i !
a ij Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.).
Authorities felt, however, that
radio-TV broadcasting rights are
certain to arise on the basis of
players' suits contending that baseball is interstate by virtue of broad-. 31 ]
casts and telecasts and thus subject to anti-trust provisions.
Bills On Anti-Trust
Concerted action to exempt not
f only baseball but all professional
' sports from anti-trust laws, was
taken in the form of bills sponf sored by Sen. Johnson and Reps.
■ Wilbur D. Mills CD-Ark.), A. S.
Herlong (D-Fla.) and Melvin
i: Price (D-Ill.). Baseball was not
m mentioned specifically.
Sen. Johnson, who is president
s of the Western Baseball League,
sponsored his measure (S 1526) as
f a means of establishing the validity
t of the reserve clause. The proposal
-" will be referred to the Senate
{ Interstate & Foreign Commerce
I Committee, of which he is chairman. Lower chamber bills (HR
4229-31) were to be sent to the
House Interstate Commerce Committee. Reps. Mills and Herlong
co-introduced similar legislation in
: 1949. The exemptions also would
apply to "acts in the conduct of
'ill such enterprises."
Only precedent for evaluation
of baseball's interstate nature lies
an old Supreme Court ruling
Bnatxfl in
that baseball, as such, does not
fall within the category of inter:i state commerce and therefore is
u not subject to anti-trust laws.
Under practices now prevalent,
major league broadcasts involving
Tl a non-home team may be carried by
stations in the local team's area
when the latter is not playing.
Broadcasts must be terminated 30
:, minutes before the start of the
home team's game. Such broad;ji casts are common in Washington
and other major league cities where

- v.. Telecasting

night contests are involved. In
those instances the local club has
no veto over play-by-play of games
out of its home territory.
The NCAA, whose TV steering
committee was slated to meet behind closed doors last Friday came
up with a modified plan for limited
college football telecasts after preliminary investigations by the
Justice Dept. and charges of monopolistic power inherent in its
boycott weapon.
The situation has been equally
explosive in professional football
circles, prompting complaints of
restrictive practices by football
teams involving territorial radioTV rights. Here, questions have
been posed relating to exclusive
sponsor contracts signed through
their advertising agencies. Comr.
Bert Bell of the National Football
League last fall announced that
league rules had been modified to
place responsibility with individual
clubs.
One complaint involved WOL
Washington, which claimed it was
restrained by George Marshall,
Washington Redskins owner, from
carrying a Detroit-New York contest. Mr. Marshall was quoted as
saying the club had abided its territorial rights and had contracted
exclusively with American Oil Co.,
with a clause barring broadcasts or
telecasts of other games in the area
at all times.
DuMont Contract
Mr. Bell last week announced the
league had sold exclusive five-year
rights for broadcasts, telecasts and
film coverage of NFL championship games to DuMont TV Network (see separate story).
Perhaps the strongest protest of
all has been voiced by Edward
Lamb, owner of WICU (TV) Erie,
Pa., WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
and WTOD-WTRT (FM) Toledo,
Ohio. He charged that the NFL,
ABC and the Cleveland Browns
club last December denied WICU
permission to telecast a ClevelandPhiladelphia game. He called on
the Justice Dept. to "study antitrust implications of the arrangements now entered into by the professional football teams. Mr. Lamb
also held that WTVN and WSPDTV Toledo has been "discriminated
against ... in almost an idenfashion."claims WICU had a
Mr. tical
Lamb
contract with ABC and Sun Oil
Co. for telecast play-by-plays of
all Cleveland Browns home games
but that Comr. Bell and Cleveland
Coach Paul Brown "prevailed upon
ABC to refuse telecast rights to
The radio-TV owner, who also
WICU." the Erie Dispatch, expublishes
pressed "grave doubt" about the legality of a local broadcast rule
within NFL. Under current practices, he advised the department's
Anti-Trust Division, a station
within the area of the local football team was prohibited from airing an "outside" game throughout
the season — whether or not the
home team was playing on the particular day the station sought to

• BROADCASTING

In Review
(Continued from page 26)
as raw as the one buzzing in Congress over Gen. MacArthur's recall.
Then comes the meat of the panel
and plenty about prices, too. Like
good cuts of cooked beef, the program is very well done and juicy.
But there the simile stops because
it isn't always tender.
Broadcast on Sunday on some
stations and later in the week for
others, the program attempts to
be timely and newsworthy. But
with no harm meant to worthy Congressional thought processes, the
most recent time the panel burned
the headlines was when the show
was aired a day before Sen. Moody
took office in the Senate. .
That show was on foreign policy
and MacArthur
it followed speech
by a hair's
breadth
the
to Congress.
After the program, tempers of
Sens. Humphrey, Lehman and
Capehart were so scorching that the
participants forsook their stately
ways to swing untrained fists. A
Senatorial eye-witness called the
scuffle a "cream-puff" brawl.
Radio Background
Senators as a rule do not spread
themselves too wide in too many
places. But in Sen. Moody's case
it is the story of man bites dog —
he was an established broadcaster
before appointed Senator to fill the
seat left vacant by the late Arthur
H. Vandenberg.
Not long after Sen. Moody took
office he moderated the real thing,
that is he was offered the privilege
of presiding over the U. S. Senate
in the Vice President's chair.
There's a story that after a day
in the Veep's chair, Sen. Moody,
former Washington correspondent
for the Detroit News, walked into
the Senate Press Gallery and
headed for the hat rack, only to
catch himself up short and remember he had parked it in the Senate
cloakroom.
At least on his program he not
only knows where everybody's hat
is placed but also what is contained
beneath it.
Mr. Lucey, chief political writer
of Scripps-Howard, has been moderating the last few panels, as Sen.
Moody thinks it best not to take
part in issues in which he has legislative interest. Apparently he
expects to moderate only a select
few, "non-controversial" panels.
Sen. Moody, a Democrat, would find
it
ing.difficult to straddle the fence,
particularly when it needs mendAnd why not? Yesterday's panel
discussed the MacArthur-Bradley
debate. For a "non-controversial"
Senator — untouchable.

With construction on the new
KSFO-KPIX studios well underway, the modern
plant— first deon
the West
Coast specifically
signed for AM and TV— will see
completion in December of this
Located
on San
Francisco's
famed
Van Ness
Avenue,
the
radio and television center will
he three stories high and will
house three immense television
year.
studios, four AM studios, in addition to business offices.
One of the new building's many
unique features will be the "roof
deck", designed for telecasting outdoor programs and special events.
PROGRAM

CITATIONS

Annual citations made by the
American Association of University Women for 'good listening
and
viewing' brought
recommended
programsKSFO
than more
any
other Northern California independent station— with such selecas: "Hour"Farm
of Bureau
Melody",of
"Businesstions News",
the Air", "Top of the Mark",
"Parade of Melody", "California
Council Table" and "Tunes for
Included among the eleven
KPIX shows, cited for "good
viewin '51", were: "William WinTots".ter and The News", "Time for
Beany", "This Is Show Business",
"Fred Waring", "Studio One",
"What's My Line", "KPIX Telenews", "Mr. I. Magination", "Ford
Theater",
"Celebrity Time" and
"Great Fights".
STATISTICS: Bay Area television
set sales have now reached the
190,000 mark.

f CHANNEL
KPIX
Represented by The Kati Agency, Inc.

broadcast the football play-byplay.
Comr. Bell said last week, however, that "any club can telecast
games but not within 75 miles of
the city where a game is being
played."
eral thanLeague
ever, hepolicy
added.is more lib-

KSFO
Represented by Wm. G. Rombeau Co.
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'REGULATION
W
Hill To Hear RTMA Appeal
CONGRESS will hear Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.'s appeal for
relief from Regulation W, which
curbs credit on purchases of radioTV sets, tomorrow (Tuesday) and
the following week, June 5.
Robert C. Tait, president, Stromberg-Carlson, will present RTMA's
argument before both the Senate
and House Banking & Currency
committees [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14]. Mr. Tait goes
before the House group tomorrow
and the Senate committee June 5.
In advance of the Congressional
hearings, RTMA's special committee handling the project went over
last-minute details in a meeting
Friday. Chairman of the unit is
Philip Dechert, Philco Corp. general counsel.
At present, Regulation W calls
for a 25% down payment of purchase price with 15 months to pay
the remainder. RTMA already has
been turned down by the Federal
Reserve Board in a similar attempt
to have radio-TV sets transferred
to the household furnishings category, thereby cutting the down
payment to 15%.
RTMA intends to present the
Congressional groups with figures
showing a marked increase of unemployment in the radio-TV set
manufacturing field.

CUBA NETWORK
URT Plans $2 Million Outlay
UNION RADIO Television, which
last fall put into operation Cuba's
first TV station, CMUR-TV Havana [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 30, 1950], is planning to
spend $2 million this year for a
Cuban TV network that will provide complete coverage of the
island, Irving Later, New York
representative of URT, revealed
last week on his return from conferences in Havana.
Plans call for 5 kw stations at
Santa Clara, Camaguey and Holguin and for 500 w stations at Santiago de Cuba, Matanzas and Pinar
del Rio, to be erected in that order.
Each station will have a three-bay
antenna designed to quadruple its
power output and all will be linked
to the 5 kw Havana key station,
where most of the programs will
originate, by microwave relay.
Equipment Available
Mr. Later said that although definite orders for equipment have
not yet been placed, the company
has reasonable assurance that it
will be able to get the transmission
and relay apparatus it needs, material shortages and U. S. construction restrictions notwithstand-

ON

FIRST^P

AM - FAA - TV
ON THE BALL . . .
Detroit Tiger broadcasts always win afternoon audiences in Michigan.
In Grand Rapids, it's WLAV and WLAV-FM.
DOUBLE HEADER . . .
WLAV and WLAV-FM are combined to give intense AM local coverage
plus widespread bonus of 50,000 FM sets.
A HOME RUN . . .
Your advertising message reaches more homes, more business places, more
auto listeners, more of everybody you want to sell on WLAV and WLAV-FM.
GET ON BASE . . .
Any position between 1:00 PM and 6:00 PM is a strong
selling position every day on these baseball and planned
music afternoons. No other baseball on radio or television in Grand Rapids.
Note: WX.AV-TV will not carry baseball nor will anyl
other radio station in Grand Rapids carry basebali.!
(WLAV

«»j cclusivt'ly for the Tix<>r$_

For availabilities call JOHN
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FILMS OUTLINED
Production Plan Revealed
CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION
Productions President W. B. Clum
last week outlined the films under
production by his firm, in what he
said was an effort to dissipate
confusion caused by "the announcement of the formation of a similarly-titled concern, with headquarters apparently to be located
in "Norman
Hollywood."
Chandler, chairman of
the board of Consolidated Television Productions Inc., who is also
president of KTTV Inc., is continuing with his plans for station
syndication independent of Consolidated. An announcement concerning film syndication for majormarket television stations is
expected in the near future," Mr.
Clum said. "Mr. Chandler has informed all concerned that he has
absolutely no interest in this
newly-formed syndication concern,
now under the title of Telecasters
Film Syndicate, nor is the use of
his name in connection with it
authorized in any way."
Films now under production by
his company, Mr. Clum said, include "Cyclone Malone," "JumpJump of Holiday House."
Station Staffs
(Continued from page 29)
high in relation to other lines of
employment. Pressure for wage
increases, at this time, comes on
top of relatively large advances
starting back in 1946. Unlike
many industries, radio has experienced steadily rising operating cost
ratios over the past five years,
with the rising payroll being a
significant contributing factor. The
year 1950 witnessed the highest
ratio of operating expenses to income in the history of broadcasting; 1951 may be even higher."
Pressure to move wages, materials and service costs to higher
levels will continue so long as the
national defense program continues, Mr. Doherty said, with
many broadcasters in danger of being caught in the squeeze between
higher operating costs and lower
income.
"Radio is today the only important segment of American industry which is experiencing any
semblance of a decline in the price
of its service or commodity," he
said. "Probably never before in
the history of radio has the challenge to station management been

Telefile
(Contiyiued from page 60)
ing the fall and winter, sponsored
six telecasts
of WFAA's
famed
Early weekly
Birds radio
gang,
and, mer,
during
spring andSunday
sumthe firm the
is sponsoring
home games of the Dallas Eagles
baseball team.
One of the oldest locals on the
station is Capitol Distributors'
(Admiral TV sets) Canine Comment, 15-minute pedigree parade
with David Wade presiding. TV
toastmaster for the Dallas - Fort
Worth area is Bob Stanford, who
in his nightly spot has sold Admiral and Raytheon TV receivers
and now Fritos.
A still longer list of promotion ■
could be unraveled, such as the
Miss Zenith Television contest (to
select the North Texas competitor
for the national vying) or a Christmas season drive.
WF AA-TV uses radio live talent f
in
its telecasting
operations
with 7P
success.
The TV and
AM stations

are
housed
sections
of : "£
Dallas;
radioin of
indifferent
penthouse
studios
in
the center
town
and the
TV is;
i fi
operation located on a main high- v::
way artery some distance away.
To tie-in this spaced arrangement, announcer shifts were set up
to acquaint TV personnel with radio
operations and vice versa. Then, I;
shows were built to accommodate
the talent performing both commercially and sustaining.
This integration of entertainment personnel carries over to the
production and administrative side.
The realignment was completed
last December when Ralph W. :
Nimmons, formerly in charge of
WFAA national sales and assistant manager of the station, became
WFAA-TV manager.
E. M. Dealey is president of the r:
Dallas Morning News and of
WFAA-AM-TV. James M. Moroney is News vice president and secretary and in charge of its radioTV properties.
General properties
manager of
all News'}
broadcast
is Martin
B.
Campbell. Raymond J. Collins, assistant manager of the broadcast j
holdings, is in charge of technical
operations.
Alex Keese, another

LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinsurance

Five impacts on radio operations
so great."
from
the defense economy, according to Mr. Doherty, are pressure
for a gradual upward trend in
wages; labor shortages; material
and equipment shortages, with rising costs; higher taxes on profits;
threats of taxes and/or limitations
on advertising expenditures.
Corporation
Insurance
Exchange BIdg.,
He said these problems can best
Kansas City, Missouri
be met through industry cooperation, as provided by NARTB.
Telecasting
BRO ADCASTINC

-4

assistant manager in the broadcast
set-up, is in charge of radio and
TV regional sales, assisted by
Ralph Widman and Bob Scott, who
concentrate on video.
Ashley Dawes is production director of WPAA-TV. Larry DuPont is news and special events director; Carlos Dodd, TV technical
supervisor, and Ray Huffer, formerly with the radio operation,
stage manager.
Claudine Shannon occupies the
continuity chair, a position she
ra4 : previously held at WFAA radio.
It Alice McCord, another WFAA veteran, supervises the traffic operation. Howard Anderson is director
A4 J of the film department.
m a WFAA-TV, which carries programs from the NBC, ABC and
DuMont networks and is North
Texas outlet for Paramount, operates on Channel 8 (180-186 mc)
una jjwith 13.5 kw aural and 27.1 kw
,1visual power.
An illustration of its programming is taken for the week May 13
when the station totaled 61 hours
3 on the air — 31 hours consisted of
network programming and 21 hours
imof live telecasts.
The remainder
77 3 was non-network film. Mr. Nim. . mons expects the station to be on
the air at 10 a.m., and to run
through midnight, by early winter.
New era will be ushered into
jsouthwest telecasting when the coaxial cable arrives. Messrs. Nimmons and Campbell predict this
will come about the fall of next
year.
WFAA-TV is also an example of
a station that has come into the
; black side of the ledger in its operation.
Its television plant is located in
a compact cream brick building
which had been built with only one
studio. An addition to the building, estimated at a cost of $100,000, will make available another
A f ffaejjst'studio, extra storage space (for
and scenery) and a special
Sori props
room for set construction.
This expenditure added to the
original purchase price when
.Vsw WFAA-TV came into being makes
E jthe cost $675,000. To this can be
added another $35,000 spent in re'modeling existing facilities and
maintenance, plus a $50,000 investment in a film studio, to a total
Herb

,000 investment.
WFAA-TV's equipment boasts a
$95,000 DuMont telecruiser. An
expected 25% growth of the present 61 member TV staff also will
include plans of both Mr. Dodd and
Mr. Collins to expand technical aid
with a full-time remote crew, thus
being able to handle four remotes
weekly after June 1.
The film production unit at the
station is under the direction of
Victor L. Duncan. Publicity is
handled by Harry L. Koenigsberg
with Jane Cockrell, his assistant.
Wyona Portwood directs sales promotion. Her assistant is Joyce
Wilbur.
Film Unit
The film unit specializes in video
commercial announcements. It is
equipped to make films of live action— interior or exterior; sound
or silent — semi - animation, fullscale animation, animated smallobject photography, varied photographic effects prevalent in 20second or one-minute spots, and
also five-minute or longer sound
productions.
According to Mr. Campbell:
"Unlike radio, where the principal broadcasting stations meet
FCC standards for primary coverage in both Dallas and Fort Worth,
the two markets are separate under
FCC standards in that the two
television stations in Dallas and
the one in Fort Worth render primary service only in the home city
of the stations.
"The Dallas stations have some
coverage in Fort Worth, just as
the Fort Worth station has some
coverage in Dallas; but under the
'strongest signal' formula advanced
by NBC, and now pretty generally
accepted, the Dallas market is 50%
greater in population and total
wealth than the Fort Worth market.
"Television set distribution
pretty well reflects this difference in
the Dallas 'strongest signal' area,
with 61.8% of the receiving sets as
compared to the 38.2% in the
smaller Fort Worth area."
Compares Media
And for radio as compared to
TV, Mr. Campbell remarks: "We
expect television to attract many
new advertisers to itself. The national advertisers are, in some
cases, switching from radio and
perhaps other media; but we really
expect the bulk of our local money
to come from advertisers who have
not used radio very extensively, if

all." he says, is not "a dying
at Radio,
media." Mr. Campbell feels complete TV saturation in the station's market area "would only reduce the potential audience of
WFAA Radio by 15%."
Of rates, Mr. Campbell s ays
WFAA-TV is a firm advocate of a
"one-rate policy in television. While
we are handicapped by dual rate
cards of other television stations,
we put in a rate increase on April
1, and we expect to continue to
increase rates as the market and
set distribution justifies it."
BROADCASTING

Adeertitement

From

Ay

The

where

Joe

Run That
Cow
Dry

I sit

Marsh

Can't

Sandy Johnson showed me his
Jersey cows last week. It was a warm
day and they were all under the trees
near a watering trough.
And darned if one cow wasn't pumping water into the trough! It's a fact —
she'd raise the pump handle with her
nose, and use her throat to push it
down again.
"That's Mabel,'"' Sandy said as she
moved away. "Sometimes

they drink

that trough dry, and she's learned
to fill it. But she doesn't know her own
strength — turns the place into a swamp
if we don't watch her.7*
From where I sit, Mabel isn't the
only one who sometimes doesn't know
where to stop. For instance, people
often carry personal opinions too far
— like the person who wants everyone
to accept his choice of political parties, or ballplayers ... or beverages. I
prefer a glass of beer with my meals.
I know that a lot of other people
prefer milk. But nobody ought to insist on "herding" others around to
his way of thinking.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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J 'Attentive1

Time

Measured

By New Hooper Service
'MEDIAM
ETERof late reportedly have felt themselves unMANY BROADCASTERS
fairly used by the research services they have supported. By entering
into measurements of TV as well as radio audiences, these research firms
have, the radio station men feel, spotlighted the loss of audiences from
radio to television without doing
May 16 at a meeting of the Media
anything to point out to buyers
that while a family watching TV
Men's Assn. in New York, Mr.
is not listening to radio, neither is Hooper explained that the indexes
of attentiveness per home for
it reading a newspaper or magazine.
each medium is expressed in terms
of minutes of attentiveness for each
C. E. Hooper Inc. has now come
up with a new service designed to individual, in addition to a family
measure. For example, he said, if
appease the complaints of the radio executives.
four persons in a home are watching TV while a fifth is reading a
Called the "Mediameter" — first
Hooper service not to incorporate
magazine, this four-to-one ratio
the
founder's name
into onits which
title, will be reflected in the report.
but nonetheless
a name
He proposed that the reports be
the company has taken steps to developed in the country's 100 largsecure full legal protection — this
est cities on a three-times-a-year
new service is designed to measure
frequency, covering the time between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m., seven
the number of minutes of "perdays a week. He is offering the
sonal attentive time" the American
service on a participation plan with
public devotes to newspapers,
magazines, radio and television.
the goal of securing the 100 largest
Confined to at-home exposure to advertisers as subscribers.
these four media, which will be
Data for the Mediameter measmeasured by the common denomiurements are collected by the telenator of minutes of attentive time,
phone coincidental method, calls
the new service was described by being made continuously from 8
C. E. Hooper, president of the re- a.m. to 11 p.m., Sunday through
search firm, as an extension to Saturday.
four media of the "minutes of lisInterviewer starts each call with an
tening" calibration his company
overall
question: "Was someone in
has long used in radio audience reyour home listening to the radio,
porting.
looking at television, reading a magAnnouncing his newest service
azine or reading a newspaper when
CLEVELAND'S

STATION • Wjw .CLEVEUND'S/jfew^TSICNAL' wjw 'CLEVELAND'S^ S/^
SOUPY" HINES
Stirs up new business lor
happy advertisers twice a
day— 6:00 to 8:30 a.m. and
3:30 to 5:30 p.m.

the phone
just with
now?"separate
Then
each
media rang
is covered
questions covering the number of
men, women and children attending
to the medium, the name of the radio
or TV program or programs, newspaper or newspapers, magazine or
magazines receiving that attention.
The figures, collected continuously in random homes, can be used
to measure duplication within a
medium (number reading the same
newspaper), between media (those
reading different newspapers), and
to show the average exposure to
each medium at all times.
For instance, if 5% of the families called during an hour reported some magazine reading and the
average of persons reading magazines were 1.2 per home, that multipying 60 minutes by 5% by 1.2
would give 3.6 minutes as the average time per home devoted to
magazine reading during that hour.
The technique is the same as that
which has long been used to determine average sets-in-use figures for radio, Mr. Hooper explained. They can be figured by
hours of the day, days of the week,
average for the week and weeklong total, he said.
Service Functions
Referring to the function of the
Mediameter service, Mr. Hooper
said: "This is no. measure of
comparative media effectiveness.
Rather it is a measure of public exposure to each medium. It is the
function of the advertiser to interpret the significance of its results between media and of the
trends revealed within media in the
periodic surveys. Our position is
the one we always occupy, responsible for accuracy and statistical
reliability in the measurement

itself."
ALASKA BUSINESS
Contracts Signed in New York

DAILY

DOUBLE
lor

WINNING SALES
JACK CLIFTON
Spins the platters every day
from 1:30 to 3:30p.m. on "Clifton's House Party." A hit with
housewives — and advertisers.

CLEVELAND'S

5000 W.
\^JJ
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILDING
• CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED
NATIONAllY
BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES,
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MIDNIGHT SUN BROADCASTING CO., licensee of KFAR Fairbanks and KENI Anchorage, Alaska, through Adam J. Young Jr.,
New York, is to carry Life Can Be
Beautiful (NBC, 3-3:15 p.m., Monday-Friday). Show is sponsored by
Procter & Gamble's Tide through
Benton & Bowles, New York, and
will be transcribed on two-weeks
delayed basis and rebroadcast 33:15 p.m., Alaska time.
Spot business contracts also going to the Midnight Sun stations
during the past month are: Procter & Gamble's Joy through Biow
Co., New York, two one-minute
daytime spots, Monday - Friday;
J. B. Williams Shaving Cream
through J. Walter Thompson, New
York, one half -minute daytime spot,
Monday-Friday;
Brothers'
Coffee through N. Hills
W. Ayer,
New
York, one one-minute daytime spot,
Monday - Friday, and Whitehall
Pharmacal (Anacin, Heet, Bisodol
Mints) through John Murray Adv.,
New York, one half-minute spot
Monday-Friday, effective June 1.

RFE ADVISOR
Du/ field Lands in Munich
ROBERT G. DUFFIELD, manager;
of WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., ha:;
arrived in Munich to serve as a consultant to Radio Free Europe.
On six weeks
leave from Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., Mr.
Duffield will study J1
radio and transmitter installations, methods of
operation and
help plan improvements.
His experience

Mr. Duffield

in
all phases
of '
broadcast
tion dates from his
joining operaWestinghouse in 1927 at KYW (then in (t
Chicago; now in Philadelphia)
Mr. Duffield has served in all the
Westinghouse stations except KEX
Portland, Ore.
Prior to flying to Germany, Mr
Duffield arranged a communicatior
schedule via amateur radio witl
H. W. Jones, manager of the Fai
Eastern Sales Dept. of the West
inghouse International Co. in Nev.
York, to keep up with happening;
here.
In Munich, he is accompanied by
Mrs. Duffield. Before returning
home, they plan to visit Spain anc
Portugal.
BASEBALL
SUIT
KFSB Files New Charge
KFSB Joplin, Mo., has dropped it:
original injunction suit to restraii
interference with broadcast of St
Louis Cardinals baseball game,
[Broadcasting • Telecasting
May 21]. However, the statioi
has filed a new injunction and dam
age suit directed solely against th
tor.
Joplin Baseball Corp. and its direc
The original suit not only namei
the Joplin team, but also thj
Cardinals, Griesedieck Brewing Cel.
and Ruthrauff & Ryan. These f ou i
defendants had filed motions M
dismiss on grounds that the cour i
lacked jurisdiction in any sue! I
case involving anti-trust laws.
In the new action, KFSB ask |
$10,000 damages resulting frorij
an interruption to a May 8 Car
dinal broadcast on the station. Als
sought is a mandatory injunctio:
against further interference.
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 18)
rograms are better than ever.
•Better programming at the right
time for the right section of the
country has been made possible
through the modern miracle of the
high-quality tape recorder . . .
What local station is there which
tan produce a musical show from
any transcribed or recorded library
and have it compare with the high
professional polish of a taped network show? What local station has
the time to devote to such individual
shows ? What local stations can afford to pay a Don Wilson or a Del
Sharbutt to announce its shows?
The four major networks have
- definitely not "degenerated into netork transcription libraries for
^overpaid talent." Show me a transcription service which can compete with the recency of network
!;hows on a year-around basis? . . .
So the show was taped ... So
.vhat !
Robert F. Concie
vatj
Program Director
KBKH Pullman, Wash.
M Dissenter
EDITOR:
Without arguing the merits of
he Richards case, I nevertheless
ake exception to the main point of
-our editorial, "Who Complained?"
i0rgefi]May 21]. Your point is, as I in:erpret the editorial, that if the
mblic hasn't complained, then there
]s no real complaint in existence.
How
is the public to know
vhether or not a story is slanted
anless they devote themselves to
exhaustive reading and research
ft ,»n a great many subjects, somef hing few do? After 12 years in the
' -adio business, I submit that I
lave seen stations whose newsasting was sloppy and indifferent,
, j-tations whose newscasting was
• onscientious . . . but for the most
art the public was more concerned
vith delivery and voice than conajBjt
jHHHHHHHHhI

Ignore P.l/s?
EDITOR:
I think criticism of your method
of blasting P.I. deals is in order.
Apparently every time you amass
a sufficient collection you print a
long article with full details on each
deal ... It seems to me that we
are defeating our own purposes by
giving these chiselers free publicity. .. .
At WCOJ no further notice is
taken of these offers than to deposit
them gingerly in the circular file.
We do not waste our time and stationery, and I suggest that you do
the same. Your space could better
be used in general editorials
against these shady sharpshooters.
Louis N. Seltzer
Secretary & Chief Engineer
WCOJ Coatesville, Pa.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Our function, as we
see it, iscludingtothe bad.
reportAsalla the
innewsnews,
journal,
we would be following a wishful policy
indeedhope
if wethatchose
to ignore
P.I.'swasin
the
while
our back
turned they would somehow go away.]
* * *
An

A.M.A.

for Radio

EDITOR:
We have again arrived at that
time of year when radio stations
begin to beat the brush for summer
replacements . . . and out run high
school seniors, unemployed salesmen and college playboys who are
enamored
the "glamor"
of radio.
The
small ofstations
can hire
these

5000
WATTS
M.B.S. AFFILIATE
Serving 4-State Area
Mo. Ark. Kan. Okla.

misfits at a low rate . . . What's
to be done about the summer replacement problem? . . .
Isn't it about time we really
made radio a profession? . . . We
should set up professional standards, a process of registration. We
who depend on radio for our daily
bread need protection from those
to whom radio is merely a glamorous pastime. . . .
It would be to the advantage of
management to cooperate in the
plan for putting the radio industry
on a professional status. They
would thus be assured of a ready
supply of experienced and air-wise
personnel. As for admitting new
members to the profession, they
would have the opportunity of proving their worth through regional
auditions and examinations, supervised and conducted by a board
made up of actively employed radio
personnel and executives, assisted
by officials of accredited schools. . . .
Dave Mohr
WARA Attleboro, Mass.

Associated With KGER
Long Beach, Calif.

KPMO Pomona, Calif., joins Southern
California Broadcasters Assn., Hollywood.

KUOA
SILOAM SPRINGS, ARK.
ONE OF THIS WEEK'S
ADVERTISERS

W1LDRD0T

„tii|l

tent. They will believe as gospel
most of what they hear. The responsibility iswith the owner to
see that his newscasts present the
true picture, not with the public
to detect any slanting and complain
about it . . .
Bill Erin
Program Director
WKLJ Sparta, Wis.
* * ♦
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NARND
NEW KMBC HOME
Celebration Marks Opening
ARTHUR B. CHURCH'S monthlong anniversary celebration was
climaxed May 19 with the opening
of a new million-dollar KMBC Bldg.
in Kansas City, Mo. [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, May 21]. The four
story building covers a block in
downtown Kansas City and houses
a 2,600-seat theatre to be known
as the TV-Playhouse.
Mr. Church, president and founder of the KMBC-KFRM Kansas
City team, was honored through a
celebration entitled, "30 Years and
30 Days," which began April 21.
The 30 years represents the length
of Mr. Church's association with
broadcasting.
Some 13,000 visitors were conducted through the KMBC Bldg.
by staff members. Products and
services of every KMBC-KFRM advertisers were merchandised with
displays along the route of the
public tour. The official dedication, an hour-long broadcast, was
presented from the stage of the
TV - Playhouse. Attending the
broadcast were 600 invited guests
and about 2,000 public spectators
who had written for tickets.
At 7:30 p.m., the Brush Creek
Follies had its 1951 premiere from
the TV-Playhouse. The first halfhour was carried coast-to-coast by
CBS. KMBC television cameras —
the station has purchased TV equip-

whbQ

•

ment for future use — picked up the
show, piping it by cable to sets
in the huge KMBC television studio
where it was viewed by several
hundred persons.
The new building has a total
floor-space of 100,000 square feet,
and also houses the local bureau of
United Press Assn. Negotiations
are under way for tenancy of other
available space.
Name of the building was chosen
after a contest conducted within

IN THE SQUTH'S
REPRESENTED
/_
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Following the KMBC dedication ceremony, 75 guests were entertained
at a buffet luncheon on the fourth floor of the building. Among them were
(I to r) Mr. Church; Forrest C. Smith, Missouri governor; Kearney
Wornall, vice president, City National Bank & Trust Co., and H. Preston
Peters, president of Free & Peters Inc. In the background is R. Crosby
Kemper, president of the City National Bank & Trust Co.

May 28, 1951
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the radio and advertising trades.
Grand winner of the contest was
Gene Duckwall, Foote, Cone &
Belding,
ners wereLos
: Angeles. Other winW. B. Wisdom, New Orleans; R. A.
Selness, White Labs Inc., Newark,
N. J.; Dave Dexter, Potts-Turnbull
Adv., Kansas City; Kent Thomas, Curt
Freiberger & Co., Denver; Tech. Sergeant B. G. Oman Jr., Camp Lejeune,
N. C; John A. Fels, Silver Spring,
Md.; Sol Taishoff, Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Washington; Arthur Poppenberg, International News Service,
New York; Aubrey Williams, Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans, and
Philip H. Cohen, Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, New York.
Judges for the contest were Herbert
H. Wilson, chairman, president of
Kansas City's Centennial Assn.; Bruce
B. Brewer, president, Bruce H. Brewer
& Co.; R. J. Potts, president, R. J.
Potts-Calkins & Holden; William J.
Krebs, president, Potts-Turnbull Adv.;
William B. Terry, president, Wm. B.
Terry Organizations Inc., and James
M. Kemper, chairman of Downtown
Committee.
INCENTIVE PLAN
Extended by RCA
NET INCOME required of RCA
Victor Div. of RCA before its management incentive compensation
plan goes into effect has been increased from $5.4 million for 1950
to $6,160,000 for 1951, SEC records
showed May 18. The limit on the
aggregate amount of incentive
compensation payable under the
plan also has been increased from
$950,000 for 1950 to $1,050,000 for
1951, it was disclosed.
Incentive plans for 1950 were
continued into 1951 for NBC, RCA
Labs Div., RCA International Div.,
RCA Communications and Radiomarine Corp. of America, with provision that no RCA director or
officer "has been designated eligible
to receive incentive compensation
for
the yearThis
1951"wasfrom
any of the
divisions.
understood
to
have the effect of preventing top
officials of various divisions from
setting their own bonuses.

UNIT

Ray Heads 'Freedom' Panel]
NATIONAL ASSN. of Radio News
Directors has named Bill Ray, j
NBC Chicago chief of news and
special events, to serve as chairman of its committee on freedom
of information in radio and television. This was announced Ma>
17 by President Ben Chatfield
news editor of WMAZ Macon, Gaj
Mr. Ray and his committee will
attempt to obtain access to radio
and TV news, and especially the
right to broadcast and telecast
legislative sessions, committee;
hearings, courtroom
trials am: •
other public functions of government. Hisongroup
formation
the will
statusgather
quo inJ
oi 1
radio and television broadcasts oJ
such proceedings in each locality
and negotiate with public officials
Other news directors on the com
mittee are Pat Flaherty, KPR(
Houston; Ken Miller, KVOO Tulsa
Glenn L. Farrington, WTAX Spring
field, 111.; A. G. Cannings, CKWK Van:
couver, B.C.; Paul Ziemer, WKBI
LaCrosse, Wis.; Monroe Benton
WNYC New York; Jack Griffin, KWI
St. Louis; Ron Cochran, CBS Wash
ington; Pat Cullen, KHQ Spokane
Jesse Helms, WRAL Raleigh; Jac
Kreueger, WTMJ Milwaukee; Charlef |
Roeder, WCBM Baltimore, and Jac T
Beck, KNX Hollywood.
a

OTTAWA OUTLET
: v.
New Daytimer Recommende
NEW AM station at Ottawa, 111
on 1430 kc with 500 w daytime
was recommended in an initial de
cision reported by FCC last Tues
day. Proposed grantee is Carl L
Meyer, Chicago consulting engifW
i
Hearing Examiner Leo Resnic
found
proposed
not onlythebring
a new station
service to"wia
area of 3,282 square miles and
population of 172,564, with
but will
its pre
fm
vide . . . Ottawa
standard
broadcast
station." woul,
He found
no interference
be caused to any other existing e
proposed station, except to WO
Davenport, Iowa, "in a very smaJ
area already suffering interferentf
from another station." The prv|
posed Ottawa
outlet, howevef
would suffer slight interfere™
from two existing facilities, tf Tl
examiner
found, but held th
should not preclude granting tl
new local service.

KIRX
KIRKSVDIE,

MO

NEVER HEARD OF KIRKSVILLE?
You must be from New York!
But, 100,000 North Missourions hear
J of Kirksville every day, over K I R X 1
our rate card. It's advertising's
II Check
best value!
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McBRIDE Jr., promoROBERT tionJ. director
WGH Newport
News, Va., appointed program
ind promotion manager. AMBERT
1AIL, announcing staff, appointed
•hief announcer.
>IARJORIE TAYLOR, continuity edior WLAP Lexington, named con:nuity editor KXYZ Houston, reIilacing CAROLINE GRAHAM, who
esigns to marry Kenneth Fitzgerald.
1 TED McKINSTRY, chief announcer
TiFDW Helena, Mont., named program
- lirector.
-- .VINSLOW UEBEL, network sales
7 Micromotion NBC Chicago, to program
-:c business department ABC Chicago.
- CHARLES V. HUNTER, program di■I >ector WJW Cleveland, called to
-3 active duty with Army. BRUCE Mac-: : : DONALD to direct program depart- I inent in his absence.
iAOMI RECTOR,
traffic manager
"PTR Albany, N. Y., appointed di?ctor of continuity and traffic operaions, replacing MICHAEL DANYLA
pi r., resigned (see Agency Beat).
« IcIH) WELL K. STARKEY appointed
intinuity editor KWFT Wichita
alls, Texas.
VII.LIAM R. WORKMAN, TV pro— ram producer Navy's Special Devices
enter, Sands Point, Long Island,
. n. Y., appointed producer CBS Pubic Affairs Dept. He will produce first
he 13-program series, It's Up To You,
i mi. at., 5:36-6 p.m., over CBS-TV, in
iehalf of Red Cross campaign to peruade one member of each household
o take civilian defense first-aid emergency training course.
10 WARD ANDERSON named direceMMi.or film department WFAA-TV DalnlEas. He was with KDYL-TV Salt
-- - Lake City as news and special events
J^jlirector. JOAN
DANAHEY named
issistant director of film department
: '::s>.1 md music librarian at WFAA-TV.
,tIAURY FERGUSON, announcer
.VKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City, resigns
o freelance. He will continue to air
leant ;everal
shows on WKY and will also
: Trill broadcast three shows on KOTV(TV)
*»>ffulsa.
fii.S'RANK HARDEN, program director
'^ffwiS Columbus,
electedStates
national director S.of C,United
unior Chamber of Commerce.
; iOB KERR, staff announcer KICK
■ Springfield, Mo., to WDAF-TV Kan1 as City as announcer-newscaster.
^RT BACA appointed to announcing
aff KATL Houston, replacing TED
be P'^LNAPP, called to active duty with
iflt|jiir Force.
VALTER TYRRELL, announcer
'ASH(FM) Washington, to WWDCiM-FM Washington in same capacpng fifty.
10LAND TWIGG, graduate Columbia
^■nstitute, Phila., to announcing staff
VTUX Wilmington, Del.
■^IeS
TURNER,
AmericanBaltimore
folk music
^Jerformer,
to WBAL
as
guitarist and song writer.
, »EORGE WINTERS returns to
VCKY Cincinnati as disc jockey. He
eplaces DON DAVIS, resigned. Mr.
Vinters has just completed tour of
nty with Marine Corps. DAN DAVIS
s. ppointed to staff WCKY Cincinnati.
'IARRIANE PYEATTE, accountant
IUOA Siloam Springs, Ark., to KGER
^ong Beach, Calif., as assistant acountant.
OHN MICHAELS, announcer WPAY
Portsmouth,
to WVKO Columlus, Ohio, as Ohio,
disc jockey.
^BROADCASTING

air-casters

PETE JOHNSON associated with
British motion picture studios, to
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, as assistant
to TOM CORRADINE, film director.
ELOISE REEVES, supervisor film
operations division KECA-TV Los
Angeles, appointed director of film
programs for station, succeeding
GEORGE K. BOGGS, resigned. She
will also continue in her previous
position. JIM HORTON, film department assistant, KECA-TV Los Angeles, June 16 leaves for England for
six week assignment with independent film producer as advisor-consultant on series of half-hour films for
U.S. distribution.

LEROY MORGAN, music rights department WRC Washington, to production department WNBW (TV)
Washington. RENE MARECHAL
page WRC, to music rights. RAYMOND QUINN, WAAB Worcester,
Mass., to WRC Washington, as summer staff announcer.
L. T. LUMPKIN appointed TV production staff WSB-TV Atlanta.
CHARLIE STARKE, disc jockey
WINS New York, named "one of the
best dressed men in his field" by The
Men's Fashion Pageant, Atlantic City,
N. J. He also was selected as a
judge in next year's contest.
FRED SHEVIN, Hollywood radio-TV
writer, father of girl, May 18.
RITA LaROY, TV actress, starts new
weekly half-hour Glamour Session on
KNBH (TV) Hollywood.
BEVERLY BROWN, program director
WNOE New Orleans, awarded Blue
Ribbon for Americanism through
youth betterment by area's American
Legion Auxiliary. Mr. Brown selected
in contest conducted by high school
students who establish qualifications,
stage elections and select winners.
He was chosen for his "Ideal Boy and
Girl" project and Hilites, youth participation programs.
BENNETT CERF, writer and publisher, will discuss his experiences
in television and his upcoming fall
show at final meeting this season of
Chicago Television Council June 5.
Regular luncheon meeting will take
place in Dining Room 14 of the Palmer House hotel rather than the
Tavern club because a large attendance is expected, according to President FRED KILIAN, ABC-TV. New
officers for the next year will be
elected.
BILL CARSON, meteorology instructor and former orchestra leader, to
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee as weatherman
for daily ten-minute weathercast pro-

JOSEPH PARKER, producer Al Jarvis
Show KL AC-TV Hollywood, and
MARILYN HARE, TV actress, are
parents of boy, Christopher Joseph,
May 14.
FREEMAN LUSK, moderator Freedom
Forum KLAC-TV Hollywood, and Ann
Stair, married May 15.
GLORIA WILSON, RCA Indianapolis,
to WMAQ-WNBQ (TV) Chicago, as
writer in advertising and promotion.
LARRY GUTTER to WBBM Chicago
writing staff. He was with W. E.
Long, Harold Gingrich & Assoc. and
Olian Advertising, Chicago agencies.
JACK NAYLOR appointed floor manager WGN Chicago.
AL OUIMET, co-ordinator of televivision for Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Montreal, taking three months
leave of absence.
PETE STRAND, director WXYZ-TV,
acted as community consultant for
11th Annual Community Careers Conference held by Wayne U. Mr. Strand
participated
in forum discussing television.
EDWIN BAILEY, Hollywood producer
CBS Truth or Consequences, father of
girl May 12.

gram. PEARCE, producer KYW PhilJACK
adelphia, father of boy, John J. in.
JEAN HERSHOLT, star of Dr. Christian, CBS, Wed., 8:30-9 p.m., who has
willed his Hans Christian Andersen
collection to the Library of Congress,
presented catalogue of his collection
to Luther H. Evans, Librarian of
Congress, in Washington May 17.
GERALDLNE WING, office manager
KODY North Platte, Neb., elected
president of North Platte Business
and Professional Women's Club.
BOB FITZGERALD, continuity department KVSF Santa Fe, N. M., appointed to announcing and promotion
staff. GORDON KING, part-time
salesman and announcer, appointed
full-time announcer and musical director. JOHN ANDRE named announcer-engineer. He was with
KHSC Areata, Calif.
DAGMAR, star of Broadway Open
House on NBC-TV, voted "Miss Welder
of 1951,"Club.
by the
Eutectic
Welders
The National
club elected
Miss
Dagmar as the "girl they would like
most to weld with."
JACK GOLLY, member of "Starnoters" musical group WGN Chicago,
father of daughter, Lisa Sue.

Mauri • • •
DICK RIFENBURG, announcer WJR
Detroit, to sports announcing staff
WBEN Buffalo. He was selected end
on 1948 All-American football team.
Mr. Rifenburg fills in for RALPH
HUBBELL, sports director WBEN,
now taking prolonged rest at Newton
Memorial Hospital, Cassadaga, N. Y.
HAL NEWELL, television sports announcer WXEL Cleveland, to WERE
Cleveland as sports commentator.
FRANK SOMMERKAMP, student
Xavier U. and Sunday news editor
WCKY Cincinnati, appointed sports
editor Xavier News.
GRANT HOLCOMB, newscaster CBS
Hollywood, returns to work following
recovery from injuries sustained in
auto accident.
JACK KNELL, director news and special events WBT Charlotte, N. C,
played role of Elwood P. Dowd in
Charlotte Little Theatre's presentation of "Harvey."
THOMAS GEOGHEGAN, press chief
WRC Washington, to New York for
NBC promotion department seminar
and conference.

• Telecasting

JESS PRICE, reporter and staff writer
Jamestown Sun, Jamestown, N. Y.,
appointedtown. news
editor RAY
WJTN FINCH,
JamesHe succeeds
named radio editor Buffalo Evening
News, Buffalo.
GLORIA ROGERSON,
women'sW. commentator WWVA Wheeling,
Va.,
named as one of the winners in Women's Radio Commentators contest on
Wendy Warren show over CBS.
SIDNEY G. PIETZSCH, news editor
WFAA Dallas promoted to rank of
major in Texas National Guard. He
is public information officer for 49th
Armored
Div., headquartered in Dallas.
GEORGE HERMAN named chief of
CBS Tokyo Bureau and JACK WALTERS, New York, and ROBERT C.
PIERPOINT, Stockholm, assigned to
Tokyo. Rotation trips home from
Tokyo for Mr. Herman, whom ROBERT P. MARTIN will replace temporarily, and JOHN J. JEFFERSON
also were announced.
JOHN FRANKLIN, news commentator KYW Philadelphia, father of
girl, Candida.
JACK MORAN, sports director
WMON Montgomery, W. Va., to
KVER Albuquerque in same capacity.
JIM SCOTT, news director WKBR
Manchester, N. H., father of daughter,
Morgan Erica.
PAUL JONAS, sports director MBS,
and AL HELFER, sportscaster MBS,
recently received membership in Million Mile Club of United Airlines.
KEN DUNHAM, newswriter KCBS
San Francisco, and ROLAND SMITH,
engineer KCBS, flew to Honolulu last
week tofensestape
for CBS.series on Hawaiian de-

WFIL
560 kc.
aTfje $f)tlabelpf)ta
Snquirer

#tation
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LOCAL

AWARDS dinner of Academy of Radio & Television Arts was occasion for
reminiscence among (I to r) Hubbell Robinson, CBS v. p.; Stanley Hope, Esso
Standard Oil Co.; N. Y. Gov. Tom Dewey, and Curt Peterson, Marschalk &
Pratt. Messrs, Dewey and Peterson and Mrs. Dewey took vocal lessons from
same teacher 27 years ago.

RADIO'S success as "door-opener" for
Kirby Home Renovator salesmen is
described by Charles P. Mankus (r),
Kirby Fairfield County branch manager, who literally "sweeps up sales"
during interview with Philip Merryman, WLIZ Bridgeport gen. mgr. He
has advertised on WLIZ since '49.

RECIPIENTS of Denver Press Club's
two first-place awards for spot news
reporting and discussion program were
Jim Bennett (I) and Sheldon Peterson (r), respectively, KLZ Denver
newsroom. Judge David Brofman of
DPC board of directors presents plaques to the two radio winners.

AT SESSION of City Business Club,
Benedict Gimbel Jr. (r), WIP Philadelphia pres., was honored with
award of merit in presence of Mrs.
Nellie T. Ross, U. S. Treasury, and
Arthur M. Williams, club pres.
Award cited installation of special
lines and Kefauver hearing coverage.

NEW 45 record equipment installed
by WFIL Philadelphia is inspected by
Roger W. Clipp (center), gen. mgr.,
Inquirer stations, and Thomas F.
Joyce (I), exec. v. p. and gen. mgr.,
Raymond Rosen & Co., RCA Victor
dist., and J. B. Elliott, v. p. in charge,
RCA Victor Consumer Products.

PREVIEW showing of Bold Venture was held by WKRC Cincinnati, Frederic
Ziv and Pfeiffer Beer for distributor-salesmen. L to r: Edward Broman, Ziv
div. sis. mgr.; Leo Coe, Pfeiffer; Joel W. Stovall, WKRC sis. mgr.; Michael
Ocelvany, Pfeiffer; Don Farrell and William Hamon Jr., salesmen.

COVERAGE
FCC Issues Warning
INDICATION that FCC will crack
down on suburban stations claiming coverage of wide metropolitan
areas was seen in a ruling granting
a construction permit for a new
local station in Burbank, Calif.
In granting the application of
Broadcasters of Burbank for a 250
w unlimited time outlet on 1490
kc, the FCC stated: "It will be
clearly understood that we are authorizing this station to serve the
city of Burbank and it is expected
that the station will be programmed
for that city, announced as a Burbank station and that there will be
no intimation that the metropolitan areafacilities
is being served."
The
granted for the
new station are those relinquished
by KWIK Burbank, revoked by
final order of the Commission
earlier this year on grounds of
transfer of control without FCC
approval casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJan. 29].
Broadcasters of Burbank is a
partnership composed of the following: Walter W. Mansfield, real
estate business, 20% owner; Albert S. Hall, real estate, 20%;
Floyd J. Jolley, used car dealer,
40%, and
J. Crowley, attorney, Arthur
20%.
In its memorandum opinion and
order accompanying the grant, FCC
pointed out that a Class IV station
is "designed to render primary
service only to a city or town outside a metropolitan district and
the suburban and rural areas contiguous thereto. In general, as in
this case [Burbank] a Class IV
station cannot provide service to
a metropolitan district because of
the coverage limitation imposed on
this class of station by power restriction and by interference from
other stations of the same class."
The opinion noted KWIK had
been the only local outlet in Burbank, which grew from a population of 34,337 in 1940 to 78,318 in
1950. Continuing, the memorandum opinion stated in part:
. . . The city is located some distance
from the center of the principal city of
DISASTER PLANS
Explains Requirements
A COMMUNICATIONS plan is
required with applications for authorizations inthe Disaster Communication Service, the FCC has
announced. The plan must outline the function which a station
would serve and how it would go
about fulfilling that function.
Whenever such a plan has been
approved by FCC, other applicants
in the area need not furnish a copy
of the plan but they must refer to
the plan on file, identify it clearly
and explain the manner in which
the applicant would participate in
that plan, the FCC added. An
earlier story outlining disaster
service requirements was carried in
Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb.
26.

this metropolitan district, has a larga
business district, a completely separate^
local government and a large numbed I
of independent civic, social and cuH!
tural organizations. Among the lattei
organizations are the Senior Symphonj
Orchestra,
Youth and
Symphony
Theatre Guild
Choral Orchestral
Clubs, alT] organizations providing a rich source
for local live programs and organizathose which
should btaffordedtionsonamongopportunity
for community
self-expression.
In the instant case members of th;
applicant missionhave
to the Com-or
that duerepresented
to local residence
personaltheir
interest
in the city
of Burbank,
sole interest
in acquiring
this
to provide
a needec
local facility
service is
to that
city. . The
appli
cant
has
also
represented
to
the
mission that the station will Commake
every possible effort to provide thi:
service and
to
afford
the
many
organizations of the city of Burbank oppor i
tunity for local self-expression.
In view of the above matters, wi
believe a grant of the instant applica
tion would be in the public interes
despite the failure to provide servic
to the metropolitan district in accord
ance with the recommendation of th<
Commission's Standards. The applica
tion meets the requirements of the
Commission's Rules and Standards ii
all other respects. The proposal wil
provide the
fullyStandards
and satisfactory
serviceo
under
to the city
Burbank, California, which present!;
has no local standard broadcast service
From the foregoing, it will be clearl;
understood that we are authorizing thi h
station to serve the city of Burbanl
and it is expected that the station wil
be
programmed
for station
that city,
an
nounced
as a Burbank
and tha
there will be no intimation that th?
metropolitan area is being served, ip
ik
AMATEUR
GROUP
t
Formed as N. Y. Defense Stej
ORGANIZATION of a statewide
amateur voice-and-code radio net
work in New York State, to paral
lei and supplement commercia
communication facilities in case o
atomic attack, was announced las
week in New York. An estimate
8,000 "ham" operators within th
state were urged to join.
Col. Lawrence Wilkinson, actin;
chairman and director of the Stat
Civil Defense Commission, urge*
104 county and city CD director
to enlist amateurs in their re
spective areas.
The "hams" will be enrolled rTj
the New York State Civil Defens
Amateur
Radio byService,
wi'l,
be
supervised
Vincentwhich
T. Kerf
ney, communications officer, AmaT
teur Radio Div., himself an amateur
operator. The NYSCDARS will b j
built around a trained nucleus otX
tained from the New York member |;
of the Amateur Radio Emergenc |:
Corps, an affiliate of the AmericaJ
Radio Relay League, the radio opijl
erators' national organization. II
"Using their own equipment!!
Col. Wilkinson said, "it will be thji
duty of amateur radio operators tfll
maintain a communications systeifl
to serve in their area, as well afl
to form a statewide network cm
radio stations."

The Nation's Richest Farm Market
Survey average of 50.8% tuned
every hour to goodWATERTOWN,
listening.
WTTN
WISCONSIN
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Canada
MEDIA

Publishers

Nettled

WAR?

By Low-Rate Radio Report
IMPACT OF the Canadian broadcasting industry's "The Inter-Media
Story" report [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7], showing the
lower cost of radio as compared to publications, threatens a rift in the
Canadian broadcasting industry and an inter-media rate war. Publication interests are understood to
have told the broadcasting industry
groups — government - owned stations of Canadian Broadcasting
that its report will have advertisers demanding more research on Corp., newspaper-owned stations
and independent stations. Newsreadership, a costly undertaking.
ns:- Meetings of directors of the
papers owning majority shares in
radio stations in Canada for the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
most part still look on the radio
-t" and a committee of the Canadian
Daily Newspapers Assn. is to take station as a secondary interest,
place this week or in mid-June at with the older newspaper as the
Toronto to iron out some of the main source of income.
difficulties which publication interJust how important "The Inter^ests claim have arisen from "The
Media Story" report is can best
Inter-Media Story." Figures used be gauged from letters received
;iin the report were those of the by CAB's sales director, Pat Free- Bureau of Broadcast Measurement
man, from people throughout the
jand Audit Bureau of Circulation.
industry in Canada and the United
A preliminary mimeographed form
States. Said Maurice B. Mitchell,
«(dbf "The Inter-Media Story" has Associated Program Service, New
York, in part:
'been distributed by the Canadian
iAssn. of Broadcasters to all CaI think this is wonderful material.
nadian advertising agencies and You are establishing a wonderful
framework in which to build the sec^major Canadian advertisers.
While there have been no official
ond argument you will have to create
statements issued by either side, it when television really begins to cut
is learned on the highest authority into radio audiences in Canada. The
that pressure is being brought to conditioning job which you are now
should have been done in the
bear by newspaper-owned radio doing
stations to modify the report before United States 10 years ago.
William B. Ryan, BAB, New
*5fe||it is issued in its final form, as it York,
stated:
shows the cost of radio time far
lower than that of newspaper space
I
am
tremendously interested in
,o netjtjthroughout Canada.
Close to a your approach to the problem of competitive selling. With particular reof the CAB membership rep'
urpaeaialHithird
ference to the demand for rate reducresents newspaper-owned or concases I
tions, Iam looking for a solid sales
trolled stations, and there has even
: : la.4
promotion base so I will be spending
been
a
threat
that
newspaper.rite
considerable time analyzing your procedure.
::: owned stations may withdraw from
the CAB if the report is not modiFrom Ted Campeau, CKLW
rfied. This would affect all phases
Windsor-Detroit, comes the reflecjpf the Canadian broadcasting intion that "there would have been
dustry, as there are newspaperno discussion on the part of Amerowned
stations
throughout
Canada,
ican networks for rate reductions
r.:orr!
though most are centered in On- if this powerful story of yours had
:ario and Quebec provinces where
been told in the United States as
bulk of Canada's population is well as in Canada."
fled i the
oncentrated.
"You have turned out a hard
Canadian broadcasting has never
sW~had a serious internal squabble, hitting and exceptionally thorough
comparative analysis", wrote Oscar
ieuI;-nost privately-owned stations be- Katz,
CBS director of research.
^'
ng
united
in
the
possible
ramifica©ten ;ions of the government-owned sys"We now have something down
:em which administers Canadian
in black and white to show people
en 1 :adio legislation. But "The Interwhat a good buy radio really is,"
im Media Story" threatens to split the stated Timebuyer Robert Amos,
-jeuc Canadian
industry
into three F. H. Hayhurst Co. Ltd., Toronto.
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On hand for the opening of the Radio-Canada Bldg. were, front row
(I to r), E. A. Weir, CBC commercial manager, Toronto; A. G. Haley,
ABC, Washington; Donald Manson, CBC Ottawa; Marcel Ouimet, director of the CBS French network, Montreal. Back row, Phil Lalonde,
manager, CKAC Montreal; Vic George, manager, CFCF Montreal, and
George Young, CBC director of station relations, Toronto.
Dignitaries galore atteyided the opening of the new Radio-Canada Bldg.
Front row (I to r) Camillien Houde, Montreal mayor; Dr. McCann;
Dr. Frigon; Archbishop Paul-Emile Leger, of Montreal, and Edouard
Rinfret, Postmaster General of Canada. V

CBC

BUILDING

Gala Opening in Montreal
OVER A THOUSAND Canadian
and American radio, government
and business officials attended the
official opening May 18 of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s new $4.5 million Radio Canada Bldg. in downtown Montreal.
Members of the foreign diplomatic corps at Ottawa and Montreal were shown through the building where CBC originates broadcasts in 14 languages for airing
by shortwave to Europe and Latin
America. Advertising agency officials and advertisers were shown
studios, master control room and
master recording room.
The proceedings were telecast by
'closed circuit from cameras at
various vantage points in the building to receivers stationed throughout the ground floor of the 12story
structure. TVIt was
Montreal's
first important
demonstration.
Ceremony speakers included Dr.
J. J. McCann, Canadian Minister
of National Revenue, under whose
jurisdiction comes the CBC; A. D.
Dunton, chairman of the board of
the CBC, and Dr. Augustin Frigon, CBC general manager.
Exterior of the building on Dorchester St. has large windows giving full view of the ornate marble
entrance lobby which features a
huge map of Canada painted on one
plywood wall, and also has four
window displays showing various
CBC services.
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appointed
JOHNralD. LANGLOIS
sales manager of Langgene
Worth Feature Programs Inc.,
N. Y. transcription firm, following
resignation of PIERRE WEIS, (see
separate story in this issue). At
same time, C. L. LANGLOIS Sr., president, announced inauguration of broad
and aggressive campaign with advertisers and agencies to increase commercial AM broadcasting for Langh
Wort local-station customers.
STANDARD RADIO TRANSCRIPTIONS, Hollywood have signed twentyseven radio stations for Standard Program Library since Jan. 1, according
to Gerald King, president. Company
also announced signing of Lorraine
Cugat, vocalist and orchestra leader,
for series of transcriptions. Firm also
signs "The Whippoorwills" with
Georgia Brown instrumental group to
recording contract.
PAUL PHILLIPS, producer-director
NBC Phil Harris-Alice Faye Show, to
Filmcraft Productions, Hollywood, in
charge of sales and client services.
He was western sales manager Jerry
Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood.
ROLF W. BRANDIS, television director Filmack Trailer Corp., Chicago, to
Academy Film Productions Inc., same
city, as assistant sales manager. He
will also supervise the packaging division. He worked formerly at Olian
Advertising agency.
FRED WHITNEY named by Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers to direct test film technical
operations. Mr. Whitney, previously
with Altec Service Corp. and Western
Electric, "will tie the Society's test
film activities to the technical performance problems presented by modern high quality sound systems now
used widely in theatres and to growing field of professional 16 mm motion pictures in education and in television."

allied

arts

LEON M. SIPES appointed editor of
publications for Texas Eastern Transmission Corp., Shreveport, La.
GREEN ASSOC. moves to new offices
at 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Room 404. New telephone number
is WHitehall 4-0818.
REYNOLDS PRODUCTIONS, L. A.,
has sold half-hour TV package, Howard Greer's Hollywood Fashion Time,
to Raichert Sewing Machine Corp.,
L. A. (Necchi sewing machines) for
telecasting on KECA-TV Los Angeles.
Agency: W. B. Geissinger & Co. Inc.,
Hollywood.
JOSEPH BIGELOW, producer ABCTV Jerry Colonna Show and MGM
radio series The Hardy Family and
Dr. Kildare, to newly-formed Motion
Picture Television Center Corp., Hollywood, as associate. Mr. Bigelow
was vice president J. Walter Thompson Co. JASON BERNIE, vice president, Emerson Film Corp., L. A., also
to new firm as associate.
TOWERS OF LONDON (England),
transcription firm will produce series
of 52 half-hour dramatic radio shows
starring ORSON WELLES for distribution inUnited States and abroad.
Entitled The Lives of Harry Lime,
stories based on character from "The
Third Man" motion picture. LES
MITCHEL, free lance producer-director formerly associated in that capacity with CBS Skippy Hollywood
Theater, is in London where he will
direct first 39 of series.

FOR

SALE?

equipment
need

for sale

an engineer

looking for a job
want

to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations wanted, 10$ per word ($1.00
minimum)
Help wanted, 20$ per word ($2.00 minimum)
All other classifications 25$ per word ($4.00
minimum)
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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RUSSELL C. COMER Co., Kansas
City, preparing for Veterans of
Foreign Wars 13 programs titled
Medal of Honor, quarter-hour dramatizations describing heoric action of
medal recipients. Firm currently
gathering first-hand accounts from
Medal of Honor winners with recorded interviews which will be included in completed programs.
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co., N. Y., announces new sales of its Cisco Kid
series to 12 advertisers and stations.
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
N. Y., announces affiliation contracts
with 21 additional stations.
RANDY SMITH, advertising and promotion manager KNBC San Francisco,
appointed promotion and research
manager West-Holliday Co. (newspaper publishers representative), S.F.
ROBERT T. SEELYE, S. F. sales representative for Tele-Que, West Coast
TV research firm, named vice president and regional manager Coffin,
Cooper & Clay Inc., publisher of TeleQue, with offices in S. F. ERNEST
CLAY, director of statistics, named
vice president; ROGER COOPER, director of special research, elected secretary; JOHN LANDRETH promoted
to treasurer and general manager.

• • • vice presEquipm
PHILO
T. ent
FARNSWORTH,
ident and director of research Capehart-Farnsworth Corp., Fort Wayne,
Ind., received an honorary degree of
doctor of science from Indiana Technical College, Fort Wayne, at its 15th
annual commencement May 20. He
was the main speaker.
DR. HARRY F. OLSON, acoustical
research laboratory director RCA
Laboratories, Princeton, N. J., elected president of the Acoustical Society of America for 1952.
WILLIAM G. BLOWERS appointed
merchandising director Sylvania Electric Products' television picture tube
division, N. Y. WILLIAM T. BUSCHMANN named merchandising coordinator picture and radio tube divisions. RAYMOND W. ANDREWS appointed manager of factory sales.
JOHN J. DOSTAL, manager of field
sales visual products section RCA Engineering Products Dept., appointed
sales manager RCA sound and visual
products for department.
EMANUEL SACKS, staff vice president RCA, named program director
and coordinator of events for 175th
1-4.
anniversary
celebration of Declaration of Independence, in Phila., July

LOUIS J. CHASEMAN appointed sales
manager northern division Zenith
Radio Distributing Corp., Chicago.
RICHARD J. BEHRENS, buyer in
main plant, appointed sales manager
southern division. J. T. DALTON,
manager Eastern Seaboard district
Zenith Radio Corp., appointed manager Zenith North Jersey distributing
organization.
HAROLD W. GIESECKE appointed
assistant general manager radio division Bendix Aviation Corp., Phila.

ALDEN PRODUCTS Co., Brockton,
Mass., announces new miniature indicator light 86L. The six volt light
can be viewed from any angle and is
only %," in overall length and less
than %" in diameter.
RAY R. HUTMACHER appointed
sales manager of jobber division
Permofiux Corp. (acoustical equipment), Chicago. He was with North
American Philips Co., N. Y.
AEROVOX Corp., New Bedford, Mass,
has acquired Wilkor Products Inc.,
sidiary.
Cleveland, a precision resistor subGENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY Inc., Pleasantville, N. Y., announces new sprocket intermittent in
the 16mm field. It is standard on
four of the PA-series projectors developed
for usetelevision.
in television
studiosspecificially
and theatre

TRANSFORMER and ALLIED PRODUCTS Div. of GENERAL ELECTRIC
Schenectady, announces new low tempyranol, range
which ofgreatly
ex-5
tends the perature
useful
specialty
pyranol capacitors. It can be used
for indoor and outdoor application, jje:
GENERAL ELECTRIC, Syracuse, n[
Y., announces publication of 107-pagc 1
pocket-size handbook listing essentia f
characteristics of every type of receiv-M
ing tube likely to be found in homtlJ
sets— AM, FM or TV. Included with!
tube data is basing diagrams for eacl
of 856 tube types listed.
ALTEC LANSING Corp., N. Y., an f
nounces corner speaker system whiel
employs
designed
direct-radiat
ing horn newly
cabinet,
multicellular
horn
two low-frequency units and crossove:
network. Unit is said to provid<
theatre quality reproduction for home| |
BENDIX RADIO Div., Bendix Aviatioi
Corp., television
Baltimore, receiver
announceswithnew17 tabl<
model
incl
rectangular picture tube. Set come
in mahogany veneer cabinet.
SCOTT RADIO Labs. Inc., Chicagc
announces development of highligh
control which sharpens or subdue
highlights of picture on home se
screen to now
suit on
user's
feature,
all preference.
Scott sets, isNe'vii
addition to normal contrast control.

"Technical • • •
BILL MILLER, chief engineer KVL'j
Little Rock, Ark., to staff KTIS Mmj
neapolis.
HARL HOCKEBORN, audio engineel
WSB Atlanta, appointed director g
film projection department WSB-T\
replacing GEORGE SMITH, resigne
DAVE HOLT appointed to WSB cor|
trol crew.
VERNON (Red) ELLIS, transmittej
"SeaOhi
ted
engineer WOHI East Liverpool,
to WBBW Youngstown, Ohio.
A CHAS.

MICHELSON

HIT

THE

30 MIN.
TRANSCRIBED
MYSTERIES
CHARLES MICHELSOIV. In
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
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ALLIED

PACT

Gets Government Recording
tLLIED RECORD Mfg. Co. for
he fourth consecutive year has
een awarded the annual contract
or recording, processing and presshg all transcriptions for agencies
f the U. S. government.
Daken K. Broadhead, president
f the Hollywood transcription
rm, said the Bureau of Federal
upply has issued a contract nam'lg his firm as the federal governlent's exclusive supplier of radio
tanscriptions. He did not reveal
ontract terms. It runs from June
1951, through May 31, 1952.
Allied's Hollywood plant and its
elt -t. R. Smith division in New York
'■»• wrn out all transcriptions required
jy the
government
agencies,
includthose
for the Voice
of America;
rat
tat' -anscribed Guest Star shows for
7 a- le Treasury Dept.'s Savings Bond
ialtyfcliv. ; Stars on Parade and So
Bed roudly We Hail for the Adjutant
leneral's Office of the Army.
J In addition, Allied presses tran.cribed recruiting programs for
3ie Navy and Marine Corps and
Jll transcriptions supplied by
~i FRS to its radio networks overeas. Under its contract Allied
lso provides recording facilities
i New York, Washington, Chicago
•nd Hollywood to federal agencies
|i transcribing their radio pro■Miatitrams.
raviil

ADIO INSTITUTE
ration
r tabl- 'Teen-Agers Will Learn How
'.' iitfc HE FIRST North Carolina High
chool Radio Institute, co-spon>red by the North Carolina Assn.
: : Broadcasters and the CommuniiWpition Center, U. of North Carona, will be held July 22-Aug. 4
. : the university campus at Chapel
H in.
id Held in cooperation with the uni?rsity extension division, the initute will include special lectures
,T professional radio men and
omen; practical experience with
:ofessional equipment; modern
EVli idio production facilities and
mrses especially designed by the
aiversity radio staff.

AWARD to Actor Ben Blue as "East
Baltimore Boy of the Year" is presented by Joseph Katz (I), president
of The Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore,
and received on actor's behalf by Sid
Fields. Mr. Katz is founder of "East
Baltimore Boys," whose plaque cited
Mr. Blue "for spreading the fame
of the old neighborhood throughout
the world." Award was made at annual reunion and dinner of club at
city's Phoenix Club this month.
INDIANA NEWSMEN
Bruner Named President
ROBERT H. BRUNER, WIOU
Kokomo, Ind., was elected president
of the Indiana Radio Newsmen
during the organization's third annual clinic-convention at the Indiana U. campus in Bloomington
May 12-13. Others named were Allen Jeffries, WIRE Indianapolis,
first vice president; Howard
Stevens, WBOW Terre Haute, second vice president; Phil Haines,
WTRC Elkhart, secretary, and
Ruth Dunagin, IU radio-journalism instructor, treasurer.
Panel discussions on "Local News
Coverage" and "Manager-Newsroom Relationships" highlighted
the two-day sessions, which culminated with panels involving
chiefs of three major wire services
at Indianapolis. Among the speakers were William Ray, special
events, NBC Central Div., and Malcolm Johnson, Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter for the late New
York Sun and lecturer at Indiana
U. Next IRN meeting will be held
in November in connection with
the convention of the National
Assn. of Radio News Directors at
Chicago.

QUINCY,

-----

ILLINOIS

— Houston, \m% urn m W.>
YHaet ttwooi) 853$

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 14)
midwest operation in the 203 N.
Wabash Ave. Bldg., and now has
nine people working with him. The
only move has been from floor-tofioor in the same buliding as the
company added stations to reach
its present total of 50 AM and
four TV. Mr. Weed also opened
the Detroit branch, in 1938, and
still supervises activity there.
A radio man for 21 years, he is a
native New Yorker. He attended
Cornwell-on-the-Hudson near West
Point and the New York Military
Academy preparatory schools before registering at Fordham U.
A proficient swimmer, he kept a
membership in the New York Athletic club while attending prep
schools, and won a swimming
scholarship to Fordham. He collected ribbons and medals at a
variety of competitive eastern
meets, but has cut down on swimming and eliminated diving since
breaking his leg in a steep dive.
Before being influenced by his
brother to go into radio, Neil between school terms, spent two summers in the merchandising department of the American Weekly in
New York and one as a salesman
of unlisted securities in Asbury
Park. Then he joined the radio
department of Lord & Thomas &
Logan (now Foote, Cone & Belding). From 1930 until 1932 he
spent most of his eight-hour routine
answering fan mail for Weber &
Field, Bing Crosby, Jessica Dragonette and Arthur Pryor and his
band. Writers'-cramp and a yearning for sales caused him to shift to
WBNX as national sales representative of the foreign language
station. From there, he went to
World Broadcasting, New York, before joining his brother and the
New England Network as Chicago
branch manager.
Other Activities
He manages to carry on a staggering number of activities with
enjoyment, calm and efficiency. His
first interest is his family. He and
his wife, the former Adelaide
Reilly of New York, live in Highland Park, north along the lakefront, with their four sons, Neil
Jr., almost 15; Eddie, 11; Barry,
10, and Bill 6. He is interested
also in community and school projects, and currently is running a
musical performance for his
church.
He holds membership in Exmoor
Country Club, the University Club
of Chicago, the Press Club, Television Council, Radio Management
Club and Key Club, and is a member of the National Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives and an associate member of the National
Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters.
Mr. Weed currently is planning a
summer vacation in Palm Beach,
and has automatically scheduled
numerous weekends for fishing with
his boys in the front yard. He
calls it fishing, even though he
seldom has time to do more than
put worms on four hooks.

klLZUtjley

Phil Harris-Alice Fave

PLUS
AWARD-WINNING LOCAL PROGRAMS
• Farm and Home
• Devoted To Sports
• The Sports Desk
. . . awarded First Place by Virginia
Associated Press Broadcasters.

WSLS"o*NBC
IN ROANOKE AND WESTERN VIRGINIA
Winner ofService
Billboard's
Annual
Public
Competition
Award In 1950.
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY WEED & COMPANY

Successful marketing
is an ^jpiftj^ operation .
Printers' Ink stands
alone as the one
publication thatBpjiSj

every phase of
BfiSffi

completely,

that integrates all
the complexities of
marketing for the
advertising, management,
sales and agency executives
who are the leading
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PRODUCTS

WORTH

FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Sctuvtk Calibre Programs at Coral Station Cost

Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
H«adley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
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Respects
(Continued from page 50)
Stone that WSM needed another
advertising salesman. Since he
would work for a straight commission, this persuasion did not
prove too difficult.
The first month, Mr. Daniel made
the grand total of $45. Next month,
$60. He was working with a list
of inactive accounts that other
salesmen did not consider worthwhile.
Before long, however, the horizon brightened. WSM (now WSMAM-FM-TV) increased its power
from 5 kw to 50 kw and became
one of the pioneer clear channel
stations in the country.
Mr. Daniel was made commercial
manager of WSM in 1935 and held
that position until he resigned to
establish WSAV. While at WSM,
he served as chairman of the NAB
Sales Managers Committee for
NAB District 5.
Why, with such deep-reaching
roots in Nashville, did Mr. Daniel
choose Savannah to establish a
station ?
"After vacationing at Sea Island,
Ga., in 1937, my wife and I decided
to drive back to Nashville through
Savannah," Mr. Daniels explains.
"At that time I discovered that
Savannah had no choice of radio
service.
"Thus, by chance, I became interested in establishing a station
at Savannah."
Follows Through
When Mr. Daniel gets an idea,
so business associates say, he relentlessly follows through. In fact,
one associate described his outstanding characteristic as tenacity.
The associate explained, "Harben
Daniel is no genius. He's not a
guy who can just sit down and get
18 bright ideas. But once he strikes
the right idea, he follows through
down to the last detail."
So with an idea to expand Savannah's choice of radio service, Mr.
Daniel set to work. And WSAV,
"The Voice of Savannah," went on
the air Dec. 29, 1939, with 100 w.
Within a few months power was
upped to 250 w and WSAV became
the second Georgia affiliate of NBC.
Even as a 250 watter, the station
did a pioneering job with production type programs, and its series,
Saga of Savannah, won national
magazine recognition.
Early in 1948, WSAV greatly
improved its facilities with 5 kw
on 630 kc, its present assignment.
The companion station, WSAV-FM
went on the air first in December
1949, and Mr. Daniel has on file
with FCC an application for a television channel.
WSAV is a monument to Mr.
Daniel's industriousness and business acumen. He has built an idea
into a respected property.
But there were tired hours and
throughout the building of a successful career, his helpmate was
the former Catherine Murrey, of
Nashville, whom he married in
1934.
Today, home
the Daniel's
Southern
at 310 E. handsome
45th St.,

Savannah, is shared by two
daughters,
Catherine, 14, and
Mimi, 7.
CANADA
FIGHT
Civic-minded, Mr. Daniel is
Copyright Battle Loom;
president of the Rotary Club of CANADIAN
radio stations, gov
Savannah, president and chairman
ernment-owned
as well as in
of the board of trustees of the
dependently
owned,
are gettinj
Porter G. Pierpont Educational
ready for a new music copyrighj^
Fund Inc., past president of the battle.
Sigma Chi Alumni Chapter of
Contracts with Composers, Au;E
Savannah, a member of the board thors
Publishers Assn. of Canads
of the Savannah Chamber of Com(CAPAC),
the Canadian counter
merce, amember of the U. S. Army
part of ASCAP, are running oul
advisory committee, of the Ogle- at the end of this year. Prelimi 'r
thorpe Club, the Savannah Yacht
nary skirmishes in the copyright
and Country Club, the Cotillion battle show that CAPAC will asl
for almost triple its present fee;>y
Club of Savannah and of St. John's
Episcopal Church.
One would have to say that Mr. from independents and double fee:
from government-owned stations.
Daniel is a very active man. There
Negotiations are to start sooi^
are moments, nevertheless, when
a new contract between CAPA(
relaxation becomes a need, and he for
and Canadian Assn. of Broadcaster
and Canadian Broadcasting Corxl:
finds respite in his hobbies — boating and fishing.
CAPAC has intimated that it wi%
Through all this febrile activity, ask
the Canadian Copyright Appea
he has kept his spare frame topped
Board for an annual fee of 20 cent
by a cool head. How does such a per licensed radio receiver fror
man feel about the future of radio ?
the CAB stations, and it is under
At this point, Mr. Daniel becomes
stood about 14 cents per license
philosophical:
set from CBC. Presently CAPAi
"The biographers have said that receives seven cents per license
had it not been for the many ob- receiver from both CAB station
stacles which it was necessary for and CBC stations. This formul
him to overcome, there never
was established by the Canadia
would have been an Abraham
Copyright Appeal Board some yeai
Lincoln.
ago, and CAPAC fees have ir
"Just as overcoming obstacles
creased annually as receiver li
creates greater capacity in men,
censes have increased. Currentl
the same applies to industry. I all Canadian stations are payin
feel that the radio industry, which
has had relatively easy sledding CAPAC $304,842, half of whic! ,
is paid by CAB stations and har
for more than 20 years, can meet
the challenge of the present crisis by CBC stations.
Canadian stations now pay abovj1
and emerge stronger, more stable
2
cents per licensed receiver t s,
and better able to cope with comBMI Canada Ltd., which ha
petitive forces in the years to worked
hard to build and encou:
age Canadian music writing.
PULSE
come." EXPANSION
Roslow Reports 51 Markets
EXPANSION
The Pulseinto
Ine.'s
radio
audienceof surveys
at
least 51 markets during 1951 was
announced last week by Dr. Sydneytroit
Roslow,
director are
of Pulse.
Deand Atlanta
the most
recent major markets to be added.
Other additions are New Orleans
and Minneapolis-St. Paul.
More than 20 TelePulse surveys
are to be included in coverage for
the year.

Headliner Awards
ELMER DAVIS, ABC comments
tor, and WFIL-TV Philadelphi v lie
both winners of 17th Annual N
tional Headliners Club aware
[Broadcasting • Telecastin
April 30], will formally receiv
their honors June 1. The rad:
and TV presentations, along wit
16 others in newspaper, magazir
and newsreel fields, will be coi
ferred at the Headliners Awai
Luncheon in Atlantic City's CI;
ridge Hotel.
carries

the weight

in the Oregon
DAYLor

Market

NIGHT

KGW
|}7>J30
Station B . • • ,,5 470
ey
Station Su
C rv. • lo,fi30 ill
TOTAL BMB
SB
FAMINEBM
Sutton
FromB 19•49 301,0.70
st«t«>«> c . • 205

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
* C( |
Station I MT1Y192.630
CHTT.ME
BROADCASTING
• N.
Telecastin
Stotion P -

ill programs
; Hi
!tti
EATHER

promo|jOI)

SHOW

Hempstead, Long
Of rHLI-AM-FM
land, N. Y., beginning May 31
7:55 p.m., will renew The Week: ?\iid Motorist, its summer public
rvice feature giving late informa'4 ipn about area for residents and
1 aicationists. Included will be high:s ay conditions for Long Island,
- )5tate New York and New Engnd, presented in cooperation with
s«>|4e Automobile Club of New York,
~A' Jj well as weekly weather outlook
those areas; traffic conditions on
fi^ng Island highways and park• ^ii^ys, in cooperation with state,
Ippeskrkway and local police; and specKit i|l notices for mariners from Coast
nofiiard stations.
• — •— •
™%N-GURION SPEECH
J'SBC Chicago offering other forgn-language stations in country
tarter-hour show featuring exusive address by David Ben-Gura, prime minister of Republic of
rael. Mr. Ben-Gurion, in Chicarer 111!< for three days, gave interview
m&i Yiddish exclusively to station and
ilius Miller, who has conducted
whit j wish shows on WSBC since 1930.
id hai le is father of Bob Miller, general
anager and part owner. Quarter>ur transcribed show was broadst as a public service feature,
l m id can be obtained from Mr.
iller by foreign-language stains at no cost. The prime minisr discussed the future of Israel
om economic and political stand•ints, with the message directed to
wish-speaking people.
NX PITCH
"NX
Angeles
on
th itsLosall out
summercontinues
sales drive
, inting towards vacationists in
llifornia [Broadcasting • Tele^ sting, May 21]. KNX's Trade
^ ilk reports that the summer sales
ive is paying off with five-mine across the board sale. Station
ing slogan "No let up in summer
vertising ... no let down in
mmer sales."

premiums
YOUTH AND NARCOTICS
WCKY
Cincinnati, Cincinnati
Youth and Narcotics, May 20, documentary program prepared by station's public relations department,
summarized city's narcotics and
youth problem. Various civic
groups contributed to program.
*— *— *

"KISS Me Kate!" is what Don Bell,
disc jockey at KRNT Des Moines,
calls out as Kate Mauch prepares to
hang a large smackaroo on him. Mrs.
Mauch was the winner of recent
"Kiss Me, Kate!" contest held by
KRNT. Mr. Bell and the "Kiss-OMeter," devised by Ralph Reynolds,
station engineer, were the sole judges
in the contest, with Mr. Bell acting
as the go-between. The promotion
was part of elaborate arrangements
announcing the arrival in Des Moines
of the musical show "Kiss Me, Kate!"
Contest was opened to all women
whose name was Kate. To protect the
finalist and insure the safety of all,
local police officials were called in
to handcuff and blindfold Mr. Bell.
CIGARETTES TO VETS
WFOX Milwaukee, 8:25 a.m. Mon.
through Sat., keeps in touch with
veterans of both World Wars. Station sends musical tribute to different veteran each day, plays his
favorite record, and through cooperation of Milwaukee's VFW
post sends carton of his favorite
cigarettes.

immediate revenue produced
ith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

[UOADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General

• Telecasting

Manager

AWARD BROCHURE
KSTP Minneapolis sending trade
and advertisers bright brochure
pointing out national awards they
have received. On cover is blushing face with microphone body
saying "Aw Shucks ..." Inside
gives
of two
station data
received.
Small"first"
gold awards
colored
replicas are pasted under the heading "KSTP top 0' Heap with two
-• — • — •STATION BOOKLET
. '."
firsts. .Montgomrey,
WJJJ
Ala., sending
trade and advertisers booklet based
on all phases of station operation.
Piece has pictures of station studios, personnel and equipment. It
also has all types of programs carried by WJJJ along with many
pictures of coverage. Last part of
book is devoted to "How to protect
yourself in case of atomic attack
•— • — •
on Montgomery."
STATION'S SIGHT SAVERS
WIBW Topeka sending trade bluecovered promotion piece with outline of eye-glasses on cover and
wording "For clearer vision . . ."
Inside continues cover phrase with
". . . on the road to greater Kansas sales, hire WIBW." Tying in
cover lines with content, station
has attached package of siliconetreated Sight Savers along with
card which prospective time-buyer
may fill out requesting more packs
of Sight Savers as well as current
and future availabilities on station. Remainder of piece describes
market and station, concluding
with
tions. facts about premium promo•— • — •
WIDE COVERAGE
KLZ Denver, through The Katz
Agency, N. Y., has released a sixpage, two-color booklet pointing
up that KLZ delivers more customers than ever before. Using Census, BMB and Hooper sources, the
folder shows that Denver today has
more people, more radios, more
sets-in-use, more KLZ listeners
than ever. BMB maps and data
on station's seven-state coverage,
day and night, together with description of its technical facilities
and merchandising and promotion
service, are included.
COVERS TRAIN WRECK
FIRST on-the-scene TV films to
be telecast in New York of both
the Pennsylvania Railroad wreck
at Bryn Mawr and the $500,000
pier fire at Philadelphia were those
of WPIX (TV) New York, the station claimed last week. Footage
of both disasters was "shot" from
aTelepix
plane cameraman,
by Ray Zeisse,
WPIX'sat
and shown
2:30 p.m., May 18. Films, for which
baseball telecast was interrupted,
included tie-up with WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, the latter exchanging
its film of ground scenes for those
of WPIX taken from the air.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individxial companies.

OVER
300

STATIONS

USE

THE

CARDINAL
RECORD
RACK

•

•

STORAGE

. . .

DIVIDERS...
cut at an angle to facilitate
reading labels on envelopes
HEAVILY

CONSTRUCTED .. .

will not sag, an ideal, modern
way to store records
• PRICED

FAR

BELOW

the average custom-built units
RECORD RACKS
Model GS 1236 36"xl2" deep $74.50
Model GS 1248 48"xl2" deep $84.50
TRANSCRIPTION RACKS
Model GS 1636 36"xl6" deep $79.50
Model GS 1648 48"xl6" deep $89.50
All units are 84" high
We also custom-build special units to
order at prices your station can afford.
Write or wire . . .
CARDINAL

CORP.

P. O. Box 887
Alliance, Ohio
Phone: Louisville, Ohio 2411
May 28, 1951
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May 17 Applications . , .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KJCF
Festus,
Mo. — License to cover
CP new AM station.
WANT Richmond, Va. — Same.
License Renewal
License renewal applications filed by
following AM stations: KTOH Lihue,
Hawaii; WKAY Glasgow, Ky.; KBOW
Butte, Mont.; WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Modification of CP
WNBC-FM
New York— Mod. CP
changes
in existing date.
station for extension of completion
May 18 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
Clarksville Bcstg. Co., Clarksville,
Tex. — Granted dismissal of application.
Texo Bcstg. Co., Clarksville, Tex. —
On Commission's
own motion,
application
from hearing
docket.removed
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to May 15 to file opposition to
petition for review of Hearing Examiner's ruling of Aprilof 27Central
in proceeding on applications
Ohio
Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohio, and that of
The Court House Bcstg. Co., Washington Court House, Ohio. Action May 11.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.— Granted
petition
in proceeding
tion of Pratt
Bcstg. Co.,upon
Pratt,applicaKan.,
requesting (1) time for filing suggested
corrections to transcript of record be
extended from May 11 to May 18 and
(2) time for filing proposed findings of
fact and conclusions, now due May 15,
be extended to May 25.
WHDH Boston; KOA Denver; WXKW
Albany, N. Y., and FCC General Counjoint petition
andsel— Granted
Commission
counsel of toall parties
reopen
record for sole purpose of accepting
as part thereof, stipulation and two
exhibits attached thereto, numbered SI
and S2, and that thereupon record be
closed; further ordered action shall not
affect now scheduled date of June 13
on which
proposed
findings of fact
and
conclusions
are due.
KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex.— Granted
continuance of hearing from May 17,
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
KG

N

C

Amarillo, Tex. Ml
_
Mil

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS !
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOIETTE
Operation available by combining units trt rich Mognecorcfef cabin*ts.

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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fCC

actions
MAY

17 THROUGH

MAY

24

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unL-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
to Aug. 15 in Washington, D. C.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
KYA San Francisco — Granted further
hearing on its application and that of
KVSM San Mateo, Calif., presently
scheduled for May 16 be continued to
July 17 in Washington, D. C.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WFTC
Kinston,application
N. C— Granted
motion to amend
to specify
new transmitter site, increase power
from 1 kw D to 5 kw D, to specify new
estimated cost figures and plan of
financing, and to show transfer of 5
sh of stock.
Radio Reading,
Pa. — to
Granted
motion
to amend Reading,
application
show
maximum expected operating values
of proposed directional antenna.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Sanford A. Schafitz, Farrell, Pa. —
Granted petition to amend application
by
striking
ft." and to"series"
where
they words
occur "190
in answers
question 3, Section V-A thereof, and to
substitute in lieu thereof words "to
be Gulf
determined."
Beaches Bcstg. Co., St. Petersburg Beach, Fla. — Granted in part petition to amend application to specify
use of 1310 kc in lieu of 1300 kc and
for removal of application, as amended,
from tionhearing
dismissed
petiinsofar as docket;
it requests
application,
as amended, be granted.
Aurora Bcsters. Inc., Ketchikan,
Alaska — Granted petition to amend
pertinent answers in certain parts
of application to show certain changes
in officers and directors of applicant
corporation and changes in ownership
of capital
stock;from
application,
amended, removed
hearing asdocket.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Gila
Winslow,application
Ariz. —
Granted Bcstg.
petitionCo.,to amend
by reducing nighttime power proposed
to 500 w and changing directional
antenna patterns to be used day and
night and for removal of application,
as amended, from hearing docket.
May 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
License FOR
for CPFILING
KDKD Clinton, Mo. — License to cover
CP new AM station on 1280 kc.
Modification of CP
WSAY Rochester, N. Y.— Mod. CP
increase power etc. for extension of
completion date.
WARM Scranton, Pa. — Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension of
completion date.
AM— 1450 kc
Wilmington Bcstg. Service, Wilmington, N. C. — CP new AM station on 1400
kc, 250 w, unl. AMENDED to change
from 1400 kc to 1450 kc.
AM— 920 kc
WTND1270 Orangeburg,
from
kc to 920 kc.S. C— CP change
FM— Ch. 251
WFNC-FM Fayetteville, N. C. — CP to
change ERP from 12 kw to 14 kw, ant.
from 465 ft. to 292 ft., trans, site, and
changes in ant. system.
License for CP
KSL-FM
Salt CPLakenew City,
Utah— License to cover
FM station.
Modification of CP
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.

License for CP
KDFC San Francisco — License to
cover CP new FM station.
WROY-FM
m.— License to
cover
CP new Carmi,
FM station.
KSTP-FM St. Paul— License to cover
CP new FM station.
License Renewal
KLON
Long
Calif. — Application for renewalBeach,
of license.
License for CP
KRON-TV San Francisco — License to
cover CP new TV station.
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa — License to
cover CP new TV station and to specify
studio location as Service Bldg., Iowa
State College Campus, Ames, Iowa.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WGAF
Valdosta,
change trans,
locationGa.—
and Mod.
changeCPtypeto
trans.
AM— 1000 kc
KTOK Oklahoma City— CP increase
N power from 1 kw to 5 kw and
changes in DA.
Modification of License
WEIR Weirton, W. Va.— Mod. license,
pursuant to Section 3.30 of Rules to
permit WEIR to serve both Weirton,
W. Va., and Steubenville, Ohio.
APPLICATION
AM— 990 DISMISSED
kc
Sireno E. Bowers Jr., Netairie, La. —
DISMISSED application for CP new
AM station on 990 kc 250 w D. (Contingent on WJMR relinquishing 990 kc.)
APPLICATION
AM— 1400 RETURNED
kc
Duplin Bcstg. Co., Wallace, N. C—
RETURNED application for CP new
AM station on 1400 kc 250 w unl. (Con1400 kc.) tingent upon WGBR relinquishing
May 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTEDAM— 740
FOR kc FILING
WVCH
Chester, Pa. — CP increase
power trans.
from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new
Modification of CP
WFAA Dallas— Mod. CP change DA
etc. for extension of completion date.
WBAP Fort Worth— CP change DA
etc. for extension of completion date.
AM— 1250 kc
KTW Seattle—
SSA to from
operate7:30simultaneously with KWSC
p.m.
to 8:30 p.m., DST Thursday evenings,
during summer months. AMENDED
to change authority to operate 7:30
p.m. tonings8:30
p.m.,through
DST, Thursday
from May
August. eve-

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

Modification of CP
KGMO-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo.Mod. CP new FM station for extensic
of completion date.
KCHR
Charleston, Mo.— Mod. C
new Class A FM station to chanttfrom 101.7 mc to 100.1 mc, ERP fro:T
290 w to 450 w, ant. from 90 ft. 1
66.5
trans,sites.
ant., and specif
trans,ft.,andtypestudio
WARD-FM Johnstown, Pa.— Mod. C
new FM station for extension of con. „
pletion date.
WJHL-FM Johnson City, Tenn.— Mo
CP new FM station for extension (
completion date.
AM— 1580
TENDERED
FOR kcFTLING
WATM
Atmore, Ala. — CP increaii_
power from 250 w D to 1 kw D ar
change type trans.
May 22 Decisions . . .
BY THE
AM— SECRETARY
1400 kc
WBAT Marion, Ind.— Granted licen:
change frequency etc. 1400 kc 250
unl.
WTKM Hartford, Wis.— Granted mo
CP to make change in trans, ar
ground system. Cond.
Granted license for following remoi—
pickup stations: KSB678 Lake Best
Co.,
Gary, Ind.;
KA-5127 Puer^_
Rico Inc.,
Advertising
Co., Mayaguez,
P. B
KA-8653 Sherman Bcstg. Corp., She
man, Tex.; KA-7603 All-Oklahon
Bcstg. Co., Tulsa, Okla.
WBT-FM Charlotte, N. C— GrantfljMU
license
99.9 mc; Ch. 2t~
56
kw. FM
1050 station;
ft.
WISC-FM Madison, Wis.— Granted 1
cense FM station; 98.1 mc; Ch. 25
1 kw; 105 ft.
KA-7314 — Billy Averitte Laurie, Jacl-h
sonville, Tex — Granted mod. license
change
frequencies
to 26.13 Ky.
mcs.Best 4—
KA-7616—
South Central
Co., Campbellsville, Ky. — Granted
quest to cancel CP new remote picki
station.
KM2XAZ— Pacific Video Pioneer, M
bile, Area, Signal Hill, Calif .— Grantc i!
CP
area change
of Mt. trans,
Wilson,location
Calif. to Mobil'M
WGN Chicago— Granted CP instfj
aux. ant. for emergency purposes onl 1
Following' ofwere completion
granted mod.dates
CPs f+—
extension
shown: WBSC Bennettsville. S. C, 48- 20-51, conditions; WHLI Hempstea
N. Y., to 7-14-51; KRES St. Josef ,
Mo., to 8-21-51, conditions.
KXO El Centro, Calif.— Granted
cense covering changes in vertical ai
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Grant j
license change, frequency etc. 970
1 kw N 5 kw-D, DA-2, unl.
WWSW Pittsburgh— Granted licen I
install new trans, at present ma j
trans, for aux.
KSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted j_
cense install new trans.
KGGFinstall
Coffeyville,
Granted
cense
old mainKan.—
trans,
as ai
at present main trans.
license
trans.Conn. — Grant'p
WNLC install
New new
London,
WWA-201, WWA-200 American Gm
lonial Bcstg. Corp., Arecibo, P. R 1
Granted mod. license to change fi :
quency
to 153.29
and to mod.
152.87. C.|
Following
were mc.granted
for extension of completion dates
shown: WTOC-FM Savannah, Ga.,
9- 18-51, condition; WJZ-FM New YoiT
to 12-16-51; WJSW-FM Altoona, Ptl
to 9-9-51; WNBC New York, to 12-1 f
51, cond.
cense
FM station
mc;Granted
Ch. 2(1' 1
WDAE-FM
Tampa,100.7
Fla.—
65 kw; 390 ft.
jL.
KSCJ-FM Sioux City, Iowa— Grant j
license FM station 94.9 mc; Ch.. 2:1
11.6 kw; 175 ft.
WHMA-FM Anniston, Ala.— Grant-L.
license FM station 100.5 mc; Ch. 2t |
3.6 kw; 140 ft.
WRRN Warren, Pa.— Granted licerT*

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO L
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yeart"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mc

BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
xecutive Offices
National Press Building
)ffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Vashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
t
-i =:
Zommercial Radio Equip. Co.
fveretf L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
mftj.
O.
BOX
7037
JACKSON 5302
!
KANSAS CITY, MO.
am ]
i
i?.H
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
a. Si
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
a. £
Member AFCCE*
ie. iiejj—
E. C. PAGE
e ::ek i
CONSULTING RADIO
M
ENGINEERS
-Graik BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
sesoi
Member AFCCE*
L CPS
s. c,
snpsteS
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
-Gran 927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.
d licoH

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

- "Registered Professional Engineer"
i J 20 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING

& CO.

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

; OADCASTING

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 12Z0 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

a io:
pFHE WES TURNER CO.
17 years TV Eng. Experience
J Construction & Operation
Supervision
9918 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
Bering changes in existing FM stan; 92.3 mc; Ch. 222; 2.2 kw; 140 ft.
SSOX Harlingen, Tex.— Granted mod.
' change type trans. Cond.
iMYE Denver — Granted license inverticallocations.
ant. and change
ns. fill
andnew studio
XYUM Yuma, Ariz. — Granted license
ange frequency, etc. 560 kc 1 kw
:l-N unl.
^SC-55 Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Bloom^y;ton, Ind.— Granted CP new TV inPANr-city relay station.
j-»iH"1,VHKY
Grantedmain
CP
1 tall newHickory,
trans, N.at C—present
(an Uns. on 1290 kc 1 kw, DA-N as aux.
<VROS Scottsboro, Ala. — Granted
fl M«|»d. CP for approval of ant. and
^..is. and main studio locations.

ENGINEERS

May 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 710 kc
West
Side
Radio, 710Tracy,
new AM station
kc, Calif.
1 kw— CP
D,
AMENDED to change from 1 kw to 250
w change type trans, and install DA
and change trans, and studio locations.
AM— 860 kc
KIKI Honolulu, Hawaii — License for
CP new AM station.
AM— 1450 kc
WLCK
Campbellsville,
for CP new AM station. Ky. — License
AM— 1340 kc
Corp., 1340
Nashua,
CPCity
new Bcstg.
AM station
kc 250N.w H.unl.—
(Contingent on WEIM relinquishing
• Telecasting

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, Ml.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

1340 kc.) AMENDED to make changes
in officers, directors and stockholders.
AM— 1280 kc
WANS Anderson, S. C— License for
CP tostallchange
hours operation
inDA-N AMENDED
to changeandname
from John J. Powell tr/as Carolina
Bcstrs. to Carolina Bcstrs.
FM — Change Power
WHKY-FM
C— change
CP to
decrease ERP Hickory,
to 48 kwN. and

tion from June 7 to Sept. 7 in Washington, D. C.
KSTV Stephenville,
T'ex. —ofGranted
dismissal
without prejudice
application.
WSNY Schenectady,
extension
of time from N.
MayY.—17 Granted
to May

type trans.Modification of CP
WLIN-FM Merrill, Wis.— Mod. CP
new tion
FMdate. station extension of compleLicense Renewal
WSHS (FM)
Floral
plication renewal
of Park,
license.N. Y.— ApAPPLICATION RETURNED
Williamson County Bcstg. Co., Franklin, Tenn.AM
— RETURNED
application
CP new
station 950 kc
1 kw, D. for
May 22 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
KROY Sacramento, Calif.— Granted
continuance of hearing on its applica-

Counsel's
General on
to Decision
28 to file reply
exceptions
to Initial
applifor renewal of license and transfer of cation
control.
Norman B. Lassetter, Laredo, Tex.—
Granted dismissal of application.
Uvalde
Bcstrs, Laredo,
Tex. to
— Granted
leave
to amend
application
change
BroadLaredo
to
applicant
name of casters;
to submit new partnership
agreement including N. B. Lassetter as
50% partner;
tion relating toandnewto provide
partner, informaand for
removal of application from hearing
docket.
In re Application of Burbank Bcstrs.
Inc. (Assignor) and Leslie S. Bowden
(Assignee) — Dismissed application for
assignment of license KWIK since by
final sion
decision
25. Commisaffirmed released
its order Jan.
of Dec.
14. 1949,
revoking station's license thereby rendering application moot.
Floral City Bcstg. Co., Monroe, Mich.
(Continued on page 91)
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Situations Wanted
ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 104 per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25<f per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Opportunity
managein midwest
fulltime, town
network 1000 wattto station
of 40,000 population. Good salary plus
percentage.
CASTING. Apply Box 825J, BROADWanted, aggressive CM. Opportunities
unlimited. Rich community. 1000 w
fulltime midwest affiliate. Integrity,
experience important. Act quickly.
Box 866J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Salesman for 1000 watt Pennsylvania
independent. Block of accounts to
start. Only station in area. Must be
resourceful and able to write good
commercial copy. Box 702J, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for top salesman with
proven ability with established station
in one kets.
of the
south'sbasis
bestprovides
radio marCommission
opportunity up to $1000 per month. Additional long range future. Only established salesman with proven ability and
excellent personal and business background will be considered. Send photo,
personal and business references actual
sales record, etc. Confidential. Box
803J, BROADCASTING.
Southeastern regional network desires
full or parttime representation, commission basis, in following cities: New
York, tailsDetroit,
Chicago.
Write full deto Box 806J,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman for local accounts. Draw
and commission. Texas station. Box
835J, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-salesman western network
station in good
permanent. Sendsecondary
disc and market,
letter with
snapshot
to
Box
737J,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening experienced combination man. Opportunity expanding
organization. Better than average pay.
Box 749J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc
jockey,
on
morning
show and
capablestrong
of usual
staff assignments on 1000 watt network
station. Better than average wages,
talent. Midwest location. Send letter
of qualifications, and audition to Box
778J, BROADCASTING.
(There's a home in Wyoming) for a
combo announcer-engineer with first
class ticket, network affiliate, will consider inexperienced man willing to
learn. Send disc, photo and particulars
to Box 790J, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer. Reliable 1000
watt midwest station has opening for
experienced staff man capable of doing
strong sportscasts and handling other
sports assignments. Good salary, plus
talent. Send platter and photo, state
experience and salary expected in first
letter. Box 793J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — announcer, first phone license.
Prefer morning man. Good opportunity to help build station. Send audition, complete details, references in first
letter. Starting salary $70.00 per week.
Answer Box 845J, BROADCASTING.
Program director and staff announcer
wanted: Wanted: above average, experienced staff announcer and possibly
program director for an independent
station in St. Louis, Mo. Must have
definite ideas and willing to work.
Salary paid on basis of your ability to
perform. Box 850J, BROADCASTING.
Czech announcer that can sell Czech
merchants in wide market. Air mail
full
ING. details. Box 884J, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer with first phone. Some selling. Need car. Base pay $225 month
plus 10% commission on established
accounts.
well, Idaho.Start June 15. KCID, CaldAnnouncer wanted, immediate opening;
excellent satility,
salarydependability
for experienced,
verquality. Rush
disc photo,
letter,
KFXJ,
Grand
Junction, Colo.
Announcer with first class license
wanted
KMVI,
Hawaii.
Send fullbydetails
first Wailuku,
letter.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineers with first class tickets needed
now. KTSW, Mutual in Emporia,
Kansas. Fifty dollars weekly to start.
More if you can announce.
Need phone
first, prefer
combo,
experience not necessary,
network
station
wants permanent personnel, $50.00 for
42 hour week. Write Ross E. Case,
KWAT, Watertown, South Dakota.
Engineer. First class license. One
month's
work from
10 to
July
10. relief
Good salary.
KWNO,JuneWinona,
Minnesota.

Wanted — Experienced announcer with
first class ticket. 250 watt Mutual station. Startditions.
$60.Vacation
Excellent
working
conwith pay.
No split
shift. Give complete story first letter
with
Mexico,photo.
Mo. Earl Dougherty, KXEO,

Combination engineer-announcer who
can handle
Excellentplay-by-play
opportunity with sports.
good pay.
Write ford,
or Indiana.
wire Bill Smith, WBIW, Bed-

Two fully experienced all-round anability
prefer ed, 25nouncers
to 30with some
years sales
old, good
starting
salary and permanent to qualified men.
Personal audition and interview only.
Openings June 1. WDBC, Escanaba,
Michigan.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars
cus, Georgia.in 1st letter. WDEC, AmeriAnnouncer-engineer. Good working
conditions. Opportunity of promotion
to chief
Send disc, qualification andengineer.
salary requirements.
WMLT,
Dublin, Ga.
Wanted: Announcer with first class
ticket, mostly night work. Contact
WMOG, Brunswick, Georgia.
Announcer-copywriter wanted by two
network stations in competitive market.
Send audition, resume and photo to
WMOX, Meridian, Mississippi.
Wanted — Combination man with radio
schooling, or six months experience.
WWGS Tifton, Georgia.
Topnotch combo man for station in
Wisconsin's
Door versatile
County.
Wonderful vacationland,
opportunity for
performer. Send disc to Gerald A.
Bartell, Empire Building, Milwaukee 3.
Technical
Immediate opening for first phone
engineer. 250 watt network station.
Experience not necessary. Box 824J,
BROADCASTING.
Studioton, D. control
engineer
for Necessary
WashingC. network
station.
apply in person. Write Box 833J,
BROADCASTING for appointment.
Transmitter engineer for vacation relief
starting June 11 through late summer
and possiblyrectional.fall
whileforty
testing
new Box
di$50.00 for
hours.
855J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer; prefer engineerannouncer. Experience not essential
but desirable. 250 watt middleast netING. work affiliate. Box 860J, BROADCASTOpening for first phone engineer, good
pay and working conditions. Box
862J, BROADCASTING.
Local Virginia network station needs
first class operator immediately. No
announcing.
details first letter. Box 875J,Complete
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for combination
man with first class ticket. New building, congenial organization. Virginia
ABC local station. Send full information first letter. Box 878J, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening radio broadcast engineer. WBRM, Marion, N. C. Phone
7221.
Three months vacation relief employment for engineer, first class ticket,
possibility of permanent job. Good
pay, excellent working conditions.
Contact Bill Atkinson, Chief Engineer,
WGBA, Columbus, Georgia.
Wanted, 3 combination men with experience all types of programs. 2 inengineers. 2 need
experienced
announcers. experienced
No drifters
apply.
Send all details, salary expected and
reference to Nathan Frank, Radio Station WHNC, Henderson, N. C.
Looking for engineer with control board
experience,
for 40 hours. WICY,
Malone, N. $55.00
Y.
Immediate opening. Control room
operator with first class license. Some
experience, if possible. Contact A., J.
Bauer, WINK, Box 1072, CBS affiliate.
Wanted: Engineer-announcer, $75.00 per
week. WIRB, Enterprise, Alabama.
First class engineer. 8 weeks summer
relief starting June 17 in Vacationland.
Operate controls. Write John Quill,
Chief
mont. Engineer, WJOY, Burlington, VerWanted — engineer, AM and FM transmitters. Write Tom Phillips, Chief Engineer, Radio Station WKPT, Kingsport, Tennessee.
Need first phone transmitter operator.
No experienced required. Write or
wire Fred L. Hart, Radio Station
WLPM, Suffolk, Va.
Immediate opening, first phone engineer. Starting wage $220.00 a month
and other advantages. Pioneer educational station. WSUI-KSUI, Iowa
City, Iowa.
Engineer wanted, 1st class license, exberton, N.perienceC.not necessary. WTSB, LumCombination announcer and engineer
wanted for 250 watt Mutual station. In
college town of 8,000, good opportunity
for
rightbased
person,
prefer southern
man.
Salary
on capability.
Good town,
good
living
conditions.
No
drifters.
Call or write R. H. Thompson, WWNS,
Statesboro, Georgia.
Production-Programming, others
Top salary for woman continuity diForward disc, photo, particulars. rector.
678J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for commercial
copywriter and local news editor.
Woman or man. G. I. training available for veteran. Air mail experience,
personal qualifications, and references
to KFRD, Rosenberg, Texas.
Wanted: Commercial continuity writer.
Handle volume of work. WOPA, Oak
Park, Illinois.

Managerial
Station manager, 250, 1000 watts. Co:,D.I
petence and success proven by e?5
perience.
Thorough knowledge
of r;-c 1
dio from application
to profitable
the air operation. Budget and salr
minded. Box 707J, BROADCASTING Experienced advertising sales manage
former engineer first phone license, 2
single, car, seeking station manage
ship or road selling. Box 734J, BROAI
CASTING.
Fully experienced, starved combo ma looking for managers job southwest is
middlewest. Presently employed com!
man for metropolitan directional. An;thing
considered. Box 752J, BROAI CASTING.

Fifteen years in radio. Manager thr
stations.
Program director; sporUspecial events and news. Out of rad :
one
year
in
allied field.
manage small station
on smallEfncienfck
payro j
south,
Nothing
considered southwest.
except Now
inHigher"de*
trade southeast,
recommendations.
erti
ployed, available two weeks to a mont t
Straight
salary
or
salary
bonus
pro
osition. Box 779J, BRO ADCASTINnf
Station manager. 20 years radio e>HC
perience. Increased station ratings ai _
gross to prove management abililijm
Top references and national agenc
station and network contacts. I
terested management position AM st
tion with TV future. Can invest $3ijr
000. Available immediately. CollejiT,
graduate, family, prefer middle AhG.
lantic
or midwest areas. Box 81Ch as—
BROADCASTING.
21 years in radio. Presently assista :
manager successful southern indepenfo
ent. Ready to step into general manposition.stations.
Formerly Familiar
program car
rector ager's
three
phases station operation. Present evicvployer will recommend as will fc
mer employers.
Family man, for;p
years old. Desires position genei f]
manager station in rural area. B
832 J, BROADCASTING.
Disposing interest small market static |;
Available
manager,
small market
only. assistant
Capable,manage
expe _
enced, realistic approach small mart
problems. Married, civic minded. B
849J, BROADCASTING.
General manager. Will make chan
for right deal. Ten years experien(
commercial manager and general ma
ager. Prefer middlewest, southwest
858J,
BROADCASTING.
f
northwest.
Guaranteed results. B|~
More profit, more listeners. Managi
program director available. Prelv
working together but could separa |
Experienced metropolitan and ru
stations. Also building from CP. Be I
draft proof
and employed,
Might
ha'1
more
personnel
if needed,
includi-'
engineer,
promotion,
traffic, continuiT
Box 863J, BROADCASTING. ■ '— ;|'
•
Salesmen
Representative
available on commissi:1;:
basis
for radio-television
produce if
Midwest. Box 805J, BROADCASTIM
Primarily interested in investment cj
portunity with sales or sales-announ< »
job
leading to sales-manager.
Famif31. Experienced,
excellent background
Box 830J, BROADCASTING,
Salesman. Experienced. Prefers t:
write own copy. Now employ h
Wishes to relocate in medium mar!r
Florida or southwest. 26. Fami lj
Draft exempt. References availabfj
Box 836J, BROADCASTING. Ji
Young, 11 years in show business, c£
lege educated, steady, is desirious j
Draft
882J, BROADCAf
selling
position Box
in radio,
TV or agen *
ING. exempt.
Announcers
Sportscaster, 5 years experience, m r
ried, family, draft exempt. Emploj B
sports director midwest 5 kw curreD [
dropping sports programming. .p
check tapes baseball, football, bask p
ball.
Box 577J,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
25, draft
exempt. Th y'
years
experience.
Excellent
on col
mercial and DJ. Permanent. Telege:
Box 653J, BROADCASTING. P
Experienced announcer, single, vet ,i
an, 25, Two years experience all phai
All replies answered promptly. Ti
air check available. Box 666J, BRO/
CASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
jme experience as announcer, writer
id salesman but need more. Will you
•he me the experience? Mostly quiz
id man-on-the-street shows. Single,
raft exempt. Prefer midwest and east.
idx 709J. BROADCASTING.
nnouncer, strong news commercials.
Employed. Veteran. Married. 31. Three
ears experience. Desirous of getting
ith progressive
or more. news,
Par;ularlv
interestedkwspecializing
ox 719J, BROADCASTING.
— nnouncer, experienced all phases,
Allege
grad., board.
veteran, Disc
23, single,
opere control
and photo.
dx 733J, BROADCASTING.
? nnouncer. recent Radio City graduate.
11 aspects radio. Prefer west or
uthwest. Box 780J, BROADCASTsG.
- ttle announcing. First class license,
esire to concentrate on solid announcig experience.
Box 827J, BROADE_ "-^STTNG.
; :nnouncer-newscaster. Amibitious an- " :;uncer with' excellent voice. Can
:~ oerate control board and turntable.
^Jpngle.
exempt. Honest,
e. BestDraft references.
Box relia822J,
OADCASTING.
mouncer, experienced, want staff
- ^ltion on fulltime station. Best of
Iferences. Did music and music
ows.
Will start
your station's
rting salary.
Go at
anywhere.
Night
Jfrn desired. Box 823J, BROADCASTflG.
nnouncer. Little experience. De— pes
furtherandopportunity.
profit amming
production.Knows
Box 828J,
^OADCASTING.
a i lortscaster, 6 years experience. Ex1 in baseball, basketball and football
Bjay-by-play.
Excellent Want
references,
•aft
>n indeferred,
Texas. married.
S85.00 a week. posiBox
J. BROADCASTING.
'-:perienced all phases announcing,
iting,college
production
promotion.
graduate.and Box
834J,
-OADCASTING.
rning man, 8 years experience,
-^ghest ratings, commercially successIll. Presently employed, family man.
>t
of thefamily
mill" —appeal.
unusual S7500
feares."runStrong
-"mimum. nersonal interview only.
f .-x 837J. BROADCASTING.
:uinted: Vacation fill-in opportunity
"ience
crack incombo-man.
years exannouncing, 3newscasting,
1 engineering. Easy to work with,
-i]igle. have car. Available June 25,
T_~ rough
Network Send
stal west September
of Mississippi15.preferred.
"CASTING.
Tarnation to Box 842J, BROAD\
~
jht 3
years t
experience as announcerjgram director-manager of aggrese independents in metropolitan mart immediately available. Young,
3 gle. veteran, college grad prefers
v England, New York, Atlantic sea'." ' ministrative
rtl as programming,
assistant inproduction
maior radioor
1 . STING.
TV station. Box 843J„ BROADa perienced staff announcer. College
iduate. Capable. Conscientious. Ra3 maior.
Operates console. Vet: in. Young. Prefer east or south.
: 851J, BROADCASTING
- : nerienced
phone,
ege degreeannouncer
in radio. with
Seekfirststaff
job
(h block of accounts to service on
— — remission. Box 857J, BROADCAST:S-;4g.
;ily bird, 5 years, deep voice, draft
= . Available
now.
Box 865J,
-IOADCASTTNG.
j-erience,
nouncer-program
desires director,
position 10
in vears
Conticut,
either
capacity.
Box
867J,
OADCASTING.
louncer, 4 years experience. All
f duties. Friendly, informal DJ.
elligent news. Currently employed.
M*x 869J, BROADCASTING.
% ss
Cramer replacement announcer. ZV2
'rs experience.
College graduate.
—^cpe, disc. Box 871J, BROADCASTING.
Nnouncer ZV2 years experience. Colgraduate. Control board. Tape or
c. Box 872J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sportscaster, radio, TV. major league
baseball, football, basketball. Draft exempt. Box 873J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Veteran, married, specialty
news, five years experience. Presently
employed. Minimum $75 weekly. Box
874J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter, now employed.
4 years experience in general staff,
sports and news. Single, 26, draft exempt. Will travel but prefer midwest.
Not afraid of work. Looking for an
organization where I can advance and
stay put. Contact Ron Milton, 2510
Afton PI., Lansing, Michigan.
Announcer, versatile. Strong on commercials, news, sportscasting. Write
continuity. Operate console. Some
experience.
Married.
exempt.
Ken Sanford, 2035
Creston Draft
Avenue,
New
York 53, N. Y.
Announcer, professional quality, personable voice, versatile. Strong on
commercials and news. Knowledge of
board. Experienced. Age 29, married,
vet, exempt.
Tasco,
103-06 TwentyNinth
Avenue,RaiEast
Elmhurst,
N. Y.
Experience as announcer, music librarian, copywriter. Employed presently music librarian metropolitan station. Three years college, radio-TV
programming, producing American
University,
Washington,
C. More
Married, vet, draft
exempt.D. 29.
experience desired as announcer. Immediately available. Prefer midwest.
References, details, etc., disc on request. S40 nrurumum. Bill Weitzel,
3033 16th St., N. W., Apt. 407, Washington 9,D. C.
Sportscaster, play-by-play. All sports.
Five years experience. Also newscasting and special events. Single. Draft
exempt. Contact Bob Wilson, 1470
Warner Ave., Chicago 13, Illinois.
Phone: Buckingham 1-0565.
Technical
Engineer, first phone, broadcast studio,
microwave and network television experience. Permanent position. Box
735J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
ten 250
yearsw, experience to 10 1st
kw, phone,
3 as chief
age 32,
married. 2 children. Prefer eastern
states. Give full details and best salary
offer
first letter. Box 838J, BROADCASTING.
First class phone, age 26, single, draft
exempt, D.M.S.R.A. graduate, now employed, desires change, available two
weeks. Box 839J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer: 12 years experience, married.
Transmitter 5 kw AM-FM directional,
remotes studio. Desires chief or supervisory position. Make offer. Box 847J,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 3 years experience at 1000
watt regional. Transmitter, studio, remotes. Some staff announcing, if necessary. Have car. Prefer N. E. Box
856J, BROADCASTING.
1st class phone. 3 years television
service experience. Consider anv locale.
Draft
exempt. Box 870J, BROADCASTING^
Chief engineer: 10 years experience
AM-FM. Best quality always costs
more. ence
S4800
per year to
getsrunthistechnical
experiand knowhow
part of your station smoothly and
cheaply. Available June 15. Box
885J, BROADCASTING.
First phone technician: Interested in
progressive radio or TV station. Box
313, Clifton, N. J. Prescott 8-2633.
Money
got!
Experience
I've
got! Letsyou've
trade!directional.
ChiefAnnouncing.
engineer? Construction,
You
name much
it. I'llisdotena better
than average.in
How
years experience
a young man worth to you? P. O. Box
512, McCook, Nebraska.
Good voice quality. . First phone.
Limited engineering experience. Announcing nine months. Some conStrong on commercials.
Emphasis ontinuity.
announcing.
Age thirty, good
draft status (G. I. Pension), married.
Wire or write 201 -6th Avenue, Apartment
Three, S75.00
Havre, week.
Montana. Minimum salary
Midwest station. Married vet, 24, car,
first phone, IV2 years transmitter experience, 1kw-d.a., 2 years radio repair, 1charged
yearfrom U.radio
just disS. N. school,
R. Immediately
available. Bruce A. Vincent, 4014 Russell Ave.,nesota.North,
12, MinCH 6134 Minneapolis
phone.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Produetion-Programminff, others
Program director or announcer-enterwith 12stations
years experience
at leading tainer
midwest
including program
director 10 kilowatt network affiliate.
Wants opportunity either as staff man
on large operation or as program director including air work at smaller station, preferably in midwest or southING. west. Write Box 787J, BROADCASTNewsman, college background. Draft
proof, reliable capable, successful. 3
years news director 1000 watt station.
Legman, tinuityrewrite,
newscasting.
No conor commercial
announcing.
Box
831J, BROADCASTING.
Buy now and save! Experienced continuity director-program-writer-originator-an ouncer-engine r (one man)
wants to settle down in New England,
New Jersey, or New York. Presently
employed 1000 watt independent.
Twenty-eight, married, draft exempt.
For samples, tape, write Box 840J,
BROADCASTING.
Presently employed as program director.chief
Also have
been promotion
tor,
announcer
independentdirecand
network stations. Desire advancement
to progressive station. Married veteran
will travel. Will consider positions in
any of above departments. Box 841J,
BROADCASTING.
Whoa! Looking
for toanlearn
attractive
personality who wants
radio from
the bottom rung of the ladder? A
guy
your way?
(Draftwho'll
4-A). doDiscthings
and photo.
Box
846J, BROADCASTING.
Want two for the price of one? Copywriter, women's commentator will
swap hard
job with opportunities. work
Box 848J,forBROADCASTING.
PD. Experienced 250 to 5 kw. Excellent
references.
successful,record,
progressive
station. Want
Box 859J,
BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced, ambitious, aggressive, 26, married, veteran,
S350 per month. Box 861J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman-original,
tative newscasting personable,
style. Fiveauthoriyears
all phases radio news: rewriting, legwork, editing, broadcasting, plus five
years previous newspaper experience.
Degree. Family. Consider only first
rate news ferences
conscious
station. employer.
Top reinclude present
Box 868J, BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer: Prefer east or midwest with AM-TV operation. Presently
employed
1000 W western
affiliate.
S400
monthPDminimum.
Available
one
month notice. Audition, work samples,
references on request. Box 879J,
BROADCASTING.
Ten years experience, highest bidder,
prefer
program
director,
metropolitan,
Carolinas.
Box 883J,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Texas 250 watt, independent; town
10,000. No competition. Would sell
control to aggressive individual to
manager.
87,500 cash to handle. BoxWill
732J,take
BROADCASTING.
For sale. Oklahoma 250 watt daytime
station $20,000 cash. $5,000 escrow,
balance when transfer is approved.
Box 820J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: 500 watt affiliate daytime
station. Now under absentee ownership. Principals only. Box 844J,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Two Magnecord PT6-A recording mechanisms, Magnecord PT6-R
amplifier, PT6-HT throwover panel,
equipment used approximately two
years. Interested in purchase used
General
Electric limiting amplifier or
CASTING.
will
consider trade. Box 750J, BROADFor sale — Complete set of Pike &
Fischer Radio Regulations, current to
April 1, 1951. Original cost $360, plus
current subscription of $150. Best offer.
Write 821J, BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

FRESH

ANTENNA

FIXINGS!
BRAND NEW, RAYTHEON
tuning units for 250 or
1,000 watt installations, immediate shipment, §310.00,
FOB Louisville.
Lighting chokes, completely
housed, brand new, §145.00
each. Unhoused, $60.00
each.
Remote metering antenna
kits, less meter, brand new,
§27.00 each,
AND

NEW AUDIO,
TOO!

All Raytheon new stock,
immediate shipment from
Louisville, at 1949 prices.
RR-30, 3 Channel Remote $350.00
RR-10. Single Channel Remote $121.00
RZ-10, 4 Channel Pre-amp $365.00
RM-10, 10 Watt Monitor Amp $190.00
RPL-10, Line Amplifier $210.00
Blank panels, jack strips,
studio lights, Cannon plugs,
patch cords WE microphone accessories, Jensen
baffles.
Write for list.
GOOD

VALUES

Brand New Minitape Portable Tape
Recorder (Only 12 lbs.) $300.00
Brush Broadcast Model, Used $90.00
Ampex 400 Tape Recorder,
Overhauled at Factory $850.00
Complete RCA 74-B Deluxe Recorders
WE WANT TO BUY FROM SOMEBODY
Progar or GE limiter amAny
AM frequency moniplifiers
tors
FM transmitters
Speech input consoles
Microphones
Any standard make broadcast equipment
Electronic

Service

Corporation
431 West Jefferson Street
LOUISVILLE,
Steve Cisler
(WKYW)

KENTUCKY
Clay 4811

For Sale (Cont'd)
New and used radio towers. Immediate shipment. Also limited quantity
new #10 bare copper ground wire.
Available for immediate delivery 175
foot insulated self-supporting Truscon
tower. Box 826J, BROADCASTING.
GE BT IB 250 watt FM transmitter and
monitor. Priced for quick sale at
$2850.00. Box 852J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: Collins 731-A \% kw FM transmitter. General Radio 1170-A FM frequency modulation monitor. Both excellent
CASTING. condition. Box 854J, BROADTruscon H-30 2950 foot tower GE 2bay FM mitter,
antenna.
1 kw GE FM 1, translimiter, Magnecorders.
2 and
4 channel Collins — WE remote amplifiers, model G-2 Rek-O-Kut transcription cabinets with W. E. arms, equalizers. Preamps. Best offer takes any
or all. Location northern Illinois.
Box 881J, BROADCASTING.
GE console model BC-l-A, external
power supply and light relays. Rek-OKut recorder and turntable. Fourteen hundred phono records, completely indexed. Stored in Missouri. Bob
Stoner, c/o KLYN, Amarillo, Texas..
Raytheon
RL-10no longer
limitingusedamplifier.
Purchased 1946,
on FM,
excellent condition. $250, F. O. B.
KOWH, Omaha, Nebraska.

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Andrew or Clark phase monitor; 1300
feet
coax; 2-190 ft. towers. Box
853J, 7/s"
BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately, lowest price on
eight bay side mounting FM antenna
and 700drew or feet
inch and fiveProducts
eighths coax.
AnCommunication
Wire collect Gene Hill, Gen. Manager,
WORZ, Orlando, Florida.
Miscellaneous
Note: New or replacement broadcast
crystals for Western Electric. RCA,
Bliley and other holders; fastest service. Also
and frequency
uringmonitor
service. Eidson
ElectronicmeasCo.,
Temple, Texas, phone 3901.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Salesman

Mature, experienced radio time salesman

For sale:plifier.92A
Presto
recording
amUsed very
little.
Make offer.
Radio Station WMVG, Milledgeville,
Georgia.

wanted for Chicago office of leading station

New uniform cross-section, guyed type
vertical radiators. Sold only delivered
and erected, complete with foundation.
Phone, wire or write, United States
Tower Co., 219 Union Trust Bldg.,
Petersburg, Va., Phone 3347.

rep. Solid radio background and proven history of results essential.
Agency and merchandising experience desirable.
Rush complete information to

154' Fisher
in Havre,
Mont.
$1,000 tower,
as is. C.erected
V. Zaser,
Zillah,
Wash.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Station manager. 20 years radio experience and proven management ability desires to buy all, controlling or
part interest and manage an established station. Top references. Family
man, prefers eastern or midwest locaING. tion. Write Box 636J, BROADCAST-

Wanted

BOX 876J, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted

Experienced engineer, manager has
cash for 250 watt station. Prefer southwest area. Full details first letter.
Information treated confidentially. Box
742J, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Equipment etc.

PERSONALITY AVAILABLE
Now sold solid in Major Market. Easy
ala-Godfrey style with plenty wit. Excellent references, agency and accounts.
Stable family man with long background
all
phases.
medium markets.Will consider large and
BOX 877J, BROADCASTING

Desire to purchase 1000 watt transmitter AM frequency monitor, modulation monitor, limiter amplifier, console,
severalfiers,mikes,
amplimike stand,several
4 small remote
guyed towers
with A 3 lighting 150 feet or less in
height. Box 757J, BROADCASTING.

Radio

Station

and

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
V. HamiltonSt.
235RayMontgomery
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-45S0
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Stations
NETWORK AFFILIATE
FOR SALE
Only station in Eastern market of
125,000—quires
city minimum
population
Re$30,000 40,000.
cash. Staff
complete, equipment topnotch. If you
want a station to operate, or a good
investment, here it is. Write Box
864J, BROADCASTING.
Employment Service

gram" than from any other pre

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
commercialexperienced
managers, manprogram directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

LEONARD-FRANK
New Package Firm Opens
FORMATION of a radio packaging
firm by Bill Leonard of WCBS
New York's This Is New York and
The New York Story, and Len
Frank, Carnegie Hall Recording
Corp. president, was announced last
week. To be known as LeonardFrank Programs Inc., the firm will
have offices at 881 Seventh Ave.,
New York.
First project will be a 15-minute,
six-a-week series, In Town Today,
featuring name-guest interviews by
Mr. Leonard. Some shows already
have been recorded. Series is designed to be a low-cost radio program for sale to stations throughout the country, the announcement
said.
EDUCATORS

ola TV sets were "startling.
Economy Auto Supply, at Laurent
S. C, 120 miles from the neares,
TV station, sold six sets in todays, more than the firm had sol,
in the previous two months.
F. Earle Shearer, of the appl:
ance firm's Charlotte branch, sail
a dealer
in traffic
Spartanburg
"has pre
ha
more
floor
from this

MEET

Radio Session Aug. 2-3
PLANS and operations of lowpower educational stations will take
up part of the agenda at the
Fifth Annual Conference on Radio
in Education, scheduled on the
campus of Indiana U. Aug. 2-3.
Also of top interest will be production of quality programs using
school talent. George C. Johnson,
director of educational programs
and chairman of the conference,

In Gainesville, Ga., a town a
gram.
20,000 compared to Greenville"
100,000, WDUN signed a numbe
of local merchants to try G. .
Bonus on a co-op basis, tied intfl
local recruiting quarters. Pronn
tion stunts similar to those i
Greenville were tried. Within tv
hours Army and Navy recruiter
had acquired four recruits, accor<
ing to John W. Jacobs Jr., WDUiai
general manager.
G. I. Bonus offers $125 in Wt,
Bonds — a total of $7,500 each wee!
— to any G. I. or ex. G. I. listene
who can match serial numbers wit
those used on the broadcasts. Tl
Post Office Dept. indicated thei;.
was no trade of lottery law violo
tion since listeners didn't have
buy anything or mail anythin^i
Members of the family of a G.
away from home can collect.
Mr. Harris was connected fi
some months with the social s
curity numbers giveaway progra
developed by Azrael Adv. Agenc
Baltimore. He left the firm alii
organize Barksdale Co.
im
said the meeting was open
teachers, school administrators ai
high school radio students.
Clinic and workshop sessions w»—
be held on setting up the kr\
power educational radio statio
radio production standards, geL
ting radio started in the schoo l
staffing and programming the lov.
power FM educational radio stm
tion, studio equipment and iv]
uses, continuity writing, use (L
the tape recorder, writing tW
variety show and the documenta l
and radio pronunciation. Detaj
can be obtained from Mr. Johnsqlv
WFIU Indiana U., Bloomingtonip

Newspaper

Appraisal®
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
Appraisals

Feature of Week
(Continued from, page 1U) \\

For Sale

STATION

WANTED

Station owners, interested in expanding to another
market, will consider local as well as power stations,
either Network affiliates or Independents. Location
immaterial.
Excellent financial ability and references. All replies
held in strictest confidence. Interested in direct purchase— no brokers. Indicate price and location. All
replies acknowledged promptly with requests for full
details if interested.
BOX

77SJ, BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

STATION

CHANGES

Recommended By CBC Board
TWO CANADIAN- stations were
recommended for power increases
Dr change of frequencies; a number
:>f share transfers were approved,
and FM stations enabled to reduce
operating hours, at the May 17
imeeting of the Board of Governors
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
it Montreal.
CHUB Nanaimo will operate with
I I kw on 1570 kc instead of 1480 kc.
3KLB Oshawa will be able to in:rease power from 100 w to 250 w
j)n 1240 kc, and a new transmitter
~- -ite has been suggested.
CFCA-FM Kitchener and CJSH3
7M Hamilton, Canada's only ex:lusively FM
stations, are not
loing as well financially as expected, and the CBC board has
to recommended they cut their hours
atta :>f operation from 10 to six hours
-tj'laily.
CFPL-FM to
London
has sepabeen
^iven permission
program
Wi'ately from CFPL for 2% hours
~t lightly except Tuesday when only
hours is permitted.
CJSO Sorel has been approved
i 1 or installation of an emergency
'■%50
w transmitter,
and personal
CHFA
Edmonton
to broadcast
messages during night and early
-aorning hours to areas in northern
alberta beyond telegraphic or telehone communication.
:: Pye Canada Ltd., Ajax, Ont., is
:1-'4ven
experimental
itter an
license
on ChannelTV 11transwith
-^power of 5 w to test TV receivers
lade at its plant.
GIL San Fernando, joins Southern
alifornia Broadcasters Assn., Hollyood, as 58th member.
HETf
If 1

FCC Actions
; 'ecisions Cont.
school
(Continued from page 87)
Granted dismissal without prejudice
ilc application.
. Lubbock County Bcstg. Co., Lubbock,
ex. — Granted request Commission ac; ;pt late its notice of intention to
. ttppear
ent onandits participate
application. in oral arguBy Examiner J. D. Bond
Circle Bcstg.
Corp., Hollywood,
Fla.
OS"" -Granted
continuance
of hearing from
r ay 23 to July 25 in Washington, D. C,
i application.
> By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
i Charles H. Chamberlain, Bellefonine, Ohio — Granted continuance of
;aring on application; hearing now
heduled for May 25 in Washington,
, C, continued until further order.
ay 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM — 610 kc
WMGR
Bainbridge,
om
1490
kc
250 w unl.Ga. to— CP
610 change
kc 500
D.
License Renewal
Applications for license renewal filed
t following: WTOR Torrington, Conn.;
DAN Danville, 111.; KBUR Burlingn, Iowa; WINR Binghamton, N. Y.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1440 kc
KDNT Denton, Tex. — CP change from
50 kc 250 w unl. to 1440 kc 1 kw-D
0 w-N DA-N unl.
AM— 710 kc
KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.— Resubmitted
,>plication
ved trans,forsite.mod. CP change proHOADCASTING

'FAIR

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH MAY 24
te
J&
£oX
Summary
ofCO
Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Condi Appls.
Gnats Pendinc
Class
On Air Llcamitd CPs
266
141
AM Stations
2273 2239 136
4
8
FM Stations
651
533
135
In
404
TV Stations
107
74
35
* On the air.
171
Docket- Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Ottawa, nounced
111. initial
— Carl
H. Meyer.
Andecision
of Hearing
Examiner Leo Resnick to grant new
AM station on 1430 kc with 500 w daytime; condition. See story this issue.
Initial decision May 22.
OPINION AND ORDER
(FCC Correction)
KSGM St. Genevieve, Mo. — In order
of May 9 [FCC Roundup, May 14] facilities were incorrectly identified as 5
kw day, 1 kw night, directional day
and night. Facilities are 500 w fulltime, directional. Frequency is 980 kc.
FCC correction May 23.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
KOAT Albuquerque — Granted change
from 1450 kc to 1240 kc, operating 250
w fulltime. Granted May 24.
WJCMcrease in power
Sebring,
fromFla.—
100 Granted
w to 250 inw,
operating on 1340 kc fulltime. Granted
May 24.
WNDI Montevallo, Ala. — Shelby
County mentBcstg.
reinstateof permitCo.forGranted
new station
on
730 kc, 250 w daytime; conditions.
Granted May 24.
KXRN Renton and KTW Seattle,
Wash.— Granted KXRN change from
1220 kc, 250 w daytime, to 1230 kc,
250 w fulltime, except during hours
when fiedKTW
Seattle tois operating;
KTW license
share time modiwith
KWSC Pullman, Wash. To be effective
June 18 unless KTW files objection.
Decision May 24.
FM GRANTS
WIOD-FM Miami — Granted change in
ERP from 53 kw to 15.5 kw and change
ant. from 315 ft. to 285 ft. Granted
May 24.
WEWO-FM
Laurinburg,
N. C. —
Granted change in ERP from 8.8 kw to
9.2 kw, ant. from 430 ft. to 215 ft.
Granted May 24.
WAYS-FM Charlotte, N. C— Granted
change in ERP from 7.7 kw to 2 kw and
ant. from 415 ft. to 140 ft.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KSWS Roswell, N. M.— Granted relinquishment of negative control by
Maurice F. and Paul B. McEvoy to
Paul B. McEvoy, W. W. Merritt and
John A. McBoyle. Firm purchases SV*
sh from M. F. McEvoy for $8,500, which
is held as treasury stock. Granted
May 24.
KPBM Carlsbad,
M.— Paul
Granted
assignment of license N.from
B. and
Maurice F. McEvoy d/b as McEvoy
Bros, to Coronado Bcstg. Co., composed
of Maurice McEvoy (52.4%), his wife,
Hazel (14.3%); and Darrell Swayze
(33.3%) commercial manager, who
pays $7,000 for his interest. Granted
May 24.
KTAT Frederick, Okla.— Granted assignment of license from J. D. Jones
Jr., Ronald W. Wheeler Jr., Winston A.
Jones and Jack W. Oswalt d/b as
Frederick
Bcstg.name
Co. toandnewindividuals
partnership of same
except Mr. Oswalt who sells his 25%
interest to other partners for $6,450.
Granted May 24.
WMGR Bainbridge,
Ga. — Granted
signment of license from
Thomas asR.
Hanssen, John A. Dowdy and Charles
W. Dowdy to new partnership of same
name and persons with addition of
Winnie S. Vaughn who acquires 25%
interest for $4,000. Granted May 24.
WAKE of Greenville,
— Granted
transfer
control from S.C.
Charles
B. and
Joe H. Britt through sale for $17,500
of their 50% interest to Vardry B. and
John A. Ramseur, each 25% owner.
Granted May 24.

• Telecasting

WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga. — Granted
transfer of control from Arthur Carpenter Jr. for $50,000 to Otto Griner,
manager and part owner Ocilla Oil
and Fertilizer Co. Granted May 24.
KSBW
Salinas,fromCalif.—
transfer of control
Dr. Granted
Harry Morgan
and W. M. Oates to John C. Cohan,
A. M. Cohen and Albert Seligman
throughJohnsaleCohan
of 662,'3%
interest salesman.
for $55,000.
is KSBW
A. M. Cohen is owner Also Fireworks
and Specialty Co. Mr. Seligman is
1*
part
Store, owner-manager
Dinuba, Calif. Seligman's
Granted MayDept.
24.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATION
Woonsocket, R. I. — Friendly Bcstg.
Co. 820 kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated
cost $12,305. first year operating cost
$21,271, first year revenue $25,000.
Principals in Friendly Bcstg. Co.:
Raymond A. Mailloux, manager J. C.
Mailloux & Sons Co., furniture store,
general manager and 47.5% owner;
Jack C. Salera, announcer at WWON
Woonsocket, program director and
47.5% owner; and Roger A. Nault, law
student, executive secretary and 5%
owner. Friendly Bcstg. was incorrectas Woonsocket Bcstg. Co.
15. lyFCCidentified
in
Roundup, May 21. Filed May
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WZOB
Fort Payne,
Ala. V.— Gravitt,
Assignment of license
from Glen
Col. J. C. Vessels and H. V. Roberts
d/b as Fort Payne on The Air to Mr.
Gravitt asvolved. individual.
Filed May 17. No money inKFJBtary transfer
Marshalltown,
— Involunof controlIowa
from
D. W.
Norris, deceased, to Leo E. Anderson,
John wardW.C. Booth
Norris,and Paul
Norris,
EdJohn G.Sewall
Brown,
executors of estate. Filed May 17.
WCAZ from
Carthage,
— Transfer
control
Chicago111. Title
and Trustof
Co., executor of estate of Robert E.
Compton,
ton.
Filed deceased,
May 11. to Nola N. Comp-

TRADE'
Price Bickering Starts
FIRST evidences of the competitive
scramble stemming from the Supreme Court's decision which invalidated "non-signer" clauses of
45 state fair trade acts erupted in
New York last week (see story,
page
30).
A Manhattan
RCA Victor distributor, Bruno-New York Inc.,
served notice that it would sue the
Mayfair Outfitting Co. if it proceeded with plans to auction RCA
TV sets below fair trade minimum
prices in Brooklyn. Latter firm,
which reportedly never signed fair
trade price agreements, had planned
to auction $2.5 million worth of
TV sets and other appliances restockedportedly
dealers. purchased from overIn Chicago, Louis Goldblatt, executive vice president of Goldblatt
Bros, department store, said his
firm will hold the line on appliances
but felt manufacturers should adopt
controls. "I hope they don't bungle
their controls as badly as the TV
manufacturers. If they turn their
backs and welcome cutbacks as the
TV men did, they deserve the same
fate," he added.
NEW HIGH for any quarterly report
issued by Television-Electronics Fund
Inc., Chicago, was reached April 30
when net assets totaled $12.97 per
share or $6,480,209, President Chester
D. Tripp reported.

KSWM
J O P L I N , MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

KPET
Lamesa,
Tex. of
— RESUBMITTED bid for
assignment
license from
Lamesa
Bcstg.
Co.
to
partnership of same name. W. new
J. Beckham,
auto dealer, acquires 12% interest for
$10,000 from R. O. Parker, who becomes 51% owner. R. A. Woodson retains 37% interest. May 11.
TALENT RULING
Individual Contracts Okay
RADIO-TV station management
can continue individual service
contracts with talent despite the
prevailing 10% formula of the
Wage Stabilization Board, under a
ruling by the Salary Stabilization
Board. The ruling was sought by
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employe-employer relations director
and a member of WSB.
A similar ruling was given the
motion picture industry some weeks
ago. In effect, the ruling permits
renewal of individual talent contracts or options by stations, networks, sponsors and producing
agencies.
The ruling is a temporary interpretation pending investigation of
the whole talent question by the
salary board.

* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete
CBS service to the great
Joplin, Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C BS

in

JOPLIN,
MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
May 28, 1951
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ABC-Paramount

Board

(Continued from -page 36)
inated the business life of Abraham
H. Blank, of Des Moines. Born in
1879 in Galatz, Romania, he rose
tes
to the presidency of Tri-Sta
Theatre Corp. and Central States
Theatre Corp., both of Des Moines,
as well as director of Tulsa Hotel
Co., Walnut St. Corp., Triple A
and Tri-State Meredith
Properties
Broadcasting Co.
JOHN A. COLEMAN
Starting as a floor page at the
New York Stock Exchange in 1916,
John A. Coleman rose high in the
financial and business world and
became a member of the exchange
in 1923. He has served as chairman
of the board of governors and as
having diversi
or, besides tions.
a governfinancial
He was
connec
fied
born Dec. 24, 1901. A prominent
Catholic layman, he has occupied
in the Church and
prominent poststions.
Catholic institu
CHARLES T. FISHER Jr.
Prominent Detroit banker,
Charles T. Fisher Jr. was born
Feb. 14, 1907. He is president and
a director of the National Bank
of Detroit as well as a director
of Detroit Edison Co., Briggs Mfg.
Co. and American Airlines. Mr.
Fisher also is well known in Catholic lay circles.
E. CHESTER GERSTEN
Messenger boy role at National
Bank of Commerce of New York
in 1909 led within a decade to an
Mr. H. V. S wen son
Cramer-Crasselt Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Dear H. V.:
Got purty good ev'denee thet folks
'round Cha ■leston.
West
Vir (jinny.
KNOWS thet
m ore peepul
Iis s e n s te r
W C H S then
any other
tion! Co u pstaIa
weeks ago the
school patrol
boys an' gals
ton,
C.
left fer D.
Them
wWash'hut
wuz
th' triparunnin'
'ranged
fer ter . call
WCHS
times on three
the
trip over sosen
we cud tell
ever'one thet
ever'thin' wus
o.k. How's thet
fer
'spreshun
nzi a confidence
thet folks ud
H. V.,
bYessir,
e lissenin'?
here
knows
thet
peepul 'round
elf en yuh wants
ter reach yuh
th'
public,
gotta use
WCHS!
sumpthin'Thet's
fer
folks
you
fellers like
ter keep
in mind! Algy
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,
Page 92
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Va.

executive post for E. Chester
Gersten. He was born July 3, 1889,
and went to the bank at the age
of 20. Eventually he became vice
president of the bank and then
president of Public National Bank
& Trust Co. He is a past president
of the New York State Bankers
Assn.
WILLIAM T. KILBORN
The steel industry in the Pittsburgh area holds the attention of
William T. Kilborn. He was born
in 1897 in Portland, Me., but most
of his business life has been spent
around Pittsburgh. He has been
with Flannery Bolt Co., in nearby
Bridgeville, since 1934 and now is
president-director. He also is president-director of Fort Pitt Mfg.
Co.; director and member of the
executive committee, Pittsburgh &
West Virginia Railway; director
and chairman of the executive committee, Pressed Steel Car Co.
HERBERT J. SCHWARTZ
One of the nation's mercantile
leaders, Herbert J. Schwartz also
has banking interests. He was born
in 1887 in New Orleans and is
board chairman of Maison-Blanche
store (WSMB) as well as an official of Hibernia National Bank.
He is president-director of City
Stores Co., Wilmington, Del., and
City Stores Mercantile Co., New
York; director of Lit Bros, and
Hearn department stores, among
others; chairman of executive committee and director of B. Lowenstein & Bro., Memphis, and Loveman, Joseph & Loeb, Birmingham.
MAIL RATE
2nd-Class Hike Proposed
SUBSTANTIAL increase in the
second-class mail rate was proposed by the House Postoffice Committee last week. The committee
voted 17-6 to up rates in the category, which includes mailings of
newspapers and magazines, some
60% over a three-year period.
President Truman's proposal was
an increase of double the present
rates over a period of three years.
Representatives of newspapers and
magazines had told the committee
in extensive hearings that they
would find it difficult to meet any
increase in rates above a total of
30%. The committee is taking up
the postal bill (HR 2982) in sections and was expecting to clear
the legislation by last Friday.
Anna

E. McCosker

ANNA E. McCOSKER, 75, sister
of Alfred J. McCosker, former
chairman of the board of Mutual
Broadcasting System and WOR
New York, died suddenly last
Thursday at her home in New
York. She was the. founder and
former president of the Elvira
Theatre Club.
CKSM Shawinigan Falls, Que., went
on air last month with 1 kw on 1220
kc. Station is owned by D. R. Wilson,
publisher of Shawinigan Standard.
Jean Legault is general manager, Allan Rogerson national sales manager.

WILLIAM A. SEAMAN (seated), vice
president, Liggett Drug Co., sets a
contract for Liggett-Rexall to start
its fifth year on WCOP Boston. Approving the deal are (I to r) A. N.
Armstrong Jr., WCOP commercial
manager; William J. Stack, advertising and merchandising manager.
Northern Div., Liggett Drug Co.;
Nelson Bragg, m.c. on Liggett-Rexall
Bragg About Boston show; Jack
Chase, WCOP-Ligg=tt news editor.
GILLIN MEMORIAL
Over $7,000 Contributed
MORE than $7,000 has already
been received for the Johnny Gillin
Memorial, representing contributions from 75 stations, two networks and four individuals, Carl
Haverlin, treasurer of the memorial committee, reported last week.
The memorial to Mr. Gillin,
president of WOW Omaha and one
of
the and
broadcast
industry's
known
best loved
figures, best
will
be a donation to Creighton U. of
Omaha, his alma mater, earmarked
for research in cardiac-vascular disease, which caused his death at 45
last year. The memorial committee, with Paul W. Morency, WTIC
Hartford, as chairman, has set a
goal of $75,000 for the fund, which
it hopes to present to the university's School of Medicine not later
than July 18, anniversary of Mr.
Gillin's death.
NPA Names Holbrook
APPOINTMENT of Harry J. Holbrook, Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago, as director of the Consumer
Durable Goods Div. of National
Production Authority, was announced by the government last
Monday. He is on leave from his
post as and
headWater
of theHeater
firm's Div.
Electric
Range
Mr.
Holbrook also is vice chairman of
the Electric Range Section of the
National Electric Mfrs. Assn. and
served with the War Production
Board during World War II.
Nebraska Elections
BOB GAMBLE, KFOR Lincoln,
Neb., news director, was elected
president of the Nebraska Associated Press Radio Assn. and Walter Kavanagh, KOWH Omaha, its
vice president at a meeting in Lincoln, Neb., May 18, it was announced last week. E. E. Makiesky,
Omaha AP correspondent, was
named secretary.

GIVEAWAY
SHOWS
Wis. Votes to Legalize
THE Wisconsin Senate voted late
Thursday afternoon in favor of a
bill legalizing radio and television
giveaways, smoothing the way for
final adoption and signature of the
governor early this week. Wisconsin will then be the first state to'
legalize giveaways, originating both
within and outside the state.
Only one dissenting vote was
tabbed in the Senate. The bill
was re-referred to the assembly
which passed it unanimously three
weeks ago, for approval of whal
was described
as a "minor"
amendment which defined
technically
thf
element of consideration. Consideration is one of the three basic ele-'
ments (with prize and chance) ir
the state's definition of a lottery.

HENRY BUBA CO.
New Consultant Firm Open
UNIFIED programming-financia
management consultant service:
for radio and television broadcast
ers are offered by a new firm, th(
Henry Buba Co., 51 E. 42nd St.
New York, Murray Hill 2-0949
company-organizers, Henry H. Bu
ba and Arthur F. Moore, an
nounced.
The firm will provide dovetailing
financial and programming advice
Mr Buba was senior auditor fo:
R. S. Rankin & Co., CPA's; a part
ner of Kruger & Conover, auditor
and consultants; and controllei
budget manager and statisticiai
for C. E. Hooper Inc. for five years
Mr. Moore has been associatec
with Kenyon & Eckhardt, Younj
& Rubicam, and CBS-TV.
oil

WCAU AM Sales Rise
JOHN S. deRUSSY, general sale?
director, WCAU Philadelphia staLe
tions, reported last week thaiapf
"WCAU radio sales have very defi
nitely continued on the increase.,;
Mr. deRussy pointed to four bii^
contracts signed within the pas,
few weeks. "Probably the most sigfc
nificant thing about this new busi'U
ness," he said, "is that the adveijL
tisers, for the most part, havjL
never before used radio advertising v
or have used it only slightly. YejL
loll
they are now signing long-teriiL
contracts for across-the-board spolj
or shows." The four big contract
were announced as being with th
J. B. Van Scriver Co., through Co!
& TanzBrewing
Adv. Co.,
Agency;
Scheidt
through Adai1
Wai
Wheelock
Co.; Latrobe Brew™]
Co., through Wiltman & Callaha
agency, and Tide Water Oil C
through Lennen & Mitchell Inc.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology In America, offers Its
trained Radio and Television techdustry.
nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
360 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
of America
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Radio Still Best
(Continued from page 26)
hedia values — the "best combinaion of impact, audience and
eonomy."
At the first of NBC's five regional radio station promotion
nanagers'
34 repreentatives meetings,
of NBC some
eastern
radio
.{filiates heard Charles C. Barry,
fs'BC vice president in charge of
adio programs, label radio "still
he best and quickest means of
eaching the American public."
Referring to the effects of teleision, Mr. Barry assured the group
hat "the only thing we can do to
. lurt ourselves at this stage of the
fame is to quit — to become fear| ijul." Radio, he said, employs "the
greatest magic-eye of all time —
he eye of your imagination."
The radio program chief, one of
everal NBC executives who apjpgJieared
befoi-e
the all-day
clinic his
in
sew York
on Monday,
assured
isteners that network radio men
think about television, but we are
ot afraid of it."
^rj'j "There's no doubt about it," he
' aid. "We're going to have to share
he living room from now on. Any" '^ine who says we're not is wrong.
:';!ut anyone who thinks they're goig to turn the radio set off entirely
- equally wrong."
Retains Faith
Mr. Barry said NBC has as much
:no! jaith as ever in radio as "a medium
->.-'hich reaches more people for less
ollars than any other in the U. S.
y v nd it will continue to do so for
■■.rL ears to come," he added.
In the same vein, John K. Herert, vice president in charge of
ales of the NBC radio network,
escribed radio as "still the most
:* ffective seller of mass audiences
■
any of the five major media
: pes — newspapers, magazines,
supplements, radio and television."
; Htd But it has become necessary "to
- lake our sales in a factual way,"
nd to "present the story of net■ i'-ork radio in an arithmetical
• • nse," he asserted.
< "We must prove statistically that
e audience we are delivering is
- )wer in cost than the audience deered by television, or by the
pplements, or the magazines," he
id. "Hence, if that's what we've

got to do, we must be more sure of
our audience than we were before."
Mr. Herbert called upon each
NBC affiliate, as a "true partner"
of NBC, to "do its level best in all
its forms of promotion to constantly increase its audience advantage.
For the total of these station audiences— the advantage each of you
has over your nearest competition
— is NBC's sales story," he explained.
"We must join forces to build
larger audiences, to maintain identities, to deliver success stories, so
we can go to the clients and say,
'Network radio is here to stay. Network radio sells more goods to
more people at a lower price than
any other media type available to
Mr. Herbert told the promotion
men that "what you do with your
station," and its relationship with
theyou.'
community in which you live, is
the all-important factor in the success of NBC. ... As you promote
your station, promote its character
in local programs, so will you develop an audience in relation to
your station that is your audience,
the station's audience. It is the
sum total of your station audiences
that comprises NBC's listener
strength."
Similar clinics were held in Chicago on Wednesday (see story
page 24) and Atlanta on Thursday,
and are slated for Dallas today
(Monday) and Los Angeles on
Wednesday.

William Henry Childs
WILLIAM HENRY CHILDS, 70,
known as Billy Childs when he was
a member of the Sinclair Minstrels
radio group, died May 22 in West
Palm Beach, Fla., after a long
illness. He had lived in West Palm
Beach since 1944 when he retired
as superintendent of a Commonwealth Edison Co. substation. The
minstrel group was heard regularly
over WENR Chicago for 10 years,
starting in 1927. Prior to that, he
had played radio roles over KYW,
then in Chicago. The minstrel team
disbanded in 1937. Thereafter, Mr.
Childs, who also was known as
"Big Bill," confined radio work to
guest appearances.

i"S

Another BMI "Pin IV' Hit— Published by BM1
JEZEBEL

On Records: Frankie Laine — Col. 39367; Alexander Brothers-Mer. 5620; Allen G^ne_Mer
n Gate
5622; Freddie Darian— Vita 1002; Golde
et Quart
Echo
Silver
;
^et - Col. 37835
Manor 8019; Four Bluejackets— Mer. 8031.
On Transcriptions: Bob Chester — Standard ;
Larrv Fotine — World.
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TEST

SERIES
Radio Shown Superior

FIRST results of a month-long series of Los Angeles tests designed
to show the relative effectiveness
of radio and newspapers indicate
that radio has superior pulling
power, according to KFI and KHJ
Los Angeles. The two stations retained Advertising Research Bureau Inc., Seattle, to make the
tests.
At Bullocks and Harris & Franks
department stores, early returns
show that radio led newspapers in
bringing customers into the stores
to buy tested merchandise.
The Los Angeles tests are running through May, with KHJ and
KFI pitted against local newspapers. ARBI has conducted over
120 point-of-sale retailer tests
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 14, 7].
The Los Angeles stores being
surveyed besides Bullocks and Harris & Franks, are Barker Bros.,
Eastern-Columbia, Sears, Roebuck
& Co. and Owl-Rexall Drug Co.
Items tested include women's
dresses and coats, cups and saucers, men's suits, refrigerators,
patio chairs, scissors and jungle

/
/

Think
FIRST

\
"CANADA'S
\
FIRST

v\ STATION"
In the big Montreal area — one of
the best markets in Canada — CFCF
gives you maximum coverage and
the friendly listenership of increasing numbers who prefer "the Station of the Stars."
Many distinguished advertisers
agree "Ifs easier to sell through
U.S. Representative: Weed& Co.

CFCF."

Under the ARBI technique the
retailer advertises the same item
gyms.
simultaneously on radio and in
newspapers, spending identical
sums in each medium. Customers
are interviewed at point-of-sale
over a three-day period. They
are asked what influenced their
purchase of the test merchandise.
Joseph B. Ward is ARBI managing director.
CORPORATE TAX
Committee Votes Increase
GREATER tax load for corporations was indicated last week, as
the House Ways & Means Committee voted for an increase in the
regular corporate rate plus an
upping of the excess profits levy.
Republicans on the committee
put up a strong protest but Democratic party line balloting pushed
through the recommendation.
Under the projected House committee tax plan, the corporate tax
ceiling would be increased from
62% to 90% of income. The socalled ceiling takes in the total
amount that can be collected from
an individual firm in the form of
normal tax, surtax and excess
profits tax. The committee already
has recommended an increase in the
excise levy on radio-TV sets at the
manufacturing level from the curline). 10% to 15% (see At Deadrent

'Lone Ranger7 Renewed
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis
(Cheerios) , renews The Lone Ranger, Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
7:30-8 p.m., over ABC for 52
weeks, effective June 1. The agency
is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York.

WLBR

8

LEBANON, PA.
1270 •KC1000 WATTS •
The STAR MARKET of Central
Pennsylvania
REACHES THIS RICH 300 MILLION
DOLLAR MARKET IN SIX COUNTIES

JULIAN

F. SKINNELL— Operations Mgr.
Represented by RAMBEAU
May 28, 1951
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U )
p.m., as summer replacement for Victor Borge
show. Kellogg claims theme of Space Patrol,
sponsored by directly competitive firm, is too
similar to that of its program.

^tpt

... at

NETWORK RATE CUTS DRAW
NORTH CAROLINA PROTESTS
RECENT network rate cuts and implications
were deplored by North Carolina Assn. of
Broadcasters in resolution adopted Friday at
Nags Head (early story page 29). NCAB
affirmed "faith in radio as an unparalleled
public service and as an advertising medium
without
equal."
National
Production Administration was
urged to include radio and TV construction
on list of building permitted without NPA
permit. Association urged Dept. of Commerce
to include broadcasting in list of essential
activities. Other resolutions reaffirmed support of NARTB; asked FCC for further relaxation of first-class operator requirements;
endorsed BMI; approved state civil defense
program under E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlington;
pledged support of BMI talent project.
Attendance at meeting exceeded 80 delegates and wives. Named to serve on nominating committee with Chairman Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-Salem, were Nathan Cooper,
WMNC Morgantown, and William S. Page,
WFTC Kinston. Committee named to work
with U. of North Carolina in utilizing its communications center. Members are Cecil
Hoskins, WWNC Asheville, chairman; Pat
Patterson, WRRF Washington, and Larry
Walker, WBT Charlotte.
Carl Haverlin, BMI president, discussed
BMI's search for composing talent. Earl
Wynn, director of U. of North Carolina, and
John Young, his assistant, discussed role of
university in state radio picture.
NARTB, NPA MEET TUESDAY
MANLY FLEISCHMANN, National Production Authority administrator, tentatively
agreed to meet Tuesday with NARTB President Justin Miller to discuss radio-TV station
building regulation (M-4). Mr. Fleischmann
set tentative day and time (2 p.m., Commerce
Dept. Bldg.) in view of pressing commitments
before Congressional committees on defense
production legislation. Judge Miller will be
accompanied by Ralph Hardy, government
relations director; Vince Wasilewski, legal
department; Robert K. Richards, public affairs
director, and perhaps Thad Brown, NARTB
TV counsel.
FORT INDUSTRY PLANS
FORT INDUSTRY Co., which has withdrawn
from Consolidated Television Broadcasters
Inc., making new plans to enter TV film business, George B. Storer, president, said Friday.
Consolidated, cooperatively-owned production
syndicate, was formed less than two months
ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 23]
with Fort Industry backing. Mr. Storer said
Fort withdrawal was "due to certain developments not known" when company formed.
GENERAL MILLS STORIES
GENERAL MILLS (Kix) to sponsor Edward
Arnold — Storyteller, Mon. through Fri., 10:2510:30 a.m., on ABC starting June 4. Agency
is Tatham-Laird, Chicago.
Page ?4
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AFA TV PROGRAM
ANNOUNCED
BY THOMAS
PLANS for session on "Television, Today and
Tomorrow" at 47th convention of Advertising
Federation of America, St. Louis, June 10-13,
being released today (Monday) by Eugene S.
Thomas, WOR-TV New York general manager and convention program chairman. TV
session is June 13.
Speakers and subjects include Don L.
Kearney, assistant sales manager for TV, The
Katz Agency, on "TV Film Commercials;"
John A. Thomas, television account service
head, BBDO, on "TV as an Advertising
Medium;" Don McClure, radio-TV production
head, McCann-Erickson, on "Film Production
and TV;" George S. Burbach, general manager, KSD-TV St. Louis, on "The TV Station;"
Louis Westheimer, president, Westheimer &
Block, St. Louis, on "TV and the Retailer;"
Newman McEvoy, vice president and media
director, Cunningham & Walsh, on "TV and
Other Media;" Louis A. Hausman, CBS sales
promotion and advertising vice president, on
"TV and Your Budget." Three speakers yet
to be announced will discuss "TV's Technical
Future," "TV Programming," and "TV and
the Public."
HEAVY DEMAND NOTED
FOR NARTB INAUGURAL
RESERVATION for NARTB inaugural dinner
June 5, with proceeds going to Johnny Gillin
Memorial Fund, were at 300 mark Friday, exceeding expectations, according to Robert K.
Richards, NARTB public affairs director who
is handling dinner arrangements for association (see board story page 30).
Check covering sum realized from $20-aplate dinner will be presented to Mrs. John J.
Gillin, widow of WOW executive, by Paul W.
Morency, WTIC Hartford, chairman of fund
committee. Chairman of dinner committee is
Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice
president.
MILLER SENDS COMMENTS
NARTB President Justin Miller sent 14-page
statement Friday to House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, elaborating on testimony given at April 30 hearing on McFarland Bill (S 658) [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7]. Judge Miller accepted committee request asking him to prove points raised
in cross-examination. He agreed with FCC
Comr. Robert Jones on clause prohibiting consultations between Commissioners and staff.
NBC WANTS ABC SPACE
NBC reportedly has served notice on ABC to
vacate, by next April, space in New York,
Hollywood, Chicago and San Francisco which
ABC has been leasing from NBC — on "temporary" basis — since split-up of old Red
(NBC) and Blue (ABC) networks eight years
ago. Notice pre-dates ABC-United Paramount
Theatres merger plan.
DE WITT TO 'OPEN HOUSE'
GEORGE DE WITT, comic, signed by NBC
as m.c. and star of Monday and Wednesday
Broadway Open House on TV, effective May 28.

BLASTS at proposed NARBA treaty (see
story page 56) in Julius Klein Newsletter as
well as National Grange publication, expected
to be answered by FCC Comr. Rosel Hyde,
head of U. S. NARBA delegation.
NARTB

board to be asked to take lead in developing uniform standards for TV sound
tracks, slides, etc. Standardization would
serve as specific for one of video's worst headaches. Similar uniformity in broadcast recording was universally adopted and received wide
foreign recognition.
SHORTLY to be announced will be resignation of George Wallace, NBC manager of
Advertising & Promotion Dept. for radio, to
become
promotion editions.
manager His
of successor
Reader's
Digest international
shortly will be named.
WHEN HEARINGS are held before FCC on !
ABC-United Paramount merger, star legal
battery is indicated. Of counsel for ABC on
this transaction has been Paul Porter, former
FCC chairman. For United Paramount, Duke
M. Patrick has been Washington counsel.
AT&T PLANS TO EXPAND
UPPER NEW YORK RELAY
EXPANSION of AT&T microwave radio relay facilities in upper New York State requested in application filed with FCC, AT&T
Long Lines Dept. announced Friday. Antic- j
ipated network television requirements plus
growing demand for long-distance telephone
circuits was given as reason. Two television
channels between Albany and Buffalo will be
added,
facilities.in addition to long-distance telephone
Present microwave facilities in area are used
only for television. Two-channel system now \
connects Schenectady, Utica and Syracuse to
Albany, with single-channel leg serving Binghamton. Network TV programs reach Rochester over radio relay hookup from Buffalo,
which connects with network by coaxial cable
running from Cleveland via Erie, Pa.
ILLINOIS

PASSES

TV

BILL

ILLINOIS House of Representatives Thursday voted 110 to 7 in favor of bill putting more
U. of Illinois sports on public television. Rep.
Richard Stengel of Rock Island, sponsor, proposed that bill bar any state tax-supported
educational institution from selling rights fori]
sports events to theatres while games are in
progress unless there are no restrictions on
public telecasting. Bill , now goes to Senate.
BENTON

HEARING

ONE-DAY hearing to be held by special Senate
Interstate Commerce subcommittee May 31
(Thursday) on Benton Resolution (S Res 127).
Chairman Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) an- '
nounced Friday. Chief witness will be Sen. William B. Benton (D-Conn.), sponsor of resolution
to review entire proposed TV allocation plan!
seq.].
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16 et;

'GAL'Va. (EdgeEYES
EDGEW&ORTH
LARUS
BRO. Co.,
Richmond,
worth tobacco) through Warwich & Legler, j
considering placing Lonesome Gal in about 15
markets near military installations.
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a trifle less than two years ago WOR-tv, channel 9,
started with little or no people looking at it in
New York. People started looking. In fact, a man
named George Vargas of Nutley in New Jersey,
'US Color Rulin
»es New Issues
Page 23

claims he was the first to see the image on
his tv screen. (There are now many thousands
of Vargases looking at WOR-tv! ) Thanks,
George, and we hope you're still looking.

S Follows Suit
10% Rare Cu
Page 23

',. Penney Giv
ladio a Test
Page 24

but, WOR-tv
and

has

grown

f-a-s-t...

Here's what our researchers say about one WOR-tv
n Urges Radiojvisory Boar<
Page 25

sponsor's show— one, mind you*. . .
During January, February and March, in the
year 1951, 50% more people looking at this
WOR-tv show bought the product advertised on it

ELECASTING
jins on Page 59

than the people who weren't looking. And 78%
more of the people looking at the program
had the product in the house.
That's selling. That's what WOR-tv does day
in and day out. Why not let us do it for you

m

MwsBp<

at very low cost. We'll keep our fellows away if
you wish: Just call, wire or phone
^according to
a special
Pulse survey

WOR-tv
channel

9

at 1440 Broadway, in New York
:nts weekly

LOngacre 4-8000

will

our

r

in

make

summer

Virginia

This summer will be an especially
good time to cultivate the enthusiastic
Richmond television audience. For one thing,
you will have established your niche
in the WTVR fall schedule (last September
76 advertisers were disappointed
because the schedule couldn't accommodate them).
For another, WTVR, the South's first
television station, covers its market alone.
BLAIR-TV will give you some more
common-sense facts and figures.

UtofSotRfiiif tm* television
Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institutions in Virginia.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company.
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Circuit
Closed
IF NEW NARTB Television Standards Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May
28] succeeds in getting- full cooperation of nation's telecasters, it's entirely possible that
FCC would entertain suggestion that its proposed conference on TV be called off. No date
had been set for FCC session, originally inspired because of complaints against certain
types of TV programming.

% g

m

comm9
June 4-6: Up
NARTB Board of Directors, NARTB
Headquarters, Washington.
June 4-7: RTMA Annual Meeting, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
June 5: NARTB Inaugural Dinner, Hotel Statler,
Washington.
June 10-13: Advertising Federation of America,
Annual Convention, Hotels Chase and Park
Plaza, St. Louis.
(More Upcomings on page 73)

ADD TO LIST of prospective candidates for
any upcoming vacancy on FCC : Theodore W.
Granik, lawyer-commentator, who runs American Forum of the Air. Before it became
definite that Wayne Coy would accept reappointment, Mr. Granik's candidacy was known
in high quarters.
GEORGE CASTLEMAN, vice president and
radio director of Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce, New York, resigning to join sales development division of CBS. Successor at
agency not yet appointed.

MARLIN FIREARMS, New York (razor
blades), through Duane Jones, same city, buying 52-week spot announcement campaign
starting this month in four markets.

PAUL DOBIN, newly named chief of reorganized FCC Broadcasting Bureau's Rules &
Standards Division, slated to succeed Harry
Plotkin as Commission counsel in TV allocation proceedings. Mr. Plotkin, assistant general counsel formerly in charge of old broadcast division, moves into office of General
Counsel Ben Cottone. Mr. Dobin takes over
hearing on city-by-city allocation proposals
commencing July 9.

LEVER Brothers, New York (Jelke margarine), through BBDO, same city, on July 1
starting radio spot campaign on half-dozen
stations in Illinois to coincide with lifting of
margarine restrictions in that state.

IT MAY WELL be an embattled Judge Miller
who officiates at inaugural dinner tomorrow
(June 5) inducting Harold Fellows into
NARTB presidency. Judge Miller, who assumes board chairmanship, may speak out
against those attacking sanctity of radio and
TV. Benton resolution for overall investigation of TV and for super-committee purportedly to represent public viewpoint (story
page 25) could be springboard.
LEVER Brothers, New York (Rayve home
permanent), placing radio and television test
campaign in Chicago, using three radio and
two television stations starting early in June
for 18 weeks. Cecil & Presbrey, New York,
is agency. If test is successful, national campaign will follow.
CBS NOODLING around on possible colorcasts of NCAA football contests, if organization persists in its ban on black-and-white
telecasts. Presumably pitch would be made
on sustaining basis, since colorcasts at this
stage can't affect gate. Color pickups of hojse
race in New York area also contemplated.
SUCCESS of NARTB in signing over 100 new
radio members since last autumn, via two-man
road team, understood to have induced Broadcast Advertising Bureau to send Hugh Higgins
on a bush-beating circuit in search of converts.
If NARTB-TV follows suit, it'll be three-ply
missionary movement.
INVITATIONS going out for private Waldorf (Continued on page 9k)
Page 4
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Bulletins

WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Westfield, N. Y.,
preparing ten-week radio spot announcement
campaign in 20 markets. Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield, New York, is agency. Minutes and
chain breaks will be used starting June 18.

FERGUSON

IN

NEW

YORK

OFFICE in New York opened by Courtland D.
Ferguson Inc., advertising agency with headquarters in Washington and branches in Baltimore and Richmond. Office located at 45 Rockefeller Plaza. New York clients include Virginia Metal Products Corp., Lincoln Warehouse Corp., Stroll-O-Chair Corp., Rex Baby
Carriage Mfg. Co., Monarch Buick Co., and
Glamour Products Co. (Vitrex reducing product). John P. Waddell, formerly of Grant Adv.
Agency, Chicago, named manager of New York
office.
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BLOCK
ADDING
# Block Bri
Drug, efl
Jersey y
Ci1
ness
Busi
(Amm-I-Dent toothpaste), renewing and e
larging radio spot announcements in 15 ma
kets starting mid-July for 26 weeks. Agenc
Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
GARROWAY SIGNED # Armour & C<
Chicago, for meat products, to sponsor Ga
roway at Large on NBC-TV from Chicaj
next fall, probably Wed., 9:30-10 p.m. (CD1
now occupied by its Stars Over Holly woo
Agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
BOVRIL NAMES # Bovril Co. of Ameri
(beverage), New York, names Hilton & Ri
gio, New York, as agency, effective July.l.
ANA, AFFILIATES PLAN
PRELIMINARY TALK
EXPLORATORY conferences with Preside
Paul West and associates of Assn. of Nation
Advertisers, which fired opening shots in rad
rate-cut campaign, slated June 14 by Chairm;
Paul Morency and two members of radio-wi
Affiliates Committee set up to stave off inroa
on radio rate structures. Meeting design
to define areas which might be covered in su
sequent general conference requested by Aff
iates Committee and accepted by ANA wi
proviso that rates not be mentioned [Brcm
casting • Telecasting, May 28, 21].
Affiliates Committeemen Clair McCollou^
of Steinman stations, and Edgar Kobt
WTWA Thomson, Ga., will participate in cc
ference along with Mr. Morency, WTIC Hai
ford.
On same day, they will confer with subcoi
mittee appointed by National Assn. of Radio
Television Station Representatives to se
ways in which NARTSR can cooperate <!|
combating further inroads on radio's pri
structure." NARTSR subcommittee is co
posed of NARTSR President Robert Meek,
of Robert Meeker Assoc.; Joseph Weed,
Weed & Co., and Wells H. Barnett Jr., of Jo
Blair & Co.

Industry
Group
Offers
Color
TV
Pla
BROAD STANDARDS for what appears to be
by combining the best elements of the ft
thest advances in existing systems. Wit!
partially-developed composite compatible color
this framework can be developed by individi
TV system outlined in still classified report of
co-ordinated effort on the part of our indust:
Ad Hoc Committee of National Television Sysa system, a set of recommended standards, a j
tem Committee, now being circulated in indusapparatus proved-in by field testing, which c
try and at FCC, Broadcasting • Telecasting
learned Friday.
then be submitted to the FCC."
Meanwhile, CBS officials, who knew of
Report represents organized effort of "industry" to develop and present to FCC fully
port, speculated it may be RCA's dot sequent
compatible system declared desirable (but
system "in false whiskers." CBS is not me
ber of NTSC.
unavailable) by Commission in final color deFCC sources, declining formal comment,
cision adopting CBS field sequential system,
dicated Commission would welcome compati
upheld by Supreme Court last Monday (see
system and will give full consideration to n
story page 23).
developments which have been proven (h
Introductory letter in report, by W. R. G.
paper systems) according to procedure p
Baker, General Electric Co., NTSC chairman,
scribed in final color ruling.
stated report "actually does more than reflect
Dr. Baker's letter, dated May 22, explaii
an examination of the improvements in existAd Hoc Committee was formed in Noveml i
ing systems and the possibility of new systems.
It outlines the broad framework of a new
1950 "of outstanding electronic engineers" w
(Continued on page 9U )
composite system of color television achieved
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THE

WINNERS

n
HORSE
KUTA
KCSU
KVOG
KLAS
KGEM
KLIX
KBIO

RIDER

TRACK

Salt Lake City F. C. Carman
Provo - Ogden
Las Vegas

Boise
- Twin Falls Burley - - Pocatello Idaho Falls

KMON

Great Falls

KOOK

Butte
Billings

- - - -

■ 250 □
Van Wagonen - 250
250 Q
□
Webb
10,0
Stoye
- - - - 25000 □
□
Peterson - 250 □
- F. Mclntyre - 1,000
- K. Clark
- 250 □
□
- C. Crabtree - 5,000 □
- J. Brady - - 1,000 □
- B. Warner - - 5,000 □
- E. Cooney - - - K. McPherson -

- - H.
- A.
- - F.
- - M.

KWIK
KIFI
KOPR

■WEIGHT
5,000 □

You can parlay this winning combination
into a "sure thing" . . . . and at |ust $55.00
FROM THE STABLES OF THE
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
SALT LAKE CITY
PRES. f. C. CARMAN . . . VICE PRES. S. JOHN SCHILE
TOUTING BY

GEO.
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Stabilized

What's

the

Meat

best

way

Prices

to

get

them?

going through, meat prices advanced along with the

duction will be discouraged by too long continuance
of meat and livestock controls.

rest, partly because that is the nature of inflation,

As has been well proved by the experience of OPA,

and further because the amount of spendable money

price and rationing controls actually create black

in the hands of wage earners has increased faster

markets, scarcity in legitimate channels of trade,

than meat supplies.

under-the-counter favoritism, and no consumer bene-

In the period of general inflation we have been

There's a common-sense remedy for this situation.
1 • Stabilized consumer income.
2» Expanded production of meat.

Our rapidly growing population makes this second
step one of primary importance. People should have
all the meat they want at prices as low as production

fits in the end. In fact, stabilization officials recognize these dangers and say that controls should be
temporary and ended as quickly as possible. There
are no substitutes for the natural law of supply and
demand.
And consumers can help keep this laiv ivorking in their
interest by buying meat carefully and using it wisely.

costs permit. But meat production is inseparably
meshed with the production of livestock.
And farmers and ranchers say that livestock pro-

BROADCASTING

Tel ecasting

American
Headquarters, Chicago

Meat Institute
•

Members throughout the U. S.
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ROLLING

IN

Wichita's filthy rich. And it isn't a one-horse
show. Besides a multi-million dollar airplane
industry there's oil, dairy, wheat, and cattle,
plus 523 manufacturing plants. In January
alone, retail sales soared to over $23 million —
an 82.6% money-value increase over January
of 1950. Right now, Wichita is 32% ahead of
the 1950 level and its leadership continues.

WICHITA

DOUGH

Nearly a million dollars is being stuffed into
Wichita worker's pockets daily. Sales-ManageForecast
"highgrowth
spot"
city formentthe
last listed
decade.Wichita
Wichitaa area
has mushroomed a 10% increase above a year
ago. Building and other industries continue to
expand. Yes, business is humming in Wichita.
You have to tell 'em to sell 'em, radio does both.

IS

A

MAJOR

Wichita is truly radio active. There's no TV to worry about. Your Wichita radio advertising
dollar brings big dividends because Wichita people are removed from other major influences.

i

A
"Bll/f
CHIP"
MARKET
Everyone's a potential customer, too. For Kansas is
Yes,
there's
plenty
in Wichita
and retail
sales are up. Before of
you activity
can appreciate
the —bargain
you
completely saturated with radio sets. Some have two
and three but 98.4% have at least one radio. When your
have to buy it. And you'll find in the Wichita bargain,
radio advertising dollars are spent in Wichita you know
II/2 million people in the broadcast area with bulging
high-volume sales will be delivered by the Wichita radio
pockets waiting to be influenced. If you want to influstations — representing the major networks. Make your
ence people and increase sales, the "blue chip" market
for you is Wichita.
Radio will do both
Wicnita. nadio
botn.
pitcli where
wnere the
tne money
money is.
is. It's
its aa market-wize
market-wize buy.
buy
pitch

YOU

CAN

TELL 'EM

AND

SELL

EM

WITH

RAD/O

,N WICHITA

You'll have 100% coverage with the people who can do something about it. People with spendable
income. It's a rich market waiting to be tapped. The fastest and cheapest way to tap it is with RADIO.
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RADIO advertising! — "Grocers
don't use radio," Harvey Roffman's
Omaha competitors protested. A
few of them laughed at him. Even
Mr. Roffman's family was alarmed
when be bought a quarter-hour
program.
That was three years ago. Now,
however, Mr. Roffman is enjoying
the last laugh. And his laughter
is keeping time with the merry
jingle of the cash register which,
indeed, is music to his ears.
"I have a dollars and cents
answer to their doubt," Mr. Roffman says with an air of pride.
"Through radio ... a quarter-hour
Sunday program over KBON
(Omaha) called The Passing Parade of Soyigs, our Sunday net
sales alone increased from $750
the first year, to $1,600 the second,
Just to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more than marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRC's
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.
WRC listening is up — way up.
Some very choice availabilities

to Moreover,
$2,250 the comparing
third."
sales per
month, in December 1950, Roffman's Finer Foods supermarket
did $10,000 more business than in
December the previous year. In
January 1951, the store grossed
$5,800 more than in January 1950,
while February 1951, showed a
$6,800 increase over 1950.
Part of Mr. Roffman's success
story may be traced to his pain9'
staking manner of approaching
his
use of the medium. ^f^
"First, we had something special
to sell," he says. "Our supermarket
is open on Sunday and holidays.
It boasts such extras as soft background music, a delicatessen, a

of the meek

Mr. Perazzo (I) dusts off some of
the merchandise he mentions over
KBON while Mr. Roffman lends a
helping hand.
lunch counter and complete soda
fountain service, and specialty
items, such as more than 100 types
of cheeses.
"The second step was selecting
KBON, a local station with no
waste coverage, for our message.
We settled upon Sunday as a program day primarily because we are
open on this day. The broadcast
time, 12:30 p.m., was calculated to
reach people just out of church.
The program, which features popular music hits of the day, had no
competition, since none of the other
local stations offered popular music
at In
thattelling
time."of his successful pro(Continued on page 88)

in spots and programs are keyed
to the listening tastes of the capi-

We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.
The latest American Research

i

5,000 Watts • 980 U

lilt"'
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be preserved.

Our belief in action
Every Saturday morning,
WGAR presents "Business
Trends", a program of business information for all

j$

strictly business
Co., he serves unofficially as a
goodwill ambassador for another
rather large Chicago enterprise.
He is grandfather to three sets of
twins, first-born to three of his
four daughters, and they are his
favorite subjects in social conversation.

that everyone can work together to maintain and further progress toward better
standards of living. This public service is an example of
free enterprise in action.

Advertising manager and assistant secretary of Wrigley since the
mid '20s, Mr. Webster has charge
of a $10-$12 million yearly advertising budget, of which 35% goes
to radio and television. Of the remainder, 31% is allocated to newspapers and 21%. to street car cards.
The broadcast media have come in
Cleveland's Friendly Station
for a major share of the appropriations despite the 60-year-old comRepresented Nationally by
pany's traditional use of newspaper, magazine, street car and
Edward Petry & Company
outdoor.
Mr. Webster, a native of Elgin,
111., and a resident of the state all
;
Greatest
™ America's
Public Service
Medium
his life, joined Wrigley in 1919
ager of the William Wrigley Jr.
(Continued on page 58)
- -J
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Bureau report tells the story.
We'll stand on that!

Free enterprise, the foundation upon which the American
way of life was built, must

people. It is designed to bring
a greater understanding so

tal city. You see, we know this
market, and we know what we
can accomplish for a product.

Our belief

■

if

you're

all

wet.

. . . chances are you'll remedy the situation
with a towel made

in the Carolines . . .

where one-half of the nation's bath towels
are woven. Workers

in Carolina household

textile, plants are an important segment
of WBT's

audience of 3,000,000 . .

largest group of your prospects you
can reach by any single advertising
medium

in the two Carolinas.

CHARLOTTE

COLOSSUS

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

REPRESENTED

OF THE

BROADCASTING

NATIONALLY

BY

CAR 0 LINAS

COMPANY

RADIO

SALES

agency

kkk
CLARENCE E. ELDRIDGE, operations manager General Foods, N.Y.,
to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, same city, as executive vice
president, effective June 15.
C. R. (Bill) POPE Jr., account executive, and JIM WAHL, radio director,
Hoist & Cummings & Myers Ltd., Honolulu and S. F., appointed vice
presidents of agency.
ART PORTER, assistant to E. ROSS GAMBLE, vice president in charge
of media Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago, named media director. DeWITT
O'KIEFFE, vice president of agency, named creative director of radio
and television.
RINO NEGRI, head of foreign language department and vice president
Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., elected to board of directors.
CHARLES SCHENCK, Compton Adv. Co.; JOHN TAYLOR, Carl Webster
Co., and ZACHARY SCHWARTS, Columbia Pictures, added to radio and
television staff Biow Co., N. Y. Messrs. SCHENCK and TAYLOR to be
production supervisors
for company and Mr. TAYLOR to firm's television
commercial
staff.

on all accounts

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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BLAIR

&

CO.

our

as junior account executive. Three
tionist" in Portland, Ore., years later he associated himself
ncy
les,
io
circ
rad
c- with the Worlds Fair staff of the
rfe
d "pe
wor
ION andtheage
MENT
likely as not the name of Knight-Counihan Co. at San Franand
Everett A. Mitchell will crop up
cisco, working on special exhibits
and promotion.
among his trade colleagues.
As radio director and account
When the Golden Gate Internaexecutive at Allen & Clenaghen,
tional Exposition ended, he returned to Portland as account exPortland, Mr. Mitchell is so acecutive with his former employer,
knowledged when it comes to radio
as the Joseph R. Gercopy. He has long been a firm now berknown
Co.
believer in radio's ability to proThe
outbreak
of World War II
vide listeners with useful information as well as ensignaled
Mr. Mitchell's entrance
in the
tertainment.
Navy dio— asand
intoThe
raThis penchant for
well.
perfectionism is not
Navy
was
seeking
borne of enthusiasm
"likely radio matefor that medium
rial," he recalls. Lt.
alone, however, for
Mr. Mitchell had a
(j. g.) Mitchell
three
years spent
and
thorough grounding
three months in the
in publications, in
service, mustering
which he specialized
out with the title of
in college, and also
assistant Shore Radramatics, not to
dio Officer for the
mention the techni8th Naval District
cal side of radio and
•<tfo
at New Orleans.
Thus it came to
promotion.
Everett A. Mitchan
passadvertising
that, evenman,
for
ell fused
(not with
to the
be radio
conMr.
Mitchell
became
veteran of the same
unusually conversant
Mr. MITCHELL
name at NBC Chiwith the technical
cago) obtained this
side of radio as a result of his
background at Westminster College where he was active in Navy tenure.
Picking up the radio threads
all campus affairs, particularly as
in civilian life, he joined Showalter
editor-in-chief of the college annual and as a special correspondent
Lynch count
Agency,
acexecutive, Portland,
and a yearas later
for the Salt Lake City Tribune.
After graduation in 1935, Mr. Allen & Clenaghen, as radio director and account executive on
Mitchell moved to Portland where
(Continued on page 88)
he joined Gerber & Crossley Inc.
BROADCASTING
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J. SHEA, radio director and board of directors member James
Thomas Chirurg Co., N. Y., appointed media director.
W. EARL BOTHWELL, N. Y., and HAMILTON ADV.
AGENCY, Chicago, have completed arrangements for
an affiliation to provide more complete service to each
agency's clients in Midwest, New York and West Coast.
RAY A. WASHBURN, manager Calkins & Holden,
Chicago, elected vice president W. Earl Bothwell and
will supervise agency's mid-western activities.

Mr. Shea

LOUIS KENNEDY,
FRANCIS
O'NEIL,
TRAYNOR
and VINCENT
C. YOUNG
Jr. toNORMAN
creative
staff Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit.

LOCKWOOD-SHACKELFORD Co., L. A., in expansion move, acquires
local Alex Struthers Advertising Agency. ALEX STRUTHERS named
vice president in charge of client relations and business development for
Lockwood-Shackelford Co., with, principal Struthers Adv. Agency personnel also joining staff of former firm. Lockwood-Shackelford maintains
branch offices in S. F., Chicago and N. Y.
E. J. LAUESEN, vice president Fuller & Smith & Ross and manager
Chicago office since 1946, elected to board of directors. He has been with
company since 1943.
MONTY MANN, vice president and radio director Glenn Adv., Dallas,
to Lowe Runkle Agency, Oklahoma City, as radio director and account
executive.
ROBERT E. MOORE, vice president Ross, Roy Fogarty, Chicago, named
merchandising director of C. Wendel Muench, same city.
JANET MAYER from manager of school and college advertising for
- Chicago Daily News, to Walter Schwimmer Productions, same city, as
account executive in the awards division. MICHAEL BROWN to company's TV department as producer and director, from Malcolm-Howard
Agency, Chicago.
J. CRAIG CLARK, Grey Adv., N. Y., to Dorland Inc., same city, as
creative director of plans board.
RONNIE
3

RICHTER to Phillip Jones Adv. Agency, Phila.

SIDNEY OLSON, Earl Newsome & Co., N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., as member of copy staff.

& ROLAND GILLETTE, recently vice president in charge of production,
"•! for
Young
Rubicam,
TV &and
radio. N. Y., to Biow Co., N. Y., as an executive producer
NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY Inc., Chicago, is to open an office in
Toronto late this summer to service Canadian advertising now handled
from parent office. JOHN WILLOUGHBY, director of agency's public
relations department, will be Canadian manager.
y. S. W. CALDWELL Ltd., moved major portion of offices to 150 Simcoe
St., Toronto, retains office at 80 Richmond St. W., Toronto, for auditioning.
T. N. THOMPSON, owner Carpenteria (Calif.) Herald, named director
of production PHILLIPS-RAMSEY Co., San Diego. Mrs. ORVA HUFF,
radio-TV copy writer, elevated to production director for radio and TV.
WILLIAM BINZEN Jr. appointed television art director Hewitt, Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather Inc., N. Y.

and SPONSORS
on

SELL

'EM

WBEN's
Luncheon
Club
Housewives are in a mellow (and buying)
mood when Ed Dinsmore's Luncheon Club
takes over WBEN from 1 2:30 to 1 :30, Monday thru Friday. Ed dishes out a menu consisting of generous helpings of smooth music,
garnished with informal interviews with visiting personalities. Add a dash of chatter
about the weather and things in general
and you have the recipe for sales in the
Buffalo area.
Ed is also emcee of Buffalo's popular Breakfast at the Lenox which means he's in solid
with the ladies. Serve your sales message on
his easy-to-listen-to Luncheon Club. See the
Petry man in your vicinity for details about
participation.

SCHUYLER HUNTER appointed account executive and elected vice
president Cary-Hill Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
WALTER McCREERY, president Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills,
Calif., in N. Y. for several weeks conferring with agency clients and
executives of his firm on fall plans.
ELEANOR SMITH, Young & Rubicam Inc., Hollywood, and George
I Milan plan June 30 marriage.
BROADCASTING
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IL HEAT INSTITUTE of Washington and OREGON HEATING
INDUSTRIES planning joint regional campaign starting about
O July 1. Agency: Pacific National Adv., Seattle.
SWIFT & Co., Chicago* for its premium chicken, to begin TV spot test
campaign on WAGA-TV Atlanta shortly, with further expansion anticipated. This is first time product has been advertised on video. Agency:
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
GREEN SPOT Inc., L. A. (orange beverage), starting intensive weekly
schedule of animated 20-second spots on TV stations in 10 major markets.
Will expand into other TV markets as campaign progresses. Firm is
using heavy spot radio schedules in various markets. Agency: Beaumont
& Hohman Inc., L. A.

How

Does

it Feel

to be . . .

PERFEX MFG. Co., Shenandoah, Iowa (Perfex Super Cleaner, GlossTex
Plastic Starch, Shina Dish, Dexol Powder Bleach), sponsoring Midwestern Hayride, WLW Cincinnati, Saturday, 6:30-7:30 p.m. EST, and
participations on Ruth Lyons Morning Matinee, WLW, WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, WLWC (TV) Columbus, WLWD (TV) Dayton, Monday
through Saturday, 8:30-9:30 a.m. EST.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM Co. (on behalf of its dealers) purchases rights
to televise, on delayed basis, Big Ten and Big Seven football games this
fall. Both will be weekly feature game of each conference. Package,
originated by Ray H. Kremer, through his and Phillips' agency, Lambert
& Feaslery, is unique inasmuch as no game sold on local basis will be
duplicated in that area. Some 17 stations will carry this weekly feature.

Well, maybe it depends on who's first. And maybe it
depends on who's third . . . and fourth.
Anyway, Amarillo rated a red ribbon and Houston got
the blue. (After all, there's only one Jesse Jones and only
one Glenn McCarthy and only one Shamrock Hotel)
Dallas placed third (Neiman-Marcus and all). And Tulsa
also ran. The figures look fine.
Retail sales for the first three months of 1951 were up
. . . over the first three months of 1950, like this:
HOUSTON
AMARILLO
DALLAS
TULSA

+24%
+22%
+21%
+20%
The figures are from the May 1, 1951 Retail Trade Report
of the Business Division, Bureau of Census. The area
covered is Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana.

CRAFTSHIRE SPORTS, N. Y. (misses and women's suits), names William Wilbur Adv., same city. Agency starting spot radio and TV campaign effective early September in all major markets, to be tied in with
local department store outlets. TV commercials, mostly live, connected
with women's shows. Length of contracts to depend on results in each
market. Trudy Richards is account executive.
A/etwotk
SUNBEAM BAKERS GROUP,
ica Cooperative, to sponsor The
and Deborah Kerr in scientific
of enrichment of bread. Drama

N. Y., through Quality Bakers of AmerSilent Weapon, featuring Frederic March
drama commemorating 20th anniversary
will be heard on ABC June 7, 8-8:30 p.m.

■fluency -Appointment* • • •
JORDAN Mfg. Co., N. Y. (Sea Nymph swim suits), names Grey Adv.,
N. Y., as" its agency.
BALL BROS. Co. of California Inc., El Monte, Calif, (freezer jars), names
Davis & Co., L. A. Spot test campaign being considered for Sacramento,
Stockton and San Francisco.
WILLIAM M. ALLISON & Co., N. Y. (Regency pistachio nuts), appoints
Badger & Browning & Hersey, same city, to handle advertising.
LUTZ & SCHRAMM Inc., Pittsburgh, names WasSer, Kay & Phillips
Inc., same city, to direct advertising. First television program is
Playbill, WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Monday, 8:30 p.m. Firm plans
expansion of promotional program if test run is successful.
■Qdpeojale • • •
WILLIAM K. EASTHAM, assistant advertising manager Whitehall
Pharmacal Co., N. Y., to Lever Bros. Co., same city, as brand advertising
manager.
WILLIAM E. ROBERTS, vice president and director Bell & Howell,
Chicago, named vice president in charge of operations for company.

The only way to completely cover the "well-healed" Amarillo Market, by the way, is KGNC. Any O. L. Taylor
man has proof of this!

FOWLER

McCORMICK resigned Monday as chairman of board International Harvester Co., Chicago, after directors voted President JOHN L.
McCAFFREY top executive officer of company. Mr. McCormick continues as a director, and reportedly owns about $10 million of company's preferred and common stock.
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AS

OF

THE

ONLY

BOSTON

STATION
with

this roster

of stars

*
DREW

PEARSON

TED MACK
AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

BERT PARKS
★

OUTLET

IN

walter
don

winchell

McNeill

ozzie

and

harriet
★

IS

STATION

ELMER

DAVIS

LONE

RANGER

BILL STERN
★
BETTY

CROCKER

METROPOLITAN
OPERA COMPANY

50,000
680
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WATTS
YOUR

SCREEN

GUILD

PLAYERS

ROBERT

MONTGOMERY
*

DIAL
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Richards
EDITOR:

In

Canada

when

you

you

sell

tell

em

em!

i f you could walk into the living room of every sales prospect and sit down to tell him what your product will do
for him— you could do a better selling job than in any other
way. But the cost of selling this way is prohibitive— it
certainly would be in Canada.
A LONG

STRETCH

Canada is a vast country, stretching 4,280 miles from
St. John's to Vancouver. All in all, it has 3,845,144 square
miles of fabulous resources and unlimited potential. The
Province of Ontario alone, Canada's second largest, is
slightly larger than Texas, New York and Pennsylvania
combined.
With an area roughly 14 larger than the U. S., the Canadian population is less than 10% that of her neighbour;
only 3.57 persons per square mile, compared with 45.1 in
the U. S. But Canada's population is somewhat concentrated: 79% live in a narrow strip of land only 200 miles
wide hugging the U. S. border.
A LARGE

PROBLEM

These figures present a curious problem to anyone marketing aproduct in Canada. Obviously, it's easy to reach
the large population centers. But that leaves a vast market
untouched— a market that, in 1949, accounted for over
$3,622,465,000
in retailfaced
sales-41.5%
Canada's have
total.either
Too
often, manufacturers
with thisofdilemma
put all their advertising eggs in one basket or spread themselves too thin in an attempt to add rural coverage to the
metropolitan.
The problem is: how to cover both urban and rural
markets with a maximum number of sales messages for
every advertising dollar expended.
Once you are aware of the problem, once convinced of
the solution, then you are on your way towards exploiting
this lucrative market.
IN CANADA

YOU SELL 'EM WHEN

YOU

TELL 'EM!

General Manager
Canadian
37 Bloor St. West,
Toronto.
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Broadcasters
109 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.

Memorial

Will your staunch publication
undertake the lead in establishing
a "Freedom of Radio" memorial in
memory of G. A. (Dick) Richards,
and accept contributions for that
purpose from others of us in the
industry who strongly believe in
keeping radio free?
Dick Richards personified "freedom of radio" to such an extent
that it will always remain inextricably associated with his name.
His death at the very climax of
the supreme fight of his life to
maintain radio's freedom is a sad
but timely opportunity for others
of us to keep the good faith alive
— to perpetuate and extend it to
future generations of broadcasters
and other Americans so that never
again, let us hope, will any man or
station be forced to undergo similar travail.
There are hundreds of broadcasters who believe in keeping radio
free just as zealously as he did.
We did not have to make the personal fight, at our own expense, as
he did. We can honor him for it
in this way.

ASCAP

Rate Cut?

EDITOR:
Believing in the principle of pay
ing a fair rate for any service wi
receive, we now have reached thi
conclusion that ASCAP should b
thinking of reducing their com
mercial and sustaining rates b
radio stations. A careful check o
our logs for the past few month
indicates that ASCAP music i
on the decline. In line with this
we have written Louis Weber o
ASCAP as follows:
"... We find .. . that BM
music is considerably ahead o
ASCAP, and, further, that as BM
continues in business, they are be
ginning to have the 'standarc
Maybe ."if enough broadcaster
tunes.
prod the. . NARTB
we will get sorri
action on this.
Edwin Mullinax
General Manager
WLAG LaGrange, Ga.
Last Word
EDITOR:

All that Richard Marvin's ai
Will you undertake
to accept
conticle, "New Dawn for Commercials
tributions to this fund
and hold
[Broadcasting • Telecastini
them until a Committee of TrusMay 28], needed
for final
a constructs
tees, to be selected among the raconclusion
was the
sentencs
dio industry, can be appointed by
"...
and
that
is
why
agencie
some appropriate authority (such
as NARTB) to administer the fund
should use filmed commercials."
and decide upon the best ultimate
Our employes know of this ad
uses for it?
William Lyons
Vice President
We would like to start the ball
rolling with our check (attached).
TV Films
New York
We believe that hundreds of other
individuals, stations and organizations associated with radio will like
to add their contributions — small
BERRY BILL
or large — so that a permanent living memorial will continue, through
Urges 'Voice' Transfe
all the years to come, to perpetuate
LAWMAKERS from South Dakot
one of America's most priceless
possessions — Freedom of Radio.
apparently want to abolish tl
Frank M. Headley
State Dept. — and are sticking t<
Frank E. Pellegrin
gether to attain a common end.;
Paul R. Weeks
A companion
bill towas
one intrt
no'
Dwight S. Reed
pending
in the Senate
Carlin S. French
duced in the U. S. House of Repr<
sentatives last month by Rep. 1
H-R Representatives Inc.
New York
Y. Berry (R-S.D.). Like its pret
ecessor (S 1389), sponsored b
P.S. — Also attached are contriSen. Francis Case (R-S.D.),
butions to this fund from KSTL
seeks to abolish the departmei
St. Louis, Mo., and WATO Oak
and set up a Dept. of Foreign A3
Ridge, Tenn.
fairs. The bill (HR 4084) als
[EDITOR'S NOTE: We concur in the would transfer the Voice of Amer
view that this journal is not the ap- ca
to an Information Div. withi
propriate authority to administer the
fund, since that is a fiduciary and not the Executive Branch.
a publication matter. We have thereLike his fellow Republican, Re]
fore turned over to NARTB headquarters the checks submitted by H-R
Berry
sponsored
the measure
reorganize
the Dept.
of State 'Jji
Representatives Inc. Those interested
in tendering contributions should ad- the interest of economy, efficienc
dress them to the National Assn. of
Radio & Television Broadcasters, 1771 and a more effective administratio
N Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.j
of foreign affairs."
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DOMINANT

409,583

WOAI

BMB

BY

DAY

FAMILIES

NETWORK
STA-

168,153

B

NETWORK
162,683

STA-C

NETWORK
STA

64,211

- D

WOAI RADIO FAMILIES
Deduct All TV Families
[On basis used by ANA)

1942
349,610

1951
767,365
-41,500

Above figures BMB + 3.6% +0 1951
based on ANA Report.

725,865

BASE HOUR RATE (Network)
WOAI'S RADIO FAMILIES INCREASED
108%. THE RATE INCREASED ONLY 13%$300
WOAI INSTEAD OF CUTTING RATE AS ANA
RECOMMENDS, MIGHT LOGICALLY INCREASE
FROM $340 to (tCO/l
$0^4
or 84%

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis
Dallas, San Francisco, Detroit

San Antonio
fli) /H AMERICAS
CROWINGFASTEST
'. MAJOR CITY

NEXT

OADCASTING

$340

WEEK:woai
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NOW...

THE

ULTIMATE

CUSTOM

IN

RECORDING!

In

The

Public
Interest

CAPITOL

RECORDS

OFFERS

conrtuete

'mdw

n

• Here, at last, are Custom Recording facilities superlative
in technical excellence and personnel . . . complete in
the finest and latest equipment . . . luxurious in spacious
studios and lounges and, wonderfully convenient!
• Artists, Producers, Recording Companies, Advertising
Agencies and Advertisers have long expressed a desire
for custom recording comparable to the fidelity and
quality associated with the major recording studios...
Now, Capitol makes its outstanding facilities available
to all who demand the ultimate in sound reproduction!
• Whether your requirement be for a speech or a
symphony ... an organ number or audition . . . audience
facilities for a radio or television extravaganza, Capitol's
studios promise you perfection in the end result . . .
comfort and convenience in the process!

DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
Write or phone for this illustrated brochure containing
complete information on services and studio facilities.
STUDIO & RECORDING SERVICES DIVISION
Capitol Records, Inc.
5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. • HEmpstead 7114
studios in Hollywood • New York • Chicago ■ Nashville
NAMECOMPANYADDRESS
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DX Contest
DX CONTEST sponsored by WBKB
(TV) Chicago, believed to have
been the first conducted by a
video station since experimental
days, brought in 150 long distance
calls during a nine-hour stretch in
the station's Cerebral Palsy Telethon May 13. WBKB offered a
Mercury car to the person calling
from the greatest distance who
reported consistent daily reception;
could identify in detail for three
minutes the picture being transmitted at the moment, and donated
money to the cerebral palsy campaign. Calls from Los Angeles,
Dallas, Tulsa and Kansas City
were ruled out because of the freak
nature of TV transmission. Within the first and second hours, those
living within the 100 and 200 mile
limit dropped out and were asked
to stop calling. William J. Tong
of Imlay City, Mich., 246 air miles
from Chicago, won by a 10 mile
lead. His contribution — $1.
To Fight Cancer
WAVZ New Haven, in cooperation
with the local cancer drive, moved
one of its control rooms to the
window of a leading department
store. Programming was carried
on throughout the day. This effort
helped swell the funds for the
New Haven area.
Road to Success
WRNL Richmond, Va., reportedly
was the only station to carry in its
entirety the Richmond City Council's controversial public hearing
May 21 on a proposed express route
through Richmond. The hearing
lasted from 7:30 p.m. to 2:15 a.m.
Originally plans had been made to
hold the hearing in a 5,000-seat
auditorium, but because radio coverage was promised, the hearing
was held in the Council Chamber,
which holds fewer than 300.
WRNL arranged to carry final voting of the City Council direct from
City Hall May 23.

moned help while his two colleagues
prepared to cover the drama. Firemen forcibly rescued the unwilling
despondent, and WTVJ gave thf
complete story to televiewers thai
evening. The event closely paralthe plotwasof playing
a movie,
"14
Hours,"leledwhich
nearby
One newspaper editor reportedlj
disbelieved the story at first, thinking it a publicity stunt.
Safety Drive
DRIVE to reduce high acciden
rate throughout Florida has beer
undertaken by WIRK West Pain
Beach during National Safety
Month. Station is cooperatinj
with Automobile Dealers Assn,
Palm Beach police department
highway patrol and Citizens Saf etj
Committee, offering special pro
grams and spot schedule. Statioi
Manager Joseph S. Field Jr. alsi
is urging a statewide compulsor;
car inspection.
Kiwanis Auction
ON two successive nights, WTWJ
St. Johnsbury, Vt., cooperated witl
local Kiwanis Club in putting on i
Kiwanis Radio Auction. Local mer
chants were solicited by club mem
bers to donate an article and th
total list was compiled and sent t>
all phone subscribers. Under co
chairmanship of E. Dean Finney
WTWN general manager, ani
Richard Adams, assistant managei
special telephones were installe*
in studios and Kiwanis member
took over as auctioneers for tw
hours each night. Proceeds o
$1,500 was turned over to club fo
charitable purposes. Productio
was handled by Program Directo
Robert Webster.
Job Training
WFIL-TV Philadelphia and the Dis j
tributive Education Section of th
local Board of Education jointl
presented a program, TV Rehearse i
on How to Apply for a Positioil
before seniors at a local high schoo
A three-day TV program in al
it showed how students can trai [
for jobs and continue education.
Detroit Symphony

Quick Action
A WTVJ (TV) Miami news
cameraman reportedly saved the
life of a would-be suicide May 14
WJR Detroit, in the interest c
when he succeeded in getting rescuers to the scene before the man
good music, has presented progran
could leap from a 19th-floor ledge. to stimulate and encourage tt
movement to re-establish the D«
Three WTVJ cameramen, Murray
Zissen, Labe Mell and Bill Izzard, troit Symphony Orchestra. Amon
were on the 19th floor of the Dade
these programs is the weekly serie
County Courthouse to cover a Sunday Symphony. On May 13
routine assignment. Mr. Zissen was announced that the Detro
noticed the disappearance from a Symphony Orchestra would be rj
room of a 26-year-old man, later created under the leadership of
identified as a Marine suffering new organization, the Detroit Syn
battle fatigue.
Mr. Zissen sumphony Orchestra Inc.
BROADCASTING
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To gain rooftop altitude on a pogo stick takes sorr t
doing. It also takes some doing to bring a block o
kid shows to an all-time high in network radio, fe

/
/

Mutual's kid strip (5-6 p.m., weekdays) not onl'H
tops the field in ratings and audience and home:

X

/

\ OCT — FEB AV. RATING AV. HOMES
'48 -'49
1,807,000
5-3
4.7
'50-5 /
57
2,/ 04,000
•49-'5o
Source: N. R. I. Avg. Aud., all sponsored shows, 5-6 2,349,000
p.m., Mon.-Fri

chalks
it up

per dollar; it's even topping Us own best records pt
coast to coast— despite the best that TV can offerHU

is-fhe diffe
Thrence
e

;s0, A three-year report on these high-flying operations
todc i!5 posted on the fence below. Note, please, that
hese are merely average figures per broadcast,
vctually, a typical 3-a-week sponsor is now reactihod

ng nearly 5,000,000 different homes per week,

SCO :i case your sales could use an extra bounce, Kid

e I LUS is just the boy to show you the way . . . up.

'S

t em

Ef g

NORTH

North

CAROLINA

Carolina Rates More

In Sales Management

IS

Firsts

Survey Than

Any Other Southern State.
More
WPTF

and

North

Carolinians Listen to

Than to Any Other Station.

NORTH

NUMBER

1

CAROLINA'S

SALESMAN

IS...

IIS

NBC

AFFILIATE for RALEIGH, DURHAM
and Eastern North Carolina

NATIONAL
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But
CBS
COLOR
rHE LATCHSTRING is still out
io other color television systems,
jut any new techniques offered to
he FCC must incorporate drastic
mprovements over present standirds before meriting consideration.
That is the gist of formal and
nformal sentiment at the Comnission in the wake of last Monlay's Supreme Court decision,
spelling victory for CBS and the
T'CC. Commission sources readily
idmit they are "willing to be
hown" any
might
idvance
the systems
medium that
and better
erve the public. But it is stressed
hat the green light is now showing for the CBS system and, in
he interests of color service now,
should not be held up unnecesarily.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy himelf expressed the Commission's
villingness to keep the door open.
Speaking last Tuesday before the
?enate Interstate and Foreign
"ommerce Committee considering
is re-nomination to the FCC (story
>age 27), he declared:
"It is not closed. It is never
losed. The Commission is under
mandate of Congress to encourge new developments in the radio
pt. We could not, if we wanted
o — if we were the most arbitrary
et of people in the world — prevent
new development which could
rove itself as being in the public
iterest."
Question also had been raised in
ome quarters as to what the Comlission's attitude might be toward
bracket standards," or provision
'ithin receiving sets enabling
lem to operate on both CBS and
resent monochrome standards.
Set Issues

STANDS
comments on bracket standards,
we are not able to adopt them
without a hearing. Such a hearing
will be scheduled at a later date."
The hearing date has not been
set. Although such a hearing was
still termed "an open question"
last week at FCC, it is doubted
the Commission would use this
avenue to provide for other color
systems and thereby dilute its
hard-fought CBS system victory.
However, some spokesmen at
FCC pointed out that for all practical purposes bracket standards
now exist. Any set maker wishing
to
CBS color
sets to
in today's
TV sell
markets
will have
include
black-and-white provisions within
the sets, it was explained, since
colorcasts will be limited for some
time to come.
Stress Wording
Commission authorities were disposed to place emphasis on the
wording of the final color decision
of last fall in which the procedure
for others seeking color consideration is outlined as follows:
The Commission does not imply
that there is no further room for
experimentation. Radio in general
and television in particular are so

Other

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Systems

Hove

new that extensive experimentation is
necessary if the maximum potentialities of radio and television are to be
realized. Many of the results of such
experimentation can undoubtedly be
added without affecting existing receivers. As to others some obsolescence of existing receivers may be
involved if the changes are adopted.
In the interest of stability this latter type of change will not be adopted
unless the improvement is substantial in nature, when compared to the
amount of dislocation involved. But
when such an improvement does come
along, the Commission cannot refuse
to consider it merely because the
owners of existing receivers might be
compelled to spend additional money
to continue receiving programs.
It is, therefore, contemplated that
interested persons may conduct experimentation inaccordance with experimental rules not only as to color
television but as to all phases of television broadcasting. Of course, any
person conducting such experimentation should realize that any new color
system that is developed for utilization on regular television channels
must meet the minimum criteria for
a color television system set forth in
our First Report.
In addition, any such system that
is developed or any improvement that
results from the experimentation
might face the problem of being in-

Chance

If Good

compatible with the present monochrome system or the color system
we are adopting today. In that event,
the new color system or other improvement will have to sustain the
burden of showing that the improvement which results is substantial
enough to be worth while when compared to the amount of dislocation
involved to receivers then in the hands
of the public.
Last week's rapid-fire color telewere: vision developments, in a nutshell,
% Supreme Court affirms lower
court ruling upholding FCC adoption of color standards (text of
decision
Justice
doubting and
views,
page Frankfurter's
76).
£ RCA announces it will go
ahead with public demonstrations
of its "improved, compatible, allelectronics
• CBS system."
hails SCOTUS ruling,
plans to initiate colorcasting by
end of June.
0 Set makers divide in opinion:
Several smaller companies already
with plans in advanced stage to
market converters, adapters and
color sets; others with no plans, to
await public acceptance.
% Government spokesmen see
little hope of additional material
(Continued on page 62)

Criticizes Rival Networks
RATES
with the wishes of a majority of
THE FIRST — and radio leaders
tion without resorting to the practices which have, in our opinion,
hoped devoutedly it would be the the AM broadcasters of America."
aimed a wholly unwarranted blow
only — round of network radio rate
The pro-tem MAAC elected Rex
Howell of KFXJ Grand Junction,
reductions was completed last week
at He
all said
broadcasting."
as Mutual followed the lead of Col., as chairman and James Murthe reduction of Sunday
CBS, NBC and ABC by offering
ray, KQV Pittsburgh, as secretary.
afternoon rates amounted to disadvertisers an extra 10% discount
Mutual's rate-and-discount plan,
In its "first report" on color TV
continuance of "premium rates"
on afternoon and evening time plus which like those of the other netE Sept. 1, 1950, proposing adoption
heretofore charged "because of our
a
cut
in
Sunday
afternoon
rates.
works
would
be
effective
July
1,
f the CBS system, FCC asked set
higher ratings" in those hours.
lanufacturers to indicate whether
reduces Sunday afternoon rates
A pro-tem Mutual Affiliates AdSimilar premium charges "have
long
since been abandoned by other
visory
Committee,
meeting
to
de(12 noon to 6 p.m.) from twohey could, or would, begin producnetworks
in effort to threaten our
velop
plans
for
a
permanent
MAAC,
thirds to one-half of the evening
on of "bracket standard" sets so
leadership in this important time
s to freeze the compatibility issue
gave its approval to the rate ad- rate. Additionally, for all time
periods from 1 to 10:30 p.m.,
justment and rapped the rival netending further study of the color
segment," Mr. White asserted.
works for making it necessary.
through the week, advertisers would
Wstion and alleged improvements
He said Mutual's approach to
MBS
President
Frank
White
also
i various systems. The proposal
get an extra 10% discount on their
the problemcard"does
reduce
the
took the other networks to task.
individual
rate not
of our
stations
id not meet favorable response.
net billings aside from all other
discounts
earned
under
the
MBS
Coupled
with
its
approval
of
nor does it reduce network service
> In its "second report" last Oct. the new rate-and-discount plan, the
rate card.
to our affiliates. And, far from
P, finalizing CBS standards, FCC
oted:
MAAC went on record "to militantWhite Statement
permitting our program service
"In view of the nature of the ly carry out a plan for positive
to deteriorate, additional plans for
President
White,
who
received
action" and pledged "our unceasing
strengthened programming are
a vote of endorsement from the
efforts in behalf of building AM
Text of SCOTUS Decision
broadcasting and supporting
affiliates group, expressed confiThe MAAC resolution reiterated
dence that these adjustments will under
way."
Mutual as the network whose obPage 76
(Continued
on page 32)
jectives are completely in harmony
enable Mutual to "meet the situaJune 4, 1951
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Store

WISE tailing sense, for J. C. Penney Co.
'
NEYBEATTY
PEN
By J. FRANK
THE billion-dollar J. C. Penney Co., doesn't go in for that sort of thing.
Instead it's an event, concentrating
national retail chain operating
recorded announce1,608 stores, is giving radio a test. on specially
ments tied into storewide displays
In defiance of a hallowed anti- and staff cooperation.
broadcasting policy of long standIs radio selling J. C. Penney
ing, this large department store
dresses ?
organization is preparing to assay
Mr. Crismond asked Harry Marthe results of a month-long series
tin, Silver Spring store manager,
of spot tests in several markets.
that question.
It is too soon for Penney officials
The answer — "Results from rato decide what radio has done, let
dio promotion of the dress carnival
alone decide whether to relax the
are
very good, well above the avchain's anti-radio policy. But this
erage store in volume of sales, and
much is certain — sales of dresses,
twice the monthly average of the
the tested item, are running far
Silver Spring store. The dress
above the chain's average in its salesmen are enthusiastic. They
Silver Spring, Md., store.
come in the office to hear the radio
This suburban community,
spots.
salesmen ask, 'Why
spreading out of the District of don't weOther
have our merchandise on
Columbia's northern tip, is often
called the fastest growing popuAll this
" in an organization which
lation area in the world.
radio a? 'strict
has
policy against radio,
The entire retailing industry,
except for openings of new stores.
along with associated media and
The Silver Spring store's openagency fields, will watch the reing last Aug. 17 was a radiosults of the Penney tests. Broadstimulated event. The store used
casters, too, are interested as they
36 one-minute spots over a fourcontemplate the traditional watchday period before the doors opened.
word: "Don't waste your breath
The result ? One of the most terrific
trying to sell radio to Penney."
crowds in Penney history. In the
August Opening
pre-opening days the sales force
The J. C. Penney store is rela- used 15 telephones to contact Silver
Spring people.
tively new to Silver Spring, having
been opened only last August. It
Sixty-five percent of those conserves an immediate trading area
tacted by phone said they had heard
about the opening on radio, Mr.
of 250,000 persons, but draws regular traffic from an area of two
Crismond was informed. The only
other promotion was via a shopping
or perhaps three times that large.
paper, since Silver Spring has no
Since April 30 the Silver Spring
daily newspaper.
store has been using six recorded
spots a day — 36 a week for five
A couple of other radio promotions have been equally successful.
weeks — to promote the May Dress
Carnival featuring summer cottons,
Last Washington's birthday the
according to James E. Crismond,
Penney store joined in a community -wide promotion campaign
commercial manager of WGAY Silver Spring.
sparked by WGAY. At 8 a.m. Feb.
It's not a sale, in the usual re- 22 there were over 800 people wait-

TV

op T.V.
DIRECTOP

T. V
. SLAPBAC

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
The underground.
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Chain

Eyes Spot

Pull

ing to get in the store though
doors didn't open until 9.
Last Easter Saturday the store
was mobbed for the unveiling of
"the world's largest Easter Bunny."
Brer Bunny, incidentally, hatched
a seven-foot egg for the benefit of
one of the community's largest
gatherings — a radio - promoted
gathering.
The May Dress Carnival is built
around summer cottons in three
price ranges— $5.98, $8.90 and
$12.75. Each recorded spot features
a particular item. The radio-advertised items are quickly sold and
along with this business comes a
general pickup in dress sales.
J. C. Penney stores have a liberal bonus plan. Salesmen tell the
customers it is smart to buy two
dresses. All salesmen are trained
to be courteous and friendly.
Carnival Theme
The Silver Spring store is decked
out in carnival atmosphere, which
is carried through into caliope
background music in the radio
spots. The dress balcony overlooks
the huge store, a Class A store
with 35,000 feet of floor space.
Streamers extend from the balcony
out over the main floor displays.
Windows are appropriately
trimmed.
The Penney store in Silver Spring
draws traffic from all over Northwest and Northeast Washington. It
attracts customers from Hyattsville, College Park and other communities inPrince Georges County,
Maryland. And it draws from Bethesda, Rockville, Olney and other
Montgomery County areas. On top
of that the store gets customers
from Arlington and Alexandria,
Va., where there are Penney stores.
This presumably is due to the
WGAY broadcasts. Interestingly,
customers come from as far away
(40 miles) as Frederick, Md., also
site of a Penney store.
One of the Silver Spring store's
toughest jobs is to keep the trading
area aware of its presence. The
community has a heavy migratory
population, many of whom do their
department store shopping in downtown Washington. Many of these
residents have patronized J. C.
Penney stores in their home towns.
At this point radio has been doing
a job for the store, especially since
there are no community daily news-

IN RECOGNITION of her outstanding
work as co-founder of the United
Cerebral Palsy Assn., Mrs. Leonard
H. Goldenson (r) was chosen "Woman
of the Day" by Nancy Craig, ABC
commentator. Mrs. Goldenson's husband is president of United Paramount Theatres, which has jusl
merged Telecasting,
with ABC May
[Broadcasting
•
28].

TRANSITIONS
*
Advertisers Juggle Showi^

RADIO and television network advertisers were still in the midstf'6
of renewals, shifts in time periods
and some cancellations last week
General Mills has renewed foi
another 52 weeks its Stu Erwm
Show—Trouble With Father, Sat- ion
urday, 7:30-8 p.m. on ABC-TV lit
ie
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, Ne\w;lie
York, is the agency.
i i 'f
Schlitz Brewing Co., througr beJ<
Young & Rubicam, will move its
program (with a new format) id
from ABC-TV, Friday, 9-10 p.m. W
to CBS-TV, same night, same time MOB!
i181
Actual switch may take place during the summer or early fall. Tht
CBS period is being vacated by tht
Ford Motor Co.'s Ford Theatre
through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
ing, May
28]
York
[Broadcasting
• Telecast

H. J. Heinz Co. will sponsor i
summer series, A Life in You}
Hands, as a summer replacement 35a
for its Adventures of Ozzie an<x(
Harriet, Friday, 9-9:30 p.m. or
ABC, which was renewed for tht
next fall through Maxon Adv- tig
New York.
General Foods Plan
General Foods is dropping spon it
sorship of two of its daytime seri
als, When a Girl Marries and Por- 1
tia Faces Life, both on NBC. Bui
part
of the when
moneyGFis picks
going up
bad-i
into radio

It is traditional in retailing that
papers.lines are the hardest to get
style
moving when a new store is opened.
J. C. Penney Co. could pump up quarter-hour of the Don McNeil,
Club,28].on ABC [Closei
its dress carnival with exciting ad- Breakfast
Circuit, May
vertising in which fabulous claims
Lewis Howe Co. (Turns), Tues
would burst out of high-pressure
tonsils and 120-point type. Instead
day, 8:30-9 p.m., "will continue tt
keep its time period on NBC nexi
the company prefers to sell regular
lines and grow on a sound, steady fall. Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample
New York, currently is looking foi
basis.
a new comedy type show to replac*
Summed up, the policy probably
its Baby Snooks program, as £
runs about, like this: "If it's good, result of the death of its star
Fanny Brice (see story page 55)
you've got a customer."
BROADCASTING
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ANNUAL

BLUE

By DAVE BERLYN
LEGISLATION
creating a Na.3 tional Citizens Advisory Board for
j! Radio and Television which would
•\ act as a non-commercial watchdog
ill lover commercial broadcasting and
III would, in the words of its advocate,
Ujproduce an "annual Blue Book,"
™;was introduced in the U. S. Senate
last Thursday.
The measure was submitted by
Sen. William D. Benton (D-Conn.)
;who, since making a fortune in the
advertising agency of Benton &
Bowles, has turned avidly to acaAUtydemic pursuits.
The advisory board he seeks to
[establish would be created by Conins jgress and be responsible only to it,

BOOK?

Advocated

by Sen.

would act as a powerful influence
on the FCC, would be given full
assistance by the Office of Education in the Federal Security
Agency.
Sen. Benton first presented his
proposal at a special, one-day hearing before a special Senate Commerce radio subcommittee Thursday morning. Later that day he
introduced a bill with co-sponsorship from Sens. Lester C. Hunt (DWyo.), John Bricker (R-Ohio) and
Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.). He
also submitted a joint resolution to
the subcommittee and said he would
later introduce it on the floor.
Major function of the board, Sen.
Benton
told the subcommittee,

would be "that of a catalyst of listener and viewer opinion." Citing
the FCC's "Blue Book" of 1946, he
said it was "mild enough though
it stirred up great controversy.
It had good results — but they soon
faded away." His advisory board,
Sen. Benton said, would produce
something like an "annual 'Blue
Book.'" The resolution would:
• Extend for another six months to
ations.
year the FCC freeze on TV alloca9 Call upon FCC to grant TV station
licenses on a yearly basis instead of the
present three-year basis. According to
FCC's
newly-adopted
final procedure
on
license
renewal, TV licenses
now are
renewed
annually
[BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING, May 21].
• Encourage the FCC to explore the
"principle and potentialities of subscription broadcasting
and tolegitimate
encourage its development
in every

Awaits

• Create a National Citizens Admanner."visory Board on Radio and Television
"to
provide
bothof Congress
FCC
the full
benefit
the best and
available
advice, counsel and guidance in fostering a national policy on broadcasting
which best serves the public interest."
The resolution would require assent of both houses and have the
effect of law if enacted.
Sen. Benton's bill (S 1579) spells
out the composition, responsibilities and procedure of the proposed
board.
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
chairman of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee and member
of the special subcommittee, told
Broadcasting • Telecasting that

Will
RICHARDS
CASE
STATUS
DISPOSITION of the long-pending FCC proceedings involving renewal
uijOf the licenses of the three stations owned by the late G. A. Richards —
WJR Detroit, KMPC Los Angeles and WGAR Cleveland— will await
ad [probating of the will in California (see story of Mr. Richards' death in
-Detroit, this page).
have on file for such facilities.
Commission action, it was indicated, will await filing of pleadings
"We believe that both radio
"J)n behalf of the estate. Louis G. broadcasting and television have a
brilliant future in the economy and
• Caldwell, attorney for the stations,
;aid appropriate pleadings seeking
life of America and we expect
Sal disposition of the properties will WJR, WGAR and KMPC to reach
My be filed as soon as the will is pronew heights _in service to their
Sa 7)ated.
communities
and the nation."
Mrs. Richards and her daughter,

vlrs. Sibley Moore, expect to renain in Detroit for the time being.
:: Benedict P. Cottone, FCC gen188? (Scorgc 2rthur TUchards 1951
al ,rai counsei who handled the hearP :ngs in the case, said the CommisTHE aggressive career of a pioneer
ion will give full and fair conbroadcaster, George Arthur (Dick)
ideration to any transfer plan for
Richards, 62, came to a close in the
Xhjilne stations that might be offered.
early hours of May 28. He was
John F. Patt, president of the
chairman of the board of the G. A.
Mchards stations, said no change
Richards Stations (WJR Detroit,
planned in personnel or operaWGAR Cleveland, KMPC Los
ions of the stations. His announceAngeles).
lent follows:
For many years he had suffered
"To dispel any rumors to the
ontrary,
I
am
happy
to
say
that
from
a serious heart ailment, relot he managements,
stricting his business activities and
officers and
BBS oards of directors of the three
to avoid undue excitea tations will remain intact, in forcingment.him
His condition became serious
the afternoon of May 25. He was
ands of the men who have been
taken to Harper Hospital, Detroit,
J 'ir. Richards' associates during the
but died at 1 a.m. last Monday
ast several years.
rallying several times.
"At our next regular board of after
Immediate cause of death was a
irectors meeting, there will be
ection of a director to fill the
large abdominal aneurysm (dilated
artery)
and general breaking down
created by Mr. Richards'
:SJ 1acancy
of the blood vessels.
sath.
Mr. RICHARDS
Pi
Funeral services were held
Kramer, vice president
a nd"Worth
Wednesday morning from the
general manager of WJR; Carl
William R. Hamilton Funeral
IP eorge, vice president and general
worry associated with the FCC
anager of WGAR; and Robert 0. Home, Detroit.
i/iVii ' eynolds, vice president and genproceedings.
Among those present were Capt.
Dr. Fifield, who had testified on
Eddie Rickenbacker, president of
al manager of KMPC, together
ith me and our fellow officers,
Eastern Air Lines; Lee Jackson,
Mr. Richard's behalf before the
FCC, said in part:
president of Firestone Tire & Rub■'■ ' tend to carry f orward all operaber Co.; H. T. Keller, president of
The circumstances of his fight for
'ons and projects in which our
freedom in America you well know.
Chrysler Corp., and Rev. Charles
~i 'mipanies have been interested, in- E.
Coughlin.
Mr. Richards gave his life for freeuding programming, sales prodom or is it more accurate to say
Rev. James W. Fifield Jr., pastor
otion, engineering and public
that his life was taken by those who
rvice. It is our earnest hope
of the First Congregational Church
id plan to be in television at the
of Los Angeles, delivered the sought to destroy freedom. He was
rliest possible date and to pursue
eulogy. He minced no words in always very plain spoken. I consider
(Continued on page 91 )
gorously the applications we
ascribing Mr. Richard's demise to
Telecasting
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Benton

for Radio-TV

if the board would only evaluate
programs, it might serve a purpose
in "stimulating" telecasters. He
said that could be the possible
effect so long as the board did not
become
a "censorship
Sen. Johnson
touched ward."
on the wide
field of programming in the television field, upon such open questions as to what program is "educational" or "harmful," which
shows have "bad influence" on children and which commercials are in
"good taste." All of these questions were popped by both Sen.
Johnson and subcommittee Chairman Ernest W. McFarland (DAriz.) during the special hearing
of Sen. Benton's views.
'Delay Provision'
However, Sen. Johnson expressed
concern with what he called "the
delay provision" in the resolution
that would, in effect, extend the
freeze on TV allocations. He said
he has concentrated as chairman
of the radio-powerful Commerce
unit on the lifting of the freeze.
According
to Sen.
thinking,
the board
would Benton's
be made
up of 11 members, appointed by the
President with advice and consent
of the Senate. They would be private citizens "prominent in the
fields of education or in the civic,
cultural, or religious life of the
One of the members would be
country."
designated by the President as
chairman, and one as vice chairman. No member would have any
commercial interest in broadcasting
stations or networks. He would
be chosen on his individual qualification not on the basis of being a
formal spokesman "for interested
Term of each member would be
organizations."
six years; four terms expiring at
the end of two years; four at the
end of four years and three at the
end of the full six years. They
would receive $50 for each day engaged in performance of the
board's work and paid for travel
and other expenses incurred.
The board would meet at least
four times a year and would be
permitted to employ professional,
technical, clerical and other help
and utilize "uncompensated" services. Routine management functions, including budgeting, accounting and procurement would be
performed via FCC with both FCC
and the Office of Education authorized and directed to furnish the
board with records, information,
statistics, data and other services
requested.
A "continuing study" would be
made by the board of a wide field
of both radio and television programming. Some of these studies
would be identical to those proposed by (S
Sen.ResBenton's
original
resolution
127) which
he
introduced in the Senate last April
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
(Continued on page 3U)
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that several years ago was so popular it even appeared in Reader's Digest, the standard source work for
Rotary toastmasters, made its way to television last Tuesday in a bit performed by a professional comedian who should
know better.
^^mmWm.mm mm
mm mmm
PROGRAM FACTS
In the improbable event that anyone missed it several years ago,
Program: "Broadway Open
House," May 29.
the joke may be summarized as
Sponsor: Anchor-Hocking Glass
follows: A man runs into a barber
Stations: 16 NBC-TV.
Producer: Ray Buffum
Assoc. Prod. : Cal Howard.
shop shouting . . . "Mr. Smith,
Director: Jac Hein.
your house is on fire." A customer
Writers:
Jack Douglas, Henry
leaps from the chair and flees into
Taylor. Marty Roth. Al Sproul.
the street before stopping to say:
Agency: Win. H. Weintraub Co.
Cast: Jack E. Leonard, Dagmar,
"What am I running for? My
Eileen Barton, vocalist; Buddy
Greco, vocalist; Ray Malone,
name's not Smith."
Dancer; Kirby
Age has not improved this story
Announcer:
Frank Stone
Gallop.Quintet.
and the story did not improve the
debut of Jack E. Leonard as the rather dull romp.
star of Broadway Open House.
Mr. Leonard, judged by his
The joke is mentioned here only maiden appearance, will have to
because it was a fair sample, posbecome a nicer guy, the kind you
sibly a cut above the average level, would not mind cutting up with at
of the material that was provided
a social affair, before the personalto Mr. Leonard by a band of writity of this program is retrieved.
ers who, on the record, must be If he continues to rely as heavily
settling an old score with him.
on his writers as he did last TuesNor was Mr. Leonard gifted
day, he will have to be given a more
substantial script.
enough to rise above the treasonable work of his gag men. He is
a fat, but not particularly jolly
man. At times he did an elephantine dance or minced heavily about
OKAYS
the stage in an effort to evoke ABC
humor from his physical condition.
SECOND in the succession of steps
All he succeeded in proving was
that gracefulness is the domain of required for completion of the
the thin and that the sight of ABC-United Paramount Theatres
blubber jiggling is more suited to
• Teleburlesque than to the home even at merger [Broadcasting
casting, May 28] was taken last
the hour before midnight.
week when the ABC board of diUntil recently this program fearectors met and gave quick aptured Jerry Lester, whose presence
proval of the $25 million stock
somehow lent it an informal air
that at times made excellent late
The UPT board is expected to
evening television. Although Mr. plan.
Leonard has inherited some of Mr. follow suit at its own meeting,
slated Wednesday. It also plans
Lester's supporters, notably Dagmar, who is a phenomenon on her to set the date for UPT stockholders meeting — probably after midown, he has not inherited the ease
of performance that marked the July — to pass upon the merger.
ABC stockholders' meeting
Lester's in- The
program
date has not yet been fixed. The
cumbency. during Mr.
To be successful, this kind of ABC board meeting was Monday.
Aside from the first step — the
program must convey the belief
coming to terms after a series of
that the performers are enjoying
other negotiations involving sale
themselves and that the audience
is eavesdropping on sort of a pri- of the network had ended in failure
vate party attended by amiable and — the largest hurdle confronting
talented friends. Last Tuesday the the deal appears to be the final one:
performers managed only to show
Approval by FCC. The intermediate steps — approval by the
that they were trying to have a
respective boards and stockholders
good time. As is known to anyone
who has attended a party at which — are seen as matters of form.
After the first few days of
that condition existed, it was a
A JOKE
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MEETING
Set June 7-8, Louisville
CARL HAVERLIN, BMI president,
and William B. Ryan, BAB president, head a list of speakers scheduled for the annual mid-year meeting of the Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn. Thursday and Friday at the
Hotel Seelbach in Louisville.
Also to speak are R. T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio, district
director of NARTB, and Oliver
Gramling, Associated Press assistant general manager.
Registration, executive and business meetings will consume Thursday morning sessions.
Mr. Mason is then to address a
luncheon meeting.
Thursday Session
Thursday afternoon will be
devoted to a sales session featuring
the following panel: Mike Layman,
WSFC Somerset, chairman; Harold
E. King, WPKE Pikeville; Ed
Willis, WLAP Lexington, and one
other member to be announced.
A special feature of the sales
session will be a talk by Mr. Gramling on "Your News and Its Revenue Potential."
Friday
morning sessions will
open with a panel discussion on
high school sports broadcast fee
problems. Panel members are to
be Sam Livingston, WKYB Paducah, chairman; J. W. Betts,
WFTM Maysville; F. E. Lackey,
WHOP Hopkinsville, and Ken
Given, WLBJ Bowling Green.
Later Friday morning, Mr.
Haverlin is to talk about his new
plan for the use of concert music
and Ken Sparnon will discuss
BMI's search for new composers.
Mr. Ryan is to address Friday's

luncheon meeting of the group.
That will be followed by a ses
sion on television, with emphasis
on the outlook for smaller markets. This has been arranged by
Joe Eaton, WKLO Louisville, panei
chairman.
Panel members include Robert
Lemon, general manager, WTTY
(TV) Bloomington, and Maxwel
Probst, of the Falls City Supph
Co., an engineer and authority or
television receivers.
The mid-year meeting will close
with cocktails and a dinner. A'
floor show has been arranged bjf 1
J. Porter Smith, WGRC Louisville j»
Registration fee will be $12. 5( :
per person, which will include
tickets to the two luncheons, the
dinner and floor show. Extrajr
luncheon tickets will be available al
$2.50 each and extra tickets to the
dinner and floor show will be $7.50
GRABHORN NAMED
Will Become WPTR Manage,
APPOINTMENT
of Murray B«!
Grabhorn as general manager o^
WPTR Albany was announced last
week by Robert
L. Coe, radio and
television consultant for the Schine
interests. Mr
Grabhorn, formei
vice president of
ABC and genera
manager of WJ2
New York, wil
assume his new
Mr. Grabhorn
post
Mr. June
Coe,15.whc
has been acting as WPTR general
manager for the past year, said
that he plans to develop his management
consultant
his
New York
office. practice fron'

UPT

Meets

Wed.

MERGER
hectic activity and speculation, the of the proposed new company
merger front quieted last week. while Robert M. Weitman, a UP!
Details of the complex and far vice president, has been named it
reaching plan, spokesman said, serve as vice president in chargi
of radio-TV talent development.
were in the process of being worked
John H. Mitchell, general man
out. Paramount authorities were
still hopeful that all necessary
ager of UPT's WBKB (TV) Chi
which CBS would acquin
clearances, including FCC's, could cago,
from the new company for approxi
be obtained in time for consummation of the merger by late July or mately $6 million, has been ex
early August, but an August date pected to move with other to]
WBKB executives into the manage
looked more likely than July.
ment of ABC's WENR-TV Chicagf
Executive Status
when the merger is completed
The combined company, to be There were reports last week, how
ever, that Mr. Mitchell may get i
known as American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc., would be high-level TV technical post witt]
the new company in New York. !
headed by UPT President Leonard
Under terms of the agreemen ;
H. Goldenson, with ABC President
Robert E. Kintner as president of announced by Messrs. Noble am
the radio and television division.
Goldenson, ABC stockholders wil
Mr. Noble, who owns 57% of the receive $7.50 in new common stocl
ABC stock, would be chairman of and $7.20 in new preferred stoq!
in exchange for each ABC shar,
the finance committee of the ABPTI board. UPT would seat 13 they hold. This would mean th
board members and ABC five.
issuance of $24,828,000 in ne\
stock for outstanding ABC stocl; 11
Robert H. O'Brien, secretary,
treasurer and a director of UPT,
For his 57% interest, Mr. Nobl
has been designated executive vice would
stock. receive $14,342,000 in ne\
president of the radio-TV division
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Senate
COY

Completes

Hearing

NOMINATION

INITIAL phase of Senate eonfirmaion for Wayne Coy to be chairman
7" of FCC the next seven years, be_ ginning July 1, neared completion
• • last week.
President Truman had nominated
J Chairman Coy for reappointment to
the Commission a fortnight ago
: _ [Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
-May 28]. He has served as chair,r74man since 1947, filling out the unexpired term of Charles R. Denny.
Summary approval by the Senate
; :;1 Interstate Commerce Committee,
; jj which held a one-day hearing on
■ i J;Chairman Coy's nomination last
ry Tuesday, was expected in either
special committee session or at its
regular executive meeting June 13.
Then, the way will be paved for
formal Senate action.
Under gentle prodding by Sen.
"jen barren D. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
- vith assists and commentary from
hairman Ed Johnson (D-Col.)
; rCC's helmsman answered ques: 4 :ions during the hearing which cut
• j icross a wide field affecting broad. 'Ttast
of the
con.nnedpolicy.
was Most
postcript
to time
the color
Mi iecision handed down by the Suferae rireme Court the previous day (see
Tory, page 23).

-:

FCC's Stand
- : As sketched for the Senators
. 3y Chairman Coy, FCC's position
renerally is this:
% Chief problem is to reduce
KKjJlhe workload and general admin; strative burden without cutting
nto time needed for policy making.
# Expectation of a new "avaanche" of applications and hearngs within the year because of
elevision.
/pfl © Assumption that FCC will
perate on a smaller budget, alhough Chairman
Coy disclosed
lenate Appropriations Committee
iiinking along lines of restoring
,400,000 of the $575,000 cut by
he House early this month from a
roposed S6,850,000 budget for
seal 1952.
j On color television, Chairman
"* 'oy, who pointed out that he was
giving his own opinion, had this to
1 'ay:
► The Supreme Court has stated
clearly" in its decision that FCC
■ •as not "arbitrary or capricious"
as had been contended by RCA)
ii its color decision.
# The door is not closed to the
evelopment or improvement of any
olor television system, which
"hen tested in the field, shows a
. reasonably good chance" of relacing the approved system.
% FCC would have preferred a
jmpatible system "that would
ork."
0 Until someone broadcasts
dor regularly there is no public
centive to buy color sets or to
■nvert current receivers for color
•ception.
% Expectation that there will
ROADCASTING

perhaps I am oversensitive to the
comments you have made." He
said he had accepted the re-appointment because "deep down in my
heart I want it and I like what I
am doing." Sen. Johnson noted
that Chairman Coy had turned
down "attractive offers" from private industry but had decided to
stay in government service.
Sen. Johnson said many things
have happened in the communications field during Chairman Coy's
tenure, and that he had proved
himself "alert" and of "excellent

Chairman Coy answers Senators'
questions during the hearing on his
nomination for reappointment to
FCC for another term.
be "some color coming into the
market" by this summer's end.
Both at the outset of the hearing and upon its conclusion, Sen.
Johnson commended the FCC chairman, who, the Senator said, has performed a "splendid job" as chairman. The Coloradan said Chairman
Coy has "the finest conception of
what is the public interest of any
person appearing before this committee as a nominee for FCC."
Chairman Coy commented that
he was very grateful to Sen. Johnson for this endorsement, because
"so few people like what we do

Capehart Questions
judgment."
Since Chairman Coy is considered from the state of Indiana —
he is a Democrat — letters of inquiry had been sent to Indiana
Sens. Homer E. Capehart and William E. Jenner, both Republicans,
Sen. Johnson revealed. He said no
answer had been received from Sen.
Jenner. However, Sen. Capehart
indicated in his letter he had some
questions to ask Chairman Coy, but
the committee's third ranking Rehearing. publican did not appear for the
Senate Majority Leader Ernest
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), who
heads the Commerce radio subcommittee, was present for a short
period but was silent.
Sen. Magnuson sparked most of
the questioning. He asked about
the FCC workload and how the

To Eye Returns
Of McBrides
WMIE
OWNER
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
FCC WANTS to take another look at the income tax returns of Arthur
B. McBride and his son, Edward J. McBride. FCC also would like to
confer with Bureau of Internal Revenue employes "who conducted the
investigation of the McBrides for the Bureau."
Purpose: To help resolve the *
"question of ownership" of Conti[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
nental Press, national racing news
May
21, March 19]. The order
service attacked by the Senate
explained the initial ruling was
Crime Investigating Committee,
"inasmuch as it may have a direct stayed "pending a further review
bearing on the question of whether
by Examiner
the Commission."
Resnick's decision conor not Sun Coast Broadcasting
cluded Continental Press has not
Corp.
is qualified
be the licensee"
violated any laws and that no eviof
WMIE
Miami. to Arthur
McBride
dence was produced during the
is a principal stockholder in Sun WMIE transfer hearing respecting
Coast.
Arthur McBride's reputation or
FCC's intent was disclosed last past
ownership of Continental
week by carbon copies of letters Press to disqualify him from being
by FCC General Counsel Ben Cot- a radio station stockholder. The
tone and Chairman Wayne Coy examiner further noted the testicontained in the public docket of
mony of prominent witnesses praisthe WMIE case. They were ading the integrity of Mr. McBride.
dressed respectively to CommisKefauver Challenges
sioner of Internal Revenue George
His
initial
ruling, however, was
J. Schoeneman and Secretary of
subsequently challenged by Sen.
Treasury John Snyder.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), former
A fortnight ago the Commission
issued an order staying the effec- chairman of the Senate Crime Intiveness of the March 14 initial
vestigating Committee. The comdecision by Hearing Examiner Leo
mittee's conclusions charged that
Continental Press is linked with
Resnick to grant consent to WMIE
organized illegal gambling.
for assignment of its construction
permit from Lincoln Operating Co.
FCC once granted its general
counsel additional time in which
as trustee for Sun Coast Broadcasting Corp. to Sun Coast itself to consider filing exceptions to the

• Telecasting

FCC

agency could expedite its handling
of cases. Chairman Coy explained
that time must be available for the
Commission to pay attention to
policy problems and "the domestic,
economic and social" problems involved.
Chairman Coy said the mounting case load within the Commission must be considered along with
the staffing problems made necestions. sary because of limited appropriaProcedure Issue
Questioned by Sen. Magnuson on
how FCC procedure on hearing
cases could be simplified, Chairman
Coy said the Commission was
limited by the Administrative Procedure Act which requires FCC to
afford all interested parties in any
proceeding a full and equal opportunity to be heard.
However, Chairman Coy said
that the penalty in slowness was
worthwhile "in the protection we
give to the people who might not
otherwise get it."
In pointing up delay in processing of applications and hearings at
FCC, Sen. Magnuson stressed the
still pending Senate ratification of
the North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement. He asserted that after two years of careful study the treaty still has not
been considered. But it was quickly
pointed out to the Senator by both
Chairman Coy and Sen. Johnson
that it is the Senate itself, where
the agreement has been bottled in
the Foreign Relations Committee
since Feb. 5, 1951 [Broadcasting
(Continued on page 7h)
Resnick ruling, but Comr. George
E. Sterling, acting as motions
Commissioner, later denied a second such extension because insufficient reasons were given for
further delay.
WMIE's counsel, Paul M. Segal,
vigorously opposed further delay
on grounds of economic and other
injury to WMIE. He charged that
additional delays in the case "have
played into the hands of malicious
and unscrupulous competitors of
WMIE who have long been seeking
Telecasting,
May[Broadcasting
14].
to
destroy it"
•
FCC toGeneral
Counselof Cottone's
letter
Commissioner
Internal
Revenue Schoeneman, dated April
18, stated:
There is pending before this Commis ion aproceeding involving a corporation a considerable portion of
whose stock is held by one Arthur B.
McBride of Cleveland, Ohio. His son,
Edward J. McBride of Cleveland and
Miami, Fla., holds himself out to be
the sole owner of Continental Press.
In August of 1949 the Secretary of
Treasury authorized an examination
of the tax returns of both Arthur B.
and Edward J. McBride by an attorney on my staff.
Since 1949 several legislative hearings and inquiries have been held
concerning the activities and ownership of Continental Press and the
question as to who actually owns and
controls Continental Press is an important factor in the proceeding pending before the Commission. Will you,
(Continued on page 38)
June 4, 1951
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Top

Echelon

of New

Mr. Plummer

Curtis B. Plummer's FCC service dates back to 1940 when he
joined as a radio inspector in Boston, becoming assistant monitoring
engineer at various monitoring stations before going to Washington
as an associate radio engineer in
1941. He became an FCC radio
engineer in 1942 and two years
later was named assistant chief of
the AM Broadcast Engineering
Section. In 1945, Mr. Plummer
was promoted to acting chief of the
TV Broadcast Div. and the following year became chief of that division.
On April 3, 1950, he was named
FCC Chief Engineer after that post
had been vacant mere than a year.
Mr. Plummer also has served as
vice chairman of the U. S. delegation to the first meeting (Geneva,
1948) of the planning committee
for the International High Frequency Broadcasting Conference,
ITU, and of the planning committee
meeting (Mexico, 1948) for the
same conference. He was adviser
to the American delegation to the
subsequent major conference in
Mexico City that same year, and
for the delegation to the Fourth
Inter- American Radio Conference
in Washington in 1949.
A native of Boston, the 38-yearold Mr. Plummer was graduated
from Hebron Academy in 1931 and
received his B.S. degree from the
U. of Maine in 1935. Prior to joining the FCC, his engineering work
included tenures at WHEB Portsmouth, N. H., and WGAN Portland,
Me.
JOSEPH M. KITTNER
Assistant Chief, Broadcast Bureau
Joining the Commission in 1941,
Joseph M. Kittner served in the
War Problems Div. and later transferred to the Litigation and Administration Div. Then he served,
in turn, as chief of the Administration and Litigation Section. On
May 17, 1948, he became Assistant
to the General Counsel. In 1947
Mr. Kittner was a member of the
U. S. delegation to the meeting
of technicians in connection with
the North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement. Since
that time he has also served in
•
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Bureau

Which

Commences

Operation

Today!

Mr. Kittner

CURTIS B. PLUMMER
Chief of the Broadcast Bureau
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FCC

similar capacities on NARBA negotiations.
Born in 1917 at Weldon, N. C,
Mr. Kittner was graduated from
the U. of North Carolina in 1937
with a B.S. degree. Two years
later he received his LL.B. from
the same university.

worked five years with the Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. Prior
to joining the Commission, he spent
five years with Southwest Broadcasting Co. (KTAT Fort Worth,
KTSA San Antonio, KOMA Oklahoma City, * WACO
* # Waco and
KNOW Austin).

JAMES E. BARR
Chief, Aural Facilities Div.
Interested in radio since he obtained his amateur license at the
age of 14, James E. Barr joined
the FCC in 1938 as an engineer in
the New York field office. He went
to Washington with broadcasting
engineering in 1940. For a time
he was chief of the Standard Broadcast Div., and in 1950 was named
chief of the Aural Broadcast Div.
Born in Fort Worth, Tex., in
1907, Mr. Barr studied electrical
engineering at Georgia Tech and
Southern Methodist U. As a lineman, cable splicer and in general
outdoor
construction
work, he

CYRIL M. BRAUM
Chief, Television Facilities Div.
Cyril M. Braum joined the FCC
in 1937 as a radio inspector in the
Chicago field office. Three years
later he transferred to Washington
with broadcast engineering. From
1942 to 1945 he was chief of the
Non-Standard Broadcast Application Section. He became acting
chief of the FM Broadcast Div. in
1945, and the following year was
promoted to chief of that division.
In 1950 Mr. Braum was named chief
of the Television Broadcast Div.
Born in 1907 at Sacred Heart,
Minn., Mr. Braum was graduated
in 1929 from the U. of Minnesota

benoit Heads Westinghouse Div.;
AID ADM
llVImove to man
nll\"nl
Baudino
WRS Manager
IN
A MAJOR
its new Named
Air-Arm Division,
Westinghouse
Electric Corp. last Friday transferred Walter E. Benoit, vice president
and general manager of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., to the agency
as manager, according to Walter Evans, Westinghouse Radio Stations
president.
*
Joseph E. Baudino, manager of
KDKA Pittsburgh, succeeds Mr.
Benoit as general manager of WRS.
Both appointments are effective
July 1.
As manager of the new plant,
under construction at Friendship
International Airport, Baltimore,
Mr. Benoit will be responsible for
design, manufacture and sale of
specialized military production of
Mr. Baudino
electronic equipment. The new
Mr. Benoit
division is part of extensive Westairborne armament systems.
inghouse electronic expansion.
The new assignment comes in
Equipment designed to advance
aerial warfare "a step closer to the 36th year of Mr. Benoit's service with Westinghouse. He has
the pushbutton stage" will be
built at the plant.
assumed a wide variety of assignments in radio and broadcasting
Mr. Benoit will operate at the
Westinghouse Electronics and X- operations. Before assuming active direction of WRS in 1948 he
Ray Division, Baltimore, until comhad been on temporary assignment
pletion of the Air-Arm Division's
during organization of Industrial
400,000-foot plant at Friendship.
Electrica de Mexico, Mexico City,
By the end of the year the plant
under
a plan sponsored by Westingis to be producing automatic comhouse to export American industrial
puters to direct gun and rocket
fire, radar and automatic pilots for knowhow to foreign countries.
Mr. Benoit joined the forerunner
fighter planes, guided missiles and

as Bachelor of Electrical Engineering. From 1929 to 1937 he was
engaged in engineering work in
connection with radio broadcasting,
theatre sound equipment and police
radio fields.

to
r.
DWIGHT D. DOTY
Chief, Renewal and Transfer Div.
Joining the Commission's legal fit
staff as a broadcast attorney in
1947, Dwight D. Doty became chief re01
of the AM Branch of the Bureau I m
of Law's Broadcast Div. in 1948.
Mr. Doty was born in Washing- OIL
ton, D. C, in 1906. He was graduated from Georgetown U.'s School
of Foreign Service in 1928 with a
B.F.S. degree and received his procad
LL.B. from the Law School of that
university in 1934. For several ■n
years he was law clerk to Judge I
Oscar E. Bland of the U.S. Court of 1
Customs and Patent Appeals. From
1942 to 1947, with the exception of
STT'
(Continued on page 38)

Westinghouse Electronics Division
at Chicopee Falls, Mass., in 1915. HI
rs:
With rapid expansion of the Ele- lei
tronics Division in Baltimore he I
planned and installed accounting mi
operations to accommodate a spec- Mra
tacular wartime expansion that saw
production of the division syrocket
to more than 138 times its prewar
volume. In June 1944 Mr. Benoit tee
was named assistant to the vice
president for radio, now the In- sess i
dustrial Electronics, Home Radio
& X-Ray Divisions, along with, usthe
WRSI. In December of the same
year he was elected a vice president of the broadcast subsidiary
and in 1947 became a member of tie
its board of directors.
Aii:
Mr. Baudino joined Westinghouse
in 1927 after graduating from the
U. of Illinois. He has been associated with broadcast activities1
in engineering and business- administrative capacities at stations
and offices in Pittsburgh, Boston
and Philadelphia over the past 24

t:His new duties comprise Wash- J*
years. ington headquarters management
of WRS, including WBZ-WBZA
Boston-Springfield, WBZ-TV Boston, KYW Philadelphia, KDKA
Pittsburgh, WOWO Fort Wayne,
KEX Portland, and FM stations.

BROADCASTING
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less the Commission will be guided
largely by NPA in the exercise of
its licensing policy for new AMFM-TV stations, involving construction permits, cases now in
hearing, TV allocations, etc. It
was strongly indicated that FCC
would go along with Mr. Fleischmann's belief that it should continue to issue licenses, with little
or no substantial change in policy.
Mr. Fleischmann told the
NARTB group that military demands require the deferment of
grants serve
formaterials
construction
conin short to
supply,
and noted that controls are based
on availability of materials. He
also revealed that all structural
steel will be allocated, beginning
about Sept. 1. By that time, the
government's Controlled Materials
Plan for steel, aluminum and copper will be combined with the
building order.
The NPA administrator, asked
whether transmitters are considered personal property or part of
station construction, said his legal
staff would have to resolve that
interpretation.
NARTB promised to set up an
advisory committee to take part
in conferences such as the one
called for last Thursday at the request of Judge Miller. Other
NARTB representatives attending
were Harold E. Fellows, presidentelect; Thad E. Brown Jr., TV director; Ralph W. Hardy, government relations director; Vincent T.
Wasilewski, attorney; Robert K.
Richards, public affairs director;
(Continued on page 36)

NPA Sees Relief
RELAX
RESTRICTIONS?
siderations would govern: (1)
By JOHN OSBON
istrator pointed out that material
PROSPECT
that restrictions on
shortages will result in a limita- availability of materials; (2) a
tion of their production and that showing that the public interest is
adio and television facilities may
the government has no intention of involved; and (3) the question of
be relaxed in certain instances
forbidding construction of new
financial hardship involved in par.hrough
utilization of existing
transmitters.
tially-completed construction.
fquipment was held out last week
In such a case, he told NARTB,
typical case was then posed:
Ijpy a top government allocations of- A Aradio
NPA will seek counsel from the
station launches TV broad: fecial [Broadcasting • Telecastcasting
simply
by
adding
a
TV
anFCC with which it confers "on all
L pG, May 28].
tenna atop an existing tower or matters relating to broadcast staonal
Nati
ann,
ly Fleischm
Man
1
II3rod
building and installing an alreadyuction Authority administramade transmitter.
FCC General Counsel Benedict
tor, told an NARTB delegation
Mr. Fleischmann said these conCottone said last week that doubtihat relief may be provided where
tions."
>roadcasting stations desire to in'i-ease their power or begin TV
-peration by using already-contructed facilities and desist from
naking too heavy demands on
tructural steel.
i Mr. Fleischmann expressed this
>elief last Thursday during a meetng with NARTB President Justin
tliller, his delegation and staff
uembers of NPA. At the same
ime he urged NARTB to furnish
background material which would
■erve as a basis for review of "pernissive" cases where authorization
Aould not be required.
' Other points underscored by the
CPA administrator include these:
0 NPA will seek the counsel
f the FCC, in such cases, to de- TV and radio network heads harmonized May 29 at New York's Center
ermine whether "the public inter- Theatre as part of the Pint Parade Review. The review was presented before
st" would be served.
3,000 members of the united entertainment industry who donated a pint of
# FCC should continue to is- blood each for the Red Cross blood bank in Korea. Harmony among the
ue licenses, since current controls
network chiefs was sounded by (I to r) Robert Kintner, ABC; Joseph Mcre predicated on the availability
Connell, NBC; Frank Stanton, CBS; Frank White, MBS, and Comdr. Mortimer
f materials as they arise.
Loewi, of DuMont.
# Broadcasters would run a
psk to commence construction in
1m ases where materials have not aleady been secured.
D.C. Meeting Opens Today
BOARD
# NPA will attempt to aid in NARTB
rocurement of critical materials
Dirksen (R-Ill.) ; Sen. Harley M.
NARTB's radio and TV boards of directors meet this morning (Monday)
]p
in Washington to work out joint trade association problems and to take
iaoi t cases in which building permits
Kilgore (D-W. Va.) ; Sen. Johnson.
granted if there is a "showing
part in installation of a new president, Harold E. Fellows, who has
mi fre need."
Cabinet members will include
resigned from WEEI Boston to accept the key position.
e Ele- # Despite current interpretaCharles F. Brannan, Secretary of
Mr. Fellows will be formally in- *
hi ion, all applications for building
stalled tomorrow evening at an in- Committee and president of the Agriculture. Representing the FCC
.-.^hermits from NPA will be accepted
augural dinner. Proceeds of the Western League, will discuss the will be Chairman Wayne Coy and
•nd studied by its field offices and
$20-a-plate dinner will go to the baseball broadcast-telecast situaComrs. Hennock, Webster, Sterii «| iaen forwarded, along with comtion at the Wednesday luncheon.
Johnny Gillin Memorial Fund.
ling and Walker.
.s fients, to Washington headquarPre-board meetings over the
Mrs. Gillin will accept a check
From the House of Representa58! iisrs for "further consideration and
from NARTB on behalf of the weekend included the Finance
tives will be Rep. Robert Crosser
Committee Saturday and Sunday;
tribute to her late husband.
Benofjflecision."
(D-Ohio), chairman, Interstate &
Action in Field
Judge Justin Miller will be sworn
special research committee SunForeign Commerce Committee ;
! In NPA had indicated earlier that in as first NARTB board chairman
day, and technician committee Sun- Rep. J. Edgar Chenowith, (R-Col.) ;
day. The special TV committee
during the benefit dinner. Judge
implications could be acted upon
Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.) ;
named in April to appoint a TV
Bolitha Laws, of the U. S. District
1y field offices in cases involving
Rep. Robert B. Chiperfield (R-Ill.) ;
am
director-manager
was
to
meet
SatCourt,
District
of
Columbia,
will
ss than 50 tons of steel, "or not
Rep. Wayne L. Hays (D-Ohio) ;
urday at Williamsburg, Va., with
<ceeding $1 million in construeswear in Judge Miller who in turn
Rep. Paul Brown (D-Ga.) ; Rep.
George
B.
Storer,
Fort
Industry
will
install
Mr.
Fellows
in
the
Lindley Beckworth (R-Tex) ; Rep.
on costs." Mr. Fleischmann asstations, as chairman.
Charles A. Wolverton (R-N. J.) ;
o jared Judge Miller, however, that presidential post which Mr. Miller
Many Distinguished Guests
le decision would be made at top has occupied since October 1945.
Rep. Byron G. Rogers, (D-Col.).
vel.
The dinner will be held in the
The long list of distinguished
This list is only preliminary,
Presidential
Room
of
the
Hotel
It
was
stressed
that
broadcastguests who will take part in the
i
with reservations still coming in at
rs are obligated to make an adeStatler, with high Washington
inaugural dinner tomorrow in- NARTB headquarters. Frank M.
cludes, as of Thursday, Justice Tom
iate presentation to local offices, figures in attendance. A pre-dinRussell, NBC Washington, is chairner reception will be held in the C. Clark and Justice Stanley F.
man of the dinner committee with
: li hich will make its own recommenitions to NPA. Broadcasters are Congressional Room. Broadcast
Reed, U. S. Supreme Court; James
Robert K. Richards, NARTB pub:>t required to file applications in Music Inc. will be host at this M. Mead, chairman, Federal Trade
lic affairs director, handling arCommission; Rep. Joseph W. Marises involving erection of parti- event.
rangements for the association.
tin Jr., House Minority Leader; D. Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford,
ons consuming less than 25 tons
The two boards will meet sepaMalcolm
Neill,
board
chairman,
! steel or costing less than $5,000
is chairman of the dinner commitrately today and tomorrow mornCanadian Assn. of Broadcasters;
year. They must apply, however,
ing [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
} elaborate "modernization" proj- May 28]. They convene jointly at Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.) ; tee.Four ex-presidents of NARTB
Sen. Wayne Morse (R-Ore.) ; Sen. have accepted invitations. They
:ts, for which public necessity will noon at the Hotel Mayflower, conare William S. Hedges, NBC; Earle
! the yardstick.
tinuing through Wednesday after- Guy Cordon (R-Ore.); Sen. James
Asked whether NPA would denoon. Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D- P. Kern (R-Mo.) ; Sen. Joseph C. C. Anthony, KFI Los Angeles; Leo
re statistics on available transCol.), chairman of the Senate In- O'Mahoney and Sen. Lester C. J. Fitzpatrick, WGR Buffalo; Neville Miller, Washington attorney.
terstate & Foreign Commerce
itters in stock, the NPA adminHunt (D-Wyo.) ; Sen. Everett M.
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to avoid injury or inconvenience to
the many legitimate newspapers, IfU
press services, radio stations, etc.,
which handle some such information in the regular course of their l]It
operations.
"We were of the opinion that the dissemination of ordinary news:
about sporting events through
these legitimate channels should
not be burdened with the require-^ L
rr.ent of obtaining an annual li-

Exempt Radio
ANTI-GAMBLING
BILLS
BROADCASTERS would be spe- or imprisonment of not more than
life blood of illegal gambling opercifically exempt from measures pro- a year, or both, for dissemination
such information "which has
There is only one national race
Capitol Hill to kill "the of
posed onblood
been obtained surreptitiously or wire service, Continental Press, of
very life
of illegal gambling
through stealth and without the which
ations."the crime probing commitoperations" — the national racing
wire service.
tee had charged earlier as being
permission of the person conductDrawn to restrict the disseminacontrolled by a revived Capone
ing" the horse race or other sporttion of horse racing and other gaming event.
syndicate of Chicago. It was acbling information for illegal use,
In addition to broadcast stations,
knowledged that the legislation is
Under the proposed legislation,
two Senate bills (S 1653-4) were
aimed at specifically putting it out an appeal
cense. . . ." from the FCC to the
newspapers
of
"general
circulaintroduced last Tuesday by memtion" and news services — such as of business.
courts
would be permitted, indicatbers of the Senate Crime InvestiAssociated Press and United Press
He said it was "clearly apparent
ing
lengthy litigation if the antigating Committee [Broadcasting
— would be exempt.
that bookmaking on a national scale gambling
measures were enacted.
• Telecasting, May 7]. They are
Senate
Crime
Investigating
Comcould not exist without the transThe bill defines betting informaformer Chairman Estes Kefauver
mittee Chairman O'Conor in inmission of up-to-the-minute in(D-Tenn.) and Sens. Lester Hunt
troducing the measures for the
tion as including
as'
formation of racing results and
to bets
or wagers,"information
betting oddsP*
(D-Wyo.), Charles W. Tobey (Rgroup
said
that
"in
its
study
of
the
other
information."
He
said
the
changes in betting odds, probable r:
N.H.), Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.)
techniques and procedures of crime
and the new chairman, Herbert
winners, and probable starting]1syndicates in the profitable field of legislation would deal "a death
blow
todrafting
such interstate
operations."
0 'Conor (D-Md.).
race
track
gambling
(the
commitIn
these
proposals,
the
line-ups
in connection
any '-•
The bills were referred to the
sporting event
other thanwith
a horse
tee) soon became convinced that the
Senator
said,
"the
Committee
kept
Senate Interstate Commerce Comrace wire services were the very
definitely in mind its responsibility
reported by the
or The
dog measure
racing event."
mittee, which under a recently
Senate Interstate Commerce Com-jl)f;
adopted Senate resolution, will become the watchdog committee over
Charges Against Leighton
mittee last
would or
haverelated.^
pro-^r~
crime this September.
hibited
bets year
or wagers
Are Answered
WSNY
CASE
Chairman of the commerce cominformation "assisting" in the plaex j
mittee, Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) in- WINSLOW P. LEIGHTON has not breached a "gentlemen's agreement"
ing of bets or wagers.
dicated to Broadcasting • TeleFCC favored a law making it
and a fiduciary duty he owed George R. Nelson "individually," the FCC
casting that hearings would be has been told by counsel, for WSNY Schenectady, N. Y. The statement
crime to transmit odds, bets ancf
held on the measures. The commitwas filed last week in answer to Commission General Counsel's excepprices paid over any interstate J
tee's staff already has asked for
tions of a fortnight ago [Broadcommunications facility with en "
comments from agencies involved,
casting • Telecasting, May 21] New York decisions. It further
forcement by the Justice Dept. a?
chiefly the Justice Dept. and FCC.
was held that the corporation by- in case of the lottery provision of
against an examiners initial recommendation that would renew
Hearing Seen
laws would be "contravened" by the U. S. Criminal Code. It hade:;
such agreement between Messrs.
WSNY's
license
and permit transSen. Johnson said that "every
opposed delegation
to it ofgambling
responLeighton
and Nelson.
fer of effective control to Mr.
sibility for regulating
possible view" would be solicited
Leighton.
by the committee as the legislation
Saying there was "nothing ir- data transmission, claiming such
enforcement would be impractical. ra
The examiner's proposed ruling about the regular,
or reprehensible"
certainly appeared "serious." On
stockimmoral
transaction,
WSNY
would dismiss opposing petitions
the surface, the legislation proFlorida Bill Vetoed
declared there was nothing in the
posed seems "practical and feas- by Mr. Nelson and associates which
In another development, Gov Ac!
papers
of
the
corporation
which
ible and not too restrictive on legitalleged "perpetration of fraud and precluded one stockholder from
Fuller Warren of Florida late
imate
disseminators
of
news,"
the
numerous
other irregularities" by
Wednesday vetoed a state legisla T
Senator said.
purchasing
stock
of
another
stockas associate stockholder.
tive act that would make it a crime
The Commerce committee last Mr. Leighton
lie
holder [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 12].
"Leighton had ample reason to to transmit or publish horse race
year had approved an anti-gaminformation
declared
useful
ir
bling bill that did not get far on
f
suspect Nelson's motives and adeThe General Counsel's exceptions
the Senate floor. That measure
quate provocation for taking steps bookmaking operations. No rea- l
had
referred
to
"Mr.
Leighton's
son for the veto was given. State
conformed to the Justice Dept.
violation of the fiduciary obligation to protect his and his sister's inrecommendation which differed
terests by seeing that minority
Rep.
A. Williams Jr. of Sanwhich he owed Nelson" that re- blocks of stock did not fall into ford, Volie
who had introduced the bill
from an FCC proposal that was
flected adversely on his qualificasaid he would try to get the vetcMife
suggested during extensive comtions to control the station. On this unfriendly hands," FCC was told.
overridden.
mittee hearings.
WSNY counsel disagreed, saying
Reciting Mr. Leighton's qualiAnother bill prohibiting trans ncoi
Highpoints of the crime group's
that "neither the law nor the record
fications,with
WSNY emphasized:
mission of race data from Florida
legislative request are:
brand a man
this radio "To
and
such was
a charge."
# Compel FCC licensing of supports
Mr. Leighton
under a legal duty civic betterment background as a tracks for 30 minutes after races
to the corporation and its stockholders
"persons engaged in dissemination
person not qualified to hold a li- are run became law Tuesday with
to see that the corporate affairs were
cense from this Commission, thus
managed in an efficient businesslike
of information" dealing with "horse
out the Governor's signature.
or dog racing events, and betting
mannerpate theandcorporate
not to squander
or dissi- reversing contrary conclusions
assets. ...
*:
Under New York law there is no reached by the experienced examvided
by the
vetoed would
proposed
information" involving other sportHeavy
penalities
be law,
pro-'
ing events by means of interstate
fiduciary relationship between direciner who heard the evidence and
ranging from fines of $500 to $5,
tors, stockholders or officers vis-a-vis
and foreign communications by each other.
saw
the
witnesses
testify,
is
not
The
mere
fact
that
Leigh000 and up to 12 months imprisonwire or radio.
ton and Nelson were partners in one
ment. The proposed law would bar
enterprise (the advertising agency of warranted by the instant record."
0 Place burden of proof on the Leighton
& Nelson) did not make them
transmission
or publication of preThere
is
pending
outside
the
prorace wire operator instead of FCC
"partners" or "coadventurers" in a
ce ding a separate application for race information pertaining to ento show that information used is radio station. . . . These men were
stockholders . . . but not partners in FCC approval to the sale of all
tries, jockeys, scratches, weights
the corporation. There was concededly
not primarily for gambling activities in violation of state laws in no written agreement to "maintain
stock held by Mr. Nelson and Wil- betting odds and handicappers' sejoint
and equal
control of WSNY". Nor
liam G. Avery in WSNY to Mr.
those states where the information
was there
oral agreement.
lections. It also would ban til"
Leighton
pursuant to a settlement
will be disseminated.
sheets, wall charts and bookmakers
Even if such oral "understandagreement of mid-1950. The Nel# Permit determination by
ing tickets as well as outlaw trans-1
ing" had existed, it was pointed
son group by this agreement also portation or possession of newspa
FCC that a license be withheld on • out, such agreement would be void
withdrew
a
competitive
bid
for
under
the
New
York
Statute
of
pers or other published media congrounds that the public interest
taining such data.
would not be served if the license
Frauds because it was not in writ- WSNY facilities [Broadcasting •
Telecasting,
April
3,
1950].
were granted or that the applicant
ing or evidenced by written memoCantor Ailing
WSNY's answer last week noted
randum. The "gentlemen's agreeis not of "good moral character."
The character provision is further
ment" was not known to other mi- that the "breach between these two
EDDIE CANTOR, reportedly suf
nority stockholders,
spelled out to include one or more
men cannot be healed" and it would
fering from a ruptured blood vessels fi
WSNY
declared, adding that even if proved
officers, directors, or principal
be in the public interest to permit
in a vocal cord, was in Doctor!
it would not have been enforce- the stock transfer to Mr. Leighton,
stockholders of a corporation.
Hospital, New York, last weel
able and would have been void as "thus removing internal friction
9 Makes it a crime, carrying
under orders to take a completi
rest
for 10 days.
penalty of a maximum $1,000 fine contrary to public policy under the
within the corporation."
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CIVIL SUIT

'Mansfield Journal' Charged
THE GOVERNMENT last Thursday filed a civil suit against the
Mansfield (Ohio) News-Journal
charging that the defendants, who
earlier were faced with similar
- i anti-trust action involving the
Lorain (Ohio) Journal, combined
and conspired to restrain and monopolize the dissemination of news
□a. and advertisements.
> tkb|; The suit alleges that Samuel A.
iicat and Isadore Horvitz of the Mansfield Journal Co., along with two
other defendants, refused to publish advertisements of those firms
: which also advertised over WMAN
iMansfield. The government further
charged that the News- Journal
dug ^negotiated contracts on the condi,nyrftion of exclusivity with the newsaper.
Complaint Outlined
F the h
According to the complaint, businessmen were compelled to refrain
"from advertising on WMAN and
were deprived of free access
: plat- jjthus
ko advertising channels, working
"irreparable injury" on them and
s ancii he station.
rstafei| The Supreme Court already has
agreed to review, sometime this
fall, the case involving the Lorain
Journal and WEOL-AM-FM Elylia-Lorain, Ohio, which posed al:most identical circumstances. A
-^Cleveland federal court last Januiry held that the defendants had
: violated the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act, a ruling which they subse, Got luently appealed and which the
^[Supreme Court agreed to consider.
egisM rpke newest suit against the two
iwners seeks a preliminary in[unction,
pending final disposition
;! it
if the case, restraining them and
rea (;
Journal Co. from "reStat >l!,he Mansfield
fusing to publish advertisements at
1San
ion-discriminatory terms and contn\ litions where the reason for the
efusal is that the advertiser uses
nan! r proposes to use another adverlo: ising medium." It also seeks to
estrain them from entering into
dvertising contracts on the condiion the advertiser refuse to use
nother medium.
■1
Justice Dept. Terms
piisfflM In the Lorain Journal case, U. S.
: i district Court Judge Emrich Freed
■ i ncorporated sweeping terms recmmended by the Justice Dept.,
espite Journal's counsel conteng ion that the judgment should
rJl lerely prohibit the newspaper
gj jrom rejecting ads because the ad
.^^ertiser also used WEOL-AM-FM
' Atty. Gen. J. Howard McGrath,
i announcing the filing of the
uit last week, stated that "the
'onstitutional guarantee of freeJ om of the press does not include
■the freedom to restrain others from

SCROLL for "humanitarian service"
to the community and National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis is accepted by Irving E. Rogers (I), president of WLAW Lawrence and publisher of Lawrence, Mass., EagleTribune. Testimonial was given by
Basil O'Connor, foundation president,
on special occasion at Andover, Mass.,
May 29. Guests included Bill Cunningham, radio commentator and columnist, who was state chairman for
the annual polio fund drive.

NBC

RENEWALS
Granted by FCC
INDICATING all issues of its recent inquiry into certain network
practices have been met to its satisfaction, FCC last week granted
regular renewal of licenses to
owned and operated stations of
NBC.
Stations of ABC and CBS, which
also had been extended on temporary licenses pending the network
study, received regular license renewals earlier [Broadcasting *
Telecasting, July 24, 1950; Feb.
26].
Network Representation
CBS's stations were given renewals when the Commission determined networks have the right
to serve affiliates as advertising
representatives, which had been
challenged by the National Assn.
of Radio Station Representatives
as a violation of FCC's network
rules or at least contrary to public
interest.
Questions involving ABC and
NBC included their relationships
with their respective affiliates. The
issues were likened to the Don Lee
case, which involved charges relating to affiliate relationships with
respect to FCC rules on option
time, exclusive affiliations, territorial exclusivity and rights of an
affiliate to reject programs offered
by a network.
NBC stations granted renewal of
license for the regular period were:
KNBC San Francisco; KOA Denver; WMAQ Chicago; WNBC New
York; WRC Washington; WMAQFM Chicago; WNBC-FM New
York; WRC - FM Washington;
WTAM - FM Cleveland; WNBT
(TV) New York; WNBW (TV)
Washington; plus a host of remote
pickup and other supplemental
stations.

j ublishing." The "free press" issue
* iad been posed by the defendants in
j jhe Lorain case.
Tel e c a s 1 1 n g
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CONVENTION
Convenes in New York
ELEVEN HUNDRED American
Federation of Musician delegates
to the 54th annual AFM convention
are expected in New York today
(Monday), when President James
C. Petrillo calls the convention to
order at the Hotel Commodore.
Highlights of business sessions,
continuing through Friday, will be
Mr. Petrillo's annual report this
afternoon, and an address by Sen.
Herbert H. Lehman (D-N. Y.)
Wednesday afternoon.
The convention, expected to be
the largest in AFM history, and
which functions as the union's
ultimate law-making body, will
elect a president, vice president,
treasurer and secretary, along with
five international board members
and delegates to the next American
Federation of Labor (parent body)
convention.
A delegation from a newlychartei-ed Puerto Rican local will
be seated for the first time, and
other delegates will come from as
far as Hawaii and Alaska. New
York Local 802 will entei-tain with
a show and dance at the Hotel
Astor Wednesday evening, and
provide sightseeing tours for visitors, expected to number 2,000, it
was announced.
BMI NY CLINIC
New Speakers Announced
A "completely new list of speakers" for the BMI program clinic
to be held in New York June 18-19
was announced in the BMI newsletter last week.
Those who have accepted invitations to address the clinic include:
Dave Baylor, WJMO Cleveland
vice president and general manager; Elliott M. Sanger, WQXRAM-FM New York vice president;
Ted Cott, WNBC New York general manager; Maurice B. Mitchell, Associated Program Services
vice president and general manager; William Fineshriber, MBS
vice president; Louis Hausman,
CBS vice president; Leonard Reeg,
ABC vice president; John Outler,
WSB Atlanta g-eneral manager;
Zenn Kaufman, Philip Morris merchandising manager; S. A. Cisier,
WKYW Louisville vice president;
Charles Silverson, WHAM Rochester, N. Y., program director; Frank
Pellegrin, H-R Representatives Inc.
vice president and secretary; Sheila
John Daly, of the Ladies Home
Journal; Robert J. Burton, BMI
vice president.
Wrong Gannett
ANNE M. GANNETT, who died
May 22 at the age of 68, was identified with the ownership of WGAN
Portland, Me., and WGUY Bangor,
Me. Broadcasting • Telecasting's account of her death, in the
May 28 issue, erroneously identified
her with the Frank E. Gannett
stations in New York and Connecticut. She was the wife of Guy
Gannett, New England broadcaster
and newspaper publisher.

MBS PUBLICITY
Dorrance Fills New Post
APPOINTMENT of Dick Dorrance,
well known in network and agency
fields, to the new post of director
of public relations and press information for Mutual was announced last
Friday.
week, effective
MBS Robert
Vice President
A.
Schmid said Mr.
Dorrance will
have headquarNew ters
York
home
in Mutual's
Mr. Dorrance
offices and will L>e
in charge of all network press activities, including direct supervision of publicity offices in Chicago
and Hollywood.
James E. O'Bryon, who had
served as Mutual director of publicity for several years, resigned
effective the same date. Before
reaching a decision on his next
affiliation, Mr. O'Bryon said he will
operate his own office at 535 Fifth
Ave., New York, handling his daily
syndicated newspaper feature,
"Happily
Ever After," in addition
to
other activities.
Frank X. Zuzulo continues as
assistant director of the department under Mr. Dorrance.
Mr. Dorrance is a former director of promotion for the owned stations of CBS, and of CBS Radio
Sales. For the past five years he
has been associated with O'Brien
& Dorrance, later Dorrance & Waddell. During the war he was with
Office of War Information. He also
is a former promotion director and
general manager of FM Broadcasttion. ers Inc., early FM trade associaMr. O'Bryon was with the Young
& Rubicam radio publicity department for seven years before joining Mutual, and before that was
with CBS for three years.
NEW YORK AWRT
Organization Meeting Set
NEW YORK chapter of American
Women in Radio and Television,
newly formed national organization
succeeding the Assn. of Women
Broadcasters of NAB, will hold an
organization meeting June 11.
AWRT members from New York
City, Long Island, Westchester and
Northern New Jersey are invited,
according to Agnes Law. CBS
librarian, organizing director of
the New York local.
The meeting, expected to set the
pattern for other local chapters,
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the
Brass Rail restaurant. Mary
Cameron of General Foods Corp.,
dinner
vations. chairman, is handling reserBetty Chapin, national executive
secretary, said that national headquarters are being set up in Room
5634, 15 Vanderbilt Ave., New York.
Telephone is Murray Hill 9-8520.
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MBS Cuts Rates
(Continued from page 23)
faith in radio as the nation's No. 1
medium and hailed Mutual as "the
sole network operation whose interest is centered in the growth
and expansion of AM radio." The
other AM networks' interests,
MAAC continued, "apparently lie
in fields other than AM broadcasting."
Mutual's answer to the rate question was a combination of those
offered by CBS and NBC, which
reduced rates, and that of ABC,
which rearranged its discount structure to cut the advertisers' time
costs. In the case of CBS, the
Sunday afternoon cut amounted
to 25%; with both CBS and NBC
the weekday cuts amounted to 1015% from 1 to 10:30 p.m.; and in
ABC's case a 15% reduction in time
costs was effected for the 1-10:30
p.m. period.
Leaders of the radio-wide Affiliates Committee, headed by Paul W.
Morency of WTIC Hartford, meanwhile were making plans for conferences with officials of the Assn.
of National Advertisers, which
spearheaded the original attack
on radio's evening rates, and with
a committee of the National Assn.
of Radio and Television Station
Representatives, which is supporting the affiliates Committee's move
to bolster rates [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 28]
The Mutual affiliates group's
endorsement of the MBS rate-anddiscount plan was part of a Monday-Tuesday meeting at which
initial steps were taken to organize a permanent MAAC. President White said the rate "crisis
in network broadcasting" had
brought the group together. Their
studies, he said, were "encouraging1." and he voiced confidence that
"Mutual can emerge from this
crisis with strength and keep faith
with the industry."
Seven Districts Planned
Details of a mail ballot to nominate and elect members of the
permanent MAAC are to be worked
out by an independent accounting
firm, officials said. Seven geographical districts are being set
up, with two representatives to be
named from each — one to come
from a metropolitan center, the
other from a non-metropolitan
market. MAAC members will be
elected for two-year terms, except
that in three districts a new election will be held after the first
year.
Text of the pro-tern MAAC resolution:
"Whereas. AM broadcasting1 remains the strongest and most effective medium of mass communition
and advertising in the nation today,
in spite of practices foisted upon
the industry from competitive network sources, and
"Whereas, the members of the
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee feel that the MBS represents the sole network operation
whose interest is centered in the
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growth and expansion of AM radio, and
Whereas, substantial progress has
been made by Mutual under the able
guidance of President Frank White,
Be it therefore resolved, that we,
the members of MAAC, do hereby
pledge our fullest cooperation to the
end that Mutual be maintained as a
strong, competitive service, and we
urged all affiliates to support the
proposals of contract adjustments to
effectively meet the exigencies created
by those whose interests quite apparently lie in fields other than AM
broadcasting.
Be it further resolved, that we go
on record in our assertion to militantly carry out a plan for POSITIVE
action and we pledge our unceasing
efforts in behalf of building AM
broadcasting and supporting Mutual
as the network whose objectives are
completely in harmony with the
wishes of a majority of the AM
broadcasters in America.
Pro-tem committeemen on hand
for the meeting:
Mr. Howell, Mr. Murray, Gene
Cagle, KFJZ Fort Worth; John Cleghorn, WHBQ Memphis; Grover Cobb,
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.; Robert T.
Convey, KWK St. Louis; Robert W.
Ferguson, WTRF Bellaire, Ohio; Paul
Frey, KBON Omaha; George C. Hatch,
KALL Salt Lake City; Frank Katzentine, WKAT Miami Beach; Charles A.
King, WKAL Rome, N. Y.; E. J.
McKellar, KVOX Moorhead, Minn.;
Bob McRaney, WCBI Columbus, Miss.,
and Charles Smithgall, WFGA Gainesville, Ga.
MORRIS
NAMED
NPA Electronics Div. Head
EDMUND T. MORRIS Jr., on leave
from Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Baltimore, Md., has succeeded John
G. Daley as director of the National
Production
Products Div.Authority's Electronics
The appointment of Mr. Morris,
not formally announced yet by the
government, gives the Westinghouse executive top level positions
on two key government electronics
groups. Last April he was named
chairman of the "super" Electronics Production Board, which was
set up to assure sufficient supplies
of equipment for civilian and military uses.
Mr. Morris thus will serve as
director of the products group,
which is claimant agency for all
electronics equipment channeled to
broadcasters and manufacturers, as
well as sit in on the larger-scale
consulting board. Donald Parris
is assistant deputy director. The
board makes its recommendations
to the Defense Production Administration, the top allocation agency.
Walter W. Watts, RCA executive
vice president, had been serving as
acting chairman of the board prior
to Mr. Morris' appointment. Mr.
Watts is now deputy administrator
in charge of all production and
procurement at DPA.
Mr. Morris has been manager
of Westinghouse's Electronics and
X-ray Div. since 1948 and also
headed up the firm's Stratovision
project. He also has been active
in standard-FM-TV, shortwave,
VHF-UHF, relay and facsimile
work.

KNX Hollywood is telling advertisers what a good idea summer radio is and
presenting statistics to show them why. Directing this "straw hat" promotion
campaign are (I to r) Wilbur S. Edwards, director, KNX and Columbia Pacific
Network; Ed Buckalew, sales manager, and Tony Moe, sales promotion
manager for KNX and CPN.

BMI

EXCHANGE

Program Project Announced
A "BMI program exchange" to
enable stations to tape and send
in their own outstanding programs
and receive back taped programs
of other stations on loan, thus establishing alibrary of the better
formats and program features
throughout the country, was announced last week.
"The only cost to you is your
willingness to cooperate," BMI said
in its newsletter. It requested
stations to write in what type
of programs they would like and
what stations are producing them.
In sending in tapes of its own
programs, BMI suggested the station record a few words "indicating your method and procedure.
The entire program need not be
recorded unless you think it desirable," it said.
Added Service
Still another service — to arrange
and tape
interviews
"orch-or
estra leaders,
soloists,with
actors
other prominent people" in New
York for out-of-city customers —
also was announced by BMI.
"Let us know when you want
to come. Let us know whom you
want to meet. We have made arrangements for someone to make
appointments in advance. When
you arrive, this same chap will
accompany you with a tape recorder and assist at all interviews.
You may take back either the tape
or a transcription,
as youitwish,"
BMI
announced. Cost,
said,
would be approximately $50 per
day, plus tape cost, not over $5
on an average.
For customers desiring such
taped interviews, with or without
script, and who do not wish to
come to New York, BMI suggested
that "whatever it is, ask us and
we'll tell you just what it will

NBC MILESTONE
Starts Anniversary Projects
SIX - MONTHS' celebration o i
NBC's 25th anniversary commenced June 1, with the air-waves
slogan, "It's the silver jubilee or
NBC," the network announced las!
week.
Between June 1 and the anniver
sary date, Nov. 15, many specia
broadcasts and public events art
planned, the announcement said
Two anniversary songs, to be writ
ten by Meredith Willson and Harrj
Sosnik, will serve as musica
themes. Affiliated stations are plan
ning local celebrations, and those
affiliated for 25 years will receiv;
a plaque. BBC and CBC will sa
lute the network with special broad
casts, and industry luncheons an<
employe meetings will be held.
William F. Brooks, vice presi
dent in charge of public relations
is chairman of the anniversary
committee. Other members includi
George Wallace, radio advertising
and promotion manager; Jame
Nelson, TV advertising and pro j
motion manager; Victor Schiff, o
Carl Byoir & Assoc.; Ezra Mc
Intosh, of J. Walter Thompson Co.|
and Sydney H. Eiges, NBC viol
president in charge of press.
An affiliates kit, which include
a campaign manual, text and photo
graph materials, will be distri
buted soon. An especially-bouni!
volume of historic photographs wil
be presented the Library of Con
gress. On-the-air promotion, in
eluding anniversary bits, and pro
used.
motion by other media, will b |

NEW DAYTIMER
WGLC Went On Air May 21
WGLC Centreville, Miss., went o:
the air May 20. The new statio I
operates on 1580 kc, 250 w daytini
only. W. M. Jones is manager.
More than 2,000 persons, ineluci
ing civic and state officials, al
tended the opening. Mississipr
Gov. Fielding Wright and Lt. Got
Dodd sent records to be broadcas'
BROADCASTING
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Annual

Blue Book?

(Continued from page 25)
April 16]. However, they were
broadened to include (1) radio and
(2) in effect scuttle the original
intention of having the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee
conduct its own investigation.
As a result, the Senate subcommittee could immediately launch
an investigation and/ or hold hearings to determine the new legislation's feasibility. That much
was indicated by Senate Majority
Leader McFarland at the close of
the Thursday hearing. He said
the whole matter would be explored in an executive session of
the subcommittee.
Briefly the board would take a
deep look at current radio and TV
programming "trends" of both
commercial and non-commercial
stations, comparing public service
and educational time allotted; advise FCC on possible fixed percentage of broadcast time to public
service and educational programs,
"in good listening time," and what
tests should be applied; criteria
used by FCC in assigning TV channels, both UHF and VHF, and how
much would be given to public
service and educational programs
"with respect to assuring suitable
time . . ." and types of control over
programming by commercial sponsors.
Other Aspects
Also studies would be made on
subscription radio and television;
financing of educational radio and
TV programming by the subscription method or other methods or
sources; character of legislation
needed to get maximum development of educational and public
service "potentialities" of radio and
TV; state-wide educational and
public service programs' standards
that should be required by FCC
in granting or renewing radio-TV
licenses.
Report would be submitted by
the board to Congress not later
than Jan. 31 of each year and
also to FCC on activities and recommendations. Funds for the board
would be appropriated by Congress.
Sen. Benton said he drew upon his
experience in helping formulate
other advisory bodies such as the
National Commission for UNESCO.
The radio-TV board would be
housed in the FCC as the UNESCO
commission is located in the State
Dept.
Sen. McFarland warned that,
while he agreed that certain programs were not desirable, when
one got into the subject of judging
programs "you get into censorship."
Sen. McFarland said the committee had been interested in higher
standards in broadcasting for years.
Sen. Benton said "and in despite of
this standards have been on the
downgrade with less standards and
lessSen.
public
interest."
Benton
said that it was
the responsibility of Congress to
take the initiative to see that what
goes over the airwaves serves the
Page 34
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public interest. Of this statement,
Sen. McFarland said there could
be no questioning.
Support for the Benton Plan
came from Sen. Bricker, member
of the full Senate Commerce group.
He said that while he was not a
member of the subcommittee, he
wanted to talk about the resolution he sponsored earlier this year
that would have called for FCC
study of the TV allocation problem and requested that educational
channels be reserved on a state
basis.
The current proposed TV allocation plan, Sen. Bricker declared,
was "unsatisfactory." He thought
the whole matter should be
"thoroughly investigated." He said
Congress should call in the FCC
to have it "see how limited and
ineffective their plan is for educaSen. Bricker charged that some
educational
institutions "have the
tion."
money" to start TV operations immediately "but the frequency is
given
to
commercial
He
asked his resolution interests."
be considered
along with Sen. Benton's. "We will
end up by losing great advantages
in
as we did in radio,"
the television
Ohioan said.
He asserted that the state educational institution could "carry
the expense
problem"
for not
the have
private institution
which did
funds.
Sen. Bricker referred to Ohio
State U. at Columbus which has
filed for shift of an Indianapolis
VHF channel to Columbus which
it would have reserved for educational purposes. The FCC had
tentatively reserved a channel in
the UHF for Columbus. The university had originally asked for a
VHF channel. However, there have
been three VHF channels assigned
in the city, and under the proposed
allocation plan FCC did not add to
this trio in the VHF.
McFarland Bill Covered
As has become the usual procedure of late in Senate radio hearings in which either Sens. Johnson or McFarland participate, the
McFarland Bill (S 658) to realign
FCC procedures, has come up (see
story on Coy, page 27).
Sen. Hunt quoted a passage from
a Senate speech in which Sen. McFarland had talked about the redtape and slow procedure in past
attempts to get the measure enacted. This touched off a set-to
during which Sen. McFarland declared that the bill passed the Senate
times lobbied
but FCC
membersfour have
and "staff
killed
the measure in the House, where it
Benton reflected that the
nowSen.
pends."
"anti-trust section" keeps the measure from passing. In retorting, Sen.
McFarland explained the "double
jeopardy" clause, charging it gives
the FCC (that is if the court refuses to fine or cancel license because of alleged anti-trust violation the FCC still can "go ahead
and do it anyway") a threat against
licensees, "although the Commis-

HILLBILLY

FEUD

WEAM, Union 'Square Off
THE weekly square dance staged
by WEAM Arlington, Va., at Glen
Echo Park, in suburban Washington, has developed into a round
robin involving WEAM and AFM
Local No. 161.
AFM notified WEAM last week
that it must increase its five-man
AFM unit from five to eight hillbillies.
WEAM countered with the assertion that a five-man unit is adequate for barefoot music.
However, WEAM's general manager, Howard Stanley, said he
would go along with the AFM
"ultimatum" on condition the union
supplied
:
1 — Left-handed
five-string banjo
2 — Occarina player who
player.

can

3 — Zither player who is also a
whiz on a washboard.
yodel.
"All must be union men in good
standing and pass the rigid WEAM
auditions," Mr. Stanley wrote Paul
J. Schwarz, president of Local 161.
"It is quite obvious that you are
trying to put us out of business to
force a popular dance band upon
Glen Echo Amusement Park. Because I believe our freedom and
rights under the law are being
interfered with, should you take
the action you threaten, I shall inform Congress that the musicians
union is again trying to assume a
dictatorship
America."
The AFM inlocal
said the letter
had been taken up by its executive
board, which had not taken any
formal action at the weekend.
The Glen Echo management, it
was indicated, has threatened to
pull out all of the five-night-a-week
dance band projects if the union
persists in its demand.
WEAM's square dance went on
as usual Thursday night, with five
men in the band.
sion has never exercised that
power." The Majority Leader said
"nobody recognizes in Congress
the practice of rule by fear."
Sen. McFarland charged "staff
propagandizing" against this section but "I'll place as much faith
in the courts as in the FCC." The
bill he sponsored, Sen. McFarland
said, would do away with the
double-jeopardy clause, by leaving
the matter
within the court's jurisdiction only.
Chairman McFarland asked Sen.
Benton whether he expected Congress to do a better job of assigning TV frequencies than FCC.
"What has caused us concern."
he said, "was just this question.
We are not technical experts but
laymen." Is FCC not competent,
Sen. McFarland asked Sen. Benton, and if so, does the problem lie
in personnel or organization?
Sen. Benton said he did not think
Congress "should move in and allocate TV channels" but he did

think it was the job of Congress to
legislate in the public interest.
Sen. Johnson reminded Sen. Benton that in the color TV decision,
the Supreme Court of the U. S. had
ruled that "FCC has been created
as an expert body by Congress to
deal
with field.
technical
problems"
in
the radio
Agreeing
with this
as "procedure," Sen. Benton said
that FCC would be more likely to
make decisions on a certain side
if supported by Congressional or
public encouragement.
Sen. Hunt, a member of the subcommittee and co-sponsor of Sen.
Benton's educational TV resolution,
said it was far better now for the
Congress to look at the problem
of allocating frequencies than "to
wait until the die is cast."
Sen. Benton said the proposed
advisory body would "strengthen
and support FCC, and not the other
way around." Expounding at length
on the potential of subscription
broadcasting or telecasting (he explained Zenith's Phonevision and
tests of Skiatron Corp. to the
Senators), Sen. Benton emphasized that Sec. 303 (g) of the
Communications Act authorizes
FCC study of new uses for radio
and provides for experimental uses
of frequencies and generally encourages labor and more effective
use of radio in the public interest.
Benton Plan
Full brunt of the Benton Plan
was mounted near the conclusion
of the hearing when the Senator
said:
"It is possible that the board study
might result in a recommendation requiring all commercial license holders to devote — say, as much as 40%
of their program time between the
hours of 6 and 11 p.m. to educational
or public service
programs,
mercially sponsored.
. . . not com-

\\
V
i
\
I
I
\

". . . the inexorable pressure for
profits gives to the mass entertainment programs the good listening
times, when families are at home and
ready to watch and listen. The public
service and educational programs take
the leavings and very bad leavings
theySen.
are."
^
Johnson
asked that Sen.
Benton be specific in what he was
talking about when he mentioned
"educational" or "public service" j
programming in choice listening
hours.
All programs,
the Colo-"
radan said,
have a mixture
of
education and entertainment.
From Missouri, Sen. James P.
Kern, Republican, said he had received a"complaint" from his state
that nobody had come forward to |
"make the necessary investment"
for the educational channel alio- !
cated for institutional use.
Sen. Benton quickly added that
this happened because most educators do not have the "time" to
get the necessary funds.
He distributed a pamphlet called
"TV Channels for Education," prepared by Robert Hudson,center
U. of Illinois' communications
and j
former CBS executive and also currently a consultant to the Ford
Foundation.
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tries are badly in need of their

Relax Restrictions?
(Continued from page 29)
Oscar Elder, assistant director of
public affairs. Representing NPA,
aside from Mr. Fleischmann, were
Henry Heymann, counsel for Construction Controls Division, and
Rufe B. Newman, division director.
Broadcasters who seek authority to build may file applications
together with specifications with
Commerce Dept. (NPA) officials in
these cities:
Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Richmond, Atlanta, Cleveland, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Kansas City, Denver, San
Francisco, Seattle, Baltimore, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Portland (Ore.), St. Louis,
Dallas, El Paso, Hartford, Houston,
Jacksonville (Fla.), Memphis. Miami,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh, Providence,
Salt Lake City, San Antonio, and Louisville.
In another move last week, formally designating claimant agencies for basic material requirements
of various segments of the economy, the National Production Authority was given responsibility
for all industrial facility construction. These duties are performed
by thetrols agency's
Construction ConDiv.
The Office of Civilian Requirements, headed by Lewis Allen
Weiss, former Mutual-Don Lee
board chairman, was assigned programs (except construction) for
state and local governments, consumer goods (other than radio-TV
appliances) , wholesale-retail-serv-

The director of the Office of Defense Mobilization said that civilservices."
ian industries "will soon have to
be cut to provide needed workers in

A U. S. foreign policy debate between editors and correspondents highlighted
the annual dinner of the Overseas Press Club in the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York, May 16. WFDR (FM) New York was the only station to air, live, the
debate participated in by these members of the editor's half of the panel,
(I to r) Edward R. Murrow, moderator; Gideon D. Seymour, executive editor,
Minneapolis Star & Tribune; Barry Bingham, editor, Louisville Courier Journal;
Erwin D. Can ham, editor, Christian Science Monitor, and Mrs. Helen Rogers
Reid, president of the New York Herald Tribune.
ice trades, and religious groups.
The designations, announced by
Edwin T. Gibson, acting administrator, Defense Production Administration, specified formal assignment of NPA as claimant for materials used in all electronics and
communications products, including such consumer durable goods
as radio-TV sets and commercial
equipment like studio transmitters
and related products. These activities fan out to NPA's Electronics
Products and Communications
Products Divisions.
Lest some manufacturers continue "business as usual," however,
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wil-

THE

WELCOME

IF YOU

son has called on business executives to "scrap the idea of new
seasonal designs" in television sets
and other items. In a speech prepared by Mr. Wilson and delivered
before the Executives Club of Chicago May 25 by Andrew Berding,
his information specialist, the mobilization chief stressed that "their
brains and magnificent handicraft"
are needed to turn out new weapons. He also observed:
"I have run across instances of
a whole class of men graduating
from electronics schools going into
the civilian TV business, making
and servicing home sets. And this
at a time when our defense indus-

MAT

IS OUT

SELL

HOME

defense
plants." manpower shortThe growing
age has become a source of increasing concern to industry, manufacturers as well as broadcasters, with
the result that NARTB is preparing to take action.
Basis of the industry complaint
is last April's order from the Dept.
of Commerce, which omitted radio
and television from the "essential"
industry list. Both had been labeled as essential by the government, last August.
To qualify for that classification,
the Commerce Dept. said, an industry must prove that there is a
definite shortage in trained personnel within its ranks.
NARTB will appeal the omission,
citing existing shortages of skilled
technical manpower in some sections of the country and threatened scarcity in others. The government listing is based theoretically on manpower alone, without
taking into account the importance
of radio-television in the national
mobilization and civil defense effort.
NARTB will submit a preliminary statement to an Interdepartmental Committee comprising members of the Agriculture, Commerce,
Labor and Defense Depts. and Selective Service.

IN CENTRAL

OHIO

FURNISHINGS

Central Ohioans believe in "Home Sweet Home.1'
In fact, almost $44 million are spent annually for
furniture, wallpaper, storm windows, television sets
and thousands of other items for the home. And
one of the shortest ways to this big market is
through WBNS, Columbus. Latest Hooper Report
shows WBNS with all of the top-rated 20 daytime
and night time shows, so, you're visiting with good
company when you're on WBNS. For information,
write us or call your John Blair representative.
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ONLY

CBS

OUTLET

Asi

•Source: Latest SRDS Cons. Mkts.
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WOOK
has more listeners during the entire afternoon WOOK
has more listeners during the key daytime periods
period than the AVERAGE COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF selected than the COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF ANY
TWO NETWORK STATIONS.
TWO INDEPENDENT STATIONS.
WOOK
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15170
24350
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13640
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17465
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A
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tries are badly in need of their

Relax Restrictions?
(Continued from page 29)
Oscar Elder, assistant director of
public affairs. Representing NPA,
aside from Mr. Fleischmann, were
Henry Heymann, counsel for Construction Controls Division, and
Rufe B. Newman, division director.
Broadcasters who seek authority to build may file applications
together with specifications with
Commerce Dept. (NPA) officials in
these cities:
Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Richmond, Atlanta, Cleveland, Chicago,
Minneapolis. Kansas City, Denver, San
Francisco, Seattle, Baltimore, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Portland (Ore.), St. Louis,
Dallas, El Paso, Hartford, Houston,
Jacksonville (Fla.), Memphis, Miami,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh, Providence,
Salt Lake City, San Antonio, and Louisville.
In another move last week, formally designating claimant agencies for basic material requirements
of various segments of the economy, the National Production Authority was given responsibility
for all industrial facility construction. These duties are performed
by thetrols agency's
Construction ConDiv.
The Office of Civilian Requirements, headed by Lewis Allen
Weiss, former Mutual-Don Lee
board chairman, was assigned programs (except construction) for
state and local governments, consumer goods (other than radio-TV
appliances) , wholesale-retail-serv-

The director of the Office of Defense Mobilization said that civilservices."
ian industries "will soon have to
be cut to provide needed workers in

A U. S. foreign policy debate between editors and correspondents highlighted
the annual dinner of the Overseas Press Club in the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York, May 16. WFDR (FM) New York was the only station to air, live, the
debate participated in by these members of the editor's half of the panel,
(I to r) Edward R. Murrow, moderator; Gideon D. Seymour, executive editor,
Minneapolis Star & Tribune; Barry Bingham, editor, Louisville Courier Journal;
Erwin D. Canham, editor. Christian Science Monitor, and Mrs. Helen Rogers
Reid, president of the New York Herald Tribune.
ice trades, and religious groups.
The designations, announced by
Edwin T. Gibson, acting administrator, Defense Production Administration, specified formal assignment of NPA as claimant for materials used in all electronics and
communications products, including such consumer durable goods
as radio-TV sets and commercial
equipment like studio transmitters
and related products. These activities fan out to NPA's Electronics
Products and Communications
Products Divisions.
Lest some manufacturers continue "business as usual," however,
Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wil-
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son has called on business executives to "scrap the idea of new
seasonal designs" in television sets
and other items. In a speech prepared by Mr. Wilson and delivered
before the Executives Club of Chicago May 25 by Andrew Berding,
his information specialist, the mobilization chief stressed that "their
brains and magnificent handicraft"
are needed to turn out new weapons. He also observed :
"I have run across instances of
a whole class of men graduating
from electronics schools going into
the civilian TV business, making
and servicing home sets. And this
at a time when our defense indus-

MAT

IS OUT

SELL

HOME

defense
plants." manpower shortThe growing
age has become a source of increasing concern to industry, manufacturers as well as broadcasters, with
the result that NARTB is preparing to take action.
Basis of the industry complaint
is last April's order from the Dept.
of Commerce, which omitted radio
and television from the "essential"
industry list. Both had been labeled as essential by the government, last August.
To qualify for that classification,
the Commerce Dept. said, an industry must prove that there is a
definite shortage in trained personnel within its ranks.
NARTB will appeal the omission,
citing existing shortages of skilled
technical manpower in some sections of the country and threatened scarcity in others. The government listing is based theoretically on manpower alone, without
taking into account the importance
of radio-television in the national
mobilization and civil defense effort.
NARTB will submit a preliminary statement to an Interdepartmental Committee comprising members of the Agriculture, Commerce,
Labor and Defense Depts. and Selective Service.
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Central Ohioans believe in "Home Sweet Home."
In fact, almost $44 million are spent annually for
furniture, wallpaper, storm windows, television sets
and thousands of other items for the home. And
one of the shortest ways to this big market is
through WBNS, Columbus. Latest Hooper Report
shows WBNS with all of the top-rated 20 daytime
and night time shows, so, you're visiting with good
company when you're on WBNS. For information,
write us or call your John Blair representative.
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has more listeners during the entire afternoon ^AfOOK
has more listeners during the key daytime periods
period than the AVERAGE COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF selected than the COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF ANY
TWO NETWORK STATIONS.
TWO INDEPENDENT STATIONS.
WOOK
Audience
15170
24350
15170
13640
15170
22055
21310
23585
17465

(Time)
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
2 :30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM

WSID

Independent
A
Audience
5225
5225
5225
6755
11345
13640
12875
11345
8285

IN

THE

Network
C
Audience
19760
6755
3695
8285
12875
3695
4460
5225
5400

Independent
B
Audience
7460
7460
4460
3695
3400
3400
2930
1400
1000

BALTIMORE

AREA

Network
D
Audience
3695
4460
4460
8285
8285
8285
7520

Network
E
Audience
3695
3695
4460
2930
2165
1400
1400
1400
1400

7520
5990

GIVES

NO

All
figures are
taken
surveysfrom
the 1951by

American
Research
Bureau

RACE

RESULTS

BUT
WSID

has more listeners during the entire afternoon
period than the COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF ANY TWO
INDEPENDENT STATIONS.

(Time)
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

WSID
In Baltimore
■ *f
has more listeners during the
entire afternoon period than ANY TWO STATIONS GIVING HORSE
RACE RESULTS.

Independent
A
Audience
1080
1080
3780
3780
540
540
*

WSID
Audience
12960
15660
23220
16740
16200
19980
15120
20520

Independent
C
Audience

Independent
B
Audience
5400

540
540
1080
2160
1080
1620
1620
2700

7020
5400
1320
10800
10260
13500
10800

* Off the air or no listeners located in sample.
A

combination

for the

dollar

buy

of WOOK

in the three

million
and

YOU CAN'T COVER
ROADCASTING

and

gives you

population

area

more

listeners

in Washington

Baltimore.

THE WASHINGTON -BALTIMORE

• Telecasting

WSID

AREA COMPLETELY

WITHOUT

WOOK

and WSID
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WMIE Owner
(Continued from page 27)
therefore, arrange for further permission for two members of my staff,
A. Harry Becker and Robert Rawson,
to make further examination of the
tax returns of Arthur B. McBride and
Edward J. McBride. It will also be
appreciated if you would direct one
of the members of your staff who
participated in the investigation of
the McBrides conducted by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, to confer
and advise with Messrs. Becker and
Rawson.
Correspondence in the WMIE
docket disclosed that on May 3
FCC received a reply from Deputy
Commissioner E. I. McLarney indicating- that according- to public law
Chairman Coy would have to submit a specific request to Secretary
Snyder, suggesting thereupon "the
matter will be given prompt attention."
Chairman Coy's letter to the Secretary of Treasury, dated May 18,
stated:
Members of the Commission's staff
are now engaged in studying the Initial Decision, released on March 14,
1951, granting the application (File
No. BAP-72; Docket No. 9112) for
assignment of construction permit of
standard broadcast station WMIE
Miami, Florida, from Lincoln Operating Company, as Trustee for Sun
Coast Operating Corporation (assignor) to the Sun Coast Broadcasting Corporation (assignee). One Arthur B. McBride Sr. holds approximately 39r/r of the stock of the assignee.
Arthur B. McBride Sr., at one time,

was the sole owner of Continental
Press, but the records of that company now indicate that Edward J. McBride, his son, is and has been the
sole owner thereof for approximately
the past four (4) years. McBride Sr.
testified at the hearing in the aboveentitled matter that he has had no
financial interest in Continental Press
since approximately 1943, and his son
Edward testified that he has been sole
owner of that company since his father purchased it for him approximately four years ago.
The report recently released by the
Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce
indicated that Arthur B. McBride Sr.
was in fact the real owner of Continental Press even though legal ownership of that company was retained
in the name of his son Edward. The
resolution of the question of ownership of Continental Press is extremely important to the Commission,
inasmuch as it may have a direct
bearing on the question of whether
or not Sun Coast Broadcasting Corp.
is qualified to be the licensee of station WMIE. Prior to the hearing and
initial decision in the above matter,
the Secretary of Treasury authorized
an examination of the tax returns of
both Arthur B. and Edward J. McBride by an attorney from the office
of the Commission's General Counsel.
The returns, up to that time, indicated that Arthur B. McBride was
receiving no financial gain from the
operation of Continental Press.
In view of the new developments in
this matter raised by the report of
the Special Committee to Investigate
Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce, it is requested that authorization be issued to A. Harry Becker and

COMPARATIVE

SHARE

OF

Robert J. Rawson, attorneys in the
Office of the General Counsel of this
Commission,
further
examination of thetotaxmake
returns
of Arthur
B. and Edward J. McBride. It would
also be appreciated if the Commissioner of Internal Revenue would direct one or more members of his
staff, who conducted the investigation of the McBrides for the Bureau,
to confer and advise with Messrs.
Becker and Rawson.
FCC Broadcast Bureau
(Continued from page 28)
two years active service with the
Navy, he was an attorney in the
Lands Div. of the Dept. of Justice.
FREDERICK W. FORD
Chief, Hearing Div.
Frederick W. Ford has been with
the Commission since 1947, servingin the Hearing and Review Sections, Special Legal and Technical
Group (now Office of Formal Hearing Assistants), the General Counsel's Office and, in 1950, was appointed atrial attorney.
Born at. Bluefield, W. Va., in
1909, Mr. Ford attended West Virginia U. where he received A.B. and
LL.B degrees in 1931 and 1934,
respectively. He engaged in law
practice as junior partner of Stathers & Crantrall, Clarksburg. In
1934 he joined the office of the
general counsel of the Federal Security Agency. He moved to the
legal staff of the Office of Price

AUDIENCE

IN 4tf

Administration in 1942, the same
year he entered the Air Force as
a second lieutenant. He served
until 1946, advancing to the rank
of major. He then returned to the
OPA as a hearing commissioner.
PAUL DOBIN
Chief, Rules & Standards Div.
Joining the Commission's legal
staff in January 1946, Paul Dobin
served in the Litigation and Administration Div. In 1949 he was
appointed legal assistant to Comr.
Robert F. Jones.
Mr. Dobin, a native of New York
City, where he was born in 1918,
attended local public schools there.
In 1938 he received his B.A. degree at City College of New York,
and then attended Harvard Law
School. There he was note editor of
Law Review and was graduated
with an LL.B degree in 1941. Called
to military service that year, Mr.
Dobin served in the Army until
1945 becoming a master sergeant.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
Harris to Nielsen

MURRAY HARRIS, formerly director of advertising and promotion
for WNBC and WNBT (TV) New
York, today (Monday) joins A. C.
Nielsen Co. as director of public |
relations for the radio and television division. He succeeds the I
late Phil Frank.

MONTANA

CITIES

6.

ANACONDA
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BOZEMAN

I

HELENA

I GREAT FALLS I

MISSOULA

Percentages shown in this graph are based on
BARROMETER surveys for January-February,
1951 for 6 Montana Cities.
Monday through Friday average listening
6:00 A.M. to 1 1 :00 P.M. Averages for stations
signing on after 6:00 A.M. or signing off
earlier than 11:00 P.M. are based on actual
time on the air.
Complete Coverage on X Net (with a single
contract) ... a better buyl
1 announcement
40.00
Stations B, D, E, F, G, I
$17.00
Va hour
petitive
coverage)
(maximum com1 announcement
Vs.
hour
133.00
Stations C, D, E, F, H, I
$ 41.06
petitive coverage)
(minimum com1 announcement
147.00
Va hour
$ 44.11
The Z Net, when purchased in combination
with other XL Stations (KXL-Portland) (KXLYSpokane) of the Pacific Northwest is procurable at a lower rate than even the low rate
quoted above.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
San Francisco
Los Angeles
The Walker Co.
New York
Chicago
BPOADCASTING
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N

APRIL

1951

—

replies for the same booklet

replies for the same booklet !
Same cost., but what a whale of a difference in results!
Here's additional evidence that radio is America's great
advertising medium., and that KYW is radio's great buy
in the Philadelphia market-area! For availabilities, check
KYW or Free & Peters.
It's your dough — don't waste it!

Philadelphia
50,000
NBC

WATTS

AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

WBZ
• WBZA
• KDKA
• WOWO
• KEX
• KYW
• WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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in

West

your

Virginia

dollar

farther

goes

with

4 'personality"

More than a million
West Virginians, (with
a half-billion dollars to
spend annually) can hear your
sales story when you put this
potent pair of "Personality"
Stations to work for
you. And WKNA and
WJLS are yours at a
combination rate that is
about the same as you
would pay for any single
comparable station in
either locality. Make us
prove itl

WKNA
WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON
950 KC — ABC
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT
VV

WJLS
WJLS-FM
BECKLEY
560 KC— CBS
1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT

Joe L Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by WEED
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HOUSE

INQUIRY

To Probe Gov't-lndustry
Appointees, Groups

A THOROUGH exploration into practices involving appointments of
so-called "dollar-a-year" executives for top defense posts and the formation of industry advisory groups to consult with government agencies
loomed on Capitol Hill last week. *
Plans for the far reaching probe, to serve fulltime with various
announced by the House Judiciary
Monopoly Subcommittee, stemmed
agencies.
With
respect
to "dollar-a-year
from complaints that some industry
men"
— now
described
technically as
executives may have tended to
serve "without compenfavor their private firms over the men who
sation"— the broadcasting and
public interest, it was learned.
industry has conAnother basis for the probe, manufacturing
tributed a number of executives.
which gets underway with hearAuthorities cite a practice, howings by the subcommittee June 11,
ever, whereby these and other
is current speculation that advisory
executives are restrained from
groups have not been consulted in participating in decisions directly
some instances and have exceeded
affecting their own companies.
their consultative role in others.
Among those who now serve in
Another phase tabbed for inquiry
top-level
government capacities are
is the problem of tax benefits acWilliam S. Paley, CBS board chaircruing from cost write-offs on new
man, now head
of theCommission;
President's
Materials
Policy
Inherent in the probe, though
plants.
Allen Weiss, formerly with
not specifically mentioned, are the Lewis
Don Lee-Mutual and consulant to
appointments of top executives
Hughes Aircraft, now director of
from radio - TV manufacturing,
NPA's Office of Civilian Requirebroadcast and other vital industr*y
ments; Edmund T. Morris Jr.,
segments.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., BaltiErnest Goldstein, subcommittee
more, chairman of the Electronics
counsel, declined to outline the
Production Board; Walter W.
possible agenda for the hearings,
Watts, executive vice president of
but indicated that the general
RCA, deputy administrator of the
theme of "favoritism" would be Defense
Production Administraexplored. Schedule of witnesses
tion; Arthur R. Treanor, part
had not been set.
owner of WOOD Grand Rapids, diJustice Questions
rector of NPA's Printing & Publishing Div. ; and others.
The existence of industry adWhen President Truman signed
visory groups — in fact, their very the Defense Production Act last
legality — has been questioned right
year he
that its proviup to the Dept. of Justice, which
sions stressed
should be administered
as
last year laid down a requirements
much as possible by full-salary
code designed to "minimize" the government employes.
possibilty of anti-trust violations
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.)
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov. 27, 1950].
said his
will clear
seek tointent
"ascer-of
tain group
whether the
Groups involving the participaCongress that the anti-trust laws |
tion of broadcasters, manufacturers
be not disregarded in the course j
and other communication segments
of the mobilization of our resources I
have mushroomed steadily during
the nation's mobilization effort. has been honored in the administra- j
Among the units set up under tion
the Defense
Production
j
and ofwhether
portions
of theAct."
Act j
government initiative thus far are
are
sufficient.
the Broadcast Advisory Council,
The monopoly group also will
the Joint Electronics Industry Ad- look
into the current practice of
visory Committee, Signal Corps
tax benefits through accelerated
Advisory Council, Communications
writeoffs of the cost of new plants
Advisory Committee, Radio-TV Ap- when authorized for defense purpliance Committee, and a host of
poses. Procurement programs of
smaller groups devoted to electronics end products and component
the Defense Dept.'s Munitions
parts. The BAC was set up at the Board and pricing policies of th(
urging of the White House itself. Office of Price Stabilization alsc
will command members' attention
In the case of the recent government construction order, which
requires broadcasters to seek authorization before building (see sep- WRFC Switch
arate story), the industry through
NARTB had complained that it INITIAL decision to grant WRFC
Athens, Ga., nighttime operatioi
was not consulted before the regu- was
announced by FCC last Tues
lation was issued. The National
Hearing Examiner Elizabeti
Production Authority held that it day.
had consulted in advance with the C. Smith recommended WRFC b
a change in facilities fron
Construction Industry Advisory granted
1 kw daytime only on 960 kc to
Committee.
kw day, 500 w night directional, c>
Top government authorities have 960 kc. Miss Smith found that a
long contended that industry ef- though certain minimum FCC en
forts can not be galvanized into gineering standards would not b
the defense production picture un- met, the added service to Iocs
less advisory units are set up and residents offsets the deviation
industry executives are called in from the rules.
BROADCASTING
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DOWN
The TL-10 in raised position allows
discs to be played

The TL-10 mounted and ready for
perfect tape reproduction

PRESTO

Turntable

Reproducer
Tape
When we introduced the presto TL-10 at the IRE, NARTB and
Parts Show this spring we knew it was good— and we knew that
there was a place for it in the nation's stations, recording studios and schools.
But we never realized just how popular it would be. This inexpensive
turntable tape reproducer has turned into the sensation of the industry —
and here are a few of the reasons why!
• Easy to attach to and remove from any standard 16" turntable.
• No motor— turntable acts as motor.
• Can be plugged into any standard speech input equipment.
• Speeds of IV2" and 15" per second, response up to 15,000 cps.
• Low cost— but has reproduction quality and fidelity of a high priced machine.
• Easy to operate— and maintain.
|f you haven't ordered your TL-1 0 already, do it today. Its addition to your studio will save you time . . . space . . . and money!

D
RECORDING CORPORATION
PAR AM US, NEW JERSEY
Export Division: 25 Warren Street. New York 7, N. Y.
Canadian Divisions Walter P. Downs, Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal

TRADE PRACTICE
FTC Sets June 21 Meet
FORMAL designation of June 21
as the date for a radio-TV industry trade practice conference in
Washington was announced last
Monday by the Federal Trade Commission, which will supervise the
proceeding.
FTC Chairman James Mead will
preside over the session, which was
set to hear suggestions for industry rules designed to prevent unfair or deceptive practices under
the commission's cooperative program. Proposed rules will cover
radio and TV sets and combinations, extending earlier regulations
laid down by the commission in
1939 for the radio receiving industry.
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
which requested the conference earlier this year, will be represented

by a special trade practices committee, headed by Ben Abrams of
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. All companies "engaged in
the manufacture, sale or distribution" of radio-TV sets and parts or
accessories are invited to attend
the conference, to be held in the
National Archives Bldg., Washington, at 10 a.m.
Proposed Subjects
Proposed subjects for discussion
include misrepresentation on TV
sets as to size of picture tube, static
interference, simplicity of operation, and number of operating
tubes. Deceptive pricing, warranties, and imitation of trade marks
and names also will be considered.
The commission will draw up a
draft of proposed rules for distribution to all parties, and an opportunity will be afforded for written
or oral objections and other suggestions before the commission
promulgates rules.

RETAIL

M. C. SCOTT (I), chief engineer,
WSOD Miami, Fla., explains to J.
Leonard Reinsert, managing director,
Cox stations, details of the construction of a concrete anchor for one of
the new hurricane-proof towers being
built at WIOD's transmitter site in
Biscayne Bay. Total weight of the
concrete and steel in the three anchor
foundations and the tower base
foundation is 3,527,000 lbs.

CHICAGO \J DETROIT

NEW YORK

© SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS O
MEMPHIS

LOS ANGELES

O

CHARLOTTE
Q

o
ATLANTA

o
DALLAS

Branham offices representing Radio and Television Stations

ADS

Plan Bigger Fall Budgets
RETAILERS across the nation are
planning expanded advertising in
the fall, much of which will be
directed toward attracting new
customers, a National Retail Dry
Goods Assn. survey of department,
chain and specialty stores revealed
last week.
More than 700 large and small
stores, asked what radio, TV and
appliance inventory policy seemed
best for merchants during the second half of 1951, voted 73 % for
sticking to normal stock-sales
ratios; 20% for keeping inventories
to a minimum; and 7% for trying
to stockpile wanted items.
Regarding the direction retail
sales efforts should take respecting
advertising budgets, 77% reported
they would advertise more liberally,
while 23% said they would keep
advertising at a minimum.
Concurrent with announcement
of the survey, NRDGA's Controllers
Congress published the 1951 edition
of Departmental Merchandising
and Operating Results of Department and Specialty Stores, in which
an analysis of publicity expenses
of major merchandising groups
showed that retailers failed to increase their 1950 fall advertising
budgets in proportion to their increased sales. Department stores
with more than $1 million yearly
volume spent 4.05% of sales for
publicity in 1950 in contrast to
4.22% in 1949, it was reported.
Publicity data indicated no significant variations from the previous year in distribution of the
publicity-expense dollar by advertising media, it said.
CARL G. SUBER
Dies After Fall At Home
CARL GUSTAVE SUBER, 45, account executive for J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York, was fatally in-1
jured May 26 in a fall in his home
at Darien, Conn. His widow, Mrs.
Gretchen Suber, said she found
his body at the foot of stairs leading
to the second floor. The medical
examiner stated that death was1
due to a skull fracture.
In addition to his widow, surviv:
ing are a daughter, Caroline; a
son, Carl G., Jr.; his father, the
Rev. Gustav F. Suber, pastor oi it
the Stamford Evangelical Congre
gational Church in Stamford, Conn,
and a brother, Ralph C, of Nor
wood, Mass.
F From

1 kw To 5 kv»

KLIF Dallas, key station for Lib
erty Broadcasting System, on Sat
urday
its station,
power from
kw to increased
5 kw. The
repre ~\
sented nationally by John E. Pear
son Co., is owned and operated b?
THE
BRANHAM
COMPANY
the Trinity Broadcasting Corp
Dallas. KLIF retains its forme
frequency, 1190 kc.
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RADIO RIGHTS
PAB To Mull School Rates
EFFORT to set up a new formula
for high school athletic broadcasts,
easing exorbitant charges for station rights, will be sought at the
June 10-11 meeting of the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters, to
be
Pa. held at Galen Hall, Wernersville,

FIGHT Crime slogan contest of WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C, was won by
a Catholic U. junior. Miss Farida M. Saad, who submitted the entry, "If you
overlook crime, it will overwhelm you." Judges of the 8,000 entries were
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), Sen. William Knowland (R-Calif.), and Atty.
Gen. J. Howard McGrath. Seated (I to r) Sen. Knowland, Sen. Kefauver and
Atty. Gen. McGrath. Standing, Robert W. Miller, WOL director of public
relations; Charlie Bright, WOL emcee, and Fred A. Palmer, general manager
of WOL and WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
/OW>\ FEUD
KRNT, School Assn. Clash
LONG standing friction between
yd broadcasters and the Iowa High
School Athletic Assn. flared up
again last week after the school
Kirte group banned a KRNT Des Moines
) St sportseaster from a WOI-TV Ames
telecast. Lyle Quinn, executive secretary of the Association, reportedly issued an "ultimatum" to WOITV, the Iowa State station, that it
could not telecast a high school
track meet sponsored by the group
on May 26 if Al Couppee, KRNT
sports director handled the comHorn mentary.
Mr. Couppee was withdrawn
a from the telecast. The move followed dissension between him and
rr, i the association which started last
i March during the state high school
ill basketball tourney, also sponsored
: by the association. Members of
the group at that time were quoted
a as saying the sportseaster did not
i n present "a fair picture" of the
games, and charged him with being
biased and critical.
ri' KRNT, which is bringing the
ine: details to public attention, takes
er, B the position that the association is
ito interfering with freedom of speech
and press. Robert Dillon, vice
president of Cowles Broadcasting
Co. and general manager of KRNT,
said "Mr. Quinn made an arbitrary
decision, and did not give Mr.
Couppee forewarning or an opportunity to be heard." His order,
5 kv <Mr. Dillon said, "in effect told the
station how to cover the event and
who should report it."
TOO
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C. H. McDougall Opens Office
CHARLES H. McDOUGALL, vice
president, BBDO San Francisco,
has resigned to establish offices in
that city for Dancer-FitzgeraldSample Inc. Office will be known as
Dancer-Fitzgerald-McDougall Inc.,
with Mr. McDougall a partner and
president of the new western company. Other Dancer-FitzgeraldSample offices remain unchanged
with H. M. Dancer continuing as
president.
Robert L. Nourse Jr., formerly
account executive with Compton
Adv. Inc., has joined the D-F-S
Hollywood office. He will work with
Alvin Kabaker, vice president and
manager on new business, and
handle the Modglin Co. account.
Beatrice Kimm West has been added to the agency staff to work on
print media and production. She
also formerly was with Compton
Adv.
KIOA

Coverage

FINAL decision was announced
by FCC last Monday to grant KIOA
Des Moines a change in its daytime
directional antenna from six to
two elements, thereby increasing
daytime coverage. KIOA is assigned 940 kc with 10 kw day and
5 kw night. Station will continue
to use a six-element, directional
array at night. FCC concluded on
the basis of its hearing, held because of opposition from KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa, that the change
would "result in a gain of service
to 527,915 persons, and in a much
more efficient use of the frequency."
FCC ruled KMA would lose 18,099
persons. Both groups already have
10 primary services, the decision
said.

• Telecasting

Two high scholastic officials will
meet with the state group in an
effort to reach a meeting of the
minds. Charges of $250 a game
have been assessed, forcing many
stations to carry the play-by-play
at a heavy loss.
Agenda for the state gathering
was drawn up at a meeting of the
board of directors, held May 26
at State College, Pa., according to
President Victor C. Diehm, WAZL
Hazleton. Taking part were James
F. Murray, KQV Pittsburgh; Sam
Booth, WCHA
Chambersburg;
George E. Joy, WRAK Williamsport; David J. Bennett Jr., WKBO
Harrisburg; George D. Coleman,
KGBI Scranton, and T. W. Metzger, WMRF Lewistown.
Next board meeting will be held
Saturday, June 9, ahead of the
state conclave. Business sessions
will open in connection with the
Sunday night dinner. Mark N.
Funk, president, Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Assn., and
Edmund Wicht, executive secretary,
answer questions submitted will
in advance.
• Monday will be devoted to shirtsleeve discussions, with association members handling all panels.
Gordon Gray, WIP Philadelphia,
is program chairman with Louis
H. Murray, WPAM Pottsville, convention chairman.
MANSFIELD
BILL
Covers Political Talks
COMPANION bill to Sen. Ed C.
Johnson's (D-Col.) legislation to
help clarify the Communications
Act in respect to political broadcasts [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30] was introduced in
the House May 23.
Rep. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.)
entered the bill (HR 4240) which
is identical in content to the Senate
version (S 1379). It was referred
to the House Interstate Commerce
Committee.
As in Sen.theJohnson's
it was
understood
bill was case,
introduced
at the suggestion of Ed Craney,
of the Pacific Northwest XL stations. The legislation would bring
any person
"authorized"
political candidate
to speak byfora and
on his behalf under the same coverage of the Act as it pertains to
the political candidate, himself.
WORLD Broadcasting System, New
York, will increase the weekly amount
of material for the Dick Haymes Shotv
from three quarter-hour programs to
five, and that of The Three Suns from
one to three quarter-hours, because of
member-station
requests, the firm announced last week.

Fo:- ears that cuddle closer
And folks who can't say "no sir",

Pick a station that's a honey
Programs that really do you good;

And you'll make a lot more money!
In Greater Grand Rapids, it's WOOD!

Is WOOD a real buy?
Call Katz and see why!
the
In
Grand
Rapids . . '.
mostGreater
ears are
WOODpecked
WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audience
Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market largGives you lowest cost
per thousand
Gives
you best local
programming and promotion
Is Greater Grand Rapids' only 5000 watt
station
For the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids •••

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
5000 WATTS •• NBC AFFILIATE
C°7
Also WFDF — Flint, Mich., WEOA — Evansville,
Ind. WFBM — Indianapolis, Ind.
National Representatives
Katz Agency, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Chicago, Detroit,
Kansas Los
City,Angeles
Atlanta, Dallas,
San Francisco,
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There's

JVo

Waste

at

Atlas.

.

WDZ
l,iO%pii
Climb
Paper Profits
shifts. We now plan to enclose adACTUAL
PROFITS
on paper
ditional space and add about oneL\ sales have increased 1,500%
third to the size of our present
for a Decatur, 111., waste paper collection firm which buys time
He surpassed his own objective
on a single local radio station.
of informing the thrifty housewife
building."
The Atlas Waste Paper Co. — bethat she could sell something this
fore it started a heavy schedule of
time rather than buy it. Noonspot announcements on WDZ Detime newscasts four days weekly
catur last July — collected 10 tons
brought
in large audiences outside
of paper daily and employed 18
Decatur. Farmers were asked to
persons. With use of 14 30-second
dump paper in the back of their
spots daily on the station, sprinkled
pick-up trucks when they came to
throughout the entire broadcast
town. The continuing collection
schedule, and four noon-time newsfeature was repeated to get sales
casts, the firm is now collecting 150
from scattered civic groups which
tons of paper daily. It employs 60
conduct fund-raising campaigns
persons on two shifts, and has
periodically.
spent $30,000 on new equipment to
take care of new orders. Working
Familiar Name
at a 2,000-ton per month level now,
Constant
repetition of the name
the company owns 15 semi-trailer
trucks, and ships waste paper by Paper profits paid for these two semi-trailer trucks, along with 12 others
Atlas and the service on WDZ "has
introduced us to people all over
railroad freight car volume also. bought by the Atlas Waste Paper Co. Employes are processing waste
In 1948 Atlas bought its first truck.
Illinois," Mr. Burstein says. Repaper at the loading dock, after which it will be sold to mills.
cently a man 200 miles from DeLewis Burstein, owner of Atlas
catur sold a truckload of paper to
Other factors he cites as conWaste Paper, says there are sev- full credit." He finds the growth
eral business factors involved in "remarkable," and because he adtributory to higher volume are the Atlas, saying he'd heard the radio advertisements.
increased need for paper because
his soaring volume, "but first and
vertises
only
on
WDZ
"it
is
obof
the
war
in
Korea
and
the
fact
Checking
sellers on what
foremost is radio advertising, the
vious credit must go to the staprompts them to go to Atlas, the
that Atlas is the only downstate
single item which must be given
firm found many from small towns
Illinois concern equipped to furnish
tion too."
mills and processors with sorted within 150 miles decided to stop in
Decatur with the waste paper on
and graded paper.
a shopping trip to St. Louis or
"The first step in the firm's exSpringfield. Profits from the paper
pansion depended upon its source
"pay for their gas, and it doesn't
of supply, and WDZ furnished that
cost them anything to stop." By
supply," Mr. Burstein says.
attracting out-of-towners to the
The company returned to radio
li's tACTUS"
last July after a three-year layoff. city, Atlas believes it is also buildCommercials used in 1947 adjacent
chants.ing up business for local merto baseball broadcasts on WDZ
There will be a scarcity of paper,
bought "excellent results, but only
Mr.
Burstein knows, "but not of
they're stuck
for a time" because paper mills
waste paper. I'm not worried about
were operating at 40% of capacity
the future, because all we have to
and people were burning their
do
is educate
waste
paper. people to save their
scrap paper. "Our business was
and "Cactus" does the Austin
shot, so we stopped advertising,"
Hoedotvn on KTBC, Monday
"And that's easy, because we'll
Mr. Burstein explained. When pathru Friday, 8:30-8:55 am.
just keep hammering away at them
per became "short" again last sum"Cactus" aint a lady — but
on WDZ, where we know we'll get
mer, the radio schedule was rethe ladies listen and buy.
sumed and expanded.
Wide Coverage
on"
results."
Only 25% of the paper collected
Canada's
New Rate Book
now comes from Decatur proper.
Sponsors, too, are stuck on "Cactus"
NEW
1951
rate
book of all CanaThe remaining 1,500 tons monthly
Richard "Cactus" Pryor, PD at
dian broadcasting stations, pubis bought from listeners in other
KTBC, has sold or is now selling:
lished annually in loose leaf form
cities and in nearby rural areas.
MILK PROOUCTS
CLEANERS
BLUING
by
the
Canadian Assn. of BroadOIL & GAS PRODUCTS
GROCERIES
The saturation spot campaign sugBOY'S CLOTHING
casters, isexpected to be ready for
RECORDS
BREAD
HAIR TREATMENTS
gested by WDZ salesmen last sumdistribution to Canadian and AmerREADY TO WEAR
HOBBY SHOPS
BUS SERVICE
ican advertising agencies by July
mer to attract families in the entire coverage area has paid off, Mr.
1. Rate cards from all Canadian
The Strongest Voice in the Capital of the
Burstein believes.
stations, whether CAB members
Biggest State
or not, are prepared in standard
Commercial copy stressed — and
CBS
still does — that "Atlas is the only form for ease of fact finding by j
continual waste paper buyer in sponsors and agency timebuyers
The 1951 rate cards will show that
LSC
Decatur." Shortly after the camabout a quarter of all Canadian
paign started, Mr. Burstein says,
5000 Wis
"waste paper was literally bulging
stations have raised their basic590 kc
from every one of our loading docks
rates, a number have dropped cerKTBC
and was stacked outdoors, despite
tain frequency discounts and made
Austin, Texas
winter weather conditions, until it other slight upward revisions in
rates in keeping with increasing
The O. L. Taylor Company — National Representatives
could be processed." Volume was
costs.
so great "we had to operate on two
Telecasting
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time

buyers
travel

to

get

information
like

this

But not when it's at their fingertips in RARD
An important agency time buyer says, "The markets to be developed
by radio advertising are selected jointly by agency and client. Say
we start in Minnesota and the only information we have is from a
small station up there. Then I have to go up there personally and talk
ivith the stations and people to find out which are good and which are
not good for us."
Such first-hand field surveys take time and cost money. Only a few
buyers of time find it possible to work that way.
So it's a boon to buyers everywhere when stations, like WGY, make
the information they need available in the SRDS radio and television
publications and in CONSUMER MARKETS. Market information.
Coverage information. Audience information. Program information.
When you're comparing stations and their markets, it pays to check
the Service-Ads as well as the listings in RADIO ADVERTISING
RATES & DATA*, in TELEVISION ADVERTISING RATES &
DATA** and in CONSUMER MARKETS. They may save you much
further searching for the information you want.
* Radio Advertising Rates & Data — formerly the Radio Section of SRDS
** Formerly the Television Section of SRDS
d\a-buying fea,

Note to Broadcasters: In the 64-page SPOT
RADIO PROMOTION HANDBOOK buyers of

1 »»e unbeatable i*e

time tell what they want to know about
stations. Here's a wealth of time-selling
and promotion ideas. $1.00

ADVERTISING

RATES

AND

DATA

Published by Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc.
Waller f Sotrhof, Publisher
333 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago 1. Illinois • New York ■ Los Angeles
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MAJOR'S
RULE
Upheld In Federal Court
A U. S. District Judge last week
ruled that major league clubs can
prohibit broadcast of their games
in areas where minor league teams
are playing.
This ruling, in effect, put a stamp
of legality on baseball's rule which
gives major league clubs the right
to forbid broadcasting of their
games by stations within 50 miles
of minor league games.
A restraining order had been
sought by WFIN-FM Findlay, Ohio,
which asked permission to broadcast Cleveland games while the
Lima, Ohio, team was playing at
home.
The dispute grew out of the
Cleveland club's refusal to permit
the broadcasts.
The judge, Frank L. Kloeb, said
that the principals would be called
again June 18 but did not explain
the nature of that call.

SCORES CUTS
Affiliates Urged to Act
DECLARING that radio has
plunged its rate structure "into a
witch's cauldron," George P. Hollingbery, president of the representative firm bearing his name,
last
week
media never said
couldthat
have"competitive
hurt radio

PREPARING to address a joint session
of the Massachusetts legislature. Bob
Clayton (center), disc jockey at
WHDH Boston, accepts the gavel
from Senate President Richard I.
Furbush (I), and Sen. John F. Powers,
minority floor leader. The legislators
invited Mr. Clayton to address the
joint session last month. The law
makers have twice appeared with
their song selection on his program,
Boston Ballroom.

as radioferredisdirectly
hurting
reto the itself."
CBS andHeNBC
rate reductions.
In a letter to stations represented by his firm, Mr. Hollingbery
said that "prompt, resolute action
by network affiliates, working independently, can help to stabilize the
overall rate structure now seriously threatened."
Though
affiliates disapprove of
the network reductions, Mr. Holfeels theyandhave
"sound
reasons tolingbery
request
receive
the
following reciprocal action from
the networks as a quid pro quo:
1. Pay stations at national spot

rates for all network commercial programs broadcast in station time.
2. Provide full minutes instead of
breaks for spot sale between all (day
and night) commercial and sustaining
programs. . . .
3. Eliminate hitch-hikers and cowcatchers. They started innocently
enough but they take millions out of
affiliates pockets.
4. Charge national spot rates for all
cut-in announcements.
5. Stop networks' encroachment
upon stations' spot revenues by refusing to accept such devices as the
Tandem Plan, the Pyramid Plan, staggered five-minute newscasts without
regardture, ortoselling
a station's
implied program
program strucsponsorship for the price of announcements or any other subterfuge. . . .
6. Re-establish the integrity of the
networks' rate cards. . . .
HUBBELL

NAMED

Will Head 'Voice' Unit
APPOINTMENT of Richard W.
Hubbell, radio-TV producer and
consultant, as transcription service director for Voice of America
was announced last week by Foy
D. Kohler, International Broadcasting Div. chief, State Dept. Mr.
Hubbell also will head a television
section being established to explore the use of that medium internationally.
Author of two books on TV Television Programming and Production, and 4,000 Years of Television,
Mr. Hubbell entered broadcasting
16 years ago. His past associations
include WTIC Hartford, WOR
New York, WQXR New York,
CBS-TV, WLW Cincinnati, Time
Inc. and N. W. Ayer & Son Adv.,
New York. He has directed and
produced more than 1,000 television programs several dozen
short films, innumerable radio programs and has lectured widely.
With respect to international
utilization of video, the State Dept.
has prepared a survey, at the request of Sen. Karl E. Mundt
(R-S.D.), which explores the possibility of supplementing the Voice
of America in certain overseas locations. Inherent in the plan,
proposed by Sen. Mundt last year,
is the use of large screen community receivers as phychological weapon in Asia and Europe. The study
may be released shortly.

LSMA
I

* INDIANAPOLIS

To Remain on for Summer

GIVES

YOU

BONUS

The South Bend-Mishawaka trading area — all by itself — is a
market worth covering. Over half-a-million people live in these
eight counties alone. They spend nearly half-a-billion dollars a
year on retail purchases.
And that's just part of WSBT's primary coverage! The entire
primary area takes in 1% million people who spend nearly $1%
billion a year. That's what we mean by bonus coverage !
Want your share of this big, rich bonus? It's yours with WSBT,
the only station which dominates the entire market.
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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COVERAGE!

SOOq

AMUT
BLOCK
of MBS
OCK' Sunday-after'BL
UAL
noon mystery and adventure programs will remain on the air
throughout the usual summer hiatus period, the network announced
last week.
Among them are The Shadow, 55:30 p.m.; True Detective Mysteries, 5:30-6 p.m.; Challenge of the
Yukon, 6-6:30 p.m.; Nick Carter,
Master Detective, 6:30-7 p.m.; and
Wild Bill Hickok, 7-7:25 p.m.
Increased use of portable radio
receivers, plus specific requests by
fans of the programs, were responsible for retention of the programs duringnouncementthe
said. summer, the an-
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WANTED:

7 MILLION

MORE

TONS

Part
the diet of a steel mill
OFof "JUNK"
is scrap iron and steel . . .
52 million tons last year.
But new mills are being built
(and output of existing mills
increased) faster than
scrap supplies come in. Can
you help us find more scrap ?

LOOK IN THE INDUSTRIAL ATTIC FIRST: If you
work in a factory or shop, look around for old
machines, suggest other ways your company
can make money by selling more scrap to
local dealers.

WHAT BECOMES OF THE HOLE? In a steel mill, every bit of scrap
is collected and re-used. This man is flamecutting armor plate.
The steel he cuts out will be re-cycled to the furnace. You can
help increase the steel supply if you sell an old tractor, or a
plow, or a jalopy, to your nearest scrap dealer.

One of the most interesting examples of American-capitalism at work is the scrap dealer to whom you will sell your
old iron and steel. Read the interesting
story of how he feeds the steel mills, at
a profit. Write for the reprint from

^

BROADCASTING

STEEL WAYS magazine, "Meet a New
Aristocrat — the Junk Man". American
Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Ave.,
New York 1, N. Y.

• Telecasting

HOW MANY OLD MACHINES TO MAKE A NEW
TANK? Everybody hates to break up a machine.
Some factories, for instance, continue to hold
obsolete machines. Now is the time to haul out
old metal of every kind and sell it for scrap.

June 4, 1951
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editorial
Lock

and

4'
Key

THE BROADCAST services epitomize the
lock and key. It is the transmitter and the
receiver; the broadcaster and the manufacturer.
The broadcaster came first. He transmitted
programs which enabled the manufacturer to
sell sets. So the manufacturer sells programs,
not pieces of ornate furniture. The broadcaster sells the sets.
Without the manufacturer, the broadcaster
and telecaster would be in a bad way for
"circulation."
The manufacturers today are among the
biggest customers of the newspapers. The
newspapers, of course, regard radio and TV
as direct business competitors. That's the
reason so many of them are in radio and in TV.
The broadcasters and the manufacturers are
working together better than ever before. But
there's still a large area of mutual interest to
be covered. Freedom of radio is just as important to the set-maker.
Recently the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
reorganized. Glen McDaniel, its new president, is a man of action — and of ideas. The
NARTB likewise is undergoing reorganization, with Harold Fellows, an experienced and
capable broadcaster, taking over the helm.
These men have an opportunity to carry
the lock & key relationship to the millenium.
They could initiate joint sessions at their
annual conventions. They can tap the best
brains in both fields. Mr. McDaniel can name
a committee from his own membership representing both broadcasters and manufacturers —
RCA (NBC); Hytron (CBS); Westinghouse
(with six top stations) ; General Electric
(WGY); Philco (WPTZ); Stromberg-Carlson (WHAM) ; DuMont, to mention only a few.
NARTB has most of those manufacturersowned stations in its membership.
What are the areas in which these virtually
all-inclusive groups could work together?
Certainly in the field of legislation. Certainly
in bringing greater harmony between radio-TV
and the newspapers (no one slaps a good
customer indiscriminately).
Would Congress tax the circulation of newspapers? It is taxing the circulation of radio
and TV sets (the broadcasters' circulation)
to the tune of 10% per unit.
Disraeli once said :
No power is so great as an idea
whose time has come.
Wise men, like Messrs. McDaniel and Fellows, can take Mr. Disraeli from here.

3Tf)e &tcf)arb3 Case
LAST WEEK the celebrated Richards Case
ended, without the formality of an FCC decision. George A. (Dick) Richards, who loved
America as violently as he hated America's
enemies, was struck down by the heart ailment
his physicians had insisted precluded an appearance before the FCC in defense of his
stewardship as a broadcaster.
Two weeks earlier, the FCC general counsel
had recommended deletion of the three Richards' stations on the principal ground that Mr.
Richards was not a fit person to operate them.
This despite the fact that two of the three
are pre-eminent in their markets. The general
counsel castigated Mr. Richards for his failure
to testify in person before the FCC.
Dick Richards did not deal in half-measures.
He went all out, whether it was station operaPage 50 • June 4, 1951

tion, politics, sports or philanthropies. His
success in industry and in radio were not
happenstances. He was a master-salesman
and had won his laurels in industry before
there was radio. He, according to his own
lights, aspired only to be a good American.
Dick Richards leaves radio better than he
found it. He did not live to achieve the vindication for which he fought so valiantly, but
with a heart too frail to bear three years of
inquisitorial strife.
For the FCC there is only one course. That
is to approve the involuntary assignment of
the licenses of WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland
and KMPC Los Angeles to Mr. Richards'
heirs.
That is so because the Highest Authority
has taken over jurisdiction in the celebrated
"Richards Case."
Enter, Colorcosting
THE GREAT DEBATE over color television
is ended. CBS emerges the victor in a clearcut 8-0 decision of the court of last resort.
Now it is a question of when and how.
CBS, in the next few weeks, will begin commercial colorcasting. In a fortnight it will
have the manufacturing resources, by virtue of
its acquisition of Hytron, to produce adapters,
converters and complete color sets — within the
limitations of defense controls on essential
materials.
We have no doubt that once the public indicates its desire, other manufacturers will
move into color production. With unprecedented inventories in black-and-white receivers,
it stands to reason that it might be economic
suicide to ignore color.
The issues of compatible versus incompatible
color, of all-electronic versus whirling disc,
no longer have legal validity.
But FCC Chairman Coy, in hearings a day
after the Supreme Court opinion, clearly
stated the door is still open. He obviously alluded to the RCA compatible system, in which
vast improvements are claimed since the FCC
closed the color record just a year ago. This
* presages multiple standards in color- — eventually. As the record now stands, there are
multiple standards in monochrome — the regular 525 line, and now the CBS 405 line. If and
when the FCC approves the RCA compatible
system, as implemented and improved through
possible use of Hazeltine, Philco and G. E.
patents, it will then be an open, free color
competition. Caveat Emptor (let the buyer beware) will then become the by-word.
Indeed, unless the Korean situation ameliorates, even the introduction of CBS colorcasting on any substantial scale may become
academic.
There are plenty of noses out of joint. No
battle in radio has been more acrimonious. But
the faster recriminations are forgotten, the
better for all concerned.
Even before black-and-white television approaches maturity on a national service
basis a new dimension is added. The potency
of color can't be minimized. If black-andwhite in a few short years proved itself the
greatest sales and demonstrating medium ever
devised, it shouldn't be too difficult to appraise
the impact of full color.
Advertisers will want it. Evidently the
transmitting costs will not be inordinately
higher. The public has seen colorcasts — RCA
as well as CBS — and likes them.
Progress can't be stopped. There may be
the temporary hiatus occasioned by the
defense emergency. But color is here. It is
commercial. It's the CBS system today.
It may be another system — a compatible one —
tomorrow. The FCC cannot shut its eyes to
technological development. The public can't
lose. Isn't that the American way?

jf - our respects to:

WILMOT

LOSEE

managerto
generalappears
of WINS
Losee,selling
(Bill)York,
Wilmot New
FOR
be a casual activity — on a par, say, with
barbecuing. The peaceful air of a vacationist
before the flies arrive seems to hover about
the 38-year-old manager of an independent
station located, as he says contentedly, "in
the world's most competitive market."
This blitheness of selling manner undoubtedly
was part of the equipment with which he was
born on July 14, 1912, in Brooklyn. Two
months later, his family moved to Garden
City, Long Island, where he still lives.
In the interim, he will admit — if pressed —
that several things have happened. After
entering the business world, in a manner of
speaking, as a life guard at Jones Beach
during summer vacations, the youthful Mr.
Losee
graduated
1931 hefrom
St. Paul's
School was
in Garden
City.inThen
entered
Duke
U. in Dui-ham, N. C, where he majored in
business administration and was on the swimming team.
After college, he returned home and joined
the sales staff of Abraham & Straus, a large
Brooklyn department store, in which he learned
merchandising and confirmed a long-standing
hunch that he would like to sell.
His next post was with the Grocery Products
Div. of Borden Co., in New York, as a salesman
in the field — an experience which he believes
has been invaluable; and at the time added
considerably to his occupational enthusiasm.
From the Borden Co. he went to the John
Budd Co., New York, newspaper representative
firm, and there picked up a knowledge of
newspaper advertising. Later, upon joining
the Branham Co., New York, a firm representing radio stations as well as newspapers, he
found out where his career lay.
In 1943, Mr. Losee joined WINS, then under
Hearst ownership, and remained on the station's sales staff until he entered the Navy
in 1944.
After two years in the Pacific as a torpedoman aboard a submarine tender, he returned
to civilian life in 1946 and to WINS as an
account executive. In 1947, he moved up to
sales manager; and in 1950 was appointed
general manager.
Today, as a visitor seats himself, Mr. Losee
glances affectionately through his office windows at the 44th St. traffic, much like a
gardener taking a peek at his roses.
"Sales," he says, as if the topic had just
wandered happily into his mind, "is the nucleus of any business today.
And research
(Continued on page 89)
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Salesmaker

to

the

Central

South
The South s largest independent salt
producer reports: "With one WSM Grand
Ole Opry half hour a week, the area
covered by this advertising has shown
the greatest sales increase in the
history of the Jefferson
Island Salt Company!"

NASHVILLE

with a talent staff of 200 top name
entertainers . . . production facilities
that originate 17 network shows each
week ... a loyal audience of millions that
sets its dial on 650 ... and leaves
it there!
CLEAR

CHANNEL

50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representatives
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LIBEL

CLARK
ELECTED
Heads Washington AP Group

SUIT

Hope Drops 'Life' Action
BOB HOPE'S $2,010,000 suit
against Life magazine was dropped
when dismissal papers were filed
in Superior Court, Los Angeles,
the magazine reported.
The suit, filed last Nov. 16
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov. 20, 1950] after "The Seven
Deadly Sins of Radio," an article
by Radio Critic John Crosby, appeared in the magazine, alleged
that Mr. Hope had been libeled by
a statement that he stole Fred
Allen's jokes.
The dismissal announcement
quoted Mr. Hope as saying that
"since this suit was instituted, investigation and discussion have
convinced me that Life was acting
in good faith and without intention
to harm me in publishing the article concerned."

SEASON Wind-up Party of the Radio Executives Club of Boston was held
May 21 in the Surrey Room of Hotel Touraine. About 200 members made a
farewell toast to outgoing president, Harold E. Fellows. Newly elected club
president, Edmund J. Shea [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14], presented
Mr. Fellows with a 15-inch sterling silver vase for his Washington, D. C,
office as NARTB president, and also a silver-banded gavel. L to r: (front row)
Radio Club Officers
Mr. Shea, Mr. Fellows, Elmer Kettell, Kettell-Carter, REC second vice president; (top row) Rudolph Bruce, New England Coke Co., treasurer; Wilmer G.
NEWLY-ELECTED Radio Executives Club of New York officers, Swartley, WBZ-AM-FM-TV Boston, first vice president; Paul Provandie,
Hoag & Provandie Inc., secretary.
installed at the bi-monthly club
luncheon May 25 at the Waldorfthe New School for Social Research
Astoria, were Norman Boggs, presMURROW HONORED
in New York. They received the
ident (WMCA New York executive
Louis S. Weiss Memorial Award
Gets Weiss Memorial Award
vice president and general manin Adult Education, established in
ager); C. H. Cottington, vice presi- EDWARD R. MURROW, CBS comthe New
School's late
mentator and producer of Hear it memory
dent (Erwin, Wasey Co. vice presichairmanof and
emphasizing
the
dent) ; S. R. Dean, treasurer
Now, and Benjamin Fine, educaschool's purpose to foster adult
tion editor of The New York Times,
(treasurer of CBS), and Claude
education and self-education.
Barrere, secretary (program rep- have been honored for their conDr. Horace M. Kallen, philosophy
tributions to adult education by
resentative).
and psychology professor, in presenting the awards, cited Mr. Murrow for his treatment and interpretation of contemporary issues
and events on Hear It Now.
For future awards, it was announced, consideration will be given
to teaching, book-and-play writing,
mass communications use and support of adult education activities.
The 1951 award committee included Dr. Alvin Johnson, chairman; Dr. Lyman Bryson, CBS educational consultant; Dr. Eduard C.
Lindeman, Dr. Louis M. Hacker
AND
WKOW
REACHES
THE CREAM
and Dr. Paul McGhee.
OF

AMERICA'S

RICH

DAIRYLAND

Are some of Bossy's milk checks coming your way? There's a halfbillion dollars' worth of them that will be spent this year. To get
your share of this "moo-la", take advantage of WKOW's concentrated coverage — a half-millivolt area — the cream of America's
rich Dairyland.
FOR
RESULTS USE
WKOW-CBS
MADISON, WISCONSIN
Blanketing the capital and 13 prosperous
counties, WKOW will tell your story where
the sales potential is greatest . . . will give
you the largest radio coverage in Wisconsin.
That's
why WKOW
is Wisconsin's biggest
advertising
buy.
WISCONSIN'S MOST
POWERFUL STATION
1 070 K.C.
Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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TOKOW

NEW MEXICO ASSN.
Mail Ballots Sent
NEW MEXICO radio men last
week were voting on the details of
their first state organization, with
officers and an organization name
being picked by mail ballot.
At the suggestion of De Witt
Landis of KICA Clovis, former
Texas radio station owner and
newspaper publisher, Associated
Press radiomen met in Albuquerque on May 15. Al Stine, AP executive representative, Kansas
City, and Oliver Gramling, AP assistant general manager for radio,
attended the meet, at which 24
were present. Carl Dunbar, of
KSIL Silver City, presided.
Nominees included Mr. Dunbar and
Norman Loose, KAVE Carlsbad, for
chairman; R. B. McAlister, KICA, and
Ivan R. Head, KVSF Santa Fe, for
vice chairman; and Miss Virgie Abeyta, KGGM Albuquerque, and Paul McEvoy, KSWS Roswell, for treasurer.

HAROLD A. CLARK, KWIE Kennewick, was elected president of
the Washington Associated Press
Broadcasters Assn. in Yakima.
Wash., May 12. The meeting was
attended by 27 broadcasters from
stations in Idaho, Washington and
as far north as Fairbanks, Alaska.
Mr. Clark succeeds Patrick J.
Cullen, KHQ Spokane news editor,
who was called into the Army
May 1.
William J. Wagner, president of
Alaska Broadcasting Co. (KFQD
Anchorage, K F R B Fairbanks,
KINY Juneau, KTKN Ketchikan,
KIBH Seward and KIFW Sitka),
described how his six stations operated on two hours of wire news
per day, and recommened that each
stations have a news man. "While
the cost may be high, it is worth
it . . .," he said. "It pays in increased revenue and in prestige in
your own community."
A film entitled, "Your News and J
its Revenue Potential," was shown;
and the broadcasters heard Oliver
Gramling, AP assistant general
manager. Harry Long, KVI Seattle,
news
reported
a question-1
naire editor,
submitted
beforeon the
meeting
to the stations.

RATE CUT ECHOES
WGAR Reduces Personnel
WGAR Cleveland announced lastjjjj
week that it had placed 22 persons .
CHI
on notice, including 13 singers and |;.
musicians, in a general move to sale
tighten operations. Carl E. George,
fluencing
rate cut. factor was the networkMusicians and singers were
placed on 28-day notice but Mr.
George added that the station hoped
to have several music combinations
back on the air in the fall. In addition to the musicians and singers
nine other employes were given notice, only three of whom reportedly
were full time staff. Only one was5
doing air work. That was Ralpl
Worden, who handled the weekly
series, Hometown Ohio.
Storecast

Music

FIRST National Stores Inc. ml
begin broadcasting Storecast musi
for its customers in its 17 Ne\
York state supermarkets withi
the next few weeks. Special elec
tronic FM radio equipment to pre
vide the in-store musical program
is now being installed by Store
cast Corp. of America, which tram
mits its programs via New Yor
FM station WGHF.

turn

to

page
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1948, and also business manager for its television operations, he was
appointed television controller in November 1949. He retained latter
position after becoming assistant to TV network operations director.
front office

RICHARD STEINLEY appointed general manager WCOW South St.
Paul, Minn. AL TEDESCO, general manager WKLK Cloquet,
Minn., to WCOW as part owner and station manager.
NICK TEDESCO, part owner and sales manager. VICTOR TEDESCO, sales representative WSHB Stillwater,
Minn., part owner and sales representative.
Dr. ALLEN B. DuMONT, president Allen B. DuMont
Labs, ranked fourth among nation's top industrialists
by 11,000 business men polled by Forbes magazine.
JEROME A. MOORE, investment securities broker, to
Tracy Moore & Assoc., Hollywood, station representatives, as account executive.
He is son of TRACY
MOORE.
CHARLES

jyjr steinlev

EMMETT HEERDT, account executive Radio Sales,
N. Y., to WEEI Boston as sales manager. JOHN J.
(Jack) MURRAY, assistant to general manager, to
director of operations. FLORENCE MITCHELL, secretary to HAROLD E. FELLOWS, to continue in same
capacity in Washington when he becomes NARTB
president.
KEENER GARRETT
ville, S. C.

to sales staff WMRC

Green-

STEVE FILIPIAK, disc jockey and salesman WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich.,
- •!
!
named
manager. He replaces DOUGLAS CAMPBELL, who accepts pors a : sition with
Detroit station.
ve I
-J

CHESTER E. DALY, local sales manager WBEN
s sales manager.

HARRY ENGEL, commercial manager KVEN Ventura,
Calif., elevated to station manager, replacing MORT
WERNER, on leave of absence to join NBC-TV New
York production staff.

I^etlonaU

• • •

JOEL W. STOVALL, sales manager WKRC Cincinnati, elected president
Advertising Club of Cincinnati, said to be oldest advertising club in
U. S. . . . JOHN D. SCHEUER Jr., operations assistant to general manager WFIL AM-TV Philadelphia, appointed member "
ofY
subcommittee
O
on Basic Science Exhibits of Museum Committee of Philadelphia's
Franklin Institute. . . . JOHN W. ROLLINS, president WFAI U
Fayetteville, N. C, and WJWL Georgetown, Del., elected to board of directors
of Young Presidents' Organization at Founder's Convention, held last
month at Virginia Beach, Va.
JIM WILLIS, salesman WKY-TV Oklahoma City, appointed member of
board of directors of Oklahoma City Advertising Club. ... A. A. McDERMOTT, general manager Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto,
elected director of Advertising and Sales Club of Toronto. . . . PHIL
RUPPENTHAL, account executive WQAM Miami, Fla., father of girl,
Lyle Cameron, May 24.

Buffalo, appointed

R. A. JOLLEY, president and treasurer WMRC Greenville, S. C, also assumes management of station.

AI

NT

SAM VIDNOVIC, sports director WMCK McKeesport,
Pa., appointed assistant manager in charge of operations.
HI ROBERTS, announcing staff KWKH Shreveport, La.,
to KGWA Enid, Okla., as commercial manager.
W. J. HOOPER

to sales staff WCAU

RALPH J. JUDGE, manager Montreal
station representation firm, to general
ceeding A. A. McDERMOTT, resigned.
of Toronto office, to manager Montreal

Mr. Quinn

JOHN E. PEARSON Co., Chicago, station representative firm, has new
telephone number: State 2-7494.

E. SMITH, commercial manager WMMN Fairmont, W. Va,
to WTBO Cumberland, Md., as general manager.

Mr. Smith

DON QUINN, vice president Lincoln Dellar group of California stations
and general manager KXOC Chico, appointed interim
manager KDB Santa Barbara, according to Mr. Dellar,
president. Mr. Quinn temporarily assigned to this post
while JACK R. WAGNER, KDB manager, is on special
assignment for Dellar stations. Mr. Wagner, following
brief vacation, will directly assist Mr. Dellar in developmental planning on behalf of station group which also
includes KXOA Sacramento and KXOB Stockton.

HE

AR

D

Mr. Daly

Philadelphia.
'TIL YOU

office Horace N. Stovin & Co.,
sales manager at Toronto, sucFRANK C. MURRAY, salesman
office.

JOHN M. RIVERS, president WCSC Charleston, S. C, elected president
board of trustees of Ashley Hall, private girls school.
PHILIP N. GOOD, technician KPOJ Portland, Ore., to
KCNO Alturas, Calif., as vice president and commercial manager.

THE

FOR

HEAR

YE
N
T"
UT
DEAN
SHOW
HI
N
Available Now
OR REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP

DIZZY

LOCAL

ANDY A. McDERMOTT, sales manager H. N. Stovin
& Co., Toronto, station representation firm, appointed
general manager new station representation firm Radio
& Television Sales Inc., Toronto and Montreal. New
firm will represent CKVL Verdun, and French Radio
Associates Ltd., with offices at 10 Adelaide St. East,
Toronto, and 1434 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal.
J. ROBERT MYERS, since March 1950 assistant to director of NBC
television network operations, appointed purchasing manager for TV
network. He became research statistician at NBC in 1936 and served
in its budget department, with time out from 1939 to 1942 to serve as
assistant director of NAB research. NBC budget officer from 1942 to
BROADCASTING
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DIRECTOR

For Psychological Board

'BIG BLACK Mathisson
BOOK' & Assoc. Solves Ballcast Headache
THE "Big Black Book," compiled
by Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee,
solves most of the headachy problems that normally confront an
agency during the course of a baseball client's play-by-play broadcast
season.
Prepared by Edward G. Ball,
Mathisson account executive, the
book contains all baseball spots for
the 1951 season of the Milwaukee
Brewers, sponsored on WEMP Milwaukee by Miller Brewing Co.
Before Earl Gillespie, WEMP
sports director, starts a Brewers
game he is handed a single sheet
of paper on which is written a few
code numbers. With this key he
knows which Miller High Life commercials to read.
The technique keeps day-to-day
control of commercials in the hands
of the agency and sponsor, permitting special stresses and quick
adaptation to the overall merchandising plan.
Station clearance of all commercials can be made at once, far
in advance of their actual use,
under this plan. The announcer is
given ample time to become familiar with announcements and
thus the number of fluffs is reduced.
The agency, too, benefits because
advance writing of commercials

removes the worry of daily deadlines, ablessing during the summer
vacation period.
The book opens with general instructions and includes 10 series
of spot announcements. First section carries a special opening day
announcement, standard opening
for all single games, standard
opening for the Second game of
double-headers, standard closing
for single games, standard closing
for the first game of double-headers
and series of time-out announcements. The time-out announcements
cover argument on the field, entrance of a new pitcher and double
plays that retire the side.
"Quickies"
Second section covers "quickie"
announcements to be incorporated
in the play-by-play account to
maintain sponsor identification.
Other sections deal with special
commercials. A jingle series features atranscribed jingle combined
with announcements of general
appeal. The "This Is Living"
series centers around the good
things of life tying-in with the
slogan, "Enjoy Life With Miller
High Life." Another slogan, "The
National Champion
of Quality,"

EQUIPMENT

'"

5?

FOR

SALE?

equipment

%

need

an engineer

/o.
m* want- to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
wanted,
104 per word ($1.00
minimum)
Help wanted, 20tf per word ($2.00 minimum)
All other classifications 25tf per word ($4.00
minimum)
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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at Borchert Field,
Ball (I) discusses
the "Big Black
Mr. Gillespie.

keys a series dealing with highlights of past World Series games.
A "Dialogue" series uses conversational technique and is the
most flexible of the groups of announcements. A "Quiz" series,
written in baseball terms and giving
clues to the identity of star players, notes that Miller beer is "an
outstanding star in the refreshment league."
Plant Tours
Miller's conducted tours through
its plant are featured in a series,
ending with a direct invitation to
make the tour. Final section is
built around nicknames identifying
sports stars. It leads into identification of Miller High Life by the
name, The Champagne of Bottle
Beer.
Mr. Ball submitted his book of
124 commercials to the client 10
days before the season started.
For the opening game, Mr. Gillespie
had a sheet with these instructions,
"Special Opening, TL-26, NC-32,
MM-44, J-5, D-53, Q-64, V-82,
Standard Closing." That was all
he needed — that, plus the "Big

for sale

looking for a job
\
\

In the radio coop
Milwaukee, Mr.
commercials
in
Book" with

Black Book."

C

SOUGHT

KFSB INJUNCTION

PRESIDENT TRUMAN reportedly still is seeking a director to
head up a newly-created Psychological Warfare Strategy Board,
which succeeds a similar board set
up last August under the chairmanship of Edward W. Barrett,
Assistant Secretary of State for
Public Affairs.
Allen W. Dulles, official at the
Central Intelligence Agency and
brother of Ambassador John Foster
Dulles, reportedly turned down the
post late last month. Mark Ethridge, publisher, Courier - Journal and Louisville Times (WHASAM-TV), already had rejected a
similar offerApril
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
23].
The new board, which has yet
to hold its first meeting, would
map grand strategy for U. S.
psychological warfare activities in
various overseas operations. The
former group comprised representatives of the State and Defense
Depts., Central Intelligence Agency
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Membership of the new organization has
not been announced.

VIOLATION RULED
NLRB Charges Interference
RULING that Stewart - Warner
Corp., Chicago, violated the TaftHartley Act by actively assisting
IBEW (AFL) in its organizing activities todisplace United Electrical
Workers, which the radio manufacturing firm labeled Communistled, has been handed down by the
National Labor Relations Board.
The board ruled, by a 4-1 vote,
that such assistance, despite its
"patriotic objectives," constituted
illegal interference with employes'
rights. Congress has given NLRB
no authority "to engraft an exception upon the statute" in such a
case, the board declared.

Court Denies Application
r
APPLICATION for a temporary
mandatory injunction against the
KGE
Joplin, Mo., baseball club, sought
5000 WATTS
by KFSB Joplin, was denied last
week in circuit court. KFSB has
Long Beach
★
Los Angeles
asked that the Joplin club be enjoined from interfering with local
MOTOROLA TV
broadcasts of the St. Louis CarANOTHER KGER ADVERTISER
dinals games.
In another action, KFSB is ask•
ing $10,000 damages resulting from
for
Serving Southern California
an interruption of a May 8 broadcast of a Cardinals game [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 28].
2 5 YEARS!
The Joplin club reportedly refused
permission for local broadcast of
the major league team's games except in cases of day games or when
the local team was out of town.
Associated With
The damages case is docketed for
KUOA, SILOAM SPRINGS, ARK.
J
September.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CZECH

PROTEST

*3

RFE Is 'Warmongering'
PROTEST that Radio Free Europe
has carried on warmongering
broadcast activities against the
Czechoslovakian government and
- c operates on an unauthorized frequency has been categorically
denied by an official spokesman for
the privately-managed organization and is under study by the
State Dept.
In a note handed to Ellis 0.
Briggs, U. S. ambassador, Czech
authorities charged that the U. S.
had broken international agreements with "hostile" broadcasts
designed to foster espionage and
terrorism, and that the U. S. also
had violated the country's border.
The programs employed Czechoslovak traitors, it was further
charged.
"We definitely are not warmong- ■
ering . . . what we are doing is
.:
trying to keep hope alive among
U I
the people behind the Iron Curtain," it was explained by C. D.
Jackson, president of the National
Committee for a Free Europe,
which underwrites the radio pro.v:
ject. He added that Radio Free
Hen Europe operates on 719 kc under
arrangement with the State Dept.
Czech officials said they expect
remedial measures to be taken by
the U. S. government and asserted
that the fact of private management did not pose a reason for
escaping
"responsibility."
ma

:.: it

M 1

WPRS Now Operating
WPRS Paris, 111., new AM station on 1440 kc with 500 w daytime, commenced operation May 24
under the supervision of Adlai C.
Ferguson Jr., general manager and
president of Paris Broadcasting Co.,
station permittee. WPRS is concentrating programming on metropolitan as well as rural audiences,
according to Mr. Ferguson, who
owns 45.5% interest in the station.
Studios are located two miles west
of Paris. LeAllen French is vice
president and 15.29c owner. Other
part owners include Herman Slutzky, Marjorie V. Ferguson and
Holland Roche. Station was granted
by FCC in mid-December 1950.
*****

TRANSMITTER

Now in Use at

110
C
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HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
The Maritimes
BUSIEST
Commercial Station
jit
J
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FANNY

BRICE

NBC's 'Baby Snooks' Dies
FUNERAL SERVICES for Fanny
Brice, 59, star of the NBC Baby
Snooks Show, were held Thursday afternoon in Temple Israel
of Hollywood. Interment was
private. Miss Brice died Tuesday
morning at Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital, Los Angeles. She was
stricken by a cerebral hemorrhage May 24 and shortly after
went into coma.
Born Fanny Borach in New
York, Oct. 29, 1891, she entered
show business via amateur night
contests almost half a century ago.
Her career embraced Ziegfield Follies, vaudeville, burlesque, motion
pictures and radio. She brought
her "Baby Snooks" character to
radio in 1937 on NBC.
Surviving are two children, William Brice and Mrs. Frances
Stark; three grandchildren; a
brother and a sister in New York.
Following her death, NBC substituted a 30-minute musical memorial to Miss Brice for her weekly
Baby Snooks Show Tuesday night.
With the Baby Snooks Show
slated to take a summer lay-off following the June 12 broadcast, Carmen Dragon's orchestra will fill in
for the next two weeks. LewisHowe Co. (Turns) is the sponsor.
Western

JOS. WEED & CO.,
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Know About the
5C00 WATT

CONFERRING during a visit to the Capitol are (I to r) Robert McKernan,
news director, WELI New Haven; Sen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.), and Richard
W. Davis, general manager, WELI. The radiomen were in Washington to record a special interview with the Senator for broadcast in New Haven.

Union

Rates

FCC has suspended until Sept.
1 a proposed increase in Western Union rates which would
amount to a 6.7% rise in charges
for interstate message telegraph
and money order services. The new
rates, designed to offset a prospective cost-of-living increase for WU
employes, were to become effective
June 1. Suspension was ordered so
that the proposed increase may be
studied. An FCC hearing before
Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith was
set for June 25. Net revenue gain
anticipated by WU reportedly
would
nually. reach about $11 million an-

Telecasting

PRISON RIOT
KDYL-AM-FM-TV

Covers

RADIO and television jumped into
action when hundreds of prisoners
rioted May 20 at Utah's new $4
million penitentiary, located 20
miles south of Salt Lake City.
An example of how radio-TV
quickly responds to a developing
news situation was reported to
Broadcasting • Telecasting by
KDYL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City.
Four staffers spending a quiet
Sunday at home were called into
immediate action in a hectic day
that started when a newspaper city
desk tipped Del Leeson, station
promotion manager. After checking, Mr. Leeson called Program Director Emerson Smith, who put
KDYL's short-wave transmitter
truck on the road to the prison.
Joining the two were Chief Engineer Charles L. Stockdale and
Technician Chauncey Powis, who
also doubled as photographers for
television purposes.
Guard's Story
First KDYL broadcast was 7:30
p.m., Mr. Smith reporting the
prison trouble in a pouring rain.
As he hit the air, one of the prison
guards, who had been held as
hostage, broke away and ran to the
guard tower where Mr. Smith was
broadcasting. The guard's full
story poured forth on the air.
Later, when the convicts' "relations" committee demanded radiopress be admitted to sessions being
held in the prison administration
building, KDYL moved its equipment there with Mr. Smith airing
interviews and other reports. Last
broadcast was 9:30 p.m. when peace
had been restored.
With the radio side buttoned up
— all broadcasts were live — the
crew turned back to Salt Lake City
to develop dramatic photos taken
for TV coverage. Mr. Smith did a
quarter-hour wrap-up at 11 p.m.
on KDYL-TV.

Only ONE

Station

DOMINATES
This

Rich,

Growing

15-COUNTY
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$108,808,000*
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. . . are an important part of
RCA Victor s business!
^ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONS
of every description— from spot
announcements to full-length
programs — are RECORDED,
PROCESSED, PRESSED
in the country's best-equipped
studios and plants.
Complete transcribed radio production
and script-writing facilities
are also available.

Quality and Service
. . . are always assured at
RCA Victor!
LARGE or SMALL, your transcription order always gets the
same careful attention . . . the same
ivorld-famous engineering. With
this, plus prompt HANDLING &
DELIVER Y, your ET cant miss . . .
at

Contact a Custom Record Studio
today at Dept. 6-B in
New York, Chicago or Hollywood
Custom
Record
Sales

•HIS MAPTtB'S VOICE*
Radio Corporation of America
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EET
A and Mi
WESTERN
radio
television
SQAA
were put under intense examination by panels of 14 speakers from
as many sub-sections of broadcasting at the first annual convention
of the Southern California Advertising Agencies Assn. at Rancho
Santa Fe Inn, near San Diego,
May 25-26.
Basic chart presentations on the
current circulation status and
trends in Pacific Coast states were
given by Wilbur Edwards, director
of KNX Hollywood and Columbia
Pacific Network, as lead-off man on
the radio panel, and Robert F.
Laws, sales manager ABC-TV
Western Division, in the same position for the television group.
Each showed steady growth to present all-time high records in set
distribution and usage, as well as
advertising revenue.
The radio panel was chairmanned by Robert J. McAndrews,
managing director of the Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. Kevin Sweeney, sales manager of
KFI-AM-TV Los Angeles, discussed new developments in research and told of the competitive
findings of radio's leads over newspapers in the Advertising Research
Bureau Inc. (ARBI) multi-city
point-of-sale survey.
Sydney Gaynor, commercial manager, KFWB Hollywood, and recently head of his own agency, outlined practical ways in which the
buyer-seller day-by-day relationship between station and advertising agency could be smoothed. John
Bainbridge, program director,
KFMB San Diego, traced the rise
of his market to major status independent of Los Angeles. He also
gave several success stories to illustrate his points.
Coast Changes
Current changes in the Pacific
Coast regional network picture
were briefed by Leon Wray, Southern California sales manager of
Don Lee Broadcasting System. Tom
Frandsen, sales manager, KMPC
Hollywood, suggested ways in
which agencies could increase their
annual billing through cooperation
with radio in uncovering new classifications of accounts.
Haan J. Tyler, KFI-TV manager and president of the Los Angeles Advertising Club, presided over
the video panel.
Richard L. Linkroum, director
of the Jack Benny Show and other
CBS-TV programs, and author of
BAB manual on television commercials, discussed methods of
translating packages and products
into effective TV commercials. Wes
Turner, president of The Wes Turner Co., TV engineering consulting
service, told of technical phases
which advertising agency men
should know when entering television. MacGregor Eadie, who recently switched from continuity acceptance editor to account executive of KNBH (TV) Hollywood,
pointed out basic principles for

e Trends
Radio-TV Panels Examin
with shortages in housing, labor
improving the relationshp between
and water, "there is no shortage
the station "censor" and the client.
Seymour Klate, art director, KTTV
of radio," Mr. Bainbridge told the
advertising agency men at the con(TV) Hollywood, outlined his own
vention. He pointed out that San
functions and their relations with
Diego has 183,000 radio homes, with
agencies placing video commercials.
Charles B. Brown, director of tele- a population today of 357,000 pervision sales, Bing Crosby Entersons.
Reminding that Kennedy Broad"how" prises
to Inc.,
usecovered
film. the "when" and
casting Co. owns KFMB-TV as
well as KFMB San Diego, he said
Retailers who cannot use radio
economically as individuals can be that "millions of homes without
television still listen to radio more
harnessed into groups ranging from
four to several dozen, Mr. Frandhours ina his
day."
Mr. four
Edwards
talk declared
sen told the agency executives at than
the radio panel. This, he said, is the Pacific Coast population has
especially true in large cities where
jumped 50% since 1940, and radio
has matched the growth family for
participating stores can be widely
family to a point where today 98%
separated geographically.
of Coast homes have sets.
Similar retail grouping in smaller cities can be aimed at keeping
A year ago a Nielsen rating
retail trade "at home" instead of point in the West represented 44,seeing much of it lost to adjacent
570 radio families, today it represents 48,450 or 8.7% more, he said.
metropolitan areas, he added.
"Radio is the best medium to Radio families in the Los Angeles
Metropolitan Area have jumped to
reach more people for less money,"
1,467,700, and there are 2,383,943
concluded Mr. Frandsen. "Why
else do politicians head for radio
passenger cars in Southern Calithe first thing at the outset of a
fornia, he showed. Of these, 72.5' ,
are radio-equipped as compared
campaign? Because they know
they're going to get the most for with 49r/r nationally.
Radio is beginning to realize that
their money."Rates Cut
its surveys have undersold, said
Mr. Sweeney, who predicted wideAll Pacific Coast networks have
spread changes in future research.
had to cut rates in keeping with
He praised the ARBI approach as
national policies laid down in New
York, Mr. Wray admitted at the one sound new method for measuring radio's real effectiveness.
radio panel, but actually they are
Tell Whole Story
delivering more listeners than at
Radio can win a warmer place
any time in history, he declared.
Where the A. C. Nielsen report
in agencies' esteem by telling a
showed 4,457,000 radio families in more complete and more factual
the Pacific Time Zone in 1949 this story, said Mr. Gaynor. He recommended that advertising agencies
figure in 1950 grew to 4,945,000,
improve their media relations by
Mr. Wray pointed out.
"TV is a wonderful new medigiving all stations a chance to come
um," Mr. Wray concluded. "It is up with suggestions on a new cambound to affect, but not to kill, all
paign, rather than pre-judging on
other media in the home.
the basis of fixed ideas.
"Radio has been trying to kill
Mr. Linkroum, during the televiitself with too many ratings which
sion panel, pointed out that agentend to diminish rather than raise
cies must know the technical probits stature, in contrast with other
lems of video just as they know
media who content themselves with
mechanical problems of newspapers
and magazines.
gross circulation. Happily we're
beginning to see the light on this
He offered six points for advertisers to keep in mind when plansubject
too,"
he
said.
Although San Diego is a city
ning TV commercials.
They are:

TheVoke^/Kansas
WIBW

in

TOPE
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ANNUAL meeting of the Rocky Mountain Broadcasting System brought
together station managers and other executives at KUTA Salt Lake City,
headquarters office for the regional network. Present for panel discussions
and RMBS luncheon May 27 were (I to r): seated on floor in front, Mike
Cassidy, KUTA; front row, Al Thomas, KUTA; Jim Brady, KIFI Idaho Falls,
Ida.; Fred Stoye, KLAS Las Vegas, Nev.; Frank C. Carman, president of KUTA
and Rocky Mountain network; Harry Wise, manager of Los Angeles office,
George P. Hollingbery Co.; back row, Harold E. Cunningham, program director, KGEM Boise; Victor Bell, vice president in charge of radio, Gilham Adv.
Agency, Salt Lake City; Chic Crabtree, KWIK formerly KEIO Pocatello, Ida.;
Ray Fadel, KUTA; K. 0. MacPherson, KOOK Billings, Mont.; Frank MacIntyre, KLIX Twin Falls, Ida.; Ed Cooney, KOPR Butte, Mont.; Bob Warner,
KMON Great Falls, Mont.; K. Clark, KBIO Burley, Ida.; S. John Schile, KUTA,
network vice president in charge of sales; Milo Peterson, KGEM Boise, Ida.;
Ned Hullinger, manager of stations relations, ABC Western Division. Messrs.
Carman and Schile presided over the panel sessions. Advertising agency executives were invited to the afternoon luncheon as guests of the network.

(1) Keep it simple. This particularly applies to packaging. (2)
Watch angles. Automobiles shot
live frequently have too much distortion. (3) Avoid crowding. (4)
In planning the commercial, think
ahead of the picture to be seen on
the screen. (5) Check the best
way to light the product. Carpets,
for instance, should be sidelighted.
(6) Sponsor identification can be
handled in new and different ways.
Use of zoomer lens on small packages is effective. Photomurals
could be used more often. Mural
of a store front helps establish
identification.
His final advice was to "ask the
engineer." They are helpful and
inventive on commercial techniques,
Mr. Linkroum declared.
Mr. Eadie, as a former continuity acceptance editor, urged the
agency executives at the TV panel
session to "always remember the
continuity editor is trying to help,
1 not hinder." He cautioned that
federal censorship is possible and
therefore agency, advertiser and
I station should work together for
standards of good taste, to avoid
such government crackdown.
The prediction was made by
Seymour Klate. KTTV art director,
-hat within the next five years ail
agencies will have continuity sketch
artists who will make the presentation in graphic form showing exactly how the picture will look.
"This," he said, "eliminates the
agency problem of attempting to

turn

to

page
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convey to the television director
what is desired."
Mr. Brown, as director of television sales, Bing Crosby Enterprises, urged that SCAAA have
screening days for all producers
and agencies to show their wares.
SUMMER PLAN
Washington Sets Promotion
REPEATING last year's successful bid for tourists via radio advertisers, the Washington State
Advertising Commission has scheduled a three-part regional campaign, again using the theme "It's
Cool, It's Green, It's Great ... In
Washington
State/'
The 840,000
advertising budget
is divided between radio and newspapers, and although the total appropriated by the State Legislature is considerably less for this
year, radio's share will be about the
same as before.
Separate campaigns have been
set for spring, summer and fall,
but the radio appropriation will
be concentrated in the summer
months. Some 20 stations in 15
markets in California, Idaho and
Montana will be used.
KSOO

COIL

FORMS

In the Continental 315 Transmitter...
all tuning inductances are wound

on

special ceramic coil forms.

These forms are unaffected by temperature or humidity ... are proof
against arc-overs . . . and have an extremely low power loss characteristic.

This type of tuning inductance complemented byour vacuum type capacitors results in the highest degree of
circuit efficiency possible at the present
state of the art.

To Join ABC

KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D., will affiliate with ABC, effective June
15, the network has announced.
Xow operating limited time on
1140 kc with 5 kw daytime, KSOO
has an FCC grant for 10 kw day
and 5 kw night, and expects to have
the facilities for such operation
by Oct. 1. The station is owned
by Sioux Falls Broadcast Assn.,
and managed by George R. Hahn.
Its affiliation
brings ABC's AM
total
to 295.

• Telecasting

CERAMIC

New home of
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD

MANUFACTURING

DALLAS 10, TEXAS

CO.

PHONE EVergreen 1137
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 10)

Present at the valued interview were (I to r) Milton Widder, Cleveland
Press columnist ; Mrs. Fuldheim; the Duke, Henry G. Walter, the Duke's
advisor and attorney, and Mr. Hartley.
★ * *
DUKE OF WINDSOR
WEWS Has Rare Interview
PERSEVERANCE won for WEWS
(TV) Cleveland a telecast interview with the Duke of Windsor.
"It took two months to arrange
and lasted just a bit over five
minutes but WEWS considers it
well worthwhile," commented J.
Harrison Hartley, station director.
The brief telecast took place in
a remote from the state suite at
Cleveland's Hotel Statler May 22.
In March, Mrs. Dorothy Fuldheim, WEWS news commentator,
learned that the Duke was to be
in Cleveland for the American
Booksellers Assn. convention.
Requests for the interview received four definite refusals before Mrs. Fuldheim was able to
convince the former King of England that the telecast would be
quiet, efficient and well-mannered.
During the telecast, the Duke
told of how he wrote his book and
stated that his marriage has been
so happy that he would make his
abdication decision over again, if
he had to.

5000
WATTS
of
Selling

Power

In WILKES-BARRE

. . . It's
9BlT

AM-FM
ABC AFFILIATE
5000W (d)
1000W (n)
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
★
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Nat'l Rep.
608 Fifth Ave., New York 20,N.Y.
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NEW N.Y. BUILDING
Would Top Empire State
TENTATIVE construction plans
for a television-masted office buildhigher State
than the
high-a
esting,Empire
Bldg.,world's
and only
few blocks from Empire State, has
been announced by William Zeckendorf, president of Webb & Knapp,
New York real estate owners and
developers. Mr. Zeckendorf also
is a member of ABC's board of
directors.
The proposed structure, construction of which would be postponed
until after the current international emergency, would be a 44-story
office building surmounted by a
1,000-foot observation tower of
open steelwork and a television
mast. Mast top would be 1,580
feet from the street and 108 feet
higher than Empire State's TV
antenna, now nearing completion,
and to be used by six of seven New
York TV stations. The new building would be located on a block
bounded by Park Ave., Madison
Ave., 47th St. and 46th St.— current site of the Hotel Marguery-

AVERAGE

STATION

Programs 80 Hrs. A Week
THE average TV station has 56.9
employes and programs 80 hours a
week, according to a survey conducted by Craig Ramsey, film director of KOTV (TV) Tulsa. The
results are based on 43 reporting
stations, and do not include network-owned or Crosley-owned stations, or WOR-TV New York.
Comparing program schedules by
connected and non-connected classes, the survey showed : Connected
(84.75 hrs,-week)— Film, 14.8%;
kinescope, 15%; live, 15%; cable,
55.2%; 46.8 employes (2.9 film department employes). Non-connected
(75.25 hrs-week)— Film, 24.4%;
kinescope, 42.4%; live, 33.2%; cable, 0%; 67 employes (4.1 film department employes).
It was found that 57% of the
stations had film directors, 26%
film editors, 47% film librarians
and 26% projectionists under the
film department.
Going into salary comparisons,
it was shown that directors have
the highest percentage (63%) in
the income group $4,000 and over,
followed by projectionists (52%)
and editors-supervisors (33%).
Among film department personnel, salaries were higher in union
than non-union stations. Further,
it was found that salaries ran
higher nected
at stations.
connected than non-conEarly Bird TV
DAYTIME TV is not without its loyal followers, not
even during the early morning ports
hours,fromaccording
reWLWD to(TV)
Dayton,rectorOhio.
DiNeal Van Program
Ells offered
tickets for an afternoon television wrestling event on
three successive mornings on
his Face the Music program,
7:30-8 a.m. The announcements reportedly netted 2,388 requests for tickets and
notes of appreciation for the
early morning show, convincing WLWD and the sponsors
of "great selling impact on a
great many people who watch
it daily," station reported.

after being released from the Army
infantry as a first lieutenant. He
had served overseas 11 months
after leaving Camp Grant's school
for "90-day wonders."
Before the war, he was secretary to the vice president in charge
of the law department of the New
York Central Railroad in Chicago.
After a nine-hour day, he studied
nightly at the Kent School of Law.
Three years later he received his
degree, passed the state bar exam
and became a NYC lawyer. Although his Wrigley duties do not
call specifically for legal knowhow, Mr. Webster's training comes
in handy whenever contracts are to
be signed.
He was in on the debut of Wrigley's use of the broadcast media,
and ordered its first radio show in
November 1927, the Wvigley Review. A musical, it was broadcast
on NBC in two sections, one in
New York covering audiences to
Denver and one in San Francisco
for the remainder of the country.
Three weeks later the company
bought the first coast-to-coast network show on NBC. Wrigley ventured into video for the first time |
in January 1950 when it bought
Gene Autrey on film in 14 markets.
CBS Shows
Life With Luigi is being aired
on CBS after a year and one-half, '
and the company just bought six I
CBS AM shows for the summer. I
In the past, it bought Guy Lom- 1
bardo for only $300 a week, enrolled some 700,000 members in the J
Lone Wolf tribe in 1931 (in which j
Don Ameche played Chief Wolf \
Paw for $35 a week) , and found so |
many children mailing in gum j
wrappers for Indian arrowheads j
the company had to have 30,000 1
made in the ceramics department
of a college.
Because people "can live a long j
time without chewing gum," Wrig-fl
ley's advertising policy is "to haveh
the best product it is possible to J
make, and get it to the consumer in I
good condition." Sales messages B
continually remind the customer j
the product is available. Mr. Web-fj
ster's own policy is framed on the!]
wall of his office — "Nothing greatjj
was ever achieved without enthus-fj
He and his wife, Mary, live inl
Evanston, a North Shore suburb,!
where they are spending the springfl
nurturing two apple trees, which 1
last
year produced one and twojJ
iasm."
apples, respectively. Mr. Webster !
is a photography fan, and peopled
are
his pet
he's enlarging
and subjects.
developingWhen
pictures,
he §1
munches on Spearmint gum.
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'Ho Progress' Reported
ASCAP
COURT
FIGHT
POSSIBLE
terms
tion operator the right to accept
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
operators that the society would
music. for the use of the ASCAP
terms
offered
by
ASCAP
in
either
shortly
issue
per
program
licenses
COURT ACTION by TV station
a blanket license or a per program
its own devising. When such
Last week, with only 10 days of
operators to secure the right to use of
license;
to discontinue the use of the 90-day grace period remaining,
licenses
were
not
immediately
ASCAP music on their telecasts at
ASCAP music, or to negotiate on
forthcoming, the All Industry
the All Industry Committee refair and reasonable terms seemed
his own for better terms. A 30Committee,
whose
position
had
been
ported that 54 TV stations (more
possible last weekend, as lawyers
overwhelmingly endorsed at a day period is allowed him to make
than
half
of the nation's 107 video
reported "no progress" in their meeting of TV broadcasters in Chi- his selection among these alternaoutlets now operating) had notified
efforts to work out a mutually
tives
and,
if
he
decides
to
negoASCAP that its terms are not accago [Broadcasting • Telecastsatisfactory formula.
ceptable to them, with six more
ing, Jan. 22], asked ASCAP to
tiate, an additional 60 days is alEfforts to achieve an agreement
stations informing the committee
lowed for that process. During
ASCAP acwithout resort to litigation will resume ceptednegotiations.
the invitation, but again the
of their intention to give similar
the interim licenses concontinue through this week, but at- committee's efforts to reach an this time
notice to ASCAP. Another six
tinue
to
operate.
torneys were not optimistic of the agreement failed and early in
video
operators are taking indeChoices Offered
outcome of their conversations be- March the society sent out its own
pendent action; four have not apfore next Sunday's (June 10) dead- licenses to the 107 operating TV
prised the committee of their plans,
At the end of the 90 days, howline. Judge Samuel Rifkind and stations.
ever, a firm decision must be and 37 have accepted the ASCAP
Stuart Sprague, counsel for the
blanket licenses.
The terms of these licenses were
reached, and again three choices
All Industry TV Per Program ComThe committee further reported
not in line with the "radio plus are open to the broadcaster: He
mittee, are making preparations
10%"
formula
of
the
blanket
lithat
some 45 stations have already
can
accept
one
form
of
license
or
for filing the necessary papers with
censes but were more on the order
the other on whatever terms he contributed more than $22,000 to
the Federal Court in New York on
of
or more"notanda may have been able to secure; he its support as first quarter payJune 11, it was learned.
so "radio
far as plus
could100%
be learned
If the matter does go to court, single TV station operator has ac- can drop ASCAP music from his
ments, indicating that if court acas some quarters felt it would, it
tion becomes necessary the funds
station, or he can go into the Fedcepted such a license.
will not be through any failure of
eral Court in New York and ask needed to support it will be availProvisions of the consent decree
the TV committee to attempt to for station licenses give the sta- the court to set fair and equitable
able.
make a deal with ASCAP through
negotiations. Dwight W. Martin,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, chairman
of the All Industry group, started
meetings with a television committee of ASCAP executives a year
Fqcilities Continue Growth
ION
RCONNECT
INTE
ago last fall, immediately after an RADIO
RELAY and coaxial cable, or about the start of the fourth
company plans to route telephone
earlier committee composed largely
calls over the system by late Auquarter.
Meanwhile,
radio
instalthe
seven
league
boots
of
televiof TV network officials had negolation work is progressing rapidly
sion, continue to take great strides
tiated blanket licenses for the video
Bell System rates to the broadin 1951. This is evident in a sur- on the microwave extension from
use of ASCAP music on a formula
casters for use of the transcontiOmaha
to
the
West
Coast.
This
vey
of
Bell
System
plans
for
the
that was essentially the radio patnental route would be the same as
system, while being constructed
steady expansion of its network
tern plus 10%.
gust.
those now in effect for other porfacilities.
primarily for telephone message
Search for Formula
tions of the television networks.
service, may, according to latest Charges, which are based on the
At the present time, an existing
For more than a year the cominformation from the company, be air line distances between the stamittees fruitlessly explored one ap- coaxial cable route from Memphis
tions served, come to about 10 cents
proach after another toward a to Birmingham to Atlanta is being available for television transmisper mile for a half hour of proformula for pricing telecasts of equipped to provide a second TV
sion by year's end. If present
gram time. Looking at the charges
circuit to the latter two cities on schedules can be met, the telephone
ASCAP tunes on a per program
in another way, they would come
basis. A major stumbling block
to about $11 per station per half
was ASCAP's insistence that, in
BELL SYSTEM TELEVISION NETWORK ROUTES I may. .9,,
hour of program time for a 41addition to higher rates for telestation coast-to-coast TV network.
casts, the video broadcasters agree
These figures are based on the
to pay royalties to ASCAP on reverates for full time service.
nue derived from announcements
not themselves using that music but
Expansion Started
which are telecast adjacent to proTo
keep
pace with the vigorous
grams which do contain ASCAP
new TV industry, the Long Lines
melodies. The All Industry ComDept. launched a rapid expansion
mittee took the stand that such exof its television network facilities
tension of the royalty payments
immediately after successfully
would violate the pattern estaboperating a single, 95-mile experilished by the government consent
mental channel from Philadelphia
decree of 1941 and would inevitto New York in December 1945.
ably lead to further encroachments
By the end of 1947 a five-cjty netwhich in the end would lose all
work stretched from Boston to
the protection afforded by the deWashington, utilizing both coaxial
cree for radio as well as television
cable and radio relay. A midwestbroadcasters.
ern
system was developed separateIn December of last year,
ly and was joined to the eastern
ASCAP broke off negotiations and
(Continued on page 73)
notified the nation's TV station
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CBS Color Stands
(Continued from page 23)
allocations specifically for color
sets.
$ CBS stock jumped as much
as 3s/s points and RCA dropped %
points within a few hours Monday
afternoon, but at weekend were
returning to their pre-decision
levels (see story, this page).
The Supreme Court's 8-0 ruling
came rather dramatically on its
final decision day of the term. Justice Hugo L. Black said for the
majority that the Commission
could not be found to have acted
"capriciously" as RCA had alleged, and it was not for the courts
to overrule an administrative decision merely because the wisdom of
the decision might be questioned.
The ruling also declared that the
case need not be returned to the
lower court in that the review afforded there "did not fall short of
that which is required."
The court conceded that a "compatible" system would be desirable
but upheld the Commission's thinking that "further delay in making
color available was too high a price
to pay for possible 'compatibility.' "
Justice Felix Frankfurter in issuing a "dubitante" (a doubt, but
not considered a dissent) noted the
significance of the FCC ruling and
the "far reaching implications to
the public interest." He added:
"Surely, what constitutes the
public interest on an issue like this
is not one of those expert matters
as to which courts should properly
bow to the Commission's expertness."
The Supreme Court ruling, as
well as the termination of the injunction against CBS's start of
commercial colorcasts, becomes effective 25 days after Monday's decision. Period is said to be required
to permit the mandate to reach the
STOCK
STATUS
CBS Shoots Up, Then Levels
CBS stock shot up as much as 3%
points while RCA dropped %
within a few hours after the Supreme Court's pro-CBS color TV
decision last Monday, but three
days later both were moving back
toward pre-decision levels.
CBS "A", which was going at
about 29 just before the decision
was announced, reached 32% at
Monday's close of business, with
16,000 shares traded. RCA was
the day's second most active issue
with 40,000 shares exchanged,
dropping % from its opening price
to a closing figure of 18%. CBS
"A" remained active Tuesday, with
13,800 exchanges, closing at 31%,
while RCA, with 15,300, closed at
19%.
The stock exchange was closed
Wednesday, but on Thursday CBS
"A" trading involved 4,400 shares
and the stock closed at 30%, with
RCA trading at 20,000 shares and
reaching a closing price of 19%.
CBS "B", which had started at
about 28 and gained 2% in the
first few minutes of trading after
the decision, closed Thursday at 30.
Page 62
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Two

Years

of

Color

May 26, 1949: Preliminary plans for far-reaching
VHF-UHF hearing announced by FCC, with color
among subjects to be considered.
Sept. 26, 1949: First phase of hearing, dealing with
color, gets under way.
Nov. 22, 1949: Color sessions recess; field-test notice
issued by FCC.
Feb. 20, 1950: Color hearing resumes.
May 26, 1950: Color hearing ends.
July 11, 1950: FCC begins deliberations on color
case, the participants having submitted final summations July 10; also on July 11 the so-called Condon
Committee submits its color TV report to the Senate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
Sept. 1, 1950: FCC issues its "First Report" on color,
favoring CBS system but advancing plan for manufacture of "bracket sets" as means of delaying final
decision to permit further studies.
Sept. 29, 1950: Manufacturers say they cannot meet
FCC's deadline for manufacture of bracket sets.
Oct. 10, 1950: FCC issues "Second Report," adopting CBS color standards effective Nov. 20.
Oct. 17, 1950: RCA and two subsidiaries, NBC and
RCA Victor Distributing Corp., file suit against color
decision in federal district court in Chicago.
Nov. 16, 1950: The Chicago court, after two days
of hearings in which seven manufacturers, servicemen
and others took RCA's side, grants temporary relower court as well as allow RCA
a 15-day period (from decision
date) in which to apply for rehearing. As of last Friday, this latter
course had not yet been indicated
by RCA.
Following the High Court's edict,
RCA announced its intent to continue public demonstrations of its
"improved, compatible, all-electronic system.' of color television."
Citing the merits of its system,
RCA declared that its approval
would save present set owners
"about a billion dollars" in addition to conserving material and
labor "in these critical times."
Text of the RCA statement:
Now that the Supreme Court has
made its decision, RCA will go ahead
with public demonstrations of its
improved, compatible, all-electronic
system of color television.
Everyone concedes that a compatible system is more in the public interest than a non-compatible system.
At the time the FCC made its decision last year, it took the position
that there was no satisfactory compatible system. Therefore it adopted
the less desirable non-compatible system.
RCA has developed a fully compatible, all-electronic color system
which provides reception of color
broadcasts in black-and-white on the
nearly 13 million existing sets without any change whatever.
Present set owners cannot receive
any picture whatever from the noncompatible color system without buying an expensive adapter. Even with
such an adapter they would only receive a black-and-white picture degraded in quality.
To receive color they would also
need to buy an expensive and cumbersome converter.
Approval of the compatible system
would save present set owners about
a billion dollars and would avoid
waste of material and labor, which
it is vital to conserve in these critical times.
CBS, which hailed the decision as

Controversy
. . . .
straining order delaying effectiveness of color standards pending further decision of the court.
Dec. 22, 1950: The Chicago court, in 2-1 decision,
upholds FCC's approval of the CBS color system,
but prohibits the start of commercial operation pending a ruling by the Supreme Court. Judge Walter
LaBuy dissents. The temporary stay order is continued until April 1, 1951, or such time as the Supreme Court dissolves the restraint.
Jan. 26, 1951: RCA initiates appeal to U. S. Supreme Court for itself and two subsidiaries, NBC
and RCA Victor Distributing Corp.
Feb. 5, 1951: FCC, CBS and Justice Dept. jointly
ask Supreme Court to affirm Chicago court's judgment but to dissolve the temporary restraining order
on commercial start of CBS color.
Feb. 26, 1951: RCA, joined by Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., answers motion to affirm.
March 5, 1951: Supreme Court sets March 26 for
start of oral argument on color case.
March 26-27: Supreme Court hears oral argument
of RCA, E merson, CBS and the Solicitor General,
who presents the government's case.
May 28, 1951: Supreme Court, by 8-0 vote, affirms
lower court ruling in favor of CBS color. Justice
Frankfurter
nor
dissenting.issued a "dubitante," neither concurring

removing "the last roadblock to
the public's enjoyment of color
television in the home," is expected
to begin colorcasting on WCBSTV New York — in fringe hours,
largely — the latter part of June.
The color broadcasts are expected
to reach 20 hours a week within
about two months.
Whether there will be a color
"network" at the outset will be a
decision for stations. The fact that
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WTOPTV Washington, WBKB (TV)
Chicago, and WNAC-TV Boston
have participated in CBS color
demonstrations at one time or another led to speculation that some
of these, at least, will also do some
colorcasting, along with the network's WCBS-TV.
CBS spokesmen said a network
of 15 stations had been lined up
for colorcasting when Columbia
was getting set to go last fall,
before RCA won its stay order.
Identity of the stations was not
revealed.
Sponsors Attracted, Says CBS
Spokesmen also appeared confident that CBS would find sponsors for its color programs from
the beginning. They pointed out
that special demonstrations have
been held for an estimated 50 or
more advertisers and that their
reaction generally has been enthusiastic.

for CBS would be built on a rate
structure giving the network 1%
of the cost of cameras and camera
equipment; 25 cents on sets anc
other items costing up to $100 al
retail; 50 cents on those retailing
for $100 to $180; 75 cents on those
retailing between $180 and $250
and $1 on those retailing at $25(
or more.
The network is claiming no royal
ties on adapters.
CBS Relays Color
On the same day the Supreme
Court's decision was issued, CBi
fed a WCBS-TV color program t<
WNAC-TV Boston by radio rela?
and quoteel Harry Whittemore
WNAC-TV technical director, a
saying the "pictures were as gooc
as those I saw in New York."
The program — first to be sen
to Boston from New York, thoug]
Boston had witnessed CBS colo
TV before — consisted of a displa;
of new fashions in fabrics, plus ;
test pattern.
Columbia's announcement note>
that its color has been sent by co
axial cable to Washington, Phila
delphia and Chicago, and that "ex
perts
saw thethepictures
tho'sj
cities who
reported
coaxialin trans
mission had not affected the qua! I
ityInof another
the CBS announcement
color pictures."whic
coincided with the court decisioi
CBS said it had scheduled a colo|
TV demonstration of fall fashion
today (Monday) for the fashion d
rectors of the Associated Merchar
dising Corp. and executives c
some 25 retail stores represente
by AMC. The demonstration is t
be
New held
York.at CBS headquarters i1 v

It was felt the publicity value of
being a pioneer color TV sponsor
would in itself attract prospects.
The cost will be kept low at the
outset, until circulation is developed. Officials estimated the
opening hourly time charge would
approximate $150, as compared
with $3,250 for an hour for blackText of the CBS statement o
and-white broadcasts on WCBSTV. The initial charge for facili- the Court's decision:
ties similarly would be less than
The decision of the Supreme Cou:
WCBS-TV's $275 hourly rate.
(Continued on page 70),
The potential royalties bonanza
T e 1e c a
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Four years, college night schools
One year, Los Angeles Times
TwoRubber
years, Company
General Tire &
Four years, CBS
Free & Peters (Hollywood Of! j fice) since February, 1951
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EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
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John

Radio and journalism by day, college
by night — that's the double-duty schedule that John Serrao followed when
he first started to work, and which
eventually led him to CBS. Four experience-packed years after that, John
had risen to Network Sales Service
Manager of CBS' Hollywood Office.
That's where we spotted him. and
quickly signed him up for our F&P
television team.
John, like all our other TV specialists,
is a hard worker who knows the ropes.

Free

&

A.

DAVENPORT
WOC-TV*
(CentralWHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co. —

Sm.ii!

We know all the facts about television
in any or all the markets we serve.
In addition to the usual routine data,
we also have a lot of "non-statistical"
information about television trends,
regional variations, programming opportunities, etc., etc., etc. . . .
Smart, aggressive, creative manpower is
F&P's long, long suit. It has always
been so, and always will be, because
we know it's the real "secret" of our
success, here in this pioneer group of
station representatives.

FORT WORTH-DALLAS
(STAR-TELES RAM)WBAP-TV*
LOUISVILLE
(WAVE, Inc.) WAVE-TV*

MIAMI
WTvj
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)
ST. LOUIS
(POST-DISPATCH) KSD-TV*
SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)
♦Primary NBC Affiliates

Peter

, INC
Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since
1932
CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

EDUCATION
WHILE ALL was quiet on the TV
allocation front at FCC last week —
save for possible implications of
the Supreme Court's color TV ruling (see story page 23) — a New
York state educational spokesman
warned of a stiff fight to win approval for the proposed state-wide
11 - station educational network
there [BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, May 14].
Jacob L. Holtzmann of New York
City, chairman of the New York
State Board of Regents' Special
Committee on Television for Education, in a special report warned
the regents:
"We must not be misled by the
acclaim with which our plan was
greeted by the public. We must
not have a false sense of security.
"The fight is still ahead of us.
They (commercial TV interests)
do not oppose education in television— but they lay down their
own plan, which in our opinion
would be totally destructive."
Cites Deadline
He reminded the regents they
have a tremendous task to prepare
for FCC's hearing on city-by-city
allocation proposals commencing
July 9. Deadline for filing of
replies Xo initial comments on the
Commission's revised allocation
plan is June 11 [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 28].
Meeting May 24-25 at Buffalo for
the first time in 32 years, the New
York state regents heard details
of the proposed $3,500,000 noncommercial educational network
and background of the current FCC
allocation proceeding. The board
appropriated $7,500 from its own
funds to pay for technical and other
expenses in presenting the case
before the further FCC proceeding.
DuMONT
SHOW
Demonstrates for Senators
SENATORS were given a fill-in
on the national TV allocation plan
of the FCC and of the DuMont
allocation proposal in a graphic
electrical demonstration held in the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee room in the U. S. Capitol
last Thursday afternoon.
Permission was obtained from
Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.).
The demonstration followed by two
hours the hearing on Sen. Benton's
resolution on the allocation plan
(see story page 25).
DuMont contends the allocation
plan of FCC is "inefficient and will
foster monopoly." Dr. T. T. Goldsmith Jr., scientist and director of
research at Allen B. DuMont Labs,
presented the demonstration. Sens.
Johnson, Lester Hunt (D-Wyo.),
Brien McMahon (D-Conn.), Joseph
McCarthy (R-Wis.) were among the
dozen or more Senators who attended the demonstrations. Senators showed most interest in the
allocations proposed for their individual home states.
Page 64
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NETWORK
Georgia Institute of Technology,
licensee of commercial outlet
WGST Atlanta, filed a reply opposing in part the initial comments
of DuMont and WMAZ Macon, Ga.,
which "are in direct conflict" with
those filed by WGST. The school
asks addition of VHF Channel 7
there in addition to FCC's plan to
allocate VHF Channels 2, 5 and
11 and UHF Channels 30 (reserved)
and 36, reserving VHF Channel 8
at Athens.
The school noted DuMont would
allocate VHF Channels 3, 5, 8 and
11 at Atlanta and no VHF at
Athens. WMAZ's request that
Channel 7 be allocated at Macon,
77 miles from Atlanta, also was
held to be in conflict.
The school noted WRFC Athens
would add Channel 7 at Atlanta but
remove Channel 11, switching it to
Athens. WGST's licensee, however, saw no conflict in WRFC's
alternative proposal to remove the
reservation on Channel 8 at Athens,
making it commercially available,
and instead reserving UHF Channel
60 for educational programming.
Meanwhile, FCC last week tentatively renewed the UHF experimental license of Home News Pub.
Co. for KE2XEL on condition the
publishing firm consider expansion
of its test project. Home News
Pub. Co., which presented some
UHF propagation data during the
earlier phases of the TV allocation

FAIRBANKS

Fight

Predicted

proceeding, has application pending for VHF Channel 8 there.
The Commission wrote as follows
to the applicant:
This is with reference to your application (File No. BRVB-231) requesting
renewal of license for experimental
television
wick, Newstation
Jersey.KE2XEL, New BrunsAs you may know, the Commission
in its "Third Notice of Further ProRule Making"
(Docket
No. 8736,
et al.)posedreleased
March
22, 1951,
has
proposed,izationamong
other
things,
the utilof the ultra high frequency
band for regular commercial television
broadcasting.
In view ofinthis,
the Commission is interested
encouraging
developmental and experimental work
in the UHF frequencies.
Of particular
interest
would
be measurements of service
fields,
tropospheric
measurements, analyses of time fading
and effects of terrain, transmitting antenna patterns with comparison between antenna
theoreticalgains
and obtainable
actual performance,
with
UHF antennas, and the development of
such items of equipment as transmisceivers.sion lines, converters, and UHF reAccordingly, you are requested to
consider the possibility of conducting
experimental research directed toward
some of the items enumerated above.
In the event you are willing and able
to undertake such experimentation,
you are requested, pursuant to Section
1.308 of the toCommission's
Rules and
Regulations,
amend your application
to specify the particulars in regard
thereto; said amendment to be filed on
or before July 1, 1951.
The Commission has noted that in
your
for renewal
of theto
KE2XELapplication
license reference
is made
certain negotiations with the Bureau
of Standards to determine whether the
facilities of KE2XEL could be employed in a measurement program of
that agency. You stated that it was
anticipated that such negotiations
would be reduced to writing prior to
June 1, 1951. Accordingly, you are
requested to inform the Commission

flRU

of the status or results, if any, of
your negotiations with the Bureau of
Standards.
The Commission is extending the
license
KE2XEL1, 1951.
on a temporarybasis toofAugust
As stated
above, however, you are requested tc
file an amendment to your application on or before July 1, 1951. In the
event of your failure to respond to
this letter by July 1, 1951, the license
of KE2XEL will be cancelled.

'AMOS
ANDY'
Campaign 'n'
Heralds
Debut
BLATZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee, has launched a $250,000 promotion campaign for the June 28 1
debut of its new television show,
Amos V Andy on CBS-TV,
Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m. Newspapers
and magazines will be used.
In addition, an air tour of the
nation by the top executives of
Blatz and its advertising agency
William
H. Weintraub
Co.,show
wil'
spread word
of the new
Frank C. Verbest, president oJ
Blatz; Edward T. Donahue, sales
director, and Val A. Schmitz, director of advertising, will represent Blatz on the trip. William H
Weintraub, president of the agency
will lead the agency group.
Flying in a special airlinei
equipped with desks, plane-to
ground telephones, movie equip
ment and a preview film of Amo.
'n' Andy, the air-borne executive
will call at a dozen cities to ad f
dress mass rallies of wholesalers
salesmen, local promotion and con
tact
Blatz.men and the regional staff o

Official

OUTRIGHT acquisition of Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood,
by Official Films, New York, through an exchange of stock, was agreed
to last week, Broadcasting • Telecasting learned.
Resignation of Isaac D. Levy as a director of CBS, disclosed in
New York last week, to devote
his full time to Official Films,
Apropos of his resignation from
strengthened the belief that the the CBS board and sale of a "subdeal, subject to the resolution of
stantial" portion of his CBS stock,
numerous details and approval of Mr. Levy said last week he would
the State of California officials, devote all his efforts toward makwas well along toward completion.
ing "such a fine brand of TV films
it will raise the tone of the
Production plans are believed to that
industry.
have been drawn, but will not be
released until the agreement itself
"My theory," Mr. Levy said, "is
that you don't make money except
is signed and sealed, possibly withthrough a fine product. If you
in two weeks.
Jerry Fairbanks, reported late concentrate on a good product, the
money
will come
automatically.
It's
last week to be enroute from Hollylike punching
a pillow;
if you punch
wood to New York for conferences,
long enough, feathers are bound to
will remain in charge of the Fairbanks studios, while William GoodExtensive Foundation
heart, Official Films vice president
come
out."experience in constructing
From
and general manager, will provide
a large operation like CBS, of
overall supervision under direction
which, along with his brother, Dr.
of President Aaron Katz.
Mr. Katz, whom Mr. Levy last Leon Levy, Isaac D. Levy was one
of the organizers, he is laying an
week described as "a genius, one
of the ablest fellows in the whole
extensive
foundation for the "new"
Official Films.
industry," has handled the FairApart from the Fairbanks Stubanks negotiations entirely, as well
dios acquisition, which will become
as those leading to a recent agreea
wholly-owned
subsidiary of Offiment with Motion Picture Agency
cial, the facilities of Motion Picfor production of TV film commerture Agency in New Orleans will be
cials on a 50-50 basis, according
available under terms of their reto Mr. Levy.
cent agreement. Official expects to

Film

Acquire!

be making films, in fact, whereve
it may appear desirable, includin
New Hollywood
York and Kansas
City Orlean!
as we"
as
and New
Within the next 18 months, 70
completed films are expected to b
for sale to TV stations and advei
tisers. About 500 of them will b
repackages of Official's Musi
Hall Varieties, three-minute short
which will be made into 12-minut
packages with some addition an
continuity. The remainder will t
new film shot both in this countr
and abroad.
In connection with f oreign-shi
fottage, Mr. Levy will leave somi
time fairly soon for Italy to loo
over talent and facilities there.
Every type of film will be mad
Mr. Levy said, from eight-secon
first on planning and preparatio:
on specific order. Concentratin
first on planning and preparatioOfficial is postponing sales plat
until later, he said. "We're goin
to put a solid foundation down ar
build character first."
Included in such "foundatioi
laying," it is understood, are fu
ther additions to Official's stal
This may include the hiring of or
of the top people in a major Ho
lywood picture company.

Telecasting
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for

Prophets

Anybody who makes a prediction
about television has to jump aside
quick, before his prophecy catches j|
up and passes him.
Make your guess as wild as you want to.
Household equipment with built-in sets? A
stove manufacturer's already done it.
The fellows who once hoped there might
be some 5 million sets by January 1, 1951, are
still explaining why there were nearly 11 million. The jokers who prophesied
that nighttime television might
start going places in another
couple of years are now outside looking wistfully in.
So we aren't risking our
reputation by predicting that
daytime television will be a solid
sellout a year from today... and
that once again there will be some
sad advertisers who didn't read the tea leaves
right. But we ought to tell you that the daytime schedule is filling up fast, and that 6
of the country's 7 biggest advertisers of lowunhVcost products are already in.
So you'll do well to look now at the growing audience, the modest cost, the walloping
impact, of CBS daytime television.

CBS

TELEVISION

SEPARATIVE
ABC
Swanson
Gen. Mills
(alt. vvks.)
Ted Mack
Family
Hour
L (E-M)
Goodyear
Paul
Whitemari
L (E-M)
Dodge
Dealers
Showtime
USA
L (E-M)
Hollywood
Adventure
Time

Crusade
In
Europe
Marshall
Plan.
Film

Young
Churchi'ol
of Air
Youth on
March
Feature
Film

NETWORK

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

SHOWSHEtT
ABC

Fry
MONDAYCo-op
CBS DuMONT

Film

Nestle
Mr. I.
Magination
(off 6/17)
Wrigley
AuGene
try
Show
American
Tohacco
This Is
Show Bus.
LincolnMercury
Dealers
Toast
of the
Town
Gen.
Electric
Fred
Waring
Show
B.F.
Goodrich
Celebrity
Time
Jules
Montenier

General
Foods
Hopalong
Cassidy
F

Small
Club

Kellogg

Jimmy
Space
Cdt.
Blaine
Club
Regent Cig
Leave It
Faye
To The
Girls
Seven*'.ola
Pepsi-I
L
Emerson
General
Olds
Ironrite
News
Foods
Hollywood
Aldrich
Family
Screen
fields
Test
ChesterL
Perry
GM-Como
Film
Lever
Col.-P.-Peet
Lux
alt. every
Lux
Video
4th week
Theatre
with
Frigidaire
Comedy
Lipton
Hour
Gwynn
LeverPentagon —
w
o
h
S
L
Talent
Washington
Scouts
Godfrey's
A. Murray
P. Morris
Studios
BromoSeltzer
Horace
Murray
Rockey
^ Bill
Heidt
Arthur
Philco
Corp
Show
Show
King, Dec. Philco TV
Gen.Fds.
Playhouse
L
Larus &
Sanka
On Trial
Brother
The
Goldbergs
L (E-M)
Co.,TheInc.
(off 6/18)
Clothesman
Feature
PlainNairn
CongoleumGarroway
At Large
Film
house
WestingL
Studio
One
TBA

MyWhat's
Line
Norwich
in Week
Review

SUNDAY
DuMONT
-£&S

Amr.For.
Christ Inc.
Circuit
Rider

NBC

CBS
ES-

Film

Co-op
TUESDAY
Frv
CBS DuMONT

Cactus
Jim
L

Small
Club

Co-op
of Kellogg
Cactus
Jim
L

Jimmy
Kukla,
RCA
Fran
Ollie &
L
Blaine'
dohawk Ms
tlohawk Sh.
P&G
Room L
Camel
Beulah
News
Not For
Publication
aravan L
Noxema
Hollywood
Cameo
Mystery
Theatre
Time
L.
Co-op
Firestone
F
(E-M)
Voice of
Al Morgan Firestone
L
Gen.
Foods
Capt.
Video

Admiral
Lights
Out

Wrestling
with
Dennis
James

Longines
(st. 6/11)

MOND AY

NBC
Co-op

FRIDAY
DuMONT

Amer.
RobertTob
Montgomery
alt. with

Bakery
Arnold
Q.E.D.
Life
at 80
Begins

Bymart
Somerset
Maugham
Theatre
L
Co-op

Derby
Roller

Who Said
That
L

Faye

TBA

Pepsi-Cola
Emerson

GM
Olds
Fatima
News
Stork
Club
Film
Theatre
on the Air
R.J.
Vaughn
Reynolds
Monroe
Show
Electric
Drug
Lite
Suspense
Block
Auto-

Kukla,
P&G
Foods
Gen.
Fran &
Capt.
Video
VanOllie
Camp
L
Little Show
L
Washington
News
Camel
Caravan L
Report
Court
Current
Issues

TBA

Johns
Science
Drug
Hopkins
Review

Battle
Report

TVStore
Prod.
Cavalcade
of
Bands
They

Danger
Stand
Accused

P&G
Fireside
Theatre
F
Armstrong

Cdt.
Space
Junior
Edition
Schenley
Russells
(toFaye
7:05)
Pepsi-Cola
Emerson
Bendix
Chance
of a
Lifetime
The
Ruggles
Mfg.
Kreisler
stand
Philco
Don
BandMcNeill
Wrestling

Circle
Theatre
L

P. Lorrillard
Original
Amateur
Hour
L
Hocking
Broadway
AnchorOpen(to LHouse
12)

(to 12)

NBC
NBC

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT
1:30 PM
1:45

2:15
2:30
2:45

Scouting
in Action
Gen.
Shoe
Acrobat
Ranch
Maiden
Form
Faith
Baldwin
12:30)
Theatre
(alt, wks.
C-P-P
Strike
(MWF)
It Rich
Steve
Allen
Show

12 o'clock
W.Headlines
Ranev
For Your
Information
H. F. Keane
Premier
Prod.
Drug
Rumpus
Room
Sterling
Okay
Mother

Sawyer
Views
Hollywood
BT Babbitt
Two
Girls
Named
Smith
Seaman
Bros.
ITimes
Cover
(alt,
wks. )
Square
Northam
L.Corp.
Day
Warren
Show

3:15
3:30
3:45
Top
Dairy

4:15
4:30

TheNatl.Big

4:45
5:(
5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

4 1 N G

Fry

;day
DuMONT

NBC

Co-op
Small
Fry
Club

Co-op
Cactus
Jim
L

Gen.
Foods
Capt.
Video

Stage
~ " { 'Entrance

Ford
Kukla,
Fran &
Ollie
L
Mohawk Ms.
Mohawk Sh.
Room L
Camel
News
Caravan L
Motorola
Pet Milk
Norge
Four Star
Revue
L

Down
You Go
Shadow
ofCloak
the
mil.

Kraft Fds.
Kraft
Television
Theatre
L

BristolMyersthe
Break
Bank
L

ABC

Junior
Edition
Schenley
Russells
(to 7:05)
Day
Laraine
Gen.
Mills
Lone
Ranger
Stop
Admiral
The
Music
Stop
Lorillard
The
Music
Packard
Motors
Holiday
Hotel
Gruen
Blind
Date
US Army
Derby
RoUer
Blatz
Roller
Derby

Armour
Stars Over
Hollywood
F
TBA
I M

THURSDAY
Fry
CBS
DuMONT
NBC
Co-op
Co-op
Cactus
Small
Jim
L
Club

Pepsi-Cola
Fa ye
Emerson

Gen.
Foods
Video
Capt.

GM
Olds
News
Fatima
Stork
*..llll>
Carnation
Burns Allen
SC (alt.)
Johnson
Starlight
Theatre
American
Safety
Show
Goes On
(shiftTDI
1 pA6/16)
Esso
Kroger
Alan
Young
Show
Big
Lever
Rinso
Town
Philip
Morris
Truth or
Consequences
Carter
Prod. (alt.
wks.) Crime
Photographer

Time
Kukla,Inc.
Fran &
Ollie L
VanCamp
Little Show
L
Camel
Not
For
Publication ( .araNews
v an L
Co-op
DeSoto
You Bet
Al
Your
Morgan
F Life
Tydol
Headline
Clues
Bdw.
Hwood.to
Ellery
Frazer
KaiserQueen
DuMont
Labs
DuMont
Royal
Playhouse

Borden
T-Men in
Action
L

Ford
Ford
Festival
L

U.S. Tob.
Martin
Kane
L

NBC
Bohn
Aluminum
Am. Forum
>f the Air L

_A3C

Vanity
Fair
VanityFair*
Marlene's
(Wed.)
Interntnl.
Latex
Fashion
M&F
Magic*
Aluminum,
LF&C
U. Fruit
makers
HomeExchange

Mrs.
Roosevelt
L
Revere
Copperthe
Meet
Press
L
Lamp
Unto
ip 'Ifv Feel

Quaker
Zoo Oats
Parade
L

The
Dr.On*VeFacts
Face

i Juaker
Oats
Gab. Hayes
Show
L

''eople's
lalfo

)erby Foods
Magic
Slate
alt. with
] I'wd. Candy
Hollywood
Jr. Circus

Lois fS
Mary
Looie
Harlline
Show
The
Magic
Screen

It's Fun
To Know
Lucky
Pup

United
Nations
avail.)
(when

Cdt.
Space
Jun
ior
Edition
*
Club
Seven
Faye
Pepsi-Cola
1*- n i< 1 r^< ill
GreenCo.
Giant
Life
with
Linkletter
Ronson
20
Questions
Best
Party
Foods
Penthouse

FRIDAYCo-op
Co-op
DuMONT NBC
Small
Club

Gen.
Foods
Capt.
Video

Gen. Fds.
Max.H.Cof.
Mama

Skippy

a. j
Reynolds
Man
Against
Crime

Peanut
Butter
You
Asked

Brewing
Schlitz
Pulitzer
Prize
Playhouse

Marhsall
Plan

Kelvinator
Downey
Appl.
Morton
(off 6/15)

Hocking
Broadway
AnchorOpen(to House
12)
L

Stud's

h or It
Desti
Handsny

ABC

Cactus
Jim
L

Kukla,
P&G
Fran &L
Ollie

Mohawk oMs.
GM
Olds
Vlohawk fSh.
Perry
Room 1>
News
Chesterfield Washington
Camel
News
Caravan L
Report

Ford M.
Ford
Theatre
(alt.)
Gen. Mills
Live a
Like
Millionaire

Place

MONDAY - FRIDAY
Corn■■£&
Prod.,
§*— D"MONT
Refg. Co.,
Labs. P&G,
Hansen's
.Qkr.
Oats,
Reynolds,
Standard
Brands
The Garry
Moore
Show
P&G
First 100
Years

CBS

Kellogg

TBA

E

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

ABC

Miles Labs.
Quiz LKids
Gulf Oil
We.
The
People
L

Anthracite
Better
Int.
Home
Show
Hollywood
Theatre
Time
Gen.
Mills
Erwin
Show
Stu
Kelvinator
Whiteman
TV Co.Teen
Club
Nash-

StoryBig
The
Amer.
Cig.

TBA
Drug
Gillette

Derby
Bolter

Store TV Sports Film
Chesebrough
lcade Greatest
Ca
of vaStars
Nalure
Fights of
Things
Hocking
Broadway
.'
Prod
Anchor-

/ up
SATURDAY
CBS
DuMONT
A dventures
of Lucky
(off 6/23)
Kid Gloves

NBC

6:30
6:15
Mr.Kellogg
Wizard
L
Borge
Soap
Victor
L

Tintair
Bymart
Levenson
Sam
Show

7:15

Beat
Sylvania
The
Clock
Anheuser
Murray
Busch
Ken

Manhattan
Family L
Co-op
One Man's

7:30
7:45

Film
Western

8:15

Show

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

8:45
9:00

Mid- West
Hayride

Co-op
Wresting

Lehn&
Fink
Doodles
Weaver
L
Amer. Tob.
Your Hit
Parade
L
Max Factor
S. Graham
F

Open(to LHouse
12)
NBC

8:00

8:30
Co-op

Bulpva
F.(offSinatra
6/9)
Safety
F.Pepsi-Cola
Emerson
OL. D/ 1 D )
American
Sing
1 heRazor
Show
(St.
GoesIt0/ Onto^
Sing
CarterIt
Again
Sterling
j4 (fa in
Sing It
(off 6/9)
Again

6:45
7:00

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15PM

NBC

Programs in italics, sustaining; Time,
EDT. L, live; F, film; K. kinescopic
recording; E, Eastern network; M, Midwestern; NI, noninterconnected stations.
ABC
7-7:05 PM, M, Tu., Schenley, Andy
& Delia Russell;
Champagne
Party.F, Schenley, Cook's

Co.-P.-Peet
Miss LSusan
Vacation
Wonderland
F

NBC Takes
YouBaces
to the
L
Races
L
TBA
Carling's

Films

(MWF)
rtars,
C-P-P,
Velch,
Klg.*
Int. Shoe,
lowdy Ddy
L
Wander*

NBC
5:15-5:30 PM, T, Th., Panhandle Pete, s.
5:30-6 PM M-F, Firms listed sponsor
Howdy Doody in 15 min. segments.

Co-op
News
Lever
Iwkns. Falls
(MWF) L
Quaker
Oats
Gab. Hayes

CBS Bride & Groom;
3:15-3:30 PM, T, Th.,
Th., Hudson Paper Co.
3:30-4 PM, T, Th., Meet the People, s.
3:30-4 PM, W, Meet Your Cover Girl, s.
8:30-9Beer,
PM, starts
Th., June
Amos28. 'n' Andy, Blatz

It's Up
To You

sTING
is and Ttltvitia*
ISTING
Mutual of
)maha. Bob
jOnsidine L

June 4, 1951

Copyright 1951

But observe now the diadem perched on the cranium

Old-Timer Matt Burns knew each hold in the book.
Did that make him champion? Nah, just a schnook!

Of Matt — newly christened The Super Geranium.

To

THE

Pin

Down

Sales

SHOW
MUST
GO
in Dayton*

ON

WHIO-TV
* Want to win the decision in a market where
there's more than one TV aerial for every
two chimneys (allowance — one chimney per
family)? Want to dominate 205,000 receivers?
It's a great market — mostly bustling industry
and partly thriving farms. And it's a market
that stays tuned to WHIO-TV— its favoritemorning, afternoon and night.* Ask National
Representative George P. Hollingbery for
market figures, ratings and availabilities!

And you can't be disposed to oppose the schmoe's clothesThey're the sharp selling gimmick that's built up his gross!

CHANNEL

13

MORAL: If you're wrestling with a sales
problem, lick it with a proven
sales approach — Dayton's first
and favorite WHIO-TV.

o-tv

DAYTON,
Page 68
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* Pulse April figures show
that 8 out of top 10
televised shows were
aired via WHIO-TV.

OHIO
Telecasting
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March
telestatus
1
A NEW high of 5,093 firms using
TV advertising was reported for
the month of March in the latest
Rorabaugh Report on Television
Advertising. This marked an increase of 353 advertisers over the
February total of 4,740.
t Networks reported 173 firms
sponsoring 233 programs, a gain
iof eight advertisers and 18 programs over February. National
and regional spot schedules totaled
1,103, placed by 987 firms. Local
retail spot schedules totaled 3,933,
Rorabaugh reports.
Foods and food chain stores
again headed the "Number of Advertisers By Product Groups" (see
:able). A total of 44 network and
233 spot food advertisers were
scheduled in March. The latter
igure represented a drop from
February's 331 spot accounts in
he food category.
i Top ten cities by number of spot
idvertisers were shown as follows:
Total Spot
City
Advertisers
New York
233
i 2.1. Chicago
223
3. Los Angeles
220
4. Philadelphia
176
143
5. Cleveland
138
6. Boston
i 7. Detroit
136
134
Francisco
132
9.8. San
Baltimore
109
0. Minneapolis-St. Paul
NBC continued to lead in the
otal number of network schedules
vith 88 out of 233. CBS was sec>nd with 71, while ABC totaled 52
md DuMont, 22.

Advertising

Reported

By Rorabaugh
(Report 166)

NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
16
Network
Total50
58
27
12725
1. Agricultural & Pet Foods
49
142
23
2. Automotive (cars, tires, accessories)
3. Beer & Wine
7
134
41
50
11
69
4. Beverages (non-alcoholic)
3610
Clothing & Accessories ...
6.5. Confections
9
40
39
24
8
39
47
7. Dairy & Margarine Products
19
9
8. Drugs
9. Financial
2
12
44
10. Foods & Food Chain Stores
,
23366 *
5
11. Gasoline & Oils
Spot
21
75
10
96
12. Household (appliances, furnishings & supplies)
277
9
17
13. Jewelry & Accessories, Cameras, etc
17
83
14. Laundry Soaps, Cleaners, Polishers
16
56
12
15. Miscellaneous
61
73
16. Publications
2
8
26
17. Public Utilities
6
266
13
18. Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs & Accessories
23
33
19. Tobacco, Cigarettes & Accessories
57
83
20. Toilet Requisites
18
18
21. Transportation
29
e
107
TV
*stations
NOTE: and
From theApril
"Rorabaugh
Report,"
based
on
information
supplied
by
99
of
th
various networks.
CBS
Top four accounts on each net1.
No. 55
of
work by number of stations used
Program
Stations
were shown as follows:
Sponsor
NBC
vinator
Morton Downey
Philip
Nash-Kel3.
of
2.
No.
Sponsor
Horace Heidt
Morris
Program Stations
This Is Show
Richard Rodgers
American
Tobacco
Business
62
53
Salute
53
Texas Co.
Texaco Star
4. Procter &
Theatre
51
Gamble
Garry Moore
61
Kate Smith
DuMONT
Inc.
61
De Soto
You Bet Your Life 61 2.1. Admiral
Corp.
24
Golden Gloves
ABC
Drug
Store
3. ucts
Cavalcade of
1. Ralston
Bands
21
Purina C Your Pet Parade 62
TV ProdW. H.
18
Two Girls Named
2. B.bitt
T. Babhnson
21
60
Smith
58
Captain Video
Faith Baldwin
3. Maiden
DrugProducts
Store Cavalcade of Stars
Theatre
TV
Form
(Continued on page 7k)
55
4. Hudson
Billy Rose Show

=

THE

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . , .
920,500

NOW

there

are

City

Weekly Television Summary — june a, 1951, telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
Outlets 4.On Air
Sets in Area
Sets Area
KOB-TV
7,400 Louisville
ilbuquerque
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
89,500
pty
tmes
WMCT
86,221
WOI-TV
56,161
Memphis
115,000
itlanta
WTVJ
70,000
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
Miami
altimore
Milwaukee
297,368
WTMJ-TV
238,524
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
inghamton
WNBF-TV
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
256,400
38,150
46,200
Nashville
rmingham
WSM-TV
29,062
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
16,400
oomington
New Haven
WNHC-TV
153,800
oston
731,638
New
Orleans
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WDSU-TV
62,150
uffalo
New York
WBEN-TV
201,972
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte
WBTV
WOR-TV,
WPIX
2,250,000
77,627
Newark
WATV
920,470
.'hicago
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
Cincinnati
Norfolk City WTAR-TV
67,309
275,000
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
470,487
Oklahoma
WKY-TV
87,636
'Cleveland
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
olumbus
Omaha
176,541
KMTV, WOW-TV
78 810
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
'alias.
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
834 000
117,068
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
37,900
Pittsburgh
WDTV
260 000
56,384
WOC-TV
•avenport
Providence
W JAR-TV
145,000
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 190,000
Richmond
WTVR
73,992
•ayton WHIO-TV, WLWD
464,135
WHAM-TV
81,417
Rochester
■etroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
55,890 Rock Island
rie
WICU
WHBF-TV
56,384
t. WorthInclude
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
Quad
Cities
117,068
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Dallas
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
45,100
• rand Rapids
San
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
San Antonio
Diego
115,600
Kalamazoo
45,739
WLAV-TV
KFMB-TV
97,500
179,100
WFMY-TV
San Francisco
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
66,972 Schenectady
jreensboro
76,684
louston
KPRC-TV
Albany-Troy WRGB
155,100
iuntington41,300
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
KING-TV
83,300
148,000 Seattle
ndianapolis
WFBM-TV
289,000
32 000 St. Louis
acksonville
KSD-TV WSYR-TV
WMBR-TV
120,671
WHEN,
ohnstown
Syracuse
125,000
WJAC-TV
87,275 Toledo
WSPD-TV
alamazoo
Tu Isa
74,140
KOTV
WKTV
133,122
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
Utica-Rome
42,000
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Washington
261,300
ansas
City
WDAF-TV
118,523
n coster WGAL-TV
Wilmington
WDEL-TV
97,105
65,804
ansing WJIM-TV
49,000
cs Angeles
KECA-TV. KFI-TV. KLAC-TV, KNBH
877,421
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Estimated sets in Use 12,263,000
Stations on Air 107
otal Markets on Air 63
represent estimated
sets with television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
represent
irtially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
areestimated
based onsetsdata om dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
ain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
md manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may
ecessarify approximate.
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relecasting
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CBS

Color Stands

(Continued from page 62)
removes the last roadblock to the public's enjoyment of color television in
the home.
CBS will shortly expand itsin presNew
ent color broadcast schedule
York, and within a few months expects to be producing a substantial
schedule of color programs. Many of
these will be sent over existing circuits to stations in other cities of the
Columbia television network.
The enthusiasm which both the
national adverandhave important
public tisers
shown for color television
gives great encouragement that this
exciting new medium will grow rapidly.
The Supreme Court's edict
touched off questions as to the attitudes and plans of the set manufacturers as well as speculation on
how government defense authorities would regard the materials allocations required.
A Broadcasting • Telecasting
survey of manufacturers found
many firms with plans already
underway to market color sets as
well as adapters and converters.
It was estimated that cost of
adapters will range between $30
and $50; converters up to $100.

The

Public

However, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., citing "drawbacks" to the implementation of
the CBS color system, ventured
that adapters would run from $50
to
$100; plus $150 to $200 for converter.
Other firms, including General
Electric and DuMont, stated they
had no plans for manufacturing
color sets. Several indicated they
would let public demand be their
guiding factor.
Announcement of Plans
Following are the repoi-ts:
Air-King Products Co., subsidiary of Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp., which CBS is in the
process of acquiring [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 28, April
16], met the color decision with an
announcement that it has completed
the design of a color-monochrome
combination set to be marketed this
summer and has scheduled a demonstration for today (Monday).
In addition to the combination,
which Air-King said will receive
standard black-and-white transmissions as well as CBS color, the
company plans to build color converters and also receivers that are
adapted internally to receive color

or monchrome transmissions in
monochrome.
Air-King President D. H. Cogan,
who is slated for a seat on the
CBS board of directors when the
company's sale to Columbia is completed, reported:
With the uncertainties about color
resolved by the Supreme Court, we
will immediately prepare for production of this [combination color-monochrome] model and we expect the first
sets will become available to the public during the summer. We intend to
demonstrate a prototype of this combination .. . receiver at the furniture
show in Chicago in June.
We also expect to make color companion pieces for those who already
own black-and-white receivers. In
addition, we will make available to
the public internally adapted receivers which will produce black-andwhite pictures from either color
transmissions or standard black-andwhite transmissions.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president,
Allen B. DuMont Labs, said:
This decision does not alter the
general situation on color insofar as
we are concerned. We still feel the
CBS mechanical color system is not
suitable for the public. When acceptable color is ready, it will be an allelectronic system, which is still years

away, despite all the progress made
in that direction. We have no present plans for the manufacture of
CBS type color receivers.
General Electric's actions will be
guided by public demand, W. R. G.
Baker, vice president and general
manager of the GE Electronics
Dept., said in a statement which
cited construction, material, and
credit restrictions as factors which
make it difficult to predict the
public's reaction.
He offered assurance that "if
the CBS color system does gain
general acceptance we guarantee
that there will be made available
at competitive prices for use in
conjunction with any television receiver General Electric manufactured after July 1, 1949, a means
for receiving color programs originating in your local station. That
is a responsibility which we gladly
recognize and which we will make
every effort to fulfill within the
limitations placed on industry by
the national emergency."
Doubts Production
Dr. Baker felt that color sets
"cannot be reasonably expected in
production in the near future, due
to needed development time, ma-

— Final
'Court' . . . . Press
Reaction
likely that the cumbersome wheel :
recently
demonstrated
a
greatly
we
will
express
similar
doubts
SAMPLE newspaper editorial comon
the
CBS sets will be a perma-^
about
the
set
makers
who
say
they
ments on the Supreme Court color
improved set, and by some ob- nent feature
of color television.
will not manufacture color sets or
servers to compare favorably with
decision:
But
the
layman
has sufficient con- >the supplemental gadgets to make
the CBS pictures. The manufacWashington Post — ". . . We do not
fidence in the engineering and scituring industry is understandably
present balck-and-white sets resee how the court could have come
entific talent of the nation to bereluctant to go ahead with CBS
ceive images in color. If people
to any other conclusion. The Comwant those kind of sets someone
color
in
view
of
the
imminent
proslieve that a can
convenient
work-!'!
mission was established by Con- will make them. . . . We think it
able system
be devised,andwhether
pect of perfection of a compatible
gress for the very purpose, among
by
CBS
or
RCA
or
the
combined
color
system.
It
wants
to
be
sure
is highly probable that if the small
others of prescribing such standthat its investment will not be abilities of both. Whatever deciards; its order was issued after fry want to see Hopalong Cassidy
sions may be rendered by adminwearing
a
blue
shirt,
the
FCC
and
the window by a 'secistrative agencies or courts, thd
appropriate hearings and due de- the Supreme Court stand in the thrownond, out
inconsistent
set
of
color
teleliberation; and even though future
kind of color television system
vision
standards'
in
the
near
fudevelopments may prove it to have
way at their own peril."
ture. Besides, the industry can ill bound to triumph eventually is the]
been mistaken, it had the support
one that best meets the needs oil
afford to divert strategic materials
of substantial evidence. The court
Washington Evening Star — "Su- into such an uncertain field in this
preme Court Justice Frankfurter
could not properly override an adperiod of defense expansion.
the public."
ministrative decision in such cir- is right in his opinion that he is
"Under the circumstances, the New York Times — ". . . Television'
cumstances.
siornr
'not alone in entertaining doubts'
stations, of course, will not turrT
FCC, although it has won its case,
about the wisdom of the FCC's would better serve the public in- overnight to color. Because of th<
"The effect of the court decision
is to remove the last barrier to decision in favor of the CBS methterest if it deferred formal adop- technical changes that must bo.
od of color television. The lower
made in millions of installed setq
commercial color programming.
tion of color standards, pending
court
and
the
FCC
itself
lacked
. . . The choice between color and
reconsideration of the whole sub- and because priorities have latelv
black-and-white broadcasts will . . . unanimity in this highly controject— including a review of the been established to govern the alio,
versial case. The doubt and conlatest
progress of competing sys- cation of materials, the introduc
be up to the public — the approfusion which have beset the teletion of television in color will b<
priate final arbiter in our judgvision industry and the general
ment. ... If RCA comes along
slow.
Though sets to receive ii
public are not apt to be cleared
black-and-white will still be made|j
soon enough with a superior 'com- away by the careful language of New York Herald Tribune — "The
Supreme Court decision . . . may they will probably incorporate ap
patible' method of transmitting
eight Supreme Court justices
color, it will have its chance to the
not
settle the controversy for good, paratus that will adapt them t<
tems."
who upheld the findings of the
but it at least permits a start to color.
the public's favor. The FCC
win
lower
court
and
the
FCC
majority.
could not wait for its long unfilled
"There was confusion in the pub
For even the majority ruling of be made on the expansion of color lie mind before the FCC decided i
TV.
...
It
is
possible
that
the
."
the high tribunal tends to raise
promise . .
favor of the Columbia system lasdoubts as to the soundness of the pressures of defense production
autumn. There is still confusio
Wall Street Journal—" . . . With
FCC position. . . .
may the
bringmaterial
about'. that
. . a slow-down,
as
goes into . . . There will be more researcl
due respect to both the FCC and
"Justice Frankfurter, like many
the Supreme Court we are here to
television sets and equipment be- The public will sit on the improve^
comes scarcer and scarcer. At best, ments that will emerge, and ap
say that they are deciding things in other persons, could not understand
the Commission's refusal to wait
as its own court, if given a chanc
which they cannot possibly have
it probably will be a slow process
any longer for color TV research
the last word. The people who pay
to get enough sets into the hands
to
pass judgment. As for the Com
for and watch television will finally and development. . . . That the of the public to make color TV a mission, it was created to act i
CBS
converter-and-disc
system
flourishing enterprise: owners of the public interest. This being sc
decide just as they decided what
provided better quality color pic- present black-and-white sets will it can hardly refuse to reconsidei
kind of an automobile they wanted
tures than the RCA system at the continue to get years of use from
amend, even reverse decisions i
to drive. And while we are exthem.
time of the FCC studies is genpressing our grave doubts about
they are no longer tenable in th
erally conceded. However, RCA
the FCC and the Supreme Court,
"To the layman, it seems un- light of technological progress."
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Sightmaster Suit
DESPITE a decision favorable to CBS color by the U.S.
Supreme Court, Sightmaster
Corp., New Rochelle, N. Y.,
which last fall filed in New
York State Supreme Court a
$750,000 suit against CBS
:
alleging injury to its business, will go ahead with the
suit, Michael Kaplan, president, announced last week.
.. i
nnti
flat] ; terial control, and the limited fa: cilities available to us after meeting the requirements of our defense
mm contracts and commitments. Transaeaa
; mitters, and, particularly, studio
iy equipment cannot be realistically
?!adJj anticipated on a production basis at
i sab this time."
.: :1k i He thought it "possible" if not
try l» . even probable," that a fully compatible system may win FCC approval before color programs are
being aired in substantial numbers.
''Both FCC and the Supreme Court
iWhave stated their preference for
such a compatible system," he
noted.
"The FCC has kept the
door open for its consideration
■and possible adoption. Substantial
progress has been made toward its
^achievement in the 12 months since
fll the FCC color hearings closed."
If a compatible system is ultimately adopted, Dr. Baker continued, "then the CBS system will
~s.it ihave been in fact an interim sysitemtem approved by the FCC in order
md sei- ' to insure color during this transi» betion period to those who desire to
work- make the necessary investment in
tcether?
27. this type of receiver."
Philco Corp. was reported to have
itail developed an adapter at reasonable
cost. It was indicated public de-r mand would determine production
i;thei!plans.

Abrams' Announcement
Benjamin Abrams, president,
Radio & Phonograph,
rT-IOrU Emerson
said:
•: rmp There will be no color receivers in
oftbi
tit bf American homes for at least two
:et!iyears. Along with all its other draw•:ei: backs, tooling up for any mass production would make it two years at
r.e ai
[trodoc jleast before the sets reach the cusWill li'l
*!rillblpmer.
The few sets that may be seen this
& coming
fall will be for demonstration
•ate ap purposes. To adapt present sets to
ten receive color would cost the present
owner $50 to $100 for an adapter,
plus the $150 to $200 for a converter.
He believes a compatible system
without added equipment will be
I submitted to the FCC "in due time."
: r Manufacturers
will continue to
ight for a compatible system, he
a.ibelieves.
Development
of a new, comB'pletely internal converter for CBS
1 system was reported by Tele King
: "orp., which said it requires no
moving parts and can be employed
in any TV set now in use, regardless of size. Its price was not
Telecasting

given, but was described as "inexLouis I. Pokrass, Tele King board
pensive." reported:
chairman,
Tele King Corp. has developed a
new method of receiving color television programs which are broadcast
on the CBS field sequential system.
This new Tele King engineering deknown asof "Fadrak,"
does
not require velopment,
the use
large rotating
color wheels, drums, or high-powered
motors.
This system permits the use of
present television sets with no unsightly additions on the face of the
set, regardless of the size of the picture tube. This system is inexpensive
and requires no moving parts.
Tele King Corp. expects to have
their new "Fadrak" system of color
television reception for marketing
long before color television programs
are being broadcast in any appreciable number."
Mr. Pokrass said Tele King's
"Fadrak" system is "reduced to
the essence of simplicity," and in
production can be marketed for
less than $50. Full production
will get under way, he said, when
color programs are being aired in
"appreciable" numbers.
Explains System
He explained the "Fadrak" as
follows:
Basically, a plastic panel less than
three-eighths of an inch thick, the
same size as the picture tube of the
set, is inserted between the picture
tube and the glass facing and wired
directly into the body of the television set. The system works for any
make set and any size picture tube
with equal ease. There are no moving
parts and no frightening contraptions
in your living room or den."
S. W. Gross, Tele-Tone Radio
Corp. president, announced Tuesday
that his firm would proceed immediately with plans for production of
converters to enable current blackand-white sets to receive CBS color.
Asserting his company was the
first to develop receivers for the
CBS color field sequential system
(in June 1949), Mr. Gross said
nevertheless that "in view of current material shortages, engineers
at our Bayway, N. J., plant cannot
estimate how soon converters able
to receive CBS color telecasts will
be
He ready
added:for sales by our dealers."
But because of our extensive experience in the field and our development of the receivers used by Columbia broadcasting in its color-TV public demonstrations, we believe that
we will be able to turn out converters
in quantity within a reasonable time,
say 60 to 90 days.
As of today, we are setting up to
mass produce our adapter-converter
combination — the selfsame high fidelity one which CBS has used in its
coast-to-coast demonstrations to highly favorable public reaction.
We have received scores of inquiries, both from distributors and
retailers, indicating that the public
is anxious to get color television, despite the fact that CBS' current plans
call for only 20 hours of color telecasts weekly.
All of the quarter of a million receivers produced by Tele-Tone have
been built so as to be instantly
adaptable to color TV reception. Our
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dealers have been and are receiving
detailed instruction labels telling how
simple it is to convert present TeleTone Receivers to receive color programs.
Freed Radio Corp., New York,
said it will make no Freed-Eisemann color TV sets until consumer
demand indicates public acceptance of the CBS system.
"Until the public has had an
opportunity to witness CBS color
— and alternative systems — in actual operation, until adapters and
converters are developed and prices
set on them, until program schedules are announced and commercial sponsors can weigh the effect
of color on audience figures, the
question of color television is still
an
one," President Arthur
Freedopen
asserted.
He said FCC's ruling "can not,
in itself, make color television a
reality because a successful color
transmission service must depend
on the huge electronics industry
that will manufacture the receiving and transmitting equipment,
on television broadcasters, and,
finally, on the dollars-and-cents
minded consumer who currently is
not even purchasing black-andwhite
Dr. receivers."
Adolph H. Rosenthal, Freed
vice president and director of research, expressed the view that the
system ultimately accepted will be
the one which offers best quality
at least cost and which will result
in least obsolescence and disruption of existing services. On this
basis he considered the RCA system as still a strong contender.
Freed radio, he said, will follow
consumer reaction closely.
Offers Kit
The Celomat Corp., New York,
said it was starting production of
a Color Converter kit for the CBS
system and will have color wheels
available in about 60 days. Myron
J. Greenwald, vice president, said
the company's "Vue Scope" converter kit, containing parts and instructions for home assembly, will
retail at less than $30. A deluxe
converter to produce a 12% -inch
picture also will be produced by
Celomat within the next several
weeks, Mr. Greenwald added.
Both converters will be for use
with sets which have been adapted
to the CBS system.
The "Vue Scope" converter was
developed by Celomat in consultation with CBS and Monsanto Chemical Co. engineers, officials reJohn Meek, president of John
ported.
Meek Industries, Plymouth, Ind.
and Scott Radio Labs., Chicago,
said the decision "ends one of the
uncertainties that has beset the
television industry. We welcome
this decision as the solution to one
cause of confusion that has hurt
this dynamic industry. It clears
the way for progress by making it
clear what the color course will be.
We will welcome also elimination
of other barriers to TV's progress,
such as credit controls and the
(Continued on page 72)

Zeke's the tops in Alabama. Star of
V7AFM-TV's "Man from Music
Mountain," Zeke Clements has
climbed to first place among single's
eke
personalityZshows...
with an average Telepulse rating of 11.3! "

Your product's in good hands when
you
buy for
Zeke himself
Clements.
made
a name
as aHe's
topflight
hillbilly in movies, recordings, song
r
ouOle
writing and y
"Grand
Opry."
And now he's way out front in TV.

man
"Man from Music Mountain" is one
of Birmingham's top ten locally
produced TV quarter-hours. In fact,
all of the top ten daytime quarterhours are on WAFM-TV.* That's
why you should be on WAFM-TV.

in
In Birmingham, and out of Birmingham, too, jukebox fans keep
asking for Zeke's latest hillbilly
composition,
He
has the TV"Why
talent Should
to makeI Cry."
them
keep asking for your product, too.

Alabama
Alabama is the place to go for
new sales. Because all Alabama is
booming with new industry and newprosperity. To get your share of
the
wealth,Call
get Radio
WAFM-TV's
Clements.
Sales orZeke
...
'Telepulse of Birmingham, April 1951: Man. -Fri.

V
FM-T
WA
"TELEVISION
ALABAMA"
CBS en Birmingham • Channel 13
Represented by Radio Sabs
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CBS Color Stands
(Continued from page 71)
freeze on new stations."
Mr. Meek reported that all Scott
and Meek TV receivers produced
since January have contained
adapter circuits for connection to
color adapters, adding that auxiliary color units will be in production "as soon as possible". He said
the
SCOTUS
"will
eliminate
the decision
indecision
in help
the
minds of the public that has seriously hindered TV sales over the
past several months."
Ernest Kolonsky, secretarytreasurer of Muntz TV Inc., Chicago said "we were the first one to
get into the TV color field. We had
color sets in use at color demonstrations in New York Nov. 20.
All engineering is completed for
producing color converters if the
public shows that it wants colortelevision. We had made color TV
adapters, but only for experimental purposes".
William Halligan Sr., president,
Hallicrafters Co., declared "We are
still convinced the American public will be completely satisfied only
with a compatible, all-electronic
color system that will not require
spinning discs, drums or other mechanical devices."
Most government authorities
foresaw little prospect of additional allocations in the wake of the
Supreme Court ruling upholding
the CBS color TV system.
But one NPA official, who asked

26.5%
SALES

INCREASE

. . . that's the result of the
WLW-Advertised Brands
Week, March 9 through
March 19.
Thousands of druggists in
WLW's merchandise -able
area of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia tied
in with this gigantic promotion.
A check on sales of the 47
drug products advertised on
WLW and WLW - Television
showed an increase of
26.5%.
. . . this is just another "Merchandising Service" of
WLW
The Nation's Most Merchandise-able Station
and
WlW-Television
♦
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that his name be withheld, alluded
to comments made by Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson during the
NARTB convention in Chicago last
April, and suggested that would
cover any questions stemming from
the Court ruling. Generally, it
was felt that the materials problem
would rest at the manufacturers'
level inasmuch as the government
thus far has refrained from specifying what uses industry shall
make of materials allocated to
them. Additionally there is just
so much raw material for civilian
use, including provision for maintenance, repair and operation of
present equipment.
The consensus apparently is that
the TV industry will have to take
its place along with other industrial segments of the economy,
not only on materials needed for
color TV equipment but generally
for expansion of the entire industry. It was indicated that if
manufacturers plan to go along
with color TV production, they
must await regular procurement
allotments for materials required
for component parts.
Wilson's Views
Mr. Wilson had stated, in reply
to a question from the floor, that
he did not believe defense authorities could give priority to such
requirements. About the best that
could be hoped for, he added, is
that current TV set output could be
maintained at present levels. Mr.
Wilson left the door open, however,
for removal of controls by 1953.
Authorities were also quick to
point out two primary factors:
( 1 ) color TV probably could not be
considered of such priority in the
current defense effort as to warrant
additional raw materials for production, and (2) cutbacks in cobalt,
aluminum, copper, steel and other
metals will remain stringent. There
is no immediate likelihood of such
a relaxation or of top priority, it
was generally agreed.
Quantities of these and other
materials would be required for
color TV transmitters and such
component parts as resistors and
condensers. Motor mechanisms for
converters and adapters and retooling and redesigning present
sets, as well as parts for new receivers, would all take scarce materials already in short supply, it
was pointed out.
Edmund T. Morris Jr., chairman of the Electronics Production Board and new chief of National Production Authority's
Electronics Products Div., told
Bboadcasting • Telecasting that
availability of materials for color
TV hinges on requirements submitted by industry under the government's Controlled Materials
Plan. In other instances, request
for supplies of steel, aluminum
and copper would not be necessary.
Mr. Morris said he felt such devices as converters and adapters
would fall under NPA's B Products list for which no authorization would be required. Home type
AM-FM-TV receivers are lumped
in this category as consumer dur-

'Vive# Via RCA
STEPHANE MALLEIN of
France's Radiodif fusion
Francaise on Tuesday wired
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
respecting the Supreme
Court's color TV ruling:
"Vives felicitationes pour
brillante vie to ire." The
medium was an RCA Communications Inc. radiogram.
able goods on which no restrictions
are placed.
Other colorcasting equipment —
transmitters, amplifiers, etc. —
would require written request for
materials allocations under a listing which covers all commercial
studio equipment now designated
as "essential" [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 7]. Mr. Morris pointed out there is no distinction drawn between black-andwhite or color equipment. The
Electronics Products Div. serves as
claimant agency for such equipment.

Los Angeles, predicted a time of
eight months for procurement.
RCA held at the time that complete redesigning of equipment,
plus scarcity of components, would
lead to unnecessary use of critical
materials, thus causing an inflationary effect.
Need for redesigning also was
stressed by Packard Bell Co., Los
Angeles. The firm also noted the
difficulty of finding test equipment
and the shortage of component

TELEMETER
CORP.
parts.
Reorganization Announced
WITH Paramount Pictures Corp. ,
having acquired a financial interest
in the new firm, Telemeter Corp.
of America, Los Angeles, has been
reorganized as a Delaware corporation under the name of International Telemeter Corp. David Loew
continues as president.
Paul Raibourn, vice president ofiie
Paramount Pictures Corp., has beer.: t
elected board chairman of Tele
meter with Carl Leserman as ex- incentive vice president. Eugene J.r
Zukor is secretary-treasurer.
Messrs. Loew and Leserman have
been working on the Telemeter system since 1948. Basically, it is a1
coin operated home box office, attachable to any television set, it
was explained. Telemeter is similai
in principle to Phonovision and
other such paid systems, but contact is made direct to the TV sta- ha
tion via a coin-in-slot-system tc
unscramble the picture for viewing
'■.mi-I

Walter W. Watts, new deputy
administrator for the Defense Production Administration, on leave
from RCA, said that he felt the
Supreme Court decision was academic insofar as the impact on the
use of materials and felt there is
little likelihood of additional metals being provided other than those
set forth under CMP.
Mr. Watts felt the question of
materials in the case of converters
and adapters is a minor problem
which would resolve itself under
CMP. Manufacturers also could
divert materials used for refrigerators and other goods to motors
needed for those devices, he noted.
The motor-disc mechanism used
PROGRAM
MEET
in converters and adapters consumes small portions of copper for
Coy, Johnson to Speal
wiring, alloy steel and iron. As for FCC Chairman Wayne Coy ami
materials used in primary colorSen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.)jj
casting equipment, Mr. Watts ob- chairman of the Senate Interstate
served that steel, copper and alu- & Foreign Commerce Committee*
minum are still in short supply
will address a program meeting sixand will be for some time.
of the nation's 107 TV stations*;
Individual manufacturers, many
of whom now propose to turn out to be held June 22 at the Statle;|~
Hotel,
Washington
converters and adapters for present
• Telecasting,
May[Broadcastings
21].
sets, were almost unanimous last
fall in their belief that shortages
TV programming will be scanned
of raw materials for component
at aclosed.
workshopChairman
session, which
wirjffll
Coy willp
parts would serve to delay color be
TV. Their reactions today apparspeakwillat address
11 a.m. theChairman
Johnf''f
ently are just as lacking in opti- son
luncheon.
mism in the wake of further cutA special NARTB TV Prograrl
backs in raw materials.
Standards Committee was apt
Materials Problem
pointed at the Chicago conventio ;
The Supreme Court also took by Eugene S. Thomas, WOR Nevf
York, NARTB-TV board chairmar
notice of the materials shortage.
It is headed by Robert D. Swezeji .
Justice Frankfurter, in his opinion,
WDSU-TV New Orleans. The com A
questioned whether government
mittee is charged with the respond
sanction might not "in fact serve
sibility of analyzing the contere fj
as an added drain on raw materials for which the national se- and format of TV programming in
NARTB is analyzing weekly pre tg
curity has more
needs?"
Delivery
dates exigent
for procurement
have been quoted from three to gram logs covering the May 6-1 m
six months for desired components
Committee members, beside
before receivers can be put into
period.
Chairman
Swezey, include Clair I
production. Magnavox Co., Fort
Wayne, Ind., among others, said McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaste
a request for incorporation of Pa.; Frank M. Russell, NBC
bracket standards would involve
George B. Storer, Fort Industr
"the complete redesign of present Co., and Chris J. Witting, DuMoi
receivers." Hoffman Radio Corp., TV Network.
Telecasting
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Interconnection
(Continued from page 61)
network in January 1949. Several
later additions brought to 25 the
number of cities interconnected by
the end of that year.
Continued expansion in all directions provided 17,344 channel miles
for the industry's use at the close
of 1950 and made network programs available to 42 cities. In the
spring of 1951 Binghamton, N. Y.,
was connected to the network and
in Ohio additional channels from
Toledo
to Dayton, Columbus to Dayr
ton, and Cincinnati to Dayton were
placed in service.
Indicating that network growth
will continue, the Bell System has
recently filed applications with
FCC for authority to extend its
"■::> . radio relay routes from Washington, south to Atlanta, and to expand existing upper Xew York
iLaa 4 state facilities.
In both instances, the growing
demand for telephone message
■ service provides the primary reason
--Jifor new construction. The Bell
Hi System makes its channels avails' able for network television subject
to the priority given the nation's
J. telephone communications needs.
Southbound Channel

PRICE SAFETY
Firms Reassure Dealers

June 4-6: NARTB Board of Directors
Meeting, NARTB
Washington,
D. C. Headquarters.
June 4-7: RTMA Annual Meeting,
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
June 4-8: American Federation of Musicians Meeting, Hotel Commodore,
New York.
June 5: RTMA on Regulation W. Senate Banking & Currency Committee.
10:30 a.m. 301 Senate Office Bldg..
Washington.
June tel
5: Statler,
NARTBWashington,
Inaugural D.
Dinner,
C. HoJune 5-July 6: International Radio
Consultative Committee Sixth Plenary Assembly, Geneva, Switzerland.
June
7: RTMA Banquet, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago.
June 7-8: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
Spring Louisville.
(Midyear) Meeting, The Seelbach,
June 8-9: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,
Annual Meeting, Mayflower Hotel.
Jacksonville.
June 8-10: Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations, Summer Meeting,
Hotel Broadmoor, Colorado Springs,
Col.

JH, The Washington - Atlanta route,
:n addition to providing hundreds
" of
telephone
circuits,
expected
to provide
one initially,
southboundis
■ 1 channel for TV from Charlotte,
X. C, directly to Atlanta. At
^' present network telecasts reach At:' lanta through a coaxial cable
i routed via Jacksonville, Fla.
The expanded New York state
facilities would make available a
six-channel system across the state
with
two
west-bound channels
. ncarrying network television programs to the major cities along the
Albany-Buffalo route. The other
four broadband channels, two in
:each direction, would provide, at
the start, about 550 long distance
telephone circuits between Albany
jand Syracuse and 400 between
rSyracuse and Buffalo. At present,
Buffalo and Rochester are connected to the TV network by a
dngle channel coming from Cleveland via Erie, Pa. A two-channel
-ystem has been carrying network
rograms along the Albany-Syrapuse route since December 1949.
Later this year, an additional
• *~ TV channel will be provided from
: Detroit
to Toledo by means of
oaxial cable.

Armstrong Theatre'
ARMSTRONG
CORK
CO. cele.rates its first anniversary of Arm.jlgttrong's Circle Theatre by (1) an. jouncing it will continue its TV
^sponsorship through the summer
ind (2) increasing its fee for teleision plays to be used on the program, Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m. on
'"BC-TV. Hereafter, $750 will be
aid for half-hour original scripts,
j nterested playwrights may phone
" Id Roberts, script editor, at BBDO,
few York, agency handling the
tccount.
Telecasting
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NO

IN

GREATER

CHICAGO

WHILE the industry was still
studying the Supreme Court fair
trade decision, three set manufacturers last week made announcements affecting prices.
Forebodings of "price cutting"
and "a return to free selling" followed the Supreme Court ruling
invalidating certain provisions of
state fair trade laws [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 28].
Of the three companies which
made price announcements last
week, only Magnavox mentioned
the Supreme Court decision specifically.
Magnavox's pricing,
announcement
tended to
stabilize
as did
one from DuMont. The third firm,
Emerson, increased prices.
Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
said that it "anticipates no dealer
price cuts" from the decision.
Stewart Roberts, director of

FACILITIES

tU*t«t

19 RCA image orthicon cameras

merchandising and assistant sales
director, noted, however, that
as a result of the decision, "Magnavox is asking its unsigned dealers in fair trade states to sign
A guarantee against price reducagreements."
tion and introduction of any new
models which would affect sales
has been extended to dealers by
Allen
DuMont Labs'
New period,
York
factoryB. distributor
for the
May 23-Sept. 10.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. announced increases ranging
from $30 to $60 on the list prices
of its television sets.
Benjamin Abrams, Emerson president, said that another price rise
may be made later.
The rises partially offset the $30
to $170 reductions made May 1 to
spur sluggish sales. Mr. Abrams
announced two weeks ago that the
cuts had been so successful that
some increases would be put into
effect
June 1May[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
21].

AVAILABLE

WGN-TV

2 16 mm projectors with 3,000 foot reels

2 complete remote trucks

3 rear screen projectors

4 film chains

2 complete kitchen sets

2 35 mm Simplex projectors

7 ultra modern, floating studios

Studio 1A, seating 400

people, is equipped with

rigging fly system, elevator, 40 foot loft and 45 x 45
foot stage. Indoor bandshell for large musicals.

IT'S NO

WONDER

t&e

Ufr

ADVERTISERS

ate

<Ht WGN-TV

CHANNEL9^chicago
Efje Chicago tribune tEdebtsion Station
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Coy Nomination
(Continued from page 27)
• Telecasting, Feb. 12], that has
been stalling NARBA's progress.
Sen. Johnson, citing the cost to
the license applicant in the hire of
attorneys and still other fees involved, pointed out that continual
delay in the FCC causes money
and investments to be tied-up. He
said he did not think any other
government commission had more
delay than the FCC in processing
matters before it.
The Senator said that if the
McFarland Bill (S 658)— to realign FCC procedures — were passed
in the House "some procedures
could be speeded up." He emphasized that the Senate had passed
the measure four times.
Chairman Coy said that an ideal
time-schedule as seen by the FCC
would be 60 days for processing an
applicant where no opposition is
encountered and from four to six
months wherein full hearings are
necessary.
Pace of the hearing was quickened as the Senators moved their
questioning to the broad and as
yet unexplored application of color
TV to the broadcast field.
Color Service
Chairman Coy said he saw color
as a new-type television service,
with beginnings as in black-andwhite, and expected that some color
broadcasting would be forthcoming
in the next 30 days with CBS being
the first to start "even a minimum
of programming" with "fringe programming at the
He said he
was outset."
certain that set
manufacturers would be making all
or one of the types of sets necessary for the public to get color in
"reasonable time."
To support this assertion, Chairman Coy cited CBS' entry into the
manufacturing business by its acquisition of Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp., maker of Air-King
radio-TV sets.
Chairman Coy also said that despite statements by manufacturers
that they would not make color sets
even after the courts cleared the
color question, he was sure that
some of these same firms will find
it "to their competitive advantage"
to manufacture the receivers. They

would
not permit
some
manufacturing
firm to
come "upstart
up and
manufacture color sets" in a field
where they have been the leader,
he said.
Answer to the current glut of
TV sets on the market, Chairman
Coy said, could possibly be (1) a
reduction in the prices of sets by
producing cheaper receivers and
(2) putting color in receivers to
stimulate public incentive to buy.
Another effect of color, Chairman Coy speculated, may be dissipation of the resistance of some
sports promoters to telecasts which,
they maintain, hurt the gate. As
in the early days of black-andwhite television, he said, the promoter may find good advantage in
colorcasting because of the profit
incentive — i.e., a greater profit
when sets are few but liability in
permitting telecasts when sets have
reached the saturation point in
markets.
Chairman Coy shrugged away
mention by Sen. Magnuson of the
some 12 million sets now in use by
stating that the use of color will
be gradual or transitional along
with a high turnover of sets. "Remember," Chairman Coy said, "we
had four wheel brakes in our automobiles for a long brought
time." up the
Sen. Johnson
question of whether the FCC decision and upholding of that decision
by the Supreme Court would foreclose future development in color.
He said that as he read Associate
Justice Frankfurter's "dubitante"
opinion,
seemed of
fearful
that
the art "he
or science
television
would not have the freedom of development because of the court's
decision." At this point, Chairman
Coy carefully reviewed the history
of color TV as it developed before
the Commission and the final outcome.
FCC exercised sound judgment
by taking the position that since it
was going to allocate all the space
in the spectrum with the allocation
of television channels both in the
UHF and VHF, it must make provision for color. While this
urgency for deciding the color question was relatively simple for the
FCC, it was more difficult in the
practical application.
Sen. Johnson said he was in
agreement with Chairman Coy that
the FCC decision and the court

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York
Los Angeles
San Francisco Chicago
Clair R. McCollough, Pres. A STEINMAN STATION
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opinion would hasten a compatible
system rather than delay such a
preferred development.
Takingcationsup
UHF-VHF
alloplan astheprojected
by FCC,
the following pointers were made :
(1) In a case where a station that
is a network radio affiliate is an applicant for a TV channel, that applicant will not get priority except that
normally the experience and knowhow in the broadcast art would be in
his favor.
(2) FCC favors local management
and ownership of stations and diversification of the ownership of communications media. There is a fivestation limit on ownership in television, but only custom in the radio
field whereby status quo has been
maintained in multiple ownership.
(3) Sen. Johnson brought up the
question of whether FCC has the legal
right to allocate a block of channels
on a fixed basis, rather than give
them out "to people who apply." He
said he thought it would save time
and speed up the removal of the
freeze if the Commission would let
"prospective operators come in and
say what Allocation
they want." Views
The committee chairman also
said he was sending a letter to the
Commission outlining his views on
the TV allocation problem along
with re-assertion that the proposed
allocating
"bad."
He said heforhadColorado
no doubtwasthat
the
situation would be "corrected" by
the
Commission
•
Telecasting,
May[Broadcasting
14].
BASEBALL
BACK
Returns To S. F. Stations
SAN FRANCISCO bay area baseball men have finally given up the
ghost of their argument that television is death on attendance.
Last week both the San Francisco Seals and the Oakland Oaks
clubs went back on the TV screens
in an attempt to bolster falling
gate receipts.
Both teams were on television for
two years — 1949 and 1950 — but
when attendance dropped off those
years they blamed the TV bogeyman and refused to permit telecasting this year.
The season so far has shown
almost 25% less attendance than
last year when the games were
telecast. That is a larger percentage drop than the teams suffered
in either 1949 or 1950.
So Saturday, May 26, the Seals
went back on KPIX (TV) San
Francisco and the Oaks announced
they would be back on KGO-TV
San Francisco June 9.
Oaks' President Brick Laws said
frankly he was making the move
in mid- season in an attempt to
bolster sagging attendance. He
said he had received so many letters from fans urging the games
be telecast that he was "at least
half convinced that TV will help."
The first game on KPIX with
the Seals May 26 was sponsored
by Regal Pale Beer, the same sponsor the Seals had on TV last season, and the company that picks up
the check for the baseball broad-

Telestatus
(Continued from page 69)
Shows

Holding Viewers

In Warm Weather — ARB
AMERICAN Research Bureau Inc.,
Washington, shows that despite
summer weather and daylight saving time, most of the leading video
programs
audiences. continue to attract large
The May report shows Texaco
Star Theatre, starring Milton
Berle, maintaining its hold on first
place by a wide margin. The May
1 edition of this program, ARB
estimated,
was seen by 24 million
viewers.
List of the top 10 shows for May
follows:
RANKING BY PROGRAM CITY RATING
1. Star Theatre
59.1
2. Fireside Theatre
45.1
3. Talent Scouts
44.0
4. Your Show of Shows
43.0
5. Groucho Marx
42.1
6. Comedy
41.6'
7.
Philco TV Hour*
Playhouse
41.5
8. Wayne
Blue Ribbon
Bouts**
41.51
9.
King
39.7
10. Kraft TV Theatre
38.7
RANKING BY HOMES REACHED
000)
Star Theatre (Add 7.32C
Your Show of Shows
5,200,
Groucho Marx
5,180 ,
Philco TV Playhouse
5,090
Comedy
Hour*
5,08C I
Fireside Theatre
4,83C
Blue Ribbon
Bouts**
4,76C
Private
Eye
4,61C
Godfrey and Friends
4,41 C
Talent Scouts
4,20t
* Phil
Silvers,
Lewis,
guests.with Dean Martin and Jerr,
** louis vs. Agramonte bout. May 2.
'Star Theatre' Tops
In 63-Marker Survey
TEXACO STAR THEATRE heads
top 10 TV shows according t<
Videodex National Report covering [11
63 markets for week of May 1-7 1
Report lists top ten as follows:
5.
Home
1. Texaco Star Theatre (61 cities)
36.
2. Talent Scouts (24 cities)
35.
3.9. Fireside Theatre (51 cities)
4. Godfrey and Friends (49 cities)
49.
35.
%T\
You Bet Your Life (59 cities)
32.,
34..
34.
6. Philco TV Playhouse (57 cities)
7. Comedy Hour — Silvers (57 cities)
32.
Your Show of Shows (60 cities)
(34 cities)
10. Mama
Ken Murray Show (48 cities)
34.
8.
casts
on KSFO, sister station o
KPIX.
However, no deal was set fo;
RegalSeals
Paleschedule
to sponsor
the
and the
thererest
wer c'
unconfirmed reports that some nc
sponsor would get the games.
The Oaks games will be spoi
sored on KGO-TV by a combine c
six Northern California televisio
dealers. Names of the dealers wi
not be announced until the deal
signed.

Telecasting

EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(Including Cartoons)
Available For
TELEVISION
-'Send
for Catalog

• BROADCASTINN.Y. 729 Seventh Ave.,

i Maj j THE advertiser, the agency, and the star. Attending the premiere night of
Ford Festival over NBC-TV are (I to r) Henry Flower Jr., vice president and
director, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Stanley Resor, president, J. Walter
S9J Thompson Co.; Ernest Breech, executive vice president, Ford Motor Co., and
James Melton, singer.
«J
W
Mb
«414f
LUBCKE
QUITS
tut
tut DuMONT
PROFIT
Pioneer
to
Be Consultant
»;[
*'f.
Drops in First Quarter
HARRY R. LUBCKE, West Coast
TV pioneer, and associated with
unit A DROP of 48% in net profits de- KTSL (TV) Hollywood since its
spite
a
25%
increase
in
sales
was
si
reported last week by Allen B. Du- inception, resigned last week to establish aconsultsjmU Mont Labs, television manufacTV network operator,
ing
practice
re(001 for the turer12andmonths
stricted to video
ended March 25
w
and electronics at
ura as compared with the same period
Midil of 1950.
2443 Creston
Way, that city.
In a letter to stockholders, PresiWith Don Lee
dent Allen B. DuMont said net
Broad casting
profits for the 12-week period this
System as head
year totaled $1,022,000 after taxes,
of TV for more
or the equivalent of 42 cents a
than
20 years,
share on common stock, as against
Mr.
Lubcke
is
$1,967,000 (92 cents a share) for
Mr. Lubcke
the first 12 weeks of 1950.
credited
with
puttinsr W6XAO (now KTSL), the
"The lower ratio of net profits to
nation's first video station, into
sales," Dr. DuMont said, "resulted
from increased cost of certain crit- operation in 1931 on an experimental license. When KTSL was sold
ical components; increased wage
rates, and the higher income tax last year to CBS, he joined the
new owners as television consultrate. Prices could not be raised
ant.
during this period to compensate
for these increased costs because of
Mr. Lubcke holds some 25 television patents in the United States
government regulations."
and abroad. Ten years ago sevDr. DuMont said "the usual
eral of them were made available
seasonal slump in the radio-television industry is expected to be to the industry on an interchange
more pronounced this year." Gov- with RCA. He has many TV
ernment contracts, he reported,
"firsts" to his credit and has been
numerous times by the War
"are not sufficiently advanced to cited
Department and industry groups
offset the decrease in anticipated
for his contributions to video.
sales and profits."
Sales to May 25 this year aggregated $18,851,000 as compared with
$15,113,000 during the correspondFAMILY CODE
ing period last year, Dr. DuMont
reported.
PTA Urges Early Adoption

QUALITY
ICTURBS
N Pup
TIO1932
to date
MOSince
completely
equipped
New York
studios of
TOP

Video Varieties
CORPORATION
Office: 41 E. 50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-1162
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EARLY adoption of a "code of
standards for television programs
acceptable to the American family"
has been urged by the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers,
meeting in Miami Beach. The
resolution was addressed to
NARTB.
Thomas D. Rishworth of Austin.
Tex., PTA radio-television chairman, said that programs included
"too many cheap vaudeville, crime,
wrestling and mediocre movies."
PTA contended that many programs have been unsuitable for
children.

THERE are 33 programs being
filmed in Hollywood especially for
TV and shown weekly on stations
throughout the country, according
to survey by Jerry Fairbanks Productions. Totalling 19 hours of
film per week, or 988 hours a year,
this is a significant figure inasmuch
as during all of the past year, the
theatrical film industry produced
only 855 hours of film, it was
pointed out. This is based on last
year's output of 450 theatrical
features and 550 short subjects.
With 25 more filmed programs
already scheduled for fall production-release, this will make a total
of 58 regular weekly shows on film
from Hollywood, bringing figure
to 1,612 hours yearly.
MUTUAL TELEVISION Productions, Los Angeles, has arranged to
make a series of half -hour TV films
based on the 500 short stories from
Whit Burnett's anthology, This Is
My Best, and some of his other
collections. Production begins June
25 in Hollywood. Some also will
be produced in New York. Each
program to contain a brief introduction by Mr. Burnett and his
wife. United Television Programs,
distributor for the agency, plans
national distribution.
CORNELL FILM CO., New York,
offers three new TV documentaries,
portraying history and culture of
Rome, Venice and Florence. Each
film shows historic highlights and
includes arts, crafts and architecture of the city with glimpses of
streets and daily life today. They
are available in 16mm sound.
TELECOMICS Inc., Hollywood, is
setting up an eastern syndicate
operation for Peril Pinkerton, its
first animated cartoon feature
series. The show is a broad takeoff on the melodrama format. It
will be produced as a daily 15minute episode feature.
TELEVISION SCREEN Productions, New York, is stepping up
production of its TV film series,

for

the

TELEVISION

Jim and Judy in Teleland, with
plans for completion of 39 episodes
in the next month.
* -Jr. %
FRANK
WISBAR Productions,
Hollywood, has started shooting
first in a series of eight TV films
for Fireside Theatre in Yuma, Ariz.
The rest will be filmed on EagleLion Studios lot in Hollywood.
Joseph Mischel, executive assistant
to Frank Wisbar, is writing the
new 30-minute series.
INS-TELENEWS, New York, announces that WABD (TV) New
York has signed for its weekly
review in a ha If -hour format.
VOGLIN Corp., Hollywood, has
completed first half-hour filmed
children's TV fantasy Once Upon
A Dream. Leith Stevens arranged
music. Irving Pichel, stage and
motion picture director, was signed
by firm to direct new TV film series
dealing with gardening, built
around Jimmy Gleason.
RALPH

ROSE, former CBS producer-director, planning series of
26 half-hour television films starring Artie
Auerbach,
of CBS
Jack
Benny "Mr.
Show.Kitzel"
Entitled Here Comes Mr. Kitzel,
series
go into production within a fewwi'lweeks.
AMERIT-TELEFILM Corp., Hollywood, has been organized by Mike
Frankovich, film producer and
former announcer, and Dr. William
Szekely. Group plans to film a
series of 13 quarter-hour TV programs based on The Decameron
Tales. Series will be made in
Rome starting in October.
AGENTS TELEVISION Corn., Los
Angeles, is producing first of a new
TV film series, Bed and Board,
featuring Actors Charles Coburn
and Spring Byington. It is produced by Morris Wein through
Colonial Pictures Co. at General
Service Studios, Hollywood. Ralph
Murphy directs. ATC also planning
early filming of Zorro stories.

finest
FILM
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Text

No. 565.— OCTOBER TERM, 1950.
Radio Corporation
of America, National Broadcasti n g Company,
Inc., RCA Victor Appeal from the
District Court
Distributing- Corof the United
poration, et al..
States for the
Appellants,
v.
Northern DisThe United States
trict of Illinois, Eastern
of America, FedDivision.
eral Communications Commission, and Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc.
[May 28, 1951.]
MR. JUSTICE BLACK delivered the
opinion of the Court.
Radio Corporation of America
(RCA) and two of its subsidiaries
brought this action in a three-judge
District Court to enjoin and set aside
an order of the Federal Communications Commission prescribing standards for transmission of color television.! The effect of the challenged
1 The subsidiaries are the National
Broadcasting Co. and RCA Victor Distributing Corp. Later, other parties
were
permitted
over the inCommission's
objection
to intervene
suppprt of
RCA's position.
The Columbia
casting System (CBS)
intervenedBroadas a
party defendant.

KTBB
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of

Supreme
Court
Color
(See Separate Story This Issue)

order was to reject a color system
proposed by RCA and to accept one
proposed by the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS).2 The basis of
RCA's complaint was that the order
had been entered arbitrarily and capriciously, without the support of
substantial evidence, against the public interest, and contrary to law.
After hearing and oral argument, the
District Court entered summary judgment sustaining the Commission, one
judge dissenting.s RCA and the other
plaintiffs took this direct appeal under 28 U. S. C. § 1253 and §2101 (b).
At the outset we are faced with
RCA's contention that the District
Court failed to review the record as
a whole in determining whether the
Commission's order was supported by
substantial evidence; it is urged that
for this reason we should summarily
reverse and remand the case for further consideration by that court. If
RCA's premise were correct, the
course which it suggests might be
wholly appropriate. For as pointed
out recently, in considering the question of sufficiency of evidence to support an administrative order, this
Court must and does rely largely on
a first reviewing court's conclusion.
Universal Camera Corp. v. Labor
Board, 340 U. S. 474. The present case,
however, need not be returned for
further scrutiny below because we are
convinced that the review already afforded did not fall short of that which
is required. The District Court heard
oral argument for three days and deliberated for about five weeks before
handing down its decision. Both the
majority and dissenting opinions show
a familiarity
withminor
RCA'sonesbasic
contention (and the
as well)
that could have come only from careful study of the record as a whole.
To be sure, there was a casual statement in the majority opinion susceptible of the interpretation that the
court in reaching the decision made
an examination of the record less
complete than it should have been.+
Fairly construed, however, the remark, while perhaps unfortunate, is
entirely consistent with that conscientious review which we are satisfied
was given this record by the District
2 The order also rejected a system
proposed by Color Television, Inc.,
which is not a party to this litigation.
3 95 F. Supp. 660 (N. D. 111.).
4 "After listening to many hours of
oral argument
by able counsel
representing the respective
parties,
we
formed sionssome
relative rather
to the definite
merits impresof the
order, as well as the proceedings before
the Commission upon which it rests.
And our merous
reading
and study briefs
of the with
nuand voluminous
which we have been favored have not
altered or removed those impressions.
Also, in studying the case, we have
been unable to free our minds of the
question as to why we should devote
the timetance ofand
which realizing
the impor-as
the energy
case merits,
we must that the controversy can only
be finally terminated by a decision of
the Supreme Court. This is so because
any decision we make is appealable to
that court as a matter of right and we
were informed during oral argument,
in no uncertain terms, that which
otherwise might be expected, that is,
that the aggrieved party or parties will
immediately appeal. In other words,
this ission little
than prepare
a practice
where themore
parties
and sestest
their ammunition for the big battle
ahead." (Emphasis added.) 95 F. Supp.
at 664.

Decision

Court. We therefore pass to the quesorder.tion of validity of the Commission's
All parties agree, as they must,
that given a justifiable fact situation,
the Commission has power under 47
U. S. C. § 303 (c), (e), (f), (g)s to do
precisely what it did in this case,
namely, to promulgate standards for
transmission of color television that
result in rejecting all but one of the
several proposed systems. Moreover,
it cannot be contended seriously that
the Commission in taking such a
course was without evidential support
for its refusal to adopt the RCA system at this time." The real argument,
advanced at great length and in many
different forms, boils down to this:
Viewing the record as a whole, the
Commission as a matter of law erred
in concluding that the CBS color system had reached a state of develop5 47 U. miS.
C. §as303:public
". . . convenience,
[T]he Coms ion . ...
interest, or necessity requires, shall —
"(c) Assign bands of frequencies to
the various classes of stations, and asfor the
eachpower
individual
stationsignandfrequencies
determine
which
each station shall use and the time
during which it may operate;
Regulate
kindtoofitsapparatus
to "(e)
be used
with the
respect
external
effects and the purity and sharpness
of the emissions from each station and
from the apparatus therein;
"(f) Makeconsistentsuch
inwith lawregulations
as it maynotdeem
necessary
to
prevent
interference
between stations and to carry out the
provisions of this Act . . .
"(g) Study new uses for radio, providecies,
for experimental
of frequenand generally uses
encourage
the
larger and more effective use of radio
in 11 The
the public
interest."unanimously beCommission
lieved that CBS had the best system
presently available,
Commissioners dissentedalthough
on other two
grounds.
The relative merits and demerits of the
RCA and
CBS systems
were summarized as follows
:
"[T]he RCA system [is] deficient in
the following respects:
"(a) The color fidelity of the RCA
picture is not satisfactory.
texture of the color picture
•is "(b)
not The
satisfactory.
"(c) The receiving equipment utilized by the RCA system is exceedingly
complex.
"(d)
equipment complex.
utilized at the
station The
is exceedingly
"(e) The RCA color system is much
more susceptible to certain kinds of
interference
than
the CBS
present
monochrome system
or the
system.
"(f) There is not adequate assurance
in the record that RCA color pictures
can be transmitted over the 2.7 megacycle coaxial cable facilities.
"(g)requirements
The RCA system
has not field
met
testing.
the
of successful
"[T]he CBS system produces a color
picture that is most satisfactory from
the point of view of texture, color
fidelity
contrast.
. . .are[Receivers and and
station
equipment
simple
to operate and . . . receivers when
produced
on
a
mass
marketing
basis
should be within the economic reach
of the great mass of purchasing public.
. . . [E]ven with present equipment
the CBStures ofsystem
can brightness
produce color
picsufficient
without
objectionable flicker to be adequate for
home use cerning
andlong .persistence
. . the evidence
conphosphors
shows that there is a specific method
available for still further increasing
brightness with no objectionable flicker.
Finally, . . . while the CBS system
has less geometric resolution than the
present
monochrome
system more
the addition of color
to the picture
than
outweighs
the
loss
in
geometric
reso-is
lution so far as apparent definition
concerned."
mission,Second
October 10, Report
1950, of the
F. ComC. C.

ment which justified its acceptance to
the exclusion of RCA's and that of
others. Consequently, before the Commission, the District Court and here,
RCA's main attempt has been to persuade that no system has yet been
proven worthy of acceptance for public use, that commercial color broadcasting must be postponed awaiting
inventions that will achieve more
nearly perfect results.
sustain
Commission's
to Wereject
this the
position
and hold power
valid
the challenged order, buttressed as it
is by the District Court's approval.
To explain our conclusion it is unnecessary to repeat the detailed statement of facts made in the majority
and minority opinions of the Commission and District Court.7 Nor, for
present purposes, is it necessary to
attempt a translation of the technical
terms invented to carry meanings in
the rapidly growing television industry. It will suffice to give the following brief summary of the backthe found:
Commission's findings
and whatground ofwas
Standards for black and white television transmission were first promulgated by the Commission in 1941.
RCA's complaint alleges, and all apparently agree, that "The quality of
the present [black and white] service, the improvements and reductions
in price to the public that have been
made, the incredible expansion of the
industry as a whole, are all due to
the fact that manufacturers could
build upon a single set of long-range
high-quality standards." s From 1941
1 The facts found by the Commission
appear in two reports on Color Television Issues. First Report of the Commission, September 1. 1950, F. C. C.
; Second Report of the Commission, October 10, 1950, F. C, C. .
The District Court described the proceedingshearing,
before the Commission
lows: "The
participated asin folby
all members of the Commission, com- i *
menced September 26, 1949 and ended : k
May
26, 1950. were
In all.heard
fifty-three
different witnesses
and 265
ex- L|
hibits received. The transcript of the
hearing covers 9717 pages. During the
period ruaryfrom
November
22,
Feb6, 1950.
extensive
field1949
teststo were
made of
the three
systems
[RCA,
CBS.
Color Television, Inc.] proposed. Progress reports concerning these tests were
filed with the Commission by the three
proponents during December 1949 and
Januarytions of1950.
Comparative
demonstrathe three
proposed
systems
were made on different dates until
May
17, 1950." added.
95 F. Supp at 665.
s Emphasis
In
Altoona,
ie$

Pa.,

ROY F. THOMPSON
and

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
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ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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until now the Commission has been
engaged in consideration of plans
and proposals looking toward promulgation of a single set of color standiards.9 CBS apparently made quicker
progress in developing an acceptable
system than did others. 10 It was soon
attacked, however, on the ground that
it was utilizing old knowledge highlyuseful in the realm of the physical
sciences and mechanical practices but
incongruous in the new fields of electronics occupied by television. This
is still the core of the objection to
1 the CBS system, together with the
objection that existing receiving sets
' are not constructed in such a way
that they can, without considerable
adjustments, receive CBS color broadcasts either in color or black and
white. The fact that adjustments are
required before a CBS color broadcast can be received in black and
white on existing sets makes this system "incompatible"
with now
the millions
of television
receivers
in the
hands of the public.
There is no doubt but that a "comi patible" color television system would
. be desirable. Recognition of this fact
I seems to be the controlling reason
• why the Commission did not long ago
■ approve the "incompatible" CBS system. In the past, it has postponed
I adoption of standards with the hope
that a satisfactory "compatible" color
■ television system would be developed.
- But this time, in light of previous
experience, the Commission thought
•that further delay in making color
! available was too high a price to pay
• for possible "compatibility" in the
future, despite RCA's claim that it
was on the verge of discovering an
' acceptable "compatible" system.
( The Commission's special famili'arity with the problems involved in
adopting standards for color television is amply attested by the record.
It has determined after hearing evidence on all sides that the CBS sys• tem will provide the public with color
of good quality and that television
viewers should be given an opportunity to receive it if they so desire.11
This determination certainly cannot
.be held capricious. It is true that the
; choice between adopting standards
hnow or at a later date was not free
" See the
interesting
toricalparticularly
summary of these
effortshis-in
^Commissioner
dissent toSeotember
the First
(Report of the Jones'
Commission,
F. C.television
C.
. standards
His view
Bwas1950,
that color
p should have been promulgated long beifore they were.
j 1M See note 6, supra.
j 11 See note 6, supra.

from difficulties. Moreover, the wisdom of the decision made can be contested as is shown in the dissenting
opinions of two Commissioners. But
courts should not overrule an administrative decision merely because they
disagree with its wisdom.1- We cannot say the District Court misapprehended or misapplied the proper judicial standard in holding that the
Commission's order was not arbitrary
or against the public interest as a
matter of law.is
Whether the Commission should
have reopened its proceedings to permit RCA to offer proof of new discoveries for its system was a question
within the discretion of the Commission which we find was not abused.14
We have considered other minor contentions made by RCA but are satisfied with the way the District Court
disposed of them.
The District Court's judgment sus12 National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U. S. 190, 224.
13 Universal Camera Corp. v. Labor
Board, 340 U. S. 474, 490-491.
14 See United States v. Pierce Auto
Lines, 327 U. S. 515, 534-535. With respect to reopening the record, the Comsaid in part:
. . [A] to
newa
televisionmissionsystem
is not". entitled
hearing or a reopening of a hearing
simply on the basis of a paper presentation. In the radio field many theoretical
systems exist
andis can
described on paper
but it
a longbe step
from tion.
thisThereprocess
to
successful
operacan be no assurance that a
system isparatusgoing
work and
untilhasthe been
aphas beento built
tested. None of the new systems or
improvements in systems meet these
tests so as to warrant reopening of the
hearing. . . .
"The Commission does not imply that
there is no mentatfurther
ion. . . . Manyroomof for
the experiresults
of such experimentation can undoubtedly be added without affecting existing receivers.
As to others
somemayobsolescence of existing
receivers
be
involved if the changes are adopted.
In the interest of stability this latter
type lessof thechange
will not isbesubstantial
adopted un-in
improvement
nature, when compared to the amount
of dislocation involved. But when such
an improvement does come along, the
Commission cannot refuse to consider
it merely because the owners of existing receivers might be compelled to
spend additional money to continue
receiving programs.
". .sults. from
[A]ny
improvement thatmight
rethe experimentation
f?ce the problem of being incompatible
with the present monochrome system
or the color system we are adopting
today. In that event, the new color
system or other improvement will have
to sustain the burden of showing that
the improvement
substantial enough to which
be worthresults
while iswhen
compared to the amount of dislocation
involved to receivers then in the hands
of the public." October
Second 10,Report
Commission,
1950,of ■the
F. C. C.
.

1
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taining
sion is the order of the CommisAffirmed.
[May 28, 1951.]
DUBITANTE BY
MR. JUSTICE FRANKFURTER
Since I am not alone in entertaining doubts about this case they had
better be stated. The ultimate issue
is the function of this Court in reviewing an order of the Federal Communications Commission, adopted October 10, 1950, whereby it promulgated standards for the transmission
of color television. The significance of
these standards lies in the sanction of
a system of "incompatible" color television, that is, a system requiring a
change in existing receivers for the
reception of black and white as well
as colored pictures. The system sanctioned by the Commission's order will
require the addition of an appropriate gadget to the millions of outstanding receiving sets at a variously
estimated, but in any event substantial, cost. From the point of view of
the public interest, it is highly desirable to have a color television system
that
compatible. The
orderis sanctioning
an Commission's
incompatible
system is based not on the scientific
unattainability of a compatible system, nor even on a forecast that its
feasibility is remote. It rests on the
determination that inasmuch as compatibility has not yet been achieved,
while a workable incompatible system
has proven itself, such a system,
however intrinsically unsatisfactory,
ought no longer to be withheld from
the public.
After hearings on the Commission's
proposals were closed, the Radio Corporation of America, persistent promoter of a compatible system, suggested to the Commission further
consideration of the progress made
after the Commission had taken the
matter under advisement in May,
1950. To be sure, this proffer of relevant information concerning progress
toward the desired goal was made by
an interested party. But within the
Commission itself the need for further light was urged in view of the
rapid development that had been made
since the Commission's hearings got
under way. The heart of the controversy was thus put by Commissioner
Hennock: "It is of vital importance
to the future of television that we
make every effort to gain the time
necessary for further experimentation leading to the perfection of a
compatible
color television
system."
The Commission
did not rule
out
reasonable hope for the early attainment of compatibility. Indeed, it gave
ground for believing that success of
experimentation to that end is imminent. But it shut off further inquiry
into developments it recognized had
grown apace because in its "sound
discretion" it concluded that "a delay in reaching a determination with
respect to the adoption of standards
for color television service . . . would
not be conducive to the orderly and
expeditious dispatch of the Commission's business and would not best
serve the ends of justice. ..."
The real question, as I have indicated, is whether this determination
of the Commission, considering its
nature and its consequences, is beyond judicial scrutiny.
I am no friend of judicial intrusion
into the administrative process. I do
not believe in a construction of the
Communications Act that would cramp
the broad powers of the Communications Commission. See National

Broadcasting Co. v. United States,
319 U. S. 190. I have no doubt that
if Congress chose to withdraw all
court
from betheconstitutionally
Commission's
orders review
it would
free to do so. See Stark v. Wicko.rd,
321 U. S. 288, 312. And I deem it
essential to the vitality of the administrative process that, even when
subject to judicial review, the Commission be allowed to exercise its
powers unhampered by the restrictive
procedures appropriate for litigation
in the courts. See Federal Communications Comm'n v. National Broadcasting Co., 319 U. S. 239, 248. But so
long as the Congress has deemed it
right to subject the orders of the
Commission to review by this Court,
the duty of analyzing the essential
issues of an order cannot be escaped
by too easy reliance on the conclusions of a district court or on the
indisputable formula that an exercise
of discretion by the Commission is
not to be displaced by a contrary
exercise of judicial discretion.
What may be an obvious matter of
judgment for the Commission in one
situation may so profoundly affect
the public interest in another as not
to be a mere exercise of conventional
discretion. Determinations by the
Commission are not abstract determinations. We are not here called
upon to pass on the abstract question
whether the Commission may refuse
to reconsider a problem before it although enlightening new evidence is
promised. We are faced with a particular order of great significance. It
is not the effect of this order upon
commercial rivalries that gives it
(Continued on page 78)
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Dubitante Cont.:
moment. The Communications Act
was not designed as a code for the
conflicting- private inadjustment
terests. It isofthe fact that the order
originates color television, with farreaching implications to the public
interest.
The assumption underlying our system of reeulation is that the national
interest will be furthered by the fullest possible use of competition. At
some point, of course, the Commission must fix standards limiting competition. But once those standards
are fixed, the incentive for improvement is relayed. It is obvious that
the money spent by the public to
adapt and convert the millions of sets
now in use may well make the Commission reluctant to sanction new and
better standards for color pictures if
those standards would outmode receiving sets adapted to the system
already in use. And even if the Commis ion is willing to adopt a second,
inconsistent set of color television
standards sometime in the future, the
result will be economic waste on a
vast scale.
And all to what end? And for what
overriding gain? Of course the Commission does not have to wait for the
millennium. Of course it does not
have to withhold pictures from the
American public indefinitely because
improvements in color transmission
will steadily be perfected. That is not
what is involved here. What the Commission here decided is that it could
not wait, or the American public
could not wait, a little while longer,
with every prospect of a development
which, when it does come, concededly
will promote the public interest more
than the incompatible system now
authorized. Surely what constitutes
the public interest on an issue like
this is not one of those expert matters as to which courts should properly bow to the Commission's expertness. In any event, nothing was submitted to us on argument, nor do I
find anything in the Commission's
brief of 150 pages, which gives any
hint as to the public interest that
brooks no delay in getting color television even though the method by
which it will get it is intrinsically
undesirable, inevitably limits the possibilities of an improved system or,
in any event, leads to potential great
economic waste. The only bas's for
this haste is that the desired better
method has not yet proved itself and

in view of past failures there is no
great assurance of early success. And
so, since a system of color television,
though with obvious disadvantages, is
available, the requisite public interest which must control the Commission's authorization is established. I
do not agree.
One of the more important sources
of the retardation or regression of
civilization
is man's
tendency to useor
new inventions
indiscriminately
too hurriedly without adequate reflection of long-range consequences. No
doubt the radio enlarges man's horizon. But by making him a captive
listener it may make for spiritual
impoverishment. Indiscriminate use
of the radio denies him the opportunities for reflection and for satisfying those needs of withdrawal of
which silent prayer is only one manifestation. Itis an uncritical assumption that every form of reporting or
communication is equally adaptable
to every situation. Thus, there may
be a mode of what is called reporting
which
tice. may defeat the pursuit of jusDoubtless, television may find a
place among the devices of education;
but much long-headed thought and
patient experimentation are demanded
lest uncritical use may lead to hasty
jettisoning of hard-won gains of civilization. The rational process of trial
and error implies a wary use of novelty and a critical adoption of change.
When a college head can seriously
suggest, not by way of irony, that
soon there will be no need of people
being able to read — that illiteracy will
be the saving of wasteful labor — one
gets an idea of the possibilities of
the new barbarism parading as scientific progress.
Man forgets at terrible cost that
the environment in which an event is
placed may powerfully determine its
effect. Disclosure conveyed by the
limitations and power of the camera
does not convey the same things to
the mind as disclosure made by the
limitations and power of pen or voice.
The range of presentation, the opportunities for distortion, the impact on
reason, the effect on the looker-on
as against the reader-hearer, vary;
and the differences may be vital.
Judgment may be confused instead
of enlightened. Feeling may be agitated, not guided; reason deflected,
not enlisted. Reason — the deliberative
process — has its own requirements,
met by one method and frustrated by
another.*
What evil would be encouraged,
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what good retarded by delay? By
haste, would morality be enhanced,
insight deepened, and judgment enlightened? Is it even economically
advantageous to give governmental
sanction to color television at the first
practicable moment, or will it not in
fact serve as an added drain on raw
materials for which the national security has more exigent needs?
Finally, we are told that the Commission's determination as to the
likely prospect of early attainment of
compatibility is a matter within its
competence and not subject to court
review. But prophecy of technological
feasibility is hardly in the domain of
expertness so long as scientific and
technological barriers do not make the
prospect fanciful. In any event, this
Court is not without experience in
understanding the nature of such
complicated issues. We have had occasion before to consider complex
scientific matters. Telephone Cases,
126 U. S. 1; McCormick v. Whitmer,
129 U. S. 1 (harvester) ; Corona Co.
v. Dovan Corp., 276 U. S. 358 (improvement in vulcanization of rubber) ;DeForest Radio Co. v. General
Electric Co., 283 U. S. 664 (high-vacuum discharge tube) ; Radio Corporation v. Radio Engineering Laboratories, 293 U. S. 1 (audion oscillator) ;
Marconi Wireless Co. v. United States,
320 U. S. 1 (wireless telegraphy improvement) and
;
Universal Oil Products Co. v. Globe Oil & Ref. Co., 322
U. S. 471 (oil cracking process).
Experience has made it axiomatic
to eschew dogmatism in predicting
the impossibility of important developments in the realms of science and
technology. Especially when the incentive is great, invention can rapidly upset prevailing opinions of feasibility. One may even generalize that
once the deadlock in a particular field
of inquiry is broken progress becomes
rapid. Thus, the plastics industry developed apace after a bottleneck had
been broken in the chemistry of rubbers. Once the efficacy of sulfanilamide was clearly established, competent investigators were at work experimenting with thousands of compounds, and new and better antibiotics
became available in a continuous
stream. A good example of the rapid
change of opinion that often occurs
in judgment of feasibility is furnished by the cyclotron. Only a few
years ago distinguished nuclear physicists proclaimed the limits on the
energy to which particles could be
accelerated by the use of a cyclotron.
It was suggested that 12,000,000-volt
protons were the maximum obtainable. Within a year the limitations
previously accepted were challenged.
At the present time there are, I believe, in operation in the United
States at least four cyclotrons which
accelerate protons to energies of
about 400,000,000 volts. One need not
have the insight of a great scientific
investigator, nor the rashness of the
untutored to be confident that the

prognostications now made in regard
to
feasibilitysystem
of a will
"compatible"
colorthetelevision
be falsified in the very near future.
NATIONAL
NIELSEN RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town,
Farm and Urban Homes — and including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK APRIL 15-21, 1951
Current
Current
Rating
Rank
Program Homes
Evening,
Once-a-Week
(Average
For All Programs) (7.2)
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 19.3
23 Jack
Godfrey's
(CBS) 14.8
14.9
Benny Talent
Show Scouts
(CBS)
4 My Friend Irma (CBS)
14.1
5 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 13.9
6 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 13.1
7 Hollywood Star Playhouse (CBS) 12.4
8 Walter Wrnchell (ABC)
12.2
9 Bob Hawk (CBS)
11.5
10 Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
11.4
Evening,
Mu'fi-Weekly
(Averagee
For All Programs) (4.7)
1 Beulah (CBS)
8.9
2 Lone Ranger (ABC)
7.4
Weekday
3 Tide Show (CBS)
7.1
(AverageGodfrey
For All Programs) (5.0)
1 Arthur

(Ligg. Warren
& Myers)
2 Wendy
and (CBS)
the News (CBS) 9.8
8.4
34 Our
PepperGal,Young's
Fami!y
(NBC) 8.1
8.4
Sunday (CBS)
5 Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS) 8.0
6 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 8.0
7 Ma Perkins (CBS)
7.9
8 Rosemary (CBS)
7.7 h
9 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
7.5
10 Big Sister (CBS)
7.4
Day, Sunday
(Average For All Programs) (2.4)
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 5.5
2 Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS) 5.1
3 Falcon (NBC)
4.1
Day, Saturday
(Average For All Programs) (4.9) ik
1 Armstrong Theatre (CBS) 9.4
2 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS) 8.1
3 Grand Central Station (CBS) 8.0 m
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by ap- m
Voo
plying the "NIELSEN-RATING"
lo 41,903,000
— the 1951 estimate (%)of ($1h
Total Uniied States Radio Homes.
(*) Homes reached during all or any
part of the program, except for homes
I'sfening only 1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
KRNT TOWER
Construction Is Underway
MULTI-PURPOSE broadcast tower
to be used initially for FM and
capable of mounting TV and otherfjfjf
antennae is beingcommunication
erected by KRNT Des Moines,;
Register and Tribune'
Cowles the
station.
Iowa,
The 709-ft. self-supporting towei
is being built over a theatre owned
and operated by KRNT, and is located within a half-block of a telephone company's television relay
Moines'
Foundation
work wasDescompleted
tower in downtown
last fall. The station will continue
to utilize its present AM towei
equipment.

* "Broadcasting as an influence on
men's minds has great possibilities,
The LITTLE Station -with
either of good or evil. The good is that
if broadcasting can find a serious audiit is issues
an unrivalled
of bring*e fclGWALLOP.'
ingencevital
to wider means
understanding.
The evil is that broadcasting is capable
of increasing perhaps the most serious
of all dangers which threaten democracy and free institutions today — the
danger of passivity — of acceptance by
masses of orders given to them and of
things said to them. Broadcasting has
in itself a tendency to encourage passivity, for listening as such, if one does
no more, is a passive occupation. Television may be found to have this danger of passivity
in even stronger
form."
Report
of the Broadcasting
Committee,
1949 (Cmd. 8116, 1951) 75.
Telecasting

FESTIVAL TOUR OFFERED
WABF (FM) New York offeringsubscribers to its Program Magazine chance to go on especially
iarranged tour of Europe which
will include all major European
musical events during summer.
Price of tour is extremely low, affording music lovers unusual opportunity, according to station.
This is second year station has
organized Music Festival Pilgrimage.
•— •— •
STRAW HAT PROMOTION
KCMO-FM Kansas City, Mo., to
promote Straw Hat Day, aired an• nouncements recorded by executives of clothing stores who urged
'men, in short chatty style, to keep
cool this summer by wearing straw
hats. According to station, idea
evoked favorable comments from
transit-radio audience and home
listeners.
•— •— •

Programs

an )
i HEAVY

PET PROMOTION

KECA-TV Los Angeles, Your Pet
Parade, 4:30 p.m. Sunday, spon5ored by Ralston-Purina Co.
n (Shredded Ralston Wheat Chex).
Po promote new program, trained
■01 * notion-picture elephant with large
■n
Moines.

Tlcdhnal

PEORIA
ILLINOIS
❖
Edgar L. Bill
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell,
Sales Manager

sign announcing show posed with
"Betty Bite Size", four-year-old
girl, at various locations.
o— • — •
ITALIAN AMERICANS
WOV New York sending advertiser mailing piece about sellingpower of WOV to Italian Americans. Piece reports New York
has great many Italian people and
that their purchasing power is over
$2 million yearly.
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as

"ELMER, the Borden Auctioneer,"
holds up a handful of the 65,000
bottle caps from Borden dairy products collected during a four-week
test program over WKTY LaCrosse,
Wis. "Elmer," who is Clay Campbell,
emcee on WKTY, handled the weekly
shows on which local children bid
for sports equipment, skates, watches,
etc. with Borden bottle caps and
paper carton tabs. Station reports
that four-week, test-series for company's Consolidated Div. averaged
16,000 bottlecaps and tabs per
broadcast.
★— ★— *
RADIO PAYS OFF
NATIONAL OPTICS Co., N. Y.,
received 4,898 mail orders for $1.98
item by using 52 spots on WBBM
Chicago during 30-day period. Promotion Manager Dave Kimble reports company received orders
amounting to $4,936.14, receiving
about $3.95 for every dollar invested. Company, for Rayex night
driving glasses, spotted 52 announcements from April 16 through
May 15 on two WBBM shows, The
Country Hour (5 to 6 a.m.) and
Matinee at Midnight (12 to 2 a.m.).
Glasses sold for $1.98 plus postage
and c.o.d. charges.
MEDICINE

•jf We can produce more sales records and letters of recommendation
that members of our Organization
have received while working for over
300 AM, FM & TV Stations and Newspapers from coast to coast, than any
similar company.

m^

premiums

.EXPLAINS WEATHER
WJBK-TV Detroit, Weatherman,
!Mon.-Fri. nights, sponsoi-ed by
'Purity Baking Co. (Tastee Bread).
'Program features Wayne U.'s
*Dr. Everett R. Phelps who exii! plains "reason why" behind
leather conditions pictorially. National as well as Detroit area
weather is reported.
•— •— •
TV KID'S SHOW GIMMICKS
ny«4<WSB-TV Atlanta, Woody Willow
[Show, Mon.-Fri., sponsored by
Brock Candy (Thurs.) and Lay's
:' "tPotato Chips (Fri.) Thursday, six
:hildren vie for prizes in halthour talent show and Friday children phone in with correct answers
o questions to receive prizes.
Woody Willow is puppet, who with
several other puppets is manipuated by Ruth and Don Gilpin.

more and vicinity, with dates extending to October. Plans call for
a "hinterland" appearance of the
show once weekly at a church or
community house, under auspices
of a charitable group, to tape three
of the daily shows. Tickets for
the affair are turned over to sponsoring group to sell at whatever
price they wish, with the entire
proceeds being pocketed by the
civic group. Meanwhile, members
of church or club have an opportunity to see giant displays of advertisers' products.

ON MARCH

ST. JOHN'S Hospital of Santa
Monica backing Medicine on the
March, forthcoming television film
panel featuring weekly Hollywood
star and four staff doctors from St.
John's discussing subjects pertaining to medicine of interest to public. Topics covered in series include how medical discoveries are

Telecastin;

made, why some people are geniuses, exhibitionists or hermits, unusual experiences in doctor's life,
behind scenes in hospital and stories of various diseases. Proceeds
from series will be used by St.
John's for completion of new wing
and maintenance of hospital facilities. Distribution through United
Television Programs.
GLENDIVE BOOK QUIZ
KXGN Glendive, Mont., with cooperation of American Assn. of
University Women and city library, presenting series of quizzes
for pre-school and first six school
grade
on children's
books. level
Thirdstudents
year for
program,
aired 13 times yearly, saw increase
of 540% in number of children using
public library. Station reports sponsors, parents and AAUW endorse
program.
ROAD SHOW
WBAL Baltimore sent its daily
noon-time Kitchen Karnival out
aon the road" for personal appearances May 22. Already, WBAL
reports, it is swamped with bookings for live viewing at churches
and civic organizations in BaltiOVER

300

SCHOOL VIDEO
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., carrying
thrice-weekly half-hour program,
Erie Schools at Work. Class goes
into action as though it were normal period in schoolroom. All
shows are from studio. School district supplies special liaison teacher
to work with studio personnel in
programming.
•— • — •
ROCHESTER GAMES
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y., June
3 began series of experimental telecasts of selected Rochester Red
Wings home baseball games looking
toward "an arrangement that will
work to mutual advantage of fans
and club." Station plans to air
between 10 and 15 games under
sponsorship of Columbia Music and
Applicance Store, with at least one
telecast per opposing team and on
different day each week throughout
(Continued on page 80)
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(Continued from page 79)
summer, according to William Fay,
WHAM-TV general manager. Acutal contract-signing was telecast
on Bob Turner's sports show. Station says it invested heavily in
mobile-remote equipment and Zommar lens to bring sports and special
events to viewers.
BLOOD DRIVE
WFDR (FM) New York raised 35
bottles of Type "0" blood during
Red Cross drive in Brooklyn. Station reported Red Cross officials
said same appeal was carried on
all New York stations, but none
obtained more than six donors during the two-day drive.
FLOOD COVERAGE
KGNO Dodge City, Kans., gave
frequent spot coverage of recent
flood in city, with broadcasts detailing relief work, evacuation, dike
control and river stages. Manager
Wendell Elliott, Chief Engineer
Duane Hoisington and other staff
members remained on duty all night
May 17, setting up remote facilities
on Arkansas River bank for spot
broadcasts.
49th STATE FAIR BOOTH
KAHU Waipahu, on outskirts of
Honolulu, took booth at Hawaii's
49th State Fair to show that it is

Advertising is bought
by theRBUlof
executives who plan
[aMMS^
and tactics.

strategy

Printers' "Ink is
read by the whole
marketing group >
of advertising, management, sales and
agency executives
who are the leading
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only island station giving listeners
"all the music and all the news in
all the languages of Hawaii, all
day." Visitors to booth requested
some 5,000 selections they wanted
to hear.
BEAUTY CONTEST
WWDC Washington May 29 officially opened contest for "Miss
Washington of 1951." Winner will
represent Washington in Miss
America Pageant and will serve as
official hostess at many civic functions. This is ninth consecutive
year station has sponsored talentbeauty search. Awards will total
$5,000.
COVERS SHIP COLLISION
WNOR Norfolk, May 14 broadcast description of collision of Navy
seaplane tender Valcour and collier
Thomas Tracy off Virginia Capes.
Jack Harris described rescue operations from chartered plane while
Earl Harper met first rescue vessel
as it docked to unload casualties.
Broadcasts were recorded and highlights were rebroadcast during the
day with later new releases.
DESCRIBES

PUBLIC ACCLAIM

WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, issues orchid-colored brochure telling
of thousands of letters of acclaim
received by station because of its
public service broadcasts.
'MEET THE LEGISLATOR'
WSAI Cincinnati's program, Meet
The Legislator, airs from tape recordings voices of state legislators
discussing current topics. Originally, only two broadcasts were
planned. Interest shown by public
resulted in WSAI's carrying the
program until summer recess. Bill
Robbins, station news director, is
credited with proposing the series.
ALL ABOUT JON.ES
WFIL Philadelphia sending trade
and advertisers brochure with cover
stating, "In Philadelphia, they talk
about Mary Jones." Inside spread
explains that Mary Jones is women's commentator heard for halfhour daily on station, with description of program including variety
of topics she covers. Pictures show
her at home, on road and on the air.
Back cover gives participation cost
and allied information.
CONDUCTS SURVEY
KFRO Longview, Texas, used staff
members as pollsters to determine
6-8 a.m. program preference of its
audience. Station happily found it
had majority of area's listeners
who for most part were satisfied
with existing programming. Station reported many listeners appeared flattered to be called upon
to give their opinions.
-• — •SIMULCAST QUIZ
SIMULCAST of Quiz of Two Cities
— originating in two cities through
a switching process — will be aired

June 6 by WAAM (TV) Baltimore, WMAL-TV Washington and
WFBR Baltimore. Veteran of 11
years on radio, the program will
be sponsored by Gunther Brewing
Co., Baltimore, with each city
originating portions of show by
coaxial cable. System was worked
out by Directors Van de Vries of
WMAL-TV and Paul Kane of
WAAM, which will coordinate entire program featuring Washington and Baltimore teams competing for cash prizes.
-* — ★ — *-

WINNING entry in WITH Baltimore's
"Why I Like Buddy Deane" contest,
which was open to Baltimore advertising agency personnel — a real newspaper with headline as slogan — is
held by Early-Morning-Man Deane.
Looking on are (I to r) Gilbert Sandler, winner; Thomas Tinsley, WITH
president; Mae Hughes, secretary to
Mr. Tinsley; Mr. Deane, and R. C.
(Jake) Embry, vice president, WITH.
★—
*
FOOTBALL TROPHY
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, presented its annual football trophy to
most valuable player in broadcast
area during sixth annual awards
banquet. Trophy and other awards
were given by Gerald Boyd, WPAY
manager, during dinner citing not
only athletic ability but also citizenship merits. Station was lauded
for annual trophy competition by
John Brickels, athletic director,
Miami U., Oxford, Ohio. Winner
was Carroll Howell of Portsmouth
High.
•— • — •
—
MOTHER OF THE YEAR'
WBRM Marion, N. C, paid tribute
to America's "Mother of the Year"
for 1951 with on-the-spot interview and appropriate gifts. Dr.
Mary Martin Sloop, first woman so

kglo
1300 KC. 5.000 Watts CBS
MASON CiTY, IOWA

honored from state, was center of
attention as she prepared to board
train for New York. Syd Carrigan, WBRM announcer, and others,
including school officials and pupils,
civic groups and several hundred
citizens, turned out for occasion.
Dr. Sloop was instrumental in raising $50,000 for Crossnore School
through
clothes. sale and barter of castoff
MOTHER'S DAY CONTEST
WARA Attleboro, Mass., conducted successful "Mother of the Year" ;
contest which stirred much response
among listeners. Winner and her
family was interviewed over WARA
on "Mother's Day" and feted by
local civic organizations.
KFGR
STUDENTForest
D-J's Grove, Ore., conducted 32-day amateur disc jockey
contest with four contestants, one
from each of area's high schools.
Listeners selected their favorite.
More than 9000 cards were re- If
ceived, according to station, with
winner getting a clock-radio.
CANADIAN

CITIZENSHIP

CKEY Toronto, May 23, "Canadian
Citizenhip Day," aired throughout
day recorded 20-second messages
on Canadianism from federal and
provincial cabinet ministers, Toronto civic officials, church dignitaries and prominent citizens.
CKEY staffers also gave brief
talks on pride in being Canadians.
•— •— •
A 'DELTA' FAVORITE
CKNW New Westminster, B. C, is
circulating a Penn McLeod & Assoc.
survey showing that among resi- IIE
dents of "Delta" area around Frasei
River, CKNW was 50% ahead of
any other station. Asked to choose
favorite radio station, 37.1% named
CKNW, station reported. Station
also said area's population is growing fast.
Further ideas or samples of the-t
promotion items mentioned on this^^
page are available by writing £oi^
the individual companies.

15th year of SERVICE to 69.740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
BROADCASTING
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R appointed RCA
ORY rusREESE
GREGThesau
central northwestern
sales representative, Chicago, to
succeed ROBERT
FENDER, named
southwestern sales representative.
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
X. Y. transcription and library firm,
announces signing Mary Kaye Trio to
two-year contract for transcribing
minimum of 30 selections for distribution to more than 800 affiliate stations.
WALTER

SCHWIMMER PRODUCTIONS, Chicago, presenting firm's
first children's TV feature on WOETV New York. Giveaway, Tele-Kid
Test, has m.c. interviewing youngsters
via telephone.
DON GRANTHAM, general manager
WCRA Effingham, 111., to Don Martin
School of Radio and Television, Hollywood, Calif., as instructor in theory department.
GAYEK & Assoc., new L. A. firm specializing in production of animated
TV spots, organized by JOSEPH
GAYEK.
PAUL LONG, Signal Corps Photographic Center, Long Island, N. Y., to
Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, in
production department.
WILLIAM F. BROIDY Productions,
Hollywood, on 20-year lease, has
taken over Sunset Studios at 5545
Sunset Blvd., to accommodate its expanding TV production enterprises.
Space also will be made available to
outside production units and advertising agencies on rental basis. BuildP ! ing has three sound stages, theatre,
i '■ cutting rooms, 11 offices, makeup and
dressing rooms and various other accom odations for TV producers.
DAVID RULEY, Louis de Rochemont
Assoc., to March of Time, New York,
las technical director. ISABEL KOHN,
^Time magazine researcher, to research department March of Time.
I HELEN BROWN, business depart■ ment, to research department.
ELEANOR I. NEY, publicity director
Shappe-Wilkes Inc. Adv., N. Y., opens
public relations office at 537 West
57th St., N. Y. Her accounts will be:
Ansco, Binghamton (photographic materials & equipment), Photographers
Assn. of America Convention, N. Y.,
(July 4-8, and Pavelle Color Inc., N. Y.
|( color photographic labs).
LORRAINE CUGAT, leader of newlyformed Latin-American orchestra,
?igned to make series of transcrip:ions for Standard Transcriptions,
Hollywood.
1. W. MILLER Co., Guilford, Conn.,
appoints Richard S. Robbins Co.,
>J. Y., to handle prizes for its syndicated quiz show, Hold the Phone.
|WWDC-AM-FM Washington reports
:hat a recording session between Wil, is Conover, WWDC disc jockey, and
\rt Tatum, jazz pianist, has been reA CHAS. MICHELSON HIT!
<imiCC*t
15 MIN. TRANSCRIBED
HYMN SERIES
for particulars
CHARLES MICHELSON, Inc.
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
IROADCASTING

allied

arts

leased by the Treasury Dept. to 2,800
radio stations as part of its Guest
Star series.
KRON-TV San Francisco and KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles are new subscribers
to Tele-Que, television program rating
and audience analysis report issued by
Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc., West Coast
research firm.
RALPH BARUCH, station representative SESAC, N. Y., father of girl,
Alice Margaret.

£tfiuijament • • •
GIL PALTRIDGE, onetime owner,
KGIL San Fernando, Calif., and more
recently general manager KYA San
Francisco, joins Hoffman Sales Corp.,
that city, as acting advertising and
sales promotion manager. He succeeds NAT SINCLAIR, recalled to
Army service.

Dr. LOUIS T. RADER, head of electrical engineering department, Illinois Institute of Technology, appointed assistant manager of engineering
Control Div., General Electric Co.,
Schenectady.
W. C. CONLEY Jr. appointed vice
president and manager of five
branches of Crosley Distributing
Corp., subsidiary of Crosley Div.
Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, N. Y., announces redesigned line
of single-phase inductrols for use as
secondary circuit regulation where
lighting and power are supplied from
same lines in mills, factories and
large buildings, or for laboratories
and schools in controlling voltage in
calibrating and testing meters, instruments, running motion picture
equipment, etc. Dry-type induction
voltage regulators are available in
standard ratings of 9.6 kva to 24 kva.
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., announces TV and FM lightning arrestor
for either indoor or outdoor mounting, designed to fit 300-ohm transmission lines with no cutting or splicing.

use as input tube in multiplex system, and other has 30 anode leads for
use as output tube. Both employ
electrostatic focusing.

"Technical •
DARRELL GANDER, chief engineer
WEVE Eveleth, Minn., named chief
engineer WCOW South St. Paul,
Minn.
LYNN MICHEL, WTPS New Orleans,
to
engineering staff WDSU New Orleans.
RENE LABAT to WDSU-TV New Orleans as cameraman.
BRAD ANDERSON, operator CKLB
Oshawa, to operator CHUM Toronto.

RICHARD H. MASON (r), vice president and general manager, WPTF
Raleigh, N. C, welcomes Sam T.
Liles, transmitter supervisor, into the
"20-Year Club." Others receiving
recognition were Engineers J. W.
Dean and Alton Tripp, "20-Year
Club," and Warren Barfield, producer, and PhilWPTF
Ellis, announcer,
Year Club."
entertained "10the
entire staff at a barbecue supper.

KGFJ

SEATTLE BOARD
Vetos Radio-TV Rights
BECAUSE bids for radio and television coverage of high school football were lower this year than last
season, the Seattle School Board
has decided there will be no scholastic football on TV in 1951. The
school board also has decided to
re-advertise for bids on radio coverage, after rejecting the only one
submitted.
Turned down on the football telecast rights was the $400 bid of
Federal Old Line Life Insurance
Co., which last year paid $500 for
TV rights to football and basketball. The insurance company's TV
bid was not enough to compensate
for the loss of audience, Frank
Brock, secretary to the School
Board, told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
KRSC Seattle, which paid $2,650 for AM rights to school sports
in 1950, was the only bidder this
time, with $780.

Rate Increase

KGFJ Los Angeles, 250 w independent, has raised its basic Class
A evening rate from $40 to $65
an hour, effective immediately, according to Thelma Kirchner, general manager. The half-hour increase is from $24 to $36, with
quarter hour going from $16 to $24.
This is the second Los Angeles area
station to announce a rate increase
within the past few weeks. KGER
Long Beach upped its rates an
average of 7%% on May 20.
WESTERN UNION Telegraph Co.'s
net income first quarter of 1951 totaled $2,230,557 after provision of
$1,298,000 for income taxes, as against
$236,766 (with no tax liability) in the
same period last year, company has
reported. Preliminary figures placed
April net income at $550,000 after
provision of $285,000 for income taxes,
compared with $375,000 net income in
April 1950.

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., announces binary scaler with
90-volt output and 15,000 ohms impedance. Plug in unit fits standard
octal socket, direct connection carries signal from one scaler to next,
and decade operation is possible with
four units. Several counting combinations are possible with scaler, which
can count electrical impulses at speeds
in excess of 200 kc per second.
RUSSELL DESAULNIERS, sales engineer Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, transmitter division, appointed
managing director Canadian Aviation
Electronics Ltd., Montreal.
NATIONAL
UNION
RADIO Corp.,
Orange, N. J., announces two new
30-channel radical beam tubes designed for high - speed electronic
switching or commutation. One tube,
collector type, has 30 grid leads for
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NIO TEDESCO, operations
ANTO
director WKLK Cloquet, Minn.,
and WKLJ Sparta, Wis., to
WCOW South St. Paul, Minn., as part
owner and operations dh'ector. DONALD S. DOTY, program director
WKLK, to WCOW as program director.
BILL JAEGER, morning man WBOC
Salisbury, Md., to WJWL Georgetown, Del., as program director, but
will continue announcing his WBOC
show.
DE WARD JONES, assistant manager
network TV publicity NBC New York,
to account executive ABC publicity
staff.
LOUIS FORD, announcer WBUR Boston U., appointed supervisor of production.
DICK BARRETT, WAVZ New Haven,
named program director. DICK
PETTY appointed chief announcer.
GEORGE LEZOTTE, news department, to announcing staff.
TOM EDWARDS to WERE Cleveland
as announcer.
CHARLIE
HALL
Jr. to WTMA
Charleston, S. C, as announcer.
BILL SILBERT to WWJ Detroit as
disc jockey.
GLADYS TOMAJAN, producer WTAG
Worcester, and CLYDE G. HESS,
news analyst WTAG, married May 26.
RALPH BELLAMY, portraying private detective on CBS-TV's Man
Against Crime, made honorary president of Associated Licensed Detectives of New York State.
DEAN. NAVEN, newscaster KRNT
Des Moines, to information division,
U. S. Air Force Reserve. JACK MAGARRELL, U. of Iowa graduate, replaces him.
DAGMAR (Ruth Egnor), star of
NBC-TV's Broadway Open House, and
DANNY DAYTON, Hollywood screen
actor, married May 21 in Las Vegas.
RICHARD S. PAIGE, assistant manager of research for DuMont Network, and associated earlier with
Schwerin Research Corp. and NBC,
appointed supervisor of ratings in
NBC's TV sales planning and research department.
'
CHARLES H.
McCUISTION, NBC production services cost controller, promoted to assistant to director of TV network
operations; and J. ROBERT MYERS,
administrative assistant to director,
appointed purchasing manager for
TV network.
WENDY BARRIE, TV actress and
commentator, Bymart Inc., for Tintair, through Carl Byoir & Assoc.,
N. Y., to alternate with JOYCE
MATHEWS as m. c. of its radio and
TV programs.

air-casters

FRANK TUMPANE, columnist Toronto
Globe and Mail, to commentator on
CKEY Toronto for nightly five-minute
sponsored commentaries on local
topics.
ROBERT ADAMS, head of KTSL (TV)
Hollywood film department, promoted
to director and assigned to three programs, Hawthorne Here Tonight,
Editor's Round Table and Know Your
Child. ROBERT HURLBUT succeeds
him as head of film department.
BILL BOYD (Hopalong Cassidy) received abronze plaque from Ohio Governor Frank J. Lausche for "outstanding work with American youth" and
"advancement of Ohio's prestige,"
according to NBC-TV, which carries
the Hopalong Cassidy TV films series
Sun., 6 p.m.
BILL BUTTERFIELD, KMYR Denver, to KGWA Enid, Okla., as announcer.
BILL FARREN to business staff
WPEN Philadelphia.
DIX HARPER, WIOU Kokomo, to
WIBC Indianapolis as farm commentator.
JIM HORTON, film department assistant KECA-TV Hollywood, goes to
England June 16 to act as advisorconsultant for new film corporation
producing series of half hour TV
shows.
ALICE TYLER, executive secretary
at NBC Hollywood, named supervisor
of information and ticket department.
GORDON HAWKINS, program and
educational director Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc., Washington, honored by having his "Credo and Prayer
for Americans" inserted in Congressional Record by Rep. CLYDE DOYLE
(D-Calif.) last month.
ROSA BARCELO, WTPS New Orleans, and BETTY NESTOR, WWL
New Orleans, to continuity department WDSU New Orleans.
DOROTHY FOLSOM, continuity
writer and director women's programs WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio,
called to active service in WAC as
lieutenant. Mrs. LORELL NELSON,
promotion department, will take over
Miss Folsom's program.
carries
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JERRY ROSS, ABC Western division
publicity director, reports to active
military service as captain in U. S.
Air Force on June 22.
NELSON McININCH, agricultural director KFI Los Angeles, father of
girl, May 12.
JACK STANLEY, head writer NBC
11.
People
Are Funny, father of girl, May
BLANCHE RAVISSE, director of
fashion presentations on Ted Steele
Show, WPIX (TV) New York, named
most charming fashion commentator of
1951 by Charm Institute Inc., nonprofit organization.
ROBERT M. PURCELL, program director KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, returns to work following recuperation
from spinal operation.
BOB MOON, m.c. of ABC Altar
Bound, father of boy, Charles Robert
Jr.
WENDY BARRIE, television actress,
to alternate with JOYCE MATHEWS
as mistress of ceremonies for Tintair
radio and television programs.
PHYLLIS ANNIS, traffic department
WDSU New Orleans, plans marriage
to Robert M. Wells June 7.
IVOR HUGH, WCCC Hartford, Conn.,
awarded citation for his work on
children's programs by Lullaby Club
of Hartford, a mothers' organization.
ALVIN FLANAGAN, program director
KFMB-TV San Diego, named vice
president in charge of programs.
Meuri •
LEO EGAN, sportscaster WBZ Boston, appointed director of all sports
activities. BUMP HADLEY and ELBIE FLETCHER, sportscasters WBZAM-TV, to WBZ-TV exclusively.
GORDON SMITH from WGN-TV Chicago newsreel staff, to WBAP Fort
Worth as newscaster and writer. He
is replaced by BOB MADDOCK of
WGN news department.
JOE ROULIER, WPOR Portland, Me.,
and BOB BAN KLEET, WIBX Utica,
N. Y., to announcing staff of WTRY
Troy, N. Y.
AL COUPPEE, sports director KRNT
Des Moines, awarded citation by
Olympian Club "for fostering better
inter-racial understanding."
GEORGE DUFFY, sports specialist
WAVZ New Haven, to news department.

MAYOR Vincent Impellitteri of New
York (r) and Eugene Bernafd, vice
president of Pan American Broadcasting Co., New York, were co-hosts
on a good-will broadcast to Uruguay, i i
commemorating the twentieth anniversary of Difusoras del Uruguay,
reputed network.
to be SouthProduced
America'sbyoldest
radio
Pan
American Broadcasting, the hourlong program was broadcast from
New York and Hollywood, including
messages from leaders in the entertainment and cultural fields. United
Nations delegates and concluding
with a message from Hon. Juan Dominguez. Consul General of Uruguay.
Portions of program were to be rebroadcast by the Voice of America
to its Latin American affiliates.
Novik Honored
MORRIS NOVIK, public
service radio consultant, June
2 was to receive the Star of
Italian Solidarity from Italian Ambassador Tarchiani in
Washington at a reception
honoring Italy's national holiday. Mr. Novik was chosen
for the award for his work in
arranging overseas broadcasts to Italy by the late New
York Mayor LaGuardia. The
programs were shortwaved to
England's
BBC and
cast
on medium
wavesrebroadto the
Italian people.
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C of C Ad Film
EDUCATIONAL film on advertisv
ing, called "The Magic Key," is be J
ing sponsored by the U. S. Cham {
ber of Commerce's Committee oijj
Advertising. The 16mm color filn|
can be purchased or rented fron '
the chamber at cost. It is designee]'
for a consumer audience and i;J
used by sales groups, management
local chambers, schools and genera'ja
audiences. It shows how advertise
ing creates jobs, increases nationa]p
wealth and makes lives "richer an4'
happier,"
the is
Chamber
report?i|
Purchase price
$200; rental
$10 for seven days.

PARADE of Our Liberators, American
contribution to VE-Day anniversary
program of the Netherlands Radio,
featuring Franklin D. Coalett, WBRE
M
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., program director,
turn to page 6
veteran of the Dutch underground,
was arranged by Universal Broadcasting System, news and public events
transcription-syndication firm, the latter announced last week. Music was
supplied by U. S. Air Force Band.
P
KWIK
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r UDY RATINGS
Canadians Visit Nielsen
5VEN-MAN team of Canadian
Dadcasters, advertisers and agenexeeutives visited the A. C.
elsen Co., Chicago market rearch firm, May 24 to study its
•vices before making a final recmendation as to what concern
:>uld handle radio reports on Cadian audiences.
CV. McQuillin, radio director of
ckfield, Brown & Co., Toronto
-:ncy, is chairman of the all-intry research and development
nmittee of the Bureau of Broadsit Measurement, which has been
dying various research services
■■'.r. Canada. Thus far, the only
ggq lerican company to be considered
a ■ Nielsen, because it currently
;«] ;es Canadian shows,
'so statement on projected plans
until the committee's
Ma rlortbe ismade
completed and referred to
fioa
r industry, according to one of
s«t» delegates, J. E. Potts, group
rertising manager for Lever
.••3 bs. in Toronto. He expects this
Do» ^be before the end of June.
National ratings for Canada are
R jv compiled by Elliott-Haynes
l. of Toronto.
ncluded in the group of visitors
e Pat Freeman, sales director
■ the Canadian Assn. of Broadters, and E. A. Weir, commercial
nager of the Canadian Broadting Corp., both Toronto.
dio School Diplomas
iHTEENTH graduation exeri of the National Academy of
>adcasting, Washington, was
i May 25. A class of 14,
imated by armed forces' dends and advance employment in
"ions needing personnel immetely, will enter professional poons, it was reported. Harry R.
ver, Myron M. Pfoutz and Ed
holas are slated to join WHED
shington, N. C. John E. Babin
it WBUZ Washington and Joe
air is working part-time at
lNN Annapolis. Two other
• duates. Jack E. Arnault and
sMk Reyes, are entering a New
5aBrk television school. Norman
d, WWDC Washington program
gave the commencement
:ro* ■ctor,
ress.

NEW officers of the Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters elected during its meeting
at Hot Springs [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7] are (I to r): John L.
Cole, WHLF South Boston, director; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk, director; James H. Moore, WSLS Roanoke, vice president; Frank E. Koehler, WROV
Roanoke, director; Charles P. Blackley, WTON Staunton, president; R. H.
Smith, WCYB Bristol, secretary-treasurer, and John W. Shultz, WMVA
Martinsville, director.

WORLD

SET COUNT
UNESCO

Compiles Totals, Sers-Per-Capira

STATISTICAL report on 163 million radio receivers in 128 countries and territories — in terms of
actual quantity and on a per-thousand capita basis — has been published by the Statistical Service of
UNESCO.
The survey is designed to trace
the increase in radio reception
facilities from the end of 1938 to
1949, and points up a wide variation in ratio from more than one
receiver to every two people in the
U. S. to less than one radio per
1,000 persons in some African and
Asian countries.
The United States, of course,
tops both lists — in numerical count
of receivers and radios per 1,000
citizens. The 163 million as of
early 1950 is slightly less than a
100% increase over 1938.
According to UNESCO, the U. S.
numbered a total of 81 million
sets (excluding television receivers), with an approximate apportionment of 543 per 1,000 in-

KANSAS U. RADIO
Browne Heads New Unit
U. OF KANSAS, Lawrence, Kan.,
last week announced organization
of a new radio division and the
appointment of R. Edwin Browne
as its director.
Chancellor Deane W. Malott exYR Denver has changed transplained that the new division will
-;rji er site with construction of new
supervise both university stations,
foot tower. New tower is located
KFKU, now in its second quarter■ifjjjkuby Hill and old transmitter atop century of operation, and KANU
itable Bldg. in downtown Denver
(FM), which will go on the air
next fall. Mr. Browne also will
^-jjj \ been shut down,
jjal supervise the development of KU's
television plans. A video application is now pending. From 1940
to 1944, Mr. Browne was director
of education and religion for
KMBC Kansas City, Mo. He went
to Kansas U. from Graceland College, Lamoni, Iowa, where he was
director of public relations and
alumni secretary. Mr. Browne
served as director of public relations at KU from 1944 to 1946.
ecasting

SECRET EXHIBIT
Military Weapons Shown
RADIO-TV manufacturers, along
with other Chicago-area electronic
equipment makers, were among
the 1,200 firms represented at a
top-secret showing of "restricted"
radar, radio, sonic and other military items at Chicago's Navy Pier.
The companies represented plan
to submit bids to the government
for production of parts, components and entire pieces of equipment. The showing was planned
by the U. S. Service and Munitions
Board in an effort to attract small
businesses into defense production
and was sponsored by major contractors and the various military
services.
All materiel displayed was of
such a secret nature that visitors
were screened carefully in advance
of the showing and at the time of
their visit to the pier. Included
among the exhibits were electronic
rocket launchers, electronic computers, range-finding and gunsighting pieces, communications dement. vices and sonic undersea equip-

habitants at the end of 1949.
Ranking countries in total radios
were, in this order, the United
Kingdom, Germany, USSR, Japan,
France, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Canada, and Sweden. Only the first
four claimed set totals in excess
of 10 million and only the U. S.,
United Kingdom and Sweden rated
mention in the sets-per-capita list,
which told a different story.
Topping that list, next to the
U. S., were Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, Australia, United Kingdom,
New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland,
and the Netherlands. World average for sets-per-thousand was 70
radios, according to UNESCO.
UNESCO also showed a chart
giving "percentage distribution of
radio receivers by continents" as
of January 1950. Breakdown listed
North America with 52%; Europe
29%, USSR 7%, Asia 6%; South
America 3%; Africa 1%.

constantly [in] support [of] the
left-wing line of political philosophy and are ever ready to defend
the Truman administration. By
their acts, such commentators are
preventing the American people
from obtaining the truth through
our radio and television facilities."

A WEEKLY bulletin service summarizing developments in defense production— orders, regulations, recommendations of industry advisory
groups and various agencies — has been
initiated by the Defense Production
Administration, under the title Defense Production Record.

CJON St. John's, Newfoundland, new
5 kw station on 930 kc, is expected
to be on air by August. It will be
highest powered Newfoundland broadcasting station, and will be represented by All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto.

J O P L 1 N , MO.
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Criticizes Murrow
AWARDS-WINNER Edward R.
Murrow, CBS news commentator,
has been criticized by a California
Republican for allegedly describing sentiment for Gen. Douglas
MacArthur as "mass hysteria."
Rep. Patrick J. Hillings decried
what
are "so commentators
many of our
radio he
and said
television

PERSONS ES
WHO446,6
SPEND...
00'
REACH
ANNUALLY
$285,550,000
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete CBS
service to the great Joplin,
Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service.
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLI
[NotioaaUy Represented by WILLIAM

N,
MO.
G. RAMBEAU CO. J
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May 24 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Authority Granted
WGCH Greenwich, Conn. — Granted
authority to suspend operations for 90
days from June 1, pending reorganization.
Renewal of Licenses
Following
stations
newal of licenses
for were
regulargranted
period: reKCMC-FM Texarkana, Tex.; WFRS
Grand land,
Rapids,
CortN. Y.; Mich.;
KGSF WKRT-FM
San Francisco;
KING-FM Seattle; WEMP-FM Milwaukee; WENR-FM Chicago; WFLN Philadelphia; WNEX-FM Macon, Ga.;
KFPW-FM Fort Smith, Ark.; WAFBFM Baton Rouge, La.; WGWR-FM
Ashboro, N. C; WJLB-FM Detroit:
WSAI-FM Cincinnati; W S N J - F M
Bridgeton,
N. J.; KOB Albuquerque,
N.
M.
Following stations were granted further temporary extensions of licenses
to Sept. 1:
KFMV Hollywood, Calif.: KDRO-FM
Sedalia. Mo.; WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala.;
WCBT-FM Roanoke Rapids, N. C;
KDKA-FM Pittsburgh. Pa.; KYW-FM
Philadelphia: WBZ-FM Boston; WBZAFM Springfield, Mass.: WOWO-FM Ft.
Wayne, Ind.; WEAU-FM Eau Claire,
Wis.: KERN-FM Bakersfield, Calif.;
KBON-FM Omaha; KCMO-FM Kansas
City, Mo.; KQV-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.;
KRKD-FM Los Angeles; KTNT Tacoma, Wash.; KXO-FM St. Louis; WEAW
Evanston. 111.; WEHS Chicago; WGTR
Paxton, Mass.; WAJL Flint. Mich.:
WJHP-FM Jacksonville, Fla.; WKJF
Pittsburgh, Pa.; WLDM Oak Park,
Mich.; WLRD Miami Beach, Fla.;
WMMW-FM Meriden, Conn.; WTOA
Trenton: WWDC-FM Washington. D.C.;
KARM-FM Fresno, Calif.: KLUF-FM
Galveston. Texas; KLZ-FM Denver;
KOKX-FM Keokuk, Iowa: KROS-FM
Clinton, Iowa; KWOC-FM Poplar Bluff,
Mo.; KWOS-FM Jefferson City, Mo.;
WCFM Washington, D. C; WJAX-FM
Jacksonville, Fla.; WCMW-FM Canton,
Ohio; WDEM-FM Providence; WICAFM Ashtabula, Ohio: WILA Woodstock.
111.; WKBZ-FM Muskegon, Mich.;
WIMS Michigan City, Ind.; KMPC Los
Angeles: KSET El Paso, Tex.; KSVC
Richfield. Utah: WBAL Baltimore;
WGAR Cleveland, Ohio; WRIA Caguas,
P.R.; WJR Detroit; WSNY Schenectadv;
FOR FINEST
KG

TAPE RECORDING
RH

FayetteviSEe, Ark.

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE -EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE - LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE
OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available
by com- '
bining units in rich Mognecorder cabinet.

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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fCC

actions
MAY 24 THROUGH

MAY 31

FCC General Counsel— Granted peti
tion for extension of time to June 1
to file exceptions to initial decision i
proceeding upon application of Ke
Bcstg.
Co., Kewanee,
111. Co., Taylor
Christian
County Bcstg.
ville, 111. — Granted petition requestin
dismissal with prejudice of applicatio
for CP to replace expired CP.
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn. and R.
Towery, Iuka, Miss.— Granted petitio
of Pulaski Bcstg. Co. for leave t
amend application to specify 1420 k
1 kw unl., DA-N, in lieu of 580 kc
kw-LS 500 w N DA and for removj
of application as amended from heas
ing docket.
Commission's
ow
motion,
removedOn from
hearing dock'
application of R. W. Towery.
KWOC Poplar Bluff, Mo.— Grantc
petition for leave to amend applies
tion to modify its DA patterns.
FCC General Counsel — Granted pet
tion for extension of time to June
in which to file exceptions to initi
decision released in proceeding up<
applications of WJBK Detroit.
WIKY Evansville, Ind. — Granted pet
tion requesting an extension of tin
from May 24 to June 1 in which
file exceptions to initial decision r
leased in proceeding upon its applic
tion.
WAPX Montgomery, Ala. — Grant
petition requesting dismissal witho
prejudice of its application.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WHBS Huntsville, Ala.— Granted m
tion for leave to amend application
change requested D power from 10 t
to 1 kw, change D ant. pattern a:
change proposed trans.: the applic
tion. as amended, was removed frc
hearing docket. Dismissed as mc
motion to postpone date of hearing
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
KGAR for
Garden
Kan. — Grant"
petition
leave City,
to amend
applic
tion
to
permit
substitution
of
correct""
balance sheet of applicant corporate
as of 1/5/51.
By Examiner Leo Resnick |
FCC General Counsel — Granted pc
tion requesting that transcript of tes
mony in proceeding upon applicatk.j
of Hirsch Communication Engineeri
Corp.. Sparta,
various
respects. 111. be corrected
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin^
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.— Gran
petition
that upon
transcript
testimony requesting
in proceeding
appli —
tion of Pratt Bcstg. Co., Pratt, K
be corrected in various respects.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Topkea,
Kan. — Granted
tionKJAY
for leave
to amend
applicationpi L1
show more accurately the proba r
limitation to XEFI Chihuahua, Mi
under
proposed
operation
KVL 1
based upon
revision
of d^ta ofshown
FCC channel study of 1947. ■—
May 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR of FILING
Modification
CP
WRSW Warsaw, Ind.— Mod. CP ij
AM station for extension of compleC
date.

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unL-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visnal
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
WJVA South Bend. Ind.; KTXC Big further
WINX extension
Washington,
D. C— Granted
of licenses
for two
Springs, San
Tex.;Francisco;
KNEU Provo.
KSAN
WBNX Utah;
New
synchronous amplifiers, for period ending
Sept.
1.
York; KWPM West Plains, Mo.; KXA
WFBM Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted
Seattle; WHHH Warren, Ohio; WNEL
extension of authority for period of 30
San Juan, P.R.; WVAM Altoona, Pa.;
days from May 21 to operate with N
WSYB Rutland.Vt.: WRNO Orangeburg,
S. C; WINK Ft. Meyers, Fla.; KSIW
power reduced to 500 w, non-DA.
Woodward, Okla.; KVVC Ventura,
Calif.; KRUN Ballinger, Tex.; WNVA
May
24 Applications . . .
Norton, Va.; WEGO Concord, N. C;
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
WUSN Charleston. S. C; KALA Sitka,
AM— 1580
Alaska; WBMW Breckenridge, Minn.;
KBUC Corona, Calif.; KHIT Lampasas,
WATM Atmore, Ala.— CP to change
Tex.; KPRO Riverside. Calif.; KREO
from
trans. 250 w to 1 kw and install new
Indio, Calif.; KYOR Blythe, Calif.;
AM— 1010 kc
KROG Sonora. Calif.: KFDW Helena,
Mont.; WPLH Huntington, W. Va.;
Winslow, Ariz. — Gila Bcstg. Co. apKBYR Anchorage, Alaska: WXRF
plication for new AM station on 1010
Guayama, P.R.; KCSJ Pueblo, Colo.;
kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN AMENDED to
WOW Omaha, Neb.; WGY & Aux.
change
from DA
1 kw to 500 w-N 1 kw-D
Schenectady; WATL Atlanta; WAEL
and change
Mayaguez, P.R.
AM—system.
1310 kc
Following stations were granted reSt. Petersburg Beach, Fla.— Gulf
newals for regular period : KEDO OnBeaches Bcstg. Co. Inc. application for
tario, Calif.: WBUY-FM Lexington,
new AM station on 1300 kc 1 kw D
N. C; WCHA-FM Chambersburg, Pa.:
AMENDED
to change from 1300 kc to
WDHN New Brunswick, N. J.; KCLE1310 kc.
FM Cleburne, Texas; WEED-FM Rocky
AM— 960 kc
Mount, N. C; WLOE-FM Leaksville,
N. C; WTNC-FM Thomasville, N. C;
WFTC Kinston, N. C— CP to change
KVMV Twin Falls. Idaho; KSTN Stockfrom 1230 kc 250 w to 960 kc 1 kw
ton, Calif.; KTIP Portersville, Calif.;
DA-N
and change trans. location
KVEN Ventura. Calif.; WAGM PresAMENDED to change from 1 kw to 5
que Isle. Me.: WCJU Columbia, Mo.;
kw-D 1 kw-N and change type trans,
WDSG Dyersburg,
Tenn.; Deadwood,
WGNS Mur-S. and trans, location.
freesboro,
Tenn.; KDSJ
License for CP
D.; WBHF Cartersville, Ga.; WSPB
Sarasota, Fla.; WTSA Brattleboro, Vt.;
WENE
Endicott,
Y.— RESUBWNAT Natchez, Miss.; WNER Live
MITTED application forN. license
for CP
Oak. Fla.; WANE Ft. Wayne, Ind.: authorizing changes in frequency,
WBSR Pensacola. Fla.; KXLL Mis- power etc.
soula, Mont.; KXLQ Bozeman. Mont.;
WHP Harrisburg, Pa. — License for
KWBM Williston, N. Dak.; WMMW
CP authorizing change in frequency,
Meriden. Conn.; KPBX Beaumont,
power etc.
Texas; KEEN San Jose. Calif.; WDIG
Application Amended
Dothan, Ala.; WGLS Decatur, Ga.;
Tex. — onApplication
CP
WTOK Meridian, Miss.: WVOP Vidalia, newLaredo,
AM station
1490 kc 250 for
w unl.
Ga.; WOXF Oxford, N. C; WMAJ State
AMENDED to change name of appliCollege, Pa.; WHKP Hendersonville,
cant from Edward J. Harpole and W.
N. C; WMVA Martinsville. Va.: WAMS
J. Harpole a partnership d/b as Uvalde
Wilmington, Del.; WGES Chicago;
Bcstrs.
to N. B. Lassetter, E. J. Harpole
WEAM
N.
C. Arlington, Va.; WJRI Lenoir,
and W. J. Harpole a partnership d/b as
Laredo Bcstrs.
WPAB
Ponce, P.R.— Mod. CP
Application Granted
FM— 92.3 mc
change
frequency,
power
WNDI Montevallo, Ala. — Granted aptension
of
completion
date.etc. for !
plication to reinstate CP for new AM
Logan, W. Va. — CP for new FM station by Logan Bcstg. Corp. AMENDED
station on 730 kc 250 w D; subject to
WFMUCP authorizing
(FM) Crawfordsville,
change from Ch, 225 (92.9 mc) 20.2 Mod.
changes forIn 7
previous condition that permittee sat- to
kw 725 ft. ant. to Ch. 222 (92.3 mc).
tension
of
completion
date.
isfy all legitimate complaints of blankLicense for CP
eting within 250 mv/m contour, includN. C— Mod
ing external cross modulation.
newWSNS
FM (FM)
stationSanford,
for extension
of cljfj
WINL
Lebanon,
Ind.
—
License
for
CP
Petition Denied
new FM station.
pletion date.
WTCH Shawano, Wis.— Denied peti(TV)station
Syracuse,
N. Y. — ft
CPWHEN
new TV
for extensior
tion requesting reconsideration and
grant of application to change facilities May 28 Decisions . . .
completion
date
to
12-12-51.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
License for CP
on
960 kcusing
1 kw,different
from D DAs
only,fornon-DA,
to unl.,
D and
By
Comr.
George
E.
Sterling
WRIO
Rio
Piedras, P.R. —License
N operation; amended Commission orFCCtion forGeneral
Counsel
— Granted
der of May 18. 1950, designating same
extension
of time
to Junepeti-18 CPKOLJ
to change
power fore'
for hearing to include an additional
Quanah,frequency,
Tex. — License
in which to file exceptions to initial
issue concerning interference to KMA
authorizing a new AM station. ■
proceeding
upon
applicaShenandoah, Iowa; made KMA party decisiontions ofinTribune
WOAY Oak Hill, W. Va.— License
Pub. Co., Tacoma,
to proceeding, and scheduled hearing Wash.
CPWSBB
authorizing
power increase
in Washington on July 25.
New Smyrna
Beach, etcFAuthority Granted
WSKB McComb, Miss.— Granted authority to remain silent an additional
30 days, or until June 6, pending
financial reorganization. If not ready
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
to resume operation by that time, will
be deemed to have abandoned license
and same will be cancelled.
SSA Extension
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted
extension of SSA to operate on 770
COMMERCIAL RADIC
Custom-Built Equipment
kc with 25 kw-N, 50 kw-LS, unl. for
MONITORING
COMPAM
period tionsending
Sept.
1,
on
same
condiU. S. RECORDING CO.
as before.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEI |r
Extension Granted
"A
reliable
service
for
oyer 18 year j
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
For immediate service phone
WOL Silver Spring, Md.— Granted
JACKSON 5302
further extension of license for synSTerling 3626
chronous amplifier, for period ending
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, I
Sept. 1.
BROADCASTING
Telecast

JANSKY & BAILEY
xecutive Offices
National Press Building
ffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
t TERN ATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
vUlNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member

Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
)ND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
27 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Registered Professional Engineer"
) 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

IE WES TURNER GO.
1 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
18 E. Camino Real
DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffnor
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

to show ERP vis. of 23.1 kw instead of
23.5 kw.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WTKM Hartford, Wis.— RETURNED
application
for mod.of CP
new AM date.
station for extension
completion
KBST Big Spring, Tex. — RETURNED
application for license renewal.
WKBV Richard, Ind.— RETURNED
application for license renewal.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
KWIK Burbank, Calif. — DISMISSED
application for acquisition of control
Burbank Bcstrs. Inc., licensee, from
Herschal Jenks to James H. and Allen
I. Furns.
KWIK Burbank, Calif.— DISMISSED
application for assignment of license
from Lesile S. Bowden, trustee in
bankruptcy to Union Bcstg. Corp.,
contingent on grant of BAL-887.

May 29 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Permit Granted
WEEK Peoria. 111.— Granted CP to
change DA patterns; engineering cond.
Designated for Hearing
The
Opp
Bcstg.Bcstg.
Co., Co.,
Inc., Inc.,
Opp, Opp,
Ala.
and Covington
Ala. — Designated for consolidated hearing re applications
for new on
stations
on
860 kc
1 kw in Washington
July 27.
WGGA Gainesville, Ga. and WJDX
Jackson,
for on
consolidated Miss.
hearing —inDesigned
Washington
July
31 re application of WGGA to change
facilities from 1240 kc 250 w unl. to
550 kc 5-KW-LS 500 w-N and WJDX
to changekc from
kc 5 upon
kw-LS petition,
1 kw-N
to
5 kw,1300unl.:
only.550 WHBQ
made
Memphis. Tenn.. party
to proceeding with reference to WJDX
WHIM Providence, R. I. and WPAW
Pawtucket, solidated
R. I.hearing
— Designated
for conin Washington
on
Aug.
2
application
of
WHIM
to
from 1110 kc 1 kw D to 550 kc 1change
kw D
and WPAW to change from 1380 kc 500
(Continued on page 92)

Of. H. 3ilUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

JBMITTED application for license
tion by Waldo W. Primm on 1360 kc
;p new AM station.
1 kw D AMENDED to change from
1360 kc to 1290 kc.
'PM
Fort
Valley,
Ga.
—
License
for
lew AM station.
Modification of License
•RS
Paris, 111. — License for CP new
station.
WEIR Weirton, W. Va.— Mod. license
License for Aux. Trans.
to change
location W.fromVa.Weirton, W. Va.station
to Weirton,
and
fLC New London, Conn. — License
Steubenville, Ohio.
e250
old w.main trans, for aux purposes
License Renewal
AM— 1060 kc
WEPS
(FM)
Elgin, 111.— Renewal of
license.
BV
Belleville,
CP and
to increase
r from
250 w to111. 1— kw
change
WBEH
(FM)
AMENDED to change name of Renewal of license.New Orleans, La.—
leant from John H. Schultz, MarLicenses Amended
, True. Paul A. Wnorowski, Marvin
Iollring, John W. Lewis Jr. and
K F M B - T V San Diego, Calif.—
h H. Yaegel d/b as Belleville
AMENDED
to change name of licensee
Co. to Belleville Bcstg. Co. Inc. from The Jack
Gross Bcstg. Co. to
AM— 1290 kc
Kennedy Bcstg. Co.
WLWT Cincinnati, Ohio— AMENDED
ford, N. C. — CP for new AM staADCASTING
• Telecasting
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced program director. T
salary for right man. Must be thoi
oughly
experienced
gramming.
Capable allof phases
handlingof pr
pe)
sonnel. Send full details, saltr
expected. Radio Station KWW1
Waterloo, Iowa.
Wanted: Commercial continuity write
Handle volume of work. WOPA, Oa
Park, Illinois.
Situations Wanted
Managerial

Help Wanted
Managerial
Man or woman station manager. Write
qualification to Box 918J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Salesman for 1000 watt Pennsylvania
independent. Block of accounts to
start. Only station in area. Must be
resourceful and able to write good
commercial
CASTING. copy. Box 702J, BROADSalesman for local accounts. Draw
and commission. Texas station. Box
835J, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager: Unusual opportunity for
experienced salesman. Medium market,
independent, New England. Good salary, commission-bonus
arrangement.
Box 898J,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman with technical training and
broadcast station experience to sell
complete maintenance supplies. Also
some new equipment items majoring
tape recording
equipment,
stations, universities,
armed radio
services.
Cover
wide
area.
Box
938J,
BROADCASTING.
Time salesman, immediately, salary
plus straight commission. Wide market.
Air mail
berg, Texas.application, KFRD, RosenSalesman, high caliber, alert, hard selling, with car. Send photo. NBC for
the Palm Beaches, WEAT, Lake Worth,
Florida.
Opportunity for aggressive commercial
manager 250 fulltime affiliate applying 5 kw. Expanding market. Fifteen
year old station well in the black.
Experience, integrity. References required. WFTC, Kinston, N.. C.
The Norfolk area is the 26th market in
the United States, has fine beaches and
is a pleasant place to live. WNOR, an
outstanding 24 hour a day independent
station, has a tremendous listening
audience and a large number of sponsors. We have an opening for an
experienced, aggressive radio salesman
who should earn $7,000 to $10,000 yearly. You will be paid a good drawing
account against 15% commission and
get a number of accounts to start. No
floaters or high pressure salesmen
wanted. A good steady reliable family
man preferred. Send complete details
and a recent snapshot to Earl Harper,
WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
Announcers
Announcer-disc jockey, strong on
morning show and capable of usual
staff assignments on 1000 watt network
station. Better than average wages,
talent. Midwest location. Send letter
of qualifications, and audition to Box
778J, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer. Reliable 1000
watt midwest station has opening for
experienced staff man capable of doing
strong sportscasts and handling other
sports assignments. Good salary, plus
talent. Send platter and photo, state
experience and salary expected in first
letter. Box 793J, BROADCASTING.
Morning man. If you are running a
successful morning show and have
something new and different to offer,
there's
great
you
on aa 50
kw opportunity
metropolitan awaiting
station.
The man we employ will have a good
rating story, a sense of humor, plenty
of "sell" and "zing." If he sings or
plays
a musical
that's
plus that
will countinstrument,
in his favor.
Senda
full details to Box 917J, BROADCASTINGS
Mature announcer with superior voice
and technique wanted by network station in important Texas resort city.
Box 927J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer for midwest AM-TV operation. Must have at least three years
experience. Send disc and letter with
qualifications and references to Box
947J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Combination announcer-engineer. First phone. Opening June 15th.
Announcing experience not necessary
but preferred. Good pay. Pleasant
workingtual affiliate.
conditions.
MuJerry Established
Hamm, Mgr..
KANE, New Iberia, La.
Announcer with first class license
wanted
KMVI,
Hawaii.
Send fullbydetails
first Wailuku,
letter.
Announcer. Happy. Aggressive upper
midwest newspaper affiliate wants experienced man with authoritative news
style. Fine community and adjacent
to Ten Thousand Lakes area. Send disc
or tape (return guaranteed), photo, resume of experience to Program Director, KNUJ, New Ulm, Minnesota.
July opening good announcer, first
ticket, experienced. Guarantee $280.00
start; furnished station apartment $35.
Unexcelled fishing, elk hunting. Rush
disc, photo, history. KPRK, Livingston,
Montana.
Wanted— Experienced announcer with
first class ticket. 250 watt Mutual station. Start $60. Excellent working conditions. Vacation with pay. No split
shift. Give complete story first letter
with photo. Earl Dougherty, KXEO,
Mexico, Mo.
Announcer, single. News, adroit DJ,
impersonations. Build as local personality. Write WAND, Canton, Ohio.
We
want
an experienced
announcerengineer. What
do you want?
Contact
WBIP, Booneville, Miss.
Two fully experienced all-round announcers with some sales ability prefer ed, 25 to 30 years old, good starting
salary and permanent to qualified men.
Personal audition and interview only.
Openings June 1. WDBC, Escanaba,
Michigan.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars
cus. Georgia.In 1st letter. WDEC, AmeriImmediate opening announcer-engineer. Must be able to read news, take
heavy commercial schedule, etc. Start
$70.20, increase to $72.80 in 3 months
if satisfactory. 48 hour week. WLET,
Toccoa, Georgia.
Announcer-engineer. Good working
conditions. Opportunity of promotion
to chief engineer. Send disc, qualification and salary requirements. WMLT,
Dublin, Ga.
Immediate opening combination man.
Emphasis on announcing. $60.00.
WPUV, Pulaski, Virginia.
Combination man needed for Florida
resort town independent. $50 for 40
hour week starting; raise in 6 months.
Send disc and details to WSBB, New
Smyrna Beach, Florida.
Wanted: Combination man for easy
operation at 1 kw daytimer. Pay above
average.
Mustinterview.
be "good WWWF,
citizen," Fayprefer personal
ette, Alabama.
Technical
Transmitter engineer for vacation relief
starting June 11 through late summer
and possibly fall while testing new directional. $50.00 for forty hours. Box
855J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer;
prefer
announcer.
Experience
not engineeressential
but desirable. 250 watt middleast network affiliate. Box 860 J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Local Virginia network station needs
first class operator immediately. No
announcing.
details first letter. Box 875J,Complete
BROADCASTING.
Immediatenouncer on 5000
opening
for engineer-anwatt fulltime.
Answer
Box 919J. BROADCASTING.
Network station, large Texas market,
needs engineer with sound training and
stable temperament. Box 928J, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer. Immediate opening. Car necessary. No studio work
or announcing. $50 per 40 hour week.
Box 949J, BROADCASTING.
Want a engineer, prefer single, living
quarters provided, to hold position as
assistant engineer, apply immediately
with detailed application, Station
KSFA, Nacogdoches, Texas.
Engineers with first class tickets needed
now. KTSW, Mutual in Emporia,
Kansas. Fifty dollars weekly to start.
More if you can announce.
First classperience
phone
operator.
exrequired.
WCFV, No
Clifton
Forge, Virginia.
June 4 opening for engineer. No experience necessary. Located in fisherparadise. Wire Tennessee.
Chief Engineer,
WCRK, man's
Morristown,
Engineer with 1st class ticket wanted
immediately by progressive 250 watt
station. No better working conditions
anywhere. Must be able to take short
announcing shifts. Can pay $55.00
weekly or open. Phone or wire collect.
Radio
bama. Station WFUN, Huntsville, AlaChief engineer for 1000 watt directional
installation mediate
nearneed.New
York City.
ImGeneral
Manager,
WGSM, Huntington, N. Y.
Wanted: Single man with first class
ticket who wants to learn announcing
under experienced teacher. $50.60 for
44 hour week, transportation paid to
WHBS, Huntsville, Ala., E. H. Keown.
Experienced first phone operator for
six weeks vacation schedule starting
July 1st. Five day, 40 hour week. Car
essential. Contact Chief Engineer,
WIBM. Jackson, Michigan.
First class engineer. 8 weeks summer
relief starting June 17 in Vacationland.
Operate controls. Write John Quill,
Chief
mont. Engineer, WJOY, Burlington, VerWanted, engineer for transmitter. 1.40
per hour, time and a half over 40
hours, normal five day week. WKPT,
Kingsport, Tennessee.
Wanted. Operator or operators with
first class ticket. No experience necessary. Day work.
40 hour week. WPKY,
Princeton,
Kentucky.
Engineer wanted, 1st class license, experience not necessary. WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
Production-Programming, others
Top salary for woman continuity diForward disc, photo, particulars. rector.
678J, BROADCASTING.
AM-TV station in midwest needs continuity writer capable of working into
production. Send references and sample copy at once to Box 946J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for commercial
copywriter and local news editor.
Womanable for or
man. G.
training
availveteran.
Air I.mail
experience,
personal qualifications, and references
to KFRD, Rosenberg, Texas.

21 years in radio. Presently assistemanager
successful
indepem
ent. Ready
to step southern
into general
mai '
ager's
Formerly Familiar
program d
rector position.
three stations.
phases station operation. Present er
ployer will recommend as will fo
mer employers. Family man, for
years old. Desires position gener .
manager station in rural area. B/
832 J, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Young man national reput
tion success radio-TV industry. Tri
traveling, want to settle good comm
nity. Seldom does station have oppc
tunity obtain services such outstandi
producer. Presently employed at $1
000. If you want highest program r;
ings, increased sales, will pay abo
average
for top man, write-w;
Box 895 J,salary
BROADCASTING.
Manager — sales manager, 20 years co>
plete radio management, sales, advr
rising and program experience. Matm j<
responsible,
dependable, commun
minded with past record of increasr
profits. National
agency contao
Family man, college graduate, desb
manager position in middle Atlantic p
midwest area. Box 945J, BROADCASTING,
Salesmen
Primarily interested in investment
portunity with sales or sales-announ
job
leading to sales-manager.
Fam
31. Experienced,
excellent backgrou
Box 830J, BROADCASTING.

i

r;
1: ■-

Sales manager, known coast-to-coast
outstanding
ist.
Unusual salesman,
man for program
unusual spec
opp ]-:
traveling.Presently
Want toemployed
settle in high
good sal.'--'?
toi »
tunity.
Only top offers considered. Box 8!
BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
opportunity Competitive
in sales, prot'l11
tion,
programming.
rac u
TV market.
By cili1
tive,
livewire Western
theater states.
showman,
923J, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sportscaster, 5 years experience, n !
ried, family,
exempt.
—
sports
directordraft
midwest
5 kw Emplo
currewani
dropping sports programming, m
check tapes baseball, football, baslt
ball. Box 577J, BROADCASTING.;
Experienced announcer, single, ve^j
an, 25. Two years experience all pht
All replies answered promptly. T
air check available. Box 666J, BRO
CASTING.
Announcer,
experienced
all ph;o 1
college
grad., board.
veteran, Disc
23, single,
ate
control
and pH
Box 733 J, BROADCASTING. >
Newscaster
-editor.
Wide editor
expert' 3
in radio news
as reporter,
newscaster. Excellent references rre's
disc available. Box 766J, BRO
CASTING.
Announcer-newscaster. Ambitious
nouncer with excellent voice,
operate control board and turnt.
Single.
exempt. Honest,
ble. BestDraft references.
Box r]Je
BROADCASTING.
Morning man, 8 years experit
HighestPresently
ratings, employed,
commercially
ful.
familysue
Not
"run
of
the
mill"
—
unusual
tures. Strong family appeal,
minimum, personal interview \
Box 837J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Co K
graduate.
Capable. ConscientL;
eran.
Young.
Prefer east
or s L~
radio 851J.
major.BROADCASTING
Operates
console.
Box

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
>nouncer: Veteran, married, specialty
iws, five years experience. Presently
Iployed. Minimum $75 weekly. Box
U. BROADCASTING.
svant to broadcast baseball play-by\y.
Experienced,
cole graduate.
Will draft
travel.exempt,
Box 908J,
tOADCASTING.
inouncer: Young, single, college ra> education, looking for small station
which to gain experience, will travel
ywhere. Box 900 J, BROADCASTING.
cellent staff announcer, experienced,
rvice exempt. Graduate top anuncing
Available immediily.
Box school.
901J, BROADCASTING.
inouncer-writer: Creative. Commeril continuity, shows. Strong on news,
erviews. Prefer east or southeast.
,e years experience. Available one
• >nth. Box 903 J, BROADCASTING.
a job in Dallas for a man who
1. 1 I there
es the great southwest? A capable
in with plenty of experience and
pd background.
and vet^fim.
Worked in Family
major man
network
and
"dependent
operations.
Personality
;c shows, play-by-play and sports
nmentary. One year New York TV.
liege graduate, hard worker. Not
;t announcer, but on-the-air sales[n.
networkA
iliatePresently
in majoremployed
eastern top
market.
' I'sterner
wants
to come
Will
to Dallas
or Ft.
Worth home.
for interwSTING,
or good offer. Box 905J, BROADwscaster, six years experience, 31,
irried, college. Delivers solid, masfre commercial. Seeks permanent
'd=3ition with established station. Pres^tly
employed.
Box 907J, BROAD. STING.
perienced
sportscaster, newsman,
nouncer. Two years both newspaper
:1 radio news experience. Can write
:1 edit news. Read in authoritative
le.where
DesireI position
as sportsbaseball,
direccan broadcast
•oiafcitball, basketball. One year staff exFffl rience and one year play-by-play
igM Joerience. Draft exempt, college grad' te.
Will travel. Box 909J, BROADSTING.
-former entertainer desires posi,rt with progressive station. Clean
;ing habits, 26, single, draft proof.
cializes in folk music also live tal«[. Knows studio equipment. Box
J, BROADCASTING,
nouncer-control board. Limited exfience. Heavy on news and commer*,ls.
coast. DraftBoxexempt,
rried.PreferDisceast available.
912J,
OADCASTING.
perienced all phases including PD
He market. Sports, staff, DJ, mard. Exempt. Permanent. Short notice,
x 914J, BROADCASTING.
nouncer-hillbilly DJ, news, commerLjJjTllls, musical knowledge. Know and
Jj bape hillbillies. Looking for right per-TING|i h.nentDetails
spot. and
No transcription
"stuffed shirt"on starevest. Available around June 20. Box
^'pliiJ, BROADCASTING.
w read this — If you are a progrese station sincerely interested in raisthe rating of any time slot, or in
pMteresting new accounts. My comic
jc show has enjoyed 8 successful
Sirs both in sponsorship and rating,
ve a first class ticket, and run my
Jn controls. Married, exempt, emyed. Please contact me if you are
] dy to present a bright, witty and
shly different local show in your
rket. Box 916J, BROADCASTING.
re's
a switch!with
Experienced
d newscaster
top Hooper college
rated
>w on 5 kw wants to return to his
t love, sportscasting. No gadabout.
7-ried,
No preference
size of with
stationfamily.
or community.
Prewarm
climate.
Box
920J, BROADSTING.
pew nouncer-program
desires
in Connecticut, director
either capacity,
years experience.
Box 925J,
OADCASTING.
^lutely thoroughly experienced man announcer available. News, mornshow, staff. Box 930J, BROAD; STING.
.rJflt. nouncer, colored, excellent voice,
ideas, disc on request.
o-r' -notional
932J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced staff announcer. 4 years
in radio. Looking for spot in east.
Strong on commercials, news and DJ.
Draft exempt. Box 934J, BROADCASTING^
Sportscaster, radio, TV major league
baseball, football, basketball. Draft
exempt. Box 935J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 29, married, draft exempt.
DJ ideas from polkas to pops. Can do
all phases. Prefer midwest or south.
Box 936J, BROADCASTING.
1 year staff experience with NBC 5000
watt affiliate, 4 years liberal college
education with preparatory radio writing, announcing, producing and college
station work. Varied radio experience
from reading funnies in dialect to
special disc shows. Can work console.
25, single,
willing to travel. Box 941J,
BRO
ADC
ASTING.
Nine years sports, news, deejay. Capable of tion.
programming
progressive
staDesire permanent
location.
Familyempt,man,
years old, Bob
draftElliot,
exexcellent29references.
5641 Gay St., Toledo, Ohio. KL 1708.
Technical
Girl holder of 1st class ticket wants
job that pays. Box 902J, BROADCASTING^
Wisconsin stations, chief engineering
vacancy can be filled by engineer now
in responsibility
in large
AM-FM
station in another state.
Please
originate
correspondence. Box 906J, BROADCASTING^
Engineer, first phone, married, draft
exempt.
Experienced
transmitter,
studio, remote
and all types
of recording
equipment operation and maintenance.
Available immediately for any station
within reasonable distance of New
York City. Box 921J, BROADCASTING^
Announcer, chief engineer, 5 years experience, Texas. Box 922J, BROADCASTING^
Engineer-operator. Construction experience. Prefer eastern states. Box
929 J, BROADCASTING.
Holder first phone, inexperienced, 44,
wants technical position in northwest
preferably. Box 931J, BROADCASTING^
Northeast-midwest: Licensed engineer,
six years experience, exempt, without
car. $55 minimum. Permanent. Box
933J, BROADCASTING,
Combo. First
phone.staff.
6 months
experience DJ, news,
Employed
California. Vet, 23. Prefer east or
south. $70.00. Radio school. Box 937J,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Program director. Stations east or
nearby tation
invited
requestfrom
full previous
presenincludingtoreport
manager who was recently first of our
better people to voluntarily move on.
Over five years. Two stations. Net
and independent. Both large markets.
Plenty of air work. Young man known
for watching program sales not clock.
Address Box 950J, BROADCASTING.
Whoa! Looking
for toanlearn
attractive
personality who wants
radio from
the bottom rung of the ladder? A
guy
your way?
(Draftwho'll
4- A). doDiscthings
and photo.
Box
846J,
BROADCASTING.
Program
outstandingdirector,
stations one
may ofneedAmerica's
one of
nation's
outstanding
creators
radioTV programs. Strong on ofcreation,
saleable shows as hundreds of stations
will testify. Young, tired traveling,
want to settle permanently. Presently
employed high salary. If you have top
offer for top man, write-wire Box 897J,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-editor. Four years experience, including 2V2 years air work.
Currently
employed
newsroom. Seek
return tonetwork
broadcasting.
College
journalism
degree.
Draft
empt. Box 899J, BROADCASTING. exCopy, publicity, promotion writer, 8
years print experience, anxious enter
radio, TV commercial or continuity
writing. Announce also. Anywhere,
30. Box 685J, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Experienced. Outstanding background. Success story.
References. Immediate availability.
$400. Box 926J, BROADCASTING.
Young lady,
employed, would26.likepresently
to make radio
a change
to utilize foreign, newsreel and commercialperienced
radioas background.
Also extraffic and continuity
director.
Michigan-Ohio-Illinois
area
preferred. Box 942J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director — 7 years in radio,
presently employed. Minimum salary,
$4500 annually. Midwest or south. Box
943J, BROADCASTING.
Former manager-program
director-announcer wants any combination
of the
three. Eight years experience with
aggressive
independents
in
major
marCASTING.
ket. Prefers east. Veteran, college,
available now. Box 948J, BROADContinuity writer. 1 year continuity
director WAJC, Indianapolis. B. S.
Radio. Know commercial radio. Reliable. Charles R. Reinbold, 1025V2
So. Harrison Street, Shelbyville, Ind.
Program director-manager of two radio
stations. Experienced in all phases of
broadcasting. Writer, director and promotion for major networks. Program
director, manager, announcer, writer
for local stations. Writer-director for
television. Never fired. Present employer will recommend highly. Wish
program directorship of substantial
station with future. Draft exempt.
Robert Williams, 1445 N. Minneapolis,
Wichita, Kansas.
For Sale
Stations
Northeast— Well established kilowatt
daytimer. Only station large diversified
market. Operating profitably now.
CASTING.
Substantial
future potential. $67,500.
Principals only. Box 939J, BROADEquipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
New and used radio towers. Immediate shipment. Also limited quantity
new #10 bare copper ground wire.
Available for immediate delivery 175
foot
self-supporting
Truscon
tower.insulated
Box 826J,
BROADCASTING.
GE BTIB 250 watt FM transmitter and
monitor. Priced for quick sale at
$2850.00. Box 852J, BROADCASTING.
New uniform cross-section, guyed type
vertical radiators. Sold onlv delivered
and erected, complete with foundation.
Phone, wire or write, United States
Tower Co., 219 Union Trust Bldg.,
Petersburg, Va., Phone 3347.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Two thoroughly experienced (heavy on
sales)
men wish
purchaseSend
all-part
station.radio
Prefer
southwest.
full
station-market data. Box 911J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Small market radio station
by two aggressive operators interested
in acquiring all or controling interest.
All replies held strictly confidential.
Box 913J, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Andrew or Clark phase monitor; 1300
feet
coax; STING.
2-190 ft. towers. Box
853J, Ve"
BROADCA
Want to purchase 1 kw or 3 kw FM
transmitter without accessories. Quote
price first letter. L. Riddle, Chief EnOrleans. gineer, WDSU, 520 Royal Street, New
Wanted immediately, lowest price on
eight bay side mounting FM antenna
and 700 feet inch and five eighths Andrew or Communication Products coax.
Wire collect Gene Hill, Gen. Manager
WORZ, Orlando, Florida.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
-WANTEDSALES EXECUTIVE

If you want to advance
your earnings and qualify
for management and ownership, this offers that opportunity. For the right man
earnings in the immediate
future can exceed $1,000
per month. Write us! Replies confidential. Box
940J, BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)
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EXPERIENCED

I BROADCASTERS
NOW
AVAILABLE
DICK MITCHELL:
Announcer-Newscaster Sportscaster.
Collector of Irreplaceablework
records.
Prefers Radio
in West west.
or Strong
Southon
Play -by -Play; DJ
and Board Work;
Commercial
and
News Announcing.

JAY LE GRAND:
Announcer
e ws caster -Sales -N-writer.
Creator of: "Hoboes
Heaven;" "Music
From the CinemaFormerly
speech
Sports Interviews."
major
at NYU.
Strong
on
DJ
and
Boardwork; Script
and continuity and
Sales.
BARBARA
BARNES: Commentator -ActressWriter.
- Con tinuity
Another Good Girl
Friday for any P.D.
Strong on Announcing and DJ and
Board cialWork;
features Speand
Women's Programs.

MAX YAGER: TV
Special
EventsNews Documentaries TV ming
Programand Film
.work. Formerly:
Vaudeville and M.
C. Strong on TV
Sales, Camera and
Directing.

EARL ALLEN: Announcer-News and
Sportscaster-Editor.
Formerly Newspaper
Reporter. Strong
on
Play-by-play
Newscasting;
DJ
ing.
and Boardwork;
continuity and editWARREN SLATER:
TV Specialist.
News, sports and
special
Newsreel events.
Director.
Formerly:
Newscaster AFRS
and
Publicitymotion
andDirector
Pro-J.
Walter Thompson.
Strong on TV and
.Radio Production
and Sales.
Write or Wire
SRT
SCHOOL OF
RADIO TECHNIQUE
R.K.O. Bldg. Radio City, N.Y.20.N.Y. Circle 7-0193
SRT men and women are employed in broadcasting stations all over the United States.

Situations Wanted
S TA TION

Schools (cont'd)

O WNERS

ATTENTION
Fifteen years in radio. Manager three
stations. Program director; sports, special events and news. Out of radio one
year in allied field. Efficiently manage
small station on small payroll. Nothing considered except in deep south,
southeast, southwest. Highest trade recommendations. Now employed, available two weeks to a month. Straight
salary or salary bonus proposition.
BOX 779}, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Equipment, etc.

5 kw AM Western Electric transmitter in good operating condition.
Model 355-E-l. Good stock spare
parts and tubes with WE model 1-C
frequency meter and RCA 96A
modulation monitor. Available
about Sept. 1 at west coast station.
Send us an offer to Box 904J,
BROADCASTING.
Schools

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
531 S. W. 12th . PORTLAND, OREGON

LELAND
POWERS
SCHOOL OF
RADIO and THEATRE
Comprehensive 2-year ccurse in
Radio, Television and Theatre
ANNOUNCING
THEATRE
TELEVISION
NEWSCASTING
ACTING
ADVERTISING
SCRIPT WRITING
MAKE-UP
RADIO MUSIC
VOICE
DICTION
PRODUCTION
STATION ROUTINE
F. Russell Gilbert — Radio Director
Dwight A. Meade — Television Director
Keinert Wolff — Theatre Director
Write tor Catalog
25 Evans Way, Boston 15, Mass.
All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
several national, regional and local
accounts.
Perhaps Mr. Mitchell's greatest
source of pride is the coveted MacWilkins Award, which the Oregon
Advertising Club presented to one
of his clients, the Benjamin Franklin Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
for "the best campaign in Oregon
in its budget classification."
Credits Radio
He likes to point out that much
of the campaign's success was attributable to radio, into which the
firm pours one-third of its appropriation. The loan company uses
the Bob Hazen Show six days a
week on a leading West Coast network station and heavy spot saturations frequently.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell have made
their home in Portland since 1940
and have two children, both of preschool age. In his spare time
"Mitch" likes to tinker with radios,
dabble in photography and raise
tuberous begonias.
RAYTHEON Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.
reports profit of $1,797,000 after taxes
on sales of $64,000,000 in nine-month
period ended Feb. 28.

CHICAGO ADDRESS
and
NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER
for
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
TRIBUNE
TOWER

feature ot Week
(Continued from page 10)
gram, Mr. Roffman gives liberal
credit to Don Perazzo, veteran
KBON announcer, who emcees the
show, and to Dick Low, script
writer, whom he has given a free
hand.
"We have used other media, but
only radio has brought concrete
results . . . and for lower rates
than
we paid for newspaper advertising.
"Our sales have consistently and
continuously gone up, despite the
competition of three national chain
supermarkets and seven independent grocery stores within a fourblock
of Roffman's."
Mr. radius
Roffman
today can flaunt
his balance sheet in the face of his
doubters of three years ago, and
that last laugh is certainly a
hearty one.
WKNK
Agreement
A SETTLEMENT agreement
under which WKNK Muskegon,
Mich., agreed in April to abstain
from restraining employes' rights
involving IBEW Local 1295 was
approved last Thursday by the
National Labor Relations Board.
The agreement was signed by Nicholas Kuris, WKNK president, April
26 and provided for entry of a consent order by the board and consent decree "by any appropriate
U. S. Court of Appeals." WKNK,
an MBS affiliate, is licensed for 5
kw day and 1 kw directional night
on 1600 kc.
WJPG

To

1440

kc

WJPG Green Bay, Wis., has moved
to 1440 kc as a fulltime outlet.
Since 1947, when the station took
the air, WJPG has been a daytime
only station on 810 kc. Most of the
additional airtime is devoted to
broadcast of the Bluejay baseball
games, sponsored by the Sinclair
Refining Co. and its dealers, station officials report. The FM affiliate continues as an auxiliary
nighttime service. WJPG AM-FM
are owned by the Green Bay Newspaper Co., which publishes the
Press-Gazette.

BOYS

RANCH

WWPF

Tapes for 20 Outlet

L. C. "Mac" McCall, general mail
ager of WWPF Palatka, Fla., err
ered ground-breaking ceremonies ;
a nearby boys ranch for some c
Florida stations May 22.
The ranch, "Rainbow Ranch fo
Boys," on the St. Johns River, wt
donated by a singing evangeli
and his partner. Since the ranch
of state-wide interest, WWP
agreed to tape record the cer
monies and forward 15-minute ar
half-hour tapes of the main a
dress.
Arriving at the scene, Mr. M
Call found it necessary to strii
more than 2,000 feet of wire
reach the nearest electrical outh
WWPF commented that it v>
fortunate that Dolph Chamberlai
general manager, WGGG Gains
recording.
ville,
was on hand to help with t

After the address, Mr. McC; :
returned to WWPF and began t,
task of editing and reproducing t lie
necessary number of tapes. Aid
by three engineer-announcers,
:.ve
and
dispatched
by car,
s
reproduced
the them
required
numbcllt
mail and special messenger all ov :
Florida.
111

$300,000 Da mage Suit
A $300,000 damage suit has be
filed by Don (Red) Barry, cowb
star, in Los Angeles Federal Cou
against CBS and Whitehall Ph;
macal Co. charging unauthoriz
use of his name and damage to 1 sa
professional standing. The s Ik
claims that in a broadcast of 1
Mr. Keen program Dec. 7, 1950.
murder suspect was identified
Don
Barry. He
char|'
the character
was further
represented
being an outstanding and v.
known film personality as well , (DDI,
red-haired.
MARTIN BLOCK, New York disc ml
to portray himself in Monogram fi <
"Disc Jockey," now in producti1'
About 25 nationally known disc ra.!pi
will be seen in the motion picture} :

NEW

DELAWARE 7-2755 and DELAWARE 7-2756
Negotiations • Financing • Appraisals
NEWSPAPER AND RADIO STATION BROKERS
A National Organization to Serve You
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Harold R. Murphy
RayMontgomery
V. Hamilton St.
James W. Blackburn
235
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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STATION

WANTED

Station owners, interested in expanding to another
market, will consider local as well as power stations,
either Network affiliates or Independents. Location
immaterial.
Excellent financial ability and references. All replies
held in strictest confidence. Interested in direct purchase— no brokers. Indicate price and location. All
replies acknowledged promptly with requests for full
details if interested.
BOX

775J, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

• Telecast! 0

Respects
(Continued from page 50)
- one of the most important sales
«?chniques. You must know your
lient'stalk
problems.
An unprepared
ales
never should
be made,
ou must
your you
client's
picure
at thepresent
same time
present
our own."
This is said with an ease that is
ifeetious, wafting the visitor into
world where business proceeds
n an air-foam level, with now and
hen a timely pause to smell the
owers.
"Radio," he continues, gently inerrupting the noisy passage below
f a heavy truck, "is the most
otent force for educating the pubc in an inoffensive way that exists
jday.
J] "Television?" he goes on, anticiating the question. "Well, what
^n we really know about it until
ie whole country is covered ? Even
ien there probably will be many
amlets and countrysides which
nly radio can reach. Right now,
s a mystery.
"And in any event, there's room
the advertising world for all
/pes of media."
Rate Cut Stand
Recent network rate cuts do not
sturb him. "They're just getting
ound to doing what we did a
ng
time ago," he says, pointing
Sui Iit that
WINS nighttime rates
ive been only half as much as
lytime rates since 1946. "WINS
have always been realistic,"
;.tes
adds.
If the question of the independent
Ration's future comes up, Mr.
jSee seems almost ready to hum
little tune. "For independent
ations offering programming of
<od music, news and sports," he
ys, "we feel that there will alat iys be an audience."
"In this connection," he contin3, "we have just completed an
-i rangement with the New York
frald Tribune for hourly newssts by a direct line to our news"In the past, WINS was the first
>tion to carry all baseball games,
ith at home and away, on a live
jsis directly from the ball park.
feel that listeners want sports,
-rticularly baseball; and we give
^jsm as much as we can. Our exisive broadcasts for many years
the New York Yankees has given
top ratings in this respect,"
. Losee says.
Opportunities within Crosley
oadcasting, both in radio and
evision, are "expanding and pracjally unlimited," he continues, it
ttng station policy to hire permel with experience, and "the
:cess of WINS has been greatly

turn

to

page
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enhanced by all personnel at the
station."
"The station has had success," he
points out. "Since Crosley Broadcasting took over WINS, the billings have doubled."
Mr. Losee has a twin brother,
Tom, who is an account executive
with McCann-Erickson, New York,
for whom he handles, among
others, the Westinghouse account
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Feb. 13, 1950]. Although confusion of their indentities has been
a problem, particularly in the business world, Mr. Losee recalls that
it was very convenient to have his
brother sitting in for him at Duke
U. classes when he drove to Sweetbriar to see Virginia Clowes See,
now Mrs. Losee.
Two Children
Married in 1933, their family
now includes Wilmot Jr., 15, and
Steven, 13, both of whom attend
Garden City High School. Bill, the
older, wants to be a lawyer. "The
younger one's ambition," the father
says with a smile, "apparently is
directed toward seeing that his
brother has enough problems to
keep him busy."
Mention of "problems" recalls
the advertising business, which Mr.
Losee calls "the motivating force
behind the development of this
whole country." It is "the keenest,
most imaginative and industrious
group in the world," he says.
Interested in Long Island civic
and church affairs, in which he has
served as a Boy Scout cubmaster
and on the Men's Committee of the
St. George Episcopal Church, Mr.
Losee also likes tennis, golf and
particularly the sea. As a member
of the Atlantic Beach Club, only
a 20-minute drive from his home,
he swims frequently. In Manhattan, he belongs to the Radio Executives Club and the Sales Executives Club.
"But," a friend who has dropped
in says at this point, "what he
really likes is selling. When he
does that, he's living."
The WINS manager smiles a
confirmation of this. Then takes
another happy look at the outside
world that his air-foam-type selling has helped to build.

CBA CONVENTION
Set June 8-10, Seton Hall
SISTER M. LORENZ, RSM, will
be a featured speaker at the Catholic Broadcasters Assn. convention
at Seton Hall U., South Orange,
N. J., June 8-10.
Sister Lorenz, of Mt. Mercy College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, chairman of the association's schools
committee, will describe new growth
in the radio and television activities of more than 3,000 Catholic
high schools. Also to be discussed
is how to plan "your first" Catholic
radio or TV broadcast.
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ARRANGEMENTS
for company's
of radioJohn
sinceD. 1947
are completed
with WFEA Manchester,
N. H. Lfirst
to ruse
(seated),
Orr, adv.
mgr., and
S. F. McCallister, v. p., gen. mgr., Manchester Gas Co.; Warren H. Journey,
WFEA gen. mgr.; (standing) Albert Auclair, WFEA acct exec; Gerry Kearney,
m.c, and Saul Gross, coml. mgr.

CONTRACT for Sports Roundup on
WTAG Worcester, Mass., is signed by
William J. Massey (seated), adv.
mgr., Hampden Brewing Co. Looking
on are (I to r) Pen Brown, sportscaster; Bob Foster, Paul H. Raymer
Co., Boston; George W. Smith, Hampden dist. mgr.;
coml.Bobmgr.Brown, WTAG

SPONSORSHIP of Buffalos baseball
broadcasts on KTHT Houston for second straight year by Ford Dealers
Assn. brought together (I to r) Allen
Russell, Buffs pres.; Bill Bennett,
KTHT gen. mgr.; Loel Passe, sports
editor-announcer, and Eric Williamson, Ford Motor Co. dist. mgr.

LUCKY LAGER, armed with $50,000
budget, signs again with KYA San
Francisco for 1951 major league baseball broadcasts. (I to r) Ken Hildebrandt, KYA acct. exec; Burton
Granicher, radio-TV dir., McCannErickson, and H. G. (Jock) Fearnhead,
KYA gen. mgr.

BURWELL Motors buys Game of the
Day on WJHP Jacksonville. Present
(I to r, seated) Arman Reinke, WJHP
acct. exec, and John Deihl, Burwell;
standing, Milford Reynolds, WJHP
gen. mgr.; Charles Godwin, MBS; Roy
Roane, Burwell; Frank
tual pres. White, Mu-

NIGHTLY Pioneers in Careers over WROK Rockford, III., for Negroes is
assured with sponsorship by Pioneer Life Insurance Co. Completing details
are (I to r): seated, S. M. Hof and R. W. Nauert, insurance firm; standing,
L. A. Palmer, Pioneer; Paul Collins, WROK acct. exec; D. T. Lund, Pioneer;
Don Bowton, announcer.

LATIN AMERICA
FCC Reports Changes

NATIONAL WEATHER
LBS Carries Official Show
AN ESTIMATED 150 Liberty
Broadcasting System stations in 33
states are now carrying National
Weather Summary, official program of the U. S. Weather Bureau
in the nation's capital.
LBS began carrying the national
weather report last October. For
about two years, Continental FM
Network aired the program. It is
now being programmed on four
Continental stations.
Guiding light behind the feature
is James C. Fidler, head of the
Broadcast Television Unit of the
Weather Bureau. Mr. Fidler, who
has been talking about weather
over the radio for several years,
set up the unit. What makes the
program different is that the listener is given an up-to-the-minute
word-picture of the entire national
weather situation.
Through coded radar reports
from some 400 weather bureau stations throughout the nation, received hourly on an around-theclock schedule, Mr. Fidler can keep
abreast of developments. And for
any unusual happenings, he receives up-to-the-minute flashes. The
information is given in non-technical language. No attempt is made
to forecast.
The national summary is open at
the end for the station announcer
to give the community forecast obtained from the local weather buRTDG Nominees
NAT WOLFE and Don Bernard,
Hollywood freelance directors, have
been nominated for president of
Radio & Television Directors Guild,
Los Angeles, by a guild nominating
committee. Nominated to other
offices were Elliott Lewis, Harfield Weedin, vice president; Axel
Gruenberg, David Vaile, secretary;
Darryl McAllister, Charles Buck,
treasurer. In addition six members were nominated to the national
board: Goidon Hughes, current
president; John Guedel, Hobart
Donavan, Jack Lyman, Lucian
Davies, George' Fogle. Elections
will be held at the next guild meeting, about June 18.

George Campbell (I), manager of
the LBS Washington neivs bureau,
gets some "hot" news about the
weather from Mr. Fidler.
reau and to accommodate local
sponsorship.
Mr. Fidler and his staff also
have done some television work,
featuring "chalk" talks about the
weather, which he describes as "a
natural" for TV. He pointed out
that "the show is available to any
TV network interested."
INTER-MEDIA
Joint Meeting at Toronto
JOINT MEETING of the board of
directors, Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, and a committee of the
Canadian Daily Newspapers Assn.
will meet at the Royal York Hotel,
Toronto, June 18 to discuss figures
and methods used in CAB's recently -issued "The Inter-Media
Story" showing radio costs in Canada far below those of newspapers
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 28].
CAB board also hopes that it will
be able to discuss at this meeting
findings of the Royal Commission
on Arts, Letters and Sciences,
which wi:l make recommendations
to the Canadian government on the
future policy for broadcasting and
television in Canada. Latest reports point to the Royal Commission report being released early in
June or June 15 at the latest. Findings in CAB's "The Inter-Media
Story" have caused considerable repercus ions inCanadian broadcasting, especially where newspaperowned stations are concerned.

CHANGES in existing stations and
new operations in Latin America,
reported according to provisions
of the 1941 North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
have been announced by FCC. They
are:
'j
Dominican Republic — HI8B Bella
Vista, Santiago, new Class III station, has commenced operation on 610
kc with 1 kw fulltime. HI1L Santiago,
Class IV outlet on 1230 kc with 250
w fulltime, has moved to La Vega.
Mexico — XEAR Monterrey, Nueva
Leon, Class IV on 1450 kc, has changed
to Class III-B outlet on 1480 kc with
1 kw day, 500 w night. XEJM Monterrey, new Class IV, is to begin operation about Nov. 25 on 1450 kc with
250 w fulltime. XEJO Monterrey, new
Class III, about Sept. 1 is to commence on 1150 kc with 1 kw daytime.
XEOB Torreon, Coahuila, Class IV
on 1490 kc fulltime, has increase
power from 100 w to 250 w.

'TEST THEATRE'
Schwerin Opens in N. Y.
SCHWERIN RESEARCH Corp.
has
its "Test
New opened
York, said
to be Theatre"
the first in
of
its kind, for testing and analysis
of TV and radio programs, industrial films and documentary
movies.
A large
"mock-up"
screen
has 4x6
beenfoot
installed
with TV
altered lighting so that panelists can
read numbered boxes on reaction
sheets and check them off while
the test is in progress. To preserve verbatim comments during
test sessions, special recording apparatus has been set up. The theatre will accommodate a maximum
of 435 people. Over 40 clients have
been served through the Schwerin
testing process, the company reported.
Catholic Commission
THE 22 Catholic colleges of New
England have voted to establish a
radio commission in that region to
coordinate broadcasting activities.
Aim of the commission is to extend
college radio activity beyond the
campus station to a fuller utilization of the local radio outlet. William J. Sullivan, of Stonehill College, North Easton, Mass., and a
staff member of WALE Fall River,
Mass., was elected chairman.
Ryan to Speak
WILLIAM B. RYAN, president of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau Inc.,
will be the speaker at a special
luncheon meeting of the Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. to
be
heldJune
at Hollywood's
Hotel
26. On hisRoosevelt
western
trip from New York, he also will
address delegates of the Advertising Assn. of the West at its
convention in Denver on June 18
and San Francisco Ad Club members June 20.
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BOOKS DECLINE
Must Defer tQ Newer Med
BOOKS

must give way to new*

media, when
including
radioto and
vision,
it comes
commvrte''
eating the fast-flowing surface
daily developments, the Committ
on Reading Development of i
American Book Publishers Coun

reports,
considering
the "se1
ous book"after
in relation
to contemj
rary society.
Observing that "the book mjj
still be the best medium for p: j
viding . . . perspective-giving fm
tion for the modern man," the m
port
The says:
future may find publish h
dealing
with render
electronic
which will
the developme.'a
book as j
know it obsolete for some purpos
It may be that moving symbols
film are more effective than the sts
symbols on a page for achieving
aims which current publications h'
to reach; the publisher is faced w
the problem of deciding what si;
and channels will best bring ab
the kind of communications that
desires.
The Gallup organization is
scribed as "interested in develr
ing"
a detailedof and
ute survey
whatminute-by-m~
the avert
man reads, talks about and list'
to in the course of 24 hours, z
similar study, the report states
contemplated
by the Natio;;
Opinion
Research
Center, sami
"to L
done in four quarterly
which will cover seasonal vai
tions
well." project," the re]:
"A as
research
continues, "is now in progress
the graduate school of the U.
Chicago which will compare
use of a public library by patr
who own television sets and fh
who do not, and the borrowing j
ords of set owners before and a:
they purchased their sets."
ALOHA
PHILCO
350 Dealers Enjoy Ho/Me
LUXURY
liner SS Lurlinej
scheduled to be cruising the Par:
day.
Phrt:
home 350
today, bringing
dealers
from 11 western
states '
have just enjoyed a Hawaiian hk{
The Dealer Celebration Crf'
was "their reward for a tremenifS
sales achievement record clima: r
a 60 day Philco Television I
Radio
Contest."
EverySales
Philco
radio and televi U
dealer and their distributors in L
western sales area, plus Ihosi ,
Alaska and Hawaii, particip !■
in
been termedand"on*h L
the what
mosthascompetitive
hitting sales campaigns in j
The 350
voyagers sf|
history
of thePhilco
industry."
from San Francisco May 28
are to return to Los Angeles
8, having yesterday
been scheduled
to
Honolulu
(Sunday)f|
Going, a special telecast
beamed to the ship from KRONJ
San Francisco. Returning, K3I
Honolulu is to beam a special bi|j
cast to the ship at sea.
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G. A. Richards
(Continued from page 25)
|hat he was murdered. He need not
lave died when he did. There were
10 many reasons for his living. He
nas so anxious to see freedom vinlicated in America. He wanted to
live to see that day.
He had so much unfinished busiless. There were so many reasons
or his clinging to life as he did, but
gainst what odds. In the nature of
hings after his heart attack 13 years
go mental anguish, frustration and
he sort of innuendos that were
leaped upon him and the unjustifiable
E -Accusations that were leveled against
iim were more than anyone even
dth God's help could long bear. So
• ith the providence of our Heavenly
"ather he entered into rest.
Rev. Fifield charged the radio
* "industry and newspapers should
;iave stood by Mr. Richards in his
ight for freedom.
-•I
The California Senate adopted a
Resolution (S Res 159) expressing
orrow over Mr. Richards' death
nd lauding him as "one of Amer;a's
outstanding
patriots, a staunch
lefender
of the Constitution
of the
Jnited States, the Bill of Rights
■ ~i i ind an uncompromising foe of Comnunism." The resolution noted the
"fCC Legal Dept. had conducted
l three-year hearing despite his
•utstanding record as a patriot and
iiroadcaster "thus subjecting Mr.
lichards to monumental expense
: nd great strain on his heart and
si 75 8lealth."
The business career of Dick
iichards typifies the success that
ften comes to young men who
. ave started to earn a living at a
ender age and have moved steadily
nto business eminence.

call letters came. Business wasn't
good and Jewett decided late in
1926 to get out of radio. Mr. Richards rescued the station from
bankruptcy and in a reasonably
short time had turned it into a
black-ink
operation, operating fulltime.
Here he developed his policy for
public service programming and
improved facilities. By September
1935 the station had grown to 50
kw with a CBS affiliation. Its
corporate name still carries the
"goodwill" theme, being WJR The
Goodwill Station Inc.
Deeply interested in radio, he
saw the need for a third fulltime
station in Cleveland. This was
arranged by purchase of two 500
w stations — WCSO Springfield and
WFJC Akron. The merged facilities were granted permission to
move to Cleveland with the call
letters WGAR representing the
new president's initials.
After lengthy applications, hearings and motions, WGAR finally
acquired 5 kw fulltime in 1944,
later increased to 50 kw fulltime.
Takes Over KMPC
In the mid '30s Mr. Richards'
health required that he spend considerable time in California. He
acquired an option on KNX but
relinquished this to CBS and in
1936 took an option on KMPC, 500
w daytime outlet. He took over
full control in June 1937.
First action was to throw out

nearly two-thirds of KMPC's advertising accounts because he considered the merchandise objectionable. He gave the station the
name "Station of the Stars" and
set out to make it "the West's
greatest independent." By 1942
Born in 1889
KMPC was operating on 10 kw and
Born in Crete, 111., March 19, in 1944 had moved into a new studio
:a a 889,
he went to work as a boy. building at 5939 Sunset Blvd., on
!y 1911 he had become a salesman
Radio Row. The staor Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. Hollywood's
tion now operates 50 kw daytime
and 10 kw night.
lis sales record drew wide attenion and he soon became one of
Mr. Richards married Frances
Stevenson, of Des Moines, Feb. 22,
he country's leading tire salesmen,
n the process he developed the 1922. They had met when he suffered the second serious accident
:•,?>* >etroit Firestone dealership into
• ? ae nation's largest.
in a short time as a horse backed
By 1921 Mr. Richards was operat- off a 30-foot cliff. Miss Stevenson was one of the party that
ig Cunningham-Richards Co., auto
ealer, later setting up Richardshelped get him to a hospital.
•akland Co. which became the leadAt the wedding Mr. Rickenbacker served as best man. Mr.
,.;r jig Oakland-Pontiac agency.
51 i His interest in r-adio grew out Rickenbacker headed the guest list
ij3 f advertising on Detroit stations. at the Richards' Silver AnniverResults were excellent and his
sary party, along with a guest list
that included such close friends as
i pmmercials, using Chief Pontiac
J. Edgar Hoover, Bing Crosby,
nd Goodwill Oakland as charactLawrence Fisher and others.
is, were among the first carried
Mrs. Richards survives, along
artie y Detroit broadcasters.
with their daughter, Rozene, who
The commercials were carried
: n WJR, sharing time with WCX.
is Mrs. Sibley Moore.
In his youth Mr. Richards loved
iwner of WJR was Jewett Radio
: Phonograph Co., from which its tennis and swimming, but later
moved to golf as his health de03 S
clined. He was an enthusiastic
sports
fan
and built the moneyJOE
ADAMS
4 tO
losing Detroit Lions professional
REACHES
ALL
football team into a money maker
Villi
during his ownership of the club.
NEGROES
He is given much of the credit for
IN LOS ANGELES
WATTS
5000
I
IAJ
professional footb all's rapid
^\ W L CLEAR CHANNEL
LA
IX \J
growth.
LOS ANGELES - SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
In his insistence on public serROADCASTING
Tel e c a s t i n g

JURISDICTION
NLRB to Hear CBS, Unions
REPRESENTATIVES of CBS, the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) and the
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians (NABET)
will give testimony before a National Labor Relations Board
examiner tomorrow (Tuesday) in
New York in an effort to certify
the unit which may vote in an
upcoming election to choose union
affiliation.
Both NABET and IBEW claim
jurisdiction over engineers and
technicians at the CBS O and O
stations in New York, Chicago,
Boston, St. Louis, Minneapolis, San
Francisco and Hollywood. The
remainder of this week may be
needed to clear all relevant testimony, after which there is a possibility the NLRB examiner and
union and network representatives
will travel to Hollywood for a
similar hearing. The West Coast
situation is complicated by a conflicting claim of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes (IATSE).
The Chicago agreement was settled initially last Monday after the
American Federation of Musicians
(AFM) and the American Federation of Radio Artists (AFRA) withdrew from the arena. AFM, which
claimed jurisdiction over tape revice programming Mr. Richards
felt strongly that free speech is
basic in the American system. He
designed a small figure, "Free
Speech Mike," now the trademark
of his three stations and extensively used in advertising and promotional pieces.
Charges by FCC attorneys in the
three years in which the Richards
stations have been undergoing
hearings and investigations were
deeply resented by Mr. Richards,
as well as by many veteran, civic,
service and business organizations.
He considered the case a test
of a government bureau's power
to use the license weapon to compel compliance with its ideas of
fairness. The case cost him an
estimated $2 million.

cording operators, and AFRA,
which claimed authority over sound
effects men, were appeased when
NABET amended its petition for
certification to exclude turntable
operators and sound effects personnel. The NLRB examiner hearing testimony in Chicago was
Martin Lieberman. Irving Friedman, another Chicago NLRB
examiner, was scheduled to conduct
the New York hearings.
After testimony is gathered by
the NLRB on men eligible to vote
in the opinion of each labor group
and management, the data will
be turned over to the board in
Washington. It will study the
record and then hand down its decision on the unit of certification
as to those eligible to take part
in the vote on which union will
represent them. The final decision
on the unit is expected to take
from two to four months after
the data reaches Washington, after
which a general election will be
held for workers in the key CBS
stations.
Both IBEW and NABET reportedly want certification for all radio
and television engineers and technicians, but NABET claims IBEW
members include only technicians
and assistant technicians while it
represents
engineers
as well.boom
Included would
be cameramen,
mike operators and transmission,
field, video and maintenance enCBS engineers and technicians
gineers.
now
belong to IBEW, an AFL
union. NABET recently became
affiliated nationally with the CIO.
KFAB

Now

24 Hours

HARRY BURKE, general manager, KFAB Omaha, announced
last week that the station will operate 24 hours daily, except Sunday,
beginning today (Monday). Also
announced was the appointment of
Harry Packard, radio veteran of
26 years service, as supervisor of
all-night operations for the 50 kw
station. The new segment of operation embraces the hours midnight
to 5 a.m. The move was taken, it
was explained, because of the many
workers now employed in defense
factories operating 'round - the clock.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 85)
Decisions cont.:
w D. to 550 kc 1 kw D made WGAN
Portland, Me.; WHYN Holyoke. Mass.,
and WDEV Waterbury, Vt., parties to
proceeding.
WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn. and
Lawrence County Bcstg. Co., Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Designated for consolidated
re application ofhearing
WDXEin Washington
to change from
1370
kc 500 w D to 1230 kc 100 w unl., and
Lawrence County Bcstg. Co. for new
station on 1230 kc 100 w unl.
License Renewal
Following FM stations were granted
renewal of licenses for regular period:
KTFI-FM Twin Falls, Idaho; WNAOFM Raleigh, N. C: WOKZ-FM Alton,
111.; WHAV-FM Haverhill, Mass.;
WRHI-FM Rock Hill. S. C; WTTHFM Port Huron, Mich., WTRC-FM Elkhart, Ind.; WOL-FM Washington, D. C;
KLON Long Beach, Calif.; KOEN
Oceanside, Calif.; WAER Syracuse,
N. Y.; WDUQ Pittsburgh, Pa.; WGPS
Greensboro, N. C; WHHS Haverford.
Pa.; WHPS High Point, N. C; WMUB
Oxford. Ohio: WNAS New Albany,
N. Y.; WNOV St. Paul; WNUR Evanston. 111.; WOSU-FM Columbus, Ohio;
WOUI Athens, Ohio; WVSH Huntington, Ind.
Extensions of License
Following FM stations were granted
further temporary extensions of licenses for period ending Sept. 1:
WGOV-FM Valdosta, Ga.; WFMN
Alpine, N. J.; WATL-FM Atlanta;
WSMB-FM New Orleans: WKID-FM
Urbana, 111.; WDET-FM Detroit;
WKJG-FM Ft. Wayne, Ind.: WNDRFM Syracuse.
N. Y.:Thatcher,
WRJN-FM Ariz.;
Racine, Wis.; KGIA
WEPS Elgin, 111.; WBEH New Orleans.
WRJN Racine, Wis. — Granted further
temporary extension of AM license to
Sept. 1.
Following TV stations were granted
temporary extensions of licenses for
period ending Sept. 1:
WBKB Chicago; WABD New York;
WRGB Schenectady; KA-3428 (Balaban
& Katz Corp.) Area, Chicago; Allen B.
DuMont Labs. Inc.: KCA-61 Oxford,
Conn.; KE2XDN KE2XDR KA-3431,
KA-3432 area New York. N. Y.; KA4448 Pittsburgh, Pa.; KA-3433 KA-3434
Washington. D. C; General Electric
Co.: KA-2106 KA-2107 area Schenectady,
N. Y.: Paramount Television Production Inc.: KM2XBB KA-3436 KA-4841
KA-4842 area, Los Angeles; Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.: KA-4858,
Area. Boston, Mass.
Granted further temporary extensions of licenses for stations of NaCompany,
riodtional
endingBroadcasting
Sept. 1 as
follows: for peAM stations: KNBC San Francisco;
KOA Denver; WMAQ Chicago; WNBC
New ton,
York,
D. C. N. Y. and WRC WashingFM stations: WMAQ-FM Chicago;
WNBC-FM New York; WRC-FM
Washington.
D. C, and WTAM-FM
Cleveland. Ohio.
Remote pickup stations in Hollywood,
Calif.: KA-4815;
KA-4816, KA-4823,

WEVI
117-111 1. 48 St
HEHRY GREBtf IEID, Mj. Dltetter H.T.H
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KA-5130, KA-5131, KA-5189, KA-5190,
KA-5191, KA-5192, KMA-676.
Remote pickup stations in San Francisco: KA-4814. KA-4818, KA-4822, KA5071, KA-5072, KA-5148, KA-5149, KA5150. KA-5163, KMA-675.
Remote pickup stations in Denver:
KA-4675, KA-4683. KA-4685, KA-4686,
KA-5073,
KA-5196. KA-5193, KA-5194, KA-5195,
Remote pickup stations in Washington, D. C: KA-5004, KA-5174, KA5175, KA-5176, KA-5177, KA-5469, KA5470, KA-5471, KA-5472, KA-6514, KA6515,
KGA-844.
Remote
pickup stations in Chicago:
KA-4673, KA-4676, KA-4680, KA-4999,
KA-5000, KA-5145, KA-5146, KA-5147,
KA-5162, KSA-720.
Remote pickup stations in New York
City: KA-4669. KA-4670, KA-4687, KA4690, KA-4691, KA-4693, KA-5001, KA5002, KA-5169,
5172.
KEA-650. KA-5170, KA-5171, KASTL station KBQ-47
Cleveland;
velopmental stations
K E 2 X C DeW,
KE2XCX in New York City area.
Commercial TV stations WNBT New
York and WNBW Washington, D. C,
and Television Pickup stations: KA2104 New York City area; KA-3372
KA-4832 Los Angeles area; KA-4833
KA-4834 Washington, D. C. area; KA4835 Chicago area; KA-4836 KA-4837
KA-4838 New York City area; KA-4839
KA-4840 Cleveland, Ohio, area.
BY THE SECRETARY
Granted following renewal of licenses
on regular basis to May 1, 1954; KA2223 KA-4005 KA-4006, Area Little
Rock, Ark.; KA-7617 Area Jacksonville,
Fla.; KA-7966 Area Vidalia, Ga.; KA7619 Area Bozeman. Mont.; KA-2349
KOB-314 Area Missoula, Mont.
Granted following renewal of licenses
on regular basis to May 1, 1954, subject
to change in frequency which may
result from proceedings in Docket 6651 :
KA-4269 Area Ventura. Calif.; KA-8365
KIB-278 Area Sarasota, Fla.
Extended following licenses on temporary basis to Sept. 1: KA-2313. KA4606, KA-4607-4608, KQA-755, Area Detroit, Mich.; KA-7321, KA-7322 Area
West Plains. Mo.: KAB-698 West Plains,
Mo.; KA-4621-4623 Area Schenectady,
N. Y.; KA-2775, KA-7065 Area Cleveland. Ohio; KOA-795 Cleveland, Ohio;
KA-2849
Deadwood,
8149,
AreaArea
Tacoma.
Wash. S. D.; KAExtended following remote pickup licenses on temporary basis to Sept. 1,
subject to change in frequency which
may result from proceedings in Docket
No. 6651: KA-4552, Area Los Angeles,
Calif.; KA-4605, Area Detroit, Mich.:
KA-4620, Area Schenectady, New York;
KA-3407, Area Cleveland, Ohio; KA6975,
Mayaguez,
Area Area
San Juan,
P.R. P.R.; KA-3625,
WSUI Iowa City, Iowa — Granted request for authority to sign off at .9:15
p.m., CST. through Aug. 8, 1951. due
to manpower shortage.
KJCF Festus, Mo.— Granted license
for AM station on 1010 kc 250 w D.
KDKD Clinton, Mo.— Granted license
for AM station on 1280 kc 1 kw, D.
KMCO Conroe, Tex. — Granted license
for AM station on 900 kc 500 w D DA;
cond.
Scripps-Howard Radio. Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted request to cancel
license and delete remote pickup KA5567.
KHQ new
Spokane,
install
trans.Wash.— Granted CP to
WCLO Jamesville, Wis.— Granted CP
to install new trans.; cond.
KWCB Searcy, Ark.— Granted mod.
CP
approval
of ant. and trans, and
mainforstudio
locations.
WFAA— Dallas, Tex.— Granted mod.
CP
for extension
12-15-51;
cond. of completion date to
WANS Anderson, S. C— Granted license for change in hours of operation
and installation of DA-N on 1280 kc
1 kw unl.; cond.
Following
granted mod.
for
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown:
WLIN-FM Merrill, Wis. to 8-18-51:
WPAB Ponce, P. R. to 6-22-51; WSAP
Portsmouth, Va. to 7-19-51; cond.
WHLD Niagara Falls, N. Y. — Granted
licenseas for
trans,
aux. installation of old main
KYOU Greeley, Col.— Granted license
for installation of new trans.
South Shore Bcstg. Co., Quincy, Mass.
— Granted license for remote pickup
KCB-717.
WICH Norwich, Conn.— Granted license for installation of new vertical
ant. and change of trans, location;
cond.
WOKW Sturgeon Bay, Wis.— Granted
license for AM station on 1050 kc 250 w
D and change studio location; cond.
KADA Ada, Okla.— Granted license

for installation of new trans.
KTHTcense for Houston,
Granted
change in Tex.—
frequency,
power,liinstall, new trans, and DA-N night
use and change trans, location.
WGEZnewBeloit.
install
trans. Wis.— Granted CP to
WPAD oldPaducah,
Ky.— asGranted
CP to
install
main trans,
an alternate
main trans, on 1450 kc, 250 w.
WDOD Chattanooga, Tenn.— Granted
CP to replace expired CP to install a
new trans, to be used as an aux. transmitter at present location of main
trans, on 1310 kc 1 kw DA-N.
KOCY
ed CP to Oklahoma
install old City,
main Okla.—
trans, Grantas an
aux. trans, on 1340 kc 250 w.
Waycross,
Granted mod.
CPWACL
to change
type Ga.
of —trans.
KA-7681 Crockett, Tex. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
8-1-51. Co., Miles City, Mont.
StartoPrinting
— Granted CPs and licenses for remote
pickups KOB-850. KA-8976.
Granted CP's for remote pickups for
following: KKF-296 (Roy Hofheinzi
Houston, Tex.; KKF-297 KA-8979 KA8980
(City of
New (Roy
York Hofheinz);
Municipal KA-8975
Bcstg. System)
New York; KA-8977 (Brown County
Bcstg. Co.) Brownwood, Tex.; KA-7527
(Voice of the Rockies, Inc.) Colorado
Springs, Col,
WIST Charlotte, N. C— Granted mod.
CP todio change
trans,typelocation,
location and
trans.; main
cond.stuKBPS Portland. Ore.— Granted request to remain silent for period beginning June 2 and ending no later
than tion
Sept.
to observe school vacaperiod 17only.
Wharton County Bcstg. Co., Inc., El
Campo, Tex. — Granted license for remote pickup KA-7352.
Twin Cities Bcstg. Corp., Minneapolis, Minn. — Same KA-8377.
WMCA, Inc., New York, N. Y. — Same
KA-7278.
Earl C. Anthony, Inc., Los Angeles,
Calif. — Granted mod. licenses 5 remote
pickups to eliminate reference to KFIFM, which was deleted April 19.
Ft. Morgan Bcstg. Co., Fort Morgan,
Colorado — Granted CP for remote pickups KA-8969, KA-8968.
Granted CP's for new remote pickups
to the following: KGB-711 (Scranton
Bcstrs., Inc.) Scranton, Pa.; KA-8963
and KA-8964 Miss.
(Forrest Bcstg. Co.. Inc.)
Hattiesburg,
WLYC
Williamsport,
Granted
Mod. CP to change type ofPa.—
trans.
WDLA Walton, N. Y.— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans, and method
of
fed.,feeding
cond. ant. from series to shunt
WFUL Fulton, Ky.— Granted mod. CP
to change type of trans, and make
changes in ant. system.
granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown: WEXT Portsmouth, Ohio to
8-15-51. cond.; KA-7627 Arecibo, P.R.
to 8-15-51; WARD-FM Johnstown, Pa.
to
Tenn.8-1-51; WJHL-FM Johnson City,
Extended following licenses on temporary basis to June 1 : KA-4005, 4006
KA-2223
Little Rock,
7617 Area area
Jacksonville.
Fla. Ark.; KAMay 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KPOO San Francisco — Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
WGSM Huntington, N. Y. — Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
WMON Montgomery, W. Va.— Mod.
CP authorizing change in frequency,
power, install new trans, and DA-N
and change
trans, location
sion of completion
date. for extenWRVC (FM) Norfolk, Va.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
8.2 kw to 8.67 kw. ant. height from
230 ft. to 95.8 ft., trans, site to 2712
Colley Ave.. Norfolk, Va. and change
ant. system.
WLIN-FM Merrill, Wis. — Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
20.5 kw to 9.7 kw, ant. height from
240 ft. to 260 ft. and change ant. system.
AM— 1000 kc
KTOK Oklahoma City, Okla.— CP to
increase night power from 1 kw to 5
kw and change DA-N.
Amend CP
KTSL Hollywood, Calif. — CP
AMENDED to change ERP from 8.5 kw
vis. 5.5 kw aur. to 25 kw vis. 15 kw
aur. and change ant. height to 2837.5 ft.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Atlantic City, N. J. — RETURNED
application
of Press-Union
for
CP for new
AM station onPub.
1490 Co.
kc
250 w unl.

May 31 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
KWOC Poplar Bluff, Mo.— Granted '
petition
leave tomaximum
amend application''
to
specifyfor certain
expected)^
operating values and provide additional],
information on areas and population?!'
etc. together
with tabulation
of othertc |;
stations
rendering
primary service
interference areas and areas proposec
to be covered.
By Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Marshall Formby, Spur, Tex. — Grant,
ed in partof petition
sixty-day upoi.
con-,
tinuance
hearing inforproceeding
application;
now
scheduled
for
May
3/
at Washington.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
FCC General Counsel — Granted pet:
tion for indefinite continuance of hear
ing now scheduled for June 1 in Wash ^
ington in proceeding upon applicatioi
of WVOP Vidalia, Ga.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Ionia Bcstg. Co., Ionia, Mich.-jhi
Granted petition for leave to amenijf]
application
bring information
individual balance
sheets
and toother
up t«2
date; to show change in cost of con ij
struction etc. Also granted petition fo i ,
leave to amend application to sho\jp
correctly legal status of applicant, as
general partnership and not a limitei.L
partnership.
May 31 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 880

KSWI from
Council
change
1560 Bluffs,
kc 500 Iowa—
w D CP
to 88t
kc 1 kw D and change ant. system etc
License for CP
WJPG Green Bay. Wis.— License ft*™1
hoursauthorizing
of operationchange
and transmitter
CP
in frequencylop"
cation and install DA-DN.
Modification of CP
WAFM (FM) Birmingham, Ala.— Moc'k™
CP
new FMdate.
station for extension c t;:
completion
WDLP-FM Panama City, Fla.— Samif6'
WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.— Cnc
AMENDED
kw
vis. 15.3tokwchange
aur. ERP
to 5.5from
kw 30)
vi -m
and aur., ant. 1.188 ft., and change an mk
system etc. License Renewal
Following stations request renewal i.f},
license: WWNS Statesboro. Ga.: KCI
Caldwell. Idaho; WHOT South Bemf ,
Ind.; WOMI Owensboro, Ky.; WBE.L
Pittsfield, Mass.: KBZY Grand Rapid
Minn.:
WHOC
Philadelphia, Misst:r
KTTR Rolla, Mo.; WKNY
Kingstoi ■
N. Y.; WLOEN. Leaksville.
C: WST^Ci
Salisbury.
C; KOVC N.Valley
Cit
N. D.; KBIX Muskogee, Okla.; KOCfM
West WMRF
Salem, Ore.;
WGALPa.;
Lancaster
Pa.;
Lewiston,
WGC.R
Chester, S. C; WALD Walterbor.™
S. C; KVAL
Tex.; KWWt"m.
Walla
Walla, Brownsville,
Wash.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED fsit
Cherokee,
Iowa — RETURNED
cation
by Cherokee
Bcstg. Co. forappli*
neffi
AM station on 1440 kc 500 w D. X,
Clovis. N. M.— RETURNED applied",
tion station
by Radio
Station
AM
on 1310
kc 1KBIM
kw D.for nel 1
APPLICATION DISMISSED
KSWI Council Bluffs, Iowa— DISi
MISSED application for mod. licensf
1to kw.change day power from 500 w "irfners

Paul W. White to KFM •
APPOINTMENT of Paul W. Whi4r
as executive editor of KFMB-AjV^;
TV San Diego was announced la:
week by Howard Chernoff, staticp
general manager.
In 1946, M
White, as news director of CBk,
New York, won the Peabody A waiffor his network's news coverage
the previous year. After leavii^
CBS in May 1946, he has writtt
a textbook, News on the Air, lei
tured at the U. of Iowa and Se
Diego State College and has servt
as associate editor of The £5j
Diego Journal. His new post cal
for direct supervision of KPMB
news, special events and publ
service broadcasts, along with d
velopment of new local progra
ideas.
a
Telecastin If
BROADCASTING

docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Little Falls, N. Y. — Announced final
ecision adopting initial decision of
pril of26, Rock
as modified,
grantingfor applicaon
City Bcstrs.
a new
M station at Little Falls on 1230 kc,
j)0 w,theunlimited,
for delult
applicationandof denying
Robert Harvard
ye for the same facilities at Herkimer,
. Y. Decision May 28.
KIOA Des Moines, Iowa — Announced
nal decision granting application of
idependent Bcstg. Co. for a construeon permit to change daytime direconal pattern
accepted anindicating
amendment to thisandapplication
langes
in
licensee
stockholders.
Desion May 28.
Ironton, Ohio — Announced final desion granting application of Glacus
. Merrill for construction permit for
few AM station on 1230 kc, 250 w,
nlimited. Granted May 29.
INITIAL DECISION
WRFC
Athens. Ga. — Hearing Exniner Elizabeth C. Smith issued iniftl decision looking toward grant of
- adio
Athens
Inc. application
cilities
of WRFC
from 960 to
kc, change
1 kw,
v jy to 960 kc, 1 kw-day, 500 w-night,
: 'ght directional; conditions. Decision
iay 29.
Ion-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Oak Ridge, Tenn. — Air Mart Corp.
ranted 1450 kc. 1 kw, daytime. Estiated construction cost $10,225. Prinpals are President Harry C. Weaver,
irmer commercial manager WATO
;ak Ridge, 28% plus; Frank H. Corjtt, owner of WGAP Maryville, Tenn.
ith Mr. Weaver; Harry J. Daly, atase Sii'rney, 1 share; Vice President Owen
McReynolds, sales engineer for Gates
idio Co., 28%. Granted May 29.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111.— Granted as_ • 1 gnment
of license
from Charles
Vanver to James
R. Brewer
and Stephen
Bellinger for 825,000. Mr. Brewer,
.jjUjresident
partner,
is owner
_r TCJ TellandCity,3i, Ind.
Mr. Bellinger,
, anager and 14 partner, is a staff emoye of WTCJ. Granted May 29.
WFCI Providence. R. I.— Granted
ansfer of control Pawtucket Bcstg.
3., licensee, from J. Howard McGrath,
-ecutor of estate of Frank F. Crook,
mi.— ;ceased,
and as agent for Howard W.
;-u'lornley, to the Providence Journal
|£]{t>. for 8175,000. Grantee is licensee
™ PJB
(FM) Providence
proposes
interchange
programs and
of two
sta- »ns. Granted May 29.
KCSU Provo, Utah— Granted assign. QW]ent of license from partnership of
- ank Van Wagenen, 60%, and Harold
v in Wagenen, 40%, to Central Utah
stg. Co., a corporation owned by
..',,,5U)emmoney
under involved.
same interest
arrangement.
Granted
May 24.
KLAS Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted aclisition of control of Las Vegas
..fcstrs. Inc.. licensee, by R. G. Jolley
rough
purchase
for was
apoximately
810,000.of 667'Mr.shares
Jolley
jlvner of 48.75% and now owns 65.41%.
??"cflranted May 24.
*KCBD
GrantedBcstg.
aclisition Lubbock.
of control Tex.—
Caprock
"-3blirchase
] >., licensee,
by
Joe
H.
Bryant
through
of 137 shares from J. T.
rueger for 829,866. President and
neral manager Bryant now owns
.4%. Granted May 23.
KOFO Ottawa, Kan.— Granted asrnment of license from James N.
bes, Herbert M. Jobes and Bernard
Hawley d/b as Ottawa Bcstg. Co. to
w partnership of James and Herbert
l>es. Mr. Hawley sells his 16%% inuWUflrest for $6,000. Granted May 22.
?w Applications , . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Sennington, Vt.— Catamount Bcstrs.
1370 kc, 500 w, day; estimated
nstruction cost 811,000, first year
5 '-rating cost $40,000, first year revenue
- 1,000. Principals include President
. lliam H. Eddington, 16.7%, president
local Chevrolet sales and service orIfjmization; Treasurer J. Gordon Key. rth, 50%, V3 owner of WMNB North
; ams,
Mass.; Francis
E. Morrissey,
7o, attorney:
James Floss
Nelson,
;,.(%,
owner
of
farm
equipment
and
me appliance outlet; Robert M. Wera iw, 16.7%, president of Polygraphic
of America; Robert T. Holden.
%, farm manager of Fairdale Farms
.; George D. Pierce. 3.3%, plumber
i steamfitter. Filed May 31.
ranklin, Tenn. — Williamson County
'"stg. Co. Inc., 950 kc, 1 kw, day;
imated cost $17,950. operating cost
ROADCASTING

fCC
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH MAY 31
e
^C
jSoX
Summary
of Ot
Authorizations,
Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
CUss
Ob Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pendine Hexrtne
AM Stations
2275
2239
139
270
140
FM Stations
Stations
651
53274
135351* 408
8
TV
107
1714
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KALM Alton, Mo. (Robert Neathery, 1290 kc, 1 kw, day);
WAUG Augusta, Ga. (Garden City Bcstg. Co., 1050 kc, 250 w, day); KSWB
Yuma, Ariz. (Southwestern Bcstg. Co., 1240 kc, 250 w, unlimited); WILB Williamsburg, Va. (Williamsburg Radio Co., 740 kc, 500 w, day); KOSY Texarkana,
Ark. (Gateway Bcstg. Co., 790 kc, 1 kw-day, 500 w-night, night directional):
KBIG Avalon, Calif. (El Dia Bcstg. Co., 740 kc, 10 kw, day, directional); KORK
near Las Vegas, Nev. (Vegas Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc., 1340 kc, 250 w, unlimited);
KCHR (FM) Charleston, Mo. (South Missouri Bcstg. Co., Ch. 269 (101.7 mc),
290 w, antenna 90 feet); WOMC (FM) Royal Oak, Mich. (Changed from WOMCFM. WOMC (AM) changed to WEXL.)
* * *

$25,000, clude
revenue
inPresident$30,000.
WilliamPrincipals
R. Ormes,
162s%, reporter for Nashville Banner;
Director Ann R. Ormes, 831-3%, owner
Ormes G.Farm;
Secretary-Treasurer
rinne
Channell.
Filed May 31. CoPort Jervis, N. Y. — Port Jervis Bcstg.
Co., 1490mated kc,
100 w, unlimited;
cost $13,134.67,
operating esticost
$38,805.52, revenue $44,375. Partners
holding 25% each are Robert G. Adams,
treasurer
and W.part-owner
WCDL Carbondale. Pa.;
Stanley Buehler,
part
owner WCDL; W. Richard Carlson Jr.,
secretary and general manager WCDL;
William WCDL.
H. Ware,Filed
president
owner
May 31.and partMorrilton, Ark. — Morrilton Bcstg.
Co., 800 kc, 250 w, day; estimated cost
$10,400, operating cost $24,000, revenue
$42,000. Partners are C. R. Home, 40%,
% owner of KXRJ Russellville, Ark.;
J. C. Willis, 50%, owner of Willis
Baking Co.; L. L. Bryan, 10%, salesman
for KXRJ. Filed May 31.
Grove,
S. Holt
d/bCottage
as Coast
Fork Ore.—
Bcstg.Philip
Co., 1400
kc,
250 w fulltime. Estimated cost $10,000;
first year operating cost 824,000; revenue 830,000. Applicant is owner Creswell (Ore.) Radio and Electric, sales
and service firm. Filed May 22.
Anniston, Ala. — Edwin H. Estes tr/as
The Anniston Radio Co. 1490 kc, 250 w
fulltime. Estimated cost 88.400; first
year operating cost 832,000; revenue
843.000. Applicant is 50% owner WETO
Gadsden, Ala. Filed May 23.
Hawkinsville, Ga. — Tri-County Bcstg.
Co. 610 kc, 500 w daytime. Estimated
cost 825,880; first year operating cost
S36,000; revenue 848,000. Principals:
Robert Timothy
owner International Minerals Ragan,
and Chemical
Corp.,
Eastman, Ga., sales representative,
president and 30% owner; William
Henry Griffin, lumber dealer, vice president 30% ; Dallam Rivers Jackson, attorney, secretary-treasurer 40%. Filed
May 23.
Clovis, N. M.— Radio Station KBIM.
1310 kc, 1 kw daytime. Estimated cost
818,703; first year operating cost 840,000;
revenue S60.000. Co-partners: Theodore
Rozzell,liam Paul
insurance
and Pauls
WilBrown, business,
50% owner
Chinchilla Ranch and Browns Time
Shop. Filed May 23.
Wallace, N. C. — Duplin Bcstg. Co.
(Resubmitted) 1400 kc, 250 w fulltime
(Contingent on WGBR change to 1150
kc). Estimated cost 815,500; first year
operating cost 845,000; revenue $55,000.
Co-owners:
Harry
ownerowner
Liberman Dept.
StoreKramer,
and 50%
Kramer's Dept. Store, president: Sam
Leder, 17.5% owner Leder Bros.. Whiteville, N. C, general mercantile, vice
president; Isaac Kadis, 50% Kadis Inc.,
Goldsboro, N. C. and 25% owner each
Royal Clothing, The Leading Shop and
Family Shoe Store, all Goldsboro.
Cherokee, Iowa — Cherokee Bcstg Co.
1440 kc, 500 w daytime. Estimated
cost $7,650; first year operating cost
824,780; first year revenue $45,000. CoMarguerite County
Louise Shimp,
art supervisorpartnership;
Berkely
Public
Schools, Martinsburg, W. Va.; Charles
Reznikov, WEPM Martinsburg; Russell
A. Hickman, former WEPM announcer.
Filed May 24.
Eunice, La. — Tri-Parish Bcstg. Co.
1490 kc, 250 w fulltime. Estimated cost
$18,888; first year operating cost $32,000;
revenue $42,000. Principals: Vincent L.
• Telecasting

Riehl,
managing Supply
partner —Co.,
52.7%president
owner
Riehl Building
and 20% owner; Joseph A. Riehl, dean
of administration, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, and 20.8% owner Riehl
Building Supply, vice president 10%;
Paul H. DeClouet, 25% owner KLFY
Lafayette, La., vice president 25%;
Thomas A. DeClouet, 25% owner
KLFY, vice president 25%; Roland
Fink, optometrist and 22.8% owner
Riehl Building
Supply,
treasurer
20%. Filed
May 22.secretaryTV APPLICATIONS
Jackson, Miss. — The Herold Co. Ch. 3
(60-66aural;
mc); ant.
ERP50010.7
visual, cost
5.35
kw
ft. kw
Estimated
8195,588, first year operating cost 882,500,
first C.
yearW.revenue
Coowners:
Herold,8150,000.
50% owner
Herold & Miller, Natchez wholesale
grocery,Natchez
and chairman
of board
— 8.5%
owner
Times; Joe
Herold,
TV
consultant and former TV director
WOW-TV Omaha; Henry J. Herold,
auctioneer, stockman and farmer. Filed
May 22.
Albuquerque, N. M. — Alvarado Bcstg.
Co. (licensee KOAT there). Ch. 7
(174-180 mc); ERP 30 kw visual, 14.8
kw aural; ant. 4,182 ft. Estimated
cost 8219,955, first year operating cost
$156,000, revenue $208,000.
Jackson, Miss. — Mississippi Publishers
Corp. Ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 11.9 kw
visual, 5.94 kw aural; ant. 508 ft.
Estimated cost $259,000, first year operating cost $100,000, revenue $75,000.
Applicant is publisher Daily News and
Clarion-Ledger. Filed May 18.
Wichita Falls, Tex. — Wichtex Radio
and Television Co., Ch. 3 (60-66 mc),
29 kw visual, 14.5 kw aural, 340 ft.
antenna; estimated cost $215,955, operating cost $120,000, revenue $150,000.
Applicant is licensee of KFDX Wichita
Falls. Filed May 28.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KTAN
— Transfer
control ofSherman,
Sherman Tex.
Broadcast
Corp.,of
licensee, through sale by E. T. Fant
(80%) and F. W. Anthonv (20%) of all
stock for about $19,000 to Charles L.
Cain, KTAN employe and former 75%
owner KCNY San Marcos and former
10% owner KFTV Paris, Tex. Filed
May 21.
WLYC-AM-FM Williamsport, Pa.—
Acquisition of control of Lycoming
Bcstg. Co.,
and through
FM licensee, byAM
Johnpermittee
T. Keliher
issuance of additional 226 sh new stock
at
per sh.owner
to several
Mr. $70Keliher,
450 sh stockholders.
(40%), buys
194 sh, increasing holding to 644 sh
(52.5%); George Lewis, 300 sh. (30%\
buys 22 sh for total of 322 sh (26.3%7;
Victor C. Wise, 30 sh (3%), buys 10 sh
for total 40 sh (3.3%); Joseph P. Keliher, who retains original 220 sh, with
interest reduced from 22% to 17.9%.
Filed May 23.
WOPA-AM-FM Oak Park, III.— Assignment of license from Joseph Triner
(27.5%), Charles M. Hickman (27.5%),
George Herrmenn Jr. (5%), Edward J.
Faltysek (5%), and William L. Klein
(35%) d/b as Village Bcstg. Co., to
William L. Klein (46%), Oak Park
Arms Hotel Inc. (35%), James M.
Whalen Jr. (3.75%) and Egmont Sonderling (15.25%) d/b as Village Bcstg.
Co. For $2,540 investment, Mr. Triner
gets $4,500; Mr. Hickman's $4,000 gets
$6,000; Mr. Faltysek's and Mr. Herr-

menn's
81,000 each additional
get $1,500 each.
Klein contributes
$5,000Mr.to
original partnership,
increasing
investment to $30,100. Property his
valued
at $71,428.57. Mr. Klein contributes
$46,428.57 to new partnership for 65%
interest. Partnership also indebted to
him for 825,000. Mr. Klein assigns
15.25% interest ($10,892.86) from his
capital account to Mr. Sonderling as
full compensation for services to date
in organization, development and
management of stations. Mr. Klein
also assigns 3.75% interest ($2,678.57)
to Mr. Whalen to induce him to become
associated with stations in view of his
experience and contacts in advertising
field. Hotel firm pays $25,000 for 35%
interest. Mr. Klein is retained as general manager with provision for percentage of profits
bonus.manager
Mr. Sonderling
continues asasstation
on
straight salary basis. Filed May 24.
WLS Chicago— Transfer of 1,750 sh.
of total 5,000 sh. in Prairie Farmer Pub.
Co., sole owner Agricultural Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, from Thomas E. Murphy and
James E. Edwards, co-executors of
estate of Burridge D. Butler, deceased,
to trustees
ButlerMayMemorial Trustofof Burridge
Chicago. D. Filed
24.
KMMO
Marshall,
Mo.
—
Assignment
license from W. C. Evans to KMMO Inc.of
for
in transferee
are $60,000.
M. F. A.Principals
Mutual Insurance
Co.,
Columbus, Mo., 45%; President F. V.
Heinkel,
5%,
president
of
Missouri
Farmers Assn. and board chairman of
M. F. A. hoMutual;
other 5%Farmers
stocklders, al officersandof 10Missouri
Assn. Inc.suranceand/or
A. Mutual InCo. Filed M.MayF. 29.
KHIT Lampasas, Tex. — Assignment of
license from W. R. Pierre, T. A. Newmanpasas
and Bcstg.
M. A.
d/b as Bcstg.
LamCo. Frenkel
to Lampasas
Corp.
for
$22,500.
Principals
and
owners in transferee are President 20%
Lee
H. Gripson, cattleman and rancher;
Vice President Ryan M. Howard, cattleman and rancher; Secretary-Treasurer
Kyle Smith, owner CPA firm; Dr. W.
M. Brook, physician; Harold Bakke.
general manager KHIT. Filed May 29.
Tenn. — Acquisition
ofWIRJ
controlHumboldt,
Gibson County
Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, by J. Frank Warmath, present
Vz owner,
50%
from
Thomasthrough
M. Hobbspurchase
for $2500.of Filed
May 28.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 16, FM 43, TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
WJPR-FM
Greenville,
Miss. Lack
— Radioof
Service
Co. License
May 24.
public interest and economic reasons.
Fla. — Charles
A. WMLD
Lenz. St.
CP Petersburg,
April 27. Forfeited.
KREI-FM
Farmington,
Mo.
Cecil W.
Roberts. License May 15. —Operation
did not prove practical.
Britain,
TheWFHA
New (FM)
BritainNewBcstg.
Co. Conn.
License—
May 15. Economic.
KYW Philadelphia May 21 extended its
broadcasting schedule to 2 a.m. New
schedule adds one hour to broadcast
day Monday through Saturday, with
sign-onSunday.
still at 6 a.m., but does not
affect
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TRANSIT RADIO RULING
SLATED FOR APPEAL
APPEAL will be filed against U. S. Court of
Appeals Friday ruling that ordered WWDCFM Washington and Capital Transit Co. to
cease FM commercial announcements in street
cars and buses. Proceedings considered a precedent case upon which future of transit radio
may hinge.
Station counsel, Pierson & Ball, plans to petition for certiorari to Supreme Court. Richard
C. Crisler, president, Transit Radio Inc., which
operates in approximately two dozen markets,
also affirmed that appeal would be instituted.
Transitcasting suit filed by Washington Attorneys Franklin S. Pollak and Guy Martin,
and argued by Paul M. Segal, Washington
broadcasting lawyer, in the Appeals Court
after District Court dismissed earlier action
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12].
Three-judge court unanimously held broadcasts "deprive objecting passengers of liberty
without due process of law." Judge Henry W.
Edgerton, who wrote opinion, said :
The Bill of Rights . . . can keep up with anything
an advertising man or an electronics engineer can
think of ... If Transit obliged its passengers to
read what it liked or get off the car, invasion of
their freedom would be obvious. Transit obliges
them domtoof attention,
hear what which
it likes forced
or get listening
off the car.
Freedestroys,
is a part of liberty essential to individuals and
society."
RCA TO DISCLOSE DATA
ON TRI-COLOR TUBE
FULL information on design and production
of RCA's tri-color TV picture tube to be unveiled in June 19-20 symposium at WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York, with plans to be
revealed then for "immediately making available sample tri-color tubes and associated
components for manufacturers' use in laboratory work."
RCA President Frank Folsom sent invitations to head of 231 TV receiver and tube
manufacturers — RCA licensees. June 19 sessions will be for receiver manufacturers; June
20, for tube manufacturers. E. C. Anderson,
vice president commercial Dept., RCA Labs
Division, will preside at both sessions, with Dr.
E. W. Engstrom, vice president in charge of
research, RCA Labs, presenting summaries.
RTMA ASKS SUSPENSION
OF CREDIT CONTROLS
NINETY-DAY suspension of credit controls on
TV sets and maximum of 15% down payment
requested Friday by Robert C. Tait of Stromberg-Carlson Co., representing Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., before House Banking &
Currency Committee.
Present 25% down payment prevents lowincome families from buying sets and has
resulted in unemployment of 50,000 TV plant
workers, manufacturers' inventories totaling
500,000 sets and bankruptcy of many dealers,
Mr. Tait charged. He said credit controls were
supposed to "retard inflation . . . not cause
deflation."
GIL BERRY, DuMont TV Network sales manager in Chicago, has resigned effective June
30. Mr. Berry, with DuMont since August
1949, is former ABC Chicago sales manager.
Page 94
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TRAMMELL
LAUDS BAB
AS PROGRESSIVE STEP
NBC BOARD Chairman Niles Trammell
quoted by Broadcast Advertising Bureau Friday as saying establishment of BAB "is one
of the most progressive steps taken by the
radio industry since World War II," and that
progress and plans to date "make it clear that
BAB will steadily increase its importance."
Mr. Trammell's statement, BAB said, followed meeting to acquaint BAB Executive
Committee, of which Mr. Trammell is member, with recent developments under direction
of President William B. Ryan, who said current described
reorganizationto "isBAB
virtually
and
will be
board complete"
and NARTB
radio board this week.
BAB Board Chairman Edgar Kobak, who
presided at meeting, was "optimistic that before very long BAB will have all of the financial
support it needs to carry out its plans. Every
station, every network, every station's representative will profit by BAB's activities."
Mr. Ryan said "extremely limited funds at
present" make it necessary to "postpone some
projects that would be of inestimable help to
all BAB
broadcasters."
authorities reportedly encouraged by
rate new members are joining. Aside from 799
NARTB-member stations, agency now has 35
non-NARTB members whose dues aggregate
more than $60,000 annually. Among these:
Westinghouse stations, WFAA Dallas, WTMJ
Milwaukee, KTBS Shreveport, WOOD Grand
Rapids, WARM Scranton, KALL Salt Lake
City, CBS 0-&-0 stations.
PARAMOUNT
SUBSIDIARY
TO SHOW COLOR TUBE
CHROMATIC TELEVISION LABS, Paramount Picture Corp. subsidiary, will shortly
demonstrate TV receiver equipped with 16-inch
or 21-inch Chromatron tube, which company
said can receive either CBS color or standard
black-and-white telecasts, eliminating color
wheel or rotating drum devices used to date
for CBS color reception.
Single gun standard shape cathode ray tube
containing color grid capable of displaying TV
pictures in color, Chromatron will operate with
any of proposed color telecasting systems,
company explained. It was conceived by Dr.
Ernest O. Lawrence, Nobel prize winning
scientist, currently director of U. of California
radiation laboratory and consultant and director of CTL. Tube will probably be sold with
attendant circuits for installation in present
home receivers as well as in new color plus
monochrome sets.
TV

TUBE

SALES

OFF

54%

SALES of TV picture tubes to set manufacturers dropped 54% in April from March level,
in line with lull in TV set sales, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. announced Friday. April
cathode ray tube sales totaled 278,955 units
valued at $6,869,181 compared to 608,396 tubes
valued at $16,064,425 in March. RTMA reported 89% of tubes sold in April were rectangular, with 95% 16 inches or larger. Manufacturers bought 2,101,748 picture tubes in first
four months of 1951, valued at $56,761,635.

Astoria dinner June 12 to interest exporters
in supporting free-radio efforts of Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters. Host to be Justin
Miller, NARTB president, with IAAB President Goar Mestre, CMQ Havana, to be guest.
U. OF CHICAGO, Northwestern U. and Roosevelt College reportedly cooperating with Ford
Foundation in pooling money and talent to
establish educational television station in Chicago. Ford Foundation already has donatec
substantial funds to educational TV and is considered likely source for more.
JOHN H. MacDONALD, NBC vice president
and treasurer, reportedly planning to resigr
shortly and become associated with Ben Tobin
of Hollywood, Fla., one of syndicate whicl
purchased control of Empire State Bldg. Hi;
NBC duties to be handled by Joseph V. Hef
ferman, vice president for finance.
INDUSTRY COLOR PLAN
(Continued from page 4)
were instructed "to conduct an up-to-date ap
praisal of the state of the art in color televi
Ad Hoc Committee members: David B. Smitf
Philco
Robert M. Bowie, Sylvani
sion. . Corp.,
.Products
." chairman;
Electric
Inc.; Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA
Thomas T. Goldsmith, Allen B. DuMont Labs.; Ir
J. Kaar, General Electric Co.; Arthur V. Loughrer
Hazeltine Electronics Corp. Axel G. Jensen, Be
Telephone, Labs., was consultant.
Proposed standards:
(1.0)
The present
FCC transmission
black-and-white
television
shall continuestandards
to be usefc
for the transmission of compatible color televisior
(2.0) Chromatic information shall be transmitte ;
by means of a color subcarrier modulated in arr
piitude and phase with respect to a reference sut
carrier of the same frequency. The color subcarrie
shall be transmitted simultaneously with the vide
signal and during only the video portion of th
composite signal. Synchronizing signals to transm
information concerning the reference subcarrie
shall be transmitted only during the synchronizir
and blanking intervals of the composite video signa |
(2.1) To ensure practical invisibility of the cole
subcarrier its normal frequency, but not phase, sha |
be related to the horizontal scanning frequency i f
the following manner: The color subcarrier frj
quency scanning
shall be frequency.
an odd multiple of half the hor j
zontal
(2.2) For standard operating conditions, the ani
plitude and
of the
primary
and the
plitude
phase
of thevideo
color signal
subcarrier
shallan1 j1
specified in terms of a "proper" set of takir j
characteristics.
set ofonetal
ing
characteristics(Definition:
is defined A as"proper"
a set, each
which is linear combination of ICI distributk
characteristics. )
signal
shall becarrier
transmits
by (3.0)
meansTheof color
a burstsyncof the
reference
supe |j
imposed on the back porch following each hoi
zontal sync pulse . . ."
NARTB'S TV MEMBERSHIP
PASSES 60 MARK
TOTAL membership of NARTB's TV organiz
tion will officially pass 60 mark Monday wh<|
TV board convenes in Washington (see l\
and radio board story page 29). Board wi
formally approve applications of KMTV (TM
Omaha, KPIX (TV) San Francisco; WAG.
TV Atlanta; WJBK-TV Detroit; WKRC-T i
WTTG (T"1
Cincinnati; WSPD-TV
Washington,
and NBC-TVToledo;
Network.
Radio board will act on applications of
new member stations. Problem of joint radi
TV membership dues to be taken up by sep
rate and then combined boards.
BLATZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee, to spons
new series, Charles Collingwood and the Net
Tues.-Fri., 10:30-10:45 p.m., over CBS starti
tomorrow (June 5). Effective July 2, progr:
will be Monday through Friday. Agency
William H. Weintraub, New York.
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WHOLEHEARTED
- that's the
word for the overall performance
of The

KMBC-KFRM

Team!

Audience-wise, because of outstanding local programming and
the CBS Network, rural and suburban listeners give The Team
preference by a ratio of almost 3
to 2 over the closest competition.

Operating

City metro-

politan area it's the same story,
according to the latest audience
survey.

from

its new

home, The KMBC-KFRM Team
has more than ever before to offer advertisers — adequate space,
new and modern

broadcast facil-

ities, top-notch promotion

and

merchandising— and most important, years of experience and
success in every department. Yes
indeed,

In the great Kansas

now

Wholehearted

is the

word for it! Write, wire or phone
The KMBC-KFRM

Team, Kansas

City, Mo., or your nearest Free
& Peters' office.

'■'>■< % ,t

ttftt

TO SELL THE WHOLE

HEART OF AMERICA

=ep:

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

i4
6TH OLDEST
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

CBS AFFILIATE
BY

MIDLAND

•

PROGRAMMED

it

IT'S

Team

BY KMBC
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SAFETY

With pardonable pride, WWJ-The Detroit News
acknowledges its selection as regional winner of
the Alfred P. Sloan Highway

Safety Award

for

1950. It is particularly gratifying to note that the
award

presentation pays tribute to three WWJ

programs, "Voice of Carelessness", "Junior Judge"
and "Turnabout", referring to them as models
for any radio station wishing to do outstanding
public service.
Another WWJ-created program, "Listen and Live",
won the Alfred P. Sloan commercial program
award for the Plymouth

Dealers of Greater Detroit,

who sponsor this show five days a week on WWJ.
Over the past thirty years, WWJ's countless
public services have given it community acceptance which no other station in this market can
approach. This is translated into lowered
resistance for WWJ

FIRST IN DETROIT

sales

advertisers.

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ~TV

AM — 950 KILOCYCLES— 5000 WATTS
FM— CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES
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Program ratings — popularity of entertainers — readership or listenership
— even rates — are all secondary to the main purpose of advertising . . .
to produce the results desired — and at a profit.
Advertising results in radio are dependent upon the "listener-endorsement" enjoyed by the station. Acceptance, belief, listener
loyalty, responsiveness — are basic ingredients of advertising results.
Thru 2 7 years of result-ful operation, WLS has developed and
maintained these ingredients. Proof of tangible results WLS
advertisers have consistently enjoyed . . . results in the form

ers Find Ra«
ip Medium
Page 28
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desired by the advertiser ... is available in quantity — with
new records being continually established.
WLS has an accepting, believing, loyal audience who
have made the station the Midwest's most powerful
advertising buy. Ask your John Blair man to show
you evidence of the proven power of WLS to get
results . . . and at a profit-making cost.

fci

JO Annually
cents weekly

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK- REPRESENTED BY

News Director DICK OBERLIN
PETE HACKES

PETE FRENCH
ALICE WATKINS

issures

No

QUALITY

with

OF

WHAS

news

Good local newscasts don't just happen.
The around-the-clock local news coverage

can

enjoyed by WHAS listeners is the
work of a complete staff of trained
news writers and announcers . . . the newsroom

top the rating of these newscasts
A.M.

P.M.

7:00-15 Paul Clark
7:30-45 Bob Boaz
7:45-00 World
News (CBS)

The

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio
all of the

Only the 7 :45 CBS World News Roundup is
available . . . better see your Petry man now.

6:45-00 Paul Clark
10:00-15 Pete French
10.00-15 (Sunday)
Paul Clark

12:30-40 Paul Clark

*

that has earned two first-place
N.A.R.N.D. awards in the last two years.

5:30-45 Pete French
5:45-00 Lowell
Thomas
(CBS)

P.M.

50,000 WATTS

BOB BOAZ
ED WHITE

focal or network,

other program,

in competition

PAUL CLARK
STEVE HINDERER

station

serving

rich Kentuckiana

*

840 KILOCYCLES

and

INCORPORATED

• ESTABLISHED l?22

selling

Market
NEIL D. CLINE, So/es Director

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

•

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

UNITED

STATES

ajain presents
NBC

the

SYMPHONY

SUMMER
World-famed

STEEL

Conductors

CONCERTS
Distinguished

Soloists

For the third season, the U. S. Steel Hour is proud to present the NBC Symphony in
a series of summer concerts, broadcast from New York's famous showplace — the airconditioned Center Theatre in Radio City.

I
I

The orchestra will play under the batons of some of the world's greatest conductors
— including Alfred Wallenstein, Sigmund Romberg, Arthur Fiedler, Percy Faith,
Antal Dorati, and Harold Levey.
Patrice Munsel, Alec Templetou, Anne Jeffreys, Ezio Pinza, Dorothy Kirsten,
John Baker, and Jan Peerce are just a few of the distinguished stars of opera, concert
and musical comedy who will appear as soloists.
GEORGE

HICKS speaking for U. S. STEEL

blished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879
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Closed

Circuit

FORD FOUNDATION, half-billion dollar
philanthropy which has made several grants to
educational groups for educational radio and
TV, may change course and promote educational programming through commercial telecasting. James Webb Young, veteran J. Walter Thompson executive and consultant to
foundation, has discussed question with network and NARTB officials, has told them if
practical plan can be evolved, Ford Foundation
would put "substantial" funds into it.
NO ANNOUNCEMENT may be forthcoming
for days, but NBC has concluded affiliation with
WDSU and WDSU-TV New Orleans, in lieu
of WSMB, its long-time affiliate. Slated to
become effective in October, it's probable both
parties will agree to summer switch, with
WSMB going ABC. Since WSMB is owned
50% by United Gulf Theatres, which in turn
is owned by United Paramount, its shift of
network affiliation is logical. WDSU principally owned by Lt. Edgar B. Stern Jr., on
active duty with Army Signal Corps, and managed by Robert D. Swezey, who holds minority
interest.
FCC HAS decided it isn't in sympathy with
proposal of Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), to
require commercial TV stations to allot 25%
of their time on air for educational purposes.
FCC now is on tentative record by majority
vote in favor of "reservation plan" whereby
educators would get roughly 10% of allocated
TV facilities.
IN RE EDUCATIONAL reservation problem,
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, who is still plumping for 25% instead of 10% of allocations for
education, may throw another surprise by
proposing that schools in given areas be
awarded facilities cooperatively and share
costs on pooled basis.
AT LEAST four advertising agencies have
been asked to submit bids for Lever Bros.
Pepsodent Division's $3% million advertising
account. Agencies are Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. W. Ayer and McCannErickson. Account is handled by Foote, Cone
& Belding and recently dropped sponsorship
of My Friend Irma on CBS.
OFFICIAL and emphatic denials from Comdr.
Mortimer W. Loewi that he has any intention
of resigning as director of DuMont TV network failed last week to halt flow of reports
that Mark Woods, ABC vice chairman, would
shortly replace him. Mort Watters, general
manager of WCPO Cincinnati, also was named
as possible new operating head of DuMont.
DuMont spokesmen point to repetition of
"M. W." initials and insist it's all case of mistaken identity. Adding to confusion, Mr.
Woods also reported about to assume top broadcast media post with major advertising agency.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, expecting to
move two of its programs from Mutual to
ABC, effective early October. New time on
(Continued on page 98)
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Upcoming
June 10-13: Advertising Federation of America,
Annual Convention, Hotels Chase and Park
Plaza, St. Louis.
June 1 1 : Deadline for replies to initial comments
on FCC Revised TV Allocation Plan.
June 12-16: National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors, St. Louis and Fayetteville, Ark.
June 15: Hearing on Radio-TV coverage of Congress, Senate Executive Expenditures Committee, Senate Office Bldg., Washington.
(More Upcomings on page 74)
Bulletins
NCAA TV Committee after meeting Friday
refused to retreat from its insistence upon
"experimental" telecasting of college football
this fall (story page 34). U. of Pennsylvania,
meanwhile, asked for hearing on group's ruling that school was in bad standing as result
of its decision to have its games telecast.
HUDSON MOTOR CARS, through Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit, planning
spot campaign using half-hour radio program
for six weeks, starting this month.
DODGE MOTOR CARS, through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, preparing three-week radio spot announcement campaign beginning late June.
RED

GOOSE

TV

SHIFT

RED GOOSE SHOES (Freedman Shelby Division of International Shoe Co.), St. Louis,
understood to be launching network TV show,
Kids & Co., Saturday, 11-11:30 p.m., on DuMont Network starting early September. Shoe
firm is handled by Westheimer & Block, St.
Louis, and show will be produced by agency's
New York office, Wyatt & Schuebel. Account
is reversing its former policy of sponsoring
local TV shows. This switch relocates its
advertising budget so Westheimer & Block
increases its billing share of Freedman Shelby
business.

Briefly

NESTLE SPOTS # Nestle Co., Colorad
Springs (Nesta instant tea), sponsoring radi
and television campaign in 11 markets. Nestl
will use participation programs as well as 2(
second and one-minute spots. Agency, Neec j
ham & Grohmann, New York.
McCONNELi. STATES FAITH
IN FUTURE OF RADIO
NBC President Joseph H. McConnell assure
radio-wide Affiliates Committee Friday, he hi
"great
faith investment
in the future inof programming,
radio," is makir
substantial
conducting aggressive sales and promotic
campaigns, and with committee of affiliates h<
undertaken "a broad and comprehensive ec>
nomic study of network broadcasting" as fo
low-up to recent network radio rate cut.
Letter, sent to affiliates committee chairma
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, was
reply to committee's request to network pres
dents to go on record as to their views on rad
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21
Pointing out that NBC owns six radio station
Mr. McConnell observed: "Obviously, our ov
self-interest requires us to do everything
our power to maintain network radio at tl
highest
possible level."
Paraphrasing
Winston Churchill's famo
remark, he said : "I did not become preside
of NBC for the purpose of presiding over tl
dissolution of the NBC radio network." NE
is "probably the biggest single contributor
dues to BAB because of membership of tl
stations which we own," he said.
LUCKY BUYS EARLY AM
IN FIRST USE of early-morning radio, Ame!
ican Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strikes) signs fi
two five-minute strips on Mutual: Arthur- V<
Horn and the News, Monday through Frid? !
8:55-9 a.m., and Talk Back, featuring Hap
Felton, Monday through Friday, 10:55-11 a.r
effective July 2. Van Horn to be rebroadcal
for west coast at 1:55 p.m. New York tin
Agency is BBDO, New York.

GE Sees UHF
Ready
for Wide
TV Coverage
PROSPECTS for successful UHF TV operacan be delivered 15 to 18 months after ord'i
t;on in very near future — with full 200-kw
GE has 12 to 15 such units now in productic
effective radiated power through 890 mc, covdelivery expected September-October 1952.
erage comparable to VHF and costing less
P. L. Chamberlain, GE sales manager, w|
than VHF — revealed by General Electric Co.
read statement from GE Vice President I
in detailed Washington showing of new equipW. R. G. Baker on composite color systc
ment and report of TV progress to FCC and
standards resolved by Ad Hoc Committee
consulting engineers.
National Television System Committee (s
Low power, low cost UHF unit also disclosed
which is held to make TV outlet possible in
early UHF
story transmitter
page 65), explained
GE's anter.
new :
kw
and 25-gain
every community which supports local daily
which will provide 200-kw ERP maximum
newspaper or even "good weekly."
lowed by FCC in revised TV allocation pi;
G. F. Metcalf, manager of GE commercial
He envisioned grass roots TV stations possil
equipment division, is "confident" GE will be
through
low power, low cost UHF units a
able to construct transmitters, other technical
soon available.
units, concurrent with defense production,
L. R. Fink, engineer in charge GE bi'oadc; i
though there may be "some delay." He saw
receiver division, outlined UHF set situati
such commercial broadcast production possible
explained while noise factor of UHF tubes
as long as current conditions of "dual economy"
greater than VHF, antenna gain of UHF s I
prevail.
Unofficial guess is new UHF transmitter
(Continued on page 98)
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Delivering

profitable

results

. . .

WGAL-TV
Channel 4
Lancaster,

Pennsylvania

Here's the successful result of one 15minute program on Station WGAL-TV
The Kranich Brothers and the International Jewelry
Co. sponsor "Red Kain Comments on the News" each
Sunday, 6:00 — 6:15 P.M. A recent program included
two live announcements — one on watches, and another
on boudoir lamps at §3.95 a pair.
Announcement No. 1 — Within 24 hours, the stores
had sold more than 20 watches!
Announcement No. 2 — Within 24 hours, the stores
had sold their entire supply of lamps — a total of
240 pairs! (carried in stock for 6 months). Although no addresses had been mentioned, 61
additional mail orders were received!

Clair R. McCollough, Pres.,

Cost of program - $132.00
WGAL-TV is the only television station located in
this thriving Pennsylvania market, which is becoming
more productive all the time. Here's why:
Retail Sales increased 198%— 1948 compared with 1940
Population increased 12% — 1950 compared with 1940 (U.S. Census figures)
Tell your sales story . . . show your product ... in a
provenable results!
Buying Market! Let WGAL-TV get you profitAM Represented by
WGAL ?
Tm ROBERT MEEKER
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Census Finds 40 Million Radio Homes
NARTB Board Completes Realignment
Freeze Lift Delay Urged by Benton
Transit Radio Appeal to SCOTUS Seen
RTMA Warned of Manpower Shortage
Ad Budget Safe, OPS Assures Industry
Miller, Fellows Inducted into NARTB Posts
Industry Pays Tribute to Johnny Gillin
Businesswise Bankers Find Radio Top Medium ....
New BAB Campaign Unveiled by Ryan . .
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AR
YE IN
TH
W consistIN MINNEAPOLIS,
NO
ently outrating important
6
network shows on all
stations.

5 TH
YEAR
IN NEW ORLEANS, consistently delivering a large
and loyal audience, proving radio's greatest pointper-dollar buy.

Hell get results for you, too!
Results that will pay off in
renewal after renewal for
you . . . high ratings and
increased sales for your
sponsors.
For details, write, wire
or phone at once to

m'HN"l
4 TH
YEAR
IN RALEIGH, consistently
selling for Carolina Power
and Light Company.
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THE

KGW
WHICH

GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

tff$*

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT
SURVEYS

PROVE
KGW's
LEADERSHIP
No other Portland radio station, regardless of power,
reaches as many radio families or provides a greater
coverage area. KGW's efficient 620 frequency is beamed
to cover Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington. BMB surveys prove KGW is doing
just that!
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME
350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D
Here Louella King, KGW Model, assists loggers, W. J.
Mahoney and Bill Heyne at log pond of the Mammoth
Cascades Plywood Corporation plant in Lebanon, another of the fast-growing communities included in
KGW's COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE. Lebanon,
also noted as home of famed "Strawberry Festival", has
historic past, indicated in second picture showing monument at site of Santiam Academy established in 1854.

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington. D.C., or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEinofthe

PORTLAND,
30th
YEAR
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EFFICIENT
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OREGON
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY

&
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There's

SELL

$6

THE

The "Hard

CITY

Billion

ITSELF

$ell" is WFIL's

specialty. That's

what you need in Philadelphia's highly competitive city zone market. Concentrated here
is more

than half the area's $6,638,759,000

effective buying income. Here are more than
two million people who spend $2,209,935,000
in retail stores alone. Here four-fifths of the

\ .'GEOPCfS/
When is 5,000 watts more than 5,000 watts?
When it's first on the dial ! Operating at 560
kilocycles,
WFIL'stimes
5,000thewatts
coverage
equal to twenty
powerprovide
at double
the
^frequency . . . 100,000 watts at 1120 kilocycles.

Page 8
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city's radio families make

a habit of tuning

WFIL.

can do your hard-

That's why WFIL

selling job. You're first on the dial when you
schedule WFIL.

BROADCASTING

•

Telecasting |l

Waiting

for

you

in

elD

Come

and

LEAH M. K ATZ, Burlington housewife— She buys for an all-important
home ... a radio-equipped home,
one of 1,242,000 in the 14-County
Philadelphia Retail Trading Area.
Households like hers help consume
SI billion worrh of food a year.

SELL
You

THE

get

it!

RAYMOND F. SWENSON, Philadelphia auto901,189
dealer — automobiles
WFIL-adelphians own
.worth
. . eachofyear
they
buy
$508,287,000
new and used cars from
men like Mr. Swenson, Vice-President of Alvin A. Swens^n Irw"

J. I. McDONELL, Atlantic City
hotel man — Gracious host at the
Chalfont-Haddon Hall, Mr.
McDonell sees thousands of vacationers each year . . . and millions
more spend $82,523,000 in WFILadelphia's 756 hospitable hotels.
WHOLE

14-COUNTY

J. D. BRANDNER, Wilmington
scientist — As a research executive of
the Atlas Powder Company, Dr.
Brandner guides others in the search
for new products and processes.
He is one of 115,000 professional

MARKET

lose half the market, half the sales unless

you hit hard in all 14 populous counties of
the Philadelphia Retail Trading Area. You
hard with WFIL's

5000 watts — a beam

hit

560 kc.

that

outpulls 50,000 watts in 11 of the 14 counties.

Cfte $f)ilabelpf»a

Cash in on this rich potential . . . 4,400,000

inquirer Station

people ... $4 billion in retail sales. Cash in, too,
on WFIL's tremendous

bonus area outside the

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market

Retail Trading Area. Total coverage: 6,800,000
people with buying power of more

than $9

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

billion. Schedule WFIL.

OADCASTING
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ARTHUR J. DALY, radio-TV director, Peck Adv. Agency, N. Y., (
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, same city, as TV program manager i
radio and TV department. Currently he is working on Nash-Kelvin;
tor's Paul Whiteman TV Teen Club, ABC-TV, Sat., 8-9 p.m.
CHAMP HUMPHREY, ROY S. LANG and JOHN H. LEACH electe
vice presidents Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis. Mr. Humphrey is directc
of media and research, and Messrs. Lang and Leach are account e:
ecutives.
THOMAS L. GREER, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., to Harry B. CohJ
Adv. Co., N. Y., as vice president in charge of all media department]
EDWARD ALESHIRE, coordinator of creative work, appointed executbl
vice president in charge of general planning and contact functions, i
HARVEY H. STROBUSCH, vice president and Pacific Coast managl
Knox-Reeves
Adv. Inc., to Frederick Seid Adv., S. F., as manageme"
associate.
DON E. JORDAN, copy chief, Grant Adv., N. Y., to Morey, Humm
Johnstone, same city, as member creative staff.
CLAYTONexecutive.
GOING, BBDO, N. Y., transfers to firm's S. F. office
account

on all accounts
]
huron Step
Artvisi
to tele
Greek and
all
arehen
RADI
PardOoll, radio and television
timebuyer for Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, New York. This
fact makes him one of the most
capable executives in his field, for
Mr. Pardoll was, in his undergraduate days at Yale, an outstanding
student of the classics and winner of
the coveted Noyes
Cutter Award for
his translation of
the New Testament
into Greek.

Mr. Pardoll's first
job after graduation
was as a high school
teacher in New
Haven. While teaching he wrote promotional pieces for his
father, who was an
industrial inventor.
The experience
prompted him to
withdraw from
teaching in 1937 to

REPRESENTED
Page 10
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B Y /^mf^^^

INC.

Army as a private.
He ended his service as a capta
operating finally as Informati AFac
and Education Officer of the 3^
Infantry Div. in Japan. Previou:^
he had received a Bronze Star |pt
his service in the Philippines, w
the 33rd Artillery Div.
After the war he returned
Y&R, where he y
named
radio i; \l
television timebuy
In August 1948;
was invited — and
cepted the invitat^
his present capac
as radio and b
—to join SSC&b'
handlestimebuyer."
products
vision
Pall
Mall,Spei<
Le1
Brothers,
Antamine,
Rj
Simoniz, Arrid
nada) and R
The family,
Beer.
Pardoll and

(
&
M
|

Bruce, IV2 years
Mr. PARDOLL
live in Manhai
join
& Rubicam, Young
New York.
where Mr. Par I
At Y&R he worked in production
has
been
active
in organizing tw"
and in research under Dr. George
fare
clubs
for
needy
As a classical scholarchildren.
Mr. Par '
Gallup. In 1939 he became spacebuyer on Lever Brothers, General
has earned, besides the Noyes
Foods and several other accounts.
ter Award, the Sterling Memc
Then came the war, and he left the
Scholarship and a' richly pi
agency in August 1942 to join the Louis F. Robinsom Latin Awar
BROADCASTING
Telecast:

Obviously
beat

,f

t
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OUTSTANDING...
I C. SNAPE, account manager G. M. Basford Co., N. Y. and Cleve1 nd agency, elected vice president.
AURY

BRADLEY . . . One of America's
Fastest-Growing Universities

BAKER, promotion and publicity manager KGO-AM-TV San
Francisco, to radio and television dept., BBDO, S. F.
LEE STILL, production manager Adolph L. Bloch
Adv., Portland, Ore., to production staff Simon & Smith
Adv., same city.
RUSS COLLIER, media department Foote, Cone &
Belding, S. F., named assistant media director.

Mr. Baker

OTTO W. PROCHAZKA, Anderson & Cairns, N. Y., to
J. D. Tarcher & Co., same city, as copy chief.

RICHARD HOVIS, art director Kenyon & Eckhardt,
F., joins Army. He is succeeded by WALT GRANBERG, McCannickson, S. F.
the

VVID KARR, vice president William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.,
•arded "Order of the Star of Solidarity" from Republic of Italy for
part in organization and delivery of "Friendship Train."

WMBD
Rich

Dominates
Peoriarea

Market

5RBERT 0. NELSON, vice president of Ruthrauff & Ryan, S. F., to
mley, Hicks & Montgomery, N. Y., as vice president.
,LIOTT ADV. AGENCY opened in Oakland at 178 Grand
VLLACE F. ELLIOTT, former stockholder in Elliott, Daly &
F. Telephone number is TWinoaks 3-1750. Elliott, Daly &
1 retain its name. Partners are JOHN C. W. DALY and
ERMAN.
aptn

Ave. by
Sherman,
Sherman
ROBERT

Peoriareans are justly proud of Bradley, a strong, mediumsized University. Its scholastic standards are high ... its
basketball teams invariably
among the "top ten" ... its
pioneer Horological School the

\LTER F. McNIFF, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., to BBDO, S. P.,
account executive.

World's largest. A truly outstanding community asset.

Theodore
SillsDallas.
& Co., L. A., appointed director
Stai • "KE
publicBURGESS,
relations Glenn
Adv. R.Inc.,
ARSON & MORGAN, Seattle, changes name to PEARSON, MORGAN
PASCOE.
WILFRED A. PASCOE has been a principal in agency
,;lce 1949.
LLIAM E. FORBES, account executive Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to
ithem California Music Co., L. A., as vice president and general
;;4t nager.
so?

T CRAIG, KNBC

San Francisco, to Walter McCreery Inc., S. F.

V E LEIGHTON, publicity director J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood,
- /ated to TV liaison on firm's national accounts. He succeeds BILLY
LGUS, to agency's Los Angeles office as head of radio and teleon. LEON BENSON, head of that department, resigns to join story
artment, Frederic W. Ziv Co., Hollywood.
ARENCE HATCH Jr., executive vice president D. P. Brother & Co.,
roit, appointed member of National Committee of Radio and Television
i eduction of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

5 'RRINGTON & RIPPEY ADV., S. F., dissolved by partners KING
RRINGTON and BOYD RIPPEY. Mr. Harrington enters restaurant
j jness as partner in Shadows Restaurants in S. F. and San Mateo.
Lj Rippey joins The Katz Agency, L. A.
I
NHART KNUDSEN, Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Seattle,
ed vice president.

•J BERNARD, Hollywood producer for William Esty Co. on CBS
Hawk Show, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cig(Continued on page 82)
I si
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Outstanding, too; is WMBD's
dominance of the Peoria market. The latest Hooper Index

WAYNE

(Oct. '50 thru Feb. '51) shows
that WMBD has more listeners than the next two stations

WEST

"300 Pounds of Entertainment"
. . . one of the biggest men in
radio. A full time staff personality since 1941, Wayne has
a tremendous following in the
area. In addition to his own
Mon.-Fri. "Wayne West Show",
he is director-producer of
WMBD's weekly "Juvenile
Theatre".

combined, and at many periods
more than 50% share of audience. It's the No. 1 BUY in
the Nation's No. 1 Test Market.

CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice President and
General Manager
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
June 11, 1951
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new

business

f^S

• • •

SHOE Co., Milwaukee, appoints recently-affiliated W.
NUNN-BUSH
SpotEarl Bothwell and Hamilton Adv. agencies, N. Y. and Chicago, respectively, tohandle all radio and TV advertising, effective July 1.
SPECIAL FOODS Co., Chicago (Jay's potato chips), and BURKE MOTORS, same city, name Olian Adv., Chicago, as agency, ROBERT ROSS
account executive. Jay's uses radio and TV; Burke uses TV locally.
SALAD MASTER of CALIF., Oakland (kitchen utensils), appoints
Richard N. Meltzer Adv. Inc., S. F. TV will be used.
TRADE-RITE Co., Cincinnati (distributor of merchandise direct to the
home), appoints Guenther, Brown & Berne Inc., Cincinnati, to handle
advertising. Radio and television campaign will be conducted in Cincinnati, Dayton and St. Louis.
JOST BROTHERS, N. Y. (gold jewelry), names William Warren, Jackson & Delaney, same city, to handle advertising. TV will be used.
SECURITY FINANCE, San Jose and Oakland, appoints Richard N.
Meltzer Adv. Inc., S. F. Radio will be used.
ACOUSTICON DICTOGRAPH Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto (hearing
aids), starts thrice-weekly, five-minute religious program on CFOS
Owen Sound, Ont., as test. Agency: F. H. Hayhurst Co. Ltd., Toronto.
B.C. TELEPHONE Co., Vancouver, appoints James Lovick & Co. Ltd.,
Vancouver, to handle advertising. Radio campaign is planned.

Yes — Sales begin right
"AT

HOME

A/eturotk e • •
MILES LABS, Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), to sponsor Alka-Seltzer
Time, Mon.-Fri., 12-12:15 p.m., on MBS starting June 18. Mutual show
will be repeat of program now on CBS (Mon.-Fri., 4:45-5 p.m. CDT).
Part of money for new purchase reportedly came from savings resulting from recent CBS rate cut. Agency: Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago.

with

DANIELS"
CATHERINE
Local and national advertisers alike

can vouch for Catherine Daniels' terrific following .. . for the ama2ing sales job
she does. Just completing her fifth year,
she's become Indianapolis' authority on
"things of interest to women."
Her loyal audience literally jumps at her suggestions. She produces the kind of advertiser
results every radio station dreams of.
She's a very important reason why SALES
ARE UP IN THE AFTERNOON,
in Indianapolis.

— South Bend
WA N E - Fort Wayne
WHBU- Anderson
INDIANAPOLIS
1310

KC

Owned and Operated by
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO., Inc.

Represented Nationally by The BOLLING COMPANY
Page 14
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AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR Co., Brooklyn (Silver Star blades), sponsoring Frank Goss News for 52 weeks on 14 Columbia Pacific stations,
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 5:45-5:55 p.m. (PDT). Agency: McCann Erickson
Inc., N. Y.
LONGINES-WITTNAUER Watch Co., N. Y., today (Monday) starts
Longines-Wittnauer Chronoscope, weekly discussion series, on CBS-TV,
11-11:15 p.m. Agency: Victor A. Bennett Co., N. Y.
ESSO STANDARD OIL Co., N. Y., renews The Alan Young Show,
Thursday, CBS-TV.
Show will take eight-week summer hiatus to be '
filled bv television version of Your Esso Reporter. Agency: Marschalk
& Pratt Co., N. Y.
BROWN SHOE Co., St. Louis, returns Say It With Acting to network
TV effective Aug. 3, when it moves the show to ABC-TV for five Fridays, 6:30-7 p.m. CDT. Starting Sept. 7, the program will alternate
bi-weekly with Life With Linkletter, sponsored by Green Giant Co.,
LeSueur, Minn. Naturalizer shoes and Green Giant canned goods will
be advertised. Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.
PHILCO Corp., Phila., renews Don McNeill TV Club on ABC-TV, Wed.,
9-9:30 p.m., for autumn season, after 11-week hiatus starting June 20.
Agency: Hutchins Adv., N. Y.
NOXZEMA CHEMICAL Corp., Baltimore to sponsor Cameo Theatre Mon.,
8-8:30 p.m. on NBC-TV starting June 18 for summer in time vacated by
Paul Winchell- Jerry Mahoney Show sponsored by Speidel Corp. Agency:
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
(Continued on page 82)
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By buying WABY
Albany,
covering
Schenectady,

Troy,

Watervliet,
Cohoes,

Waterford.

family

radio

per

Rensselaer,

Tuned-in, guaranteed and delivered . . .
is what it costs to advertise at regular
published national rates on WABY,
le.
between 6:00 P.M. and 6:15 P.M. for examp

V

per

family

radio

.
Tuned-in, guaranteed and delivered
is what it costs to advertise at regular
published national rates on W A BY ,
between 1 2 noon and 7:00 P.M.
For Albany County Radio Advertising

5

the

cost

per

22-28 hy
any g New York

*

4

v

listener

Albany

survey made

show you a current
J, N&onan Research
sf?cf agencies.

independent
Albany's leading station ... network,
or

ertising
Tops in Listeners, Promotion, Adv

Results.

WABY

ALBANY,

N. V. GIANTS
%^?%,m
ing
cast
Tele
•
BROADCASTING

BASEBALL;

ARMY

fOOTBAL,

NEW

V.*K«

YORK

-MS

,*0 ^
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feature of the week
HOW a routine Congressional hearparatus were unnecessary. Apparing was telecast by a single station,
ently good natural lighting is sufficient. The kleig lights, I am told,
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, has been
recounted on Capitol Hill by Rep. are necessary for movie cameras
Charles B. Brownson (R-Ind.).
not for television."
In paying tribute to the station, butThe
hearing was conducted
Rep. Brownson also exhibited a at Butler U., Indianapolis.
letter that had been written to WFBM-TV, according to Rep.
Harry M. Bitner Sr., president of Brownson, telecast a two-hour sesWFBM Inc., licensee of WFBMsion when seven small businessmen
AM-TV, by a member of the House
presented
their individual probSelect Committee on Small Busilems to the committee.
ness, Rep. Thomas B. Curtis
Rep. Brownson opined: "The
(R-Mo.). Rep. Curtis said he courage
of this television station
wanted to express his appreciation
which
was willing to spend a confor the telecasts and remarked that
siderable sum of money to carry
because of the TV camera's presthe hearing for two hours during
ence the hearing was "lent dignity"
the morning when it does not orand Congressmen "did their best to
dinarily telecast, and which had
make dignified and informative
the vision to realize that people are
presentations."
interested in the work-a-day efforts
Rep. Curtis also said he was
"pleasantly surprised" to learn that of a congressional committee, de"kleig lights and quantities of apserves just recognition."

(One at a time or any combination)

Bill Herson
Conducts "Your Timekeeper" from
6:00-9:30 AM Monday thru Saturday.
A consistent, hard-hitting salesman
Top-drawer listening and selling
power for years.

Nancy Osgood
Outstanding women's director on the
air in the nation's capital. Nancy's
daily mid-morning audience and sponsor loyalty means "sales power" for
your product.

Charley Batters
Conducts "Batters' Platters" a novel
participation program heard nightly
from 7:00-7:25 PM, Monday thru Friday. Choice time and choice programming.

"Jweu'ne, all an.
■ ■ - nn ■ ■■ JBjSSj '
IRST in WASHING!

i9 KC
:V
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il1 1 Summer
Long

WISN's Coverage Area Is Bulging With People

Because

It's in the

Heart of America's
Vacationland.

&

,800

INTERESTED
IF YOU'RE
IN PEOPLE .

.'

strictly

ton
isingClayand
sayertthat
ht adv
migs,
ONESander
display director for Peoples
Drug Stores, Washington, found
proof of the value of radio advertising in a bowl of chili.
When Peoples, under Mr. Sanders' direction, returned to airwave
advertising last fall after many
years absence, soda-fountain chili
was the test item.
Sales of chili are usually highest when the temperatures are
low. This test took place in Washington's October when the days are
golden and the air is anything but
chilly. Nevertheless, during the
two weeks test, sales of chili were
doubled.
Mr. Sanders found these results
gratifying and he was encouraged
to begin television advertising last
December.
When meeting Mr. Sanders, one
is apt to be reminded of that noble
beast, the St. Bernard dog.
This advertising director's blue
eyes epitomize sincerity, are almost sad. He is huge — 205 pounds
are well-placed over a 6-foot 2inch frame. He is steady, dependable and friendly.
As supervisor of 75 employes, he
directs the placing of the $1 million
current annual ad budget for Peoples. This drug chain has 145
stores in six states and the District
of Columbia, which is home office
headquarters. The six states are
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia and Tennessee.
Of the $1 million budget, Mr.

business

Lnd Only Good
Radio
(WISN)
Can

Sell All These

People
Time.
KATZ
suits!

All of the
See Your
Man

for Re- 1

i
Vo u ' 1 1

Like

Doing Business
With WISN.
Mr. SANDERS
Sanders is pouring $75,000 into
radio and $75,000 into television.
warding.
And he finds both investments reIn heterogeneous Washington,
Mr. Sanders is one of those rare
creatures, a native-born.
He received elementary schooling in the nation's capital and for
a while attended night classes at
George Washington U., also in
Washington.
Mr. Sanders' middle name is Robert, after his father, the late Det.
Sgt. Robert A. Sanders of the
Washington police narcotics squad.
It was through his fathers
friendship with the founder of Peo(Continued on page 62 )
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i

YOU

MIGHT

OUT

20

BATTERS

-

GAME

ONE

N

STRIKE

UT...

rOU

NEED

THE

STATIONS

IN

TO

WESTERN

FETZER

WIN

SALES

MICHIGAN!

n television as well as radio, the Fetzer Stations give you
i virtual shut-out in Western Michigan.
rV: WKZO-TV
nazoo-Grand

is the official Basic CBS Outlet for KalaRapids — America's

23rd

television mar-

ket! WKZO-TV's coverage area includes 133,122 teleision sets — which puts this area ahead of such metro)olitan cities as San Diego and Seattle . . . Kansas City
ind Memphis

. . . Syracuse and Miami. Complete cover-

lge includes five Western

Michigan markets — Kalama-

oo, Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, South Bend, Elkhart- —
vith a buying income of more than $ 1 ,500,000,000 !
KM: Year after year, WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF,
*rand Rapids, have done such an outstanding audience
ob that nobody even questions their superiority any
nore. In addition, the 1949 BMB Report proved that
IvTCZO-WJEF have greatly increased their unduplicated
ess Audiences — up 46.7% in the daytime . . . 52.8% at
ight, over 1946! In the Grand Rapids area alone, for

example, WJEF gets an unduplicated coverage of more
than 60,000 homes. Yet WKZOWJEF cost 20% less
than the next-best two-station choice in Kalamazoo and
Grand Rapids!
Get all the facts. Write direct or ask Avery-Knodel,

Inc.

f Maury McDermott of the Louisville Colonels tied this American Association record in a 1949 game with St. Paul.

WKZO-TV
fa* in WESTERN
and NORTHERN

mJ

ALL

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,
ROADCASTING
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THREE

OWNED

MICHIGAN
^
m KALAMAZOO
INDIANA
AND GREATER
WESTERN MICHIGAN
^
CCBS)

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

wkzo

BY

CC
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EDITOR:
. . . Your magazine continues to
occupy ... a unique position in the
radio and television industry. . . .
It never fails to do a fine job of
covering the news of our business.
Mrs. Frances Austin
Radio-TV Timebuyer
J. Walter Thompson Co.
San Francisco
* * *
Professionalism
EDITOR:
Dave Mohr is right [Open Mike,
May 28]. Professionalization of
broadcast personnel will in the long
run do more to raise the standards
of the industry than either codes or
rules and regulations.
The process of professionalization may not have advanced to the
point where Mr. Mohr's summer replacement problem can be solved,
but a good start has been made by

open mike

the University Assn. for Professional Education, which includes
most of the universities which offer
serious and comprehensive professional training in radio and television broadcasting . . .
UAPRE has started exploring
with NARTB the possibility of setting up a clearing house for personnel. Something of the kind has
already been achieved on a local
level in Miami through the formation this year of a Radio-TV Advisory Council.
Sydney W. Head
Chairman
Radio and TV Dept.
U. of Miami

Seems

Like

Mockery of Freedom?
EDITOR:
Maybe the signers of a letter
which appears in your June 4 Open
Mike department really believe
that a memorial to the late G. A.
Richards will "perpetuate one of
America's most priceless possessions— Freedom of Radio."
Institution of speech and thought
control, erection of censorship
walls augmented by vicious campaigns of hate have been some of
the charges that, in my opinion,
Mr. Richards never clearly answered.
Freedom of Radio — or freedom

#// The if Listen

fo is

WIBW

of expression — is among our motreasured liberties.
If a memorial is to be creat ;
and dedicated to this great fundj
mental right
mockery
of it.— let's not make
Edward Bobley
Academy Chairman
Academy of Radio & Telex
sion Arts & Sciences
New York
EDITOR:
For a long time I have wante
to commend BROADCASTING • Tel]
casting upon its superb coverag
of every phase of radio and tel<
vision news development.
Through the years you have dor
an increasingly better job and s
the bulk of the news that must Y
handled has grown you have show
real perception in breaking dow
its length to manageable propo:
tions without eliminating any e:
sential facts.
One of the outstanding aspecl
of this coverage has been its cor
sistent accuracy. . . .
A. H. Kirchhofer
Vice President
WBEN-AM-FM-TV
Buffalo
* * *
Squelched
EDITOR:

That's right! Clear across
the farm state of Kansas, most
farm people keep their dials
set on WIBW.

The reason's

simple. WIBW

is their own

farm station. It gives them the
BEST

in the services and

entertainment they want most.

Look

At

These

Figures

For farm news, WIBW is preferred So, for quick, traceable results in Kan3-to-l over its nearest competitor among saS5 use the station that,s listened
to most
20 stations, it s a 2-to-l leader tor market
reports and a 3-to-l favorite for weather by the state s blg§est spenders— WIBW s
information.*
responsive farm audience.
* Kansas Radio Audience, '50

WIBW
Serving and Selling
THE

MAGIC

CIRCLE

Rep.: Capper Publications, Inc. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr.* WIBW • KCKN
Page 18
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Savior

. . . When is a fact a fact, an
just how long can some peop
continue to deceive themselves?
refer to your editorial ["Expai
sion and Contraction," May 2E
. . . The current crisis in broa<
casting is the beginning of a shak
down process, etc., etc. All due 1
the willy-nilly handing out of 1
censes, which now total some 3,0(
AM and FM stations.
. . . Almost 700 of these poin
of signal radiation are duplicatir
the same program on FM as I
originated on the AM outlet. Ther
fore, all this so-called bonus FM
only a divided audience listenir
to an identical program. . . .
appears now that a good mar |
broadcasters have deceived ther J
selves into believing they we
beating the game by trying
squelch FM. ... If the industi
had pushed FM with a welcomii
hand, much money would be ci
culating throughout business cha
nels today, and that would be hel
ful to all advertising media. . .
Chet Petersen
Hollywood Assoc. Produce
Hollyivood, Calif.
[EDITOR'S
Petersen
his FM-AM NOTE:
signals Mr.
mixed.
The e<li
torial said that radio, both AM a
suffering from overpopul i
itFM,is.] was
tion.
If FM ithadhad,been
pushed
hard'
as
he
wishes
overpopulati
crisis would be even themore
acute th
❖ * *
Lost In Maze
EDITOR:
Robert Concie of KBKH Pu
man, Wash., in discussing my que
tion "are networks necessary j
misses the point [Open Mike, M
(Continued on page 60)
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In

The

Advertisement
Public
Interest
From

|f

/>u Joe

Might

The

Birds
Had

where

Got

I sit

Marsh

Say

"Nettled"

dinner at the Garden Tavern

with Tik Bradley the other day, and
over a frosty bottle of beer I found out
abou t his job with the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
"Now just exactly what do you
do?" I asked him. "Shoot birds with
a cannon," he calmly replies.
Seems they actually do use a cannon
— to shoot out a net over a flock of
birds feeding on the ground. The birds
start to take off at the sound of the
shot, but the settling net brings them
back to earth. Then they're banded
around the leg so more can be learned
about their migratory habits. Afterwards, they're let loose— and everyone's happy.
From

where I sit, it was a good

example of how when you learn the
real facts they're often not as bad as
they may sound at first. Like with
people. Get to really know your neighbor and chances are you'll be more tolerant of his preferences — even though
they're not your own. Take a good
look, before you jump to conclusions.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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Traffic Safety
WBAL Baltimore is carrying a
series of highway safety programs
in cooperation with Gov. Theodore
R. McKeldin and the Maryland
Traffic Safety Commission. Created
by William Rock, WBAL program
director, the series is entitled
It Can Be Done. Interviews with
families of traffic victims, survivors
of accidents, and actual taped conversations between motorists and
state troopers are featured. One
city, Rockville, Md., has adopted
the name of the series as its official
safety slogan.
Mystery Solved
WFAX Falls Church, Va., May 26
broadcast a description of a sevenyear-old girl who had been reported
still missing after an all-night
search by 350 volunteers. Shortly
after the broadcast, a man phoned
local police and said that he saw
the
go intoevening.
a neighbor's
house
the girl
previous
As things
turned out, the girl had simply
spent the night at the home of a
playmate without letting her parents know. WFAX was given
newspaper credit for helping to
solve the mystery.
Emergency Transportation
WAYS Charlotte, N. C, helped to
provide emergency transportation
when city bus drivers went on
strike May 24. The station offered
to provide immediate cab service
in an emergency need. W. H. Goan,
WAYS manager, stated that for
any listener in an emergency who
did not have cab fare, the station
would assume the cost. The mayor
and traffic police chief expressed
appreciation in a WAYS broadcast.
Canteen Books
MICHIGAN'S hospitalized veterans
were remembered on Memorial
Day through the efforts of WJBK
Detroit Disc Jockey Jack the Bellboy. Following drive for $15,000,
each veteran was provided with a
Canteen Book, which he can use in
the hospital PX. Last year, in
conjunction with eight business
girls clubs, Jack dug up $12,000
from the public. The needs of returnees from Korea prompted the
Bellboy to seek the higher total
this year.
# * *

been held from June 9 at 12 noon
until 10 a.m., June 10. Appearing
with Mr. Berle, who was to have
been on many commercial programs
during the 22-hour period in order
to maintain continuity, were television, radio, stage and screen
stars. He and his guests assisted in
accepting telephone pledges by
showgirl volunteers from various
New York night clubs. One hundrec
telephones were installed, along
with a huge on-stage blackboard tc
record pledges and a breakdown ci
them by TV -i*stations
* * on the network.
Dedication Disc
DEDICATION ceremonies for e
late USAF officer at Fort Dix
N. J., were tape recorded bj
WTOP Washington to accommo
date the widow of Maj. Edwin P
Doty. She was unable to attenc
the dedication of an athletic fielc
by his organization, a Personne
Processing Group. When Maj
Doty died last month and shi
was unable to leave Hyattsville
Md., the Air Force arranged witl
George Hartford, WTOP com
mercial manager, to tape-recor<
proceedings and give her privatt
audition. Group's PIO termed ac
tion "an excellent reflection on th
entire broadcasting industry" an<
said WTOP had gone out of it
way to accommodate one listenei
Children's Friend
KLWN service
Lawrence,
public
effortsKan.,
has throug'
brough
joy to a shut-in 3 Y2 -year-old boj
recuperating from burns in Law
rence Memorial Hospital. Th
youngster was showered wit
greeting cards, toys, candy an
money as result of a request b
KLWN for cards to ease his lone
liness. Another 3-year-old boj
lost for three hours, was reunite
with his family in 15 minutes afte
KLWN broadcast his descriptioi
the station reports.
On to Richmond
WHEN the Orangeburg, S. C
high school's mixed chorus ws
invited to sing before the Soutl
eastern Music Educators' Confe
ence in Richmond, it was necessai
to raise $2,500 for expenses befoi
the invitation could be accepte'
An "On to Richmond" fund, spoi
sored by WTND Orangeburg an
its newspaper affiliate, raised tl
money in short order. Daily pr<
grams featured the 80-voice chor
requested donation
and acknowledged
group were
which
on tl

'Telethon'
MILTON Cancer
BERLE'S
third annual
"telethon" — 22-hour TV marathon
— on behalf of the Damon Runyon
Memorial Fund for Cancer Research over NBC-TV was to have
BROADCASTING
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-Stiff
NEWS

SPECIAL

MINE

OPENED

AND

AS PROVING

VIEWS

GROUND

FOR

NEW

OF

MINING

COAL

MACHINERY.

A prominent manufacturer of mining machinery soon will operate a mine of its own near
Pittsburgh as part of a new research center devoted to the development and testing of
mechanized mining equipment. From this project will come machines that will mine
coal faster and more economically— further increasing the coal industry's already great
productivity, which has grown 30% in the past ten years.

BIG TONNAGES

OF U.S. COAL

GOING

OVERSEAS.

To meet the fuel deficits in Europe and other overseas lands, America's coal industry is
exporting coal in increasingly greater amounts. Shipments in April alone amounted to
2,600,000 net tons— more than the entire tonnage shipped in 1950! The total overseas
shipments of coal and coke this year are expected to exceed 28 million net tons. U. S.
mines are now producing so efficiently that they can supply these tonnages for export and
still meet all the demands of our own country and Canada for coal in a war economy.

STAINLESS

STEEL CONVEYOR

TO SPEED

CONTINUOUS

MINING.

A new continuous conveyor may well be one of the most significant developments in
modern mechanized coal mining. Built much like a stainless steel tape-rule, this conveyor
unwinds from a spool and can extend itself several hundred feet. It has been designed to
work along with the new continuous mining machines and make possible a truly continuous flow of coal from underground seam to surface. This new conveyor holds promise
of a still further increase in the rate of production in fully mechanized underground
mines.

FEDERAL

POWER

COMMISSION

REPORT

SHOWS

COAL

AS FAVORED

FUEL.

The nation's electric utilities are using 27% more coal this year than last. So says a recent
Federal Power Commission report— which also shows that the utilities' total consumption
of all fuels is up 15%. More and more coal is being used to generate the nation's electric
power. Utility men have found that coal is the most economical fuel and that it is completely dependable in supply.
BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
If you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us will receive prompt reply.

1«3
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its

EASY,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

SHREVEPORT HOOPERS
March, 1951
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 A.M. to 12:00 NOON

Here's double-barreled proof that KWKH is the outstanding
radio value in the rich tri-State market around Shreveport.
Hoopers show that KWKH completely dominates the Shreveport audience. On Weekday Mornings, for example, KWKH
gets a 146% greater Share of Audience than the next station . . . actually gets more listeners than all other stations combined.
89.0% of KWKH's listeners, however, live outside of
Shreveport. BMB Study No. 2 credits KWKH with a Daytime Audience of 303,230 families in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas
and Texas counties. Proof that this is a loyal audience is
the fact that 227,701 of these families are "average daily
listeners" to KWKH!
Write direct or ask The Branham
KWKH story.

Company

for the whole

KWKH DAYTIME
BMB COUNTIES
Study No. 2
Spring, 1949

rrr
KWKH

SHREVEPORT!
The Branham

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

*m
Texas
LOUISIANA

Company

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

TEL

I
WASHINGTON,

Vol. 40, No. 24
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MILLION

By J. FRANK

BEATTY

RADIO

345 homes had sets out of 29,980,146 families, or 40.3% of all homes.
Saturation in 1930 ranged from
only 5.4% of Mississippi homes to
63.3% in New Jersey.
The number of radio homes thus
doubled between 1930 and 1940.
From 1940 to 1950 the number
of homes increased 43% . The 1940
saturation ranged from 39.9 % of
radio homes in Mississippi to 96.2%
in Massachusetts.
In its count of television homes

'ALMOST every home had a radio
n Aprilofficially
1950,"' announced
the U. S. Sunday.
Census
Bureau
The actual figure, based on a
3reliminary estimate by the bureau,
;vas 40,093,000 radio homes, out of
he 42,520,000 occupied dwelling
inits in the nation.
On a percentage basis, 95.6% of
)ccupied dwellings had one or more
•adios in April 1950 when the last
U. S. Census was taken.
There were 5,120,000 homes with
elevision sets when the data were
RADIO IN OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS FOR THE UNITED STATES, BY RESIDENCE:
1950 and 1940
■ollected 14 months ago, according
(Statistics are in thousands; add 000)
o the bureau. This is a saturation
Urban and Rural Nonfarm
>f 12.3% for television.
Rural
Rural farm 1940 Total
Currently there are 12,263,000
Total Urban Nonfarm
Total
TV sets in use, according to the
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
No.
No.
%
No.
3ROADCASTING • TELECASTING esti- All occupied 42,520
36,626 .... 28,108 .... 8,518
34,854
dwelling units
5,894
I nate as of June 4, 1951, approxi100.0 33,890 100.0
No. reporting 41,932 100.0 36,171 100.0 27,810 100.0 8,362 100.0
93.1
28,048 82.8
34,731
96.0
26,941
96.9
7,790
93.2
aately 409c TV saturation cornWith radio 40,093 95.6
5,761
399 6.9 5,842 17.2
ered to the 12.3 % at the time the No radio 1,839 4.4 1,440 4.0 868 3.1 572 6.8 5,362
ensus was taken. The bureau
TELEVISION IN OCCUPIED DWELLING UNITS, FOR THE UNITED STATES, BY RESIDENCE. 1950
igures do not indicate the number
(Statistics are in thousands, add 000)
if radio or TV receivers in a home.
Urban and Rural Nonfarm
Rural
Rural farm
Rose From 82.8%
No. %
Total Urban Nonfarm
Total %
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%
No.
The that
Census
Bureau's offigures
how
the number
radio
36,626
28,108
8,518
All occupied 42,520 ....
5,894
dwelling units
tomes rose from 28,048,219 in 1940
5,717
35,987 100.0 27,644 100.0 8,342 100.0
174 100.0
3.0
No.
reporting
41,704
100.0
0 the 1950 figure of 40,093,000.
4,946 13.7 4,376 15.8 571 6.8
With television 5,120 12.3
31,040 86.3 23,268 84.2 7,772 93.2
5,543 97.0
No
television
36,584
87.7
"he 1940 saturation was 82.8%
s compared to the present 95.6%
Since the census was taken Amer;an manufacturers have turned out
lore than 12 million radio reeivers.
ACTION
The bureau's radio and TV figures
BOARD
NARTB
lative,
civic
and
broadcasting leadire contained in a preliminary re- NARTB'S
Washington headquarers attended.
iew of the 1950 Census of Housters staff, completely revamped at
pg. Electricity, bathtubs, heating
Among the board's major steps
the top level to handle both radio were:
'nd other household facilities are and TV, emerged from a three-day
nalyzed by the bureau.
0 Pledged support by Radio
board meeting last week and
Board to FM stations in operating
• Only national estimates have
quickly assumed a full-speedspecialized services (story page
een compiled thus far by the bu- ahead pace.
eau.
State and county figures
The association has two key posts 97).
.ill probably start coming out still unfilled but the new president,
£ Selected Stevens Hotel, Chiiter in the year. These will be Harold- E. Fellows, was working
cago, for 1952 convention.
lal data whereas the current
9 Launched all-industry TV exon that problem shortly after the
tatistics are based on a scientific
cess profits tax committee (story
directors had left town late
ampling formula used by the bu- Wednesday. Thad Brown, named
page 38).
eau to make national figures avail- last week to be manager of
9 liefApproved
get refor stationsproject
duringtoshortage
ble at the earliest possible date.
NARTB 's television organization,
of operators.
1 Breaking down radio homes by discussed staffing of the TV branch
ity and rural divisions, the Census
with Mr. Fellows. The post of FM
9 Endorsed plan to weigh audience measurement methods, withlureau found the highest concenDept. director is still vacant.
out NARTB participation.
ration occurred in urban homes —
Detailed problems of realigning
NARTB to serve both radio and
I 6.9%. This compares to 96%
0 Formation of baseball cooperation committee approved.
j adio homes in urban and rural
TV were worked out by the board.
I lonfarm areas combined, 93.2%
Judge Justin Miller was formally
0 Opposed Benton Bill to set
n rural nonfarm areas and 93.1%
sworn in as board chairman and up citizens' radio-TV council (story
' ti rural farm homes.
Mr. Fellows was installed as pres- page 25).
ident at a dinner held Tuesday
0 Set up basis for cooperation
Striking increase occurred in the
with Ford Foundation in program
evening (see story page 27). Over
| umber of farms with radios durng the last five years.
In the 400 prominent government, legis- research.
1ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
i

Bureau

HOMES

1945 agricultural census, conducted
by the bureau, it was found that
76.2 % of farms had one or more
radios.
In the 1950 census over 93%
of farm homes had radios'. Of 8,362,000 rural nonfarm homes, 7,790,000 had radios last year. Of
5,761,000 rural farm homes, 5,362,000 had radios in 1950.
First survey of radio homes was
taken in 1930 by the Census Bureau. That count showed 12,878,-

G

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Census
tO

N

Figures
»/o

Show

the bureau found 4,376,000, or
15.8% , of urban homes had TV sets.
This compares with 571,000, or
6.8%, of rural nonfarm homes and
174,000, or 3.0%, of rural farm
homes. About three-fourths of
the TV homes were found in the
Northeast and North Central regions, according to the bureau,
with few farms having sets.
The showed
Census that
Bureau's
housing
count
94% of
total
dwelling units had electric lighting
compared
the 95.6%-.
of homes
that had to
radios.
It found
that
about 80% of homes had mechanical
refrigeration and about 10% had
ice refrigerators.
Practically all urban dwelling
units had electricity compared to
90% of rural nonfarm homes and
78r/r of farm homes.
The Census Bureau defines a
dwelling unit as a group of rooms
or single room occupied or intended
for occupancy as separate living
quarters by a family or other group
of persons living together or by a
person living alone.
In its housing analysis the bureau pointed out that one of the
greatest building booms in history
occurred in the last five years, with
(Continued on page 38)

Bro™

He°d

ls TV

9 Approved
district
schedule
(story page
39). meeting
After hearing a report from its
convention committee pointing to
the disadvantages of New York as
a convention site the board decided
to return to the Stevens next year,
influenced by the hotel's ability to
handle the load of multiple meetings and exhibits.
New York had been favored by
the board at its April meeting in
Chicagomitteebut
the convention
was unwilling
to make comany
recommendation after doing a cost
and facilities analysis.
Secretary-Treasurer C. E. Arney
Jr. was authorized to start negotiations with the Stevens. The meetings probably will start March 30
and run through the week.
Severity of the operator shortage was outlined in a report submitted by a special committee
headed by William C. Grove, KFBC
(Continued on page 95)
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Need

Searching Study,
White Declares

RAD
VAL
UES
NEED IO'
for "a S
searching
study
of (the) true values" of radio — "second
to none in sales effectiveness" — was stressed by Mutual President Frank
White last week in a letter explaining Mutual's time-cost reductions
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
"For a number of good reasons,
there should be an announcement
available in network radio."
In the meantime Chairman Paul
of a rate increase by Mutual," he W. Morency (WTIC Hartford) and
asserted. "Program audiences are
Clair McCollough (Steinlarger than ever here; sponsor ad- members,
vantages were never greater, and man stations) and Edgar Kobak
all signs point to an extension of (WTWA Thomson, Ga.), of the
these plus values throughout the special radio-wide Affiliates Committee were preparing for explorforeseeable future."
atory conferences to be held ThursBut, he said, "other networks,
day with leaders of the Assn. of
where such plus values seem not National
Advertisers, which opened
to apply, have cut their rates," the campaign on radio rates, and
with the result that MBS clients'
"basic advantage" of "full benefits
of network radio at lower cost here
than anywhere else" is in jeopardy.
The Mutual rate adjustment, he
reiterated, reduces Sunday afternoon rates from two-thirds the evening rate to one-half the evening
rate, and gives advertisers an additional 10% discount on net billings for all periods from 1 to 10:30
p.m. (New York time) throughout
the week.

with a subcommittee of the National Assn. of Radio & Television
Station Representatives, which is
supporting
bolster
rates.the committee's drive to
Year-Around Sponsors
GROWING desire of local advertisers to remain on the air the year
around was seen by the Frederic
W. Ziv Co., New York, last week,
as a result of what it described as
an "upswing of business during
May, when sales traditionally fall
off." Bold Venture, Ziv's transcribed series featuring Humphrey
Bogart and Lauren Bacall, is now
carried by a total of 497 stations
in the United States and Canada, it
also announced.

COMBINES
Research, Sales Units

PLANS for a merger of ABC's
Research Dept. with the sales presentation division of the Sales Dept.,
with Oliver Treyz to become director of research and sales developannounced by the networkment,lastwereThursday.
The new ABC Research and
Sales Development Dept. will be
under
sion of the
ABC administrative
Vice President superviRobert - Saudek, according to Robert E.
Kintner, network president. Two
new sales development divisions —
one for radio and one for TV —
will be formed within the department, in line with ABC's policy of
keeping radio and television de- j
partmental functions separated.
Thetive realignment
becomes effecFriday.
Mr. Treyz joined ABC in July
1948 as a presentations writer and
has been director of sales presentations since last August. He formerly was manager of the research
department of Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, New York, and
prior to that was with BBDO. During the war he served in the Army
Air Force as statistical control -£t.
officer.

Two 'Clear' Facts
"At this point," Mr. White asserted, "two facts are crystal
clear.
"First, the entire medium — second to none in sales effectiveness —
needs a searching study of its true
values ... to produce solid proof,
for all networks, of these values as
Mutual sponsors know them.
"Second, this rate adjustment, in
the interim, assures Mutual advertisers the greatest values ever

ABC

WSAT

Joins ABC

WSAT

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"/ tell you, the competition is killing me."

Salisbury, N. C, will become the 296th ABC affiliate, effec- tive June 15, the network announced last week.
John Smith
Jr. is WSAT manager.
The sta-x
tion is owned by Mid-Carolina!?,
Broadcasting Co. and operates onif
980 kc with 1 kw.

AN

Benton's
Never-Ne
verin theLand
use of radio as an.advertising
SEN.
WILLIAM BENTON,
who for years
. medium.
.
has tried valiantly to make amends for grubThey haven't experienced his kind of spiritual
rebirth yet, however.
bing out a personal fortune in the advertising
business, has now set out to keep commercial
As a matter of fact, the Senator's rebirth
may not be complete, because when he was
television from growing up and to yoke both
asked by Sen. Ed Johnson to define what he
radio and television to a high-powered board
of censors.
meant by an educational program — the kind
that Sen. Benton said commercial broadcastHe may not believe that these are the obers ignored — Sen. Benton answered :
jectives of the legislation he has introduced in
the past fortnight, but no matter what laudable
"I am not prepared to give you a precise
motives he may have in mind, his legislation,
definition, Sen. Johnson, this morning."
if passed, could not result in anything but the
Sen. Benton himself needs that "minimum of
disagreeable conditions described above.
six months to a year" delay in TV allocations
Mr. Benton wants the freeze on TV extended
to clear up his own thinking.
It does seem odd that so many intellectual
for "a minimum" of six months to a year, and
leaders have been unable to collect their
he wants to establish an 11-member National
thoughts about television in the two years
Citizens Advisory Board on Radio and Television that would issue, in his own words, an
and eight months since the system was frozen
— for the specific purpose of giving people
"annual Blue Book" prescribing the way in
which this 11-member board believes radio and
time to think about it. Any reasonably dilitelevision should be run.
gent scholar can get a Ph.D. in that time.
The extension of the freeze is intended, he
The freeze should be ended, not prolonged.
Indeed there is merit in Sen. Ed Johnson's
says, to "assure more time for exploration by
parties where interest in television would serve
suggestion to Chairman Coy last week that
the FCC abandon its fixed allocations plan, exthe public good." (He used to write better
than that when he was in advertising.)
cept to use it as a general guide, and get on
with the job of assigning channels on the basis
Now these "parties where interest in teleof applications. We have advocated this bevision would serve the public good" are edufore, and we still do so.
cators, because, in Mr. Benton's view, commercial broadcasters are incapable of serving such
Sen. Benton's proposal for a continuance of
TV delay is serious enough, but it is second
a purpose. They're like the Bill Benton who
in ominous implications to his advocacy of a
as half of Benton & Bowles was a pioneer
Page 24
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EDITORIAL

.National Citizens Advisory Board.
This board would be appointed by the Presi
dent, with the advice and consent of thtffi
Senate. Its membership would be restrictectn
to people having no interest (and possibly nc
faith) in commercial radio and television.
The board would "advise" the FCC on mat u
ters
from service
the assignment
of TV chanT'i
nels ranging
to the public
and educational
proun
gramming requirements to be demanded om
radio and TV broadcasters. In fact, therib
would be no limit to the field of its activity, \w
The Senator says that the board's positipiw
would be advisory only, but he fails to poinp
out the practical fact that any high-leve6^
board appointed by the President (who alsm
appoints FCC Commissioners) could quickkp
apply political pressures that would have th ]
FCC saying yes sir to its every "suggestion.
In practical operation, the advisory boar'
would constitute a board of censors. Th
minute that condition came about, radio an'ji
television
removed from the guarantiees of the would
First beAmendment.
Sen. Benton's effort to remake radio an j |
television into his own image — his image as k
businessman converted to would-be academic
cian — should be identified for what it is, |
wool-gathering excursion into a never-neve land where time means little and everybod i,
is
by super-authorities exactly what to d! ijje
andtoldwhen.
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

FREEZE

LIFT

By DAVE BERLYN
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON (DConn.) last Tuesday followed up a
frontal attack on commercial
broadcast criteria by formally introducing ajoint resolution which
would
hold
in abeyance
the for
FCC's
freeze on TV
allocations
an
added six months to a year.
The resolution (S J Res 76) requires approval by both houses of
Congress and would have the effect
of law. Details of the resolution
were revealed by Sen. Benton a
fortnight ago during his testimony
before a special subcommittee of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
Sen. Benton already has sponsored a bill (S 1579) which would
create a National Advisory Board
for Radio and Television to act
jas a non-commercial watchdog
:pover commercial broadcasting. As
Sen. Benton expressed it, the net
i :i
effect
would be to produce an "anDm.
Blue Book."
Arm] The nualsame
co-sponsors in the Sen. ::.'A
ate of the Benton Bill also supported the resolution. They are
Sens. Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.),
John Bricker (R-Ohio) and Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.).
In the House, an identical bill to
e -et up an advisory board on radio
cm- and television and spelling out the
.:T composition, responsibilities and
inutt [procedure of the proposed board
i-was introduced last Thursday by
Rep. Hugh J. Addonizio (D-N. Y.).
ite or i Rep. Addonizio told BROADCASTING • Telecasting he entered his
bill
(HR there
4366)is because
"of the
fact that
no allocation
for
educational channels in New Jersey." Under the FCC's revised TV
allocation proposal there is no educational reservation for the state.
Referred to Commerce Group
The bill was referred to the
House Interstate Commerce Comitejraittee.
In addition to imposing an extension of FCC's freeze, Sen. Benton's
■n "resolution also would call upon
FCC to grant TV station licenses
alpro 3n a yearly basis thus amending
ihe Communications
Act which
sited;i0'i-pells out a maximum three-tofive years for a broadcast station
icense grant, prod FCC into exploration of subscription broadi toil
asting and encourage its development, and create the citizens adSo*
visory board.
The new bill and resolution, which
supersede Sen. Benton's original
esolution (S Res 127) sponsored
% ast April [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16], were submitted
^ujifter Sen. Benton studied and revised S Res 127.
It was his original resolution
ipon which the special subcommit'"..Wr.ee, under chairmanship of Senate
Majority Leader Ernest W. Mctrarland (D-Ariz.), held its heary]i|n&
Sen. Benton the only and
hiefwith
witness.
However, it has been explained
uBROADCASTING

DELAY

Urged

that the submission of new legislation alters the situation in this
respect: The special subcommittee
must now, as Sen. McFarland has
indicated, decide whether it will
probe the matter further and hold
hearings. There is a possibility
that Sen. Benton's proposals will
come up at the regular executive
session of the full Commerce committee this Wednesday.
There is a marked difference between the new Benton resolution
and the old. In layman's language
it is this: The original legislation
would have required the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee to investigate the entire
allocations question in light of educators' demands during which a
60-day moi-atorium would be
placed on the freeze.
The new proposals would ban
further FCC action on lifting the
freeze for six months to a year
and in addition, set up a citizens
advisory board to function as a
Congressional-established but privately-staffed medicine man to the
Commission.

TRANSIT

by Benton

Broadcasters are taking careful
notice of the new Benton Plan because of its implications on programming. Many are fearful that
the so-called "Blue Book" — or guide
to programming — would be perpetuated and subject to constant surveillance
whim of a semi-governmentaland body.
Meanwhile, Sen. Benton's office
has reported continuous correspondence from educational institutions in response to some 300
letters
circulated
Sen. Benton's
office. The
mail isbyrunning
5 to 1
in support of the Senator's proposals, according to his office. Sections in the letters ask for comment on the advisability of Congress pursuing the grant of federal funds for radio-TV purposes.
However, it was acknowledged
that some "unsolicited" individuals have written the Senator in apprehension that perhaps a supercensorship board would be created.
Sen. Benton, however, disclaims
this as his purpose, pointing out
that
the citizens advisory
board's
recommendations
would not
be

RADIO

By JOHN OSBON
A FULL-DRESS review by the nation's highest tribunal of commercial transitcasting — and perhaps
other specialized FM services —
loomed last week.
An inquiry by the U. S. Supreme
Court — probably this fall or early
in 1952 — appeared inevitable in the
wake of the U. S. Court of Appeals
ruling that transit FM broadcasts
violate the constitutional rights of
riders under the First and Fifth
Amendments [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4; also see partial
text of ruling, page 60].
While the decision did not touch
specifically on other specialized
services — Storecasting and other
functional music Services — and bypassed an opinion on musical segments of broadcasts within the District of Columbia, authorities were
quick to predict far-reaching implications.
Highlights stemming from the
opinion, which reversed a U. S. District Court finding a year ago, were
these:
$ Washington Transit Radio
Inc., through Ben Strouse, vice
president and general manager of
WWDC-FM Washington, served
notice it would petition for re-hearing or appeal to the Supreme Court.
% Richard Crisler, president,
Transit Radio Inc., told Broadcasting • Telecasting that his firm
does not feel that current advertisers will abandon transit advertising contracts but that it will
scrap plans for expanding to other
markets for the present.
% NARTB's Radio Board
adopted a resolution supporting
FM specialized services and au• Telecasting

Plan

compulsory for the FCC or Congress to follow.
While feeling on Capitol Hill
has not yet crystallized on Sen.
Benton's far-reaching legislation,
observers say that the Senator has
drawn his battle lines with the
strategy of an old campaigner.
Specifically, they point to (1)
the continuing appeals to the public and to educational institutions
and (2) the manner in which Sen.
Benton has been marshalling support for his measure in the upper
chamber.
It is noted, for example, that
Sen. Benton has drawn from various political shades in both parties for support of his proposals.
Sen. Bricker is of the GOP conservative bloc with Sen. Hunt approximating that position in the Democratic party although he is more
of a middle-roader. Sen. Benton,
himself, is of the so-called liberal
wing of the Democratic Party,
while Sen. Saltonstall fills that
designation in the Republican
ranks.
Still to come are comments from
both FCC and U. S. Office of Education, who have been asked for
their opinions on the original Benton resolution by the Senate Commerce committee staff.

Court

thorizing the president and general
counsel to take part in court, FCC
and other proceedings.
$ Justin Miller, NARTB board
chairman, scored the court action
as a step toward "state control of
thought" (see story page 27).
Mr. Strouse, president of Washington TR operations, declared
that the decision is "an implied
challenge to all industry supported
by commercial advertising." Attorneys also conceded that the issue is loaded with repercussions
which call for high court action.
The appellate court, in announcing the decision, ordered the U. S.
District Court to "vacate" a 1949
ruling by the Public Utilities Commission for the District of Columbia and remand the case "for further proceedings iir conformity
with this opinion." The court acted
on an appeal by Transit Riders
Assn., comprising some 50 members, which had carried the case to
the district court.
Authorities felt, however, that

Appeal

Planned

the PUC probably would defer action until SCOTUS makes its rulingtionin lieu
"stay"
acsought of
by probable
Washington
Transit
Radio Inc. and Capital Transit Co.
It also was indicated that the FCC,
which has made a study of transit
FM operation, would await appeal
developments before releasing it.
The court's opinion, signed by
Judge Henry W. Edgerton and concurred in by Judges David Bazelon
and Charles Fahy, thus relegated
the case to PUC, which in 1949 dismissed complaints against transit
FM on the ground that it is not
inconsistent with "public convenience, comfort
safety."
Chiefand
Points
Chief points underscored by the
Court of Appeals were these:
£ The service stemmed from
Congress which gave Capital Transit Co. "not only a franchise but
a virtual monopoly" of mass transportation, and from governmental
action of PUC.
9 In the District of Columbia
"most people" have to use Capital
Transit and hear the broadcasts.
0 "No occasion had arisen until now to give effect to freedom
from 'forced listening' as a constitutional right," and exploitation of
this audience "is a new phenomenon" posing issues not previously
"implied."
# The profit of Capital Transit
Co. and Transit Radio and approval
of the service by one passenger
group "cannot justify depriving
another group of passengers of

From Washington Evening Star
Stop the Music!

their
9 liberty."
"Impartial" surveys showing
(Continued on page 97)
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RTMA

MANPOWER
By JANE PINKERTON
SHORTAGES of technically
trained manpower eventually may
become "as difficult a problem as
shortages of materials," whose full
impact will be felt in 1952, Edwin
T. Gibson, Acting Defense Production Administrator, told the nation's electronic makers last week.
Mr. Gibson's address highlighted
the banquet, closing the MondayThursday convention of the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. at the Hotel
Stevens in Chicago.
The DPA official advised manufacturers that the Controlled Materials Plan of the National Production Authority will assure them
of "getting your supply of critical
materials for defense and defensesupporting programs." As civilian
production is cut back, defense orders will move in to fill the void
with the prospect "that an active
market and a high product demand will continue."
Sprague Re-elected
Robert C. Sprague, president of
Sprague Electric Co., was re-elected
RTMA board chairman Thursday.
Mr. Sprague,
RTMA's
first board
chairman,
has been
a director
since
1943 and served as president until
April 1 when Glen McDaniel was
elected the first paid president.
Five hundred manufacturers of
radio and TV sets and components
convened for discussion of their individual activities and those of the
entire industry. Color television
came in for a large share of debate during informal meetings in
suites and corridors and at a scheduled closed session Tuesday afternoon. At that time, W. R. G. Baker,
chairman of the television committee, presented the ad hoc report of
the National Television System
Committee (see story page 65).
No RTMA members made public their decisions, if any, to adapt
their production lines to CBS color
sets. Apparently, only those manufacturers who have publicly said
they would "go along" with CBS
are planning set production in the
near future. They include Hytron,
Air King, John Meek and Muntz
TV.
RTMA's target date for completion of field tests on color systems
and equipment has been set at Jan.
1, after which the established stand
of the committee will be aired before the FCC. Eight new panels
will be added by the NTSC at its
next meeting in New York June 18.
Mr. Gibson said he had no doubt
that manufacturers can deliver to
the military as many end-products
as are necessary "on schedule" and
commended the industry as one of
those "which grow vigorously" and
which "continually rise to new
levels of achievement."
Stressing the need for production, Mr. Gibson asserted that "controls are simply a means to an end,
and the end is production." By
1953, "unless we are attacked," the
U. S. should enjoy military security and expanded productive ca26 • June 11, 1951
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SHORTAGE
pacity,
economy. with high level civilian
Meanwhile, "complex electronic
equipment requires a vastly greater
investment of labor and engineering by the end-product manufacturer than a comparable home television combination," Mr. Gibson
stated. As an example, he said
that about 86% of the price of a
typical 17-inch TV Set represents
purchased materials and components, and labor and engineering the
remainder. He also observed:
You have not been asked to discontinue civilian production entirely
[despite 30% cutbacks in steel, 40%
in copper and 50% in aluminum in
consumer durable goods], as you were
asked to do — and willingly did — in
World War II. I ask you to remember that in this defense mobilization,
we are preparing for readiness and
not for all-out war.
Television, "which is here to stay
and has a universal appeal," is nowhere near the saturation point,
Mr. Sprague said Thursday in his
annual report to the convention.
Reminding set makers that in
1930 there were 13 million radio
sets in circulation with a 40%

saturation among 29 million homes,
Mr. Sprague said radio in 20 years
reached a 95%. circulation. Television now has about a 40% circulation, he said.
"No one can deny it is rapidly
becoming a necessity in every home,
and within 10 years few American
families will be without a TV receiver," he predicted.
He reminded set makers that "all
past records" on commercial sales
were broken in 1950, when equipment and parts produced were
valued at more than $2.25 billion on
the manufacturer's level.
Impact on Profits
Profits of 1950 will not be
equalled "in the strictly commercial
field" until the defense emergency
"subsides" and the freeze on construction of TV stations is lifted.
Continued military requirements
combined with material shortages
"will certainly curtail production
of radio and TV sets and other
equipment," he said, but predicted
the military program "would take
up much of the slack."
The "industry was rocked" during the height of TV set sales, Mr.

Sprague
said, by
the FCC's deci-of
sion favoring
standardization
the CBS, incompatible color television system, "which practically
all manufacturers and industry engineers considered impractical both
technically
"this blow" and
had commercially."
come at a moreIf
normal time, Mr. Sprague said, "it
might well have had a disastrous
effect on the consumer market." As
it was, it had "little" effect on
sales,
and sotheconcerned
public "apparently
was not
with color
noted.
as were members of the FCC," he
The board chairman noted that
42 members were admitted to
RTMA during the year, which,
combined with losses, brought the
total membership from 314 to 330.
Benjamin Abrams of Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., chairman of the Trade Practice Conference Committee, was authorized to
complete preparation of a set of
trade practice rules for the television industry, to include a provision against deceptive advertising
on color television and the UHF.
Such advertising would be classed
as "an unfair trade practice" under the code. A general public
hearing for testimony would be
held probably in Washington this
fall or winter. The TV code is an
(Continued on page 38)
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OPS Assures Industry
d ma
AD
BUDGETS
SAFE
ing the very profits which supply
ADVERTISING budgets should
not mean that OPS regards them
the tax base for all of our defense
not be sliced because of price ceil- as any less legitimate or essential
effort financing. . . . Always be- to
ings imposed on manufacturers, an
jf
than other kinds of costs."
fore, excessive profits have been isi
Office of Price Stabilization econ£ Allderlies
"available
evidence" unsiphoned off in taxes or devices such
omist said last Thursday.
profitable operation
for
manufacturers under ceiling prices
as price renegotiation and price reCharges that OPS regulations —
determination, but here profits will.,
Ceiling Price Regulation 22 in parset by the regulations.
not be allowed to occur in the first
ticular— tend to curtail advertising
£ "Even if profits are in some
place. This will destroy everything
cases reduced, it is inconceivable
expenditures were labeled "fallacious" by this expert, Gardner Ackthat any manufacturer would im- that has made the American ecoley, assistant director for economic
peril his future market position
nomic system
great." OPS answers
To this
argument
by cutting down on his advertising
policy.
ife
Critics assert CPR 22 and related
that the formula was issued to ar- Si)
agency orders to manufacturers
® Best way for him to increase
rive at a manufacturer's price, "not
profits
is
by
expanding
sales,
"will severely restrict manufacturto
arrive
at the manufacturer's;
budget."
ers' expenditures for advertising."
whether
operating
in
normal
marIt was understood that the offiHelps Cut Costs
kets or in fixed ceilings. "This
trei
cial statement of OPS was issued
Far from adding to the cost of <fras
often can be done only by the effecas the result of a surge of coman article, Mr. Ackley said, largetive use of all advertising media."
plaints and inquiries following atscale advertising "often makes it
$
OPS
"recognizes
the
importacks on CPR 22 by such critics
possible to reduce costs by enlarg- i
tant
role"
of
advertising
in
the
as James D. Shouse, vice president
American economy.
ing markets, thus creating econ
of Avco Mfg. Corp. and board
profit."
omies of mass production."
Mr.
Shouse's
opinions
were
regischairman of Crosley Broadcasting
Arguments that increased advertered forcibly in an address to the
tising is not taken into account in
Corp. [Broadcasting • TelecastAmerican Marketing Assn. in New
ing, May 28].
pricing formulas, and thus would
York, May 24.
Mr. Ackley, acting as OPS'
CPR 22 is an "interim" pricing force reduction in manufacturers'
standard bearer, offered the fol- measure
for manufacturers and is budgets are "completely unwarlowing points to allay fears of designed to take care of increased
ranted," he asserted.
"For advertisers and advertising la
"manufacturers and advertising
costs for factory labor and manufacturing materials up to specified men to claim that OPS regulations
cut-off dates. These increases are will squeeze advertising expend® : Assurance that "no OPS
men"
regulations will be issued which
to be applied by formula to the
itures by is
notto recognizing
advertis-'^1
will in any way restrict the use of price of the manufactured product. ing costs
misunderstand
both
advertising."
£ Purpose of the regulations
is to set ceiling prices for manufactured products "that will be in
sound and balanced relationships
to each other and to costs."
® Fact that neither advertising "nor other overhead cost increases are taken into account does

However, there is no formula for the regulations" and the nature of
itself, Mr. Ackley said.
applying increased costs in admin- advertising
In reviewing the regulations, he
istration, sales, advertising or research, points which were deplored said, "The formulas do not permit
increases in general overhead costs
by Mr. Shouse.
Mr. Shouse had declared that to be taken into account for a
CPR 22 was "actually profit con- number of reasons, one of the most
trol and not price control . . . these important being that overhead
regulations are aimed at minimizcosts vary with volume."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

cated in the generous provision
which it has made for this purpose." He doubted if national,
state and local governments will invest heavily in television in view
of their reluctance to provide adequate housing and salaries for
schools. Integration of academic
thinking and the realities of life
is necessary, he said.
Judge Miller referred to the current historical cycle in which the
balance has swung away from recognition of individual freedom to
increased reliance upon the power
of the state. Pointing to the worldwide trend, he said the United
States "has become practically an
oasis in a worldwide desert of free
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T inducted Judge
NAR
NARTB
formally
Justin Miller as chairman of the
board and Harold E. Fellows as
president in ceremonies held Tuesday night at the Hotel Statler,
Washington.
Leading broadcasters, representatives of related industries and
high government and Congressional
J figures attended the inaugural dinner, first event of the sort since
Judge Miller became president in
October 1945.
Association history was made
speech and press abridgment."
The approach toward state con:-">'.! as NARTB's first board chairman
trols is more subtle in this counwas sworn in by Bolitha J. Laws,
try,
he said, utilizing the techchief judge, U. S. District Court
niques of licensing and taxation.
Mr. FELLOWS
Judge MILLER
He
commented
on the recent dec'for
District
of swore
Columbia.
In
# * *
turn the
Judge
Miller
in Mr.
cision
by
the
Circuit
Court of ApFellows as his successor in the ing of broadcasting in every posJudge Laws lauded the new
peals in the transit radio case (see
presidency.
sible phase short of censorship, tax board chairman as a longtime
friend and referred to his distinstory page
25) by calling
"a ande1 § Proceeds of the $20-a-plate din- advertising beyond reach of advercision of abridgment
basedit on
guished career on the bench.
tisers and lead to eventual governner went to the Johnny Gillin Menoyance
to
the
listener.
It
is
inIn his inaugural address Judge
amorial Fund (see adjoining story;
teresting to speculate on the possiment control of broadcasting."
Mr. Morency emphasized that Miller predicted "the presently irbilities of the doctrine enunciated
dinner guest list page 40). With
ritating controversy concerning
by the court. Now we should be
NARTB "is not putting Judge Milthe inauguration
NARTB cornler out to grass. Nothing could be the proper use of television in edu- able to stop crying babies, barking
Mi pleted a reorganization set in mocation will solve itself, and that
tion last winter (see board story
farther from the truth." He
(Continued on page 36)
the
FCC
will be completely vindiipage 23).
praised his "outstanding record."
Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice president, was chairman of the inaugural dinner comIndustry Pays Tribute
mittee and delivered introductory
Uemarks. He introduced Paul W.
GILLIN
MEMORIAL
.Morency, WTIC Hartford, chairThose of us who are directly conTHE MEMORY of Johnny Gillin, whose services to broadcasting are
cerned with broadcasting, as well as
man of the Johnny Gillin Memorial
being
recognized
in
the
form
of
a
memorial
at
Creighton
U.,
was
honthose
who have joined with us here,
ipph /Fund. Addresses were given by
ored last week by broadcasters, leading government figures and others
in sympathetic interest, realize the
)Judge Miller and Mr. Fellows. Enprominent in national life.
significance of that professional spirit
e-tertainment was provided by an
Proceeds from the NARTB inin broadcasting which was personified
NBC orchestra and Gene Archer,
of
the
dinner
committee.
in the life of Johnny Gillin; and in
augural dinner last Tuesday have
NBC vocalist.
the trusteeship with which we are
With this contribution the mebeen turned over to the Johnny
ieereV Reception in honor of dinner
morial
fund
is
understood
to
have
charged in its administration. This
Gillin Memorial Committee, of
is the point at which comes the only
TiiT guests was held in the Statler's
passed the $10,000 mark. The
which Paul W. Morency, WTIC
effective answer to those who see and
--_:>-: Congressional Room, with BMI as Hartford, is chairman (see in- committee is continuing its work
condemn the growing pains, the
host. Numerous
private parties
until the fund is adequate to sup- awkwardness and the occasional venaugural story this page).
were held before and after the
Several
hundred
persons
paid
ality of broadcasting.
ceremonies.
port the Creighton
medical
school's
program
of research,
training
and
tribute to the late WOW Omaha
Demands for governmental re.sren
Ryan Absent
treatment
in
the
field
of
cardiac
straints, controls and disciplines are
president in the Presidential Room
to ar- J. Harold Ryan, Fort Industry
of the Hotel Statler, Washington.
vascular
memory. disease, in Mr. Gillin's always evidence of inadequacy, or
"noth
carelessness, upon the part of those
. stations, NAB president in 1944Mrs. Gillin was present.
A touching tribute came at the charged with responsibility. Mem45, was unable to be present beA check covering proceeds of
bers of the older professions are well
cause of illness. Mrs. John J. Gil- the $20-a-plate dinner was pre- conclusion of the evening's proaware that one shyster, one malpraclin, widow of the WOW executive,
sented to Chairman Morency by
gram as Gene Archer, NBC Washcan give a profession a bad
ington vocalist, sang a series of name in tioner,
j oijtwas a guest.
a community.
Frank M. Russell, NBC WashingIrish
ballads
which
were
favorites
yje-- Mr. Morency outlined the genton vice president and chairman
They are aware, also, that honest,
of Mr. Gillin. The dinner guests
^;itl3ral problems facing Judge Miller,
forthright
efforts 'on the part of the
joined in the singing.
las board chairman and general
organized professional group to corOver
100
WOW
employees
sent
rect and prevent abuses are accepted
■ounsel, and President Fellows.
Final decisions in the field of edua large display of roses in honor
by the public in good faith and good
ational radio and television will
of "a wonderful boss and true will. More power to men like Johnny
Gillin. May we have more such ocujaffect the course of history and the
casions to honor more such men.
Mr. Morency recalled that Mr.
- -jlc if e of every citizen, he warned.
Mr. Fellows eulogized Mr. Gillin
Gillin was just 45 at the time of
tsrefl Radio and TV competition, he
friend."
his
death last summer, having been
in these words: ". . . Johnny Gillin
j;aid, must be approached with inin
radio
22 years. "Johnny Gillin — ever a memory of the principles
tel igence so both media "can have
for which he stood, and a devotion
epitomized American broadcasting
strength and make their proper
to the profession in which he spent
as a profession," he said, adding
i places as advertising media and
that Canadian broadcasters called
Svorthy tools of our civilization."
a noble
him "the best ambassador to CanWith lifetime."
Mr. Morency on the mehistory offers no example of one
morial committee are John Blair,
ada the United States ever had."
Inajor advertising medium destroyJohn Blair & Co.; Carl Haverlin,
For many years Mr. Gillin repreing another, he reminded.
sented American broadcasters at BMI; Clair R. McCollough, WGAL
Praise to Congress was paid by
the annual convention of the Ca- Lancaster, Pa.; Frank E. Mullen,
Ik Hr. Morency for keeping inviolate
nadian Assn. of Broadcasters. Malconsultant; J. James Neale, Dancerprovisions of the law forbidding
Fitzgerald-Sample; Wesley Nunn,
colm Neill, CAB board chairman,
^ censorship and holding to the idea
sat at the head table.
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana; WilJudge Miller, in his inaugural
liam B. Ryan, BAB; Frank Silver"j3hat
radio must
be kept trade
as free
...he press.
A vigilant
asso-as
nail, BBDO; P. A. Sugg, WKY
address, referred to the leaderiation, he added, must guard
Oklahoma City; Niles Trammell,
ship qualities of Johnny Gillin in NBC.
'aT gainst forays of power-hungry buthese words:
Mrs.
GILLIN
eaucrats "who might urge licensJune 11, 1951
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LOAN associaSAVINGStions AND
across the nation have
found that advertising dollars
spent on radio pay big dividends in
customers.
While programming may differ
because of management policies
and local listening habits, associations from Massachusetts to Oregon are using broadcasting as one
of their principal methods of getting new business.
Here are typical examples:
0 The Portland, Ore., Benjamin
Franklin Savings & Loan Assn.
credits its Bob Hazen Show, on
KEX Portland, with bringing in $1
million in deposits.
9 During one 10-week period
the Boston Federal Savings & Loan
Assn. opened 375 new accounts
totalling $450,000— most of which
were a direct result of radio advertising on WEEI Boston.

% Ten years' use of a radio
news program on KVOO Tulsa
coincides exactly with the increase
in assets of the Home Federal Savings & Loan Assn. of Tulsa from
just over $6 million to more than
$28 million. The firm now uses
additional news programs on
KTUL Tulsa.
0 "Radio has done, and is do-
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Bankers

Outstanding

ing a job" for the Worcester
(Mass.) Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., according to Vice President
Al Graham. The firm uses WTAG
Worcester for the majority of its
programs and spots.
The Portland Benjamin Franklin Savings & Loan Assn. traces
over $1 million of its deposits directly to the Bob Hazen Shoiv,
7:45-8 a.m., Monday through Friday, on KEX.
One unusual feature of the threeyear-old show is the fact that Bob
Hazen is not "in radio," but is
vice president of Benjamin Franklin and the son of the firm's president, Ben Hazen.
Franklin Theme
Dominates Firm's History
The company is 25 years old and
has followed the Benjamin Franklin theme in all phases of its business from office decor to radio
program. When it was decided to
go into radio advertising a "town
crier" personality was sought.
Many were auditioned before it
was decided to use the loan company executive. His lack of a
"professional" radio voice has
proved an asset to the program
because he has a "pleasant sparkle"
that appeals to listeners as like
"someone you might know."
The program consists of good
humored comment, plus a few records. The firm stresses the theme
"Pay Yourself First" before spending money for other purposes.
Home loan service also is pointed
up in the advertising messages.
Once or twice during the year
the Benjamin Franklin Assn. uses
spot saturation for a particular
campaign. On one such campaign
over 1,000 "home builder's kits"
containing information of interest
to prospective home builders were
distributed. About one-third of the
advertising budget goes into radio
and an expansion of the radio
format is being contemplated.
Beside the two Hazens, officers
of the firm include E. N. Bellus,
vice president; Rex Parsons, treasTen-year growth of Home Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. is indicated
by this chart. Use of a radio news
show on KVOO exactly coincides
with this 10-year history.

Medium

urer; Fred S. Winters, secretary,
and Louis Scherzer, assistant vice
president. Agency handling the
account is Allen & Clenaghen,
Portland, with Everett Mitchell as
account executive. A branch office
was recently opened in the Hollywood district of Portland.

Vice President Bob Hazen, of Benjamin Franklin Savings & Loan
Assn., Portland, is the voice of the
Bob Hazen Show on KEX.

Assn.Federa
has used
radios
l Saving
Boston
THE& Loan
since 1946. During that time
its resources have risen from $13.5
million to more than $26 million.
In one 10-week period the institution opened 375 new accounts
totalling $450,000 and found that

most of them were a result of radio
advertising, according to Herbert
F. Taylor Jr., president.
From the time it entered radio -i'l:
in 1946 it has sponsored a 10(Continued on page 82)
in

Some of the personnel behind Worcester Federal's radio promotion sncit
cess are: Seated (I to r) President Raymond P. Harold; WTAG Comn
mercial Manager Bob Brown. Standing, Johnny Dowell, who play^
their "Man from Friendship Room" and is the Johnny of Julie 'n' Johnny
program; Al Graham, vice 'n'
president in charge of advertising ; WTA(<
John
Program Director A. J. Brissette
; ny
and team.
Julie Chase, other half of Julid
Window displays tie in with the 10-minute news program on WEEI t>\
make radio the best medium for Boston Federal Savings & Loan Assin

CAMPAIGN
BAB
NEW
proving all of its current sales aid
BAB's plans and projects for supservices, BAB is now taking on
plying its member stations with
the kind of promotion material
four "new vital projects," Mr. Ryan
said. First is the publication, for
that will get them more dollars
the exclusive use of BAB members,
from day to day were unveiled Friday in Louisville by William B. of 51 of the "most compelling
studies of Audience Research BuRyan, BAB president, in a hardreau Inc., proving conclusively the
hitting talk to the Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. (see separate story
superiority of radio over newspage 30).
papers as a traffic and sales getter
Decrying the all too common
for
retail
stores." Reports on
practice of selling radio on the these studies will be distributed as
basis of program ratings which
fast as they can be tabulated and
basically measure the "ingenuity of printed, he said. He noted that
individual advertisers" instead of Macy's in New York and Marshall
the great audience at low cost Field's in Chicago are among the
latest stores to sign for ARBI tests.
which radio offers to all users, Mr.
A series of controlled clinical
Ryan declared that BAB "is dedicated to the job of producing the tests, to be conducted "with the
most tangible direct sales aid and
cooperation of a major national
promotion material for broadcastagency, one of its clients and staers," designed both to sell time and
tion operators in selected markets,"
to prove the effectiveness of radio
will comprise the second new BAB
advertising.
project. These tests are designed,
In addition to continuing and im- Mr. Ryan explained, "to determine
for broadcaster and buyer the best
copy techniques, the best and most
WJR BOARD
appropriate methods of merchandising the radio advertising and the
New Directors Elected
resultant sales achieved for a
THREE new directors have been
elected to the board of WJR De- branded, nationally advertised protroit, John F. Patt, president, announced following a special meeting
last week.
In addition to the vacancy created by the death of Owner G. A.
Richards [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4] the board decided
to add two more directors, increasing the total to seven.
The three new directors are
Worth H. Kramer, vice president
and general manager of WJR;
Selden S. Dickinson, general counsel for the company, and F. Sibley
Moore, who at the same time was
elected to the position of assistant
Itreasurer.
Mr. Moore is a son-in-law of the
late Mr. Richards and will represent the family interests.
Following Mr. Richards' death,
Mr. Moore was elected to the board
of the WGAR (Cleveland) Broadcasting Co., a Richards' station.
In line with the above actions,
he also will be elected to the board
'of the third Richards' station,
iiKMPC Los Angeles.
At the WJR board meeting, a
.regular dividend of 10 cents per
•share was declared.
The board also passed a memorial
resolution in honor of its late chief
stockholder and board chairman.
In part, the resolution stated
that, "Mr. Richards made many
notable contributions to the radio,
automobile and tire industries. He
was a man of great vision and unusual imagination. His ideas and
his pioneering spirit were the motivating forces behind the growth
and development of his three stations to their present position of
influence in the industry. We, his
associates, will always revere his
memory."
Other members of the WJR board
are Frances S. Richards, John F.
Patt, G. F. Leydorf and William
G. Siebert.

BROADCASTING

In addition to the national tests,
BAB also will conduct the same
duct."of controlled tests, made in
type

u"veiled b* Ry™
the same way, on a local basis for
a variety of products. One might
be for shoe stores, he said, pointing out that "the results will be
projectible to any size or type of
market, since the objective will be
how best to sell shoes by radio advertising." Ifthe first tests turn
out as well as anticipated, they will
become a continuing BAB project,
he said.
BAB's third new project is a
manual for station managers and
salesmen reporting on the seasonal
retail sales of more than 90 principal classes of merchandise and including a complete record of the
newspaper advertising used month
to month for these products. "In
my own opinion," Mr. Ryan declared, "this manual will be the
finest guide to intelligent, resultful, time-saving sales management
that has ever been made available
to The
a station
manager."
fourth sales
project
described by
Mr. Ryan was a basic presentation
of radio as an advertising medium
which he said "should be and in fact
must be" the best such presentation
ever developed, adopted for use
with local, spot or network prospects. The four networks and
WOR New York have opened their
files or basic information to BAB,

■4 New WJR directors (I to r) Messrs. Moore, Kramer and Dickinson.
Various Delays Seen
In Finalization

ABC-UPT
MERGER
PROSPECTS for completion of the $25 million merger of ABC and
United Paramount Theatres before late summer appeared to dwindle
last week as spokesmen said the applications which need FCC approval
— highest hurdle to be cleared — will not be filed until after stockholders'
meetings in late July.
ules, coupled with its expected call
UPT officials had thought earfor a hearing on a transfer of this
lier that the necessary clearances
magnitude, left little hope that the
from the stockholders and the Comfinal clearance could be secured bemission might be approached simulfore late summer or early fall.
taneously, and had hoped for final
In a side deal the ABC-UPT
approval by late July or August.
group — to be known as American
The UPT board of directors gave
its formal approval to the deal at Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
Inc.— would sell UPT's WBKB
a special meeting last Wednesday
and simultaneously set July 27 as
(TV) Chicago to CBS for $6 million, since ABC already owns
date for the UPT stockholders to
WENR-TV there. Presumably the
meet and pass on the plan. The
application for FCC approval of
ABC board approved it the precedthis transfer will be prosecuted
ing week but has not yet scheduled
a stockholders meeting, though this, with the ones covering the merger,
too, is expected to come in July.
but
dependent
upon sanction.
the merger's
winning
Commission
The FCC's normal time sched• Telecasting

he stated. In addition, Hooper,
Nielsen, Pulse and Schwerin have
offered BAB new data never before
available for general circulation
among broadcasters.
BAB is also starting work on a
major, long-term project, designed
to unearth radio's "vital total
measurements and values," Mr.
Ryan stated, pointing to the present lack of up-to-date information
on the number and distribution of
the nation's radio receivers, adult
versus child listening, how much
of the population of a given area
is missed by the advertiser who
drops radio for TV, how the family
and its individual members rate
radio as an institution in the home,
the extent of out-of-home listening,
and many other factors. Pilot
studies in selected markets will be
made to check methods and techniques, he said, before any nationwide study is undertaken.
Indexing Statistics
Meanwhile, BAB is engaging
library personnel to compile and
index all available statistics, Mr.
Ryan reported, stating that this
work "has a top priority and within a few months should place BAB
in position to render an invaluable
service to stations, networks and
station representatives."
As of May 31, BAB had 831 members, whose combined payments
give the organization an annual
income of $213,600, Mr. Ryan said.
Of the total, 796 are NARTB members who joined BAB under the
special dues schedule by pledging
30% of the NARTB dues to BAB.
The other 35 stations, which do not
belong to NARTB, pay monthly
dues to BAB equal to one-half their
highest hourly rate. These 35,
signed by BAB since the middle of
March, including seven CBS 0-&-0
stations, six Westinghouse stations
and
tions.22 individual independent staCONFIDENCE VOTE
Given by Ky. MBS Group
A KENTUCKY MBS affiliates
group agreed last Thursday to support filiates
any proposed
changes
in the
afcontracts and
to give
management of Mutual "a vote of
confidence" after its decision to
cut its rates in afternoon and evening time segments [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, June 4].
The committee met at the Seelbach Hotel in Louisville, concurrent with the Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. meeting, under the
chairmanship of Robert Carpenter,
eastern manager for MBS station
relations.
M uzak Elects Mitchell
ELECTION of Maurice B. Mitchell
to the tors
Muzak
Corp. boardFriday
of direcwas announced
by
Harry E. Houghton, Muzak president. Mr. Mitchell, who has served
as vice president and general manager of Associated Program Service, a division of Muzak, since last
September, earlier was director of
the Broadcast Advertising Bureau
of NAB and general manager of
WTOP Washington.
June 11, 1951 • Page 29

Petrillo
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians
PresidentL
James C.
Petrillo
2
80
CA
LO
told some 1,100 delegates to the
union's 54th and largest annual
convention last week in New York
that a dissident "elite committee"
of New York Local 802 had demanded a "general strike" at the
time of the radio-television network settelement last March
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 19, 12].
"There's a little bit of communism here some place," he said in
n opening address Monday. "This
ommittee is a little bit painted
red. You know how Communists
work. They come into a good organization and start dissension."
Out of 30,000 members of the
local, only 700 attended the meeting which voted to Strike, Mr.
Petrillo noted. He said he was not
quarreling with the bulk of the
membership or Local 802 officers,
who had been cooperative.
'Tiut speaking directly to the
"committee of 20," who were in
the hall "some place," he said, the
AFM chief declared that "we're
not going to take away the charter
of this local. We'll take you one
at a time and throw you out into
the street alone, without company."
Calling the March agreements
with the networks "the best I ever
put my signature to in 35 years as
a labor leader," and "the best any
labor leader ever secured," he said
that "you can't bluff the companies
POSTAL RATES
Committee Votes Increase
INCREASED second - class mail
rates for newspapers and magazines were voted last Thursday by
the House Post Office Committee.
The measure (HR 2982), if passed
by the House, will go to the Senate
where the Post Office Committee in
that chamber has been conducting
hearings on postal rates.
The post office bill calls for a
60% rise in second-class mail rates
over a three-year period. The
category includes magazines and
newspapers.
Newspaper spokesmen had told
the committee during hearings that
their industry could not afford
more than. , .a , 30 °U increase.
President Truman had originally
requested a doubling of secondclass postal rates and had cited
newspaper and magazine advertising in his message, noting there
was little excuse "for general taxpayers to subsidize advertisers"
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 5].
To Sponsor Peggy Lee
REXALL DRUG CO., Los Angeles,
to sponsor The Peggy Lee Show,
on CBS, Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m., as a
summer replacement for Amos 'n'
Andy, also sponsored by Rexall.
The agency is BBDO, Los Angeles.
Page 30
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recording companies of $2 million
today. They're lousy with money,
HI
'
and 'E
the government
them Tlast year into AFM Trust Fund
LITEprotects
No. 1, which hires unemployed muwith slave labor laws."
sicians for concerts before hosHitting the steel, automobile,
pital, school and other public
railroad and coal strikes of recent
groups, Mr. Petrillo said that Trust
times, he said that leaders of those
strikes could not "faithfully say Fund No. 2 with the networks was
"well on its way."
they won their strikes."
He revealed that an agreement
"They say I'm not the Petrillo
had been reached two weeks ago
I used to be," Mr. Petrillo continwith Republic Pictures under which
ued. "Well, I'm not. And thank
God, I'm not. When you elect a the latter will re-score old pictures
new leader, make sure he's not the . before their sale for television use
and will pay 5% of gross proceeds
kind who says, 'I did it this way
from both their sale and that of
20 years ago' — and that's good
new pictures. Monogram Pictures
enough
today." in an emphatic
He continued
had agreed to a similar contract
earlier, and David O. Selznick had
tone: "We'll fight only when we
one under consideration, he said.
can win; and when we can't, we'll
Film Pacts Expire Soon
Theup.""elite committee — those
shut
Although no discussions with
mental giants, those pillars of wismajor film companies had been
dom," he continued, " was composed
held
as yet, Mr. Petrillo pointed out
of $500-a-week guys" who wanted
that
AFM-film company contracts
to penalize sponsors for taking programs off the air. "If we're going expire next Labor Day. "What's
to do that," the AFM head said coming in Hollywood, I'm not prepared to say," he said. "With
sarcastically, "what are we supUnited Paramount going into teleposed to do to companies that never
vision, it looks as if something is
have
had a program
on the air?"
Turning
to the subject
of TV
about ready to break."
Mr. Petrillo urged "mothers and
films, after citing payment by the

fathers of the United States and
Canada" to prevent their children
from taking music lessons and
"starting out on the road to starvation. Stop your children from
studying music until such time as
the government permits musical
culture to live," he said.
A telegram from President Truman congratulating the federation
for its contributions to "The Voice
of America . . . radio programs
informing veterans of their rights
and benefits . . . the Armed Forces
Radio Service and . . . other federal agencies . . ." was read.
Petrillo Elected
Mr. Petrillo was elected to his
12th term as AFM International
president without opposition.
Also returned to office were:
Charles L. Bagley, Los Angeles, as
vice president, and four incumbents
of the union's international executive
board: Herman D. Renin, Portland,
Ore.; Stanley L. Ballard, Minneapolis;
George V. Clancy, Detroit; and Walter M. Murdoch, Toronto. A fifth
member, Charles R. Iucci, New York,
was elected in a close race over William Harris, Dallas, to replace John
L. Parks, Dallas, who resigned.
Leo Cluesmann, Newark, and Harry
J. Steeper, Jersey City, were reelected secretary and treasurer, respectively, without opposition.
KBA

DEFEND

Told

fREE
ENTERPRISE
of freedom," Mr. Mason told KBA
BROADCASTERS should speak
up," he declared.
The meeting opened Thursday
out in defense of free enterprise
delegates. "If radio is powerful
enough to check the philosophies
morning with business sessions for
in the wake of government threats
of governments within other counmember stations. A resolution was
of censorship and also sell freedom
tries, [as attempted through the passed calling for an annual $150
in the United States, the Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. was told Voice of America], then why isn't scholarship for an outstanding student in the Radio Arts Dept. of
it powerful enough to sell freedom
at its mid-year meeting in LouisKentucky U. Members also moved
ville, last Thursday.
in the United States?"
Mr. Mason also touched on the that the KBA executive committee
The warning against threat of
Congressional censorship by legis- Richards' renewals case and on appoint one of its members or one
from stations to make a study of
lation and by FCC in the form of charges that the station owner was
"persecuted" by the FCC prior to station problems dealing with pro"punishment by revocation" was
gramming, sales promotion, copy,
sounded by R. T. Mason, WMRN
his death. Another target was
engineering, cost factors.
Marion, Ohio, in a luncheon ad- legislation proposed by Sen. Wildress to KBA at the Seelbach
liam Benton (D-Conn.), which conMr. Mason was presented with
Hotel. Mr. Mason is NARTB Disceivably
could
"enslave
American
a plaque honoring his as a Kentrict 7 director. Charles Warren,
radio," Mr. Mason said, and the
tucky Colonel at the luncheon.
WCMI Ashland, Ky., presided as Senator's pitch for subscription
Presentation
was made by J. PorKBA president.
radio. Sen. Benton was accused
ter Smith, WGRC Louisville.
Delegates also heard a round
of using his bill (S 1579) and the
In the afternoon session, sales
of discussions on such topics as subscription idea to promote his
the annual Voice of Democracy
own ends.
panel was held on "Localize Youi
contest, Voice of America's psychoSelf-Service Hit
Stationchairmanship
and Programof toMike
People,''
logical campaigns overseas, the
under
Lay;
Politicians
and labor, he contin- man, WSFC Somerset. Others parG. A. (Dick) Richards-FCC case,
ued in another vein/are using radio
and the Benton proposal to set up
ticipating were Harold E. King
for their own objectives, while
a National Citizens Advisory Board
WPKE Pikeville, and Ed Willis I
commercial radio stations are asked
WLAP Lexington. Consensus of
to watchdog commercial radio-TV
(see separate story).
to provide free time for broadcasts.
panel was that most stations woulc '
And educational radio, in some
Panel discussions explored small
keep or raise local and nationa l
station operation, profitable news
spot rates. Ed Weldon, WKYW
cases, has served to promote "propprogramming, local and national
aganda
stations"
rather
than
eduARBI
study. reported on a loca 1
Louisville,
cational issues, he said.
spot rate structures, and educational radio projects.
Turning to threat of censorship,
Oliver Gramling, assistant gen j
Mr. Mason asserted that with vari- eral manager of AP, spoke or
Speaking on "It's Your Voice —
Use It," Mr. Mason reviewed the
ous pending bills on Capitol Hill "Your News and Its Revenue Po
benefits of the Voice of Democracy
and FCC controls, stations are
contest, sponsored annually by nearing the point where punish- tential," stressing profitable new:i
coverage on the local level.
NARTB, Radio-Television Mfrs.
ment by revocation of licenses may
Assn. and the U. S. Chamber of
Friday's meetings were high
be a reality. "If we can sell soap
Commerce, as well as the Freedom
lighted
William B. Bureai
Ryan';
and alcoholic beverages as cureBroadcast by Advertising
Foundation campaign.
alls,
we
can
sell
American
freedom
presentation
(see
story
page
29) i
There is perhaps no other group
greater qualified than American
of enterprise and it's time for sports broadcast-fee panel, a re |
American
broadcasters to speak port on BMI and a TV session.
broadcasters to serve as "the voice
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

THE

FIVE POINT

IN

SYSTEM

OF PROGRAMMING

IOWA,

WHO

PREFERRED

Sports

EVALUATION—

IS

THE

Station

One of the significant trends in Program Popularity in
Iowa is the increasing interest in Sports. Since 1946, Iowa
women have raised their preference rankings for Sports
from eleventh place to seventh; in 1950, 72.7% stated that
they "usually listen" to Sports. By the same token, Iowa
men have raised their ranking of Sports from fourth place
in 1946 to third in 1950, with 80.0% "usually listening".
1 29.9%

STATIONS
PREFERRED
FOR
SPORTSCASTS
An Iowa Radio Audience Survey Study)

WHO
+ /or Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

In Iowa, Sports are one of the important elements in any
station's ability to build and hold an audience — and far
more Iowa people prefer WHO for Sports than prefer any
other station.
This is Point Two in the Five-Point System of Program11 1.3 explain WHO's outstanding
ming Evaluation, which helps
position as a public facility and as an advertising medium,
in Iowa Plus. We suggest your consideration of this and
the other four points as vital factors in time-buying.

Coverage
RADIO-TV
ON
HILL
A KEY Congressional committee will look into the question of broadcasting and telecasting the daily operations of Congress at a hearing
set for this Friday, it was announced last week.
This is the first breach of the dam built around the somber halls of
*
Congress to keep out the inquisitive or
House Rules Committees.
camera and the sensitive microHowever, the Senate Executive
phone. Attempts in the past, parExpenditures Committee has set
ticularly following the historic rathe general subject down for airing
dio-TV coverage of the Kefauver
and it has scheduled the most vocifCrime Committee hearings, have
erous legislators who support rabeen throttled in either the Senate
dio-TV coverage in Congress. Sen.

Study

Set

Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), Jacob
Javits (R-N. Y.), Rep. Arthur G.
Klein (D-N. Y.) and Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.) have been
demanding right along that Congress do something about resolving
the question.
The Expenditures Committee is
looking into two dozen or more
phases of Congressional procedure
and radio-TV is but one of them.
Hearings are being conducted daily
and are scheduled to end June 20.
Purpose is to review the operation
of the Reorganization Act, the machinery under which both houses
day.
of Congress operate from day-to-

McCarthy (R-Wis.), Karl E.
Mundt (R-S. D.), who has been
active for a "worldwide TV network"; Margaret Chase Smith (RMe.), Andrew F. Schoeppel (RKans.) , Henry C. Dworshak
(R-Idaho)
(R-Calif.). and Richard M. Nixon
Chief sparkplug on the committee staff level is Dr. George B. Galloway, senior specialist on legislative organization in the Library of
Congress, who helped write the LaFollette-Monroney Act (Reorganization Act). He has been assigned
to the committee for the hearings
andcharge.
if a bill is drawn he will be
in
The LaFollette-Monroney Act
streamlined House and Senate committees, enlarged their research
staffs, required the registration of
lobbyists and tried to strengthen
curbs on deficit spending.

EMERGENCY
PLAN SSffSJSZ
ABOUT 90% of broadcasters contacted thus far by the FCC have inStudied Five Years Ago
dicated that they favor the Commission's operational plan for radio-TV
It was this committee which
stations in the event of emergency and have signified an intent to parstudied the entire question of Conticipate in the alert system, it was learned last week.
MRS. L. C. BOSTIAN
gressional procedures five years
About 200 licensees of AM-FM- *
ago and which led to adoption of a
such as procedure to be followed
TV stations have been reached
Jolliffe's Daughter Dead
reorganization.
by the Federal Civil Defense Adthrough FCC's field offices or have
MRS.
LOGAN CHAPPEL BOSIf after examination there are
ministration with respect to comwritten the Commission in WashTIAN,
25, daughter of Dr. Charles
new
developments
or
improvements
munication
services,
the
Dept.
of
ington expressing their comments
B. Jolliffe, executive vice president
Commerce and others.
needed in the opinion of the comon the plan.
in charge of RCA Labs Division
As it now stands, other devices
mittee, a bill will be drafted emThe first phase of the proposal —
and an RCA board member, died
bodying these proposals.
capable of serving as navigational
a so-called "interim plan" — has
from
an unexpected hemorrhage
Chairman
of
the
committee
is
been completed by the FCC engi- aids — non-broadcasting radiations
at All-Souls Hospital, Morristown,
Sen.
John
L.
McLellan
(D-Ark.).
—
are
not
controlled
under
the
Comneering staff and needs only White
N. J., June 3.
Other Senators on the committee
munications Act. The Defense
House approval of an executive
She is survived by Mr. Bostian,
are
Clyde
R.
Hoey
(D-N.
C.)
;
order to put it into operation. In- Dept. hopes to polish its comments
a chemist of Morris Plains, N. J.,
Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.), who
terim procedure is described as the on proposed legislation to accomalso is present chairman of the where they made their home; an
plish this purpose and speed them
first step in a long-range program,
Crime Investigating Committee; infant son, William Jolliffe Bostian;
with provision at the outset for to the Senate Interstate & Foreign
a twin sister, Mrs. Arthur T.
Commerce Committee, which had
Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.),
limited operation.
deferred action pending a reply
William Benton (D-Conn.), A. Wil- Clemen; and Dr. Jolliffe. Funeral
Broadcasters have been told that
services and cremation were held
from the military on a similar
lis Robertson (D-Va.), A. S. Mike
they may elect to take part in the
amendment.
Monroney
(D-Okla.), Joseph R. in Morristown.
system by undertaking certain
technical modifications in equipment or remain silent in the event
of enemy air attack [Broadcasting
NPA Studies Priorities
• Telecasting, April 2].
[PLACEMENT
PARTS
The exact location of the executive order, which would set forth
The MRO subject arose promiPROVISION for replacement parts for home-type radio-TV receivers and
the President's authority to invoke
for equipment used by amateur radio operators, as well as further
nently following a meeting of elecemergency provisions of the Comtronic parts and component parts
cutbacks in civilian consumption of raw materials, figured prominently
munications Act, was traced last in allocation developments last week.
distributors with NPA officials
week to the Air Force communicafortnight
ago. NPA's headed
Office by
of
Priority ratings for home sets, *
tions branch within the Dept. of
Civilian Requirements,
they use less than 25 tons of steel
Defense.
under the government's "mainteLewis
Allen
Weiss,
former
MBS
at a cost of under $5,000 a year
nance, repair and operation"
The directive already has been
and Don Lee broadcasting execu(MRO) regulations, were under
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
analyzed by the Budget Bureau,
May
14].
Broadcasters
need
not
study
at
National
Production
Autive, endorsed the advisory group's
which compiled comments from all
thority, which earlier this year
resolution that amateur radio operfile applications under the governgovernment agencies as a routine
placed commercial radio-TV studio
ment's new order requiring authorators be adjudged "essential" and
matter and which shortly will re- equipment
given priority rights for parts. The
under such priority
ization for new building which conview a redraft of the order based
conference
was held in line with
sumes
steel.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
on agency suggestions. The White
May 28].
OCR's activities in the wholesale
In
view
of
steel's
vital
strategic
and retail trade fields.
House is the next and last step
The government's decision to nature — it was cut back another
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
The steel cutback specifically
10% last week, or 30% below prenation's radio and teleApril 23]. The order may be re- keep the
vision sets in good working order
spells out home, portable and autc
Korean
levels
—
and
its
importance
leased within a fortnight.
in new construction touching on
on a par with station transmitters
radio receivers, radio-phono combiThe content and spirit of the and other equipment — the regulabroadcasting facilities, NARTB
wire-tape recorders, T"V
order also was disclosed to Broadhas set out to compile estimates of receivers, nations,
tion was on the borderline of apradio-TV and radio-TVcasting • Telecasting last week,
proval last week — was seen as a its requirements for radio-TV towphonograph combinations, and recas presently constituted.
ord players. The 10% cut applies
further recognition of the indusers, installation of transmitters,
It will, of course, serve notice
etc. NARTB will submit its find- to the July-September quarter
try's importance in civil defense
and other vital emergency functhat the Chief Executive is empowings to NPA as a result of an in- Second quarter cutbacks on civilian
goods was 20% of the base period
ered to invoke Sec. 606 (c) of the tions.
dustry-government meeting within
In another move last week, th(
Under the broadened MRO order, the past fortnight.
Communications Act through the
repairmen would be empowered to
government earmarked for Junt
FCC under his national emergency
NPA Administrator Manly
Fleischmann had advised an
20% of the nickel supply for im
issue a priority rating to suppliers
proclamation of last year.
The order will be divided into or distributors for replacement
portant civilian requirements ii
NARTB delegation there is some
communications and other fields
two sections: One devoted to "other
prospect that restrictions on radioThe amount is the same as se
Another
situation
involving
MRO
TV
facilities
may
be
relaxed
where
parts.
than government agencies" — radioaside for May, but is a departure
TV broadcasting stations, police, procedures is that under which
existing equipment is utilized and
in that the government previously
demands on steel are not too heavy
fire and emergency systems, etc.; broadcasters, using existing facilihad
specified defense-rated require
ties, can obtain priority for altera[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
the second will spell out compliments.
June 4].
tion and additional quarters where
ance of other government agencies,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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You just ought to hear Phil Baker do his 2-hour show (2 to 4 p.m.
every weekday) on WITH.
and what a salesman!

He does everything himself . . .

There are just a few availabilities

right now on this terrific show — at WITH's well-known low rates.
They'll be snapped up fast, so call your Headley-Reed
man at once for the whole story.

TOM

TINSLEY,

ROADCASTING

President

• Telecasting

•

Represented

by HEADLEY-REED
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ORGANIZED effort of the nation's
colleges to operate a sports monopoly was shaken last week.
The jolt came Wednesday when
the U. of Pennsylvania defied the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
experimental plan for limited telecasting only. Penn announced it
would continue its policy of telecasting its contests.
Thursday NCAA countered by
suspending Penn and moving to expel the Philadelphia university
from its 300-membership body.
On Capitol Hill, Chairman
Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) of the
House Monopoly subcommittee declared that Penn is "grievously in
error" in refusing to comply with
the NCAA agreement.
Anti-Trust Aspect
Rep. Celler told newsmen that it
is "technically true" that the university would violate the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act if it joined the nationwide ban.
Penn had cited the Sherman Act
as one of the reasons for deciding
to continue football telecasts.
However, Rep; Celler commented
it is "very doubtful" that the Justice Dept. would prosecute those invoking the ban.
"The decision is not very realistic," he said. "I think the action
is unfortunate in refusing to keep
step if all the other schools have
decided to go along."
Meanwhile, the Dept. of Justice
was watching developments closely
in view of NCAA's expulsion of
Penn and its boycott threats to
force other colleges into conformity.
Penn's action and the subsequent
expulsion placed Quaker opponents
in the position of either ignoring
the NCAA agreement or cancelling
their scheduled games with the
Penn eleven.
Would Break Moratorium
If other major teams follow
Penn's bolt from the NCAA fold,
the association's moratorium, designed to gauge TV's impact on
gate receipts, will be broken.
However, with several of Penn's
rivals discussing the possibility of
not meeting Penn on the gridiron
this season, NCAA appeared to be
holding the line.
NCAA, in the meantime, continued its policy of accepting bids
until June 28 for sponsorship of the
limited telecasting permitted under
its plan.
ABC was understood to be completing plans to telecast all eight
home games of the Quaker eleven
this fall. It was learned from a
reliable source that ABC had contracted to pay Penn $250,000 for
TV rights.
Penn's decision was announced
Wednesday in a telegram from
Francis Murray, athletic director,
to Dr. Hugh C. Willett, of the U. of
Southern California, NCAA president.
The telegram asked for a special
meeting to reconsider the restricPage 34 • June 11, 1951

NCAA
tions and said Pennsylvania will
carry on as an obligation to its
alumni, friends and the public its
11-year record of television.
Penn added that it would cooperate in studying and reporting
to NCAA on the effects of television but would not join in a ban
on television.
Tom Hamilton, U. of Pittsburgh
athletic director, and chairman of
the NCAA TV Steering Committee,
commented bitterly:
Sets Self Apart
"By breaking away, Penn is setting itself apart from the community of colleges and incidentally
taking advantage of the artificial
vacuum caused by the willingness
of other colleges to pass up financial gain this year."
Ramifications
developed almost
at once:
A Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference, composed of 91 colleges of which Penn is a member,
had voted March 13 to abide by
NCAA's ban on individual telecasts
and requested its members to declare null and void any contract
signed after that date which had
in it a live telecasting clause.
Asa Bushnell, ECAC commissioner, pointed out that the ECAC
constitution includes a firm agreement among member colleges that
they will confine their competition
to schools living up to conference
rules and resolutions.
A Cornell commented that
Penn's action may force cancellation of their traditional game, now
scheduled for Nov. 24. A spokesman said that a contract already
signed would be reviewed.
A Columbia said the contract

Faces

Expulsion

TECH REQUESTS
Asks Conferences Drop Ban

for the Oct. 20 game had not been
signed and that it had notified Penn
that it would be unwilling to sign
unless Penn abided by the NCAA
and ECAC resolutions.
A William & Mary answered
withed ifaitresounding
whenrebels.
askwould play"yes"
the TV

GEORGIA TECH has officially
asked the Southeastern Conference
to drop its organized opposition to
telecasting of football games by
member colleges.
The request was made in a letter sent to the conference by Col.
Blake Van Leer, Georgia Tech

Rube McCray, head coach and athletic director, said "we have signed
a contract to play Penn Nov. 3 and
we're going to play. If NCAA
wants to expel us, they'll just have
to." He added: "That's my personal opinion. I will say our school
committee on athletics might reverse me, but I think we will play
Other Penn gridiron opponents
the game."
said
that they would have to consider the matter further before
deciding on a course of action.
Notre Dame, not a Penn opponent, but a university which is
sacrificing much revenue for the
1951 season by conforming to the
NCAA plan, expressed surprise
over Penn's bolt but would not take
sides at first.
Later Orrin C. Krueger, graduate manager of athletics at West
Point, said, "Everything points to
the fact that we will play Penn."
He said Army would resume telecasting its home games if the
NCAA plan broke down. "A lot
depends on that little school out in
Indiana (Notre Dame)," he said.
Dartmouth indicated it would
abide by the NCAA and ECAC
agreement. It has not yet signed
a contract for the Penn game.
The Naval Academy said it had
signed a contract with Penn but
issued no comment on the stand
it would take.
Judiciary Groups Get
Anti-Trust Bills

SPORTS
INQUIRY
CONGRESSIONAL scrutiny of alleged restraints on broadcasts and
telecasts of organized baseball and other professional and amateur
sports moved along legislative channels last week as the radio-TV industry mulled the re-opened Justice Dept. probe.
*counsel confirmed last
There appeared to be little pros- committee
pect of action, however, on legisla- week.
tion to exempt professional sports
This was assured when three
from anti-trust laws prior to next
bills, which propose to exempt the
month when the House Judiciary
Monopoly subcommittee plans to sport from anti-trust statutes,
were referred to the House Judilook into baseball's reserve clause
ciary Committee. It was conceded
and broadcast - telecast policies
that the monopoly subcommittee,
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 28].
headed by Rep. Emanuel Celler (DN.Y. ), would incorporate the measMeanwhile, the Justice Dept.'s
Federal Bureau of Investigation
ures (HR 4229-31), authored by
has begun its far-reaching probe of Reps. Wilbur Mills (D-Ark.), A. S.
alleged restrictions placed upon
Herlong (D-FIa.) and Melvin Price
(D-Ill.), in its July hearings.
baseball play-by-play policies and
On the Senate side, a similar
other sports in the wake of a "subproposal (S 1526) by Sen. Ed C.
stantial number of complaints,"
many of them from broadcasters.
Johnson (D-Col.) by-passed the
The House monopoly inquiry is Coloradan's Senate Interstate &
tentatively slated for July 9, though
Foreign Commerce Committee for
no agenda is set. At the same time, the Senate Judiciary Committee.
The bill was assigned to the Antibaseball's anti-trust nature —
whether the sport is within interTrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, with no action slated. Chairstate commerce by virtue of broadcasts and telecasts or on other
man is Sen. Herbert R. O 'Conor
(D- Md.).
grounds — also will be explored,

president.
Under-cover resentment among
member colleges of National Collegiate Athletic Assn., which plans
a one-game-a-week TV monopoly
this autumn, was noted in many
quarters but thus far no university
has been willing to take the lead in

breaking
NCAA's Tech
hold. action was
The Georgia
taken following adoption of a resolution by the Georgia Tech Club of
New York [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 28, 21]. This resolution denounced the NCAA football monopoly as an invasion of
community rights.
In writing to the Southeastern
Conference, President Van Leer
said Georgia Tech is not in sympathy with the conference attitude
against football telecasts. He voiced
hope that the conference would
change its position but added that
Georgia Tech would go along with
conference policy despite its desire H
to telecast football.
Georgia Tech football games have -J
traditionally been sponsored by the i,
Atlanta Coca-Cola bottler.

NBC

LAND

BID

f

To Buy 19 Acres in Burbank
NBC BID of §263,287 for 19 acres
of Burbank (Calif.) city-owned
land, to be used as part of a projected new $25 million West Coast
radio-TV center, was accepted by
the city council last Wednesday.
As a matter of form, the acreage
will have to be sold at public auction, with the stipulation that a
radio-TV center be erected there,
thus paving the way for the NBC
proposal. Public bids are now open.
Richard H. Graham, NBC Hollywood attorney, submitted a 810,500
ding.
check signifying the network's intention to participate in the bid-

Land is adjacent to 30 acres
which NBC is buying from Warner
Bros, for 8750,000.
NBC Hollywood executives have
insisted the land buy was simply
a "hedge" against future needs
They declared there are no imme
diate plans for developing the lan
and scoffed at reports of a S25
million radio-TV center being
built. Despite the denial, construe
tion will start by mid-1952, accord I
ing to Burbank officials. NBC will
move its major facilities from the ^
present headquarters at Sunset %
Blvd. and Vine St. in Hollywood,1 »
to the new center, which will coverr^
the 49-acre site, it was said.
BROADCASTING
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indeed! You really get a power-packed package chucked full of
premiums a time buyer dreams of. KFH has undisputed leadership in
this area proved by every known measurement of listening habits.
Advertisers get more listeners per dollar because the nation's best
over CBS is combined with extensive local programming. In addition
to the rich Wichita area, KFH is a favorite with over a half million
regular listeners in the Southwest.

HOOPER

"RADIOOCTOBER,
AUDIENCE"
- Wichita,
1950 THROUGH INDEX
FEBRUARY, 1951

SHARERADIO OF
SETS

TIME
Monday thru Friday
IN17.9
USE*
8:00 A.M. -12:00 Noon
Monday thru Friday
16.6
12:00 Noon -6:00 P.M.
Sunday
18.5
12:00 Noon -6:00 P.M.
Sunday thru Saturday Evening
31.4
6:00 P.M. -10:30 P.M.
Total Rated Time Periods
22.4
* Bate: Random Homes Called.
** Bate: Total Radio Program Identifications in Random Homes.

**

39.8

AUDIENCE
B
c
(Net)
(Net)
16.6
15.9

34.7

27.4

21.8

11.9

15.3

33.5

12.5

25.4
23.8

15.2

14.5
15.5

RADIO
KFH
KFH-FM
CBS

35.3
42.2
39.5

►

18.1

Kansas

D
(Net)

OTHER
AM and FM

24.3

3.4

HOMES
CALLED

6,449

4.2

9,686

3.3

3,868
20,093
40,096

2.6
3.2

Represented by
EDWARD

PETRY & COMPANY,

INC.

KANSAS

GREATEST
RADIO
STATION
WICHITA, KANSAS
5,000
WATTS
ALL
THE TIME
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NARTB Inaugurals
(Continued from page 27)
dogs, street traffic noises — including sirens, elevated railroads, street
speakers — everything except music ;
that — whether you like it or not —
apparently does not come within
the prohibition of this newly discovered Constitutional amendment."
Mr. Fellows spoke humbly "in
the presence of many very wise
men and women," and recalled that
"to serve is a purpose of mankind."
Eadio and television offer great
opportunity for service, he said,
"in a world where truth and understanding are in short supply."
He lauded the role of the salesman in America's progress. "Seldom has this great brotherhood
failed to move off the shelves the
prodigious production of a great
economy," he continued. "I find
special pride in being identified
with the greatest medium that has
ever been devised for mass selling
in the American tradition.
"It is right to remember that no
other nation in the world has developed its radio and television
media nearly as rapidly as the
United States. This has been done
with dollars, and not with toothpicks, sealing wax and bits of wire.
Its continued growth and expansion will depend upon dollars and
upon the sometimes-forgotten fraternity of men and women who
sell. I say, God bless them, and
may success attend their labors."
Trade Press Issue
President Fellows departed from
the position taken by Judge Miller
at the NARTB April convention in
his approach to the role of trade
publications in association affairs.
At that time Judge Miller chided
the publications, scoffing at their
rhetorical attainments and questioning their sincerity.
Instead Mr. Fellows said he welcomed them "in the spirit of friendship," looking to them "for guidance— for honest reporting of the
news, which is their purpose; for
honest editorial criticism when we
are wrong, which is a possibility
that
be anticipated."
He should
extolled
the role of women
in broadcasting, with special reference to FCC Comr. Frieda Hennock.
Concluding, Mr. Fellows made
this pledge:
I pledge lo the nation's broadcasters my full energies, my loyalty and
my continued respect and affection.
To Judge Miller — my highest
esteem and determination that my
performance will reflect credit on the
accomplishments of this courageous
administartion.
To those in government who must
direct the lawmaking and licensing
of this medium — my deep respect and
constant availabilty.
And to Johnny Gillin — ever a memory of the principles for which he
stood, and a devotion to the profession in which he spent a noble lifetime.
Mr. Fellows was selected for the
NARTB presidency last April 2.
He made his first industry appearance at the NARTB convention in
Page 36
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April. In the intervening weeks he
has kept in close touch with association affairs, but did not take
office until last week.
Mr. Fellows' five-year contract
calls for an escalator salary starting at $35,000 and rising to $50,000
the fourth and fifth years. Judge
Miller is signed to a three-year
contract scalling down from $35,000 to $25,000 a year. His original
contract as president had been
slated to run to March 1, 1954.
Members of the inaugural dinner
committee, besides Chairman Russell,
were Everett Dillard, WASH (FM)
Washington; Frank U. Fletcher,
WARL Arlington, Va.; Earl Gammons, CBS; Carl Haverlin, BMI;
John S. Hayes, WTOP Washington;
C. M. Jansky, Jansky & Bailey; Mr.
Morency; William R. McAndrew,
WRC-WNBW (TV) Washington; William Porter, president, Federal Communications Bar Assn.; Mr. Strouse.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public
affairs director, handled dinner arrangements for the association.

BLACKLIST
Is Charged by RWG
HITTING at the CBS "loyalty
questionnaire" and charging that
"an employers blacklist is rapidly
evolving,"
Guild NationalRadio
PresidentWriters
Ira Marion
last
week called upon the FCC to "examine the radio and television industries at length and carefully
with the aim of eliminating all
such
practices."
After
saying that "an increasing
number of members of this guild
are bringing to our attention unfair employment practices currently being applied in the radio
and television industries by some
sponsors, advertising agencies and
networks," Mr. Marion wrote FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy that "the
loyalty questionnaire and morals
clause which . . . (CBS) ... is
demanding of employes, including
writers, are a flagrant violation of
the basic and inalienable personal
rights of privacy and freedom of
belief.
"They are in no way justified in
the interests of national security,"
he continued, "because all written
material is very thoroughly
screened before being approved for
broadcast.
"Moreover, an employers' blacklist is rapidly evolving, based on
the privately published pamphlet,
Red Channels. These self-appointed
judges have assumed the right to
brand others as 'subversive,' the
result is that with no chance for
hearing persons listed in this publication are being deprived of their
right to earn a living," he said.
Bans
WNEW

Cugar
New York last week announced itwould play no more recordings of Band Leader Xavier
Cugat because of his alleged reference "to the medium of radio in a
derogatory manner" in an appearance Tuesday on Cavalcade of
Bands on the DuMont TV network.

RETAIL

RADIO

ADVERTISING
Gets Only Three Cents Out of Ad Dollar

RADIO and television got three
cents of the
advertisingdepartment
dollar in 1950, store's
compared
to 56 cents spent for newspaper
space, 13 cents for display advertising and five cents for direct mail,
according to the 1951 edition of
Merchandising and Operating Results of Department and Specialty
Stores, published by the Controllers' Congress of the National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
Analyzed by volume of business,
the figures show department stores
with annual sales of $l-$2 million
spending five cents of their 1950
publicity dollar for broadcast media, the sum dropping to three
cents for stores with a $2-$5 million annual volume and amounting
to four cents for the $5-$10 million

group and two cents for stores with
gross sales of over $10 million.
Specialty stores with sales of more
than $1 million a year spent only
one cent of their publicity dollar
on radio and television. The overall department store AM-TV figure
for 1950 was the same as for 1949,
but specialty stores dropped from
two
1950. cents in 1949 to one cent in
The percent of stores using radio
varied for each business volume (
bracket, as did the average amount
of time used, and that also was j
true of television, except that the
percent of stores using video advertising rose in direct proportion
to the volume of business, as is
shown in the following tables taken
from the 112-page, spiral-bound
report.

50 Department Stores54 with
$5-10
Million
Million
Million
36
Percent of Stores
Using
Radio
S2-5
2:18
1:57
Average
2:18
Hours
per Week
$1-2
1:20
1:30
Median
1:45
0:08
0:20
Lowest
11:00
7:00
0:15
7:12
Highest
7
6
Percent of Stores
Using TV
Average
Hours
per Week
*
2:06
*
1:0815
6:00
Median
*
Lowest
0:04
Highest
* Data inadequate or not reported
SDX ELECTIONS
Kany of AP New President
HOWARD KANY, AP, and Griffing Bancroft, CBS commentator,
were elected president and vice
president, respectively, of the
Washington Professional Chapter
of Sigma Delta Chi, journalistic
fraternity last Wednesday. Thirteen new members were initiated.
Other officers named at the meeting were:
Richard Fitzpatrick, Dept. of State,
secretary; Wallace Werble, Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Reports, treasurer; John
C. O'Brien, Philadelphia Inquirer, and
Lawrence Sullivan, assistant coordinator of information, U. S. House of
Representatives, members of the board
of governors, Sol Taishoff, editor and
publishercasting,ofwho isBroadcasting
• Teleretiring president,
was
elected ex-officio.
ART THOMAS
Former WJAG Mgr. Dies
FUNERAL services were held last
Wednesday for Art Thomas, 66,
former manager of WJAG Norfolk,
Neb., who died in a local hospital
June 3." He had been associated
with the station for 19 years prior
to his retirement.
Mr. Thomas went to Norfolk in
1932, succeeding Karl Stefan, now
a member of the U. S. House of
Representatives, as news commentator. The former WJAG execu-

Annual Sales of
Million
SIMillion
0-20
41
$20-50
1:47
2:55
1:38
1:28
5:00
54
0:15
11:00
0:05
24
35
0:30
2:30
0:4B
0:15

CBS

1:57
0:15
1:15
10:30

Specialty
Store!
with Annual
Sales of
Over S50 Over SI
Million Million
50
23
3:15 0:36
2:30 0:23
1:00 0:05
6:00 1:30
50
9
2:13

1:15
0:15
5:00
CANCELS

*
*
*

Scraps Barry Gray Plant
CANCELLATION of The Barri
Gray Show, a CBS version o:
which was scheduled to go on th(
air July 2, 7-7:45 p.m., was an |
nounced by the network last week
A CBS spokesman said that upoij
re-examination of the program i |
was decided the network could no i
allow Mr. Gray the latitude he de
sired, and they had agreed mutu
ally to cancellation.
Mr. Gray's show, which has beei
carried by WMCA New York fo
more than a year and is contracted
for until June 1952, is broadcasj
with local participation sponsor |
ship five nights a week from mid
night to 3 in
a.m.NewfromYork.
Chandler'
Restaurant
Ther I
Mr. Gray's interviews of guest
lead into unrehearsed discussion o
topics
fromand anti-trus
cases to ranging
Communism
emascr
lated mink. A WMCA spokesma j
describes it as "an open-forum typ |
show about people, personalitie i
and politics — and frequently th
people want to get something o
their chests."
five, whose son Robert succeede
him at the station, was credite
with having launched the famor
Voice of the Street programs in th
early '30s. He is survived by h
widow, one son and two daughter
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MRS. PAGE, Women's Editor
0/WJR, attracts millions
of interested listeners among
Great Lakes housewives.

WJR ijpoiT

*

CBS 50,000 WATTS CLEAR CHANNEL

A WJR listener becomes a buyer
of WJR-advertised products.

That All-American Shopper — the housewife, bless her — is also the
All-American radio listener. And throughout the Great Lakes area, WJR's Women's Editor, Mrs. Page,
exerts a tremendous influence on this active part of the buying public. Every day,
Monday through Saturday, her show for women makes shoppers out of listeners . . . buyers out of shoppers!
For thorough coverage and penetration in the rich Great Lakes area,
your best bet is WJR — the Great Voice of the Great Lakes.
Remember . . . First they listen . . . then they buy!
Represented nafionatty by Edward Petry & Company
MIKE
//
FREE
SPEECH

Radio — America's greatest advertising medium.

•
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Establishing New

Records

40 Million Radio Homes
(Continued from page 23)
5.9 million homes having been constructed in that period.
Urban areas are defined as places
of 2,500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, boroughs, towns
or villages; the densely settled
urban fringe, including both incorporated and unincorporated areas,
around cities of 50,000 or more;
unincorporated places of 2,500 inhabitants or more outside any urban fringe. All dwelling units on
farms are classified as rural farm;
all remaining dwelling units belong
in the rural non-farm category.
The 1950 estimates in the Census
Bureau's report are based on a
sample of approximately 46,000
dwelling units selected from those
enumerated in the housing count.
These dwellings are located in
about 14,000 census enumeration
districts systematically selected
from all enumeration districts
throughout the country.
The estimate of total dwelling
units was obtained from the full
sample of 46,000. This sample was
divided into five sub-samples of approximately equal size. Each estimate, except total dwelling units,
was obtained from one sub-sample.
The bureau explains that each estimate is based on approximately
9,200 dwelling units. For a given
characteristic the estimates were

adjusted so their sum would equal
the estimate of total dwelling units.
The 1950 housing data, including
radio and TV, are based on sample
data. The radio-television questions were asked on one out of
every five returns. Greatest possible sampling error that could
occur in the radio homes figure is
922,000, according to the bureau,
and about 349,000 in the case of TV
homes.

Mansfield Reports
SET SALES
SALES of home, portable and car radios and television sets nearly
doubled in 1950 from 1949, and the fiscal year starting June 1950 "has
established new records in the electronics industry." This was reported
last Monday by Frank W. Mansfield of Sylvania Electric Products, chairman of the industry statistics com702,180 were phonograph combinamittee of the Radio-Television
tions; 252,000 were console or conMfrs. Assn. He submitted his comsolette with conventional radio
mittee's production grosses and
(AM or FM or both) and 3,568,060
estimates to set makers attending
Through the bureau's current
were console or consolette without
the 27th annual RTMA convention
figures are based on data transcribed from the 1950 census, there
radio; 2,888,960 were table models
June 4-7 in the Stevens Hotel,
may be differences between the
without radio, and 52,600 were
Chicago.
data in the present report and the
Mr. Mansfield explained that table models with radio. Largest
data to be published in the final
production
centered
on
the
12,
13,
dollar volume went from $879,948,1950 census reports, apart from
000 in 1949 to $1,717,075,480 in 14 or 15-inch table model without
differences caused by the sampling
radio and on the 16, 17 or 18-inch
1950, representing respectively,
console or consolette without radio.
variability. Main reason is that
14,449,000 and 22,053,700 units.
Most popular phono combinations
The dollar gain was $837,127,480,
preliminary estimates do not include all of the refinements that
with the unit increase 7,604,700.
had a 12, 13, 14 or 15-inch tube.
result
from the careful examinaElectric table model radios toIn 1950, 9,849,300 home and portation of the schedules and tables that
ble radios were produced, selling at
taled 3,527,400 in the under-$15
will occur before publication of the
class, 2,714,900 in the over-$15
manufacturers' prices for $237,final report.
959,088. Television sets numbered
group. In the console class, 5,600
7,463,800, bringing in sales of were produced with AM and FM.
$1,356,097,822, while car radios to- AM only table model radio phonos
Manpower Shortage
totaled 258,700, with 18,400 for AM
taling 4,740,600 sold for $123,018,570.
and FM. There were 180,900
(Continued from page 26)
console radio-phono AM models
extension of one established for
Receiving Tubes Gain 193%
radio in 1939.
produced, and 663,200 AM-FM
models.
Sales of receiving tubes produced
The FM committee, headed by
by RTMA members went up 193%
John W. Craig, reported to the
Battery sets, console model, proin 1950, to 382,960,599 units from
duction totaled 20,800. These figmembership that most dealers and
198,753,295 in 1949. Cathode ray
ures, with 1,674,700 portables,
distributors have adequate stocks
tube sales soared upward 225%, to
of AM-FM combinations, and that
brought total home radio produc8,057,759 in 1950 from 3,577,063.
tion to 9,849,300.
preliminary
information garnered
These figures apply only to RTMA
in
a survey shows there will be no
shortage.
members, although the overall proAll-Industry Committee
duction totals are for the industry
RTMA will continue with its
as a whole, Mr. Mansfield exLaunched by NARTB
campaign
to cooperate with sports ■0
TAX
TUSSLE
plained.
ALL-INDUSTRY committee to avoid oppressive taxes on earnings of promoters, and sports broadcasting.
During 1950, RTMA statistics
Committee chairman, J. B. Elliott,
were amplified to include estimates
TV stations, victims of revenue prejudice because of television's infancy,
reported
baseball attendance has
for the entire radio-television in- was set in motion last week by the NARTB board at its Washington
increased notably this year since
dustry and not just reports from
meeting (board story page 23). *
RTMA's campaign last year to sell
count the fact that depreciation
member companies. Mr. Mansfield
George B. Storer, Fort Industry
attendance at the game primarily
stations and a TV board member,
allowances are figured on investreported. He said TV set shipand watching it on TV secondarily.
ment dollars rather than replacements to dealers are reported for
was directed to organize a comThe committee hopes to extend the
ment
dollars.
The
new
committee
mittee representing all 107 TV
all counties, and are now compiled
project
to other sports.
stations.
feels many TV broadcasters are
quarterly. A monthly report on
Two new directors and 12 for-'
really paying around a 100% rate
TV shipments includes all counties
A special all-industry group that
mer directors were elected Thurson part of their income, a threat
has been working for some time on
with more than 25 sets sold monthday morning at annual meetings
ly, and the final 1950 report listed
the problem was dissolved last to their independent existence.
of RTMA's five divisions, set, tube,
week at its own request. Members
2,199 counties with TV out of the
Already these TV stations have
parts, transmitter and amplifier
3,072 counties in the country.
a staggering debt load, according
were Capt. John Kennedy, WSAZand sound equipment. Division
TV
Huntington,
W.
Va.;
Dwight
to the view of many operators, and
Estimated industry data for
chairmen
were elected, as were vice ;
W.
Martin,
WLWT
(TV)
Cincinthe
constant
new
developments
will
1950, fiscal start of which was last
nati,
and
John
Poole,
committee
presidents
representing each division.
require further borrowing. Thus,
June, includes the following figure:
counsel.
Production for home sets other
unless they are allowed to make a
Three divisions elected new chairCommittee Work Lauded
than portable, 8,174,000.
fair profit many stations may be
men. They are: Set, John W. Craig,
unable to handle present debts let succeeding G. W. Thompson; tube, ^
NARTB's TV Board lauded the
Mr. Mansfield's committee estimated that 8,174,600 home sets
committee for its pioneering work
alone further borrowing.
R. E. Max
Carlson,
replacingandpast
presi-,11
dent,
F. Balcom;
amplifier
in connection with excess profits
other than portables were produced
No comparable industry has been
and
sound
equipment,
A.
K.
Ward,
between January and December
legislation. But the board recoggiven such a beating, it is connized the need for continued action
succeeding A. G. Schifino. R. G. Zen1950, with 8,213,000 factory sales.
tended.
der and H. J. Hoffman were re-elected y
by
asking
Mr.
Storer
to
keep
up
There were 129,000 in factory inchairman
divisions. of the parts and transmitter
The TV position is that operthe work.
ventories atthe end of the previous
ators
took
their
development
losses
year. Portable sets for the same
Full support of NARTB headMr. Craig and Mr. Carlson also cote
in the hope they would recoup later were
quarters personnel and facilities
year totaled 1,674,700 produced,
elected vice presidents for the Api:
but
the
excess
profits
tax
law
says,
set
and tube divisions, while A. D. JgHi
was
pledged
to
the
Storer
com1,689,700 sold at the factory. Promittee.
in effect, that the losses show the Plamondon Jr., W. J. Barkley and
duction on car receivers was 4,740,Back of the TV tax problem is industry had no right to look for- Arie Liberman were re-elected vice
600, with 4,739,500 sold at the
ward to better days.
the fact that excess profits credits
presidents for the parts, transmitter
factory. Television production was
and amplifier and sound equipment
In
substance,
TV operators argue
often
are
meaningless,
it
was
ex7,463,800, and 7,355,100 were sold
divisions.
plained. The ceiling rate is now
it is not fair or reasonable to use an
by the manufacturer.
62% and will become 70% under
James D. Secrest was re-elected to(
unprofitable development period as
Distributors' inventories in Dean amendment just proposed by the a yardstick of what constitutes
serve another year as general mancember 1950 totaled 440,400 for
ager and secretary, and John W. Van
House Ways & Means Committee.
excess profits.
home sets other than portables,
Allen was reappointed general counThis means, it was noted, that the
sel. Leslie F. Muter returns as treas159,800 for portables and 363,500
One suggestion is that TV broadmajor part of TV station earnings
urer for his 16th year, and the board
for TV receivers.
casters be given the right to apply
are being taxed at 77% and may
also reappointed Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
to 1949 total assets the profit ratio
be taxed at 82%.
Of the 7,463,800 TV sets made
General Electric, as director of the
in 1950, 756,120 contained FM;
Such rates do not take into ac- of 1946, last representative year.
engineering department.
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NARTB
DISTRICT

Sessions

MEETS

Open Aug. 23
ANNUAL series of NARTB district meetings will open Aug. 23 and
wind up Nov. 9, moving on an almost uninterrupted schedule aside
from the Labor Day holiday period.
Hotel reservations, registration fees and other details will be handled
The *
by NARTB headquarters.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, acquestion of attendance by nonmembers was left by the board to
the NARTB
board's invitationcepted
to have
BAB representatives
the discretion of each district director.
at all district meetings for sales
President Harold E. Fellows will consultation.
It appeared at the weekend that
decide what staff members are to
make the circuit. NARTB en- District 3 would move its meeting
from the scheduled Aug. 27-28
deavors to keep distiict meetings
date to mid-November.City
on a workshop level.
The district meeting schedule
William B. Ryan, president of follows
:
Dates
District
Hotel
Roanoke
4
Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 23-24
Bedford, Pa.
3
Bedford
Springs
Aug. 27-28
2
Sept.. 10-11
Syracuse
Syracuse
Book
Cadillac
8
Detroit
Sept. 13-14
9
Moraine-on-the-Lake
Highland
Park, III.
Sept.
17-18
Radisson
Minneapolis
Sept. 20-21
Ms 1110
Blackstone
Omaha
Sepl. 24-25
Wichita
Broadview
12
Sept. 27-28
Salt Lake City
Utah
14
Oct.
4-6
17
Davenport
Oct. 8-9
Spokane
Site
to
be
selected
16
Oct. 15-16
15
San Francisco
Mark Hopkins
Oct.
18-19
St.
Charles
New Orleans
6
Oct. 25-26
13
Houston
Shamrock
Oct. 29-30
St. Petersburg
Soreno
5
Nov.
1-2
1
Somerset
Boston
Nov. 5-6
Site to be selected
7
Nov. 8-9
in
department after service successively as a faculty member of New
York U's School of Business Administration, where he had been
NBC'sResigns
MacasDQN
ALD
V.P.-Treas.
graduated in 1922 and received a
RESIGNATION of John H. Macmaster's degree in 1923, and with
Donald, NBC vice president and
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., A. I.
treasurer, to become assistant to Namm
& Sons, Walker & Heisler
Ben Tobin, real estate owner and
Inc., and Trade Ways, a research
firm.
banker, was announced last week
Rapid Promotions
by NBC President Joseph H.
At NBC he progressed to budget
M c C o n n e 1 1 officer and on to business manager
[Closed Circuit,
of the radio-recording division, assistant treasurer and assistant to
June 4].
the vice president and general manMr. MacDonager, becoming a vice president in
ald, one of NBC's
December 1942. He was named
original
four
ad1 14
ministrative vice administrative vice president in
.3 Mr.MacDonald
charge of finance and budget matpresidents, has
ings
ters, and supervisor of a number of
been with the nettDMj
related departments, in August
work
for
a
period
of
15
years.
;:ei
1947.
iiol In announcing the resignation
Mr. MacDonald was elected presvie! "last Monday, President McConnell
ident of the Controllers Institute
said:
My associates at NBC join me in of America in 1946. He also is the
author of four standard works in
expressing regret over Mr. MacDonhis field.
ald's decision to leave our company.
His 15 years of service with NBC have
contributed greatly to the growth of
•our business. We wish him all suc- WLAW STUDIOS
cess in his new undertaking.
Opened in New Quarters
Mr. Tobin, with whom Mr. MacDonald becomes associated, is one
OPENING of new offices and stunittfl pf the three principals in the syndios in the Hotel Bradford under
dicate which acquired controlling
the managership of William A.
jtnterest in the Empire State Bldg.
Riple was announced by WLAW
ftn New York a fortnight ago. Mr.
Tobin lives at Hollywood, Fla., Boston last week as the station
prepared to assume affiliation with
•vhere he is president of the Hollywood Beach Hotel and the Bank of ABC, effective June 15.
Hollywood. He also owns the
President Irving E. Rogers anlollenden Hotel in Cleveland.
nounced that all facilities have
been transferred from the former
Mr. MacDonald's NBC duties
lave been taken over by Joseph
location in the Union Savings Bank
V. Heffernan, who was elected
Bldg., 216 Tremont St., to the hotel
inancial vice president in early
site, 275 Tremont St. New facilities are in operation. Mr. Riple
April [Broadcasting • Telecastformerly was vice president and
ing, April 9].
general
; Mr. MacDonald joined NBC in N.
Y. manager of WTRY Troy,
' 936 as head of the cost accounting
[ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CHEAPER

by

the

THOUSAND!

According
to ADVERTEST
RESEARCH:
most efficient
and economical
medium"The
of
reaching the vast Italian Market of New
York is Station WHOM.

WHOM
and Station A compete in Italian from 2 to
7:15 p.m. Monday through Saturday. During this competitive period WHOM delivers
listeners at a 28% lower cost per thousand
than Station A.

WHOM
delivers Italian listeners for as low as 27<t
per thousand for a quarter-hour; as low
as 8c per thousand for a spot announcement.

WHOM
broadcasts 8 of the first 10 most popular
Italian programs."
WHOM

AM-FM
^ke

*?l Pnotf/ie&la Station
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NARTB

GUESTS at head table, NARTB inaugural dinner (see separate story) were
presi(I to r): Top photo — William S. Hedges, NBC vice president and NAB
Adminisdent 1928-30; Chairman Wayne Coy, FCC; Gov. Millard F. Caldwell,Martin
Jr.
trator, Federal Civil Defense Administration; Rep. Joseph W.
(R-Mass.), Minority Leader.
Second photo — Frank M. Russell, NBC vice president, chairman of dinner
committee; Tom Clark, Associate Justice, U. S. Supreme Court; Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president; Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, chairman of
Johnny Gillin Memorial Committee.
Third photo — Judge Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman; Chief Justice
Bolitha J. Laws, U. S. District Court, D. C; Secretary of Agriculture Charles
F. Brannan; Malcolm Neiil, board chairman, Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
Fourth photo — Neville Miller, attorney, NAB president 1938-44; Rep.
Robert Crosser (D-Ohio), chairman. Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee- Gen. Wallace H. Graham, personal physician to President Truman,
representing Creighton U.; Chairman James F. Mead, Federal Trade Commission; Leo J. Fitrpatrick, WGR Buffalo, NAB president 1935-36.
Bottom photo — Sen. Kenneth S. Wherry (R-Neb.), Minority Leader; Earl
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson
Anthony, KFI Los Angeles, NAB president 1926-28;
(D-Col.), chairman. Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
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D inner Attendance
(See separate story)
Sponsor; Frederick A. Knorr;
Fred W. Albertson; Rep. and Mrs. Knight,
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga.;
John J. Allen; Frederick Allman; Rep. Mr.
and
Mrs. Bernard Koteen.
Homer D. Angell; Mr. and Mrs. Earle
David Lachenbruch; Frank LaFalce;
C. Anthony, KFI Los Angeles; Mr. and Howard
Lane, Field Enterprises Inc.;
Mrs. Gene Archer; Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Albert Lanphear;
Mr. and Mrs. Craig
Arney board;
Jr.,StuartNARTB;
Ben
Atlas,
BillLawrence,
WCOP Boston; Judge and
Bailey; Bill Bailey, Radio
Mrs.
Bolitha
Laws,
U. S. Court of ApDaily; Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Baker,
H. W. Linder, KWLM Wilmar,
NARTB; Frederic J. Ball; Col. and Mrs. Minn.; peals;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Merrill Lindsay,
Frederick Barnes; James E. Barr, FCC;
WSOY Decatur, 111.; Horace L. Lohnes;
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bartley.
Maury Long, Philip
BROAD-G.
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Beamer; J. Mr. and Mrs.
CASTING • TELECASTING;
Frank Beattv, BROADCASTING • Loucks; Walter
V. McAdoo; Mr. and
TELECASTING; A. Harry Becker; Rep. Mrs. William McAndrew,
NBC.
and Mrs. Lindley Beckworth; Donald C.
Mr. and Mrs. Clair McCollough,
Beelar; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Blackley,
WTON Staunton, Va.; Mr. and Mrs. Steinman Stations; Joseph A. McDonald, ABC; Rep. John A. McGuire; Frank
John Blair; Jack Blume; Robert M. Mcintosh;
James McKenna; William
Booth Jr.; Mrs. Gladys Borras, NBC;
McMahon;
James McNary; Robert W.
Walter A. Bowry; Lowell J. Bradford.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Marks;
Secretary of Agriculture and Mrs. Mack;
Dwight W. Martin; Rep. Joseph W.
Charles F. Brannan; Cyril M. Braum,
Martin,
House Minority
Leader; Robert
RichFCC;
Harry
M.
Brawley;
Joseph
ard H. Mason,
WPTF Raleigh;
Brechner, WGAY Silver Spring, Md.;
Miss Cele Broderick, WOW Omaha;
T. Mason, WMRN Marion; William P. :
Massing, FCC; FTC Chairman and Mrs.
Rep. Clarence J. Brown; Kenyon
Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex; Mr. James M. Mead.
and Mrs. Thad Brown Jr., NARTB;
Mr. and Mrs. David Mearns; John
Robert Burton, BMI; Robert Cadel;
Midlen; Judge and Mrs. Justin Miller,
Louis G. Caldwell; Gov. Millard S. NARTB; Mr. and Mrs, Neville Miller;
Caldwell, Director of Federal Civilian David R. Milsten; Earl Minderman,
Defense; Charles C. Caley, WMBD
FCC; Miss Florence Mitchell, NARTB;
Peoria; Rep. F. Ertel Carlyle; H. K. Mr. and Mrs. Radford Mobley; Paul W.
Carpenter. WHK Cleveland.
Morency, WTIC Hartford; Sen. Wavne
Morse; Harold E. Mott.
Eugene
Carr, John
Brush-Moore
paper Stations;
P. Carr; NewsCong.
D. Malcolm Neill, CAB; Joseph Nel- i
J. Edgar Chenoweth; Rep. and Mrs. son;
Walter Norblad; Hon. Edward L.
Robert B. Chiperfield; Arthur B. Norton, Federal Reserve Board; Mr. }
Church,
KMBC
Kansas
City;
Associate
and
Mrs.
Morris Novik; Louis Novins;
Justice and Mrs. Tom C. Clark; Roger
Gilmore Nunn, WLAP Lexington; Paul
Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia; Martin
Joseph Sen.P. jj ;
Codel, TV Digest and FM Reports; Mr. O'Bryan;
O'Hara; Mr.Rep.and and
Mrs. Mrs.
Tom Olson;
and Mrs. Marcus Cohn; James Connolly,
Joseph
C.
O'Mahoney;
Lyle
O'Rourke;
Dr. and Mrs. Winfred Overnolser.
ABC; don;
Edward
Benedict Cooper;
Cottone, Sen.
FCC. Guy CorSecretary
of
the
Army
and Mrs.
H Quenton Cox, KGW Portland, Ore.;
Frank Pace; E. C. Page; Herman Paris,
Harold G. Cowgill; FCC Chairman and WWDC
Bernard Piatt,
Mrs. Wayne Coy; Comdr. T. A. M. Sponsor; Washington;
Harry Plotkin,
FCC;
Craven; Richard Crisler; Rep. Robert Porter; William
Porter,
FCBA;PaulMrs.A.
Crosser, Chmn. House Interstate & Winfield Preston; Rep. and
J.
Foreign Commerce Committee; Orville Percy Priest; Mr. and Mrs. Ward Mrs.
Quaal;
Crouch; Joe Csida, Billboard; Meredith
Quarton,
CedarQuinn;
RaM. Daubin; John Morgan Davis; Lyle Williampids;B.Mr. and
Mrs. WMT
William
De Moss. WOW Omaha; Robert Denton:
Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los AnMr. and Mrs. John DeWctt, WSM
Nashville; Norman Diamond; Everett
Richard B. Rawls; Rep. Frazier
Dillard, WASH(FM) Washington.
Reams; J. Leonard Reinsch, James M. so
Sen. Everett Dirksen; Paul Dobin,
Cox
Stations; Edward H. Rees; Mr. and >
FCC; Mr. Richard P. Doherty; Glenn
geles.
Mrs. Robert K. Richards, NARTB; Rep. I
Dohlberg; William B. Dolph; Miss Bette John
J. Riley; Andrew Ring; Roger (
Doolittle, NARTB; Rep. Clyde Doyle;
Robb; William A. Roberts; Rep. Byron I
Dr. Franklin Dunham; Charles Duvall;
G.
Rogers;
Rep. and Mrs. Dwight
R. Russell Eagan; Richard Eaton,
W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV)
WOOK Silver Spring; Mr. and Mrs. Rogers;
San Antonio; Reed T. Rollo; Walter J.
Oscar
George Rosen, Variety.
worth. Elder, NARTB; Rep. Harris Ells- Rothersies;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Russell, NBC; t
Harold
Essex,
WSJS
Winston-Salem;
Percy
H.
Russell;
and M.Mrs.Sanger,
Wil- in]
M
Richard Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis;
B. Ryan, BAB;Mr.Elliot
William Fay, WHAM Rochester; Mr. liam
WQXR
New
York:
Arthur
Schroeder:
and Mrs. Harold Fellows, NARTB; RobGeorge Schwabe; Hollis Seavey, MBS:
ert W. Ferguson; John E. Fetzer, WKZO
Temple Richard
W, Seay; Shafto,
Paul Segal;
Bob Serl- fc
Kalamazoo; Ben S. Fisher; Leo Fitz- ing;
WIS Columbia.
patrick, WGR Buffalo; Frank U. S. C;G. Mrs.
John Shory; Glenn Shaw.
Fletcher, WARL Arlington, Va.; James
KLX Oakland.
Lawrence Flv; Abe Fortas; Leopold
Thomas P. Shelburne; Rep. John
Friedman; Miss Helen Fruth, NARTB;
Shelley; William P. Sims Jr.; Harrison ,
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gallagher; Mr. T.
Slaughter; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC
and Mrs. Earl H. Gammons, CBS; John
Los Angeles; Carleton Smith, NBC: r
T. Gelder Jr.
George S. Smith; Quayle B. Smith;
Mr. and Mrs. Strickland Gillilan; Mrs. John
Southmayd; Miss Minnie Sparks,,),,.
John J. Gillin; Norman Glenn, Sponsor;
Rep. lace
William
T.
Granahan;
Gen.
WalFCC;
Rep.George
Brant Sterling;
Spence; Lt.
FCCandComr.."
Mrs.15: •
Graham, White House; Mr. and and Mrs.
Mrs. Walter Graves, NARTB; Kelley
Edgar
B.
Stern,
WDSU
New
Orleans:,'}
Rep. Lowell Stockman; Mr. and Mrs.,},
E. Griffith; William C. Grove. KFBC
Chevenne; Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Haley;
George
Storer, Mr.FortandIndustry
Clair L. B. Stout;
Mrs. Co.j'tl
Bern,.
Miss Gladys Hall, BROADCASTING a Strouse,
WWDC Washington: John E, f,
TELECASTING; George E. Hamilton:
William Hannon; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Surrick,
WFBR
Baltimore:
Mrs.
Bar-K
bara Crosser Sweeney; Mr. and Mrs. )
Hardy, NARTB; Roy Harlow, BMI:
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans; J
Wilbur M. Havens, WMBG Richmond:
Carl Haverlin, BMI: Rep. Wayne Hays:
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Taishoff, BROADHarold Head; William S. Hedges, NBC:
• TELECASTING;
Hugh
B"
Terry,
KLZ CASTINGDenver;
Tomp-i
Rep. Louis B. Heller; Philip Hennessey.
kins, BMI:
Mr. andMerritt
Mrs.E. Charles
FCCard Comr.
Frieda
B.
Hennock:
RichTower,
NARTB;
Eugene
Thomas,
WOB«
Hodgson; Robert E. Hodson: Rep.
Yorfc* Mr. and Mrs. Chester C )
Chet Holifield;
ThadHough,
Holt. WBAP
WAPI Fort
Bir- New
Thompson: Lewis C. Tiernev; Sidne> i
mingham; Harold
Worth; Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hull:
Timberg;
Jack Todd,
Wichita '■
David E. Tolman;
J. H.KAKE
L. Trautfelter;
Sen. and Mrs. Lester C. Hunt; Robert
Stephen
Tuhy;
Rep.
Harold
H.
Velde
L. Irwin; Lee Jacobs; K. A. Jadassohn,
Mr. and Mrs. William Walker, NARTB;
SESAC; Ernest L. Jahncke, ABC: Mr.
FCC
Comr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
A.
Walker
and Mrs. Edwin
H. James, BROADRalph L. Walker; Harry P. Warner; Mr
CASTING • TELECASTING.
and Mrs. Sam Bass Warner; Mr. anc
C. M. Jansky; Maurice M. Jansky;
Vincent
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jarrett; E. K. Mrs.
Charles
Wavland. Wasilewski, NARTB
Jett, WMAR (TV) Baltimore; Sen. and
FCC Comr. and Mrs. Edward M
Mrs. Edwin C. Johnson, Chmn. Senate
Webster; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Weed
Committee on Interstate & Foreign
Commerce; Leslie Johnson, WHBF Rock
Al
Weinstein,
Re>
ports;
Mr. and TV
Mrs. Digest
Lewis and
AllenFMWeiss
Island, 111: E. M. Johnson, MBS: Judge
Marvin Jones, Court of Claims; Lt. Vincent B. Welch; Charles Wall; Harolc j»
Comdr. Frank Junell; Mr. and Mrs.
Wheelahan,
WSMB Wheeler,
New Orleans;
Mv ;
and
Mrs. George
NBC; Sen
Geneard L. Juster,
WRC Washington;
HowKany, Associated
Press; Leonard
Kenneth
S.
Wherry,
Senate
Minority'
Leader; Verne Wilkinson; A. D. Willarc
Kapner,
WCAEKathas,
Pittsburgh.
Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga.
Miss Cleo
NARTB; Sydney
Thomas W. Wilson; Rep. and Mrs
M. Kaye, BMI; Sen, and Mrs. James
Charles A. Wolverton; William Wylie
P. Kem; Albert S. Kemper Jr.; John
Mr.
and Mrs, Pearson Ward; Repu
C. Kendall; Capt. John Kennedy, KFMB
San Diego; Sen. Robert S. Kerr; Sen.
Samuel
W. Young;
Yonty; Nicholas
Verne R. Zapple
Young n
William
Harley Kilgore; Gil Kingsbury; Joseph
Joseph F. Zias.
Kittner, FCC; Arthur Klein; Norman
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

Takes
NARBA

DE SPITE a four-month layer of
dust on the proposed NARBA
treaty, gathered as it awaits Senate consideration, opponents and
proponents of the measure are attempting to stir up windstorms of
their own. For the most part, efforts are being aimed at farm publications in a move to arouse rural
voters and subsequently exert pressure on Congress.
As one side has its stand published, the opposition counters with
its views in print and in many instances in the same publication.
Currently, attention has been
called to these articles on the treaty
that would provide for allocation
of frequencies among North American nations:
National Live Stock Producer,
published in Chicago with national
distribution, in its May issue editorializes "Radio Goes Wildcat?"
Better Farms, Buffalo publication, voices its dissent with an editorial, "Oppose the Radio Treaty!"
The National Grange Monthly in
Ma past issue contains the provocative
Piatt article, "Is This A Sellout?"
■.. i
In retaliation, FCC Comr. Rosel
to v-I Hyde, chairman of the U. S. dele..a.
gation during NARBA conference,
vf | will counter in the upcoming issue
of the Grange [Closed Circuit,
May 28]. Likewise, the Commissioner will answer charges in the
tipnext issue of the Julius Klein News:.|!letter. The latter piece is an after i math of a May issue feature in
|| that publication, authored by Edjt| win M. Craig, president of Na.l.tional Life & Accident Insurance
;|, Co. and board chairman of the
subsidiary 50 kw WSM Nashville
1SS [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 28].
'Giveaway Complex'
l ■■ \ The National Live Stock Producer editorial scathes the "giveaway complex" of the State Dept.
ii| and terms the negotiations "reminiscent of the bowed-head concessions at Potsdam, Teheran and
In the article, the clear
- d Yalta."
channel station is likened to a onei\ party telephone line whereas under
the proposed NARBA farm radio
would be comparable to "a fourlarty telephone line."
The new agreement, charges the
National Live Stock Producer, vioates the 650-mile rule on all 24
• is Jlass 1-A channels — "the rule that
las been the bulwark of protection
or rural listeners against outside
nterference with U. S. programs."
Better Farms echoes this senti1i ynent as it attacks concessions to
it 'uba on "all 24 channels subject
>nly to theoretical protection for
>ur
' stations . . . they would only
ed lave
Tsj
the protection of directional
' mtennas which, as past experience
sjias demonstrated, do not perform
ccording to theory."
Referred to is an example offered
y Ward L. Quaal, director of Clear
'hannel Broadcasting Service, in
i vhich Mr. Quaal cites Jamaican
nterference to the 1180 kc operaion of WHAM
Rochester under
ROADCASTING

to Farm

Papers

FIG
to "violate" the 650-mile rule and
thus operate on all U. S. class 1-A
channels, contends the Grange's
publication, which also held that
the pact permits Cuba to put specific stations on six such channels,
and restricts the U. S. from increasing power on channels in
rural areas which "desperately"
need stronger signals.

the proposed NARBA, "especially
in rural areas of Northern Pennsylvania and Western New York."
"The nub of the problem is Havana, which has 29 AM broadcasting stations, far more than . . .
any other city in the world,"
charges Better Farms.
Among other claims in the editorial is the charge that needed
power increases to six clear channel stations would be precluded
under the treaty.
The National Grange Monthly
also states an opinion of CCBS
and Mr. Quaal as well as the National Grange, American Farm
Bureau Federation and other
groups which "have voiced their
objections" to the treaty.
NARBA recognizes Cuba's right

• Telecasting

'Threats'
"Cuban Cites
threats"
are referred to
in the article, which contends:
In 1946, at the expiration of the
original NARBA, Cuban threats similar
to those made or implied in the recent
negotiations caused the then United
States delegation to make concessions
on four of its 1-A channels in violation
of the 650-mile rule. The surrender
was accomplished at a secret midnight
session, was in violation of a clear understanding between the then delegation and industry representatives, and

was the subject of vigorous protests by
CCBS
by various
farmersandand
others. organizations
The resultingof
three-year
agreement
was
never submitted to the Senate for ratification.
Cuba obviously got more than its delegation expected
for itchannel
never
made use
of theor needed,
four clear
positions during the three-year period.
During current negotiations,
Cuba was willing to accept the
equivalent of the 650-mile rule and
to agree not to put any stations on a U. S. 1-A channel other
than those on which Cuban assignments were specifically recognized,
the Grange publication asserts.
Charging other concessions, which
it said Cuba had been willing to
make, the
article States
declares:
"What
caused
the United
delegation
to surrender on issues on which it
had already won accord from Cuba
is difficult to understand."
WGH Newport News-Norfolk, Va.,
awarded safety citation from National
Safety Council on opening-day session
of annual meeting of Virginia Safety
Conference.

BROADCASTING
telecasting
maiTketbook
G Marketbook
vision time that
Iletool for buy:ent years."
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ATTENDING the LBS meeting were, seated (! to r), Gordon McLendon, president; Barton R. McLendon, chairman of the board; Harold Vertel, national j
sales coordinator; Virgil Wescoat, station relations; Glenn Douglas, program
director; Tom Carr, Southeastern Division vice president. Standing: Bob
Bumpas, programming and production vice president; Bruce Collier, director
of station relations; Glenn Caliison, engineering vice president; Joe Seiferth,
acting vice president, North-Central Division; Sewall Cutler, station relations;
John M. Dunnagan, vice president. Piedmont Division; Edmund Burke, vice
president, national sales; Benton Paschall, vice president, West Coast operations; James Foster, executive vice president; James Kirksmith, station
relations vice president.

Now

Increase Considered
WHILE other national networks
have reduced their time costs, Liberty Broadcasting System is considering an increase in rates,
Board Chairman Barton R. McLendon reported last week following a meeting of LBS home office
and regional officials at Dallas
headquarters.
"A review of the AM-FM radio
picture in our estimation indicates
that TV and other factors have
had very little, if any, effect on
most of American radio," Mr. McLendon declared. "As a result of
our meeting, Liberty is seriously
considering
an increase
in rates."is
Mr. McLendon
said Liberty

on

Highly popular with Central New York
listeners for 14 years, the Jim Deline
Show features good fun, good music, good
handling of commercials.
Participating, 9:15 to 9:55 a.m. Monday
through Saturday; 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Popular with
advertisers too — 75% sold out before the
new show went on the air.

• Write, Wire, Phone or
Ask Headley-Reed for Availabilities

WSYR — AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete
York
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
Page 42
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strength outside the major television markets has enabled us to
offer a sales picture superior to
any other organization in the field
and we feel the recent sponsorship
acceptance of our network, reflected in the Army, General Mills,
Dr. Pepper and Falstaff orders, is
indeed encouraging. With this in
mind, we are appropriating large
additional funds for overall netexpansion." held May 15-19,
The workmeeting,
was
the first at Liberty's new halfDallas.
million - dollar headquarters in

AID

NEWS

FLOW

Double-Censorship Ends
PROBLEMS involving the flow of
information from the Korean theatre took a new turn last week as
setting aside "large additional
funds for overall network expanthe Far East command in Tokyo
sion." He explained:
announced cessation of double"Our particular emphasis on
censorship procedures effective
June 15.
BASEBALL
RULE
The move followed drastic censorship restrictions imposed June
Legality To Be Tested
2 by the Eighth Army Headquar- 1
ters in Korea. The restrictions
LEGALITY of baseball's rule 1-D
will be tested at a later hearing in were eased last Monday after corU. S. District Court, according to
respondents lodged concerted pro- j
H. H. Heminger, manager of tests.
WFIN-AM-FM Findlay, Ohio. The
As now contemplated, censorship
court on May 28 had denied a will center at Eighth Army Headquarters rather than in the field.
temporary
to WFINFM whichinjunction
had unsuccessfully
Radio and other news correspondsought permission to broadcast
ents will no longer be permitted to
Cleveland major league games
telephone some stories to Tokyo J
while the Lima, Ohio, team was
from Korea as they have in the
playing
at home
• past. Some of these stories have|
Telecasting,
June[Broadcasting
4].
been recorded by CBS and othei j
Mr. Heminger last week advised
at Tokyo for news broadthat "the validity of 1-D was not networkscasts.
Censorship previously had
tested" in the earlier action despite
published reports and that the in- been imposed in Tokyo as well, before being reassigned to field
junction had been denied on the
censors.
grounds that the station had
signed a contract accepting the
Bulk of war copy now will bo
limitation on the broadcasts.
teletyped
from Korea GHQ to ToRule 1-D permits major league
kyo, with provision for telephoned
clubs to prohibit stations from
broadcasting its games where there reports in cases "concerning the
immediate tactical situation or rewould be overlap with minor league
leases covering unusual events."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
games.
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Skill

TRUSCON
UNIFORM
GUYED

CROSS-SECTION
RADIO

TOWER

HERE again is another example of Truscon leadership in antenna
design— another example of skill gained by nearly a half-century
of experience in the fabrication of structural steel products.
Truscon Type "G-W" Radio Towers are of particular interest to the buyer
who is desirous of obtaining the utmost in antenna quality and strength
at a cost representing only a nominal premium above the cost of secondary
types of construction. These guyed towers are available in shop-welded
unit lengths for tower heights up to 528 feet, and include these features:
TRIANGULAR— because this design resists distortion with greater efficiency
than any other form and is so recognized by the engineering profession.
UNIFORM IN CROSS SECTION - because
radio engineers proclaim this feature a
distinct asset in broadcasting.
STRONG — because these towers and all
component parts are designed to resist
a minimum wind load of 30 pounds per
square
foot which is accepted as a design
Typical central pier
arrangement for adequate for most geographical areas
not subject to frequent cyclone visitation.
non-insulated tower.
Other arrangements
The Type "G-W" guyed tower can be
adapted to a number of services. When
are possible to meet
base and guy insulated, it is an ideal
specific conditions.
antenna tower. It can also simultaneously
support one or more cables or co-axial
transmission lines having 3 Vs" aggregate
diameter and one or more whip-type
UHF antennas or a side -mounted FM
antenna, with some applications requiring nominal height reduction.

33

Base insulated
central pier showing "Mast-Base"
or "Pivot"
type
base insulator
with Spark-Gap.

a

Although the Type "G-W" tower is rated
to resist 30 pound per square foot minimum wind pressure, under certain
conditions, such as an AM radiator not
supporting superstructure for other
services, it may be capable of safely
resisting 40 or more pounds per square
foot of wind pressure.
When
insulated,
Type of
"G-W"
tower isnonsuitable
for a the
number
services, such as an FM or UHF Antenna
Support for Railroads; Public Utilities;
Industry; Municipal, County, and State
Police; and Communications Networks.

FREE
CATALOG

■i

i

Write for illustrated literature
giving complete description,
mechanical details, installation
photos, and other important
information on the new
Truscon "G-W" Guyed
Radio Towers.
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TRUSCON

COPPER MESH GROUND

SCREEN

TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN
1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
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Macy Spends $8,000
AN APPROXIMATE $8,000 radio
and TV spot announcement campaign was used by R. H. Macy &
Co. to launch its initial attack in
the price war of the New York
department stores, with one radio
ness.
station refusing to take the busiSix television stations and five
radio stations carried three announcements each on the kick-off
day, a fortnight ago. One local
New York station, WNEW, it was
understood, had refused to take
the
from Macy's
on
the spot
basis campaign
that it might
offend its
other advertisei's. A WNEW station executive when queried by
Broadcasting • Telecasting said
only that and
"we have
did notno carry
Macy'sas
business
comment
One of America's
First Stations!

A sixteen county market of
241,000 families with
$971,136,000 to spend

The wealthy Greensboro — High Point Metropolitan market led all other markets in
the Carolinas in 1950 General Merchandise
Sales.

WBIG

^Jke Prestige Stat

Gilbert M. Hutchison,

CBS

Affiliate

represented

•
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ion

1926

by

Hollingbery

watts

to the reasons or policy."
Macy's began the price war when
it cut prices on about 6,000 items,
including drugs and cosmetics, after
the United States Supreme Court
in a recent decision invalidated a
section of the Miller-Tydings Act
which amended the Sherman AntiTrust Law. The decision in affect
released retailers from any obligation to maintain fixed prices on
merchandise in interstate commerce
unless they specifically signed
agreements to do so with the manufacturers. This Macy's had never
done.
Station Lineup
The one-day spot announcement
scheduled was placed on the following radio stations' participation
programs
:
WCBS, Jack
Sterling, This Is New
York and Tommy Riggs; WNBC,
Skitch Henderson, Andre Barueh, and
Skitch Henderson (noon show) ; WJZ,
Sweeney & March, early and later
morning shows, and The Fitzgeralds ;
WOR, Rambling
Gambling,
McCanns
at Home With
and Martha
Deane;
WQXR, Weather Report and Breakfast
Symphony.
In television: WNBT, Kathi Norris,
Josephine McCarthy, and Easy Does
It; WCBS-TV, Margaret Arlen, TV
Telephone Game and The Real McKay;
WPIX, Matinee Movie, 7-7:15 news
and Ted Steel; on WJZ-TV, The Fitzgeralds, Nancy Craig, Club Seven ; on
WABD, Your TV Shopper, 12:15 p.m.
news; WOR-TV, boxing (9-11 p.m.),
Buster Crabbe and news (6:45-7 p.m.).
McCann-Erickson, New York, is
the agency which placed the radio
and TV campaign.
Further advertising in radio and
television beyond the one-day was
made unnecessary by the deluge
of publicity given the department
store's price war by newspapers
and newscasters.

ITALIAN AMBASSADOR Tarchiani
(I) bestows the Star of Italian Solidarity on Morris Novik, public service radio consultant, for aid in arranging broadcasts to Italy by the late
New York Mayor LaGuardia [Broadcasting •Telecasting, June 4].
SALES

CLINIC

Slated by ABA

For Aug. 5

A "SHIRT SLEEVE" session in radio promotion has been promised
for the^ first sales clinic of the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., to be
held at Hot Springs, Ark., Aug. 5,
just prior to the annual summer
convention of the association.
ABA President Fred J. Stevenson, KGRH Fayetteville, Ark., announced June 2 that the clinic
would feature specialists from various fields of radio promotion in
and out of Arkansas speaking to
sales personnel of radio stations
under the chairmanship of Julian
Haas, KARK Little Rock.
Gracing the one-day agenda will
be Ed Apler, KTHS Hot Springs;
Red Rand, KDRS Paragould; Dave
Crockett, KAMD Camden, and Ed
Gideon of KGRH, who will speak
at the morning session. Afternoon
talks are slated for William Ryan,
BAB president; Aubrey Williams,
Fitzgerald Agency, New Orleans;
Dale C. Rogers, advertising and
sales promotion manager, MidContinent Oil Co.; Oliver Gramling, AP; Wythe Walker, president,
The Walker Co., station representative.
A roundtable discussion and commercial exhibit, plus a state-wide
survey of sales ideas, will round
out the meeting. Program and
later.
meeting site will be announced'

RCA TUBE PLANT
Formal Dedication Today
RCA's new electron tube plant in
Cincinnati will be dedicated today
(Monday) to the memory of the
late John G. Wilson, former exVictor. ecutive vice president of RCA-

Recording Standards
Frank Folsom, RCA president,
will unveil a permanent plaque
NARTB June 1 mailed to its members and other interested parties a honoring his long-time friend, Mr.
Wilson. The plant will be devoted
complete text of the revised recordexclusively to the manufacture of
ing andvised
reproducing
standards.
Restandards, based
on many
miniature and subminiature electron tubes. Harold A. DeMooy
years work, received final board
is plant manager.
approval last year.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Once

upon
a time there was an advertiser
who bought a buy on a radio station. He signed

had urged. "That's where the tall corn grows and
the dough comes up like thunder, where 52.8% of

a 13-week contract. Two weeks later he discovered

the state's $6 billion business is done in towns un-

a better buy, cancelled the first, and leaned back.
Word got around and buys started popping up

der 25,000, where the $2 billion a year farm income is likely to be spent in trading centers close

and it got so that he hardly knew what stations

to farmers' homes, where there are 201,527 electri-

he was on at a given time, but dammit, he kept
his agency on its toes buying buys. At the end of

fied farm homes on 200,679 farms (that's really saturation). WMT is the Number 1 Hooperated CBS

six months his controller put some figures in front

station in the nation, and a 1-minute Class A com-

of him and he swore off radio. Wouldn't pull for
him. He knew because he tested it.*

mercial, 52-time rate, costs only $31.50." But this
time buyer was overruled and look what happened.

"Put it on Eastern Iowa's WMT,"

To

a

Radio

the time buyer

Moral: Let the Marconis do the experimenting
with radio.

Advertiser

Than

His

Who

Agency

Knows

Time

More

Buyer

ICOB
1I
-:
5000 WATTS,
600 KC
BASIC COLUMBIA
NETWORK

Todfl]

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ

AGENCY

* We made up this first paragraph out of our own
headhone. Any resemblance to fact is unfortunate.
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RTMA
ULATION

MAKE Regulation W flexible and radio-TV set manufacturers will
have elbow room in the tightening high inventory-low sales squeeze,
the Senate Banking & Currency Committee was informed last Tuesday.
The argument was presented by Robert C. Tait, Stromberg-Carlson
Co.'s president and Radio-Televi- *
sion Mfrs. Assn.'s spokesman be- all industry. Moreover, he said,
fore the committee which has been the radio-TV set industry has not
holding hearings on the Defense
been hard-hit except as a result
Production Act. It was similar in of "numerous misleading press recontent to a hearing given RTMA
leases from Washington such as
by the House Banking & Currency
the several bad guesses on amounts
Committee more than a week ago of material to be available."
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 4].
Cites 'Burden'
While wrapped up chiefly in the
The
government
"burden" on the
asserted rigid hardship Regulation
radio-TV industry, television parW imposes on the set manufacticularly, he said has been cumulative from: (1) the FCC freeze,
turers, the hearing also dovetailed into the question of shortages
depriving TV manufacturers of
of critical materials within the about 50% of their market, (2)
radio-TV receiver producing field. the 10% excise tax on TV receivers
Questioned on this subject by imposed last November, (3) ReguChairman Burnet R. Maybank
lation W issued by the Federal
(D-S. C), Mr. Tait asserted there Reserve Board, (4) the "misleadwere no appreciable shortages
ing" releases as mentioned above,
noted by radio-TV set makers. Es- and (5) "implication in Ceiling
sential materials are in enough
Price Regulation 22 that prossupply to assure a flow of sets to
pective purchasers should wait
a "normal" market, it was ex- until May 28 — now extended to
plained.
July 2 — and prices will be lower."
The industry, he said, can get
National Production Authority
most of the materials today and
has not cut-back radio-TV set materials "directly," Mr. Tait said, most likely will continue to use
substitutes for some materials
but "indirectly" — i. e. by reducing
certain supplies of materials for which may be short, as it is now

A MATTER OF
GOOD

BUSINESS

K
T

s*0PV>e'S *^

B

b\u\o9
spot business
includes:
6 Major Grocers
Operating
62 Stores
10 Soaps
4 Flours
3 Meats
2 Bread

c\es>et"
• is ° p

„<i *>V
GOOD BUSINESS FOR THEM
GOOD BUSINESS FOR YOU

'The Strongest Voice in the Capital of the Biggest State"
CBS

KTBC

LSC
5000 Wis
590 kc
Austin, Texas

The O. L. Taylor Company — National Representatives
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Urges

Flexibility

W
doing to meet reductions of cobalt.
Cobalt, Mr. Tait predicted, should
be available in the future.
The NPA's order on steel cutbacks probably would affect the
industry later in the year, he said
(see story
"normalis
market
we page
could xx).
haveThesupplied
now gone," Mr. Tait declared.
Regulation W demands a 25%
cash down payment with the remainder of the purchase price
stretched along a 15-month period.
RTMA asked that a 90-day suspension of credit controls be set
on TV sets with a maximum down
payment of 15%.
RTMA argued that the present
25% down payment places hardship on low-income families and

McCARRAN

BILL

Would Outlaw 'Job-Jumping'
SEN. PAT McCARRAN (D-Nev.)
last week introduced a bill (S 1571)
that would limit employment of a
government official or attorney by
any person
the government concernedoutside
with actions
of the
particular agency involved.
The measure presumably would
afl'ect FCC as well as other government agencies.
It would amend the U. S. Code,
by making it unlawful for a person or party concerned with an
agency's activities to directly or
indirectly promise to employ or "to
pay or to tender, offer, or promise
any office or employment, fee, salary, or thing of value to any person who is or has been a member,
officer, attorney, or employe of any

Robert C. Tait, president, Stromberg-Carlson Co., appears before
Congress.
prevents them from buying sets.
The regulation, Mr. Tait said, has
resulted in unemployment of 50,000 TV plant workers — and that
figure is "conservative," manufacturers' inventories totaling a half
million sets and bankruptcy of
many dealers.
Sen. Homer E. Capehart (RInd.) said that as far as he could
see the problem was simple — Regulation W "has stopped sales" in the
TV industry.
Chairman Maybank said the most
impressive argument by RTMA
was that it agreed with other witnesses who have testified that Regulation W is stringent. Flexibility,
the South Carolinian said, would
permit its imposition when needed^(!
but also allow its relaxation whe
that was necessary.
:
Sen. William B. Benton (D-Ji
Conn.) agreed with Mr. Tait that
the greater down payment required
of the purchaser under Regulation
W was a "greater deterrent" to
buying them than the terms imposed. This was in reference to
RTMA's request for a 15% down

It also would be illegal for any
present or former agency member,
agency." attorney or employe to
officer,
"seek, negotiate for, accept or
promise to accept any employment,
payment, offer or promise or tender
of any office or employment with,
or any fee, salary, or things of
value" directly or indirectly from
any person or party subject to the
agency's "regulation, rule or order,
adjudication, sanction, relief or

payment.Unemployment Issue
In discussing spreading unemployment in the industry, it was
pointed out that some workers gc !
into other fields thus leaving onl>
a nucleus of trained or skilled technicians. The shortage of skillec
workers in the radio-TV set manu
facturing field is already being
felt.

The bill would not affect (1) any
decision."
person whose appointment ceased
or terminated with the agency two
years before the bill becomes law,
(2) if the person is not in any
position to influence policy related
to that person outside the government, or (3) if the person leaves
the agency to return to the same
position he held with a former emmentployer
job. before taking the governViolators, upon conviction, would
be subject to a maximum fine of
$5,000 or two years imprisonment,
or both.
The bill was referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee, of which
Sen. McCarran is chairman.

sets has reached aggravated pro'j
portions.
The retailers' stake in the cur)
rent radio-TV set sales depressioi I
was expressed by W. G. Pierci
Jr., president of the Nationa
Assn. of Electrical Distributors
representing 100,000 dealers, whirl
NAED classifies as "clients." Deal
ers, Mr. Pierce, who accompaniei
Mr. Tait at the hearing, said, ar>
in
"precarious
position" becausi
of atheir
high inventories
of ap j

Sen. John
pointed
out W.
thatBricker
in his (R-Ohiol1
city— ||
Columbus — the piled inventory o|

pliances,
particularly televisioi
sets.
AL JOLSON estate valuation has bee; I
set at $3,236,775.09 in first official ap
praisal filed in Los Angeles Superio L
Court.
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New

Hooper

Area

Report

proves

that for radio

announcements:

For the first time in history, Cleveland radio station
audiences have been completely measured. Unbound by
the restrictions of former one- city surveys, the new
"Northeastern Ohio Area Hooperatings" presents an
authentic story of radio listening in thirteen counties*
including the major cities of Cleveland, Akron and
Canton. Every progressive advertiser & agency will
welcome the "Northeastern Ohio Area Hooperatings"
as an essential aid to time-buying.
lowest

thousand

-

t
os

Among the many interesting facts
uncovered by the survey are these:

c

n

o

i

t

ft

The lowest cost -per -thousand announcements in Cleveland
are on WTAM

ft

WTAM leads in more evening periods than all other
Cleveland stations combined

ft

In early morning and late evening (heretofore unmeasured

a

t

:1

s

by Hooper) WTAM leads all other Cleveland stations
ft

WTAM's daytime ratings are higher for the thirteen
counties tha n for Cleveland alone 52% of the time.
(Station B's daytime ratings for the area are higher
than for Cleveland alone only 7lA% of the time)

-

Before you spend another dollar in Northeastern Ohio
radio, be sure you see the "Northeastern Ohio Area
Hooperatings." It's the one authentic, complete and
comprehensive radio listening measurement of 2,700,000
Ohio consumers. Wire, write or phone your nearest
NBC Spot Sales office or WTAM

sales for your new key

to better buying in Northeastern Ohio.
WTAM
50,000 watts

^Embracing all counties common to the BMB areas of all Cleveland network stations.

1100 kilocycles

Cleveland's only Clear Channel

represented by
NEW YORK
ait'1
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station

NBC
CHICAGO

SPOT
CLEVELAND

SALES
SAN FRANCISCO

HOLLYWOOD
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PROBE

H/7/ Panel 'Sounds Out' Media
On Subversive Influence

A CONGRESSIONAL subcommittee is tip-toeing about the radio-TV
industry to see if there need be any formal investigation into Communist or subversive influence.
This fact was confirmed last week to Broadcasting • Telecasting
by a source close to the Senate
force had been assigned the FCC
Judiciary Committee's Internal Security Subcommittee which had
as an agency to be "investigated."
According to the spokesman, who
been reported to be holding executive hearings in New York. It asked for anonymity, the hearings
being conducted in New York are
was disclosed that this subcommitfor the purpose of finding out
tee, which Judiciary Committee
whether "there is need to investiChairman Pat McCarran (D-Nev.)
gate radio and or
television
media"
is heading, is "sounding out" radio- tivity.
for Communist
subversive
acTV circles.
The hearings are being conducted in an atmosphere described
as "super-secretive," with the location of the hearings, which are
understood to have been changing
as the situation demands, blacked
out.
This is the same subcommittee
which earlier this year split itself
up into three task forces, one of
these units designated to conduct
studies of government agencies.
At that time a report was circulated in some quarters that the subcommittee, which is a Senate counterpart to the Un-American Activities Committee in the House,
would probe the FCC [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 19].
However, Sen. Homer Ferguson
(R-Mich.), a member of the subcommittee, stated that no task

Reason for Censorship
This spokesman said there may
well be "no need to investigate radio-TV" but that the subcommittee
feels that in order to accomplish
its mission it must judge for itself
without
attendant
For
that reason
a cloak"publicity."
of censorship
has been imposed on information to
the radio-press.
It was further stated that "leaks"
must have come from people within
the radio-TV industry, indicating
that the subcommittee is operating
almost in a sworn-to-secrecy manner.
According to news reports, Richard Arens, staff director of the
group,
"We are under
mandate stated:
to the committee
to makea
no disclosures at all." He was
quoted as saying the names of witPLUS!

Reach

0®

40

The DETROIT Area's Greater Buy!
— at the lowest rate of any major
station in this region!
CKLW with 50,000 watt power is hitting an audience
of 17,000,000 people in a 5 state region. This mighty
power, coupled v with the LOWEST RATE OF ANY
MAJOR STATION IN THIS REGION means that you
get more for every dollar you spend in this area when
you use CKLW — plan your schedule on CKLW now!
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Rep.
•
J. E. Campeau
President
•
Guardian Building
Detroit 26
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CKLW

'AREA HOOPERS'
For Single-City Group

RALPH O'CONNOR (I), general manager of WISC Madison, Wis., smiles
broadly after being elected president
of the Madison Advertising Club, the
first broadcaster so honored. Featured
speaker at the annual banquet was
William A. Blees, vice president of
Avco and general
sales manager of
Crosley.
nesses would not be disclosed and
no news conferences held.
Sen. Willis Smith (D-N. C.) was
said to have been the only Senator
present as the sessions got underway in New York with Chairman
McCarran slated to attend further
meetings.
It also was reported that newspaper columnists would be called
to testify.

FIRST projectable "Area Hooperatings" for a single-city group of
stations have been released by C.
E. Hooper Inc. WTAM Cleveland
commissioned the study, which
measures listening in 13 counties
in Northeastern Ohio, including all
counties common to the BMB area
of the four Cleveland network outlets (WTAM WGAR WJW WHK)
whose projectable ratings are covered by the report.
Both quantitive and qualitative
research was used in the study, according to Hooper, which secured
its quantitative data from current
coincidental telephone samplings
in the cities of Cleveland, Akron
and Canton, and its qualitative
data from listener diaries both inside and outside these cities. Only
purpose of the qualitative data,
Hooper explained, is to "establish
the ratio between WTAM's 'inside'
city audience and that in its 'entire'
area." The WTAM report is the
first in a series of "Area Hooperatings" surveys, Hooper stated.
UNTERMEYER

OUT

Cerf, Others Hit Allegations
LOUIS UNTERMEYER, poet anc
writer, voluntarily withdrew from

the panel of What's My Line';
on CBS-TV after "friendly" discussions about his alleged "dis
Careful Use Urged
loyalty" with the network, Earlt
THE VALUE of humor cannot be Ludgin Agency, Chicago, and th(
sponsor, Jules Montenier Inc., Chi
exaggerated
today's
broadcasters in
should
makeworld,
sure but
the cago, which manufactures Stopett* ,
deodorant.
humor they air "is not slickly disThis was revealed in Chicag<
guised propaganda aimed at someone's reputation." This was the last week after the matter was
brought into open discussion bj
admonition of Bennett Cerf, book
Publisher Bennett Cerf, who wai
publisher, author and columnist,
who was guest speaker at the final guest speaker at the luncheoi
meeting of the Chicago Televisioi
luncheon meeting of the Chicago
Council Tuesday (see separati
Television Council this season.
Humor is more necessary than ever
story). Mr. Untermeyer, whon
before today, he claimed, but Mr. Cerf called a "decent, pedantii
warned his audience that "it's too and harmless guy," was the objec
of several complainants w h <
easy to use humor as a weapon."
Mr. Cerf discussed Troubled Air, charged him with disloyalty afte
a book which his publishing firm reading about his alleged activitie:
in Red Channels.
will release shortly and which conParties concerned agreed mutu
cerns five persons involved in a
network production who are fired ally that the sponsor and network
as well as Mr. Untermeyer, wouli
as a result of irresponsible charges.
benefit by his withdrawal fron
In the book, those who were fired
the panel, although the agency re
were "backed up" by their radio
colleagues. In fact, Mr. Cerf as- portedly does not believe he wouli
have left the show if the industr;
serted, "few people in radio would
be willing to stick their necks mechanics for handling disloyalt;
charges had been in effect tw<
out and investigate the charges."
months ago when the complaint;
Mr. Cerf was introduced by Roy
were lodged. Industry procedur>
McLaughlin, commercial manager
now calls for cooperation amons
of WENR-AM-TV Chicago and
the networks, the American Assn
new president of the television
of Advertising Agencies and thJ
group. Mr. McLaughlin, former
American Federation of Radii
president of the Chicago Radio
Artists without fanfare and ad
Management Club, will work dur- verse publicity for any party con
ing the next year with George
cerned.
Harvey, commercial manager of
Stopette and its agency, Earl
WGN-TV Chicago, as vice presiLudgin, reportedly consider Mr
dent, and Edgar N. Greenebaum
Jr., research director of Television
Untermeyer a man of "the highes
Shares Management Corp., as sec- integrity and noblest purposes,1
and "without blame or guilt."
retary-treasurer.
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Markets

fluenced

has made

are people like these . . . the doctor, the

in their purchases

by friends. That

is why

these 7 stations 1st choice for sales results.

housewife,

the laborer, the teen-ager. They

wise advertisers

markets.

THE

Top

choose

the Fort

programming

FORT

Industry

are in-

station

in the public interest

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla.
WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
•
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
•
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
National Sales Headquarters:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455

editorial

4

Two -j- Two zz Four
THE UNITED STATES Census Bureau told
us last week that it has counted radio sets in
almost 96% of all U. S. homes.
Now, of course, the Census Bureau may be
wrong, because a lot of awfully bright advertising executives have proved that radio
doesn't amount to much any more.
You can't be sure about the Census Bureau;
it's a sort of moss-back outfit that clings to
the archaic belief that going out and counting
things will tell you how many of what are
where. Some researching experts, on the other
hand, have the unique advantages of intuition
and an occult ability to feel the public pulse
by holding hands with themselves.
Probably the Census Bureau should not be
taken very seriously. Its figures are probably
wrong, and maybe it's true that there isn't any
radio any more.
Ninety-six percent! Nothing's that good.
Era of Good

Will

THE ORDER changeth.
New generations are taking over in the
fields of regulation and of the regulated. This
has occurred at the FCC, at the NARTB and
at the RTMA in the course of a few weeks.
At the FCC, the new Broadcast Bureau is
functioning. Capable men, with no preconceived notions have taken over. The policy
direction remains in the FCC itself.
At the NARTB, Justin Miller, after nearly
six years as a warrior for the cause of a free
radio, steps into the chairmanship of the
expanded organization. His duties will be
myriad, but he will have more time in which
to perform them.
The presidential gavel has been handed to
Harold E. Fellows, the unanimous choice of a
fully-representative selection committee. Hal
Fellows enters the Washington scene with no
chip on his shoulder and with the avowed
intent of cooperation down the line.
Thad H. Brown Jr., son of a distinguished
former member of the FCC, has assumed management of NARTB's television operations.
As a lawyer specialized in the practice, he
has seen television emerge from the experimental laboratories to a giant among media.
RTMA, representing the manufacturers, is
under the new and aggressive leadership of
another young man — Glen McDaniel.
There are all the ingredients of a new era
of good will and of achievement by team-work
in these almost simultaneous changes. There
is recognition in Congress by such men as
Majority Leader McFarland and Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Johnson of the
tremendous forces for good that repose in
radio and television.
All this was demonstrated at the ceremonies
last Tuesday night in Washington, when
Messrs.- Miller and Fellows were installed.
Legislators and regulators and justices broke
bread with broadcasters and telecasters. It
was a heart-warming event.
Memorialized too was Johnny Gillin, whose
life expired at 45 last year. Johnny's stalwart
widow was there to hear him extolled as "one
of the first citizens of radio."
If Johnny ever had any enemies, no one
ever knew them. He exuded cooperation.
This could be a new era that Johnny would
admire.
Page 52
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FM's Aches, TV's Balm?
FM, STEP-CHILD among the broadcast media,
finds itself embroiled in new troubles. They
could well spell the collapse of a great many
of the remaining FM stations.
First came the FCC foray against "beep"
services, such as storecasting and functional
music, on the ground that they do not comply
with regulations requiring sponsor identification. Then, in a momentous opinion last week,
the U. S. Court of Appeals dealt what could be
the death knell of transit radio — just when
that specialized operation was beginning to
pull out of red ink. The court held that transit
radio deprives passengers of "liberty without
due process
law" by forced listening to commercials of
and announcements.
The transit radio case goes to the Supreme
Court. Two decisions below sustained the validity of Transit.
The other specialized FM services in jeopardy
are seeking, by force of logic and reason, to
dissuade the FCC from snuffing out what appear to be the only opportunities left to realize
some semblance of return, and at the same
tune provide additional service.
Despite the moderate success of some Stations, FM has had a tortured existence from
the start. There's little to be gained in rehashing the whole sordid story. It's enough to recall
that the FCC practically forced AM licensees
into FM and that it evolved the ill-begotten
"planned economy" of regulated competition.
Now, when more prudent operators turned
to specialized services to pull themselves out,
both the courts and the FCC propose to pull
the rugs from under them. We happen to
think the whole transit issue has been artificially stimulated. The catch phrase "captive
audience" has been played to a fare-thee-well.
Yet, every poll we've ever seen shows a preponderance ofthe public likes the service.
But there's no eluding the facts. Those FM
stations that can't make a go of it aren't going
to be sustained forever. An FM band that can
accommodate several thousand stations actually
has fewer than 700.
The Supreme Court might reverse the court
below. The transit radio entrepreneurs, with
many hundreds of thousands invested, are not
going to give up without the try.
Even with the facts at hand, however, it
seems to us the FCC might well determine
now what to do with the vast expanse of spectrum, adjacent to the present VHF TV band, .
earmarked for, but not being fully used by FM.
There are 20 megacycles (88 to 108 mc.) providing for 100 channels for FM. The lower end
of the VHF TV band, or Channels 2 through 6
are assigned to 54 through 88 megacycles,
which immediately abut the FM band.
Substantial engineering opinion supports the
view that the fewer than 700 FM stations
might well be accommodated in two megacycles
or 10 channels. The remaining 18 megacycles
would provide three additional VHF TV channels, or increase the number from 12 to 15.
This is no panacea for all TV allocations
problems, but it would provide sorely needed
additional service.
We hope means are found to retain the specialized FM services. Their value in a national
emergency is known. Although the courts are
not bound by such considerations, they nevertheless exist.
These problems should not be insoluble.
Would the courts hold transit unconstitutional,
for example, if only a portion of the conveyances had the service, giving the passenger a
choice of riding with or without radio? Is
there any reason the FCC cannot revise its
regulations to accommodate beep services?
As for use of surplus FM channels for TV,
the answer seems too obvious to argue.

♦ our respects to:

THADDEUS

HAROLD

BROWN

Jr.

balmy days
ago, in thespectrum,
on broadcast
years
of EEN
a 500-stati
the
THIRT
editors of the 1938 Nassau Herald asked
members of the senior class at Princeton what
they
thought they would be doing in later
decades.
Thaddeus Harold Brown Jr., having just
completed a thesis on "The American Problem in International Radio Propaganda," took
a stab at prophecy and the college yearbook
bore this prediction: "Plans to study law and
probably engage in radio administration or
public
That relations."
three-ply peer into a decade then to
come proved accurate to an uncanny degree.
Thad Brown: (1) studied law; (2) engaged in
radio administration; (3) engaged in public
relations.
He studied law at Harvard Law School. He
is currently a radio administrator at the
NARTB. And anyone who occupies a key post
in a trade association is automatically practicing some of the defter phases of public relations.
Apparently the last two generations of
Browns were drawn inevitably into radio. Perhaps it was vice versa. In any case, the elder
Brown — Thad Brown, late commissioner of the
FCC and predecessor FRC — took a key role in
guiding
radio's Jr.
destinies
theradio
exciting
Thad Brown
has beenin in
since '30s.
the
war; last April was named acting manager of
NARTB's autonomous TV organization, and
just last week was elected by the NARTB TV
Board to the association's top video post — manager of TV operations. Obviously Thaddeus
Harold Brown III, aged 9, might as well spend
his allowance on electrons, read dad's law
journals
and prepare
to carry on the Browns'
distinguished
radio traditions.
Those familiar with the earlier era of American broadcasting can recall clearly the public
life of the late Thad Brown, Ohio Republican,
who died in 1941. A former Congressman, he
retained the license tag Ohio 6 on his car after
entering the administrative side of government.
To this day Thad Jr. retains the coveted number.
Thad Brown Jr. was born in Columbus Sept.
7, 1916. His secondary education was received
at Columbus Academy and Mercersburg Academy, nestled in the Southern Pennsylvania
hills. Like many of his Mercersburg classmates he went to Princeton, receiving his BA
degree in 1938.
That senior thesis, prepared for the Princeton Dept. of Polities, was a study of Fascist,
(Continued on page 61)
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Represented by Radio Sales

*Pulse (3-4 p. m. Saturdays, March-April) 1951-7.5 vs. 1950-3.6

STATION

GILBERT I. BERRY, DuMont Television Network Central Division sales
manager, Chicago, to WIBC Indianapolis, Ind., as general sales manager [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June
4]. Before joining DuMont in 1949, Mr. Berry was
with ABC as Central Division network sales manager.
front of
fice

jjgff

W. CARTER Jr., WTRY Troy, N. Y., named station manager sucw • ceeding WILLIAM A. RIPLE, resigned [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 14]. Mr. Carter was assistant manager of
station seven years and previous to that was station
program manager. He started in radio 21 years ago,
writing, producing and selling his own programs freelance.
JAMES M. KENNEDY, account executive WBAL Baltimore, appointed sales manager in charge of local
sales.
Mr. Carter

SAM JOHNSTON, WCPO Cincinnati, DAVE HUNSINGER, salesman and publicity director American
Airlines, and JACK WHITE, WKRC-FM Cincinnati, all to sales staff
WSAI Cincinnati.
KINGSLEY F. HORTON, CBS-TV assistant general sales manager,
recently assumed new duties as West Coast radio and television sales
manager for the network, with offices at 1313 N. Vine St. in KTSL (TV)
Hollywood Studio Bldg.
ARTHUR CHURCH
city, as salesman.

Jr., CBS network sales, Chicago, to WBBM, same

WILLIAM (Bill) VANDERBUSCH, account executive WMIE Miami,
and FRANK BOSCIA, Miami Beach Florida Sun, to WTVJ (TV) Miami
as account executives.

"A

Craf

Mr. Berry

ALVIN G. FLANAGAN, vice president in charge of
programming KFMB-TV San Diego, to ABC-TV Hollywood as Western Division program manager.
E. CARLTON WINCKLER promoted to ABC-TV Western Division production manager, continuing also as
KECA-TV Hollywood production manager.

ARTHUR GERBEL Jr., sales manager KJR Seattle,
appointed to newly created position of assistant general manager. PAUL
E. MOORE, account executive, named sales manager.
J. R. KING, general manager WREX Duluth, Minn., resigns. WILLIAM
H. LOUNSBERRY appointed station manager and ROBERT C. RICH
named commercial manager.
RA-TEL REPRESENTATIVES
Miami.

Inc. appointed representative for WKAT

JOHN W. EGGERS, Pacific Coast manager O'Mara & Ormsbee Inc.,
representative firm, elected vice president.
FRANK TALLMAN, assistant sales manager in aviation department,
Butler Co., Chicago, to WBBM Chicago as sales service manager.
LLOYD McGOVERN, promotion department San Francisco Examiner,
to sales staff KNBC San Francisco.
SIL ASTON, commercial manager WAIT Chicago, resigns. He is expected to join a California station.
DON GORDON, promotion department WTAR Norfolk, to WSAP Portsmouth, Va., as sales representative in Norfolk office.
On
ly

tsma

n

—Benjamin
Franklin

REEVES

CORPORATION
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
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JULIUS SCHEPPS, director in various Dallas companies, elected vice
president of Variety Broadcasting Co., operator of KIXL Dallas.

NEW

KEN

ELECTION of Robert W. Sarnoff,
director of NBC unit productions
in the vision
NBC network,
tele-

HILDEBRANDT, account executive KYA
moted to sales manager.

MARY

LOU STONE to sales staff WCOG

San Francisco, pro-

NBC V.P.
Robert Sarnoff Elected

as a dentvice
of NBC presiwas
announced last
week.

Greensboro.

fteti&naLi • • •
GENE WILKEY, general manager WGCO Minneapolis, elected to board
of directors Advertising Club of Minneapolis. . . . DONALD NORMAN,
sales manager, and RICHARD EISIMINGER, advertising and promotion
manager KNBH (TV) Hollywood, in New York for conferences with
NBC-TV executives on fall plans. They also will confer with agencies
in that city, Cleveland and Chicago before returning to Hollywood
June 25. . . . ROBERT H. TETER, sales manager KYW Philadelphia,
received outstanding individual acting award from Temple's Community
Theatre Festival for his role as Elwood P. Dowd in "Harvey."
LESLIE C. JOHNSON, general manager WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island,
111., nominated for reappointment to board of aeronautical advisors in
Illinois Dept. of Aeronautics. . . . MACK ARNETTE, local time salesman
WWNC Asheville, N. C, took first place in Asheville Citizen-Times golf
tournament.
BOB DUMM, vice president and general manager Lincoln Dellar stations (KXOA Sacramento, KXOB Stockton, KXOC Chico and KBD Santa
Barbara), appointed by GRANTLAND RICE, chairman of National
Sports Committee for United Cerebral Palsy, as member of California
committee. . . . STANLEY BELL, salesman WRC Washington, elected
treasurer Washington Advertising Club.

Mr. Sarnoff currently is responseveral
sible for
special
production
units in connecMr. Sarnoff
with NBCT V's tionComedy
Hour, Four Star Revue, Saturday
Night Revue, and Kate Smith
Hour, and also is in charge of a
special unit in the production of
a TV history of the Navy beingmade in cooperation with the Navy
Dept.
NBC President Joseph H. McConnell announced Mr. Sarnoff's
election as a vice president, which
ing.
occurred at a June 1 board meetm^iL^^^^

Mr. Sarnoff, son of RCA Board
Chairman David Sarnoff, joined
NBC-TV as an account executive
in January 1948, and subsequently
became assistant to the national
program director, production manager for NBC-TV, and manager of
program sales before being named
director of NBC unit productions
last Jan. 22.
He formerly was assistant to

the publisher of Look magazine and
before that was with the D e s
Moines Register & Tribune in a
similar capacity. He was in the
Navy for 3% years as a lieutenant,
and earlier served in the office of
Gen. William Donovan, Coordinator
of Information, Washington, D. C.
He attended Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass., and was graduated
from Harvard College.
WOODS

NAMED
Heads Fresh Air Fund
MARK WOODS, ABC board vice
chairman, will head a committee of
TV and advertising executives
formed to coordinate radio-TV
phases of the New York Herald
Tribune Fresh Air Fund's 75thyear
campaign
this summer.
Other
committee
members for
the fund, which seeks $350,000 to
provide country vacations for 10,000 underprivileged New York City
youngsters, include:
Niles Trammell, NBC board chairman; Frank White, MBS president;
Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS vice president; Chris Witting, DuMont Television Network general manager;
Bertram Lebhar, WMGM New York
director; Nathan Straus, WMCA New
York president; Stanley Resor, J.
Walter Thompson Co. president;
Bruce Barton, board chairman of
BBDO; Thomas D'Arcy Brophy,
board chairman of Kenyon & Eckhardt, and Harrison Atwood, McCannErickson executive committee chair-

99
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Good
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Tools!

will find the best in recording apparati comes

from the Reeves Soundcraft Laboratories. Magnetic
tape with ten distinct features that contribute to its

Soundcraft tape is made in all types and
lengths to accommodate all tape recorders.

higher efficiency and fidelity; an assortment of recording
discs to answer every requirement — a sensational line
backed by the greater integrity and experience of the

Soundcraft recording discs available in a
variety of sizes, single and double face.

Reeves name, for twenty years a foremost manufacturer
of recording and electronics accessories.

REEVES—

"20

YEARS

WITH

SOUND

RECORDING

MEDIA"

Export— Reeves Equipment Corp., 10 East 52nd St., New York 22, N. Y.
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WAGE

FREEZE
Exemption Question

EBONY
THE NATION'S LEADING,
NEGRO MAGAZINE *
BUYS

wok

To enlarge its coverage

BILL MOSHIER, KJR Seattle farm director, was honored by his sponsor, the
Puget Sound Power & Light Co., on the occasion of his 3,000th consecutive
morning broadcast. Present were, seated (I to r) Karl Dim mi 51, PSP&L farm
electrification director; Mr. Moshier; Art Kreamer, PSP&L advertising directorstanding, Frank Swearingen, formerly PSP&L advertising director now with
the Dept. of Agriculture; Pat Johnson, PSP&L vice president; Don Reed, KJR
publicity director; Paul Moore, KJR account executive; Arthur Gerbel Jr.,
KJR sales manager, and Glenn Cushing, PSP&L agriculture engineer.

to 500,000 Negroes in the
New Orleans Trading Area"
*208,000 Negroes live in
Greater New Orleans
*500,000 Negroes live in
WBOK's coverage Area
of Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama and Florida.

$450,000,000
NEGRO

TRADE

AREA

COVERAGE

Concentrated Negro programming
with the South'? TWO outstanding
Negro Disc Jockeys.
"Honeyboy" Hardy
Featuring spirituals
and sweet talk music

Dokey"
Featuring,"Okey
hot jive and
knocked out jazz.

wok
1000 Watts
800 KC
Stanley W. Ray, Jr.
Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
FORJOE & CO.— National Reps.
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MONOPOLY
HIT
Celler Asks Newsprint Fight
REP. EMANUEL CELLER (DN. Y.) last week called on newspapers throughout the country to
"rise in wrath" against certain
monopolistic practices of Canadian
and American newsprint companies.
In a speech on the House floor
last Tuesday, Rep. Celler observed
that the Abitibi Power & Paper
Co., third largest producer on the
continent, had announced an increase of $10 a ton on newsprint
effective July 1 — bringing the cost
to $116 per ton. Earlier, Rep. Celler asked the Office of Price Stabilization to set "just and reasonable
prices" for newsprint. Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.) expressed similar sentiments. Price Stabilizer
Michael DiSalle formally asked
Canada to suspend the increase.
Rep. Celler, whose House Judiciary Monopoly Subcommittee
has just completed an inquiry into
the newsprint situation, told colleagues he had not seen "a peep
in any of the newspapers . . .
complaining of this operation."
The price boost, he added, will have
a "very deleterious effect" on
smaller newspapers, forcing many
to discontinue operation, he added.
At stake in the newsprint issue,
over the long range view, are not
solely price boosts, described as
"gouging" by Rep. Celler and Sen.
Johnson, but also a growing newsprint shortage which could fan
out through the whole American
advertising structure. The effect
would be manifested on media expenditures of national advertisers
and, logically, in broadcast advertising, authorities point out. Moreover, about 25 % of the nation's
radio outlets are newspaperdowned.
1 Development of substitute processes for newsprint production
would provide a welcome source of
additional supplies, a strongly
competitive factor in the newsprint
industry, and replacement for essential natural resources in the

U. S., according to the Celler subcommittee.
A report on newsprint released
May 28 contains a number of recommendations which the subcomittee compiled following lengthy
hearings last year on the scarcity
of newsprint.
On May 31 Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey (D-Minn.) announced
similar hearings on newsprint
price and supply beginning July
11. Sessions will be headed by a
Senate Small Business subcommittee under his chairmanship, and
representatives of industry and
government
agencies will be invited to testify.
The House group, urging accelerated competition and production,
called for (1) study by the Justice
Dept. of restrictions on the newsprint trade; (2) the Office of Price
Stabilization to encourage producers to set their own prices after
controls are lifted; (3) construction of more plants in the South;
and (4) vigorous anti-trust action
against Canadian and U. S. newsranted. print producers where it is war-

STAFF INCREASE
KFMB Separates AM, TV
ADDITION of personnel to the
staffs of KFMB-AM-TV San Diego
was announced last week by Howard Chernoff, stations' general
manager, who explained that radio
and television operations were being divorced.
Bill Fox, production manager for
KFMB-TV, is to be elevated to the
post of program director. He succeeds Alvin Flanagan, who was
slated to leave Saturday to assume
duties as program manager for
ABC's Western Division, Hollywood. Paul W. White, ex-CBS
network news director and Peabody
Award winner, joined the staff
as executive editor for KFMB
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 4]. Hobby Myers, former account executive with KGB San Diego, was named KFMB commercial
manager.

DISCUSSIONS on the panel level
were held last week at the Wage
Stabilization Board in Washington
regarding the status of workers
engaged in industries which are
specifically exempt from price control by the Defense Production Act.
Question to be answered is: Should
these workers be exempted as well
from wage control?
Radio-TV labor representatives
were heard last Tuesday. Panel
members included Sol P. Pryor,
representing the American Federation of Radio Artists, and Television Authority. Also heard were a
representative of the American
Federation of Musicians and Frank
B. Murdock of AFL's International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes (IATSE).
Radio and television come under
the category of services which are
exempt from the price freeze but
generally are affected by wage control.

ALCOHOL

ADS

Radio-TV Cited in Ruling
RADIO and television have been
construed by the State of Maryland as falling within the scope of
its regulations covering relations
between manufacturers and wholesalers of alcoholic beverages and
non-resident dealers.
In a ruling by J. Millard Tawes,
Comptroller of the Treasury, it was
held that "advertisements, promotions and announcements by or for
persons holding manufacturers or
wholesalers licenses involving reference to a retailer or in any manner identifying his place of business through the medium of radio,
television, magazines and like mediums employed in contacting the
general visionspublic,
of Sec. 95fallof within
Article the
2B proand
are unlawful especially when the
proportionate cost of time or space
used exceeds a value of $5, or the
value of any sign, display or other
form of advertisement exceeds $5.
"This is true though the form of
advertisement, promotion or announcement may or may not be
furnished or intended to be furnished for the benefit of such retailer. It is obviously to the advantage of the retailer mentioned
or publicized and also has a tendency toward the development of a
tied house. Such actions have the
effect of stimulating the trade of
the particular retailer in preferTheence to others."
regulation as applied to
media in general has been on the
books a long time, it was indicated.
Penalty is suspension or revocation
of license, and on conviction, fine
of not over $5,000 and imprisonment not over two years, or both.
CHUM Toronto has added Press News
service to its newscasts which already had British United Press and
full local coverage.
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. . . because it combines unparalleled technical qualities plus the advantages of inconspicuousness. It doesn't obscure the performer's countenance. Suspended over a radio
or TV stage, it blends into the background. It can be hidden easily in stage props.
Yet with all these advantages of the Altec 2 lB's minute size, you not only don't sacrifice technical quality— you actually gain a new order of perfection in performer-freedom,
in fidelity, and in frequency response. Moreover, this miniature masterpiece is blastproof, shockproof, omnidirectional . . . and, well, let your Graybar Representative
tell you the rest!
For uses where the cardioid type of mike is desired, Graybar has the long-preferred
Western Electric 639A and 639B. And the well known dynamic type 633A will
continue to be made available through Graybar by Altec.
Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . . PLUS everything
for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting for your entire station and grounds!
Whatever your requirements — to get the most suitable items most quickly, call your
nearest Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company,
Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New York 17, New York.
150-16

Distributor of
Western Electric
products

Manufactured By
Aitec Lansing
(4 Ampex
o: Blaw-Knox
Bryant
network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
Communication Products Graybar's cities
throughout the nation assures you of convenient
Continental Electronics principal
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Crouse-Hinds
Daven
Representatives are located in the following key cities:
Fairchild
General Cable
ATLANTA
DETROIT
General Electric
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
General Radio
BOSTON
(10 Hubbell
HOUSTON
(1 Hugh Lyons
(5
J.
P.
Lynch,
Kenmore
6-4567
Karp
Metal
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
(11
CHICAGO
(12
(13(6(8(2 Machlett
JACKSONVILLE
Meletron
(7
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree,
National Electric
(14
CINCINNATI
(16(9 Products
(15
Jacksonville 6-7611
Presto
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
Standard Electronics
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CLEVELAND
Triangle
(18
(17 Webster
Electric
(20
(19
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
Western Electric
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
(23 Weston
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
(22 Whitney Blake
(21
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
Telecasting (24
(25

Graybar
Amplifiers Brings
(1 ,23) You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Antenna Equipment (23)
Attenuators (8)
Cabinets (15)
Consoles (23)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
Microphones, Stands, and Accessories
(1,13,14,16,23,25)
Monitors (12)
Recorders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
Speech Input Equipment (23)
Test Equipment (1,8,12,24)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Tower Lighting Equipment (7,11)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
Transmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
Tubes (11,16,23)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,23)
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,10,11,13,18,21,25)

R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-410C
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Stillwell 6-5858
PHILADELPHIA
G.
I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
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of private broadcasting station programming, more
government aid for Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and no private television stations until CBC system is in operation are among the highlights of the 500-page report of Royal Commission on Arts, Letters and
Sciences, tabled in House of Com- *
mons at Ottawa late on June 1.
independent groups of radio broadIt took two years for the Royal
casting stations, one public and
Commission to hold hearings on
all cultural subjects and make its one private."
One commissioner, Arthur Surreport, and with it, independent
veyer, civil engineer of Montreal,
Canadian stations lost all hope for
favored the CAB independent rega long time of a separate regulaulatory body "as a matter of eletory body. Government's decisions
mental
equity." He found elements
of unfairness in present CBC policy
on the Commission's recommendations are not expected for some
of refusing to grant television litime.
censes to private stations so as to
The private stations also learned
permit
competition. "This is a
that according to the thinking of surprising
condition and I do not
the Royal Commission, they were
see why the private stations should
not be permitted to venture money
laboring "under a false assumption
that broadcasting in Canada is an
in telecasting if they have the courindustry. Broadcasting in Canada
age to do so," he wrote.
in our view," said the commisFavor Status Quo
sioners, "is a public service, directed and controlled in the public
The other four commissioners,
interest by a body responsible to university professors and Vincent
Parliament."
Massey, chairman, former Canadian ambassador to the United
The Canadian Assn. of BroadStates, favored the status quo,
casters had proposed an independent regulatory body on the grounds
with strict state control of TV.
that the present set-up makes the
Without such control, the commisCBC judge, jury and competitor.
sioners said, TV development in
The majority report of the comCanada would become established
mission felt that "legislation to set
in "commercial north-south chanup a separate regulatory body
nels" which would be almost imwould alter the present national
possible to break in order to make
system and would result in two
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want

an engineer

to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting, . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations
wanted,
lOtf per word ($1.00
minimum)
Help wanted, 20tf per word ($2.00 minimum)
All other classifications 25tf per word ($4.00
minimum)
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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the changes necessary to link the
country east and west with national programs. It recommended
that arrangements for the use of
desirable U.S. telecasts in Canada
should "follow and depend on the
organization of a national system
of television production and conThe commission also recommended a TV receiver license fee,
and that no privately-owned TV
stations be licensed until the CBC
has
trol."available national television
programs and that all private stations be required to serve as outlets
for national programs. It recommended that TV in Canada be reviewed by an independent body not
later than three years after the
start of regular Canadian telecasting. It estimated that a national
TV service in Canada would cost
between $35 million and $50 million
and should be paid for out of the
national treasury with annual
grants.
While private station programming and U.S. content of programs
came in for severe castigation, the
CBC did not escape unscathed.
The commission condemned CBC
policy of soliciting local advertising
for its own stations and recommended CBC refuse all such advertising in the future. The CBC also
was urged to eliminate "less desirable" commercial programs on
commercial networks and replace
them with programs more appropriate to Canadian listeners. The
report expressed the fear that the
CBC might already be following
too closely the wishes of important
ming.
sponsors on questions of programOn the other hand, the commission felt that to eliminate all commercial programs from CBC would
make CBC programs so highbrow
that many Canadian listeners
would turn to U.S. stations.
Independent Stations
On independent station programming, the commission pointed to
what it called the commercialism
and low intellectual level of the
programs offered by many private
stations.
The majority of the commissioners recommended that broadcasters be entitled to a public
hearing of the CBC board of governors as a matter of right, not
as a matter of privilege as at
present. It was also recommended
that decisions of the CBC board be
subject to appeal in a federal court.
The commission found that
Canadian "use of American institutions, or our lazy, even abject,
imitation of them has caused an
uncritical acceptance of ideas and
assumptions which are alien to our
traditions." Fear of further Americanization of Canadian culture,
particularly via radio and TV,
runs throughout the 200,000 word
report.
To finance the CBC the commission recommended that the present
license fee for listeners of $2.50
a year per radio home, be not increased, but that a statutory grant

SPEAKER at Portland (Ore.) Electric
Club, Walter Evans (center), president of Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc. and vice president of Westinghouse Electric Corp., talks with Norman Miller (I), Portland manager,
Westinghouse Electric, and J. B.
(Steve) Conley, manager of Westinghouse's KEX Portland. Mr. Evans in
his May 24 address compared production in the United States with that
in Soviet Russia.
be given the CBC of about $5 million a year, or whatever necessary
amount to keep CBC operations at
about $14 million as estimated.
It was also recommended that
CBC board of governors be enlarged from present nine persons
to make it more widely representative; that present three year licenses for independent stations be
granted for five years, that a second CBC French network be set
up, a French station be established
in the Atlantic coast provinces, and
that CBC spend more money publicizing its operations.
The commission also felt that to
preserve the freedom of the press
the CBC should not have control
over facsimile transmission except
to allocate channels for facsimile
transmitters. Present CBC regulations have control over program
content, advertising and political
broadcasting, which if applied to
facsimile transmission would interfere with freedom of the press.
KXO El Centro, Calif., reports an increase of 66.1% in national spot business for the first four months of 1951
against same period last year. Local
business is ahead 4.2%, according to
Riley R. Gibson, general manager.
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CAB ANSWER
Says Report Nor Realistic
CANADIAN broadcasters, through
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, in
a public statement regarding the
report of the Royal Commission on
Arts, Letters and Sciences (see
separate story), felt that the "distinguished commissioners might
have been a little more practical
and realistic. Many member statins will feel there is not much
definite direction within the report.
. . . Cultural views of commissioners, if applied to daily broadcasting;, might drive our listeners to
United States stations." CAB deplored the stand on TV development
"at
the expense
of taxpayers."
A committee
of CAB
directors
met at Toronto June 2-4 to review
the report and compile recommendations for a general meeting of
directors at Toronto on June 18.
Attending the meeting were D.
Malcolm Neill, chairman of CAB
board, and manager, CFNB Frederiction; William Guild, CJOC
Lethbridge, CAB board chairman
for the past two years while Royal
Commission hearings have been
held; Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB
Barrie, CAB director and president, Central Canada Broadcasters
Assn.; and James T. Allard, CAB
general manager, Ottawa.
CAB statement pointed to the
"very practical, down-to-earth minority report" of Commissioner
Arthur Surveyer of Montreal,
which recommended CAB plan for
an independent regulatory body.
The CAB statement said the Surveyer recommendation "would form
the basis of a highly practical and
workable plan for Canadian radio."
The association said it is satisfied with the chief recommendation
of the Royal Commission which
gives independent stations recourse to the courts from CBC
board rulings, extended station license from three to five years and
cancellable only for cause, suggested revision of CBC regulations,
and gives right of independent
stations to appear before CBC
board.
CAB pointed out that "we had
hoped that independent stations
GREENVILLE
is
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREA . . .
In AUTOS

&

TRUCKS

GREENVILLE

56,772

Columbia

44,975

Charleston
38,030
S. C. Highway Dept., 1950
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
F B C 5000 watts
TheWNews-Piedmont Station, Greenville, S. C.

le-Anderson For the Greenvil
NBP Spartanb
urg Markets
IWU
Represented by Avery-Knodel
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would be allowed to share the expense and adventure of pioneering
the new field of TV. The commission has recommended against this,
and has suggested that all TV be
conducted by CBC for the state, at
the expense of the taxpayer. The
suggestion involves tremendous tax
expenditures which will be burdensome to the taxpayer, while independent stations are willing to
bring TV to Canadians free."
UNATTENDED

CD

FUND
CUTS
Caldwell Hits Congress
CONGRESSIONAL ax-wielding on
President Truman's $40.3 million
request for additional civil defense
funds for communications and
other equipment has been soundly
scored by Millard F. Caldwell Jr.,
Federal Civil Defense Administrator.
In a letter to Gov. Frank J.

TRANSMITTER

OPERATION

Canadian Success Out-lined by Chandler
UNATTENDED operation of
broadcast transmitters in Canada is
providing reliable service and is
"thoroughly practical," according
to George Chandler, manager of
CJOR Vancouver, B. C.
Growing shortage of technical
personnel has drawn wide interest
to the Canadian operation, which
was explained in detail during the
NARTB Engineering Conference
in Chicago last April. Remotely
controlled operation in this country
would permit the average station
to concentrate on raising the
quality of announcing instead of
relying on a balance between engineers who can do announcing or
announcers who know enough engine ring to get a ticket, according
to the views of some broadcasters.
Canadian government standards
covering equipment are "unusually
high," according to Mr. Chandler,
encouraging automatic handling of
most functions and location of
transmitters outside of urban areas.
Four Canadian manufacturers
offer equipment for remote operation of broadcast transmitters, one
using telemetering and the others
marginal relays. Graphical recording has been suggested for this
type of operation, in combination
with telemetering or marginal
relays.
According to Mr. Chandler, examination of logs of a 5 kw Canadian transmitter showed transmission of over 6,200 hours in a
year with 1 hour 42 minutes offthe-air time. Of this, all but eight
minutes were caused by power
failure.
Use of an emergency power plant
would solve the power problem, he
said, and an auxiliary transmitter
would reduce loss of time caused by
all other faults. He suggested a
radio studio-transmitter link could
be used for control functions and
program transmission if program
and control circuits failed.
Mr. Chandler said the British
Columbia Telephone Co. handles
over 60,000 calls a month by radio,
using a system of unattended
transmitters which are controlled
when necessary by phone dialing.
As to the personnel side of unattended operation, Mr. Chandler
said:
People would question the saving
if the transmitter operator was moved
from a chair in front of a transmitter

• Telecasting

to another chair in front of telemetering equipment. The simplicity
of necessary information for remote
monitoring does not require skills
higher than those found in the operator of a studio console.
If the station is of a type that uses
a control room operator at all times,
this man is then able to handle the
required functions. If it is a station
that combines the announcer and the
operator then this operator can ride
gain and therefore read a percentage
of modulation indicator and should
certainly be able to read and interpret other minor information carried
to the studio by frequency deviation
monitor, telemetering or marginal relay apparatus.
This man need only know at what
margins he should switch off the
transmitter and call for the engineer.
Remote operating of transmitters
would tend to encourage high calibre
of station engineers as it does place
more responsibility upon them.

The

Biggest

Lausche of Ohio, Mr. Caldwell
charged that Congress "completely
failed" to provide any worthwhile
program. He termed the $110,000
allotted for a communications
warning that
system
and
charged
his "insignificant"
program for state
assistanceCapitol
has been
cold"
because
Hill"stopped
appropriated
nothing for two-way radios and
other items.
Mr. Caldwell expressed hope that
Congress will recognize the importance of an "informed, organized
and trained public" and make a
decision quickly. "It's time to stop
fiddling," he added. A sum of
$5,758,000 was allotted for training and education, with roughly
$500,000 of that sum set aside for
activities in radio, television and
other media activities.
FM

Set Meeting

JOINT meeting to discuss availability and demand for FM receivers will be held June 26 at NARTB
headquarters in Washington by the
NARTB FM Committee and the
FM Policy Committee of RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. Members
of the separate broadcast industry
FM committee are invited. Chairman of the NARTB FM group is
Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington.
John W. Craig, Crosley Division,
heads the RTMA committee. Last
meeting of the three groups was
held March 13 in Washington.

Giveaway

of ALL

V/NCE UPON A TIME, there was a Radio
Station (like WARD) with a GIANT share of the audience in an industrial rich metropolitan market (like
Johnstown, Pennsylvania) of nearly 300,000
THERE were other Radio Stations in this city (like
Johnstown) but alack, alas, they just couldn't increase
their tiny, dwarf-like share of listeners
•
SO, they huffed, and they puffed with their giveaways,
lucky numbers, mystery noises and all sorts of those
prize-for-listening devices
<^>
ONE day, the inevitable happened! These overzealous,
free-for-all Radio Stations trying to outdo each other,
gave away their transmitters and everything
AND now, the Radio Station (like WARD) that never
believed in giveways, as a substitute for GOOD radio,
is all alone (or so it seems) This station has its transmitter, listeners, HOOPERFIRST ratings and everything — INCLUDING 27 ACTIVE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.

WVAM
JOHNSTOWN

ALTOONA

Represented by W e e d and Company
June 11, 1951
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Text

(in part)

. . . The passengers are known in
the industry as a "captive audience."
Formerly they were free to read, talk,
meditate, or relax. The broadcasts
have replaced freedom of attention
with forced listening.
Most people have to use mass
transportation. In the District of
Columbia this means they have to use
(Capital) Transit and hear the broadcasts. Even as between the District
and the adjoining Pentagon region in
Virginia the Supreme Court has said:
". . . most government employes, in
going to and returning from their
work, were compelled to begin or
complete their trips by utilizing buses
or streetcars of Capital Transit."
The forced listening imposed on
Transit passengers results from government action. By authorizing
Transit and forbidding others to
operate local streetcars and buses,
Congress made it necessary to hear
the broadcasts. (They) cannot operate in city streets without a franchise. Congress has given Transit
not only a franchise but a virtual
monopoly of the entire local business
of mass transportation of passengers
in the District of Columbia. Furthermore, the forced listening has been
sanctioned by the governmental action
of the (Public Utilities) commission.
If the commission had found it contrary to public comfort or convenience, or unreasonable, it would have
stopped. Because the commission
decided otherwise it continues.
No occasion had arisen until now

of

U.

S. Court of Appeals
(See Separate Story)

to give effect to freedom from forced
listening as a constitutional right.
Short of imprisonment, the only way
to
compel is
a man's
attention him
for many
minutes
to bombard
with
sound that he cannot ignore in a
place where he must be. The law of
nuisance protects him at home. At
home or at work, the constitutional
question has not arisen because the
government has taken no part in
forcing people to listen. Until radio
was developed and someone realized
that the passengers of a transportation monopoly are a captive audience,
there was no profitable way of forcing people to listen while they travel
between home and work or on necessary errands.
Exploitation of this audience
through assault on the unavertible
sense of hearing is a new phenomenon. It raises "issues that were
not implied in the means of communication known or contemplated
by Franklin and Jefferson and Madison." But the Bill of Rights . . .
can keep up with anything an advertising man or an electronics engineer
can think of.
If Transit obliged its passengers
to read what it liked or get off the
car, invasion of their freedom would
be obvious. Transit obliges them to
hear what it likes or get off the car.
Freedom of attention, which forced
listening destroys, is a part of liberty
essential to individuals and to society. The Supreme Court has said
that the constitutional guarantee of

Oi<&tAt!H
WE'VE

RAISED

RATES!

OUR OLD RATES WERE
OBSOLETE (1940)
We have adjusted our rates in line with the tremendous
increase in size of our market and audience.

AVERAGE
RATE INCREASE
7Vi%
POPULATION INCREASE
67.1%
RADIO HOMES INCREASE
242.0%
RETAIL SALES INCREASE
....341.0%
Send for free booklet telling why KGER
is still the best buy in Southern California!
The

Station

of the American

Home

KGER
5 0 0 0

LONG

BEACH

WATTS

LOS

ANGELES

Associated with KUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark.
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Transit

Radio

Ruling

liberty "embraces not only the right
This cials"
decision
applies to "commerand to "announcements."
We
of a person to be free from physical
are
not
now
called
upon to decide
restraint, but the right to be free whether occasional broadcasts
of muin the enjoyment of all his faculties.
sic alone would infringe constitu. . ." One who is subjected to forced
tional rights.
listening is not free in the enjoyment
of all his faculties.
The judgment of the District Court
is therefore reversed with instrucOf course, freedom from forced
listening, like other freedoms, is not
tions to vacate the commission's order
and remand the case to the commisabsolute. No doubt the government
sion for further proceedings in conmay compel attention, as it may forformity with this opinion.
bid speech, in exceptional circumReversed.
stances. But a deprivation of liberty
to which the government is a party is
unconstitutional
when relation
it is "arbitrary
or
without reasonable
to some
purpose within the competency of
Openfrom
Mike
(Continued
page 18)
the state to effect." Forcing Transit
passengers to hear these broadcasts
28]. Program quality taped or live
has no reasonable relation to any
is unimportant in evaluating the
such purpose.
need for network. We assume that
Some discomforts may perhaps be network programs have to be good,
inevitable incidents of mass transportation, but forced listening is even though very often they are
neither incidental nor inevitable. It not. The point at issue is "are
networks necessary unless they perdeprives the appellants and other
form aservice which cannot be perpassengers who object to the broadformed in any other way by any
cast of their liberty for the private
use of Transit, Radio, and passengers
other
media?
That's what they
who like the broadcasts. This loss used to do.
of freedom of attention is the more
Today they seem to be lost in a
serious because many people have
little time to read, consider, or dis- maze of confusion, indecision and
frustration. They need a reason
cuss what they like or to relax. The
record makes it plain that the loss for being; once they find it again
is a serious injury to many paswill be only another competisengers. They suffer not only the TV tor,
not a monster.
discomfort of hearing what they disGustav K. Brandborg
like, but a sense of outrage at being
Asst.
General Manager
compelled to hear whatever Transit
KVOO Tulsa
and Radio (Transit Radio Inc.)
choose.
Willing listeners are entertained
by the broadcasts. But the profit of
Prairie Isn't Lone
Transit and Radio and the entertainEDITOR:
ment of one group of passengers
cannot justify depriving another
Noticed recently in Broadcastgroup of passengers of their liberty.
ing • Telecasting where someone
The interest of some in hearing what
was
stating radio signals did not
they like is not a right to make
have as high strength in summer
others hear the same thing. Even
as in winter. In the primary-fringe
if an impartial survey had shown
area this becomes an asset in rethat most passengers like the broadcasts or were willing to tolerate
ducing same-channel interference
them on the supposed chance of a to the point where each station acmoney benefit, that would not be
tually gets out farther in summei
than in winter.
important, since the will of a majority cannot abrogate the constitutional
Another odd fact is that under
rights of a minority. Moreover, there
is no evidence that any large group
present network rate-cutting we
small stations out on the prairie
of passengers actually wish to go on
far from TV become a highly rated
being entertained by broadcasts
forced upon other passengers at the asset to the networks, as our audicost of their comfort and freedom.
ence proved in placing us so high
It has been argued that when freeon
the
recent Queen for a Day
dom of attention is abridged freedom
contest.
of speech and press are abridged, and
Bud
Crawford
President
that when Transit sells the forcedattention of its passengers to Radio
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb.
for advertising purposes it deprives
them of property as well as liberty.
Also, it may well be doubted whether
RCA Deliveries
Transit can perform its statutory
duty of providing comfortable servRCA VICTOR Div. of RCA has
ice for all by giving more than comfortable service to some and less than
notified suppliers that some of its
comfortable service to others. But
departments will suspend operation
we need not consider these issues. for a two-week vacation period beIn our opinion Transit's broadcasts
ginning June 29. Purchasing secdeprive objecting passengers of libtions of the parts and tubes divierty without due process of law.
sions and the record and home inService that violates constitutional
strument departments will advise
rights is not reasonable service. It
follows that the (Public Utilities)
suppliers of specific deliveries that
Commission erred as a matter of law will be made during that period.
Shipments to the Engineering Prodin finding that Transit's broadcasts
are not inconsistent with public conucts Dept. will be suspended "exvenience, in failing to find that they
cept for orders referencing (cerare unreasonable, and in failing to
urgentDiv.
defense
stop them.
RCA's tain)
Victor
added. contracts,"
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Respects
(Continued from page 52)
radio propaganda and what this
country should do — alone and m
cooperation with other nations.
Many of the ideas still deserve the
careful perusal of those engaged in
international broadcasting.
After winding up his Princeton
career the younger Brown took on
a police beat at the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, and soon was promoted to the rewrite desk. Some of
his happiest days were spent in
Cleveland precinct headquarters
and for a time legal aspirations
were laid aside in favor of elemental journalism.
By autumn, law had conquered
newspapering, and Thad Brown Jr.
entered Harvard Law School. The
three-year course wound up with,
guess what — a radio thesis. This
time the subject covered a Magna
Charta for American broadcasting
stations. It consisted of an exhaustive analysis of the FCC's
authority — after the Commission
had promulgated its historic chain
broadcasting regulations and before the Supreme Court had upheld
the Commission's authority.
The year 1941 was an eventful
one in the Brown home. Thad
Brown, the elder, died that year.
The younger Brown graduated
from Harvard Law School, passed
the Ohio bar exams, enlisted in the
Navy months before Pearl Harbor
and married Elisabeth Kampmann,
of Merion, Pa.
Naval Service
Without any help from the
Nassau Herald, Uncle Sam's Navy
put young Brown in public relations under Vice Adm. Leland P.
Lovette, known to many broadcasters. Adm. Lovette was director
of Navy public relations in the
Secretary's office. Finally this assignment led to a three-year career
in the Pacific as skipper of the
PC 583 and executive officer of
the destroyer Balduck.
After leaving the Navy as a
lieutenant commander in early
1946 Thad Brown Jr. started practicing law in the office of Roberts
& Mclnnis, well-known Washington
firm. over
The the
firm's
lawyer
took
TBAnewest
account
and
was associate counsel for DuMont.
Through the postwar years, radio and television have gone
through the regulatory wringer and
have emerged in various states of
promoted and arrested development. Mr. Brown has lived through
all the hearings and arguments and
bickering that have characterized
the postwar electronic years.
Last winter when NAB and TBA

merged under the NARTB banner,
Mr. Brown was a natural and obvious selection to direct the video
portion of the trade association's
activity. He was given the quick
title of acting manager while a
committee scanned the field in an
effort to make the best possible
permanent selection.
While the committee did its scanning, Mr. Brown whipped up
NAETB's new TV organization.
Supported by five years of invaluable Washington regulatory and
legislative contacts, legal practice
and the accumulated experience of
a radio-family environment and
many months of school research, he
faced such problems as the FCC's
VHF-UHF allocation, legislative
threats, organized collegiate steps
to restrict sports telecasting and a
half-hundred other crises.
Chosen By TV Board
Last Monday the TV Board of
NARTB scanned the report of its
selection committee, which had
been looking over a list that contained such names as Wayne Coy,
FCC Chairman; Eugene S. Thomas,
WOR-TV New York, NARTB TV
Board chairman, and others. Before the day ended Thad Brown
had been elected to this key position and NARTB's basic reorganization was about complete.
The new TV manager is a member of American, District of Columbia and Ohio Bar associations as
well as Federal Communications
Bar Assn., of which he is past
secretary. Clubs include Chevy
Chase, University, Princeton Club
of Washington and P r i n ce t o n
Charter Club.
Besides Thad III the Browns
have a second child, Bettina Simpson Brown, 7. Thad Brown Jr.'s
mother, now Mrs. Howard Coffin,
has continued her political activity
since marrying the former midwestern Congressman.

E.
N. M. Radio Pioneer Dies
WALTER E. WHITMORE, 65,
founder of four New Mexico radio
stations and president of KGFL
Roswell and KWEW Hobbs, died
June 3 following
an illness of several weeks. He
had been an active broadcaster
as late as last
summer when he
handled baseball
play - by - play
broadcasts.
Mr. Whitmore
went
to AlbuMr. Whitmore
querque in 1926
with truck-laden sound equipment
that proved to be the basis for the
founding of KGGM a year later.
When A. R. Hebenstreit became
president of the station in 1928,
Mr. Whitmore moved to the eastern
part of the state, established KGFL
and KWEW within a 10-year period, and last year founded KENM
The Nation's Richest Farm Market
Survey average of 50.8% tuned
Portales, N. M.
every hour to good listening
Mr. Whitmore is survived by his
widow, Theresa, and two sons, Walter Jr. and Ralph.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

AAW

AGENDA
Ryan, Hooper to Speak
BAB PRESIDENT William B. Ryan
is among the top radio and television speakers slated for the 48th
annual convention of the Advertising Assn. of the West at the Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver, June 1721.
Mr. Ryan will highlight the
June 19 radio session with a talk
titled
It's Going managing
to Rain."
Robert"I J.Hear
McAndrews,
director, Southern California Broadcasters Assn., Hollywood, is to
chairman the session.
C. E. Hooper, president of C. E.
Hooper Inc., New York, will lead
a panel discussion on "What Is Television Doing to Advertising?" J.
Neil Reagan, Hollywood radio-television manager, McCann-Erickson
Inc., will handle the question and
answer session that follows. Haan
J. Tyler, KFI-TV Los Angeles
manager, will chairman this television departmental June 20.
Glad Hall Jones, account executive, KRKD Los Angeles, will preside over a special breakfast meeting June 20, with guest speaker to
be announced. Kay Richin, KALL
Salt Lake City, is chairman of the
traditional three-minute speaking
contest held on the second day of
the convention.
Annual awards for best radio
commercials produced in the West,
both programs and spots in large

and small cities, is being handled
by a committee headed by H. Quenton Cox, general manager, KGW
Portland.
There also will be talks by Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, chairman, Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.; James Booth,
advertising director, The Tea Bureau; G. W. Pureell, advertising director, Van de Kamp's Bakers Inc.;
Palen Flagler, The Nestle Co.; H.
Charles Bartlett, secretary, Macy's
(San Francisco).
CHICAGO AD CLUB
Organization Session Held
ONE HUNDRED young advertising executives in Chicago met May
28 to organize the Advertising
Club of Chicago. W. S. Kirkland
of the agency of the same name
presided, and introduced the guest
speaker, Spencer Allen, director of
the WGN-TV Chicago news department.
Membership in the professional
club is limited to men and women
directly engaged in advertising on
an executive or semi-executive
level, although a few members will
be taken from' service, supply and
media fields, Mr. Kirkland said. A
lounge room and dining facilities
are being made available at the
Pearson Hotel. The next meeting
is scheduled for June 25.
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AM-FM-TV
ON THE BALL . . .
Detroit Tiger broadcasts always win afternoon audiences in Michigan.
In Grand Rapids, it's WLAV and WLAV-FM.
DOUBLE HEADER . . .
WLAV and WLAV-FM are combined to give intense AM local coverage
plus widespread bonus of 50,000 FM sets.
A HOME RUN ...
Your advertising message reaches more homes, more business places, more
auto listeners, more of everybody you want to sell on WLAV and WLAV-FM.
GET ON BASE . . .
Any position between 1:00 PM and 6:00 PM is a strong
selling position every day on these baseball and planned
music afternoons. No other baseball on radio or television in Grand Rapids.
Note: WXAV-TV will not carry baseball nor will any
other radio station in Grand Rapids carry baseball.
(WLAV

oxc lusivelv for the Tigers_

For availabilities call JOHN

PEARSON

CO.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
pies, the late Dr. M. G. Gibbs,
that Mr. Sanders went to work for
the drug firm.
That was in 1923. Peoples has
been his only place of employment.
Beginning as a stock clerk, Mr.
Sanders rose to the top by a circuitous route. Along the way, he
worked also as a clerk, in window
display, the warehouse, and the
reclamation and sales promotion
and advertising departments. He
became advertising and display director in 1940.
In 1942, he joined the Army and
was post exchange officer at training camps in Atlanta, Tallahassee
and Charleston, S. C, before his
discharge in 1946.
Mr. Sanders lives across the
Potomac River from Washington in
the pleasant Virginia community
of Arlington. His home, a fiveroom, semi-bungalow dwelling, is
shared by Mrs. Sanders, the former
Grace Phares, and 3,500 books. The
Sanders are childless.
Book Collection
Of these 3,500 books, 2,000 are
first editions, which he collects. He
is particularly interested in American authors.
When he isn't reading, or helping Mrs. Sanders in the flower
garden, Mr. Sanders likes to spend
his time fresh-water fishing.
He is a member of the D. C.
Pharmaceutical Assn. and of the
Masons, Scottish Rite and Shrine.
At present, he is a patron of the
Eastern Star Chapter of Washington.
Last month he was elected to the
office of 1st vice president of the
Advertising Club of Washington.
About the only chance Mr. Sanders has to listen to the radio is
during the 50 minutes spent driving his Buick to and from work.
Peoples had tried radio unsuccessfully in about 1937. In 1940,
radio advertising was discontinued.
"It wasn't so much radio's fault,"
Mr. Sanders explained, "we just
felt that we didn't know how to
useButit."Korea came. And ominous
world developments glued the na-

PROTECT

FRAUD

Architect's conception of the new KSFO-KPIX
tion's ear to a loudspeaker. In
Mr. Sanders' words, "News became
a primary factor in everyone's life."
So Peoples returned to radio over
WWDC Washington. Brief newscasts were given every hour on the
half hour around the clock. That
was last October. In December,
Peoples discontinued the early
morning newscasts over WWDC
and, instead, began sponsorship of
a daily newscast and a news program over WRC Washington.
Also in December, Mr. Sanders
decided to enter television advertising. Currently, Peoples is sponsoring an afternoon, hour-long
feature film beamed at housewives
over WNBW (TV) Washington.
Is this airwave advertising paying off? Mr. Sanders thinks so.
Peoples net sales in 1950 were
$47,298,000 and it's too early to
give the annual sales for 1951. But
the first quarterly figure of $11,845,000 for 1951 is $836,000 above
the figure for the same period in
1950.
"Sandy," as he is known to colalways felt
"Radio
was too leagues,
strong
an that
advertising
medium not to be used." He is
glad that Peoples has learned how
to use it.
CONSOLIDATED net profit of $5,266,491, before federal income and
excess profits taxes, reported by Emerson. Radio & Phonograph Corp. and
subsidiaries for 26-week period ended
May 5, as against $5,121,952 for same
period a year ago. After taxes, figures were $2,366,542 ($1.22 a share)
compared with $3,048,948 ($1.57 a
share) in same 1950 period.

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment, Mystery- Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION - LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
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Kansas City, Mo.

studios.

NEW
BUILDING
KPIX-KSFO Home Underway
CONSTRUCTION on the new
KPIX(TV) -KSFO San Francisco
studios has been started. The schedule calls for completion by December, according to Philip G. Lasky,
vice president and general manager of the stations.
The new radio and television
center, located on Van Ness Ave.
at the corner of Greenwich St., will
be three stories high and will house
three large television studios for
KPIX, four radio studios for KSFO,
and
tions. business offices for both staThe television studios will have
no master control. Each studio will
be capable of receiving and transmitting individual programs to
various sources. The control room,
housing all technical equipment,
will be centrally located.
Engineering features were designed and supervised by Engineering Director A. E. Towne and
George Mathiesen of KPIX. Richard Bell, assistant to the president,
is
supervising
the over-all construction.
The main lobby, of modern design, will include black walnut
panelled walls, a mammoth television screen on one side of the
room, terrazzo floors, indirect lighting, fish pond, and hanging garden.
All doors from the lobby into studios and other portions of the
building will be electrically controlled. An outside deck, completely equipped with technical facilities
for outdoor telecasts, will occupy
a major portion of the roof-top.
ADS

Convention

RADIO-TV's future will be discussed by NARTB President Harold E. Fellows at the Alpha Delta
Sigma national convention June
23. The national advertising fraternity's biennial meeting will be
held at Cape Cod June 22-24. In
a "dition to Mr. Fellows' talk on
"The Future of Radio and Television," the convention w'll hear a
panel discussion of "Advertising in
War Time." The ADS chapters at
Boston U. and Babson Institute
will be hosts to the convention.

BILL

THE House
HOUSEPasses
passedRadio
and 'Code'
sent to
the Senate last Tuesday legislation that would make it a criminal
offense to use interstate radio to
effect a fraud.
The so-called "radio fraud bill"
(HR 2948) was passed by the
House on consent calendar. Objective offraudulent
the measure
to "eliminate
radio isadvertising
in the same manner as schemes to
use the mails to defraud are presently barred," according to Rep.
Byron G. Rogers (D-Col.), who
handled questions on the floor of
the House.
The proposal was reported by
the House Judiciary Committee last
April [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30]. It would apply to
any person transmitting or causing
transmission "by means of interstate wire or radio communication"
any fraudulent advertising scheme.
It also would affect television transmission.
Rep. Rogers
that "the
original
bill as explained
offered before
the
committee provided that the radio
station owner who knowingly permits such a fraudulent scheme
would be in the same category as
the one who perpetrated the fraud.
This bill eliminates reference to
the radio broadcaster since the conspiracy and accessory sections of
the Criminal Code now apply to
him" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 23].
In answer to a query by Rep.
H. R. Gross (R-Iowa), Rep. Rogers
said NARTB endorsed the new bill.
Justin Miller was instrumental in
effecting: changes by the committee, principally the change which
absolved broadcaster liability.
Penalty under the hi1! would be
maximum fine of $1,000 upon conviction or five years imprisonment
or both.
Ladd Organizes Firm
ALAN LADD, film star, has organized Ladd Enterprises Inc. to
produce motion pictures, TV films
and radio shows, but it will not
start
until completion
of his functioning
Paramount Pictures
contract
in November 1952. This enterprise
was said to be independent of the
film actor's current non-exclusive
contract negotiations with Warner
Bros. Stipulations concerning television rights, sought by Mr. Ladd,
are expected to be compromised.
Pie would do a certain amount of
television work a year when it
does not interfere with motion picture activities.
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buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
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no

taping?

A hiatus for Hoppy? Not on your life,
podner — summer's bigger 'n a ten-gallon
Stetson on NBC Television!
To corral this summer's tremendous
audience (forty million viewers of NBC
programs a week) , a whole posse of
advertisers already have signed for
campaigns on NBC -TV. . . with more
joining up every day.
And we doubt if big-tinie television
will ever be as attractively
priced as it is under NBC's summer
incentive plan.

Come on in, podner — it's just hoss-sense!

NBC
POP. 40,000,000

summer

television
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COVERAGE
REACHES
FORT WORTH -DALLAS
South's Finest Market

MARKET

Waxahachie,
12,500
POPULATION
FAMILIES
3,900
RETAIL SALES
$12,430,000 4

ALL

OF

IN

THE

THE

BEST

SOUTH!

WBAP-TV's
Consistent, Clear, Good
Delivers the Great Ft. Worth-Dallas

Picture
Market

prom Waxahachie, Texas-37 air line miles from
the WBAP-TV transmitter-comes this letter from
Mr. Eldon Berry of 601 Dunn Street. "We seldom
change the dial on our television set," Mr. Berry
writes. "It stays on WBAP-TV's Channel 5 most
of the time. Not only because my wife and I
and our two youngsters, Pat and Pam, enjoy
the programs so much, but because WBAP-TV
can always be depended on- for consistently
clear pictures." Mr. Berry, an automobile dealer
in Waxahachie, goes on to say: "We have noticed something else too -since we've had our
television set, its influence on our buying habits

WBAP-TV goes into the home of the Eldon Berry family in Waxahachie,
Texas, 37 miles out. More Fine potential buyers in the prosperous Ft.
Worth-Dallas Market.

has been tremendous. The many fine brands of
merchandise we see on television just seem to

Sixteen wealthy counties in the Fort Worth-Dal-

pop in mind when we're shopping."

las area are COVERED by WBAP-TV. The South's
No. 1 market! The leader over Houston and New

With a *Hooper of 63.5 for the afternoon shows,
and with evening programs featuring top NBC

Orleans in that order! You can get it where the

and ABC stars, is it any wonder the Berry family

buying power is tops. Just contact the station

and thousands of other prosperous families prefer WBAP-TV?

direct or ask your Free & Peters man for complete coverage details.

*Dallas-Fort Worth Television Audience Index Feb.-Mar. 1951
DON'T BE SPOTTY
WITH YOUR SPOTS
. . . REACH
ALL

ALL

Waxahachie, another city in the series of
great market plus delivered byWBAP-TV.

ALL

WBAP-TV

Channel

The Fabulously Rich
Fort Worth-Dallas
Market

STAR-TELEGRAM STATION
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
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Exclusive National
Representatives

AMON CARTER, President
HAROLD HOUGH, Director

GEORGE CRANSTON, Manager
ROY BACUS, Commercial Mgr.
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FCC
REPLY
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
NO COMMENT had issued from
FCC by late Thursday on Sen. Edwin C. Johnson's (D-Col.) letter of
Monday to Chairman Wayne Coy
questioning- legality of fixed allocations by rule-making, but the
Commission is expected te discuss
the matter today (June 11) and
reply promptly.
The letter from the chairman of
the Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, which originates radio legislation, indicated
that while Sen. Johnson continues
to be vitally interested in promptly
lifting the TV freeze, he also has
become very concerned with the
legal dispute over the fixed TV allocation plan, opposed by the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
"I am not a lawyer and do not
propose to pass upon the merits
of the legal principles involved in
the contentions of the Bar Assn.,"
Sen. Johnson wrote, "but, I would
be less than frank if I did not indicate that I am impressed by the
force and logic of their arguments."
Sen. Johnson asked FCC to give
immediate consideration to the
legal issue as urged by FCBA in
order to save needless waste of
time and energy and to prevent
further delay in lifting of the
freeze.
FCBA fortnight ago renewed its
request for oral argument prior to
commencement of the hearing on
city-by-city allocation proposals,
set July 9, but FCC indicated earlier it would not hear the issue until after completion of the city-bycity hearing, which may run two
to nine months according to current estimates.
Color, Freeze Issues

JUNE 11, 1951
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$7 annually, 25c weekly

DELAYED
tories and to granting of improved
facilities to certain existing VHF
outlets in the U. S. [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, May 28].
Meanwhile, replies began to
trickle into FCC last week in opposition to initial comments filed
earlier on the new TV allocation
plan. But the bulk of the replies
are expected to be filed today, June
11, the final deadline.
Other new developments :
Q Requests for substituiton of
UHF channels for VHF channels
are contained in amendments filed
to pending TV applications of
WHK Cleveland, WIBX Utica, N.
Y., WSBA York, Pa., and Home
News Pub. Co., New Brunswick,
N. J.
® Color TV will be aired by
WHK's
proposed
"as soon
as standards
for outlet,
color television
have been approved finally, and
equipment is available."
@ Initial application for new
station in UHF was filed by WEXL
Royal Oak, Mich.
United Broadcasting Co., WHK

May

Study

licensee, amended its pending bid
for VHF Channel 7 to request in
lieu thereof UHF Channel 19 with
effective radiated power of 96 kw
visual, 48 kw aural. FCC's revised
allocation proposal would put
Channel 19 in that city.
The proposed UHF station would
cost $567,678 to build, WHK stated,
and $270,000 to operate the first
year. Initial revenue of $100,000
was estimated. RCA 5-kw equipment is planned to be used, with
antenna gain of 24.
Coverage Estimates
WHK estimated the UHF outlet's Grade A contour would cover
615 sq. mi. and a population of
1,423,885; Grade B contour, 2,630
sq. mi. and 2,141,288 population.
WSBA, whose pending bid seeks
VHF Channel 8, requests UHF
Channel 43 with ERP of 70 kw
visual, 35 kw aural. RCA 5 kw
transmitter also is contemplated.
Grade A contour is estimated to
include 1,740 sq. mi. and population

Johnson

Letter

Today

of 502,332; Grade B, 4,210 sq. mi.,
770,482 population. Construction
cost of the WSBA UHF outlet is
estimated at $244,500, with monthly
operating cost set at $9,500 and
revenue
FCC's43newandTV 49plan
allocates$5,000.
Channels
to
York.
Channel 3 bid of WIBX was revised to request UHF Channel 19,
with ERP of 88.7 kw visual, 44.35
kw aural. General Electric transmitter and antenna (20 gain) are
proposed to be employed. WIBX
estimated its Grade A service area
would include population of 290,526 and its Grade B service area
population of 379,079. Antenna
height above average terrain would
be 680 ft. The Utica-Rome proproposal includes Channel 19.
Home News Pub. Co., which has
experimented in UHF locally,
amends its Channel 8 application
to request UHF Channel 47. RCA
equipment is planned, with ERP
(Continued on page 7U)

GE Reveqls Te^ pl™
ROVERSY
NT
R to flyCO
other guise, or that it meant RCA
COLO
SPARKS
continued
last week
using to test other systems to perhas "ditched" its method.
mit transmission on a standard
in the color controversy as General
Columbia, he reported, is planElectric Co. Thursday revealed its television broadcast channel."
Still
colorcasts
will
be
received
ning to initiate commercial colorplan to begin "as soon as possible"
casts on Monday, June 25; will
experimental color broadcasting
on present receivers in black and
start with about five hours of color
with the system offered by the Ad
white in the Syracuse area, he statHoc Committee of the National
ed, saying that GE will construct
programming a week on WCBS-TV
a limited number of test sets to New York and increase gradually,
Television System Committee.
receive the broadcasts in color.
and hopes to have both advertisers
On the other hand, CBS made
and a network of color stations
Other manufacturers last week
further preparation for commencelined up from the beginning.
ment of commercial colorcasting
also indicated plans for field-testRCA, which is one of the coming the composite system "within
June 25, viewing the "composite"
system of the NTSC committee
panies represented on the engineera relatively
short time."
'Composite'
System
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
ing group at work on the comAside from Sen. Johnson's letter,
the Commission has two other im- June 4] as an attempt to stall acposite system, meanwhile said the
The "composite" system was de- Ad Hoc Committee's report, filed
portant matters on its TV agenda
ceptance of the Columbia system.
this week. These are further conscribed as being based on RCA's
with FCC a short time ago, "reafThursday statement by Dr.
compatible color technique but infirms that compatibility is the essideration of its proposal for a W. GE's
R. G. Baker, vice president and
corporating
suggestions
advanced
sential basis of any sound color
partial lifting of the TV freeze
general
manager,
who
also
is
servby various other companies. The
and the renewed activity in the
ing as chairman of NTSC, was
"improvements," a spokesman said,
Striking out anew at the CBS
color television field, initiated by made to a meeting of television
have all been laboratory tested and
system's
lack of compatibility, the
the report of the Ad Hoc CommitTV
system."
consultants in Washsome have been field tested. What
tee of the National Television Sys- engineering
RCA
statement
said "no system
ington. The experimental telecasts
remains, he said, is to get agreewhich is unable to get along with
tem Committee [Broadcasting •
will be made from the company's
ment on "some of the numbers to the existing black-and-white servTelecasting, June 4] (also see
Electronics Laboratory at Elecbe used, such as the exact frecolor story this page).
ice will serve the public interest."
tronics Park, Syracuse, he said, and
It presently appears FCC may
quency of the
color sub-carrier,"
It said the color
committee's
will consist of still pictures at first. and similar
details.
recommendations
for compatibility,
modify its early proposal and de- Development and construction of
CBS, however, branded the comcline opening of the UHF band to additional studio equipment will
high definition, and use of a subcarrier to add color to the blacknew station grants in certain areas
posite system "a desperate attempt
permit
live
color
programs
at
a
and-white signal are all met by
because the UHF allocation is so
to
offer
another
paper
system"
as
intermixed with VHF. But the later date, it was added.
a barrier to acceptance of the Co- RCA's system.
Charles J. Hirsch, chief engineer
lumbia method. CBS Vice Presi"We are modifying our laboraCommission is expected to proceed
dent Adrian Murphy said it was
of the research division of Hazelas soon as possible to granting new
tory and studio equipment," Dr.
(Contimied on page 78)
VHF outlets in the U. S. terrieither the rival RCA system in anBaker stated, "which we have been
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Te/efi/e:

Rochester's
Marks

EING <first' with television
in Rochester seemed to us
a perfectly logical development," William Fay, vice president of Stromberg-Carlson, the
parent firm, and general manager
of WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.,
says.
"We have the oldest AM station
in Rochester and we were first
with FM. Why not pioneer in TV
also?"
As a television pioneer, WHAMTV today celebrates its second
anniversary, also as a leader in the
industry.
Since the WHAM-TV call letters
focused on Rochester's telesets — the
station's debut was June 11, 1949
— the outlet has mounted an enviable record in a field where rising
costs compete with the good-service
credo. Nine months after its opening, the station was operating at
a profit and continues to do so.
Mr. Fay, looking back on two
years of operational growth and
development, reflects: "The next
TV station to appear in Rochester
will miss most of our early headaches, but it'll miss most of the
fun we had, too. Being in a onestation market is a mixed blessing,
as everybody knows. Yet, I
wouldn't trade the satisfaction of
launching TV here, despite the
worries of finance, programming
and staff reorganization."
All three of these facets in
WHAM-TV's operation are being
handled in the most direct and,

Mr. FAY
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incidentally, most effective way.
For example, Robert C. Tait,
president of Stromberg-Carlson
Co., jolted stockholders a year ago
when he announced the black side
of the ledger, as previously mentioned.
Another illustration is staffing.
WHAM-TV, the video companion
of WHAM-AM-FM, drew from its
radio experienced executives for a
double combination of youth and
experience.
Experienced Young Men
Guide WHAM-TV
As Mr. Fay puts it: "Where
we're fortunate is in having very
experienced department heads who
are old-timers in broadcasting and
yet still young in years."
Charles Siverson, program director, is 43 and a veteran of 21
years at WHAM; John W. Kennedy Jr., sales manager and administrative assistant to Mr. Fay,
is 47, with 25 years experience;
Kenneth Gardner, director of engine ring, is44 and now in his 25th
year at WHAM; George Driscoll,
41, and Alfred Balling, 49, transmitter supervisor, have each
compiled 22 years service at the
station. Mr. Driscoll is the only
member to have shifted entirely
into television as supervisor
of TV studio engineering, but the
others maintain dual responsibilities in both AM and TV, except
for the sales department which is
split.
In this department, Arthur W.
Kelly is assistant sales manager
for AM and Truman Brizee, assistant sales manager for TV.
Both radio and television promotion are headed by Armin Bender;
announcing and sports staffs by
Bob Turner; the news bureau by
David E. Kessler. Gene Zacher,
WHAM music director, is an assistant TV producer and aide to
Mr. Siverson. Syl Novelli, WHAM
producer, also is director of the
TV sales service. John Crosby,
formerly manager of RCA Exhibition Hall, is executive producer.
In programming, Mr. Fay at the
outset decided to operate seven
days a week, using local live originations and network service. To
achieve this, the station had to
acquire costly studio equipment

WHAM-TV

Pioneer

Its

Second

Outlet
Year

and also invest in a mobile TV unit.
Acquisition of network service
also called for capital outlay because when the station went on the
air, the AT&T connection terminated at Buffalo, 70 air miles away.
This problem was solved by construction of an air relay booster
mid-way between Buffalo and Rochester, taking programs direct
from WBEN-TV Buffalo's transmitter. The arrangement continued
six months until AT&T put up its
own microwave relay between the
two cities and tied Rochester in
to the coaxial cable from Cleveland
and Erie.
WBEN-TV's help in those early
days kindles a spark of gratitude in
Mr. Fay, who points out that not
only was his station able to obtain
certain network programs but also
a number of sponsored WBEN-TV
originations "which brought us both
programming and badly needed
EXECUTIVE brain trust of WHAMTV, in addition to Mr. Fay, includes
(top to bottom): John W. Kennedy Jr.,
general sales manager; John Crosby,
executive producer; Kenneth Gardner,
director of engineering; George S.
Driscoll, supervisor of studio engineering; Charles W. Siverson, program director ►
revenue. All along the line, the
help from WBEN-TV placed us
greatly
in their program
debt."
WHAM-TV's
schedule
has increased from an average
36% hours per week during the
first month's operation to 78%
hours per week at present. It programs 11 a.m. to midnight, Saturday and Sunday, and 1:30 p.m. to
midnight, Monday through Friday.
It is affiliated with all four networks.
Programming Stresses
Educational Productions
In assuming its responsibilities
as a leading television station,
WHAM-TV has been developing
toward a more "aggressive" policy.
An essential part of this policy is
emphasis on educational, public
service productions.
Several months ago, the station
cleared all commercial commitments
(Continued on page 80)
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Theatres

Outbid

TV

Shea Fulton in Pittsburgh. Other
cities with theatre-TV installations,
they said, include Minneapolis, Boston, Detroit, and Binghamton.
Whether the theatres would hike
their prices for fight-night tickets
appeared a moot question late last
week. The FCC, which still classified theatre TV as an experimental
operation but has called hearings
looking toward a possible commercialization, reported that the
theatres' prices were their own
affair.

LOUIS
SAVOLD
THEATRE
television-shook
an ungloved commercialFIGHT
fist in the face of Boxing Club officials looked hopebroadcast TV last week by outbidding the broadcast interests for exfully upon theatre television as a
means of offsetting the loss of
clusive rights to the Joe Louis-Lee Savold heavyweight boxing bout while
box office which has attended many
planning to carry a series of other matches to be staged this summer.
recent telecast fights. As a further
The box-office results of the *
safeguard, theatres in the area of
Louis-Savold fight, to be held perhaps with a box office percentage factor involved.
New York, where the bout will be
Wednesday night with at least a
Nathan L. Halpern, representing
six-city theatre network already
staged, will not carry the Louislined up to receive the telecasts by the motion picture group, said a Savold contest.
series of major outdoor fights
James D. Morris, president of
coaxial cable, will give broadcasters
their best chance thus far to would be theatre-telecast this sumUHF TUNER SHOWN
IBC,
tooktentialsthe
view television
that "the poof theatre
are
mer, but there were no indications
measure theatre television as a
that
contracts
had
yet
been
signed
large for major sports attractions,
potential commercial rival.
Standard
Coil
STANDARD By
COIL
PRODUCTS
The deal for exclusive rights was
for any but the Louis-Savold bout. while holding forth the assurance
That contract is with the Interof maintaining the sports Structure
Co., Chicago, said to be the supswung by a group of theatre complier of nearly 40% of the front
national Boxing Club, which arpanies including United ParaTest Interest High
ranged the fight, but in all such
antennas in home TV sets, demonmount (now in process of merger
cases the approval of the fighters
strated its system of UHF converwith ABC), Fabian, Loew's, and must be obtained.
He said IBC "is looking forward
sion last week at Bridgeport, Conn.
itself."
RKO after the managers of the
with
keen interest to the testing
VHF tuning coil channel segments
IBC, meanwhile, cracked down
two fighters turned down the best
of theatre television in the Louison the telecasting of outdoor fights
can be replaced with UHF segoffers of prospective broadcast
Savold and other major fights,"
ments in the home in about 10 minin New York, with the results that
sponsors.
which
he
said
"will
mark
the
hisutes, it was estimated, at a cost of
Pabst Sales Inc., which has been
torical first network of theatre
Though terms of the contract
about $10 per strip.
were not disclosed, it was known
carrying IBC fights on CBS-TV
Edwin Thias, Standard Coil vice
on Wednesday nights, was planning
the managers had insisted upon
Representatives of the theatre
president in charge of engineering,
$100,000 for broadcast rights and in the future to substitute films television."
demonstrated the device and its
that various thereportedly had turned down an of previous bouts whenever live group atresestimated
have placed orders which will ease of installation. Comparison
matches were not available in
assure upwards of 100 TV-equipped
offer of "§60,000 or $65,000." The
tests were made with other make
other cities.
theatre group was believed to have
theatres by next year.
converters
on standard brand reSeven
theatres
in
six
cities
had
approximated the $100,000 demand,
Those already scheduled to carry
ceivers. UHF signals from RCAbeen scheduled by late last Thursthe Louis-Savold fight — with seat- NBC's KC2XAK Bridgeport were
day to carry the Louis-Savold
ing capacities reportedly ranging
used.
match, and spokesmen for the the- from
are: 1,600 to around 4,000 each —
About 60 receiver manufacturTOA PLAN HIT
atre group were hopeful that clearers are using the Standard Coil
ances could be obtained for the
TV Threat Seen
The RKO Keith's in Washington,
tuner. FCC was represented at
addition, at least for subsequent
Loew's Century in Baltimore, the
PROPOSAL by Theatre Owners of fights, of four other cities which
Palace in Albany, the RKO Palace in the showing by E. W. Chapin, chief
have theatre TV installations.
of the Commission's Laurel, Md.,
America to telecast major events
laboratory.
Cleveland,
Balaban
& Katz'andTivoli
Both theatre and International
and
State Lake
in Chicago,
the
would take away from television
the entertainment that is today the
backbone of television programming and monopolize it for theatres only, Comdr. E. F. McDonald
Jr., Zenith Radio Corp. president,
TV Effect
Weighs
Bglabqnbroadcasting
station KTLA in Los
OSS
wrote last week in a letter to Frank
E in GR
TR
EA
TH'$64'
"THE
dollar
question
the
public
mind
about
our
industry
today
Angeles, has fully demonstrated
Stanton, CBS president.
of television on motion pictures," Barney Balaban, Parathe successful application of these
Theatres need no FCC grants to is the effect
mount Pictures Corp. president, reported to the annual stockholders
meeting June 5, after setting forth estimated earnings for the first principles to television broadcastprovide this service, he said, adding," Mr. Balaban said.
ing that Zenith has carried on a quarter of 1951.
lone crusade "for the building and
Earnings for the quarter ending factor in the decline — but only a
Referring
Paramount's
quisition ofto
a 50%
interest ac-in
preservation of our television in- March 31, after taxes, were esti- contributing factor. I have no
Chromatic Television Labs Inc.
doubt that the changing economy
mated to be $1,411,000, not includdustry through Phonevision." He
of our country from wartime to
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
pointed out that 90% of American
ing Paramount's net interest in peacetime was the principal factor.
June
4], Mr. Balaban said he was
theatres in metropolitan areas are
"combined undistributed earnings
within two miles of a telephone
"There is a third element," he "happy to report that marked profor the quarter of partially owned
gress has been made since my last
exchange and can get lines for $80
non-consolidated companies, princi- went on, "which we, in this busiper month per mile.
ness, know to have been of constatement
to you on the subject."
siderable influence. As a result of
He also noted that in the past
said. pally Allen B. DuMont Labs," he
With no box offices, broadcasters
week Paramount had bought a
and advertisers can be outbid by
regulation arising from anti-trust
Comparable earnings for 1950
were estimated at $1,441,000, not litigation, traditional releasing
theatres in seeking rights for ma50 % interest in International Teleschedules have been disrupted.
jor national events, he said.
meter Corp., "which . . . holds
including $597,000 of such undisThis has upset the habits of movie
patents on what we believe to be
An o'ficial of Skiatron Electrontributed earnings of partiallygoers
and
seriously
affected
box
ics & Television Corp., which has
a promising device for subscription
owned subsidiaries, according to
office receipts.
television. Our investment in this
the statement.
developed the "Subscriber-Vision"
Greater Effects Seen
Referring to television, Mr.
system of home box-office TV, was
company was prompted by the bereported in agreement with Comdr.
"With the further expansion of
lief that there is a potential market
Balaban said that "at our last anMcDonald.
for subscription te^vision. . . .
nual meeting, I told you that tele- television," Mr. Balaban. said, "we
Skiatron President Arthur Levy
vision was bound to exert a far- can expect its increasing influence
We believe that it (Telemeter's
I also said that Brig. Gen. Telford
reaching influence on our business,
box-office device) holds possibilion our business." Citing Paraties for allowing the sports stadium,
even though comparative studies
mount's long recognition of the
1 Taylor, special counsel for Skiatron, had been conferring with
up to that time had failed to in- possibility of "beneficial inter-rethe motion picture theatre, the uniFCC officials on the possibility of
lationship" between film industry
dicate any direct relationship beversity and the broadcasting statween the rise of television and the and television, he pointed out that
tion to bring into the home culture
1 setting up a public test of Subdecline in our business.
scriber-Vision inNew York, simand entertainment which would not
the company's original investment
in DuMont Labs now gives it a otherwise be available. . . .
ilar to Zenith's tests in Chicago.
"It is now clear," he continued,
Mr. Levy said Tom Hamilton, of "that te'evision has had its un"Our Canadian subsidiary, Fa"substantial and profitable stake in
the NCAA TV Committee, had
mistakable affect upon our grosses,
mous Players, has applied for telethe television field."
assured him at least one metroparticularly in those areas of high
The "showmanship and knowcasting licenses in Canada and inpolitan area football game would
television concentration such as how" applied by Paramount in films
tends to pursue every opportunity
be made available to Subscribercould
be
equally
effective
in
TV,
to take part in the development of
New York, Chicago, Detroit and
Vision if FCC approves the tests.
Los Angeles. It has been a definite
he continued.
"Our television
television in that country," he said.
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This is strictly on the level. It's strictly a matter of rate-card quotations.
It's strictly for Spot program advertisers.

In television, Spot program advertisers enjoy special rate advantages.
They pay a lower rate — for the same time ... on the same stations.

How much lower? As much as 19 % lower than the rate for the inter-connected
group of one of the major networks. Or, if you'd like to look at it
the other way, network rates for that group of stations are 23 r/o higher
than the Spot advertising rates.

What's more, as a Spot program advertiser, you're a more profitable
customer to the station. Despite the lower rates, stations net more
from a time period sold for a Spot program than for a network program.
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up
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19

%
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They clear time more readily . . . cooperate wholeheartedly.

And to top it off, you have a completely free choice of markets as a
Spot program advertiser. You're not confronted with any minimum

station

requirements. There are no "must" stations you have to use. With a
Spot program campaign, you build your own coverage pattern to match
your specific marketing problem.

That's why we say that if you're planning any television advertising,
you should get the full Spot program story. You can get that story from
any Katz representative. Ask him for the facts and figures. Ask him for
"case histories." You'll see for yourself that in television . . .

you
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General
Everyone

Picks

Channel
COLUMBUS,

6
OHIO

THE SPORTS PICTURE, with BILL
BROWN features authoritative reports and comments never missed by
sports - minded Central Ohioans.
Nightly interviews, with plenty of
visual punch, rate this quarter hour as
tops. Mail response from over 50
communities PLUS the rich Columbus
market means AUDIENCE, and AUDIENCE means SALES. 5:45 PM Monday
through Friday.

TEA TIME with BETTY PARKER suits
Central Ohio homemakers to a "T".
This informally, powerful half-hour is
entertaining, informative, yet a snappy
show. A new and different approach
to a sure-fire woman's audience. 2:15
PM, Mon. Wed. Fri.
/Si

IN SELLING
POWER
in the Rich Central
Ohio District
Edward Lamb, President
Headley-Reed, National Reps.
ABC-DuMONT Networks
Page 70
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Tire & Rubber

Co.

Buys for $2.5 Million
KFI-TV
SALE
SALE of KFI-TV Los Angeles to General Tire & Rubber Co. for $2,500,000 was consummated last Friday, subject to FCC approval. Final
agreement was reached after weeklong conferences between Earle C.
Anthony, head of the licensee Earle C. Anthony Inc.; Thomas F. O'Neil,
General Tire & Rubber, vice presi- *
which, in turn, controls a major
dent and director; Louis G. Caldwell, of the law firm of Kirkland,
portion of Mutual stock. A rundown of TV station licensees and
Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis
applicants shows these holdings of
(for seller); and W. Theodore PierMBS' stockholders:
son, Pierson & Ball (for purchaser) :
General Teleradio Inc. (BamNegotiations were for the nonberger) owns WOR-TV New York.
network TV property only and Mr.
The Chicago Tribune through
Anthony will retain KFI, which he WGN Inc., has WGN-TV Chicago.
pioneered in 1922. KFI— 50 kw
Yankee Network operates and
clear channel outlet on 640 kc —
owns WN AC-TV Boston; has apis NBC affiliate for Los Angeles.
plied for TV in Bridgeport, Conn.,
Personnel plans were not di- and Springfield, Mass.
Don Lee Broadcasting System,
vulged. George A. Whitney is general manager of both the radio and
acquired last year by General Tire
television stations.
& Rubber, has Channel 2 reserved
The transaction for the threein San Francisco. Reservation was
year-old KFI-TV on Channel 9 is made in view of the then-underegarded as a springboard on which
termined status of Don Lee staMutual Broadcasting System can
tions' renewals. However, when
enter the national television netDon Lee renewals were finally
work field. General Tire & Rubber
granted, the TV fieeze was in
Co. owns the Yankee Network
effect.
WIP Philadelphia, owned by the
(JAW-CIO BID
Seeks UHF Channel in Detroit
PLANS of the United Auto Workers-CIO to seek a UHF channel in
the Detroit area were announced
last week by President Walter P.
Reuther, who said that in the
meantime UAW-CIO will sponsor a
weekly documentary on WWJ-TV
there beginning June 19.
The union plans to extend its
work in television into other areas
but is initiating it in Detroit, which
has the greatest concentration of
UAW-CIO members, Mr. Reuther
said.
The UAW International Executive Board, which approved the
plans for a TV application, also
voted to recommend that the UAWCIO Broadcasting Corp. of Ohio,
which the union controls, suspend
operation of its WCUO-FM Cleveland.
Much of WCUO-FM's coverage
area is also served by the union's
WDET-FM Detroit, Mr. Reuther
said, with the result that the International Executive Board concluded that concentration on TV
would be more effective. WDETFM will continue in operation, he
said.
UAW-CIO, through a broadcasting subsidiary, has long sought an
AM station in the Detroit area.
The channel to be sought in the TV
application was not identified.
UAW spokesmen said the TV
operation would be non-profit and
the union was prepared to carry
the station on a non-commercial
basis if necessary.
The documentary to be sponsored
on WWJ-TV, Mr. Reuther said,
will be a 15-minute Tuesday feature, and will be produced by Guy
Nunn, UAW commentator. The
contract, for 52 weeks, was signed
through Luckoff, Wayburn & Frankel, Detroit.

'COLORVISION'

Gimbel family, holder of MBS
stock, also is seeking television
facilities in that city.
Among difficulties that have beset KFI-TV has been the labor
problem. The outlet currently is
struck by Television Authority,
which has negotiated contracts
with six other area stations.
Mutual's desire to get into the
national TV field along the line
of the MBS radio network plan
has been expressed. In the spring
of 1950, President Frank White
announced, following a board meeting, that MBS key TV stations
would be available to its network
advertisers wishing to telecast
programs casting,
[Broadcasting
April 24, 1950]. • TeleThis gave rise to reports that
MBS was looking to ultimate TV
network operations when more
television stations were available.
That sentiment also was attributed
to J. R. Poppele, Mutual board
member and WOR vice president
and chief engineer, during the
course of the FCC's hearing on intercity television facilities in the
late spring of 1950.

SETS
Air King Announces Full Production Plans

NEW Air which
King "Colorvision"
TV
receiver,
switches from
standard black-and-white to CBS
color reception with the turning
of a knob, will command the company's entire production facilities
"within a few months," D. H.
Cogan, Air King Products president, said atonstration,the
first demheld inset's
Brooklyn
last
week.
Deliveries in "late summer or
early fall" are scheduled for a $499
deluxe console and a $399 openfaced console model, both with
effective 12% -inch screens, with
lower-priced versions to come later,
it was announced.
The cost of additional components to add color to black-andwhite receivers will "dwindle to
the vanishing point" with mass
production, Mr. Cogan said. "Perhaps $1.50 in extra materials are
used," he asserted.
Tri-Color Tube
CBS is in the process of acquiring Hytron Radio & Electronics
Corp., of which Air King is a subsidiary. When the merger is effected, the receiver will be known
as "CBS Columbia Colorvision," it
was announced.
A tri-color tube is under development by the parent company,
Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp.,

into mass production.
"We do not have neai'ly enough
information," he emphasized, "to
predict how long it will take to
get into quantity production on a
practical, economical tri-color tube
that will have not only high definition and color fidelity but also satisfactory stability, tube life and
ruggedness to withstand normal
shopping and home conditions.
There are many questions to be
answered.
The new receiver is 36% inches
high, 32 inches across and 22-11/16
inches deep. It contains 27 tubes,
including rectifiers and a 10-inch
picture tube, which replaces the
12% -inch tube and permits a smaller cabinet and color disc. The
picture is magnified to an effective
12% -inch screen size.
According to I. Melmen, Air King
engineer in charge of color TV
research and development, the only
components required in addition
to those of black-and-white receivers are three vacuum tubes.
"It is essentially trouble-free and
the present retailers and servicemen would not have any more difficulty servicing this receiver than
any
present monochrome receiver,"
he said.
Mr. Melmen said that under development also are
converters .. . which
will be"color
adaptable
and can be used with the majority
of monochrome receivers on the
market today. If any of the television manufacturers have included
color sockets in their sets our converter can be plugged in any one
of these and will receive color sig-

Mr. Cogan continued. "Whenever
a practical, economical tri - color
tube is able to be produced in mass
quantity, it can be used very
simply in receivers for the CBS
system. The only doubt is how
long it will take to get the tube
Telecasting
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For

a

better

minimize

picture

jitter,

roll,

customer — the viewer— deserves a received picture that's
sharp, stable, free of the ailments that
go with a poor incoming signal. The
new G-E type TV-16-B, different from
all other stabilizing amplifiers, will
do much to eliminate these nuisances.
YOUR

Your
Performance chart
CHARACTERISTIC
Fidelity response

G-E

Yes

No

No

Feedback Output Stage
Direct Monitoring of
Output Signals
Local Blanking Input
(with sync lock)

Yes
Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No
No

No

Video "Clip-Fade"
White Clipper
Bridging Input Level
Control

Yes, remote
control
Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No
No

tearing,

you

can

humbars!

New General Electric circuitry wipes
out hum. Old sync is taken off, reshaped
and reinserted in the proper amount to
assure a standard signal and to diminish
jitter, roll, and tearing. Examine the
comparison chart at lower left. It tells
the complete story.

broadcast representative • . •
. . » is loaded with information on the
new General Electric television station

-you check the difference!
MANUFACTURER MANUFACTURER
G-E TV-16-B
A
B
Uniform to Uniform to Uniform to
7 mc
7 mc
5.5 mc

Output level adjustment

-now

equipment line. A phone call to the G-E
office near you will get quick action; or
write General Electric Company, Section
261-11, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
'oil cmi

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

To a huge posse of television youngsters in
New York, WCBS-TV's Sheriff Bob Dixon* is
the law in these parts. What he says goes.
Sheriff Bob's deputies are ready for action
any time. When

he mentioned he wanted a

name for his new pet skunk, for instance, they
suggested 32,000 names! And when he conducted a''Why I Like the West" contest in
TV Guide magazine, they gave him four times
as many replies as a long-established network
Western star pulled in a similar contest.
His deputies bring in sales, too. One sponsor reports his customers ask for the tooth
paste "Sheriff Bob Dixon mentions on his program" because their children demand it. And
this advertiser attributes his success to "the
convincing way in which commercials are integrated with the program."
. . .All because Sheriff Bob handles his
viewers his own unique way. He talks to them,
man-to-man . . . passes on Western stories, cowboy tricks and outdoor tips in an easy, straightforward manner. With no shootin' and hollerin'. He's high-caliber, but not high pressure.
You can make

your product the most

wanted in town. Just ask WCBS-TV

or Radio

Sales about Sheriff Bob Dixon today.
*"The Sheriff Bob Dixon Show," Monday through Friday, 5:15-6:00 p.m.,
and Sunday, 11 :00-ll :30 a.m.

Columbia Owned • Neiv York
Represented by Radio Sales

FCC Reply Delayed
(Continued from page 65)
of 14.4 kw visual, 7.4 kw aural.
Channel 47 has been allocated there
in FCC's new plan.
Royal Oak Broadcasting Co., licensee of WEXL, filed a new station application for UHF Channel
62, proposed by FCC to be allocated to nearby Detroit. Station
requests ERP of 73 kw visual, 36.5
kw aural, with antenna height
above average terrain 444 ft.
Estimated cost of the UHF outlet was given as $194,000, with
first year operating cost cited as
$96,000. Potential revenue was
given
"unknown."
The outlet's
Grade as
A service
area would
include
a population of 2,542,598, FCC was
told, with Grade B including population of 2,552,773.
Several new VHF applications
also have been filed (See FCC
Roundup, page 96).
Among those to file replies early
to initial comments on the Commission's new plan, announced in late
March [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26 et seq.], WKAT
Miami Beach reiterated its contention that a VHF channel can be
added there without violating FCC
standards. WKAT asks addition
of Channel 9, which conflicts with
request for Channel 9 at Fort
Lauderdale by WFTL there.
Also in the Miami area, but from
an educational interest, the Dade
County Board of Public Instruction,

comes opposition to the proposal
of Fort Industry Co.'s WGBS Miami that the reservation on Channel 2 be lifted so the facility may
be commercially available.
The school board said it earlier
by formal means had "vigorously
and officially declared intent to use
Channel 2 for educational television
in the very near future." FCC was
told a survey has been made "and
an application for a license to
construct and operate a television
broadcasting station over Channel
2 ... is now in the process of
being prepared and will be submitted in the immediate future for
At a special meeting of the board
approval."
on May 23 the group "unanimously
directed the inclusion in the budget
of sufficient funds to adequately
finance the proposed work for television. . . .
Cowles' KRNT Des Moines opposed proposal of KSTT Davenport
to move Channel 2 from Iowa City
to Atalissa and switch Channel 11
from Des Moines to Iowa City.
KRNT argued Atalissa would receive more Grade A services than
Des Moines without the added
channel, but has smaller population.
Toledo Blade Co. Files
Toledo Blade Co., Toledo, filed
opposition to proposal of Wayne U.
and Detroit Board of Education
that Channel 11 be removed from
Toledo to Detroit and reserved for
educational use. The newspaper
firm said "such a proposal is an
ill-considered assault on the principles of fair allocation and good
public
U. ofservice."
Kansas at Lawrence filed
opposition to plan of Kansas City
stations KMBC, KCMO and WHB
whereby Channel 11, now reserved
at Lawrence, would be assigned
commercially to Kansas City and
UHF Channel 64 reserved as substitution.

For the total week — day and night —
the three WLW-Television stations
have an average rating of 11.2 as compared to 8.4, the combined average of
the leading competitive station in each
of the three areas.*
And each individual WLW-Television
station has a higher rating for each
time segment — morning, afternoon
and evening — than its local competitor.
This overall superiority of 33%
means that your advertising dollar
buys nearly one third more sales impres ions on WLW-Television.
WLW-TELEVISION
WLW-T WLW-D WLW-C
CHANNEL 4 CHANNEL 5 CHANNEL 3
CINCINNATI DAYTON COLUMBUS
First in Ohio's largest TV market
"Videodex April, 1951 .
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The school said it "objects strenuously" to UHF substitution on
grounds the UHF is still experimental and there is no set circulation. The U. of Kansas further
argued:
The Board of Regents . . . has
authorized the University to apply for
a license to operate a noncommercial
educational television station. . Engineering surveys have been prepared
and the University is now ready to file
application with the FCC for Channel
11. It is the intention of the University
to begin television broadcasting as soon
as practicable.
KHMO Hannibal, Mo., filed opposition to proposal of KOKX Keokuk, Iowa, to add Channel 10 at
Keokuk by switching Channel 7
from Hannibal to Quincy, 111., and
removing Quincy's Channel 10 to
Keokuk.
East Texas Television Co., TV
applicant at Longview, contended
its suggested modification is not
as radical and better than that
offered by KFRO there. East Texas
would remove Channel 9 from Lufkin to Longview, substituting
Channel 10, while KFRO would add
Channel 12 to Longview, assign
Channel 10 to Shreveport in lieu
of Channel 12, allocate Channel 5

to Eldorado, Ark., in lieu of Channel 10, and change either UHF
Channels 32 and 38 now assigned
Longview to either Gilmer or
Tatum, Tex.
Sherman Television Co., Sherman, Tex., also opposed KFRO
plan, explaining only Channel 12
will work there without affecting
other city allocations. Sherman
Television asked instead that Channel 9 be removed from Lufkin and
assigned to Longview. Channel 10
would be substituted at Lufkin.
McAllen Television Co., McAllen,
Tex.,
plan ofdelete
KRGVChannel
Weslaco. opposed
KRGV would
2 from Monterey, Mexico, and assign it to Weslaco and Saltillo,
Mexico, while removing Channels
4 and 5 from Brownsville, Tex., to
Weslaco-Harlingen. McAllen Television, asking for Channel 5 there,
commented:
It would appear that . . . KRGV . . .
desires to have at least two and probably three VHF channels for Weslaco.
It is pointed out that Weslaco is a small
town in Hidalgo County, Tex., and
according to the 2950 Texas Almanac,
published by the Dallas Morning News,
Dallas, Tex., for the past 50 years, is a
city of 9,000 people. It is submitted
that the removal of two and possibly
three VHF channels into Weslaco would
monopolize all of the VHF channels
in the lower Rio Grande Valley in this
small island town.

June 10-13: Advertising Federation of
America,hibit, Annual
ExHotels ChaseConvention
and ParkandPlaza,
St. Louis.
June
10-13: AFAClubs
Council
on Women's
Advertising
Convention
(will
choose Advertising Woman of the
Year), St. Louis.
June 11: Deadline for replies to initial
comments
tion Plan. FCC Revised TV AllocaJune 12-16: National Assn. of Radio
Farm Directors Spring membership
rt.rk.
meeting, St. Louis and Fayetteville,
June 15:
Radio-TV
coverage of Hearing
Congress,on Senate
Executives
Expenditures
Committee,
Senate
Of- 1
fice Bldg., Washington.
June 17-21: Advertising Assn. of the|
West, 48th Annual Convention, Cos- !
mopolitan Hotel, Denver.

the "plan" to a specific situation. The I
Denver area, having a metropolitan^
population of 600,000, will have nine
applications on file for VHF channels.
The Commission has assigned for commercial use in Denver only three channels— 2, 4 and 7. I cannot understand
under what authority the Commission
may dictate that the six disappointed
applicants, and there will be six very
disappointed
may 13,not11 and
immediatelyapplicants,
apply for channels
9. No statute authorizes the Commisto prejudge
restrict
the Denversion people
to threeandVHF
channels.
As
Text of Sen. Johnson's letter to
I
see
the
Commission's
proposal,
FCC Chairman Coy follows:
arbitrary and cannot be justified by ittheis
While I have indicated my anxiety
public
interest,
engineering
facts. the basic law or the
to the Commission on many occasions
that the television "freeze" be lifted at
If
the
Commission
would immediatethe earliest moment possible, I have
ly consider the legality of its block
realized the difficulties inherent in the allocation,
and find that it is contrary
technical job of allocating channels
of the
Communicawhich this would require. To lift the to thetionsprovisions
Act, as charged
by very
learned
"freeze" without the absolute assurance
and
responsible
lawyers,
vital time
,of
a
nationwide,
competitive
use
of
would
be
saved
and
the
funds
and
the
channels would be most unfortunate.
energies of the government and the
The
Commission's
efforts
to
accomplish
applicants would not be wasted. The
a satisfactory allocation of television
Commission might discover, after carechannels reflects great credit on its full
deliberation,
it would
adgood intentions.
visable to modify that
its plan
now inbe such
a way as to be consistent with what
However, the Federal Communications Bar Association has again chal- is alleged to be the statutory requirelenged the legality of the procedure
ments. As an example, I am told that
followed by the Commission. I am not if the Commission's plan were merely
a lawyer and do not propose to pass adopted as a guide or starting point
upon the merits of the legal principles
for the development of a fair, efficient
involved in the contentions of the Bar
and equitable distribution of television
Association;
but,
I
would
be
less
than
service, applicants
would
an opfrank if I did not indicate that I am
portunity to benecessity
heard
forofhave
any
firstchannel
going
impressed by the force and logic of without the
their arguments. The legal points
a rule-making proceeding.
raised by them appear to be of such through
Under such a procedure, the plan
would not be vulnerable to adverse
grave man-public
that onI, Interstate
as Chairof the interest
Committee
legal action.
and Foreign Commerce believe it is my
It seems to me that only chaos can
duty under
Congressional
Reorganfollow procedures which are legally
ization Act the
to express
my views
with
doubtful.
By persisting in adopting its
respect to it.
present plan, the Commission invites
The Bar Association contends that all
parties to take their
the proposed rule is based upon an causedisappointed
to court thereby creating further
unpredictable
delay
of the
invalid tends
legal
assumption;
the
Bar
conthat the Communications Act "freeze." The rights inof lifting
an applicant
does not authorize the Commission to are very specifically set forth in the
adopt a system of block allocations on law. The courts would be prone to
a geographical basis. Consequently,
protect those rights regardless of the
months of effort by the Commission,
Commission's desire to use a rule-makits staff,
licensees,
applicants,
consulting engineers and lawyers may be blocks.ing proceeding to assign channels in
spent for no useful purpose if the Bar
Television must be made available
Association's
as soon as possible to the general pubsustained by position
the courts.is subsequently
lic in the areas long denied this art
My position throughout with respect through no fault of the people in those
to speeding nationwide utilization of areas. Any doubts as to the legality
television makes it clear that I would
of the Commission's
not be a party to any move that would
settled
immediately inproposal
order toshould
furtherbe
continue the "freeze" for one additional
this
objective.
I
want
it
clearly
understood that this letter is written, neither
day. Nevertheless, it must be obvious
that if the Commission now postpones
to confuse the pending proceeding nor
to delay its final disposition, but to
disposition until
of theafter
Barhearings
Association's
objections
have
speed post-haste the assignment of
been completed, only to find then that channels to the applicants fit, willing
and
able to operate stations in the pubthe
Bar's
objections
are
held
valid,
there would be even greater delay in
in the
many communities
not licnowinterest
being
served.
lifting
the
"freeze"
and
the
public
would be severely penalized. It is
The
other
day
the
Supreme Court
clear that the Commission, under its suggested that the Federal
Communications Commission is an expert
body
proposed
plan,
will
be
unable
to
grant
licenses to all who apply despite the created by Congress to deal with techfact that many will be fit, willing and
nical
problems.
I
subscribe
to
that
able
to operate
stations
concept completely but feel just as
communities
wheretelevision
such licenses
shouldin firmly
that general policy matters rebe granted in the public interest. Unmain as always
they should
— the with
reder
Commissponsibility of Congress.
I plead
sionsuch
wouldcircumstances,
appear to be the
inviting
long the Commission
to give careful and
drawn out
litigation
and unconscionto the contendelay law
simply
because
it failed to immediate
tions of theconsideration
Federal Communications
followablethe
implicity.
Bar Association in the interest of
As an illustration, I shall now apply
eliminating confusion all along the line.
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Modern

The extraordinary picture quality your
television audience sees is due in great
measure to RCA research and engineering in developing pickup tubes for specific TV broadcast services.
The three RCA pickup tubes you see
here meet the requirements of modern
TV stations. Each tube has features
which make it particularly suitable for
delivering superior pictures in its special field of service.

For general-purpose use. The RCA5820 has exceptional sensitivity aod
ability to handle a wide range of brightness in the scene. It portrays colors in
appropriate gradations of gray tones
... has good resolution capabilities.
For "live" work in the studio. The
RCA-5826 with its high sensitivity and
improved signal-to-noise ratio is capable of producing excellent picture
quality. It portrays colors in the same
gray tones as RCA- 5 8 20 . . . can be used

RADIO
CORPORATION
ELECTRON TUBES
elecasting
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Television

with low studio light levels... has good
resolution capabilities.
For film pickup. The RCA-1850-A
has good sensitivity and resolution . . .
can handle a wide range of light levels
in the same scene. Its cost factor is low.
In addition to pickup tubes, RCA has
a complete line of electron tubes for
every type of broadcast service. The
entire line is available through your
local RCA Tube Distributor.
of

AMERICA
HARRISON. N. J*
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ABC
YESTERDAY

Orders

Cable

To Miami
telestatus

and
TODAY
in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

. . . .
are

148,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV

Channel
6

"JjlmL
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MIAMI probably will be added to
the cities receiving TV network
programs via AT&T interconnecting facilities some time next year,
it was learned last week. Bell System engineers are "studying" the
problem of hooking Miami into its
intercity TV network, a company
spokesman said following receipt of
an order for such facilities placed
by ABC to provide service for
WTVJ (TV) Miami.
Coaxial cable facilities already
reach Miami, but the repeaters and
other special equipment necessary
to make the cable suitable for TV
program transmission to date have
been installed only as far south as
Jacksonville.
Presumably one or more of the
coaxial circuits to Miami, now used
exclusively for telephone service,
will be transferred to TV, providing the necessary apparatus is
available and the circuits are not
all needed for telephone service,
AT&T explained. If the cable circuits are not available for video
use, this service might be provided by construction of a radio
relay connection between Jacksonville and Miami, but this was considered unlikely.
The present outlook, according to
AT&T, is that it will take at least
a year and probably longer to complete the task of hooking Miami
into the TV network. A somewhat
more optimistic view was taken by
ABC, whose announcement that it
had ordered the facilities said these

"are expected to be available early
Although ABC has placed an
this fall."
order
for fulltime use of the TV
circuit to Miami, which gives AT&T
the impetus to begin working on
the interconnection of that city
into the TV transmission system,
there is almost no chance that ABC
will enjoy the exclusive use of this
circuit when it is completed. As
with all TV connective facilities
where fewer than four circuits are
available, time on this new link
will be apportioned to as many TV
networks as desire it.
New Hofstra Study
Set for Showing
RESULTS of the latest Hofstra
Study, described by NBC as its
"newest and most significant research study of television's unparalleled impact on people and products," will be revealed by the network in a special showing this
(Monday) afternoon in New York.
The survey findings are slated to
include showings of how TV advertising stimulated sales of products
while non-TV advertised products
suffered losses in sales; most efficient sales-producing techniques;
relationship of TV sales effectiveness to its cost; characteristics of
the TV audience; amount of time
devoted to television and other
media by audience.
NBC-TV Research
Director
City
Thomas E. Coffin, former chairman

of the psychology department of
Hofstra College and originator of
the Hofstra Studies of TV sales
effectiveness, also is scheduled to
review the new findings in an address before the TV-radio discusday. sion group of the American Marketing Assn. in New York Thurs-

NARTB BOOKLET
Looks at Educational TV
POSITION of NARTB in allocation of TV facilities for education
is presented in a booklet titled
"Textbooks and TV," published last
week by the NARTB Public Affairs
Dept. The booklet offers excerpts
from testimony last Jan. 26 by
Judge Justin Miller, NARTB board
chairman, before the FCC.
First printing of 5,000 copies will
be used for stations and others interested in the was
industry's
position.
The booklet
prepared
by
Robert K. Richards, NARTB public affairs director.
Empire State Antenna
THE NEW permanent television
antenna of WNBT (TV) New York
anatop thetenna215-foot,
tower of themultiple-use
Empire State
Bldg. was scheduled to begin operation today (Monday), according to
an announcement by O. B. Hanson,
vice president and chief engineer.

City

Wfifikly Tfilevision Summary — juNE n, 1951, telecasting survey
1 Area
Sets in Area Louisville
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
Outlets
On WHAS-TV
Air
Se,s
KOB-TV
Ames
WAVE-TV,
WMCT
115,000
56,161
8,600 Memphis
89,50C
WOI-TV
WTVJ
Atlanta
297,368 Miami
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Milwaukee
KSTP-TV,
70,00C
Baltimore
87,871
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
38,150
Paul WTMJ-TV
256,400
238,524
46,200 Minn.-St.
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
Birmingham
Nashville
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTCN-TV
WTTV
16,400 New Haven
Bloomington
731,638
31,671
WSM-TV
153.80C
New Orleans
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WNHC-TV
New
York
201
,972
Buffalo
WDSU-TV
79,948
W
BEN-TV
79,09*
62,150
WBTV
WABD,
WOR-TV, WCBS-TV
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte
920,470
Newark
Chicago
2,250,000
275,000 Norfolk
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WATV
470,487
Cincinnati
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
67,309
176,541 Omaha
Columbus
WKY-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
87,63c
Dallas,
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
117,068
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
KRLD-TV,
834.00C
Ft. Worth
Phoenix
37,90C
Pittsburgh
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
WDTV
56,384
Davenport
KPHO-TV
260.00C
:. Moline190,000 Providence
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock
WTVR
145.00C
WJAR-TV
Ise.
Richmond
Dayton WHIO-TV, WIWD
464,135 Rochester
Detroit WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
73,992
55,890
WHAM-TV
WICU
Rock Quad
Island Cities Include
Erie
WHBF-TVDavenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 81,417
Ft. Dallas
Worth117,068
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
56,384
46,60C
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Grand
RapidsAntonio
Kalamazoo
46,06f
115,600 San Diego
KGO-TV,WOAI-TV
KEYL,
W
LAV-TV
Greensboro
KFMB-TV
179.10C
WFMY-TV
69,556 Schenectady
97,500
San Francisco
KPRC-TV
KPIX, KRON-TV
Houston
76,684
Albany-Troy WRGB
155, 10C
HuntingtonCharleston
46,100
WSAZ-TV
Seattle
1
48,000
KING-TV
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
83,31
St. Louis
KSD-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
289,00C
32,000
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Johnstown
120,671
WJAC-TV
Tulsa
Syracuse
KOTV
Toledo
WSPD-TV
Kalamazoo
125.00C
87,275
133,122
WKTV
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
118,523 Utica-Rome
Washington
43,50(
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Kansas City WDAF-TV
26174,14C
,30:
Lancaster WGAl-TV
WDEL-TV
49,000 Wilmington
97,105
Lansing WJIM-TV
KNBH
Los Angeles
KECA-TV,
KTLA, KTSL,KFI-TV,
KTTV KLAC-TV,
877,421
69,011
Estimated sets in Use 1 2,281,
70C
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Editor's Note: Totals for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
with!
area.
Where
coverage
areas
overlap
set
counts
may
be
television
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companie!
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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Mr. E. K. Jett
Television Station WMAR
Sun Square
Baltimore 3> Maryland

Most

7^i£

tip ckaariZ^May 12, 1951

Dear Jack;

People

I like to write notes like this.
Watch

WMAR-TV

On behalf of the client and my agency,
I wish you would express to all the members,
individually and collectively, of your production
and technical crews my appreciation and thanks
for the truly excellent telecast of last Thursday^ Oriole game.
It was big league in every respect.
The camera work, direction and overall production equalled — if not surpassed — any
baseball telecast I have ever seen.
work.

n »■ !
Hi 3

Again, thanks and keep up the good
Cordially,

T. Wells
TW:sz

nl
Ml
17,*
/J '
lei
?!.«
jlj
14

■•"
WMAR-TV
CHANNEL 2 ★ BALTIMORE, MD.

•;!I!
is
at
H ii
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY,
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES
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Color Controversy
(Continued from page 65)
'■)&
EEN
TWER
BEMM
CIALS
CO

KAY MUiVIHUt

tine Electronics Corp., told BROADCASTING • Telecasting that the
composite system was developed
"as a result of a suggestion made
by Sen. Ed Johnson (D-Col.), who
stated the industry should be capable of working out a satisfactory
compatible
colorsaid
system."
Mr. Hirsch
the composite
system is not a dot sequential systhe color
nameis given
RCA's
—
and tem—that
added to
to the
black

"Watch and Win"-KPIX's telephone quiz game— is still drawing
top mail response, which numbers
about 12,000 monthly; and sponsor,
Acme Breweries, reports that sales
for their new Gold Label Beer are
moving at a fast rate.
Starring Ben Alexander, voted
outstanding TV personality by
Academy of
Television
Arts and Sciences, and
his lovely
wife, Lesley,
"Watch and
Win" is a
unique telequiz, in
which viewBen Alexander ers' write-in
cards are selected by Ben and Lesley
for telephone calls . . . questions
. . . and prizes!
BASEBALL
Biggest news to baseball fans is
the fact that KPIX is now lensing
the San Francisco Seals' Saturday
afternoon home games. The diamond battles, which include a series of eight games, are under the
direction of Sandy Spillman and
Dave Kees, with Don Klein at mike
side.
KMX's
Saturday games are
simulcast
over KSFO!
NARCOTIC SERIES
The three week series on narcotics,
recently featured on KPIX's "KMA
438", has been loudly acclaimed as
an outstanding service to the community.
Handled by Inspector John Kane
and Lt. Alvin Nicolini, the programs, which were presented in cooperation with the San Francisco
Police Department, covered the entire subject of narcotics as a police
problem and an ever - increasing
menace to society.
ADD AIRINGS:
KSFO now features Robert Montgomery in "Freedom Is Our Business" for the S. F. School of Nursing
three mornings a week. . . . The
Ethyl Corporation in sponsoring
"Sportscholar" on KPIX Wednesdays at 11:00 P.M. . . .

Represented by The Kari Agency, Inc.

Represented by Wm. G. Rambeau Co.
SAN FRANCISCO
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and white picture as "frequency
interleave" components. The RCA
system also adds color to blackand-white pictures, he added.
Black-and-white pictures, he explained, make inefficient use of
available spectrum space, since the
energy
"bunched"
around the
harmonicsis of
the line frequencies,
leaving the space between these
harmonics devoid of energy. It is
in these spaces that color information is inserted. Mr. Hirsch noted
that "color information so added
is practically invisible in the blackand-white picture but can be extracted in a color receiver to add
color to the black-and-white picMr. Hirsch continued:
ture."
Theter color
system
is capable
betpictures
having of
the giving
full detail
of present-day black-and-white pictures. It takes
consideration
peculiarities of the into
eye and
was designed
to give no more information than the
eye can absorb, and to reserve the
information
ful purposes. capacity so saved for useOne of these characteristics is that
the eyetions inisbrightness
far more than
sensitive
to variato variations
in color in fine detail. For example,
any woman knows that when she
matches two pieces of thread she has
to compare the color of the full spools
rather than single strands.
Improvements Tested
He said all of these improvements have been tested thoroughly
in the laboratories and that some
have been field tested. Agreement
on the frequency of the color subcarrier and similar remaining details "is expected within a relatively short time, after which the
overall system will be thoroughly
field-tested for verification, under
actual use, of the laboratory experiments," he asserted. The field
testing, he said, will be open to
participation by "anyone in the inFCC sources last week reiterdustry."
ated that the Commission would be
willing to look at any system that
incorporated marked technical improvements over techniques already
shown, but would not venture any
specific comment on the Ad Hoc
Committee report.
The special NTSC committee
was set up by Dr. Baker Nov. 20,
1950, to make an "up-to-date apthe state ofcomprised
the art" : of
color TV.praisal ofCommittee
David B. Smith, Philco Corp. (chairman); Robert M. Bowie, Sylvania;
Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA; Thomas T.
Goldsmith Jr., Allen B. DuMont Labs;
Ira J. Kaar, GE; and Arthur V.
Loughren, Hazeltine.
Between Nov. 21 and Feb. 27,
1951, demonstrations and discussions were held at Hazeltine in

Little Neck, Long Island, RCA in
Washington, DuMont Labs at Passaic, N. J., Philco in Philadelphia,
GE at Electronics Park, Syracuse,
and
tine. a final session again at HazelThe Ad Hoc Committee report
offered its proposed standards [see
text, At Deadline, June 4] and
said thatmerical
"itvalues
is for
expected
that nuthe standards
can shortly be defined by the indusCommittee noted that several organizations have substantial color
work underway and stressed the
need for bringing together the results of this work and the technical information acquired by the
try."
industry at large as a result of
further testing.
In the meantime, CBS, whose
soon-to-be-acquired subsidiary, Air
King Products Corp., demonstrated
its own CBS type color-monochrome
receiver early in the week [story
page 70], reported its TV network
technical crews — "are literally
straining at the leash to get their
shows on the air in color."
CBS on Monday also demonstrated its system for some 75
fashion directors and other execufrom 25 ofand
the nation's
retailtivesstores,
reportedlarger
they
found
"magnificent." consisted of
The itdemonstration
a showing of fall fashions, with
reception on a CBS 17-inch color
drum receiver, described by the
network as rect-view
giving
"the largestever
dicolor television
Miss Rene Cowley, fashion director for Bullock's Downtown, Los
shown." was quoted as predicting
Angeles,
great store use of color TV. Miss
Virginia Harris of Boston's Filene's store said color gives "the
first real opportunity to promote
fashion in television." Miss Helen
Taylor, New York color consultant,
considered color TV "potentially
the greatest sales tool that ever
has been invented," and foresaw
100% department store participation in this medium, CBS reported.

Buy 'Jessie's Notebook'
CLOROX CHEMICAL Co., through
Honig-Cooper Co.; Crosley Div. of
Avco Mfg. Corp., through Benton
& Bowles, and La Choy Foods Div.
of Beatrice Foods Co., through
Foote, Cone & Belding, all New
York, to sponsor on a participating
basis Jessie's TV Notebook, starring Jessie DeBoth, over ABC-TV,
Tuesday, 12:30 p.m., starting June
19. The program will be a homemaking- audience participation
show.

COAST SHIFT
Tatum, Moore, Felix Move
DONN B. TATUM, vice president
and general counsel, Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
last week was appointed ABC
Western Division director of television and general manager of
KECA-TV Los Angeles. He succeeds Richard A. Moore, who resigned to become general manager
of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Also
announced last week was the appointment of Earnest Felix, assistant
of ABC's
West-of
ern Division,treasurer
as acting
manager
that division.
In 1942, Mr. Tatum entered the
radio and television industry as
Pacific Coast counsel for RCA and
its subsidiaries. In this position he
also was counsel for the Blue Network, predecessor to ABC, for
seven years. In February 1949, he
joined the Don Lee Broadcasting
System as vice president, general
counsel and a member of that network's board of directors. His appointment, and that of Mr. Felix,
become effective Friday.
Mr. Moore, who had been ABC
Western Division director of television and general manager of
KECA-TV, will take over the
KTTV post July 2. Mr. Moore only
last month was named acting general manager of ABC Western Division in charge of radio as well
as TV [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21]. He was to assume
those duties last Friday when
Frank Samuels, resigned ABC
Western Division vice president
and general manager, left to join
the William Morris Agency as West
Coast head of radio and television.
At KTTV, Mr. Moore succeeds
Harrison Dunham, who resigned
several months ago.
Mr. Felix joined ABC in September 1944, as auditor in Hollywood. On Jan. 1, 1948, he was
named controller and personnel director of ABC's Western Division.
Two years later he was elected
assistant treasurer of that division.
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CONSULTANT

Ginsberg Named for TV
APPOINTMENT of Henry Gins- m
picture consultant
production for
ex-' U
pert, berg,
as motion
general
NBC was announced last week by
13,5ofj
President Joseph H. McConnell.
Vice president in charge of studio production and operations of
Paramount Pictures for 11 years r«
before his resignation a year ago,
Mr. Ginsberg is slated to work
closely with John West, vice pres- kl
ident in charge of NBC's western
operations.
He has been identified with the
motion picture industry for 30
Larus on DuMont
years, and served as vice president
and general manager of the Ha!
LARUS & BROS. Co. (cigarettes,
Roach and David O. Selznick or- fl!
tobaccos), Richmond, to sponsor
ganizations before joining ParaThe Plainclothesman on the Dumount. He will continue his motion
Mont TV network Sunday, 9:30-10
picture activities along with his
p.m., starting June 24. The agency
consulting work in radio and TV
is Warwick & Legler, New York.
for NBC, the network said.
he
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

'ONE WORLD' AWARD
Advertisers Are Candidates
A "ONE WORLD Television Advertisers' Award," in addition to
the One World Awards in press,
radio, motion pictures and international statesmanship established in
1944, will be distributed this year,
Jacques Farrand, executive secretary of the One World Award Committee, has announced. The awards
consist of a trip around the
woi-ld to promote international understanding.
harles Vanda
(I), new preslent of the Television Assn. of
'hiladelphia for 1951-52, is conratulated by Col. Edivard A.
>avies, former president of TAP.
;|fr. Vanda is vice president in
harge of TV at WCAU Philadelphia. Col. Davies has just become
eastern Atlantic sales manager
I for the Princeton Film Center.
AP OFFICERS
Vanda Heads Philly Assn.
i ABC
1 tefe 'EW officers of the Television
m i ssn. of Philadelphia for 1951-52
2 tin ive been elected. They are
reonlj harles Vanda, president; Frank
.
oberts, vice president; David
mith, treasurer; Ethyl Foster,
'- !>rresponding secretary, and Po
lck, assistant secretary.
iSSS
-13 Members of the board include:
ABC W. Wallace Orr, W. Orr Adv.
fency (3 year term); J. Cunningham
>x, J. Cox Agency (3 years); Martha
15 Wei ible, Board of Education (3 years);
|>rt Farr, President of National Apiance and TV dealers (2 years);
>bert Jawer, WPTZ (2 years); Walipel | Erickson, Gray & Rogers Agency
years); Kenneth W. Stowman,
Sep. -FIL (1 year); Art Borowsky, TV
?-:-? \gest (1 year); Ruth Weir Miller,
SCAU (1 year); Col. Edward A.
.vies, former president of TAP,
airman of the board; Edward Bar.301 r,
W. Orr Agency, the legal counsel
\ the association.
LER CONSULTANT
jj \ For Educational Network
;.L4 KEITH TYLER, Ohio State U.
on a jlio education director, was named
It week as consultant to the U.
e :«
the State of New York in conation with its proposed statede 11-station noncommercial eduions■e| :ional television network [Broadai sting • Telecasting, June 4,
ty 14].
105 Dr. Tyler was appointed to serve
30 days in studying various
•sibilities for the TV project, inding plans for two- or three,tion operations, use of time on
I nmercial stations and networks,
p closed-circuit on-campus teleting. Spokesmen said Dr. Ty's findings will be presented to
C in connection with university
plications for approval of the
work plan, which contemplates
rr. I 3.5 million outlay for construci of the 11 stations.
lecasting

Explaining that "television has
fully demonstrated its enormous
power to arouse many millions of
Americans to an acute consciousness of national and international
issues," Mr. Farrand said the free
enterprise system places "a unique
responsibility for good or evil"
upon the advertisers in their selection of what is telecast. "Their
courage and civic-mindedness," he
continued,
"may help
make does
of television a medium
which
not
only channel sales but also sells
democracy and understanding." As
a consequence, he went on, the
committee had established the
award to encourage advertisers to
"back programs of lasting value to
the U. S. and to the world."
COFFIN RESIGNS
To Head KLAC-TV

Research

JOE COFFIN, partner and cofounder of Coffin, Cooper & Clay
Inc., Los Angeles television research firm and distributor of the
West Coast "Tele-Que" rating service, has resigned to organize and
head the research department of
KLAC-TV Hollywood, effective
July 1.
The department is being set up
not only for use of its own sales
executives, sponsors and agencies
with whom KLAC-TV does business, but for the TV industry as
a whole, Don Fedderson, station
vice president and general manager, said.
"Tele-Que" will continue to be
operated by Roger Cooper and
Henry (Hank) Clay, with no
change in the firm name contemplated at this time.
RCA Demonstration
PRINCIPLES of RCA color TV
transmission and picture tube and
microwave relay developments
were slated for demonstration to
top military communication leaders by the RCA Service Co. last
Friday at the Statler Hotel in
Washingten. Special emphasis was
earmarked for the application of
microwave relay equipment to military needs. Other displays included
RCA's Time Interval Counter for
charting speed of moving objects
and military services offered by
RCA Service Co., including training of field engineers for installing
and servicing of electronic equipment. Demonstration was scheduled from 5 to 8 p.m.
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Let us PROVE
to you that WOWTV
has the LARGEST
audience
nearly 2h of the
and Night!

time

—

Both

Day

• Yes . . . ask us to PROVE it. This is no "guesswork" claim. It is based on a thorough, wellplanned "Telephone Coincidental Survey,"
covering about 3% of the TV set-owners. This
is the FIRST survey ever made in this market
giving information so complete.
Full details of this survey — how it was
carried on, the questions that were asked, the
number of set-owners responding in each hour,
and their answers — all these, and other important data, are available to you in our presentation ofthe Survey, sent at your request.
You can't judge the Omaha area TV market (now OVER 75,000 sets) without this vital
information — these FACTS. Write, wire or
telephone to WOW-TV.

Frank P. Fogarty - General Manager

John Blair TV - Representatives
June 11, 1951
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TELE-PICTURES Inc., Hollywood,
film distribution firm, has sold (on
a two-year leasing basis) 26 theatrical feature films of Robert L.
Lippert Productions to KTLA (TV)
Hollywood and CBS-TV New York,
with permission to telecast each
motion picture eight times. KTLA
reportedly is paying $69,000 for the
package, whi'e cost to CBS-TV is
$70,000. Similar two-year deal is
being worked out with WGN-TV
Chicago, with price of film package $67,500. All films involved in
the three deals were made between
1946
lease. and 1949, for theatrical re-

JIMMY

COVER THE WATERFRONT
HER ENLISTED MAN
IET 'EM HAVE IT
ROBERT
TRANSATLANTIC MERRY-GO-ROUND
YOUNG
WOMAN IN THE DARK
MISTAKEN HEIRESS
FRANKIE & JOHNNIE
pro

39 TOP

WESTERNS

SOUND r^oOS
38 Ft,P. ^WHOPPERS
W"vr.^«*m
l3 WILLIE
Wn:e lor catalog ol Features,
Westerns, Serials, Cartoons.
LommonujERLTH
733 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
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STERLING TELEVISION Co.,
New York, is beginning distribution of 30 films produced for the
Indian government, Sterling President Saul J. Turell announced last
week. Through arrangement with
Dr. M. Moulik, director of information, Government of India, Sterling
holds exclusive TV distribution
rights on variety of films including
Indian customs, culture, dances, in
addition to several films concerning India's domestic and international problems.
SUPERMAN Inc., Hollywood, subsidiary of National Comics Publications, which owns rights to comic
strip "Superman," will produce
series of half-hour shows based on
Superman radio series. Initial series of 26 films goes into production
in mid-June. Firm has headquarters at RKO Pathe Studios, Culver
City. Bernard Luber, TV producer,
and Robert Maxwell have joined
firm. Flamingo Films, New York,
will distribute the series.
NEW system and techniques on
acetate disc which improve quality
and sharply reduce costs for sound
recording of TV films has been developed by sound department staff
of Samuel Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood. Currently being used on
Premiere Theatre, series of 30-minute TV films being produced by
Williams Productions, it reduces
sound costs by around 25%, according to Gordon Sawyer, film
studio sound head and Rene Williams, president of production firm.
MARSHALL -HESTER Productions, New York, announces official endorsement by the American
Museum of Natural History of its
Treasure House of Adventure TV
series. Endorsement includes rights
to museum's facilities and use of
its materials, including an extensive film library. Series will
depict experiences involved in expeditions sponsored by museum,
and in securing exhibits for its
numerous collections. Prominent
scientists and explorers will appear as guests. Completed films
are expected to be released this fall.

Truman Brizee David E. Keesler
Asst. Sales Mgr.
News
for TV
Director
Telefile
(Continued from page 66)
from its Thursday 10:30-11 p.m.
period to reserve it exclusively for
special public service presentations.
Among recent productions was You
and the Atom Bomb, a series of
three programs, and two TV
forums on current subjects; all in
cooperation with the U. of Rochester.
Another series is being produced
in cooperation with the Rochester
Board of Education to acquaint
parents with the modern techniques
of the public school. First two
programs of the series were entitled "Reading Is Fun" and "Art
for Everbody." A similar series
is underway in cooperation with
the Monroe County Medical Society and other local groups.
Congressmen Featured
In Program
Featuring New Yoi-k State Congressmen in interviews and talks
filmed for the station in Washington and flown to Rochester ready
for showing is Let's Look at ConEffort has been extended to obgress. tain the maximum of live sportscasts. Events telecast include
trotting races from Hamburg,
N. Y., and local wrestling and softball games. Arrangements were
completed last week with the Rochester Red Wings (International
League) for televising 10 to 15 of
their home games this summer.
By the fall, the station hopes to
be adding morning programming.
It is already experimenting with
one-camera shows in the hope of
finding ways to cut production costs
and bring more live programs
within the reach of potential sponsors who are eager to get into early
program hours.
First live dramatic production
attempted was The Terrible Meek,
produced last Easter with a cast
TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
FOR
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205

Bob Turner
Armin N. Bende
Sports
Promotion-Publicit
Director Director
from the Genesee Valley Players
a western New York professions
group. Program Director Charle
Siverson obtained first TV right;
for this widely-known radio pla?
A successful and locally spor
sored origination
is the Weekem
station'
version
of Cinderella
with Ross Weller as the master c
ceremonies. Other local favorites
Bob Turner's Wednesday nigr
sports show; Ask the Kids, wit
Ralph Collier the m. c; Speak U}
discussion forum that has bee
aired continuously since Septembe;
1949.
Strong feature of the station
operation, according to WHAIV
TV, is the film department, mai,
aged by David Manning, a profe:
sional photographer. Mr. Mannin
and his two assistants ha\
complete laboratory and stud
facilities for screening and servi*
ing film and for making stillj
motion pictures, and copy art.
The AM-FM-TV Stromberj
Carlson operations are housed in
modern, $1 million Radio Cit
opened three years ago. The buih
ing has six studios, the large
with studio
a floor visitors.
space 44' xBut
48', alreac
seatir,
376
need for more operating space
WHAM-TV operates on Chann
apparent.
6 (72-88 mc) with 16.7 kw visuj
and 8.65 kw aural power. Und'l
the proposed FCC revised allocate
EXPERIENCED SALESMAN
AVAILABLE
For TV Sales to
Agencies, Stations
This man is not out of a job.
He simply wants to move on to
the kind of top-level opportunity that matches his caHe
is
currently
selling TV film
and
services.
pabilities.
Has well established contacts
with radio and television stations east of Kansas City.
Highest
fromin agencies andreferences
advertisers
New
York market where he has sold
spot radio and television for
over eight years.
Available on two weeks notice
to sell for a topflight company
that can use his know-how in
selling intangibles.
BOX 12K,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
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plan, the station would move to
Channel 5 (76-82 mc).
Its RCA transmitter is located
on Pinnacle Hill, a mile and a half
by direct line of sight from Rochester Radio City. Antenna height is
497 ft. above average terrain,
which the station says permits a
strong signal over all parts of
metropolitan Rochester and outlying areas.
How well this signal has been
received both as a commercial and
public
service operation in the
m
homes of Rochesterians is attested
by the estimated count of television receivers. When WHAM-TV
made its debut, there were some
1,200 sets in the area. As of May
f rigktl 1, the Electrical Assn. estimated
So plai 81,417 sets or approximately 37%
saturation of a potential 217,000
homes in the coverage area.

SEEBACH NAMED
By ATS Nominating Group
JULES
SEEBACH, program vice
-m
president of WOR - AM - FM - TV
New York, has been chosen as
candidate for president of the
sTarionLj
WHAM American Television Society for the
season by the ATS nomiat, ml 1951-52 nating
committee, normally tantai profe: 9]
mount to election. Other officially
Mannini proposed
officers for the coming
ta iawlj year are:
: sfoij Warren Caro, executive secretary,
W iOTl|i Theatre Guild, vice president; Claude
Dg sti Barrere, program representative, secy art.
retary; Arch Braunfeld, accountant,
rrombail: treasurer.
>osed in For the board of directors the committee proposed: F. Ralph MacFarland, division commercial manager,
AT&T; Glenn Gundell, director of adiargeji
vertising, National Dairy Products
,seat" Corp.; Carl Haverlin, president, BMI;
Eugene Katz, executive president, The
Katz Agency; George Shupert, vice
president, Paramount TV Productions; Chris J. Witting, general manager, DuMont TV Network; Jay Bonrw TTSI!
Und afield, executive vice president, RKO
Radio Pathe; John Fox, president,
Special Purpose Films; N. C. Rorabaugh, president, N. C. Rorabaugh
Co.; Caroline Burke, NBC-TV producer; Sig Mickelson, director of public affairs, CBS.
Election will be held June 15 with
induction of the new officers and
board members at a luncheon meeting June 18.
i job.
:r '".
(0-

m

ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913

loch

CREATORS and PRODUCERS
Ne"
rrorice
itpmH

of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:
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DAGMAR
SUIT
NBC-TV Star Is Sued
FORMAL SUIT for damages
against Dagmar (Jennie Lewis),
of NBC-TV's Broadway Open
House, begun in Chicago by Dagmar Blair, a burlesque queen, cannot be completed until the TV Dagmar visits Chicago and can be presented with a court summons. This
is expected to be within the next
few weeks, when she is scheduled
to make a personal appearance at
the Chicago Theatre.
Miss Blair brought suit in Chicago Superior Court for $50,000.
The owner of the Rialto Theatre,
Harold Minsky, also is suing for
an additional $25,000. Miss Blahcharges the television star has no
right to the name, as she was not
born with it and was given it by
Jerry Lester, Broadway Open
House comedian, whom Miss Blair
described as a "friend." Dagmar
Blair says she was born with Dagmar as her given name, and that
both her mother and grandmother
used it when appearing in vaudeville.
She charges Miss Lewis was
given the name Dagmar by Jerry
Lester because of her "slight resemblance" tothe burlesque dancer.
The latter, however, charges the
"dynamic medium of television"
raised Jennie Lewis to stardom
overnight and has caused the
dancer "great confusion, embarrassment and loss of bookings."
Mr. Minsky, who employed Dagmar
the dancer in Chicago recently, is
suing on the claim that attendance
is affected adversely by public
confusion.
Miss Blair, described as a standard show business attraction, has
appeared in night clubs, vaudeville
and burlesque throughout the country. She claims the name Dagmar
on a marquee "keeps the customers
away" because they think she is
the TV personality, "who is not as
pretty or talented."
SDG OFFICERS
De Lacy Heads TV Council
PHILLIPE DE LACY, KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles director, was elected
national president of the Television
Council of the Screen Directors
Guild of America at its annual
meeting in Hollywood.
George Cahan, KECA-TV Los
Angeles director, was made first
vice president, with Robert S.
Finkel, KECA-TV director, elected
second vice president. Elected
secretary was George Giroux, assistant director, KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles, with Arthur Thompson,
KECA-TV assistant director, named
treasurer. Messrs. De Lacy and
Cahan automatically become members of SDG's national board of
directors, representing TV.
Elected to the council's board of
directors were Joe Agnello, Robert
Breckner, Bruce Saterlee, James S.
Yurgaites, KTTV; Philip Booth,
KECA-TV; Gordon Minter, KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles; Seymour Berns,
J. Walter Thompson Co.
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CHICAGO National Bank was host to its five-a-week show, Austin Kiplinger's
News, when new bank quarters opened. L to r: G. J. Schnur, J. R. Pershall
Agency; Chuck Phillips, stn. dir.; Mr. Kiplinger, Robert D. Mathias, bank
pres., and Donald W. Krause, bank advertising mgr.

BARRY BINGHAM (I), pres., WHAS
Inc., Louisville, and Victor A. Sholis,
vice president and director, WHASAM-TV, taste first birthday anniversary cake of WHAS-TV. Station
marked milestone in March.

N. W. Ayer & Son, marking 10th year
in production of TV commercials,
opened exhibit in Philadelphia. L to
r: Donald R. Jones, motion picture
expert; Clarence L. Jordan, exec,
v. p., and Norman Tate, TV art dir.

DON BILLSTONE (I), McCann-Erickson acct. exec; Barbara Britton, film
star, and A. A. Dreyspool,Easter
Wamsutta
p., chat at rehearsal for firm's
Parade Mills'
over v.CBS-TV.
PLANNING for 10th annual NBC-Northwestern U. Summer Radio-TV Institute in Chicago are Arthur Jacobson, NBC Chicago TV pgm. mgr.; Homer
Heck, NBC Chicago radio pgm. prod, mgr.; Miss Judith Waller, NBC Chicago
dir. of public affairs and education, and Donley Feddersen, chairman of
radio-TV dept. at Northwestern's school of speech.

New Business
(Continued from page li)
RUSSELL Z. ELLER, advertising manager California Fruit Growers
Exchange (Sunkist oranges, lemons), elected president Advertising Club
of Los Angeles. He succeeds HAAN J. TYLER, manager KFI-TV Los
Angeles.
GLENN RAY, assistant general sales manager Pictsweet Inc., Mount
Vernon, Wash., named advertising and merchandising manager for
Langendorf United Bakeries, S. F.
HARRY ROGERS, advertising manager, Langendorf United Bakeries,
S. F., resigns. No successor named as yet.
LEE WENGER, advertising manager, Davidson & Licht Jewelry Co.,
Oakland, and E. Sugarman Inc., S. F., also named advertising manager,
Beauty Mart and Portigol's juvenile department store, both S. F.
Agency Beat
(Continued from page 11)
arettes), on three-month tour of Europe. He will tape record various
attractions while there for radio Series planned next fall.
ERIC W. COSTER, San Francisco Chronicle, to Pavia Agency, S. F.
JAMES D. FARRIS, account executive Caples Adv. Co., Omaha, and
KAY WILKINS, associate director of women's activities for Perfex
Co., Shenandoah, previously women's director KFAB Omaha, married
May 29.
BRISACHER, WHEELER
Hollywood.

& STAFF, L. A., moved to 1680 N. Vine St.,

MARK NAPIER, vice president J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd., Toronto,
elected chairman Canadian Advertising Research Foundation Inc., with
FRED S. AUGER, director of advertising Procter & Gamble of Canada,
Toronto, as vice chairman.
C. AUSTIN MOORE, sales and promotion manager CFNB Fredericton,
to radio director Imperial Adv. Ltd., Halifax.
WALTER ENGWER, general manager Toronto office Hutchins Advertising Co. of Canada Ltd., promoted to vice president of agency, not to
McKim Adv., Montreal, as reported in Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 28.
WEINBERG QUITS
Was ODM Special Assistant
RESIGNATION of Sidney J. Weinberg as special assistant in the Office of Defense Mobilization was accepted May 31 by Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson. Mr. Weinberg has agreed, however, to serve
in a consulting capacity.
Mr. Wilson commended Mr. Weinberg for his "exceptional help" in

launching the ODM and for "wide
and influential friendships" which
he said "were invaluable in inducing outstanding men to come to
Washington to work with us." Mr.
Weinberg, who came to Washington originally for a 90-day term of
service ending March 15, will return to private practice. Gen. Lucius Clay, who was appointed along
with Mr. Weinberg, had resigned
as special assistant earlier this
year.

WKOP

CRUSADE

Outlet Plugs Radio's Role
ANDREW JAREMA, general manager of WKOP Binghamton, N. Y.,
and Wally Buman, WKOP program
director, have shouldered a crusade
to promote radio listening.
The station has peppered listeners with spot announcements, keynoted
slogan,Radio
"Don'tIs Take
Radio by
For the
Granted.
Your
Best
Companion."
Minutes,
chainbreaks and participation spots are being utilized
whenever time permits.
Businesswise Bankers
(Continued from page 28)
minute news program at 6:50 a.m.
three mornings a week on WEEI.
The newscasts are made by Charles
Ashley, popular air personality in
Boston and New England communities. The early morning time
costs the Boston Federal $7,500
yearly out of its total advertising
budget of $14,000.
During much of the period
covered by the broadcasts, Edmond
F. Dagnino, vice president, has
been in charge of radio and other
advertising. Since Mr. Dagnino
is a former professional hockey
player with the Boston Hockey
Club, sports have played an important part in the radio format. More
recently supervision of advertising
has been in charge of Arthur A.
Perrin Jr., assistant treasurer and
secretary.
Often the broadcasts tie in facts
about the institution or call attention to its window displays which
also often feature the sports angle.
This year, for example, the WEEI
program : of April 16 carried this
message
This year the Braves celebrate
their 75th anniversary and the Red
Sox their 50th anniversary. To welcome home both teams, the Boston
Federal Savings has installed special
Red Sox and Braves window displays.
These interesting exhibits feature
player and team photographs and
baseball equipment. . . . When in
Boston, stop by and see these colorful
displays — and for savings or home
loans step into the Boston Federal. . . .
The Boston Federal's advertising
is handled by the Boston office of
Doremus & Co., which was one of
the first agencies to recommend
and place radio advertising for
banking and other financial institutions.
Hour has been
broadcast 10s New
yeareven
ing sforOnHomthe
FOR
e
10:15 10each
Federal Savings & Loan Assn. on
KVOO Tulsa. During that period
the assets of the company have risen from just over $6 million to
more than $28 million.
This year, in connection with
the tenth anniversary, President
Louis W. Brant of the savings and
loan firm wrote KVOO President
Gus Brandborg:
Fm sending you a copy of our
"News From Home" for I thought
that the graph on the front page
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would be of particular interest to
you. It charts the growth of Home
Federal over the past 10 years . . .
the 10 years, coincidentally, that we
have sponsored the 10 p.m. news on
your station.
We have told you many times how
valuable we feel the 10 o'clock news
program has been in building our
business. Of course, not all of the
people who become our customers,
either as savers or as borrowers,
mention specifically the media that
brought them to us. Many do, however, refer to the 10 o'clock news.
And most of the mail inquiries that
we receive can definitely be attributed
to this source. . . .
The 15-minute newscast is prepared by the KVOO news room
under the direction of News Editor
Ken Miller. While announcers
change, Ben Avery has been one of
the most frequent in recent months,
and Frank Muskrat has handled
the editing job for the station.
Beside KVOO, Home has used
an 8 a.m. news program on KTUL,
appropriately called News from
Home, and some one-minute film
spots on KOTV (TV) at 10 p.m.
Phyllis Edmonds, assistant vice
president in charge of public relations and advertising, summed up
her feeling about radio in the following statement:
We like radio newscasts. Because
they have universal appeal and reach
a large, general audience, we think
them particularly appropriate for our
business. Practically everyone — regardles of age, interests, and except
in a small percentage of cases, financial status — is a potential savings
account holder- We want to get our
story to all of them.
Too, broadcasts
we think is
thatwell
the adapted
"tone" of
news
to
financial institutions.
We like the identification of Home
Federal with a particular radio program, and have favored sponsored
programs for that reason. For instance, most folks who listen to the
10 o'clock news each evening on
KVOO refer to it as the Home Federal News rather than KVOO news.
One loyal listener even went so far
as to add "I won't even listen to
anybody else's news. . . .

ed its
Federal Savings chang
1937 when Wprcester
E
SINCname
and reorganized under a
federal instead of a state charter,
it has used radio as an important
part of the advertising budget.
At that time its resources
amounted to $12 million. Today
they are $60 million, an increase of

WALLOP.'
MARINETTE,

BROADCASTING
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REP. BY MEEKER
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393 f< . During the same period the
advertising budget has increased
nearly 400^ and radio has received
between 20 and 25% of the total.
The venture into radio was part
of a planned effort by the institution to humanize its customer relations. The firm lowered ceilings,
replaced marble with warm toned
plaster and even displayed fresh
flowers every day. To point up
and dramatize the idea they picked
WTAG to give the advertising a
personalized approach.
The first program was a Sunday
half-hour record series, The Country Church of Hollywood, complete
with choir, hymns, philosophy and
a "parson." The next year the
format was changed to an all-live
musical program, Melodies from
the Fireside, which used a well
known central New England vocal
group, the Mendelssohn Singers.
Instrumental and vocal soloists
were featured and the program followed a"House By the Side of the
Road Theme."
Moves Show
Another year saw another
change when the weekly half-hour
was moved from the WTAG studios
to Worcester Federal's own Friendship Room, a public room provided
free for club meetings and parties.
The title was streamlined to Fireside Melodies and the program
went network. WTAG is a basic
CBS station. The Revelers Quartet
and singer Margaret Daum commuted from New York each week
for tra
thewentprogram.
over from Rakov's
Boston. orchesAbout this time the institution
began a policy of broadcasting
"The Messiah" from Worcester's
4,000-seat Municipal Auditorium
each Christmas.
After the war began, Fireside
Melodies was abandoned but Worcester Federal continued a steady
spot schedule. In 1948 it returned
to a more personal approach with
10 announcements a week on
WTAG's Julie 'n' Johnnie participating morning show. Two spots
a
day
promoted housing plans
i which were
then going ahead full
:::tri i speed.
Example of results was when
one
man opened six new savings
sonant i

accounts of $1,250 each, one for
each member of the family. He
told President Raymond Harold
that he had been hearing the program and decided that was the
place to take his business.
In March 1950, the half-hour
Friendship Room Melodies, of handpicked recorded music went on the
air. The program features the
"Man from Friendship Room" who
gives an informal chat covering a
tremendous range of subjects. All
are carefully researched and include historical episodes, profiles of
Worcester industries, brief biographies, salutes to important service
organizations, promotion of health
and charity drives. The underlying
theme is always recognition by
Worcester Federal Savings of
things of importance to the people
it serves.
Johnny Dowell, the "Man from
Friendship Room," and also the
"Johnnie" of Julie 'n' Johnny transcribed all spots. The firm has
used every type of spot including
jingles, dramas, sound effects,
trade mark sounds, multi - voice
and of course plain live copy.
Worcester Federal's present
schedule calls for 21 spots a week
and the half-hour Friendship Room
show on Sunday. Ten of the spots
are on the participation morning
show and the others are adjacent
to Lowell Thomas and local news.
"We can trace a verifiable 25%
of our new accounts directly to our
overall advertising," says Al Graham, vice president in charge of
advertising. "We've never tried to
break down results from specific
media. But we certainly know that
radio has done and is doing a job."
While the institution's next step
depends on world conditions, the
radio schedule will certainly follow
the successful slogan of President
Harold: "Money talks . . . that's
why it should be on the air!"
Howard H. Bristol
HOWARD H. BRISTOL, 63, of
Naugatuck, Conn., president and
since 1930 chairman of the board
of the Bristol Co., Waterbury, manufacturer ofrecording instruments,
died June 2 in Waterbury Hospital.

market

is rich!

Distribution of Listening Koines
among stations . . .
WIOU . . . 67.0%
Latest Conlan Figures . . .
'4,210 8302,329,000"
RETAIL SALE SALES FOOD SALES
$181,967,000 #46/980,000
WIOU
HO. FOOB STORES
DRUG SALES
591
$6,539,000
FAH-tvl ft
NO- ORLtfc STOfttS
$6^071,0^/]
77
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KOKOMO, INDIANA
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Rep- Weed 5 Co.
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LANG-WORTH

CAMPAIGN
Firm to Aid Local AM

LANG-WOETH Feature Programs
Inc., New York, is conducting an
intensive campaign on behalf of all
L-W station customers to make local AM broadcasting more attractive to advertising agencies and
advertisers.
In a letter to all customer stations, C. 0. Langlois, L-W president, said: "It is not within our
province to sell time. We are neither authorized nor qualified for
the job.
"However, nobody should object
to our assisting in the sale of time
by devising ways and . means to
make local AM broadcasting more
attractive to advertising agencies
and advertisers."
Explains Drive
Mr. Langlois explained that his
corporation has embarked on an
aggressive campaign with national
and regional agencies to encourage
use of L-W special programs over
the customer stations.
The firm is pushing Rhythm
Rendezvous, starring Patti Page
and Ray Anthony; Cavalcade of
Music with D'Artega, and The Cote
Glee Club. Brochures on each of
WORKSHOP

PANELS

Industry Joins S. F. College
SAN FRANCISCO radio and television industry and San Francisco
State College teamed up May 25
for a first annual Radio Industry
Workshop on the college campus.
The daylong schedule included a
tour of the school's radio department, panel discussions and a banquet, with Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS
vice president and general manager
of KCBS San Francisco, as principal speaker.
One panel discussion on "What
should be included in the College
Radio Curriculum?" was conducted
by Stanley Breyer, commercial
manager of KJBS San Francisco;
Harold See, director of television
for KRON-TV San Francisco, and
Marvin Larson, business manager
of IBEW Local 202. A Second panel
study on "The Responsibilities of
Radio and Television" was devoted
(1) to education; (2) the minority
audience; (3) the development of
new talent, and (4) the community.
Session was conducted by Gayle
Grubb, general manager of KGOAM-TV San Francisco; Howard J.
Smiley, general manager of KSMO
San Mateo; Henry Leff, of AFRA,
and John Thompson, director of
news and special events for KNBC
San Francisco.
Dr. J. Paul Leonard, president of
the college, spoke briefly welcoming the industry representatives
and thanking them for their participation in the workshop. William
Pabst, general manager of KFRC
San Francisco responded on behalf
of the industry people.

Advertising

these are for sale at a nominal
price to nounced
stations.
L-W anthat it is And
preparing
an
Allan Jones Show to be promoted
next month.
To help in putting over the campaign, Mr. Langlois asked customer
stations for their cooperation.
"You can help," Mr. Langlois suggested to subscribers, "by writing
to those agencies whose clients
have distribution in your community. Tie in with the Lang-Worth
campaign.
"Tell them you are a Lang-Worth
subscriber and can make all of
these programs available to them
over your station. Tell them about
programs of your own invention
utilizing the Lang-Worth service."
The L-W president stated that
station cooperation was not only
asked but expected. "We will deliver the mass attack . . . it's up to
you and your representative to do
the sharp-shooting."
CHICAGO'S Central Church, which
pioneered religious broadcasts on
KYW in 1!>22, has resumed its radio
schedule. Interdenominational services are conducted in tower of Stevens
Hotel and aired weekly by WCFL,
Chicago Federation of Labor station.

KSWM
JOPLIN,
M O.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete
CBS service to the great
Joplin, Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
K.SWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C BS
in
JOPLIN,
MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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MARSHALL, curDR. ROY rentlyK.handling
The Nature of
Things, NBC-TV, and previously
director of Morehead Planetarium and
professor of astronomy at U. of North
Carolina, named educational director
of WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia. He
will continue his NBC program.
HARRY E. BATJM named program
director WSSB Durham, N. C. BOB
EVANS, program director WALD
Walterboro, S. C, to WSSB as announcer.
GORDON

GRANNIS, assistant promotion and publicity manager
KGO-AM-TV San
Francisco, promoted to promotion
and publicity manager. He replaces
MAURY BAKER
who joins BBDO,
S. F.. radio and
television department.
DAVE KEES, technical director
KPIX
(TV) San
promoted to production

Mr. Grannis
Francisco,
manager.

JACK SEBASTIAN appointed publicity director WCPO-TV Cincinnati.
BOB PUGH, publicity director CKFH
Toronto, named program director
MARGARET IMRIE appointed publicity director.
JOE GIRAND, WTHT Hartford,
Conn., awarded plaque from Lullaby
Club of Hartford for his children's
program, Songs and Stories.

THEY'RE
FROM
MILWAUKEE
and
THEY
TO

OUGHT

KNOW...

Renewed

Six One - Half

Hours Weekly for Another
Year with Ernie "The Whip"
. . . Another Proof that
WMRY Sells Goods in
IS eiv Orleans'
Negro Market.
"THE

SEPIA

Vast

STATION"

WMRY
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
600 KC
John E. Pearson, Nat l Rep.
THE ONE DIRECT APPROACH TO NEW
ORLEANS' LARGEST MAJOR MARKET
Page 84
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NORMA SHEARER, continuity writer
WCKY Cincinnati, resigns. JANICE
GORDON, new to radio, to WCKY
continuity department.

air-casters

REGINA BESS, assistant promotion
director and radio copywriter for
Wiebolt Stores Inc., Chicago, to
KCBQ San Diego as head of new promotion and merchanising department.
LEA SHEPP, WNBW (TV) Washingfilm editor. LEE ADLER ton,
is appointed
his assistant.
BILL RODDY, KNBC San Francisco
announcer, returns to U.S. Maritime
Service as radio operator. PHIL
WALKER, KNBC relief announcer,
succeeds Mr. Roddy.
ROBERT C. MICHEL, announcer
WSYR Syracuse, recalled to active
duty in Navy.
BILL SHOMETTE, program director
WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, in Mexico
City last week covering meeting of
International Federation of Agricultural Producers.
MARJORIE PRICE, women's program
director WILM Wilmington, Del., to
WFIL-TV Philadelphia as "Peggy
Towne" on women's program What's
Cooking.
MARY F. GRAHAM, CKY Winnipeg,
to attend International Advertising
Conference, London, England, July
7-13, as one of ten Canadian delegates.
JOHN DUFFY, formerly with Progressive Broadcasting System, Hollywood, to KSFO San Francisco announcing staff.
DON SIMS, producer CBC Toronto,
resigns to move to Rochester, Minn.,
where his child is being treated at
Mayo Clinic.
"FOREMAN BILL" (Bill Mackintosh),
disc jockey-composer, to Lincoln Dellar stations (KXOA Sacramento,
KXOB Stockton, KXOC Chico and
KDB Santa Barbara).
NARCELLA C. KEUCHLE, pianist
and actress, to WTAG Worcester,
Mass., as special program assistant.
NANCY GRAHAM, formerly of CJOR
Toronto and freelance at Toronto, to
announce staff of CFCF Montreal.
DICK EWART, singer, signed as featured vocalist with Hoffman Hay ride
on KGO-TV San Francisco. Mr. Ewart
was named permanent member after
winning five weeks' competition in
"Sing Down" contest.
DON MASON, CKEY Toronto announcer, to CKOY Ottawa.
DWIGHT COOKE of CBS' People's
Platform, Cross-Section USA, and You
and the World, to Lisbon, Portugal,
where he will broadcast series of special survey programs covering Portugal's economic
and politicalChamber
conditions,of
and attend
International
Commerce convention.
BARBARA McKNIGHT, Santa Rosa
Junior College, to KCBS San Francisco script department.
WAYNE KEARL, public service editor
KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake City, appointed stations' promotion manager,
replacing SHERRIL W. TAYLOR,
appointed sales promotion manager
for KNX Los Angeles and Columbia
Pacific Network.

PAUL KANE, WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
named senior producer and studio
production supervisor. ED SARROW
named senior producer. KEN CALFEE
promoted to director, and HARVEY
JEROME and FRED WHEECEHAN
become assistant directors. DICK
LUSHER and ALLEN HOLMES added
to camera crew- KENN SMITH
named staff projectionist.
CLIFFORD ST. JAMES, disc jockey
WVET Rochester,
N. Y., and WTMA
Charleston, S. C-,
to KWK St. Louis
as announcer.
GORDON DERMAN,
J. program
ALmanager WAGE
Syracuse and radio
and theatre producer, to WHEN
•(TV) Syracuse as
Mr. St. James
production
m a nager
in charge
of
all program functions and studio
operations.
PHIL WILSON, announcer-disc jockey
WNOR Norfolk, Va., to WLEE Richmond as announcer-disc jockey.
VIC ROWLAND, ABC publicity department, named acting head of network's Western Division publicity
department during absence of JERRY
ROSS, called into Air Force.
BOBBIE FRANCIS replaces
LIENE WEBER, resigned, in
department WIND Chicago.
Francis
library. was transferred from

DARtraffic
Miss
music

NORMAN McBAIN, CBM Montreal,
and NORMAN W. EAVES, CBH Halifax, going to Korea to tape record
interviews and actualities of Canadian troops in the Korean War for
CBC
JACK YOUNGS, commercial photographer, to WNHC-TV New Haven
in promotion and merchandising department.
TED MOORE, WDLB Marshfield,
Wis., to KTRI Sioux City, Iowa, as
sports director.

HAZEL MARKEL,
MBSU. women's
commentator, presented
S. Treasury
Dept.'s Liberty Bell Award for ". . . .
splendid service given in the promotion of U. S. defense bonds."
GERALD
LEWIS, WCSH Portland,
Me., announcer, and Joan Steinberg j
married June 6.
PAT McCARRIE, "shopper" for Gim-'
hel TV and
Shopper,
Mil-'
waukee,
WilliamWTMJ-TV
Manzer, married June 4.
FRANK
TAYLOR,
WCKY
disc jockey,
and Helen
Todd Cincinnati"
of Maysville, Ky., married June 3.
JEAN
COLBERT,
director ofandwomen's
activities
WTIC Hartford,
James
M. Cleminshaw married.
HOWARD MILLER, WIND Chicago
announcer, and Barbara Spindler
married May 19.
BLOYCE (Blue) WRIGHT, KGO-TV x
San
program
father Francisco
of girl, Martha
Nell. director,^"
FRED GADETTE, KPIX (TV) San
Francisco production staff, father of*
girl, Jill.
PAUL BARNETT, announcer WGCM't1
Gulfport, Ben.
Miss., father of boy, Daniel1}*
Andrew

RALPH MANZA, comedian on Del Bl
Courtney Show, KPIX (TV) San Fran-;
cisco, and independent producer, father
of girl, Cvnthia.
Mi
STANLEY NOONAN, KCBS San Fran- 01
cisco singer, father of boy, Timothy, xWallace.
j.gr<
eeti
RAY MITCHELL, announcer WNBW
(TV) Washington, father of girl,
Nancy Jean.
Dei
DON
OTIS,
Hollywood
disc
m.c,
father of girl.

A/euri
BOB REDEEN, news director WOCAM-TV Davenport, Iowa, to International Broadcasting Div. of State
Dept. (Voice of America), Washing- ;t\
ton. BOB FRANK, news staff WOC-ifi.
AM-TV, named stations' news direc-;fw
tor.
JOHN
WILBERT,
N. J., named
news
MERLIN (Scoop)
Orleans raconteur
paper editor and

WTTM Trenton,?'
editor.
KENNEDY, Newl,
and former news- L
author, to report L

WMH
means

MILWAUKEE

REPRESENTED

BY

FORJOE
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ews from European capitals for
NOE New Orleans, Wednesday,
15-9:30 p.m.
AUL HILLEN, evening sports writer
CKY Cincinnati, leaves station to
ejoin Army. FRANK J. REILLY,
ewsman, to WCKY as replacementRAYMOND SWING, LBS, to Voice
[f America as advisor and commentabr.
HAD LASSITER, WDXI Jackson and
KrQXI Atlanta, to KNEA Jonesboro,
jirk., as director of news and special
.'vents.
DORIAN ST. GEORGE, newscaster,
\d his Headline News, replaces EDVIN C. HILL news program, ABC,
(.jlon.-Fri., 7 p.m.
I. V. KALTENBORN, NBC commen£:tor, leaves N. Y. by plane June 12
i r trip around world to gather inormation for broadcasts to be reumed for Pure Oil Co. on Sept. 17.
IICHARD HARKNESS to substitute
r Mr. Kaltenborn while he is away.
;LMER DAVIS, ABC, cited for outtanding journalism during 1950 by
National Headliner Club. He was
rtly commentator so honored by
,roup.
EDRIC ADAMS, WCCO Minneapolis
nd CBS commentator and columnist,
ne of four persons to receive MinJdel capolis Awards at annual meeting
f city's Chamber of Commerce for
publicity he has brought Minneapolis
trough his radio work. . . ." He
lso was made unofficial -Good Will"
Hinbassador for Minneapolis.
RED VANDEVENTER, newscaster
,"OR
to receive
honorary
RoctorNewof York,
Business
Administration
tgree from Lawrence Institute of
echnology, Detroit, June 12.
. H. SHACKFORD, United Press
eneral European news manager,
ected president of Assn. of Ameran Correspondents in London. He
aceeeds FRED PANDERSCHMIDT
[ Newsweek. Others elected include
OWARD K. SMITH, CBS, vice present; ROMNEY WHEELER, NBC,
?cretary,
and
FREDERICK B.
woe- PPER, ABC, to executive commitENRY (Hank) WEAVER, ABC Holwood radio-TV special events and
ee^swscaster, elected to board of di:ctors Greater Los Angeles Press
Iub.
|ILLARD SHADEL, CBS WashingJm newscaster, in Hollywood to
oadcast Columbia Pacific The World
\oday and continue his network series
>m West Coast during four weeks

mm I t
BIG YEAR ahead predicted A. E. Joselyn, (I) CBS Hollywood director of operations, when on June 1 he assumed for a second term the presidency of
Southern California Broadcasters Assn. He is talking to (I to r) William J.
Beaton, SCBA past president and general manager of KWKW Pasadena; Gene
W. Lee, association vice president and general manager KFXM San Bernardino; Cliff Gill, general manager KFMV Hollywood and secretary-treasurer
of the trade group.

AUTO

RADIO

HABITS
WGAR Reports on County Owners, Listeners

WGAR

Cleveland last week announced the results of a survey
embracing a "distinctive listening
audience which is big, exclusive,
largely
adult and
exclusively radios.
radio"
—the owners
of automobile
The study is the first in a series
of reports on the out-of-home audience, which the station claims is
"much too big" to be classified as
merely "bonus," and covers daytime auto listening in Cuyahoga
County, home area of Cleveland.
According to the survey, 81 out
of every 100 autos in the county
have auto receivers which are kept
on 74% of the time they are being
driven. The station projected the
auto survey to existing surveys and
came up with its own claim of
411,708 daily individual listening
half-hours in the period 7 a.m.7 p.m.
Other findings by WGAR: (1)
51% of auto radios are turned on
one hour or less, the remainder for
more than an hour; (2) music,
news, sports, variety and drama
are preferred fare, in that order;
(3) each car has an average of 1.6
passengers; (4) 70% spend two

U U yet

0

MS

(see front cover)

CHICAGO

Clear Channel Home of the National
•ROADCAST1NG

• Telecasting

7

hours or less in their cars daily,
30% over two hours.
Calling on the Traffic Engineers
Dept., City of Cleveland and Cleveland Auto Club for figures,
WGAR's study checked over 6,280
automobiles in 64 different locations for percentage of car radios
and passengers per vehicle. In
addition, it mailed 4,278 postcards
to drivers at these locations requesting data on driving hours,
use of radios and program preferences. Cards mentioned no stations
by call letters, WGAR said.
In distributing the findings,
WGAR concluded that "for the first
time in the history of radio in the
Greater Cleveland area, an advertiser, agency or any interested
person can determine with reasonable accuracy the total daytime
automobile radio listening audi-

SOVIET RADIO
Reds Increase Programming
SOVIET RUSSIA has increased
its foreign radio output for the
coming summer 25% over a year
ago, despite the current cost of its
radio jamming operations, according to the State Dept.
Radio Moscow has doubled its
schedule for English language programs to North America and German language services in recent
months, the State Dept. said. Output to both the United Kingdom
and to France, as well as to Latin
America, also has been increased.
The Kremlin apparently is satisfied with its programming to satellite countries, having increased
only its transmission of Hungarian
language programs.
BMI

Clinic

BROADCAST MUSIC Inc. will
stage an all-day clinic in Hollywood
July 31. Similar to those held this
spring for state broadcaster associations in the South and Midwest,
it will feature six outstanding
broadcasters and agency men from
eastern cities. Both sales and program aspects of broadcasting will
be on the agenda. Southern California Broadcasters Assn. will host
the conference.

... stay tuned to KROD because
on 600 they hear such stellar CBS
programs as Jack Benny, Lux Radio
Theater, Arthur Godfrey, Edgar Bergen, Amos cV Andy, Bing Crosby and
others that are popular with young
and old alike . . . KROD is your
radio buy in the El Paso Southwest.

Cites National Average
The 81% figure — representing
5,079
ence."out of 6,284 autos checked—
is actually "higher than the national average of 68 % based on
passenger automobile and automobile radio manufacturers' figures,"
according to WGAR. Drivers have
a selection of eight local stations,
it noted.
The postcard survey asked three
questions: How many hours do you
spend in your car daily? Howmany hours is your car radio
turned on? What type of programs do you like to hear on your
car radio? Total of 452 respondents— or 10 % — had fiTed in the
queries. Study was conducted last
April.
AMERICAN FEDERATION of Radio
Artists, Los Angeles chapter, holds
its third annual frolic June 28 at the
Los Angeles Breakfast Club. Proceeds from affair
and Benefit
Fund. go into union's Sick

CBS
Affiliate
600 on Your Dial
50QO WATTS
Southwest Network
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice President & Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
THE O. L. TAYLOR CO.

Reach This Rich Market
Through Your Southwestern Salesman
June 11, 1951
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YOUTH
Texan Protests via Radio
EVERY U. S. Senator and Representative was urged by Jap Lucas,
operating the Jap Lucas Hardware
Store in Athens, Tex., to listen to
two broadcasts on WOL Washington, June 6-7, 8:30-45 p.m.
Mr. Lucas bought the two quarter-hours to broadcast arguments
against the Federal Reserve
Board's Regulation W, which curtails retail credit. He sent WOL
tape recordings in which he explains his objections to the regulation.
A former state legislator, Mr.
Lucas was credited with inducing
Congress to modify price regulations after testifying at length before a special small business subcommittee. He paid card rates for
WOL Class A time. The House
Banking & Currency Committee is
currently considering legislation
covering the whole credit picture.
Radio-TV Scrutinized
RADIO and television, along with
motion pictures and legitimate
theatre
programs,
are
scheduled children's
to come under
exhaustive
scrutiny at the seventh annual
Children's Theatre Conference of
the American Educational Theatre
Assn., to be held on the U. of
California Los Angeles campus
July 25-28. A three-day workshop
study follows the conference.
Theme is "The Impact of Mass
Media on the Child Audience."
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market

All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50.000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
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KTUC Tucson, for its client, American Vitamin Assn., recreated a baseball
game in a window of a downtown drug store. The station reported that it
was a success and that several thousand persons saw the broadcast. In
action are KTUC employes (I to r) Pete Tufts, Stan Norman, Bud Murphy
and Mac Matheson.

'VOICE' CRITIQUE

Growing Too Fast, But Improving

THE VOICE of America has shown
marked improvement in raising
"the general level of competence,
loyalty sonnel,
andbut thecharacter"
of its radio
perU. S. overseas
arm
grown "too
too infast"
and ishasspreading
itselfbigthin
the
propaganda war abroad.
These were a few of the plums
and prunes handed out in a summary of a study prepared for the
Council of State Chambers of Commerce comprising 33 state groups.
Study wasdirector,
made Alvin
by theA. council's
research
Burger.
Noting Congressional action under which Voice appropriations for
new facilities were cut 90% — President Truman signed the supplemental June 2 — the study laid, this
and other State Dept. difficulties to
numerous criticisms on Capitol
Hill.
'Inept Handling'
"The Voice has too often been
the victim of inept handling, ideological ax-grinding and attempts
by zealots to innate and twist it
into something Congress never intended it should be," the council
declared. Additionally, it said,
rapid expansion can actually retard progress in that efforts are
concentrated on global coverage
and the "essential job" in selected
strategic countries may suffer.
The American "Truth Campaign" may last several years barring full scale war, it noted. Meanwhile, the Voice should measure its
techniques and results against
those of Radio Free Europe and
World-Wide Broadcasting Foundation, which operate at a small fraction of VOA's budget. World-Wide
(WRUL Boston) is headed by
Walter S. Lemmon.

shortwave broadcast facilities and
other phases of VOA operation
would be explored under a proposal sponsored by Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.) and now laying dormant within the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
Using a recent New York Times
editorial on the Voice as a peg,
Sen. Benton May 31 prodded the
committee to take up, upon completion of the MacArthur hearings, his
resolution for a fresh inquiry into
Voice of America operations. He
added that hearings are "urgently
Under the Benton proposal, introduced earlier this year, the
needed."
group would review the effectiveness and progress of shortwave
broadcasts and the possibility of
divorcing the VOA from the State
Dept. Sen. Benton had speculated
on the possible creation of an independent agency, "wholly-owned"
government corporation, or a Communications Psychological Strategy

SHOWS

Stations Report Activit
%
TOTAL of 198 out of 875 radi
and TV stations responding t m
questionnaires currently are airin m
youth discussion or forum pre m
grams, with the majority havin
initiated program series since tb
formation of the Junior Tow
Meeting League in 1944.
irj
This information was compile
by the Evaluation Committee
the Junior Town Meeting Leagui
on the basis of questionnaires serfl
to stations, school administratoi jHi
and league members.
The breakdown showed 188 prep
«]
grams on radio and eight on tel< I avi
OP:
vision, with 133 originating ioliK
studios and 50 in school aud *
toriums.
Stations replied the
origin of the programs was dii
in large measure to league activ
ties.
In its report the committee e:
pressed belief that stations wei
influenced by schools in some case-:
and that in others the league ha
failed to reach stations directl;
It suggested the league launch [gii
program to stimulate interest i
youth
and
pointingdiscussions
out that on500radio
of the
3,31 'C
stations queried had requested ii
formation.
In another category school a<
ministrators reported that the
institutions are using 148 present;
tions on radio and five on telev^ ;
sion, in addition to those in clasL' I
rooms and auditoriums.

4PIL
Board [Broadcasting • Telecasts e p
ing, Feb. 26].
On the House side, Rep. Eugei
J. McCarthy
(D-Minn.) insert*
in the Congressional Record a b
lined article by his colleague, Re
Fred Marshall (D-Minn.) , conten d:
ing that "the increased attacks cfMt
the Voice of America programs 1
the Soviet and satellite press speal
for the effectiveness" of the Cari;
paign
article
wj-k
publishedof Truth.
in the TheSauk
Centijti
Minn., Herald April 5.
Mr. Truman's signature on tl,},,
supplemental funds bill assured t!
Voice of an additional $9,533,9;
for the completion of seven broa|
cast transmitters already begun.

The question of "maximum utilization" of overseas medium and
BROADCASTING

iFTERNOON MYSTERIES
JMO Cleveland carrying two
rtivitjBlf-hour mystery programs 2-3
[m. across-the-board. Station of?ring local spots and participaurn ons in commercial allowance por" ons, in addition to full half -hour
:onsorship. Plan established by
■ave Baylor, WJMO manager, in
)operation with Charles Michelsn Inc., New York
ATURATION CAMPAIGN
FBR Baltimore, Gwynn Oak Hoewn, Saturday night, sponsored
y Gwynn Oak amusement park,
rogram — one phase of what is rerted as most extensive radio
impaign signed with any Balti)re amusement park — features
.. lainsmen, hillbilly group, and
•al talent show. Park also running
was dntavy daily spot schedule. Picnic for
-teners, expected to attract thouinds of families, planned for July
- i, when Club 1300 originates from
. irk plus day-long entertainment
- id contests.
OPE'S BEATIFICATION
'HOM
New York,beatification
June 3, 1:30-3of
m., broadcast
'
T
and :pe Piux X, first Pope to receive
eh honors in 279 years, directly
om Saint Peter's Square in Rome,
ith running commentary in Eng|h. Highlights of ceremony were
broadcast 3:30-4 p.m. same day.
ranfcJI
m > m
V SHOPPING SHOW
: iii.
[NG-TV Seattle, Shopping the
developed and produced by
;te Lyman, 4-4:30 p.m. Monday,
fe participating sponsors,
lunched by, and starring, Seattle
vertising agency executive, show
independent venture with format
luding telephone quiz and merchandise prizes, five-minute interw featuring "People You'd Like
Bd iMeet
We Think," and commerIs bv —demonstration.
S5 3W*
eCaijr,EART DISEASE FILM
BLIC HEALTH Service, Fed^Plal Security Agency, Report on
? Living, 27-minute documentary
Sn produced for television. "WritIji with the camera," film tells
j>ry of dramatic recovery of
*<|cky
Wood, 10,
acute Film
case
rheumatic
heartfrom
disease.

immediate

programs

promotion

discusses research in rheumatic
fever and rheumatic heart disease.
No professional actors used in film,
made at La Rabida Jackson Park
Sanitarium, where Dicky was patient, and at his home during convalescence. Parts were "played"
by Dicky's family and playmates,
family physician and hospital doctors. First showing to be on DuMont network tomorrow (June 12)
on Johns Hopkins Science Review,
8:30 p.m. EDT.
•— • — •
■
COLLECTOR'S ITEM
KMOX St. Louis, Mo., sends trade
and advertisers sky-blue folder with
cover showing several kinds of
butterflies and caption, "Don't let
'em get away." First inside page
reveals eager collector peering at
opposite page with wording "This
summer collect . . ." and next pages
have picture of collectors examining §100 bill under magnifying
glass in exhibit case with butterflies. Copy says KMOX area is
good place to "collect sales . . .
collect listeners, too," and gives
details of audience, market facts,
station coverage and other data.
SERVICEMEN INTERVIEWED
RADIO BRANCH, Public Information Office, Fort Jackson, S. C,
preparing upon request of stations
individual series of tape-recorded
interviews with servicemen from
areas served by stations. Available in five, 10 or 15 minute tapes,
or in one to three minute periods
for insertion in newscasts, interviews are informal, spontaneous
chats with men, frequently recorded in training areas where simulated battle sounds are heard. Programs may be sponsored, with few
necessary restrictions, according to
Pvt. Ed Capral, producer of series.
LOW HOTEL RATES
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., sending
letter to all operating TV stations
and 1,800 advertising agency per-

revenue

produced

ith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the

I broadcasting industry
A

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

OADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General

• Telecasting

Manager

premiums
sonnel inviting recipients to spend
vacation at modern, luxurious
Miami Beach hotel during summer
vacation, at greatly reduced rates.
Station will service requests for
reservations.

ALTHOUGH recovering from serious
injuries received when his car overturned after a tire blow-out, Ed
Slusarczyk, farm director WIBX
Utico, N. Y., continues broadcasting
his Monday through Saturday 5-7
a.m. program from his bed at his
farm home in Remsen, N. Y. As if
his broadcasting activity weren't
enough, Mr. Slusarczyk, who is director of civil defense for Oneida
County, received permission from his
doctor to be transported to "Operation Utica" atomic test, and with
car radio kept in close contact with
every phase of operation.
*— * — *
TIGER WIVES
WJBK-TV Detroit, Tiger Wives,
sponsored by People's Outfitting
Co. Emcee Joe Gentile presents interviews and little-known stories
about Detroit baseball players and
their families.
TELECAST SERVICES
WSB-TV Atlanta, Sunday morning, telecasting service from local
church. Different services telecast
each week, with cooperation of Atlanta Christian Council. Station
reports it is first time regular series of Sunday services have been
telecast.
-• — • — •LEGISLATURE AIRED
CKRM Regina, and other Saskatchewan stations, carrying legislative activities of provincial legislature for six weeks each session,
with about 90 minutes' of debates
being aired five days a week. ProFurther ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

gram sponsored by Saskatchewan
government. Broadcasts recorded
by CKRM, carried by some stations
on a delayed basis in evenings.
Broadcasts are packed with meatiest legislation and resulting debate, and experience has shown a
tendency toward shorter legislative
sessions resulting from greater
consciousness in capitalizing on
broadcast time. Audience surveys
show high listenership, ranging up
to 65 % of available audience.
PROMOTES SHOW, SINGER
KTUL Tulsa, Okla., used mystery
singer idea to hypo interest in
Tulsa Charity Horse Show, remove
"society
stigma"younger
from publicity and page
introduce
sister
of Patti Page, Peggy Fowler.
Wearing mask at show, Miss Fowler sang selections, then 20,000
horse show visitors guessed at
identity with winners to draw for
new car.
FLYING STRAW HATS
KFOR Lincoln, Neb., supervised
elaborate straw hat week and
Armed Forces Day promotion.
First, after making necessary arrangements, station announced old
straw hat would admit listeners to
any local theatre. Next, merchants
furnished old straw hats and certificate for new hats, and station
furnished promotion. On Armed
Forces was
Day,aired
Bob Johnson's
Clock
from planeMusical
flying
(Continued on page 93)

LANG-WORTH
FK AT IRE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
.UiV.tSc Calibre Programs at Cecal Station Cost
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AFRA May Represent Them
AFRA's attempt to represent salesmen along with announcer-control
board operators and certain clerical
help in separate bargaining units at
WFPG-AM-FM Atlantic City, N. J.,
received the blessing of the National Labor Relations Board in a
decision handed down last Wednesday.
The board directed elections
among those employes — but excluding the program director and continuity-traffic supervisor — within 30
days to determine whether AFRA
(affiliated with Associated Actors
and Artists of America, AFL
Disaster Grants
FIRST authorizations in the new
Disaster Communications Service
were announced by FCC last week
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 28]. The first two disaster
stations are KMAA2, issued to the
City of Santa Cruz, Calif., and
KOAA2, licensed to Paul A. Hodges, chief of radio communications
for Maricopa County civil defense,
Phoenix, Ariz. The Santa Cruz license covers use of one fixed station, 10 portable and four mobile
units, based at police department
headquarters. The Phoenix license
covers one fixed station, 19 portable
and 28 mobile units. Disaster stations are assigned in the 1750-1800
kc band.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING

union) would represent them.
WFPG-AM-FM is licensed to the
Neptune Broadcasting Co.
NLRB rejected the petition to include salesmen and office clericals
in one unit with announcers and
board specialists, claiming it
"clearly does not conform to the
well-established bargaining pattern
in the radio broadcasting industry."
Separate units were directed. But
it held, in the case of news broadcasters, interviewers and other
specialists, that their "interests and
duties are sufficiently similar" to
those
erators.of announcers and board opKPFA(FM) RETURNS
Listeners Give Support
KPFA (FM) Berkeley, Calif., a
listener-sponsored FM station that
folded for lack of finances nine
months ago, is back on the air with
a stronger voice, a new bank account and high hopes that the
enterprise can now continue successfully.
A committee of 300 volunteers
has been soliciting funds from listeners and San Francisco Bay area
residents interested in the station's
program policies ever since the
enterprise stopped operations last
September. They raised $34,000
and a new 16 kw transmitter in
the Berkeley hills.
General Manager Lewis Hill, a
former Washington newscaster,
said that if the station can get as
much support from listeners in its
new expanded broadcast range as
it did from its former limited audience it will have sufficient funds
to maintain operation.

ORDER

HEARING

On KCIJ Transfer Request
THE FCC has ordered hearings on
an application for transfer of KCIJ
Shreveport, La!, from Southland
Broadcasting Co. to Frequency
Broadcasting Co. The hearings will
be held in New Orleans July 23.
Issues to be considered in the
hearing are the methods of financing of Southland Broadcasting and
"full information as to all contracts,
agreements
or understandings"
between Southland
and Frequency
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by com*
binma wnits in rich Mggne- v
corder cabinets.

ft f?mw2V7km
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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Broadcasting Co. respecting construction and operation of KCIJ.
The Commission order states that
the hearings
willtheattempt
"to determine whether
public interest,
convenience and necessity would be
served
of the atapplication.
Also tobybegrant"
considered
the same

FCC

actions
JUNE 1 THROUGH

JUNE 7

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
lint-unlimited hoar
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization CG
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfer
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of nei
station and transfer applications.
June 1 Decisions
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Extensions Granted
Granted
temporarystations
extensions
of licenses to following
for period
ending Sept. 1:
KPIX-TV San Francisco; WISR-FM
Butler, Pa.; WFPL Louisville, Ky., and
TV
area pickup
Chicago.KA-3429 (Balaban & Katz)
June 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 940 kc
WINZ Hollywood, Fla.— Mod. CP to
change hours operation, power etc. to
increase
power10 from
kw-D 1 kw-Nto
to
50 kw-D
kw-N50 AMENDED
change location from Hollywood, Fla.
to Hollywood-Miami, Fla.
AM— 1420 kc
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn.— CP to change
from 730 kc 250 w D to 580 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N DA-DN and change trans,
location AMENDED to change from
580 kc to 1420 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N etc.,
omitting trans, location change.
Renewal of License
Following stations request renewal
of license: WHBB Selma, Ala.; WHOB
Gardner, Mass.; WJBK Detroit, Mich.;
WICY
Malone,
Y.; WMGW
Meadville, Pa.;
WCVA N.Culpeper,
Va.; WBOE
Cleveland, Ohio; KRVM Eugene, Ore.
Modification of CP
WJWL-FM Georgetown, Del.— Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion date.
WLBJ-FM Bowling Green, Ky.— Mod.
CP authorizing changes in FM station
for extension of completion date.
Springville, N.FM Y.—station
Mod.
CPWSPE
new (FM)
non-commercial
for extension of completion date.
CP to Replace CP
WJKO-FM Springfield, Mass. — CP to
replace CP authorizing new FM station.
CP to Change ERP
WRHI-FM Rock Hill, S. C— CP to
change ERP from 9.4 kw to 2.15 kw.
June 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KILA
Hilo,
new AM station.Hawaii — License for CP
KNAL Victoria, Tex.— License for
CP to change hours operation and install DA-N.Modification of CP
WABA Aquadilla, P.R — Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
AM— 1440 kc
KDNT Denton, Tex. — CP to change
from 1450 kc 250 w to 1440 kc 1 kw-D

500 w-N DA-N and install new trans.
CP to increase ERP
Portland,
Ore. — ERP
CP tofrom
chang1
FMKPFM
station
to increase
kw to 3.33 kw, ant. height to 904 f
and change ant. system.
Renewal of License
Following stations request licens
renewal: KDRS Paragould, Ark
WMJM Cordele, Ga.; KRUS Rustoi
La.; WOLF Syracuse, N. Y.; WFL
Fayetteville, N. C, KNEL Brady, Te:
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Following
applications
licenseAlart
newal RETURNED:
WTBFfor Troy,
KSYC Yreka, Calif.
WZOB Ft. Payne, Ala. — RETURNE
application
assignment of licen:to
Glenn M. forGravitt.
KEVA Shamrock, Tex. — RETURNE
application
for assignment of licens
to
new partnership.
June 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1570
Latrobe, Pa. — Clearfield Bcstrs. In
application for CP on 1480 kc 500 w J
AMENDED to change from 1480 kc 1
1570 kc 250 w D and change type tranModification of CP
WLCS-FM Baton Rouge, La.-Moi
CP new FM station for extension <
completion date.
KRMD-FM Shreveport, La.— Mod. C
new FM station to change ERP an
ant. height.
June 6 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Designated for Hearing
Don H.for Martin,
Ind. — D<]
signated
hearing Salem,
in Washington
application
for
new
station
on
250 w D; made WINN Louisville,1220K>1
party to proceeding.
Authority Granted
WCBC-FM Anderson, Ind. — Grante
authority to remain silent for 60 da: j
from May 30 on condition that statio
maintains and operates obstruction
lighting
equipment
on ant. structure iP
accordance
with rules.
A
Extension Granted T
College
Station, Tex.—
edWTAW
extension
of authority
for 30Gran
da: |
from
May
31
to
operate
with
reduce
power of 700 w, pending repairs.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. E. M. Webster
Brazoria Bcstg. Co., Freeport, Tex.- 1
Granted motion in behalf of Brazor
Bcstg. Co. to take depositions on Jui
7, in Angelton, Tex.
Brazosport Bcstg. Co., Freeport, Te
— Granted motion in behalf of Braz'

hearing
is Southland's
for a license
for KCIJ. application
BOARD of directors of Phileo Corp.
has declared regular quarterly dividend of 40 cents per share on company's common
12 to holders
of stock
record payable
June 4. June
Also
declared was regular quarterly dividend of 93% ce-nts per share on preferred stock, 3%% Series A, payable
July 1 to shareholders of record
June 15.

COMMERCIAL
Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

RADIO

f

MONITORING COMPANY k
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Me

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE* '

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
E . C . PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

— '*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

THE WES TURNER GO.
// years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
9918 E. Camino Real
DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
..:(
-ft I
oort Bcstg. Co. to take depositions on
une 8 in Freeport. Texas.
WGBA Columbus, Ga— Granted petiion for continuance of hearing in proeeding upon application from June 12
o July 12 in Columbus.
KFSA Ft. Smith, Ark.— Granted petiion for extension of time to June 18
n which to file exceptions to initial
ecision released in proceeding upon
pplication.
KXLA Pasadena, Calif, and FCC Genral Counsel — Granted petitions reuesting that transcript of hearing in
roceeding re application for mod. liense and re order to show cause
irected to KXLA be corrected so as
) incorporate therein various changes
st forth in their petitions.
ROADCASTING

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidavs, Lorkwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

By Examiner James D. Cunningham
KWBR
petition forOakland,
leave to Calif.—
amendGranted
application,
so as to furnish current populations
within areas involved in proposal, together with detailed information concerning siteavailaproblem
bility of another involved,
suitable nonsite,
and agreement
to
adjust
any arise
reasonable complaints which might
by
virtue of blanket arfa interference; removed from hearing docket.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Robert C. Crabb, Los Angeles, Calif.
— Granted petition for extension of
time to July 2, to file proposed findings
and conclusions in proceeding upon his
application
and that of Telanserphone
Inc., Los Angeles.

WELS
N. C—
petition for Kinston,
continuance
of Granted
hearing from
• Telecasting

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffnar

AR 4-8721

A. EARL CULLUM,

JR.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

June 4 to July 9 in Washington in
proceeding
their application
and
that
of WFTCuponKinston,
N. C.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Telanserphone, Inc., Washington, D.C.
— Granted petition for extension of
time from May 29 to June 29 for filing
proposed
findings of fact and
conclusionscation
of law
for CPin inproceeding
domestic upon
public appliland
mobile radio service.
Capitol Radio Enterprises, Sacramento, Calif. — By memorandum opinion and order denied petition requesting that place of hearing in proceeding
upon
application
and that
Radio
California,
Sacramento,
be ofchanged
from Washington to Sacramento, and
to adjust hearing date.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Western Bcstg. Assoc., Modesto. Calif.
— Granted petition insofar as it requests
a continuance of hearing on engineeringtion
issues
and in
thatproceeding
of West upon
Side applicaRadio,
Tracy, Calif, and denied insofar as it
requests that a date be established for
hearing on engineering issues shortly
after commencement of hearing on
proposed
allocation
of TV9. channels
now
scheduled
for July
Ordered
that hearing shall be held with respect
to non-engineering issues on June 25

at Modesto. Calif., and June 27 at
Tracy, Calif., and that hearing with
respect to engineering issues shall be
held in Washington at a date subsefied. quent to July 9 to be hereafter speciKOPR Butte, Montana — Granted petition requesting that record be repurposeto of
receiving
evidenceopened
with forrespect
services
available
to areas and populations which KFXD
Nampa,ther hearing
Idaho,toproposes
commenceto serve;
on Junefur-7
in Washington, D. C.
WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla. — Granted
petition for leave to amend application
by
kc in lieu
of 550 kc
and specifying
removing 1150
application,
as amended,
from hearing docket.
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1550
WHBS Huntsville, Ala.— CP to change
from 1490 kc 250 w to 1550 kc 10 kw-D
500 w-N and install DA-DN and new
trans. AMENDED to change from 10
kw-D 500 w-N to 1 kw-D 500 w-N
and change DA-D pattern etc.
June 6 Applications . . .
Modification of CP
KSRT (FM) Beverly Hills, Calif. —
(Continued on page 96)
June 11, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, \0<j: per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25«S per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
box numbers
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
All
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Salesman for local accounts. Draw
and commission. Texas station. Box
835J, BROADCASTING.
Salesman with technical training and
broadcast station experience to sell
complete maintenance supplies. Also
some new equipment items majoring
tape recording
equipment,
stations, universities,
armed radio
services.
Cover wide area. Box 938J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced radio time salesman. Midwest station exclusive market. Draw against commission. Block
of accounts to start. Car necessary.
Send photo, reference in first letter.
Write Box 960J, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager — Aggressive 1 kw
station in good southeastern market,
fulltime. net-affiliated, seeks experienced radio salesman with supervisory
ability and southern background or experience. Good base with incentive plan
for man who will work into our plan of
operation. Box 17K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Senior salesman, progressive,
local market. Car necessary. Draw
and commission. Send recent photo,
sales record and reference to: WCSI,
Columbus, Indiana.
Opportunity for aggressive commercial
manager 250 fulltime affiliate applying 5 kw. Expanding market. Fifteen
year old station well in the black.
Experience, integrity. References required. WFTC, Kinston, N, C.
The Norfolk area is the 26th market in
the United States, has fine beaches and
is a pleasant place to live. WNOR, an
outstanding 24 hour a day independent
station, has a tremendous listening
audience and a large number of sponsors. We have an opening for an
experienced, aggressive radio salesman
who ly.should
$10,000drawing
yearYou willearn
be $7,000
paid ato good
account against 15% commission and
get a number of accounts to start. No
floaters or high pressure salesmen
wanted. A good steady reliable family
man preferred. Send complete details
and a recent snapshot to Earl Harper,
WNOR. Norfolk, Virginia.
Avnouvcers
Announcer-disc
jockey,
on
morning
show and
capablestrong
of usual
staff assignments on 1000 watt network
station. Better than average wages,
talent. Midwest location. Send letter
of qualifications, and audition to Box
778J, BROADCASTING.
Mature announcer with superior voice
and technique
wantedTexas
by network
station in important
resort city.
Box 927J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
midwest
AM-TV
tion. Mustforhave
at least
three operayears
experience. Send disc and letter with
qualifications and references to Box
947J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combo man, emphasis on announcing. We are going fulltime and
need more help. Good pay, forty
hours, vacation plus yearly bonus. If
you think you can qualify for this
position, diately.
sendBox 966J,
photo BROADCASTING.
and disc immeExperienced announcer with ticket.
Pleasant small city. Good conditions.
Above average wage for non-metropolitan. Systematic raises for permanent
man. Long established network affiliate
Airmail
experience record toMinnesota.
Box 977J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired but
not necessary. Rush disc, full particulars in first letter. Box 978J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening. Congenial, ambitious announcer-engineer. Small 500
watt California station. Experience unnecessary $60.00 start, increases to $75.00
for
48 hour week. Box 994J, BROADCASTING.
Singing
announcer
station putting
accent —onSoutheastern
live talent wants
announcertertain onwith
ability
to
sell
and
enthe mike, combining pop
vocals with routine announcing and
deejay work. Adequate salary to start,
plenty opportunity to increase it by
producing results for station. Box 18K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. First phone. Experienced owners. No NBC dress but
CBS quality.
sports average.
experience. StartingCould
salaryuseabove
Contact immediately. KARE, Atchison, Kansas.
250 watter has opening for combination duengineer-announcer.
No low
war rent,
instries, no housing shortage,
low cost of living, extra good working
conditions. Emphasis on announcing.
Experience not necessary. Write or
wire KIHN, Hugo, Oklahoma.
Wanted — Combo man. first phone. 1000
watt, fulltime. Mutual. Send disc, salary
requirements, KIOX Bay City, Texas.
Also opening, experienced chief.
Announcer-chief engineer needed immediately. Chief who can do outstanding announcing job on part shift can
draw top money. Write and compare
wages and future with what you are
now making. Please, no youngsters.
We are looking for men with ability
and five years or more experience.
Contact
berly, Mo.J. A. Shepherd, KNCM, MoAnnouncer. Happy. Aggressive upper
midwest newspaper
affiliate wants news
experienced man with authoritative
style. Fine community and adjacent
to Ten Thousand Lakes area. Send disc
or tape (return guaranteed), photo, reof experience
tor,sume KNUJ,
New Ulm,to Program
Minnesota.DirecJuly opening good announcer, first
ticket, experienced. Guarantee $280.00
start; furnished station apartment $35.
Unexcelled fishing, elk hunting. Rush
disc, photo, history. KPRK, Livingston,
Montana.
Announcer, single. News, adroit DJ,
impersonations. Build as local personality. Write WAND, Canton, Ohio.
Announcer, first phone, for small town
regional independent. Dependable man,
clean habits. Send resume, disc, salary
requirements. Silas West, WAVL,
Apollo, Pennsylvania.
We want an experienced announcerengineer. What do you want? Contact
WBIP, Booneville, Miss.
Two all-round announcers for immediate employment.
Must forbe top
fully
experienced and qualified
paying
job to begin and salary advanced on
ability.
Phone Manager, WDBC, Escanaba, Michigan.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Disc jockey experienced music, news.
Even better if have car and can sell.
Photo. WE AT, NBC for the Palm
Beaches, Lake Worth, Florida.
Experienced combination man. Highest
pay inN. state.
Wire or call WICY, Malone,
Y.
Wanted: Announcer with first phone,
$80.00 per week. Prefer single man.
WIRB, Enterprise, Alabama.
Announcer-engineer. Good working
conditions. Opportunity of promotion
to chief engineer. Send disc, qualification and salary requirements. WMLT,
Dublin, Ga.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
All-round announcer for 1000 watt,
clear channel station unusual in coverage and sales. Must be experienced,
competent. Strong on newscasting and
capable of handling all types of shows.
Will pay up to $75.00 week for right
man. tion,
Sendreference,
complete
details photo
of educaexperience,
and
disc to Program Director, KNUJ, New
Ulm, Minnesota.
Experienced announcer in news, commercial and general staff duties. Excellent opportunity to right man. Furnish complete data, including experience, references,
disc Rosene,
and salary
requirement to Marshall
WSAZ,
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, West Virginia.
Technical
Transmitter engineer for vacation relief
starting June 11 through late summer
and possibly
directional.fall
$50.00 forwhile
fortytesting
hours. new
WINR,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Network station, large Texas market,
needs engineer with sound training and
stable
temperament. Box 928J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer first phone needed at 1000 w.
CBS station in western Pennsylvania.
ING.
Good salary. Box 968J, BROADCASTEngineer-announcer, preferably from
south, having sales, program or management aspirations. Small market
station. If necessary will sell stock
with guaranteed return to right man.
Must be able to adjust to small city
conditions and hard work. Box 971J,
BROADCASTING.
Southern network station will pay
$75.00, 44 hours for good combo man.
Must have 1st ticket with good voice.
Box 972J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Immediate opening for combination man with first class ticket. Experience not essential, but desirable.
Congenial organization — 1000 watts —
Michigan. Box 997J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for 5 kw RCA CBS station two tower directional. $380. per
month 44 hour week. KGVO, Missoula,
Montana.
First class operator needed immediately
for progressive
watt network
tion. Experience 250
not necessary.
Call staBill
Davis. KTRY, Bastrop, La.
Engineers with first class tickets needed
now. KTSW, Mutual in Emporia,
Kansas. Fifty dollars weekly to start.
More if you can announce.
First class phone operator. No experience required. WCFV, Clifton
Forge, Virginia.
Have immediate opening for engineer
with first phone. No experience necessary. Combined operation in fisherman's paradise. WCRK, Morristown,
Tennessee.
First class engineering openings,
WFPG, cant.
Atlantic
City, CBS-TV
appliContact Blair
Thron, 5-2188,
WFPG, World's Famous Playground.
Engineer with 1st class ticket wanted
immediately by progressive 250 watt
station. No better working conditions
anywhere. Must be able to take short
announcing shifts. Can pay $55.00
weekly or open. Phone or wire collect.
Radio
bama. Station WFUN, Huntsville, AlaImmediate opening for licensed engineer, preferably experienced. Desire
interview if possible. 5 kw ABC affiliate.
Contact Chief Engineer, Station WGH,
Newport News, Va.
Have opening for transmitter engineer
first phone.
$200 aworking
month free
insurance plan. Good
conditions.
Contact
Tim
Marsh,
WHAL,
Shelbyville, Tenn.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Control operator
first class$52.00
license.forEx-48
perience not necessary.
hour week to start. Send photo, references to F. E. Lackey, WHOP, Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Opening fornouncer.
combination
Contact Chief engineer-anEngineer or
Program Director at WMFT, Florence,
Alabama. Good working conditions,
advancement, network station. Needed
immediately.
Transmitter engineer. Immediate opening. Car necessary. No studio work or
announcing. $50.00 for 40 hour week.
WPAG, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Announcer. First class ticket required.
Starting $60.00. WPUV, Pulaski, VirFirst class operator wanted immediginia.
ately.
Experience
desirable,Permanent
but not jobi
essential.
WRRF,
Washington, North Carolina.
Production-Programming, others
Top salary for woman continuity diForward disc, photo, particulars. rector.
678J, BROADCASTING.
AM-TV station in midwest needs continuity writer capable of working into
production. Send references and sample
copy
CASTING. at once to Box 946J, BROADProgram director for midwest 5 kw
with accent on sports, news, farm.
Predominately
Little network. local
Send programming.
full details first
letter. Box 965J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman topflight editor, reporter,
newscaster. Local news gathering and
writing experience
essential.
Five
thousand
watt midwestern
network
affiliate. Include full details and state
salary expected. Confidential. Box
985J, BROADCASTING.
Top salary for experienced copywriter.
Iowa.
Forward
details to KOEL, Oelwein,
Copywriter
— 25-year oldimmediately
CBS affiliate
offers
real opportunity
for
writer plete
of copy
that
sells.
Send Loers,
cominformation to Lloyd
WTAD, Quincy, Illinois.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — sales manager, 20 years complete
management,
sales, Mature,
advertising andradioprogram
experience.
responsible, dependable, community
minded with past record of increased
profits. National agency contacts.
Family man, college graduate, desires
manager position in middle Atlantic or
midwest
CASTING. area. Box 945J, BROADDesire change
larger
station.program
Qualifications;toassistant
manager,
director, nouaccountant,
top
flite
anncer. 10 years experience. 2 weeks
notice. Box 975J, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sportscaster,
5 yearsexempt.
experience,
married, family, draft
Employed
sports director midwest 5 kw currently
dropping sports programming. Air
check ball.
tapes
baseball,
football, basketBox 577J.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
single,
veteran. 25. Two years
experience
all phases.
All replies answered promptly. Tape
air check available. Box 666J, BROADCASTING.
Morning man, 8 years experience.
Highestful. ratings,
commercially
Presently employed,
familysuccessman.
Not "runtures.ofStrongthefamily
mill" —appeal.
unusual $7500
feaminimum, personal interview only.
Box 837J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-control board. Limited experience.east
Heavy oncoast.
news Draft
and commercials. Prefer
exempt,
married.
Disc
available.
Box 912J,
BROADCASTING.
Here's a switch! Experienced college
grad newscaster with top Hooper rated
show on 5 kw wants to return to his
first love, sportscasting. No gadabout.
Married, with family. No preference
on size of station or community. Prefer warm climate. Box 920J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Absolutely thoroughly experienced mature announcer available. News, morning show, star!. Box 930J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, colored, excellent voice,
promotional ideas, disc on request.
Box 932J. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 29, married, draft exempt.
DJ ideas from polkas to pops. Can do
all phases. Prefer midwest or south.
Box 936 J. BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play, sportscaster. Former
well known college football, baseball,
basketball player, heavyweight boxing
and wrestling champion; professional
playing, coaching, officiating, scouting.
Member American Football Coaches
Association. Personally acquainted with
players, coaches, officials. In brief an
exceptionally broad, technical, expert,
authoritative working knowledge all
sports. Excellent public relations, color,
ad lib. Education: B. S.. M. A. plus;
majors: English, psychology, sciences,
business administration and economics.
Family able,
man.mature.sober,
dependDraftadaptable,
exempt.
Box
970J. BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, newscaster, newswriter, continuity-writer. DJ and console operator would like a step up.
Five years metropolitan newspaper and
radio experience. Originated local
news broadcasts in 280 thousand marketing area. Write Box 981J. BROADCASTING^
S100 base will bring thoroughly seasoned, versatile announcer. Outstanding record on any type show including
sports.
top-Hooper
CBS
affiliate. Now
Desirewith
change
of climate.
Prefer California. Oklahoma or Texas.
Box 983J. BROADCASTING.
Young married man with auto desires
So. Calif, position, either as straight
newscaster or combo work. 1st phone.
Over 16 mos. exp. all combo with heavy
news. For tape, letter and photo, write
Box 986J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Definite cut style of delivery, precise, authoritative: interested
in
promotion
All inquiries answered.
Box only.
987J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Six months experience.
Available immediately anywhere. All
replies answered promptly. Tape, photo
available. Box 989J. BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Single, 28, currently
employed.
Two years
experience,
capable and sincere.
Available
two weeks
notice. Box 991J, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-baseball play - by - play.
Basketball,
control
board operator.fights-announcer,
Draft exempt. Travel.
Box 993 J. BROADCASTING.
Wanted. New and permanent location
by announcer with first class license.
Married. Three and one-half years
experience. Strong commercial and
news. Good informal shows. Pleasing voice. Presently employed. Details, photo and disc upon request. Box
998J. BROADCASTING.
Attention New York, Jersey, Conn. —
announcer three years experience
available personal audition July 5-13.
27, family, draft exempt. Now employed but want to relocate. Have
worked affiliate and independent. Operate board. Minimum $75.00. Box 999J,
BROADCASTING .
Farm director — Experienced farm writer and radioman who can put together
and deliver interesting-timely farm
programs. Now employed, interested
in promotion only. Box 988J, BROADCASTING^
Topnotch sportscaster. 6 years experience doing play-by-play of high school,
college and professional football, baseball, basketball and boxing. Network
quality. Married and draft exemptExcellent references. Box 5K, BROADCASTING^
Announcer 6 years radio. Seeking spot
in east. Strong news, commercial, DJ.
Draft exempt. Box 6K, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, radio, TV, major league
baseball, football, basketball. Draft
exempt. Box 7K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Capable, personable, news,
sports, disc jockey. Control board
operator. Draft exempt. Seeks station with opportunity. Travel short
notice. Resume — disc available. Box
8K. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, capable, competent all
phases program copy. Familiar control board operator. Single, draft exempt. B.A. Degree, English. Will
travel. Disc-resume available. Box
9K. BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly DJ, staff announcer, 5 years
experience, age 28, employed. Box
10K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer-engineer will
do either or both. Family, draft exempt, eastern section preferred. Box
19K, BROADCASTING.
Morning man, showmanship, deep
voice, 6 years. Draft free. Anywhere.
Telephone 705-W. Morganton, N. C.
Specialist in newscasting, news analysis: 25 years editor, reporter, publisher, copywriter. Veteran Wars I &
II. Single. No liquor. Member Elks,
Shrine. Churman. Pro athlete — football, boxing. Ex-Rotary president.
Mixer. Height 64, weight 250. Physically perfect. Available three weeks.
South only. Salary starting $100 and car
expense. Univtrsity education. Karl
Broadley, Portales Tribune, Box 779,
Poratles, New Mexico.
Action please! Competent, dependable
announcer. Permanent for right station. Thoroughly experienced, network,
indie. Married, draft exempt. Good
disc jockey.timental.Know
jazz chatter.
or senSell music,music,
not idle
Reply to Gregory. 806 South St. Vrain,
El Paso. Texas, stating salary, other
particulars.
Announcer-cbo. Recent broadcast
school graduate, desires experience opportunity progressive
station.
Dependable, married
veteran.
Resume,
disc
available. Paul Hamilton, 378 West
End Avenue, New York 24, New York.
Announcer-program director: 7 years
experience, all phases. Married, two
children, northeast preferred. Write
Bob Holmes, Lupinwood, Greenfield,
Mass.
Woman, college trained, some experience. Specialties announcing, news,
poetry,
Low Madevoice.
Willing, children's
ambitious.stories.
Available.
line
McLean,
107
St.
Botolph
St.,
Boston 16, Mass.
Announcer disc jockey also studio,
transmitter: experienced. First phone
license, draft exempt. Waiting army
discharge, ready July 1. Desire work
within 100 miles of N.Y.C. Mr. Ed
Mitchell,
528 East 29th Street, Paterson,
N.
J.
Top experienced announcer-engineer
looking for permanent roost. Strong
on DJ, news, MC. sports, telephone
programs. Good mail pull. Good socko
delivery
with week.
voice Leave
that sells
the women. S100 per
immediately.
Wire or phone George E. Morey, 163
North
St., Carlisle, Pa. Phone
Carlisle West
2019W.
Technical
Holder first phone, inexperienced, 44,
wants technical position in northwest
preferably. Box 931J, BROADCASTING^
Northeast-midwest: Licensed engineer,
six years experience, exempt, without
car. $55 minimum. Permanent. Box
933J. BROADCASTING,
Combo. First
phone.staff.
6 months
experience DJ, news,
Employed
California. Vet, 23. Prefer east or
south. $70.00.
school. Box 937J,
BRO
ADCRadio
AST
ING.
Chief engineer: Qualified consulting
engineer. Recently sold my business.
Desire long
connection.
objection smallterm
station
provided Noit has
growing pains. Age 38, married, family.
References. DCAS
Minimum $375. Box 961J,
BROA
TING.
1st phone license, colored, references,
good education, single, veteran, travel,
CASTING.
no
experience. Box 962J, BROADEngineer — twelve years diversified experience
broadcasting.
First Employed
class license.
Thirty.
Family.
metropolitan New York. Seeks broadcasting oragination,
related
imcreativework
ability,requiring
relief from
stupefying routine. Highest references.
Will relocate. Box 963J, BROADCASTING^
Engineer GI. First class phone. Extensive radio and TV training, seeking small west, southwest AM station
employment. Box 973J, BROADCASTING^
First class phone, age 26, single, draft
exempt, D.M.S.R.A. graduate, now employed, available two
weeks. Box UK,
BROADCASTING
.
Chief engineer, 14 years broadcast 250
to 5 kw. Last 4 years chief 5 kw.
Married, family, car. Prefer east or
southeast, but will consider anything
with future. Box 980J, BROADCASTING^
Engineer — Veteran, married, one child,
desire permanent
gressive station inposition
Ala.. with
Fla., proGa.
Presently employed. Have car. Box
984J, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
No theory whiz but good practical
engineer with
over fifteen
years chief
experience as operator,
assistant
and chief engineer. Now employed.
Desires permanent transmitter position
with large station or will consider chief
position in small progressive station.
Box 990J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer. Available
July. Not know-it-all, still learning.
Two years
experience,
married,
children, veteran.
Presently
employed
$100. Write Box 2K, BROADCASTING.
1st phone,ployed,veteran,
single,
emsalary, hours
firstnow
contact.
P. O. Box 1374, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Twenty ified.
yearsPermanent
experience.
qualsouth,Highly
southwest.
CASTING;
$4800 minimum. Box 14K, BROADEngineer with 6 years experience in
remotes, studio, all types of recordings.
Vicinity of New York preferred. Will
consider others. Car; married. Box 16K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for seventeen years
with same 5 kw network station desires change. Experienced all phases
maintenance and from building of
composite transmitter to directional
operation. Remotes to janitor work.
Record will stand closest inspection.
Northwest or upper midwest only.
Salary, sizeportant.ofNo announcing.
station or cityBox
not 20K,
imBROADCASTING.
Radio-telephone first class. Radio
school empt.
graduate.employed.
Single. Draft
Prefer exthe
California.
west.
P. Presently
O. Box 212, Hollywood
28,
Production-Programming, others
Program director or announcer-enterwith 12stations
years experience
at leading tainer
midwest
including program
director 10 kilowatt network affiliate.
Wants opportunity either as staff man
on large operation or as program director including air work at smaller staING.
tion, preferably in midwest or southwest. Write Box 787J, BROADCASTCopy, publicity, promotion writer, 8
years print experience, anxious enter
radio, TV commercial or continuity
writing. Announce also. Anywhere,
30. Box 685J, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-editor. Four years experience, including 2V2 years air work.
Currently
employed
newsroom. Seek
return tonetwork
broadcasting.
College
journalism
degree.
Draft
empt. Box 899 J, BROADCASTING. exNewsman, two years newspaper experience. Two years radio news experience.
Can write,
edit, readinauthoritatively.
Also interested
daily
sports play.
program
and
sports
play-byOne year staff experience. Box
964J, BROADCASTLNG.
Experienced: Radioman in regional independent net stations. Presently emas news rounded
editor-program
direc-in
tor. 3V2ployedyears
experienced
all but sports department. Prefer
changing to class A or B station in or
near metropolitan
area asBox
staff 976J,
announcer or newsman.
BROADCASTING.
PD put station on air and in black.
Looking for bigger job. Box 995J,
BROADCASTING.
Program director. Experienced. 14
years
— all company
phases including
sales. in
Withradio
present
10 years.
Among
top
stations
in country. No
further chance for advancement.
31,
family
man.
College.
Can't
move
for
less than $200 weekly. Interested only
in progressive station with good future.
Box 3K, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-editor: Authoritative, personable delivery. 5-years radio news:
rewriting, reporting, broadcasting. Plus
previous newspaper experience. Degree. Family.
Dependable.
Want Now
1strate News
Conscious
station.
employed
international broadcasting.
CASTING.
Highest references. Box 4K, BROADProgram director-manager of two radio
stations. Experienced in all phases of
broadcasting.
Writer,networks.
director and
promotion for major
Program
director, manager, announcer, writer
for local stations. Writer-director for
television. Never fired. Present employer will recommend highly. Wish
program
directorship
of substantial
station with
future. Draft
exempt.
Robert Williams,
1445 N. Minneapolis,
Wichita,
Kansas.
(Continued or? next page)

FOLDING
FOR

MONEY
FM

EQUIPMENT
Yes, ELECTRONIC SERVICE
CORPORATION will buy FM
transmitters, antennas, monitors,
coaxial lines, speech input, receivers, new, used, complete, parts, or
even dismantle complete stations.
We want bargains . . . real fire
sale deals . . . but it can mean
some recovery if your FM equipment not in service.
Maybe we can trade you some AM
equipment?
We Want —
REL 646 FM receivers
Any make of STL equipment
Music record libraries
New, spare transmitting tubes
Microphones, consoles, turntables
AM frequency monitors
ELECTRONIC SERVICE CORPORATION also buys military surplus electronic equipment in teletype, carrier telephone, AN/TRC-1,
ARC-1, and ARC-3 equipments.
FOR NEW RAYTHEON SPEECH
EQUIPMENT AND ANTENNA
TUNING UNITS GET OUR LIST
NOW.
Available now . . immediate delivery
General Electric YDA-1 noise and
distortion meters, brand new, at
$300.00 each
General Radio AM modulation monitors,
brand new, $475

Electronic

Service

Corporation
431 West Jefferson
Louisville, Kentucky
Steve Cisler
of WKYf
Clay 4811

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director, experienced all
phases including publicity-promotion.
Progressive programming. Looking
solid position. Marfor permanent,
ried, two children. Box 13K, BROADCASTING.
Program director — Eleven years radio
experience. References. Draft exempt.
Married. Available on three weeks
notice to present employer. Box 212,
Los Angeles 28, California.
Television
Announcers
Television newscaster-narrator desires
permanent change. Northeast only.
Family man. Disc, photo, references.
Box 15K. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
Interested in TV cameraman, taking
SRT course, will consider all offers as
I am a beginner and willing to learn.
I have a keen knowledge of sports and
draft INGexempt.
Box 992J, BROADCAST• TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Commercial office man, handle sales,
purchasing, credit, film correspondence,
personnel records. Now TV employed.
Radio commercial office background.
Details. Box 974J, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Topnotch radio man desires switch to
TV. tion,
Six direction,
years promotion,
experience engineering,
in producsales. Excellent program ideas. What
can you offer? Box 982J. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Southern, network 250 w. Fulltime
station. Outright sale including property and building. Located in fastest
growing market in the south. A real
monev maker. Box 969J, BROADCASTING.
For sale — Established network station
in highly desirable southwestern city.
Station enjoys high Hoopers and large
gross. Profits are satisfactory. Owner
developing new, larger property. Will
gross $150—
thisPriced
year. forSharply
higher
than $200,000
last year.
quick
sale—
$97,500.
Box
996J.
BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
New and used radio towers. Immediate shipment. Also limited quantity
new #10 bare copper ground wire.
Available for immediate delivery 175
foot
self-supporting
Truscon
tower.insulated
Box 826J,
BROADCASTING.
Truscon H-30 2950 foot tower GE 2bay FM antenna. 1 kw GE FM transmitter, limiter, Magnecorders. 1, 2 and
4 channel Collins — WE remote amplifiers, model G-2 Rek-O-Kut transcription cabinets with W. E. arms equalizers. Preamps. Best offer takes any
or all. Location northern Ilinois.
Box 881J, BROADCASTING.
For sale: 3 kw Federal FM transmitter
with GE frequency and modulation
monitor. Box 967J, BROADCASTING.
For sale — RCA radio mike BTP-1A.
Good condition. Used only eight hours.
$175.00
CASTING.complete. Box IK, BROAD-

For Sale (Cont'd)
For ter
salein —excellent
One 250 condition.
Raytheon transmitUsed 2
years
before
switching
to kilowatt.
Extra set of new tubes. $1800.
KWED,
Seguin, Texas.
Presto 6-N Ser. No. 1963 recorder in
1-B case. Excellent condition. Choice
of inside or outside feedscrews. $325.00.
Alvo Recording. 51 W. 3rd St., Williamsport, Penna.
Western Electric type 23C studio consolette with
Good Mass.
condition. $400power
F. O. supply.
B., Boston,
WBZ. Boston, Mass.
Complete equipment for 1 kw FM station including REL transmitter, monitor, console. Write for complete inReady now.ventory. WJJW, Wyandotte, Michigan.
Radio Craftsmen RC-10 AM-FM tuners.
New. Factory warranty. Limited quantity. Special price $110.00, cash with
order. Companion RC-2 amplifiers.
10 watt 500 ohm output. $35.00. Alvo
Recording, 51 W. 3rd, Williamsport,
Penna.
Microwave equipment. Three General
Electric TL-l-A 2000 megacycle video
microwave links complete with lines
and six foot parabolas now operating
in intercity relay system. Can be used
also for studio- transmitter video links.
Also one 240 foot and one 200 foot
guyed relay towers. One General Electric BL-2-A 1000 megacycle S.T. audio
link complete with six foot parabolas.
All
in like-new
and equipment
available August
first. condition
Contact
Lee G. Stevens, Chief Engineer,
WLAV-TV, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
For sale— PT900R1 Presto portable tape
recorder, used as demonstrator approximately 15-20 hours, 50 ohm inputs; Brook 10D 30-watt amplifier;
Altec 323B amplifier; Presto L2 playback amplifier-speaker unit; two 6N
recording cases;
newMA PT6-EL
loop
mechanism;
new PT6
case; Presto
10A turntable; Presto 6N disc recorder.
All in good condition. Shipping charges
COD. Mastertone Recording Company,
Box 1060. Des Moines, Iowa.
Wanted to Buy

► WKNE Keene, N. EL, has started
its 25th year of broadcasting. An
anniversary booklet issued for the
celebration traces the growth of the
station from a 10 watter to its present status as a 5 kw CBS affiliate.
A contest, "What Radio Means To
Me," is being run among local
schools with a first prize of 25 silver dollars. Also being celebrated
is the dedication of WKNE's new
Westinghouse transmitter.
# * *
► Hershey Hirsimaki, transmitter
engineer for WGAR Cleveland, has
marked his 22d anniversary in radio.
* * *
► WNHC-TV New Haven completes its third year of operation
today (Monday), and planned to
celebrate with a half-hour birthday party telecast featuring station talent and local and state business and political leaders. Coincident with the anniversary observance, President Patrick J. Goode
announced the purchase of property, adjacent to the WNHC-TV
studios, for construction of additional office and studio space.
sjs % sfs

Equipment etc.
Wanted — Used studio console. Must be
in good condition. KSWA, Box 749,
Graham, Texas.
Will buy any good one kw transmitter,
air cooled. Contact KTRN, Wichita
Falls, Texas.
Want to purchase 1 kw or 3 kw FM
transmitter without accessories. Quote
price first letter. L. Riddle, Chief Engineer, WDSU, 520 Royal Street, New
Orleans.

► WSAI Cincinnati's Junior Town
Meeting closed its eighth season
May 15 with a trans-Atlantic broadcast. During an average season,
31 schools participate in the youth
program series. The John Shillito
Co. has been the sponsor of the
program since its beginning in
1943. The company uses only institutional-type commercials.

Employment Service
RADIO PERSONNEL
Wanted: topflight
nouncers Morning anD.T
personality, engineers
combination salesmen,
engineerannouncer
copywriters boys or
girls.
Top pay.Top stations,

BERT ARNOLD
Keene Road,
Clearwater, Florida
J am placing better
men with better
stations
every day.everywhere

California Regional^
One IMetwork— Other Independent
two
Either Station -$175,000.00
Independent
Locatedindependent
in one of California's
richest— doing
agricultural
and manufacturing
areas,which
this
fulltime
well established
largeor volume
— only
fairavailable
profit
can
be increased withis minor
adjustments.
Stock
physical
assets
and
there are advantages either way which we can discuss. Ideally located for yearround living. Price $175,000.00 — half cash, balance three years.
Network;
Likewise in rich location — beautifully equipped — good network affiliation — high
annual gross — excellent yield on investment. Growth factor is steady and
economically sound. Competition average. Ideal for two partners. Price $175, 000.00 with majority at time of sale.
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
235 Montgomery St.
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2

Atileltonel

► U. S. Marine Band from Washington last Saturday trumpeted
the 20th anniversary of its program, Dream Hour, on NBC. The
anniversary program featured congratulatory messages from Joseph
McConnell, NBC president, and
Ken Banghart and Norman Broken-

STATION

shire, NBC staffers on the Marine i re
Band program early in their
careers.
► KPOR (FM) Riverside, Calif., is !
increasing its power from 10 kw to
120 kw as its AM affiliate, KPRO
Riverside, enters its 10th year of
service.
; n:
► CHNS Halifax last month celebrated its 25th anniversary and
growth from a 100 w station to a 5
kw station. Special programs and
local promotion marked the event. h

i idi
Lightning Hits WKRS
WKRS Waukegan, 111., was off the
air one and one-half hours last
Monday after lightning hit the
transmitter and burned out several
condensers. The station, instead of
going on the air at 8 a.m., went
on at 9:30. The transmitter, repaired by Engineer Murphy D.
Hunnicutt, was returned to service
at a reduced power with temporary
parts until new components were
flown in. Station is owned by the
Waukegan News-Sun and managed
by Joseph B. Kirby.
Fashion

Note
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FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hennock, whose tastes in fashion
are impeccable, dressed in a
cowgirl costume to attend
an outing given a short time
ago by Sen. and Mrs. George
W. Malone (R-Nev.) near
Washington.
MisstheHennock's
appearance
occasion
was
describedon graphically
by
George Dixon, columnist for
King Features Syndicate.
Mr. Dixon reported that Miss
Hennock "looked like a horseborne Dagmar."

WANTED

Station owners, interested in expanding to another
market, will consider local as well as power stations,
either Network affiliates or Independents. Location
immaterial.
Excellent financial ability and references. All replies
held in strictest confidence. Interested in direct purchase— no brokers. Indicate price and location. All
replies
promptly with requests for full
details ifacknowledged
interested.
BOX

re;
IPO

775J, BROADCASTING

in-

'«»»«
Programs, Promotions
(Continued from page 87)
tver city while he dropped hats
l\ rith red, white and blue streamrs. Lucky finders received new
»ats from merchant whose name
ras attached to old hat. Station
eports straw hat sales were up
or every participating merchant,
hat 70c/c of hats were returned,
school children had three-color
i-z, is tnd
treamers at school.
GREETING

TO ENGLAND

YORK York, Pa., prepared quarer-hour recorded program describing York's general culture and inlustry with greetings from mayor
7 aid knd other civic leaders, which
iioaj hayor took on trip to England for
ii and nesentation to his British hosts,
fayor making trip to repay visit
nade last year by mayor of York,
"ngland.
Recording
prepared
nder direction
of Glenn
Brillhart,
;rs VORK news director.
:f the
n last IPORTS SCOREBOARD
± tie
ISTP-TV M»neapolis-St. Paul,
01 linn., Horner's Scoreboard, Mon... *eirt "ri., 11-11:05 p.m., sponsored
by Muntz
Station's
*r. re- |hurs.
ports director,
Jack TV.
Horner,
gives
•:- D. un-down of last minute scores,
•errite sted on blackboard. Headline
port stories are sometimes in-.vary luded.
:■ -ere
-• — • — •bj tie
OUGH
PROMOTION
Hug!
ADIO SALES (radio and TV staion representatives), CBS, New
'ork, sending advertisers folder
ith rough sketch of tough-looking
laracter on cover with red letters
sking, "Tough?" First inside
or. ages show white lettering on red
ackground with tough-looking
laracter again shown, this time
ith gun, and caption, "The tough
istomers are easy marks for Eddie
Last pages have picture
near rake."
tough character face-to-face
ith Eddie Drake, and headline
"The tougher the better. . . ."
tyby lys
opy tells about The Cases of
for ddie Drake, TV film program,
id gives information on actors
id scripts.
•— • — •
orse.LOWING BUS CARDS
rMGM cards
New using
York newinstalling
probtibn
luminescent
lkscreen process called "dayglow"
i Fifth Avenue buses to high?ht station sports programming,
n thousand window streamers
ive been sent to drug stores pointg up Personna Precision Blades'
lonsorship of Today's Baseball.
:her streamers announcing The
■acie Fields Show on display in
ocery stores selling Hovis bread,
d others in retail stores to adrtise Warm-up Time for TruVal
en's wear.
•— • — •
EWSPAPER TELECAST

editorial department. Cameras followed copy as it went through
chute to composing room with explanation of each process, then into
press room where final run took
place.
•— • — •
■
AD REPRINTS
WTRY Albany-Troy-Schenectady,
N. Y., sending trade piece with
bright yellow cover and phrase:
"We've shouted it from the housetops." Inside are reprints of four
ads of series appearing in Broadcasting • Telecasting, each ad
pointing out different and unusual
facts about station and market.
BASEBALL

TRYOUTS

KRNT Des Moines has begun preparation for sponsoring its statewide Fourth Annual KRNT-Cubs
Baseball Tryout Camp and Talent
Hunt to be staged July 13-21 in
Pioneer Memorial Stadium, Des
Moines. Station conducts camp in
cooperation with Chicago Cubs,
which will send scout-coaches. Al
Coupee, KRNT sports director,
manages event.
•PROMOTION PLUS'
WDSU New Orleans sends trade
and advertisers promotion describing "Promotion Plus" packages offered sponsors through station's
dealer calls, all types of advertising, courtesy announcements, dealer mailings and local and national
publicity.
•— • — •
SENDS MARKET ANALYSIS
WLAW Lawrence and Boston mailing agencies and advertisers four
page pamphlet presenting data on
its four-state market. Front cover
shows air view of Boston, and back
cover has station coverage map.
•— • — •
STATION NEWSPAPER
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.,
sending 15,000 families copies of
periodically published paper,
WCCO News Parade. First and
last page has news of station with
information and pictures about programs, stars, contests and special
columnists. Inside spread utilized
by food chains for advertising.
The Sign-Off
HIGH school youngster in
Muskegon, Mich., capped a
busy day (May 24) that began at 5 a.m. and consisted
of clipping dispatches from
the teletype and helping to
select news for WKNK while
visiting there to study news
handling, by receiving reward of announcing WKNK's
sign-off. The weary journalism student's brief announcement: "This is Radio Station
WKBZ signing off." WKBZ
is 1 kw ABC affiliate operating on 850 kc, whereas
WKNK is a 5 kw daytime
and 1 kw nighttime MBS affiliate operating on 1600 kc.
Both are in Muskegon.

PHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz., telecast
inting of local newspaper, start^ in city room and chats with
lumnists, sports writers, manag.j; editor, publisher and others in
^OADCASTING
Telecasting

book

reviews

TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS AS
A CAREER. Edited by Ira Kamen and
Richard H. Dorf. John F. Rider Publishing Co., 480 Canal St., New York, 13.
THIS book, to be published in
September, deals with persons
active in the fields about which
they themselves write. The editors
have experience in both television
and the broad field of electronics.
Mr. Kamen is TV director for the
L. S. Brach Corp., and Mr. Dorf
is a TV consultant.
Co-authors include R. W. Peterson, assistant manager of the electronics division, Admiral Corp.;
J. R. Poppele, vice president, WOR
New York; William Bohlke, merchandising coordinator, RCA Service Corp., and Mr. Kamen.
Persons who have made television industry history are profiled
in the first chapter. Remaining
chapters cover numerous phases of
the entire industry.
RADIO
28th
Edition. AMATEUR'S
Published byHANDBOOK.
American Radio
Relay League, West Hartford, Conn.
768 pages. $2.50.
LONG recognized as the standard
manual of amateur radio communications, this 27-chapter book covers
Chile Cites Program
FIRST certificate of its kind ever
extended to a foreign radio broadcast was meted out to the U. S.
embassy in Santiago, Chile, for a
program produced by the radio
section of the United States Information and Education branch.
Comparable to Hollywood's Oscars,
the award (Caupolican) carried a
certificate lauding it as "the outstanding radio broadcast in Chile
during 1950." Presentation was
made during a banquet honoring
top radio, TV and theatrical performances of last year. Program
is titled La Cadena de la Amistad.
Western Union Income
NET income of $346,495 in April
1951, after provision of $281,000
for federal income taxes, has been
reported by Western Union Telegraph Co. Net income in April
1950, with no provision for income
taxes, amounted to $375,054, with
an additional profit from the sales
of real estate under lease-back arrangement of $251,464, the announcement said. Gross operating
revenues for April 1951 totalled
$15,788,307, a $1,463,692 increase
over April a year ago, it said.
AMES HARPER, representing WEMP
Martinsburg Manager Les Golliday,
presented membership in National
Academy of Broadcasting Foundation
by Mrs. Fred Eutzy, chairman of
home and garden department of Women's Club of Martinsburg. who commended station's public service programming.

the field from basic fundamentals
to latest techniques in equipment
design and construction. The manual can serve as a text, reference or
constructional guide.
The first four chapters cover amateur history, electrical laws and
circuits, vacuum tubes and highfrequency communication.
The high-frequency transmitter
section lays
on TV interference andemphasis
its elimination.
Two
completely new chapters cover design types
radiotelephone
mitters andofmobile
techniques.transMore extensive treatment is given antennas and transmission lines
and microwave techniques.
TJHF TELEVISION
UHF-VHFM.
TUNERS
NOTEBOOK. AND
By Edward
Noll. Paul H. Wendel Publishing Co.,
P. O. Box 1321, Indianapolis. $1.
THIS notebook provides "practical
information supplemented with circuit schematics (diagrams), block
diagrams and specific data on commercial tuners and proposed allocations of VHF-UHF channels.
Mr. Noll also has prepared Television for Radiomen and Color
Television Notebook.

WLBR

R

1270 • KC1000 WATTS •
LEBANON, PA.
The STAR MARKET of Central
Pennsylvania
REACHES THIS RICH 300 MILLION
DOLLAR MARKET IN SIX COUNTIES

JULIAN

F. SKINNELL— Operations Mgr
Represented by RAMBEAU
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SALES GAINS
Will Taper Off, NSE Says
SALES gains among hard and soft
goods will taper off during the last
part of 1951, although sales executives expect an 18.6% increase in
business for the whole year, according to a study conducted among
100 leading firms by the National
Sales Executives released June 1.
The tapering-off pattern is particularly apparent among sellers of
civilian hard goods (radio-TV receivers, household appliances).
While they anticipate a total gain
of 27.7% for 1951, quarterly sales
are expected to slacken off from
40% first-quarter increase over
corresponding periods of 1950 to
19.3% for the third quarter.
With respect to inventories,
44.4% of hard goods suppliers said
they were higher than normal, with
the remaining 55.6% carrying
lower-than-normal stocks. Only a
handful of sales executives reported any noticeable trend in the
shift of employes from selling to
defense plant work.
Visits U. S.
FOUR-MONTH study of American
radio and television techniques has
been undertaken by Jacob den
Daas, co-director of AVRO Hilversum, Netherlands station, who arrived in the United States May 23.
Mr. den Daas now is on a tour of
broadcasting centers throughout
the United States.

allied

arts

reChicago
MACKgional TV named
, Filsales manager
mack Trailer Co., Chicago, TV
film production firm. He has spent
last three years working in production.
AL J. MADDEN, export manager
Pacific Brewing & Malting Co. (Wieland Beer), S. F., to Frederic W. Ziv
Co., radio show packager, as Northern
California sales representative.
RICHARD S. ROBBINS Co., N. Y.,
package owner of Win Neighbor Win,
giveaway show, appoints Azrael Adv.
Co., Baltimore, to syndicate show.
JOHN P. FOSTER, Ford Bond Radio
Productions, commissioned second
lieutenant in New York National
Guard and assigned as assistant public information officer, 42nd Infantry
Div.
PROMOTIONS UNLIMITED, N. Y.,
established by DUSTY MILLER and
JUDY SHEPARD, to provide low-cost
promotion programs for actors "on
the way up." Firm offers anything
from simple mail campaigns to fullscale promotion. Offices located at
550 Fifth Ave., N. Y.. Plaza 7-6454.
RICHARD S. ROBBINS Co., N. Y.,
expanding to include functions of
package agency. Firm offering TV
merchandise quiz show, My Neighbor's
Name.
DON

PALMETTO NETWORK, chain of 14
stations in six southern states, signs
three-year $474,000 contract with
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y.
transcription firm, for 12 programs.
Advertisers frequently
consider |pSg |
1:

Your

advertising in
Printers' Ink
strengthens your
"consumer franchise"
with the leading

so keeps them
sold on you.
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£<jjuijament • • •
ALBERT J. ROSEBRAUGH, radio
sales manager for Philco Corp., Philadelphia, named manager of distribution. JOHN J. MORAN, special television representative of firm, named
radio sales manager. JOHN L. UTZ,
manager of Philco Atlantic division,
appointed special television representative.
HOWARD L. LETTS, controller of
RCA's record department, to newly
created post of assistant manager of
department.
A. B. CLARK, vice president Bell
Telephone Labs, moved to new post
coordinating all Bell System laboratory programs. Dr. JAMES W. McREA, director of transmission development, appointed vice president in
charge of system's development organization. Other department heads,
under Mr. McRea, include G. W. GILMAN, director of systems engineering; G. N. THAYER, director of
transmission development, and M. B.
McDAVITT, who continues as director of switching development.
GEORGE L. CHAPMAN, district sales
manager for Magnavox, Boston, appointed assistant service manager of
firm, Fort Wayne, Ind.

^

HENRY T. ROBERTS named vice
president of Majestic Radio & Television Div., Wilcox-Gay Corp., Chicago and Charlotte, Mich., in charge
of private-brand contract sales and
recording product sales. He has been
with J. P. Seeburg Corp. and U. S.
Radio & Television Corp.
JOHN T. HOLLERAN, manager of
Fort Edward Plant, General Electric
Co., appointed
of Fort Ed-of
ward and Hudsonmanager
Falls operations
company's transformer and allied
products division, in charge of sales,
engineering, manufacturing and financial operations.
COL. JOHN R. HOWLAND, director
of product research Stewart-Warner
Corp., Chicago, elected president Chicago Chapter Armed Forces Communications Assn.
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia, and
CHICAGO
TRANSFORMER Corp.,
Chicago, announce new transformer
which saves 25% in critical materials,
yet which provides improved efficiency
with reduced size and weight.
BELL TELEPHONE LABS, Murray
Hill, N. J., placed in operation "master timekeeper," expected to vary less
than one ten-thousandth of a second
per day, or a precision of one second
in 30 years. Vibrations of four quartz
crystals control frequency of special
electric current with precision of one
part in a billion. Apparatus used to
monitor or regulate equipment for
coaxial cable and radio relay television and telephone networks, according to company. Radio broadcast switching clocks also are controlled by device.
DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., announces
video distribution network which provides means of dividing output of
single source into from one to five
bridging amplifiers for video program
distribution.
TECHNICAL
APPLIANCE Corp.,
Sherburne, N. Y., announces channel
converter designed to combat problem
of signal strength losses in community master antenna systems. Unit
converts higher-channel signals to
low-channel band. For example if
Channel 13 is operating where only
other TV station is on Channel 4,
converter, located at master antenna
site, converts signal to Channel 2 and
then transmits it through cables.

JACK SCOTT, KSTM Stocktor
CLAIR STARKEY, KNBC San Frai
Cisco; GEORGE PALMER, KFRC Sa
Francisco; TOM PERATA, KVS
San Mateo, and PAUL SCHULZ, eng
neering staff at Hunters Point, S. I
all to KSFO San Francisco enginee
ing staff.
HOWARD ELLIOTT, WGN Chicag
to WFJL (FM) same city as chi<
engineer, replacing JAMES J. KRKORA, who has joined Motorola.
ED BENHAM, assistant chief eng:
neer KTTV (TV) Hollywood, on thr,
weeks tour to study technologic
advances made by stations in maj'
eastern cities.

TONY
DE SALA, engineer WS P
Paintsville, Ky., to WDYK Cumber
land, as engineer.
CHARLES T. ANSON, KFRC S
Francisco, and WAYNE CARSO:
KELS Kelso, Wash., to KCBS Sj
Francisco engineering staff.
H. E. S. HAMILTON, technical lis
son officer and network supervisor
engineering
department Canadi;
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, to ci\
defense co-ordinator for CBC.
EMIL TROJAK, chief engineer KME
Monterey, Calif., WALTER STE\
ART, KJR Seattle, RAYMON
BRADY, Consolidated Aircraft, L. J
DICK HAAG, KHUB Watsonvill
Calif., and FRANKLIN ROBERTSO
KGO San Francisco, to KPIX(rM
San Francisco engineering depai
ment.
hat

VICTOR LEISNER, engineer WNB
(TV) Washington, resigns to go in
private business.
JOSEPH W. CONN, chief engine^.
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, developi
an 18-inch periscope lens which w
allow TV cameras to shoot ov »
closely-assembled crowds. He expec
to have first lens in operation with IjritlT
three weeks.
iu
Army.
ARNOLD LAKRITZ, engineer WC(
Greensboro, N. C, resigns to jc

THOMAS G. (Jerry) BURGESS, ch 1
engineer-announcer KCID Caldwfi
Idaho, resigns to attend Idaho Stsi1
College, Pocatello.
hi
Summer

DR. ARNO G. HUTH will condi
a "Seminar In International Bros
casting" at the New School for £
cial Research in New York i
seven weeks beginning June
The seminar will be devoted
basic research and creative wo
and is designed for profession;
and advanced students particulai
interested in international re
tions, internatioanal informati
and communications.

RCA Tube Div., Philadelphia, announces fingertip wrench as part of
new promotion campaign. Wrenches
are used when dealer or serviceman
is working in "tight spots."
"Technical •
LOUIS J. KLEINKLAUS, studio supervisor WQXR New York, appointed
chief engineer. ATHAN COSMAS
named
mitters. engineer in charge of trans-

Seminar

A CHAS. MICHELSON H

MAGIC DETECI7V
15 MIN. TRANSCRIS
MYSTERY SHOW!
for particulars
Charles Michelson, In
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
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NARTB Board Action
(Continued from page 23)
Cheyenne, Wyo. The committee is
^ :•.£-! seeking to secure modification of
-i-Rflthe rules covering operators-an:"Ki|nouncers.
It is working
under
[board authorization
and a $5,000
v Jfund.
Bernard Koteen has been
. i,, retained as special counsel.
'•Qi| Other members of the committee
are Marshall Pengra, WATO Oak
i »!jRidge, Tenn., and Harold Essex,
Z~ WS JS Winston-Salem, N. C.
Action on the idea of weighing
- ^audience measurement techniques
fwas taken after Dr. Kenneth H.
3aker, NARTB research director,
iiad reported on work of the Special
"Test
Committee.
special
board Survey
committee
earlier A had
reviewed findings of the test survey
committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 5].
Research Sidestepped
The board "highly commended"
:he special committee
for its
thorough and comprehensive analysis and report on the subject of
audience measurement." However,
i, the board felt NARTB was not
inmv/' an aPPr°P1-iate agency to pursue
rFbr sponsor the recommendations."
It went which
on toexists
recognize
: onfusion
in the "the
field
: >f audience measurement and the
: :;:m:lesirability of greater standardization in this area of research and
Lis hopeful that through some ap^fpropriate agency the recommenda:ions of the Special Test Survey
"ommittee will be carried forJ
ward."
After that pat on the back the
~ joard left the project dangling
: .vithout financial support,
gj The combined boards instructed
1 \"ARTB staff officers "to be alert"
n respect to efforts to restrict or
'-(Eliminate coverage of baseball and
Either sports "with the objective
hat the opportunity of presenting
j , uch broadcasts may not be preT~ luded by the adoption of any unseasonable restriction." Management also was directed to set up
. committee of broadcasters and
o offer NARTB services as a liison group with organized baseball to work out common problems.
.1, Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
1 lairman of the Interstate & For.or 4?'
To* i.

eign Commerce Committee, met
with the combined boards Wednesday noon. He discussed legislation
designed to exempt baseball from
antitrust laws. Sen. Johnson is
president of the Western League
and author of a bill (S 1526) designed to free baseball of antitrust
measures.
NARTB's budget for the fiscal
year started last April 1 was reviewed after the finance committee
reported on association monetary
matters. The budget was reduced
from $517,000 to $511,000 as a
result of the front-office realignment. The TV budget is built
around a $150,000 goal, if the anticipated membership is achieved.
Finance committee members are
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, chairman; William
A. Fay, WHAM Rochester; Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans; Mr. Essex.
Decision was reached to screen
applicants for associate memberships carefully. A membership
committee is to report back to the
board before admission is granted.
IAAB Report Given
Gilmore N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky., former board member,
reported on the Second General
Assembly of the Inter-American
Assn. of Broadcasters. He and
Judge Miller were U. S. delegates
to the IAAB meeting last March.
Mr. Nunn urged more effective
support of IAAB activities. The
board commended his work on behalf of the industry and IAAB.
Judge Miller was authorized to
oppose the Benton Bill (S 5179)
which proposes creation of a citizens' radio and television council
designed to appraise and influence
programming.
Total membership of 1,461 was
shown in a report submitted by C.
E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer,
a net increase of 11 active members since Jan. 19. The number of
AM members increased from 953 to
968 during the period.
Stations admitted into membership were KCNO Alturas, Calif.;
KDAN Oroville, Calif.; KIUN Pecos, Tex.; KSIB Creston, Iowa;
KUBC Montrose, Col.; WDAD Indiana, Pa.; WDOK Cleveland;
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Arney's Prophesies
EARLY last year when C. E.
Arney Jr., NARTB secretary-treasurer, was estimating the 1950 convention
budget he figured income
(registration, extra tickets,
exhibit space, etc.) would total $53,000. Auditor William
L. Walker has just found the
income actually was $54,896.
Mr. Arney estimated expenses
at $47,575. They proved to
be $49,839. He estimated the
budget for meals at $18,500.
The figure turned out to be
$18,500.58.
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C;
WERD Atlanta; WIBB Macon,
Ga.; WMVG Milledgeville, Ga.;
WWSR St. Albans, Vt.
A report by the Station Relations
Dept. covering the Nov. 1-May 31
period showed the two traveling
representatives called on 566 stations, of which 354 were non-members and 212 members, in 165 cities
and 19 states. As a direct result,
101 stations joined NARTB.
President William B. Ryan, of
BAB, reported on activities of the
sales promotion agency since the
February board meeting. BAB was
separately incorporated last winter and is to be divorced completely
from NARTB next April 1. Since
last April 1 BAB has been receiving 30% of station dues, unless
stations elect not to take BAB service in which case they get a 30%
discount.
Ryan Commended
The board adopted a resolution
commending Mr. Ryan and BAB.
Mr. Ryan reported to the board
that the first job radio must do is
learn the basic values of the medium. He explainedvalue
radio because
is "sellingit
on minimum
doesn't know the real value." He
said original research must be done,
with BAB already analyzing material supplied by audience measurement organizations.
BAB's future projects include
establishment of an adequate library on radio, control tests on
merchandising, and staging of sales
and copy-writing clinics.
Broadcasters must do all within
their power to see that their stations have the best possible program ing— both commercial and
public service — to awaken their respective communities to the medium's social forces, Mr. Ryan said.
As to finances, he said BAB is
living within its limited income and
will continue to operate that way.
However, he warned that if it is
to do an effective job it must have
greater industry support.
A board invitation to send a
BAB representative to all district
meetings for sales consultations
was accepted by Mr. Ryan (see district meeting story page 39).
The TV Board, which met separately Monday and Tuesday morning, joined the Radio Board Tuesday noon, with meetings closing
Wednesday afternoon.
Among TV Board proceedings

was a discussion oi the program
standards meeting to be held June
22 in Washington [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, May 21]. FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy and Sen.
Johnson are to address this television session. The NARTB Research Dept. is preparing an analysis of program logs.
President Fellows was asked by
the TV Board to prepare and submit to it at a June 21 Washington
meeting his recommendations for
staffing of the TV organization
under Mr. Brown. A detailed report on TV legal and legislative
activities was given by Mr. Brown,
with emphasis on the FCC's proposed allocation of channels. Mr.
Brown has registered as a lobbyist.
His salary was set at $15,000.
TV directors will spai-k a video
membership campaign based on
bers.
personal solicitation of non-memEugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
New York, presided at the TV
meetings as chairman of the TV
Board.
All TV directors were present
except Campbell Arnoux, WTARTV Norfolk; Chris J. Witting, DuMont Television Network; Harry
Bannister, WWJ-TV Detroit; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth.
AM directors absent from the
meetings were James D. Shouse,
WLW
Donald. Cincinnati, and Patt McNext meeting of the combined
boards will be held in Washington
in late November or in December.
Mr. Jack Pitluk
Pitluk Advertising, Inc.
San Antonio, Te.ras
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Non-Docket- Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Rapid
City,
S. D. — The
Heart 1340
of the
Black Hills Station.
Granted
kc,
250 w, fulltime; engineering conditions.
Estimated construction cost $17,500.
Applicant
licensee June
of KDSJ
wood, S. D.is Granted
6. DeadPortland, Ore. — Bcstrs. Oregon Ltd.
Granted 1410 kc, 1 kw, daytime. Estimated construction cost $9,500. Applicant island.
licensee
of KPFM
(FM) PortGranted June
6.
Wheatland, Wyo.— William C. Grove.
Granted 800 kc, 1 kw, daytime; engineering
conditions. Mr.
Estimated
construction cost $19,600.
Grove owns
16% KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., 11% KCSJ
Pueblo, Col., 25% KRAL Rawlins, Wyo.,
50% KSID Sidney, Neb. Granted
June 6.
Kingsport, Tenn. — Sullivan County
Bcstg. Co. Granted 1320 kc, 1 kw, daytime;construction
engineering cost
conditions.
mated
$18,000. CyEstiN.
Bahakel, individual owner, is licensee
of WKOZ Kosciusco, Miss., WABG
Greenwood, Miss, and previously held
y3 interestJunein 6.WCLD Cleveland. Miss.
Granted
Hornell, N. Y. — Hornell Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 1480 kc, 1 kw, daytime; engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $19,131.23. Principals are
President Maxwell V. McCarthy
(20.4%), owner General Insurance and
president part-owner Hornell Fruit &
Vegetable Co.; Vice President Donald
L. Sellers (20.4%), station manager
WLEA Hornell; Secretary-Treasurer
Preston M. Rittenhouse (18.4%), program director WLEA; Thomas F. Kin(20.4%), owner
men's clothing
store; neyKenneth
J. Beckerman
(20.4%),
president-general
manager
Wholesale Grocery. Granted JuneHornell
6.
Montevideo, Minn. — Midwest Bcstg.
Corp. Granted 1450 kc, 100 w, fulttime;
engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $19,985. Principals are
President Edmond R. Donahue (6.66%),
retail jeweler; Herbert E. Nelson
(25.33%),Minn.;
part Don
ownerH. KMBU
ridge,
Bower Brecen(25%),
part owner KMBU; Tom E. Davis
(25.33%),
part
owner
KMBU.
Granted
June 6.
WERH
Hamilton, Ala.— G ranted
*♦••••*«••«••»••••••"
•'•••••••••••»••••••>•»• »j ••••••»
■
• •»•
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH JUNE 7
tG Stations
£c
$QX
Summary
oftJ
Authorizations,
on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2,276
2,239
144
269
141
FM Stations
651
532
135
1*
8
4
TV Stations
107
74
35
410
171
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KDLM Detroit Lakes, Mich. (Detroit Lakes Bcstg. Corp.,
1360 kc, 1 kw, day); WBAM Montgomery, Ala. (Deep South Bcstg. Co., 740 kc,
250 w, day); WLFH Little Falls, N. Y. (Rock City Bcstrs., 1230 kc, 100 w, fulltime); KEGW Englewood, Col. (The McMa Agency, 1220 kc, 1 kw, day); KABR
Aberdeen, S. D. (Aberdeen Broadcast Service, 1220 kc, 250 w, day); KSFV
Burbank, Calif. (Broadcasters of Burbank, 1490 kc, 250 w fulltime); KWCB
Searcy, Ark. (White County Bcstg. Co. Inc., 1300 kc, 1 kw, day); WADE-FM
Wadesboro, N. C. (R. P. Lyon & Son, 95.9 mc, 285 w, fulltime); WORZ-FM
Orlando, Fla. (Central Florida Bcstg. Co., 100.3 mc, 18.5 kw, fulltime); WPJB
Providence,
I. (Changed
WPJB-FM
I. (Changed
from WPJB R.(FM));
KATY from
San WFCI);
Luis Obispo,
Calif.Providence,
(Changed R.from
KMNS);
KMOR Oroville, Calif. (Changed from KDAN); KPUY Puyallup, Wash. (Changed
from KPWN); KRLW Walnut Ridge, Ark. (Changed from KOCP); KWIK
Pocatello, Idaho (Changed from KEIO).
switch in facilities from 1 kw to 5 kw
on 970 kc and install new transmitter.
Granted June 6.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KWEW Hobbs, N. M.— Granted assignment of license
E. Whitmore to KWEW
Inc.,from
ownedW. 99.98%
by
Mr. Whitmore.
consideration. Granted NoMaymonetary
23.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Ft. Walton, Fla.— WFTW Inc., 1490
kc, 250ment of w,
(requestsestimated
assigncall fulltime
letters WFTW);
construction cost $9,285; first year operating cost $25,000; first year revenue
$35,000. Principals are President George
E. Mead (31%), chief engineer and 10%
owner of WBSR Pensacola, Fla.; Vice
President and General Manager Boris
Mitchell (31%), program director for
WBSR; Treasurer Leonard Zepp (31%),
engineer-announcer
WBSR;attorney,
Secretary Kirke M. Beallfor (7%),
formerly
10%
owner
of
WBSR.
Filed
June 6.
La Grange, Ga. — Chattahoochee Bcstg.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 89)
Applications Continued:
Mod. CP new FM station for extension
of completion date.
WEPM-FM Martinsburg, W. Va.—
Same.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: KDIA Auburn. Calif.; KAFP
Petaluma, Calif.; WESB Bradford, Pa.;
WIGM Medford, Wis.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WFIN
Findlay, Ohio— RETURNED
application for CP to change ant. system.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Portsmouth, N. H.-WHEB Inc. request for CP for new TV station DISMISSED at applicant's request.
June 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WSTR Sturgis, Mich.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KOTN Pine Bluff, Ark.; KXRJ
Russellville, Ark; WJBS DeLand, Fla.;
WMOC Covington, Ga.; WKRO Cairo,
111.; WOPA Oak Park, 111.; WKBV
Richmond, Ind.; KRIB Mason Citv.
Iowa; WMTW Portland, Me.; WHAV
Haverhill, Mass.; WLAU Laurel, Miss.;
KWEW, Hobbs, N. M.; WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.; BTA Batavia. N. Y.;
WMNC Morganton, N. C; WMOA Marietta, Ohio; KGKR Baker, Ore.; WAZL
Hazleton, Pa.; WARD Johnstown, Pa.;
KORN Mitchell, S. D.; KIBL Beeville,

Co. Ltd., 620 kc, 500 w, daytime; estimated cost $21,680; operating cost $37,200; revenue $49,200. Partners and
owners of y3 each are Ralph C. Freeman, president
Southern
& Investment Co.; Cecil
Crew, Loan
postmaster
at Whigham, Ga.; Byron H. Hurst,
continuity director
and assistant comFiled Junemercial
6. manager WGRA Cairo, Ga.
Clovis, N. M.— Radio Station KBIM,
1310 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated cost
$18,703; operating cost $40,000; revenue
$60,000. Partners and owners of 50%
each are Theodore Rozzell, owner of
Rozzell Insurance Agency, and William
Paul Brown,
owner June
of 6.Paul's Chinchilla Ranch. Filed
Rockland, Me.— Knox Bcstg. Co., 1450
kc, 250 w, fulltime; estimated cost
$35,000; operating cost $35,000; revenue
$40,000. (Equipment was purchased
from WMTW Portland, Me. for $25,000.)
Principals are President Carleton D.
Brown (28%), president, general manager and 76.4% owner of WTVL Waterville, Me.; Treasurer Kennedy Crane
(8.3%), controlling interest in Senter
Crane department store; Charles H.
Berry (8.3%),
of andGarage
controlling interestpresident
in Fireproof
Co.; William D. Talbot (8.3%), part
owner and director of First National
Bank of Rockland, Me.; Roland G.
Ware (8.3%), owner Maritime Oil Co.;
and
June 117. other Maine businessmen. Filed
Sulphur, La. — Dixieland Bcstg. Co.,
1220 kc, 250 w, daytime; estimated cost
$13,750; operating cost $26,000; revenue
$36,000.
14 owners
are
Cyril W. Partners
Reddock, and
y2 owner
of WATM
Atmore, Ala. and KDLA DeRidder, La.;
John B. McCrary, >/2 owner WATM
and KDLA; M. A. Redmond, former
teacher at Juliard School of Music;
Klien
Evans,7. chief engineer at KDLA.
Filed June
Ft. Walton, Fla. — Vacationland Bcstg.
Co., 1260 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated
cost $18,750;
revenue $36,000.operating
Partners cost
and$30,000;
V2 owners
are Wilbur R. Powell, president and
owner of Okaloosa News-Journal Co.,
Crestview, Fla., and Robert L. F. Sikes,
former owner of same publishing company and member of U. S. House of
Representatives
Florida since
1940. Filed June from
7.
New Bern, N. C. — Luke H. WetherTex.; WVEC Hampton, Va.; WWW
Fairmount, W. Va.
CP Amended
New Co.
Brunswick,
J. — Home
News
Pub.
CP for N.new
TV station
AMENDED
from.27 Ch.
183 mc) ERP to.54change
kw vis.
kw 8aur.(180-to
Ch.
47
(674-680
mc
or
704-710
14.4 kw vis. 7.4 kw aur. antennamc) 440ERPft.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Wallace, N. C— RETURNED Duplin
Ecstg. Co. application for CP new AM
station on 1400 kc 250 w unl, (Contingent on WGBR relinquishing facilities.)
WSIR Winter Haven, Fla. — RETURNED application for license renewal.
WCOH Newnan, Ga.— RETURNED
application for license renewal.

ington, 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime; estimated cost $7,000; operating cost $48,000; revenue $60,000. Mr. Wetherington
owns Airline Cab Co., Havelock, N. C.
and
of Coastal
Bern. 51%Filed
June 7. Cab Co. Inc., New
Albion, Mich. — Calhoun Bcstg. Co.,
1540 kc, 250 w, day; estimated cost
$16,500, operating cost $50,000, revenue
$60,000. Principals are J. C. Bedient,
25%, er;VzJames
owner
Albion
RecordMoses,
25%, Evening
publisher
shall Evening
Chronicle;
GeorgeMarW.
Campbell,
16.8%, part-owner
ArgusT.
Press
Co., Owosso,
Mich.; George
Campbell,
part-owner
Argus
Press
Co.; M.16.4%,
H. Wirth,
16.8%, manager
WOAP-AM-FM Owosso. Filed May 29.
Reedsburg, Wis. — William C. Forrest,
1400 kc, 250 w, unlimited; estimated
cost $16,960, operating cost $25,000, rev$35,000. Mr.Wis.Forrest
is owner(FM)of
WIBU enue
Poynette,
and WWCF
Baraboo, Wis. Filed May 28.
TV APPLICATIONS
Detroit,
Mich.Ch.
— Booth
and
Television Inc.,
6 (82-88Radio
mc), ERP
15.4 kw visual, 7.7 kw aural, antenna
430 feet; estimated cost $212,066.83;
operating
cost $285,000;
revenue
$300.000.
Applicant
is licensee
of WJLB
Detroit, WBBC Flint, Mich., and WSGW
Saginaw, Mich. Filed June 7.
Royal Oak, Mich. — Royal Oak Bcstg.
Co. Inc., Ch. 62, ERP 73 kw visual,
36.5 kw mated
aural,
antenna operating
444 feet; esticost $194,000;
cost
$96,000; revenue unknown at present.
Applicant is licensee of WEXL and
WOMC (FM) Royal Oak. Filed June 7.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WSB-TV
Atlanta, Ga.— Assignment
of license from Atlanta Newspapers I
Inc. to Broadcasting Inc. for $525,000. k
Principals in transferee: President Walter C. Sturdivant (8V3%), president and if r
part-owner of Montgomery Knitting
Mills, Sumerville, Ga.; Vice President
John O. Chiles (4%%), vice president
and part-owner Adams-Cates Co., real '
estate Jr.firm;
Secretary
Alfred D.DavidKen- 1"
nedy
(8^3%),
president
son-Kennedy
Co.;viceTreasurer
Clement fj
A. Evans, (8%%), president of Clement
A. Evans & Co. Inc., investment bankers; Joseph L. Morris (10%), vice president The Robinson-Humphrey Co.
Inc., investment bankers; Arthur L.
Montgomery
(121,2%),
viceCo.;
president
Atlanta Coca-Cola
Bottling
Harris
Robinson (12M>%), president and y4
owner of Dixie Drive-In Theatres Inc. ...
and Peachtree
James
D. Robinson Drive-In
Jr. (10%), Theatres;
president ,i
of Trust Co. of Georgia; and nine other
Atlanta residents owning less than 5% I
each. Transfer was necessitated by .
merger of Atlanta Journal Co., WSB- {
TV licensee, and The Constitution Pub.
Co., WCON-TV licensee. Filed June 1.
KVIM New Iberia, La. — Transfer off,
control censee,
Queen
Bcstg. Co.andInc.,
from G.City
H. DeClouet
A. liP.
McLachlan to Paul M. Cochran and W.
H. Bland Jr. Mr. Cochran owns 25% I
at
presentMrandBland
will isown
transfer.
now 85%
chief after
en- 1
gineer for KVIM and KLFY Lafayette,L
La.not Monetary
is
available. consideration,
Filed June 1. if any,'
KMBY Monterey, Calif.— Assignment 1
of license from Monterey Radio Bcstg. J
Co. to The Monterey Radio-Television
Co. Principals
% owners
are- ;
President
Kenyon andBrown,
part-owner
of KWFT-AM-FM Wichita Falls, Tex..
KEPO El Paso, Tex., KGLC Miami.
Okla., KBYE
license of KWRNOklahoma
Reno. City
Nev.;andVice;
President and Secretary George L. i
Coleman Jr., president of Coleman.
Motors Corp., 5.5% owner of KGLC:
Vice President and Treasurer Harry!
L. Crosby Jr., minority stockholder in
KMPC
Angeles
KGLC. LosFiled
June and
1. 5.2% owner of
WDYK
Cumberland,
Assign-!
ment
of license
from R. Md.—
A. Raese
to) I
The Western Maryland Bcstg. Co., ai
new corporation owned 98% by Mr.!
Raese and Mr.
2% Avirett
by JamespaysA. approxiAvirett. i'
attorney.
rnately
May
28. $300 for his interest. Filed |
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology In America, offers Its
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
of America
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Transit Radio
(Continued from page 25)

iapproval of transit FM by "most
passengers . . . would not be important, since the will of the majority cannot abrogate the constitutional rights of a minority."
9 Transitcasts "deprive objecting passengers of liberty without
due process of law . . . service that
violates constitutional rights is not
reasonable service."
Judge Edgerton noted that the
opinion applies to "commercials"
and "announcements" and that the
court is "not now called upon to
decide whether occasional broadesp feasts of music alone would infringe
f constitutional rights."
lee*?! Legal lights generally agreed
, .'that the term "announcements" is
include news
• J'construed
weather to
forecasts
and briefs,
other
. "voice" descriptions, and pointed
nut that, while a sharp delineation
• was not drawn, the end effect of
the ruling is the same in view of
i
need for revenue sources.
Transit Riders Assn. was repregyj feented in its appeal by Paul Segal,
>f the Washington law firm of Se:al, Smith & Hennessey; Washing"-;d:skton Transit Radio Inc. by W. Theof^Jdore Pierson of Pierson & Ball,
b W -Two other attorneys — Franklin S.
; Pollak, a Justice Dept. lawyer, and
c>m iGuy Martin — backed the anti-tran;: :^-|-5itcasting
faction,
thoughbefore
their appeals were
withdrawn
the
ase went to the Court of Appeals.
Liif In announcing a decision to ap>eal, Mr. Strouse noted that the
r-'iiisFPUC
body of Radio
expertsis in
deternined "as
thata Transit
the
^."Ujpublic
interest"
deciion was
upheldandby that
the the
District
jiOourt whose Judge Edward A.
Tamm dismissed three suits by
j-.?r ^Transit Riders Assn., two by
■leSsrs. Pollak and Martin, and
3 mother by Paul N. Temple. PUC
gjjfearlier had dropped its own inves3| igation [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 5, 1950].
"The decision is so broad that
4 t not only challenges transit radio
broadcasts but is an implied chalenge to all industry supported
I» py commercial advertising," Mr.
_J fetrouse charged. "Because of this,
^ H^e have no alternative but to take
>ur case to a fourth tribunal, the

Supreme Court of the United
States, for determination as to
which of the three tribunals [PUC,
District Court and Court of Appeals], thus far deciding, are corMr. Strouse told Broadcasting •
Telecasting
that, because of the
rect."
far-reaching ramifications of the
decision, Storecasting and other
specialized services may be affected, should the high chamber
sustain the Court of Appeals.
At least two attorneys, however,
felt that the general principle was
the same but that different factors
were involved — principally that of
the so-called "captive audience."
Thomas -Dowd, attorney at Pierson & Ball, doubted whether the
decision, if finalized by the higher
tribunal, would have any effect on
Storecasting or other specialized
services, since the appeals body
based its opinion on "forced listenConcept Held Broad
Lawyers stressed particularly
ing." the "concept of government
that
action" is so much broader than
heretofore that it could easily be a
small step toward the banning of
car card advertising and other
commercial media.
One attorney, who asked that he
not be identified, posed the question
of whether a single-TV station
market, also involving a government franchise, might not operate
with FCC authorization to a socalled captive audience.
Attorney Segal interpreted the
ruling to include all announcements
including commercials, weather reports and newscasts, but doubted
that it would have any future impact on specialized services. In
the case of Storecasting, he pointed
out the customer is free to enter
any storeis not
and involved.
that the "captive"
element
Mr. Segal, representing the antitransit radio faction, reiterated its
position that the service "is bad
for commercial radio" on grounds
it antagonizes listeners who in their
homes listen to radio fare without
compulsion.
Compliance of transit FM with
FCC's Rules & Regulations has
been under study for many months.
It was indicated last week, however, that the Commission would
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NARTB SUPPORT
Voted for FM Services
SPECIALIZED FM services will
receive the protection of NARTB
under a resolution unanimously
adopted last week by the association's Radio Board.
The resolution was introduced
by Frank U. Fletcher, WARL-FM
Arlington, representing FM stations on the board. The president
and general counsel of NARTB are
authorized to take all reasonable
steps to retain the opportunity of
engaging in such services as Storecasting, functional music and
transit FM.
While the Federal Court decision
banning commercial transit FM
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 4] was not mentioned specifically, the resolution calls for participation incourt or FCC proceedings. It referred in specific terms,
however, to the FCC policy statement construing use of beep signals
to control special FM services as
a violation of the Communications
Act.
await SCOTUS action before releasing its study. Some FCC authorities indicated informally that
Storecasting and Functional Music,
in which FM also is involved, probably would not be affected by
any high court ruling and, thus,
in any Commission procedure.
Out of 650-plus FM outlets on
the air, approximately 15 — including WRLD (FM) Miami Beach,
Fla.; KFDC (FM) Sausalito, Calif.;
WFMF (FM) Chicago; WACE-FM
Chicopee, Mass., and WEAW (FM)
Evanston, 111. — hold or have held
contracts for functional music service. About 10 stations have agreements for Storecasting operation.
Steady TR Growth
Transit Radio Inc., the parent
firm which holds contracts with
stations in 14 cities, has grown
steadily in the past three years,
with a $1.5 million investment in
equipment, stock and other items.
Local stations realize a combined
gross revenue of approximately $1
million from transit advertising,
according to Mr. Crisler.
The TR president said he has
talked with stations in local markets and that they will continue
operation pending a decision on
the appeal. Advertisers, he claims,
are "extremely sympathetic" with
Transit Radio over the ruling and
many feel it received a "raw deal,"
he reported. Virtually none have
cancelled contracts because of the
decision, he added, and success
stories still are reported.
Stations and cities which currently hold franchises (excluding
those now temporarily suspended)
include: KXOK-FM St. Louis;
WWDC-FM Washington; WKRCFM Cincinnati; KCMO-FM Kansas
City, Mo.; WJHP-FM Jacksonville,
Fla.; WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh;
KTNT (FM) Tacoma, Wash.;
WGTR
(FM) Worcester, Mass.;

WTO A (FM) Trenton, N. J.;
KBON-FM Omaha; WBUZ (FM)
Bradbury Heights, Md.; WPLH-FM
Huntington, W. Va.; WAJL (FM)
Flint,
WIZZ (FM) WilkesBarre, Mich.;
Pa.
In virtually all cities — save possibly New York and Chicago where
two or more firms overlap routes —
one company dominates transportation service, a primary factor which
the
Court of Appeals took into consideration.
The functional music phase has
cropped up in FCC's study contending that "beep" operations are
a violation of the Commission's
Rules ingand
Regulations [Broadcast• Telecasting,
May 21, 7,
April 16].
No Effect Seen
Stanley Joseloff, president of
Storecast Corp. of America, felt
the transit radio decision will not
affect Storecasting. "We're riding
a different bus," he said. "There's
nothing captive about our audiences." Shoppers, he points out,
unlike transit riders, are always
free to go to a competing store
if they do not like music. He also
points out that the stores know
pretty well what type of music
their patrons like, and stresses that
store volume has increased with
addition of music.
His organization, he says, is servicing about 650 supermarkets in
five areas (usually several communities in each area). The stations are: WMMW-FM Meriden,
Conn.; WGHF(FM) New York;
WIBG-FM Philadelphia; KQV-FM
Pittsburgh, and WFMF(FM) Chi-

RhymaIineTime,featuring emcee
David Andrews, pianist Harry
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
the Heart of America's favorite

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline
is a musical-comedyTime
program that
pulls
"Team"
more mailfeature.
than any other current
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land -Sharp Motors,
Jones
Store, and
Pharmaceutical
Corp.Continental
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
k "Colonel" for availabilities! 1
KM
of KansasBC
City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
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TRUST FUND CREATED
IN G. A. RICHARDS WILL
WILL of late G. A. (Dick) Richards and two
codicils set up trust fund for Mrs. Rozene
Richards Moore, daughter, of Detroit, and
other relatives. Filed late Thursday for probate in Los Angeles Superior Court, will is
dated June 25, 1948 and codicils July 14, 1948,
and May 13, 1950. Mr. Richards, principal
owner of Richards stations, died May 28
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
All personal effects bequeathed to widow,
Mrs. Frances S. Richards of Beverly Hills.
Bequests of $10,000 each made to four sisters:
Florence Richards, Clarinda Richards, Stella
W. Richards and Mrs. Helen R. Watkins, all
of Poughquay, N. Y. Sister-in-law, Mrs. Marguerite Richards, Kansas City, willed $5,000.
Remainder of estate placed in trust with
Walter S. McLucus, Detroit banker, and L. R.
Jackson of Akron, president, Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co.
HOPE RISES FOR ASCAP
ACCORD OUT OF COURT
HOPE that satisfactory arrangements for use
of ASCAP music on TV may be secured without legal action rose last week with announcement that negotiations between society and
All-Industry TV Per Program Committee
would be continued for two weeks to permit
collection and examination of further data
from TV stations on which a formula for payments for music rights might be based.
Applications prepared by committee counsel
for filing with federal court in New York today (June 11) asking for fair and equitable
rates to be set for TV use of ASCAP tunes will
now be held up at least until June 25. Meanwhile, video station operators may continue to
use ASCAP music under interim agreement
terms without fear of infringement suits.
UHF TV OPERATION
(Continued from page J,)
delivers higher signal to compensate, hence
comparable service possible.
New cameras and transmitters indicated to
be readily adaptable to CBS field sequential
color system. Interchangeability of GE units
with those of other makes also pointed out.
Host of other new VHF-UHF transmitting,
antenna and studio equipment described and
shown.
Complete costs for all station equipment outlined, with costs of transmitter-antenna combinations given as follows: VHF Channels 2-6
(100-kw ERP), $140,000; VHF Channels 7-13
(200-kw ERP), $134,000; UHF Channels 14-78
(200-kw ERP), $125,000. Complete studio instal ation :Relatively small installation, $38,779; medium installation, $114,655; relatively
large installation, $195,186.
Heart of new UHF transmitter is klystron
tube developed by Varian Assoc. of California
in conjunction with GE. Tube heretofore has
been used only in narrow-band transmission.
Simplicity of design of tube and transmitter
said to account for low cost.
Page 98
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ANTI-GAMBLING

ABC would be 5:30-5:55 p.m., Monday, Wednesday and Friday, for its Mark Trail program, sponsored by Kellogg corn flakes and
Pep, and 5:55-6 p.m., three times weekly, for
its Victor Borge show underwritten by Kellogg's
York, isGro-Pup.
agency. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
BILL

OFFERED BY 'CRIME' GROUP
FAR-REACHING measure affecting broadcast
of gambling information introduced in Senate
Friday by members of Senate Crime Investigating Committee.
Bill would (1) make it unlawful to transmit
any bet or wager by telephone, telegraph, or
radio by adding new section to U. S. Criminal
Code, and (2) extend present criminal law
against broadcasting lottery information or
advertisements to include other "gambling enCrime Committee Chairman Herbert R.
terprises."
O'Conor said bill would help curtail illegal
gambling activities of "big-time gamblers and
racketeers." Legislation is of crime committee
series, of which broadcast-exempt anti-gambling bills introduced fortnight ago were part
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
KEFAUVER

PROPOSES

CONGRESS-CABINET TV QUIZ
SEN. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) proposed
Friday that Congress change its rules to permit its members to cross-examine Cabinet officers every two weeks on television.
He also advocated putting as many Congressional hearings as possible on TV. Sen.
Kefauver pointed out that telecast hearings
of his crime investigating committee showed
public's great interest in what Congress does.
FCC HALTS LOCAL GRANTS
ON REGIONAL CHANNELS
CLASS IV (local) assignments on regional
channels would be stopped under proposed rule
making announced last Friday by FCC. The
20 Class IV stations, mostly 250-watters, already on regional frequencies will not be required to change frequency or increase power.
Comments will be received by Commission on
or before July 16.
Commission noted assignment of stations
with less than 500 w to regional channels is
inconsistent with FCC's basic allocation plan
and tends to inefficient utilization of frequencies.
ABC UPS O&O TV RATES
ABC, which cut radio time costs few weeks
ago, will increase network evening hour rates
on all its O&O television stations effective Aug.
1, Slocum Chapin, O&O station vice president,
announced Friday. Evening hourly rates at
WJZ-TV New York go from $3,100 to $4,000;
at WENR-TV Chicago from $1,650 to $2,000;
WXYZ-TV Detroit, $1,100 to $1,350; KECATV Los Angeles, $1,650 to $2,000; KGO-TV
San Francisco, $600 to $850.
HUDSON'S RADIO PULL
PRIME evidence of radio's pulling power, even
in TV stronghold like New York, cited by
WOR New York Friday in reporting that onetime offer of Hudson paper napkins on John
Gambling's Musical Clock on WOR Thursday
morning had reaped estimated 75,000 responses
by Friday afternoon. Offer was part of Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp. test to determine
whether radio or TV gives it better results.

WASHINGTON rounds were made last week
by top brass of ABC and United Paramount
Theatres in connection with projected merger
(story page 29). In group were Leonard H.
Goldenson, UPT president; Robert H. O'Brien,
UPT secretary-treasurer, who will become executive vice president of radio-TV division
under merger; Robert H. Kintner, ABC president, and Robert H. Hinckley, ABC vice president.
IN RE ABC-United Paramount fusion, it can
be reported that government sources were assured that combined group has no present intention of divesting itself of AM network.
On contrary, its plan is to expand and
strengthen that operation as well as TV.
JACOB A. EVANS, manager of sales development, advertising and promotion in NBC's
National Spot Sales Dept., slated for post of
manager of radio advertising and promotion
as successor to George Wallace, who is resigning to join Readers' Digest International.
CHARLES F. GANNON, vice president and
public relations director of Benton & Bowles,
New York, is resigning to form new firm of
Armstrong, Gannon & Assoc., which will
specialize in industrial public relations accounts. Spencer Armstrong is director of
Opinion Leaders of America.
SEN. HOMER CAPEHART (R-Ind.) plans:
to talk to Federal Reserve Board officials in
effort to get Regulation W relaxed for specified
periods of time in manner RTMA recommended before Senate Banking & Currency
Committee (see story, page 46). Sen. Cape-j
hart believes regulation ought to be relaxed
and made "realistic" to give businessman
chance and put people back to work.
BAB's basic presentation on radio values to be1
pi-epared by Dick Dorrance, Mutual's new director of public relations and press information. Mutual, which has come out strongly
for more fundamental research to show radio's
worth, has given its blessing.
WCUO
(FM) SUSPENDS
STOCKHOLDERS of WCUO (FM) Cleveland;
operated by UAW-CIO Broadcasting Corp.,j
voted to authorize officers to discontinue opera- !
tions June 15-Aug. 15 while exploratory moves!
are made to determine if renewed operations
are economically feasible.
WARD
ELECTED BY FAB
FLORIDA Assn. of Broadcasters late Friday
in Jacksonville elected S. O. Ward, WLAK
Lakeland, president; L. Herschel Graves
WTAL Tallahassee, first vice president; George
W. Thorpe, WVCG Coral Gables, second vice!
president, and John B. Browning, WSPB Sarasota, secretary-treasurer.
NBC ORDERS TEXAS LINK
NBC last week ordered from AT&T fulltinit
TV circuits connecting Tulsa, Oklahoma City,
Fort Worth, Dallas, San Antonio and Houston
with present intercity TV network.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CALLING
ALL
CUSTOMERS
IN RICHMOND?

Of course, a three-quarter billion
dollar market has lots of
customers worth calling.
WMBG, WTVR and WCOD

talk to most

of them daily . . . are closer to
them than their telephones.

WMBG

First stations of Virginia, in radio

WTYR

and television both, the pioneer
Havens and Martin stations deliver a
loyal, time-tested audience in this
expanding area of consistently strong
buying power. Your nearest Blair
man will gladly provide details.

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

WMBG
WTVR

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

WCOD

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company

Tune in this new RCA Victor "Personal" radio
—no bigger than a book. From it pour the full
tones of any orchestra— so full of life that it's
like holding a band in your hand.
This compact instrument grows directly from
research conducted at RCA Laboratories. Scientists and engineers here perfected highly efficient
circuits and electron tubes — powered by compact
RCA Batteries. Rs built-in antenna gives peak performance athome or "on the road." Rs miniature

loudspeaker offers fine acoustical performance in
a minimum of space.
Development of this portable radio, weighing less
than 4 pounds, is another example of RCA research
and engineering at work for you. Result: a totally new
satisfaction from a small personal radio.
*
*
*
See the latest wonders of radio, television and electronics atRCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street,
N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America,
RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

MLADJO

CORPORATION

Wor/c/ Leac/er

See the new RCA Victor "Personal" radio today
( Model B4 1 1 ) —at your local RCA Victor dealer's
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GIMMICK

iliates Committee
—pays

eets ANA Group
Page 23

off

in

Richmond!

It's got whiskers, but it's a tough test for
any radio station— the customer must say
"WLEE" to get a special cut price. A ladies
shop in Richmond, which had never before
used radio, tried it a few weeks ago, selling

works Turn Cornei
\s Billings Rise
Page 23

$1.65 nylons for 99c if the lady said "WLEE."
After one announcement the store had to
limit sales to three pairs per customer. And
before the week was out the manager of the
store had signed up his first radio contract
... a non-cancellable schedule for 26 weeks.

jcation Challem
ices TV Stations
Page 25

Fast, profitable results like this are still
more common on WLEE now that we have
5000 watts. That new power means more
listeners for your message on WLEE . . .
thousands of them in our new coverage area.
It means a better signal in Richmond proper.
It means more value for every dollar you

■Hytron Stockhol
Approve Merger

spend on WLEE.
Ask your For joe man for all the latest
WLEE facts— it's quite a story.

TELECASTING
Jeg/ns on Page 59

WLE

E

MUTUAL
IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

7.00 Annually
5 cents weekly

TOM TINSLEY, President

'

IN

RICHMOND

FORJOE & CO., Representatives

In

the

WLS

tradition

PROFITABLE

. . .

.

Programming

• • • with

a

pre-tested
for

Radio's ever magic touch turns WLS afternoons into profitable
programming — for you. Using its pre-tested, time-proven formula of live-talent block programming, WLS has developed an
exciting afternoon of participating shows, heard daily, Mondays thru Fridays. From BOB ATCHER PRESENTS at 1:30
thru STUMPUS, which ends at 4:00, listeners are hearing a
unique kind of programming — a Saturday night review for
For one solid hour BOB

ATCHER

PRESENTS

brings

to the Chicago Midwest a new kind of afternoon program—fol owing thesuccessful block programming technique of the famous NATIONAL BARN DANCE.

listener

formula
acceptan

afternoon enjoyment. Thus, WLS accepting-believing afternoon
listeners are reached, and most economically, too! Each day's
program is designed for sale in effective small time-segments,
or on a participation basis, with live or transcribed announcements.
See your Blair man today for complete details on profitable
afternoon programming — for you.

BOB ATCHER PRESENTS
Monday thru Friday
1 :30-2:30 P.M.

Featuring live talent. BOB ATCHER PRESENTS stars Bob Atcher, "Top
Hand of the Cowhands" as Master-of-ceremonies. Each day an entire array
of Barn Dance favorites appear ... a line-up of talent untouched in Chicago
afternoon radio!
There is music to please all tastes, brief news and weather summaries, listener participations, comedy and a weekly hit parade made up from mail
received throughout each week. The formula is time-tested and proven successful through the enormous success of the NATIONAL BARN DANCE.
WLS STUMPUS, with popular MC Jack Stilwill and featuring
STUMPUS
the WLS Rangers, constantly produces the regular daily listener
Monday thru Friday
3:30-4:00 P.M.
response for which WLS has so long been noted ... an average
of 1,154 pieces of mail per program in April! Using the basic
formula of prizes for tune titles which stump the musical group, the program
features the same kind of friendly voices, the same neighborly spirit and top
quality talent that WLS listeners respond to so actively.
STUMPUS established itself by having been broadcast daily for more than
twenty months with a continuing record-breaking response from listeners . . .
time-tested and proven successful by listener-response.
Bridging the period between BOB ATCHER
PRESENTS and Stilwill's STUMPUS comes a lineup of network programs rapidly building ratings in Chicago's Midwest — QUICK AS A
FLASH, DICK HAYMES, PAUL HARVEY and TED
MALONE ... to round out a full afternoon of
profitable programming — for you.

Both programs have a proven
audience . . . and a responsive
one . . . for selling your goods
in Midwest America.
YOUR JOHN BLAIR MAN HAS THE DETAILS

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC AFFILIATE. REPRESENTED

BY

JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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WITH RATIFICATION LAST Wednesday of
Hytron acquisition by CBS (story page 25),
CBS ownership is considering high-level reorganization into subsidiary and divisional structure. Plan understood to contemplate separation of AM and TV operations into four categories (individual networks and owned and
operated stations) each to be headed by top
executives, along with separate direction of
four manufacturing entities — Columbia Recording, CBS-Columbia Inc. (radio-TV sets) ;
Hytron (tubes) , and patents-development division. Plan may be evolved in next few weeks.
UNTIL SHE RECEIVED call from White
House 11:30 a.m. last Monday, Comr. Frieda
B. Hennock had no information about her imminent appointment to federal judgeship in
New York. While she had been considered for
past two years for judgeship, President Truman's appointed hit her, as well as her colleagues, as complete surprise.
MOVE TO HAVE Ken Fry, radio-television
director of Democratic National Committee,
named to Hennock vacancy on FCC was vetoed
last week by William Boyle, committee chairman. He insisted his veteran radio chief and
ex-NBC executive stick through 1952 campaign. After that, he would be free agent and
would receive whole-hearted support for regulatory assignment.
ANTI-TRUST DIVISION of Dept. of Justice
isn't saying so publicly, but it's looking at overall radio-television manufacturing with an eye
to possible restraint of trade in merchandising,
notably as to color TV. In one quarter it was
said there was an ATD observer behind every
pillar in Chicago during recent NARTB annual
convention.
LEVER BROTHERS' Chlorogene toothpaste,
currently completing second half of radio spot
test, considering expanding to national campaign because of initial success. J. Walter
Thompson, New York, is agency.
AT STAKE in upcoming federal court hearing
on WFIN Findlay, Ohio, petition is legality of
present working arrangements between majorminor baseball clubs under anti-trust laws.
Well over 1,000 stations carrying play-by-play
accounts affected by suit.
ONE-MAN CAMPAIGN launched in Washington for legislation which would assure radio of
equitable share of government advertising
budgets. Roy G. Terry, owner of KOCA Kilgore, Texas, has established temporary offices
in Albee Bldg. Radio, to be on equal footing
with other media, should get about $2 million
in government monies, not only on recruiting
but also on government bond and other drives
for which space is bought elsewhere, he contends. Congressmen contacted, he reports, are
highly favorable.
CBS-TV reportedly planning to buck NBC's
(Continued on page 9U )
Page 4
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Upcoming
June 18: Board of Directors meeting, Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, Royal York Hotel,
Toronto.
June 18-19: BMI Clinic, 49 W. 49th St., New
York.
June 21 : FTC Radio-TV trade practices conference. National Archives Bldg., Washington.
June 22: All-Industry TV Program Conference,
Statler Hotel, Washington.
(More Upcomings on page 91)

Bulletins
BORDEN Co., New York (Sanowhite cleaning compound), through Picard Adv. Co., New
York, preparing radio spot campaign.
CHRIS WITTING APPOINTED
DuMONT NETWORK DIRECTOR
CHRIS J. WITTING, for 18 months general
manager of DuMont TV Network, on Friday
became director of network and of three DuMont owned and operated stations — WABD
(TV) New York, WTTG (TV) Washington
and WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh. Appointment
was made by Mortimer W. Loewi, who simultaneously announced his own retirement as
network director to return to post of executive
assistant to president of Allen B. DuMont Labs,
which he held before taking charge of network in May 1948.
Mr. Witting was associated with Price,
Waterhouse Co. during 30's, installing operating systems
for firm's
clients.
He andis internal
certifiedprocedures
public accountant.
During war, except for year-and-a-half with
U. S. Maritime Service, he served as comptroller and assistant treasurer of camp shows.
In 1947 he set up operating procedures for
telecasting division of DuMont organization
and in 1949 was made general manager of
network. He is a TV director of NARTB and
has been active in industry affairs.
NOTRE DAME PONDERS TV
THE REV. John J. Cavanaugh, Notre Dame
president, Friday questioned constitutionality
of NCAA's curtailing of football game telecasts. He did not say whether all-important
Notre Dame will defy NCAA by telecasting
home grid contests and explained that his
school wants to go along with NCAA, if it can.
An NCAA official confided last week that if
Notre Dame should follow Penn out of fold,
planned experimental moratorium "would go
out the window."
(See early story, page 60.)
RADIO

BEATS

PAPERS

SURVEY just released by WCCO Minneapolis for metropolitan area shows radio reaching twice as many homes as combined Twin
Cities newspapers and nighttime rating increase for one station of 18.5% over two years
ago. Day ratings increased 35%. Diary survey covered 112 counties.

Briefly
Business
CARPET SPOTS O Alexander Smith &
Sons, New York (carpets), preparing fall radio
spot campaign in 20 major markets. Firm
also considering three-day campaign on ABC
to launch sales drive. Agency, Anderson &
Cairns, New York.
AGENCY NAMED # Effanbee Doll Co.,
York, appoints Lawrence Boles Hicks
same city, to handle advertising for its
Schiaparelli doll. Radio and television
templated.

New
Inc.,
new
con-

GROSS APPOINTS # Gross Distributors,
N. Y., N. J., and Conn, (wholesale radio-TV
ing.
& appliance distributors), names Du FineKaufman Inc., New York, to handle advertisPHILLIPS CHECKING • Phillips Soups,
planning 52-week TV spot campaign, checking
availabilities in Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington, Will start soon as favorable
night time can be secured. Agency, Clements,
Philadelphia.
ALL-INDUSTRY TV
TAX COMMITTEE NAMED
GEORGE B. STORER, chairman, announced
Friday organization of an all-industry Television Broadcasters Tax Committee "to make
a final determined effort to secure adequate
relief for the industry" from current excess
profits tax law. Members of committee pledged
and paid an initial $5,000 to Lovell H. Parker,
Washington, as counsel and registered repretime basis. sentative. Mr. Parker was employed on fullProposed amendments to tax law were prepared and presented to industry for study.
All 107 stations were asked to send check in
amount of current one-time, one-hour rate to
insure adequate financial support.
Members of committee include: Chairman and
Treasurer, George B. Storer, The Fort Industry Co.;
Vice Chairman, Dwight W. Martin, Crosley BroadCorp.; CampbellCBS;Arnoux,
Norfolk;casting
Earl Gammons,
Robert WTAR-TV
Hinkley, ABC;
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; J.
B. Poole. The Fort Industry Co.; Frank M. Russell,
NBC;
D. W.
Thornburgh,
WCAU-TV
Philadelphia;
ex-officio
members:
C. E. Arney
Jr., NARTB;
Thad
H. Brown Jr., NARTB.
TONNAGE

ORDER

ISSUED

NATIONAL
Production
Authority's
struction Controls
Division Friday
notified Confield
offices to approve applications for construction
involving less than three tons of scarce materials. Broadcasters to be included under directive with newspaper plants. Approval
would assure go-ahead on antenna bays anc
other
equipment using "insignificant" amounl
of material.
NEW

RCA

DEFENSE

UNIT

FACTORY unit to be devoted solely to production of electronic equipment for nationa
defense to be established in Camden works oi
RCA-Victor Division. Radar equipment wil
be produced in unit with production to star)
in fall. Summer vacation at plant start;
June 29.
BROADCASTING
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OVERALLS

FOR

THE

SMALL

FRY.

Recently, one of the home-sewing series on the "'Visit
Esther Alderman" show was devoted to making overalls,
including an actual modeling of the finished garment by
one active, small boy. Tuesday and Thursday afternoons,
busy house-wives and mothers in the WDEL-TV area,
pause for half an hour to visit with Mrs. Alderman,
Wilmington urban home demonstration agent. Her telecourses have proved popular with viewers because Mrs.
Alderman packs her thirty -minute television appearance
with practical instruction, not only in home sewing, but
in such subjects as making lamp shades and furniture;
preparing unusual salads; removing stains from fabrics
or planning nutritious meals with the seven basic foods.

TV Affiliate

This program is one of many local features
carried by this station in an endeavor to meet,
the public needs of the community it serves.

WD

EL-TV

Wilmington,
Delaware
A Steinman Station

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Associates

Chicago

San Francisco • New York • Los Angeles
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Shell Oil Company, using newscasts at 7:30 A. M., 6:30 P.M. and 1 1:30 P.M.,
Monday

thru Friday, finds WFBR

pays off in 3

widely separated time segments.

Any time's good time on WFBR!
Sounds like an ad man's idea of a hot slogan,
doesn't it?
It happens to be true! Shell Oil Company found
that out with their early morning— early evening —
late evening pattern.
Other advertisers — dozens of them— are using
WFBR time all around the clock to sell profitably.
Because of this, WFBR

has built a number of sales-

minded participation shows, scattered strategically
through the day and night.
Any WFBR salesman or your John Blair man can
tell you about availabilities.

MA**']

WFBR

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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NEW

FACILITIES

TO

BE

W.E SPECIALIZE
DESIGN

TO

SPECIFIC

IN

CUSTOM

SOLVE

PROBLEMS

Our NEW, modern plant, vastly
expanded facilities and trained
personnel are ready to go to
work for you at a moment's notice. Skilled engineers are at
your disposal to analyze specific problems. Expert draftsmen are on the job to design
equipment geared to your particular needs in smooth, dependable broadcasting operations. Long years of experience
— in both domestic and foreign
markets — stand behind Continental Service. The Continental reputation for uniform high
quality, superior workmanship
and technical ability is your assurance of lasting satisfaction.
Upper right, the
Continental 5 Tower 5 KW visionPower
Diand Phase
Control Unit. Lower right, typical
Continental components— radio frequency inductors
grouped about a
larger
ductor. isolation in-

NEW HOME OF CONTINENTAL
fUCTSONICS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
producers of
•fa Complete transmitters ^ Power division and

4212

S. BUCKNER BLVD.

ROADCASTING

DALLAS

10, TEXAS

• Telecasting

PHONE

EVERGREEN 1137

-fr Radio frequency inductors Phase <°ntrol units
•Jc Isolation inductojs *fa Rectifiers — Amplifiers
•fa Aluminum coupling cabinets
"^r FM-AM Isolation units
Antenna coupling units ^ Arc-back indicators
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Let's

get
The Association of National Advertisers recently recommended areappraisal of radio's rates. Their report
immediately set in motion a series of events without

precedent in radio's history. We agree that when any
new medium, such as television, becomes a sizeable

straight
appraisal of radio's advertising values market by
market. They are not the outcome of any sound analysis. Just a flat cut — no matter what the station's
actual advertising value might be!

factor in planning advertising budgets, it is high time
to appraise its effect on all media including radio.

This unique conception seems to take the view that each

The ANA made their radio rate analysis only in television
markets, and many people jumped to the conclusion
that radio rates everywhere should be reduced. This
was not inherent in the ANA report. It obviously
would be unrealistic and, we believe, indefensible to

parts of the country. Actually, each network is comprised of hundreds of individual radio stations owned
and operated by separate local people or corporations
These stations have only a contractual relationship
with the network with which they are affiliated. The
essence of these contracts is simply that the stations
agree to broadcast, for so much money, the programs
furnished them by the network during certain hours oJ
the day. Each station has many hours in which it
broadcasts its own programs, commercial and public
service, and so is an important part of its own loca

analyze radio values in Portland, Oregon, or Wichita,
Kansas, where TV is non-existent, on the same basis as
in such TV markets as New York and Chicago.
As a matter Of fact, in Portland and Wichita —

as in

many good markets — radio families have increased
and listening is up. Any true revaluation would indicate that a healthy rate increase can be fully justified.
So again we agree with the ANA that a reappraisal
of radio rates must be done on a sensible market by
market basis. It must be based on the present degree
of radio coverage of each station in each market.
Amazingly, among the people who jumped to the erroneous conclusion that rates should be reduced uniformly
without regard to advertising values, were the radio
networks themselves.
Columbia rushed into print with an across-the-board cut
of a flat 10% from 1 :00 o'clock in the afternoon to
11 :00 o'clock at night, except for
hours when the flat cut was 15%.

prime evening

NBC followed this formula almost exactly and ABC came
next with a 15% cut 1 :00 to 11 :00 PM.
But mark this fantastic fact.

network operates from a single wholly-owned transmitter which sends its signal simultaneously to all

community life. We won't belabour a point so wel
known to everyone in radio (including the networks'
and to most advertisers, that radio stations are loca
and individual entities which sometimes carry networl
programs.
Now the local business men who operate radio station:
are the people who, as we interpret the network poin
of view, should pay for the cuts in network rates re 1
gardless of their individual worth to the advertiser
The networks aren't footing the bill. They simply cut th
station's rates without regard to its individual market
coverage, penetration, or its power to move merchanl
dise.
-but
The advertiser can take advantage of the rate cut onl;
between 1 :00 PM and 11 :00 PM.

the ncticorTxS have cut the individual
station's rate for every network program

These CUtS in rates to the advertiser are not based on any
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includ'mg those broadcast before 1:00 PM! \'
1
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• Telecast

on

Radio

These matters have been viewed very gravely by the independently owned, network-affiliated stations. There
has been a feeling among many of them that the panic
exhibited by the networks is unwarranted and can lead
only to gross inequities to stations, to certain weakening of the networks themselves and to a lessening of
actual network advertising values. The method, viewed
from any angle, is unfair, unsound and unhealthy.
The reasons Why this method k unfair have been touched
on here. The reasons why it is unsound and unhealthy
are, in skeleton form, these:
Indiscriminate Slashing of rates can indicate hasty or
careless thinking. It's the kind of thinking which, if it
persists, can spread into other phases of network operation— into programming, sales service, research, etc.
Passed on from the network to the stations, less effective effort along any or all of these lines can in time
be reflected in loss of audience.

It is equally true that indiscriminate slashing of rates —
even in the face of the audience gains which so many
stations can demonstrate — seems to understate and
undervalue radio audiences both at the same time. It

Rates

broad generalities in an across-the-board rate cut.
They will buy radio in the markets and on the stations
which can demonstrate that they offer a good advertising value.
Every radio Station — ■ every newspaper or magazine or
television station — should stand ready at all times —
in the past, now, or in the future — to prove its worth.
That's all any sound station wants today. To be considered on its own merits. It does not want its
advertising value arbitrarily reduced without any
consideration of the facts which prove its advertising
effectiveness. The station wants to be bought on a
basis of its worth to the advertiser, and not on an
artificial formula worked out by the network for corporate expediency.
What we ask each advertiser and his agency to do is
simply this : Put aside the easy judgment that revalued
radio means devalued radio.
Measure radio — as you would measure any advertising
medium — in each market — by what it delivers for
the dollar put into it.

can create an impression, among advertisers and
agencies, that something has happened to the productivity of that big web-footed bird that has been
providing them with golden eggs for so long.

We think you will find that radio today is still the least
expensive direct line to the public and that stations
throughout the country can prove it — market by
market.

We think that advertisers want to keep alive and
strong every medium which their skilled hands can
use to sell their products and services. We think their
primary demand is for a fair return for their advertising dollars. We think that, along with that, they
want to know what to expect from advertising dollars.

*

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

*

77? is message, the first in a series, was prepared as a
service to good radio.

If that is SO, they will not be satisfied witli the kind of
*CBS & NBC cut station rates 10% for all pgms. ABC's cut was 15%
for all pgms.

*
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RELAXED

CROWNING of a "1951 Beverage
Ball Queen" put the finishing touch
on a joint promotion campaign of
the Kerns Beverage Co. and WBUD
Morrisville, Pa.
Steps leading up to the ball began
in 1947, when Kerns bought time
and spot announcements on a
WBUD disc jockey program, The
Rustin Austin Show.
Miss Austin proved so popular
among 'teen-agers, that in 1948,
WBUD and Kerns decided to "take
the show on the road."
With her, to all 'teen-age canteens in public schools in the WBUD
coverage area, Miss Austin took
Kerns beverage. At each canteen
a queen was picked, through ballots furnished a week previously.
In 1950, Kerns and WBUD decided to hold a gala "Beverage
Ball" for all canteens visited during the 1950-51 school year.
More than 6,000 'teen-agers attended the ball, held in Trenton,
N. J. Some 14 girls from the
WBUD coverage area competed for
the title of grand queen.
The queen, Dorren Way, Trenton
Catholic High School Canteen, was
crowned with a $10,000 diamond
tiara, borrowed for the occasion
from a New York jeweler by Ruder
& Finn Assoc., New York agency.
The promotion created much enthusiasm among participating can-

?

Yes, and easy listening, too
— heard nightly Monday
through Friday at 7:00 on
WRC. In just a few short
weeks, "BATTERS' PLATTERS" has grown to the
listening stature of an early
evening stand-by.
Charlie Batters' casual style
has a long-lasting way
with habit audience, based
on good music and offhand comment— spiced but
balanced.
This regular half-hour, in
peak time has a few participations open, certainly
worth your planning for
STRONG coverage in the
ever-growing Washington
market. Batters' style isn't
studied . . . it's designed
for hard selling. His growing list of sponsors is our
best recommendation.

YOUR BEST BUY IS
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
snWASissier
Mr. DANNENBAUM

$,008 Watts • 980 U
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DANN
al EN
manBAUM Jr.,Rcommerci
ALEXANDE
Z
)
(TV Philaager of WPT
)
delphia, started out to be an engineer, but his early background in
radio and his aptitude for sales

ear

to the
K-nuz

ranch
ommy
hands
on Keece
Cutrei

Miss Way takes a parting look at
the tiara with which she was
crowned. Jeanne M. Cornell, Ruder
& Finn Assocs., seems less awed
but equally pleased with the diadem. Mr. Pearson is happy over
the promotion
* * * success.
teens. Even the press cooperated.
The names of WBUD and Kerns
entered conversations of just
about every 'teen-ager in the coverage area.
After the ball was over, William
Pearson, Kerns vice president,
commented, "If this is what radio
can do, give me more of it!"
To which WBUD added the footnote, "And that exactly is what
we hope to do."

strictly

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 PM

Wm 8
k i
mm,

of the week

an

business

caused him to turn to the radio
and television field.
Mr. Dannenbaum, who is known
to friends and business associates
as "Bink," was born in Wyncote,
Pa., in 1910. He attended Penn
Military Preparatory School in
Chester. He studied engineering
first at Cornell and then at Princeton, where he received his B.S.
After graduating from Princeton, he worked as an engineer for
Keystone State Construction Co.
Later he joined the Blum Department store in Philadelphia where
he
held various merchandising positions.
In 1935 Mr. Dannenbaum entered
the field of radio as a salesman for
WDAS Philadelphia. Radio was
not unfamiliar to Mr. Dannenbaum
since his father, Alexander Sr.,
was an owner of WDAS. Young
Dannenbaum immediately proved
his ability in salesmanship by getting national accounts to use
WDAS. He secured Lucky Strike
and American Home Products as
(Continued on page 75)

NATIONAL AND
REGIONAL COMPANY
YOU KEEP ON
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According to an independent survey made
by students at North Dakota Agricultural
College, 17 out of 18 families within a
90-mile radius of Fargo prefer WDAY to
any other station. 3,969 farm families in

popularity "in town". Despite the fact
that the other three major networks are
represented with local studios, WDAY
consistently gets a 3-to-l greater Share of
Audience than all other Fargo-Moorhead
stations combined!

the rich Red River Valley were asked "To
what radio station does your family listen
most?" 78.6% said WDAY,
station getting only 4.4%!

WDAY is one of America's great radio
buys, serving
one of
America's
great
farm&
markets.
Write
direct
or ask
Free

with the next

Peters for all the facts on WDAY
the rich Red River Valley !

Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers credit WDAY
with much the same overwhelming

£|

WDAY

•

NBC

•

970 KILOCYCLES

•

and

5000 WATTS

ajp=» FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

MONTY MANN, vice president in charge of the Dallas Branch of
Glenn Adv., appointed vice president Lowege
Runkle yCo., Oklaa wasnc
homaJ
City. Mr.
Mann previously
vice president
n
^
and
assistant to the president at Tracy-Locke Co.,
|
where he served for 22 years.
RICHARD S. COTTERMAN, manager WCOM Parkersburg, W. Va., to Robert Porter King Adv., same city.
Firm will change name to King & Cotterman.
RAYMOND V. MUSCARELL, assistant spacebuyer G.
M. Basford Co., N. Y., appointed assistant to president.
Mr. Mann

FRED KILIAN, TV program director ABC Chicago, to
Young & Rubicam, same city, as television program supervisor July 1.
He was ABC and CBS Chicago production manager.
FRANCES VELTHUYS, Price, Robinson, Frank, Chicago, to Compton
Adv., N. Y., effective June 18, as timebuyer on Procter & Gamble in
radio and television.
DENMAN & BETTERIDGE Inc., Detroit, changes name to DENMAN
& BAKER Inc. WILLIAM I. DENMAN is president, ERNEST W.
BAKER and GEORGE M. BLACK are vice presidents.
EER

^

on all accounts

■ Way back in '29 a woman in radio sales was
unheard of — and unthinkable to everybody but
Peggy Stone. And she did more than think about it!
Having started with CBS in 1929, thence to Hearst
Radio, Inc., in 1938 as Vice President in charge of
Station Relations, she was soon blazing trails for
Hearst salesmen with possibly the first organized
program of sales promotion in the industry, inaugurating procedures which are being used today in
most of the larger representative firms.
■ Selling is our Peggy's forte . . . and she begged,
pleaded and stormed until she was finally permitted to
go out and sell. And that's what she's been doing ever
since, with notable success. She helped form Radio Representatives, Inc., in 1948, and there you'll find her today
giving her all for properties represented.
We're proud to present Peggy Stone, although it's
hardly necessary, for this Radio Pioneer is one of the
best known personalities in the industry.
Represented by RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, Inc.

mm
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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AS FAR back as he can recall,
Jack Peterson always wanted
to write — event to the extent
of planning "The Great American
Novel" during his early teens.
However, he became interested in
radio and today Jack (officially,
John Irving Peterson) finds himself happily occupied as radio-TV
director of the Barnes Chase Co.,
San Diego's only AAAA agency.
Although born in Chicago, Mr.
Peterson considers himself a smalltown product, for he
grew up
thecomrelaxed in
Illinois
munity of Dwight,
which has neither
agencies
nor Itradio
stations.
was

To become sportscaster at WDZ
Tuscola, 111. (now Decatur) , Mr.
Peterson had to pass what he still
believes was the toughest audition
ever conceived. Some 243 completely green announcing aspirants
were put through all sorts of tests
in a series of on-the-air auditions
which spread over a period of six
or seven weeks. Eventually, the
field narrowed down to just one —
and Mr. Peterson found himself in
the radio business.
He earned his programming spurs in
a variety of places
after leaving WDZ
18 months following
his debut. These included WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.;
Columbia,
S. WIS
C;
WIBC Indianapolis,
and KOY Phoenix,
with a couple of

there, nevertheless,
that he first developed a flair for
journalism
and discovered he could
get
paid for writing, an
after - school chore
years
at WBBMCBS
Chicago
as prohe relished more
ducer-director.
than the common
practice of working
Chicago's
somewhat
unpredictable
in grocery stores.
and
often
uninspirAfter a year or so
ing weather caused
of post-high school
Mr. Peterson to sucMr. PETERSON
service er"
as correspondent
a "stringcumb to the go-west
movement. In that
for various downstate Illinois dail- area he first was associated with
ies, Mr. Peterson started what he the Los Angeles distributor for
Admiral television as advertising
characterizes as his liberal education— four years on the editorial manager and then, early last year,
staff of the Pontiac, 111., Daily
he joined the Barnes Chase Co.
Leader. His chief concern was
There he has had an active part
sports — he started the paper's first in the expanded national use of
regular sports column — and this ac- television
by Westgate-Sun
(Continued
on page 76) Hartivity led him into radio in 1940.
BROADCASTING
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WANTED

TO

SWAP

beat

.urn.

HAX GELLER, president Weiss & Geller Agency, N. Y., and president
and chairman of the board of New Haven Clock &
Watch Co., received his degree of doctor of philosophy
in government on June 6 at the New York U. Mr.
Geller's thesis, "The Federal Regulations of Advertising," will be published in book form in the fall.

5-stringed

Banjo

LEE GARFIELD named administrative manager of
newly created new business department of HirshonGarfield, N. Y.

Mr. Geller

CHESTER W. DUDLEY and WILLIAM GEOGHEGAN,
account executives, Compton Adv., N. Y., elected vice
presidents of company. _

GORDON WOOD named manager Vancouver office of McConnell, Eastnan Co. Ltd. He has been with agency since 1944.
ALEX W. EVANS, vice-president and Los Angeles manager Brisacher,
iVheeler & Staff, opens own agency under name of A. W. Evans Co. ,at
)43 N. La Cienega Blvd., that city. Phone is CRestview 5-4101. J.
ANDREW POTTER is radio-TV director, with ROBERTA THEOBALD
media director. They were formerly associated with Brisacher, Wheeler
fc Staff.
CARLETON (Bud) EVANS, publicity staff United Airlines, L. A., named
ssistant promotion manager Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills.
ROBERT ANDERSON, account executive Anderson-McConnell Adv., Los
kngeles, with rank of first lieutenant, now on active duty with Marine
"orps as public information officer at 11th Marine Corps Reserve District,
hat city.

f^j^S

wind-up

Phonograph

More than 10,000 letters containing swap offers
like the above have been received at WHAM,
during the past year.

Cairns, N. Y., to J. D. Tarcher &

Are we in the pawnbroker's business? Gosh, no!
But we do have an audience of half a million or
more rural listeners, and to them George

IVTLLIAM E. FORBES, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to Southern California Music Co., L. A., as vice president and general manager.

Haefner beams his "Country Fare" program each
weekday morning.

OTTO W. PROCHAZKA, Anderson
Co., same city, as copy chief.

JOHN L. HARVEY, advertising manager Plymouth Products, division
of Safeway Stores Inc., S. F., to Ruthrauff & Ryan, S. F., as manager.
ERWIN H. KLAUS, vice-president Oppenheim, Van Slyck & Klaus Inc.,
IS. F., to sales staff of Henderize Inc., Sacramento manufacturers of
textile paints.
JOSEPH M. ALLEN, vice president in charge of public relations BristolMyers Co., appointed to head radio, television and films committee for
fall campaign of United Red Feather Campaigns of America. He will
ibe assisted by two associate chairmen, WAYNE TISS, BBDO, Los
Angeles, for the West Coast; and ANTHONY G. B. GEOGHEGAN,
Young & Rubicam, New York, for the East Coast.
IRWIN VLADIMIR & Co. Inc., N. Y. and Chicago, opens San Francisco
office under management of RUSSELL PIERCE, manager of J. Walter
Thompson, S. F., and partner of Hodges, Pierce & Company, S. F. publicity firm. Mr. Pierce will continue interest in latter firm. Address for
new office is 251 Kearney street. Telephone number is YUkon 6-5892.
MARY POLOSON, timebuyer at Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago,
resigns. Future plans are uncertain.
BORACE CARLETON,
N*o successor named.

manager Lockwood-Shackelford, S. F., resigns.

H. P. MARTIN, assistant manager Richmond office Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., appointed manager of office.

Part of the program is called "Swap Shop."
We've helped listeners sell farms for houses, swap
kittens for dogs, exchange tractors for cars —
even swapped two airplanes, complete with flying instructions!
MORAL:
Only WHAM — Rochester, N. Y.'s 50,000-watt, clear
channel station — covers the 23 counties of up-state
New York and Northern Pennsylvania where listening
records like the above occur. These same rural citizens, with their 7-day-a-week WHAM

loyalty, can be

your customers, too.
The

Strom berg -Car Ison
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

B. HAROLD MILLER, advertising and sales promotion manager Lederle
Labs Div. of American Cyanamid Co., N. Y., to Doyle, Kitchen & Mccormick, same city, as manager of pharmaceutical accounts.
3HARLES FARRAN, vice president Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland,
elected president of Cleveland chapter of the National Industrial Ad'ertisers Assn.
Telecastin
3ROADCASTING

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts — clear channel — 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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EDITOR:
Thanks loads for the write-up in
Broadcasting • Telecasting . . .
I've had many comments on the
article from friends in Chicago as
well as other cities. It was interesting to note the wide readership
of your magazine and I, too, enjoy
reading it.
John B. McLaughlin
Adv. & Sales Promotion Mgr.
Kraft Foods Co.
Chicago, III.
Clem Randau Appeal
EDITOR:
Will it take another Pearl Harbor— or worse — to wake us up to
the urgency for civil defense? . . .
I believe it is impossible for the
U.S. to have a real defense and
production program without adequate civil defense. If we are attacked, our production lines must

'TWAS

open mike

remain in operation to supply the
armed forces. Without adequate
protection of the civilian population
our productive capacity would be
knocked down, perhaps knocked out.
Would broadcasters do me the
very great favor of replying by
airmail giving me their thoughts,
briefly lowior
ng : voluminously, on the fol1. What is the situation in their
communities or states with regard
to the public appreciation of the
potential danger?
2. How can Congress best be
made aware that a civil defense
program is necessary to meet that
danger?

THE

BEFORE

3. How can we better get our
story across to the country?
4. Whatever else they care to
tell me.
*
Replies . I
. s
. will be kept confidential ifbroadcasters so desire.
Clem J. Randau
Executive Director
Federal Civil Defense
A dminis tration
1930 Columbia Rd., N.W.
Washington 9, D. C.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: ofMr.United
Randau,
time vice president
Press oneand
former vice president and directing
head of serves
Marshall
FieldBROADCASTING
Enterprises, decooperation.
• TELECASTING
hopes
broad-to
caster in the country willevery
respond
his appeal.]

EASTER...

Imagine getting a truckload of Easter plants —
delivered the night before Easter! A Flint firm*
did! No time for fancy promotions . . . they
needed help in a hurry! They did just what
smart retailers in Flint have been doing for over
a quarter of a century . . . called WFDF. They
bought three spots and sold 400 PLANTS ON
EASTER DAY — and at regular prices!
Nome furnished on request.

Put your SALES
FLINT
MICH
mjl, AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
REPRESENTED
THE

KATZ
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FIRST

across . . .

STATION

. . .

**See your latest Hooper

Grand Rapids — WFBM

1

Indianapolis— WEO A Evansville

Help For Haupt
EDITOR:
An effort is being made by eel
tain radio and newspaper interesl ||
seeking to have set aside the polii j
rule of the Reconstruction Finan
Corp. which prohibits loans to r
dio, newspapers and others e
gaged in the dissemination of nevv j
We would appreciate hearing fro
any radio station owner that h
ever applied for a loan to RFC ai
had its application refused sole
upon the grounds of this so-calh
"policy."
We would also appreciate vei
much being advised by any rad
station owner if he has been ab
to secure a loan from RFC. We a:
merely seeking information, ai
there will be no request for any a
sistance on your part in connectic
with our present efforts to have ui
done what we believe to be an ui
justified discrimination against r;
dio and newspapers . . .
William H. Haupt
President,
KVVC Ventura, Calif.
13U
S. Market
Ingleivood,
Calif.St.

Pioneer

Stations . . . now in our 30th year of
service!

AGENCY

Associated with: WOOD

FLINT'S

MESSAGE

WFDF** — one of America's

BY

Who's on First?
EDITOR:

... A very interesting sto: |
["Did He Invent Radio?"]; do y
think there is anything to it?
B. G. H. Rowley
U. S. Representative
Marconi's Wireless Tele- !
graph Co. Ltd.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: • The
story,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTIN
March
19,
pointed
out
the
that Nathan B. Stubblefield,possibili
a Eel1
tucky
inventor,
sent
voice
radio
trar }
missions before Marconi.]
* * *

NIGHT

On

Avid in Asia
EDITOR:
While broadcasters worry th(f|
lives away writing indignant not'l
in [Open Mike] I would like j
put in a good word for someo I
... Of course I mean overse I
AFRS. As G.I.'s, our only imrrl
diate, direct contact with home I
radio.
There are quite a few of
around nowadays, if you've notice I
and most of us have packed aloi
our little portables. These radi I
will go back to the States with
when we return. All of us ha j|
become avid listeners. . . .
Sgt. Richard M. Harwood I
Headquarters Company
UOth Infantry Div.
APO 6, c/o Postmaster
San Francisco
* % %
|l

* * *
Cheap Labor
EDITOR:
. . . There seems to be a ne
low in radio remuneration accorr
ing to these
ads of
["Help
Wanted
classified
section
Broadcastin
• Telecasting] . . . What's haj
(Continued on page 16)
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AMC

ways

rUS£S

better/

Take your design cue from airmen who
praise the superiority of ARINC types!
"Records kept by our company show replacement of
ARINC tubes to be only 2% as compared with an average
of 49% replacement for 1 3 types of regular tubes over
the same period."
W. W. LYNCH, System Communications Superintendent,
Pan American World Airways System.

1
Si
Gi-a

"Our company is using ARINC reliable tubes wherever
possible. Experience has shown that equipment using
these tubes seldom causes delays from tube failure."
J. H. CARMICHAEL, President,
Capital Airlines.
"The effect of using ARINC tubes in our equipment
became immediately apparent. OfF-schedule removals
of airborne equipment due to tube failures have
been materially reduced."
J. R. CUNNINGHAM, Director of Communications,
United Air Lines.
©1-5670

• • •bu'ld Nation to^ "<tC? U?keeP costs
General £]ectric ™Ca< Radio, Inc., and
of altimeter
h;* receivers,
other !!

r7wd'° 7Co«
3CCent
*e
Passes

Bulletin ET-R204
, . ar tubes-' Writ* r
dest'"«ions.
if"" more obout G "

"During a six months' carefully controlled comparison service test, ARINC tubes required only
% as many replacements as first quality standard
brand tubes."
FRANK R. WAGNER, Supervisor of Radio,
Electrical and Instrument Engineering,!^ \
"We have fourVHF Navigation Receivers which
have been in service for more than 1,000 hours
each. Of the 104 ARINC tubes used, we have
not had a single failure."
J. LANE WARE, Supervisor of Communications
Engineering, National Airlines.
61-5686

GENERAL

ROADCASTING
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 1U)
pening to radio? $50 or $60 isn't a
living wage in these times even
for a single person. Is radio looking for rich playboys to dabble in
broadcasting — or do they really
want experienced men of substantial background? . . .
Anna Mae Collin
Rockford, III.
* * *
FM's Alive and Kicking
EDITOR:
I would like to comment briefly
on your editorial "FM's Aches-TVs
Balm?" in the June 11, 1951, edition of Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Forgetting for a minute the present furor over FM's specialized

to your attention the following
facts:
There are 18 FM stations on the
AM;
air in Metropolitan
Chicago now.
Of these 18 FM stations—
9 provide program service, no
part of which is heard on

services, (which, incidentally, I believe will result in the Commission's eventual blessing of these
services under reasonable regulation), there are a few things that
must be taken into consideration
in connection with any proposal to
use a portion of the FM band for
three additional television channels.
You state that "substantial engineering opinion supports the view
that the fewer than 700 FM stations might well be accommodated
in two megacycles." This might be
true if you could space these 700
FM stations over the country solely
from an engineering and geographical standpoint, neglecting of
course, the economics of the situation.
Inasmuch as I am quite familiar
with the Chicago situation, I call

3 provide the only evening
program
service for daytime
AM affiliates;
5 provide substantially greater
coverage
affiliates; than their AM
1 is the only Chicago outlet
for many ABC programs;
4 are the only radio stations
in their communities.
According to a survey taken in
April, 1951, by a very reputable
nationally known organization, over
one million people regularly listen
to these 18 FM stations.

I defy any engineer to figure (
how these 18 stations could open
on the suggested two megacyc I
or 10 channels.
We and many others have bit
fighting for successful operation
spite of many artificial handicE
for some years, and you may
sure that any attempt to take p
of the FM band for television wo
be resisted with the maxim
effort.
WEAW has a sufficient numl I
of listeners who count on it 1
valued program service to justj
the continuing of advertising I
penses by over 100 advertisers.
Edward
Wheeler
President A.WEAW(FM)
Evanston, III.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Wheeler,
of the country's more energetic
successful
has a point
commodationFMer's,
of nearly
700 FMon i
tions in two megacycles, in two
three of the larger markets. But is th
assurance
that the FM station p
ized.]
ulation in these markets will be m;
tained?
Moreover,
there's
jacent VHF space that
couldother
be t

MILWAUKEE
Awards Announc i

GIANT

problem

with

The problem is inflation, defined as "a
large price rise lasting a long time." Because it cheapens dollars, inflation dislocates our national economy and endangers
our standards of living.
So what's to be done about it? The
Mutual Life has long taken an active part
in combating inflation. We have advocated
anti-inflation measures to our million
policyholders, as well as to others in a
position to influence, or actually form,
public policy. The Company has also supported the campaign against inflation conducted by the Institute of Life Insurance.
But the ultimate solution rests with the
WEATHER — .ft— STAR ATOP OUR HOME

OFFICE

a SMALL

solution

individual . . . with the worried little man
cartoonists use to symbolize the public.
What he does in the months ahead will
have an important effect on the fate of
inflation.
To fight inflation, the individual should
buy less, save more, borrow less and support government efforts to economize and
"pay
it goes." Life is currently making
The as Mutual
available to radio stations a 15-minute
dramatic and entertaining transcription on
the subject of inflation. The material is
handled in simple, down-to-earth style.
We'd be glad to tell you more about it.
FLASHES

OFFICIAL WEATHER FORECASTS

THE
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
1 74 0 BROADWAY AT 55TH STREET
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NEW YORK 19, N. Y;

MILWAUKEE COUNTY Radic 4
Television Council has announ |
its radio awards and TV m j
tions after tabulating more tl*
10,000 votes from members of I
filiated civic and social groi §.
Because Milwaukee is a one-TV i\
tion market, only mentions wH
given in the video groupings, \
cording to the awards chairn I.
Dr. Ella Clark of Marquette U. j
WOKY earned first place am gr
programs for young children v!p
Playtime for Children. First p]
went to WTMJ in programs
children from 9 to 12 for Foil
Moderns and Author Talks Be
with WISN winning top citatioi
the teenagers category for Y
Question Please.
Three groups of public ser ;!
shows were ranked by council m
bers. In the personal and so l
problems
division,
WISN f
WE MP tied for first place vl
Road to Tomorrow and Marqu m
Workshop. WISN and WTMJ
for first in the public issues els ification, with Common
Con, I
from the mayor's office, and
Jaycee. WTMJ's Kilowatt EM
earned the top award in the I
tural classification.
Honorable
mentions went
WISN for its Conservation 2j
and School Concert Series, j
WTMJ for Lest We Forget an k
WFOX for the Jesu Mass BrM
cast. Mention was also giver*
WISN WFOX WEMP and Wli
for the combined coverage of J £•
Arthur's homecoming.
Local video shows telecast $1
WTMJ which were cited inch icl
Sunday Morning Church Servjll
the Explorers' Club, the Lib> M
Story and the day-long MacArljfl
coverage. Network shows ri
tioned were Mama, John CamiU
Swayze, Kieran's Kaleidosc W
Voice of Firestone with Hov ret
Barlow, Pulitzer Prize Playh\
and the Senate Crime Hearing! i
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what's

happened

it

makes

than

ever

bigger,

in

the

to

radio

better,

in

more

Nation's

profitable

21st

Market!

Scranton's strictly a radio town— no television stations in
Wilkes-Barre or Scranton. It's strictly WGBI's town too - . .
with consistently phenomenal Hoopers like these to prove it:
Mornings 61.1, Afternoons 53.6, Evenings 71.6!
Scranton— Wilkes-Barre and its 674,000 Pennsylvanians
are too important for any advertiser to overlook. Include them
next time you're making plans . . . along with the one station
that sells them morning, noon and night!
(Figures from Hooper Radio Audience Index: March-April 1951)

JOHN
WGBI MOVES UP with a
brand new 265 fool tower
now located only 1 1 air
miles from Wilkes-Barre.
All new transmitting
equipment, too . . . giving
more spending people
better reception than ever
before I
ROADCASTING

Mrs. M. E. Megargee
President
CBS Affiliate

910 KC

George D. Coleman
General Manager

1000 Watts Day

500 Watts Night

BLAIR
&

COMPANY

NATIONAL
• Telecasting
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new

KVOO

business

f^I

• • •
CREAM-WIPT FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Phila., planning summer a(
vertising campaign using heavy schedule on radio promoting us
Spotof salads on summer menus. Company currently using participa
ing spots on WCAU Philadelphia and KDKA Pittsburgh. Agency: Han
Feigenbaum Adv., Phila.

LOUIS MILANI FOODS Inc., L. A. (1890 French Dressing and oth.
food products), on varied schedule in 17 week campaign, has start*
sponsoring participation in home economic and personality programs < j
28 California and Nevada radio and television stations. List includi j
KNBC KGO KFRC KCBS KJBS KYA KROW KFBK KERN KWG KIK
KOH KNX KFI KLAC KHJ KIST KGB KITO KVEN KRON-TV KG<
TV KPIX (TV) KECA-TV KLAC-TV KNBH (TV) KTTV KTSL (TV
Agency: Marketers Inc., L. A.

RATE

LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY, Chicago, for its
ing heavy saturation campaign of about 10 TV
New York and Philadelphia for 13 weeks.
Belding, Chicago. Schedule may be extended

FACTS

1951

1942
Radio Families
Minus TV Families
.1 59,599 :;
(on the basis used by the ANA)
159,599
Net "Radio-only" Families... .
Basic hour rate (network)
$260.
% Increase radio families ...
%

472,330**

402,530
69,800***
$300.
4-152%

Increase hour rate

+

If rate were adjusted to

15%

audience increase, KVOO's
rate should be
$655
*NBC Survey, 1942: **BMB- 1949+3.6% c djustment to 1951:
***NBC Estimate, March 1951

Latest

Tulsa

again
margins

Hooper

leads

morning,

by

shows

KVOO

substantial

afternoon

and

night.

pineapple juice, sponso i
spots weekly in Chicag |
Agency: Foote, Cone
later.

MAIER BREWING Co., L. A. (102 Beer), with cooperation of Great
Los Angeles Press Club June 20 starts weekly 30 minute Press Co
ference on KECA-TV that city. Chet Huntley will be moderator. Co
tract is for 26 weeks. Beer firm has started 15 minute Lee Wood Neri
thrice weekly for 52 weeks on KTSL (TV) Hollywood and sponsc
2% hour Friday night Wrestling on KLAC-TV same city. Film spc
are used on KFMB-TV San Diego. Company in addition sponsors fi
weekly 15 minute transcribed Lonesome Gal on KHJ KMPC Hollywo
and KERN Baker sfield; transcribed thrice weekly Philo Vance and twi
per week Boston Blackie on KECA Los Angeles; participation in da
Swing Time and Joe Adams Show on KOWL Santa Monica. Sp
announcement schedule is maintained on seven Southern California si
tions. List includes KFI KNX KHJ KECA KITO KLAC KMPC. Agenc
John I. Edwards & Assoc., L. A.
A/atwotk
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, to sponsor 15-minute segment of CBS FBI
Peace and War being dropped by PROCTER & GAMBLE, while GE
ERAL MILLS' will continue sponsorship of other half through sumnv
Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
PET MILK SALES Corp., St. Louis, renews Fibber McGee & Mol
Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m., on NBC for another 37 weeks effective in Is
Sept. Agency: Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
SUMMER replacement for Big Story, sponsored by American Cigare
and Cigar Co. (Pall Mall cigarettes), will be The Door With No Nai
starting July 6 for eight weeks, 9-9:30 p.m. Fri., on NBC-TV. Agen<
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
M. & M. Ltd., Newark, N. J. (candy), through William Esty Co., N.
renews its alternate-Sunday sponsorship of Super Circus, over AE *
TV, 5-6 p.m., effective Aug. 12 through Jan. 27, 1952. Bauer & Bh
(for Curity First-Aid Supplies) will sponsor 5:30-6 p.m. portion
five-week hiatus period preceding Aug. 12.

KVOO

ANHEUSER-BUSCH Inc., St. Louis (beer), June 9 began sponsorship
Budweiser Summer Theatre, featuring full-length motion pictures, pr
cipally English produced, over CBS-TV, Sat., 8-9 p.m., as sumn
replacement for Ken Murray Show. Agency : D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Loi
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Toronto (soaps), as summer i
placement for 15 weeks, starts Strike It Rich replacing The Happy Gc i
on Trans-Canada network, Mon. through Fri., 1:15-1:45 p.m. Agen
Spitzer & Mills Ltd., Toronto.

Oklahoma's
Greatest Station
1170 KC
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 WATTS

GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, renews sponsorship of Betty Croc
Magazine of the Air, Mon. through Fri., 10:30-10:45 a.m., on A]
effective June 4 for 52 weeks, with stations increased to 207. Agen
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
BLOCK
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DRUG

Co., Jersey City (Amm-i-dent), to sponsor No Sch
(Continued on page 80)
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NOW
MORE

THAN

YOU'RE
WHEN

EVER

RIGHT

YOU

BUY

KRNT

STATION
FABULOUS

THE

PERSONALITIES

ASTRONOMICAL

Very
tiigtil|i .
BUYHe-operated,
THAI
Sales results
premeditated.
CCS affiliated

WITH

AND

HOOPERS

* Leads Morning, Afternoon, and Evening
(C. E. Hooper Audience Index, Oct. '50
thru Apr. '51).
**Iowans DO "Go Now" when KRNT tells
'em what and where to buy! Listeners act
and react, as shown by the fact that KRNT
has by far the most local advertisers . . .
has had the most the longest 1 — — —

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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Narcotics Law
WTIC Hartford, Conn., claims
credit for passage of a state narcotic law patterned after its own
recommendations. Paul W. Morency, WTIC vice president and
general manager, and Leonard Patricelli, program manager, enlisted
aid of the state police commissioner
to get action on a proposed bill
pending before legislature. Bill
was passed 24 hours before it adjourned. Mr. Morency supported
project adopted by station's Mind
Your Manners program, which began crusade for more stringent
lav^. Subsequent teen-age programs featured discussions of the
problems. WTIC prepared special
radio announcements urging citizens to contact their representatives at the state capitol. Copies
also were supplied to other stations
in the state. WTIC plans to mail
copies of new law to all NBC affiliates in major cities, with an appeal
to station managers for comparable
efforts.

In

raising quota for county. James F.
Collins, KFMO manager, conceived
the idea in 1948 and each year station has presented the Big Broadcast. Last year's drive raised $10,000 in two broadcasts.
Citizenship Day
% *
KTLN Denver% broadcast
the 12th

The

Public
Interest

Gas Failure
KELO Sioux Falls, S. D., offered
its facilities for broadcasting vital
information to the public when a
gas line exploded, cutting off the
gas supply to a 20-mile area. Announcements kept public abreast of
repair work and told listeners how
to handle their own gas appliances
to prevent serious property damage and physical injuries. Station
was commended by the Central
Electric & Gas Co., Sioux Falls,
for "grand job" of radio coverage,

failing which "a very serious situation would have developed."
* *Fight
*
Polio
KFMO Flat River, Mo., received
the Homer P. Rainey Award from
the Missouri State Polio Foundation for outstanding efforts in raising funds to fight polio. KFMO
was given award on May 1 for this
year's broadcasts in which St.
Francois County took part since
last February. Station claims this
has been the "major means" of

annual "I Am An American" Day
program at the City Auditorium
May 20, including naturalization
ceremonies. Station claims that, by
virtue of its weekly 18 hours of
foreign language entertainment, it
reached 300,000 - plus foreign-language citizens, through the exclusive broadcast. KTLN features
Spanish, Mexican and Italian disc
jockey programs.
Circus Party
* * *
BENEDICT GIMBEL JR., president of WIP Philadelphia, played
host to 5,000 under-privileged children at the 37th annual Gimbel
Bros. Circus Party May 21. Children came as guests from 86 Philadelphia institutions, including hospitals, orphanages, playgrounds,
schools and charitable and religious
organizations. The Circus Party is
a tradition established in 1925 by
Mr. Gimbel's uncle, the late Ellis
A. Gimbel, merchant-philanthro'Fair Trade'
NEWSMEN at WMT Cedar Rapids,
pist.
Iowa, claim they promoted a "fail
trade"
with the police by exchanging one of the state's most elusive
criminals for an exclusive interview. A former WMT regional correspondent tipped off the station or
the location of Frank Karpa, whc
had stolen a truck and engaged ir
jailbreaking. Newsmen Cole McMartin tipped the police and latei
obtained a spot interview.
YMCA
* *Appeal
*

18

of

the

20

top-rated

programs

are

. . . and

Buffalo

CBS

in

on

CBS

is WGR

3
Corporation,
RAND
BUILDING,
BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo 1. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ik*") Lounsbtrry
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APPEAL by WEST Easton, Pa.
for six electric toasters to be usee >
at a YMCA camp in the Pennsyl- I
vania mountains brought in pledge; j
for 34 of the items within 2£|
minutes of an announcement bjl
Disc Jockey Ted Pierce May 31 1
Mr. Pierce's program, D-J Club, if >
heard daily, 12:30-1:30
* * * p.m.
'Cancer Crusade'
TOTAL of $7,926 was raised bj
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., as a re 1
suit of its 11-hour Cancer Crusadi i
held last in April, Victor A. Sholis
vice president and director o:i
WHAS-AM-TV,
announced fort
night ago. Money was turned ovei (
to Kentucky and Indiana division: I
of American Cancer Society. Par
ticipants in broadcast drive in 1
eluded county leaders and WHAS
TV talent. Local groups assistec |
in answering phone calls which, a
one point, came in at the rate o
24
per minute.
announced
on the All
air. pledges wer<
* *Drive
*
Fund
A FUND drive seeking contribu
tions for a kids' summer camp wa: ;
(Continued on page 80)
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Oh

say

seflag
e again.
yputting
ou out his
"That's
caJonesey—
n
"He hasn't missed one Sunday in the
eight
to kidyears
him we've
about been
it a neighbors.
lot. Asked I used
him

why didn't he buy a cannon to shoot off
with it. He took it good-natured-like.
But we got to talking last week about
war in general. That was the first time
I even knew he had a son.
"His boy, Joe, enlisted right after Pearl
Harbor and got overseas fast. When
young Joe came back, Jonesey met him
at the railroad station, stayed up with
him all night and rode out with him to
the cemetery on the hill. After it was all
over, the sergeant gave Jonesey the flag
that had covered Joe. That's it over there.
I don't kid Jonesey any more.
"Instead, I've been listening respectfully
when he talks about the flag . . . only
when he says it, it's Flag. With a capital
F. Same capital F he puts on Freedom,
which is what he really means. Jonesey
sure made me think about Freedom a lot.
For instance . . .
"When I vote, nobody knows where I
put my X's. Nobody puts me in jail for
picking out my own church. And no
teachers tell my kids to spy on me and
turn me in because I squawk about taxes
or high prices. And when I told my boss
I was quitting to open a little grocery
with the dough I'd saved in war bonds,
he wished me luck and said he'd have
his missus buy their groceries from me.
"That's what Jonesey meant when he
said our Freedom is right under our
noses. Can't feel it or see it. But it's there
just the same, wrapped up in every star
and stripe in that Flag across the street.
"And, if you'll excuse me, I'm going outside and hoist my own Flag, too . . . just
bought it last night. 'Oh say can you see?'
/ sure can . . . now!"
REPUBLIC

STEEL

Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strong and free ... an America who owes
much of her prosperity to her many huge
industries that provide her people with the
world's finest living. Through these many industries, Republic serves all America. A typical example can be found in the Petroleum Industry
whose
of the nation's
power, products
heat and furnish
light. Inmuch
this production,
too,
steel plays a vital role . . . carbon, alloy and
stainless . . . much of which comes from the
many mills of Republic.
This message is one of a series appearing in national magazines, and
in newspapers in communities where Republic mills, mines and offices are located. For a full color reprint, or permission to broadcast
or telecast, write Dept. M Republic Steel, Cleveland 1, Ohio.
I
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SECEDE?

55
16
73
,,
57
-1746

'621,6

50

""'l

FAMILIES NOT
IN TV AREA

Figures BMB + 3.6% to 1951
based on ANA Report.

We don't hold with those who — as ANA — suggest
that a TV home is completely and forever lost to
radio, but suppose every radio family in WOAI's area
which could conceivably become a TV home (only a
little more than one-fourth are TV homes now) did
secede from WOAI's 28-year history of dominant coverage. 621,650
homes outside the TV area still would be served by WOAI. That's
77% more homes than WOAI served in 1942. WOAI's rate has
increased only 13% since 1942. Hooper shows WOAI leads in
audience morning, afternoon and night. WOAI is a better than
ever buy!

Even if every radio family in WOAI'S TV area should secede, WOAI,
instead of cutting rate, still might logically increase its rate by a
very substantial amount.
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
San Antonio
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis
Dallas, San Francisco, Detroit
AMERICA'S fASTiST
CROWING
MAJOR (ITY
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$7.00 A YEAR — 25c A COPY

ANA,

Affiliates

Group

Meet

$12 292779

t1 5

1457 53

RADIO-ADVERTISER
LIAISON
BUYERS
and sellers of radio time
nounced, has the approval of the Meeker, of Robert Meeker Assoc.;
would work to secure greater backnew Mutual Affiliates Advisory
Murray Grabhorn, newly named
are seeking an operating formula
ing of both BAB and the Affiliates
Board.
Committee.
managing director of NARTSR
under which they would cooperate
In the meantime CBS, whose cut
to attain their common goal — sale
(see story page 24); Wells BarTheenceANA
at' the
conferwith the group
Affiliates
Committee
nett Jr. of John Blair & Co., and
of goods and services.
in its network radio rates prompted
was composed of Joseph Weed of Weed & Co.
This bright spot in the troubled
spontaneous formation of the in- representatives
ANA President Paul West; N. H.
radio advertiser-radio station scene
Mr. Morency said no date had
dustry-wide Affiliates Committee,
been set for the next meeting of
developed Thursday as members
announced it was "the first of the McElroy of Procter & Gamble;
George Duram of Lever Bros., the full Affiliates Committee, but
of the radiowide Affiliates Commitmajor networks to report a 100 %
chairman of the ANA committee
tee met with leaders of the Assn.
that the members will be given a
acceptance"
of its rate cut by its which conducted the second ANA
affiliates.
of National Advertisers.
full report of the ANA and
radio rate study, and Walter Lantz
NARTSR conferences.
The two interests — medium and
ABC two days earlier reported
of Bristol Myers.
it had advised advertisers and
buyer — have been shooting at each
The network time-cost reducother since ANA came out last agencies that its affiliates had actions which led to creation of the
Purpose of Session
summer with a series of figures
cepted the ABC reduction in time
Affiliates Committee will give adThe
session
was
called
as
an
exdesigned to cut radio rates off at costs. NBC officials said all but
vertisers 10 to 15% off on afterploratory one and did not consider
the knees because of television's
about a dozen of its affiliates have
noon and evening time. Only the
the specific question of radio rates
impact.
agreed to make the NBC rate re- — a subject which ANA officials de- CBS cut had been announced at
Radio operators suffered two setclared taboo when they agreed to the time the committee was formed,
duction effective July 1 — the date
backs this spring when (1) ANA
the meeting. With ANA President
but after one round of conferences
set
by
the
other
networks
and
reunleashed a new series of figures,
West slated to be away for several
quested by NBC — and that the re- weeks, Mr. McElroy as ANA vice with officials of the other networks,
and (2) CBS touched off a series
committee men were convinced that
of network radio rate cuts.
maining dozen had agreed to ac- president will head the advertisers
the other networks would shortly
Hope for development of closer
cept the cuts when the full 90-day
group at the next conference.
notice provided in affiliation conand continuing liaison between raRepresenting NARTSR at the follow suit. Mutual's rate-adjustdio and its advertisers was voiced
ment announced almost three
meeting with the Affiliates Comtracts
expires
Aug.
3.
Mutual's
Thursday by Paul W. Morency,
mittee
were
President
Robert
weeks
ago
made it a clean sweep.
rate adjustment, last to be anchairman of the Affiliates Committee, after an initial three-hour conference with ANA leaders.
Mr. Morency described the conFour Networks Gross $15,921,908
TIME
SALES
versations as "very satisfactory"
and said he was pleased that they
GROSS time sales of the four na$64,054,755, a drop of 1.8% from
April 1950, reversing a downward
had turned up "no areas of violent
tionwide networks during April
trend which for a year or more has
the $65,252,973 figure for the first
disagreement" between advertisers
third of 1950.
1951 totaled $15,921,908, according
and radio men. Another meeting
found each month's combined gross
to the records of Publishers In- almost invariably falling behind
is planned in about two weeks.
Of the four national radio networks, CBS and MBS made gains
formation Bureau. More signifi- the total for the same month of the
Interest Is Common
cant than the number of dollars,
in April 1951 over April 1950.
previous
year.
Mr. Morency, of WTIC Hartford,
however, is the fact that this total
Billings of the other two, ABC and
Cumulative figures for the first
who was accompanied at the ses- is slightly (0.02%) ahead of the four months, for example, show a
NBC, were less last April than the
sion by Committeemen Clair Mc- $15,918,672 gross for the month of 1951 combined network gross of year before, but their losses were
Collough of the Steinman Stations
not enough to overcome the gains
and Edgar Kobak of WTWA ThomFEB
of CBS and MBS.
FEB
1951
1950
NOV
son, Ga., said he had found no eviLast April was the month in
dence that the ANA officials are not
APR
MAR
DEC
AUG SEP
JAN
MAY
which
CBS announced its rate reAPR
interested in maintaining radio on
JUN JUL
OCT
MILLION
JAN
MAR
I7
ductions, a move desci'ibed by that
16
a strong basis, "just as we are
network as forced by the threats of
interested." He felt that frequent
MILLION
advertisers not to renew schedules
contact between radio and adver15
at prevailing rates. The PIB retisers would lead to better underMILLION
port emphasized that the rate
standing of common problems and
cut decision was made in recogniwork to the advantage of both
M I LLION
tion of future withdrawals of
groups.
13
sponsors, since business in the CBS
In another Thursday meeting the
M ILLION
shop at the time of the rate cut
three Affiliates Committee mem12
decision was bigger than it was the
bers conferred with a subcommitM ILLION
year before. Billings for April
tee from the National Assn. of
1951 and April 1950, were:
Radio & Television Station Representatives to canvass means of coNetwork April 1951 April 1950
operation with the committee in
ABC
$2,975,078 $3,128,603
its efforts to bolster radio's rate
CBS
6,509,147 6,054,738
structures.
TOTAL 1163,519.037
TOTAL 164.053,791
MBS
1,539,801 1,441,452
NBC
4,897,882 5,284,013
"We found many areas of agreeNETWORK gross billings for 1950 and 1951 are indicated by months on the
ment and none of disagreement,"
The
list
of
top 10 network clients
above graph. It will be noted that the totals for April 1951 are slightly
Mr. Morency reported, asserting
for
April
of
this year shows little
above
those
for
April
of
1950
although
January,
February
and
March
totals
that the NARTSR group had re^(Continued
on page 38)
in 1951 are all below the same periods in 1950.
Figures are from PIB.
asserted its support of BAB and
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Grabhorn

Named

Managing Dir.
ELECTS
JTSR
MURRAY GRABHORN was unanimously elected managing director
of the National Assn. of Radio and Television Station Representatives
at its regular membership meeting in New York Wednesday. He succeeds T. F. Flanagan, managing director of NARTSR since its formation
in 1948, who resigned because of
of KHJ and then of KFRC
ill health, NARTSR President Rob- ager
San Francisco.
ert Meeker, head of Robert Meeker
Moving in 1935 to New York as
& Assoc. announced following the
meeting.
manager of the John Blair & Co.
offices there, he returned in 1937
Mr. Grabhorn,
until recently to Los Angeles' as manager of
ABC spot sales KECA, then operated by the Hearst
Newspapers as KEHE. In 1938, he
supervisor, has
been associated was moved to New York as vice
with broadcasting president and general manager of
for more than 22 Hearst Radio Inc., later known as
years. Starting in International Radio Sales.
1928 with the Don
In 1941, Mr. Grabhorn worked
Lee Broadcasting
with the Philco Radio and Television Corp. on a special assignment,
Mr. Grabhorn
System as a salesman with KHJ
following which, in 1942, he moved
to ABC.
Los Angeles, he became sales manA member of the Radio Pioneers
and of the Radio Executives Club
of New York, for which he has
served two terms as president, Mr.
ABC-UPT DEAL
Grabhorn's
appointment becomes
Justice Dept. Eyes Phases
effective July 1. However, he met
JUSTICE Dept. scrutiny of the June 14 with the NARTSR subcommittee and a group from the
proposed ABC-United Paramount
Theatres merger was underway
MBS News Increases
last week.
SINCE June 25, 1950, when the
H. Graham Morison, head of the
anti-trust division, revealed that North Koreans crossed the 38th
parallel, MBS has almost doubled
Justice had requested in writing
its program time devoted to news,
full details of the $25 million merth network stated last week. Prior
ger.
to that date Mutual presented a
The "close interest" exhibited by total of 4 hours and 45 minutes of
Justice reportedly stems from the
news broadcasts weekly. Today the
aspect of the merger which might
network schedule includes news
put UPT back into production,
programs totalling 7 hours and 45
thereby partially undoing the conminutes a week.
sent decree of March 1949.
Under the consent decree, the
Hudson Using Ziv
government required old Paramount Pictures to separate its film HUDSON MOTOR Car Co., Dethrough Brooke, Smith,
production activities from its dis- French troit,
& Dorrance, same city, is
tribution and theatre-ownership
spotting five Ziv transcribed shows
operations [Broadcasting • Telein 53 cities for 13 weeks. They are
casting, May 281.
Bold, Venture, Boston Blackie, Guy
Meanwhile, although the transacLom.bardo, Philo Vance or Favorite
tion was announced on May 23, Story.
prospects for completion of the
merger before late summer dwindled as spokesmen said applications
which need FCC approval will not
be filed until after stockholders'
meetings in July [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, June 11].
Go nnon Leaves B&B
CHARLES F. GANNON, vice
president and public relations director of Benton & Bowles, has resigned [Closed
Circuit, June
11] to form a
new firm, Armstrong, Gannon &
Assoc., in New
York and Washington, D. C. It
will specialize in
industrial public
relations accounts. Spencer
Mr. Gannon
Armstrong is the
director of Opinion Leaders of
America and was previously director of the Bituminous Coal Institute.
Page 24
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Affiliates Committee to discuss
ways of repelling further inroads
on the radio price structure (story
page
.
Mr. 23)
Grabhorn
was to assume the
post of general manager of WPTR
Albany last Friday [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, June 4].
In view of the NARTSR developments, Robert L.forCoe,
radiotelevision consultant
the Schine
interests, announced the appointment of Morgan Ryan to be WPTR
general manager, effective today
(Monday). Mr. Ryan is a former
ABC executive.
f VANS NAMED
Succeeds Wallace at NBC
APPOINTMENT of Jacob A.
Evans, manager of sales development, advertising and promotion
for NBC National Spot Sales, as
manager of radio advertising and
promotion, effective today (Monday), was announced last week
[Closed Circuit, June 11]. He succeeds George W. Wallace who resigned to join Reader's Digest International.
John K. Herbert, vice president
and general sales manager for radio, announced the promotion of
Mr. Evans, who joined the network's New York offices in 1946 as
a sales promotion writer. He became manager of audience promotion in 1947 and was advanced to
the National Spot Sales post in
1948.
Before joining NBC he was radio music conductor and a composer at WJR extension studios,
Ann Arbor, Mich., and in 1946 became sales manager of KSTT
Davenport, Iowa.
A native of Birmingham, Ala.,
Mr. Evans was educated at Western Kentucky College, Bowling
Green, Ky., and at the U. of Michigan, from which he holds a master's degree in music. He served
during World War II in the Air
Force and was overseas in the
Marianas Islands area.

ACKERMAN

BACK

Renamed CBS Vice President'
HARRY S. ACKERMAN, who
stepped down from a CBS vice
presidency a year ago, was returned to that post in charge of
network programs in Hollywood
last week in a move which was
seen as a forerunner to other CBS
executive changes.
Howard S. Meighan, vice president and general attorney, who is
in charge of Hollywood operations
including sales, station operations
and general administrative functions, is slated to return to New
York shortly. Reports that he
would return to the New York
headquarters . have persisted foi
several months, and indications las1
week were that the return maj
come this month.
Mr. Ackerman's election to a vice
presidency came Wednesday at £
board of directors meeting whicr
also named James B. Conkling
president of Columbia Records, tc
the CBS board membership re
cently vacated by the resignatior
of Isaac D. Levy [Broadcasting «
Telecasting, June 4]. The boarc
meeting coincided with the CB£
stockholders meeting at whicr
Columbia's acquisition of Hytroi
Radio & Electronics Corp. was ap
proved (see story page 25).
Mr. Ackerman gave up a vic<:
presidency last June in order t<

Mr. Conkling

Mr. Ackermai

share in equities in shows he ere
ated. At that time he became ex
ecutive head of production and waf
signed to a new long-term contrac
by the network.
He has been with CBS since 1948
when he left the vice presidency ir
charge of radio program operation;
for Young & Rubicam to become
CBS executive producer. He hac
been with Y&R since 1936. Namec
CBS director of network programs
Hollywood, in June 1948, he sub
sequently was advanced to the vice
presidency which he gave up ir
June 1950.
KATY

Joins ABC

KATY San Luis Obispo, Calif., has
affiliated with ABC, becoming the
networks' 297th radio affiliate
ABC announced last week. The
station, which is managed by Johr
Rider and owned by the Pacific
Broadcasting Co., transmits fulltime with 250 w on 1340 kc.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Run 'um like hell, Swift Antelope! Tell 'urn Great White Squaw before
she leaves Washington we want 'um new reservation too!"
BROADCASTING
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Forcf Foundation
COMMEECIAL
telecasters, facing many
pressures when they meet
TV
'S
CHFriday.
ANCE
direct challengeBI
fromGthe Ford
Foundation to show the sort of job
Actual agenda for the closed
they can do in TV education, asFriday meeting will be drawn up
semble in Washington Friday to Thursday by the NARTB-TV Prodecide how to meet the challenge
gram Standards Committee, all of
whose members are TV directors.
and how to maintain high program
standards.
Other TV directors have been invited to attend the Thursday meetCreation of an agency to guide
ing so the TV board can take up
TV stations in meeting this challenge may emerge from the all- such problems as completion of
industry station conference, called
NARTB's TV personnel and budget.
The Thursday meeting will come
a month ago by NARTB to deal
face to face with the Ford Foundawith growing criticism of video
programming.
tion's challenge. Some observers
fur It At the time the meeting was ar- contend the foundation's acceptance
of the industry's position that it
ranged [Broadcasting • Telecastcan do an educational job is a
ing, May 21], NARTB's Television
make-or-break proposal. If the inProgram Standards Committee was
dustry fails to produce funds, knowconcerned over the "ever-increashow and personnel to implement the
ing swell of criticism directed
foundation's idea, then telecasters
fr;^C against television programming
face the danger of being labeled
from many sources."
video medicine men without proper
The committee was worried about
conception
of public service respon'well-organized efforts being made
sibility, itis contended.
am : :>y educational groups to secure
NARTB headquarters was hopecontrol of a very considerable porful at the weekend that well over
tion of the frequencies available
three-fourths
of TV stations, peror TV uses."
haps more, will be represented at
Last week, however, the whole
the all-industry meeting Friday.
enor of the Friday all-industry TV
Site will be the Statler Hotel in
neeting was changed by announceI nent from Ford Foundation that it Washington.
lelieved commercial telecasting,
vith a billion dollar potential, "will
>e the real impact of television on
his country — on its level of infor■ nation, its emotional maturity and
TR
CBS
MOVED
into the
radioON
and
S-HY
CB
H ts unconscious behavior patterns"
television
manufacturing
field as a
B [Closed Circuit, June 11].
full-fledged member last Friday
Fears Dispelled
with consummation of its purchase
, The foundation, according to of Hytron Radio & Electronics
James Webb Young, its consultant,
Corp., after the respective stockholder groups had approved the
A ' 'feels it should "work within this
$20 million exchange-of -stock deal
| stream to promote educational tele- on
Wednesday.
■I casting."
* This recognition of the power of
Hytron, which owns Air King
1 commercial TV brought immediate
Products Co., now becomes a diviapproval, of course, from telecastsion of CBS, while Air King will
ers. It dispelled fears that the become CBS-Columbia Inc., anheavily endowed foundation had
other division. Exact name of the
.fcecome over-run with anti-commerHytron division had not been decided, but officials said the
tial pedagogists who didn't like
tponsored telecasting,
"Hytron" identity would be retained.
jj At the same time the announcement caused some concern at the
Company officials estimate that
National Assn. of Educational
Hytron, which has manufactured
Broadcasters lest the foundation
receiving tubes since 1921, ranks
lose interest in efforts to obtain TV
fourth in volume among the eight
^locations to accommodate noncompanies in that field and is
commercial educational stations.
among the first eight of approxiWhile plans for an advisory
mately 25 picture tube manufacfroup to show the foundation what
turers. Air King manufactures
commercial TV can do along educational lines have not been put on television and radio sets and phonographs, while an Air King subiaper, it was felt the all-industry
sidiary, Royal Wood Products Mfg.
neeting might come up with a conCo., manufactures TV and radio
crete proposal.
cabinets.
Such a proposal could range from
Three top Hytron-Air King offii purely counselling committee to
cials— Chairman Lloyd H. Coffin
» fast-acting cooperative group
and President Bruce A. Coffin of
representing telecasters, advertisHytron and President David H.
ers, agencies, educators and peraaDS government.
Cogan of Air King — became CBS
With educators and TV critics vice presidents upon the closing of
urning the heat on telecast sta- the deal, and they and Frederick
ions because of program calibre, L. Chapman, a banker and member
lecklines, multi-spotting and ob- of the Hytron board, are slated for
election to the CBS board of direcfcxious commercials, station operators will find themselves under
tors in July. Board Chairman WilIROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Offer

Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, is scheduled to open
the Friday meeting as chairman of
the program standards group. He
will introduce Dr. Kenneth H.
Baker, NARTB research director,
who will review a TV programming analysis based on station logs
for the May 6-12 week.
The analysis will cover ratio of
commercial and sustaining programs, network and local sources,
spot announcements and similar
factors rather than program content.
Coy Is To Talk
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy is to
appear at 11 a.m. for a discussion
of the TV programming situation.
It was believed he would answer
questions from the floor.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
chairman of the Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, will address the luncheon session.
Afternoon agenda will include
statements by industry members
and frank discussion of the issues
raised. In a nutshell, the industry
expects to take a look at itself
Friday in an effort to see where
it is heading and decide if anything should be done about TV pro-

Poses

Challenge

gramming at this stage.
Suggestion has been made that
TV stations should act quickly and
develop a program for Mr. Young
to submit to the Ford Foundation's
board.
The educators' association became agitated Wednesday when it
saw the exchange of correspondence
between NARTB President Harold
Fellows and Mr. Young, who had
appeared a week before at the
NARTB's television board meeting
to outline his views.
Edward L. Bernays, famed press
agent
chairman
of NAEB's
public and
interest
committee,
sent a
hot telegram to Dr. Robert M.
Hutchins, associate director of the
foundation, asking him to clear up
any implication in the Young letter
that the foundation was opposed to
educational channels for TV.
Mr. Young said, after reading the
Bernays telegram, that he had expressed his position clearly in his
letter to Mr. Fellows and had nothing to add.
While NAEB made snide reference to commercial TV and hoped
the nation's level of information
would(Continued
not dependon onpage
"dictates
78) of

older Groups 0K
Mf RGf R Stockh
are purchased from one supplier
liam S. Paley and President Frank
Stanton remain at the helm of the
without any long-term contractual
relationship. Bulbs for television
expanded CBS operation.
picture tubes are purchased from two
The name "CBS-Columbia" will
suppliers.
be given to the Air King products.
Air King purchases its materials
The merger puts CBS in a posi- from several hundred sources of suption to manufacture its own brand
ply and in nearly every case each
of color TV receivers, despite the
item is purchased from several
sources with the major exception of
reluctance of other manufacturers
tubes, substantially all of which it
to build sets for the FCC-authorpurchases from Hytron. . . .
ized CBS-type color television
Both Hytron and Air King hold
system. Officials point out that
standard RCA patent licenses, reHytron's
production
tubes, sets
lating respectively to radio and TV
and
cabinets
and its offacilities
for
receiving tubes and to radio and
stamping and plating chassis make
TV sets and phonographs. Air
it "more fully integrated than most
King also holds a Hazeltine Corp.
other units in the industry." Air license under patents relating to
King already has demonstrated a
phonographs and repronew "Colorvision" set capable of radio sets,
duction apparatus.
tuning both CBS color and standard black-and-white, with deliveries
The dated
Hytron
companies'
dollar sales
in 1950 —consoliwhich
scheduled for "late summer or
totaled $40.5 million — came apearly fall"casting,[Broadcasting
• TeleJune 11].
proximately 25.6% from TV picture tubes; 25.2% from radio and
See Reasonable Production
TV receiving tubes; 45.1% from
In the face of shortages of cri- TV sets; 1.1% from radios and
tical materials, Hytron authorities
radio-phonograph combinations,
feel they will be able "to maintain
and
3% from other products inreasonable production unless there
cluding those sold to the government.
are greater governmental restrictions," even though "some of the
"The sales of Hytron and its
components required . . . will be in subsidiaries during the first quarcritical short supply for the balter of 1951 were substantially
of the year."
An anceadvance
statement sent to greater than for the comparable
period of 1950," the report said.
CBS stockholders explained:
Air King Distributors Corp., a
As is customary in the industry,
subsidiary of Air King Products
Hytron and its subsidiaries endeavor
to have more than one source of Corp., is distributor for that company in the New York metropolitan
supply for any article and this is
true of all major components of area.
Of (Continaed
Air King's on1950page
output,
Hytron's products except glass bulbs
72) apfor its receiving tubes. The latter
June 18, 1951
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BAB

PITCH
Dorrance To Develop
DICK DORRANCE has been retained by BAB to develop its major
presentation of the radio medium,
William B. Ryan, BAB president,
announced in New York Thursday
[Closed Circuit, June 11].
Mr. Dorrance, formerly a partner in Dorrance-Waddell Inc., the
agency which handled the BAB account for a long time, early this
month became director of public
relations and press information for
MBS. President Frank White has
agreed to Mr. Dorrance's taking on
"this important and time-consuming assignment," Mr. Ryan said,
to
evpressing
Mr. White. BAB's appreciation
Full cooperation of all four networks will be available to Mr. Dorrance in carrying out his assignment, Mr. Ryan continued. "The
presidents of NBC, CBS, ABC and
Mutual have individually offered to
turn over to BAB for use in its
major radio presentation all the
facts and figures at their disposal.
Additionally, the heads of virtuh servradio's
all ofvolunte
ally have
eredresearc
to cooperate
ices
with BAB by supplying data for
the presentation. Mr. Dorrance
has already started on the assignment and BAB plans to have the
project
said. completed by mid-summer,"
he
Meanwhile, Mr. Ryan continued,
BAB's own staff is at work on a
"whole series of projects," several
of which will be published and sent
to members. A retail service bulletin for July-August, containing
sales opportunities leads and a
special section on public utilities
advertising budgets, already had
been mailed, he said. Seven new
BAB co-op cards, with seven major
advertisers' cooperative advertising allowances, and 23 co-op reissues, would go out to the memnounced. bership by week's end, he anPublic Utility Expenditures
Public utility companies last
year spent 70 cents per customer
on advertising, with 6.7% of all
expenditures spent for radio and
2.0% for television time and talent,
against 34.7% for newspaper
space, according to the analysis
made by the public utilities advertising assn.
Before the end of June, Mr. Ryan
went on, two more sales aids will
be issued. These would include a
new department store radio advertising folder expected to be mailed
by June 22. On or about July 2,
BAB will initiate "a unique contest
designed to build up for use by
BAB members a mass of- radio
success stories and case histories,"
and, later next month, the September-October retail service bulletin
will be issued.
Under preparation for distribution the end of this month, Mr.
Ryan continued, is a summary report of the first three months of
BAB's independent operation plus
details of its future plans. It will
go first to members, later to station
Page 26
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prospects, advertisers and agencies, he said.
Around Aug. 1, two new retail
information folders will be published, one covering the dairy industry, and the other children's and
infant's wear. Also, three sales
presentations based on radio vs.
newspaper tests of Advertising
Research Bureau Inc., known as
ARBI studies, will be ready shortly. Method of the tests is to spend
equal amounts in radio and newspapers, and interview shoppers
with respect to what medium influenced them to look for the advertised merchandise. Radio has
consistently outpulled its competition in over 100 of these studies,
Mr. Ryan said, and BAB will publish results of 51 of these studies
in three main merchandise categories.
1950 EARNINGS
DuMont Leads Media Execs
DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT, president of DuMont Labs Inc., and of
the DuMont TV Network, with a
compensation of $364,239, led earnings of media executives for 1950,
Securities and Exchange Commission records revealed last week.
Other media executive earnings
shown in SEC records were William S. Paley, CBS, $100,000;
Frank Stanton, CBS, $151,597; Edward R. Murrow, CBS, $135,086;
Frank M. Folsom, RCA, $154,583;
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA,
$200,000, and E. F. McDonald Jr.,
president of Zenith Radio Corp.,
$158,190.

Examiner

Dismissal
RICHARDS
CASE
DISMISSAL of the celebrated Richards case was proposed last w&
by the FCC examiner in charge with the explanation that the death 1
G. A. (Dick) Richards had rendered the proceedings moot.
Mr. Richards, chairman of the board of WJR Detroit, WGAR Clev
land and KMPC Los Angeles, died ★
ards interests. The will was fil
May 28 casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJune 4]
for probate a fortnight ago [Broa
In an initial decision, James D. casting • Telecasting, June 11
Cunningham, FCC hearing exThe proceedings were in the r,
aminer, proposed the dismissal of ture of a consolidated hearing i
proceedings instituted by the FCC
applications for consent
after the Radio News Club of volving
transfer voting control in the pre
Southern California complained
erties from Mr. Richards to select
that Mr. Richards had directed the trustees and applications for i
slanting of news on KMPC.
newal of licenses of the three s1
Mr. Cunningham pointed out tions. The hearing was held fr<
that the FCC inquiry had been
June 14 to Dec. 21, 1950. Duri
directed into the question of the hearing 290 witnesses testifi'
whether the corporations operating
filling a transcript of 18,265 pag
WJR, WGAR and KMPC were
Mr. Richards' death came afi
qualified to hold station licenses
proposed findings of fact and cc
as long as they were under Mr.
elusion had been filed by FCC G«
Richards' personal control. Mr. eral Counsel Benedict P. Cottc
Richards'
death, therefore, elimand by Hugh Fulton, of Fulfc
inated the issue.
Walter & Halley, counsel for P
The FCC examiner said that final
Richards
[Broadcasting
• Tei
casting, May
21, 7].
disposition of the proposals "for
continued operation of these radio
It had been planned that I
facilities" would be made "pursuaminer Cunningham would iss!
ant to and connection with such
a proposed decision and that la
applications as are expected to be oral arguments on that would
filed in behalf of the corporate
heard by the Commission en ba
The initial decision issued 1
licensees for involuntary transfer
week, dismissing the proceedin
applications probably will becomes effective 40 days after
of These
control."
be filed after June 19, the date set issuance, June 14. In that inter
the FCC General Counsel may
by the Los Angeles courts for proexceptions, in which case the Cc
bate of Mr. Richards' will, accordmission itself must consider
ing to Louis G. Caldwell, Washingmatter and render a final decisi
ton attorney representing the Rich-

To
AFA
ACTION

Propose]

Counter

Taxes,

Restrictioi

URGED

to combat taxes or restrictions on advertising was taken
last week by the Advertising Federation of America, which held its
annual meeting June 10-13 at the
Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
AFA adopted a resolution calling on its members and clubs to
meet these challenges wherever
they appeared. Another resolution
specifically criticized a report by
the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, which carried a
unanimous recommendation for a
20-25% excise tax on advertising.
Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB director of government relations,
called the convention's attention to
the proposal. Mr. Hardy told the
1,000 delegates about government
regulations and legislation affecting advertising. He spoke at the
Tuesday morning general session
on special advertising problems.
A feature of the final day was
a session on television's present
and future. Participants included
Louis A. Hausman, CBS vice president in charge of sales promotion
and advertising; Don L. Kearney,
recently-named to the new post of
television program manager at The
Katz Agency; John A. Thomas,
head of TV account service, BBDO
New York; Newman McEvoy, vice

president and media director, Cunningham & Walsh, New York, and
Robert P. Wakeman, research engineer, Allen B. DuMont Labs.
General sessions opened Monday
morning with Eugene S. Thomas,
WOR-TV New York, presiding as
program committee chairman. Mr.
Thomas has been an AFA board
member for many years.
Direct Dealing Advised
In his government relations talk
Mr. Hardy suggested the best way
of dealing with government is by
"direct and open above-board negotiation with the government and
the full employment of the fundamental educational processes."
Commenting on the joint committee report, Mr. Hardy cited introductory language as follows :
"From a general economic point of
view, one of the most desirable excise taxes that could be levied would
be a tax on advertising, especially
on that urging consumers to buy
goods. A heavy tax currently imposed (on advertising) may have
a variety of results. The advertising of some types of products may
be discontinued for the duration.
Others may reduce the amount of
their advertising. In some cases
advertising media would reduce

their rates of advertising and I
sorb part of the tax. In others, II
vertisers may shift to direct |
vertising by mail or by hand II
in case the tax could not be mff
to apply to these types of adverf *
Mr. Hardy observed that im
recommendation went into the ) *
ord and was released to officers f
the government without a diss f
from any of the 14 Senators : I
Congressmen who made up e
committee. He explained that
report
ing." was prepared by the cw
mittee's staff and now is be
urged upon the tax committees
Congress as reason for enactm
of excise taxes on advertising.
He warned of the challenging ipect of "government behind •
government," consisting of I
called experts often picked for tl r
friendliness to a point of vi|4
Many of these experts rely alnjl
exclusively on textbook mater s
of theorists, he said, with their
ports
giving understanding
evidence "of theof 1 *e
of
practical
basic economic and social fad I
Few members of Congress h *
had
actual business or professicj
involved."
experience, Mr. Hardy said. He i
(Continued on page 90) I
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WHO WILL succeed Comr. Frieda
B. Hennock on the FCC was the
big question in Washington last
week following the first woman
Commissioner's appointment to a
federal district judgeship in New
York.
While the vacancy will not occur
until the Senate's confirmation of
Miss Hennock is forthcoming, speculation spontaneously developed on
the successorship.
Leading candidate, at deadline,
was understood to be Robert T.
. ,tc Bartley, nephew of Speaker Sam
Rayburn of the House, who is well
"X known in broadcast and Congressional circles. He has been with
the NAB, the FCC, and the Yankee
Network before assuming his present post as administrative assistant to Mr. Rayburn.
Speaker Rayburn admits that
Mr. Bartley is being considered by
the White House. However, he is
withholding comment on whether
he has contacted the President in
the past week. It is conceded in
political circles that if Speaker
■s Rayburn decides to make a strong
bid for Mr. Bartley, the Chief Ex-

ecutive will be hard put to deny
the request.
The strong factor that defies an
immediate decision by the White
House is that Comr. Hennock must
first be confirmed by the Senate.
Until she actually makes her curtsy
from the Commission, the question
of a vacancy on the FCC is academic, the politically sage point
out.
The appointment probably would
be Democratic. Comr. Hennock is
a New York Democrat. FCC is
composed of three Democrats, a
like number of Republicans, and
one independent.
Opposition was registered against
Comr. Hennock's nomination the
day after President Truman sent
her name to the Senate last Monday for the federal bench in the
Southern District of New York to
succeed Judge Alfred C. Coxe, who
has retired.
Whitney Seymour, president of
the Assn. of the Bar of the City of
New York, and Louis M. Loeb,
chairman of the bar's judiciary
committee, issued a statement saying, "We are convinced that she is
Leaves

FCC

Staff

For Law Firm
PLOTKIN
QUITS
r.-r !
M. PLOTKIN, around whom many of the FCC's most controaj HARRY versial
issues have revolved, last week resigned from the Commission
,\4 staff. Following a two-week vacation, the former assistant general
a counsel will join the law firm of Arnold, Fortas & Porter as a partner.
Mr. Plotkin is to practice in the
t. firm's Washington offices and will attempting to mould that agency's
devote his attention primarily to
litigation and appellate work, but policies.
The climax to this situation came
not necessarily
when the Commission named CurilOf
tis B. Plummer to head up the new
specializing in radio matters.
Broadcast Bureau under the FCC
In terminating
reorganization along functional
his FCC service lines [Broadcasting • Telecastof more than a
ing, May 7]. Up until that time
decade, as of last Mr. Plotkin had been regarded as
Tuesday, Mr. an odds-on favorite for the post.
Plotkin again
The Commission's vote was 5-2
joins forces with with Chairman Wayne Coy and
Paul Porter under
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock dissentwhom he served
Mr. Plotkin
ing. Their candidate had been Mr.
when the latter Plotkin.
was Commission Chairman from
Subsequently, when the CommisDecember 1944 to February 1946.
sion was considering nominees for
Mr. Porter, along with Thurman
the remaining top spots under the
Arnold and Abe Fortas, are the Bureau, Mr. Plotkin specifically resenior partners in the law firm.
quested that his name be withheld.
Mr. Plotkin, an admittedly bril- In the meantime, he relinquished
liant attorney, successfully pointed
his duties as assistant general counthe way for the Commission on
sel in charge of the Broadcast Division and transferred to the office
many of its major problems. More
of
the
General Counsel.
irecently, he had assumed a major
A
native
of Athol, Mass., Mr.
'role in the TV allocations proceedings as well as the color TV deci- Plotkin was graduated magna cum
laude from the Harvard Law School
sion. It is noted that certain phases
and lines of thought expressed in in 1937. From 1937 to January
1940, he was associated with Topliff
the Commission's color ruling were
iicked up verbatim by the Supreme
& Horween, Chicago law firm, leavCourt majority in upholding the
ing to join the law staff of the FCC.
From 1942 to May 1948 he was
,FCC last month [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, June 4].
chief of the litigation and administration division. During this time,
However, the former assistant
1 general counsel's approach to nu- in December 1943, Mr. Plotkin was
named assistant general counsel. In
Ijffierous
problems
1948 he became assistant general
I stirred upCommission's
opposition from
many
I luarters and led to the charge that counsel in charge of the Broadcast
Division.
I i law faction within the FCC was
BROADCASTING
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Successor
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totally unqualified to be a United
States District Judge and shall
vigorously oppose confirmation of
herThenomination."
bar spokesmen recalled that
in 1949 Comr. Hennock's name
"was submitted to the association
for possible appointment to one of
the then existing vacancies in the
District Court, and after investigation, we reported that she was
was understood that the White
notIt qualified."
House had sought clearance of
Comr. than
Hennock's
appointment
for
more
two months
but that the
bar repeatedly had tm-ned down
requests.
Comr. Hennock, first woman to
be appointed to the Commission
since its formation and first woman
to be nominated for the federal
bench in the southern district of
New York, had not been slated for
hearing by the Senate Judiciary
Committee as of last Friday.
It is customary for the committee to give notice of a hearing by
a subcommittee one week in advance. The committee already has
scheduled hearings for tomorrow
(Tuesday) for two other nominees
for New York judgeships, nominations which were submitted to the
Senate as a group along with that
of Comr. Hennock.
There are contenders other than
Mr. Bartley, thus indicating a wide
choice should Mr. Truman seek
elsewhere for his nominee to the
FCC.
Mentioned is Fanney Neyman
Litvin, FCC hearing examiner since
1947. She is said to be favored by
Comr. Hennock. If nominated, the
selection of a woman would follow
the precedent established by President Truman in 1948 when he nominated Miss Hennock.
Examiner Litvin was born in
Butte, Mont., Feb. 1, 1900, and
joined the then newly formed law
department of the Federal Radio
Commission in December 1928 when
Louis G. Caldwell was chief.
Another
is Theodore Granik,

Comr. HENNOCK

Mr. ■Y-BARTLEY
* *
Washington attorney and moderator of NBC's American Forum of
the Air. It had been reported
that at one time Mr. Granik
was a candidate for the chairmanship of the FCC when it
was believed that position would
be vacated [Closed Circuit, June
4]. Contacted last week by Broadcasting • Telecasting, Mr-. Granik said he had not been asked by
the White House. He said he was
(Continued on page 36)

COY

OKAYED
Wins Confirmation
MORE THAN three weeks before
his current term would have expired, FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
was aproved late Thursday for full
seven year reappointment to serve
on the Commission.
Quick Senate confirmation of his
nomination came at the close of
upper chamber business. His reappointment becomes effective July
1, expiring June 30, 1958.
Nearly as speedily, Chairman
Coy's nomination was given the
green light by a unanimous vote
of approval by the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, announced Wednesday after an executive session.
The committee had held a oneday hearing of question-answer
type on the President's nomination
of Chairman Coy May 29 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
President Truman sent Chairman
Coy's nomination to the Senate
May 22.
Mr. Coy was confirmed for reappointment to the Commission
without objection. President Truman had not specified the nominee
for the chairmanship because by
law, the President may select the
chairman from the seven members
of the Commission. Mr. Truman is
expected to rename him chairman
as a matter of course.
Chairman Coy has served in that
capacity nearly four years, succeeding Charles R. Denny Dec. 29,
1947, under a recess appointment
by President Truman. He is listed
as a Democrat from Indiana and
will be 48 years old this November.
June 18, 1951 • Page 27

visit to

the

Land

ONE SUMMER MORNING a
Double-Breasted Broadcaster who
nested in the rocky province of Reality flew over to see what kind of
birds lived in the sugar-coated
forests of the neighboring region of
Perhaps, where everything is made

Doable-Breasted Broadcaster
eternally lush by the rain of sweetness and light that falls daily from
five to seven p.m.
Now and then he paused to chat
with inhabitants he met along the
way, because the Double-Breasted
Broadcaster was an amiable bird
who thought that the way to learn
things about a new country was to
ask questions of folks who lived in
it. He passed the time of day with
an indigent Cuckoo, who was without a clock or a window to throw
himself out of, and asked directions
of a Great Horned Owl who gave
him a bum steer that took him to
the jungle of Academia, the very
heart of Perhaps.
There he spied a Fuzzy-Crested
Oracle sitting far out on a limb
(where Fuzzy-Crested Oracles always sit) in an Applesauce tree.
The Fuzzy-Crested Oracle was
reading Vol. 7 (Damascu to Educ)
of the Encyclopedia Britannica.

of

Perhaps

"That's a mighty fine looking
edition you've got there," the
Double-Breasted Broadcaster said
admiringly as he alit on the limb.
He had never been lucky enough to
stump the experts on Information
Please or rich enough to buy an
Encyclopedia Britannica.
"Like it?" said the Fuzzy-Crested
Oracle. "They grow on trees over
here in Perhaps. Of course, I own
all the trees. Tell you what, how
about buying a set? Only nine hundred and ninety-nine dollars and
ninety-nine cents, with a dollar
down and the balance paid by you,
your heirs and assigns."
"No, thanks," said the DoubleBreasted Broadcaster. "I can't
afford
it." the trouble with your
"That's
kind," said the Fuzzy-Crested
Oracle gruffly. "You don't care
aboutme being
educated.
tell
anything
about You
your can't
kind
because I used to live over in Reality, and I know what goes on.
Money, money, money; that's all
you hear over there."
"Oh, I don't know," said the
Double-Breasted Broadcaster.
"Money, money," the FuzzyCrested Oracle went on, "and yet
you won't spend a lousy nine hundred and ninety-nine dollars and,
oh, yes, ninety-nine cents for the
biggest little package of education
you can buy at any price. Well, if
that's too steep for you, would you
be interested in a little proposition
in movie film?" The Oracle flew
over to a nearby tree where reels
of film dangled and returned with
one in his beak. "Wait 'til you play
this on your projector," he said.
"It's the mating habits of the Gnu.
Very educational. An Encyclopedia Britannica educational film."
The Double-Breasted Broadcaster
shook his head.

"You could put it on television
over in your country," the FuzzyCrested
Oraclelook
said.sick.
"You'd
Milton Berle
Not make
only
that, you'd be educational as all
get out, and maybe some of those

a fabli
tion. You read all of that an
brother, will you be educated. Ai
for only nine hundred and ninet

The Double-Breasted Broadcast
nine . .at." his watch. "It's gettii
looked
late," he said. "I'm a long w:
from home. In fact, I don't thh
I'll go this far again."
"Now hold on," said the Fuzz I
Crested
Oracle,
morein th;
this section
on "there's
Education
tr ||
big, economy package. This set |
books is chock full of rich, temi j
ing facts that'll make you sma I

"Say," interrupted the Doub I
Breasted Broadcaster, "were yi
lips."
ever
the advertising busine J
your in

over
Reality?"
The inFuzzy-Crested
Oracle let t i
book slip from his claw and almc
fell off the limb. Recovering 1
balance, he gasped: "You fou
The Oracle grabbed an arn
from the quiver of a passing Sp£
row and plunged it through his ot
heart. He fell lifeless in the gr£
below.
Moral : Better to be a rich bo
peddler than a rich advertisi
man.

Fuzzy-Crested Oracle
Ruffled Grouches that have been
pecking away at you guys for being
uneducational would shut up."
"Well," said the Double-Breasted
Broadcaster, "the Ruffled Grouches
might shut up, but, boy, would there
be a holler from everybody else in

out."

Fuzzy-Crested Oracle put
myThe
country."
the film aside. "Let's get back to
the Encyclopedia," he said. "Now,
just look at this." He pointed at
the open book with a well-preened
wing. "I was reading up on Education when you dropped in. Look,
there's twenty or thirty pages of
fine print in here about Educa-

Ruffled Grouch

.si'l

NUNN

RE-NAMED
Continues IAAB Post

GILMORE N. NUNN, of the Nunn
station group, last week was reappointed by NARTB President Harold E. Fellows as representative to
the Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters. Mr. Nunn is IAAB vice
president, having been elected at
its March meeting in Sao Paulo.
The appointment was announced
Tuesday at a dinner given by
NARTB at the Waldorf-Astoria,
New York, for a group of electronic manufacturers interested in
the export trade. Goar Mestre,
president of IAAB and director
general of CMQ Havana, was guest
of honor.
Mr. Mestre gave a detailed rePage 28 • June 18, 1951

port on IAAB activities, emphasizing its devotion to principles of
freedom of enterprise and communications. He and Mr. Nunn offered
a plan to strengthen IAAB through
manufacturer participation.
NARTB board chairman, Justin
Miller, presided at the dinner.
Robert C. Sprague, board chairman of Radio-Television Mfrs.
cially.
Assn., represented that body offiIndustry Representatives
Among others who attended the
dinner were R. Romeyn and Bill
Tait, Philco International; Bill
Halligan Jr., Walter Hardy and
Frank Loring, Hallicrafters Co.;
M. J. Fein and A. Coumont, International General Electric; Bert
Taylor, DuMont; C. W. Slaybaugh,
RCA International; E. A. Nicholas,

Federal Telecommunications Labs.;
O. H. Caldwell, Tele-Tech; Leonard
K a p n e r, WCAE Pittsburgh,
NARTB District 3 director; Robert K. Richards, NARTB public
affairs director.
DPA-NPA
UNION
Fusion Nears Realization
LONG-AWAITED merger of the
government's two top production
agencies — the Defense Production
Administration and the National
Production Authority — into one allocation body appeared close to
reality late Thursday.
First official hint was thrown
out last Tuesday by Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson at a news
conference. Mr. Wilson said an
announcement on the consolidation

would be forthcoming momentari
What tact the consolidati
would take was not immediate
known. There were reports tl
Manly Fleischmann, NPA adm
istrator, would head up the sin;
allocations agency. Edwin Gibs
has been serving as acting adm
istrator of DPA, a policy agen
NPA is now lodged within 1
Dept. of Commerce and functic
as the operating arm.
In any event, the merger, wl
effected, would bring under c
roof — theoretically if not litera
— such groups as the Electror
Production Board, Electron
Products Division, Communicatic
Products Division, and the Office
Civilian Requirements, not to m
tion a variety of other units c<
cerned with electronics and bro;
cast matters.
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<« R^
PPEAL
A
tinued, the court's finding that
T
WASHINGTON
TransitTC
Radio AS
Inc. decision
dismissing complaints
TRANSI
The court went "outside the rec- commercials and announce
ments
last Thursday joined forces with
against the service.
ord," the petition continued, to cite deprive passengers of liberty withthe Capital Transit Co. and the
% Erred in finding that coma Washingtonmedium
Post poll,
rival
out, due process — and its implicaadvertising
which"aopenly
Public Utilities Commission for
mercial advertising is not protecttion that "forced listening" to
admits
its
opposition
to
Transit
the District of Columbia in a petimusic may not pertain equally
ed by the First Amendment "under
—
Radio," and then labeled it an are "impossible to
tion for rehearing on the controthe facts of this case."
reconcile
"
with
"unbiased inquiry."
versial transitcasting decision beviolation of the Consti£ Disregarded "uncontradicted
With respect to franchises, the respect totution.
fore the U. S. Circuit Court of evidence"
to the effect that there
Moreover, the court made
is
a
substantial
public
desire
for
Appeals [Broadcasting • Teleappellees
held
that
"under
such
the liberty of objectors "absolute"
government jurisdiction the licensee
the broadcasts.
casting, June 11].
and dismissed that of the "mais
granted
a
monopoly
only
to
the
"The
basic
factual
premise
of
the
In an appeal bitterly attacking
extent
that
the
public
interest
may
to listen" as "irreljority
asserted.
evant," itdesiring
court's decision is its assumption
the court's ruling that transit FM
Furthermore, any deprivation of
violates the constitutional rights that passengers on Capital Transit
not
require
further
competition."
Under that concept, the brief liberty is not without due
of passengers, attorneys asked the vehicles are 'forced' to listen to the
process,
charged,
the action of every pri- the appellees contended, pointing
circuit court to stay its mandate,
radio broadcasts," the appellees
vate
company
operating
a
radio
out that Congress has vested in
vacate the judgment, grant re- charged. The court "also relies for station, airline, railroad and other
support on the supposed admishearing before the full nine-man
PUC the power of assessing comsions . . . wholly outside the recfacilities would be "governmental
body and to enter a judgment afpeting interests.
ord
before
the
(PUC)
or
certified
firming the U. S. District Court
Protection of Programs
decision a year ago.
to the court," the petition held.
Thus, vented
a radio
station
"which from
preanyone who
so desired
With respect to protection of
While the Court of Appeals is The commission found that hearaction."
messages over its sta- programs, the brief declared that
not required to act immediately
ing the broadcasts "is a matter of transmitting
tion or censored the scripts of pro- dissemination of news, weather reworking of the mind," and that
upon the petition, authorities ex- the
the
mind
can
"exclude
unwanted
grams" would violate the First
ports and other announcements —
pected a decision momentarily
sounds.
Amendment by restricting free cited by the
court along with comgranting or denying the appeal —
speech. Under such established
mercials— is clearly covered by the
"The record before the court
before it adjourns shortly for the
law,
the
Bill
of
Rights
would
be
First
Amendment. The court had
summer. In the event it agrees to shows conclusively by evidence and
found that the First Amendment
". . . in flat contradicreconsider the case, it was held findings by the commission that extended
tion to every interpretation or vertising.
likely that arguments would be re- there is no 'avertible sense of heardoes not protect "commercial" ading' or 'forced listening,' " the ap- construction thereof laid down by
opened sometime during the fall
Attorneys said the Supreme
pellees
maintained.
the
Supreme
Court,"
the
brief
session, which commences late in
claimed.
Court has made it clear that, "while
September or early October.
The attorneys claimed that rights a city may prohibit the use of its
The Public's Desire
In petitioning for rehearing en
streets for the distribution of
The petition also took exception
to "liberty" under the Fifth
banc, Washington Transit Radio
Amendment
are
"relative
and
not
purely
commercial leaflets without
to court findings that "there is no
Inc. and the CTC-PUC faction
evidence of a substantial public
violating the Constitution, it canabsolute
and
are
subject
to
"the
asked that, if the request for relief desire for the broadcasts ... in the
not prohibit the circulation of leafadjustment of competing interests"
(Continued on page 34)
as indicated by the Supreme Court.
face of findings by the commission
is denied, the court "stay the manAdditionally,
the
petition
condate . . . for a period of 30 days"
directly to the contrary."
to enable them to file an appeal
with the U. S. Supreme Court.
The petition termed the Court
of Appeals ruling "novel in its constitutional concepts," making "unprecedented inroads upon the adMaterials Allocation Looms
GOODS
BLE
RA
DU
ministrative and legislative procsteel
mills
will
be
asked
to
set aside said that the final decision would
THE OUTPUT of all consumer
a
certain
quantity
of
materials
for rest with top-level circles in the
ess."
durable goods, including radio-TV
Defense Production Administrathat purpose.
No Ruling on Music
sets and combinations and phonotion. He said he felt, however, that
The applications would cover
The judgment had held that the
graphs, may be placed under materials allocation sometime this items not previously listed in the electronics needs probably would
broadcasts imposed "forced listenbe evaluated along with those of
fall, the government indicated last government's Class B Products
ing" upon riders, that deprivation
other industries, a view also exListing
issued
earlier
this
year
week.
of rights stemmed from governpressed by Defense Mobilizer
Manufacturers of these civilian
Charles E. Wilson at the NARTB
ment action giving CTC "a vir- goods will be asked sometime in [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May
7].
These
included
electronconvention.
tual monopoly" of transportation
ics components, recorders, ampli- Chicago
and that commercials and anJuly to fill out applications deTracing the work of the defense
fiers
and
audio
equipment
as
well
signed to assure the civilian indusnouncements deprived passengers
try of sufficient raw materials to as radio receiving and TV receiver production agencies (both NPA
of those rights "without due procand DPA), Mr. Fleischmann said
turn out radio and television sets. cathode ray tubes.
ess of law." The court did not rule
that certain departments in the
Earmarked
for
the
CMP
plan
on the musical segments of the These goods are exclusive of commercial equipment not previously are AM and FM table and console government have been designated
broadcasts.
as "claimant groups"
different
included trolled
in Materials
the government's
Con- radio phonographs, radio receivers, fields, and that others for
In a legal broadside, the threewill serve in
Plan
for
copper,
combination
or
plug-in
record
playan advisory capacity.
party petition charged that the steel and aluminum.
ers and radio-TV console or table
court :
As an example he cited the FCC
models,
with
a
list
of
variations.
In making this announcement,
# Erred in holding that the Administrator Manly Fleischmann
which, he said, "did not want to
Other
Developments
private acts of Capital Transit
process any applications for maof the National Production Auterial requirements but only serve
Following a news conference last
were "governmental action."
thority said this action would faas
an
adviser in the communicaWednesday,
Mr.
Fleischmann
told
cilitate planning for the fourth
# Lacked support in finding
Broadcasting • Telecasting that :
(beginning
October) "if
that a "franchise" or partial or quarter
The NPA administrator, turnthat should
becomein necessary
to
(1) The government also is
total monopoly make those actions
tion
ing field."
to materials shortages, told
working
on
a
plan
for
keeping
insure an equitable share of connewsmen that "there is virtually
"governmental."
trolled materials for these indus- radio-TV receivers in "maintefree area or market for steel"
# Erred in finding that trannance, repair and operation" no
and that, on the basis of discusthrough
manufacturers,
distribuAs
with
commercial
studio
transsitcasts "deprive objecting passensions with consumer goods protors and repair shops [Broadcastgers of liberty without due process
tries." mitter and other equipment, Mr.
ing
•
Telecasting,
June
11].
ducers, in
there that
is no "advantage" in
Fleischmann stressed, the allotcompeting
of law."
market for steel,
(2) No additional materials
which
he
ments
would
be
at
once
"a
free
estimated
at roughly 10 ^
# Assumed the authority to
probably
would
be
allotted
to
manfor the third quarter. Overall
ticket and a limitation" on the
determine whether transit FM conufacturers in view of current in- copper-steel-aluminum
amount of materials they may exdemands by
terest in color television.
(Continued on page
pend for radio and television sets.
34)
forms to the "public convenience,"
which was the basis of the PUC
On the latter, Mr. Fleischmann
To that end, he added, copper and
June 18, 1951
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PROGRAM FACTS
Program:
June 5. "Life Begins at 80,"
Sponsor: Arnold Bakers.
Stations: 11 ABC-TV.
Supervisor: Mike Oppenheimer.
Director: Charles Powers.
Production Firm: Barry-Enright.
Agency: Benton & Bowles.
Cast: Jack Barry, moderator;
Fred Stein (82), Georgiana
Carhart (86), John Draney
(90), Hiram Mann (80), and
Mrs. Frank Roth (80); also the
"Juvenile Jury" panel.

q

HILL Javits,
RADIO-TV
Madden Favor
RADIO-TV coverage of Congressional sessions would keep the
people in touch with vital governmental decisions, Reps. Jacob K.
Javits (R-N. Y.) and Ray J. Madden (D-Ind.) agreed last night
(Sunday) on a panel broadcast
over Liberty Broadcasting System.
Discussed was the subject
"Should Congressional Sessions Be
Broadcast Regularly." Moderator
was George Campbell. Both Congressmen felt that the proceedings
of Congress must and eventually
will be broadcast. As an aid to
regular coverage, they cited the
need for a code of ethics.
Rep. Javits, who sponsored a
resolution proposing broadcasttelecasts of House proceedings and
who was slated to appear before
the Senate Executive Expenditures
Committee last Friday (see At
Deadline) to testify on the subject, said coverage would aid the
voter in knowing his government.
He pointed to the Kefauver Crime
Committee hearings telecasts as an
illustration.
Sen. Kefauver already has endorsed radio-TV coverage and has
gone on record in favor of telecasts of Cabinet sessions [Broad-

casting •Telecasting, June 11].,
Opponents' arguments which
must be overcome were listed by
Rep. Javits as: (1) hidden camera
or microphone, (2) hamming and
acting by members and (3) unfair
emphasis of members' absences.
To these, Rep. Madden added pos-j
sible "smear" and "slander" of in-jj
dividuals or organizations from the
floor of the House or from the1
committee room. "These difficulties I
we must surmount. You have go1
to use modern media of eommuni- j
cation, and there is nothing superior to radio and television ir

Meanwhil
e, in the Senate, Chair- j
that
respect."
man Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chair I
man of the Senate Interstate Com-.]
merce Committee, said an addres: j
by Dean Alfange at a testimonia j
dinner for Mayor Impellitteri o: I
New York, "stated my own view:
on the subject with . . . force anc
Crux of Mr. Alfange's talk war
that
by opponents o
.expressed
. ."
logic
the Kefauver
Crime Committer
telecasts at the height of their pop
ularity. He cited the tendency t<
put a witness in ill repute and con^
demned "private sponsorship o
commercial companies" of sue]
telecasts. Net effect is a "fronta
assault upon the body of privat
rights guaranteed by the Consti
tution," Mr. Alfange said.

T IS the proud and entirely factual boast of Jack Barry that his
i Life Begins at 80 is "the only television program with over 400
yearsis aofclaim
experience."
This
which even the Federal Trade Commission, if it were
so minded, would be hard pressed
to challenge, if only out of deferly needles Mr. Stein when she is
ence to the combined ages of memof experibers who compose the panel of Mr. lost for an anecdote),
ence-hardened John Draney (whose
Barry's show each week and andrawling "Well, I'll tell you about
swer questions sent in by televiewthat . . ." is good for a chuckle)
ers.
Special Advisory Panel
of 80's poet-laureate and exThere is also room for merit in and
attorney, Hiram Mann (who surely
Draw Censure
the conviction that Mr. Barry has
must
have
graced
at
least
one
soapeffectively capitalized a formula
box in his distinguished career).
'TASK
FORCES'
PARTICIPATION
of trade association executives on advisory commit
which keenly shows up television's
Their observations are perhaps
tees or so-called "task forces," set up to consult with government agen
wholesome human interest quali- best summed up in answers to Mr.
cies on various phases of defense production, came in for censure o:
ties. Using that formula, he gears
Capitol Hill last week.
Barry's first question that evening:
the program to reminiscences that
The criticism was delivered by
"If
you
were
getting
married
for
long antedated the era of wonderful
the first time, assuming you had to Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.),
men "should not be placed in quasi
nonsense.
chairman of the House Judiciary
judicial
positions as having to de j
do
it
all
over
again,
what
attriTeleviewers who are amused by
cide between former customers an
Monopoly subcommittee which
butes would you look for in a marithe everyday wisdom of old folk
opened hearings Monday on the those who were not customers o: ;
and the bright sayings of children
tal partner?"
the question of allocations . . .
Mr.
Stein
was
quick
to
reply
role
of advisory groups in governwere doubly rewarded on the June
ment planning and also turned its Rep. Keating cited an alleged cas
"money and she must be a good
5 edition.
of "favoritism" involving allocatio:
housekeeper." This drew a quick
attention
to on"dollar-a-year-men"
Mr. Barry devoted approximately
now
serving
leave
from
their
of steel to General Motors Corp '
half of his program to another of rejoinder from Miss Carhart: "Yes, parent firms.
claiming the applications were han
you'd look for that first, last and
his creations, Juvenile Jury, which
H. Graham Morison, Assistant
died by salesmen for three firm :»
always."
Mr.
Draney
said
he
would
has enjoyed appreciable popularity
look "for a nice looking girl but Attorney General in charge of the while serving on leave with th {
the past half-dozen years. In an
not too nice looking, because they Justice Dept.'s Anti-Trust Div., government.
obvious pitch for a potential adRep. Celler said he recognize I
told the House group that task
get
vain — even-tempered — qualities
vertiser for Jury, Mr. Barry parthe
"valuable role" dollar-a-yea -1
groups
are
"very
bad
instruments
layed to good advantage words of I found in Mrs. Draney."
employes play in defense mobilize 1
of
government
policy"
and
that
After an Arnold bread commerwisdom from comparative babes
tion
but is concerned that goverr j
some of them have been guilty of
with the earthy observations of at
cial, Mr. Barry worked in a 15- "grievous violations."
ment procedures may place thesi
least three generations removed.
minute film continuity of Juvenile
Involved in the investigation,
executives in positions where the
Jury, which may well have proved
The wealthy bachelor, a partner
though not specifically spelled out, would be called upon to make dec
that the kids should be seen as are the future of a number of sions touching on their private ii
in Barry-Enright Productions, does
well as heard.
not permit his penchant for lowbroadcast and electronics industry
dustry associations.
budget shows and human-interest
Earlier the Justice Dept. asserte
A question from a youthful fan, advisory committees, as well as exformat to deprive viewers of tried- wanting to know whether he should
ecutives from private industry who
that participation of trade execi
tives on such committees is m
and-true commercial gimmicks,
now serve "without compensation"
accede to his mother's wishes and
however. They are present in one
"illegal" if the member is active!
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
June
4].
wear
suspenders
instead
of
a
belt,
form or another, all calculated to
engaged in the industry concernei
brought
forth
this
enlightening
resustain viewer interest. The stock
Atty. Gen. Morison testified that But the department warned the
mark :
characters, which in any superin some cases industry units are
some executives "may be in a pos
production would be considered
tion to create an atmosphere if
Charlie: "A belt on a boy is like formulating government policy and
stereotypes, pass off with ease and
which the interests of a speciil
a girdle on a little girl."
are "cloaked" with government
charm. On Life Begins at 80, they
authority, enabling them to obtain
group, rather than those of the pull
Mr.
Barry's
program
is
not
likeare amusing because they are livly to push more elaborate shows
production figures of their competilie,The
would
become
paramount."
ing people projected to your living- for top ratings, but it does posJustice
Dept.
view is th? I
tors. He assured Rep. Celler's
room for a visit.
committee
his
department
would
government
officials
should obtai
sess
a
very
real
charm
all
its
own.
These characteristics take the
crack down on violations, although
requested information directly fro
Perhaps viewing it in your parliving form of Fred Stein, a realtor
he
noted
there
are
"thousands"
of
trade associations "rather tha
such
groups.
lor is best likened to spending a
who is always on the alert for a
have the participation of (execi
fast buck, of the proud but witty quiet evening on a front porch
tives) in industry advisory con
Rep. Kenneth Keating and other
back home in Indiana.
committee members held that salesGeorgiana Carhart, (who constantPage 30
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THAT ALL advertising interests,
buyers as well as sellers, have a
stake in keeping radio alive and
strong and capable of going on
delivering the maximum sales per
dollar, is the basic thesis of a
three-week series of double-page
institutional ads run by Edward
Petry & Co. The series might well
carry the generic title "What every
advertising man should know
about radio's rate policies."
This week's ad, titled "Let's Get

WMAW

GRANTED
In FCC Reversal

CONCLUDING there had been no
intentional concealment of stock
ownership in WMAW Milwaukee,
the FCC last week granted the station a license to cover its construction permit. WMAW, assigned 5
kw fulltime on 1250 kc with directional antenna, is owned by Midwest Broadcasting Co. and has been
on the air since 1948.
At one stage of the lengthy proceedings the Commission had reversed the recommended decision of
the hearing examiner and had ordered the license denied. However,
on March 7 the FCC vacated this
order and scheduled the case for
oral argument March 30 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2,
March 19].
Proceedings had been concerned
with alleged concealment from the
FCC of the interest in the station
by Herbert D. Uihlein and his wife,
Myrtle D., now both deceased.
In its conclusions last week, the
FCC also noted that Clifford A.
Randall, president of Midwest
Broadcasting as well as owner of
874 shares out of the station's
2,400, had not conducted himself
"as to indicate that Midwest is
disqualified from holding a broadcast license."
Likewise, failure to report a loan
to WMAW from a Hemdu Co.,
owned by the Uihleins, had been
explained and accepted by the Commission, it was stated in the decision. "The Hemdu transaction,
we have concluded, was an incident
to Midwest's need for additional
funds, and did not vitiate Randall's previous statement that to
his knowledge Uihlein would have
no further interest in the applicant," FCC said.
Commission then added:
Nor dofailure
we believe
thatinstances
Midwest'sto
alleged
in certain
make full and timely reports of its
transactions . . . should be deemed to
disqualify it. As stated ... [in Findings of Fact] the Rules did not, in
express terms, during the period in
question, provide for filing by permit e s as distinguished from licensees,
and we are also of the opinion that
the applicant in good faith concluded
that there was no requirement that
the data be reported. As indicated in
this decision. Midwest did not in all
respects make full disclosure of its
transactions. Nothing herein should
be regarded as specific approval of its
conduct. However, we do not believe
that the applicant exhibited such disregard of the Commission's requirelicense. ments as would warrant a denial of
BROADCASTING

FACK
Straight on Radio Rates," expresses agreement with ANA recommendations that the advent of
television calls for a reappraisal
of all media, including radio. But,
Petry points out, this "must be
done on a sensible market by market basis" considering "the present
degree of radio coverage of each
station in each market." It is
"fantastic," the ad states, that the
rate cuts made by the national networks are not based on any market
by market appraisals but just flat
cuts — "no matter what the station's actual advertising value
be." that "indiscriminate
Noting
might
slashing
of rates can indicate hasty
or careless thinking," Petry asks
advertisers and their agencies to
"put aside the easy judgment that
RETAIL

RADIO

Ryan Cites ARBI Studies
THERE is a big difference between
retailers who SAY they believe in
coordinating advertising and those
who PRACTICE it, William B.
Ryan, BAB president, told the
NRDGA mid-year sales promotion
conference in New York Tuesday.
"You're not coordinating advertising media when you spend a
classified ad size budget in radio,"
Mr. Ryan said. "I believe some of
you would be surprised to know
how many more people you would
reach and how many more sales
would be possible if you tried coordinating media to the extent of
spending the same amount of
money in radio as you do in newsAdvertising Research Bureau
Inc. has made studies of over 100
paper." who experimented with
retailers
spending the same amount for each
of the two media, he said. ARBI
interviewers checked effectiveness
at the point of sale. While figures
varied with each study, the overall
averages of the first 50 studies
showed 55 out of every 100 customers were "drawn into the stores
by advertising," he continued.
Newspapers drew 22 out of the 55,
radio 25, and newspaper-radio
drew eight, he said.
Neubert Makes Report
Details of ARBI studies were
reported by Norman Neubert in a
speech about "Making Radio Pay
Its Way in Sales," copies of which
are available at BAB, he told the
group.
"When you stage your August
fur or furniture events this year,"
Mr. Ryan urged, "when you plan
your back-to-school promotion this
year, plan to reach the people who
listen to radio. Tell them the
NAME, TIME and REASON for
your selling event. Give them
EXAMPLES of values which will
whet their interest, curiosity and
excitement. Give voice to your
ADVERTISING THEME
OR

SLOGAN."
Tel ecasting

Given

in Petry Series

revalued radio means devalued
"Measure radio," urges, "as
you would measure any advertising medium — in each market — by
radio."
what it delivers for the dollar put
Next week's ad, "Let's Untangle
into
it." Lifeline," will attack the
Radio's
networks for selling national spot
announcements, "traditionally left
to individual stations as a primary
source of revenue." This practice,
which if successful would cut in
two the station revenue from announcements, presents a "much
more serious threat to any radio
station" than even the flat network rate cuts, the station representative organization declares.
"We don't expect advertisers to
fight the stations' battles for them,"
the ad will state, ". . . but we do
believe that advertisers and their
agencies should know about it . . .
the advertiser who buys this service
from the networks is actually missing out on most of the selling advantages that make spot the forceful medium it is.
"Even if an advertiser could afford to substitute the watered down
network product for genuine spot
radio, he should, we feel, remember
that when a network weakens a
station — by siphoning off station
revenue or shaving the quality of
network service — the network
weakens itself in turn. This helps
nobody," Petry will say.
The third ad, now in preparation,
will be a plea to the networks to
return to their former high standards and to the kind of operating
policies which helped make American radio the great institution it is.
ABC MEETING
O&O Officials in New York
ABC's annual home-office meeting
of officials of its owned and operated stations, to bring them up to
date on network activities, began
for radio last week in New York
and will continue for television this
week. Prominent on last week's
agenda was a discussion of the
agreement to merge the network
with United Paramount Theatres.
Among those attending were John
Norton, ABC vice president for the
Central Division; James Riddell,
WXYZ Detroit president; Harry
Christian, WXYZ sales director; Edward J. Lynch, WENR Chicago general manager and manager of National Spot Sales, Chicago; Francis
Conrad, KECA Los Angeles manager
and radio manager of the Western
Division; Amos Baron, Western Division Radio Sales manager and sales
manager of KECA, and Gayle Grubb,
KGO-AM-TV San Francisco general
manager.
Bradley Joins B&B
EVERETT C. BRADLEY, Biow
Co., New York, has joined Benton
& Bowles, same city, as a vice
president.

RADIO is kept in the public service
spotlight with presentation of National Safety Council's Public Interest
Award for distinguished effort toward
safety in 1950 to Gene Wilkey (center), WCCO Minneapolis general manager. Award honors were made by
Earl Campbell (r), director of field
organization for the council, at a
luncheon meeting of the Greater Minneapolis Safety Council. Broadcast of
the event was carried over WCCO's
Noontime News, with Cedric Adams
officiating. This is third consecutive
year station has been so cited.

FCC FUNDS
Fees May Bolster Budget
IF THE SENATE agrees, FCC
may be operating with less funds
in fiscal 1952 but with an opportunity to make up for some of this
loss by 1953 by assessing fees and
charges for services rendered
broadcasters.
This was seen last week as the
Senate Appropriations Committee
reported the House-passed bill
(HR 3880) appropriating funds for
independent offices.
Recommendation by the committee was $6,233,300 for FCC. This
compares to President Truman's
request
of $6,850,000May
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
14]. The
House had approved an even $6
million.
The fees and charges proposal is
written into the bill. It would clear
the way for government agencies,
such as FCC, to charge for special
services rendered. According to the
language of the legislation it would
permit any government agency to
set a "charge, fee or price" as may
be determined feasible for special
services
rendered
•
Telecasting,
May [Broadcasting
14, 7].
The government, it has been understood, would apply the law as a
one-year "test." Under that theory, FCC presumably could show
its budgeting to the appropriations
committee in both the House and
Senate when requesting funds for
fiscal 1953. These budget figures
would point up receipts from fees
and charges assessed during the
test year.
Federal Trade Commission, under the reported bill, would get
$97,435 more ommended
thanfigurethe
of House-rec$3,891,695
which corresponded to the dollar
to the 1951 budget. The Senate
committee recommended $3,989,130
or $402,870 under the White House
estimate.
June 18, 1951
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CRITICIZES

Rate-Cutting, Pi's,
Draw Fire

RATE-CUTTING and per inquiry practices drew rebukes from the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters, meeting June 10-11 at Galen Hall,
Wernersville, Pa.
Resolution stating that PAB "views with alarm" the practice of per
inquiry selling was adopted by the
*
—
association along with one disapyou cut rates, work out package
proving network rate reductions.
deals or accept per inquiry busiNew officers were elected as folness," he declared, adding that ralows: Sam Booth, WCHA Chamdio
"can't be as hungry as such
bersburg, president; Roger W.
deals would indicate." Mr. Gulick
Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia, vice warned that agencies are demandpresident; David J. Bennett, WKBO
ing the lowest rate for their cliHarrisburg, secretary; George E.
ents, in accordance with fine print
Joy, WRAK Williamsport, treason contracts. He contended this
urer. Board members elected were : could put some stations out of
Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton,
business. Some advertisers are
retiring president; Charles Denny,
ordering their agencies to insist
WERC Erie; Tom Metzger, WMRF
on the same deal that "a patent
Lewistown; Jim Murray, KQV
has obtained, he said.
Pittsburgh ; Frank Altdoerf er, medicine"
A. K. Redmond, WHP HarrisWLAN Lancaster; Bill Thomas,
burg, said rate cutting anywhere
WCPA Clearfield; Lou Murray,
weakens radio everywhere. He cited
WPAM Pottsville.
examples showing how to counter
School View Given
rate - cutting offers. J. Wright
Mark N. Fink, representing the
Mackey, WRAK Williamsport, concurred in these rate-cutting obserPennsylvania Interscholastic Athvations. Dave Baltimore, WBRE
letic Assn., said schools have not
wanted athletics as a business and
Wilkes-Barre, argued it isn't the
cost of advertising but the results
sports could be separated without
injury to the teaching function.
that count. "If buyers want lower
Like it or not, he said, schools are
cut-rates — if they want charity —
in the entertainment business and
they should identify their solicitamust show a profit. He said detion as such," he said.
layed tape recordings could be
Calls for Support
broadcast free but he added that
Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittson-the-spot broadcasting is compeburgh, NARTB District 3 director,
tition to gate receipts and must be
discussed network relationships,
paid for by stations. A questionanswer session followed.
rate-cutting and sales practices by
networks. He called for support of
PAB adopted a resolution comNARTB and BAB. Glenn Dolberg,
mending schools which approve
broadcasting and telecasting of BMI, discussed BMI's program. He
said the next BMI clinic will be
sports events. Other resolutions
held Aug. 20 at the Penn-Harris
called for changes of officer tenure;
provided for committee to pick site Hotel, Harrisburg.
President Diehm was presented
for next meeting; commended Preswith the Coronet magazine award
ident Diehm "for his industrious
for 1950, for outstanding achieveleadership," and endorsed BMI
ment in community development
scholarship plan for young comwork.
posers.
Gordon Gray, WIP Philadelphia,
Sale of marginal time was discussed by a panel headed by Carl
was chairman of a sales panel.
J. Robert Gulick, Steinman sta- M. Dozer, WCAE Pittsburgh. He
called for adherence to rate cards.
tions, declared salesmen and radio
Ralph Price, WPPA Pottsville, said
"must believe in themselves." Raif an audience is held until 9:30
dio needs a little of the "old-time
a.m., 78% will remain tuned the
religion" and sellers should "catch
rest of the day.
fire with enthusiasm," he said.
Dick Redmond, WHP Harris"You aren't very enthusiastic if

GROUP at- Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters meeting (I to r): Lou Murray,
WPAM Pottsville; W. J. Thomas, WCPA Clearfield; Victor C. Diehm, WAZL
Hazleton; Sam Booth, WCHA Chambersburg; Roger Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia;
Tom Metzger, WMRF Lewistown; Frank Altdoerfer, WLAN Lancaster. All
are PAB officers.
Page 32
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HAYES ELECTED
President of WTOP I nr.
ELECTION of John S. Hayes a
president of WTOP Inc. (WTOP
AM-FM-TV Washington) and o
two vice presidents — George F
Hartford and
Clyde Monday
M.
Hunt—
was
announced
last
by

DUO AT MEETING of Pennsylvania
Assn. of Broadcasters (I to r): Jayson
Gray, WCED DuBois, and Roy Morgan, WILK Wilkes-Barre.
burg, was chairman of a program
clinic at which Joseph M. Cleary,
WESB Bradford, stressed importance of better news coverage for
local stations. Otis Morse, WSPA
York, spoke on special events and
human - interest coverage. Mack
Edwards, WHBR Hanover, said
the smallest community can supply human interest material. William A. Lynch, WBUX Doylestown,
cited examples of selling local news
shows.
Prior to start of the PAB meeting, Pennsylvania affiliates of MBS
sent this message to Frank White,
MBS president: "Happy to inform
of action taken by Pennsylvania
affiliates of MBS unanimously endorsing the proposed change of
affiliates contract." The affiliates
praised Mr. White and MBS for
its continued fight to stabilize AM
radio.
BMI

EXECUTIVES

New Appointments Set
ELECTION of Harry P. Somerville, director of BMI licensing
(non-radio) for the past eight
years, as vice president of that
division, was announced by Carl
Haverlin, BMI president, last week
in New York.
Also announced were the appointments of Robert Sour as director
of publisher relations, and George
Mario as director of writer relations.
Before joining BMI, Mr. Somerville served for years as vice president of the American Hotel Assn.
and managing director of the Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C,
where he also was president of the
First Federal Savings Bank & Loan
Assn.
Mr. Sour, writer of "Body and
Soul" and other songs, became a
BMI staff member 11 years ago at
its beginning. He has developed
and arranged for publication nearly every important college and university nouncement
"varsitysaid. show,"
He has the
been an-in
charge of writer relations for the
past two years.
Mr. Mario, a former publisher
and assistant to Robert J. Burton,
BMI vice president for publisher
relations, has assisted in the development of new writers for several
years, it was announced.

Philip L. Graham, president
and publisher of
the Washington
Post. Mr. Graham, president of
WTOP comes
Inc.,chairman
be-

Mr. Hayes

of the board, succeeding Eugene Meyer.
In other changes, Mr. Hartfor'
was named vice president in charg
of sales and Mr. Hunt vice presi
dent in charge of engineering an
operations for WTOP Inc., whicl
is owned 55% by the Post and 459
by CBS. It was emphasized tha
no actual changes in duties ap
involved in the promotions.
Cites 'Tremendous Growth'
In making the announcemenl
Mr. Graham stated that the elec
tions result "from the tremendou
growth of our operations in radi
and television" in less than thre
years. He also commended the ac
complishments of Mr. Hayes, wh
has served as vice president am
general manager of WTOP Inc. th
past two years, and of his asso
ciates.
Mr. Hayes took over the dutie
of general manager of WTOl
when the Post assumed control o
the station in February 1949. Pre
viously he had been associated witl
WIP Philadelphia, WOR Nev
York, WQXR New York an<
WINX Washington, former Pos
station. During the war he wa;
commanding officer of the Armei
Forces Network in Europe an<
associate director of Troop Broad
casting Services.
Mr. Hartford came to the Wash
ington Post in 1935 and later, ii
1947, was a salesman for WINX
In May 1948 he moved to WTOl
and a year later was named di
rector of sales.
Mr. Hunt, who has been witl
WTOP for 19 years, began his ra
dio career in 1926, moving t(
WMAL Washington in 1928 anc
WTOP (WJSV) four years later
He has been chief engineer sinci
1936.

Mr. Hunt
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IN THE

FIVE POINT

IN

SYSTEM

IOWA,

PREFERRED

OF PROGRAMMING

WHO
FARM

EVALUATION—

IS

THE

STATION

Business in Iowa is divided approximately 50-50 between
industry and agriculture, but almost everybody in the State
is interested in farming. The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey proves that 23.2% of all Iowa women (including
even urban women) and 25.3% of all Iowa men (including
even urban men) "usually listen" to WHO's
and Market Reports.

Farm News
49.5%

67.8%
STATIONS PREFERRED FOR FARM NEWS AND MARKETS
(An Iowa Radio Audience Survey Study)Men .
Women
Percentage of all listeners naming a favorite station
Best Farm News and Markets on:
37.4%
WHO
"D"
"E"

4.9
3.9
^n

"H"
"1"
"J"
"K"
"L"
Others

n

46.7%
15.4
2.1
0.9
8.7
3.6
3.9
3.4
5.1
SB

msm

6.3

In Iowa, Specific Farm Programs are highly and widely
popular, and more people prefer WHO farm programs than
prefer those of any other station. For three successive years,
when asked to name the sources of their favorite farm

WHI@
♦ /or Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

programs, all Iowa farm-program listeners responded as
follows :
First Year
Second Year
Third Year
WHO—
14.0%
53.9%
55.0%
Station B —
54.5%
13.8%
10.2%
This is Point Three in the Five Point System of Programming Evaluation, which helps explain WHO's outstanding position as a public facility and as an advertising
medium, in Iowa Plus. We suggest your consideration of this
and the other four points as vital factors in time-buying.

Transitcast Appeal
(Continued from page 27)
lets disseminating constitutionally
protected information, merely because such leaflets may also contain commercial advertising."
The petition explained:
. . . The broadcasts on Capital
Transit's streetcars and busses are
not PURELY commercial advertising,
nor are the commercials even a dominant feature. ... In any given hour
the music, news, weather reports and
other information of public interest
(on WWDC-FM Washington) will far
exceed the time devoted to commercials (limited to 60-seconds duration,
each not to exceed six minutes per
hour) . . .
. . . The court is obviously not so
naive as to believe that music can be
broadcast under our American system
of radio broadcasting without the
economic support of commercial announcements. By abolishing the right
to broadcast commercials, the court
has adopted a device which is calculated to stop all broadcasting on
streetcars and busses . . .
The appellees held that commercial advertising is protected
Durable Goods
(Continued from page 27)
civilian industry are about 35%
in excess of available supply, he
added.
These views were expressed by
Mr. Fleischmann in announcing
government plans for third-quarter allotments of materials to producers of essential defense-supporting and other civilian products
who now file under CMP. Commercial broadcast equipment falls
under this category.
The steel problem is almost exclusively one of alloy, Mr. Fleischmann stressed. Structural steel is
the basis of the government's recent order requiring that broadcasters obtain authorization before
commencing new construction
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 14, et seq.].
One source of concern in industry circles is that, under the ironsteel order originally issued, manufacturers would find it difficult to
meet the demand for table-model
radio-TV sets. Later Mr. Fleischmann expressed fear that manufacturers of civilian goods might
be tempted to siphon materials
into more expensive items.
Manufacturers have been gearing themselves to demand, however,
for cheaper sets and were given relief under an amended order which
permits the shifting of raw materials into various categories.
NPA notified Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. that the new order
"should permit electronics manufacturers and assemblers a greater
degree of flexibility in their operations" and tend to "alleviate the
difficulties." Assemblers will not
be necessarily limited on the basis
of the number of finished units put
together, it was said.
NPA reduced the categories from
five to three: radio receivers, television receivers and phonographs.
RTMA had requested that all
products be treated as a single
unit [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30] .
Page 34
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when it is "but a minor, though
essential, part of a package which
includes the dissemination of constitutionally protected informa-

petition asserted. Moreover, "there
is nothing in any existing statute
or regulation which makes such
radio
program
reception
unlawful,"
and PUC
found
that the
broad-

The petition questioned whether
the Court of Appeals would uption." hold federal or state legislation
"totally prohibiting commercial advertising by radio stations, newspapers and magazines, or legislation appropriating in the guise of
taxes the gross revenue of these
mediums, where it was clear that
such legislation was a deliberate
and calculated device to limit or
prohibit the freedom of the press
and the freedom of speech."
Yet, the end effect of the court's
ruling is that it has prohibited the
advertising of commercials "in
such a way as to resti-ict the dissemination of constitutionally protected information by radio," the

casts do not "render the service
unsafe," the brief added.
Summary of Objections
In summarizing its objections,
the three parties held that the
court decision (1) exceeds its statutory powers of judicial review;
(2) misconstrues statutory duties
of Capital Transit and PUC; (3)
enlarges the rights of a dissident
minority; (4) conflicts with certain SCOTUS decisions and extends others beyond boundaries
"even remotely implied"; (5) asserts an equity power to determine
public convenience; (6) extends
protection of the Fifth Amendment
to actions of private parties; (7)

denies petitioners their right t
disseminate information by radio
(8) brings in facts outside of th
record as a basis for its ruling.
The petition was filed for Wash
ington Transit
by "v\(
Theodore
PiersonRadio
and Inc.
Vernon
Kohlhaas, of the law firm of Piei
son & Ball; for Capital Trans:
Co. by Edmund Jones, F. Cloy.
Await, Samuel Clark Jr., an
Daryal Myse; for PUC by Verno
E. West and Lloyd Harrison.
Copy of the petition was maile
to Paul M. Segal, of the law firm c
Segal, Smith & Hennessey, atto:]
ney for Transit Riders Assn. and
for Franklin S. Pollak and Gufi
Martin, on whose suit the cour
acted. Transit Riders Assn. w£i
incorrectly identified last week i
appellant in the transit FM dispul
before the Court of Appeals, a>
though it supported the suit.
if
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New

Hooper

Area

Report

proves

that from

Noon

to Midnight:

Ohio's

stern

a
Northe

In a dramatic new development in radio research,
Northeastern Ohio radio listening has been completely

largest

measured for the first time. The survey includes listening
in cities, towns, farms . . . all listening in a thirteen
county area embracing such major cities as Cleveland,
Akron and Canton. The "Northeastern Ohio Area
Hooperatings," just released by C. E. Hooper, Inc.,
become the new standard for radio buying
in Northeastern Ohio.

audiences

Among the many provocative facts revealed
by the survey are these:
From noon to midnight (peak listening time)
WTAM consistently delivers the largest audience
During these choice listening hours, WTAM leads in

belong

more periods than any other station in the area.
(WTAM leads in 120 periods; Station B in 109;
Station C in 7; Station D in 3)

to

Radio announcements on WTAM are the lowest
cost -per -thousand buys in Cleveland
For the buyer who carefully assays every possibility
before making an advertising investment, the
"Northeastern Ohio Area Hooperatings" will be an
invaluable source of information. For the advertiser
who seeks maximum audiences at the lowest

WTAM

cost-per-thousand, WTAM offers the best advertising
medium in Northeastern Ohio.

50,000 watts
1100

kilocycles

Cleveland's only Clear Channel

represented by

NBC

NEW YORK
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

station

SPOT

CHICAGO

SALES

CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO

HOLLYWOOD
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UBC Buys Washington Outlet,
Price Reported $120,000

AKE
YOUR

UP

SAUES

WITH

TOLEDO'S
TOP

MORNING

SHOW

WAKE

UP

ON
WTOD
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUSIC
With Time, News,
Weather & Sports
6:00-9:30

AM

DAILY
Monday thru Saturday
1000

WATTS

A

Cost

Low

in the
Toledo

Buy

Big

Market

over 135,000 radio homes

Headley-Reed Co.
Representatives

UNITY CORP., INC.
Edward Lamb, Pres.
WTOD is closely associated with
TV Stations WICU, Erie, and
WTVN, Columbus, Ohio
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in Kobel, Poland, became a teachf
in 1937 at Brooklyn Law Schoo
was the youngest woman lawyer i
New York when in 1946 she becair
eligible to vote and practice befoi
the bar, rose in the male professio
of corporation law handling crin
inal cases as well as civil law.
From 1935-39, Comr. Hennoc
was assistant counsel to New Yor
State Mortgage
Commission, i
1941 joined the New York law firi J
of Choate, Mitchell & Ely as par j
ner, becoming the first woman i|J
the firm in its 140 years existence I
Active in New York city and stal.j
politics, she became the first woma 1
member of the FCC in its 21 yeaijl
of regulatory history when she toe j
office July 6, 1948, to succeed Cli: j
ford J. Durr.
She was the newest member <l
the present Commission and
23rd since its creation in 1934. H( |
sucessor would become the 24th.
Earlier this year she was mei I
tioned as a likely candidate for tl I
chairmanship had Chairman Cc j
resigned. She also had been offere I
a district judgeship in Washingto J
Controversial Figure

WINX
SOLD
WINX, 10-year-old Washington independent outlet, has been sold for
approximately $120,000, subject to FCC approval. Joint announcement
of the sale was made last Thursday by Dolly and William Banks, station
owners, and Richard Eaton, president of United Broadcasting Co.,
*
r.
hase
purc
The transaction
for the 1340 kc, Banks and her brother operate
250 w station includes all fixed as- WHAT, Philadelphia independent.
sets of WINX and the execution of The Banks acquired WINX in early
a forbearance contract, making a 1949 from the Washington Post
total consideration of about $120,- for a reported $130,000, following
000.
that newspaper's purchase of a
Under FCC rules, United Broad55% interest in WTOP Washingcasting Co., licensee of WOOK
ton. As is the case in the current
Silver Spring, Md., Washington
WINX sale, the Post was required
suburb, will be required to dispose under FCC duopoly rules to reof that station before it can assume
linquish the WINX holdings.
operation of WINX. BlackburnOriginally
paid $500,Hamilton Co., radio station and 000 for WINX thein Post
1944.
newspaper broker, which participated in the WINX sale, reportLegal action
details
of last byweek's
transwere handled
the Washedly has been authorized to handle
ington
law
firm
of
Colin
&
Marks,
sale negotiations for WOOK, a 1
for the buyer, and by Dempsey &
kw daytimer on 1590 kc.
United Broadcasting also oper- Koplovitz, for the sellers.
ates WSID Essex, Md., adjacent
to Baltimore, WANT Richmond,
was secretary-treasurer of
Va., WARK Hagerstown and also
American Network, a projected
WFAN (FM) Washington.
of FM stations, and FM
In addition to WINX, Miss hookup
Broadcasters Inc.
During her brief span on tl 1
This New England background
Bartley Leads
(1939-1943) may serve to allay Na- Commission, Madame Commission! |
tional Democratic Committee and
has been a controversial figure. SI j
(Continued from page 27)
has been a frequent dissenter il
White House pressure that reportedly has been set in motion for an
pleased that Comr. Hennock, "a
cases and was prominent in h<|
wonderful
person,"
appointment from New York or separate views on color televisio J
inated for the
bench.had been nomNew England because of geographHer greatest cause has been edi
It was understood that Mr. Graical considerations.
cational television. She has bee
nik has been sympathetic to Comr.
In 1943, Mr. Bartley joined
Hennock's battle on the Commisfighting for greater reservation i
sion for additional reservations of NAB as Director of War ActiviTV channels for educational inst
ties;
later
he
became
Director
of
TV channels for educational institutions within the Commission ar
Government Relations and headed
tutions.
the
FM
Dept.
through
its
merger
from speaking platforms across tl
Neville Miller, former Louisville
with FMBI with NAB. He left nation. The momentum of her dri1
mayor, later NAB president (1938NAB in 1947. He also had been an
was conveyed to Capitol Hill whei
44) and now a Washington attorapplicant
for
a
Houston
station
Sens. William Benton (D-Conn
ney, might be considered. It is and was president and treasurer
and
John W. Bricker (R-Ohio
emphasized that he would have the of
KHTN Corp. in 1945.
member of the Senate Comraen
support of Vice President Alben
Further possibilities are former
Barkley, a fellow Kentuckian.
group, have been her greatest suj
From FCC ranks, in addition to Sens. Francis P. Myers, who was a
Pennsylvania
Democrat
and
a
highMiss Litvin, is General Counsel
An unknown quantity at deai
Benedict C. Cottone. He has been
ranking member of the Senate In- porters.
terstate Commerce Committee be- line is when specifically the Sena'
general counsel since 1946.
fore his defeat in the last national
Judiciary Committee will hear tl
Robert Taylor Bartley was born
election; Claude Pepper, Florida, nomination.
May 28, 1909, in Ladonia, Tex. He
and Frank P. Graham, North Carospent his first 23 years in the Lone
The dissenting New York cit
lina, former president of the U. of bar association has filed a lette
Star State, two of them at SouthNorth Carolina.
ern Methodist U. He left school
Frieda Barkin Hennock was born
challenging
Hennock's qua
to run a filling station and later
ifications withComr.
the committee.
sold appliances for Lone Star Gas
Co.
Moves to Washington
During the depression he went
to Washington, becoming executive
secretary of the Public Utility
ALMOST
A MILLION ON WCKY
Holding Co. inquiry conducted by
the House, serving under Dr. Walter M. W. Splawn, whom he
See Centerspread This Issue
accompanied to the Interstate
Commerce Commission when Dr.
Splawn was named to the agency.
At FCC he became director of
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
the Telegraph Division in 1934.
When it was abolished three years
later, Mr. Bartley became a Securities & Exchange Commission
examiner.
WCKY
He gained his broadcast experiCINCINNATI
ence as executive secretary to the
late John Shepard 3d, president of
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
the Yankee Network, and subsequently became a vice president. He
BROADCASTING
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FAR-AWAY
GET

PLACES

MORE

IMPORTANT
EVERY

DAY

Up ! Up ! Up ! go the demands for
millions of tons of alloy steels. Jet
planes take the very finest tough
steel. Tanks and truck gears, guns
and the noses of shells take still
other scarce alloys. Thousands of
civilian steel products, too, need
alloyed steels for long service. Here
are some things you'll want to
remember about alloy steels:

NATIVES OF NORTHERN NIGERIA use headpans to carry columbite ore from paddocks
(surface excavations). Columbite yields columbium, used in making stainless and heatresisting steels. Sources of scarce alloying
metals are scattered around the world.

2 AMERICA HAS SO MANY NEW electric furnaces that
suppliers of scarce alloying ores can't keep up. That's
why more alloy steel scrap is so badly needed. Factories
and metal-working shops are urged to help by classifying alloy scrap to sell their nearest scrap dealers.
America's steel industry grows and grows. Do you know
the facts about it? How many companies make steel?
How much do they make? How fast is their capacity
increasing? What are the steel companies doing to increase production of vital alloy steels?
These questions are answered in factual,
informative reprints from STEELWAYS
magazine ; excellent for school use. Ask
for group on "Wilt-proof Steels". American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth
Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

BROADCASTING
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HEADED FOR A 2,000° JOB: This is the shaft
for a turbo-jet engine. Special analysis steels
are a mass production item nowadays. The
help of every factory and machine shop is
needed to return scrap to the scrap dealers.
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BMB

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
FIGURES] 10.9.

DON'T

TABLE I
TOP 10 NETWORK ADVERTISERS
FOR APRIL 1951
Procter & Gamble Co
$1,859,514
Sterling Drug Inc
702,877
General Foods Corp.
621,653
General Mills Inc
620,031
Lever Brothers Co
618,472
Miles Labs. Inc
513,072
American Home Products Corp. 504,017
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. . . 490,609
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. . . 484,773
Campbell Soup Co
463,574

UE."
Time

. . . there are certainly plently
of occasions when they've
been misinterpreted.
Give three different agency
Time Buyers BMB data to
analyze and evaluate— and the
chances are they'll come up
with 2 or even 3 different answers.
The whole trouble is there's
never been an accepted
standard of procedure for
eliminating the popularity factor
from BMB figures. This
must be done if you are to get
true measurement of the
physical coverage of any
radio station.
We've licked that problem
with a new and dependable
formula which by discarding
the variable elements of program
or performer popularity is
completely fair to
ALL stations.
We'll tell all-at
your convenience..

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVE
22 EAST 40th STREET * NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
NEW YORK « ST. IOUIS
CHICAGO • LOS ANGEIES • SAN FRANCISCO
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Sales

(Continued from page 23)
change from April a year ago.
Procter & Gamble Co. is still first
by a better than two-to-one margin
over its nearest runner-up, and its
April 1951 expenditures for network time were $328,293 ahead of
what it spent in April 1950. Eight
of this April's top 10 also were on
the top 10 list of the year before.
American Home Products Corp.
and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
have replaced Philip Morris & Co.
and American Tobacco Co. among
the leaders. Of the eight on both
lists, five spent more for network
time this April than last and three
spent less. (See Table I for this
April's leaders.)
Table II, showing the leading
network client in each product
group, includes nine advertisers
which also appeared on the list for
April 1950, with 16 changes out of
the 25 categories listed.
Analysis of the combined network time expenditures of advertisers by product groups (Table
III) shows food advertising first in
April followed by toiletries, drugs,
smoking materials and soaps and
cleansers, in that order, which is
also the same for the first four
months of both this year and last.
The same five were the top five
classes in April 1950, but that
month smoking materials ranked
third and drugs and remedies
fourth. Of these leading groups,
three — foods, toiletries and drugs
— accounted for greater purchases
of network time this April than
last, with smoking materials and
soaps and cleansers buying less
networ-k time in April 1951 than
in that month of 1950. Of the whole
list of 26 product classes, 12 bought
more network time this April while
14 bought more in April a year ago.

RCA Shows 'Kinephoto'
"KINEPHOTO" recordings of surgery and other orthopedic procedures, produced by RCA in Camden, N. J., have been demonstrated
at the Army Medical Center,
Washington, for medical training
purposes, the Army Dept. has announced. RCA engineers said the
medical films, now under study for
wide distribution, offer advantages
in that they can show surgery in
greater detail, record questions and
answers between surgeons and
students, and afford "greater ease
of reproduction" with sharp reduction in recording noise.

TABLE II
TOP NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR APRIL 1951
Allis-Cha Imers Mfg. Co.
Agriculture & Farming
Frank H. Lee Co.
Apparel,
Footwear
&
Accessories
Electric
Auto-LiteCo. Co.
Automotive, Auto. Access. & Equip.
Pabst Brewing
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Johns-Manville Corp.
Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
Mars Inc.
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
U. S. Govt. (Army & Air Force)
Consumer Services
Sterling Drug Inc.
Drugs
Remedies
General Mills
Food && Foods
Products
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
Other
Fuels
Horticu Iture
Ferry-Morse
Philco
Corp. Seed Co.
Household Equip. & Supplies
Burton-Dixie Corp.
Household Furnishings
U. S. Steel Corp.
Industrial
Prudential Insurance Co.
1 nsurance Materials
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Hall Brothers
Office Equip., Stationery & Writing Sup.
First Church of Christ, Scientist
Publishing & Media
RCA
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, etc.
Airways
Inc.
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
Liggett
&& Myers
Smoking Materials
Procter
Gamble
Soaps,
Polishes
Procter & Gamble
ToiletriesCleansers
& Toilet &Goods
Assn. of American Railroads
Transportations, Hotels & Resorts
American Federation of Labor
Miscellaneous
TABLE III
GROSS NETWORK BILLINGS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
APRIL, JAN.-APR. 1951 AND APRIL,Jan.JAN.-APR.
1950
-Apr.
1951
1951
1950
April
Agriculture & Farming
$
252,886
S 60,196
169,202
428,961
April
Apparel,
& Accessories
68,326
Automotive,Footwear
Auto. Acces.
& Equip.
$ 614,397
109,277
385,137
241,457
234,211
Beer, Wine & Liquor
1,649,574
124,070
122,078
468,391
1,217,705
Bldg. Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
571,769
604,618
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
160,791
2,116,569
Consumer Services
286,531
1,193,484
Drugs
Remedies
2,030,011
1,957,251
15,956,815
Food && Food
Products
8,478,727
3,865,626
370,041
464,510
3,742,328
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
29,360
2,097,465
Horticulture
24,084
66,231
297,616
220,891
964,783
Household Equipment & Supplies
243,125
47,446
Household Furnishings
729,018
83,395
Industrial
196,557
199,883
263,930
Insurance Materials
210,715
125,990
1,033,908
194,847
428,366
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
300,882
Office
Equip.,
Stationery &
Writing
Supplies
70,968
150,567
Political
Publishing & Media
135,943
193,868
72,203
98,831
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, etc.
2,352
8,288
10,847
724,974
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
13,356
Smoking Materials
7,400,244
5,583
11,900,724
,646,766
2,068,250
Soaps,
Polishes
6,353,697
1,812,891
ToiletriesCleansers
& Toilet& Goods
2,506,301
9,527,114
488,968
118,170
2,159,302
Transportation, Hotels & Resorts
67,452
Miscellaneous
436,526
486,132
1,731,587
TOTALS
Source: Publishers Information Bureau $15,921,908 $64,054,755 $15,918,672
RADIO

HISTORY

Agency-Advertisers Heard
PRELIMINARY plans for the participation of advertisers and agencies in the study of radio broadcasting, adivision of the Columbia
U. oral history project, were discussed Thursday by a small group
of key executives meeting for an
informal luncheon at New York's
Century Club.
William S. Hedges, NBC vice
president and chairman of the Oral
History Committee of the Radio
Pioneers, which has underwritten
the initial tape-recorded interviews
with industry leaders, told the advertiser and agency executives that
without the support of advertising
American broadcasting could never
have developed as it has and that
their contributions should certainly
be described in the history. Advertising should select its own
spokesmen to tell that story, he
said, and should also finance that
part of the study, as the broadcasting industry has financed its part.
Next step presumably will be a
joint meeting of ANA and AAAA
radio committees to formulate a
definite program for advertising's
part in the project, which probably
will call for a $20,000 budget for
the coming year.
The luncheon was attended by

$33,49<
121,28<
76,725
1175,04
02,65!
36,66'
656,03!
107,811
620,031
131,28/
1 00,31 <
133,801
113,lli
36,501
24,08'
125,991
70,96?
179,50!
4,39!
8,28!
1,137,98'
607,651
490,60'
84,57!
98,23:
Jan. -Apr.
1950
500,40!
$ 390,231
2,238,49:
992,841
452,361
8,479,00
2,447,33.
15,809,26:
1 ,684,47.
761,28
627,63'
994,01
163,03!
88,081
982,05.
585,80:
592,33.
537,26
21,50
413,301
8,446,89
7,070,16
287,75
8,836,94
4,31.
1,846,17
$65,252,97

Leonard T. Busch, vice president am
secretary,
Compton director
Advertising
Inc. 1
James
C. Douglas,
of televi
sion and radio, Colgate-Palmolive
Peet Co.; Tom De Bow, director o
advertising, Cities Service Co.
Arthur Pryor Jr., BBDO vice presi
dent in charge of radio; Ezra Mc
Intosh, radio executive of J. Walte
Thompson Co.; Carl Haverlin, presi
dent of BMI and president of Radii
Pioneers; Mr. Hedges; Prof. Allai
Nevins, director of the Columbia V
oral history project; Frank Ernes
Hill,
charge of the radio sectioi
of thein study.

DAMAGE

SUIT

Parker Files Against CB!
CHARGING unfair competition
Joe Parker, Hollywood radio anc
TV producer-director, has filed i
$100,000 damage suit against CBS
in Los Angeles Superior Court.
Mr. Parker claims that as ownei
of The Best of the Week, broadcasi
over NBC and ABC, he entered intc
negotiations with CBS in Septem
ber 1950 to produce the progran
on that network. Shortly after, h«
alleges', CBS put on a show titlec
The Top of the Week, which, ac

"imitawas an with
to claim,
cording
tion" in unfair
competition
his
own program.
BROADCASTING
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Association

of American

TRANSPORTATION
Washington

Railroads

BUILDING
6, D. C.

WILLIAM T. FAR ICY
PRESIDENT
June 12, 1951
To the PRESS and RADIO:

Subject:

RAILROADS

ARE A DEFENSE

INDUSTRY

This nation can have no more of anything than it can haul
— no more guns, no more tanks, no more planes, no more ammunition,
no more food, no more building materials.
The great bulk of this hauling is done by the railroads,
which move more tons of freight more miles than all other forms of
intercity commercial transportation combined.
That is why our railroads are a defense industry — not
simply an industry related to defense.
Consequently, the production
of freight cars and locomotives is a vital part of our present rearmament program, and a part just as essential as the production of the
military freight they carry.
The only difference is that military
equipment is ordered and paid for by the government, while railroad
equipment is ordered and paid for by the railroads.
As at the time of World War II, our railroads today are
expected to move the great bulk of those things essential to national
defense, and at the same time to continue to perform the largest part
of all the transportation service it takes to keep the nation fed,
clothed and at work.
It follows, then, that if the railroads are to be able to
meet all the transportation needs of the armed forces and the civilian
economy, the necessary requirements of the railroads likewise must be
met.
The railroads must be permitted to obtain the steel and other
scarce materials they need to do their important job — and there is
no way in which these materials can be used to better advantage in
increasing the transportation capacity of the nation.
Sincerely

BROADCASTING
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yours,
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A

Message

to

Milady

.

. Proved

Radio and TV's Worth

In Selling New

ROSS,

By FRANK RYHLICK
RADIO & TELEVISION DIR.
GARDNER & WHITE ADV. AGENCY,

LOS ANGELES

TWENTY-FIVE years ago, when the fashion industry on the
West Coast was in its infancy, Jaclane of California became a
pioneer manufacturer of women's coats and suits.
Today, established as one of the oldest companies in the business, Jaclane is pioneering in an- *
other field by becoming the first states and Texas, and that prestige
West Coast company of its kind accounts in New York and Chicago
to explore the advantages of radio were beginning to send buyers to
him.
and television advertising.
After discussions with William
Traditionally, coat and suit manufacturers in this region have re- W. Schweit, account executive of
lied on trade magazine advertising
Ross, Gardner & White Adv.
to reach their dealers, and on indi- Agency, Mr. Goldberg summarized
vidual retailer efforts to tell the his thoughts in this way:
story to the public.
"It seems to me that the best
Radio was frowned on as useless
way to help our dealers would be to
educate women in the proper way
circulation, a waste of money. Television was regarded as a gamble,
somewhat more hazardous and far of buying their coats and suits."
That was a big order. From the
less rewarding than the green covered tables at Las Vegas.
But in 1949, Jack L. Goldberg,
dynamic and enterprising founderowner of the Jaclane company, decided it was time to re-examine the
facts, to question some hallowed
advertising cliches.
A Readiness to Accept
New Ideas on Selling
If he had learned anything in the
quarter of a century since starting
to sell for himself instead of for
someone else, Mr. Goldberg had
learned that progress depends on
foresight and willingness to accept
new ideas.
He also knew that his company
could not maintain its enviable
status quo by sitting still, despite
the fact that the quality of its
coats and suits for women had long
been accepted in the 11 Western
June 18, 1951
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Mr. GOLDBERG

Clothing Styles

earliest days of the apparel industry in America, garments had
been made in what might be called
classic sizes. A woman would ask
for size 12, 14, 16, etc., depending
on the realism or optimism of her
self-appraisal. Later, the so-called
"missy" sizes — 11, 13, 15, 17, etc.
— were manufactured.
But all the original sizes were
made for the American dream girl,
the tall girl, the model — the "whistle-bait." The average woman, with
a little here and a little there and
a little less in some other place,
would go into a store and valiantly
ask for a size 12. She got her size
12, and was even able to wear it —
after practically everything but the
color of the cloth had been altered.
When garments began to appear
in half or intermediate sizes,
women received them with about
the same enthusiasm as they contemplated their birthdays after the
age of 29. The average woman felt
she would rather march into a
store and ask for a pair of falsies
in a clear and ringing voice, than
to tell the clerk she wanted to try
on a half-size suit or coat.
Delicate Selling Needed
For Half-Size Styles
From its earliest days, Jaclane
of California had recognized the
need for half-size garments, and
had concentrated on them. Many
dealers who sold them used such
euphemisms as "specialty size" or
"12A" to placate milady's vanity.
Once the objective of the experimental advertising effort was decided upon, Messrs. Goldberg and
Schweit found themselves in agreement that radio would be the proper
medium tionalfor
story. presenting an educa-

In keeping with the quality o
Jaclane garments and their dealers
a half hour Sunday evening re
corded concert program on KFAC
the Los
Angeles
"musicYour
station,'
was
selected.
Entitled
Con
cert, it was scheduled at 7:30 p.m
Steve Rose, son-in-law and partne
of Jack Goldberg, and an accom
plished musician and singer in hi
own right, worked with the statioi
in selecting type of music desired
First program under sponsorshij
of Jaclane of California went oi
the air Sept. 3, 1949. . . . The com
mercial message took this unusua
and rather risky aproach:
". . . According to a factual surve}
the average American woman is fiv<
feet, five inches or under. In sevei
out of ten cases, when she buys
coat or suit, the garment require
alterations. Jaclane half-sizes wer'
developed especially to offer a mori
perfect fit for the average woman
thus reducing alterations to a mini
mum. required.
In many cases, no alteration:
were
There is a common belief amonj
many women that half sizes are de
signed for the matronly figure or fo
older women. Nothing could be fur
ther from the truth. Whether you arc
16 or 60 — stout or slender — if you ar
shortwaisted or under five feet, fiv<
(Continued on page 42)
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

-more

to any

often-

other

radio

to

KNBC

station

KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional transmitter
reaches all the markets of Northern California . . .
KNBC has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fastest-growing major market in America.
And as a plus, KNBC penetrates all the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California, plus markets like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humholdt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how. . .
KNBC

delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

PLUS-Market Case History
Santa Cruz-Monterey
• Population :-l 95,831, an increase of 65.8%
from 1940-1950
•Effective Buying Income* : — $273,41 1 ,000,
an increase of 151.5%
• Retail Sales* :- $205,017,000, up 194%
•KNBC Audience : —Week after week, over
4/5 of the radio families listen regularly
to KNBC
*Sales Management's 1951 Survey of Buying Power

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
San Francisco
50,000 Watts -680 K.C.
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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Message to Milady
(Continued from page iO)
inches, you can be more easily fitted
in a half-size coat or suit. . . .
While strong men shuddered,
and even the announcer flinched,
this frank message was delivered,
with variations, week after week
into the ears of housewives who
heard from other announcers that
a new type of permanent or bra
or soap was all they needed to
garnish their divine forms with
the essence of the irresistible.
Within a few weeks, KFAC began to get postcai-ds and letters
asking where the Jaclane half-size
garments could be purchased.
That was the tip-off. Special
garments and specific dealers were
mentioned in commercial copy.
After one such broadcast, in which
it was mentioned, the Broadway
Department Store reported results
as "excellent."
Mr. Goldberg began to use the
program to help his dealers in
other ways. On March 19, 1950,
one of his commercials contained
this bit of local history:
J. W. Robinson Co., located at 7th,
Grand and Hope in downtown Los
Angeles, was founded in 1883 by
young Joseph Winchester Robinson,
who, lured by the fascinating tales
of the West, left his Massachusetts
home to establish a small store in
Los Angeles.
The company has remained in step
with the tremendous growth of the

manufacturers, who scoffed at
first, are now beginning to wonder
whether
stolen a Jack
march Goldberg
on themhasn't
and

city and so today this beautiful store
presents seven floors of carefully selected merchandise, including home
furnishings,
furniture, men's
clothing,
shoes and accessories,
and the
smart
coat and suit creations by Jaclane
of California. . .
Last Feb. 3, another story was
told:
It was back in 1896 that a young,
ambitious man by the name of Arthur
Letts opened a small store at 7th
and Broadway, in downtown Los Angeles. . . . Today, in addition to the
original store, greatly enlarged, the
Broadway now has branches in Hollywood, Crenshaw and Pasadena, offering a total shopping area of 85 acres
of quality merchandise. . . .
This type of public relations
added another dimension to the use
of radio.

whether radio isn't a very useful
medium of advertising.
Mr. Schweit believes that Jaclane experience points the way to
increasing use of radio by other
fashion manufacturers.
"Radio," he says, "seems to perform a three-way function for a
company like Jaclane of California:
It's trade advertising, dealer development and consumer advertising all at the same time."
It is during periods when business
declines in other sections of the
country that Jaclane can best ascertain the value of radio in the
Los Angeles area. Here, there are
fewer valleys in the sales graph
and a more consistent level of
dealer and consumer purchases.
This is of vital importance to any
coat and suit manufacturer. Jaclane officials conservatively estimate an 8% increase in sales volume that can be attributed to radio
advertising in the Los Angeles
market.

Reaffirms Pledge
To The Listeners
At beginning of the second year
of Your Concert on KFAC on
September 3, 1950, Mr. Goldberg
told the public:
"We have been extremely gratified by the response we have received from the loyal audience of
Your Concert. We believe that we
can best express our appreciation
by pledging to maintain our high
standards of quality in coats and
suits and to continue to bring you
the very best in music for your
entertainment. . . ."
The effects of this weekly half
hour recorded program already
have become widespread. Other
Huts

Add

A buyerTex.,
fromheard
Blackburn's
Amarillo,
the KFACin
Sunday evening concert program
on a trip to Los Angeles. He was
so impressed that he took home a
file of the radio scripts as a guide
for a prospective program of a
similar nature in that area.
Other areas are beginning to reand

Up

to

Bolts,

$82

spond in the same way — notably
San Francisco, Seattle, Denver,
Dallas, Houston and Fort Worth.
These are indications that Jaclane
of California may become an increasing factor in radio.
At the same time, it must be
noted, Mr. Goldberg has not been
unaware of the possibilities of television. Here again he played the
part of pioneer for his industry by
experimenting last fall with a
series of live spot commercials on
KTLA (TV) Hollywood.
Using an attractive girl who
conformed to the physical specifications of the average woman, he
showed that the realistic concept
of half-size garments did not detract in the slightest from the goal
of glamour and charm.
"Our first telecasts," Mr. Goldberg says, "indicate that we are
on the right track and that television also will prove a valuable
tool for our industry. All of this
is only the beginning. . . ."
Guild Elected in N. Y.
EMPLOYES of WMCA New York
elected Newspaper Guild of New
York, Local 3, American Newspaper Guild (CIO), as their bargaining agent in a National Laboi
Relations Board election held May
29, it was announced last week.
Fifteen employes voted for the
guild, two for having no union
and three failed to vote, the announcement said.

Nails

Million

and

Pails

in Central

The sound of hammers, saws, lawn
sands of hardware items rings loudly
the tune of over $82 million. And
share of this big hardware market
WBNS. Latest Hooper Report shows

Ohic

mowers and thouin Central Ohio to
you can sell your
at low cost with
WBNS with all 20

of the top-rated shows, day and night! Profit from these
ratings with your own spots and programs. For time
availabilities, write us or call your John Blair representative.

CENTRAL

* Source: Latest SROS Cons. Mkts.
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POWER

WBNS

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

OUTLET

5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS,
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BESIPE

The 3-county Louisville Metropolitan Area
ranks 28th in Retail Sales* — ahead of
Metropolitan

Memphis,

Miami

or Omaha.

WAVE's Daytime BMB Area contains only
31.4% as many families as the Kentucky
total — yet produces Food and Drug
65.3% as great as the whole State!
WAVE-TV,

now

Sales

in its third year, is Louis-

ville's first television station.
It is NBC,^
ABC, Dumont — Channel 5. It is by far
the most popular TV station in this area.
Get all the facts about WAVE — AM and
TV.
Write direct, or ask Free & Peters!
*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1950

WAVE* has a Daytime BMB Audience
of 238,490 families in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. This area has an
Effective Buying Income of SI. 67
billion, as against $2.51 billion for
the entire State. The Effective BuyIncome within
WAVE'sof Daytime
BMB ingcounties
is 151%
the Income in those Kentucky counties in
which WAVE does NOT have a BMB
audience !
*The WAVE-TV Coverage Area
contains 256,400 families.

LOUI

FREE 6- PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representative!

RG
(county)
1950
U. S. Census
POPULATION
147,888
Wuh

in the last ten years

Spartanburg has enjoyed a
healthy growth. The population of Spartanburg County
has increased to 147,888 — -a
gain of 16 per cent.
Over 100,000 of the people
of Spartanburg County live
within a 10-mile circle of the
City of Spartanburg.
{Retail sales in Spartanburg
now exceed $100,000,000.
Spartanburg is the HUB CITY
of this highly industrialized
and thickly populated Piedmont section.
ollars go farther on WORD
— Spartanburg's BEST
DIO BUY!

RA-

Now Offers Asthma Remedy,
But With That P.I. Wheeze

HADACOL has a cousin — Amigo, by name, an asthma remedy.
Apparently in C
the spirit of friendship that inspired selection of the
N 'S
BLA
Lename,
brand
Amigo's promoters are selling it by P. I. plus "cooperation.''
George Dupuis, Hadacol's advertising manager who is reputed to have
"There is not enough alcohol in
plucked all but the pin feathers off *
hundreds of station rate cards, has
Hadacol to prevent it from freezFood & Drug Administration and
ing when it reaches the Northern
submitted a P. I. proposal accomis a very meritorious product."
markets
during the winter," he
panied
by
subtle
hints
at
Hadacol's
The offer is made through Mapromotional muscles.
said. "The Hadacol formula has
jestic
Adv.
Agency,
Houston,
prinbeen passed without objection bj
Tender words of affection in the
cipal agency for Hadacol. Mr. Du- the Federal agency that has jurisoffer made by the newest entry in
diction, and it has been approved
puis says this is "a $2.50 P. I. on
the P. I. field fail to mention that
this product which sells for $4.95
by the Health Dept. of Louisiana
Hadacol's time is bought, though
COD." Majestic will send a weekly
and several other states. The Revgenerally with concessions.
check for sales, less 15% agency
The Amigo offer is submitted in commission, he notes.
enue Department
of the
Government
conducted
an Federa'
investian envelope bearing titles and deco"We know that P. I.'s are not
gation
to
ascertain
whether
Hada
rations of LeBlanc Corp., Lafaytoo popular with many stations but col was used for a beverage. Thej
ette, La., maker of Hadacol. The
could not find one instance of sue!
we hope this one will prove attractive enough for you to make an use throughout the width ai
postal stencil reminds, "Feel Fresh
exception," Mr. Dupuis pleads.
and Bright, Hadacol."
breadth
this I.land."
Mr. Dupuis explains in his letAmongof P.
offers reaching
ter that he and an associate, Mac
'Top Pitchmen'
broadcasters
this month is a White
After
explaining
that
announceHedrick, "are financially interested
ments have been made by "top Wall Magic Kit offered by Detroitin Amigo, an asthma remedy that
has been cleared with the Pure
pitchmen," and can be used "as Standard Automotive Co. The kioften or as little as you deem ad- has white paint for tire coating
visable," he drives home this tell- since white-wall tires are out ol
LEGAL NOTICE
ing clincher: "I want you to know
production.
It is listed
for $1
sale pe]a'
$3, with station
getting
that your cooperation in this mat- order.
First In Washington on KGY
ter means a great deal to me personally and I will greatly appreInternational Mailbag Club Inc.
FIRST legal notice for official pubciate your writing me whether you
Cincinnati, offers a P. I. deal, ex
lication by radio, under a new
will or will not accept this deal. plaining it is a welfare organiza
Washington state law effective
June 7, was sold on that date by All tests show that it should be tion "working both for the handi
KGY Olympia, Wash.
very
profitable fortheyou."
and the hobbyist." The sta i
Accompanying
Amigo offer capped
tion gets 30^ per $1 membershi]
George Elder, chairman of the is a message from President Dudreceived. The listener also gets a
board of county commissioners for
ley J. LeBlanc, of LeBlanc Corp.,
Thurston County, handed over the
copy of a poem, "A Smile."
first legal notice to Sam Crawford
of KGY's sales staff. The announcement was an official notice
IN AUSTIN, TfXAS....
of a change of hours for county
employes — closing of the county
offices on Saturday during the
summer months.
jd£ my
who wakc s
The radio advertising law was
passed by the 1951 legislative session, largely through the efforts of
the Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters and its legislative
committee. Tom Olsen, past president, is chairman of the legislative
group, while Fred Chitty, KVAN
Vancouver, is state president of the
association.
APS CONFERENCE
Beardsley Ruml To Speak

serving

the heart

of the Piedmont
ABC
WDXY-FM • DUPLICATION
Walter J. Brown, President
SPARTANBURG
South
SEE
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explaining
thatproduct
"the enemies
this
wonderful
(Hadacol)of
are doing all they can in an effort
to injure
hurt itshassales."
He
denies
thatorHadacol
excessive
alcohol as a preservative and lists
six competing products with higher
amounts.

BEARDSLEY RUML, well-known
tax and financial expert, will be
guest of honor at the fourth Associated Program Service subscriber
conference, to be held June 20 in
New York at the Hotel Roosevelt,
Maurice B. Mitchell, APS vice
president and general manager,
has announced.
Mr. Ruml, a director of the Muzak Corp., of which APS is a division, will discuss current business
trends affecting station operation.
The conference, which is for APS
subscribers exclusively, will feature
discussions of late developments in
sales and program techniques. Mr.
Mitchell will conduct the sales
meetings and Leslie F. Biebl, APS
program director, the program
sessions.

• REESE TURNER, "The 01' Storekeeper." wakes
up the farmers and ranchers of Central Texas . . .
then goes out and visits with them all day!
\TfS
The 01' Storekeeper travels over 400 miles a week visiting with
these farmers and ranchers and attending the meetings of their organizations, frequently as featured speaker before County Agents,
Home Demonstration Agents, Soil Conservation and School groups.
Monday through
Saturday
FARM and RANCH HOUR ...
6 to 7 a.

'The Strongest Voice in the Capital of the Biggest State"
CBS
LSC
5000 Wis
590 kc
KTBC
Austin, Texas
The O. L. Taylor Company — National Representatives
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life Insuranc

This message is the 15th in a series of Anti-Inflation advertisements which have appeared in 425 newspapers during; the past
several months. The life insurance business is conducting this
campaign to help preserve the buying power of the dollar — not
only in the interest of its 83 million policyholders and all other
savers but in the interest of our economy as a whole.
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PRICE

PROBE

Asked on Capitol Hill
CHARGING that manufacturers
have been "gouging" their customers on many nationally-advertised products and are making
money even now during the current
price war, Rep. Donald L. O'Toole
(D-N. Y.) June 6 called for
a probe "of irregular and unfair price fixing" in radio, television and other appliance fields
touched off by the Supreme Court
decision on fair trade practices
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 4, May 28].
Under Rep. O'Toole's proposal
(H Res 244), a select House committee of seven members would be
asked to "investigate the cost of
producing, transporting, processing, converting and marketing . . .
radios, television sets and all
manufactured products that are
used in the average home." An air-

WGN

ing of profit percentages realized
through retail and wholesale channels also was included.
"The ability of the large department stores to reduce prices from
30% to 60% conclusively proves
that for years they have maintained a false price setup to the
detriment of the consuming public,"
the New York Congressman declared on the House floor. This
"deception," he added, has cost the
public hundreds of millions of dollars annually and contributed to
the high cost of living.
The O'Toole resolution was referred to the House Rules Committee, headed by Rep. Adolph J.
Sabath (D-Ill.). There appeared
to be little prospect for immediate
action since Rep. O'Toole thus far
has not requested any hearings.
Moreover, a committee spokesman
pointed out, consideration of the
proposal by House Rules involves
infringing on jurisdiction of other
House groups set up to review

is your S<mcu

Suy

price-fixing and other similar subA similar measure (H Res 243),
jects.
introduced by Rep. Edwin A. Hall
(R-N. Y.) and referred to the
House Banking & Currency Committee, calls for lowering the cost
of living by "encouraging price
wars in retail prices of food and
other necessities ... to preserve
the American system of free enterprise." A simple resolution, the
Hall proposal does not call specifically for an investigation.
Next

Question?

CONTRACT giving Mutual exclusive rights to Twenty Questions,
Saturday, 8-8:30 p.m., for three
years was signed June 8 with Mr.
and Mrs. Van Devanter, owners.
The ofprogram,
Mutual's
list
exclusivewhich
showsputs
at about
20,
has been sponsored by Ronson Art
Metal Works (lighters), which
gives up sponsorship June 23.

in Chicago/

If you're buying any other station in Chicago
you are losing a great bonus
WGN

audience.

reaches 260,100 more homes one or more

times a week than the next station in the daytime.*
WGN

reaches 302,750

more homes one or more

times a week than the next station in the nighttime.*

0?iyevie it out . . . in 13 weeks WGN delivers a Bonus
the size of the city of Chicago.
*1949 BMB

A Clear Channel Station . . .
Serving the Middle West
MBS
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Audience

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000720Watts
On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street. New York 17. N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
638 S. Van Ness Ave., Los Angeles 5 • 235 Montgomery St.. San Francisco 4
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4

GREECE MISSION
Crutchfield Leaves Soon
CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD,
vice president and general manager of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBT-AM-FM WBTV
(TV) Charlotte>

■H»|V

Dept., 1 e a v i n g

JtmLx

sometime early
pointment by the
government was

Mr. Crutchfield
tarily.

expected momenMr. Crutchfield will serve as an
adviser and consultant to Greek
radio officials on their campaign to
modernize programming, engineering and other operations. He will
visit Athens on a grant under the
U. S. international exchange of
persons program, and be absent
from his executive duties in Charlotte for a three to four month
The Greek radio undertook the
first
period.steps in its modernization program last year, calling on the services of one American radio engineer. When officials again made a
similar request earlier this year,
the State Dept. compiled a number
of possible candidates for the appointment. Mr. Crutchfield had
been under consideration "for some
time," a State Dept. spokesman
said.
MICH.

4A

COUNCIL

Nield, Copies Addresi
THREE nationally-known authorities addressed the annual spring
meeting of the Michigan Council
of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies last Wednesday
June 13.
Dr. Ernest Dichter, head of his
own psychological research organization, spoke on "Case Histories
in theter K.Study
Motivation."
Nield,of vice
president Walanc
art director for Young & Rubieam
New York, addressed the group or
"Art Directing Grows Up." Anc
Vice President John Caples oi
BBDO advised on "Making th<
Selling
Points summed
More Effective."
Mr. Caples
up 25 years
of copy-testing with his formuh
for making effective, sales-produc
ing advertisements: "Select th<j
right audience; make your ads easy
to understand; don't claim mor<
than you can get believed; mak«
your ads specific; tell your prosper
that he will get some free, valuable
information by simply reading th<
ad ; give your product a complet(
sales talk; and appeal to the read
er's self-interest."
LOS ANGELES City Council, on oc
casion of KFWB Hollywood 25th an
niversary,
unanimous
commended bystation
for its resolution
outstand
ing public service.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

CHOSEN TO FIT
Miss Lorraine Jameson, Hosiery Buyer at The Halle
Bros. Co., one of Cleveland's finest department stores,
points out the qualities of Belle Sharmeer Hose to
her star radio salesman, Bill Mayer of WGAR. Halle's
and Belle Sharmeer carefully selected the "Mayer of
the Morning"
to carryin their
sales message
to WGAR's
four
million friends
Northern
Ohio.

CATCH THE BEST!
Colorful WGAR billboards catch the eyes of pedestrian and
auto traffic to make nearly 24 million impressions each month.
These outdoor boards are one of WGAR's many promotional
activities attracting listeners for your sales story.

•ffie SPOT-for

SPOT

TOWN
SUMMER RADIO INSTITUTE
Western Reserve University and
WGAR co-operate to offer high II
school students in the Cleveland 1
area an opportunity to learn all
phases of radio, as WGAR turns its
studios into classrooms for practical
instruction by station personnel.
WGAR is in a class by itself when it
comes to community service.

WGAR
Cleveland
50,000 WATTS . • • CBS

BROADCASTING
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RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM

RADIO

AND COUNTRY

Bob Smith,
editor,
has a WGAR's
backgroundfarm
in
farming that makes him a
farmer's radio man. His program, "Towntoandboth
Country",
is beamed
urban
and rural listeners and is
available for sponsorship.
Reach a 3J2 million dollar
rural market served by
WGAR. Harvest results!

Represented Nationally by
Edward Petry & Company
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DO

WE

SAY

ONE

MILLION?

WELL-ALMOST!

WCKY

DELIVERS

923,850

IN THIRTEEN

BMB

FAMILIES

SOUTHERN

NIGHTTIME

STATES

FOR

$50.00

(. — open 1 min. Jamboree

WCKY

IS ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE

INVEST

YOUR

AD

Participation Rate)

24 HOURS

A DAY SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

DOLLAR

WCkY'S-LY

DO

WE

SAY

YES9

FOR

FOR

THE

ONE

CENT?

EXACTLY!

ONE

CENT,

WCKY

185

FAMILIES

LOWEST

COST

WCKY

DELIVERS

NIGHTTIME*

COVERAGE

IS YOUR

BEST

( — 1 min. open rate & Total BMB

OF

THE

SOUTH

BUY

Nighttime

Families)

Call Collect: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
or
C. H. "Top" Topmiller
WCKY Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

FIFTY

THOUSAND

WCKY
CINCINNATI

WATTS

OF

SELLING

POWER

editorial

Ford

in Your

Future

THE PROPOSAL by the Ford Foundation to
cooperate with broadcasters in establishing a
radio and television workshop is both daring
and extraordinarily sensible. There is a real
opportunity here for radio and television to
enrich the cultural life of this country beyond
the power of any other single enterprise.
We are sure that every broadcaster who
believes his cultural obligations to his community transcend those of the neighborhood
Good Humor man will eagerly contribute a full
measure of support to the workshop plan.
Backed by the enormous resources of the Ford
Foundation and supplied from the very great
creative talent pool of commercial broadcasting, such a workshop can produce educational
programs in the truest sense of the term.
Education on the American plan, powerful,
vigorous, challenging. Scholarship presented
by intelligent showmen.
The union between commercial broadcasting
and the giant philanthropy that is the inheritance of a great businessman is, at its outset,
of obvious compatibility. It should produce
an admirable heritage.
New

Formation

CHANGES of far-reaching significance occurred on the regulatory scene last week.
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, first woman to serve
on the FCC, has won her coveted appointment
to the Federal bench in her native New York,
and despite portents of a fight by a portion of
the New York bar, her Senate confirmation
can be expected.
In three years on the FCC, Miss Hennock
found herself a militant minority on most important issues. She has kept the cauldron
bubbling, notably on educational television —
her cause celebre. She got the FCC more
publicity and provoked more consternation in
Commission ranks than any other member in
recent years.
With the exception of the New York bar
group, which questions her qualifications,
everybody seems happy over Miss Hennock's
promotion. She's happy. Her colleagues are
beaming, and, we would judge, most of the
licensees are pleased. She is conscientious,
energetic and bright. In our view she will
make an excellent judge.
There was another change which did not
hit the headlines but which is of equally profound significance. Harry M. Plotkin resigned
as assistant general counsel to enter private
practice with the law firm of Arnold, Fortas
and Porter.
For eleven years Harry Plotkin has been
the master-mind among FCC lawyers. It was
he, more than anyone else, who was responsible
for the repeated allegation that the "lawyers"
were moulding FCC policies, leading the Commissioners about, ring-in-nose. A brilliant
lawyer, Mr. Plotkin admittedly has made most
of the brick-bats that the FCC has thrown. He
was a master of obiterdictum, that device of
mailed-fist regulation through indirection.
According to his own lights, Mr. Plotkin did
the best job he could for his client — the FCC.
It can be expected that he will do the same
for his clients in private practice. He left
the Commission because he had been passed
ov"1 on two promotions.
The President must appoint a successor to
Miss Hennock to fill her unexpired term, which
runs out on June 30, 1955. If a woman is to
Page 50
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be named, to follow the Hennock precedent,
the obvious selection, on grounds of merit and
ability, would be Examiner Fanney Neyman
Litvin. She has been an attorney in radio
regulation since 1928 — with the old Radio Commission. She is a respected examiner, who has
come through the ranks.
If, on the other hand, an outside appointment is to be made, we have no doubt that
Robert T. Bartley, ex-broadcaster and trade
association executive is high on the Presidential list. He is now administrative assistant to his uncle, Speaker Sam Rayburn of
Texas. Although only 44, he has had vast experience. He was director of the FCC's Telegraph Division from 1934 until it was abolished in 1937, and did an excellent job. He
served at the SEC. He is a former vice president of the Yankee Network. He served with
FM Broadcasters Inc., and was director of
War Activities at the NAB.
There are others in the running, some of
them qualified; others seeking a political plum.
We hope the President will make a merit,
rather than a political appointment. Either
Mrs. Litvin or Mr. Bartley would fall in the
merit category.

ALL FOUR
'51had their
of now
htmare have
NigNETWORKS
inning on rates. The cuts appear to have
appeased the advertisers who made good on
their buyers' strike.
But appeasement breeds more appeasement.
That lesson was learned at Munich. The
question now is whether the line will be held.
It will hold if there's an end to under-thetable dealings, to talent concessions and to
off-rate-card chiseling. It will crumble if any
of the networks fall for the "sealed bid"
techniques used by certain accounts during the
ANA boycott, or for any other scare devices.
There's no undoing of what has been
wrought — overnight. It is now a pull from
behind scratch — roughly 10(/( behind.
There has been a salutary result. Broadcasters have been awakened from years of
lethargic selling. The Affiliates Committee is
following through after its spontaneous creation last April at the NARTB convention. It
is meeting with representatives of the ANA
and of the National Assn. of Radio & Television Station Representatives. The Broadcast
Advertising Bureau, after a quakey start, is
primed to go.
All this adds up to an offensive which, if
properly coordinated, must retrieve for radio
the ground it has lost because some people
were scared. Never again, in our judgment,
will the effect of television penetration be
measured against radio alone. That abject
fallacy has been nailed.
Stations, at long last, now are selling on
the basis of values in their markets. Even
in TV markets they are producing statistical
proof that rates should be increased, based on
sets in use, larger audience and lower costs.
A realistic approach is taken by Edward
Petry & Co. in a series of display ads prepared
"as a service to good radio." Advertisers and
agencies are admonished to "put aside the
easy judgment that revalued radio means
devalued radio."
Encouragement for both networks and stations can be gleaned from the latest reports
which show that network billings for April
are ever so slightly ahead of those for April
1950, reversing the downward trend.
Broadcasters are over their scare. Advertisers have had their pound of flesh, sliced
from the stations via the networks. There
won't be any more radio Munichs. Those spring
rate cuts will go into radio lore as the "Nightmare of 1951."

ff- our respects to:

THOMAS

EDWARD

t

SHARP

TOM SHARP, president of Airfan Radio Corp.
Ltd., licensee of KFSD San Diego, is a man of
contradictions.
To the majority of persons, he is distant,
introspective, a hard man to know.
To those few, however, whose worth has
taken them through Tom Sharp's highly selective discernment, the story is different.
His close friends know him as a kind-hearted,
at times extrovertish individual whose enjoyment of a good joke is matched only by his
own ability as a raconteur.
These few friends say that he exudes a
warmth not usually found in those persons
whose friendship is more easily won.
Some of this handful of favored few even
term him as a "good mixer" as indeed he is
among those whom he has grappled to his soul
"with hooks of steel."
Though the man himself is little known, his
generosity has made his name a familiar one
to residents of San Diego.
Only recently he contributed $500,000 toward
the
Diego.building of a 300-bed hospital near San

I

]
j

1

j

j

The hospital will be named the Donald N.
Sharp Memorial
Community
Hospital in I
memory
of
Mr.
Sharp's
only
son,
whom death
claimed in World War II.

1st Lt. Sharp, bomber pilot, was lost in action
Dec. 23, 1944, when his plane was shot down j
over Bitburg, Germany.
Loss of his son has left an aching void in
Mr. Sharp's heart. He believes that if Donald
were here, he would have wanted his father to |j
support the hospital.
Part of his affections have been transferred
to Donald's daughter, Diane, 6V2, whose blonde
locks are like sunshine to her grandfather's I
Otherwise, Mr. Sharp has submerged himself
eyes.
in work, at KFSD and at his 4,000-acre Monte I
Vista
Diego. Ranch located in the outskirts of San
The most
vivid ofmemory
one of through
Mr. Sharp's
friends
is that
Diane ofracing
his
office on her tricycle while Mr. Sharp continued
to carry on the business at hand.
In order to understand the enigma of Tom
Sharp, perhaps it would help to review his life.
To William Sharp and Elizabeth Jane Bailey
Sharp, this son, Thomas Edward Sharp, was
born
in Victoria, Australia, just 61 years ago
this Saturday.
After private schools in Victoria, young Tom
Sharp began a course in engineering.
Then came World War I. Tom Sharp joined
(Continued on page 5i)
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what

city

It's New

is this?.

York

...

in 1951.

The sign reads, "Pedestrian
Italian-Americans
why

• •

Crossing". With more than 2,000,000

living in the New

traffic signs

York area, it is understandable

in Italian are needed.

For the advertiser, these <^> signs are pointing the way
to success in New
market—

York. The New

has a purchasing

York Italian market— the WOV
power

of more than $2,300,000,000

It is by far the most important single economic
And

because

group in the area.

it is so close-knit a market, you can cover it all through

the one medium
Aware

a year.

that dominates

it: ^ WOV's

of this result-getting buy in New

advertisers include ^

WOV

Italian-language

York, more

programs.

and more national

as a must in their basic campaigns

for this

market. Dramatically, traffic signs <^> in Italian point up the
soundness

of this choice.

Ask us to show
new

animated

you WOV's
sound film,

"Three Million People". We'll
bring it right to your office.

ROME STUDIOS: VIA di PORTA
Motional Mopmontotivo: John t. Pearson Co.
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ELMER O. WAYNE, sales staff WGAR Cleveland, appointed sales manager WJR Detroit.
RICHARD JOLLIFFE, assistant sales service manager KNX Hollywood
and Columbia Pacific, appointed manager of that department succeeding ROBERT PEREZ resigned. RALPH GLAZER becomes assistant
to Mr. Jolliffe.

fg^

DOUG FISHEL, account representative KXO El Centro, Calif., named
assistant manager, replacing FLO WINERITER, resigned.

CHARLES M. CONNER, Anchorage Daily Times, Anchorage, Alaska,
to advertising staff KENI same city.
NORMAN

BOLLES named to sales staff WMBM

Miami Beach, Fla.

DICK JEWELL, commercial manager WCSI Columbus, Ind., appointed
general manager.

DANIEL H. BURNS
S. C.

ROY W. SINOR, vice president Broadcasting Corp. of America (KPRO
Riverside, Calif., KPOR(FM) Riverside, KARO(TV) Riverside, KROP
Brawley, KREO Indio and KPOR Blythe), assumes managerial duties
at KPRO Riverside, in addition to his other duties, replacing BILL
HEFFERNAN, resigned.

GEORGE ROESLER, sales staff WJOL Joliet, to WLOS Asheville, N. C,
as commercial manager, effective July 1.

SAM JOHNSTON, sales staff WCPO Cincinnati, appointed to sales staff
WSAI Cincinnati.
J. TOM WATSON Jr., general manager of WSWN
Belle Glade, Fla., resigns to become a missionary in
Japan. Both Mr. and Mrs. Watson will enter Wheaton
College, Chicago, for two-month Bible course and to
attend the Evangelical Alliance Church missionary
school. Mr. Watson opened WSWN in 1947. Mrs. MARY
FOY, commercial manager, succeeds Mr. Watson as
manager of WSWN.
Mr. Johnston

TOM SWAFFORD, assistant manager KPOJ Portland,
Ore., to KCBS San Francisco, as account executive.

ADAM J. YOUNG Jr. Inc., N. Y., appointed representative for KOAT
Albuquerque, N. M., KTRC Santa Fe and KRSN Los Alamos.
CHARLES R. (Chick) ABRY, network sales account executive DuMont,
to ABC-TV, as account executive.

appointed sales representative for WIS Columbia.

CHARLES FISH, Ziv Co., N. Y., to sales staff WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia.
city.
BILL FARRIN, WFIL Philadelphia, named to sales staff WPEN same
GORDON HALL Jr., to CBS Hollywood legal department headed by
NED MARR. He was with law firm of Brooks Gifford, Pasadena, and
prior to that Wright & Garrett, L. A.
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON Co., radio station and newspaper brokers,
moves its Chicago office to Tribune Tower, 435 N. Michigan Ave., from
360 N. Michigan Ave. HAROLD R. MURPHY is Chicago representative.
TONY GASTON, account executive WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., father of
daughter, Laurel Evans. . . . CAL CANNON, general manager KIEV
Glendale, Calif., presented with Glendale College Outstanding Alumnus
of the Year award.
WARD BYRON, executive producer for television ABC, replaces BURKE
CROTTY, assistant national director of TV production, resigned.
KITTY BURTON appointed to sales staff WNBW(TV) Washington.
RONALD STRANATHAN
ton, Ohio.

appointed commercial manager WCMW

Can-

T^eiionaLi • • •
CUVEUWDS Cty STATION • WjW • CLEVEUND'S/^w^ SIGNAL- wjw • CLEVELAND'S (Ity %T4^

W00S0ME

HAROLD DAY, account executive ABC Spot Sales, elected president
of Colgate U. Alumni Corp., at directors meeting in Hamilton, N. Y.
Mr. Day, who joined the network in 1942, is member of Colgate class
of 1928. . . . CARL E. GEORGE, vice president and general manager
WGAR Cleveland, elected president of Sales Executive Club of Cleveland. . . . LEE FONDREN, national sales manager KLZ Denver, acted
as official delegate for Denver Ad Club attending AFA national convention in St. Louis. . . . RICHARD A. OSBORNE, manager WCMI
Ashland, Ky., elected president of Huntington Advertising Club. . . .
JOHN PATTISON WILLIAMS, executive vice president WING Dayton
and WIZE Springfield, Ohio, appointed member of committee on advertising of U. S. Chamber of Commerce. . . . LEE GORDON RASMUSSEN,
manager KSWI and KFMX(FM) Council Bluffs, Iowa, father of boy,
Kim Gordon. . . .

TWOSOME
Chief Says:
"Double threat to housewive's heart . . .
Jockies Hines and Clifton,With her money she will part,
For products they have pitched on."
The gals laugh with Hines . . . sigh with Clifton . . .
and BUY! Let Cleveland's top personalities sell for YOU.

CLEVELAND'S
Li

STATION

a

5000
W. UjJ
BASIC 15,
ABC
WJW
BUILDING
CLEVELAND
OHIO
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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WARREN AUSTIN, (second, r), chief U. S. delegate to the United Nations,
receives a first hand tour of WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans escorted by (I to r):
Ray Rich, TV program director; Robert D. Swezey, executive vice president,
and William Ellwell, AM program director. Mr. Austin was in New Orleans
as principal speaker of Tulane University's Founder's Day Ceremonies.
BROADCASTING
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still further evidence
is the medium

that radio (WOWO

for reaching

especially)

the great Midwest!

"I would like to compliment you," writes Mr. Hart Jorgensen
of the Omaha Livestock Foundation to Jay Gould, WOWO farm
director, "on your high degree of audience response to our
announcements. Of eight stations in Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and
Ohio, your station has come

up with far and away the best

response."
The only thing unusual about this statement is that we're
compared with only seven other stations. Stack WOWO
up
against any number of stations and you'll find where your advertising dollar gets its best buy in the rich Midwest market-area!
For details, check WOWO
or Free & Peters.

WOWO
FORT
NBC

WAYNE
AFFILIATE

WeAii444fUxM4A&

Radio.

Btcdionl

KYW
• KDKA
• KEX
• WBZ
• WBZA
• WOWO
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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time in the Grant Hotel, the top
floor of which is taken up by KFSD
and his modest living quarters.

Our Respects To
(Continued from page 50)
the Australian Imperial forces. He
became a commissioned officer
about 1915.
Two years later, in London, England, he married
the former Madeleine Nichols.
This was August
7, 1917.
Thomas E .
Sharp came to the
United States in
1918 while on the
staff of a British
military mission.
Donald Sharp
He obtained his

Artist's sketch of the planned
Sharp Memorial Hospital
for golf, he holds memberships in
the San Diego Club, Roehampton
Club, London, England, and the
San Diego Country Club.
In 1928 he acquired an interest
in KFSD, which at that time was
bordering on insolvency. Incorporated in 1925, KFSD had been operating with only 500 w.
Between 1928 and 1931, KFSD
was reorganized and its power was
increased to 1 kw. Since 1931, the
station has been an affiliate of
NBC. The first network program it
broadcast was Amos 'n' Andy.
Prior to 1937, Mr. Sharp had
been a director and president of
KFSD but in that year he became
also the general manager. Since
1948 the station has been operating with 5 kw.
Friends estimate that for five
days a week he spends 997r of his

discharge while still in this country.
While the young couple was still
in New York, in 1918, a daughter,
Madeleine, was born. Madeleine,
now Mrs. Daniel Healy, lives in
San Marino, Calif.
Tom Sharp went to California
for health reasons in 1919 and
spent the next several years in
Coronado, regaining his health.
Then Donald was born, Sept. 9,
1922, in San Diego.
For his health, Mr. Sharp took
up golf. Through the enthusiasm
with which he tackles any undertaking, he soon became an excellent
golfer. Awards won include the
San Diego County Amateur Championship and the California Lefthand Amateur Championship.
Though he now finds little time

?UU1NG

He lunches at a "round-table" in
the Grant Hotel Coffee Shop with
a few of his intimate friends.
At this tahle, a good deal of jokeswapping takes place. 'And Mr.
Sharp's Australian accent helps
make him a better-than-average
story-teller.
Although he has given up much
of the responsibility of the station
supervision, he still is very interested in his employes. This is evidenced by his personally interviewing every person considered for
employment, no matter what the
pos;tion. He has spent many hours
in an already busy day talking to
applicants for the position of
switchboard operator or typist.
The remaining two days each
week usually are spent at the
Monte Vista ranch. Here he may
be found supervising irrigation of
his alfalfa fields or with an acetyment. lene torch repairing a farm impleIn addition to these abilities, he
is respected for his draftsmanship
both in the matter of construction
plans and in drawing up legal documents.
As for dress, Mr. Sharp's tastes
are extremely simple. A lawyer
whose acquaintance spans more
than a decade, said that he has
never seen Mr. Sharp in anything
other than a tweed suit, with a
khaki shirt and tie.
KFSD has an application pending for a television station in San
Diego and a hearing was conducted
in 1948 just prior to the TV freeze.
Mr. Sharp is of the opinion that
television is probably the greatest
advertising medium ever conceived
but owing to the constant attention
demanded of its viewers he believes
that it will never entirely replace
AM radio.

POWER

ADVISORY GROUP

WREN
TOPEKA

Sawyer Appoints Two
TWO new appointments to the Advertising Advisory Committee of
the Dept. of Commerce, filling
vacancies caused by deaths during
the past year, have been announced
by Secretary Charles W. Sawyer.
Arthur H. Motley, president of
Parade Publication Inc., and publisher of Parade, Sunday supplement, and Frederick Bowes Jr.,
public relations and advertising
director, Pitney-Bowes Inc., Stamford, Conn., were appointed to the
committee, which maintains working liaison with the advertising
industry.

EMERY

Walker's Legal Assistant
WALTER B. EMERY, veteran of
nine years with the FCC, has been
named legal assistant
Comr.
Paul A.toWalker,
it has been
nounced by anthe
Commission.
Mr. Emery for

Mr. Emery

5000 WATTS

WEED
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REPRESENTATIVES

WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations executive personnel have moved into new
quarters on second floor of Commonwealth Bldg., Washington. Management, sales, legal and program departments have all moved in. The engineering, advertising and accounting
departments
remain on first floor of
building.

the past four
years has served
as Chief of the
Renewals and
vocation ReBranch
of the Office of

the General
sel. Prior toCounthat
he held various Commission assignments in the FM, AM and Common
Carrier Branches of the Bureau of
Law and as an examiner.
Born Sept. 28, 1907, at Howe,
Okla., Mr. Emery received his
LL.B from the U. of Oklahoma in
1934 and his Ph.D from the U. of
Wisconsin in 1939. Before joining
the FCC, he taught at both of these
universities as well as Ohio State
U. ; and for two years he directed
WNAD Norman, Okla.
He was admitted to the Oklahoma Bar in 1933 and the Supreme
Court Bar in 1946.
Mr. tainsEmery's
at five the appointment
total number reof
legal assistants
serving
with Commissioners.
Chairman Wayne
Coy
and Comr. Robert F. Jones are
without such titled personnel. Paul
Dobin, new chief of the Broadcast Bureau's Rules and Standards
Division, had served in that capacity for Comr. Jones until the
Bureau's official start June 4
['Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June
4] and no successor has been
indicated.

P&6 SHIFT
Smith Given Special Job
GAIL SMITH, manager of television and nighttime radio production, Procter & Gamble Co., has
been given a special temporary assignment in the brand promotion
division, effective July 1, the company announced last week.
W. M. Ramsey, director of radio,
who has been devoting the major
part of his time to the company's
large daytime
schedule, will for
assume direct responsibility
P&G's nighttime radio shows as
well. The company's TV activities
will be handled jointly by W. F.
Craig, associate manager of TV,
and G. A. Ralston, executive producer.
Mexico

ABC

NAMED

Trip

COMR. ROSEL H. HYDE, who
headed NARBA delegation and
Broadcast Bureau Chief Curtis B.
Plummer, fly today (Monday) to
Mexico City to talk border TV allocations with the Director of Telecommunications, Miguel Perrya.
They will be gone about one week.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

OIL
PUBLISHED

BY THE OIL INDUSTRY

NEWSLETTER
INFORMATION

COMMITTEE

OF A SERIES

NUMBER
i

FOR

YOUR

INFORMATION:

Motor vehicles on the roads of the United States have passed the
50 million mark.
On some recent day which will never be exactly known,
in the balance between new car registrations and scrappage the total
number of passenger cars, buses and trucks on the roads of the United
States exceeded 50 million for the first time in history.
Report of total vehicles from the Bureau of Public Roads for 1950
showed 49,143,275, including more than 40 million privately-owned passenger cars, more than 8 million privately-owned trucks, more than 140
thousand privately-owned buses, and nearly 600 thousand publicly-owned
vehicles. In the first quarter of this year, new car sales exceeded a
million and a half, and scrappage is estimated at less than half of this.
This month and the next three months, the numbers of these
vehicles rolling at one time will reach an all-time peak with the
coming of the vacation season.
Eight out of every ten Americans will go by car when they take
their annual "two weeks with."
The average trip will last eleven days
and will cover around 1,000 miles.
But, the over-all mileage piled up
will be astronomical.
The American Automobile Association estimates
that vacation drivers in 1951 will roll up about 30 billion miles.
Concentration of travel in June, July, and August creates a tough
job for the oil companies.
Gasoline demand jumps millions of gallons
per day, and goes to demand peaks suddenly at vacation centers:
in the
mountains, the beaches, at desert oases or at isolated fishing camps.
In addition to gasoline, vacationers look to the service station
for lubricants, accessories , and maintenance, for rest rooms, local
information, directions, and refreshments.
With the road maps furnished
free, the station operator helps plan vacation routes. (Incidentally,
more than 100 million road maps are given away each year by the oil
companies . )
That service is made possible by the operation of some 200,000
competitive service stations, nine out of ten of them privately-owned
or managed.
Industrial progress plus intense competition has made
America truly a nation on well-oiled wheels.
If you need information
write to me.

on the oil industry

at any time, please

H. B. Miller, Executive Director,
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street
New York 20, N. Y.
P. S.

ROADCASTING
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Question on Interpretation
BIG question mark that is being
asked on Capitol Hill is: What does
the Senate Crime Investigating
Committee mean by "gambling
enterprise?"
If broadcasters had the answer
to this, they would know how far
the new anti-gambling information
bill (S 1624) would affect their
business operation. It is pointed
out that these words in the legislation introduced in the Senate by
committee members a week ago
Friday [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 11] are the key to
the measure's effectiveness.
The bill would do two things,
radio-wise. It would make it unlawful to transmit any bet or wager
by telephone, telegraph, or radio
by adding a new section to the U. S.
Criminal Code. And it would extend the present criminal law on
broadcasting lottery information or
advertisements to include any
"gambling
Definitionenterprise."
of what constitutes
"gambling
pages
of Senateinformation"
Interstate filled
Commerce
Committee transcript last year
when hearings were held and a
bill reported. FCC defined gambling information as "bets or
wagers, or betting odds or prices
paid on any sporting event or
contest."
The Justice Dept. defined it this
SOUTHWEST

FEARS
Allayed by Analysts
FEAR by advertisers that their
tax deductions for advertising may
be disallowed is unwarranted as
long as the company involved "is
actually trying to sell, if only in
the future," according to leading
tax analysts,
liam J. Casey. J. K. Lasser and Wil-

WELCOMING James L. Cox (r) to his new post in Hollywood as BMI West
Coast station relations director were (I to r) Robert 0. Reynolds, vice president
and general manager, KMPC Los Angeles; Chester Renier, program director
for KLAC, and Robert J. McAndrews, managing director. Southern California
Broadcasters Assn.
way : "Bets or wagers or related
information assisting in the placing of bets or wagers on any sporting event or contest, or transactions or information facilitating
betting or wagering activities on
any sporting event or contest."
The crime committee probers'
bill has been referred to the Commerce Commissee which, as a matter of course, will ask both FCC
and Justice Dept. for comment.
A Crime committee spokesman

VIRGINIA'S A/<0/fee&

RADIO STATION

says the courts would decide in the
long-run, if and when the bill becomes law, what interpretation
would be given the term gambling
enterprise.
According to those who prepared
the bill, definition would place
three "tests" on what is a gambling enterprise. These are whether
(1) there is an element of chance,
(2) there is a distribution of property or property right and (3)
there is some consideration given
from recipient — i. e. whether he
put up some money with expectation of getting back more by chance.
The bill, the spokesman says, is
part of the legislative pattern proposed by the committee in a series
of
bills
stamp out
"rackets."
measure toalready
introduced
wouldA
strike at the national wire service
if used for illegal ends [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
For the radio industry, according to this informant, the series of
bills mean: "You can carry gambling information as a news service
but if you support or publicize or
lend facilities to gambling enterprises then you would be breaking
Section of bill that relates to
transmission
of bets and wagers by
the
law."
radio apparently does not put the
pinch on broadcast activities since
it deals with the actual transmission of a "bet, wager, or any money
or money order in payment of any
betOnor the
wager.
."
other. .hand,
the section
touching upon lottery information
could be more inclusive, depending
upon definition.

*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Get the entire story from FREE & PETERS
CBS • 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
Ow-.'irty ana Operated by the
TIMES- WORLD CORPORA TION
ROANOKE,
VA.
EREE & PETERS. INC.. National Representatives
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Eileen Hazel

Flake

EILEEN HAZEL FLAKE, veteran
of
28 years Fort
service
withTex.,
WBAPAM-FM-TV
Worth,
died
May 30 of a heart condition. Miss
Flake had been with the station
longer than any other employee,
starting in 1923 as secretary, one
year after WBAP went on the air.
She became traffic chief in 1938
after having served in almost every
department.

Messrs. Lasser and Casey in
their memorandum, "Advertising
and Taxes," distributed by Business Reports Inc., New York, say
that as an ordinary expense of
maintaining a productive asset for
present or future use, such advertising is "like paying watchmen
and carrying insurance on an idle
plant, or cleaning and oiling the
"We do not know of a single instance in which there has been deequipment."
nial of tax reduction when a company was trying to sell. Even when
so fully committed to military work
that it had nothing immediate to
sell, a company was entitled to a
tax deduction for copy trying to
sell in the future," the tax analysts observe.
Meanwhile, on Capital Hill five
percentage point increases in all
tax rates on corporations have been
proposed by the House Ways &
Means Committee as it moved to
clear the revenue measure for
House consideration.
Dropped from the bill was a proposed excise tax increase on radio
and television sets from the present
10% to 15% May[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
28].
Under the measure, the rate for
corporations earning less than
$25,000 a year would be boosted
from 25 to 30% and on corporations making more than that figure
yearly from 47 to 52%.
The committee turned down a
proposal to soften the excess profits
tax plan that had already been approved by the group. Previously,
it had voted to set the excess profits
tax
base at
75% three
of a best
corporation's
earnings
in the
years of
the four year period 1946-49 inclusive.
GOP members attempted to keep
the base at 85% where the rate is
now but their motion was defeated.
The tax legislation must first be
approved by the House before it
can be considered by the Senate
where it is believed substantial
changes will be made.
McClure

on ABC

EFFECTS of the Army Dept.'s
radio and loudspeaker broadcasts
on enemy troops in Korea was
discussed by Brig. Gen. Robert A.
of the department's
McClure, chief Warfare
Psychological
Branch, on
Defense last Tuesfor
Time
ABC's
Accordp.m. EDT.
ingday,to 10-10:30
the Army,
35% of the
captured enemy soldiers have been
leaflets.
convinced by the broadcasts and

BROADCASTING
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TOWERS

THAT

"TALK"
TO THE STATE
OR SQUAD
CARS
Mobile Communications Systems naturally require no thousand-foot
towers to cover their "beat." But isn't it good business to do business
with a concern that makes both ? There's no need to compromise
on the antenna towers for your UHF system when you can be sure
with a Blaw-Knox Tower designed especially for this important radio
field. Scores of these self-supporting towers are now providing
safe support for high-gain antennas that give maximum signal
strength and soft-pedal the high noise level of metropolitan areas.
The cost? No more than for "make-shift" structures.
For complete technical data just drop a note to
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION OF BLAW-KNOX
2038 Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

COMPANY

ANTENNA
BLAW-KNOX

BROADCASTING
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Stations Should
Senator

offers

you

5000
of
Watts

SELLING

POWER

in the Wifkes-Batre
Metropolitan

Area

and 14 Surrounding
Counties
In WILKES-BARRE

AM-FM
ABC AFFILIATE
5000W (d)
1000W (n)
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
*
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Nat'l Rep.
608 Fifth Ave., New York 20,N.Y.
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Be Paid,

Tells FAB

GOV'T
S should pay for advertising, except where mesGOVERNMENT AD
agencies
sages are of a specific public service nature, Sen. Spessard L. Holland
(D-Fla.), told the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters banquet, held during the
FAB's June 8-9 meeting at the Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville.
Broadcasters have the right to
and Alabama sesdecide what they will give free to with Georgia
sions. A budget of $3,500 was
the government, Sen. Holland said, adopted for the year.
Dorsey Owings, of BMI, urged
adding, "I know you will continue
to be generous. Nothing can be stations to send both programs and
more distinctly American than the sales personnel to BMI clinics. A
resolution lauded the BMI plan to
way you determine what you can
encourage young composers.
carry as public service programs."
Official thanks were received
Right of stations to examine po- from the Weather Bureau for radio
litical broadcasts in advance was
cooperation in getting messages to
emphasized by Sen. Holland. He the public. Eleanor Brumbaugh, of
lauded radio's coverage of world
Mutual, grower coaffairs and its reporting of the Florida Citrus
operative representing 86% of the
Korean war, but said he would like citrus produced in the state,
to see improvement in "telling the thanked broadcasters for cooperation in carrying citrus news.
things which our nation is doing
George Steel, radio public relasuccessfully."
tions director at U. of Florida, said
Sen. Holland said, "We must re- the university
is making dramatic
sist very strongly every effort and
tendency toward controls which
presentations on tape, with prowill be burdensome or suppress free
grams about hurricanes and university activities.
expression, much less look toward
Plaques were presented at the
governmental ownership or operabanquet to Mr. Powell, outgoing
president, and T. S. Gilchrist,
New Board Members
WTMC Ocala, secretary-treasurer,
tion."
Board members were elected by as well as to the 1949-50 president,
the association, supplementing
William G. McBride, WDBO Orelection of administrative officers
lando, and Jerry Stone, WNDB
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Daytona Beach, secretary-treasurer. Greetings were received from
June 11]. The new board includes
the retiring president, Garland
Emmett Brooks, president, Alabama Assn. of Broadcasters; FCC
Powell, WRUF Gainesville, and
Chairman Wayne Coy; Curtis
new officers, including President
Plummer, chief of FCC Broadcast
S. 0. Ward, WLAK Lakeland.
Others elected to the board were
Bureau, and Harold E. Fellows,
Robert G. Venn, WMIE Miami,
NARTB president.
and J. Allen Brown, WLOF Orlando.
L. A. Summer Course
FAB adopted a resolution calling
for relaxation of the FCC rule RADIO and recordings as teaching
aids will be subject of a six weeks
covering licensed engineers, looking toward provisions similar to summer course at Occidental College, Los Angeles, starting today
those in effect during World War
II. A resolution introduced by (Monday) under Betty Van WerWalter Tison, WLAT Tampa, re- den, consultant in radio education
affirmed
FAB's advocacy
of rati- for Los Angeles City Schools. She
fication
of the
North American
is writer-producer of the children's
broadcasting treaty.
program Once Upon A Time, recently named by the Institute for
Appointment of a committee to
confer with high school athletic of- Education by Radio-Television for
ficials was authorized in an effort the second highest national honors
to reach an understanding on in its field.
charges for rights to football

AIMS MEMBERS
Report Audience Gain
INDEPENDENT local radio stations have found the key to success in dealing with television and
are very optimistic about their own
future as "a distinctive advertising
medium with an increasing listening audience," Steve Cisler,
WKYW Louisville, asserted last
week.
That was also the consensus of
some 45 radiomen who attended a
closed-door summer session of the
Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
stations at Colorado Springs, June
8-10. Views on programming, sales
and promotion were exchanged during the three-day meeting, held at
the Hotel Broadmoor, with Al
Meyer, KMYR Denver, as host.
Independents have gained an
additional listenership ranging between 15% and 25%, with much
of the increase attained in TV station markets, according to Mr.
Meyer. In fact, "not a single station has reported any adverse effect
from TV
competition,"
Johnson,
KNAK
Salt LakeHoward
City,
said after the meet. He contended
that TV's high cost of operation
"has put out of reach this medium
forA local
secretadvertisers."
committee was chosen
to select an agency to evolve a campaign plan designed to promote
AIMS and other independent radio
stations throughout the nation over
a 52-week period. Additionally,
the association, which drew delegates from 25 states and the Territory of Hawaii, voted a $25,000
appropriation for
advertisementspublicity
in nationalandtrade
Mr. Cisler stated that "while the
networks are singing the blues, the
independent station is on top of the
papers.
pile." He said that all AIMS members will receive complete details
of the meeting but the industry
"will remain in the dark."
NBC's Halls of Ivy, sponsored by Jos.
Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, [
awarded citation by Junior Chamber
of Commerce
for ".but
. . not
splen-it
did entertainment
also only
because
imparts to the American people a
better understanding of the whole
profession of teaching. . . ."

games.
Report of the Legislative Committee, of which James M. LeGate,
WIOD Miami, is chairman, was
given by Kenneth Ballenger, FAB
legal counsel and legislative representative. He reported the new
Florida sales tax law exempts radio from a tax on film, transcriptions and other items used in radio
and TV broadcasts. He said a law
had been enacted forbidding TV in
autos if screen is within driver's
view. The civil defense law provides no control over radio and
newspapers, he said. He added the
bill covering legal public notices by
radio was still in committee.
In retiring from the presidency,
Mr. Powell urged FAB to set up
permanent headquarters and arrange meetings to follow in order
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Newsweekly

Earl Wilson. N.Y. Post Columnist, has
a last-moving interview stanza in
"Stage Entrance" Show gets
away from the stiff quality of some
tete-a-tete programs . . . Wilson handled
his interviewing chores nicely,
-Variety
ind he's able to secure sock guest
lineups. ,

Coy Opposes Delay
In Lifting Freeze
Page 60

THREES...
NCAA Up In Arms
Over Penn TV
Page 60

New Hofstra Study
Shows TV Impact
Page 61

ot considerable promise in "Not Fc
Publication". Actually a dramatization of the inside
story behind many newspaper yarns, the program has a natural
human interest slant which should be productive of a
televiewing audience. The show caught was a gripping, vastly
effective climactic story of an attempt to commit suicide . . .
the direction and camera work were outstanding,
especially the eye-arresting cJoseups
...
-Billboard

Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 66
Three great

Tris Coffin has the punch and accuracy of a good
reporter and the dramatic instinct of a good

new showsbuilt, produced and
presented on the

playwright. Mr. Coffin's best talents, and
iey are considerable, are displayed in dealing
with Congressional hearings.— N. Y. Times
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Delay

VIEW

"ANY DELAY in lifting the
'freeze' which has prevented the
expansion of television service
since September 1948 would . . .
harm
Thistheispublic."
what FCC Chairman

sional study would aid and guide
the "further development and
establishment of the finest television service possible for the
American
people."
Maintaining
that the proceedings

Wayne Coy wrote Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, in giving the Commission's
views on Sen. William Benton's
(D-Conn.) original resolution proposing a90-day delay in allocation
of TV channels, pending review by
the Commerce group.
Since that time, the resolution
has been superseded with a bill
(S 1579) and a joint resolution
(S J Res 76) which would create a
National Advisory Board for Radio and Television and keep intact
the TV freeze for an added six
months to a year [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, June 11, 4].
Under Congressional procedure,
the Commerce group also is asking
for additional comments on the new
legislation offered by Sen. Benton.
Questioned about the advisory
board bill and the joint resolution,
Senate Policy Leader Ernest W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.), chairman of
the special subcommittee that is
considering the legislation, said
last week meetings would be held
on the proposals as soon as possible.
Hennock's Stand
While Chai rman Coy wrote to
Committee Chairman Johnson for
the Commission, a separate view
was given by Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, who was nominated for a
New York judgeship last week (see
story, page 27) and who also is an
enthusiastic supporter of educational TV.
Comr. Hennock gave her full support to Sen. Benton's proposal that
Congress investigate, saying that
it was "unlikely" that the FCC
would initiate a probe "of the entire, many-sided question of television in order to insure the maximum development of (its) educational and public service potentialit
i
e
s
.
'
"
Chairman Coy said it would be
up to Congressional policy whether
such a probe be conducted, and outlined the history of FCC proceedings on blueprinting an allocations
plan.
Comr. Hennock said a Congres-

in the allocation question "are in
the main concerned with the technical allocations and nonprogramming aspects of TV," Comr. Hennock said the FCC was "unrealistic
in placing the entire burden for
bringing out the facts of this reservation question on educational
groups which were ill-equipped to

Also see story on Allocations
Hearing, page 62
Page 60
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Otherit."points by Comr. Hennock
carry
were: Educational TV stations will
not "solve" all of the public's
needs insofar as television programming is concerned; commercial broadcasters still have public service responsibilities "in

ncaa

vs.

broadcasting to provide a wellrounded program service and not
allowed to transfer their obligations to educational stations."
She pointed out that under the
FCC's proposed allocation of channels, "many sections of the U. S.
probably will be completely without educational television stations."
'Blue Book' Aspect
Both Chairman Coy and Comr.
Hennock referred to the "TV Blue
Book" aspect of Sen. Benton's
original resolution. Chairman Coy
said FCC was aware of the programming problems of stations
and that the Commission had considered the problems in "the most
recent application for renewal of license of 44 TV broadcast stations.
The Commission on Jan. 29 unani-

nm

U. OF PENNSYLVANIA last
week was maintaining a lonely vigil
out on the limb it crawled to when
it defied the National Collegiate
Athletic casting
Assn.
only. plan for limited telePenn announced on June 6 that
it planned to telecast all eight
of its home games this fall [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 11].
Under the NCAA plan, a team
could be telecast only twice, once
at home and once away.
Since Penn's lone-wolf decision,
there has been more action among
college officials than one is apt to
see on most gridirons this fall.
NCAA immediately countered by
suspending the Philadelphia university and subsequently informed
Penn that it was no longer in good
standing.
ABC, taking a lateral pass from
Penn, announced that it was proceeding with plans to telecast all
eight of Penn's scheduled home
games. From a reliable source it
was learned that ABC contracted
to pay $250,000 for the TV rights.
Dr. Hugh C. Willett, of the U. of
Southern California, NCAA president, refused Penn's request for an
early hearing on the controversy,
saying that the matter already had
been reviewed; showed disinterest
in Penn's suggestion that the Dept.
of Justice decide the issue in light
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act;
and made an announcement of in-

Would

Harm

the renewal
applications, mously
but at granted
the same
time announced,
with Comr. [Robert F.] Jones dissenting, that a public conference will be
scheduled, at a date to be announced
later, for the discussion of television
broadcasting
fromCommission
the viewthe problems
public, the
and thepoint ofindustry.
The agenda for this conference will
relate generally to the role of television in serving the needs and interests of the public. The possibility of
the improvement of television programming by television
stawill most
certainlybroadcast
be explored
at thistionsconference.
On this, Comr. Hennock said:
Neither does
the 29,
Commission's
announcement on Jan.
1951, of a public conference on television broadcastproblems
present
reasoningfor
tabling
S Res an127.adequate
Up to
now the Commission has done nothing
further to implement its announcement
and to bring the conference closer to
reality. A proposed voluntary conference, furthermore, cannot take the
place of a searching inquiry by a
Congressional body.

Quakers
terest to Penn's scheduled op-

ponents.
Dr. Willett said that Penn's
scheduled opponents may play the
Quakers without automatically forfeiting their NCAA good standing.
He indicated, however, that
NCAA expects its members to
cancel these contests if possible but
not to risk damage suits if held to
signed contracts.
Nevertheless,
only four of
Penn's
scheduled
nine opponents
definitely
committed themselves to meeting
the truant eleven. The all-importantdicated
Ivy League
contingent
inthat they would
not play
Penn if it insisted on telecasting
the games.
Many Undecided
Several of the colleges slated to
meet Penn this season admittedly
were still in a huddle, but on Friday, the scheduled opponents lined
upCalifornia
like this: (Sept. 29)— On the fence
but leaning toward NCAA.
Dartmouth (Oct. 6) — Has indicated
that game will be canceled if Penn
insists on telecasting the contest.
as Princeton
Dartmouth (Oct.
does. 13) — Feels the same
Columbia (Oct. 20)— The same.
Navy (Oct.
27) —about
Will keep
datePenn
but
expressed
doubt
meeting
after this season.
William
nitely play.& Mary (Nov. 3)— Will defiWisconsin (Nov. 10) — Indications are
that this game
Madison,
scheduled
game ataway
from Penn's
home, only
will
be played.
Army (Nov. 17) — Will definitely play.
Cornell (Nov. 24) — Feels the same
way allyasthe Dartmouth.
traditionbig game forThis
each isschool.

Public — Coy

Thrown

For

Loss

To realize the financial magnitude of this schedule, one mus1
realize that for big games, ever
without
Franklinfilling
Field, Philadelphia's
gate receipts I
amount to $150,000 - $250,000
Franklin Field has a capacity oij
76,000.
A Penn spokesman late las1
week still expressed hope that the
original schedule would be met
That would have to be left in tht
lap of the future, but the trouble
was that one can never tell wher
the future is going to stand up.
NCCA officials, while exuding
confidence, nevertheless were "walklast over
week the
whilematter
Notre
Dameing on eggs"
huddled
Notre Dame, whose home games
have been telecast the past twc.
years by DuMont, could make oi!
break the plan. The South Bend
Ind., school reportedly sold TV
rights last year for $185,000.
Father John J. Cavanaugh, Notre
Dame president, was weighing the-;
matter carefully. He has said thai
he does not want to be placed ir
the position of making a pivotar
decision. Notre Dame's declaraweek. tion was expected sometime this
Meanwhile, the Justice Dept
was closely watching from the sidelines. A Justice decision is not expected until a test case is brought
before it.
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NBC Relegses
POTENTIAL
VIDEO'S
IF THERE is still anyone in advertising who is not convinced of
TIME SPENT ON MAJOR MEDIA BY TV OWNERS
the potent effect of television on
the country's more than 12 million
set-owning families and their buyminutes sps
ing habits, NBC's second Hofstra
study, "Television Today — Its Impact on People and Products,"
MAGAZINES.. .
should give him that conviction.
Completed in January under the
NEWSPAPERS . .
supervision of the Psychological
Workshop of Hofstra College, the
study comprises 5,067 interviews
TELEVISION
with adult heads of families in the
New York metropolitan area — a
RADIO
"mature television market," with
seven TV stations, including outlets of the four video networks, and
more than two million set-owning
families, "ideal for studying TV as
than all others combined
more time on
a mature medium," NBC said.
Employing a "searching" questionnaire, the study investigated
Length of ownership of a video
two-thirds think it is very good,
the purchase of 187 brands of TVadvertised merchandise; checked
with another 20% thinking it good Set seems to make little difference
(85.8% in all), while less than 2%
111 TV network programs, acin the owner's
purchase
of greater
TV-adcounting for 102 hours a week and
vertised goods, with
slightly
find it poor. They use their sets:
about 75% of all network shows,
80.1% had watched the day before
purchases among the longer-time
and inquired into the reading and
the interview, 99.8% during the owners. An average of 42.8% of
listening habits of the interviewed
preceding week, for an average of unexposed non-set owners buying
two hours and 15 minutes a day a one or more TV-advertised products
persons, as well as their attitudes
towards certain products and pro- person. ("That's adult heads of compares with 51.3% of set-owners
families, not kids nor total set of less than six months duration,
grams.
52.0% of those owning TV sets six
use," Dr. Coffin reminded.)
51% Own Sets
"As against the 135 minutes
to 11 months, 52.8% for those ownspent watching television, they
ing sets one to two years and 53.5%
"First and very basic finding,"
according to Dr. Thomas E. Coffin,
[adult heads of TV families] spent with sets for more than two years.
supervisor of NBC's program re- 61 minutes listening to the radio, "Television," Dr. Coffin noted,
47 minutes reading newspapers and "wears well, exceedingly well, as
search division, which developed
the study and analyzed its findings,
11 minutes reading magazines,"
medium."
"was that 51 % of all families
Dr. Coffin reported. "They spend a sellingImpact
Comparison
more
time watching television than
owned TV sets."
Television families are larger,
they do with all three other media
When Sales of products adverwith 368 persons in 100 TV homes
tised on 143 individual TV programs
combined."
When the adult heads of non-TV
to 306 in 100 non-TV homes. (With
were
analyzed by viewers and nonfamilies are added in, the figures viewers,
half of New York's families ownNBC found 37% more cusfor
all
New
York
family
heads
ing TV sets, this means 1.4 miltomers among set-owners who had
are: 73 minutes a day for TV, watched the program recently than
lion more people in New York TV
homes than in non-TV homes, Dr. 90 minutes for radio, 49 minutes
among owners who had not seen it
for newspapers and 13 minutes for recently. And sales were 35.2%
Coffin noted.) They are younger
and more of them have young chil- magazines — a clear victory for ra- greater among non-set owners who
had seen the program than among
dio, even in TV's strongest market,
dren. "Numerically, they look like
and with TV a good second, well those who had not. Which, said
a good market."
And financially, too. Average
ahead of newspapers and magaNBC, "suggests that television prozines in the time it gets from Mr.
income of the TV family is 84,490,
grams have a consistent impact on
and Mrs. New Yorker.
compared to the non-TV family
viewers — whether they own sets or
average of $3,846. Projecting the
Most Convincing
not." Guest viewers provide one
more than 850 a month plus per
new customer for every five new
TV
set-owners,
by
nearly
a
twoTV family to the entire New York
customers among set-owners, a TV
to-one ratio, find television the most
market means $1.5 billion more
bonus of 20%, Dr. Coffin pointed
annual income for TV families.
convincing advertising medium —
out.
They have more phones, more re- 64.9% answered "television" when
To determine whether more cusfrigerators, more automobiles (in asked: "What type of advertising
tomers mean more unit sales, NBC
the six months preceding the study,
do you think is usually most con- had a special study made by the
TV owners bought 73.2 r < of all
Advertising Club of New York U..
They back up that opinion with
vincing?"
new cars sold in New York) ; "more
which found they do. TV programs,
their
purchases.
Analysis
of
the
of them buy practically everything
this study shows, created gains of
rales of five brands of razors and
that's sold."
40.6% in customers, 48.7% in sales
TV owners like television: About
blades advertised on TV by otherwise matched samples of TV set- volume, among 630 set owners
whose viewing of 16 programs adowners and non set-owners showed
vertising package goods was
an average of 14.6% of the "un- checked.
exposed" group buying during the
TV also pays out for durable
past month as against 18.9% of
the TV owners — "ownership of a goods advertisers. AnalyzingTV set produced an average in- matched groups of viewers and noncrease of 29.5%" in the sale of viewers of video shows advertising
automobiles, refrigerators, TV sets
these products. For all 30 product
groups covered in the study, tele- and floor coverings showed 12.1%
vision's plus averaged 26.8% more
of non-viewers had "never heard"
customers for TV - advertised
of the average brand of the last
brands among set-owners than three product groups (practically
among matched non set-owners.
everybody knew all makes of cars)
Telecasting
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New

Study

Hofstrq

to 5.7% of viewers giving that answer. Asked to appraise 45 brands
of durables in terms of "no opinion," "poor," "fairly good" or "very
good," on the average viewers gave
27%
more "very good" opinions
than non-viewers.
As to sales of durable products
to viewers versus non-viewers, NBC
found a 23.7% increase of purchases of 32 durable products
among viewers over non-viewers,
with 19.3 buyers per thousand
among viewers to 15.6 buyers per
thousand among non-viewers.
Getting down to the pay-off, the
extra customers provided by TV in
the New York market for package
goods advertised on 143 video programs was an average of 36,000
per program per brand in the past
month, at the rate of 15.6 extra
customers
"Extra
customers per
at a TVcostdollar.
of about
6V2
cents apiece," Dr. Coffin exclaimed,
"is mass-production economy and
efficiency for which television and
advertising can take a deserved
Day Same As Night
For the advertiser, there's practically no difference between daytime video, where products averaged 18.7 extra customers per dollar, or nighttime, where the average
bow."
was 18.6. And TV starts to pay
off at once, with brands on TV less
than 13 weeks averaging 9.9 extra
customers per dollar, those on TV
from three to 15 months getting
13.2 extra customers per dollar and
those on for more than 15 months
averaging 20 extra customers per
dollar.
Well-liked commercials produced
17.9 extra customers per month per
dollar, NBC found. Disliked commercials ranked second, with 9,
and those which produced no strong
feeling for or against were last
with 7.8 extra customers per dollar. The average commercial, it
was reported, is liked by about
62% of TV set owners and disliked by about 6%.
A supplementary study on length
of commercials showed that using
81% more time for the commercial
message produced 2% more recall
and 1% more relief in sales point,
but 7% less brand identification and
6% less liking, and there was a
35% increase in complaints of too
much advertising on the program.
High-budget TV shows pay off
(Continued on page 7k)
SALES RESULTS; 143 TV PROGRAMS
H

TV OWNERS SB

more customers
omong viewers
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FCC
ALLOCATION,
FREEZE
ISSUES
the time of the freeze in latter
ACTION IS expected by FCC this promise, it is possible the hearing
1948, that no new applications be
week — possibly Wednesday or might be done away with entirely
Thursday — on questions of (1) and in its place substituted some
filed, more than 400 now are pendwhether or not to modify its plan "semi-hearing" procedure to exing. A 60-day period in which to
pedite conclusion of the allocation
of fixed TV allocation by rule-makfile
applications
after the allocaing in order to avoid further legal deadlock.
tions plan has been finally apconflict which could prolong the
FCC repeatedly has expressed its
proved, also has been committed,
overall freeze indefinitely, and (2)
and the number of applications
desire to bring the TV allocation
how far to go on its proposed par- to as prompt a conclusion as pos- probably will more than double
tial lifting of the freeze.
sible— with full lifting of the those pending, it is thought.
The issues were debated last freeze — as is consistent with sound
With a fixed allocation, accordweek at several executive sessions
ing to its proponents, hearings can
and equitable administrative pracand the Commission staff worked
tice. Chairman Wayne Coy re- be held simultaneously for various
overtime to rush completion on
peated this hope in a letter to Sen.
areas of the country, since the preJohnson last week regarding an
drafts directed by FCC.
fabricated allocation plan takes
The allocation conclusion, it is original resolution on TV by Sen. into account co-channel and adjaWilliam Benton (D-Conn.) (see
cent channel interference factors
believed, will be disclosed in FCC's
story page 60) .
response to inquiry of Sen. Edwin
in On
thesethe"sealed-off"
other hand,areas.
it is argued,
C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of
Some Power Boosts Possible
the Senate Interstate and Foreign
abandonment of the plan and hanAs
of
Thursday
it
appeared
FCC
Commerce Committee, questioning
dling of applications on a catch-asmay have abandoned hope for
the legality of what he described
basis could result in althawing VHF grants in the U. S. catch-can
most interminable delays. Instead
as "block allocations" [Broadcastterritories
because
of
educationaling • Telecasting, June 11].
of holding simultaneous hearings
reservation conflicts and the FCBA
Informed sources at the Commisfor
facilities earmarked for given
sion felt FCC will stand firm on issue. Hope for partial thawing of
geographical
areas, it was pointed
grants for improved facilities for
the legal soundness of its original
out, there could be an unbroken
some
existing
stations
in
the
U.
S.
allocation policy whatever action
seemed to be still on the books, chain of conflicts on each channel,
it may take to modify that policy however.
The Commission earlier
stretching from coast-to-coast.
in order to bring the legal conflict
"The hearings probably would
was
understood
to
have
given
up
to a practical compromise and enhave
to be held at Soldiers' Field to
its
third
proposal
to
thaw
the
UHF
able early lifting of the freeze.
accommodate all of the applicants,
in this country because the UHF
They feel sure that even if taken
allocation is so tied-in with the lawyers, engineers and other parto court, legality of the fixed allo- VHF
ties in interest",
it was stated in
problem, particularly through
cation would stand in view of
one informed
quarter.
the intermixture policy [Broadprecedent cases and interpretation
Rather
than
provide
flexibility in
casting •Telecasting, May 28].
of the Communications Act.
Even these earlier proposals for allocations, the dropping of the
Oral Argument June 28
a partial thaw could be set aside, fixed plan could mean pandemonium, another authority stated.
Others pointed out FCC is as though, in favor of some new proWould Cut Hearing Time
cedure to expedite the allocation
tired of the television stalemate as
In probing for ways to shorten
problem and get down soon to
is the industry and the public. FCC
the hearing proceedings, looking
would be inclined to consider favorgranting new stations in the VHF
where there is a demand and no toward a thawing of the freeze
ably any reasonable solution which
conflict, and commencing comparapossibly by the end of the year,
could settle quickly the allocation
tive hearings where conflict exists. the suggestion has been advanced
deadlock on an equitable basis and
But abandonment of the fixed that the hearing time could be cut
permit prompt granting of new
allocation plan, it is argued by in half with the cooperation of apTV services to the long-waiting
some, could well prolong, rather
plicants and their counsel.
public, they indicated.
Witnesses, it was pointed out,
than speed up the thawing process.
Such a solution, however, would
Although the FCC had advised, at could file their formal statements
have to carry with it the earnest
in advance with the FCC and other
support of the industry before
FCC would act, it is believed.
interested parties, and then subFCC Friday set June 28 for hearject themselves to cross-examinaDuMo
nt
Surv
ey
tion only. In areas where there are
ing of oral argument on legality of
no conflicts or mutually exclusive
its fixed allocation and educational
reservation policies, specifying all FOLLOWING is the text of the five applications,
sued promptly.permits might be isparties to the TV proceeding may
questions asked of schools in the
Despite the opposition of the
participate by filing notice of apDuMont educational survey, showFCBA to the rule-making procedpearance by June 25. FCC said it
ing the response to each question:
ure, and the questions raised by
does not contemplate that holding
(1) Are you in favor of exclusive educational
Sen. Johnson, there are indications
station
licensing
on
a
commercial
or
nonof this oral argument "will result
commercial basis?
that substantial segments of the
in any substantial delay in the
Commercial
28%
Non-commercial
54
commencement of such further
industry
support
the FCC's
Both
6
tions table
concept.
Even allocaif the
proceeding in this matter which
Don't Know
12
legality
were
questioned
in court,
may appear appropriate after the
(2) Would you prefer to operate your own
station under the FCC proposal or co- it is felt in some quarters that this
oral argument."
station? operate with a commercially operated litigation could be terminated
Decision to hear the arguments
quickly, and that more time would
Operate
52%
was made in acting upon petitions
Cooperate
47
be saved than if the fixed allocaof Federal Communications Bar
Don't Know
1
tion plan were dropped.
(3)
Would
your
institution
be
willing
to
coAssn., WKMH Dearborn, Mich.,
operate
with
others
in
obtaining
a
staMeanwhile,
at deadline last Monand WTTM Trenton, N. J., chaltion license and establishing and operating a station?
day (June 11), more than 300 relenging and seeking airing of the
Willing
62%
plies and counter-proposals were
issues prior to commencement of
Unwilling
29
filed with the Commission in oppoDon't Know
9
the hearing on city-by-city allocasition to initial comments made
(4) Would the use of closed circuit teletion proposals, set July 9.
vision meet your needs?
upon
the
revised TV allocation plan
Yes
23%
Should the Commission modify its
announced in late March. Some
No
59
allocation policy, to water down the
700 initial comments had been filed
Don't Know
18
legal issue to a workable corn(5) Will you
apply
to for
the aFederal
Communications
Commission
telecasting
station
May 7 [Broadcasting • Telecastlicense?
ing, May 14, March 26]. A synopsee story on Coy freeze
Will apply
41%
sis of these replies is on page 75.
Will not apply
45
statement, page 60.
Virtually all of the replies were
Don't Know
14
Page 62
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Action

Nears

oppositions to proposals of other
applicants in nearby areas to make
changes in FCC's proposed plan.
Nearly all applicants filing replies
stuck by their initial approval of,
or suggested changes to, the Commission's plan. A number of applicants about the country opposed
allocation changes suggested by
DuMont for their specific areas,
while a lesser number similarly
filed objections to CBS proposals.
No reply was tendered by
NARTB, which initially supported
the fixed allocation in general although vigorously opposing the
reservation of channels for educational use.
Of the major networks, only j
ABC, DuMont and NBC filed re- I
plies, DuMont's being the largest in |
view of its earlier presentation of
a completely alternate allocation
plan which it claimed effected a
more efficient utilization of channels and provided greater competition in the VHF.
The DuMont reply contained a
detailed report of a survey of 258
college administrators and 123 superintendents ofpublic school sys(Continued on page 68)

SNYDER
NAMED
To New CBS Field Post
CLARKE A. (Fritz) SNYDER
has been appointed to the new post
of CBS-TV Sales Service Dept.
field representative, William J.
F a g a n, department administrative manager, ann o u n c e d last
week.
Operating
New
York, from
Mr..
el in the interest
of
sales will
relations
trav-"
Snyder
Mr. Snyder
filiates.CBS-TV afwith
A veteran of World War I, Mr.
Snyder was born in Crawfordsvillege, Ind., and educated at Kentucky Military Academy and Wabash College. From 1933-39 he
held various positions with the
Chrysler Corp., including that of
personal andresentativepublic
for W. P.relations
Chrysler. repFrom 1933-39 he was assistant
advertising manager of the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, which
he left to join the J. Stirling Getchell Adv. Agency as contact i-epresentative on the Socony-Vacuum
account. Later, following a year
spent tions
withmanager,
NBCMr.as Snyder
station joined
rela-

the
Biow Co.
as accoun'
executive
for in
the1944
Bulova
Watch
Co. account.
Assistant to the Bulova Watch
Co. president from 1947 until early
this year, he returned to Biow Co.
in January, 1951, as an account
executive on special assignments
Telecasting
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Client in April
p&GTop
E
M
I
T
ORK
NET&W
in that order. For the first four
placed household equipment in
GAMBLE Co. mainPROCTER
months of 1950 the leaders were
tained its position as the top user
fifth place among TV network advertised product classes.
of TV network time in April, spendthe same except that toiletries reing $561,415, at gross rates, for
TABLE II
time on the video networks, accordTelecast•
ting
Leading
TV
Network
Advertisers
in Each Product Group for April 1951
Broadcas
a
ing to
ing analysis of data on sponsored
GrossTime
TV
Network
TV network programs compiled
Advertiser
Class
International Shoe Co.
Expenditure
by Publishers Information Bureau.
Footwear & Access.
Ford Motor Co.
The total network expenditure for Apparel,
Automotive, Automotive Supplies & Equipment
255,990
$74,991
Anheuser
Busch
Inc.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Kenwill Corp.
April was $9,663,479.
86,600
Building Materials, Equipment & Fixtures
Mars
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
General Foods Corp. ranked
Arthur
Murray
School
of
Dancing
Consumer
Services
36,555
53,923 STANDARD Coil Products Co., ChiSterling Drug
second among April TV network
Drugs
&
Remedies
General
Foods
Corp.
498,008
48,375
Food & Food Products
advertisers, with gross time purTexas
Co.
cago, demonstrated its system of
105,800
5,945
Lubricants & Other Fuels
127,600
chases of $498,008 during the Gasoline,
General
Electric
Co.
UHF
conversion
[Broadcastinc
Household Equipment & Supplies
119,120
Telecasting, June 11]
in Bridgeport.•
Mohawk Carpet Mills
month. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Household Furnishings
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp.
227,640
Industrial Materials
.
31,180
was in third place with $386,600.
The
company
said
that
tests proved
Insurance
Mutual Benefit, Health & Accident Asn
conclusively that all sets equipped
Speidel Corp.
The list of the 10 top users of net- Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
66,330 with the Standard Tuner since 1949
Equipment, Stationery &
work television in April (Table I) Office
Minnesota
Writing Supplies
Time Inc. Mining & Mfg. Co.
includes four cigarette companies
17,000 will receive UHF programs by means
Publishing & Media
60,990 of a simple and economical adjustRadios, TV Sets, Phonographs
Philco
Corp.
despite the relatively small num& Musical Instruments
ment within the tuner. Above, an
121,375
ber of firms producing this class
Drugstore Television Productions
Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
103,600
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
561,415
Smoking Materials
unidentified
official makes the adof advertised product. It ranks
386,600
Procter & Gamble Co.
Soaps, Cleansers
Polishes
second only to food advertising
justment within
a conventional reToiletries
& Toilet &Goods
177,983
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.
ceiver.
Quaker Oats Co.
among types of goods advertised on Miscellaneous
56,550
Source:
Publishers
Information
Bureau
the TV networks (Table III).
TABLE III
Foods, accounting for $2,129,836
BYMART PROGRAMS
worth of TV network time in April,
and Jan. -April 1950 and 1951*
Gross TV Network Time Sales by Product Groups for April
Drops
Levenson, Keeps Others
Jan. -April
Jan.1950
-April
and smoking materials, with $1,1950
1951
1951
April
Product
Class
BYMART Inc., New York, manu232,325 gross expenditures for
April
i 266,604
96,606
5 972,351
Footwear & Accessories
facturer of Tintair, has dropped its
$ 208,670
video network time, were the only Apparel,
Automotive, Automotive
775,673
plans
to
continue sponsorship of
1,299,818
379,119
Supplies
&
Equipment
two product groups to exceed the Beer,
3,339,527
115,910
473,999
387,205
& Liquor
1,493,297
million dollar mark during the BuildingWineMaterials,
the Sam Levenson Show on CBSEquipment
& Fixtures
TV, effective June 30.
month. Toiletries advertising
261,633
202,491
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
97,725
861,459
7,690
Martin L. Straus II, chairman
232,100
16,060
5,945
ranked third, with $958,948; soaps
Consumer Services
59,235
59,415
153,255
528,565
17,820
and cleansers fourth, with $867,898,
Drugs & Remedies
72,810
520
president, said "the only time
333,350
Food & Food Products
7,657,014
2,129,836
1,106,453 and
period offered by the network for
and automotive fifth, with $775,673.
95,780
Gasoline,
Lubricants, Other Fuels
212,915
340,675
the
fall
and winter was not deemed
520
823,345
Horticulture
For the first four months of 1951,
588,368
Household Equipment & Supplies
540,470
177,205
2,411,712
suitable
for most effective adver347,863
the same five product groups were
Household Furnishings
157,840
564,412
1,322,679
Industrial Materials
tising of our home coloring prod297,465
the five leaders, with foods, tobac1,166,725
176,430
Insurance
31,130
250,487
779,547
cos, toiletries ranking one-twoJewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Mr. Straus said the company is
three; automotive fourth and soaps
Office Equipment, Stationery
26,010
&
Writing
Supplies
considering
or has options on other
76,050
and cleansers fifth.
227,308
18,840
Publishing & Media
77,065 programs. Meanwhile Tintair will
78,765
TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
Comparison of the time sale Radios,
460,309
Instruments & Accessories
241,957
continue to sponsor Somerset
1,787,712
689,830
883,915
126,820
analysis by product groups for Retail Stores & Direct by Mail
424,038
Maugham Television Theatre on
Smoking
Materials
1,232,325
105,485
1,485,608
4,749,945
1951 and 1950 reveals that the pres867,898
NBC-TV, Monday, and participate
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
2,513,501
1,631
31,820
958,948
173,509
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
3,747,872
ent pattern, closely resembling that Miscellaneous
the Cavalcade of Bands and Cav683,925 in ucts."
507,328
144,560
17,689
of AM network advertising, has
alcade of Stars on DuMont and
62,390 Somerset Maugham Radio Theatre
Totals
$36,071,987
$2,397,788 $8,202,268
developed during the past year. In Source: Publishers Information Bureau $9,663,479
on CBS. Cecil & Presbrey, New
April 1950, the smoking materials
* 1950
and 1951
comparablewhile
as 1950
and NBC
York, is the agency.
TV
networks
withfigures
DuMontare notnot reporting,
1951 data
figuresinclude
includeonlyallABC,
four CBS
TV networks.
class was the top spender for TV
network time, followed by automotive, food, radio and TV set and
household equipment advertising,
CBS, RCA Present Plans
COLOR
CONTENDERS
TABLE I
THE FIGHT over color television
Top Ten TV Network Advertisers
sponsorship," spokesmen said, but seven-day-a-week operation startdeclined to identify the sponsors.
is all set to leave the hearing
April 1951
ing July 2, with programs at 10:30rooms of the FCC and the courts
j. Procter & Gamble Co
$561,415
The kickoff program will be tele- 11 a.m. and 4:30-5 p.m. Monday
2. General Foods Corp
498,008 and move directly before the pubcast by WCBS-TV New York and through Friday, and afternoon pro3. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
386,600
lic.
grams on Saturday and Sunday.
will be offered to CBS network af4. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. ... 282,213
5. Ford Motor Co
255,990
The current CBS black-and-white
filiates in Boston, Philadelphia, BalCBS, whose system won the FCC
timore and Washington, though it schedule includes no programs in
6. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. 227,640 and court battles, will inaugurate
7. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. . . 213,630 regular commercial colorcasting
was
not
known whether the stathe 10:30-11 a.m. weekday slot
8. Quaker Oats Co
208,373 with a kickoff program June 25,
tions would join the color network.
9. P. Lorillard Co
195,355
and
presents It's Fun to Know, a
Affiliates
in
all
these
cities
have
10. American Tobacco Co
191,625 and RCA, whose system was resustainer, in the Monday-Friday
in
CBS
color
demonjected by FCC, will initiate a series participated
4:30-5 p.m. segment. Its Saturday
strations at one time or another.
of regular but "experimental" color
Standard Oil Show
afternoon
programming now starts
programs via its own technique
Following the opening 4:30-5:30
early in July.
p.m. program June 25, CBS said it at 5:30 with It's Up to You, also
STANDARD OIL of Indiana, Chiwill present color shows daily, a sustainer, while its Sunday afterColumbia's inaugural colorcast
cago, renews its NBC-TV time
noon black-and-white programming
on a commercial basis will be an building up through the summer to
which has been filled by the Wayne
begins with the sustaining Lamp
an
approximately
20-hour
weekly
hour-long production featuring Ar- schedule by fall. The opening
King Show, Thursday, 9:30-10 p.m.
Unto My Feet at 4:30.
CDT, on a 10-station midwest netthur Godfrey, probably Ed Sulli- week's schedule calls for 4% hours
To acquaint as much of the pubwork from July 5 for 52 weeks.
van, and a number of other CBSof color programs plus a remote
lic as possible with CBS colorcasts,
Program leaves the air for eight TV performers as well as industry
pickup of a sports event on Saturit is expected that receivers will be
leaders,
the
network
reported.
The
weeks from, that date, and a reday afternoon.
(Continued on page 68)
The colorcasts will become a
placement has not been set.
show will appear under "multiple
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WHY

IS

REASONS

WOR-tv,

THE

IN

IN

CHANNEL

GREATEST

9,

BUY

TELEVISION

GREATER

N

Y!*

There are many others; there are maps; there are mail counts (astounding ones), there is proof galore.

JL • WOR-tv

keeps more people tacked to tv screens than any other

independent tv station in Greater New

York.

9
WOR-tv

telecasts the only live mystery program available

for sponsorship in New

York. (A program, by the way, that can bring

you 357,890 viewers at a lower cost-per-thousand than many
of the sponsored tv whodunits on network stations.)

s
<S • Ten WOR-tv

programs attract an audience of over Va -million

viewers per-broadcast. And many of them are just waiting
for an eager sponsor (You?).

4
X • WOR-tv

is and will continue to be a reflection in word

and picture of life in our day. Its general attitude is one of gaiety
and release from the tenseness and hurry under which we live.
But WOR-tv's purpose is not just escape, however enticing that might be.
It is a source of constant and honest information and education
for the hundreds of thousands of people who look at
and listen to it every day of every week.

. . . these are some of the reasons why WOR-tv,

channel 9,

gets more results, more rapidly, in less time, for more tv advertisers,
and their agencies, than any other independent tv station
in the New

York area.

our address is—

channel

at 1440 Broadway, in New

York

8

Woodbury's Tele-Census
Of Programming
telestatus

(Report 168)

1

§|

THE

f|f DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

tk ere ? are

TELEVISION needs a censorship
board similar to the motion picture
industry Johnston Office, according
to the quarterly Tele-Census of the
TV Research Bureau of Woodbury
College, Los Angeles.
Based on a sampling of 10,000
TV and non-TV set owners in
southern California, San Francisco, Portland and Denver areas,
and covering a three-month period,
the personal interview survey was
conducted under the supervision of
Prof. Hal Avry. Some 500 students
from Woodbury College, Valley
College, U. of Denver, U. of Redlands, San Jose State College,
Fresno State College, Stanford U.,
and Oregon State College handled
the interviews.
On the question of an industry
censorship board, 56% of those interviewed in Los Angeles voiced
approval, with 55% in San Bernardino and 52% in San Francisco
Bay areas in accord. Majority of
those interviewed believe moral
standards of television to be the
same as movies.
Of those contacted in Los Angeles, 86% said they would like to
see more "on the spot" telecasts of
major news events. In the San
Francisco Bay area and San Bernardino section, 91% and 87%, respectively, gave similar answers. In
all areas, percentages were high in
agreement that there should be a
separate channel for educational
programs. In Los Angeles, 60%

expressed that opinion, with San
Bernardino 71% and San Francisco
Bay area 58%.
In San Francisco, Los Angeles
and San Bernardino areas, 35% of
the parents considered television,
generally speaking, had a beneficial
effect on their children. Some 17%
in Los Angeles declared the effect
harmful, but did not elaborate.
Other findings:
Mysteries
are considered
able for child
viewing byobjection36% of
those interviewed in Los Angeles;
38% in San Bernardino and 40% in
San Francisco Bay region.
Survey showed 73% of those contacted in Los Angeles area said video
sports events made the family more
sports minded than before, with San
Bernardino and the San Francisco
Bay area showing 63%.
Phonevision won out over theatre
television in the survey. Some 58%
in Los Angeles area; 61% in San
Bernardino and 63% in San Francisco
region were willing to pay $1 to see
a first quality movie on their home
TV screen if it were not available
otherwise. These same people would
not pay that amount of money to see
a major event, if not available otherwise, on theatre TV.
Practically the same answers were
received to questions about home and
theatre telecasting of college and
professional sports events. They
would pay to see it on Phonevision,
but not on TV theatre screen.
Milton Berle leads as the most
popular program in San Francisco
and Los Angeles, but San Bernardino
interviewees put wrestling
as first.
City

TV Home Characteristics
Studied in Dallas
TELEVISION homes have 12%
more people
them thanto non-television homes,inaccording
a study
of TV set saturation in the DallasFort Worth area. The study was
conducted by Dr. Ira G. Corn, of
Southern Methodist U., and is believed to be the first of its type.
Average number of persons per
residence was found to be 3.3 in the
case of television homes compared
to 3.0 in non-television homes.
The survey, bearing the date
April 1, shows there were 113,94
TV homes, or 27% of all residences,
in the Dallas-Fort Worth 12-county
area. These homes were converted
to viewei's, showing a total of 381,722 viewers or 30% of total population.
For Dallas - Tarrant Counties
alone the survey showed 96,515 TV
homes, or 30% of all residences
or 325,816 viewers and 33% of tota:
Viewing audience in Dallas Coun
population.
ty alone was placed at 195,489 wit!
130,327 viewers in Tarrant Count}
alone.
the Dallas
115,71'
TVThesetssurvey
in theshowed
12-county
Fort Worth area included 1,770 set;
in business establishments. In th<
Dallas seven-county area there wer<
70,371 TV residences and 1,117 TA
(Continued on page 71)

City
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Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Louisville
Albuquerque
Sets in Are
r
Outlets On AiS-T
KOB-TV
56,161
Ames
89,50
8,600 Memphis
V
WAVE-TV, WHA
WOI-TV
115,000
Atlanta
°7,87
297,368
WAGA-TV.
WSB-TV
WMCT
Miami
70,00
Baltimore
WTVJV
Milwaukee
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
238,5^
J-T
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
38,150
46,200 Minn.-St. Paul WTM
256,40
Birmingham
N-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
KSTP-TV, WTC
WTTV
WNHC-TV
1 f31,67
X'?S
Bloomington
Nashville
-TV
WSM
New Haven
16,400
731,638
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
New
Orleans
Buffalo
WDSU-TV
62,15
204,754
79,948
WBEN-TV
WA
New York
WBTV
V
Charlotte
WABD,
WCBS-TV,T
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
A7
920,470
Chicago
275,000
2,250,0CV
WOR-TV, WPIX
Newark
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
Cincinnati
477,196
WTAR-TV
J7/*
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WIWT
Norfolk City
Oklahoma
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
176,541
WKY-TV
87,6;
Columbus
Dallas,
Omaha
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Philadelphia
79.3'
-TV
KMTV, WOW
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
834.0C
Phoenix
117,068
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
37'9<
56,384
Davenport
WOC-TV Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
WDTV
260,0(
Quad Cities Include
Providence
190,000
W JAR-TV
145'2(
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Richmond
464,135
73,9'
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
VR
WICU
WT
Rochester
WHAM-TV
f3,0,
Erie
55,890 Rock Island
WHBF-TV
56,31
Ft. Dallas
WorthQuad City
Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline ]
Salt Lake
117,068
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
<6,6( j
Grand
RapidsSan
Antonio
Diego
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
46,31 I
Kalamazoo
115,600
WLAV-TV
KFMB-TV
97,5(
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
San
Francisco
Schenectady
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
179,1(1
KPRC-TV
Houston
69,556
80,110
Albany-Troy
HuntingtonWRGB
157,51
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
Seattle
KING-TV
83,3(
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
46,100
148,000
KSD-TV
293,01
Jacksonville
St.
Louis
WMBR-TV
Tulsa
WHEN, WSYR-TV
120,6
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
32,000
Toledo
WSPD-TV
125,01
Kalamazoo
Syracuse
74,1.
Grand
Rapids
TV
87,275
WKZO-TV
KO
133,122
Utica-Rome
Kansas City
WKTV
43'5' j
WDAF-TV
Washington
121,832
Lancaster
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
261
Lansing
Wilmington
WGAl-TV
WDEL-TV
6''°,3'
97,105
49,000
WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Total Markets 01 1 Air 63
Stations877,421
on Air
Estimated Sets in Use 1 2,303,0'
Editor's Note: Total for each market represent estimated sets within107 television area Where coverage areas
overlap set counts may I
Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distri
partially
duplicated,
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged ibutors, TV circulation committees, electric compania
Total sets in all areas
necessarily approximate.
summaries.
successive
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CABLE

TELEVISI

On

ANDERSON, S. C.
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
• COLUMBIA, S. C.
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C
AUGUSTA,*^

North Carolina's second city, home
of Camel cigarettes, manufacturing
and educational center, with an
annual industrial payroll of
58 million dollars. Winston-Salem
receives television service from
2 stations but 56% of viewers
tune most ojten to WBTV, Charlotte.

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

Represented
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PEC

I VERS

RESULTS
in

Oklahoma^
MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR

73,000

MARKET

TV

Homes

with A
VARIETY
OF
SHOWS
DAYTIME NETWORK
SHOWS FROM
NBC, CBS, ABC, DUMONT
Beulah; 4 Star Revue; Burns and
Allen; Gary Moore; Kate Smith;
Kukla, Fran and Ollie; StrikeIt-Rich; Howdy Doody and
Horace Heidt.
*
DAYTIME
SPOT PARTICIPATION
SHOWS
Lookin'
at Cookin'
Glass Showcase
Matinee Merry-Go-Round

1
KOTV
CAMERON TELEVISION, INC.
Channel 6
302 South Frankfort
Tulsa 3, Oklahoma
Page 68
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Allocations Freeze
(Continued from page 62)
terns, including responses from 46
states and the District of Columbia. DuMont claimed the survey
shows "American educational institutions and systems are sharply
divided on the question of reserving noncommercial television channels specifically for colleges, universities and public school systems."
DuMont claimed the survey
showed a majority of responding
educators would be willing to cooperate with commercially operated stations rather than operate
their own stations.
"Only 47, or 41%, of the respondents said they intended to apply for telecasting licenses," DuMont asserted. Fifty-four per cent
responding
theystation
favoredlicens"exclusivesaid
educational
ing on a noncommercial
Conducted
for DuMontbasis."
by the
Institute for Better Living, the
survey drew 158 responses, FCC
was told, of which 103 were from
colleges and universities. Nevada
and North Dakota were the only
states not represented in the tabulation.
"Most of the 158 respondents
give recognition in various ways to
the serious problem of financing
installation and maintenance of
stations. Most of them also considered cost and burdens of maintaining program schedules as insurmountable," the report claimed.
Would Cooperate
"Those who mentioned acquired
experience in television broadcasting were most definitive of such
problems and were decidedly on the
side of cooperating with commertinued. cially operated stations," it con"One university reported that it
had produced 160 television programs in cooperation with a local
commercial station with 'mutually
satisfactory' results," the report
said, quoting the school:
Having learned the realities of television through the experience of four
years of producing television programs,
we are aware of the difficulties of
doing even a half-hour program per
week on a quality basis. We had a
9.1 rating as of April 15, reaching an
audience of 182,000 locally. Anyone
can put a camera in front of a target
and program several hours per week,
but educational institutions will find
it bothpete fordifficult
to comaudiencesandbyexpensive
maintaining
high
standards of production.
"Another university with experience in radio and television broadcasting," the report continued,
"wrote that 'the costs of TV are
too enormous to be underwritten
by the average small college or
university. The history of radio in
education shows two things: lack of
funds and little faculty cooperation.' The same university then
went on to say that two local TV
stations 'are prepared to give us
much more time than we can use
to best advantage.'
"A state department of education wrote that 'we are facing the
results of an economy-minded legislature and feel we will do well to
continue the services we now offer.'
"Of further significance," ac-

cording to the DuMont survey report, "is the fact that of the 47
who expressed intention to file
applications, 35 were institutions
and public school systems who must
rely upon appropriations of public
The survey report points out
that 21 of the 35 qualified their infunds." tention to file for channel allocations with the comment that "action
will be contingent upon legislative
Regarding its overall alternate
allocation
plan, DuMont comaction."mented :
Unlike most of the parties whose proposals are in conflict, DuMont has no
special interest
in theItsparticular
community involved.
only interest
with respect to any specific channel
suggested for assignment to a specific
community is in its effect upon a
co-ordinated nation-wide plan which
will "provide a fair, efficient and equitable distribution" of television service
among the States and communities as
required
by Section
Communications
Act . 307
. . (b) of the
DuMont does not desire or intend
to contest each conflicting proposal involving the many communities in
which channel assignments differing
from those set forth in the DuMont
plan haveto been
suggested.
intends
demonstrate
at theInstead,
hearing,it
through competent
evidence,
the the
superiority of its general plan and
principles
expressed
in
its
original
comments filed on May 7 . . .
NBC, commenting upon several
proposals suggesting smaller station separations through the use of
reduced power and directional antennas, stated it "recognizes the
desirability at this stage of establishing minimum separation values
for the preparation of an allocation plan" and felt "consideration
should not be given to violation of
these minimum values" unless certain conditions were met. The conditions specified include: (a) The
allocation plan is reconstructed
utilizing- the new minimum values,
or (b) FCC adopts adequate standards defining (1) normally protected service area, (2) permissible
design, adjustment, proof of performance and monitoring system
related to directional antennas,
(3) the method of establishing specific terrain and other propagation
factors over the pertinent paths.
KFBI and KANS Wichita withdrew their earlier proposal that a
third VHF channel, No. 6, be added
there since it would conflict with
proposals in other nearby areas
and delay eventual action on their

sentative series of unrelated qucil
tations from the record." JCE I
held the record rather support I
FCC's decision to reserve certai I
channels for educational use.
Northern Illinois State Teachei I
College, DeKalb, 111., petitione I
FCC to accept late its initial pre ]
test to the allocation plan and re II
quested reservation of UHF Char j
nel 67 there.
FCC meanwhile granted accep J
ance of the late comments of Re J
cine Public Library, Racine, Wis
Brown U., Providence; Coe Colleg<
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and U. c
Kentucky, Lexington. L a 1 1 e
sought UHF Channel 27.
Color Contenders
(Continued from page 63)
set up at public vantage points.
Details of RCA's demonstratior
of its own system were not con
plete last week, but it was thougl
they would begin about July 9 an
be presented daily. Since the RC.
system can be employed only on a
"experimental" basis, the tran:
missions will be via RCA-NBC
experimental KE2XJV rather tha
their WNBT (TV) New York, a
though WNBT's Channel 4 will 1
used. WCBS-TV operates on Chai
nel 2.
Evidence of the importance NB
attaches to the RCA color shov
ings was seen in its temporary d<
tachment of Ernest Walling, pr<
gram manager for the NBC telev
sion network, from his regular Ax
ties so that he may direct "pr<
gramming aspects in color develo]
ment and . . . devote full time 1
this important development
Leonard Hole, production manage
for NBC-TV, will handle Mr. Wa
ling's duties during this period.
CBS meanwhile was continuin
to show its color system in a serie
of special demonstrations, an
planned another one — including
showing of its newly acquired A;
KingColorvision"
Products Co.'s
"CBS-Colun
bia
combination
coloi
and-monochrome receiver [Broai
casting • Telecasting, June 11
— for Tuesday and Wednesday i
the Home Furnishings Mid- Yea
Market in Chicago.
The movies' Walt Disney saw
CBS demonstration Thursday an
was quoted by the network as sa?
ing "the definition is amazing!
good,
muchCBSbetter
white."
saidthan
he black-ane
turned

applications.
Opposition to the intermixture
of VHF and UHF channels in
Houston was made in a letter to planned brief visit into a "pre
tracted, close examination of ever
Chairman Coy from F. B. Koepnick, Houston area chairman of the facet of color television . . ."
CBS also quoted cowboy sta
National Apnliance and Radio
Gene Autry as saying color TV i
Dealers Assn. He posed the set cir- "the ideal form of western dram
culation problem in UHF, pointing
on the air." Others who saw CB
out 80,000 VHF receivers are operdemonstrations included five men
ating there now and will increase
bers of the Japanese Radio Regi
to 150,000 or more by the time new
latory Commission and a membe
grants are made.
of the Japanese prime minister
Joint Committee on Educational
staff. They praised the color pei
Television counter-attacked the op- formance and lauded it as superio
to black-and-white. Dr. Heiicl
position of FCBA, NARTB, DuMont and CBS to educational resNukiyama, technical commissione
ervations. JCET contended FCC
of the Japanese RRC, was quote
has full authority to make such
as
saying "it is sopictures
far superior
reservations in its reply to FCBA
black-and-white
that t
and charged the views of NARTB
hope our government, when the
on this issue "are supported only decide on television, will accept th
by an artless and wholly unrepreCBS color, television system."
Telecasting
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COLOR SET ADS
FCC Joins FTC Parley

EMPIRE STATE
WNBT Starts Using Tower

television transmission." He said
"the multiple-use antenna represents the most forward step in the
short but challenging history of the

"POSSIBLE misrepresentations"
in advertisements touching on the
utilization of present TV sets for
reception of color transmissions in
both monochrome and color and on
UHF transmissions should be included in discussions during the
forthcoming radio-TV industry
trade practice conference in Washington, FCC commented last Tuesday.
The Commission's comments were
contained in a June 11 announcement accepting an invitation from
the Federal Trade Commission to
participate in the industry conference Thursday.
FCC's comments followed a similar recommendation by manufacturers authorizing preparation of
a set of proposed rules to include
a provision against deceptive advertising on color television and
the UHF.
Benjamin Abrams, president of
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. and chairman of the Fair
Trade Practice Committee of RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn., received
the go-ahead for formulation of
such standards during the RTMA
convention in Chicago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 11].
Under the suggested code, such advertising would be deemed "an unfair trade practice."
FTC called the trade practice
conference at the request of RTMA
working with the New York Better Business Bureau. Various proposals will be aired and the commission will then offer a set of
proposed rules designed to cover
radio and television sets and combinations and supplant those promulgated by FTC for radio receivers alone in 1939.
Period Allowed
Fifteen or 25 days will be allowed
following issuance of proposed
rules to permit the industry and
other interest groups to digest
the contents, before another industry hearing is held. Once promulgated rules are set, firms and individuals will be sent "pledge cards"
to sign indicating their intent to
abide by the spirit of the rules.
FTC last week had sent out between 6,000 and 7,000 invitations
to various parties, including
RTMA, FCC, the major radio-TV
networks, Better Business Bureaus,
manufacturers, dealers and other
groups.
Appearances at the conference,
to be held at 10 a.m. in the National Archives Bldg., Washington, are "voluntary," Commission
spokesmen stressed. FTC Chairman James Mead will supervise the
proceeding.
FCC's announcement noted "that
the subjects for rules which have
been suggested for consideration
do not include possible misrepresentations with respect to the
utilization of current type television sets for reception of color
transmissions in color and/or black

ILL-TIMED ionospheric disturbances last week gave a few startled
moments to WNBT (TV) New
York viewers as the station
launched its first week of operating
from the new permanent antenna
atop the Empire State Bldg.
Reception of some programs
from stations as far as 1,000 miles
away brought a number of queries,
but engineering officials quickly
explained that use of the new tower
had nothing to do with it. It was
ionospheric disturbances, they said,
which caused such incidents as New
York reception of WKY-TV Oklahoma City and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
Aside from the ionospheric misbehavior, the operation of the new
permanent Empire State antenna —
which commenced Monday — was
hailed by O. B. Hanson, NBC vice
president and chief engineer, as
"the beginning of a new era in

At intervals
visual
medium." of several weeks
during coming months, four other
New York stations — W J Z - T V
WPIX (TV) WABD (TV) WCBSTV — expect to begin operating
from the tower. ABC's WJZ-TV is
expected to be the first to follow
WNBT, possibly before the end of
July. WATV (TV) Newark also
has signed for use of the tower.
Mr. Hanson said the new antenna's increased height would improve TV reception in the fringe
areas, thus providing a greater
audience for the station. Although
he said WNBT's "interim antenna"
gave "substantially the same degree ofisolated
service,"
in certain
areasreception
would improve
with the new operation, he said.
By a device known as triplexing,
the new antenna will perform three
functions: Transmission of the TV
picture, of TV sound and FM
sound.
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The new .Empire State Bldg.
antenna.
and white and transmissions in the
ultra high frequency band. It appears that the inclusion of such
matters for consideration ... is
appropriate."
ATLANTA
TV
Amended Bid Filed
REVISED application for purchase
of W SB-TV Atlanta's Channel 8
facilities from Atlanta Newspapers
Inc. for $525,000 has been filed with
FCC by Broadcasting Inc., a new
firm of leading local citizens
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 23, 9]. The new bid shows
redistribution of stock ownership
and additional stockholders requested by the Commission upon returning the original transfer application.
Broadcasting Inc. now has authorized 100,000 shares each of
preferred and common stock, both
$5 par, and has issued 60,000
shares of each class. Equal amounts
of each class stock have been taken
by the following Atlanta residents :
Alvin B. Cates, president and over
25% owner of Adams-Cates Co., real
estate, and director of Bank of Georgia
(41/6% stockholder in applicant); William C. Caye Sr., president and over
25% ownerstruction
W. equipment
C. Caye
& Co.,
(3V3%);
Johncon-O.
Chiles, vice president and more than
25% owner Adams-Cates Co. (vice
president, 4V6%); his wife, Vernona L.
Chiles (4%%); Clement A. Evans, president and more than 25% owner Clement A. Evans Co., investment banking
(treasurer, SV3%); Alfred D. Kennedy
Jr., real estate, machinery manufacture
and hardware interests (secretary,
8J/3%); Arthur L. Montgomery, vice
president Atlanta Coca-Cola Bottling
Co. (director, 12y2%); Joseph L. Morris,
vice president Robinson-Humphrey Co.,
investment banking (10%); A. B. Ragan, former Fort Industry Co. salesman
(assistant treasurer, 2%); Irvin T.
Ragsdale, vice president RobinsonHumphrey Co. (1%%); Harris Robinson, drive-in theatre interests (director, 12V2%); James D. Robinson Jr.,
president Trust Co. of Georgia Assoc.
(director, 10%); Furman Smith, partner
in law firm of Spalding, Sibley, Troutman
(1%%);
Walter than
C. Sturdivant,& Kelley
president
and more
25%
owner Montgomery Knitting Mills,
Summerville, Ga. (president, SY3%);
Robert B. Troutman Jr., partner, Spalding, sistant
Sibley, secretary);
Troutman
& Kelley
(asCharles
D. Tuller,
cotton
(4Ve%); Dr. William C.
Warren broker
Jr. (5%).
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The WBNS-TV schedule is packed with top "Pulse"* rated
programs. Included are three multi-weekly programs — Chet
Long's Looking With Long— Earl Flora Sports/TV Weatherman
—which are the ONLY locally produced shows in the top ten.
Top CBS shows plus top-caliber local programming and
production have paid off in audience listening and viewing
habits . . . assuring national and local advertisers greater returns on their TV advertising dollars in this rich market area.
For TV Facts and Market Data,
Ask Blair TV Inc., or Write Direct
Columbus, Ohio
Channel 10
WBNS-TV
CBS-TV Network— Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
and WBNS-AM • Sales Office: 33 North High Street
•Columbus Tele Pulse, April 1951
June 18, 1951
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TV

L to r: Messrs. Warner-, Taishoff,
McNaughton and Spivak.
EMERSON
STAND
On Color Told Broker Group
DESPITE the Supreme Court decision favorable to CBS color television, color video for American
homes is still in the distant future,
Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp. president,
told the Assn. of Customers' Brokers in New York last week.
Mr. Abrams said that Emerson
would refrain from producing color
TV receivers until a compatible
system appears. "We still feel
that the consumers' interests will
not be best served through the
limitations of the incompatible
system. In addition to the requirement to purchase the unsightly
mechanical equipment at large
extra cost to present television set
owners, there is also the disadvansaid. tage of limited picture size," he
"The largest picture that can be
obtained with this system," he continued, "is 12 V2 inches as compared
to the large 17-inch, 19-inch and
20-inch pictures to which blackand-white television has now been
developed. With all these limitations, the cost of color sets would
not be less than $500, which also
would be a drawback in consumer
interest."
BERLE

TELETHON'
Raises Over $1 Million

PLEDGES of $1,127,211 resulting
from Milton Berle's "telethon,"
round-the-clock fund-raising appearance for the Damon Runyon
Memorial Fund, June 9-10, over
NBC-TV, raised the star's threeyear total to $3,472,663, it was announced last week.
In the course of a 22-hour "appearance" from a special NBC-TV
studio in New York, Mr. Berle,
with the aid of 1,200 volunteers,
including many prominent performers, received 25,000 telephone
calls between Saturday noon, June
9, and 10 a.m. Sunday, June 10.
Donations were received from 41
cities.
With the star answering personally approximately 2,000 telephone calls, his sister, Rosalind,
who supervised the telephone operation, estimated that calls came in
over the 100 special phones at the
rate of more than 1,000 per hour.
Page 70
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COLOR

Martha Rountree (left), moderator,
and Comr. Hennock.

BARRIERS

Sarnoff Reviews
Medio Problems

BLACK-AND-WHITE telecasts "will remain the backbone of the industry for a number of years to come," but color TV presents numerous
obstacles despite the fact that it has been "recognized as scientifically
possible from the earliest days of television." This was the opinion
given by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
*
same standards as existing
board chairman of RCA, as he the
black-and-white
television."
spoke in Chicago Wednesday after"We have maintained that, to
noon to the Catholic Theatre Conachieve these purposes, a color TV
ference at Mundelein College.
system should be all-electronic, and
Attempting to explain "many
that above all else, it must be comconfusing
statements"
about
the
immediate prospect of color TV,
patible with black-and-white."
He reminded
his audience of the
Gen. Sarnoff outlined RCA's stand
large investment of money in
in the color television controversy
and his own expectations for the present sets and the fact that "a
medium. He reaffirmed his faith in compatible system would encourage the immediate introduction of
the potency of black-and-white for
color programs and the rapid demany years to come because "it is
one thing to produce color equipof this new stations
technique."
"Neither velopmenttelevision
nor
ment in the laboratory, and another
advertising
sponsors
can
afford to
thing to be able to make it available in sufficient quantity and uni- put on programs for a non-existent
form quality, at a price within the audience. But if you have a system that will permit you to broadreach of the average buyer." Encast in color without losing a single
gineering designs, factory producperson in your existing audience,
tion lines and new broadcasting
techniques — as well as public ac- this problem is automatically
ceptance— "do not come overnight."
Cites Parallel
ADMIRAL
UHF
solved."
"We have a parallel in the motion picture industry," the general
Conversion 'Clips' Shown
observed. "Color films have been NEW "channel clips" permitting
made for years, yet most of the easy conversion of Admiral VHF
movies are still in monochrome. So, TV receivers for UHF reception
while color television is sure to was announced by Admiral Corp.
come, we must not lose sight of in Chicago last week.
the fact that there is still much
"We have perfected channel clips
work to be done to bring it even to that
will tune in UHF broadcastthe present state of black-anding, offering to the viewer a picture
white television. And there is still as clear
as the one he now receives
room for improvement in present
over the very high frequency system," John B. Huarisa, Admiral
television."
Discussing educational televiexecutive vice president, said. "Our
sion, the RCA board chairman
prolonged tests have proved that
stated a need for educational video
UHF broadcasting holds interferprograms to be "as carefully preence to a minimum and that the
pared with the interest of the audience in mind as the script for 'skip phenomenon' that sometimes
in areas having many staany dramatic presentation on the prevails
tions has been eliminated.
stage of a theatre." Only with use
"These channel clips," he conof the know-how and experience of
station operators and program ditinued, "can be readily and inexpensively installed in sets now in
rectors, and that of theatre people,
can the full potentialities of edu- operation, allowing the owner to
take full advantage of any UHF
cational TV be realized, he said.
Outlining RCA's research in tele- station that might be licensed in
vision, black-and-white as well as
color, the board chairman said "we
Working with RCA's experiare convinced the public can be his area."mental UHF station in Bridgeport,
furnished, and is entitled to have,
Admiral engineers have been over
a year developing the new clips,
a practical system that gives good
Mr. Huarisa said.
color pictures and that operates on

RESERVATION

Hennock
Would
HoldB. 'Forever'
FCC Comr.
Frieda
Hennock
hopes that the 209 TV assignments
that the FCC proposes to set aside
for education will be reserved "forever," whether claimed or not.
Miss Hennock made the statement in answer to a question by
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher
of Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jm during an appearance on Meet
^ the Press on NBC-TV June 10.
Miss Hennock, whose television
interview took place before her appointment as a Federal Judge was
announced, reiterated her advocacy
of a plan to reserve even more
channels for education — as much
as 25 </r of all TV assignments.
She thought TV ought to be used
not only for educating the at-home
audience but also for in-school instruction.
Responding to questions by Lawrence Spivak, of Mercury Publications, regular panel member of
the program, she defended the
Commission's color television decision, although she pointed out that
she had dissented from it in part.
She said she believed a compatible color system was the longrange solution to the color problem,
but said that as yet no such system
had been shown to have reached a
stage of practical development.
She emphasized that the FCC approved the CBS system because,
despite some obvious limitations
such as incompatibility, it was too
good to keep from the public.
It was possible, she thought, that
if a workable compatible system
evolved, the Commission might
adopt bracket standards and let
the public choose which color system it wanted.
Asked whether she favored telecasts of Congressional committee
hearings like the Kefauver sessions,
Miss Hennock said that such matters were outside the jurisdiction
of the FCC but that her personal
opinion was that such telecasts
should be handled gingerly.
"I should hate to be a witness before 20 million people," she said.
Other members of the newsmen's
panel were James Warner, of the
New York Herald-Tribune, and
Frank McNaughton, deputy Washington bureau chief of Time.
BENSON NAMED
Becomes Ziv TV Executive
LEON BENSON, head of the radio
and television department of J.
Walter Thompson Co.'s West Coast
offices, has resigned to join Ziv
Television Programs Inc. in an executive capacity. He will work out
of the firm's Hollywood office.
Mr. Benson started in radio as
a continuity writer for WLW Cincinnati. Later he joined the adverPictures.tising department of Paramount
During World War II Mr. Benson, a major in the Army Air
Force, served as intelligence officer
on the staff of Gen. Carl A. Spaatz.
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Moid

Studio

Flexibility

NOW you can view, preview, switch, fade and
dissolve with studio flexibility in the field. The
new GPL Video Switcher simplifies field operations,
reduces setup and operating time and trouble, and
matches the full resources of the studio for programming variety.
Portable, and entirely self-contained, the GPL
Switcher sets up in seconds and may be used with
your present studio or field equipment. The monitor can view any of 5 camera inputs, plus 2 remotes, and an additional "Transmission" button
switches the master monitor to view the outgoing line. Lucite self-illuminating buttons
light up when depressed. Twin fading levers
afford complete flexibility in fades and dissolves. An "effects" bus permits effects to be
previewed on the master monitor before
switching to the air.
This newest GPL development matches /
the other compact elements of the GPL
Image Orthicon Chain,* bringing to a
full complement the industry's leading
line in quality and design. Investigate
its advantages for your operation at the
earliest opportunity.
Write, Wire or Phone for Details

General

precision laboratory
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE
NEW YORK
TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains • TV Field and Studio Equipment • Theatre TV Equipment
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CBS-Hytron Merger
(Continued from page 25)
proximately 42% was sold under
its own trade name (primarily
"Air King"), while the rest went
for resale under private brand
names. (About 41% went to Sears,
Roebuck & Co. and about 10% to
Pacific Mercury Co.)
physical properties inHytron
clude a receiving tube plant at
Salem, Mass., and one at Newburyport, Mass., aside from one under
construction at Danvers, Mass.
Floor space of the two existing
plants totals 177,000 square feet,
and the one now being built will
have 180,000 square feet. For production of machine tools, storage,
etc., Hytron owns 42,500 square
feet of additional floor space and
leases another 49,500 square feet.
Air King and Royal Wood occupy
two leased buildings in Brooklyn
with approximately 164,000 square
feet, in addition to 38,000 square
feet leased for storage and other
purposes. Leases on the Brooklyn
buildings have about five years to
run.
It was estimated that 75% of
the machinery and equipment now
used by Hythron and its subsidiaries isless than ten years old.
The CBS board of directors' recommendation that the acquisition
be approved was based on several
factors:
It believes that, as in the case of

For the total week — day and night —
the three WLW-Television stations
have an average rating of 11.2 as compared to 8.4, the combined average of
the leading competitive station in each
of the three areas.*
And each individual WLW-Television
station has a higher rating for each
time segment — morning, afternoon
and evening — than its local competitor.
This overall superiority of 33%
means that your advertising dollar
buys nearly one third more sales impres ions on WLW-Television.
WLW-TELEVISION

WLW-C
WLW-D
WLW-T
CHANNEL 5
CHANNEL 3
CHANNEL 4
COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
DAYTON
First in Ohio's largest TV market
•Videodex April, 1951 .
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the acquisition of Columbia Records
Inc. some years ago, CBS will thus
provide for itself a more varied
source of income and greater revenues. It believes that the potential
growth of the television set manufacturing business is considerable, and
the market is far from saturated. In
this connection it should be noted
that as of April 1, 1951, approximately 12 million U. S. families, representing less than 30% of the total,
owned television sets, while nearly
42 million families owned radios.
The board also believes that the
use of the name "Columbia," already
established in the broadcasting and
record fields, will aid materially in
the marketing of radio and television
sets and phonographs produced by
Air King. ... In the light of the
various factors affecting the determination of the price at which the
Hytron assets are to be acquired by
CBS, including the present value. of
the Hytron equipment for the manufacture of radio and television picture
tubes and radio and television sets
and the other tangible assets to be
transferred, the present business of
Hytron in the production of its products and the effect of the acquisition
on the future business of CBS, the
proposed acquisition in accordance
with the agreement would in the
judgment
of the board be advantageous.
Exchange of Stock
The acquisition involves the exchange of 31 shares of CBS stock
— 15 y2 of Class A and 15 % of
Class B — for each 100 shares of
Hytron stock. For this purpose,
the issuance of 310,775 shares of
CBS Class A stock and the same
number of Class B shares was
authorized.
Management and direction of the
operations of Hytron and subsidiaries are expected to remain in
present hands.
Hytron chairman Lloyd Coffin
and President Bruce Coffin and Air
King President Cogan have been
signed by CBS to three-year contracts for $50,000 a year each, plus
up to $50,000 additional compensation according to net revenues of
the Hytron operations.
The Messrs. Coffin now receive
$50,000 and Mr. Cogan $35,000,
plus bonuses in each case.
ROY ROGERS
Actor Protests Studio Plan
ROY ROGERS, cowboy film star,
protesting Republic Pictures' plan
to license backlog Rogers' movies
to sponsors for TV release, notified
the studio that legal action will be
taken to prevent use of his name,
voice or likeness for advertising
purposes.
Through his attorney, Mr. Rogers
declared that the film company
would be within its rights to release Rogers' pictures for theatre
showing, but use of them for advertising on video would constitute
a breach of his rights. Mr. Rogers
ended a 10-year Republic acting
contract last May 27 and announced
he would make his own TV films
starting July 1. Republic plans to
release old pictures after June 25
through a subsidiary, Hollywood
Television Service Inc.

TV INNOVATION
ABC Starts Day Series
NEW HOUR-LONG television program, described as "designed to
provide the most variegated entertainment in daytime
was announced
by ABC television,"
last week.
To be telecast Monday through
Friday, from 12 noon to 1 p.m. beginning Sept. 10, and available for
commercial sponsorship in 15-minute segments, the program will
cost advertisers approximately
$2,500 per segment, with discounts
for multiple purchases by one advertiser, Alexander Stronach, ABC
vice
president
for television, announced.
ABC has taken a long-term lease
on Times Hall, formerly the Little
Theatre, on New York's W. 44th
St., and has assigned Ward Byron,
its executive producer for television, to produce the show in order
that "the new program may be insured of the finest production possible," Mr. Stronach Said.
The newly-leased theatre was described as having "exceptional production facilities, including a revolving stage, full stage area,
rehearsal space and scenery and
property storage space." Stage
lighting equipment will be modified
and improved for television production use at an expense of about
$250,000 for alterations and equipment during the Summer, it was
announced.
Described as "a new kind of variety show," with a format "specifically designed for the mid-day
viewer," the program will feature
Frances Langford and Don Ameche
with "an outstanding repertory
group
television
performers."of
Includedofwill
be an adaptation
Miss Langford's "Purple Heart
Diary," her syndicated newspaper
column devoted to assisting wounded veterans with their personal and
jobTelecasting
problems. of each program segment will be done on an "escalator"
basis, with each segment moving
each day up a notch in the order
of presentation. On a weekly basis,
this will permit each advertiser to
present a different segment; and
the program structure will vary
week by week as the time periods
of the segments do.
WKY-TV CELEBRATES
New Facilities Previewed
SECOND anniversary was celebrated June 6 by WKY-TV Oklahoma City, with viewers getting a
sneak preview of new facilities
now under construction. The large,
modernistic structure is being
erected on the northern outskirts
of Oklahoma City.
During a 30-minute preview, P.
A. Sugg, manager; Hoyt Andres,
assistant manager, and Jack Lovell,
chief engineeiy explained audio and
video equipment. E. K. Gaylord,
president of the parent Oklahoma
Publishing Co., spoke. The number of TV sets in the area has increased from 4,000 two years ago
to
over
90,000,
according to WKYTV.

SPOT CAMPAIGN
U. S. Bond Drive Readied
GREATEST number of film commercials ever used in any TV campaign are being prepared for The
Advertising Council on behalf of
the U. S. Saving Bonds Div. of the
Treasury Dept. The films, 66 in
number, will be distributed by the
Treasury Dept. to all TV stations
across the country for maximum
circulation throughout the year.
Volunteer agency for the campaign is G. M. Basford Co., New
York. Other agencies voluntarily
handling various other aspects of
Defense Bonds advertising are J.
Walter
Thompson
Co., Albert
Frank-Guenther Law Inc., Schwab
& Beatty Inc., Dancer-FitzgeraldSample Inc., Foote, Cone & Belding,
Campbell-Ewald
Schwimmer
& Scott Inc. Co. and
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KEARNEY
Katz TV Prog. Mgr.

DON
L. KEARNEY
is being
named to the new Katz
position
of teleAgency,
vision program manager of The

J
!
ij

New York, sta- J
tative
i o n firm,
representin a I
move attributed
to the tion's
organizarecognition
of the growing

Mr. Kearney

potentials
of a spot
television
na- 1
tionalasadvertising
medium.
Mr. Kearney

has been assistant TV sales manager of The Katz Agency since
1949. In the new post he will devote himself to high-level selling
of TV film programs and stationproduced programs on a national
spot basis. He also will assemble
and catalogue a library of such
programs which are available for i
sponsorship by national advertisers.
Announcing the appointment in
a statement for release today
(Monday), Katz Executive Vice
President Eugene Katz asserted
that "with the increasing use of
film on network television, it is
slightly archaic to depend upon
coaxial cables to transmit these
shows, especially when it can be
done so much more economically
on Aside
a spotfrom
basis."
"important savings
in the cost of station time," Mr.
Katz
"spotadvantages.
TV offers many
other said,
exclusive
Spot
TV gives the advertiser complete
freedom of choice . . . and, he can
build his own coverage pattern to
match his specific marketing probMr. Kearney headed the Cooperative Program Sales Dept. of
Mutual before joining The Katz
Agency. He was described as the
first station representative to address aconvention of the Assn. of
National Advertisers when, in
lem."
1949,
he presented a film compiled
by The Katz Agency.
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TV's Big Chance
(Continued from page 25)
huckster advertising control," it
was learned that the Joint Committee on Educational Television's
main worry is that the foundation
will spend large sums buying TV
station time instead of merely helping underwrite program research in
ooperation with brains, facilities
md sponsors supplied by the industry.
Joint committee officials are described as sympathetic to any reasonable" effort to utilize commercial
TV facilities for promotion of educational programs. While the joint
committee and NARTB were heated
opponents on the matter of allocatng blocks of channels to noncommercial educational stations, the
ommittee is understood to concede
hat its activity is directed mainly
oward a long-range goal.
The joint committee, it is stated,
ican't contend it is in a position to
do a major educational programming job in the immediate future.
However, it doesn't want to be cast
aside by Ford Foundation and such
fears, based on printed accounts of
j the Fellows-Young correspondence,
I led to the Bernays wire.
Bernays Lauds Grant
t Mr. Bernays lauded the foundation's grant of
$500,000 TV
for
educational
andabout
informative
programming, including $90,000 to
Snance the joint committee. He
feared the Young letter "might be
■interpreted as an argument to convince the FCC they should deny the
application of special channels for
ion-advertising educational outNAEB, a member of the joint
lets."
• :ommittee, last week received a
;rant of $245,350 from W. K. Kelogg Foundation to be used over a
ive-year period to set up a tape
oetwork of educational aural stations, keyed from U. of Illinois.
Proclaiming the Ford Foundaion's "deep interest in all the
neans of mass communication and
ducation," Mr. Young's letter to
'resident Fellows, dated June 6,
aid the foundation has a special
nterest in TV "as the newest and
nobably potentially the most powrful of these means."
His directive as consultant orders
lim to give first and special attenlon to the TV educational field, he
aid. Referring to those "who hold
hat it is hopeless to expect that
ommercial television can ever furish the opportunity" to secure
laximum effective use for educa■s ion and culture because of comlercial pressures and incentives,
tlr. Young said, "I do not take this
iew."
He suggested special uses may
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY Of j
FILMS
j
(Including Cartoons) ~m
Available For j
TELEVISION
Send fpr Catalog .%
729 Seventh Ave., N.Y. 19]
elecasting

FIGHT DELAY
Rain Hits Theatre TV
RAIN TWICE delayed the scheduled initial experiment in theatre
television networking last week,
with the trial finally slated for last
Friday night.
The experiment involved the Joe
Louis-Lee Savold heavyweight boxing match, to which a group of
theatres had won exclusive rights
away from television broadcasters
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 11], and the fight depended
upon
good weather
Polo Grounds,
where atit New
was toYork's
have
been held. Rain postponed it from
Wednesday night to Thursday, and
then to Friday, and in the meantime the site was moved indoors to
Madison Square Garden.
NBC, whose parent RCA manufactures theatre TV equipment and
which itself has offered to help in
programming for theatre TV, was
slated to handle the fight pickup
for the theatre group. Relays were
to be by coaxial cable.
Theatre spokesmen said the lineup of theatres to show the fight
had grown from seven to nine during the week. The list: Fabian
Palace in Albany; Loew's Century
and Rome Theatre's Harlem in
Baltimore; RKO's Keith and District Theatre's Lincoln in Washington; Fulton-Shea in Pittsburgh;
RKO Palace in Cleveland; United
Paramount's State Lake and its
Tivoli, in Chicago.
The fight was not to be carried
by TV broadcast stations, nor was
it to be seen in theatres in New
York area.
develop in which non-commercial
Support is needed but added, "The
important fact remains that we are
committed to a commercial, competitive system of broadcasting in
this country, and that through it
we will eventually be spending not
less than a billion dollars a year
in time and talent costs for the
commercial television.
"It is this powerful stream of
commercial broadcasting which, in
my opinion, will be the real impact
of television on this country — on
its level of information, its emotional maturity, and its unconscious
behavior patterns."
Therefore, Mr. Young wrote, Ford
Foundation's
to work withinkeythisproblem
stream isto "how
best
promote the foundation's purposes."
He added, "There are many if not
most commercial broadcasters who
have a deep sense of social responsibility for the use of this powerful
new medium which harmonizes with
the foundation's objectives."
The key problem, Mr. Young explained, "is programming and the
cost thereof." He said he had been
authorized by officers and trustees
of Ford Foundation to explore
with NARTB and other commercial
interests involved in this proposal:
It is suggested that the Foundation,
the station owners, and the networks
enter into a cooperative, experimental
operation to see what contribution
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can be made within the stream of
commercial broadcasting, to a better
level of educational, informative, and
more culturally mature programming.
To this end the foundation suggests
that it might set up an experimental
Television and Radio Workshop,
manned by the best professional program producing talent.
In the workshop it would undertake
to produce, probably on film, programs with a content in line with the
Foundation's purposes, but aimed
with all the technical skill possible
at securing substantial audiences.
These programs it would then ask
the broadcasters to put on the air
at appropriate favorable and continuing hours, so that they would have
good audience-building opportunities.
This time to be furnished by the
broadcaster, plus possibly some film
charge.
These programs would then be for
sale to commercial sponsors, at a
price which would recover to the nonprofit workshop its production costs,
and with production continuing under
its control.
These are the essentials of the
proposal, although there are obviously many practical operating details
to be worked out. The proposal contemplates both radio and television,
but with emphasis on television.
I would appreciate very much from
you an expression of your views in
the following terms:
1. Do you feel that this approach
to
the problem
of a "educational"
broadcasting
might be
fruitful one?
2. Do you believe that members of
your industry would cooperate in
carrying
it out along the lines indicated?
Interested in Workshop
Mr. Fellows' reply voiced appreciation of Mr. Young's talk with
the TV board concerning commercial TV and education "as the
major key to which the Ford Foundation should address itself in accomplishing its purposes." He
explained the board was "intensely
interested" in the TV-radio workshop idea, "which would contribute
to the professional development of
culturally mature, informative and
educational television and radio designed to be attractive to large
bility of proving an extremely
audiences."
This approach "has every possifruitful one," Mr. Fellows said.
"Concerning the potential cooperation of the commercial stations, it
is the opinion of the Television
Board that the overall attitude of
the industry is, and has been, of a
nature quite in accord with your
proposal, and we feel sure that the
larger percentage of stations will
go along with you whole-heartedly.
"We assume from your letter and
your oral presentation that the
ultimate sale to a sponsor of workshop-produced programs is tentatively proposed on a basis which
would recover production costs to
the workshop and time and other
normal costs to the station.
"Each individual licensee, of
course, is required by law to control any specific commitment of its
station's time and program content,
but our Television Board will be
happy to work closely with you in
bringing this promising plan to the
commercial television stations."

7t/m
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CINETEL Corp., New York, has
completed first 13 issues of Pathe
Ky -Lights, new 15-minute weekly
series spotlighting passing parade
of "unusual and notable stories"
in the world of sports and elsewhere. Emcee is Hy Gardner,
commentator-columnist. A total of
300 issues are planned, with each
issue containing about eight stories,
"rich in character study, colorful
human interest sidelights about
people, places *and* the
* unusual."
ALL - AMERICA TELEVISION
Productions, New York, says that
two new series of one-minute openend TV color films based on famous
paintings of old masters are nearing completion. Produced under
supervision of Neil Courtney, one
series has a quiz aspect while the
other is a straight presentation.
MUTUAL Television Productions,
Hollywood, earmarking $100,000
for purchase of story properties
to be filmed for television, has
embarked on a search to obtain a
backlog of 100 scripts for dramatic
programs, according to Edward M.
Gray, president. He expects MTP
will "be in a position to film at
least three major dramatic series
before the end of the year." United
Television
Programs isagency.
the firm's
sales and distributing
* * *
STERLING
TELEVISION Inc.,
New York, annonunced that distribution of about 100 McGrawHill films for TV use will be started
soon. President Saul J. Turell said
that stations will be notified of
titles and availability in the near
future. Several adult series are
included such as "Marriage for
Moderns," "Educational Psychology," and "Child
* # Development."
*
ALLEGRO PICTURES Inc., new
TV film production unit has been
formed with headquarters at Samuel Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood.
William Lava is president-general
manager, with N. Gayle Gitterman,
vice-president and producer. Unit
plans a series of 26 thirty-minute
private investigator type shows
which deal with juvenile delinquency and narcotics. Pilot film
for the series is to be made on
July 16. Devallon Scott is writer.
Mr. Gitterman will produce.

[industrial films
TV SPOTS . . .
PROGRAMS

625 Madison Ave
N.Y. 22, N.Y. • PLaxa 9-3600J
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AD COUNCIL SHOW
Free Use by TV Stations
TV sound-film-recorded interview
of Charles Wilson, defense mobilization chief, by John Edwards,
Washington newscaster, on the
topic, "A Special Report from
Washington," has been shipped to
107 television stations, free and for
immediate release, by The Advertising Council, the Council reported
last week.
Council President T. S. Repplier
said the 14-minute film is "a vital,
timely interview . . . not a speech
. . . not a rehash of old statements.
It is strictly non-political, and contains no special pleadings for administration policies." If favorably received by stations, he said,
the Council may undertake a regular schedule of such free film releases.
Curtis Buys on NBC
CURTIS CIRCULATION Co.,
through BBDO, will sponsor a second and new "edition" of Meet the
Press in which a name-in-the-news
guests will be interviewed by newspapermen, over NBC-TV, Tuesday,
8 p.m., beginning tomorrow. Original edition of Meet the Press, heard
Sunday, 4 p.m., over the same network, is sponsored by Revere Copper & Brass Co. Martha Rountree,
who with Lawrence Spivak originated the show, will act as moderator of both programs.
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Basis for NCAA
Plan Revealed
NORC
REPORT
THE report upon which National Collegiate Athletic Assn. has based its
plan for limited telecasting of college grid games came to light last week.
Prepared by the National Opinion Research Center, U. of Chicago,
the analysis, some 60 pages in length, purports to show that because of
television, total attendance during
NORC stated that the upward
the 1950 season dropped from that
of 1949.
trend of post-war college football
was halted and even
In the report, NORC itself inti- attendance
mated that it did not have time or reversed in 1950.
"In 1950, unfavorable television
money to prepare the analysis in
effects were observable in seven
the way it thought would be most
conclusive.
of the eight NCAA districts. OverPreliminary results of this anall," the report continued, "colleges in TV areas dropped about
alysis were presented to the NCAA
4% from their normal attendance,
convention in Dallas last January.
while colleges outside of those
It was at this convention that
NCAA members voted for limited
areas
gained 4%."
Minimizing
other factors, NORC
telecasting during 1950.
commented
that the effects atNORC said that early last sumtributed totelevision cannot be acmer it was asked by NCAA and
counted for by changes in ticket
the four television networks to
prices, stadium capacities, student
evaluate a number of past research
population or economic
studies dealing with the effect of enrollment,
issues.
TV on college football attendance,
Report Limited
and to suggest a research program for the 1950 season. A reAlthough the 1950 Official Football Guide lists some 753 footballport embodying its findings and
proposals was delivered to the joint playing colleges throughout the
committee last August.
country, NORC said its report was
This report, however, was not restricted to 288 member institutions of NCAA.
considered satisfactory by NORC
It added, however, that NCAA
who proposed a way to a more
definitive answer.
colleges "may be presumed to draw
"Unfortunately," NORC said, close to 98% of the total paid at"factors of time and cost, unsolved
Among those to whom NORC exproblems in the design of national
tendance."
pressed appreciation for assistance
surveys, and the difficulty of organin preparing the report were Hugh
izing and supervising the proposed
NBC; Oscar Katz, CBS;
local surveys" all contributed to Beville,
Ben Gedalecia, ABC, and Leslie
narrowing the scope of the basic
research program.
Aries, DuMont.
Of the accompanying table,
In a summary of its findings,
NORC commented that if it is to

Video's Potential
(Continued from page 61 )
in more sales per dollar as well as
in more viewers, NBC reported,
with programs with weekly costs
above $17,000 per production hour
getting an average of 19.5 extra
customers per TV dollar, compared
to the average of 15.6 for all TVadvertised brands. Similarly, programs with ratings of 20 or better
got 23.5 extra customers per TV
dollar, about 50% above the average. As NBC noted, "High ratings are worth the extra cost it
takes to get them."
When several brands are advertised on the same program, each
does better than the average, NBC
stated, with those on high-cost programs averaging 21.1 extra customers per dollar and those on lowcost programs 21.6, compared to
the overall average of 15.6. "These
figures," Dr-. Coffin pointed out,
"provide a practical answer to the
problem of rising TV costs."
By next October, NBC noted,
there will be 25 top markets with
set ownership of at least 51%,
where television may be expected
to produce a sales impact similar
to that measured in January in the
New York area.

Telestatus
(Continued from page 66)
sets in business places, a total o
71,448.
In the Fort Worth five-count j
area there were 43,576 TV resi
dences and 653 business places wit
sets, a total of 44,229.
It was shown that Dallas city ha
45,953 TV sets, or 31.2% saturs
tion; Dallas County towns had ar
other 4,437 sets, or 34.3% saturs
tion, with 7,187 rural homes c
24.6% saturation.
In Tarrant County, the city £
Fort Worth had 31,517 sets, c
36.1% saturation; Tarrant Count
towns had 3,823 sets or 34.3«
saturation, with 3,598 rural home
or 24.6% saturation.

be taken "at face value, as proving
the harmful effect of television on
attendance, we must assume that

the relationship of the two grourj
of colleges has changed only wit
since
base period.
respectthe to1947-48
the television
variab'
"In other words," NORC e:
plained,
have characte:
to assun
that
all "we
otherwould
relevant
isticschanged
of the two
groups
either
ha's
not
at all,
or have
change
in the same direction in approx
mately the same degree."
After an examination of seve3
factors which most plausibly affei
attendance, NORC concluded th;
the major findings in the table ai
not affected by these factor
weather, team performance, etc.
In its summation, NORC sa
that with the increasing set sati.
ration of areas in 1951, some a
tendance losses resulting from gei
eral TV competition are probabl
even if the telecasting of footbaj
games were to be complete
banned. But the losses would 1
much greater under conditions <
unrestricted telecasting.

ATTENDANCE TRENDS FOR COLLEGES INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF TELEVISION AREAS,
1949 AND 1950
TV Percent of Expected Attendance
1950
1949
Where
Colleges
in
Areas
Colleges
in Areas
99.8
Where There Was
There Was
TV
Region:
No TV
1. New England
112.7
No99.8TV
70.6
2. Middle Atlantic
102.0
92.7
3. Southeast
99.1
108.8
114.6
91.5,
103.0
4. Midwest
103.8
105.0
81.5
105.1
100.2
112.4
5. West Central
102.4
110.9
6. Southwest / . . , .
128.1
7. Mountain
106.9
92.0
81.8
88.6
105.2
149.7
8. Pacific
94.1
95.8
100.7
112.2
102.9
Total U. S.
102.2
104.0
95.8
103.7
95.9
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Replies to Allocation Comments
(See story on page 62)
ALABAMA
Mobile
—
WALA.
Opposes WTBC Tuscaloosa.
Mobile
son, Miss.— WKRG. Opposes WJDX JackUniversity — U. of Alabama. Opposes
WVOK
vation. Birmingham. Supports reserARKANSAS
Blytheville — KLCN.
Opposes WREC
Memphis; WMPS Memphis; DuMont.
CALIFORNIA
Fresno — Public library. Supports reservation.
Los Angeles— KECA - TV. Opposes
KFSD, KCBQ and Television Bcstg. Co.,
San Diego; DuMont.
Los Angeles— KFI-TV. Opposes KIST
Santa Barbara; KFSD San Diego; Television Bcstg. Co., San Diego; KCBQ
San Diego.
Los Angeles — Public Library. Suption. ports City's bid for educational allocaMonterey — Monterev Radio-Television
Co. Opposes KSBW Salinas; KROY
and KCRA Sacramento; KROW Oakland. Supports Ch. 8 allocation.
Mt. Diablo — KSBR (FM) San Bruno.
Opposes Television Calif.; KROW and
KLX Oakland; DuMont; CBS San
Francisco.
Sacramento — KCRA and KROY.
Jointly oppose Television California;
KFRE Fresno; Monterey Radio-Televsion Co., Monterey; KWRN Reno,
ev.; KLX Oakland, Calif.; KSBW
alinas, Calif.; CBS San Francisco; S.
. Cisler, Monterey; KROW Oakland.
San Bernardino — Public Library,
upports reservation.
San Diego — KFMB - TV. Opposes
KECA-TV
Barbara. Los Angeles; KIST Santa
San Francisco — KRON-TV. Opposes
KLX Oakland; jointly KROY and KCRA
.Sacramento; KFBK Sacramento.
San Francisco (Bay Area) — Opposion to proposal of KROW Oakland and
BS to remove reservation of Ch. 9 in
at area filed by: California State
Dept. of Education; Mt. Eden Elementary School; Sonoma County Schools;
Richmond Schools; Los Gatos Union
High School; San Mateo County
Schools; Walnut Creek School District,
Dakland; San Rafael City School System; Marin County Supt. of Schools;
Ban Lorenzo Elementary Schools;
Savenwood Elementary School District,
Palo Alto; Oakland Public Schools;
Contra Costa County Schools, Martinez;
\calanes Union High School, Lafayette;
jvington School District; John Swett
Jnion High School, Crockett; Castro
/alley School District; Campbell Union
school District; Piedmont Public
Schools; Hayward Elementary Schools
nd Hayward Union High School Dis;(rict.
San Diego — Public Library. Supports
ity schools' bid for Ch. 3 reservation.
San Francisco — KGO-TV. Opposes

DuMont; KARM and KMJ Fresno.
San Francisco — KPIX (TV). Opposes
Television Calif., San Francisco; CBS.
San Jose — San Jose Television Bcstg.
Co. Opposes CBS.
San Jose — Public Library. Supports
Mayor's reservation application.
Stockton— KGDM. Opposes KROW,
KLX, Television California Inc., all
Oakland, and CBS. Supports allocation
Chs. 13, 36 and 42.
Stockton — KWG. Opposes CBS;
KROW and KLX Oakland; Television
California.
COLORADO
Craig—
KRAI.
See KFKJ Grand Junction.
Denver — Adult Education Council.
Supports Ch. 6 reservation.
Grand Junction — KFKJ. (Filing
jointly with KUBC Montrose and
KRAI Craig, Col., and KJAM Vernal,
Utah). Support adoption of Sen. Edwin
C.
TV Johnson's
allocation proposals
requests. and their own
Montrose— KUBC. See KFKJ Grand
Junction.
CONNECTICUT
Hartford— WAVZ and WTHT Hartford. Support allocation.
Hartford — WTIC. Opposes CBS;
WTAG Worcester; WHYN Holyoke,
Mass.; WNLC New London, Conn.;
WPRO and W JAR-TV Providence;
WHDH Boston; Regional Television
Corp., Springfield; WBRK Pittsfield:
DuMont; WNHC New Haven; WWNY
Watertown, N. Y.
New Haven— WNHC-TV. Opposes
ABC, WOR
New York, WIP
Philadel-of
phia and Philadelpha
Chamber
Commerce. Reiterates support of alCh. 8. location involving shift from Ch. 6 to
DELAWARE
See WJZTVWilmington—
New York. WDEL-TV.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington—
See WJZTV New York. WMAL-TV.
Washington — WTOP - TV. Opposes
Joint Committee on Educational Telesion, if latter's comments
question ofvireservation
for Ch. 9raise
in Washington.
FLORIDA
Daytona Beach — WNDB. Opposes
WJAX Jacksonville; WORZ Orlando;
WIOD Miami; WKAT Miami; DuMont.
J acksonville — WJAX . Opposes WORZ
Orlando.
Miami — WGBS. Opposes DuMont and
WFTL Fort Lauderdale.
Miami — WQAM. Opposes WFTL Fort
Lauderdale.
Miami — Dade County Board of Public
Instruction. Opposes WGBS Miami.
Orlando— WDBO. Opposes DuMont.
(Continued on page 76)
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 10)
advertisers. This was the first time
that any national account had ever
used an independent local station
in Philadelphia. In the early days
he and the station staff inaugurated
the idea of having news every hour
on the hour. He secured sponsorship of these news programs by
Kopper's Co. through N. W. Ayer.
They were on the air seven days
a week, 13 times a day for four
years under Kopper's sponsorship.
Before going in the Army, Mr.
Dannenbaum was made sales manager and treasurer of WDAS.
During World War II Mr. Dannenbaum served in this country and
overseas for just short of four
years in the Army Signal Corps.
He left the service with the rank
of major in the spring of 1946.
After his separation from the
Army, he returned to WDAS in his
former capacity. He left in 1947
to become sales manager of WPEN
Philadelphia.
Changes to TV
In 1948 Mr. Dannenbaum
changed from radio to television
by becoming commercial manager
of WPTZ, and introduced many innovations in television.
Mr. Dannenbaum and the WPTZ
staff have been very successful in
promoting and selling a number of
new television programming ideas:
Frontier Playhouse, 6-7 p.m.; Hollywood Playhouse, 12:30-1:30 p.m.,
and Three to Get Ready, 7:30-9
a.m., are programs scheduled
across-the-board and in hours that
originally were considered by some
to be poor viewing times for TV
audiences. All these programs are
now sold out and have high ratings.
Mr. Dannenbaum also was instrumental in starting WPTZ's
"6 for 1 Policy," which enables
advertisers to gain more advertising representation throughout an
hour show (without increasing the
total time devoted to advertising),
at a great deal less than normal
advertising cost per advertiser,
while maintaining station revenue.
Mr. Dannenbaum's enthusiasm of
the moment is his belief that with
more and more of the country's
consumer purchasing being done in
self-service stores, that the astute
package goods advertisers will
tend more and more to design their
packages for easy television recognition and will use more shared station identification advertising (because of its low cost and high effectiveness) to drive home product
familiarity.
Mr. Dannenbaum is married to
the former Genevieve Ryan, and he
is the father of a year old son,
Alexander III. His hobbies are tennis and fishing. He is a member of
the Poor Richard Club, the Philadelphia Public Relations Assn., the
New York Radio Executives Club,
and the Television Assn. of Philadelphia.
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4.051.740*
RETAIL
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$2,294,535,000 **

NET

INCOME

$3,487,827,000**

FARM

INCOME

$809,026,000**

MANUFACTURING
SALES

$4,497,300,000***

. . . among
the 12 states in
the rich, growing
Southeastern
Market
*1950 U. S. Census
**1949 Sales Management
***1949 Manufacturers
Record
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Allocation Replies
(Continued from page 75)
Supports allocation of Cks. 6, 9, 18 and
24*.
St. Petersburg — WTSP. Opposes
WDAE and WFLA Tampa. Supports
reservation Ch. 3.
Tampa— WFLA. Opposes WPDQ
Jacksonville.
Tampa — Hillsborough County School
System. Opposes WDAE and WFLA
Tampa.
Tampatem.— Pinellas
County and
SchoolWFLA
SysOpposes WDAE
Tampa.
West Palm
Beach—Miami.
WIRK. Opposes
DuMont
and WGBS
West Palm Beach— WJNO. Opposes
DuMont; WIOD and WGBS Miami.
GEORGIA
Atlanta— WAGA-TV. Opposes WHUB
Cookeville, Tenn.
Atlanta — U. System of Georgia
(WGST). Opposes DuMont; WRFC
Athens and WMAZ Macon. Ga.
Atlanta — Broadcasting Inc. Opposes
WRFC Athens.
Augusta — WRDW. Opposes jointly
WIST (FM) and WAYS Charlotte, N. C.
ILLINOIS
Centralia— WCNT. Opposes WMBD
Peoria, 111.; WDWS Champaign. 111.;
DuMont.
Chicago — WBKB (TV). Opposes
WMBD Peoria; WDWS Champaign; DuMont.
Chicago — WIND. Opposes WWCA
Gary, Ind.; Public Schools of Gary;
KDTH Dubuque, Iowa, and DuMont.
DeKalb — Northern Illinois State
Teachersto College.
Objects
to FCC'sIn
failure
provide local
channel.
two years will have funds to build.
Rockford
— WROK. Opposes CBS;
WCKY
Cincinnati.
RockDesIsland—
KIOA
Moines.WHBF-TV. Opposes
Springfield — Sangamon Valley Television Corp. Opposes DuMont; WMBD
NO. fl SOURCE
i

for
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Opposes joint comment of KMBC,
KCMO and WHB Kansas City.
Pittsburg — KOAM. Opposes KMBC
and WHB Kansas City; WQUA Moline,
111.
Wichita— KFBI and KANS withdraw
previous comments.
KENTUCKY
Ashland — WCMI. Opposes DuMont;
Ohio State U.
Lexington — U. of Kentucky. Withdraws former comments. Asks reservation of UHF Ch. 27.
Louisville— WH AS. Opposes WCKY
Cincinnati and Southern Illinois U.,
Carbondale, 111.
Louisville — Board of Education and
Public Library. Oppose WKYW.
LOUISIANA
New Orleans — WWL. Opposes Deep
South Bcstg. Co., Montgomery, Ala.;
WJBO Baton Rouge; KCIL Houma, La.
New Orleans — Orleans Parish School
Board.
Opposes Loyola U. of the
South (WWL).
Shreveport— KTBS. Opposes KTRH,
KXYZ, South Texas Television Co., all
Houston. Supports Ch. 12.
Mont.
Shreveport — KWKH. Opposes DuMAINE
Lewiston — WLAM. Opposes WTIC
and WTHT Hartford: WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.; WHYN Holyoke, Mass.;
Regional TV Corp., Springfield, Mass.
MARYLAND
Baltimore— WBAL-TV.
Opposes DuMont.
Baltimore— WMAR-TV. Opposes DuMont; WGH Newport News, Va.;
WTAR Norfolk.
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston— WCOP. Opposes W B E T
Brockton.
Boston— WHDH.
Opposes
W B E
Brockton; WTHT Hartford, Conn.
Pittsfield— WBRK. Opposes WHYN
Holyoke, Mass.; Regional TV Corp.
Springfield, Mass.; WTIC and WTHI
Hartford; WNLC New London; DuMont; Cornell U. and joint petition oi
Buffalo Courier-Express Inc., WGR anc
WKBW Buffalo.
Springfield— Regional TC Corp. Opposes WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.; WTIC
and WTHT Hartford, Conn.; WNLC
New London, Conn.; CBS Boston
WWNY Watertown, N. Y.
Worcester— WTAG. Opposes WHDI
Boston; WTIC Hartford; WHYN Hoi
yoke.
CBS R.Boston;
DuMont
WPRO Mass.;
Providence,
I.
MICHIGAN
Adrian — WABJ. Opposes DuMont
Bay City Public Schools; Wayne U.
Detroit Board of Education.
Detroit^WJR. Opposes WGRD Gram
Rapids, Mich.; State College, E. Lans
ing; WFDF Flint; WQUA Moline, 111.
WSAI Cincinnati; WVJS Owensborc
Ky.; WTVB Coldwater; WSAM Sag
inaw; WLEW Bad Axe; DuMont.
Detroit— WWJ-TV. Oppose DuMom
whose
plan Ch.
would4 torequire
shift from
Ch. 6 WWJ-TV
or 7. Surt
ports
Eastallocation.
Lansing — WKAR. Oppose
WQUA Moline, 111.; WTVB Coldwatei
Mich.; DuMont; WJR Detroit; WFD
Flint;
WSAL Ky.Logansport, Ind.; WVJ
Owensboro,
Escanaba— WDBC. Opposes DuMom
WGRD Grand Rapids.
Flint — WBBC.
Opposes Wayne U !

STRONG and weak points of West Coast radio got a going over by this panel
group at the convention of Southern California Advertising Agencies Assn.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4]. Experts are, seated (I to r), John
Bainbridge, program director, KFMB San Diego; Wilbur Edwards, director,
KNX Hollywood and Columbia Pacific; Robert J. McAndrews, panel chairman
and managing director of Southern California Broadcasters Assn.; Ray Gage,
president, C. B. Juneau Inc. Adv. and president SCAAA. Standing, Sydney
Gaynor, sales manager KFWB Hollywood; Thomas Frandsen, sales manager,
KMPC Hollywood; Leon Wray, Southern California sales manager, Don Lee
Broadcasting System; Kevin Sweeney, sales manager, KFI-AM-TV Los Angeles.
Peoria: KWWL Waterloo; KNUJ New
Peoria; WDWS Champaign. Supports
Ulm, Minn.; KSTT Davenport. Iowa;
allocation Ch. 3.
CBS; DuMont.
Urbana — U. of Illinois. Opposes
Cedar Rapids— Coe College. WithWEEK and WMBD Peoria; WCKY
draws previous comments and requests
Cincinnati; WQUA Moline, 111.
that
Ch. 9 be reserved.
INDIANA
Davenport— KSTT. Opposes Iowa
Evansville — Evansville Television Inc. stations
KCRG Cedar Rapids. KDTH
Dubuque, KWWL Waterloo, KOKX
Opposes WQUA Moline, 111.
Keokuk, WSUI (State U. of Iowa) Iowa
Gary — WWCA. Opposes DuMont;
City, KIOA, WHO and KRNT Des
CBS; Southern Illinois U.
Moines; and Illinois stations WDWS
Indianapols — WFBM - TV. Opposes
WMBD Peoria. WQUA
WCKY Cincinnati proposal to shift Champaign,
Moline and Southern Illinois U., CarWFBM-TV from Ch. 6 to Ch. 4.
bondale.
Indianapolis— WIRE. Opposes CBS;
Davenport— WOC-TV. Opposes CBS.
Ohio State U.; WCKY Cincinnati.
WFOX, WISN and WEMP Milwaukee
and KDTH Dubuque, Iowa.
Indianapolis— WISH. Opposes CBS;
Ohio State U.
Des Moines — KIOA. Opposes KSTT
Davenport; KDTH Dubuque.
Indianapolis— WXLW. Opposes WOSU
Columbus; WCKY Cincinnati; CBS.
Des Moines — KRNT. Opposes KSTT
Indianapolis — William H. Block Co. Davenport.
Opposes WSAL Logansport, Ind.;
Des Moines— WHO. Opposes KSTT
WVJS bus;Owensboro,
Ky.; CBS;
WOSU Southern
ColumDavenport.
WCKY Cincinnati;
Fort Dodge— KVFD. Opposes DuIllinois U., Carbondale.
Mont; KIOA Des Moines; KCRG Cedar
Terre Haute — WTHI. Opposes Wm.
Rapids; KWWL Waterloo; KYSM ManH. Block Co. and WIBC Indianapolis;
kato;
WDWS
Champaign; WQUA MoWSAL Logansport: WOMI Owensboro,
line. Supports
Ky.; WCKY Cincinnati.
own revision
to allocation
add Ch. 4. Ch. 21, plus
IOWA
Keokuk— KOKX. Opposes DuMont;
Ames— WOI-TV. Opposes KDTH DuWQUA Moline, 111.
buque. Iowa; KVFD Fort Dodge. Iowa;
Waterloo— KWWL. Opposes KCRG
and WHO and KSO Des Moines.
Cedar
Rapids; WQUA Moline, 111.;
Cedar Rapids— KCRG. Opposes WQUA
WDWS
Champaign, 111.; KSYM ManMoline, 111.; WMBD Peoria, 111.; WEEK
kato, Minn; KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa;
CBS.
KANSAS
On All Accounts
Lawrence — U. of Kansas (KFKU).
(Continued from page 12)
bor Co.'s Breast-O'-Chicken tuna.
Besides overseeing this major account's national television campaigns, Mr. Peterson has spearheaded the development of locallevel activities for Barnes Chase
clients over San Diego's only video
Regent
outlet,
Another BMl "Pi" t/p" Hit-Published by
six radioKFMB-TV,
stations. and the city's
Hobbies he would like to find
T
time for are golf and sailing. HowMl SIC IN MY HEAR
ever, his main outside interests are
a
the Petersons' twin sons, Larry and
On Records: Marlin Sisters— Lon. 995; Marth
Jerry. The twins — now almost 2Vz
Harry GellerTilton-Harrv Babbitt-Coral 60468;
years old — appeared with Barbara
Gr.ffinKen
5653;
.
-Mer
hers
Stanwyck in the Paramount PicAlexander. Brot
Col.
39418
ture "No Man of Her Own" when
they were only five months old and
Larry Fotine — World
Mr. Peterson is busy weekends
On Transcriptions:
prepping them for the time when
he can build a television show
around them.
BROADCASTING
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Jetroit Board of Education; Bay City
ublic Schools: WSAM Saginaw; Michigan State College (WKAR), East
Has 49 Left
ansing; CBS.
Flint — WFDF . Opposes WQUA MoTHE afternoon of June 10
ine. 111.; WKAR East Lansing; jointly
HSRE, WHK, WGAR and WJW Clevewas
a quiet one. Mrs. Miland; DuMont; jointly Wayne U. and
lard 0. Johnson of Lansing,
Detroit Board of Education: WJLB DeMich., decided to search for
roit; WTVB Coldwater, Mich.
four-leaf clovers just for
GrandTechnical
Rapids — College;
WGRD. Opposes
Iniana
WBCM Bay
luck. She found 50. Next
ity: WDBC Escanaba; WJPG Green
lay. Wis.: DuMont; WJR and WJLB
day, a WILS Lansing quizletroit; WEMP and WISN Milwaukee;
master phoned. Mrs. John'QUA Moline, 111.; CBS Chicago.
son was able to answer the
Kalamazoo — WKZO-TV. Opposes Du[ont.
question and won a jewelry
set and a waffle iron. Now
Lansing
Opposes
BCM Bay— WJIM.
City, Mich.;
WFOX, DuMont;
WEMP
nd WISN Milwaukee; WJLB and WJR
her
neighbors are out searchJetroit; CBS Chicago; Music Pub. Co.,
ing for more of those fourrand Rapids, Mich.
leaf clovers.
Saginaw— WSGW.
See WBBC Flint.
MINNESOTA
WBAL-TV Baltimore.
Austin— KAUS. Opposes WQUA Mo- Philadelphia;
WJZ-TV (individually ) , Opposes
pe, 111.
WKOP
Binghamton.
Minneapolis— WLOL. Opposes KYSM
New York— WPIX(TV). Opposes CBS;
llankato.
DuMont; WATV (TV) Newark.
Minneapolis — WTCN - TV. Opposes
Poughkeepsie — WEOK. Opposes
«FVD Los Angeles.
Board of Regents of U, of State of New
St. Paul — City Council, Public
York; Dartmouth College.
Ichools, Library Dept. oppose comRochester— WHAM-TV. Opposes
lents changing Ch. 2 proposed re- WBRK
Pittsfield, Mass.
ervation.
Syracuse — WHEN (TV). Opposes
MISSISSIPPI
WKOP Binghamton; WCLI Corning;
Buffalo Courier-Express Inc., WGR and
Meridian— WTOK.
Opposes WVOK
irmingham; Deep South Bcstg. Co., WKBW Buffalo.
Iontgomery;
W
J
L
D
Birmingham;
Troy — WTRY.
?TBC Tuscaloosa,
Champlain
TelevisionOpposes
Corp., Meredith
Albany. Watertown— WWNY. Opposes WAGE
MISSOURI
and WFBL Syracuse; Cornell U.
Columbia — KFRU. Supports Missouri
NORTH CAROLINA
approval of reservation but opposes
Point— WHPE. Opposes WTOB
50% commercialization"
eservation
of UHF instead ofplan:
Ch. 8 asks
and andHighWSJS
Winston-Salem; DuMont.
elease of Ch. 8 for commercial use.
Raleigh — WPTF. Opposes DuMont;
Hannibal— KHMO.
Opposes KOKX
WSAZ-TV Huntington. W. Va.
eokuk, Iowa; DuMont: jointly KCMO,
Winston-Salem — WTOB. Opposes
— MBC
and WHB Kansas City.
WJLS Beckley and WHIS Bluefield,
Joplin— KFSB. Opposes KMBC and W. Va.
: Dt- VHB
Kansas City.
OHIO
lug tto
IBadii Sedalia— KDRO.
Opposes WQUA.
Akron
—
WAKR.
Opposes WWST
Wooster, Ohio.
St. Joseph— KFEQ. Opposes KMBC
nd WHB
Kansas
City;
WQUA
Moline,
Akron
—
Board
of
Education.
Opposes
i."TICOp- 11.;
DuMont.
WWST Wooster.
7iX St. Louis— KSD-TV. Opposes WQUA
Cincinnati — WKRC-TV. Opposes
iostn jWoline,
WCKY Cincinnati; DuMont; Ohio State
U. (WOSU). Columbus; WHIZ ZanesNEBRASKA
ville; WSVA Harrisonburg, Va.
TE3H5
LincolnDuMont.
— KLMS.
Opposes KFAB
Cincinnati — WLWT (TV). Opposes
3Imaha;
Indiana Technical Colleee, Fort Wayne,
Ind., request for Ch. 5.
Omaha
—
KFAB.
Opposes
joint
proJosal of KMBC, WHB and KCMO
Cleveland— WEWS. Opposes WBCM
Bay City,Cincinnati.
Mich.; WGRD Grand Rapids;
Mo.
jJU i -Cansas City,
WCKY
NEW HAMPSHIRE
I
Cleveland — WHK. Petition to amend
Keene— WKNE.
Opposes DuMont.
application
UHF Ch. 19 in
lieu
of VHF toCh.specify
7.
Manchester—
WMUR. Opposes WHDH
^ - Boston;
CBS; DuMont.
Cleveland— WERE, WHK, WGAR and
jointly oppose WFDF Flint,
Manchester
Grandview
Inc. Op- WJW
Mich.; WCAE Pittsburgh; WBVP Beavioses
WHDH — Boston.
er
Falls,
Pa.; WJAS Pittsburgh; DuNEW JERSEY
Mont.
Columbus— WBNS-TV. Opposes WilAtlantic City— WFPG. Opposes N. J.
liam H. Block Co., Indianapolis; WTVB
Dept. of Education; any other comment
Coldwater, Mich.; WCKY Cincinnati.
onstrued to favor educational reservaColumbus
— WLWC (TV). Opposes
jion in Atlantic City.
Southern Illinois U., Carbondale, 111.;
:o if New Brunswick— WCTC. Opposes
WIBC Indianapolis; WCKY Cincinnati;
- *FJ- J- Dept. Education alternative re- DuMont;
WLOA Braddock, Pa.; KDKA,
•!.-£-uest
tnat oppose
UHF channels
be reserved;
WJAS and KQV Pittsburgh.
S loes not
reservation
of flexi- WWSW,
Columbus — WTVN (TV). Opposes
chan—nnels.
WJLB and WJR Detroit; DuMont.
'
!-il
Trityento
W atTioTn.M. Opposes N J
Dayton— WHIO-TV. Opposes DuMont.
Dept. of Educ
Supports
proposed shift from
Ch.
13 to WHIO-TV
7.
NEW YORK
n
Dayton—
WLWD
(TV).
Opposes Duai
—
th
pl
ny
edi
eam
ba
Al
Mer
Ch
Tel
Mont.
ision Corp. —Opposes WTRY Troy.
Steubenville—
WSTV.
Opposes
KQV,
Binghamton WKOP. Opposes Cham-,
WCAE, KDKA Pittsburgh; WJPA
hia
elp
■er of Commerce, City ad
lad
of
Phi
Washington,
Pa.;
WWVA
Wheeling,
.
VIP and
WIBG Phil elphia Asks
W. Va.
ion
I Me
Toledo— WSPD-TV. Opposes DuMont.
■ddntCh. 7.Ch. 12 and UHF Chs. 40, 46;
Toledo — WTOL. Opposes DuMont;
Binghamton — WNBF - TV. Opposes
Wayne
Detroit. U. and Board of Education,
'hiladelphia Chamber of Commerce;
j ity of Philadelphia; Daily News TeleToledo — Maumee Valley Bcstg. Co.
lsion Co. and WIP Philadelphia;
Opposes Wayne U.; Detroit Board of
If WAGE and WFBL Syracuse.
Education; DuMont.
Opposes Cor[I Buffalo— WBEN-TV.
Toledo — Toledo Blade Co. Opposes
Tfiell U. comment that WHEN-TV be Wayne
cation. U. and Detroit Board of Edu|hifted from Ch. 4 to Ch. 2.
OKLAHOMA
Buffalo— WGR, WKBW and Buffalo
1 ourier-Express Inc. jointly. Oppose
Tulsa — KOTV(TV). Opposes KFBI
' ornell U.; WCLI Corning, N. Y.
and KANS Wichita, Kan., comment reBuffalo— WGR and WKBW. Jointly to Ch. 11,quiring KOTV (TV) shift from Ch. 6
ppose WKOP Binghamt
N.
Y.
and
on,
Tulsa — KRMG. Opposes KFSA Ft.
/BRK
Mass. Support alloation ofPittsfield
Chs. 2,, 4, 7, 9, 17 and 23.
Smith, Ark.: WKY Oklahoma City.
.Corning — WCLI.
OREGON
Opposes WGR,
■'KBWBuffalo.
and Buffalo Courier-Express
Albany — KWIL. Opposes DuMont.
Inc.,
Revises own May 7 comments to request
New York— WJZ-TV
affecting
(jointly with Ch.
Calif,4, and
B. C. 11 cities in Ore., Wash.,
I 'DEL-TV Wilmington and WMAL-TV
'ashington).
Oppose Philadelphia
PENNSYLVANIA
Ijlhamber of Commerce; City of PhilaBeaver Falls — WBVP. Opposes joint
^ elphia; Daily News Television Co.,
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

comment of WERE, WHK, WGAR and
WJW Cleveland; and WCAE and WJAS
Pittsburgh.
DuBois— WCED. Opposes "Cleveland
Plan"
of WERE, WHK, WGAR and
WJW Cleveland.
Erie— WICU (TV). Opposes WERC
Erie.
Lebanon — WLBR, Opposes WHUM
Reading.
Lancaster — WGAL-TV. Will oppose
any adverse proposal put forth by
WTTM Trenton, N. J., or by WEEX
(FM) Easton, Pa., both applicants for
Ch. 8 in their cities.
Lancaster — WLAN. Opposes WIP,
Chamber of Commerce, WIBG and City
of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia — Board of Public Education. Opposes commercial radio companies requesting another commercial
VHF allocation.
Pittsburgh— WCAE. Opposes WBVP
Beaver Falls, Pa.; WJPA Washington,
Pa.; jointly WERE. WHK, WGAR and
WJW Cleveland; CBS; WSTV Steubenville, Ohio; WCKY Cincinnati: WEDO
McKeesport, Pa.
Pittsburgh— WWSW. Opposes WEDO
McKeesport, Pa.; WLOA Braddock, Pa.
RHODE ISLAND
Providence — WJAR-TV. Opposes
CBS;
DuMont;
WTAG Worcester,
Mass.; WHDH Boston; WTIC Hartford;
WHYN Holyoke, Mass.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia — WIS. Opposes DuMont;
WBML and WMAZ Macon; WORD
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia— WMSC. Opposes WMAZ
Macon, Ga.; WBML Macon; WORD
Spartanburg, S. C.
Columbia— WNOK. Opposes WORD
Spartanburg; WMAZ and WBML Macon, Ga.; DuMont.
Greenville — City Schools. Asks that
channels be reserved for accredited
institutions on non-profit basis.
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
— WDOD. Opposes DuMont.
Chattanooga — Tri-State Television
Corp.
Opposes
Johnson
City— DuMont.
WJHL. Opposes WRFC
Athens, Ga.; DuMont.

Nashville— WKDA. Opposes WHUB
Cookeville, Tenn.
Nashville — WSM-TV. Opposes DuMont.
TEXAS
Beaumont — Lufkin Amusement Co.
Opposes KTRH and KXYZ Houston;
DuMont; South Texas TV Co., Houston.
Breckenridge — Oil Belt Television Co.
Opposes KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex.
Brownsville — KBOR. Opposes KGBS
Harlingen;
Television Co., McAllen;
KRGVMcAllen
Weslaco.
Dallas—
Dallas; EastKLIF.
Texas Opposes
TV Co.,WFAA
Longview;
KFBI Wichita, Kan.; KANS Wichita;
KTRH, KXYZ and South Texas TV Co.,
Houston; KRRV Sherman; KSTB
Breckenridge; DuMont.
Houston— KPRC-TV. Opposes WWL
New Orleans; KTRH and KXYZ Houston; WMPS and WREC Memphis; South
Tex. TV
Houston; KGBS
gen; Co.,
WJDX Jackson,
Miss.; HarlinKRGB
Weslaco; KRRV Sherman; DuMont.
Houston — South Texas Television Co.
Opposes
LongviewDuMont.
— East Texas Television Co.
Opposes KFRO Longview.
Lufkin — KTRE. Opposes East Texas
Television Co., Longview.
Lufkin — Julius M. Gordon & Assoc.
Opposes East Texas Television Co.,
Longview; KLIF Dallas.
McAllen — McAllen Television Co. Opposes KRGV Weslaco.
San Antonio
— KMAC.Tex.Opposes Lack's
Stores
Inc., Victoria,
San Antonio — Texas State Network.
Opposes Lack's Stores Inc.. Victoria.
Sherman— KRRV. Opposes DuMont.
Asks
Denison.allocation Ch. 10 to ShermanSherman — Red River Valley Pub. Co.
Opposes DuMont. Asks allocation Ch.
10 to Sherman-Denison.
Sherman — Sherman Television Co.
Opposes KFRO Longview.
Temple— KTEM. Opposes DuMont.
Tyler— KGKB. Opposes KLIF Oak
Cliff (Dallas) in part.
Victoria — Lack's Stores Inc. Opposes
DuMont.
Asks allocation Ch. 12 to
(Continued on page 79 )
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Y, section assistant
REILE
IE A.Custo
JULRCA
m Record Advertising,
appointed advertising coordinator
of RCA Victor's Custom Record Sales
Division, where she will continue to
S. ROSNER, direport to BENNETT
vision advertising manager. Miss
Reiley's earlier associations include
the Young Hawaii magazine and the
publications division of the Honolulu
Star-Bulletin.
ALEXANDER B. MOTENKO, transcription and record manufacturing
division manager, Muzak Corp., N. Y.,
elected vice president of corporation.
Before his affiliation with Muzak
last October, Mr. Motenko was 'a
vice
Inc. president of Children's Press
JAMES MELTON Enterprises has acquired suite of offices at 300 Park
Ave., N. Y., to take care of many
commitments involved in producing
the NBC-TV Ford Festival, which
stars James Melton (Thurs., 9-10
p.m.). In addition other enterprises,
such as the Melton Museum in Norwalk, Conn, and the Melton concert
tours, will be handled out of this
office.
JACK SCHERTZ appointed vice president in charge of national television
sales and distribution for Hyperion
Films Inc., N. Y. He was with Starlane Productions.
EDWARD LINZELL, choirmaster and
organist of Society of the Free
Church of St. Mary the Virgin, signed
by Associated Program Service, N. Y.
He will record favorite hymns of all
faiths. DENNY VAUGHAN, British
singer-pianist-arranger, also signed by
APS.
WHITNEY ELLSWORTH, New York
editor Superman comic books in Hollywood for conferences with BERNARD
LUBER
and ROBERT MAXWELL,
WATERBURY
enjoys waking

up to

Bob Stewart's
"HIT THE DECK"
Mornings, 7 to 9

The New Pulse * shows Bob an
overwhelming favorite among
Waterbury listeners for every
15 min. period he's on the air.
Bob's selling milk and gasoline,
bread and jewelry, frankfurters
and millinery, beer and men's
clothes,
clothes. mayonnaise and kiddies'
What can he help you sell to
"Waterbury's 30,000 radio homes?
* Ask Avery-Knodel for the whole
Pulse story on "Waterbury.
W

B
R
Y
5,000 WATTS
CBS in Waterbury, Conn.
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CANADA

allied

arts
14

heads of Superman Inc., on TV series
by July.
that title to be produced starting
in
RUDI FELD, art director, to Snader
Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills,
Calif., as technical consultant.
PAUL IVANO named chief cameraman on weekly syndicated 15 minute
Hollywood Newsreel by Erman Pessis
& Associates, Hollywood.
ATLAS TELEVISION Corp., N. Y.,
moves to new offices at 15 W. 44th St.
WANDA SQUIRES, program director
KWBR Oakland, opens publicity office
at 785 Market Street, S. F. Telephone
number is YUkon 6-3962.
WILLARD P. V. VOORHEES named
vice president for sales of TV-Progcamu Inc., 350 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.,
the firm announced last week.
ALICE JOAN HEINECKE, daughter
of PAUL HEINECKE, president
SESAC, joins organization as executive assistant, following her graduation as radio, speech and dramatics
major from Russell Sage College,
Troy, N. Y.

ui ament
ALBERT J. ROSEBRAUGH, sales
manager of radio Philco Corp., Phila.,
named manager of distribution for
company. JOHN J. MORAN succeeds
Mr. Rosebraugh as sales manager of
radio. JOHN L. UTZ appointed special television representative for company.
HOWARD L. LETTS, controller of
record department RCA, appointed
assistant manager of department.
THOMAS B. JACOCKS, manager of
General Electric Atlantic district, appointed special representative for tube
division, with headquarters in Washington, D. C.
TELE KING Corp., N. Y. will sell
"specially designed and tropicalized
TV sets" in Brazil through Brazilia
Importadora E. Imobilaria Ltd.
CARL DUFFY, northern California
service manager Packard-Bell Co.,
L. A., named service division manager
for entire company, replacing
THOMAS L. STEVENS. BOB CLARK,
Mr. Duffy's assistant, succeeds Mr.
Duffy. Mr. Stevens has been apcompany. pointed Los Angeles distributor for

TED KUDELKO, assistant chief sound
technician WBBM Chicago, and LUDMILLA BRKSA, mail room assistant
WBBM, married June 2.
J. H. FRISHETTE, video engineer
NBC Chicago, recalled to Navy.
CHUCK OSTLER, engineer WLS Chicago, father of Josephine, his sixth
child.
FRANK LEE, engineering staff
WLAW Lawrence, Mass., resigns due
to ill health.
JOHN BRAISLIN, performer-cameraman KLAC-TV Hollywood, recalled
to active army duty.
JAMES
MORRISON, engineer KLACduty.
TV Hollywood, recalled to active army
DONALD BENTROTT named transmitter engineer KSWI and KFMX
(FM) Council Bluffs, Iowa, replacing
ALVIN BRUNSEN, called into servJOHNSON
CITES
Radio Plea to Legislators
OPPORTUNITY for broadcasting
to bring Americans in closer touch
with their national legislators was
found in the June 6-7 broadcasts
on WOL Washington by Jap Lucas,
head of Jap Lucas Hardware Store,
Athens, Tex., by Sen. Lyndon B.
Johnson (D-Tex.).
Writing to Mr. Lucas in connection with his broadcasts directed at
Senators and Representatives
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June
11], felt
Sen.thatJohnson
"I
have long
there is said,
a great
need in this country for a method
of publicizing the views of individual Americans. Perhaps you have
found the solution."
Mr. Lucas, a former state legislator, paid card rates for WOL
Class A time. He wired every
U. S. Senator and Representative
in advance that he would be heard
on the station, via tape recordings,
in opposition to the Federal Reserve Board's Regulation W.

RATINGS

L'n
NINEAmerican
of the 10Shows
leadingTop
evening
network programs heard in Canad
during May were of American or
gin, according to national rating
report of Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Tc^
ronto, released June 9. Leading 2
evening network shows were
Charlie McCarthy with a rating c
30.7, Radio Theatre, 28.2; Our Mi&
Brooks, 26.1 ; Amos 'n' Andy, 24.7
Twenty Questions, 20.4; My Frien
Irma, 19.4; Suspense, 19; Aldric
Family, 18.7; Ford Theatre, 18.
(Canada program), and Grec
Gildersleeve, 18.2.
Daytime American network shoM
were in the top five places out of 1
heard on Canadian stations: Ma Pet
kins, 16.6; Big Sister, 16.3; Peppt
Young's Family, 15.5; Right to Haj
piness, 14.3, and Aunt Lucy, 13.7.
Of 19 French-language evening pr<
grams during May, leading five wei
Un Homme et Son Peche, 29.3; Me
ropole, 28.8; La Pause Qui Rafraichi
27.1;
L'Epevier,
and Radio Can
bin, 24.9.
Of 16 25.2,
French-language
daj
time programs, the leading five we]
Rue Principale, 26; Jeunesse Dore.
24.7; Grande Soeur, 24.2; Mama
Jeanne, 23.5, and Tante Lucie, 22.3.
AWRT
IN N.Y.
Local Chapter Organize
APPROXIMATELY 150 membei
of the metropolitan New Yor
chapter of American Women i
Radio & Television met last Moi
day at the Brass Rail Restaurai
to elect officers and organize tl;
first local chapter.
Margaret Cuthbert, supervise
of public affairs programs fc
NBC, was elected president. Agns
Law, CBS librarian, became firvice president, and Helen Ha
(Barbara Welles on WOR) we
elected second vice president. Ma:
garet Waddell, Greeting Cai
Assn., is secretary-elect, while Pi
Meikle, star of Magic Cottage c
DuMont, was chosen treasurer.
National executive secretar
Betty Chapin, was introduced 1
the members, and National Pres
dent Edythe J. Meserand, of tl
WOR-AM-TV news and speci,
events department, spoke on b
half of the national organization.

ALTEC LANSING Corp., Beverly
Hills, Calif, announces new amplifier
system designed for use in home
music systems, consisting of A-433A
preamplifier and A-333A power amplifier. Both units are small and
compact.
"Technical

BILL TAYLOR to engineering staff
WMBM Miami Beach, Fla. He was
with WBBW Youngstown, Ohio.
ANDREW JACKSON to WAAM (TV)
Baltimore, as technician.

930 KC, 1.000 Watts CBS
9UINCY,
ILLINOIS
A Lee Station

Our Silver Anniversary Year of Service — to 88,210
rural-urban homes in the tri-state area of Ml., Mo.
and Iowa, with farm income $315,669,000; retail
sales $417,326,000. Represented by Weed & Company.
BROADCASTING
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Allocation

Replies

(Continued from page 77)
Victoria rather than San Antonio.
Wichita Falls — KFDX. Oppose KFBI
and KANS Wichita, Kan.; DuMont.
Wichita Falls— KTRN, Opposes DuMont.
UTAH
Salt Lake City — KALL. Opposes
KOAL Price, Utah; Uncompaghre
Bcstg.dio & Television
Co., Tooele,Co.,
Utah;
Oquirrh RaTooele.
Vernal — KJ AM. See KFKJ Grand
Junction, Col.
VIRGINIA
Bristol — WCYB. Opposes DuMont.
Norfolk — Beachview Bcstg. Corp. Opposes WGH Newport News.
Petersburg— WSSV. Opposes WRVA
Richmond;
Charlottesville;
DuMont. AsksWCHV
retention
Ch. 8.
Richmond— WTVR (TV). Opposes DuMont; WTOB and WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C; WXGI Richmond and
WKYW Louisville, Ky.
WASHINGTON
Bellingham — KVOS.
Opposes alternate proposal of KWLK Longview;
proposals of KOMO, KJR and KIRO
Seattle.
Seattle— KING-TV. Opposes KWLK
Longview, Wash., and KWIL Albany,
Ore., both with proposal that would
shift KING-TV from its present Ch. 5.
Seattle — KOMO. Opposes KWLK
Longview; KVOS Bellingham. Seeks
addition of Ch. 2.
Tacoma— KTNT(FM). Opposes KGY
Olympia.
WEST VIRGINIA
Clarksburg— WBLK. Opposes WHIZ
Zanesville, Ohio; WSVA Harrisonburg,
Va.; Ohio State U., Columbus.
Clarksburg
— WPDX. Opposes Ohio
State
U.
Huntington— WHTN. Opposes WSAZTV Huntington; WCKY Cincinnati;
DuMont; WSVA Harrisonburg, Va.;
Ohio State U. (WOSU), Columbus,
Ohio.
Wheeling— WKWK. Opposes WCAE,
KDKA, KQV and WJAS Pittsburgh;
DuMont; WJPA Washington, Pa.
Wheeling — WWVA. Opposes DuMont;
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio; WJPA Washington, Pa.; KDKA, KQV, WCAE and
WJAS Pittsburgh.
Wheeling— Tri-City Bcstg. Co. Opposes KDKA, WCAE and WJAS Pittsburgh; WSTV Steubenville, Ohio; and
WJPA Washington, Pa.; DuMont.
Williamson
— WBTH. Opposes DuMont.
WISCONSIN
Green Bay— WJPG. Opposes WEMP,
WFOX, WISN Milwaukee; WGRD
Grand Rapids, Mich.; WBBM Chicago.
Madison — WKOW. Opposes WISC
Madison.
Milwaukee— WISN. Opposes WGRD
Grand Rapids; WQUA Moline, 111.; CBS.
Milwaukee — WTMJ-TV. To participate in regard to DuMont and WQUA
Moline, 111., comments.
Milwaukee — Mayor. In reply to
WFOX and WISN Milwaukee, supports
reservation of Ch. 10.
WYOMING
Laramie — W. M. Mallory, engineer,
requests assignment of Ch. 3 or 5.

In

the

WLS

PROMOTION BONUS
FOR SPONSORS...
FOUR

Bottom photo — Learning facts of life about klystron tube, heart of GE's
new 12-kw UHF transmitter, are (I to r): FCC Comr. Walker; C. A. Priest,
manager of engineering, GE Commercial Equipment Div.; FCC Comr. Hyde;
P. L. Chamberlain, GE sales manager. Figure on poster inspecting klystron
is GE's H. M. Crosby, UHF transmitter engineer.

FOR

EXTRA

SALES

!

CAR CARDS with
sponsor credit appear
city.
throughout
the year
and cover the entire
24-SHEET BILLBOARDS
blanket the complete
Philadelphia Market
area, promoting WIBG
programs.
WINDOW DISPLAYS
of sponsor's products
face directly on Walnut
Street—
the only downtown—
such display
on this busy thorofare.

CLARK

SUITS

Settled By L. A. Court
SETTLEMENT for $6,500 has
been made in four damage suits
originally totalling more than $2

tradition

. . .

Afternoon
Programming
(see inside front cover)

BROADCASTING

SHOTS

GENERAL ELECTRIC's "Achievements in Television" dinner meeting June 7
at Washington's Hotel Statler for FCC members and consulting engineers
provided more than a good time for some 140 guests, including GE representatives. GE unveiled new VHF and UHF transmitting and station equipment, as well as progress report showing prospects in very near future for
full 200-kw UHF operation at costs less than VHF [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 11]. FCC members present were Chairman Wayne Coy, Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde, George E. Sterling, Paul A. Walker and E. M. Webster.
Top photo — Studying copy of progress report are (I to r): Robert Brown,
manager. Electronics Dept., GE's Washington office, and emcee of dinner
meeting; George Metcalf, manager, GE Commercial Equipment Div.; Consulting Engineers Frank Mcintosh, T. A. M. Craven, George Davis and James
McNary.

PROFITABLE

[Clear Channel Home

EXTRA

CHICAGO

7

of the National Barn Dance]
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million and resulting from an October 1949 airplane crash in Los
Angeles, in which Buddy Clark,
singer, was killed and other radio
personalities were injured.
Approval of a $3,500 settlement
of
suits Mrs.
brought
by H.
Mr. Hughes,
Clark's
firstthewife,
Louise
was made by Los Angeles Superior
Court Judge Frank G. Swain. She
had sued on behalf of her two minor
children, Thomas and Katherine.
Mrs. Nedra Clark Brocoli, widow
of Mr. Clark and since remarried,
receives $1,000 under the settlement. Sam Hayes, radio newscaster and his former wife, Sally,
passengers in the plane, get $1,000
between them. Jennings Pierce,
general manager, KMED Medford,
Ore., and NBC Western Division
station relations director at the
time of the crash, and Frank A.
Berend, NBC Western Division
sales manager, also passengers, will
divide $1,000.
No insurance was carried on the
airplane involved in crash.

DIRECT MAIL goes out
regularly to selected
dealer lists. Hard-hitting broadsides promote
paign andsponsor's
urge camstore
cooperation.

\
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AD COUNCIL PLANS
'Year of Rededication'
PLANS for national and local community celebrations inaugurating
a "Year of Rededication" starting
July 4, 175th anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence, were
announced by The Advertising
Council at a radio-press meeting in
New York last week.
In cooperation with a U. S. Commemoration Commission, headed
by Chief Justice Fred M. Vinson
and The American Heritage Foundation, the Council plans an extensive campaign. A special TV kit
with slides, posters and other visual
materials illustrating the theme,
"Now
You," will
be sent Freedom
to the 107Needs
TV stations
and
the four networks. Under the
Council's regular Radio Allocation
Plan, it has allocated weeks of network radio time to the campaign's
promotion.
Sylvania Expands
SYLVANIA Electric Products
Inc.'s Radio and Television Div.
plans to increase its Buffalo manufacturing space by about 25% to
cope with a $20 million backlog of
defense orders, it was reported last
week. The division's total plant
space at Buffalo now is about 400,000 square feet. About 15% of its
present production is for defense,
and executives estimate that by the
end of the year the defense production figure will be up to 25%.

New Business
(Continued from page 18)

In Public
(Continued
fromInterestpage 20)
conducted by WDRC Hartfojl
Conn., June 13. Listeners phoi;
in their contributions and their I
corded conversations with 3i |i
Zaiman, president of the WD
Needle Club, were aired on a p j
gram. Club holds an annual dr
for funds for Camp Courant, op
ated by the Hartford Courant.

Today, Sat. 10 to 10:15 a.m. on ABC replacing Quick As a Flash.
Agency: Cecil & Presbrey Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN VITAMIN Assn. Inc., L. A. (Thyavals and Orvita vitamin
products), June 18 start Breakfast Gang on full Don Lee network (45
stations) Mon.-Fri., 7:15-7:30 a.m. (PDT). Contract for 13 weeks.
Agency: The Counselors, L. A.
KELLOGG CO., Battle Creek (cereals), renews 5:30-5:45 Tues. and
Thurs. segments of Howdy Doody Show over NBC-TV, for 26 weeks
starting Sept. 4. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. WANDER Co.,
Chicago (Ovaltine), through Grant Adv., same city, renews for 52 weeks
5:45-6 Wed. period of show, effective last Wednesday, in period vacated
by INTERNATIONAL SHOE for eigh week summer interval. International Shoe will sponsor the 5:45-6 portion Fri. starting Aug. 10.

% * * Visit
Bloodmobile
WLDS Jacksonville, 111., taped
special program to promote 1
Bloodmobile visit to that city a|
to urge listeners to donate a p
of blood. Station sent its d
jockey, Rex Stein, through 1
blood line, while Program Manaj j
Ted Fairburn described the routi
Program was played later on lil
Stein's request program.
Lo 1
American Red Cross chapter
pressed enthusiasm over progr;!
and requested tape to play at d a
trict meetings.

GENERAL FOODS, N. Y., effective July 2 will sponsor first 15-minute
segment of Breakfast Club Mon., Wed., and Fri. on ABC for Jell-O.
Young & Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.

•@<p,j/2oinimenti . . .
SAN LUCE Inc., San Diego (Tigerglas Fishing Rods), and LAWTON
SCHOOL FOR MEDICAL & DENTAL LABORATORY ASSISTANTS,
L. A., name Vick Knight Inc., L. A., to handle advertising. Both accounts
contemplate using spot radio-TV starting in about 90 days.

Hospital
# * Appeal
*
RADIO again proved fastest mee \
of communications recently wr
WERI Westerly, R. I., appealed j|
special type blood for an em!]
gency case involving a girl suff
ing severe hemorrhages. Statu
received call from Westerly H j
pital at 11:25 a.m., made first a
peal at 11:30 a.m. and the hospi
had its first donor five minu <
later. Within an hour 20 perse
with that type blood had respoi
ed. Hospital officials attributed 1
responses to WERI listeners.

ALPERT'S CHEESES of ALL NATIONS, N. Y., appoints William Wilbur Adv. Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising. Intensive promotion campaign planned in all media. Trudy Richmond is account executive.
DUO-WHITE Co., division of Chattam Labs., Whippany, N. J., names
the recently affiliated W. Earl Bothwell Inc., N. Y., and Hamilton Adv.
Agency, Chicago, to handle its advertising for Duo-White Bleach. Account has been handled through Hanly, Hicks & Montgomery, N. Y.
Radio and TV campaign currently being used.
NOPCO CHEMICAL Co., Newark, names Franklin Fader Co., Newark,
to handle advertising for its vitamin division.
HILSOM Corp., distributor of Armour's new dietetic meat products,
N. Y., names Hilton & Riggio, N. Y., to handle its advertising. Media
plans are being set.
ALBERT EHLERS, N. Y., producers of coffee, tea and spices, names
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., to handle its advertising, effective July 1.

helps business
manufacture more
customers at low cost.
Your advertising in
Printers' Ink tells
the leadingljirpi^of

•Odjaeojale
HOWARD W. ULLMAN, vice president and general manager Red Top
Brewing Co., Cincinnati, elected president of company. ALAN C.
THURSTON appointed executive vice president.
ROLPH STODDARD, regional sales promotion manager for Crosley
division of AVCO, resigns to become district manager for California
Electric Supply Co., S. F.
ANTON W. BONDY, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Lever Bros. Co.,
same city, as assistant media director in advertising department.

advertising how
IPIKMMil

can

help them manufacture more customers
your market
at low cost.
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATIN
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TotalUrban
U. S. Area,
Small-Town,
and
Homes Including
— and Including
TelephF
and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK
APRIL 29-MAY 5, 1951
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
NIELSEN-RATING
CurrentCurrent Rati
Hoi
Rank Program
1 Lux Radio Theatre
2 Jack Benny Show
3 Charlie McCarthy Show
4
Godfrey'sWinchell
Talent Scouts
5 Walter
6
My
Friend
Irma
7
8 Gangbusters
People Are Funny (Tue.)
9 Bob Hawk
10
Gene Autry
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

carries
KASPER-GORDON
Firm Marks 21 sr Year
KASPER-GORDON Inc., Boston,
Mass., reportedly the oldest and
one of the largest producers of
transcribed radio programs in
America, is celebrating its 21st year
in the transcription business with
a special offer to small market stations, plus the release of four new
transcribed syndicated shows.
New programs were listed as,
Today's Song — Today's Thought,
The Fur Fashion Parade, Radio On
Call, and The Adventures of Sunny
Bear.

the weight

in the Oregon
DAY, or

Market

NIGHT

av-.-.-sRfls
KGW
Ststws .
B . • *|7>Jjo
.is.41*
Survey
TOTAL BM»
FAMILIES
From

KGW

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency Stotie" D • •
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PI TRY A C
BROADCASTING
• Telecastir
1N,CHTT.ME

]

named producMACKIE tionQUAV
manageEr WIS Columbia,
S. C. SAM ZURICH named program operations manager.
FRED OGINZ, continuity department
WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va., named
head of promotion department. FRANK
WATKINS appointed director of continuity department. He was with
WFTR Front Royal, Va. DON
GREEN, teletranscriptions film editor
DuMont, to WSVS as announcer.
ARNOLD SNYDER, director of news
WTTM Trenton, appointed director of
promotion and publicity WNJR
Newark.
R. W. (Bob) HARRIS appointed program director KOL Seattle, replacing
BILL GRIFFITHS, now with KYA San
Francisco.
EDWARD WALLIS, assistant program director WIP Philadelphia, appointed director of sales promotion
and public relations. VARNER PAULSEN, production director, replaces Mr.
Wallis. ROBERT LAURENCE, continuity department, appointed to newly
created post of program coordinator.
JOHN ZAHN, appointed program director KPRO Riverside, Calif. PAUL
NISH named to traffic department replacing BETTY RUSSO, resigned.
BARBARA ANDERSON and SHAREN
LANMAN to record library.
JACK DONOHUE, film and dance
director, signed to long-term contract
with CBS effective immediately.
FRANK ALLAN appointed program
director-announcer WEAV Platts•burg,
Y. He was with WREN
Topeka,N. Kan.
ISAAC IRVING KLELNERMAN, general assistant to vice president in
charge of production RKO-Pathe, appointed to recently established NBC
documentary film unit and will serve
as film editor for unit's first project,
a history of the U. S. Navy in World
War II. He will report to HENRY
SALOMAN Jr., producer in charge of
Navy project.
AL LAPIN Jr., executive GAM Productions, Hollywood, to KLAC-TV
same city, as producer of Joe Graydon Show.
KENNETH G. BARTLETT, director
of radio and television center Syracuse U., appointed to newly created
post of dean of public relations.
Dean Bartlett has been very active
in radio eduaction for many years.
GEORGE WELLS, announcer WKAN
Kankakee, 111., appointed program director KFBI Wichita Kan. BOB CONRAD to WKAN, as summer replacement.
CHARLES RAY, announcing staff
KCIJ Shreveport, La., to LBS, in same
KSWM
JOPLIIN,
MO

air-casters
capacity. He will serve with KLIF
Oak Cliff, Texas.
FRANK R. PIERCE to production staff
WNAC Boston. He was with WMOG
Brunswick, Ga.
MAURICE HART, disc emcee KFWB
Hollywood, signed to do voice-dubbing
for George Pal Productions film, When
Worlds Collide, released through Paramount Pictures.
WAYNE CODY, disc jockey WIP Philadelphia, to KALL Salt Lake City, in
same capacity.

LOOKING over his first assignment
as sports director, Dick Baker (r)
discusses the nature of his assignment with Allen L. Haid, managing
director of WSAI Cincinnati. Mr.
Baker, a lawyer by profession and a
sports enthusiast by hobby, will broadcast a 1 5-minute sports program five
times weekly on WSAI. Not new to
radio by any means, Mr. Baker has
taken part in dramatic work with several stations in Cincinnati and during
his Army days set up a radio station
in a G.I. hospital.
MARC
HOFFMAN,
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, to announcing staff
WCSI Columbus, Ind.
HENRY LEWIS named staff announcer
WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.
MIKE WALLACE, Chicago radio and
TV
to interviewer"long-term"
CBS personality,
contract andsigned
cast in
narrator role in new program, Meet
the People, slated to start on CBS-TV
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete CBS
service to the great Joplin,
Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLIN,
MO.
[NwHomaUy A*pr«sented by WILLIAM G. BAM BEAU CO. ,
BROADCASTING
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June 18 (Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 3:30-4 p.m.).
MIKE McMANUS to announcing staff
CKSF Cornwall, Ont.
DICK ASHBY named to announcing
staff WMAZ Macon, Ga. He was with
KHJ-AM-TV Hollywood.
TOM EDWARDS named to announcing-disc jockey staff WERE Cleveland. He was with KICD Spencer,
Iowa.
HAROLD ABRAMSON, KWOS Jefferson City, Mo., to commercial continuity staff KSWI and KFMX (FM)
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
BETTY WILCOX, accounting supervisor, KECA Hollywood, named assistant auditor to JOHN WAGNER.
KLEM WALTERS, staff announcer
WHWL Nanticoke, Pa., to WEAB
Allentown, Pa., in same caapcity.
RICHARD McDONOUGH, stage manager KNBH (TV) Hollywood, named
to director.
PAUL E. KLANAVAN, disc jockey
and announcer WTRY Troy, N. Y.,
appointed chief announcer and disc
jockey. VERN COOK, WGY Schenectady, to WTRY, on announcing
staff.
NORMA KENWORTHY, graduate
West Virginia U. School of Journalism, and JO ANN HERRING to
continuity department WCAW
Charleston, W. Va. HELEN EADES,
continuity department, resigns.
JAMES MANDULAY, administrative
accountant Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
named TV production analyst, a new
division of ABC Hollywood accounting
department.
ALFIE HARRIS appointed copywriter
CKEY Toronto.
BILL FALKNER, CHML Hamilton,
and MAC THOMAS, CJKL Kirkland
Lake, to announcing staff CKFH
Toronto.
RENEE IOSET, secretary to PAUL
PALANGI, personnel director WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh, and Edward Johnson
Jr., married.
TONY MARTA appointed sales promotion manager WEBC Duluth, Minn.
IGNACE STRASFOGEL appointed music director WABF New York, Mr.
Strasfogel was assistant conductor of
Society.
the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony
JAN CURETON returns to continuity
department WIS Columbia, S. C, replacing BETTY CAMPBELL, resigned.
JAMES D. POAG Jr. named to continuity staff. NORMA SHEALY to
WIS as receptionist.
NANCY OSGOOD, director of women's program WRC Washington,
elected
vice Club.
president
of Women's
Nationalfirst
Press
CURTIS
PRYOR
named to night program staff. VIRGINIA ALLEN to traffic department.
HOLLIS WRIGHT, announcer elected
president of Washington AFRA
chapter.
A/eurA •
BOB ENGEL, staff WSRS Cleveland,
appointed news director, in charge of
all news and special event programs.
TED HAAS, KOIL Des Moines, to
news and special events staff WRC
Washington.
JOHN B. KENNEDY, noted news commentator, began Mon. through Fri.,

news analysis and commentary show
on WXEL (TV) Cleveland June 4.
MAX ROBY Jr., director of news
KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake City, joins
KNX and Columbia Pacific, Hollywood, as newscaster-writer.
DICK OBERLIN, news director
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, appointed
consultant on fundamental education
project for UNESCO in Mexico and
France. Mr. Oberlin has been granted
leave of absence from station. BILL
BOAZ and ALICE WATKINS will take
over his duties during his absenceVICTOR BEST, professor in radio
division Boston U., appointed news
and special events supervisor for summer at WCSH Portland, Me.
ROD BELCHER, sportscaster KMO
Tacoma, to KOL Seattle, as sportscaster.
GEORGE BROOKS, KDIX Dickinson,
N. D., named news and special events
director KFGO Fargo, N. D., replacing
FRANK P. SANDERS, now with
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.
BILL GIVENS, farm director WGY
Schenectady, appointed agricultural
director KYW Philadelphia.
GEORGE GRIMM, newscaster WCCO
Minneapolis, on six-week trip to Korea
and Far East, where he will act as
foreign correspondent for Minneapolis
Morning Tribune. He will also send
home taped interviews from Alaska,
Japan and Korea for use twice weekly
on his program. This is his second
trip to Korea since the outbreak of
the present conflict.
ROBERT FERRIS, news editor KJR
Seattle, to KFWB Hollywood, as newscaster-writer.
JACK ZEILLMANN, WO PI Bristol,
Tenn., appointed sports director
WCAW Charleston, W. Va.

INDUSTRIAL

HUB

OF THE MIDWEST
Exclusive of the Rock Island
Arsenal, employment in
Quad-City manufacturing industries has passed 1943's
previous high by 5,067. Industrial employment now
totals 53,156. Quad-Cities is
the home of 233,012 people
. . . over 300 manufacturing
firms.
WHBF is the influential hometown station with the coverage
and the impact to deliver sales at
a profit in the big, unified market.

NAT. REPS. AVERY KNODEL, INC.
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ELEMENTS OF TELEVISION SYSTEMS, George E. Anner, Prentice-Hall
Inc., 70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11,
N. Y., 804 pp., $10.35.
THIS text, published June 11, is
for advanced students only. It begins with a study of closed systems,
those that rely upon cable connections between sending and receiving apparatus.
In this way the basic problems of
any video system can be studied
independently of the problems associated with broadcasting the signal
by radio.
In the second part of the book,
the point of view is expanded to include compilations introduced by
using a radio link in place of interconnecting cables.
The final part of the book is concerned with methods of superimposing color perception on a system which is "inherently color
blind."
TELEVISION AND FM ANTENNA
GUIDE.thew By
M. Noll and
Mandl.Edward
The Macmillan
Co.,Mat640
Fifth Ave., New York 11. 311 pages.
$5.50.
PRIMARILY for set-owners, this
book thoroughly covers all types of
antennas and instructs in their
best use. First part of the book
deals with antenna principals and
the second part is a handy reference guide, enabling the owner, or
possibly a TV serviceman, to turn
directly to the particular type of
antenna or installation procedure
on which information is desired.

WWDC

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., at annual
membership luncheon in Chicago June 7, seated (I to r): Arie Liberman,
Talk-A-Phone Co., vice president-director; John W. Craig, Crosley Division,
vice president-chairman Set Div.; Leslie F. Muter, Muter Co., treasurer; President Glen McDaniel; Robert C. Sprague, Sprague Electric Co., past president
and chairman of board. Standing, James D. Secrest, RTMA general managersecretary; Max F. Balcom, Sylvania Electric Products, past president-director;
A. D. Plamondon Jr., Indiana Steel Products Co., vice president-director;
W. J. Berkley, Collins Radio Co., vice president-director; John W. Van Allen,
general counsel; Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Co., director RTMA
Engineering Dept.
TRAVEL
WOW

Now

D. C.

represented

nationally

by

JOHN

BLAIR

&

Company

OFFICES IN NEW

YORK

CHICAGO • DETROIT
ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS • LOS ANGELES
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Farm Tour Goes East

IT'S TRAVEL time again for
WOW Omaha. Mai Hansen, station farm director, has announced
the station is sponsoring a fourth
annual farm study tour Sept. 1329, which will be called "East Coast
Farm
To beStudy
visitedTour."
by 200 farmers will
AWARD FOR SERVICE to RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. presented to
Robert C. Sprague (I), retiring president and now board chairman, by
RTMA Treasurer Leslie F. Muter,
Muter Co.
COURT

ACTION

Poised for 20th Century
WASHINGTON,

TIME

A JUDGMENT requiring Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. to
separate domestic theatre operations from the film production and
distribution business was presented
for entry in Federal District Court
in New York June 7.
Consent of the Dept. of Justice
to the judgment against the firm
and its wholly-owned subsidiary,
National Theatres Corp., which are
defendants in government antitrust action against eight motion
picture concerns, was announced
June 1 by Atty. Gen. J. Howard
McGrath. It is similar to one
evolved for Paramount Pictures.
Twentieth Century-Fox has been
a principal in theatre television
and also had filed applications for
TV stations. The firm withdrew
five applications for stations in
January 1950, announcing that it
would concentrate instead on theatre television.
Additionally, 20th Century-Fox
was a principal in the discussions
involving offers for the sale of
ABC late in 1948 and 1949.

be processing plants, farms, agricultural schools and experimental
stations near Detroit, Toronto,
Quebec, Boston, New York, Washington, D. C, and Chicago. U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture will be host
at its Beltsville, Md., experimental
farm projects.
Also on the agenda is a look at
Niagara Falls, boat trip up the St.
Lawrence River and historic landmarks in the various cities. Last
spring, the third farm study conducted by WOW took in the "New
South" and Cuba. Other tours have
covered the West Coast, Western
Canada, Mexico and visits to nine
European countries.

WIBW

WJLD MOVE
Asks FCC Reconsiderarioi
WJLD Bessemer, Ala., which seek
to consolidate its AM and FJV
facilities at Homewood, Ala., pend
ing disposition of its bid for a ne\
outlet at Birmingham on 850 kc
has petitioned the FCC to re
consider an order requiring WJLI
to choose which of the two pre
posals it wishes to prosecute o
suffer dismissal of its AM-FM con
solidation request.
FCC contends its rule bannin;
multiple applications in the sam
area, in this case metropolitan
Birmingham, is being violatec
WJLD
argued
of th
rule, Sec.
1.364,theis "Spirit"
not being
vi
olated because its new station bi
for 850 kc there declares th
WJLD facilities would be dispose
of in event of a grant. WJLD i
assigned 250 w fulltime on 140
kc at Bessemer.
Johnston Broadcasting Co., hi
censee of WJLD and WJLN (FM
Birmingham (Homewood), told th
Commission the consolidation i
necessary for economy reason;
FM losses were cited.
WJLD argued "there is nothin
inconsistent between the applies
tion to move its present statio
within the Metropolitan area an
the long pending application fo
850 kc in Birmingham. . . . Peti
tioner is well aware from its pas
experience that irrespective of wh
is eventually given the 850 k
grant ... it may still be year
before any station on that fn
quency can be built and put int
operation. Therefore, it is face
with a very serious practical ques
tion regarding its present AM an
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde dissente
FM operations."
from
the Commission majority ru!
ing to require choice between th
two applications.
NBC
will
Polo
will
NBC

Athletic Assn.'s annual outin
be held Aug. 18 at Blind Broo
Club, Purchase, N. Y. Watche
be
awarded
25-Year
Clubnew
and members
10-20 Yeaol

Club members
will beAssn.,
inducted.
NeV'
officers
of Athletic
after their
installation, will present prizes t
winners
of day's athletic competi
tions.

TheVoice^/Kansas
in TOPE
K A
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POST CARD PROMOTION
WTOP Washington sending trade
and advertisers "handwritten"
01 color post cards with different selling messages on each one. Station
sending five different cards at interval of a few days. Typical messages reads like this: "Come to
Washington — everybody else does!
ki The Summer selling's fine! 1,333,in 000 visitors are spending $50,000,m
000 in the Capital this summer!"
do BRIGHT GLOW
KDAL Duluth sending Griffin Shoe
Polish dealers and jobbers shoeshine cloth with this statement
printed
on it: to"Your
will
take a shine
Griffincustomers
Shoe Polish
after hearing 5 Griffin spots weekly
on KDAL. Polish up your profits
.sent. .to order
today!"
were
some 950
dealers They
in the area.
-• — • — •RADIO DAY
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass., June 5
sponsored its second annual "Radio
n Club Day" for students from three
local high schools. Students started
n early in the day under the guidance
of station officials, participating in
all phases of station operations.
3! The 25 students who took part
up the WEIM Radio Club
ipUB make
meets once a week for inMil that
structions.
i ilk
HELPING HAND
g past WATV (TV) Newark is engaged
a
cross-media promotion with
50 1 in
Storecasting Corp. of America on
yea* behalf of their mutual sponsor,
fa '
itit Westgate-Sun Harbor Co., which
fafc makes "Breast-O' Chicken Tuna."
WATV's
RuthCook
Bean demonstration
on her Shop,
ook and
ill weekly of the tuna mentions Storecast advertisement of same product, and Storecast announcements
publicize the station's program.
-• — • — •TRIBUTE TO THE UNMARRIED
WNAR Norristown, Pa., June 4
celebrated "Old Maid's Day" for
the third year. Station sponsored
contest selecting the "Outstanding
Old Maid" of the year, awarding
winner gift. Station reports that
isti icelebration for the unmarried women of the community had spread
to 24 states and England.

programs

promotion

RADIO IS NOT LOST
WQUA Moline, 111., June 6 ran
full page advertisement in Davenport and Moline newspapers. Ad
was headed "Don't be . . . TV
Slaphappy . . . Relax . . . and listen to great radio entertainment.
Piece pointed out that listeners
would be traveling this summer
and that radio is "the world's
greatest medium of mass communication." Station reports that
WQUA (in a TV market) just
completed the biggest month in its
history.
★— *— *
BRIGHT PROMOTION
KYW Philadelphia sending
trade and advertisers brightly covered promotion piece
headed "Needed; Readership
studies ... Is your ad read?"
Piece points out that station
carried same free offer that
two local papers did for seven day period, outdistancing
them greatly in responses.
Promotion goes on to say
"For each person who responded to a newspaper ad,
15 people responded to an announcement over KYW."
PROGRAM CITED
KGO-TV San Francisco, Science In
Action, sponsored by American
Trust Co., Thurs., 7-7:30 p.m.
American Assn. of University
Women, San Francisco branch, presented special citations to Dr. Robert C. Miller, director of California
Academy of Sciences, producer of
program; James K. Lochead, president of American Trust Co., sponsor, and Gayle V. Grubb, KGOTV general manager. Program on
occasion was moved from KGOTV studios to California Academy's Hall of Science and studio
audience witnessed production for
first time.

immediate revenue produced
ith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

ROADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061

General
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Manager

premiums
BETTER VIEWING
SYLVANIA Electric Products Inc.,
Buffalo, ran full page ad in The
New York Times, June 12, announcing lieve
new change
sets to
discomfort inandits fear
of "reeye
strain." Advertisement is headed
"Sylvania has found the answer
to greater TV viewing comfort."
Company reports that new change
will be limited to a few sets at first,
slowly increasing until all are
equipped with the new improvement.
BEAUTY WINNER
WFHR-AM-FM Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis., sponsored the winner of the
"Miss Wisconsin" contest, who will
vie for the "Miss America" title in
Atlantic City this year. The station's entry was the only contestant
coming from a radio station that
survived all elminations.
SUMMER

SELLING

KMOX

St. Louis, CBS 0-&-0 station, distributing three - color,
heavy-stock promotion piece with
the theme, "Summertime in
KMOX-Land," directed at potential summer sponsors. It describes
"KMOX-Land" as 73-county territory which spent more than $800
million last summer; this summer,
it points out, St. Louis is filling
$277 million in new defense orders,
and more than three million vacationists in the Ozarks area are expected.
FIRE SCOOP
KPHO-TV Phoenix covered $50,000 fire minutes after it broke out.
The fire — two blocks from the
studios — was covered with camera
at studio equipped with telescopic
lens. Another camera was dollied
up close to the blaze, shooting the
firemen going into action, people
who filled the streets and interviews. Station kept viewers well
informed during the coverage.
•— • — •
BEAUTY CLINIC PIECE
KPIX (TV) San Francisco sends
promotion sheet to trade publicizing Your Beauty* Clinic, afternoon
show featuring Corky Jones, S. F.
model and TV personality. Bluetinted sheet carries picture of Miss
Jones with copy stating, "Hei-e is a
TV program that hits home with
the women in the home. . . . And
your sales story will hit home too
if you are a participant. . . ."
ROLLING STUDIO
WJR Detroit's mobile unit spending part of each day in different
locations of city, originating two
programs daily. Visitors have opportunity to go through unit. Stasafety.tion laying special stress on traffic

SALES FACTS
WOR New York has released a 12by-16
page, yellow-andblack inch,
foldertwoaddressed
to food
manufacturers, wholesalers and
distributors, detailing WOR sales
accomplishments for the Hudson
Pulp & Paper Corp., N. Y., on one
page and
listing its
advertisers on another.
For other
Hudson,
the
folder says, WOR sold more products than any other medium it
had ever used.
-• — • — •FARM SCHOLARSHIPS
KDKA Pittsburgh has awarded
its 1951-52 "KDKA Agricultural
Scholarships" to young agricultural
students in Pennsylvania, Ohio and
West Virginia. One of the winners
was
work with
farm chosen
directorto during
the station's
summer
ing.
to gain knowledge and actual practice in commercial farm broadcastFLYING START
WXYZ-TV Detroit bringing new
TV idea to Willow Run Airport,
interviewing travelers arriving
and leaving Detroit. Cameras are
located strategically throughout
terminal, showing take-offs and
landings, plus visits with all important celebrities at airport. Show
runs from 7 to 8:55 a.m., five
times weekly. John Pival directs
it, with Don Hallman as producer.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.
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WNAO PROGRESS
Boosts Power, Programming
WNAO Raleigh, N. C, last Monday commenced 24-hour programming and increased its daytime
power from 5 kw to 10 kw. Station
is licensed to the News & Observer
Publishing Co., publisher of the
Raleigh News & Observer, and
operates on 850 kc.
Station launched its 'round-theclock programming with the
WNAO Tobacco Barn and Golden
Leaf Jamboree emceed by Tommy
■"Butterball" Paige. Program features hillbilly music and Mr.
Paige's guitar selections, and runs
from 12 midnight to 7 a.m. WNAO
changed its power June 11 and
claims it now is the only Carolina
station to operate 24 hours daily.
ARRL Field Day
ROLE of communications systems
in civil defense will be tested by the
nation's amateur radio operators
during the 15th annual Field Day,
June 23-24, sponsored by the American Radio Relay League. Established networks, part of the Amateur Radio Emergency Corps, will
operate during the preparedness
tests. Approximately 675 affiliated
ARRL members will set up emergency stations throughout the
country. They will operate from
emergency power equipment. About
90,000 radio amateurs are licensed
at present.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
KID
Idaho Falls, Idaho

-FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
\ Only Magnecorder offers all the flexi ibility,- high fidelity and features you
requireft— at a price you want to pay!
i FITS EVERY PURPOSE— EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compoct!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CON50LETTE Operation available by combining units in rkh Magne- •
•iet cctWn

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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fCC

actions

^

JUNE 8 THROUGH

jt

JUNE 14

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
June 8 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Request Denied
WNYC New York, N. Y.— Denied request for waiver of Sec. 3.41 of the
rules regarding maximum power ratings for AM
trans.,a and
application to install
5 kw dismissed
trans, which
is in direct conflict with Sec. 3.41. (Now
uses 1 kw power).
June 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 970 kc
KNBR North Platte, Neb.— Mod. CP
new AM station to change from 1280
kc to 970 kc and install DA.
Modification of CP
WJEJ-FM Hagerstown, Md.— Mod.
CP authorizing changes for extension
of completion date.
N. C— Mod.of
CPWBBB-FM
new FM Burlington,
station for extension
completion date.
WCOS-FM Columbia, S. C— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP.
KGMO-FM
Girardeau,
Mo.—
Mod. CP new Cape
FM station
to change
ERP,
ant.
height,
trans,
and
studio
location etc.
WPIX (TV) New York— Mod. CP new
TV station for extension of completion
date.
License for CP
WFMYcense for(FM)
Greensboro,
N. C— LiCP new
FM station.
WEST-FM
Easton,
Pa.—
License
for
CP new FM station.
GILBERT TO KSTV
Takes Leave From KGER
GALEN 0. GILBERT, general
manager KGER Long Beach, Calif.,
for the past 2V2 years, takes a
year's leave of absence effective
July 1 to become owner-manager
of KSTV Stephenville, Tex., subject to FCC approval. The station
operates on 1510 kc with 250 w
day, and is currently licensed to
John Blake. Storm Whaley, general manager of KUOA Siloam
Springs, Ark., will temporarily
shift his operations to KGER, acting as general supervisor of both
stations. KGER and KUOA are
owned and operated by the John
Brown Schools.
William George, program director of KGER, goes with Mr. Gilbert as assistant manager of
KSTV. They also will establish an
advertising agency in Fort Worth
under the firm name of Galen 0.
Gilbert Adv. Co. Mr. Gilbert remains a member of KGER board
of directors and treasurer of John
Brown Schools Inc. of California,
owning corporation. Before joining KGER he was partner in
KVLH Pauls Valley, Okla.

License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: KYCA Prescott, Ariz.;
KXAR bara,
Hope,
BarCalif.; Ark.;
WNLCKDBNewSanta
London,
Conn.; WDHL Bradenton, Fla.; KCIL
Houma, La.; WARK Hagerstown, Md.;
WCLD Cleveland, Miss.; KDMO Carthage, Mo.; KCNI Broken Bow, Neb.;
KBON Omaha, Neb.; KWRN Reno,
Nev.; WSKY Asheville, N. C; WSRS
Cleveland Heights, Ohio; WMRW Marion, Ohio; KRNR Roseburg, Ore.:
WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn.; WPLI
Jackson, Tenn.: KBST Big Spring,
Tex.; KHUZ Borger, Tex.; KSAM
Huntsville, Tex.; KPLT Paris, Tex.:
WBLT boro,Bedford,
Va.; WAYB WaynesVa.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WSSB Durham, N. C— RETURNED
apolication for license renewal.
WOSH
Oshkosh, Wis. — RETURNED
application for license renewal.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
KGFJ
Los Angeles,
Calif.— DISapplication for mod. license
to change MISSED
power.
June 11 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Authority Granted
WXRF thorityGuayama,
P.R.—
Grantedpower
auto operate with
reduced
to 800 w for 30 days retroactive from
May 29.
BY THE SECRETARY
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex.— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans.; cond.
Hooper Reports Changed
RADIO HOOPERATINGS in nine
cities have been stepped up from
three to six reports a year, based
on one-month instead of five-month
surveys, with publication following
the month of the survey, C. E.
Hooper Inc. has announced. Cities
are: Baltimore, Chicago, Columbus,
Houston, Jacksonville, Nashville,
New Orleans, Portland, Ore., and
Providence. Each report includes
15-minute daytime ratings and 30minute evening ratings based on
coincidental telephone interviews
from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. and expanded via recall to cover the
early morning hours, 6-8 a.m., and
the late evening 11 p.m. -midnight
hour.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

WSFA
Montgomery, Ala. — Granted
mod. CP to change type trans.; cond.
Review Pub. Co., Alliance, Ohio —
Granted mod. license to change remote
pickup
station. KA-2408 from mobile to a base
Hagerstown Bcstg. Co., Hagerstown,
Md. — Granted CP to increase power
etc.Eastern
for remote
Idahopickup
Bcstg.KCA-559.
& Television
Co., Pocatello, Idaho— Granted CP for
remote pickup KA-9059.
Following stations were granted ex- :
tensions of completion dates as shown:
WSTR Sturgis, Mich, to 7-15-51;
KFAC-FM Los Angeles to 6-16-51;
WEPM-FM Martinsburg, W. Va. to 88-1-51.
20-51: KSRT Hollywood, Calif, to 12-1251; WBBB-FM Burlington, N. C. to
WFPMcense on Fort
Valley,
1150 kc
1 kw Ga.—
D. Granted liKOLJ
Quanah,
Tex.—
Granted
license
on 1150 kc 500 w D.
WOAYcense for Oak
Hill,
W.
Va.—
Granted
liincrease in power and install
new trans.; cond.; now 860 kc 5 kw D.
Following
granted licenses for
remote
pickupwerestations:
KKF-228 (Alice Bcstg. Co.) Alice,
Tex.; KA-8036 (Earl W. Fessler) Madison, Wis.; KA-7956 (Kennebec Bcstg.
Tex. Waterville, Maine, KA-7351, WharCo.)
ton County Bcstg. Co. Inc., El Campo,
Fetzer Bcstg. Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
—Granted CP for FM STL KQC-53.
Hagerstown Bcstg. Co., Hagerstown,
Md.— Granted CP to increase power
etc. in remote pickup KGA-558.
Wharton County Bcstg. Co. Inc., El
Campo. Texas— Granted CP to replace
CP authorizing remote pickup KA-7351.
Agr. Bcstg. Co., Chicago, 111.— Granted
request to cancel license and delete
remote pickup KA-4707.
Radio Bedford, Inc., Bedford, Ind.—
Granted request to cancel license and
delete remote pickup KA-6971.
Radio Diablo. Inc., San Bruno, Calif.j
—Granted mod. CP for extension of
comnletion date to 12-1-51 KMA-729.
WIBA-FM Madison, Wis.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 8-11-51.
WLWC
Columbus, Ohio— Granted license for TV station in accordance
location:
3165 Olantangy
River
with CP except
aural 2.5 kw
and Rd.
studio'1
WLWD Dayton, Ohio— Granted license for TV station in accordance
with CP except for power of 2.95 kw
and studio
location: 4595 S. Dixie
Highway,
Dayton.
WLWT Cincinnati, Ohio— Granted license for TV station in accordance with
CP except: 23.1 kw vis. 13.9 kw aur.
WCAP Lowell, Mass. — Granted mod
CP to change
studio
location.type of trans, and change
June 12 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
Johns-Embury Co., Portage, Wis.—
Granted petition to dismiss withou (
prejudice its application.
Leonard R. Lyon, El Reno, Okla.- I
Granted petition to dismiss withou j
prejudice his application.
WLOW Norfolk, Va.— Granted peti .
tion to continue hearing on applica j
tion
scheduled for June 11 t<l
Aug. now
1.
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Grantee?2 I
petition for extension of time withii I
which
file exceptions
to initial
cision reto appliactions
of WJBK,
WAB.de~f
and WMRN, be extended from June
to June 11.
Condado Bcstg. Co., San Juan, P
and Jose Ramon Quinones, Mayague:
P. R. — Granted petition of Condad,
Bcstg. Co. to dismiss without prejudic i
its application; and on own motio:
Cum mission removed from hearing J
docket application of Mr. Quinones I
FCC General Counsel — Granted peti 1
tion for extension of time from June I
to June 14, within which to file pro_ j
posed findings
Pasadena,
Calif.re applications of KXL; j]
Moyer
Bcstg.
Taylorville,petitio
Ill.-Jj
Granted request Co.,
to withdraw
filed on Oct. 27, 1950 to reconside I

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
xecutive Offices
National Press Building
. ; i Iffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
/ashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
:..DJi IMUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
•T&plat
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
ntei .
m i
Member AFCCE*
:a

E . C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
led
[dag IOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
r: .ij
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
ec 5Member AFCCE*
rias i
■■" n 7
Daieii
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
10 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A U3-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1220 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WTVB Coldwater, Mich.— Granted petition for continuance of hearing re
application from June 22 to Aug. 22.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
CC General Counsel — Granted peti. requesting that his opposition to
Prairie Bcstg. Co., Inc. Beaver Dam,
tion to reopen record, etc. filed by Wis. and Portage Bcstg. Co., Portage,
Wis.
— Granted petition of Prairie to
'accepted
Way Bcstg.
for Corp.,
filing. Columbus, Ohio,
amend application to specify a different
geographical
location (Prairie du Chien,
'NOE
Orleans,of consolidated
La. — Denied
Wis.), and 1280 kc in lieu of 1350 kc;
ion for New
continuance
and
petition
of Portage to amend apTing now scheduled for June 25
his application.
plication to show purchase of 40% interest
by
Johns
& Embury, and other
By Examiner J. D. Bond
data relating to legal and financial
of these individuals; acKOK Sunbury, Pa.— Granted peti- qualifications
cepted said amendments and cancelled
' for leave to amend application
deleting therefrom such portions as hearing now scheduled for June 18.
te to effecting a change in type of
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
ismitter; reopened hearing record
proceeding
to
accept
amendment
WJKO
Springfield, Mass.— Granted
closed record.
petition for continuance of hearing
Telecasting
OADCASTING

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

HE WES TURNER GO.
11 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
•918 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
ision re application of WTIM, Taylle. 111., and dismissed said petition
ause
nissed.application of WTIM has been

ENGINEERS

AR 4-8721

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

from June 26 to Aug. 27 in Washington
re application.
By Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
Brazosport Bcstg. Co., Freeport, Tex.
— By memorandum opinion and order
granted petition to amend application
to specify 1460 kc 500 wD in lieu of
1490 kc 250 w unl., and show addition
of H. F. Twombly as new partner.
Brazoria Bcstg. Co., Freeport, Tex.
— Granted petition for continuance of
consolidated hearing on application
and that of Brazosport from June 18
to July 18, in Washington.
BY THE COMMISSION
Order Corrected
Scranton Radio Corp., Scranton, Pa.
— Ordered that order of April 11, designating for hearing application be
corrected so as to have issue No. 3
therein
read
follows: "To
whether the as
installation
and determine
operation
of the proposed station would be in
compliance
with the
Commission's
rules and standards
of good
engineering practice concerning standard
broadcastferencestations,
with particular
to the nighttime
coverage re-to
the city of Scranton, Pa.; and with
particular reference to the daytime and
nighttime coverage to the Scranton
Metropolitan District."

June 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1150
WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla.— CP to
change from 1150 kc 1 kw D to 550 kc
1 kw unl. DA-N AMENDED to omit
change in frequency and be assigned
550 kcAPPLICATION
1 kw unl. DA-N.
DISMISSED
Puyallup, Wash.— DISMISSED appliby Puyallup
CP newcationAM
station Valley
on 1490Bcstrs,
kc 250 forw
unl. ing(Contingent
on
KBRO
relinquish1490 kc).
June 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1560
St. Charles, Dl. — Greater Illinois
Bcstg. Co. application for CP new AM
station on 1560 kc 500 w D AMENDED
to change toLicense
1560 kc for
500 CPw-D 250 w-N.
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis,
Ind. — License for CP new TV station.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: WCUM Cumberland. Md.;
WBUD Morrisville, Pa.; WJJM Lewis(Continued on page 92)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10tf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 204 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk, Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Commercial manager — Aggressive 1 kw
station in good southeastern market,
fulltime, net-affiliated, seeks experienced radio salesman with supervisory
ability and southern background or experience. Good base with incentive plan
for man who will work into our plan of
operation. Box 17K, BROADCASTING.
Permanent sales position. One station
market. Station on air over 25 years.
Protected account list. Station within
60 miles of Chicago. 15% commission
with guaranteed draw. Box 33K,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman for major Montana city. $250
guarantee and 15% commission to right
man. Photo, details first letter. Reply
to Box 863, Helena, Montana.
Wonderful opportunity for experienced
time salesman. Established station in
good market. Guaranteed salary and
commission.
ville,
Texas. John Rossi, KIBL, BeeSalesmen wanted — One or two salesmen
who know small market picture. City
of 15,000 with good potential in adjacent counties. Draw against commissions. Must have car. No high
pressure types or would-be sales managers. Just good, solid selling by men
who know how to wear out shoe
leather. Send complete information including photograph first letter. Personal interview necessary before completing final arrangements. Radio Station WEPM, Martinsburg, W. Va.
Salesman wanted. Must have neat appearance, pleasant personality and be
a team worker. Ability to sell constructively— and on a long term basis
is a prime requirement for the position. No high pressure, quick sale
artists wanted . . . just a good, hard
working, sincere salesman who tries to
serve his clientele well and keep them
on the customer list. Good opportunity. Manager, Radio Station WGWD,
Gadsden, Alabama.
Excellent opportunity good salesmen.
Commission with draw. Good market.
Wide open position leading to commercial manager. Phone or write Wallace Robinson, WREB, Holyoke, Mass.
Salesman, metropolitan market, 15%,
good draw. Car necessary. Contact
Willard Belote, WTJH, East Point,
Georgia.
Announcers
Announcer-disc jockey, strong on
morning show and capable of usual
staff assignments on 1000 watt network
station. Better than average wages,
talent. Midwest location. Send letter
of qualifications, and audition to Box
778J, BROADCASTING.
Mature announcer with superior voice
and technique wanted by network station in important Texas resort city.
Box 927J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with ticket.
Pleasant small city. Good conditions.
Above average wage for non-metropolitan. Systematic raises for permanent
man. Long established network affiliate Minnesota. Airmail experience record to Box 977J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired but
not necessary. Rush disc, full particulars in first letter. Box 978J, BROADCASTING.
Singing announcer — Southeastern station putting accent on live talent wants
announcer with ability to sell and entertain on the mike, combining pop
vocals with routine announcing and
deejay work. Adequate salary to start,
plenty opportunity to increase it by
producing results for station. Box 18K,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
News man for progressive New England
Independent. Gather, edit and cast
local news. Box 28K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, studio operator, licensed
transmitter man and combination man
for possible openings in near future.
Influential independent 250 watter in
eastern New York. Please include
complete details. Box 41K, BROADCASTING.
Starting salary
seventy-five
experiencedofannouncer
with firstto class
license Penna. independent. Include
disc and full details. Box 50K, BROADCASTING.
Could you build audience and sales if
given from one to two hours mid-day
daily Monday
Friday
on network affiliate through
as platter
personality,
perhaps plus one instrument of your
own, such as piano, accordion, etc.?
No steel guitar wanted. Want gab, but
not too much gab. Must have ability
to sell commercials and also adlib interviews. Send brief autobiography,
salary expected and sample recording
of voice gether
andwith style
of platter
tophotograph
to patter
Box 1071,
San Diego, California.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket,
daytime independent. Living Virginia
accommodations
available.
Call Warsaw,
Virginia
690 for discussion and further
information.
Announcer-engineer. First phone. Experienced owners. No NBC dress but
CBS quality.
sports average.
experience. StartingCould
salaryuseabove
Contact immediately. KARE, Atchison, Kansas.
Wanted — Combination announcer-engineer with first class ticket: possible
opening for chief engineer. Write, giving full information to Station KBYR,
Box 1960, Anchorage, Alaska.
Wanted immediately — announcer-engineer, first phone. Experience not necessary. Need strong voice. Start $55.
KCOG, Centerville, Iowa.
Wanted — Combo man, first phone. 1000
watt, fulltime. Mutual. Send disc, salary
requirements, KIOX Bay City, Texas.
Also opening, experienced chief.
All-round announcer for 1000 watt,
clear channel station unusual in coverage and sales. Must be experienced,
competent. Strong on newscasting and
capable of handling all types of shows.
Will pay up to $75.00 week for right
man. Send complete details of education, reference, experience, photo and
disc to Program Director, KNUJ, New
TJlm, Minnesota.
July opening good announcer, first
ticket, experienced. Guarantee $280.00
start; furnished station apartment $35.
Unexcelled fishing, elk hunting. Rush
disc, photo, history. KPRK, Livingston,
Montana.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
An honest ad. WFTR, Front Royal,
Virginia. 250 watts, fulltime Mutual
has opening for combination man or
chief. If inexperienced announcer, will
train. $65.00 to start. Merit, time
raises,
afterwestthreeof
months. profit
Locatedsharing
sixty miles
Washington, beautiful Shenandoah
Valley. Living
conditionsownnormal.
Opportunity to develop
programs,
do
sports and deejay. Write or phone
collect.

Immediate opening for announcer with
first class ticket. Write, wire or phone
KSUE, Susanville, California.

Engineer, experienced for ABC affiliate
WGEM, Quincy, Illinois. Car essential.
Send qualifications. Phone 6840 or wire
immediately.

Sports director to replace "Bill" Crowley— now caster.
New
York staff
Yankee's
Must work
trick.broadMail
full details to Keith Field, WARA,
Attleboro, Mass.
Two all-round announcers for immediate employment.
Must forbe top
fully
experienced and qualified
paying
job to begin and salary advanced on
ability.
Phone Manager, WDBC, Escanaba, Michigan.

Immediate opening for first class ticket
at FM station. Experience not necesbut car
Olean, sary,
New
York.required. WHDL-FM,
Transmitter engineer for vacation relief
starting June 11 through late summer
and possibly
directional.fall
$50.00 forwhile
fortytesting
hours. new
WINR,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Wanted: Announcer -engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars
cus, Georgia.in 1st letter. WDEC, Ameri-

Transmitter
wanted. necessary.
Permanent position.engineer
No experience
Contact Lew Frye, Chief Engineer,
WLOG, Logan, West Virginia.
First phone operator needed at once.
With car. $62.50 weekly to start. 40
hours. No experience necessary. Write
attn.: R. H, Host, WMAW, Milwaukee
3, Wisconsin.

Immediate opening for announcer on
1000 watt independent. Send disc,
background and expected salary to
Program Director, WFIN, Findlay,
Ohio.

Wanted: Announcer with first phone,
$80.00 per week. Prefer single man.
WIRB, Enterprise, Alabama.
Combination announcer - engineer
wanted catedbyin heart
1000 watt
NBC affiliate
of citrus
region loof
Florida. No engineering experience required, but must hold first class license.
Southern man preferred. William P.
Lee, WLAK, Lakeland.
Technical
Network station, large Texas market,
needs engineer with sound training and
stable temperament. Box 928J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for transmitter engineer with first class ticket. Car
necessary. Eastern 1000 watt regional.
Box 27K, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Operate schedule and
capable maintaining
AM plus
and FMovertime.
equipment. Basic $65.00
Pennsylvania 250 watt. Box 35K,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone-announcer, southern network
station. Starting pay $75.00, raise to
$80.00 after three month trial period.
44 hour week. Man with car desired,
floaters are not wanted. Box 43K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — First class for control room
operation. Salary commensurate with
experience. R. C. McClellan, Chief
Engineer, KWBB, Wichita. Kansas.
First classperience
phone
operator.
exrequired.
WCFV, No
Clifton
Forge, Virginia.
Engineer with first class ticket. No
experience necessary. $50 for forty
hours. Car required. Chief Engineer,
WCOJ, Coatesville, Pa.
Have immediate opening for engineer
with first phone. No experience necessary. Combined operation in fisherman's paradise. WCRK, Morristown,
Tennessee.
Wanted — First class engineer. Interesting job on new construction of five
kilowatt
Write WFNC, Fayetteville, N. station.
C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Radio control operator urgently neec i
by station
WMBI;
owned and
opera'
by
Moody for
Bible
Institute
Chica fij|>
Desirable
candidates
toofhave
class radio telephone license and so
experience. Write station WMBI, c;
of Moody Bible Institute, 820 No ;
La Salle Street, Chicago 10, Illinois.
Production-Programming, othti
Newsman topflight editor, repor
newscaster. Local news gathering ;
writing experience essential. F.1
thousand watt midwestern netwaffiliate. Include full details and st
salary
expected. Confidential. I
985J. BROADCASTING.
Production manager.
5 kw midw
Mutual. Excellent opportunity. M
be aggressive. Send full details,
eluding salary expected.
Box 2
BROADCASTING.
Top salary for experienced copywrii
Iowa.
Forward
details to KOEL, Oelwt
Copywriter, experienced who can p
duce
qualityRadio
and Station
quantity.
Socs Vratis.
KOLE,ContF
Arthur, Texas.
Wanted — female continuity and co
writer. Typing and shorthand nec
sary. Send full details and salary
quirements to WJTN, Jamestown, >'
York.
Wanted — Experienced secretary
progressive new station. Must be g
steno; knowledge of bookkeeping
sential. Work on own initiative. Sc
air experience
desirable. WOPA, (Park,
m.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — sales manager, 20 years c< 1
plete radio management, sales, adv
tising and program experience. Mati
responsible,
minded
with dependable,
past record ofcommui
incres;
profits.
National
agency
Family man, college graduate,conta'
des
manager
in middle
midwest position
area. Box
945J,Atlantic
BROj
CASTING.
Station managers — Program, produc
and commercial manager, 17 years
perience with all four networks. |
organize,
or fit in, your
program strnl
ture. Experienced
as announcer,
editor-caster, continuity. Only in I
ested in Virginia, the Carolinas, F ;
ida. Complete story, picture and re
ences. Available July 15. Box
BROADCASTING.
Generalandor management
sales manager record.
— Remark; l]
sales
sales manager good size successful ,.
station. Have substantially increi j
billing
in onein ofthethecountry.
most competi
TV markets
Wide ;L1
Familiar
all phases
radio
1
intimate agency
clientoperati
conte'il
Incentive
must and
be big.
Box
IF
BROADCASTING.
Now see this! Experienced time sa
man. Early thirties. Making five fif I
salary. College graduate. Five yi
experience.
Married.
Well quaf i
to be your commercial or sales n if
ager. Box 40K, BROADCASTING.
Manager-chief engineer. 16 years
perience in management, sales andfr
gineering. FCC applications const »
tion, plus economic operations, ! M
AM-TV. Excellent references, prese I
employed, family. Box 47K, BRO f
CASTING.
Manager-commercial manager
proven
sales operation.
record. Experienced!
phases radio
College g |§
uate, promotion and civic minded,
cash to invest or purchase contro Bi
AM
Prefers tough mai §1
Box operation.
57K, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Wanted, opportunity in sales, pre #
tion, market.
programming.
TV
Western Competitive
states. By rac I|
tive, livewire
theatre showman, mI
923J,
BROADCASTING.
Aggressive,
personable, Six
go-getter
advertising knowhow.
years c §6
mercial radio — sales, announcing. B
duction. Desire connection with mt.i
politan radio or TV station: agenc I
sales rep. Consider managerial sm e
market.
twenty-nine, I
eran. Box Married,
61K, BROADCASTING

n
BoU
'- SCI:
;- Ci;
' Sen

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
portscaster,
5 yearsexempt.
experience,
maried,
family, draft
EmpIoy«d
ports director midwest 5 kw currently
ropping sports programming. Air
jieck
tapes 577J,
baseball,
football, baiketall. Box
BROADCASTING.

jjU-fcere's
a switch.!with
Experienced
pad
top
Hooper college
low newscaster
on 5 kw wants
to return
torated
his
rst love, sportscasting. No gadabout.
Tarried, with family. No preference
_: In size of station or community. Pre. ; =r warm climate. Box 920J, BROAD ■ASTING.
nnouncer, colored, excellent voice,
romotional ideas, disc on request.
Sox 932J, BROADCASTING.
portscaster-baseball play - by - play,
■u. iasketball,
fights-announcer, control
loard operator. Draft exempt. Travel,
iox 993J, BROADCASTING.
~r. fopnotch sportscaster. 6 years experi:;.is^nce doing play-by-play of high school,
lollegebasketball
and professional
football,
baseiall,
and boxing.
Network
luality. Married and draft _ex?mPt"
xcellent references. Box 5K, BROADasting.
portscaster, radio, TV, major league
laseball, football, basketball. Draft
xempt. Box 7K, BROADCASTING.
xperienced announcer — Pleasing voice.
k)od delivery. Reliable. Available
wo weeks. Box 32K, BROADCASTING.
taff announcer seeks position preferbly in New England or northeast,
leavy on commercials. Married. Tape
. I r disc available. Box 39K, BROAD:- ASTING.
Lnnouncer, five years experience all
ihases, college graduate, veteran, 26,
ingle, devoted to the business. Now
mployed. Prefer Rocky Mountain
tates, but
any high altiude.
Box will
44K,consider
BROADCASTING.

portscaster
Strong Familiar
on play-by-play,
11
major —sports.
control
s, at) ioard operation, news and DJ. Will
>-i.mn ravel. Disc available. Box 46K,
SROADCASTING.
;!!^nnouncer. Seven years experience,
e, dee ^sc
jockey.
Strong
news. Wants
Draft
xempt.
Married.
Hardonworker.
;?.0.V ood station in pleasant city. Currently
arning ninety per. Box 49K, BROAD TASTING.
:: :r ttnnouncer-sportscaster. College grad.
• " 1 Young.
Single.
experience. Will
travel. Box
52K,Some
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Trained all phases
JRadio City, N. Y. Outstanding commercials, newscasting. Single, exempt,
.College graduate. Tape available. Box
54K. BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer, now doing free lance
•hi N. Y. Two years college experience
•RM and
and popular. HadFM.
own Thorough
jazz recordjazzshow.
Have
.Excellent news style. Will accept sumitner replacement. Veteran, deferred.
Box 56K, BROADCASTING.
sports announcer. One year experience all sports. Now employed. More
|ports work wanted. Married. 26.
veteran, exempt. Box 58K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 15 years experience. Draft
oroof. Sports, news, DJ, local news.
Television experienced. Fluent ad-lib.
Sober, settled. Ticket soon. Consider
inly if you give full details living
:onditions, job, salary possibilities. Box
•iSK, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, control board operator.
Single, with limited experience; willing
o locate along eastern seaboard. Resume and disc available. Box 60K,
i 3ROADC ASTING.
3ave a bellyfull of copywriting after
one year copy and announcing. Seeking straight announcing. Grad radio
school, exempt. Walt DePuy, WAYB,
"aynesboro, Va.
Lvailable immediately. 2V2 years with
.ast station announcer-program direcor. 4 years experience. Veteran. Norm
teller, 1922 State Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Innouncer-disc jockey also studio,
ransmitter: experienced. First phone
icense, draft exempt. Waiting army
tischarge, ready July 1. Desire work
vithin 100 miles of N.Y.C. Mr. Ed
'fttchell, 528 East 29th Street, Paterson,
[. J.
fews editor. Three years experience
writing own world, local, sports shows,
experienced local coverage, special
vents,
play-by-play. MS
radioveteran
jouralism Northwestern.
Marine
-25.
Fletcher Latta,
FU, Evanston,
111. Phi Gamma Delta,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-operator, veteran, draft exChicago
graduate.empt,
Will married.
travel. S.R.T.
Audition
disc, photo
and data upon request. Strong on
news, narration, commercial and DJ.
Sober, reliable, available immediately.
Desire permanent position. Write or
call collect
Leonard
C. Osborne,
46451//2
Lake
Park,
Chicago,
111.
8
57
77
.Kenwood
Versatile announcer-sportscaster, strong
play-by-play
all sports
and newscasting. Three years
experience.
Married,
draft
exempt.
Ken
Sanford,
ton Avenue, New York 53, N.2035Y. CresAnnouncer — Personable, friendly, versatile. Strong on commercials, news.
Operate
married, vet,console.
exempt. Experienced,
Replies answered
promptly.
Disc.
Rai
Tasco,
103-06
29th
Avenue, E. Elmhurst, N. Y.
Technical
Chief engineer-announcer. Available
July. Not know-it-all, still learning.
Two years
experience,
married,
children, veteran.
Presently
employed
$100. Write Box 2K, BROADCASTING.
Twenty ified.
yearsPermanent
experience.
qualsouth,Highly
southwest.
$4800 minimum.
BoxG.
14K, BROADCA
STIN
Chief engineer: 20 years experience.
Excellent references. Minimum $100
week. Box 26K, BROADCASTING.
Phone first, salary, hours, first letter,
available. Box 36K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, fully
qualified,
extensive
experience, available
October
for chief
large operation and/or planning and
supervision stallation.
largeTop references.
construction Box
and 45K,
inBROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — 16 years experience in
design, construction, FCC applications,
management and economic operations,
in AM-FM-TV. Excellent references,
presently employed, family. Box 48K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — twenty years technical
experience including construction three
stations. References. Family. Box
51K, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Married, two children.
Age 30. Eleven years radio. ZV2 broadcast 5 kw CBS affiliate. Studios, transremotes. Graduate
CREI broadcastmitter,
and television
courses.
Desire
permanent TV or AM with TV affiliate.
Prefer
Middle
Atlantic.
Box
BROADCASTING. 53K,
Chief engineer. Experienced constructionried.
and all
MarPreferphases
upper broadcasting.
midwest, although
secondary permanent job. Resume upon request. Box 62K, BROADCASTING^
First phone operator. Veteran, 13 years
amateur radio commercial constructing-operation experience, up to 1 kw.
Will
accept position if it pays. Box
313, Clifton,
N. J.
1st phone, 1st telegraph, amateur, EE
background, some experience, 29 and
personable, desire job in eastern station, relief or permanent. Fred Hartmann, 844 Devon St., Arlington, N. J.
Production-Programming, others
Newscaster-editor. Four years experience, including 2V2 years air work.
Currently
employed
newsroom. Seek
return tonetwork
broadcasting.
College journalism degree. Draft exempt. Box 899J, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced all
phases
including
publicity-promotion.
Progressive
programming.
Looking
for permanent, solid position. Married, two children. Box 13K, BROADCASTING.
Attention owners of small operations
in the midwest and southwest. Can
you use 14 years experience in programming, announcing, promotion and
selling? If 38.
so I'm
interested
in your
problems.
Married.
Non-drinker.
8 years ences.last
employer.
Best
of
All replies answered. Box refer31K,
BROADCASTING.
Program director, acting manager,
writer, announcer, with seven years
college, topnotch background and record, wants better opportunity anywhere
in U.S. or possessions. Tireless workING. er. Vet. 28. Box 34K, BROADCASTMale copywriter, draft exempt. College. Seeking
Anything considered. Boxfirst
37K, job.
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer. Young, male, single,
experienced, draft exempt. Formerly
with 5000 watter. Eastern position
preferred. Box 55K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Attention Texas Panhandle, Oklahoma,
Kansas : available on or after August
first. Twenty years radio-newspaper.
Sales-management, promotion, copywriting, news. Prefer 250 watt. Responsible, dependable, married, 42 years
old. No superman, but hard worker
with good promotional background.
Box 42K, BROADCASTING.
Program director-manager of two radio
stations. Experienced in all phases of
broadcasting. Writer, director and promotion for major networks. Program
director, manager, announcer, writer
for local stations. Writer-director for
television. Never fired. Present employer will recommend highly. Wish
program directorship of substantial
station with future. Draft exempt.
Robert Williams, 1445 N. Minneapolis,
Wichita, Kansas.
For Sale
Stations
For sale — Established network station
in highly desirable southwestern city.
Station enjoys high Hoopers and large
gross. Profits are satisfactory. Owner
developing new, larger property. Will
gross $150— $200,000 this year. Sharply
higher than last year. Priced for quick
ING.
sale— $97,500. Box 996J, BROADCASTEquipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Presto 6-N Ser. No. 1963 recorder in
1-B case. Excellent condition. Choice
of inside or outside feedscrews. $325.00.
Alvo Recording, 51 W. 3rd St., Williamsport, Penna.
New and used radio towers. Immediate shipment. Also limited quantity
new #10 bare copper ground wire.
Available for immediate delivery 175
foot
self-supporting
Truscon
tower. insulated
Box 826J,
BROADCASTING.
For ter
salein —excellent
One 250 condition.
Raytheon transmitUsed 2
years before switching to kilowatt.
Extra set of new tubes. $1800. KWED,
Seguin, Texas.
Microwave equipment. Three General
Electric TL-l-A 2000 megacycle video
microwave links complete with lines
and six foot parabolas now operating
in intercity relay system. Can be used
also for studio- transmitter video links.
Also one 240 foot and one 200 foot
guyed relay towers. One General Electric BL-2-A 1000 megacycle S.T. audio
link complete with six foot parabolas.
All
equipment
in like-new
and available August
first. condition
Contact
Lee G. Stevens, Chief Engineer,
WLAV-TV, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
RCA
308-A fieldIowa.
intensity meter. KFNF,
Shenandoah,
Radio Craftsmen RC-10 AM-FM tuners.
New. Factory warranty. Limited quantity. Special price $110.00, cash with
order.
Companion
RC-2$35.00.
amplifiers.
10 watt 500
ohm output.
Alvo
Recording, 51 W. 3rd, Williamsport,
Penna.
RCA 1 kw FM transmitter, 2 section
pylon, Hewlett Packard FM monitor,
106 ft. Truscon tower. Combination
price, $5,500.00. Address Charles W.
Hoefer, Aurora (111.) Beacon-News.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
Wanted — Used studio console. Must be
in good condition. KSWA, Box 749,
Graham, Texas.
Will buy any good one kw transmitter,
air cooled.
Contact KTRN, Wichita
Falls,
Texas.
Want to purchase 1 kw or 3 kw FM
transmitter without accessories. Quote
price first letter. L. Riddle, Chief EnOrleans. gineer, WDSU, 520 Royal Street, New
Wanted immediately — One kilowatt or
three
kilowattWire
FM Bob
transmitter
good
condition.
Taber, inWKLF,
Clanton, Alabama.
Help Wanted
Are You a Good Announcer
• Unaffected Voice
• 2 years experience
Air mail letter of application to:
M. N. Bostick
KWTX, Waco, Texas
(Continued on next page)

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
NOW

AVAILABLE
FRANCIS WEBER:
Announcer - Newscaster-SportseasterSales. Formerly
Advertising Manager
Arnold Bread; Asst.
Ad. Manager
Bortionden's;
Life Sales
andPromoTime
Magazines. Strong
on: Commercial
Announcing,
Special
Events, DJ Shows,
Classical Music,
and Copy.
Salestionand
Promo-

ROLLIE SCOTT:
Radio and TV Announcer, Newscaster-Sportscaster,
Creator
of Melody
Look at the -RecordRoundup
Let's
Strong D.J.
on: Play-byPlay,
Shows,
nouncing and News,
Commercial
AnBoard work.

GEORGE LENTZ:
Radio and
nouncerNewscast- TV Aner -Copyman.
Creator of: Jazz Room,
Music By The Masters, grams.
Religious
StrongProon:
DJ
Board
Copy.Shows,
Work,
TV
Camera
and Production,

BRYCE BOND: Radio and TV Announcer-Newscaster
-TV Director - ProCartoonist. Creatorducer-Cam nof Melody Rendezvous-Platter PartyPiano Potpourri .
Strong
on:
D.J.
shows, Board work,
Film Editing, Radio
and
TV Special
Events.
GENE SMITH: Announcer-Newscaster
- Continuity Writer.
Creator
of: popular
Ladder
to
Success;
Tune Bar;
300
onds. Strong Secon:
cial
DJ shows,Announcing,
CommerClassical
MusicCopy.
and
Farm
Shows;

JOHN KELSO
MOORE: - Actor
A n -nouncer
Newscaster - M.C.
Dramatic
Tenor. Strong onmercial
: ComAnnouncReligious and
Farm ing,Programs,
Man
In
the
Street
and Public Forums,
Classical Music Prowest or grams,
Southwest
Southmidpreferred. Write or Wire
SRT
SCHOOL OF RADIO TECHNIQUE
R.K.O. B!<L.. h iy: City. N.Y.20. N.Y.
Ci •■i.:j.r-OI93
SRT men and women are employed in broadcasting stations all over the United States.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Stations Would
AFRS

PLAN

Voice

Furnish

Recordings

ARMED FORCES Radio Service in Kyushu, Japan, is planning a series
of programs which would utilize the actual recorded voices of the friends
and relatives of servicemen in the Tokyo area and has called on U. S.
stations to supply acetate transcriptions.
Leland Ray Briem, chief an- ★
A major New York sales organization
transcriptions, enabling them to
has an immediate opening for an experi- nouncer for the AFRS at Kyushu,
enced sales promotion manager. Must be contends it not only would offer record several different messages
on each side. Transcriptions would
stations an opportunity for beneable to write trade paper ads and handle
ficial public service but provide a be shipped to: "Voices From Home,"
sales presentations for a radio-TV staff of worthwhile
service to servicemen
Armed Forces Radio Service, Kyu20 salesmen. This is one of the most
and
people
at
home.
Fees
for
the
shu, APO 3, c/o PM, San Franimportant promotional jobs in the radiotechnical service in recording the
cisco, Calif. Cards would be sent
TV business and only experienced, qualout to the men notifying them of
voices could be kept to a miniified men should apply. Send full details
mum, he reasons.
the broadcast date, with programs
first letter.
The AFRS already has one series
patterned
after fast-moving netBOX 38K, BROADCASTING
work shows.
of programs underway called
Hometown Mailbag, which is one
Stations who plan to prepare
of the most popular in the Far
transcriptions should be guided by
Situations Wanted
East. AFRS receives about 1,000 these recommendations: (1) 33 %
letters weekly from the 48 states
rpm should be used; (2) blank mesProduct ion-Prog ramming , Others
and various other countries. It
sage should be left between mesmaintains a 10 kw transmitter in
sages on each side; (3) individual
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Fukuoka and four other smaller
messages should not be longer than
Program director — assistant — announcer.
outlets serving local areas.
four or five minutes; (4) mentions
Voluntarily leaving present sales-sports
Mr. Briem favors using 33% rpm
of the appropriate serviceman
post after 3 years. Formerly program dishould omit references to unit locarector same station. Excellent references
and background. Married. Good draft
tion, address and troop movements;
TRADE
ASSNS.
status. 24. B.F.A. cum laude Radio.
(5)
person
making the recording
Contact NOW. David Moss, 111 A ChesRepresentation Policy Set should include the complete adter Circle, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
dress of the serviceman involved
PARTICIPATION of trade association executives on industry ad- for ease of handling; and (6) mesEmployment Service
sages should be outlined before
visory committees is not illegal if
actual recording to eliminate pos"the member is actively engaged
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
sibility of dead air.
in the industry concerned," a JusConfidential, nation wide service
tice Dept. official has declared.
Mr. Briem added that the proplacing qualified, experienced mangram, if successful, also will have
In a letter to the Senate Banking
agers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
Tokyo coverage by AFRS.
&
Currency
Committee,
Peyton
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
Ford, deputy Attorney General,
employers and applicants.
also warned that those executives
Howard S. Frazter
TV & Radio Management Consultant*
"may be in a position to create an
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
CANADA'S MFRS.
atmosphere in which the interests
Change Name to RTMAC
of a special group, rather than
those of the public, would become
RADIO
MANUFACTURERS
Assn. of Canada at its 22d annual
N.Y. CD Council
The view of the Justice Dept. is, meeting at Niagara Falls decided
paramount."
MEMBERSHIP of the New York however,
that government officials to change the name of the organiState Defense Council, which has should obtain requested informazation to Radio-Television Mfrs.
tion directly from trade associasweeping civil deefense powers inAssn. of Canada. R. A. Hackcluding authority to silence radio
tions "rather than have the partici- busch, president and managing diand TV stations in the event of
pation of (executives) in industry
rector of Stromberg-Carlson Co. of
enemy attack, has been comCanada,
Toronto, was re-elected
advisory
committees."
These views followed on the heels
pleted following Gov. Thomas E.
president and chairman of the
of
an
announcement
by
the
House
board. Three vice presidents were
Dewey's appointment of 12 public
representatives to serve with him Judiciary Monopoly subcommittee
elected to represent receiver, parts
and 10 other state officials. The that it would look into the formaand accessory, and transmitter section of industry groups to consult
public members include Maj. Gen.
tions of the industry. The meeting
with government agencies in the was held June 1.
Julius Ochs Adler, general manface of numerous complaints
ager of the New York Times, which
A. B. Hunt, Northern Electric
owns WQXR New York, and other June
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
4].
Co., Montreal, was elected vice
business, labor and civic leaders.
president and vice chairman of the
board, representing receiver makers; L. M. Price, Radio Valve Co.
Midwest
of Canada Ltd., Toronto, was reelected vice president, representExclusive Market Station
ing parts and accessory division;
G. S. Patterson, Canadian Radio
This is one of the old estahlished fulltime stations in the
Mfg. Corp., Toronto, was re-elected
midwest — the only station in a city with population in
vice president,
mitter makers. representing transexcess of 50,000 and county retail sales of more than $100,000,000.00. Consistently does more than $100,000.00 a
A. H. Zimmerman, director of
electronics division of the Dept. of
year and always makes money. Valuable real estate and
Defense Production, Ottawa, disabout $20,000.00 in net quick assets included in the price
cussed Canada's electronic defense
of $120,000.00. Financing arranged.
production program, totalling $400
million over 1951-54 period.
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
THE LIGHTHOUSE (association deCHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
voted to the blind) presented award to
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
Ray V. Hamilton
United
States Steel's Theatre Guild
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
on the Air for "its magnificent proExbrook
2-5672
Delaware
7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
ductions of outstanding plays" on its
Sunday evening broadcasts over NBC.
EXPERIENCED SALES PROMOTION
DIRECTOR WANTED IMMEDIATELY
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CBC UNIT
Press Bureau Esrablis
NEW
Information Bureau
been set up by the Canadian Bn
casting Corp. at its Toronto
Montreal studios under the p
and information section. At
ronto Peter Meggs, formerly
CJKL Kirkland Lake, Ont., h
charge, and at Montreal J<
Jules Trudeau, formerly of (
French network, is director of
bureau. The bureau will handle
audience mail, arrange studio tc
and handle all public phone c;
Other changes in the press
information section at Toronto
elude the appointment of Cha
Walls, for the past three years \
CBC and formerly with CKTB
Catherines, as Ontario regie
press representative; Bruce ;
ton moved up to handle micropr
publicity, and Jack Allen to hai
program listings for the nati<
and Ontario regional services. G
Gordon has been appointed to 1
dle all national publicity of C
activities out of Montreal at
Montreal bureau.

CAB COMMENTARY
CBC Asked To Invesrig
RADIO BUREAU of the Canac
Assn. of Broadcasters at Ott:
came in for possible legal actioi
the Canadian Senate at heari
of the Senate Finance Commi
at Ottawa June 7. Reference
made to a broadcast in the R;
Bureau's weekly commentary
the Ottawa scene made last
vember when one of the talks
scribing the Senate stated that
tendance was small and "mos1
them asasleep."
Senators claii
these
falsehoods.
Canadian Broadcasting C
was asked to investigate. The p
also was made by some Sena
that some CBC stations asked
scripts by Senators 24 hours in
vance of broadcast. J. T. All
general manager of CAB, state
comment that it permits its wri
to state the facts as they see tr
and that they have on other o
sions paid tribute to the good v
done by Senate committees.
Race

News

SUPREME

Ruling

COURT

of Flo

has
declared
the state's
bookie"
law applies
to radio "ar
as well as to the press. The c
said when challenged it must
proved that racing information
broadcast is not used to aid ill
gambling. Dade
Florida's
highest
overruled
County
(Misc
Circuit Judge George E. Holt
ordered Transradio Press Sei
to appear for hearing before
Railroad and Public Utilities C
mission there. "Transradio r
prove its news service is not b<
used and is not intended to be i
for
gambling purposes," the c
stated.

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

KMA
TRIP
Mexican Tour Starts Sept. 4
AN 18-day "Friendship-Goodwill
tour to Mexico," sponsored by KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa, has been announced by Edward May, president
of the station. The trip is due to
get underway September 4, with
the first stop being Chicago.
While in the Windy City the
group will spend a day sight-seeing
and at a big league ball game.
From there they will board a special train for Mexico. They will
stop in San Antonio for a day of
sight-seeing.
In Mexico they expect to make
visits to a Mexican bull fight, the
floating gardens of Xochimilco, the
ancient Aztec pyramids, and trips
through the mountains and tropics.
Mr. May, who spent two years in
Mexico, will lead the group. Last
fall he escorted 75 midwesterners
to Alaska, on a tour sponsored by
the station.

FUNCTIONAL EDICT
Asked by Mich. Muzak Co
MICHIGAN MUSIC Co., Muzak
franchise holder for Detroit, has
asked FCC to reach a final decision
"one way or the other" on functional music. Writing on behalf of
the company, James F. Hopkins, of
WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich., contends "there is not, nor can there
be, any reason to believe that the
legalizing of this idea would eventually do anything but create an
opportunity for a greater loss to
the FM industry generally."
Mr. Hopkins said the Detroit firm
pays the telephone company "upwards of $60,000 per year" for
lines. He contended legalizing of
"beep" operation for music service
would lead to general sale of FM
sets which would include a tunner
nicking up the beep frequencies.
This in turn would tend to eliminate rental fees upon which FM
stations depend for revenue, he
contended.

RWG-RCA

HONORS were heaped on Bill Macdonald (second, r), farm service director
for KFAB Omaha, who has just rounded out 25 years of radio work. Among
other tributes paid Mr. Macdonald was an award presented by the governor
from the people of Nebraska. At the presentation were (I to r) Harold
Soderlund, KFAB sales manager; Gov. Val Peterson; Mr. Macdonald, and
Harry Burke, KFAB general manager.

BMI

CONTEST
Launched in Chicago
NATION-WIDE competition to encourage young composers of concert music was launched in Chicago
June 9 as Broadcast Music Inc.
outlined its plan to leading music
educators from all parts of the
country.
BMI President Carl Haverlin,
who first presented the idea at the
NARTB convention in Chicago last
April, conferred with music educators at the day-long conference and
luncheon in the Stevens Hotel.
More than 1,500 stations are expected to cooperate locally, according to Emmett Brooks, president of
the Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
and representative of 29 organized
state groups which have sanctioned
the proposal. Mr. Brooks is president and general manager of
WEBJ Brewton, Ala.
Details as to eligibility of applicants, awards and prizes are being
worked out. now but, in general,
Cites Radio
winners will be chosen at the local,
area and national level in two
MAYOR Glenn Cunningham of
groups — high school and college.
Omaha, faced with strong opposiStudents of high schools, colleges,
tion before last month's city elec- universities and conservatories will
tions, took his story to radio listeners through be eligible to compete for awards
in two classes, vocal compositions
K 0 I L Omaha—
and got his entire and instrumental compositions.
ticket elected.
Educators will cooperate in encouraging students to enter and in
Mayor Cunningham has had his serving as contest judges. They
will work locally with the radio
own program,
Getting It stations, which have been asked to
Straight on broadcast entries in a program
format.
KOIL for more
Local broadcasters will donate
than a year givmoney as well as services, with
oppor- funds being used for cash or schol^S^im toan present
Mr. Cunningham tumty
arship awards. The country is
his views and take issue with newsexpected to be divided into three
paper opposition. Before the May
elections, the mayor and his rungeographical areas, each with apning mates made full use of radio,
proximately the same number of
residents.
including his own program, supState winners, chosen from
plementing itwith TV. He claims
among local entrants, will be
that radio, "and particularly my
weekly programs," was "largely awarded prizes, after which they
responsible for the success" of the will compete with area winners.
Winners in the area contests will
campaign.
BROADCASTING
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have their compositions published
by a leading music publisher if, in
the opinion of the judges, the music is "publishable." Otherwise,
the winners will receive cash.
Victor, Decca, Columbia, Capitol
and Mercury records have agreed
to cooperate in recording music
which they think will have public
appeal, Mr. Haverlin said. Initial
entries will be accepted during the
1951-52 school year, and judging
is not expected to be completed
until October 1952. Grand awards
will be scholarships to high school
and college-level winners at an
American institution, Mr. Haverlin
announced.
Halley Speaks
RUDOLPH HALLEY, chief counsel of Kefauver Senate Crime Investigating Committee; Judge
Simon Rifkind, special counsel for
All-Industry TV Per Program
Committee; Lloyd Paul Stryker,
criminal attorney; Margaret Webster, producer and actress, and
Jack Gould, radio editor, New York
Times, discussed "Televising Trials
and Hearings" June 18 at final
American Television Society luncheon of 1950-51 season at Hotel
Roosevelt, New York.

PACT
Guild Strike Averted
AVOIDING a Radio Writers Guild
strike which would have seen the
first RWG picket line in broadcast
history thrown around the RCA
Building in Rockefeller Plaza, New
York, an RCA-RWG contract for
four writers of musical continuity
for Thesaurus, the RCA transcription library service, was announced
last week.
Center of the dispute was the
question of a wage scale for the
writers on a par with that of radio
network staff continuity writers.
The agreement, which was worked
out under Federal Mediation Commis ioner J. R. Mandelbaum, was
negotiated by RCA's Nicholas
Capella and RWG National President Ira Marion; May Bolhower,
RWG executive secretary, and Herman Gray, union attorney.
CIO

WITHDRAWS
In WORZ Orlando Case

CIO's petition for withdrawal from
employe elections at WORZ Orlando, Fla., where it sought to
compete against
the AFL's
International Brotherhood
of Electrical
Workers, has been approved by
the National Labor Relations
Board.
The board had directed an election at the station last month following hearings on the case earlier
this year. Operators, combination
announcer - operators, announcers
and continuity writers were involved in the bargaining relations
with WORZ, licensed to Central
Florida Broadcasting Co. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21].
The
board gave
no reason
for CIO's
withdrawal
in its
order approving
the petition. IBEW had been the
intervening union in the case.
WU

N ews

Rates

PROTEST against Western Union's
proposed increase in rates, applicable as well to radio news copy,
has been filed with FCC by the
American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. New rates, scheduled to go
into effect June 1, were suspended
by the Commission pending investigation.
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AFA Urged
(Continued from page 26)
plained an ever-increasing clamor
for regulation and government
management of various phases of
advertising is growing out of continuing Congressional inquiries. He
said some have even advocated that
the government provide financial
support for opinion interests lacking adequate resources.
Secretary of Commerce Charles
E. Sawyer praised advertising "for
its contribution to a better standard of living." He said, "Advertising has its critics who claim that
advertising expenditures are a
needless addition to the cost of
distribution. They fail to give
proper weight to the fact that the
economic structure of the United
States is based upon mass production and mass distribution, that in
terms of hours worked prices in
the United States are generally
lower for products of comparable
quality than anywhere else in the
world."
Secretary Sawyer said critics of
advertising "refuse to recognize
that the greatest contributing factor to mass sales is advertising.
Mass sales permit mass production
at lower unit cost. Critics of advertising do not have sufficient information to be able to say that
prices would be lower if advertising costs were lower."
He disagreed with those "who
think advertising should be dispensed with during the mobilization effort." Taking up this theme,
he said, "I do not advocate the
waste of money on advertising even
if Uncle Sam pays a good part
of it. I do feel, however, that advertising isan essential part of our
business operation and as long as
that operation continues at high
gear, vigorous advertising should
continue to be a part of it."
Secretary Sawyer said the National Production Authority has
dealt "firmly and courageously"
with the problems of expanding
productive capacity and employing
experienced businessmen to handle
its business operations. I've always
believed that a business man knows
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AWARDS
Given at AFA Meet
ANNUAL Erma Proetz Awards
were presented June 10 to women
in
advertising
by the Presentations
Women's Ad
Club
of St. Louis.
were made during the opening session of the Advertising Federation
of America convention.
First prizes of $100 follow: Mrs.
Josephine Durham Walsh, Gardner
Adv. Co. copywriter, for Pet Milk
TV commercials, plus honorable
mention in the copy division; Mrs.
Ruth I. Warren, Campbell-Ewald
Co., Detroit, copywriter, for Chevrolet copy in women's magazines;
Lois Palfrey, Dayton Co., Minneapolis, for fashion advertising art
and layout in newspapers.
Honorable mentions : Helen
Krupka, Sarra Inc., Chicago, for
sound-slide film and for television;
Mrs. Spencer Burroughs, owner of
Emerson & Burroughs, Sidewalk
Adv. Co., Sacramento, Calif., outdoor advertising; Mrs. Dorothy
Lewis, UN coordinator of U. S.
station relations; Irene C. Culhane,
AT&T, for film animation; Ruth
Branigan, New York U. assistant
professor of retailing, for promotion of retailing as a career. Emma
Brohr, of Westheimer & Block, St.
Louis, was awards chairman and
made the presentations.

and make feasible fully competi- i
tive local broadcasting and multi- J
network operation. He argued the
FCC plan will foster network and
market monopolies.
Final event of the convention
was a talk by Thurman L. Barnard, vice president of Compton
Adv., New York, on fulltime leave.
He praised work of the Voice of
America and other services of the
State Dept.'s Information Division.
He spoke on behalf of Undersecretary Edward Barrett.
Next AFA convention will be
held in New York.
Graham Patterson, Philadelphia,
was re-elected board chairman of
AFA. Other officers elected were
Elon G. Borton, president; B. |
Penny, Houston, and Franklyn R.
Hawkins, Toledo, vice presidents;
Grace Johnsen, ABC, secretary;
Ben R. Donaldson, Ford Motor Co..;
treasurer. Elected to the board
were J. Paul Hoag, of Boston; W,
B. Potter, of Rochester; Grani
Stone, Cleveland, and William Wer- '
ner, Cincinnati.
William Cheever D'Arcy and E |
St. Elmo Lewis, both of whom diec J
in 1948, were elected to the Adver- J
tising Hall of Fame. Citations 3

way out of line with what they've
been in the past. They're far lower.
Third, advertising is the cheapest
thing any advertiser is buying today.
It represents his best insurance for
getting those tougher-than-ever sales.
I believe that television can be the
force to induce advertisers to increase their total advertising investment to a point where the normal
relation of advertising to total national income can be re-established.
The TV session provided a clinical examination of the visual medium and its rapidly increasing
role in the advertising scene. Mr.
Kearney outlined ways by which
relatively small advertisers can
take advantage of TV at relatively
small cost by using film techniques.
He demonstrated film commercials, adding commentary on their
cost and effectiveness.

Geraldine
Lamm, Orphanage
third year Higl
stu "
dent
at Methodist
School, Raleigh, N. C, won th<
$500 price and trip to the conven
tion for her winning essay in th< I
AFA annual high school contest!
Over 50,000 entries were l'eceived
Judges were J. F. Oberwinder I
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis; Kei
R. Dyke, Young & Rubicam; Dr j
Charles N. Edwards Jr., dean
School of Retailing, New York U.
William C. Gittinger, CBS, an<
Helen Valentine, Charm Magazine
Jean Wade Rindlaub, a vice pres
ident of BBDO, was named "adver
tising women of the year" by a na
tionwide poll. Award was bestowec
by Barbara Welles, WOR Nev|
York, on behalf of the Council oi
Women's Advertising Clubs of tb
federation.

PROETZ

TOP AWARD WINNERS in 1951
Erma Proetz Award Competition sponsored by Women's Ad Club of Sr.
Louis (I to r): Lois Palfrey, fashion
artist, Dayton Co., Minneapolis, for
art and layout; Mrs. Ruth I. Warren,
copywriter, Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, for copy; Mrs. Joseph Durham
Walsh, copywriter, Gardner Adv. Co.,
for radio-TV. Awards were presented
at opening of AFA convention.
more about business than a govArthur ernment
C.official."
Fatt, executive vice
president of Grey Adv. Agency,
New York, said advertising's main
task is to increase productivity in
the United States by 4% annually
instead of the 3% generally set as
the goal.
Samuel C. Gale, vice president of
General Mills and ex-president of
the Advertising Council, pleaded
for aid of advertising clubs in the
council's public service campaigns.
At the Wednesday TV panel Mr.
Thomas reviewed TV's progress,
suggesting
people
and agencies
markets are
and "selling
buying
power" rather than a U. S. map
with little circles representing television areas. He said the number
of advertisers using TV had grown
from 210 in 1948 to 5,093 as of last
March.
As to television's impact on radio,diumMr.mustThomas
"Eachit mebe sold said,
for what
can
do, and in terms of how it best
fits a particular advertiser's plans.
Radio does a tremendous job, and
will continue to do so for some time.
There will be jobs for radio and
areas for radio that TV can't touch.
But by the same token, there are
some areas that TV can touch —
and brother, when TV touches an
area,
it stays touched." He added
36
TV. million people are looking at
Mr. Thomas showed how radio
and TV costs run far below those
of other media, on the basis of costper-thousand. He cited figures
showing 10 top-rated radio shows
last October had a cost-per-thousand listeners of $1.84 compared to
$3.40 for TV.
Mr. Hausman said TV is most
effective if used with, not instead
of, other media. "Increase the total
advertising budget to include television," he suggested. As reasons,
he said:
First of all, sales, despite inflation,
are getting harder to make. Less advertising never moved more goods.
Second, advertising expenditures in
relation to the national income are

Mr. some
McEvoy
predicted
TV "will
carry
of the
most intriguing
classified advertising that America
has ever seen. I feel certain that
department stores will use television to a far greater extent than
they ever used radio. Don't be
scared by the bugaboo that television's high cost will force all but
the elite out of the picture. As a
media buyer, I know that costs can
be adjusted to needs." He observed
that many magazines and newspapers are TV station applicants.
Mr. Wakeman exhibited DuMont's wired maps showing how
655 VHF channels could be ascompared
to the
He citedsigned
flaws
in the
FCCFCC's
plan 557.
and
added the DuMont allocation would
give more services and greater
freedom of program choice to more
persons; place scarce channels in
locations most likely to use them,

were
a luncheon
whicr' J
Mrs. read
Ovetaat Culp
Hobby,at KPRC
f
Houston, presided. Only 35 places
remain to be filled in the Hall be I
tween now and the year 2000.

Rights to WCFM
EXCLUSIVE recording rights t
the Mozart Festival, scheduled fo
Charlottesville, Va., July 6-8, hav
been granted to the WCFM Record
ing
Corp., ofWashington,
D. Washj
C, a
extension
WCFM (FM)
ington.beenFive
long-playing
record"
have
released
by the corpora
tion in the past seven months.
A CHAS. MICHELS0N HIT!

30 MIN. SHOWS
TRANSCRIBED
for particulars
CHARLES MICHELSON, In<
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
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'CHICKEN NETWORK'
Stations Cover Contest
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RADIO MEAT of the "National
Chicken of Tomorrow Contest" was
pooled coverage last week by three
northwest Arkansas stations,
KBRS Springdale, KRGH Fayetteville and KUOA Siloam Springs.
Contest was held in Fayetteville,
climaxed by an address of Vice
President Alben Barkley.
In the first such cooperative effort attempted in the area, the
three stations formed the "Chicken
of Tomorrow Network," pooling
manpower and equipment to cover
all events.
Sequel of events included arrival
of the Vice President's plane, fivemile "Chicken Parade," interviews
with the contest winners and the
'Veep's" address from Razorback
Stadium in Fayetteville.

HEARING
San Diego Case Set
NLRB HEARING looking into a
XABET petition for jurisdiction
"dcht wer engineers and technicians at
six San Diego stations has been
schedule for tomorrow (Tuesday).
Stations involved include KFMB
KFMB-TV KGB and KCBQ, now
represented by IBEW which has intervened in the case; KSDO and
■CJCSON, which hold no union conract. Another union, IATSE, has
also intervened in the case for rep- - : resentation of the approximately
45 men involved at the six stations.
NABET and IBEW are also in
I;: dispute over engineers and techj!. nicians at three other Los Angeles
irea stations— KTTV(TV) ; KGIL
an Fernando, and KIEV Glendale.
n all cases NABET had petitioned
he NLRB for representation over
ngineers and technicians there,
•ith IBEW intervening.
Hearings on 100 engineers and
0 production men at KTTV are
r" expected to be held following the
an Diego hearings. Results from
oard elections at KGIL were exected to be announced late last
veek, but no decision had been
reached as Broadcasting • TeleIasting went to press. On the
KIEV petition, entered two weeks
igo, an informal hearing was held,
kith NABET seeking a consent
'{lection, a move so far opposed by
the other union. Final IBEW aniwer is expected in next few days.
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upcoming
June 18: Board of Directors Meeting,
Canadian Assn, of Brodacasters,
Rpyal York Hotel, Toronto.
June 18-19: BMI Clinic, New York.
June 18-22: National Advertising Agency Network 20th Annual Conference,
Moraine Hotel. Highland Park, IU.
June 21: FTC Radio-TV Fair Trade
Practices
ArD. C. chivesConference,
Bldg., 10 a.m., National
Washington,

EXTENSIVE RESEARCH and fancy preparations feature the Ed Murrow Hear
It Now program, heard Friday, 9 p.m., on CBS. On a typical pickup, KMOX
St. Louis News Director Rex Davis spent over a week working on a recorded
pickup in which six hours of tape were boiled into 20 minutes of program.
The program presented a typical high school graduation, with background
material from a dozen or more spots. In photo Mr. Davis (standing) discusses
the program with Ed Scott (r), of Mr. Murrow's New York staff, and Don
Hopson, president of his class at Afton High School, in suburban St. Louis.
WPEN
DISPUTE
NLRB Reactivates Case
NLRB last Saturday reopened a
case involving WPEN - AM - FM
Philadelphia and vacated a previous order, which dismissed a
complaint that the William Penn
Broadcasting Co. had "illegally interfered" with employes' rights.
The labor board reopened the
case at the request of its general
counsel who held that he did not
"introduce evidence" relating to
the employes'
unit the
because
"did
not
foresee that
board hewould
decide the case" on that issue.
NLRB remanded the case to the
trial examiner whose preliminary
findings it had overruled.
Last spring the board ruled, 4-1
that filing of a representation petition by a rival union — the IBEW
(AFL) — does not automatically
require the employer to cease dealing with the incumbent union — in
this case, the American Communications Assn. WPEN had renewed
its contract with AC A [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 9].
In its original decision, the
board held that the general counsel failed to prove a "real question" exists involving unit representation when William Penn renewed its contract with ACA.
IBEW had sought to carve out a
group of 13 broadcast technicians
and engineers heretofore represented by ACA and subsequently
filed charges against the station,
which NLRB dismissed for lack of
proof.
"Further hearing is desirable
... on the issue of whether (such
a question) existed when (William
Penn) executed its contract with
the ACA, and in particular whether
the employes sought to be represented by the IBEW constitute an
appropriate unit, so that the case
may be decided upon the merits
rather than upon a technical failure of the evidence," the board declared.
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LBS AFFILIATES
Ore. Group Holds Meeting
PLANS on programming, sales,
technical and general operations
of the Liberty Network were
threshed out by Oregon LBS affiliates in a meeting with Ben Paschall, network vice president, in
Portland over a fortnight ago.
Fifteen state affiliates attended
the sessions, held at the Multhnomah Hotel. The meeting followed
one at LBS' headquarters in Dallas
last month involving officials of the
network, who reported the rate increases were under study [Broadcasting •Telecasting, June 11].
Among those present were :
Clarie Banks, KELS Kelso; Edward
C. Barnett,
KWIN P.Ashland;
Gillette and Glasco
Branson,LouKMCM
McMinnville; Paul E. Walden and
Barney Kennworthy, KODL The Dallas;
Ted tinA.J. Welsh,
Smith, KELS;
KWRC Mr.
Pendleton;
and Mrs.Mar-C.
W. Peck, KRUL Corvallis; Irwin S.
Adams. KGON Oregon City; James W.
Spencer and L. E. Parson, KVAS
Astoria; Loring Schmidt, KOCO Salem;
Hal Shade. KFIR North Bend; Gordon
Capps.M. KSRV
W. Trommlitz,
MichaelOntario;
and Reg L.Roose,
KERG
Eugene; Tom Becker, KNPT Newport;
and Mr. Paschall.

June 22: NARTB-TV All-Industry Proington. gram Meeting, Statler Hotel, WashJune 20-22: American Marketing Assn.
Conference, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
June 24-27:tisersNational
Industrial
AdverAssn., Annual
Conference,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
June 25-29: Summer General Meeting,
AIEE, Toronto. Ont.
July 7-13: International Advertising
Conference, London, England. U. S.
registration handled by E. G. Borton.
AFA, 330 West 42nd St., New York 18.
July 9: tions
FCCProceeding
City-by-City
TV AllocaBegins, Washington.
Aug.
2-3:
Annual
Conference
Radio
in Education, Workshop andon Clinic,
Indiana U., Bloomington.
Aug. 5: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.
First Annual Sales Clinic, Hot
Springs, Ark.
Aug. 20-25: AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Portland, Ore.
Aug. 22-24: Institute of Radio Engineers
Western Convention and Seventh Annual Pacific Electronic Exhibit, Civic
Auditorium, San Francisco.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Radio-TV Study Awards
HULBERT TAFT Jr.,- executive
vice president of Radio Cincinnati
Inc., which operates WKRC-AMFM-TV Cincinnati, and Dr. Luther
R. Richmond, director and dean of
faculty of the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, have jointly announced the offering by WKRC
of scholarships
in radio and television study.
Awards of $200 each will be made
to scholarship winners who are
entering the Conservatory as freshmen in 1951. Each winning high
school junior or senior over 16
will receive $50 for night school
classes in radio-television. Preliminary auditions will begin June 25
and final auditions will be held
over WKRC in July.

Toni Testing
TONI Co., Chicago, is testing its
new shampoo, White Rain, on about
80 CBS stations in a sectional network covering the northeastern half
of the country with cut-ins on
This Is No7'a Drake (five-a-week,
1:30-1:45 p.m. CDT). Schedule will
continue for a month and then be
expanded to the full CBS network
shows sponsored by Toni. Agency
for the new product is TathamLaird, Chicago, which also is running a radio spot test campaign in
Fresno and Indianapolis for the
new Tame hair rinse. Spots will
continue until results are conclu-

WEVD
117-111 W. 46 St
HENRY 6HEEWfHlD,Ml. Dlrettor M.Y.19
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 85)
June 13 Applications Cont.:
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
RETURNED following applications
for renewal of license: KBOL Boulder,
Col.; WSIPWis.Paintsville, Ky.; WLCX
LaCrosse,
June 14 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
CP Granted
Conn.— Granted
WBRY Waterbury,towers
of licensed
both
replace
CP towhich
were destroyed in a storm,
DA
and to make slight changes m DA
system; engineering cond.
Designated for Hearing
Stone Bcstg. Corp., Emporia, Va.—
Designated for hearing in Washington
new sta8 re kcapplication
on Aug.
250 w unl.for and made
tion on 1400
WLOW Portsmouth, Va. and WHLF
South Boston, Va., parties to proceeding.
Modification Granted
, Tenn.— Granted
Nashville
WMAK
mod. CP which
authorized changes in
from DA-1 to
change
to
pattern,
DA
DA-N, operating on 1300 kc 5 kw unl.;
engineering cond.
Extension Granted
Granted exd, Fla.
WINZ tensionHollywoo
of authority
for —90 days from
power
reduced
with
June 17 to operate
of 500 w at night, using temporary DA.
eld, Mass.— Granted
WJKO n Springfi
of authority from June 16
extensio
to Aug. 1 to operate with reduced
powertionpending
transformer.replacement of modulaAuthority Granted
Ohio— Granted auWCUO Cleveland, silent
for 60 days
thority to remain
reorganization,
pending
from June 15,
and opermaintain
station
condition
on ate obstruction lighting equipmen
t on
in accordance with FCC
structure
ant.
rules.
Late TV Comments Accepted
Racine Public Library, Racine. Wis.
petition requesting
—By order, granted
FCC to accept late comment in current
49 be
TV proceeding, urging that Ch.
for use by nonreserved in Racine
TV station. Incommercial educational file
oppositions
terested parties may
thereto within 10 days from date.
R. I. — By orBrown U. Providence,
der, granted request that FCC accept
TV proceedcurrent
late comment in
Ch.
ing supporting proposal to reserve nonfor use by
22 in Rhode Island
TV station. In-s
commercial educational file
opposition
terested parties
thereto within
10 may
days from date.
Rapids, Iowa — By
Coe College, Cedar
petition requesting thatin
order, grantedaccept
late comment
Commission
current TV proceeding, urging that Ch.
9 be reserved in Cedar Rapids for use
cial educational TV staby noncommer
tion. Interested
parties may file opthereto within 10 days from
positions
date.
U. of Kentucky. Lexington, Ky.— By
order, granted petition requesting FCC
to accept late comment in current TV

*****

WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
AND NOW—
5000 WATT OUTPUT

!

JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Can Tell You More About
C
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fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

Sox

Scote

SUMMARY

THROUGH

JUNE 14

Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2,274
2 244
139
266
124
FM Stations
648
529
133
1*
10
3
79
30
410
171
TV Stations
107
* On the air.
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
d
KFTM Ft. Morgan, Col.— Announce
g order which redecision rescindin
voked KFTM license held by Ft. Mor1260 11.kc, 500 w, daygan Bcstg.
DecisiononJune
time. Co.
ed
WMAW Milwaukee, Wis. — AnnouncMidgranting application of
decision
Bcstg. Co. for license to cover
westtion
permit for WMAW on
construc
11.
1250 kc, 5 kw, fulltime. Decision June
d decision deTulsa, Okla. — AnnounceKenyon
Brown
nying applications of
Jr., each seekand ingGeorge
a new AME. Cameron
station in Tulsa on 1340
deAt same totime,
fuUtime. petition
kc, 250niedw,Mr. Brown's
reopen
record of proceeding. Decision June 7.
ed dePaso, Tex. — Announc
KSET El granting
application by Sunland
cision
and
license
of
renewal
Bcstg. Co. for
nt of license to
consenting to assignme
7.
June
Decision
Rio Grande Bcstg. Co.
deHamtramck, Mich.— AnnouncofedHamapplicati
cision
Atlas Bcstg.
and ons
Radio Corp.
tramck denying
AM station at
new
a
seeking
each
Co.,
k
Hamtramc on 1440 kc, 500 w, daytime.
Decision June 7.
WMMB Melbourne, Fla. — Announced
application for condecision granting
struction Hermit to change facilities
from 1050 kc, 250 w, daytime to 1240
kc, 250 w, fulltime. Decision June 7.

be re27 use
Ch. for
urging that
procedingserved, in Lexington
, Ky.,
by
noncommercial educational TV station;
availbe
channels
and that flexibility
rcial educabv noncomme
useTV stations
able fortional
in communities
where no channels have been reserved
for this purpose. Interested parties
may file oppositions thereto within 10
days from date.
June 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1360 kc
KVIM New Iberia, La.— CP to change
from 1570 kc to 1360 kc.
AM— 950 kc
KUMO Columbia, Mo.— Mod. CP, as
mod., tionwhich
new unl.
AM tosta-D
to changeauthorized
hours from
and change to non-directional ant.,
change trans, and studio locations.
License for CP
WDLA Walton, N. Y.— License for CP
new
AM station and specify studio
location.
Modification of CP
Moines,
Iowa — Mod.of
CPKCBC-FM
new FM Des
station
for extension
completion date.
CP for Changes
WEHS
(FM) Chicago, 111.— CP to
change ERP, ant. height, trans, and
studio locations etc.
License Renewals
Following stations request renewal of
license: WTNB Birmingham, Ala.;
WHBS Huntsville. Ala.; WTBF Troy,
Ala.; WEAT Lake Worth, Fla.; WSIR
Winter Haven, Fla,; WMGR Bainbridge, Fla.; WMOG Brunswick, Ga.;
WTMV East St. Louis, 111.; WELO Tupelo, Miss.; KDRO Sedalia, Mo.; KRSN
Los Alamos, N. M.; KRTN Raton,
N. M.; WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio; WAKE
Greenville, S. C; KBRO Bremerton,
Wash.: KELS Kelso, Wash.; WGKV
Charleston, W. Va.; WLOH Princeton
W. Va.

INITIAL DECISIONS
WOOF
Dothan, issued
Ala. — Hearing
Examiner Leo Resnick
initial decision
looking toward grant of Dowlander
Bcstg.
for daytime,
increase onin
power Co.'s
from application
1 kw to 5 kw,
560 kc; subject to condition that all
legitimate complaints due to blanketing
within
mv/m11. contour be adjusted.
Decision250June
WKOK
Pa. — Hearing
Examiner J. D.Sunbury,
Bond issued
initial decision
looking toward grant of application to
change type of transmitter and change
antenna system of WKOK, now operatingsionon June
124012.kc, 250 w, fulltime. DeciKMPC Los Angeles; WJR Detroit;
WGAR Cleveland — Hearing Examiner
J. D. Cunningham issued initial decision looking toward dismissal of proapplications
of licenses.ceedings onDecision
June for
14. renewal
PROPOSED RULE MAKING
Commision announced proposed rule
making looking toward elimination of
provisionsmittingin assignment
AM broadcast
perof Class IVrules
stations
on regional channels. However, those
20 Class IV stations (mostly 250 w)
would not be required to increase power
or change frequency. Comments will
be received by FCC on or before July
16. Proposed Juno 8.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Aiken, S. C. — Aiken Electronic Adv.
Corp. Granted 990 kc, 1 kw, daytime.
Estimated cost $12,650. Principals are
President B. T. Whitmire (33M,%), 14
owner WAYS Charlotte and WCOG
Greensboro, N. C; Vice President Jack
S. Younts (10%), owns 50.9% WEEB
Southern
C; Secretary-Treasurer JohnPines,
MareN. (56?^%)
owns 15.7%
WEEB. Granted June 14.
Ketchikan, Alaska — Aurora Bcstrs.
Inc. Granted 580 kc, 1 kw-local sunset,
500 w-night; engineering conditions.
Construction cost approximately $30,000. Principals are President Austin
E. Lathroptrolling
(44.87%),
and constockholder president
KFAR Fairbanks
and KENI
Anchorage;
Secretary-Treasurer Miriam L. Dickey (6.41%); A. G.
Hiebert (3.84%). general manager
KENI and part-owner KFAR; Roall
and Maxine Erickson jointly own
12.82%,
Mr. Erickson
commercial manager
for KFAR;being
Delmar
Day
(12.82%),
sports
editor
KFAR;
six
14.
other Alaska residents. GrantedandJune
TRANSFER GRANTS
WEBR Buffalo, N. Y.— Granted involuntary transfer of control Buffalo
Courier-Express Inc. (parent firm of
WEBR) from William J. Conners Jr.,
deceased, former 51% owner, to William J. Conners III et al., executors
of the estate. Granted June 14.

$24,000;is first
revenueSr.,$36
000.ing cost
Owner
B. year
H. Ingle
owner June
of WFVG
Filed
12. Fuquay Springs, N. (
Cheraw, S. C— Chesterfield Bcstrs
1420 kc, 500 w, daytime; estimated co
$14,275; operating cost $24,000; reveni
$36,000. Owner is Raiford Baxley M.E
surgeon. Filed June 12.
Brownwood, Tex. — Lyman C. Brow
1240 kc, 1 kw, fulltime; estimated co
$15,340; operating cost $24,000; reveal
$48,000. Mr. Brown is owner of Ranc
all
Script
FiledRayJune
14. Service, Ft. Worth, Te
Cheyenne,
Philip D.(contingev
Jackso
1240 kc, 250 Wyo.
w, —fulltime
upon KFBC changing to 710 kc and r
linquisning 1240 kc); estimated co
$15,648; Mr.
operating
$30,000.
Jacksoncostis Y>$24,000;
owner reveni.
KWC
Chickasha, Okla. Filed June 14.
TV APPLICATIONS
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Gulf Coa
Bcstg.
6 (82-88
mc), 345100fe(ki
visual, Co.,
50 kwCh.aural,
antenna
Estimated construction cost $188,75
first year operating cost $72,000; fii
year revenue $65,000. Applicant is
censee5. of KRIS Corpus Christi. Fil
June
FM APPLICATIONS
Decatur, Ala. — North Alabama Bcsi
Co.,
Ch. 223 (92.5
7 kw. first
Estimatye]
construction
cost mc),$10,000;
operating cost $2,000; first year revenv
$2,000.
is licensee
of WHi
Decatur. Applicant
Filed June
5.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WMTW from
Portland,
Assignment
license
Radio Me.—
Enterprises
Inc.
Oliver Bcstg. Corp. for $22,000. Oln
buys equipment from Yankee Netwo
for $13,000. Applicant is licensee
WPOR Portland. Contingent upon tl
application is another, filed simultar
ously,
a construction
to
moverequesting
transmitter
and studio perr
loo
tions of WMTW
to those used
WPOR. Filed June 5.
KWEMof West
Ark.—Memp
Assig
ment
licenseMemphis,
from West
Bcstg. Corp. to KWEM Inc. for $7
468.01. Principals
in Jr.
transferee
President
E. D. Rivers
(99.99%), ;^
censee WEAS Decatur, Ga. and WJ
Savannah, Ga.
Ga., and.
applicant
to buyforWGin
Valdosta,
applicant
TV station in Atlanta; Vice Preside!
William H. Kellar (.01%). engineer, a I
Secretary-Treasurer
H. E. Ulmer, CFl
Filed June 8.
WKXY Sarasota, Fla. — Assignment I
license from old partnership of Anto I
G. Fernandez, Charles J. Fernandl
William P. Carey and Gonzalo Fern; I
dez d/b as Sarasota Bcstg. Co. to nl
partnership without WilJiam Car
Mr. Carey withdraws his $12,712.68
vestment and is paid $10 for his int
est by the other partners. Filed Jun;
WLAVof license
Grand Rapids,
Mich. — A.AssiiV
ment
from Leonard
sluis as an individual to Versluis Ra
& Television Inc.. a corporation owl
solely by him. Filed June 8.
WLYC-AM-FM Williamsport. Pi
Acquisition of control Lycoming Be:
Co., licensee, by John T. Keliher. pi
ent stockholder, through issuance
226 additional shares at $70 each,
which Mr. Keliher will buy 194, giv
him 52.5% interest. Filed June 14
KWRNfromReno,
Nev. —Brown
Assignment
cense
Kenyon
to Nevof
Radio-Television Inc., a corporat I
owned solely by him. Filed June 1 I
WSBB ofNewV3 interest
Smyrna in Beach,
Fl;-t1
Transfer
Beach Be
Co., licensee, a partnership compo I
of James
G. Cobble,
James Mr.
D. King
and
Walter
T. Slattery.
Col ]I4
sells his y3 to Roland Jordan for $3, I
Mr.
Jordan willFiled
be chief
■■
co-manager.
June engineer
14.
WJER
Dover,
Ohio
—
Assignment
license from Agnes Jane Reeves Gr •I
to Dover Bcstg. Co. Inc., owned : f
by Agnes Green, V2% by R. A. R; |
and y2% by Jane G. Raese. F f
May 28.
Madison.
Tran *j.
of KXGI
controlFt.Carson
Radio Iowa
Inc..— licen
from A. O. Carson and Robert M. t Ison to KXGI Inc. for $33,000. Pri fpals in transferee are President 1 h
Ham E. Walker (45.45%), president t
V2 owner WMAM Marinette. Wis. j|

New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Atlantic City, N. J. — Press-Union
Pub. Co., 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime. Seeking facilities
of WBAB,andpreviously
censed to Press-Union
surrenderedlifor cancellation March 28. Application
contains
information
concerning thecomplete
Bethlehem
Globe Pub.
Co.
(sole stockholder of Press-Union) and
recordstualofconstruction
past programming.
No acThe Nation's Richest Farm Market
permit is proposed
since applicant owns all equipment
Survey average of 50 8% tuned
previously
licensed
to
WBAB.
Filed
June 8.
every hour to good listening.
WATERTOWN.
Raleigh, N. C. — State Capital Bcstrs.,
WISCONSIN i
WTTN
1290 kc, 500 w, daytime; estimated construction cost $14,275; first year operatBROADCASTING
• Telecasti

« Bi 'J
V %0 3
WWN
to
satm

36% owner WBEV Beaver Dam, Wis.;
Vice President W. R. Walker (9.1%),
2.9% owner WBEV; Secretary-Treasurer J. D. Maekin (45.45%), secretarytreasurer and 's owner WMAM and
56% owner WBEV. Filed June 6.
KWAT Watertown, S. D.— Transfer
of control Midland National Life Insurance Co., licensee, from present
trustees to 59 individual stockholders.
Simultaneous with this application, and
RiniJi contingent
upon its grant, is another
ile: requesting transfer
of control from F.
L.
Bramble
and 27 individual stockiiC
holders to F. L. Bramble, John W.
W. J. Allsion, Alan L. Aus■:ir - Ehrstrom,
tin, and C. L. Chase, new trustees un*i' tci|
der voting trust agreement. No money
■"Mill involved.
Filed June 6.
WWGP-AM-FM Sanford, N. C—
Transfer of 50% interest in Sandhills
Bcstg. Corp., licensee, from F. L.
Baber and Ola D. Baber to W. E.
Borner, Nannie A. Horner and J. R.
Mclver for $20,000. Mr. Horner, secretary-treasurer and present owner of
a o Vice President Nannie Horner, his
wife, will own .25%. President James
S. Mclver (10%), is assistant publisher
Df Sanford Herald. Filed June 4.
KSON San Diego, Calif. — Acquisition
of control Studebaker Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
'<»
(licensee,
by C. F.purchase
Rabell and
Dorothy
"ems rohnson through
of 86.3%
inW(|f merest
for
$112,888
from
John
Ward
Studebaker and John Gordon Studebaker. Mr. Rabell and Miss Johnson
are present stockholders and will own
~j and J/3 respectively after transfer.
■ .... Filed June 6.
WPJB (formerly WFCI) Providence,
1. I. — Assignment of license from Pawjon till ucket Bcstg. Co. to Providence Journal
ijjii to-, sole owner of Pawtucket Bcstg.
ijitiE to. since May 31, 1951. (FCC ROUND'ijct UP, June 4.) Filed June 6.
Deletions . . .
lag TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
:IE
sw \M 17, FM 43, TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
::99<i)WJl KUCA Ukiah, Calif. — Mendocino
vW(H'i Jcstg. Co. Construction permit, June 6,
In « 1
PtcsHe ailure to prosecute permit.
leer,
::: CR
Who, Me?
into'
FOR 12 weeks WOL Wash-■:ini!io
i Ferni
ington and 350 Liberty NetI ton J
work stations have presented
i Cai(j
Maj. Gen. Louis B. Hershey,
a Ma
i-iJne(i national director of Selective
m
Service, in an interview sem
ries, Youth and the Draft, a
... Rji:
:. m
program conceived and developed by Robert W. Miller,
WOL public relations direcpru
tor. Last Thursday it happened— 23-year-old Bob Milplln'>
ler received his "greetings."
Topic of a recent program,
enlstef
i .tVnetiriy heard Sunday at 8:30 p.m.,
rpt
was, "How to Get Deferred."
u
AJ $
I : Be I
j rj I Richards' Grandson
SIBLEY
MOORE, assistant
reasurer and member of the board
-jell!, I )f WJR Detroit and KMPC Los
Tied.. Gi"'
i Angeles, and Mrs. Moore (the forA. H
fjiiner Rozene Richards) became parmts of a six pound son, George
"■'■et Richards Moore, on Flag Day, June
4, at Jennings Hospital, Detroit.
3e is the first grandchild of Mrs.
A. Richards and the late Mr.
SSchards.

''it'!

Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on ' RADIO BALTIMORE"
Contact
EDWARD
PETR Y CO.
1=
MM
ROADCASTING

PACIFIC AWARDS
Nine Newsmen Honored
Alaij Hox. Score
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of May 31 follows:
10976
AM
TV
107
2376
Total authorized
Total on the air
FM
2271
648
133
662
2242
40833
134
Construction permits
529
Conditional grants
285
936
466
153
Total applications pending
7
Total applications in hearing
267
9
Requests for new stations
124
171
3
New station requests in hearing
179
245
29
27
Requests to change existing facilities
2
3
Deletion of licensed stations in May
4
5
Deletion
* On theof airconstruction permits
RATING
DEVICE
Monitors Home

Sets

SEVERAL HUNDRED radio sets
can be monitored and ratings compiled overnight with use of a newlypatented mechanism which can be
placed atop a truck and parked
anywhere. This was reported last
week by Henry A. Rahmel, vice
president in charge of radio and
television field work for the A. C.
Nielsen Co., Chicago, who has been
issued a patent on his invention.
The device, which will revert to
the Nielsen research firm under
terms of an employe agreement,
is still unnamed, Mr. Rahmel said.
In measuring the size of an audience, it works at high speed, and
data is accumulated and analyzed
rapidly enough so that a city report can be released the day after
the test, the inventor said.
The equipment, "a variation on a
panoramic receiver," picks up the
local oscillator signals in "several
hundred" home radios in any area.
The indicating device scans the
frequency spectrum used by stations and determines how many
responses to each it is getting from
the individual sets.
Tests were conducted several
years ago, as the device was submitted to the government Patent
Office in 1946.
He pointed out that the device
"is no respecter of telephone ownership," and there is "no problem
of sampling." Tests were controlled, and results were checked,
he explained. Although no details
were revealed, he said it is possible
to trace the response from a single
home set to the specific house, so
the area can be canvassed for market data.

NBC-UCLA Workshop
FIRST SESSIONS of the six week
summer radio workshop being offered jointly by NBC and U. of
California at Los Angeles starts
today (Monday) in Los Angeles.
The workshop, designed for those
with previous experience in the radio field as well as for those employed by small stations seeking
advanced training, offers instruction in all phases of the field. Participating as instructors and lecturers will be network department
heads and members of the Radio
Div. of UCLA Theater Arts Dept.

• Telecasting

PWB

DIRECTOR

Gray Being Considered
A REPORT that Gordon Gray,
former Secretary of the
1* Army and
president of WSJS-AM-FM Winston-Salem, N. C, is under active
consideration for the directorship
of the President's new Psychological Warfare Board was unofficially
confirmed by a White House spokesman last week.
Mr. Gray's name has been mentioned along with others to head
up the board, which devises propaganda strategy against Russian
Communism in theatres of operations involving the United States.
But whether Mr. Gray would accept the position remained conjectural late Thursday, the White
House indicated. There was every
indication that the post already
had been offered to the WSJS executive but that he had reached no
decision.
One of the other candidates was
understood to be Barry Bingham,
president of WHAS Inc. (WHASAM-TV Louisville) and publisher
of the Louisville Courier- Journal.
Mark Ethridge, publisher of the
Louisville Times and former chairman of the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information, and Allen
Dulles, Central Intelligence
Agency, were similarly offered the
post but rejected it [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, June 4].
Mr. Gray was held to be a top
choice because of his ability to coordinate government activities on
the basis of experience he gained
while Secretary of the Army, as
author of an official economic report and as consultant to the National Security Resources Board's
scientific manpower committee. In
February 1950 he was named president of the U. of North Carolina,
retiring from government service
only to return later for special
assignments at President Truman's
request.
The new board would replace the
Psychological Strategy Board set
up within the State Dept. last August under the leadership of Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs. It
would operate as an independent
agency, coordinating activities of
the State Dept., Dept. of Defense
and Central Intelligence Agency
and reporting to the National Security Council. Representatives of
these
departments served on the
old
board.

NINE TROPHY awards for outstanding performance in radio and
TV news coverage during 1950
were made by the Radio News Club
of Southern California Friday
night at a dinner meeting in the
Hollywood Plaza Hotel.
Named consistently best in the
respective radio catagories were:
(1) Elmer Peterson, NBC, news
commentary; Chet Huntley, ABC,
honorable mention; (2) Nat Kaplan,
ABC, new writing; Barney Miller,
CBS, honorable mention; (3) John
Wald (Richfield Reporter), news presentation; Prank Goss, CBS, honorable
mention; (4) CBS News Bureau, onthe-spot coverage, special event or
news story; ABC News Bureau, honorable mention; (5) Tom Harmon,
CBS, all around sports program; Sam
Baiter, KLAC, honorable mention.
Television division: (1) Clete Roberts, KL AC-TV, news presentation;
KTTV, honorable mention; (2) George
Martin Jr. and Ray Goldman, KTTV.
news writing; KNBH Ford Newsreel,
honorable mention; (3) Sam Baiter,
KLAC-TV, all-around sports program;
KTTV and KNBH football, honorable
mention; (4) KTLA, on-the-spot coverage special event of news story;
tion.
KTTV and KECA-TV, honorable menJudges: Les Wagner, president,
Greater Los Angeles Press Club;
Ben Williamson, bureau manager,
Time-Life magazines; Robert J.
McAndrews, managing director,
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn.; Dave Anderson, NBC newscaster, isradio news club president.
Trophies, donated by Procter &
Gamble Co., are gold plated microphones sitting on top of a globe
mounted on a mahogany base.
Liberty Names Lewis
EDMUND BURKE, Liberty Broadcasting System vice president of
national sales, has left Liberty to
re-enter the Army, the network
announced last week. Succeeding
Mr. Burke is Ray A. Lewis, since
Jan. 1 manager of Liberty's key
station KLIF Dallas, and prior to
that manager of the Houston office
of J. Walter Thompson.

YlaJtioMjal

PEORIA
ILLINOIS
EdgarV. L.Watson
Bill
Merle
Julian Mantell,
Sales Manager
■^f Weords can
produce
sales recand letters
of more
recommendation
that members of our Organization
have received while working for over
300
AM,company.
FM & TV Stations and Newssimilar
papers from coast to coast, than any
June 18, 1951
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U )

... at

CBS COLOR PREMIERE
PLANS ANNOUNCED
PLANS FOR "PREMIERE," CBS's inaugural
commercial color TV program June 25 (early
story page 63), were announced Friday, with
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and Columbia's
Board Chairman William S. Paley and President Frank Stanton slated to appear.
Procter & Gamble, for Ivory soap and Duz,
and Standard Brands, for Tender Leaf Tea
and Instant Chase & Sanborn, will be among
sponsors of initial commercial colorcast "in
line with their policy of participating actively
in every possible phase of television development," their agency, Compton Adv., reported.
CBS said entertainers on hour-long kickoff
show (4:30-5:30 p.m.) will include, in addition
to Arthur Godfrey and Ed Sullivan, members
of New York City ballet presented by S. Hurok,
and stars Faye Emerson, Garry Moore, Sam
Levenson, talent from Broadway's Guys and
Dolls, Bill Baird marionettes, and Archie
Bleyer's orchestra.
OWNERSHIP TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS of ownership of WCVI Connellsville, Pa.; WABY Albany, N. Y., and
WMBM Miami Beach granted by FCC Friday.
WCVI is sold by J. Wylie Driscoll and associates for $45,000 to John B. Craddock, WCVI
manager, and 11 others. WMBM sold by J. M.
Vreen and eight others to K. S. Keyes, present
stockholder, for $256 plus assumption of obligations totaling about $37,000.
WABY is sold for $22,500 by Adirondack Broadcastinginterests,
Co., subsidiary
of Gannett
radioBroadcasting
and newspaper
to Eastern
New York
Corp., composed of: Nelson L. Kidd, 12% owner
WINR Binghamton and 20% owner WNDR Syracuse,
director; Hyman E. Mintz, New York state assemblyman, vice president: David A. Kyle, Columbia U.
student, president: George Field, RCA recording
division, director; Arthur L. Cooper, with WDLA
Walton, N. Y., secretary; Martin A. Karig, vice
president-general manager and 25% owner WWSC
Glens Falls, treasurer. Each owns 18.46% except
Mr. Karig who owns 7.6%.
HILL TO GET MEDIA VIEWS
BROADCASTERS will submit letters to Senate Executive Expenditures Committee outlining views on broadcasts and telecasts of
Congressional proceedings, Rep. Jacob Javits
(R-N. Y.) told group Friday. Rep. Javits,
sponsor of resolution to permit radio-TV coverage of House sessions, said coverage would
"get more people to actively participate in
decisions" made in Washington.
CONGOLEUM-NAIRN
SIGNS
CONGOLEUM-NAIRN Inc., Kearny, N. J.,
signs for alternate-week half-hour on new
weekly evening Kate Smith Shoiv which starts
on NBC-TV Sept. 19. Negotiations for new
program, to be seen Wednesday 8-9 p.m., were
completed by Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., NBC
vice president in charge of television, and
Miss Smith's producer-manager, Ted Collins,
for announcement today. Congoleum-Nairn
agency is McCann-Erickson, New York.
LIBEL LAW SIGNED
MICHIGAN'S Governor on Friday signed legislation exempting radio and television from
liability for libel and slander. Legislation was
sponsored by Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters.
Page 94
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deadline

Milton Berle show next fall with expensh
package called Food Store Hour. Networ
willing to assume half of weekly talent an
production costs, which total $40,000.
AS
with
next
sion

CHARGE' INITIAL' RICHARDS
DECISION IS ILLEGAL
CHARGE made last Friday that FCC Examiner James D. Cunningham failed to make
finding of fact and determination in June 14
recommendation that licenses of G. A. (Dick)
Richards' stations be renewed (earlier story,
page 26). Petition, signed by Broadcasting
Bureau Chief Curtis B. Plummer, General
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone and Frederick W.
Ford, Commission counsel, referred to "purported" initial decision as "illegal document"
and asked that it be remanded to Mr. Cunningham with directions to issue "initial decision within his authority and under the
Administrative Procedure Act."
Petition cited Commission's rules and order
of Sept. 28, 1949, setting hearing, as well as
Procedure Act, and held he could not dismiss
proceedings
without "required" grants or
denials.
Petition
also disputed
tion that issues
are moot: examiner's contenThe record in this proceeding shows numerous
instances in which the officials or employees of
these three stations carried out policies established by Mr. Richards, in many instances violation of law. So far as the record shows . . . these
policies remain the policies of these stations . . .
... It, therefore, is inaccurate to state that
the issues are moot since Mr. Richards' death
does not necessarily dispose of the fundamental
question of whether a grant of the applications
under a continuation of such policies would be
in the public interest.
It was further held that, under "firmly established" Commission policy, a proposed transfer, whether voluntary or involuntary, does
not render moot the issues in any proceedings
for license renewal.
BLATZ BUYS NEWS
BLATZ BREWING CO., Milwaukee (beer),
buying four five-minute Blatz Reporter news
shows on ABC, three to be heard Monday
through Friday starting today (June 18) and
one Tuesday through Friday starting tomorrow and slated to expand soon to five times
weekly. Taylor Grant will handle from New
York, Bill Despard from Chicago, and Hank
Weaver from Hollywood, with Edwin C. Hill
appearing transcribed in 10:45-50 p.m. spot.
Agency is William H. Weintraub, New York.
RTMA RENEWS PLEA
FEDERAL Reserve Board, which recently refused to suspend Regulation W credit rules
covering TV sets, asked again by Glen McDaniel, president of Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn., to ease regulation. RTMA president
said TV sales are at standstill with production
down from 200,000 to 50,000 per week. Factory
inventory is 600,000 sets against 50,000 last
fall, he said, and widespread layoffs are occurring at plants.
N. O. GRANT REVISED
REVISED initial decision to grant new AM
station at New Orleans on 1450 kc with 250 w
fulltime to Royal Broadcasting Corp. was issued by FCC Friday. Bid of Gretna and
Lower Coast Radio and Broadcasting Co. was
denied on grounds it "is not qualified to be a
broadcast licensee."

PLANS STAND, ABC Breakfast Clu
Don McNeill will become simulcast lat
year and McNeill's TV Club, video vei
of same show, will be cancelled.

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, through M.
Cann-Erickson, New York, running one-wee
spot test campaign starting June 22 in 14 nu
jor cities. If success, magazine will follow a<
celerated spot plan used by Ladies Home Joui
nal.

I
]
]
I

CELANESE CORP. of America, N. Y., coi
sidering television dramatic show called 77 J
Playwrights in association with that organizE
tion. Network time not yet bought. Ellinj (.
ton & Co., New York, is agency.

NARTB may revive its "area" scheduling c I
district
duringthree
next districts
autumn's incircui
Idea is meetings
to consolidate
Wet Ij
Coast tier for San Francisco meeting in vie1 :
of their common problems and easing of heac
quarters travel load.
AMERICAN BAR ASSN., exercised ovt
fabulous results of Kefauver Crime Committt
broadcasts and telecasts, will meet issue (
court room pick-ups at next convention i
New York in September. Indications are ths
its standing committee will recommer
against admitting mikes or cameras to coui
rooms.
FCC, FCBA CONGRATULATE
COMMISSIONER HENNOCK
CONGRATULATIONS
to FCC Comr.
Friec '
B.
Hennock on her nomination
by Presidei
Truman to judgeship of U. S. District Court f c
Southern District of New York extended Fr
day in telegram from fellow Commissionei
and resolution adopted by Federal Commun
cations Bar Assn. (see early story page 27
Miss Hennock was in New York.
Chairman Wayne Coy and other five Con
missioners, "pleased about your nomination
wired Miss Hennock in part:
We cannot help but feel that this honor has corr
to you because of your devotion to the work i
this Commission, your loyalty to the Commission :
an institution while at times disagreeing with men
bers of the Commission on matters of public polic
your openfunctions
mindedness
fairness in dealing
wi(
judicial
of theandCommission,
your unde
standing of the great problems of public intere
and your contributions to the improvement of tl
judicial and administrative procedures of the Con
mission through revision of our rules and the reo
ganization of the Commission. . . . We send yc
our congratulations and express to you our coi
fidence that you will be speedily confirmed.
FCBA's Executive Committee, noting during pa
three years Miss Hennock has been with FCC i
members
"have
had opportunities
observein artl
appraise her
conduct,
demeanor andto ability
performance
of
her
duties,"
stated
it
of tl
opinion that Miss Hennock, in the judicial"isfunctioi
ing of the FCC, has demonstrated her legal abili
and a fair and judicial attitude in the consideratic
of matters coming before the FCC."
NARTB CHANGES DATE
ANNUAL meeting of NARTB District 3 (Pa
Md., Del., W. Va.) to be held Nov. 12-13 i
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh. Meeting wf
originally scheduled Aug. 27-28 at Bedfoi
Springs, Pa. Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pitt;
burgh, is district director.
ABC ADDS PORTSMOUTH
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio, new station on 12€
kc with 1 kw, to become ABC's 298th affiliai
July 15. Station is owned by Portsmout
Broadcasting Co. and managed by Marsha
Rosene.
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ONLY
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GEORGIA
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OF STATIONS
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MAJOR
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MACON

WAGA
ATLANTA

WTOC

WMAZ
MACON

SAVANNAH
SAVANNAH
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•
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10,OOOw

•

5,000w

940kc

•

l,290kc

(ALL CBS AFFILIATES)

OFFERS
THE^^S^
COST:
LOW
ONE
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ADVERTISERS

• Concentrated coverage
• Merchandising assistance
• Listener loyalty built by local programming
• Dealer loyalties
— in three major markets.

Represented individually and as a group by
THE
NEW YORK
•
CHICAGO
• DETROIT
•
ATLANTA
•

KATZ
AGENCY,
DALLAS
•
KANSAS CITY
•
LOS ANGELES

*

INC.
SAN FRANCISCO

THE

THE

PROVIDENCE

KEY

JOURNAL-BULLETIN

TO

STATION

AM-1420

WPJB

IN

AM-5000

RHODE

Watts

FM-20,000

Watts

Simultaneous operation
6 a.m. to 12 midnight
National Sales Representatives:
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.
608 Fifth Ave., New York
JUdson 6-5536
Other offices in Atlanta, Chicago,
San Francisco and Los Angeles

FM-105.1

ISLAND

JUNE
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"what are all those facts you just tried to put
in the saddle-bag?" demanded Alice, as she stared
angrily at the White Knight.
"They are things that many people called
advertisers and agencymen should know about
WOR-tv channel 9, New York," said the White
Knight.
"Please don't tease me," said Alice. "Tell me,
"Who said anything about teasing you?" demanded the White Knight as he slipped one mailed
armtoo."
furtively into his charger's saddle-bag.
"I know,'' replied Alice. "I can tell."
"Well," confessed the White Knight, "the facts
are these; some of them, that is:
"During January, February and March, in the
year 1951, 50% more people who were looking
at a certain WOR-tv show bought the product
advertised on it than did the people who weren't
looking. And 78% more of the people looking had
the product in their homes."
"Well, why not tell people?" asked Alice.
"But Dear, I'm doing just that," explained the
White Knight.
"But you weren't 'til I made you," goaded
Alice.

"H-mm-m," grunted the White Knight. "Anyway, ten — yes, ten — WOR-tv programs attract
an audience of more than Va -million viewers per
broadcast. Six WOR-tv nighttime programs were
rated higher in late April, 1951, than at anytime
during the 1950-51 season. And . . ."
"That will be sufficient," stated Alice. "I think
"Don't be impertinent, young lady," warned
the White Knight.
you . . ."WOR-tv carries more sports than any
NOTE:
other television station in New York; sports of all
kinds appealing to all kinds of people.

WOR-tv,

channel
9
in New York

m

ar
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m
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No other Kentuckiana station has the complete farm program
WThe
HAS *^^|I^Spl
Farm
Team

FRANK COOLEY

DON DAVIS

department offered by WHAS.

Farm Program Director Frank Cooley

and Don Davis have earned the confidence of the farmers of Kentucky
and Southern Indiana.
That's why they turn in
amazing success stories for sponsors like Aubrey Feed Mills.

WHAS FARM PROGRAM SCHEDULE
6:35-45
6:45-00
12:40-50
12:50-00

a.m
"Market Digest"
a.m
"Farm News"
p.m
"Farm Markets"
p.m
College of Agriculture,
University of Kentucky
SATURDAY ONLY
6:30-45 a.m
"Tomorrow's Tobacco"
11:30-50 a.m
"Farm Features"
11:50-00 Noon
College of Agriculture,
University of Kentucky

50,000 WATTS
The

The noontime "Farm Markets" show is now available . . .
ask Petry or us for the complete story.

1 A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio

station

serving

all of the rich Kentuckiana

840 KILOCYCLES
and

WHAS

selling

Market
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

NEIL D. CLINE, So/es Director

• ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

FULL STAFF OF LOCAL
WORKING FROM WERE

REPORTERS
NEWS DESK

It

ROBERT WASS News Director . . . Special Events
. . . fifteen years experience makes his news job
the most-listened-to in Cleveland ... 15 years
(radio news)

City

WAYNE JOHNSON
Newscaster . . . "voice of
the news" in Cleveland . . .
6 years (radio news)

JERRY BOWMAN
Newscaster . . . re-write
man ... 15 years
(radio news)

MARTY WHELAN
Hall Reporter .
local news man.

BOB WEST
Reporter . . . Feature Writer
charge of night news

17 Newscasts every day • All news re-written & processed * Associated Press & International News Service * Police -Fire
Dept. Radio * Mobile unit * Telephone 'beeper' system for on-the-air interviews.

The

5000

O.

L. Taylor

WATTS

• 1300

CLEVELAND,

Company

—

National

Representatives

KC

OHIO

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879
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ALTHOUGH it isn't admitted, President Truman has made tacit commitment to Speaker
Rayburn on appointment of Robert T. Bartley
to FCC [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June
18] , but when it was thought another niember — ■
not Comr. Hennock — would be leaving. Assumption was that Miss Hennock, whenever
she left, would be succeeded by another woman
and that there would be woman-member of
FCC henceforth. Consensus: Mr. Bartley will
get job if it goes to man; Examiner Fanney
Neyman Litvin, if distaff precedent is continued.
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON (D-Conn.) has been
beating bushes on House side to get support
of his resolution and bill to set up advisory
board on radio and television and to delay lifting of freeze. Thus far, Sen. Benton has been
unable to get key members of Rep. Robert
Crosser's (D-Ohio) Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee to commit themselves in support of companion legislation.
APPOINTMENT of Navy Secretary Francis
P. Matthews, board chairman and chief stockholder of WOW Omaha, as U. S. Ambassador
to Ireland apparently won't leave radio and
TV unrepresented in top Navy post. Reportedly slated for successor to Mr. Matthews
as secretary is Undersecretary Dan A. Kimball,
who, as vice president of General Tire & Rubber Co., sat on Yankee Network board.
MANAGERIAL, program or news personnel
in radio or TV holding Army reserve commissions are eligible for two weeks' active tours of
duty in Radio-TV at Pentagon, Washington,
at full pay, and with full service credits. Tours
would be for relief of officers now on duty,
irrespective of rank, with transportation to
and from Pentagon. Col. E. M. Kirby, chief,
Radio-TV branch, Public Information Division,
should be contacted.
NEWEST membership problem at NARTB
centers around joint AM-TV stations, with
another outlet pulling out of AM side because
of cheaper TV dues. Note of encouragement
seen, however, in plan of Fort Industry stations to belong 100%.
CBS AFFILIATES— all 196 of them— shortly
will receive eight-page letter from President
Frank Stanton outlining plans for exploiting
AM network to limit. Also covered may be
detailed outline of plan to reorganize network
into eight separate corporate or divisional
components (see story, page 23) [Closed Circuit, June 18].
DUDLEY J. LE BLANC, owner of Hadacol,
may sell out. He's dickering with several
prospective buyers, with price negotiations on
multi-million dollar level. Despite reports to
contrary, Sterling Drug is not among prospects.
FULTON LEWIS jr., Mutual commentator,
and William B. Dolph, head of Dolph Enter(Continued on page 98)
Page 4
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Upcoming
June 24-27: National Industrial Advertisers Assn.,
Annual Conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
June 26: NARTB-Radio-Television Manufacturers
Assn. FM Conference, NARTB Hqtrs., Washington.
(More Upcomings on page 77)
Bulletins
HAROLD LINDLAY, for past six years manager of Los Angeles office of Headley-Reed
Co., station representative, joins H-R Representatives Inc. as vice president to handle
western operations. He will establish an office
for H-R Representatives in Equitable Bldg.,
Hollywood Blvd. and Vine St.
FCC asked Friday by Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
president of Allen B. DuMont Labs, to delay
opening of CBS color until FCC chairman can
see RCA color tube operating with DuMont
equipment, demonstrated in laboratory.
HAROLD C. LUND, vice president of Walker
& Downing Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh, to manage WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, announced Friday by Chris J. Witting, new director and
general manager of DuMont Network. He succeeds Donald A. Stewart, now with DuMont
in New York.
RAW materials used in production of radioTV receivers, phonographs and other consumer
goods will be controlled and allotted on quota
basis beginning July 1, Manly Fleischmann,
NPA administrator, announced Friday. Additional 10% cut in use of steel in those products also earmarked. New order is designed
tao spread materials as widely as possible,
ease shortages and allocate equitable share to
small manufacturers.

Business
Briefly
BUY FOOTBALL SERIES % U. S. Army and
Air Force to sponsor Game of the Week,
college football series, on ABC radio Saturday
afternoons from Oct. 13 through Nov. 24.
Agency, Grant Adv., Chicago.
ERWIN, WASEY APPOINTED # Hyde Park
Breweries Assn., St. Louis, names Erwin
Wasey, Chicago, to handle advertising. Radic
and TV used.
RITE-LITE BUYS O National Products Corp
(National TV "Rite-Lite"), Nashville, Tenn.
sponsoring What Makes TV Tick?, Tuesday
over DuMont Network, 11-11:15 p.m., beginning July 3. Agency: Marfree Adv., New York
TV SELF-REGULATORY
PROJECT INITIATED
AFFIRMATIVE action to set up self-regulatory standards for television was started Friday at TV workshop held in Washington undei
NARTB auspices (early story page 63).
Meeting challenges of educators and pro:;
gram critics head-on, 103 telecasters repre
senting 65 stations and national network:
directed NARTB President Harold E. Fellow:
to form committee which will submit self
regulatory project to station convention nex
autumn.
At same time TV stations acted on behal
of equality for television in coverage of event:
to insure accurate and factual news job. Thi: !
step was taken in adopting resolution offerei
by G. Bennett Larson, WPIX (TV) New York:
Telecasters acted Friday afternoon afte
self-dissection of video programming and afte
hearing
Sen. Edwin
Johnson (D-Col.) an<
FCC
Chairman
WayneC. Coy.
Resolution for self -regulatory project wa
(Continued on page 98)

Four-Department
Plan
Adopted
by
ABC
and George Smith, program manager, Chicag<
REORGANIZATION of ABC into four divimanager of TV co-op sales.
sions— ABC Radio Network, ABC Television
In Chicago, James L. Stirton named directo
Network, ABC Owned Radio Stations and ABC
of TV Network for Central Division; Edwar
Owned Television Stations, with each division
G. Smith, director of Radio Network, Centn
to be headed by vice president [Closed Circuit,
Division. On West Coast Ernest Felix name
May 28] announced by President Robert E.
acting manager of Western Division, Donn I
Kintner, effective July 2.
Tatum, formerly of Don Lee, is director (
Radio Vice President Ernest Lee Jahncke
TV and Francis Conrad, former KECA L<:
Jr. to be vice president for Radio Network
Angeles manager, is director of radio.
Division; TV Vice President Alexander StroFive top administrative departments of AB
nach Jr. to head TV Network Division; James
Connolly, vice president in charge of network
to
continue
operation
in bothunder
radioC.and
T"\
Special
service
departments
Nicho
radio stations, becomes vice president for
Priaulx, vice president and treasurer; publ
Owned Radio Stations and Radio Spot Sales;
relations and research, advertising and pr>
and Slocum Chapin, vice president in charge
of network television stations, becomes vice
motion departments under Vice President Ro:
ert Saudek; legal department under Vice Pres
president for Owned TV Stations and Televident and General Attorney Joseph A. M
sion Spot Sales.
Donald; news and special events departme;
Mr. Stronach appointed Charles F. Holden,
under Vice President Thomas Velotta; ai
ABC-TV production manager, as assistant national director of program production for TV
general engineering department under VI
President Frank Marx.
network, and said Ward Byron will continue
as executive producer for TV, reporting to
Application for FCC approval of $25 millic
Mr. Holden.
merger of ABC and United Paramount Th
atres expected to be filed early in July, co
ABC Cooperative Sales Dept. also split, with
tingent upon respective stockholders appro
Ludwig Simmel, manager of cooperative proing deal at their meetings July 27.
gram sales, as manager of radio co-op sales
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KRLD-TV

BOTH

THE

DALLAS

FT WORTH

AKD

TV MARKETS

Analysis of <s three months report
(ended March 31). submitted by the
Telephone Answering Services in Dallas and Fort Worth for FIVE advertisers, using KRLD-TV for direct consumer selling, shows.

ET

MARK

-TV
WHEN

• *

THE
RECORD
.
Advertiser Dallas
Fort Worth
A
692
329
1009
B
1030
1910
C
4085
1005
D
1809
E
526
289
TOTAL DALLAS
8243 FORT WORTH 4441
The Forth Worth calls represent 53.9% of the calls received inDallas.
1951 POPULATION DALLAS COUNTY 612.318
1951 POPULATION FT. WORTH (Tarrant County)
359.157
Based on population comparisons and weighed against
the distribution of TV receiving sets in the north Texas
area, the telephone record gives proof positive that
KRLD-TV completely and effectively covers the DallasFort Worth TV markets . . .

FORT

WORTH

... a collective metropolitan population of over 1,000,000 ... a single
compact MARKET UNIT, the largest
in the Southwest.

^0^fg

<>frDALLAS

Ownors and operators of
KRLD 50,000 Watts

f

The Times Herald StationDallas' Greatest Newspaper
John W, Runyon, President
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I
CHANNEL

4

fagfo
Exclusive CBS outlets for
Dallas, Fort Worth
The Branham Company
Exclusive Representative
Clyde W. Rembert, General Manajer
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

The shot that
paid off 1000%
The target was sales for an industrial advertiser — and it
was hit hard and clean. Here's what happened:
After sponsoring the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, "sales
increased from $6,000 a month to approximately $55,000
— or roughly 1,000%" for the Sunbury Wire Rope Manufacturing Company. As told by Mr. Kenneth P. Nelson,
the firm's vice-president and general manager, to Mr.
Charles Petrie of Station W1SL, Shamokin, Pa., "in
addition to the striking sales increase, inquiries requesting distributorships were received from quite a number
of prospects within the broadcast area."
Whether you're interested in selling products for industrial use. or building up your market for consumer
goods, the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program offers a ready-made
audience at local time cost. Sponsored locally on more
than 340 stations by 572 advertisers, Fulton Lewis, Jr.
may still be available in your area. Check your Mutual
outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department,
Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, NYC
18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).
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We're not so sure he ought to have a set
of his own.
Roger, being only five, might be better off
outdoors, learning the sacred principle of
the sacrifice bunt. Or having someone read
him a story. And isn't he a little young to
be picking all his own programs?
But the significant fact from your point of
view is that most parents count radio so
indispensable that no home, and hardly a
room, is properly furnished without it.
People have come to take it for granted
that without radio, you can't successfully
run a hotel, hire a maid, or raise a child.

Naturally,

This attitude points up a value more
meaningful than the formidable statistics

Roger

his

own

has

radio

of competing advertising media. A quality
too often buried under radio's own
impressive circulation figures. The figures
don't lie. They're just not articulate. They
fail to make the simple point about radio's
power that matters more than numbers.*
Radio belongs.
k It belongs upstairs and downstairs, in the
kitchen and in the car. In the city, and
in places the mail gets to once a week.
I

If you are an advertiser with a big
market to reach, you belong in radio.

The

Columbia
Broadcasting

System

*959i of all U.S. homes have radios. . .
People average nearly four hours a day
listening to them. They spend 20tt more
time listening to CBS stations than to
those of any other network.
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Poole
Our Whitehall
Gal(167)Sunday
Show
PSG
Ivory,
Spic
(160) Big
S Span,
PaulCo-op
Harvey
Sister (143)
Cedric Foster
PSG Oxydol
Luncheon
with
Lopez
Ma Perkins
Ted Malone

. fcUU
Skelly Oil
News
No Network
Service
(27)

PSG,Travelers
Welcome

TUESDAY
News
ARC
CRS
MRS
NRC
ABC
mu ainps
(»)
Not
in Service
Not in Service |Metro.
Life
Ins.
Bob
Warren
Repeat
of
Doug Edwards
S
No
Network
and
theYouWorld
Kir! Ctm'ne
Service
6:15-6:45
S
„
No Network
3-Star(33)Extra
Co-op
Co-op
Sun Oil Co
Ron
& theCochran
News
Headline
Oil Co
Headline
RobL Q. Lewis Fulton Lewis Jr. PureHarkness
Edition
Edition
(328)
No
Network
Dinner
Date
(29)
Co-op
Elmer Davis
Elmer Davis
Service
General Mills
Personna
Blades
Lone Ranger
General
Mills
Milesef Labs.
Co-op*(162)
World
S.B.I.
Gabriel Heatter News
Armstrong
of the
(145)
(103)
Miles
Labs
Mutual
Co-op*
Am
Oil-Hamm.
Don Hollenbeck
Bob
Barkley
(158)
Newsreel
R
One(155)
Man'sH Fam
American
Monte
American Agent
TBA
Portraits
CountCristo
of
m
S
S
S
Operation
Sea Hound
5
*OTCo-op
Town Meeting

C-P-P T. Pwdr.
(152) RNorth
Mr.SMrs.
Wm. Wrigley
Pursuit
(179)
(149)
Philip Morris
The Bickersons

Chr
ViewsS.theMonitor
News
TimeR For
Defense
S
Sterling Drug
News
(207)
Dream SHarbor
News
S
Sports SReport
Co-op
Today
ABC_
No School

S

Official
Detective
S
John Steele
Adventurer

Traveler
Mysterious

1Mystery
Love A
Dance
Orchestra
ClSom
News
Dance
Orchestra
Co-op

CRS
MBS
SATURDAY10am)
News
(Network Opens
Barnyard
Follies
S
Garden Gate
LeeOrchestra
Kelton
(153)

(167) M-W-F
(141) Ins
Prudential
Jack Berch
Armour
DialPartyDave
Garroway(166)
No Network
Pickens
Service
S
NoSongsNetwork
Serviceby
Eve Young
S
Hometowners
S
Party
PickensRpt

for Youth
Junior
Junction
S

H
Pet Milk
Jack Pearl 8
Mimi Benzell

Let's Pretend
Cream
of Wheat

Big(134)
Town

NBC
Coffee in
Washington
S

Helen Hall
TBA

S. Maugham
Theatre
Bymart(147)

101 Ranch Boys Theatre
Armstrongof Today
Cork
S
(153)*
(1!1)
S*
American
Pillsbury Mills
Farmer
Grand. Cen.Sta.
S
(155)
Navy SHour

Armour
Stars Over
Hollywood (182)

(103)
Am.
Don Oil-Hai
Hollenl
Rocky Jorc
Chesebrou
Dr.Wrigley
Christi
(175) R

Gallery
Rogue's _

Johnny Do!
Escape

Mr. President
S
Lawrence
Welk
S

Orchestra

Sterling Drug
News
u 1

(207)
Dream e Harbor
News
S
Sports SReport !

1:30 PM

Dance '
News
« i*i
Dance
Orchestra

ABC
National
Vespers
S
Goodnews BestBack to the
Bible

2:15

Pet Milk
Mary Lee Taylor

2:45

This
WorldWeekS
Around the

(151)
Love Story
Story
Hollywood
S

3:00

My Secret
S

Man on
the Farm
S

Barriault
Washington
News

Serenade
Jerry S Sky
S
Soldier's

W

Treasury .
S
Show

U.S.Band
Marine

Georgia
Crackers

& the Ne'Li
Robt.Q.

2:30

TBA
Dr. SGino

No Netwc
Ron Cochi

Fat jMan

2:00
1:45

TBA
" 1
Miscellaneous
Program
Mind
Your
Manners
S
Leslie Nichols

Doug Edw.
You and
S
the Worli

S

Dance
Summertime
Co-op
Orchestra
Serenade
™La'dS
| Talking
Baukhage
News from
NBC
U.N.
News of
the World
Highlights

Make Way
Co*or
11SwittS
Double(132)
Nothing
Campbell
10:30Bristol Myers
Break the Bank
(T-Th. S)

It's Higgins, Sir

Lever Bros

(142)
Red (49)
FoleySplShow

Dangerous
Assignment

CBS !
Metro. Lite

Public Affairs
S
US
Marine Band
Hour (167)
Allis-Chalmers
Natl Farm & H

3:15
3:30
4:00
3:45

Dr. Billy
HourGrahan
of
Decision
Gospel
Bcstg Co
Old-Fashioned
Revival Hr. 251

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

Europe
ConcertS of
San Francisco ,
S
Sketchbook

I

R JULY
I

THURSDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
News
Metro. Life Ins.
Kid
RepeatStripsof
Lionel Ricau
Doug Edwards
S
(22)
No Network
You and
the World
Service
S
6:15-6:45
No Network
Sun Oil Co
Sun OilExtra
Co
Ron Cochran
3-Star
3-StarEitra
& the News
Pure Oil Co
Oil Co.
Fulton Lewis Jr. Pure
Harkness
Harkness
(14)
RobL O- Lewis Fulton Lewis Jr
Headline
(32)
(J4)
(Ill)
Co-op
Edition
(328)
Co-op*
No Network
No (30)
Network
Dinner Date
Dinner Date
Elmer Davis
Service
Service
Miles
General
Mills
Miles Labs
VCA Co-op
Labs Inc. news
Mam* oinf Labs
Ulnvlrl
Gabriel Heatter news ot world Armstrong of the
worm
Gabriel
Heatter
S.B.I.
(162)
(159)Labs
(158)
Miles
Co-op
Miles
Labs
Am.
Mutual
Mutual
mutual
Don Oil-Hamm.
Hollenbeck
Ons Man s Fam
mutual
One Man s Fam
Newsreel
Newsreel
(155)
H
R
Gen.
Mills
California
(156) H R
The Hidden
(183)
Newstandatre Players
TheWiMrnnt
The Truitts
inns
Caravan
PeteBlues
Kelly's
S
'F.B.I. (149 1 R
S
S

ESDAY
MBS
NBC
News
Reseat of
Bob Warren
Kid Strips
S
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45

International
Airport
2.000 Plus
S
Family
/ Theatre
S

The Kraft
Falcon
(153)

ABC
Not in Service

1 Fly Anything

Old Gold Orig.
DeSoto Piym'th
Dealers,
It Pay: Amateur
(132)Hour
To Be Ignorant
(171)
Bristol Myers
Dist (170)
Attorney

Foreign
Reporter
S
Operation
Dixie

A F OIL
Am Cig 8 Cig
Frank Edwards The Big Story
(174)
(134)
1 Love A
Mystery
Drug
Dance
RCA, Private Sterling
News
Orchestra
Files of Rex
(207)
S
Saunders (167)
Dream Harbor
«
it
S
Co-op
News
News
from
Baukhage
S
NBC
Talking
News of
U.N.
Sports
the World
SReport
Highlights Morgan
Beatty
TIME
SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
American rorun
Hour
of the Air
Invitation
S
to Music
(Lutheran j

String
Serenade

Report
from
Pentagon
Co-op
BillCunningham
Tunes
withTop Trendler

Bill Shadel
News
L. Lesutur
News
Summer
In SL Louis

Bobby Benson

\ "From
Music
Avalon

Under Arrest
S

Here's
Frank
Sinatra

Bandstand
U.S.A.

TBA

The Shadow
S
Pepsi-Cola
Phil
Regan
Show <m>'

The Hour
Catholic
(News 3 min )
Mutual Benefit
Ins , Bob
Considine (163)
The Girl
From Paris
Ho:mel, Music
withGirls
the Hormel
(45)
Am Dairy Assn.
David (166)
Lawrence
Belmont Radio
John (133)
C. Swayz
The Saint
S
| Martin
U S Tobacco
(167)Kane

S "X"
Dimension

Williamson
This
True Detective Now Hear
S
Mysteries (484;

MrWhitehall
mi. Iffaan
neen
(156) R
Wrigley
The Lineup

Pal Blades
QnA £ ftnn Pink
(135)

(175)

True
Falseor
Co-op

Philip
B'way Morris
(141)on
Playhouse

Roundup

Dance
Orchestra

Reporter's
A F of L
Frank Edwards
(23)
1Mystery
Love A

a

Dance
Orchestra
t<
Co-op

News

Baukhage
Talking

Dance
Orchestra

U.N.
Highlights

FRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
News
Kid
Strips
[Metro.
Life
Ins.
Lionel
Ricau
Not in Service Doug Edwards
S
Repeat of
You and
No Network
the (22)3
World
Service
S
6:15-6:45
(33)
No Network
Sun OilExtra
Co
3-Star
Ron Cochran
& the News
(33)
Co-op
Harkness
Oil Co.
Lewis Jr Pure
Headline
Robt. Q . Lewis Fulton(328)
Edition
No Network
Dinner Date
Elmer
Service
Co-op*Davis
Co-op
Pearson
General
Mills
Miles
Lone Ranger
news oi Labs,
woria
Pharm Heatter
Co
(145)
Gabriel
(103)
Miles(159)Labs.
Mutual
One Man s Fa m .
Don Oil-Hamm.
Hollenbeck
mutual
|Am.
Newsreel
Short Story
Diubii ran j
(156) H R
Rlnrh Part*
TBA
Theatre
S
Magazine

TBA

Xavier Cugat
8 Orchestra

L&M Fatima
Dragnet
(167) R

Heinz
Life
Your
HandsIn (288)

Air Force
Hour
S

Mr. Malone
S

A Song
Time For

Man"X"Called

Screenors Playhouse
DirectOT
OT
a
News from
NBC
News of
the World
Morgan Beatt)

Hotel
Claremont
(SF)n S
News
S
Sports SReport

MONDAY - FRIDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
PSG Crises
Co-op News
Luncheon
Dr. (145)
Malone
with Lopez
GeorgeS Hicks
Sings
PSG Duz
Harvey
Harding
Guiding Light
Not inCo-op
Service
Songs byRepeat
Eve
Young—
(143)
GF-Sw:nsdown
Campbell Soup
Double (134)
or
M. M. McBride Mrs.(75)Burton Tony S Fontaine
Co
Nothing
PSG Tide
Perry148Mason
Toni Drake
Co.
General
Thy Voice
Neighbors Nora
It
(157)
Live LikeMillsA
withSayMusic
S
Co-op
Millionaire! 75'
Frances Scully PSG
BrighterIvoryDayFl.
Amer. Tob. Co
S
(108)
Banghart
Miles Labs.
PSG 2:55
Family Circle Hilltop
Life-Beautiful
Bob
Poole
House
S
(141)
(154)
Show
PSG
Col.-Palm.-Peet
Road(154)
of Life
Kings
PllsburyRow
PSG
House(48)Party
Pepper(158)
PSGYoung
ABC
Gems
ThoughtFor

Dean Cameron
S
Altar Bound
S
TheCo-op
Perfect
Husband

Big Jon &
S
Sparkle
Fun Factory
S

(152)*
CoStrike
-Palm.-Peet
It Rich
(140) R
Treasury
Bandstand
4:55-5Tu News
Music M,YouW Knor
The Chicagoans
St. Louis
Th-F Mat.
TopTimeTune
MilesMassey
Labs.
Curt
Time 143) R

S

Richfield
L Leseuer
Tropical Trip
*
(172) R
R J.Reynolds
Vaughn
Monroe
Wrigley
Philip
Rate Your Mate
(176)

Co-op
Oman Mucir
VI (all iTiUill.

Nightbeat
S

NBC
Bob News
Warren
Washington
the
EarlWhat's
Godwin's
Score?

"j. fin
p.nn nil
C-1 E
6:00 PM *OT
b.n
6.30
con

1 juino iqu
Living 1941
Al Heifer
Twin Views
Comedy of
S Company
7:30-7:55
Roy Shield
7:55-8 State
(167)
Farm Auto Ins
Co , C Brown « RCA, Musical
20 Questions Merry-go-Round
"(134)

7:00
b.45

Montague
Magnificent

0. 1 3

Marlowe

Take a Number

(X a no h iicliirc1
UdllgUUjtVI

ndnall valla
Hawaii Oallc:

Mr Aladdin

Lombardoland
U S.A.

T.J C
/.ID
/.OU
r -in
o.uu

Amazing
Rayburn
and
Finch Show

PSG
The Sheriff
Steel Pier
Orchestra

Manaapmfint
Co-op
ividiidgciiiciii
s
Manaonmpnt
mdlldgeilS ILIIl
LaborBert Andrews
LaborParty
S
Space Patrol
Dancing

RDAY
Harmony
MBS
Rangers

*OT

Equitable
Thie
FRI
1 HIS Vnur
lour Life
rDI
(286) R

Counterspy
Gulf
Refining
118

Una May
RogerABC
SRenner
Carlisle
S
Harry SWismer

SATU
CBS
News
Gritting
AtlanticsBancroft
City
(35)
Saturday
String
Roundup
S Band

1951

Phillips
Petro
Show
Rex Allen(67)
Dance
Orchestra
«
News
Dance
Orchestra

A F OIL
Frank(134)
Edwards
1Mystery
Love A
Dance
Co-op
Orchestra
Talking
Baukhage
U.N.
Highlights

SATL
ABC
CBS
Toni Co.
With
Lopez Alias Jane Doe
Luncheon
(151)
Today
Music of
S
Canadian
Rhapsodies
Pan American
Union
Roseland

(155)
Right to nessHappiPSG
Horse Racing
Miscellaneous
Programs Backstage Wif
Sterling
(143)Drug
News
Stella(147)Dallas
Sterling Drug
Bandstand
BSD
USA
Y Widder
Chucklewagon
S
Brown (147)
Manhtn.
Soap
Woman
in
my
House (167)
Mert's Retord
Whitehall
Marines Pass
In Review
(M-FAdventures
5-5:30 pm) Just Plain Bill
(119)
Whitehall
Bobby
Benson
Front Page
Tu.Singing
S Th.
Farrell (120)
(5:30-6
pm)
Vacation
Marshall
TBA
Time
MWF
5:30-:555
Joe Lowe Corp.
Club Aluminum
Club Time
TBA
M-W-F 5:55-6

Hormel S Co.
Music with H.
Girls (111)

Friday Date
Nile
Dance
S

Dixieland
Jam*
Bake
s
Club Can
S Do
News

Pro & Con
S
NBC
News from
News ol
Hotel (LA)
Roosevelt
the World
Morgan
Beatty
S
) RDAY
MBS
Dance
Orchestra
Discs
Dunn on

Report
From
Overseas
Dance
Orchestra

Caribbean
Crossroads
Bands
Bondsfor

Sports SParade
Horse Racing
Cross-Section
USA

NBC
Rio Rhythms

Musicana
Slim SBryant
His Wildcats

Chicagoans
The
Farm
News
Adv. in
Science

Saturday at
Shamrock
S

Bandstand
Bobby
U.S.A.

TBA
US
Rhythm
Rendezvous
Army Band
MusicalStPortrait
Races
July 2
Horse Races
July 7 S 14
TBA
TBA

Radio
Saturday
Scratchpad

Benson

At The Chase
Reporter's
Racing
Horse

Challenge of
theQuaker
Yukon

Big City
Serenade

Son'"' for Sale
Carter Prod.

Dance
Orchestra

OH
1-45J
o.uu
J. 1 J
u.uU

Show
Chicago
of theTheatre
Air
s

1 u>uu
10-00
UlttllUTBA
\J 1 c vpi J
(161)
R J Reynolds
fimnrf
flip finru

Songs for Sale

News

AmerHitTobParade
Co
Your
(168) R
Bob 8 Ray

News

NBC
News from

1015
IU. lu
10'30
1045
11:00

Dance I
Herman
Orchestra
1 Hickman

11:15PM
Explanatory: Listings in ore
ior. name of program, number o
Wns^^^u^aining^^f^rebroaacasi
Coast; TBA to be ABC
announced. Time EDT.
8:50-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Philip Morris,
Opinion, Taylor
200 stations.
7-One
7:05 Man's
PM Mon.-Fri.,
Grant.
7:30-8 PM M-W-F, American Bakeries
Co., Lone Ranger,
CBS 62 stations.
8:30-9:15 AM Sun., General Foods.
Sunday AMMorning
stas.
8:30-8:45
M-F, Gatherin',
General 107Foods,
Renfro Valley Country Store, 59.
11-11:05 AM Sat., Campana Sales Co.
Bill Shadel News, 178 stations.
11:30-35 AM Sun.. Bill Shadel News. S.
3:55-4 PM M-F, Puritan Co.. Julian
Bentley News. 147 stations.
5:55-6 PM Sun., American Safety Rations.zor Corp., Edw. P. Morgan, 148 staMBS
NOTE: Split network (4/16-9/30) from
approx. work A,2-4regular
PM Mon.-Sun.;
Netshows;
Network
B. baseball,
shows by
co-op
and
Gillette related
and Camels.
8:55-9 PM Mon.-Fri.. Bill Henry &
the News, Johns-Manville, 374 stas.
8:55-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Arthur Van Horn
& News, American Tobacco Co.
10:25-10:30. 11:25-11:30 AM Mon.-Fri.,
12:25-12:30, 2:25-2:30, 3:25-3:30, 4:254:30 PM Mon.-Fri., Bab-O Reporter,
B. T. Babbit Inc.
10:55-11 AM Mon.-Fri., Talk Back With
Happy noon
Felton,Tues.,
American
Tobacco
Co.
11:30-12
Kraft Foods
NBCThur.,
Co., co-sponsors
Queen for a Day.
*OT — Operation Tandem, Whitehall,
RCA and Liggett & Myers.
8- 8:15 AM Mon.-Fri. Alex Drier Skelly
Oil Co. 27 stations.
9- 9:15 AM, Sat. This Farming Business, Skelly Oil Co. 26 stations.
10:30-10:45 AM. Mon.-Fri. Cal Tinney.
General Mills, 11 stations.
BROADCASTING
The NewsweekJy/61 Radio and Television
TELECASTING

in

the

carolinas

. . . radio

is

still
the

champ!

With more listeners and higher ratings
than when television entered the ring,
fast, rugged radio is still champion
of advertising media in the Carolinas.
A typical national advertiser* on WBT
is now reaching 17,000 more families per
program than a year ago.
Remember

... all markets are not alike.

For the Carolinas, get the facts . . .
from WBT or the nearest office of
RADIO

SALES.

* We'll show you the figures

IN G COMPANY
RADIO
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SALES

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

SPONSORS

new

business

f
^|

"PROMOTION

GET

Pl(/$y

ON

• • •

Spot
LOS ANGELES BREWING Co., L. A. (Eastside beer), starts sponsoring five weekly transcribed Lonesome Gal on KYA San Francisco
and June 23 started Sat. night 60 minute Wrestling on KRON-TV
San Francisco. Contracts are for 26 weeks. Firm also sponsors L. A.
Angels home games on KLAC-TV Hollywood; weekly 45 minute Dixie
Shoivboat on KTLA Hollywood, and has film spots schedules on five Los
Angeles TV stations. Transcribed radio spots are used on KNX Hollywood with other stations to be added. Agency : Warwick & Legler, L. A.

WDSU

GOODMAN & SONS, N. Y. (noodles, macaroni), considering fall TV
spot announcement campaign. Agency: Al Paul Lefton, N. Y.
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp., L. A. (radio, TV set mfgr.),
sponsors telecasting of 23 junior college night football
TV Los Angeles Fri. and Sat. for eleven weeks.
southern California teams will participate. Agency:
Inc., Beverly Hills.

starting Sept. 21
games over KFIOut-of-state and
Walter McCreery

SHEERR BROS. & Co., N.Y., (Anno interfacings for all types of apparel)
starting promotion campaign through Lane Adv., same city. Radio and
television contemplated.
B. F. McDONALD Co.,
starting in July and will
action film spots on TV
Houston. TV Ads Inc.,
Meany Co., L. A.
Metu/otk

I
•si**1

* WDSU Activities and
Achievements Are
Consistently Featured!

L. A. (safety equipment), planning campaign
use series of six one minute animated and live
stations in Los Angeles, San Francisco and
L. A., is producing series. Agency: Philip J.

•

GENERAL ELECTRIC to sponsor General Electric Guest House, panelvariety program featuring Oscar Levant, over CBS-TV, 9-10 p.m., beginning July 1, as summer replacement for the Fred Waring Show.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc., N. Y.

SEEMAN BROTHERS Inc., Hudson, N. Y. (Air- Wick), renews Monday
Morning Headlines, Sundays, 6:15-6:30 p.m., over 272 ABC stations
for 52 weeks, effective May 27. Agency : William H. Weintraub Co., N. Y.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., renews Colgate Comedy Hour, Sun.,
8-9 p.m. over NBC-TV for 44 weeks, effective Sept. 2. Agency: Sherman
& Marquette Inc., N. Y.
BLOCK DRUG Inc., Jersey City (Amm-I-Dent, Pycopay) to sponsor
10-10:15 a.m. portion of No School Today, children's show originating
from WSAI Cincinnati, over ABC Saturday. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey,
New York.
GENERAL FOODS, N. Y., replaces Aldrich Family, effective Aug. 26
with new program, Young Mr. Buttons, featuring Jackie Kelk, Sun.
7:30-8 p.m. on NBC-TV.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
• • •
■fluency -Oppointmenti
SALES BUILDERS Inc., Los Angeles, for its Max Factor line of women's
cosmetics, names Tatham-Laird, Chicago, to handle its advertising, reportedly more than %\ million yearly. Products are Pan Cake makeup,
Pan-Stik makeup, lipstick, face powder and the New Worlds of Beauty
line of cream and lotions. Max Factor sponsors Sheilah Graham on film
on NBC-TV.
SON-CHIEF ELECTRIC Inc., N. Y. (toasters, grills and other small
electrical appliances) appoints H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Richards, N. Y.,
as agency. Firm tentatively planning eastern and midwestern regional
spot TV campaign. Account executive is Charles Holcomb.

• The programs and activities of WDSU receive nationwide
publicity in well known consumer magazines and trade
publications. WDSU programs are regularly featured in
the
Radio-TV columns of New Orleans' daily
and widely
weekly read
newspapers.

NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION OFFERS SUCH
CONTINUOUS "PROMOTION PLUS" TO SPONSORS!

NUNN-BUSH SHOE Co., Milwaukee, names E. Earl Bothwell and
Hamilton Adv. to handle account. Bothwell handles advertising in New
York and Los Angeles, Hamilton in Chicago, where Ray A. Washburn
is account executive. Appointment effective July 1. Radio is expected
to be used.
ALVAREZ & PASCUAL, (distributor for Mido Watches and Sheaffer
Pens and Pencils in Puerto Rico) appoints Publicidad Badillo Inc., San
Juan, to handle advertising in Puerto Rico.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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agency

H
4

OLCOMBE PARKS, executive vice president Apex Film Corp., N. Y.
and L. A., to Benton & Bowles, N. Y., as vice president and director
of public relations.

HEBER

G. WOLSEY, executive secretary and script writer KSL Salt
Lake City, appointed radio and television executive Gillham Adv. Agency, same city.
LAURA EGGLESTON named timebuyer Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, Chicago, succeeding MARY POLOSON,
resigned.

The

St.

plus

Louis

is

in

Radio

Mr. Wolsey

JOHN C. GILLIS named director of research and marketing H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, where he has
been employed in an executive capacity since March
1950.

W. S. KIRKLAND of the Chicago advertising agency
of the same name, elected acting president of the new Advertising Club
of Chicago.

the

HOWARD G. SAWYER, copy director James Thomas Chirurg Co., N. Y.,
named head of new plans and marketing department of agency, and
elected to board of directors. He has been with agency since 1933.

"St.

JEANNE SULLIVAN, timebuyer Duane Jones Co., to Wyatt & Schuebel,
N. Y., as head of timebuying department, effective early July.

Loui

s

m"

roo

l
Bal

on all accounts

KXOK is St. Louis'
_„ -<rff!" promotion station. KXOK
builds extra audience for the

"St. Louis Ballroom," through allmedia promotion ... billboards, exterior
bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper display ads, promotion announcements on KXOK, special mail
promotions and personal appearances of outstanding KXOK
personalities. It's a plus that pays off for advertisers...
makes KXOK a bigger buy for effective selling in
the St. Louis market. Ask now about availabilities. See the John Blair man or KXOK today.

St. Louis' ABC Station, 12th & Delmar, CHesfnut 3700
630 KC • 5000 Watts • Full Time
Represented by John Blair & Co.

giai
Page 12
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in the South Pacific area.
In 1946, when he returned to
civilian life, he joined Jean Fields
(a New York employment agency)
and served in personnel for a year.
The following year was spent in
hospitals again, this time as a^
patient undergoing
and recovering from
a serious operation.
By 1948, well re-]
cuperated, he joined
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce as an
accountant. Among
his duties, he helped
handle radio billing
studying successivefor
the agency. Last
ly at the U. of Missouri, Washington
week when Mr. Cas1 1 e m a n resigned,
U., St. Louis, and
U. of Chicago. But
Ted Wallower was
World War II interpromoted to the
rupted his studies
timebuying position.
and changed his caAmong the accounts
reer, a loss to the
he will handle for i
medical profession
the agency are the
that has become adfollowing: Griffin
vertising's gain.
Shoe Polish (radio
Mr. WALLOWER
He joined the Navy
and TV), Conte!
in 1939 as an enlisted man in the Hospital Corps.
Shampoo (TV), Sabena Airlines
(radio) and Dif Products (radio).
He later became an ensign and
Mr. Wallower is a bachelor and
served in Iceland, the Naval Hoslives in an apartment at Fort Lee.
N. J. His hobbies are music and
pital in Brooklyn, and in hospitals
in North Africa, Greenland and the theatre.
Telecasting [,
BROADCASTING

ER PA
the new(Tedra-)
is UL
WALLOW
RE
THEODO
television timebuyer
dio and
for Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce, New York, succeeding
George Castleman, who joined the
sales development division of Radio
Sales, CBS [Closed
Circuit, June 4].
Mr. Wallower, born
in Joplin, Mo., Jan.
21, 1919, spent six
years of his school
life in preparing for
a career in medicine,

ON

THE

WASHINGTON
beat

41

£

SCREEN

4!

ure-jire
JOHN H. GERBER, assistant account executive Griswold-Eshleman Co.,
Cleveland, appointed youth delegate of Cleveland Advertising Club to
the International Advertising Conference to be held in London, England,
July 7 through July 13.

hows

RAYMOND F. RUFFLEY, account research director Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., to research department Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., as project director.

ure-fire

HERBERT A. BLANCHET Jr., art director Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield,
N. Y., to McCutcheon's (department store), same city, as art director.
NORMAN C. KAL, president Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington, elected
board chairman of Better Business Bureau.
L. R. COOK, account executive and advertising manager Milton Roy Co.,
Phila., to John P. Eldridge Adv., same city, as technical writer.
KENNETH T. VINCENT, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., appointed executive of creative staff Campbell-Ewald, N. Y.
RAY GAGE, president C. B. Juneau Adv., Inc., L. A., and president,
Southern Calif. Advertising Agencies Assn., and MURIEL TOLLE,
Tolle Co., San Diego, will attend the International Advertising Conference in London.
TILDS & CANTZ Adv., Hollywood and A. L. PAUL, L. A. join Southern
Calif. Advertising Agencies Assn.
JAMES K. MARTINDALE, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, same city, as vice president and copy executive, effective
July 1.
RONALD G. VAN TINE, feature writer Philadelphia Bulletin, to public relations staff John LaCerda Agency, Phila.
PHYLLIS McEACHERN, production assistant on Tintair account, Cecil
& Presbrey Inc., N. Y., and Joel Gross, were to be married June 22.
DORIS HODGES, publicity dept. WPIX-TV New York, to Kurt Hofmann
Assoc., N. Y.

ales
EVERY

WEEKDAY

.

.

.

./

AFTERNOON

for

"Holly

wood
"T

he

2-3 PM
}{- WATCHED
MORE PROGRAM
PEOPLE THAN
WATCH ANYBY OTHER
ON
TV AT THE TIME!
—ARB TV Survey, Apr. 14-21, 1951
ee"
Hollywood a
Matinee
to the
tinbrings
televisionMscreen the top stars in
top shows — full length feature
films that offer suspense, thrilling
love stories, delightful comedy, and
tune-ful musicals. Popular Baxter
Ward introduces the one minute
commercials between "acts."

BAXTER

WARD

MALCOLM LUND, advertising manager home appliance division of
Murray Corp. of America, Scranton, Pa., to Christiansen Advertising
Agency, Chicago, as vice president and account executive. He is former
account executive at Young & Rubicam, Chicago, and promotion manager
of Parker Pen Co.

Mo

de

rn

3-3:30 PM
^ ". . . EVERY TYPE OF LISTENER
SHOULD FIND A TOPIC OF INRUTH

CRANE

— Variety Magazine, Jan. 24, 1951

The Modern Woman on Television brings
housewives more homemaking
TEREST."
helps; more party and etiquette advice; more fashion news; more decorating ideas; more food demonstrations; more beauty
W inandthe self-improvement suggestions; more of the exciting personalities
news; AND
o
m Ruth Crane
more imagination and more action! Jackson Weaver helps
a
make it all more entertaining — the one minute participations n
can"
help
any advertiser to sell MORE!
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ
FINAL stage of negotiations for CBS acquisition of assets from Hytron Radio
& Electronics Corp., including Air King Products Co., in return for network
stock is reached as CBS President Frank Stanton (second, r) signs papers
following approval of merger by stockholders [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18]. Closing the deal are (I to r) David H. Cogan, president of Air
King Products Co., owned by Hytron; Bruce A. Coffin, Hytron president;
Ralph Colin, of the legal firm of Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, CBS
counsel; Mr. Stanton; and Lloyd H. Coffin, board chairman of Hytron. Actual
transfer of assets was consummated June 15.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

WMAL

AGENCY,

INC.

WMAL-FM
THE

EVENING STAR STATIONS
WMAL-TV
WASHINGTON, D. C.
June 25, 1951
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While openly announced network radio rate cuts are
picking the silver out of a radio station's pocket,
don't overlook the hand that's reaching for the
folding money.

with the same alarm as a football coach who sees
his star ball-carrier forced to leave the field.

National spot revenue, to a station, frequently
means

What do we mean? Just this: an open cut, visible

the difference between strong, healthy

operation and weakened

operation. This, we

feel, is important to any radio advertiser; for it
on the rate card, in a radio station's rate is either
fair or unfair depending on the actual value an
advertiser gets for each advertising dollar spent.
But a much more serious threat to any radio station is the kind of cut that goes right into the
heart of a station's national spot business.

affects the value of a proven and essential advertising medium. The networks are now jeopardizing the station's national spot revenue by
selling a sort of counterfeit spot radio over their
chain facilities. The advertiser pays full rate
for this but, as we shall see, he gets a bogus
produclt m return. The station, meanwhile, gets

The revenue that the radio stations get from
nat ional spot is greater than the revenue received
from any network — or of any two networks
combined. This is the money which, in large

only half the normal return from national spot.
It is this fact which constitutes the threat to
station revenue, with its resulting unfortunate
consequences for station and advertiser alike.

part, has built the superb technical facilities,
strong local programming,

effective public

service, which have made individual radio stations great and which have made radio a great
advertising medium.

When we Call radio a great advertising medium, Ave
mean all radio — individual stations doing their

As an advertiser, you can easily ask "why tell me
about this ? I can still buy spot. In some ways I
can buy it easier. What's all this to raef It's a
good question and a fair question.

We don't expect advertisers to fight the stations'
battles for them. The stations themselves will

(which are merely

have to meet this threat to their existence — and

composites of individual stations) doing their

they will. But we do believe that advertisers

job and national networks

and their agencies should know about it. Even
job too.

though this far more penetrating kind of rate
cut has been covered up by the widely publicized

Page 14
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Anything which pulls the legs out from under good

network rate controversy, advertiser and agency

radio stations can't help but drop the whole
radio medium squarely on its spine. Advertisers

alike can easily recognize it and grant it its

and agencies who rely on radio should view this

help to define it:

June 25, 1951

proper importance. The following facts may

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

Radio

►

When

s

a radio station carries a commercial

program

from a network, the station is

paid about 36 cents on the dollar. (Many
get far less.) When the station carries national spot, it is paid about 72 cents out of
the dollar.

Lifeline

salesmanship of the local personality who knows
best how to talk to and sell his own neighbors.
The advertiser who talks from a faraway network headquarters loses the close support of
brokers, distributors, and dealers. These men on
the firing line, who do so much

to move

the

advertiser's product, aren't usually on a "first

^

Therefore, if the network successfully invades the national spot field, in any of
several forms, disguised or undisguised,
the station's income from national spot is
cut in half !

Call it a Pyramid

plan. Call it a Tandem

plan.

Call it what you will. It still boils down to a
scheme

for selling national spot announcements. These have traditionally been left to individual stations as a primary source of revenue.

name" basis with the network microphone maybe a thousand miles away.
Even if an advertiser could afford to substitute the
watered down

network

product for genuine

spot radio, he should, we feel, remember

when a network Aveakens a station — by siphoning off station revenue or by shaving the quality
of network service — the network
itself in turn. This helps nobody.

business don't even bother to hocus pocus the
operation with a fancy name. They just sell
minute announcements on the network. Period.

weakens

Radio, on any level, is made up of individual, independently owned radio stations. No

Some Of the network raids on this essential station

that

network

can ignore this fact. No network can chew off
its own limbs and still survive.
The stations know the problem. Many

of them are

working their hardest to solve it. They neither
The advertiser who buys this service from the net-

ask nor expect you as advertiser and agency to

work isactually missing out on most of the selling advantages that make spot the forceful

fight the battle for them. Right now it is enough
that you know the issues.

medium it is. He loses spot's complete market
flexibility. He has to use the particular network
station in a market, even though another station

*

pared as a service to good radio.

periods. He can't take his choice of early morning in one market, midday in another, or supperin each particular area. He writes off — because
the network can't provide it —

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

the persuasive

*

This message, the second in a series, teas pre-

is basically stronger or can offer better time

time in another — depending on listening habits

*

EDWARD
NEW

YORK

LOS ANGELES

PETRY
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

& CO., INC.
DETROIT

DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

June 25, 1951
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To

an

Account

Executive

open
with

radio

Perhaps you have never smelled the fragrance
of new-mown hay tedding on rolling acres, or watched
the clean steel of a plow slipping through the
fertile black soil of Iowa. Antonin Dvorak
made powerful music for the New World Symphony
from such ingredients. We, more interested in
powerful buying power, prefer to hear the music
made by the seasonal finale — the clunk of hard
ears of corn hitting a backboard — the hiss of a
thresher spewing kernels of wheat for tomorrow's
bread. Iowa's 34.8 million acres of tillable soil
produce, among an abundance of other things,
10% of the 'nation's food supply and contribute to
the high per capita wealth of Iowans, currently
61% above the national average.
The half-acre in the country to which you repair
week-ends — or aspire to — is about 1/ 320th the
size of an average Iowa farm. If you feel that
you ought to have a gold mine in the back yard just
to meet your country living costs, compare your
situation with an Iowan's. Iowa's rockleSs soil
produces more wealth each year than all the gold
tnines in the world.
Before you dash out for a harried lunch of softboiled eggs and a glass of milk (while many an Iowan
is tuning his radio to WMT and sitting down —
at home — to a leisurely noon-day meal of
sizzling steak, golden roasting corn dripping with
freshly churned butter, tender garden peas, strawberries and cream . . .) please consider this:
A Class C station break on WMT has a
potential audience (within the 2.5 mv contour) of
more than 1.1 million people — and it budgets
at $12 (260-time rate). It's a market worth reach
ing — and in Eastern Iowa WMT reaches.
Please ask the Katz man for additional data.

5000 WATTS
Day & Night
600 KC

BASIC
Page 16
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NETWORK

mike

EDITOR:
I read with a great deal of interest your comprehensive story,
"TV's Big Chance" in the June 18
issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting. It is by far the most complete Ihave seen on the Ford Foundation grant to the NARTB.
Harold Franklin
Program Director
Institute For Democratic
Education
New York
[EDITOR'S
grateful
Mr.
FranklinNOTE:
for hisWe're
praise,
but lestto
his last sentence mislead readers, we
point out that the Ford Foundation
has not as yet made a grant to the
NARTB. It has only suggested one
may
made if a suitable program
can bebearranged.]
FM Editorial Disputed
EDITOR:
Congratulations !
Once again the unchallenged
leader in the field of radio trade
news reporting comes to the fore.
Broadcasting • Telecasting has
come out against FM, leading the
industry to greater disrespect of
that insignificant, though superior,
broadcasting medium.
After all, there are only about
seven or eight million FM receivers in the homes of the American people.
And there are only seven hundred
stations broadcasting in all those
wide open spaces of 88 to 108 megacycles. And most of these stations
offer abominably better service over
disgustingly larger areas on FM
than they do on AM. Why give the
people
better?
had AM something
for 25 years
now,They've
so let
them take it for the rest of the
clays of radio.
But in doing this, the broadcasters ought to make one concession.
Since radio listeners won't be able
to hear high-fidelity transmissions
any longer, the television sound
should be changed to AM. Give
televiewers that good old static and
interference that they miss! Let
them TVgo sound!
DX'ing all over the lot
with
Then everything is straightened
out. No? You don't want to completely kill FM? Then move the
band again. Listeners to that horribly superior medium delight in
buying new sets. Why, they'd just
love to run out and plunk down a
few million more dollars for FM
receivers.

After that, you'd better go afte
some of the broadcasters them
selves, such as Edward A. Wheelei
Josh Home, Michael Hanna, Ir
Hirschman, Ben Strouse, Everet
Dillard, and perhaps a score o
other insane individuals who un
fortunately have the misconcep
tion that FM is the finest soun<
medium there is. These men mus
be exterminated.
While we're all at it, we'd bette
pass out bouquets to those station
which have "mothballed" their FM
Fine! They deserve all the prais
the industry can heap upon them.
That just about clears up the Fft
situation. Shall we start on tele
vision's troubles tomorrow?
George W. Hamilton
Maplewood, N. J.
EDITOR:
It is difficult for me to believt
that you actually wrote the edi;|
torial titled "FM's Aches, TV's
Balm?" [Broadcasting • Tele
casting, June 11]. Never, since lj
began reading Broadcasting •
Telecasting, have I seen such si
low blow struck at any segment
large or small, of the broadcasting
industry. . . .
Your statement that "substantial
engineering opinion supports the
view that the fewer than 700 FM
stations might well be accommodated in two megacycles or 1C
channels" is so erroneous that if I
were you I'd change my source of
"substantial engineering opinion."1
Have you examined the channel
separation in this area? There are
now some 13 or 14 stations operating [here]. ...
R. Calif.
P. Adams
KUTE (FM) Glendale,
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Two
would
accommodate
the FMmegacycles
stations
in most places, if not in such densely
populated markets as Los Angeles, of
which Glendale is a part. We struckno low blow against FM in our editorial, merely cited indisputable facts
that
(1) FM in
general (2)
has many
not been
spectacularly
profitable;
FM
stations
economically
transitcasting depend
and other
specialized onservices
and should not be deprived of them
by the FCC or the courts; (3) since
only 700 FM stations exist, although
there is accommodation for thousands
more, some spectrum space might be
diverteddium,totelevision.
the moreAnyone
sought-after
mewho thinks
closely.]
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING is
opposed to FM hasn't read us very

EDITOR:
And too, you'd better do something about those firms, few though
... I am not writing with any
they may be, which have gotten out bitterness but merely in the hope
of line and tried to produce a good
FM radio at a reasonable price. that you might publish this letter
so as to give hope to the FM broadYou'd better grab Zenith and Gencasters that as yet haven't been diseral Electric first; they've even had
the audacity to promote FM — and
(Continued on page 82)
successfully, at that!
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

is

a

BETTER

THAN

DOMINANT
WOAI

EVER

BY

has almost 5 times the NIGHTTIME

BUY!

NIGHT
coverage of any other San

Antonio station (BMB).

WOAI

has almost 2!/2 times the DAYTIME

coverage of any other San

Antonio station (BMB).

DOMINANT

BY

NIGHT

BjEEESB

WOAI leads in Hooper ratings morning, afternoon and night. (Hooper's
continuing study; San Antonio Metropolitan Area).
DELIVERS
WOAI,

MORE

AUDIENCE

since 1942, has increased its radio family audience 108% — this

after erroneously eliminating all TV families in area as per ANA.

FOR

LESS

MONEY!

WOAI has increased its basic hour rates only
13% since 1942. Radio families have increased
84%. On this basis WOAI might logically increase
its rate from $340 to $624 an hour.
Still the
influence

MOST
in THE

San Antonio
JtnTA AMERICA'S
-j- GROWINGFASTEST
7 MAJOR <ITY

BROADCASTING
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POWERFUL

advertising

SOUTHWEST!
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis
Dallas, San Francisco, Detroit
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"Richard Harkness and the
News" a fifteen minute late
evening roundup is available for sponsorship in this
news conscious market. Discerning timebuyers need
only know that it's HARKNESS, Monday through
Friday, 11:15 PM.
This availability represents
an opportunity to establish
a product name with a
name news man, long respected in national news
commentary.

H

■■t«re
f

of the meek

Mr. Eden completes the final contract details with Mr. Thornburgh and
Mr. deRussy.
AN advertiser-station relationship, which took place in the offices of
that started in the depression days William H. Eden, vice president of
the American Stores Co., were,
of the early 30's and became more
firmly established in the ensuing
Donald W. Thornburgh, president
two decades, was appropriately
of WCAU stations, and John S.
observed June 11 in Philadelphia.
deRussy,
sales manager for WCAU
For on that date the American
radio. In the 20 years it has
Stores Co., one of WCAU Philadelcarried its radio advertising exphia's oldest radio advertisers,
clusively on WCAU, the company
signed a contract for its 21st year
on WCAU.
(Continued on page 84)
Present at the contract signing,

SirMtB icon

'GRA
ND KNIG
HT
Wyoming
Valley's
THE

Harkness' reputation for
hard news and hard selling demands your consideration. Call WRC — or
National Spot Sales.

strictly

business

full days on WGN-TV Chicago
picking up 2 million Chicago viewers at a cost of $1.25 per thousand.
The alert maneuver typifies the
sales strategy of the former traveling salesman of the plains who
built a multimillion dollar business
around Glass Wax, a glass cleaner,
within the short space of a few

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:15-11:30 PM

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL m
YOUR BEST BUY IS J£l

Mr. SCHAFER

uverzedcrime
Kefapoli
WHENhearingsthe mono
TV
screens, Harold Schafer felt
the magnetic attraction. The 39year-old president of the Gold Seal
Co. of Bismarck, N. D., bought two

Radio and television played an
years.
important
role in the phenomenal
success story from the start. The
first advertising investment the
young North Dakotan made was
the purchase of spots over home
town stations which he wrote and
oftentimes even broadcast himself.
Last year the investment in radio had multiplied like the amazing
sales figures of Gold Seal. As a
network sponsor of Arthur Godfrey, radio appropriations hit a
peak. Present schedules call for a
variety of spot radio and TV.
Just recently Schafer's Glass
Wax television spots won an
award from the Chicago Federated
(Continued on page 79 )

OF

TURNTABLE"

Hit tunes — Top bands — New
stars are all brought to Pennsylvania's 4th largest marketing
area 1st by our own Bob Bacon.
More
listen to
"Bacon people
for Breakfast"
showBob's
on
WBRE than any other disc show
in town.
There's no "Ham" in this Bacon.
He makes sweet music for listeners and Money for Advertisers.
Write or call us jor availabilities on
Wyoming Valley's lop disc show . . .
"Bacon jor Breakfast."
^\ PHONE WILKES-BARRE 3-3101

BROADCASTING
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when
costs
you

WWJ's

you're
in

counting

DETROIT

can

count

average cost-per-thousand

listeners in the Detroit market
serving 828,720 families is 14.5%
lower than the average cost-per-thousand
for radio time in Detroit

(based on

March-April 1951 Pulse ratings).

FIRST IN DETROIT Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY COMPANY
Aueciate Television Station WWJ-TV
AM _ 950 KILOCYCLES — 5008 WATTS
FM— CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES

BROADCASTING
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television

is growing

sensationally

in the

Carol inas - with sets
quintupled

in the last

1 2 months,

WBT

is growing

instance.

too.

10 P. M., WBT

in 1, slightly down
the four-hour

shows

audience

new

in 1.

night for

periods between
ratings are up in 6, even

Average

rating for

period is up 3 rating points.

that it comes

and from

Sunday

In the 8 half-hour

6 P. M. and

is the TV

Take

coming
from

from?

This chart

competitive

listener-viewers.

Where

stations

VIEWING AND LISTENING
FAMILIES
fo OF
50

. SUNDAY

NIGHT

1950

1951

FAMILIES
fo OF

6

6:30 7

7:30 8

WBT

So much

B

for Sunday.

is equally revealing
Remember
Effective

advertising

knowledge

Phone,

week-day

WBT

I RADIO
MISC.

picture

and

are not alike.
selling in the
on intimate

consumers

and

media.

write or wire WBT

CHARLOTTE,

7:30 8 8:30 9 9:30
A

. . . and available.

of Carolina

office of Radio

WBT

The

can only be based
advertising

6:30 7

Misc. Radio + TV WBTV

... all markets

Carolinas
Carolina

8:30 9 9:30 6
A

or the nearest

Sales for details.

N. C.
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Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Represented Nationally by RADIO SALES
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Spot Radio Forecast Mostly Favorable
WINDS
FAIR
the summer last week advanced
was mentioned as one of the major
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
Several of the station representno common reason for this happy
spot advertisers to drop out of
atives reported that local business
GENERALLY FAIR, with favor- state of affairs, although several
many markets for the summer
on their stations is at an all-time
able to brisk trade winds, about
where it could do so without losing high. Harder selling and better
cited the increased time purchases
sums up the spot radio business
of brewers this year as a major its regular period next fall.
programming was the usual exclimate for the summer just start- factor. One particularly enthusplanation, with more effort to do a
Television, blamed by some reping, according to the majority
iastic representative credited his
resentatives for luring bewitched
good
job
locally
and less dependopinion of a group of typical sta- biggest summer to the stability of clients away from radio, was also
ence on network programs around
tion representative firms surveyed
the
clock.
spot rates and station policies in credited with reawakening in some
last week by Broadcasting • contrast to the chaotic conditions
Summer also looks sunny this
advertisers a new interest in radio.
Telecasting.
facing the networks.
year for the networks. ABC, for
"Television
is
so
expensive,
most
A 25% minority, however, regexample, has added to its sponsored
Stations are refusing to clear advertisers can't afford very much
istered a contrary report of dead
program list the Blatz Reporter,
time
for
some
of
the
network
cutof
it,"
was
the
way
one
representaair, with little prospects of any
rate deals, he declared, citing
tive put it, "so they're backing up four five-minute newscasts five
immediate pickup. And a few
their slim TV schedules with a lot days a week; Edwin Arnold, Story
particularly the "one-minute anvoiced an inability to gauge what
Teller sponsored by General Mills
nouncements disguised as five- of radio time to saturate the marlies ahead, saying they are curfor
a morning five-minute spot
programs," and are once
rently caught in a cross current of minute
across
the board; the 10-10:15 a.m.
more
building
the
kind
of
station
Business Climate Clears
orders and cancellations with no
segment of the Saturday No School
programs that consistently pull
indications yet as to which way the larger local audiences than their
Today kid show is now sponsored
An improved business climate
tide will turn.
top network competition. He noted
now as compared to previous by Block Drug; General Foods
kets." was advanced as another
Favorable Outlook
months
Corp. on July 2, will begin adverthe rise of Negro disc jockey protising Jello on the opening quartergrams throughout the South, whose
explanation for good summer spot
Almost without exception, the
station representatives agreed that ratings, he said, are beginning to business. "Many business men who hour of the Breakfast Club five
attract the attention of national
mornings weekly, and Sylvania
feared the worst a little while ago
the long range outlook is exElectric Products is sponsoring
are now certain that an all-out war
tremely favorable, with every in- as well as local advertisers.
is no longer imminent and are Sammy Kaye for a Sunday afterdication that the fall will be one
Several representatives mennoon half-hour.
tioned a disturbing trend for spot turning their full attention to deof the best business seasons in spot
On the debit side, ABC has lost
veloping the domestic peacetime
advertisers to ask for summer layradio history, and they were comthe P&G serial David Amity, and
pletely unanimous in predicting a
market for their products," one
off privileges in the network manVictor
Lindlahr's talks for Serutan,
ner,
reporting
that
more
spot
sell-out summer and fall for spot
representative said. "That naturally means an increased use of
hiatuses are being taken this year
television, the consensus being sucas
well
as Blockon Drug's
twice-a( Continued
page 95)
than ever before.
Bond Clothes
spot radio," he added.
cinctly summed up by the "statement
of one firm: "The only thing that is
holding TV back is that there isn't
enough time to meet the demand."
Confusing the general outlook
is the flurry of excitment generated
Stuifdy'
Turthe
ds division
by a wave of cancellations for BLUEPRINTING of the far-reach- UR
substantial
to nput Nee
AM-TV
in r
concept
not
E further study,pla
ST
CB
Procter & Gamble spots, effective
in detail — reportedly were under
ingS
reorganization
ofRU
CBS CT
hit a into effect any general reorganizaconsideration.
the end of June, terminating the snag last week which may delay
spring spot drives for Spic & Span it by several days to several weeks
One plan would go much further
Mr. Stanton's memo also con[Closed Circuit, June 18].
and Tide and seriously curtailing
firmed reports that Howard S. than NBC's by creating sepathose for Joy, Lilt, Drene and other
After a series of high-level conrate companies or divisions not
Meighan, vice president and genP & G products. Adding to rather
ferences designed to set up an
eral executive, who has been in only for radio network operations
tion."
than decreasing the confusion are
charge of Hollywood operations, and television network operations,
organizational structure encomthe new spot time orders being
respectively, but also one for
passing Columbia's newly acquired will return to New York probably
placed for some of these products
Hytron tube and set manufacturing
owner-and-operated stations operathis
week
to
rejoin
the
"20th
floor"
as of July 2 and a shift of other
properties and at the same time top-echelon
tions, each with its own head. This
headquarters executives.
spots from one product to another.
would be in addition to the newly
separating its own AM and TV
Stanton Statement
functions, officials made clear
acquired manufacturing properties
The explanation of P & G agencies is that the spot curtailment
Thursday they would need more
—Hytron
(tubes) and CBS-ColumKey
to
the
timing
of
the
rerepresents not cancellations of time.
organization move, it was felt, lay
bia Inc. (sets) — and Columbia
Records,
which also would be
President Frank Stanton cir- in Mr. Stanton's assertion that
campaigns which had been planned
culated a memo throughout the "substantial further study" is separate entities.
to continue through the summer,
but merely the conclusion of spring
CBS organization recognizing re- needed. Whether the "completely
CBS Board Chairman William
ports that a reorganization was
campaigns timed to end with the
S. Paley and President Stanton
satisfactory
plan"
he
sought
could
P & G fiscal year on June 30. This
planned, and asserting:
be evolved in a few days, or would head the overall organizasimple statement does not satisfy
"We are considering plans to take whether it might take weeks, was
tion, and presumably Executive
account of the complexities of our a matter of speculation only. One Vice President
many representatives, who note
Joseph H. Ream
that much of the business now ter- expanded operations and future high-placed official said it was his
continue to operate in the
minated had been placed on a 52- growth, but we have decided that view that the overhauling is "not would
overall field.
week basis.
a completely satisfactory plan has imminent" at this point.
When plans for the acquisition
yet to be evolved.
The majority of the representaSeveral
plans for functions
sepai'ating and
ra- of the Hytron interests were first
dio
and
television
tives who anticipate good spot busi"Further, we have concluded that
(Continued on page 97)
it would be undesirable, without
ness for their stations throughout
responsibilities — similar to NBC's
Telecasting
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TOM ALOYSIUS BROOKS, 42,
vice president and general manager of Hearst Radio Inc., died
suddenly of a heart attack last
Tuesday at his home in Leonia,
N. J.
Mr. Brooks was stricken only a
few hours after the FCC renewed
the license of the Hearst-owned
WBAL Baltimore, culminating a
four-year fight by Hearst Radio
to retain the station (see story
page 42).
Identified for more than 25 years
with the electronic field, including
AM, FM, television and facsimile,
Mr. Brooks was appointed vice
president and director of Hearst
Radio, which operates WBAL-AMTV Baltimore and WISN-AM-FM
Milwaukee, on Nov. 19, 1948.
A native of Wisconsin, where he
was born Dec. 11, 1908, Mr. Brooks
joined the New York Evening
Journal radio department in 1924,
and in 1933 became radio editor.
In August 1940 he was commissioned alieutenant (jg) and served
in Naval Intelligence throughout
World War II, receiving a commendation from Rear Admiral
Monroe Kelley for his performance
of duties while attached to the OfKATZ

NAMES
Donahue to Post

SCOTT DONAHUE Jr. has been
appointed assistant sales manager
for television for The Katz Agency
Inc., New York station representative, to succeed
Don L. Kearney
who has assumed
the new position
of television prog r a m manager
[Broadcasting •
Telec asting,
June 18].
Former WPIX
(TV) New York
Mr. Donahue
sales manager,
and earlier with
The New York Daily News advertising department, Mr. Donahue
has been associated since March
1950 with the television sales staff
of the New York office of The Katz
Agency.
Also announced were three additions to the television sales staff :
Robert J. Kochenthal and Oliver T.
Blackwell in New York, and Lewis
P. Johnson in Chicago.
Mr. Kochenthal, WPIX account
executive and former Northwest
Airlines assistant district traffic
manager, will join Katz July 30.
Mr. Blackwell, of the radio and
television department of the Compton Advertising Co., New York,
will take his new position July 2.
Mr. Johnson, whose appointment
is effective July 30, has been associated with the Chicago office of
WOR-TV New York as account executive; with Chain Store Age,
Philadelphia Inquirer and Chicago
Tribune.
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Mr. BROOKS
* * *
fice of District Intelligence Officer,
3rd Naval District, on Nov. 9,
1945. He returned to inactive duty
with the rank of commander in
March 1946. Mr. Brooks subsequently served as officer in charge
of Zones 7 and 8, Organized Naval
Reserve, from October 1946 to
April 1949.
He is survived by his widow,
Fredrica; four children, Tom Jr.,
Fredei-ica, Emily and Patricia; his
mother, Catherine Kelly Brooks of
Jersey City, and a sister, Esther
Stauffer.
Funeral services were held Friday with solemn requiem mass in
St. John's Roman Catholic Church,
Leonia, N. J.
WBS Signs 12
WORLD Broadcasting System, New
York transcription firm, last week
announced 12 new contracts and
renewals of 30 existing contracts,
all for a minimum of one year.

NEWSPAPER
ADS
Radio-TV Expenditures Up
MOST "spectacular" increase in
the use of newspaper advertising
during 1950 was registered by the
radio and television industry, according ot the research volume,
Expenditures of National Advertisers in Newspapers : 1950, published by the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
A 78.4% increase was recorded
by the radio and TV field during
1950 when its newspaper expenditures jumped from a 1949 total of
$12,756,000 to $22,760,000. The
three heaviest investors recorded
were: RCA, with $3,168,624, up
54.1%; Admiral, with $2,724,631,
up 143.9% ; and Motorola with $2,046,752, up 273.5%.
Radio and TV stations also registered a decided increase — from
$4,373,000 to $6,097,000, the report
showed.
General Motors Corp. remained
the largest newspaper advertiser
in the country by expending $27,594,071 for the printed page, an
11% gain over 1949. Chrysler
Corp. ranked second with an investment of $13,703,451 as compared to 1949's $8,747,966, while
third place Ford Motor Co. rose
from $10,629,320 in 1949 to $13,586,716 in 1950.
Network radio's share of the
U. S. advertising dollar, the report
claims, dropped from 14.4 in 1949
to 12.5 cents in 1950, while spot
radio and newspapers portions remained at the 1949 levels of 12.2
cents and 34 cents respectively.
Network television registered 3.1
cents of the advertising dollar, of
$45 million in revenue for 1950, the
report said.
The magazine share of advertising dropped from 31.4 cents to 29.3
cents, although outdoor advertising
at 5.8 cents and farm journals, at
2 cents remained unchanged.

SMITH
TO PETRY
Heads Chicago TV Sales
APPOINTMENT of Louis A. Smith
to the new position of Chicago
sales manager of the Television
Div. of Edward Petry & Co. Inc.,
New York, effective July 1; and
addition of Theodore H. Walworth
Jr. to the Petry Co. New York office as TV sales executive, effective June 15, were announced last
week.
Mr. Smith, manager of the Chicago office of WOR New York, was
a sales executive in the Chicago

Mr. Smith

Mr. Walworth

office of the Petry Co. from 1943
to 1947, when he left to form the
Louis A. Smith Co. Adv. Agency in
Chicago. Earlier, from 1935-39:
he was a salesman for WHBF
Rock Island, 111.; and from 1939 tc
1942 was commercial manager ol
KOWH Omaha. During the lasl
war, Mr. Smith was with the U. S
Army Air Force.
Mr. Walworth, a Spot Sales account executive for ABC, has beer
with the network since 1946, wher
he started in the Research Department. He is a graduate of Nichols
Business College, Dudley, Mass.
and was in the Army Medical Dept
during the war.
GILLETTE GAME
All-Star Part of Contraci
THE 1951 All-Star Baseball Game
July 10, will be sponsored by Gillette Safety Razor Co., over MBS';
545 radio stations, NBC-TV anc
the TV stations identified witl
Mutual ownership: WOR-TV Nev
York: WGN - TV Chicago anc
WNAC-TV Boston; plus KFI-T\
Los Angeles, which is being acquired by General Tire & Rubbei
Co., a Mutual stockholder.
The game will be broadcast fron
Briggs Stadium, Detroit, beginning
at 2:15 p.m. and also will be carriec
by the Armed Forces Radio Serv
ice overseas.
Six year radio rights to the an
nual event and the World Seriei;
were purchased by Mutual and Gil
lette in 1950 from Baseball Higl
Commissioner A. B. Chandler, an<
Gillette in December 1950 acquire<
TV rights to the package througl
1956 for $1 million a year.
Rathbun

Resigns

JACK RATHBUN, director of ad
vertising of LeBlanc Corp., Lafay
ette, La. (Hadacol),. since Marc)
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
1950, has resigned. Mr. Rathbui
has been in radio 15 years, servinj
'Great Soviet victory! Filthy capitalist radio being taken over by Red
at several stations. No successo
has yet been named.
Skelton and Red Barber!"
BROADCASTING
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WITH 16 sponsors lined up, CBS
LOR
CO
S
CB(Monday)
today
inaugurates
its
commercial color television service
with Premiere, a special program,
4:30-5:30 p.m., over CBS-TV stations in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18].
Also set is another color program,
The World Is Yours, featuring
Ivan T. Sanderson, naturalist,
scheduled June 26 (tomorrow),
4:30-5 p.m., for General Mills Inc.,
which thus becomes the first full
half-hour color sponsor; and four
sponsored station-break spots over
WCBS-TV New York for 13 weeks
each, effective today (Monday).
Station-break sponsors were
Phoenix Aristomat (stove covers),
through Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago,
Fridays, 11 a.m.; O'Cedar Corp.
(sponge mops), through Young &
Rubicam, Chicago, Thurs., 11 ajn. ;
Bulova Watch Co., through Biow
Co., New York, Mondays, 5 :30 p.m. ;
and Wembley Inc. (ties), through
Walker Saussy Agency, New Orleans, Weds., 11 a.m.
Officials to Appear
Those scheduled to appear on
the opening program include FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy, CBS Board
Chairman William S. Paley, CBS
President Frank Stanton, and
prominent entertainers such as
Arthur Godfrey, Ed Sullivan, Faye
Emerson, Garry Moore, Sam Levenson and Patty Painter, "Miss
Color Television."
The sixteen opening-day sponsors, which the network believed to
be "the largest group of advertisers
ever to participate in a single network broadcast," are: General
Mills; Lincoln-Mercury Div. of
Ford Motor Co.; Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.; Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer; William Wrigley Jr. Co.;
Revlon; Thomas J. Lipton Inc.;
National Biscuit Co.; Toni Home
Permanent; Monarch Finer Foods;
Procter & Gamble Co. for Ivory
Soap and Duz; Standard Brands
Inc. for Tender Leaf Tea and Instant Chase & Sanborn; Quaker
Oats Co. for Aunt Jemima Cake
Mixes; Best Foods Inc. for Rit
Products Corp.; Pepsi-Cola Co., and
Liggett & Myers for Chesterfields.
It was understood that the inaugural CBS color telecast would
be received in New York over
about 15 color receivers, most, if
not all, located at the CBS color
studios; in Washington over receivers at three locations; in Boston, two locations; Baltimore, two;
and Philadelphia, one.
Following today's program, daily
color telecasts, morning and afternoon, will be made, with " a gradual pattern of expansion." Approximately 20 hours of color television
weekly will be scheduled by fall,
CBS announced.
Meanwhile, Color-Video Inc., 135
Broadway, New York, announced
BROADCASTING

sets E'
obsolete, stated
that all
16
arrangements
with
Lance
TeleviER
MITV
RE
'P
TV
sion Labs. Inc., of the Bronx, and
sets could be adapted to receive
Franklin Television Labs. Inc., of color in black and white; and that
as soon as color wheels and drums
Brooklyn, for adapting television
receivers internally to receive in are available, his company would
black and white CBS color tele- be ready to install them so that
casts.
color telecasts might be received
in color.
Color-Video President William
In Chicago, CBS reported that
M. Ivler announced perfection by
more than 1,000 buyers witnessed
his company of a "new universal
special CBS color demonstrations
transformer which, when installed
at the semi-annual home furnishwith other minor changes, enables
ings merchandise market in the
any make or model of television
Merchandise Mart, along with the
receiver to be adapted to receive
new line of combination color and
both standard black and white
black-white receivers of CBStransmissions and the color transColumbia Inc., set manufacturers
missions in black and white with
formerly known as Air King Proda flip of a switch."
ucts and now a CBS subsidiary.
Charge to adapt a set in this
fashion will be about $30, it was
Buyers Impressed
announced, including adaptation
Reaction of the buyers, as reand installation charges. "This
ported by the network, included
adaptation, in most cases, will be that of Jerry Ward of Lyon, Healy
made in the home of the set owner.
& Co., music store chain with ChiThis service is also being made
available to retail dealers and discago headquarters, who said, "I'm
tributors so that new sets not yet extremely impressed with the clarity of color reception. I can see a
sold may be adapted before being
delivered to the customer," the tremendous future for CBS-Columannouncement said.
W. J. Gallop of Shillito Store,
Mr. Ivler, who
said hisclaims
company's
bia TV." called CBS color "tertransformer
refuted
that Cincinnati,
rific. We want sets as soon as posCBS color would render present

- ass>°«
s^d
sible," he
was reported
saying.
Frank Hough, of Hough-Wiley,
Charlotte, N. C, according to the
network, said, "It's so terrific it's
breathtaking."
Thomas Morley, of Morley Brothers, Detroit, called it "sensational
— the color is so authentic — it's
wonderful to see every color of the
spectrum
the
networkso perfectly
reported. reproduced,"
In the New York origination of
its first network color telecast, CBS
announced that "no changes" in
existing black-white studio facilities would be required — only addition of three color cameras, monitors and associated control room
equipment.
Necessary technical work and
installation in CBS-TV studio 57
at 109th street and Fifth Avenue,
New York, would be made in a
12-hour period between 10 p.m.,
Wed., and 10 a.m., Thurs., the
network said. Color and sound signals would be transmitted from
studio 57 by coaxial cable to the
network's master control in the
Grand Central Building, it announced, from which the signals
would be distributed by telephone
cables to the WCBS-TV transmitter, and by cable to the network.

Asks Del°y
q" Bar
Americ
ARING
Thomas
J. Murphy, as judge of
NNOC
THE
AMERICAN
BarK
Assn., theHE
HE
hearing "sometime after July 15." the southern district, both New
The specification of date was
legal profession's heavyweight,
York. At the same time, the Senmade because of the heavy workwants the Senate Judiciary Comate committee set another nominaload in the New York southern
mittee to defer consideration of
tion for the New York southern
district court which is approaching
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock's
district,
that of Edward J. Dimits
regular
summer
recess,
accordappointment to a federal judgeock, for hearing this Wednesday.
ing to a Capitol source.
ship for at least another three
weeks.
All of these nominations, includStrong opposition has been regising that of Comr. Hennock, had
tered by the Assn. of the Bar of
This was learned last week by
Broadcasting • Telecasting amid
the City of New York which pub- been sent to the Senate in one
reports in Washington that:
licly alleged Comr. Hennock "to- group.
Possibility that a woman candi9 The committee expects to go
unqualified"
U. S. tally
District
judge.to serve as a
date for the FCC will be talked up
along with the bar's request.
President Truman nominated
came with the report that Mrs.
£ Unless an outside candidate
India Edwards, Democratic Naappears on the horizon, Robert T. Comr. Hennock for the federal
tional Committeewoman, returning
Bartley, nephew of House Speaker bench in New York's southern district a fortnight ago, an appoint- from a European trip, would be in
Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) and wellWashington this week.
ment that caught Washington and
known in broadcast and Congresthe Commissioner, herself, by sursional quarters, still is the White
While not a certainty it was
speculated that Mrs. Edwards
House's most likely choice to sucmight have some ideas on a woman
ceed Comr. Hennock [BroadcastNo Salary Change
ing • Telecasting, June 18].
nominee to succeed Miss Hennock.
prise.
If
confirmed,
Comr.
Hennock,
$ An outside candidate could who would succeed Judge Alfred G.
With traditional Senatorial courbe a woman of Democratic Party
Sen. Ives has not stated that
Coxe, retired, would get neither a he willtesy, object
standing.
to the confirmation
raise
in
salary
nor
a
pay-cut.
As
0 The White House expects a Commissioner she is paid $15,000 of Comr. Hennock. However, the
minimum of two to three weeks
New York Republican has given
a year, the same salary the judge- the Judiciary committee notice that
to
pass
before
the
Senate's
weather
ship carries. However, as a New
vane shows in what direction the
all persons or organizafederal judge her appoint- he expects
wind will blow on Comr. Hen- York ment
tions filing in opposition with the
would be of life tenure. She
nock's chances to don the jurist's was appointed to the FCC in 1948 committee to get a full hearing.
black robe.
With two bar associations, both
for a seven-year term, expiring
# Sen. Irving Ives (R-N. Y.) June_30, 1955.
leaders in the profession, voicing
has asked the Judiciary group to
objection, a public session to hear
The Senate Judiciary Committee
give full hearing to any and all
can be expected to be
failed to file notice of hearings on opposition
parties opposing Senate confirma- the Hennock nomination for the scheduled.
tion.
Sen. Herbert H. Lehman, also of
It was understood that the second consecutive week. However,
a Judiciary subcommittee held ses- New York and a Democrat, has
American Bar's bid for time came
from its Committee on the Federal
sions and approved nominations of stated that he has "no objection"
to the confirmation. Neither New
Judge Harold R. Medina to be Yorker
Judiciary, whose chairman was
is on the Judiciary group.
said to have asked for a public judge of the second circuit and
June 25, 1951
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PROGRAM FACTS
Program:
Joe Louis-Lee Savold
boxing match.
Closed-circuit telecast in followtheatres:
Chicago,
StateLake ingand
Tivoli;
Pittsburgh,
Shea's Fulton; Washington,
RKO Keith's and Lincoln;
Cleveland, RKO Palace; Baltimore, Albany,
Loew's Century
lem;
Palace. and Har-

<* Q

Q

DEPLORABLY softened by years of watching telecast prize fights
in his own living room, this flabby reviewer ventured into the
exuberant audience at RKO Keith's theatre in Washington the
night of the Louis-Savold fight and suffered a drubbing but slightly less
severe than that received by Mr. .
Savold.
- Indians
It would have been a wiser Technicolor cowboys - and
wit h
on
comparis
In
.^
charade
for
training
in
gone
have
to
coursemission, possibly by searching
Apache Drums, the title of this illthis
out waterfront saloons to join in excusable production, Hopalong
Cassidy and his co-players have the
ls.
longshor
„ emen's
. braw
,before
„ the
,,■'„,
skill
of the Old, ,Vic .company.
ht
A. few
minutes
fig
,
was scheduled to begin, the front Camera work during the telecast
part of a line of eager fight fans of the fight was generally commendthat had been standing for hours able> as cou\d hav^ ™*peCted
outside was admitted to the the- since it was done by NBC-TV crews
atre to occupy a section of seats who know the business. The bigthat had been reserved for news- screen Plctui'e lacked the definition
ed to on home remen and distinguished guests who one 1S accustom
did not appear in the number that ceivers but was of passable quality,
had been anticipated.
This reviewer prefers, however.
The avid fans, mostly men in to take his boxing in his living
shirt sleeves and of remote associ- room where the seats are comfortonly reation with a shower or bathtub, able and the company not
plunged bravely through the gloom cently washed but also behaved.
in a rush to find seats. The struggle to retain his, against the ener- .
, .
.
A A ._
getic efforts of the late arrivals NPA APPOINTMENT
to unseat him left this reviewer Q
■ Named Weiss Aide
m approximately the condition of
Mr. Savold mid-way in the sixth APPOINTMENT
of Walter J.
round.
Currie, former official at Standard
Except for cigar smoke, the at- Brands Inc. and later the Crosley
mosphere at RKO Keith's was that Division of Avco Mfg. Corp., as
of a boxing stadium. In addition deputy assistant administrator to
to the characteristic aromas, the Lewis Allen Weiss, director of the
spirit of the crowd was typical of Office of Civilian Requirements,
a stadium audience.
was announced by the National
The habits acquired in watching Production Authority Thursday.
TV boxing at home were evident
Mr. Currie will assist Mr. Weiss,
at the beginning of the program, assistant administrator and former
but they quickly were overcome. Don Lee-Mutual executive, in deAt the playing of the Star Span- termining "essential civilian regled Banner preceding the bout, quirements and in aiding industries
most of the people kept sitting as to meet the minimum needs necesthey would at home. A patriot sary to maintain a strong econofinally screamed, "Everybody up," my." NPA said. Mr. Currie has
and the crowd rose obediently, been serving as consultant to OCR
averting a treasonable disaster. since last March.
As the fight progressed, the enThe new deputy assistant adthusiasm of the crowd intensified. ministrator began his career as
The knockout evoked a wild out- salesman for Standard Brands in
burst of shouts, whistles, and ap- 1927. He later was transferred to
plause.
the company's foreign division and
At least 80% of the audience left in 1932 was Placed in charge of
when the bout was over, showing operations for the firm in Europe,
that quite often the majority has British Isles and North Africa,
After a tour of war service, Mr.
more sense than the minority.
Those that remained, including this Currie
returned
to Standard
reporter who was trying to recover Brands.
He resigned in 1949 to
his composure not to mention his become international representabreath after the pre-bout struggle tive for Avco Mfg. Corp.'s Crosley
for his seat, were treated to a Division.
Psge 26
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Impact
of Ryan
Radio
Cited by

J. NEIL REGAN, manager of the Los Angeles office of McCann-Erickson,
was elected 1951-52 president of the Advertising Assn. of the West at
the 48th annual convention which closed June 21 at Denver. Some 400
delegates representing 5,000 members and 41 member clubs in 11 western
states and Western Canada at- *
Meat Co. sportscast, Jack Short Show,
tended the four-day meeting.
Spitzer & Mills Agency.
Arthur E. House, Portland, Ore.,
Small-city programs — Cline Adv.
was elected senior vice president
Service, Boise, Idaho, Bohemian Brewand Mildred May, Phoenix, Ariz.,
eries quarter-hour, Human Side of
Sports, on four stations.
vice president-at-large. Gertrude
Murphy, San Jose, Calif., was
Large-city announcements — E m i 1
Reinhardt Adv., Oakland, San Franelected secretary-treasurer.
Brewing Corp. musical chainWilliam B. Ryan, president of breaksciscofor
Burgemeister beer on
Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
KNBC San Francisco.
said radio has nothing to fear from
television. He pointed out that TV
is just another medium of advertising and will not replace any of the
GOODWILL
TRIO
older media.
Conceding the "phenomenal effect" TV has on the public in demonstrating gadgets and appliances,
Mr. Ryan said facts reveal that
people drift back to radio after the
novelty of television disappears,
usually after the first six months.
Haan Tyler, manager of KFI-TV
Los Angeles, stressed tremendous
results observed by advertisers using TV in addition to radio. He
said TV is especially important
when an organization wants to
demonstrate something out of the
ordinary.
Mr. Tyler quoted numerous advertisers who have had notable success in use of the visual medium.
One of the luncheon sessions last
week was devoted to a tribute to
Denver's radio station managers.
Among those honored were Hugh
B. Terry, KLZ: F. W. and A. G.
Meyer, KMYR; Charles Bevi,
KOA; T. C. Ekrem, KVOD; Eugene O'Fallon,
Buchanan.
KTLN.KFEL, and John
The 1952 convention will be held
June 22-26 at the Olympic Hotel,
Seattle.
BBDO Gets Award
Annual trophy donated by the
Vancouver Ad Club for the best
radio advertising created in the
West was awarded to BBDO San
Francisco for its drama Let George
Do It, sponsored over KHJ Los
Angeles and Don Lee network by
Standard Oil of California. The
program won top award for the
best commei'cial program in cities
over 100,000 and on networks.
Certificates of award in the radio competition follow:
Best commercial program, cities under 100,000— KDSH Boise, Idaho, Sears
Salutes, half-hour tribute to surrounding communities sponsored by Sears
Roebuck.
Best spot announcements, cities over
100,000— Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oakland, 20-second singing chain-breaks
for
Kilpatricks bread on KCBS San
Francisco.
Best spot announcements, cities under 100,000 — KERO Bakersfield, chainbreak jingles for A. D. Peekham
Honorable mentions, large-city propaints.
grams— KOMO Seattle, Scandia Barn
Dance, participating, Taskett Adv.
Agency;
CJOR
Vancouver, Pacific

Open New York Offices
PLANS to open a New York sales
and service office for WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los
Angeles in early September were
announced last
week.
Patt
Gordon

Mr. Gray

Simultaneously, Johnthat
F.
said
Gray, vice

president
of WIP
Philadelphia,
will
be in charge of
the operation, assuming his new
duties Aug. 1. Mr.
Gray
elected isa to
vicebe

president of the
three corporations at subsequent
board of directors meetings.
Mr. Gray will coordinate all
national sales and sales service for
the three Goodwill stations, lending special assistance to the outlets' national representatives. Edward Petry & Co. will continue to
represent WJR and WGAR as they
have done for the past 18 years,
Mr. Patt declared, and H-R Representatives will continue representation of KMPC.
Mr. Gray will spend the first
month at the three stations, familiarizing himself with operations
firsthand. He will select an assistant to work in the New York
office.
Mr. Gray's wide radio and advertising experience includes serving twice on the Sales Managers
Executive Committee of the NAB
tee.
as well as on the original Broadcast Advertising Bureau commitA graduate of the U. of Missouri,
he worked on the Kansas City Star
in both Kansas City and New York.
Later he joined the Katz Agency,
New York, subsequently becoming
the firm's Kansas City manager.
In 1944, Mr. Gray was named
general manager of KOIL Omaha
and KFOR Lincoln, Neb., and when
these stations acquired WDGY
Minneapolis, he also headed that
operation as well. During this time,
he was regional advisor for Office
of War Information and chairman
of the Nebraska State Network.
He joined WIP in early 1947.
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FIGHTCAST

we are certain to be ultimately
faced with controlled and private
sales of television programs at the
cost of the television set owners."
Further, his statement said:
Radio, which has grown into one of
the mostpendedprofitable
industries,
destrictly on income
derivedhasfrom
advertising. There is no reason why
TV cannot be operated at a profit in a
similar manner. It is true that attendance has fallen off considerably
at theatres and sporting events. That
visual reception is more attractive to
the public than auditory, and that it
will keep people away from the actual
event is an acknowledged fact. On the
other hand, the greater the home atadvertiser. tendance, the greater the value to the
The truth of the matter is that the
producers would greatly prefer charging the public directly because of the
phenomenal
dollars
and cents
possibility. Boxing
promoters
are already
dreaming of $10-million gates.
Meanwhile Mr. John Q. Public is
supposed to take it on the chin again.
The same John Q. who put himself in
hock on the representations by the
television industry that he was purchasing a necessity which would save
him money in the long run.
Where will this thing stop — the next
step would be charging the public for
every ball game, decent movie or
play,
etc.
Membership
in the FTPC in addition to Chairman Marks were
identified as Max Pfeferblum,
secretary, and Arthur A. Husch,
Sidney S. Hodes, Carl Rood, Jean
Frieder, J. J. Brown, Robert
Krampner, and Charles F. Mintz,
all attorneys, and James J. Mahoney, chairman of the Alfred E.
Smith Community League.

The committee statement, signed
theatre group was said to have
(See editorial, page 6U)
A THREAT of legal action to block
paid as low as $10,000 for the ex- by Mr. Marks, said "the FTPC
development of theatre television
clusive "live" rights. Earlier re- looks forward to public participation in its fight against the evil
and home box-office TV last week
ports had indicated the theatre
rights cost more than the $60,000 practices threatening TV." The
tempered the flush of enthusiasm
to $65,000 which was offered for committee was formed "to give outwhich the Louis-Savold fightcast
had engendered among theatre in- broadcast rights.
let to a rising public sentiment,"
terests.
The Fair Television Practices Mr. Marks said. He continued:
"Until recently it had been
Although the theatre people
Committee's blast at theatre TV
had taken no formal cognizance
and home box-office television also generally recognized that the purchase of a television receiver carof the opposition late last week, a came on the heels of a request by
ried with it the implied right to
group of 10 New York professional
Zenith Radio Corp., sponsor of
Phonevision, that CBS assist in receive all programs free of charge.
men — nine of them attorneys —
Action Hit
formed a "Fair Television Practhe development of the dollar-inthe slot method of home TV viewtices Committee" and announced
"It had been represented to the
they would go to the FCC and if
ing. CBS officials refused to compublic by manufacturers and renecessary to the courts to fight
tailers of television receivers that
ment on the subject.
television was the next best thing
The FTPC, headed by attorney
"the evil practices threatening TV."
Ired at having to pay for certain
Jerome W. Marks, said it plans to to being present at the actual event,
events or else miss them, the comand much easier on the pocketask
FCC to "revoke, suspend
mittee in its announcement cited
book. Even if these representaand /or refuse licenses to any broadtions had not been made, from the
these "pernicious practices curcaster indulging in . . . unfair pracrently arising in television broadtices"; petition broadcasters "to very nature of the medium and the
stay in line with sound public publicity accompanying it, the purcasting":
chaser justifiably expected TV to
"1. The trend to charge TV set policy"; "if necessary, commence
owners for the right to view par- legal action against broadcasters
operate on the same basis as raticular broadcasts as exemplified
for acts violative of the Fifth
by Phonevision, which was tried Amendment of the U. S. ConstituCiting the Louis-Savold Theatreexperimentally in Chicago and
tion," and also "exercise the right casts and the Phonevision experi"2. The trend to discriminate
to boycott and take other steps
ments, Mr. Marks said that "unless
against certain TV set owners by and measures as they may sug- the public
takes a firm stand
deliberately channeling broadcasts
against these and similar practices,
gest themselves."
away from designated areas into
dio."
restricted areas, as occurred in the
Louis-Savold fight."
The committee's blast came as
exponents of theatre TV were reNARTB Views NBC Plqn
O-TV
viewing enthusiastically the outDI
R 63) RA
FO
(See D£
NARTB story,
page
The foregoing advertising time alC0
mally
be expected to be abed.
come of the first network theatre
lowances also apply to individually
A
NEW
NBC
code
of
radio
and
With respect to measuring comcast — the Louis-Savold bout June
sponsored portions of participation
television
broadcast
standards
was
mercial
lengths
in
TV
—
generally
15, which drew capacity crowds at
however, because of the
recognized as a difficult subject in programs;
unveiled last Friday by NBC Execcontinuity of entertainment content
all nine theatres carrying it.
utive Vice President Charles R. view of widespread use of slogans,
in such programs, NBC reserves the
The theatre group promptly an- Denny, on behalf of President brand names, etc., as background
right to limit the time allowed for
nounced it had acquired exclusive
advertising in each portion of the
scenery
—
the
NBC
code
says
in
rights to a second match — the Jake Joseph H. McConnell, at NARTB's
program to lesser amounts than those
programming conference
La Motta - Bob Murphy light- television
set forth above.
in
Washington.
.
.
.
Stationary
backdrops
or
propheavweight bout, slated for WedIn determining what is to be conCovering for the first time both
part : erties in television presentations,
sidered as part of the time allowed
nesday night at New York's Yankee
radio
and
television,
the
new
code
showing
the
sponsor's
name,
the
name
stadium. The same lineup of theaof his product, his trade mark or his for advertising for the purpose of
is
a
39-page
document
setting
out
tres — nine in six cities — was
applying the standards outlined in
slogan, which are used as incidental
standards to be met with respect to background
scheduled to carry this match.
for entertainment are not this section, the following provisions
(1) program content, (2) adver- counted as part of the time allowed
No TV Coverage
apply:
tising content and (3) operating
for advertising.
1. A lead-in or introductory comedy
As in the case of the LouisNBC seeks to have such backdrops
procedures. It replaces the code
gag,
precedingassociated
the direct
reference
withadvertising
it, which
properties used judiciously, and constitutes andentertainment
Savold fight, Wednesday night's which NBC put into effect in 1948, or
material and
reserves
the
right
to
count
their
use
bout will not be carried by TV which was based on — and which
would stand by itself even if the adbroadcast stations at any point or indeed helped secure support for —
as part of the time allowed for advertising message were omitted, is not
counted
as part of the time allowed
vertising where, in NBC's opinion,
| by theatres in the New York area.
for
advertising.
the NAB radio code then in preparation.
they are unduly obtrusive and canInternational Boxing Club, which
2. Material relating to audience parnot properly be regarded as incidental
The new standards specify the background
is staging the match, was described
ticipation contests which is part of
to the entertainment
the standard entertainment format of
maximum lengths for commercials
as greatly encouraged by its own
presentations of the program.
the program itself is not counted as
gate at the Louis-Savold bout, in TV as in radio, but with the proTime limits set by NBC for radio
part of the time allowed for advertising; in other cases, where contests
viso that "since television is a de- and TV commercials are as follows,
| which brought upwards of $100,000
relate directly to the advertisers prodthrough the turnstiles — consideruct
or
service or involve purchase or
veloping medium, involving methsubject to extension on a programuse of the product or service, the
ably more, it was noted, than the
ods and techniques distinct from
to-program basis in TV :
material
describing contest rules, staLength of Advertising Message
box-office proceeds from several those of radio, further experience
tus, awards or winners is counted as
tising.
(Minutes
and
Seconds)
News
part of the time allowed for adveris desirable before final and definiI recent fights that were broadcast
All Other
tive time standards for television
by TV.
Programs
Programs
3. Trade name references in enterNight)
10
Before
In the meantime the Louis- advertising are formulated." Ac- Program
(Day & Before
tainment sequences, including commer1:15
15
6
P.M.
(Minutes)
1:00
cial references to merchandise prizes
6
P.M.
Savold fight is being seen on home
1:45
1:00
2:10
cordingly NBC "may permit ex- 255
presented
to participants in a program
2:00
TV screens — via film — while the
2:15
are counted as part of the time allowed
perimentation intelevision presen30
3:00
2:30
for
advertising;
tations which departs from the 20
La Motta-Murphy bout is being
40
3.30
ences are ad lib and
and where
cannotsuch
be refertimed
2:40
4:15
telecast live to the interconnected
4:00
2:50
stated requirements, subject to ap- 45
in advance, an average is taken over
an appropriate number of programs
theatres. Pabst Sales Co. acquired
proval on a program-by-program
to determine the aggregate length of
3:45
3:00
the film rights to the Louis-Savold
such references which should be
5:00
4:30
7:00
In one departure from the policy 60
counted
as part of the time allowed
fight for approximately $20,000
5:45
advertising
and last week showed it as part of adopted
The evening time standards 6:00
also for
of the
program. in future presentations
basis." by NBC and its affiliates
its regular Wednesday night box- in 1947-1948, the new code does not apply to Sunday television pro4. (A) Billboards at the opening and
grams after 1 p.m.
closing of programs, identifying sponing coverage on CBS-TV at 10 p.m. undertake to limit the hours for
sorship of the program, are not counted
Referring to these limits, the
By comparison with the $20,000 presentation of crime programs to
(Continued on page 78)
Pabst paid for the film rights, the those hours when children may nor- code also says:
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the Press, Mr. Wilson said he would
not favor easing credit restrictions
at this or any time prior to fulfilment of the government's defense
program by 1953. Mr. Wilson headed a committee which had recommended buying.
broader powers to control
installment

Seen This Week on Hill
EDIT
DEBATE
A SHOWDOWN on controversial
liam Martin Jr. to suspend Reguprovision prohibiting FRB from
raising the down payment. The
credit controls under Regulation
lation "W" for 90 days "to relieve"
House group earlier had taken sim- current distress in the industry.
"W" and on renewal of the adminilar
action.
Mr. McDaniel urged that when
Touching on materials, Mr. Wilistration's defense production proson said shortages of cobalt and
Under the Senate proposal, the Regulation "W" is reimposed, "telegram is destined for heated debate
other strategic materials used in
vision sets be classified as home
on Capitol Hill early this week.
government's
power
to
control
maRadio-TV manufacturers won
furnishings so that the down pay- radio-TV equipment does not pose
terials for defense production
ment will be 15% rather than a matter of concern, since manuand lost decisions in committee
would be extended to June 30, 1952.
facturers doubtless will find ways
quarters last week, with the result A plan whereby a Small Defense
25%." He submitted that sales
of
synthesizing
cobalt and other
"are
at
a
standstill
all
over
the
Plants Corp. would be set up to asthat industry's request for relaxed
within the next two years.
sure equitable distribution of de- country and that factory inventory metals
curbs on installment buying of raCobalt is used in the magnetic
fense orders for small business was
dio and television receivers still
is 600,000 sets against an average
speakers of. radio-TV receivers.
defeated.
hung in the balance.
of 50,000 last fall.
How long the current Defense
Its House counterpart unit
The victory was marked up in
"Reports by less than half (of
association members) show over Production Act would be extended
turned thumbs down on the Chief
the House Banking & Currency
Committee, which tentatively voted
50,000 unemployed in some plants beyond the present June 30 expiraExecutive's request for authority
tion date was not resolved last
to ease controls on radio-TV sets, to license business operators as a and a pronounced disservice to the
automobiles and other articles. The method of controlling prices.
mobilization program is being week. Possibility was held that
caused by these widespread layoffs heated floor discussion might progroup agreed to cut the down payThe Senate group's action
long Congressional study and
ment on new sets from 25% to 15%
of employes who will be needed
prompted speculation that a pronecessitate a short extension to
and to spread out the payment
posal to wipe out beef rollbacks
later
for
military
contracts,"
Mr.
McDaniel stated.
enable the lawmakers to weigh
would lead to similar action for
period from 15 to 18 months.
amendments more carefully.
The Senate Banking & Currency
otherlish a new
itemsbase
and,forintheeffect,
"estabCites Condition Created
stabilization
Committee twice rejected an
Also at stake, though not indicated for appreciable change, is a
The application of Regulation
amendment by Sen. Homer Cape- of wages." Chairman Burnet May"W"
to
the
radio-TV
provision
of the act exempting
industry, the
hart (R-Ind.), which would have bank (D-S. C.) felt, however, the
radio-TV,
newspapers and other
placed radio-TV credit regulations
move would constitute a "real price RTMA president continued, "has
created a condition of depression media from price controls. Authoron the same plane with those govcontrary to the intent of the enWhile no immediate reaction was
erning household furnishings
ities suggested, however, that legisfreeze."
abling legislation which was to relators may resurrect the issue, es[Closed Circuit, June 11]. It forthcoming, electronics manufacstrain inflationary pressure but
turers were expected to take sharp
agreed, however, to relax installpecially as it pertains to newsexception to the Senate version
ment buying for new automobiles,
papers. The question has been
not
to
create
depression."
raised
as
to whether the act covers
Mr. McDaniel held that relaxawith expiration date of March 1, which some observers characterized
1952.
tion of the regulation would help the price publishers may pay for
try.
as "discriminatory" to their induscombat inflation by transferring newsprint, another thorny issue on
Final Reports
RTMA only recently had peti- buying pressure from areas of gen- Capitol Hill (see separate story).
Both actions came as the comtioned the Federal Reserve Board
uine inflation to areas of "acute In any event, radio-TV's exempmittee worked on final reports dealtion for advertising and subscripfor "immediate relaxation" of Reging with extension of the present
In its testimony before the Sention charges doubtless will be reulation "W" for the television in1950 Defense Production Act and
tained in the amended act.
deflation."
ate
Banking
Committee,
RTMA
followed hearings during which
dustry,
claiming
that TV shut
"producstressed the burden of the FCC
Another issue hanging in the
tion
lines
are
completely
down
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. pleadbalance — and one approved by the
in many plants and in some in- freeze, denying manufacturers 50%
ed for a more flexible Regulation
of their market; the 10% excise House Banking Committee — is an
stances
entire
plants
are
closed."
"W" to meet the high-inventory,
amendment designed to encourage
had reported no reply as of tax on TV receivers and provisions
low-sales squeeze [Broadcasting • RTMA
late
Thursday.
Telecasting, June 11, 4].
(1) dispersal of productive caRegulation
"W". to any relaxSpeaking on behalf of 336 set of Earlier,
opposition
pacity for purposes of national seSen. Capehart's proposal was
ation
of
controls
was
registered
by
curity and (2) full utilization of
beaten down early in the week in and component parts manufacturers, RTMA President Glen Mc- Defense Mobilizer Charles E. Wil- "human and material resources of
committee quarters by a voice vote
after he advised members that reg- Daniel asked FRB Chairman Wilson. Appearing on NBC-TV's Meet the nation wherever located."
ulations should be more realistic to
give businessmen the opportunity
to sell their merchandise and alleviate employment layoffs.
As reported Thursday, the Senate version went to the floor of the
Don't Be ...
upper chamber with relief only for
automobile manufacturers despite
TV
arguments submitted by RTMA to
the committee and also the Federal Reserve Board. The Senate
group also recommended extension
of wage-price-rent controls for
eight months rather than the two
years requested by President Truman.
Sen. Capehart, a former radio
and LISTEN to great RADIO entertainment
manufacturer, made a spirited ef"Reap a summer harvest"
TELEVISION'S BIG BROTHER...
fort again Thursday to have radioTV receivers classified as household goods under Regulation "W"
but his motion was rejected, 8-5,
with voting along party lines in
the Democratic-dominated commitTHI CBI RABIO HITWORI
RADlO-the
Greatest
tee.
Medium
of MassWorld's
Communication
The committee approved the
price-wage-rent control provision
by an overwhelming 12-1.
that television's got a big brother that can still lick
RADIO fights back against telecasters' claims in the two
full-page newspaper advertisements which are shown
With respect to automobile puranybody on the block. . . ." The page on the right was
above. The CBS advertisement on the left, which ap- published by Radio Station WQUA Moline, III., in the
chases, itagreed to retain the presDavenport Daily Times and the Moline Daily Dispatch.
ent one-third down payment and
peared in four New York papers, opens with "Television's
a wonder-child, and no question about it. Precocious as WQUA is the CBS station in the Quad Cities, and claims
extend the payment period from
its best month in May.
15 to 18 months. Included was a anything, and big for its age. Almost makes you forget
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FCC BUDGET
Joint Conferees Get Bill
JOINT

AT HEAD TABLE of BMI luncheon session at Toots Shor s
in New York were (I to r): Robert J. Burton, BMI president
in charge of publisher relations; William S. Hedges, NBC
vice president; Earl V. Moore, U. of Michigan; W. Emmert Brooks, WEBJ Brewton, Ala.; BMI President Carl

Haverlin; Xavier Chapa, Madrid music publisher; Ralph
Maria Siegel, Munich music publisher; Margaret Cuthbert, director of public affairs for NBC; and Roy Harlow,
BMI vice president of station service.

qt BMI Mee*
^
SELLING
DIO
RA
RD
HA
A CALL for a boost in radio rates
devoting serious thought to on-thesite numbers in the space departments, a general realignment of air promotion, he cited the recent
and admonitions for more aggresnational advertising budgets is and current studies designed to desive selling and revitalized protermine the effectiveness of radio
well-nigh
inevitable.
gramming by the the
nation's
stations marked
16th radio
BMI
advertising
as against newspaper
"The same, of course, should be
said of the advertising departments
Clinic, held in New York last Monadvertising. In "the one case hisof the client companies.
day and Tuesday. Approximately
tory which failed to establish ra125 station executives and staff
dio's supremacy," he said, it was
"Radio, more than ever before, is
members participated.
found that "the newspaper ads were
today's best advertising medium."
The Clinic speakers recognized
William H. Fineshriber Jr., Muwritten by the store's top copy
tual vice president in charge of pro- writer and had the benefit of all
television's impact, but reiterated
their faith in radio and its future
grams, stressed that television in the advertising department's knowitself should not frighten radio
how with layout and newspaper adwhile cautioning the station representatives that the time has come
vertising," while "the radio copy
people. Many programs — news
. . . was turned out by a high
for them to get down to hard sell- shows, for instance — are better on
radio than on television, he de- school girl who was being paid the
ing, fresh programming, and more
clared. Further, he noted, half the magnificent sum of $21 a week."
comprehensive promotion of their
radio wares.
country does not yet have television.
Cott Discussion
Dave Baylor, vice president and
Pellegrin Emphasizes Points
general manager of WJMO CleveMeans of developing station "perRadio's need to raise its rates was
land, made plain that in his view
sonality" through programming
cited by Frank Pellegrin, vice pres- it was time for radio station manwere discussed by Ted Cott, genident and secretary of H-R Repredown to shirt-sleeves
eral manager
NBC's WNBCsentatives Inc., New York, who said selling agersofto get
AM-FM
and of
WNBT(TV)
New
radio. The easy-selling
York, in a speech calling for a
he found these conclusions "ines- heydey of radio, he said, is over,
fresh approach and the application
and time has come for more aggrescap ble" :
sive selling.
of new ideas in building more lis"1. Radio is bigger than ever.
"2. Television raises hell with
Charles Siverson, program direc- tenable programs. Good music as a
reading of newspapers and magator of WHAM Rochester, called
means of developing both "personzines. Both are down.
ality" and audiences was discussed
upon station management to think
by Elliott M. Sanger, executive vice
"3. The longer people own tele- through their problems and work
vision sets, the more they go back
out sound solutions rather than go president of WQXR New York.
to radio listening.
Sales suggestions and potential
"hither and thither with Mr.
new prospects for radio advertising
"4. Newspapers and magazines
Dither." Stations, he said, must
should be forced by advertisers and overcome the easy inclination to were outlined by Maurice B. Mitchagencies to produce inch-by-inch
operate now just as they did 20
ell, vice president and general manreadership figures on advertising,
years ago.
ager of Associated Program Service. Sheila John Daly, of Ladies
in view of their alarming decline
John Outler, general manager of
just as radio has supplied minuteWSB Atlanta, told the clinic in a Home Journal, stressed the purby-minute figures on listening.
chasing potentialities of the teenspeech on "Radio's Dust Bowl" that
age audience in particular.
"5. Radio should raise its rates, management which refuses to reand newspapers and magazines
The value of good programming
direct some of its profits into imshould cut their rates.
provement ofits operation may dis- was stressed by S. A. Cisler, vice
president of WKYW Louisville. He
cover its profits dwindling. He
"6. Radio remains the biggest,
most effective, and most economical
called for regular and honest self- emphasized that it is for the programs that people buy radio sets,
advertising medium in the world."
appraisal by stations on the quesand reiterated that consistently
tion of programs, which he considScoring agency space-media deered the key to success or failure.
good programming,
plus guarantee
discrimipartments for "complacency" in
nation will reasonably
accepting Audit Bureau of CirculaLouis Hausman, CBS vice presi- success.
tion reports while radio is required
dent in charge of advertising and
to produce detailed listenership
"Hints and pitfalls" in the copysales promotion, suggested methods
data, he said:
right field — as applied to music,
of "advertising to your real customers— the listeners." Stations, he programs, etc. — were reviewed by
"Radio departments of agencies
Robert J. Burton, vice president in
said, should build up their own
now control far too small a portion
of total ad budgets. If the bright "uniqueness" or "personality" and charge of publisher relations for
BMI and general manager of BMI
young men and women of these de- then take advantage of it by promoting it both on and off the air. Canada Ltd., and Joseph A. Mcpartments will ask the pointed quesDonald, vice president and general
Emphasizing the importance of
tions they should ask of their oppoBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

SENATE -HOUSE conferees will decide how much money
the FCC will have to operate in
fiscal year 1952, as a result of
Senate passage last week of the
Independent Offices Appropriation
Bill (HR 3880).
As passed by the Senate, the
bill would give $6,233,300 to FCC
with not more than $5,550,300 designated for personal services. Also
adopted was an amendment which
would cut funds
for the15%.
FCC's information office some
At present this division gets
$25,000 and employs four persons.
However, it has been pointed out
that the information office performs services for the press but
does not act as a "publicity agent,"
a practice in government that the
Senate wants to curtail.
The House had approved an even
$6 million for FCC. The upper
chamber figure or $233,300 more,
but $616,700 behind the President's
request, was reported by the Senate Appropriations Committee a
fortnight
agoJune
[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
18]. This cut•
from President Truman's budget
estimate — coming to 10% — falls on
expenditures in personnel. Another
Senate-approved slash would reduce cars available from 20 to 10.
FCC now has 1,198 employes.
A cut in personnel funds probably
would mean no staff replacements.
The Independent Offices Bill also
contains Title V which would recommend assessment of fees and
charges for regulatory services and
activities performed by agencies
and commissions.
GEN. TELFORD TAYLOR
Opens Own Law Firm
BRIG. GEN. Telford Taylor, of
the law firm of Paul Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, New
York, and former FCC general
counsel, has opened law offices at
400 Madison Ave., New York.
Gen. Taylor served as FCC general counsel from 1940-1942 and
following the war was chief prosecutor at the Nuremberg war crime
trials. He continues as chief counsel for the Joint Committee for
Educational Television.
attorney for ABC.
Basic ingredients of "showmanship"— including "suspense," "conflict," and "life," — were described
at a Tuesday luncheon by Zenn
Kaufman, merchandising manager
of Philip Morris & Co.
The clinic was held at the Johnny
Victor Theatre in the RCA Exhibition Hall, and was opened by BMI
Vice President Roy Harlow, Clinic
chairman who supervised the progran;
planning,
co-chairman
Lin Pattee.
Carland
Haverlin,
BMI
president, presided at the luncheon
meetings. William S. Hedges, NBC
vice president, welcomed the group
at the opening session.
June 25, 1951
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'TEEN-AGE

ADDI
N Brings Stringent Narcotics Law
WTICCTIO
Drive

Conferring on the radio-promoted narcotics bill on the eve of its passage
are (I to r) Mr. Eaton, Reps. Laing and Cohen, co-sponsors of the bill;
Senator Hall and Mr. Hallas.
AN llth-hour drive by radio,
spearheaded by WTIC Hartford,
has resulted in passage of Connecticut state legislation which threatens severe penalties to dope
peddlers, particularly those who
sell to 'teen-agers.
Several weeks ago, WTIC's 'teenage panel program, Mind Your
Manners, began receiving letters
from parents worried over the
growth of the use of narcotics
among youngsters.
Here was a problem of vast importance. Moderator Allen Ludden
consulted Program Manager Leonard Patricelli.
What could WTIC's 'teen-age
panel say that would help solve
the problem ? How could they give
advice on this evil practice about
which they knew no more than the
average boy or girl ?
Mr. Patricelli suggested that the
only person who could authoritatively advise other youngsters
would
be
an addict. a 'teen-ager who had been
Mr. Ludden arranged for a recorded interview with a 'teen-age
girl convicted of using narcotics
who was confined to a Connecticut
correctional institution.
On May 5, listeners heard the
girl, in her small but intense voice,
relate the story of her tragedy.
The Mind Your Manners panel
urged listeners to demand of their
legislators more severe state narcotics laws.
Public reaction was so spectacular that Paul W. Morency,
WTIC vice president and general
manager, began a study of both
federal and state narcotics laws.
It was found that the Connecticut
Drug Act was woefully inadequate.
On May 20th, Mr. Morency conferred with Governor John Lodge
who enthusiastically supported the
proposal for a revision of existing
state laws.
Gov. Lodge suggested that details of the proposed bill be worked
Page 30
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out with State Police Comr. Edward J. Hickey. Mr. Morency and
Mr. Patricelli went to Comr. Hickey
with several recommendations but
with one all-important objective:
To forge a bill which would sharply
define the difference between selling
narcotics to an adult or to a minor.
On May 28th, through cooperation of Comr. Hickey and the legislative judiciary committee, the
state legislature had a new narcotics bill on the docket.
Time y/as short. The legislature
was to adjourn June 6, and the
docket was full.
WTIC went to work. Listeners
were asked to write their representatives. A personal appeal
from Mr. Morency went out to all
other Connecticut radio stations,
who responded enthusiastically.
Tom Eaton, WTIC news editor,
and Jerry Hallas, political reporter,
worked day and night enlisting support to get the bill up for vote.
On June 5, just 24 hours before
adjournment — and only 17 days
after WTIC initiated the effort—
the bill was passed. Gov. Lodge
affixed his signature and the bill
became effective immediately.
Bell Joins L&M
C. FREDERICK BELL, vice president and one of the founders of
Duane Jones Co., New York, has
joined Lennen & Mitchell, same
city, as vice president and account
supervisor. He will take charge of
development of new products on
accounts handled by the agency.
In 1942 when Duane Jones Co. was
formed he was appointed account
supervisor, rising respectively to
positions of director, vice president
and member of the plans board.
Mr. Bell also served as account executive and department head with
Benton & Bowles, New York, in
1933. In later years he was with
Griffes & Bell, Chicago, and Blackett-Sample-Hummert, same city.

GRAY
APPOINTED
To Direct Strategy Board
APPOINTMENT of Gordon Gray,
president of WSJS Winston-Salem,
N. C, as director of the newlycreated Psychological Strategy
Board was announced last Wednesday by President Truman [BROADCASTING •Telecasting, June 18].
Mr. Gray has obtained a leave of
absence from his post as president
of the U. of North Carolina.
The new board is designed to
offer "more effective planning, coordination and conduct, within the
framework of approved national
policies, of psychological operations," according to Mr. Truman.
The group previously was called
the Psychological Warfare Board.
Mr. Gray, former Secretary of
the Army, will serve at an annual
salary of $16,000, organizing and
directing a staff to carry out the
work of the board which also comprises James E. Webb, Undersecretary of State; Robert A. Lovett,
Deputy Secretary of Defense, and
Lt. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith, director, Central Intelligence Agency.
ROYAL TO RETIRE
May Become NBC Consultant
JOHN F. ROYAL, NBC vice president and one of its few remaining
old guard executives, is slated to
retire about Aug.
1, perhaps
becoming an NBCsultant,
conafter
more than a score
of years with the
network.
Mr. Royal will
become 65 on July
4.

This is comretirement agepulsory
at NBC
except in cases
where the board of directors waives
the rule — a course the board has
taken only in one instance.
Mr. Royal joined NBC via its
owned-and-operated WTAM Cleveland in 1930 after more than 20
years with the Keith-Albee Theatre
interests, a background which
prompted his selection as vice president in charge of programs. In
this capacity he was credited with
building
up many
of thefeatures.
network's
most
notable
program
Mr. Royal

BRYSON
RASH,
special
ial Event
Spec
events director, WMAL-AMTV Washington, played a
central role in a special event
aired June 16. In 1941, Mr.
Rash was to receive his law
degree, but was called out of
town on a story. He had finished necessary requirements
for a law degree at the Washington College of Law, now
the law department of American U., but went without the
coveted sheepskin through the
past decade. On June 16, a
former professor presented
the sheepskin during Mr.
Rash's WMAL-TV newscast.

DUFFIELD NAMED
As Manager of KDKA
ROBERT G. DUFFIELD Jr., manager of WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind..
last week was named manager of
burgh succeeding
KDKA PittsJoseph
E. Bau-to
dino, elevated
general manager
of Westinghouse
Radio Stations
Inc. at Washington headquarters
Telec
a s t i n g,•
[Broadcasting
Mr. Duffield
June 4].
In announcing
Mr. Duffield's appointment to the
pioneer Westinghouse station in
Pittsburgh, Walter Evans, WRS
president, said Franklin A. Tooke,
KYW Philadelphia program manager, will succeed Mr. Duffield as
WOWO manager. Gordon W. Davis,
former radio director of W. Craig
Chambers Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh,
a KYW staff producer for four
years, will succeed Mr. Davis as
KYW program manager.
Mr. Duffield has been with Westinghouse 23 years. In that period
he has been a member of the staff
of every station in the original
Westinghouse group. In 1927 he
joined KYW when the station was
located in Chicago, later going to
KDKA, WBZ Boston and finally
WOWO. During the war he served
in the office of the Chief Signal Officer, Washington.
He has just returned to the
United States after a six-week
leave spent in Munich, Germany,
as a consultant to Radio Free
May 28].
• Tele[Broadcasting
Europe casting,
Mr. Baudino was elevated to the
WRS vice presidency succeeding
Walter E. Benoit, vice president
and general manager. Mr. Benoit
on July 1 becomes manager of the
new Air-Arm Division of Westinghouse Electric Corp., parent company, to be set up in Baltimore.

Mr. Davis

Mr. Tooke

ABC Merger Vote
ABC stockholders will meet July
27 to vote on the proposed $25
million merger of ABC with United
Paramount Theatres, officials said
last week. This is the same date
set for the UPT stockholders' vote
on the merger plan, which already
has cleared the board of directors
of both companies. The issue then
goes to FCC, which is expected to
call hearings to consider the plan
in detail.
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J\fo.3.
IN THE

FIVE POINT

IN

SYSTEM

IOWA,

PREFERRED

OF PROGRAMMING

WHO
FARM

EVALUATION—

IS

THE

STATION

Business in Iowa is divided approximately 50-50 between
industry and agriculture, but almost everybody in the State
is interested in farming. The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey proves that 23.2% of all Iowa women (including
even urban women) and 25.3% of all Iowa men (including
even urban men) "usually listen" to WHO's Farm News
and Market Reports.
49.5%
67.8%
STATIONS PREFERRED FOR FARM NEWS AND MARKETS
Men ,
(An Iowa Radio Audience Survey Study)
Women
Percentage of ail listeners naming a -favorite station
Best Farm News and Markets on:
37.4%
WHO

"E"
"F"
"G"
"H"
"1"
"J"

46.7%
15.4
t i
0.9
1. 1

4.9
H
1.7
1.2
0.8

8.7
3.6
3.9
2.8
3.4
5.1
0.6

Others

0.5
5.7
6.3
In Iowa, Specific Farm Programs are highly and widely
popular, and more people prefer WHO farm programs than
prefer those of any other station. For three successive years,
when asked to name the sources of their favorite farm

WHO
t/or
Iowa
PLUS #
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

programs, all Iowa farm-program listeners responded as
follows :
First Year
Second Year
Third Year
WHO—
14.0%
53.9%
55.0%
Station B—
54.5%
13.8%
10.2%
This is Point Three in the Five Point System of Programming Evaluation, which helps explain WHO's outstanding position as a public facility and as an advertising
medium, in Iowa Plus. We suggest your consideration of this
and the other four points as vital factors in time-buying.

WTIC

Leads

Attack

Paul W. Morency, WTIC Vice President and General Manager (left) ; Leonard J. Patricelli, Program Manager
(right) ; and Allen Ludden, Moderator of "Mind Your Manners" program, witness the signing of Connecticut's
new Narcotic Law by Governor John Lodge
Page 32
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f

on

Dope

Connecticut

Passage

of

Peddlers

Radio

Tough

Stations

Narcotics

rjVHE ability of radio to render notable public service was again
demonstrated in Connecticut this month when STATION
WTIC,

THE

of a new State Narcotics Law designed to protect teen-

agers from the insidious menace

of dope-peddlers. This is the first

legislation of its kind specifically directed toward

Law

CONNECTICUT RADIO STATIONS
THAT PARTICIPATED IN

supported by other broadcasters, brought about the swift

enactment

Speed

ANTI-NARCOTICS

Bridgeport

solving the

Bristol
Danbury

growing problem of youth drug addiction.

CAMPAIGN

WICC, WLIZ, WNAB
WBIS
WLAD

Greenwich
Hartford

by the nationwide response to the anti-narcotics crusade conducted

Meriden

WGCH-FM
WCCC, WDRC, WONS,
WTHT, WTIC
WMMW

by the station's teen-age program
Saturdays, 10:00-10:30 A.M.)

Middletown

WCNX

New

Britain

WHAY, WKNB

New

Haven

WAVZ, WBIB, WELI, WNHC
WNLC

New

London

WTIC's effort, which involved a complete study of existing laws
and specific recommendations to legislative bodies, was inspired

WTIC

"Mind

Your

Manners"

is hopeful that what has been accomplished

(NBC,

in Connecticut

will be repeated in other states, and offers its help to all other

Norwalk

radio stations in the country interested in furthering this worthwhile crusade.

Norwich

Copy of the new Connecticut

BROADCASTING

law is available on request.

• Telecasting

Stamford
I
I

Torrington
Waterbury

WNLK
WICH
WSTC
WLCR, WTOR
WATR, WBRY, WWCO

WTIC'S 50,000 Watts represented nationally by Weed & Co.
June 25, 1951
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Radio is
the magic
that
increased
this

mp
s any's
cole
sa

What tougher job than selling an industrial product to an industrialist via
a mass medium?
Radio sold wire rope — enough to
tote up 1000% sales increase in a
month for Sunbury Wire Rope Mfg.
Company.
The personality is Fulton Lewis. Jr.
(for his side of the story, see page 6-;
the show is his Mutual Co-op. And the
station, Mutual's Shamokin affiliate,
WISL.
Over the years, WISL programming
has developed a deep-grained confidence among listeners of every income
strata. It's carefully calibrated to
reach every income group.
Whether you're selling wire rope to
industrialists or whatever you sell to
whomever you want sold, WISL is the
buy in Central-Eastern Pennsylvania.
Forjoe's got the story.
Get it today.

wis

L

1000 watts Shamokin, Penna.
Charles Petrie, General Manager
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SERIES of New York field tests ofSRCA's
all-electronic
°
™
f
Scompatible,
E Tthe
color
system,
which T
incorporates
tri-color
tube, will begin
LOR
CO
A
RCtelevision
July 9 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18], RCA President Frank
M. Folsom announced Thursday. *
The announcement followed a from NBC studios over wire lines
revelation of full details of the to color receivers, he said.
tri-color tube, and distribution of
Plans for the RCA demonstration were announced as CBS was
16-inch sample tubes and kits of
associated parts, free of charge, completing plans to launch commercial colorcasts under its own
to 231 radio-television manufacturers at a two - day "technical
system on 'a regular basis (see
symposium"
held in New York by story page 25).
RCA.
A 21-inch tri-color tube, to demMr. Folsom said that the prosonstrate that "there are no external limiting factors to picture
pective "experimental
color television
will befield
the tests
first of
to size" in the RCA system, was exbe conducted by RCA-NBC in the
hibited at RCA's
symposium
for
New York area for observation by manufacturers
earlier
in the week.
An RCA announcement said that
the
tests'
havingin
been public,
held forprevious
more than
a year
"the
differences in producing triWashington.
color tubes require additional en"During recent weeks," he congineering and manufacturing techtinued, "special color television
niques," but that they were "of
equipment has been installed in
the NBC studios at Radio City,
where the programs will originate.
When the experimental tests are
COLORVISION
on the air, the regular black-andCBS Exhibits in Chicago
white television transmitter of station WNBT, atop the Empire State
FURNITURE and appliance buyBldg., will be used to telecast the
ers were captivated by color television last week at the opening of
color programs on Channel 4."
the summer furniture market in
Other Showings
Chicago, although they were little
Mr. Folsom said that during
coming months, RCA planned to more than apathetic and routine in
"send the color programs to other their approach to business transactions. CBS, with its wholly-owned
cities in network operation, linked
manufacturing subsidiary, Hytron
with New York via radio relay staElectronics Corp., introtion or the coaxial cable." He said Radio duced& to the
trade a 12-inch color
that at least 100 RCA color rewhich
also
will receive blackceivers would be used in tests at set
and-white.
the various points.
Hollis Burke, Chicago model,
The New York field tests, he
continued, would necessarily be demonstrated women's wearing apparel and described colorful housetelecast before the start of reguhold items seven times daily Monlarly-scheduled telecasting in the
morning in order to comply with
day through
for set
transmission to a Wednesday
viewing room
up
FCC rules. At other periods, the
in the Merchandise Mart. Handcolor programs
will be "piped"
made pilot models, spotted around
the room, will be followed by regular production in the fall. The set
OVERSEAS POST
will probably sell for $499.95, not
including installation or service
Crutchfield Athens-Bound
charges.
THE STATE Dept. last Thursday
Called Colorvision, the model is
formally announced that Charles
32 inches wide, 22 and 11/16
H. Crutchfield, vice president and inches deep and 36 and 1/8 inches
general manager of WBT-AM-FM
high, and includes 27 tubes with
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, will rectifiers and the picture tube. The
leave for Athens next month to receiver can be adapted to UHF
consult with Greek radio authoritransmissions, Hytron says.
ties on American methods and manW. A. Blees Speaks
agement techniques [BROADCASTING
• Telecasting, June 18].
Buyers appeared to shy away
Upon formal notification, Mr. from radio and television makers
Crutchfield expressed his appreci- because of the cui-rent glutted conation to Joseph M. Bryan, president
dition in dealers', distributors' and
of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
retailers' showrooms. The "disCo., for the leave of absence which
tressed inventory" condition of
made it possible to accept the gov- television is apparent also in other
ernment assignment. In Mr. appliances, according to W. A.
Blees, vice president and general
Crutchfield's absence, Larry Walsales manager of Crosley division,
ker, assistant general manager,
will be in charge of WBT aural and Avco Mfg. Co. Mr. Blees pointed
TV operations.
out, however, that "there is no
Mr. Crutchfield will spend three breaking of prices in the hard,
or four months in Greece as an whitegoods line" as there is in
American radio specialist advising radio-TV models.
He said the television industry is
Greek officials on methods of increasing the effectiveness of their different from other manufacturing
programming and management in businesses because "little people
domestic broadcasts.
can get in easily and disrupt the

such a nature that if adequate
manufacturing care and diligence
are pursued, production of the tricolor kinescope will impose no more
serious problems than those which
were experienced in the early days
of black-and-white kinescope proAn engineer who attended the
exhibit said that while pilot run
duction."
production methods were described,
his guess would be that setting up
a plant to mass-produce tri-color
tubes would require two years.
Another observer estimated that
the nickel used in one part of the
tri-color tube would suffice for two
or three thousand black-and-white
receiver tubes.
The symposium was attended by
representatives of firms licensed
to use RCA inventions, among
whom was Leopold M. Kay, CBSColumbia Inc. vice president in
charge of engineering, who attended through licenses held by
Air King Products Co., which CBS
took over as part of its merger
with Hytron Radio & Electronics
Corp.
last week
•
Telecasting,
June[Broadcasting
18].
Mr. Kay said that he felt
"greatly disappointed" in what he
had seen. "They offered absolutely
nothing we can lay our hands on
to
intobeen
our hopeful
Colorvision
CBSputhad
the sets."
tube
might be put into early use with
the CBS system, eliminating the
need for a rotating disc or drum.
entire market," and reminded buyers that "the important thing is to
control your inventory." Despite
the Korean war, he sees an economy that "will be big and prosperous for years to come".
Decrying purchasing and merchandising decisions made in "fear
and haste," Mr. Blees also spoke
out against government price controls. They are partially to blame
"for people not coming into the
stores by the millions, which they
would normally be doing this time
of The
the fact
year."that goods are moving
slowly, however, "is a good thing
for business, in one way, because it
slows you up and makes you think
and work harder. Sales organizations now need to work to sell
goods, and cannot depend on the
customer
to come
in to about
buy. I'm
not the least
bit worried
the
Mr. Blees sees a continuing
long
haul."
"highly
competitive economy," with
those who cannot sell "being wiped
out." In his opinion, "the boys will
be Much
separated
men." being
of thefrom
new the
furniture
introduced at the market was designed with television viewing in
mind and some for radio listening.
Among the new items was a wall
cabinet with sliding panels, which
ha-ngs over a backless couch as a
back rest and has storage space for
a radio. A small snack table with
drop leaves had a foam rubber
cushion which snaps off or on and
can be used as a television seat or
table. The standard swivel tables,
chairs and couches for viewing
also were displayed.
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WHP

the

notion

s leoding

test

DOUBLES

stotion

its

coverage!

Vi MV/M

'7~

TT
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580
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harrisburg,
5000

the

boiling
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watts

company
exclusive
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Mister PLUS presents new
proof that one radio network
is more effective than ever:
by latest available measures, the
average program sponsored
on MBS now reaches more
HOMES

homes than ever before!

These consistent gains—
despite TV— are being scored
by one network alone . . . the
one network concentrating
100% on radio. And a new 10%
discount after I p. m. increases
these values still further for fall!

Advertisement

EVERYBODY

LOVES

A

"MYSTERY".

. .

a mystery
EVERYBODY loves launches"
KTUL
One
With
Glamor
— and they like 'em better
wrapped up in pretty packages.
That's how KTUL, the "Showmanship" station down Tulsa way,
came up with a "natural" to hypo
general interest in the Tulsa Charity Horse Show, May 29 thru June
2.
A typical KTUL promotion
stunt, it launched another potential celebrity on the Stardust trail
to the "big time" — a trail traversed
frequently by former KTUL'ers.
This time it was Peggy Fowler —
little sister of Tulsa's famous Patti
Page, who now is recognized as
America's most popular woman
singer.
Patti, recently featured in Life
Magazine as the disk jockey's darling whose record sales during the
last 12 months totaled 5,000,000,
got her start at KTUL, too. For
four years — before she hit the "big
KTUL's Peggy Fowler, right, 'Mystery Singer" of the Tulsa Charity Horse Show, shared spotlight honors
time" — she was KTUL's star vocalist.
with CBS' Hopalong Cassidy. Left, above, Hopalong is welcomed by Mayor George Stoner, right; John
Below, Peggy
Peggy, who closely resembles her Esau, vice president general manager of KTUL, and Promotion Manager George Ketcham.
famous sister and sings with simi- sings "Tennessee Waltz" with Sammy Kaye's band.
lar styling, was the sensation of
uously since his return from servsold out for the last three performthe Tulsa Horse Show — billed as began needling folks to guess the
ances.
ice in World War II.
"Mystery Singer's" identity.
"We don't need a Hooper," says
the "Mystery Singer."
Masked
and
lovely
Peggy
made
While Hopalong Cassidy was
For the first time, the "SRO"
Viola Noble, advertising manager
four brief appearances in the arena
starred on the last two nights of sign was hung out for such an
Clarke's, "to determine what this
the show, ticket sales zoomed from
event in the Tulsa fairgrounds pa- with Sammy Kaye's band — singing of
program does for us. We test it
vilion. The show was completely
the moment KTUL and the press
"Mocking Bird Hill" and "Tennesvery carefully — and very periodiWith a 1951 Ford convertible
see Waltz."
Harry Clarke, store owner, apcontributed by the Oklahoma District Ford dealers as the prize,
pears personally from time to time
and does the comnearly 20,000 spectators tried their on the newscast
mercial on some outstanding style
luck at guessing her true name.
or value item. Not only does the
The result was amazing. Eighty
cally."
sell — but literally
five per cent of the official entry merchandise
hundreds of people mention having
blanks
bore
the
name
"Patti
Page."
Another 10 per cent guessed a heard him on the air. Clarke's
variety of such famous names as was using its own version of
"beamed technique" long before the
Peggy Lee, Dorothy Shay, Marfamous Joske survey.
garet Whiting, Mary Ford, Martha
Tilton, Jo Stafford, Doris Day, etc.
The comparative few who
NOW
guessed "Peggy Fowler" shared in
a drawing for the new automobile
to climax the final performance,
when Peggy was unmasked.
Peggy is featured as "Mrs. MelCBS
on the KTUL
"Mr. and
Mrs. nights
Melody"at
show ody"over
Friday
IN THE RICH
7:00, with male vocalist Johnny
Kirk.
FORT SMITH TRADE
Youngest of eight musical daughAREA OF WESTERN
ters of Tulsa's Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Fowler, Peggy may soon
ARKANSAS —
join
ranks
other "big time"
artiststheand
radioof personalities
who
have KTUL showmanship as their
background.
KFPW
FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS
SPONSOR NEWSCAST 13
YEARS
Owned and Operated
Clarke's Good Clothes in Tulsa
TULSA'S EXCLUSIVE RADIO CENTER
recently signed renewal for "ToAVERY-KNODEL, INC.
morrow's News Tonight" over
By —KTUL
JOHN ESAU
Vice President
Radio Station Representatives
KTUL, marking 13 years' sponsorGeneral
Manager
ship
of
the
10:00
p.m.
nightly
newsJOHN ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
cast without a break. Ed Neibling,
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.
ace newscaster of KTUL has served
National Representative
Advertisement
at the "Mike" for Clarke's continPage 38 • June 25, 1951
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Boston

Symphony
A

mm

to tape
take
J
FOR FAMOUS
NBCs REHEARSAL BROADCASTS
(PICKED

UP BY STATION

WBZ— BOSTON)

R
radio's most unique symphony
broadcast has joined the mounting list
of programs being aired from tape recordings. Actual 2lA -hour rehearsals of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra are
now recorded on tape by NBC, after
which the tape is edited down to a half
hour program.
Repetitious parts are eliminated; the
announcer's comments and interpolations are composed and dubbed in under
the conductor's guidance. The result is a
smooth, well-paced program with a vividness and freedom that would be difficult to achieve under the limitations of
live broadcast.
Tape captures every sound, reproduces
it in every register with matchless
fidelity. Editing and splicing are done
easily. . . all the equipment needed is a pair
of scissors • and • "Scotch"
Tape.
•
•Splicing
•
Want more information about the
shortcuts, new twists, program improvements you can make with tape? Write
to Dept. BT-61, Minnesota Mining &
Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn., and we'll
have a trained representative give you
the whole story.

...-

CHARLES MUNCH, the Boston Symphony's conductor, coaxes performances of
engrossing beauty from the orchestra with his intense and contagious enthusiasm.
Mr. Munch took his place at the head of the symphony in 1949 after a distinguished
European career that included conductorships of the Paris Symphony, Paris
Conservatory Orchestra, Lamoureux and Straram Orchestras. He is also founder of
the Paris Philharmonic.

TAPING OF BROADCASTS is supervised by John H. Wright (left),
IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand of sound recording
NBC Producer, with the assistance of Engineer Sydney T. Jarman of
on the market. Insist on the "SCOTCH" brand, the lubricated
that means matchless fidelity, clarity of reproduction, freedom
WBZ, Boston. Their biggest job comes after the rehearsal, when
physical or mechanical distortion. Used by all major networks
selection of broadcast material is begun. As many as 55 separate
for master recording by recording companies.
splices of selected portions are made for a single program.
Made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn., also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating,
"Scotchlite" Reflective
Sheeting,
"Safety-Walk"
Surfacing,
Abrasives,
Adhesives.
Minn.
MiningCanada.
& Mfg. Co., International
Division,
270 Park
Avenue, NewNon-slip
York 17,
N. Y. In"3M"
Canada:
Canadian"3M"
Minnesota
MiningGeneral
& Mfg.Export:
Co., Ltd.,
London,
BROADCASTING
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Merchandising

AT

STORE-SHELF

A HARD-SELLING combination of radio advertising and
merchandising is making new sales for food advertisers and
premium revenue for four radio stations, three of which are
situated in bustling TV markets.
The technique has been used with *
conspicuous success for more than continuous merchandising campaign conducted by Feature Radio
15 years by WLS Chicago but has
Inc.
only recently been adopted by KYW
Philadelphia, WOW Omaha and
Here's the way it works:
A sponsor buying participations
WHO Des Moines. Programs are
produced by the stations, and the in any of the Feature Foods shows

BISMARCK,
Page 40
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N. DAK.

LEVEL

also receives merchandising help
from the staff of Feature Radio
Inc. The Feature Radio staff makes
regular visits to stores within the
station's area, submits reports to
the advertiser on such subjects as
the distribution of his product,
out-of-Stock conditions, shelf positions, display of product and of
competing products, the rate of
product sales. Additionally, the
merchandise staff encourages merchants to boost the advertising

stores, the Feature Radio staff
members not only encourage merchants to push the advertised
products but also compile complete
reports on the status of the products at the various stores, for
submission to the sponsors.
Current sponsors of the KYW
program are Amazo, B-B Malties,
Windex, Drano, Jelke margarine,
Nestle, Oakite, Quinlan pretzels,
Fleischmann's Yeast, and Wilson

products.
Take the KYW program for example. The Feature Foods program is Anne Lee's Notebook,
broadcast 1-1:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
and 9:30-10 a.m., Saturdays.
Produced and paid for by KYW,
the program features Anne Lee,
food editor of Country Gentleman;
Jack Pyle, who is m.c, and a string
ensemble conducted by Clarence
Fuhrman.

Co.The program was begun in
March, 1950 and within eight
months was sold out. Participations cost $75 per announcement, a
105% bigger rate than ordinary
daytime spots bring on KYW.
After KYW pays Feature Radio
Inc. for its merchandising service
and pays the talent costs of the
show it still nets a bigger return
on each particpation than it does
ment. any other daytime announcefrom

'Headquarters Store' Plan
The story is about the same on
Arranged With Retailers
WLS where the program features
The tie-in between the program
Martha Crane and Helen Joyce and
and retail merchants is arranged
is broadcast 11:30 a.m.-12 noon
by Feature Radio. Contracts are
(Continued on page 84)
drawn with several hundred retail
outlets which become "headquarters
stores" for Feature Foods (those
advertised on the KYW program).
The headquarters stores guarantee to carry the advertised products
in stock, to permit advertising decalcomania to be placed on their
front windows announcing that
they are "headquarters for Feature
Foods as advertised on KYW." The
program, in turn, tells listeners to
visit headquarters stores.
Special promotions are frequently scheduled on the program, with
specific stores mentioned by name.
New store openings are announced.
To help some stores increase traffic, Recipe
distributed inRoundup
the storeKits
afterareAnne
Lee has told listeners where the
kits are available.
In their regular rounds of the
stores in the station's area, includMr. WELD
ing those that are not headquarters
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WHAT

IS

OF
What

Radio

Thousand

THE

FAVORITE

RICHMOND,
Station

Four

in ten days,

Hundred

and

What

Radio

Store

added

Station
over

in using

ONE

Radio

a leading
Monday
in any

Station

morning,
way

1000

except

musical

a day

NEW

Station

has

more

store

and

as the

hosiery

BE A

REASON,

RADIO

STATION

OF

RADIO

STATION

THAT

You
One

1951?

on Sunday

for

result, sold on

which

were

not advertised

WANT

AND

MORE

can

using

IS -WANT

more

IS THE

IN RICHMOND

AND

Spots?

FAVORITE

WANT

IS THE

RESULTS.

use WANT

order— one

for

WANT

THERE

MORE

leads

WANT

LISTENERS

SELLS

sixty-five

local advertisers

Answer:
MUST

in May,

Jewelry

on this station?

Answer:

THERE

by mail?

for a Richmond

announcements

What Radio Station in just ten days pulled
new Television Sets for ONE ADVERTISER?

Radio

Eight

WANT

pairs of nylon

Answer:

What

received

requests

ACCOUNTS

five additional

department

Virginia,

WANT

HUNDRED

ran

Richmond

in Richmond,

five spots

Answer:
What

VIRGINIA?

Twenty-Seven

Answer:

STATION

with

transcription— one

. . .

package

price

Through

UBC
with

your

message

on

the five UBC

SERVING THE WASHINGTON AREA

SERVING THE BALTIMORE AREA

SERVING THE RICHMOND AREA

WOOK
1590 ON YOUR DIAL

WSID
1010 ON YOUR DIAL

WANT
990 ON YOUR DIAL

W
1143
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Connecticut

•

Ave.

Stations

SERVING THE HAGERSTOWN AREA
ARK

W
1490 ON

YOUR

DIAL

F A N - 100.3 AAC - WASHINGTON, D. C.
Washington,

D.C.

Phone:

Telecasting
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Pearson-Allen
WBAL

RENEWAL

Weighs

in recent years as compared with
the 1943-45 period, as well as a
corresponding increase in sustaining public service time and noncommercial spot announcements.
Stating that both applicants are
legally, technically and financially
qualified,
majority
said:
"The
determiningthe factor
in our
decision

Group

Recourse

DENIED the facilities of WBAL Baltimore, Public Service Radio
Corp. at last weekend still was undecided whether or not to carry the
fight to the Court of Appeals or to petition the FCC for rehearing. Such
action would have to be initiated within 20 days from June 14.
The Commission, announcing the *
did not take part in the current
g rant of a license renewal to voting.
WBAL last Monday by a 3-2 vote,
Difficulties of the Hearst-owned
simultaneously made final its proposed denial of the rival new sta- WBAL can be traced back to 1946
tion application. Public Service
when the FCC issued its provocative statement on "Public Service
Radio Corp., with columnists-comResponsibility of Broadcast Limentators Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen as principals, had
censees," destined to become more
popularly known as the Blue Book.
sought the 50-kw, I-B clear channel
facilities of WBAL.
In it, the Commission scored WBAL
The WBAL proceedings date for alleged over-commercialism.
back to February 1945, and the This was credited with inspiring,
explosive issues therein had earned
at least partially, the rival application of Public Service Radio
it the dubious distinction of being
Corp.
for
the Baltimore 1090 kc
one of the Commission's betterfacilities. The new station request
known "Blue Book" cases.
subsequently was incorporated into
Commission majority, voting
June 14, included Comrs. Paul A. the renewal proceedings on
Walker, Rosel H. Hyde and George
WBAL's license.
Preliminary Vote
E. Sterling. Chairman Wayne Coy
The lengthy hearings conducted
and Comr. E. M. Webster dissented.
in 1947-48 were reported to have
Voting nearly patterned the 4-2 resulted in a preliminary 3-3 vote.
proposed decision issued last fall It is believed that Comr. Walker
originally favored the Pearson[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 11, 1950]. Comr. Robert F. Allen application, bringing about
Jones did not participate in either the stalemate.
the final or earlier action in view
Following the initial decision,
of Mr. Pearson's vigorous fight oral argument March 31 was
granted Public Service Radio Corp.
against the Ohio Republican's nomination to the FCC in 1948. Comr.
Marcus Cohn, of the Washington
Frieda B. Hennock, who joined with
law firm of Cohn & Marks, appeared for the petitioner. William
the majority last December, also

CARL WARD (seated), sales manager
of WCCO Minneapolis, examines
color chart's which Fay Day, research
experts from CBS, New York, used to
illustrate a presentation showing
WCCO's increased audience.
J. Dempsey, Dempsey & Koplovitz,
argued on behalf of WBAL [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2].
The FCC majority last week conceded that the record showed
WBAL "was unbalanced with respect to an overabundance of commercial programs," but pointed out
"that such imbalance as had existed in prior years has been
That the owners of WBAL have made
arectified."
real and energetic effort to improve
the situation as it existed prior to the
time of designation of hearing, and
have improved the quality and the
balance of its programs, is indicated
by a gram
careful
comparison
theyears.
proanalysis for
1947 with ofprior
The majority cited the percentage
decrease of commercial programs

is the clear advantage of continuing the established and excellent
service now furnished by WBAL
and which we find to be in the
public interest, when compared to
the risks attendant on the execution of the proposed programming
of Public Service Radio Corp., excellent though the proposal may
Chairman Coy, in his dissent,
declared that the Communications
Act makes it "explicitly clear" that
a license creates no "property
rights" in the licensee and confers
"no vested right" in the use of
facilities.
He agreed that the Commission
in licensing must consider the fact
that an applicant is an existing
operation and give consideration
to the manner in which it has been
functioning in determining which
of severalbe."
applicants is best qualiterest.fied to operate in the public in"However," Mr. Coy declared,
"the operation of an existing station does not automatically weight
the balance in favor of the existing
station; it may, and frequently
(Continued on page 87)

From the first overture to the closing theme, SHOWTIME REVUE is a
fast moving, exciting revue of all-time theatre and cinema musical favorites.
Lou Busch and the Showtime Review Orchestra assisted by Guest Star
Conductors, Frank DeVol and Serge Dupre, and the fresh lyrical
voices of lovely Norma Larsen and colorful baritone William Reeve, cast a
musical spell which leaves the audience humming long after the show is over.
Another Capitol Library Feature, one half hour per week.
A feature worth $50 per month alone — yet you may have SHOWTIME
REVUE plus numerous other sparkling library shows on your station for
just $75 per month the first year and just $50 per month thereafter.
A collect wire will bring all the details. Send it today!
It's the library you want at the price you want to pay
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THE

EVENING

STAR

BROADCASTING
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

announces

the

appointment

THE

KATZ

NEW YORK
KANSAS CITY

CO.

of

AGENCY,

CHICAGO
DALLAS

inc

DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

ATLANTA
LOS ANGELES

as

national

advertising

representative

for

M

W

A

WASHINGTON,
630

kc

5000

L
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EFFECTIVE
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WMAL-TV
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

CHANNEL

ABC
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7
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$447,957,000.00

How

much

is

yours?

THIS

nice, not-so-even figure— $447,957,000-is the estimated annual amount of retail sales in Canada's three
Maritime Provinces. That's New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island. How much of that tidy sales
market is yours? The Maritime Provinces represent a
market that splendidly illustrates our statement: "In
Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"
Because the Maritimes; a rewarding market for most
goods, are a marketing problem. You can sell anything
from modern business machines to buggy whips in the
Maritimes; but you won't sell much of anything unless you
reach
the consumer. The big problem is how. And here's
the answer:
There's a crack salesman waiting to go to work for
you in the Maritimes right now! A salesman who really
knows his territory; who calls on 300,000 Maritimers at
least once a week; who already has "the ear" of the people
who buy down East. There are 22 radio stations in the
Maritimes, many more stations than daily newspapers.
There must be a reason. And the reason is simple
enough. Because the population in the Maritimes is concentrated ina few cities, with miles of rich forest lands and
thinly populated rural areas in between. There's no better
salesman than radio. Don't let anyone tell you the Maritimes are not a good market; (half a million dollars isn't
hay!) they compare favourably with most and for some
products actually lead all of Canada in per capita sales.
And don't
let anyone
tell youin it's
to sell counts
in the
Maritimes;
in fact,
the consumer
thehard
Maritimes
on the radio both as the first source of entertainment and
news and as a shopping service as well. That's why radio
is your best salesman— at least for brand manufacturers—
in that half-million dollar market, the Maritimes.

IN CANADA

YOU SELL 'EM WHEN

YOU

TELL 'EM!

General Manager

Canadian

Association

108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.
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37 Bloor St. West,
Toronto.

NEW TV-RADIO building for WCPO-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati was dedicated
June 14. Off in a corner for a moment during the dedication party are
(I to r): Jack Howard, president of Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. which owns the
outlets; M. C. Watters, WCPO-AM-FM-TV general manager, and Charles
Scripps, trustee board chairman of Scripps Trust.

CANTOR

HONORED

Folsom Presents Degree
RADIO-TV Comedian Eddie Cantor received an honorary degree
from Frank Folsom, RCA president, during the 65th commencement exercises of Temple U. in
Philadelphia June 14. Mr. Cantor
spoke briefly before Temple graduates, largest class in the history
of the university.
Mr. Cantor, one of five citizens
to receive such an honor, was cited
by Mr. Folsom for his comedy and
songs which have "enlivened the
theatre, brightened the screen,
made the radio vibrant and captivated television. . . ." Mr. Folsom
added that the comedian's talents
have made him "a national instiMr. Folsom presented Mr. Cantor
with a degree of Doctor of Humane
tution." describing him as a "doctor
Letters
of morale who helps to sustain
sanity and happiness in a hectic
and harried world." Secretary of
the Army Frank Pace Jr. also was
given an honorary degree.
WROV AFFILIATES
Adds ABC to MBS

Schedule

AFFILIATION of WROV-AMFM Roanoke, Va., with ABC, effective June 15, has been announced
by Frank E. Koehler, general and
commercial manager of Radio
Roanoke Inc. WROV also is an
affiliate of MBS. New recording
facilities have been installed by the
station to handle certain delayed
ABC network programs not carried live.
Among the ABC shows to be
taken by WROV are Walter Winchell, Walter Kiernan, the Breakfast Club, Betty Crocker, Louella
Parsons and My True Story. Commentators Elmer Davis, Martin
Agronsky, Paul Harvey and others
also will be periodically carried.
Two network affiliations will enable WROV to cover "world affairs
more
comprehensively"
than before,
Mr. Koehler
stated.

TUCKER NAMED
Managing Dir. of WRR
DURWARD J. TUCKER, chief engineer and assistant manager of
WRR Dallas, has been named managing director of
the municipallyowned outlet, suec e e d i n g Dale
Drake, resigned.
Mr. Drake has
been named vice
president
in
charge
of sales
for the Texas
State
Mr. Network.
Tucker,
Mr. Tucker
who assumed his
new duties June 1, has had varied
experience in sales and programming as well as in radio engineering since 1933. He designed and
supervised
construction
studios on the
grounds of of
the WRR's
Texas
State Fair in 1939 and two years
later the broadcast plant for the
City of Dallas. He also supervised
installation of WRR-FM, and now
is active as communications director of civil defense in the Dallas
area. He also has written numerous technical articles and a book.
Introduction to Practical Radio.
Register as Lobbyists
JOSEPH E. CASEY, former
Democratic House member from
Massachusetts, drew $26,332 from
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and
the Committee for Equalization of
Tobacco Taxes, according to a lobby
registration analysis reported by
Congressional Quarterly, a legislative reporting service. Judge
Justin Miller, chairmen of the
board, NARTB, registered as a paid
lobbyist, listing income at $50,000.
Former Sen. Francis J. Myers of
Pennsylvania, who was Majority
Whip and member of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee in
the previous Congress, reported a
$3,750 annual
income for
fromConsumer
the National Foundation
Credit Inc.
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Everyone

profits

from

profits

1* Everybody knows that American business
makes profits. But very few people realize that
American customers make far greater profits
from the operation of American business than
business ever makes.

■
Price

Price
in terms of
1925 dollar**

1925

per
gallon*
16.54

1951

18.54

12.84 (-22%)

16.54

2* Here's a simple example: In 1925 Union
Oil Company's "regular" gasoline sold for 16. 5<?
(excluding tax). During those years, our average
profit was 9/10ths of a cent per gallon on all the
products we manufactured. Today our "regular"
gasoline sells for 18.5^ per gallon — 12.8tf in terms
of the 1925 dollar. And during the last 5 years
our profits have averaged li per gallon on all
products.

©II
OF

Total
retail

Total price
in terms of

24

price
18.54

1925 dollar**
18.54

24.54

16.94

64 tax*

"Based on Bureau of Labor Cost of Living
Index. 1925 = 100; 1951=144.8.

*At Los Angeles, California.

UNION

State and
Federal

3* So in terms of real dollars, our customers
are paying 22% less for gasoline today than they
did 26 years ago. But that represents only part
of their gasoline profit. In addition, 1 gallon of
today's "regular" gasoline will do as much work
as VA gallons of 1925 gasoline. So our customers
get another 50% profit in each gallon from this
source.

COMPANY

CALIFORNIA

INCORPORATED
IN CALIFORNIA,
OCTOBER
17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how and why American business functions. We hope you'll feel
free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
BROADCASTING

Telecasting

4* In other words, Union Oil Company has
continued to make a reasonable profit -in all but
a few Depression years — since 1925. But at the
same time, our customers' profits have increased
steadily until they are many, many times larger
than the company's. A similar increase in customer profits has taken place in automobile tires,
light bulbs, radios, refrigerators and practically
everything else the American customer buys.

5* The reason for this seeming paradox is this:
The American profit system provides the incentives, the competition and the free economic climate which make for continuous progress and
constantly greater efficiency. And only through
progress and greater efficiency can customers
continue to increase their profits. Therefore, any
serious attack on American business profits can
only result in eliminating American customers'
profits as well.
June 25, 1951
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PLEASE...

Shall this be written on the tombstone —

that its last breath might be smothered
ones who

RADIO

fathered it. Little wonder

by the very

that the com-

petition stands by, slyly smiling, and now
kicking a shoeful of dirt graveward.

1920-1951
THE

OPERATION
BUT

THE

WAS

A

PATIENT

Perhaps one quiet voice can do little to halt the

SUCCESS

surge of emotional

DIED

would
Perhaps. Yet the curious fact apparent

at this

writing is that the patient is not dead at all. Virile in
its youth, grown

wiser in its maturity, the 31-year-

old giant is being buried alive.
Those

of us who

have

in its power

the public interest and to move

the industry

alike to serve

mountains

of Amer-

ican-built products.
How

are frenzied as flies in a mirrored

box in their zeal

to bury radio while it yet lives. How
mass hysteria reminiscent

odd

that a

of bank runs of the thirties

should grip advertising people, a caste which

emotional

believed

has,

itself insulated against such

contagion.

so we

call attention

At WSM — and we venture
stations throughout

network

America

to say at other large
—

there is no wild

is no slashing of rates unaffected

operations. There

are no convulsive

by

mid-

night conferences.
At WSM

there is business as usual. And

as usual,

business is good. Business, in fact, has never been

is up. We

have more

people on our payroll than

ever before. Advertisers
certain programs

in 1951. Station income

on WSM

still clamor

. . . and one show

for

has a waiting

list of four sponsors standing in line to take the
program

in case it should become

Each week

available.

we originate 17 network

shows from

our Nashville studios. Each week people come from

The trade press headlines "Radio's Fight for Survival." Great networks slice radio rates. Rumor flies
that radio is doomed. The infection, until these last
months

Even

so we would

so good as it is right now

odd, then, that there are those today who

until now,

speak out. Even

retreat. There

watched

thoughtlessness.

to the facts.

through the years have seen the infant mature, until
today, radio is herculean

and then

shielded from the public by the skin and

all over America
fact, more

to see our shows

produced — in

than 300,000 people will see WSM

live

originations as they go on the air this year.
Talent

cutback?

Not

at WSM

where

we

have

flesh of sober judgment, has broken through, a blood
red rash across the face of the industry in New

York

more than 200 big name
Radio

and other major advertising centers.

dying?

magazines
Witch-hunt
And

we who

the witch-hunt
track down

must view from afar are startled by
atmosphere

of those who

would

a great industry and cast it in the grave

at this station where

send writers down

do the WSM

Atmosphere

Not

entertainers on our payroll.

story. The

national

year after year to

latest such story, by die

way, appears in Collier's this summer.
WSM

type radio with emphasis

on live produc-

tions to satisfy the tastes of a regional audience

NOT

continues

BURIED

to pay off just as it has for 25 years. For

instance, take the case of a work
turer who, two

clothes manufac-

years ago, made

advertising medium

WSM

his only

for reaching the Central South.

ALIVE!

been the "most satisfying advertising experience of
my career." Little wonder — actual statistics show
that the area covered by his WSM
program has
shown

a 96 per cent increase saleswise this past year.

During the past 12 months, with a single half -hour
If you like, we'll furnish names of these companies and more details. More success stories, too.

show per week, sales have increased 21 per cent —
this, mind

you, for a company

which

ing hard in this same market

had been sell-

for the past 85 years!

But the point we would
WSM

like to make

is that the

kind of radio is alive, and growing

as never

before in our 25 years.
Big Bad

Bug-a-boo
It is true that WSM is one of America's big stations, operating with the power of a 50,000 watt

Here's an excerpt from a report from a large food
manufacturer: "With one WSM program per week,
the area covered by this advertising has shown the

Clear Channel

voice to reach a vast area. Still we

are but a part of a great industry. We
greatest sales increase in our history." This, from
a company

would

not

speak for other broadcasters.

which, in other markets, is using news-

paper, outdoor and

the Big Bad

If there are those who

Bug-a-boo,

say their network

radio station is sick and must

television.*

We
trated on expanding

program

per week

has concen-

his distribution. The

result —

he has increased his dealership in the Central South

be given the emer-

gency stimulant found in rate cuts we may disagree.

Over the last three years, a paint manufacturer
with just one WSM

or their

may feel that they are victims of the contagion

of defeatism. But in the final analysis, it is for these
broadcasters
own

to make

their own decision about their

future.

by 82 per cent!
A Southern
WSM

flour miller has such firm faith in

advertising that he has concentrated

than half his total advertising budget

formula

paid off with (1 ) a sales area expanded
increased

from

speak only for WSM.

Radio at WSM
and obvious

has

to 18 states

160,000

units in

much

of one of the country's

largest shoe manufacturers — a company

— reported to his own
that his WSM

board

and

of the simple

fact that never before has it sold so

Station WSM

or served so many

using tele-

people. Radio

with its operation geared to the needs

of a region continues

to be the only single medium

takes an advertiser's message

people in the Central

vision, national magazines

say only this —

is here to stay because

merchandise

which

1945 to 410,000 units in 1950.
The advertising manager

We

on this one

station during the last six years. The

(2) production

more

We

South. — TFSM,

to 7/2 million
Inc., Broad-

casting Service of the National Life & Accident Insurance Co., Nashville.

newspapers

of directors recently

advertising of the past two years has

* Incidentally, we don't sell television short, either. We think enough of this new
medium to invest WSM-TV money in a 200-mile micro-wave relay system to bring
network shows from the nearest cable-connection point in Louisville, Kentucky.

Unaffected

by Sale

KXOK
PLANS
Of 'Star-Times'
FURTHER concentration of energies in the broadcast field is planned
by the ownership of KXOK-AM-FM St. Louis, it was announced last
week in the wake of the June 15 sale of the St. Louis Star-Times to
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. Transaction did not include the radio-FM
nor the Star-Times Bldg. ★
properties
that houses the stations.
Unofficial estimates of the sale
Elzey Roberts, head of the staprice for the paper's name, goodtions and former president and
will, circulation lists and publishpublisher of the Star-Times, said
ing equipment, ranged between $3.5
the company hopes to enter the and $5 millions.
The Post-Dispatch is owned by
television field "reasonably soon."
Application is on file at the FCC.
the Pulitzer Publishing Co., which
Immediate plans are to change
also has the 5-kw fultime KSD
the name of the Star-Times Bldg.
on 550 kc,^ an NBC affiliate, and
to the KXOK Bldg. and to change
KSD-TV St. Louis on Channel 5.
the 40-foot neon "Star-Times" sign
on the structure to "KXOK." In
addition, a new corporate name
RTMA APPOINTS
will be given the company in lieu
Cousins Information Chief
of the present Star-Times PublishPETER H. COUSINS, with the
ing Co.
KXOK, an ABC affiliate, operheadquarters staff of Radio-Teleates fulltime on 630 kc with 5 kw.
vision Mfrs. Assn. since July 1946,
has been named director of inforChet L. Thomas is general manmation by James D. Secrest,
ager.
Commenting on the sale of the
RTMA general manager. He sucafternoon newspaper, Mr. Roberts
ceeds John Koepf, who resigned to
said that rising labor cost and
join the Savings Bond Division of
material cost had outran revenue
the Treasury Dept.
Mr. Cousins was a radio news
in the past five years, prompting
the negotiations that ended the
reporter for NBC and ABC in
Washington for a decade before
67-year history of the publication.
joining RTMA as assistant to Mr.
The Roberts family had mainSecrest. During the war he served
tained control of the Star-Times
as assistant to the Assistant Direcsince 1913. Mr. Roberts, eldest
tor of Censorship in charge of
son of the late John C. Roberts,
broadcasting.
had spent 36 years with the paper.

FALL promotion-advertising plans for
NBC are discussed in Beverly Hills
by (I to r) Kai Jorgensen, Hixson &
Jorgensen, Los Angeles; James Brown,
BBDO New York; Helen Murray Hall,
NBC Western Div.; C. M. Penley,
KOA Denver; Doty Edouarde, NBC
Hollywood Spot Sales.

WIBC Indianapolis baked a cake for
Disc Jockey Easy Gwynn (center) to
celebrate his seventh anniversary with
the 50 kw MBS affiliate. Anticipating a slice of the cake are Bill Dean
(I), program director, and President Richard Fairbanks. ~^Br

AND CBS baked a cake for Announcer Frank Knight (1) to celebrate his 15th year with LonginesWittnauer Watch Co.'s SymphoJU nette Sponsor's adv. dir., Alan
^
Cartoun, presents cake.

CITATION for heroism is presented
to Hal H. Hoffman (r), national sis.
mgr. for KSJO San Jose and KHUB
Watsonville, Calif., by Capt. R. E.
Olstad of San Francisco police. Mr.
Hoffman risked his life to stop a
runaway auto.

GUEST quizmaster on Quiz Kids show
is Oliver B. Capelle, Miles Labs', sis.
prom. mgr. Adjusting cap is sevenyear-old Quiz Kid Melvin Miles. Mr.
Capelle is serving during Quizmistress
Fran Allison's vacation.

AN INTERVIEW with winner of Armour Creameries, Louisville, "Name-theCalf" contest brings out (I to r): John Ross; Uel W. Ross, father of boys; J.
Russell Ross, winner of the calf; Frank Cooley, WHAS Louisville prog, dir.;
the calf; and C. A. Williams, creamery mgr.
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GET
WRITE

m

Northern

ALL
FOR

THE

FACTS!

YOUR

COPY

ihe SPOT-hr

O/iio..

SPOT

RADIO

SI
WGAR
Cfevefand
50,000 WAFS ...CBS
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<?■ -p? % Represented Nationally by
RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
Edward Petry & Company
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HIGHER
RATINGS
In BIG Towns
In SMALL
San Francisco .
16.0
Hattiesburg
Louisville , . 21.7
Zanesville
Minneapolis
. . 16.5
Youngstown

Towns
. . 29.6
. . 26.0
. . 21.3

He'll chalk up high ratings for you, too.'
MORE

RENEWALS!

fjttl ^EltR

network shows. consistently
' " ' Minneapolis,

outrating important

audience. consistently delivering a large and
' ' 'loyal Orleans,
Company. selling for Carolina Power
Light
and
4ffl Y£Jl^? " ' ' "a'e'9n- consistently
He'll chalk up more renewals for you, too!

Sfh YEJt.Ft

EASIER

SALES

• "Boston Blackie's 19. J, the highest rated show on Sunday afternoon in
James Coy — Rogers & Smith Advertising Agency
Kansas City."
• "Bojfon Blackie has the most loyal listening audience of any show we've
ever had on the air and is Lake Charles most outstanding mystery
James H. Jesse, Pgm. Dir., Station KLOU, Lake Charles, La.
• "Today marks the 91 st broadcast of Boston Blackie for Falls City Beer —
Louisville. Our latest Hooper tops all network and local competitive
show."
Ray D. Williams — Prater Advertising Agency
• "Weprograms."
are having tremendous success with Boston Blackie. Once it was
necessary to re schedule xBlackie' for play-by-play sport commitments.
It would be difficult tor you to appreciate the deluge of calls we
received at the station."
John T. Rutledge, Ass't. Gen. Mgr., Station WVJS, Owensboro, Ky.
He'll chalk up easier sales for you, too!

Novi/,orff

i/!

T

AM + TV : TOP
RATINGS !
Boston Blackie on TV is already proving the fastest seller ever.
Sponsored by big-name advertisers on top TV stations in:
NEW YORK CITY, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, WASHINGTON, D. C,
DETROIT, CINCINNATI, DAYTON, COLUMBUS, PITTSBURGH, CLEVELAND,
LANCASTER, TOLEDO, MINNEAPOLIS, RICHMOND, NORFOLK, ATLANTA
HURRY

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

YOUR MARKET

MAY STILL BE AVAILABLE!
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE.
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4'

Air Is Clearing
THERE are lately a lot of encouraging signs
that radio has overcome the jitters that afflicted
it a couple of months ago when network rate
cutting began.
A number of stations, station representatives and indeed networks themselves have come
out with aggressive promotions. These campaigns serve two purposes. They not only remind advertisers that radio is their best and
biggest buy but also bolster radio's own faith
in itself. The latter effect is as important as
the first at this stage of recovery from the
emotional funk that struck some sections of
broadcasting last April.
There is evidence that the impact of television, which seems to have hit some New York
agency and advertiser executives harder than
other people, is being evaluated nowadays in
clearer perspective. Television has quit growing
by the leaps and bounds that characterized its
development last year, and this in itself gives
advertising experts a chance to look at that
medium more calmly.
The facts of radio's great advantages in size
and economy over television and all other media
have always been available, although they were
largely ignored in the near-hysteria that recently obtained. In the quieter atmosphere
prevailing now, the facts will be heard, and
regarded.
Prudence and the Freeze
THE SEVERITY of the critical materials
shortage is now evident. Just a few weeks
ago, there were those who ridiculed any prospect of shortages that might stop consumer
production lines. Now, steel, the basic metal,
is in such short supply that the National Production Authority in collaboration with the
Iron and Steel Institute, has launched a drive
to ferret out scrap to keep the mills going.
As a public service, the broadcast media, of
course, will cooperate in this drive. The Advertising Council is giving it priority.
But aside from the public service aspects,
radio and TV have other stakes. Steel must
be provided for military and defense-rated
uses. And quantities must be supplied for consumer items — items sold to a great extent
through broadcast advertising.
There is yet a more intimate relationship.
Assurances have been given of adequate repair
and replacement parts for the broadcast services, both transmitting and receiving. But any
unforeseen development could snuff out those
assurances overnight.
It behooves all in broadcasting to take a
realistic, indeed a statesmanlike, view of these
conditions — the FCC as well as the licensees.
In an emergency such as this, the welfare of
all must be put ahead of the desires of some
individuals, in those instances where conflicts
between the group and the individual exist.
Cooperation among all elements in broadcasting
is urgent.
It is generally agreed that there are more
than enough aural stations to provide nationwide service, except in comparatively few
"white areas" where primary service is inadequate. Is it necessary to license any additional
AM or FM stations except for those going into
these "white areas?" Why not a moratorium
until the critical materials situation ameliorates?
There is dire need for additional TV service.
There is no immediate disposition to superPage 52 • June 25, 1951

impose an equipment freeze upon the allocations freeze that has obtained since 1948. The
FCC is seeking to move posthaste in lifting
this freeze, and would like to eliminate the fulldress city-by-city hearings scheduled to begin
July 9, substituting therefor a stripped procedure which could cut the running time in
half. We hope this will be done.
But a TV equipment freeze could come if
prudence and judgment aren't used in the reopening of TV licensing. Stations use vast
amounts of steel and copper and critical materials in antenna towers and studios.
In New York, the Empire State TV antenna
is now in operation and shortly will be utilized
by six of the seven stations. It was developed,
not as a means of conserving critical steel and
other materials, but to improve reception of all
stations. It means fewer complications in
orientation of home antennas. It is a genuine
service to the looking public.
Here is an obviously prudent lesson for all
cities with more than one TV installation upcoming. Let them recognize that steel is a
problem, and come forward with plans for the
use of a common base adequate to support the
anticipated allocations in the area. They can
share the costs or rent the site, as is done in
the case of Empire State. NPA would welcome
such cooperation. The FCC, we have no doubt,
would love it.
There are valid reasons why studios can't
be used cooperatively. But fancy edifices, with
chrome and steel trimmings, should be put
aside for the duration. Raw space, with cement
blocks and wood joists will do. It makes good
economic sense too. The applicant won't be as
hard put to make a financial showing.
There may be better ideas. The defense
authorities and the FCC would like to hear
them. One thing we do know: By coming forward with conservation ideas, broadcasters will
help themselves by helping to expand a needed
new medium with greatest possible dispatch.

These

Changing

Times

TEN DAYS ago a good newspaper — the St.
Louis Star-Times — ceased publication. Name,
good will, circulation lists and equipment were
sold to its formidable competitor — the PostDispatch — one of the world's greatest newspapers. But its radio facilities — KXOK-AMFM and the application for TV — were retained
by Elzey Roberts, publisher of the Star-Times
who had devoted his business life of 36 years
to publication of the newspaper, taking over
from his father who had acquired the original
property in 1913.
It was the same old story which has seen
the newspaper population dwindle from 2,600
dailies 40 years ago to some 1,800. That, in
contrast to more than 3,000 stations (AM,
FM, TV). Rising costs of labor and newsprint
outstripped increases in revenue from advertising and circulation for the Star-Times for
five successive years. Costs are still rising.
The newsprint situation is critical.
Elzey Roberts was in the forefront of the
radio-press battle of the '30's. He was chairman of the Radio Committee of the American
Assn. of Newspaper Publishers during those
furious days. He was a militant adversary.
The battle over, with the recognition of radio
as a legitimate news medium, Mr. Roberts in
1938 put KXOK together through a series of
consolidations and became as staunch a protagonist of radio as any publisher in the nation.
The passing of the Star-Times — a victim of
the economics of newspaper publishing — is
most regrettable. Mr. Roberts' decision to remain in radio (audible journalism) and to
continue his quest for TV (audible and visual
journalism) reflects these changing times.

our respects to:

CHARLES

VANDA

TELEVISION
Philadelphia
can
look forward toAssn.
a very ofsuccessful
year with
Charles Vanda as its new president. Mr.
Vanda, who is vice president in charge of television at WCAU Philadelphia, has brought to
television the same talents of showmanship
and sense of commercial values which made
him a stand-out in radio.
Since he went to Philadelphia last January
to join WCAU, Mr. Vanda has made many outstanding contributions to television.
He created The Big Top for WCAU-TV,
which made the station the first CBS-TV
affiliate outside New York City to originate a
live show for the network. He also developed
The Ghost Riders, a cowboy-club program
which now has 30,000 members. He started
the first television breakfast club program, and
also created Philadelphia's first local puppet
show. The first TV dramatic daytime serial
introduced in Philadelphia also can be credited
to Mr. Vanda.
When Mr. Vanda joined WCAU-TV he immediately expanded its programming to midnight, and since then has added programs
until 2 a.m.
"Up to that time," he said, "there seemed
to be some sort of rule that television must
shut down at 10 o'clock. I believe that television set owners deserve a better break than
that. They're certainly entitled to good program ing at a time when kids are asleep, and
they can sit back and relax from the day's
Mr. Vanda, originator of such top radio
shows as Suspense, Intrigue and Stars over
Hollywood,
has had broadcasting experience
chores."
which includes duties of publicity director, program director and writer-producer-director.
He first joined CBS in 1935, combining the
duties of publicity director and head of the
talent bureau. In the same year he was named
western program director for CBS and held
that position until he entered the service in
1942.
During the war, Mr. Vanda was chairman
of the Four-Network Radio Committee, coproducer of the This Is War series, and was
credited by the War Dept. with being the coauthor of the entire plan of The Armed Forces
Radio Service.
In Army Intelligence, Col. Vanda served in
the Mediterranean Theatre. He is one of the
few Americans to hold both the Order of the
British Empire and the African Star. He
also is a holder of the Legion of Merit from
(Continued on page 58)
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Mr. BMB tells us there are more than a million of
them! Think of it— a weekly audience of a million WFAA
listeners means a million potential customers for your product. Customers with a stabilized income. For example, the
DALLAS-Ft. Worth area alone is number one in retail sales
19 major markets
500,000 to one million! *
America's

among

with populations

from

And here is the bonus . . . within WFAA's primary
radio coverage area which includes 180 counties in Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas . . . radio homes have increased
49% since 1940! More than 964,253 of those radio homes do
not have television sets!
Here are your potential customers
sell them is through WFAA!

.

and the way

to

*1950 Census — Consumer Markets — BMB
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HOWARD E. STARK, Radio and Newspaper Brokerage, has removed
to new offices at 50 East 58th Street. Telephone: Eldorado 5-0405.
THE KATZ AGENCY, N. Y., named national representative for WMAL
AM-TV Washington, effective July 1.
front off
ice

jjf

"AMES
H. QUELLO,
and promotion
manager HeWJRwill Detroit,
appointed
director of publicity
public relations
and advertising.
handle
all local and national advertising for station.
HUGH MURPHY, manager of KWEM West Memphis,
Ark., appointed manager Memphis office Paul H. Raymer
Co., Inc.
HARTLEY L. SAMUELS and ROBERT R. PAULEY
named account executives in sales department WOR
New York. Mr. Samuels was sales director WFDR (FM)
New York, and prior to that program promotion manager at NBC and assistant to program promotion
Mr. Quello
manager, CBS. Mr. Pauley joins WOR directly from
Harvard Business School, having received his M.B.A. degree this year.
BOB FREELAND,
MERLE

FORLAND

CHARLES

appointed station manager CKOM Saskatoon.
appointed sales manager WPBC Minneapolis.

FISH named to commercial department WPTZ
adelphia. He was with Ziv Productions, N. Y.

(TV) Phil-

LESLIE L. CARDONA appointed commercial representative for WCAU
Philadelphia. He was with WRVA Richmond and WITH Baltimore.
TOM PETERSON, account executive John E. Pearson Co., Chicago, to
sales development department CBS Radio Sales, Chicago.
JOHN H. PEARSON Co., Chicago, appointed national representative for
WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.

NE

W

S—<'om

BINGHAMTON,

N . V.

WENE

NOW

CALL
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N.Y.

EDWARD PETRY & Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for
KOTV (TV) Tulsa.
EDDIE BOND, salesman CHNO Sudbury, to sales staff of CHUM Toronto.
RALF BRENT resigns as sales manager WBBM
tioning on Long Island.

Chicago. He is vaca-

JAY SEIBEL, program and promotion manager, WWOD
(Va.), to KGFJ Hollywood, as salesman.

Lynchburg,

TOM HORAN, NBC Chicago, transfers to sales staff WNBQ
cago, replacing GEORGE MORRIS, resigned.

(TV) Chi-

COLLIER WHITEHEAD
Ala.

appointed business manager WJHO

Opelika,

TERRY MURPHY, account executive KSMA Santa Maria, Calif., to KIEV
Glendale, Calif., in similar capacity.
TONY MOE, CBS sales promotion manager, CBS Hollywood moves to
new offices in KTSL studios, Vine Street.
ftetlenali • • •
ARTHUR HULL HAYES, CBS vice president and general manager
KCBS San Francisco, visiting New York on network business. . . .
CHARLES C. BEVIS Jr., general manager KOA Denver, elected to
three year term on board of directors of Denver chapter, American Red
Cross. He was also named to board of directors of Denver-Rocky
Mountain AAU Basketball Club.
ANSLEY COHEN, account executive WTMA Charleston, S. C, father of
boy, Ansley III. . . . AUSTIN HARRISON, president and general manager KSWM Joplin, Mo., named outstanding young man of the year and
presented the Joplin Junior Chamber of Commerce "Key Man" award.
. . . DONN B. TATUM, newly-appointed director of television for ABC
Western Div., and FRANK SAMUELS, recently resigned vice president
and general manager of network Western Div., are in New York for
conferences with ABC officials. Also on network business there are
FRAN CONRAD, director of radio, and AMOS BARAN, radio sales
manager for ABC Western Div. Mr. Samuels, upon his return to Hollywood, joins William Morris Agency in executive capacity. He will be
succeeded at ABC by ERNEST FELIX, assistant treasurer of network.
ELEANOR WHITELAW, sales manager WJHO Opelika, Ala., asked to
serve as state chairman for American Women in Radio and Television.
. . . HERBERT L. KRUEGER, station manager WTAG Worcester, Mass.,
elected to executive committee of Southern Worcester County Health
Assn.

ABC

BINGHAMTON,

LOUIS WOLFSON, graduate U. of Miami, named account executive
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.

MARKET

WCAU
AM,

DIVISION
TV Sales Separated

5000
WATTS

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

Mr. deRussy

Mr. McGredy

John deRussy, a veteran of 13
years in Philadelphia radio and
newspaper advertising, will head
the AM sales staff.
Robert M. McGredy, whose experience spans 15 years in radio
and newspaper advertising and
agency
direct the sales
staff of work,
the TV will
division.
Mr. deRussy formerly was sales
manager of KYW Philadelphia and
has served on the advertising staffs
of Philadelphia's major daily newspapers. He joined NBC National
Spot Sales
in 1944
became joined
manager in 1947.
Mr.anddeRussy
WCAU in May 1950.
Mr. McGredy is former sales
manager of WTOP Washington and
WPAT Paterson, N. J. He joined
Broadcast Advertising Bureau in
August 1949, as assistant manager
and went to WCAU in May 1950.

SEPARATION of the sales staffs
of WCAU Philadelphia and its
companion station, WCAU - TV,
was announced last week by Donald
W. Thornburgh, president. The new
alignment went into effect June 18.
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SALES
mr.

MANAGER

FEATURE

your FOODS

with the KYW

IN PHILADELPHIA..

"Feature Foods" Plan ! It's the plan that's giving food sales such

a terrific jolt in eastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey. And it's not only
a popular radio program on this 50,000-watt station. It's a ready-made merchandising package that wraps up and delivers the results you want ! Just look at these
big features of "Feature Foods" —
POINT-OF-SALE CONTACT. . handled by a trained corps of food product merchandisers. Here's added strength for your sales organization, in a group that
actually gets orders and promotes re-orders!
PIN-POINT PROMOTIONS in top-flight stores. Retail cooperation is guaranteed.,
not only in retail advertising by the stores, but in distribution of your literature.
REGULAR REPORTS to advertisers. You get on-the-spot information as to
distribution by districts, out-of-stock conditions, shelf position, product exposure,
competitive products, rate of sale, and specific promotional aids.
No wonder "Feature Foods" is practically SOLD OUT ! As this goes to press, 35
out of the available 36 participations are working for 18 of the nation's leading
food advertisers. The odds are 35 to 1 that your product will be a sell-out too.,
if you grab the telephone now and get in on the deal. Call KYW or Free & Peters !

PHILADELPHIA
50,000
WATTS
NBC
AFFILIATE
KYW
WeUUufUcuUe

Radio. £tatia+U

One

WBZ • WBZA • KDKA • W0W0
• KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RADIO
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'Same Status', Says
House Group
McFARLAND
BILL
ANSWER on Capitol Hill to what has happened to the McFarland Bill
is that it is caught up in a unique Congressional stalemate of its own,
invariably labeled "same status."
The Senate-passed measure (S 658) to streamline FCC procedures
is bogged in the House Interstate
*
Commerce Committee, headed by reports its staff is currently workRep. Robert Crosser (D-Ohio),
ing out the issues contained in the
whose interest lies in the railroad
bill. The Commerce group was
field.
hard at work during the last ConAccording to discreet observers,
gress at the same task.
the McFarland Bill is still riding
Hearings were held April 5-9,
a time-limitless express in commitrested for a few weeks and ended
tee and is no where near the end
on
April 27, after radio industry,
of the line.
FCC and other government officials
With tongue-in-check, those most
gave voluminous testimony.
closely associated with the measThe issues of the legislation as
ure's "status" in the House now
the committee workers see them
talk
of a year's period rather than
fall into a triple-threat category.
in months.
They include the problems of sepThis legislation, which its author
arating the Commission staff from
and sponsor, Senate Majority
the Commissioners in the handling
Leader Ernest W. McFarland (D- of cases (in line with this, the
Ariz.), has pointed out repeatedly
functions of the staff as compared
is greatly needed in the broadcast
with other regulatory agencies) ; of
field, has been somewhat of an
renewals — should the burden of
unwanted guest at the House comproof
be on the licensee or on the
mittee since last February [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 12]. Commission, and of anti-trust, i. e.
It reappeared at the committee a the so-called "double jeopardy"
month later as an attachment to provision.
It is understood that the commitanother bill.
tee staff will attempt to outline
The identical bill marked a pro"alternative drafts" of a commulonged visit at the committee durnications bill. Understandably this
ing the 81st Congress when the
alone
will
encompass mental gyraSenate passed it twice with negli- tion.
ble opposition.
For the nonce, the committee
Another fly in the committee's
CLEVELAND'S (/ut£ STATION * wjw •CLEVELAND'S/^fcw^SICNAL- wjw - CLEVELAND'S^ ST4^

TWOSOME
Chief Says:
3
5x

For products they have pitched on."
The gals laugh with Hines . . . sigh with Clifton . . .
and BUY! Let Cleveland's top personalities sell for YOU.

5000 W.
WJW BUILDING
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
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HILL COVERAGE
Government Network Asked
RADIO-TV coverage of Congressional sessions and committee meetings over nationwide networks
owned and operated by Congress
nesday.
was proposed by the CIO last WedThe recommendation was registered before the Senate Executive Expenditures Committee by
Paul Sifton, UAW-CIO national
legislative representative. The
committee is holding hearings on
the Congressional Reorganization
Act with an eye toward revision
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
June
11].
The CIO proposal is similar to a
bill introduced in the House last
April [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 16] by Rep. Arthur G.
Klein53 (D-N. Y.). The union would
have radio and television networks
permitted to cover proceedings but
would not require them to do so —
a recommendation to that effect
also
is contained in Rep. Klein's
measure.

WOOSOME

"Double threat to housewive's heart .
Jockies Hines and Clifton;
With her money she will part,

thinly spread ointment, which
would grease the way toward House
consideration of the McFarland
Bill that is also supported by Senate Interstate Commerce Committee Chairman Ed C. Johnson (DCol.), are the lack of political
pressure for the bill and the ignorance of the "issues" as far as the
committee members themselves are
concerned.
Thus far, the McFarland Bill
has been railroaded in Chairman
Crosser's committee although it has
taken a few trips from Senate to
House. This buck-passing, observers see, may come to a rest sometime during this session of Congress which has more than a year
to go.
Only then, they estimate, will
some type of measure to update the
Communications Act obtain a oneway ticket to the White House and
become law.

1

Stating that "thorough coverage
of
people's
is in isorder,"
Mr.theSifton
said business
the danger
upon
limitation in radio-TV coverage of
public affairs.
According
to Mr. Sifton,
"The
Federal
Communications
Act states
that the air belongs to the people
forever and that licenses are to be
issued 'in the public interest, convenience and necessity' for limited
periods with no accruing right to
told Senators that danger
anyHechannel."
was inherent in "heavily cut versions framed in editorial comment
and commercial advertising" in
making reference to commercial
radio and television access to proceedings.
In addition to this commercial
aspect, Mr. Sifton scored the
"growing news monopoly in hundreds of one-newspaper towns with
interlocking control of radio stations" as contributing to a "browncitizen.out" or lack of information for the

JOB-JUMPING
Bennett Bill Introduced
A JOB-JUMPING bill has been introduced in the House. It is similar to a Senate version (S 1571)
introduced a fortnight ago by Sen.
Pat McCarran (D-Nev.) [Broadcasting •Telecasting, June 11].
The House bill (HR 4389) was
placed in the hopper by Rep.
Charles E. Bennett (D-Fla.) . It
would bar a federal employe from
taking employment with any person or firm on whose case he had
been working in his government
capacity. The Bennett Bill would
place a two-year limitation, i.e.,
prohibit such job taking for two
years following
termination of government employment.
Rep. Bennett's legislation would
prohibit "oral communication advocating or advising with respect
to the outcome of an adversary
proceeding" within a governmental
agency unless all parties concerned
received the communication. Similar procedure would apply to written communications.
Time limitation in the McCarran
Bill would exempt any person
whose appointment ceased or terminated with the agency two years
before the measure becomes law.
At the same time, the Senate
Judiciary Committee, of which Sen.
McCarran is chairman, has approved a Senate bill (S 17) that
would set up a board made up of
congressmen, an assistant attorney
general, the head of an independent
agencv, chief judge of a judicial
circuit, dean of a law school and a
practicing lawyer, to study what
rules of practice and procedure
should be followed by federal agencies. In particular, the board would
consider judicial proceedings for
the enforcement or review of
agency action.
FCC

PROBE

PLAN

Rep. Kearney Explains
BROADCASTERS were behind the
"request" resolution introduced by
Rep. Bernard W. (Pat) Kearney
(R-N. Y.) last May to set up a
select committee to investigate the
organization, personnel and activities of the FCC,
Congressman '
acknowledged
lasttheweek.
Rep. Kearney told BROADCASTING
• Telecasting that the status quo
of his resolution, still pending in
the House Rules Committee, has not
changed. The Congressman said
that until the broadcasters involved
"come forward" with evidence in
connection with Commission personnel, the prime target of his
resolution, he could not press for
committee clearance.
It had been reported that the
resolution would be bottled in committee since it was introduced "by
request" and was aimed at FCC
reorganization that set up the
Broadcast Bureau. Apparently all
parties involved were satisfied
[Closed castCircuit,
May 14;
ing •Telecasting,
May Broad14, 7].
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COAL

INDUSTRY

SETS ALL-TIME

PRODUCTIVITY

RECORD.

The average output of the American coal miner has now reached nearly seven tons of
coal per man-day— setting a new productivity record and establishing coal as one of
the leaders in making efficiency gains among all American industries. No other mining
industry, and few industries of any type, can match the 8% gain in productivity made by
coal in the past two years, or the over-all 30% gain made in the past ten years. This has
been done through mechanization and mass production techniques— assuring America of
a dependable supply of her most basic fuel, bituminous coal.
ROOF

BOLTING

MAKES

COAL

MINING

SAFER- INCREASES

PRODUCTION.

Slender steel rods tipped with expansion bolts are rapidly replacing or supplementing
the traditional heavy timber supports in America's coal mines. These roof bolts pierce the
mine roof and actually bind together the overhead layers of rock— reinforcing the mine
roof with all the strength inherent in laminated construction. The working area in roofbolted mines is usually unobstructed by timbers, and output per man in these mines has
increased an average of 30%— one more example of the ingenuity and progressiveness that
make America's coal mines the most productive in the world.
STEEL PRODUCTION

BOOSTED

BY BETTER

QUALITY

COAL.

Research has developed new and better ways of preparing coking coal that greatly reduce
its ash content. This has been largely responsible for the steel industry's recent, steady
production at over 100% of rated capacity. Coke from low-ash coal heats the iron faster in
a blast furnace and helps convert it into steel more quickly. Thus the same steel-making
facilities can now turn out more steel than ever. Today the coal industry's modern preparation plants are producing better coal for all its customers. One ton of this better coal
when used under modern boilers generates as much power as three tons did a relatively
short time ago.
COAL WORKS

TOWARD

NEW

SAFETY

RECORD.

U. S. Bureau of Mines safety figures for the first quarter of 1951 show that the coal
industry is well on its way to setting another new record in safe mining. Heavy investments in safety measures, an active educational program, plus wholehearted cooperation between miners and management have made this constantly improving safety
record possible. The result is that, today, coal mining is twice as safe as it was just ten
years ago.
BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
If you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us will receive prompt reply.
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 52)
the United States.
Mr. Vanda produced and directed
many top CBS commercial shows,
including Jesse Lasky's Gateway
to Hollywood and The Victor
Moore-Mary Martin Show. His
program, The Sea Has a Story,
with Pat O'Brien, achieved the
highest sustaining rating in CBS
Hollywood history.
In 1946 Mr. Vanda left CBS to
freelance in writing and directing
and to do experimental work in
television. He produced, directed
or had written scripts for programs which include : Victor BorgeBenny Goodman (1946-47); Rogues' Gallery (1947); The Saint
(1948) and Abbott and Costello
(1947-49).
Mr. Vanda also has produced,
directed or written hundreds of
broadcasts such as the George
Gershwin Memorial Concert; more
than 30 programs from the Hollywood Bowl; Red Cross, U. S. O.
and other super-productions involving as many as 40 stars and
700 people in one show.
Mr. Vanda believes that writing
is of major importance in television. "I have heard too much television dialogue of the casual, offthe-cuff type," he said. "It seems
as if what is being said isn't too
important as long as something —
anything at all — is being said. We

have a greater challenge in good
writing than in good actors. A
bad actor may occasionally ruin a
good line, but a bad line will always ruin a good actor."
Born in New York City, Mr.
Vanda is a graduate of the School
of Journalism of City College of
New York. He married the former
Shirly Bergman Dec. 18, 1943.
They have two children, Bruce
Peter, 7, and Luiza Jo, 5. His
hobbies are filming and fishing.
Besides his membership in the
television Assn. of Philadelphia,
Mr. Vanda is also a member of the
Poor Richard Club, Academy of
Radio and Television Arts and
Sciences, Masquers Club of Hollywood, past president of the Radio
and Television Directors Guild and
American Federation of Musicians.
He lives in Elkins Park, Pa., but
still maintains his home in Hollywood.
Miss Megargee Married
MARCELLA ANN MEGARGEE,
vice president of WGBI Scranton,
Pa., was married June 16 to Douglas M. Holcomb, of Milwaukee, in
aCatholic
ceremonyChurch,
performed
at St. Paul's
Scranton.
Mrs.
Holcomb is the daughter of Mrs. M.
E. Megargee, WGBI president and
widow of Frank Megargee, founder
of the station. Mr. Holcomb is
basketball coach and director of
sports publicity at U. of Scranton.

serves 62 counties both
day and night!
BUT . . .
KTBC ra tes are based on
ONLY the 20 counties that
comprise
Austin's
Area
in which
live Trade
* 510,179 people!
"The Strongest Voice in the Capital of the Biggest State"
CBS
LSC

KTBC

5000 Wis
590 kc

Austin, Texas
e*
Representativ
National
The O. L. Taylor Company —
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BUILDING

ON THE AIR
NAHB Pinpoints U. S. With News Programs

FOR an industry that ranks among
the largest in the United States,
home building had been slow to project its own headlines beyond printed media to the airwaves of the
nation's stations.
In the first organized effort to
tap the mushrooming home buildingmarket, the National Assn. of Home
Builders came up with a weekly
news program, Housing Headlines,
for the benefit of its 21,000-plus
member groups and the average
listener.
The series, which got underway
in May, has slowly gathered momentum— stations as well as participating sponsors — and recognition with programs that now geographically pinpoint most sections
of the United States.
One of the guiding lights behind
the NAHB's radio campaign was
R. G. Hughes, owner of KHUZ
Borger, Tex., and president of
KLYN Amarillo, Tex., himself a
member of the trade association.
The association has chapters in 171
cities.
The format is devoted exclusively
to news of housing developments,

DON

Mr. Batchelder interviews Carl
Technical
about
Lans
(r), Services
director Dept.,
of NAHB's
new designing trends on Housing
Headlines. Janet Dunlap, NAHB
radio director, looks on.
industry and Congressional, and is
handled by John Batchelder for
some 30 U. S. stations on transcription. Sponsors who have contracted
for the program range from realtors and builders to lumber firms,
many of whom have received the
program enthusiastically, according
to NAHB.
The show is designed to apprise
builders and the average listener
of such government actions as those
dealing with taxes, building codes,
priorities, and topics relating to
prize-winning designs, color decorations and exhibits.
Stations now carrying the series
include :
KLEE Houston; WRR Dallas;
WHKC Columbus, Ohio; KFRC San
Francisco; KTXL San Angelo, Texas;
WSAY Rochester, N. Y.: KTIM San
Rafael, Calif.; KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex.; WFBM Indianapolis; WMBG
Richmond, Va.; WKJG Fort Wayne,
Ind.; WSIX Nashville; KPOJ Portland, Ore.; KLYN Amarillo; WHLN
Harlan, Ky.; WGBS Miami, Fla.;
KFEL Denver; WSLI Jackson, Miss.;
KHUZ Borger, Tex.; KCUL Fort
Worth; KOMO Seattle; KSJO San
Jose, Calif.; KSMO San Mateo, Calif.;
KTSM El Paso; WERE Cleveland;
KVER Albuquerque, N. M.; WHIO
Dayton; Wis.
WFBR Baltimore; WLIP
Kenosha,

LEE RATES
To Be Cut July 1
DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM, Hollywood, will make substantial cuts in its time costs
effective July 1, according to Ward
Ingrim, vice president in charge
of sales.
They include a 10% reduction
for units of five minutes or more
from 1 to 10 p.m. Sunday through
Saturday; 12-6 p.m. Sunday reduced from % to % of the evening
rate; 10-10:30 p.m. reclassified
from evening to daytime rate, and
the dollar volume requirements for
discounts reduced from $600 to
$540 for each 2V2% up to the
allowable 15% maximum.
In dollars and cents, Mr. Ingrim
said, the reduction means that Don
Lee's Class A 6-10 p.m. evening
hour will be slashed from $3,000 to
$2,700. The Monday through Saturday 1-6 p.m. time will go from
$1,500 to $1,350 per hour. Sunday
WMEX AFFILIATES
time, 1-6 p.m., will be cut from
Joins Liberty Network
$2,000 to $1,350 per hour. The 1010:30 p.m. period will be reduced
WMEX Boston became the 400th
from $3,000 to $1,500 per hour.
station to join when it became an
Mr. Ingrim, in a letter to ad- affiliate of the Liberty Broadcastvertisers, stated:
ing System network June 11. With
Don Toe Network audiences have
the acquisition of the Hub station,
increased an average of 17% at night
Liberty now covers 45 states.
and 16% during the day sinee the
first quarter of 1949 according to
Further expansion of the netcomparative Neilsen ratings.
work to include all 48 states is exDuring: this same period, 11 of the
within 30Vermont,
days when
sta45 Don Lee stations have had power
tions pected
in Maine,
and New
and/or frequency improvements while
Hampshire are due to join the fold,
network costs have mounted steadily.
Ordinarily these facts would justify a Gordon B. McLendon, LBS presirate increase. Other major networks,
dent, predicted.
WMEX, 5 kw, is owned by the
however, have felt it expedient to
reduce certain of their rates so we
Northern Corp. General manager
have decided to adjust ours to is William S. Pote and program
manager, John E. Reilly.
parallel theirs.
BROADCASTING
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thyroid trouble, cancer, tumors, even
leukemia!

ng

goi

atomic

ink
to drs
e'
anSh

cocktail!

There's radioactive iodine in the odd
"cocktail" this woman is about to drink.
Tomorrow, doctors will survey her
with atomic instruments— and be able to
tell if she has thyroid trouble!
Radioactive elements (called isotopes)
are proving to be the greatest detectives
in medicine. These "hot" atoms detect
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Hospitals all over the country are calling for isotopes. But the "hot" atoms
don't stay hot for long. They must be
delivered at top speed to be effective!
That's why, when shipping isotopes,
drugs, and important chemicals, hospitals
always prescribe the fastest possible
method. They ask for Air Express!
Whatever your need or business, here
are the unique advantages you can enjoy
with regular use of Air Express:

IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT —One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.
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CHILD VIDEO SURVEY
Which

Programs Do Children Prefer?

DOES a first grader have definite
television tastes? If so, which programs does he or she prefer? A
sixth grader? A 12th grader?
Which shows are more popular
with boys? With girls?
Tom C. Battin, instructor in radio at the U. of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, has just completed a survey
which answers these questions.
Mr. Battin, who conducted the
voluminous survey as his doctoral
dissertation, sampled the tastes of
grade school students in Ann Arbor public and parochial schools.
Length of set ownership was the
controlling factor in selecting the
pupils to be surveyed.
Altogether, some 6,000 boys and
girls in 16 schools were tested.
Each was given a seven-day diary
to take home and record all tele-

viewing for every 15-minute period
he was watching TV programs.
Of the total distributed, 900
diaries or 77% were returned.
These diaries represented the time
patterns of viewing for each pupil
for each day, the types of programs viewed, program popularity
and the size and composition of
the audience. Interestingly, it revealed also the per cent of children
who viewed alone.
Because of school and early bedtimes, televiewing time was figured
at 66 hours. During these hours, a
total of 385 programs were available.
Most popular programs viewed
in grades one-six among boys were
Lone Ranger, Hopalong Cassidy
and Movies For Kids. Among girls
in this grade group, the most popu-

lar programs were Lone Ranger,
Mama and Movies For Kids.
For the upper grades, seven
through 12, most popular programs
for both boys and girls of that
group
were Star
Godfrey's
Scouts, Texaco
TheatreTalent
and
Toast of the Town.
Majority of pupils readily admitted that for the first four or
five months that they had sets,
televiewing interfered with almost
every other activity. After the
novelty had worn off, however, and
viewing patterns were formed, such
activities as reading and movie attendance returned.
Many of the boys and girls in the
4th-12th grades indicated that some
programs helped in their school
work. Plays made literature more
familiar, science became more understandable, and some pupils even
had an interest in art stimulated.
Mr. Battin has an answer for
those who criticize television's effect on children. "If we talk about
the so-called evils of TV and what

r
On different occasions. . and in widely separated areas. .
an unidentified person representing himself as a "vacationing
employee"

of one of The Westinghouse

Radio Stations, through

using the old dodge of asking someone

for an introduction to a

a monster it has turned out to be
relative to our children, then we
must examine the other media too.
"If we do, we find the so-called
evils also exist in the types of
movies children see, in the radio
programs they listen to and in the
comic books they read. In all these
media we will find the same kind
of materials and programs as we
findMr.in Battin
TV programs."
feels that from this
survey, "It is possible to assume
that our boys and girls know what
they want on TV, and after having
a set for a few months they definitely become hyper-critical of programs that are telecast.
"It is evident," Mr. Battin added,
"they use the medium as intelligently as the programs permit

them to use it."
AF CONTRACT
Signed With Chromatic Labs
CHROMATIC Television Labs,
New York, which developed the
color cathode ray tube inventions
of Dr. E. O. Lawrence, U. of California Nobel Prize winner and inventor of the cyclotron, has signed
a new research and development
contract with the Air Force, Richard Hodgson, president, has announced.
With the company's activities on
military research programs increasing in the last few months,
Mr. Hodgson said research was
now under way on applications of
color cathode ray tubes and general electronic equipment projects.
Plans were announced recently for
production of 16 and 21-inch, direct-view, tri-color Chromatrons
and all-purpose color TV receivers
June
4].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Chromatic, with an engineering
development staff operating its
New York laboratories, he said is
continuing to add research personnel for work on the West Coast.
The company is a subsidiary of
Paramount Pictures Corp.

"bookie" so that he could place bets on races, has succeeded
in victimizing the persons contacted. . in one case to the extent
of $800.00.
We are embarrassed
use of our name

by this unauthorized, highly-improper

and call this to everyone's

attention so that

they may be on guard against swindles.

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
WBZ
• WBZA
• KDKA
• WOWO
• KEX • KYW
• WBZ-TV
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VIDEO COVERAGE
CBC Chairman Bares Costs
TO ESTABLISH television transmitting stations across Canada and
give kinescope recordings at the
various stations would cost between
$18 and $19 million, A. D. Dunton,
chairman of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., told the Canadian Senate
Finance Committee at Ottawa June
7. This would include establishment of stations at major centers
and give TV coverage to about
half of Canada. He pointed out
that coaxial cable or radio relay
stations for TV would be very
expensive.
Discussing the Toronto and
Montreal installations now being
built, he stated Toronto would be
ready about next January and
Montreal later in the year, dependent on construction materials.
The CBC had no way of knowing
how it might do financially with
television.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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The most modern method of teaching small
children to read — the method by which new
teachers are trained at Millersville State
Teachers' College — was recently featured on
"MSTC Presents" on WGAL-TV. Every
other Sunday afternoon at three o'clock,
living rooms in the WGAL-TV area become
schoolrooms for one-half hour. Hundreds of
adults learn broadening, worthwhile facts

t ' *
on the use of the slide rule; a program on
leatherworking; a demonstration and instruction period in carving; a program on
linoleum cuts. Wide public interest, in this
one of many community service programs
carried on WGAL-TV, is evidenced in the
fact that after each show the station receives
an average of 180 requests for a copy of the
complete program proceedings.

about today's living, are taught new, helpful, skills. Professor George Anderson of
Millersville State Teachers' College is the
moderator on these educational telecourses
which have covered such subjects as: a series

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
PENNA.
A STEINMAN STATION
• Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
NBC
IV.AFF ItlATf

WGAL
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FCC
ALLOCATION
PUTTING ASIDE for the present its earlier proposals for a partial lifting of the television freeze,
FCC last week informally surveyed
Washington attorneys for views
on proposals to shortcut the forthcoming lengthy hearing on city-bycity allocation proposals and to expedite the overall lifting of the
three-year-old allocation deadlock
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18].
Climax is expected this Thursday (June 28) as the Commission
hears oral argument on the fundamental legality of its policies of a
fixed allocation plan by rule-making procedure and reservation of
noncommercial educational channels.
Support appeared to be growing
in the industry for some plan to
boil down the lengthy city-by-city
hearing, to begin July 9, and to expedite an overall thaw on grants
for new TV stations.
Westinghouse Files First
Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc., reportedly the first to file a
formal suggestion on the subject,
last Thursday petitioned the Commission to accept its direct presentation at the city-by-city hearing
in written form. WRS stated, however, its witnesses would be available in person for cross-examination if necessary and asked the
same privilege of other participants.
The Federal Communications
Bar Assn. is understood to be
planning a similar suggestion.
Inside the Commission, staff
members predict the freeze can
be virtually guaranteed a thawing
at year's end if the industry comes
forth with a workable compromise
to settle the allocation wrangle
without extensive oral hearings and
count litigation.
In declining to proceed "at this
time" with its proposals to partially lift the freeze, the Commission explained its decision was because of conflicts in comments filed
by various allocation proceeding
participants and because of conflicts with respect to policy issues
such as educational reservation
and allocation legality.
FCC at the time of announcing
its revised TV allocation plan
TBroadcasting • Telecasting,
March 26] had proposed, unless
prevented by "conflicts," to (1) lift
the freeze with respect to granting
new stations in the U. S. terriTelecasting

Mulls

Shortcut

Proposals

DEADLOCK
tories, (2) lift the freeze on new
UHF stations in the U. S. where
applications were filed, and (3)
lift the freeze on granting power
boosts to certain existing VHF
stations.
According to informed Commission sources last week, however,
FCC may still consider acting on
one of the three proposals — granting power boosts to some existing
VHF stations — after the oral argument on allocation legality.
It was not known last week how
many parties plan to participate
in the oral argument this Thursday, although some observers
seemed to feel a good cross section
of the industry would be represented. CBS reportedly filed the
first appearance and plans to support the fixed allocation as well as
the lawfulness of the educational
reservation.
In order to participate in the
oral argument, notice of appearance must be filed with the FCC today (Monday).
FCBA, whose petition in part
was responsible for scheduling of
the argument, is expected to present the main challenge to the legality of the FCC plan. FCBA itself, however, is not expected to
attack the legality of the educational reservation although some

individual attorneys may do so.
According to indications last
week, FCBA is expected to suggest
methods to shortcut the final phase
of the allocation proceeding whichever way the Commission may rule
on whether or not its fixed allocation by rule-making is allowed by
the Communications Act.
Even if the fixed plan were modified into an informal allocation
guide — which most feel is necessary to prevent unlimited chaos
— some form of further hearing
will be necessary to settle this
plan, it was pointed out.
FCBA Unit Meets
The FCBA Rules and Procedures Committee met late Thursday
to consider shortcut proposals, but
no firm suggestion was agreed
upon,
it wasCommittee
reported. The
group's
Executive
is expected
to shape up a firm presentation on
this matter early enough this week
so that it can be given to the Commission at the oral argument.
Meanwhile, the oral argument to
settle the allocation policy issue
seemed to please Sen. Edwin C.
Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the
Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, which shapes
communications legislation. Sen.
Johnson expressed his favor of the

argument in a letter Monday to
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, sent
upon
receiptnotifying
of Chairman
Coy's
brief letter
the Senator
of FCC's
ent views. plan to hear the divergChairman Coy's message, dated
June 15 and stating simply that a
copy of FCC's order scheduling the
oral argument was enclosed, was
believed to constitute the Commission's only answer for the present
to Sen. Johnson's June 1 letter
questioning the allocation legal
issueing,[Broadcasting
• TelecastJune 11].
Commending the Commission,
Sen. Johnson last week wrote, "I
am sure the public will benefit
from your wise and expeditious action in this matter." He continued:
Immediately after I released my letter to the public, the confused selfish
bleatings
some the
"gloom
spreaders"
tended to ofconvey
impression
that
disposition of the legal objections would
unduly
delay
the
lifting
of
the
"freeze." It was for this reason that
I was most gratified in reading in the
Commission's
and
Order that:Memorandum Opinion
"It should be particularly noted
by
all interested
that the
Commission
does parties
not presently
contemplate that the holding of
this oral argument will result in
any substantial delay in the commencement of such further proce dings in this matter which may
appear appropriate after the oral
I had(Continued
in mind to onsavepage
time76)and not
argument."

$on- Coy Give Views
Stake an activeiohn
EDto
OGRA
PR
on stations
role 3% to education and 3% to discusTELEVISION
station M
operators NE
sion, a total of 6.9% for these
took a cold, objective look at their in community affairs. He urged
categories.
them
to
take
a
firm
editorial
stand
programming Friday at an all-inDr. Baker reported the average
dustry meeting held in Washingon public issues while presenting
station, on the air 5,000 minutes a
ton under NARTB auspices. What
both sides to viewers.
week, devotes 6.2 % of its time, or
they found was not all good, and
A set of TV program standards
five hours, to educational, religious
not all bad, but they agreed on the
adopted by NBC was presented to and forum-discussion types of proneed for constant observation and
the Friday meeting by Charles R.
improvement.
Denny, executive vice president of
Aiding the telecasters in their
The NARTB study applied "rigid
one-day introspection were Sen. the network in behalf of Joseph H. grams.
definitions" to educational proMcConnell,
NBC
president
(see
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col), chairgrams, excluding as educational
early story page 27).
man of the Interstate & Foreign
"such obviously informative proCommerce Committee, and Wayne
grams as news, special events, farm
Coy Gives Analysis
Coy, FCC Chairman.
programs,
weather
etc."
The analysis
coveredreports,
78 stations
Sen. Johnson, speaking in friendChairman Coy offered an analysis
representing
55
of
the
63
markets
ly sincerity, said he was not worof TV programs based on a comhaving TV.
ried about television programming
posite week in 1950. Dr. Kenneth
when he found station operators
H. Baker, NARTB research diAn average of 3.2 announceworking out their problems in an
rector, presented preliminary rements (spots) per hour is presented
sults of a somewhat similar by the average station, Dr. Baker
all-industry program workshop
session.
NARTB poll of program logs for
out-of -program anChairman Coy warned of danger
a recent week, with results not far found, or 267nouncements
every seven days.
signs appearing on the horizon.
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
FCC found the average station
apart.
He applied Blue Book program
(Continued on page 72)
standards to television and called
devoted 0.9% of its time to religion,
June 25, 1951 • Page 63
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Revives
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TRADE

COLOR TV erupted as a bitter
issue again last week — this time
before the Federal Trade Commission— as manufacturing, dealer and
trade representatives convened in
Washington to discuss new proposed trade practice rules for the
radio and television industry.
The one-day conference last
Thursday was held under the
auspices of the commission and
at the request of the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and other groups
with the purpose of laying the
basis for new rules to be extended
to television practices.
Concrete proposals were laid before FTC by RTMA, the National
Television Dealers Assn., National
Appliance and Radio Dealers Assn.,
National Electronics Distributors
Assn. and the National Assn. of
Cathode Ray Tube Mfrs. FCC sent
two staff members who attended
as observers.
The colorcasting issue was projected during the discussion on the
basis of an RTMA proposal that
"advertisements . . . Stating, purporting or implying that any television receiving set can be adapted
to receive color broadcasts in black
and white which do not also state
that the resulting black and white
picture gives materially less picture
detail than a standard black and
white broadcast picture, if such be
the fact," be adjudged an unfair
trade practice.
Salant Questions Meaning
Recitation of the suggestion
drew a comment from Richard
Salant, of the law firm of Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye,
CBS counsel, that the language
was ambiguous and meaningless.
He asked for an interpretation.
Glen McDaniel, RTMA president,
explained that "if you represent
that black and white of the field

THEATRE

TV

NO

sequential color system is the same
as that of monochrome transmission," the advertising would be
questionable. As a matter of fact,
Mr. McDaniel stated, the black and
white picture from the field sequential system "has 60% fewer
dots and is inferior."
"The public is entitled to know
the difference," he added.
Mr. Salant also was involved in
a verbal exchange with Ben
Abrams, president of Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. and chairman of the special RTMA trade
practices committee.
Charges Picture 'Degraded'
In an obvious reference to the
approved CBS color system, Mr.
Abrams held that the black and
white picture resulting from a set
adapted to color broadcasts is
"degraded" and said that the FCC
decision in the CBS - RCA color
fight recognized this. Mr. Salant
insisted that the Commission's findings pointed up that the picture
was an "acceptable" one and that
the degradation was such as that
involved in any black and white
picture received from color transmissions over coaxial cable.
Mr. McDaniel was accompanied
at the session by James Secrest,
RTMA general manager; John W.
Van Allen, association's general
counsel, and Mr. Abrams. Representatives from Philco Corp., Allen
B. DuMont Labs and other firms
also attended. Harry Butz, FTC
attorney, and Paul W. Cameron,
assistant chief, Trade Practices
Conference Division, presided.
The one-day session closed on
an agreement that FTC's staff
would compile a summary of the
various suggested rules and comments and send them to interested
parties for their consideration. An-

•
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other conference was indicated
within the next two or three
months.
FCC was represented by Arthur
Scheiner, Broadcast Bureau, and
Wilmar Roberts, Office of Chief
Engineer. On behalf of the Commission, Mr. Scheiner stressed the importance of proposals to cover
possible misrepresentation on color
TV and UHF and emphasized the
interest of FCC in this phase
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18]. Copies of the FTC staff
compilation were requested with
the statement FCC may submit
further comments.
FTC Chairman James Mead
opened the meeting by stressing
the radio-TV's relationship with
theatre, athletics and other fields,
all of whom "have felt the impact
of this growing industry." He
stressed the need for "rightful
guidance, exercise of prudence and
adoption of' sensible rules. Chairman Mead also noted TV's great
growth and the promise of continuing expansion with possibility of
some 2,000 UHF-VHF stations in
1,200 new communities in the
future.
RTMA Reservation
Mr. McDaniel explained that, in
submitting suggested rules, RTMA
reserves unto its members the right
to change its opinions. Since RTMA
is a trade association, it cannot
"bind its members," he noted, adding that some issues are necessarily
controversial and that RTMA is
unable to speak for dealers and
distributors.

TV

Controversy

RTMA would describe a "television broadcast" set as one capable
of receiving both bands of VHF
and UHF. Mr. Salant had proposed two categories be set aside,
one to include provision for color.
Mr. Abrams claimed that a set

could be considered a TV receiver
if it receives at least one band.
Rules proposed by RTMA undertices: scored these as unfair trade prac# Use of marks, brands, advertisements or any other representations which are, directly or indirectly, "false, misleading or de$ Offering
and sets,
distribution radio,for
TV sale
and FM
parts or accessories under practices which tend to mislead or deceptive."
ceive the public.
# Failure to disclose exact
bands of frequencies which the sets
are capable of receiving "with reasonable or adequate consistency."
Ad Prohibitions
RTMA

also would prohibit advertisements which, for lack of
basis as truth, state or imply that
AM-FM-TV sets (1) can receive
distant stations or foreign transmissions, (2) are not subject to interference orstatic, (3) are capable
of "more consistent or satisfactory
reception;" (4) possess a certain
tube capacity when "one or more
of With
the tubes
are dummy
fake . . ."
respect
to use ofor adapters,
Mr. Abrams felt that the public
should not be misled into thinking
that it can buy plug-in adapters
and expect black and white pictures.
"The set will have to be rewired
and will cost money. We want to
avoid the misunderstanding that
an adapter will give the purchaser
color
that it said
will hebe had
cheap."
Mr. and
McDaniel
noticed
advertisements for color converters
claiming they will convert up to
a 20-inch tube with a disc mechanism but that actually only 10
inches of the color picture would
be attained. He stressed the dif( Continued on page 75)

KNOCKOUT

MUCH OF the comment aroused by the LouisSavold closed-cii-cuit telecast in nine movie
houses has been as addled as Mr. Savold was
at the moment he was dumped by Mr. Louis.
People are saying that theatre television
will become the rage and that if commercial
telecasters want to broadcast a fight they will
have to make a match between two of their
page boys.
It isn't so. And even if it were, what would
commercial telecasters be losing if they didn't
get the rights to some sports events?
No matter how giddy they are over the
box-office success of the Louis-Savold bout,
theatre managers cannot possibly undertake
a sports schedule of such frequency as television can accommodate. For one thing, there
are not very many sports events that command as much public interest as a fight made
by Mr. Louis. We don't think many cash
customers will pay theatre admission prices
to watch a couple of unknowns waltz around
a ring.
Now suppose theatres do grab up the TV
Page 64
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rights to outstanding events, the World Series,
for example. (The Series, of course, are tied
up for the next six years by Gillette, so
theatres will have to wait for that feature.)
It would be a Godsend to telecasters if somebody else did pick up the tab for the baseball
event, because they have had to pay Gillette
large sums to broadcast the games.
The loss of the World Series to theatres
would constitute a net financial gain to commercial telecasting. The loss of the few other
important sports attractions that occur during
a year would not mean a significant loss in
revenue, since almost all the time thus freed,
probably all of it, could be sold for other
programs.
The only element that stands to lose money
by theatrical usurpation of televised sports is,
unfortunately, the public. Those people who
bought television sets in the expectation of
seeing their favorite sports on the air are not
going to be pleased if, instead, they have to
buy their way into the show at their neighborhood theatre. It is just possible that some of
those people will refuse to pay again for

. AN

EDITORIAL

something they figure they already paid for,
in which case the box-office receipts will not
justify a continuation of theatre television.
It seems to us that the theatres are invading
an area where they have no reasonable business. They would do well to consider the
possibilities if the situation were reversed.
We daresay a theatre manager would holler
for help if some enterprising telecaster put
up a large-screen TV set on, say, a parking lot
near his theatre and admitted the public free
to see the regular evening TV programs.
The television system in this country was
founded on the same principles that have made
American radio the biggest and most successful broadcasting system in the world. The
presence of radio sets in 96% of all U. S.
homes demonstrates that the people favor this
system. We doubt that they will desire a
television technique that is diluted by boxoffice TV, either in theatres or in the home.
The retail price of a radio or a television
set should be the total admission charge to
all the programs on the air.
Telecasting
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Debated
CAPITOL

at ATS

Meet

TELECAS1S

WHETHER telecasting the proceedings of trials and Congressional
his part in moving TV from the
hearings is actually in the public interest was debated pro and con last entertainment stage into the arena
of public affairs and information.
Monday by four authorities whose expressed views varied from positive
Opening the discussion period,
stands of "yes" and "no" to less-certain "it all depends."
which was presided over by Mr.
final luncheon *
the
at
Speaking
session of the American Television
in commemoration of his outstandCaro, Max Chopnick, ATS counsel,
reviewed the arguments for and
ing contributions to television and
Society for the 1950-51 season, held
to the society during his two years
against telecasting trials and Conat New York's Hotel Roosevelt,
gressional hearings.
Jack Gould, radio editor of the as president. ATS also presented
a scroll to Mr. Halley, recognizing
New York Times, voiced a strong
Those who oppose the telecastaffirmative opinion. Simon Rifkind,
former federal judge who currently
is serving as special counsel to the
All Industry TV Per Program
Committee, came out with an
equally emphatic negative vote as
far as court cases are concerned,
tempered with a slight "maybe"
for Congressional hearings. Margaret Webster, noted actress, director and producer, teetered between the extremes, and Rudolph
Halley, who became a ranking television personality through his performance as chief counsel of the
Kefauver Senate Crime Investigating Committee, argued vigorously
for the admission of video cameras
into Congressional hearing chambers, less strongly for their presence in the country's courtrooms.
Lloyd Paul Stryker, noted criminal
attorney, who was to have spoken,
RECOGNIZING the vital role played by Rudolph Halley as chief counsel for
~vas detained in court and could
the Kefauver Senate Crime Investigating Committee, the ATS presented
not appear.
him with a scroll during its luncheon last Monday. On hand for the presentaPreceding the discussion, which
tion were (I to r) Mr. Halley; FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and Comr. Paul
was broadcast by WNYC New
Walker, vice chairman of FCC; and David H. Halpern, outgoing ATS presiYork but not telecast as had been
dent. Mr. Halley also participated in a debate on telecast hearings.
sriginally planned, results of the
election of ATS officers and direc, tors for the coming year were anIncreases Effective
nounced by the election chairman.
Halsey Barrett, sales executive of
July I Explained
NBC-TV
RATES
DuMont TV network.
City
NEW NBC-TV time charges, effective July 1, were announced last week1
Seebach Elected
by Edward D. Madden, NBC vice president for TV sales and operations.
To
He said the new rates, which provide increases in all but six cases,
Jules Seebach, vice president of
reflect "the fact that circulation will be more than seven times greater
WOR-TV New York, was elected
*
by July 1, 1951, than it was in July Station
and
ATS president. Warren Caro, exFrom
1949. Translating this vastly in- WJAC-TV
900
Johnstown
750
400
550
ecutive secretary of the Theatre
creased circulation into terms of WNBK
550
Cleveland
Buffalo
Guild, was chosen vice president,
WBEN-TV
cost-per-thousand homes, the new
1,050
Rochester
WHAM-TV
475 1,275
ij Claude Barrere, program repreToledo
rates will provide advertisers with
WSPD-TV
600
500
WWJ-TV
Detroit
> tentative, was named secretary and
1,100
asaid.
declining cost-per-thousand," he
500
625
jI Arch
Braunfeld,
accountant,
was
Dayton
WLW-D
Columbus
500 1,350
675
elected treasurer.
WLW-C
Cincinnati
750
925
"In July 1949," Mr. Madden conHuntington
350
WSAZ-TV
1 ATS board for coming year inWLW-T
tinued, "the cost - per - thousand
Louisville
Chicago
400
500
WAVE-TV
WNBQ
I eludes: F. Ralph MacFarland, divi- homes was S6.04. In July 1950, it WSM-TV
Nashville
225
425
was down to $3.85. Under the new
[ sion commercial manager, AT&T;
750
850
KSD-TV
350
S?.
Louis
1,650
Glenn Gundell, director of ad- rates, by July 1, 1951, the cost will
WMCT
450 2,000
550
Memphis
Milwaukee
450
950
1,100
WTMJ-TV
: vertising, National Dairy Products
Davenport
550
300
375
WOC-TV
Advertisers
who
have
contracted
Corp.; Carl Haverlin, president,
be only '$3.46."
Omaha
400
Kansas
City
WOW-TV
BMI; Eugene Katz, executive vice for network TV time before July 1, WDAF-TV
700
Si. Paul
400
650
850
1951, will not pay the new rates
KSTP-TV
| president,
The
Katz Agency;
700
800
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
Greensboro
300
George Shupert, vice president,
300
until Jan. 1, 1952, it was announced.
WBTV
WFMY-TV
300
400
Charlotte
Paramount Television Productions;
450
By that time, cost-per-thousand
300
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
Pittsburgh
Erie
homes for such advertisers will
; Chris J. Witting, director, DuMont
Lansing
900
WICU
WDTV
900
500
TV network; Jay Bonafield, execuhave dropped to an estimated §3.03,
300
425
WJIM-TV
Kalamazoo
Mr. Madden said.
tive vice president, RKO Pathe;
550
550
400
400
WKZO-TV
Bloomington
500
WTTV
200
N. Charles Rorabaugh, president,
Rates forCitythe NBC-TV network
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
ST. C. Rorabaugh Co.; Caroline
stations were increased as follows:
Grand Rapids
375
175
WLAV-TV
550
Ames
300
400
Burke, TV producer, NBC; Sig
From
To
Station and
450
WOI-TV
325
325
WTVJ
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
I Mickelson, director of public afMiami
375
WNBT
New
York
S3.100
S4,000
Schenectady
New
Orleans
! fairs, CBS; Don McClure, director
775
WRGB
650
WDSU-TV
WKTV
550
Utica
Dallas
275
750
700
I of TV production, McCann-ErickWFAA-TV
Fort Worth})
575
500
375
WSYR-TV
r son.
375
WBAP-TV
Syracuse
400
Houston
Boston
WBZ-TV
K PRC-TV
400
Providence
300
400
750 WOAI-TV
550
San AntonioCity
WJAR-TV
1,250
David Hale Halpern, vice presiOklahoma
400
600
Philadelphia
1,700
WPTZ
Tulsa
WKY-TV
Wilmington
200
500
475 KOTV
400 1,900
dent, Owen & Chappell, retiring
WDEL-TV
1,600
Sail
Lake
City
250
300
Baltimore
900
WBAL-TV
ATS president, was named honor950 KDYL-TV
Albuquerque
750 1,000
WNBW
Washington
WTVR
KOB-TV
ary president and an ex-officio
250
300
Richmond
475
400
Phoenix
500
400
475 KPHO-TV
Norfolk
Los Angeles
200
member of the board. His fellow
KNBH
WTAR-TV
850
San
Francisco
575 KRON-TV
Atlanta
WSB-TV
San Diego
450 2,000
1,650
officers and directors presented
550
275
Birmingham
400 KFMB-TV
WBRC-TV
450
600
450
600 KING-TV
600
him with a scroll at the luncheon
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
Seattle
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ing of trials and hearings have
simply failed to realize that we
have now entered the "era of electronic
journalism,"
declared.
Noting thatMr.theGould
intense
lights to which many have objected
are needed by newsreel and not by
TV cameras, he pointed out that
television can operate silently and
without creating any of the confusion that is entailed in the taking
of flashlight still pictures by newspaper photographers, for example.
"As long as one pair of eyes is permitted into the courtroom, TV has
a right to be there," he stated.
Mr. Gould berated the television
broadcasters for not fighting for
their freedom to report "anything
like as hard as they should."
Judge Rifkind dismissed the
rights of television as irrelevant —
"it's just a machine and has no
rights" — and said that the rights
of the public do not include that of
peering over the shoulders of public officials while they perform their
appointed duties. The function of
a trial, he stated, "is not to inform
or entertain the public but to resolve issues and settle controversies between individuals and between citizens and their government, and to promote justice." The
traditional procedures of AngloAmerican justice, he said, are designed to protect, not the rights of
the public but those of the litigants.
Possible Bad Effect
Just as secret proceedings have
been found to lead to miscarriage
of justice, so might too-public proceedings turn out to be a bad thing,
Judge Rifkind stated.
As to hearings, Judge Rifkind
said that where their purpose is
to investigate situations and determine facts he thinks TV has no
place, but where their main function is to inform the public of facts
already unearthed and to influence
public opinion, then TV is an ideal
tool.
Expressing broad agreement
with the views of Judge Rifkind,
Miss Webster discussed the selfconsciousness that anyone feels at
an unaccustomed public appearance, particularly in the witness
chair, and wondered whether the
viewing public can differentiate between the nervous behavior of a
guilty witness or the embarrassed
nervousness of an honest man.
She concluded, however, that as
an actress, "I'd rather be judged
directly on my own performance
than on the basis of second-hand
reports in the press or on the air,"
where the reporter's opinions and
prejudices come between the performer (or witness) and the public. The American public," she
said, "has the capacity to recognize
the ring of truth when directly confronted without
it." wholeheartedly in
Coming
favor of telecasting Congressional
hearings, Mr. Halley said that any
investigator who does not make a
private investigation in advance
(Continued on page 75)
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Rorabaugh
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telestatus

May

Report
Business

(Report 169)

1

43

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 500,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

ADVERTISERS using TV rose to
a total of 5,316 in April, a gain of
4.4% over the previous month and
59.2 % over April, 1950. These
facts were published in the May
Rorabaugh Report on Television
Advertising, covering the month of
April.
Network advertisers dropped
slightly from 173 in March to 170
in April. These 170 sponsored a
total of 222 shows on the four networks. NBC led the others with 87.
accounts, CBS reported 75, ABC
showed 43, and DuMont had 17.
(See table of top network programs
by
76). number of stations used, page
National and regional spot
schedules jumped over the 1,000
mark for the first time since a
scant total of 76 were reported in
June, 1948. Total for April, this
year, was 1,072, a gain of 85 over
March's 987, and about 40% over
April last year when 606 advertisers bought national and regional
spot.
Local-retail schedules totaled
4,074, continuing their steady increase. The total for March was
3,933
and
last year's April total
was only 2.640.
Among the product groups (see
table) , food and food chain stores
continued to lead the field, showing
42 network accounts and 346 spot
schedules for a total of 388. Beer
(Continued on page 76)

143 |
3E

NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Network
Total
1. Agricultural & Pet Foods
2
29
31
2. Automotive (cars, tires, accessories)
14
24
3. Beer & Wine
9
4. Beverages (non-alcoholic)
10
75
5. Clothing & Accessories
12
39
51
134
6. Confections
6
49
7. Dairy & Margarine Products
6
38
44
8. Drugs
27
9
45
54
90
9. Financial
388 1
1
12
65
10. Foods & Food Chain Stores
42
346
11. Gasoline & Oils
7
22
29
12. Household (appliances, furnishings, supplies)
21
81
102
22
13. Jewelry & Accessories, Cameras, etc
11
16
14. Laundry Soaps, Cleaners, Polishers
72 Spot* 52
20188
15. Miscellaneous
77
85
16. Publications
2
7
17. Public Utilities
21
6
6
11
18. Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs & Accessories
11
19. Tobacco, Cigarettes & Accessories
32
20. Toilet Requisites
25
81
106
21. Transportation
20
20
*stations
NOTE: and
From
May
"Rorabaugh
Report,"
based
on
inforrr
supplied by 99 of the 107 TV
Cityvarious networks.
FIRST FIFTEEN CITIES BY TOTAL NUMBER OF TV ACCOUNTS104
190 (9)
(2)
Total
62
Accounts
101
National256
(1)
1. los Angeles (2) .
231
421
2. New York (1)
243
347
272
3. Chicago (3)
gional
Spot*
Local224
325
259
190 (3)
4. Miami
318
257
163
5. Philadelphia (4)
10992 (5)
180
14569
6. Erie
107 (7)
246
7. Cleveland (5)
139
94 (8)
106
149
8. San Francisco (7)
254
9. Baltimore (9)
104 (10)
107
10. Detroit (6)
132
90 (4)
239
200
109
11. Minneapolis-St.
Paul (10)
213
109 Re(6)tail**
12.
Washington (11)
213
13. Pittsburgh
68
14. Atlanta
15. Boston (8)
185
44
189
* Figure in parenthesis after name of city gives standing in national
and
regional
spot
listing.
141
** Figure in parenthesis after numbers in this column shows standing
in local-retail listing.
80
City Report."
Based on the May "Rorabaugh

City

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
AAichigan.
There s still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
f ORT INDUSTRY STATION
5000 WATTS • NBC
Rrfiresented by
7HF KA1Z AGENCY, INC.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Still i Hq-48,8 Madison Avenue,
y . - k 17, ELdorodo 5-24 55
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Weekly Television Summary — June 25> 1951> telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
in Area
Outlets On Air
Louisville
Sets in Area
Sets
WMCT
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Ames
8,600 Memphis
KOB-TV
90,526
56,161
WTVJ
115,000 Miami
WOI-TV
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
Milwaukee
70,000
87,871
Baltimore
297,368
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV,
243,193
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
40,112
256,400
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
46,200 Nashville
WTTV
New Haven
Bloomington
WSM-TV
153,800
16,400 New
31,671
WNHC-TV
Boston
Orleans
867,756
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WDSU-TV
New
York
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
204,754
62,150
WOR-TV, WPIX
WBTV
Charlotte
Chicago
79,948
WATV
920,470
Newark
2,250,000
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
275,000
Norfolk
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WTAR-TV
Cleveland
477,196 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
WEWS, WNBK, WXEl
69,130
Co'umbus
Omaha
176,541
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
79,688
Dallas,
87,636
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
834,000
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
117,068 Phoenix
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Pittsburgh
37,900
KPHO-TV
WDTV
Davenport
260,000
WOC-TV Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 56,384 Providence
152,000
Quad Cities Include
Richmond
WTVR
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
1
90,000
WJAR-TV
Dayton
73,992
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
464,135
WHAM-TV
55,890 Rochester
Erie
Rock Island
WHBF-TV
.
Quad City
Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 56,384
83,077
Ft. Dallas
Worth117,068 Salt Lake
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Grand
RapidsSan
Antonio
Diego
Kalamazoo
115,600
KEYL, WOAI-TV
46,600
WLAV-TV
KFMB-TV
Greensboro
Schenectady
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
San Francisco
47,044
WFMY-TV
69,556
Houston
80,110
KPRC-TV
179,100
97,500
Albany-Troy WRGB
Huntington157,500
Charleston
46,100 Seattle
WSAZ-TV
KING-TV
St.
Louis
Indianapolis
148,000
WFBM-TV
KSD-TV
293,000
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
85,600
WHEN, WSYR-TV
32,000 Tulsa
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
WSPD-TV
Syracuse
Toledo
125,000
120,671
KOTV
Kalamazoo
87,275
Grand City
Rapids WKZO-TV
WKTV
133,122 Utica-Rome
Kansas
Washington
121,832
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WDAF-TV
74,140
Lancaster
Lansing
Wilmington
WGAL-TV
WDEL-TV
261,300
43,500
97,105
WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
49,000
877,421
KTSL, KTTV
Total Markets KTLA,
Air 63
Stations on Air 107
69,010
Estimated Sets in Use 12,435,000
Edito Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas
overlap set counts may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers.
Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily
approximate.
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The primary interest of WSB-TV is still
audience . . . and lots of it. Despite the normal
difficulties of summer programming (hiatuses,
No

Summer

replacements, and replacements for replacements), WSB-TV has resisted the take-it-easy
convenience of network scheduling.

Doldrums
Instead we've gone ahead with local efforts
which are more to the liking of our neighbors
and supporters. WSB-TV has the personnel, the
studio facilities and the program know-how for

in Atlanta

doing just this.
Consequently, WSB-TV's summer audience
expectancy is comparable to that of the winter
months, and currently offers the advertiser a
big dollar's worth.
In case you feel like arguing that point,
your Petry man can show you a good time!
Call him now.

;b<tv
ON

PEACHTREE

AFFILIATED WITH THE ATLANTA

Telecasting
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JOURNAL

STREET

AND THE ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
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AA PLAN
Notre Dame Challenges
NOTRE DAME, bellwether of college football, last week challenged
the legality of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s plan for
limited telecasting but still did not
say whether it would telecast its
home games.
Father John J. Cavanaugh,
Notre Dame president, accused
NCAA policy makers of exercising
"dictatorial powers" in restricting
live telecasts of college grid games.
He said that Notre Dame wants
to cooperate in any program for
the overall good of athletics, but
questioned the wisdom of "blindly
acquiescing to very dubious principles and procedures . . . simply
because such policies and procedures are forced into practice under threat of boycott."
. Father Cavanaugh said that the
South Bend, Ind., university, at the
possible risk of losing $500,000 in
television revenue, has refrained
from making a definite decision on
telecasting its four home games.
In the present dilemma, he said,
we would prefer to abstain altogether from telecasting, or to telecast for nothing, "rather than be
forced into policies and procedures
which, in our minds, have very
dangerous implications."
NCAA greeted the Notre Dame
statement with silence. Hugh C.
Willett, NCAA president, and K.
L. (Tug) Wilson, NCAA secretary,
said that no comment would be
forthcoming until they could study
the statement.
By contrast, Notre Dame's pronouncement stirred echoes of delight on the campus of the U. of
Pennsylvania, which has openly
defied NCAA.
Penn's Stand
Penn has long questioned legality of the NCAA plan as regards
the Sherman Anti-trust Act. The
Philadelphia school thus far is the
only major institution to defy
NCAA, and has said it would abide
by the plan if the Department of
Justice decided that no law has
been violated.
Justice, in the meantime, is maintaining adiscreet silence, while it
studies the entire sports-telecasting picture. No Justice pronouncement was expected until after beginning of the next fiscal year,
July 1.
Meanwhile the Pacific Coast
Conference has approved a contract
for delayed telecasting of its football games this fall.
W. J. Parry, president of Sportsvision Inc., of San Francisco, said
that his company will present delayed telecasts of 93 or more big
games this season, including several PCC games.
In Southern California, Loyola
U. announced that it will telecast
its games. What's more, Loyola
added, it has NCAA's blessing because the games do not take place
on Saturday afternoon.
Chevrolet dealers of Southern
Page 68
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RTDG

STRIKE
I
Threatens DuMont
THREAT of a strike against the
DuMont network by Radio & Television Directors Guild's New York
local was raised last Tuesday when
RTDG local executive secretary
and national executive director,
Newman H. Burnett, announced
that he had "given DuMont notice
that a strike can take place at any
time without further notice to

RICHARD F. KIELING (r), of Free & Peters, explains the firm's new TELEstrip
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7] to J. Walter Thompson Co. Chicago
officials (I to r): Jack Laemmar, account executive; Bob Brethauer, assistant
timebuyer, and Hal Rorke, director of radio and television.
California will sponsor Loyola's
games on KNBH (TV) Los Angeles and are reportedly guaranteeing gate attendance up to $200,000.
In addition to paying KNBH fulltime rates, the sponsor will carry
costs on camera pickup and other
remote incidentals.
KTSL(TV) Los Angeles, CBS outlet,
has installed new Simplex 35mm TV
projector, with GE Sync-lite light
source.

Monogram Lease
SIGNING of contract is expected
this week by Monogram Pictures
Corp., negotiating seven-year lease
of 52 old western and feature films
with Telinvest Inc., New York, for
TV release. Steve Brodee, Monogram president, is handling deal,
which would comprise Monogram's
only major block sale to TV.

TELEVISION has had little or no adverse effect on newspaper
cirCT *££rsr
EFFE
PER
NEWSPA
culation and, in fact,
has served
as a "terrific sales medium" to sell
and influence readers, the nation's newspaper circulation managers were
told last week.
■
This view was reflected in three
volve considerable radio-TV promoaddresses before the 52nd annual
tion and advertising space. He told
convention of the International
delegates "television is a terrific
Circulation Managers Assn. in sales medium and might be used
directly and indirectly to sell and
Washington June 19-21. Sessions
influence readers whenever the
were held at the Statler Hotel,
with heavy emphasis on newsnewspaper's policy indicates a
paper-t elevision relationships
switch from prestige to SELL —
among commonly owned interests.
backed by a plan that takes enough
The opening gun was fired by time to hit the target."
He cited a two weeks, no-stringsJere C. Healy, retiring ICMA president and circulation chief of the attached offer to test audience reNewark News, who told the 800
sponse. Under certain circumexecutives that TV has not matestances, he noted, radio-TV can
rialized into the threat that early produce new readers provided (1)
surveys initially indicated. In fact, the offer is easy to accept, (2)
he stated, the evidence now points
spots are used in a "saturation
to newspaper reading while sets technique," and (3) a plan is
are turned on, particularly in those
agreed upon assuring complete cofamilies who have had their reoperation among radio-TV, newspaper and other groups.
ceivers a year or more. "We may
Mr. Staab was elected third vice
look to further circulation inpresident of ICMA during the concreases," he added.
vention. E. P. Schwartz, Des
In an address prepared for convention delivery, R. B. Haan, De- Moines Register (KRNT-AM-FM) ,
succeeded Mr. Healy as ICMA
troit News, recounted his experipresident for the 1951-52 term.
ences at WWJ-AM-TV Detroit,
News outlets, which he said are Jack Calvin, Houston Post (KPRCAM-FM-TV), was named first vice
being used continually to stimulate
president and Arthur Daniel, Atcirculation by informing listeners
lanta Journal and Constitution
of newspaper articles. "While we
(WSB-AM-FM-TV), second vice
conceded that TV is stealing some
time from the householder, we
president.
Other addresses were given by
have not experienced any circulation losses due to this entertainArthur Treanor, Printing & Publishing Div. of the National Proment," he said.
duction Authority, on newsprint,
A similar story was reported by
and Price Stabilizer Michael V.
Charles W. Staab, Cincinnati EnDiSalle, who addressed the banquet
quirer, whose arrangements with
WLW and WLWT (TV) there in- session Wednesday evening.

Alleging
DuMont and
had ."reneged on anthatagreement
. .
gone
back
on
their
word,"
Mr.
Burnett said the New York local
had
"voted to strike DuMont in
them."
order
to get a contract."
A spokesman
for the network
said that while its officials were
aware of the RTDG threat, they
hadThe"no union
comment."
statement said that
"after many months of negotiations the DuMont network and . . .
(RTDG) . . . signed an interim
agreement on Jan. 25, 1951, covering wages, hours, retroactivity, vacations, commercial fees and also
provided for the execution of a
formal agreement embodying the
above provisions and other provisions to be mutually agreed to."
These provisions applied to directors and associate directors, it said.
"On April 19, 1951, a formal
written contract was submitted to
DuMont containing all the provisions mutually agreed to by DuMont and the Guild," the statement
continued, "a contract similar to,
and in many cases identical with
existing contracts between the
Guild and . . . (ABC, CBS and
NBC) . . . and having the same
termination date. DuMont now refuses to sign this contract. . . ."
VEECK

FOR

TV

Seen Bolstering Browns
TV in baseball parks last week
added a strong ally to its cause
when Bill Veeck, currently concluding negotiations to buy the St.
Louis Browns, emphasized he would
stress
television under the new
ownership.
Mr. Veeck, long recognized as
one of baseball's shrewdest salesmen and promoters, said Thursday
that TV would "help to sell the
product" and that, unlike many
other club owners, he was going to
telecast as many games as possible.
The Browns' home games have not
been on TV thus far.
The Cleveland Indians under Mr.
Veeck rose from attendance and
league standing doldrums in 194(3
to new records in box office attendance, and it can be expected that
a repetition of this effort for the
weak box office of the Browns will
immeasureably aid the proponents
of baseball TV.
PERMISSION to telecast regular sessions of the Los Angeles City Council
has been granted local stations by
unanimous vote of Council members.
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HOFFMAN
BUYS
Football Slate on KFI-TV
SCHEDULE of 23 college football
games will be telecast this fall
under negotiations completed recently by Hoffman Radio Corp.,
KFI-TV Los Angeles and officials
of the Western State and Metropolitan City conferences. The series will run Sept. 21-Dec. 1.
In announcing that Hoffman will
sponsor the telecasts — the firm has
picked up the tab for nearly 100
games in the past three years —
H. L. Hoffman, company's president, lauded the college officials for
permitting their schedules to be
telecast.
Jim Hardy, Hoffman's sports
program director, will supervise
the series of videocasts, which are
scheduled on a twice-weekly basis
(Friday and Saturday evenings*.
This arrangement will enable
Southern California TV owners to
teleview more football than that
seen by any other TV area in the
nation, according to Mr. Hoffman.
KNBH RATES
New Card Shows Increase
EFFECTIVE July 1, KNBH (TV)
Hollywood, NBC-owned station,
will issue Rate Card No. 4, representing an approximately 25 'U increase over its old rates. New
hourly rates will be, for Class A
time (7-10:30 p.m.), $1,250; Class
B (5-7 p.m.; 10:30-11 p.m.), $950;
Class C (all other time), $575.
Rates for spot announcements and
station breaks will be, for Class A
time, $200; B, $150; C, $100.
Present advertisers will be protected at current rates for six
months, if there is no lanse in
scheduled orders accepted prior to
the effective date of the increase.
Commitments made for announcements and station breaks in Class
A time, however, will be protected
for only three months after July 1.
SOCIAL CYCLE
NBC, Sloan TV Project
NEW 13-week television series,
American Inventory, a survey of
social and natural sciences and the
humanities — undertaken jointly by
NBC and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation as an experiment in adult
education — will begin July 1, 8-8 :30
p.m., it was announced last week.
To be produced by William Hodapp, the series will endeavor to
"interpret to the viewer the problems of the world in which he lives,
show him his stake in the subjects
under consideration . . . and his
responsibilities as man and citizen."
Adams Film Director
M. CLAY ADAMS, with 20th Century Fox Film Corp. and RKOPathe for 15 years and more recently film producer for State
Dept.'s international motion picture programs, was named June 15
as film director for NBC-U. S.
Navy's TV documentary of Navy,
scheduled for late 1951. He will report July 1 to H°n-v Saloman Jr.,
producer of the unit.
June 25, 1951
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'SECOND SETS'
Color Inducement
COLOR TELEVISION is generally
foreseen as the influence that will
produce
the "secondaccording
set" TV tomarket for retailers,
the
"NRDGA

Television Report," distributed last week to retailers by
the Merchandising Division of the
National Retail Dry Goods Assn.
In addition to its discussion of
color, the report contains charts
of 1949 and 1950 set sales in
various types of markets with
various types of TV service and
provides a formula whereby the
retailer can estimate the future
trend of video set sales in his own
market area.
Dane F. Hahn, manager of the
NRDGA merchandising division,
in a foreword, takes manufacturers
to task for shortsighted policies in
the past and urges them in the
future to discuss distribution and
promotion policies with dealers before putting them into effect.

PLAQUE is presented to Edward
Lamb (I), owner of WICU (TV) Erie,
Pa., by C. C. Grinnell, ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., for winning first
place in Colgate Comedy Hour promotion contest. WICU (TV) and Erie
Dispatch staged a popularity contest,
including a trip to New York, and
other events. Drive credited with sale
of over 55,000 Colgate products.
Supervising were Herbert Stewart,
WICU manager, and Charles L.
Fuller, of Dispatch.

PER'
'SLEE
Slavick
Points
to Multi-TV Antenna System
TV INDUSTRY'S
H. W. SLAVICK, general manager
of WMCT (TV) Memphis, believes
that multi-TV antenna receiving
systems vision
areindustry.
"a sleeper" in the teleIn his air-cooled Hotel Statler
room in sweltering Washington last
week, Mr. Slavick enthusiastically
described a "mild revolution" in the
WMCT coverage area.
He believes that multi-TV antenna systems are the answer to
the problems of poor reception in
fringe areas and the absence of
communities which otherwise might
have to wait years for any television at all.
Mr. Slavick is not alone in holding this opinion. In Wisconsin,
Edwin F. Bennett, regional advertising representative of the Arrowhead Network and WJMC Rice
Lake, has petitioned the Wisconsin
Public Service Commission for permission to construct a master antenna system in Rice Lake, now a
"dead" reception area. The commission is expected to rule favorably.
In town to attend the NARTB
television program meeting, Mr.
Slavick was bearing up well under
the wilting Washington heat.
"Just like Memphis," he commented, settling back in a chair and
trying to look comfortable.
Getting back to currently his
favorite topic, the community antenna system, Mr. Slavick said that
the "mild revolution" to which he
had referred was brought about by
the Mid-South Television Systems
Inc., of Memphis, and Jerrold Electronics Corp., of Philadelphia.
A few weeks ago, he explained,
WMCT presented two short television programs describing the Jer-

PRICE PANEL
WHAM-TV Times Program II
HEADS-UP station programming
can give a public service panel that
extra something that brings it out
of the cut-and-dried category.
A panel on "What can we do
about prices?" scheduled locally by
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y., for a
Thursday, 10:30 p.m., audience had
been worked on in advance for
several weeks by the station.
When WHAM-TV was informed
that President Truman's anti-inflation speech was scheduled for that
hour June 14, the station asked the
panel to go on the air immediately
afterward with a discussion of the
Chief Executive's speech.
As expressed by A. N. (Ben)
Bender, station's promotion director, the program
"couldn't
have
been planned
any better.
The whole
thing
set theDemocrat
city on its& ears."
The
Rochester
Chronicle
the next morning ran a four column picture of the panel and carried story coverage.
Participants were Sol M. Linowitz, attorney and moderator;
Marion B. Folsom, treasurer, Eastman Kodak, and chairman, Committee on Economic Development;
Dr. William Dunkman, economics
professor, U. of Rochester, and
Morton J. Baum, executive vice
president, Hickey Freeman Co. and
ESA consultant.
General Manager William Fayl
and Program Director Charles
Siverson handled arrangements.

rold system. Response was spectacular. Within a few days, MidSouth Television Systems Inc., had
requests from 67 communities for
the service.
"The reason we're so interested
in
added, "is
thatthiswedevelopment,"
estimate thathe 300,000
to f|| M DinUTQ
To CBS-TV From Lipperti
400,000 more persons can be serviced with this system in the WMCT
ACQUISITION by CBS-TV of ex-l
elusive rights in metropolitan New
York for the telecasting of 20 fullarea Holds
alone!" Jerrold Franchise
length films from Robert L. Lippert, independent producer, who
Mid-South, a newly-formed correcently cleared distribution rights
poration, has the franchise for
on the films with the American
handling Jerrold products in TenFederation of Musicians, has been
nessee, Arkansas, Mississippi and
parts of Kentucky. President of announced by Richard K. Doan, network program director.
the Mid-South corporation is James
The
films, none of which was reSumpter, former regional sales
leased to theatres "before 1947,
representative for Philco.
and
several
. . . dated 1950," will
Video is brought to TV-barren
be fed into three WCBS-TV film
communities in this fashion:
shows — the seven-a-week "Late
After tests, a receiving antenna
Show," five-a-week "Early Show, "I
of sufficient height is raised. From
and
Saturday "Late Late Show." .
this antenna, cables are strung

along community streets atop teleSeek Color Spots
phone poles. From these cables,
smaller cables connect into each
TWO Chicago agencies placed orsubscriber's television set. Every
ders last week for spot schedules
2,000 feet amplifiers strengthen the on CBS-TV in color. Dri-Glor fursignal so that subscribers living on
niture polish, made by O 'Cedar
the far side of town receive the sig- mops, and Phoenix Aristomats,
will
use
live commercials starting
nal in the same strength as those
Thursday and Friday, respectively.
living nearer the antenna.
Dri-Glor has scheduled use of flip
The subscriber pays $75-$100 for cards with voice off camera, while ||
the installation, plus a monthly fee Phoenix, for its stove attachment,
for use of the cable, explained Mr. will telecast an actor delivering the
Slavick.
commercial on camera. Each has
contracted for one spot weekly for
Mr. Slavick said that dealers and
13 weeks, the minimum order, and
distributors are the most likely canlong. Dri-Glor's
didates to pay the costs of the necseconds
each is 20
Young & Rubicam
essary tests and the raising of the agency
^hoenix isAristomats
is Bozelland&
antenna.
Jacobs.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Program Needs
(Continued from page 63)
New Orleans, an NARTB TV director and chairman of the
NARTB's Program Standards Committee, presided at the all-day meeting, held at the Statler Hotel. In
opening the session, he sounded this
keynote: "It's up to us to take a
cold, objective look at television
programming. Are we right? Are
we wrong? If we're wrong, let's
correct it ourselves."
Mr. Swezey appointed a resolutions committee including W. D.
Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San Antonio; Dwight Martin, WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati, and Eugene S. Thomas,
WOR-TV New York.
Chairman Coy was introduced at
the morning meeting by Clair R.
McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster,
an NARTB TV director. George
B. Storer, Fort Industry Stations
and also a TV director, introduced
Sen. Johnson at the luncheon session.
Ardent TV Fan
Explaining he is an ardent radio
and TV fan, Sen. Johnson said TV
is restoring the home, contrary to
most modern inventions. He called
it "the grandest development ever
to come to the human race and a
medium second to none in the
spread of education and information."
Sen. Johnson said he had asked
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.),
at a recent hearing, to define education but the definition was not
forthcoming. "Until Sen. Benton
defines education he has no right
talking
he said. about it in general terms,"
In a recent trip to Europe Sen.
Johnson said he observed BBC television. "I missed the emcee livening up things," he said. "I missed
advertising. I even like the advertising. Itgives a sort of break.
Advertising cleverly done is really
entertaining. I like every part of
TV. There are few programs I
don't like. Some programs are
foolish, but you don't have much
trouble pleasing me. I get a great
deal of good out of both radio and
television."
Recalling a recent comment by
Faye Emerson about "bluenoses,"
he pleaded with telecasters not to
think of their critics as "bluenoses." Critics are more helpful
than yes men, he said, applying the
observation to his own political
career.
Sen. Johnson warned of the
danger of thrill programs, which he
said could be like narcotics, as he
quoted several observations of TV
programming by critics. He recalled the 1948 broadcasters creed
adopted by the NAB, adding, "You
TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD 9-720S
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don't have to preach to the saved.
I think you are on the beam.
There's no danger of television
censorship as far as I can see."
Although stating FCC believes
any national censorship board as
has been proposed in Congress
"would be extremely impractical,"
and noting the Communications
Act forbids censorship, Chairman
Coy pointed out
true that the
Commission
has "it
theis responsibility
of reviewing a station's over-all
performance in determining if it
is operating in the public interest
as stipulated by the Communications Act." all the loud noises you
"Despite
have heard about censorship," he
continued, "it is well to remember
that this right [over-all review]
has been upheld by the courts."
He noted FCC, "pursuant to its
responsibility to see to it that the
public interest is served," has
called a conference "for the discussion of television broadcasting
problems from the viewpoint of the
public, the Commission and in"Your meeting," he told the
dustry."
broadcasters, "seems to me to be
a logical forerunner to such a meeting as the Commission plans."
Stating he was "delighted that
you are exploring ways and means
here today to strengthen television
as a vital mechanism of our democracy and as a weapon of defense,
by moving in on these problems
yourselves," Chairman Coy added,
"I would also like to see them discussed at state and district meet"Were this done," he observed,
"then
ings." I venture to predict that we
would see an instant and continuing
improvement in standards and an
immediate upsurge of public confidence in its broadcasting system."
"And this," he added, "all without the benefit of government intervention."
Chairman Coy noted the desirability of "re-examining program
practices by television broadcasting is brought into sharp focus by
other recent developments," citing
the potential competition of "substantial interests" supporting subscription TV and theatre TV.
Agenda Suggestion
Chairman
seven points for
consideration Coy's
included:
1. Your assistance in civic improvements.
2. Your promotion of educational
and cultural opportunities.
3. The integrity of your news.
4. The fairness of your presentation of controversial issues.
5. Your enterprise and zeal in promoting good community labor relations and inter-racial understanding.
6. The wholesomeness of your entertainers and their sense of responsibility as visitors at the family
hearth.
7. Advertising on your station: Its
reliability, its good taste, its listenability, its excesses.
"I hope also that one of the subjects you will explore will be the
problem of advertiser domination
of program schedules," Chairman
Coy said. "Until the broadcaster
schedules the kinds of programs

REPUBLIC PICTURES
Makes Facilities Available
BESIDES licensing a backlog of
old motion pictures for television
showing, Republic Pictures Corp.
is making production facilities at
its North Hollywood studio lot
available to outside independent
video producers on a rental basis
starting today (Monday).
Earl Collins, president of Hollywood Television Service Inc., a subsidiary of Republic Pictures, so
informed some 50 advertising
agency and network executives last
week during a studio showing of
old films being offered for sponsor
consideration. Bids for use of production facilities are acceptable
starting today "to give everyone
an Republic
equal opportunity,"
he said.
is the first major
Hollywood film studio to make this move.
Meanwhile, Gene Autry joined
Roy Rogers in protesting rental
to television of Republic Westerns
in which they starred. Mr. Rogers
threatened to sue for using his
"name, voice or likeness for advertising purposes," thus barring
possible sponsorship. Mr. Autry
warned he will sue any TV station
that uses his old Republic Westerns since he is now making his
own films for television.
that he knows are right and until
he builds a schedule that he knows
is properly balanced, he cannot realize his full
"Under
the potentialities."
law that is his responsibility," he warned.
"Under the law it is not the advertiser's responsibility nor the
networks' responsibility," he added.
"Therefore, the proper role for
the advertiser is not that of the
program director. His is the role
of a purchaser of time on what is
demonstrably the most effective and
productive of all advertising mediums of mass communication,"
Chairman Coy summarized.
Reviewing an analysis of FCC
mail in a 75-day period, he said
that of a thousand complaints 255
dealt with alcoholic beverage advertising due to a campaign by
temperance interests; 221 with indecency, obscenity or profanity;
128 with misleading advertising;
107 with lotteries and giveaways;
73 with crime and horror; 47 with
excessive advertising; 36 with need
for more educational and classical
music programs; 32 with news commentators; 2 with fortune telling;
21 with attacks on religious faiths;
19 with refusal to grant time for
a point of view.
He summarized a 1950 composite
program
week : The average sta1. Entertainment:
tion devoted
of itsdevoted
time to92%entertainment. One72%
station
and
anothervoted
90%.
other90%
stations
debetweenNine
80 and
of their
total time to entertainment.
2. Religion:
The average
station
devoted .9% to religion.
Fifteen
stations
carried no religious programs at all.
3. Agriculture: The average station
devoted .2% to agricultural programs.
Seventeen carried no programs of this
4. Education: The average station
type.
devoted 3% of
its total
time toprograms
educational-type
programs (i.e.,
offered by or in behalf of educational
institutions). Eight stations reported

carrying no programs of this type.
5. Discussion: The average station
devoted 3% of its time for discussions.
Seven stations reported that they carried no discussion-type programs and
10 other stations reported that they
devoted only 2% of their time to this
type of program.
"I think that there are some selfevident facts that stand out from
this
like sorethese
thumbs,"
said. analysis
He concluded
to be: he
(a) You
serve the
needs
of yourcan't
community
when religious
you do
not carry any religious programs at all.
(b) You
can't community
serve the educational
needs
of your
when you
do not carry any educational programs.
(c) It is clear that some steps must
be taken by the television broadcasters
to discover what the needs of their
communities really are.
"It seems to me, therefore,"
Chairman Coy said, "sound advice
. . . that I urge you to get acquainted with your community in
a real senes so that if called upon
at any time you could state the 10
most important needs of your community and it is of even greater
importance that you could tell anyone with great pride what you are
doing or proposing to do about
"When
you have reached that
those
needs."
point," he said, "you need no longer
asks questions about what constitutes the public interest."
Question-Answer Session
In a question-answer session
Chairman Coy emphasized the need
for integrity and objectivity in reporting the news and recalled radio's reputation as the most objective news medium. Replying to Mr.
McCollough, he said he had no
preconceived ideas on minimum
percentage of program types, adding that the real test is whether a
station serves the public interest.
FCC has never felt that a commercial program could not be in
the public interest, the chairman
said in answering Mr. Swezey.
"FCC is just as committed as you
are to the commercial radio system," he said, "but we favor allotment of sustaining periods for new
program ideas." He felt that a
program must
be by or
educational institution
to for
be anclassed
as educational but agreed the definition perhaps should be looked at
Harry
Bannister,
WWJ-TV
Deagain.
troit, recalled
his station
had tried
for two years to work out a format
for religious programming. A solution was reached after another
year, he said, by a local church
council which advised erection of a
church set in the studio. Chairman
Coy cult
agreed
the problem
was could
diffiand thought
new stations
benefit by such experiences.
When Walter J. Damm, WTMJTV Milwaukee, asked about possible network pressure on stations,
Chairman Coy parried the question
but observed, "Walter doesn't need
any help."
He its
added
that the station must keep
programming
in
its own hands.
The chairman conceded, on questioning by Leonard Marks, attorney, that his program observations
constituted application of Blue
Book standards to television but
explained he had deliberately refrained from mentioning the Blue
Book in his talk.
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FROM 60 CYCLES/SECOND
TO 24,000 MEGACYCLES/SECOND
• MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY, UTMOST
ADAPTABILITY, LOWEST COST
• AVAILABLE MOLDED TO PRACTICALLY
ANY SHAPE OR SIZE WITH OR WITHOUT
METAL ELECTRODES OR INSERTS

FCC Approval of UHF TV has introducea an era of engineering and manufacture to standards seldom before attained in
mass production. Many materials, dielectrics in particular, fail
to meet these more critical requirements. MYCALEX 410 is
'one exception. This dielectric can be molded to close tolerances
with or without metal inserts — high efficiency to well over
24,000 megacycles. MYCALEX 410 can be molded in volume
at low cost. It can be produced to closer tolerances than higher
priced ceramics. Electrically and mechanically, MYCALEX 410
is the ideal dielectric for tube sockets, tuners, condensers,
switches, coil structures and many other UHF components.

SOCKETS

MYCALEX glass-bonded mica sockets are
injection molded to extremely close tolerance. This exclusive process affords superior
low-loss properties, exceptional uniformity
and results in a socket of comparable quality
but greater dimensional accuracy than ceramics— all at no greater cost than inferior
phenolic types. These sockets are available
in two grades, featuring high dielectric
strength, low dielectric loss, high arc resistance and fully meet RTMA standards.
Write for Tube Socket Data Sheets

MYCALEX 410 is priced comparable
to mica-filled phenolics. loss factor
is only .015 1 me., insulation resistance 10,000 megohms. Fully approved as Grade 1-4B under N.M.E.S.
JAN-1-10 "Insulating Materials Ceramic, Radio,
Classis I."
MYCALEX
41 OX
low in cost but
insulating properties greatly exceed
those of general purpose phenolics.
Loss factor is only one-fourth that
of phenolics (.083 at 1 mc.) but cost
is comparable. Insulation resistance
10,000 megohms.

Mycalex
Corporation
of America
Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents and Trade-Marks
Executive Offices: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20 - Plant & General Offices: CLIFTON, N.J.
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WESTERN
RESERVE
Does Not Want TV Outlet
WESTERN Reserve U., which has
been actively producing educational
television programs on WEWS
(TV) Cleveland for nearly four
years, announced last week it did
not want its own TV station and
felt that "the interests of education can best be served by cooperation with existing commercial TV
stations."
The announcement was made by
the university's Radio and Television Council, which makes the
school's
policy in the broadcasting
field.
Barclay Leathern, head of the
Western Reserve department of
dramatic arts and director of TV
activities, said that the university
at least for the present feels it
would be difficult to operate a station of its own.
"We feel the university will do
a better job and reach more people
by concentrating on producing a
limited number of excellent, professionally-done programs on a
commercial station than by spreading ourselves thin preparing an
entire
schedule," Mr.
Leathern program
said.
Western Reserve students have
produced 186 shows, most of them
half-hours, on WEWS (TV). These
included 42 dramas ranging from
Shakespeare to Shaw and some
originals.
VIDEO EQUIPMENT
DuMont Signs KXEL, WOI-TV
CONTRACTS specifying complete
TV broadcasting installation at
KXEL Waterloo, Iowa, and camera
equipment for WOI-TV Ames,
Iowa, have been negotiated with
the Television Transmitter Div. of
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Clifton,
N. J.
The KXEL order, signed by Joe
DuMond, president of Josh Higgins Broadcasting Co., calls for a
DuMont transmitter, control and
monitoring facilities, monochrome
scanner, film projectors, dual image
orthicon camera chain, and tower
and transmission line equipment
for a six-bay antenna.
The WOI-TV contract with C.
Scott Fletcher, president of the
Fund for Adult Education, specifies dual image orthicon camera
chain, associated amplifier and
monitoring facilities. In announcing the contract, the DuMont division lauded WOI-TV as "an excellent
example" of a university station.
TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED

AND

LIVE ACTION TV ^
20-Second and 1 Minute
823 VICTOR BLDG.
• WASH.,
Sterling 4650

SPOTS
D. C.

HEARING DELAY
ASCAP Formula Sought

PLANNING intensive membership drive for Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Los Angeles, are (I to r) Alan Young, video comedian; Ralph Levy,
TV producer-director; Hal Roach Jr., TV film producer, and Mai Boyd, recently resigned partner of P. R. B. Inc., packaging firm. Mr. Boyd is
general chairman of the drive.

WGST

OPPOSES

TV Assignment
In Atlanta

ASSERTING that Atlanta Newspapers Inc. is making "a bald attempt
to have its cake and eat it," WGST Atlanta last week filed with the
FCC a petition opposing the proposed assignments of WSB-TV's channel
8 facilities to Broadcasting Inc.
*
.
Assignment request is an outpetition claimed.
growth of last year's merger of
"The net effect is to give Broadthe Atlanta Journal, licensee of
casting Inc. a vested right in channel 8 if it should be restored to
W SB-TV, and the Atlanta Constitution, permittee of the channel
Atlanta or a vested right in channel
2 WCON-TV. In its consent at 11," WGST declared.
the time, FCC stipulated that AtSurrender of license, not its
lanta Newspapers Inc. must dis- transfer or assignment was specipose of one of the TV outlets.
fied in the Commission's order of
Subsequently, ANI proposed to
last year," continued the petition,
take over the facilities and chanadding that the "attempt" to sell
nel 2 of WCON-TV, when comthe
license
of the
order.is in "complete defiance"
pleted, and substitute the WSB-TV
call letters. The channel 8 propWGST cited communications to
erties would then be sold to Broadthe
FCC by the parties in the
casting Inc., a new firm of leading
newspaper merger and subsequent
local citizens [Broadcasting • FCC letter of reminder and reTelecasting, June 18].
ferred to "direct contravention of
Opposition last week was filed
the
Commission's
mandate and the
by Paul A. Porter, of the Washington law firm of Arnold, Fortas & assignee's own representations."
Porter, on behalf of Georgia Tech,
Tried to Buy WSB-TV
WGST licensee. Mr. Porter last
Petition referred to WGST's record in the broadcasting field and
April was named a deputy assistsaid that WGST had sought to buy
ant attorney general for the State
of Georgia to handle WGST's case.
the facilities of WSB-TV, "with a
full view towards ultimate comAsk License Surrender
parative consideration with other
Petition pointed out that Comapplications but Atlanta Newsmission had specifically stipulated
papers Inc. refused to consider its
that authorization for WCON-TV
offer." Public interest demands
was not to be issued "except simultaneously with the cessation of "experienced qualified applicants"
be afforded comparative consideraoperation of WSB-TV and surtion with competitors for the farender of its license" [emphasis
cility, WGST claimed.
supplied in petition]. FCC also
Grant
of the assignment applidirected, according to the opposication would violate the decision
tion, that on or before Sept. 15,
of the Supreme Court in the Ash1950 application for license to cover
Radio Corp. case, which held
WCON-TV's CP was to be filed, backer
that a licensee does not have a
and that license of WSB-TV was to vested
interest in any frequency,
be surrendered for cancellation.
the
opposition
declared.
WGST said that the present TV
In summation, WGST urged that
quota of channels 2, 5, 8 and 11
to Atlanta would be altered under
in alternative: (1) the assignment
the FCC proposed allocation plan application be dismissed with preto move channel 8 from Atlanta to
judice, or; (2) the application be
placed in the pending file until the
Athens, allowing the present WSBTV to move to channel 11. Since
TV freeze is lifted, and then put in
Atlanta Newspapers would have
comparative hearing with other
Atlanta TV requests or; (3) the
channel 2 and WAGA-TV already
has channel 5, WGST and other
application be designated for hearing and WGST made a party
applicants will be foreclosed from
VHF assignments in that city, the thereto.

THREAT of litigation between
ASCAP and the nation's TV broadcasters, which has hovered over
the world of video music since last
December, was postponed for another two weeks on Thursday, when
committees representing the TV
station operators and the society
agreed to continue negotiations at
least until July 9.
Decision to work a little longer
on their attempt to reach a satisfactory formula for the payment
for the use of ASCAP music on
television was announced at the
end of a two-day meeting between
the All Industry TV Per Program
Committee and the TV Committee
of ASCAP, held at ASCAP headquarters in New York. Details of
the discussions were not revealed
as "too tentative to be made public at this time for fear of destroying
made sospokesman.
far," according to progress
a committee
He
added that "satisfactory progress"
had been made and said that counsel for the parties will continue
to meet during the coming fortnight, with the full committees
being recalled if and when that
should be desirable.
Long Negotiations
The two groups have been striving to work out a TV music program fee arrangement for about
a year and a half. Former Federal Judge Simon H. Rifkind is
special counsel for the All-Industry
Committee,
and with
the Sprague,
group's
regular
counsel,
Stuart
has been discussing the problem
with Herman Finkelstein, general
attorney of ASCAP. These discussions seemed promising enough
that the stipulated June 10 deadline was postponed — first to June 11
and now to July 9 — in hope of
reaching agreement without resort
to litigation.
Meanwhile, some 55 TV stations
have authorized legal action if
needed and have contributed more
than $25,000 to support the committee in any activity on their
behalf.
All-Industry Committee members
attending last week's meeting were: Chairman Dwight W. Martin,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; Nathan
Lord, WAVE-TV Louisville; Irving
Rosenhaus, WATV (TV) Newark;
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans;
S. Thomas,
WOETV
New Eugene
York; Edward
McCrossin,
DuMont TV network; Thomas N.
Dowd, Pierson & Ball, attorney for
Yankee and Don Lee networks and
other broadcasters. Unable to attend
were Roger Cliff, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
S. C; Howard Lane, Field Enter-

Messrs. Rifkind and Sprague and
prises.
Ben
Judge Rifkind's
staff,Schankman
were also ofpresent.
ASCAP
was represented by Richard F.
Murray, George Hoffman and J. M.
Collins, all assistant general managers, and Mr. Finkelstein.
Telecasting
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Fair Trade Parley
(Continued from page 6U)
ference between adapters and converters and scored the claim you
can "adapt your set to color for
To that end RTMA recommended
$40."
prohibition on advertisements stating or implying that (1) a device
will convert an existing TV receiver to receive color without also
stating the size of the resulting
picture if it will be smaller than
the original picture; (2) an adaptor or other device for color TV
is capable TV pictures in color;
and (3) that a TV set with a builtin antenna will perform as satisfactorily as one using an outdoor
antenna.
The practice of some manufacturers claiming that a built-in antenna is adequate without equivocation was scored during the meeting. RTMA also proposed rules
governing sponsorship, alteration
of brand names, deceptive use or
change of cabinets, imitation of
trade marks, commercial bribery,
and so-called "spiffs" or "push
money." Many of the suggestions
also were supported in drafts prepared bv N E D A, N A R D A,
NACRM, and NTDA.
Question of discounts among
dealers also was raised. Judge Van
Allen posed the degree of responsibility among manufacturers for
price policy. Mr. Butz said informally FTC's feeling is that the responsibility rests on all groups —
manufacturers, dealers, distributors, etc. One representative suggested flatly that FTC can not promulgate price-fixing.
Mr. McDaniel said that as a
trade association, RTMA could not
concern itself with price policy
within the industry and felt the
question of discounts, warranties,
etc., also were beyond its realm.
Gratuities and bonuses to dealers
to push national brands also was
aired during the discussion, as was
the relationship of manufacturers
to distributor subsidiaries.
Edwin Dempsey, executive director, National Television Dealers
Assn., charged that approximately
4 million out of 12 million sets
now in use were defective when received by dealers, costing them an
estimated $10 million annually in
labor. NTDA requested a rule
prohibiting manufucturers from
charging dealers for complete TV
sets where they receive frequently
"an assemblage of parts in a cabinet."
Tom

I*

Mix

TV

Series

RICHARD K. POLIMER, president of Inspiration Pictures, Hollywood production unit, has closed a
pact with the Tom Mix estate to
film a series of TV Westerns in
color bearing the late cowboy star's
name. David Todd Jr. will be production manager of the Westerns.
Mr. Polimer is in New York with
the first of three completed scripts
to consult with agencies and sponsors and launch a nationwide talent
search for an actor to portray Tom
Mix.
Telecasting
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CONVERTER
Shown by Westinghouse
A NEW built-in UHF television
tuner and a separate UHF converter, both permitting reception
of the full UHF range, were demonstrated by Westinghouse's Television-Radio Div. last Tuesday at
Bridgeport, Conn.
J. F. Walsh, division sales manager, who conducted the showing
for Westinghouse distributor representatives including top officials
of Westinghouse Electric Supply
Co., emphasized that sets employing
either the continuous tuner or the
converter can still tune all existing
VHF channels as well as the full
UHF range, and that no additional
modifications are necessary.
He said it was impossible to
estimate retail prices now. The new
tuner, he said, can be installed in
a majority of Westinghouse TV
receivers, while the converter, can
be connected to all Westinghouse
TV sets now in use.

Jloatina

RURAL RADIO
USDA Signs Iowa State
CONTRACT has been signed by
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and
Iowa State College for research on
techniques of presenting farm information to urban and rural
viewers. Project is an extension
of TV research activity within the
department under federal funds,
under direction of Kenneth M.
Gapen, assistant director of information.
Iowa State operates WOI-TV
Ames. The effectiveness of TV programs will be tested by audience
reaction surveys conducted by the
college. G. M. Browning, associate
director of the Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station, and C. R.
Elder, agricultural extension editor, are to direct the research proCBS Hollywood has leased Keywest
Studios for manufacture and storage
ject.
of TV scenery and props.

Capitol Telecasts
(Continued from page 65)
but puts a witness on the stand
without knowing what he's going
to say is "a plain fool." A primary
function of a Congressional hearing is to give the public the facts
and to build public opinion, he said,
"and television does that perfectly."
Agrees With Rifkind
He agreed with Judge Rifkind
that there is a difference between
hearings and trials, but he recalled
that a lot of tr|als have been turned
into circuses without the benefit of
television. He added that "one way
to stop such horsing around is to
have TV cameras on hand and all
the"Ipublic
think,"watching."
Mr. Halley concluded,
"that public interest will require
that we let the public know what's
going on and give the public a
chance to raise its voice and the encouragement todo so."

for a|l TV

^Action!

Cameras

F f
BALANCED

TV

TRIPOD
(Pat. Pending)

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7nni€Rfl
€ouipm€nT
1600 BROHDwna
\ new hork city (a
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Telesrarus
(Continued from page 66)
and . wine were second with 143.
Toilet requisites totaled 106 for
third place.
TOP TV NETWORK ACCOUNTS BY
NUMBER OF STATIONS USED
No. of
Sponsor
Programs Stations
NBC
DeSoto
61
"You Foods
Bet Your Life"
Hunt
61
"Kate SmithSoap
Show"
Manhattan
Co.
"One Co.
Man's Family"
Texas
61
"Texaco Star Theatre"
Crosley Div.
61
"Show& Co.
of Shows"
Swift
"Show of Shows"ABC
61
Ralston Purina Co.
"Your
Pet
Parade"
B. T. Babbitt
62
60
"Two Girls
Maiden
Form Named
BrassiereSmith"
Co.
58
54
"Faith Mills
Baldwin Theatre"
General
"Stu Erwin Show"
Coca-Cola Co.
55
"Charlie McCarthy
Nash-Kelvinator
Corp.Show"
62
"Morton
Downey
Show"
American Tobacco Co.
53
53
"This Morris
Is Show& Co.
Business"
Philip
53
"Horace& Gamble
Heidt Show"
Procter
"First 100 Years"
DuMONT
Drug Store TV Productions
24
"Cavalcade
Bands"
General
Foods ofCorp.
23
"Captain
Drug
Store Video"
TV Productions
20
"Cavalcade
Stars"
Johnson Candyof Co.
"Flying Tigers"
20
U. OF ILLINOIS
Gets Educational TV Funds
THE U. of Illinois last week fell
heir to a $90,000 TV transmitter,
the gift of General Electric Co.
Also the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, whose headquarters are at the university, was
given $245,350 by the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation.
The new windfalls will help the
school to go into educational telecasting, assuming it is granted an
educational channel by the FCC,
and will bolster the NAEB plan
for building big educational radio
shows. Recently the NAEB got
$300,000, to be administered by the
Lowell Institute of Boston, from
the Ford Foundation to produce
five series of programs.
The Kellogg grant last week will
be used to some extent for administrative purposes in the NAEB
project.
The GE transmitter gift was
announced by George D. Stoddard,
president of the U. of Illinois who
said that the university was building a 580-foot tower.
Wilbur Schramm, dean of the
university's division of communication, told Broadcasting • Telecasting that the university hopes
eventually to connect its Chicago
and Champaign campuses by TV
relay. He said that the school
needed to build studios and acquire
equipment in addition to the transmitter. Funds for those projects
will have to come either from philanthropic grants or from state
allotments. The university's division of communication is maintained by money allocated by the
state legislature.
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PEL SCHMIDT (I), prominent in
Maryland radio for more than a decade, has joined WAAM (TV) Baltimore as local sales manager. Mr.
Schmidt formerly was an account
executive at WITH Baltimore. Welcoming him to WAAM are Ken
Carter (c), general manager, and
Armand Grant, assistant general manager in charge of sales.
Allocation Deadlock
(Continued from page 63)
to cause delay when I wrote the letter.
I felt then and I feel now that the
Commission can adequately dispose of
the legal objections without unduly
delaying the ultimate lifting of the
television
perhaps
in fact
save many "freeze"
months and
of delay
thereby.
Your action in this Memorandum
Opinion and Order proves once again
that the Commission is acting in the
public interest.
The oral argument Thursday was
ordered upon those portions of petitions by FCBA, WKMH Dearborn,
Mich., and WTTM Trenton, N. J.,
relating to the general legal issues
of allocation and reservation. FCC
asked that participants "give particular attention" to the following
questions in their arguments:
A. Whether
to the
provisions of Sectionspursuant
1, 4(i) and
(j), 303(a),
(b),
(c),
(d),
(f),
(g)
and
(r),
of
the
Communications Act, the Commission
may, as public convenience, interest,
or necessity requires.
(1) Prescribe as a part of its rules
and subject to change through rule
making a table specifying the channels
upon which television station assignments munities
may beand areas;
made and
in specified com(2) Designate and reserve certain of
the assignments provided in such table
for use by noncommercial educational
television stations.
B. Whether and to what extent the
provisions of Section 307(b) of the
Communications Act affect the authority of the Commission to make such
provision for television channel assignments.
C. Whether the provisions of Section
307(b) of the Communications Act, if
applicable, are met, if
(1) The assignment table prescribed
by the Commission provides reasonably
for a fair,tributionefficient,
disof services and
amongequitable
the several
states and communities, and
(2) The rules and procedure of the
Commission provide a reasonable opportunity for change or modification
of the table through rule making,
rather than through consideration of
individual applications inconsistent
with the table, whether or not they
are mutually exclusive with other applications, and
(3) The Commission in acting upon
mutuallysistentexclusive
with the tableapplications
takes into conaccount the provisions of Section 307(b)
with respect to fair, efficient, and
equitable distribution of services among
states and communities.
D. Whether the provisions of Section
309(a) of the Communications Act with
respect to hearings on applications preclude the Commission from adopting
through rule making engineering
standards, tables of channel assignments, or other rules or regulations
which prescribe the basis upon which
applications may be considered.
E. Whether the provisions of Section

307(c) of the Communications Act limit
in any respect
the Commission's
thority to reserve
channels in authe
assignment
table
for
use by noncommercial educational television
stations.
FCC specified all parties wishing
to argue must show in their notice
of appearance what side of the
issue they will present. Supporting briefs may be filed through
tomorrow (Tuesday), the Commission said.
NARTB by late Thursday had
not decided whether it would take
part in the argument. NARTB
initially supported a pre-determined . allocation plan but vigortion. ously opposed educational reservaDuMont is understood planning
to argue in support of allocation by
rule-making and is believed would
not be favorably disposed toward
abandonment of this policy for any
"informal allocation guide" procedure. DuMont earlier charged
the educational reservation proposal was "unrealistic" and "imDuMont meanwhile has suggested an amendment to the Compractical."
munications Act to Sen. Johnson
which would grant FCC specific
power to make a firm TV allocation plan. Reportedly endorsed by
NARTB Board Chairman Justin
Miller, the proposed amendment
would be used if it is felt the present law might be found not to supportthorityfully
therespect.
Commission's auin this
ABC also is expected to participate in the argument, although its
views had not been officially disclosed. It is believed ABC may
favor an allocation plan as a guide.
JCET's Stand
The Joint Committee on Educational Television is expected to
argue for holding firm to allocation by rule-making in addition to
supporting legality of the educational reservation.
Views on the allocation problem
among Washington attorneys last
week ranged widely. Some felt no
plan, formal or informal, is legal
and FCC should act only upon firm
applications for specific channels
in specific locations, while others
see no end of delay, chaos and conflict unless the allocation is fixed
by rules. Still others take the middle road, considering an allocation
guide will best settle the deadlock.
They all seemed agreed, however,
that further delay in lifting of the
freeze should be averted at all
reasonable cost.
To most minds this appears to
mean cutting to the bone the forthcoming city-by-city allocation hearing, which many also agree will
have to be covered in one form or
another whether the fixed allocation table or informal allocation
guide wins out in the legal battle.
Even if only about half of the
original 700 "participants" who
filed comments plan to give further testimony on their respective
proposals, and each presentation
and cross examination is limited
to one hour, observers estimated

an oral hearing would run 30
weeks, or IV2 months. This would
be upon basis of FCC's sitting its
usual three days weekly in such a
proceeding.
Few seem to feel many participants will be able to make their
direct presentation anywhere near
within an hour, let alone include
cross examination.
Westinghouse's petition, noting
the freeze has been in effect since
Sept. 30, 1948, and some 700 parties have indicated their intention
to take part in the city-by-city
hearing, asked FCC to enter an order "permitting your petitioner to
submit all of its direct testimony
and evidence in writing on July 9,
1951, or at such later date as may
be specified by the Commission,
with the same force and effect as
if such testimony and evidence had
been presented orally at the hearing scheduled to begin on said
This would be upon condition all
rights as a party would be preserved, Westinghouse stated.
date."
'MASTER PLAN'
More Outlets by March — Coy
IF the FCC could issue a decision
on its television allocations by the
first part of January 1952, it could
begin authorizing new TV stations
in March 1952, FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy has advised readers of
the Oregon Daily Journal. The
June 12 guest editorial entitled
"TV Master Plan" was inserted in
last Wednesday's Congressional
Record by Rep. Homer D. Angell
(R-Ore.).
The by-lined piece gave a resume
of the post-war history of television problems that confronted the
FCC and described the "tedious,
painstaking" work that went into
the allocation plan. He said that
under the Commission proposal,
the country can have as many as
2,000 stations.
Mr. Coy stated that the addition
of color will have a "highly accelerating" effect on TV developmentand said that the trend in other
mediums is toward more color.

Council

TV

Forum

A "Films on Television" all-day
forum of the National Television
Film Council will be held Wednesday at the Warwick Hotel, New
York, to celebrate the organization's third anniversary. Founded
by Melvin L. Gold, National Screen
Service advertising and publicity

director, the council's function has
been "the standardization of business procedures for films on television . . . and the research1 and
development of film for use on
video," the official said.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

TUBES
TAURUS PRODUCTIONS, Hollywood, organized by Mary Ross to
film bull fights in Tijuana for TV.
Films will be cleared through
American Humane Society before
offered to stations. Filming will be
done every two weeks under direction of Mort Halpern, production
head.
* * *
BEACON TELEVISION Pictures
Inc., Boston, announces Gobi'
Places With Gadabout Gaddis, new
quarter-hour outdoor-fishing series
featuring fishing trips to a different place each week. Subjects include tarpon fishing in Tampa Bay,
trout fishing in the Adirondacks,
surf casting on Cape Cod, and
others ranging from Canada to the
Florida Everglades.
ROYAL FIVE Productions, Hollywood, headed by Bill Scott Brown,
is planning series of 25-minutes
FIRST

MILESTONE

KPRC-TV, 'Post' Collaborate
SECOND annual Television Show
sponsored jointly by the Houston
Post and KPRC-TV drew over
40,000 spectators in three nights
as the station marked its first
birthday anniversary with elaborate promotion, according to Jack
Harris, general manager of the
Post stations (KPRC-AM-FM-TV) .
Local distributors cooperated
with the newspaper in the threeday celebration, which was held at
Houston's
Citywere
Auditorium.
TV receivers
awarded Nine
at a
special drawing along with a 90day service policy and a year's
subscription to a television magazine.
Commemorating the special occasion, the Houston Post June 10
published a special TV-radio Section supplement reviewing the station's plans for live network program coverage. Work is to begin
on TV facilities (probably microwave relay) linking Houston with
Kansas City. A coaxial cable tieup between Dallas and Houston
also is under construction. Completion of all facilities would link
Houston with both the East and
West Coasts late in 1952.
The Post recounted that the
number of TV sets and programs
have tripled in the past year. Additionally, Mr. Harris in a signed
full-page advertisement noted that
KPRC-TV production facilities and
staff have doubled, and that program fare has increased from 35
hours to 85 hours per week. He
also predicted other developments,
including programming from midmorning to late evening, and addition of new TV stars, to supplement the array carried by KPRCTV the past 12 months.
BROADCASTING

color films for TV titled The Calico
Kid. Don Stewart is writer, with
Christine Jensen and Victor Cordero supplying original songs. Mr.
Brown is producer-director.
ALLARDALE Productions Inc.,
headquartered at Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif., has started
filming series of 15 minute TV
comedy shorts starring Arthur
Blake. They will be made at rate
of four monthly, under title Hollywood Star Time, according to Albert Allardale, executive producer.
* * *
WILLIAMS Productions, L. A. has
completed 16 films in new quarterhour television film series. Five
of the films will be packaged into
one feature entitled Quintette.
Same firm has also acquired American TV rights to 26 English feature films made in last 10 years.
SCREEN GEMS Inc., New York,
announces that sale of TV Disc
Jockey Toons for use of TV disc
jockeys will begin in six markets
about Sept. 15. Producer Will Baltin said negotiations had been completed with Harold Kaye, Mail Order Network head and executive in
charge of TV at Dorland, Inc., New
York, for premiere showing at that
time. Series will include cartoons,
live action entertainment, shadowgraphs and silhouette dancing.

June 24-27: National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Annual Conference,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
June 25-29: Summer General Meeting,
AIEE, Toronto, Ont.
June 26 : NARTB - Radio - Television
Manufacturers Assn. FM Conference,
NARTB Hqtrs., Washington.
June 26: Directors Meeting, BMI Canada Ltd., King Edward Hotel,
Toronto.
July
7-13: International
Advertising
Conference,
London, England.
U. S.
registration handled by E. G, Borton,
AFA, 330 West 42nd St., New York 18.
July 9: tions
FCCProceeding
City-by-City
TV AllocaBegins, Washington.
July 27-29:
Carolina
Radio
News
tors Assn., Ocean Forest DirecHotel,
Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Aug. 2-3: Annual Conference on Radio
in Education, Workshop and Clinic,
Indiana U., Bloomington.
Aug. 5: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.
First Annual Sales Clinic, Hot
Springs, Ark.
Aug. 20-25: AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Portland, Ore.
Aug. 22-24 : Institute of Radio Engineers
Western Convention and Seventh Annual Pacific Electronic Exhibit, Civic
Auditorium, San Francisco.
Aug. 23: Illinois Assn. of Broadcasters,
First Summer Meeting, Pere Marquette State Park.
Sept. 15: Presentation of First Annual
Edward L. Bernays Foundations Radio-Television Award by American
Sociological Society.
Sept.
Premium
Assn.
of 17-21:
America,
New Advertising
York Premium
Centennial
Exposition,
Hotel
Astor,
New York.
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Code for Radio-TV
(Continued from page 27)
as part of the time allowed for advertising, provided that each such billboard does not exceed 10 seconds in
the case of a program sponsored by
one advertiser, or 20 seconds in the
case of a program sponsored by multiple advertisers.
(B) Opening and closing billboards
in television programs are not counted
as part of the time allowed for advertising, provided that they are limited
to the identification of the sponsor or
the
sponsor's
the
program,
and product
providedadvertised
also thaton each
such billboard does not exceed 10 seconds in length.
In both TV and radio, the code
says, NBC will seek to avoid "cowcatcher" and "trailer" announcements.
Costuming Standards
Respecting TV costuming, the
standards provide that "nudity or
costumes permitting indecent exposure are not allowed. Scenes involving disrobing are generally
avoided and are used only when
essential to the plot, in which event
they are presented in a manner
which avoids indecency."
On the subject of political broadcasts, "NBC seeks to have the various sides' of political issues presented to the public fairly and adequately." Since the network cannot
censor political speeches for defamatory material, "political speakers
are required to indemnify NBC
against liability arising from material broadcast by them."

RADIO

PACKAGE
FIRM
Formed by Roosevelrs
FORMATION of Roosevelt Enterprises Inc., New York, TV and radio package and production firm,
was announced Wednesday by Elliott Roosevelt, president of new
organization. John Roosevelt, vice
president of Lee Pharmacal Co., is
executive vice president, and Noran
Kersta, former radio-TV vice president of William Weintraub
Agency is vice president and sales
manager.
Properties include a series of
52 half-hour marionette tales,
Once Upon a Time, with narration
by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt; Actors
Studio, dramatic TV series and
winner of Peabody Award on ABC
in 1949: two 15-minute daytime
serials, For Better, for Worse, and
I'm Annabel!; half -hour musical
comedy, Mermaid Gardens; 30-minute antique-evaluation and participation show, Treasure Hunt; audience participation quiz show, When
Your Ship Comes In, and food

L.A. DRIVE
AFL Combats CIO
LAUNCHING its threatened campaign against CIO
the amusement
field,"invasion"
Los Angelesof
Central Labor Council of the AFL
has set up a Radio & Television
Organizing Committee and started
issuance of pamphlets to present
its side of the controversy to workers at radio and television stations.
First pamphlet is entitled Radio
and Television Workers, Look Before You Leap and stated the committee's intention to "expose the
unholy alliance within the television industry, which is now attempting todestroy the gains which
the AFL unions in the amusement
industry have built and mainBerating various CIO unions, the
tained."
pamphlet urged workers to "think
before you finally decide who should
be your bargaining agency," and
not to be misled by "false pro-

LEBANON, PA. • 1000 WATTS •
1270 KC
The STAR MARKET of Central
Pennsylvania
REACHES THIS RICH 300 MILLION
DOLLAR MARKET IN SIX COUNTIES

JUUAN

F. SKINNELL-Operarions Mgr.
Represented by RAMBEAU
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Chief target in the AFL campaganda."
paign is the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians which is affiliated with the
CIO.
Another factor which helped
bring on the storm was the appointment of George Mulkey, representative from the IBEW (CIO)
international office to take over
management of Los Angeles Local
45; resignation of Roy Tindall,
business manager of the local who
had disagreed with international
policies of the IBEW, and Mr.
Tindall's subsequent joining of
NABET as national representative.
Mr. Tindall is particularly singled
out for criticism in the pamphlets.
IBEW and NABET are currently vying for representation of technicians and engineers at several
radio and TV stations in the area
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18].

Organizing trio of new Roosevelt
Enterprises Inc., New York, comprises (Ito r) John Roosevelt, executive vice president; Noran
Kersta, vice president and sales
manager; Elliott
ident.Roosevelt, presprogram, Pleasures of the Table.
At least one other show, a mystery series, is in production.
Although no definite sponsorship
plans have been completed, several of the shows are under option
to prospective advertisers. Other
associates of Roosevelt Enterprises,
which is located at Park Sheraton
Hotel, New York, are: Dee Tucker,
director and producer of Eleanor
Roosevelt programs, and Henry
Morganthau III, executive producer of Mrs. Roosevelt Meets the
Public and former program director of WNEW New York.
CAMPAIGN

COSTS

Benton Cites Radio-TV
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON (DConn.) last week cited radio-TV
costs in campaigning in stressing
the rising electioneering budget of
candidates for public office.
His comments were presented to
the Senate Executive Expenditures
Committee looking into Congressional procedures. According to the
Senator, "for one half hour on TV
and radio in the 1950 campaign,
the Democratic National Committee
is said to have spent $100,000. If
it wasn't so in 1950, it will be in
1960, Benton
and perhaps
15 minutes."
Sen.
said for
reportedly
$10
million was spent to elect the 82nd
Congress.
The Senator also told the committee the Kefauver Crime Committee^ telecasts were "landmarks
in
public education,"
"civic
education
of this kindadding,
was one
of
the things Sens. Hunt, Bricker and
Saltonstall and I had in mind when
we introduced our resolution and
bill on television two or three weeks
ago. I commend [them] to your
committee . . ."
Vincent
KENNETH

Appointment
T. VINCENT of Cunningham & Walsh Adv. Agency,
New York, has been appointed an
executive of Campbell-Ewald Co.,
New York, it was announced last
week. He will be a member of the
Campbell-Ewald plans board of
both the New York and Detroit
offices, with headquarters in New
York for the present.

VETERANS
Form Chicago Group
OLD-TIMERS in Chicago radio,
who ence
canin theboast
of 25 met
years'
industry,
for experidinner
Thursday night at the Radio Club
to organize Les Vingt' Cinq Ans
(The Twenty-Five Years).
Jack Russell, vice president of
Mutual Entertainment Agency,
with Jules Herbuveaux, NBC Chicago manager of television, and
Roz Metzger, vice president and
radio director of Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency, proposed the
ganization for radio
cause "we would like
that Chicago radio

informal orveterans beto emphasize
has accom-

The club may "offer indisputable
proof ofplished
themuch."durability of Chicago
as a radio center, as well as the
people
Russell who
added.have created it," Mr.
Amongvited were
those
25-year
veterans
inWalter
Preston,
George
Isaacs, Gene Dyer, George Poessler,
Sen Kaney, Norman Ross, Eugene F.
McDonald Jr., Judith Waller, Carol
Myers, Cong. Richard Hoffman. Glenn
Snyder, Paul Galvin, Ralph Atlass, Emil
Denemark, Herbie Mintz, Harold
Stokes, Al Morey, Joe Rudolph, Howard Neumiller, Rex Maupin, Herb Carlin,
Edgar
Bill,Sylvano,
Art Linick,
Ronayne,
Frank
Pat Kaye
Flanagan.
Don Lavery, Lawrence Salerno, Joe
Kayser, Art Jacobson, "Tweet" Hogan,
Wayne
Dave O'Malley,
Eddie and
Fannie King,
Cavanaugh.
Marty Bloom,
Joe
Gallicchio, Bob Trendler, Earl Hoffman,
F. C. E. Lund, Gus Edwards, Everett
Mitchell. Al Melgarde, Mr. and Mrs.
Preston Sellars, Quin Ryan. Frankie
Masters, Fred Killian, Jerry Sullivan,
Ray Jones and Cliff Soubier.
NBCs Silver Jubilee
A WEEKLY interview series, Silof NBC, was
be startedveronJubilee
the network
last toSaturday,
11:15 p.m., as part of the summerfall observance of NBC's 25th anniversary. Vincent Lopez, orchestra
leader, who appeared on the first
NBC broadcast on Nov. 15, 1926,
was to be first guest on the series,
in which Ben Grauer will interview
radio personalities selected for
their contributions to the growth
of the industry. The series is produced by Samuel Kaufman, directed by Jack Cleary, and written by
Jack Wilson.
'Giveaway7 Case
CHICAGO Federal District Court
June 11 continued the giveaway
case of Radio Features (now known
as Walter Schwimmer Productions)
vs. the U. S. until October pending the outcome of a similar case
in New York. Litigation is taking
place trict
there
Court, in
andthewasSouthern
brought Disby
the networks against the FCC de- I
cision against giveaways. Parties
in both Chicago and New York
gained orders for restraining injunctions about two years ago.

The Nation's Richest Farm Market
Survey average of 50.8% tuned
every hour to good listening.

BROADCASTING
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
Advertising Club as best of the
year.
That honor, when he was dubbed
the "miracle man of merchandising," is only one of many that has
come Mr. Schafer's way in the past
few years. All of them serve as
proof that opportunity still abounds
on the Main Streets of America.
For it was from a basement homeowned business in the state of
North Dakota that this business
started and is still growing with
the pace of his mile-a-minute fountain of ideas.
The Horatio Alger route to fame
and fortune included stints as a
traveling salesman, a haberdashery
clerk, a door-to-door silk stocking
salesman, a farm laborer and a
whirl at daredevil "human fly"
performances.
North Dakota dealers remember
the 230-pound salesman for a local
hardware supply concern from his
peddling days only 10 years ago.
Dissatisfied with the product he
was selling, Mr. Schafer decided
to start his own floor wax business.
He personally called on housewives
and replaced the inferior wax with
his improved product.
Takes Carload Order
Mr. Schafer hit the jackpot in
1945 when he was offered the rights
to a chemical formula developed
during the war for cleaning windshields on airplanes. He took a
chance on a carload order of the
pinkish liquid which the young
North Dakotan tagged Glass
Wax. Before the carload arrived,
he had already sold twice that
much and wanted more.
Housewives clamored so loudly
for the product in test markets
that Mr. Schafer gambled everything on cracking Chicago. Radio
was included in a full-scale attack
via all media. Within six weeks,
44% of the housewives in Chicago
were using Glass Wax.
Similar markets were opened in
Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland, New
York and on and on until the nation was his marketplace. Mr.
Schafer is proud of the capital of
that market — Bismarck, N. D.
For it was in Bismarck that he
spent six years as clerk in the Dahl
Clothing Store dreaming about the
opportunities which have come his
way. America, he believes, is
typified by the wheat fields of
North Dakota which reap golden
harvests from such dreams.
After traveling thirty to forty
thousand miles a month visiting
distributors and dealers, Mr. Schafer can return home to Bismarck
and keep his perspective.
He is a member of the Shrine,
Elks, United States Chamber of
Commerce, National Sales Executives and Minneapolis Athletic
Club.
In Bismarck he is proudest of
BROADCASTING

the fact that he is a director of the
local Assn. of Commerce. And its
members are proud of him. Torecallingstate
Schafer's
early
sales
calls,day,home
dealers
proudly
display the Gold Seal products
which include Glass Wax, Wood
Cream and a self polishing floor
wax. At present, Mr. Schafer is
testing the market with a powdered
bleach called Snowy.
WOOF

Power

MARKET

Firms Urged to Advertise
THOUGH a sellers' market results
from a war economy, the committee on advertising of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce urged advertisers to keep their name before
the public.toThisthose
was thewho
Chamber's
answer
asked,
"What's the point in spending

Boost

INITIAL DECISION recommending that WOOF Dothan, Ala., be
granted an increase in power from
1 kw to 5 kw, operating daytime
only on 560 kc, was issued June 11
by FCC Hearing Examiner Leo
Resnick. In his conclusions, the
examiner noted WOOF through
measurements showed no objectionable interference would be caused
to either WQAM Miami or WIS
Columbia, S. C.

• Telecasting

WARTIME

IN RECOGNITION of his contributions to the Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn. and the industry generally,
Robert T. Mason (I), WMRN Marian,
Ohio, has been designated a Kentucky
Colonel. Mr. Mason, who also is
NARTB District 7 director, is shown
accepting a "Colonel's" certificate
from J. Porter Smith, WGRC Louisville, retiring KBA president. Presentation took place at the Kentucky
Broadcasters Assn. meeting.

money
advertising
when I I've
got
moreon orders
now than
can
As "danger of curtailing adverthe Chamber pointed to a
possiblytising,fill?"
case history: During World War I,
demand exceeded supply of Pear's
Soap, Force Breakfast Food and
Sweet
Caporal
To "save
money,"
the Cigarettes.
Chamber reported,
these companies stopped advertising for the duration. These companies were never able to regain
a high degree of acceptance.
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G Marketbook
le tool for buyvision time that
cent years."
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T OHN WRISLEY appointed program
I director WFGM Fitehburg, Mass.,
succeeding ED PENNEY, now
with WTAO Cambridge, Mass.
PHILIPPE de LACY, night time executive director KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, named assistant program director of station. Other station changes
include: JOHN ROVICK, staff announcer, named chief announcer;
BOB SEAL, head of traffic department, named head of new department
as production coordinator; JAMEE
JAMET secretary on Hollywood Studio
Party, appointed acting traffic manager.
CHUCK GAY, director- of radio and
television Kircher Helton & Collett
Inc., Dayton, appointed sales promotion manager WHIO-AM-TV DaytonC. D. CRITES appointed publicity and
promotion director WAVE-AM-TV
and WRXW (FM) Louisville, replacing BOB ELVERMAN, appointed promotion director for Louisville Community Chest.
JOHN PHILLIP SHERIDAN named
continuity director WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
ROBERT F. SPINA, commercial department WCPO Cincinnati, appointed program director and promotion manager WMOH Hamilton, Ohio.
TONI LAMM, production staff CBS
Hollywood, named production office
manager for network.
Mrs. MARGARET SCHAFFERT continuity acceptance department NBC
Hollywood, named assistant commercial editor of department.
RALPH P. WIETHORN, chief announcer WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh, appointed program director, replacing
WILLIAM LOTT, now at WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh.
Mr. Dick Hurley
Compton Advertising, Inc.
New York City
Dear Dick:
Folks in West
th' Virginny,
W CHS area
Charleston,
reely 'round
lissens
ter th' radio.
'Course
they've
had lots
uv
good
thin's
ter
lissen
at,has
'cause
IVCHS
alius given
tops
in entertainment ever since
hit went on th'
air, so's they's
got
habi dot.
But th'
Dick,
you know thet
in
th' evenin's
here
thet
durned near
3homes
3% uvhave
th'
their radios
turned
on?thin'
An' ,
'nother46.3%
Dick.
uv
them is turned
ter WCHS at
580! That ud
be goodwhere, butanyhere
whur
they's
five stations in
town, hit' s
shore
when sumpthin'
WCHS
has as many
evenin' lisseners as th' next
three rank in'
stations
combined!
That's
sumpthin ter
keep in mind!
Algy
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,
Page 80
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air-casters
FRANK DeVOL, has signed for fourth
consecutive year as musical directorarranger CBS Tide Show starting
Aug. 27. Sponsor is Procter & Gamble.
JEANNE GRAY, m.c. of five weekly
Jeanne Gray Show on KTSL (TV)
Hollywood,
TV
contract. signed to a two-year CBSRALPH LEVY, CBS-TV Hollywood
producer-director, elected to board of
directors Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences.
VIC ROWLAND named acting director of ABC Western Division publicity department on a pro tern appointment- He temporarily takes over
duties of JERRY ROSS who reported
June 22 to active duty as captain in
Air Force.
JOHN SMOOT, program director
WKAI Macomb, 111., recalled to active
duty with Navy.
BOB ROBB, ABC Hollywood TV continuity acceptance editor, elected
senior vice president for air, Dept.
of California, Reserve Officers Assn.
of the U. S.
HARRY LIGHT, WSAN Allentown,
Pa., to WARD Johnstown, Pa., replacing DAVE SHALLENBERGER,
recalled to active duty in Marines.
JAMES HAYNES, WCRO Ailentown,
to announcing staff WARD. JOE
SMITH, WARD, to handle sports and
promotion exclusively for station.
ALAN FREED, WXEL (TV) Cleveland, signed to daily disc jockey show
on WJMO Cleveland.
JOHNNY CLARKE appointed announcer-producer WOR New York.
Mr. Clarke is also father of boy, John
Timothy, born June 15.
WALLY PEARSON, announcer WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, called to active
duty with Army. BOB LILLY replaces him.
JACK BENNY, star of his own CBS
AM-TV shows, will head talent list at
Illinois State Fair, August 18, 19, following his return from entertaining
troops in Korea.
JEANETTE M. LEOPOLD, traffic
manager WFBR Baltimore, elected
president
of Women's Advertising
Club of Baltimore.
HAZEL MARKEL, women's commentator MBS, presented "Liberty Bell
Award" from U.S. Treasury Dept.. for
"outstanding support she has given
to the U.S. Defense Bond drive."
RAY MICHAELS, emcee-announcer
WNBW (TV) Washington, father of
daughter.
CLARK PALMER, announcer WRFD
Worthington, Ohio, and Shirley Rincliff, married.
NBC and HERBERT BAYARD
SWOPE, Jr., producer of NBC-TV
Lights Out series, have received citations of merit from Delta Sigma Theta
sorority, prominent organization of
Negro women, at special conference
in Radio City Studios, New York.
WILLIAM F. BROOKS, NBC vice
president for public relations, accepted award for NBC, which was
cited for a "distinct contribution to
the transmission of intercultural art
designed to broaden the mutual appreciation of all peoples." Mr. Swope
was honored for "his pioneering efforts ... to integrate the talents
of all people . . ."

RALPH KINER, star first basemanoutfielder for Pittsburgh Pirates
baseball team, will begin Ralph Kiner
Show
July 8. on WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh,
LLOYD STILES, market director
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, resigns.
BILL BRABSON, WVKO Columbus,
Ohio, to announcing staff WBUD
Morrisville, Pa.
AUGUST A. RICKERT, director of
publicity and promotion, WILLIAM
A. COLEMAN, director of special
events and emergency planning, and
JUDSON LAHAYE, supervisor, resigned last week from WFUV (FM)
New York, Fordham U.'s outlet. The
three men had left commercial radio
to organize and operate the university
station. WHUV (FM) will continue
operation with a staff of undergraduates and graduates under Rev. Leo
McLaughlin, S. J., director of station.
BETTY ROSS, assistant director of
public affairs and education NBC
Chicago, named Illinois chairman of
American Women in Radio and TV.
She is also national secretary of
Assn. for education by Radio and TV.
JUDY CLARK, singer, to KTSL (TV)
Hollywood on Singing Rails Western
musical program series, as co-star
with KIRBY GRANT. She replaces
JANE DAVIDS on program.
WILLIAM G. HARLEY, program director U. of Wisconsin (WHA) Madison, appointed program coordinator
for National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters. He will serve in this
capacity for several series of educational programs. He has been granted
one year leave of absence from
school.
ART BROWN, disc jockey and personality WWDC Washington, presented "Award of Merit" from American Automobile Assn. in recognition
of his Orders of the Day school safety
program.
CLARENCE YOUNG, continuity staff
WFDF Flint, Mich., will have two
poems published in national magazines this month simultaneously.
AL CRETAROLO appointed director
of continuity department WOTW
Nashua, N. H.

RICHARD A. HEHMEYER, with
Hamilton College station, New York,
to WMTR Morristown, N. J., as general announcer replacing PAUL
IRVIN who has joined a six weeks
R.O.T.C. training group in Georgia.
DOLORES CUMISKEY, graduate
Saint Elizabeth's College Convent,
N. J., to WMTR Morristown, N. J.,
as advertising copywriter.
BOB ATCHER, singer on WLS Chicago's National Barn Dance, father
of boy, Robert Whitehill, born June 12.
CHET RANDOLPH, assistant farm
program director WLS Chicago, leaves
today (Monday) for Norway, where
he will live with a Norwegian family
during the summer and study farming methods.
PATRICIA McCARRAGHER, women's
personality WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, and
William Manzer, married June 4.
ANDREW ALLAN, drama director Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto,
and Dianne Foster, actress, married
in London, England.
JACK McCORD, business manager of
program department ABC Chicago,
father of boy, born June 4.
WILL REGAN, emcee of Irish Hour on
WDAS Philadelphia, father of daughter, Marianne.
MARVIN SMITH, public information
office Fort Sill, Okla., formerly with
WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., and Cora
Rathje, married.
ALLAN BAER named publicity director WPEN Philadelphia.
OSCAR TREADWELL, disc jockey
WDAS Philadelphia, father of boy
Alan, born June 5.
RENZO CESANA, disc emcee KHJ
Hollywood, starts similar type 15
minute record and chatter program
twice weekly on KNBH (TV) that city.
SID FULLER, newscaster KHJ Hollywood, named outstanding guest lecturer for 1950 and presented annual
plaque by current events students at
Los Angeles City College.
IRENE FOLEY, women's commentator
and continuity director KMON Great
Falls, Mont., awarded key of Delta
Epsilon Sigma, national scholastic
honor society for graduates of Catholic colleges and universities, by Caldwell College, Caldwell, N. J., from
which she graduated in 1945.
ELIZABETH BAIN, film librarian
WGN-TV Chicago, to New York on
film scouting trip. She will headquarter at station's eastern sales office.
JAMES S. POLLAK, program manager WJZ-TV New York, lectured
TOPS THE FIELD S
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{Monday at Columbia U., New York,
lien "Television and Its Potential as
an Art Form," as part of summer
:ourse on "The Cultural Resources of
sew York City."
TUART BARONDESS, former film
ditor WTVJ (TV) Miami, and for last
ve months script writer for Gabriel
eatter's MBS program, rejoins WTVJ
TV), as copywriter.
,ES WTTTEN, assistant director
H'NBW
Washington,
{o start (TV)
European
vacation resigning
tour.
HET BEHRMAN, writer WFBMA.M-TV Indianapolis, and RUTH
S'HEELER, former women's director
OEL Oelwein, Iowa, married.
KEAL WALLACE, announcer KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo., to staff KDKA Pittsurgh, replacing BOB POWELL, reigned. NANCY CORMAN, U. of
'ittsburgh journalism student, to
romotion department KDKA, replacng GRACE BUCCI, resigned. KATHERINE MELNICK named to temporry position in sales department.
JIMMY W. KENDALL appointed staff
nnouncer WKY Oklahoma City. He
jras with KBYE Oklahoma City.
JACK CALLAHAN resigns from
WBBM Chicago to free-lance, and will
landle the first quarter-hour of the
h-eakfast Club on ABC from Chicago.
SYBIL SPAIN named to continuity
taff WCPS Tarboro, N. C, replacing
IARGARET JOHNSTON, resigned.
5UD CHASE, announcer-disc jockey,
to WKRC-TV Cincinnati, on staff. He
replaces LYN BALLARD, resigned.
BOB JONES, announcer WKRC-AM,
appointed
to announcing staff WKRCTV.
ESTHER BILZERIAN appointed
gcript-writer WTAG Worcester, Mass.
LOUISE JORORIAN named special
irogram assistant on Julie 'n' Johnny
show.
ROC HILLMAN,
musical director
KLAC-TV Hollywood, father of girl,
une 9.
30B KESTEN, Toronto freelancer,
has started Kesten's TV Corner on
CKEY Toronto.
VICTOR ROWLAND, acting director
of publicity ABC-Western Div., father
icif boy Ronald Gregory, June 13.
ART BAKER starts weekly Foods,
'acts and Fantasies program on
KNBH (TV) Hollywood. New program features information on unusual food facts. Rich Plan Corp.,
j . A. sponsors.
GEORGE JAY, Hollywood disc jockey,
'(Starts
after-midnight
ion KRAM
Las Vegas, record
Nev. program
JOHN BAIRD, director of public affairs KMPC Hollywood, is recuperatng at home from a minor operation.

The LITTLE Station vrith :
t»« fclGWALLOPij
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DAVE BALLARD, announcer KING
Seattle, to KMPC Hollywood, in
similar capacity.
Advertisement
JAMES M. McGAFFIN Jr. appointed
news director WOW-AM-TV Omaha,
replacing HAROLD BAKER, resigned
to accept similar position at WSMAM-TV Nashville.
ALBERT LARSON Jr., appointed assistant news editor WALL Middletown, N. Y.
RALPH TURNER, newscaster KMPC
Hollywood, called to active duty in
Army with rank of captain.
C. GREGORY JENSEN, U. of Minnesota, to WHAS Louisville, Ky., as
summer replacement in newsroom.
LARRY PRIBYL, news director
KWBE Beatrice, Neb., appointed to
six-man continuing study committee
of Associated Press Radio Assn. of
Nebraska, for purpose of improving
AP wire service.
CARROLL ALCOTT, news analyst
WINS New York, to KNX Hollywood.
WILLIAM NIETFELD, news director
KCBS San Francisco, named president of Northern California professional chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
national journalism fraternity.
CLIFTON UTLEY, radio and television commentator NBC, cited by U.
of Chicago as a "useful citizen" as
part
of theweek.
university's annual alumni
reunion
LES KEITER, sports director KPOA
Honolulu, to KYA San Francisco, in
same capacity.
JOHN F. HORSTMANN Jr., sports
department field director WOR-TV
New York, father of boy, John F. Ill,
June 8.
WALLIS BISHOP, graduate Northwestern U., to WMTR Morristown, in
news department
replacing
WATTERS,
who joins
news RAY'
staff
WNJR Newark, N. J.
WALTER W. WHITE, news analyst,
recently appointed executive editor
KFMB San Diego, starts evening Editorial Page, with opponents of station's
opinions offered equal opportunity to
present their side on controversial
subjects.
FREDERICK MANESS, WCAU Philadelphia, to WINS New York, as newscaster.
LOWELL THOMAS, noted newscaster,
elected as one of four new trustees of
Adelphi College, Garden City, N. Y.
HARRY GIANARIS, news director
WTMA Charleston, S. C, father of
daughter, Francesca Jeanne, June 13.
John

Swinehart

JOHN SWINEHART, 60, director
of advertising and publication relations for Atlas Powder Co., died
June 16 in the Delaware Hospital,
Wilmington, after a six-week illness. In the Twenties, Mr. Swinehart organized a university broadcast station and became one of the
nation's earlier radio announcers.
He joined Atlas in 1929 as an
advertising manager. He was a
member of the Advertising Club
of New York, the Assn. of National
Advertisers and the National Industrial Advertisers Assn. His
widow, two sons and a daughter
survive.
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From
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61/ Joe

Just

"Can't
Easy's

Get

I sit

Marsh

Over"

Fence

Few years ago, Easy Roberts took
a lot of kidding when he planted that
hedge of Multiflora roses — along his
property line. Folks said he was getting pretty high-falutin' .
But today plenty of people who
laughed at the idea slow down when
they drive by Easy's place — just to
look at those roses. Most beautiful
sight you ever saw.
Practical, tool The hedge is a good
four foot high now, and at least five
foot thick — even a shoat couldn't get
through that prickly mass of shrubbery. Best of all, it cost less than
ordinary fencing. (Might be well worth
your while looking into.)
From where I sit, there's no sense
in looking down on something just because it's different from what we like.
For instance, some people think icecold lemonade's the best "cooler-offer"
on a hot day. Some of us would rather
have a glass of beer. The important
thing is not to "hedge ourselves in"
against other people's ideas and
preferences.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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CIVIL
Open Mike
(Continued from page 16)
couraged into leaving the air with
your help. . . .
WFRS is an FM only station, of
which I am one of the owners and
founders. We have had a profitable
operation for the better part of a
year now, with the future looking
even better. How this is possible,
after reading BROADCASTING •
Telecasting, I don't know. . . .
What I can't understand is why
is it such a news story for you
when a foolishly run FM station
leaves the air? . . .
Robert L. Epstein
WFRS Grand Rapids, Mich.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:• It's
news for
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
when ANY station, FM, AM or TV,
leaves or goes on the air.]
Everyone Who's Anyone
EDITOR:
Just a quick note to tell you how
pleased I was . . . with the picture and mention of my twenty-fifth
year in radio [Milestones, May
21].
Needless to say, the letters, phone
calls and telegrams that came as a
result of the notice prove again
. . . that Broadcasting • Telecasting comes to the attention of
everyone who is anyone. . . .
Joseph M. Seiferth
Vice President
Liberty Broadcasting System
Chicago

PRINCIPALS at the unveiling of a new RCA tube plant in Cincinnati are
(I to r) Walter A. Buck, vice president and general manager of Victor
division; L. W. Teegarden, vice president in charge of RCA technical products;
Frank M. Folsom, RCA president, and Harold DeMooy, manager of the new
plant. The building was dedicated to the late John G. Wilson, who served as
executive vice president of RCA Victor. It will produce miniature and subminiature electron tubes [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 11].

In

The

Public
Interest
WCCC Scholarship
FREE one-year scholarship worth
$1100 is being offered by WCCC
Hartford in cooperation with the
CRL School of Electronics there to
some qualified young man in that
area. Applicants, who must file for
examination by July 7, need not
have completed high school but
should have had elementary algebra, WCCC said.
WANT Tornado Relief
WANT Richmond, Va., following
mid-June tornado that struck there,
aided local pastors in campaigning
for relief funds through special
Sunday musical request program.
Many feature entertainers in town
at time also took part in special
program, WANT reported.
* * *
CKNW Donates Swings
GROUP of six "ocean wave" circular swings, carrying as many as
50 children at a time, has been
donated by CKNW New Westminster, B. C, to local institutions for
children and public playgrounds.
Airs Graduations
CONDENSED half-hour version of
local high school commencements
has been aired each morning during the past month by WIEL Elizabethtown, Ky. Musical numbers,
speeches, special awards were highlighted in the excerpts.

LANG-WORTH
FUTURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
V..w.'( Calibre Programs al Cecal Slalieu Ceil

KAYS Averts Panic
FLASH FLOOD hitting Hays,
Kan., in middle of the night fortnight ago gave occasion to KAYS
there to render extensive public
service in alerting and informing
city's population of danger, can-

celling commercial schedule for full
day and airing constant stream of
messages and instructions. KAYS
took air in middle of night as curfew blew to awaken sleeping citizens. After initial day's shock, station remained on semi-emergency
basis for full week.
WEIR Gets Quick Reply
ONLY 37 seconds elapsed after
"Tiny" Fisher, 435-lb. "monster of
ceremonies" at WEIR Weirton, W.
Va., aired Red Cross appeal for a
wheel chair before telephone rang
with offer of wheel chair from listener. Plea was made on "good
neighbor" portion of his regular
program.
International Friends
COLLEGE age student visitors to
Cincinnati from Germany and Austria, scheduled to arrive in August
under State Dept. Experiment in
International Living program, are
to be welcomed with tours and parties by WKRC-TV, Wiedemann
Brewing Co. and its agency, Strauchen-McKim Inc. TV outlet has
aired special show on State Dept.
program.
WDRC Camp Fund
DRIVE for funds to send children
to camp this summer is well under
way by The Needle Club program
on WDRC Hartford. Front page
publicity on drive also was carried
by Hartford Courant, featuring
WDRC program. Station meanwhile has been commended by The
Open Hearth, local institution for
homeless men, for aiding in publicizing employment availability of
the men.

DEFENSE
Radio Aid Studiec

EXTENT of the use of radio-television aids on the state civil defense
level was among the subjects to be
explored by state public information specialists and officials of the
Federal Civil Defense Administration at a conference slated to be
held last Friday and Saturday.
Information directors were to be
asked what use of audio-visual aidt
furnished by FCDA is being made
on the local levels. In turn, officials of the FCDA Audio-Visual
Division were to have apprised public affairs directors of plans foi.
distribution of radio-TV scripts
films and other materials.
Specialists from at least 26 states
had accepted invitations to attenc
the Washington conference by last
Thursday, according to Jesse
Butcher, Audio-Visual director anc
former network and agency execu
tive. Mr. Butcher said that the ful
proceedings would be tape-recordet
for the use of information personnel.
Another topic slated for discus
sion was a uniformly-patternee
plan for civil defense networks
along the lines of those adoptee
by the states of New York anc
New Jersey. Under those net
works, civil defense programs art!
aired throughout the state on £
weekly basis.
FCDA authorities observed thai;
similar plans are underway foi:
Minnesota, Wisconsin, California
and other states. A proposal nov*j
in the working stage links FM sta
tions together in Wisconsin. Ob j
jective is to develop a uniforn,
government blueprint for all states
it was explained.
John Arringron Jr.
JOHN ARRINGTON Jr., 39, manager of WLBG Laurens, S. C, diec
unexpectedly. He was recover
severa',
months
remove shrapne
ing fromago anto operation
from wounds suffered in Work i
War II. A native of Lebanon, Va.
Mr. Arrington is survived by his,
widow, his father and a brother.
GREENVILLE
is
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREA . . .
In AUTOS & TRUCKS
GREENVILLE

56,772

Columbia

44,975

Charleston
38,030
S. C. Highway Dept., 1950
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
The News-Piedmont Station, Greenville, S. C
C 5000 WATTS
\tfFor FtheBGreenville-AndersonSpartanburg Markets
NBC Represented by Avery-Knodel
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programs

promotion

GOVERNOR STANDS IN
HwRAL Raleigh, Tempus Fugit,
jVlon. through Sat., 7:05 to 9:30
; a.m., will have guest emcees during
ii Absence of Fred Fletcher, who will
: be vacationing June 30 until July
:'- 14. Guests include noted people in
j Raleigh, who will bring little twists
.:- ;o the show. The Governor of North
: Carolina, W. Kerr Scott, will set
:^iside his governing duties for a
lew hours and handle the show,
eading commercials and all, July
%
•— • — •
IDS PARTY
STP-TV Minneapolis - St. Paul,
immy's Lawn Party, 12:30 to 1
m., Sun., presented in front of
udio. Show features games of all
rts for children attending. In
se of rain the show moves inside
md is called What To Do When It
ains. So many youngsters showed
p for first show that limit had to
e enforced. Jimmy Valentine, emee of show, now invites youth
•oups from one of local churches
ch week.
•— • — •
LUGGING FOR FM
EAW (FM) Evanston, 111., sendi at t ing out mailing piece plugging FM.
:' i ! » he copy: "There are now 350,649
"M homes in which 1,227,272 peoole live in the metropolitan Chicago
rimary areas of WE AW (Pulse
- nc). Of those who have receivers
ifith the FM band, 88.8% listen to
?M regularly. (Pulse.) In the
iionth of January 1951, dollar volume of FM home receiver produclon exceeded AM only (RTMA).
n the month of January 1951, AM
nly and TV receiver production
•x- Hopped from December 1950; only
■^M increased. (RTMA.) February,
'! 951, FM production rate was subtantially above any preceding year.
RTMA.) In New York City, the
Option's number one TV market,
[he number of FM sets in use increased 36% between January 1950
nd January
1951. (Pulse,
Iartb.) "

premiums
WHAT FATHER WANTED
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Shopping
Time, sponsored by Gimble Bros.
Dept. Store, featured results from
pre "Fathers Day" wants by fathers employed at Gimbles. One of
fathers participating in survey was
interviewed on pre-Father Day
show. Of the 300 fathers that took
part in the survey over half of
them wanted neckties.
GOLF TOURNEY
WHBF Rock Island, 111., sponsoring golf tourney for employes of
WHBF-AM-TV. Winners will be
presented trophies for low gross
score, low handicap score and special award for high total.
NOT ENOUGH
WBT Charlotte, French Market Coffee Shop, 4:15 to 4:30,
Mon.-Wed.-Fri., offered Bible
coin to persons writing in for
it. Sponsor expected anywhere from 2,500 to 5,000 responses would come in during
two week period. After first
week offer was withdrawn because there were no more
coins. Some 6,137 listeners
from 244 North Carolina
towns and 142 South Carolina
towns requested the coin.

"WEEGEE" POPS UP
WDGY Minneapolis mailing out
small, one-fold card, printed in twotone gray and red on white, asking
on cover "What is Weegee?" The
answer inside, is a pop-up blonde
with a microphone head topped
with WDGY call letters. Copy
reads: "Introducing — WEEGEE —
the talk of the town! She's the personification of WDGY, but more
than that, WEEGEE is a new conception of positive merchandising
service for radio sponsorship.
Watch for her, listen for her, be
with her, wherever you are."

immediate revenue produced
. ith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.
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experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

General

Telecasting

Manager

STRICTLY G.I.
WNAO Raleigh, N. C, News from
Mars, 1 to 1:05 p.m. daily, broadcasts messages being received by
the Army short wave amateur network. Show is written and handled
by Sgt. Bob Erlander, who gives
news from all Army camps in
North Carolina and South Carolina.
Program is pointed toward G.I.'s
and families and friends who may
be listening.
•— e — a
THE MEAT CRISIS
WCCO Minneapolis, Showdown,
June 12, 9:30 to 10 p.m., documentary program dealing with developing meat shortage. Show gave
complete picture of problems that
have arisen due to roll back on
beef prices. Housewives, butchers,
restaurant owners, livestock officials
and local members of the Office of
OPS, told the story via tape recordings and telephone calls.
•— • — •
HOMEMAKERS SHOW
KCRV Caruthersville, Mo., Homemaker Harmonies, 11 to 11:30 a.m.,
Mon. through Sat., gives music,
fashion news, beauty tips and cooking information. Show also has
"Woman of the Week Contest"
featuring mystery voice. First person to send card or letter correctly
naming mystery voice of week receives all-expense trip to Hot
Springs National Park, Ark.
•— • — •
A HELPING HAND
WJR Detroit, Operation Sunshine,
Sat., 9:15 a.m., plays song requests
from hospitalized servicemen, patients and home shut-ins. Harold
Kean, station singer, acts as emcee,
working with Judy Carroll who
joins him in Songs and chatter.
Mr. Kean, blind since his youth,
also visits different hospitals during
the week in addition to his pro•— • — •
gram.
TOP BILLING
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C,
sending brochure to trade and advertisers on market information
and facts on TV advertising. Piece
has figures and facts compiled from
many sources including Broadcasting • Telecasting Marketbook and
the U. S. Census Bureau. Brochure
titled, "There's a gold mine in the
South and it's in Greensboro, N. C."
Along with facts there are letters
from advertisers that are pleased
with results from advertising on
station.
•— • — •
:
EARLYWORM WEEK
WBNS Columbus sending pair of
ceramic EarlyWorms to advertisers
using EarlyWorm program. Green
and white worms attached to card
proclaiming
Week,"
in
celebration "EarlyWorm
of 4000th broadcast.
"The Early Bird gets the Worm,
and the Smart Advertiser Gets the
EarlyWorm," according to card.
Station reports "The EarlyWorm"
(Continued on page 85)

* »

CARDINAL
RECORD
STORAGE

RACK

O OVER 300 STATIONS use
the Cardinal Record Storage
Rack.
• DIVIDERS cut at angle to
facilitate reading labels on
envelopes.
• HEAVILY CONSTRUCTED,
will not sag, an ideal, modern
way to store records.
• PRICED

FAR

BELOW

the

average custom-built units.
RECORD RACKStodel GS 1236 36"xl2" deep $74.50
lodel GS 1248 48"xl2" deep $84.50
TRANSCRIPTION RACKS
Model GS 1636 36"xl6" deep $79.50
Model GS 1648 48"xl6" deep $89.50
All units are 84" high
We also custom-build special units to
order at prices your station can afford.
Write or wire . . .
CARDINAL
CORPORATION
P. O. Box 887 — Alliance, Ohio
Phone: Louisville, Ohio 2411
June 25, 1951
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Merchandising
(Continued from page 40)
Mon.-Sat. WLS, which has carried
the program since 1935, gets a
premium rate for participations,
about 30% more for a minute on
Feature Foods than for other daytime minutes.
Sponsors on WLS are Rap-inWax, Drackett, Satina, LaFrance,
Lite, Heublein A-l sauce and mustard. Creamettes (macaroni), Joan
of Arc (canned foods), Fleischmann's Yeast, Michigan mushrooms
and Cudahy (margarine).
At WOW Omaha the program
features Martha Bohlsen and is
heard at 10-10:30 a.m., Mon.-Sat.
Sponsors are Borden (evaporated
milk), Cargill Nutrena Dog-food,
Nebraska Consolidated Mills, Realemon and Omaha Flour Mills.
On WHO the program is Iowa
Feature Fair, with Betty Brady,
1:30-2 p.m., Mon.-Fri., and 10:3011 a.m. Sat. Current sponsors are
Nabisco, Borden and Nebraska
Consolidated Mills for Mother's
Best Cake Flour and Dixiana Cake
Flour.
Feature Radio Inc., whose headquarters are in Chicago and whose
president is Lyman L. Weld, sets
up the merchandise routines and
continuously staffs the projects.
There are plans in the wind to expand the system into the drug field.
KYW and other Westinghouse stations are expecting to take the lead
in this new development, with the
first program scheduled for Philadelphia soon.
The Feature Foods technique was
IN MONTREAL

it's

CFCF
Canada's FIRST station — wise in the
ways of PROGRAMMING, PROMOTION and MERCHANDISING . . .
gives you the coverage and the listenership needed to do a real selling job
in this rich market area.

U. S. Representative — Weed & Co.
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'VOICE'
As Advertised On
KYW

The decal that is on the door of
"headquarters stores."
summed up recently by Frank P.
Fogerty, general manager of
WOW, who said:
"Through our radio advertising
we are laying down a heavy and
we think effective barrage for the
sponsor. The Feature Foods staffers provide the foot soldiers to take
and hold the positions in the retail
stores."
RICHARDS1 WIDOW
Named Estate Executrix
MRS. FRANCES S. RICHARDS,
widow of G. A. (Dick) Richards,
was appointed sole executrix of his
estate when the will was admitted
for probate in Los Angeles Superior Court Tuesday.
Mr. Richards, principal owner
of Richards stations KMPC Los
Angeles, WJR Detroit, WGAR
Cleveland, died May 28 [Broadcasting •Telecasting, June 11].
It also provided for his widow who
was bequeathed all his personal
effects. The remainder of the estate was placed in trust with Walter S. McLucus, Detroit banker,
and L. R. Jackson, president, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron.
The will further specified that if
daughter or widow is in need of
funds to maintain the standard of
living to which they are accustomed
the
principal part of the ti*ust may
be used.
An appraiser will be appointed
by the court at a later date to take
inventory to determine the value
of the estate.
Feature of Week
(Continued from page 18)
has always placed the business directly with the station.
The contract calls for continuance of the American Stores'
ASCO Ri ngs Your Bell program,
which stars Gladys Webster. The
fifteen-minute show is heard Monday through Friday from 10:15 to
10:30 a.m.
Commenting on the new contract,
Mr. Eden said, "We have found outadvertising on WCAU to be as effective now as it was 20 years ago
and that is the primary reason we
are extending our contract another
fullThrough
year." the years, the grocery
chain adhered to its women's format and built up a large and loyal
listening audience.
Besides its five-a-week show, the
American Stores also carries a
heavy schedule of spot announcements on WCAU-TV. The chain
has also expanded its activities into
television.

HIT

Soviet Steps Up Programs
VOICE of America and Radio Moscow fortnight ago found themselves
the center of controversy ranging
from the USSR to the U. S. Congress on Capitol Hill.
Highlights evolved around reports that Radio Moscow has:
(1) Increased its jamming of
U. S. overseas radio operations at
least 100% in recent months.
(2) Stepped up its own Englishlanguage radio propaganda broadcasts, with reports that transmissions have extended as far as the
Middle West in the U. S.
On the domestic side, a high
Voice official rebutted charges relating to the Voice of America's
quality and effectiveness.
Officials estimated that Radio
Moscow's broadcasts to foreign
countries — and particularly the
U. S. — have been doubled in the
past six months, and that the Russian shortwave put out an "exceptionally strong signal throughout
the Middle West," with reception
recorded at Grand Island, Neb.
FCC monitors attributed the
strong signal to either increased
power or switch to "summer frequencies," which the USSR undertakes each June. Listeners reported reception of programs in
Des Moines, Iowa, but FCC monitors said they may have been listening instead to WABC Brentwood, N. Y., or KWID San Francisco, both shortwave stations.
Moscow beams programs to the
U. S. daily in the afternoon and
evening hours.
'Most Powerful'
As to jamming, a report quoted
Soviet engineers as claiming that
"Soviet radio stations are now the
most powerful
in thedispatches
world." Additionally, technical
said
that Soviet engineers have studied
and copied western jamming techniques. The step-up in Soviet jamming was cited by Rep. Tom Steed
(D-Okla.) June 12 when he quoted
an editorial published by the Baltimore Sun. This is "further evidence," he said, "that the Soviets
are more than concerned in their
efforts to combat American broad-

casts through jamming."
Radio Moscow also made a grea'
play over a directive sent to U. S
officials abroad in December 194t
and to the Voice of America, urg
ing that the strategic value of For
mosa be minimized. The document
prepared by Secretary of Stat'
Dean Acheson, was disclosed during
the MacArthur hearings. Moscov
Radio,
the Voice's
roh
in the reviewing
incident, said
it indicate<
the U. S. was "pursuing a fak'
and dishonest policy" in Asia.
Domestically, Foy D. Kohlei
chief
the State Dept's
Interna
tional ofBroadcasting
Division,
too]
exception to charges in a Pathfinde
magazine article, a copy of whic
also drew the attention of Rev
Steed.
Mr. Kohler countered that (1
there is liaison between govern
ment agencies, (2) "bureaucrati
slowness" does not unnecessaril
delay clearance of program idea;
(3) "the competence of (certain
individuals is probably a matte
of opinion," (4) the Voice mair
tains its own monitoring fore<
checking for "off-key material.

MAYFAIR
PLAN
Sets Bankruptcy Actio
SEEKING an extension of time t
pay off creditors, Mayfair Trai
scription Co., Hollywood, has file
an extension request under Chaptc
11 of the Federal Bankruptcy A<]
in Federal Court, Los Angeles.
Chief Mayfair creditor is Ame:
ican Federation of Radio Artist
94 members of which are owed a]
proximately $12,000 for re-relea;
and foreign distribution fees ci1
the firm's
"box" transcriptic
series, in accordance with a judj j
ment handed down by a Los An
geles superior court judge las
April.
Names of other credito
were not released.
Filing of the new proposal, whic :
seeks to maintain operation of tl I
firm under the court jurisdictic
and pay all creditors in full ov< ;J
an 18 months period, came more Jf
less as a surprise to AFRA whin
very recently has accepted a ne
payment offer from Mayfair.
Quittner & Stutman, Los AiigJ
les, are the attorneys represents
Mavfair.
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Programs, Promotions
(Continued from page 83)
ill appeared with Patti Page on stage
of local theatre three days last
week.
MRS. AMERICA PROMOTION
KNEA Jonesboro, Ark., Mrs. America, 9:15-9:30 a.m. daily. Program
publicizes Mrs. Jonesboro, selected
from contestants throughout state,
who will be entered in Asbury Park,
N. J., finals in August. Station
signed exclusive franchise for Mrs.
America contest in Arkansas, and
station breaks carry slogan "Your
Mrs. America Station."
MOVING PROMOTION
KWSH Wewoka, Okla., sending
trade and advertisers post card
with red lettering announcing
change of address and inviting recipients to visit new location on
highway 270 between Seminole and
Wewoka. Station call was formerly
KSMI.
SAFETY COUNCIL AWARD
KPIX (TV) San Francisco sends
promotion sheet to trade publicizing fact station received National
Safety Council Public Interest
Award for second year. Copy points
out KPIX was only TV station on
West Coast — and one of seven in
nation — to receive award. Text concludes that KPIX leads way with
programming in public interest in
West Coast television.
STREET INTERVIEWS
WFDF Flint, Mich., Man on the
Street, interviewed "Congo," a
chimpanzee. Congo had no mike
fright at all as he playfully tinkered with the mike. Bud Haggard,
WFDF chief announcer, who handles the program reports that this
is just one of the amusing incidents
that happen during the shows.
TEAMSTER INTERVIEW
WNJR Newark June 6 broadcast
three-day tour of world famous,
eight-horse hitch of Budweiser's
champion
Clydesdales. "Farmer

m Mel.
M. (Mm
fkunt.
0522 IHfej —
ROADCASTING

Will" Peigelbeck, staff announcer,
climbed aboard the big beer wagon,
at the start of a five-hour tour of
downtown Newark, and interviewed
the wagonmaster.
•— 9 — •
■
SHUT-IN DAY
KNOE Monroe, La., on June 10,
"Shut-In Day" in Monroe, treated
group of shut-ins to baseball game.
Aided by Grey Ladies of the American Red Cross the station placed
the shut-ins in special box seats
where all enjoyed hotdogs, soda pop
and peanuts in addition to the ball
game. The ages of the guests
ranged from 69 to 90. Station reports it was all designed to honor
some of radio's most loyal listeners.
SHARP MAILING PIECE
KXOK St. Louis sending trade and
advertisers sharp mailing piece
headed "Want to know something?"
Inside before getting to folded center spread there is drawing of talking mike running and saying "Look
what we've done !" In center spread
there are pictures of stars appearing on station assembled in large
circle.
•— • — •
"PULLING POWER"
JESSOP ADV. Co., Akron, has registered its service mark "Pulling
Power," showing two rugged work
horses in wood-cut effect with U. S.
Patent Office for 20 year period.
Company using it on all office stationery and promotion pieces. Promotion pieces include gift paperweights, match covers and transcription disc labels.
•— • — «
WINNERS TRIP
WGAR Cleveland, "My Share in
America" contest, sent winners on
all expense weekend trip to Washington, D. C. Ten top companies in
Cleveland underwrote prizes and
conducted smaller similar contests
in their own companies. Contest
was also open to general public.
Contestants had to submit a 500
word essay on "My Share in America." The contest lasted ten weeks.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

10 Ci
QUINCY,
ILLIN
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1,250 GUESTS
WTAG Invites Radio Admen

PAPER PRICES
Government Duo Acts
TWO top-level government officials
have taken up the cudgels for U. S.
newspaper publishers, who are confronted with a $10-per-ton increase
in the price of newsprint levied by
Canadian manufacturers.
Defense Mobilizer Charles E.
Wilson announced June 12 he will
personally meet with Canadian
government officials to discuss the
problem in the next fortnight. He
indicated he is not satisfied that
the "increase is really based on

Mr. Brown (I) explains the hospitality cards to- Robert W. Booth
(c), WTAG vice president, and
Herbert L. Krueger, station manager.
BROWN, commercial manager for WTAG Worcester, Mass.,
hopes to have 1,250 overnight
guests drop in this summer or fall.
WTAG, under Mr. Brown's supervision, has mailed out 1,250 hospitality cards to persons in the
radio advertising field. The cards
entitle the holder and guests to
overnight privileges and meals at
one of four hotels in the WTAG
coverage area.
The project, says the station, is
another phase of a continuing campaign to acquaint advertisers and
agencies with the unusual advertising opportunity WTAG offers in
the Worcester and Central New
England area. WTAG feels that a
visit to any part of the district will
give ample chance to see first-hand
the size, and the agricultural and
industrial prominence of the area.
BOB

MARCONI BOOKLET
Dunlap Readies New Issue
NEW BOOKLET based on years of
friendship with Guglielmo Marconi,
inventor of wireless communication,
and on experiences in preparing an
authorized biography of the scientist, has been written by Orrin E.
Dunlap Jr., RCA vice president,
and published privately by RCA.
The booklet, issued to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the
first transatlantic wireless signal,
contains hitherto unpublished correspondence of Marconi and gives
a "new picture" of the great scientist.
It tells of the inventor's yearning
to learn the "cause" of the phenomena he had discovered. ". . .the
'why' of radio continually challenged Marconi," Mr. Dunlap wrote.
"After a night of vigil in long distance test of wireless between the
English Channel and Australia, he
turned to his friend David Sarnoff
(now chairman of the board of
RCA) on board the Elettra (Marconi's yacht) and with a perplexed
expression remarked: 'There is one
thing I would like to know before
I die — why this thing works!' "

costAt increases."
the same time Michael DiSalle, Office of Price Stabilization
chief, abandoned a tentative plan
to impose a ceiling on newsprint
prices paid by American publishers
pending a similar meeting with the
Canadian government. The legality of such an OPS order is questionable at present, however, under
the Defense Production Act, which
exempts newspapers from price
controls — at least those prices
charged by publications and newsAlleged "gouging"
American
publishers
has been ofcharged
by
papers.
certain factions on Capitol Hill,
notably by Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N. Y.), chairman of the House
Judiciary Monopoly subcommittee
probing newsprint, and Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.). Rep. Celler has
asked Stabilizer DiSalle to set "just
and reasonable prices" [Broadcasting •Telecasting, June 11].
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B & B SUED
NBC
allied

arts

HAMPTON, director ntof public
OT relatio
ns departme
Fort
Chest, apWorth Community
pointed to staff Witherspoon & Ridings Inc., public relations firm, Fort
Worth.
S. W. CALDWELL Ltd., Toronto, has
obtained Canadian and British West
Indies rights to an Australian National Airways recorded series of
serious music by Glenda Raymond of
Melbourne, Australia. Series of 52
half-hours consists of songs by Miss
Raymond, the Westminster Singers
and the Australian Symphony.
IVAN S. COGGESHALL, president Institute of Radio Engineers, and general traffic manager international
communications Western Union Telegraph Co., N. Y., awarded honorary
degree of Doctor of Engineering by
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Mass., June 17.
C. B. SUGAR, assistant public relations director Rexall Drug Co., L. A.,
named manager radio-television department Burns W. Lee Assoc., L. A.,
public relations firm.
LAWRENCE MOSES resigns as Cisco
Kid products division merchandising
director Frederic W. Ziv Co., N. Y.
HARRISON M. DUNHAM, general
manager KTTV (TV) Hollywood,
named director of television for Commodore Productions, HollywoodJ?fiuijament • • •
E. L. HULSE, comptroller electronics
department General Electric, Syra-

A

value

. . . PLUS

in "BRUSH

CREEK

Wl
FOLLIES"

th

cuse, appointed manager of newly
formed components division. G. L.
CHAMBERLIN, auditor electronics
department, named comptroller, succeeding Mr. Hulse.
T. KEVIN MALLEN, general manager
Ampex Electric Corp., San Carlos,
Calif., elected chairman of the board.
STANLEY SALES, Owensboro, Ky.,
announces new TV booster for high
channel performance. SEC booster
uses tuned circuit design, minimizing
loss of signal voltage or higher channel.
SUPERIOR ELECTRIC Co., Bristol,
Conn., has released new 12-page bulletin featuring complete line of standard Stabiline automactic voltage regulators. Bulletin S-351 describes in
detail workings and regulators.
HOBERT M. MURDOCK named sales
manager The Turner Co. (electronic
equipment), Cedar Rapids, Iowa. He
was vice president in charge of sales
with Cedar Rapids Engineering Co.
OVID RISO, advertising and sales
promotion manager Philco International Corp., Phila., appointed vice
president in charge of advertising.

"Technical • •
LEE HODGES, WRRF Washington,
N. C, appointed chief engineer WCPS
Tarboro, N. C, succeeding CHARLES
E. NEER who has been called to active duty with Army.
GEORGE SMITH, cameraman WHAS
Louisville, father of daughter, June
11.
JIMMY BUMGARNER, studio engineer WNAX Yankton-Sioux City, father of boy.
YMCA

COVERAGE
Networks, Others Aid
HIRAM
SIX network radio programs and
HIGSBY
more than 35 regional or local radio programs were to be broadcast
on
late last week in connection with
KMBC
the Centennial Convention of the
Young Mens Christian Assn. of
KFRM
the U. S. and Canada, held Thursday through Sunday in Cleveland,
PLUS ON£-"Brush Creek Follies" is according
to Henriette K. Harrison,
in its fourteenth successful season!
convention radio and TV director.
PLUS TWO-Pla ying again to a live
Paul G. Hoffman, Ford Foundation
audience from the stage of the huge
executive
director, discussed "Democnew KMBC studio playhouse!
racy as a Way of Life" over MBS,
PLUS THREE— A great new arrange- 2:45-3 p.m., on Friday. The followment on commercials for advertisers!
ing day, NBC was to carry from
Cleveland a round-table discussion of
PLUS FOUR — An outstanding new "Youth Comes of Age," 3-3:30 p.m.,
promotion and merchandising plan! with Dr. Paul Limbert, Springfield
PLUS A DOZEN-Write, wire or College president, as moderator; and
phone KMBC-KFRM or your nearest at 11:30-12 midnight, was to broadFree and Peters colonel!
cast the Cleveland Summer Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Dr. Rudolph
Ringwall.
KMBC
Over ABC on Saturday, Sportsof Kansas City
caster Harry Wismer was to report
on the physical education aspects of
the conference; and on Sunday, ABC
KFRM
scheduled a round-table discussion of
for Rural Kansas
"A Faith for these Times," 10:45-11
• • • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate • • •
p.m.
June 25, 1951
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ESTATE

Buying Burbank Land
WITH the city council having eliminated, by resolution, the formality
of a public auction, 19 acres of
Burbank, Calif., owned land which
NBC is buying as part of its projected new $25 million West Coast
radio-TV center is now in escrow
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
June
11].
Having submitted several weeks
ago, a $10,500 check signifying intent to acquire the land, NBC has
until Aug. 31 to make the final payment. Total amount is $263,287.
The agreement calls for NBC to
notify the Burbank City Council
six months in advance of its intention to build. This will give Burbank city officials ample time to
construct a storm drain or flood
control adjoining the property,
NBC to pay 17% of the cost involved, itwas said.
The property being bought adjoins 30 acres which NBC is acquiring from Warner Bros, for a
reported $750,000. Deal with Warner Bros, also assertedly involves
a working agreement for sound
stages and other facilities of the
film studio.
NBC Hollywood executives continue to deny any immediate building plans. At the moment not a
single line or sketch has been
drawn in the way of plans for
utilizing the property, it was said.
Burbank officials stipulated in selling the property that a radio-television center must be erected there.
Denial also was made that NBC
will sell its present Western Division headquarters at Sunset Blvd.
and Vine St. It was pointed out
that Studio D, until recently used
for originating radio network
shows, is now being converted to
TV. El Capitan Theatre, on Vine
St. off Hollywood Blvd., and recently taken over under long term
lease, also is being remodelled and
converted to TV. Cost for both remodelling jobs is around $750,000.
NEW SALES UNIT
STARS To Begin July 1
FORMATION of a new corporation, Southern Television and Radio
Sales Inc., to be known as STARS
Inc., was announced last week by
E. D. Rivers Jr., president of
WEAS Decatur, Ga. To begin operation July 1, the new unit is
owned by stockholders in Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Tennessee and
Louisiana. Mr. Rivers said that
the initial number of stations to be
represented by STARS Inc., will
exceed 15.
Announced also was the appointment of Winston S. Dustin to head
and actively manage STARS. Mr.
Dustin recently resigned from
WNOE New Orleans and KNOE
Monroe, La., as vice president in
charge of sales to become executive
secretary of the multi-million dollar educational project, The Cordell Hull Foundation.

By Raymond R. Morgan Co.
WITH five causes for action cited,
a $2.5 million damage suit has been
filed by Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, in Los Angeles Superior Court against Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York; Al Kaye,
vice president and Hollywood manager of that agency, and General
fee).
Foods Corp. (Maxwell House CofAsking $500,000 on each count,
the complaint charges (1) use of a
promotion idea without compensation; (2) unfair competition; (3)
wilful invasion of the plaintiff's
rights and property; (4) reduced
value of the property; (5) impaired rights to use and license of
the plan.
Raymond R. Morgan Co. alleges
that Benton & Bowles requested a
presentation and detailed working
account of a copyright promotion
plan used by the former agency in
promoting Folger Coffee. It is licensed to other agencies and firms
in areas that do not conflict with
Folger Coffee. Complaint charges
Benton & Bowles wanted to use it
for its client General Foods Corp.
to promote Maxwell House Coffee
in markets where Folger Coffee is
not sold. Price for its use was
quoted, it is charged. Complaint
further declares the plan was appropriated by Benton & Bowles
and used in Folger Coffee territory
and without payment to Raymond
R. Morgan Co.
Promotion is identified as the
door-bell ringing plan. It is a combination of radio broadcasting, couponing, house-to-house selling and
sampling. Under licensed arrangement, it has been used by Los
Angeles Soap Co., (White King
soap), a client of Raymond R. Morgan Co., and by other agencies for
various national accounts.
WTNJ Suit
SUIT OF three former employes
against WTNJ Trenton for $15,000
for breach of contract is scheduled
for hearing in Trenton, N. J.,
court this week. The station management contends that it did not
have contracts with the employes
at the time thev were dismissed.
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WBAL Renewal
(Continued from page 42)
does, have exactly the opposite
effect."
Citing the majority's concessions
to Public Service Radio Corp. on
programming, ownership and management, local ownership and diversification of control, he said,
"the majority is able to outbalance
all of these considerations by virtue
of the existing operation of WBAL
when such operation is compared
to the risks attendant on the execution of the program service proposed by Public Service Radio Corp.
In my opinion this conclusion is
unsupported."
The chairman further stated that
he did not find any support for the
conclusion that risks attendant on
execution of the proposed programming of Public Service Radio Corp.
constituted a basis for preferring
WBAL.
Ownership Compared
Mr. Coy compared the ownership
of the competing applicants and
noted Hearst's Radio's connection
with other AM-FM-TV properties
as well as the daily newspaper in
Baltimore. He said:
On the other hand, the persons who
control Public Service Radio Corp. do
not publish any newspaper and have
no other broadcast interests. The
Commission is committed to the principle that unless there are overriding
considerations, preference should be
given to a non-newspaper, no multiple-owner applicant as against an
applicant which published a newspaper or has other broadcast stations
in order to encourage the greater
diversification of control of the media
of mass information. This principle
... is a reflection of the Congressional policy expressed in the Communications Act and . . . public interest is best served by having as
wide an ownership as possible of the
media of mass communications.
He expressed his preference for
Public
Service
Radio
unmindful
of the
factCorp.,
that "not
the
Commission should not lightly disturb extensive investments which
are made in broadcast properties."
Mr. Coy declared such an opinion,
if adopted, would not introduce
instability in the radio industry,
"because under this opinion and the
consistent opinions of this Commis ion, a licensee may invest in
broadcast facilities with full confidence that its license will be renewed even against competition
from others, if such licensee utilizes
its station to render a real public
service to the community."
Comr. Webster, joining with the
Chairman's dissent, expressed his
general position on license renewal
applications
involving "unsatis-

Why
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do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
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EDWARD
'ETRY CO.
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SALES SUCCESS
AM Sells Farm Machinery

SURVEYING progress on the new KPIX-KSFO San Francisco studios are (I to
r) Richard Bell, assistant to the president; Wesley I. Dumm, president; Philip
G. Lasky, general manager, and Franklin Dumm, secretary-treasurer.
It is
expected that the new studios will be completed in December.
factory" public service records. He
cited Sec. 307 (d) of the Act requiring that when renewal applications are filed, the Commission is
required to apply the same considerations and practice which affect the granting of the original
application.
He said "granting of proprietary
rights in radio frequencies is a violation of the Act."
"Furthermore, and of the utmost
importance," Comr Webster added, "for the Commission to establish such a policy would discourage
the filing of competing applications
by newcomers to the field. This,
in turn, would remove one of the
principal factors which inspires licensees to operate in the public
interest."
RADIO-TV COUNCIL
Long Island Group Formed
LONG ISLAND Radio-Television
Council has been formed by representatives of 26 schools, with
Worthington A. Gregory, radio director at WSHS-FM and lecturer
in educational radio-TV at Hofstra
College, as temporary chairman.
Purpose of the organization is to
foster increased and more effective
use of radio and TV for education,
and to insure for Long Island a
share in the planning for and use
of proposed state educational facilities. Support was pledged to work
of the Joint Committee for Educational Television.
WRNL Covers Tornado
SEVEN minutes after a tornado
ripped through the city. WRNL
Richmond, Va., had its first bulletin on the air. The bulletin was
followed with complete coverage
through the remainder of the day
and throughout the following day.
Interviews covered civic officials,
victims and rescue workers.
Grandpa Fellows
HAROLD E. FELLOWS,
president of NARTB, became
a grandfather for the sixth
time fortnight ago when
his daughter, Mrs. Arthur
Spangler, of Weston, Mass.,
gave birth to a daughter.
The grandchild was named
Janet Edgerly after Mrs.
Fellows.

CHOICE OF MEDIA
Use of All Advised
ANALYSES of the reasons people

McCULLOCH Farm Machinery,
noting combine sales for JanuaryFebruary of $193,000, says that
"Our radio advertising brought the
farmers into the office and it's the
only
we're doing."
Theadvertising
farm machinery
firm sponsors a "Weather Roundup, weekdays
at 12:25 p.m. over CKX Brandon,
Manitoba. The copy was a straight
pitch
livery. to farmers plugging the sale
of combines and guaranteeing deCKX points
thata "It
important to noteoutthat
yearis ago
when McCulloch did no radio advertising the firm had sold only
three
by June
15." sales
The
stationcombines
added that
combine

usually begin about June 15.
buy merchandise show that retail- '
ers should use multiple-media campaigns, Joseph B. Ward, managing
BAB Special Assignment
director of Advertising Research
LEE HART, assistant director of
Bureau Inc., Seattle, told the AdBAB, has been temporarily assigned, effective July 1, to Chicago
vertising and Sales Club of Seattle
at its June 19 meeting.
for special duties including work on
ARBI is making radio and tele- retail projects and Advertising Revision comparisons for networks,
search Bureau Inc. point-of-sale
with results to be ready in the near
survey reports which BAB will
future, Mr. Ward said.
publish. Miss Hart, author of many
retail presentations including
Retail advertisers should consider such audience factors as kind
BAB's "Radio's Feminine Touch,"
will make announcement shortly of
of audience, with attention to earminded as well as eye-minded
her Chicago office address and BAB
sales and advertising services.
people, he told the club. He suggested they give greater consideration to effectiveness of advertising in newspapers and consider
carefully the type of copy used for
radio advertising in order to get
KSWM
J O P LIN
M O.
the most results from selling emotionally on an entirely different
medium.
REACHES 446,600
"Results should be judged not
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
by tradition but rather by effectiveness at the point-of-sale of multimedia," Mr. Ward concluded. He
*285,55QOOO ANNUALLY
said factual evidence ARBI is
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALB/
gathering munities
in belies
large
small comthe and
traditional
use
of newspapers by retailers as the
answer to their advertising problems.
ARBI doesn't suggest retail advertisers would be better off by using radio alone, he said, but is concerned with the power of radio and
other media to increase the impact
of newspaper advertising.
Mr. Ward said 72% of ARBI's
studies have developed more traffic
from radio than from newspaper
advertising while 23% of the studies have shown greater traffic resulting from newspaper advertising. He said a higher percentage
of radio traffic buys goods as compared to . newspaper traffic, with
67.4% of those subjected to advertising in b^th media buving

* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete
CBS service to the great
Joplin, Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

goods
compared
34 r'r stores
of thoseto
shop. merely
who
cameto into
RCA Victor, in cooperation with the
U. of Pennsylvania, beginning- today
(Monday I will conduct a 10-weeks
training program in electronic engineering for 15 combat officers selected
from the U. S. Army Ground Forces.
The program will be conducted at the
RCA Victor plant in Camden, N. J.

C BS
in
JOPLIN,
MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Ranibeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison. Pres.
June 25, 1951
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KSVC DECISION
License Denial Proposed
DENIAL of Sevier Valley BroadCo.'s application
renewalcasting
of license
for for
KSVC
Richfield, Utah, was proposed last
week in an initial decision by FCC
Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin on grounds of illegal transfer
of control.
According to the decision, the
construction permit for KSVC was
granted to William L. Warner Sr.
on Aug. 29, 1946.
"The facts are that William L.
Warner Sr.," the decision contended, "the individual to whom
the Commission had granted an
application for construction permit
. . . on or about April 19, 1947,
without prior consent of the Commission, assigned and transferred
the construction permit to the applicant corporation [Sevier Valley
Bcstg. Co.] in violation of Section
310 (b) of the Communications
Act . . ."
Referring to the licensee's defense of the alleged action, the
initial decision said the "applicant
attempts to escape responsibility
for its actions, contending that
they
of counsel,'
and towere
excuse'onitsadvice
misfeasances
and
nonfeasances on the ground of ignorance and inexperience, asserting
no willful intent to violate the law
or any rule or regulation of the
Commission."
The decision maintained, however, that "whatever advice . . .

the applicant corporation received
. . . cannot excuse their repeated
submission of untrue facts and
data to the Commission with respect to the finances and ownership of the permittee, and which
they admit they knew to be untrue .. ."
According to the decision's conclusions, the licensee corporation
was formed in April 1947, issuing
a total of 30,996 shares, of which
William L. Warner Sr., original
permittee, owned more than 50%.
"However, by some date in October 1947," maintained the decision,
". . . the total number of shares . . .
had been increased to 43,500"
through sale of stock to 12 additional stockholders. This had the
effect of "diminishing the stock
control of William L. Warner Sr.
from 50 plus percent to about
This transfer of control "was
accomplished
. . . with full knowl36%."
edge of its president and secretarytreasurer (both of whom were then
directors) without prior consent
of the Commission and in violation
of Section 310(b) of the Communications Act," the decision charged.
In commenting upon testimony
relative to KSVC's program service
to its community, the decision
noted that "we do not overlook
the fact that the Commission has
expressed its satisfaction with the
program service rendered by station KSVC ... or the fact that
KSVC is the only station located
in Richfield and that a need appears
for that service. But the conclusions reached here leave us no
other alternative than to deny this
application for renewal of license."

CANADA AWARDS
CAAE Winners Announced
AWARDS OF THE Canadian Assn.
withfe^&l
for Adult Education for radio programs went to Canadian stations
Continuous advertising in throughout Canada. Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. network programs originated at CBC stations
won most of the network awards.
Printers' Ink develops
In non - network classifications,
3 cumulative impact | CKCR Kitchener, won the community variety award; CJOR Vanthat creates a
couver won the community service
award. CBC stations also won
most children's class program
vivid picture of
awards and a number of regional
community awards. Maurice Rosenfeld Memorial Award, a gold key,
your station and
for the most promising newcomer
to radio, went to Toronto musical
market in the minds of the
arranger Jack Kane, for his network program Star Time. Award
was made in memory of Moe Rosenleading^ffi§|
feld, former radio director of MacLaren Adv. Co. who helped many
Canadian youngsters get a start in
radio.
Advertising succeeds

helps you sell
more advertising.
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BMI Canada Meet
KEN SOBLE, CHML Hamilton,
will be introduced as the new director of BMI Canada Ltd. at a
directors meeting of the organization being held June 26, at Toronto.
The
agenda has not yet been announced.

NY HEARINGS
Hill Red Probe Continues
NEWS

media have "magnified beyond
proportion"
what byfew Senators
reports
have been
gathered
studying subversive or Communist
elements in the radio-TV industry,
Sen. Willis Smith (D-N. C.) told
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
week.

A SUDDEN gust of wind recently
snapped off a tower being constructed
for KLVC Leadville, Col. At the
time it crashed, the tower had
reached 160 feet. The crashed tower
frames Mt. Massive, lofty peak of
the Rockies
HAMTRAMCK
Two AM Bids Refused
FINAL decision was announced by
FCC last week to deny on technical
grounds both applicants competing
for a new AM facility at Hamtramck, Mich., namely Hamtramck
Radio Corp. and Atlas Broadcasting Co. Assignment sought is 500
w daytime on 1440 kc, directional.
Earlier, Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison proposed to
grant the Hamtramck Radio Corp.
application and to deny the bid of
Altas [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 10, 1950].
In its final ruling, the Commission concluded the proposed directional antenna of Hamtramck Radio failed to meet the minimum
requirements of FCC's standards,
while concluding that the Atlas
proposal would result in substantial interference to WBCM Bay
City,
Mich.
Hamtramck
Radio is headed by
Charles S. Gray, former salesman
for WJBK Detroit, who is president and 6.6% owner. A 20% interest is held each by Frank E.
Pellegrin, one-third owner of
WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn., and 39%
owner KSTL St. Louis, and Lynne
C. Smeby, Washington consulting
engineer, who respectively are first
and second vice president. There
are seven other stockholders.
Equal owners of Atlas Broadcasting are Dr. Stephen S. Skrzycki, mayor of Hamtramck; Stanley
Formaniak, uncle of Dr. Skrzycki
and local businessman, and Casimer Zbierski, office manager of
fare.
Wayne County Dept. of Social WelAnniversary
WCOJ

Show

The group that has been conducting "top-secret" hearings in New
York is the Senate Internal Security subcommittee, an investigative arm of the Senate Judiciary
Committeecasting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJune 11].
It was learned that the hearings
which were reported by the radio
and press were the second in a
series. According to Sen. Smith
other hearings may be held, not
necessarily in New York.
The North Carolinian said the
committee's scope was not restricted to labor, entertainers or
other groups within the industry
but that the probe is part of an
overall study of the Communist
question. "The committee in its
objective had to start somewhere
in gathering
ator said. information," the SenAt present the subcommittee is
sifting testimony it has received
regarding alleged Communist activity. Sen. Smith refused to say
how much information has been
gathered on such alleged activity
in the radio-TV field.
While he admitted that a few
witnesses or "informants" testifying before the committee in New
York were associated with the media, he pointed out that that fact
does not indicate necessarily that
a full-scale probe of the industry
will be conducted.
From other sources, it was
learned that most witnesses appearing before the subcommittee
were subpenaed although some persons volunteered information.
Some witnesses have been helpful and had specific evidence to
offer, Sen. Smith disclosed, but
others had only general information or "hearsay" to give to the
investigators. Sen. Smith directed
the New York hearings.
LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write

Coatesville, Pa., program ed a4% -hour Salute to Gap
when the nearby town of Gap celebrated its 250th anniversary in midJune. The show was sponsored by
merchants and businessmen of Gap,
historic town in Lancaster County,
Employers
Reinsurance
Pa. Included on the special show
was a description of the anniverCorporation
sary parade, and a tape recording
Insurance
Exchange Bldg.,
broadcast of the dedication of a new
Kansas City, Missouri
firehouse and new fire-fighting
equipment.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TRI-STATE AREA
Evansville Show A Success
TELEPHONE communication between an Army sergeant and his
mother and sister bridged the distance from Tokyo — 8,147 miles of
transoceanic cable — and provided
the basis for a recent edition of the
weekly Evansville Story on WJPS
Evansville, Ind.
The occasion was another in a
series of programs designed by the
station as a community relations
vehicle for the tri-state area of
southern Indiana, northern Kentucky and southeastern Illinois.
Program has been sponsored since
last November by the Evansville
Works and Refrigeration Div. of
International Harvester Co.
The Evansville Story highlights
the week's news in the tri-state
area as well as activities of local
people away from home. Other
features are on-the-spot reports
CBC BOARD
Governors Hold June Meet
REQUESTS FOR share transfers,
emergency transmitters and one
increase in power were heard at the
June meeting of the board of
governors of the Canadian Broadi casting Corp., held June 22 at
Ottawa. CKVD Val d'Or, Quebec,
asked for a power increase from
100 w to 250 w on 1230 kc. Emergency transmitter licenses were requested by CHSJ St. John, CJOR
Vancouver, CJOY Guleph, and
CFRN Edmonton. Broadcast pickup licenses were requested by
CFCF Montreal, and VOCM St.
John's, Newfoundland. Change of
ownership control of CJRW Summerside, P. E. I., was requested,
and share transfers were requested
for eight stations.
Sarnoff Family to Europe
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, board
chairman of RCA, and Mrs. Sarnoff, together with their son, Robert
W. Sarnoff, NBC vice president and
director of unit productions, and
his wife, left New York last week
for a six-week business and vacation trip to England and the Continent, where Gen. Sarnoff will visit
RCA offices.

MEDIA

On hand for special broadcast of
Evansville Story are (I to r) Mr.
McLean; Mrs. Afra Malqne, mother
of Sgt. Bill Malone, and Sister
Rachel; and Mr. Paule.
* * *
with actual voices of people in the
news, human interest stories and
special background material. Sponsor reports tremendous public reaction from the show.
Series is written, produced and
narrated by Jack McLean, WJPS
program director, and reports comby Verne director.
Paule, station's
specialpiled events
Other
broadcasts have included an $8
million fire that swept downtown
Evansville and an actual combat
report of a battle led by an Evansville officer.
KECA MARATHON
Held for Cancer Hospital
FIFTEEN hour marathon on
KECA-AM-TV Los Angeles, under
auspices of the Greater Los Angeles Press Club, for the benefit of
the City of Hope new cancer hospital at Duarte, Calif., brought in
a total of 1146,379.09 from "phone
in" contributors.
This does not include contributions which have been and will be
mailed in as result of the simulcast, according to ABC and hospital fund officials. Marathon started at 9:30 p.m. June 9 and continued through to 12:30 p.m. the
following day without a break.
More than 300 radio, television,
film, stage and night club personalities appeared on the program.
The new free non-sectarian hospital
opens July 2.

TheVoice^/Kansas
WIBW
BROADCASTING
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COSTS

Canadian Groups Set Pact
EXPECTED battle over the Canadian broadcasting industry's promotion comparing the cost of radio
to newspapers and magazines
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 28] did not materialize at a
joint meeting at Toronto last week
between directors of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters and a committee of the Canadian Daily Newspapers Assn. It was decided at
the joint meeting that future promotion of all media should sell each
medium on its merits and not attempt to disparage other media.
"All media realize that this is
authenticated and tested research,"
stated Jim Allard, CAB general
manager, in commenting on the decision. Advertisers, he pointed out,
are asking for more research all
the time. Pressure from newspapers with radio stations against
CAB research, showing radio the
cheaper buy for advertisers,
brought about the meeting. Newspapers had threatened to withdraw
their stations from CAB membership. It is understood that the research which brought about the
complaint is not to be further circulated.
CAB directors meeting following the joint session discussed the
recently-issued Royal Commission
report and appointed a committee
to study further moves of the industry in light of the report's findings against a separate independent regulatory body.
Committee members are Harry
Sedgwick, CFRB Toronto ; W. Burgoyne, CKTB St. Catherines; William Guild, CJOC Lethbridge;
Henri Lepage, CHRC Quebec;
Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB Barrie,
and Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton.
The CAB board also decided to
pay its full fees to the Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters "in recognition of the important work it is
doing for free enterprise broadJohn, Newfoundland's
casting."
newCJON
5 kwSt. station,
was admitted
to membership. The agenda for
the 1952 annual meeting was
adopted in principle and a silver
tray was presented bv CAB to
William Guild, CJOC Lethbridge,
for his work over the past two
years as CAB board chairman during sittings of the Royal Commission.
Rose Bowl Bids
RADIO and television coverage of
Pasadena Rose Bowl football game
will go to the highest bidder, the
Tournament of Roses Asin. piiJ
Pacific Coast Conference announced June 15. Bids will be accepted from July 1 to 31 and may
be on basis' of one, two or three
years. Radio network sponsorship
will be restricted to one advertiser.
Multiple sponsors are acceptable
for TV.

WOW

TOOR
Reservations Pour In
MAL HANSEN, farm director for
WOW Omaha, said last week that
one week after first announcement
of the WOW East Coast Farm
Study Tour, 125 farmers sent in
$50 checks for reservations and
206 additional inquiries were made.
Mr. Hansen announced the
fourth annual tour on his show,
Farm Service Reporter, and repeated itfor six days. Cost of the
tour to the East Coast and eastern
Canada will be $500 per person
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18]. Bill Wiseman, WOW
promotion manager, said that response this year was nearly double
that of last year.
WKOK
Facilities
IMPROVEMENT in technical facilities of WKOK Sunbury, Pa.,
resulting in service to additional
persons both day and night, has
been given recommended approval
by FCC Hearing Examiner J. D.
Bond in an initial decision issued
June 12. No change would occur
in WKOK's operating assignment
of 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc.
Examiner Bond would grant the
station approval to install a higher
antenna and enlarging the ground
system. Minor additional interference would occur to WBAX
Wilkes-Barre and WHUM Reading, Pa., but these stations have
not objected, it was noted.

560 kc.
atlje $f)ilabelpf)ia
Snquirer

Station

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
. In America's Third Market
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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TULSA BIDS DENIED
Brown, Cameron Lose
APPLICATIONS of both Kenyon
Brown and George E. Cameron Jr.,
each seeking a new AM station at
Tulsa, Okla., on 1340 kc with 250 w
fulltime, were denied by FCC last
week.
The final decision concluded the
proposed outlet of either applicant
would violate FCC's technical
standards and cause interference
to several other existing stations.
Earlier, FCC Hearing Examiner
J. D. Bond had issued an initial
decision recommending that the bid
of Mr. Cameron be granted and
that of Mr. Brown be denied
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 17, 1950].
Mr. Brown is vice president and
20% owner of KWFT Wichita
Falls and KEPO El Paso, Tex., and
part owner of KGLC Miami, Okla.,
and KBYE Oklahoma City. Mr.
Cameron, oil producer, is owner of
KOTV (TV) Tulsa.
KCLO Bid Denied
BECAUSE of alleged interference
which would result to KWBB
Wichita, FCC last week through
final decision denied the application of KCLO Leavenworth, Kan.,
to increase power to 1 kw. KCLO
now operates with 500 w on 1410
kc, daytime only. FCC Hearing
Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith in an
initial decision earlier had recommended granting KCLO's request.

fCC

actions
JUNE 15 THROUGH

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
June 15 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
BY CHAIRMAN COY
Public Service Radio Corp., Baltimore, Md. — Granted request for waiver
of
requirement
of Sect.
1.854(e)of
of 10-day
rules, and
motion for
correction
transcript
of
oral
argument
re
applications of Public Service Radio Corp.
and that of WBAL Baltimore.
June 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1290 kc
WIRK West Palm Beach, Fla.— CP to
increase D power from 1 kw to 5 kw
and change from DA-DN to DA-N etc.
Modification of CP
WGAF
Valdosta,
Ga.— Mod.
CP new
AM station for extension
of completion
date.
KTJTE Glendale, Calif.— Mod. CP new
FM station to change ERP from 9.9
kw to 11.6 kw and change ant. system.
License for CP
WPAB Ponce, P. R.— License for CP
to change frequency, power etc.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WILE Cambridge, Ohio— RETURNED
application for authority to determine
operating
power
by direct measurement of ant.
power.
June 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
License for CP
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex.— License for CP
to increase D power and install new
KIRO-FM Seattle, Wash.— License for
CP new FM station.

-FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require— at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combin;ncj cabinet.
units tn rich
corder
: Mogne1-

Special Edition
WMGM New York and the
Brooklyn Red Cross last week
issued a special edition of
their manual, "Care and Protection of Dodger Fans," —
upon request of the New York
City Health Dept. — for fans
attending the Mayor's Trophy
Benefit Baseball Game in
New York today (Monday).

WE

ARE LOOKING
for the

BEST
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Modification of CP
WIBA-FM
Madison, Wis.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP etc.
License Renewal
WFAH
Alliance,
renewal of license. Ohio — Request for
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WZOB Ft. Payne, Ala. — RETURNED
application for assignment of license
from partnership d/b as Ft. Payne on
the Air to Glenn M. Gravitt,
Ft. Walton, Fla. — RETURNED application for CP new AM station on 1490
kc 250 w unl. tendered by WFTW Inc.
Bennington,
Vt.— AM
RETURNED
cation for CP new
station onappli1370
kc 500 w D.
June 19 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Authority Granted
WDNC Durham, N. C— Granted authority for 30 days from June 15 to
operate with temporary DA arrays and
night power reduced to 500 w.
Extension Granted
WINX Washington, D. C— Granted
extension of authority for 30 days from
June 11. for Maryland booster station
to remain silent.
BY THE SECRETARY
WPBC Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted
CP to move vertical ant. approx. 1200
ft. and make changes in ground system.
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.. Nr. Osgood, Ind.
— Granted CP for TV intercity relay
KSC-57 to be used with WTTW (TV)
Bloomington, Ind.
WDXI Jackson, Tenn.— Granted CP
to install a new aux. trans, at present
location of main trans, on 1310 kc 250
w. DA-N, cond.
KSMN Mason City, Iowa — Granted
CP to install new trans.
WERL E. Rainelle, W. Va.— Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. trans,
and main studio locations, add change
type of mitteetrans,
cond. until
Peris not subject
to be tolicensed
WWNR is licensed on 620 kc.
WRSW Warsaw, Ind.— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans, and make
changes in ant. system; cond.
WPIX New York— Granted mod. CP
to extend completion date of TV station to 12-8-51.
KG AL
Lebanon,
— Granted
cense for AM
station Ore.
on 930
kc. 1 kw liD.
KPOO
San
Francisco,
Calif.—
Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 12-21-51.
KCBC-FM
Des Moines, Iowa — Granted mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 9-24-51.
Chicago,
aur.
forWNBQ
TV station
with 111.—
4.69 Granted
kw vis. license
2.4 kw

COMBINATION

ENGINEER-ANNOUNCER
AMERICA
We Have a Job To Match

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.

JUNE 21

KNBH Los Angeles, Calif .—Granted
license for TV station; ant. height
3013 ft.
NBC Inc., Stratford, Conn.— Granted
license for experimental TV KC2XAK
and
lieu toof indicate
300 w. aur. power as 500 w in
WSTR Sturgis, Mich.— Granted mod.
CP to change main studio location,
and change type of trans.; cond.
WSBC Bennettsville, S. C— Granted
mod. CP to change studio location and
change type trans.; cond.
WNBC New York, N. Y.— Granted
CP to use presently licensed trans, of
remote pickup KEA-650 at Radcliffe
Ave., Port Washington, N. Y., for aux.
purposes only.
WAUG Augusta, Ga.— Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, location,
specification of main studio location,
and make changes in trans.
WJEJ-FM Hagerstown, Md. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 8-1-51.
KUOW
Seattle, Wash.— Granted CP
for non-commercial FM station; Ch.
213 (90.5 mc) 3.3 kw; ant. 105 ft.
KTJO-FM
Ottawa, Kans.— Granted
license for non-commercial educational
FM
station;
Ch.
201 (88.1 mc) 10 w.
10 w.
KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.— Granted
mod. CP to change type of trans.; cond.
WRMN Elgin, 111.— Granted CP to
make changes in trans.; cond.
Pottery Bcstg. Co., East Liverpool,
Ohio — Granted CP and license for remote pickup stations
KA-8961.were granted mod.
Following
CP's
for
extension
completionP.R.
datesto
as indicated: WABA of Aguadilla,
8-1-51, cond.; WMON Montgomery, W.
Va. to 11-15-51. cond.; WBAP Ft.
Worth, Tex. to 12-15-51. cond.; WHEN
Syracuse, N. Y. to 12-12-51.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Coy
American Petroleum Institute — Accepted in evidence and duly filed, exhibit #11 relative to proposed notificationCommunications
procedure for protection
Disaster
Service, inof matter
of providing
for
a
radiolocation
service, etc.
By Commissioner Webster
KRVN Lexington, Neb. — Granted pe- j
tition to accept petitioner's late apMason City,
pearance inIowa.
re application of KSMN-'
WTCH
Shawano,
Wis.— application
Granted peti-j
tion
for leave
to amend
to j
specifytime andnon-directional
operation
dayto specify certain conditions
re maximum expected operating value
of proposed operation in direction of
KMA and the establishment of monitoring points.
KCOG Centerville, Iowa— Granted
(1)
petition
for Greenleaf
admission pro
vice
of Robert W.
and hacRobert
Valentine of Centerville, for purpose of
taking certain depositions at Stronghurst, 111., Oquawka, 111., and Galeswhich
may and
be taken
proceeding;
(2)
burg, 111.,
any inother
depositions'
granted petition of KCOG to continue
hearing in proceeding from July 5 to
Aug. 9, in Washington; and (3) granted
petition to accept late appearance in
this proceeding.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
KTHS Hot Springs, Ark., and KGRH
Fayetteville. Ark. and WNOE New
Orleans,forLa.leave
— Granted
petition
(1) of-1 j
KTHS
to amend
application
to revise pattern DA to be used bysaid station operating in Little Rock. I
Ark., as proposed; (2) denied petition I
of KGRH to change place of hearing j
and in alternative to take depositions I
of officers and stockholders of applicant; and (3) granted petition of KGRH j
for leave to amend application to cor- 1
rect an error in specifying geogra- ]
phical coordinates of proposed ant j
site,
and (4)pursuant
referred to
Com-oi IJ
missioner,
to Motion's
provisions
Sect.
1.742 of rules
relatingof toWNOE
practice"!
and
petition
tol
dismissprocedure,
its application.
Robert C. Crabb, Los Angeles, Calif .i]
— Granted petition to accept proposed J

KFXJ Grand Junction, Colo.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yeart"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C. District 1205
Aptos, California Aptos 5532
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*'

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member

Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
E . C . PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronicsCommunications
1833 M St., N. W.. Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

THE WES TURNER CO.
11 years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
9918 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
findings of fact and conclusions in
proceeding re applications for CPs and
licenses in domestic public land mobile
radio service; and ordered that all
. parties to this proceeding are given
juntil
June 23 findings.
within which
may
file proposed
Initialthey
Decision
in this consolidated proceeding will not
be issued until parties thereto have
either filed proposed findings or have
evidenced, in writing served on all
parties, their intention not to file such
^proposed findings.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
KWOC
Poplar Bluff, Mo.— Granted
motion of KWOC for leave to amend
its application to specify MEOV's in
'(Certain
vertical sections of proposed
DA.
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
motion for extension of time to June
BROADCASTING

22 in which to file reply to proposed
findings of fact and conclusions re
application of KSOK Arkansas City,
Kans.

By Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison
KGAR Garden City, Kan. — Granted
petition to correct transcript of testiin variousGarden
respects
applicationsmonyof KGAR
City,re Kan.
and
KLMR Lamar, Col. and Capital Bcstg.
Co., Lincoln, Neb.
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
petition for extension of time from
June 14 to and including June 22
within which to file proposed findings
in proceedings re WHDH and KOA
petitions and application of WXKW.
• Telecasting

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner

AR 4-8721

A. EARL CULLUM,

JR.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, HI.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

June 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP to Replace CP
KFQDplaceAnchorage,
CP to reexpired CP to Alaska
change— frequency
etc.
AM— 630 kc
KVMA MITTED
Magnolia,
— RESUBapplication for Ark.
CP to
increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install
new trans, etc.
Modification of CP
KNBR North Platte, Neb.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
KUMO Columbia, Mo.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
WGBS-FM Miami, Fla.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
WTVB-FM Coldwater, Mich. — Same.
WAZL-FM Hazleton, Pa.— Same.
WFBC-FM Greenville, S. C— Same.
WLPM-FM Suffolk, Va. — Same.
WCUM-FM Cumberland, Md.— Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP
from 2.5 kw to 1.28 kw., ant. height
from 1485 ft. to minus 39 ft., trans,
site toline,Williams
Cumberland, Rd.
Md. and
etc. East City-

License for CP
WCAP Lowell, Mass. — License for
CP new AM station.
CPWLYC
new Williamsport,
AM station. Pa. — License for
WFPL (FM) Louisville, Ky. — License
for CP authorizing
changes
in noncommercial educational
FM station.
WNAO Raleigh, N. C. — License for
CP to increase D power and change
trans.
AM— 1280 kc
Beaver Dam, Wis. — CP for new AM
station on 1350 kc 500 w D AMENDED
to change from 1350 kc to 1280 kc etc.
and change studio location from Beaver
Dam, Wis. to Prairie du Chien, Wis.
License Renewal
WFPL (FM) Louisville, Ky.— Renewal
of license.
of AVBUR
license.(FM) Boston. Mass. — Renewal
KXRA Alexandria, Minn. — Request
license renewal.
WMDD Fajardo,
TV— P.Ch.R. —4 Same.
WDAF-TV Kansas City. Mo.— CP to
change from ERP 22 kw vis. 11 kw aur.
to 100 kw vis. and 50 kw aur., ant.height 745 ft.
(Continued on page 96)
June 25, 1951

•
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Checks
and money orders only.
Payable in advance.
Situations Wanted, 10$ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Complete staff wanted immediately.
Write full information and salary to
Manager. WAIN, Columbia, Kentucky.
Managerial
Reliable, steady commercial manager
for 1 kw independent midwest station.
City 30,000. Draw and commission. Box
100K, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Commercial manager — Aggressive 1 kw
station in good southeastern market,
fulltime, net-affiliated, seeks experienced radio salesman with supervisory
ability and southern background or experience. Good base with incentive plan
for man who wilt work into our plan of
operation. Box 17K, BROADCASTING.
Permanent sales position. One station
market. Station on air over 25 years.
Protected account list. Station within
60 miles of Chicago. 15% commission
with guaranteed draw. Box 33K,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman. If you are a
good man and desire to better yourself,
if you wish to work in network affiliate
Connecticut at $80.00 weekly salary
with chance to earn more at once, write
all details, present position, background, availability. Send recent photograph. Car necessary. Box 120K,
BROADCASTING,
Attention salesmen and announcers in
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana. Immediate opening for working salesman or
announcer that wants to start in sales
and work up to commercial manager.
Straight salary of $55.00 per week. Plus
5% straight commission. No draw
against commission. $1500.00 worth of
accounts to start with. Contact Jim
Hairgrove, KFRD, Rosenberg, Texas.
Salesmen wanted — One or two salesmen
who know small market picture. City
of 15,000 with good potential in adjacent counties. Draw against commissions. Must have car. No high
pressure types or would-be sales managers. Just good, solid selling by men
who know how to wear out shoe
leather. Send complete information including photograph first letter. Personal interview necessary before completing final arrangements. Radio Station WEPM, Martinsburg, W. Va.
Salesman, metropolitan market, 15%,
good draw. Car necessary. Contact
Willard
Georgia. Belote, WTJH, East Point,
Avnouncers
Mature announcer with superior voice
and technique wanted by network station in important Texas resort city.
Box 927J, BROADCASTING.
Singing announcer— Southeastern station putting accent on live talent wants
announcer with ability to sell and entertain on the mike, combining pop
vocals with routine announcing and
deejay work. Adequate salary to start,
plenty opportunity to increase it by
producing results for station. Box 18K,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Staff announcer, qualified for all-round
duty by experience or training, wanted
by progressive
1000-watt
independent
near
Chicago. News
gathering
ability
desirable. Personal interview essential.
Box 105K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer first phone, 250
watt Mutual, 40 miles Atlanta. Give
full
particulars. Box 114K, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Virginia daytime independent. Experience desired but not
necessary. Call Warsaw. Virginia 690
for discussion and further information,
KBOP, 1000 watts, 30 miles south of
San Antonio, Texas, has an immediate
opening for combo man, emphasis on
announcing. Hillbilly station, need car,
$70 per week. 40 hours. Pleasanton,
Texas.
Wantedneer— with
Combination
first class announcer-engiticket: possible
opening for chief engineer. Write, giving full information to Station KBYR,
Box 1960, Anchorage, Alaska.
Announcer, single. News, adroit DJ,
impersonations. Build as local personality. Write WAND, Canton, Ohio.
Progressive independent has immediate
openings
for announcer-engineer
and
an announcer.
Call collect WBIP,
Booneville, Miss.
Experienced announcer for 1000 watt
daytime station. Send disc and complete details to WDBL, Springfield,
Tenn.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Experienced announcer. One of America's pioneerannouncer
stations has
opening
for
experienced
strong
on news
and records. Good wages, talent. Send
audition, photo and letter of qualifications to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Announcer — opening in near future for
good experienced announcer at WHYN,
Holyoke, Massachusetts. Please forward resume, disc or tape and photograph.
Wanted: Announcer with first phone,
$80.00 per week. Prefer single man.
WIRB, Enterprise, Alabama.
Combination announcer - engineer
wanted by 1000 watt NBC affiliate located in heart of citrus region of
Florida. No engineering experience required, but must hold first class license.
Southern man preferred. William P.
Lee, WLAK, Lakeland.
Announcer wanted — dependable, conscientious staff man. No play-by-play.
Must have at least one year staff experience. Send details, audition. WPIC,
Sharon, Pa.
Technical
Network station, large Texas market,
needs engineer with sound training and
stable
temperament. Box 928J, BROADCASTING.
Need first class transmitter operator.
No experience required. Virginia network station. Write Box 86K, BROADCASTING.
Position open! Transmitter engineer.
Immediate opening. Car necessary.
Northern
CASTING. Michigan. Box 92K, BROAD-

This 250 watt Liberty affiliate is going
on fulltime shortly and I need a good
announcer-engineer with emphasis on
announcing. Good pay. New Collins
equipment. Pleasant working conditions. Yearly bonus plus sick leave.
This is permanent to the right person.
Send photo, disc and qualifications immediately to 81K, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, first class ticket. No experience necessary. Permanent job. VirING. ginia station. Box 101K, BROADCAST-

Immediate opening for announcer-engineer with first class license. Virginia
network station. Write Box 85K,
BROADCASTING.

Engineer or combination, 250 watter.
90
miles from N. Y. Box 106K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Chief engineer for fulltime
commercial FM station in north central
states. Must have thorough technical
training and experience in maintenance, control room, taping and remotes. Man experienced with Westinghouse nenttransmitter
job.
guaranteedpreferred.
salary. BoxPerma107K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Combination first class engineer-announcer. Salary according to
ability. gineer,
Contact
Pat KFLD.
Jeter, Chief
EnRadio Station
Floydada,
Texas.
Transmitter engineer. Immediate opening. Temporary. $70, 40 hour week.
Wire ton,orVa. phone
collect D.
WARL,
Arling(Washington,
C. area).
Transmitter operator, first phone, experience unnecessary, for 250 watt staYork. tion. Inquire WBTA, Batavia, New
Wanted. First class engineer or engineer-announcer. Prefer experienced
maintenance man. Reasonable salary.
Good living conditions. Reply WBUY,
Lexington, N. C.
Immediate opening. Man with first
class phone ticket. Some announcing.
Start $205 month. Car necessary.
W C D L, Carbondale, Pennsylvania.
Phone 1230.
Have immediate opening for engineer
with first phone. No experience necessary. Combined operation in fisherman's paradise. WCRK, Morristown,
Tennessee.
Wanted — First class engineer. Interesting job on new construction of five
kilowatt
Write WFNC, Fayetteville, N. station.
C.
Wanted — First phone transmitter engiExperience Contact
not necessary.
Detailsneer.
first letter.
immediately
M. J. Craig, WGCD, Chester, S. C.
Opportunity for experience in AM, FM
and recording work for licensed first
class transmitter engineer. Approximately ten weeks. Bachelor quarters
available. WJTN, Jamestown. New
York.
ChiefMBSengineer-combination
man forper5
kw
affiliate. Will pay $100.00
week.ter.Write
complete details
first letWKNK, Muskegon,
Michigan.
Transmitter
wanted. necessary.
Permanent position.engineer
No experience
Contact Lew Frye, Chief Engineer,
WLOG, Logan, West Virginia.
Production-Programming, others
Copywriter. With experience. Male
or female. Good starting salary. Box
87K BROADCASTING.
Traffic — continuity. Opening in near
future for capable woman in program
department.sachusetts.
WHYN,
Holyoke,
Please forward
resume Masand
photograph.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — sales manager, 20 years complete
management,
sales, Mature,
advertising andradioprogram
experience.
responsible, dependable, community
minded with past record of increased
profits. National agency contacts.
Family man, college graduate, desires
manager position in middle Atlantic or
midwest
CASTING, area. Box 945J, BROADGeneral or sales manager — Remarkable
sales and management record. Now
sales manager good size successful AM
station. Have substantially increased
billing in one of the most competitive
TV markets in the country. Wide and
intimate agency and client contacts.
Familiar all phases radio operations.
Incentive must be big. Box 30K,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Now see this! Experienced time salesman. Early thirties. Making five figure
salary. College graduate. Five years
experience. Married. Well qualified
to be your commercial or sales manager. Box 40K, BROADCASTING.
Manager-chief engineer. 16 years experience in management, sales and engineering. FCC applications construction, Excellent
plus economic
operations,
FMCASTING.
AM-TV.
references,
presently
employed, family. Box 47K, BROADManager-commercial manager with
proven sales record. Experienced all
phases radio operation. College graduate, promotion and civic minded. Has
cash to invest or purchase control in
AM operation. Prefers tough market.
Box 57K, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, clean record, references, air work, two weeks notice.
Details and audition by return mail.
Box 83K, BROADCASTING.
No genius . . .just thoroughly experienced in all phases of good clean radio
. . . strong
on sales.
Successfully
man- 1
aged 250 watt
network
affiliate and
kw independent. 32 years old, married, one child. Best references furnished from all former employers. Desire manager's job with good return
following proven results. Prefer southwest,tions.
but not
immunein toTexas
other radio.
locaWell known
Would consider investing in right
deal. If your station has any possibilities and you are interested write or
wire
Box 89K, BROADCASTING,
Manager-salesmanager.
20 years radio. :
TV.
agency
experience.
phases
business. CurrentlyFamiliar
employedall
ING^
large
metropolitan area. Prefer smaller
city in east. Box 122K, BROADCASTSalesmen
Aggressive, personable, go-getter with
advertising knowhow. Six years commercial radio — sales, announcing, production. Desire connection with metropolitan radio or TV station; agency or
sales rep. Consider managerial smaller
market.eran. BoxMarried,
twenty-nine, vet61K, BROADCASTING.
Man with complete radio background
from national to local levels in sales,
sales promotion management, station
relations, public relations, copyrights,
production transcriptions including
television, seeks affiliation with substantial organization. Perfect record,
family-man. Presently employed at
$7000. Box 801J, BROADCASTING.
My record
tells why-4- I'm
your man.alii
Selling
knowhow
experience
phasesnity 5000
broadcasting
+
sales
opportuwatter or over = increased
billing for you! Draft exempt, married. j
25 years old, 5 years experience. Like
to connect with topnotch midwestern
station. Box 116K, BROADCASTING.)
Announcers
Announcer — Six months experience/
Available immediately anywhere. AIM
replies answered promptly. Tape, photoi;
available. Box 989 J, BROADCASTING^1
Sportscaster-baseball play - by - play
Basketball,
fights-announcer,
control
board
operator.
Draft exempt. Travel.
Box 993J, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Strong play-byplay or recreation. Baseball, football
basketball.
Cai- 1I
handle staff 10
andyears
studioexperience.
utility. Prefer
metropolitan
area.Box
Married
family, now college
employed.
95K !I
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-sportscaster. College grad |
Young,
Single.
experience. WilH ]i
travel. Box
52K,Some
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer.
Trained all phases!
Radio City,
N. Y. Outstanding
com- ;l
mercials,
newscasting.
Single, exempt
college graduate. Tape available. Bo>,
54K, BROADCASTING.
1
Announcer, control board operator I
Single, with limited experience; willing i
to
locate
Re- J
sume
and along
disc eastern
available.seaboard.
Box 60K
BROADCASTING.
ij
Dominant California stations. Old det
jaysHeaven.
have to Box
die! —69K,
California
is close-*;]j
ING.
to
BROADCAST
Experienced, versatile announcer
single,opportunity
age 22, draft
exempt vet. apti-,l
De- I
sires
tude news,
sports,develop
westernspecial
disc show <
Smooth board and team man. Effective.!
delivery. Air check available. Bo>i|
71K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Versatile announcer, disc jockey. 1
year experience.
personable. Will travel. Ambitious,
Disc, photo.
Box
73K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced woman announcer-copywriter desires work in midwest location. Versatile background. Box 77K,
BROADCASTING.
Dominant California stations! Experience speaks for itself. Hear me. Box
68K, BROADCASTING.
.0'. Attention: Northeast program directors; announcer-deejay, 4 years experience. Married, draft exempt. Tape
audition available. Box 76K, BROADCASTING^
I would like to audition in person at
midwest station offering real future to
announcer-writer with four years experience all phases radio including
sales. Box 78K, BROADCASTING.
Top newscaster and editor with 13
years announcing background wants
permanent job eastern city. Family.
Presently employed 50,000 watt station.
Available July 15. Box 82K, BROADCASTING.
Dominant California stations! Employed senior announcer, emcee, deejay, good morning show. Box 67K,
BROADCASTING.
Capable
man desires
steady ra-in
dio workyoung
in Florida.
Experienced
all phases of radio. Strong on staff
and DJ work. Also can sell, write
copy. Draft exempt, married, presently employed. Write Box 90K,
BROADCASTING.
Young
man, age
single,
now employed
withtwenty-three,
background of
one
year in AFRS
and
one
year
in
com-a
mercial radio desires job at sixty
:.•<:- week. Now working in southwest.
Good on news, commercials, etc. Audition tape, photo available. Box 93K,
BROADCASTING.
Early bird or night owl, 4 years. All
staff duties and special events. Presently empolyed. Single, 4F. 2 years
college. Will travel, prefer east coast.
Box 94K, BROADCASTING.
Combination
ager. Sevenannouncer-program
years experiencemanall
phases announcing including newscasting and
editing,
and
control
boardplay-by-play
operation. sports
Full
knowledge continuity writing, programming and production. Must be permanent and in congenial atomsphere.
Member of Kiwanis International. Box
96K, BROADCASTING.
Stop! Dirt cheap! Draft exempt young
man desires to train as announcer or
combo man, also learn continuity. Disc
and photo. Box 846J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman: Familiar with all
phases of radio including control board.
Knows sports, some experience. Veteran, married, no children, willing to
travel, disc available. Box 99K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer and/or copywriter. Thoroughlygramming,
experienced
all phases writing.
of protraffic, announcing,
Live audition or disc. Vet (no reserve)
single, 25. New England only. Box
102K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. southerner,
good voice. Draft exempt. Knowledge
of board operation. Presently employed. Will start for $55.00 per week.
Box 103K, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Experienced. College
graduate. Capable. Operates board.
Veteran. Young. Prefers east or
south. Box 104K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-all-round man Friday.
Single, age 30. Draft exempt. Three
years experience. Can operate console.
S60
week to start. Box 109K, BROADCASTING.
Hillbillycessfuldisc
jockey with
lingo,desire
sucin southeastern
market,
1 change. Also straight announcing and
news. Six years in radio. Box 111K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, capable handling all phases
program copy, including sports. DJ
(pop, classical), news, commercials.
Can also specialize in any of previous.
Warm and friendly style. Control
board operator. B. A. Degree English.
Draft
exempt. Box 113K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. First phone license. Four months net station experience. Wants combination job. Available July 9th. Good reasons for change.
Disc and photo. Box 115K, BROADCASTING.
Have a bellyfull of copywriting after
one year copy and announcing. Seeking straight announcing. Grad radio
school, exempt. Walt DePuy, WAYB,
Waynesboro, Va.

1

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-disc jockey also studio,
transmitter: experienced. First phone
license, draft exempt. Waiting army
discharge,100 ready
1. DesireMr.work
within
miles July
of N.Y.C.
Ed
Mitchell,
528 .
East 29th Street, Paterson,
N.
J
Announcer-operator, single, SRT Chicago graduate. Will travel. Audition
disc, photo and data upon request.
Strong on sports, news and DJ, rural
and pop.manent
Sober,
perposition.reliable.
Write orDesire
call John
B. Naimo, 10104 Ewing Ave., Chicago,
111. Bayport 1-3162.
Combination man. Network experience. Firstnouncing
phone.
Emphasis on Vet,
annews, commercials.
single,red. draft
exempt.
Florida
preferRogel, 1275 Grant Avenue,
N.Y.C, William
N. Y.
Technical
Twenty ified.
yearsPermanent
experience.
qualsouth,Highly
southwest.
CASTING^
$4800 minimum. Box 14K, BROADChief engineer — 16 years experience in
design, construction, FCC applications,
management and economic operations,
in AM-FM-TV. Excellent references,
presently employed, family. Box 48K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — twenty years technical
experience including construction three
stations. References. Family. Box
51K, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Married, two children.
Age 30. Eleven years radio. 3J,2 broadcast 5 kw CBS affiliate. Studios, transremotes. Graduate
CREI broadcastmitter,
and television
courses.
Desire
permanent TV or AM with TV affiliate.
Prefer
Middle
Atlantic.
Box
BROADCASTING. 53K,
Chief engineer: Long experience, unusual qualifications. Excellent referCASTING.
ences. July 1st. Box 66K BROADEngineer. 1st phone, experienced.
Some announcing. East preferred.
Immediately available. Box 74K,
BROADCASTING.
First class phone engineer — CREI student cravescontrol
soothing
retreat
airconditioned
room.
Also insecond
class telegrapher, amateur and motorist. Minimum
salary.
$75; no announcing. Box 84K,
BROADCASTING.
First phone. Seeking combination.
Good voice
employed. quality.
California or Presently
Oregon. Box
88K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer now employed,
six years experience one station operDesire permanent
tionatingwithsolo.progressive
station. connecPrefer
south or southwest. Can take short
announcing shifts and write copy if
necessary. Personal and technical record can withstand closest scrutiny.
Have car, draft exempt. Box 110K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief or technician. Broadcasting or
related. Fourteen years diversified experience broadcasting. Eleven years
other radio and electrical. Forty-five.
Family. Car. Now employed. No announcing. Box 118K, BROADCASTING.
First phone licensee looking for combo
position. Transmitter experience. No
announcing. Ambitious to learn audio
CASTING^
line of radio. Box 121K, BROADColored vet. Age 30, first radio-phone
license. Broadcast transmitter experienced. Employed at present by local
broadcast station. Desires change.
Available after one week notice. Contact J. Allen, P. O. Box 374, Laurinburg, N. C.
Production-Programming, others
Newscaster-editor. Four years experience, including 2V2 years air work.
Currently employed network newsroom. Seek return to broadcasting.
College journalism degree. Draft exempt. Box 899J, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced all
phases including publicity-promotion.
Progressive programming. Looking
for permanent, solid position. Married, two children. Box 13K, BROADCASTING^
Continuity writer. Young, male, single,
experienced, draft exempt. Formerly
with 5000 watter. Eastern position
preferred. Box 55K, BROADCASTING.
Staff organist
— thoroughly
experienced.
Write
Box 70K,
BROADCASTING.
PD. Experienced all phases 250-5 kw.
References verify successes. College,
Veteran. Box 75K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Looking for a girl Friday who can
write copy, do air work, can program
classical
music and wants to learn
INGS
more? Write Box 79K, BROADCASTVersatile announcer,
continuity account
writer, woman's
feature
servicer.
Excellent
references.
Southwest preferred. Box 80K. BROADCASTING.
Family man with national reputation,
20 years experience on own successful
radio shows,
by national
accounts, also sponsored
on TV. Wishes
position
as program director or production manager of radio station in medium-size
town. Location and opportunities important. Member
of A F of Box
M thorough musical
background.
91K,
BROADCASTING.
Advertising executive presently employed as assistant radio-TV director
of national 4A agency in major metropolitan center desires
director's
job
with small
in midwest or as agency
executivepreferably
with substantial
radio or TV station. Experienced in
sales, programming, production, public
relations and network announcing.
College graduate. Married. Ambitious.
31.
$8000 to $10,000 bracket. Box 98K,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter,
wants
ing station.experienced,
State nature
of growwork,
salary. Box 108K, BROADCASTING.
Program director desires affiliation with
stable organization. Thoroughly seasoned program department executive
offers hard work, good judgment,
smooth operation, responsibility and
versatile background. Competitive market and ences.
farm
experience.
referIf your
operationGooddemands
ability and commercial knowhow, you
should consider me. Write Box 112K,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-manager of two radio
stations. Experienced in all phases of
broadoasting. Writer, director and promotion for major networks. Program
director, manager, announcer, writer
for local stations. Writer-director for
television. Never fired. Present employer will recommend highly. Wish
program directorship of substantial
station with future. Draft exempt.
Robert Williams, 1445 N. Minneapolis,
Wichita, Kansas.Television
Managerial
TV sales manager, employed in that
capacity for past year seeks general
managership TV position. Network
and independent station experience,
plus director-producer credits. Write
Box
123K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
1st phone. Announcer-engineer, program director. Married, one child,
draft exempt. 3 years AM experience.
Graduate
CREIcourse.
Broadcast
Television Resident
Desireandtechnical
opening in CASTINGTV.
Box 119K, BROADa TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , Others
There's no freeze on ability! Available
now, program executive midwest TV
station, major competitive market, 15
years station,
agency experience. Seekingnetwork,
wider opportunity
with
progressive TV organization. Box 124K,
BROADCASTING e TELECASTING..
For Sale
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Truscon H-30 295 foot tower GE 2bay FM mitter,
antenna.
1 kw GE FM 1, translimiter, Magnecorders.
2 and
4 channel Collins — WE remote amplifiers, model G-2 Rek-O-Kut transcriptionizers.
cabinetsPreamps.
with Best
W. offer
E. arms
takesequalany
or all. Location northern Illinois.
Box 881J, BROADCASTING.
Microwave equipment. Three General
Electric TL-l-A 2000 megacycle video
microwave links complete with lines
and six foot parabolas now operating
in intercity relay system. Can be used
also foronestudiotransmitter
Also
240 foot
and onevideo200 links.
foot
guyedtricrelay
towers.
One General
ElecBL-2-A 1000 megacycle
S.T. audio
link complete with six foot parabolas.
All
in like-new
and equipment
available August
first. condition
Contact
Lee G. Stevens, Chief Engineer,
WLAV-TV, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Western Electric limiter, model 1126-C,
in perfect condition. Price $395. Also,
brand new FM receiver, REL model
646-B in original factory carton. Price
$275. Both
items guaranteed.
Engineering information
available on either
item. Box 97K, BROADCASTING.
For sale: 300-foot Blaw-Knox self supporting tower. Holes for UHF antenna.
Excellent condition. WCEN, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan.
GE 250 watt BT-l-A transmitter, GE
FM
monitor,
single line
GE FMequalizer,
do-nut, GE
model
4-FA-14AI
100
lbs. #10 soft drawn bare copper wire,
approx. 2,200 feet. Make offer on all
or any item, available result of merger. WJLK, Asbury Park, N. J.
300-ft.,tower,
4 leg,complete
self supporting
BlawKnox
with insulators
and
all
lighting
equipment.
Available
now. In excellent condition. Good bet
for TV. Call, write or wire Ken Given,
WLBJ, Bowling Green, Kentucky.
RCA 1 kw FM transmitter, 2 section
pylon, Hewlett Packard FM monitor,
106 ft. Truscon tower. Combination
price, $5,500.00. Address Charles W.
Hoefer, Aurora (111.) Beacon-News.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Will buy unprofitable station from present owner if prospects look OK. Replies confidential. Box 117K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Approved one kilowatt transmitter,
preferably RCA, Collins or Raytheon.
KTFS, Texarkana, Texas. Phone 35-124.
Will buy any good one kw transmitter,
air
Falls,cooled.
Texas. Contact KTRN, Wichita
Wantedter. toPreferbuy:
transmitRCA250orwatt
GE.FM Must
have
monitor and bay. WVOP, Vidalia,
Georgia.
10 kw FM transmitter. Must comply
with FCC specifications. Write Univ.
of Wisconsin Purchasing Dept., Madison, Wisconsin.
Wanted. Magnecord recorders and
Magnecord playback units. Write, year,
model no., condition and price wanted.
Radio Broadcasting Co., Inquirer Bldg.,
18th Floor, Philadelphia 30, Pa.
Miscellaneous
Commercial crystals and new or replacement broadcast crystals for Bliley,
Western Electric. RCA holders, etc.;
fastest service. Also monitor and fre3-3901.
quency
Electronic
Co.,measuring
Temple,service.
Texas, Eidson
phone
Help Wanted
Salesmer
»• 8- 8- 8- 8- »• »• »• £)• 8- S> »• S> 8- 8- 8- S> 8" S> S> 8- 8- 8- £•
WANTED— Experienced salesman for
New York office of leading radio and
television station representative. Send
complete resume including picture,
references and salary requirements to
Box 65K, BROADCASTING.
8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- £• 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8" 8- 8Wanted to Buy
Stations
* FLORIDA
*
Three men : top level radio management, engineering and sales,
looking
for station
large or insmall
market radio
Florida.
250 watter up. Fulltime, daytime or network. Ready to act.
Cash on the line. Box 72K,
BROADCASTING.

TRANSIT

RFDs

ISSUE
Hill Hears Views

RULING by a U. S. Circuit Court
that transitcasting violates the
constitutional rights of riders is
an issue of "great importance and
signifies . . . the rights and privileges of our individual citizens are
not to be infringed upon," Rep.
Hubert B. Scudder (R-Calif.) declared June 11.
In an address printed in the Congressional Record, Rep. Scudder
cited a Humboldt Standard (Eureka, Calif.) editorial and suggested that "we all too often take
for granted our rights and privileges as individuals, while devoting
little thought to . . . the Constitution of the United States . . ."
The newspaper editorial had
commented that "the objection
arises not so much from the commercials and the music, per se, as
from the fact that the . . . listener
has no alternative but to listen."
It also pointed out that the judges
"admitted they were breaking new
constitutional ground, in concocting this constitutional right of
freedom from forced listening."
L. G. MOSELEY
West Coast Ad Exec Dies
FUNERAL services for Leslie G.
Moseley, 49, West Coast advertising executive, were held June 18
in San Francisco. Burial followed
at Cypress Lawn Memorial Park
in Colma, near San Francisco. Mr.
Moseley died June 14 after a heart
attack.
In the advertising business for
more than 25 years, Mr. Moseley
eight years ago joined Foote, Cone
& Belding as an account executive.
At the time of his death, he was
manager of the agency's San Francisco office. Prior to FC&B, Mr.
Moseley was assistant to the president of Bowman, Dente & Cummings, San Francisco. Surviving
are his widow; a son; two daughters.
NEW CATALOG issued by Astatic
Corp., Conneaut, Ohio. Catalog No.
51 includes illustrations and descriptions of all models of TV and FM
boosters, microphones and stands,
and phonograph pickups.

ROYAL

EARTHQUAKE relief for San Salvador
victims is discussed by "Little Bill"
Stanley (r), conductor of Happiness
Exchange on WNOE New Orleans,
and Mayor deLesseps S. Morrison.
The one-man campaign, started by
Mr. Stanley on his early morning
show, snowballed into a citywide drive
when the mayor proclaimed a "Salvadorean Relief Week" and urged all
citizens, via radio, to contribute to
the project.
HIGHWAY
SAFETY
More Media Support Asked
GROWING interest in highway
traffic safety is evidenced by the
increased cooperation of radio and
television programs, according to
W. J. Scripps, Detroit radio-newspaper executive, and chairman of
the public information committee,
President's Highway Safety Conference.
Pointing to the need for still
further cooperation, Mr. Scripps
said that television stations would
be asked to increase the degree of
highway safety publicity in local
advertising. The committee drafted
a recommendation for possible endorsement bythe conference to ask
advertisers to make wider use of
television
to promote highway
safety.
Radar for Weather
EXPERIMENTAL authorization
has been granted by FCC to William J. Hartnett, doing business as
Weathercasts of America, St.
Louis, for operation of radar equipment "for the purpose of determining the exact location of rain areas
as an aspect of applicant's weather
service."

Midwest
Small Market

Large Market

$40,000.00
Profitable 500 watt, daytime operation in exclusive
market in rich agricultural
area. Doing good volume
of business. Financing arranged.

$45,000.00
An excellent independent
station in one of the midwest's important markets.
Well equipped and only one
other station in a city in
excess of 70,000. Can be
financed up to 50%.

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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FAVORED
Jack Blume Cleared
REVISED initial decision to grant
a new AM station at New Orleans
on 1450 kc with 250 w fulltime to
Royal Broadcasting Corp. has been
reported by FCC. Competitive bid
of Gretna and Lower Coast Radio
and Broadcasting Co. was denied
on grounds it "is not qualified to
be a broadcast licensee" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18].
FCC also struck from the record
"as sham and scandalous" certain
accusations against former FCC
Hearing Examiner Jack P. Blume
made by New Orleans Attorney
Maurice B. Gatlin, whom FCC said
had arranged for formation of
Gretna and Lower Coast. The
Commission also dismissed petitions by Mr. Gatlin directed against
the earlier initial decision of Examiner Blume which recommended
granting the new facilites to
WJMR there, now moot since
WJMR subsequently withdrew its
application for the assignment
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 18, Oct. 9, 1950].
Equal owners of Royal Broadcasting are: Hugh M. Wilkinson Sr.,
attorney, chairman of board; Hugh
M. Wilkinson Jr., attorney, president; Rep. F. Edward Hebert (D-La.),
vice president; James Wilkinson III,
attorney, secretary; and Brig. Gen.
Raymond F. Hufft, adjutant general
of Louisiana, treasurer. Gen. Hufft
formerly was executive assistant to
James A. Noe, licensee of WNOE New
Orleans and KNOE Monroe, La.
Principals in Gretna and Lower
Coast include Armand F. Truxillo,
hotel and apartment interests, president and 40% owner; Abraham
Solomon, real estate investments, vice
president and 40%; and Charles A.
Schmid, with Gulf Radio School and
formerly with WJBW New Orleans,
secretary-general manager and 20%
owner.

SSB POSTS FILLED
Rothschild, Others Named
APPOINTMENTS of V. Henry
Rothschild II, New York attorney,
as chief legal counsel and of other
key personnel to the newly-created
Salary Stabilization Division of
the full Salary Stabilization Board
were completed and announced last
week by Joseph D. Cooper, executive director.
Mr. Rothschild will direct a
group charged with the responsibility of executing full board policies designed to administer the
same equitable treatment to executives as that given to employes
falling under the Wage Stabilization Board. Mr. Rothschild has
been active in the Bar Assn. of
New York and until 1940 was associated with the New York law
firm of Root, Clark, Buckner &
Ballantine. Other appointments
included David R. Roberts as economic consultant; Jesse Robinson,
executive assistant, and William
Haggard, director of public information.
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Farm Sponsorship Aired
AGRICULTURE "is more of a
market for the products of radio
sponsorship
everadvantage
before" and
farmers
mustthantake
of
mechanical farm aids to survive inroads on profit, Howard Doane,
Doane Agricultural Service, told
the spring meeting of the National
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors in
St. Louis June 12-15.
Sessions were devoted to a study
of current economic trends rather
than programming and drew 85
delegates from the U. S. and Australia, according to Sam Schneider,
KVOO Tulsa, Okla., who presided
over the gathering.
Climax of the three-day meeting
was the presentation of an honorary membership in NARFD to Vice
President Alben Barkley. Presentation was made by Phil Alampi,
WJZ New York, president of the
association. Local meeting arrangements were handled by the St. Louis
Chamber of Commerce, Mansanto
Agricultural Chemical Co., Ralston
Purina Co. and Doane Agricultural
Service, of which Mr. Doane is
board chairman.

RESEARCH ROLE
Engstrom Tells Methods
AN EFFECTIVE industrial research staff "is one where all members respond to originality, where
all members have some degree of
originality and where a portion are
highly creative,"
E. president
W. Engstrom, RCA LabsDr.vice
for research, stated at the second
annual conference on industrial research at Columbia U. in New York.
Stressing originality and character, plus scientific training, Dr.
Engstrom said that the scientific inquisitiveness which produces progress seemed to require an atmos-j
phere of discontent with the current order of things, accompanied,
by a drive toward improvement
and enhancement. He said that,
integrity of purpose in research isj|
vital . "Nature is a cruel and ex-!
acting taskmaster when it comes to
technical or scientific accuracy and
honesty," he said, and added that
"reliability in prosecuting a worl
program is rarer than one mighi
think and is richly rewarded."
Industry Statistics
PUBLISHED
volume of "Statistics of the Communications
Indus
try of the U.S." for the calendai
year 1949 is now available fron
the
Superintendent
DocumentGovernment
Printing ofOffice,
Wash
ington 25, D. C, FCC has an
nounced. The 297-page volume
contains financial and operating
data compiled principally fron
annual reports filed with FCC
Section B of the book contains dat;
for the broadcast networks, am
AM, FM and TV stations. Com I
plete volume is $1; Section B sep
arately is 25<f.
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Trade Winds Fair
KDKA's FEAST
(Continued from page 23)
400 at Annual Barbecue
week sponsorship of Quick As A
Flash, Richard Diamond and
Camels take a summer hiatus from
THERE is no beef shortage in
their Wednesday 8-8:30 p.m. pePittsburgh, according to some 400
riod, July 6 to Sept. 28, while Bob
agency men and clients that were
Bartley and his sponsor, Mars, Inc.,
on hand for KDKA's annual barbecue June 19. One of the main
take a similar three-month lay-off
features, if not the main one, at
from the same period on Friday.
the North Park Lodge site, was
0~.~,ie and Harriet will also be on
vacation starting June 29, but their
the cooking, serving and consumpsponsor, Heinz, will continue in
tion of an 847-pound steer.
that Sunday night spot with A Life
The big event, in its fourth year
in Your Hands as its summer
of running, also featured golf, badvehicle.
minton, volley ball, soft ball and
horse shoe pitching for those who
Mutual has reported an-all-time
wished to participate. For those
high sale of its co-op news pronot athletically minded, it offered
grams, which on June 1, of this
KDKA's
departing
manager,
Joseph
E.
Baudino
(left),
greets
his
successor,
year accounted for a combined
Robert Duffield (second from left), at the annual KDKA barbecue. Looking
card games, old-fashion bull sestotal of 888 station sales, a 66%
on are Walter Evans, president of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., and
sions or just renewing old friendincrease over the 534 station
ships with a tall drink.
Walter E. Benoit (right), former WRS general manager, who now directs
sales of these shows on June 1,
Beside the beef, the guests enWestinghouse's new Air Arm division.
^
joyed six sacks of potatoes, 30
1950. Program breakdown shows
Cecil Brown with 91 station sales
gallons of cold slaw, 100 dozens of
June 9, and giving Mr. Chameleon a Firm Shares Profits
vacation from June 27; Wildroot droprolls, 40 gallons of baked beans, 30
this year as against 68 last year,
ping Charley Wild and picking up the
pounds of butter, five baskets each
CHECKS totaling $143,735.76 have
Bill Cunningham with 84 to 47, part of FBI dropped by P&G; Wilof radishes and green onions, six
liam Wrigley Jr. Co. adding four speCedric Foster with 174 to 118,
been
distributed
to
eligible
emcial summer series, all on 9-9:30 p.m.
Robert Hurleigh with 79 to 15;
pickle chips and 50 galBroadway Is My Beat Sunday, July 8ployes under a profit-sharing plan gallons
lons of of
coffee.
Aug.
12; Romance, Monday, July 16- of the Packard-Bell Co., West Coast
Fulton Lewis with 376 (an all-time
Aug. 20; Johnny Dollar, Wednesday,
A drawing was held for prizes,
radio-television manufacturer. This
high for this 14-year old program)
July 18-Aug. 15; Line Up, Thursday,
ranging from golf clubs to fishing
to 265; Mutual Newsreel with 84 July 5-Aug. 16.
regular midyear payment was
Advent of summer finds the fol- timed for the annual vacation of
now to 21 a year ago. Newsreel
equipment. Topping off the evethere was a special floor show.
may soon be advertising Blatz beer
lowing changes in NBC's commerplant employes, said Herbert A. The ning
entire 14-hour event, except
cial
line-up
:
Sunday
afternoons
on the network if station clearances
Bell,
founder-president
of
the
comBelmont Radio added John Camfor the food, was handled by KDKA
can be obtained.
pany, who spoke at silver anniverstaffers.
eron Swazey in a quarter-hour
sary
ceremonies
at
the
Los
Angeles
MBS
Hiatuses
thods
According to a report appearing
news series June 17 and U. S. Tobacco starts Martin Kane July 1, plant. This was the largest distribuTwo sponsors have vacated the
in The Bulletin, published annution
in
the
history
of
the
profitwhile Norwich Pharmacal Co. drops
Monday-Friday 5-5:30 p.m. period
ally following the gala event, the
sharing plan. Next payment under
on
MBS:
Kellogg
Co.
dropping
Bob Trout July 29 and TWA is giv- the plan is scheduled for Dec. 14. food that was eaten surpassed all
-lilt
ing The B landings a vacation June
Trail on Monday-Wednesday,
expectations. A copy of the picTee of Mark
Friday,
and
National
Biscuit
Co.
ture-loaded tabloid was placed on
17-Sept.
17. On Tuesday, DuPont
.liit Straight Arrow on Tuesday and
the desk of each guest informing
RCA Vacation Plans
gives Cavalcade a summer layoff
him of his doings the day before.
i Thursday, while Ronson has ended
July 3-Sept. 4 and Lewis Howe Co. RCA manufacturing plants in New
wound up Baby Snooks June 12 and
its sponsorship of Twenty QuesYork, Indianapolis and Canonswill be back with a new program
tions, Saturday, 8-8:30. Noxzema
secsad '
burg will each close at separate
Truman Address
today starts a six-week hiatus of Sept. 18. Kraft Foods Co. has
periods for employe vacations,
moved The Falcon from Sundays
its sponsorship of Gabriel Heatter's
AN ADDRESS by President
into the Wednesday evening spot Ralph C. Williams, Custom Sales
Monday, 7:30-7:45 p.m. newscast.
Harry S. Truman, commemorating
CBS summer shifts include: Amerwhile Gildersleeve is absent June 6- Administration manager for RCA
ican Home Products dropping Mr. Keen
Victor, announced. The New York
the anniversary of the Korean
Aug.
29.
On
Thursday
General
July 12; American Safety Razor Corp.
plant, which handles transcription,
War, will be carried by all radio
Cancelling its Sunday evening five- Foods drops Aldrich Family June
slide film and miscellaneous cus- networks today (Monday). MBS
minute news; Animal Foundation drop- 28 and on Friday Pabst cancels
tom record production, will close will carry the address from 2-2:25
ped Bill Shadel's
five-minute
newscast Sunday
June 17;morning
CampLife of Riley June 29 and also on
bell Soup giving Bob Crosby a lay-off that date Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
July 2-8; the Indianapolis and Canp.m. from Tullahoma, Tenn., where
July 2-Aug. 29; Coca-Cola Co. disconhe will dedicate an engineering
onsburg plants, which manufacture
tinuing Morton Downey June 30; Col- Co., drops Bill Stern, Saturday,
exclusively for commercial-type
gate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.'sJuly
Our8-Sept.
Miss June 30, sees two more C-P-P proproject in honor of the late Gen.
Brooks taking a hiatus,
phonograph requirements, close Henry H. (Hap) Arnold. Liberty
30; Electric Auto-Lite giving Suspense
grams go off — Dennis Day and Judy
June
29-July
15
and
June
23-July
8
a hiatus July 5-Aug. 23; Electric Complans to carry it at the same time.
— with no date set yet for
No shipments from
panies letting Corliss Archer off July Canova
ABC, NBC and CBS will air the
their return in the fall, if they do. respectively.
8-Aug. 26; Emerson Drug dropping
the
plants
will
be
made
during
Hollywood Star Playhouse in July (and American Tobacco Co. gives Hit
special recording from
by midnight.
these periods.
program
moving it to ABC in the fall); General
11:30 to 12
Parade a lay-off July 7-Sept. 8.
Foods giving vacations to Gangbusters
and Hopalong Cassidy July 6-Sept. 15.
Other Network Changes
'STAR SEARCH'
Hall Bros., vacated Hallmark PlayWLW Ends Talent Campaign
house June 7-Aug. 30; Lever Bros, dropping My Friend Irma June 25 and giving Lux Radio Theatre a lay-off July 2Aug. 20; Liggett & Myers letting Bing WLW Cincinnati has completed a
Crosby off for the summer starting "Star Search" for talent with the
July 4; Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.. cooperation of 153 theatres in five
shed by Simon
dropping Choreliers; Pepsi-Cola started states.
Another BMl "Pm t/p" Hit-Publi
Phil Regan,
June
3
in
a
Sunday
afternoon series: Pillsbury Mills taking a
Winners received WLW conhiatus for Cedric Adams five-minute
tracts and cash awards ranging
weekday afternoon spots, with Puritan
HEART
MAGIC
Co. of America putting Julian Bentley
MY
up
to
$1,000.
A total of $5,000
in for the summer. May 28- Aug. 24; in cash and merchandise
was diRose MGM
Procter & Gamble Co. dropping FBI in
On Records: Howard Keel-Dave
Peace and War June 28 and Red Skelvided
among
10
finalists.
ton June 24 and giving Beulah, Jack
Theatre managers praised the
Smith and Lowell Thomas vacations
; Wayne King-V^.
30378; PeSSy Lee-Cap. 1586 ral 60520; Tommy
July 2- Aug.
24;
Quaker
Oats
discon"Star
Search"
as
it
filled
their
tinued its weekday atfernoon quarter movie houses; WLW strengthened
2014170; Vinni De Campo-Co
hours with Grady Cole and Lou Childre
June 22; Rexall Drugs put Peggy Lee its contact with persons in the
be released.
Soon
*Dors
ey —toDee.*
in the Amos 'n' Andy spot June 17five-state
area,
and
the
station's
.Tuly 29 and taking a hiatus Aug. 5- talent
roster was augmented. All
Rept. 23; Reynolds taking a hiatus for
Bob Hawk July 2-Aug. 20; Sterling
things considered, it was felt by
Drug dropped Mystery Theatre June
19; Bill Shadel June 17, Sing It Again WLW to be a successful campaign.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 91 )
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KOCS Ontario, Calif. — RETURNED
application for CP to change hours
from D to unl. with 250 w DA-N.
WKXY Sarasota, Fla. — RETURNED
application for assignment of license
from old partnership to new partnership d/b as Sarasota Bcstg. Co.
KHIT Lampasas, Tex.— RETURNED
application for assignment of license.
WCAZ Carthage, 111.— RETURNED
application
for Service
transfer Inc.,
of control
Superior Bcstg.
licensee,
from Chicago
Title
&
Trust
Co.,
executors of estate of Robert E. Compton,
to Zola N. Compton.
June 21 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
License Granted
WBTular license
Charlotte,
C— Granted
for AMN. station
on 1110regkc
50 kw unl. DA-N and for booster station at Shelby on same frequency with
1 kw DA-N. N only, and CPs for two
STL stations for relaying programs and
synchronizing signal from WBT to
booster station.
Designated for Hearing
Harding College, Searcy, Ark. and
Edith Wood Sweezy, Searcy, Ark. —
Designated for consolidated hearing in
Washington on August 6 re applications, both requesting new AM station
on 1450 kc 250 w unl.
Application Granted
WPTF Raleigh, N. C. and WAPA
San Juan, P.R. — Granted applications
of WPTF to change DA pattern and
license to cover CP as modified; by
order, dismissed petition of WAPA rereconsiderationoriginal
of Commission actionquesting
in granting
WPTF
CP.
Experimental Authority
WHYN-FM Holyoke, Mass.— Granted
special experimental authority to operatetrolstation
WHYN-FM
to remote
confrom trans,
site of
AM station
WHYN without
a licensed operatorattendance
at WHYN-FM
trans, forin
period ending Dec. 20, 1951.

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH JUNE 21
OX J^COt®
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
CPs
Cond'l Appls. Hearing
Grants Pending
Class
On Air Licensed
124
139
1* 26910
AM Stations
2,276
3
FM Stations
648
In
2,245
411
171
TV Stations
10T
52781
132
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WPRT Prestonburg, Ky. (Kentucky Mountain Bcstg. Co.,
960 kc, 1 kw, day); KVBC Farmington, N. M. (Valley Bcstg. Co., 1240 kc, 250w,
fulltime); WOKE Oak Ridge, Tenn. (Air Mart Corp., 1430 kc, 1 kw, day); WIRO
Ironton, Ohio (Glacus G. Merrill, 1230 kc, 250 w, fulltime); WLEA Hornell,
N. Y. (Hornell Bcstg. Corp., 1480 kc, 1 kw, day).

WNDRE. Mintz
Syracuse;
Vice New
President
HyDocket Actions
man
(18.46%),
York State
assemblyman; President David A. Kyle
FINAL DECISIONS
(18.46%) Columbia U. student; George
WBAL Baltimore, Md. — Announced
Field (18.46%), RCA recording division
final decision
renewal
li- director;
Secretary Arthur L. Cooper
cense to Hearstgranting
Radio Inc.
on 1090of kc,
(18.46%), with
Walton,
N. Y.;%
Treasurer
MartinWDLA
A. Karig
(7.6%),
50 kw, fulltime, night-directional, and
denying application of Public Service
owner
WWSC
Glens
Falls,
N.
Y.
Granted June 15.
Radio Corp., seeking a new AM station
to
operate
on
same
facilities.
Decision
WMBM Miami
Beach,Biscayne
Fla.— Granted
June 14.
acquisition
of control
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee,
by
K.
S.
Keyes
through
Jackson,
Mich.
—
Announced
final
decision granting application of WKMH
purchase
of
all
stock
outstanding
from
Inc. for a construction permit for a J. M. Vreen and eight other stockholdnew AM station at Jackson, Mich, to 15. ers for $256 and assumption of obligaoperate on 970 kc, 1 kw, fulltime (with
tions totalling $37,019.51. Granted June
conditions), and denying application of
Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp. to change
KWCO
facilities of WKNX Saginaw, Mich,
assignment Chickasha,
of license Okla.—
from Granted
Washita
from 1210 kc, 1 kw, daytime, to 970 kc, Valley Bcstg. Corp. to Clarence E.
Wilson
and
Philip
D.
Jackson
d/b as
1 kw, cision
fulltime,
June 13. night-directional. DeWashita Valley Bcstg. Co. No money
involved. Owners prefer partnership.
K C L O Leavenworth, Kan. — Anfinal decision denying
applica-to Granted June 13.
tion fornouncedmodification
of license
(FM) New Orleans,
change facilities from 1410 kc, 500 w, La.WJRM-WRCM
— Granted transfer of control Sudaytime, to 1410 kc, 1 kw, daytime.
preme
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc., licensee, from
Decision June 13.
William Cortada, Ramon Cortada,
INITIAL DECISIONS
George A. Mayoral and Leon Sarpy to
Chester Owens for $53,000. Mr. Owens
KSVC aminer
Richfield,
Utah— issued
Hearinginitial
Ex- is an attorney. Granted June 21.
Fanney N. Litvin
WPUV
Pulaski,
Va.— Granted
June 21 Applications . . .
decision favoring denial of application
fer of control
Southwest
Bcstg. transCorp.,
of Sevierrenewal.
Valley Bcstg.
for KSVC
licensee, from Howard Imboden et al.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
license
DecisionCo.June
19.
to Mason C. Deaver Jr. and Maruma
AM— 1420 kc
MEMORANDUM OPINIONS
R. Deaver through sale of all stock
for $64,746. Mr. Deaver has been an
AND ORDERS
WINA Peekskill, N. Y.— Mod. license
employe of WPUV. Maruma Deaver
to
increase
power
from
500
w
to
1
FCC issued memorandum opinion is
his wife. Granted June 21.
kw D.
and
order
scheduling
oral
argument
in
KWWB Walla
License for CP
Washington on June 28 on petitions by acquisition
of Walla,
controlWash.—
WallaGranted
Walla
WRIC Richlands, Va.— License for the FCC Bar Association. Trent Bcstg.
Bcstg.
Co.
by
Harold
Singleton
Corp., Trenton, N. J., and WKMH Inc.. through purchase of 12734 C.shares
CP
which
authorized
a
new
AM
station.
Dearborn,
Mich,Commission
concerningto the
W. Kendall for $23,000. from
Mr.
thority of the
issueau-a John
CP to Change ERP
Singleton
was formerly minority stocktable
of
station
assignments
and
to
reholder, now owns 51.1%. He is al^o
KWNO-FM
Winona, Minn.— CP to
serve channels for noncommercial eduRedmond
Bcstg.in Co.,
applichange ERP from 55 kw to 18.5 kw.
cational television stations, as part of V2 owner
cant for new
AM station
Redmond,
License Renewal
its rules. Persons who have partici- Ore. Granted June 21.
pated in TV proceedings pursuant to
KVRS Rock
Springs.Wyoming
Wyo.— Granted
Following stations request renewal
the Third Notice of Proposed Rule
transfer
of control
Bcstg.
of license: KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.;
Making
may
file
notice
of
appearance
Co.,
licensee,
from
Marjorie
L. McKSYC Yreka, Calif.; KBOL Boulder,
in
oral
argument
on
or
before
June
25.
cracken
to
Rock
Springs
Newspapers
Col.; WKBB Dubuque, Iowa; WFKY
Order issued June 15.
Inc. through sale of 100% interest to
Frankfort, Ky.; WTXL Springfield,
Ft. Myers, Fla. — By order, FCC
Rock Springs and four others for
Mass.; WLOX Biloxi, Miss.; KVOW
stayed
effectiveness
of
initial
decision
Littlefield, Tex.; KVWC Vernon, Tex.;
which favored grant of application of $59,486, plus or minus. Granted June 21.
WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.
Robert Hecksher for a construction
KGST Fresno,
ast of license Calif.
from — aGranted
partnership
permit for a new AM station on 1400 composed signmenof
S. A. Mandel, Morris
kc, 250 w, fulltime, pending further
Mindel and Milton Gerloff to a partnerreview18. by the Commission. Order
June
ship composed
Morris Mindel.
WCUO
(FM) to Quit
Gerloff
and ofJeanne
Bacher. Milton
Miss
Bacher
pays
$12,000
for
WCUO (FM), Cleveland outlet li- Non-Docket Actions . . .
terest. Granted June 21. her y3 incensed to the United Auto Workers
AM GRANTS
New Applications . .
of America-CIO, has announced
KWSO
Wasco,
Calif.—from
Granted
mit to increase power
250 wper-to
AM APPLICATIONS
plans to cease operation soon. Rea1 kw on 1050 kc. Granted June 20.
son given by spokesmen was that
Coral Gables, Fla. — Alan Henry
WSPC
Anniston,
Ala.
—
Granted
perto increase daytime power from Rosenson, 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime;
the area was being served by the 1 kw mit to
estimated construction cost $13,550; first
5 kw on 1390 kc, continuing
year operating cost $40,000; first year
to night
use 1 directional.
kw-night, change
union's WDET(FM) Detroit.
to
Grantedfrom
JuneDA-1
20. revenue $60,000. Mr. Rosenson is V2
WCUO went on the air in 1949.
owner WLRD (FM) Miami Beach. Filed
WCNR Bloomsburg, Pa. — Granted
permit to increase power from 500 w June 20.
Jefferson City, Mo. — Jerrell A. Shepto 1 ingkw,conditions.
daytime,Granted
on 930 kc;
engineerJune 20.
herd, 950 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated
cost
$15,100; operating cost $45,000;
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
TRANSFER GRANTS
revenue $60,000. Mr. Shepherd is owner
KNCM Moberly, Mo. Filed June 20.
WCVI of Connellsville,
Pa.— Granted
One of the leading and
transfer
control Connellsville
Bcstrs.
Ft. Stockton, N. M.— Joe D. Talley
oldest schools of Radio
Inc.,
licensee,
from
J.
Wylie
Driscoll
et
and
Burgess d/b as Trans-Pecos
Technology In America, offers Its
al. to John B. Craddock and 11 other Bcstg.Glenn
Co.; estimated cost $22,608.36;
trained Radio and Television techindividuals
through
sale
of
100%
stock
operating
cost
$33,084; revenue $48,000.
for $45,000. Mr. Craddock is general Mr. Talley is program director of KSIJ
dustry. nicians to the Broadcasting Inmanager
of
WCVI.
Granted
June
13.
Gladewater, Tex. Mr. Burgess is manAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
WABY Albany, N. Y.— Granted asager of Lufkin,
Tex., 20.chamber of commerce. Filed June
signment of license from Adirondack
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Eastern
New
York
Bcstg.
Sanford,
N.
C—
Radio Sanford Inc.,
A Service of Radio Corporation
1400 kc, 250 w, fulltime; estimated cost
Corp. fereeforare Nelson
$22,500.L. Principals
in transof
America
Kidd
(18.46%),
12%
$7,925;
operatingSimultaneous
costs and with
revenues
350 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. Y
estimated.
this
owner WINR Binghamton and 20% not
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application is another (see Transfei
Requests below) requesting assignment
of license of WSNS (FM) Sanford from
Thomas E. Barker to Radio Sanford
Inc. Principals are President Thoma'
E. Barker (49%), present owner oi
WSNS (FM) ; Secretary Mrs. A. D
Barker (49%),
Barker's G.UsetiB.
Furniture
store; owner
Vice President
Barker
(2%),
partner
in
Barker-Keith
Brokerage Co. Filed June
21.
Calhoun,
Ga.
—
RESUBMITTED
application by Gordon County Bcstg. Co.,
1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime; estimated cosi
$13,596.50; operating cost $25,000; revPresidentenue
R. R.$50-60,000.
Magill Principals
(51%), chiefareengineer
for WRLD-AM-FM West Point, Ga. and
Lanett,lace L.Ala.;
Vice President
Dr. WalBazemore
(30%), physician;
Treasurer Duncan Bazemore (10%).
student at Stanford U.; Secretary
Jewyl
Magill
Magill. D.Filed
June(9%),
21. wife of R. R.
Stuart, Fla. — Martin County Bcstg.
Co., 1450 kc, 250 w, fulltime; estimated
cost $12,500; operating cost $40,000; revPartners
owningof \-3Stuart
each
are D.enueW.$45,000.
King
Jr., owner
Hardware Co.; T. T. Oughterson, at-J
torney; Ernest D. Tyner, district cir- !
culation agent for Miami Herald Pub.
Co. (no financial or policy connection
with newspaper). Filed June 21.
TV APPLICATIONS
Cape Girardeau, Mo. — Hirsch Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 12 (204-210 mc), 31.5 kw visuai.
15.75 kw aural, antenna 500 ft. Estimated cost $123,471; operating cost $48.000; revenue
Applicant is
censee of KFVS$60,000.
Cape Girardeau.
FiledliJune 21.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KDKD
Clinton,
license from
DavidMo.M.— Assignment
Segal, Lee E.oi
Baker and Jeanne F. Baker, a partnerd/b asCo.Clinton
Co. toinvolvClintonshipBcstg.
Inc., aBcstg.
formality
ing no actual change in ownership.
Mr. Segal will control 52% while Mr.
Baker is in Navy, but upon his return,
percentages will again be Mr. Segal.
June
20. the Browns, 50%. Filed \
50% and
WANT Richmond, Va. — Assignment
of license from United Bcstg. Co. Inc.
to United Bcstg. Co. of Va., a subsi-i
diary corporation owned entirely by
the present licensee, in consideration
for which transferor will accept 10C
shares of stock with par value of $100
per
share,
a $15,000
non-interestbearing
note,andpayable
at rate
of $1,000 1
per year. Filed June 20.
KGRI Henderson, Tex. — Transfer ol
110 shares in Henderson Bcstg. Co..
licensee, from T. P. Lott. Carmen C,
Lott,
Dailey
and Mrs.
Henrv
Dailey Henry
Sr. to T.
P. Cannon
for $27,500
Mr. Cannon is V2 owner Beacon Oil &
Refining Co., % owner of State InsuranceownsAgency.
His brother,
Roy Cannon,
40 shares,
giving them
60%
control21. if transfer is approved. Filed
June
KUNOment of license
Corpus from
Christi,
Tex. C.
— AssignLeslie
Smith,
B. G. Moffett and J. H. Mayberry a
partnership d/b as Community Bcstg. .
Co. to by
KUNO
corporation-YJi 1
owned
same Inc.,
threenewindividuals,
interest each. This represents an increase in Mr. Mayberry's interest, since} ]
nership.
pays12V2%
$7,355.16
he owned Heonly
underto the
old other
part-1
two for his increased interest. Filed
June 21.
KVMC
Colorado
Tex. — Formby.
Assignment of license
fromCity,
Marshall
Eldon B. Mahon and Clint Formby d/b
as Colorado City Bcstg. Co. to Eldon
B. Mahon and John B. Mahon d/b as
Colorado City Bcstg. Co. for $28,875^
Eldon Mahon is District Attorney for
32nd Judicial District of Texas. John
Mahon
is 51%
Co. Filed
Juneowner
21. of Mahon Motor

WTTTment of license
Coral Gables.
Fla. — Assignfrom Atlantic
Shores 1
Bcstg. Inc. to E. H. Spach, trustee in [J
bankruptcy,
for purpose
sellingFiledli- j1
cense 21.at earliest
possible ofdate.
June
WZOB MITTED
Ft. application
Payne,
RESUB-ol ;j
for Ala.—
assignment
license from Glenn M. Gravitt, Colonel !
J. C. Vessels and H. V. Roberts d/b
as Fort Payne on the Air to Glenn M. j
Garvitt. No money involved. Partners
wish to withdraw and invest no further
in operation. Filed June 21.
WKUL Cullman. Ala. — Acquisition o(
control Cullman Bcstg. Co. by Hudson I
C. Millar Jr. through purchase of 50% I
interest from his brother, Alexander I
B. Millar, for $10,000. H. C. Millar is I
present V2 partner. Filed June 21.
WSNSment of license
(FM) Sanford,
N. C—E. Assignfrom Thomas
Barker i
tr/as Sanford Bcstg. Co. to Radio I
Sanford Inc. for $9,800 worth of stock I
(49%). Other interests in new cor- J,
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CBS Structure
(Continued from page 23)
announced, officials said the management and direction of those
properties would be unchanged.
Hytron itself has been headed by
Lloyd Coffin as board chairman
and Bruce Coffin as president, while
Air King Products Corp., Hytron
subsidiary now known as CBSColumbia Inc., has been headed by
President D. H. Cogan. All three
have been signed to three-year,
$50,000-a-year contracts and elected
CBS vice presidents, and are slated
for election to the CBS board in
July.
Columbia Records is headed by
President James B. Conkling. He
was elected to the CBS board two
weeks ago along with Harry S.
Akerman, who is in charge of network programs in Hollywood and
is expected to have a prominent
role under the reorganization
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18].
In the division of AM and TV
operations of the network, speculation centered around J. L. Van
Volkenburg, vice president in
charge of network sales, as possible head of the CBS television
operations; Mr. Meighan for a
similar role in radio, and J. Kelly
Smith, vice president in charge
of station administration, for head
of owned-and-operated stations
operations.
It also was said that CBS was
considering bringing in at least
one executive from outside the
company to head one or more of
the new divisions.
Whether all service units such
as accounting, auditing, engineering, legal, press information and
the like would be split into separate radio and TV units also
appeared among the undecided
questions.

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town,
Farm and Urban Homes — and including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK
MAY 13-19, 1951
Rating
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
NIELSEN-RATING
Current
Current
H omes
%
Rank Program
14.0
1 Lux Radio Theatre
11.1
23 Mystery
Godfrey'sTheatre
Talent Scouts
10.9
10.4
4 You Bet Your Life
5 Charlie McCarthy
10.3
10.0
6 Jack Benny Show
9.9
7 My Friend Irma
9.5
8 Life with Luigi
9 Mr. Keen
10 Walter Winchell
9.5
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen
Co. 9.0
CD

NETWORK
Truman Asks $20 Million

PRESIDENT Truman last Thursday asked Congress for a near $20
million outlay for the operation of
a communications warning network which would implement
broadcasting stations in the nation's civil defense preparation.
The request was contained in a
letter to House Speaker Sam Rayburn calling for a huge $535 million expenditure on the basis that
"enemy planes could drop bombs
on our cities, no matter how good
our defense may be." Included was
a provision for $19,745,000 for federal operations, including the communications system and administrative expenses. Another $200
million would be used for stockpiling materials and equipment.
The communications equipment
presumably would comprise air
raid sirens, two-way radios, and
other emergency items which are
earmarked for use in connection
with civil defense procedure involving use of radio-TV stations for
alerting state CD personnel.
Mr. Truman's request also includes $250 million for grants-inaid to states for shelter; $45 million-plus in federal contributions
to be matched by states for supplies and equipment; and another
$20 million in working capital.

-iS8ijii, J
Wj
• Mfc. . |. .
jon*»
Lee Lynch
in
i akk'LEE LYNCH, 49, Illinois AssemH #■ I1
blyman and broadcaster since 1937,
b*T
i m \ died June 15 while serving in the
state House of Representatives at
j Springfield. He narrated the halfhour Sunday show, Your Coles
Betting Swindler
■ L:i3 County Reporter, on WLBH Mat£
a
WARNING against swintoon at the time of his death and
... ::r .
dlers was issued last week by
was heard previously on WDZ TusWestinghouse Radio Stations
cola
(now
Decatur).
Ray
Livesay,
, ill |
Inc. in paid advertisingWLBH owner, narrated a memorial
space. Text of the advertiseprogram June 17 on which mesment says that ". . . an unsages from Gov. Adlai Stevenson
identified person representand Representatives were broadcast.
ing himself as a 'vacationing
employe' of one of the WestiBf;11
JfE
inghouse 'radio stations,"
poration given above in "AM Applicaasks someone for an introtions." Filed June 21.
duction to a "bookie" so that
he can place bets on the
Deletions . . .
races. In some cases he has
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
succeeded in victimizing his
AM 17, FM 46, TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
contact — in one case to the
WGAY-FMBcstg.
SilverCorp.,
Spring,construction
Md.— Triextent of $800. The ad says
Suburban
permit, June 13. Facilities inadequate.
that Westinghouse is emWCMW-FM Canton, Ohio — Stark
barrassed by the improper
Bcstg.
Corp.,
license,
June
13.
Economic.
use of its name and warns the
WILA (FM) Woodstock, 111.— Northpublic so that they can guard
ern 111. Bcstg. Co., license, June 12.
against such swindles.
Lack
vision. of interest and increase in tele. it
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STATE

GROUP

Maryland Assn. Planned
FORMATION of a Maryland broadcasters association, to include District of Columbia stations, was
initiated last Thursday in Annapolis. Session was held in Carvel
Hall, following a regular meeting
of the Chesapeake AP Radio
Assn.
Charles J. Truitt, WBOC Salisbury, was named temporary chairman and president of the new organization, for which a name is
yet to be selected. Mr. Truitt reported that he had solicited comments from more than 50 stations
in the Maryland-Washington area
and that response had been favorable.
The inclusion of District of Columbia stations was proposed by
Robert C. (Jake) Embry, who also
advocated immediate formation of
the association. Joseph L. Brechner, WGAY Silver Spring, opposed
the latter move, but was overruled.
Mr. Brechner suggested that an
organization committee first be set
up before proceeding with formation plans.
Mr. Truitt was instructed to appoint a committee to set up the
rules and framework of the association. He will be assisted by Jack
Surrick, WFBR Baltimore. Further
meeting tentatively was set for
sometime after Labor Day.
The Chesapeake AP Radio Assn.
session was presided over by Dennis Sartain, WWDC Washington.
Slate of new officers for the coming year, submitted by Ben Strouse,
WWDC, was unanimously elected.
They are: Mr. Embry, president;
Ted Koop, WTOP Washington, first
vice president; Bill Paulsgrove,
WJEJ Hagerstown, second vice
president; and Dan Hydrick,
WDKY Cumberland, third vice
president.
Oliver Gramling, assistant to the
general manager for radio AP, adRIM TALKS ON RADIO
At APS Subscriber Conference
FOURTH subscriber conference of
Associated Program Service, New
York, with APS Vice President
Maurice Mitchell presiding and
Beardsley Ruml, internationally
known tax and financial expert
and Muzak board director, as guest
speaker.
Mr. Ruml's speech, before the 60
station members attending the
afternoon conference, was confined to off-the-record remarks concerning the position of the radio
station in today's economy.
Mr. Mitchell, delivering his nowfamous "Mitch's Pitch," re-emphasized the overwhelming need for
analysis of the advertiser's problem by every station member.
The morning session of the conference was devoted to a memberparticipation discussion outlining
ways and means to the development
of attractive programming. Chairman of the morning meeting was
Leslie Biebl, APS program director.

dressed the gathering and showed
a film on "News Sales."
Also presented was a set of regulations on awards to be made to
member stations on the basis of
local news shows. It was decided
that members of the Virginia
Assn. of Broadcasters, which already conducted such a successful
competition, would judge the Chesapeake contest. Contest recordings
and materials are to be submitted
to the Baltimore AP office by next
March.
Mr. Brechner was named to a
special TV committee to study a
like competition for local television
newscasts.
Thursday afternoon, the delegates were taken on a cruise aboard
the state yacht, Potomac, to view
the new Chesapeake Bay Bridge.
FM

SET DEMAND
RTMA-NARTB Session

JOINT problems of FM stations
and set manufacturers will be discussed June 26 by spokesmen for
NARTB and Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn., meeting at NARTB Washington headquarters. FM operators
will explain results of a NARTB
surveysivepurporting
extendemands for toFMshowreceivers
which manufacturers are failing
to meet.
RTMA conducted a separate survey and will reveal the results
to FM station representatives.
Among those representing RTMA
will be John W. Craig, Crosley
Division,
chairman of
FM
Policy Committee;
GlenRTMA's
McDaniel,
president, and James D. Secrest,
general manager.
FORD FUND SURVEY
Land Grant Colleges Accept
INVITATION by the Ford Foundation's Fund for Adult Education
to conduct a survey of adult education activities among rural people has been accepted by Assn. of
Land-Grant Colleges & Universities, Washington, according to Dr.
R. F. Poole, president of Clemson
Agricultural College, Clemson,
S. C, and association president.
Dr. Charles P. Loomis, head of
Michigan
State College's
department of sociology
and anthropology
and research service director, will
direct the survey. Dr. Loomis is in
Costa Rica directing a rural social
study in that country.
Ford Foundation is considering
a TV educational program research
project to be conducted in cooperation with NARTB [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, June 18].
A CHAS. MICHELS0N HIT!

Edwin C. Hill
15 MIN. TRANSCRIBED
DOCUMENTARY SERIES
particulars
CHARLESfor MICHELSON,
Inc.
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK H
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
prises, which manages Mr. Lewis, sail for
Europe July 18 on lie de France, returning
Sept. 7. Bob Hurleigh, WGN-MBS commentator, will fill in beginning July 13 for four
weeks, and Mr. Lewis will broadcast from Euthem. rope last two weeks. Families will accompany

NINE PANELS SET UP
IN NTSC REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION of National Television
System Committee into nine panels to coordinate development of new color TV system
announced Friday by Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
committee chairman. Formation of panels isfirst step following release June 4 of NTSC
ad hoc committee report on standards for the
"broad framework of a new composite system
of color television" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
Dr. Baker also announced appointment of
Dr. Elmer Engstrom, vice president in charge
of research, RCA Labs Div., as NTSC vice
chairman. Others are David B. Smith, Philco
Corp., and D. G. Fink, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. Panel chairmen and vice chairmen
are:
Network — Frank Marx, ABC, chairman; R. E.
Shelby, NBC, vice chairman. Subjective Aspects
of Color — Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, of New York, chairman; D. E. Hyndman, of Eastman Kodak Co., vice
chairman. Color System Analysis — Mr. Fink,
chairman; A. G. Jensen, Bell Telephone Labs, vice
chairman. Color Video Standards — A. V. Loughren, Hazeltine Electronics Corp., chairman; W. T.
Wintringham, Bell Telephone Labs, vice chairman.
Color Synchronizing Standards — D. E. Harnett,
General Electric Co., chairman; M. R. Briggs,
Westinghouse Electric Corp., vice chairman. Compatibility— Dr. D. E. Noble, Motorola Inc., chairman; Rinaldo DeCola, Admiral Corp., vice chairman. Field Testing— Dr. T. T. Goldsmith, Allen
B. DuMont Lab. Inc., chairman; G. E. Gustafson,
Zenith Radio Corp., vice chairman. Co-ordination
— Mr. Smith, Philco Corp., chairman; I. J. Kaar,
General Electric Co., vice chairman. Definitions—
Dr. R. M. Bowie, Sylvania Electric Products, chairman; M. W. Baldwin Jr., Bell Telephone Labs,
vice chairman.
WFAA
STAFF

AM-TV COMPLETES
REALIGNMENT

PERSONNEL reassignments and appointments at WFAA and WFAA-TV Dallas announced by Martin B. Campbell, general manager. Alex Keese, in charge of regional sales,
assumes title of assistant manager of radio
station operations. Ralph W. Nimmons is assistant general manager and station manager
of WFAA-TV.
Other WFAA-TV appointments: Ashley
Dawes, program director; Ray Huffer, production supervisor; Ridgley Radney and Tom
Palmer, assistant directors; Howard Anderson, director of film department; Joan Danahy,
assistant director of film department and
music librarian. At WFAA-AM, Tom Brown,
formerly in sales, becomes night program supervisor, with Norvell Slater daytime program
supervisor.
N.Y. BAR

ASSN.

UNDECIDED

BAR ASSN. of the City of New York undecided Friday on representative it will select to
appear before Senate Judiciary Committee on
nomination of Comr. Frieda Hennock to federal judgeship in New York southern district
court. Louis Loeb, chairman of association's
judiciary committee, said he and Whitney N.
Seymour, bar president, would attend if hearings are called (see early story page 25).
Page 98
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SEN. JOHNSON FAVORS
JOINT EDUCATIONAL EFFORT
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.) said Friday
he goes along "completely" with J. Webb
Young, Ford Foundation consultant, who
would coordinate hopes of educators with commercial TV operation in order to best use TV
on behalf of education now. If FCC can find
way to blend these elements, "it will render a
great atorservice
to the cause of education," Sensaid.
Sen. Johnson's comments were contained in
filing of additional comments with FCC on
Commission's TV allocations plan. "Education," he said, "will have all the advantages
inherent in this new art with none of the terrifying burdens which fall upon the telecasters. . . .
"I am not suggesting . . . any educational
group [be precluded] from applying for a
channel so long as they satisfactorily demonstrate they are financially qualified and otherwise able to operate a station," he said. "What
I want to avoid is creating 'a dog in the manger' situation."
Citing educators' national campaign for TV
allocations, Sen. Johnson said: "There has been
some intense drum beating through the
country designed to stampede the Commission
into reserving channels for non-commercial
educational purposes." But, he said, few universities are "fit, willing and able" to operate
a TV station. He suggested FCC impose condition in all TV licenses requiring certain amount
of time be made available for educational purposes in public interest as sustaining feature.
FIVE MONTH GROSS
FOR NETWORKS RELEASED
INCREASED gross radio billings for CBS
and MBS for first five months of 1951, as compared with same period last year, reported by
Publishers Information Bureau today (Monday). Gross TV billings showing increases of
vast proportions for same period were shown
for ABC, CBS and NBC— DuMont network, as
is its custom, not reporting.
May in full May
PIB figures
as reported:
NETWORK RADIO
Jan. -May Jan. -May
1950
1950
ABC
1951
1951
$14,582,390
$2,913,834
33,060,678 $16,571,195
CBS
6,763,933 $3,260,839
30,224,024
MBS
6,319.197
NBC
1,510,818
7,668,217
May
1,356,580
7,289,006
25,260,843
27.709,142
May
5,329,752
5,639,188
Total
$16,518,337 $16,575,804 $80,572,128 $81,793,367
NETWORK TELEVISION
Jan. -May Jan. -May
1950
1950
1951
1951
ABC-TV $1,385,901
$367,989 $6,926,130
CBS-TV 3,066,249
14,168,546 $1,520,968
3.764,022
NBC-TV 4,946,338
1,583,185 22,495,292
Total $9,398,488
l,003,6.e8
5,926,465
$2,954,832 $43,589,968 $11,211,455
CBS URGES JOINT STANDARDS
BEST solution of problem of TV program
standards lies in collaboration by all television broadcasters, CBS said Friday in statement following NBC's announcement of its new
radio-TV broadcast standards (early story
page 27).

FCC TO ATTEND BRIDGEPORT
UHF DEMONSTRATIONS
LATEST developments in UHF TV converters
and receiving equipment will be shown to FCC
delegation in industry demonstration at Stratfield Hotel, Bridgeport, Conn., June 29, RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. announced. Showing
scheduled upon request of FCC Chairman
Wayne
Daniel. Coy to RTMA President Glen McAt least 10 RTMA member-manufacturers
reported ready to demonstrate equipment showing simplicity and inexpensiveness of converting VHF TV receivers for UHF reception.
John W. Craig, Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp.,
handling arrangements, will be host at luncheon. Inspection of NBC UHF transmitting
facilities also slated, with demonstrations on
Saturday, if necessary.
ABC Plan
(Continued from page U)
offered by W. D. Rogers, KEYL (TV) San
Antonio, chairman of resolutions committee,
and sponsored by Harold Hough, WBAP-TV
Fort Worth. It was adopted unanimously.
Committee, to be named soon by President
Fellows, charged with immediate and thorough
study of all aspects of TV program standards,
including viewer studies if advisable. It will
contact government, public, civic and other
special groups. Finally, it will draft initial
plan for self-regulatory standards for autumn
meeting. Committee will work closely with
President Fellows, Justin Miller, board chairman, and Thad Brown, manager of NARTB
Television Division.
Paul Raibourn, president of Paramount Television Productions Inc. (KTLA Los Angeles),
recalled six state censorship boards for movies
had been set up prior to 1922 when film industry adopted code. Since that time no new
boards have been created, he said, but neither
have any been abrogated.
"I would advise that we take to self-regulation immediately," he said. Child programs
provide the chief problem, he said, recalling
he had invited Los Angeles educators into
KTLA to criticize this phase of schedule. "By
doing this I think I will be more successful
economically and I can hold my head higher
if Ideclared.
can feel that I have never hurt a child,",
he
"You must do your own educational broadcasting. Do it yourself or you're going to have
it done for you," Mr. Raibourn told group while
Judge Miller sounded similar warning. Others
who took part in discussion included Harry
Bannister, WWJ-TV Detroit; George B. Storer,
Fort Industry stations; Nathan Lord, WAVETV Louisville; Dwight Martin, WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati; Henry W. Slavick, WMCT (TV)
Memphis; Leslie Johnson, WHBF-TV Rock
Island, 111.; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; William Brooks, NBC vice president
CROSLEY TO SHOW SLAVE UNIT
"SLAVE" unit for use with existing TV sets to
receive CBS color programs to be demonstrated by Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., in
Friday.
New York Thursday, spokesmen announced
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